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P you
d
( diow
kn
that
L I I d L the married woman . . .
America's No. 1 purchasing agent for the home . .
is also America's most faithful Radio listener?
Just one more reason why
Spot Radio is such a powerful sales-maker.
KFAB
Omaha
KOB
Albuquerque
MP
Philadelphia
WSB
Atlanta
KpOJ
Portland
WGN
Chicago
WJAR
Providence
WFAA
Dallas-Ft. Worth
WRNL
Richmond
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Denver
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Sacramento
WANE
Fort Wayne
WOAI
San Antonio
KPRC
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KFMB
San Diego
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Indianapolis
KOBY
San Francisco
KARK
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Miami
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spok erne
WISN
Milwaukee
WGTO
Tampa-Orlando
KSTP Minneapolis-St. Paul
WOO
To,sa
WTAR
Norfolk
Radio Division

Edward
Petry & Co.,
The Original Station Representative
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
ATLANTA • BOSTON

Inc.

THE

HUMAN

FACE

Where do we get that idea ?
Well,
look what's
been
happening
with magazines.
Name the biggest, most popular
ones . . . Life, Look,
Readers Digest, SatEvePost,
Time, Newsweek, and the
Sunday Supplements.
More and more, their pages
portray people . . . living people,
dying people, laughing,
crying, toiling people . . . but
nevertheless, actual people
facing actual situations.
Don't that
get usfiction
wrong.is dead,
We don't
mean
by a long shot.
But we do know that realistic
entertainment ( for want of
a better name) is gaining an
ever-growing audience . . .
and KCOP intends to provide
that kind of entertainment.
To wit : Programs like
Air
Power . ,and. BillTreasure
Burrud's
Wanderlust

IS

THE

MOST

THING

ON

INTERESTING

TELEVISION

1000 N. Cahuenga, Hollywood 38 • Represented nationally by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

.Danger
. . Colonelis MyJohnBusiness
D. Craig's
...
Walter Winchell's File . . .
Jack
League Boots
and /Douglas'
Search forSeven
Adventure
. Wonders
. . the Linker
of thefamily's
World . . .
The People's Court of Small
Claims . . . live personality shows
starring George Jessel
and his illustrious guests . . .
and the best newsman
in Southern California,
Baxter Ward, whose coverage
stresses the local angle.
These are believable programs,
sparked
life provide
itself.
We thinkbythey
a proper setting for
believable commercials.
This must be right :
Our ratings and business
are better than ever.
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Couitto!

waim-Tv
Strategical!/ located to exclusively serve
LANSING.... FLINT... JACKSON

c..\T^..«c

Published every1735Monday,
(Yearbook Number)
published inpostage
September
Broadcasting D.Publications
Inc.
DeSales 53rd
St., N.issue
W., Washington
6, D. C. Second-class
paid atby Washington,
C.

multi-city ouying is in fashion, too
Shoes with squared-off points are the latest vogue, but buying WGAL-TV's low-cost, multi-city
coverage is an established custom. This pioneer station is first with viewers in Lancaster,
Harrisburg, York, and numerous other cities including: Reading, Gettysburg, Hanover,
Lebanon, Chambersburg, Lewistown, Carlisle, Shamokin, Waynesboro.

k
^^^^
At
JK^.
^■k.
CHANNEL
8 • Lancaster, Pa. • NBC and CBS
Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc. • New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco
America's 10th TV Market • 942,661 TV households • $33/4 billion annual retail sales • $6% billion annual income
Lancaster . Harrisburg • York • Reading . Gettysburg . Hanover • Lebanon • Chambersburg . Waynesboro • Lewistown . Sunbury
Carlisle . Pottsville . Shamokin . Lewisburg . Hazleton . Mt. Carmel . Bloomsburg . Hagerstown . Frederick • Westminster
4
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CLOSED
CIRCUIT,
Committee
allocates for military and other government
Outlook for 1959 • Forecasts for 1959 tv business range
agencies, is outmoded and inadequate. Committee did not
from
skittish
to
optimistic,
depending
upon
who's
talking.
Networks express caution, noting tv was last of media to appraise broadcast allocations (radio, tv, etc.) leaving that
feel recession and may be last to recover. Additionally, tv is for authority which presumably will emerge from either
fighting what NBC and CBS regard as organized campaign
full-scale presidential study or through joint congressional
committee on spectrum utilization and allocations.
of print media to undermine advertiser confidence. ABC
doesn'twithin
go thatandfar without.
but isn't Spotwise,
unmindful tvofoutlook
brisk competition
from
is reverse.
Sales in progress • WORL, Boston independent, will move
Leading representatives are convinced tv spot in first quar- to ownership of Paul F. Harron, ex-Philadelphia broadcaster and businessman, for $400,000 under contract negotiated
ter will be 12-20% up, with outlook for entire year rather
bright. Individual reps report 1958 spot up from 10-30%.
with Joseph A. Dunn, present and principal stockholder of
Pilgrim Broadcasting Co., subject to usual FCC approval.
Station operates on 950 kc, with 5 kw day. Mr. Harron last
Hint for packagers • Some big advertisers are wondering
received FCC approval of purchase of ch. 2 WKTV
whether program packagers really appreciate all that's been Tuesday
going on in television. Starting last fall, they point out, (TV) and WKAL Utica-Rome, N. Y., for $4 million,
plus consultancy commitment. Associated with him as mimany network sponsors got 26-week contracts, meaning
nority stockholder, among others, is Gordan Gray, former
they can be dropped in March or April. "This," said one,
"means that actually the next 'new season' will start in v.50).p.-general manager WOR-AM-TV New York (see page
March or April, not next fall — but the talent people are
still building new shows for fall, as in the past." He ventured
Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS president, is in process of selling
that anybody with likely new property available now would
his Muzak franchises in Midwest to two broadcasters not
have scant trouble finding buyer.
now operating in those markets. He has held Muzak rights
Cincinnati, Dayton and Columbus for some
Missionary mission • Disturbed because of Dept. of Justice in15 Louisville,
years. He was originally in partnership with J. Leonard
Antitrust Div. view that option time may constitute
Reinsch,
executive
of Cox radio and tv stations,
per se violation of law, broadcasters representing affiliates of who sold out to him director
decade ago.
all three tv networks have date with Attorney General
William P. Rogers Tues., Jan. 13. Group includes C. Wrede
Gumshoes at FCC • Oversight Subcommittee investigator
Petersmeyer, Corinthian Stations; Lawrence H. Rogers, Joseph
P. O'Hara Jr. has returned to Civil Service CommisWSAZ-TV Huntington-Charleston; Jack Harris, KPRC-TV,
sion, whence he came, but not before submitting strong recchairman of NBC-TV Affiliates Board of Delegates; John
om endation that FCC receive appropriation to establish its
S. Hayes, Washington Post stations, representing CBS Tv
full-time investigative staff. Commission currently has
Affiliates Assn., and Alex Keese, WFAA-TV Dallas, chair- own
none
Mr. O'Hara
feels itforis information.
severely handicapped
man of ABC group. Position of affiliate groups at Barrow
havingandto depend
on litigants
While within
report hearings last year uniformly were that option time subcommittee,
he spent much time on FCC matters.
is vital to maintenance of network structures.
Under the influence • FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee was recipient of biggest surprise of the Yuletide. After he had
jocularly complained to friends that because of House Oversight Subcommittee disclosures he hadn't received one
bottle for Christmas, an emissary delivered to his office one
handsome decanter of ancient vintage. Card read: "Oren E.
Harris" (chairman,
Interstate
& Foreign Commerce
Committee
and of itsHouse
Oversight
Subcommittee).
Murrow on ratings • Sen. A. S. Mike Monroney (D-Okla.)
personally has been lining up big names for his rating
"debunking"
to getas underway
in Newis York
Understood toinquiry,
be on call
one star witness
Edwardsoon.R.
Murrow, CBS commentator who, on occasions, has criticized
broadcast media for lack of serious adult programming.
Sen. Monroney also had planned to have Sylvester L. (Pat)
Weaver, former NBC board chairman, but latter 's affiliation
as consultant to McCann-Erickson may change that.
Spectrum management report • Special five-man Advisory
Committee on Telecommunications, named by White House
to make quickie exploration of frequency allocation and
management, met its yearend deadline. Report was submit ed toOCDM Administrator Leo A. Hoegh last Tuesday,
Dec.
30, and
presumably will be released at pleasure of
President
Eisenhower.
While report is still secret, it's learned committee recommended further study of spectrum use and concluded
present system, whereby Interdepartment Radio Advisory
BROADCASTING, January 5, 1959

Broadcast Already
accountengaged
• Gillettein cosmetics
Co. may diversify
men'sits
toiletries.
for womeninto(via
acquisition of Toni Co. several years ago), Gillette recently
appointed Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone, N.Y., and Boston
affiliate John C. Dowd Co. for six unidentified "new products." Agency head J. C. Dowd admits "television to be a
major factor" in new product testing, and DR&J has had
basic cosmetics-toiletries experience with Revlon Inc. and
Lanvin Parfums. Mr. Dowd — declining to "speak for Gillet e"— notes
agency would
account
appointments,
both in"shortly"
cosmeticsannounce
field. two new
A lot inversala Pictures
lot • Co.
There's
more Ltd.
to Universal
City saleDec.
by Unito MCA
(Broadcasting,
22)
than just question of giving U-I $11,250,000 working capital. Learned last week: As long as U-I had to maintain its
own 370-acre lot, yearly cost came to about $4 million; now
it will pay MCA landlord $1 million under terms of leaseback of studio space and property. Thus it will save not only
$3 million annually, but also may write off rental as legitimate tax deductible business expenses.
Men in white • Annoying quirk has developed in effort of
NAB tocials.solve
coat"noproblem
in tv medical
commerThough "white
actors are
longer permitted
by Tv
Code
to
portray
physicians
or
dentists,
there's
no
code
against commercials that feature physicians or dentistsrulein
testimonials on behalf of pharmaceutical items. As result,
drug advertisers are finding licensed doctors and dentists
who are happy to don white coats to promote medicines.
5

REACH
FIRST
DETROIT

with wjbk-tv

s MORNING
MOVIE!

Children off to school . . . husband off to work ... a cup
n the local scene
ofis the
coffeefirstandfeature
now a film
Goodof Movie!
"Morning Monday
Show" '"jF^rrii
the dayThein Detroit,
through Friday at 9:00 AM. Every show is a top-flight
feature from UNITED ARTISTS, SCREEN GEMS,
NTA, RKO, and coming soon, PARAMOUNT.
Strategic programming to 1,900,000 Television homes
is one reason why WJBK-TV has a consistent #1 rating
in the nation's fifth market — 9 billion dollars worth of
purchasing power! With this leadership and being Michigan's first station with full color and Video-Tape facil51- (€2>) DETROIT
ities, WJBK-TV tops them all in dominating Detroit and
southeastern Michigan.
Represented by the Katz Agency
100,000 Watts CBS AFFILIATE 1057-foot tower N.Y. Sales Office: 623 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22 • PLaza 1-3940
WJBK-TV WJW-TV WSPD-TV WAGA-TV WITI-TV
L ,f \ ),
Detroit Cleveland
Toledo Atlanta Milwaukee

WEEK

IN BRIEF.

Essential
shows:overlook
showmanship
• It's soforobvious,
but
agenciesto often
it when shopping
the tv
program to suit the sponsor. William B. Templeton
talks it over in Monday Memo. Page 29.
Oversighters aim at FCC • Chairman Harris and
House subcommittee want ( 1 ) to keep probe going;
(2) to ban station buying-selling contracts until FCC
Mr. Templeton
has approved; (3) to halt payoffs to competing tv
applicants except for out-of-pocket expenses; (4) to require public hearings before
sioners, andeach
etc., tvetc.grant;
Page (5)
31. to halt honorariums to FCC commis• Farm equipment manufacturer earelectronics
Massey-Ferguson
with more than two-thirds allocated for netmarks $2 million 'sin radio-tv,
work tv. It's a first tv show for Massey-Ferguson, or for any farm equipmentcials.firm.PageTo37. get to the farmer, M-F produces special sets of commertaken out of media depart• Timebuying
Youngment&and Rubicam's
consolidated overhaul
with radio-tv
programming function. Levathes to
head new department. Page 39.
organizes "Canine Supreme
& Bowles
ID • Benton
pedigree
Gaines'
Court,"
to place
in line for key scene in new
dogs 40.
ID
to beworks
seen seven
on tv hours
week.93 Page
later this
for what may be audiences'
• Blueprint
Radio station
"dream
station" ofis the
seen future
in findings
of depth study conducted for KPRC
Houston by Institute for Motivational Research. Results indicate people
want network affiliates' reliability and sources combined with independents' warmer approach. Page 42.
Consolidation
Program
Radio's bynewaffiliates
• CBS
gets
PCP
than
more Plan
representing
acceptance
(Jan. 5) with
starts todayunderway
85% of rate card and with new and expanded advertising business totaling
$4.4 million net. Some stations get cancellation notices. Page 46.
Strike post-mortem • TvB and RAB challenges statistics issued by newspaper publishers following settlement of New York's 19-day long newspaper deliverers strike; dispute newspaper-claimed ad losses of $17 million
hint at harder-hitting broadcast industry promotion.
as "exaggerated."
47.
Page
Shooting season opens • The 86th Congress convenes in Washington
Wednesday, with FCC and broadcasters watching anxiously as all indications point to a record number of radio-tv hearings and investigations.
Page 52.
More firing at FCC • House Antitrust Subcommittee staff report makes
strong recommendation for executive code of ethics, takes swipe at Commis ion for not adopting code without "legislative prodding." Page 60.
Tv films: '58 and '59 • The tv film business was good in 1958 and should
be better in 1959. Things to come: Mergers of syndicators, more taped
shows by film producers and stiff er competition. Page 66.
Sarnoff reports fourth-quarter
RCA's good '58 • Board Chairman David
upsurge brings 1958 annual volume up to 1957 record volume of $1,176
"a good" year for business." Page 73.
billion and points to 1959 asDEPARTMENTS
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Though
XV gets a Kick
From assuming this pose,
He feels it's immodest
To wear so few clothes !
Of course, it's false modesty. Nothing can really cover up KHJ
Radio's foreground sound. It's
been winning agency and client
friends for more than 36 years. And
the New Year promises to be no
exception.
1959 is still a babe in arms, but
KHJ Radio, Los Angeles, is an old
hand at building cumulative audience through programs beamed at
the wide variety of mature, adult
tastes
market.that make up America's 2nd
KHJ's listener loyalty to both programs and advertisers proves that
auld acquaintance is not forgot.
(And neither is the loyalty of our
auld advertisers at renewal time.)
The naked truth is that KHJ's
Foreground Sound is programmed
to satisfy the variety of tastes that
make up the Greater Los Angeles
area.
KHJ
RADIO
LOS ANGELES
1313 North Vine Street
Hollywood
Californiaby
Represented 28,nationally
H-R Representatives. Inc.
7

Family

Radio

Is

Scholarshi

p,

Showmans

hip,

Salesmanship.
Bartell scholarship provides the research
by which the dominant family audience
is attained in each Bartell market.
Bartell showmanship develops a
glittering progression of
music, family fun, community service.
Bartell salesmanship produces
positive results for advertisers.
Bartell it... and sell it!

BBRTELL
fiiniiy
RRDIO

COAST

TjpCOAST
AMERICA'S FIRST RADIO FAMILY SERVING 15 MILLION BUYERS
Sold Nationally by ADAM YOUNG INC.
BROADCASTING, January 5, 1959

AT DEADLINE
LATE NEWSBREAKS ON THIS PAGE AND NEXT • DETAILED NEWS COVERAGE OF THE WEEK BEGINS PAGE 31
Soviet rocket on vhf
Russian moon-rocket signals picked
up late Friday were discovered to have
been broadcast in middle of two U.S.
vhf television channels: 70.2 mc, channel 4 (66-72 mc) and 183.6 mc, channel 8 (180-186 mc). Signals reported
receivedtion andby Army
RCA's Signal
Riverhead,
L.I., Fort
staCorps,
Monmouth, N.J. Russians announced
broadcasting frequencies as 19.993,
19.995, 19.997 mc (international fixed
public and aeronautical band) and 183.6
mc. They did not mention 70.2 mc
broadcasts.
Top-level duties
revamped by D-F-S
"Broadening of executive responsibilat Dancer -today
Fitzgerald
N.Y., ities"
announced
(Jan.- Sample,
5) by
Clifford L. Fitzgerald, president. Move,
in making for several years, comes into
effect "partly" due to recent death of
D-F-S board chairman, H. M. Dancer.
Agency operation will be vested in
executive committee, lessening burden
on President Fitzgerald. Committee
members: Lyndon O. Brown, chairman
of committee; Chester T. Birch, Sidney
J. Hamilton, Gordon H. Johnson, Fred
T. Leighty, George G. Tormey — all
vice presidents — and Mr. Fitzgerald. At
same time, Messrs. Brown, Hamilton,
Johnson and Tormey were elevated to
senior vice presidencies, as was Chicago
office head, F. Sewall Gardner. Mr.
Birch becomes executive vice president
and Mr. Leighty, vice president-secretary-general manager, becomes administrative vice president. All are 16-year
veterans of agency and are stockholders.
Mr. Dancer's stock will be retired by
corporation, leaving control of D-F-S
(billing over $80 million, $49 million
in radio-tv) with 26 stockholders. Agen"It's beensmall
the policy
holdcy officials
stock tosaid,
a relatively
group ofto
chief executives."
Need for option time
seen in FCC report
Report on option time got second
going-over in one week Friday (Jan. 2)
when FCC spent whole day on touchy
and controversial subject — and agreed
to meet on final draft Friday (Jan. 9).
By bare majority of one vote, Commission tentatively found option time
reasonably necessary for tv networking and that tv networks are essential
BROADCASTING, January 5, 1959

(Closed Circuit, Dec. 15, 1958). Because of editorial changes, final draft
will not be ready for formal action
before end of this working week. FCC
met on same subject Wednesday.
At tail end of meeting, commissioners discussed whether report should
be released to public and parties concerned, orwhether memorandum should
be submitted solely to Justice Dept. No
decision was made.
Report is Commission's proposed
findings on option time — network practice which was under heavy fire in Barrow Report. Barrow Report recommended that option time be prohibited
and Justice Dept. at informal meeting
with FCC- maintained practice is antitrust violation per se.
Commission majority, it is understood, intends to maintain necessity
for option time, but leans toward requiring stations to hold out half-hour
in prime night hours for use of local
oi independent program usage.
First draft by Office of Network
Study caused stormy reaction on part
of some commissioners (Broadcasting,
Dec. 1, 1958).
Kluge group acquires
Metropolitan shares
Purchase of Paramount Pictures'
21.75% interest in Metropolitan Broadcasting Co. by multiple broadcaster
John W. Kluge and associates for $4
million scheduled to be consummated
today (Jan. 5).
Transaction, handled through Washington brokerage firm of Jones, Kreeger
& Co. (which already owns 23.77% of
Metropolitan), involves transfer of Paramount's
335,200 sharesDec.of 1,common
stock (Broadcasting,
1958).
Price per share is little less than $12.
Mr. Kluge, major Washington food
broker, will hold about 221,210 shares
under voting trust. This represents $2.64
million in purchase price. Others in
trust agreement are Theodora T. Kluge,
Mr. Kluge's
wife; Harris
David
Finkelstein,
MarcusH. J.Thomson,
Austad
(Mark Evans, Washington radio-tv personality), and Ira H. and Bernice K.
Kaplan.'chase,Others
in group
making purowning shares
individually,
are:
Jones, Kreeger & Co., 10,000 shares;
Lind & Co., 36,000; William B. and
Audrey K. Mullett, 2,500; George A.
Chadwick Jr., 2,500; Virginia Pripstein,
4,000; Henry Pripstein and David Finkelstein, jointly, 4,000; Charles E. and

Larry Friedman, 10,000; Robert K.
Thompson, 24,000; Leon Samet, 4,000;
Alma Marriott
and Philip
Willard
(HotLustine,
Shoppes5,000;
Inc.), J.4,190;
Ray C. and Mary P. Briggs, 7,500;
Frank Topham, 300.
Metropolitan, whose 1,541,137 shares
of common outstanding are owned by
more than 6,500 stockholders, was selling Jan. 2 for \5V2 over-the-counter.
Mr. Kluge owns or controls WGAYAM-FM Silver Spring, Md. (which he
is selling to Connie B. Gay [Broadcasting, Nov. 10, 1958]); KNOK Fort
Worth, Tex.; WEEP Pittsburgh; WKDA
Nashville, Tenn.; WINE-AM-FM Buffalo; WLOF-TV Orlando, Fla., and
WSRS-AM-FM Cleveland, Ohio (which
is being sold to United Broadcasting
Co. -Richard Eaton).
owns WNEW-AM-FMTV Metropolitan
New
(TV) Washington andYork,
WHK WTTG
Cleveland.
Bernard
Goodwin is president; Richard D. Buckley, viceholder.president
11.5% isstockOther major and
stockholder
Carl
M. Loeb, Rhoades & Co., 3.57%.
Radio music pacts
extended by ASCAP
All four nationwide radio networks
and their owned-and-operated stations
signed for extensions of their old
ASCAP music license agreement effective Jan. 1, ASCAP announced Friday
(Jan. 2). ASCAP spokesmen said extensions were for one year. Old contracts expired Dec. 31, 1958.
ASCAP announcement also claimed
"approximately
50% the
of thecountry
local radio
stations
throughout
have
either signed or executed" agreements
extending beyond Jan. 1. These were
said to be for varying terms; it is known
that some stations have signed extensions carrying their contracts deep into
1963. It has been estimated that approximatelynot1,000 stations
tracts which did
expire Dec.had31.conSigning
of
ABC,
CBS, toNBC
and
Mutual and other stations
extended
radio contracts does not affect decision
of many broadcasters, including those
on All-Industry Radio Music License
Committee,
to ask This
court course
to set was
"reasonable" local rates.
recommended by all-industry committee
when ASCAP said only way stations
would get reduced rates — which committee insists are justified — would be to
go to court under procedure set up in
ASCAP consent decree (Broadcasting,
Dec. 8, 15, 1958).
That decree also provided stations

AT DEADLINE
CONTINUED
could continue using ASCAP music if
they applied for licenses before old
contracts ran out. It was estimated Friday about 600 of those with licenses
expiring Dec. 31 had so applied. If
they and ASCAP fail to agree on rates
within 60 days after application, stations may ask court to hold rate-making
proceeding.
New Orleans interim
operation stalled
Agreement for temporary operation
of New Orleans ch. 13 stalled Friday
when one of three parties refused to go
along on composition of interim corporation's board.
Three parties — all applicants for
New
12 — two ofweeks
agreedOrleans'
to jointch.operation
ch. ago13
borrowed from Biloxi, Miss. (Broadcasting, Dec. 29, 1958). Three are
WJMR-TV, Coastal Tv Co. and OklaWEEK'S

homa Tv Corp. (KWTV[TV] Oklahoma City). But Oklahoma demurred
when proposed board was to include two
members representing WJMR-TV, one
each for Coastal and Oklahoma, with
fifth to be chosen by other four.
On Friday, WJMR-TV and Coastal
asked FCC for permission to continue
WJMR-TV on air on ch. 13, with FCCimposed deadline for joint agreement
moved from Dec. 29 to Jan. 15. Late
Friday FCC denied petition. Oklahoma
objected to request, presented recommendation that each applicant appoint
one board member, with other two appointed by court or arbitration.
FCC ordered WJMR-TV to close
down experimental operation of ch.
12 New Orleans Jan. 1 after hearing
on below-level mileage separation with
ch. 12 WJTV (TV) Jackson, Miss., as
ordered by appeals court. WJMR-TV,
holding permanent grant for ch. 20,
was operating dually on both vhf and
uhf frequencies. It is ABC affiliate.
Silencing of ch. 12 operation brought
immediate protest by New Orleans
Mayor DeLesseps Morrison. Mayor
Morrison wired FCC Chairman John

HEADLINERS
Peter G. Levathes, v.p. of
media, and Robert P.
Mountain, v.p. of radiotelevision, appointed to new
posts at Young & Rubicam;
Mr. Levathes to v.p. in
charge of newly-expanded
radio-tv department and
Mr. Levathes
Mr. Mountain Mr. Mountain to v.p. in
charge of new business department. Mr. Levathes for time being continues as director
of media. Mr. Levathes joined Y&R in 1953 as v.p. in media,
became media director also in 1954. Before he joined agency,
he was executive assistant to president of 20th Century Fox
from 1938-1947, and for next six years was in charge of
20th's tv activities. Mr. Mountain has headed radio-tv at Y&R
since 1955. He joined agency in 1938 as manager of outdoor advertising, later moved to contact department and
elected in 1947 as v.p. and supervised General Foods account. These appointments, announced by Y&R President
George H. Gribbin, figured in change in concept of broadcast programming and timebuying functions (see page 39).

C. Doerfer and requested immediate
opportunity to appear before Commission. Mayor also wired Oklahoma principals urging them to fall in line with
other two applicants.
Commission plan was for temporary
use of ch. 13 in New Orleans until
final disposition of ch. 12 New Orleans
comparative hearing, or until ch. 13
grantee in Biloxi is ready to operate.
Radio Associates Inc. holds Biloxi ch.
] 3 grant, but is undergoing rehearing
on financial qualifications following reappeals
court. WLOX Biloxi
is othermand bych.
13 contestant.
Johnson named
Wallace
E. Johnson,
chief of branch
FCC's
aural
new and
changed facilities
of Broadcast Bureau, named to head
bureau's Broadcast Facilities Division,
succeeding Walther W. Guenther, appointed assistant chief of Office of
Opinions & Review. John J. McCue
succeeds George K. Rollins (deceased)
as chief of Public Safety & Amateur
Division of Safety & Special Radio
Services Bureau.

ber of continuity department, in 1946 was named sales representative. Hewas appointed commercial manager for both
radio stations in 1953. Both appointments were announced
by General Manager E. K. Hartenbower. KCMO-AM-FMTV are affiliated with Meredith Publishing Co., Des Moines.
Mrs. Frances Corey, board member of
R.
H. Macy's,
New promotion,
York, and advertising
senior v.p.
in charge
of sales
i|ff and public relations, appointed to newlycreated post of v.p. in charge of west coast
operations for Grey Adv., effective Feb.
15. Mrs. Corey's
operations
for both appointment
Los Angeles to
and head
San
if A
Francisco offices of Grey was said to be
Mrs. Corey prompted by "growing importance" of
west
coast in country's
economy
increasing significance
of marketing
in advertising
today.andHeretofore,
Grey Adv.
west coast operations were under direction of Robert D.
Wolfe, v.p. in charge of radio-tv for agency in Los Angeles,
who will continue in post, reporting to Alfred D. Hollender,
v.p. and television director of Grey in New York. Mrs.
Corey,
association
with Macy's
consultantwhoon will
specialcontinue
projects,herleaves
that company
after fouras
years service. Previously, she was sales promotion manager
for May Co., L. A., for more than 1 1 years, and with Bonwit
Teller and Bloomingdale's in New York.

S. B. Tremble, commercial
■ «*J manager of KCMO-TV
Kansas City, and Richard
W. Evans, commercial
manager of KCMO-AM< J Iff.
FM, promoted to station
managers of their respective
stations. Mr. Tremble
Alvin G. Flanagan, general manager of KCOP (TV) Los
joined KCMO in 1946 as Angeles, has been elected to post of v.p. and general manMr. Tremble
Mr. Evans
ager in charge of all operations for KCOP Television Inc.,
program director and went
effective today (Jan. 5). In announcing promotion, Kenyon
to similar a.'post with KCMO-TV in 1953 when station went Brown,
president of KCOP Television, said that Mr. Flanaon air. He was previously with KSAL Salina, Kan., from
gan will also become stockholder in corporation.
1937 to 1941. Mr. Evans came to KCMO in 1941 as mem.FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
BROADCASTING, January 5, 1959
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Get

more

business

in this key

on the great St. Lawrence

port

Seaway

through

WICU-TV
CHANNEL
12
Affiliated with NBC & ABC Networks
One of America's top markets, Erie stands well
above average in effective buying income.
Above average also in food, drug and
automotive sales. One medium sells the
Greater Erie market completely— WICU-TV.
marking its tenth anniversary of service
to 380,400 television homes.
A tremendous industrial center— with 348
plants producing over $500,000,000 in
manufactured products annually — Erie leads
in growth-rate among Pennsylvania's big cities.
And that growth will be accelerated by the
St. Lawrence Seaway. Find out how
WICU-TV is helping major advertisers
get more business in this expanding market.

ALREADY

BOUGHT

IN OVER

• CITIES SERVICE OIL
for Grand Rapids — Kalamazoo
• NORFOLK
Midway Furniture

• BALLANTINE BEER
for 21 Eastern Markets
• ST. LOUIS
Central Hardware
• ARMOUR
in 7 Markets

& CO.

• LUBBOCK,
Furr's, Inc.

TEX.

118 MARKETS!

• RAINBOW
for Houston

BAKING

• CHARLESTON, S. C.
South Carolina Electric Co-Op
• MISS GEORGIA
for Atlanta and Macon

• BIRMINGHAM
Burger-Phillips Dept. Store

DAIRIES

ROANOKE, VA.
Adams Contsr. Co.
and Ideal Laundry
& Dry Cleaners

• HEILEMAN BEER
for Chicago and all of Wisconsin
WISN-TV - Milwaukee
WHTN-TV — Huntington, W. Va.
WLW-T - Cincinnati
KID-TV - Idaho Falls
WCBS-TV - New York City
WALA-TV - Mobile
KOMO-TV - Seattle
KOLD-TV - Tucson
KHVH-TV- Honolulu
KEY-T— Santa Barbara
KGHL-TV- Billings

zlV'S NEW

STATIONS, AGENCIES
AND ADVERTISERS
ARE

RUSHING

TO

WFMJ-TV — Youngstown
KTSM-TV-EI Paso
WLW-D - Dayton
KBAK-TV - Bakersfield
WTVJ - Miami
KTUL-TV - Tulsa 1%
KLRJ-TV - Las Vegas V
WSJV - Elkhart, Ind. >t
KSL-TV - Salt Lake City
WDSU-TV - New Orleans
WKY-TV - Oklahoma City
WICU-TV-Erie, Pa.
KVAR - Phoenix
WSM-TV
- Nashville
KOVR — Stockton
-Sacramento '
KVOS-TV - Bellingham, Wash.
WFGA-TV - Jacksonville, Fla.
WLW-C — Columbus, O.
KPTV - Portland, Ore.
WLOS-TV - Asheville, N. C.
and many others

CO.

SIGN

HIT

E
AN
D
»BOLD
„, ^.vE ACTION

"0V

AND INTRODUCING
JOAN
MARSHALL
A NEVER
HEROINEFORGET!
YOU'LL

r'

/

SHOW,

STARK'--

K

AR

CL

RE
TU
UL CA
THE E
IN V
COLORFN
RIBBEAN!

-

EVERY WEEK
a half-hour
of EXCITEMENT
and SUSPENSE!

It's Channel

3

At WREC-TV the finest local program ing is combined with the
great shows of CBS Television to
constantly support our motto: "In
Memphis There's More to SEE on
Channel 3." Survey after survey
proves it ... so will the results of
your advertising effort. See your
Katz man soon.

First

By

All

Surveys

Here are the latest Memphis Surveys showing
leads in competitively rated quarter hours,
sign-on to sign-off, Sunday thru Saturday:
Nielsen
Pulse
A.R.B.
Sept.
7-Oet.
(Station
Area)4
(Metro
Area)
(Metre
May Area)
'58
May '58
201
240
279
WREC-TV
122
47
Sta. B
93
Sta. C
53
63
35

WREC-TV
Channel

3

Memphis

Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency
14
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LETTER
from the
Editor and Publisher
IF you're one of our regular readers,
alreadyto noticed
you've
a smallerthatpagethissizeissue is trimmed
than its predecessors.
a change
that you
have offorced
us It's
to make.
As more
and more
you
buy the magazine, the press run gets
longer and longer. We are now running
23,000 copies per week. We expect to
be running 25,000 soon. We must now
convert
to faster
accommodate
pagespresses
as big which
as thosewon't
we
have used for the past 27 years.
We can't
imagine
any change
rather
be forced
to make.
Every we'd
new
subscription is reassurance that we are
publishing the kind of magazine that
people in television and radio want to
read — a magazine tuned to the swift
and changing currents of news in the
most dynamic of all media.
Withtinue tnew
o deliverpressmorecapacity
news wewhilecanit constill
iswarmed
news over
and articles
that
haven't
been
after their essentials have
appeared somewhere else. In short, we'll
be
same job we've always
donedoing
— but the
better.
NG page size also gives us
CHANGI
a chance to make some other improvements, al intended to make
Broadcasting easier and faster to read.
Several old departments have been
discontinued and their contents consolidated into fewer, but more meaningful,
new departments.
For example, you won't find a department named Advertisers & Agencies in the new book, but you will find
Broadcast Advertising. In the new
department will appear all the kinds of
stories that used to run in Advertisers
& Agencies plus other kinds that formerly ran in other discontinued departments like Trade Associations. All the
stories that have to do with the use and
users of television and radio as advertising vehicles will appear in Broadcast
Advertising.
There have been other departmental
consolidations. The index on page 7
gives the new names and locations.
In working within this new format it
will be our purpose to provide a comprehensive weekly report of all the developments ofsignificance in tv and radio, yet to distill the news to essentials
in the knowledge that our readers lead
uncommonly busy
lives.
S;"cerely,

BROADCASTING, Januo

NO MATTER

HOW

YOU

STACK'EM ...

you'll find the best bridge to the
huge New York audience is

The Voice of New York
wmca

J First on 14,028,147 radio dials

It's unanimous! Up in latest Pulse, Nielsen and Hooper!

PROOF

OF

j| 'Jk

WCCO

k [H J| From Latest Nielsen

Radio

more

than

the

five

St.

Paul

has

listeners

next

Minneapolis-

stations

...combined!
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ONLY WCCO RADIO DELIVERS
49.2% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
More listeners . . . more
acceptance than the next five stations
combined. Total dominance for
your product story.
Station total, 6 AM-Mid., 7-day week

78% METRO AREA QUARTER HOUR WINS
WCCO Radio captures four
times moreother
quarter-hours
than all
stations combined.
Metro area, 6 AM-Mid., 7-day week

56.9% SHARE OF ADULTS
WCCO Radio delivers the listeners with
the
. . . nearly
morepurchasing
adults thanpower
all other
stationsone-third
combined.
Potent acceptance for your sales message.
Station total, 6 AM-Mid., Mon.—Fri.

^Nothing sells like acceptance . . .WCCO
MINNEAPOLIS
• ST. PAUL
The Northwest's Only 50,000-Watt 1-A Clear Channel Station
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales
Source: Nielsen Station Index, August, 1958
BROADCASTING, Jonuary 5, 1959

Radio
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SERGEANT
PRESTON
of the
YUKON
Leads

DATEBOOK

the

Rating Race
in Market
after Market!
SERGEANT PRESTON
HighwayService
Patrol
Silent
Sea Hunt
State Trooper
mm
Pulse,
PRESTON
March, SERGEANT
of Cochise
1958 Sheriff
Sea Hunt
State
Trooper
Honeymooners

31.3
19.8
15.3
14.8
12.8
22.2
18.2
17.9
17.5
15.2

SERGEANT PRESTON
Honeymooners
Whirlybirds
Sea Hunt
Highway Patrol

29.4
23.6
22.5
18.8
12.3

SERGEANT PRESTON
Sea Hunt
Adventure
Scott Island
Gray Ghost
Silent
Service

27.3
22.5
17.3
12.4
4.8

Arbitron, SERGEANT PRESTON 16.6
9/25/58 State Trooper 14.5
Highway Patrol
9.6
Silent
6.4
Sheriff Service
of Cochise 3.6
SERGEANT PRESTON
Harbor Command
HighwayService
Patrol
Silent
Twenty-Six Men

29.8
27.3
25.8
21.8
19.3

SERGEANT
PRESTON
Silent Service
Sea Hunt
Sheriff of Cochise
Highway Patrol

36.3
34.9
31.7
21.9
21.5

I NDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
T
CORPORATION
C
488 Madison Ave. • N. Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100
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A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING AND RELATED FIELDS
JANUARY
Jan.
6
—
Special
meeting
interestedto plan
taxpayers
called by Federal Excise Taxof Council
joint
effortnaltoRevenue
obtainService
Congressional
hearing
of
new
Interruling on co-op advertising.
Washington.
Jan. 6—sumesRadio
its weekly& Television
TimebuyingExecutives
& SellingSociety
Seminarsre(luncheon, 12:15 p.m., Hawaiian Room, Hotel
Lexington,
New
York). Topic,
"The F.Media-Marketingpresident,
Team." Speaker
is Newman
McEvoy,
seniornarsvice
each Tuesday untilCunningham
March 24.& Walsh. SemiJan.
7 — A newAll legislation
Congress, the
86th, in the 85th
Washington.
introduced
Congress
dead but willmuchsubmit
will reports
be reintroduced
and
some iscommittees
based on
past hearings. A new rash of investigations may
develop.
Jan. 16-17in —Radio
National& Television,
board meetingWaldorf-Astoria,
of American
Women
N«w York.
Jan.
16-17 —business
Mutual meeting
AdvertisingandAgency
Network,
quarterly
administrative
workshop, Plaza Hotel, New York.
Jan.
Oklahoma
Broadcasters
Assn.,Rep.winterEd
meeting,17 —Hotel
Will Rogers,
Claremore.
Edmondson
(R-Okla.)
will
be
principal
speaker;
his
talk will
fed over a is40-station
hookup.
KWPRbe Claremore
host station.state radio
Jan.
17-18 —Council,
SeventhPalmer
annualHouse,
meetingChicago.
of Retail
Advertising
Jan.
18-21 — Newspaper Advertising Executives
Assn.,
Chicago.annual convention, Edgewater Beach Hotel,
Jan.
ScreenHotel,
Producers
Guild awards dinner,
Beverly20 —Hilton
Los Angeles.
Jan. 23-25 — Mid-winter conference of AdvertisAssn. of the West, Rickey's Studio Inn, San
Jose,ingCalif.
Jan. 23-25
& Television (Great— American
Lakes area)Women
will meetin Radio
in Detroit.
Jan.
27-29
—
South
Carolina
Radio
&
Television
Broadcasters Assn., winter convention, Hotel Wade
Hampton,sembly wil Columbia.
be entertainedMembers
at Jan. of28 General
banquet. AsJan. 28-29
—
Georgia
Radio
&
Tv
Institute,
sponsored by Georgia
of Broadcasters
and Henry
W.Athens.
Grady
School Assn.
of Journalism,
U. of Georgia,
at
Jan.
29 — Cooperative
workshop,
Assn.
of National
Advertisers,advertising
Hotel Pierre,
New York.

tvvideoexperiments
and operations.
NBC and CBS
tape installations
will be described.
Feb. 2-6 — Combined NAB boards will meet at
Hollywood Beach Hotel, Hollywood Beach, Fla.
Semi-annual session opens Feb. 2 with Tv Finance
Committee;
Feb. Feb.
3, General
Fund and
MemberCommittees;
4, TvTv andBoard;
5, Radio
Board;shipFeb.
6, combined
RadioFeb.Boards.
Feb. 5-8
—
Hi-fi
Show,
Shoreham
Hotel,
Washingwill beton. onThe newest
display. in stereo and reproducing gear
Feb. 8-14 — National Advertising Week, sponsored
by Advertising
vertising As n. ofFederation
the West. of America and AdFeb.
17-20
—
Audio
Engineering
annual
western convention, Hotel
Biltmore,Society,
Los Angeles.
Feb. 24-25—
NAB
Conference
of
State
BroadcasterferAssn.
Annual meeting
and cons wiPresidents.
th legislators.
Hotel,
ingtoenn.cAefeature
of the Shoreham
final
will beWash-the
annual Voice
of Democracy
awardsdayluncheon.
MARCH
March 15-18—
NAB'sChicago.
annual Exhibits
conventionopen;at non-the
Conrad
Hilton Hotel,
agendasionsmeetings
scheduled
March
Formalspeech
sesnoon March
16 with15.through
keynote
by RobertopenW.at Sarnoff
and continue
March
18. Tentatively
scheduled
address by roundtable.
FCC ChairmanNABJohn C.associate
Doerfer
and —FCC-industry
Only
members
supplying
broadcast
equipment are eligible to exhibit. Annual
NAB
Engineering Conference, with several joint managem
e
n
t
t
e
c
h
n
i
c
a
l
s
e
s
i
o
n
s
,
will
be
held
concurrently
with convention in the same hotel.
March 18-20
conference,
Electronic
Industries
Assn.,— Quarterly
Statler-Hilton
Hotel, Washington.
March
23-26
—
National
convention,
Institute
Radio Engineers, Waldorf-Astoria, New York. Theof
nation's leading electronic scientists will attend.
APRIL
April nual6-9—
National
Premium
Buyers,Premium
26th Adanexposition, Navy Pier,
Chicago.
same site. vertising As n. of America will meet April 7,
April
12-14— Assn.
of National Advertisers, annual
West
Santa Coast
Barbara,meeting,
Calif. Santa Barbara Biltmore
April Waldorf-Astoria
20-23 — AmericanHotel,Newspaper
Assn.,
New York. Publishers
April
Westernconference,
States Advertising
Assn., 23-25—
ninth annual
Oasis HotelAgencies
Palm
Springs, Calif.
April 29-30vention,—HotelInternational
Advertising
Assn.
conRoosevelt, New York.
April
30-May
3—
Assn.
of
Women
in
Radio
&
Television,
Astoria Hotel,annual
New national
York. convention, WaldorfApril
30-May
eration ofAmerica,
Hotel &Advertising
Bath Club,Fed-St
Petersburg,
Fla. 3— 4thTidesdistrict,
MAY
May 1— National Radio Month opens.
May
4-6—
Assn.
of
Canadian
Advertisers,Ont. annual
conference, Royal York Hotel, Toronto,
May 4-8—
Society ofconvention,
Motion Picture
& Tv EngiFontainebleau
Hotel,neers,
Miami semi-annual
Beach, Fla.
May 20-22— Assn. of National Advertisers, spring
meeting, Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.
May 21-23—Sheraton
ElectronicHotel,Industries
convention,
Chicago. Assn., annual

JUNEFederation of America
June
— Advertising
annual 7-10
convention,
Hotel Leamington,
Minneapolis!
June 12-16 — National Federation of Advertising
Agencies,
annual
convention,
Chatham
Bars Inn
Chatham, Mass.
June
14-17—
National
Industrial
Advertisers
Assn
national
Hotels, Sanconvention,
Francisco. Fairmont and Mark Hopkins
Feb.Electrical
1-6 — Winter
meetingStatler
of American
Institute June 28-July 2— Advertising Assn. of the West
ofYork,
Hiltonto Hotel,
Tahoe Tavern, Tahoe City, Calif!
includesEngineers,
four sessions
devoted
radio New
and annual convention,
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In the 20 counties which make up the
Greater Washington Area, more people listen to WTOP
than any other radio station.* Clear proof
that in Washington the IMPORTANT one is . . .

"Pulse : 20 county Washingto
WASHINGTON, D. C.
U#pra£to
An affiliate of the CBS Radio Network
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales
operated by THE WASHINGTON POST BROADCAST DIVISION:

OPEN

HP02TATH2
JUNO
PROTECTOR
OF WIVES
JUNO (Gr.— Hera), the wife of
Jupiter, was assigned by the Greeks
the chore of looking after married
women.
how busy
she
had
muchFrankly,
time to wegivedon't
to theseejob,
as she was checking out her suspicions
about Jupiter and his various amours.
No matterfound—things
whenever
asticky
Greekaround
helpashebitturned
the oldmeethomestead,
to Juno
with an appeal for help. Evidently
Juno's
for wives paid off, as
she was concern
much venerated.
But Junowe can't
hold a candle
the concern
at WCKY
feel forto
housewives — Cincinnati housewives,
that is. We spend our days entertaining them with good music, giving them
the
latestwe news
features,
because
know and
that special
housewives
control the family purse, and spend the
major
portion
of
family
money.
As
result, WCKY has a large audience ofa
housewives.
'58 Nielsenis
showed that The73%Juneof July
our audience
composed of housewives, who lend an
attentive ear to sponsors' messages,
and that'sandwhyAlbers
smart (the
sponsors
Kroger
two such
largestas
food chains here) buy WCKY.
....... And if you want to sell
Cincinnati housewives your product,
don't call Juno— call Tom Welstead at
WCKY'sSalesNewin Chicago
York office,
AM
Radio
and theor West
Coast,
who'll
show
you
that
WCKY
your best buy to reach Cincinnatiis
housewives.
WCKY
50,000 WATTS
OF SELLING POWER
Cincinnati, Ohio
20

MIKE

Any book readers?
editor:
The weekly Sindlinger reports on
"How People Spend Their Time" is
extremely
interesting,
anybody read
a book?but please, doesn't
If they
don't, ofthenpeople
in myhavecaselaidalone,
many
thousands
out
$3.95 for a table decoration.
J. Harvey Howells
7342 Cameo St.
New Orleans 24, La.
[EDITOR'S
Howells' address
during businessNOTE:
hours Mr.is Fitzgerald
Adv., New
Orleans.
HeLook,"
is author
of one
a novel,
"The from
Big
Company
which
can
buy
Doubledaybook& Co.
for $3.95.
Sindlinger
does
include
reading
in
its
complete
port which one can buy from that firm re-in
RidleysivePark,
BROADCASTING'S
excluextract Pa.
covers
only media activities,
omits books.]
Impact 'impressive'
editor:
If ever we had reason to doubt the
quality of readership of Broadcasting,
our
doubts.recent mail has removed such
Since your Dec. 8 issue in which you
carried the article "Men plus Machines
equals Research,"
we have and
received
quiries from broadcasters
agenciesinthroughout the country. Many were
from the research directors of the top
stations in the country.
We are truly impressed and we have
a healthy respect for the quality of your
readership.
Frank J. Bates
Vice President
Predictive & Integrative
Research
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Gans' views on fm a hit
editor:
The Monday Memo written by Joe
Gans pertaining to fm [Dec. 15] is in
my opinion one of the most helpful
items concerning this medium yet to be
penned. Mr. Gans to my knowledge is
the first national timebuyer to openly
admit that he has used fm for his clients
and has been successful.
In recent months we have all read
* . BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION
subscription
for
52 weekly
issuesPRICES:
$7.00. Annual
Annual
including
Yearbook
Number
$11.00. subscription
Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's
occupation
required.
Regular
sues 35<f per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00isper copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circula1735
DeSales St.,
Washingtontion6, Dept.,
D.C.
On changes,
pleaseN.W.,include
both
old and
new addresses.

numerous articles on fm's growth and
projected bright future. This medium
can live up to these promises of a
bright future only if more timebuyers
follow Joe Gans' example and throw
away the rating surveys and test-buy
fm stations around the country. There
is no reason to believe that if Mr. Gans
has been successful buying fm other
timebuyers
would not meet with equal
results.
Karl S. Kritz
WPFM (FM) Providence, R.I.
editor:
We are very much interested in the
Monday Memo by Joe Gans . . . Will
you be kind enough to forward to us
100 copies of this article . . .
Raymond S. Green
Executive Vice President
WFLN Philadelphia
editor:
The members of the sales staff of
KSFM are interested in obtaining a
number of copies of the Joe Gans article. We would like to know the minicost . .mum. lot that we may order and the
Bruce M. Dougherty Jr.
Advertising & Sales
KSFM {FM) Dallas, Tex.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Reprints are H each.]
Muppets are traveling
EDITOR :
Our client, La Touraine, is running a
television campaign in Boston featuring
the Muppets described in your Dec. 15
issue. We would appreciate your sending us as soon as possible 25 reprints
of your article on the Muppets, which
were
on Washington television by
WilkinsusedCoffee.
John P. Hoag Jr.
Hoag & Provandie Inc.
Boston
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Reprints are 10«f each.]
Offers few more facts
editor:
May I point out that your otherwise
commendable item [page 63, Dec. 15]
about the Ford Tractor closed-circuit
television program coming up Feb. 3
does not tell quite the complete story?
Although
NBC-TV
ties on the West
Coastproduction
are being faciliused,
the actual producer of the show is
Haford Kerbawy and TelePrompTer
Corp's. Group Communication Div. is
providing the network and the large
screen
ties. closed-circuit television faciliAlfred N. Greenberg
TelePrompTer Corp.
New York
BROADCASTING, January 5, 1959

Since 1929 the 50,000 watt
clear channel signal of
WFAA RADIO has beamed its
way across the vast expanse
of Texas and adjacent states. It
is the biggest single audience
buy in Texas today ! And
for a closer look at the days
to come, let your PETRYMAN
bring you up to date visually
on the 1959 coverage picture.

KILOCYCLES
REPORTABLE COVERAGE: 209 COUNTIES
MONTHLY AUDIENCE: 591,740 HOMES
HOMES
WEEKLY AUDIENCE: 544,000
C
SOURCE: A. C. NIELSE
TEXAS
NETWORK
MEMBER STATION
BROADCASTING, Jonuary 5, 1959

WFAA
820
• 570
A L L A S
NBC • A B C
A television, service of The Dallas Morning News
Edward Petry & Co., National Representative

...FOR

THE

SAME

Wm

The only logical way you can see where you're going is to
look ahead of you. This wisdom is just as profound for
people in the business of broadcast advertising as for navigators ofsubmarines. Probably more so. since the deeps
and shallows of our national economy in the year ahead
are necessarily a matter of uncharted conjecture.
What are the potentials of 1959? More pertinently,
what do they mean to you and everyone concerned
with the continued health of television and radio
advertising during the next 12 months?
Can 1959 be expected to take up where 1958 leaves off?
Has the recurring bugaboo of recession been by-passed or
merely shelved? Will consumers be confident to spend
more of the unprecedented savings amassed during 1958
— and advertising budgets be scaled to tap their enormous
buying potential?
Are the electronic media likely to increase their share of
the U. S. advertising dollar? What changes seem probable
in the general landscape of television ... of radio . . .of
marketing techniques ... of audience preferences and the
ways of evaluating them? How do the experts look to the
new year; what do they say and why do they say it?
Answering these questions calls for either the gift of
prophecy — or the gift of interpretative analysis based
upon solid knowledge of what you're analyzing.
In short, it calls for perspective.
And this is exactly what a special issue of
Broadcasting Magazine, scheduled for publication
next February 9, will be called . . . "perspective
'59". Within its many pages will be the assembly of
facts that not only evaluate 1958's accomplishments,
but also the projection of trends forward into the
new, enigmatic year of 1959.
Among all publications which purport to speak for the
electronic media, only Broadcasting is equipped by skills,
by staff, by insight and foresight, by years of growing-up
with television and radio alike to attempt such comprehensive analysis of what conceivably lies ahead.

REASON

THEY

mm

When you — like the most important decision-makers in
TV-radio advertising — open your copy of "perspective
'59", in early February, the least evident thing about it
will be the many weeks of concentrated effort
exerted by
Broadcasting's editors in quest of everything worth
weighing against the future of broadcast advertising. Instead, you will find a completeness of factual content to
be
its kept,
issue studied,
date. read and re-read for many months after
Within the framework of anything so compelling, so definitely aworking tool of working advertising men, the
opportunity for telling your own message is as rich as a
new-found claim of uranium-bearing ore! Through
Broadcasting - in any issue - you command a PAID
circulation greater than that of the next three TV-radio
papers combined. But, with "perspective '59", the bonus
of readership
and "pass-along"
and re-readership is wellnigh
like winning
the sweepstakes.
If you haven't reserved space yet in "perspective '59",
we suggest you up-periscope and sound your klaxon. It
will be heard (on your behalf) in all the most important
and profitable places!
FACTS?
HERE THEY ARE:
DEADLINE: January 26 for proofs; final deadline,
January 30.
RATES: No inflation here. For so much more, the
cost
issuesis ofthethesameyear!as any of Broadcasting's 51 other
warning: Don't forget that Broadcasting's page
size goes to a 7-bylO-inch format with the start of the
year.
Check details.
any Broadcasting office for complete
mechanical
RESERVATIONS : No time like now. Wire or phone
us collect
you'll be represented the way
you
want, towithmakegoodsureposition.

PUT

PERISCOPES

ON

SUBMARINES

!

INVENTORY- 1959...
Within this single issue of Broadcasting, almost 22,000 PAID subscribers
representing TV-&-radio's most influential people will be reading the most
complete . . . the most authoritative . . . report, diagnosis and forecast of
the broadcast advertising status obtainable anywhere, "perspective '59"
will bring them (and you) such important features as these:
• a comprehensive boxscore of estimated TV and radio net time sales —
local, spot and network — for 1958, as compiled by Broadcasting ( and
contrasted with totals for previous years).
• a thorough analysis of how TV and radio advertising volume in 1959
will probably parallel general economic trends — a resume evolved
from the considered opinions of such expert analysts as J. Walter
Thompson's Arno Johnson, TV-radio forecaster Richard P. Doherty, etc.
(Hint: 1959's outlook is better than 1958's.)
• a situation report on the attitudes of television and radio audiences, as
seen through the eyes (and investigations) of A. C. Nielsen — an analysis accompanied by graphic progress charts.
• informed reports by the heads of the two big media promotion bureaus
working for television and radio — the by-lined outlooks of TvB's President Norman Cash and RAB's President Kevin Sweeney.
• an examination of the TV film situation . . . whether 1959 will see a
shortage of new feature film material . . . what and which pilot films are
in the works . . . how big the TV film business really is (and will be in
1959 ) . . . the facts about all major TV film syndicators.
• a look at how videotape is revolutionizing television production — and
where it is likely to go during the year ahead — with some side considerations about labor repercussions.
• a report on the sturdy resurrection of FM broadcasting, and the factors
which again are making it a medium to be reckoned with.
• a factual view of technical advances during the past year — with some
far-seeing investigations of what the space age technocracy may hold for
trans-ocean broadcasting of TV signals and wide-coverage FM relays.
THESE, AND OTHER IMPORTANT CONTENTS, will make "perspective '59"
an exhaustive, provocative inquiry into every area of broadcast advertising
activity upon which the success of TV and radio in 1959 depends. Nowhere
else will facts of such scope and authority be available! And no single issue
of any TV-radio business publication will command the attention or interest
to be earned by "perspective '59".
THE COROLLARY IS OBVIOUS! If you are part of the broadcast media picture,
don't get left out of this one. The people whose time-buying plans determine
your future will spend more time than ever with this issue. Why shouldn't
they read about you while they're doing it?
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Publisher's Note — This is an advertisement, but one of
such unusual character we are glad to be a sponsor of it.

Persuaders

in
The

the

Public

Interest

story of a little-known band of men and women
who created a Hundred Million Dollar

Non-Profit

Trust that works for the public good
By Jason We ems

Last summer,
a father, driving his vacationing family through
one of our
greatal nationforests,
pulled
up for
the view
where a
mountain road looked down on a
deep, wooded canyon.
Filling his pipe, he flared a kitchen
match with his thumbnail, in the
Western manner.
"Hey, Pop," cried his eight-yearold
son,window,
"don't break
throw it.that
out the
You match
know
what Smokey the Bear says."
Smokey has been urging people to
take such precautions against starting forest fires for 16 years. You've
probably seen his messages on
posters, on TV, or in print. Or heard
them on the radio.
Smokey, who now lives in the
Washington, D. C, zoo, was a reallife bear cub. A forest ranger found
him wandering in the smoke of a
forest fire which had consumed his
mother. Advertising men dressed
him up in print as a forest ranger
and made him the greatest fire
fighter of them all.
As a result of his efforts, the U.S.
Forest Service estimates that, since
1942, 600,000 forest fires did not start;
260 million acres of timber did not
burn; and nearly 10 billion dollars of
damage was not done!
BROADCASTING,
5, 1959

Who Made Smokey a Hero
Fire Fighter?
Smokey got his start in the firefighting business in 1942 when the
U.S. Forest Service called for help
from a unique business organization
called The Advertising Council.
You've probably never heard of
The Advertising Council, but it is
unlikely that a day passes in which
you are not exposed to the persuasive
messages, prepared and disseminated
under its auspices, on the air or in
print. This is a good thing for you,
and for your country.
It all started when an advertising
man had lunch with a Princeton
professor and three officers of the
Rockefeller Foundation in New
York. This was in the spring of 1941.
The Adman
Stuck His Neck Out
The professor was doing research in
communications under a Rockefeller grant, so the lunch table talk
naturally turned to the art, or
science, of communication. That was
when the adman stuck his neck out.
He said all foundations were making two mistakes in policy. First,
they spent most of their money on
the increase of knowledge and very
little on the distribution of it. SecABOUT THE AUTHOR— Jason Weems is the pen
name
of America's
He hasforbeenone successful
as amostBibleversatile
salesman,men.a
printer, an advertising writer, a book and magazine publisher, a government official, the head
of a social
science
conlarge research
Foundation.laboratory
He is theandauthor
of severalsultant to abooks.

ond, when they did spend money on
the distribution of knowledge, they
used old-fashioned horse-and-buggv
methods, and ignored the modern
high-speed effectiveness of motion
tising.
pictures, broadcasting, and adverSeeing a responsive gleam in the
eyes of the late, great Dr. Alan
Gregg, world-wide student of medical problems for the Rockefeller
Foundation, the advertising man
went on to elaborate his idea in terms
of what advertising could do to
spread new medical knowledge
among all the people.
Persuasion for the
Public Welfare
His convictions, widely shared by
many advertising men at that time,
boiled down to this:
1. American advertising facilities
and techniques had become the
most effective means for the communication ofnew knowledge, and
tor persuasion to use it, which the
world had ever seen.
2. This means of communication
could be used just as effectively
in the public interest as it was
being used in the private interest.
3. Advertising being a communication facility developed by business, business itself might weil
consider making it available for
public welfare projects and organizations.
Out of these convictions The Advertising Council was bornTURN
in XovemPAGE

ber, 1941. Its initial organizers and
financial supporters were the six
official organizations of national advertisers, ofmagazine, newspaper,
radio, and outdoor media owners,
and of advertising agencies.
It had barely been organized when
it was called upon to play a greater
role than any of its founders had
envisioned.
The Stab in the Back
On December 7, 1941, the Japanese
struck Pearl Harbor. A country at
war found itself faced with vast new
problems which could be met only
with the cooperation of all the people.
Scrap metals, rubber and paper
were needed in vast quantities,
and they had to be gathered up
from every farmyard and city
cellar.
Fats and wheat had to be saved
to send to our allies.
War Bonds had to be sold.
Merchant seamen, WA C S ,
WAVES, and nurses had to be
recruited.
Victory gardens had to be planted.
Altogether, before the war was
over, civilians had to be persuaded
to do more than one hundred
things like this.
Great Britain, faced with the same
problems, had turned to paid government advertising to help solve
them. This made the government by
far the biggest, and almost the only,
advertiser in the country. Some felt
"42 years with chalk on my sleeve"

AMERICA'S LEADERSHIP DEPENDS ON FIRST-RATE SCHOOLS
BETTER
SCHOOLS
1958, State
School
CommitteesAssociation
increased —membership
inInnumbers
and ParentTeachers
rose.
Citizen
concern
our schools and what they teach is
at a new about
high level.
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this was a potential threat to freedom of the press.
America Chose a Better Way
Our government turned to the newly
formed Advertising Council, which
quickly became the War AdvertisTheing Council.
Council called for volunteers.
Advertising agencies supplied talented people to prepare the messages
needed. Advertisers, magazines,
newspapers, radio stations, and outdoor poster companies supplied advertising time and space to carry
the messages to the country.
All these interests responded
through the War Advertising Council. America responded to the messages.
By the end of the war, more than
One Billion
Dollars'1
government messages
had worth
been ofpublished
and broadcast as a contribution of
American business to the war effort.
The results proved what advertising men had long believed: that advertising could as effectively inform
and persuade people to act in the
public interest as it had in their private interest.
Waging the Peace
When the war ended, many in the
War Advertising Council thought its
usefulness was over. There were
more who felt that the instrument of
public information, which the Council had created, was far too valuable
to be reserved for war.
The government still had jobs of
public information which needed doing .. . such as forest fire prevention,
and the sale of Savings Bonds; and
there was the original Council concept of broad public service such as
assisting the work of the Red Cross,
CARE, March of Dimes, the National Safety Council, and many
others. The word"War" was dropped
from the name, and The Advertising
Council continued. But here it faced
a new problem.
Who Decides
What's in the
Public Interest?
Under the imperatives of war there
was no question about what projects
the Council should undertake, but
when it came to non-governmental
organizations and non-war projects
of government departments, who
was to determine which ones were in
the public interest?
The businessmen who were the financial supporters and operators of

the Council's facilities did not feel
it was in the public interest that they
alone should decide such questions.
As a result, a Public Policy Committee was created. This was a group
of 20 of America's most distinguished
citizens with backgrounds and experience invarious areas of American life. One of the first to accept an
invitation to serve was Dr. Alan
Gregg,
whoheremembered
the adverluncheon where
first heard how
tising might help solve some health
problems.
theOnmenthisandpage
womenyou'll
whofind
serve,a list
with-of
out pay, on this Public Policy Committee. They are drawn from business, labor, education, agriculture,
the religions, medicine and public
affairs. They represent no one but
themselves and the best interests of
their country, as they see them.
When a project is presented for
The
Advertising
Council's
the Board
of Directors
firstsupport,
decides
whether or not it can benefit from
broad national advertising. If they
decide it can, it goes to the Public
Policy Committee which votes on
whether or not it is importantly in
the public interest. The Public PolPublic Policy Committee
of The Advertising Council
PAULCHAIRMAN
G. HOFFMAN
VICE
EVANSCHAIRMAN
CLARK,
Editorial Board,
New York Times
MEMBERS
SARAHVassarGIBSON
CollegeBLANDING, President,
RALPHUnifed
J. BUNCHE,
Nations Under Secretory,
BENJAMIN
J. BUTTENWIESER,
Kuhn, Loeb
and Company Porfner,
OLIVE CLAPPER, Publicist
HELEN HALL,S. JONES,
Director, Henry Street Settlement
CHARLES
President,
Richfield OilChcnceHor,
Corporation
LAWRENCE
UniversityA. KIMPTON,
of Chicago
A. E. LYON, Executive Secretary,
Labor Executives
JOHNRailway
J. McCLOY,
Chairman, Association
EUGENEThe Chase
MEYER,Manhattan
Chairman, Bank
The Washington
Post & Times Herald
WILLIAM
CornellI. MYERS,
UniversityDeon of Agriculture,
ELMO ROPER, Public Opinion Analyst
HOWARD A. RUSK, M.D., New York
University-Bellevue Medical Center
STANLEY
AFL-CIORUTTENBERG, Research Director,
BORISAFL-CIO
SHISHKIN, Assistant to the President,
GEORGE
SHUSTER, President,
HunterN.College
THOMAS J. WATSON, JR., President,
International Business Machines Corp.
HENRYThe M.American
WRiSTON,Assembly
Executive Director,
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HELP US KEEP THE
THINGS WORTH KEEPING

HELP STREN'GTHE
BUY U.S. SAVINGS BONDS
0
Ad from the current Treasury Bond campaign.
Started at the outset of World War II, it is the oldling campaign on the Council's docket.
icy Committee must approve the
project by a three-fourths vote before the Council will tackle it.
What Kind of
Projects Are Approved?
Since the War, The Advertising
Council, with the approval of the
Public Policy Committee, has presented numerous national problems
for your information and consideration, and programs for your support
and action.
There are emergency programs,
such as appeals of the Red Cross for
disaster funds.
There are periodic programs, such
as the one called "Religion in American Life", which reminds you of the

strength to be drawn from attendance at your church or synagogue.
(Gallup polls have shown a steady
increase in attendance at religious
services since this program started.)
Other programs, such as Forest
Fire Prevention, have been continuous over a period of years. One is the
Stop Accidents campaign for the
National Safety Council. It'-fias
helped bring the traffic toll to a new
low per vehicle-miles traveled. Still
another is the drive for Better
Schools, which has stimulated formation ofState School Committees,
and increased membership in Parent-Teachers Associations. Result:
citizen concern about our schools
and what they teach is at a new
high level.
One of the largest and oldest is the
campaign in support of the U. S.
Treasury for the sale of Savings
Bonds. You have probably responded
to both your own and your country's
benefit.

More Than 100 Million
Dollars a Year
Altogether, the programs of The Advertising Council get more than 100
million dollars' worth of support
every year.
The support comes from American corporations, large and small.
It comes from owners of magazines,
newspapers, television and radio stations, outdoor and transit advertising facilities. It comes from the
volunteered talent of America's leading advertising agencies.
Most of it is represented by donations of advertising time and space.
But there's also cash to support the
necessary staff work of the Council
and some of the programs it
originates.
A great deal of it results from the
devoted services of a group of some
70 of America's leading corporation
officers who serve the Council, without pay, as its Industries Advisory
Committee.

Doesn't Wait to be Asked
When the Council sees a developing
national need which calls for the
help of better public information, it
tries to get a program started.
A recent example was creating and
getting support for a program of
"Confidence in a Growing America"
in the spring of 1958. Twenty million dollars' worth ot advertising
time and space told Americans why
they were justified in having such
confidence. This helped avert the
development
a "depression"
chology.ofGovernment,
economic psyand
business leaders say it helped reverse
the downswing of last spring.

The next time you hear from
Smokey the Bear, you might like to
remember the uniquely American institution that put the words in his
mouth for the good of us all.
The Advertising Council demonstrates by actions, not words, the
social responsibility of American
business and the power of advertising in the public interest.
Even more important, it has
proved that Americans will move to
solve the problems of their society
with intelligence, sacrifice, and courage whenever they are adequately
informed of these problems and persuaded that they need solving.

understanding
greater
public
Europe
Religious
"forTruthRadioDollars"
Free
aid throughoverseas
three
major faiths
The Advertising Council . . . for public service
Ifa free
you booklet
would liketo The
to know
more about
this work,
Advertising
Council,
25 Vi\ this
45thmagazim
St., uggests
York 36,youNewwriteYork.for
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From

Top

of
to

the
the

Six's
Top

Six

Odd how numbers get tossed around these days.
Newest caravansary for agency staffers and
distaffers in Gotham is Top of the Six's.
Mr. Howard, maitre de at the numerically named
water hole, tells us that numbers are the stuff
of which chit chat is made at 666 Fifth.

Hildreth Radio serves up the top three markets —
Portland, Bangor and Aroostook County — garnished
with a tasty low cost per thousand. And Hildreth
Television covers Northeastern Maine like it
owned the region. (Rating- wise it does!)

And at the Top of the Six's, they're talking
about the six that top Maine — the Hildreth
Stations, of course. Now, there's a six buy
that really clicks with sales-minded buyers
up and down Madison, North Michigan or Wilshire.

Says Mr. Howard: "The wise buyer who goes by the
numbers comes here for away-from-the-shop talk.
And he turns to the six Hildreth Stations when
he wants to pitch high sales curves Down East."

check

your
HORACE A. HILDRETH, PRESIDENT
LEON P. GORMAN, JR., EXECUTIVE V.P.

wabi
HODLTON
BANGOR tv /wabm/w
agm

Tv/wpo

WILLIAM J. MULLEN, NAT'L. SALES M6R.
Represented by:
GEORGE P. HOLLINfiBERY — Nationally
KETTELL-CARTER— in New England

MONDAY

MEMO

from WILLIAM B. TEMPLETON, vice "president and tv-radio director, Bryan Houston Inc., Neiv York
The

essential

ingredient

Does tv programming today represent
mediocrity?
Yes! And unlike some of the critics
who have leveled all their ammunition at
the networks,
I believe
agencies toin exist
general have allowed
this condition
by ignoring their full responsibilities to
the medium. They cannot be treated
lightly. They are a definite obligation.
What responsibilities? Timebuying? Research? Contract negotiations? By all
means, but most importantly — programming!
There's little question but that much
of today's
tv programming
is mediocre
when
compared
with the exciting
fare
of earlier seasons. The great number of
recent programs that lived only 13 or 26
weeks before replacement is glaring
evidence of this fact. Yet, a short-run
program is far costlier for a sponsor
than one around which he can plan a
year's exploitation and sales strategy.
It takes time before a tv program develops its peak impact and 13 weeks are
rarely enough.
In this day of high and ever-increasing tv costs, agencies owe it to their
clients to have competent showmen
upon whose experience they can rely in
selecting programs.
There are two kinds of showmen, bad
ones and good ones. The bad ones trade
mainly on one or two successes, but
their average is below par. The good
showman will have quite a few outstanding successes and even though he
may not always be right, his average
consistently will be above par. This
kind of showman derives his know-how
from his years of actual experience and
association in his specific field: Entertainment. Itis this experience that gives
him that certain "feeling," that instinct
upon which to base his judgment.
Knowing what the mass audience likes
and sensing a change in popular taste
are those indefinable qualities that a true
showman can offer as insurance to
sponsors against loss of valuable dollars
through ineffective programming.
Programming by Default • But how
many agencies have such showmen?
Or, if they do. actually use them effectively? More and more I hear reports
from various agency people of so-called
"jury pilot screenings" where members
. . . and the choice
BROADCASTING, January 5, 1959

in shows

is showmanship

from virtually every department attend
and offer comments and criticisms.
After viewing several pilots, a pool of
the comments indicates no outstanding
approval of any single pilot, so two or
more are chosen for screening to the
client. Consequently, with no solid
recommendation from the agency, the
client becomes involved in an elimination contest and a program ends up on
the air by default.
Client screening itself can add confusion to this system of program selection. Television, being such a prime
selling vehicle, receives the attention of
not only the advertising director but the
heads of sales, marketing and merchandising as well. Their comments can be
extremely valid in pinpointing negative
elements in a program that would
hinder their sales objectives. But such
comments, valid as they are, seldom
have anything to do with the value of
the show in terms of consumer interest.
Competence Respected • We have
found that clients do not want yes men.
They respect competence and are only
too anxious to be sold off their objections ifit results in successful programming. Iwas told of a good example of
this regarding the recent trend in westerns. After practically a year of rampant criticism regarding the number of
horse operas on the air, they became a
program classification to shy away
from. However, one agency after viewing a new western show submitted it to
its client for sponsorship. The client expres ed his objections: They would be

. . .

getting in on a downward trend. Every
columnist was lampooning horse and
saddle shows and the public in general
had had its fill and would not watch.
However, the agency countered with
statistics and judgments that reversed
the client's feeling. The result was a
top-rated show. The client reached a
vast audience for his sales message and
was delighted. The big difference to this
story is that the client had an agency
with competent people who would give
him the kind of competence he needed
and he knew he could rely on.
The result of the jury system of series
selection usually ends up with the
lowest common denominator of judgment: A compromise of opinions —
which adds up to mediocrity. This is
not to discredit the fact that some consulting is healthy and should be encouraged, for as great a danger as the
jury system would be the "one-man
dictatorial
Just as selection."
a matter of good common
sense and purse-string philosophy, it
would seem that showmanship rather
than juries should be utilized in any
final selections.
Regardless of whether or not a client
views one or more pilot films, he should
be
to aofshowman's
judgment
and entitled
the benefit
his comments
upon
which he can base his evaluation for an
expenditure that represents the greatest
portion of his ad budget.
How do you tell a good showman
from a record!
bad one? There's one sure way.
Track

William B. Templeton, b. June 2, 1918,
San Francisco. Went to College of Industrial Chemistry and Engineering,
Manila. He is one of the youngest
members of Broadcast Pioneers, having
started at KGO San Francisco in 1929.
Prior to joining Bryan Houston Inc., he
was production manager of radio-tv department atKudner where he produced
Milton Berle's radio show and was director on the Berle tv show. His Bryan
Houston Inc. shows have included the
Jackie Gleason Show, Comedy Hour.
Oh Susanna, Mr. & Mrs. North among
others. He's married, has four children.
of show

should

be left to showmen
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heard
FIRST!
ABC Radio News brings first
word
of Pope public.
John's election
to American

this news first on ABC RADIO
FIRST!
FIRST!
ABC Radio News reports
ABC Radio News reports
Charles de Gaulle will bid for
Lebanese President Chamoun's
leadership of French government.
appeal for help in Mid-East crisis.

1958: Year of tension and crisis. Far East, Mid-East,
Latin America, U.S.A. Almost every part of the world
was news. And in this memorable year ABC Radio
News made news by consistently scooping its competition. The news beats above are but three examples.
One hundred and twenty-five ABC reporters and
overseas correspondents bring the news to the American public almost as swiftly as it happens. Twentyone foreign news bureaus — from Moscow to Tokyo,
from London to Cairo — probe for news twenty-four
hours a day, seven days a week.
ABC's domestic bureaus — staffed by such distinguished personalities as John Daly, Quincy Howe,
Edward P. Morgan, John W. Vandercook, John
ABC
'According to the A. C. Nielsen Company
30

Secondari and Bill Shadel — report and analyze world
and national news.
Today's news is made — and changed — with great
frequency. Major news breaks can't wait even for
regularly scheduled news programs. With ABC's exclusive News Alert System, ABC stations can broadcast news flashes instantly. No matter where the news
is made, their audiences keep up with the people,
places and events of the hour — within seconds.
People depend on radio for news. And over
25,000,000 different people listen to ABC's awardwinning news staff each month.* These people recognize ABC's and
leadership
in news reporting. So do
ABC affiliates
advertisers.

RADIO

NETWORK
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Oversight also urges legal, internal overhaul of FCC machinery
Sweeping changes in the Communications Act and
practices inwithin the FCC
wereinternal
recommended
the
final report of the Legislative Oversight
Subcommittee, filed with the House of
Representatives Saturday (Jan. 3).
While the 1958 investigations were
extremely rough on the broadcasting
industry, authority for a continued and
broader investigation was asked during
the new Congress. It was not specified
whether the Oversight Subcommittee,
which officially expired Saturday, in its
present form should be continued and
Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.) refused
to comment on this phase.
There were no big surprises (Broadcasting, Dec. 29, 1958) in the document as finally approved by a majority
of the subcommittee following a marathon 12-hour session last Wednesday.
Recommendations — and there were
many, far reaching legislative and future
investigation proposals — made in the report were reported as unanimous. However, minority reports were submitted
on certain language used.
Specific legislative recommendations
of the report affecting only the FCC
(five other agencies also were covered):
• A provision that no negotiations

m

for sale or purchase of a station could
be entered into without first notifying
the Commission and receiving its approval. The Commission then would be
required to make public the intended
negotiations and the purchase price. The
Communications Act provision which
prohibits the FCC from considering the
public'sbe interest
approving
would
repealed.in Also,
the FCCtransfers
would
be required to hold a public hearing in
all transfers unless it made a prior finding that the public interest would be
served by the station sale.
• Direct or indirect payoffs to competing applicants would be prohibited,
except for proved out-of-pocket expenses. When one or more applicants
do withdraw, upon payment of expenses, competing applications would
be accepted within 30 days.
• The provision separating members
of the Commission from its staff would
be repealed. "It is anomalous that the
general counsel of this Commission cannot freely consult with the Commission
once a matter has reached the so-called
adjudicatory posture," the report states.
• A public hearing would be required
before the issuance of any tv license,
even if there is only one applicant, and

all parties would be given the right to
• Repeal of the provision authorizing
appear.
commissioners to accept honorariums.
Other legislative proposals, affecting
all six agencies investigated by the subcommittee, recommend a congressionalpassed code of ethics; civil and criminal
penalties for ex parte contacts and attempts to influence the agencies; all
written communications from members
of Congress and others be made a part
of the public record; effective authority
for the commissions to enforce their
own rules and regulations. On the latter
point, the report states:
"Violators presently know that they
can keep the fruits of their violations
and go scot free because the drastic
nature of existing sanctions prevents
theirIn effective
. ."
a move toapplication.
make the . independent
agencies
"independent"
from that
the
executive,more
the report
recommends
the commissioners elect their own chairman, who would serve in that position
for a maximum of three years. Under
present law, the President appoints the
FCC chairman as well as those of most
of the other agencies. The President,
however, would be given the authority

21

Bennett
Harris
Wolverton O'Hara Mack Williams Hale
Seven of nine Oversight Committee members who drafted report are above: Flynt, Moulder missed picture; Moss, Heselton missed meeting.
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to remove a commissioner from office
for malfeasance or neglect of duty, but
for no other reason.
All the commissions would be required to grant or deny any motion
within 60 days after its filing. However,
upon due notice, the Commission may
extend this period for 120 days and if
no action is taken during that period,
the petition shall be considered denied.
FCC Told To Clean Own House •
The Commission was told to take several steps on its own, without the need
for legislation, to improve its operations. Among them:
A rule requiring that there be filed
annually a list of all broadcast patents
held by manufacturers.
Investigate all outstanding antitrust
matters within its jurisdiction which
bear upon the fitness of a station owner
to hold a license. "The Commission has
paid little or no attention to its statutory
responsibility
this area,"
the report
stated.
All thingsin being
equal, preference
should be given to local applicants.
Review its technical standards to insure "that such standards . . . are not
tied in with a patent or other monopoly
enjoyed by one or more manufacturers
or licensees."
Re-examine its standards and criteria
for comparative hearings to insure that
they are "consistently applied in cases
with the same or similar sets of facts."
Take steps to eliminate the excessive
length of records and opinions and unreasonable delay in proceedings.
An investigation should be made of
alleged violations of legal codes by attorneys practicing before the FCC with
"appropriate
action."itself of
A review bydisciplinary
the Commission
the some 30 tv cases in which the subcommittee said it found instances of
ex
ences.parte contacts and improper influThe report took a swipe at the FCC
because of the "quality and content"
of the annual report sent to Congress.
"The Commission has done little more
than supply the minimum amount of
report
states. material required . . ." the report
Still another recommendation would
have an individual commissioner writing the FCC decisions, rather than delegating this duty to the Office of Opinions
& Reviews. The opinion would be signed
by the writing commissioner, with the
duty rotated on a regular basis.
Further Investigation Needed • The
report said the subcommittee's work is
far from completed, and listed 25 matters affecting the FCC needing further
study.
record of our
and the"Theinformation
in itssubcommittee
files which
have not been developed at hearings,"
the
also tocongressmen
recommend stated,
that such"impels
commit-us
32 (LEAD STORY)

tee [parent Commerce Committee] or
subcommittee should undertake and
complete further legislative inquiry. . . ."
A study of the use of the entire spectrum and a determination as to its allocation and use is urgently needed, the
report quiresstated.
interest rethat this "The
study public
and determination
be made objectively by the legislative
branch rather than the executive because of the natural predisposition of
the executive to favor its own interest
in the
reportrecommended,
said. A part
of
thismatter,"
study, the
it was
should include an investigation of the
uhf-vhf situation.
The report also asked that the subcom it e be given new life to investigate the 25-year-old clear channel problem; the licensing of networks "since
they provide a very considerable amount
of the programs which stations themselves broadcast, and over which they
[stations] have no content control";
"nuisance filings" of strike applications;
option time agreements and their relationship tothe duty of individual broadFirst of many
At least one anti-pay tv bill will
be introduced the first day of the
86th Congress, convening Wednesday (Jan. 7). Rep. Oren Harris CDArk. ) said last week he had several
bills to be introduced the first day
and a pay tv measure is one of them.
Rep. Harris, chairman of both the
House Commerce Committee and its
Legislative Oversight Subcommittee,
said legislation designed to carry out
recommendations of the Oversight
report would not be ready this week.
This will follow, he said, in the immediate future.
casters to control the programming of
his station; multiple ownership of stations, and "the centralization of economic power resulting from technical
developments
field." is
Continuationin ofthe thebroadcast
subcommittee
needed, the report stated, so that an
investigation can be made, on a commis ion-by-com is ion basis, of their
internal administrative setup, the functioning of each of its divisions and
branches and the responsibilities delegated to others; the means employed in
the making of Commission policy and
the procedure followed in publishing
policy statements and changes; the manner in which examiners are appointed
and assigned to cases, and the technical
qualifications of examiners.
Other necessary future investigations
cited inbe asking
that the subcommittee's
work
continued:
The effect of court decisions on con-

gressional intent in forming the agencies.
Whether the Commission has neglected its obligations to the public by failing
to make thorough investigations of applicants, licensees, or has it depended
on information furnished by the competing parties. study for the reasons in
A thorough
variations from established criteria.
Whether the Commission's internal
organization is such that a superior authority isvested in a single staff emto thetoextent
that what
such material
individual isployeable
designate
is presented to the Commission in rulemaking or adjudicatory proceedings.
What is necessary to strengthen the
independence of the Commission from
the White House.
Whether the Commission should be
required to submit its budget and legislative requests through the Budget
Bureau.
What measures, if any, are needed
to separate the legislative, executive
and judicial functions of the Commission.
Whether excessive paperwork, expense and delay in Commission proceedings can be eliminated.
Whether the Commission takes reprisals against persons or companies
who challenge its actions.
The method of assigning examiners
and oftain changing
assignments
to ascerwhether examiners
are sometimes
assigned with the view of insuring a
predetermined result.
The procedures for handling cases
between the filing of the initial decision
and the final report to ascertain whether
they consuming.
are needlessly cumbersome and
time
To what extent final decisions are
based on staff memorandums, analyses
I or
recommendations which are not
available to all parties.
Supporthave
of Recommendations
"Our
hearings
brought to light •certain
fundamental weaknesses which if not
corrected will lead to lack of public
confidence in the efficiency and integrity of the . . . commissions," the report stated in support of its recomdations. "The proposalsflagrant
we advance
are aimed at meneliminating
abuses
and certain conditions and practices
which are conducive to the fostering of
improper ex parte conduct.
"The recommendations also include
measures to strengthen the commissions, contribute to their more efficient
operations and to insure faithful, ungrudging administration
statutes
in the manner
intended ofbytheCongress.
. . . Congress must also make certain
that improper fraternization or pressures are not permitted. Otherwise, the
administrative commissions may be conBROADCASTING, January 5, 1959

Make us prove it! Ready?
In the last year, our steady viewers have given us
Pulse ratings ranging from 12 to 15 out of 15 top
shows. They've given us top ratings on our originated
multi-weekly shows. 92 % of our area people reach us
through their TV sets!
This has gone on so long that we're sure we have
to know why. After all, we're part of the community
— our veteran staff people have served on Boy Scouts,
P.T.A. and Community Chest for more than a decade
— and we all think alike. You don't overpower folks
out here — you don't double-talk and triple-spot

them. You're all neighbors, in one of the richest, highest home-owning urban, suburban and ex-urban areas
in the country. So you go heavy on public service,
programming for people and civic affairs. You earn
your way — and your loyalties.
This is a climate in which audience response to intelligent merchandising offers even greater rewards
than the figures show — and George P. Hollingbery
has some mighty impressive ones. Ask him why
America's
17th market is |_| | Q
even bigger than it looks!
CBS
ONE
OF AMERICA'S GREAT AREA STATIONS
States
Reaching and Holding 2,887,420 People — in 41 Counties of 3Canne,
t f J

Broadcast to a
CONCENTRATED
MICHIGAN
AUDIENCE

WPON
Sta. B
Sta. C
Sta. D

Thru FridayP.M.
Monday Thru Friday 12:00MondayNoon-6:00
46.5
39
14.0
24.1
8.1
11.9
10.0
5.4
C. E. Hooper, May, 1958

The station serving

in

verted into Washington branch offices
of the regulated industry, or instruments of over aggressive seekers of special
privileges."concluded that one of the
The report
most effective steps to strengthen the
FCC and other agencies is to have as
commissioners
key personnel
"men
of unquestionedandability
and character.
. . . We strongly urge that appointment
to commissionerships be removed from
politics. . . . The national public interest requires that the Executive appoint
as commissioners men of independence,
experience and attainment in the field
of activities they are called upon to
administer."
recommen
no specific
Although
tions were made,
the report
said dathe
ion of commistenure and
compensat
sioners should be such to attract and
keep the most capable men. The report
further stated that it is not enough to
tell the Commission that its decisions
must be based on the public interest.
"One of our important recommendations isthat a thorough study be made
of the various statutes conferring discretion upon a commission with a view
toward establishing more precise standards to control the exercise of such
discretion," the report said.
Not a Congressional Subject • The
committee kicked out of the report a
provision calling for an investigation of
tv programming, urged by at least one
member. "That gets into censorship,
and I don't think that is a proper subject
for Congress," Rep. Harris said when
asked why the proposed investigation
was squelched. The chairman stressed
the subcommittee has in no way tried
tocase.tell the FCC what to do in any given
60-dayRep.limitHarris
for
theOnFCCtheto proposed
act on motions,
said "one of the problems that caused

so much turmoil has been the continued
delays, giving rise to ex parte apA large percentage of the report deals
with testimony before the subcommittee
inproaches."
the Miami ch. 10 case, Pittsburgh ch.
4, Boston ch. 5, Springfield, 111. — St.
Louis ch. 2 shift, and others while incorporating conclusions reached by the
subcommittee. It was on this point that
some members balked at signing the
complete report.
Rep.thisJoseph
P. O'Hara"picking
(R-Minn.)
said
narrative
individuals.
I am not began
going to be a partyon
to that." He said a minority report
would be submitted by himself and Rep.
Charles Wolverton (R-N. J.), but that
he did not know whether other GOP
members would sign the dissident opinion.
Rep. John Bennett (R-Mich.) stated
he was in general agreement with the report but that he "has a few comments
and reservations" which he intends to
file.
Members of the subcommittee include Democratic Reps. Harris, John
Bell Williams (Miss.), Peter Mack (111.),
John J. Flynt (Ga.), John Moss (Calif.)
and Morgan Moulder (Mo.); RepubliBennett,
Robertcan Reps.
HaleO'Hara,
(Me.) Wolverton,
and John Heselton
(Mass.). All except Reps. Moss and
Heselton were present for the Tuesday
closed session which gave a final approval to the report.
Many of the reporfs recommendations applymission,
to Federal
the Federal
ComTrade Power
Commission,
Securities & Exchange Commission,
Civil Aeronautics Board and Interstate
Commerce Commission as well as the
FCC. Individual recommendations also
were made for each of the other agencies, although the FCC was the target
of a majority of the proposals.

HOW PEOPLE SPEND THEIR TIME

CONTACT
VENARD RINTOUL & McCONNELL, INC.
Associated with Lansing's
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There iswere
peopletime:in the U.S. over 12 years of age during the week Dec. 19-25.
This
how 126,085,000
they spent their
69.0% (86,999,000) spent 1,664.9 million hours
Watching Television
55.2% (79,590,000) spent 975.8 million hours
Listening to Radio
72^8%
(91^790,000)
spent
380.6
million
hours
Reading
31 1% (39 212, 000) spent 189.4 million hours
Reading Newspapers
Magazines
25 5% (32^103,000) spent 415.7 million hours
Watching Movies on Tv
Attending Movies*
22.3% (28^107,000) spent 112.4 million hours
Ridley Park, Pa., and published exclusivelyinter-by
These totals compiled by Sindlinger on& aCo.,
48-state, random dispersion samplefromof 7,000
BROADCASTING each week, are based weekly
these
report,numerous which
quarterly "Activity"
and
Sindlinger's
day).
each
(1,000
views
catethese and
furnishes comprehensive
are drawn,
weekly figures
each specificothermedium.
audiencesof between
and unduplicatedbreakdowns
the duplicated
gories and shows
perand
numbers
People—
figures.
weekly
are
totals
Hour
t
Co.
&
Sindlinger
Copyrightcentages— 1958
tabulaaverageis adailycumulative
arewhich
people figures
* All movies"
basis.
average ofdaily
figuredwithon anexception
are week
category
"attending
the
the
r
o
f
s
n
o
i
t
intertotal for viethe
wing we k. week. Sindlinger tabulations are available within two to seven days of the
SINDLINGER'S SET COUNT: As of Dec. 1, Sindlinger data shows: (1) 112,743,000
to tv (89.4%tv ofsetsthein people
have tv;access
of agewith
over 12 years
people
use in inU.S.that age group);
(3) 48,184,000
households
(2) 43,693,000
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JVJAMES garner
Star of "Maverick"

^WILL HUTCHINS
$+ar °f "Sugarfoot"

/y PETER BROWN
ylk Star of "Lawman"

THE

TOP
GUNS

WERE

IN

TOWN
It happened on December 14, 1958! A fitting climax to the exciting
opening promotion of the NEW KVII-TV, K-7 in Amarillo, Texas.
Four
Warner Bros.-ABC's
top starsTheheadlined
a K-7 telethon
benefitof Multiple
Sclerosis research!
Texas Panhandle
was to
branded — and properly — in what one Amarillo agency man called
"the most professional and exciting program ever televised locally".
Amarillo and the High Plains are coming to expect — and receive
— BIG things from K-7. In just eight weeks, Channel 7 has:
new ownership and management, ABC interconnection, a tremendous
new
full powercampaign
of 316,000
wattsthefrom
highestprogramming
tower, and aday,promotion
that has
wholethe area's
town
talking!
So now, the TV picture in Amarillo and the four-state marketing
area ittheservesmosthasenthusiastic
changed! television
The dynamicpeople
new inforce
K-7 now
TV, hard
where
Texasis are
at work on even bigger plans to hold the air of excitement
created by the "BIG SWITCH".
Let your Boiling man give you the full story of a station that is
DIFFERENT — a station that can SELL your advertiser's product!

KVII-TV

BROADCASTING, January 5, 1959

e

channel 7 • amarillo, texas
C. R. "Dick" Watts, Vice President & General Manager
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Which
gets

your

"twin
WAVE?

WAVE Radio celebrated its 25th Anniversary on
December 30 — WAVE-TV its 10th on November 24
*ch of these remarkable sister stations wins the cake in its category because
:_
WAVE-TV, Channel 3, the first television station in Kentucky,
is also first in ratings — first in coverage —
first in number of listeners — first in values for advertisers.
WAVE RADIO, famed for a quarter century as the Louisville area's
prestige regional station, still gives you all the richest part of Kentucky —
without the cost of covering Chicken Bristle, Big Bone, Gravel Switch, etc.!

radio
—

WA
I- television
V
VYM VE
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
Both Represented by NBC Spot Sales
"
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MASSEY-FERGUSON
PLOWS
INTO
TV
142 plants in 17 countries, operates an
Major farm equipment maker hopes to reap
industrial division from Wichita in the
U.S. — and its agency, Needham, Louis
rich sales crop from first tv planting
Brorby (services the U.S. division),
Country-wide audiences, starting this to the giant International Harvester. &Chicago,
set out to inject excitement
weekend (Jan. 10), will be introduced
For its job of harvesting farm custo- into the commercials.
mers by television, Massey-Ferguson
to the "Massey-Ferguson kind of a
Go-Getting Man • The musical
will spend this year "well over $1.5 theme is basic to the ad campaign, preman."
actually
closer
to
$2
million
What's he? Well. "When a man million,"
the image of the customer as
the broadcast media when adding the a specialsenting kind
works the land, He's a special kind of in60-70
of a man who is a
radio
stations
on
which
it
sponsors
man; He's a doer, not a talker; He's a 10-15 minutes of farm information in- "staunch, go-getting man of the soil."
Last
November,
the agency and Artie
cultivatin' man; He's a get up early,
news, events of special interest,
Keep 'em rolling, Massey-Ferguson kind weather cluding
and market data. The total Fields Productions, Detroit, went to
of a man."
on lyrics and music and in Chibroadcast expenditure probably will work cago
recorded (at Universal Recording
So go the lyrics, set against a back- be 40-50% of the total U.S. ad budget.
ground of stirring march music, theme
Studios)
the march as well as arrangeBefore
tv,
the
company
chiefly
used
m
e
n
t
s
i
n
prairie, square dance and mood
of the 1959 broadcast advertising cam- radio and farm magazines, and, says
paign of farm equipment maker Masseytempo,
using
separately a band, orchesFerguson Inc. (U.S. Industrial division
tra and eight-man chorus.
At the same time, filming was unof Massey-Ferguson Ltd., Toronto).
He's obvious, the Massey-Ferguson
derway atfarmMassey-Ferguson's
mental
at Ann Arbor, experiMich.,
man. He's the farmer who tills the soil,
and who, incidentally, is the customer
showing tractors, plows, cultivators and
M-F seeks for its full line of farm imother equipment in operation. Producer of this footage was Chris Ford
plements (combines, tractors, harvesting
of NL&B.
equipment, pickers, rakers, mowers,
In the beginning of December, a
plows, planters, seeders, tillers, etc.).
mammoth operation followed. Tons of
First Time Tv User • While the tvradio audience will be introduced to
Massey-Ferguson equipment were sent
to California for filming commercials
this tvMassey-Ferguson
"kindbe ofin acontact
man," Hollywood 'shoots' Massey-Ferguson Man in Los Angeles and Stockton. Before
the
medium itself will
for the first time with a top national Stanley S. Roberts, general advertising the L.A. shooting, Robert Hadley,
advertiser never before in television.
chief photographer and technical
manager at Massey-Ferguson, of the M-F's
sponsorshipsteponby ABC-TV,
"This. .is. adviser for the commercial production;
In fact, Massey-Ferguson claims to new
a momentous
our company
James Steer, Mr. Hadley's assistant,
be the first farm equipment manufac- to present our 1959 line of products . . . and
turer to use network tv (it has a comThomasagency
searchedproducer
the L.A.Thomas
area for D.a
unique heand continues,
exciting ways."
The
mitment for the weekly Jubilee, USA intv new,
medium,
is ideally
outdoor location. This wasn't
on ABC-TV, Saturdays, 8-9 p.m., start- suited for the task of telling "The Mas- suitable
easy,
notesto look
the agency,
becauselocale
the
ing Jan. 10, and running through Oct.
farm
had
like a midwest
sey-Ferguson
Story,"
permitting
graphic
31, 1959, end of the firm's fiscal year). demonstration of equipment features even though the shooting was in
And Massey-Ferguson is no weak sister to farm homes as well as supplying "the California.
The location was found and footin theest farmfieldequipment
— it's the maker,
world"s ranking
second largentertainment they enjoy."
next typeTheof company
age for several commercials shot, in— it's worldwide with

March tempo theme • Chorus (1) and band (center) take
cue from control room (r) including (1 to r) Stanley S.
Roberts, (seated, glasses), M-F general advertising manager;
BROADCASTING, January 5, 1959

George Oliver (standing, glasses), NL&B vice president-account supervisor; Kenneth C. T. Snyder, agency vice president, and T. D. Thomas, agency producer.
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KOMO-AM 50,000 Watts 1,000 kc KOMO-TV Channel 4 Serving Seattle and Western Washington

Big picture: It takes helicopter, airport runway to film tractor commercial
eluding some indoor farm scenes (which
meant that walls of a room had to be
moved from the studio to the farm location to retail authenticity). Filming
was
wood.by Lou Lilly Productions in HollyFrom there the production experts
and a 16-man camera crew moved to
Stockton. There footage was taken by
the crew (Schnitzer-Lawrence Productions, Hollywood) at the Drais ranch
(which served as location for scenes in
"The Big Country" movie).
Tractors in Tempo • Next came the
biggest commercial production chore:
Filming at the Stockton airport where
62 pieces of farm machinery were
lined up and shot as they paraded
down the runways (two or three runways were closed off for most of the
2V2 days of shooting). Camera work
was from various angles including from
a helicopter. M-F personnel as well as
college and high school agricultural
students were pressed into service to
drive particular
the equipment
in the "parade."
This
commercial
runs for
about a minute with little voice except
for a brief word from an announcer;
nearly all of the commercial is made
up of the vehicles parading to the
tempo of march music.
Another commercial is called "the
letter." This is built around a farmer
who is writing to his dealer extolling
the virtues of his new M-F tractor but
complaining that his son-in-law borrows it all the time for a neighboring
farm and suggesting the dealer ought
to make a sale. Clincher: There's a
commotion in the barnyard, the farmer
sees son-in-law driving a new tractor
and excitingly pointing out its features;
the farmer smiles, crumples up the letter and tosses it into the wastepaper
basket.
According
print, about to
30 the
or 40sponsor's
differentblue-tv
commercials will be produced, all
aimed for the farm audiences.
To hammer the word home locally,
dealers have been encouraged to cut-in
at the end of the program to identify
themselves.
Also assisting in the commercial conBROADCASTING, January 5, 1959

cepts and production:
NL&B'sin charge
James
G. Cominos,
vice president
of tv-radio; Scott Keck, vice president
and director of tv-radio; Kenneth C. T.
Snyder, vice president and director of
commercial production; George Oliver,
vice president and account supervisor,
and Willard Johannsen, account executive. In addition to producers Thomas
and Ford of the agency, others working on the commercials were writers
Robert Polatsek and Jack Trindl and
art director George Lundy.
Reflects NL&B: "The entire commercial tv approach that MasseyFerguson is following is unique and
distinctive in the field of farm equipment manufacturing, as well as in the
advertising field. It is gigantic in
scope . . ." or, in other words, again
as expressed by the agency: "Designed
was a television commercial 'package'
achieving a balance between a 'nuts
and bolts' and an emotional approach.
"In general, film commercials took
the role of establishing the emotional
facet of the campaign; of establishing
visually and audibly the 'MasseyFerguson man' — a composite picture of
today's farmer, progressive and forward-lo king, yetretaining a heritage
of decades of American farming."
SWITCH AT Y&R
Programs, timebuying
combined in new dept.
Young & Rubicam, the country's third
largest agency in radio-tv billing, is
overhauling its broadcast buying and
programming functions.
Basic in the reorganization (effective
Jan. 1) is the consolidation of all timebuying and programming activity into a
single unit that will be known as the
"radio-television department."
Official word of the change in organizational concept came Wednesday (Dec.
31) from Y&R President George H.
Gribbin who announced new posts for
Peter G. Levathes, who has been vice
president of media, and Robert P.
Mountain, vice president of radio-tv.
Under the new setup, Mr. Levathes

will head the expanded radio-tv depart(and foras director
the "time
being" . Mr.
will
continuement also
of media)
Levathes has been with Y&R since
1953. Mr. Mountain, with the agency
20 years, moves to vice president in
charge of newpagebusiness
Headliners,
10). (see Week's
Old Gap Shut • At most large agencies, particularly in Y&R's billing league,
there is a distinct separation of radio-tv
programming (or at some agencies, the
radio-tv production function) and timebuying, which is a part of the media department. At Y&R, timebuying (including network and spot) had become an
integral part of media.
Mr. Levathes last week explained the
change as a consequence of a "natural
growth" in the broadcast media, noting
that the new way of doing radio-tv
business at the agency should centralize
activities. Timebuying and programming, said he, had become "insepMr. Levathes emphasized that the tv
business has changed, noting "an agenarable."
cy no longer buys a naked piece of
time," and that shows now are put
together by packagers and networks
with "time segments of the shows and
theMr.typesLevathes
of showswasintertwined."
chief architect of
ABC-TV's
Operation
which
six Y&R
clientsDaybreak
enrolled asin
charter day sponsors at a total 52week rate of $13.3 million. In an interview last summer, Mr. Levathes defended Y&R's interest in Operation Daybreak and its purchases, labeling various
charges such as one that Y&R would
in effect be operating as a fourth tv
network in the daytime, as "sheer and
utterly irresponsible
nonsense" (Broadcasting, July 21, 1958).
Department Specifics • As to whether
or not additional people will be assigned
to the new radio-tv department, Mr.
Levathes said that it was too early to
say because details are not set.
Y&R has been billing at the $95, million level in radio-tv, is a leading agency
among those handling network cv shows
(billed about $62.5 million in network
television last year) and its combined
radio-tv servicing accounts for approximately 45 % of overall billing.
Medic ban in effect
tv's
"menAnyin commercial
white" violatesappearance
NAB's Tv ofCode.
The association's ban on use of actors
to portray physicians, nurses or dentists
in spots promoting medical, dental and
related products became effective Jan. 1 .
Code officials have been working with
the 303 tv stations and three networks
that subscribe to code provisions to develop enforcement techniques.
Six months grace was given following
(BROADCAST ADVERTISING) 39
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PREVIEW
93
and seven
hours& Bowles
producefor10-second
spot of• This
dog Foods
scene
was dogs
conceived
at Benton
the Gainestv Div.
General
Corp. When B&B artist Mort Leav drew an assortment of dogs in a
sketch just for the howls, it created much barking of delight at the agency.
Result: The agency incorporated the scene as the key for a new tv commercial.
Benton & Bowles took seven hours to pose the dogs for the scene in the
commercial. The canines, all pedigreed, ranged from a 10-lb. "toy" poodle
to a 190-lb. St. Bernard. Total of 23 breeds is represented. The scene
dramatizes research for the new product's meal "nuggets" that "taste and
smell to dogs like real beef while delivering an even better than beef nourishment." Depicted: A gathering of the "canine supreme court" maintained at
the company's research kennels at Kankakee, 111., which provides "dog
acceptance"
trials to debut
all new Jan.
products.
The commercials
8 and will be seen on all Gaines network
shows
on
CBS-TV
(Ann
Sothern,
Zane Grey and December Bride). B&B's
producer: Nick DeMarco.
The Gaines spots will have to bite into a very competitive tv dog fight.
Guild,
placed(Broadcasting,
its fox terrier Dec.
on a 15,
psychiatrist's
for
the
RivalBascom
dog food& Bonfigli
commercial
1958) and couch
Gardner
Adv. put its perky pooch in a railroad dining car, a Thunderbird and a
drive-in restaurant to illustrate that if the dog had his own bark he would
choose Ralston Purina's new dog chow (Broadcasting, Sept. 8, 1958).
adoption of the white-coat ban during
the summer (Broadcasting, June 23,
1958). This was designed to allow time
for revision and replacement of whitecoat films already in use.
NAB's Tv Code Review Board will
meet Jan. 23 in Washington to review
staff monitoring reports on commercials
and programs. The board will meet
again during the NAB convention to be
held March 15-18 in Chicago. Board
members are Roger W. Clipp, Triangle
Stations, chairman; Mrs. Hugh McClung, KHSL-TV Chico, Calif.; Richard A. Borel, WBNS-TV Columbus,
Ohio; E. K. Hartenbower, KCMO-TV
Kansas City, and Donald H. McGannon, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
Edward H. Bronson is code affairs director.
FSR plans May 1 move
Relocation of Fuller & Smith & Ross
to new and expanded New York Corporate headquarters on or about May
1 was made known to agency employes
40 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

last Wednesday noon (Dec. 31). Announcement byFSR President Robert
E. Allen was made via a 6-city closedcircuit radio hookup. Believed to be the
first such use of closed-circuit for interagency communication, the radio talk
also
coveredoperations.
FSR's plans to expand its
broadcast
The agency moves from 230 Park
Ave. to the 34th and 35th floors of the
Tishman Bldg. at 666 Fifth Ave., which
also houses such agencies as Benton &
Bowles and Ted Bates & Co. The move
will complete an 18-month long nationwide rehousing plan that has seen
FSR move into new quarters in San
Francisco, Chicago, Pittsburgh and
Cleveland.
Mr. Allen, in his yearend report to
the employes, said FSR's new broadcast
plant would be one of the most modernized in the industry. There will be complete tv studio facilities for pre-testing
of commercials, color videotape banks,
closed-circuit tv and am-fm radio systems linking all conference rooms and
the executive offices.

Union Oil using vtr
Union Oil Co. of California this week
becomes the first advertiser to use videotape for the distribution of its sponsored programs to stations used in a
regional
campaign.
Union's
hour
weeklytv series,
76 Sports
Club, halfnow
is being taped at KTTV (TV) Los
Angeles for distribution to 23 other
stations in the West, Alaska and Hawaii
for broadcast in early evening time
periods considered a most likely slot
to reach the all-family audience for
which the tv series is designed.
The series originally was broadcast
on a West Coast regional network of
ABC-TV stations and moved in the fall
to CBS Television Pacific Network. Difficulties intime clearance prompted the
move from network to spot, it was said.
Under the new set-up, the programs will
be recorded on videotape at KTTV and
the tapes distributed to stations equipped
to broadcast them. Stations not so
equipped will receive the series by kinescopes. Agency is Young & Rubicam,
Los Angeles.
KTTV will repeat its Thursday telecasts (8-8:30 p.m.) on Saturday mornings at 10 a.m. All other stations are
scheduled
for only a single telecast per
week.
AGENCY APPOINTMENTS
« General Foods Ltd., Toronto, Ont.,
appoints McKim Adv. Ltd., Toronto, as
third agency to handle its products,
along with Baker Adv. Ltd., and McConnell, Eastman & Co. Ltd., both Toronto. McKim is assigned Maxwell
House ucts,
coffee,
prodInstant Baker's
Sanka chocolate
coffee, Instant
Postum, Certo and Certo crystals.
• Hertz Corp., Chicago, names Needham, Louis & Brorby, that city, for its
truck and car leasing services with estimated $1 million billings. CampbellEwald Co., Detroit, continues to handle
Hertz' Rent-A-Car operation.
city.
• Bronte Champagne & Wines Co., Detroit, names W. B. Doner & Co., that
• Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati,
names Grey Adv., N.Y., for its Big
Top peanut butter, effective January
1959, replacing Compton Adv., NY.
• Ward Baking Co., N.Y., appoints Grey
Adv., to handle its cake line, replacing
J. Walter Thompson Co., there. JWT
will continue to handle Ward's Tip Top
bread.
• Dolce Cosmetics, S.F., names Mitchell, Murray & Horn, that city.
• Oakite Productions Inc., N.Y., names
Richard K. Man off, NY., for its packaging division.
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1 THE NBC
■

RADIO NETWORK
keeps America on top of the
latest happenings the whole
world over with fast, accurate,
dramatic news, flashed by 400
NBC News correspondents stationed in 70 nations.
■ Every hour, throughout the
day and evening, NBC Radio's
NEWS OF THE HOUR presents acomplete news summary,
featuring on-the-spot reports.
■ At allis ontimes,
NBC'sstanding
HOT
LINE
the alert,
by to switch listeners right to
the scene of big news, wherever
it happens, whenever it happens.
■ NBC News is constantly at
work on special background reports that give full perspective
on the headline of the moment.
This is the kind of news-coverage
that the American public relies
upon network radio to bring
them-the kind that only a network can bring them. This is the
kind of coverage they know they
will always find on an NBC
Radio station.
For complete on-the-spot coverage, all year long, around the
world, America turns to the stations ofthe NBC Radio Network.

THE
FORMULA

FOR

MEDIA

THE

IDEAL
STATION?
nature
ever conducted in radio, they
New Motivational Research study digs
hazarded that "we are beginning to
touch fundamental facts about the fubeneath the ratings to learn what people
ture of radio."
Results
of the study were released in
would like 'dream' radio station to be
to Broadcasting even though the
The outlines of what may be a new wish to be guided by the authority, re- full
detailed findings were not universally
liability and the vast resources of the favorable
to KPRC. Jack Harris, vice
"radio station of tomorrow" emerged
last week from a far-ranging study of network stations, but they also wish to president and general manager of
audience attitudes, preferences and re- be entertained, stimulated and exhila- KPRC-AM-TV, authorized the release.
rated by the more informal, perhaps
sponses.
Mr. Harris said the study was comThe exploration of what audiences less professional, but warmer, more inmissioned because the
"at KPRC
have
timate approaches and programming of felt for sometime
look for in radio programming — and
need forwe better
what kind of programming best satisfies the smaller local stations."
of qualitative research to enable
These and similar conclusions were tools
them — was part of a detailed study conus to program more directly in response
ducted for KPRC Houston by Dr. Er- based on studies in Houston, but Instineeds "we
of today's
radiofeltaudience"
nest Dichter's Institute for Motivational
have also
that adtute authorities said they felt the "dream toandthebecause
Research.
vertisers and agencies needed much
station" is much the same in the minds
of
people
throughout
the
U.S.,
at
least
sharper
tools
to
enable
them
to
make
"Our research findings," the report
asserts, "indicate that the public is in principle. The Houston audience, intelligent buys in today's radio marketdreaming of a new type of radio sta- they felt, is typical of all radio audiplace." He said the study yielded "inences, and its needs similar to those of
tion. biUnconsciously
peopleof want
a cominformation" for the expansion
nation of the virtues
the network
audiences elsewhere. Through this study, of KPRC'svaluable
services as well as "material
stations and of the local stations. They described as the most exhaustive of its of great value to advertisers and agenNeeds and Desires • The report lists
10 "basic need constellations" which
IF PUBLIC DIRECTED PROGRAMS . . .
"influence or even determine the listener's reactions to particular radio proAs part of its depth study for KPRC Houston, the Institute for Motivagrams
and stations."within
Thesethe areworldneedsin
tional Research let respondents play program director, asking them to say
cies."
(1)
for
orientation
whether they wished to increase, decrease or keep unchanged the number
which
he
lives;
(2)
for
escape; (3) for
of programs in specific categories. Results are shown below. IMR cautioned
emotional identification with others and
that in this phase the number of respondents was not large enough to
other human needs; (4) for individualpermit the results to be taken "completely textually," but felt the Greatly
results
ism; (5) to express aggression; (6) to feel
nevertheless gave "a very good indication of general preference trends."
moral; (7) for a heightened sense of life,
excitement,
emotional situations; (8) for
Decrease Remain Increase Expand
relaxation and daydreaming; (9) for
the Number of Such
Number of Same
coping with personal problems and for
Programs Programs
Programs
59%
lessons in daily living and (10) for
%
%
%
45
14
coping with intellectual and spiritual
262325
4
13
29
1714
5726
problems.
"Whenever listeners talk about radio
121617
35
29
programs,"
reportto declares,
234251
112
express theirthedesire
fulfill one"theyof
19339
68
19
these
needs
or,
more
exactly,
a constel11
34
36
lation of these needs. It is evident, for
4
Bop Music
19
77
instance,
that
news
programs
gratify a
6
22
7229
2
2719
person's need for orientation and focus4
ing; that most Wild West programs gratLove Story Stories
Serials
7745
4213
4
Adventure
ify the need to express aggression; that
4
3332
46
mystery programs are a vehicle for the
36
Western Stories
1162
231797
need to escape; or that glamorous spec7849
4343
tacular programs or rock-and-roll music
Educational Lectures
23
27
create a heightened sense of life.
11
237
32
Religious Programs
40
2
1914
6429
"... The effectiveness of a radio pro8
Interviews With Famous People
gram is determined by the degree to
1110
4440
Interviews With Local People
26
which
it satisfies one or more of these
2
28
30
need
constellations.
Whenever listeners
26
38
26
Controversial
Discussions
&
Debates
6
3745
20
Book Discussions
37
criticize a program, what they are say5
7
ing is that the program fails to give
43
27
13
50
10
them the psychological satisfactions they
need. Whenever they praise a program,
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, THE NBC
RADIO NETWORK
is on the spot -whatever the
season, whatever the sportbringing America one exciting
first-hand report after another.
Baseball and boxing, tennis and
track, horse-racing, sailboat-racing, golfof-even
bocchi- they're
all part
the jampacked
NBC
schedule. Each season there are
specials like: the Rose Bowl
Game, the World Series, the
U. S. Open Golf Tournament,
Forest Hills' Tennis Championships, in fact, just about every
major event of the year. Weekend games and special features
on monitor, interviews, sports
roundups, and the Friday night
fights complete the schedule.
For sports-loving America,
here's week-in, week-out on-thespot reporting that only a network could provide.
For complete on-the-spot coverage, all year long, around the
world, America turns to the stations ofthe NBC Radio Network.
■ ■■

they express their happiness over feeling the psychological fulfillment in
some essential respects."
Thus, the report concludes, the "psychological effectiveness" of a station depends on the number of needs it satisfies and on how well it satisfies them.
On the overall question of what
people need and want from radio — and
consequently of what the "dream staf the futureof findings
may be —andthe conclureport
offers tiaon" onumber
sions, some of which have been the
subjects of controversy for a long time.
Among them:
in itself
a mediumthanis
felt• to"Radio
be a more
moral asinstrument
tv. This is because radio enables listeners to go about their work, duties and
chores while listening, while tv immobilizes them and takes them away from
their duties.
• ". . . Soap operas are becoming
increasingly controversial. In our material we have noticed the trend away
from listening to soap operas, especially
on the part of women in their 20's.
• ". . . The need for relaxation
emerged from our material as one of
the most widely felt needs. Respondent
after respondent stressed that one of
the main functions of radio is to provide an opportunity for catching breath,
simmering down and just spending time
pleasantly. We also find that in this
area radio has probably greater possibilities to satisfy the audience than tv.
A significant portion of our sample
commented spontaneously that tv requires too much attention; it glues the
viewer to his seat and demands too
active a participation.
• "More
andservices
more people
radio
for daily
such as turn
findingto
out the right time, the temperature, the
weather, shopping news, etc. This is a
very fertile area for the future of radio.
. . . Here — on the level of personal
services — there's a whole, large, untapped area which will be of the greatestmentimportance
of radio. in the future develop• In trying to meet people's need to
express aggression,
at a ofdisadvantage compared "radio
to tv. isMost
the
detective stories and westerns as seen
and heard over tv enable the listener
to participate emotionally in a much
more intense manner and thus to experience much deeper emotional satisfactions."
• "It is a well-known fact, which
was again confirmed in this study, that
people react not only to the music they
hear over the radio but also to the [personality who handles] the music. . . .
They want a feeling of intimacy, of
person-to-person communication from
the personalities on the radio station —
even if all the individual is doing is
44 (THE MEDIA)

supplying a little conversation and chitchat between records. The smoothness,
professional air, timing and charming
intimacy with which a disc jockey introduces comments on and occasionally
interrupts the records he plays can
make all the difference in the world.
• "We know that there is a renewed
nationwide interest in radio. To take
advantage of this new interest, one of
the main tasks of the radio industry is
to make up for its lack of visual dimensions by exploiting and revitalizing its
vast sound possibilities. . . . Since sound
is radio's element, it is in the realm of
sound that exploration and imaginative
accomplishment are especially imporRegarding KPRC and the Houston
market specifically, the study found
tant." "widely divided among a numloyalty
ber of stations."
says "thein
audience
tends toThe
feel report
that KPRC,
association with a national network
[NBC], offers the most reliable coverage of important national and international events, and that it has, in general,
an aura of authenticity and depth. At
the same time, most listeners tend to
feel that the independent stations have
more warmth, offer more fun and are
closer to understanding the day-by-day
needs of the local audience."
KPRC, the report continues, has "an
exceptionally sharp image," is looked
upon
as "serious,
expert,rich,professional,
conservative,
dignified,
reputable,
educational, 'high class'," and yet also is
seen
less most
entertaining
and asless"old-fashioned,
exciting than
other
Houston
stations."
Its commercials are considered by
listeners to be "more reliable, more
believable and more trustworthy than
commercials of any other station in
Houston." KPRC's network affiliation
is regarded
as promoting
feeling
that
its commercials
have "the
exceptional
authority and trustworthiness."
The station's programs are "deeply
appreciated"
and "accepted
as com-of
pletely authoritative
in the areas
news, news commentary, educational
programs, classical music — in all the
intellectual
Listeners andwhospiritual
preferareas."
KPRC over
other stations appear in many ways to
fit the image pattern reported for the
station votees
itself:
dewe are "Among
likely tothefindKPRC
a higher
proportion of people from upper-level
occupations, professions and social
classes as well as a higher proportion
of thought leaders, trend setters and
community-active people . . . than
among the audiences of any other station." The "typical" KPRC fan is described as "likely to be older than the
major portion of listeners to other
stations . . . unlikely to be in her 20's

unless she has better than average
education, occupational and economic
status. He or she is least likely to be
In another phase of the study the
a teenager."
Institute
found that 60% of the respondents agreed either "slightly" or
"strongly" that "advertising on a network-owned station is dull, but more
likely to be truthful and honest."* By
the same proportion there was "slight"
or "strong" agreement that "you are
more likely to hear unreliable commercials on an independent station."
Regarding KPRC's ability to serve
the "basic need constellations," the report finds that, "within the competitive
climate," the station is "strongly positive" in meeting
listeners'theirneeds
orientation
and focusing,
need forto
feel moral and the need for coping with
intellectual and spiritual problems; "average" in gratifying
needs forindividemotional
identification, the
relaxation,
ualism, coping with everyday problems
and emotional identification and comaverage" insense
satisfy-of
ing the need panionship;
for "below
a heightened
life, and "negative" in meeting the needs
for escape and to express aggression
("except in terms of sports coverage").
The motivational study was authorized, officials explained, to determine
the radio needs of the Houston market,
toweaknesses
learn KPRC's
relativethosestrengths
in meeting
needs, and
and
to find signposts to further improvement. They said that as a result the first
of a series of programming changes
would start today (Ian. 5) with the addition of a new d.j., Johnny Edwards,
in the 9-11 a.m. spot, the addition of
Tommy Jerrell to the local news staff,
addition of "Doc" Rhuman, a farm expert, to the farm department staff, and
the introduction of additional features
inTimtheandearly-morning
Bob shows. and late afternoon
* Although work-owned
the report
the interm
"netstation"KPRC
as uses
quoted
forenot thenetwork
owned. going
It paragraph,
is affiliated
withis NBC,
but is
owned by the "Houston Post."
Networks, AFM to talk
The American Federation of Musicians is scheduled to open negotiations with the radio-tv networks next
week on a new contract to replace the
current
Jan.
31. five-year pact that expires
AFM is reported to be seeking one
provision that would prohibit the
making of recorded tracks in England,
Germany, France and other foreign
countries for use in network programming. It is understood the networks
will press for the elimination of socalled "house" orchestras (on staff) in
return for using a certain amount of
live music in prime evening hours
on tv.
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. THE NBC
RADIO NETWORK
this month launched image
Russia. For four consecutive
weeks, four nights a week, an
hour-and-a-half each night,
image Russia is exploring every
aspect of Soviet life. Listeners
hear the actual voices of Russia's
leaders, of people who have
traveled in the USSR. They visit
the theatres, laboratories, labor
camps.icanThey
hear from
Communists
and Amerfrom
former Communists who fled
Russia for the West. After a
complete, objective, factual analysis, theyformedwillconclusions
be ableof totheir
drawown.inThrough special broadcasts like
image Russia, and regularlyscheduled programs like nightline, MONITOR, MEET THE PRESS,
and the national farm and
home hour, NBC Radio keeps
America informed. In 1958
alone, NBC audiences heard:
Secretary of Agriculture Benson
on farm problems. Nehru on the
8th anniversary of the Indian
Republic. Senator John Kennedy on education. Vice President Nixon on his South American trip.Nkrumah
Ghana's
Primefuture
Minis-of
ter
on the
Africa's newest country.
Only a radio network could offer
public affairs coverage of such
immediacy and magnitude.
For complete on-the-spot coverage, all year long, around the
world, America turns to the stations ofthe NBC Radio Network.

CBS

FLIPS

PCP

SWITCH

TODAY

New radio plan gets 85% affiliate support
nounced his station's decision to disCBS dationRadio's
ConsoliPlan goes new
into Program
effect today
(Jan.
af iliate, next June, last Wednesday after
5), with network officials reporting a WTAG board meeting. The letter of
notable acceptance by both affiliates resignation to CBS was quoted:
and sponsors.
"We consider the barter plan conThere was one new affiliate defection
trary to our concepts of responsible
last week, however. WTAG Worcester, broadcasting. We feel we have no right
Mass., a basic affiliate since 1943, an- to trade away control of the station's
programs or prices. We also
nounced it was resigning because of policies,
have no desire to do so.
PCP.
"Despite
our regard
for the and
personBut President Arthur Hull Hayes said
nel of the CBS
organization
our
stations representing more than 85% respect
for
its
accomplishments
we do
of the network rate card — the mini- not feel that under the new plan WTAG
mum goal— had confirmed their accept- could best live up to its responsibilities
ance of the plan, under which CBS
public or to its advertisers. Nor
Radio trims and regroups its program- todo its
that the new plan advances
ming and pays affiliates primarily in the webestfeelinterests
of the broadcasting
newscasts for local sale rather than in
money (Broadcasting, Nov. 3, 1958). industry."
CBS
Radio
is
known
lost at
Sales Vice President John Karol as- least two other affiliates astoa have
direct result
serted that new and expanded com- of PCP. WJR Detroit blasted the plan,
mitments totalling $4.4 million in net
it would disaffiliate next spring
billings had been signed since PCP was said
Nov. 24, 1958) and
announced two months ago. He said (Broadcasting,
WSAN Allentown switched to NBC
"it has become indisputably clear that (Broadcasting, Dec. 15, 1958), effec[PCP] will continue to accelerate the
tive yesterday (Jan. 4). Network offiaddition of leading national advertisers
cials said these are the only definite
casualties to date.
to CBS Radio's sponsor roster."
Cancellation Notices • Officials said
New Contracts • Latest advertiser
they were unable to estimate numer- contracts, listed by Mr. Karol in an
ically how many of their 200 affiliates
being released today
have signed for PCP. They confirmed, announcement
(Jan. 5), include Sterling Drug (through
however, that the network sent can- Thompson-Koch) for three 2Vz -minute
cellation notices to 13 affiliates who
of daytime serials a week for 13
had indicated they would not clear net- units
work programming satisfactorily. They weeks starting today; California Packing Corp. (McCann-Erickson, San
declined to identify the 13, asserting
twenty 2 Vi -minute units of
that one had since signed and explain- Francisco),
daytime dramas a week for seven weeks
ing
that
they
didn't
want
to
make
it
more difficult, by naming names, for starting Jan. 12; Lever Bros.' Surf
(BBDO), seven 2Vi -minute units of
others to change their minds.
daytime serials for 13 weeks starting
President
Hayes
said
that
"acceptLever's Dove toilet bar
ance by some of the [unsigned] stations today andBenson
& Mather), fourteen
has been delayed by the unavailability (Ogilvy,
2% -minute units per week for two
of key executives at this season of the weeks
starting today.
year. cideTheor have
few elected
stations notwhich
may deto subscribe
EDWARD J. NOBLE
to the plan will continue to carry our
programs under the terms of their
existing affiliation contracts for a period Largest single owner
of six months. During this period we of stock, ABC officer
will make affiliation agreements with
Edward J. Noble, chairman of the
other stations in these markets as re- finance
committee and largest single
placements sothat our advertisers may
of American Broadcastingcontinue to receive complete nation- stockholder
Paramount Theatres, died Dec. 28 at
wide
coverage."
his
home
in
Greenwich, Conn., at the
Network authorities also reported
that allowances were being made for age of 76. He had been in poor health
affiliates which could not clear the for more than a year.
Mr. Noble's career spanned industry,
complete network schedule because of finance,
public service and philanthropy
existing local commitments but which
as broadcasting. He was chairsoon as these com- as wellman of the
clear
planned tomitments
could beas rearranged.
board of Beechnut-Life Savers Inc. and at AB-PT was on the execWTAG's Herbert L. Krueger, vice
utive
committee
as well as chairman of
president and general manager, an46 (THE MEDIA)

Mr. Noble: "Serve public interest"
the finance committee.
Mr. Noble merged ABC with United
Paramount Theatres in 1953 to form
AB-PT. He acquired the network in
1943 for $8 million. When the merger
with UPT was completed, it was called
a $25 million deal. He had bought the
network — then called the Blue — from
NBC, which was operating both the
Blue and the Red Networks but was
required
broadcasting
regulationsby toFCC's
disposechain
of one.
Stock Holdings • At his death Mr.
Noble owned approximately 75% of the
preferred and 8% of the common stock
of AB-PT. Much of his holdings, especially in common stock, was in the
name of the Edward John Noble Foundation, which he founded in 1940 and
which has tribmade
many substantial
utions for educational,
religious conand
charitable purposes. Mr. Noble and Earl
E. Anderson, vice president and secretary of Beechnut-Life Savers and also
on
AB-PT board, were trustees of
the the
foundation.
When he bought the Blue Network,
re-named ABC in 1944, Mr. Noble said
that
in broadcasting
"serving
the especially
public interest,
convenience
and
necessity is not just a phase," but "an
obligation and a duty." Under his ownership, during which he served as board
chairman, ABC never paid a dividend
and he never received a salary.
He had entered the radio ownership
ranks in 1941 by acquiring WMCA
New
ABC. York. He sold it when he bought
Built Life Savers • With a partner,
he bought the Life Saver mint candy
property
manufacturer in 1913fromanda Cleveland
built it into
a multimillion-dollar business. It was merged
with Beechnut Packing Co. in 1956.
Mr. Noble was born Aug. 8, 1882, in
Gouverneur, N.Y., and received his
A.B. from Yale in 1905. He held honorary LLD degrees from St. Lawrence U.
(1939) and Syracuse U. (1955).
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N.Y. MEDIA

FIGHT

It gets hot as radio-tv
dispute paper claims
The traditional broadcast vs. print
media war is destined to get hotter
following settlement Dec. 28 of the
19-day old New York newspaper deliverers' strike, it was learned last week.
With New York's nine dailies resuming publication last Monday, the
publishers said they had lost some $25
million in combined circulation and advertising revenue ($17 million due to
advertising, $8 million in circulation).
To underscore their plight, the newspaper faction quoted statistics compiled
by such diverse organizations as the
New York City Dept. of Commerce, the
Federal Reserve Board and executives
of leading department stores that indicated a$10 million drop in retail sales
during the strike period.
These claims were challenged
promptly by officials of both the Radio
Advertising Bureau and the Television
Bureau of Advertising. The two trade
associations were working overtime last
week assembling what one RAB executive termed an "arsenal of fact."
The first shot won't be fired for some
time yet. RAB and TvB both are priming their ammunition before squeezing
the trigger. But this much was indicated:
The RAB Position • RAB "shortly"'
will produce one of its biggest mailings— a four-page newsletter that will
analyze the effects of the strike. RAB
member stations will distribute them
among retailers in their respective areas.
It will accuse the newspaper industry of
attempting to exaggerate the effect of
the strike by saying that many major
New York advertisers did better this
Christmas than the year before — and
without spending a penny in newspapers.
The RAB newsletter further will say
—question
it's understood
— that
important
is not how
muchthehigher
sales
were this Yuletide than last, but that
newspapers are not indispensable in
selling merchandise that in normal times
is promoted 100% in newspapers.
Citing the results of newspaper
strikes in Pittsburgh (1950), Tacoma
(1952), New York (1953) and Detroit
(1956), the RAB-Philadelphia analysis
concluded: "Each time the results have
been the same; a dramatic demonstration that the absence of newspapers is
by no means crippling — even for the
retailer accustomed to spending all his
advertising dollars in this form of cusThe tomer
TvB communication."
Position • TvB as of last
week
hadn't
yet made make
up its use
mindofhowits
to most effectively
storehouse of facts and figures, whether
BROADCASTING, Jonuary 5, 1959

to answer through an official statement
by TvB President Norman E. Cash or
aanalysis
mailingshows
similarthat:to RAB's. But TvB's
Store volume increased in the city
proper from 3-5% during the Dec. 1-24
period and these increases were dwarfed
by the boom
in the suburbs
an extension of a national
trend. — Though
the strike began Dec. 9, the newsprint
and advertising blackout did not set in
until Dec. 1 1 . Yet, during that peak buying period — when most retail ads would
have been placed — TvB found suburban
store sales brought total dollar volume
for the Greater New York area up
7-9% over a similar 1957 period.
In citing
Federal Reserve
Board'sin
claim
that thedepartment
store sales
New York were up 6% for the week
ending Dec. 13 but down 3% the following week, TvB warned against the
"variables" in this week-to-week comparison. For example, said TvB, the
second week of December 1957 saw
New Yorkers stripped of subway transportation; yet the "pent-up buying
power skyrocketed the following week's
business
15%
the New
This, contends inTvB,
means York
that area."
while
department
stores3%mayfrombe an
"down
3%,"
they are down
abnormal
1957 high of plus 15 — in short — they
weren't down at all.
The Fairchild Index • TvB makes
liberal use of the findings of the Fairchild index of retail buying power. It
is issued by Fairchild Publications,
which publishes Women's Wear Daily
and other print-slanted and retailoriented newspapers and magazines.
Findings for the week ended Dec. 27
(day retail
beforesales
the onend aofnational
the strike)
that
levelshow( 17
major cities reporting) tie New York
with San Francisco in second place,
with sales up 27% in both cities. Leading in retail increases was Philadelphia
with a 29% gain; third was Detroit with
a 21% gain, followed by Chicago.
Cleveland, Minneapolis-St. Paul and
Los Angeles as the top retail markets.
Asks Women's Wear Daily in its news
columns:
Isn't ofit necessary
the
quantity
newspaperto re-evaluate
advertising
during the Christmas season?
More RTDG talks
The & two-year
the
Radio
Televisioncontract
Directorsbetween
Guild and
ABC, NBC and CBS expired Wednesday (Dec. 31) but the deadline for
negotiations was extended to Jan. 14.
Talks have been held since Dec. 4
[Broadcasting, Dec. 8, 1958] but
"scant progress" has been achieved to
date. RTDG
to be stressing
provisions in a isnewsaidcontract
that would
prevent possible unemployment resulting from increasing use of videotaped
programs and commercials.

New AFTRA pact set
for L.A. o&o outlets
Staffiorityannouncers
with aandyear's
senat network owned
operated
stations in Los Angeles will receive an
increase in minimum pay from $155 to
$167.50 a week under a new agreement
reached last week between the stations
and the Los Angeles chapter of American Federation of Radio-Television Artists. Pay for beginning staff announcers
rises to $155.50 a week under the twoyear pact. It is retroactive to Nov. 16,
1958, and runs through Nov. 15, 1960,
AFTRA reported.
Agreement covers AFTRA members
at three radio stations — KABC (ABC).
KNX (CBS) and KHJ (Don Lee-Mutual)— and three tv stations — KABC-TV
(ABC). KNXT (TV) (CBS) and KRCA
(TV)
No distinction
between(NBC).
announcers
at radio oris made
at tv
stations in the agreement, which raises
in-shift commercial fees by 10% and
in-shift
5%. participation program fees by
Freelance minimum fees are increased from $66 to $70 for a one-hour
program, with freelance sportscasters
getting a 10% increase. Staff announcers are to be paid freelance scale for
work done out of shift. Announcers
will also get a 10% premium for working in the midnight-to-6 a.m. period.
For taped programs, either audio or
video, a staff announcer taping programs in-shift
broadcast
at out-ofshift times
butforwithin
his workweek,
will receive no extra payment, provided
another staff announcer is assigned to
the show at the time of broadcast. If
the show is broadcast on the announcday off,
however,or overtime
he is to rate.
be paid
eitherer'sthe
freelance
AFTRA's
insistence
that
a
standby
announcer be assigned to any program
taped by a staff announcer who is not
on duty at the time of broadcast, althe network-owned
stations,though
hasaccepted
beenby vigorously
opposed
by the four independent tv stations in
Los Angeles— KCOP (TV), KHJ-TV.
KTLA
and KTTV
(TV).Warner,
Thenposition, (TV)
as presented
by Harry
counsel for KTLA, is that this is featheibedding and a violation of the Lea
Act. Negotiations
between these stationsareandcontinuing
AFTRA, but
with little progress toward an agreement reported.
Reruns of taped programs at the
o&o Los Angeles stations are to carry
fees of 75% of the original each for
the second and third broadcasts. 50%
for the fourth, fifth and sixth performances, 10% for the seventh and 5%
for all further plays. For syndicated
taped
programs a similar scale goes
into effect.

And ABC is the only network... whose evening ratings are np

And in the daytime ?

ABC-TV's ratings for the 7th and 8th
Daybreak are np 30% over the pre

network 4 nights of the week... Sunday, Tuesday.Thursday, Friday.

Each of the other 2 networks, sad to say, is down!

* Nielsen Average Audience per minute all
sponsored programs, Sunday through Saturday,
7:30-10:30 PM N.Y.T. for 2 weeks ending December 6,1958 vs. same period one year ago.
** Nielsen Average Audience per minute, Monday through Friday, 11:00 AM- 4-- 00 PM (local
time) for 2 weeks ending December 6, 1958.

vious Nielsen Report.**

ABC

TELEVISION

CHANGING

HANDS

The following sales
ANNOUNCED
of JMion fnterem
were announced last week. All are subject to FCC approval.
• KSAL Salina, Kan.: Sold to James
Stuart by KSAL Inc. for $350,000.
KSAL Inc. is owned by John P. and
the estate of Sidney Harris, owners of
six newspapers and KIUL Garden City,
Kan. Mr. Stuart also owns KFOR
Lincoln and KRGI Grand Island, both
Nebraska, and KMNS Sioux City,
Iowa. The sale was handled by Blackburn & Co. KSAL is on 1150 kc with
5 kw, directional antenna night, and
is afMated with MBS.
The following transAPPROVED
of station
ests were approved byfers the
FCC interlast
week. Also see For the Record, page
78.
• WKTV (TV) Utica and WKAL
Rome, both New York: Sold to MidNew York Broadcasting Corp. by Myron J. Kallet and others for $4 million

A TRACK RECORD OF STATION SALES,

plus employment of W. T. MacNeilly,
one of transferors, as a consultant at
$30,000 per year for at least 10 years
and agreement to purchase certain real
estate for $100,000. Gordon Gray is
president of transferee corporation, majority stock of which is held by Paul F.
Harron and wife. Transferee officials
have interests in WORL Boston, WALL
Middletown, N.Y., WSPB Sarasota,
Fla., WGR-AM-TV Buffalo, N.Y.,
WROC-TV Rochester, N.Y.; and the
corporation is Harrisonburg,
60% owner ofVa.,
WSVAAM-FM-TV
and
half owner of WNEP-TV Scranton, Pa.
WKTV (TV) is on ch. 2 and has a priaffiliation.
is on
1450 mary
kc NBC-TV
with 250
w andWKAL
is affiliated
with MBS.
• KFRE-AM-TV, KFRM (FM) Fresno, Calif. : Sold to Triangle Publications
by Paul R. Bartlett and others for $3
million. This grant is conditioned to
action the Commission might take in
ch. 12 Fresno rule making proceedings.
It was made without prejudice to any

MIDWEST
Daytimer making excellent profit. One
station market. Owns good real estate.
29% down balance on easy terms.
NORTHWEST
Booming market. Fulltime facility on low
frequency. Only station in city. Grossing
over $100,000 annually. 50% interest
and attractive management contract
available to owner-manager for $20,000 cash.
FLORIDA
Powerful regional facility in a major
Florida market. Reasonable down payment and flexible terms depending on
buyer's qualifications.
NEGOTIATIONS

FINANCING

$100,000

$nofooo

$400,000
APPRAISALS

RADIO - TV - NEWSPAPER BROKERS
SOUTHERN OFFICE WESTColinCOAST
OFFICE
WASHINGTON, D. C OFFICE MIDWEST OFFICE
Clifford
B.Whitaker
Marshall California M.BankSelphBldg.
James
W.V. Blackburn
H. W. Cassill
Jack
Harvey
William
B.
Ryan
Stanley
Healey Building
Joseph M. Sitrick
N. MichiganIllinoisAvenue Atlanta,
9441 Wilshire
Blvd.
Georgia
Washington
Building333 Financial
Chicago,
Beverly
Calif.
CRestviewHills,4-2770
Sterling 3-4341
6-6460
JAckson 5-1576
50 (THE MEDIA)

action arising out of the Network Study
Staff report. Triangle
owns: WNHCAM-FM-TV
New Haven,
Conn.,
WNBF-AM-FM-TV Binghamton, N.Y.,
WFIL-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia,
WFBG-AM-FM-TV Altoona, Pa., and
WLYH-TV Lebanon, Pa. Comr. Robert
Bartley abstained from voting in this decision. The sale was handled by Howard
Stark. KFRE-TV is on ch. 12 and is
affiliated with CBS-TV. KFRE is on
940 kc with 50 kw, directional antenna
different pattern day and night and is
affiliated with CBS. KFRM (FM) is on
93.7 mc with 68 kw.
• WVIP Mt. Kisco, and WNRC-AMFM New Rochelle, N.Y.: WVIP sold
by
Stone and E. sold
Monroe
andMartin
WNRC-AM-FM
by O'Flyn
Martin
Stone to VIP Radio Inc. (Martin Stone,
president) for an aggregate amount of
$325,000. VIP Radio Inc. is 50%
owned by Plymouth Rock Publications.
Plymouth Rock is in turn owned by
multiple owner John H. Whitney.
Comr. Robert Bartley did not participate in this decision. WVIP is on 1310
kc with 1 kw, directional antenna day.
WNRC is on 1460 kc with 500 w, day.
WNRC-FM is on 93.5 mc with 1 kw.
• KIDO Boise, Idaho: Sold to Mesabi
Western Corp. (William E. Boeing Jr.,
president, owner of KWLK Longview,
Wash.) by KIDO Inc. for $181,000.
KIDO is on 630 kc with 5 kw, directional antenna different pattern day and
night, and is affiliated with NBC.
• WCMB-AM-TV Harrisburg, Pa.:
Sold to Hudson Broadcasting Corp.
(James A. McKenna Jr., president, has
interest in KEVE Minneapolis, Minn.)
by Edgar T. Shepard (Rossmoyne
Corp.)tion of for
$160,000.
Also, atCorp.
the elecShepard,
Rossmoyne
will
pay him $10,000 over a five year period
as consultant and $37,500 over the
sameis period
compete.
TV
on ch. not
71. toWCMB
is on WCMB1460 kc
with 5 kw, directional antenna different
pattern
with MBS.day and night and is affiliated
• WEZL Richmond, Va.: Sold to
WEZL Inc. (Ben Strouse, Samuel E.
Feldman and Leon B. Back) by William E. Benns Jr. and Barbara Benns
for $111,000. Mr. Strouse has interests
in WEBB Baltimore, WWDC-AM-FM
Washington,
D.C., and WEZL
WMBR-AMFM
is on
1590 Jacksonville,
kc with 5 kw, Fla.
day.
• WBUZ Fredonia, N.Y. : Sold to Dunkirk-Fredonia Broadcasting Inc. (H. K.
Williams III, president) by Louis W.
Skelly for $67,500. Comr. Robert Bartley dissented, asking for clarification of
this grant's
position policy.
in the WBUZ
Commis-is
sion's diversification
on 1570 kc with 250 w. day.
BROADCASTING, January 5, 1959

HEAR
YE

YE

It pleases Shreveport's first television station
to announce the appointment of
Messrs. HARRINGTON, RIGHTER and
PARSONS, Incorporated,
as ye official national representatives
ffective the first day of January
in the year of our Lord,
Nineteen Hundred and Fifty-nine.
All within the sound of my voice take note ....
.... Hear Ye .... Hear Ye . . . .

(3D

channel

shreveport,

la.

Now represented by HARRINGTON, RIGHTER and PARSONS, INC.
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GOVERNMENT
CAPITOL

HILL

FORECAST:

STORMIER

86th Congress will probably stir up record radio-tv activity
Still on rubbery legs from the rigors
of the last session of Congress, broadcasters and the FCC face no respite as
the 86th Congress prepares to open.
In fact, indications are that an even
more radio-tv-minded Capitol Hill will
be primed to top the 85th Congress
when all existing records for industry
investigations and hearings were broken.
There probably will be one big difference in the old and new Congresses:
A majority of the industry hearings
may be concentrated in Sen. Warren
Magnuson's (D-Wash.) Senate Commerce Committee in a shift from Rep.
Oren
(D-Ark.) Legislative
OversightHarris'
Subcommittee.
While week after week of hearings
were held in 1958 involving the FCC
and/ or broadcasters — and over 150 industry bills were introduced — not a
single major piece of legislation was
passed. While the 85th Congress failed
to turn its talk into action, current congressional temperament is such that
several important changes in the Communications Act are freely predicted.
Leaders of both houses have stated
privately and publicly that the ills
turned beupcured
by Rep.through
Harris'legislation.
investigations
must
The tv industry will continue to bear
the brunt of attack after attack from
members of Congress. And, as a result,
the public will continue to foot the bill
for investigations of everything from
television ratings to a possible death of
the FCC. According to a Broadcasting
estimate (Broadcasting, March 17,
1958), the cost to the government went
as high as $12,000 for just one-day's
session
of last year's lengthy House investigations.
Starting point for the Senate probably
will be New York hearings on tv ratings,
with the FCC to be placed on the
carpet soon afterward for questioning
on what it has or has not done to solve
the allocations problem.
Rep. Harris has promised January
hearings by his House Commerce Commit e on pay tv (also a lead-off subject
in 1958). The committee also will have
for early action recommendations made
in the report of its Oversight Subcommittee (see story, page 31).
Listed below are Senate and House
committees which will be active with
broadcasting legislation during 1959.
In addition, several other committees
52

will receive bills for consideration which
will include provisions affecting radiotv. All bills introduced in the 85th
Congress are dead and must be subsideration.mitted again to receive further conSenate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee • Chairman Magnuson, in private conversations, has
outlined a busy schedule for radio-tv
and FCC matters during the first session
of the 86th Congress. Under the gun,
but not necessarily in the order of importance: allocations, tv ratings, corrective FCC legislation, community
television-translators-boosters, spectrum
study, pay tv, financial aid to educational tv, direct regulation of networks,
advertising of alcoholic beverages, and
Barrow recommendations.
It is an open secret that individual
members of the committee are displeased with the FCC for not taking a
positive step in solving the allocations
problem. The committee repeatedly has
asked for a Commission report on
progress in allocations. The FCC each
time has begged off replying until it
receives the Television Allocations
Study Organization report — now due.
Reports two weeks ago (Closed Circuit, Dec. 22, 1958) had the FCC no
nearer an allocations solution — nor
agreement
what thecourse
pursue—
than
it was onwhen
freezeto was
lifted

Sen. Magnuson: Focus shifts to him

in 1952. On this point, the Commission
received a verbal lashing last spring
from Sen. John Pastore (D-R.I.) and
other committee members.
A spokesman at the FCC last week
said the commissioners have wrestled
with the allocations situation "time and
time again." He said the Commission
is incommittee
a "position"butto didsendnotsomething
the
indicate toif
any
definite
steps
or
planned
action
would be included.
Committee Plan • The Committee
will have an allocations report of its
own for consideration. Special counsel
Kenneth Cox is scheduled to submit
his conclusions and recommendations
in the near future. Mr. Cox also is to
file a report, prior to the allocations
study, on CATV and tv service to
sparsely-populated areas.
This is a pet project of many members of Congress from the Northwest,
whose states rely on CATV or some
other means for tv service. Several have
demanded that the FCC authorize
boosters on vhf channels and legalize
current outlawed operations under
Commission rules. Several bills of this
nature, unless the FCC takes prior
positive action, are sure to be introduced.
The Commission consistently has
maintained it has no authority over
CATV. Counsel Cox, it is believed, will
take the opposite view in his report. He
believes the Commission has jurisdiction through that part of the Communications Act giving the FCC authority
to explore and develop new developments in communications. It is this
section the FCC has cited to Congress
in claiming it cannot authorize pay tv.
Barrow Report • Sen. Magnuson said
the committee also still is awaiting FCC
recommendations on the Barrow report
— which has been hanging fire for 18
months. In previous appearances before
the committee,
has refused to commentthe onCommission
recommendations
made in the Barrow report, but promised to take a stand "no later than
On the1959."
proposed spectrum study.
January
Sen.
Magnuson
"I still
think specthat
we have to takesaid:
a look
at that
trum." He indicated this would be one
of the first items to be considered by
the committee and that some changes
would be necessary in the bill passed
BROADCASTING, January 5, 1959

New arena for livelier acts • When FCC and radio-tv of the New Senate Office Bldg. The telephone remains the
spokesmen are called before the Senate Commerce Com- same: Capitol 4-3121, Ext. 5115. Planning seating arrangements for the new committee room, which will feature a
mittee this year, they will have a big, new hearing room in
which to testify. The committee has moved from its cramped public address system, are Ed Jarrett (1), the committee's
quarters on the gallery floor of the Capitol to Room 5108 chief clerk, and Nick Zapple, communications expert.
network regulation bill. A former
last summer by the Senate. It was in- and its Communications Subcommittee, achairman
of the Commerce Committee,
troduced by Sen. Charles Potter said he thought the Senate should wait
(R-Mich.),election.who
defeated forwould
re- and let the House make the first step he was defeated for re-election and will
He said was
the committee
not
be
a
member
of the 86th Congress
in corrective FCC legislation. Citing the
discuss the spectrum proposal with the Oversight Subcommittee, he pointed — but his network regulation bill in
House before any measure is approved. out it has carried the ball in the past some form probably will be.
Sen. Magnuson thought the report of and should be allowed to do so in the
Sen. Paul Douglas (D-Ill.) has stated
future. However, he said there is with- that he is considering some sort of netthe
special committee
work regulation bill if the FCC does not
not President's
negate the necessity
for a studywould
but tion. out doubt a need for corrective legislatake what he would consider to be a
would be a starting point for Congress.
The committee several weeks ago an- favorable action in the AFTRA-NBC
President Eisenhower appointed a fivenounced January hearings in New York fight over the alleged cutback of locallyman committee in November (Broadon
tv rating services. For most of the originated programming on the netNov. 24, 1958)
"to reviewin the
role of thecasting,federal
government
the past year, this has been a one-man cruwork's WNBQ (TV) Chicago. Sen.
sade by Sen. Monroney but of late Sen. Douglas, the union and several Illinois
management
telecommunications."
Commission ofCorrectives
• And, some Magnuson also has become interested. congressmen have protested to the
type of corrective FCC legislation is In fact, the hearings originally were FCC, as well as NBC.
almost sure to come from the committee scheduled for December but were post"Tyranny" Hit • A protest also has
poned because both senators could not gone to Sen. Magnuson's committee and
following hearings on the subject.
he has promised to look into the matter
be present.
"We've
just got
to have some
bill
on these
commissions
[FCC kind
as wellof
Rating Impact • A one-day session on during the new Congress. Sen. Monroney did not indicate he is in favor of
ratings
was
held
last
spring
with
presias others]," Sen. Magnuson said. He
dents of five rating services testifying. FCC regulation of the networks but
said the Senate undoubtedly would receive many bills on ex parte contacts, At the New York hearings, the network charged the networks are encroaching
code of ethics, improper pressures, term presidents and others such as former more and more on local station time.
NBC president Pat Weaver will be This, he said, confines local advertisers
of officement ofofchairman
commissioners
and appointand other
matters witnesses. "We can't legislate against tv to station breaks in telling their sales
ratings but we owe it to the public to
brought up by Oversight hearings.
andoverresults
in a "tyranny
of nalocal interests.
This results
Still active in committee files, and due point out the effect of ratings on pro- stories tional
for consideration according to Sen.
in
sterile
programs
which
reflect
only
ing,*' Sen. Magnuson
The
public should gramknow
just how thesaid.ratings
the
time-worn
script
ideas
which
origMagnuson,
is
a
"ripper"
bill
abolishing
the FCC. It was drafted last spring but are used in determining programming
inate in Hollywood
was never introduced. The Washington and the size and accuracy of samples, Sen. Monroney
stated.and New York,"
Democrat said this bill and all the he stated.
Sen. Magnuson said he expects the
Sen. Monroney is working for an committee to receive several bills
others introduced will be explored in
public hearings. The committee then industry-wide agreement on the type of against pay tv and "I suppose we will
will report out a measure combining base to be used in ratings. He has been have hearings." Sen. Strom Thurmond
the desired features of all those under a critic of the alleged "life and death" (D-S.C), committee member, was one
consideration, he said. Actually many hold ratings maintain over program- of the chief Senate pay tv foes in the
of the bills on influence, ex parte conCongress and introduced both a
for over a year. "Are ratings the past
tacts, etc., will be referred to other Ten mingCommandments
for program- bill and resolution banning this method.
The
distilling industry received a pat
committees such as Judiciary.
ming?" he asked.
For the
past two Congresses, Sen. on the back from Sen. Magnuson for
Sen. Mike
member
of theMonroney
Commerce (D-Okla.),
Committee a John W. Bricker (R-Ohio) has authored refusing to buy radio-tv time. He said
53
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liquor advertising on radio and tv would
give drys a stronger arguing point in
their campaign to ban advertising alcoholic beverages in interstate commerce.
The chairman predicted Senate approval early in the year on his bill, to
be re-introduced, granting each state
up to $1 million for etv. The bill was
approved by the Senate last spring but
died in the House Commerce Committee.
Power Balance • During the past
Congress, there were eight Democratic
and seven Republican members of the
Commerce Committee. With the heavy
influx of new Democratic senators, the
party in power is expected to get 10 of
the 15 committee seats. All Democratic
committee members are returning (leaving two vacancies), while four of the
seven Republican members (the other
three were not up for re-election) were
defeated, also leaving two seats open.
Sen. Pastore, as chairman of the
Communications Subcommittee, during
last winter and spring sat for lengthy
hearings on a bill which would prevent
networks and stations from owning
stock in BMI. Sen. Pastore has sent the
hearing record to both Justice and FCC
for comment and neither, as yet, has
replied. However, the bill was attacked
openly by Sen. Pastore and Sen. George
Smathers (D-Fla.) stated he has no present plans to reintroduce it.
Senators-elect Clair Engle (D-Calif.),
Frank E. Moss (D-Utah) and Howard
W. Cannon (D-Nev.) are known to be
seeking the two seats open to their
party on the committee. Sen. Magnuson said that Sen. Engle, who moves
over from the House, has first priority
because of his service in the lower body
(although he was not a member of the
House Commerce Committee). The
chairman also said he would like to
have Sen. Moss on the committee. The
chances of Sen. Cannon are considered
slim since Sen. Alan Bible (D-Nev.)
already is a member.
Sen. Andrew Schoeppel (R-Kan.) will
move up to ranking minority member,
replacing Sen. Bricker. He said there
had been no discussions as to what Republicans would be assigned to the two
committee vacancies. John M. McElroy,
Sen. Bricker's administrative assistant,
will replace Bert Wissman as minority
clerk of the committee [Closed Circuit, Dec. 22, 1958]. Mr. Wissman
will remain
sional staf . on the committee's profesSubcommittee on Legislative Oversight of House Commerce Committee • This investigative body exposed
FCC and broadcasting linen during
1958 hearings which began in February
and continued sporadically through December. The committee's past has been
a stormy one — both internally and ex54 (GOVERNMENT)

ternal y— and its future is up to the new
Congress.
The subcommittee was established in
March 1957 with a $250,000 appropriation to determine if federal regulatory
agencies are carrying out their duties as
Congress intended. The House appropriated an extra $60,000 last August for
its use during adjournment.
Meeting in Washington last week to
draft their final report (see page 31),
the members recommended that the investigative body be continued during the
86th Congress.
Whether
tions will bethethescope
same ofas 1959
thoseinvestigain 1958
remains to be seen. However, members
returning to the new Congress have
publicly stated the subcommittee has
only scratched the surface in its planned
investigations. It will be necessary for
the full House to approve the subcommittee's continuance. While there will
be opposition from individual members
of Congress, the House is expected to
go along with the subcommittee's own
recommendation.
There has been some talk of disbanding the Oversight Subcommittee as such
and continuing its work under an existing Commerce Committee subcommittee. Rep. Harris in the past has recom ended this course.
Broad Impact • Work of the subcommittee has had far-reaching effects on
the FCC in particular and the broadcasting industry in general. The courts
have returned tv cases to the Commission as a result of testimony before the
subcommittee and the FCC has reopened others on its own motions.
The subcommittee thoroughly aired
the Miami ch. 10 grant. As a result,
then Comr. Richard A. Mack resigned,
the record was re-opened and the FCC
now has before itthata special
examiner's
recommendation
the grant
to National Airlines be revoked. Also coming under subcommittee scrutiny in public hearings were tv grants in Boston
(ch. 5), re-opened by the FCC; Pittsburgh (ch. 4), and the shift of ch. 2
from Springfield, 111., to St. Louis. Several other cases were mentioned in subcommittee proceedings — and many
others (over 30) — were investigated but
no full hearings were held.
Most of the charges before the congressional body concerned improper
pressure against the FCC, ex parte contacts between commissioners and litigants, giftsauthorized
to commissioners
undisclosure of FCC and
actions.
Rep. Morgan Moulder (D-Mo.)
started 1958 as chairman of the subcom it e . Hechief
"resigned"
in February
soon after the
counsel,
Bernard
Schwartz, had been fired as the aftermath of a bitter and well-publicized
fight with the subcommittee members.
Rep, Harris replaced Rep. Moulder as

chairman. Rep. Moulder remained on
the committee. Other Democratic
members are Reps. John Bell Williams
(Miss.), John Moss (Calif.), Peter F.
Mack (111.) and John J. Flynt (Ga.).
Rep. John Bennett (R-Mich.) is the
only minority subcommittee member
who returns. Three Republicans retired
— Reps. Charles Wolverton (N.J.), Joseph P. O'Hara (Minn.) and John Heselton (Mass.)— while Rep. Robert Hale
(Me.) was defeated.
House Commerce Committee • If
Chairman Harris sticks to announced
plans, the first 1959 performance of
this body will be a repeat of January
1958 hearings on pay tv. Last summer,
Rep. Harris prevailed on the FCC to
withhold approval of a toll test until
the 86th Congress could take action.
At that time, he promised hearings
early in January and the FCC agreed
not to act until the new Congress adsummer. journs its first session the following
In preparing for the hearings, Rep.
Harris last fall queried professional
football and baseball teams and pay
tv proponents on what negotiations,
contracts or plans had been formulated. The congressman has received
replies but they weren't revealed.
Rep. Harris, and many other members of his committee, are outspoken
foes of pay tv. Observers, therefore, believe the committee will report out a
bill early in the session banning any
form of over-the-air pay tv.
It has not been announced whether
the full committee or the Communications Subcommittee, also headed by
Rep. Harris, will sit for the pay tv hearings. After the sessions a year ago on
the same subject, Rep. Harris stated
privately that there would be no more
hearings conducted by the full committee because of its size, 33 members.
It is felt with 33 interrogators, the prongs get out of hand and the chairman losesce dicontrol.
Spectrum Study • Another major
broadcast item facing the committee
will be the formation of a special commis ion to make a spectrum study — a
controversial issue in the latter stages of
the 85th Congress. The Commerce Committee last August approved a White
House-amended version of the Senatepassed Potter bill which immediately
ran into
from broadcasters. Thestiffbillopposition
was scheduled
for full
House consideration the last week of the
86th Congress but was withdrawn when
the unexpected opposition arose.
Like Sen. Magnuson, Rep. Harris
has stated that such a study is necessary. However, the first move during
the n w Congress probably will be made
by the Senate. Rep. William Bray (RInd.), author of a spectrum study
measure in the past Congress, said last
BROADCASTING, January 5, 1959

KETV
First

Delivers

Place

in
First ... in
quarter hours
when all 3
Omaha Stations
compete !

Time

Periods

Omaha!*
i6oy2
ONE-WEEK
KETV
105
Station B
Station C ....1351/2

FOUR-WEEK
KETV
Station B
Station C
FOUR-WEEK
KETV
Station B
Station C.

First ... in
Share of
Audience,
6 P.M. -Midnight,
Sun. -Sat!

ONE-WEEK
KETV
Station B
Station C

First ... in
Omaha's choice
of Movie
Entertainment !

Movie Masterpiece
(Starts 9:35 P.M.)
FOUR-WEEK
ONE-WEEK
(average)
(average)
24.5
KETV
KETV

9:35 Movie

Cumulative

42.4
27.2

Cumulative

124

36.2
.31.7
31.8

16,6

rating: 40.4!

Act promptly to buy minutes and breaks with ratings averaging in
the upper 20s and 30s, adjacent to leading ABC-TV network shows
and Omaha's
*Nov highest-rated movies.

Omaha World-Herald Station

. .130

rating: 70.6!

Late Movie

Ben H. Cowdery, President
Eugene S. Thomas, V. P. & Gen. Mgr

147

amng

Pat

Conway

Richard

fias

( A

mm

TERRITO

Dinah Shore Chevy Show. . 7 times in 8 surveys !
13 times in 13 surveys!
: BEAT I Love Lucy . . .
BEAT The Californians
12 times in 13 surveys!
11
times in 13 surveys!
BEAT Pat Boone
11 times in 13 surveys!
BEAT Bob Cummings. ,
BEAT U. S. Steel Hour.
11 times in 13 surveys!
BEAT Person to Person
10 times in 13 surveys!
L
m"

and always BEAT Suspicion, George Gobel, Colt .45,
Welk's Top Tunes, Eddie Fisher, Your Hit Parade, etc.
Nielsen. Oct. *57 thru Apr. "58

OUTSTANDING RATINGS IN
MARKETS LARGE AND SMALL
Detroit San Diego Baltimore

Apr. '58 j

27.9

25.4

"I

read

Ad

Age

religiously"

says DONALD R. KEOUGH
Director of Advertising
Paxton and Gallagher Co.

"For my money, Advertising Age gives more
advertising news, more currently, than any other
publication I read. Anyone in the coffee business knows
with what dazzling rapidity deals are introduced,
new promotions originated, etc. In this
wheeling-dealing business, we frequently pick up
competitive information from Ad Age almost
as fast as our own sales force reports it to us.
Of course, I read Ad Age religiously."
Time after time, admen freely tell us they never miss an issue
of Advertising Age because it brings them "more advertising
news, more currently." What's more, they value the penetrating
analyses of trends, and file (for repeated reference) the special
roundups and surveys. That's why, when it comes to reaching
most of the executives of importance to you — those who
influence as well as those who activate major broadcasting decisions— you can count on Ad Age.
The Paxton and Gallagher Co., for example, has found broadcast media effective in telling their Butter-Nut coffee story.
Many of the firm's radio franchises have run continuously for
more than twenty years, and a major portion of this coffee
concern's ad budget is allotted to television. Expenditures for
spot tv alone topped $811,000 during 1957.*
Every Monday, 7 paid-subscription copies of Ad Age bring
the news, trends and developments of marketing to Paxton and
Gallagher and its agency, the Buchanan-Thomas Advertising Co.
Add to this AA's more than 42,000 paid circulation, its tremendous penetration of advertising with a weekly paid circulation
currently reaching over 12,500 agency people alone, its intense
readership by top executives in national advertising companies
— and you'll recognize in Ad Age a most influential medium for
swinging broadcast decisions your way.
isinn Bureau i-t Advertising, Inc.
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DONALD R. KEOUGH
Mr. Keough has served the Paxton and
Gallagher Co. in both sales and advertising. Starting in 1950, he managed the display department for two
years, after which he became assistant
sales and advertising manager for the
Omaha coffee concern. He was
advanced to his present position in
November, 1957.
Under Mr.Paxton
Keough's
advertising
management,
and
Gallagher has had remarkable success
with the use of humor in radio commercials for its new Instant Butter-Nut
coffee. More than 1,000,000 jars were
sold after five weeks of the light approach incommercials introducing this
product.from guiding advertising camAway
paigns, Mr. Keough
who devotes
much ofishisa family
leisure man
time
to civic organizations and service
clubs. Among his community interests
are the Red Cross Blood Program, the
South Omaha Youth Center and the
Serra Club, which fosters the entrance
ofhood.
young men into the Catholic priest-

week he was undecided on whether he
would re-introduce the measure.
House committee leadership does not
share the enthusiasm of the Senate
Commerce Committee's chairman for
his proposal of financial aid to educational tv. In fact, some congressmen expressed outright disapproval of the bill
last summer. Rep. Harris' committee
also willlationbeintroduced
requiredas atoresult
pass ofon the
all legiswork
of its Legislative Oversight Subcommittee (see above).
Perennials • As in past Congresses,
the committee undoubtedly will receive
legislation on such subjects as prohibiting the advertising of alcoholic beverages in interstate commerce, prohibiting
broadcasting of horse race or lottery
information, changes in FCC rules regarding multiple ownership, CATV systems, increase in license periods of radio-tv stations, limited proportion of
commercial time broadcast and repeal
of Sec. 309 (c) of the Communications
Act (protest provision).
Seven of the 15 Republican members
of the committee during the 85th Congress either were defeated or did not
run for re-election. All of the 1 8 Democratic members will be back for the
new Congress, but because of the new
congressional ratio, the majority party
is expected to receive 21 seats on the
committee with the GOP representation
dropping to 12.
Rep. John Bennett (R-Mich.) jumps
four places to become ranking minority
member, replacing retiring Rep. Charles
Wolverton (R-NJ.). Commerce Committee members also retiring were Reps.
Joseph P. O'Hara (R-Minn.) and John
W. Heselton (R-Mass.). Defeated were
Reps. Robert Hale (R-Me.), John V.
Beamer (R-Ind.), Joseph L. Carrigg
(R-Pa.) and Will E. Neal (R-W. Va.).
Rep.-elect David S. King, Utah Democrat, isknown to be seeking a seat on
the committee. There probably will be
three majority and four minority seats
open.
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Legal & Monetary Affairs Subcommit e of House Government Operations Committee • This eight-member
investigative body, headed by Rep.
John Blatnik (D-Minn.), will bear
watching by broadcasters during the
86th Congress. Not generally known is
the fact that the Blatnik group was
poised to launch an all-encompassing
investigation of the FCC prior to formation of the Oversight Subcommittee.
Preliminary work already had been
done along this line but the subcommittee bowed out in favor of the Harris
subcommittee. And now, with the future of Legislative Oversight in doubt,
the Legal & Monetary unit again is
prepared to carry the ball.
Advertising Probes • During the past
two years, the subcommittee devoted a
good deal of its time to false and misleading advertising. Last summer, it issued three separate reports severely
chastising the FTC for its alleged failure to crack down on advertising claims
of weight-reducing, tranquilizer and
dentrifice manufacturers (Broadcasting, Aug. 25, 18, 1958).
Antitrust Subcommittee of House
Judiciary Committee • When the Second Session of the 85th Congress convened a year ago, this body was awaiting action by the FCC and Justice Dept.
on recommendations made in the Barreport and(Broadcasting,
the subcommittee's
Cellerrow report
June own
10,
1957). Presumably the subcommittee
still is waiting because neither body has
taken any positive steps on either report.
The subcommittee made some strong
recommendations of its own, especially
on network option time and must-buy
practices, 18 months ago, none of
which have been carried out — or for
that matter, turned down — by the FCC.
Rep. Celler, chairman, has made no
statement on any planned action.
Again this year, the subcommittee
will be asked to deal with legislation
exemptinglaw.professional sports from
antitrust
Sports Supporters • An amendment
removing language in the Celler bill
which called for exemption of those
phases of professional sports "reasonable andonnecessary"
through
the Houseonlyfloorwasby pushed
Reps.
Francis Walter (D-Pa.), Kenneth Keating (R-N.Y.) and others. A staff report
released today (Jan. 5) by the subcommittee includes a draft of a proposed
across-the-board code of ethics for former and current government officials
(see page 60).
Broadcasters were actively against the
measure as it passed the House.
The subcommittee plans early hearings on conflict-of-interest proposals as
related to Title 18 of the U.S. Code.
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Travel Notes • During a fall trip to
Europe, Rep. Celler took a careful look
at that continent's
television
operations
(Closed
Circuit, Dec.
21, 1958).
The
chairman long has been a critic of certain network operations, but came back
singing system.
the praises
of this country's
overall
The subcommittee
staff
currently is digesting information compiled on the trip.
Rep. Celler, personally, is expected
to continue
his all-out
against payof
tv.
He was one
of the fight
first members
Congress to take a public stand against
it.
All members of the subcommittee
except Rep. Keating, who was elected
to the Senate, were re-elected. The
current make-up consists of four Democrats and three Republicans and there
has been no word as to whether this
ratio will be changed. Rep. William M.
McCulloch (R-Ohio) moves up to ranking minority member, replacing Rep.
Keating.
Antitrust Subcommittee of Senate
Judiciary Committee • Headed by Sen.
Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.), this body efsteamroller onfectively
behalfstoppedoflastthesummer's
sports antitrust
exemption. The subcommittee held a
month of hearings and in early August
tabled the bill passed by the House
(Broadcasting, Aug. 4, 1958). The reason given was that senators were not
satisfied with the Celler bill and there
was not enough time to draft a substitute.
Sen. Thomas
(D-Mo.),
member
of the Hennings
subcommittee
and
author of S 4070 (companion to the
Celler bill), is undecided on whether to
reintroduce his measure. A subcommittee spokesman stated last week there
would be no definite plans for continuing the sports hearings until after the
new committee had been formed. It
was his belief the Senate body should
wait until the House again has acted
on a sports bill. He made it plain a
majority of the senators did not favor
an exemption, including a possible radio-tv blackout, such as contained in
the bill that died with the end of the
86th Congress.
He said the baseball people should
compromise with opponents of last
year's measure. "They wanted to be
above the law," he said. "Are they willing to come down from that position?"
It has been reported that Sen. -elect
Keating plans to re-introduce a sports
measure. All members of the committee will return for the 86th Congress
which makes it doubtful if Sen. Keating
will be seated on Judiciary.
The parent Judiciary Committee,
headed by Sen. James Eastland (DMiss.), undoubtedly will receive several bills on reforms in government
60 (GOVERNMENT)

agencies, including the FCC. A spokesman said hearings on such measures
would have to be planned as the bills
are received.
House Rules Committee • Observers
are predicting that one of the first intramural fights in the new House will
be an effort to curb the power of the
chairman of the Rules Committee. The
charge has frequently been made in the
past that any legislation the chairman,
Rep. Howard Smith (D-Va.), does not
favor will not stand a chance of clearing
the Rules Committee to be placed on
the House agenda.
A move currently is underway to restore the 21 -day rule, thrown out by a
Democratic-controlled House in 1951.
It would permit a bill bottled up in the
Rules Committee for 21 days to be considered on the floor on the motion of a
chairman or ranking minority member
of the committee which has jurisdiction.
The committee undoubtedly will be
asked to consider bills which would reHouse Speaker
Sam Rayburn's
(D-Tex.)move ban
on radio-tv-still
camera
coverage of House proceedings and
committee meetings. Four such measures were introduced in the past Conof day.gress. None of them ever saw the light
Excise Taxes Subcommittee of House
Ways & Means Committee • As in the
past Congress, this subcommittee undoubtedly wil be faced with several
bills designed to remove or reduce the
10% excise tax on radio and television
sets. Of 14 such measures pending last
August, a majority placed emphasis on
removal of the tax on all-channel sets
only as an impetus to uhf.
Heavy pressures were brought to
bear during the last two years on behalf of removal of the uhf tax, but,
despite a reported favorable climate 13
months ago, the measure did not get
out of committee. Among those urging
repeal of the uhf tax were the chairmen of the Senate and House Commerce Committees.
Rep. Wilbur Mills (D-Ark.), chairman of the full committee, announced
Dec. 1 1 that no plans would be formulated until after the new Congress has
been organized. Rep. Aime Forand
(D-R.I.)
is chairman of the Excise Taxes
Subcommittee.
Senate Constitutional Rights Subcommit e of Judiciary Committee •
Chairman Thomas Hennings (D.-Mo.)
has announced the subcommittee will
hold hearings
this month
on the public's
right
to information
in government
files.
Sen. Hennings feels that HR 2767,
which was approved by the 85th Congress and signed into law by the President (Broadcasting, Aug. 18, 1958),
does not plug the loopholes available to
government
"bureaucrats" seeking to
withhold information.

Just a fortnight ago, Sen. Hennings
charged that President Eisenhower lent
his support to a "startling and dangerous" belief that government officials are
free to withhold information the public
should have. He stated, writing in the
Federal Bar Journal, that the President
subscribed to this theory in signing HR
2767, introduced by Rep. John Moss
(D-Calif.). The bill amends a 1798
"housekeeping" statute to prevent its
use
as the basis for withholding information.
The Missouri Democrat, during the
85th Congress, introduced his own freedom of information bill, S 921, which
will be the basis for the new hearings.
News-gathering media were strong in
their support of the Moss bill, but its
effect on government secrecy is somewhat dubious. There still are some 80
statutes on the books which authorize
secrecy of one kind or another.
FCC HITS BOOSTERS
No new ones; old ones
have to go in 90 days
The FCC last week served notice it
will prosecute the operators of vhf tv
boosters which go on the air from now
on. The Commission said it also will
take legal steps to halt operation of vhf
boosters within
now on90 thedaysairtheir
if they
don't
indicate
intention
to convert to uhf translators or some
other type of authorized tv station.
The Commission ordered a halt to
vhf booster operation after dismissing
a petition by the governor of Colorado
for
of the proposals
FCC's June
1 957 reconsideration
order which rejected
for
authorization of vhf boosters and terminated rulemaking which proposed
vhf and uhf "repeater" operation.
Comr. T.A.M. Craven issued a separate statement disagreeing with the
majority except for the provision to
defer action against vhf booster operators. He said he felt the FCC "can and
should establish reasonable rules providing for the authorization of vhf
boostersS. Cross
on a practical
John
concurred basis."
in the Comr.
FCC
decision, but said he feels the Commission should have adopted an alternative
course, suggested by him, which would
have authorized existing vhf boosters
to continue for two to three years if
they meet "certain specified technical
conditions designed to prevent interference." He called his plan "a more
reasonable period of time for a changeBacking
FCC
saidWaiting
it has Legal
withheld
action• toThecompel
the unlicensed vhf boosters to cease
litigation, "inthatwhich
itoperation
has nowpending
been determined
the
over."
emanations
from these types of stations
BROADCASTING, Jonuary 5, 1959

are radio
within Act
the purview of thetransmissions
Communications
and
thus may not be operated without a
license by the Commission, and pending the rulemaking proceedings, now
terminated, in which it has been determined that vhf boosters and translators
should not be licensed."
The FCC's
jurisdiction
over un-in
licensed vhf boosters
was established
a decision on the Bridgeport, Wash.,
case, decided by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia in
1957 (Broadcasting, May 6, 1957).
The FCC said last week that "now
that jurisdiction has been confirmed and
it has been finally determined that vhf
boosters should not be licensed, the
Commission must discharge its responsibilty in regulating radio transmissions." But, the FCC added, it is not
disposed to take such "hasty action" as
to preclude orderly transition to licensed operation. Therefore, a "reasonable" time (90 anddays)
being allowed
for conversion
if anis application
has
not been made by then the FCC will
take necessary legal steps to halt unlicensed vhf booster operation. The
FCC will not delay appropriate enforcement actions against any new vhf
booster operation, the statement said.
Third Time Around • The FCC
noted that its action of last week was
the third time it has denied requests for
such "low
powered devices" in the vhf
band.
It added:
"The Commission has found that the
provision now contained in the ComRules foruhf thetv band
licensing
translators mission's
in the
meetsof thetv
needs of small remote communities for
a low cost method of obtaining tv reception. In view of the potentiality of
serious interference to television service
and other services, including services
devoted to the protection of life and
property, which are allocated to the
very congested vhf band, the Commission could not conclude that the public interest would be served by licensing
vhf boosters or repeater stations."
Voice From the Hill • Sen. Gordon
Allott (R-Colo.) last week denounced
the FCC tv booster ruling.
"The problems raised are perhaps not
so great for the booster operators," Sen.
Allott
said, "ashometheyowners
are forinhundreds
of Colorado
isolated
communities who will be without tv or
who must pay to convert their present
receivers or buy new ones."
Sen. Allott said he had asked the
FCC for more time "to work out this
situation or find a more acceptable solution." Ifthe FCC does
agree to"I
this request, the Coloradan notdeclared,
will consider legislation to do the job
properly."
BROADCASTING, January 5, 1959
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Report by House Antitrust Subcommittee
points finger at FCC on ethics question
The House Antitrust Subcommittee Communications Commission." the
today (Jan. 5) is releasing its second report states.
staff study on conflict of interest legisRep.tion,Celler"s
is the desired
solulation. And as has been the case frethe report billconcludes,
and other
quently in recent congressional reports, bills that go beyond its proposals
the FCC again takes a rap on the "would add unduly to the already
knuckles.
formidable array of criminal enactments
In strongly recommending a code
this supporting
area."
of ethics for all executive employes, in In
its recommendation
the report specifically cites the FCC, that Congress legislate a code of ethics,
states that a number of pracsaying: "Itshould
is regrettable
legislativeto the report
tices within the agencies are contrary
prodding
still be that
necessary
induce this agency to adopt a code of to the public interest. "These practices
place a burden on a public officiars
impartiality in his conduct of official
The report, in three parts, deals with business,
ethics."
tempt him to place his private
(1) more than 50 conflict-of-interest interests ahead
of the interests of the
and code bills introduced in the 85th
government,
unfairly prejudice memCongress, (2) a detailed study and
bers of the public in dealing with the
analysis of the rules adopted by fed- government,
and generate distrust and
eral departments and agencies (including the FCC) to prevent conflicts of suspicion of the federal service," the
report
continues.
interest among members and employes
"In order to remove any doubt about
and (3) a proposed code of ethics
impropriety of this type of conduct
(including draft of a bill) for the agen- the
cies.
. . . Congress should enact a code
establishing
clear and unambiguous
The staff study also recommends
enactment of HR 12547. introduced in minimum standards of honesty and
in the conduct of governthe last Congress by subcommittee fair dealing
ment business and require the vigorous
Chairman Emanuel Celler (D-N.Y.), enforcement
of this code by governwhich would revise and strengthen
ment administrators. . . .
criminal laws on conflict of interest and
bribery.
"Implementation in response to the
needs of particular situations may be
What's Wanted • Effect of the recom- left to the agencies. Nor should such
mendations, the report states, would a code provide criminal penalties. Exinclude:
isting laws . . . will adequately penalize
more serious offenses. The proposed
"Administrative penalties, including code
should, however, authorize dedischarge, for employes who engage in
unethical conduct.
cisive disciplinary action for violation,
to be administered by agency heads."
"Suspension
or
disbarment
of
repre"Improper" Conduct • The proposed
sentatives who violate rules governing
the activities of former employes.
code labels
government official"improper"
or employe:for(1)a Accept"Disqualification for contracts and
ance
of
gifts,
discussion
of
future
emgrants of private parties who engage in
ployment or frequent or expensive
unethical conduct in dealing with the
social engagements
personhe
outside
the government"withwithanywhom
government."
FCC Target • Covering all govern- transacts business . . .;" (2) personal
ment departments and agencies, the business transactions or private arrangements for personal profit through his
report singles out only the FCC for individual criticism. In addition to the office; (3) divulgence of confidential
all-encompassing ethics bills introduced information; (4) acquisition or retention
in the past Congress, it notes that of conflicting interests and engagement
in conflicting activities; (5) transaction
several others
mission alone. would apply to the Com- of
official business in the presence of
disqualifying interest, and (6) any
"Although the focus of the present aappearance
of anything improper in
study is primarily upon governmentwide, as distinguished from individual personal affairs.
Under
provisions
of the code, a
agency problems of conflict of interest,
it may be noted that the Antitrust Sub- former government official would be
committee has long been concerned prohibited forever from "changing
over practices characterizing the con- sides" in a litigated case or from apduct of the business of the Federal
pearing before his former agency for
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is going to
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Startingtoday,
with

the launching
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Consolidation
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and

spot advertisers
will reach

the

biggest audiences
in years

on the

stations

of the
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CBS Radio Network
(Tftis is i/ie network which, over the past U months,
has delivered an average of 44 percent larger comnu i ci
minute NRI audiences than the second network!)

m

Leading affiliates
coast-to-coast
endorse new plan
"The new plan is a big- step
forward for the preservation
of the kind of radio which the
public can get only through a
strong iatednetwork
and result
its affil-is
stations. The
bound to be bigger audiences
for station's and network's
advertisers."
REM KRLD.
BERT, Dallas
Pres.
KRLDCLYDE
Radio W.Corp.,
(Owned by Dallas Times Herald)
"Delighted with this forwardlooking castep
in radio
broadsting. This new
relationship
between the network and its
affiliates brings a dynamic
new concept in programming
•to the American public and
will result in even greater
' values to advertisers."
JOHNPostS. Broadcast
HAYES, Pres.
Washington
Div.
WTOP, Washington, D.C.
"We
long tohadourconfidence
in thehavevalues
stations
of affiliation with the CBS
Radio Network. Our enthusiasm cisauseven
e of the greater
potential nowwe besee
in the new CBS Radio plan.
In our opinion it provides for
ideal blending of local creativity with the admitted excel ence ofnetwork programming, news service and speBOHEN, Pres.
cial events."FRED
Meredith
Companies
WHEN,
Syracuse;
WOW,
KRMG, Tulsa; KCMO, KansasOmaha;
City
"Our two stations affiliated
with CBS Radio Network are
enthusiastic about PCR It
will keep intact the important
public service programming
and the best of entertainment
programming,
and will news
provide agreatly expanded
service. These are exactly the
things workweto complement
want from a local
netC. WREDE PETERSMEYER,
programming."
Pres.,WISH.lnd.;
CorinthianWANE,
B'dcasting
Corp.
Ft. Wayne
"Delighted to know plan is all
set. I'm
what
it setsconfident
out to doit : will
deliverdo
bigger network and local autoB.ourWAILES,
stations."
LEEdiencesBroadcasting
Exec.
Storer
CompanyY.P.
WGBS, Miami; WAGA, Atlanta;
WWVA, Wheeling
". . . Unites
the
features of networkstrongest
service with
the intimate appeal of local
programming, and we predict
a new high in WCCO-CBS
Radio audience
acceptance."
LARRY HAEG,
Gen. Mgr.
Midwest Badio-Telcrisinv,
In.-.
WCCO, Minneapolis

"The network's programming
sets
a station
aboveAndrun-ofthe-mill
stations.
this
new plan will give advertisers
better clearances. It is a good
solution uationto botha for
fairlynetwork
rough and
sitstations. I feel this puts us all
in a healthier
condition."
HUGHB.
TERRY,ina Pres.
Aladdin
Broadcast
Corp.
(Owned byKLZ,Time,Denver
Inc.)
"Very
enthusiastic
about
PCR
Sure it will work out for the
benefit ROBERT
of both ofW. us."
D VMM, Pres.
K ROY, Inc., Sacramento
". . . Looking forward to this
new
arrangement.
more
certain
than ever Feel
it should
prove
of
great
value
to
listeners and profitable to ourall
of us— RICHARD
especially A.advertisers."
BOREL, Pres.
RadiOhio, Inc., WBNS, Columbus
(Owned by Columbus Dispatch)
"Advertisers in our market
gain maximum sales results
through PCR KSL personalprogrammingfeatures
plus CBS
RadioityNetwork
add
up to an unbeatable selling
JAY W. Corporation
WRIGHT, Exec.
VP.
combination."
Radio Service
of Utah
KSL, Salt Lake City
". . . Let me add that the way
we feel about the new Plan is,
'Now you're talking!' 1959
should be quite a year. Prospects for bigger audiences
and revenues
ROGER Radio-Television
W. look
CLIPP,good."
Gen. Mgr.
Die.
Triangle Publications, Inc.
WNBF.Binghamton
"One aspect I like about it is
its LESLIE
definiteness."
C. JOHNSON, V. Pres.
The Rock Island
Co.
WHBF,B'dcasting
Rock Island
"As well as building larger
program
audiencesadvertisers,
for both
local and network
one_ of the most important
parts oftionalplan
is the hourlynews
naand international
service plus the news in depth
CBS News programs. This
will give more
and better
in^
formation
to listeners
in our
area than
any other
station."
CHARLES
C. CALEY,
Pres.
WMBD, Inc., WMBD, Peoria
"Agivefineadvertisers
plan and it's
evengoing
biggerto
values than
TOM before."
CHAUNCEY, Pres.
KOOL Radio-Television, Inc.
KOOL, Phoenix
"The first real advance in a
quarter
a century
to make
network ofradio
more valuable
and useful to the public and
advertiser.
it."
WALTERWe J.applaud
ROTHSCHILD
Secy.- Treas.,Lee
Inc.
KGLO,
-Mason City;Broadcasting,
WTAD, Quincy

two years after leaving government
service.
Attorneys and others appearing before the FCC and other agencies would
be prohibited, under the proposed code,
from (1) making gifts to, discussing
future employment of, or becoming unduly involved socially with government
officials; (2) seeking to obtain confidential information from the government; (3) unethically employing former
government officials, and (4) making
ex parte representations to agency
members or employes regarding litigated
cases.
The code would give an agency
chairman the authority to dismiss employes, disbar private representatives
of applicants and disqualify applicants.
Rep. Celler's
Antitrust itSubcommittee
already
has announced
would hold
hearings on conflict-of-interest legislation during the new Congress. Today's
staff study is a follow-up to a report
released last March on the same subject.
New Miami bid opposed
The FCC Broadcast Bureau and general counsel last week jointly opposed a
petition by Elzey Roberts asking permis ion to file as a new applicant for
Miami ch. 10 and to intervene in the
FCC's
on.ch.
The current
statementproceeding
noted that
until10.the
FCC acts on the initial decision in the
case (Broadcasting, Dec. 8, 1958) and
it has been passed on by the appeals
court which remanded it for rehearing,
the present licensee, Public Service Tv
Inc., "remains the grantee" and there
would be "little point" in accepting apcan't thebe FCC
processed.
Until such plications
a timewhichwhen
would
have to consider the legality or advisability of receiving new applications,
the statement said, "we can't see how"
any potential applicant for ch. 10 as an
intervenor would materially "enhance"
the
tion. FCC's ability to deal with the quesNAB wants say on vtr
NAB wants a chance to state its
views in the drawn-out National Labor
Relations Board study of videotape
jurisdictional problems. American Federation of Television & Radio Artists
seeks exclusive jurisdiction from NLRB
over persons making vtr commercials. Screen Actors Guild opposes the
AFTRA plea.
Charles H. Tower, NAB broadcast
personnel-economics manager, asked
NLRB Dec. 31 for permission to enter
the vtr proceedings as an intervenor,
stating its desire to protect the interests

of tv stations. NAB is interested in station vtr activity, not agency or network
contracts. It contends AFTRA is asking
blanket power which could upset longestablished bargaining patterns based on
local single-employer negotiations rather
than national multi-employer bargaining as requested by AFTRA.
In another labor proceeding, NAB
has asked the Wage-Hour Division,
Labor Dept., for more flexibility to
small-station operators in pay and hours
for radio-tv announcers who also sell
advertising.

U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington
last week to unfreeze stay. Grantee
claimed FCC has discretion in matter,
does not have to clamp lid on building
pending outcome of protest.
• A construction permit for ch. 17 in
Bakersfield, Calif., was granted by FCC
last week to Kern County Broadcasting Co. Authorization was without prejudice to such action the Commission
might take as a result of a court
decision involving ch. 29 KBAK-TV.
Also, the FCC reserved the right to
substitute for ch. 17 another channel
which may as a result of current rule
making be assigned to Bakersfield. The
Government notes
FCC also denied a motion by KBAK• Tomah-Mauston Broadcasting Inc., TV for a stay of action on the Kern
which received grant for 500-w day- application pending final determination
timer on 1390 kc in Tomah, Wis., last of the KBAK-TV petitions requesting
October, stayed after protest by WRDB deletion of ch. 10 in Bakersfield or the
Reedsburg, Wis., last November, asked addition of ch. 8 there.
PLAYBACK quotes WORTH REPEATING
As Welcome As Can Be
steps to oust the individual or individuals
Judge Thomas J. Faulconer Jr., of guilty. Dignity must prevail in my courtall working for a living
Marion County (lnd.) Criminal Court, and we room.canWe arecontinue
our individual
like his predecessor, Judge Saul I. Rabb veins of effort if allincooperate.
Just
[Government, Dec. 6], promises there remember that when a defendant enters
will be no restrictions on electronic news
my courtroom he is as innocent as you
coverage of his court proceedings pro- or
me until proven guilty beyond any
viding itoperates "within the bounds of
reasonable doubt."
propriety."
The
judge,
who
will
preside
over the January trial of Mrs. Connie Anti-Tv Snobs Snubbed
Nicholas (charged with the murder of
Scrip ps-Howard staff writer Andrew
Forrest Teel), told Bob Hoover, mobile
news chief of WIBC Indianapolis:
Tully, after a "long diet of holiday cocktail parties, [is] fresh out of patience
"I figure the taxpayers are my bosses. with a common bore of the canape cirThey put me in office and they have a
anti-tv snob."
right to know what goes on in my court. notes cuitin. . .histhesyndicated
column:Mr. Tully
My courtroomcom odate big
is
a
small
one.
I
can't
acSome day I'm going to challenge one
a crowd and if I could I
types to spell "cat." Tv is a bum
would not expect people to lay off work ofa lotthoseof the
time . . ., but on frequently
just
hear not
a trial.
Theyto can't
increasing occasions it is a whopping
affordto itcome
and and
it would
be fair
their entertainment
value.
bosses. Therefore, I will encourage the
Two or three hours a week I find
media that will acquaint my bosses with
what is going on in my court. Radio, tv something entertaining or stimulating
and newspaper cameras are as welcome on my 17-inch screen and that makes
as can be.
the set a bargain.
The kid who is allowed to watch tv
"Thesions.constitution
has
many
proviThree of which I will mention in five or six hours a day is flirting with
passing. Number one is freedom of the permanent idiocy, but the parent who
press. Number two is the right of a okays such a schedule already has
defendant to a speedy, impartial and achieved that stature. "But it's so
fair trial and number three is a man's pernicious," says one lady of my acright to privacy. I know that newsmen,
quaintance. "It makes children watchradio, tv or newspaper, are just as iners rather than
do-ers."
Baloney.
Three
of my kids play the
terested in protecting a defendant's
rights as they are in defending their piano with considerable affection. A
own.
fourth has her head in a book several
hours a day. . . .
"I'll expect their cooperation in regard
A tv set presumably can ruin a
to the above. I shall expect them to stay
within the bounds of propriety. If the child. But so can too much oatmeal or
mark is overstepped I shall take prompt an overdose of Euclid.
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NEW
RCA
500-

AND

1000-WATT

AM

TRANSMITTERS

pace the
latest trends

!

The design philosophy behind these ne^
broadcast transmitters is based on years c
experience in developing the most reliable c
broadcast transmitters, but the features ar
radically new. Simplified tuning, reduced insta
lation time, and built-in provision for remot
control are some of the improvements. Als
included in the design are provisions for remot
Conelrad switching.

New BTA-500R/1R 500- and 1000-wah
transmitters in a choice of colors: red, blue,
green, and dark umber gray.
ASE OF ACCESS
NO NEUTRALIZATION REQUIRED
All tubes can be reached from the front
Tetrodes throughout simplify the tuning.
by merely opening the door. Access to
BUILT-IN PROVISION FOR REMOTE CONTROL
the rear locked
is provided
two interpanels behindthrough
the transmitter.
Terminal strips are provided in the transmitter for connection of a
These
panels
are
easily
removed
with
remote-control unit.
thumbscrew fasteners. Typical RCA
vertical
construction
permits
easy
acBI-LEVEL MODULATION
cess and maintenance. Removable base
The very low order of distortion results in improved soundability.
makes the transmitter easy to move.
FEWER TUBES
NEW OSCILLATOR
Smaller tube inventory means reduced cost of operation.
Three switchable temperature controlled crystal units, a spare on tl
main frequency, plus one for automatic Conelrad switching are inco
ACCESSIBILITY
porated
in the new crystal oscillator of both transmitters. Six thuml
Vertical construction permits easy access for maintenance.
screws hold the etched oscillator-buffer circuit board to the excit
subassembly.
All oscillator and buffer connections are made through
SIMPLIFIED TUNING
plug type terminal strip. Frequency stability is ± 5 cycles for the ne
RCA crystal units.
Only
one
tuning
control—
on
the
front
panel.
All
operating
controls
are
conveniently located on front, at both sides of door.
SIMPLIFIED POWER INCREASE
FUNCTIONAL COLOR STYLING
The exciter unit is the nucleus of the basic transmitter; all low-lev
Fits
into
any
surroundings
through
choice
of
color
for
doors—
blue,
rf and audio stages are built into a single unit used in both 500- ar
green, red or gray.
1000-watt transmitters. Thus, power increase is made easier.
For further information about these and other transmitters, call the nearest RCi
Broadcast Representative. In Canada call: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montrea
RADIO
CORPORATION
of AMERICA
BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT
CAMDEN, N.J.

PROGRAMMING
NO
PLATEAU
IN SIGHT
FOR
TV
FILM
tion
that
intends
to
accelerate
its plans
Competition to intensify as medium matures; in the tape field. Through its subsidiary,
Telestudios
Inc.,
New
York,
NTA
will
tv tape, international market growing factors
announce after the first of the year a
The volume of business grossed by tv to the future. Jack Wrather, board schedule of program series to be taped
film distributors in 1958 was "sub- chairman of ITC, regards 1959 as "a both in New York and Hollywood. The
is to be acquired by Nastantially higher" than in 1957 and the year of building and preparation for a stock oftionalNTA
Theatres sometime this year but
outlook for 1959 is even more promis- strong foundation for the future." By
ing.
1960, theMr.field
Wrather
believes companies
ITC "will NTA will operate with its present manThis evaluation of the past year and lead
of American
agement.
a projection into 1959 was provided in national and international tv."
MCA-TV Film Syndication Div. •
Broadcasting in a roundup of opinion
Business
at MCA-TV during 1958 was
California National Productions •
of leading tv film distributors. Other Total
sales
in
1958
were
at
a
record
"highly satisfactory," according to a
pertinent observations offered:
• In some instances, though gross high, soaring above those of 1957 by company spokesman. He noted that by
sales were higher, net sales did not rise 80% and over those of 1956 by 125%. the end of the year MCA-TV had "almost" recouped the $50 million it comcommensurately or even were lower in Earl Rettig, CNP president, believes
mit ed to pay Paramount Pictures for
1958 because of increased overall costs that sales will go even higher in 1959 the feature
film library it acquired at
and
has
set
a
sales
target
of
$16
million
of production and distribution.
for this year. CNP, he said, invested $9 mid-year. The library now is in 27 mar• The year 1959 is likely to be the million
kets, he reported, and since many of
on new programs during 1958,
"mostbecause
competitive"
since thehasadvent
many of which still will be on the air the major markets are still in negotiatv
the medium
reachedof in
1959.
At
least
three
new
but
not
tion, the potentialities of 1959 are "very
full maturity in terms of set ownership,
interesting." One indication of MCAcoverage and intensity of viewing, and further
1959. identified series are planned for TV's
plans forrecently
1959 andof the
the
tv films cannot rely heavily on the tv
future expansion
is the acquisition
growth factor.
Ziv Television Programs • An opti- Universal-International physical plant
mistic outlook for Ziv during 1959 is for $11.25 million for productions by
• There is a likelihood of a rash of
on the record of 1958. John L. the MCA-TV subsidiary, Revue Producmergers among the smaller and medium- based
tions. The company plans to announce
sized tv film syndicators, who cannot Sinn, president, reported that total sales shortly.
several new tv film series for 1959
in
1958
rose
by
32%
over
1957,
"itoperate
profitably
in
the
more
competitive climate of 1959.
self abanneras year."
Mr. important
Sinn views task
the
following
the most
CBS Films • Total sales during 1958
• By the end of the year, more tv for
"The
development
of
new
film companies will have either entered ideas 1958:
the men to implement them rose over those of 1957 by more than
videotaped production and distribution with and
. Sam Cook looks
Digges,forward
vice presidentimaginative,- top-quality produc- 30%
administration,
to an
or formulated plans to move into tape,
tion"— now that tv films cannot depend "even better year," and based on sales
growing with VTR installations at stations.
upon
the
medium's
growth
factor
to
CBS Films plans to introsell films. During 1958, Ziv Tv expectation,
duce seven new series and produce sev• The international market will be- help
released two series for network showeral
new
pilot
films. CBS Films enters
come a more important sales target in
ing and seven for syndication.
1959.
1959 with the largest budget in its hisNational
Telefilm
Assoc.
•
NTA
retory, according to Mr. Digges. He noted
This is the yearend situation for some
ported an increase in its gross income that during the past year the company
of the leading tv film companies.
in its 1958 fiscal year amounting to released four new series and said the
Independent Television Corp. • This almost $15.5 million, said to be an in- company was "particularly pleased" that
crease of 41.2% over the 1957 fiscal
company was formed last September
attracted several large rewhen the Jack Wrather Organization, year volume. Ely A. Landau, board its product
gional advertisers to tv for the first time.
in association with Associated Television chairman, believes that 1959 will be
Screen Gems Inc. • The 1958 fiscal
Ltd., British program contractor, bought "even more promising" but noted that
Television Programs of America for top-quality production and star values year of Screen Gems, ended last June
$11,350,000. A spokesman said TP A must be present in film series more than 30, was the highest in sales volume in
,had "a fine year," but ITC is looking ever before. NTA is one film organiza- company history, amounting to $28
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Mr. Colin

Mr. Shupert Mr. Wrather

Mr. Sinn

Mr. Digges Mr. Landau
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million as against $22 million in 1957.
SG's overall syndication operation, covering cbothounted fseries
and boost
featurein films,
or a 100%
sales acvs.
the 1957 fiscal year. Ralph Cohn, SG
president, thinks the outlook for 1958
is most reassuring, both domestically
and internationally. Mr. Cohn cited one
development at SG he considered important during 1958: The marriage of
the film and motion picture business.
In this connection, he noted that SG
had hired top-level producers and directors from both the tv and motion picture industries,
one SGcomplemented the otheradding
and that
assured
of a
flow of high-value productions.
ABC Films • Business at ABC Films
during 1958 rose by about 62% over
that of 1957, attributed largely to its
network sales of Man With a Camera
and Meet McGraw, and an increased
catalogue of filmed properties offered
for syndication. George Shupert, president, believes 1959 is "a most promising year" and said ABC Films plans to
produce several new series in association with Joseph Schenck Enterprises,
the
first
of which
is "OneonStepABC-TV
Beyond,"as
which will
be carried
Alcoa Presents under the sponsorship
of the Aluminum Co. of America. ABC
Films believes the international market
will become increasingly important, and
in this connection recently hired Joseph
Smith
ations. as director of international operUnited Artists Television Corp. • In
1959 UA may become a major force
in syndication though at present it has
no intention of selling its five tv film
series on a syndicated basis. It's gearing
its product — representing an aggregate
$9 million in production commitments
— to network and national advertisers
and hopes to close its first deal "soon."
But since it's shooting all series at a
39-installment clip (rather than on a
cautious pilot basis) it seems likely that
if no national network sale seems imminent, UA is prepared to shift into syndication. Properties now before the
cameras: Dennis O'Keefe Show, The
Troubleshooters,
Hudson's
National Airport, Tales
of theBay,
Vikings.
KPRS sued
ASCAP announced last week that
three of its members have filed suit
for copyright infringement against
KPRS Kansas City. The plaintiffs allege thatformedcopyrighted
songs were
without authorization
and perare
asking the U.S. District Court for the
Western District of Missouri to restrain
the defendant from performing the
songs in the future and to award damages of not less than $250 for each
unauthorized performance, plus court
costs and attorneys' fees.
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Stockholders to vote
on NT buy of NTA
National Theatres Inc., Los Angeles,
which has obtained court sanction of its
plan to acquire the stock of National
Telefilm Assoc., New York, will hold
a special Monday
stockholders'
in Los
Angeles
(Jan. meeting
8) to vote
on
the proposal.
The final legal barrier was removed
over Christmas when Federal Judge
Edmund L. Palmieri signed an order,
approving the acquisition plan. Judge
Palmieri acted after receiving assurance
from NT that NTA would purchase the
50% interest of the 20th Century-Fox
Corp. in the NTA Film Network
(Broadcasting, Dec. 29, 1958). This
stipulation was dictated by the Justice
Dept. because an association between
Fox and NT, which formerly was the
theatre exhibition arm of Fox, might
contravene the consent decree of the
motion picture industry.
NT stockholders already have received a proxy statement, outlining the
terms under which the company would
obtain the stock of NTA (Broadcasting, Dec. 22, 1958). The proposal calls
for NTA stockholders to be offered
an $11 debenture and a warrant to
purchase V4 of a share of National
Theatres' common stock for each share

of NTA stock. NT directors already
have approved an agreement to obtain
approximately 15% of NTA stock
from its principal stockholders (Ely A.
Landau, board chairman; Oliver A.
Unger, president and Harold Goldman,
executive vice president) on the same
basis.
UA in giant deal
Multi-million dollar deal between
United Artists Corp. and Aubrey
Schenck and Howard W. Koch — calling
for production of tv and theatrical film
properties
— was &.Koch
signed hadlastbeenweek.
Messrs. Schenck
UA
contract
producers
under will
formerrename
BelAir Productions Banner,
their venture as Olympia Productions
Inc. First tv series for UA-TV Distribution-financing wil be Miami Undercover, to be shot at Desilu studios.
Syndicators welcomed
The Television Bureau of Advertising
is opening up its membership ranks to
include tv film syndicators as associate
members. Effective immediately, film
syndicators are offered access to all TvB
sales, research, sales promotion and development materials. Full details are
available from William B. MacRae,
TvB director of station relations. 444
Madison Ave.. New York 22.

PRESCRIPTION
TO ELIMINATE "F. & S. J. V." HEADACHES
If the billion dollar Fresno and San Joaquin Valley
gives you buyers headache or various other assorted
ills, eliminate the pain, the strain, by using KJEO-TV,
the ALL-FAMILY TV Station. With a choice selection
of 10, 20 and 60 second avails in addition to program,
KJEO-TV has solved many buyers problems, it could
solve yours. Call your H-R Man today.

NOBEL

PRIZEMEN

ON

NBC-TV

'Continental Classroom' largest
c
conclave world has ever known: academi
Sarnoff
Classroom, designed to help overContinental Classroom, NBC-TV's
early-morning course in atomic-age
the "critical, even menacing,
physics, has lined up seven Nobel shortagecome in
this country of qualified
Prize winners to appear as guest in- physics instructors," was described by
structors in coming months.
Mr. Sarnoff as "the most dramatic and
Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC board chair- perhaps the most useful of all postman, is announcing the lineup in his Sputnik efforts to close the perilous gap
latest "Letter" to radio-tv editors, being in America's science education."
Yet, he said, "It is not particularly
released
"Wouldn't
any
universitytoday
in the(Jan.
world5). trade
its parchdramatic or difficult on NBC's part. We
ment birthright for a physics depart- offer technical facilities, production
ment of that calibre?" he asked.
know-how, air time and an existing naHe said about 270,000 high school
tional lineup of stations." The Ameriand college students and teachers, busican Assn. of Colleges for Teacher Ednessmen, housewives and others tune
ucation is "a knowledgeable partner,"
daily to Classroom, conducted by and eight other organizations and comDr. Harvey E. White of the U. of Calpanies
help financially. "I think our
ifornia at Berkeley and presented at principal contribution
is that we exist,"
6:30-7 a.m. on weekdays. This audience, Mr. Sarnoff asserted. "Only because of
our structure as a national network,
Mr.
Sarnoff
noted,
is
"hardly
more
than a single rating point, but still the able to reach Americans everywhere,
largest academic conclave the world can this massive infusion of scientific
has ever known and one that would knowledge be attempted."
He reported that 149 stations carry
take Dr. White more than 1,300 years
to instruct if he were to divide it into the program, 250 colleges and universities offer full academic credit for the
five standard college classes a day."
IT

TAKES
1<S 1

THE

First

course, 5,000 high school teachers and
teachers-in-training are registered enrollees, and 27,000 others have sent in
50 cents each for a syllabus.
The seven Nobel Prize winners set
by Dr. White to appear as guests are
Dr. Walter H. Brattain of Bell Labs
(Nobel Prize 1956); Dr. Polykarp
Kusch, Columbia U. (1955); Dr. Isidor
I. Rabi, Columbia U. (1944); Dr. Felix
Block, Stanford U. (1952); Dr. Glenn
T. Seaborg, U. of California (1951);
Dr. Carl D. Anderson, California Institute of Technology (1936) and Dr.
Edwin M. McMillan, U. of California
(1951). They are slated to make single
appearances, starting in February.
PROGRAM NOTES
• Gross-Krasne-Sillerman Inc., N. Y.,
reports that plans for its new Fate
anthology series calls for simultaneous
production in Europe and Hollywood.
Some episodes in 39-program, half-hour
series will be filmed in Europe while
others are being produced in Hollywood, starting in January. GKS believes
simultaneous filming will speed up production and thereby reduce shooting
time; broaden production scope (international location shooting) and widen
story material possibilities.
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• CBS-TV will introduce an hour-long
dramatic series, Rawhide, on Jan. 9
(Fri.,Lever
8-9 p.m.)
the sponsorship
of
Bros, under
and Pharmaceuticals
Inc., it was announced last week by
William H. Hylan, CBS-TV executive
vice president of sales administration
(Broadcasting. Dec. 29. 1958). The
agency for Lever Bros, is J. Walter
Thompson Co., New York, and for
Pharmaceuticals Inc., Parkson Adv.,
New York. CBS-TV's Trackdown
moved out of the Friday, 8-8:30 p.m.
period last week and will be presented
on
8:30-9 p.m.. effective
Jan. Wednesday,
28.
• Wilding-Tv Div. of Wilding Picture
Productions, Chicago, has allocated
$1 million for expansion of equipment
and facilities used in making tv commercials, announced Joseph Morton,
general manager of newly-created division, who also reported 40% increase in
tv commercial revenue for Wilding in
1958 over previous year.
• Vincent Michaels Inc.. new "'radio
ads" service offering advertising mats
to radio stations for newspaper promotion of local programs, has been opened
by Michael Bogen. specialist in syndicated ad mats, at 21 E. 28th St., New
York 16. Telephone: Murray Hill
3-7803.

On NBC-TV:
Jan. 5-9, 12-14
(2-2:30sponsors.
p.m.) Truth or
Consequences,
participating
Jan.
5-9,
12-14
(2:30-3
Baggis, participating sponsors. p.m.) Haggis
Jan. P.5, Loril
12 (10-10:30
Arthur& Newell.
Murray
Party,
lard throughp.m.)Lennen
Jan.
6
(8-9
p.m.)
Eddie
Fisher
Show,
Liggett
& Myers through McCann-Erickson.
Jan. 7, 14 (8:30-9 p.m.) The Price Is Right,
through
Norman, Walter
Craig Thompson
& Kummel Co.and
j' Speidel
Lever
through
Jan. Bros,
(9-9:30J.J.p.m.)
Berle, Co.Kraft
Foods
Co.7, 14through
WalterMilton
Thompson
Jan.
8
(9:30-10
p.m.)
Ford
Show,
Ford
through J. Walter Thompson Co.
|l P. Jan.
8 (10:30-11
p.m.) Masquerade
Lorillard
through Lennen
& Newell. Party,
Jan. 9 (7:30-8 p.m.) Northwest Passage,
sustaining.
Jan. 9& (8-9Eckhardt.
p.m.) Ellery Queen, RCA through
Kenyon
Jan.
10
(8-9
i ticipating sponsors.p.m.) Perry Como Show, parJan.nual Pro11Bowl(4 Football
p.m. to Game,
conclusion)
AnLiggettNinth
& Myers
through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample and Mercury
Div. of Ford Motors through Kenyon & Ecki'< hardt.
Jan. Bregman,
11 (7:30-8sustaining.
p.m.) Music Shop With
Buddy
Jan.
11
(8-9
p.m.)
Show,Peck,du
Pont through BBD0, Steve
Timex Allen
through
Greyhound
Doyle Dane through
Bernbach.Grey and Polaroid through
Jan. Bell12 Telephone
(8:30-9:30through
p.m.) Bell
Hour,
N. W.Telephone
Ayer &
i Son.
Jan.
13
(8-9
p.m.)
George
Gobel
Show,
RCA through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
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AN

entirety New

FREQUENCY

GUARDS

MONITOR

THE ACCURACY

OF YOUR

DIAL

POSITION WITHIN ±2 PARTS IN A MILLION
What's new? — A vacuum type crystal eliminates air gap adjustments and
time consuming installation procedures — a new simplified circuit built around
Gates solid process printed wiring for greater accuracy and prototype
uniformity — may be direct connected or "off the air" monitored* — 100%
parts accessibility with hinge-down front panel — blanket type heater for
absolute even heat distribution to vacuum crystal and oscillator components —
simplified extension for remote control, just add the second meter for up
to 20 miles of line, nothing else.
There are a host of other new features, of course, as this fully FCC approved Gates M4990 frequency monitor is entirely new!
Price in the United States is only $765.00. Delivery is prompt. If you are
just starting, specify the Gates M4990 Frequency Monitor. If you need a
replacement, the Gates M4990 is the only truly new monitor in recent years.
For additional information, write today for brochure No. 84.
Remember, in radio broadcasting, you can always expect the new from
Gates . . . leader in creative engineering.
'Whip antenna for off air monitoring optional accessory.
GATES RADIO COMPANY
Subsidiary of Harris-Interivpe Corporation
GU1NCY, ILLINOIS
WZ
__^BP5^--^

BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEKLV OF TELEVISION AMD RADIO
1735 DeSales St., N. W. Washington 6, D. C.
PLEASE START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH THE NEXT ISSUE
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING
$ 11.00
7.00
□ 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number
□ Enclosed □ Bill
ctly
company name
address

Please s 2nd to home address
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FANFARE
Supermarkets thrive
on KTTV (TV) formula
Early last year KTTV (TV) Los
Angeles discontinued Star Shoppers, a
five-year-old series of weekday morning
telecasts from Southern California supermarkets. Out the window with the
program went the backbone of the stamerchandising
program.
In ation's
search
for a new
merchandising
approach,merchandising
Jack O'Mara,
KTTV
and director
promotion,of
and his associates approached the problem by asking and answering the basic
question, "What is merchandising?"
Their
answer:
is what
a medium
can do"Merchandising
to help its advertisers
move their products." It was the foundation for KTTV's new PM (Product
Movement) Plan, now proven in operation.
Under the PM Plan, KTTV's advertisers may choose 14 specific merchandising aids. They select the help they
want in amounts determined by the
value of the advertising they purchase
on
used.KTTV. A "value point" scale is
Participating at the retail end are 19
foodstore chains with more than 300
supermarkets. Merchandising aids offeredclude:(eachcallswith
point "prices")
on value
key buyers;
consumerinsurveys conducted in stores and by
telephone; store displays; trade mailings;
distribution checks, and Spotlight Boxes
and Value Vouchers in the stores'
printed advertising, which offer KTTVadvertised items at special discount
prices.
Each merchandising service has its
own price in value points. These points
are charged against the total points
earned by the advertiser through his
total time purchases on KTTV in each
13 -week cycle.
Stores participating in the PM Plan
also earn points which are redeemed as

credit towards the purchase of time on
KTTV. When a store offers a discount
price on an item through the Value
Voucher
newspaper
station creditsin theits store
with halfad,thethevalue
of the discount for each item sold.
When the 47-store Thriftimart chain offered Post cereals at a special price of
5 cents for a 21 cents package and sold

Measurable
Resultsproof
• KTTV's
PM Plan produces
of ad
impact for Tom Desmond (r),
Colgate-Palmolive Co. household
products division manager, and
Chuck Martin, KTTV merchandising manager.
14,000 boxes, KTTV gave the store a
credit of 8 cents a box, or $1,120, toward the purchase of time on KTTV.
The 40 stores of the Fox Markets chain
used Spotlight Boxes in its newspaper
ads to offer Yuban coffee at a reduction
of 30 cents a pond. In a four-day period
68,000 sales were made and Fox Markets earned a KTTV time credit of
$10,200.
An outstanding characteristic of the
PM Plan is its flexibility, Mr. O'Mara

United Press International k
Facsimile Newspictures and
United Press Movietone Newsfi m
Build Ratings
^
70

claims. A client wanting a special promotion assist outside the 14 points offered will find that KTTV can provide
it, he adds. One advertiser preferred
to have its own salesmen handle arrangements for store displays. The advertiser conducted a contest among its
salesmen and KTTV provided the
prizes, charged at two value points per
dollar retail price.
Documentary proof of the effectiveness of the PM Plan is offered by Mr.
O'Mara
as heValue
pointsVouchers
to the thousands
of
redeemed
received
by the station at the conclusion of any
promotion. He says, "We have tried to
develop a plan stripped of all pretense
and fluff, a plan which at every step of
the way tries to document precisely the
results
The obtained."
PM Plan has been in operation
eight months now. Some of the products for which it has been used are:
Value Vouchers — Scott Paper products, Vel, Heinz soups, MJB coffee,
White King soap; Spotlight Boxes —
Alka Seltzer, Olympia beer, Yuban coffee, Clorox, Schlitz beer; Displays —
Colgate,
nut butter.Baker's chocolate and Jif peaSupermarket chains participating in
the
plan range
the 47-market
Thriftimart
to thefrom
2-market
Shopping
Basket
group
located
in
Southern California.
Young ideas on KTVU (TV)
KTVU (TV) Oakland, Calif., is giving ayouthful production firm a chance
to show what it can do.
The company is Alpha Productions,
a project of Junior Achievement, the
youth organization
that establishes
businesses for its members.
For 13 weeks
starting Jan. 18, Alpha will have a live
Sunday afternoon series on KTVU. The
young company creates, produces and
sells ($15 for a minute spot, compared
with
$300 rate) get
the profits
entire
series.KTVU's
Alpha stockholders
at conclusion of the project.
Ad Week kits available
Advertising's
the ofnation's
economy
will haverole
the in
support
radio
and television in an intensive promotion
effort to launch Advertising Week (Feb.
8-14). Participation in the all-media
campaignecutivewas
planned
radio-tv
exs and Benton
and by
Bowles,
agency
for theterial nationwide
project.
The
mato be offered to networks and
stations will advance the theme: "More
jobs, better products, lower prices. Advertisingkit,
works for
you!" a record with
The radio
including
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announcements by well-known personalities, acampaign jingle and scripts for
live broadcasts, is available at $2. The
tv kit consists of one-minute and 20second films and an eight-second ID
spot, and costs $12. Both kits are
available from Advertising Federation
of America, 250 W. 57th St., New
York 19, N.Y. Advertising Assn. of
the
Week.West is co-sponsor of Advertising
State to use WMTR report
A departure from the usual "straight
facts" treatment of a tragic automobile
collision was prepared by Bob Stoepker.
news director of WMTR Morristown,
N.J. The listener impact was such that
a tape recording of his report has been
selected for use in a pilot program to
teachlic highsafeschools.
driving Mr.in New
Jersey's
pubStoepker
reported
the deaths of four teenaged boys in a
head-on crash from the viewpoint of a
parent andwhodreams
"suddenly
seesout17 inyears
work
snuffed
a fewof
violentcast wasmoments."
original
rebroadcastThetwice
that newssame
day, and a number of Morris County
high schools fed the report through their
intercom systems for the students to
hear. This resulted in a request from
the
state'sManahan,
traffic safety
Raymond
for a director,
tape to useJ.
in a planned driver education program.

Call letters greet WISN
A lot can be said on a postcard if
you have the time and patience of the
winner in contest conducted by WISN
Milwaukee. The station invited listeners
to writesible on"WISN"
as manysidetimes
posthe message
of asa card
measuring 5Vi by 3Vk inches and offered
a $100 cash first prize. A salesman at
Wisconsin Magneto Co. wrote the call
letters 11,839 times by using 10 wellsharpened No. 9 drawing pencils with
a magnifying glass, and the feat required 80 spare-time hours of work,
according to WISN.
NBC demonstrates slogan
NBC Radio has sent a ball-and-cup
game to advertisers and agencies as the
"clincher" of a five-week campaign to
popularize the network's "engineered
circulation"
— that
advertising
on NBC Radioconcept
is timed
to reach
listeners during responsive periods. The game
is designed to illustrate the campaign
slogan: "The trick is in the timing."
WKCB-WKCQ (FM) pucksters
The Berlin (N.H.) Maroons, an amateur hockey team, are playing this season under the banner of WKCB-WKCQ
(FM) Berlin, Richard P. McKee, the
stations'
owner, has announced.
station management,
the MaroonsUnder
will
play
teams
throughout
New England
and New York.

To herald 12 major motion pictures
premiering on KNXT, "Miss Paramount Week" has been calling on
the press, riding in holiday parades,
appearing at public functions and
posing for lots of pictures.
Backing up its front woman.
KNXT sent up a plane over the
New Year's Day Rose Bowl parade
with an exclusive sky-writing franchise to reach an expected 1.5 million parade watchers. Also in the
Paramount Week promotion kit:
$50,000 worth of air promotion time,
18,000 lines in local newspapers,
four pages in Tv Guide, giant bus
posters, market cards, direct mail,
bottle labels, billboards and a fullscale publicity campaign in newsmagazines. Week features
The 12papers andParamount
are being shown on the weeknight
Early Show and Big Hit Movies, SatFabulous 52 Paramount
show and aWeek
Sunday filmurday's
program.
Tv Movie Missionary • Starlet movies star Bing Crosby, Bob Hope.
Sandy Warner holds up some of the Fredric March, Herbert Marshall,
Paramount footage KNXT (TV) Los Barbara Stanwyck, Jack Benny, Fred
Angeles charged her with promoting MacMurray, Claudette Colbert, Marfor a movie splash starting this week. lene Dietrich and others.
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NTA'S DREAM PACKAGE
of 85 feature films from the
studios of 20th Century-Fox
and other important producers
Each and every one of the 85
feature films in this distinguished group offers a sales
and rating dream! top-flight,
stars ,first-rate pictures .
THIS ABOVE ALL

CALL NORTHSIDE 777
James Stewart, Lee J. Cobb, Richard Conte
MOTHER WORE TIGHTS
Betty RAINS
Grable, Dan
THE
CAMEDailey
Tyrone Power, Myrna Loy
HEAVEN CAN WAIT
Gene Tierney, Don Ameche
CALL OF THE WILD
Clark Gable, Loretta Young
ROAD TO GLORY
Fredric March, Lionel Barrymore
For the full story,
get in touch today with . . .
"•
TES,TELEFI
INC., LM ij
ASSOCIAAL
HI
MTAH NATION
10 Columbus Circle. New York 19
y

f:
™
J Houston

KTRK-TV,channell3
ADVERTISING IN
b| BUSINESSPAPERS
MEANS BUSINESS
In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING is a
member of Audit Bureau of
Circulations and Associated
Business Publications

No escape

Prize Promotions • These took $5,000
top prizes
NBC-TV'spromotion
affiliate
contest
for indaytime
(Broadcasting, Dec. 29, 1958). The
presentation of KOA-TV Denver,
winner in the basic affiliate class, is
by Dean Faulkner, station promotion
manager. Peggy Cooper of WITN
(TV) Washington, N.C., directed the
winning campaign in the contest
among optional affiliates.
The winning formulas:
KOA-TV built its campaign
around a ditty, "All Day Every Day
it's NBC on KOA-TV," which was
recorded by local personalities and
used in a number of ways. The tune
was background for all sustaining
station breaks for 3 1 days.
NBC daytime also was promoted
in 8,769 lines of advertising in two
dailies and 10 weeklies plus the local
Tv Guide, in five to eight one-minute

spots a motday
on live
KOA-TV
proion on local
shows, plus
and four
times a day on KOA Radio. A
KOA-TV viewer contest offered an
expense-paid week in Havana and
50 lesser prizes, for best answers to
"'why I like" specific NBC-TV daytime shows (50,000 entry blanks
distributed). Banners, cards, store
displays and other aids also were
used.
WITN promoted the network day
lineup in 210 one-minute spots
placed on seven independent radio
stations,
"Miss North onCarolina"
and WITNby personalities
WITN
shows,ing prizes
by a for
"Keyhole
Contest"
offercorrect identification
of NBC-TV stars from partial photographs; 1,797 announcements on the
station and an airplane towing a
banner.
Other WITN attention-getters:
2,751 lines of advertising in 18 newspapers plus the local Tv Guide, a
parade with high school band, a
bannered railroad caboose on one
and two-day stopovers in nine cities,
telephone
promotion
by women's
clubs in eight
counties (10,023
calls
in 13 towns) and 5,000 program
schedules plus other mail matter.

RADIO-TELE-LUXEMBOURG
GIVES ADVERTISERS COVERAGE OF
BELGIUM and NETHERLANDS Over 1,000,000 Radio Homes
England. .2,800,000 Radio Homes France. . .3,500,000 Radio Homes
Germany Ruhr; Rhineland-Pfalz
WE HAVE NOT LOST AN AMERICAN
ADVERTISER IN OVER 10 YEARS!
Advertisers now using RADIO-TELE-LUXEMBOURG
• Aqua Velva • Frigidaire • Nescafe • Philips Yeast
•• Colgate
Palmolive
•• Tide
•• MacCormick
Toni Rain
Lux
Prom
Carters «• White
• Gillette * Singer
•
Watermans
And others
GUY BOLAM
MU 5-1300
AMERICAN SALES & SERVICING AGENCY 370 Lexington Ave.
72 (FANFARE)

be a City
long and
roadpick
awindin"
butThere
stop may
in Ponca
up a
package at Aunt Lucy's. This is the
sort of message wives of traveling salesmen in the WKY Oklahoma City listening area can relay to husbands via the
public service program, Service for
Salesmen, broadcast four times each
weekday. WKY points out that Oklahoma City is headquarters for many
distributorships which have salesmen
whose homes are in that city but who
travel the entire Southwest on their
jobs. Emergency messages from salesmen's families are scheduled at times
they are likely to be on the road, at
8:30 a.m. and 12:30, 5:30 and 9:30 p.m.
WQAM prods tourist inflow
When WQAM Miami learned that
the Eastern Airlines strike was slowing
down the annual tide of winter vacationers to that city, the station set out
to revive sountbound traffic. It launched
a week-long
"Operation
campaign
in which
listeners Air
were Space"
urged
to write to their friends and relatives
up north to emphasize the fact that
seats were still available on the other
airlines serving the city. With airplane seats going begging, according to
WQAM, there was no reason why the
strike should keep northerners from
enjoying Florida weather.
Better underwater, they say
KJH-TV Los Angeles has taken steps
to see that tv editors get the most out
of its feature this week (Jan. 5-11) on
Channel 9 Movie Theatre. To condition them for Howard Hughes' "Underwater," starring Jane Russell, KHJTV has sent along enrollment certificates for a 1 5-hour course at the American Institute of Diving. The potential
students also have been provided with
rubber flippers, goggles and a snorkle
by the station. KHJ-TV's accompanying letter explains: "We feel you will
enjoy the picture more if you have the
proper equipment and training. . . .
Motto for the picture is: 'It's better
underwater!'
WJR
sends" sound samples
A free demonstration record of
sample radio commercials developed by
the Recording and Production Div. of
WJR Detroit is being offered to advertisers and agencies in a direct mail
piece. The promotion disc features
WJR's staff of composers, writers, musicians, vocalists, announcers and producers in a variety of commercial approaches and effects. Jimmy Clark,
composer
and
arranger,is chief
heads recording
the division and Ned Nolan
engineer. BROADCASTING, January 5, 1959

EQUIPMENT
RCA

SALES

NEAR

1957

&

ENGINEERING
RECORD

Sarnoff reports profit $2 a share in '58
Tv via Satellites? • In this connecA year-end statement issued last week
tion, Gen. Sarnoff disclosed that RCA
by Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA board
chairman, points out that increased sales is investigating possible uses for specialin the fourth quarter of 1958 gave RCA purpose satellites, including a relay station for international television, and
an annual volume of business approxiorbital
mating
the
record
high
of
$1,176
biltions. post offices and weather stalion achieved in 1957.
Gen. Sarnoff reported that profits
Among
majorSarnoff,
achievements
during 1958 will total about $2 a share, 1958,
listedRCA's
by Gen.
were: theof
compared with $2.55 in 1957. The introduction of almost 100 new prodRCA board of directors, he said, deucts, including the first fully-transisclared the same dividend as last year
torized, general-purpose electronic data
— $1.50 (25 cents a quarter regular processing system (RCA 501); the introduction of stereophonic sound to
and 50 cents extra). Gen. Sarnoff in10 Millionth Set • RCA board
terpreted this action as "an indication the popular market with the first comchairman Brig. Gen. David Sarplete
line
of
stereo
high-fidelity
instruof
RCA's
improving
profit
picture
and
noff (1) is pictured with RCA
of the confidence of the board in the
ments and a stereo tape cartridge proconsumer products executive vice
viding four times as much music as
corporation's prospects for 1959 and the standard
president
P. J. Casella beside the
the development of
subsequent
to stock- an automatic tape;
company's
tv set.
holders foryears."
1958. heDividends
added, amounted
checkout system that will
The model 10is millionth
a color receiver
to $23,886,000.
reduce the "countdown" time for the
fresh
off
the
production
line at
Bloomington, Ind. Sitting on top
"The new year begins with definite Atlas ICBM; the development of a
indications of new peaks in the produc- new micromodule concept in electronic
of it is a 1946 monochrome set,
tion of goods and services, consumer circuitry that makes possible the reducRCA's first production model.
income and spending, and constructive
tion of many military items to one-tenth
— and in some cases to one-thousandth
outlays,"
Gen.
Sarnoff
declared.
"The
outlook for 1959 indicates a good year — their present bulk.
quarter-hour test program were aired
for business and for a continuing
monaurally. Transmission was then converted to stereo through Motorola degrowth
the American
Gen. ofSarnoff
noted that economy."
sales to the Tv stereo by Motorola
coding adapter equipment.
government in 1958 totaled about $300
A Motorola spokesman pointed out
Motorola
Chicago-based
elecmillion, which he described as a 14%
tronics Inc.,
manufacturer,
claims to have
devised
stand-he
increase over 1957. He said the back- developed the world's first compatible that the
ards forFCC
stereohastv.notForyetthat
reason,
log of government orders at year-end stereophonic sound system for tele- noted, the demonstration was a closed
is approximately $300 million, an invision. The company unveiled a four- circuit transmission utilizing multiplexcrease of $50 million during 1958.
unit "Home Entertainment Center" at
ing techniques. The system includes two
NBC Gains Cited • He reported that the opening of the Winter Home Fur- tracks each for sound and video. The
NBC
registered
"board
gains"
during
Show in Chicago's
1958, and added:
dise Martnishings
Sunday
(Jan. 4). ItMerchanconsists completetween "Homecenter"
$500 and $700. is valued at beof a stereo unit with tape cartridge, fm
The program was videotaped earlier
"Fortionaltheadvertisers
eleventh
straight
year,
nainvested more heavily radio and record player; tv receiver, on Ampex recording facilities and fed
than ever before in NBC's television and two speaker boxes.
by WGN-TV
cable towasthe devised
Merchan-by
network and NBC-TV again led all
dise Mart. Thevia system
The stereo tv sound system was demnetworks in number of sponsors. Gross
onstrated by means of closed circuit, Motorola's engineering staff working
time sales in 1958 exceeded the previous utilizing cable feeds from WGN-TV closely with WGN-TV technical repyear by 11%, more than double the that city. The first few minutes of a resentatives.
network's volume of five years ago.
THE NATION'S MOST SUCCESSFUL REGIONAL NETWORK
"NBC reaffirmed its faith in radio by
developing a wider variety of new programs and formats. Toward the end of
Intermountain Network Affiliate
1958, NBC Radio had 48% of all
measured radio network sponsored time,
and commercial radio business was up
20%."
Gen. Sarnoff commented upon the
KOPR
expansion in and the growing importance of the electronics field, pointing
BUTTE, MONTANA-1,000 WATTS
AT 550
» FIRST *
out that the industry, in the past 12
years, has grown at a rate more than
six times that of the national economy
as a whole. He described electronics
in the 9 county area of
THE RICHEST
as a $14 billion a year industry and
* PULSE —HILL
Feb. 1958ON EARTH
observed that RCA, as a pioneer in
73
the field,
made significant contribuCONTACT YOUR AVERY-KNODEL MAN
tions in thishas area.
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FATES

& FORTUNES

Advertisers
• Walter C. Fisher has been appointed marketing director of Norge
Div. of Borg-Warner Corp., Chicago,
with responsibility for all home appliance advertising, merchandising and
related activities. James D. Dougherty
was named sales manager and will direct al Norge distributing and field sales
force operations. Both Mr. Fisher and
Mr. Dougherty have been with Norge
since 1954 in various sales and merchandising positions.

son and Benton & Bowles, and Jules
J. Dickely, copy supervisor at Bates.
• Arthur L. Terry, since 1943, media
director in Detroit office of Kudner
agency, to media director, Detroit office,
of newly-formed
den & Ballard Inc.Geyer, Morey, Mad• Kelso M. Taeger, director of media,
McCann-Erickson, Detroit, elected v.p.
• Jack Cummings, formerly production manager of Honig-Cooper, Harrington &Miner, S.F., named head of
• John D. Morrissey, formerly adver- agency's new department of administrative control, effective Feb. 1. Tom
tising manager of Stephan F. Whitman
& Son Inc., Philadelphia, to Miles Prod- Nason promoted to manager of meucts, division of Miles Labs, Elkhart,
chanical production department. Cecelia Miller, assistant secretary of
Ind., as assistant advertising manager.
corporation, adds duties of assistant
• John Schell, manager of press rela- treasurer.
tions, General Foods Corp., promoted • Arnold Leeds, formerly producer
to new post of assistant manager, GF
public relations. He will direct and co- with Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N.Y., to
Kenyon & Eckhardt, as commercial proordinate three newly-reorganized areas ducer.
of press, PR, corporate PR and editorial
publications, respectively, headed by W. • Andrew Stewart, executive v.p. of
A. (Sandy) Macfarlane, Marius Denhard & Stewart, N.Y., elected president.
Scopton and Roger Dakin.
• Lawrence C. Puchta, formerly
senior account executive with McCannErickson, N.Y., to Kenyon & Eckhardt,
N.Y., in similar capacity.
• Thomas C. Dillon, v.p., BBDO,
N.Y., elected treasurer, succeeding
Fred B. Manchee, resigned. Clayton
Huff, assistant treasurer, elected v.p.
• David A. Barba, recent graduate of
Art Center School, L.A., to Kenyon &
Eckhardt, N.Y. as assistant art director.
• Richard Jackson to Detroit office of
Grant Adv. as copywriter.
• Greer L. (Bud) Watts, formerly of
Long Bank Note Co., Atlanta, Ga., to
Adv., Greenville, S.C., as
• Richard Bean, formerly associate Henderson
media director, McCann-Erickson, account manager. George D. Hastings,
formerly
research
director of Ralph H.
N.Y., to plans board of Warwick &
agency, Cincinnati, to Henderson
Legler, N.Y., as v.p. and media director, Jones
succeeding H. H. Dobberteen, re- in similar capacity.
signed.
• Robert M. O'Brien resigns as southwest representative of Community Club
• Hugh L. Lucas, formerly v.p. of Services
Inc., N.Y., to return to SacraFoote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, and
mento, Calif., to form company dealing
Kensinger Jones, formerly tv copy with merchandising,
advertising and
group supervisor of Leo Burnett, Chica- sales promotion.
go, named v.p.'s of tv-radio department, Campbell-Ewald, Detroit.
• Roy R. Stewart, formerly business
of Appleton (Wis.) Post• John Doherty, account executive at representative
to Brady Co., Appleton adTed Bates & Co. (and prior to 1950 Crescent, vertising
agency, as director of media
assistant manager of radio-tv at Ben- and research department.
ton & Bowles) elected to v.p. at Bates.
• Lloyd N. (Larry) Newman, acAlso
namedsupervisor
v.p.'s: Stewart
P. Brown,
count executive of Adrian Bauer & Alan
creative
with Bates
since
1956, before that with McCann-Erick- Tripp Inc., Philadelphia advertising and
74
• Russell A. Applegate, assistant to
advertising department director, E. I.
du Pont de Nemours, retires after 32
years with company.
Agencies
• Edward A. Gumpert, general product manager of toilet articles division,
Colgate-Palmolive Co., to v.p. and
chairman of marketing plans committee, Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard,
N.Y. Mr. Gumpert served with nowdefunct Duane Jones agency from 194146 (excluding war duty), joined National Biscuit Co., later went with
Carnation Co.

public relations agency, promoted to
public relations manager.
• Joyce B. Kelly, previously with
Quaker Maid Co. to Kenyon & Eckhardt as assistant home economist in
merchandising department.
• Whitney Hartshorne, formerly v.p.
and personnel director, Erwin Wasey,
Ruthrauff & Ryan, appointed manager
of media and research placement division, Jobs Unlimited, New York advertising placement firm.
Networks
• William P. Munro, assistant to president of CBS International since 1954,
appointed v.p. of CBS division.
• Court McLeod, director of traffic
operations and supervisor of sales service,tion,
ABC-TV's
division manager,
tv operanamed western
administrative
program department, ABC-TV western
division.
• Robert Trout, CBS News correspondent, elected president of Assn.
of Radio & Tv Analysts. Other officers:
Bill Downs, CBS, and John MacVane, United
Nations, v.p.'s;
Blair
Clark,
CBS, secretary,
and Cesar
Saerchinger, treasurer. New members
of executive board include retiring President Quincy Howe, ABC; H. V. Kaltenborn, NBC, and Leon Pearson,
NBC. New members elected to association are Don Goddard, ABC; Wilson
Hall, NBC, and Bill Shadel, ABC.
• Mike Wallace, under contract to
ABC, signs MBS contract to become
narrator of The World Today (Mon.Fri., 8:05-30 p.m.), succeeding Westbrook Van Voorhis, takeover date uncertain. While Mr. Wallace's ABC contract runs through April, network has
agreed to Mr. Wallace's two-network
run.
• Edwin S. Friendly Jr., CBS-TV
daytime program director since March
1957,Jimmy
namedDean
producer
CBS-TV's
The
Show, ofrelinquishing
ducing.
former title to return to active proStations
• Col. Joseph Harvey Long, 95,
board chairman of Huntington (W.Va.)
Publishing Co. {Herald-Dispatch, Advertiser and Herald-Advertiser, and
WSAZ-AM-TV), died Dec. 28 following long illness in Huntington. Col.
Long, whose publishing career in Huntington spanned 65 years, also founded
WCHS Charleston, W.Va.
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Our antenna
but we've

is brand new

transmitted

from this Dresser- Ideco
tower

How WSB-TV tower was modified for new TF-12AL antenna
1. Existing tower inspected, damaged
members replaced, all bolts tightened.
2. New guy pulloffs installed, diagonals
and girts reinforced.
3. New guy anchor material installed.
4. New guys installed and tensioned.
5. Existingand14-layer
channel removed,
2 super-gain
antenna
AM antenna
all
tower steel above 798' level removed.
6. New steel installed above 798' level.
7. New RCA TF-12AL antenna and new
side-mounted Collins FM antenna installed.
8. New transmission lines installed where
required.
9. All guys retensioned.
10. All areas affected by modification
repainted.

since 1951

"I'm Bob Holbrook, Chief Engineer for WSB-TV,
Atlanta. Recently we decided to replace our original
antenna with a new RCA TF-12AL and increase our
overall tower height 17'.
"As a result of these changes, we have noted not
only the increase in coverage radius anticipated and
improved fill-in of the entire area, but a marked improvement inthe quality of the transmitted picture.
We feel that this installation has made full use of the
advanced technology in antenna and transmission line
design.
"The change-over was a complex job and required
extensive modification of the tower Dresser-Ideco
built for us in 1951. To assure a structurally-sound
installation, we called in Dresser-Ideco to plan the
changes. They calculated the alterations in the tower
and guys necessary to support the new equipment and
designed and fabricated the new tower members
needed. Then Dresser-Ideco supplied the erection contractor with detailed drawings and instructions for
making the modifications and installing the new
equipment.
"Dresser-Ideco worked from the original drawings
and design calculations for our tower and gave thf
modification job the same careful attention that impres ed uswhen they built the original tower. The new
antenna installation moved along at a fast pace, with
completion on schedule."
Dresser- Ideco's unique tower modification service
is available to all Dresser-Ideco tower owners. A permanent file is maintained of all tower drawings and design calculations. This modification service is anothei
of the many exclusive extras you get when you specif}
Dresser-Ideco, the nation's most experienced towei
builder. Call your broadcast equipment representative
or contact us direct. Write for Tower Catalog T-57.

ny radar antenna structure in the center of the deck c
The Dresser-Ideco
this Texas tower is another example of the variety of towers designe
and
fabricated byis offDresser-ldeco's
large,coast,
diversified
Tower Cod.Divisioi
This installation
the north Atlantic
east of Cape

Dresser-Ideco
Camp*
DIVISION OF DRESSER INDUSTRIES, INC.
TOWER DIVISION, DEPT. T-84, 875 MICHIGAN AVE. COLUMBUS 8, OHIO

Riding high with Balaban • Top salesmen at the Balaban stations will
be riding in Cadillacs in 1959, announced Executive Vice President John F.
Box. Mr. Box, also group managing director, revealed that winners in an
incentive contest at each station would be awarded Cadillacs. First winner
was Dan Hereford (above, left), account executive at WIL St. Louis, who
is receiving keys from William McKibben, assistant to vice president of WIL.
• Hugh M. O'Neill, member of board
of directors of Cleveland Broadcasting
Inc. (WERE-AM-FM Cleveland),
elected chairman of board, replacing
late Herbert Gleitz.
• Norman H. Stewart, on sales staff
of WFAA-AM-FM Dallas for past
three years, appointed national sales
manager for stations.
• James R. Osborn,
formerly account executive at WCBS-TV
New York, to WXIX
(TV) Milwaukee as
general sales manager
of CBS o&o station.
• Hugh D. LaCrosse,
with WKRC-AM-FMMr. Osborn TV Cincinnati since
1 942, promoted to
chief engineer of all three stations, replacing Ralph Mlaska, elevated to
home office of Radio Cincinnati Inc.
(WKRC-AM-FM-TV; WTVN-AM-TV
Columbus, Ohio; WBRC-AM-TV Birmingham, Ala., and WKYT (TV) Lexington, Ky.).
• Lloyd Webb, formerly manager of
WAIT Chicago, appointed general sales
manager at WJJD,
Plough station in
that city.
• Al Weeks, sales
Mr. Webb manager,
K BA M
Longview, Wash., promoted to station
manager.
• James W. Whatley appointed naka, Ala.tional sales director of WETU Wetump76 (FATES & FORTUNES)

• Monte Strohl, for past year manager of Cascade
TV Pasco,
Wash., Broadcasting's
appointed salesKEPRmanager, Cascade television division. William Grogan, KEPR-TV sales manager
past two years, to succeed Mr. Strohl
as station manager.
• William E. McClenahan, formerly
general sales manager
o f WKOW-AM-TV
Madison, Wis., appointed executive v.p.
and general manager
of WQUB Galesburg.
111., effective Feb. 4.
McClenahan
Mr. McClenahan was
previously owner of his own station
representative firm and commercial
manager
Iowa. of KCRG-TV Cedar Rapids,
• Charles Quillian. formerly of
WLLY Richmond, Va., to WJBW New
Orleans, recently acquired Tarlow
Assoc. station, as managing director.
Ken Manley, formerly of WHYE
Roanoke, Va., and George Fennell,
formerly of WHIL Medford, Mass., to
WJBW as operations manager and air
personality, respectively. Jim Clark
formerly of WTOB Winston-Salem.
N.C., to WHYE as program director.
• Jim Hamby promoted from local sales
manager to sales manager of KTSA
San Antonio.
• Tom Rounds, producer at WINS
New York, appointed news center
supervisor.
• Jack Wagner, former d.j. at KHJ
Los Angeles, appointed program director of KBIQ (FM) Los Angeles.
Deirdre Harrison, previously with
Needham, Louis & Brorby, N.Y., be-

comes executive secretary of KBIQ.
KBIQ is expected to begin broadcasting about Feb. 15.
• Mark Foster, formerly with WCOP
Boston and KLIF Dallas, to WGST
Atlanta as program director, replacing
Ivan Miles, resigned in November.
• Arnold W. Peterson, associate farm
service director of WOW-AM-TV
Omaha, Neb., since 1953, promoted to
farm service director.
• Vernon Goldsmith, formerly with
David O. Alber Assoc., N.Y., to
WNEW-TV New York press information department. Herbert Dorfman.
in WNEW-TV press department, adds
duties of associate producer.
• Merle H. Tucker resigns as director of New Mexico tourist bureau to
return
N.M. to his station, KGAK Gallup,
• Verne Freeman, with WJQS Jackson, Miss., past 15 months, named assistant manager of station.
• John F. Lewis, WBAL-TV Baltimore news director, named chairman
of freedom of information committee
of Radio-Tv News Directors Assn.
Other appointments: James Bennett,
KLZ-AM-TV Denver, vice chairman;
Nick Basso, WSAZ-TV Huntington,
W.Va., board liaison; Edward Ryan,
WTOP-AM-FM Washington; Sam Zelman, KNXT (TV) Los Angeles; Gabe
Pressman, WRCA-AM-FM New York;
Ray Moore, WSB-TV Atlanta, Ga.;
William Sheehan, WJR-AM-FM Detroit, and Bill Minshall, WIS-TV Columbia, S.C., all members.
• Paul Tripp, creator of "Mr. I.
Magination"
to WOR-TV
New
York, ascharacter,
host of Looney
Tunes,
children's program.
• Conway Robinson, farm program
director of WBAL-AM-TV Baltimore,
named director for northeast region of
National Assn. of Radio & Tv Farm
Directors.
• Jim Meyers, formerly of WSJS
Winston-Salem, N.C., to WTOP-AMFM Washington as host of nightly
Sugar '«'
program, with
featuring
recorded Spice
music interspersed
his piano
stylings.
• Gordon (Bud) Park, formerly of
WBRB Mt. Clemens, Mich., to WJRT
(TV) Flint, Mich., as announcer.
• Kenneth I. Tredwell Jr., v.p. and
managing director of WBTV (TV)
Charlotte,ofN.C.,
re-elected
secretarytreasurer
Charlotte
Executives
Club
for 1959.
• Harry Silverman placed in charge
of sales, WCRB Music Service, backBROADCASTING, January 5, 1959

ground music service using facilities of
WCRB-AM-FM Waltham, Mass.
• Dick Ashby, formerly of CBS-TV,
Los Angeles, to KNXT (TV), that city,
as associate producer.
• Leontine Rita Keane, formerly assistant to executive secretary of WTVS
(TV) Detroit, Mich., to Wayne State
U.'s radio
radio-tvand staff
as publicity director
for
television.
• Jeffrey L. Myles, formerly supervisor of Kine-recordings for Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., to educational station WGBH-TV Boston as manager of
technical operations.
• John Bassett, formerly air personality of WBZ Boston, to WORL. that city,
in similar capacity.
• Bill Davis to KGW Portland. Ore.,
as air personality.
• Samuel (Mike) McClellan, formerly news director of WPCT Putnam.
Conn., to news department of WICE
Providence. R.I.
• Jack Friel. formerly of Armed
Forces Network, Frankfurt. Ger.. to
WHEC Rochester, N.Y., as air personality.
Representatives
• James P. Smith, formerly field representative assistant area manager, Procter & Gamble, named assistant to executive v. p. -sales manager of Adam
Young Inc.. N.Y.
• Bob Lefko, formerly account executive at WTAP (TV) Parkersburg.
W.Va., has joined New York staff of
Rambeau. Vance, Hopple, station representative firm, in similar capacity.
Programming
• Hugh F. Gage appointed v. p. in
charge of Eastern sales division in New
York, Wilding Picture Productions, succeeding Ted Westermann who remains
as v. p. Clifford F. Weake, account
executive, appointed manager of midwest sales division of Wilding in Chicago, succeeding Mr. Gage.
• Henry P. Long, formerly v. p. in
charge of film syndication division.
Music Corp. of America, and Robert
Lang, formerly assistant to radio-tv director, BBDO. N.Y., put in charge of
new San Francisco office of National
Telefilm Assoc.
• Abe Mandell named manager of
international sales in western hemisphere for Independent Television
Corp., N.Y. He previously was with
Ziv Tv Sales, earlier operated theatres
BROADCASTING, January 5, 1959

and worked with theatrical distributors
in Far East. Mr. Mandell also will
handle special sales projects in Far East.
• John Peyser, veteran tv director recently with CBS-TV, has signed multiple
telefilm contract with Screen Gems,
where he has been directing most Behind Closed Doors programs.
• Clarence Greene and Russell
Rouse, motion picture producing team,
signed to long-term contract by Screen
Gems to produce several tv series, beginning with Underworld, based on adventures of undercover agent.
• Bob McNear, previously MGM-TV
representative in San Francisco, appointed midwest sales representative for
MGM-TV film commercials, Chicago.
Equipment & Engineering
• A. R. (Hoppy) Hopkins, broadcast Now! 50,000 waffs
equipment sales executive for RCA, retires after 30 years with corporation.
For last 10 years, Mr. Hopkins headed
broadcast and tv department. RCA Engineering Products Div. He intends to
engage in broadcast management consulting work.
• Bernard Menkes, formerly sales
engineer with Blonder-Tongue Labs,
Henry I. Chnstal Co
Newark, to Dumont Labs, Clifton, N.J.,
as fieldmont applications
industrial tubes. engineer for Du• John R. Rishel Jr., marketing manager of consumer products division,
Philco Corp., Phila., promoted to
general manager of merchandising in
that division, replacing James J. Shallow, resigned.
• John D. Michael, specialist on
sound systems, to executive sales staff
of distributor division, Quam Nichols
Co. (speakers, other electronic components), Chicago.
• Andrew J. Vadasz, with General
Electric since 1943, named future systems
GE's communication engineer
products with
department,
Syracuse,
N.Y.
KTRK-TV,channell3
• J. K. Gannett resigns from The
Austin Co., Cleveland engineers and
builders, after 43 years with company
and 15 years as v. p. in charge of engineering and research.
• Vice Adm. Charles B. Momsen
(USN, ret.) named consultant on staff
of v.p. in charge of engineering. Bendix
Aviation Corp., Detroit.
• G. A. Kious, receiving systems engineer for General Electric, appointed
manager of military equipment engiUIRIES CONFIDENTIAL
neering for communications products
department.
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FOR

AMPEX
351
WITH
ALL NEW ELECTRONICS
SEE YOUR AMPEX DEALER
854 Charter Street
Redwood City
JUST AROUND
THE CORNER
A HAZARD THAT
NEVER SLEEPSthe accusation of
LIBEL-SLANDER
PIRACY-PLAGIARISM
INVASION OF PRIVACY
COPYRIGHT VIOLATION
Directed at Station, Staff,
Speaker, Talent, Sponsor
You can't
recapture
the WORDS
but you
CAN INSURE
and hold possible Dollar Loss
within non-embarrassing limits.
Learn about our UNIQUE
EXCESS POLICY
which does the job
at surprisingly low cost.
FOR DETAILSWRITEAND RATES
EMPLOYERS
REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
21 WEST TENTH STREET
•KANSAS CITY, MO.

THE

RECORD

Station Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting
Dec. 24 through Dec. 30: Includes data on new stations, changes in existing
stations, ownership changes, routine
hearing roundup.
cases, rules & standards changes and
Palmerton,Pa. —Pa.)
Palmerton,
SlatAbbreviations:
ington,
Waived
SectionSlatedale,
4.702(c)
with
respect
to mileage
separation
and
granted
DA
—
directional
antenna,
cp
—
construction
cp
for
new
tv
translator
station
on
ch.
79
to
permit.
ERP
—
effective
radiated
power,
vhf
translate
programs
of
WOR-TV
(ch.
9),
New
—very highquency, antfrequency,
uhf—
ultra
highvis.fre-— York, inateN. withY.;commencement
conditioned that
same term-of
of
operation
.
—
antenna,
aur.
—
aural,
on location
ch. 65 atinvolving
Shamokin, separations
Pa., or at
visual, kw
kilowatts,
w — watt,
mc — sunset,
mega- tvanystation
cy les. D— —day.
N — night.
LStransmitter,
— local
other
mod.
—
modification,
trans.
—
unl.
from
the
translator
station
less
than
those
required
by
Section
4.702.
—unlimited
hours,
kc— kilocycles.
SCA— subsidiary
communications
authorization.
SSA
— special service authorization. STA — special
New Am Stations
temporary authorization. * — educ.
ACTIONS BY FCC
New Tv Stations
St. Helena,
Ore. 1— kwL. Berenice
BrownlowBox—
Granted
1600
kc,
D. P.construction
O. address
ACTION BY FCC
457,
St. Helena.
Estimated
cost
$14,300,
first
year
operating
cost
Kern County Bcstg. Co. (% Edward E. revenue $32,000. Mr. Brownlow also$25,000,
has
Urner,
1709
30th
St.)
Bakersfield,
Calif.—
interest
in
KPUG
Bellingham
(25%)
and
Granted
for 233newkw tvvis.station
to kwoperate
KSEM
MosesBurley,
Lake Idaho
(19%), (10%).
both Washington,
onant.ch.66017;ft.cpERP
and
126
aur.;
Dec.
30.
and
KBAR
Announced
without
prejudice
to such
action
asof Commission
may take
as result
of decision
U. S. Court
for District
Walhalla,
S. C—w Oconee
Columbia
CircuitofinAppeals
Bakersfield
Bcstg. Co.of Tryon,
ed 1460 kc,
D. P. O.Bcstg.
addressCo. —BoxGrant986,
N. 500
C. Estimated
construction
cost
v. UnitedmissionStates
and FCC,
and proceedings,
that Com- $18,958, first
may,
without
further
year
operating
cost Mooneyham
$22,500, revenue
$36,800.
Owners
are
Edithe
substitute
for
ch.
17
such
other
channel
as
may
be assignedproposals
to Bakersfield
as result of and Dorothy Friend. Announced Dec. 30.
rule
currently
APPLICATIONS
before making
Commission. By letter,
denied pending
motion
by
Bay, 600Calif.—
and
29), Bakersfield
Bakersfield, Bcstg.
for stayCo.of (KBAK-TV,
action on Kernch. B. Morro
L.
Golden
kc.
1 Elbert
kw.Fresno,
D. H.P. Calif.
O.Deanaddress
application
5226 N. mated
Teilman
Ave.,cost
Estirespect to pending
petitions final
for determination
rule making with
filed operating
construction
$16,337,
first
year
$21,000, revenue $33,000. Mr.
by KBAK-TV
deletion that
of ch.ch. 108 Dean is cost
that there.
city requesting
or, in alternative,
engineer,
KARM-AM-FMof
Fresno; Fresno.
Mr.chiefGolden
is former
befromadded
KEAP
Announced
Dec. owner
30.
APPLICATION
Cocoa,
Fla.
—
Jack
Siegel
1480
kc.Ave.1 kw.HollyD.
P.
O.
Address
1736
Buena
Vista
N. mc);
D. — Community
Corp.
Hill,
Fla.year
Estimated
construction
cost
$12,370, first
operatingalso
costis $60,000,
revenue
ch.Pembina,
12aur.;(204-210
ERP
kwRadiovis.terrain
10.50 $70,000.
Mr. Siegel
50%
owner
of
kw
ant. height
above21.05average
WMFJ
Daytona
Beach
and
25%
owner
373 ft., above
ground
373firstft. Estimated
con- WALT Tampa, both Florida. Announcedof
s
t
r
u
c
t
i
o
n
c
o
s
t
$144,100,
year
operating
Dec.
30.
revenue
$150,000.
O. address
Ga.— Box
C. E. Hyde 1330 kc.N. 500C. w.Esti-D.
%cost
R. $141,000
Lukkason,
Box
1110,
Grand P.Forks,
N. D. P. EUijay,
O. address
Studio
Pembina.
construction396,costMurphy,
$14,705, first year
tionlocation
approximately
sevenTransmitter
miles westloca-of operatingmatedcost
$30,000, revenue $35,000. MrGeographic
coordinates
48° 59'RCA.42" Hyde, attorney-businessman,
is sole owner.
N.Pembina.
Lat.,
97°
24'
26"
W.
Long.
Trans.-ant.
Announced Dec. 29.
Legal
counselConsulting
Lyon, Wilner
& Bergson,
Washington.
engineer
C. J.is Idaho
Caldwell,
Idaho—
Christian
Bcstg.11635Co.S.W.of
Thomforde,
Grand
Forks.
Applicant
790
kc.
1
kw.
D.P.O.
address
licensee-owner of KNOX Grand Forks and Highway 217, Tigard, Ore. Estimated
con71%
n cost $18,274, first year
Dec. owner
30. of KNOX-TV there. Announced cost $48,000,structiorevenue
Equal ofoperating
partners
are F. Demcy Mylar, $66,000.
50% owner
KRWC
Forest Grove, Ore.,
and Announced
Harold
orator-designer.
Dec. Shaw,
30. decExisting Tv Stations
Sands Bcstg.
Corp. Ave.
1150
ACTION BY FCC
kc.Indianapolis,
1 kw. D. P.Ind.O. —address
6262 Mass.
construction cost $22,100, first
WAST (TV) Albany, N. Y. — Granted tem- Estimated
cost $50,000,
$65,000.
porary
authorityWTRI
to March
tofaciliop- year
Ownersoperating
are Tommy
Sutton,revenue
50%, (16.13%
v station
on ch.in30,35,cp1959,
with
interest in WAVI Dayton, Ohio); Boris F.
tieserate tpreviously
authorized
in Albany
Sokol,
25%,
(3.2%
interest
in
WAVI),
and
simultaneously
satellite time,
to sta-if Leland Charles, 25%, in building supplies,
tion WAST, inwith
orderandto asprovide
etc. Announced Dec. 29.
necessary,
for
viewing
public
to
reorient
Bcstg. 13273
System
Inc.
existing
tv receiving
antennas
or to forput theup 96.1Omaha,
mc, 3.42Neb.kw.— P.Delta
O. address
Ventura
new outdoor
receiving
antennas
North costHollywood,
best reception on ch. 13. Announced Dec. 30. Blvd.,
construction
$12,920, firstCalif.
year Estimated
operating
cost $15,589, revenue
Owners are
NBC
Dale V.F.$20,813.
Applegate,
Translators
Pontesengineers
and Harold
Flood,
each Edward
31.25%,
and
Richard
H.
Burton,
attorney,
6.25%.
Eugene W. Roelle, John T. Pierce, d/b as
Dec. 29.
Teleservice Co. (3582 Calkins Ave.) Rose- Announced
Albuquerque,
N.M.—
Bernalillo
Bcstg.
Co.
burg,tor Ore.—
Granted
cp
for
new
tv
translastation to operate on ch. 83 to translate 860 kc. 1tinentalkw.Nat'l. D.Bk.P.KlO. Bldg.,
addressFort1315Worth,
Conprograms
of KOIN-TV
(ch. 6), Inc.
Portland.
Tex. Estimated construction cost
$20,945,
Ocean
View
Tv
Translator
(Evelyn
A. Liles, secretary, Route 1, Box 154, Coos first
yearOscaroperating
cost sole
$55,000, revenue
E. Reeder,
Bend and Charles- $60,000.
Empire, North
Ore.)— Granted
Bay, ton,'Ore.
accountancy.
Announced
Dec. owner,
29. is in
cp
for
new
tv
translator
Willoughby,
Ohio—
Radio
Quests
Inc. 1330
station tograms ofoperate
on
ch.
75
to
translate
prokc.
500
w
D.
P.
O.
address
1193
Burridge
KOIN-TV (ch. 6), Portland.
Ave
Mentor,
Ohio.
Estimated
construction
Upper
Lehigh
Translator
Service
Corp.
(% J. S. Costenbader, 820 Lafayette Ave., cost $50,668, first year operating cost $45,000,
BROADCASTING, January 5, 195?

revenue
$50,000.
Applicants
are Mr.
and
Mrs.
S. Mapes,
greenhouse
'60.60)Kenneth
and others.
Announced
Dec.owners.
23.
Stayton,
Ore.—
Edward
C.
McElroy
Jr.
1580 Dallas,
kc. 250 Ore.
w D.Estimated
P. O. address
Rt. 1, Box
829,
construction
cost
$10,000,
first
year
operating
cost
$24,000.
$30,000. Mr.
owner,
isrevenue
sales29. manager,
KPLKMcElroy,
Dallas. sole
Announced
Dec.
Existing Am Stations
ACTION BY FCC
WHDH Inc.,
Boston,pickup
Mass. — Granted base
app
l
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
s
for remote
and mobile station
tostations;
be used broadcast
with WHDHAM-FM-TV
(ch.
5)
without
prejudice to such action as Commission may
take as result
orderedpursuant
by Com-to
mis ion on Dec.of 4,hearing
1958, issued
decisiontrict of Columbia
of U. S. Court
of inAppeals
for DisCircuit
Massachusetts
Bay
Telecasters Inc.Announced
v. FCC. Comr.
not participating.
Dec. 24.Craven
APPLICATIONS
WAAY power
Huntsville,
daytime
from 5Ala.
kw — toCp 50 tokw,increase
install
new trans.
KWFC
Hot
Springs,
Ark.—
Cp
to
change
power w,fromday;500change
w, N-l kw, DA-N
day toto 250Non-w,
N-500
DA;
-trans, from
location
remotechange
controlant. operation
of trans.and delete
WSTC Stamford, Conn. — Cp to increase
daytime
stall newpower
trans. from 250 w to 1 kw and inWTRL Bradenton, Fla. — Cp to increase
daytime
stall newpower
trans. from 250 w to 1 kw and inWCYNfromCynthiana,
Ky.—w Cp(unl.).
to increase
power
100 w to 250
WMDN
Midland,
Mich.
—
Cp
to increase
daytimenewpower
install
trans.from 250 w to 1 kw and
KBZY Salem, Ore.— Cp to increase day-

WESTERN
$400,000
Metropolitan Weste
market facility with e
ceptional record of vc
ume and profits that can
be improved in this rap
idly expanding area
$400,000 with attractive
terms available to quali
fied buyer.

time power from 250 w to 1 kw and install
new trans.
WHAPtime powerHopewell,
Va. — Cp to increase daynew trans. from 250 w to 1 kw and install
New Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Fitchburg,104.7Mass.mc,— Wachusett
Corp.
—Granted
20 kw. P.O. Bcstg.
address
455
Main St. Estimated construction
cost
$16,000,
first
year
operating
cost
$1,200.
Applicant
is
licensee
Dec. 30. of WFGN Fitchburg. Announced
Columbus,
Granted
96.3 Ohio
mc, — 26Radio
kw. Columbus
P.O. addressInc. —%
Radio Cincinnati
Inc.,
800
Broadway,
Cincinnati. Estimated construction
cost $16,550,
first
year ofoperating
cost
$5,000. Applicant
is
licensee
WTVN
Columbus.
Announced
Dec. 30.
Pa.— address
WPIT Inc.—
Granted 101.5St.
mc,Pittsburgh,
19 kw. P.O.
213 Smithfield
Estimated
construction
costoperating
none — equipment on hand.
First year
cost
$2,500. Applicant
licensee
burgh. Announcedis Dec.
30. of WPIT PittsColumbia,
S.C.—
Palmetto
Radio
Corp.—
Granted 104.7 mc, 3.403 kw. P.O. address
Box 5307. Estimated construction cost $12,495, firstplicant is licensee
year operating cost SI, 248. Apnounced Dec. 30. of WNOK Columbia. AnAPPLICATIONS
Mountain
View,28.8Calif.—
Dist.,
*88.5
mc,
w. P.O.Foothill
addressJr.Estimated
%College
Aria
L.construction
DeHart, 150costElS4.500,
Camino
Real.
first
year
operating
cost $400. Announced Dec. 30.
Darien,
Independent
Co.,
94.3
mc, 720 Conn.
w.costP.O.—$14,300,
addressfirstBoxyear1.Bcstg.
Estimated
construction
operating
cost
$20,000,
revenue
S25.000.
Owners
are
Guilford
Morrell, employe
technicianof WNHC
(280);
Walter F. E.Ranchinsky,

GULF COAST DAYTIMER
580,000
This istion inthethe only
marketradioandsta-is
located in one of the top
growthtion.counties
in the Na$40,000on down
the balance
terms. with

MID-WEST DAYTIMER
$90,000
For quick action. Profitable daytimer forer-operaowntor. $20,0 0
down, long
additionalterms
collateral ifavailable.

New
Haven
(28%);Announced
Grace Peters,
(24%),
and others.
Dec. chemist
29.
Hartford,
Conn.
—
Greater
Hartford
Inc.,
106.9St.mc,Estimated
6.58 kw. construction
P.O. addressBcstg.
338
Asylum
cost
$45,000,
first
yearApplicant
operatingis cost
320,000.
revenue
$10,000.
licensee
WCCC Hartford. Announced Dec. 30. of
Park Forest,
Rich
Township
High%
School,
mc,HI.—10Sauk
w. P.O.
Walter
E.*88.1
Hunter,
and address
Westwood.
Estimated
construction
cost
S2.400,
first
operating
cost N.Y.—
$100. Radio
Announced
Dec. 29.year
Mt.
Kisco,
Mt.
Kisco
Inc.,
105.7 mc,Estimated
12 kw. P.O.
address 494costLexington
Ave.
construction
$32,189,
first year operating cost $10,000, revenue
$10,000.
Applicant isDec.licensee
Kisco. Announced
30. of WVIP Mt.
San840Juan,w. P.R.—
Dept.
of %Education,
*89.7
mc,
P.O.
address
R. Estimated
DelgadoMarquez,
Box
306,
Hato
Rey,
P.R.
construction cost $10,000. Proposed fm trans,
would
be operated
staff29.of *WIPR-TV
San Juan.
Announcedby Dec.
Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KFRE-AM-FM-TV
Fresno,PaulCalif.—
Granted
transfer
of control from
R. Bartlett,
et al., to sideration
Triangle
Publications
Inc.; grant
con$3,000,000;
conditioned
that
ismay(1) deem
subjectwarranted,
to such action
as asCommission
if
any,
result
of
final
determination
into pending
making
proceedings
relating
ch.to 12such
in rule
Fresno,
andas
(2)
without
prejudice
action
may deem warranted
as result
ofCommission
its final and
determinations
with respect
conclusions
recommendations
set forthto
in Network Study Staff report. Triangle
Publications
New
Haven, now
Conn.;owns
WNBFWNHC-AM-FM-TV
- AM - FM Phila- TV
Binghamton,
N.Y.;
WFIL-AM-FM-TV
d
e
l
p
h
i
a
.
P
a
.
;
WFBG-AM-TV
Altoona,Bartley
Pa.,
and
WLBR-TV
Lebanon.
Pa.
Comr.
abstained from voting. Announced Dec. 30.

MID-WEST FULLTIMER
$225,000
Low
5000 frequency,
watt power. with
Top
ratings in the market.
Currently profitable with
down
terms. 29°o
good and
potential.

SOUTHERN
5100,000
fulltime 250 vatter
ving three cities. Good

HAMILTON • STUBBLE FIELD TWINING and Associates, Inc.
BROKERS — RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS — NEWSPAPERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
DALLAS
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
CLEVELAND
1737 DeSales St., N.W.
1 1 1 Sutter St.
Fidelity
Union
Lrfe Bldg.
Tribune Tower
2414 Terminal Tov
EX 3-3456
EX 2-5671
Rl 8-1175
TO
1-6727
DE 7-275*
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Equipping a
Radio

Station ?

Get More Coverage
With The New RCA
500- and 1000- Watt
AM Transmitters
The ability of these new 500- and
1000-watt AM transmitters to
achieve and maintain a higher
average level of modulation assures more program coverage.
Simplified tuning, ease of installation, built-in provisions for remote control, and low operating
cost make the RCA Type BTA500/1R your best transmitter buy.
Color styling adds harmony to
station decor— a choice of red,
green, blue, or grey doors. Whatever your equipment needsSEE RCA FIRST!
Or write for descriptive literature to RCA, Dept. 0-22, Building 15-1, Camden, New Jersey.
RADIO CORPORATION
of AMERICA

80 (FOR THE RECORD)

Boise,
Idaho — Western
Granted Corp.
assignment
of KIDO
licenses
to Mesabi
liam E.Longview,
Boeing
Jr.,Wash.);
president,consideration
owner(Wil-of
KWLK
$181,000. Announced Dec. 30.
WBUZment of license
Fredonia,
N.Y.— Granted assignto Dunkirk-Fredonia
Inc. (H.
K.siderationWilliams
III, president); Bcstg.
con$67,500.
Comr.
with following statement: Bartley dissented
"Assignee
gives consent
as its reason
requesting Commission
to this forassignment
ofwilllicense
'Operation
of radio station
providethatneeded
diversification
of assignee's minterests
in field
comunications and will
enableof public
it to better
serve
public
needs.'
"If this that
means, as facts would
appearsta-to
indicate,
radio
tionnewspaper
will now becommunity's
taken
overby byonly
community's
only
(owned
the
then assignee apparently confuses assignee),
Commisof diversification
of ownership
of mediasion's policy
of mass
communications
in public
interest,
with
'diversification'
of
its own
private interests.
"I would
not
grant
consent
to thismade
assignment
until
full
showing
had
been
the applicants with respect to public inter-by
est factorssification
involved
in
Commission's
policy."N.Y.—
Announced
Dectransfer
30. diver-of
WSNB fromIslip,George
Granted
control
E.
Klein
Sr.
and
Jr. to
Seymour Malman;
consideration
$6,000
additional
20% Kisco,
interest.
Announced
Dec. for30.
WVIP
Mt.
N.Y.;
WNRC-AM-FM
New
N.Y.—from
Granted
controlRochelle,
of (1) WVIP
Martin transfer
Stone andof
E. Monroe
O'Flyn
and
(2)to VIP
WNRC-AM-FM
from
Martin
Stone,
both
Radio
Inc.
(MartinbyStone,
president),
which is 50%
owned
Plymouth
Rock
Publications;
volves stock, notes and other considerationsinaggregating ticipating.
$325,000. Comr.
not par-is
Rock Bartley
Publications
ownedest in WISH-AM-TV
by John H.Plymouth
Whitney,
who hasWANEinterIndianapolis;
AM-TV
Ft.Houston,
Wayne; andKOTV
(TV) SacraTulsaKGUL-TVmento.
KBET-TV
Announced Dec. 30.
WKTV
(TV) Utica,
N.Y.; WKAL
N.Y.
—
Granted
transfer
control Rome,
from
Myron Corp.;
J. Kallet,consideration
et al., toof Mid-New
York
Bcstg.
$4,000,000
plusof
employment
of
W.
T.
MacNeilly,
one
transferors,
at $30,000 perto year
for
at chaseleastcertainas10realconsultant
yearsestateand foragreement
pur$100,000. Gordon
Gray
is president
ofwhich
transferee
corporation,
majority
stock
of
is
held
by Paul of-F.
Harronficialsand
wife.
Different
transferee
have interest inN.Y.;
WORLWSPB
Boston,Sarasota
Mass.;
WALL Middletown,
Fla.;
WGR-AM-TV
Buffalo,
N.Y.;
WROC-TV
Rochester, N.Y., and corporation is 60%
owner
Va.,
andofhalfWSVA-AM-FM-TV
owner of WNEP-TVHarrisonburg,
Scranton,
Pa.
Dec. Transfer
30. includes auxiliaries. Announced
WCMB-AM-TV
Harrisburg,
Pa.—
transfer
of control
T. Granted
Shepard
Jr.,
Bcstg.fromhas
Corp.Edgar
(James
McKennato Hudson
Jr., president,
interest
in A.KEVE
Minneapolis,
Minn.);
consideration
$160,000
and, at election of Mr. Shepard, Rossmoyne
Corp.
will
pay him $10,000$37,500
over over
five-year
period
as consultant
period not
to compete.andAnnounced
Dec.same
30.
WEZLment of license
Richmond,
Va.
—
Granted
assignfrom
William
E.
Benns
Jr.,
and
Barbara
to WEZLandInc.Leon(Ben
Strouse,
SamuelBenns
E. Feldman
B.

Back);
consideration
$111,000.
Mr. Strouse
has
interest
in WEBB
Baltimore,
WWDC
- AM - FM
Washington,
D.C., Md.;
and
WMBR-AM-FM
nounced Dec. 30. Jacksonville, Fla. AnWRON
Rencoverte,
W.Va.—
Granted
transfer of control
from consideration
Charles E. Springer
to
James
E. Venable;
84.2% interest.
Announced
Dec. 30. $42,409 for
APPLICATIONS
KXLA
Calif.— SeeksBcstg.
assignment
ofEleven
licenseTenPasadena,
from
Co. to
Bcstg.Pacific
Corp. Coast
(Donald R. Cooke,
sole owner)justmenfor
$900,000
plus
or
minus
adts. Mr. Cooke
tive. Announced
Dec. 30.is station representaWZFM (FM)
Jacksonville,
Fla.— Seeks
assGlick,
ignment of license
togeneral
Irving manager-salesman,
for from
$110,000.Radio
Mr. Jax
GlickInc.is
sonville. Announced Dec. 29. WZOK JackWCTW of(FM)
Ind.—
Seeks
transfer
controlNew
of Castle,
licensee
(CourierTimes Inc.)
from
Adaline
B. Chambers
and
Robert
S.
Hunter
Jr.,
as
trustees,
to
Walter
S. Chambers
Jr. et ofal voting
(all stockholders)
through
termination
trust
Announced Dec. 29.
WNOS-AM-FM
HighfromPoint,
N. C— Bcstg.
Seeks
assignment
of license
Statesville
Co. toager,Charles
E. Doss,
commercial
manWROM
Rome,
Ga.,
for
$67,500.
Announced Dec. 30.
WJMO
Cleveland,
Ohio
—
Seeks
assignment
of license
from
Friendly
Bcstg.
Co.
(Richard Eaton)
toTuschman
Preston G.is steel
Tuschman
for
$250,000.
Mr.
products
company
manager.
(Application
is
contingrant of WSRS-AM-FM
below.)gent on Announced
Dec. 29. application
WSRS-AM-FM
Cleveland
Heights,
OhioSeeks
assignment
of
from Eaton)
WSRS
Inc. to Friendly Bcstg. license
Co. (Richard
for
$306,000
plus
consultant's
fee
of
$20,000
per
year
for
five
years.
Mr.
Eaton,
holder
offor multiple
broadcast
interests, [see
has above]
applied
sale of Dec.
WJMO29. Cleveland
Announced
WMOD
Moundsville,
W.
Va.—
Seeks
transfer of positive
control
ofDonald
licenseeW. (Miracle
Valley
Bcstg.T. Co.)
fromformerly
Levenson
to
John
Taylor,
34%
owner,
who
increase
to nearly
100%. 29.will
Purchase
price:ownership
$19,000. Announced
Dec.
Hearing Cases
FINAL DECISION
By
order.
Commission initial
adopted,decision
and made
effective immediately,
November
14 and granted
L. Bereniceof
Brownlow cp for new am broadcast station
in1 kw,
St. Helens,
daytime Ore.,
only. to operate on 1600 kc,
OTHER ACTIONS
By memorandum
opinionby andShelby
order.County
Commission granted motion
Bcstg.
Co.,proceeding
Shelbyville,on Ind.,
andapplication
enlarged
issues
in
its
am
and that of Rounsaville of Cincinnati Inc.
(WCIN), Cincinnati, Ohio, involving 1480
kc. Comrs.
Craven
sented.Bartley,
Announced Dec.
30. and Cross disBy memorandum
opinion
andbyorder,
Commission
denied
joint
petition
Oklahoma
Television
Corp. andof Coastal
for
reconsideration
Sept. 17 Television
memorandumCo.

ALLEN
COMPANY
NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND SALE
OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
FINANCIAL ADVISERS

WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
NAtional 8-1990
NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
CHICAGO
35 East Wacker Drive
RAndolph 6-6760
DENVER
1 700 Broadway
AComa 2-3623
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive
1735 Offices
DeSoles St., ME.
N. W.8-5411
Offices
and
Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington,
D. C. AFCCE
FEderal 3-4800
Member

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
PilgrimGreat6-3000
Laboratories,
Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING
ENGINEERS
RADIO
TELEVISION
501-514 &Munsey
Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL
BLDG.D.Dl.C.7-1319
WASHINGTON,
P. O. BOXKANSAS
7037CITY,JACKSON
5302
Member AFCCEMO.

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
Pennsylvania Bldg. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. CarrConsulting
& Associates
Radio & Television
Washington
6,Engineers
D. C. Leesburg,
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD
OFFICE
DALLAS POST
9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32 CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

GEO.CONSULTING
P. ADAIRENGINEERS
ENG. CO.
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610
Eye St., D.N. C.W.
Washington,
ExecutiveMember
3-1230 AFCCE
Executive 3-5851

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTINGAssociates
RADIO ENGINEERS
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. QuincyRiverside,
St. — Riverside
III. 7-2153
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM
Consulting E.RadioBENNS,
Engineer JR.
3802 Military
Rd.,
C. N. W.,
PhoneWash.,
EMersonD. 2-8071
Box Phone
2468, Birmingham,
7-2601 Ala.
MemberSTateAFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
8401 Cherry St. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
61 7 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-461 i
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200Brecksville,
SnowvilleOhioRoad
(o Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386 P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE, JR.
5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S.Denver
Kearney 22, Colorado
Skyline 6-1603

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

RALPH J. BITZER
CONSULTING
ENGINEER
Suite
298, Arcade
Bldg.,
St. Louis
Mo. inGarfield
"For 1,Results
Broadcast1-4954
AM-FM-TV
Engineering"
Allocations
• Applications
Petitions
• Licensing
Field Service

PETE JOHNSON
CONSULTING
ENGINEERSam-fm-tv
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601 Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

irect

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To— among
Be Seenthem,by the85,000*
Readers
decision-makingers,station
owners
and
managchief engineers
techni-tv
ans— applicants
for and
am, fm,
and cifacsimile
facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING
INSTITUTE
Accredited
Technical Institute
Curricula
3224 16th St.,10, N.D.W.C.
Washington
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics
courses. Write ForVree Catalog' spec-

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS
FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord
Cambridge
38, Ave.,
Mass.
Phone
TRowbridge
6-2810

COLLECTIONS
For the Industry
THE andWORLD
TV—ALLAccounts
RadioOVER— Film
ReceivableMedia
No Collection
—
NoACTUARIAL
Commissions
STANDARD
WARRANTY CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y

er vice
COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring
Company
PRECISION
FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL
TIME
SERVICE
FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box
Kansas3-5302City, Mo.
Phone7037Jackson
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LO 5-5990

81

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through Dec. 31
TOTAL
CP
For
Lie.
Not 103on air
107
117
3,270

APPLICATIONS
new
stations
59770
107

OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING through Dec. 31
VHF
UHF
TOTAL
Commercial
435
81
Non-Commercial
28
8
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC through Nov. 30
AM
FM
TV
Licensed
(all
on
air)
3,270
544
4311
CPs
on air
stations)
45 115
27
812
for clearer, stronger,
CPs not
on the(newairstations
(new stations) 3,423
108
Total
authorized
686 105
666
Applications
for
new
stations
(not
in
hearing)
456
34
49
more flexible FM
Applications
for newfor stations
(in hearing) 119
30 107516s
58
Total
applications
new
stations
Applications
for major
changes
(not in hearing) 575
433 64
29
37
signal transmission
Applications
for
major
changes
(in
hearing)
48
1
Total
applications
for
major
changes
481
30
54170
Licenses deleted
0
0
CPs deleted
ill
1 There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
2 Therein operation
are, in addition,
which operation.
were on the air at one time but are no
longer
and one 39whichtv cp-holders
has not started
uhf).3 There have been, in addition, 211 television cps granted, but now deleted (44 vhf and 167
1 There has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.
ment of license
to Radio
Pine 23 Bluff Inc.
Actions
of Dec.
opinion cadenying
leave
to amend
applitions to specify
alternate
ant. intheir
site,proceedwaive
WREC-AM-TV
Memphis,
Tenn.— Granted
certain
rules
and
enlarge
issues
ing on their onapplications
newOrleans,
tv stations
ice Inc. of licenses to WREC Bcstg. Servtoand operate
ch. 12 Co.,
in forNew
La.,of assignment
Supreme
Bcstg.
for
mod.
of
cp
WOKS
Columbus,
Ga.—
Granted
assignstationch.WJMR-TV
Orleans, to Dec.
change30.
from
20 to ch. New
12. Announced
to "OK Pa.—
RadioGranted
Inc." mod. of liWEEUmecnetnsoef tcpoReading,
By memorandum
opinion
and
order,
Comoperate trans, by remote control
mission denied motion by M.V.W. Radio ditions.
Corp.,
to delete Dec.
certain30. while using directional ant. nighttime; conissues
inSanamFernando,
proceeding.Calif.,granted
Announced
WFIL
Philadelphia,
Granted
By
order,
Commission
petition
by
trans.; Pa.—
remote
controlant.cpper-to
Broadcast
Bureau fororder
reconsideration
of install new
mittedLawhileaux.employing
directional
Nov.
21 Commission
which adopted
WKTY
Crosse,
Wis.—
Granted
cp to
and
made
effective
immediately
Oct.
3
replace1 expired
permit
forto change
inkw-LS;
power
initial
decision
granting
application
of from
kw,
N
and
D
1
kw-5
Grady
M.
Sinyard
for
new
am
station
to
from DA-1 to DA-2; make changes
operate Ohio;
on 1010andkc,corrected
500 w, DA,
in New inchange
DA system.
Boston,
initialD, decision
WNHCchanges
New Haven,
Conn. — Granted cp to
to deletetionalanyantenna.reference
Announcedto theDec.use30.of direc- make
HIGHEST QUALITY
in ant.Bend,
system.
By order, Commission dismissed as moot to WBKV-FM
West
Wis.— Granted
FM TRANSMISSION THROUGH
make
changes
in
transmitting
equipmentcp
(1) 'question
it by hearing
examiner for Bcstg.
advicecertified
as toandtowhether
L.E.U.
Bcstg.
andKNAF
changeFredericksburg,
ERP to 18 kw; Tex.
condition.
Co.,
Jet
Co.,
WERC
Bcstg.
Corp.
—
CUSTOM CONSTRUCTION
were
entitled
to indefinite
continuance
of cpFordyce,
to change
trans. mod.Granted
hearing
on operate
their
applications
forErie,
new Pa.tvof mod.
KBJT
Ark.—typeGranted
of cp
stations
to
on
ch.
66
in
to
change
type
trans.
pendency
of tvbyruleBroadcast
making proceedings
The Collins 37M FM Ring Antenna gives you for
Following
stations
were
granted
extenand
(2)
petition
Bureau
to
sions of completion dates as shown: KSEL
maximum FM signal transmission. The antenna dismiss applications without prejudice or Lubbock,
Tex., to 6-20-59; WMOZ Mobile.
to remove them from hearing status and 4-6-59.
isto pre-tuned
12 rings canto beyourused.operating frequency. Up place impending
tions. AnnouncedfileDec.as 24.contingent applica- Ala., to 5-10-59; KBJT Fordyce. Ark., to
Actions of Dec. 22
The antenna can be mounted on the side or top
By order, Commission granted joint
WMBOCo. Inc.
(WMBO) and
Au- mod.KRNT-TV
Desto decrease
Moines, aur.
IowaERP
— Granted
of any pactower.
The 37M construction
is lightweightandandsimple
com- requestburnbyPublishing
(WMBO-FM),
Auburn,
of
license
to 158
t. Its streamlined
N.to file
Y., for
extension forof time
to Feb.
2, 1959, kw, and make minor
equipment
changes. cp
applications
renewals
of
licenses
electrical-mechanical
design
give
you
maximum
WBRC-TV
Birmingham,
Ala.
—
Granted
of
those
stations.
WMBO
-AM-FM
had
installation flexibility.
to
make
equipment
changes
to
permit
sought
reconsideration
of anewMayam22 station
grant
(FM) lines
to utilize
WBRC-TV
Herbert
P.operate
Michels
for
Write or call your Collins Representative for to(WAUB)
transmission
and ant.existing
as radiating
sys1000
kc, 1 kw,
day, into WTAF
tem for fm station.
more information on the Collins 37M FM Ring Auburn, tobecause
ofon economic
impact,
WLBZ-TV
Bangor,
Me.—
Granted
cpaur.,to
which
Commission's
July
30
order
afforded
Antenna. Your free copy of "Collins Broadcast them an evidentiary hearing. Commissioner change
ERP
to
51.3
kw
vis.,
25.7
kw
changes in equipment; ant. 640 ft.
Equipment"
catalog will also be sent upon re- Hyde
voted for Announced
grant to regular
for make
KQEDof cpSanto change
Francisco,
— Granted
quest.
filing
Dec.Pa.,30.time
mod.
type Calif.
ant. mod.
Valleyrenewals.
Bcstg. Inc.,
Co., Lehighton,
Miners
WFCR
Fairfax, inVa.DA— Granted
of cp
Bcstg.
Service
Kingston,
Pa.
—
Desigto
make
changes
system.
n
a
t
e
d
f
o
r
consolidated
hearing
applications
for
stations
to operateDec.on30.1150 kc, WVEC-TV Hampton, Va.— Granted exten1 kw,newDA,am day.
Announced
sion of completion
to 7-4-59.
Action date
of Dec.
18
Routine Roundup
Pa. — Granted change
in WFPO
remote Stroudsburg,.
control authority.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
ByGranted
Commissioner
Hyde onTelevision
Dec. 29
By Broadcast Bureau
petitionRose!by H. Coral
CEDAR RAPIDS • DALLAS • BURBANK
Action of Dec. 24
Continued
Page
87
KPBA Pine Bluff, Ark.— Granted assignBROADCASTING, January 5, 1959
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
• DEADLINE: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday preceding publication date.
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20<? per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25 c1 per word — $2.00 minimum.
• All other classifications 30c per word — $4.00 minimum. • DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted
Attention program
all managers,
salesdiscmanagers,
salesmen,
directors,and
production men, engineers
combojockeys,
men!
Are vougrowing
ready for
thegroup
big time?
America's
fastest
radio
needs
qualified
and
experienced
personnel
in
all
of
the
above
for major
market
stations.
Ifpayyouandcategories
aremanvinterested
in
a
career
with
topin
benefits,
tell
us allconyour
first Sorrv.
letter. extra
All wereplies
will
be held
fidential.
but
can
not
return
tapes.
Reply Box 722G. BROADCASTING.
Modern
radio'sone outstanding
Number
station topannouncers,
tenchain
marketexpandaddinging.live-ware,
fast-paced
hardhitting
salesmen.
Rush
tape,
snapshot,
data.
General
Manager
Box
133H,
BROADCASTING.
This is Macomb . . . The home of WKAI
Radio andceptingWestern
University.
Acapplications Illinois
experienced
personnel.
Engineer,
announcer,
sportscaster.
program
director,
salesman.
Send
full
details
to
Bob
Douglas.
Management
Assistant manager. Jack of all radio trades
toadministering
wTork directlyoperation
with general
manager in
in essential:
medium-small
Kentucky
market.
Following
ability
to
get
along
with
people,
follow-up
details-details-details,
announcing
i may ofhaveallof
short
shift
—
send
no
tapes
)
,
operation
studio
creation
and full
production
of ideas equipment,
for sales force,
etc. Send
resume
including past
Replies treated confidential y.earnings.
Box 221H. BROADCASTING.
Suburban New York sales manager, opporin nation's
fastest growarea.tunities
Writeunlimited
or call
WHTG, Asbury
Park.
New ingJersey.
Sales
Salesman wanted to take over account list
now worth
S7000 perthisyearin with
great
opportunitymidwest.
to increase
progressive
station,
Nowstaff1 solid,
kw,
soon
5 Box
kw.
Opening
created
by
promotion.
111H. BROADCASTING.
Metropolitan
Washington's
one sta-24
expanding
sales ground-floor
force.number
5000 opportunw-atts,
hours ity.tion
a Topday.
Genuine
station,
top
money.
Big
chain.ger BoxRush
data. General modern
Mana134H,snapshot,
BROADCASTING.
Outstanding local
station,
staff
of 20, 50,000
metropolitan
market,
experienced,
aggressive
salesman.
Mustneedsbefuture.
high tvpe
man
interesteddising
inbackground
permanent
Merchanessential,
outstanding
sales
ability a must. Box 198H, BROADCASTING.
Top
independent
station,opening
majorformidwest
market, has
immediate
a real
salesman
who
wants to for
makecommercial
5-figure money.
Excellent
opportunity
managings.
er in smaller
market
to
double
his
earnChancesBoxfor215H.
advancement
in management good.
BROADCASTING.
1000 salesman.
watt Washington
state daytimer
top
Real producer
can be needs
sales
'.-. = r.^=er 60 r .ens Bom 234H. BROADCASTING.
Metropolitan
market forin southern
New Englandencedareasalesman.
looking
aggressive,
Salary
plus
incentive.experiWill
take
over
some
existing
accounts.
Send
resume tuand
availability.
Excellent opporn
i
t
i
e
s
f
o
r
earnings
and
advancement
with
independent
music and news station. Box
240H. BROADCASTING.
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RADIO

RADIO

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales
NBC
regional
vhf
tv has liberal
openings for men
who
want
big
territory,
no competition. Presently our commission,
sales staff
just
cannot
our ^-million-home
area. Box
260H.cover
BROADCASTING.
California, sales
KCHJ,staff.Delano. Serves 1,300.000.
Increasing
Wanted:takers
Peddler ornotpeddlers
(salesmen)Cali-—
order
apply.Contact
Central
fornia, 5,000717,need
watt.Merced.
Mutual.
Flynn, Box
California. Frank
For Top
Flightto salesman
— We need 3
men
willing
travel live
in only
protected
tories. Each Chicago
man should
withinOur200newterrimilestv
ofandAtlanta,
and
Dallas.
properties
are potential.
proven andLiberal
offer
adrawing
manradioa account
large
earning
andonlycommissions
withwitha
respected
firm.
Will
consider
men
previousa fullsales
experience
in tv orto radio.
Write
resume
with references
RichardfaloH.2, Ullman,
New York.Inc., 295 Delaware Ave., BufAnnouncers
Wanted: Staff announcer for 1000 watt eastern Ohio station
announcing. Send w/background
tape, resume ofandsports
picture.
Box 807G, BROADCASTING.
Greater
areastaff
station,
memberwithof
growing Pittsburgh
chain,
seeking
announcer
minimum
of
2
years
experience,
good employment record, goodthatpersonal
background.
QualityExcellent
operation
qualityto
work.
wages anddemands
opportunity
move up. Send
resume,BROADCASTING.
tape and photo immediately. Box 928G.
Radio-announcer,
1st rapid
phone.promotion
Excellent insal-3ary andnetwork
chance for
station
in
Reeky
Mountain
Send letter,
tape and other information. area.
Box
970G.
BROADCASTING.
Stable,
creative
announcer
with
first
phone,
or mature versatile deejay with production
spot experience.
No topwriting
40, no ability
rock 'ndesirroll.
News
gathering
butkilowatt.
secondaryand
at present
expanding
IllinoisableBonus,
Good
paysickforinleave,
competent
man.
insurance,
many
fringeence benefits.
List 143H,
age, education,
experiin detail. Box
BROADCASTING.
New south Florida station metropolitan
market needsprofessionals
3 di's. Experienced,
smooth,to
fast
only. resume!
$110 week
start.paced
Send tape, references,
Box
251H.
BROADCASTING.
Full
power
vhf
in
south
has
opening
for
radio man
ambitions. Send tape,
photo
to Boxwith259H.tv BROADCASTING.
KBUD, Athens,
seeking
mature
announcer.Texas$325.00
month.experienced,
One hour from L.A. combination man, first
ticket,
Send tape
and references
toately!Box good
1520.pay.Oxnard.
California.
ImmediExperienced
announcer
for
resort
area,
good
on
and news.
Fast operation.
Sendcommercials
tape and details
to McGregor,
KBHS,
Hot Springs. Arkansas.
Wanted,
experienced
announcerspresentation
for radiotvthatoperation
authoritative
forwith
our
to Elisells
Daniels,
KRSD,advertisers.
Rapid City,SendS.D. details

Help Wanted—
Announcers (Cont'd)
Aggressive station in midwestern market
has
opportunity Send
for alert,
gettingexcellent
young
personality.
tape, gorephoto, salary
requirements
Holston,sume,WANE.
Fort Wayne.
Indiana.to Jim
Florida
top
music
station
wants
full
time
disc personality.
full information
WDVH,
P.O. Box Send
289. tape
Gainesville,
Florida.
Announcer
with
first
phone.
No maintenance.
Permanent.
Mail
tape,
photo,
resume
to WEBY, Milton, Fla.
Immediate
opening
experienced
announcer.
Full
time
independentsomestation.
Modern
studios,
Adult
station
innewaudition,
allequipment,
America
city.salary
Nocombo.rock
and
roll. Rushments,
resume,
requireWGIL, Galesburg. Illinois.
Technical
Immediate
opening
first classaccounts
engineerin
who can also sell andfor service
mid-south.
Top pay
with growing organization. Box 255H,
BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for chief engineer for
one ofequipped
Montana's leading stations.
250 watt
RCA
main conditions.
transmitter. Good pay.withGoodalternate
working
Excellent
plan.
Contact I. medical
A. Elliot, hospital,
Manager, pension
KATL, Miles
City, Montana.
Chief engineer for light afternoon announcBern. ingN.shiftC. and maintenance. WHIT, New
Engineer-announcer,
1st phone,
accent maintenance. Al newschedule.
Gates
equipment.
MiniDoug3-4129.las,mumWKAIannounce
Radio, Macomb,Contact
Illinois.Bob Temple
Immediate
opening and
for engineer-announcer.
Staff announcing
maintenance.
Jimmy
Childress, WMSJ,
Sylva, N.C. Call
Production-Programming, Others
Needed:
Top program
director
to program
full
time
watt Must
station
medium
size
mid-west 250
market.
be ingood
morning
man,
willing
to
spend
up
to
4
hours
on
air.
An all-around
man will family
have permanent position radio
in wonderful
town.
Send plete
tape,references
date towilling
to
start
and
comBox 959G. BROADCASTING.
Ohio station needs experienced pd who
knows programming,
local and
news,program
station promotion,
commercial
production. Sendpersonal
completespothistory,
information
rephoto
past
experience,
tape,
and references. Material held confidential
and
will
be
returned.
Box
182H,
BROADCASTING.
Outstanding local
station,
of 20, 50.000
metropolitan
market
needsstaffprogram
idea
and calproduction
man.
Ability
to
develop es-loprogramming
and produceSend
programs
sential.
Future,
unlimited.
complete
background
information,
tape,
also
experienced
local news photo
man. and
Box 199H,
BROADCASTING.
Openinggoodafter
JanuaryMust1 forbe good
with
delivery.
able tonewsman
report,
write medium
and air the
news radio
in onetv ofnewsrooms.
midwest's
best
market
5NBC.
kw radio,
full
power
vhf
tv
affiliated
Guaranteed
plan oicture,
double with
time
for holidays,
etc. income
Send tape,
and
salary
required.
Box
207H,
BROADCASTING.
83

RADIO

RADIO

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Music
firm seeks
young television
man with and
musical
background
radio,
vertisingandagencymusic
contacts
for exploitation.
purpose ad-of
popular
standard
catalog
Write
Box 219H, BROADCASTING, stating
experience.

Situations Announcers
Wanted — ( Cont'd )
Ten years experience:
and some
and
announcing,
prefer farAM west.
Box tv163H,
BROADCASTING.
We're a deejay.set.ThatLet is,usI'mknow
an us.(uh,We'rebetteran
unbreakable
let
me aknow—
I don'tpreferably
trust the after
others)mid-if
you've
slot
open,
night. We'll air-sell
for the
you paltry
and entertain
your
listeners,
all
for
$150. Box 237H, BROADCASTING. sum of
Experienced
announcerto brush
with upfirston phone
would
like opportunity
main. No. top BROADCASTING.
40. Also have had
training
in tv. Boxtenance216H,
Experienced
St. Hard
Louisworking,
sportscaster seeks
bigger challenge.
material.
all sports. writes
Radio, owntv.
Box 218H, Play-by-play
BROADCASTING.
Cold winters—
ouch! area.
Want Newscasting
position in speLos
Angeles,
ciweekly.
alistCalifornia
of highestSixquality.
Present salary
$130.00
years
experience.
commercialBoxproblems.
Age 26, married, twoNo
children.
224H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, mature. Sales minded. Good reOperate board. Cooperative.latedBox background.
225H, BROADCASTING.
Spirituals-folk
music
specialist.
back. Staf announcer.
Versatile.GoodCooperative. Boxground227H,
BROADCASTING.
Negro deejay,
smooth References.
patter, smartTape.
produchandle controls.
Box
228H, tion;
BROADCASTING.
Announcer.
Modern
sound.
Experienced.
Styled
for California,
Washington
Philadelphia.
Box 229H,Boston,
BROADCASTING.

RADIO

Grantham School of Electronics specializes in
F.C.C. license preparation, teaching you either
by correspondence or in resident classes. Correspondence training is conducted from Washington, Hollywood, and Seattle; also, resident
DAY and EVENING classes are held in all
three cities. Regardless of whether you enroll
by correspondence or in a resident class, we
train you quickly and well — NO previous
training required. A beginner may qualify
for
first class F.C.C. license in as little as
twelvehis weeks.
Our FREE booklet. Careers in Electronics,
gives complete details of our training — either
home study or resident classes. This booklet
tells how we prepare you, quickly, to pass
F.C.C. examinations. For your free copy of
this booklet, clip the coupon below and mail it
to the Grantham School nearest you.
WASHINGTON Grantham Sch001 °' Electronics
Dp
-19th Street,
■ U. 821
Wachincrtnn
E n N.W.
P
HOLLYWOOD
School Avenue
of Electronics
nmi ir Grantham
1505 N. Western
UMLir. Hollywood 27, California
SEATTLE Grantham School of Electronics
street n
408 Marion
U Seattle
«WAQ
Aon.
4, Washingto
MAIL TO SCHOOL NEAREST YOU
.GRANTHAM SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS

□ Home Study, Q Resident Classes
94

Situations Wanted
Experienced
young
man, and
currently
running
vast highlyservice
successful
varied
music
production
blanketing
entire broadcasting
industry
for
large
corporation.
Seek-diingrectoropportunity
as
music
and
program
with possibility
ofandbusiness
affiliation.
Wide cialnational
credits
proven
commerknowhow. Box 177H, BROADCASTING.
Management
Sales manager-general
15 national.
years in
radio
station
sales,
local,manager.
regional,
Thorough
knowledge
all
phases
operation.
radio industry station
references. Box Highest
701G. BROADCASTING.
Manager.
Thoroughly
experienced
legman
type cept
manager.
conleading
toGood
good imagination
volume of and
business.
Box 195H,
BROADCASTING.
Small ormarket
managerpreferred.
or sales Box
manager.
South
southerners
197H,
BROADCASTING.
Hard
hitting,
aggressive
sales
and
program
mindedtan market
generalof over
manager
of 5 kw would
metropoli\'2sizemillion
considermanager
change to same
ormanager
larger market
in sales
or
general
capac-of
ity.
Have
came
up
through
the
ranks
announcing,
programming,
farm
service
anwriting,
excellent
year record
radio 235H,
andandtvBROADCASTING.
sales.
Prefer9 upper
midwest.of
Box
Broadcast
executive
due
sale.
Extremely
able, available
capable
with to20station
years
experience,
including
sales and
manager,
general
manager
in
radio
television,
medium
and
metropolitan
markets.
Top
references,
married,
college
graduate,
age
42. Replies
confidential. Resume available.
Box
243H, BROADCASTING.
Have
contract
book,
will prefer
travel, sales
to station
with best
Producer,
ager family,
job,offer!
previous
experience
as mansuch.
Young,
sincere,
good
references.
Box 244H, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager,
professional allradiophases
advertissalesman.good
Experienced
local
radio.ingquire
Desire
job, top organization.
Resubstantial
compensation.
Good
references,
experience
includes
sales
manager,
i 245H,
promotion
manager. Under 30, family. Box
BROADCASTING.
Sales manager
for
combination
tional, regional
assignment.
Provenlocal,
recordnaBox 250H,
BROADCASTING.
General large
manager—
Expert in formula
radio.
Wants
market
top
formula
mediumstation.
marketRunning
3V2 years.
Box 256H,station
BROADCASTING.
Manager,
experience
all phases
ofreferences.
radio. 37,13Boxyears
married
familyin man.
Best
257H, and
BROADCASTING.
Sales
Experienced
salesman—announcing,
background congenial
14 years
sales management,
worker.
Box 222H, BROADCASTING.
Good work.
sales Versatile.
technique. Write
Prefer copy.
deal including
air
Operate
board.
Box 226H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, perienthird
class Married.
ticket, 10 Box
years 959F,
exce. A-l voice.
BROADCASTING.
Sports ball.announcer
basketball,
footExcellent
voice,
finest baseball,
of references.
Box 547G,
BROADCASTING.

230H, BROADCASTING.
Women's
— announcer-writer-director, goodprograms
general
Cooperative
versatile.
Box
231H,background.
BROADCASTING.
Girl-dj
Run own board. pubCan
sell
too. announcer.
Eager,
promotion.capable—
Steady, production,
no bad habits
Box 232H,licity,BROADCASTING.
Unusual,
PerfectBoxnight233H,o>all
nite. relaxed
News, delivery.
experienced.
BROADCASTING
Ten years, solid references. Veteran with
college. All phases
announcing.
Finest work.
probackground.
Prefer night
Box 236H, fessional
BROADCASTING.
Personalitycellentdjnews— and
imaginative
performer
— excommercial
ING.
Friendly
makesBoxlisteners
friends.delivery.
$8000.
No sign-on,styleplease.
238H, BROADCASTAvailable now. 5 years experience. DJ, news,
sports. Play-by-play. Married. Box 239H,
BROADCASTING.
Have 1 reyear
experience
as dj 21,anddraft
news free.
dictor, wil travel.
Married,
Good
ING. reference. Box 241H, BROADCASTGospel programs,Capable
announcer/producer.
background.
commercial Good
staff
duties.
Box 247H, BROADCASTING.
News-special events-plus. Announcer-proBROADCASTING.ducer-writer. Radio and tv. Box 248H.
Announcer.
fourteen
years experience instation.
theNearly
midwest,
nine
at thein
present
Would
like established
toyears
relocate
the midwest
at
a
large
well
station. Thirty-one
yearsPresent
old, family
exreferences.
salaryman,$6500.
Box 252H,cellent
BROADCASTING.
staff
announcer.
Play-by-play
pdSports
six and
years dependable,
experience,
graduate.no
24,
married,
topcollege
references,
habits,
prefer
south.
Charles
Phillips,
1314
Bihlman
Drive,
Portsmouth,
Ohio.
Phone
EL 3-6905.
BROADCASTING, January 5, 1959

RADIO
TELEVISION
FOR SALE
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd) Help Wanted — (Cont'd) Stations — (Cont'd)
Southwestern
single staAnnouncers
Production-Programming, Others
tion market. 500Overwatt500daytimer,
retail businesses;
equipment
only owner-manager.
two years old. Excellent
opportunitv
for
S40.000
cash
Commercial
artist-copywriter
needed
by
Several tinuity,
yearsengineering,
experience
in
news,
conmusic
library,
announcrapidlyket.growing
vhf inof new
southern
mar- for quick sale. Box 266H, BROADCASTING.
ing
and
office
boy
work.
Some
college,
Send
samples
work.
Box
262H.
strong
in looking
news, commercials
and Box
dj work,
KCHS, Truth-or-Consequences, New Mexico
but stillIndiana.
for experience.
663. BROADCASTING.
now
for sale
S47.000.Sl.OOO
Bet per
this won't Box
last
Gary,
all year
goingat down
Creative pedirector
for
expanding
vhf.
Ex351,
Truth-or-Consequences,
New week.
Mexico.
r
i
e
n
c
e
i
n
programming,
film
and
continPolitician
wants
announcer-sales
combo;
uity.tisersTopandlevel
job. Will
work withprogramadver- Southeast monopoly market, newspapers
young,
college,plus,
graduate
school,
salesmen
inCedar
building
personality
likesBoxbroadcasting
everyone,
excellent
radio station, S150.00O, terms. Chapming for KCRG-TV,
Rapids,
Iowa. and 55^
dresser, reply:
P.O.
1732, Boston
5, State salary
requirements.
Write
Redd
GardMass.
ta, Ga.man Company, 1182 West Peachtree, Atlanner, General Manager.
Will workWill tolocate
please.anywhere.
Run own board. resume.
Versa- Promotion assistant with some experience Redding, ticularsCalifornia
250 w 1095
full Market
time. ForStreet,
parwrite: Kal
Lines,
for
KCRG-TV,
Cedar
Rapids. Iowa.
State San Francisco,
Augie tile.Ronald.
6044 S. Knox. Tape,
Chicago.
California.
starting
salary
and
background
in
reply.
Unusual
to really
learn promo- Mid Atlantic state metropolitan market,
Technical
andopportunity
publicity
for stable
Chapman
Company,
Write tionRedd
Gardner,work
General
Manager.person. S275.000,
Avenue ofterms.
Americas,
New York,
N. Y. 1270
Engineerlocate ten
years experience
desiresbut toconresoon. Prefer
south or west,
Norman
&
Norman,
Inc.,
510
Security
Bldg.,
TELEVISION
elsewhere. Prefer chief's position. Box
Davenport.
Iowa.
Sales,andpurchases,
264H, sider
BROADCASTING.
als, handle
with
care
discretion.appraisExperienced.
Former
radio
and
television
owners
Experienced engineer-announcer, mainteand operators.
Situations Wanted
ING. nance, new sound. Box 265H, BROADCASTGreat Plains
state
mediumChapman
market, 8203,000,
$60,000
payment.
Management
1182 WestdownPeachtree,
Atlanta, Ga. Company.
Production-Programming, Others
Station manager. Will guarantee increased
now andfor tvourbuysfreethroughout
bulletin oftheoutstandNewsmanradio-newspaper
— competent reporter,
writer,
7 profits in six months plus steady 20^ profit Writeing radio
United
years
experience,
profesStates. Jack
L.
Stoll
&
Associates,
margin
or 20<~r months
increase inoverreturn
1958 for
in twelve
sional
delivery,
best
references,
college,
car,
to
twenty-one
small
lywood Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 6381 Holworking,
interested
radio
and/or
tv.
Box
percentage
or
stock
escrow
arrangement.
200H, BROADCASTING.
Over encedecade
televisionmajorexperidown station
payment willtotalbuyprices
Gulf S35.000
state
organizingsuccessful
and reorganizing
and §17,000
small S67.500.
market
small
market
stations.
Seeking
immediate
Photographer:
3
years
experience,
all
phases,
and
ChapmanGa.(2),Company,
1182 West
change
and
permanent
location
for best Peachtree,
Atlanta,
primarily
news,
age
24.
Box
220H,
BROADreasons.
Box
246H,
BROADCASTING.
CASTING.
Announcers
Radio copywriter,
11 years
dependable, male, family.
Makeradio-tv,
offer. Box
Equipment
253H, BROADCASTING.
Three 235 foot Ideco coupling
self-supporting
Tv personality. Personal interview only. transmission
units. towers,
Austin
Over 20 tions.
yearsCurrently
in twoemployed.
top northeastern
sta- lighting chokes,lines,
Box
217H.
lights.shipment
First classin condition.
BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
S10.000.
Ready
for
January.
Write
KCBQ,
San
Diego,
California.
Looking
Perhaps
but how for
abouta atrained
trained seal?
seal who
does not,
his 3 PT6-R rack-mount Magnecorders, in good
Help Wanted
operating
condition,per with
control
own
work?
Here's
a
top
notch
newsman,
who
delivers
the
goods
at
the
typwriter,
provisions.
unit,monitor
orremote
all three
for
onandthea scene
reporting,
is tops onannouncer.
the air, with
S750.00.
1-C S275.00
amtubesfrequency
complete
Sales
preferred
commercial
spare
for
S100.00.
One
Stancil
Presently
news
director
with
high
ranking
Hoffman
M-5-A
minitape
recorder,
less
batCBS outlet. Reason for making a change: Contactteries, in Ellis
good working condition,
S75.00.
New tv station hungry for capable men who low-paying
Chief for
Engineer.
It may be I'm what KMED, Medford, Feinstein,
Ore.
can sell.power.WeThis isdon'ta southern
lack prospects,
just man-af- you're lookingmarket.
vhf network
CASTING andfor.
I'll Write
tell all.Box 242H. BROAD- Standard program library. Includes comfiliate. Box 261H, BROADCASTING.
mercial and music sections, indexed catalog.
Technical
Announcers
16"
— 33Cost
rpm S1600.
unbreakable
75^ WAYE.
never
used.
First fairdiscs,offer.
Baltimore.
Staff announcer radio and tv, New York school.
Married,Have
28, first.
recently
graduated
from
tv
Willing to Seek
travel.employHave Am transmitter: Gates BC-IF 1000 watt.
state.
Able
to "hard sell"
necessary, training but need experience.
operatein-studio
as combination
man when
on radio,
threepower. years
ment in tv station or transmitter.
Box 254H. Less thancreased
some
sports reporting.
Box handle
171H. BROADCASTING.
S3.0OO old.
fob.Perfect.
WEBY, Have
Milton.inBROADCASTING.
Fla.
Tv
staff
announcer:
good
appearance
and
Generators — gasoline,andtworegulators.
units with auto-48
Production-Programming, Others
topersonality.
Don Stone.SendKTTV,pictures,
Sioux tape,
City, and
Iowa.details
kw. 240maticvac,changeover
3 phase. Other 20 kw. One
120/240
vac
single
phase.
Best
offer.
WHOO. OrProduction
manager:
8
years
radio-tv:
film,
lando, Florida.
Technical
directing,
announcing.
Currently
production
manager
small
market
tv.
Married,
30,
vet.
300G transmitter
250 watts,
Will relocate anywhere. Box 185H. kcCollins
Experienced chief engineer for midwest CBS grad.
present.
shapeonplant
with650
station. Top
salary.
Excellent
working con- BROADCASTING.
tubes.atemergency
A completeLess
7000xtals.
wattGood
ac power
ditions.
Stock
option
plan.
Administrative
for
use.
tower
lighting
chokes,
Writer-producer-director.
Practical
experiand construction
essential.educaPerunit for
and S1250.00
antenna cash
tunerandunit.
ence, local opregional.
Versatile. Co- flasher
sonal
a experience
requisite.
Include
one bundle
you Allcomein
erative. Box 249H.Creative.
BROADCASTING.
tionalinterview
background,
televisionrecord
commercial
exand gettion.it.Oklahoma
Write City.
Box 4248,
Capitol
HillForrest
Sta5-6358.
p
e
r
i
e
n
c
e
,
p
a
s
t
earnings,
and
referOkla.
or
call
ences. Box 120H, BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE
Well
established
mid-southern
vhf station
1— GE 10 watt fm educational channel (89.1
has excellent
opening
for licensed
mcl ingbroadcast
transmitter
includingcondition,
matchcomplete
resumevideo
and enreStations
pedestal cabinet
base.
Superb
centgineer.
photo.PleaseBoxsend172H,
BROADCASTING.
used
approximately
4 months,
has 1439
been W.in
7-3993.
storage.
S950.OO.
Audex
Company.
True : TopcashAlabama
stationsale.in Own
excellent
area. Lake St., Minneapolis 8, Minnesota. TAylbr
Televisionoperational
transmitterandengineer,
first class
for quick
six Good
acres
license,
maintenance
ex- S95.000
city land,
equipment
and Owners
buildings.
perience
withright
RCAman.transmitter
essential.
billing.
250
watt
fulltime.
separatPower
supplies,100A.220V.,Contactors,
3PH., 50/60
AC/
Top
salary
to
Give
full
details
of
ing. Box 131H, BROADCASTING.
experience. Box 202H, BROADCASTING.
overloads,
6 tapscy..
3750V.
toDC 8250V.
DC. AT 3.45A; transformer
30KVA.
Pacific
northwest
1000
w
daytimer
with
c.p.
Television
transmitteroperations
supervisorandto maintake for
6 rectifiers,
full-wave:Water
brandcirculanew,
5000population
w. Attractive
cityGrossing
of 33,000. S70.0OO
Tradinga 40C,
overseas
packed, complete.
charge oftenance opersonnel,
area
100,000.
tors. HF transmitters
10, 15 & Belling
40KW., Elecnew
f RCA start
TT25BLS125 transmitter.
Great
year.
Real estate
with included.
excellent Down
studio payand and
used.
Bargains.
George
Lakes
location,
per
week.
Write
transmitter
facilities
tronics. 7 0 West Grand Ave., Oakland
ment of $24,000 will handle. Box 258H,
Box 203H,
BROADCASTING, including com- BROADCASTING.
plete qualifications.
Calif.
85
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FOR SALE
Equipment — (Cont'd)
Commercial
new W.E.,
or replacement crystalscrystals
for RCA,andGates,
Bliley
and crystals.
J-K holders,
regrlnding,
repair,
etc. BC604
Also
am
monitor
service.
Nationwide
unsolicited
testimonials
praise
our
products
fast service.
Co. Box 31,andTemple,
Texas. Eidson Electronic
Magnecorders
: PT6J8A,Walter
PT6AH,Hoffman,
PT6-R, 511
814
etc.,
South specify
5th Street,fully.
Las Vegas, Nevada.
Television,
We
manufacture
the
most
widely monitors.
accepted
monitors
in broadcast
and
industrial
applications.
Delivered
under
several trade names. Tilted front, plug-in
construction.
8"— $195.00,
$215.00,
$219.00.
Miratel,14"—Inc.,
1080 17"—
Dionne St.,21"—
St. $259.00.
Paul, Minn.
WANTED TO BUY
Stations
Smallfer fulltime,
or medium
market station,
cp. Prewill consider
daytime.orandLocation
open.
down and
payment
terms
desiredReasonable
by
experienced
responsible
erator. Box 841G, BROADCASTING. opAM
radio ofstation
frequency,
1 top
kw
or more
power low-band
covering
onedetails,
of theprice,
U.S.
15 markets.
Send
fullAll
coverage,
power
and
assets.
information
will
be held in strict confidence. Box 160H,
BROADCASTING.
Equipment
Westerntables,Electric
consoles
microphones
and whatmodel
have 23,
you. turnBox
736G, BROADCASTING.
DuMont mitterfm 1000/2000.
exciterWanttypecameras,
5067B fortransmittransters,transmitters.
studio-terminal
equipment.
Also
want
am-fm
Box
113H,
BROADCASTING.
Fm broadcast
transmitter,
1 to 2 condition,
kw. Also,
monitor,
antenna.
type
and cables,
price. Russ
Reid, State
KGDN, Seattle
33, Washington.
Cash paid for kilowatt
fm transmitter,
eight
bay
monitors.
Rush details.
KMHT,antenna,
Marshall,and Texas.
Remotematicamplifier,
recorders,
autolevel tape
amplifier,
fm monitor.
WHCI-FM, program
Hartford
City,
Indiana.
Tube
checker,
noiseWrite
and
distortion
meter,signal
good generator,
condition only.
to G. L.mont. GiveMarcotte,
WSKI,
Montpelier,
Vermake, age, price.
Magnecorders.
State original cost, condition
and
price.
Suite
Las Vegas, Nevada.2, 511 South 5th Street,
Transmitter,plus500 other
or 500/1000
w. high-levelmodulated,
equipment.
Send
plete details.
Desert Hollywood,
Broadcasting,
4150 comArch
Dr., Apt.
22, North
Calif.
Wanted
—
3
or
5
kw
used
fm
transmitter,
fm
antenna,
frequency
monitor,
modulation
monitor.
Must
be in Central
good
condition.
Contact
Arthur
Prosper,
Missouri
State
College, Warrensburg, Missouri.
INSTRUCTION
F.C.C. firstpondence orphone
preparation
by schools
corresresident
classes.
Our
are
located
inin Washington,
Hollywood,
and
Seattle.
For details,
write: Grantham
School,
Desk ton, 2.D. C.821— 19th Street, N. W„ WashingFCC firstanteedphone
in six weeks.
Guarinstructionlicense
by master
teacher.Elkins
G.I.
approved.
Phone
FLeetwood
2-2733.
Radio
Dallas, License
Texas. School. 3605 Regent Drive,
Since 1946. The 5original
course Reservations
for FCC 1st
phone
tonow6 weeks.
required.license,
Enrolling
for 24,classes
starting
January
7,
March
4,
June
Sept.
2, and
and
Oct. 28. Forwrite
information,
references
reservations
William
B.
Ogden
Radio
Operational
Engineering
School,
1150
West
Olive Avenue, Burbank, California.

MISCELLANEOUS
Bingo
Time
U.S.A.
printers
of personalized
bingoper adcards
for
radio,1025
television
or newspapromotions.
Lincoln Street,
Denver 3, Colorado.
RADIO
Help Wanted
Announcers
MORNING MAN
WANTED
We're
looking
for theshift.
rightHeD.J.mustto
handle our morning
have some experience on the morning
trick at a small station and be bright
and imaginative. If he can also handle
our P.D. job so much the better. Salary,
depending on his ability and experience, can't be tremendous to start but
there's
of room
man
in our lots
growing
chainfor ofthe 3 right
stations.
Reply
with resume
and references
to: of past experience
Harry D.Manager
Peck
General
Radio Station KODY
North Platte, Nebraska
Technical
Mr. Electronic
Engineer
You May Have
the qualifications which could make you
a vital part of our expanding R/D staff.
Your choice with one of the nation's leading electronic manufacturers in any one
of these fields.
• Transistor
Circuits
SSB
•
•
•
»

Phasor and RF Network
High Power Transmitters
Fatigue Amplifiers
Electro-mechanical
Contact
N. L. Jochem, Director of Engineering
Box P-3
GATES RADIO COMPANY
Quincy, Illinois
A subsidiary of
Harris-lntertype Corporation

TELEVISION
Help Wanted
Sales
EXPERIENCED
TV FILM SALESMAN
WANTED
Leading film company needs man to
cover Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky. Applicant
must be familiar with territory and live
in it. Portfolio of news shows and reruns.
Draw plus expenses. Send resume.
Box 223H, BROADCASTING
FOR SALE
Stations
THE PIONEER
OF TELEVISION AND RADIOFIRMMANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS1946
ESTABLISHED
NEGOTIATIONS MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736Washington
Wisconsin 7,Av«.,D. C.N.W.
Equipment
15% of original cost ($65,000 & $240,000) will buy two DuMont uhf tv transand in available.
like-new condition. mitters,
Other tvcomplete
equipment
Send
us your requirements.
Lehigh Machinery Co., Allsntown, Pa.
INSTRUCTION
SELECTED
ANNOUNCERS
AVAILABLE
Trained, reliable men and women,
graduates of the Detroit School of
Announcing and Speech are interested in acquiring
experience.audition
Comincluding
tapesfindplete
senttheinformation
onrightrequest.
Letyourus staff.
help
you
man
for
There
Write is no charge for this service.
DETROIT SCHOOL
of
ANNOUNCING AND SPEECH
138 Duffield, Detroit 1, Mich.
Dollar for Dollar
you can't beat a classified
ad in getting top-flight personnel.
BROADCASTING, January 5, 1959

Corp..
extension
time to South
Jan.
7,Miami,
1959,intoFla.,
file for
responses
to fol-of
lowing
pleadings
Miami-Perrine-South
eh. Amusement
6 proceeding:Co. (1)to dismiss
Motion
byMiami,
SouthFla.,
Florida
application
of Coral;
(2) Petition
by Southby
Florida
to
enlarge
issues;
(3)
Petition
South Florida
issuesistolegally
determine
whether
Publixto enlarge
Tele. Corp.
and
financially
qualified
to (4construct
andby operate
its
proposed
station;
J
Petition
Publix
tois enlarge
issues
to
determine
whether
Coral
financially
technically
qualified
to
construct
and and
operate
its proposed
station,
and
(5)
Petition
by
Coral
to
enlarge
issues
tofinancially
determine qualified
whether and
Publixwhether
is legallySouth
and
Florida
is financially
qualified
to construct
andGranted
operate
their
proposed
stations.
petition
by The Conn.,
Bridgeport
Bcstg.
Co. (WICC).
extensitoinonsoftotime
toBridgeport,
Jan. 12,in1959,
to for
file excepinitial
decision
proceeding
on its
am application.
By Hearing Examiner
Charles
J.
Frederick
on dates shown
proceedingCocoa,
on application
of Closed
Irving record
Braun iniWEZY),
Fla., after
receiving
admitting
evidence
sion of hisandExhibit
No. 1.into
Action
Dec. 19.reviRescheduled hearing scheduled for 9 a.m.,
Jan. ing12,on amto application
10 a.m. on same
date inG. proceedof Kenneth
Prather
and Misha
Dec.
24. S. Prather, Boulder, Colo. Action
By Hearing Examiner
Sharfman
on Dec. Herbert
29
Scheduled
prehearing
conference
for Jan.
12. 1959,
at 11 a.m.,
application
Jack
L. Goodsitt
(WTOonJ),amTomah,
Wis. of
By Hearing Examiner
A. Honig
on Dec. Isadore
24
Granted
joint
motion
by
all
parties
(except hearing
Broadcastconference
Bureau)
to postponeon prein proceeding
am
application
of
The
Tobacco
Valley
Bcstg.
Co.,
Windsor,
scheduled
for Conn.;
Jan. 5 postponed
to date to conference
be set by
subsequent
order of onexaminer
pending
acby Commission
application
of Telecolor tionCorp.,
party respondent.

By Hearing Examiner
on Dec. 24H. Gifford Irion
Continued
hearing
from Jan. of15 Tucumcari
to Jan. 28
inTelevision
proceeding on application
in San Jon,Co.,N.M.for new tv translator station
By Hearing Examiner
on Dec.Annie
23 Neal Huntting
Ordered
that
transcript
hearingis shall
be deemed corrected if no ofobjection
filed
within period specified in proceeding on am
application
bury, Md. of Beacon Bcstg. Corp., SalisBy Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde on Dec. 23
Dismissed petitions by Valley Telecasting
Co. (WFRV-TV,
ch.ch.5) 2),and both
Norbertine Fathersto (WBAY-TV,
Bay,
Wis.,
enlarge issues
andMarinette,
by M Green
& MWis.,Bcstg.
Co.
(WMBV-TV,
ch.
11),
for
expedited
consideration
and
establishment
ofCommission
fixed and consideration
expedited schedule
for finalof
of
application
M & M to move trans, site, increase ant.
height
drawn. and ERP; petitions have been withBcstg.
Co.,Granted
Hamden,petition
Conn.,by forEastern
furtherStatesextension
of time to seek review of adverse rulings of
hearing cexaminer
Feb. 23, 1959,
e ding on its am toapplication,
et al.in proGrantedtension of petition
by WKAT
time to Jan.
14, 1959,Inc.to for
file exexceptions to presiding
officer's
initial decis
i
o
n
i
n
Miami,
Fla.,
tv
ch.
10
proceeding.
Grantedcounsel
petitionforby extension
Broadcast Bureau
and
general
Dec.
23 tofor fileleavereplies
to application
petitionof bytime
Elzeycpto
Roberts
to
file
for
for
new tv and
station to relief.
operate on ch. 10,
Miami,
GrantedFla.,Chester,
petitionotherPa.,
by James
M. Tisdaleof
(WVCH),
extension
time to Jan. 2, 1959, to for
file opposition
to
petition
Huntington-Montauk
Co.
(WGSM), byDeer
Park, L.I., N.Y., forBcstg.
rehearing in proceeding
on latter's am application.
Granted
Bureauto file
for
extension
ofpetition
time byto Broadcast
Jan. 6, 1959,
pleading
in
reply
to petition
to enlarge issues byto opposition
Fisher Bcstg.
Co., in

LAWRENCE

B.

proceeding
on itsonapplication
new tv Ore.,
stach. 2 in for
Portland,
et al. tion to operate
Granted
petition
by
Broadcast
Bureau
for
extension
of timeto toDec.file 24exceptions
and14, rereply exceptions
andam Jan.
s
p
e
c
t
i
v
e
l
y
,
i
n
proceeding
on
application
of Town and Country Radio Inc., Rockford,
111.
By Hearing Examiner
Sharfman
on Dec. Herbert
23
Cancelled
conference
scheduledtion forof WKOX
Dec.prehearing
29 Inc.,
in proceeding
on
applicaFramingham, Mass. for fm facilities in
By Hearing Examiner
on Dec. 23H. Gifford Irion
Granted ofrequest
extension
time byfromBroadcast
Dec. 30Bureau
to Jan.for6
toam fileapplications
proposed offindings
in
proceeding
on
Geneva, 111., et al. Fox Valley Bcstg. Co.,
By Chief
Hearing
Examiner
James
D.
Cunningham on date shown
Scheduled
followingof proceedings:
Jan.(WTOJ),
21for amhearing
application
JackDec.L.
Goodsitt
Tomah,
Wis. Action
18.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond on Dec. 22
Television
Co.
forGranted
leave topetition
amend byitsCoastal
application
for new
tv stationleans, La.,to tooperate
on
ch.
12
in
New
Ormakethatsubstitution
partners comprising
company. among
By Hearing Examiner
on Dec.Forest
22 L. McClenning
prehearing conference
for Jan.
12 Scheduled
in proceeding
application
Banos
Bcstg. Co., onLos amBanos,
Calif. of Los
By Hearing Examiner
Sharfman
on Dec. Herbert
22
Granted
petition
by
Harvard
Radio
Bcstg.
Co.
(WHRB-FM),
Cambridge,
Mass.,
for
leave
toinamend
its105.5
application
to specify
95.3
mc
lieu
of
mc,
and
application
asretained
amendedin ishearing
removed status
from hearing
status;
of
WKOX
for mcnewin Class
B application
fm station
operate Inc.,
on 105.7
Framingham,
Mass. to

TAYLOR,

INC.

Consultants, Analysts and Systems Planners
in the field of Automation for business and industry
announce the establishment of a specialized
BROADCASTING

DIVISION

under the direction of veteran broadcasting executive
J. G.

(Gil)

Paltridge

The services offered Station Management by the Broadcasting
Division include consultation, analysis, planning and supervision
of automational procedures in Traffic, Accounting, Scheduling,
Logging and Technical Operations.
Lawrence B. Taylor, Inc.

Lawrence B. Taylor, President

National Headquarters • 1247 Howard Avenue • Burlingame, California
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or

not

Florida's population gains continue to
ie of last winter's hottest news sto- group. Forty -five percent are in the
s was the cold spell in Florida. Just 18 to 44 age group. Twenty-one percent are 45 to 64. Only seven percent
aut every one learned it was the state's
are 65 years and over. Florida is growtgest
"cold
snap"
in
43
years.
Prertions were many that the effect
ing with young families and with an
uld seriously cut the flow of new active earning and spending population that is building a prosperous maridents and set back Florida's rapidly
ket for goods and services.
sanding economy. But what hapled? People kept right on coming at
Add to these significant numbers
ate of over 18 thousand per month. the 8 million-plus tourists who visit
Florida yearly and you have an idea
year-in,
nFlorida's
growth was
not year-out
curtailed. populaIt still of its broad economic base. Four and
is on. Despite record cold weather a half million resident Floridians with
i its widespread publicity some per-capita incomes topping all other
5,000 people moved here in 1958. A southeastern states, plus the additional
n in one year equal to the popula- buying power of one billion, three hunn of Spokane or Youngstown.
dred million tourist dollars per year.
Not all of these new residents are The total is making Florida's retail
irees either. Far from it. Twenty- sales volume grow even faster than its
en percent are in the under-18 age population— $5 billion, 900 million in

YEAR

'ROUND

make good news
1957, according to Sales Management
figures. A 29% jump in 2 years. Preliminary figures for 1958 show retail
sales well ahead of 1957.
Last winter the big news from Florida was cold weather. But the good
news was its continuing dynamic economic expansion. One that even a 43-year
record cold spell did not unbalance.
For news of prime interest to the
millions still looking toward Florida —
for vacations, for living, for business
and investment — it will pay you to
keep an eye on its progress. For factual
details on any aspect of Florida economy, simply write:
State of Florida Development Commission
515-S Caldwell Building
Tallahassee, Florida

LAND

OF

GOOD

LIVING

OUR

RESPECTS

Henry

TO . . .

Miner

Schachte

Of an early winter evening the view
from
Henry
Schachte's
on thein
21st floor
of Lever
House office
is striking
its beauty. The lights of the RCA
Bldg. off to the right, the Empire State
Bldg. sequined in the distance, Grand
Central Terminal ahead and, if the expression may be pardoned in Lever
House, the Colgate-Palmolive Bldg.
down the street — all these add up to
one of the most spectacular views in
nighttime New York.
But the scenery, much as he enjoys
it, is not the reason Henry Schachte
may be found so often in his office after
nightfall. The fact is that he likes to
work. It often brings him to the office
early,
not before
— hebefore
isn't
that much
addictedthetosunworkis —up but
many occupants have arrived in the
buildings he looks out on.
Mr. Schachte is advertising vice president of Lever Bros., and as such presides over an advertising budget of more
than $80 million a year, of which an
estimated 75 to 80% is spent in television. He currently is serving also as
chairman of the board of the Assn. of
National Advertisers, a post to which he
rose last November after several years
in a variety of important board and
committee assignments. These, hinting
the range of his personal and professional interests, have included the radiotv committee, the magazine committee,
the advertising research committee, the
executive and finance committee and
the advertising management committee.
Against this sort of background there
seems little reason to argue — or belabor
— the point that he likes to work.
Adman's Beginning • Henry Miner
Schachte was born 46 years ago next
Monday, on Jan. 12, 1913, in Pittsfield, Mass., the son of William and
Susie Schachte. His father was an electrical engineer at General Electric Co.,
and after school — Williams College,
class of 1935 — young Henry went to
GE,
line. too, though not in the electrical
He started as an industrial copywriter, first at the Pittsfield plant and
later in the advertising department in
Schenectady. He won the transfer not
because of any industrial copy he
turned in, but through what might be
termed social copy. He was asked to
write a notice for a cocktail party,
which happened to be on top of the incoming pile within view of a visiting ad-

vertising executive from Schenectady.
The visiting executive liked it and arranged his transfer.
This was about 1938, and from industrial copy he moved into corporate
advertising, becoming manager of general corporate advertising before he left
in 1942.
When he left, it was to go to Young
& Rubicam as a copywriter on the
Westinghouse Electric Co. account. A
month later Y&R gave up Westinghouse
and took back General Electric — but a
rule of the shop was that no one who
had worked on Westinghouse could
work on GE. This left him, or so he
feared, out of a job after only a month
at Y&R. The dilemma was solved, however, with his transfer to the contact
department, where he rose to account
executive on the Borden Co. account.
Agency to Account • Two years later,
in 1945, he moved over to Borden as
assistant to the director of advertising,
subsequently becoming director of the
department. He left this post in 1953 to
join Bryan Houston agency as senior
vice president, leaving in June 1955 to
become Lever Bros.' advertising vice
president. Less than a year later he was
elected to the Lever board of directors.
As Lever's advertising vice president,
Mr. Schachte performs two basic functions: (1) he is consultant to the general
management and the marketing divisions of the company; (2) he has administrative responsibility for the
media, promotion, packaging, public
relations and marketing research departments.
Mr. Schachte has been in ANA for
14 years, during which time he has run
up a record which seems to justify the
philosophy he expressed when asked to
define his objectives as ANA chairman. "What you do in ANA," he says,
"is not donebutduring
year ofas
chairman,
over ayourlongoneperiod
membership."
He does have some general areas that
he is exploring with the thought that
specific programs may be worked out
to improve them. One of these is creativity, an intangible whose importance
he
feels has been
submerged
in ANA's
concentration
on such
other fields,
however important, as marketing and advertising management.
Need for Creativity • The growth of
advertising and especially television, he
points out, makes it "much harder to be

Lever's tv-minded
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ad boss

is now

a good student of creative advertising
today that it has ever been" — and this
at a time when "it has never been more
important to be a good student of it."
It is ANA's
obligation
to promote resultful
advertising,
he notes.
If ANA should turn out a study of
creativity even approaching the magnitude of its recently completed work on
advertising management which was conducted under the chairmanship of Mr.
Schachte, it could become known as
the definitive job to date. The advertising management studies, in preparation for three years at a cost of $200,000, produced a series of seven guidebooks which many experts regard as the
greatest step ever taken toward more
effective advertising.
Mr. Schachte was married in 1933 to
Marie Hill of his native Pittsfield. They
have four children: Peter, 24, a senior
at Emerson College in Boston, where he
is studying television; Judy, 22, who is
married to Gary Malkin and lives at
Weston, Conn.; Henry Jr., 21, a student
at the Rhode Island School of Design,
and Susan, 17, in Marymount Academy
at Tarrytown, N. Y.
The Schachtes have a home at
Weston, Conn., where they spend their
weekends, and an apartment in New
York, near his office, for weekdays.
Mr. Schachte's hobby is reading, especially history, and he also is a member
of the Fairfield Hunt Club in Connecticut and the Williams College Club. In
addition to his ANA activities, which
have included representation on the
Advertising Research Foundation board
for three years, vice chairmanship of
ARF for one year and chairman for
one, hevisionserved
as radio-telechairman last
of theyearnational
United
Community campaign.

chairman

of the ANA
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EDITORIALS
Searching for 'the answer'
THOUGHTFUL (and sometimes desperate) radio broadcasters have been looking for "the answer" ever since
television -arose to chill their spines 10 years ago. What sort
of programming, they wanted to know, will hold audiences
and keep sponsors happy against the glamor of tv?
In the intervening decade most of the panic has disappeared, for radio has proved indestructible — to a great
extent because not one but many answers to the programming question have been found and put to work.
The latest large-scale search for answers has just been
completed. This is a depth study commissioned by KPRC
Houston and conducted by the Institute for Motivational
Research. The findings, reported elsewhere in these pages,
give what IMR officials regard as a strong clue to the
kind of programming — in short, the kind of station — that
radio listeners want to hear. What they want, says IMR,
is a combination of "the authority, reliability and the vast
resources of the network stations" and the "more informal,
perhaps less professional, but warmer, more intimate apof the
local stations."
That is proaches
whatand programming
IMR researchers
foundsmaller
in Houston.
Whether
they would find the same desires in Albuquerque or Pocatello
or Chicago we do not profess to know. IMR officials think
they would. But in many ways this is less significant than
the attitude behind the study — the station's desire to find
out how it can serve its public better, backed by a willingness to spend what must have been a substantial sum to
get this information.
This is a notable but by no means isolated example of
radio's continuing effort to improve itself by improving its
service to its audiences. The search for "the answer" has
been conducted by many stations in many ways. And at the
network level, CBS Radio just this week is putting into
effect what it regards as its own answer, the "Program
Consolidation
Plan,"in just
as other networks have devised
different solutions
the past.
Broadcasters must continually re-examine programs and
audiences to make sure they are in tune with each other.
KPRC has made a significant contribution, not only by
adding to basic radio research but also by calling attention,
through its example, to this need for constant reappraisal
and improvement. Constantly beset as we are by claims of
supremacy, even incomparability, we cheerfully add a special
commendation to KPRC for its having released the findings
unexpurgated when in fact it could hardly be pleased, competitively, with some of them.
Oversight overtones
AFTER the gyrations and bombast which animated the
, investigations of the House Oversight Subcommittee
during the past year, it comes as no surprise to find that
the report to Congress of the Committee's majority embodies amixture
of good, indifferent and preposterous legislative
recommendations.
Those who had hoped that the subcommittee would recom end its own demise are obviously disappointed. The
majority wants the work to continue, and asks for additional funds, though the Oversight unit itself might not
be continued. By whatever name it may be called, it would
still be objectionable if it continued its reckless course of
admitting hearsay testimony and of permitting reputations
to be besmirched without proper opportunity for rebuttal.
It was to be expected the majority would go all out
against ex parte contacts. Practitioners and applicants, as
well as Congressmen, should know such practices are im90

proper and from
unethical,
but they won't
end untilandpolitics
are
eliminated
administrative
government
commissioners are appointed for longer tenures.
All to the good are the majority recommendations that
direct and indirect pay-offs (strike applications) be prohibited; that the artificial barrier between the FCC and its
staff be eliminated; that decisions on motions be issued in
60 days to end hinder-and-delay tactics and that the FCC
show greater consistency in the application of its criteria
in deciding cases. There is merit too in the recommendation
that the chairman be selected by the FCC itself, although
we
threehaveyears.misgivings about limiting the chairman's term to
In the area of the preposterous is the proposal that FCC
approval must be obtained before anyone can negotiate
to purchase an existing station and that hearings must
automatically be held. This is even more untenable than
the old Avco procedure, whereby facilities would go to the
highest and best qualified bidder. After a trial period,
this provision was repealed in 1952 upon insistence of the
FCC, licensees and Congress too.
On the one hand, the majority proposes to eliminate red
tape and paper work, and then, in its transfer proposal, it
would add infinitely more. An automatic hearing on transfer alone, without regard to the FCC's prior approval to
negotiate, would mean perhaps a two-year delay in each
instance. Consider the social and economic changes likely
to occur in a two year span. This provision, if adopted,
would probably discourage transfers to the point of freezing
ownerships.
The majority is to be commended on one conclusion.
It flatly rejected a proposal that television programming
be investigated, properly concluding that this invaded forbidden areas and constituted censorship.
The majority report should be appraised in proper legislative juxtaposition. It is a report of a subcommittee to the
full Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee. The chairman of both is Oren Harris (D.-Ark.). Before there can be
action, legislative hearings must be held. We have no doubt
that many — probably most — of the Oversight Committee
recommendations will be washed out. Those that are wholesome and in the interest of better administration and better
regulation, should be adopted.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"Put a dress on her. His first tv fight comes up Friday."
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The greatest ZOOMAR ever
built— three fast ranges
2VV to 16 at f /3.9
4 to 25 at f/5.6
6V2 " to 40 at f/.8
Completely balanced
and corrected for color
Watch the Performance of this New
ALL PURPOSE SUPER UNIVERSAL ZOOMAR
JACK A. PEGLER
President

BILL PEGLER
Sales Manager

TELEVISION ZOOMAR CORPORATION
500 FIFTH AVENUE, ROOM 2223 NEW YORK 36, NA7.
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statistics are frequently way over our head, but when it comes to our submarine series, THE SILENT SERVICE,
we get along swimmingly. Even mathemaddicts of the first water get a splash out of figures like these: Series I
NBC TELEVISION FILMS A DIVISION OF
of THE SILENT SERVICE is still churning up the seas, tying the
opposition in knots. And Series II, according to latest available ARB
Reports, is making even greater headway in America's leading markets
than Series 1-11% higher ratings, 16% greater share-of-audience!*
CNP
■ If one of these series isn't sailing for you, you're missing the boat!
California national productions, inc.
*NEW YORK, LOS ANGELES, CHICAGO, PHILADELPHIA, BOSTON, CLEVELAND, SAN FRANCISCO, PITTSBURGH, WASHINGTON, D. C, BUFFALO, SEATTLE-TACOMA, HOUSTON-GALVESTON

It

To sell Indiana,
you need both
the 2nd and 3rd
ranking markets.
NOW
ONE BUY
delivers both —
AT A 10%

in Indiana!

Advertisers anxious to gather speed in Indiana, ride double
into this lively sales place. They sweep across two major
markets — Fort Wayne and South Bend - Elkhart — on one
combination fare which saves 10%. They thus "cut the ice"
in a rich interurbia of 340,000 TV homes— bigger than T.A.'s
43rd market*. Over 1,688,000 people — more than Arizona,
Colorado or Nebraska. Effective Buying Income, nearly $3
billion — and it's yours with just one budget-saving buy!
* Survey
Sources:of Television
Age, May
May 1958.
19, 1958; Sales Management
Buying Power,
call your H™R

man now
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KRLD-TV

IS

FIRST

again!

FIRST IN AUDIENCE: ARB's latest Dallas-Fort Worth report shows that KRLD-TV dominates maudience share from sign-on Sunday morning to
Saturday night The
N.elsen Station Index (November, 1958) also shows more sign-off
TV homes watch KRLD-TV
than any other station in the Dallas-Fort Worth area!

FIRST IN POPULARITY: The latest Dallas Telepulse
15 out of the top 18 once-a-week
shows and seven of the top ten multi-weekly shows lists
- all on KRLD-TV.
FIRST IN AREA OF COVERAGE: KRLD-TV, with its low-band channel, and telecastin
g
w.th max.mum power from its tremendous tower (1,685 feet above
has the largest circulation of any station in the southern United States!average terrain)

MAXIMUM

POWER

The Branham Company, Exclusive Representative.
HERALD STATIONS
CLYDEPresident
W. REMBERT
JOHN W. RUNYON
Chairman of the Board

Cue from moviemen • Concept for
establishment of Washington association to represent all tv networks (Lead
Story, page 31) had its origin several
years ago but was brought sharply into
focus last spring in connection with
Soviet-U.S. cultural program exchange.
Networks had to deal individually while
motion picture producers were represented by Eric Johnston, president of
Motion Picture Assn. He got things accomplished; networks were at loose
ends.
PCP and integration • Though board
of directors of CBS Radio Affiliates
Assn.
endorsed network's
new Program
Consolidation
Plan (Broadcasting,
Nov. 3 ), there's no guarantee that board
members' adoption
for ownoneusemember,
will be
unanimous.
At least
Joseph K. Close of WKNE Keene,
N.H., was still undecided last Friday,
said he hoped to reach decision over
weekend as to whether to go along or
give up affiliation. Meanwhile, however,
he cleared for PCP programs last week
as new concept was put into effect, and
network officials said they were confident that acceptances, which they
pegged at 85% mark, would grow.
According to inside CBS Radio
sources, decision of WRVA, Richmond
50,000 watter, to drop its network affiliation was not basically because of objections toProgram Consolidation Plan
but
to
tone
of network's
notably
on hot integration
issue. news,
Disaffiliation
was ordered from top at Larus & Bros.
Co. which owns WRVA. WRVA-TV,
which is CBS affiliated, is controlled by
Larus & Bros. Co. but has more than
40 minority stockholders.
Briefcase packed • Richard A. Soloman, assistant FCC general counsel,
awaiting clearance for post with antitrust division, Justice Dept. Mr. Solomon is chief of litigation division of
FCC General Counsel's office.
Actions on Barrow Report • FCC this
week will give final reading to proposed
new language which would recognize
network option time as "reasonably
necessary"
(story
pageapproval
63). Commission had hoped
to give
to final
draft last Friday but absence of Comr.
Lee caused postponement. Prior vote
(Broadcasting, Jan. 5) was 4-3 in
favor of option time provision.
Other controversial provisions of
Barrow Report, subject to FCC review,
probably will be disposed of quickly.
At this writing, here's way it looks:
Status quo on multiple ownership; subBROADCASTING, January 12, 1959

closed
circuit;
stitution of "minimum-buy" in lieu of Y&R seeks 9-9:30 period for Thomas J.
"must-buy" (this is academic since CBS Lipton, would fill with Tombstone Territory (Ziv show that did well on ABCand NBC already have dropped "mustlast season). Period now flanked by
buy" and ABC-TV never had it); disal- TV
lowance of spot representation for af- Disney show and 77 Sunset Strip, both
filiated stations by networks.
up in ratings, while Man With a Camera, now occupying slot, is down and
slated
to depart in early March.
More problems • Assignment of new
members to congressional committees
will be made this week with all indica- Clear channel case • What FCC will
tions pointing to enlarged Senate com- do about duplication of half or all existing 24 clear channels likely will be held
mit e s. Ifthis comes to pass, make-up
of new Senate Commerce Committee in abeyance pending further comments
will be increased from 15 to 17 mem- from interested parties. Rather than hold
bers. This would mean 11 Democrats public hearing, it's indicated Commission isdisposed to ask for written comand 6 Republicans (old ratio: 8-7) on
ments. FCC originally had proposed
new committee, leaving three majority
and three minority openings.
duplication of 12 of existing 24 channels, making themDec.I-B's15,but1958)
last month
issued
Better measurements • New war on (Broadcasting,
ratings will be declared this week by proposed revised rulemaking whereby
Richard A. Moore, president of KTTV all 24 clears would be reduced to I-B
(TV) Los Angeles. In speech before status which would permit duplicated
Chicago Broadcast Advertising Club nighttime operation at specified sites.
15 he'llfromurgetv that
word "ratings"
beJan.stricken
vocabulary
and that
stockestate
goes of •Edward
It aplikely that when
instead of using ratings tv measure its Wherepears Noble's
audiences cumulatively to find out how J. Noble is settled, bulk of his AB-PT
many different people tune to programs stock — he was largest single shareholder
over period of month or more.
— will wind up in Edward John Noble
Foundation, which he set up in 1940
Letter from an elder • Former Sen. for educational, religious and charitable
Clarence C. Dill, Washington Democrat purposes. He owned most of outstandwho co-authored Radio Act of 1927,
ing AB-PT preferred and about 8% of
which as to its radio provisions is sub- its common, but most of common was
stantial y law today, has written FCC in name of foundation already. It's also
members supporting proposal to elim- understood that Earl E. Anderson, ABinate clear channels through duplication PT board member and trustee of foundation along with Mr. Noble, has been
(Broadcasting, Dec. 15, 1958). He
pointed out that more than 30 years selected to serve as financial director of
have passed since he first began urging foundation, which will have capital investment conservatively estimated at $20
old Radio Commission to "wipe out
these clear channels." He called them million when estate has been settled.
"tremendous
of radio facilities"
and
said oldwasteCommission
followed Manhunt • Norman E. (Pete) Cash,
theories of engineers of that period in- president of Television Bureau of Advertising, spent better part of last week
stead of "using common sense and
making a practical allotment of the in Chicago, screening candidates to
head new office in that city. Target
wavelengths."
In same letter, Mr. Dill suggested date for opening Chicago office: Feb. 1 .
FCC use "common sense judgment" and
permit local tv service to "geograph- Two ways to the farm • International
Harvester's Farm Equipment Div., far
handicappedvhfpeople"
use of ically
on-channel
boosters.through
FCC from enviously eyeing Massey-Ferguannounced (Broadcasting, Jan. 5) that son's network tv plans and other penesuch boosters are illegal and that it
tration into broadcast media (Broadwill prosecute operators who do not
casting, Jan. 5), is happy with results of
desist within 90 days.
its own highly-developed use of radio at
economical cost. IH sponsors news,
Fore and aft support • Young & Ru- market and variety programs (ranging
5 to 30 minutes) in over 100 markets.
bicam's Peter G. Levathes, who espouses Results
in terms of flexibility, audience
selective buy into network period flanked
in schedule by high-audience shows and acceptance and merchandising and follow-through for dealer sales are rethen placing program with good potential track record in the slot (also see
portedly excellent. Total annual radio
page 34), is negotiating with ABC-TV budget: $600,000. Agency: Aubrey,
on just that situation in Friday night. Finlay, Marley & Hodgson, Chicago.
5

videotape

air

o

it anytime>

The South's largest department store, Rich's of Atlanta,
is among the many taking advantage of WAGA-TV's new
Videotape facilities, for greater selling impact. For instance,
programs
taped
right in Rich's
own were
storeaired
duringon
slow
trafficwere
periods
in November;
then they
WAGA-TV at the height of the Christmas buying season . . .
when the potential was greatest and when crowds at the
store made live programming impossible.
pay you equipment,
to move to WAGA-TV,
whereandmore
movies,
moreIt'llmodern
more coverage,
moretopmerchandising add up to more selling power in 57 Georgia counties.
See your KATZ man today
WAGA-TV
AtlantaWSPD-TV
Toledo WJW-TV
ClevelandWJBK-TV
Detroit WITI-TV
Milwaukee

W-

WEEK IN BRIEF
Why they go thataway • With the move of tv commercials to film, advertisers and agencies naturally
looked toward Hollywood where there are both facili| ties and a craftsmanship gained from many years of
movie-making.
Monday Memo. That's
Page how
27. John G. Cole sums it up in

Tv networks may hire fireman • All three are talking
Mr. Cole of forming special association, with Ex-Sen. Charles
Potter in charge, to put out some of the anti-network fires burning in
Washington. Page 31.
Tv cornering on Madison Ave. • It uproots Y&R's former way of doing
business; awith
recapPeter
of tv'sLevathes,
status inchosen
the "big"to radio-tv
and Page
a special
interview
make theagency,
changes.
34.
Media-marketing team • At Cunningham & Walsh, it's felt this is where
the future
Page
35. lies. McEvoy views the integrated media-marketing concept.
And now, another merger • Latest combine is Fletcher Richards,
Calkins & Holden Inc., billing $35 million. Page 42.
Play-Doh's do re mi • Tv spot advertising and imagination converts
Cincinnati's
Page 45. ailing Kutol products into prosperous Rainbow Crafts Inc.
NBC-TV follows suit • Network's abandonment of "must-buy" for
"minimum-buy"
plan incomes
after similar
decision last month,
and goes into effect
mid-March.
Page CBS-TV
59.
RAB's new sales tool • Crop-off in newspaper penetration of homes in
retail
trading areas surrounding nation's top 50 markets is shown.
Page 60.
Tough on options • Looks like Commission will adopt tough report on
option time, but will conclude by narrow margin that it is reasonably
necessary for tv networking. Page 63.
Cox, FCC at odds • Staff report to Senate Commerce Committee maintains Commission has jurisdiction — and must exercise it— over CATV
systems and that vhf boosters should be legalized. FCC has taken opposite view on both matters. Page 64.
Rules for the sky • New Space Service under consideration by FCC;
Commission invites comments on potential allocations, running from 25
mc to 31,000 mc. Page 69.
ASCAP objectives unveiled • Radio station music license rates would
go up, doubleat inoldsomerates.
cases,Broadcasters
but society call
says inits "willing"
to takehint
one-year
extensions
Justice Dept.,
legal
action. Page 72.
Boom in culture • Millions across the nation are benefiting from school
and college courses broadcast by commercial tv stations. A depth study
of the broadcasting industry's role in modern education. Page 76.
DEPARTMENTS
AT DEADLINE
9 MONDAY MEMO
27
BROADCAST ADVERTISING
34 OPEN MIKE
18
109
CHANGING HANDS
50 OUR RESPECTS
72
CLOSED CIRCUIT
5 PROGRAMMING
39
COLORCASTING
82 RATINGS
DATEBOOK
15
10
EDITORIAL PAGE
110 WEEK'S HEADLINERS
EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING
88
FANFARE
91
FATES & FORTUNES
83
FOR THE RECORD
99
GOVERNMENT
63
LEAD STORY
31
THE MEDIA
59
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IIPOSTATHS
JUNO
PROTECTOR
OF

WIVES

JUNO (Gr.-Hera), the wife of
Jupiter, was assigned by the Greeks
the chore of looking after married
women.
she
had
muchFrankly,
time to wegivedon't
to theseejob,how busy
as she was checking out her suspicions
about Jupiter and his various amours.
No matter—
whenever
Greekaround
helpmeet found things
a bit asticky
the old homestead, she turned to Juno
with an appeal for help. Evidently
Juno'swas concern
for wives paid off, as
she
much venerated.
But Junowe can't
hold a candle
the concern
at WCKY
feel forto
housewives— Cincinnati housewives,
that is. We spend our days entertainthem withnewsgoodandmusic,
them
the inglatest
specialgiving
features,
because we know that housewives control the family purse, and spend the
major portion of family money. As a
result, WCKY has a large audience of
housewives.
'58 Nielsenis
showed that The73%Juneof July
our audience
composed of housewives, who lend an
attentive ear to sponsors' messages,
and that'sandwhyAlbers
smart sponsors
Kroger
two such
largestas
food chains here) buy (the
WCKY.
And if youyourwantproduct,
to sell
Cincinnati housewives
don't call Juno— call Tom Wefstead at
WCKY's New York office, or AM
Radio Sales in Chicago and the West
Coast, who'll show you that WCKY is
your
best buy to reach Cincinnati
housewives.

WCKY
50,000 WATTS
OF SELLING POWER
Cincinnati, Ohio
7

IHOiC
- -•
than

any

other

X&MGt- SO,000 WATTS
TULSA. OKLAHOMA
O.S
COA/TOU/Z 740 /f.C.
KANJS

Tulsa

iM6V
w

advertising

MO,

ARK.

medium!

These days, astute time-buyers
(like nearly everyone else!) want
more for their money. You get it
when you buy Regional KRMG
in Tulsa, the rich oil capital of the
world. KRMG's big coverage,
audience responsiveness and superior salesmanship are seen in
one success story after another.
Example: a recent one-week pro... 87,312 postcards!
motion pulled
More facts? Contact General
Manager Frank Lane or your
nearest John Blair representative.

I"

PRIMARY MARKET DATA
i (Excluding Oklahoma City Metropolitan Area)
1955
1955
1955
Total
State
Counties Population Radio Families Passenger C
57
492,900
377,600
Oklahoma
1,573,300
13
104,100
115,100
Missouri
365,300
Arkansas
64,300
12
82,500
279,400
Kansas
7
64,400
190,100
68,200
Texas
4
26,400
8,000
9,100
93
738,600
747,600
Totals ...
2,434,500
Source: Consumer Markets
KANSAS CITY
SYRACUSE
PHOENIX
OMAHA
TULSA

KCAAO
WHEN
KPHO
WOW
KRAAG

KCMO-TV
WHEN-TV
KPHO-TV
WOW-TV

Retail Sales
$2,214,091,000
41,946,000
243,522,000
213,821,000
27,497,000
2,740,877,000.

.00
.00
00
00
00
00

The
The Katz Agency
Katz Agency
The Katz Agency
John Blair & Co
John lair Blair-TV
& Co.

Meredith Stations Are Affiliated With BETTER HOMES and GARDENS and SUCCESSFUL FARMING Magazines
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AT DEADLINE
LATE NEWSBREAKS APPEAR ON THIS PAGE • DETAILED NEWS COVERAGE OF THE WEEK BEGINS
PAGE 31
ticipate (there now being more rigid • Business briefly
AFM, recorders sign
inspections and more stringent demands
North American Cigarette Mfgs., New
for proof of performance) may continue
new 5-year contract
York, whose ads for new Diplomat
under present Babbitt co-op plan.
Agreement on new five-year contract
cigarettes haven't minced words about
between American Federation of Musi- Church
reportedly is preparing extenfiles for Miami cancer,
cians and major recording companies,
sive blitz campaign to promote new popannounced Friday (Jan. 9), establishes
Second new application for Miami
pack. Currently retailing
for first time pension fund for musicians ch. 10 was filed late week by Miami 40 cents perular-priced
pack, Diplomats will bowat
used in recording sessions, also effects Church of ReligiouslastScience,
with
28-cent
pack. Its agency, Robert
a "non- M.
sizable scale increase. Non-symphonic
Marks Adv., N.Y., also is banking
corporation," af- on
sidemen stand to gain 47% increase in sectarian,filiatednon-profit
with International
potential impact from articles now
Church of
combined payment and pension fund; Religious Science. Applicant said it being prepared by Reader's Digest and
musicians used in symphonic sessions would negotiate for
of present Consumer's Reports, says "all media
will better themselves by combined licensee, WPST-TV, facilities
which it felt were
will be used."
30% rise in payment and pension fund. worth about $750,000, and if unsuc• General Mills (cereals), Minneapolis,
Presently earning about $41 per sescessful, would build new station.
via Dancer-Fitzgeral
sion, pop musicians under terms of new
d-Sample, N.Y.,
and R.J. Reynolds Tobacco (Camel
contract will get $48, after first 18 Educational tv
fund
cigarettes), Winston-Salem, N.C.,
months, $51, after five-year period, $60.
Manufacturers will contribute 5% to revived in Senate
through William Esty, N.Y., alternate
sponsors of Lawman (ABC-TV, Sun.
new pension fund, eventually will up
Sen. Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.), 8:30-9 p.m.), renewing for balance
contribution to 10%. Symphonic musicians, presently earning $38 per session, with co-sponsorship of Sen. Andrew 52 weeks (started in October). Also re-of
newed on ABC-TV: Harold Ritchie Inc.
will go to $42 and record companies Schoeppel (R-Kan.) Friday (Jan. 9) rewill contribute 8% of this to pension
introduced bil (S-12) which would al- (Bryl-Cream), Clifton, N.J., alternate
locate up to $1 million in federal funds weeks of Cheyenne (Tues. 7:30-8:30
fund. Contract also covers arrangers,
orchestrators, copyists, etc., and in- to each state for educational tv. Meas- p.m.). Kenyon & Eckhardt, N.Y., is
sures credit line for arrangers on album
ure was passed by Senate in past Con- Ritchie's agency.
gress but failed to clear House.
jackets.
AFM's
next
move:
network
renegotiation.
Rep. Richard Poff (D-Va.) introduced • P. Ballantine & Sons (ale), Newark,
N.J., through William Esty, N.Y., toHR 216, which tightens federal
relating to ex parte contacts and laws
day (Jan. 12) begins 52-week schedule
atBabbitt plans campaign
tempts toinfluence FCC. Rep. Emanuel of 40 20-second spots weekly on Concert Network, all-fm lineup of four
Celler
(D-N.
Y.)
to introduce o&o FMs:
to increase co-op radio today (Jan. 12) twoplans
WNCN New York, WBCN
measures which Boston,
WHCN Hartford and WXCN
B. T. Babbitt Inc.— fresh from hav- would carry out recommendations of Providence.
staff
report to his Judiciary Committe
ing absorbed Charles Antell Inc., Balti-.
more — is bent on increasing dealer use [Broadcasting, Jan. 5]. One will tightene
conflict of interest laws for federal
of radio-tv. With bulk of Babbitt's $3.5
million budget tied up in broadcast, officials and the second bill drafts an TASO board to review
cleanser firm Friday (Jan. 9) announced across-the-board code of ethics
for vhf-uhf technical study
Executive Branch.
"new anddealers
evolutionary"
ad plan
whereby
Report of Televison Allocations
get paid inco-op
advance
for
any
Study Organization will be reviewed by
co-op advertising they might plan • People
this year.
TASO board Jan. 24, board decided at
Reportedly unhappy about reticence • George W. Chane appointed RCA meeting Friday in Washington. TASO
of dealers to use radio-tv, Babbitt under v.p. for finance
report,
culminating two year study of
and management ennew plan offers to make available its
gineering, charged with responsibility vhf and uhf propagation by industry
agency, Brown & Butcher, to aid in pre- for all corporate financial activities and technical personnel, was delivered to
paring tv films, radio spot announce- reporting to RCA President John L. board members at year's end, makes no
ments in return for which it expects Burns. Ernest B. Gorin continues as v.p. recommendations. Hope . is to submit
"advertising that will move merchandise and treasurer. Howard L. Letts named quantitative and qualitative analysis to
rather
than the usual . . . tv commercials v.p. and controller. With company since FCC by next month. Board agreed to
of TASO until comof at least 10 seconds
recently was
presi- continue pletsupport
Co-op 1929, denthefor most
contributions will be duration."
ion of directional antenna study,
business affairs of vice
NBC-TV.
upon
consumer purchases of computed
various Babbitt Mr. Letts succeeds Walter S. Holmes, which may take about 30 days.
products (Bab-O, Glim, Cameo,
who resigns to become comptroller of
Present
at Friday's
were:
Gene, Hep, etc.) by unit. Thus, Air
Gorin and Letts will re- Harold
Fellows
and Thad meeting
Brown, NAB;
for C.I.T.port toMessrs.
Mr. Chane.
quarter beginning April 1 (when
Ralph Steetle and Cyril M. Braum,
new
plan gets under way), dealer will get
Joint Council on Educational Tv; Capt.
cents per case of Bab-O, 25 cents per12 • Stanley L. Spero, general sales man- Henry E. Bernstein and William L.
12 cans of Cameo sold, etc. Contracts
ager, KMPC Los Angeles, and Robert Reynolds, EI A; Ernest Jennes, AMST;
are renewable by quarters and Babbitt H. Forward, program director, elected William
Putnam and John English,
allows dealers who do not wish to par- vice presidents.
Committee on Competitive Tv.
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Mr. Petry

HEADLINERS

Mr. Voynow

Mr. Nierman

Mr. Jahncke

■■HHBHH

Edward E. Voynow, executive v. p. of Edward Petry & Co. N.Y., today (Jan. 12)
becomes president of station representative
1 firm. Martin L. Nierman, v. p. of telef\ vision, elevated to executive v. p. and chairman ol newly-created tv plans board.
Edward Petry, president, becomes chairman of board and new executive committee. Other major promotions are Ernest
Mr. Maillefert
Lee Jahncke Jr. to v. p. and assistant to
board chairman, and Betty Doyle, assistant treasurer, to
secretary and treasurer. William Maillefert continues as
v. p. in charge of radio and adds duties of chairman of new
radio plans board. Mr. Petry explained that creation of
executive committee and plans boards for both radio and
tv "will lend depth to our company's structure." He added
that he wasandparticularly
that "every
this
expansion
all of thesepleased
promotions
can bephase
madeoffrom
within our own organization."
Nat Wolff, partner in Don W. Sharpe
Enterprises, returns to Young & Rubicam
as v.p. Program expert is being added to
Y&R's
radio-tv department
headed byto
Peter G.newLevathes,
v.p. and director,
whom Mr. Wolff reports (see page 34). Mr.
Wolff was v.p. of agency for five years,
leaving in 1956 to join NBC as director of
program development. In 1957 he became
Mr. Wolff
partner in packaging firm that has developed such shows as Peter Gunn, Yancy Derringer and
The Green Peacock. In joining Y&R he relinquishes all outside activities. At one time he was an artists representative
responsible for developing motion picture stars and active
in production of radio and tv programs.
George Chatfield, executive v.p., William Esty Co., has joined Benton & Bowles
as senior v.p. and member of board of
directors and plans board. Mr. Chatfield
is veteran of 19 years with Lever Bros, and
1 1 years in agency supervisory capacities.
At B&B the former Esty executive will
take over responsibilities as management
Mr. Chatfield
account supervisor.
Robert A. Schmid, widely known radio-tv veteran, joins
Headley-Reed Co. as v.p. of both radio and tv divisions of
station representation firm, effective today (Jan. 12). He
will
firm'sof New
offices, S.C.,
750
Third have
Ave. headquarters
Mr. Schmid, atowner
WESC York
Greenville,
was administrative v.p. in charge of advertising, research
and public relations and on board of directors of Mutual
until network was sold by RKO Teleradio in 1957, and
10

earlier served in other MBS key posts including station
relations v.p. He also was v.p. of RKO Teleradio and v.p.
and board member of General Teleradio, RKO station
operating division. More recently, Mr. Schmid was v.p.
for station relations for NTA Film Network. He will
continue as owner of WESC.
Charles C. (Bud) Barry, v.p. in charge
of
tv (MGM-TV)
for Loew's
Inc.,NTA
has
resigned
and is expected
to head
Film Network. Loew's acceptance of Mr.
Barry's resignation
made official
nouncement was
Friday (Jan.
9), andin an-he
leaves post Jan. 16. Mr. Barry, v.p. in
charge of radio and tv programming for
Mr. Barry
NBC and before that similar post with
ABC, was named by Loew's in April 1956
to organize and head its new MGM-TV Department. Mr.
Barry presumably will become president of NTA Film Network and will report to Ely A. Laudau who now holds this
post in addition to board chairmanship of NTA, N.Y.
Van Beuren W. De Vries, v.p. of Transcontinent Television Corp. and general
managersumesofadditional
WGR-TV
duties ofBuffalo,
general N.Y.,
managerasof WGR, effective Thursday (Jan. 15).
Nat L. Cohen, formerly station manager,
will continue as general sales manager of
WGR. Mr. De Vries was previously with
KWFT-TV (now KSYD-TV ) Wichita
Mr. De Vries
Falls, Tex., and WMAL-TV Washington.
He joined WGR in June 1954 as program manager and was
named general manager in 1957. Mr. De Vries was elected
v.p. of Transcontinent in February 1958.
Jerry A. Danzig, v.p. of NBC Radio
programming, named to vacant post of
v.p., participating
programs,
NBC-TV,
network
President Robert
E. Kintner
announced last week. With NBC since May
1955 (initially as NBC o&o stations planning and development director), Mr.
Danzig formerly was with CBS Radio and
CBS-TV. He was also with MBS, having
Mr. Danzig
entered broadcasting in 1935 at WOR New
York, then MBS flagship station. Last head of NBC-TV
participating programs was William Sargent, who resigned
last fall to become executive at TelePrompTer Corp.
D. A. ness
Noel,
busimanagerformerly
of Memphis
division, RKO-Teleradio
Pictures Inc. (WHBQ-AMTV), promoted to general
manager
of WHBQ-TV,
and
Boone Nevin,
formerly
general sales manager of
promoted
Mr. Noel Mr. Nevin WHBQ-AM-TV,
to general manager
of
WHBQ. Mr. Noel has been with Memphis division for past
eight years while Mr. Nevin joined WNBQ sales staff in
1951. Dual appointments followed promotion last month
of William H. Grumbles from manager of both stations to
v.p. of RKO and his transfer to headquarters staff in New
York (Broadcasting, Dec. 22, 1958).
FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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Two-fisted drama with a one-two puncl

Created
famed

creator
and

dynamic

and

action

produced

by Robert

Maxwell,

of Lassie,

combining
adventure

in a brand-new

for the first time

and

intense

human

interest

series.

INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION
488

Madison

Avenue

• New

York 22

• PLaza

5-2100

VERTICAL BLANKING INTERVALTEST SIGNAL KEYER
1008-A
The Telechrome Model 1008-A Vertical Blanking Interval Keyer is a selfcontained portable unit that makes possible transmission of television
test and control signals between frames of a TV picture. Any test signal
(multiburst, stairstep, color bar, etc.) may be added to the composite
program signals. The keyer will operate anywhere in the TV system
and operates from composite video, sync, or H & V drive. The test
signals are always present for checking transmission conditions without impairing picture quality. The home viewer is not aware of their
presence.
These continuous reference signals may be used in connection with
various Telechrome devices for automatic correction of video level,
frequency response, envelope delay, differential gain and differential
phase.
IMPORTANT: Checking after programming is costly and at best highly
inefficient since conditions constantly vary. The Telechrome Vertical
Interval Keyer minimizes post-program checking and overtime expenses. Itprovides instant indication of deteriorating video facilities
so that corrective measures can be undertaken immediately — manually
or automatically during programming.
Now in use by CBS, NBC, ABC, BBC ITA (Brit.), NHK (Japan)
Write for Specifications & Details
28 RANK K DRIVE
AMITYVIllE, N Y.
Lincoln 1-3600
Cablt TWX:
A i.i... COIORTVNY
AT THE FRONTIERS OF ELECTRONICS
Cali* , State 2 AMITYVIUE
7479
'estern engineering Division — 13633 Victory
dwest Engineering Division — 106 W St CI

3

Test signal is thin line between frames. All test
signals
can ofbe video
transmitted
ing portion
signal. during vertical blank-

1003-C
TEST VIDEO
SIGNAL TRANSMISSION
GENERATOR
Completely
self-contained,
portable. Produces
multi-frequency
burst.-stairstep,
stairstep, white window, composite modulated
sync. Variable
duty ardcycle.
Regulated
power
supply.
12V4"Integrates
standrack
mounting
or
in
carrying
case.
with above model 1008-A Test Signal Keyer.
Integratescoming tewith
modelDeletes
1008-Aincoming
to recognize
t signals.
test sig-innals and/or sadds
new test signals.
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DATEBOOK

A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING AND RELATED FIELDS
JANUARY
:'Jan. 13f—iliatedBroadcasters
representingto stations
with networks scheduled
meet withafAttorney
General Jan.
Rogers5.) in Washington. (See
CLOSED CIRCUIT,
*Jan. 13Timebuying
— Radio & &Television
Society,
weekly
SellingHotelExecutives
Seminar-Luncheon,
12:15 p.m.,
Hawaiian Room,
Lexington, New
York.
Topic,
"Saturation
Tv
and
Radio."
Speakers,
I. L. Eskenasy,
viceexecutive
presidentviceof Lestoil
and
Joseph
president,Inc.,Bryan
Houston Scheideler,
Inc.
Jan. 16-17in —Radio
National& Television,
board meeting
of American
Women
Waldorf-Astoria
New York.
Jan.
16-17—business
Mutual AdvertisingandAgency
Network,
quarterly
workshop,
Plaza Hotel,meeting
New York. administrative
Jan.
Oklahoma
Broadcasters
Assn.,Rep.winterEd
meeting,17 —Hotel
WMI Rogers,
Claremore.
Edmondson
(R-Okla.)
will
be
principal
speaker;
his
talk will
fed over a is40-station
hookup.
KWPRbe Claremore
host station.state radio
Jan. 17-18 —Conference,
Seventh annual
Retail
Advertising
Palmermeeting
House, ofChicago.
Jan.
18-21 — Newspaper Advertising Executives
Assn.,
Chicago.annual convention, Edgewater Beach Hotel,
*Jan.vise19program
— Commentscommercial
due on FCClistings
proposal to retion forms for andDocket
new radioNo.and12,673.
tv stations,in applicalicenses
and transfers.
*Jan.
19 — Radioluncheon,
& Television Executives Ballroom
Society's
Newsmaker"
Hotel
Roosevelt, New York.12:30U.S. p.m.,
Ambassador to
the U.N. natHenry
Cabot
Lodge
will
speak
on
interional relations.
Jan.
ScreenHotel,
Producers
Guild awards dinner
Beverly20 —Hilton
Los Angeles.
*Jan. 23 — NAB's Tv Code Review Board will meet
at association's
Enforcement of "men
inWashington
white"
banheadquarters.
against actors'
porls of doctors,
dentists
reviewed.trayaBan
went into
effect andJan. nurses
1. will be
—onOralIndianapolis
argument ch.scheduled
FCC
en5 Jan.banc23Broadcasting
grantbefore
held
Crosley
Corp.District
Case 13remanded
by U.S.onby
Court
of
ApDeals
for
of
Columbia
ground that FCC Comr. T.A.M. Craven should not
have voted since he did not hear oral argument.
"Jan.
23 — meets
Broadcasters
PromotionChicago
Assn. steering
committee
in WGN-AM-TV
studios.
*Jan.
24
—
Broadcasters
Promotion
board
holds first meeting under new BPAAssn.President
Charles A. Wilson at the Kungsholm Restaurant,
Chicago.
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Jan. 23-25 — Mid-winter conference of AdvertisAssn. of the West, Rickey's StuJio Inn, San
Jose,ingCalif.
Jan. 23-25
& Television (Great— American
Lakes area)Women
will meetin Radio
in Detroit.
Jan.
27-29 — Assn.,
South winter
Carolinaconvention,
Radio &Hotel
Television
Broadcasters
Wade
Hampton,sembly wilColumbia.
be entertainedMembers
at Jan. of28 General
banquet. AsJan. 28-29—
Georgia Radio
& Tv Institute,
sponsored by Georgia
of Broadcasters
and Henry
W.Athens.
Grady
School Assn.
of Journalism,
U. of Georgia
at
Jan.
29 — Cooperative
workshop,
Assn
of National
Advertisers,advertising
Hotel Pierre,
New York.
argument
FCC
by Queen
grant heldbefore
ch. 7 scheduled
Seattle
en*Jan.banc30 —onOral
reopened
Case
Co. (KIRO).
City Broadcasting
andon
KXA
by
filed
reconsiderati
for
petition
on
KVI, both Seattle.

" JAXIE" SAYS,
"YOUR BEST
NIGHTIME

MINUTES

IN JACKSONVILLE
ARE ON WFGA-TV

"

FEBRUARY
Feb.Electrical
1-6 — Winter
meetingStatler
of American
Institute
ofYork,
Hiltonto Hotel,
includesEngineers,
four sessions
devoted
radio New
and
tvvideotape
experiments
and
operations.
NBC
and
installations will be described. CBS
Feb.
2-6 — Combined
NAB Hollywood
boards willBeach,
meet Fla.at
Hollywood
Beach
Hotel,
Semi-annual
session
opens
Feb.
2
with
Tv
Finance
Committee; Feb. 3, General Fund and MemberCommittees;
Feb. 4, TvTv andBoard;RadioFeb.Boards.
5, Radio
Board;shipFeb.
6, combined
* Feb. 5-April
30 — Thursday for
evenings,
13-week
seminar
in operations
advertising
and
marketing
personnel, atresearch
sponsored
Advertising
Research Foundation,
site to be byannounced.
Feb. 5-8 — Hi-fi Show,
Shoreham Hotel, Washingwill beton. onThe newest
display. in stereo and reproducing gear
Feb.
8-14 — National
Advertising Week, sponsored
by Advertising
vertising As n. ofFederation
the West. of America and Ad*Feb.
15 — friend,
Trial ofThurman
former A.FCCWhiteside,
Comr. Richard
Mack and
for con-A.in
s
p
i
r
a
c
y
t
o
defraud
United
States
scheduled
U. S.to District
trial
be held Court,
in MiamiWashington.
are pending.Motions for
Feb. 17-20
— Audio Hotel
Engineering
annual
western
convention,
Biltmore,Society,
Los Angeles.
Feb. 24-25 — NAB Conference of State Broadcaster Assn. Presidents. Annual meeting and cons with legislators.
Hotel,
ifngetroenn.cAefeature
of the Shoreham
final
will beWash-the
annual Voice
of Democracy
awardsdayluncheon.
MARCH
* MarchThis2 — isBoston
ch. 5 ofrehearing
scheduled to
begin.
on
question
off-record
tions with FCC commissioners
duringconversaoriginal
comparative
hearing,
remandedfor tothetheDistrict
FCC by
the
U.S. Court
of Appeals
Columbia.
Examiner:
Judge Horace
Stern. of
March 15-18
NAB'sChicago.
annual conventionopen;at non-the
Conrad
Hilton —Hotel,
agenda
meetings
scheduled MarchExhibits
15. Formal sessions
open
at
noon
March
16 with through
keynote speech
by Robert W. Sarnoff and continue
March
18. Tentatively
scheduled
—
address
by roundtable.
FCC ChairmanNABJohn C.associate
Doerfer members
and FCC-industry
Only
supplying
broadcast
equipment
eligible with
to . exhibit.
AnnualmanageNAB
Engineering areConference,
several joint
m
e
n
t
t
e
c
h
n
i
c
a
l
s
e
s
i
o
n
s
,
will
be
held
concurrently
with convention in the same hotel.
March 18-20
conference,
Electronic
Industries
Assn.,— Quarterly
Statler-Hilton
Hotel, Washington.
March
23-26
—
National
convention,
Institute
Radio Engineers, Waldorf-Astoria, New York. Theof
nation's leading electronic scientists will attend.
* Indicates first listing in Datebook

You'll find a lineup of top shows to
use in sending your sales message
into the booming North Florida-South
Georgia television area. This rich $1V2
billion market is ready and receptive
... so move in with minutes on:
★ 8:00
RESCUEPM EIGHT — Mondays — 7:30 to
★ toHONEYMOONERS
— Tuesdays— 10:30
11:00 PM
★ BOLD VENTURE
Reach deep for results and reach for
WFGA-TV. It's your best buy in the
Jacksonville Metropolitan Market.
For further information on ons minute
availabilities, call Ralph Nimmons in
Jacksonville at ELgin 6-3381 or contact
your nearest P.G.W. "Colonel."
BASIC NBC AND SELECTED
ABC PROGRAMMING
Represented nationally by
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

WFGA-TV
Channel
12
Jacksonville, Florida
FLORIDA'S
COLORFUL
STATION
15

Since

CBS

announced

Radio

PCP,

U. S. advertisers

have

invested

$4,136,000

new

and

expanded

schedules

CBS

Radio

in

on

the

Network.

f

Program Consolidation Plan,
effective January 5, is the
j first major forward step to
; assure network advertisers
of larger national audiences.
These greater values are
created through uniform
station clearances, news
every hour on the hour and
e tsequencing.
ctiv
effe
tmo
nmen
rtai
ofre
ente
programs
Full details on request.
New multi-million dollar
investment in CBS Radio
Network from industry leaders
like: Bristol-Myers Co.,
California Packing, Fram
(Filter) Corporation, General
Electric (Lamp Division) ,
Lever Brothers, Lewis-Howe
Co., Q-Tips Sales Corp.,
Standard Packaging Corp. ,
Stewart-Warner Corp. (Alemite
Division), and many others.

m*

9i
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OPEN MIKE
The new size fits
editor:
I found the new format of Jan. 5
most readable and most enjoyable. Congratulations on your forward step.
Allan Sacks
Media Buyer
J. Walter Thompson
New York
editor:
Congratulations
on theto "new"
Broadcasting which came
my desk
this
morning. I like your new size and new
format.
Eugene
President
The KatzKatz,
Agency
New York

and
watch

sales
your

What's

soar

/

more

later.

the Outlook

for '59?

BROADCASTING'S February 9 issue called Perspective '59 will
give you an exhaustive, comprehensive inquiry into every
area of broadcast advertising including features like this:
• Exclusive report of tv-radio net time sales for 1958.
• J. Walter Thompson's Arno Johnson analysis of tv-radio
volume in '59 in relationship to economic trends.
• Nielsen report on attitudes of tv-radio audiences.
• Feature Film Supply . . . How long will it last?
• Videotape. Revolutionizing tv production in '59.
• RAB's Kevin Sweeney and TvB's Norman Cash reports.
These, and other important contents including our regular spot
news coverage, make the February 9 issue an outstanding advertising value.
Deadline: January 30; Regular rates
WIRE or PHONE nearest BROADCASTING office for your reservation now. 24,000 circulation.
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I like it very much.
Frank Stanton, President
CBS
New York
editor:
I noted with pleasure your new format this morning, and I immediately
realized that Broadcasting is now an
even better book than before.
Although the new, smaller size is
symbolic of a larger press run to you.
to me it means a more convenient,
easier handling magazine. And the new,
more functional division of topics
makes
reading and quicker
referencefor. .faster
.
Frank M. Headley
President
H-R Representatives
New York
editor:
... I was very much delighted with
the newtions .. and
. smaller format. CongratulaRussel Woodward
Executive Vice President
Peters, Griffin, Woodward
New York
editor:
Heartiest congratulations on your
new format. While it makes for easier
reading, as long as the contents continue
at the past excellent levels, BroadcastBROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for
52 weekly
issues Number
$7.00. Annual
including
Yearbook
$11.00. subscription
Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's
occupation
required.
Regular
sues 35tf per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00isper copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circula1735
DeSales St.,
Washingtontion6, Dept.,
D.C.
On changes,
pleaseN.W.,include
both
old and
new addresses.
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.

. Knight

of

the

Turntable

Background Courtesy Detroit Institute of Arts
new

WKMH

sensation

Represented by Headley-Reed

norr
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in

Detroit!

Conrad Patrick, shown above, is WKMH's newest daytime personality.
His immense popularity was proved dramatically in Pat's Name The
Show Contest, planned and executed locally by WKMH for Frigidaire.
Names poured into Detroit by the thousands from all over southeastern
Michigan. Here, Pat awards first prize to Mrs. Margaret Burcar
for her entry— "PAT'S PLATTER PALACE." This popular program
(mornings and afternoons, Monday thru Saturday) is one more
reason why WKMH is your best buy in the rich Detroit market.
BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
Michigan
WSAM &
19

7<£e Vok Gelt
Bell-loving
has upped
audience a Iowa
mammoth
150%.his
)

*7<*te u/t t&e
Fully 40% more men, women and
kteenagers are spending their listening
p over hours
with KSO. Andaudience
we're handing
this ever-booming
to our
ever-happy advertisers at lowest CPM in
KSO history — as low asMmmmmm.
$.73 per
THAT'S WHY IN OES MOINES IT'S

LARRY BENTSON TONY MOE JOE FLOYD
President Vice-Pres.-Gen. Mgr. Vice-Pres.
11 (OPEN MIKE)

ing will continue to be both textbook
and "must"
terested inourreading
industry.for everyone inRobert W. Ferguson
Executive Vice President
WTRF-TV Wheeling, W. Va.
editor:
I like the new format! Broadcasting,
always a readable magazine, is now
better organized and greater than ever!
Ben Strouse
President
WWDC Washington, D. C.
editor:
Congratulations on coming up with
an even more useful, handy and informative product. I am delighted to
see a tighter editorial format and I
like your Broadcast Advertising
section. It makes a lot of sense.
John H. Eckstein
Vice President
Wexton Co.
New York
editor:
. . . The new format will make Broadcasting as valuable as ever, a lot easier
to live with
Martinin '59.
Katz
Director, Sales Development
Blair-Tv
New York
editor:
... It looks good, real good . . .
Gene Plotnik
Screen Gems
New York
editor :
Congratulations on your new format.
I find it to be much more convenient
and comprehensive, making all the important news of the industry instantly
available. May I also take this opportunity to thank you for permitting me
to do the Monday Memo on fm [Dec.
15, 1958]. The response was unbelievable. Calls and letters poured in
from all over the country, including
Alaska.
Joe Gans
President
Joe Gans & Co.
New York
Atlantic City slip shows
EDITOR :
There is an obvious error in the
tabulation of revenue incomes for Atlantic City as listed in Broadcasting
[Dec. 29, page 63]. It is, of course, selfevident that network income in a city
of this size would not be $110,515 (I
should know!) but the total revenue
for the market seems, from my analto be about correct.
Fm ysis, wondering
if there was a typo

or transposition here and, if so, what
the correct figures for each category
would be. Will you let me know?
Jerome Sill
WFPG Atlantic City, N. J.
[EDITOR'S
The error was Upon
made re-by
FCC,
not their
byNOTE:
BROADCASTING.
checking
workone sheets,
FCC City
economists
discovered
that
Atlantic
submitted
its under
financialthereport
with category.
aUstation
time
sales listed
network
Hence,
all
categories
of
time
sales
inin At-its
lantic
City
as
reported
by
the
FCC
1957 financialsaysreport
incorrect.
The
Commission
it wouldarerequire
too much
work
to
rep-oce-s
the
fi"rur°s.
Th's
also
means
total
network,
andthatlocalthe(but
timeFCC's
are U.S.
inaccurate
anspotunknown
notsalessubstantial)
margin.]by
Listener is best critic
EDITOR :
Since the advent of broadcast advertising and particularly since television
has arisen on the scene, it has become
a playful pastime for persons not directly associated with advertising to
castigate agencies and networks for the
quality of programming.
In addition to the diatribes of these
loquacious "culturists", I have observed,
over the past few months, similar outbursts from members of the advertising
fraternity. Frankly, when we start taking
pot shots at ourselves, it is time for
an "agonizing reappraisal."
Those persons who have directed
these attacks at television programming
are the very same people who are most
influential in placing the current fare
on television. Sure there is room for
criticisms and it would be a sad day
for the television industry when we
cease
ming. experimenting and searching for
better and more diversified programHowever, in addition to criticizing,
we should simultaneously be prepared
to offer constructive suggestions which
would overcome our objections.
It should be pointed out that, in the
face of all of this adverse publicity regarding programming on the networks,
we have constantly observed that viewers spend an increasing amount of time
watching television year after year.
To all who cry about dullness and
safeness in programming, I can only say
that there is no better critic than the
viewer. He will let us all know whether
he likes a program or not — and very
quickly.
Certainly, television programming
can improve and it has over the years,
but instead of constantly attacking it,
shouldn't we present suggestions that
can be accepted by all networks, agenlic? cies, advertisers and the American pubLee M. Rich
Vice President in Charge
of Media
Benton
& Bowles
New York
BROADCASTING, January 12, 1959

FULL. POWER:
VI DEO-31 6,000 WATTS
AUDIO-158,000 WATTS
ANTENNA HEIGHT— 1008'

CHANNEL
brings

you

coverage

with

resultful

penetration

in Michigan's "golden
triangle"
WILX-TV, affiliated with NBC, is the only television station giving
City Grade reception to the three major Michigan cities of Jackson,
Lansing and Battle Creek. This rich and heavily populated "Golden
Triangle" area has never before been reached by any single station!

area!

look at this coverage!
Total State Excluding Metropolitan Detroit

B Signal Area
TV Households 44.0%
Farm Population 34.1%

Population 43.4%
Households 44.7%
look at this resultful penetration!
Total State Excluding Metropolitan Detroit
Retail Sales 47.3%
Retail Food Sales 44.7%
Retail Drug Sales 48.6%
Michigan's
Golden itTriangle
is a major
market.
In total population
ranks just
below the
10th
largest metropolitan area* and in TV homes,
ranks just below the 27th market area * * in the
nation. Well worth considering . . . just check
those figures again !

B Signal Area
Retail Automotive Sales 50.3%
Retail Filling Stations 46.3%
Gross Farm Income 39.9%

prime time now available!
RIGHT NOW. . . is the time to contact
VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNELL, INC.
for complete market information

WILX-TV
CHANNEL
MICHIGAN'S
1© SERVING
GOLDEN TRIANGLE

LANSING
BATTLE \
CREEK \
JACKSON

Advertisers have akvays been aware of
WOR

RADIO

STUDY

ADDS

the shortcomings of buying radio on a
strictly cost-per-1000 basis. Everyone
realizes that the lowest cost-per-1000 does

A

NEW

not necessarily produce the greatest sales
results for the dollars invested. Why ?

DIMENSION

WOR's new study "The New York Housewife" gives the first statistical evidence.

TO

COSTThe study, nearly a year in the making,

PER-IOOO

analyzes the housewife audience of 8 major
New York radio stations. Although the
housewife may listen to many stations,
she is a loyal listener to some and not to
others; she is more personally -interested
in some; she is more receptive to some;
she is more attentive to some and she
relies on one more than another. The way
she listens to a station is bound to affect
her response to its advertising.

There's a big difference in the type of housewife listener each New York station
delivers. For example, in comparison with a top-rated music/news independent,
WOR

RADIO

DELIVERS

LOYAL LISTENERS

30%

MORE

54%

MORE PERSONALLY INTERESTED LISTENERS

41%

MORE

RECEPTIVE

PER

1000
HOUSEWIVES

LISTENERS

REACHED
78%

MORE

ATTENTIVE

LISTENERS

WOR's study also sheds new light on the housewife's shopping habits.. .
• HOW MUCH SHE SPENDS AND WHEN SHE SHOPS
• HER EXPOSURE TO RADIO AND NEWSPAPER
PRIOR TO SHOPPING
• THE LENGTH OF TIME BETWEEN
AND SHOPPING

ADVERTISING

ADVERTISING

EXPOSURE

. . . important information that demonstrates why advertisers should make radio
their primary choice. Ask your WOR
"THE

NEW

YORK

WOR
fm

98.7

HOUSEWIFE

RADIO

representative for your copy of

" study.

RADIO
A Division of RK<5>

710
Teleradio Pictures. Inc.

Serving more advertisers than any other station in New York

MONDAY

MEMO

from JOHN G. COLE, commercial production director, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, Hollywood
Hollywood's

high budget

Let'sthan
face just
it. Hollywood
puts ofmuch
more
a good deal
the
elusive ingredient called glamor in those
tv commercials you pay so much for.
And there is a rational basis for the
cost.
Want a daisy field in December? A
skating rink in July? A 62-ft. cobalt
blue backing for a dance number? A
western street? A waterfall, a grand
opera set or a thousand miles of allweather
country?for You
have them"location"
in Hollywood
your cantv
commercials.
The scope
of Hollywood's
facilities
are and
majorsizereasons
for the
rapid growth of California's commercial
film production. Today this is a multimillion dollar industry and lots of those
dollars are moving west. But scope and
size are only two of the reasons.
Actually,
started
more thethan""Westward
five years Ho"
ago really
when
advertisers became fully aware of the
advantages of film over live commercials. They wanted the excellence of
photography, the control and the precision that only film can bring to tv advertising. Naturally they went to the
film capital.
New York Still Headquarters • This
is not to suggest that New York is no
longer the headquarters for tv commercials. Itis. More than 50% of the commercials filmed today are done in New
York, 30-40% on the West Coast and
the rest in Chicago. But for certain
film commercials, Hollywood offers
great advantages.
It's been
proved,
that suggested,
more moneyalthough
is spentnever
per
commercial in Hollywood than any
place else. It figures. Why go 3,000
miles thingunless
you're involved
big or unusual.
And mostin ofsomethe
items call for cost money — locationshooting, stars and production numbers.
This is not to suggest that money is
thrown around carelessly in Hollywood. Hard-headed manufacturers,
agency people, producers and directors feel they more than get back in
increased sales what they invest.
Shortly after filmed commercials
started being shot in quantity in Hollywood, the advent of big-program origination on the West Coast began —
Studio One, Playhouse 90, Matinee
Theatre, etc. And hundreds of actors,
actresses, actresses, announcers and
models headed for the sun.
BROADCASTING, January 12, 1959

commercials:

About this time, both the established
Hollywood celebrities and the new tvmade star began to get into the commercial act. There is probably not a
viewer alive who hasn't heard a western
star plug his sponsor's brand, a movie
lovely extol a cosmetic or, for that matter, almost any Hollywood actor talk
soap.
about anything from spark plugs to
From 6 to 150 • Ten years ago there
weren't more than a half-dozen tv film
concerns on the West Coast (now there
are something like 150). Of these few,
there was only one major motion picture company who took the business
seriously — Universal-International. Today, almost every major in Hollywood
— Fox, MGM, Warner's, Disney, etc.
— is involved in the production of tv
commercials. The giants of the program
package industry — Desilu, Revue, Four
Star, etc. — also have hopped on the
commercial band wagon.
Like the major studios, the big packagers are involved in varying degrees.
Some have set up complete independent
departments and actively solicit business. Others are interested only in
servicing their program clients.
So these are some of the reasons for
Hollywood's increasing activity in tv
commercials — more scope and size in
facilities, more film and less live, more
important program origination, popularity of star-spoken commercials and the
advent of the majors in the field.
There is a final reason, vitally important but much harder to define. It
really
should
called technical
"craftsmanship"
and reflects thebe expert
knowhow developed over almost half a cen-

No waste

tury kind
of film
making in Hollywood.
the
of craftsmanship
you can It's
see
in an animated commercial produced
by H-B Enterprises (Bill Hanna and Joe
Barbera, who in 20 years as co-heads
of MGM's cartoon division won 7
Academy Awards and 17 nominations).
The kind of craftsmanship in a Helen
Rose creation. Miss Rose is the international y-known designer who, among
other things, ran up that little number
Grace Kelly wore at her wedding. The
kind of craftsmanship in a special effect
or optical work created by Roy Seawright. A partner in Cascade Pictures
of California Inc., he made history by
makingper" movies.
people disappear in the "Top300
Years
of Experience
you're
statistically minded,
you could• Ifprobably
figure out that the 12 or 15 technicians
on an average Hollywood commercial
set, each with 20 to 30 years of technical experience in film making, means
approximately 300 years of film knowhow at your disposal. For a piece of
celluloid advertising of less than 60 seconds, that's a lot of craftsmanship!
The Horace Greeley tag is on tv
commercials for sure and it's getting
bigger
every the
year.industry
And it'sasbeena awhole.
good
thing for
Hollywood has learned a lot about advertising inthe last 10 years. (It took
a while to convince West Coasters that
the client's
package
insert was
as important as that
establishing
panoramic
dolly shot.)
Hollywood is making its contribution
of scope, glamor and know-how. And
many smart advertisers have found this
combination pays off.

John G. Cole began his advertising
career in mid-'30s in copy dept. and
radio production at Gardner Adv., St.
Louis, moving to Compton Adv., N.Y.,
in 1939 as copywriter on Procter &
Gamble. In 1941 he returned as director
of Vox Pop show for Ruthrauff & Ryan.
For eight years he was radio director
and tv supervisor (Ellery Queen, The
Shadow, Aunt Jenny, Arthur Godfrey,
Big Town, Four Star Revue, etc.), the
last three as head of radio-tv production for R&R. He went west in 1953 as
assistant director of Hollywood office
of Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles.
He added to present duties as tv commercial activity increased.
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LATEST
FOUR

ARB

WEEK,Oct.l5-Nov.ll

Shows

SURVEY

WDEF-TV

CHATTANOOGA

total competitive quarter hrs .
WDEF-TV
Station
B

226
191

Station

C

61

prime viewing hrs. 7- 11:15pm
VDEF-TV

71

Station
B
Station
C
in
now
new

facilities

telecasting
broadcast

2 7
2 2
too!

from

center

The BRAN HAM Company
wdef-t
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RUSS VAN DYKE MARY JANE CHINN

THIS
PAUL RHOADES BILL RILEY AL COUPPEE

IN

DES

Iowa's
of
WIN DOUGLASS

RON SHOOP)0P

BILL JOHNSON

DON SOLIDAY GORDON GAMMACK

WALT RENO

TED HAZARD

IS TELEVISION
MOINES

lively

business

center
activity

ON CAMERA! That's the way this "know-how, go-now" station
keeps pace with all that's going on now in Des Moines. "Now" television
. . . "this minute" television . . . spontaneous . . . vital . . . television that
dominates this big-money, free-spending market.
THE ENTHUSIASM FOR KRNT-TV's "MAN ALIVE!"
PROGRAMMING creates enthusiasm for advertised products . . .
generates buying excitement that shows up on the cash register. Buy
the station most people watch most . . . the station far more people depend on for accurate news ... the station with the most believable
personalities, according to Central Surveys, Inc.
YOUR CAMPAIGN IS LIVE ... LIVELIER ... LIVELIEST
. . . sure of success when you place it on KRNT-TV, CBS-affiliated to give
viewers an eyeful ... so ably represented by Katz. Complete program
listings every month in SRDS.
THE DES MOINES TELEVISION MARKET:
KRNT-TV88.4%
effectively
Iowa$1,229,064,000.
with 324,000
homes,
of themcovers
with 41one ofor the
morerichest
TV sets.counties
Retail insales
Facts
compiled
from
Television
Magazine
Market
Data,
1958,
and
Survey
of Buying
Power, 1958.
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"Our family has been tuned to WRC almost exclusively since we came to this area several years ago. . . . Al Ross is a particular favorite of
mine. . . . I have never, ever heard fatigue, worry, anger or any other negative tones in his
voice. . . . Was glad to hear Willard Scott's voice after a too-long absence. Do you think Eddie
Walker and he will team up again as they did in a past show, 'Two At One'? They are good
on their own but it's a riot when they get together. Sort of a Bob and Ray bit with added local
flavor. . . . I spend 99% of my time at home listening to WRC and caring for our five children.
. . . Your announcers are of particular influence on me. I feel as if they are my own particular friends and tend to quote them to my husband. . . . Thank you so much for selecting such a
wonderful group of friends for the listening public. . . . Very truly yours, Mrs. Patricia Strong
(U221-72nd Ave., handover Hills, Maryland)"

^^^m^^^

Mrs. Strong's unsolicited letter is another glowing tribute to the around-the-clock attraction (and sales impact) of WRC Radio.
30
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TV

NETWORKS'
OWN
BUCKET
BRIGADE
• All three may join to fight the fires in Washington
• Ex-Sen. Potter may be picked as new association head

Formation of a Washington-headquartered association of the television
networks, to be headed by a public figure
of the stature of former Sen. Charles
E. Potter of Michigan, is under active
consideration.
The purpose would be to put out at
least some of the fires that Washington
has been lighting under networks for
the past several years.
While confirmation of the selection
of Sen. Potter as the networks' Washington front man was lacking, it was
learned that during the past few weeks
he has been consulted individually by
top executives of CBS, NBC and ABC.
Conversations centered around an organization that presumably would be

not unlike the Motion Picture Assn.,
representing the Hollywood producers,
which Eric Johnston heads.
Mr. Potter, a Republican who lost
out
in last
November's
landslide,
has been
offered a Democratic
number of
high government posts by the Eisenhower administration and some private
industry positions but so far has rejected them. But he is definitely interested inthe Washington network representation on a policy level.
If the plan materializes — and there
was every indication last week that it
would — it would not interfere with the
existing Washington network personnel
or organizations. These offices would
function as usual. Nor would the in-

Charles E. Potter, the man
under consideration to head a
new association of television
networks, has been one of the
most broadcasting-minded members of Congress in recent years.
This was true both for Rep.
Potter (1947-52) and Sen. Potter (November 1952-Jan. 3,
1959), although he was much
more active in broadcast matters
Mr. Potter Senate.
during his six-plus years in the
Sen. Potter asked for and received the chairmanship
of the Senate Commerce Committee Communications
Subcommittee during the Republican-controlled 83rd
Congress. In this position, he was chairman at the
start of an investigation of the "status and development
of This
the uhfinvestigation
channels inlater
the U.S.,"
begun in March
1954.
was broadened
many times,
taking in all phases of television, and still continues in
the 86th Congress. When the Democrats took over
control of the 84th Congress in January 1955, Sen.
Potter stepped down as chairman but remained on
the Communications Subcommittee and active in radiotv matters.
It was in July 1954 that Sen. Potter first recommended a special group to study the use of the
spectrum and during the 85th Congress he introduced
a measure calling for a special commission to investigate the government's
use of itsreceived
spectrumwidespace.
The Potter
Resolution originally
indusBROADCASTING, January 12, 1959

tent be to interfere with the broad
trade association functions of the National Assn. of Broadcasters, in which
all three tv networks hold memberships.
Virtually since the emergence of television as a significant entity a decade
ago, the networks have been subjected
to heavy pressures from Congress, the
regulatory authorities and the Dept. of
Justice. The creation of a Potter office,
drawing upon the background and experience of the well-liked and highly
respected former legislator, would be
for the openly expressed purpose of
creating a better network image both
on the Washington scenes and nationally.
Discussion has centered around estab-

try support and last spring passed the Senate without
serious opposition. However, the House Commerce
Committee late in the session reported out an amended
version of Sen. Potter's bill which brought stiff and
effective opposition from the broadcasting industry.
As amended by White House suggestions the House
version of the Potter bill would have shifted emphasis
of the proposed spectrum study from military to
civilian usage. Although placed on the House Calendar,
the bill never reached the floor because of the opposition that arose. A spectrum study has been placed high
on themen ofpriority
list for theCommittees.
new Congress by the chairboth Commerce
A second Potter bill in the past Congress would
have repealed Sec. 309 (c) (protest provision) of the
Communications Act. While a senator, he was an outspoken foe of pay tv and staunch supporter of broadcasting in its uphill fight to gain equal access with
print
media
to congressional proceedings and the
courts.
The 43-year-old senator was defeated for re-election
last November by Michigan Democratic Lieutenant
Governor Philip A. Hart. Before entering politics, Mr.
Potter was a social worker in his native Michigan. He
lost both lower legs in Germany during World War
II and later won national recognition as a vocational
rehabilitation advisor for the Labor Dept.
In January 1952, while still a representative, he
was named one of the 10 outstanding young men in
the U.S. by the Junior Chamber of Commerce. Mr.
Potter is a graduate of Michigan State Normal College
and holds two honorary doctorate degrees.

WILS

FIRST IN AUDIENCE
. . . more than 100% greater
audience*
any station
heard in thethanLansing
area.
FIRST IN POWER
AND COVERAGE
With 20 times the power of
any station in Lansing . . .
WILS produces the most
coverage for your money.
FIRST
MICHIGAN'S
MONEY INMARKET
WILS reaches 210,490
Radio homes in the 17
county central Michigan
area ... 1st in Michigan
in C.S.I.

WPON
(LEAD STORY)

lishment of a relatively small Washington organization, perhaps comprising
two assistants in addition to Sen. Potter, which would function as the "Television Network Assn." or some similar
descriptive title. If this idea is found
not suitable, then presumably Sen. Potter would be retained as an over-all consultant to the networks, with the three
existing organizations underwriting the
costs.
Because of intramural conflicts among
segments of its membership, NAB has
been unable to fight the battles of the
networks, except where their interests
coincided with those of television as a
whole. This has nettled the individual
networks, although there have been no
recent incidents which have threatened
the withdrawal of any of them from the
NAB. The thought has been advanced
that creation of the Potter office would
help, rather than undermine, the NAB
since it would eliminate one of the most
basic sources of membership discord.
The Potter arrangement presumably
would not entail the former legislator's
appearance before Congressional commit e s or the FCC. The individual networks, when called upon, would appear
through their executive echelons as in
the past. But they would have the
benefit of Mr. Potter's counsel on matters removed from the sphere of business or facilities competition.
The Potter office plan is understood
to have the enthusiastic support of both
CBS and ABC. NBC is represented as
being in favor of a Washington conbut apparently
is as yettakeundecided as tosultancy, whether
it should
the
trade association format outlined, or an
out-and-out consultancy.
NBC now has a consulting arrangement in Washington with F. M.
(Scoop) Russell, who relinquished his
NBC vice presidency last June after 29
years asficer.the
ofCBS isnetwork's
representedWashington
in Washington by Joseph H. Ream, vice president,
who formerly was executive vice president of the vice
parent
company.
ABC'sH.
Washington
president
is Robert
Hinckley, former assistant secretary of
Commerce and former chairman of the
Civil Aeronautics Board (in the Roosevelt administrations).
The trouble they're in
In the past few years trouble has hit
the networks from the Congress, the
Dept. of Justice and the FCC.
Here are some of the -trouble spots:
• The House Antitrust Subcommittee
in 1957 issued a report questioning the
antitrust legality of option time, must-

buys, affiliation agreements and multiple station ownership. At the time the
subcommittee said it would watch FCC
regulation in those areas.
• Within months Kenneth Cox, special counsel to the Senate Commerce
Committee, viewed the same practices
with misgiving. Mr. Cox, like the House
Antitrust Subcommittee, raised antitrust questions. It was before the Commerce Committee, in hearings that preceded Mr. Cox' report, that Richard
A. Moore, president of the independent
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, lit the first
fire to singe the networks with carefully
preparedworks of testimony
accusing the netantitrust violations.
• In October 1957 the special FCC
Network Study Group under the chairmanship of Roscoe Barrow, produced a
massive indictment of many network
practices. The Barrow Report recommended, among other things, the abolition of option time and must-buys, licensing of networks by the FCC and
limitation of station ownership.
The FCC has only now begun serious
consideration of action under the Barrow proposals. Its first step will be
the issuance of a report on option
time, due this week (see page 63). This
report, as prepared for the final vote,
finds option time necessary for the networks but disadvantageous in some respects to stations, advertisers and independent program firms.
• Whatever report the FCC adopts
on option time will be sent to the Dept.
of Justice for comment, under a commitment the FCC made last year. At
that time antitrust officials of the Dept.
of Justice let it be known they regarded
option time as a per se violation of the
antitrust laws but said they would defer
action until the FCC did something
about the Barrow Report.
• In each of the past several Congres es abill has been introduced by
Sen. John Bricker (R-Ohio) to place the
networks under regulation of the FCC.
Mr. Bricker was defeated last November, but there is a chance his bill or one
like it will be reintroduced. The House
Legislative Oversight Committee has
proposed
an investigation
into Sen.
the question of network
regulation.
Paul
Douglas troduce
(D-Ill.)
has
said
he
may
insuch legislation.
• Sen. A.S. Mike Monroney (DOkla.), a member of the Senate Commerce Committee, has announced he
will hold hearings soon in New York on
television program ratings. It will be
the ratings of network programs that get
the
there.principal if not entire attention

NBC-TV scuttles must-buy
page 59
FCC: Yes-but on option time. . . . page 63
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TREND?

explains why it centralized most tv functions

• Other agencies pivot moves on medium's growing power
• The warning: agencies must sprint to keep up with tv
The mounting dominance of teleamong the
country's topillustrated
advertisingvision
agencies
is significantly
by Young & Rubicam's radical overhaul of the way it conducts its broadcast business. The agency started out
the year by centralizing network timebuying, tv programs and selection of
time periods into an expanded radio-tv
department (Broadcasting, Jan. 5).
Y&R's deference to the growing
importance of television is not an
isolated phenomenon. It is supported
by other current moves in the top halfdozen broadcast agencies as well as
being documented by recent public
comments from some of their broadcast executives.
Behind the actions and awareness —
as culled from talks with several agency
executives — is this warning: Even the
large-billing agency must be on its
toes to live (and in some cases, survive)
with tv. Television is growing in size,
importance and complexity; its demands

are
greater oncreativity.
advertisers' budgets and
on agency
Considerable light was thrown upon
this situation by Peter G. Levathes,
vice president ly-expanded
in charge
of Y&R's newradio-tv department,
in a
special interview last week.
Show's the Thing • Mr. Levathes
says, "today
in tv, the recently
show's thehasthing."
And
his sentiment
been
echoed elsewhere. McCann-Erickson,
for example, the No. 2 radio-tv agency,
has hired Sylvester L. Weaver, former
NBC head, as a tv consultant; Benton
& Bowles' Tom McDermott, vice president in charge of tv programming, has
stressed the need for agencies to select
strong programs and keep them up
there, while the showmanship of J.
Walter Thompson's Dan Seymour,
vice president and director of the radio-tv department, is credited with a
large share of the success of that agency, No. 1 in the broadcast media.
The essential ingredient in Y&R's

Y&R's Peter Levathes: he tells why agency is putting most tv activities into one department

move: all network buying of time as
well as shows and selection of time
periods will be handled by the new
radio-tv department. Contractual matters, negotiations, etc., also will be
handled by the department. Left in
media for the time being at least will
be the actual purchase of spot but not
the
compilation of availabilities and
scheduling.
The reaction of agency executives
checked was overwhelmingly favorable
to the Y&R reorganization, though
agency spokesmen were careful to point
out that what is best for Y&R might
not be for others.
The consensus, however, was that
this was a step in the right direction.
Agency people saw in the Y&R move
a waylem thatof canresolving
a particular
exist between
media proband
programming, particularly heightened
by the rise of tv.
Treacherous Ground • Some caution
was expressed in applying the Y&R
principle to all of the leading radio-tv
agencies. It's noted that each agency
provides exceptions to the rule, that
any generalization of programming and
media functions can prove treacherous.
The
approachesin atno thesmall
various
agenciesby
are affected
measure
the individual accounts involved (a
Lever, a P&G, a cosmetic account
would be handled differently than one
which is primarily in print).
Most leading agencies since the early
50's have integrated buying (both netand spot). buying
By "integrated,"
the
agencywork means
via account
groups. Some notable examples are J.
Walter Thompson, Benton & Bowles
and
approach
is to
retainTedthisBates.
systemY&R's
of buying
in media
while in the new radio-tv department,
programming specialists each will be
assigned accounts. Under this system,
every account will have its tv expert.
To take two of the agencies: at J.
Walter
Thompsonradio-tv
there'sprogramming
a fine line
drawn between
and media, though they work closely.
Programming
people
negotiate for shows
and in
time,general
deal with
program sources and networks, while
BROADCASTING, January 12, 1959

media people buy network and spot,
supervise contractual agreements and
clearances and provide research (including study of the time period).
At Ted Bates & Co., the philosophy —
implemented by Radio-Tv Vice President Richard A. R. Pinkham — is that
programming should be headed by a
programming executive, that his department should not only pick network programs and supervise their negotiation,
but also should be charged with purchasing
decisions.
Mr. network
Pinkham'sshows
department
recommends
and purchases network participations as
well as time slots. Media — headed by
Vice President Edward A. Grey — heads
all spot activity, follows up the signing
of programming contracts by Mr.
Pinkham's department and similarly
follows up gramming
where
Mr. Pinkham's
propeople leave
off.
Details of the Y&R moves as well as
a general discussion of the tv ad business from an inagency's
point with
of view
are contained
the interview
Mr.
Levathes, a summary of which follows:
Y&R's New Look • Two elaborate
departments — programming and media
— developed at Y&R over the past five
or six years. Programming dealt with
program content, while media handled
all facilities, business affairs and purchasing aspects of shows and time
period. (Similar organizational set up
at several large-billing agencies.)
The basic change: All of these functions— except for the production of tv
commercials and the actual purchase
of spot — are combined in the new
radio-tv department. The purchase of
spot may be resolved differently, but for
now it is part of media.
Mr. Levathes' unit will concentrate
on the show business side of tv program ing and functions mainly in the
selection and purchase of shows and the
determination of the time period.
Actually, in the past year the two
departments in practice had merged
and during this time the agency had
been considering a formal consolidation. (Right now, Mr. Levathes also continues as head of media but it is expected anew director will be appointed.
(Mr. Levathes, who was vice president of media, on Jan. 1 was appointed
to his new radio-tv department post.
He reports to Y&R President George
H. Gribbin. Robert P. Mountain, who
was vice president of radio-tv, was assigned to vice president in charge of
new business [Broadcasting, Jan. 5].
( Last week the reorganization moved
ahead another notch with the return to
Y&R of Nat Wolff, a programming
expert who has served also with NBCTV and was active in his own package
firm [Week's Headliners, page 10].
Mr. Wolff reports to Mr. Levathes.)
BROADCASTING, January 12, 1959
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Cunningham & Walsh's lateral
• A view of the integrated mediamarketing team was presented play Tuesday's
(Jan. 6) timebuying and
selling seminar of the Radio at& last
Television Executives Society
New
York. The speaker: Newman McEvoy, senior vice president and indirector
of media, Cunningham & Walsh, New York. His topic: "The MediaMarketing Team."
How the team communicates "laterally" under direction of the account
supervisor
or "marketing
is illustrated
by the
Mr. McEvoy
said that coordinator"
marketing research
indicates
whensketch
and above.
where
to spend ad dollars, developing detailed market profiles of age, sex,
geographic
variance, economic factors, merchandising and pricing'. The
marketing expert
decides
an affordable level of advertising and what
are realistic advertising what's
expenditures
unit. The media expert
then supplies answers to what media areperto sales
be used and in what combination, with the planning taking into effect rates, coverage, cost-per-thousand,
reach, frequency, editorial environment and other factors.
From the system of "lateral communication," Mr. McEvoy said, "all
members
of the agency team benefit by getting a well-rounded view of
the problem."
The Whys in Change • Mr. Levathes
makes it plain that the new radio-tv
program unit will concentrate on the
show business facet of tv programming.
There are at least six important
reasons why Y&R changed its approach
to the television medium:
• So that one department would
select and purchase all broadcast shows.
• To diction
avoidbetweena "twilight"
juristhe media zone
and inradio-tv
departments.
• To permit people who do business
with Y&R
central
source.on tv matters to go to a
Because ona aprogram's
content and
its •location
network schedule
are
more related than ever before, these
facetsseparately.
should be dealt with together,
not
• To permit greater specialization.
• To make for efficient and prompt
decisions — particularly in nighttime
schedules where the need for swift
evaluation is mandatory.
Advertiser Concepts • There has
been a gradual merger of time and
program," Mr. Levathes says, noting
that tv'svertiseremergence
has changed adconcepts.
An advertiser commitment for exclusive sponsorship of a program is
impractical in most instances. He notes
that the occupancy of a time period for
an advertiser has become more compli-

cated because of multiple sponsorship.
He illustrates the magnitude of tv
today by estimating that a 52-week
hourly
show if sponsored by only one
advertiser would mean a $10-12 million
investment. Thus, usually other people
— other sponsors — must be accommodated within the time period. "Time
andMr.talentLevathes
have become
inseparable."
emphasizes
that a
show's value can change with a shift
in time period (that is, in the location on
the schedule) or with a change in content. And, in fact, he declares, these
a tv essentials
buy.
two
are what now determine
As more problems and complications
arise in tv the need for greater specialization appears, Mr. Levathes finds.
With a greater concentration on the
broadcast media, there actually is a
smaller group of key people involved
at the agency and thus decisions can
be more effective and prompt.
Top-Notch Staff • Mr. Levathes, however, isaware that effectiveness comes
not only from departmental organization but the people in it. He says, "We
have a top-notch staff in our radio-tv
department — the most skilled craftsmen
in The
the agency
tv-radio business."
unit at Y&R will be built
around these key executives: Mr.
Levathes, Mr. Wolff, Everett H. Erlick
(has handled contracts and other tv

legalities); Norman Glenn (background
in research, show business and media);
David Levy (a writer, some 20 years
with Y&R and experience in just about
every department in the agency), and
Wick Crider (a tv program expert).
Mr. Erlick, a vice president, was in
media; Mr. Glenn, a vice president, is a
radio-tv supervisor; Mr. Levy, a vice
president, is an associate director and
Mr. Crider is a radio-tv supervisor.
Does Y&R expect the change to help
its tv billing grow? Mr. Levathes says,
"We expect
have the sofinest
tv depart-to
ment in the tobusiness,
impressive
the trade and to clients that our busibe bigger."
Mr.ness willLevathes
says he believes in the
medium,
considering
"as onehasof ever
the
most productive the tvworld
known — it has not yet scratched the
surface." Television, he continues, has
been
"strappedtobysellradio
Opportunities
goodstraditions."
through
television are "unlimited," he finds.
"We will experiment with television,
find new and different ways to use it."
Tv More Basic? • While Y&R's tv
billing should go up (currently the
broadcast level is $95-100 million), tv
will not siphon away client money from
other media but will become a more
basic consideration. "We are aware,"
Mr. Levathes observes, "that tv has
special peculiarities to achieve certain
advertising objectives."
Asked about agency control of program ing, Mr. Levathes
answers:
greatest control
an agency
has on"Thetv
shows
in its buying
choice." according
The isradio-tv
department,
to Mr. Levathes' sketch, will deal with
both the networks and packagers. Prime
prerequisite will be "is it a good show,
does
fit the need
of the
advertiser?"is
While itaudience
delivery
(circulation)
important,
there
are
other
"dimensions"
to be considered. These will be under
the direct control of the Y&R broadcast
specialists.
Tv today has become "truly competitive," Mr. Levathes, a chief achitect of Operation Daybreak on ABCTV, observes. With three networks now
providing nationwide coverage, "the
showNielsen
is the thing."
By simply
the
pocketpiece,
one canstudying
chart
"peaks dience,
andMr. Levathes
valleys" points
of program
auout, adding,
"Give them [the public] the show and
theyThatwillFlick
find it."
of the Dial • An agency
must be able to evaluate the nighttime
schedule swiftly — a flick of the dial can
lose millions of potential customers for
a product.
At one time, Mr. Levathes emphasizes, itwas a tv station manager or
operator who was the program chooser
— picking what the public could watch.
With three or more tv stations in a mar36 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

ket, the public now is the selector —
"an agency must be more careful about
Y&R, whose client roster boasts tv's
choice."
blue chips, points to the following nighttime shows as standouts in strength:
Maverick and Cheyenne on ABC-TV;
Gunsmoke and Alfred Hitchcock Presents on CBS-TV; the Goodyear show
on NBC-TV and The Lineup on CBSTV, among others.
Watching "Daybreak" • Of "OperaDaybreak,"itMrwasLevathes
says onY&Ra
still tion
believes
launched
"sound premise," that its ratings seem
to be going up but that the agency will
watch OD carefully, particularly in the
next two months — "It takes longer for
things to percolate in the daytime."
Mr. Levathes says the main advantage of film is that it permits the producer to bring all creative elements together at one time and to store them
until the most favorable time period.
He predicts a future for videotape too
and Y&R is watching it closely.
Single rating system
called suicide path
Broadcasting would be taking the
shortest
if itsystems
discardedin
its presentpathfourto or"suicide"
five rating
favor of "head-counting" such as that
performed in the newspaper field by the
Audit Bureau of Circulations, Dr.
Sydney Roslow, director of The Pulse
Inc., told the Washington Ad Club last
week. Dr. Roslow thus challenged the
position taken by George Abrams, RevIon advertising vice president, that radio
and television have need for a single research organization such as the ABC
in a talk to the club last month (Broad-

Roslow: Sees sorrow in tv head-counting plan

casting, Dec. 15, 1958).
Dr. Roslow cited the reduction in
number of newspapers in the face of
rising population and income as results
stemming
newspapersfromandthethe"blind
printreliance"
buyer onby
circulation figures alone. "Head counting,"
said, "kills
competition
because itheignores
all other
facts about
Roslow
theDr.quality
of thecontrasted
audience."the drop in
number of newspapers with the steady
growth in number of both radio and tv
stations since the advent of the two
broadcast media. He attributed this difference largely to the single service
(ABC) in the publishing field and the
multiple, casting.competitive
Such multiple services
research,inhebroadsaid,
helps define the station and program
image toteristthe
audienceof and
the charac-to
ics and qualities
the audience
the advertiser and station.
Test census Feb. 20
Test census enumerations for 1960
will be conducted in Catawba and
Rutherford counties in western North
Carolina by the U. S. Census Bureau
starting Feb. 20. At every fourth household interviewers will leave a form asking if there is a radio set and how
many; a tv set and how many.
The Census Bureau has turned down
industry requests to include fm radio
and uhf tv questions.
The bureau will use a new technique
in the advance census report form.
This form contains basic census questions and will be distributed to households in advance of the regular houseto-house canvass, giving the family a
chance to assemble information about
each member in advance of the census
taker's
visit.inThea radio-tv
are
contained
special questions
report form
along with other questions on household equipment. They are to be mailed.
Test questionnaires will be mailed to
the census processing center at Jeffersonville, Ind., where they will be edited,
coded and microfilmed.
Sawdon adds Stanley
Frank B. Sawdon, vice president and
director of Robert Hall Clothes and
president of Frank B. Sawdon Adv., has
resigned his position with Robert Hall
"to same
expandtimethe Mr.
(Sawdon)
the
Sawdon agency."
announcedAt
expansion has begun with acquisition
of F. B. Stanley Adv. Co., effective immediately. Al Stanley personnel are
being absorbed
in theSyman
Sawdonbecoming
organization with Stanley
executive vice president and Ardien
Rodner, vice president and media director. Mr. Sawdon also has signed a longterm consultant contract with Robert
Hall Clothes.
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WOVBUGS

for your bankroll!

Agency personnel all over America are saving them — because the ones
who save the most Wovbugs will receive —
A FREE ROUND TRIP TO ROME VIA KLM AIRLINES* A 14-DAY WEST
INDIES CRUISE FROM NEW YORK VIA THE HOME LINES "ITALIA"
These are first and second prizes respectively. But there are loads of
other sensational prizes, too. Like a 1959 Royal Portable typewriter;
many beautiful Helbros watches; dozens of magnificent Italian ceramics
and glassware.
Wovbugs are so easy to save. They're everywhere. On all WOV ads —
allnothing
WOV literature
— even toonbuy.the Just.
envelopes
we send.by Feb.
There's12,
write.win.Nothing
save theandmostlettersWovbugs
1959 andto you
Wovbugs are the world's finest people. So save them and good luck!
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WCRB cuts out liquor
WCRB Boston, good-music station
that has defied NAB and blue-nose
bans against hard liquor advertising,
did a turnabout last week and reluctantly decided to cease its liquor advertising.
Theodore Jones, WCRB operator,
wrote Harold E. Fellows, NAB president, that Federal Liquors Ltd. had
been given two-weeks notice to discontinue featuring Nuyens vodka and
cordials (Broadcasting, Oct. 27,
1958). At the NAB fall conference in
Boston Oct. 20 Mr. Fellows had chided
broadcasters "who sell their birthright
on the air
atforthea $20
time bill."
with WCRB
its vodkawascommercials,
heard 11-12 p.m.
Said Mr. Jones, an abstainer, in his
letter to Mr. Fellows, "We have had
no adverse comment from the public
directly. The only adverse mail has
come from the publishing of two critical articles in the Christian Science
Monitor. One-fourth of all such mail
supports our stand."
Observing it is "unfair discrimination" in view of liquor advertising in
other media, he termed it "hypocritical" to allowin beer
moderateof
beverages
viewandof wine
the asnumber
beer and wine alcoholics in hospitals.
He said he would endorse a law to outlaw liquor advertising in all forms in
all media.
Why the switch? "Because of the
many implications involved" and "out
of consideration for NAB views," Mr.
Jones said.
added, effects
"Aftersuchdeepa
thought
on theHe possible
policy as ours may have on people in
general, on the industry as a whole, on
national legislation in particular and
because it might affect the FCC in
future actions we have decided to discontinue our hard liquor advertising."
New accounts to DR&J
Two new cosmetics accounts that
will be announced "shortly" by Dowd,
Redfield & Johnstone Inc., New York,
and Boston affiliate John C. Dowd Co.
(Closed Circuit, Jan. 5) last week
were learned to be George W. Luft
Co. and John Robert Powers Products
— both relatively small advertisers
when compared with giants like Revlon,
Factor, et al. However, DR&J will have
some Gillette toiletries business, according to reliable sources. Already in
the shop and about to be tested is a
new men's hair spray.
Luft (Tangee lipsticks) will move
over from Calkins & Holden, which
offsets executive
this lossviceby "acquiring" exDR&J
president Edmund
F. Johnstone. Powers has been serviced by Doner & Peck Adv., New York.
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LATEST

RATINGS
Rank
Homes
GunsmokeTrain
36.4
2.1. Wagon
35.4
Have Gun, Will Travel
4.3. Rifleman
35.0
32.3
33.1
5.
Danny
Thomas
32.3
TOP 10 NETWORK PROGRAMS
6.7. I've
Got
a
Secret
32.0
Wells
Fargo
Tv report for 2 weeks ending Dec. 6
MaverickMcCoys
TOTAL AUDIENCE
9.8. Real
31.9
30.7
10. Texan
30.4
Rank
Copyright 1959 A. C.
18,096
1.2. Wagon
Train
16,400
Gunsmoke
16,400
Town (9pm)
16,008
4.5.3. Wonderful
Have Gun,
Perry
Como Will Travel
15,921
6. Maverick
15,095
15,095
7. Ed Sullivan
15,008
8.9. High
— L. Thomas
TOP 10 NETWORK PROGRAMS
Perry Adventure
Mason
14,964
10.
Danny
Thomas
Tv report for Dec. 1-7
'o 14,921
Homes
Rank
Tv(000)Homes
42.7
1.2. Wagon
Train
Desilu Playhouse
Gunsmoke
12,139
38.4
Danny Thomas
3.4. Wonderful
Town
(9 p.m.)
38.2
11,984
37.6
Perry
Como
Have
Gun,
Will
Travel
37.3
11,912
Loretta
Young
5. Perry Como
11,298
11,834
Maverick
GunsmokeEarp
36.5
11,060
35.7
Wyatt
7.6. Pro
Football (Sat.)
10,526
Adventure (Lowell Thomas)
Wagon
Train
10,295
35.3
35.6
9.8. EdHighSullivan
Have Gun,
Wells
FargoWill Travel
10,135
35.3
10. Perry Mason
Rank
1 Garry Moore
AVERAGE AUDIENCE
% Homes
9,996
No.(000)
Homes
Desilu Playhouse
35.1
Danny Thomas
34.2
Loretta
Young
33.9
15,573
Gunsmoke
15,008
33.8
Wagon
Train
Perry
Como
Wyatt
Earp
Have
Gun,
Will
Travel
14,921
13,833
Danny
33.1
Gunsmoke
13,703
30.6
I've
GotThomas
a Secret
32.7
Wagon
Train
Rifleman
30.3
15,659
29.3
Have
Gun,
Will
Travel
29.7
Wells Fargo
Wells Fargo
13,616
Maverick
13,181
Maverick
Texan
12,876
Real McCoys
12,702
Copyright 1959 Videodex In
Rifleman
(ABC-142):
MilesProcter
Labs& (Wade),
Perry Como
(NBC-171):
participating
sponRalston Purina
(Gardner),
Gamble
sors, Sat. 8-9 p.m.
(B&B),
Tues.
9-9:30
p.m.
Desilu
Playhouse
(CBS-113):
Westinghouse
(M-E), Mon. 10-11 p.m.
Ed
Sullivan
(CBS-159):
Mercury
(K&E),
man Kodak (JWT), Sun. 8-9 p.m. EastGunsmoke
(CBS-173): withLiggett
& Myers
(D-F-S),Sat.alternating
(Y&R)
10-10:30 p.m. Remington Rand Texan
(Bates),(CBS-176):
Mon. 8-8:30Brown
p.m. & Williamson
Have(JWT),Gun,Whitehall
Will Travel
(CBS-148):
Lever
Danny
Thomas
(CBS-189):
(Bates), Sat.
(B&B), Mon. 9-9:30 p.m. General Foods
High6, 7:30-8:30
Adventure p.m.
(CBS-157):
Delco9:30-10
(C-E) pDecm Wagon
Train (NBC-180): Ford Motors (JWT)
alternating
8:30 p.m. with Nabisco (M-E), Wed. 7:30I'veWed.Got 9:30-10
a Secret p.m.(CBS-197): Reynolds (Esty)
Maverick
Fargoalternating
(NBC-163)withAmerican
Tobaccoof
(Y&R), (ABC-132):
Sun. 7:30-8:30Kaiser,
p.m. Drackett (both Wells
(SSC&B),
Buick Dealers
Perry
(CBS-140)
America (M-E), Mon. 8:30-9 p.m.
Sat. Mason
7:30-8:30
p.m. participating sponsors Wonderful
Town (CBS-181): Westclox (BBD0),
GarryRevlonMoore(La Roche),
(CBS-174): KelloggPlate
(Burnett)
Carlings (Lang), Fisher & Stashower, ProcGlass
ter & Gamble (Grey), Nov. 3rd 10-12 p.m.
(BBD0), Tues. 10-11Pittsburgh
p.m.
Pro Football (NBC-173): Liggett & Myers Wyatt
Earp& (ABC-159):
General Mills
Procter
Gamble (Compton),
Tues.(D-F-S),
8:30-9
(D-F-S), Mercury (K&E), Sat. 3 p.m.-conclusion.
RealProducts
McCoys (JWT),
(ABC-131):
Sylvania
Electric
Loretta
Young
(NBC-144):
Procter
&
Gamble
Thurs. 8:30-9 p.m.
(B&B), Sun. 10-10:30 p.m.
p.m. DAILY CHOICES
ARBITRON'S
Listed below are the highest-ranking television network shows for each
day ofings othe
week Jan.
1-7 asBureau.
rated by the multi-city Arbitron instant ratf American
Research
RATING
DATE
NETWORK
PROGRAM and TIME
Thurs., Jan. 1
The
Real
McCoys
(8:30
p.m.)
ABC-TV
Fri., Jan. 2
27.4
Person to Person (10:30 p.m.)
28.4
20.2
Sat., Jan. 3
CBS-TV
Have
Will doTravelp.m.)(9:30 p.m.)
24.3
LorettaGun,Young
CBS-TV
Sun., Jan. 4
NBC-TV
Ann
Sothern
(9:30
p.m.)
Mon., Jan. 5
30.5
CBS-TV
Rifleman (9 p.m.)
24.7
Tues., Jan. 6
25.2
ABC-TV
Wed., Jan. 7
I've Got a Secret (9:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
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There's WJXT

in Jacksonville, where the lookout

on the beaches isn't even as exciting as the business
outlook. Printers' Ink sums it up: "An economically
balanced community, its trends point to one direction
only and that's up." Our closest competition in this
booming regional center reaches less than half the
66 counties covered by WJXT in South Georgia as well
as Northeast Florida. Even inside Jacksonville itself,
WJXT earns a thundering lead of 69% mornings,
90% afternoons and 71% at night! In terms of
TV sets: 110,000 more! In terms of weekly audience:
IK times more! In terms of top shows:
33 out of 40 (and all 10 of the top local shows).
In any terms, there's more, much more to

JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA
An affiliate of the CBS Television Network
Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales
Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division:
WTOP Radio Washington, D. C.

WTOP-TV Channel 9, Washington, D.

TWO

MORE

AGENCIES

MERGE

Richards joins with Calkins & Holden
combining billings of $35 million
With 1959 not even two weeks old, it aborting the C&H-BDA merger; it
already looks like a busy year for agency might be similarly dismayed by Richmarriage broker Robert C. Durham.
ards'which
heavyrecently
radio-user
Eastern
lines,
ordered
a fleetAir-of
With the ink still wet on contracts uniting Donahue & Co with Keyes, Madden Douglas DC-8 jets, and despite East& Jones and Geyer Adv. with Morey,
ern's willingness to consider the Boeing
Humm & Warwick, Durham Assoc. last jet, might fly off elsewhere.
Friday (Jan. 9) tied another knot.
Something Old, Something New • Obviously, many details remain to be
Effective this week: Fletcher D. Richironed
out. Both agencies have united
ards Inc. (billing $22 million), New
York, and Calkins & Holden (billing on a joint "plans committee" to take
$13 million), New York, unite to be- up such matters as branch office relocacome Fletcher Richards, Calkins &
tion and delegation
executive
sibilities in media ofand
other responlevels.
Holden Inc. Both agencies had been
Richards
maintains
expansive
headenergetically seeking merger — though
quarters at 10 Rockefeller Plaza, New
not with each other until just recently.
York; offices at 221 N. LaSalle St., ChiC&H
been Adams
having "long
cago; 550 Sherbrooke W.. Montreal;
Burke had
Dowling
Inc. thistalks"
fall, with
and
when these failed to jell, C&H talked 6233 Hollywood Blvd., Los Angeles;
marriage with Edward H. Weiss & Co., and 58 Sutter St., San Francisco. C&H
Chicago (Broadcasting, Dec. 22, headquarters at 247 Park Ave., New
1958). Richards had reportedly been York, maintains offices at the Prudential
meeting off-and-on with MacManus, Plaza, Chicago, Citizens National Bank
Los Angeles, and the Vance Bldg.
John & Adams top brass (Closed Cir- Bldg.,
in Seattle.
cuit, Nov. 10, 1958) and while seems
a poThere
seems to be little doubt over
tential merger in that direction
is marrying whom. Named to the
temporarily stalled, a Richards official who
top posts in the new combine are
indicated the "door ... is not closed. Fletcher
D. Richards (president) and
We'll
concentrate
on
first
things
first."
The FDR-C&H union was not made Bradley A. Walker (board chairman).
without its sacrifices, it is learned. Paul R. Smith, incumbent C&H presiDefinitely slated to resign Calkins &
"21"
is thein prestige-laden
Holden account
that its hard liquor
brands
National
line conflicts with Richards'
Distillers account. Still indefinite: disposition ofC&H's blue-chip Boeing airplane account. Its objection to the use
of BDA radio-using clients Delta and
Scandinavian airlines of competing
Mr. Smith
Mr. Richards
Douglas aircraft products aided in
Bureau of Advertising, which a fortSales up 7% in N.Y.
night ago declaredas that
,didn't
hurt
merchants
badlytheas strike
newspapers
despite paper strike
contended, since the balance of sales
prosizable lossesrderin certain
from downtown to out-of-town.
Despite motional
items, New shifted
and phone-o
Weather Factor • Also - helping acYork department store December sales
count for the dollar sales increase —
in the face aside from tv-radio — was favorable
came out ahead of er1957's—
weather; in 1957, bad weather and an
of a 19-day newspap blackout, reports
the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. 8-day subway strike that began Dec. 9
The bank last week reported dollar sales caused a New York sales decline of
for the crucial Dec. 1-24 shopping sea- 3-4%; this drop was offset somewhat by
store increase of 5%.
were upg 7%period.
over 1957's pre-Yule- a suburban
The Reserve Bank arrives at its 5%
tide sonshoppin
The Dec. 10-28 strike knocked out increase by comparing week-by-week
nine New York dailies and affected all percentage changes with corresponding
retail advertisers in Greater New York, 1957 periods. For the week ended Dec.
many of whom promptly shunted ad 6 (pre-strike), retail dollar sales were
dollars to radio-tv (Broadcasting, Dec. 4% higher than in 1957; a 10% gain
29, et seq.). Registering a particularly was reported for the week ended Dec.
heavy gain were suburban shopping 13 — three days after the strike began;
areas — up 14% — confirming Television the following week (ended Dec. 20)
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dent, becomes vice chairman of the
board; woodC&HSmith Board
will beChairman
chairman J.ofSherthe
executive committee. Directly under
them: Edmund C. Johnstone, who quit
his partnership in Dowd, Redfield &
Johnstone (Broadcasting, Dec. 15,
1958) and joined C&H only two weeks
ago, ostensibly
called-off
merger
between toC&HeffectandtheWeiss.
Mr.
Johnstone will be executive vice president. Senior vice presidencies go to the
following: Ernest A. Gray (FDR), William A. Chalmers (C&H), Ellsworth D.
Hill (FDR), Walter B. Geoghegan
(C&H), Maitland Jones (FDR), John
Shepherd (FDR) and Masis Seklemian
(C&H). The last was executive vice
president of Seklemian & North, which
was absorbed last year by C&H.
Expected to head combined tv-radio
operations is Seymour J. Frolick, radiotv vice president of F. D. Richards,
with second-in-command
C&H'sGladney.
incumbent broadcast chief, Norman
(Merlin
[Mike]at Carlock,
vice chairman of theE.board
C&H resigned
that
agency several months ago following
collapse of talks with BDA, subsequently became board chairman of BDA.
Principal broadcast accounts in the
new agency: Eastern Airlines, J. A.
Foiger & Co., U.S. Rubber Co., and
Canadian subsidiary, Dominion Rubber Co., Bavarian Brewing Co. and
heavy line of food accounts serviced out
of
Harris-HarlanWoodRichards'
Div. on theformer
West Coast.

Mr. Frolick
Mr. Johnstone
sales were down 6%, but jumped 22%
for the final week ended Dec. 27.
Thus, while lack of newspaper ads
caused a sharp reversal for a brief spell,
a last minute sales spurt (largely in
suburbia) kept Christmas 1958 from
becoming a season of retailer woe. The
bank'sfect of media
analystson dosales.not analyze the efChicago agency forms
Formation of Terry, Gray-Schwartz
8c Harris, new Chicago advertising
agency, as a result of the merger of Ron
Terry Productions and Gray-Schwartz
Adv., has been announced by Ron
Terry, president, and Marvin Gray,
treasurer. George J. Harris is vice
president. Headquarters: 5875 N.
Lincoln Ave., Chicago. Telephone:
Longbeach 1-4428.
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HAT

IVIAI\fco

People?

A

lYlA RIVET

Industry?

;

Location?

provides them all in the
GOLDEN

OHIoTaLLEY

591,020 TV homes*, 2,957,100 people
. . . progressive, regionally patriotic, with
a remarkably high ownership of homes and
cars, wide tastes, fast buying tempo, and an effective
buying income totaling $3,774,764,000.
An area of tremendous soft coal fields, unlimited agricultural resources,
and spectacular production powerhouses in every type of industry.
The center of low-cost transportation, the very heart of the booming Ohio
River Valley . . . WHTN-TV's powerful antenna reaches out to
cover its 5 prime cities spread out in 89 counties, 4 state?.
Don't miss this ready-made market . . . supersaturated with manpower,
burgeoning with industry,
-'sold"story
on WHTN-TV.
the dollars
and cents
RIGHT NOWGet from
Petrv.

WHTN-TV

Huntington-Charleston, West Virginia • The only full-powered station in this Golden Valley
A Cowles Operation • CBS Basic • Nationally represented fay Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

'It just hit me!
MID- AMERICA'S strategically located AREA market . . .
Equidistant from Chicago, St. Louis,
and Indianapolis.
proves WCIA's preNCS #3 again
dominant audience in BLOOMINGTON, CHAMPAIGN-URBANA,
DANVILLE, DECATUR, and
SPRINGFIELD and the 54 rich
counties which constitute the nation's 45th TV Market.
This single AREA contains more
PEOPLE and MORE MONEY than
such entire states as Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado or Oregon.

WCIA

is the J+5th tv market!

WCIA
CHAMPAIGN, ILL.

CHANNEL
&
CHAMPAIGN

^^^^ CHAMPAIGN

P. Hollingbery,
Representative
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PLAY-DOH

+ TV = REAL DOUGH
Video puts over new use for old product
It's just not enough to build a better of Rainbow Crafts said last week, "but
it turned out right." The company
mousetrap; you've got to tell the world started
out modestly with its tv test —
about it. Finding this out — happily so
in
the summer months — a most unlike— is Cincinnati's Rainbow Crafts Inc.,
which in two years has kneaded sucly time of year to advertise toys.
cess out of failure, racking up an 800% Despite the handicap of a summer tv
sales increase and ascribing this success campaign, requests for information
poured into WEHT (TV) Evansville.
to the adroit use of local tv spot.
Four years ago, Joseph S. McVicker. Ind.. the test station. FH&N started
fresh out of Brown U.. fell heir to a buying other spots shortly thereafter.
The Dough in Play-Doh • That year
failing
enterprise;
his late father's
Kutol family
Products
Co.. engaged
in the (1957) Rainbow Crafts (as the company
manufacture of a dough-like wall clean- was renamed to suit the colors in the
ing substance, had seen sales plummet product) spent a total of $45,000 on tv.
to S 1 80,000 when young McVicker was Sales shot up another six-fold, to a gross
struck by a thunderbolt. Musing his sad $1,478,000. Last year, the tv budget
fate one afternoon. Joe McVicker jumped to $150,000 — and sales showed
watched his two-year old daughter play- it. Another sizable increase was registered: nearly double to $2,250,000. This
ing with Kutol, suddenly realized that
here, indeed, was an ideal "educational coming year. Rainbow Crafts intends to
spend
$185,000 in tv.
toy.'' He tried it out at his sister-inEmboldened by its Evansville experilaw's
community
nursery
school
in
ment, Rainbow Crafts in 1958 decided
Mountain Lakes, N.J.. subjected it to
all sorts of lab tests and in 1955, sold to remain on tv past Christmas, a move
some of the material — by now named which now is developing into some sort
"Play-Doh,"
the use.
Cincinnati school of pattern. The firm has reason to let
system
for artto class
it so develop. For sales in January 1958
But sales were slow; that year. Play- hit $246,000 — an astounding feat conDoh brought in only $23,000. The folsidering that traditionally, the peak sales
lowing year, spurred by some retail month for toy advertisers is November.
store orders (among them, Washing- (November 1957 sales: $199,880).
year, Play-Doh bought time on
ton's Woodward & Lothrop and Chica- theLastfollowing
stations: WOR-TV New
go's Marshall
Field
&
Co.),
young
McVicker improved his product, added York, WNTA-TV Newark, WGN-TV
colors to the compound, repackaged, Chicago, KTLA (TV) Los Angeles.
KPIX (TV) San Francisco. WBZ-TV
repriced
Play-Doh
meet were
the public's
pocketbook.
Sales into 1956
nearly Boston. WCCO-TV Minneapolis.
11 times greater: 5250,000.
CKLW-TV Detroit, WSB-TV Atlanta.
Philadelphia, WEWS (TV)
But Joe
Play-Doh
wasn'thired
content
to stop WFIL-TV
Cleveland, WTTG (TV) Washington
there.
McVicker
an agency.
Cincinnati's Farson, Huff & Northlich. and KMOX-TV St. Louis. By midThe agency recommended testing tv
year 1958 Play-Doh had achieved national distribution, landing in just about
spot. "We did it all wrong." an official
ACTIVITY

HOW PEOPLE SPEND THEIR TIME

There
peopletime:
in the U.S. over 12 years of age during the week Dec 26-Jan 1
This iswerehow 126,230,000
they spent their
r??'^'2«2!
Sp6nt
1'849'6 million
miMi0n hours
h0urst
Watching
Television
57.1% (72,077,000) spent 1,044.8
ListeningNewspapers
to Radio
78.2%
spent
408.7
million
hours
Reading
29.3% (98,712,000)
(36,985,000)
174.6 million
ReadingMoviesMagazines
23.4% (29,538,000) spent
spent 355.6
million hours
hours
Watching
on Tv
28.0% (35,323,000) spent 144.2 million hours
Attending Movies"
DDnhAe^At^a,l^COmpiled
by
Sindlin9er
&
Co.,
Ridley
Park,
Pa.,
and
published
exclusively
oKUADLAbTJNG each week, are based on a 48-state, random dispersion sample of 7 000 inter-by
(1,000 each
day). Sindlinger's
weekly and quarterly "Activity"
reportnumerous
from which these
weekly viewsfigures
are drawn,
furnishes comprehensive
these and
categories, and shows
the duplicated
and unduplicatedbreakdowns
audiencesof between
each specificothermedium.
Copyright 1958 Sindlinger & Co. f Hour totals are weekly figures. People— numbers and percentages—are figwith
ured on an average daily basis. * All people figures are average daily tabulathe week
exception of the "attending movies" category which is a cumulative
total fortions vfioerthe
wing we k. week. Sindlinger tabulations are available within two to seven days of the interSINDLINGER'S
COUNT:
of Jan.to tv1, (89.8%
Sindlinger the
datapeople
shows: (1) 113,297,000
people43,977,000
over 12SETyears
of age with
haveAstv;
access
(2)
households
(3) 48,543,999 tvof sets
in use inin that
the age
U.S. group)BROADCASTING, January 12, 1959

In Detroit: CKLW-TV clown sells Play-Doh
every five-and-dime store, plus 1,800
other jobbers. Since all times bought
were on local children's shows, Mr. McVicker insisted on live delivery. "After
all," he says, "filmed spots are timed
to the split second. A filmed one-minute
spot runs 58 seconds on the nose. Sometimes, a live pitchman will let his
enthusiasm carry the ball, sometimes
will talk about the product for as much
as Last
four minutes."
Dec. 26, Mr. McVicker sent
his retailers a telegram. It read: "Don't
buy out
Play-Doh
don't
cross
Play-Dohhand-to-mouth,
because the holidays
are over. We'll move Play-Doh for you
via tv advertising in a 'Christmas in
January-February'
promotion."
Thus,
Rainbow
Crafts renewed
the 1 5 stations.
By springtime, Rainbow Crafts intends
to add another 10 stations. "The end,"
Rainbow Crafts said last week, "is nowhere in sight."
Hot problem in Omaha
Allen & Reynolds, Omaha, Neb.,
agency,
a "hot ex-assistant
problem." manager
Lyle has
DeMoss,
of WOW Omaha who recently joined
the
askedagency
stations asto radio-tv
help. director, has
The Allen & Reynolds problem — it
must place a 10-week radio campaign
for a food client in a hurry.
In a letter to a list of stations Mr.
DeMoss loaded his plea for succor
with this intriguing question:
"What is your best unpublished packdaytime
20-second spots?"
Saidage buyoneof radio
station:
"It's the worst kind of rate-cutting."
forMr.his DeMoss'
haste. He letter
wrote:pleads tolerance
"I am sorry to be rushing at you for
the first time with my panic button
down. ... We want the best and the
for ourthatclient's
can— get
most wetising dollar
to prove
local adverradio
is the most productive medium. . . ."
(BROADCAST ADVERTISING) 45

Now! 50,000

waffs

hristal Co' Inc. ^/^C
THE KOBY RECORD
IS TOPS
IN SAN FRANCISCO

Forgetber in the
the hit(Adults
numSan others—
Franciscobecause
is 85.4%
in Audience Composition— June Nielsen). KOBY is the top seller— keeps its
loyalingSan
a buyframe Francisco
of mind! Noaudience
double inspotting!
10%
discount
when
buying
KOBY
—
and KOSI, Denver!
in10,000 Watts
KOBY] San Francisco
See PETRY— and gef on fhe
KOBY Hif Paradel
For Greenville, Miss.-WGVM
Mld-Amerlca Broadcasting Co.
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Hertz hikes ad budget;
$1 .6 million for spot
The Hertz idea is getting around —
broadcast mediawise. A recent sponsor of world and business news shows
on network radio, the car and truck
rental-leasing company also is plunking
over $1,650,000 into saturation spot tv
for 1959.
A national advertising budget of $5
million is being announced today (Jan.
12) by Joseph J. Stedem, executive
vice president of Hertz Corp.
The allocation, representing an increase over the $4,250,000 budget for
1958, will include a 52-week tv spot
drive in the 11 key cities which account for 64% of all Hertz Rent-ACar business. The campaign, to start
late
this month,spots.
includes
and 20-of
and 60-second
LargestID'sportion
Rent-A-Car
the
the budget goes into
program, handled by Campbell-Ewald.
Needham, Louis & Brorby has inherited the truck and car leasing account
(Broadcasting, Jan. 5, 1958); Foote,
Cone & Belding handles Hertz Rent-APlane System Inc.
Hertz started national advertising in
1947 with an outlay of $242,000. It
spent $2.6 million on national media
in 1957 and last year invaded network
radio with a schedule of five-minute
news segments. Hertz matched its $4,250,000
budget
with a substantial amount
for inlocal1958advertising,
for a
combined expenditure of $8 million.
On that basis, Hertz overall advertising in 1959 will hit about $10 million.
By 1962, Mr. Stedem said, it expects
to spend vert$8,250,000
for national adising alone.
Schedule of spot announcements is
expected to vary in the 1 1 key markets
but Hertz claims it will deliver a total
imweekly commercialtruck
of 27,632,810 separate
car and
pres ions. A
(administered
program
lease advertising
by NL&B) will account for about $1
million in national and local expendiHoward account shifts
was encounAn teredaccount
last week casualty
by the newly merged
SilbersteinJ.
Alfred
and
Adv.
North
Bert Goldsmith Inc. (Broadcasting,
1958). Announced: AppointDec. ment22,by Howard
Clothes Inc. of Mogul,
Lewin, Williams & Saylor Inc., New
York, effective immediately. Howard,
stores througha chain of 73andclothing
Midwest, is understood
out the East
to bill approximately $800,000. It had
user through
been a fairly heavy radio
the Silberstein-Goldsmith agency but
had not been placing its regular amount
of radio copy on the air for the past few

months. Print advertising had been
handled by the client direct.
The account does not conflict with
Barney's counts
Clothes,
the firstEmil
acserviced byonetheof former
Mogul Co., in that Barney's is a New
York
only;ofHoward's
principal
outlets —outlet
outside
New York
— are
Chicago, Detroit, Boston, Philadelphia,
Washington, D.C., Buffalo, N.Y., and
Miami, Fla.
Tax immune' ad fund
urged for 'bad years'
Congress should realize that advertisingbiliz"caning theplay
in stapresenta unique
Americanrole"economy
and should modify the tax code to permit establishment of a non-deductible
reserve for advertising not regarded as
accumulated earnings and profits, a tax
lawyer told the American Marketing
Assn. convention in Chicago a fortnight
Robert A. Schulman, partner in the
ago.
law firm of Wenchel, Schulman & Manning, asserted that "many businesses,
especially
closely-held
corporations,
would welcome
an opportunity
to set
aside additional funds earmarked for
future muneadvertising
which Sec.
would53 1beof imfrom attack under
the
tax code." He noted that such reserves
would "provide a ready source of cash
forMr.advertising
bad years."at a panel
Schulmanin appeared
session moderated by Melvin Brorby,
senior vice president of Needham,
Louis & Brorby Inc., Chicago. The subject of "Advertising as a Stabilizing
Influence in Our Economy" highlighted
AMA's 41st national conference at the
Morrison Hotel Dec. 28-30.
One Firm's Ad Philosophy • Thomas
C. Morrill, vice president of State Farm
Mutual Insurance Co., explained his
firm's advertising philosophy, claiming,
"In our business effective advertising,
efficient operations and low cost to the
customer
Martin goR.hand-in-hand."
Gainsbrugh, chief economist of the national industrial conference board, felt advertising outlays can
contribute to greater economic stability
if they are "increasingly viewed as investment" like research and development.
reliance
on American
"the total Cyanamid
marketing Co.'s
concept"
was
explained by Burton F. Bowman, marketing director for its agricultural division. He cited the company's Tv Farm
Newsreel on 50 tv stations in high income farm areas as an example of "pininpointing"
programmingforto individual
dustries
and areas
animal feed
supplements
and other agriculture products.
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KPRC

No. 1 for NEWS

"I turn that station on
when I want to find
out what's new—
what's happening."

KPRC

No. 1 for ADVERTISERS

"When they advertise
something on that
station I feel I can

KPRC
57%
STATION
30%

believe them!"
KPRC

40%
20%

No. 1 for BELIEV ABILITY
KPRC
78%

"You can generally
believe them and trust
what you have heard."

Should you like further information on this
revealing Dichter Probe, wire, write or
phone. A printed booklet, "The People Talk
Back to Radio" will be forwarded, posthaste.
EDWARD PETRY & CO., Inc.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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80%
60%

STATION
„„,„„

I

ono/
D
C
STATION

80%
STATION — 60%
39%
40%
20%

THE

1958

STORY

■ In 1958, America

Atomic Age Physics was universally described as a bold

grew and so did American television and so did America's
first television network. Starting its second decade of commercial service, the NBC Television Network placed new
benchmarks along the path of progress:
NBC introduced "Continental Classroom," the first
nation-wide television course. Carried by 149 stations,
accepted for full academic credit by 205 colleges and universities, viewed by 270,000 Americans, this course in

experiment in the nation's interest.
NBC News, through its 300 correspondents stationed
around the world, responded to the explosive events of 1958
with a 20% increase in news coverage.
NBC Special programs, covering a broad range of entertainment and informational forms, paced the entire industry
with nearly 100 separate productions.
NBC flew the proud ensign of color almost alone, tele-

jbasting a record total of 664 hours of color programs.
NBC logged a record 300 hours covering a variety of the
iaation's foremost sports events.
: NBC's average daytime program increased its audience
yy 15% more homes; its average evening program by 10%
nore homes.
i NBC reached its all-time high in gross time sales, surpassing 1957 by 13%. A record total of 205 sponsors gave
tfBC the largest gross dollar increase of any network. At

year's end, NBC led all networks in evening sponsored time.
The true measure of a network's greatness lies in the
totality of its service. One measure of that totality is the
recognition accorded a network's programming by responsible independent groups with different interests. In 1958
NBC, its programs and its personalities, received more
awards than any other network.
NBC

TELEVISION

NETWORK

AIR

LET

OUT

OF

ANTI-TV

Feniger: Time Inc.'s magazine charges
are paradox of own radio-tv programs
Huntington: print measurements obsolete
If Time Inc. is going to throw rocks to good entertainment with very little
at television, it had better get its own emphasis on the exciting cultural standards that Fortune and Life feel the
transmitters out of the target area.
This in essence was the advice last medium should uphold."
week of Jerome Feniger, Cunningham
He emphasized that he did not con& Walsh vice president, in a speech
sider any of the Time stations' program"bad," butpleads
ratherfor"notin the
sort of
answering attacks
in Time Inc.'s
December
Fortune onandtv Christmas
issue thing ming
Fortune
its printed
of Life (Broadcasting, Nov. 24, Dec. columns attacking the medium." He
22, 1958).
said:
In a speech tovision-Radio
the Philadelphia
Tele"Let me state very carefully my feelAdvertisers Club last
ing that all four of these television stations . . . are doing an excellent job of
Thursday Mr. Feniger cited the December program schedules of the four serving the public in their viewing areas.
Time Inc. television stations: KLZ-TV Each of these stations is managed by
Denver, WTCN-TV Minneapolis, highly competent and well-trained perWFBM-TV Indianapolis and KTVT
sonnel and, I am sure, contributes a sub(TV) Salt Lake City.
stantial profit to Time Inc. What they
well is substantial
to program audiences
their sta"If Time really feels that network tv do and tionsdoto attract
isis possible
doing such
bad job,"
said, "it and to do a good job
in their respective
they a might
want heto consider
dropping their network ties and proAs a number of other tv authorities
gram their stations independently with markets."
the sort of shows which would uplift have
done, Mr. Feniger offered rebuttal
the over-all character of the medium." to claims and charges in the Fortune
Local Opportunities • Noting that piece, which he characterized as "criticism which is emotional, irrational and
"even network stations have opportunities to program locally in time periods self-serving," and also pointed up omissions and conflicting statements in the
which the network does not fill," Mr. Life treatment
of tv.
Feniger said he found substantial use
of feature and other films on three
He also quoted Ford, Westinghouse
Time stations. Moreover, he said, while and Lever Bros, among "some of the
KLZ-TV puts little stress on films, its major television advertisers" which
shows "are devoted almost exclusively "have taken issue" with the Fortune
thesis: listed 16 "outstanding" programs
on network tv in the two-week span
covered bytention tthe
Life programming
issue, and called(and
ato major
major expenditures) by networks in
noncommercial, educational news and
public service areas. NBC-TV's Conscheduling oftinental
majorClassroom,
news CBS-TV's
and information
programs in prime evening time and its
$16.8 million expenditures on news and
public affairs programming last year
("just under 25% of the total annual
CBS
program costs") were offered as
examples.
FCCthatNominations
• "You would
might
think
certain compliments
be in order for the heads of the networks for some of these projects," Mr.
Feniger observed. "However, this is not
the case. They are constantly spending more and more time in Washington appearing before Congressional
committees, the FCC and similar
C&W's Feniger: plants his own 'Time' bomb
50 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

BALLOONS
tensive broadcasting experience" on
FCC
"preferably
statesman
of the— business
who ancouldelderbe convinced
that this would be a great contribution
to He
American
broadcasting
on his part."of
mentioned
Don Thornburgh
WCAU-AM-TV Philadelphia, Ed
Kobak, business consultant and former
MBS president and station owner; Jack
Van Volkenburg,
former CBS-TV
dent, and Niles Trammell,
former presiNBC
president, as the "type" of man "who
could Herender
greater that
service"
the
FCC.
emphasized
he had ontalked
totion.none of these men about his suggesMr. Feniger said he considered current FCC commissioners "most capable
and
that
"theirdedicated
dedicationpublic
mightservants"
be greatlybut aided
by the presence on the FCC of someone
with thorough and extensive broadcasting experience.
"I am sure that a panel could be developed of 15 outstanding broadcasters
from which I would hope that one
could be selected and appointed by the
President to serve on the FCC. I strongly feel that only in this way can the
problems of the broadcasting industry
be translated to the FCC and, through
the FCC, to Congress."
Everybody Can Help • Mr. Feniger
urged the members of his audience to
"take the opportunities that present
themselves in our every-day business
lives to reaffirm the basic solidarity of
American broadcasting today." In this
way, he said, "we would all make a sub-

The C&W executive pleaded the adgroups." vantages of having "someone with ex- Huntington: don't compare apples & oranges
BROADCASTING, January 12, 1959

58.5%

OF AUDIENCE

IN INDIANAPOLIS!
59%

OF AUDIENCE

IN CHICAGO!

YANKEE DOODLE DANDY
PULLS LIKE CRAZY!
This smash hit musical is rolling up sensational ratings and
stations are enthusiastic. Hugh Kibbey of WFBM wires:
"YANKEE DOODLE DANDY SPECIAL SHOWING ON
XMAS DAY HUGE SUCCESS. MUCH FAVORABLE
REACTION AND ALREADY WE HAVE POTENTIAL
BANKROLLER FOR REPEAT SHOWING JULY 4."
Remember, this gold mine is available only up to July 5,
for two showings only.
Schedule one showing
WFBM, INDIANAPOLIS
right away and a second Dec. 25, 5 pm to 7 pm 18.0 VS. 6.4, 3.4, 2.9
for a perfect Fourth of
CHICAGO
July
tie-in. for
It'sa local
your Dec. 6, 10 pmWBBM,
to midnight 28.4 VS. 8.7, 8.3, 3.0
best chance
SPECTACULAR success.
NEW YORK
345 Madison Ave.,
MUrray Hill 6-2323
CHICAGO
75 E. Wacker DALLAS
Dr., DEarborn 2-2030
I
I
1511 BryanLOSSt.,ANGELES
Riverside 7-8553 UNITED ARTISTS ASSOCIATED, INC.
9110 Sunset Blvd., CRestview 6-5886

PREVIEW

• "My achin'
spotsbathtub
new tv the
stars incleaning
Silentthefilmwoman
cries
(and inback!"'
the
.
To
"flickers")
old
the
of
movement
jerky
quick,
rescue: Wolley Segap, the animated figure created the
by
Cunningham & Walsh, New York, for client AT&T,
which when spelled backward comes out Yellow Pages.
A new set of commercials — six 20-second films, two
one-minute and two ID's — was prepared by C&W using
actual film footage shot during silent film days.
The idea of Robert Swiskow, C&W creative supervisor and writer, at first looked easy to put into operation.
But it took months of fruitless searching through
Hollywood's
film vaults
million infeetNewof York.
silent
films were viewed)
until (nearly
fortune a smiled
Through the help of a silent movie buff, collectors
throughout the country were contacted and film found to
fill the bill. But not until agency people screened footage
by the thousands via a hand viewer. Since silent film
was nitrate coated and 28 mm the film had to be
cleaned, rejuvenated. The film was refurbished frameby-frame, put on 35 mm composite fine grain, printed
frame-by-frame (and then placed on 16 mm).
stantial contribution not only to the
growth of our industry but to the overall well-being of a vitally sound comindustry."
HuntingtonmunicationsScorches
Outmoded
Measurements • A charge that many of
their colleagues are living in the past
was put to media research people last
week by George Huntington, vice
president-general manager of Television
Bureau of Advertising, in addressing a
discussion group of the American
Marketing Assn. in New York.
Mr. Huntington's remarks were in
the
nature
of "equal
time"research
grantedviceto
answer
Howard
Hadley,
president of the American Newspaper
Publishers Assn.'s Bureau of Advertising, who criticized broadcast research
before the same group last November
(Broadcasting, Nov. 10).
His thesis was that print media measure themselves by standards developed
before the time of tv competition, and
52 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

The timetable: The search for silent film started in
May; it was the middle of October before film was
obtained and the commercials were produced last month.
Animation was begun at the end of August before the
agency had found suitable live action footage.
This business was risky, of course, because of quality
loss. But enough footage was saved to make the set
of commercials. A problem was to keep established the
idea of Wolley Segap coming to the rescue and at the
same
establishinggo the
"situation."
The time
commercials
on the
air throughout the U.S.
this month (at various dates), 14 Bell System companies having purchased them.
All of the film, the agency notes, is actual 1915-20
vintage, and came mostly from serials. C&W looked
over
the wasoriginal
"Perils of Pauline" in the process but
the film
not suitable.
The tion:firmPelicanresponsible
animation
producFilms, NewforYork
(Chris and
Ishiiother
is animation
director); other credits: Mr. Swiskow; Gerry Gedney,
film
producer;
William LaCava,
C&W's vice president
in charge
of commercial
production.

yet, competitively,
measure
by modern techniques which
breaktv audiences
into components. The intent, he said,
is to credit newspapers and magazine
advertising with full circulation while
fractionalizing broadcast audiences.
Mr. Huntington, in an openly competitive speech, traced media research
from 1915, the date of the first Audit
Bureau of Circulations report (and the
date at which he said many research
people quit refining techniques), up to
the present development of the various
broadcast rating services and methods.
He credited the early Cooperative
Analysis of Broadcasting (in 1930) with
a major refinement of broadcast measurement, and the Starch magazine
studies (1932) and newspaper reading
studies (1939) with doing the same for
those media. The last named report
continued until 1950, when television
was beginning to show its competitive

strength,
and then
that
everything
that "someone
was neededdecided
to be
known about newspaper ad readership
wasMr.known
. . . andmoved
ratingshis stopped."
Huntington
research
history up to the mid-1950s, when he
said print media "rediscovered" the
page-traffic
of the '30sof
and "startedmeasurements
a magic technique
Turning to the controversy of costmultiplication."
per-thousand,
TvB spokesman
declined to admitthecomparison
of tv with
other media unless it's determined
which
of many
possible hec-p-m's
issue. The
tv industry,
said, isarepre-at
pared to furnish them on the basis of
homes, or people, or customers or any
other combination the research man
wants.
His parting two
question: "Cost-perthousand
ure of therequires
cost and a things:
measure a ofmeasthe
thousand. What will we use for the
thousand BROADCASTING,
of print?"
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it takes

TALENT

brother

. . . and

TALENT
TALENT
THAT SELLS
on the station where the most
important sound is your commercial
INI
WPEN programs believable, selling, Iocs
personalities 24 hours a day, 7 days a weel
Talent— that's why more local and more natiom
advertisers buy WPEN than any othe|
Philadelphia radio station.

1.
nighttime
was
up
2.9%
in
October
and
Gillette bats tops in
razors, blades
11.1% in January-October
1 015,820
Anacin tablets
6.2 Gillette
increased
13.9% in Octoberandanddaytime
7.6%
tv network lineup
$1,226,797
665 929
Viceroy
cigarettes
in
the
10-month
period.
Chevrolet passenger cars
633,585
Gillette razors and blades, longtime
5.
Prestone
anti-freeze
629,361
In
the
top
15
network
tv
advertisers,
sponsor of the World Series, last
Kent cigarettes
621,788
Tide
7.
10
545
797
October earned the No. 1 brand spot in Gillette also boosted its corporate bill- & Bufferin
544,849
Dristan
ing,
ranking
second
in
October
with
the tv network timebuying elite. Pick- more than $2.5 million. Procter & 11. Camel cigarettes
512,721
531,984
ing up the tab for the baseball classic Gamble with over $4.3 million was No.
Colgate
aerosolregular,
dental cream
gave Gillette first place after the month
503,329
L&M
filter
tip cigarettes
of September when it failed to even 1 for the month. There were six adver- 12.
434,554
13.
Bulova
watches
tisers
spending
$2
million
or
more,
and
429,447
428,165
rank in the top 15. According to brand- six spending $1 million or more. The 14.
Paper
Mate
pens
427,805
listed figures released by Television Bu- three others in the top 15 spent only 15. Winston cigarettes
reau of Advertising, Gillette spent $1.2
a shade under $1 million.
million.
NETWORK TV GROSS BILLINGS BY DAY PARTS
Anacin tablets, also over $1 million
TOP 15 IN OCTOBER
in Ootober, ranked second in the TvB
October
monthly report of network tv expendi- 1.2.
1957 1958 Percent
Change
BY
COMPANY
tures (gross). The data is compiled by 3. Procter & Gamble
$15,902,171
$18,160,470
+13.9
Daytime
$4,336,333
13,216,979
15,562,691
+17.7
Leading National Advertisers and 4.5. Gillette
Mon.-Fri.
2,580,645
Sat. & Sun. 33,366,117
American
2,685,192 34,343,147
2,597,779 -+ 3.3
Broadcast Advertiser Reports.
2,285,194
2.9
Lever Bros.Home Products
2,191,293 Total
Nighttime $49,268,288
In the product classification, food 7.6. Colgate-Palmolive
$52,503,617 + 6.6
2,074,237
General Motors
and food products with an estimated
2,073,132
Foods
1,694,651
expenditure of nearly $10 million 8. General
January-October
Reynolds Tobacco
1,293,957
10.9. R.P.FordJ.Lorillard
topped all classifications for the month 11.
1,249,679
1957
1958 Percent
Change
Motor
and reached a cumulative total for the 12. Bristol-Myers
1,227,480
1,179,313 Daytime
$125,841,692
$135,417,972
++ 7.6
10 months of more than $88.3 million. 13. General Mills
Mon.-Fri.
107,666,104
115,992,136
7.7
1,116,824
971,660
Sat.
&
Sun.
18,175,588
19,425,836
+
6.9
14. Chrysler
Increases in gross time billings ac- 15.
Liggett
&
Myers
Tobacco
944,371
Nighttime
292,619,395
325,202,285
+11.1
Sterling
Drug
$418,461,087 $460,620,257 +10.1
cording to day parts were reported:
908,584 Total
NETWORK TV GROSS BILLINGS BY PRODUCT TYPE
Jan. -Oct.
October
Jan.1959
-Oct.
October
1958
1958
45,109,009
1958
Agriculture & Farming
—
$
51,347
Medicines
&
Proprietary
Remedies
5,493,348
Apparel,
Footwear
& Access
$ 408,491
4,195,508 Office Equipment, Stationery & Writing
Automotive,
Automotive
Access.
&
Equipment
5,177,861
44,859,401
Supplies
836,830
255,515
5,820,237
Beer, Wine & Liquor
388,475
5,117,856 Political
171,491
827,833
Building Materials,
& Fixtures
331,337
1,919,793 Radios,
PublishingTv &Sets,Media
—
Confectionery
& SoftEquipment
Drinks
871,453
7,311,434
Phonographs,
Musical
Consumer
Services
255,181
2,376,085 Instruments & Access
1,029,552
6,770,055
Entertainment
& Amusement
—
249,989 Smoking Materials
5,925,967
49,268,172
Food & Food Products
9,911,800
88,312,529 SoapSi cleaners & Polishes
5,084,438
51,105,266
Gasoline,
Lubricants
&
Other
Fuels
403,970
2,247,878 Sporljng Goods & joys
203,806
1,161,248
Horticulture
82,486,057
9,044,095
Household
Equipment & Supplies
IP 1708™ Toiletries & Toilet Goods
Household
Furnishings
2,159,193
Industrial
Materials
249,402
801,075
Resorts
s
Hotels & laneou
^jisfsl [-el
Miscel
7,008,588
2'3?3i673
14,580,800
1 551 890
Insurance
665',173
5,861,781
7~T^ZT77^
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
1,226,201
8,642,595
Total
$52,503,617 $460,620,257
LMA-BAR:
Gross time cost
only
surance in New York, New Jersey,
Connecticut, Pennsylvania, Delaware,
Maryland, Ohio and Washington, D.C.
(selling senior
citizens
on health
ance). Estimate
is that
more insurthan
$200,000 will go for radio-tv spots
calling attention to coupon ads in newspapers, with campaign running 2V2
weeks and newspapers getting nearly
65% of budget, radio-tv remainder.
Used will be 50 eight-seconds and 25
one-minutes featuring Westbrook Van
Voorhis and Charles Coburn. Bulk of
ads to be concentrated in 1 1 major markets. George H. Hartman Co., Chicago,
is agency.
• Oldsmobile Div., General Motors
Corp., which late last year announced
it would sponsor the Bing Crosby Golf
Tournament on ABC-TV Jan. 18 at
5:30-7 p.m., last week supplemented
• Continental Casualty Co., Chicago, this purchase by announcing its agency,
opens ad campaign Thursday (Jan. 15) D. P. Brother & Co., Detroit, had
for its "65-Plus" hospital-surgical in- added ABC Radio to the lineup. Where54 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

• Business briefly
Time Sales
• R. T. French Co., Rochester, N.Y.,
plans pre-Lenten spot tv campaign on
behalf of its dry spaghetti sauce mix,
starting this month. Agency is Compton
Adv., New York. Advertising calls for
schedules in 20 metropolitan markets:
Rochester, New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Los Angeles, Pittsburgh,
Cleveland, Seattle, Indianapolis, Buffalo,
San Diego, Portland (Ore.), Baltimore,
Syracuse, Columbus, Charleston (W.
Va.), Washington (D.C.), San Francisco, Boston and Cincinnati. French has
maintained steady spot radio campaign
for Contadina tomato sauce to promote
mixes requiring addition of tomato
sauce.

as ABC-TV will present crucial finale
of tourney, radio will broadcast highlights during contest.
• The Equitable Life Assurance Society
of the U.S., N.Y., will sponsor a monthly 90-minute,
live Entitled
dramatic Biography,
series on
CBS-TV
next fall.
show will present stories of persons
rising to great achievements against
heavy odds. Agency is Foote, Cone &
Belding, N.Y., which acquired the account (once print-oriented) late last fall
from Kenyon & Eckhardt, N.Y.
• New and renewal business amounting
to more than $1.5 million gross was
placed
TodayPaar(Mon.Fri. 7-9 on
a.m.)NBC-TV's
and The Jack
Show
(Mon.-Fri. 11:15 p.m.-l a.m.) by 11
advertisers during the past two weeks.
Advertisers
include Tex
Nurseries Inc., Sandura
Co. Stern's
Inc., Hagan
Chemicals and Controls Inc., Magnus
Organ
Co., Kayser-Roth Corp.
BROADCASTING, January 12, 1959

Collins Broadcast transmitters are pretested for "audio proof of performance"
are not the least of these
You get the finest, most thoroughly
tory". This history
remainsas with
the —performance
transmitter
and serves
written
and are exclusive with Collins.
tested broadcast transmitter available
when you select Collins. Each Collins
proof of pre-test performance. It helps
For complete information about
station technicians save installation
Collins transmitters, and your free
broadcast system is operated at your
costs
and
time.
exact frequency and load before ship"Collins Broadcast Equipment" catament.
log, write or call Collins Radio ComCollins superiority is determined
pany, Broadcast Sales Division, 315
Second
Data obtained during the pre-test
by many factors — thorough final
Iowa. Avenue S.E., Cedar Rapids,
testing
and
complete
audio
proof-ofis compiled into an 11-page "test his-

COLLINS

RADIO

COMPANY

•

CEDAR

RAPIDS

DALLAS

B U R B A N K

(hosiery), Jackson & Perkins (flowers
and fruits), National Presto Industries
Inc., General Electric Co., StudebakerPackard Corp., Pharma-Craft Corp.,
and Coopers Inc.
• Two regional advertisers are latest
purchasers of Independent Television
Corp.'s Sergeant Preston of the Yukon
syndicated series for 21 markets, bringing total markets for series to 95.
Colonial Stores of Atlanta (food chain)
bought series for 17 markets, and
Henry Heide Inc. (candy) bought for
New troit
York,
Chicago, Philadelphia, Deand Boston.
• George H. Luft Co. (Tangee beauty
products), Long Island City, N.Y., in
its first use of network radio in six
years, has signed for The Walter
Winchell Show over Mutual (Sun. 66:15 p.m.), starting yesterday (Jan.
11). Agency: Compton Adv., N.Y.
• Bayuk Cigars Inc., Philadelphia, began sponsorship last Friday (Jan. 9) of
Phillies Jackpot Bowling, a new sports
program with Leo Durocher as m.c,
over NBC-TV immediately after the
Friday boxing telecasts (approximately
10:45-11 p.m.). Agency: Feigenbaum
& Wermen Adv., Philadelphia.
• Waverly Fabrics Co., N.Y., is sponsoring Monday and Tuesday segments
of Decorating Wavelengths (NBC Radio, Mon.-Fri. 8:30-8:35 p.m.), a program on home decoration with NBC announcer, Ben Grauer and his wife, Melanie Kahane, an interior and industrial
designer, starting Jan. 5. Agency: Ehrlich, Neuwirth, Sobo Inc., N.Y.
Agency appointments
• Procter & Gamble appoints DancerFitzgerald-Sample, N.Y., for its new
White Cloud bathroom tissue made by
P&G's
subsidiary.Charmin Paper Products Co.
• Revlon Inc., N.Y., appoints Heineman, Kleinfeld, Shaw & Joseph Inc.,
that city, to handle its Thin-Down
formula for weight reduction and
figure control.
• Paxton & Gallagher Co. (Butter-Nut
coffee), Omaha, Neb., appoints TathamLaird Inc., Chicago, as its national
agency except for west coast operations
which will be handled by DArcy Adv.,
St. Louis. DArcy appointment is effective immediately, T-L, March 1. Switch
from Buchanan-Thomas Adv., Omaha,
ended a 34-year relationship.
• Paine, Webber, Jackson & Curtis,
N.Y., investment banking and brokerage company, appoints Albert FrankGuenther Law Inc., that city.
• Reynolds Metals Co., Richmond, Va.,
56 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

lames Los Angeles office of Lennen & S. C, plans construction of two-story
Newell Inc. for its Decorative Foil and office building to include more than 10,Arrow Brands divisions.
000 sq. ft. of space at total investment
of $175,000. Occupancy is planned by
• Catherine
Ovens June 1959.
Inc.
(bread, Clark's
other Brownberry
bakery products),
Oconomowoc, Wis., appoints Clinton E. • Larue, Cleveland Inc., advertising
Frank Inc., Chicago. Bosch Brewing agency, has been formed in Detroit, announces President Robert Larue.
Co., Houghton, Mich., also names
Frank.
Agency, comprised of former employes
Chapin, Larue Inc., is lo• Detroit Times (owned and operated of Holden,
cated at 16418 W. McNichols Rd., Deby Hearst Corp.) appoints MacManus,
troit
35,
Mich.
John & Adams, Bloomfield Hills, Mich.,
succeeding Luckoff & Wayburn Inc., • Alan Alch , writer-director-producer
Detroit.
for Freberg Ltd., L.A., and previously
with Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, S.F., has
• Standard Brands (Instant Chase & organized his own firm to write and
Sanborn coffee), N.Y., begins four- produce creative advertising, with headweek saturation campaign on Mutual
quarters at Samuel Goldwyn Studios,
today (Jan. 5), using participation on two 1141 N. Formosa, Hollywood.
newscasts and 20-second adjacencies to • Goodman & Rouse Inc., Beverly
two other newscasts. Agency: Compton
Adv., N.Y.
Hills, Calif., has moved to 8350 Santa
6-6200. Blvd. Telephone: Oldfield
Monica
• General Baking Co., NY., has appointed Compton Adv. as its agency.
• Eisaman-Johns Adv. on Jan. 15 is
moving into new and larger offices in
• Also in advertising
Taft Bldg., 1680 N. Vine St., Hollywood.
o Tilds & Cantz, Los Angeles adveragency, inplans
to open
a mid-to • Lennen & Newell has moved its
westerntisingoffice
Chicago
primarily
service a new account, Lake States Im- Southern California office to 9033 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif. Teleports, midwestern
automobiles.
Tilds distributor
& Cantz alsoof Renault
handles
phone: Crestview 1-7221.
advertising for two other Renault • Kennedy, Walker & Wooten Inc.,
distributors, John Green Corp. in the
Southwest and Northwest Inc. in the Beverlytion ofHills,
following
resigna-its
EugeneCalif.,
Wooten,
changes
Northwest.
name fective
to Jan.Kennedy/Walker/Inc,
ef15. Mr. Wooten, one of the
• N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., Philadelphia,
has signed a long-term lease agreement founders of the agency in 1955, retired
with Rockefeller Center Inc. for 28,000 because of ill health and need of addisq.-ft. of office space in the new Time ests. tional time to devote to his private inter& Life Bldg. now under construction in
New York on the Avenue of Americas
between 50th and 51st Sts. The move, • Goodman & Rouse, Los Angeles
formed last August by Mort
scheduled for the fall of 1959, will con- agency
Goodman and Art Rouse, moved Jan.
solidate
Ayer's
New
York
operation
in
5
to
larger
quarters at 8350 Santa
one building.
Monica Blvd., LA. 46. Telephone:
• Clinton E. Frank Inc. announces en- Oldfield 6-6200.
largement of Chicago offices, moving
art, media and production departments • Western States Advertising Agencies
into 5,000 sq. ft. of new space on the Assn. has chosen "New Dimensions in
as the theme
1959
13th floor of Merchandise Mart. Agency Advertising"
annual conference,
to be ofheldits April
also has realigned and redecorated pent- 23-25 at the Oasis Hotel in Palm
house offices atop Mart and will retain
research and accounting departments on Springs, Calif.
15th floor.
• General Public Relations Inc. (Benton & Bowles subsidiary), has closed
• Peter Finney, formerly executive v.p.
its Los Angeles office after two years.
and director of Southern Adv. Inc., Lex- Burns
W. Lee, executive vice president,
ington, Ky., announces opening of his
own advertising agency, Peter Finney & has taken over offices at 697 S.
for the present and reCo., Miami, with offices at 529 W. Hobart Blvd.
activated his own firm, Burns W. Lee
Flagler St. Agency, according to Mr.
Assoc.,
which
when
Finney, will concentrate on business, in- he merged forceswaswithdiscontinued
GPR. Ted Shields
dustry and tourism in South Florida
and Latin America.
is principal associate of the Lee organization and Jacqueline
• Henderson Adv. Agency, Greenville, Brown is radio-tv
manager. de l'Eau
BROADCASTING, January 12, 1959
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THE MOST IMPORTANT NEW TV SHOW

CAT

260 brand new adventure cartoons
are now in FULL PRODUCTION
for TV debut in September, 1959
Unique continuing format of
FOUR-MINUTE episodes . . .
NEW stories . . . NEW characters . . .
designed specifically for television . . .
produced in beautiful Eastman Color .
or striking black and white.
| Audition screenings by appointment:
Call or wire:
Richard Carlton, Vice President
in Charge of Sales
TRANS-LUX TELEVISION CORP.
625 MADISON AVE., N. Y. C.
Phone: PLaza 1-3110-1-2-3-4

FOR CHILDREN IN THE PAST FIVE YEARS! -j

me goin' ta collidge!" W JAR-TV made nationwide headlines recently when it
"Imagin'
initiated a live TV course on the history and philosophy of communism. Full
academic credit was given by Providence College and enthusiastic letters poured
in. Daring, imaginative, unorthodox local programming like this is the biggest
single reason why WJAR-TV consistently
CHANNEL 10
walks off with the lion's share of the
V
MARKET
PROVIDENCE
in the-T
£ WJAR
audience in the Providence Market. Cock^of-the-walk

NBC

• ABC

- Represented

by Edward

Petry

& Co., Inc
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NBC-TV GOES 'MINIMUM BUY'
'Must buy* now banished from tv networks
NBC-TV last week followed the
precedent of the other two tv networks
and announced that on March 15 it
will
"must and
buy" institute
policy ofa
sellingabandon
networkits time
had
a"minimum
minimum buy"
buy plan.
systemABC-TV
in effecthas since
the network began operation and CBSTV announced its own minimum buy
plan last month, effective March 1
(Broadcasting, Dec. 15, Closed Circuit, Dec. 1).
NBC-TV is notifying advertisers their
orders for network option time periods
will be acceptable if they include stations with hourly rates totaling at least
$95,000 in Class A time periods or
Class C hourly network rates totaling
$42,500 or more. The Class A minimum is 74.6% and the Class C minimum 66.8% of the full network rates
for
U.S. the 207 NBC-TV stations in the Mr. Sarnoff: sees no disruption
Smaller lineups will not be unac$100,000 and typical daytime rates are
ceptable but will be subject to case-by- above
$42,500 in Class C hourly rates,
case approval by NBC, which will con- he
said.
sider "the practical needs of national
advertisers with unusual marketing
CBS STARTS ITS PCP
problems."
No change
will be made
network standards
of program
and ad-in
vertising suitability and other public $350,000 of business
interest considerations.
"Basics," "Optionals" Out • After signed in first week
March 15, NBC-TV affiliates no longer
CBS dationRadio's
Program
ConsoliPlan movednewthrough
its first
week
will be listed as "basic" or "optional."
last
week,
and
officials
of
the
network
NBC-TV's
must
buy
policy all
required
option time orders to include
basic reported continuing satisfaction with its
affiliates, of which there were 57 on reception by both affiliates and adverJan. 1, but in practice, NBC said, line- tisers.
ups bought by advertisers have been
Another $350,000 in new business
far in excess of this list.
was signed during the week, according
The Barrow Report to the FCC had to sales vice president John Karol, who
recommended a minimum buy instead a week earlier had reported $4.4 milof a must buy policy for networking
lion signed since plans for PCP were
and NBC Board Chairman Robert W. announced two months before (BroadSarnoff, testifying before the FCC on
casting, Jan. 5).
this report in March 1958, said such a
Officials also described themselves as
change would not seriously disrupt pleased with affiliate acceptance. They
NBC-TV operations, the network noted. said another one of the 13 affiliates to
Substantial flexibility in station selec- whom they sent cancellation notices had
tion and continued maintenance of the
network as a national medium will reconsidered and signed up — this in addition to one who reconsidered the preresult from the NBC-TV move, Walter
ceding week — and that a third had made
D. Scott, vice president, tv network
sales, said. He noted NBC-TV adver- a counter-offer which, while not acceptable, gave them hope that the
tisers have been ordering lineups totaling considerably more than the new station might go all the way and endorse
the
plan.
minimum purchases and expressed confidence they will continue to do so "to
They made plain — as station relations
obtain optimum efficiency in terms of vice president William Schudt did in
the
cancellation notices he sent out —
national coverage and penetration."
Current Class A lineups are well above that "the same contract" was being ofBROADCASTING, January 12, 1959

none. fered al affiliates, with special deals for
Unconfirmed reports circulated that
KTRH Houston was leaving the network, and it was confirmed that this
was one of the stations which had been
given cancellation notice. Network officials said they had had no further
official word from KTRH about the
contract, but did have indirect indications that led them to think the station
planned to go along with PCP.
In his cancellation letters Mr. Schudt
told unsigned stations that "we have no
recourse but to give notice of termination effective July 1 [six month's notice
was required]." He told the stations
"you have our assurance of continued
service under your current agreement
until the effective date of termination."
also left the way open for stations
toHe reconsider.
"I can tell you that this is the most
difficult decision we have ever had to
make," his letters said. "We hoped we
had found a clean-cut workable solution to our network-station relationship
— not just another patching job — a solution which all our affiliates could endorse. To you and the few others who
have not accepted the plan, we can only
express our regret that such a long and
pleasant relationship must end.
"We onappreciate
that yourjudgment
decisionandis
based
sound business
what you consider to be the best interests of your station. However, if you
think there is any area for further discus ion or any additional information
we could furnish which might cause
you to reconsider your decision, you
may be certain we will be only too
happy to venmeet
you at your conience for suchwitha discussion.
"In any president],
case, on behalf
Art Hayes
[network
the ofCBS
Radio
radio staff and myself, I would like to
express our appreciation for your cooperation during our years of association and extend to you our very best
wishes for your continued success."
The $350,000 in new business announced byCBS Radio last week, was
placed by Ex-Lax, Lever Bros, and Mutual of Omaha. Ex-Lax (through Warwick & Legler) bought six weekly units
of daytime dramatic programs for 13
weeks starting today (Jan. 12); Lever,
for Good Luck margarine (through
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather), signed for
22 units a week in daytime drama and
news programs for 13 weeks starting
last week and Mutual of Omaha
(through Bozell & Jacobs) bought 11
weekly segments of dramatic and suspense programs plus five weekly units

of news for eight weeks starting
March 1.
PCP, in which CBS Radio reduced
and regrouped its programimng and
*
put station payments primarily on a
COlOr^?W...131
H
program
^WG
into effect rather
Jan. 5.than cash basis, went
RADIO
in
NORFOLK
PORTSMOUTH
NEWPORT NEWS
and
HAMPTON
VIRGINIA

Treyz claims ABC-TV
now fully competitive
After ahasyeareffectively
of decision
— 1958 the
—
ABC-TV
narrowed
gap between it and the other two tv
networks, ABC-TV President Oliver
Treyz stated last week. He noted that
increase of ABC-TV primary affiliates
INJECTS
to 88 (from 79), increase of live coverage to 86.5% (from 82.7%) and ABCTV's addition of "the largest single
block (of programming) ever started at
inability one time" — its now-famous "Daybreak"
concept — all added up to one thing:
in
ABC-TV grew "at a rate far faster than
theABC-TV,
industry asnowa whole."
covering the top 33
your
markets (and 77 out of the top 100),
SALES
has increased its client roster from 50
tonumber
63, also
has "nearlyhoursdoubled"
the
of commercial
sold: From
MESSAGE
27 in 1957 to 48 in 1958.
with
As such, Mr. Treyz noted, ABC-TV
had
plan"
drawnfully
up realized
in 1953 its
when"fiveABCyearmerged
with United Paramount Theatres. Object: to become fully competitive within
five years.
W'GH News
Satellites
mobilty-plus
Optimism also was expressed by Edward J. DeGray, vice president in
charge workofclosedABCout Radio.
He said
net1958 with
a 23%the gain
in sponsored time over last year and a
12% audience gain.
'Chicago Sun-Times'
Purchases 'Daily News
Knight Newspapers Inc., which owns
broadcast properties, last Monday, (Jan.
5) sold the Chicago Daily News to the
Chicago Sun-Times for an estimated
$18 million.
Majority control of the News was
sold to Field Enterprises Inc. at $50 a
share. Over 75% of 481,293 outstanding shares were held by Knight News«W
G H
papers Inc., members of the Knight
family
and executives and employes of
\J+f
RADIO
shareholdwill be chain.
offered Minority
$50 a share.
(j>l<yc (JbwHtt. ... 1 3 1 the ersKnight
John S. Knight stated his chain of
newspapers and radio-tv properties
JOHN
"will continue to expand in areas where
the demands upon my personal superBLAIR
be as insistent." Mr.
4b Company.]
will notbought
Knight,visionwho
control of the
News in 1944, at one time owned
27.7% interest in WIND Chicago. The
* PULSE -TRENDEX
station was later sold to Westinghouse
60 (THE MEDIA)

Broadcasting Co. for $5.3 million
(Broadcasting, Sept. 3, 1956).
Knight radio-tv properties include
substantial minority interests in WAKRAM-FM-TV Akron, Ohio, and WCKRWCKT (TV) Miami. A Knight executive reports present plans do not now
call for the acquisition of additional
broadcast properties.
Field Enterprises was active in broadcast properties about 10 years ago, but
gradually divested its interests in a
radio retrenchment program. Carl
Weitzel, executive vice-president of
Field Enterprises, stated his company
has
no plans,
broadcast
field.at present, to re-enter the
SUBURBAN READING
RAB has new ammo
for war on newspapers
A new sales tool, designed to help
radio stations sell more effectively
against their newspaper competitors, is
beingdioannounced
today (Jan. 12) by RaAdvertising Bureau.
It's a study of newspaper penetration
of the growing suburban areas of the nation's top 50 markets. In the average
market, it shows, all newspapers combined reach only 42.2% of the homes
in the retail trading zone. In some
markets the combined newspaper coverage isless than 20% of the retail trading
zone homes, RAB reported.
The Bureau offered this breakdown
of homes covered by newspapers in a
major West Coast market, one of the
nation's top 10:
RETAIL TOTAL
CITY TRADING BOTH
NEWSPAPER
ZONE
ZONE ZONES
PAPER A 21.5%
13.7% 15.9%
PAPER B 34.7 13.9 19.8
PAPER C 30.1 5.6 12.5
PAPER D 26.4 2.9 9.6
PAPER E 54.2 35.0 45.1
TOTAL
UNDUPLICATED
COVERAGE
59.3 30.8 41.0
For an East North Central market, in
the top 20, comparable figures were
given as follows:
RETAIL TOTAL
CITY TRADING
BOTH
NEWSPAPER
ZONE
ZONE ZONES
26.7% 39.3%
45.4%
A
PAPER
PAPER B 37.1 17.8 30.9
PAPER C 37.8 13.9 30.1
TOTAL
UNDUPLICATED
COVERAGE
77.0 42.9 66.0
RAB President Kevin B. Sweeney
said, "The fact that the figures prove a
severe drop-off in newspaper outside— this
not surprisingindustry
penetration
city been
has
generalis advertising
anthis
knowledge for years. But what
alysis does offer the advertiser is an atBROADCASTING, January 12, 1959

a-glance, exact measurement of that
drop-off
far asavailable
we know,before
this
has
neverfactor.
been Somade
for the top 50 markets."
By comparison with the newspaper
figures, A. C. Neilsen Co. data show
that more than 89% of all radio homes
— which means virtually all homes —
are reached in a week by radio.
The RAB study is being distributed
to member stations, networks and station representatives and also will be
made available to national-level advertising agencies, RAB said.
KCOP (TV) replacing
struck technicians
KCOP (TV) Los Angeles is replacing
striking members of Local 45, International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workersployes,with
Managernew
Alvin "permanent"
G. Flanagan emhas
said. The station continues with operations normal.
The strike was sanctioned by Los
Angeles Central Labor Trades Council
comprising all AFL-CIO unions and
AFM Hollywood Local 47 has "suggested" that itswith
members
picket lines,
some respect
doing soIBEW
but
other musicians continuing to perform
at KCOP. AFTRA expects to consider
its official stand at tonight's board
meeting.
Changing Hands
Announced • The following sale of a
station interest was announced last
week. It is subject to FCC approval:
• KGDE Fergus Falls, Minn.: Sold to
Carroll Crawford and Kingsley Murphy
Jr. (interest in KRNT-TV Des Moines
through 40% ownership of station by
father's
L. Dell for
$124,000.estate)
The bysaleHarold
was handled
by
Blackburn & Co. KGDE is on 1250 kc
with 1 kw, day, 500 w, night, directional antenna night, and is affiliated
with MBS.
Approved • The following transfer of
a station interest was approved by the
FCC last week (also see For The Record, page 99):
• KNAC-TV Fort Smith, Ark. : Sold to
Donald W. Reynolds (49% stockholder) byHarry Pollock for $595,000
for the remaining 51%. Mr. Reynolds,
newspaper publisher, is the permittee
of KHAD-TV Laredo, Tex., and has
controlling interests in KOLO-AM-TV
Reno, KLRJ-TV Henderson, and
KORK Las Vegas, aU Nevada, and
KFSA Fort Smith and KBRS Springdale, both Arkansas. Comrs. Rosel
Hyde, Robert Bartley and Frederick
Ford dissented in this grant on the
concentration issue. KNAC-TV is on
ch. 5 and is affiliated with CBS-TV.
BROADCASTING, January 12, 1959

Experience is gained through
active participation. It takes
years to gain the experience
that insures the complete satisfaction ofbuyeris and
selle'r.in
This experience
typified
every Blackburn and Company transaction.
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Blackburn
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Qfe are pleased to announce, as brokers,
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$3,000,000
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HOWARD
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AFTRA, Chicago o&o's
agree on new contract
Members of the Chicago chapter of
American Federation of Tv & Radio
Artists last Thursday ratified terms of
a new two-year agreement with local
network o & o outlets, plus WGN-AMTV and WLS. The local also approved
the national network pact.
In addition, the local set machinery
in motion for opening discussions with
Chicago independent (or so-called
Class "B") stations about Feb. 1. Their
contracts with AFTRA expire April 1,
1959.
Basic feature of pacts negotiated with
ABC's WBKB (TV), NBC's WNBQ
WBBM-AMand WMAQ, CBS'
(TV) WGN-AM-TV
TV,
and WLS Inc.
(owned
by
American
BroadcastingParamount Theatres Inc. and Prairie
Farmer Inc.) is a $20 increase in weekly base pay of staff announcers — from
$170 to $190. Pay of announcers at
WLS, affiliated with both ABC and
MBS, will be raised from $160 to $180.
AFTRA-Chicago also won a limitation on the number and length of station break announcements for radio-tv
within any 60-minute segment. Staff
announcers, heretofore paid for such
announcements in participation programs, also will receive premium pay
for commercials in station break time.
Announcements are limited to 70 secondsvision
each wasanda four
profeatureper ofhour.tv This
contracts
negotiated two years ago.
Sports announcers will receive a flat

$ 1 00 fee per sports event broadcast instead of announcers' rates under previous pacts. Stations also acceded to
the union's request for a minimum 13
weeks of employment to establish eliy for AFTRA's Another
multipleprovision:
program
discountgibilitstructure.
150% increase in rates for transcriptions used in non-metropolitan Chicago
areas.
AFTRA spokesmen declined to spell
out demands to be made on independent stations in forthcoming talks.
Their salaries range between $120 and
$160 and agreements are expected to
vary among independent stations.
AFTRA also announced last week
that its New York local has ratified the
contract, agreed upon by the union
and networks several weeks ago
(Broadcasting, Dec. 29, 1958). The
balloting was held last Monday (Ian.
5) and was to be followed by contract
ratification meetings in Chicago last
Thursday (Ian. 8) and in Los Angeles
on Wednesday (Ian. 14).
Baltimore stations
get ad tax refund
Baltimore radio and tv stations received refunds totaling $69,415 from
the City of Baltimore, based on taxes
collected by the city before its advertising tax was held unconstitutional
(Broadcasting, Oct. 20. 1958).
Total refunds of more than $1.1
million were made by the city council,
with two major newspaper firms receiving over $1 million. Newspapers

and broadcasters are in turn making
refunds to advertisers.
Among refunds to broadcast stations:
WFBR $10,766; WEBB $3,639; WIZTV $12,013; WITH $12,627; WMARTV $1,290; WCBM $10,490; WBALTV $15,432; WBMD $3,158.
The city taxing ordinance had specified that the levy on radio-tv stations
applied to the sale of time intended for
the state of Maryland. WMAR-TV
took the position from the start that it
would only collect taxes on political
time, contending other broadcast advertising wasas intended
viewers
side as well
inside thefor state
line.outAs
a result its city refund was much less
than those paid other stations.
Ed Noble's will filed
The will of Edward I. Noble, largest
single stockholder of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, left $3
million to his widow, established a $2
million trust fund for his daughter, Mrs.
lune Noble Smith, and after a number
of smaller bequests left the rest to the
Edward lohn Noble Foundation. The
will, filed for probate last week in
Greenwich, Conn., did not indicate
either the disposition to be made of his
AB-PT stock or the total worth of the
estate. Mr. Noble, who died Dec. 28 at
the age of 76 (Broadcasting, Ian. 5),
owned about 75% of the preferred and
8% of the common stock of AB-PT.
Much of this, especially in common
shares, was in the name of the foundation, which he set up in 1940 and
which has made many contributions for
educational, religious and charitable
purposes.
• Media notes

Around the world in eighty minutes • The National Press Club in
Washington, D.C., played host to six NBC newsmen, home from their
world-wide beats, at a luncheon last week, following which there was a
brisk 80-minute report and question-answer session on the international
scene. Grouped around National Press Club President lohn Horner (c),
of the Washington Evening Star, are (from left) : Cecil Brown, Tokyo;
Welles Hangen, Cairo; loseph C. Harsch, London; Edwin Newman, Paris;
Irving R. Levine, Moscow, and lohn Rich, Berlin.
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• KTLA (TV) Los Angeles announces
program rates have been increased
33%, to a base rate of $2,000 for an
hour of Class A time (6:30-11 p.m.) in
rate card #9, effective Jan. 1, 1959.
Current advertisers receive six months
protection against imposition of the new
rate scale, first increase in KTLA time
charges since Oct. 15, 1955, Dick Jolliffe, general sales manager, said in announcing the new card.
• Keystone
Broadcasting
System (new
announces addition
of seven affiliates
total: 1,051): KBRV Soda Springs, Ida.;
WLDS lacksonville, 111.; WHLT Huntington, Ind.; WDOE Dunkirk, N. Y.;
WLSB Copperhill, Tenn.; KBCS Grand
Prairie, Texas, and KRSC Othello,
Wash.
• XETV (TV) Tijuana, Mex. (San Diego), appoints William Nietfeld &
Assoc., San Diego, to handle its exploitation and public relations.
BROADCASTING, Jonuary 12, 1959
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ON
OPTION
TIME
FCC set to rule network practice necessary but not very nice
A critical analysis of option time and be made by the report is the opinion available for non-network programs, it
how-4t-£[Ilegedly serves television net- that option time does not play a signifi- points out.
cant part in competition among the three
The benefits of option time for inworks— and in great part disserves stadependent program syndicators is also
tions and the public — has been virtually major tv networks.
discussed,
although it is presumed that
adopted by the FCC.
The report finds that option time
But the FCC majority — a slim, one- works to the disadvantage of non- syndicators could not provide the entire
vote majority it appeared at the end network organizations like independent range of services proffered by a network
of last week — toned down the harsh program producers, film syndicators, and thus would have little to offer a
in competition with a network
judgment implicit in the basic portion station representatives and also non- station
of the document by concluding that network advertisers using national or affiliation.
Although station representatives have
option time is reasonably necessary for local spot. Not only are they excluded,
television networking.
generally, from prime hours, but the benefited from the worth of adjacencies to network programs, it is found
The report on option time was to be threat of the 56-day pre-emption by netthe subject of a session of the Commisworks of option time makes these ad- that in the main they have suffered because networks have prime hours sewed
sion Friday. Because of the absence of
vertisers chary of buying prime time
Comr. Robert E. Lee, final acceptance on an affiliated station.
up under option agreements with affiliates.
of the memorandum was put off to
Station Scarcity • The report acFilm syndicators also have suffered,
Wednesday of this week.
knowledges that the principal problem
If present lines hold, it is estimated is the lack of comparable facilities in the report states, because with most of
the prime hours optioned, and with the
that the document will be accepted by a key markets.
majority vote. Comrs. Robert T. Bartley
It is agreed that the public benefits shortage of facilities, they must concentrate on the less financially attractive
and Frederick W. Ford reportedly are from the quality of programs served
hours, with a resulting concentration
the unwavering minority. Comr. Rosel by networks.
H. Hyde is not committed.
Threaded throughout the discussion on small-budget programs which bring
If and when accepted, the statement of option time is the implication that in smaller profits.
of principles on option time will be
Revision Under Review • The renetwork practices, stasubmitted to the Justice Dept. for its under tionspresent
do not have freedom to program
port under consideration on Friday is
consideration. The Justice Dept. in- as they would like.
the second draft of the option time findformed the FCC last April that in its
ings. The first draft was submitted last
It is agreed, however, that a network
opinion option time was an out-and- affiliation is desirable, for without one, November, and caused a heated debate
out violation of the antitrust laws.
many stations would operate at a among the commissioners (BroadcastNeed for Options • The key finding,
1). The subject was reviewed
not a loss level. The net- severaling, Dec.
it is understood, is that option time is marginalwork, theifreport
times since then, the last times
states, provides a prorequired to permit networks to assure
gram service that is of importance to being Dec. 31 and Jan. 2.
national
station — and after the free hours
The 35-page, single space document
of stations.advertisers of a national lineup the
station for carrying these com- was
written byStudy.
the Commission's
Although the study states that many pays the mercial
of
Network
This groupOffice
was
programs.
stations probably would be more interestablished
in
the
fall
of
1957 following
Contradictions
Claimed
•
The
option
ested in network affiliation without opone section on the the culmination of the two-year, $221,tion time, the absence of this agreement time findings include
position of networks and 000 investigation of television networks
giving networks first call on certain contradictory
by a 1 3-man staff headed by Dean
in their economic affairs.
hours, primarily the prime, nighttime stations
Roscoe Barrow of the U. of Cincinnati
Networks affiliate with stations for Law
hours, would:
School.
the
purpose
of
establishing
a
package
• Cause uncertainty in both pro- for national advertising, yet networks
The ONS is headed by Warren Baum,
gram ing and sales effort.
Mr. Baum was a memalso sell spot business through their an economist.
the original network study staff.
• Cause which
a "checkerboarding"
spot representation; stations affiliate Otherber of staff
clearances
might result in theof with
members
still working on
networks for national advertising,
eating away of network service.
program section of the report are
also seek national spot business the
• Cause networks to go into red ink yet
attorneys Ashbrook P. Bryant and
operation since loss of business has a through their representatives. Even film James F. Tierney. ONS advisers are
dual impact on network economics — syndicators exhibit this dual trait: They Dean Barrow and Drs. Louis H. Mayo
loss of revenue from the advertiser, and often sell their products to a network and Jesse Markham, the latter two also
the cost to the network of continuing for national exposure; at the same time having been members of the study staff.
they are syndicating their products to
to program the time period.
• Cause a decline in network pro- individual stations for spot business.
Independent program producers are Capitol Hill ethics
gram quality, since advance planning
would be impossible and financial losses limited sharply in prime evening hours,
Sen. Kenneth Keating (R-N. Y.) last
would cause networks to be more con- the report states, because about 66% % week criticized a staff report of the
servative inunderwriting first-rate pro- of the total nighttime viewing audience House Antitrust Subcommittee for failgrams.
is focused in the three hours usually
ing to recommend a code of ethics for
• Cause the decline of live programs. considered option time. This leaves only members of Congress as well as other
Among other points understood to a third of the night time audience federal officials.
63
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COX

ASKS

BOOSTERS,

REIN

Staff council's report to Senate Commerce
Committee recommending vhf boosters, tight
control over CATV is at odds with FCC views
The FCC must exert strict controls reasonable chance to sustain at least
over community antenna television sys- one station were it not for problems
tems and should allow vhf boosters raised by action, or lack of action, by
which do not cause interference, a staff the Commission in the allocations field."
report to the Senate Commerce ComWhy the Delay? • Mr. Cox hit the
mittee by special counsel Kenneth Cox
has recommended.
"apparently
manner"
which the FCChaphazard
decided that
it has noin
Both of the above recommendations jurisdiction over CATV. "It appears
are in direct conflict with the FCC's that the last pleading ... in this case
own views. The Commission has dis- had been filed in August 1956 . . . so
avowed any jurisdiction over CATV the long delay in announcing a decision
and just two weeks ago (Broadcasting,
seems difficult to underJan. 5) for the third time ruled that vhf [in Aprilstand,"1958]
he stated. "The opinion is someboosters are illegal and ordered them
what unsatisfactory. ... It is difficult
either to shift to uhf within 90 days or to see how the Commission can disgo off the air.
charge its overall responsibilities without authority over this important aspect
Scheduled for release today (Jan. 12),
the report covers the problems of sup- of tv service."
plying adequate tv service for sparselyMr. Cox said the Commission's atpopulated areas of the U. S. Specific
titude on boosters "was clearly not calfields covered include CATV, satellites,
culated towin public cooperation." The
translators, boosters and private and FCC's action,
he stated, was motivated
common-carrier microwave facilities.
by a proper concern over the danger of
Mr. Cox stated the Commission must interference. "The Commission failed
take immediate action to solve the prob- to step in and provide a sound scheme
"even though
solution injury
presentsor ofwhen
regulation
for boosters,
"and
their spread
seemedhe said,
to create
itself lems
which
does notno involve
loss for someone. ... If the Commission dangers of serious interference, it sought
fails to act promptly, the problems will simply to stamp them out without progrow in number and difficulty and inviding any reasonable alternative."
superable obstacles to the fullest possible
The FCC is charged by statute to
service to the public may be erected." make sure boosters do not create interference, the attorney stated, but it
Throughout his report, Mr. Cox
stressed the desirability of a truly local should operate on the principle that
station over a system providing im- interference is not to be assumed but
ported signals of stations located many must be proved. "If vhf boosters are
miles away.
technically feasible, as seems demonstrated by their operations to date, the
"The Commission may be able indirectly to enhance the possibility of
successful operation of tv stations in
small communities by encouraging the
development of more economical equipment, by building industry awareness of
the problem and by stimulating policies
on part of networks, agencies and advertisers .. ." counsel Cox stated. "The
Commission should keep the goal of the
greatest degree of local service always
in the forefront in all its deliberations
and actions."
He stated the FCC has been fairly
successful in bringing tv service to 90%
ofnotably
the American
people inbut attaining
"it has been
less successful
the
objective
of
widespread
local
service."
Only about 25% of the cities allocated
channels actually have operating stations, he said. There are a substantial
number of cities which would have a Counsel Cox: unhappy with rural tv service
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Commission should accept them . . .
which means authorizing such facilities
under
rules." • Several recent
Unfairproper
Competition
actions by the FCC in authorizing other
types of tv services in communities already served by a local station "may be
said to make the competition unfair" to
the
local
Mr. Cox stated.that"Ittheis
therefore station,
quite understandable
broadcasters who appeared before the
committee feel that they have been subjected to unfair competition by CATV
systemstion has— been
especially
wheremorethat severe
competi-by
rendered
action on the part of the FCC," the reMr.port stated.
Cox mentioned several specific
cases in which this charge was made.
The report also backed the contentions of some small-market broadcasters that the FCC, through its actions, has indirectly changed its table
ofseems
allocations
and that
altered
rules. "It
incredible
the itsCommission
. . . appears to be on the verge not only
of acquiescing in such changes but
actually encouraging them without ever
facing up to a decision of the underlystated.ing policy questions involved," Mr. Cox
He then added:
"While it may be true that the FCC
has not altered any formal rule ... it
seems clear that the Commission has
permitted, or has itself effected, substantial changes in the competitive situations facing the stations concerned [12
instances were cited]." He said it was
quite natural that boosters, satellites, etc.
were established when it was discovered
that the FCC's channel assignments left
country.
several "white" areas throughout the
"All of these devices have their
merits and their drawbacks," he said.
"It is quite probable that all of them
will be needed to provide maximum
service to the public — at least for some
time. Under these circumstances it
seems clear that the Commission should
have, and should vigorously exercise,
regulatory ternative
power
all of television
these almeans ofoverbringing
service to the public. It is difficult to
see how the Commission can perform
its duties to the public — and effectuate
the will of Congress — without such
broad and inclusive authority, because
these various services interact upon
each other in many ways. It is unfair
to impose standards of public service
on part of those who furnish television
service to the public while leaving
others similarly engaged free of all such
obligations. It seems quite clear that
BROADCASTING, January 12, 1959
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IN ST. LOUIS: JACK H EATH ERI NGTON

K
I
Serving 516,486 people in
22 rich Kansas Counties

A
5000 WATTS

the overall television industry cannot
thrive and grow, to the greatest ultimate
public interest, if it continues to exist
only half regulated."
Help From Congress • Writing his
report before the FCC reached its final
decision on CATV, Mr. Cox said if
the agency decided it did not have
jurisdiction it should immediately ask
Congress to give it such authority. On
the same problem, he said, the FCC
should give careful consideration to
cableoutsystems'
of tv programs
withpermission use
of stations
or networks.
Steps should be taken to assure stations
of reasonable exclusivity for programming in their respective markets, Mr.
Cox told the committee.
"While much of this falls within the
province of the courts, there is a substantial area in which the Commission
should
act,"
"In particular
[FCC] should he
givesaid.
immediate
attention
to the advisability of requiring special
common carriers serving CATV systems
to furnish proof that they have consent
of the stations whose signals they
carry."
Mr. Cox said he recognized that the
FCC already is overburdened in its
workload and that an increase in staff
and appropriations may be necessary
to carry out his recommendations. "The
crying need is for prompt investigation
of these most serious trouble spots and
the making of decisions best fitted to
the local situation in each case," he
said.
that, the
should "Beyond
exercise greater
care Commission
in its future
actions to promote maximum service. . . ."
Most Pressing Need • He stated the
most needed FCC action at the present
time is microwave
"the matter common
of the licensing
special
carriers ofto
provide CATV systems with signals
from great distances. ... It would appear that the Commission, in the past,
has dealt with these microwave applications on a much too narrow basis, simply looking to see whether the usual
financial, character, technical, and other
standards relative to a true common
carrier situation are met. It should shed
its blinders and take a careful look, in
each case, at the ultimate use to which
the proposed microwave facilities are
to be put. Where the primary purpose
of constructing such facilities is to feed
distant signals to CATV systems, the
Commissions should determine what the
resulting impact would be on other
television services, existing or proposed. .. .
"In
some
instances,
it may
even be necessary
for perhaps,
the Commission
to reconsider grants heretofore made
where it clearly appears that the carriers have functioned, and will continue to function, only as auxiliaries to
66 (GOVERNMENT)

CATV systems for the purpose of carrying the signals of one or more stations
into another station's primary service
area.In .closing,
. ." Mr. Cox said the Commission should (1) recognize and accept
its duty to effect a nationwide tv system, making appropriate use of all available devices and facilities; (2) seek authority from Congress in areas where it
lacks jurisdiction; (3) lay down clear
rules known and understood by all; (4)
develop a schedule of priorities among
the various forms of services available,
and (5) apply
the broad
publiccase.interest
standards
to each
individual
Mr. Cox still owes the committee
a second report, due in the immediate
future, on allocations in general and
the uhf-vhf problem in particular. Both
are part of a five-year-old study by the
committee, headed by Sen. Warren
Magnuson (D-Wash.), on television.
Sen. Magnuson has been prodding the
FCC for a report, past due, on its steps
to solve the uhf dilemma. After this is
received, the committee will decide the
future course of its inquiry.
Hawaii sale protested
A protest
eration of the and
FCC petition
approvalforofreconsidthe sale
of 75.45% of KGMB-AM-TV Honolulu, KHBC-AM-TV Hilo and KMAUTV Wailuku,
all Hawaii,
dated Amusement
Co. Ltd. byto ConsoliHialand
Development Corp. (Broadcasting,
Dec. 8, 1958) have been filed by Harry
Weinberg, 1.6% stockholder in Consolidated, and 800 Corp., 0.17% stockholder, of which he is stockholder and
president.
Mr. Weinberg charged that the sale
of all assets of Consolidated (theatres
and real estate and 75.45% of Hawaiian Broadcasting System Ltd., licensee
of the stations) for $8,088,249 plus
assumption of obligations constituted a
fraud on Consolidated stockholders because the company's
worth
was $9,481,470
and the total
sales net
agreement
thus contained
a
"fraudulent"
understatement ofas much as $1,170,000, or
12.5%; that stockholders were not informed of an "agreement" with Hialand
by which J. Howard Worrall, president
of the stations and vice president-director of Consolidated and 3.5% stockholder, would remain as president of
the stations.
Mr. Weinberg said the value of Consolidated's 75.45% stock in the stations
was "at least" $1,950,000, or $470,000 more than that represented to
Consolidated stockholders by directors
in seeking stockholder approval of the
sale. The Honolulu Star-Bulletin owns
the other 24.55% stock in the stations.

Newsmen protected
if Dorn bill is passed
Rep. Francis E. Dorn (R-N.Y.)
Wednesday (Jan. 7), the first day of
the 86th Congress, introduced a bill
which would protect newsmen from being forced by courts or congressional
committees to reveal their news sources.
The move came too late, however, to
help New York Herald-Tribune radiotv columnist Marie Torre, who Monday
began a 10-day sentence in the Hudson
County (N.J.) jail for refusing to tell
a district court the source of a statement about actress Judy Garland.
Rep. Dorn's bill, which had not been
assigned a legislative number late Thursday, would exempt (except in cases
affecting national security) reporters,
writers and commentators employed by
newspapers, news services, syndicates,
periodicals and radio and tv stations and
networks. He said the measures would
help insure freedom of the press and
strike "a blow at the kind of secrecy
which can cover up corruption and
scandal in government."
Before beginning her jail sentence
for contempt, Miss Torre said she hoped
it "will lead to legislation protecting a
newspaperman's
states
already have suchsources."
laws. InTwelve
sentencing
Miss Torre, Judge Sylvester J. Ryan
warned that she may be sentenced again
if she still refuses to name her source.
This could come about if attorneys for
Miss Garland again ask the 34-year-old
mother of two to identify the unnamed
CBS vice president whom Miss Torre
stated in troversial
her remark.
column made the conCBS last week made its first official
stand in the Torre case:
"From the beginning, CBS has made
no objection
Torre's
the
source of toherMissstory.
The divulging
company
has been unable to find that any of its
executives or employes made any statement to Miss Torre concerning Miss
Garland. CBS has never claimed that
the alleged information is privileged
and does not now make such claim.
It is most sympathetic to the plight of
Miss Torre and her family and would
do Prof.
anything,
could, toof relieve
Frankif itThayer
the U.her."of
Wisconsin School of Journalism cited
Miss Torre's conviction as illustrating
the need for "some legal formula" to
protect newsmen in maintaining a confindential relationship with their news
sources. Prof. Thayer, author of several
books on laws of the press, said such
legislation
should
protection to the
press"grant
withoutlimited
becoming
an invitation to careless reporting, dishonestyBROADCASTING,
and pure fraud."January 12, 1959

"So then U.S. Steel invested $770 million in us"
An American baby is born every eight seconds— 11,000 every day— 4,000,000 a year. Our population
soon be over 200 million. And as our population grows, our production must grow. We'll need millionswillof
new homes . . . new schools and hospitals . . . new highways to carry 75 million motor vehicles by 1970
... not to mention countless appliances and conveniences that haven't even been invented yet!
No temporary setback can stop the growing needs of our population. That's why United States Steel
has gone ahead with expenditures totaling $770 million to provide more and better steels for tomorrow's
citizens. This is the practical way that we've demonstrated our faith in the future.
USS is a registered trademark
United States Steel
BROADCASTING, January 12, 1959

K-7

AMARILLO

UP
...AND..

RATINGS

44%
IN JUST

30

DAYS...

OCTOBER 30 New ownership and management premieres all-new proKVII-TV against two strongly entrenched
for 1953!
g and operational
competitors,gram inboth
on the airplansince
NOVEMBER 30 One month later, ARB begins regular survey, after
the new K-7 pattern in operation only 30 days!
RESULTS

K-7 OVERALL SHARE OF AUDIENCE
UP 44%!
K-7 6 PM-MIDNIGHT SHARE OF AUDIENCE. . .UP 51%!
K-7 6 TO 10 PM SHARE OF AUDIENCE UP 68%!

to television in Amarillo taken by KVII-TV
approach
The
(K-7)dynamic
saw thenewinitial
ratings in more than 30 hours of programming
DOUBLED, and ratings sharply increased in more than 90% of the rated
time periods. K-7's Movie Spectaculars are the highest rated movies
IN THE MARKET ! K-7's "All Aboard For Fun" is the highest-rated local
children's program IN THE MARKET !
IN TOTAL RATING POINTS . .
K-7 is FIRST on Sunday, Tuesday and
Thursdays between 6 and 9:30 PM!
3 DAYS OUT OF 7 . . in just 30 days time.
How did K-7 do it so quickly? By combining the know-how and many
years of experience of its new management team — an exciting and
expanded program schedule — and the most forceful promotion campaign
in the city's history!
These are only the FIRST reports! The flexibility of the NEW
K-7 permits the addition of new and powerful vehicles where a
weak point appears. Add up these first results— remembering
that K-7 is now full power with 316,000 watts— and you've got a
STORY ! All done, by-the-way, without gimmicks or give-aways.
Get the COMPLETE AND EXCITING story of the new K-7
(KVII-TV) from your Boiling Man.

a
kvii-tv
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
C. R. 'DICK' WATTS
THE BOLLING COMPANY
VICE-PRES. AND GEN. MGR.
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SPACE

ALLOCATIONS

BLASTOFF

FCC opens new communications era
with order for comments this month
on space-space, space-earth frequencies
The first step in formally recognizing
the age of space communications came
last week when the FCC issued an invitation toindustry and other interested
parties to file comments on the allocation of frequencies for space-to-space
and
tions. space-to-earth radio communicaThe Commission asked for comments
quickly — by Jan. 21.
The comments will be used to establish the U.S. position for the forthcoming International Telecommunications
Conference in Geneva, Switzerland,
this summer. A preliminary study will
be made at the preparatory meeting of
the International Consultative Radio
Conference (CCIR) to be held in Los
Angeles in April. The official U.S. position then will be made by the U.S. State
Dept.
The FCC emphasized that the contemplated space allocations are for control, telemetering, positional observation
and guidance and are not for the purpose of communication between third
parties.
This will come later.
Rocketeer Pressure • Proposals for
action to allocate frequencies for space
communications were submitted to the
FCC as early as last year, when Andrew
G. Haley, acting for the American
Rocket Society, recommended a series
of
tions.frequencies for space communicaMr. Haley, president of the International Astronautical Society, began urging international consideration of this
problem as far back as 1956.
The Commission in its announcement
last week stated that recommendations
for space communications allocations
also have ernment
comeagencies.from
This "cognizant"
means, it isgovundersto d, the National Aeronautical &
Space Agency and the Dept. of Defense.
It was emphasized that the proposed
Space Service and Space-Earth Service
would not involve "conventional" aircraft, balloons, missiles or rockets
"which are limited to flight between
points on the earth's surface."
Strictly Space • The services are for
"natural or artificial objects such as the
moon, planets, satellites and space vehicles, maintaining sustained motion beyond the major portion of the earth's
atmosphere."
The notice of inquiry listed eight
bands, all of them in the purely governBROADCASTING, January 12, 1959

ment allocations except one, 100-150.
This last includes fm, amateur and aviation frequencies as well as a government allocation, but it was emphasized
that only the government portion of this
band was involved.
The 100-150 mc band runs as follows:
100-108 mc, fm; 108-118 mc, aeronautical radionavigation (omni-directional radio range); 118-132 mc, aeronautical mobile (airdrome control);
132-144 mc, government; 144-148 mc,
amateur; 148-150 mc, government.
Other frequency bands listed were:
25.6-25.65 mc, 1700-1725 mc, 18251850 mc, 2275-2300 mc, 8300-8400 mc,
15,150-15,250 mc, 31,500-31,800 mc.
Continuing Preoccupation • The
whole question of space communications has become an official part of the
agenda of the CCIR. The subject of
space transmissions was discussed at the
CCIR meeting in Geneva in August last
year,
further and
study.placed on the agenda for
These are the subjects:
(1) Frequencies suitable for penetration of the and
lowerthelayers
of theonearth's
atmosphere
influences
these
frequencies of meteorological conditions
dependent on time, season and geographical location. Also included in this
question are what changes in propagation (e.g., direction) can be expected by
penetration of the troposphere, and
what propagational differences may be
encountered between in-coming and
out-going signals relative to the earth.
(2) The optimum frequencies for intercommunication between any two
points in space, and what measures can
be taken to protect from interference signals to and from earth satellites in space, particularly in the high
frequency and lower portion of the vhf
bands.
The necessity for worldwide allocations for space communications was
pointed
up by the
Soviet(Broadcasting,
Union's most
recent satellite,
Mechta
Jan. 5). Officially, Moscow announced
that this space probe was broadcasting
on 19.993, 19.995, 19.997 mc and
183.6 mc.
American sources reported having
picked
signals on 70.2
mc and upon this
212 satellite's
mc.
Hitting Home • Three of these frequencies aretelevision
smack bands:
dab in 70.2
the U.S.
mercial
mc iscomch.

Off the pad: U.S. Atlas heads toward orbit
4; 183.6 mc is ch. 8. and 212 mc is
ch. 13.
Officially there was no word from
the Russian Embassy in Washington on
this usage of U.S. tv frequencies. Unof icial y, itwas explained that the signals from the Mechta satellite were so
weak that they could not cause significant interference during its limited
time over the United States.
The frequency 108 mc was chosen
internationally for satellites put into
space during the International Geophysical Year. However,
Sputnik broadcast
on 20 mc Russia's
and 40 first
mc.
The American Atlas used 132.435 mc
and 132.905 mc for its communications
to earth, and 107.94 mc and 107.97 mc
for tracking (Broadcasting, Dec. 22,
1958). The 132 mc band is government,
but the 107 mc band is the top of the fm
allocation (which runs 88-108 mc).
(GOVERNMENT) 69

Oversight in limbo
during preliminaries
Radio-tv-FCC investigations by the
defunct Legislative Oversight Subcommittee are not likely to pickup again
in the early stages of the 86th Congress,
according to indications given last week
by Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.).
Rep. Harris, also head of the parent
House Commerce Committee, last
Wednesday (Jan. 7) introduced a resolution calling for continuance of the
Commerce Committee, a necessary procedural step for every new Congress.
The subcommittee went out of existence Jan. 3 after recommending that
its investigations be continued without
specifically asking its own continuance
(Broadcasting, Jan. 5).
Approximately a half-dozen members
of the subcommittee's staff still were
working full-time last week in their
George Washington Inn offices. They
had not been told whether or not they
still were on the congressional payroll.
Chief Counsel Robert Lishman has returned to his downtown Washington
position with a private law firm.
Also last Wednesday, several media
bills before the 85th Congress were reintroduced on the first day of the 86th
Congress. Among them:
HR 31 by Rep. Hale Boggs (D-La.)
would amend the Federal Corrupt Practices Act of 1952.
HR 32 by Rep. Boggs would appropriate $1million to each state for ETV.
HR 51 by Rep. Edward P. Boland
(D-Mass.) would exempt all-channel
(uhf) tv sets from the 10% excise tax.
Celler (D68 byHRRep.166Emanuel
HR and
by Rep. Thomas
N.Y.)
J. Lane (D-Mass.) to prohibit pay tv.
This is not a complete list because
only about 250 of the 2,000 House bills
introduced Wednesday had been processed and assigned numbers Thursday.

Oppose Miami request
and the FCC's own
The Justice
general
counselDept.
last week entered strong
protests to a request by an original ch.
that the Commis10 Miami
sion, whenapplicant
it holds oral argument on
Judge
also makeHorace
a finalStern's
decisioninitial
on thedecision,
grant.
Both protestants maintained the FCC
does not have the authority to take the
step requested by North Dade Video
Inc. (Broadcasting, Dec. 29, 1958)
since the court of appeals, in returning
the case, spelled out precise issues to be
considered. Both also pointed out that
the court kept control of the case for
itself.
Justice and the Commission counsel
maintained that the North Dade proposal, rather than shortening FCC pro70 (GOVERNMENT)

ceedings, actually would greatly prolong and complicate a final decision.
The Justice brief, signed by antitrust attorney Robert A. Bicks, stated the department would file exceptions to the
initial decision contending that disqualification ofNorth Dade and two of the
three other applicants is required because of ex parte contacts.
The Department also would disqualify winning applicant Public Service Tv
Inc. (owned by National Airlines) and
WKAT Inc., leaving only L. B. Wilson
Inc. (WCKY Cincinnati) eligible for
ch. 10. Justice maintained the record
then should be reopened to applications.
Boston re-hearing
tentatively March 2
A tentative date of March 2 to
begin
evidentiary
the courtremanded
Bostonhearings
ch. 5in case
was
reached by attorneys for the FCC and
the parties competing for ch. 5 at
a prehearing conference last week.
Another prehearing conference was set
for Jan. 26 at which time FCC attorneys expect to have completed gathering evidence and selection of witnesses.
The FCC noted its case on ch. 5 will
be longer in preparation than that on
Miami ch. 10 because the Boston case
was not so fully developed by the
House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee hearings as the Miami case.
Attorneys agreed that various preparatory activities after Jan. 26 will
take about three weeks, which will give
the hearing examiner, Judge Horace
Stern, beantime
three-week
Caribcruise towithtakehis awife
and daughter.
Judge Stern had told the attorneys he
was willing to forego the cruise if hearSenate still life
Television cameras made their
maiden appearance in the Senate
chamber last Tuesday (Jan. 6)
but found nobody home. Guards
at the doors made sure the chambermenstayed
empty sights
and that
camerakept their
down.
The
occasion was to show American
tv viewers the results of their
voting last November: a preponderance of empty Democratic
seats (64) and a little more than
half that many Republican seats
(34), rearranged from the more
equal sides of the aisle last year.
Tv cameramen were admitted in
the House as usual — only, however, for swearing in of members
Wednesday
and theaddress
President's
State of the Union
to the
joint Senate-House session Friday.

ings on ch. 5 could be begun at an
earlier date. The FCC estimated the
hearings would run about a month.
It was agreed to hold the hearings in
Washington with the possibility of a
few days hearings in Boston. The FCC
said it has no access to the Oversight
Subcommittee files and that any party
which desires such access "may want
tonot subpoena"
them,be since
the FCC
does
feel they will
otherwise
available.
FCC to consider new
proposal by daytimers
The mentsFCC
is goingiftoit receive
to determine
should comissue
rulemaking on the most recent proposal
by the Daytime Broadcasters Assn. Last
week comments were invited by April
8 on whether daytime am stations
should be authorized to operate from
6 a.m. or local sunrise (whichever is
earlier) to 6 p.m. or local sunset
(whichever is later).
The Commission cited the problems
of international agreements and potential interference to clear channel stations and asked for views and data on
these matters.
Comr. Robert T. Bartley concurred
in theert E.notice
of inquiryBoth
and Mr.
Comr.Bartley
RobLee dissented.
and Mr. Lee said they felt the Commission had enough information to proceed with rulemaking, rather than the
interim inquiry proceeding.
The FCC last week by separate order
also denied DBA's petition of last Oct.
of toFCC's
reconsideration
20 asking
denial
of DBA's
earlier proposal
permit daytimer operation from 5 a.m. or
local sunrise (whichever is earlier) to 7
p.m. or local sunset (whichever is
later). At the same time the FCC dismis ed the DBA 6 a.m. -6 p.m. "alternative" plan. Comr. Lee concurred in
these separate actions.
The Commission said it wasn't given
sufficient "necessary facts" to decide on
DBA's alternative request and that its
warrant ruleinquiry maylooking"possibly"
"someby form
extended making
hours oftoward
operation
qualify-of
ing daytime am stations."
Mack trial reslotted
The trial of former FCC Comr.
Richard A. Mack and his friend, Thurman A. Whiteside was rescheduled last
week to Feb. 1.5. Both were indicted by
a federal grand jury for conspiracy to
defraud the U.S., involving the granting
of ch. 10 Miami to National Airlines.
Attorneys
and beWhiteside have for
askedMessrs.
that Mack
the trial
held
in Miami. The Justice Dept. has opposed this. Argument on these motions
may be held in U.S. District Court in
Washington next week.
BROADCASTING, January 12, 1959

Single frame from a KOB-TV newsreel on DuPont 930 Film shows Albuquerque fire department training drill.
For good news-shots

any time plus the best TV reproduction,

we
use
only Du
states Bill Tucker, Photo-News Director and Chief
Photographer, KOB-TV, Albuquerque, New Mexico
"Providing film coverage of news events as they
happen means that on a given day we must be prepared to shoot assignments ranging from a parade to
a midnight airplane crash," says Mr. Tucker. "In
spite of these varied conditions, our exclusive use of
DuPont Type 930A and 931 A Motion Picture Film
assures us of consistent, sharp results."
Mr. Tucker tells us that he's found in seven years
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Pont
film"
of TV filming that Du Pont film stands up under rapid
development. In filming local news, KOB-TV has often
shown newsreels on the air only twenty minutes after
shooting. He adds: ''Even more important is our need
for a restrictive gray scale and sharp, blue-black
images which reproduce better on TV. In this respect,
DuPont gives us just what we want."
There's a DuPont film for your need! For more
information, write to Du Pont, 2432-A Nemours Building, Wilmington 98, Delaware. In Canada: DuPont
of Canada Limited, Toronto.

Better Things for Better Living . . . through Chemistry

PROGRAMMING.

RATE
REASONABLE'
REVEALS
ASCAP
the
radio
industry
in
the
blanket licenses that most1941."
stationsForhave,
But station men charge the society's tactics
rates are 2.25% of net time sales for
are designed to 'pressure' them into accepting commercial licenses, plus annual sustaining charges of 12 times the highest
contract extensions, ask Justice Dept. for help
half-hour rate if the station grosses
Justice Dept. support was solicited that stations may apply for a license more than $150,000, 12 times the highest quarter-hour rate if the gross is
last week in behalf of radio station and, having done so, may continue to
$50,000 to $150,000, or $12 if the
use
ASCAP
music whileIf "reasonable"
operators
in
their
battle
for
"reasongross
is under $50,000.
rates
are
determined.
station
and
To replace these rates, ASCAP said
music. able" rates for the use of ASCAP ASCAP do not come to terms within
60 days, the station may ask the court
followinglicenses
would (and
be "reasonable"
This move came to light as ASCAP's to set a reasonable fee. This is the the
for blanket
All-Industry
version vealedoffor "reasonable"
rates
was
resaid this was the first time
the first time: rates more course approved by the All-Industry negotiators
ASCAP
had
given
any
inkling
of the
Committee,
headed
by
Robert
T.
Mason
than double those paid under the old
WMRN Marion, Ohio, since its specific rates it wanted):
licenses in the case of top stations, and of
"1. For stations whose annual gross
negotiations with the society were
higher than the old in all cases.
broken off last month (Broadcasting, receipts for the sale of broadcasting
ASCAP spelled out its definition of Dec. 8, 1958).
facilities are $50,000 or less- — a com"reasonable" in letters replying to staCommittee authorities estimated last
mercial fe of 3% and a monthly sustions that requested, in accordance with week
that
650
stations
contributing
to
taining fee equal
minute card
rate; to the highest onethe ASCAP consent decree, new licenses to replace those that expired
"2. For stations whose annual gross
Dec. 31, 1958. But the society said
receipts for the sale of broadcasting
it was willing to extend the old confacilities exceed $50,000 but do not
tracts for one year without change.
exceed
— a commercial fee of
rate; and $150,000
Pressure Seen • This listing of higher
4%
a monthly sustaining fee equal
"reasonable" rates while offering reto twice the highest one-minute card
newals was construed in broadcast circles as a tactic calculated to pressure,
"3. For stations whose annual gross
if hot to frighten, broadcasters into
receipts for the sale of broadcasting
signing the one-year extensions. So was
facilities exceed $150,000 — a commeranother ASCAP move, also disclosed
cial fee of 5% and a monthly sustainlast week, which told some stations that
ing fee of three times the highest onethey, Were, delinquent in their payments
to ASCAP and therefore could get no
minute
card rate."Fees • For per-program
Per-Program
license until they settled up.
licenses (now pegged at 8% for comThe threat to withhold licenses until
mercial, with varying rates for sustainfee disputes were settled was accoming) the society
panied by a statement of what the
"commercial
fee deems
of 10%"reasonable"
of the suma
offer would be when these station's acpaid
for
the
station's
broadcasting
facilicounts were put in order. Informed
ties by sponsors of programs in which
sources said, this procedure in particular
[ASCAP]
compositions
are
performed
had been called fd the attention of the Committee's Dannett: consent decree applies
and a sustaining fee of 4% of the staJustice Dept. on the ground that it
tion's highest card rates which would
violates provision^ of the consent de- its support had applied for new licenses have been
applicable for the use of
cree.'Justice attorneys were understood and would go along with the proposed its broadcasting
facilities in connection
to be looking into the questions raised court procedure, although they conceded with such programs
if they had been
by broadcasters.
that "a few" probably would sign oneStations which received such letters year extensions.
The
letter
from
the
music licensing
The radio networks and their owned commercial." to the requesting
and called oh their All-Industry Radio
radio
Music License Committee for advice stations already have signed one-year organization
stations continued:
in separate negotiations, and
were told that ,Emanuel Dannett, com- renewals
"Although the society regards the
mittee counsel, "is of the opinion that ASCAP has said that about 50% of the foregoing rates as reasonable . . . the
stations have a right to the benefits of nation's local stations — presumably in- society
is willing to extend the existing
the consent decree [provisions requiring
cluding approximately 1,000 whose
for will
one give
yearan onopportunity
the curASCAP to offer licenses upon applica- ASCAP contracts reportedly did not ex- agreements
rent basis. This
tion] even though there may be a dispire Dec. 31 — have signed agreements to discuss the many problems that have
pute as to the amounts, if any, owing extending beyond Jan. 1 (Broadcast- arisen as a result of changes in the
ing, Jan. 5).
ASCAP, and that these letters are contrary to the provisions of the consent
ASCAP's letter to stations applying industry since 1941 in the light of confor new licenses contended that the old
With ditions
eachnow prevailing."
letter was sent a one-page
decree."
Procedures Set • The decree stipulates rates were "imposed on the society by contract form which, properly signed.
71
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BUT... WKZO-TV Will Put You
On The Right Track
NCS No. 3 CIRCULATION
STATION
WKZO-TV
Station
Station XB'

DAYTIME
DAILY WEEKLY
265,990 390,330
202,190 314,950
152,910 264,330

NIGHTTIME
DAILY WEEKLY
386,280 472,250
304,780 384,570
222,400 349,890

In Kalamazoo -Grand Rapids!
NCS No. 3 shows that WKZO-TV runs a far better race
in Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids and Greater Western Michigan
than any other station — 606,780 television homes,
34 counties in Western Michigan and Northern Indiana.
In fact, WKZO-TV gives you more homes monthly, weekly
and daily than any other Michigan station outside
of Detroit!
And remember that by adding WWTV, Cadillac, to your
WKZO-TV
worth
having]schedule you'll get all the rest of Michigan
Elliott,54.520-year-old
set the new world's record of
3*Herb
minutes,
seconds on Australian,
August 6, 1958.

WKZO-TV
RAPIDS-KALAMAZOOCREEK
WKZO
RADIO— —GRAND
— GRAND
KALAMAZOO-BATTLE
WJEF
RADIO
RAPIDS
WJEF-FM— — CADILLAC,
GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WWTV
MICHIGAN
KOLN-TV— Associated
LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
with
WMBD RADIO
— PEORIA,ILLINOIS
ILLINOIS
WMBD-TV
— PEORIA,

WKZOTV
100,000Studios
WATTSin Both• Kalamazoo
CHANNEL and3 Grand
• lOOO'
RapidsTOWER
For Greater Western Michigan
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IN THEIR

OWN

TRUE

INTEREST

.

Shouldn't every group in the transportation industry
pursue policies like these in 1959 ?
Make no effort to soak a competing form of transportation with more taxes in the hope of securing
a competitive advantage. The shipper pays such
taxes on behalf of the ultimate consumer.

Attempt to better its business and relative position
in transport by striving energetically to improve
its service to shippers and receivers.
Work more closely with other forms of transport in
the interest of the shipper and of the country as a
whole.
AND WOULDN'T SUCH POLICIES BE
GREATLY IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST?

As President of ATA, I can say with complete confidence
that we will be found adhering to these policies. They are
in line with our basic principles and our historical position.

AMERICAN

TRUCKING

ASSOCIATIONS,
WASHINGTON

INC.

6, D. C.
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would extend the old agreements to the
end of this year.
Distortion Charged • One statement
in the ASCAP letter was quickly challenged by the All-Industry Committee.
The letter said: "As the society and
the so-called All-Industry Radio Music
License Committee seemed to agree,
the commercial and sustaining licenses
should be covered in a single agreement,
rather than in two separate agreements." A prompt
was sent
the committee
to itsdenial
subscriber
stationsby
last week:
"This is a complete distortion of the
committee's position," the committee
said. "In our conferences with ASCAP
we pointed out that as a result of
changes in the method of programming
by most stations there is no need for a
sustaining license. We therefore asked
that the sustaining fee be eliminated
and the commercial fee reduced. If
our request had been granted there
would be no further need for two li'Gaslight' Shines • It took seven
censes, one to cover commercial proyears and a trip before the U.S. Sugrams and the other to cover sustainpreme Court before Barbara Staning. But the fact is that ASCAP rejected
our proposal. We never suggested that
there be a single license under which
He added: "Regional news is a major
both the commercial fee and the sus- asset to a local station" but many may
not
have the resources to cover a sigining fe would beisincreased."
The tacommittee
slated to meet
nificant development on their own. For
Wednesday (Jan. 14) to review reaction a network, coverage is feasible."
to date and consider its next steps.
NT-NTA deal backed
MBS regional news
The proposal that National Theatres
Mutual is stepping up its regional acquire controlling interest in National
coverage of news events through the Telefilm Assoc. was overwhelmingly apuse of two network feeds to affiliated
proved (1,940,000 shares for to less than
stations each day and is mapping plans 17,000 against) at a special meeting of
for additional feeds from its eight National Theatres stockholders held
bureaus throughout the country.
Thursday (Jan. 8) in Los Angeles. NaStarting today (Jan. 12), Mutual will
tional Theatres operates some 300 motion picture theatres in 19 states and
make use of early-morning (7:35-7:45
owns
Kansas City.
a.m.) and late-afternoon (4:35-4:45 NTA, tvWDAF-AM-TV
film distributor is licensee of
p.m.)
closed-circuit
broadcasts
for
news
feeds.
WNTA-AM-TV Newark and KMSPRobert F. Hurleigh, MBS news vice TV Minneapolis-St. Paul.
The vote of NT shareholders authorpresident, reported that regional news
izes an offer to NTA stockholders to
desks have been established at the netacquire
their common stock on a basis
work's Washington and New York news of exchanging
$11 principal amount of
offices for processing of news to eight
sections of the country. In addition, the NT 5Vi% sinking fund subordinated
debentures
due
March 1, 1974, plus a
network is in the process of setting up
warrant for the purchase of one quarter
regional
feed
points
from
its
eight
bureaus.
share of National's common stock for
each share of NTA stock exchanged.
Mr. Hurleigh
said
that
Mutual's
emphasis on news, special events and National's offer includes the exchange
of
warrants expiring in 1962 for outsports was influenced heavily by the
standing NTA warrants also expiring
conclusions of a detailed station survey
published in the Nov. 26, 1956 issue of that year. An application has been filed
with
the
FCC
for approval of the deal,
Broadcasting. Mr. Hurleigh explained:
needed because of NT's station hold"It was this survey which made us ings.
realize the future of network radio lay
The board of National Theatres on
in providing the basic programming elements astation could not get for itself. Thursday declared a quarterly dividend
This boiled down to news feeds from of 12V2 cents per share on outstandplaces where news actually is happening common stock, payable Feb. 5 to
ing," special events and topnotch sports. stockholders of record Jan. 22.
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wyck and Jack Benny could perBenny's
satire formof thisthesceneMGMin Mr.
motion
picturetv
"Gaslight" which was scheduled on
CBS-TV last night (Jan. 11) as an
episode of the regular Benny program, 7:30-8 p.m.
The tv film was made in 1952 but
MGM felt it was an infringement of
property rights and obtained a court
order keeping it off the air. The ruling was appealed and went to the
Supreme Court which by a four-tofour
(Broadcasting,
Mar. 24,contention
Feb. 3,
1958).tie upheld MGM's
After that, J&M Productions, the
Benny production firm, bought a
seven-year license from MGM to
satirize the film and similar play
rights from the author, Patrick Hamilton, who lives in England. Tv film
also featured Bob Crosby, Eddie
(Rochester) Anderson and Don Wilin addition to Miss Stanwyck and
Mr. sonBenny.
Telemeter absorbed
International Telemeter Corp. has
been merged into Paramount Pictures
Corp. and will operate as a division of
Paramount under the name International Telemeter Co. following Paramount's acquisition of complete ownership of the toll tv organization.
Paramount previously held 90% of ITC
stock. Carl Leserman, ITC board member and former executive vice president,
reportedly was the largest holder of
stock acquired by Paramount. Two
ITC subsidiaries, Telemeter Magnetics
and Palm Springs Community Television Corp., have become direct subsidiaries ofParamount. ITC operations
will continue under the direction of
Louis A. Novins, company president.
Warner status unclear
The status of Jack M. Warner at
Warner Bros. Pictures, if any, was unclear last week. On Dec. 31 the studio
announced that Mr. Warner had resigned as vice president in charge of the
company's
and commercial
division
and had beentv succeeded
by his assistant,
David DePatie.
Mr. Warner denied that he had resigned and told newsmen that he had
reported for work Jan. 2 as usual but
had been denied admittance to his office. He refused to comment on reports that he had been ousted as the
result of a family feud. His father,
president of the company, also maintained silence on the affair. At week's
end, the younger Warner could not be
reached through the studio and his department declined to comment.
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TV

TOLLS

NATIONAL

SCHOOLBELL

Importance of television as teaching medium

is

recognized as educators and telecasters get together
on more than 300 commercial stations to produce classes
Early in the morning of Feb. 2
WTOP-TV Washington, a commercial
station, will broadcast the first lesson in
a Russian language course leading to
college credits at George Washington
U. in the nation's capital.
There's nothing unusual about this
teaching being
project.
of scores andof
courses
taughtIt'sbyoneuniversities
public schools over the facilities of several hundred commercial tv stations.
Commercial stations and teachers are
cooperating in a mutual effort to provide more education for more people.
The common interest in the public's
cultural level is increasing as broadcasters learn how to broadcast educational programs and as educators learn
how to teach via television facilities.
No complete figures have ever been
collected on the number of courses
taught on commercial stations or the
number of people who tune in regularly. A top tv educator, Ralph Steetle,
executive director of Joint Council on
Educational
Television, observed,
cators and commercial
tv stations"Eduare
increasingly developing cooperative approaches to public service through the
television medium."
Stimulating
the growth
education isthe excitement
of theofnewtv missile
era and the increasing thirst for knowledge— a thirst
that both
educational
interests
want industry
to serve. and
Actually, educational tv is in an early
stage of development. Teaching techniques still are experimental but progres isbecoming more rapid as teachers
learn by experience and as professional
educators study their methods.
1956 Tv Survey • The most complete survey of commercial telecourses
was made in 1956 by Gertrude G.
Broderick,
education Based
specialist
of the Officeradio-tv
of Education.
on
questionnaire responses from about half
the 400-odd commercial stations then
operating she found that 198 tv stations
were offering 531 educational tv program series in 144 cities.
Dr. Franklin Dunham, radio-tv chief
of the Office of Education, said, "The
results are indicative of the felt responsibility of standard commercial stations
in carrying out a continued policy of
public service to their respective communities."
Miss Broderick's figures are now
76 (PROGRAMMING)

nearly three years old. More than a
hundred stations have taken the air in
the meantime, indicating the figure of
1 98 stations with telecourses is now well
over the 200 mark, based on the survey.
These figures cover only half the operating stations. An estimate of the
total number of commercial tv stations
that offer courses in cooperation with
organized educational institutions and
districts mark.
might pass far beyond the 300station
The federal survey was based on
formal instruction programs and didn't
pretend to touch programs whose content is of educational value. Telecourses are only one phase of the public service and informational programming provided by commercial stations.
While television isn't a panacea for
the nation's educational ills, Dr. Dunham says, it has two important traits as
a teaching medium: it is immediate, recording what is going on as it occurs;
and it gives the eyes an added dimension by viewing what is going on from
the vantage point of the camera, a point
the average person can hardly attain
unless suspended in mid-air. "These
characteristics,"
added, and,
make attv thean
ideal laboratory heassistant
same time, give it a unique intimacy of
Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt, president of
presentation."
KING-TV Seattle and other Pacific
Northwest properties, reflected the commercial position in the Journal of the
Assn. for Education by Radio-Television. She puts it this way:
"If a commercial staff can be sensitive to the needs of a sponsor, it also
has the sensitivity to interpret the
needs of an educator; if it can sell toothpaste and news, it also has the imagination to sell books and ideas; and to this
end, education and the commercial station can be completely compatible and
the experience profitable and gratifying
to They'll
each." Be Watching • Educators in
the Washington, D.C. area will be
watching closely the WTOP-TV and
George Washington U. course on the
Russian language when it starts Feb. 2.
The teacher will be Vladimir Tolstoy, a
descendant of Leo Tolstoy, Russian
novelist. Viewers who take the course
via their tv sets will receive college
credits if they pass the exams, which

will be given on the campus. The university's telecourse enrollment fee is
$75 ($15 for non-credit study).
WTOP-TV is carrying two other telecourses for high school credits: shorthand and typing. Both are in cooperation with the District of Columbia public schools. Over 1,300 registered for
the weekly shorthand telecourse, paying
the $12.50 to enroll. About 200 are
taking the typing telecourse.
These three courses involve only one
station in one area. NBC-TV is networking educational
programs
its newnowCon-in
tinental Classroom
and a—series,
the second year, operated in conjunction with Educational Television & Radio Center, Ann Arbor, Mich. Several
regional hookups of commercial stations
are cooperating with universities.
A tremendous amount of pedagogical
television centers in the noncommercialeducational tv (etv) stations around the
nation. Thirty-five etv outlets are devoted to teaching on a non-commercial
basis, aided by funds supplied by the
Ford Foundation and other grants.
Around 1 ,000 hours a week of classroom and instruction is supplied by
these stations. Etv has been operating
through
the tvFCC's
1952 allocation
12% of the
band (250-odd
channels).of
The 35 operating etv stations will be
joined this year by another dozen that
are well along in construction, according to Mr. Steetle.
Combined, the commercial and etv
stations are striving to work out a
problem created by two factors; the
growingroomsshortage
of teachers
classcombined with
the new and
appreciation
of
education's
basic
role
in
the
modern world.
Then, too, there is the continuing desire for enlightenment among those who
hold high school and college diplomas.
For example, a religious course on
WMAL-TV Washington numbers many
holders of post-graduate degrees as well
as college graduates. The course provides college credits at American U.,
in Washington.
Educated Rebuffs • Commercial tv
stations started to show interest in the
teaching potential of their facilities in
the late '40s as soon as their electrons
were airborne. Their early contacts with
educators were sometimes rebuffed. The
move for special etv channels in the tv
BROADCASTING, January 12, 1959

allocation lead to irritation in both commercial and teaching professions, fanned
by extremists on both sides.
Even so, commercial broadcasters
started to work out arrangements with
public schools and institutions of higher
learning. Progress has been steady. Unfortunately there appears to be no central agency with facilities to do a complete study of the teaching programs
on commercial and etv stations. The
U.S. Office of Education survey and a
Michigan State U. study are helpful but
incomplete.
Through this period commercial
broadcasters have provided important
segments of time plus facilities to teaching projects. In addition, they have donated over $6 million in tv equipment
to educational stations and community
projects, according to JCET. (See depth
study of etv, Broadcasting, Nov. 11,
1957, "Educational Television, 5 years
and $60 Million Later.")
Continental Classroom • Perhaps the
most extensive telecourse is Continental
Classroom, NBC-TV series produced
in cooperation with American Assn. of
Colleges for Teacher Education, Ford
Foundation and Fund for the Advancement of Education. Titled "Atomic Age
Physics", it is carried on 149 stations
(Mon.-Fri., 6:30-7 a.m.) and is available for college credit at 250 institutions. Designed primarily for high
school science teachers, the program
started last Oct. 6 and runs to June 5
(Broadcasting, Dec. 22, 1958).
NBC-TV estimates about 270,000
viewers watch the program, with 5,000
high school teachers registered enrollees. In charge is Dr. Harvey F.
White, U of California. The spring
term will include seven Nobel prize
winners as guests.
NBC donates the time. Two foundations underwrite production costs and
several corporations (International
Business Machine Corp., Pittsburgh
Plate Glass, AT&T, U. S. Steel) defray
line costs. The network claims it is
"the largest academic conclave
world has ever known." An offer ofthea
syllabus for 50 cents brought responses
from 27,000 unregistered viewers.
Since autumn of 1957, WCBS-TV
New York has broadcast Sunrise Semester, produced in cooperation with
New York U Station time donated to
the series involves a potential $350,000
in time sales. Production costs run
around $225,000 a year.
Semester has been described as the
first tv program for college credit in
the New York area. In 1957-58 the
telecourse had 170 accredited students
who paid $75 for the course. Daily
audience
is variously estimated between
65,000 and 125,000. The 1958-59 format has been expanded. During the
BROADCASTING, January 12, 1959

WFIL-TV 'University' in eighth year
Eight years of educational tv have
duced (weekdays, 9:45-10 a.m.) in
convinced the management of WFIL- cooperation with the Philadelphia
TV Philadelphia and educators rep- Board of Education, adding up to a
resenting a score of colleges and full-hour across-the-board weekday
universities in the area that educa- educational service.
tors can learn much from commerUniversity topics include basic recial tv; that commercial tv can learn
search, people and morals, culture
much from teachers and that the of the Middle Ages, economics, education, diseases, physics, chemistry,
public is the principal beneficiary.
English and health, to name
WFIL-TV started its famed Uni- practical
versity of the Air Jan. 2, 1951. It a few.
"WFIL-TV has proved itself
was conceived and developed through
the inspiration of Roger W. Clipp, be one of the great pioneers into
general manager.
televisiS.J.,
said Rev.
Ten weekly telecourses are offered educati
MatthewonalSullivan
, on," dean of St.
(Mon.-Fri., 9-9:20 a.m., 9:20-9:45. Joseph's College. "A wonderful opa.m.), prime daylight hours. Courses
portunity for participating instituare 17 weeks in duration, two setions and in the highest tradition of
mesters. Educators drawn from 27 broadcasting responsibility," added
colleges and universities conduct the E. Sculley Bradley, vice provost of
courses. Students can ask questions U. of Pennsylvania.
by mail or phone. The list of instiJohn B. Roberts, radio-tv division
tutions includes such names as Bryn director of Temple U, said, "The
Mawr, LaSalle, Lehigh, Pennsylvania magnificent
thing about the longtime
State, Rutgers, Swarthmore, U. of WFIL-TV effort
is that the station
Pennsylvania, Princeton Theological devotes one solid hour each day to
Seminary and Jefferson Medical.
Twice yearly, administrative heads purely educational programs." And
of the colleges discuss general policy. Dr. Millard E. Gladfelter, Temple
observed, "WFIL-TV
A steering committee includes six provost,
doesn't merely offer its facilities to
educators and George A. Koehler, the
institutions
— it seeks them out,
WFIL-TV station manager. From lets them decide
on the kind and
WFIL-TV the program has spread type of courses, and then provides
to other Triangle stations — WNBF- the facilities." Dr. Allen T. Bonnell,
TV Binghamton, N. Y., in 1955; vice
president of Drexel Institute of
WFBG-TV Altoona, Pa., in 1956; Technology,
found gratification in
WNHC-TV New Haven, Conn., and the fact that "educators
have learned
WLYH-TV Lebanon, Pa., in 1957.
Courses do not carry college credit as well as taught."
but the idea is being explored. Mr.
Koehler said the institutions are
showing increased interest in telecourses each year though they have
more students, are busier than ever,
have less time for out-of-classroom
activities and do not need the promotional impetus of tv.
WFIL-TV has lost none of its
teaching enthusiasm since WHYYTV, non-commercial educational station, started a year ago. Participating colleges have encouraged
WFIL-TV to keep its longtime series
on the air. WFIL-TV also broadcasts a program with a call-letterish
connotation — Wiffil Schoolhouse, in- Dr. Russell C. Erf), of Pa. Military College
school telecast for classroom profall it was heard weekdays (6:30-7
a.m.. Sat. 7-8 a.m.). Four courses are
presented: classical civilization, math,
government and literature.
First School Series • Commercial
teaching by television actually is in
its third decade. A search of files shows
NBC on the air in 1935 with a science
series offered in cooperation with New

York U. James Rowland Angell, president emeritus of Yale and NBC educational advisor, directed the project
with the aid of Dr. Dunham, a network
staffer before he became radio-tv chief
of the U. S. Office of Education.
The teaching technique in the sixth
floor studio at Rockefeller Center was
along the lines of the Johns Hopkins
(PROGRAMMING) 77

Wealth of
Commercial television is an educational bargain in New York City.
The State Education Dept. pays
$225,000 for WPIX (TV) facilities
but gets free time that has a potential $2.2 million rate-card value.
Having once considered the idea
of a state uhf network and later
purchase of a commercial vhf station, the state appropriated $600,000 for development of tv education
on a commercial outlet with $350,000
tion. set aside for a 12-county operaLast Sept. 22 WPIX started supplying educational programs seven
hours daily (9:50 a.m.-5 p.m.), a
total of 35 hours a week. Educators
ordered 1.600 hours at a cost of
$225,000 for facilities only.
Directing the service is the New
York State Regents Project, supervised by its executive director, James
R. McAndrew, veteran tv educator.
Something is provided for nearly
everyone, including teachers. The
project
has weekly
a split for
personality
171/2 hours
classroom—
viewing, IV/2 hours primarily
beamed toward home viewers, with
some overlap.
About 2 million school children,
60% of the state's total, are within
1 00-mile range of the WPIX telecourses. The material is designed to
supplement classroom work.
A sample day of programming includes:
9:50 a.m., Hablemos Espanol (learning to
speak Spanish),
a.m.,solving;
mathematics, grade 9,grades
equation1-6;and10:10
problem
10:50 a.m., news bulletins; 11 a.m., science,
kindergarten through grade 2 (wheels at work,
how to make a spring, how to hold a toy
parade);beth,11:20
(MacAct III);a.m.,
11:50English
a.m.,(grade
news 12)bulletins;
noon, Explorations (a series), film, Islands of
the Frozen Sea, about the Queen Elizabeth
Islands in the North Arctic; 12:30 p.m., French
Through Tv (via Metropolitan Educational TelsScience Review, broadcast on the old
DuMont network early this decade. The
potential circulation in the New York
area in 1935 was estimated at about
50 sets.
NBC followed on Easter Sunday,
1936, with a religious broadcast, including an appearance of then Monsignor Sheen
a tv program.
version of NBC's
Catholic
Hour inradio
When tv was revived toward the
end of World War II, WOW-TV
Omaha, Neb., then an experimental station, telecast a science series conducted
by Rev. Roswell C. Williams, S.J., of
Creighton U.
Often hailed as the first regular tele78 (PROGRAMMING)

etv beamed via WPIX
vision Assn.); 1 p.m., Fun at One (pre-school
education);
music, grades
5-6, learning play of 1:30
simplep.m.,
woodwind
instruments;
1:50
p.m., news bulletins; 2 p.m., physics, grades
11-12/ alternating currents; 2:30 p.m., Almanac; 3-p.m., lecture on- Latin America by a
professor; 4 p.m., Mathematics for teachers,
and 4:30 p.m., Spotlight on Youth.
It's a little soon to offer an array
of success stories, but there are many
indications the series is effective.
First, the educator-sponsors are talking along tv summer-school lines.
Next, the idea of "total tv teaching"
or tv-only instruction is getting attention.
Shortly after the project was
started, a survey showed 2,164
schools outside New York City and
250 inside the city reported they

Barbara Yaoowski, WPIX, shows rabbit's growth
course carried on a commercial station
is the U. of Michigan Hour. The program was developed by Harry Bannister, now of NBC and then WWJ-TV
manager; Willard Walbridge, his assistant (now of KTRK-TV Houston; see
Our Respects page 109), and Garnet
Garrison,
versity. radio-tv director of the uniPrograms were live, starting with the
opener in November 1950, university
professors going to Detroit for the
broadcasts. Soon as many as 900 viewers were paying $1 for each semisemester (seven-week) course.
Other universities were doing pioneering work. WEWS (TV) Cleveland, one

New York
were using programs. That was three
months ago when the program was
young. American Research Bureau
figures showed an average of 175,000 sets tuned
ucational hours. to WPIX during edEducators like to look at the telecourses another way. They emphasize
the cost to the state is a pittance
in comparison
the money
ed for school with
facilities.
Afterneedall,
it takes about $4 million to build an
average high school in the area, $1.5
million to build an elementary
school. Moreover, overcrowded
schools and a teacher shortage are
acute around New York, perhaps
worse than many cities and towns
around the nation. There's talk of
boosting
a week. telecourse time to 40 hours
In metropolitan New York 80
teachers signed for New Approach
to Mathematics, an in-service training course for teachers. Those completing the course will qualify for a
pay boost. WTEN (TV) in the Albany-Troy-Schenectady area is reting the math program, with 60
teachers peasigned.
All but five of the 35 WPIX programs are programmed live from the
station's 42nd St. studios in Manhat an. A score are kinescoped for
use elsewhere on commercial outlets and closed-circuit instruction
facilities.
Freeloading prevails in parts of
New Jersey and Connecticut where
schoolstion.askAbout for$225,000
programof logthe informaoriginal
$350,000 budget was earmarked for
WPIX, with $80,000 or more sublet and the rest allotted for miscellaneous purposes. Subcontracts cover
nine separate school systems. WPIX
promotes the programming at its
own expense.
of the more active commercial educators, took the air with programs produced in conjunction with Western
Reserve U. U. of Louisville and many
others were interested. WFIL-TV Philadelphia began University of the Air
Jan. 2, 1951 (see page 77).
The Ann Arbor center is supplying
telecourse series to a score of commercial stations plus the 35 operating
etv outlets. Its resources include over
3,000ly 300separate
part offor nearseries. programs,
Twice weekly
two
years NBC-TV has been transmitting
center programs (Tues., 10:30 p.m.,
Wed., 6 p.m.) over its national network
to etv outlets as well as to commercial
BROADCASTING, January 12, 1959

VIDEOTAPE

DYNAMIC
DIMENSION

I

:

NEW
IN

TV

ADVERTISING

However you measure it - quality, convenience or
economy — tape adds new dimensions to television
advertising, and for at least 9 good reasons:
TAPE OFFERS THE ADVANTAGES OF LIVE TV
• Use of popular local personalities
• Conveys a sense of immediacy
• Permits last minute copy changes

PLUS THE ADVANTAGES OF FILM
• Perfect performance every time
• Accuracy of the sponsor's message
• Identical commercials in all markets
AND THE ADVANTAGES ONLY TAPE CAN OFFER
• Immediate viewing of the recording
• Erasability and re-usability
• Change audio without affecting video

EDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA
Offices and representatives In principal VIDEOTAPE
cities throughout the world
Proudly displayed by progressive
stations in major markets everywhere
BROADCASTING, January 12, 1959

CORPORATION
professional
products
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Big story.

WMT-TV.
nationally
byoverTherepresented
Agency,
covers
halfKatzofdominates
the tv
familiesRapids,
in Iowa,
Cedar
Waterloo and
Dubuque,
largest cities.three of Iowa's six

Chicago teachers who appear on WGN-TV's
A television course designed to
teach school teachers is broadcast
by WGN-TV Chicago in cooperation
with the Chicago Public School System (Mon.-Fri., 8:15-8:45 a.m.).
Begun last Sept. 22, the series is
an in-service training program in
reading and language arts for teachers in the kindergarten-8th grade
range. Final exams for credit are
scheduled Jan. 27 for over 1,000
teacher-students. Nearly 7,000 teachers have been taking the course,
many using it as a refresher course
or for special training. A new math
series starts Feb. 9.
Chicago Teachers College will
grant credits. Fees are $30 a semester
stations in cities that don't have etv
stations. Over 200 programs have been
transmitted in this period. John F.
White, former head of WQED (TV)
Pittsburgh,
assumed The
the center's
presidency last autumn.
programming
is emphasizing special programs such
as UN debates and Boston Symphony
concerts. In February it will start a
cancer research series pn the NBC-TV
Tuesday period.
According to Mr. Garrison, the U.
of
telecourses
on a
scoreMichigan's
of stationscurrent
are reaching
2 million
viewers a week across the nation. Some

series were introduced on first program
for non-Illinois students. Videotape
repeats are available for those unable
to catch the morning programs.
Dr. Benjamin C. Willis, superintendent of Chicago Public Schools,
described the telecourse as "a dramatic and historic contribution to goodreading programs in the greater
Chicago area." He praised WGN-TV
and other participants for their ' outcooperation."
Ward L.standing
Quaal,
station vice president and general manager, said the
station
recognizesto the
"as
an opportunity
maketelecourse
a practical
and pertinent contribution through
our facilities to the nation's pressing
educational problem."
of its programs are used by ERTC,
servingtions inboth
and etv
commercial
areas etv
without
stations. staIn 1951 two other stations joined
WWJ-TV and a Michigan network was
operating. WJIM-TV Lansing and
WKZO-TV Kalamazoo were joined by
others and currently nearly all Michigan
commercial stations are networking
the university
hour asandwellBoston.
as 10 The
stations between Seattle
programs have been done on kinescope
since the university set up its own stations in 1954.
Television teaching is nationwide. It

KTRK-TV, channel 13
MODEL 59—.
MAGNETIC FILM
RECORDING/DUBBING
SYSTEM
Atransistorized,
completely
automatic
operatmagnetic
film ingandsystem
opticalfor
sound
professional
heavy-dutyquality
use.
Supreme
atWrite
low forcost.
particulars.
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KCMO-TV uses an electronic blackboard, rear-screen projection, to dramatize tv course
BROADCASTING, Januory 12, 1959

ranges from metropolitan areas to
smaller cities. Each month new proi YES!
grams are started, sometimes at the
suggestion of commercial stations and
sometimes by educational sources.
All four commercial stations in Washington, D. C, have been active in their
educational programming. WTOP-TV
will have three courses on the air when
I ENTIRELY
its Russian series starts Feb. 2. WMALIT'S
I
TV has a telecourse that is attracting
wide attention. Titled The Life and
NEW
Teaching of Jesus, it is offered by
American U. as a college-credit course.
Over 1,900 viewers are enrolled in
the course (Sat., 12:30-1:30 p.m.), 200
of them paying $20 enrollment to the
university on a college-credit basis. If
they pass the Jan. 24 and May 23 final
exams, taken on the campus, they will
receive formal credits. The other 1,700
taking the course paid $2 for a syllabus.
RDC-200 REMOTE
A field trip to Washington National
Cathedral attracted 750 persons.
C0NTR0I SYSTEM
Over 40% of the enrolled students
FOR UNATTENDED
have college degrees; many have masters
OPERATION
degrees.
The
program's
rating
has
topped Washington stations at the hour,
according to American Research Bureau, with the exception of a half-hour
What's new? — Designed to handle the complicated
that overlapped an NBC-TV football
directional, multiple transmitters or superb facilities for the single
game in December. A recent program
transmitter installation— supplies 19 wired meter circuits and 20 additional
was piped to New York for review by
unwired circuits if ever needed — 38 switching circuits with potential expansponsors and foundations.
sion to 78 — operates on loop resistance up to 5000 ohms* — circuit dialed
WTTG (TV) Washington is telecastis
indicated by large illuminated number on front panel of both studio and
ing Time for Science (Mon.-Fri. 11:30transmitter units, rather than a multitude of position lights — pulse, reset and
1 2 noon) in cooperation with the Greatswitching functions may be operated from transmitter unit for local operation
er Washington Educational Television
during tests — straight wire return, no simplex, phantom or ground returns.
Assn. It is viewed regularly in schools
Page 91 in the big Gates catalog tells the complete story. If you do not
by 44,000 students around the sixthhave a catalog, let us send you one today.
grade level, reaching 17 school sysThis is the new in equipment for unattended operation. In broadcasting
tems. WTTG supplies the time and
you can always expect the new from Gates . . . leader in creative engineering.
facilities free. Funds for the teacher
and production come from the Eugene
*Equal to 52 miles telephone cable.
& Agnes E. Meyer Foundation. The
American Institute for Research is
evaluating the series. A half-dozen
county systems and the schools of the
GATES RADIO COMPANY
Washington and Richmond (Va.)
Subsidiary of Ifarris-Intrrlype Corporation
Archdioeceses are using the telecourse.
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
WRC-TV carried The Other Two
JJ
Billion, a series in cooperation with
George Washington U. At present it
broadcasts NBC's Continental ClassBROADCASTING
room and has carried some of the proTHE BUSINESSWEEKLV OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
grams from the Ann Arbor center.
1735 DeSales St., N. W. Washington 6, D. C.
KCMO-TV Kansas City entered the
PLEASE
START
MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH THE NEXT ISSUE
telecourse scene in 1954 with a program
titled Doors of Knowledge, a science
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING $ 7.00
series produced in conjunction with
□ 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number 11.00
Rockhurst College. The next year it
□ Enclosed □ Bill
created a legal series, You and the Law,
with U. of Kansas offering full college
credit. Two years ago KCMO-TV's
Discovery series induced the Kansas
company name
City Board of Education to buy tv sets
for every school. KMBC-TV and
WDAF-TV share in the Kansas City
educational programming.
WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N.C., Jan. Please send to home address
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5 started a series of 100 tv literacy programs designed to teach adults how to
read and write. A score of Carolina
counties are participating along with
15 newspapers. WKNO (TV) Memphis,
an etv outlet, originally produced the
series. Students pay $3.50 to cover cost
of books, and kits are supplied teachers. WBTV is providing air time and
carrying production costs. Jefferson
Standard Foundation made a contribution of $1,500.
Mohawk-Hudson Council on Educational Television has been operating
several years in upstate New York,
originally carrying programs on WGRB
(TV) Schenectady. Its Our Inquiring
Youth series on WTEN (TV) in the
Albany-Troy-Schenectady area will be
supplemented by a dental health program.
In western Georgia a series carried
by WRBL-TV Columbus originated
with the Muscogee County School District. The school system sent two teachers to U. of Georgia for summer training. The program is popular. Educators
and station are delighted. The telecasts
are attracting good audiences, meeting
the needs of schools. The PTA groups
are buying tv sets for schools not
properly equipped.
New York and Philadelphia are offering educational programs that have
attracted wide attention (see separate
stories). Educators are happy that millions are receiving instruction in a
modern way, though some still figure
this new-fangled, mercenary medium is
only interested in peddling pills, detergents and beer via cow-punching and
six-shooters. This opposition is being
broken down as the results of commercial telecourses are analyzed and reviewed by professional educators.
An important weapon in the fight
for survival has developed in the
atomic age. Its influence is spreading
and will continue to spread through
the combined skills of teachers and
broadcasters from Atlantic to Pacific.
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SALT LAKE CITY

COL

CASTING
the next
10 days of network color
showsHere (allaretimes
are EST):

On NBC-TV:
Jan. 12-16, participating
19-21 (2-2:30sponsors.
p.m.) Truth or
Consequences,
jan. 12-16, 19-21 (2:30-3 p.m.) Haggis
Baggis, participating sponsors.
Jan.Bell12 Telephone
(8:30-9:30through
p.m.)N.Bell
Telephone
Hour,
W. Ayer.
Jan.
12,
19
(10-10:30
p.m.)
Arthur
Murray
Party, P. Lorillard through Lennen & Newell.
13 (8-9through
p.m.) Kenyon
George & Gobel
Show,
RCAJan.Whirlpool
Eckhardt.
Jan.
14,
21
(8:30-9
p.m.)
Price
Is
Right,
Speidel
throughJ. Norman,
Craig & Kummel and
Lever through
Walter Thompson.
Jan.Foods
14, through
21 (9-9:30
p.m.) Thompson.
Milton Berle,
Kraft
J. Walter
Jan.
15
(9:30-10
p.m.)
Ford
Motors through J. Walter Thompson.Show, Ford
15 (10:30-11
p.m.) Masquerade
P. Jan.
Lorillard
through Lennen
& Newell. Party,
Jan. 16 (7:30-8 p.m.'' Northwest Passage,
sustaining.
Jan. 16
through
Kenyon(8-9& p.m.)
Eckhardt.Ellery Queen, RCA
Jan. 17 tic(8-9
p.m.)
ipating sponsors. Perry Como Show, parJan. Bregman,
18 (7:30-8sustaining.
p.m.) Music Shop With
Buddy
Jan. 18 (8-9 p.m.) Steve Allen Show, Timex
through through
Peck, Doyle
Greyhound
Dane through
BernbachGrey,andPola-du
Pont roid
through BBD0.
Jan. Chevrolet
18 (9-10through
p.m.) Campbell
Dinah Shore
Show,
Ewald. Chevy
Jan. 20 (8-9 p.m.) Eddie Fisher Show,
Liggett & Myers through IVIcCann-Erickson.
Read made MGA head
Cecil Read has been elected chairman
of the board of Musicians Guild of
America by the MGA board.
The union board also elected Justin
Gordon vice chairman, Ted Nash recording secretary and Larry Sullivan
treasurer. Mr. Read also was appointed
to the MGA presidency, a full-time
administrative position.
A former
the Hollywood local ofvicethepresident
Americanof Federation
of Musicians, Mr. Read was expelled
from AFM for leading a court fight to
overthrow
trust one
fundof policies. Last the
Marchunion's
he was
the

Intermountain Network Affiliate
KMON
Great Falls, Montana
5,000 watts at 560
In The■s15FI
Counties
That Is
RST*
Prosperous
Montana
* PULSE— Feb.
1958
• DENVER

organizers of MGA (Broadcasting,
Mar. 31, 1958) and has been acting
chairman since then.
Program notes
• Five-year, $3,235,000 contract has
been signed by orchestra leader Sammy
Kaye and programming officials of
ABC-TV. Mr. Kaye, currently starring in now-sustaining Music From
Manhattan, weekly 30-minute show
sponsored through Dec. 21 by Manhattan Shirt Co., will be exclusive ABCTV talent subject to 26-week renewal
clauses. Series may again be sponsored
by Manhattan this spring; Doner &
Peck Adv., New York, is understood
to be negotiating renewal after a winter
hiatus.
• A new celebrity film series will be
aired by NBC-TV next fall. A co-production deal by NBC-TV with Louis F.
Edelman Productions Inc., and Barwyck
Corp., wyckcalling
for Stanwyck
The Barbara
StanTheatre. Miss
will make
her first regular appearance on tv in
the anthology series which goes before
the cameras this April. Mr. Edelman is
executive producer of The Californians
(NBC-TV), Wyatt Earp (ABC-TV) and
Danny Thomas Show (CBS-TV).
• Walden Productions has secured exclusive tv rights to the James Thurber
properties
and The
will Secret
produceLifea half-hour
tv film series,
of James
Thurber, with Arthur O'Connell as male
lead, Jules C. Goldstone, Walden president, announced. The series will be
financed, distributed and presented by
Screen Gems. The idea was developed
by Melville Shavelson, who is writing
the initial program and will serve as
story consultant for the full series.
James Sheldon, who directed the first
13 Mr. Peeper tv films, will direct the
opening installment of the Thurber
series, which goes into production today (Jan. 12) at Columbia studios in
Hollywood.
• Columbia Records Div., CBS Inc.,
reports that 1958 gross sales were 12%
higher than in 1957, marking largest
sales year in company's history. Longplaying records account for 68% of
Columbia's total sales.
• Quartet Films Inc. has moved to new
quarters at 5631 Hollywood Blvd.,
4-9225.
Hollywood 28. Telephone: Hollywood

• Animation Inc., Hollywood creators
of animated tv commercials and feature film specialties, has moved into
its own $100,000 facility at 736 N.
• CONTACT YOUR AVERY-KNODEL MAN | Seward St.
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FATES & FORTUNES
Advertisers
• Frank Hefter, formerly of ComCOLUMBUS,
munications Counselors Inc., N.Y., to ft
• James D. North, marketing man- Hilton Hotels Corp. as assistant direcGEORGIA
tor of public relations.
ager, Jell-O Div., General Foods Corp.,
and George E. White, manager of
H. Allen, formerly active in
The state's second largest
operations, GF's Maxwell House Div., •tv John
functions of Illinois Agricultural
to newly-created posts of assistant gencity. The home of Fort Benappointed
director
of
radio-teleeral managers, Birds Eye Div., White Assn., vision
ning, plus Top per Family
for IAA.
income.
Plains, N.Y. Bart P. Panettiere, previously marketing research manager,
• Gilbert J. Stanley, formerly with
Jell-O division, appointed director of Celanese
Ideal Test Market
Corp., N.Y., to First National
GF research services department.
City Bank of N.Y., public relations deTop Call
Family
Income
Hollingbery
• Mort Yanow, formerly radio-tv di- tising. partment working on television adverfor
rector of Feigenbaum & Wermen Adv.,
Phila., to Bayuk Cigars Inc., that city,
Market particulars plus top
as director of radio-tv.
Agencies
avails to move your client's
• Robert L. Kob, sales manager, B. • John Peace, with Wm. Esty Co.,
N.Y., for 18 years, v.p. since 1953 and
T. Babbitt Inc., elected v.p.
products.
chairman of operations committee since
25% Penetration
• Jerome S. Weiss, officer of Cory 1957, elected first v.p.
38 Rich Counties
Corp., Chicago, elected to board of directors.
• William F. Maughan, v.p.-treasurer,
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N.Y., named
• John J. Louis, formerly senior v.p. business manager of agency, under executive realignment announced earlier
of Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago, and group station owner, re- this month (Broadcasting, Jan. 5).
tained by Pure Oil Co. as advertising
counsel to merchandising committee and • Walter P. Glenn, v.p., Young &
general marketing management of Chi- Rubicam, N.Y., appointed director of «
WRBL-TVI
art department, succeeding Fred S.
cago-based regional advertiser.
j^fm.
COLUMBUS, GEORGIA /Lj^
Sergenian, who retires Jan. 16. Jack
• Arthur W. Lundell, advertising Anthony, v.p. and executive art supervisor, named associate director of demanager, ReaLemon-Puritan Co. (juice
concentrates), Chicago, promoted to
partment. Carl S. Harris, art supervisor, succeeds Mr. Anthony as executive
v.p. in charge of advertising and marketing.
art supervisor.
• Jack J. Leener, account executive at
• Horace E. Curtis,
Stromberger, LaVene, McKenzie, Los
formerly v.p. and
Angeles, has been appointed advertising
management supervif thtuern
manager of Tidewater Oil Co., S.F.
sor, Benton & Bowles,
He succeeds Fred Wellmerling who
N . Y . , to Sullivan,
joined San Francisco staff of Young
Stauffer, Colwell &
&hasRubicam.
Bayles, N.Y., as v.p.
on American Tobac• Harry J. Watson, assistant to direcco Co. account.
Curtis
tor of sales, National Biscuit Co.'s
special products division, promoted to
• Daniel J. Duffin, public relations
promotion manager.
director in Philadelphia for Erwin
Wasey,
& Ryan, named v.p.
• Herbert J. Goldstein, formerly in chargeRuthrauff
of client public relations for
KTRK-TV, channel 13
sales promotion and advertising manager, Columbia phonographs division, EWR&R's eastern division in New York.
Columbia Records, to S. Augstein &
• Hal Dickens, formerly sales manCo., N.Y., as advertising manager.
4k
MEN WHO READ
ager of radio features for Walter
• Lester P. Helm and Max Green Schwimmer Co., Chicago, to Edward H.
BUSINESSPAPERS
promoted to western area and eastern Weiss & Co., that city, as v.p. in charge ®
MEAN BUSINESS
area sales managers, respectively, of of merchandising. Sam Silberman,
Dr. Pepper Co., Dallas. Bill Kenyon formerly market research supervisor
continues as western division manager. for Toni Co., Chicago, division of Gillette Co., appointed v.p. and director
Other appointments: Max McNeil,
In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
southwestern division; Woody Reeves, of marketing for Weiss.
only BROADCASTING is a
midwestern division; Joe Capp, southmember of Audit Bureau of
ern division; Stan Curtis, east central • William L. Lavicka, 45, v.p. and acCirculations and Associated
count executive at Donahue & Co.,
division, and Hal Stockstill, north
Business Publications
central division.
Chicago, died following heart attack
83
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Jan. 1. Mr. Lavicka was to have joined
Keyes, Madden & Jones as v.p. in
absorption
of D&C's
(Broadcasting,
Dec. 29,Chicago
1958). office
• John P. McElroy, account executive. Grant Adv., Chicago, promoted
to v.p.

as manager of production and traffic
departments.
• Nancyann Graham, formerly food,
decorating and homemaking editor of
NBC-TV's
Home economics
show, appointed
rector of home
for Mogul,diLewin, Williams & Saylor Inc., N.Y.

• Gerald Light, account group head,
McCann-Erickson Inc., N.Y., named
v.p.

• William B. Phillips, senior media
manager, Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove
Inc., N.Y., media department, promoted
to director of department.

• Joe K. Hughes, with Grant Adv.
past three years, appointed v.p. and • David Elledge, formerly in art demanager of agency's Dallas office, sucpartment, Benton & Bowles, to tv art diceeding Robert L. Dellinger, transrector, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, both
New
York.
f
e
r
e
d
t
o
Grant's
Hollywood
office
as
chairman of plans board.
• Hugh L. Lucas and Kensinger
Jones, both of Campbell-Ewald, N.Y.,
tv-radio department, elected v.p.'s.
• Tkelso M. Taegertn, media director
at McCann-Erickson, Detroit, elected
v.p.
• Harold J. McCormick, Chester A.
Stover and Clyde E. Rapp, appointed
v.p.'s
at Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
N.Y. Latter
is Dayton office head,
former are in New York headquarters.
• Stanley T. Peterson, director of
marketing, Cunningham & Walsh, S.F.,
elected v.p.
• John H. Byrne, formerly v.p. in
charge of MacManus,
& Adams'
international
division, John
named
senior
v.p. and executive assistant to president,
Hockaday Assoc., N.Y.
• Ben Norman, national director of tv
production, Doyle Dane Bernbach Inc.,
L.A., has resigned.
• George H. Lovitt, v.p., Irving
Gruber, head art director and Stanley
Aaron, production manager, Franklin
Spier Inc., N.Y., elected v.p. -directors.
• Baldwin Garretson, formerly with
St. Georges & Keyes, N.Y., to Jones,
Brakeley & Rockwell Inc., N.Y., as
v.p.
• Lester S. Rounds, account executive,
and Ed Spitzer, merchandising director, Kudner, N.Y., elected v.p.'s.
• Paul Bradley, formerly v.p. in
charge of New York office of Grant
Adv., to executive capacity in merchandising department of Kenyon &
Eckhardt, N.Y.
• Neil McGreevey, production manager for past 1 3 years at BBDO, Chicago, to Clinton E. Frank Inc., that city,
84 (FATES & FORTUNES)

• Earl Kennedy becomes president of
Kennedy/Walker/Inc, Beverly Hills,
Calif. Richard Barrett, formerly of
Stromberger, LeVene & McKenzie Inc..
L.A., joins K/W as copy chief.
• Lloyd N. Newman, account executive, Adrian Bauer & Alan Tripp, N.Y.,
to public relations manager.

sion, died Jan. 1 in University Hospital,
N.Y., following short illness.
• John O. Downey, for past two years
program director of WHCT Hartford,
to CBS-TV stations division, program
department. New York.
Stations
• Gibbs Lincoln, sales manager of
KING Seattle, promoted to station manager, assuming duties formerly handled
by Otto Brandt, broadcast division
vice president, KING Broadcasting Co.
• Lloyd B. Taft, forH of
merly
executiveTimesv.p.
Cincinnati
Star nati
(sold
to CincinPost last
year),
named general manFM agerBirmingham,
of WBRC-AMAla., succeeding
Mr. Taft Robert L. Bevington,
to WKRC-AMFM Cincinnati
as general sales manager.
Stations are owned by
Radio Cincinnati Inc.

• Lawrence G. Chait, president of
Lawrence G. Chait & Co., New York
advertising agency, elected to board of
• Robert J. LaubenNational Sales Promotion Executives
gayer, 74, president
Assn., N.Y.
Mr. Bevington ofnalSalina
JourInC j(Kan.)
and KSAL
• Mrs. Melina Palmer, formerly with Salina, died Dec. 26, 1958, following
J. Walter Thompson, to creative staff heart attack in St. Francis' Hospital,
of The Bresnick Co., Boston.
Topeka. Mr. Laubengayer was also
active
• Roy Hunt, formerly art director of
son, inKan. starting KTVH-TV HutchinAnderson-McConnell Adv. and WestMarquis, both Los Angeles, to same • Paul E. Mills, with Westinghouse
post
Harrington & Broadcasting Corp. since 1936, resigns
Miner,withthatHonig-Cooper,
city.
as midwest tv sales manager in WBC's
• John J. Meskill, formerly media Chicago office.
manager of Fletcher D. Richards, N.Y.,
• Claud O'Shields,
to Marschalk
& Pratt, N.Y., as associWECT (TV) Wilate media director.
mington, N.C., station
manager, promoted to
• Rita Wagner Selden, formerly with
general manager.
Ellington & Co. and Ogilvy, Benson &
• Richard Foerster,
Mather, both New York, to Doyle Dane
Bernbach copy staff in that city.
formerly with Peters,
Woodward,
Mr. O'Shields Griffin,
Chicago, station
repre• James P. Hackett has resigned from
Associated Press to join Art Flynn
sentative, appointed sales manager of
WISN-TV Milwaukee.
Assoc., N.Y., as account executive.
• Len Ellis, former sales manager of
Networks
Ind., appointed sta• James A. Stabile, director of talent WJOB tionsHammond,
manager of WJOB-AM-FM.
and program contract administration,
NBC, will have full responsibility in o Hal Sundberg, with WMBD Peoria.
these areas, assuming duties of James 111., since 1953 and director of sales
E. Denning, v.p., resigned.
since 1957, named station manager.
Bill Mayer, formerly with WRCV
• William Phillipson, 50, formerly Philadelphia,
named WMBD program
partner of Henry Jaffe Enterprises and manager, succeeding William Brown,
general manager of ABC western divi- to regional sales representative.
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• Mort Silverman,
formerly general manager of WJMR-AMTV New Orleans, to
similar capacity at
WJBO-AM and
WBRL-FM. both
Baton Rouge. La.
Mr. Silverman
Elmer F. Willrich, with WAMV East St. Louis, 111.,
since it started broadcasting in 1935,
appointed general manager.
• Harold W. Waddell, formerly station manager of WRCV Philadelphia,
to WKBZ Muskegon, Mich., as general
manager.
• Darrell Anderson, part ownermanager of KUDE Oceanside, Calif.,
to KQDE Renton, Wash., in similar
capacity. Bill Harpel, formerly owner
of KXLE Ellensburg, Wash., to KQDE
as part owner and operations manaeer.
George Hayes, formerly d.j. of KUDE,
to KQDE as program director. Wally
Nelskog, part owner of KUDE,
KQTY Everett, Wash., KQDY Minot,
N.D., and KUDI Great Falls, Mont.,
is president of Seattle Musicasters, license of KQDE.
• Bernard Goodman, manager of
WKFM (FM) Chicago, announces
resignation over "differences in operating policy" of station.
• Calvin W. Adams, formerly commercial manager of KELP El Paso, to
KWYK Farmington, N.M.. as station
manager.
• Bob C. Wagner, formerly general
manager of WJMA Orange, Va., to
WBRX Berwick, Pa., as station manager.
• John Neeck, WPIX (TV) New
York technical director, promoted to
engineering supervisor.
• Dave Gifford, news director of
WICU Erie, Pa., promoted to head of
WICU-AM-TV news departments.
• Dave Vowell resigns as assistant director of public relations at KTLA
(TV) Los Angeles, effective Jan. 16.
John W. Hilliard, announcer at
KHVH-AM-TV Honolulu, to announcing staff of KTLA.
• Robert Nelson, formerly on news
staff of WSYR-AM-FM-TV Syracuse,
N.Y., to WBZ Boston as news editor.
• Joseph Winkler, formerly sales
manager of WFLN-AM-FM PhiladelBROADCASTING, January 12, 1959

TAILOR MADE
FOR NATIONAL
TELEVISION
ADVERTISERS!

Sir

CKLW-TV is the one Detroit Area television station "ready
made" for the national Spot Advertiser who cannot be troubled
by network clearances and who needs prime time for his message. This, coupled with more impressions, more total homes,
more rating points for the advertiser's dollar makes channel 9
the most efficient and economical buy in the nation's fifth market.

CKLW-TV

GUARDIAN BLDG.
26, MICH.
325,000Pre.,DETROIT
den,
| Compeou,
| I.E.
Young Television Corp., national Hep.

IMEMS- CLARKE
Type TRC-1
TV Color
Rebroadcast
Receiver
The Type
TRC-1 Color for
Rebroadcast
Receiver has been
designed specifically to
meet
the requirements
a high-quality
rebroadcast
of black and white
and color receiver
signals. for use in direct pickup and
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phia,
WCAU-AM-FM, that city, as Endicott, N.Y., to WGLI-WTFM
accountto executive.
Babylon, N.Y., sales division.
• Fred Morgan to KVOO-TV Tulsa, • Barth Nelson to WETZ New MarOkla., as account executive. Bill D.
tinsvil e, W. Va., to handle regional
Blair and Don Moore, formerly pro- sales and new remote studio. Don
gram director of KSWS-TV Roswell, Hartline, formerly of WFMJ Youngstown, Ohio, to the announcing staff of
N.M.,
nouncers.to KVOO-TV as staff an- WETZ as d.j.
• William R. Abeyounis, formerly • Garry Miller, formerly air permanager of WRRF Washington, N.C.,
sonality of WHKK Akron, Ohio, to
to W1TN (TV) , that city, as account ex- WTOL Toledo in similar capacity, reecutive. William W. Moore, formerplacing Brooks Morton, moving to
ly owner-manager of WHED (now WTOL-TV.
WOOW), that city, succeeds Mr.
Abeyounis at WRRF.
• Roger Boas resigns as interviewermoderator of KQED (TV) San Francis• Richard H. Wheat, formerly sales
co public affairs show, Profile: Bay
representative of WREN Topeka, Kan., Area, due to pressure of his private
and Vic Hersh, formerly director of business.
WTOP-TV Washington, to WGMS
Washington sales staff.
• Joel Kane, who left program department ofKNX Los Angeles in 1955
• Deane Banta, formerly of KGO- and has since written for several tv
AM-FM San Francisco, to KSAY, that series, rejoins station as program
writer.
city, in sales department.

• James F. Delaney,
ABC Films, N.Y.,
sales executive, apeastern division pointed
sales manager;
Richard Hurley.
JHl count
executive
since
division
ac1957. named
Chicago
Mr. Delaney |j central
sales manager; Al
Lanken, formerly sales representative
of Motorola, Miami, named ABC Films
account executive covering Carolinas,
Georgia, Florida and Virginia.
• Robert Angus, veteran writer-director-producer, named v.p. in charge of
production for California Studios as
plans tionforfacilities
firm'sareexpansion
producannounced.of Mickey
Gross, former manager of California
Studios, resigned to become head of
new personality management division of
Gross-Krasne.

• Lee Cannon, formerly spot sales
manager for Television Programs of
America, named central division manager of Independent Television Corp.
• Bob Lyte, formerly promotion di- • Edward Cahill to engineering staff
rector of Tribune Publishing Co. of WSVA-TV Harrisonburg, Va.
Other ITC appointments: Alton
Whitehouse, with TPA for five years,
(Tacoma [Wash.] News Tribune,
KTNT-AM-TV) , to WCAR Detroit in • George Lorenz, formerly air per- most recently as assistant eastern sales
similar capacity.
named southeastern division
sonality of WKBW Buffalo, to WINE manager,
manager; Leonard Warager, formerly
Kenmore, N.Y., in similar capacity.
with
California
National Productions,
• Fred S. Cox, formerly production
director of KWWL-TV Waterloo, Iowa, • Roscoe L. McCrary to KXLW Clay- named northeastern division manager;
Jack Kelley, previously with Katz
to WTVO (TV) Rockford, 111., as anton, Mo., as air personality.
nouncer-director.
Agency, and George Stanford, for
3V2 years account executive with WPIX
Representatives
(TV) New York, named account ex• George Cromwell, formerly proecutives.
gram director of KOIL Omaha, Neb., • John F. Wade, with Avery-Knodel
to KFBI Wichita, Kan., in similar Inc. for past ten years, named director
of television research for the station • Edward A. Rogers, formerly execucapacity.
tive producer, NBC-TV, to Independent
representative firm.
• Robert Shaw, formerly program diTelevision
Corp. as director of production.
rector of WGUY Bangor, Me., named Programming
news director of WCSH Portland, Me.
Lee Quimby, formerly of WSBS Great • David J. Melamed, formerly execu- • Herman Edel, sales manager, Music
tive v.p. of Pathe Labs, affiliate of Makers Inc., N.Y., appointed v.p. in
Barrington, Mass., to WCSH as announcer-newsman.
Chesapeake Industries Inc., NY., charge of sales and administration.
named v.p. in charge of business affairs
• Carl Meyers, formerly with WENE of National Telefilm Assoc., N.Y.
• Hal Persons, formerly account executive, Harry S. Goodman Productions, appointed account supervisor,
licity.
Van Praag Productions, N.Y. He will
also handle sales promotion and pub-

United Press International news produces!
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• Jerry Simon, eastern promotion manager, Warner Bros. Records Inc., Burbank, Calif., to national pop singles
promotion manager. Bob Burrell,
formerly with Columbia Records Div.
of CBS Inc., to WBR as special promotions director of pop singles.
• Bernard (Russ) Alben, account executive, Doner & Peck Adv., NY., to
BROADCASTING, January 12, 1959

Jayark Films Corp., N.Y., tv film syndicators, as director of advertising and
sales promotion.
• Milton Berle, long-time tv entertainer andMusic
presentHall,starwasofto NBC-TV's
The Kraft
be named
""comedian
of
the century"
Jan. 10chilby
Sunair Foundation
for asthmatic
dren for holding "the star spotlight on
television longer than any other artist."
• James V. Kern and Robert Altman
signed to direct three Millionaire telefilm stories for Don Fedderson Productions, Hollywood. Mr. Kern will direct
•'Old Rockin' Chair," Mr. Altman.
"Baby" and 'The Guy in the Corner."
• Samuel Bischoff signed by Desilu
Productions. Hollywood, to produce
remaining 13 segments of The Texan,
tv western series, replacing Jerry
Stagg, leaving to devote full time to
his own production company.
Equipment & Engineering
• Dr. Charles G. Smith, one of three
founders of Raytheon Mfg. Co.. Waltham,
Mass., has
retired.wasDr. inSmith's
most notable
invention
1924
when he devised tube that converted
household electricity fac) into form
needed by radios (dc).
• James J. Shallow.
formerly general manager of merchandising, consumer products division. Philco
Corp., P h i 1 a . , appointed v.p. of CBSHytron and general hi
manager of ColumMr. Shallow
bia Phonograph
Dept.. N.Y. CBS-Hvtron s division of
CBS Inc.
• John H. Beedle and J. Penn
Rutherfoord named to head equipment and systems division and industrial apparatus division respectively of
Raytheon Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass.
Divisions were formed from old commercial equipment division of which
Mr. Beedle was manager and Mr.
Rutherfoord was assistant manager.
• Joseph R. McCurdy, for past ten
years v.p., RCA, to newly created post
of manager, product news and field relations. Joseph Nolan, formerly manager, editorial and press services, to
manager,
editorial and publications services.
• Virgil H. Disney, director of electrical engineering research, Armour Research Foundation, elected president of
1959 National Electronics Conference
fto be held at Hotel Sherman. Chicago.
BROADCASTING, January 12, 1959

Oct. 12-14). He is representative of
Glaser,
Illinois Institute of Technology in NEC \ m
• Mrs. formerly
Vera R.
functions. Other NEC officers: Lawnews
secretary
for
exSen.
Charles
Potter
rence W. Vox Tersch, Michigan State
(R-Mich.), appointed
U., executive v.p.; George E. Anner,
U. of Illinois, secretary; Gordon J.
publicity director of
Argall. DeVry Technical Institute,
women's division of
treasurer, and Harold E. Ellithorn,
Republican
Committee.National
Mrs.
U. of Notre Dame, assistant treasurer.
Glaser also will help
Mrs. Glaser
• John L. Pfeffer, assistant general decide overall GOP public relations
manager of Struthers-Dunn Inc., Pit- policy and stated use of radio and tv
man, N.J., relay manufacturers, ap- will be increased.
pointed president, succeeding Henry
W. Pfeffer, retired.
• Dr. Melvtn Gold, formerly account
associate, Crosley-SD Surveys, N.Y., to
• George E. Cummins, formerly in R. H. Bruskin Assoc., market research.
advertising and promotion with Associ- New Brunswick, N.J., as director of
ated Press, to American Geloso Elec- sales and creative development.
tronics, N.Y., as assistant sales and advertising manager.
• Jack Irish, formerly assistant director of station relations, Mutual, to Ra• Thomas Preston, formerly St. Louis
dio Press, N.Y, in station relations caregional manager of Crosley Div., Avco
Mfg. Co., promoted to sales training pacity.
manager of Zenith Radio Corp., Chica- • Clay Braun, formerly of Adam
go. John R. Fortino, formerly of
New York station repreMagnovox Co., Ft. Wayne. Ind., and Young Inc.,
sentative firm and ABC-TV, to AmeriStanley D. Bartleman, formerly of
can
Research
Bureau, Beltsville, Md., as
Philco Radio Corp., Phila., to Zenith western account
representative, replacfield sales training managers.
ing Gene Thompson, transferred to
• Adolph Brenner, formerly of Pola- ARB's office in Washington in sales
rad Electronics Corp., Long Island City. promotion and advertisers service.
N.Y., to Narda Microwave Corp.,
Mineola. N.Y., as project engineer.
• Philip G. Loucks, Washington attorney, and Mrs. Loucks were injured
• Richard E. Putnam, manager of when their car was involved in fourtv studio engineering in General Elec- car collision on icy highway while entric's
technical
department,of route from their home at York, Pa, to
Syracuse.
NY., products
elected chairman
Washington, Jan. 2. Mr. Loucks sufRochester section of Society of Motion
fered broken leg and two fractured ribs,
Picture & Tv Engineers.
along with lacerations. Mrs. Loucks
suffered leg cuts and bruises. Mr.
Allied Fields
Loucks expects to return to his Washington office in three weeks.
• Dan H. Baer promoted from assistant manager to manager of Los Angeles • Don Young, formerly promotion
office of Harshe-Rotman Inc.. national manager at WBBM Chicago, to A. C.
public relations firm.
Nielsen Co., that city, as press information director for food and drug services.
• Harvey Spiegel, with Television
Bureau of Advertising since 1956, and • Lloyd Larrabee appointed manager
before that manager of research,
bureau at Austin, Tex., replacNorman, Craig & Kummel, N.Y., of UPI
ing O. B. Lloyd Jr., resigned to join
named director of research of TvB.
staff of Sen. Lyndon Johnson (D-Tex.).
• Len Hornsby, formerly group sales
Guilfoil, UPI San Franmanager of RAB, to Community Club • Rodney
cisco overnight manager, named PaciServices Inc., N.Y., as manager of nafic
division
radio
editor. Mr. Guilfoil is
tional sponsor sales relations.
succeeded by Neal Corbett, assistant
overnight
manager.
• William G. Haworth, formerly
with Hill & Knowlton, and previously
public relations executive of General International
Motors Corp., to Creative PR Inc.. pub- • Douglas Homersham, director of
lic relations subsidiary of Anderson &
special services of CJCA Edmonton,
Cairns, N.Y., as account executive.
Alberta, to creative director of McCon• Harold G. Karn, v.p., Premium nell, Eastman & Co. Ltd., Edmonton,
Assoc., N.Y., elected executive v.p. and advertising agency. C. Neville York
to radio-tv director of agency.
general manager.
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New big-screen vistas
in Eidophor tv system
New vistas in large-screen color tv
projection were seen after the demonstration ofthe improved Eidophor projection system at the Washington meeting of the American Assn. for the Advancement of Science (Broadcasting,
Dec. 29).
The 800 lb. projector was used four
times during the AAAS meeting. The
first was a demonstration of the physical
properties of light and color; the second, microsurgery techniques; the third,
physical diagnosis, and the fourth, experimental cardiac surgery.
The Swiss-developed system, throwing a 12xl6-ft. color picture, was conto the several
hundred sidered
scientistssatisfactory
who viewed
the sessions.
Size and contrast range (100:1) were
considered excellent; the color was conities. sidered somewhat lacking in tone qualColor is added to the essentially
black-and-white system through the use
of color wheels at the camera and projector, using a 441 -line, field sequential
color system.
Invented 1939 • Eidophor was invented in 1939 by Dr. Fritz Fischer
of the Swiss Federal Technological Institute. Itwas improved by Dr. Edgar
Gretener with the backing of CIBA
Pharmaceutical Products Inc. CIBA
sponsored the showings last week and
plans to use the system at medical meetElectronic leaders
voice expectations
Midwest electronic leaders took the
occasion of displays and demonstrations
at last week's International Home
Furnishings Show in Chicago (see page
90) to make these predictions of things
to come:
Motorola Inc. • Consumer electronic
products sales will be a reflection of the
whole economy. In that sense it will be
a solid year, with some tendency to
inflation. No boom year, however.
Retail sales of consumer electronics
(home and car radios, tv sets, phonographs) will total $2,381,200,000 in
1959 — up 20.6% from an estimated
$1,974,600,000 last year.
Specifics:
set sales
to dis-to
tributorsUnit
from 5.2 tvmillion
in 1958
6 million — up 15.4%. Stereophonic
high fidelity sales from 750,000 to 3
million — up 300%. Phonograph hi-fi
;:'8

Eidophor's projector and how
ings in San Francisco next month and
in April.
The basic principle of Eidophor is
the use of a thin film of oil on a
concave mirror. An electron beam from
the camera scans the mirror (and the
oil). The resulting deformities in the oil
reflect the picture through a special grating of bar mirrors onto the screen. The
light source is a 2,000 w xenon lamp.
The projector unit, expected to sell for
$13,000 for monochrome and $16,000
lor color, is 65x25x48-in. Control
equipment is housed in a $366,000, 35ft.-long trailer. Without color, the

it performed in Washington
Eidophor projects a 32x24-ft. picture.
Camera and control equipment are
manufactured by General Electric Co.
Commercial theatre use is being
undertaken by CIBA in conjunction
with 20th Century-Fox Film Corp. Earl
I. Sponable, Fox chief engineer, said
last week that the process has exciting
possibilities for theatre use.
"This will not replace motion pictures," Mr. Sponable
said,pay"butto see
we
believe many
people would
a first-class show in color at the time
it is actually being performed."

sets from 3 million to 1 million — down
200%. Others: Car radio sales, up
28.9%; clock radios, up 3.4%; portables, up 8.6%, and table models, down
7.4%. At Motorola: All sales up 10%
in 1959 over last year's $200 millionplus volume.
Admiral Corp. • The industry
reached the high saturation point in tv
and experienced the natural dip that
followed. Another climb is now evident,
generated by replacements and second
sets. When a replacement market increases to the point where it offsets the
decline caused by saturation, one begins
to see healthy increase in total sales.
Specifics: Industry unit sales should
hit 6 million this year. No predictions
for Admiral on electronics but Mr.
Siragusa estimates 20-25% increase in
appliance sales the first quarter of 1959
over same period last year, with stress
on freezers.
Zenith Radio Corp • No industry

electronics estimates but predictions for
Zenith: (1) consolidated sales of $53
million creaseforover that
first period
quarter—
25% (2)in-a
in a1958;
25% jump
first quarter
tv set production, withinoutput
of consoles
53%
ahead of last year's first quarter; (3)
first quarter production of transistor
portables 66% ahead of last year's
period. Zenith plans to increase producof radios, phonographs, and hi-fi
stereotioninstruments.
GE's Davis: component
sales
to rally
in that
'59 1959
An optimistic
forecast
electronic component sales will offset
"for the
losses
has most
been part"
made 1958
by L. recession
Berkley
Davis, general manager of General
Electric inCo.'s
electronic
division
Owensboro,
Ky. components
Mr. Davis said that electronic tube
BROADCASTING, January 12, 1959

dollar volume in 1959 will increase
5-10% over 1958; semiconductor dollar
sales will rise 30% above 1958 and
stereo and hi-fi component dollar volume will also shoot up by 30%.
Receiving tubes, he said, will rack
up 1959 sales of $380 million— 10%
above 1958 sales of $345 millionretrieving
a lossReason:
followinggeneral
1957'sbusiness
record
$384 million.
activity has revived, set inventories have
dropped, so have the "excessive" tube
inventories of industrial and military
equipment manufacturers. Commercial
receiving tube sales will account for
$300 million in 1959, industrial and
military tubes about $80 million; Mr.
Davis also said "slightly more than
half" of the near 400 million entertainmentmenttypemarket.
tubes will go into the replaceSemiconductor sales in 1959, he predicted, will jump from 1958's $195
million to $255 million, with the largest
dollar growth to be felt by sale of
rectifiers — to go up 50% from the
1958 level of $33 million to $50 million.
Transistor market will be bigger still,
jumping from $104 million in 1958 to
$140 million in 1959. Diodes will gain
from $50 million in 1958 to $65 million this year.
• Technical topics
• RCA semiconductor and materials
division, Somerville, N.J., announces introduction of new germanimum n-p-n
alloy-junction transistor for use with
audio equipment operating from extremely small input signals, such as
high-fidelity preamplifiers, tape recorders, microphone preamplifiers and hearing aids.
• Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp.,
Jersey City, reports that despite a slow
start in the first part of its fiscal year,
ended last October, sales for 1958 exceeded those of the previous year by
8%. Earnings for 1958 fiscal year, now
under audit, are expected to be about
ten times higher than in the previous
year because of "economies and reduced operating costs," according to
Benjamin Abrams,
Emerson president.
He predicted a sales increase for the
current fiscal year (1959), particularly
in sales of transistor radios and in products of the recently-acquired DuMont
consumer products division.
• Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, appoints Lee Wholesale Co., Kansas City,
as distributor for its tv, radio, phonograph and Stereophonic hi-fi products.
• Packard-Bell Electronics Corp., L.A.,
declares regular quarterly dividend of
\2V2 cents per share, payable Jan. 26
to stockholders of record Jan. 9.
BROADCASTING, January 12, 1959

Sylvania merger vote
set by Gen. Telephone
Shareholders of General Telephone
Corp., New York, will be asked at a
special meeting in New York on Feb.
11 to approve the proposed merger of
Sylvania Electric Products Inc. into
GTC. With approval, the merger is
expected to be effective in March.
A proxy statement mailed to GTC
shareholders last week said directors of
both companies approved the plan last
November, calling for the conversion
of each Sylvania outstanding common
share into one common share of the
surviving company, to be known as
General Telephone & Electronics Corp.
Shareholders were given details for conversion ofpreferred stock and for other
financial considerations.
Sylvania is a manufacturer of radio
and television sets and tubes, lighting
and electronic products and photonet 31,
income ingraphic
the 10equipment.
monthsSylvania's
ended Oct.
1958 was $7,490,000, equal to $1.72
a share, down from $8,642,240, or
$2.37 a share, in the like 1957 period.
General Telephone operates telephone service in 1,796 cities in 30 states
and has investments in foreign telephone operations in Canada, the
Dominican Republic and the Philippine Islands. Through its manufacturing
subsidiary (Automatic Electric Co.),
General produces various automatic
dial and other telephone equipment.
Consolidated net income of General
Telephone for the 10 months ended last
Oct. 31 amounted to $42,223,000 as
compared with $46,654,000 for 1957.
The statement points out that the
merger would make it easier for Sylvania to finance future developments;
would lead to more diversification in
Sylvania's products, and would make
available General Telephone's experience and background in foreign manufacturing and sales. For General, the
consolidation would result in increased
diversification of investment and in increased research and development facilities, and also would provide a source
of know-how in the areas of electronic
development which may prove helpful
to the telephone and communications
industry generally.
The proxy listed the following annual remuneration for General Telephone executives: Donald C. Power,
president, $151,500; Thomas A. Boyd,
executive vice president, $76,500; Leslie H. Warner, executive vice president,
$75,000, and Carl B. Brorein president
of General Telephone Co. of Florida,
$54,000. The yearly remuneration of
Don G. Mitchell, board chairman and
president of Sylvania, was placed at
$150,000.
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Advertisement
In a letter to Mr. Jerry Hauser, Southwestern Sales Manager for Community
Club Services, Inc., Mr. William D.
Schueler,
of
StationPresident
KJIM,
Fort Worth, Texas,
said : "We wound
up with a gross of
For usoverto have
this
just
$25,000.
!,
much business
written
for
the
months of January,
February and
March is terrific.
We are delighted.
We went on the air
Monday,
MR. SCHUELER
5th withJanuary
CCA
Campaign
No.— 1.theIt's gals
hard toparticipating
tell who is
more
excited
here in Fort Worth, or our staff. Of our
21 sponsors, most are new business for
KJIM, and they include some of the
choice accounts in the Fort Worth area.
The proof of our appreciation of CCA
is that we have already bought it for
our Tulsa, Oklahoma station — KTUL."
COMMUNITY CLUB
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PENTHOUSE SUITE
527 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N. Y.
Phone: PLaza 3-2842
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STEREO

BOOSTED

IN CHICAGO

Philco, Motorola exhibit new systems
Manufacturers last week demon- filed patent applications for both broadstrated new techniques for stereophonic
cast equipment and home radio receivers for am-stereo. (He pointed out,
am and tv in Chicago — with a commercial eye cocked on the FCC in in passing, that Philco has no production stake in transmitter equipment.)
Washington.
The exhibitors: Philco Corp., holding
Once the problem of am-stereo is
its first public showing of am-stereo licked in automobile radios, he predicted, there will be no differences in
broadcasting, and Motorola Inc., prereception, clarity or range. As
viewing the world's first "compatible ofstation
now, only earphones are suitable for
stereo
sound
system
in
television."
The
display site: the International Home car listening, he added.
Contrast • Philco single-station am/
FurnishingschandiseMarket
Chicago's
MerMart. Their intwin
conclusions:
system uses a closed-circuit
Stereo is bound to come in am radio am-stereo
broadcasting unit to a standard am radio
and tv after the Commission adopts and adapter. By means of a switch,
standards for each development.
Philco representatives alternately broadPhilco petitioned the FCC late last
cast single sound transmission and then
year to move toward adoption of stereo- stereophonic sound, showing sharp differences. Monophonic receivers gave
phonic transmission standards for "compatible" am broadcasting and reception ordinary home reception.
and submitted its own system (BroadIn the Motorola stereo tv demonstracasting, Dec. 8, 1958). The technique
previewers heard dual channel
was demonstrated and described by sound tion
from two separate speaker cabiWilson P. Boothroyd, Philco manager
nets while viewing a corresponding
of engineering-electronic. He expressed Ampex-videotaped show from local
these views:
WGN studios. (Broadcasting, Jan. 5).
Threshhold • (1) Commercial stereo
The actual test itself left something
am could be a reality sometime in 1960
with guests noticing ap— if the National Stereo Radio Com- to be desired,
in lip sine and some
mittee gives its blessing and the FCC instancesparentofdisparities
poor fidelity, particularly
approves field tests and standards.
in the musical selections. The audience
felt manufacturers
will agree
part of the closed circuit
to (2)
makeIt's the
necessary adapters
for participation
(a segment of The Fran Allison Show)
home sets and that stations will sustain came
off adequately. The closed circuit
cost of equipping for stereo am broad- switched from monaural to binaural
after the first few minutes.
casting.
Eventually
all
radios,
it's
hoped,
would come equipped with provision
Tv • Edward R. Taylor, executive
for stereo adapters.
vice president in charge of consumer
(3) The problem of stereo am recep- products, at Motorola, made these
tion for car radios is not yet solved.
"It's a problem largely of acoustics." points:
1. The application of stereo to tv
Mr. Boothroyd said the cost of making station transmitter changes to ac- is inevitable ("Yes, it will arrive before
gets offwillthedepend
ground").
commodate stereo is "relatively inex- color
2. Itstv arrival
on the FCC,
but declined
to offer
es- which
has yet to set stereo standards
timapteenss.ivHee,"said
it would
vary any
widely,
depending on station power and other for television and which, Mr. Taylor
factors, and decisions would involve noted, is still mulling the many possibilities offm-multiplexing. (The Motorthe percentage increase on capital investment in equipment.
ola system applies fm multiplexing techniques to stereo tv.)
Potential Size • The number of sta3. Stereo tv home equipment is sevinvolved "isof nothing
comparedin
with thetionsnumber
radio receivers
eral years away as a marketable product
use."
adaptersandwould
run stereo
about but it is "adaptable to tv in the home
$30, heHome
estimated,
complete
today." The system is compatible, Mr.
sets would range from $60 to $200 Taylor stressed.
Mr. Taylor emphasized the demoncompared with present prices for conventional receivers — $29 to $150.
stration was in the nature of a "laboraPhilco's system is "fully compatible public tory"showing
test, much as itswastransistorized
Motorola's first
and
With single sound broadcasting," Mr. battery-operated ofportable
tv unit a year
Boothroyd
stressed,
and
will
not
obsolete some 60 million radio sets now
"stereophonic
in use. And stations can switch from ago.
radio He
will predicted
produce a that
resurgence
of public interest in that product. Then, we can
single to stereo sound with no diminution in quality of reception, he added. look forward toward stereophonic teleMr. Boothroyd reported Philco has
vision in mass quantities."
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Among new lines previewed at the
Winter Furnishings Market were these:
Products cabinet;
— a 17inchBy tvSylvania
receiver Electric
in an all-plastic
stereo high fidelity phonographs, including two self-contained units for
three-way sound and a combination with
"simulcast" am-fm radio receivers; cordless, transistorized clock radio.
By Admiral Corp. — series of seven
tv sets with optional pairing of new
matching stereophonic, hi-fi phonograph; portable tv with wireless remote
control;
"lowboy"
models; (two
six
transistortwopocket
radiotvmodels
each with five, seven, and eight transistors)radios;
and "leather-type"
portable
sistor
three portable
stereotran-tv
sets.
By Philco Corp. — three stereo, hi-fi
instruments in single cabinets, and also
a portable model; eight all-transistor radios in 3-7 transistor-powered chassis
range; squeeze-bulb remote control unit
for use with seven of its eight "slender
seventeener" 17-inch portable tv models.
By General
Co. — new
dual
speaker Electric
musaphonic
radioam-fm
and
radio - stereo - phonograph combination
with matching amplifier-speaker.
By tained
Magnavox
— five
self-con-30
stereo units. Co.Basic
features:
watt split dual amplifier, four speakers,
diamond tension
stereo
am-fmsliding
radioglass
exspeaker pickup,
switch and
panel over changer.
By RCA — several new radios, including am-fm; new magazine stereo-tape
recorder with drop-in cartridge.
By Zenith Radio Corp. — six additions
to line of twin ensemble or self-contained stereophonic, hi-fi instruments;
battery-powered, all transistor traveling
clock-radio, plus full line of console,
table and combination tv receivers.
• Technical topics
• Century Lighting Inc., N.Y., is offering its "Cen-Trol" system of television
lighting control to stations, networks
and producers. con-controlled
The system
uses theas silirectifier, C-core,
the
means for controlling the brightness of
light.ingThe
system'sareadvantages,
accordto Century,
that it develops
less noise and heat than other units;
needs less power to actuate it; requires
no warm-up time and virtually no replacement cost of dimmer. The system's overall cost reportedly is lower
than for comparable units.
• A leveling-off of the six-year industry sales slump in new tv station equipment was predicted for 1959 by William J. Morlock, general manager of
technical products, General Electric
Co., Syracuse. He predicted a 10%
gain in the replacement market, felt
new tv station equipment volume would
"hold steady at the 1958 level."
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In the bagmarket•Affiliates
ABC-TV7
Corp.andofSuperNew
York have worked out a promotion plan to plug daytime shows in
millions of homes. The network is
circulating its sales pitch in stores
by printing Operation Daybreak
promotional messages on millions
of grocery sacks leaving approxi8,000 eastern
western mately
grocery
storesandfor midthe
home. The supermarket organization, which arranged the circulation, estimates the ABC-TV
message will reach over 12 million
families. Among the participating
chain stores: A&P, Safeway,
Kroger, First National, Food Fair.
Grand Union. Stop & Shop, ACFWrigley, Jewel and Dilbert's.
WMAL playing $63,000 tunes
Listeners to WMAL Washington.
D.C., are sharing in $63,000 worth of
prizes
offered inattheWMAL
"Best 63"
contest.being
Personalities
call
numbers at random anytime during the
broadcast day to ask for the name of the
tune in atop
certain
ranking
the station's
current
63 hit
list. inPrizes
in the
giveaway promotion, which started Dec.
26, 1958, include jewelry, clothing, fishing gear, perfume, appliances and toys.
Timebuyers in agreement
Four agency timebuyers submitted
identical
contest toideas
find intheWPEN
best usePhiladelphia's
for the station's helicopter as a Christmas promotion. First-prize winners were timebuyers Don E. Leonard of W. B. Doner &
Co., Baltimore, and Jack Bray of Cunningham &Walsh, New York, who also
tied for earliest postmark. Consolation
prizes were awarded to Beverly Miller
of Wherry, Baker & Tilden. Chicago,
and to Ronald B. Bobic of Dancer.
Fitzgerald & Sample. New York.
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ItxsL Like Neujton
and. the Apple
•v [ Hi if

WPEN selected their idea to dress up
a station personality as Santa Claus and
fly
hospitals
and
homeshimfor to
the children's
aged and deliver
presents.
Mr. Bray was on hand in Philadelphia
to
on accompany
his rounds asWPEN's
Santa. Jack O'Reilly
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Midwest ad miss'le
". . .Central
Help putKansas
the Wichita
marketover—
South
— in orbit
Madison Avenue. . . ." With this appeal, KTVH (TV) Hutchinson-Wichita
mustered local advertising talent to tell
the station story nationally.
Sales and advertising executives were
invited to compete in a "Space Age AdAward" contestwithconducted
KTVH invertiser
cooperation
Continentalby
Airlines and the Broadmoor Hotel in
Colorado Springs, Colo.
For a month (Nov. 15-Dec. 15,
1958), KTVH aimed direct-mail promotion at advertising people in the
Wichita market. It asked agency personnel, clients, sales executives and others
to create an advertisement (rough layout and copy) to influence Madison
Avenue timebuyers. The response "exceeded even the most optimistic expectations" of the station management.
The winner: Dick Stites, associated
with McCormick-Armstrong, Wichita
agency, whose entry depicted the South
Central Kansas area as a "growing
market
. bigger
Alaska!"
idea won. . for
Mr. than
and Mrs.
StitesThea
three-day trip via Continental Airlines
to the Broadmoor resort Jan. 8-11.
Madison Avenue executives themselves served as judges. The selection
of Mr. Stites (and six runners-up) was
made by Ed Grey, vice president and
media director. Ted Bates & Co.; Lee
Ruch. vice president and media director. Benton & Bowles; Jerome R.
Feniger. vice president. Cunningham &
Walsh: Frank Kemp, vice president and
media director. Compton Adv. Inc.;
George Polk, vice president. BBDO.
and Dr. Maxwell Ule. senior vice president-marketing, Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Networks gun for war specials
All three tv networks will observe
the Civil War centennial by scheduling
special program series dealing with the
struggle. With ABC-TV and Warner
Bros, already mapping out an ambitious
project of filmed spectaculars, and with
NBC-TV having commissioned exMGM studio head and playwright Dore
Schary to come up with its version of
the Civil War, CBS-TV last week committed itself for the 1960-61 season:
It has signed a co-production deal with

REACT
to the
people
voice and vision
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call Petry today!
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15 months. Entitled The Omaha
Story, the telecast featured Oliver
Treyz (1), president of ABC-TV,
and Eugene S. Thomas, vice president and general manager of KETV,
as they described how the station attained first place in the market
through the integration and "the use
of ideas, imagination and showmanFast start • AriC-TV starred its affiliate, KETV (TV) Omaha, in a
closed-circuit hook-up of more than
100 affiliated stations last Monday
(Jan. 5). The network showed off
young KETV for its claimed leadership in ratings in the three-station
city after being on the air for only
the staff of American Heritage and historian Bruce Catton. Both ABC-TV
and NBC-TV Civil War series aren't
set for airing till 1961.
WBZ christens satellite
America's talking satellite, the B-10
Atlas,
was christened
WBZ Boston
newscaster"BigLeoDaddy"
Egan, onby
the morning of its successful launching.
Mr. Egan used the term on all his
newscasts throughout the day, and
prompted News Director Jerry Landay
to instruct all other news announcers
to refer to the satellite as "Big Daddy."
In an editorial a few days later, the
stated:announcers
" 'Big Daddy'
isBoston
what Globe
some radio
have
been calling the satellite launched by
the Air Force. The name is appropriate
because it is our largest to date."
2,100 wanted KULA honeymoon
A contest sponsored by Carnation
Milk Co. on KULA Honolulu drew
2,100 entries, each accompanied by a
product label. In the "Second Honeymoon" contest, listeners were invited to
tell why they deserved a second honeymoon on one of the neighboring islands.
The winner was a mother of 10 children. A duplicate prize went to the
manager of the food market with the
best Carnation product display.
28 events on Iowa calendar
When the promotion department of
WMT-AM-TV Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
started
the past
year's
work, ittaking
found stock
it hadofstaged
28 events
and contests over the 12 months. One
of the year's big draws was the National Cornpicking Contest, with 120,000 thronging to hear President Eisen92 (FANFARE)

KETV's promotions have included
contests, advertising and other exship." ploitation since its Omaha debut.
Mr. Treyz stressed the importance
of persuading viewers to sample programs and added:
"The really successful promotions
are grass roots promotions, at the
head of the creek, the solid, local
exploitation."
hower speak and watch 20 contestants
from nine states pick corn. Other
sample statistics on the yearend tally:
22,440 entries in a youngsters' contest
mentioned eight times by WMT-TV's
"Marshal J" and 21,000 entries in the
$6,000 "Sports Sweepstakes."
Retailers book 'Howdy Doody'
NBC-TV,
conjunction Council
with mem-of
bers of the inInternational
Shopping Centers, this month will
launch a four-week promotion campaign on behalf of its Howdy Doody
show (Sat., 10-10:30 a.m.). Twentynine U.S. shopping centers and more
than 600 individual retailers in those
centers will invite youngsters to partake
in a Howdy Doody cartoon coloring
contest for a total of 2,000 prizes (top
prize: an all-expense-free trip to Rome
for the winner and the family). Details of the contest will be announced
on the Jan. 17 telecast; the contest
runs through Feb. 14.
WOWO assists foster home
Approximately $3,000 was received
by WOWO Fort Wayne, Ind., in its
sixth
annualfor"Penny
raise funds
a local Pitch"
couple appeal
who haveto
served as foster parents to almost 100
children in the past 14 years, the station reported. More than 8,000 letters
with cash contributions were received
during the 10-day pre-Christmas campaign. The sum will provide playground
equipment, a fenced-in area and repairs
for the foster home, according to
WOWO.
Gossiping about KBKC
More than 5,000 radio home impressions inthe Kansas City area were scored
by a word-of -mouth campaign sponsored

by KBKC Mission, Kan., in cooperation
with a local florist. KBKC offered
poinsettia plants to listeners who would
telephone 10 other persons telling them
about KBKC and then send their lists
of names and phone numbers to the station. KBKC sent out 500 plants, spot
checking each list by calls from the station (one call per list). Since the plants
were delivered, KBKC has received
more than 30 letters of appreciation
from recipients, according to Roy D.
Stanley, station manager.
Melons in snowtime
What does a man do when his expectant wife gets a craving for watermelon, in December, in frosty
Minnesota? After an unsuccessful tour
of local grocery stores, the father-to-be
took his problem to WTCN Minneapolis-St. Paul. A plea went on the air and
10 hours later, WTCN had not one but
six melons delivered by listeners.
Phone beeps twice for WIBG
The Rambler overtook the Cadillac
in
the popular
Beep,"outandof
a sharp
listener song
pulled"Beep
the steam
a contest with the same name at WIBG
Philadelphia (Broadcasting, Dec. 15,
1958). WIBG found a winner on the
second telephone call it placed on the
day the contest opened. Recording stars.
The Playmates, had recorded a series
of announcements to promote WIBG's
"Beep Beep" contest, and listeners were
encouraged to answer their phones by
saying "Beep Beep." There was no
answersecond
to therandom
station'snumber
first call,choice
but ona
the
Maple Shade, N.J., woman said the
winning phrase.
Birthday colorbooks
character-symbol
of ch. •11 "Fisbie,"
WHAS-
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Air promotion spots
enlist WGMS evangels
Since resuming its all "Good Music"
format last November, WGMS Washington, D. C, feels pretty sure of its
"Good Music" listeners. In a two-month
period, more than 5,000 have sent in
$1.50 for 12 monthly issues of the
Guide to Good Listening, doubling the
subscriber rolls. So instead of spending
air promotion
timethetelling
what's
coming
up next,
stationpeople
is sending
listeners directly to advertisers with
testimonials for WGMS.
Three or four times a day the WGMS
announcer asks people to tell sponsors
they listen. Sometimes the station explains that an advertiser needs to know
when he is making an impression. Other
times it makes a forthright appeal for
listeners to patronize sponsors, "supporting the station in the most practical
way."
shows. Both approaches work, reaction
Sponsors are going on record not
only about results from schedules but
also about response to the "tell the ad(The promotion,
describedvertiser
by campaign."
one advertiser,
has beenso
given no formal name.)
Listeners, motivated by these and
other spots asking how they like the
programming, are dropping the call
letters
merchants'
They alsoaround
are writing
WGMS premises.
to verify
the fact. Of 2,000 letters received in a
two-month period (no offers made),
10% mentioned the tell-the-advertiser
idea. Some enclosed purchase receipts
from WGMS sponsors. Others listed
the ones they deal with.
One longtime sponsor is a listener too.
He wrote promising to patronize other
WGMS sponsors.
TV Louisville, Ky., was honored on
his first birthday in this 52-page coloring and game book, which was a
sellout after seven weeks of a planned
nine-week promotion. WHAS-TV
sold 25,000 "Fisbie Fun Books" at
25 cents each before heavy viewer
response forced withdrawal of the
offer. In addition to featuring the
station's IDsonalities
symbol,
WHAS-TV
perRandy Atcher
and Tom
(Cactus) Brooks are also pictured
throughout the book, which was prepared by the station's promotion and
art departments.
The character's
name,letters
"Fisbie,"
derived
from the first
of theis
WHAS-TV slogan, "Foremost in
Service — Best in Entertainment," and
was the winning entry in a "Name
Me" contest in 1957.
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INSPIRATION

IN RADIO ELECTRONICS

Think big has always been the order of the clay in
radio electronics. Galvani, Marconi and you either have
changed or can change the world with a thought or an
idea unheard of before. Seeing all that's new at the
1959 IRE Show can spark your new idea — can be your
inspiration.
Big in number of manufacturers and suppliers exhibiting, big in number of top radio electronics experts, big
in number of important developments on display — that
summarizes this year's Convention and Show. Don't
miss this once-a-year opportunity for man-to-man talk
with the thinkers, planners and doers in your field of
specialty.
THE IRE NATIONAL CONVENTION
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
AND THE RADIO
ENGINEERING SHOW
Coliseum, New York City

MARCH
23 • 24

25 • 26
THE INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS
1 East 79th Street, New York 21, N. Y.

New transistorized headset amplifier
for TV studio communication
Daven announces a new Transistorized Interphone
t'mizes local acoustical interference.
Amplifier, Type
90, which
provides a marked
No significant increase in power consumption,
provem nt instudio
communications.
Asa com-im- 4.5. Permits
up to 32 stations. .
panion unit to the Western Electric Type 52 head- 6. Manual control
with external variable resistor,
if
desired.
set,
advantages
of
this
transistorized
amplifier
over the normal induction coil arei
7.
Operates
from
24
volt "Talk Bus" independe
n
t
o
f
polarity.
1. A gain of 20 db.
2. Mounts directly in place of the induction coil.
3. Sidetone automatically adjusts when additional stations join the circuit Receiver level minDAVEN
UVSSSTOM, KEW JERSEY
Wrtte today for further information.
TODAY, MORE THAU EVER, THE DAVEN ® STANDS FOR DEPENDABILITY

TV

NETWORK

SHOWSHEET

THE PROGRAMS, THE SCHEDULES, THE SPONSORS Published first
Father,Northwest
AmericanPassage,
Tobacco,RCA,F. R.J.
Networks are listed alphabetically Bachelor
NBC-TV 7:30-8
F.
with the following information: time, 8-Reynolds,
9 p.m.
program title in italics, followed by ABC-TV
Mauerick,Gen.cont.;
8:30-9
R. J. Reynolds,
F. Lawsponsors or type of sponsorship. Ab- CBS-TV man,8-98-8:30
Sullivan L.Show,Mills,
Mercury
Cars
breviations: sust., sustaining; part., and EastmanEd Kodak,
NBC-TV
8-9
Steve
Allen
Show,
Greyhound,
participating; alt., alternate sponsor; Omaha,
du Pont,L. Polaroid, Norelco, Mutual of
F, film; L, live. All times are NYT.
9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TVers, F; 9-9:30
Beech-Nut Life Sav9:30-10 GEColt
To Theatre,
be.45, announced.
SUNDAY MORNING
CBS-TV
9-9:30
General Electric,
10-11 a.m.
F.F; 9:30-10 Alfred Hitchcock, Bristol-Myers,
NBC-TV 9-10 Chevy Show, Chevrolet, L.
ABC-TV
No10-10:30
network
service.
CBS-TV
Lamp
Unto
10- 11 p.m.
L;NBC-TV
10:30-11
Up &service.
Live,Mysust.Feet, sust., ABC-TV
Meet McGraw, sust., F.
No Look
network
CBS-TV
10-10:30 Keep Talking, P. Lorillard,
11 a.m.-Noon
alt. with &Lever,
10:30-11 L.What's My Line,
Kellogg
HeleneL; Curtis,
ABC-TV
11-11:30
No
network
service;
11:30-12
NBC-TV
Dean
Pike,
sust.,EyeL. on New York, sust., L; Procter 10-10:30
& Gamble,The F. Loretta Young Show,
CBS-TV
11-11:30
11:30-12 No
Camera
Three,service.
sust.
11- 11:15 p.m.
NBC-TV
network
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV hal 11-11:15
Sunday
News
lt. withnetwork
Carter,service.
L. Special, WhiteNBC-TV , aNo
SUNDAY AFTERNOON
MONDAY-FRIDAY MORNING
Noon-1 p.m.
7- 8 a.m.
ABC-TV
12-12:30
College
News
Conference,
ABC-TV NoNo network
network service.
service.
sust., L;No12:30-1
Johnsservice.
Hopkins File, sust., L. CBS-TV
CBS-TV
network
NBC-TVical Co.,7-8California
Today, Am.
ChemNBC-TV No network service.
PruneAgricultural
Advisory
duPont, General Electric,
Grove Board,
Labs,
1- 2 p.m.
Heinz,
Nat'l
Presto
Industries,
Outboard
Marine,
ABC-TVnetwork
1-1:30 service.
Open Hearing, sust., L; 1:30-2 Pro
Inc., Rock
L. of Ages, Block Drug, Mar
No
CBS-TV No network service.
8- 9 a.m.
NBC-TV 1-1:30
No network
No8-8:45network
Frontiers
of Faith,
sust., L. service; 1:30-2 ABC-TV
CBS-TV CBS
Captainservice.
Kangaroo, part., L;
8:45-9
Morning
2-ABC-TV
3 p.m.No network service.
NBC-TV 8-9 Today, cont.News, sust., L.
910
a.m.
CBS-TV No network service.
NBC-TV 2-2:30 Pro
Wisdom,
sust., F.will(starting
No network
network service.
mid-January
Basketball
start inat ABC-TV
CBS-TV No
service.
2Gen.p.m.);Mills,2:30-3
9-10 Today, cont.
L. NBA-Pro Basketball, Bayuk, NBC-TV
1011
a.m.
3- 4 p.m.
No network
ABC-TV Derby,
3-3:30 Nosust.,network
service; 3:30-4 ABC-TV
CBS-TV
For Loueservice.
or Money, sust., L;
Roller
L.
10:30-1110-10:30
Lever,
L. Play Your Hunch, Gerber, Scott,
CBS-TV
No network
service.
NBC-TV 3-4 Basketball, cont.
NBC-TV 10-10:30 Dough Re Mi, Armour, Gold
Seal, Mentholatum,
10:30-11 Treasure
4- 5 p.m.
Hunt,
Alberto-Culver, L.;Mentholatum,
Brillo,
Chesebrough-Pond's,
PillsABC-TV
4-4:30
Roller
Derby,
cont.;& Foun4:30-5 Pharmaceuticals,
bury,
Corn
Products,
P&G,
Frigidaire, Heinz,
SterBowling
Stars,
American
Machine
ling
Drug,
Gen.
Mills,
Whitehall,
d
r
y
,
F
.
Lever, L.
CBS-TV
4-4:45
No
network
service;
4:45-5
Network News, sust., L.
11 a.m.-Noon
NBC-TV 4-5 Basketball, cont.
ABC-TV Lind
11-11:30Hayes
No network
service; Amana,
11:30-12
Peter
Show, Shulton,
5- 6 p.m.
Nestle,
Minn.
Mining,
L.
ABC-TV 5-5:30 Paul Winchell Show, Hartz Reynolds,
11-11:30Bristol-Myers,
Arthur Godfrey
Time, StandMountain
Products, General Mills, L; 5:30-6 CBS-TVard Brands,
Pharmaceuticals,
Lone
Ranger,
Glamorene,
U. S.Dollar,
Steel,
Ronson, L.Gen.
Fritos
Co., F. Gen. Mills, Cracker Jack, The Libby,
Mills,
L;
11:30-12
Top
Colgate,
CBS-TVtric, L5-5:30
College
Bowl, Hour,
Gen. PharElec- NBC-TV 11-11:30 The Price Is Right, Alberto; 5:30-6maceutiG.E.
Amateur
Culver, Chesebrough-Pond's,
Products,
calOriginal
s, L.
Gen. Mills, Lever, Corn
Mentholatum,
NBC-TV
5-6
Omnibus,
Aluminium
Ltd.,
L.
alt. Frigidaire,
MilesardLabs,
Pillsbury
Mills,
Sandura,
Standwith NBC Kaleidoscope, sust., L.
Brands,
Sunshine,
Sterling
Drug,
Whitehall, L;. 11:30-12 Concentration, Armour,
Alberto-Culver,
Chesebrough-Pond's,
Frigidaire, Heinz, Lever,
Miles Whitehall
Labs, Nabisco,
Pharmaceuticals,
Pillsbury,
Labs,
SUNDAY EVENING
6-7:30 p.m.
ABC-TV
6-7 NoIt, Skippy
network Peanut
service;Butter,
7-7:30 F.You MONDAY-FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
Asked For
CBS-TV6:25-6:30
6-6:25 Small
World, sust.,
Olin Mathieson,
& LATE NIGHT
L;
CBS
News,
L; 6:30-7 EARLY EVENING
Twentieth
Century,Soups,
Prudential
p.m.
Lassie, Campbell
F. Life, F; 7-7:30 Noon-1
12-12:30
Lind Hayes
Show,
NBC-TV Huntley
6-6:30 Meet, the Press,sust.,
sust., L;. 6 30-7 ABC-TV
cont.,
Foods,Peter
Sunshine,
Lever
Chet
Shulton,Gen.Armour,
Drackett,
Gen.L; Bros.,
Mills,
Saber
of London,Reporting,
Sterling Drug, L.;F. 7-7:30 American
Home
Foods,
Beech-Nut,
12:301 Play
Your Beech-Nut,
Hunch, Minn.
Mining,
Johnson
7:30-8 p.m.
&
Johnson,
Seeman
Bros.,
Lever,
ABC-TV 7:30-8
Gen. Foods, Armour, Reynolds, Gen. Mills,
CBS-TV
7:30-8 Maverick,
Jack BennyKaiser,
Show,Drackett,
alt. withF. Nestle,
Bristol-Myers, L.

issue in each quarter
CBS-TV
12-12:30 Love
of Life,
American
Home Products,
Atlantis,
Quaker
Oats,
Lever,
Gen.
Mills
and sust.,
L; L;12:30-12:45
Search
for
Tomorrow,
P&G,
12:45-1
Guilding Light, P&G, L.
NBC-TV 12-12:30 Tic Tac Dough, AlbertoCulver,
Chesebrough-Pond's,
Gen.Brands,
Mills,
Heinz,
Pillsbury,
Standard
Sunshine
Biscuit, P&G,
L; Armour,
12:30-1
ItBrillo,
Could C-P,Be
You,
Alberto-Culver,
Corn Products, Mentholatum,
Labs,
Pharmaceuticals,
Pillsbury, P&G,MilesStandard
Brands,
1- 2 p.m.Whitehall, L.
ABC-TV 1-1:30
Show, Armour,
Gen.
Foods,
Minn.L;Liberace
Mining,
Beech-Nut,
1:30-2
NoDrackett,
networkReynolds,
service.
CBS-TV
1-1:25
No
network
service;
1:25-1:30
Netioork
News, sust.,
L; 1:30-2Swift,
As theSterling
World
Turns,Miles,
P&G,
Pillsbury,
Drug,
Libby,
L.
NBC-TV
No
network
service.
2- 3 p.m.
ABC-TV
Day Foods,
in Court, Gen. - Myers,
Foods,
American2-2:30
Home
Drackett,
J&J,
Nestle, Minn.Bristol
Mining, L;
2:30-3ing,Music
Bingo,
Minn. Home
MinBeech-Nut,
Gen. Gen.
Foods,Mills,
Foods,
J&J,
Bristol-Myers,
L.American
CBS-TV
2-2:30
Jimmy
Dean
Show,
Libby,
Miles, Gerber,VanKodak,
General
Mills,
Armstrong,
Camp Lever,
and sust.
segments,
L; 2:30-3logg,Art
KelLever,Linkletter's
Pillsbury, Houseparty,
Swift, Standard
Atlantis, Toni,
L. Staley, Chicken o' the Sea,
Brands,
NBC-TV 2-2:30 bTruth
or Consequences,
Alerto-Culver, and sust.,
L; 2:30-3 Haggis
3-Baggis,
4 p.m.Brillo, Lever, Mentholatum, L.
ABC-TV 3-3:30 Beat the Clock, Gen. Foods,
Lever
Beech-Nut,
Drackett,
Seeman Bros.,
Bros.,Life
L; Savers.
3:30-4 Who
DoFoods,
YouArmour,
Trust,
Beech-Nut
Gen.Campbell
J&J,
Bristol-Myers,
Minn.
Mining,
Soup,
Amana, Gillette, L.
CBS-TV olive3-3:30
The
Big
Payoff,
Colgate-Palmand sust.,
3:30-4 Swift,
The Verdict
Yours, Gen.
Mills,L; Toni,
Atlantis,is
Standard
Brands,Lever,
Bristol-Myers,
S. C. Libby,
Johnson, Carnation,
Quaker Oats,
Sterling 3-3:30
Drug, Young
Scott, and
NBC-TV
Dr. sust.,
Malone,L. Armour,
P&P, Nabisco,
L; 3:30-4 From These Roots,
4-Frigidaire,
5 p.m. P&G, L.
ABC-TV
4-5 American
Bandstand,5th Eastco,
Gen.
Mills. Lever,
Vick Chemical,
Ave.Products,
Candy,
Welch,
Hollywood
Candy, L.Gaylord
Carter
Products,
Gillette,
CBS-TV 4-4:15 The Brighter Day, Procter &
Gamble, Products,
L; 4:15-4:30Quaker
Secret Oats,
Storm,Gen.
American
Home
Mills,
Scott,
and
sust.,
L;
4:30-5
Edge
of Night,
P&G, Pharmaceuticals,
Milk,
American
Home Products, Atlantis,
Pillsbury,PetSterling
Drug
sust., Queen
L. for a Day, AlbertoNBC-TVand4-4:30
Culver, Labs,
Chesebrough-Pond's,
Corn Products,
Miles
Pillsbury, P&G,
Standard
Brands,
Whitehall,
L; 4:30-5
County Lever
Fair,
Frigidaire,
Gen.Sterling
Mills,
H.Drug,J. Heinz,
Bros.,
Nabisco,
Gold
Seal, L.
5- 6 p.m.
ABC-TV 5-5:30 American Bandstand, cont.,
5:30-6 (Mon., Wed., Fri.) Mickey Mouse Club,
Sweets
Co., Mars
Mattel,Inc.,Gen.
Mills,& BristolMyers, P&G,
F; (Tues.
Thurs.)
Adventure
Time, sust.
CBS-TV
No
network
service.
NBC-TV No network service.
6- 7:30 p.m.
ABC-TV
6-7:15 L.No network service; 7-15-7:30
News, sust.,
CBS-TV
6-6:45 No
network service;
6:45-7L:
News,
& Williamson,
Whitehall,Newsr
7-Goodyear,
7:15 NoBrown
network
service;
7:15-7:30
Whitehall,
L.
NBC-TV No network service.
11:15 Nop.m.-l
a.m. service.
ABC-TV
network
CBS-TV No network
service.
NBC-TV
11:15
p.m.-l
a.m.American
The Jack
Paar
Show,
Alberto-Culver,
Block cals,
Drug,GeneralBristol-Myers,
Hagon Marietta,
ChemiElectric, General
Foods,
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Pharmacraft,
Philip. Morris, Polaroid,
Sandura, Studebaker-Packard,
Wagner Mfg.,
Kayser-Roth
Corp., L.
MONDAY EVENING
7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV 7:30-8
Rangers, Sweets Co., F.
CBS-TV
7:30-8 Texas
Name
Home
Products,
L. That Tune, American
NBC-TV 7:30-8 Tic Tac Dough, P&G, L.
8- 9 p.m.
8-8:30
Polka-Go-Round,
L; 8:309ABC-TV
Bold 8-8:30
Journey,
Ralston
Purina,sust.,
CBS-TV
TheFather
Texan,Knows
Brown
&F.Williamson,
F;
8:30-9
Best,
Lever,
Scott Paper Co., F.
NBC-TV
8-3:30
Restless
Gun.
P&G,
Sterling
Drug,canF;Tobacco,
8:30-9Buick,
Tales F.of Wells Fargo. Ameri9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV
9-9:30 Voice
of Firestone,
Firestone
Tire & Rubber,
L; 9:30-10
Doctor I.Q.,
sust.,
CBS-TV
9-9:30
Danny
Thomas
Show,
Gen.
Foods,
F;
9:30-10
Ann
Sothern
Show,
Gen.
Foods, F.
NBC-TV
9-9:30
Peter
Gunn.
Bristol-Mvers,
9:30-10
Alcoa/Goodyear
Theatre,
Alcoa
altFwith Goodyear, F.
10- 11 p.m.
10-10:30 John
Patti Daly
Page &Show,
Oldsmobile
L;ABC-TV
10:30-10:45
the News.
Lorillard,
L.
CBS-TV
10-10:30
Desilu
Playhouse,
Westinghouse, F.
NBC-TVPharmaceuticals,
10-10:30 Arthur tape.
Murray Party. Lorillard,
TUESDAY EVENING
7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV 7:30-8
Cheyenne, Harold
alt. with F.Suaarfoot,
Johnson
& Johnson,
Ritchie!
Armour
& Co.,Stars
American
Chicle.sust.,Luden's.
F.
CBS-TV
7:30-8
in
Action,
NBC-TV 7:30-8 Dragnet, Pillsbury,
F.F.
8- 9 p.m.
ABC-TV
8-8:30 Earp,
Cheyenne
or Sugarfoot.
8:30-9 Wyatt
Gen. Man,
Mills,
P&G, F;F. 8cont.:
CBS-TV
8-8:30
Invisible
sust..
To
Tell 8-9the George
Truth, Carter,
Marlboro,
L.'30-9
NBC-TV
GobelL&MShow.
with
Eddie Fisher Show,
L. RCA alt
9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV 9-9:30
Miles
Purina.
P&G, Rifleman,
F;Quaker
9:30-10Oats,
NakedF. Labs,
City, Ralston
Brown
& Williamson,
CBS-TV 9-9:30ceuticalsArthur
Godfrey
Show,
Pharma,
T
o
n
i
Co.,
L;
9:30-10
Red
Skelton
Show. S. C. Johnson, Pet Milk. F.
9-9:30 George Burns Show, Colgate.
F;NBC-TV
9:30-10
olds. F. Bob Cummings Show. R. J Reyn10- 11 p.m.
ABC-TV
10-10:30 Alcoa
Co.,
F; 10:30-10:45
John Presents,
Daly & theAluminum
News, P
Lorillard.
L.
CBS-TV
10-11
Garry
Moore
Show,L. Revlon,
Kellogg, Pittsburgh Plate Glass,
NBC-TV 10-10:30 Calif ornians, Singer. Lipton
WEDNESDAY EVENING
7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV
7:30-8 Plymouth
Show— Lawrence
Welk, Plymouth,
L.
CBS-TV
Twilight
Theatre,FordsustNatlF BisNBC-TVcuit,7:30-3
7:30-8
Wagon
Train.
R. J. Reynolds, F.
8-9 p.m.
ABC-TV
8-8:30 Plymouth Show, cont.: 8:30-9
Ozzie
Oats, F.& Harriet, Eastman Kodak. Quaker
CBS-TV
8-9
P&G, L&F.Pursuit, Mennen. American Home,
NBC-TV Is8-8:30
Price
Right,Wagon
Lever, Train,
Speidel,cont.;L. 8:30-9 The
9-10 p.m.
ABC-TV
9-9:30 Donna
ReedTo Show,
Campbell
Soup, Shulton,
F; 9:30-10
Be Announced.
CBS-TV
9-9:30 The
Millionaire,
Colgate F9:30-10
I've
Got
A
Secret,
R.
J.
Revnolds
NBC-TVton Berle,
9-9:30Kraft,
KraftL;Music
Hall Starring Mil-L
Kraft/Sealtest,
F. 9:30-10 Bat Masterson,
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SPECIAL PROGRAMS ON NETWORK TV
Jan.
ABC-TV
Jan. 12: 7:30-8:30 pm.
Jan. The
26: 7:30-8:30 pjn.
Shirley
Amer"Sleeping Temple's
Beauty," Storybook—
John H.
ican Alphabet
TelephoneConspiracy,
& Telegraph.
Breck.
Feb. 5:Hallmark
9:30-11 Hall
pm. of Fame, Hallmark
Jan. Bing
18: 5:30-7
pm.
Cards.
Crosby Golf Tournament.
Oldsmobile.
Feb. 10Music
: 8-9 pm.
Jan. All-Star
18: 9:30-10:30
p.m. Tournament,
Program
(titleTelephone
to be an-&
Bowling
nounced), American
TelegTaph.
American Machine & Foundry
Feb. 2: 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Feb.
10:
9:30-10:30
pm.
The Bob Hope Show, Buick
ShirleyWinkle,"
Temple's Storybook— "Rip Feb. 11:
Van
p.m.
Feb. 23:
7:30-3:30 p.m.John H. Breck.
Meet8:30-9
Mr.
tional Life Lincoln,
Insurance. Lincoln NaShirley
Temple's
Storybook—
"The
Nightingale,"
John
H.
Breck.
Feb.
11:
10-11
p.m.
Feb. 25:
9:30-10:30
p.m.
Fred
Astaire
Show r repeat i,
Crosby p.m.
Show, Oldsmobile
Chrysler.
March Bing
16: 7:30-3:30
Feb. 28:
9:10 pm.
Shirley
Temple's
Storybook,
John
H. Breck.
Specialtive),toPontiac.
be announced 'tentaMarch Women's
7: 5-5:30 p.m.
Major
League Bowling,
CBS-TV
Jan. High
19: 10-11 p.m.
March Brunswick-Balke-Collender
10: 9-10 pm.
The Bobtative,Hope
Show,
Buick
Thomas,Adventure
Delco. With Lowell
8-9 p.m(ten-)
Jan. Phil
23: 9-11
pm. Revue, Pontiac.
March 11:
9-10Show,
pm.possibletitleMar.to be13,announced
Silvers
Music
Jan. taining.
24: 12 noon-1 p.m.
&(tentative),
Telegraph. American TeleDhone
Young People's Concert, sus- March 14:
-conclusion.
Jan. 25Neii;: 4:30-5:30
pm.
NIT4 p.m.
College
Basketball. Bavuk
Lincoln.York Philharmonic Concert.
Cigars.
March 15:
10-11 pm.
Jan. 28:
9:30-11
p.m.
My
Three
Angels,
Rexall Drug
March 21:
4 College
pm.-eonclusion.
duWhatPont. Every Woman Knows.
NIT
Basketball, Bavuk
Feb. 22:
4:30-5:30
pjn.
Cigars.
New York Philharmonic Concert, March 22: 6-7 pm.
Lincoln.
The Unchained
Goddess,
repeat.
Feb. 24:
9:30-11du p.m.
American
Telephone
& Telegraph.
Hamlet,
Pont.
March 23: 9:30-11 p.m.
Feb. 28:
12
noon-1
pm.
taining.
Hallmark repeat,
Hall ofHallmark
Fame, "Green
Young People's Concert, susCards.
March Pastures,"
24:
8-9 pm.
March 26:
Perry
The 8-9:30
Human p.m.
Comedy, du Pont.
Pontiac. Como Special (tentative).
March 28:
5-5:30 p.m.
NBC-TV
Women's
Major League Bowling.
Brunswick-Balke-Collender.
Jan. Adventures
12: 8:30-9:30 inp.m.Music. American
March Mary
29: 4-5 Martin
pm. Special, tentative,
Telephone
&
Telegraph.
Jan. The
16: 9-10
possible
29 at 7:30-9, sponsor to beMarch
announced.
Bob pjn.
Hope Show, Buick.
10-11 p.m.
ABC-TV
10-10:45 Wednesday
Night Fights,
Miles
& the Labs,
News, Mennen,
sust., L. L; 10:45-11 John Daly
CBS-TV 10-11ternaTJ.ting witS.h Armstrong
Steel Hour, Circle
U. S. Steel,
Theatre.alArmstrong Cork, L.
NBC-TV 10-10:30 This Is Your Life, P&G, L.
THURSDAY EVENING
7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV
Ralston. 7:3CF. Leave It To Beaver, Miles
CBS-TV F. 7:30-8 I Love Lucy, Clairol, Pillsbury,
NBC-TV 7:30-8 Jefferson Drum, sust., F.
8- 9 p.m.
ABC-TV 8-8:30 Zorro, Seven-Up, A. C. SparkP&G, pF.lug. F: 8:30-9 The Real McCoys, Svlvania.
CBS-TV F;8-8:30
December Bride, General
Foods.
Johnson,
F. 8:30-9 Yancy Derringer, S. C.
NBC-TV
8-8:30
Steve
Canyon, Liggett &
Myers, F; ceutic8:30-9
als, L. It Could Be You, Pharma9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV
9-9:30 Pat Boone, Chevy Showroom,
Chevrolet,
lard. F. L; 9:30-10 Rough Riders, P. LorilCBS-TV
9-9:30
Grey9:30-10
Theatre,
S. C.
Johnson,
Gen.GasZane
Foods,
Playhouse
90, American
Assn., F;Kimberly-Clark,
All
State
Insurance,
Procter
&
Gamble,
F.
NBC-TVwith9-9:30
BehindHome,
ClosedF; Doors,
L&M,
alt.
American
9:30-10
Tennessee Ernie Ford, Ford Motors, L.

10-11 p.m.
ABC-TV
10-10:30
This
sust.,
L; 10:3010:45 John
& theIs Music,
News,
Lorillard
L
CBS-TV
10-11DalyPlayhouse
90, cont.
NBC-TV
10-10:30
You
Bet
Your
Life,
Lever
alt. with Toni, F.
FRIDAY EVENING
7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV 7:30-8
Nat'l Biscuit,
F.
Tobacco,
L. RinYourTin HitTin, Parade,
CBS-TV
7:30-8
American
NBC-TV F. 7:30-8 Buckskin. Pillsburv, alt. with
sust.,
8- 9 p.m.
ABC-TV
8-9
Wait Co..
Disney
Revnolds
Metals,
Kellogg
HillsPresents,
Bros., FMobil
CBS-TV 8-8:30
Trackdotrn,
Soconv
Oil
American
Tobacco,
F;
8:30-9
Jackie
Gieason.
Lever, Pharmaceuticals, L.
8-9 Ellery Queen, RCA alt. sust., F.
9-NBC-TV
10 p.m.
ABC-TV
9-9:30
Man 77WithSunseta Camera,
General
Electric,
F; 9:30-10
Strip, F.American
Chicle,
Whitehall,
Carter, Ritchie.
CBS-TV
9-9:30
Phil
Silvers,
Reynolds,
Schick,
F;Schlitz
9:30-10Playhouse,
Lux Playhouse,
Schlitz, L.Lever, alt. with
NBC-TV F;9-9:30
Home alt.
sust.,
9:30-10M-Squad.
The ThinAmerican
Man, Colgate,
F.
1011 p.m.
ABC-TV
10-10:30
77
Sunset
Strip,
cont.;
10
3010:45
Daly &Thethe Lineup.
News. Lorillard, L &
CBS-TVJohn10-10:30
Gamble.
F;alt.10:30-11
PersonL. to Procter
Person, P
Lorillard.
with Revlon,
NBC-TVlet e. 10-10:45
Sports,
L: 10:45-11 Cavalcade
Fiaht Beat, ofsust.,
L Gil95

K

B

C

S

GRAND PRAIRIE, TEXAS

E. N. Bodine, President
and General Manager
and Chief!

Carling Brewing,
National Brewing,
Standard
Oil.
Stroh
5:30-6F; Lone
Nestle,workalt.service.with Gen.L; Mills,
6-7 :30 NoRanger,
netNBC-TV 2-3Basketball,
No networksust.,service;
College
L; service.
4-5:303-conclusion
See Specials; 5:30-7:30 No network
SATURDAY EVENING
7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TVSavers,
7:30-8 L.Dick Clark Show, Beech-NutLife
CBS-TV 7 Sterling
:30-8 PerryDrug,Mason,
Hamm,
F. Parliament, Gulf,
NBC-TVolds,7alt:30-8
. withPeople
Toni, Are
F. Funny, R. J. Reyn8- 9 p.m.
ABC-TV 8-9 Jubilee U. S. A„ Massey-Ferguson,
L. cont., Sterling
CBS-TVWilliamson-Dickie,
8-8:30 Perry Mason,
Drug
& &sust.;
8:30-9 Wanted:
Dead or Alive,
SATURDAY AFTERNOON
Brown
Williamson,
F.
NBC-TV Noxzema,
8-9 PerryRCA/Whirlpool,
Como Show, American
Noon-1 p.m.
Dairy,
Sunbeam,
ABC-TV
No network
network service.
service.
9-Chemstrand,
10 p.m. Elgin, Polaroid, L.
CBS-TV
No
NBC-TV 12-12:30 True Story, Sterling Drug,
9-10 Dodge
Dancing
L;F. 12:30-1 Detective's Diary, Sterling Drug, ABC-TV
CBS-TV 9-9:30
The Gale
StormParty,
Show,Dodge,
Nestle,L.
Lever,
F; 9:30-10 F.Have Gun, Will Travel,
1- 2 p.m.
Lever,
Whitehall,
Black Saddle,
LiggettF. & Myers,
ABC-TV
No network service.
service.
F;NBC-TV
9:30-109-9:30Cimarron
City, sust.,
CBS-TV
NBC-TV NoNo network
network service.
10- 11 p.m.
2- 7:30 p.m.
ABC-TV 10-10
10-10:30
Sammy Kaye,
sust.,& L.Myers,
:30 Gunsmoke,
Liggett
ABC-TV Miller
2-5 No Brewing,
network Reynolds
service; 5-6Metals,
All-StarF; CBS-TV
Remington
Rand,
F.
Golf,
NBC-TV
10-10:30
Cimarron
City,
6-7
:30
No
network
service.
CBS-TV 2-conclusion Professional Hockey, 11 D. A.'s Man, Liggett & Myers,cont.;F. 10:30SATURDAY MORNING
10-11 a.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV
Captain Gen.
Kangaroo,
10:30-11 10-10:30
Mighty
Foods, sust.,
Colgate-L;
Palmolive,
alt., Mouse,
F.
NBC-TV 10-10:30 Howdy Doody, Continental
Baking,
alt. with Sweets Co., L;10:30-ll
Ruff
Inc., &F. Reddy, Gen. Foods, alt. with Mars
11
a.m.-Noon
ABC-TV
network
service.
CBS-TV No11-11:30
Heckle
and Jeckle, Swift.
Gen.
Robin Mills,
Hood, sust.,
sust.,F;F. 11:30-12 Adventures of
NBC-TV
11-11:30
Fury,
Gen.
Foods, alt. with
Borden,
alt. sust., F;F. 11:30-12 Circus Boy, Mars Inc.

RADIO

NETWORKS

SUNDAY MORNING
7-8 a.m.
Like Hundreds
ABC
CBS NoNo network
network service.
service.
MBS
7-7:05
News,
co-op;
7:05-7:30News,
America's
Top
Tunes,
co-op;Top
7:30-7:35
sust.;
of Broadcasters . . . 7:35-8
America's
Tunes, co-op.
NBC No network service.
8-9 a.m.
from local to
ABC
Class, Radio
Bible
Class;8-8:30
8:30-9Radio
WingsBible
of Healing,
Dr. Thomas
50 kw stations . . .
Wyatt.
CBS 8-8:15workCBS
News,
sust.;
8:15-8:30
No
netservice; 8:30-9 Sunday Morning
Gatherin', co-op.
MBS
8:05-8:30
Top 8-8:05
Tunes,News,
co-op;co-op;
8:30-8:35
News,America's
Hudson
KBCS
Vitamins;
8:35-8:45
America's
Top Tunes;
co-op;
8:45-9
No
network
service.
NBC
8-8:05
News,
sust.;
8:05-8:15
Great
Choirs
ofsust.;America,
Faith Evangelical
in Action,
GRAND PRAIRIE, TEXAS
8:30-9 sust.;
Bible 8:15-8:30
Study Hour,
Foundation.
9- 10 a.m.
ABC 9-9:05service;
Weekend9:30-10
News, sust.; 9:05-9:30 No
Selected
network
Voice
of Prophecy
Inc.WorldVoiceNewsof Prophecy,
CBS
9-9:15
CBS
Radio
seg.; 9:15-9:30
Entertainment
U. S. Roundup,
A., sust.;
9:30-10
Cfiurcfi
of oftheHealing,
Air, sust.Wings
MBS
9-9:30
Wings
of HealSTAINLESS TOWERS Church.
ing 9:30-10 Back to God, Christian Reformed
NBC 9-9:05 News,
sust.;
9:05-9:15
News
Roundup,
co-op;
9:15-9:30
Art World
ofVoice
Living,
sust.;
9:30-10Inc.
Voice
of network
Prophecy,
of
Prophecy
(split
with
LEARN WHY MANY BROADCASTERS CHOOSE
Study Hour on remainder of network).Bible
STAINLESS TOWERS
10- 11 a.m.
Call or Write
ABC
Weekend
10:05for Informative
10:30,10-10:05
Message
of Israel,News,
sust.;sust.;
10:30-10:55
Literature.
Negro
College
end News,
sust. Choirs, sust; 10:55-11 WeekCBS
10-10:05 Robert E.Trout
& Biggs,
the News,
Chevrolet;
Power
10:30-10:35Ford10:05-10:30
Ford
Road10:35-11
Show Invitation
With sust.;
Victo
Damone,
Motors;
Learning,
sust.
Stainless, inc.
MBS
10-10:30
Radio
Bible
Class,
Radio
Bible
Class;
NORTH WALES • PENNSYLVANIA
Prophecy.10:30-11 Voice of Prophecy, Voice of
NBC 10-10:05
10:05-10:30
Radio
Pulpit,News,
sust.;sust.;
10:30-11
Monitor,National
part.;
96 (NETWORK SHOWSHEETS)

(10:30-11 split network
with and
VoiceBible
of Prophof network
Study
Hourecy ononportion
remainder).
11 a.m.-Noon
ABC
11-11:30In NoAction,
network
Christian
sust.;service;
11:55-12 11:30-11:55
Weekend
News,
sust.
CBS
11-11:05
CBS
News,
sust.;
11:05-11:15
Charles
seg.; Salt
11:15-11:30
Others SeeCollingwood,
Us,sust.sust.; 11:30-12
Lake CityAs
Tabernacle,
MBS
11-11:15
Frank
&
Ernest,
Dawn
Bible
Students Heals,
Assn.;First
11:15-11:30
How
Christian
Science
ChurchHudson
of Christ,
Scientist;
11:30-11:35
News,
Vitamins;
11:35-12 UN News Around the World, sust.
NBC 11-12
(11:30-12
split net-of
work withMonitor,
Voice ofpart.;
Prophecy
on portion
network
mainder). and Bible Study Hour on reSUNDAY AFTERNOON
Noon-1 p.m.
ABC
12-12:30News,
No network
service; 12:30-12:35
Weekend
sust.; Weekend
12:35-12:55
Moodssust.in
Melody,
sust.;Robert
12:55-1
CBS
12-12:05
Trout
and News,
the Delco;
News,
Chevrolet;
12:05-12:10
News
Analysis,
12:10-12:30
No
network
service;
12:30-12:35
Ford
Show, Ford Motors; 12:35-1 No
networkRoadservice.
MBS 12-12:05
News, co-op;
co-op; 12:05-12:15
America's
Top
Tunes,
12:15-12:30
Keep
Healthy, co-op; 12:30-12:35
Sports News,
sust.;op;12:35-12:45
America's
Top
Tunes,
co12:45-1 How
Christian
Science Heals,
First Church
of Christ
Scientist.
NBC
12-12:30
Monitor,
part.;
12:30-1
The
Eternal
Voice of Light,
Prophecysust.,on (split
certain network
stations). with
1-2 p.m.
ABC We1-1:15SeeIfsIt,Yoursust.;Business,
1:15-1:30
As
1:30-1:55sust.;Pilgrimage,
sust.; 1:55-2
Grove
Labs. Weekend News, R. J. Reynolds,
CBS
1-1:05 Orchestra,
Robert Trout,
1:05-2
Cleveland
sust. Chevrolet;
MBS
1-1:30 Hour of Decision,
Billy Graham
Evangelical Assn.; 1:30-2 Lutheran Hour,
Lutheran
Layman's
League.
NBC 1-1:30
Monitor,
part.; 1:30-2 The
Lutheran
Hour, Lutheran Layman's League
(splittainnetwork
stations). with Eternal Light on cerBROADCASTING, January 12, 1959

2- 3 p.m.
ABC 2-2:30gelisticOral
Roberts,
Oral ofRoberts
Assn.; 2:30-3
Herald
Truth, EvanHighland Churches
of Christ.
CBS 2-2:05
RobertPortland
Trout &Junior
the News,
Chevrolet;
2:05-2:55
Symphony,
sust,;2-2:30
2:55-3 Hour
Ford Road
Show, Billy
Ford.
MBS
Decision,
Evangelical
Assn.;of 2:30-2:35
News, Graham
Hudson
Vitamins;
2:35-3
America's
Top
Tunes,
co-op.
NBC 2-2:30
Hour,
sust. Monitor, part.; 2:30-3 The Catholic
3- 4 p.m.
ABC
3-3:05 Weekend
News, Reynolds;
3:053:10
of Sports,
sust.;
SammySpeaking
Kaye
Serenade,
sust.;
3:30-4 3:10-3:30
Hour
of
Decision,
Billy
Graham
Evangelistic
Assn.
3-3:05sust.CBS News, sust.; 3:05-4 Big News
ofCBS 1958,
MBS
3:05-3:30
Top 3-3:05
Tunes,News,
co-op;co-op;
3:30-3:35
News,America's
co-op;
3:35-4
NBC 3-4America's
Monitor, Top
part. Tunes, co-op.
4- 5 p.m.
ABC 4-4:30Broadcasting
Old Fashioned
Revival Hour, GosClass,pelRadio
Bible Co.;
Class. 4:30-5 Radio Bible
CBS
4-4:30
Big
News
in
1958 4:35-5
(cont.);To4:30-Be
4:35
Ford Road Show, Ford;
Announced.
MBS Tunes,
4-4:05 News,
4:05-4:30 America's
co-op; co-op;
4:30-4:35
5Top
Crossfire,
sust. News, sust.; 4:35NBCCollege
4-5 Monitor.
5- 6 p.m.
ABC 5-5:30
Bob Pierce,
5:30-6
No Dr.
network
service.World Vision Inc.;
CBS 5-5rolet;
:05 5:05-5:30
RobertYours
Trout Truly,
and theJohnny
News, Dollar,
Chevseg.;
Road 5:30-5:55
Show, FordSuspense, seg.; 5:55-6 Ford
MBS
5-5:05 co-op;
News, 5:30-5:35
co-op; 5:05-5:30
Reporter's
Roundup,
Sports News—
Don
Dunphy,
co-op. sust.; 5:35-6 America's Top Tunes,
NBC 5-6 Monitor, part.
SUNDAY EVENING
6- 7 p.m.
ABC
6-6:15 Grove
MondayLabs;
Morning
R J
Reynolds,
6:15-6:30Headlines,
Paul Harvey
News,
Banker's
Lifesust.;
& Casualty
Co.; 6:306:45
Quincy
Howe,
6:45-7
George
Sokolsky.
CBS
6-6:05
CBS News,
sust.;
6:05-6:30
Have
Gun,
Will
Travel,
seg.;
6:30-6:55
Gunsmoke,
seg.; 6:55-7 Robert Trout & the News, Chevrolet.
MBS
6-6:15
Walter
Winchell,Answers,
Bon-Ami,
Tangee;
6:15-6:30
Dr. Poling
Christian
Herald;
6:30-6:35,
News,
sust.; 6:35-7
Bill
Stern's
Sports
Beat,
co-op.
NBC 6-6:15
Monitor,
part.; Mutual
6:15-6:30of Omaha;
On the
Line
With
Bob
Considine,
6:30-6:32:30
Press,
sust. Monitor, part.; 6:32:30-7 Meet the
7- 8 p.m.
ABC
7-7:05
Speaking
of Sports,
sust.;
7:057:15
WhiteAssignment,
House Report,
7:15-7-30
Overseas
sust.;sust.;
7:30-7:55
network
service;
7:55-8
Weekend
News,
R NoJ
Reynolds.
CBS
7-7:05
News
Analysis,
Delco;
7:05-7:30
Indictment,
7:30-7:35
Ford;
7:35-8 seg.;
Sez Who,
seg. Ford Road Show,
MBS 7-7ing; :307:30-7:35
WingsNews,of Healing,
Wings of HealTop Tunes, co-op. sust.; 7:35-8 America's
NBC 7-8 Monitor, part.
8- 9 p.m.
ABC 8-8:05
Speaking of Sports,
sust.; Foun8:058:30
The dationNoble
American
for the Challenge,
Blind;
8:30-8:55
Disaster
American
National
Red
Cross;
8:55-9
Weekend News, R.J. Reynolds.
CBS 8-8:05
Miller
Show,CBSseg. News, Delco; 8:05-9 Mitch
MBS 8-8:30 Hour
Evangelical
Assn.;of Decision,
8:30-8:35 Billy
News,Graham
sust.;
8:35-9
NBC 8-9America's
Monitor, Top
part. Tunes, co-op.
9- 10 p.m.
ABC 9-9:05 Speaking
of Sports,9:30-9:55
sust.; 9:05-9:30
Startime
U.S.A., sust.;
sust.;
News
Conference,
9:55-10 News,College
R. J.
Reynolds.
CBS
9-9:05
CBS
News,
Delco;
9:05-9:30
The
World Tonight, seg.; 9:30-10 Face the Nation,
sust.
MBS
9-9:05
News,
co-op;
9:05-9:30
Science
Is
My
Beat, Virgil
sust.; 9:30-9:35
9:35-9:45
Pinkley, Sports
co-op; News,
9:45-10 sust.;
Dan
Smoot Show,
co-op.
NBC 9-10 Monitor, part.
BROADCASTING, January 12, 1959

10-11 p.m.
ABC network
10-10:15 Erwin Canham,
sust.; 10:15-10:30
No
Assemblies ofservice;
God. 10:30-11 Revival Time,
CBS 10-10:05
News,seg.;sust.;
Sportssust.CBS
Resume,
10:30-1110:05-10:15
Churcfi
ofSunday
the Air,
MBS 10-10:30 Marian Theatre, sust.; 10:3010:35
News,
America's
Future;
10:35-10:45
News,
co-op; 10:45-11 Music Beyond the
Stars, co-op.
NBC 10-10:30 Hour
of Decision,
Billy Graham
Evangelistic
Assn.
(split network
with
Monitor,
part.,
on
remainder
of network);
10:30-11 formed
BackChurch.to God Hour, Christian
Re11 p.m. -Midnight
ABC 11-11:05network
Weekendservice;
News, 11:55-12
sust.; 11:0511:55
Late
News, No
sust.
CBS 11-11:30
Tommy
Dorsey
Orch.
With
WarCovington,
tonrenOrch.,
sust. sust.; 11:30-12 Duke EllingMBS 11-11:05
News,
co-op; sust.;
11:05-11:30
Oklahoma
City
Symphony,
11:30-11:35
News, sust.;
11:35-12
Oklahoma City
Symp
h
o
n
y
,
s
u
s
t
.
NBC 11-12 Monitor, part.
Midnight1 a.m. service.
ABC No network
CBS 12-12:05
CBS News, sust.; 12:05-1 No
network
service.
MBS No network service.
NBC 12-12:05 News, sust.; 12:05-1 No network
service.
MONDAY-FRIDAY MORNING
7- 8 a.m.
ABC No network service.
CBS 7-7:05
RustyNo Draper
Show,
R. J.7:45-7:50
Reynolds; 7:05-7:45
service;
Ned Calmer
& 7:55-8
thenetwork
News;
7:50-7:55
NoReynnetwork
service:
Ned
Calmer,
R.J.
olds, Lewis Howe.
MBS
News, co-op;
Top 7-7:05
Tunes,
7:30-7:357:05-7:30
ColgateAmerica's
Sportsreel
With co-op;
Bill Stern,
Colgate-Palmolive;
7:35-8
America's
Top
Tunes,
NBC No network service. co-op.
8- 9 a.m.
ABC 8-8:15 News
AroundNo thenetwork
World, ColgatePalmolive;
8.15-8:55
8:55-9 Paul Harvey
— News, Beltone. service;
CBS 8-8:15 NoCBSnetwork
World News
Roundup,
8:15-8:55
service;
8:55-9 co-op;
Rusty
Draper Show,
R. J. Reynolds.
MBS
8-8:15
News,
co-op;
8:15-8:30
America's
Top
Tunes,
co-op;
8:30-8:35
Colgate
Sportsreel With Bill Stern, Colgate-Palmolive;
8:35-9
Top Tunes, co-op.
NBC NoAmerica's
network service.
9- 10 a.m.
ABC 9-10
Breakfast
Club, Clairol,
Campana,KVP,Kretschmer,
Appian
Way Pizza,
tholatum,
MaglaVanProducts,
C.Men-H.
Musselman, Renuzit,
A. E. Staley,
Nuys, Hudson
Vitamin.
CBS 9-9:15Rusty
CBS News ofShow,
America, co-op;
9:15-9:20
olds; 9:20-10 No Draper
network service.R. J. ReynMBS
9-9:15
Robert
F.
Hurleigh—News,
9:15-9:30
America's Top Tunes, co-op;co-op;
9:309:35
Tunes,News,
co-op.Halogene; 9:35-10 America's Top
NBC
9-9:05
News,
part.;
9:05-9:30
No
network
service;
9:30-9:45
World News
op; 9:45-10
No network
service.Roundup, co10- 11 a.m.
ABC
The PeterNo andnetwork
Mary service;
Show,
A.10:25E. 10-10:10
Staley;
10:10-10:25
10:30
Commentary
—
Bob
Fleming;
10:30-10:55
No network
News,
General
Foods. service; 10:55-11 Late
CBS 10-10:05Time,CBS seg.News, sust.; 10:05-11 Arthur
Godfrey
MBS
10-10:05 10:30-10:35
News, co-op;
10:05-10:30
To be
announced;
News,
GeneralColgateFoods;
10:35-10:40 10:40-10:45
Bill SternBoris
Sportsreel,
Palmolive;
Karloff
Presents,
co-op;
10:45-10:50
Easy Assignment
Listening, Hollyco-op;
10:50-10:55wood,
Fred
Robbins—
co-op.
co-op; 10:55-11
The Big Decision,
NBC 10-10:05
Story,
part. News, part.; 10:05-11 My True
11 a.m.-Noon
ABC
11-11:25 No— network
service;
11:25-11:30
Commentary
Shadel;
network
service; Bill
11:55-12
Late 11:30-11:55
News, sust. No
CBS 11-11:05
CBS
News;
11:05-11:30
ing Streets,
seg.; Howard
11:30-11:45Miller
No Whispernetwork
service;
11:45-12
Show,
Wrigley.
MBS
11-11:05
News,
co-op;
11:05-11:30
To be
announced;
11:30-11:35
News,
General
Foods;
11:35-12 Queen for a Day, co-op.

NBC 11-11:05
News,part.part.; 11:05-12 Bert
Parks'
Bandstand,
MONDAY-FRIDAY AFTERNOON
Noon-1 p.m.
ABC 12-12:15Boys,
Paul Sterling
Harvey, Drugs;
co-op; 12:15-12:20
Sunshine
12:20-12:55
No network
12:55-1 Late
News
General
Foods. service;
SB!
12r'l2:K CBS News>
sust.;
12:05-12:15
12:15-12.30
Wife,
seg.;
12 -30-12
,n -,Vi¥^-J?ayes
MaTVseg.;
Healy,
Staley;
Romance
Helen andTrent,
Gal
Sunday,ofBackstage
seg.
12:45-1
Ow-45
%lt12£?:05J*ews'
C°-°P;
12:05-12:15
itl pr¥an'
\*Tunes'
C°-°P;12:30-12:35
12:15-12:30AmerThe
A^fer
1oC0-0P;
News,
1-mr2 ^9*,?«
p.m. giu 12 :35-1 No network service!
TorA^eNeWS' Part': 12:05"1 No net"
ABC 1-1:55
No network
service; 155-2 Late
News,
Ex-Lax,
General Foods.
?Bon
T!lis
Is
Nora
Drake, Vmi™
seg- 1151:30 Ma Perkins, see - l-30-l-4<5
n,
Malcme; 145-2 fhe^Road o/ Life seg3 DT'
MoI
,~l?5ANews
Vith
CedTic
Foster,
co-op1:35
News
With Gabriel
Heatter
Ht ~h?°1:35-2
Arrlf,V-cas
Top Tunes,
co-op;General
1-30Foods;
America's
Top Tune's, co op
2-service
3 p.m. 5 N<lWS' V°5'2 No network
ABC
No network
News,2-2:55
General
Foods. service; 2:55-3 Late
B&h?"S:05z7CBSNews'2:30-2:45
sust-= 2:05-2:15
The
Mrs
Burton,
wi'i1*
1° Xv-VViness,
The Second
Couple
Next
Door,
seg.;seg.;
2:45-3seg.;Just2:15-2:30
Entertainment,
Tni2-?2:05
C°-°P; Top2:05-2:30
Foods;
2:35-3News'
America's
Tunes, America's
co-op
?nL, Real
T^',C^°P;
-2:?°^:35
General
ches
Life Stories,
part.;News>
2:30-2-45
One
h?5
i'°5,
?e,W%P^U
2:05-2:30
Don
Ame3- 4 p.m.
2:45-3 The Affair^
KCar;
CBS
3-3:30
Houseparty,
3:30-3:35
News3 sust
networkNo seg.;
service;
3service
:55-4Rusty
Late
Draper,
sust.;N° 3:35-4
network
MBS
3-3:05
News,
co-op;
3:05-3:30
America's
Top
co-op;
3:30-3:35
News,
Halogene;
3.35-4Tunes,
America's
co-op.
NBC 3-3:05 News, Toppart.;Tunes,
Matinee,
part.; 3:30-3:453:05-3:30
WomanFivein Star
My
4-part^'
5 p.m.Part; 3:45-4 pepper Young's Family,
ABC 4-4:25 No network
service;
4-25-4 30
Commentary—Don
Goddard;
4:30-4-55
network service; 4:55-5
Late News,
sust. No
CBS
4-4:55
No
network
service;
4:55-5
CBS
News, sust.
MBS
4-4:05
News,
co-op;
4:05-4:30
America's
Top Tunes, 4:35-4:45
co-op; 4:30-4:35network
News, service;
Hudson
Vitamins;
4:45-5
America's Top NoTunes,
co-op.
NBC 4-4:05 News, part.; 4:05-5 No network
service.
5- 6 p.m.
ABC
5-5:25 NoJohnnetwork
service;
5:25-5:30No
Commentary—
Secondari;
5:30-5-55
network
service; 5:55-6
Late News,
sust.
CBS
5-5:30
No
network
service;
only) U.N.
On the Record, sust.;5:30-5
5:45-645
No(Fn.network
service.
MBS
5-5:05 News,
5:05-5:30
Top
co-op;co-op;
5:30-5:35
News,America's
Sinclair
Oil; Tunes,
5:35-5:45
America's
Top No
Tunes,network
co-op. service; 5:45-6
NBC
5-5
:05_
News,
part.;
5:05-5:30
No
network
service;
o:30-5:35 Daily Business Trends,
local station
work service. participation; 5:35-6 No netMONDAY-FRIDAY EVENING
6- 7 p.m.
ABC 6-6:15 No co-op;
network6:30-6:40
service;John6:15-6:30
Quincy
Daly,
Cadillac; Howe,
6:40-6:45
Paul
Harvey,
Midas,
R J
Reynolds;
6:45-6:50
Late
Sports,
sust.; 6:50-7
No network service.
CBS 6-6:05 service;
Allan Jackson,
sust.;
6:05-6-45 No
network
6:45-6:55
Lowell
Delco;
6:55-7 News,
Business
News,6:05-6:30
sust. Thomas,
MBS
6-6:05
co-op;
Thurs.)
Tunes,6:30-6:35
co-op; (Mon.(Fri.)
co-op.
The BigAmerica's
Decision, Topco-op;
News,
Reynolds; 6:35-7 America's Top Tunes,
97

NBC 6-6:056:45-7
News, Three
part.; Star
6:05-6:45
network
service;
Extra,No Sun
Oil,
co-op & sust.
7- 8 p.m.
ABC 7-7:15No Edward
P. service
Morgan,except
AFL-CIO;
7:15-7:55
Wed.
(7:30-8:30)
Thenetwork
Plymouth
Show—Thurs.,
Lawrence
We7:55-8
He, Late
Plymouth;
Mon.,
Tues.,
Fri.,
News, Grove Labs.
CBS 7-7:05
Sports
Time,seg.;
R. J.7:30-7:45
Reynolds;Answer
7:057:30
Amos
'n'
Andy,
Please,
co-op. seg.; 7:45-8 Edward R. Murrow,
MBS
7-7:15 Fulton
Lewissust.;
Jr., 7:30-7:35
co-op; 7:15-7:30
Assignment
People,
co-op;
7:35-8
(Mon.)Hour,Magic
of (Wed.)
Music, News,
sust.;
(Tues.)
The
Army
sust.;
Family
Theatre,
sust.;
(Thurs.)
By
People,
sust.; (Fri.) Lombardoland, USA,the sust.
NBC 7-7:057:15-7:30
News, part.;
7:05-7:15
NoGo,network
service;
on the part.;
co-op;
7:30-7:45
of Man
thepart.World,
7:45-8
Life
and News
the World,
8- 9 p.m.
ABC 8-8:25 No
network
8:25-8:30
Quincy
Howe,service;
8:30-8:55
NoCommentary
network —service;
8:55-9
Latesust.;News,
sust.
CBS
8-8:30
Robert
Q. Lewis,
seg.;
8:30-8:35
CBS
News,
sust.;
8:35-9
Jazz
Is
My
Beat,
seg.
MBS
co-op;Bill8:05-8:30
The
World
Today,8-8:05
part.;News,8:30-8:35
Stern,
Halogene;
8:35-9
Capital
Assignment,
co-op.
NBC Your
8-8:05 Life,
News,part.;
part.;(Tues.)
8:05-8:30
(Mon.) part.;
You
Bet
Nightline,
(Wed.) People
Are Funny,
part.; (Thurs.)
Nightline,
part.;Nightline,
(Fri.) Monitor,
part.; Moni8:30-9
(Mon.tor,-Thurs.)
part; (Fri.)
part.
9- 10 p.m.
ABC ple9-9:55
in the NoNews,network
Grove service;
Labs. 9:55-10 PeoCBS
9-9:05
Robert
Trout,
sust.;News
9:05-9:25
The
World Eric
Tonight,
seg.; 9:25-9:30
Analysis
With
Sevareid;
9:30-10To (Mon.)
Capitol
Cloakroom,
sust.;
(Tues.)
be
announced;
(Wed.) Dance
Orch., sust.; (Thurs.) Duke
Ellington
Orchestra,
Martin Orch.,
sust. sust.; (Fri.) Freddy
MBS
9-9:05
News,
co-op; 9:05-9:15
U.N. Radio
Preview, sust.; 9:15-9:30
Music Beyond
the
Stars,
co-op;
9:30-9:35
News,
Scranton;
9:3510 Music Beyond the Stars, co-op.
(Mon.-Thurs.)
9-9:05
News, News,
part.; 9:0510NBCNightline,
part.; part.;
(Fri.) 9:55-10
9-9:05
9:05-9:55
Monitor,
News, part.;
part.
10- 11 p.m.
ABC
10-10:05 NoJohnnetwork
W. Vandercook,
AFL-CIO;
10:05-10:30
service; 10:30-10:55
No
sust. network service; 10:55-11 Late News,
CBS
CBS News,
sust.; (Tues.)
10:05-10:30
(Mon.)10-10:05
Irving
Trio, sust.;
Bill
Snyder
Trio, Fields
sust.;
sust.; (Thurs.)
Florian (Wed.)
Zabach Dance
Orch., Orch.,
sust.;
(Fri.) Dance
Orch., sust.;(Wed.)
10:30-11
Tues.)
Ralph Flanagan;
Dance(Mon.
Orch.,&
sust.;
(Thurs.
& Fri.) Guy Lombardo
Orch.,
sust.
MBS 10-10:05
News; co-op;
co-op; 10:30-10:35
10:05-10:30 News,
Music
Beyond
the10:35-11
Stars,
Hudson,
Music Beyond
the Stars,
co-op.
NBC 10-10:05(Mon.)
(Mon.-Thurs.)
News,
part.;
10:05-10:30
International
Bandstand,
sust.;
Treasury
Music,
sust.;
(Wed.) (Tues.)
Public Affairs
Series,of sust.;
(Thurs.)
Treasury News
of Music,
sust.;
10:30-10:45
(Mon.Thurs.)
of
the
World
(repeat)
part.;
10:45-11
(Mon.-Thurs.)
LifeBoxing,
and theGillette;
World,
repeat; (Fri.)
10-10:30
10:30-11
Sports(Fri.)
Highlights,
part.
11 p.m.-Midnight
ABC
Late 11-11:55
News, sust.No network service; 11:55-12
CBS
11-11:10
News,Eddiesust.;Layton
11:10-11:30
(Mon.,
Tues., CBS
Thurs.)
Trio;
(Wed.) bach,Dance
Orch.,
sust.;
(Fri.)
Florian
Zasust.;
11:30-12
(Mon.)
Sarah
Vaughan,
sust.;
(Tues.)
Leon
Kelner,
sust.;
(Wed.)
Dance
Orch.,
sust.;
(Thurs.
&
Fri.)
Gene
Krupa, sust.
MBS
11-11:05
News, co-op;
co-op; 11:30-11:35
11:05-11:30 News,
Music
Beyond
the Stars,
sust.; 11:35-12
Music Beyond
the Stars.
NBC 11-11:05
News,
part.;
11:05-12
No
network service.
Midnight-1
a.m.
ABC No network service.
CBS 12-12:05
sust.; 12:05-1 No network service.CBS News,
MBS
NBC NoNo network
network service.
service.
(Note: programs orexcept
those listed
co-op,to
fully
sustaining
are sold
varioussponsored
network participating
sponsors.)
98 (NETWORK SHOWSHEETS)

SATURDAY MORNING
7- 8 a.m.
ABC
network service.
service.
CBS NoNo network
MBS
7-7:05
News,
co-op;
7:05-7:30 America's
Top Tunes, co-op;Top
7:30-7:35
7:35-8
Tunes, News,
co-op. Scranton;
NBC NoAmerica's
network service.
8- 9 a.m.
ABC 8-8.15 News Around the World, sust.:
8:15-8:30
Changing service;
Times, Kiplinger;
8:308:55
8:55-9 Weekend
News,NoR.J.network
Reynolds.
CBS
8-8:15
CBS
World
News
Roundup,
co-op;
8:15-9 No network service.
MBS 8-8:05
8:05-8:30News,
America's
Top
Tunes,News,
co-op;co-op;
8:30-8:35
Symphonic Electronics; 8:35-9 America's Top
Tunes,
NBC No co-op.
network service.
9- 10 a.m.
ABC 9-9:15network
Changingservice;
Times, 9:55-10
Kiplinger;
9:159:55
Weekend
News,No Reynolds.
CBS
9-9:05
News,
sust.;
9:05-9:15
News,
co-op;
9:15-9:30 Man
Around the House, seg.; 9:309:45
Gate, CBS
seg. Farm News, seg.; 9:45-10 Garden
MBS
9:05-9:30
Top 9-9:05
Tunes, News,
co-op;co-op;
9:30-9:35
News,America's
Hudson
co-op.
Vitamins; 9:35-10 America's Top Tunes.
NBC 9-9:05 News, sust.; 9:05-10 Monitor, part.
10- 11 a.m.
ABC
10-10:30
StoryCo.:Princess,
U.S. NoPharmacal,
World
Travelers
10:30-10:55
network
service;
10:55-11
Weekend
News,
Reynolds.
CBS
10-10:05
Allan
Jackson
&
the
News,
Chevrolet;
10:05-11
Galen Drake
Show,Amerseg.
MBS 10-10:05
News,
co-op;
10:05-10:30
10:30-10:35
News,
co-op. ica's Top Tunes,
Halogene;
10:35-11co-op;
America's
Top Tunes,
NBC 10-11 Monitor, part.
11 a.m.-Noon
ABC
11-11:55
No R.J.
network
service; 11:55-12
Weekend
News,Allan
Reynolds.
CBS
11-11:05
Jackson
& the seg.News.
Chevrolet;
11:05-12
Robert
Q.11:05-11:30
Lewis,
MBS
11-11:05
News,
co-op;
Amer11:30-11:35
News,
co-op. ica's Top Tunes,
Scranton;
11:35-12 co-op;
America's
Top Tunes,
NBC 11-12 Monitor, part.
SATURDAY AFTERNOON
Noon-1 p.m.
ABC
12-12:25
network American
service; 12:25-12:30
News,
sust.; NoWeekend
12:30-12:55
Farmer,
sust.;
12:55-1
News,Chevrolet;
R.J. Reynolds.
CBS 12-12:05
Allan Jackson,
12:0512:30
Amos
'n'
Andy,
seg.;
12:30-12:55
Gunsmoke,12-12:05
seg.; News,
12:55-1 co-op;
To Be 12:05-12:30
Announced.Wheel
MBS
ofSymphonic
Chance, co-op;
12:30-12:35
Sports
News,
12:35-1 Wheel of
Chance,
co-op.Electronics;
NBC
12-12:25
National
Farm
and Homeonly,Hour,
Allis-Chalmers
(limitedavailable
network
rem
a
i
n
d
e
r
o
f
stations
are sustaining— split network
withMorton
Monitor,
part.);
12:25-12:30
Alex
Dreier,
Salt;
12:3012:45 Red
Clark; part.);
(limited 12:45network only,Foley,
split Hess
with &Monitor,
1 Monitor.
1- 2 p.m.
ABC
1-1:05 Reynolds
Speaking Ranch
of Sports,
sust.;
1:051:30
Boys,1:55-2
sust.;Week1:301:55 Andy
the Maracas, sust.;
endShake
News, Reynolds.
CBS
1-1:05Hospital,
Allan Jackson,
Chevrolet;
1:051:30 City
seg.;
1:30-1:35
network
service;
1:35-1:50Allan
Adventures
inNoChevrolet;
Science,
sust.;
1:50-1:55
Jackson,
1:55-2 News Analysis, Delco.
MBS 1-1:05 News, co-op; 1:05-1:15 No netservice; 1:15-1:30 Hudson;
America's1:35-2
Top AmerTunes.
co-op;ica'swork1:30-1:35
Top Tunes, News,
sust.
NBC
1-1:45
Monitor,
part.;
(also
repeats
& Home,1:30-1:45)
1-1:25; Dreier,
1:25-1:30;part.and Farm
Red
1:45-2 Monitor,
2-Foley,
3 p.m.
ABC
2-2:55 Reynolds.
Matinee, sust.; 2:55-3 Weekend
News,
CBS 2-3 R.J.
Metropolitan Opera, Texaco.
MBS
America's
Top 2-2:05
Tunes; News,
2:30-2:35co-op;
News,2:05-2:30
Symphonic
Electronics; 2:35-3 America's
NBC 2-3 Monitor,
part. Top Tunes, co-op.
3- 4 p.m.
ABC 3-3:55
Matinee, sust.; 3:55-4 Weekend
News,
R.J. Reynolds.

CBS 3-4 Metropolitan Opera, (cont.)
MBS
America's
Top 3-3:05
Tunes, News,
co-op; co-op;
3:30-3:353:05-3:30
News, Halogene;
3:35-4
NBC 3-4America's
Monitor, Top
part. Tunes, co-op.
4- 5 p.m.
ABC 4-4:55
NoReynolds.
network service; 4:55-5 Weekend News,
CBS 4-5
Metropolitan
Opera (cont.).
MBS
4-4:05
News,
co-op;
4:05-4:30
Top Tunes,
co-op;Top
4:30-4:35
News, America's
Hudson;
4:35-5
America's
NBC 4-5 Monitor, part.Tunes, co-op.
5- 6 p.m.
ABC 5-5:30 No network service; 5:30-5:35
Speaking
of Sports, sust.; 5:35-5:55 No netolds. work service; 5:55-6 Weekend News, ReynCBS
5-5:30
6 Make WayMetropolitan
for Youth, Opera
sust. (cont.); 5:30MBS
5:05-5:30
America's
Top 5-5:05
Tunes,News,
co-op;co-op;
5:30-5:35
Sports
News,
Symphonic
Electronics;
Tunes,5-6 co-op.
NBC
Monitor,
part. 5:35-6 America's Top
SATURDAY EVENING
6- 7 p.m.
ABC 6-6:30
Navy sust.;
Hour, 6:35-6:55
sust.; 6:30-6:35
Speaking of Sports,
No network
service;
6:55-7
Weekend
News,
Reynolds.
CBS
6-6:05
CBS
News,
sust.;
6:05-6:30
Vincent
Lopez
Orch.,sust.;sust.;
6:30-6:55
the Chase,
CBS
News,Saturday
sust. at
MBS
News, No6:55-7
co-op;
6:05-6:10
Viewpoint,
sust.;6-6:05
6:15-6:30
network
service;
6:306:35
News, Scranton; 6:35-7 America's Top
Tunes,
NBC 6-7 co-op.
Monitor, part.
7- 8 p.m.
ABC 7-7:30 At Ease, sust.; 7:30-7:35 Speaking
of Sports,
sust.;
No network service; 7:55-8 Sports
Weekend7:35-7:55
News,
CBS
7-7:05
Timenetwork
WithReynolds.
Frank Gifford.
sust.;
7:05-7:10
No
7:107:30
An EyeNight,on seg.
Sports, seg.; service;
7:30-8 Upbeat
Saturday
MBS
7-7:05
Nems,
sust.;
7:05-7:30
Hawaii
Calls,
sust.;
7:30-8 Word of Life Hour, Word of
Life.
NBC 7-8 Monitor, part.
8- 9 p.m.
ABC
8-8:30
Vincent service;
Lopez Show,
8:308:55
NoReynolds.
network
8:55-9sust.;
Weekend
News,
CBS 8-8:05
Allan
Jackson
&
the
News,
Chevrolet; 8:05-8:30
World Tonight,
New York
Philharmonic,
sust. seg.; 8:30-9
MBS
8-8:05
News,
co-op;
8:05-8:30
Bandstand,
U.S.A., gene;co-op.;
8:30-8:35 Sports
News,
Halo8:35-9 Bandstand,
NBC 8-9 Monitor,
part. U.S.A., co-op.
9- 10 p.m.
ABC 9-9:25
Lawrence
Welk's Sports,
Army Show,
sust.;
9:25-9:30
Speaking
sust.;
9:35-9:55
No Reynolds.
network
service;of 9:55-10
Weekend
News,
CBS 9-10
New Yorkco-op;
Philharmonic,
cont.
MBS
9-9:05
9:05-9:30
Bandstand,
U.S.A.,
co-op;News,9:30-9:35
News,
Scranton;
9:3510NBCBandstand,
U.S.A.,
co-op.
9-9:30
Monitor,
part;
9:30-10
Grand only,
Ole
Opry;
R.J.
Reynolds
(limited
network
remainder
ing basis). of stations available on sustain10- 11 p.m.
ABC 10-10:30 No network service; 10:30-10:35
Speaking
of Sports,
10:35-10:55
netolds.
work service;
10:55-11sust.;
Weekend
News, NoReynCBS
10-10:30
New
York
Philharmonic,
cont.;
10:30-11
Vincent
sust. Music
MBS
News,Lopez
co-op;Orch.,
10:05-10:30
co-op.10-10:05
Beyond
the10:35-11
Stars,
co-op;
10:30-10:35
Hudson;
Music
Beyond
the News,
Stars,
NBC 10-11 Monitor, part.
11 p.m.-Midnight
ABC
11-11:55
network service; 11:55-12
Weekend
News,No sust.
CBS
11-11:10
News, 11:30-12
sust.; 11:10-11:30
Bill
Snyder
Trio,
sust.;
Duke Ellington
Orch.,
sust. News, co-op; 11:05-11:30
MBS
11-11:05
Music
Beyond
the Stars,
sust.;
11:35-12
Music co-op;
Beyond 11:30-11:35
the Stars, News,
co-op.
NBC 11-12
Monitor,
part.
Midnight-1
a.m. service.
ABC No network
CBS 12-12:05
CBS News, sust.; 12:05-1 No network
service.
MBS No network service.
NBC 12-12:05 News, sust.; 12:05-1 No network
service.
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Station Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting
Dec. 31 through Jan. 7: Includes data on new stations, changes in existing
stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes and
routine roundup.
partnersW.Jerome
Z. and
Samuel
Elkin,
Abbreviations:
Charles
Letter and
Henry
W. Weiss
Ellenville
businessmen.
Announced
Jan. 7.are
DA
—
directional
antenna,
cp
—
construction
Norwalk, Ohio — Norwalk Bcstg. Inc 1240
permit. high
ERP—frequency,
effective radiated
power,
vhi
—very
high vis.freunl. P.O.construction
address 39costSto'utentmrg 100Dr. w.Estimated
$23 000
quen—cy, antkilowatts,
. — antenna,wuhf—
aur.watt,
—ultra
aural,
— kc.
visual, kw
—
mc
—
megafi£?L^ea^Owners
0Perating
cost $50,000,
revenue
$50,000.
are Dudley
A. White
Jr.
cy les. D— day. N — night.
LStransmitter,
— local sunset,
mod.
—
modification,
trans.
—
unl.
Publisher (80%) and others. Announced
— unlimited
kc — kilocycles.
SCA — subsidiaryhours,
communications
authorization.
SSA
Tenn.
Norman
A. Box
Thomas
—temporary
special service
authorization.
1450Greenville,
kc. 250 wTenn.
unl. —Estimated
P.O.
addressconstruction
428,
authorization.
* — educ.STA — special Chattanooga,
cost
$12,975,
first
year
operating
cost
$44,000
revenue
$48,000.
Mr.
Thomas
owns
WDNT
New Tv Stations
Dayton, Tenn. Announced Jan. 5.
APPLICATIONS
Navasota, Tex.— Whitten Bcstg. Co. 1550
Navasota. EstiP.O. address
w D.construction
kc. 250 mated
Terre
Haute, mc);
Ind. —ERP
Plains316 Television
Corp.
cost $14,265,
first$40,000
year
ch.
10
(192-198
kw
vis.,
158
kw
operating
cost $30,000,
revenue
aur.; ant. height above average terrain 978 Equal partners
Whitten
G. and R. H. Jan.
ft., above struground
996.5 first
ft. Estimated
con5. publish newspapers.J. Announced
c
t
i
o
n
c
o
s
t
$706,662,
year
operating
Bristol, Va.—Tricost $550,000, revenue $700,000. P.O. address
kc
190 N. State
St., SW
Chicago.
Studio-Trans,Geo-lo- oO kw D. P.O. addressCities920 Radio
Ave 940BrisHolstonCorp.
cation, one mile
of Farmersburg.
constructi
Estimated
■ Tenn*?L
on$107 cost
352
cost
operating
year
first
$194,151,
graphic
coordinates
39°
13'
41"
N.
Lat.,
87°
23'
47" W.
Long. &Trans.
-ant., Washington.
RCA. Legal James
Mrs'
Mr.haveand 12>/2%
revenue $180,000. Owners
counsel
McKenna
Wilkinson,
(70%), are
who
interest C.in Wilson
WOPI Bristol,
Consulting
engineer Walter
F. Kean,of RiverTenn.,
and Carl
side, 1 1. Applicant
is licensee
WICS Announced
etc
sales,
pool
swimming
in
(30%),
Moore
R.
5.
Jan.
Springfield
permittee
of WCHUDec. Champaign, bothand
Illinois.
Announced
31.
Yakima,
Wash.
—
Yakima
Valley
Television
Existing
Am
Stations
Co.
ch. aur.;
23 ( 524-530
mc) ; above
ERP 20.9
kw vis.,
APPLICATIONS
11.3 kw
ant.aboveheight
average
terrain mated
957.6 ft.,
ground
147.8
ft.
EstiKFMB San Diego, Calif.— Cp to increase
construction
cost
$67,989,
first
year
operating 4211
cost Richey
$90,000, revenue
$138,000.
P.O. daytimestall newpower
trans. from 5 kw to 50 kw and inaddress
Rd. Ahtnaum
Studio
location
Yakima.
Trans,
location
ridge
WFRP
Savannah,
daysouth of Yakima. Geographic coordinates new trans.
time power from 250Ga.—
w toCp 1tokwincrease
and install
46° 31'-ant.,
56" N.RCA.Lat.,Consulting
120° 30' 25.92"
W. Long.
Trans.
engineer
HarWKBV Richmond, Ind.— Cp to increase
old C. Singleton, Portland, Ore. Ralph daytime
power infrom
250 w toequipment.
1 kw and
Tronsrud,
Jan.
5. realtor, is sole owner. Announced make
changes
transmitting
WENTtime powerElmira,
N.Y.—
Cp
to
increase
dayNew Am Stations
new trans. from 250 w t@ 1 kw and install
APPLICATIONS
WJTN power
Jamestown, N.Y.— Cp to increase
daytime
and Richard
new trans. from 250 w to 1 kw and
E. Clovis,
NewmanCalif.790— Elbert
kc, 500H. wDeanD. P.O.
address install
5226 N. mated
Teilman
Ave.,costFresno,
Calif.
EstiWGGO Salamanca, N.Y.— Cp to increase
$22,738,
firstEqual
year power
from 1 kw tonew5 kw;
install
operating Dean
costconstruction
$27,600,
revenue
$48,000.
ant. daytime
and directional
delete repartners
and
Newman
have
been
emmote control and
operation trans,
of trans.
ployesnounceofd JaKARM-AM-FM
Fresno.
AnKOBH
Hot
Springs,
S.D.—
Cp
to
decrease
n. 5.
from 1 kw to 500 w.
CountyBoxBcstrs.
Inc. power
1310Douglas,
kc, 1 kwGa.-D. Coffee
P.O. address
426. EstiKNOW
Austin,
Tex.—
Cp
to
increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and install
matedcostconstruction
cost
$25,376,$48,000.
first Ownyear new trans.
operating
$38,400,
revenue
ers are Floyd
Wade (30%),
in lumber;
to increase
power
Thomas
H. FrierD. (17V2%),
publisher;
David fromKOYL500 Odessa,
w to 1 kwTex.—andCpinstall
new trans.
H. Bailey (171/2%),
Announced
Jan. 5. in bottling, and others.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
Ralph 145
F. W. FrazerSprings
1010
kc.Meridian,
1 kwBoise,
D. Idaho—
P.O.
Ave..
Idaho.address
EstimatedWarm
construction
cost
$26,000,
first
year
operating
cost
$35,000,
revenue $38,000. Mr. Frazer is account exDec. 31. ecutive, KBOI-AM-TV Boise. Announced Co.,WTTT
1220 kc.Arlington,
Changed Fla.—
from Regional
WPEG. Bcstg.
Rolla,address
Mo.— Rolla
Bcstrs.
1590Mission,
kc 1 kwKan.D
WCPK
College
Park,
Ga.—
Robert A. CarP.O.
5300
Lamar,
Estimated
construction
costrevenue
$14,865,$36,998.
first ley, 1570 kc.
year
operating
cost
$28,904,
Roy
Stanley,Announced
sole owner,Jan.is7. employe.
KBKC D.Mission.
Valentine,
Neb.—
Valentine Robert
Bcstg. Thomas,
Co. 940
kc. 5 kw WJAG,
D. P.O. address
San Antonio,
station
Norfolk,% Neb.
Estimated 1250KARSkc. Changed
from Tex.—
KEXX.Leal Bcstg. Co.
construction
cost
$23,114,
first
year
operating
cost
$33,000,
revenue
$35,000.
WJAG
Inc.
owns 62.5%- of applicant. Announced Jan. 5. New Fm Stations
APPLICATIONS
Ellenville9 Phyllis
Bcstg. Dr.Co. Esti1370
kc.Ellenville,
500 w D. N.Y.—
P.O. address
$25,182,$50,000.
first Equal
year
operatingmatedcostconstruction
$45,000,cost
revenue
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Meridian St. Estimated construction cost
$43,550, first
yearby operating
$5,000. Ap-of
plicant, owned
Time Inc.,costisandlicensee
WFBM-AM-TV
Indianapolis
AM-TV Minneapolis.
Announced Dec. WTCN31.
Havre103.7de mc,Grace,
Md.—P.O.Chesapeake
Bcstg.97.
Corp.
3.78
kw.
address
Box
Estimated
construction
cost
$9,250,
first
operating
cost $5,000. Applicant
plansyeardeto
duplicate
WASA Announced
Havre
Grace,7. of programs
which it isoflicensee.
Jan.
Palmyra,
Pa.— William
N. Arlington
Reichard 92St. 1
mc,
740 w. Pa.P.O.
address 707
Tamaqua,
Estimated
construction cost
$11,503,
first
year
operating
cost $20 000
revenue
Applicant
auto dealer.$25,000.
Announced
Dec. is31. employe of
Marshall, Tex.— Harrison County Bcstg.
Co. 97.3 mc,constructio
5.9 kw. nP.O.cost address
Box 791.
Estimated
$8,698, first
operatingplicant islicensee
cost $1,200,
revenueMarshall.
$6,500 year
Apof
KMHT
Announced Jan. 5.
San Antonio, Tex.— Sunshine Bcstg. Co.
98.1
mc, 25 kw.
P.O. addresscost1130$25,000,
Broadway.
Estimated
construction
first
year operating cost $15,000, revenue $15,000
Applicant
is
licensee
of
KTSA
San
Antonio,
McClendon station. Announced Jan. 7.
Milwaukee, Wis.— Cream City Bcstg. Co
95.7 mc, 29.17
P.O. address
2625 costW
Wisconsin
Ave. kw.
Estimated
construction
$34,000,enuefirst
year
operating
cost $12,000,
rev$15,000.
Applicant
is
licensee
of
WMIL
Milwaukee. Announced Jan. 7.
Existing Fm Stations
APPLICATIONS
WJLK-FM
Asburyfrom Park,
N.J.—
to
change
94.3ERPmc,from
ch. 1Cp
232,
101.5 mc,frequency
ch. 268; increase
kw toto
20terrain
kw; from
increase
ant.
height
above
average
ant. and trans.250 ft. to 271 ft. and install new
WIUS (FM)
Croix, V.I.—newMod.fm ofbroadcp as
modified,
whichSt.authorized
cast
station
to
change
ant.
-trans,
and
studio
location from Columbus Bav, 3.5 miles NW
of Christiansted, St. Croix, V.I., to "Solberg,"
Charlotte Amalie,
VI
and
to 0.399to Saint
kw381.2andft.Thomas,
ant.
abovechange
averageERPterrain
(100.1height
mc).
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KREX-FM
GrandCo.,Junction,
ern Slope Bcstg.
92.3 mc. Colo.— WestWFNQ
Hartford,
Conn.—
General Bcstg
Inc., 93.7 mc.
WTCX
St.
Petersburg,
Fla.—
Trans-Chord
Co., 99.5 mc.
WDAS-FM
Philadelphia,
Pa.—
Max M
Leon Inc., 105.3 mc.
Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
WEBJ
Brewton,
Ala. — Granted
of license from William
E. Brooksassignment
Sr. and
Jr.,
to
J.
W.
and
Catherine
C. Gardner, d/b
under sameJan.name;
Announced
7. consideration $50,800.
KBLAment of license
Burbank,
GrantedE. assignand Calif.—
cpof toBurbank
George
ron Jr., and Bcstrs.
Inc., Camepartnershsideration
ip, d/b as$125,000Radio
Stationinterest
KBLA;to Gorconand
20%
don
A.
Rogers,
now
sole
owner.
Announced
Jan. 7.
WZIP to license
Covington,
—Greater
GrantedCincinnati
assignand cpD.Ky.to Skotch,
Radio mentInc.
(Edward
president);
consideration $211,700. Announced Jan. 7.
WMLFment of license
Pineville,
Ky.— Granted
to South
C. Bevinsassigntr/as
Ken-Te-Va Bcstg.
Announced
Jan. 7. Co.; consideration $30,600.
Granted
assignmentK.
of WISP
licenseKhnston,
to DiehlN.C.—
Bcstg.
Co. (William
99

Equipping a
Radio

Station?

Get More Coverage
With The New RCA
500- and 1 000 -Watt
AM Transmitters
The ability of these new 500- and
1000-watt AM transmitters to
achieve and maintain a higher
average level of modulation assures more program coverage.
Simplified tuning, ease of installation, built-in provisions for remote control, and low operating
cost make the RCA Type BTA500/1R your best transmitter buy.
Color styling adds harmony to
station decor-a choice of red,
green, blue, or grey doors. Whatever your equipment needs—
SEE RCA FIRST!
Or write for descriptive literature to RCA, Dept. OB-22, Building 15-1, Camden, New Jersey.
RADIO CORPORATION
of AMERICA

100 (FOR THE RECORD)

Diehl, president);
nounced Jan. 7. consideration $25,000. AnKULEment of license
Ephrata,
Wash.—Bcstg.
Granted
to Coulee
Corp. assign(DonR. Berry, president);
000. aldAnnounced
Jan. 7. consideration $75,APPLICATIONS
WGEA
Geneva,
— Seeks (Radio
acquisition
positive
control
ofAla.licensee
Southof
Ala.
Inc.)
by
Miles
H.
Ferguson
through
purchase
ofFerguson
30% fromwill Howard
E.ownership
Pill for
$5,000.
to 70%.Mr.Announced
Jan. increase
5.
KIFW from
Sitka,Alaska
Alaska — Seeks System
assignment of
license
Sitka Bcstg.
Co. forBcstg.
$11,100. BuyersInc. areto
Harryard C.C.Bradshaw
Lanz (33%), KIFWretailmanager;
Howothers. Announced (26%),
Jan. 5. clothier, and
KPASment of positive
Banning,control
Calif.—of Seeks
relinquishlicensee
(StevensJ.
Bcstg.
Inc.)
by
Mr.
and16.4%
Mrs.to Edwin
Stevens
who
are
selling
Harrison
M. Fuerst (37V2% owner of KVOR Colorado
Springs,
Colo.)37.3%.
for $2,100.
Mr. Jan.
and 7.Mrs.
Stevens retain
Announced
WFNM
De
Funiak
Springs,
Fla.
Seeks
assignment of license from Gulfport — Bcstg.
Co. toforstation's
manager,
Zepp
$13,000. general
Announced
Jan. 5.Leonard
WLOD quPompano
Beach,
Fla.(50%)
— Seeks
acnegativeBeach
controlBcstg.
of permitteeisition of(Pompano
Corp.)
by
each
Arthur
F.
Harre
and
Leonard
A.
Versluis (who presently own 25% apiece) from
Wellington $4,000
F. Shilling
and
L. Johnplus Announced
$8,500Charles
repayment
debt toston forcorporation.
Jan. 7. of
KSAL
Salina,
Kan.
—
Seeks
assignment
license
fromStuart,
KSAL soleInc.owner),
to Salina
Bcstg.of
Inc.
(James
for
$350,000.
Mr. Stuart,
Lincoln,
Neb.,and financier,
has
interests
in KFOR
Lincoln
KRGI Grand
Island, both Nebraska, and KMNS Sioux
City, Iowa. Announced Jan. 7.
Miss. — SeeksBcstg.
transfer
of WKDL
100% ofClarksdale,
licensee (Coahoma
Co.)
from
Joseph
G.
Rachuba
and
John
B.
Craddock tomon inFarley
Salmon
Jr. and William
Salreturn
for
assumption
of
certain
indebtedness
Messrs.5. Salmon
are in farming.of corporation.
Announced Jan.
WMURtary transfer
Manchester,
N.H. from
— SeeksFrancis
involun-P.
of control
Murphy,
deceased,
toH. hisFischer,
estate,executors.
Nashua
Trust
Co.
and
Agnes
Announced Jan. 7.
WSKN ofSaugerties,
N.Y.—
SeeksCorp.)
transferfromof
61.75%
licensee
(Skylark
John
Lynker,
MaryPhilip
Campochiaro,
Frank
Campochiaro
and
M.
Baker
Radio Inc. for $37,930. VIP plans toto VIP
buy
additionalproved15%
for
$13,550.
FCC
recently
apVIP
purchase
of
WVIP
Mt.
Kisco
and
WNRC-AM-FM
new
Rochelle,
both
New
York
(BROADCASTING,
January 5, 1959).
Announced
Jan. 5.
WCUE-AM-FM
Akron,
Ohio— SeeksBcstg.
assignment of license
Corp. to WCUE
Radio fromInc. Akron
for $600,000.

Buyers
are Ted Estabrook,
former
WERI andWesterly,
R.I., andformer
WHOO owner
Orlando,of
Fla.,
Jack Valdes,
count executive.
Announced Jan.BBDO
7. acKRMW The Dalles, Ore.— Seeks transfer
ofColumbia)
control (100%)
of licenseeEarl(Radio
MidOliver
to Inland
Broadcast
Co.from
forlicensee
$35,000.of B.Buyer
(Marvyn
Ling,
64.8%)
is
KWEI
Weiser
andV.
KAYT
Rupert,
both
Idaho.
Announced
Dec.
31.
KFIR ofNorth
Bend, (Bay
Ore.—Bcstg.
Seeks transfer
100%
licensee
Co.)
fromof
Josephine
E.
Edwards
to
Vernon
G.
Ludwig
(one-fourth
owner of KDOV
Ore.)
for
$85,000. Announced
Jan. Medford,
5.
KUBE Pendleton, Ore. — Seeks acquisition
of positive
control of licensee
(Umatilla
Bcstg.
John M.Robert
Carroll,E.
present Enterprises
49% owner, Inc.)
who byis buying
Thomlinson's
49%
for
$11,000.
Announced
Dec. 31.
WPEN Philadelphia, Pa.— Seeks transfer
ofCo.)control
of licensee
Penn Bcstg.
from Sun
Ray Drug(William
Co. to Consolidated
Sun Ray Inc.
Merger
of
Sun
Ray
withthisConsolidated
StoresJan.necessitates
application.RetailAnnounced
7.
WTRO
Dyersburg,
Tenn.
—
Seeks
transfer
100%
of licensee
(Southern
General
Bcstg.B.of
Co.)
from
William
E.M.Davis
and
Pinkney
Cole
Jr.
to
John
Latham
(one-third
owner ofAnnounced
WLAY Muscle
$65,000.
Jan. 5. Shoals, Ala.) for
WHEYment of license
Millington,
Tenn.W.— Seeks
from Earl
Daly to assignMemphis-Millington
Bcstg.
Co.
for
$55,000.
Buyers
are
equal
partners
Robert
G.
Watson
and Fred L. Thomas, each of whom owns
one-third nouofnced JaWLAY
Muscle
Shoals,
Ala.
Ann. 7.
Hearing Cases
INITIAL DECISIONS
Hearinginitial
Examiner
Huntting(1)
issued
decisionAnnie
lookingNealtoward
affirming
Feb.
6,
1957
grant
of
applications
of Palm
Springs
Station Inc.,
for
cp
for and
two newTranslator
tv translator
stations
(K70AL
operate (2)on granting
chs. 70
and
73 in PalmK73AD)
Springs,to Calif.;
applications
to modify
those permits
inERP and
make changes
in ant.to system,creasesubject
to provision
that transmitting
ant. equipment
and
transmission
line
equipment heretofore installed without authority
shall not
be used, toandcover
(3) denied
tions for licenses
stations applicaK70AL
and K73AD, without prejudice to filing of
new applications
when
construction
ized in permits granted herein hasauthorbeen
completed;
dates for authorized
beginning and
tion of construction
shall complebe extendedstruction
to datespermits.provided
Announcedin modified
Jan. 6. conHearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion issued
initial decision looking toward granting application of WILA Va.,Inc.,from
to increase
WILA Danville,
500 w topower1 kw,of

RADIO STATION
CALIFORNIA
Major market facility in growth area. Real
potential for aggressive owner-manager.
$125,000— $45,000 down.
Contact
San Francisco
— 111 office.
Sutter St.
Exbrook 2-5671
or the nearest
Dallas Cleveland
Wash.,
D. C.
Terminal
Tower 1737
St. N.DeSales
W.
TO 1-6727
EX 3-3456
HAMILTON • STUBBLE FIELD • TWINING and Associates, Inc.
BROKERS — Radio and Television Stations — Newspapers
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JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive
Office* St., ME.
1733 DeSeles
N. W.8-5411
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington,
D. C. AFCCE
FEderal 3-4600
Member

JAMES C. McNARY
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING
ENGINEERS
RADIO
TELEVISION
501-514 &Munsey
Bldg.
STerlmg 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL
BLDG.D.Dl.C.7-1319
WASHINGTON,
P. O. BOXKANSAS
7037CITY,JACKSON
MO. 5302
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Experience in Radio
Pennsylvania Bldg. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building District 7-0215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
71 1 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Blag.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublie 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. CarrConsulting
& Associates
Radio & Television
Washington
6,Engineers
D. C. Leesburg,
Port Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
IN WOOD
OFFICE
DALLAS POST
9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32 CRestview 44721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
Oliver 2-8520

GEO.CONSULTING
P. ADAIRENGINEERS
ENG. CO.
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610
Eye St., D.N. C.W.
Washington,
ExecetiveMember
3-1230 AFCCE
Executive 3-5851

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. QoineyRiverside,
St.— Riverside
III. 7-2153
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM
Consulting E.RadioBENNS,
Engineer JR.
3802 Military
Rd.,
C. N. W.,
PhoneWash.,
EMersonD. 2-8071
Box Phone
2468, Birmingham,
STate 7-2601 Ala.
Member AFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
8401 Cherry St. Hilcmd 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200Brecksville,
SnowvilleOhioRoad
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386 P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE, JR.
5622 Dyer Street
Dallas 6, Texas

VIR SPECIALTY
N. JAMES
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 8.Denver
Kearney22, Colorado
Skyline 6-1603

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

RALPH J. BITZER
CONSULTING
ENGINEER
Suite
298,
Bldg.,
St. Louis
Mo. Arcade
"For 1,Results
inGarfield
Broadcast1-4954
AM-FM-TV
Engineering"
Allocations
• Applications
Petitions
• Licensing
Field Service

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting om-fsn-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Sort© 601 Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc.
P.O. Box
1211,
Lakeland,
Mutual 2-1431.
5-5544Florida

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS
FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord
Cambridge
38, Ave.,
Mass.
Phone
TRowbridge
6-2810

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To—among
Be Seenthem,by the85,000*
Readers
decision-makingers,station
owners
and
managchief engineersfor and
techni-tv
cians— applicants
am, fm,
and
facsimile
facilities.
•ARB Continuing Readership Study

er vice

D irector

COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring
Company
PRECISION
FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL
TIME
SERVICE
FOR AM-FM-TV
'. O. Box
Kansas3-5302
City, Mo.
Phone7037Jackson
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CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
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continuing
operation
only. Announced
Dec. on31. 1580 kc, daytime
OTHER ACTIONS
Majority of ofCommission
Jan. 7 directed
preparation
document on looking
granting
application
Dakotaon toward
Bcstg.
Co., for new
tv stationof North
to operate
ch. 11
in1958,Fargo,
N.D.
Initial
decision
of
May
27,
looked toward this action.
Commission
on
Jan.
7
directed
preparation
of document looking toward affirming Aug,
1,Corp.
1957, ofgrantCharleston
of cp to Atlantic
Bcstg.
for new Coast
tv station
(WTMA-TV)
to operate
4 in Charles-by
ton S.C., which
had onbeench. protested
Southern Bcstg.
Co. (WUSN-TV,
ch. 2),
Charleston.
looked
towardInitial
this decision
action. of June 10, 1958,
Commission
preparation of documenton Jan.
looking7 directed
toward revoking
cp oftionNevada
Telecasting
Corp. Initial
for tv decistaKAKJ
(ch.
4),
Reno,
Nev.
action.sion of March 10, 1958, looked toward this
Commission on Jan. 7 directed preparation
of document
looking Bcstg.
toward Co.,granting
cation of Westbrook
for newappliam
station to operate
on denying
1440 kc,application
5 kw, D, inof
Westbrook,
Me.,
and
Sherwood J. Tarlow for new am station on
same
with 500 w, D, in Saco, Me.
Initialfrequency
warddecision
this action.of May 12, 1958, looked toorder.grantCom-of
By memorandu
mission affirmedm itsopinion
Sept. 3,and1958,
application ofof KNAF
GillespieFredericks
Bcstg. Co.burg,
to change
facilities
from 1340 kc, 250 w, unl., to 910 kc, 1 kw,Tex.,D.
In so doing, it granted petition by Red River
Valley
Corp. (KRRV),and Sherman,
to extentBcstg.of considering
weighing Tex.,
loss
to Fredservice
nighttime
of only primary
However,
ericksburg.
after
such
consideraCommission "isservice,
convinced
that asretentiontion,of nighttime
limited
that
servicetion ofis,newis less
important
than service
inaugura-to
daytime
primary
large population and area Gillespie would
serve unders its proposal." Vacated frequency i open
to newby Gillespie
applicants.to strike
Comdenied motion
mission
KRRV reply toconsideration.
former's
oppositionabstained
to reChairman Doerfer
from voting. Announced Jan. 7.
Commission scheduled oral argument for
Jan. 29 on liamsburg
followingCo.,am Williamsburg,
proceedings: WilVa.;
Birnev Imes Jr.Bcstg.(WMOX),
Meridian, Miss.,
and Mississippi Bcstg. Co., Carthage, Miss.
Routine Roundup
By report
and byorder,
Commission (1) dismissed petition
reconsideration
of governor
its actionof Colorado
of June for27,
1957, in rejecting proposals to authorize tv
"booster"
operation, and
(2) terminated
rule-makingvhf proceedings
involving,
without
adopting, proposals
for
tvuhf
"repeater"
station
operation
in
vhf
and
bands.
Comr.
Craven dissented;
curring statement. Comr. Cross issued conAt same time, Commission adopted public

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through103Jan. 7
TOTALFor APPLICATIONS
new stations
Not on air
104CP
10976
117
3,270
544
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING through Jan. 7
TOTAL
VHF
UHF
435
818
Commercial
29
Non-Commercial 4311
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
FM
As reported by FCC through Nov. 30
AM
TV
49
105
Licensed (all on air)
45
666
CPs
on
air
(new
stations)
544
3,270
115
108
456
CPs
not
on
the
air
(new
stations)
686
Total authorized stations
107
3,423
Applications for
in hearing)
119
306427
433
Applications
for new
new stations
stations (not
(in hearing)
575
5163
Total applications for new stations
34291
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
48
5817
Applications
for
major
changes
(in
hearing)
481
Total
applications
for major changes
0
01
Licenses
deleted
3701
CPs deleted
1 There are,
54
tion, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, 30but retain their
licenses.
2 There are, in addition, 39 tv cp-holders which were on the at one time but are4311no
longer
one which211has television
not startedcps operation.
3 Therein operation
have been,andin addition,
granted, but now deleted (44 vhf and 167
uhf).4 There has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.
notice (titled
"Operation
of Unlicensed
Boosters"
and issued
separately)
in which
itboosters
is affording
existing
unlicensed
vhf
90
days
to
apply
for
conversion
uhf translators or some other authorized totv
operation,
will takeanyimmediate
ment actionbut against
new vhf enforcebooster.
Comrs.ring Craven
statements. and Cross appended concurCommission still has under consideration
proposedtions to make
rules which
uhf sta-to
limitedwould
use permit
of boosters
reachice areas.
unserved
spots inDec.their31. Grade A servAnnounced
BROADCAST ACTIONS
ByActions
Broadcast
of Dec.Bureau
31
KVOU,
KEPS
Uvalde
and Eagle Pass, Tex.
—Granted
Bcstrs. Inc. assignment of licenses to Uvalde
WSFMment of license
Birmingham,
Ala. — Granted
to Melonas
Bcstg. Co.,assigncorporation.
WHAM,
WHFM
(FM)
Rochester,
N.Y.—
Granted transfer of control from Riggs &

ALLEN
KANDER
AND COMPANY
NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND SALE
OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
FINANCIAL ADVISERS

102 (FOR THE RECORD)

WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
NAtional 8-1990
NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
CHICAGO
35 East Wacker Drive
RAndolph 6-6760
1 700 Broadway
3623
AComaER2DENV '

Utah—Telecasting
Granted transfer
ofKSUB
controlCedarof City,
Beehive
Corp.
(corporation
holding individually
control ofto licensee
from
Samuel
Nissley,
Samuel
and Jeanette C. Nissley, joint tenants.
KLFD Litchfield, Minn.— Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
Following
stationsdates
wereas granted
extensions of completion
shown: WDVL
Vineland, N.J., to 3-31-59; WFPB Lake
Worth,
Fla., toKFMX
4-30-59;(FM)WKVT
Brattleboro,
Vt., to 6-1-59;
San Diego,
Calif.,
to 6-30-59, and KPAX (FM) San Bernardino,
Calif., to 3-30-59.
Actions of Dec. 30
KINT
El
Paso,
Tex.— Grantedchange
mod. of cp
to change and
ant. -trans,
location
make location;
changes in ant.studio
and
ground
systems (decrease
control permitted;
condition.height); remote
KDUO (FM) Riverside, Calif.— Granted
mod.
Bcstg. ofCo. cp to change name to Western
KSON-FM
Granted
mod.
of cp to San
changeDiego,
ERP Calif.—
to 30 kw;
ant.
height crease
to height);
179 ft;typechange
ant.
system
(inof
ant.
and
type
trans.;
remote control permitted.
KRPMof cp(FM)
San Jose,
CaUf.—
mod.
change
studio
and toant.Granted
locations
andto increase
ant. height
-155-trans,
ft.;
condition.
WBRK
Pittsfield,
Mass.—
Granted
extension of completion date to 4-21-59.
Actions of Dec. 29
WKLMof license
Wilmington,
GrantedInc.
ment
and cpN.C.—
to WKLM
WCTW
(FM)
New
Castle,
Ini—B.Granted
transferbers andof Robert
control fromHunter
Adaline
ChamJr.,
trustees to Walter S.S. Chambers
Jr., voting
et al.
(all
stockholders),
through
termination
of
voting trust.
Following
stations
were
granted
extensions of completion dates as shown: WSBAContinued on page 107
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20<? per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25tf per word— $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch— STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• Ail other classifications 30<J per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants:
packages
$1.00 charge forexpressly
mailingrepudiates
(Forward anyremittance
please).forAlltheirtranscriptions
photos
etc., Ifsenttranscriptions
to box numbersor bulk
are sent
at ownersubmitted,
s risk. Broadcasting
liability separately,
or responsibility
custody or return!
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Assistant
manager. with
Jack general
of all radio
toadministering
work directly
managertradesin
operation
in essential:
medium-small
Kentucky
market.
Following
ability to get along with announcing
people, follow-up
details-details-details,
(may ofhaveallof
short
shift
—
send
no
tapes),
operation
studio
creation
and full
production
of ideas equipment,
for sales force,
etc. Send
resume
including pastfidential y.earnings.
Replies treated conBox 221H, BROADCASTING.
Manager-salesman
immediate
opening
young
man,
aggressive,
hard
working,
experienced
allMichigan
phases.
1000miles
wattthoroughly
daytime
Marine troit.
City,Operating
40
from
De-do
profitablyposition,
but canexcelmuch lentbetter.
Permanent
salary
and
percentage,
easily
a
five
figure
position.
Send complete
particulars,
include
phone Ave.,
number
and Michigan.
photo,
WDOG,
316
Michigan
Detroit,
Suburban New York sales manager, opporin nation's
fastest growarea.tunities
Writeunlimited
or call
WHTG, Asbury
Park,
New ingJersey.
Sales
Salesman wanted to take over account list
now worth
$7000 perthisyearin with
great
opportunitymidwest.
to increase
progressive
station,
Nowstaff1 solid,
kw,
soon
5 Box
kw.
Opening
created
by
promotion.
111H, BROADCASTING.
Metropolitan
Washington's
one sta-24
expanding
sales ground-floor
force.number
5000 opportunwatts,
hours ity.tion
a Topday.
Genuine
station,
top
money.
Big
chain.ger BoxRush
data, General modern
Mana134H,snapshot,
BROADCASTING.
Metropolitan
market forin southern
New Englandencedareasalesman.
looking
aggressive,
Salary
plus
incentive.experiWill
take
over
some
existing
accounts.
Send
resume tuand
availability.
Excellent opporn
i
t
i
e
s
f
o
r
earnings
and
advancement
with
independent
music and news station. Box
240H,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman-announcer
5 kw North Prefer
Carolina station. Salary andfor commission.
southern
CASTING. background. Box 302H. BROADIf you man,arewith ansomeexperienced
time like
sales-to
capital, andradiowould
form
partnership
or
corporation
and
buy
station
me andBROADmaybe
weCASTING.
can inbe thein south,
business.contact
Box 329H,
Salesman-announcer
with management
an eye to pothe
future
and
a man with
tenhtainadllefoorf aggressive
250
watter Excellent
in PanNebraska,
Chadron.
working conditions.announcing
Must be experienced
in
sales.
talent. Television
WriteCall Bill
Finch,2-5545
KCSR,available
Chadron,on
Nebraska.
Hemlock
in Chadron.
Top salesman wanted immediately for
swingin'est
westor ofdon'ttheapply
Rockies.
Producer
and station
permanent
Top
commission,
St..
Riverside,guarantee.
California.KPRO, 3401 Russell
Announcers
Greater Pittsburgh
areastaff
station,
memberwithof
growing
announcer
minimum chain,
of 2record,seeking
years
experience,
good employment
good
personal
background.
QualityExcellent
operationwagesthatanddemands
quality
work.
opportunity
move up. Send
resume,BROADCASTING.
tape and photo im-tc
mediately. Box 928G,
BROADCASTING, January 12, 1959

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Radio-announcer,
1st rapid
phone.promotion
Excellent sal-3ary andnetwork
chance for
station
in Rocky
Mountain inarea.
Send
letter,
tape
and
other
information.
Box
970G, BROADCASTING.
Modern
radio's
outstanding
chain
expandNumber onefast-paced
station topannouncers,
ten market hardaddinging.live-wire,
hitting
salesmen. Rush
tape,
snapshot,
data.
General
Manager
Box
133H,
BROADCASTING.
announcer
phone,
orStable,
maturecreative
versatile
deejay with
with first
production
spot experience.
Noand topwriting
40, no ability
rock 'ndesirroll.
News
gathering
able butkilowatt.
secondaryGood
at present
in expanding
Illinois
pay
for
competent
man. Bonus,
insurance,
sick leave,experimany
fringe
List 143H,
age, education,
ence benefits.
in detail. Box
BROADCASTING.
New south Florida station metropolitan
marketpacedneedsprofessionals
3 dj's. Experienced,
smooth,to
fast
only. $110 week
251H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted:
Experienced
announcer
for week
kilowatt daytimer
in ChicagoPaid
area.insurance,
48 hour
guaranteed
minimum.
vacationatiandon. Noother
fringe benefits.
"Local" Write
operjockey,
operation.
giving271H,
fulldiscBROADCASTING.
details
and topsend40 tape
with letter.
Box
Topnotch
announcerdaylight
for majorstation.
role
inWanted:
Good1000ter.payBoxwatt285H,
for Pennsylvania
right
man! Send all first
letBROADCASTING.
North
central
independent
needs
competent,
experienced newsman to report four news
programs
day, 5'2 day week. Permanent.
Box
290H,perBROADCASTING.
Top
afternoon
with Lakes
swingin'
market forstation
inspotGreat
area.tomajor
Top
salary
entertainer
who An
can opportunity
talk
the
kids
and
sell
the
adults.
togroup.
workRushwithyourhepbeststation
in
expanding
tape
to
Box
305H,
BROADCASTING.
Solid hard
country
musicpersonality.
station, Pay
south-east
seeks
commenhitting
surate with ability.
Send315H,letter,
tape
and
other
information.
Box
BROADCASTING.
Wanted. Good
with selling
experience.announcer
Immediate opening,
permanent
position. peSalary
with exrience. Box 317H,commensurate
BROADCASTING.
Newsman
with sports
experience
become
part ofment. 8-man
radio and
newstoBROADdepartNo play-by-play.
Boxtv 321H,
CASTING.
Progressive forstation
in girl
largediscsouthern
market
3 topattractive,
jockeys.
weis looking
seek must
good Girls
personality, and bebe able
to run have
top personality
disc lent
jockey
shows.
Good Rush
salarypictures,
and excelworking
conditions.
tape
and complete background to Box 327H.
BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted—
Announcers(Cont'd)
Floridapersonality.
top musicSendstation
wants
full time
disc
full information
WDVH,
P.O. Box 289, tape
Gainesville,
Florida.
Top salary
for announcer
with music,
news,
sports
station.
Good
future
in
friendly
growing,
competitive
market.
Best working
conditions.
Rush
tape
and
resume
or
Alabama.
collect. John Garrison, WFUN, Huntsvillecall
Immediate
opening experienced
announcer.
Full
Modern
studios,time
newallindependent
equipment,
somestation.
combo.rock
Adult
station
in
America
city.
No
and
roll. Rushments,audition,
resume,
salary
requireWGIL, Galesburg, Illinois.
Air
personality
heavy opening
on production
and
brightness.
Immediate
Send tape
Georgia. to Mark Foster, WGST, Atlanta'
resume
Want
personality market
dj readytopfor40 immediate
move
into
operation.
Rush Moudy,
tape major
andWING,resume
Dale
Daytonof 2,experience
Ohio. to
Disc
jockeyforgags—
three chatter.
books plus brochure
of hints
comedy
postpaid. DeBu Features,
20 E. Huron,$5.25Chicago
Techt
Single,
mature,
responsible,
and
congenial
first-class
engineerexperienced
with Docar some
who
can
announce
reasonably
well.
announcing,
some
maintenance.
some
supervisory
work. initiative
Not for marriedbecome
men. imWe
want
manportant with
part ofat southeastern
organizationto mountain-top
as assistant
chief
engineer
location.
Board and high.
room Write
provided,Boxmaking
salary equivalent
313H,
BROADCASTING.
Chief
engineer.
Only
requirement
extensive
experience in both am and tv. Work under
directorship. Thisof opening
engineering.
Multiple am,
ownerfive kilowatt
kilowatt
tv upper midwest.
Reply Box 319H,316
BROADCASTING
Urgently needand twomaintenance
first class work,
engineers
for
transmitter
no announcing. 50 0 watt
networkCallandMorgantown
chain
aff
i
l
i
a
t
e
i
n
West
Virginia.
9488 collect for details.
ter.
Good pay. Goodhospital,
working conditions.
Excellent
plan.
Contact I. medical
A. Elliot, Manager, pension
KATL, Miles
City, Montana.

Wanted, chief
of some anduties.engineer
Must
becapable
experienced.
tact ClavnouncingCline,
WDBM.
Statesville, ConN.C.
Telephone TRiangle 2-2455.
WQIK,
Jacksonville,
Florida,
going
to
5000
watts, needs
engineer-announcer
who short
can
handle
installation,
maintenance
and
announcing
shift.
Salary
open
for
the
right
man. Contact Marshall Rowland. WQIK.
Staff announcer
Regular ofshift,wanted:
lot of experience
production neceswork. Jacksonville 6, Florida. Phone ELgin 4-4501.
Send sary.resume
tape
commercials,
Production-Programming, Others
photo,
to KFOR,
Lincoln, references,
Nebraska.
Aggressive station in midwestern market Experienced newsman capable of directing
completely equipped
radio and
has excellent
opportunity Send
for alert,
Narratingand8-man
inwriting
depth.
Publictv
getting
young
personality.
tape, gore- department.
editorials.
photo, salary
requirements
Box 320H,programming
BROADCASTING.
Holston,sume,WANE,
Fort Wayne,
Indiana.to Jim service
103

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Ohio station needs experienced pd who
knows programming,
local and
news,program
station promotion,
commercial
production. Sendpersonal
completespothistory,
information
rephoto
past
experience,
tape,
and
references.
Material
held
confidential
and
will
be
returned.
Box
182H,
BROADCASTING.
take production
work, writing Enjoy
and producingnounjingles
ancing for a commercials,
modern musicetc?station?
Join
one tyofof employee
Michigan's benefits,
great radioplenty
stations.
Plenof
opporunity ifyou're
man. Wedetails
need him
now,
so act tfast.
Sendourcomplete
including
salary ING.expected
to Box 276H,
BROADCASTNo
tapes.
Personal
interview
absolutely necessary.
Continuity
director Please
for WFBM
WFBMTV
Indianapolis.
send and
resume
and
samples St.,
to Earl
Johnson,
N.copyMeridian
Indianapolis
2,WFBM,
Indiana.1330
RADIO
Situations Wanted
Management
Manager
or
commercial
manager.
If you this
are
100% satisfied with
station revenue
advertisement
will your
not
you. However, if you know
you appeal
are notto getting
the
business getherthatand discuss
you should,
let's Experiget toyour then
market.
Broadcast
executive
sale.
Extremely
able,available
capable due
with to20station
years
experience,
including
sales
manager,
general and
managermetropolitan
in radio and
television,
medium
markets.
Top
references,
married,
college
graduate,
age
42. Replies
confidential. Resume available.
Box
243H, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
Presentlyrectorcommercial
manager-program
diwants
to
small director.
progressive
station.
Havecompletely
my manage
own reliable
program
We
are
both
radio
people.
Box 328H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced salesman—announcing,
background 14 years
sales
worker.management,
Box 222H, BROADCASTING.congenial~
es
alcopy.
Good
sales Versatile.
technique.SWrite
Prefer
deal
including
air work.
Operate
board. Box 226H, BROADCASTING.
Top salesman in small market radio. Dozen
years
includes announcing,
writing experience
andtunity iprogramming.
salesBROADopporCASTING.
n larger market. Desires
Box 295H,
Announcers
Spirituals-folk
music
specialist.
back. Staf announcer.
Versatile.GoodCooperative. Boxground227H,
BROADCASTING.
Girl-dj announcer. Run own board. Can
sell too.licity,Eager,
pubpromotion.capable
Steady,— production,
no bad habits.
Box
232H, BROADCASTING.
ING
Personalitycellentdj—
imaginative
performer—
exnewsmakes
and
commercial
Friendly
friends.delivery.
$8000.
No sign-on,styleplease.
Boxlisteners
238H, BROADCAST-

Have 1 ryear
experience
as dj anddraft
news free.
diector, wil travel.
ING
Good
reference.
BoxMarried,
241H, 21,
BROADCASTGospel
programs,Capable
announcer/producer.
background.
commercial Good
staff
duties.
Box 247H, BROADCASTING.
Country
music
personality.
Am
A-l
disc
jockey
and work
interested
in promoting
shows,
etc. Want
in
south-east.
Best
referwant please
a dependable
real 270H,
hillbillyences.discIf youjockey,
write Box
BROADCASTING.
Have lingtalent—
Will travel!withClean-cut
sparkyoung personality
broad appeal,
college,willvet,
9 years
radio-tv,
flexible,
happy,
General large
manager
— Expert
in formula
radio.
but
only
leave
present
slot
for
real
Wants
market
station.
Running
top
formula
medium market 3V2 years. ING^
opportunity
in man-sized
market.
Will rush
Box 256H,station
BROADCASTING.
audition materials.
Box 272H,
BROADCASTStaff announcer: Hard sell, strong on news,
Manager-sales
manager,
solid small
background
board. 2 years
college Hard
training,
local,
regional,
national
sales,
station operate
months
experience.
work-6
operation.
Now
employed.
Good
references,
er, sober,commercial
dependable,
will travel
anywhere.
character,
credit.
Eleven
years
play-by-play
Experience
with
all
types
of
programming.
sports.
Also
tv sales-announcing.
Married,lo- Currently employed. Will be available Janmature. cation.
Desire
or southwestern
uary 21. Box 273H, BROADCASTING.
Box 326H.western
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, young.
Eager toOperate
learn. board.
Good
background.
Cooperative.
Box 278H, BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer/dj.
Capable:References.
Sales, music,
controls.
Good background.
Box
IMPORTANT
279H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
announcer.
Suitable
larger
ANNOUNCEMENT
market. Music, news, commercials, copy
production. Box 280H, BROADCASTING.
Effective February 2, 1959, all Classified
FOR SALE-STATIONS advertising from
Personality-dj;
capable
sales,board.
gimmicks Cooperative,
reliable.copy,Operate
individuals or brokers must be in the
Box 281H, BROADCASTING.
form of display advertising, minimum
PD, announcer-28-married-vet. Eleven years
one inch {2Va" wide by 1" deep).
experience
all phases NoCollege
play-by-play.
BS
radio journalism.
gimmicks!
fire
The one time rate for an inch display, is
shooting
out ears! Prefer
midsouth.No Box
282H, BROADCASTING
$20.00. The 13 time rate is $19.00. The
Family
man:
Desires
relocation,
preferably
26 time rate is $17.50. The 52 time rate
metropolitan,
former infantry
officer,employed
college
graduate,
manager,
is $15.00 per inch. Proportionate inch
sportscasterexfivebaseball
years, baseball,
basketball,
rates apply for larger units. (Example:
hockey,
football,
play-by-play,
network
experience. New Year's enthusiastic,
resolution: Todependoffer
1 Vi" display on the one time rate costs
anotherable, organization
$30.00.)
profitable,
sports
coverage.
Box
284H,
BROADCASTING.
If proofs are desired before publication,
Announcer-dj.
2 years experience. Run own
the deadline is 10 days in advance of
CAboard,
ST
ING.
go anywhere.
Box 286H, BROADMonday publication. Otherwise, final
Swinging stations — presently have top perdeadline is 7 days in advance, no
sonality show in state's
characterization,
smooththird
show.market.
Have Voice
amproofs.
ING. bition, wil travel. Box 289H, BROADCAST104

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
If you want experienced, dependable staffer,
plus deejay
knows Have
musicspent
and has something to say,towhocontact.
years
inworked
market
closesome
to half
milliontwoNowpeople,
all
shifts,
tv
news.
desire
change
due
to
management
shakeup.
Am
26, will
single,
have Box
tapes,293H,
resume,
and
photos,
forward.
BROADCASTING.
Adult market.
staffer. Box
10 years
present job in
large
310H, onBROADCASTING.
Unusual relaxed delivery. Perfect late or
all-night.
News, experienced. Box 314H,
BROADCASTING.
Young
announcer,
graduate of seeks
SRT
inany Newposition
York which
City, recent
someleadexperience,
will
to opportunity
for
announcing.
Salary
secondary,
go
anywhere. Box 316H, BROADCASTING.
Outstanding
- by - play. college
Play - byand - high
play
background
inplayprofessional,
school basketball,
football, baseball
and
boxing. ploFinest
references.
Presently
emy
e
d
b
y
50
kw.
Eight
years
experience.
SampleBROADCASTING.
of play-by-play by request. Box
331H,
Available
lediately, Prefer
experienced
announcer, also 333H,
program.
south, married, 32. Box
BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
1st
phone, prefer $80,
no no
maintenance, canBROADCASTING.
do preventative.
car.
Box 335H,
1st license
announcer,
finder graduate.
Married.no maintenance.
Country, pops.PathBox
336H, BROADCASTING.
Newscaster.
years Ohio.
air.
Special 10events.
Sports.Gather,
Box write,
337H,
BROADCASTING.
Available immediately! 3 years radio, year
tv.
dee-jay; authoritative,
intelligent
newsAdult
and commercial
delivery;
sportscaster.
Excellent
family,
Not
interested references;
in experiments,
mustveteran.
fill definite
position.
Please
specify
opening;
music
policy. Box 340H, BROADCASTING.
Radio
married,
vet, familiar
with allschool
phases.grad,
Smooth,
believeable
style,
bi-lingual,
desires
solid,
permanent
position.
Box 341H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer
— Experienced.Radio-tv.
Also sales,
service, production-writer.
Good
news,
sports,
enthusiasING.
tic. Draftcommercials.
exempt. BoxIndustrious,
343H, BROADCASTCombo cenoperator,
with 1st
se, fed up withorcolored,
navigating
by class
subway,li-in
seeks
suburban
exurban
connection
northeast.
Ideas,
taped
dj
shows
asking. Box 344H, BROADCASTING.for the
No
experience buttrained.
plenty Married,
on the ball-good
production-SRT
vet. Box
345H, BROADCASTING.
New
negroWillannouncer.
NYU
trained,personality
CBS method.
relocate. Salary
open. Box 346H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
New
York
or New announcer
Jersey area.wants
WritejobBoxin 348H,
BROADCASTING.
Looking
for experience.
a country Can
dj? also
I'm handle
your man!
Eight years
pop
music.
Veteran,
married, contact
Box 350H,
BROADCASTING.
Available immediately: Combo, first phone
experience. Contact
Whitesburg,
Kentucky.Bill Cordell. Phone 2622,
Experienced, young, handicapped country
or pop"Cousin"
dj. Play guitar and sing. Call or
write
derson, S. C. Joe Deaton, Plaza Hotel, AnBROADCASTING, January 12, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Preferyourafternoon
spot tomarket
do ownprofessional
show, or
use
format. Major
experience:
radio,
tv, Martinsburg,
agency. GeneW.Va.,
Edw
a
r
d
s
,
R
t
.
#1,
Box
85C,
AMherst 7-7533.
Announcer-dj.
some Porterville,
experience.
Bill Lambert, 1st
911 phone,
W. Poplar,
Calif.
SouthernPersonnel
markets— 20 Oak
Need Forest
Announcers?
Write:
Drive,
Montgomery,
Alabama.
Announcer-lst
phone,
seeks
steady
job.
Lee
Vines,
3148 Cloverdale
Kings Highway,
New York.
2-2570. Brooklyn 34,
Because of a topnecessary
personnel
change, —a
magnificent
fifty deejay
is available
runs own
board.
Belongs
in ahislarger
market
than
ours.
Call
or
write
me,
boss—
Ward
Wright, Program Director, KUSN, St. Joseph,
Missouri.
Technical
Attention
Mr. Station
Manager: work
First asphone
engineer desires
combination
engine r-an ouncer. Mature,voice.
congenial,
experienced.
Robust,
resonant
Excellent
references.
Presently
employed.
Tape,
details
on
request.
Please
write
Box
291H,
BROADCASTING.
First
phone, permanent
technical school grad,in radio
married,
28, desires
television.
Box 299H, position
BROADCASTING. or
Chief engineer,
42. twenty-three
experience, seventeen
as chief. engineer-assistAlso years
sales and
announcing.
ant manager.Presently
Box 307H,chiefBROADCASTING.
First ablephone,
4\'2 yearsDesires
experience.
Availmiddle February.
south-central
or south-west region. Box 308H, BROADCASTING.
Have
1st
broadcast
training
want
startphone,
in radio.
Box school
323H. BROADCASTING.
Chief, twelve
standardwhere
broadcast all
phases.
Desireandyears
employment
on ability
incentive.
ProvenBoxpremium
record
CREI
grad.
Family.
Resume.
349H
BROADCASTING.
Engineer-announcer,
five
years
broadcast
experience.
Capableif chief
will
consider second
pay engineer,
good. Boxbut 351H
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
first
Available immediately. JamesWisconsin.
Rene,phone.
609 Morningside
Drive,
Eau Claire,

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Experienced
radio manprogram
with six
years as-as
commercial
manager,
director,
sistant
manager,
announcer,
engineer.
Emp
l
o
y
e
d
a
t
present
as
commercial
manager.
Desireket inpermanent
position
in medium
marmiddle
or
south
west.
Box
296H,
BROADCASTING.
23 yearence in 250old independent
married vet,andtwo1000years
experinet looking
for adult
Presently employed^
Box
297H. programming.
BROADCASTING.
Will trade
and ability
job with
future.
Newsperiehustle
sports.
TV family.
andfor radio
exnce. 24, and
married
withwork.
Would
like
1st
chance
at
pd
Box
BROADCASTING. 300H,
Would like to pressure
make well-known moveto from
metropolitan
permanent pd or assistant announcing
manager in smaller
area. references,
Now at 50 married,
kw, 10 years'
experience,
best
degree.
Box
304H,
BROADCASTING
Before
hiring
anyone
for continuity-trafficpart-time
sales,
getCalifornia,
my
story.Oregon.
LivingMa-in
California.
PreferMale.
ture,
stabilized.
Creative,
unlimited
stamina.
Desire
home
and
career,
a job. Box 309H, BROADCASTING. not just
Director-medium
to large market.
employed.
Five
years
facets oftopPresently
production, studio
andcreative,
remote.allflexible.
Proven
izer,
worker:
Best organreferences.
Family,
college,
32.
Box
339H,
BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted
Management
If you tionhave
a
proven
record
in naal field andrequirements,
are readysalesforpicture
management,
send salary
and NBC
details.
Multiple
ownership.
Midwest
350,000 sets. Box 322H, BROADCASTING;
Sales

Top-rated
California
vhffor network
affiliate
has
immediate
opening
aggressive
interested
in improving
incomesalesand
future.manSend
complete
resume
including
exrience, tosales record,
personal
history
and
recent ager,
photopeKCRA-TV,
JonSacramento,
Kelly,
LocalCalifornia.
Sales ManSalesupper
position
with top list
network
station
inwith
south.open
Excellent
Production-Programming, Others
big dollar
volume
to the Promotion
manof accounts
qualifiedin
tosales
service
these
customers.
makesattractive
this spot commission
open. SalExperienced
young man,
running
arydepartment
guaranteedstarting
and
vast
highlyduction successful
and currently
varied
pro- arrangements,
service blanketing
entire music
broadcastwith
first
in
sales.
We
want
a
man
who
will
be
unhappy
ing industry asformusic
large andcorporation.
Seeking with less than S8.0O0-S10.0O0 in 1959. dollar
opportunity
program
director
We
have
with
possibility
of
business
affiliation.
Wide
maximum.
and working
condiexcellent,Living
good schools
and churches
national
and BROADCASTING.
proven commercial no
knowhow. credits
Box 177H,
of alltionssets.
faiths.
Television
market
exceeds
400.000
Will
consider
radio
experience
A-l sales
We willstation
teach with
you
Newsmanradio-newspaper
— competent reporter,
writer
7 with
television.
This record.
is a character
years
experience,
profesgood self,rates,
policies.
Write allSendaboutsnapshot
yoursional
delivery,
best
references,
college,
car
family
and
experience.
working,
interested radio and/or tv. Box if one available. Do not delav writing Box
200H, BROADCASTING.
330H. BROADCASTING.
Radio copywriter,
11
years
radio-tv,
desalesman. Opening on local sales staff of
pendable, male, family. Make offer. Box TV
253H, BROADCASTING.
WISH-TV,
Indianapolis.
Excellentsalesman.
opportunity for top
quality, experienced
Send
full
mercialdetails
Manager. to Joseph E. Lake, ComProgram-director,
news
editor,
announcer
8S^^o^S0
years experience,
looking
for
position
with
anywhere opportunity knocks.
Box 277H, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Tobackhellon the
withother
this side
agency
rat
race.
I
want
Television
transmitter
engineer,
first class
of pd.
the Ideas,
bridge. produc7 years license, operational
and
maintenance
experience
with
RCA
transmitter
essential.
radio, tionpersonality
dj
to
promotion. Major market pd or small Top
salary toBoxright202H,man.BROADCASTING.
Give full details
of
experience.
BROADCASTING^* B°X 283H'
Television
transmitteroperations
supervisorandtomaintake
Newsman!
4 in 1. Newsanddirector,
newscaster,
charge
oftenance opersonnel,
news
commentator,
public
relations
f RCA start
TT25BL$125 transmitter.
Great
Journalism-law
grad.
Mature,
stable,
differLakes
location,
per
week.
Write
ent, cessful
interesting
and 294H,
convincing.
Highly suc- Box 203H. BROADCASTING, including comrecord. Box
BROADCASTING
plete qualifications.
BROADCASTING, January 12, 1959

RADIO STATIONS FOR SALE
SOUTHWEST
1. Daytimer. Large market.
$150,000 full price. Gross $125,000. $50,000 down.
2. Full time. Exclusive. Priced at
$36,000. 29% down.
3. Fine market. Full time. Gross
$40,000. Asking $55,000 includdown.ing land and building. 29%
4. Number one daytimer in
growing market. Asking $400,000 for corporation with 29%
down.
5. Exclusive in one of the fastdown.est growing markets. $29,000
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
1. Exclusive. $200,000. $100,000 down.
2. Full time. Number one. Gross
$170,000. $100,000 down.
3. Exclusive. Full time. Corporation for $110,000 with 29%
down. Good terms on balance.
4. Earns $15,000. Exclusive.
Asking $75,000. Terms to be
agreed upon.
5. Large and growing market.
$250,000 for corporation. 29%
down.
NORTHWEST
Exclusive. Full time. Only $10,000 down.
CALIFORNIA
Gross $40,000. Exclusive. $18,000 down. Gross $40,000. Exclusive. $25,000 down.
MIDWEST
1. Exclusive. Gross over $5,000
month. Asking $75,000 with
29% down.
2.
25%Daytimer.
down. Full price $45,000.
We have listings throughout the
United States and invite your inquiry for stations in the areas
you want.
JACK L. STOLL
& ASSOCIATES
A NATIONAL ORGANIZATION
for the sale of Radio & TV
Stations
6381 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.
LOS ANGELES 28, CALIF.
105
Hollywood 4-7279

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
TV
engineer—
Leading
vhf first
has class
opening
for
transmitter
operator withnot
license.
Actual
tv
experience
required.
Prefer
youngaptitude
man with
fundamental
knowledge
and
who can
learn quickly
under
proper
Georgia. supervision. WSAV-TV, Savannah,
Production-Programming, Others
Midwest tv station needs sharp continuity
director. Also
cameramandirector.
Send versatile
resume man
and for
salary
expected
to Box 287H,
BROADCASTING.
Sales service-continuity
director—
write
and
produce
creative commercials
accounts.
Film
experience
helpful. ideas.
Top local
level
job Bob
for
right
man
with
creative
Contact
Ellis,
KKTV, Colorado Springs or Pueblo,
Colorado.
Continuity
director Please
for WFBM
WFBMTV
Indianapolis.
send and
resume
and
samplesSt.,to Indianapolis
Earl Johnson,2, Indiana.
WFBM, 1330
N.copyMeridian
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted
Management
Sales
manager
or
general
manager.
It s you
too
late
to 1958
do anything
about
the business
lost
in
but
how
about
1959?
A
practical,
experienced,Boxwell
broadcaster is
available.
153H,regarded
BROADCASTING.
Station
manager.
Will
guarantee
increased
profits inor six20%months
profit
margin
increaseplusinoversteady
1958 20%
m twelve
topercentage
twenty-oneor months
return
for
small
stock
escrow
arrangement.
Over encedecade
successful
televisionmajorexperiorganizing
and
reorganizing
and
small
market permanent
stations. Seeking
change
location immediate
for best
reasons. and
Box 246H, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Aggressive, personable,
creativeForsalesman.
Excellent
background.
resume
write Box television
311H, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
TV personality. Personal interview only.
Over 20 tions.
yearsCurrently
in twoemployed.
top northeastern
staBox 217H,
BROADCASTING.
Versatile
announcer-engineer
experienced
all
phases television
operation. audio
Announcing,
switching,
shading, maintenance,
directing,
microwave
transmitter
programming, selling.
Presently
employed,
references,
seeking
managerial
positiongoodor
employment portwith
responsibility offering
opunity for advancement.
Box 288H,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
learn
television.radioCan announcer
start now. anxious
Box 334H,to
BROADCASTING.
Attention
am musicareasand over
news 500
tv operations
in metropolitan
thousand.
I've learned
much
inMy5 objective
years, theis time
has
come
to
learn
more.
to desire
make
aan good
operation
sound
better.
If
you
intelligent,
dependable
man
as
an
addir replacement
to your staff, for details,
writetion oBox
347H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
tv announcer, staff news,
sports.
38, single,
Wellington,
Memphis,sober.Tenn.Paul Barnett, 1489
Technical
TV engineer,
presently
employed, mainteexperienced alandphases
studio
nance
remotes,
wishesoperation,
to joinphone.
progressive
station.
RCA
graduate
first
Box
306H, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Production announcing.
manager: 8 Currently
years radio-tv:
firm,
directing,
production
managerWillsmallrelocate
marketanywhere.
tv. Married,Box
30,185H,
vet,
grad.
BROADCASTING.
Writer-producer-director.
Practical
experience, local opregional.
Versatile.
Coerative. Box 249H,Creative.
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
newsman:
Now
heading
vhfam newsroom. Consistently ahead with
regional,
national news
news. directorship
News-in-depthor
specialist.
good
staff Seeking
job.delivery,
Membertop RTNDA,
NPPA.
Authoritative
references.
Box
303H, BROADCASTING.
Newscaster
-newsman
-photographer
desires
new position. 9 years experience includes
daily
plus radio
newsbeat, tv16mmshowcamera,
mobilenewscasts,
unit, remotes.
Veteran, erences.
31, Tape,college
degree.
Excellent
refpic/kine
upon
request.
Box
324H, BROADCASTING.
Kadio-tv sales executive desires affiliation
with major-market
station. Excellent
erepnceers.i1e0nyears
16 years refexce. Write Boxsame325H,station.
BROADCASTING.
Radio-tv newsman. Network and local background. Strong on wanting
re-write larger
and legwork.
Top
personality
market.
Familyair man.
Box 332H, BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE
Stations
True:
Top
Alabama
stationsale.in Own
excellent
area.
$95,000
cash equipment
for quick
six Good
acres
city
land,
and
buildings.
billing.ing. Box250131H,
watt BROADCASTING.
fulltime. Owners separatSouthwestern
500
single station market. Overwatt500daytimer,
retail businesses,
equipment poronly
two years old. Excellent
opt
u
n
i
t
y
f
o
r
owner-manager.
$40,000
cash
for quick sale. Box 266H, BROADCASTING.
1citv,kw 5000daytimer
in Pacific
live
$20,000 northwest,
down payment.
Box
275H, population.
BROADCASTING.
KCHS
now usfor orsalewrite
at $46,000
invitesTruth
you toor
come see
Box 351,
Consequences, New Mexico.
Florida
television
stations Company,
(2), $450,000,
SI,West
700.000;
terms. Atlanta,
Chapman
1182
Peachtree,
Ga.
What
radio
or
tv
do
you
want
to
buy?
Let's
talk turkey. Lee Hollingsworth, Lie. Bkr.,
IV l-84«2,
stead, N. Y.514 Hempstead Ave., West HempTexas
single-market
$60,000.
Terms. Patt
McDonald, fulltimer.
Box 9322, Austin,
Texas. Gl. 3-8080.
$15,000
down payment
will ofbuy
marketprice,
station
in resortsmall
area
uppermedium
south,
total
$45,000;
market
stations
(2), $60,000,
$70,000,
terms.
Chapman
pany, 1182 West Peachtree, Atlanta, Ga.ComRedding, ticularsCalifornia
250 w 1095
full Market
time. ForStreet,
parwrite: Kal Lines,
San Francisco, California.
Norman & Norman, Inc., 510 Security Bldg.,
Davenport,
Iowa. care
Sales, purchases,
als, handle
discretion.appraisExperienced.with
Former radio and
and television
owners
and operators.
Midwest, large market station, $275.00, 29%
down;
southwest,pricesmall$30,000.
marketChapman
station, Com$15,000 down,
pany, 1182total
West Peachtree, Atlanta,
Ga.
Write now for our free bulletin of outstandlywood Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
Northwest medium market, $35,000 down
payment,
total
price,Micheltorena,
$150,000. Chapman
Company,California.
33 West
Santa
Barbara,
Oklahoma
single-market
regional
daytimer.
$60,000. 29% Down. Patt McDonald, Box
9322, Austin, Texas. Gl. 3-8080.

FOR SALE— (Cont'd)
Equipment
Gates BC1-E 1 kw
transmitter with spare
tubes tion.andFactorycrystals
forThordarson
960 kc, good
condirebuilt
plate
transformer
for
above
xmtr.gasoline
5 kwspare220
volt
acplantsingle
phase
4
cylinder
standby
suitable for 250 or 1000 watt xmtr.
Best
offer any or all. Box 292H, BROADCASTING.
Collins
300G transmitter
250 watts,
650
kctubes.at present.
shapeonplant
with
A completeLess
7000xtals.
wattGood
ac power
for
emergency
use,
tower
lighting
chokes,
flasher
unit for
and $1250.00
antenna cash
tunerandunit.
one bundle
you Allcomein
5-6358.
and gettion.it.Oklahoma
Write City,
Box 4248,
StaOkla. Capitol
or callHillForrest
Power
supplies,100A.220V.,Contactors,
3PH., 50/60
AC/
DC
overloads,
6 tapscy.,30KVA.
3750V.
to 8250V.
DC. AT 3. 45 A; transformer
40C,
6 rectifiers,
full-wave:Water
brand new,
overseas
packed, complete.
tors, HF transmitters
10, 15 & 40KW.,circulanew
and used.tronicsBargains.
George
Belling
Elec, 7 0 West Grand Ave., Oakland,
Calif.
Magnecorders (reconditioned) S36B, PT6R,
814,
PT6-J&A, PT6AH,
F35B, PT6-6J&A,
PT63AH,
Las Vegas,AD1R.
Nevada.Suite 2. 511 South 5th St.,
Used
Gates
model midget
51-CS; Magnecorder,
modelconsolette
F-35B; Wirek
battery
recorder.
ville, Texas.Best offer takes. KGAF, GainesGates fm-250B,
frequencyon modulation
ooerating
mc. transCompletemitter
withnow tubes,
spares,E. 103.1
crystals.
Going
higher
nower.
Contact
H.
Munn,
Jr.,
WSTR, Box 70, Sturgis, Michigan.
WANTED TO BUY
Stations
Smallfer fulltime,
or medium
market
station,
cp. Prewill consider
daytime.orandLocation
open.
down and
payment
terms
desiredReasonable
by
experienced
responsible
erator. Box 841G, BROADCASTING. opAM
radie ofstation
frequency,
1 top
kw
or more
power low-band
covering
of theprice,
U.S.
15 markets.
Send
full onedetails,
coverage,
and assets.
All information
will
be heldpowerin strict
confidence.
Box 160H.
BROADCASTING.
Equipment
Asystem
16 mmwith kinescope
recording
single system
sound. camera
Box 274H,or
BROADCASTING.
Fm broadcast transmitter, 1 to 2 kw. Also,
monitor,
antenna.
type and cables,
price. Russ
Reid, State
KGDN,condition,
Seattle
33, Washington.
bay
monitors. Rush details.
KMHT,antenna,
Marshall,and Texas.
Tube
checker,
signal
noiseWrite
and
distortion meter, good generator,
condition only.
to G. L.mont. Marcotte,
WSKI,price.Montpelier, VerGive make, age,
Want cameras, tv, fm, am, transmitters,
studio
equipment.
Also
want DuMont
fmterminal
exciter
5067B Systems.
for transmitter
1000/2000.
Reply, type
Technical
1201
43rd
Avenue,
Long
Island
City
1,Corp.,
New
York.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Want several investors of 5 to 10 thousand
cash ket.to Permit
join already
in 5th amissued.
of top-hundred
more marcash
for
operation. NowNeedbuilding.
Box
312H,progessive
BROADCASTING.
INSTRUCTIONS
F.C.C. firstpondence orphone
preparation
by schools
corresin Washington,
resident
classes.
Our
are
located
Hollywood,
and
ton, D. C.
Seattle.
For indetails,
write Grantham
School,
Desk 2. 821— 19th Street, N. W., WashingBROADCASTING, January 12, 1959

INSTRUCTIONS— (Cont'd)
TV tape
recorder.
Correspondence
course
and
home
construction
details.
BuildCourse
your
own
television
recorder.
Complete
and
Construction
details
S18.75.
B.
Carrier
Co.,
5880
Hollywood
Blvd..
Hollywood
28,
California.
FCC firstanteedphone
in six weeks.
Guarinstructionlicense
by master
teacher.Elkins
G.I.
approved.License
Phone
FLeetwood
2-2733.
Radio
Dallas,
Texas. School. 3605 Regent Drive,
Since 1946.
The 5original
course Reservations
for FCC 1st
phone
license,
tonow6 weeks.
required.
Enrolling
forandclasses
starting
March
4.
June
24.
Sept.
2,
Oct.
28. For
information,
references
and reservations
write
William
B.
Ogden
Radio
Operational
Engineering
School.
1150
West
Olive
Avenue,
Burbank, California.
MISCELLANEOUS
Bingo
Time
U.S.A.
printers
of personalized
bingoper adcards
for
radio,1025
television
or newspapromotions.
Lincoln Street,
Denver 3, Colorado.
"What
Makes
FM
Succeed"
is
"the
most
comprehensive
study 52-page
of FM independent
available"
(Television$7.00Magazine).
analysis.
prepaid,
extras
S2.00.
Lyman
Allen, Lincoln, Massachusetts.
Introductory offer! Over 1000 riotous airag- linesSanS3. 00!Francisco
Edmund 15,Orrin,
1819E. Goldenworthy gGate.
California.
RADIO
Help Wanted
Announcers
DISC JOCKEYS
Top ranked Eastern Radio station seeks negro men and
women disc jockeys and personalities. Rush tapes to
Box 318H. BROADCASTING.
IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR ANNOUNCER WITH FIRST PHONE, NIGHT
SHIFT. S400 MONTH FOR 40 HOURS,
SOME OVERTIME. SEND TAPE AND
COMPLETE INFORMATION TO
BOX 550

Situations Wanted
Production-Programming, Others
pilllllllllllllll Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli
|= Top proven
Production
1
record
in allManager
phases
of production,
direction,
organization,
creativity.
Want ===
=_= employed,
problems
and32, hard
work.
Flexible.
Presently
family,stations.
college.DesireFive progesyears ==
= with mediumor market
=— sive station
Box 338H,agency.
BROADCASTING =—
pnminfiiiiniiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiT

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
A SpecializedCommercial
Service ForManagers
Manaqers
Chief
Engineers
Program Managers
CONFIDENTIAL CONTACT
NATIONWIDE SERVICE
BROADCASTERS EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
1736 Washington
Wisconsin Ave.,
7, D. C.N. W.
THE DYNAMIC CENTER OF
A GROWING AMERICA
WELCOME
SOUTH Opportunities
BROTHER!
Offering Tremendous
TO: TV Announcers
RADIO
Ani_;iqi
Engineers
Immediate
Available
Write—Openings
Wire— Phone
PROFESSIONAL
458 Atlanta,
Peachtree PLACEMENT
Ga.Arcade
JA 5-4841
Want a TV or Radio Job?
as announcer, writer, producer?
The National Academy
of Broadcasting
3338
16th St. D.N.W.C.
Washington,
Trains
and placesin
men and
TOP women
JOBS
New termand list
startsof positions
Jan. 26. available.
Send for
folder
Call DEcatur 2-5580
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
BE YOUR OWN BOSS
No investment required. We finance
you. AA 1 rated nation-wide advertising agency has franchises available in
all parts of U.S. for men with radio
and TV sales experience. Franchise
covers 3-state area. Earnings $25,000
yearly and up. Franchise includes setting up yourif operation
specialto
sales training
required atand
no cost
you.
Furnish
background
information,
three business references and three
character references.
Box 342H. BROADCASTING

Dollar for Dollar
you can't beat a classified
ad in getting top-flight personnel.

WANTED
By fast growing independent organization. A morning man and an
afternoon man. Storz type operation and only top men apply. All
tapes will be personally auditioned and returned. Please send full
information and salary requirements.
Box 298H, BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING, January 12, 1959

TV
Pa., trans,
to 1-22-59;
WHP-TV
(aux.
ant. York,
and main
and ant.)
Harrisburg.
Pa., to 4-3-59.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By ChiefCunningham
Hearing Examiner
D.
on Jan. James
5
Granted
petition
by
Attorney
General
of
United
to intervene
andMass.participate
asremand
amicusStates
curiae
in
Boston,
(ch.
5),
proceeding (WHDH Inc., et aL).
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle on Jan. 2
On own motion, scheduled further hearing
for Jan.Huntsville,
applications
of Walter
Allen,
and Marshall
CountG~.v
Bcstg.
Co.,9 onArab,am Ala.,
Ala.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond on Dec. 23
Continued further hearing to Jan. 12 in
I New
Orleans.Television
La., tv Corp.,
ch. 12et al.).
proceeding
(Oklahoma
By Hearing Examiner
on Dec. 31H. Gifford Irion
Cancelled
hearing
for Jan.Jan 5
hearingscheduled
23and
onscheduled
am Mich.
application
ofconference
Paul A. forBrandt
Gladwin,
By Hearing Examiner
on Dec.Thomas
31 H. Donahue
On request
by Melody
Music hearInc
(WGMA),
Hollywood,
Fla.,
ing scheduled
for Jan. 5conference
to continued
date towhich
be de-is
t
e
r
m
i
n
e
d
a
t
prehearing
scheduled for Jan. 28 on am applications of
Melody Fla.
and Venice-Nokomis Bcstg. Co
Venice,
By ChiefCunningham
Hearing Examiner
on Dec. James
29 D.
Scheduled
forshown:
hearingMarch
following
proceedings
on
dates
10
applications
ofof John
H.
Phipps
and
Georgia
State
Board
Education
for new tvGa.;
stations
to operate
on
ch.
8
in
Waycross,
applications
Abacoa
Radio
Bcstg. Jr.,
Corpofet
of Puerto
Ricotv Corp.,
and JoseWestern
A.operate
Bechara
al.,
for
new
stations
to
on
ch.
m Arecibo and Aguadilla, P.R.; March 1212
am application Calif.;
of Intrastate
Bcstrs., ofPomona-Claremont,
application
Alkima Bcstg. Co., Westam Chester,
Pa etTheal
Scheduled further hearing conference for
Feb.
18 Radiocasting
at 9 a.m. onCo. application
Spartan
(WSPA-TV, ofch.The7)
Spartanburg,
S.C.
By Hearing onExaminer
Dec. 29 Jay A. Kyle
Continued hearing scheduled for Jan. 8 to
dateEvansville
to be later
determined
in show
proceeding
onwhy
Television
cause
authorization
for Inc.,
WTVWtoto specify
Evansville.
Ind.. itsshould
not
be
modified
eration on ch. 31 in lieu of ch. 7. opBy Hearing Examiner
A. Honig
on Dec. Isadore
29
Denied
petition
by
Dale
W.
Flewelling
for
continuance
of prehearingon conference
and
hearing
in KROY
proceeding
its fmapplication
and
that
of
Inc.,
both
for
facilities
in Sacramento, Calif.
By Hearing Examiner
on Dec.Charles
31 J. Frederick
Scheduled
hearing
for
Jan.
16 in proceeding on am application of William
F. HuffWis. man Radio Inc. (WFHR), Wisconsin Rapids
By Hearing Examiner
on Dec. 31H. Gifford Irion
Cancelled hearing scheduled for Jan. 5
and
scheduled
hearing
Jan.
23Gladwin,
on am Mich.
application ofconference
Paul A. forBrandt.
By Hearing Examiner
F. French
on Dec. Millard
30
Granted
petition Athens,
by Henderson
Bcstg.
Co.
(KBUD),
Tex.,
forCounty
leave
to amend
its and
am application
toas specify
1410is
kc,
1
kw
D,
application
amended
removedessingfrom
hearing
and
returned
to
procline;
retained
in
hearing
am
applicaof University Advertising Co., Highland
Park, tionTex.
By Hearing Examiner
on Dec.Forest
29 L. McClenning
Scheduled
oral argument
for Dixon,
Jan. 7 111.,on
petition
by
Russell
G.
Salter
to amendshallhis beam permitted
application,Inc..
each forof
parties
15 and
minutes
! argument.
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The pressure groups for federal "public power"
for years tto pin a vague "giveaway"
have
label tried
on independen
electric company power
dams. Actually their cries are an elaborate smoke
screen. The real giveaway is government "public
power"— the billions of dollars of taxpayers'
money that go for unnecessary federal government electric systems.
Each year, the "public power" lobbyists and
pressure groups push the idea that Congress
should spend more money for government electricity. Each year, the total cost to the taxpayers
climbs higher. It now stands at more than 5%
billion dollars— wad the promoters of federal "pubAMERICA'S

INDEPENDENT

ELECTRIC

lic power" are pressing hard for 10 billion more!
Yet opinion polls show that most Americans
don't want the government in the electric business. And there's certainly no need for it. The
independent electric light and power companies
are ready and able to provide all the electricity
the nation will ever need without depending on
tax money.
The federal "public power" giveaway has
continued over the years because most people
don't know the facts and forces behind it. But
informed people can bring it to an end.
Will you help spread the word?

LIGHT

AND

POWER COMPANIES
Company names on request through this magazine
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our respects to Willard Eugene
Walbridge
Every time Bill Walbridge drove commissioned an ensign and rose to of a salesman and the calm, methodical
along the Houston harbor in the mid- lieutenant. He saw Pacific service as and almost scholarly traits of an edu50s his civic pride would start to droop. gunnery officer on two destroyers and
cator. He's inclined to excessive modwas awarded the Presidential Unit CiThe fallen
proud behind
and promotion-minded
really more of an introvert
had
New Orleans in city
the
tation and Silver Star in action at than estyhisand isprofessional
demeanor indiOkinawa.
cates.
On
the tallish side, he could
ranking of the nation's ports — from
A native Pennsylvanian, Bill Wal- qualify for an Arrow collar ad should
third to sixth place — because it lacked
bridge was born March 11, 1913. He the hard-collar era return. His princiadequate parking space for ships.
This humiliation galled the executive had a rather mobile adolescence. He
pal hobbies are designed to provide a
vice president and general manager of was educated in the public schools of change of pace from office routines.
Pueblo, Colo., and BufKTRK-TV, always community-minded Toledo,falo. Ohio,
than average; his readHe married Miss Arner in 1941. His inggolfon theis better
in his broadcast concepts. After all,
side. He hasn't
any
time for serious
light reading,
observing,
Houston had stirred up worldwide fame They have one son, Peter, aged 9.
After his war service he returned to "There are so few hours in a day."
with its millionth-citizen fete in 1954.
An Active Citizen • He is an active
The answer, he felt, might lie in WWJ and was promoted to assistant
revival
of a had
SlO-million
port bond atissuean radio sales manager, tv sales manager, industry citizen. He was elected a memthat once
been defeated
ber of the board of governors, ABC
assistant general manager and finally to
election. This would require a special WWJ-TV station manager. While tv Affiliates Assn., in 1956 and re-elected
election and a two-thirds vote but the sales manager he had the added re- in 1957. He was elected to the NAB
idea seemed feasible if KTRK-TV
sponsibilities ofprogramming, studio
would spearhead a bond campaign..
operation, special events and the business
functions.
WWJ-TV started exCampaign Succeeds • KTRK-TV's
perimental broadcasts in March 1947
facilities were thrown into the project
in 1957. Cameras toured the harbor, and regular programming three months
showing the congestion and lack of later. He conceived and set up one of
facilities. Shipping people were put on the early award-winning tv programs
the air. Importance of the port to the of the era, the University of Michigan
Hour. This was described as the first tv
city's economy
was carried
emphasized.
quent editorials were
on the Freair. course that included a certificate for
Other media joined the drive. The bond viewers completing prescribed study
issue was voted through and Houston courses.
House That Tv Built • When WWJbelieves it once again is heading toward
a top ranking among the nation's har- TV set out to build a model metropolitan tv plant early in the present decade.
bors. Last year KTRK-TV was active
in another bond issue, on behalf of a Mr. Walbridge worked closely with the
city freeway.
architects and builders in adapting construction designs to the specialized
Bill Walbridge traces his civic consciousnes back to the years spent under needs of the medium. The plant accom odated the staff of more than 200
Harry Bannister when NBC's current
station relations vice president headed technicians, programming, production
and artist personnel under his superWWJ-AM-TV
Detroit.
"Harryon taught
me to know what
is going
in a vision.
At WWJ-TV he was active in civic,
community,"stations
he recalled.
me educational
broadcast
must "He
reflecttoldlocal
and charitable activities,
and
was one of the founders, director
interests, feelings and happenings. This
is good business, he explained, because and vice president of the Detroit Tele- Tv Board in 1957 and is a member of
vision Roundtable. He resigned from the NAB Editorializing Committee.
advertising takes on greater value."
Mr. Walbridge got into radio as a WWJ-TV in 1953 to become executive Houston organizations include Lakeside
salesman after obtaining a journalism vice president and general manager of Country Club. U. of Michigan Club
degree at U. of Michigan, class of '36. WJIM-AM-TV Lansing, Mich., Harold and Houston Fat Stock Show Assn. He
Journalistic openings around Detroit Gross stations.
is a member
tional fraternity.of Alpha Sigma Phi naAgain he was active in the design
were scarce in that depression period
and
construction
of
a
new
broadcast
and a round of the advertising agencies
"I find broadcasting the most fasciwas fruitless. He wanted to stay around plant. The WJIM project, a one-story
business in the world," he said.
the Detroit area because Marietta sort of U-shaped structure built around "I just nating
do iforI had
sellingknownutswhatand I'dbolts,
any
Arner, his Ann Arbor sweetheart, was a landscaped area, is often called one to startdon't
of the most attractive and efficient in business where creative impulses don't
only a few miles away. When an open- the
industry.
ing developed at Detroit Edison he
get a good workout every day. More
signed as a salesman.
In 1954 Mr. Walbridge moved to
more I'm— finding
second-generation
Next Stop, WWJ Salesman • At the Houston to organize the new KTRK- and
broadcasters
who learned
much from
utility office he became acquainted with TV. With a modern building rented the industry's pioneers — demonstrating
Harry Betteridge, then a WWJ Detroit from the U. of Houston, he formed and awareness of their public trust. Their
salesman. Soon he was writing radio trained a staff of more than 80 people stations have become leading factors in
cultural, economic, informational
copy for WWJ in his spare time, plus in a two-month period. KTRK-TV has the
other freelancing. In 1939 he joined outgrown this large plant and is erecting and entertainment activities of their
its
own
building,
the
third
he
has
communities.
Add up all these comthe WWJ staff, eventually becoming a
salesman.
munities, these broadcasters, and you
planned and supervised.
In 1942 he entered the Navv. was
109
Mr. Walbridge combines the impulses have a great and influential industry."
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EDITORIALS
Commissioner Hyde
BETWEEN now and June 30 President Eisenhower will
be called upon to consider an appointment to the FCC.
It should present no problem.
On June 30 the current term of Comr. Rosel H. Hyde
will expire. He has been a commissioner since 1946. He
was chairman during the critical post-tv freeze from April,
1953 until October, 1954. His rise from docket clerk to
general counsel to commissioner over a 30-year span is
testimony to his capacity for work and devotion to his duty.
Mr. Hyde's depth of knowledge and understanding of
communications is without parallel in government. He accomplished the almost impossible while chairman. He kept
the FCC out of legislative hot water when communities
everywhere were clamoring for new tv stations.
Mr. Hyde
the respect
commissioners and thehas FCC
staff butnotalsoonlyof of99%his offellow
the licensees
and most members of Congress. During the Oversight Committee proceedings of last session, he won the commendation of committee members for his forthright testimony and
his acknowledged incorruptibility.
President Eisenhower should promptly nominate Mr. Hyde
for another seven-year term and thus cut off politicking for
a critically important post at a critical time.
Hellzapoppin, 1959
CONGRESS is back. Official Washington begins to stir
for the first time since last summer when Congress
quit. And based on the track record of that last Congress,
it is easy to understand why bureaucrats are jumpy and
FCC commissioners lead spartan lives.
Already, bills by the hundreds have been dumped into
Senate
and Washington
House hoppers.
It's ablindfolded
bit too early
evaluate
them, but
habitues,
and towith
their
hands tied behind them, can tell you as quickly as you can
say Oren Harris what the bills of interest to broadcasters
will be.
We won'torattempt
an omnibus
of legislation
introduced
upcoming.
We shouldaccounting
like to dwell
on two
simple legislative projects. One has to do with a code of
ethics, with punitive provisions, which unquestionably will
be ordained by Congress, as an outgrowth of the House
Oversight
revelations
ex parte Thecontacts,
fraternizing Committee's
and related efforts
to exerton influence.
other
isthetalk
of
interposing
an
"administrative
court"
between
applicant or licensee and the FCC, which in effect
would abolish the present method of regulation.
there isEthics
or isn'tarea taught
code doesn't
dealWhether
of difference.
in law make
schools.a great
Any
lawyer who does not know appropriate procedures should
not be admitted to practice. Public officials who are not
strong enough to withstand improper overtures, or whose
votes can be swayed by a $4 lunch or a round of golf,
shouldn't be public officials.
Creation
of Congress,
an "administrative
to us
appears
utterly
useless.
the public,court"
and the
bureaucrats
over the years have complained about inordinate delays
in the handling of federal administrative matters — in a
phrase, government red tape. In broadcasting, the com110

plaint for years has been that applicants are "due processed
to Anything
death." that prolongs the administrative and judicial
process hurts the small applicant with meager resources.
The ordinary radio case takes a year to negotiate the FCC's
processing line. If hearings are required, and the "administrative court"
is injected,through.
it wouldBy take
to five years
to procedure
get an application
that three
time
the litigation costs could well exceed the cost of building
the proposed station. And by that time most of the applicants— large and small — might be disposed to tell Uncle
Sam to keep the facility.
Court dockets all over the country are clogged. The
same would happen with an administrative court handling
FCC matters. Obviously, anything that adds to the procedural processes would place the greatest burden upon
the man least able to afford it— the little guy.
Keeping the whole press free
IN the wake of the newspaper strike in New York City,
Rep. Chelf (D-Ky.) plans to offer legislation that
would keep newspapers publishing while negotiations between labor and management are underway. He points
out that a strike against a newspaper is in indirect violation
of the Constitution because it absolutely affects freedom of
the press.
We go along with Rep. Chelf. We desire, however, to
point out that he covers only part of the essential legislative
and constitutional ground. Electronic journalism, as well
as printed journalism, is covered in the definitions of press
freedom. If there had been no radio or television during the
New York newspaper strike, all communication to the public would have been paralyzed. As it was, almost everybody
in New York knew the important things that were going on
because of radio and television.
We hope Mr. Chelf is successful in his legislative project.
And we believe he will recognize the necessity of providing
for radio and tv the same degree of protection against
"publication" stoppage that he would give the printed page.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"It's a Mrs. Swayze. Her husband dropped a watch in her
washer."
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PERSONALITY
PROGRAMMING
KHJ-TV with its outstanding new
roster of live personalities is changing the television buying and viewing habits of Southern California.
Such nationally known names as
Oscar Levant, Don Sherwood and
John J. Anthony plus such popular
Los Angeles names as John Willis,
Walker Edmiston and "Engineer
Bill" Stulla are selling more product for more advertisers than ever
before. Why? Because these personalities are live and local...
Southern Californians know them
and respond to their recommendations ina way that makes cash registers ring as never before.
When buying Los Angeles television, take advantage of the phenomenal selling "plus" that comes
with Personality Programming . . .
on the Los Angeles station with
more live television personalities
than any other.

KHJ^TV
LOS ANGELES
Represented by H-R Television, Inc.

f
Cwinq

W/W

WITH THIS EXCITING, BIG 5 o*
19
into

GM'
Contest
TRIPS TO
ON
TI
VACA
3 LAS
VEGAS or NEW YORK
^ First Prizes in ^ Separate Contests— ^ Winners!

i m„re dramatically, more
KMBC
revision and Radio m Kansas City
Suggest a campaign theme for trade advertising to sell the
outstanding leadership of KMBC Television and/or KMBC
Radio line,in slogan,
Kansasspecial
City.display
Show how
tell thecopy.story in headcontest
lines you'd
and body

copy

, i i/unr KFRM Radio and KMBC-TV ^as
Prove why you'd use /MBC-KFRM Ka
broadcast campaign, with reasons why.
RULES. 1. Everyone is eligible. 2. Submit your entry in whatever form you
There
are noKansas
special City
physical
requirements.4. Get3. Mailyourentryentryto: to"Adus Contest,
lltr
6 Central,
5, Missouri."
by Feb.KMBC,
15, 1959
5.7 All
Judges'
decisions
are
final.
6.
Duplicate
prizes
will
be
awarded
in
case
of
propertytripsoforeKMBCto beBroadcasting
Company. 8. Winners willtiesbe
notifiedentries
March become
1 9. Prize
made this year
WIH

A LUXURY

VACATION

. . .in the City or in the Sun A FULL WEEK AWAY FOR REST AND FUN!
—A full week in the world's greatest city
NEW YORK
Your vacation includes round-trip transpon
tation by air, wonderful meals, and deluxe accommodations at the
Hotel New Yorker in midtown Manhattan.
JUDGES:
ILOYD GRIFFIN, Vice President, Peters, Griffin & Woodward
CLIFF BRATTEN, Advertising Manager, Cook Paint & Varnish Co.
DON DAVIS, President, KMBC Broadcasting Company
Peters. Griffin,
Woodward, inc.

OR
—Plush playing for 7 debilitating days at the
LAS VEGAS
fabulous Desert Inn, with all of your meal
drinks, golf and pool privileges "on the house." Vacation includes
round-trip transportation by air.

Kansas G^iheSwinS is to KMBC
"TV
Kansas City's Most Popular and Most Powerful TV Station

DON DAVIS. President
JOHN
SCHILLING,
Executive
Vice
GEORGE
HIGGINS,Manager
Vice Pres.
& SalesPresiden
Ms
MORI G REINER,
ot Television.
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THIRTY-FIVE CENTS
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THE BUSINESSWEEKLY

Four drop multiple rate cards; SRA

OF TELEVISION

AND

RADIO

urges uniformity

Page 33

Moore's salvo: one-week tv ratings shortchange medium
Will Justice balk at FCC acceptance of tv option time?
Leo the lion jumps headlong into television film

Page 51
Page 65

WX

Page 82

EX-TV

Merchandis

ing

NBC-TV
BASIC
Tom Tinsley
President
Irvin Abeloff
Vice Pres.

1. FEATURE FOODS MERCHANDISING
2. COMMUNITY CLUB AWARDS
3. IN-STORE FOOD DISPLAYS
4. IN-STORE DRUG DISPLAYS
5. IN-STORE FOOD DEMONSTRATIONS, SAMPLING, COUPONING
6. STORE WINDOW DISPLAYS
7. BARGAIN BAR PROMOTIONS
8. MAILINGS TO RETAILERS
9. PERSONAL CALLS ON JOBBERS,
WHOLESALERS, RETAILERS
10. REPORTS TO FOOD ADVERTISERS
11. PROMOTIONAL SPOTS
12. NEWSPAPER ADS

St
in the rich
market of
Richmond,
Petersburg
& Central Va.

National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington
Clarke Brown Co. in Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta, New Orleans; McGavren-Quinn in Chicago, Detroit and West Coast

Big Aggie, queen of WNAX-570's coverage area
rules over this prosperous land
Big Aggie Land, defined and delivered by
WNAX-570,
country'sarea41stincludes
radio market. This vast,is the
farm-rich
175
countries in parts of five states, nearly 2V4
millionablepeople
income. with over $3 billion in spend-

With WNAX-570's uncontested reign over
these high-income families. Big Aggie Land
is onekets offor radio
the nation's
most profitable marpromotion.
See your KATZ man for details.

CBS RADIO
ft WNAX-570
YANKT0N' S0UTH DAM™. SIOUX CITY, IOWA
IwJ
PROGRAMMING FOR ADULTS OF ALL AGES

PEOPLES BROADCASTING
CORP.
WGAR, Cleveland, Ohio
WRFD,
Worthington,
WTTM. Trenton, New Ohio
Jersey
WMMN, Fairmont, West Virginia
WNAX,
Yankton,
South
KVTV, Sioux City, Iowa Dakota

Published every1735Monday,
(Yearbook Number)
published inpostage
September
Broadcasting D.Publications
Inc.,
DeSales 53rd
St., N.issue
W., Washington
6, D. C. Second-class
paid atby Washington,
C.

sales

up

UP

UP

Your advertising dollar produces more. Spend it where
you know there is a great profit opportunity— in the
WGAL-TV coverage area. This pioneer station ranks
first in viewer preference in Lancaster, Harrisburg,
York, as well as in numerous other cities: Gettysburg,
Hanover, Lebanon, Chambersburg, Carlisle, Lewistown, etc. Your advertising dollar goes farther.
WGAL-TV's multi-city coverage costs less than buying single-city coverage. Present your sales message
where results are assured— on CHANNEL 8!
• 1,040,465 households • 942,661 TV households
• 3,691,785 people • $3% billion annual retail sales
• $62/3 billion annual income

LANCASTER,
PA.
V
T
L
A
NBC
and
CBS
G
W
STEINMAN STATION • Clair McCollough, Pres.
AMERICA'S

4

1 Oth TV MARKET

ian Francisco
Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc. • New York • Chicago • Los Angeles
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CLOSED
CIRCUIT*
time and must-buy before Commerce syndication or station acquisition? Question was posed following report that
Committee in 1956 gave push to network investigations, does not intend to Spyros P. Skouras had sold 260-acre
revisit committee when it begins hear- Fox lot in Hollywood area for $60 milings on ratings in next month or so.
lion to Webb
Knapp's
William
Zeckendorf,
for real& estate
development.
Contrary to earlier reports, Sylvester Question raised was whether Mr.
long interested in tv and once
L. (Pat) Weaver Jr. will definitely be Skouras,
bidder for ABC (before Paramount
witness at forthcoming Senate Com- Theatre
acquisition in 1951) would seek
merce Committee hearings on ratings.
Mr. Weaver, frequent critic of network new money to dig more intensively.
programming since his departure from
NBC chairmanship few years ago, has Air's clear in Cuba • Tv and radio
decided to testify despite his recent as- outlets in Havana and other Cuban
sociation with McCann-Erickson as cities are operating without censorship
in wake of overthrow of Batista regime,
high-level tv consultant.
Cuban Embassy spokesman in Washington said last week. Provisional govAnother day • Group of broadcasters
ernment under President Manuel Urrurepresenting all network affiliations
scheduled to meet with Attorney Gen- tia declared "immediate" end to government
censorship of broadcasting and
eral Rogers Jan. 13 on network option
time matter (Closed Circuit, Jan. 5) press, he said. He didn't know if any
had date called off when Mr. Rogers station management had been changed,
pleaded press of other business. Mr. or if there was breakdown of city-toRogers promised new appointment city communications among stations.
but no date was fixed. At Barrow hearCuban spokesman said Goar Mestre.
ings before FCC last spring, network
affiliate committees unanimously main- Cuba's best-known multiple radio-tv
broadcaster,
had opposed Batista politained option time is vital to network
cies and thus is now in "very good
operations.
standing." Mr. Mestre and brothers
and Luis Augusto Mestre own
In the family • One of numerous plans Abel
(ch. 6) and are associated
reportedly being considered in connec- CMQ-TV
with
ownership
of CMBF-TV (ch. 4)
tion with CBS Spot Sales, should FCC
on basis of Barrow Report conclude and CMBA-TV (ch. 7), all Havana, plus
satellites of Havana outlets in halfimpropriety of network representation dozen
other Cuban cities. Group also
of affiliated (as distinguished from owns
number of am outlets.
owned) stations, is acquisition of spot
selling organization by affiliates themselves. Under this plan, affiliated sta- Heat from Hill • What's this about
tions cooperatively would buy CBS ra- elimination of congressional pressures
dio and television sales lock, stock and on FCC? Daytime Broadcasters Assn.,
personnel, retaining organizations intact having been turned down (Broadcasting, Sept. 22, Oct. 27, 1958; Jan. 12)
and
selves.serving CBS o&o as well as them- on its proposal for operation from 5
a.m. to 7 p.m., again has carried its
Tv stations represented by CBS grievance to members of Congress who,
organization, other than owned and in turn, are putting heat on FCC. Last
operated, are WTOP-TV Washington; week, for example, several congressional protests were received.
V/BTV (TV) Charlotte; WBTW (TV)
Florence; WJXT-TV Jacksonville; KSLTV Salt Lake City; KGUL-TV Houston, News hobble • Judicial utterance from
and KOIN-TV Portland. Affiliated ra- Georgia bench throws new cloud
dio stations represented are KSL, around media fight to open courts to
KOIN, WBT, WCCO, WRVA, WTOP electronic newsmen and press photographers. Judge Durwood Pye, of
and WMBR. Interesting sidelight:
Organizations owning these stations Fulton Superior Court in Atlanta,
present formidable array including startled participants at hearing last
Ratings roundup • There was specula- Washington Post Co., Jefferson Stand- week by saying that U. S. Constitution last week that Richard A. Moore,
ard Life Insurance Co., Mormon
tion guarantees right to publish news
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, was warming Church, Ridder Publications and J. H. but not right to gather it. Judge Pye
has
attracted
wide attention by ruling
up for another appearance on another Whitney Co. (U. S. Ambassador to
that tv and news photographers could
subject before Senate Commerce Com- Great Britain).
mittee when he made persuasive speech
not take pictures on streets and sidewalk around court house. He topped
in Chicago condemning television rat- Investment capital • Does 20th Cenby deciding to hear media appeal
tury-Fox contemplate expanding its tele- this
ings (story page 51). But it isn't so.
from
his own ruling.
vision activities either through extended
Mr. Moore, whose testimony on option
Network association • Whether three
television networks will form their own
Washington association (Broadcasting,
Jan. 12) was still unresolved last Friday. While CBS and ABC are for plan
and have discussed selection of former
Sen. Charles E. Potter as head, NBC,
according to Chairman Robert W. Sarnoff, has taken no formal position. Mr.
Sarnoff
"suggested."
He
said said
NBC idea
has had
beenbeen
satisfied
with its
Washington representation. If NBC
does not go along, entire plan probably
will be dropped.
Tv Washington plan, with Sen. Potter as key, was live topic last week. Idea
of separate representation to fend off
attacks upon network tv for most part
was applauded. In some quarters, political question was raised, i.e., whether
defeated Republican should be named
when Democrats control Congress and
sniff victory in 1960. Countering this
were arguments that political fealty was
not paramount as against stature and
acceptance of individual.
Move to uhf? • New move to shift tv
to all-uhf five years hence was made at
FCC meeting last Friday but promptly
was tabled. Comr. Robert E. Lee offered resolution proposing transition
from mixed vhf-uhf allocation to all-uhf
to become effective five years hence,
along with increase in permissible number of stations owned by single entity
from existing seven (five v's and two u's)
to 10 u's. FCC
concluded
was
premature
and that
it couldproposal
not move
on definitive allocations course until it
received complete TASO field study reports and analyzed other proposals. Lee
proposal, along with others, will be considered insome 30 days under plan.
FCC allocations meeting Friday was
one of series in anticipation of appearance before Senate Commerce Committee. FCC will be prepared to give committee status report but will be in no
position to make conclusive findings.
FCC has considered various alternatives. Fundamentally problem remains
whether uhf should be considered (1)
as eventual haven, (2) in island areas, or
(3) dropped altogether.
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WEEK

Mr. Accas

IN BRIEF

DYNAMIC

What to do 'til the Univac comes • Scientists are making machines to do everything these days but Gene
Accas, associate media director of Grey Adv., New
York, itdoesn't
there buying.
is any substitute
for people
when
comesbelieve
to media
He has four
points
about selling spot to agencymen more successfully, too.
You can memorize them by reading his Monday Memo.
Page 29.

ACTION

FOR THE
ENTIRE

FAMILY!

Double rate standard hit • Single rates for all advertisers adopted by
three Balaban radio stations and KTUL Tulsa, and are advocated for
all broadcasters by SRA's Webb as a "most logical and sensible answer"
to "thorny problem." Page 33.
Saturation, Lestoil and Nescafe style • Lestoil is upping its spot tv
still more (at rate of $14-15 million per year by end of 1959) but is
unhappy with station rate structure; Nescafe courted saturation spot
radio, now is wedded to the technique. Page 36.
Television cheats itself • Richard Moore, KTTV (TV) Los Angeles,
attacks tv ratings, contending one-week audience measures shortchange
the medium.
What's needed,
he contends,
adoption
of cumulative
methods.
Page 51. is abandonment of ratings and
Banner year for NBC • Network chiefs report marked improvement in
sales, affiliate clearances and audience acceptance in yearend NBC RadioNBC-TV review. Page 52.
Justice and options? • Justice Dept. studying FCC findings on optiontime practice. FCC by one-vote majority holds practice "reasonably necessary" for tv networking. Big question: What will Justice do? Page 65.
Houseing fromgroup
jumps and
JusticeSmall• Department's
Antitrust for
Division
gets roastRoosevelt
Business Committee
delaying
move
against ASCAP. Page 70.
New Orleans merger • Two applicants for ch. 12 get together, third
withdraws for $75,000 expenses. Page 79.
Sports bills revived • Capitol Hill contingent starts annual campaign
to let professional sports promoters operate outside antitrust laws.
Seventy-five mile tv blackouts around cities with home games proposed.
Page 79.
expected:
pawsfor into
• MGM-TVtv and
hungrily
tvAs revenue
lungesfouranew
tv filmtv business;
motioneyeing
pictureadditional
making
now under same roof; Siegel takes over and starts filming seven pilots for
fall season. Page 82.
New radio-ASCAP meeting fails • Discussions of new local radio music
licenses resume briefly, get nowhere; All-Industry committee reaffirms
decision to go to court if necessary. Negotiations for new BMI licenses,
to replace those expiring in March, are next on agenda. Page 87.
AT DEADLINE
BROADCAST ADVERTISING
CHANGING HANDS
CLOSED CIRCUIT
COLORCASTING
DATEBOOK
EDITORIAL PAGE
EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING
FANFARE
FATES & FORTUNES
FOR THE RECORD
GOVERNMENT
INTERNATIONAL
LEAD STORY
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DEPARTMENTS
9 THE MEDIA
33 MONDAY MEMO
58 OPEN MIKE
5 OUR RESPECTS
89 PLAYBACK
18 PROGRAMMING
120 RATINGS
100 WEEK'S HEADLINERS
104
92
106
65
103
33

51
29
15
119
102
82
47
10

Thrilling stories of long-haul
truckers at home and along
the highway.
In a brand-new series that
brings you heart-in-your
mouth adventure with
plenty of heart.
Created and produced by
Robert Maxwell, famed
creator of LASSIE,
CANNONBALL will ride your
way with big audiences and
increased profits.
INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION
488 Madison Ave.«N.Y. 22«PLaza 5-2100
7

: 1

1 1

Radio-Active
It is not a background, but seeks constantly to motivate
participation, response. That's why the alert local
news coverage, the thoughtful editorial capsules, the
thorough traffic and weather services. Activity is the
essence of family radio.
Bartell it . . . and sell it!

BRRTELL
IT,
FRmiLV
COAST

[fe|

TO COAST
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L1171„S„„(C0J
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|

AMERICA'S FIRST RADIO FAMILY SERVING 15 MILLION BUYERS
Sold Nationally by ADAM YOUNG INC.
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AT DEADLINE
• DETAILED NEWS COVERAGE OF THE WEEK BEGINS PAGE 33
9 Business briefly
NAB locks doors
• Internal change will bring parent
Joseph E. Seagram & Sons (distiller)
NAB's freedom-of-access policy, designed to obtain coverage
more directly into management of its
rights at court and civil proceeddrug affiliate, Pharma-Craft Corp.,
active radio-tv advertiser. Dr. Edward
ings, will not apply to considerable portion of its March 16-18
Sheckman,
chairman
reconvention agenda in Chicago.
search andSeagram's
development,
receivesof inThree half-days of separate radio
terim general managership of PharmaCraft in charge of all activities; Robert
and tv ownership-management
conferences will be closed to
Bragarnick,
Seagram's takes
vice president
newsmen (Monday afternoon,
charge of marketing,
over adver-in
tising supervision also for time being.
Tuesday morning, Wednesday afFrank F. Bell, Pharma-Craft president,
ternoon). Locked-door policy was
and Ralph C. Robertson, director of adadopted by NAB board year ago
at Phoenix meeting, move being
vertising, have resigned. Pharma-Craft
designed to confine discussions of
budgets over $5 million in advertising,
bulk of it in radio and tv. Products:
industry problems to ownershipColdene cold remedy (J. Walter Thompmanagement delegates. Member
broadcasters and NAB staffers
son) runs 20 or more segments in NBC
will handle most discussions at
Radio's Monitor, uses much tv spot,
probably will increase it; Coldene stick
closed meetings. Press confer(Cunningham & Walsh) uses some spot
ences and publicity releases are
tv,
no radio; Fresh deodorant (also
planned for newsmen. Topics are
JWT) uses tv; Ting (via Cohen & Aleset but list of participants is still
shire) is mostly in radio.
in working stage. (Convention
story page 54.)
• Slenderella International, Stamford,
Conn., appoints Product Services Inc.
to handle advertising. About 75% of
Wilmington, Del., which he sold to $2.5 million budget for 1959 will be
Storer Broadcasting Co. some years ago. allocated to spot tv. In past, Slenderella
KLIQ Portland, Ore., sold by Robert has used mostly newspapers and spot
Bollinger to Les Malloy and Stan Breyer radio, and has credited latter medium
for $90,000. Mr. Malloy is former
playing heavy role in expansion to
owner of KVSM San Mateo, and with
150 salons in 11 countries. Company
KATT Pittsburg, both California. Mr. advertises in 50 U. S. markets. Account
Breyer is present sales manager, KSAY formerly was with Management Assoc.
San Francisco. KLIQ is 1 kw daytime
on 1290
kc. &Transaction
handled by • P. Lorillard Co. (Kent cigarettes),
Allen
Kander
Co.
N. Y., will sponsor Richard Diamond,
Private Detective produced by Four
Star Films (Sun.. 10-10:30 p.m.) on
Mx review denied
CBS-TV. Slot occupied now by Keep
Split U. S. Court of Appeals (D.C.) Talking, which goes off next month, and
Friday turned down FCC request for Diamond comes in Feb. 15. Lennen &
review of November functional music Newell, N. Y., is Lorillard's agency.
decision which held that Commission's
multiplexing rules were invalid (Broad- Nine members join
casting, Nov. 10, 1958). Petition for
rehearing was denied five to four, with House committee
Circuit Judges Wilbur K. Miller, John
Four new Democratic members and
A. Danaher, Walter M. Bastian and
Warren E. Burger dissenting. Commis- five new Republicans were appointed
sion attorneys studying whether to ask Friday (Jan. 16) to House Interstate
U. S. Supreme Court to review. Circuit & Foreign Commerce Committee. Memcourt November ruling, by two to one
bership remained at 33 with majorityratio changing from 18-15 to
vote, held FCC's position that func- minority
tional music operations are not broad- 21-12.
New Democratic members of Comcasting isnot supported by Communimerce Committee are Paul Rogers
cations Act. Decision attacked validity
whose father was member durof FCC's 1955 regulation requiring fm (Fla.)ing several
terms in Congress, Robert
stations to multiplex functional music
broadcasts, while continuing regular Hemphill (S. C), Rosten Kowski (111.)
public broadcasts on main frequency. and Laurence Brock (Neb.). Republi-

LATE NEWSBREAKS APPEAR ON THIS PAGE
NBC Radio claims
$7.2 million sales
Sales representing over $7,240,000 in
net revenues signed by NBC Radio since
Nov. 1, according to Matthew J. Culligan, executive vice president in charge
of radio network. Announcement is construed as answer to CBS Radio claims
that its signing of some $4.5 million
under new program consolidation plan
amounted to biggest batch of radio
network business in years.
said between
1 (CBS's
PCPNBCannounced
at end ofNov.
October)
and
Jan. 9, signing of 10 renewals and 25
new brand advertisers accounted for
$6,596,593 in net billings. Additions
since brought total to $7.2 million figure. In past month alone, $4 million
net in new and renewed business signed
with Lever Bros., R. J. Reynolds Tobacco, American Motors, Sun Oil and
others.
Mr. Culligan said NBC Radio's "wellestablished programming pattern offers
a great spread of commercial time
throughout the day and evening and
over the entire weekend," and that
"every client — big or small — is welcome." Obviously alluding to CBS Radio's trimming of network program
time, he said "we have not retrenched,"
and claimed that "as a result of continued fresh approaches in programming, selling and merchandising, NBC
Radio has nearly half of all network
radio sponsored hours."
Rochester, Boston,
Portland Transfers
Sales of stations announced Friday,
subject to usual FCC approval: WHAM
and WHFM (FM) Rochester, N. Y.,
sold by Riggs & Greene Broadcasting
Co. to Henry I. Christal Co., radio station representative, and Century Theatres Inc., New York theatre chain, for
price estimated at about $900,000. Stations bought in name of Genesee Broadcasting Corp., owned equally by
Christal and Century. WHAM is 50 kw
clear on 1180 kc, affiliated with NBC.
WHFM is 20 kw on 98.9 mc.
WORL Boston sold by Frederick W.
Roche and 24 other stockholders to
Paul F. Harron (89%) and Lawrence
D. Biele (10%) for $469,040. Mr. Harron owns 51% of World Broadcasting
System. WORL is 5 kw day on 950 kc.
Mr. Harron formerly owned WIBGAM-FM Philadelphia and WPFH (TV)
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of Judiciary Committee assignment and
AT DEADLINE
Rep. Bruce Alger (R-Tex.) was re-asCONTINUED
signed to Ways & Means Committee.
cans appointed Friday include Harold Seventeen remaining Democratic members of committee during 85th ConR. Collier (111.), Milton W. Glenn
gress were re-elected and re-appointed
(N. J.), Samuel L. Devine (Ohio),
Hastings Keith (Mass.) and Ancher with Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.) remaining as chairman. GOP retains
Nelson (Minn.).
Rep. J. Carlton Loser (D-Tenn.) seven holdover members with others
relinquished his committee seat in favor either defeated or retired.
WEEK'S

HEADLINERS.
Sol C. Siegel, top Hollywood producer
and MGM Studios head, last week took
charge
alsopage
of all82).MGM's
(see story,
As v.p.tvin production
charge of
production, MGM Studios, Mr. Siegel was
charged last year with task of upgrading
MGM and returning it to its once-powerful stature. Mr. Siegel was newspaper man,
real estate salesman and in music business
Mr. Siegel (sales manager, Brunswick-Columbia Record Co.) before emigrating from New York to Hollywood
in 1934 to assist in amalgamating six independent film
companies into Republic Studios.
Ralph C. Robertson, advertising director
of Pharma-Craft Corp., Cranbury, N.J..
moves to B. T. Babbitt Co., N.Y., in similar position which has been vacant since
Babbitt came under new management last
year. Mr. Robertson was formerly with
Colgate-Palmolive, N.Y., as assistant advertising manager until 1953 when he left
to join Geyer Adv. (now Geyer, Morey,
Mr. Robertson
Madden & Ballard Inc.), N.Y. He resigned
from Geyer in early 1958 as v.p. and marketing director to
join Pharma-Craft.
John W. Kluge, major
Washington food broker
who owns (or controls)
broadcast properties in seven major markets (two of
them being sold), elected
chairman of board, Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp.
(WNEW-AM-FM-TV New
York, WTTG [TV] Washington and WHK-AM-FM Cleveland) Richard D. Buckley, Metropolitan v.p. and WNEW radio division president, elected president of corporation replacing Bernard
Goodwin,
who resigns.
Kluge'srealinterests
to food brokerage
includeMr.printing,
estate, inraceaddition
horse
stables (trotters) and investment companies. Mr. Buckley
was president of John Blair & Co., radio station representative, for 10 years, and in 1954 headed a group who purchased WNEW New York, becoming president of
the station. Two years ago, WNEW was sold to DuMont Broadcasting Corp. (now Metropolitan) and
Mr. Buckley was appointed to his dual posts. Other
board actions: Warren Lasher, president of Bank of
Silver Spring (Md.), appointed board member; Robert A.
Dreyer, general counsel, appointed corporation secretary,
and following executive committee appointed: Messrs.
Kluge, Buckley and Robert C. Jones, senior partner of
10

CBC to name rep
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. understood
to appointReports
first U.areS. that
nationalreadyrepresentative.
CBC shortly will name McGavrenQuinn,radio
Newnetworks
York, toforrepresent
two
national CBC's
business and its 16 owned-and-operated radio outlets for spot business.

Jones, Kreeger investment banking firm. Ownership of
Metropolitan
line, Jan. 5).was transferred earlier this month (At DeadJulian Goodman, manager of NBC News
bureau in Washington, last Thursday (Jan.
15) was elected chairman of Congressional
Radio-Television Correspondents Assn. for
1959, succeeding Edward P. Morgan,
commentator, ABC News. Other officers
elected were Lewis W. Shollenberger,
director of special events, CBS News,
Washington,
vice chairman;bureau
Ann chief,
CorMr. Goodman RICK)
assistantto Washington
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. News, to secretary, and
John Secondari, chief of Washington bureau, ABC News,
to treasurer. Three correspondents were elected as membersat-large to executive committee: William T. Corrigan, in
charge of newsfilm, CBS News, W: hington, representing tv
film; Steve McCormick, Washington bureau chief, MBS,
representing networks, and Nld Brooks, NBC News commentator, representing independents.
A. R. Hopkins, who retired earlier this
monthtive ofasRCAbroadcast
equipment sales 5),execu(Broadcasting,
has
been retried as consultant to professional
products division, Ampex Corp., Redwood
City, Calif. Mr. Hopkins will concentrate
on
market recorder
planning andfor other
firm's professional
VTR-1000
videotape
tape recording, duplicating and playback
Mr. Hopkins
equipment. He had been with RCA for 30
years, last decade as head of broadcast and tv department of
engineering products division. Mr. Hopkins is member of
Institute of Radio Engineers.
William B. Dolph resigns
as president of American
Broadcasting Stations Inc.
(WMT Cedar Rapids and
KWMT Fort Dodge, both
. Iowa). William B. QuarjBl ton, tivev.p.,
to execuv.p. ofelected
company.
Mrs.
Helen S. Mark, chairman
of board, assumes presidency of ABC. Helen Mark Hermann elected treasurer, and
Mrs. Helen Jett continues as corporation secretary. Mr.
Dolph has interests in WMT-TV Cedar Rapids, KJBS San
Francisco and KMYR Denver. Mr. Quarton, executive v.p.
and
general manager of WMT-TV, also has minority interest
in KMYR.
FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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IN

CHARLOTTE

THE

"OLD"

SWEEPS

(top TV market of the Southeast)1

BROOM

CLEAN

Nielsen credits 10 year "old" WBTV with a clean sweep of CharWBTV winswins40 and
out anof
the toplot e, 40the Southeast's
programs, largest
441 outTV ofmarket!*
469 quarter-hour
overwhelming share of audience sign-on to sign-off ... all in the
metro sweep!
report. The total area figures are even more decisive in the
clean
The Charlotte-WBTV market is the Southeast's largest with
632,070 homes compared to second-place Atlanta's 579,090.*
Decidedly, your first big step in Southeastern television market
selection is WBTV-Charlotte. Contact CBS Television Spot Sales
for the full "clean sweep" story.
P.S. We "suspect" a comparison of other rating services will confirm Nielsen!
"— NCS #3 Total TV Homes
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JEFFERSON STANDARD
BROADCASTING COMPAN\

FROM

COAST-TO

COAST

...

TREMENDOUS

^DEMAND
FOR

ECONOMEE'S

TWO

GREAT

NEW

SERIES

SNAPPED UP BY STATIONS LIKE THESE:
KMSP-TV
Minneapolis

KNOP
North Platte, Neb.

Youngstown,
WFMJ-TVOhio

Valley
City, N. D.
KXJB-TV

KDIX-TV
Dickinson,
N. D.

WEAR-TV
Pensacola, Fla.

KHSL-TV
Chico, Calif.

KTNT-TV
Seattle

KRBC-TV
Abilene, Tex.

KABC-TV
Los Angeles

WRCV-TV
Philadelphia

Detroit
CKLW-TV

KXMC-TV
Mi not, N. D.

WGR-TV
Buffalo,
N. Y.

KBMB-TV
Bismarck,
N. D.

WTOK-TV
Meridian,
Miss.

KRTV
Great Falls, Mont.

Chicago
WGN-TV

WSIL-TVIII.
Harrisburg,

KVKM
MonahansOdessaMidland. Texas

The proven audience appeal for both of these powerpacked prestige series offers a golden opportunity to
strengthen programming, boost sales.
You'll win community praise* as you out-pace your
competition with these timely, vital shows. They are still
available in some markets for full or alternate sponsorship or as spot carriers. Get details NOW!

* EXTRA!
AN EXCITING,
ALL-NEW
CONTEST PROMOTION!
ENDORSED
SUPERINTENDENTS
OF THE U S MILITARY
U. S. community!
NAVAL
ACADEMIES
AND THE
OF DEFENSE.
Use BY
it toand
gain"WEST
immediate
your
For exclusive
use ofDEPARTMENT
sponsors of "MEN
OF ANNAPOLIS"
POINT".attention, interest and respon

1ST RUN RATINGS
FOR "WESTPITTSBURGH
POINT"
BOSTON
43.5
52.5
PROVIDENCE
42.0
37.5
SYRACUSE
1 MINNEAPOLIS
132.3
OMAHA ' 33.8
Source: A RB and Pulse
★ ★ ★ ★ * ■k * ★ * ★

^^^^

S&fSAT/OML
1ST RUN RATINGS FOR
"MEN OF ANNAPOLIS"
JACKSONVILLE NEW ORLEANS
31.0
DAYTON

49.5
PEORIA

32.5
BUFFALO

32.5
BOISE

28.6
26.0
Source: ARB and Pul

j

For high-quality aural and visual signals. ..and for maximum ON-AIR continuity. ..it pays to
use RCA time-proved tube designs across the board. No finer tubes are made for monochrome or
color. Your RCA Electron Tube Distributor has the tubes you need-for cameras-transmittersfilm systems— camera chains— audio equipment— power supplies. He is at your service day and
night. Just call him for fast delivery.
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Electron Tube DMelon
Harrison, N. J.

OPEN

MIKE

types are needed we can
New format is popular
on these
stations to spread the count
editor:
word within
minutes.
I like your new streamlined format!
In behalf of all these fine stations we ADVENTURE
Making any trade paper easier and hope you will
our salute to the
faster to read, is admirable. In the radio-television print
industry for their willcase of Broadcasting, it's especially
ingness and effectiveness in helping us to
praiseworthy
regularly
for since
years. I've been reading it munity.
Red Cross work in this^ comour
do
Sy Frolick
Thomas M. Logan, President
Fletcher D. Richards Inc.
Peoria
SAM
(111.) County Chapter
FLUFF
New York
American Red Cross
editor:
Heard on Broadway
{He had to get
out of toivn when
Congratulations on the improvement EDITOR :
he froze
of the appearance and contents of your
of anup in the
Just a note ... a very nice story in middle
"ever-alive" Broadcasting Magazine.
Dec. 1 5 issue [about plans to buy commercial)
[It] is as advanced over your former your
important
live
AM-TV Providence] ... I espepublication as stereophonic sound is to WJAR-cially
liked
the
picture
of
the empty
and three dimension and color are
toradio
television.
chair and the caption "Odd Man Out."
[Late last month] Bill Zeckendorf.
Ray V. Hamilton
Roger Stevens and I flew to ProviHamilton,
& Assoc. Stubblefield, Twining
dence in the Webb &
plane.
Chicago
Roger Stevens remarked Knapp
that he had
heard about the story in Broadcas
ting
editor:
but had not seen it. I said I just happened to have one. There was a lot of
With reference to your new format in
magazine size. Let me say to you that it ribbing between Zeckendorf and Stevens
Man Out." They also enain't the size that counts, it's still the about joyed"Odd
the story.
quality and Broadcasting has still got
John C. Mullins
Bob A. Roth
President, KBTV (TV) Denver
Commercial Manager
[EDITOR'S
NOTE: Zeckendorf-MuUins InKONO-TV
*e/«s*s tonowgo have
70%
tenders
needed
with of$12stock
purSan Antonio
chase of Outlet ahead
Co., WJAR-AMTVmillion
licensee,
if
5
eckendorf
bought
out
part
interest
of
Salute to radio-tv
earlier
was pF?£uSer
a third partner
f/wt,Way
Rogerin Stevens,
who
the venture.]
editor:
Misinformed
In the Dec. 15 issue we were very EDITOR :
pleased to see the article about Meredith
YOU HAVE BEEN MISINFORMED AND DO IT COULDN'
T HAVE HAPPENED WITH
US A GROSS INJUSTICE IN YOUR CLOSED I TELEPRO
Willson's
MPTER.
TelePrompTer inspires
Peoria. recent two-day appearance in CIRCUIT
ITEM [JAN. 12] WITH REFER- I confidence. Confiden
ce on the part of
The enthusiasm and sincerity of both ENCE TO WRVA RADIO AND THE CBS PCP announce
who know they can't forget
Mr. and Mrs. Willson in appealing for PLAN. INTEGRATION WAS NOT MEN- or fluff.rsConfiden
ce on the part of
donors in behalf of the Red Cross blood
TIONED BY EITHER PARTY TO OUR DIS- clients who know their
al will
CUSSIONS AND IS NOT A FACTOR IN OUR be delivered smoothly, commerci
program will be remembered for a long
professionally,
time in this area. Through the efforts of DECISION NOT TO ACCEPT NEW CBS RA- accurately. No wonder more
and more
Robert Frudeger, president of WIRL,
DIO PROGRAM CONSOLIDATION PLAN. OUR broadcas
and clients agree "No
they came here to kick off a pre-holiday CONTRACT WITH CBS RUNS UNTIL 1960. station ters
is fully equippe
d
without
appeal for 1 ,000 pints of blood.
WE HAVE NOT CANCELLED IT. CBS HAS.
We are deeply indebted to the Will- OUR POSITION ON THIS PROPOSAL
TelePro
mpTer."
IS SIM- Another
sales plus for broadcasters
PLY ONE OF BUSINESS JUDGMENT. WE is TeleProbigRear
sons, Capitol Records, Mr. Frudeger
Screen Television that
DON'T
SEE
HOW
CAN LIVE SATISFAC- can show your client's office, store or
the three
l radioandstations'
WEEK,
WMBDadditiona
TORILY UNDER THEWE PROPOSED
and WPEO,
televiPLAN. WE factory as a convincing background to
sion stations, WEEK-TV, WMBD-TV DO NOT FEEL COMPULSORY TIME CLEAR- any commercial. See both Teleand WTVH (TV) which cooperated so
ANCE IS IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST. WE
PrompTer and TelePro at the N.A.B.
wholeheartedly to make this a success- ARE UNALTERABLY OPPOSED TO A BARTER
Convention, in Chicago, March 15.
ful project. In fact, we could not have DEAL FOR OUR VALUABLE TIME. THAT IS
operated a Regional Red Cross Blood THE SITUATION IN A NUTSHELL.
Specialists in
Center for nearly eight years without
GROUP COMMUNICATIONS
C T. LUCY
the splendid support of all the radio and
wrva richmond, va.
television stations in
community. editor:
As an industry they this
repeatedly have
— — Li CORPORATION
given their time and talent to publicize
DISTRESSED BY ITEM IN THIS WEEK'S
311 WEST 43 ST., NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
the blood program through news cov- BROADCASTING REGARDING WRVA AND ITS
erage and spot announcements. When RELATIONSHIPS WITH CBS RADIO NET- LOS ANGELES • WASHINGTON, D.C. • CHICAGOIS
emergency appeals for particular blood
WORK. THOUGHT YOU WOULD WANT TO HUNTSVILLE, ALA. . TORONTO • LONDON
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KNOW THAT AT NO TIME IN OUR PCP
NEGOTIATION WITH WRVA HAS TOPIC OF
INTEGRATION BEEN EVEN A MATTER OF
CONVERSATION, ALTHOUGH, AS YOU HAD
BEEN INFORMED, CBS NEWS COVERAGE
WAS A FACTOR.
ARTHUR HULL HAYES
PRESIDENT
CBS RADIO, NEW YORK
WBNS

Radio

Columbus, Ohio
John Blair & Co., Representatives

We have 81% renewal of local accounts with 82% of our subscribers
being
the air from 5 to 27 years
withouton interruption.

What's

the Outlook

for '59?

BROADCASTING'S February 9 issue called Perspective '59 will
give you an exhaustive, comprehensive inquiry into every
area of broadcast advertising including features like this:
• Exclusive report of tv-radio net time sales for 1958.
• J. Walter Thompson's Arno Johnson analysis of tv-radio
volume in '59 in relationship to economic trends.
• Nielsen report on attitudes of tv-radio audiences.
• Feature Film Supply . . . How long will it last?
• Videotape. Revolutionizing tv production in '59.
• RAB's Kevin Sweeney and TvB's Norman Cash reports.
These, and other important contents including our regular spot
news coverage, make the February 9 issue an outstanding advertising value.
Deadline: January 30; Regular rates
WIRE or PHONE nearest BROADCASTING office for your reservation now. 24,000 circulation.

16 (OPEN MIKE)

Yes, there is a WPAC-FM
EDITOR :
A long time ago somebody told me
that
you wrong.
have to This
explain,
alwayswhenin the
has you're
never
been more forcibly driven home than
when some joker took it on himself to
send in a phony report to the UPI
[satellite "broadcasting"]. Each time the
story has been told, some inaccuracy
has been added. The current one appears in your box story in the Dec. 29
issue [page 58]. It says WPAC has no
fm. Quite the contrary, WPAC-FM has
been in operation well over a year. We
operate with 10,000 w ERP and are enjoying alarge acceptance by both listener and sponsor. Along with its sister
station WP AC-AM, it is doing very well
thank you. It operates at 106.1 mc.
Lee Morrison
WPAC-AM-FM
Patchogue, L.I., N.Y.
Matter of semantics
editor:
I note on the At Deadline page of
your magazine for Dec. 22, 1958, that
you now have KFBB-TV Great Falls
an affiliate of the Z-Bar Network. . . .
KFBB Radio and KFBB-TV are not
affiliated in any way with the Z-Bar
Net. Our stations are still owned by
Wilkins Broadcast Inc. and on the tv
side we are affiliated with CBS, ABC
and NBC, and we get our live picture
into Great Falls from the networks in
Salt Lake via the Skyline Network.
Will you please print a correction?
/. P. Wilkins
KFBB Great Falls, Mont.
[EDITOR'S
KFBB-TV
holdsto "lifromNOTE:
Z-BarKXLF-TV
NetworkButte,
Inc.
rebroadcastcense"tofrom
Mont.,
according
pending
suit
by
Z-Bar
and
KXLF-TV
against
Helena
Television
Inc.,
community antenna firm at Helena, Mont.]
BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for
52
weekly
issues
$7.00. Annual
including Yearbook Number
$11.00. subscription
Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's
occupation
required.
Regular
sues 350 per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00isper copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circula1735
DeSales St.,
Washingtontion6, Dept.,
D.C.
On changes,
pleaseN.W.,include
both
old and
new addresses.
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Jan.
27-29 — Assn.,
South winter
Carolinaconvention,
Radio &Hotel
Television
Broadcasters
Wade
Hampton,sembly wilColumbia.
be entertainedMembers
at Jan. of28 General
banquet. AsJan. 28-29
— Georgia Radio
& Tv Institute,
sponsored by Georgia
of Broadcasters
and Henry
W.Athens.
Grady
School Assn.
of Journalism,
U. of Georgia,
at
Jan.
29 — Cooperative
workshop,
Assn.
of National
Advertisers,advertising
Hotel Pierre,
New York.

FAMOUS
BRANDS
©[Texas

DATEBOOK

A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING AND RELATED FIELDS
( " Indicates first or revised listing)
JANUARY
THE "JAnA"unl.ikely pair — English
ruggedin thecowboy
—gentleman
ran the firstand ranch
Texas
Panhandle.
The "JA",
itJohnwas Adair.
named Charles
for Englishman,
Goodnight,
the
cowboy,old gave
a famous
west histrail.name to
ANOTHER BRAND
BECOMING FAMOUS
IN THE TEXAS
PANHANDLE . . .

Yes, and K-7 is burning a
deep impression
televiewers across theon great
High Plains!
ment, new full New
power,managenew
full-day
new ABCprogramming,
interconnectionand
. . . PLUS a consistent,
exciting promotion camign .. . enable
to sell payour
brand KVII-TV
in a rich
growing marketing area.
Get
the
K-7
story
from
the
Boiling Company.

Jan.
19 — Radioluncheon,
& Television Executives Ballroom,
Society's
"Newsmaker"
Hotel
Roosevelt, New York.12:30U.S. p.m.,
Ambassador to
the U.N. natHenry
Cabot
Lodge
will
speak
on
interional relations.
*Jan. 19-20 — Six
cities will
seeking
Convention
present1960Hotel,
theirRepubbids
to GOPlican National
Site Committee
at Savery
Des
Moines.
Radio-tv
spokesmen
will
be
heard
Jan. 20,
5-6 p.m.
Jan. 20 — Screen Producers Guild awards dinner,
Beverly Hilton Hotel, Los Angeles.
,sJan.
20 — Radio
& Television
Timebuying
& Selling
Seminar Executives
luncheon, Society
12:15
p.m., Hawaiian Room, Hotel Lexington, New York
City.
Topic:
"All-Media
Buying,
Pro
&
Con."
Speakers:
Seymour and
Banks,Michael
vice president,
Leo
Burnett Co.,Dr. Chicago,
J. Donovan,
vice
president-associate
media
director,
Benton
&
Bowles, N.Y.
''Jan. 21 — Comments invited on FCC inquiry into
space-space
Docket 12,263.and space-earth frequency allocations.
*Jan. 23-25 — National Advertising Agency Network, eastern regional conference, Statler Hilton
Hotel, Washington.
23 — NAB's Washington
Tv Code Review
Board willEnforcemeet
atJan.association's
ment otfra"men
in white"
banheadquarters.
againstnurses
actors'willpor-be
y
a
l
s
o
f
doctors,
dentists
and
reviewed. Ban went into effect Jan. 1.
Jan.
23 — onOralIndianapolis
argument ch.
scheduled
en banc
13 grantbeforeheldFCCby
Crosley
Broadcasting
Corp.
Case
remanded
by U.S.on
Court ofthatAppeals
for T.A.M.
District Craven
of Columbia
ground
FCC
Comr.
should
have voted since he did not hear oral argument.not
Jan. 23 — Broadcasters Promotion Assn. steering
committee
meets
in WGN-AM-TV
studios.
Board holds
first meeting
newChicago
BPARestaurant,
President
Charles
A. Wilson
at theunder
Kungsholm
Chicago.
Jan. 23-25 — Mid-winter conference of AdvertisAssn. of the West, Rickey's Studio Inn, San
Jose,ingCalif.
Jan. 23-25
& Television (Great— American
Lakes area)Women
will meetin Radio
in Detroit.
*Jan. 24 — Report of Television Allocations Study
Organization to be reviewed by TAS0 board.
*Jan. 27Telecasters,
— Board of Shoreham
directors, Assn.
Maximum
Service
Hotel, ofWashington,
to hear reports on TAS0 directional antenna test
program.

Jan.
argument
FCC
en banc30 —onOralSeattle
ch. 7 scheduled
grant heldbefore
by Queen
City
Broadcasting
Co.
(KIR0).
Case
reopened
petition
reconsideration filed by KXA andon
KVI, bothforSeattle.
FEBRUARY
Feb.Electrical
1-6 — Winter
meetingStatler
of American
Institute
ofYork,
Engineers,
HiltontoHotel,
New
includes fourand sessions
devoted
radio
and
tvvideotape
experiments
operations.
NBC
and
CBS
installations will be described.
Feb. 2-6 — Combined NAB boards will meet at
Hollywood Beach Hotel, Hollywood Beach, Fla.
Semi-annual session opens Feb. 2 with Tv Finance
Committee;
Feb. Feb.
3, General Fund and MemberCommittees;
5, Radio
Board;shipFeb.
6, combined4, TvTv andBoard;RadioFeb.Boards.
Feb. 5-April
30 — Thursday
13-week
seminar
in operations
research evenings,
for advertising
and
marketing
personnel, atsponsored
Advertising
Research Foundation,
site to be byannounced.
Feb. 5-8— Hi-fi Show,
Shoreham Hotel, Washingwill beton. onThe newest
display. in stereo and reproducing gear
Feb. 8-14 — National Advertising Week, sponsored
by Advertising
vertising As n. ofFederation
the West. of America and Ad*Feb.ton 14Section,
— Institute
of Radio Statler
Engineers,HiltonWashingannual banquet,
Hotel,
Washington.
Feb. 15 — Trial of former FCC Comr. Richard A.
Mack andspiracyfriend,
Whiteside,
for con-in
to defraudThurman
United A.States
scheduled
U. S.to District
trial
be held Court,
in MiamiWashington.
are pending.Motions for
Feb 17-20— Audio Engineering Society, annual
western convention, Hotel Biltmore, Los Angeles.
*Feb. 18 — Comments due on FCC proposal to recommercial tvlistings
tionviseformsprogramfor andnew
stations,in applicalicenses
and transfers.
DocketradioNo.and12,673.
21— UnitedJollyPress
Intl. Broadcasters
of*Feb.Connecticut,
Fisherman,
Norwalk. Assn.

StateandBroadofmeeting
— NAB Conference
Feb 24-25
conAnnual
casterferAssn.ences wiPresidents.
Wash-the
Hotel,
Shoreham
legislators.
h
t
be
will
day
final
the
of
ngton. A feature
iVoice
of Democracy awards luncheon.
annual
*Feb 25-27: Electronic Industries Assn. industrial
relations conference, Chase-Park Hotel, St. Louis.
MARCH
March 2— Boston ch. 5 rehearing scheduled to
of off-record
ThiswithisFCCon question
begin tions
commissioners
during conversaoriginal
comparative
hearing,
remanded
to
theDistrict
FCC byof
the
U.S.
Court
of
Appeals
for
the
Columbia. Examiner: Judge Horace Stern.
March 15-18 — NAB's annual conventionopen;at nonthe
Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.MarchExhibits
sesFormalspeech
agendasionsmeetings
keynote
16 with15.through
March continue
noonscheduled
open at Sarnoff
by Robert W. topped byandan address by FCC March
Chair18- schedule
roundtable.
and FCC-industry
Doerfer members
Only manNABJohn C.associate
supplying broadcast
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THE

We believe that the most wildly successful show on earth means little, if each minute
devoted to the sales message does not hold and move your audience. . . . With us. show
business is business -business that shows a profit for our clients.

N. W. AYER & SON, INC.

The commercial is the payoff
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is written

in pencil
Of course we're proud of the silver and bronze plaques, the
medals, the handsomely lettered scrolls that make up the more than
lOO major awards won by Crosley Broadcasting Corporation.
But our finest award is written in a child's hand on lined paper.
It simply says, "Thank you for the toys you sent me when I was in
the hospitl. I still have them."
In our 36 years of broadcasting and over lO years of telecasting, we
have been privileged to make many contributions to the progress of
the industry. Our public services, our showmanship and technical skills
are widely known. But our finest achievement, acknowledged by a
child, is keeping heart and humanity in broadcasting and telecasting.
Wherever there is a WLW — Indianapolis, Cincinnati, Columbus,
Dayton, Atlanta— there is also the warm and friendly spirit of a station
that puts service to the community above all other considerations.
Television
WLW-I
THE
Television
WLW-C
CROSLEY —
GROUP
WLW-T
Television WLW-A
Television

Television
WLW-D
"avm

Crosley Broadcasting Corporation, a division of

Manufacturing Corporation

equipment
eligible with
to exhibit.
AnnualmanageNAB
Engineering are
Conference,
several
ical ses ionsame
s, will hotel.
be heldjoint
concurrently
with convention menint-technthe
March 18-20
conference,
Electronic
Industries
Assn.,— Quarterly
Statler-Hilton
Hotel, Washington.
March 23-26 — National convention, Institute of
Radio Engineers, Waldorf-Astoria, New York. The
nation's leading electronic scientists will attend.

AGAIN!

Rochester, N". ItVs largest*
Over-All
share of audience!
*
274
out

off 455

FIRSTS*
competitive

Quarter- Hours
*
11 of the top 15*
Rochester favorites
Rochester Metropolitan Area
TELEPULSE, OCT., 1958
NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES
The
Co. WVET-TV
EverettBoiling
McKinney
WHEC-TV

w
22 (DATEBOOK)

ii

'Aprilpromotion
5-8 — National
Merchants
Assn.,
sales
division,Retail
Eden Roc
Hotel, Miami
Beach.
April 6-9 — National Premium Buyers, 26th annual exposition, Navy Pier, Chicago. Premium Adsame site. vertising As n. of America will meet April 7,
" April 8— Deadline for comments to FCC on daytime radio stations'
request to operate from 6
a.m.
Docket-6 p.m.
12,729.or sunrise-sunset, whichever is longer.
April 12-14
— Assn. of National
Advertisers, annual
West
Santa Coast
Barbara,meeting,
Calif. Santa Barbara Biltmore,
April 20-23 — American Newspaper Publishers
Assn., Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.
Aprir
Westernconference,
States Advertising
Assn., 23-25
ninth —annual
Oasis Hotel,Agencies
Palm
Springs, Calif.
'April 26-29 convention,
— National The
Assn. Greenbrier,
of Transportation
Advertising
White
Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
April 29-30vention,—HotelInternational
Roosevelt, NewAdvertising
York. Assn. conApril
30-May
3
—
Assn.
of
Women
in Radio &
Television,
Astoria Hotel,annual
New national
York. convention, WaldorfApril 30-May
3 — 4thTidesdistrict,
eration of America,
Hotel &Advertising
Bath Club,Fed-St.
Petersburg, Fla.
MAY
May 1 — National Radio Month opens.
*May 1 — National Law Day.
May 4-6 — Assn.
Advertisers,Ont. annual
conference,
Royal ofYorkCanadian
Hotel, Toronto,
May 4-8—
Motion Picture
& Tv Engineers, Society
semi-annual oFconvention,
Fontainebleau
Hotel, Miami Beach, Fla.
May 20-22 — Assn. of National Advertisers, spring
meeting, Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.
May 21-23 —Sheraton
ElectronicHotel,Industries
convention,
Chicago. Assn., annual
JUNE
*June 1-3 — National microwave symposium, Professional
Group
on
Microwave
TheoryHarvard
& Tech-U.,
niques, Boston Section, Paine Hall,
Cambridge, Mass.
June 7-10 — Advertising Federation of America,
annual convention, Hotel Leamington, Minneapolis.
*June 9-11— National Community Television Assn.
annual convention, Mayflower Hotel, Washington,
D.C.
June 12-16 — National Federation of Advertising
Agencies,
annual convention, Chatham Bars Inn,
Chatham, Mass.
June
— NationalFairmont
IndustrialandAdvertisers
Assn.,
nat:onal14-17convention,
Mark Hopkins
Hotels, San Francisco.
June
2— Advertising
the West,
annual 28-July
convention,
Tahoe Tavern,Assn.Tahoeof City,
Calif.

12-14 — National
*0ct. Sherman,
Chicago. Electronics Conference,
Hotel'
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When you
gotta
the
show get
on the

ITS
AND

THERE

IN

HOURS...

COSTS
YOU
Your packages go anywhere Greyhound goes . . . and
Greyhound goes over a million miles a day! That
means faster, more direct service to more areas,
including many, many places not reached by other
public transportation.
What's more, Greyhound Package Express offers
this service seven days a week ... twenty-four hours
a day... even on week-ends and holidays! Packages
get the same care and consideration as Greyhound
passengers., .riding on dependable Greyhound buses
on their regular runs. And you can send C.O.D., Collect, Prepaid— or open a Charge Account.
So remember— anything from reels to records can
be sent Greyhound Package Express.
Call your nearest Greyhound bus station or write to
Greyhound, Dept. B1, 5600 Jarvis Ave., Chicago, III.
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REACH
MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
Take a full-court view of Omaha television for example. Here, the Metro
Area Rating gives only part of the
score.
A. C. Nielsen and Co., however, compiled total audience in their first Omaha Nielsen Station Index in November.
Nielsen
found
has plenty of
reach; ENOU
GH KMTV
TO DELIVER MORE
TELEVISION HOMES IN MORE
QUARTER HOURS THAN ANY OTHER
OMAHA STATION!
This is no surprise. NCS = 3 had
shown that KMTV has more total set
circulation weekly, daily, day and night
than any other Omaha station!
Wise advertisers get the highest scores
and the lowest cost-per-thousand when
they buy KMTV.

KMTV
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OMAHA

CHANNEL

THREE

27

melding of the old and the very new. The
homes have a distinct and personal charm
. . . whether they be stately mansions alive
with tradition or rambling contemporary
homes reflecting the comfortable way of life.

MONDAY

MEMO

from GENE ACCAS, associate media director, Grey Adv., New York
What to do 'til the Univac comes
Some day — and it may not be too dis- second commercial announcement. No,
it is because an army of agency people
tant— theinto
sameorbit
men . who
a talking
satellite
. . theputsame
men have worked hard and L-O-N-G to take
who built a chess-playing machine and advantage of the unique utility and flexibility of spot for more and more of
one that translates foreign languages . . .
may take a little time and develop a their clients. The stations and the stamedia machine.
tion representatives have helped. But
When that happens, we rather doubt aside from the front-line troops of spot
that the tumbrels will roll on Madison (the sales people) the support troops
and Michigan Avenues or that the pink are sparse, very sparse. And so are the
slip guillotine will decimate agency ros- called
data onspot."station television," which is
ters. For no machine — no matter how
There are at least five usable rating
complex, how swift, how vast its "memservices. There are ID's, announceory,"placenothematter
how
"human"
—
can
rehuman.
ments, participations, program sponsorships and packages. There are preWhy We Need People • May we
limit this discussion to the medium
emptible spots and run-of-station schedules. What is the competition doing?
of television? To begin with, there are
three networks. While buying network What is the "SQ" (selling quotient) of
television is difficult the problems are local personalities? What is the apfinite. To be sure, one network leads the
parent cost-per-thousand and actual one?
other two in a given time period. One
A good, experienced spot broadcast
kind of program will do better on Net- media buyer is worth his weight in
work "A" than Network "B". Sets-in- ambergris. He (and frequently she) is
use vary. Lead-ins may be a factor; and invaluable because in addition to the
knowledge of the science part of spot,
so may lead-outs.
To make network matters more dif- he knows the art part. This is almost occult, involving, as it does, the sensing of
ficult, there are programs. Please don't
facets of spot that may not even exist
say
"the theshow's
thing." We ofknow.
Despite
addedthecomplication
this in the mind of the "unenlightened."
evanescent, El Dorado factor of netSo, with the problem vaster, the inwork television there are facts we can
formation isfar sparser, when we compare spot with network. That is the
work with. Take numbers (and they are
available in the millions), add in his- fundamental reason for the unique value
tory; take program-type performance of spot buyers and their experience.
and creative
peoples'experience,
records, add
In the Land of the Red Queen • Do
ment and human
and judgnetremember what Lewis Carroll's Red
work buying is no more than difficult. you
Queen said? "You see, here it takes all
This difficulty is not a function of the
running
can do to stay in the
limited information; there is sometimes same place. you
If you want to get some
a plethora. The networks can field an
army of 300-plus shock troops to sup- Gene Accas, b. Oct. 6, 1922, New York
port front-line executives and salesmen. City; Syracuse U., magna cum laude;
These shock troops are the "numbers master's degree, international economics, Fletcher School of Law and Diplopeople" ning,
— thedevelopment
researchers,
sales planand thepresentation
in current Who's Who.
men, the cartographers and allied artists. First jobmacy; inlisted advertising
in 1947 with
They are a persuasive and informative Foote, Cone & Belding, in research;
army. We are pleased they fire so much joined NBC in 1950 as radio sales presinformation at us.
entation writer; moved to ABC year
Still, with its manifold problems, the later and served in several executive
network decisions are relatively simple; posts including director of advertising,
buying involves relatively few men and promotion, publicity and continuity acman-hours. But what of spot?
ceptance, director of radio sales promoThe Odds Are Uneven • TvB reports
tion and manager of radio sales developthat advertising investments in network
ment. When director of sales developtime ran $516 million in 1957, with spot
ment and research, he left in February
about $450 million. In 1958 the esti- 1956 to join Television Bureau of Advertising as v.p. in charge of operations;
mates show both figures up, with spot
at an 89% level of network.
returned to ABC-TV in February 1957
to
become
administrative v.p. He
How and why is spot booming? Not
Grey Adv. last summer. He is
because any agency "invented" spot, or joined
has a corner on the creativity of a 20 married to the former Sandra Sherrard.
BROADCASTING, Jonoary 19, 1959

place else, you have to run twice as
fast." How wildly true of spot! No, it
is not a Wonderland, but it is a world of
experience, of speed and adaptability; of
endurance and judgment. We trust it
will not dismay network advertisers
when they learn that five or six times as
many man-hours may go into investing
a spot dollar as a network dollar.
Network buying is difficult. Do not
conclude from the above that spot buying is impossible — it just takes a little
longer. But it is done, and successfully.
It can be done even more successfully if these please may be made:
(1) Let there be more, ever more,
data on "station television" which is
spot television. Let there be more frequent audience measurement in more
markets and let these cover broad,
meaningful and not "hypered" periods.
(2) Let stations and station representatives provide all the facts and figures
available — unadorned by fancy copy
and slogans.
(3) Let the able artisans of media
guide and decide the spot buys, with the
welcome assistance of the media research scientists.
(4) Let media increasingly use the
touchstones of share, trending and area
ratings in spot buying.
There are no simple solutions in the
chemistry of spot television. But the
surest road to success in this stationhalf of television lies along the way
paved with the judgment, knowledge
and experience of media buyers. If this
be a panegyric of media buyers, please
make the most of it.
And when the salesman comes around
taking orders for media machines, we
intend totosaygoweright
can'tonuseusing
one. people.
We've
decided

Shrimps

to

Telepathy

BILI|ON-ODD YEARS
AGO, on the floor of the
ocean, the art of advertising was born when some
forward-looking shrimps
learned to crack their
knuckles and some females ( God bless 'em —
still most sought after by most advertisers)
responded. But don't think there wasn't hell
to pay.
The sea anemones, and in fact all
the frond-waving crowd, said that this new
form of advertising was vulgar, disgusting,
and a very low form of attention getting. The
sea slugs, en masse, decried it as a really
dreadful thing to bring noise into a world
where there had been no noise before and
where practically nobody had ears. You would
have thought the world was coming to an end,
rather than a beginning.
After a couple of million years all
the shrimps were cracking their knuckles all
the time, and everybody had got used to it and
things were quite happy and normal until —
well, until some "gifted" crustaceans thought
up the idea of long antennae as a means of
communication.

Here the competition in the advertising field was so bitter and so bloody and so
useless that we'll skip the saurian details and
come down to the last split-second of history,
to Modern Man — to the last micro-second of
history, to Modern Western Man.
Still confining our attention to the
advertising field, we might first mention the
prodigious ruckus raised by the Fraternal and
Peregrinating Order of Town Criers when the
job printers first started turning out handbills. You should have heard what the bell
ringing news crooners had to say about the
bill posters — or perhaps you shouldn't have.
These latter didn't have long to enjoy the invective being heaped upon them because soon
the bill posters had to turn their attention to
a horrible conspiracy to wipe them out of
existence — namely the introduction of the
newspapers.

A terrific row was raised by everybody else - and the shrimps squawked the
loudest. They said that this innovation would
make their own advertising system outmoded,
and unfairly so. Since it was unfair to them,
it was degrading to the entire world. This row
quickly settled down in an aeon or two and
in the meantime things were beginning to
happen up on earth - on dry land.

Then in the early 20's - Oh Brother !
Some fiend incarnate taught wireless telegraphy how to talk ! Here, indeed, was a frightening challenge to the newspaper industry.
Here was a novel means of communication,
and a great disseminator of news, entertainment — and advertising!
The familiar useless battle ensued.
Newspapers tried in every way to prevent the

You've probably caught on by now
and realize that newspapers were an invention of the devil. The newspapers lived a
mighty rosy life for years and years. They
managed to get along with their sister medium, the magazines, because the rhythm of
publication was so different.

Ed

ware

This advertisement
also appeared in the
'New York Times'
'New York Herald Tribune,'
'Chicago Tribune' and the
'Wall Street Journal.'

public acceptance which was bound to come
for this new medium. They pretended it
wasn't there and closed their columns to news
of radio.
They vilified it. They ridiculed it.
Later, equilibrium was established
once again in the advertising industry. Newspapers even used radio as an advertisingmedium to get circulation for their own publications, and radio used newspapers to get
listeners. It seemed as if peace might reign
forever in the advertising world. Then a few
witches and men of magic got together in dark
caves and planned to ruin all advertising
media by persuading somebody to invent a
thing called "the picture tube." When this
new invention finally arrived — television —
it proved to be such an amazing phenomenon
that it stunned the entire industry.
Radio, still in its comparative youth,
made a few feeble efforts at ridicule, calling
the television men "the magic lantern boys,"
and then sat around stunned at its loss of
listeners until finally, with good sense, it
started to rebuild its medium to fit the needs
of the public, and today is once more flourishing and a fine competitor to other advertisingmedia. Newspapers and magazines remained
appalled — but they remained in business.

are fighting in the same million-year-old way.
They are attempting to deprecate television
as an advertising medium.
We like all advertising. We like
newspapers, radio, television, magazines, and
all the others. They are all effective. If a newspaper or magazine didn't print what the
public wants (be it entertainment or news) , it
would not be read. If a radio or television
station failed to broadcast good programs, it
would not be watched or heard. The fact is
that successful newspapers and magazines
are read — and people do watch television and
do listen to radio. Without listeners and viewers and readers, they would be without advertisers, without whom they could not exist.
All advertising media might well
follow the proven path of "peaceful co-existence," and make sure that they are geared to
the wants and needs of present-day America
to the nth degree. Along this path alone lie
prosperity and success for all.
Anyway, we have to spend a lot of
time thinking up all the things we're going
to say about the next advertising competitor
-telepathy. That's going to be a pretty cheap
medium for the advertiser, because anybody
( with brains, that is ) will be able to get the
message.

Within the last few months the hue
and cry against television has become louder.
Some publications are seeking to fight this
demon who is taking away their advertisingdollars. The sad thing about it is that they

do

Retry

&

Co.,

Inc.

you

agree*
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FOR
GRE
VAL
WRC-TV's new rate structure* offers Washington advertisers the best dollar value in the station's
history. Television viewing in the Capital today is a quarter again as large as it was in 1955 while
rates have increased only slightly. A comparison of the new rate structure and the increased TV
viewing shows that WRC-TV now penetrates a 26.8% larger potential audience at an 11% lower cost per
thousand! Add to this one more fact: The latest seven-month trend of ARB reports(June through December), shows WRC -TV leading all other Washington stations in total weekly share-of-audience ! Washington isbooming. Profits are greater than ever. And WRC-TV can make the most of it. . . 1 1 f Q Til A
for
you!Rate■ Card
NBCNumbedLeadership
Station in Washington, B.C. Sold by NBC Spot Sales. WKU"I V*T
•WRC-TV
14
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SUDDEN

SPURT

TO

SINGLE

RATE

• Objective is one price for local, national business
• Multiple rates blamed for hampering spot development
• Station reps back drive for uniformity in tv and radio
A move to break down the double
standard in radio and television station
rates — different cards for local and national business — appeared to be shaping up last week with three separate
developments providing the momentum.
• The three Balaban radio stations,
denouncing multiple rates as "one of
the greatest
detriments"
the adopt
radio
business,
announced
they towould
single rates for all advertisers, effective
March 1.
• KTUL Tulsa announced it would
introduce a one-card system Feb. 1 as
"a major step" toward cleaning up the
"confusing
and oftenrates.
unfair situation"
created by multiple
• Lawrence Webb, managing director of Station Representatives Assn.,
charged the multi-rate policy is driving

Balaban's Box

important money out of spot radio and
television, called for "a single rate
card for all advertisers" as "the most
logical and sensible" answer to "this
thorny
problem." in rates for local and
Differentiation
national business — and in some cases
the offering of still other rates to other
advertisers — has created snarls over the
years. More and more national and
regional advertisers have undertaken
to "buy andfor distributors
less" by applying
dealers
for localthrough
rather
than the higher national rates.
Historians of this tactic report that
while it originally was used by a relatively limited number of product
categories, it has now spread to many,
including soft drinks, clothing, beer,
cigarettes, shoes, automobiles, appli-

ances and food products. Soft drink
manufacturers, placing business via
local bottlers, are often cited as one of
the principal originators of the practice.
Authorities estimate that millions of
dollars in spot business are being placed
by national advertisers — at local rates.
Agency Dilemma • Although important agencies have been known to
push for local rather than national rates
for some of their clients, on the grounds
of some local connection, it was also
pointed out that often the nationallevel agency may lose control of appropriations. For instance, the local
distributor or broker may place the
business through a local agency, which
then gets the commission. The temptation then, station sources maintain, is
for the national-level agency to recom-

KTUL's Schoonover

Will their decisions lead to eventual elimination of one of broadcasting's most troublesome problems?
BROADCASTING, January 19, 1959
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FIRST IN AUDIENCE
. . . more than 100% greater
audience*
any station
heard in thethanLansing
area.
FIRST IN POWER
AND COVERAGE
With 20 times the power of
any station in Lansing . . .
WILS produces the most
coverage for your money.
FIRST
MICHIGAN'S
MONEY INMARKET
WILS reaches 210,490
Radio homes in the 17
county central Michigan
area ... 1st in Michigan
in C.S.I.
CONTACT
VENARD &
RINTOUL
McCONNELL. INC.

ASSOCIATED WITH PONTIAC'S
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mend other media — such as network
television or magazines — to avoid this
chance of losing part of the budget.
The double rate practice has been
called by some "the biggest single problem in the broadcasting industry."
John F. Box, executive vice president of the Balaban stations said, "the
single rate card for all advertisers" is
the "only waukee,
answer"
and thatandWRIT
KBOX Dallas
WIL MilSt.
Louis would adopt it. At all three stations,
the lower
higher local
national theratenew
ratherratethanis the
price (WIL already had a single rate,
but
is putting into effect an over-all rate
increase).
The stations, Mr. Box continued,
"realize that the adoption of this policy
requires better selling and constant further improvement of product to support
theGood
stepped-up
sales Strachota,
effort."
for Allcreative
• Bernie
WRIT general manager, said that "unfortunately Milwaukee has been traditional y asoft-rate market," with radio
there "devaluated in improper pricing
and selling" despite its "tremendous
record for delivering excellent sales results." He said the new pricing policy
will beness topursued
constant
see to itwith
that "aevery
dollar awarespent
on WRIT by an advertiser, local or naproducesthemaximum
results."
Mr.
Strachotational,felt
move could
be beneficial not only for the Balaban stations
"but also the over-all broadcasting inEd Hunt, general manager of KBOX,
dustry."
took
similar
standfurther
and added:
"We
have amade
certain
adjustments
in the KBOX rate card to provide even
greater values than heretofore for all
of our advertisers, local and national.
Our customers throughout the country
now have the secure knowledge that
like price for like service prevails on
ourRobert
station."E. Eastman, whose Robert
E. Eastman & Co. representation firm
includes the Balaban stations among
its clients, and at whose offices the
meeting on the new rate structure was
held, called the multiple rate problem
"a terrible blight on the entire broadcasting industry." He predicted the
Balaban move would "encourage other
stations to follow the same course."
Mr. Eastman said station representatives "have long wrestled with the problem" and that "the only practical answer
knowledgeable people have been able to
come up with is one rate." This, he
said,
is "assurance
for advertisers
and
agencies
that they can
buy spot radio
secure in the knowledge that nobody on
the local scene can buy it better or
cheaper." He continued:
"Millions of dollars of national advertising are improperly handled and

Eastman: double rate a blight on broadcasting
serviced because of the existence of
double and triple rate structures. In
many cases the highly skilled services
of leading advertising agencies are
diminished for prospects buying their
spot radio through local factors. With
a single rate system there is no need
forKTUL
this subterfuge."
Acts • KTUL General Manager James H. Schoonover, announcing
his station's one-rate decision, said that
"for many months the problems arising
from the differential between local and
national rates have become increasingly
apparent. It is not necessary to relate
these common occurrences in detail.
"We believe we have arrived at a
scale that is extremely equitable and
versatile enough to answer the needs of
any advertiser. In addition, we have
endeavored to outline rates to make
it as simple as possible for the timebuyer to figure prospective schedules.
We earnestly believe this is an important
step forward in tailoring modern radio
to Mr.
today's
needs." said that KTUL is
Schoonover
the first single-rate station in its market.
KTUL is represented by Avery-Knodel.
Webb Speaks
Managing
Director
Webb Up
spoke• SRA's
out against
the
multiple-rate practice in a speech prepared for delivery Saturday (Jan. 17)
at the annual meeting of the Oklahoma
Broadcasters Assn. at Claremore. After
reporting on spot radio and tv activity
in the past year, he said:
"It is a known fact that quite a numBROADCASTING, January 19, 1959

wherever

they

be

W(DV
IN N. Y. C. and VICINITY

over

two

million

Someday,
perhaps,however,
we'll beourselling
At
the moment,
effortsouterare space.
more
localized, encompassing the 17 county greater
New York area. This "atmosphere" is WOV territory—a territory which encompasses over
2,100,000 Italian speaking people — the largest
"Italian City" in the world.
It is larger than Boston, Atlanta, Cincinnati and
Columbus, Ohio combined! And it is getting even
larger every day. Just the increase by immigration
alone since 1948 (118,330) is greater than the enBROADCASTING, January 19, 1959

Italians

agree

tire population of Erie, Pennsylvania — or Duluth
and almost twice the size of Galveston.
If you want ALL of the greater New York market
you cannot ignore the "Italian City" concept. And
if you want
without
the this
radio"Italian
voice ofCity"
WOV.you cannot reach it
WOV, NEW YORK -ROME
Representatives: John E. Pearson Co.
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ber of national spot advertisers do not
buy spot
advertising
national levelradio
because
they haveat the
learned
that there are a number of doors open
for them at the local level, that enable
them to buy radio time at so-called
'local rates.'
"This is known as the double rate
card system, and we know of quite a
number of cases where stations have
triple and quadruple rate cards. Which
means that such stations operate on the
basis of 'how much money does the
advertiser have to spend in the market,
and let's work out a deal.'
"Let's not concern ourselves here
with how advertisers who market their
products over many states and in wide
areas within one state work out deals
at the so-called 'local rates.' What we
are primarily concerned with is the
effect of such transactions on the radio
and television
industry. toNational
vertisers who continue
follow adthe
regular channels of radio and tv media
buying, but feel that their competitors
or other advertisers are getting a better
deal for their spot radio and tv advertising dollars, slowly lose faith in the
media and decide to spend their advertising dollars elsewhere.
"Broadcasters
up with the
all
kinds
of reasonsmayfor come
maintaining
double rate structure, but they can
never justify such practices in the eyes
of the national advertiser or the radio
andNext
television
industry• asMr.a whole."
Best Thing
Webb said
that "if a broadcaster conscientiously
feels that he cannot operate on the
single rate, for reasons peculiar to his
market, then the next best practice is to
eliminate the words 'national' and
'local,' substitute the words 'general'
and 'retail' rates, define such categories
of rates with a sound workable definition, base his rates on what he knows
his product is worth, and make up his
mind to live with it. He will not only
feel renewed respect for himself, but
he will win the everlasting gratitude of
the entire industry."
Mr. Webb told the Oklahoma broadit made
him "very
that one castersofthattheir
associates,
KTUL,happy"
had
adopted the single-rate policy.
As an example of the changes effected by the Balaban stations, Mr. Eastman
said that where KBOX had formerly
pegged one-minute announcements in
"drive
$12.50 time"
for local(peak
and traffic
$15 forperiods)
national,at
the new single rate will be $15. On
WRIT, the local one-minute rate in
"drive time" has been $12.50 as against
$18 national, which becomes the single
rate. On WIL, which has had a single
rate,
goes
from one
$40 tominute
$50. inOn "drive
all threetime"
stations,
the new rates in other periods are
similarly raised.
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SATURATION MODES
PTES hears success
of Nescafe, Lestoil
The method of saturation advertising
as applied
radio theandmicroscope
spot television usersbywasspotunder
last week.
Handling radio at the Radio & Television Executives Society's timebuying
seminar session in New York was agency executive Joseph Scheideler, Bryan
Houston's
president.I. TvL.
was in theexecutive
hands ofviceadvertiser
(Ike) Eskenasy, a vice president of
Adell Chemical Co. (Lestoil), Holyoke,
Mass.
Gleaned from the finepoints:
e Bryan radio
Houston's
saturation
centershappiness
in part onwitha
technique
as
developed
for
Nescafe— saturation schedule inclient
a market
selected to bring up a dragging sales
curve — and later expanded into an
efficient 1959 saturation radio buying
technique.
• Lestoil, the all-purpose household
liquid detergent, will be advertising at
an annual rate of $14-15 million at the
yearend, nearly all in spot tv. But
Lestoil's love for the medium may be
on
the wane; at least it's now under
a strain.
Nips Sales Sag • Mr. Scheideler's
talk was based on Nescafe's experience
with saturation technique. He emphasized that nearly 50% of all instant
From Missouri
The demonstration tv commercial is still "a large part of the
key
Lestoil's success,"
declares
I. L.to Eskenasy,
Adell Chemical
vice president and speaker last
week at a timebuying and selling
seminar in New York (see this
page).
to show It's
how farthe better,
productheis says,
used
than
"merely
talking
about
it."
He notes, too, that viewers tire
of the same commercials and thus
Lestoil has filmed new ones but
within this framework: must be
factual with no exaggerated
claims or statements; no comparisons with other products; all
statements of a positive nature;
approach must be "soft" and not
antagonistic,
commercials oughtandnotthat
onlywhile
entertain,
Lestoil with "Mr. Dirt" and the
"Duck and the Painter" is
scheduling animated commercials
which are entertaining while being informative.

coffee sales come from 40 major
metropolitan markets and competitive
factors tovary
"moreand drastically"
from
market
market
month to month
than do most grocery products.
He noted, too, that in a five-year
span the whole concept of what is
"saturation radio" has changed. Once
about 20 announcements per week was
considered
stuff"; Nescafe
now thestarted
level
is about 100"bigweekly.
its 100 weekly spot run on WLW Cincin ati a few years back, and with
some
week then
reversed
sales $3-4,000
decline inper what
was thea
"trouble market." Next, Nescafe tried
a similar campaign in New York
(WNEW there) spending about $6,000
per week and "again results were justiBut Nescafe (and Bryan Houston)
didn't
stopthen
there.
The technique
was
used from
on whenever
any major
market needed a hypo and before long,
"saturation
fied." radio advertising became a
regular and flexible part of Nescafe's
annual media budget." By 1958 several
major markets
wereefforts
so affected
competitive
selling
indicated"asa
need for several short waves of greater
advertising penetration."
In 1959, the technique will be continued on a market-expansion basis
(see
opposite
page for Bryan Houston's
long look at saturation).
Surprise Fret • The Lestoil spot tv
success formula, told many times by
many people in the past, got a new airing along with a surprise show of fret.
Object
of Lestoil's
disaffection
is tv
station rates,
about which
at one point
during his speech, Mr. Eskenasy used
the adjective "stratospheric." Hinted
he: Lestoil might very well turn increasingly, albeit gradually, toward
newspaper ads in markets in the future
(he said Lestoil already is using papers
in one market as its "basic" medium).
The Lestoil formula in spot tv, which
brought the company up from an ad
budget of $40,000 in 1954 to one of
$6,950,000 in 1958 (at $10 million
annual rate by the end of 1958), is to
buy a minimum of 30 spots on each
station in a market for a full year and
to use only hours other than prime time.
With the mushrooming of ad budget
came a mushrooming of sales and the
opening of markets throughout a large
section
avenue. of the country along the tv
Crux of his complaint is that when
a thirdtwostation
in a market
"the
first
shouldopens
logically
lower their
rates because of increased competition"
but the older two stations instead maintain or even increase rates while the
new station usually tries to assess the
same. Thus, "the advertiser formerly
BROADCASTING, January 19, 1959

Saturation radio: how to buy it
Knowing
to use" theas medium
you pick is "how
as important
picking
the medium in the first place. Take
BryantionHouston's
radio saturatechnique for spot
Nescafe.
The why, how and where follow,
using the words of Joseph Scheideler,
executive vice president of the agency, wherever possible (though condensed) and based on questions he
posed and his answers given during
a timebuying and selling seminar
session last week. These answers, he
notes, gave the agency its "base"
for this year's saturation radio
strategy.
Q. — When does saturation radio
reach a point of diminishing returns Houston's Scheideler: American know-how
and at the same time decrease its
the same station at different times of
built-in efficiency?
year. But charting the probability
A.— With John Blair & Co. (sta- the
makes it reltion representation firm) we de- curve onativelypenetration
tailor the saturation
veloped aprobability curve to see schedule ineasy ato market.)
what happens when announcements
Q. — Howradiolongannouncements
does the audience
are added on a particular station, remember
after
starting at 10 per week on up to 260 the saturation
schedule
is off?
weekly. On the first test station, the
curve began to level off at 120
A.— We spent $150,000 on research over the past few years to
though it continued to pick up apfind
out. People still associate Ed
preciable penetration through 180
per week. We also wanted to know Wynn with Texaco, Bob Hope with
how much ditional
costchunkis of
addedradio
by eachhomes
ad- Pepsodent — show identification carried for decades, not just years. We
reached weekly as units of 10 an- studied the correlation of weight of
nouncements per week are added. a campaign and remembrance. The
Again, the point seemed to be 120- agency tried flurries of two-week
180 announcements per week on this saturations differently spaced in Cincinnati. Finding: People thought the
cost-per-thousand homes measurement. (Optimum frequency can vary campaign was continuous. Measures
from one station to the next and on of store audits and sales showed a
reached the entire audience in the area
with only the two stations; now he must
pay 50% more to reach that same
audience."
When to Review • When a point of
diminishing returns is reached one must
review the situation including the media
used, he said.
Mr. Eskenasy said that in its "older
areas," Lestoil has doubled its spot
purchases
tv is as"not
watched
as avidly orbecause
as regularly
in the
early
days"
and
so
twice
as
many
spots
must
be purchased to get the same number
of viewers as when Lestoil started with
tv in 1954.
"In areas
all fairness
...
ourBut,saleshe inadmitted,
these older
increased
with the added number of commercials."
Later in speaking of the Lestoil ad
approach (see box), Mr. Eskenasy commented that the product has 6,000 spots
BROADCASTING, January 19, 1959

continued curve despite an interpattern of advertising,
indicating theruptedspecific
Nescafe campaign
had
an
effective
life
range
of
twice
its airtime at least.
Q. — Does saturation radio trim
the life span of a commercial, and
when does audience boredom or irritation set in?
A. — mulaApparently
no foron whether orthere's
not saturation
frequency of a commercial makes
that announcement effective for a
shorter length of time. The agency
believes that a good commercial
probably keeps gaining by repetition
and by increasing the penetration
of individual copy points. But the
commercial can be freshened by
playing
basic
theme andvariations
boredomonor theirritation
avoided by spending much time in
pre-testing and in preparation.
Q. — And, most importantly, how
can you keep frequency up and the
client's budget down?
A. — By going into a market with
short and spaced flurries of saturation schedules rather than getting
tied into consistent 13- or 26-week
campaigns.
but it
could solve This
certainis notypescure-all
of product
headaches, such as local competitive
price promotion.
Budgeting
of saturation radio should
be within
the
over-all product budget the same as
money reserved for a campaign in
any major media. The spot radio
budget should not exist as a result of
money available because of a network pre-emption or because some
magazine dollars turned up when
you missed a closing date.

weekly on more than 200 stations, that Chicago Tribune, New York Herald
Tribune, New York Times, and four
tv is the company's "first love," repre- trade
magazines) directed solely toward
s
e
n
t
i
n
g
a
medium
that
"has
been
thoroughly effective for us and has network tv is an unusual one for an advertising agency. Not only does it point
made our sales skyrocket."
up B&B's boast on shows but goes further andtentialinvites
inquisitiveness from potv advertisers.
B&B house ads laud
B&B's Platform • The agency, which
longevity of tv shows
last year ranked fifth in network tv
all agencies, has been exBenton & Bowles, among the first five billing among
pounding the theory of B&B tv show
agencies in network tv billing, is taking longevity since
last fall when
Tom ofMc-tv
the unusual step of promoting its record Dermott, vice president
in charge
ofvertisements.
tv show longevity through house ad- programming at the agency, chided
agencies for the high mortality rate of
The agency broke with full page ad- network tv shows (Broadcasting, Nov.
vertisements last week — said to be the 10, 1958).
first of a series about tv — to tell newsAt the time, Mr, McDermott predicpaper readers (and potential tv clients)
ted that approximately half of the then
that 83% of nighttime network shows current nighttime network tv shows
B&B had on the air last year are still on. would die by the time the next tv season
The public campaign (ads in the comes about.
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Ex-Sawdon men head
new Arkwright Adv. Co.
Two executives of Frank B. Sawdon
Inc. and a New York lawyer have
joined forces in a new advertising agency, Arkwright Adv. Co., which goes into
business with almost $5 million in billings already locked up. The mainstay:
Robert Hall Clothes' $3-4 million, which
left the Sawdon agency along with most
of the men who had worked on it.
Arkwright will be headed by Milton
Scofield, a lawyer and investor who
carries the title of president but will not
be concerned primarily with the agency's
day-to-day activities. Those affairs will
be handled by Jerry Bess, executive vice
president
formerly
Sawdon's
vice
president inandcharge
of media,
and Jack
Wilcher, vice president in charge of
creative activities and formerly Sawdon
copywriter (he's credited with the Robtheme).ert Hall "values up, prices down"
Mr. Bess said last week that the agency's
will be about
75% nearly
in broad-$3
castbillings
media. Robert
Hall spent
million in tv spot and $700,000 in radio
last year.
The Sawdon agency acquired F.B.
Stanley Adv. and its Kenney Shoes and
Tom Thumb Supermarket accounts the
week before (Broadcasting, Jan. 12),

immediately after Mr. Sawdon had resigned as vice president and sales-advertising director of Robert Hall. He had
been with the company since its beginning and has been retained as a consultant on a long-term contract.
Other ex-Sawdon personnel in the initial Arkwright organization are James
Hackett, media director; Tom Mannos,
director of radio-tv production, and
Richard Westman, who will head Arkwright's Hollywood office. Other accounts now in the fold are Chief Apparel, the American Male, Comark
Plastics,
Abelson's
Jewelers West
(broadcast
only), Meadow
Sportswear,
Coast
Slacks and Stanley Blacker Assoc.
Arkwright offices have been set up
at 65 E. 55th St., New York 22, the
quarters formerly occupied by the Stanley agency before its acquisition by Sawdon. West Coast offices are at 6801 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood.
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Lincoln on Lincoln
The "perfect sponsorship" —
that's
it at NBC-to
TV. what
Seekingtheyancalladvertiser
bankroll its special projects telementary,
"Meet p.m.),
Mr. NBC-TV
Lincoln"
(Feb. 11, 8:30-9
happily announced last week that
it had sold the Project XX oneshot to Lincoln National Life Insurance Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.
To reconstruct Lincoln's life,
Project XX staff culled a staggering amount of documents, photos,
etc. One source: the Lincoln National Life Foundation.
Sponsorship of the program
was designed to coincide with the
nationwide celebration of Linbirth 150agency.
years ago. Maxon
Inc. wascoln's the

er. Live sound is not compressed. The
new device therefore puts a small
amount of compression on the live, to
equalize the live and film sound levels.
Mogul merger final;
board, v.p.'s elected
The merger of Emil Mogul Co. and
Lewin, Williams & Saylor into Mogul.
Lewin, Williams & Saylor Inc., New
York (Broadcasting, Nov. 10, 1958),
was consummated last week with the
establishment of an expanded directorate, afive-member executive committee and the election of nine new senior
vice presidents.
The Board • In addition to agency
President Emil Mogul, Board Chairman
A. W. Lewin and Executive Vice President Sidney Matthew Weiss, the new
board includes eight new senior vice
presidents: Richard Lockman (continuing as agency general manager in charge
of account services); Seth D. Tobias
(retaining posts of chairman of the
plans-review boards and print media
creative director); Myron A. Mahler
(continuing as air media creative director); William Jacoby, Milton Guttenplan, Charles L. Rothschild, Walter Pollock and Alvin H. Kaplan (continuing
as president of MLW&S' Kaplan Div..
specializing in mail-order and school advertising). Also on the board are Mrs.
Emil (Helene) Mogul, secretary-treasurer, and agency Controller Norman
Cohen.
Named senior vice president but not
named to the board is Alan Green, former partner in Green-Brodie Adv.,
which merged with LW&S several years
ago. Ex-partner Julian P. Brodie resigned from LW&S prior to its merger
with Mogul to join Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv. The 10th senior vice president at MLW&S is Edward Klein, who
had that title prior to the Jan. 1 merger.
The Executive Committee • In order
to free chief executive officer Mogul
from day-to-day management responsibilities, therebytimepermitting
him toin"devote maximum
and attention
the
interest
the agency's
a total inof excess
of $18.5clients"
millionbilling
the
agency has set up an executive committee comprised of Messrs. Weiss, Tobias,
Lockman,
and Cohen.
nucleus will beKaplan
responsible
for theThis
overall
direction of agency operations and administration.

Commercial soft pedal
People who complain that tv commercials blare out too loudly will be
relieved, CBS-TV network officials reported last week, by a new electronic
device and new operating techniques
developed by the network.
Edward L. Saxe, CBS-TV network
vice president in charge of operations,
said the engineering department had
been studying volume levels for the past
year, in extension of another study
launched
ago on viewers'
complaint several
that spotyears
announcements
and
musical interludes came through with
higher volume than the programs. Mr.
Saxe reported:
"The new study showed that even
though all portions of a program are
actually transmitted at the same electrical level, some parts actually sound
louder than others because of the subjective reaction of listeners to a staccato
type of voice delivery or music performance. The study also showed that
the practice occasionally followed of
adding reverberation to sound increased
the apparent loudness. In addition, the
study revealed that the procedure followed in making sound-on-film recordings often results in an increase in the
apparent loudness of film inserts in a
liveToprogram."
eliminate these volume-level differences, Mr. Saxe said, a special electronic device was designed and is being added in the audio channel of each
CBS-TV network studio, and new operUnchanged are the roles of the folating techniques are being put into use.
lowing departmental
Director-Vice
President heads:
Leslie Radio-tv
L. DunExplaining
the new
function,
experts
said that
film device's
commercials,
for ier, Marketing - Merchandising Director-Vice President Jules Lennard, Reexample, employ sound compression to
search Director Dr. Norman Young and
get a better signaRo-noise ratio, and Print Media
Director Ronald Friedwald.
that when played back they sound loudBROADCASTING, January 19, 1959
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RAPIDS SAYSSAMETHING

also increased its radio-tv budgets, and
reported that sales of specific items promoted on tv were fair, while tv adverspecific items
in men's clothing
broughttising onexcellent
results.
Frederik Meijer, executive vice president of Meijer Super Markets Inc. told
WOOD that his chain experienced no
variation in its anticipated business
volume. It diverted newspaper ad budgets to radio-tv, direct mail and other
non-newspaper media.
The rapidly expanding Kroger Co.
continued the upward business trend
which it had established early in the
fall. John Bone, Kroger vice president,
reported that the chain channeled its
newspaper money to other media including radio-tv.
L. V. Eberhard, president of Eberhard Foods Inc., pointed out that
changes in supermarket facilities in
specific neighborhoods can have a much
greater effectavailabilityonofan revenues
the unindividualthanadvertising
medium. The Eberhard chain reported
little or no effect on business as a result
of the strike. It directed the money to
additional tv advertising, but did not increase the chain's radio schedule.
A fourth food chain operating stores
both in and out of the strike area reported business in the strike area was
as good or better than at those stores
which were still able to buy newspaper
advertising. Though all funds allocated
for newspapers were not entirely used
in other media, the company used saturation radio-tv campaigns which it credited with stabilizing sales during the
strike period.

As in.N.Y., strike doesn't paralyze sales
sively and store executives termed the
While New York City's nine newspapers were involved in a 19-day strike, results "excellent." After the campaign,
Grand Rapids, Mich, was experiencing the hour-by-hour sales pattern changed
a 43-day period in which it, too, was to such a degree that working hours for
personnel had to be adjusted to
newspaperless.
AlthoughwarNewcontinues
York's sales
accommodate the changed shopping
post-mortem media
(Broadcasting, Dec. 29, 1958; Jan. 5;
also see story below), in Grand Rapids, pattern.
Richard Steketee, merchandising manager of Paul Steketee & Sons, reported
department store and food chain businessmen appeared unanimous in agree- the store's sales trend for the fall was up
and that this trend continued during the
that theno strike
the city's
two strike.
dailies menthad
adverseof effect
on sales
Unlike other retailers interviewed,
volumes. Radio-tv use was increased Steketee's used no mailers or "shopper"
during the strike.
advertising, though it did use more radio
In a report last week, Willard Schroe- and tv. Mr. Steketee believes his store
der, president - general manager of is less dependent on day-to-day advertising than his competitors as he values
WOOD Broadcasting Inc. (WOODAM-TV Grand Rapids), released re- what he calls "an inherent prestige facsults of a survey of local department
tor" (corporate image). He, and his
stores and food chains made by WOOD- competitors, however, were in agreeAM-TV executives during a four-day
ment that "special" items, requiring
period just before Christmas. Only one heavy specific promotion, suffered most
from
the
lack of newspaper advertising.
food chain reported a December 1958
sales volume running less than that of
Another department store communicated with several department stores
December 1957, but this was due to a
new-store opening the previous year which had experienced newspaper
which accounted for the extra volume. strikes in other cities. Information obThe seven businesses (three departtained was the basis of its "no newsment stores and four food chains)
This storein believespaper"
that itpromotional
and its plan.
competitors,
the
stated they believed no advertising medium, including the daily newspaper, past, have spent entirely too much
was indispensable to their successful op- money in Christmas newspaper advereration. During the strike, all developed
tising and is convinced it could sell just
aggressive promotional plans which ex- as much merchandise at Christmas with
cluded newspapers but included radio, less newspaper advertising. It tried commercial announcements over its public
tv, direct mail, and point-of-purchase
advertising.
address system, but abandoned them as
disconcerting. Closed-circuit tv was RAB swings into
Grand Rapids' three competing de- too
partment stores joined together for a used at heavy traffic locations and sales N.Y. media rumble
when not otherwise engaged,
cooperative campaign promoting eve- people,
ning shopping hours for the Christmas called customers and told them about
Advertising Bureau, after sizing
season. Radio and tv were used exclu- specific merchandise for sale. The store up Radio
the New York retail market in the
weeks following the 19-day, ninenewspaper blackout, has published what
it
terms "the latest index to the shortHOW PEOPLE SPEND THEIR TIME
sightednes ofa one-sided media pattern
in modern selling." The index: a fourpage
RAB
newsletter,
in preparation for
There iswere
peopletime:in the U.S. over 12 years of age during the week Jan. 2-8.
three weeks (Broadcasting, Jan. 5),
This
how 1|26,230,000
they spent their
73.7%
(93,032,000)
1,914.6 million
million hours
hourst
Watching
Television
spells out "the facts" of the strike and
57.0%
(71^951,000) spent
spent
1,480.7
ListeningNewspapers
to Radio
"what they mean to advertisers every82.0%
spent
439.8
million
hours
Reading
2928.4%
5% (103,509,000)
(37
238,000)
spent
177.3
million
hours
Reading
Magazines
(35,817,000) spent 408.7 million hours
Watching Movies on Tv
Hard-hitting and wasting few words
21.0% (26,473,000) spent 108.1 million hours
Attending Movies*
on compassion, the RAB piece originally
These totals compiled by Sindlinger & Co., Ridley Park, Pa., and published exclusively by
waswhere."
to have had a printing of 10,000 —
BROADCASTING each week, are based on a 48-state, random dispersion sample of 7,00-0 interthese
from which
report,numerous
quarterly "Activity"
weekly and breakdowns
day). Sindlinger's
(1,000 each
then
described
as "onelastof week
our biggest"
cateother
and
these
of
—
but
RAB officials
happily
comprehensive
furnishes
drawn,
are
weekly viewsfigures
gories, and shows the duplicated and unduplicated audiences between each specific medium.
admitted
to
being
inundated
by so many
perand
numbers
—
People
figures.
weekly
are
totals
Hour
t
Co.
&
Copyright 1959centagSindlinger
reprint orders that the 10,000 figure
es—are figured on an average daily basis. * All people figures are average daily tabulamight seem a low estimate in weeks to
the week with exception of the "attending movies" category which is a cumulative
total fortions fvioerthe
come.
wing we k. week. Sindlinger tabulations are available within two to seven days of the interWhat It Says • RAB gets right down
SINDLINGER'S SET COUNT: As of Jan. 1, Sindlinger data shows:in (1)
113,297,000
people that age group);
to
cases by contending "rumor and
the
of
(89.8%
tv
to
access
have
age
of
years
12
over
people
(2) 43,977,000 households with tv; (3) 48,543,999 tv sets in use in the U.S.
conjecture" have obscured the strike
facts because "some folks go around
BROADCASTING, January 19, 1959
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THE

DEATH

ft

SENTENCE

This, of course, is easier said than done. last fall were Benton & Bowles shows.
This is the most expensive
In our case, it means a department of 92
yawn in America, the one that
let's face
wantedButto wegloatalsoa
about it.thisWe record.
specialists solely dedicated to building the littleNow,in print
kills a network TV program.
popularity and assuring the success of our wanted to shake you up a little. We want
you to do a little thinking about what real
Last year it killed one out of every two after
clients'theirprograms
— before,
introduction
on theduring,
air! and television "'pros'" within an agencv can
evening network shows.
do to cut down on the gamble that is TV.
So far this season— and it's far from
We believe an advertising agency should
over— more than twelve have bit the dust. Immodest of us, we know
The cost of these false starts and fast
That these efforts are reasonably suc- do as good a job of keeping the entertainment you pay for fresh, bright, and interces ful isindicated by the fact that 83%
flops is staggering. You just can't fail
esting as the advertising it produces.
more spectacularly in advertising . . . and of the nighttime network shows Benton
more expensively.
If this concept interests you at all, we
& Bowles had on the air last year are still
What to do about it?
on. This, we are immodest enough to are singularly receptive.
point out, is considerably better than the
Couldn't
part
of
the
answer
lie
in
an
average
survival rate of 50%.
advertising agency that assumes responsiBenton & Bowles, Inc.
bility for the development and growth of
Put another and equally self-congratu- 666 Fifth Avenue, New York 19, N. Y.
the property, as well as negotiating for it?
latory way, 5 of the top 25 television shows
The best part of this ad are these clients: General Foods Corp. • Procter & Gamble Co. • Pepperell Manufacturing Company ■ Associatioi v of American Railroad'
American Express Co. • Avco Manufacturing Corp. • Norwich Pharmacal Co. • Carling Brewing Co., Inc. • Philip Morris, Inc. • Mutual Of New Yoi
Continental Oil Co. • H. C. Moores Co. • Railway Express Agency, Inc. • International Business Machines Corp. • S. C. Johnson & Son, Inc. • Florida Citrus Comn
General Aniline & Film Corp. • Western Union Telegraph Co., Inc. • Borden Company • Kentile, Inc. • Schick Incorporated • Allied Chemical Corp. • The Eversharp PeBROADCASTING, January 19, 1959

3a ALL-NEW
FIRST RUN
OURS

LLOYD

NOLAN

A truly great actor plays "Special Agent 7" of the Intelligence Division, U. S.
Department of Internal Revenue — in fighting encounters with the nation's
most sinister lawbreakers. Here come high ratings again from your No. 1
Distributor of TV Film Programs - MCA TV.
IMMEDIATELY OPEN FOR REGIONAL AND LOCAL SPONSORSHIP

produced by ^J^^J^J^^J^^ productions
producers of MIKE HAMMER and STATE TROOPER
tv
Write, wire, phone mca
■ ■■l*a
LI FILM SYNDICATION
598 Madison Avenue, New York 22 • PLaza 9-7500 and principal cities everywhere

An outstanding

transmitter

for outstanding broadcasters
Continental Electronics
Type 31 7 B 50,000 Watt AM Transmitter
This highly developed transmitter is entirely selfcontained except for the power amplifier blower. The
transmitter has been installed at WJR, Detroit . . .
WOAI, San Antonio . . . KLIF, Dallas.
EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
NEW FEATURES
• Weldon Power Amplifier DeEspecially designed for unattended
operation
Silicon
• Instantaneous Power Cutback
vacuum andtubesSelenium Rectifier— no
tosign*5 KWor 10 KW( optional)
Built-in lightning and SWR protection
• Regulinear**
Cathode-Follower
All aluminum cabinets for electrical
Screen Modulation
System
shielding and reduced weight
• Compact — requires only 72
Less thantically1 %independent
carrierofshift
square feet of flat floor space
power— pracline
• Only 18 tubes total including
regulation
those in two oscillator units
Zero staltemperature
coefficient crys — ovens eliminated
( Heaviest tubes are two P A
tubes at 29 lbs. each!)
Completely air-cooled
throughout
•'Patent
•Patent Pending
No. 2,836,665
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implying that things went to hell in a
handbasket because the New York newspapers didn't publish for nearly three
weeks."
Poppycock,
says RAB.
going
on to quote
several leading
department
store executives (who chose to remain
cloaked in anonymity). Said an executive of R.H. Macy & Co. (Bamberger's
Newark.
York): ahead
"Our
Christmas Macy's
sales wereNew
remarkably
of the previous year." Added an offmateicial anof rival
Gimbel inBros.:
"We esti8^ increase
our Christmas
sales."
Not only did RAB find that business
stood up despite the absence of S17 million worth of newspaper ads — advertising which it charges is sold on a doctrine '"of fear" (of "you've got to make
newspapers your basic, exclusive advertising medium in order to survive!'")
—which
but rarely
what'sused
moreradioimportant,
stores
now are taking
a second, harder look.
Among them is Stern Bros., the flagship storeAllied
of the
84-unit.
scattered
Stores
chain. nationallyAdmitted
Sterns: "If we had advertised the same
event
in newspapers"
referring postto a
two-day.
Dec. 26-27 — storewide
Christmas sale promoted only on radio Dec. 25 — "we would have spent
two-and-half times as much money!"
Result
of this all-radio
promotion:
built a tremendous
amount
of traffic "We
...
and customers told us personally that
theyOther
heardstores,
aboutsuchthe assaletheon17-unit
radio."'Sunset appliance chain (a steady radio user
which doubled its allocations during the
strike) admitted that it once considered
radio strictly a "supplement" to newspapers, but that now, ''dollars and cents
volume"' has made Sunset "change (our)
perspective" and, adds Sunset, "radio
canThestand
its own." goes on to cite
RABon newsletter
what happened in past years in other
newspaper-struck cities. Commented
RAB remains
President ...
KevinnoB. one
Sweeney:
"The
fact
advertising
medium
is
"indispensable."
The
business
barometers have proved it time and
time again in newspaper strike situations
and they would undoubtedly prove the
same point for any other medium."
Media buyers meet
The newly-formed Chicago Media
Buyers Group held its first dinner meeting at the Chicago Federated Adv. Club
Wednesday evening (Jan. 7), with Arthur Decker, senior vice president of
Henri, Hurst & McDonald, as key
speaker.
The organization was created to upbuyingof standards"
Chicagogradeby"mediameans
interchangingin
ideas and techniques and focusing on
specific media problems. Chairman is
BROADCASTING, January 19, 1959

Harry C. Pick, who resigned last week
as media director of Reach. McClinton
& Pershall.
Other officers of CMBG are media
directors Harry Sager. Kenyon & Eckhardt. and David William. Geoffrey
Wade Adv. — vice presidents: Elaine
Kortas, Marsteller, Rickard, Gebhardt
& Reed — secretary, and Dick Rogers,
John W. Shaw Adv. — treasurer.
Members of the executive-organization committee include these agency
media buyers: Reg Dellow. Grant Adv.
Inc.: Russ Gilbertz. W. E. Long Co.; !
Katherine Fitzsimmons. McCann-Erickson Inc.; Leonard Matthews, Leo Burnett Co.: Ed Trizil, Gordon Best Co..
Blair Vedder. Needham. Louis & Brorby
Inc.. and A. G. Ensrud and Lowell
Hellman. J. Walter Thompson Co.
3.5% radio spot drop
in 3rd quarter — SRA
National spot radio fell 3.5% in the
third quarter of last year compared to
the same period a year ago, while the
first quarter was up 1.6% and the second quarter rose 11.9%.
These are revised estimates on radio
spot time sales reported last week by
Station Representatives Assn. Lawrence
Webb, managing director, said the revisions were based on official FCC figures for spot radio sales released late
last month.
The SRA revision for 1957 shows a
total SI 69.5 11.000 in spot radio time
sales. For the first three quarters of
1957 the figure is a little above S121
million, while the estimated total for
the first nine months this year is about
SI 26 million.
• Business briefly
Time Sales
• Max Factor Inc.. L.A., plans extensive tv spot campaign starting April 5
for new Pink Jade lipstick it is introducing as first major promotion of 50th
anniversary. Tv drive will be supported
by heavy color schedule in print media.
Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt. L.A.
• Kraft Foods through J. Walter
Thompson and Sealtest Dairy Products
through N.W. Aver will renew Bat
Xfasterson on NBC-TV (Wed.. 9:3010 p.m.) for additional 26-week cycle,
carrying buy into October.
• Atlantis Sales (French's instant spaghetti sauce mix). Rochester. N.Y..
through Compton Adv., N.Y., buying
new 52-week cycle of daytime tv minutes (6 to 10 spots weekly) beginning
today (Jan. 19) in selected markets
among top 50.
• Bover International Labs (H-A hair

-Li is a Layman,
of our "biz."
Our terms Outside
are confusing
Alongside of his.
It's true. The advertising profession
has terminology that's as confusing to
the layman as medical phrases are to
most of us. Cumes, cost per M and
average aud. mean nothing to him.
Furthermore, all the layman knows
about media selection comes through
preference : w;hether specific media
meet his own individual tastes.
For more than 36 years, KHJ Radio,
Los Angeles, has been programming
with an eye toward satisfying those
tastes. We believe that complete penetration of any market can only be
achieved through penetration of each
individual mind.
To thatfeatures
end, KHJ's
foreground
sound
news, commentary,
sports, drama, discussion, variety and
quiz programs designed to hold the
layman's attention not only during the
program but through the commercials
within and around it.
Never underestimate the variety of the
laymen's tastes in Greater Los Angeles.
Here is a medium programmed to satisfy them all.
KHJ
RADIO
LOS ANGELES
1313 North Vine Street
Hollywood 28.nationally
Californiab;
Represented
H-R Representatives, Inc
(BROADCAST ADVERTISING) 45
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12). Agency for Lipton is Young & Rubicam, N.Y.Co.,andChicago.
for Philip Morris is Leo
Burnett

PREVIEW
When in Rome . . . drink Heidelberg • A new film spot commercial for
the Heidelberg Brewing Co., to be carried next week in 14 west coast markets, accentuates the theme that hospitality in ancient Rome was no different
from the bonhomie of the 1950's in a modern city.
The commercial opens in a contemporary living room. The announcer
comments on the changes in living abodes but makes the point that friends
always have been entertaining one another. The action changes and the announcer reappears in a Roman toga.
Announcer: "Friends, Romans, countrymen ... I call you here not to
praise Heidelberg, but to drink it. So dear friends, enjoy yourself. Prithee,
why not divide this Heidelberg quart. After all, it's five full chalices to the
bottle."
The scene shifts back to the modern setting.
Announcer: "Well, palace and chalice may change a good deal through
the ages, but one thing's constant: the Heidelberg quart is always the key to
entertainment, convenience and congeniality."
The film was produced by Arco Studios, Hollywood, and will be scheduled
in 14 markets on the Colonel Flack series syndicated by CBS Films Inc. The
agency director was Dan Lindquist of Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, San
Francisco. The script was by Gene Thompson and Norman Linzer of GB&B.
arranger), heavy regional broadcast advertiser, buys alternate weeks of ABCTV's Meet McGraw (Sun., 9:30 p.m.
EST) on 8Feb.
3 -station
of Chicago
effective
1 forleg20westweeks
in sale
negotiated with network Central Div.
Agency:
Scott,tv.Chicago. Sponsor is newR. toJack
network
• National Life Accident & Insurance
Co., Nashville, Tenn., (parent of WSM
Inc. there) becomes national advertiser
for first time this week with test
schedule news adjacancies in 1 2 selected
tv markets throughout country. Agency:
Nobel-Dury & Assoc., Nashville.
• ABC-TV now has sold out its Walt
Disney Presents series. Signed last
week: Hudson Pulp & Paper Co.,
through Norman, Craig & Kummel,
both N.Y., which (effective Jan. 30) will
pick up show in eastern cities during
alternate-week half-hour slot currently
sponsored regionally in mid and far
west by Hills Bros, coffee (N. W. Ayer
46 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

& Sons). Reynolds Metals Co. (Buchanan Div., Lennen & Newell) sponsors
Disney fully alternate weeks, and Kellogg Co. (Leo Burnett) carries it on alternate week half-hour basis. ABC-TV
also acquired its first sponsor for filmed
reruns of Meet McGraw that premiered
last month. Signed as regional sponsor
(mid and far west) was Boyer International Labs (H-A hair dressing) through
R. Jack
Feb.
1. Scott Inc., Chicago, effective
• P. Lorillard (Old Gold Straights),
through Lennen & Newell Inc., both
N. Y., renews Rough Riders (ABC-TV,
Thurs., 9:30-10 p.m.), for another 26
weeks. Series made its debut last Oct.
• Thomas J. Lipton Co., Hoboken, N.J.
and Philip Morris Co., New York, have
bought Tombstone Territory on alternate week basis over ABC-TV (Fri. 99:30 p.m.), starting March 3, confirming
an earlier report (Closed Circuit, Jan.

• Sunbeam Corp., hoping that CBSTV's What's My Line? will do for its
shaver line what the former GoodsonTodman package did for rival Remington-Rand (when it sponsored the series)
has signed as alternate-week sponsor
(with Kellogg Co.) for the Sunday night
panel quiz. Effective Feb. 1, Sunbeam
moves into the slot vacated last fall by
Helene Curtis Inc., and filled temporarily by Florida Citrus Commission out
of Benton & Bowles. Sunbeam contract
negotiated through Perrin-Paus, Chicago.
• Sponsors
last year's
Pittsburgh Pirates baseballofseason
on KDKA-AM-TV
Pittsburgh have signed again this season. The companies are Atlantic Refining Co., Philadelphia, through N. W.
Ayer there; Bayuk Cigars Inc. (Phillies),
Philadelphia, through Feigenbaum &
Wermen Inc. there, and Iron City
Brewery, Pittsburgh.
• Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati,
via Benton & Bowles, N.Y., buying into
three nighttime NBC-TV series this
month. It will sponsor, for 26-week
period, alternate weeks of Dragnet
(Tues., 7:30-8 p.m.), one-third of
Cimarron City (Sat., 9:30-10:30 p.m.)
on seven dates, and one-third of Adventures of Ellery Queen (Fri., 8-9
p.m.) on six dates.
• Skelly Oil Co., Kansas City, Mo.,
will co-sponsor with Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co. the Kansas City Athletics 1959
baseball season. Skelly's agency is Bruce
B. Brewer & Co., Kansas City. Stations
in Iowa, Nebraska, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Kansas and Missouri will carry the
commentaries. Agency for the regional
schedule is Majestic Adv., Milwaukee.
• The Kroger Co. (meat, grocery products), Cincinnati, became a 52-week
advertiser on Crosley Broadcasting
Corp.'s 50-50 Club this month. Stations
telecasting the color and monochrome
show: WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, WLWD
(TV) Dayton, WLWC (TV) Columbus
and WLWI (TV) Indianapolis. 50-50
also is carried by WLW Cincinnati.
Kroger's
Minneapolis.agency is Campbell-Mithun,
• Spot schedules in Romper Room, national live tv package, have been sold
to Buster Brown Textiles Inc. (chilapparel), Wilmington,
and
Mangels,dren'sHerold
Co., (King Del.,
cleaning
products)
Buster Brown Baltimore.
is Arndt, Agency
Preston, for
Chapin.
Lamb & Keen, Philadelphia. Agency
for
Herold: H. W. BuddemeierMangels,
Co., Baltimore.
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Agency appointments
• Louis Milani Foods, L.A., has appointed Donahue & Coe, that city, to
handle its advertising, with 1959 budget
of about SI million to be utilized in
various media.
• Colorforms Inc., Norwood, N.J., has
named Kudner Adv., N.Y., for its line
of arts, crafts and activities toys. Account previously was handled directly
by
the
Colorform's
billing is
reportedadvertiser.
to be in excess
of $500,000.
• Lowell Toy Mfg. Corp., Long Island
City, New York, appoints Lavenson
Bureau of Advertising Inc., Phila.
• Food Bank Stores (super market
chain), Fresno, Calif., names Jimmy
Fritz & Assoc., Hollywood. Agency will
open Fresno office to handle the account which will include '"extensive"
radio co-op campaign, according to announcement last week which did not
give budget and other specifics in the
planned drive.
• Albert Ehlers Inc.. N.Y.. moves its
S500,000 coffee account out of Dowd.
Redfield & Johnstone, appoints Coordinated Adv. Corp.. both NY.
Ehlers coffee traditionally has been
heavy radio advertiser. Ehlers' Cafe
Caribe brand, geared to New York's
Spanish-speaking market, continues to
be serviced out of Quinn-Lowe Inc.
o John Morrell & Co. (pet products)
and Mercury Records Corp. (high fidelity phonograph records, tapes), both
Chicago, appoint John W. Shaw Adv.,
that city, to handle accounts. Shaw
named for Red Heart dog food effective
mid-February (it already has cat and
meat accounts); for Mercury effective
immediately. Estimated billings: $1 million (for dog food) and $300,000 (for
Mercury).
• Beacon Plastics Corp.. Newton, Mass.
(housewares), appoints Weiss & Geller.
N.Y., as its agency, succeeding Franklin Adv., Boston.

LATEST
>
TOP 10 NETWORK PROGRAMS
Rank Tv Report for Dec. 1-7
l. Gunsmoke
2. Wagon Train
3. Perry Como
4. Desilu Playhouse
5. I've Got a Secret
6. Danny Thomas
7. Maverick

Ratin
40.1
38.9
36.8
36.2
35.4
34.5

7.
1-0.5.6.
9.

Perry Como
Gunsmoke
Wagon
Train
EdMaverick
Sullivan
Real McCoys
Danny Thomas
Have Gun, Will Travel
PeopleGot Area Secret
Funny
I've

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television network shows for each
day
of
the
week
Jan.
8-14 as Bureau.
rated by the multi-city Arbitron instant
ratings of American Research
PROGRAM and TIME
DATE
Thurs., Jan. 8
The Real McCoys (8:30 p.m.)
ABC-TV
Fri., Jan. 9
Person to Person (10:30 p.m.
CBS-TV
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
Sat., Jan. 10
Loretta Young (10 p.m.)
CBS-TV
Sun., Jan. 11
NBC-TV
Mon., Jan. 12
Danny Thomas (9 p.m.)
Tues., Jan. 13
CBS-TV
Wed., Jan. 1
Wagon Train (7:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV
No ratings recorded because of mechanical failure.
Copyright 1959 American Research Bureau

If BACKGROUND: The following programs, in
appear roundup.
in thisInformaweek's
5§P alphabetical
BROADCASTINGorder,tv ratings
Pff tion
is
in
following
order:
program
name,
work, number of stations, sponsor, agency, netday
if;; and time.
II Adventure Time (ABC-127): participating spon||II American
sors, Tues.Bandstand
& Thurs.(ABC-96):
5:30-6 p.m.participating
% sponsors, Mon. -Fri. 4-5:30 p.m.
|l CBS News (CBS-158): participating sponsors
% Mon. -Fri. 7:15-7:30 p.m.
fl Perry Como (NBC-171): participating spon|| sors, Sat. 8-9 p.m.
If
sponIf Concentration
sors, Mon. -Fri.(NBC-156):
11:30 a.m.participating
-Noon.
II Desilu Playhouse (CBS-113): Westinghouse
p (M-E), Mon. 10-11 p.m.
p Father Knows Best (CBS-145): Lever Bros.
H (JWT), Scott Paper (JWT), Mon. 8:30-9
i GE Theatre (CBS-150): General Electric
p-m- Sun. 9-9:30 p.m.
Pl|Guiding
(BBD0),
Light (CBS-128): Procter & Gamble
|| (Compton), Mon. -Fri. 12:45-1 p.m.
II
Gunsmoke
(CBS-173):withLiggett
& Myers
• Also in advertising
II (D-F-S), alternating
Remington
Rand
p.m.
• L. W. Ramsey Adv., Davenport. |lI Have(Y&R)Gun,Sat. Will10-10:30
Travel
(CBS
148):
Lever
Iowa, and Chicago, has opened offices II (JWT), Whitehall (Bates), Sat. 9:30-10 p.m.
at 321 11th St., Des Moines. The new
branch is run in conjunction with Son II High Adventure (CBS-157): Delco (C-E), Dec.
6, 7:30-8:30
De Regger Adv. there. Both companies ||i Alfred
Hitchcock p.m.Presents (CBS-163): Bristolretain separate identities. Thomas Pe- || Myers (Y&R), Sun. 9:30-10 p.m.
a Secret (CBS-197): Reynolds (Esty),
terson, who formerly operated his own i I'veWed.Got 9:30-10
p.m.
agency in Fort Dodge. Iowa, and has !'; Kraft
Music Hall (NBC-144): National Dairy
been associated with Ramsey in Daven- f| Corp. (JWT), Wed. 9-9:30 p.m.
port, has joined Son De Regger as vice H Maverick (ABC-132): Kaiser, Drackett (both
president.
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RATINGS
8. Have Gun, Will Travel
Real McCoys
10.X' Rifleman

34.3
34.3
34.2
Mo. (000)
Viewers
45,400
3939,520
620
36,330
36,010
35,900
34,860
33,540

24.2
23.7
30.7
30.4
28.2

Y&R), Sun, 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Garry
(CBS-174):Pittsburgh
KelloggPlate
(Burnett),
RevlonMoore
(La Roche),
Glass
(BBD0), Tues. 10-11 p.m.
Mickey Mouse (ABC-127): participating sponsors, Mon. -Wed., Fri. 5:30-6 p.m.
Jack Paar (NBC-141): participating sponsors,
Mon.-Fri. 11:15 p.m.-l a.m.
People Are Funny (CBS-142): participating
sponsors, Mon.-Fri. 2:30-3 p.m.
Playhouse
(CBS-155):
Clark
(FC&B), 90Allstate
Insurance Kimberly
Co. (Burnett),
American
Gas Assn. (L&N), Thurs. 9:30-11
p.m.
Price Is Right (NBC-167): Toni (T-L), Desoto
(BBD0), Thurs. 8-8:30 p.m.
RealProducts
McCoys(JWT),
(ABC-131):
Sylvaniap.m.
Electric
Thurs. 8:30-9
Restless
Gun
(NBC-141):
Procter
&
8-8:30
(Burnett),p.m. Sterling Drug (D-F-S),Gamble
Mon.

||
|i
||
||
§i
ff
•II.
||p
II
II|p
||j

Rifleman (ABC 142): Miles Labs (Wade),
Ralston Purina (Gardner), Procter & Gamble
(B&B), Tues. 9-9:30 p.m.
Search For Tomorrow (CBS-133): Procter &
Gamble
(Compton), Mon.-Fri. 12:30-12:45
p.m.
Phil(Burnett)
Silvers R.J.
(CBS-147):
& Gamble
Reynolds Procter
(Esty), Fri.
9-9:30
p.m.
Red Skelton (CBS-174): Pet Milk (Gardner)
S.C. Johnson (FC&B), Tues. 9:30-10 p.m.
Ed manSullivan
Kodak(CBS-159):
(JWT), Sun.Mercury
8-9 p.m.(K&E), EastDanny Thomas (CBS-189): General Foods
(B&B), Mon. 9-9:30 p.m.
Wagon Train (NBC-180): Ford Motors (JWT),
alternating
with Nabisco (M-E), Wed. 7:308:30 p.m.
Loretta Young (NBC-144): Procter & Gamble
(B&B), Sun. 10-10:30 p.m.

II
§1
II
IfIf
|lff
?!
If
ff
11
pf
If
w:f§
If
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The music. .the manner
...the millions who love
the rich magnificence of
all that is Mantovani, all
yours. In 39 gala halfhour shows, Mr. Mantovani sweeps across the
television screen with
scintillating sight and
sound, fvery half-hour
is a new and different
theme, a new and different full scale production with settings and
sequences... costuming
and choreography adding dazzling detail to
the delight of Mantovani's 46-piece orchestra. It's all yours, plus an
exciting Corps de Ballet,
and big name guests
such as Vic Damonejhe
Hi-Lo's, Connie Francis,
the Boscoe Holder West
Indian Dancers .. . . The
London Festival Ballet,
Belita, The Band of The
H. M.Welsh Guards, All
Saints Boys Choir. And
John Conte is your host.

Most of all, there is this
name... Mantovani. Now
for the first time on TV,
MANTOVANI from NTA!
IITI Ten Columbus Circle,
H I ftTelefilm
New York
19, New York
National
Associates,

STILL ANOTHER

ARB

SURVEY

SNOWS

WRAL

holds

of

the

audience

sign-on

to

the

sign-off
area

What a record — "tops" in every ARB survey of the Raleigh-Durham
area since WRAL-TV began operations!
This latest report (Oct.-Nov. 1958) shows one- week 49.6% and
four-week 48.1% SHARE OF AUDIENCE, sign-on to sign-off.
Get your share of the sales-building opportunities on Carolina's
colorful Capital Station— check the availabilities today!
4-CAMERA MOBILE UNIT • VIDEOTAPE RECORDER • LARGE NEW STUDIOS

covering North Carolina from Greensboro to the coast
from Virginia to the South Carolina line
REPRESENTED BY H-R, INC.
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THE MEDIA
TV

RATINGS

UNDER

ATTACK

It's time to dump them, says Moore,
and to start measuring whole audience
Richard A. Moore, president of Moore cited A. C. Nielsen cumulative
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, last week lit audience figures for Walt Disney Prethe fuse for what he hoped would be
sents on ABC-TV in Chicago. He used
another explosion.
a samplesecutiveofweeks.100 homes for four conThe man who was most responsible
for touching off the television network
"In the first week, week A, 27 homes
investigations that began nearly three watch the program," he said. "That is
would herald proudly today as
years ago took aim last week at televi- what
a 27 werating.
sion's ratings.
He urged that television ban the word
"In week B, 15 of these same 27
watch the program again, plus
"rating" and the one-week measure- homes
ments that it connotes and adopt four- 12 additional homes which had not
week cumulative measurements as the watched in week A. In two weeks the
standard.
israting
39. is still 27, but the total of homes
"Reach" is the word that Mr. Moore
said was more descriptive of television
"In week C, 19 of the 39 homes
which had watched the program in
than "rating."
"Television reaches the American week A or B watch it again, some for
the second time, some for the third;
people," he said, "and that is the word eight
new homes also tune it in. The
that describes our medium best."
Hand -Me -Downs From Radio • rating is still 27, but total homes is 47.
Speaking at a luncheon meeting of the
"In week D, 21 of the 47 homes
Chicago Broadcast Advertising Club watch the program for the second, third
Jan. 15, Mr. Moore said that although or fourth time, and six new homes tune
tv was unique, it had acquired various it in. The rating would still be a 27, but
radio practices without bothering to de- the program has been seen in 53
cide whether they were appropriate to homes. . . .
television.
this example nationally,
One of these, he said, was the must- this"Projecting
program would be reaching 23 million homes from one to four times in
buy which KTTV, in testimony before
the Senate Commerce Committee in every four-week period. Yet this is the
March 1956, said was not only inap- audience which our industry currently
propriate for television but also unlaw- offers under the label of 27."
The Reach of Tv • The most reful.
Must-buys,
been discontinued.he pointed out, have
markable thing about television, said
(Mr. Moore did not mention last Mr. Moore, is its "capacity for reaching
week that in his Senate committee testi- all
the people."
mony he also attacked option time as
"Taking the typical three-station vhf
an antitrust violation. For subsequent market of Kansas City," he said, "Neilaction on option time, see page 91).
sen reported that over a four-week
Like the must-buy, the rating was period each of the three stations was
actually watched by an average of
"transplanted
Mr.
Moore. bodily" to television, said 99% of the homes in this sample."
What television must do is find the
"For 10 years," he said, "we have
given industry acceptance to a system way to give an advertiser's message exof audience measurement which is inposure that will begin to approach the
capable of telling the station, the net- total reach of the station itself. KTTV,
work, the agency or the advertiser the he pointed out, has used a plan of
most important thing each of them rotating commercials through as many
needs to know: How many people as eight programs in prime evening
watch his program?
time for a total of 16 exposures over
"All this because we stumbled into a four-week period.
the trap of expressing our audience in
"The first returns are now in, said Mr.
terms of one program per month, leav- Moore. "And we have been astounded
ing unexpressed or unmeasured the vast to discover that the advertisers are
audience which watches the program reaching up to 71.8% of the great Los
the other three weeks of the month."
Angeles market . . . actually reaching 1,700,000 homes at least once and
How Audience Multiplies • Mr.
BROADCASTING, January 19, 1959

and10average
twice.• .The
. ." next decade,
Tough ofYears
said Mr. Moore, will be "probably the
most competitive" in media history.
"If I worked for a competing
medium in this challenging business,"
he
said, "I continues
would pray toeverydescribe
night thatits
television
audience in terms of those who watch
in What
one week
only."ought to do, he said,
television
is adopt as the uniform standard of
audience measurement the four-week
period, 13 four-week periods per year.
A 99.9 Rating • The central idea of
reach instead of ratings as the objective
of television research came into focus
for Mr. Moore during the Tournament
of Roses parade in Pasadena Jan. 1.
More than a million persons gather
to watch the parade, Mr. Moore told
his audience last week. As one of
them, Mr. Moore saw a demonstration
of the influence of tv.
"I happened
be standing
the
sidewalk
where topeople
were sixon deep
when along came Richard Boone,
Paladin of Have Gun, Will Travel. He
was riding slowly and had no identification except the familiar black clothes,
but as he got within 40 to 50 feet you
could hear the word, 'Paladin,' ripple
through the crowd. 'Look, it's Paladin.'
'Hey, it's Paladin.'
"As an eyewitness I promise you that

KTTV's Moore: reach is better than rating

every single person — man, woman and
child — on the sidewalk and in the
bleachers knew and recognized Paladin;
the waving, the shouts of recognition
and the acknowledgements by Boone
went on from both sides of the boulevard as he moved slowly out of sight
down the four-mile line of march.
"Now, if you were to inquire about
the program, Have Gun, Will Travel,
you would probably be told it has a
29.5
least that's,
the Ilatest
rating rating
in Los (at
Angeles).
But what
saw
was a rating of 100, or maybe 99.9.
Pardon me, I mean a rating of a million
out of a million. . . .
"It would be difficult to envision a
more
proof its
of own
our industry's
failurevivid
to report
audience total
in a
way which will even come close to conveying television's unique capacity for
reaching everyone — and I mean everyone."
WKNE EXITS CBS
Network loses fourth
outlet because of PCP
CBS Radio lost another affiliate as a
result of its Program Consolidation Plan
last week as WKNE Keene, N.H. signed
with NBC Radio, effective last Saturday (Jan. 17).
WKNE's
JosephRadioK. AffiliClose
was a memberPresident
of the CBS
ates Assn.'s board of directors, which
had approved PCP when the plans were
submitted to the affiliates' convention
two and a half months ago (Broadcasting, Nov. 3 ) . He had indicated a week
ago, however, that he might not go
along (Closed Circuit, Jan. 12).
The WKNE defection brings to four
the number of affiliates CBS Radio is
known to have lost as a direct result
of PCP. WJR Detroit blasted the plan
and gave cancellation notice (Broadcasting, Nov. 24, 1958); WSAN Allentown, Pa. already has switched to NBC
(Broadcasting, Dec. 15, 1958) and
WTAG Worcester, Mass. has served
notice it will disaffiliate next June
(Broadcasting, Jan. 5).
Despite these moves, CBS Radio
officials combined to express confidence
that PCP will prove successful with both
affiliates and advertisers. They said
affiliates representing more than 85%
of the network rate card are going along
with the plan, and predicted the number
will grow. From the sales standpoint,
they reported a week ago that $4.75
million in new business had been signed
since PCP plans were announced.
Schedule, Pay "Better" • WKNE's
decision to move to NBC after a 21 -year
association with CBS Radio was announced byPresident Close and Harry
Bannister, NBC station relations vice
52 (THE MEDIA)

after having put his faith in a network
radio buy, suddenly discover that eight
key markets aren't carrying his story
to his prospects and customers. When
we put a network advertiser on a network show, the ears of every listener
tuned to a CBS radio station will get
theHemessage."
called PCP "the most exciting
thing that has happened in network rafor many
reiteratedits that
"in diothe
monthyears,"
that andfollowed
announcement CBS Radio signed the
largest amount of business for 1959
that any radio network has had in years
— an enormous total of some $4.5 million in net billings."
Sarnoff, Kintner view

Exit CBS, enter NBC • Joseph K.
Close, president of WKNE Corp.,
signs contract affiliating WKNE
rosy NBC '58 picture
Keene, N.H. with NBC Radio.
For the NBC Radio and Tv netLooking on (1 to r) : John Foster,
works, 1958 was a year of progress.
program director and Howard E.
Chairman Robert W. Sarnoff and PresiWheelock, WKNE general mandent Robert E. Kintner asserted last
L
I week. NBC-TV's gain in gross billing,
ager.
they
declared, was higher than that of
its rivals.
president.
"The NBC schedule fits better into
In a yearend review of NBC activiour station's schedule and the compenties— encompassing not only sales but
sation plan is better," Mr. Close said. programming, innovations, services,
etc.
the NBC leaders ticked off happy
He
singled
out
NBC's
Monitor,
Nightline and newscasts as special vital— statistics.
Among them: a 13%
"assets." He said that "NBC has de- advance over 1957 sales, a doubling of
veloped asingular concept of network sales volume over that in 1953.
radio that provides more information
NBC-TV telecast a record
and better entertainment for the listen- highIn of1958,
664 color hours (averaging three
er, plus a balanced schedule and an color hours
a
day) and the network last
incentive compensation plan for the
year could count a record total of 73
WKNE, on 1290 kc with 5 kw, is color advertisers — representing one out
affiliate."
under the general managership of of every three NBC-TV clients as
Howard E. Wheelock, with John Foster against one out of five the year before.
NBC Radio, Messrs. Sarnoff and
as program director. It is associated in
ownership with WBRK Pittsfield, Mass., Kintner pointed out, went on to "reWKNY Kingston, N.Y. and the cp for
aworks
f irm its faith
in radio"
as other
netretrenched,
a reference
to CBS
WKVT Brattleboro, Vt.
With the decision to move WKNE to Radio's "Program Consolidation Plan."
NBC, tionMr.fromClose
submitted
resigna- By December, it accounted for 46.6%
the CBS
Radiohis Affiliates
of the total sponsored time of the three
Assn. board.
major radio networks, they said. "Net
wentdespite
on, "were
17%
Firman says PCP gives billings,"
higher thanthey1957,
the adverse
recession
on otherusedmedia."
nearly 1 00% clearance effects
A totalof ofthe 133
advertisers
NBC
Radio
last
year
(as
against 205 on
CBS dation
Radio's
new
Program
ConsoliPlan (Broadcasting, Nov. 3, NBC-TV) with the network's clearance
1958, et seq.) offers the advertiser "prac- guarantee raised from 75% to 85%.
tically perfect clearance," relieving him
of "the too-often justified fear that his Standards list grows
program won't get into the markets he
Radio stations subscribing to NAB
wants,"
manager William
for the Firman,
network, eastern
asserted sales
last Standards of Good Practice have passed
week.
the 600-mark, the association's radio
Speaking at a luncheon meeting of the practices committee was told Jan. 9, at
Broadcast Executives Club in Boston a Washington meeting by John F.
last Thursday (Jan. 15), Mr. Firman Meagher, radio vice president. Cliff Gill,
Anaheim, Calif., committee
said that with PCP, "if [an advertiser] KEZY
said NAB will continue its
buys a lineup of stations, he knows he'll chairman,
drive
to
enlist
more station subscribers.
actually get these stations. He won't,
BROADCASTING, January 19, 1959

FIRST
SPONSOR
RAVES

The
agency
S&W FINE FOODS
has the above
say about
theirto 8-city
buy
(Phoenix,
Fresno
Los Angeles,
Tucson,
Portland,
San Francisco,
Salt Lake City,
Seattle).
for
BUFFALO
SAN DIEGO
WBEN
KFMB

21.2

21.8

TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF
COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.
, INC. MIAMI TORONTO
NEW YORK DETROIT CHICAGO HOUSTON HOLLYWOOD

NAB,

FCC

DISREGARD

Chilly government

FROWNS

attitude on fraternizing

won't keep commissioners out of Chicago
Broadcasters and the FCC will hold NBC board chairman, who will receive
their annual NAB convention roundup the NAB keynote award at the Monday luncheon, and Mr. Fellows, who
despitetheir
official
about
socialWashington's
and unofficialcarping
con- will speak at the Wednesday luncheon.
tacts.
NAB is sending out forms for station
FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer will owners, managers and staff executives
maintain custom by addressing the who plan to attend the management sessions. This accrediting will not be reMarch 15-18 convention at its Tuesday
luncheon. Other commissioners will join
quired for active and associate memthe chairman the next morning in the
bers or others planning to attend general
convention
assemblies, luncheons and
traditional question-answer panel.
The convention panels, which ex- the annual banquet (Broadcasting, Dec.
clude queries from broadcasters about 22, 1958).
Mr. Fellows said the convention empending cases, are credited with bringing improved understanding of common
phasis on management developments
'"reflects the serious problems facing the
problems.provides
The FCCa forum
chairman's
address
for annual
official broadcasting industry which require the
statement of the Commission's views intensive study and concerted action of
on major regulatory issues.
top executives. The continuing growth
Both Senate and House investigating of radio and television is bringing about
groups have fanned up Washington rapid changes which the leaders of the
smoke by probing purported ex parte industry must be fully informed about
hobnobbing of Commissioners and andA prepared
to act has
upon."been added to
new wrinkle
broadcast applicants. The question of
governmental ethics and industry con- the radio broadcasters' agenda — a fivetacts isdue for further airing at the cur- year forecast. Panel members will endeavor to peer into the future and
rent session of Congress, with the Dept.
of Justice taking an interest in the sub- trace the patterns aural broadcasting
will assume during the next half-decade.
ject.
Other radio discussions will deal with
FCC Awpearanee Confirmed • Announcement of FCC participation in programming, public relations, standards of good practice, music licensing,
the Chicago convention was made by
NAB President Harold E. Fellows. The audience research, editorializing, legislative report, trends in automation and
other main addresses at the convention
will be delivered by Robert W. Sarnoff, sales developments. Sessions will be
directed by J. Frank Jarman, WDNC
Durham, N.C., radio board chairman.
Elections Scheduled » Television deleSpring formal
gates will elect four members to the
tv board. Radio directors for the oddIt'stionnot
another
wedding invita, or a bid
to a soiree.
numbered NAB geographical districts
The formal envelope with the
and one director in each of the four
word dress
"Personal"
to thedone
adat-large categories (large, medium,
contains an next
invitation
small, fm stations) are being elected
in the Amy Vanderbilt manner,
this winter. Nominations for each
inviting the lucky recipient to atradio
20. vacancy will be announced Jan.
tend the NAB convention.
Text of the invitation carries
The tv agenda will cover programout the aura of exclusivity apming and creativity, allocations, film
propriate to a top-drawer meetand
videotape, sales and costs and coning. It reads:
gressional developments. C. Howard
Lane, KOIN-TV Portland, Ore., tv
"Announcing
annual
conventiontheofthirty-seventh
the National
board chairman, will conduct video
Association of Broadcasters for
sessions.
owners and managers March 15Prior to the Monday keynote lunch18, 1959, Conrad Hilton Hotel,
eon the morning will feature an fm
radio
session; labor clinic led by G.
Chicago, Illinois."
NAB's
board
is
trying
to
cut
Maynard
Smith, Atlanta labor-managedown the size of the convention
ment attorney; keynote luncheon and
by limiting it to owners and mangeneral assembly; separate radio and tv
agers plus key staff executives.
management-ownership
conferences in
afternoon.
The separate Engineering Conference will be held concurrently.
Tuesday morning will be a continuation of the Monday afternoon con54 (THE MEDIA)

ferences, followed by FCC Chairman
Doerfer's address. The afternoon is
open for visits to exhibits and hospitality suites.
Wednesday, final day, opens with the
FCC paneladdress
followed
luncheon
and by
the Mr.
annualFellow's
business session; radio and tv managementownership conferences will be held in
the afternoon. The evening banquet will
wind up proceedings.
The Broadcast Engineering Conference will be held concurrently, with
engineers
joiningandmanagement
eral assemblies
luncheons. at gen• Media reports
Transcontinent Broadcasting Co. has
announced its purchase from NBC of
the 742-foot tower formerly used by
NBC's
WBUF-TV
Buffalo,
before ituhfwentoutlet,
off the
air last fall.
The
transaction was made by Transcontinent on behalf of its WGR-TV Buffalo. The tower is more than 300 feet
higher than the one now being used by
WGR-TV.
• WGN-AM-TV Chicago has received
permission from the city Board of
Zoning Appeals to construct a $3 million plant on Chicago's
side
(Broadcasting,
Dec. 29,Northwest
1958). The
stations plan to acquire 12.3 acres of
land, to be the location of a building
housing all WGN-AM-TV studios, offices and a 200-foot tower. The Chicago Tribune radio-tv properties are
now located in the Tribune Tower on
Michigan Ave.
• In an era of inter-media rivalry that
often reaches derogation, a contrast has
taken place in Lima, Ohio where
W1MA is celebrating its 10th anniversary. The Lima News, one of the
city's two solicited
newspapers,
an unadvertisementcarried
congratulating
WIMA for "faithfully serving Lima . . .
under the highest standard established
in your industry." The ad concluded:
"It is a pleasure for us to be in competition with a clean-cut, hard-selling
organization similar to yours."
• KOME Tulsa joined ABC Radio Jan.
1 1 . The station, 5 kw-d and 1 kw-n on
1300 kc, is owned by Charles W. Holt
& Assoc. Stan Hagan is general man•ager.
John Blair & Co., Blair-Tv and Blair
Television
Assoc. announce new San
Francisco address at 155 Sansome St.,
San Francisco 4. Telephone numbers
remain the same: John Blair, Douglas
2-3188; Blair-Tv and Blair Television
Assoc., Yukon 2-7068.
• WIS-TV Columbia, S.C., is taking an
academic approach to market research.
It has hired marketing professor Robert
BROADCASTING, January 19, 1959

BRINGING THE "QUEEN" TO HARRISBURG, PA.
Say you drive your car 12,000 miles a year. This requires
about three tons of gasoline. At that rate, the gasoline used
by the people of Harrisburg each year weighs more than the
Queen Man'. Every drop has to be found, refined, delivered.

Often it goes a hundred times as far as it goes in your
car, before it ever reaches your car. Getting gasoline
to all the Harrisburgs in this big land is part of the oil
business. And it's "everyday miracles" like this, performed
by American oilmen, that keep our nation on the move.

Helping to build a better future . . Standard Oil Company (New Jersey) (£ssj
erccd hij Esso Standard Oil Company.
IT One of a series of messages appearing monthly in newspapers from Maine to Louisiana— the
1L Other Jersey Standard affiliates and their distributors market cUcivhcrc in the United States and in 134 other
i dependencies.

)id you Whittinghill this morning? Umpteen thousands of listeners (the most in Southern California radio) and, above
Southern Californians did... promptly at 710 on their radio all, more sales. For facts, call the station or AM Radio Sales.
ials, where KMPC's Dick Whittinghill is the constant delight
f all those who prefer their early listening (6 to 10 AM)
unny side up. / Whatever and whenever you choose to adverPC
ise, KMPC's programming adds a sizzle that means more KM
GOLDEN
WEST
BROADCASTERS,
LOS ANGELES
-County Pulse. Southern California area; September-October. 1958.

'The world's greatest disc jockey!' KSFO's Don Sherwood pays (and most listened-to) station in the San Francisco-Oaklar
this warming tribute to... Don Sherwood. Pleasantly enough, area. For unabashed details, contact us or AM Radio Sal<
his popularity with morning listeners (6 to 9 AM) matches the
cheek in his tongue. According to the latest tabulation : almost
40% more audience than the runner up. / KSFO is proud to
have a wit who wins, proud-er still to be the most ingenious
GOLDEN WEST BROADCASTERS, SAN FRANCIS'

FLORIDA
Daytimer in major market. Producing
substantial cash flow. $50,000 down
will handle.
MIDWEST
Highly successful daytimer in prosperous
single station market. Receivables go to
buyer. Net price less than gross. 29%
down.
TEXAS
Powerful regional facility in well known
expanding market. Owns land and
building. Making profit. $50,000 down
and good terms for qualified buyer.

$250,000

$90,000

$215,000

King of the U. of South Carolina to
head up a task force of 30 trained interviewers and to personally conduct
all station-advertiser surveys. According to WIS-TV sales manager Law
| Epps, the group will conduct five
surveys this year and each of these
surveys, ranging from telephone checks
to personal interviews to shelf-counts,
will be paid for by the station and
billed to the client at cost.
I
Changing hands
ANNOUNCED • The following sales of
station interests were announced last
| week. All are subject to FCC approval:

• WTRX Bellaire, Ohio: Sold to Frederic Gregg Jr. (owner of WCMI Ashland, Ky.) and Charles Wright, executive with General Dynamics, by Robert K. Richards, Walter Patterson and
NEGOTIATIONS
•
FINANCING
•
APPRAISALS jj|
Fred Allman for $130,000. The sellers
also own WKYR Kaiser, W. Va. The
sale was handled by Blackburn & Co.
i/Blackbuvn
& Compcurufi WTRX is on 1290 kc with 1 kw, day,
RADIO - TV - NEWSPAPER BROKERS
and is affiliated with MBS.
III WASHINGTON, D. C. OFFICE MIDWEST OFFICE SOUTHERN OFFICE WEST COAST OFFICE III
H. W. Cassill
Clifford B.Whitaker
MarshallCalifornia
Colin M.BankSefph
Aiken, S.C.: Sold to James
•II:•: James
Jock W.V.M.Blockborn
Harvey
Ryan
Blag III|:|•:: •OlinWAKN
Joseph
Sitrick
333 William
N MichiganB.Illinois
Avenue Stanley
Healey Building
9441 Wilshire
Blvd.
Jr. by John Mare and Oliver
Washington
Building
Chicago,
Atlanta,
Georgia Beverly
Hills, Calif.
Ill Grace Tice
$117,000. Mr. Tice owns or
;:;
STerling 3-4341
Financial 6-6460
JAckson 5-1576 CRestview 4-2/70 :;: controlsforWKEN
Dover, Del.; WCAY
Cayce, WBLR Batesville and WYMB
Myrtle Beach, all South Carolina. The
sale was handled by Allen Kander &
day.
Co. WAKN is on 990 kc with 1 kw,
AMCI..
• KTXJ Jasper, Tex.: Leased by J. C.
• Omnidirectional TV
Howard (oil distributor) and associates,
Transmitting Antennas
from Jasper Broadcasting Co. (Joe J.
Fisher and Joe H. Tonahill) for five
• Directional TV
years with an option to purchase for
$60,000. The transaction was handled
Transmitting Antennas
by Patt McDonald, Austin, Tex. KTXJ
• Tower-mounted TV
is on 1350 kc with 1 kw, day.
Transmitting Antennas
• WCFV Clifton Forge, Va.: Sold to
• Standby TV
James R. Reese Jr. by the Clifton Forge
Transmitting Antennas
Broadcasting
Corp. (principal
holder, C. H. Lawler)
for $45,000.stockMr.
• Diplexers
Reese owns and operates WCBG Chambersburg, Pa. The sale was handled by
• Coaxial Switches
Paul H. Chapman Co. WCFV is on
1230 kc with 250 w.
. . . have been proven
in service.
• WFAB Miami-South Miami, Fla.:
60% of construction permit sold to
Write for information
Harold E. King for $36,000 by Louis
G. Jacobs, head of Miami advertising
and catalog.
agency bearing his name, who retains
40%. Mr. King and his wife, Helen,
A L FORD
own WITT Jacksonville, WDAT Daytona Beach and WTHR Panama City,
Manufacturing Company
all
Florida, and KGHI Little Rock.
299 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
Ark. WFAB is expected to be completed
by June 1. It will be on 990 kc.
58 (THE MEDIA)
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Produced by
IRVING BRECHER
Written by
ALLAN LIPSCOTT &
ROBERT FISHER
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mint

get on the bandwagon
in good markets'

with 5 kw fulltime, directional antenna
day and night.
APPROVED • The following transfers
of station interests were approved by
the FCC last week (also see For The
Record, page 106):
• WSRS-AM-FM Cleveland Heights,
Ohio: Sold to Friendly Broadcasting
Co. (Richard Eaton, president and principal stockholder) by WSRS Inc. for
$306,000 plus agreement to pay S. R.
Sague, president of the assignor, $20,000 per year for five years as consultant
and for an agreement not to compete
for five years within the local area. This
grant was conditioned that the assignment not be consummated until the assignee has disposed of its interests in
WJMO-AM-FM Cleveland (see below). The assignee also has interests in
WOOK-AM-TV and WFAN (FM)
Washington, D.C.; WSID-AM-FM and
WTLF-TV Baltimore; WARK-AM-FM
Hagerstown and WINX Rockville, all
Maryland; and WANT Richmond and
WYOU and WACH-TV Newport News,
both Virginia. WSRS is on 1 490 kc with
250 w and is affiliated with ABC and
MBS. WSRS-FM is on 93.5 mc with 1
kw.
• WJMO Cleveland, Ohio: Sold to
Tuschman Broadcasting Co. by Friendly Broadcasting Co. for $250,000. This
grant wasditions.
made
WJMO iswith
on engineering
1540 kc withcon-1
kw, day.
• KTOW Oklahoma City, Okla.: Sold
to KTOW Inc. (W. D. Schueler, president, has majority interest in KBRZ
Freeport and minority interest in KJIM
Fort Worth, both Texas; Paul E. Taft,
vice president, owns KHGM [FM] and
has minority interest in KGUL-TV,
both Houston, and KJIM) by Citizens
Broadcasting Co. of Oklahoma for
$150,000. KTOW is on 800 kc with
250 w, day, and is affiliated with MBS.
• KLYN Amarillo, Tex. : Sold to Radio
KLYN Inc. (Giles E. Miller, president)
by E. Boyd Whitney and Arthur Leroy
Nichols for $147,000. KLYN is on
940 kc with 1 kw, directional antenna
same pattern day and night.

West Texas Television Network
KDUB-TV, LUBBOCK, TEXAS
KPAR-TV, ABILENE, SWEETWATER
KEDY-TV. BIG SPRING. TEXAS
W.R. D.S. "Dub"
Rogers, President
and Gen.
Mgr.
"Bud"Henry,
Nielsen,
General
Manager
John
National
SalesSales
Manager
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projects in schools, colleges and universities.
Largest of the 1958 grants was $406,000 to American Assn. of Colleges for
Teacher Education to help finance production costs of a 32-week college
physics course, Continental Classroom,
on NBC-TV, to train high school
teachers. The Fund made 12 grants
totaling $940,855 to the National Program on the Use of Tv in the Public
Schools, carrying on studies with the
school systems of ten major cities;
$105,000 to the U. of Alabama for the
Alabama Educational Tv Projects;
$110,000 to Metropolitan Pittsburgh
Educational Tv Station; $320,000 to the
Chelsea Closed-Circuit Tv Project in
New York City, plus others.
• Rep appointments
• WFKY Frankfort, WVLK Lexington, both Kentucky; WHOT Youngstown, Ohio; WKIX-AM-FM Raleigh,
N.C., and WTTM Trenton, N.J., all
name George P. Hollingbery Co., N.Y.,
as their national representative.
• WAMS Wilmington, Del., names
Robert E. Eastman & Co., N.Y.
• WKGN Knoxville, Tenn., names
Richard O'Connell Inc., N.Y.
• WOI-TV Ames, Iowa, names H-R
Television Inc., N.Y., as its national
representative. Station is owned by Iowa
State College.

• WIZE Springfield, Ohio names Richard O'Connell Inc., N.Y., as its national
representative.
• WORC Worcester, Mass., names
Avery-Knodel, N.Y., as its national
representative.
• WBZY Torrington, Conn., and
WDEW Westfield, Mass., name Breen &
Ward, N.Y. Stations form Pioneer States
Broadcasters Inc.
• WSRO Marlboro, Mass., names Breen
& Ward, sentative.
N.Y.,Nona Kirby
as itsCo.,
national
Boston,reprewill
Ford grants for etv:
represent WSRO in New England.
$2.5 million in 1958
• KPUG Bellingham, Wash., names
The Ford Foundation, through its John E. Pearson Co., N.Y., as its national representative. Station also anFund for the Advancement of Educagone independent after
tion, made 26 grants totaling $2,495,- 12 years nounasced ithasMutual-Don
155 for experiments with educational KPUG operates on 1170 Leekc affiliate.
with 1
television for the fiscal year ended last kw.
Sept. 30, the foundation has announced.
The parent foundation made grants • KCCC-TV Sacramento, Calif., names
totaling $77,954,152 for all purposes. McGavren-Quinn, N.Y., as its national
The 1958
grantssince
represented
Ch. 40 KCCC-TV has
crease. The Fund
1953 has anmadein- representative.
set target date of Feb. 15 for start of
a total of 76 grants totaling $5.6 mil- operations, announced General Manlion for 48 separate educational tv
ager Mel Lucas.
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Q

A:

In an emergency, what radio station
do you listen to for school closings,
meeting postponements, storm news,

etc

When polled by PULSE on this significant service score,
Washington, D. C, area residents voted WWDC first—
gave us more mentions than any other radio station.

This vote of confidence and popularity is yours, as a WWDC advertiser. Itis only one of the many measurements of our ever-growing
leadership in the Washington, D. C, Metropolitan Area. For full
details, write for "Personality Profile of a Radio Station." Or ask
your Blair man for a copy. It makes mighty interesting reading.
Washington
WWDC
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
Things continue to move fast in Jacksonville, Fla. — where WWDC-owned Radio
WMBR is now first in the morning and second in the afternoon (Oct.-Nov. Hooper) .
New national rep. John Blair will happily supply the solid facts and figures.
BROADCASTING, January 19, 1959
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Your Salesman
THE

on Sight for 783,232 Households

SOUTHEAST'S

BIGGEST,

RICH

in
MARKET

TELEVISION
WINSTON-SALEM
Put your salesman where impulses to buy get started
s Winston-Salem
... in the 783,232 households of WSJS television's
buying market, the 75 Piedmont Counties in
Greensboro
for \ High
Point
North Carolina and Virginia.

H

Call Headley-Reed
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GOVERNMENT
WILL

JUSTICE

GO

ALONG

Antitrust chief says department has open mind
on FCC's 4-3 unpublished decision which favors
network option time as 'reasonably necessary'
What happens now that the FCC has There have been reports that the Justice
was pressuring the FCC to see
found option time "reasonably neces- Dept.
option time and must buys its way.
the hasoperation
networkssary" inand
submittedofitstelevision
views to
The FCC's document was submitted
the Justice Dept.?
towiththea Attorney
promise General's
made last office
April. in line
Thetion timeCommission's
findingsreasonably
that opmay be considered
At that time. Justice antitrust officials (including Judge Hansen) stated
necessary in tv network operations
(Broadcasting, Jan. 12) were ham- it was their opinion that option time
and
must
buys were per se violations
mered out at last Wednesday's meeting
— with three commissioners dissenting. of the Sherman Antitrust Law. It was
The FCC memorandum, which was not agreed then that Justice Dept. would
made public, was submitted to the Jus- hold up any move until after the FCC
considered the practices and held public
tice Dept. for its ruling.
These were held last spring,
There are several speculative answers hearings.
included testimony on all aspects
to the question of what the Justice and
of the Barrow Report.
Dept.'s attitude may be:
The Commission's findings were
• Justice
may assumption
accept thethatFCC's
adopted by a slim, one-vote margin.
opinion
on the
the Comrs.
Rosel H. Hyde, Robert T.
Commission is the expert agency deal- Bartley and
Frederick submitted
W. Fordto dising with radio broadcast matters.
sented. The document
the
• It may, however, persist in its atti- Justice Dept. carried dissenting statetude that option time is a per se antiments by these three commissioners.
trust violation — and persuade the FCC
Not Made Public • The FCC decided
to ban the practice.
to make its findings public. There
• Or, some observers feel. Justice not
had been some thought of doing this.
may go its own way and file an anti- The decision not to publicize the docutrust complaint against the networks.
ment was taken on the ground that this
Victor R. Hansen, government anti- was a private, intra-government memotrust chief, said he had not seen the
randum. Itwas also felt that if, as and
document, but that it would receive
serious consideration.
Open Mind • He declared that the
Justice Dept. has an open mind on the
question. He admitted, however, that
it wasboth
his department's
last spring
that
option time view
and must
buys
were out-and-out violations of the antitrust laws.
Judge
prompted Hansen's
by reports remarks
that his office were
was
less certain of the antitrust implications
of the option time practice now that
the networks have given up their must
buy provisions.
Both CBS and NBC dropped the
requirement that advertisers buy a list
of basic stations — NBC only two weeks
ago (Broadcasting, Jan. 12). In place,
both have established a policy of minimum dollar buys. ABC has always
operated on a minimum buy basis.
Judge Hansen also maintained that
the
Dept.'sof position
towardclient.
the
FCC Justice
was that
lawyer and
Justice's Hansen: he has the option on options
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WITH

FCC?

when the FCC makes any changes
in its network rules, a notice of proposed rulemaking must be issued, and
a hearing held.
There have been reports that the
FCC may lop off a half-hour during
prime night option hours to permit the
inclusion of non-network, independent
programming. If this is done, a regular
rule-making
proceeding
must be Rules
instituted. The Chain
Broadcasting
were first promulgated in 1941.
Although the 35-page FCC memorandum on option time was not made
public, a verbatim text of the ultimate
findings follows:
The Commission makes the following
ultimate findings with respect to option
time:
a. Option time has a considerable
effect on the program clearance decisions of affiliated stations, by establishing a predisposition on the part of affiliates to carry network programs offered during the hours designated by the
network as option time.
b. As a result of this predisposition,
affiliated stations accept and carry some
network programs that they would not
otherwise be disposed to carry.
c. Stations voluntarily accept the
overall network affiliation relationship,
which includes the option time provision. The network requires that the station agree sidtoeration of affiliation.
grant the option
conAt leastin some
stations might prefer a network affiliation without option time, or with less
option time than the networks now require, in order to preserve greater freedom of program choice.
The consist
network's
program
serviceof
doesd. not
of a single
package
programs. It comprises a large number
of individual programs, attractive because of their number, variety and poprity, but sold onto anadvertisers
offered tuolastations
individualandbasis.
e. The network program service is
provided to stations in exchange for
something of value, namely the opportunity to sharg in the revenues obtained
from
sale of the stations' time to
networktheadvertisers.
f. Option time has no significant effect, affirmatively or negatively, on competition among the television networks.
g. National spot and networking are
competitive advertising media.
h. Thements present
optiondifficult
time arrangemake it more
for the
65

The year 1958 closed with the highest year-end audience levels in the
history of network television. This record traces directly to gains
scored by each of the three networks.
In 1958:
ABC

gained 1,400,000 additional homes per minute.*

Another network gained 300,000 additional homes per minute.*
The third network gained 100,000 additional homes per minute .*
And 1958 closed, not only with network television bigger than ever,
but with a completely new relationship of one network to another:
a relationship which now finds that among
evening programs, ABC-TV

ABC

has FOUR

all regularly scheduled

in The Top Ten.**

TELEVISION

'National Nielsen Average Audience per minute, all sponsored programs, Sunday through Saturday, 7:30-10:30 P.M., NYT, for two weeks ending December 20, 1958, vs. comparable period, 1957
** National Nielsen Total Audience II December Report, 1958

The FCC's 24th
Broadcast authorizations passed
9,000 in 1958 of which 874 were for
tv stations, 791 for fm and 3,353 for
am, the FCC said in its 24th annual
report issued yesterday (Jan. 18).
Operating permits were held by
556 of 665 commercial tv stations
authorized. Uhf translators more
than doubled (156 authorized, 92 on
the air), compared to 74 authorized
and 41 on the air in 1957. A June 5,
1958, tabulation showed 419 commercial vhf and 82 commercial uhf
outlets and 25 vhf and 6 uhf educational stations on the air.
Of 3,353 am stations authorized,
3,253 held operating authorizations,
174 more than in 1957, while 412
applications were pending at the end
of 1958. Of 634 commercial fm outlets authorized at the end of the year,
548 were on the air, gains of 74 and
18 respectively over 1957. There
group comprising national spot television programming — independent program producers, national station representatives, and non-network advertisers
— to gain access to maximum audience,
on network-affiliated stations. The limitation arises in two ways: a) the groups
have only limited access to the program
time periods of maximum audience
which are under option to the networks,
and b) when access to an option time
period is obtained, the network may preempt the period and displace the nonnetwork program on 56 days' notice.
i. While independent program suppliers and national station representatives have some difficulty in obtaining
access to desirable program time periods
now under option to the network, option time has also benefited these groups
by developing the network market for
independently produced programs and
by building audiences that enhance the
value of spot announcements and spot
programs adjacent to network programs.
j. Although syndicators and other
non-network groups do not provide
identical service to that of the networks,
access to prime program time periods
is important to their operations. At present, the opportunity of non-network
groups to compete freely for access to
these periods is limited to one-third of
the prime evening time audience.
k. While the principal difficulty arises
from the overall shortage of station outlets, as a result of the present option
time arrangements the availability of
non-network programming of a cost
comparable to network programming
has been reduced below what it would
otherwise have been. This has placed
68 (GOVERNMENT)

annual report
were 98 commercial fm grants comared to 401948.
in 1957, the largest number psince
As of Aug. 15, 1958, there were
66 tv towers higher than a thousand
feet, construction permits for 17
more were outstanding and pending
applications for 15 others.
The yearly increase in broadcast
stations sales (8%) was not as great
as in 1957 (22%), but prices paid
for broadcast properties in 1958 indicated "substantial increases" over
prices in prior years, the report said.
The number of transmitters for all
services reached nearly 1.5 million,
the FCC said. In the fiscal year 1958
(ending June 30), the Commission
operated with 1,238 employes and
appropriations of $8,734,355. It received more than 537,000 applications and nearly 940,000 pieces of
mail.
independent (non-affiliated) stations at a
disadvantage in seeking to compete for
advertising
revenuein their
with markets,
the networkaffiliated stations
and
non-network advertisers at a disadvantage in seeking to compete for audience
and sales with advertisers using network
television. Any adverse effect which option time exerts on non-network advertisers ismore than counterbalanced by
the benefit that the public receives from
the expensive
programs
which only network advertisers
can afford.
1. Whether or not option time is essential to network operations is a relevant issuemininations for the
interest deter-is
whichpublic
the Commission
responsible.
m. Option time is necessary to enable
the networks to give assurances to national advertisers that a nation-wide
lineup of stations will be available to
carry
the advertiser's
at the
time period
ordered andprogram,
at a particular
ule. in the network's program schedplace
n. Without the reasonable assurance
provided by an option time arrangement, the networking system could
not operate on the basis of firm orders
and there would be uncertainty at all
stages of the programming and sales
process.
o. An option time arrangement is
necessary to avoid a gradual loss of
clearances that would be checkerboarded
over the entire network program schedule, as stations in key markets substituted non-network for network programs in different time segments. This
checkerboarding could result in the
erosion
of the network's
to advertisers
were lost. service
Once asa sales
time

period had been lost to the network, it
would be difficult or impossible for the
network to recapture it.
p. The loss of advertiser business that
would result if option time were eliminated would be a double injury to the
networks, since they would have to continue to program the time periods; with
the slim margin of network profits, the
loss of a few time periods could place
network business in the red.
q. tain
Option
is necessary including
to mainnetworktime
programming,
news and public affairs programs, at
present levels. Without option time, network programming would suffer from
the uncertainty of network sales, which
would hamper advance planning, and
from the loss of revenue, which would
reduce the amount of risk-taking and
expensive "quality" programming.
r. Without option time it would be
difficult to preserve the simultaneity of
live programming which is the essence
of the network's television service, or
to schedule programs in the relationship
to each other that networks and their
advertisers
desire from maximum audience appeal.
For the reasons cited above, the Commission finds that optioning of time by
affiliates to their networks is reasonably
necessary for successful network operations and is in the public interest.
UHF appeals refused
The U.S. Supreme Court last week
refused to review appeals by uhf tv outlets in Rockford, 111., and the Springfield, Mass., area against FCC decisions
refusing to shift vhf channels into their
respective areas for deintermixture purThe U.S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia had affirmed the
poses.
FCC decisions in the two cases. WTVO
(TV) Rockford (ch. 39) had asked
that ch. 3 be shifted from Madison,
Wis., to Rockford. WWLP (TV)
Springfield
and ch.other
the area had(ch.asked22) that
3 beuhf's
movedin
there from Hartford, Conn. WRLP
(TV) Greenfield, Mass. (ch. 32), also
had
participated
the appeal.
in both
cases hadin held
that theThevoteuhf'sof
former FCC Comr. Richard A. Mack
was necessary to the FCC decision in
each of the cases.
'Globe' to intervene
The FCC decided tentatively last
week to allow the Boston Globe to intervene in the re-opened ch. 5 tv case,
but only on the issue of whether any
Commission member should have disqualified himself from voting in the
original grant to the Boston Herald
Traveler (WHDH Inc.), a Globe competitor. The hearings are scheduled
tentatively to begin March 2.
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ACTION

AGAINST

ASCAP

ASKED

Small Business Committee says it's about
time Antitrust Div. acted on complaints
"The committee is unable to underThe over
Justiceseveral
Dept.months
Antitrust
failure
to actDiv.'s
on
stand why such unproductive action
should
tolerated by the Department.
complaints against ASCAP is "in- If, as beindicated,
the Department has
e
x
c
u
s
a
b
l
e
,
"
t
h
e
House
Small
Business
convinced itself that corrective action
Committee charged last week.
is
called
for,
it
would
to follow
At the same time, Rep. James Roose- that such action should seem
be taken seavelt (D-Calif.), who is chairman of the
sonably. We believe that the delay in
committee's Subcommittee No. 5 which
held hearings last spring on complaints bringing this matter to a head is inexcusable." Rep. Roosevelt's letter to
againstplainASCAP,
asked Justice
"exwhy this matter
has notto been
brought to a conclusion and advise me
when [the Antitrust Div.] will reach a
decision." Justice Dept. officials were
scheduled to meet with ASCAP representatives last Friday (Jan. 16).
ASCAP members who are small publishers charged at the hearings last
March and April that large publisher
members dominated the organization to
the detriment of small publishers by
exercising control over ASCAP affairs.
The witnesses complained about
ASCAP's formance
weighted
persurvey and system,
logging itssystem,
distribution formulas for royalties,
grievance
procedures
and lack of access of records
to all members.
The committee report last week said
there was agreement in the testimony
that the distribution plans were complicated and difficult to understand and
Roosevelt: more justice from Justice
apply. The subcommittee was supported
by the full committee in a report on Justice last week also expressed disMay
12, 1958,
"the factsof
ap ointment. He said:
presented
raised which
serioussaidproblems
this course of events leaves
concern" to the committee and asked me"Frankly,
nonplussed, for I am unable to
that the Justice Dept. take "appropriate understand your willingness to tolerate
such indecisive action. It is distressing
action"
to
remedy
the
more
important
problems. It recommended that Justice and disappointing to see that the corrective action needed so badly in this
take
such action
as "may
be required
to effectuate
the terms
and spirit
of the case has been thusly prolonged and
consent decree of March 14, 1950."
see ASCAP negotiations story,(Also
page 87.)
The May 1958 report said the consent delayed."
decree
judgment
—
entered
by
the
U.S.
District Court for the Southern District Membership revised
of New York on March 14, 1950—
dealt directly or indirectly with the in Senate Commerce
problems of ASCAP organization and
Senate Commerce Committee
operation covered by the congressional lastTheWednesday
(Jan. 14) was assigned
group.
members and alThe 1958 report was transmitted to four newmost Democratic
Chairman Warren
Justice on May 16, 1958, and Justice Magnuson immediately
(D-Wash.) announced Jan.
in June opened negotiations with 27-28 hearings
on his own proposal for
ASCAP to determine if litigation could federal aid to educational
tv.
be avoided by obtaining a new consent
Membership of the committee was
increased
from
15
to
17
senators,
with
decree that would "remedy these cond
i
t
i
o
n
s
,
"
l
a
s
t
week's
committee
report
an
11-6
majority-minority
ratio
(Closed
said. But now, seven months later, no Circuit, Jan. 12). This means a.pickagreement has been obtained nor any up of three seats for the Democrats
court action filed by Justice, the com- from the 85th Congress and a loss of
mittee said. The House group added: two members for the Republicans.
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Democratic freshmen senators assigned to the committee were Clair
Engle (Calif.), E. L. Bartlett (Alaska),
R. Vance Hartke (Ind.) and Gale McGee (Wyo.). To make room for the
fourth new member, Sen. Alan Bible
(D-Nev.) was re-assigned to the Committee on Appropriations. Majority
holdover members include Sens.
Magnuson, John Pastore (R. I.), Mike
Monroney (Okla.), Ralph Yarborough
(Tex.), Strom Thurmond (S.C.), George
Smathers (Fla.) and Frank Lausche
(Ohio).
Three Vacancies • Four of the seven
Republican members of the Commerce
Committee were defeated in the November elections, leaving three minority
vacancies with the loss of one seat. The
Republicans were scheduled to make
their committee assignments last Saturday (Jan. 17) after Broadcasting went
to press.
Sen. Andrew Schoeppel (R-Kan.).
ranking merce
minority
the Com-of
Committee,member
also is ofchairman
his party'smittees.Senate
Committee
ComSens. John
Marshallon Butler
(R-Md.) and Norris Cotton (R-N.H.),
Commerce Committee members, also
return for the 86th Congress. Defeated
were Republican Sens. John Bricker
(Ohio), Charles Potter (Mich.), FredG. Payne (Me.) and William A.
Purtellerick(Conn.).
First meeting of the new committee
will be held Wednesday (Jan. 21), according to Sen. Magnuson.
Sen. Magnuson, with the co-sponsorship of Sen. Schoeppel, re-introduced
his etv bill (S-12) 10 days ago (At
Deadline, Jan. 12). The measure
would allocate up to $1 million to each
state to purchase equipment for tv
and closed circuit systems for use by
schools, universities and non-profit orapproved by the state's educationalganizations
authorities.
The committee held hearings last
spring on an identical bill which passed
the Senate but died in the House.
Similar bills have been introduced in
the House the past two weeks by Reps.
Stewart Udall (D-Ariz.) and Hale Boggs
(D-La.).
The Jan. 27-28 etv hearings will be
held in the committee's new quarters in
the recently-opened new Senate Office
Bldg., Rm. 5110.
Allot, Mansfield balk
at vhf booster cutoff
Two western senators last week took
swipes at the FCC's action in ordering
operators of existing vhf tv boosters to
get ready to go off the air in 90 days
and serving notice it will prosecute anyone who sets up new boosters.
Sen. Gordon Allot (R-Colo.) and
BROADCASTING, January 19, 1959

Nothing sells like WBAL-Radio and WBAL-TV
National and local breweries have
found that Marylanders buy their
beer, because they are sold on it by
WBAL-Radio and WBAL-TV—
Maryland's Number One Salesmen!
Whether you're selling beer for your
client — or cigarettes, soap, gasoline
or any of a thousand products and
services— WBAL-Radio and WBAL-TV
can sell for you, too! WBAL-Radio
and WBAL-TV reach more people more of
the time with YOUR sales message.
Maryland's Number One Salesmen-WBAL-Radio
and
WBAL-TV— Maryland's only Radio and vhf
Television
YOUR

BEST

LINK WITH

WBAL-RADIO
Baltimore, Maryland
50,000 Watts
N.B.C. Affiliate
• Nationally represented by
Henry I. Christal Company

WBAL-TV
Baltimore, Maryland
Channel 11
NBC. Affiliate
• Nationally represented by
Edward Petry & Company
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THE MARYLAND

BEER

MARKET

Sen. Mike Mansfield (D-Mont.) both
praised a staff report to the Senate
Commerce
special counsel KennethCommittee
Cox whichby recommended
legalization of boosters and took the
FCC to task for not setting up rules to
allow booster operation. (Broadcasting, Jan. 12). Both threatened to take
their case to Chairman Warren G.
Magnuson
(D-Wash.) of the Senate
Commerce Committee.
Sen. Mansfield said he would ask Sen.
Magnuson to call FCC members on the
carpet to explain the divergence between
the Commission
majority'sCraven,
views who
and
those
of Comr. T.A.M.
dissented and said the FCC ought to
establish "reasonable" rules providing
for vhfSen.boosters
on ahe "practicable"
basis.
Allot said
has had a
talk with
Sen.
Magnuson
"looking
ward legislation to meet the problemtoin the event that the FCC doesn't take
immediate steps" to provide tv to people
in sparsely
settledis areas.
The FCC's
90-day
deadline
inadequate
for a
"sweeping
change,"
he
said.
Sen. Mansfield questioned whether
the
FCCin did
vhf
boosters
view not
of its"pre-judge"
current inquiry
into the effect by boosters, translators,
satellites, CATV and other secondary
types of tv on regular tv broadcast
stations.

HARRIS

BACK

IN TOLL

BATTLE

Resolution permits only technical tests
of pay tv pending Congressional action
An interim measure to prohibit pay
ment unless regulated by federal law.
In an interview Tuesday morning
television, both broadcast and wire, until Congress passes legislation prescrib- (Jan. 13) on NBC-TV's Today show,
ing how pay tv should be regulated was
Harris
one reasonof his
offered last week by Rep. Oren Harris Rep. tion
specifiedsaidprohibition
wiredresolupay
(D-Ark.), chairman of the House Inter- tv "is that baseball, and possibly footstate & Foreign Commerce Committee.
ball, would enter into ... a closed-circuit contract operation whereby the
The measure, H J Res 1 30, requires approval by the House, Senate and the general public might be deprived from
viewing these outstanding sporting
President before taking effect.
The Harris resolution would give the events." His measure would "reach that
FCC authority to permit "technical test type
of operation,"
Rep. sports
Harrisgroups
said.
knew
of no existing
operations"
for up"limited
periods."
The He
FCC would set
regulations
on terms,
which have signed contracts with pay tv
conditions and limitations, but these operations, but said he understood one
rules would insure that only one person
club had paycom-tv
could conduct tests of a particular sys- major league
mitted itself tobaseball
a closed-circuit
tem at any place in the country and that operation "if and when such facilities
one person could not conduct tests of are made available to it."
more than one system.
Rep. Harris called attention to his
Rep. Harris said pay tv promoters resolution last year asking the FCC to
"have held out the promise of im- withhold action on pay tv until the
House Commerce Committee has had
programs"
through proving
tollpresent
tv,television
but despite
such time to hold a hearing on it. Consepromises
is grave
risk"on that
this
ently, he said,
he plans
comwould add"there
financial
burdens
Amerimit e tqouhold
hearings
in 60forto the
90 days.
cans without corresponding improve- He said he feels the technical tests provided in H J Res 130 would yield
some of the information by which the
committee could determine how pay tv
could be regulated in the public interest.
"In my opinion,"
Harris saidwithin
a statement
released Rep.
concurrently
introduction of his resolution, "television programs available to the American people have
become
highly incommercialized, and their
adequacy
the
public interest, with respect to quality
and variety, has been questioned.
"Plans are now under study for enDIAGNOSIS
forcement ofexisting legislation and the
enactment of new legislation for the
purpose of bringing about better service
IS THE FIRST STEP TOWARD CURE
in the public interest by commercial
television
licensees."
Other House
members who have inDiagnostic buyers from all over the country have
t
roduced bil s in the new Congress to
found that in the billion dollar Fresno and San
prohibit broadcast (but not wire) pay
Joaquin Valley, there can be quick relief from the
tv are Cleveland M. Bailey (D-W.Va.),
agonizing problem of "which one-to-buy". The
HR 1210; Emanuel Celler (D-N.Y.),
quick, simple cure is obtained by buying KJEOHR 68. and Thomas J. Lane (DTV, the ALL-FAMILY TV Station. Choice 10, 20
Mass.). HR 166.
and 60 second avails plus program can be yours
simply by calling your nearest H-R Man NOW!
Uhf set limitation
The FCC has amended its rules
to continue until the end of 1960 the
temporary uhf tv receiver limit at 1 ,000
microvolt per meter at 100 feet. The
limitation had been scheduled at 500
microvolts, effective the end of this year.
The FCC said that the limit did not
applytv toreceivers
spuriousin signals
vhf
the uhf radiated
band. by
72 (GOVERNMENT)
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...THE

MOST

IMPORTANT
NEW
FOR

TV

CHILDREN
(OF ALL AGES)

IN THE
FIVE

FELIX

THE

SHOW

PAST

YEARS!

CAT

} s Brightest
Television
A 1959
unusual opportunity
for a national advertiser
to sponsor aStar
Brand New
Series starring one of the best loved cartoon characters of all-time.
IN PRODUCTION NOW FOR DEBUT TELECAST SEPTEMBER, 1959.
260 episodes • 4 minutes each • Unique "chapter" format
Eastman Color production • Black and White release
PRE -SOLD:
PRE -SOLD:
PRE -SOLD:
Comic Books published
Comic strip internationally
Toys, games, dolls by the
syndicated by King Features. monthly by Harvey Publications. scores available immediately.

Call— Wire— Write — Audition Screenings by Appointment
Richard Carlton, Vice President In Charge of Sales
TRANS -LUX TELEVISION CORP., 625 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK 22, N. Y.
Phone: PLaza 1-3110-1-2-3-4

THREE

<J>122 and
AAH0EIA

APOLLO
Light and Truth
APOLLO was considered to be "the most
Greek of all hethe would
gods" beand considered
even by today's
standards,
quite
a hunk of man — handsome, sophisticated,
cultured
—
but
why
go
on,
let's
just
he had many excellent characteristics say
attributed tohim. The Greeks called him
the God of Light and Truth. Whenever
the Greeks wanted to know the truth,
they
always thewentoracleto there
Apollo's
Delphi,
came shrine
up withat
the rightandanswer.
Today's
buyers
want
to knowadvertisers
the truth and
too, time
so if you
are
in the dark about selecting the best radio
station in Cincinnati to sell your product,
let us enlighten you— IT'S WCKY, and
truthfully, here's what you get:
1. Adult is audience—
of WCKY's
audience
composed 73%
of housewives
who
control the family purse and spend the
major portion of family income.
2. 50,000 Watts of Selling Power, covering al of the Cincinnati trading area.
3. Good music and news 24 hours a day.
4. Air salesmen who sell your product.
5. A prestige station with progressive
management.
So don'tconsult
go to our
Apollo's
shrineTomat
Delphi, just
oracles:
Welstead
at
WCKY's
New
York
or AM Radio Sales in Chicago andoffice,
the
West Coast, who will shed some Light on
your problem and tell you the true story
about WCKY and its power to sell your
product.

WCKY
50,000 WATTS
OF SELLING POWER
Cincinnati, Ohio
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CH.

10

DENIALS

URGED
FCC & Justice: toss out Miami bids
The FCC was strongly urged last standards long applied by the Courts,
week to "absolutely" disqualify three will do little to deter 'improper conduct.' An applicant could engage in
of10. the four applicants for Miami's ch.
such 'improper conduct' with the knowledge that, even were it detected, the
In exceptions filed to the hearing examiner's initial decision (Broadcasting, 'improper' course nonetheless might be
Dec. 8), the Dept. of Justice and the excused and the grant secured."
Improper conduct, Justice declared,
FCC's general counsel asked that the "compels"
disqualification.
Commission disqualify Public Service
Television Inc., WKAT Inc., and North
The 13-page Justice brief, signed by
Dade Video Inc.
Attorney General Rogers, as well as
Pleadings filed by other parties to the Judge Victor R. Hansen and Robert
j case took exceptions to various other M. Bicks of the antitrust division, reelements of the initial decision.
peated the belief that the vote of both
The initial decision was issued by Mr. Mack and former FCC Chairman
I special Hearing Examiner Judge Horace George C. McConnaughey was imsince they both were approached
j Stern, retired chief justice of the Penn- in the proper
case. It also repeated the sugI sylvania Supreme Court,
gestion
that new applicants be permiti Judge Stern found that Public Servted to file and that L. B. Wilson, the
i ice and WKAT had engaged in im| proper activities in behind-the-scenes remaining applicant, be permitted to
amend its application to show its pres| A.
conversations
then Comr. that
Richard
ownership. Mr. Wilson died during
Mack and with
recommended
this the ent
hearings.
I factor be considered adversely to these
The Justice brief urged:
| ch.
applicants
in
a
new
hearing
on
Miami
10.
"The need for an effective deterrent
He declared that the actions of North to attempts at ex parte influence compels the conclusion that an applicant
J Dade Video Inc., another applicant, in
I hiring former Rep. (R-Ohio) and former relevant
not be qualifications
free to urge that 'its other
so outweigh and
j FCC Comr. Robert F. Jones, were override
the gravity of its derelictions
"imprudent."
Judge Stern declared that Mr. Mack that, in comparaison with the qualifications of other applicants, public inshould have disqualified himself from
terest, convenience and necessity would
voting in the Miami ch. 10 case because of the off-the-record representa- be served best by granting it the
tions made to him by Public Service
permit'." Counsel Sees It •
How the General
and WKAT. He also recommended that construction
the ch. 10 grant to Public Service, a Office of General Counsel, FCC, also
subsidiarysidered ofvoid. National Airlines, be con- urged the absolute disqualification of
Public Service, WKAT and North Dade.
Its position was summed up in these
The fourth applicant, L. B. Wilson words:
Inc., was untouched by any charges of
impropriety.
". . . failure to disqualify the three
Which Way Now? • Next step in the applicants shown to have acted improperly, inaddition to unnecessarily delaycontroversial Miami ch. 10 case is oral
ing conclusion of the present proceedargument before the full FCC. The
Commission's final decision must be
submitted to the U.S. Court of Appeals
Maybe Miami
for the District of Columbia, which
retained jurisdiction when it remanded
Argument
on motions to change
the Miami case to the Commission last
the site of the trials of former
FCC
Comr.
Richard A. Mack
April.
One of the questions the FCC must
and Thurman A. Whiteside from
answer is whether, if a new hearing is
Washington to Miami will be arheld, new applicants may apply. There
gued Friday (Jan. 23) before
are already two new applications for
District of Columbia Federal DisMiami ch. 10: Elzey Roberts, and the
trict Judge Burnita S. Matthews.
Miami Church of Religious Science.
Justice Dept. has opposed these
A digest
motions. Both Mr. Mack and Mr.
week,
follows:of the exceptions, filed last
Whiteside are under indictment
for conspiracy to defraud the
• Justice Dept. urged that Public
U.S. in connection with the 1957
Service, WKAT and North Dade be
grant of ch. 10 Miami to National
absolutely disqualified. "The United
Airlines.
States urges," the brief stated, "that
the Examiner's rationale, which rejects
(GOVERNMENT) 75

more later.
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ing would inevitably detract from the
prophylactic
effect ofintended
the special
hearings. For if action
to pervert
the established procedures of fair adjudication isrelegated to the position of
just another public interest factor, to be
considered along with many others in
determining the basic and comparative
qualifications of an applicant, compliance or lack of compliance with the
norm becomes merely a matter of calculated risk on the part of would-be applicants. The only way the Commission
can insure that attempts to pervert its
processes such as those involved here
will not be common to the business before it is by making their revealed violation and absolute
to a grant."
• Public
Service bar
Television
Inc. emp
h
a
s
i
z
e
d
t
h
a
t
whatever
man Whiteside may have influence
exercised Thurover
Mr. Mack, it was not as an emissary of
! the National Airlines' subsidiary. It
i urged that the Commission find that all
II ofL.B.theWilson
other bethree
foundapplicants
guilty of including
improper
activities in connection with the Miami
ch. 10 grant. Mr. Whiteside was Mr.
Mack's friend. Both are under indictU.S. ment for conspiracy to defraud the
• WKAT Inc. made an impassioned
plea to judge the activities of its principal, A. Frank Katzentine, as an honorable course designed "to preserve — not
destroy — the integrity of the administrative process." The WKAT exceptions
stated that Mr. Katzentine's efforts were
"to prevent the commission of a crime
by urging Comr. Mack to vote on the
In a .discussion
of the whole question
merits
. ."
of ex parte representations, WKAT
pointed to the long known fact of the
"looseness and informality of the relationships
between parties
Commissioners." Itasked
that ifand
a strict
rule
be laid down to penalize such relationships it not be made retroactive.
• North Dade defended its activities
as not disqualifying, asked that Public
Service and WKAT be completely disqualified from further consideration as
in the case. It maintained it
applicants
had
no improper purpose in mind in
hiring Mr. Jones, and it also urged that
Mr. Jones was not quilty of even "an
indiscreet
or imprudent
act." to only
• L.B. Wilson
took exception
deinitialguilty
examiner's
the
in
one element
cision. Iturged that any applicant
of improper activities be absolutely disqualified from any further consideration
in the case.
FCC shifts procedure
FCC has taken an unusual step disas ociating itself the
fromusual
a private
ment containing
promiseagreenot
to compete. In the final order, anBROADCASTING, January 19, 1959

To sell Indiana,
you need both
the 2nd and 3rd
ranking markets.
NOW
ONE BUY
delivers both —
AT A 10%
SAVINGS!

YOU

NEED
in

f
3

Now, a new, two-station TV buy blankets both the
South Bend-Elkhart and Fort Wayne markets, plus
healthy chunks of Southern Michigan and Western
Ohio. Over 1.6 million population — $2.8 billion Effective Buying Income. Alert buyers are covering these
rich markets in combination— and saving 10% ! They're
buying them right along with Indianapolis— thus covering all the best of Indiana from within— with just
two buys!
see your H™R
o
(J b lkhar

man soon

TWIN
Indiana!

BILLING

SALES
the Beaumont-Port Arthur-Orange
market is 84th in the Nation* . . 4th in
Texas.* And KFDM-TV delivers
this entire area of over 1 million prosperous
Texas buyers. If you're looking for
Food Sales . . . Buy . . . KFDM-TV in
Beaumont-Port Arthur-Orange.
CBS
ABC

,SEE PETERS-GRIFFIN-WOODWARD, INC.
S. M. Survey of Buying Power, 1958

ALLIED always has the BROADCAST TUBES you need

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY OH
RCA 7034 ^ t sups larges rpose
allied is the world'
al-pun use.
pUerof forpowerbroadandcastspecistatio
tubes
T ook to us for immediate, expert
mtheworl
es. st
suppliarge
Smentfro
onic d'sl
of electr
stocks
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your allied
See
452-page 1959 BuyingtionGuide
and
ment staequipfor
what
. Get
supplies
you
when
want
you
want it. Catalog
e
labl
avai
are
es
copi
on request.
IO
ALLIED RAD o 80, III.
100 N. Western Ave.,ketChicag
Phone: HAymar 1-6800

nounced Jan. 9, the Commission approved afacilities change for WJAZ Albany, Ga., from 1050 kc with 1 kw daytime to 960rectional bukc
with 5 a kwNov.daytime
t modified
18, 1958diinitial decision. The modification said
the FCC does not approve an agreement
which would limit filing of any application for new or improved service by an
applicant in which F. Keith Brawn had
an interest. Mr. Brown was a principal
in an application for 960 kc facilities in
Cuthbert, Ga., but withdrew his application and was paid $800 out-ofpocket expenses by James S. Rivers
Inc., licensee of WJAZ. The agreement
between Rivers and Mr. Brown was that
the latter would not enter radio for
three years in a 25-mile radius.
Smith willing to talk
Rep. Howard D. Smith (D-Va.),
chairman of the House Rules Commit e , last week agreed to meet with
radio-tv newsmen to discuss liberalization of House rules prohibiting coverage
of proceedings and hearings by the
audio-visual media.
The meeting was requested by John
F.
WBAL-AM-TV
newsLewis,
director
and chairmanBaltimore
of the
freedom of information committee of
the Radio-Tv News Directors Assn. No
date has been set.
Also last week, Rep. Martha Griffiths
(D-Mich.) introduced H Res 31, which
would permit radio-tv coverage of
House committee hearings, and H Res
32, giving all media equal access to
House proceedings.
Rep. Griffiths
sored similar legislation
in the spon85th
Congress. The radio-tv ban was ordered
by Speaker Sam Rayburn (D-Tex.). It
was lifted, however, during the Republican-control ed 83rd Congress.
Nine tax repeal bills
Nine bills were introduced in the
House of Representatives last week
which would repeal the 10% excise tax
on radio-tv sets and/ or communications
services. All were referred to the Ways
& Means Committee.
HR 336, introduced by Rep. Merwin
Coad (D-Iowa) would repeal the tax
on uhf sets only. Bills which would remove the tax on several items, including radio-tv sets, were introduced by
Reps. John Lesinski (D-Mich.), HR
388; Alvin Bentley (R-Mich.), HR
1223,1909.
and Isidore Dollinger (D-N.Y.),
HR
Measures to end the 10% stipend on
communications were introduced by
Reps. Harold Collier (R-Ill.), HR 480;
Thaddeus Machrowicz (D-Mich.), HR
560; Keith Thomson (R-Wyo.), HR
667; Victor Knox (R-Mich.), HR 1830,
and Edward J. Derwinski (R-Ill.), HR
2163.
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NEW

BILLS

TO

EXEMPT

SPORTS

Promoters' efforts result in 5 measures
to allow television blackouts for sports
Professional sports promoters have
unleashed their annual campaign to get
sweeping antitrust exemptions from
Congress.
Last week a bipartisan group of five
congressmen introduced identical bills
picking up the shreds of a lost campaign
waged by the sports industry at the last
session.
Television reporting of baseball,
basketball and hockey would be given
the same blackout protection as football
in areas where home teams are playing.
Last year the House passed a bill (HR
10378) that would have completely exempted radio-tv blackouts from antitrust laws but this potential crushing of
broadcast reporting died in a Senate
subcommittee after the Dept. of Justice
and others opposed such commercial
liberties.portedFootball's
are supby a federal blackouts
court decision.
It was obvious at the weekend that
the usual expensive lobbying by promoters and the parades of famous athletes to Capitol Hill would be resumed
when committee hearings get under
way.
While the new legislation has impressive support, Chairman Emanuel Celler
of the House Judiciary Committee took
a dim view of the idea and said there
will be no early hearings by his committee. "Let the baseball people stew for a
while,"crat the
Demosaid inoutspoken
expressingNewhisYorkopposition
to the measure.
Ford C. Frick, baseball commissioner, voiced his delight at the prospect of
antitrust exemptions that would allow
television blackouts. "Just what we've
wanted
for a broadcast
long time,"feature
he observed.
The main
of the
new legislation is a grant of legal permission to black out telecasts of majorleague baseball games in minor-league
cities on days when the home minor
league team is playing. Mr. Frick suggested this would give minor teams a
chance to sell their games to local radio
and tv, besides helping attendance.
Blacking out of tv isn't the whole
answer to the problem, he said, "but it is
about 70% of the answer." He added a
new wrinkle by saying that newspapers
and radio in minor league cities "tend
to cut down on the coverage given to
the local team and to give more attention to the major leagues. We have been
watching television wreck the minors.
If this bill is passed in this form it will
helpTheimmeasurably."
television blackout area would
BROADCASTING, January 19, 1959

extend out 75 miles from cities where
games are being played but otherwise tv
agreements would be subject to antitrust laws. No exemption would be given
sports promoters from antitrust laws in
the case of radio coverage, the five representatives said in a joint statement,
because there is "no evidence that radio
broadcasts affect home teams' gate reThey said the legislation "is absolutely
ceipts."
necessary" to end discrimination in
sports
due to baseball's
relative
freedom
from antitrust
laws. The
relief,
they
added,
is
necessary
to
save
baseball's
minor leagues. Some of the restrictive
devices in sports are designed to pro-

Rep. Celler: no hurry for hearings
mote competition rather than suppress
it, according to their position, but the
bill is designed to exempt only sports
aspects, not business practices.
Representatives who introduced the
identical House bills were Francis E.
Walter (D-Pa.); William E. Miller (RN.Y.); William C. Cramer (R-Fla.),
Oren Harris (D-Ark.), and John W.
Byrnes (R-Wis.).
Rep. Basil L. Whitener (D-N.C.) introduced abill (HR 2266) granting the
four professional sports absolute antitrust exemption.
New Orleans ch. 12
applicants to merge
An agreement providing for a merger between two of the applicants for
ch. 12 in New Orleans and withdrawal
of the third was reached among the
parties, meeting in New Orleans last
week. Under the agreement, Supreme

Broadcasting Co. (WJMR-AM-FMTV) will own 40% of the tv facility
and the nine partners in Coastal Tv
Co. will own the remaining 60% in
equal shares.
Oklahoma Tv Corp., licensee of
KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City, has
agreed to withdraw for $75,000 outof-pocket expenses incurred in pursuing its application. Oklahoma estimates itactually spent some $95,000.
The FCC, meanwhile, last Tuesday
(Jan. 13) authorized Supreme to begin
operating WJMR-TV on ch. 13 through
Jan. 31 under temporary authorization,
following withdrawal of objections by
Coastal Tv and Oklahoma Tv. WJMRTV went on the air the same evening,
discontinuing operation on uhf ch. 20,
its licensed facility, but not surrendering ch. 20.
The new corporation will pay $75,000 to Oklahoma Tv and will pay Supreme Tv $350,000 for its present facilities. Supreme had conducted a dual
operation on ch. 20 and ch. 12 up to
last Dec. 31, telecasting on ch. 12
under an experimental permit from
the FCC. WJMR-TV had discontinued
ch. 12 operation that date by FCC
order, which followed an appeals court
remand of the FCC's order denying a
request by WJTV (TV) Jackson, Miss.,
that WJMR-TV be ordered off ch. 12
on grounds it was not a bona fide
experimental operation. The WJMRTV ch. 12 transmitter was operating
from a site closer than the minimum
mileage
on
ch. 12.separation from WJTV, also
The FCC proposed last month that
the three applicants for ch. 12 in New
Orleans use ch. 13 temporarily under
a joint operation until the ch. 12 contest was resolved, or until final FCC
action on ch. 13, which is in a twoway contest at Biloxi, Miss., where ch.
13 is permanently assigned.
The new corporation will continue
to try to get a site closer to New
Orleans than the approved one 30
miles south of the city, or try to get
agreement from the Airspace Panel of
the Air Coordinating Committee for
a higher antenna. The New Orleans
antenna farm is less than minimum
mileage from WJTV.
Supreme's WJMR-AM-FM is not
involved in the merger. Supreme is
owned by Chester F. Owens (91%),
George A. Mayoral (5%) and Flora
Shields Owens and Robert E. Jeffers.
2% each. The Coastal Tv partners,
each to own 6%% of the new corporation, are: William G. Aly, Richard
J. Carrere, Frank B. Ellis, George C.
Foltz, George E. Martin, Joseph A.
Paretti, Chalin O. Perez, John E. Pottharst Jr. and William H. Saunders Jr.

It's Channel

3 First By All Surveys
Here are the latest Memphis Surveys showing
In Memphis they say "There's more
leads in competitively rated quarter hours,
to see on Channel 3." That's
sign-on to sign-off, Sunday Pulse
thru Saturday:
because more people enjoy WRECNielsen
A.R.B.
TV's combination of superior local
programming and the great shows
9-Dec.Area)
6 '5
{Metro
(Metro
Nov. Area
'58 ) ov.(Station
May Area)
'58
of the CBS Television network. It's
WREC-TV
201
the right combination for your
293
29
275
66
Sta. B
122
advertising message. See your Katz
70
53
Sta. C
96
man soon.

WREC-TV
Channel

3

Memphis

Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency
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FOCUS ON ETHICS
Legislators concerned
with official conduct
Ethics of top government officials
continued to receive congressional attention last week as several measures
were introduced on the subject.
As promised 10 days ago (At Deadline, Jan. 12), Rep. Emanuel Celler
(D-N.Y.) introduced HR 2156 and HR
2157 dealing with bribery, graft, conflict of interest and spelling out a code
of ethics for federal officials. They
were
referred
to Rep. Celler's own
Judiciary
Committee.
Rep. Steven Derounian (R-N.Y.)
introduced HR 1900 strengthening
criminal laws on bribery, graft and conflict of interest. It also went to Judiciary
for action. Rep. Charles Bennett (DFla.) placed H J Res 35 into the hopper. Referred to the Post Office and
Civil Service Committee, it would establish afederal commission on ethics.
HR 708, by Rep. John Baldwin (RCalif.) is designed to promote ethical
standards among members of Congress
as well as agency officials. The measure
was referred to the Post Office Committee. Rep. William Cramer (R-Fla.)
introduced HR 741 prohibiting the use
of improper methods to influence agency decisions. The bill, referred to the
Commerce Committee, also would repeal the authority of members of the
FCC to accept honorariums.
More Hill Activity • Among other
bills of interest to broadcasters introduced in Congress last week:
HR 985 by Rep. J. Arthur Younger
(R-Calif.) would create a Department
on Transportation & Communications
with Cabinet rank. It was referred to
the
tions.Committee on Government OperaHR 1977 by Rep. James C. Wright
(D-Tex.) would ban the use of subliminal advertising on television; to the
Commerce Committee.
HR 2221 by Rep. Eugene Siler (RKy.) prohibits the advertising of alcoholic beverages in interstate commerce:
to the Commerce Committee.
HR 1977 by Rep. Stewart Udall (DAriz.) revises the federal election laws
to prevent corrupt practices: to the
Committee on House Administration.
HR 593 by Abraham Multer (DN.Y.) amends the Administrative Procedures Act relating to hearings by agencies and gives the courts broader powers
to set aside agency grants; to the Judiciary Committee.
S 156 by Sens. Mike Monroney and
Robert S. Kerr (both D-Okla.) authorizes the establishment of an amateur
radio network for military communicaBROADCASTING, January 19, 1959

lions: to the Commerce Committee.
S Res 23 by Sen. Hubert Humphrey
(D-Minn.) authorizes the President to
enter into an agreement with Mexico
to license alien amateur radio operators
who cross the
borders; to the
Committee
on countries'
Foreign Relations.
S 186 by Sen. Thomas Hennings (DMo.J is designed to clarify and protect
the right of the public to information
within government agencies: to the
Judiciary Committee.
Consolidated rebuts
Hawaii sale protest
Consolidated Amusement Co. Ltd..
last week asked the FCC to dismiss the
protest filed two weeks ago by Harry
Weinberg and the 800 Corp. against
the Commission's December approval
of the sale of Consolidated's 75.45%
interest in Hawaiian Broadcasting System Ltd. to Hialand Development Corp.
for over S8 million (Broadcasting.
Jan. 12).
Consolidated said the protestants
were without standing and objections
were based on erroneous information.
Hialand, a group of Oklahoma City
businessmen, is paying about S39 per
share for
stock. Consolidated ownsConsolidated's
a group of motion
picture
theatres in Hawaii, as well as its 75%
interest in KGMB-AM-TV Honolulu.
KHBC-AM-TV Hilo and KMAU-TV
Wailuku. Hawaiian Broadcasting is
24.55% owned by the Honolulu StarBulletin.
Mr. Weinberg and the 800 Corp.. of
which he is president, maintained that
the Consolidated properties were under• Government notes
• WTVE Inc., which has held permit
for ch. 24 Elmira, N.Y., since 1952—
and which operated 18 months in 195354 — has forfeited its permit. It also
withdrew application to change from
uhf to ch. 9. Permittee was associated
with WROW Albany. Deletion of ch.
24 brings to 212 the number of tv
grants
uhf). forfeited (44 vhf and now 168
• Community Broadcasters Assn. has
asked the FCC to reconsider its decision of last summer amending its rules
to permit Class IV (local) am stations
to apply for authorization to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw
(At Deadline. June 2, 1958). The
initial petition by Community Broadcasters, rejected by the FCC, had re-

valued about 12.5%; and that stockof theWorrall.
""agreement"holdersunderwere not
whichinformed
J. Howard
vice president of Consolidated and president of the radio-tv stations, would remain as Hawaiian president-general
manager under the new ownership.
In its opposition. Consolidated said
that Mr. Weinberg had shown no injury. The valuation of the purchase was
fair. Consolidated maintained, because
its stock was selling for only S27 per
share at present, and had been down
as low as S22 per share. Thus, Consolidated said, Mr. Weinberg is receiving
approximately S50.000 more for his
stock than if he sold it on the open
market. Mr. Weinberg is a minority
stockholder of the amusement company.
Consolidated declared that all directors voted for the sale, and that if am
stockholders are being injured. the\
would be also. Consolidated also said
that the method by which Mr. Weinberg
evaluated
the property was ""fallacious'"
andConsolidated
""irresponsible."
also claimed that there
was no "secret" agreement between the
buyers and Mr. Worrall. Stockholders
were notified. Consolidated said, that
the buyers intended to continue the
same management.
The Consolidated pleading reported
that the company had offered last September to buy the Honolulu Star-Bulletin's 24.45% interest for $650,000. It
paid
SI
25.000
the Mormon Church's
6.7% interest infor 1957.
Consolidated said that unless the sale
is consummated and assets are distributed to stockholders within one year,
the corporation will be penalized by a
SI million liability.
ahorizontal
for Classquested IV
outlets. increase in power
• The deadline for comments in the
FCC's rulemaking proposal to revise
the program sections of broadcast application forms has been extended from
Jan. 19 to Feb. 20 at the request of
NAB. NAB had asked for a 60-dav
extension. The FCC in late November
issued the rulemaking designed to
simplify station record-keeping through
revisions in application forms for new
stations, license renewals and ownership changes (Broadcasting. Dec. 1).
• A majority of the Federal Communications Bar Assn. (27 out of 47) has
voted to recommend a revision of Sec.
309 (c) of the Communications Act.
Vote was taken at the FCBA's Jan. 9
annual meeting in Washington. The revision would allow protests to the FCC
against new station applications prior
to a grant. The present rule permits
post-grant protest.
(GOVERNMENT) 81

PROGRAM
MGM

READIES

M ING

HEAVY

FILM

Heightened television activity including seven
new half-hour pilots about to start,
to be guided by production boss Siegel
The lion now is roaring for that tv
feast.
theMGM's
medium long-expected
with all fourplunge
paws isintoa
reality, as of last week's announcement
by Loew's Inc. (MGM's parent).
monthCulver
and next,
said Loew's,
its This
mammoth
City (Calif.)
studio
will be filming seven tv film half-hour
pilots, apparently all of them planned
for the next (1959-60) season.
MGM-TV now has two tv series on
the air (both NBC-TV) : The Thin Man
and Northwest Passage.
At the same time, MGM followed
up the departure of Charles C. (Bud)
Barry, former vice president in charge
of all tv activity, to head the NTA
Film
NetworkJan.as 12),
president
Headliners,
with a (Week's
new tv
organizational set up.
Siegel Takes Over • From now on,
tv will be not distinct from theatrical
film production at Metro-GoldwynMayer. The production boss at MGM —
Sol C. Siegel — takes over television as
well (see Week's Headliners, page
10), and, says MGM-TV, the tv program to be developed will be "bigscale."
While all tv production now comes
under the studio wing, distribution and
sales will be a cohesive unit though
separated from production. Mr. Siegel
will decide what product to make and
then go ahead and produce it, but will
leave the selling up to somebody else
at MGM.
This in effect brings tv into line with
the traditional motion picture way of
doing business. Production is the term
used for the turnout of both theatrical
and tv film; release and distribution in
feature film are known in tv more
specifically as distribution and sale.
MGM was one of the last of the
Hollywood majors to rub shoulders
with television. By 1957, it was on the
run, planning the production of pilots,
setting up a tv commercial production
unit and even preparing to buy into
tv stations.
Small Flame • Not all of these plans
bore
quiteto date)
catch
fire withfruit.
tv filmMGM(only didn't
two sales
and it soon aborted its attempts to
£2

acquire additional interests in stations.
But its production of tv commercials
appeared successful.
Most of its influence in tv, however,
was felt in the release for sale to tv of
its feature film library, sales of which
initially boomed and have continued.
Another tv-oriented activity at MGM

Leo: to roar louder for tv
is the use of its facilities by outside
television producers. MGM says independent tv production at its studios is
at an alltime high with 10 series and
pilots either before the cameras, completed or in preparation.
Top
known management
to be ready atforLoew's
some hastimebeento
trot Leo into the tv arena. But the move
was delayed by corporate headaches
caused by a tug-of-war over control,
the ticklish question of how to separate
the studio from the theatres (the courts
ordered divestiture and a legal wrangle
then ensued on which arm would assume a long-standing debt) and the
most important drag of all, the fantastic
decline in studio revenues.
Now most of the smoke hazing these
issues has cleared. The battle over control has faded sharply, the studio seems
to be pulling itself up at least for the
present and the separation proceedings
are well underway.
Maibaum's Blueprint • Richard Maibaum, executive producer of MGM-TV
(who reports to Mr. Siegel), had supervised preparation of the seven series
being
proposed and for which pilots will
be filmed.

BARRAGE

Pilots are being shot for the following: Father of the Bride (Jim Backus
as star, mantic
Al comedy;
LewisJeopardy
will produce),
(produceda ro-by
Andrew and Virginia Stone with filming
on location), a suspense format; The
McGonigle (Mickey Shaughnessy as
star, Harry Joe Brown to co-produce),
adventure comedy; Johnny Eager (produced with Wilber Stark and Jerry
Layton),
action-adventure;
Only
Young Once
(Dean Jones You're
is the star),
a romantic comedy; Amigo (Gilbert
Roland stars and Don Siegel produces),
action-adventure, and Maisie (Janis
Paige to star and Tom McKnight to
produce), a romantic comedy.
forProfit
fiscal and
1958Loss
ended• InlastLoew's
Aug. 31,report
the
company showed a $774,000 profit that
contrasted with a net loss of $455,000
for the year before. Also for that
period, income from tv was at the $12.6
million level as against the $5.4 million
bracket the year before. Gross income
in fiscal 1958: $152.2 million compared
to the preceding year's $154.3 million.
(The apparent conflict of earnings going up even as gross income declined is
resolved in two significant moves made
by Loew's
in recent ofyears:
[1] costcutting
and reduction
such overhead
as top-heavy salaries and the carrying
of long-term contracts which were not
being put to use anymore, and [2]
institution of new accounting system.)
Tv revenue appears small when compared to the total gross but it has been
bringing in an ever increasing share
of income; Loew's also has revenues
from other sources besides motion picture production: operates WMGM
New York, theatres here and in Canada, records and music publishing.
CALL

GIRL SEMINAR

CBS Radio to probe
unseemly enterprise
Millions of Americans are going to
be struck dumb tonight (Jan. 19).
They're the people who tune in CBS
Radio's The Business of Sex, a Unit
One documentary which tells how the
oldest profession plays a major role in
contemporary American business life.
It's a safe
manyears.of that audience
won't
believebet their
Edward R. Murrow narrates the documentary, weaving in the voices of call
girls and their clients from coast to
BROADCASTING, January 19, 1959

Air Express stars in low cost shipping
■ ■■■
Rushing the "rushes" from location to Hollywood
CHECK YOUR AIR EXPRESS SAVINGS
—and back— is a daily Air Express job. And the
money saved in shipping costs is welcomed even by
over any other complete air service
producers of epics ! . . . Air Express, symbolized by
CITY TO CITY... DOOR TO DOOR AIR EXPRESS YOU SAVE
the big "X," offers you the same service. Plus
Miles Cost
(for a 15 lb. package)
exclusive one carrier door- to -door delivery to
thousands of U. S. cities and towns. Investigate.
PITTSBURGH to ST. LOUIS
568 $4.67 $2.98 to $7.51
701 5.15 3.39 to 7.40
HOLLYWOOD to EL PASO
899 6.11
.59 to 10.13
COLUMBUS to TAMPA
AIR
EXPRESS
ATLANTA to GALLUP, N. M. 1421 8.51 1.20 to 11.83
GETS THERE FIRST via U. S. SCHEDULED AIRLINES
Apply these typical examples to your shipping problems
83
CALL AIR EXPRESS
. division of RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY

■
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It pays
buy

to

the

station
in the
BUFFALO
Market

Call
Jack Masla
National Representative
84 (PROGRAMMING)

Ike
sets a conducted
precedent the• President
Eisenhower
first live
radio-tv presidential news conference
Jan. 13 at a National Press Club
luncheon in Washington. At President's left: Wilton B. Persons, assistant to the President, and Wilcoast. They tell how: a girl can make
$50 an hour rather than $40 a week;
some firms have an A and a B list of
call girls,
on the
clientwith
involved, anddepending
others publish
catalogs
pictures and specifics; a few hundred
dollars expended in entertaining a client
for the night can bring in a $60,000
contract the next morning; a male
prostituteforcana chemical
swing acompany
$2-$3 million
contract
which
had to do business with a woman executive; acall girl in Las Vagas can persuade a heavy winner to go back to
the tables so the house can take another
crack at him — and make him like it;
alikedealthecanservice;
backfireprices
if thecanclient
rangedoesn't
from
$25 for a 15-minute visit to $1,000 for
a weekend; business can be so brisk that
some girls dispense with on-the-spot
payment,
The sizesubmit
of the monthly
business statements.
attests to its
success. The men who use the call
girls to smooth the way with their
clients are convinced of the technique's
usefulness. "How intimate can you get
with
a client?"
they knows
ask, pointing
out
that after
a client
you know
what his wife doesn't know, he's going
to do everything in his power to swing
deals
in your but
favor.theyThey
don't call
it blackmail,
recognize
the
weapon and let it work for them.
Irving Gitlin, director of public
affairs for CBS, thinks the program
testifies to a growing maturity of broadcast audiences — a statement he may
have cause to reflect on tomorrow. CBS
had already received 500 letters last
week asking that the program not be
aired, these just on the basis of advance

liam H. Lawrence, New York Times,
president-elect of the press club.
NBC-TV and CBS-TV plus all
four radio networks broadcast the
question-answer conference to the
world as the President made international headline news. ABC-TV carried the conference delayed (9:30
p.m.) via
vtr. Questions
wereguests
submit ed in writing
by luncheon
and read to the President by John
V. Horner, Washington Star, club
president.
The live broadcast was unprecedented but did not set a pattern for
regular presidential news conferences, according to James C. Hagerty, White House news secretary.
Normally
the President's
sions are filmed
for tv and news
taped sesfor
radio and broadcast on a delayed
basis. The pooled pickup at the Press
Club utilized three live and five film
cameras, lasting from 1 to 1:50 p.m.
A Press Club membership was presented to the President.
notices. The department is braced for
the reaction.
Although the program is admittedly
controversial, CBS denies that it's "senthat theaspects
materialof
was editedsational,"
to pointing
the outbusiness
prostitution, and that the more basic
sexual elements were avoided. Not that
they
producers
found weren't
many callavailable;
girls eagerCBSto talk
about
their experiences, in fact wanted to be
heard. One even suggested calling a
press conference to bare her story.
Thetary program
also includes
commen-in
on the subject
of prostitution
business by Dr. Harold Greenwald,
psychiatrist and author of a book on
call girls; anthropologist Margaret
Mead, and Father Benjamin Masse,
S.J., associate editor of America, a
Catholic weekly. The show was produced by George Vicas, with William
Geib and Madeline Karr as associate
producers. It was one year in research,
three months in production. Air time
for the network origination is 9:05-10
Mr. Murrow, whose famous program
close
"goodphrase
night forandthisgoodoccasion.
luck,"
alteredis that
p.m.
He simply says "good night."
New CBS Films unit
Elimination of CBS Television Enterprises by absorbing the unit within the
newly-created licensing department of
CBS Films was announced last week by
Sam Cook Digges, recently-appointed
administrative vice president of CBS
Films. With Sales Manager Murray Benson being named director of the new
BROADCASTING, January 19, 1959

licensing department, it was noted that
the department
"willandmaintain
currently
in effect
will, in contracts
general,
expand the overall operation aiming at
quality producer licensing." In addition,
Mr. Benson's group will complete an
agreement with CBS-TV for the handling of network product.
Mr. Benson succeeds Syd Rubin, resigned. A former announcer-turnedstaff -producer-director for NBC-TV, Mr.
Benson in 1952 became public relations
director of Kagran Corp., NBC merchandising arm which later was absorbed
by California National Productions subsidiary. In 1956 he joined Martin Stone
Assoc., packager, and in December that
year he moved to CBS Television Enterprises.

The (3 B1UJ0N BOlDtN mi
Albany — Schenectady — Troy

RTDG, networks heed
writers' plea to talk
A breakdown in negotiations between
the radio-tv networks and the Radio &
Television Directors Guild was averted
—when
at least
temporarily
— lastof Thursday
the Writers
Guild
America
(East) persuaded both groups to resume
talks last Friday (Jan. 16) at WGAE
offices in New York.
The contract between RTDG and the
networks expired on Dec. 31 and the
deadline was extended to last Wednesday midnight (Jan. 14). Negotiators met
in a late evening session on Wednesday,
failed to reach an agreement, but scheduled no subsequent meetings. RTDG
held a membership meeting after midnight, discussing the status of negotiations and mulling the possibility of a
strike.
Last Thursday, Evelyn F. Burkey, executive director of WGAE, telephoned
officials of the guild and the networks,
urging thembothto factions
"keep talks
open."
She
persuaded
to meet
on Friday under WGAE auspices. Miss Burkey
later
told Broadcasting
that "as
long
as people
keep talking, there
is hope
of Neither
ironing out
the
difficulties
they
have."
the union nor the networks
would discuss the areas of conflict. It
was reported that negotiators were "far
apart"
on wage
the
RTDG also
objectedprovisions
to the use and
of nonunion directors by advertising agencies
on programs produced by them for telecasting on the networks.
The guild represents 900 employes at
NBC, CBS and ABC (Mutual has no
staff directors) in New York, Hollywood, Chicago and Washington. Job
classifications cover directors, associate
directors and stage managers.
The present weekly scale ranges from
$127 up to $180 weekly. It was said
that RTDG was seeking increases in
some areas that would raise wages by
more than 40%.
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THIS NEW STATION

Exclusive ABC for most of its coverage.
todayl
Investigate . . . write, wire or phone

ALBANY, N. Y.
is engineered to deliver the market
covering eastern New York, western
Massachusetts and parts of Vermont
and New Hampshire. It provides a
sales potential of $3,495,571,000.00
consumer spendable income. And
that's
money!
Food drugs
sales
alone cash
are register
over $615
million;
over $72 million.

Represented by VENARP, RINTOUL & McCONNELL, Inc.
—
Intermountain Network Affiliate
KLO
Ogden, Utah
Power filled 5,000 watts at 1430
IS NUMBER ONE
In Utah's Second Market
* Pulse — Feb., 1958
DENVER • CONTACT YOUR AVERY-KNODEL MAN
85

A television fan is born

Deputy premier: curtain-raiser on KTTV (TV)
U.S. television took high priority
for USSR Deputy Premier Anastas
Ivanovich Mikoyan last week on an
itinerary crowded with dates at the
White House, State Dept.. stores,
banks, universities and other points
of interest across the land.
The No. 2 man of all the Russians
stopped in Chicago to tour NBC-TV
color studios and to observe: "Competition in color television is much
better than in the arms race."
Soon afterward, he made his
American tv debut over KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles. And back in Washington yesterday (Jan. 18) he appeared
on network tv in Meet the Press.
An hour was cleared for what or30-minute over
program.
The
audio wasdinarily isabroadcast
the NBC
Radio network.
On his stop in Chicago the deputy
premier was shown around NBCTV's studios in the Merchandise
Mart by Lloyd E. Yoder, network

vice president and general manager
of WMAQ-WNBQ (TV) Chicago,
and Edward R. Hitz, vice president
in charge sales
of the(seecentral
network
below).division's tv
Later on the coast, newsman Paul
Coates of KTTV snagged the Soviet
visitorviewfor
taped interJan. 12.a 25-minute
It was his introduction
to videotape. Mr. Mikoyan turned
down a movie showing by Motion
Pictures Producers Assn. to see himself on tv that night. Stations around
the country quickly ordered copies
of the tape, which was re-run twice
by KTTV (see story on KTTV
syndication at right).
The local debut turned out to be
a prelude
Mr. Mikoyan's
appearance on ato nationwide
hookup
last
night when he reported to producer
Lawrence Spivak in NBC-TV Washington studios to Meet the Press on
a nationwide hookup, 6-7 p.m. EST
(radio version 6:30-7:30 p.m.).

In Chicago: with NBC's Yoder (I) and Hitz (r)
S6 (PROGRAMMING)

KTTV enterprise pays
as Mikoyan shows up
The KTTV (TV) Los Angeles video
taped interview with Russian Deputy
Premier Mikoyan (see this page) was
played daily around the U.S. the better
part of last week. As of Thursday
(Jan. 15), 16 stations had bought copies
from KTTV. The originating station
replayed the video tape Tuesday and
Wednesday following the original
broadcast Monday night (Jan. 12).
engagestarted
the working
Russian,longKTTV's
PaulTo Coates
in advance with the Russian Embassy in
Washington. He kept pressing as the
Mikoyan party crossed the country,
finally hitting paydirt in San Francisco
where an aide promised to call Mr.
Coates when they arrived in Los Angeles Sunday evening (Jan. 11).
The aide followed through, and after
Mr. Coates rushed a copy of proposed
questions to Mr. Mikoyan's hotel, a
Monday 5 p.m. tape date was set. Monday afternoon, the deputy premier postponed the session until 8:30 p.m. Mr.
Coates figured the show was dead and
taped a "protection" show. But at 8
p.m., instead of a cancellation call,
the motorcade swept into the KTTV
lot, trailed by some 50 newsmen. And
so, after discussing the questions and
explaining what videotaping meant, the
show was taped for telecast that night
at 10:15-10:40 p.m.
Earlier KTTV claimed a news beat
on
Mr. Mikoyan's
arrival.
Several Southern
hundred California
newsmen
awaited thenationalplane
at
Los
Angeles'
Airport Sunday evening Inter(Jan.
1 1 ) , but fog prevented a landing. Meanwhile, KTTV sent a second extra remote crew to Burbank, Calif., and was
waiting when the plane landed there.
Tv boxing to go on,
IBC's Gibson declares
andWeekly
NBC-TVfightwilltelecasts
continueon toABC-TV
adhere
to the same pattern, despite Supreme
Court action last week ordering dissolution of the International Boxing
Club in New York and Illinois, IBC
President Truman Gibson said last
week.
He told a Chicago news conference
the Wednesday Night Fights and
Gillette's Cavalcade of Sports Friday
series will continue on the air through
September and July, respectively, under
present agreements. They will be promoted by separate corporations or independent promoters, he said.
"There is no problem connected with
the Wednesday series," he reported.
"Tel-Radio Corp. has a contract with
BROADCASTING, January 19, 1959

the Chicago Stadium Corp. to televise
the Wednesday night fights." He added,
"There's
that through
the Friday
series
also nowillquestion
be continued
the
Madison Square Garden Corp. or a
subsidiary."
He noted
series
involved contracts
with theNBC,latterGillette,
the Garden and IBC.
Mr. Gibson estimated sponsor costs
of $5-7 million for the Gillette series
and
"slightly
for ABC-TV's
Wednesday
nightless"
telecasts.
Other comments last week on the
continuance of televised boxing seemed
to support
Mr. Gibson.barring
"The unforseen
fights will
go
on as scheduled,
legal
commentedof Ned
Irish, developments,"
executive vice president
the
Madison Square Garden Corp. Bill
Whitehouse, sports director of ABC,
said
he sawthe"noWednesday
reason why night
we cannot
continue
fights
under our present contract." Tom Gallery, NBC sports director, said the net"merely boxing
sells thetelecasts,
time" for
Friday worknight
as the
the
contract for the presentations are between the IBC and sponsor Gillette Co.
A spokesman for the Gillette Co. in
Boston told Broadcasting: "So far as
we know we will stay on the air with
the Friday night fights with NBC-TV at
least until June when the contract expires. No one has come to us and
told us to make other arrangements.
As for the future, we will make plans
as we go along."
The cision
Supreme
5-3 split
deupheld a Court's
lower court
antitrust
judgment against IBC, including all
parts ofsolve the
lower court'sJustice
decreeTomto disthe monopoly.
C.
Clark delivered the majority opinion.
Justice John M. Harlan spoke for the
dissenters. Justice Potter Stewart did
not participate.
The action of the high court spells
the end of the era in which James D.
Norris, Arthur M. Wirtz and the IBC
in New York and Illinois controlled
championship boxing in violation of the
Sherman Antitrust Act. New York
Federal District Judge Sylvester J. Ryan
issued the original court decree in 1957.
Networks-AFM huddle
The American Federation of Musicians opened negotiations with the radio-tv networks last Thursday (Jan. 15)
on a new contract to replace the current five-year pact that expires on Jan.
31 midnight. The union presented its
contract proposals to the networks. A
session is scheduled for tomorrow (Jan.
20). Neither the networks nor the union would divulge
the week
naturewonof AFM's
proposals.
AFM last
a new
five-year contract from major recording
firms (At Deadline, Jan. 12).
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ASCAP

PARLEYS

STAY

STALLED

All- Industry committee to go to court
tend the old contract for one year
Hope for resumption of negotiations
between ASCAP and the All-Industry (Broadcasting, Jan. 12).
Radio Music License Committee flickAmong the objectives which the Allered briefly last week, but went out.
Industry committee has sought are elimination of the sustaining fee, reduction
After a session with ASCAP representatives Thursday morning (Jan. 15), of the commercial fee, "substantial"
the first since negotiations for new local
deduction and that "the industry
radio music licenses foundered Dec. 4 talent
be offered a per-program license which
(Broadcasting, Dec. 8), Chairman would enable stations to make a genuine
Robert T. Mason of the All-Industry economic choice between a blanket and
committee
reported
that the further
"ef- a per-program license."
forts to reach
an amicable
settlement
New Exchange • To stations which
. . . proved fruitless and the negotiations had not answered ASCAP's letter outlining its version
of "reasonable"
rates
broke
Mr. down."
Mason, of WMRN Marion, Ohio, but offering
to extend
current contracts
one
year,
the
society
has
sent
new
letsaid that in the Thursday meeting "both
ters asserting that they have not replied
parties again explored possible areas of
settlement but it rapidly developed that regarding the terms on which ASCAP
the parties were so hopelessly apart that "is prepared to license you." These
no further purpose would be served by brought a quick reply from the AllIndustry committee to the effect that,
continued
negotiation."• The earlier ne- under
Earlier Breakdown
the ASCAP consent decree, stations which have asked for ASCAP ligotiations for new licenses to replace
censes are in fact licensed and free to
those that expired Dec. 31, 1958, broke
down when the All-Industry committee, use ASCAP music while terms are being
decided.
pushing for reductions in fees, was told
ASCAP authorities meanwhile estiby ASCAP authorities, according to
participants, that the only way stations
mated that about 2,000 stations had apwould get lowered charges would be by
plied for licenses and that about 1,000
going to court. A consent decree signed of these had signed one-year renewals
by ASCAP provides for the court to de- ni rhe oi l contract. Another 1,000,
termine "reasonable" fees if stations and they estimated, have licenses which did
ASCAP cannot agree.
not expire Dec. 3 1 .
In a session last Wednesday Mr.
Members of the All-Industry group at
Mason'sdecision
committee
meeting Richard
with ASCAP
were
earlier
to takehadthereaffirmed
court route.its Thursday's
Chairman Mason;
D. Buckley,
One more effort to work out an amicable WNEW New York and Metropolitan
settlement was made by Emanuel Dan- Broadcasting; Robert D. Enoch, WXIW
net, counsel to the committee, in a tele- Indianapolis; Elliott M. Sanger, WQXR
phone call to Herman Finkelstein, New York; Calvin Smith, KFAC Los
ASCAP counsel, and the Thursday ses- Angeles, and Mr. Dannett. ASCAP was
sion was set up. When that failed to represented by President Paul Cunninghold out hope, officials said they had no
ham, Oscar Hammerstein II, Jules
plans for further meetings.
Collins, George Hoffman, Richard MurMr. Mason and members of the exray, Herman Starr and Mr. Finkelstein.
ecutive committee are scheduled, how- (Also ASCAP story, page 70).
ever, to meet Thursday (Jan. 2) with officials of Broadcast Music Inc. to dis- Roach gets Guild stock
cuss replacements for the BMI radio
Guild Films Co., New York, reported
music licenses that expire in March. It
Thursday (Jan. 16) that the company
is generally expected that BMI will of- islastacquiring
the negative rights to five
fer renewals of the present licenses for
the normal term of five years. BMI tv film series from Hal Roach ProducBurbank, in return for stock in
local radio music licenses follow a slid- Guild, tions,
cash and notes. The series are
ing scale up to 1.2% of net time sales.
said
to
have
production value in excess
ASCAP's local radio fees, for blanket
licenses, under the old contract were of $3 million.
John Cole, Guild president, denied
2.25% of net time sales for commercial
programs,
sustaining
Roach is obtaining "conon
station plus
business
volume.charges
In a based
letter reportstrol" that
of Guild. He said that Roach,
to stations whose licenses expired Dec. through the transaction, "becomes a
3 1 , ASCAP outlined a system of charges shareholder but not even a minority
shareholder of Guild." The five series
higher
rates than
in alltwice
cases the
— Guild
and in than
some thecasesold more
is acquiring are: The Veil, Passport to Danger, Code 3, Racket Squad
old — as terms which it considered "rea- and Telephone
Time.
sonable," but said it was willing to ex(PROGRAMMING) ST

VIDEOTAPE J

Look who's advertising on TV now!
Local businessmen - most of whom never could afford spot commercials until the advent of Ampex
Videotape*
Recording.
reach of almost
everyone.For tape cuts production costs to ribbons — brings "live local" spots within the
Scheduling to reach selected audiences is much easier too. Commercials can be pre-recorded at the
convenience of both station and advertiser, then run in any availability, anytime.
Opening new retail markets and expanding income potentials for stations are just two of many benefits of
Videotape recording. Write today for the complete story. Learn too how easy it is to acquire a VR-1000
through Ampex purchase or leasing plans.
CONVERTS TO COLOR ANYTIME ♦ LIVE QUALITY » IMMEDIATE PLAYBACK • PRACTICAL E0ITIN6 • TAPES INTERCHAN6EABLE • TAPES ERASABLE. REUSABLE • LOWEST OVERALL COST
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CHARTER

STREET,
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CITY, CALIFORNIA CORPORATION
Offices m Principal Cities ^HraRPS^^SB
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IN
=
iOLO
areRC/
the
colorHereshows
(all next
times 10aredaysEST):of network
On NBC-TV:
19^23, 26-28
(2-2:30 p.m.)
or Jan.
Consequences,
participating
sponsors.Truth
Jan. 19-23,
26-28 sponsors.
(2:30-3 p.m.) Haggis
Baggis,
participating
Jan. 19, 26 (10-10:30 p.m.) Arthur
Murray
Mewell. Party, Lorillard through Lennerv &
& Jan.
Myers.20 (8-9 p.m.) Eddie Fisher, Liggett
Jan. 21,through
28 (8:30-9
Right,
Speidel
Norman,p.m.)CraigPrice& IsKummel
and
son. Lever Bros, through J. Walter ThompJan. through
21, 28 J.(9-9:30
Milton Berle,
Kraft
Walter p.m.)
Thompson.
Jan. 22J. (9:30-10
p.m.) Ford Show, Ford
through
Walter Thompson.
Jan. Lorillard
22 (10:30-11
Party,
through p.m.)
LejinenMasquerade
& Newell.
Jan.age, 23sustaining.
(7:30-8 p.m.) Northwest PassJan. 23Kenyon
(8-9 &p.m.)
Ellery Queen, RCA
through
Eckhardt.
Jan. 24 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Como, participating.
Jan. Bregman,
25 (7:30-8sustaining.
p.m.) Music Shop With
Buddy
Jan.
25
(8-9
p.m.)
Show,
Polaroid through
DoyleSteve
DaneAllenBernbach,
Greyhound
through
BBD0.through Grey and du Pont
Jan.rolet25through(9-10Campbell-Ewald.
p.m.) Dinah Shore, ChevJan. 26Series,
(7:30-8:30
p.m.) Bell System
Science
N. W. Ayer. Bell Telephone through
Jan. 27Kenyon
(8-9 &p.m.)
George Gobel, RCA
through
Eckhardt.
Jan.Astaire
28 (10-11
p.m.)Chrysler
An Evening
Fred
(repeat),
through With
Leo
Burnett.
SEG asking for more
Substantial increases in minimum
scale for extra performers, plus paid
vacation, tv residuals and a health, welfare and pension plan are asked by
Screen Extras Guild in its proposals
to the producers of theatrical motion
pictures and tv films for a new agreement to replace the one expiring April
1. Terms of the present contract require SEG to submit proposals for
changes at least 90 days before the expiration date.
In pay proposals, SEG asks for abolition of present scales of $20.43 for
stand-ins and $22.05 for midgets and
general extras, with a new minimum
wage of $35 a day set for both groups,
a 71.3% boost. For dress extras and
straight riders, who now get $29.04,
SEG proposes a 44.6% increase to $42
a day, with similar raises in other
categories. The guild is asking that
registered extra players be given vacation pay on the same percentage basis
as that paid to other daily employes in
motion pictures. SEG is now part of
the general motion picture industry
pension plan but is seeking a new one
more suitable to extras, according to
H. O'Neil Shanks, SEG executive secretary.
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GOP given pitch
6n convention site
iRadio and tv will make their big
pitch to Republicans this week in favor
of selection of a common site with
Democrats for their respective 1960
presidential nominating conventions.
Sig Mickelson, vice president in charge
of CBS News, will speak in behalf of
the networks to the GOP site committee at 5 p.m. Friday (Jan. 16) in Des
Moines. The site unit reports to the
National Committee on Jan. 22-23 during the five-day GOP gathering.
Meanwhile, the Democratic National
Committee's site committee met last
Friday-Saturday (Jan. 16-17) in New
Orleans and was to have made its decision on recommendation of a site
on the second day. The site group is
scheduled to make its recommendations
to the parent Democratic National
Cbmmittee at a meeting in Washington
Feb. 27, but Sam Brightman, Democratic public relations director, said he
felt the site group ought to make known
its recommendations immediately because news of it would "leak out, anyway" before Feb. 27.
Representatives of the site commit e s of the two parties met in Washington shortly after Mr. Mickelson addres ed aDemocratic meeting there last
month (Broadcasting, Dec. 8, 1958)
and listened with sympathy to Mr.
Mickelson and other spokesmen from
radio-tv and other media. At Mr. Mickelson's
request,
Democrats hadof agreed
to postpone
recommendation
a site
until that joint meeting.
Radio-tv networks, other broadcasters who cover the convention and other
media representatives are anxious for
the two parties to hold their conventions in the same city because of the
confusion, pressure and expense of
shifting men and equipment from one
city to another as was the case during
the 1956 Democratic (Chicago) and
GOP (San Francisco) conventions.
Sayre voted SEG head
Jeffrey Sayre, first vice president,
Screen Extras Guild, has been elected
president
the union's
to servein
until the by
annual
election board
of officers
May. He succeeds Franklyn Farnum
who resigned because of his feeling that
"youngerdency in the
bloodapproaching
is needed incontract
the presineg
o
t
i
a
t
i
o
n
s
"
w
i
t
h
motion
picture
produc-1.
ers. Present contracts expire April
Mr. Farnum remains as a member of the
SEG board and of the executive com- 934
mittee. The board also named Paul
Christo, recording secretary, as first vice
president and elected Bess Flowers, a
board member, as recording secretary.

10,000 miles away
but I'm sold "live"

Captain Fortune
KPIX Television (Westinghouse)
"We taped my programs before I
left for a 3-week assignment in
I went on looking
onBrussels.
an uninterrupted
schedule'live'in
San Francisco. My clients were
happy -and there was no loss in
station revenue."
E
coupon a r i on
CHARTER STREET, REDWOOD O
professional
products
division
(PROGRAMMING) 89

Three to make ready • CBS-TV s
videotape half-hour Face the Nation
tv broadcast interview with victorious
rebel leader Fidel Castro had only
three minutes rehearsal time, as the
above picture shows. Gen. Castro,
who a scant five minutes earlier had
finished a marathon, 2Vi-hour interview with Cuban newsmen, appears
comparatively calm as Stuart Novins
(c) , CBStheNews'
regularapprehensively
moderator of
Face
Nation,
watches cameras due to go on in 30
seconds, and Ted Ayers (r), CBSTV executive producer for political
ABA invited to view
media court coverage
Trial judges in Austin and San Antonio, Tex., would like a chance to
show the American Bar Assn. how successfully radio, tv and press cameramen
can report court proceedings.
All 16 district and county court-atlaw judges of the two cities on Jan. 13
that ABA'sbe
askingcommittee
a petition
signed Canon
special
35 study
invited to visit their courts and watch
modern reporting techniques. Canon
35 allows only written news reports in
courtrooms.
Texas has not adopted Canon 35
but it is the rule of judicial ethics in
many states. A 1957 study in Texas
by a state bar committee concluded
there is no need or demand for adoption of the canon. It recommended
against its adoption and the state bar
governing board approved the report.
ABA's Canon 35 study committee
was appointed
at the last
association's
Angeles
convention
summer. LosIn
Texas, radio and tv coverage of trials
is taken for granted.
In a letter to Leo Brewster, of Fort
90 (PROGRAMMING)

affairs, takes last puff at cigarette.
Mr. Novins had spent the previous
week with the general's mountain
guerillas and Mr. Ayers had been
without sleep for 36 hours trying to
get from Washington to Havana to
produce the program, videotaped at
2 a.m. Jan. 10 and aired afternoon
and evening the next day. The interview took place in CMQ-TV Havana
studios, with Frank Donghi and CBS
News' Havana stringer, Roberto
Wilkinson, as associate producers.
Roberto Miranda directed the Castro
interview show.
Worth, state bar president, the San
Antonio and Austin judges asked him
to extend the invitation to ABA's committee. "It is our experience," they
wrote, "that in addition to helping bring
about a better public understanding of
the judicial processes, photographic and
electronic news coverage affords us the
opportunity to give the people a fuller,
continuing report of our stewardship of
their courts."
Cuban series pitched
Max Cooper & Assoc., Chicago production-public relations firm, has held
discussions with the networks, agencies
and Desilu Productions on a proposed
26-week Winter Television Baseball series of videotaped Cuban League games.
Based on a pilot made last November,
Cuban League games would be edited
into one-hour videotape recordings and
would be offered either to a network or
distributor for 26-week exposure during
the 1959-60 tv season starting about
mid-October. Mr. Cooper reported he
already has obtained tv rights to the
contests and that actual production
would start with the opening of the
Cuban Winter League next Oct. 8.

• Program notes
• Mark VII Ltd., North Hollywood,
Calif., announces plans for the filming of a pilot of a tv newspaper series
with a San Francisco background, called
The Black Cat. Series, revolving around
the experiences of an investigative reporter, isscheduled to go into production in early March. Pilot script was
written by Otis Carney, who will produce series under supervision of Jack
Webb.
• Independent Television Corp., N.Y.,
in cooperation with Robert J. Enders
Productions Inc., Culver City, Calif.,
will
Tully's
Agent adapt
(SimonAndrew
& Schuster,
N.Y.,Treasury
1958)
to tv, production slated to begin next
month on MGM lot. Series of 39 halfhour telefilms will bring to 26 number
of ITC programs available to tv in 1959.
• Signing of 10 radio-tv stations as
charter subscribers to new syndicated
radio news service from major European
announced
tionalcapitals
Transmissions
Inc., by
NewInternaYork.
Stations to carry thrice-weekly, fiveminute broadcast tapes are WTOP-AMTV Washington, WIIC (TV) Pittsburgh, WIP Philadelphia, WATV Birmingham, KWK St. Louis, KIOA Des
Moines, WOHO Toledo, WEMP Milwaukee, WRFD Worthington, Ohio.
News is beamed to New York via radio
relay, taped, then sent to client stations
by telephone; tv stations carrying service will telecast still photos while audio
• Television gross income of Walt
Disney
is "on." Productions for the year ended
Sept. 27, 1958, totaled $9,949,730, an
increase of $1,139,159 over fiscal 1957,
according to the company's annual report. Over-all, Disney gross rose from
$35,778,242 in 1957 to $48,577,262
last year. Net profit for 1958 was $3,865,473 ($2.51 per share), compared
with $3,649,359 ($2.44 per share) the
preceding year. Disney President Roy
O. Disney stated in his report to shareholders and employes:
"Television
foreign countries
continues
to developin
and foreign revenue increased by $630,837 during the year to $1,060,254. We
expect
furtherInc.,
increase
1959."
• ABC a Films
N.Y.,in last
week
made available for sale to stations a
group of 35 feature films, produced by
the J. Arthur Rank Studios. Titled
"Festival 35" the package includes films
featuring such motion picture stars as
Alec Guinness, Sir Laurence Olivier,
Stanley Holloway, Siobhan McKenna,
Ian Hunter, David Niven, Margaret
Lockwood and Sally Ann Howes.
• Flamingo Telefilm Sales, N.Y., is offering a39-episode, half -hour tv film
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series, Deadline, for sale to national
regional, local advertisers and stations.
Dramatic series, based on significant
newspaper events, is being produced at
the Gold Medal studios in New York by
Pyramid Productions, N.Y., with 13
episodes already filmed.
• United Artists Associated, N.Y., reports that its Warner Bros, features
have been bought by WROC-TV
Rochester, WOR-TV New York,
KOMO-TV Seattle, KFSD-TV San
Diego, WKZO-TV Kalamazoo,
WNEM-TV Bay City, Mich., and
WHYN-TV Springfield, Mass. New
sales and renewals on Popeye cartoons
were made to WRVA-TV Richmond,
WINK-TV Fort Myers, Fla., and
WTTV (TV) Bloomington, Ind.
• Production has been launched bv
Walter Schwimmer Co. on a proposed
26 - week Championship Bridge film
series, with the expectation of a March
television debut. The pilot was unveiled
in Chicago and put into production at
Colmes-Werrenrath Studios in suburban
Glenview last week. It will be offered
for either network or syndication, with
Mr. Schwimmer as executive producer.
The series features Charles Goren and
other bridge experts, with commentary
by Alex Dreier.
• Formation of Daystar Productions
Inc. has been announced by playwright
Leslie Stevens and talent agent Stanley Colbert, latter resigning from Ashley-Steiner agency to head Daystar.
Company will operate as an independent unit for 20th Century-Fox Film
Corp., which recently announced $15
million tv production program (Broadcasting, Dec. 15, 1958). Mr. Stevens
has worked closely with the studio's tv
production head, Martin Manulis, during the latter's tenure as top man on
CBS-TV's
Daystarfor plans
to produce Playhouse
at least six90. series
20th
Century-Fox.
• Association Films Inc. is again making available at no cost a 15-minute
documentary, Helping the Taxpayer,
produced jointly at AF with U.S. Internal Revenue Service and American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Free-loan prints may be ordered
from AF tv film exchanges at Broad &
Elm Sis., Ridgefield, N.J.; 561 Hillgrove
Ave., LaGrange, 111.; 799 Stevenson St.,
San Francisco, and 1108 Jackson St.,
Dallas.
• Ziv Television Programs is shooting
Moon Probe, a series starring William
Lundigan that dramatizes America's
efforts to explore space. Produced in
cooperation with the Dept. of Defense,
the Air Force, Army and Navy, the
series is being filmed at Edwards Air
Force Base in California.
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"AUTOMOTE
This new automatic single microphone remote amplifier allows complete
control from the studio, and by a large neon pilot light on the front of the
cabinet the artist can tell when he is on and off the air. The basic use of
Automote as a remote amplifier means better broadcasting through positive
cue and no dead air, especially in places where listening on headphones
for cue is clumsy, such as churches, ballrooms and noisy sports areas. Also,
for the hidden studio around the corner from the control room, the Automote
becomes an excellent microphone preamplifier with inbuilt warning light —
or — when tape recorders are located in a room blind to the studios, Automote
is used as a complete microphone amplifier and warning light that tells the
artist when the recording engineer is ready.
Automote is 100% transistorized and will operate for 80 hours on a set of
inexpensive batteries equal to 320 fifteen minute broadcasts. All controls
and terminations are inside the cabinet which is provided with lock and key.
Write today for Bulletin No. 158, describing each outstanding feature of
this sensational automatic remote amplifier.
GATES — Leader in Creative Engineering
GATES

RADIO COMPANY
' of Harris-Intertype Corpori
QUINCY, ILLINOIS

United Press International
Facsimile Newspictures and
United Press Movietone Newsfi m
Build Ratings
J
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FATES
Advertisers
• Leslie E. Parkhurst, v.p. in charge
of marketing of A-S-R Products Corp.,
N.Y., makers of Gem razors and blades,
promoted to executive v.p. and director
of corporation.
• Robert Smallwood, recently-retired
board chairman, Thomas J. Lipton
Inc., re-elected board chairman, Tea
Council of U. S. A. Inc., which spends
all of its multi-million dollar advertising
appropriations in broadcast media
through Leo Burnett Co. Mr. Smallwood also is director of Lever Bros.
Co., and advisor to parent Unilever
Ltd., London, and Dutch affiliate, Unilever N. V., Rotterdam.
• Jerome H. Gordon, formerly with
Kenyon & Eckhardt, N.Y., to American Safety Razor Products Corp. as
v.p. in charge of marketing.
• M. Frank Cummings, controller of
General Foods' Jell-0 division since
1957, appointed assistant controller of
GF.

8l FORTUNES

man, creative plans board, GMM&B.
• Ralph T. Smith,
v.p. since 1951 and
v.p. in charge of operations since last July,
and Richard D.
Wylly,ative headv.p.sinceand 1957,
creelected directors of
Sullivan,
Stauffer,N.Y.ColMr. Smith
well & Bayles,
• Richard E. Goebel,
manageroffice
of Sanof
Francisco
Compton
Adv.
Inc.,
elected v.p.

• J. Edwin Jacobs, formerly on publicity staff of Merchandise Mart, Chicago, division
appointed director
new public
relations
of The ofBuchen
Co..
Chicago agency.

• Arthur E. Taylor,
formerlycountv.p.executive
and ac-at
Mr. Wylly
J. R. Pershall Co.,
Chicago, appointed v.p. in charge of
media at Reach, McClinton & Pershall
Inc., that city, newly-merged agency.
He succeeds Harry C. Pick, media
director, resigned.
• Oliver Thayer, formerly brand ad- • Reginald L. Dellow, media director
vertising manager of Max Factor & for domestic operations of Grant Adv.
Co., Hollywood, to Purex Corp., South Inc., Chicago, elected v.p.
Gate, Calif., in similar capacity.
• Gerald Pickman, formerly executive
• John W. Angus elected v.p. of assistant to v.p. of Wilding-Henderson,
Dolcin Corp. (Dolcin, package drugs). Detroit, marketing-management firm,
N.Y.
named searchdirector
marketing
for Kudnerof Adv.,
N.Y. and re• Theodore Braude, previously with • William B. Finkle, art director,
Joseph Katz agency, to Exquisite Form Ritter, Sanford, Price & Chalek Inc.,
Brassiere Inc., N.Y., as director of sales N.Y., named v.p.
promotion and advertising.
• Roy Howard Luce, previously with
Agencies
Ira Rubel & Co., to manager of administration, Fuller & Smith & Ross, N.Y.
• Darrell C. Roberts,
executive
assis•
Daniel
Loizeaux, formerly creative
tant to Ernest A. and art director
with Robert Otto &
Jones,
president,
MacCo.,
N.Y.,
to MacManus, John &
Manus, John &
Adams, Bloomfield Adams
N.Y., asInc.'s
art international
director and department,
production
Hills,merMich.,
and
formanager.
New York office
manager and Pontiac • Dr. Norman Young, formerly direcMr. Roberts
tor of advertising, media and statistics.
Div. (GMC) account
executive, named administrative v.p. of Anahist Co., named research director.
MJ&A.
Mogul, Lewin, Williams & Saylor Inc.,
N.Y.; Ronald Friedwald, formerly
• Charles M. Storm, 68, formerly in media department of Doyle Dane
chairman of executive committee of Bernbach, N.Y., appointed print media
Storm & Klein, which merged in 1955 director to work closely with radio-tv
with Emil Mogul Co., N.Y., died Jan. departments; Arthur Poretz, assistant
12 in New York after long illness. Mr. director of public relations, Emil Mogul
Storm entered advertising firm founded Co., named p.r. director at MLW&S.
in 1888 by his father, late Jules Philip • George Barrett, previously with
Storm.
Calkins & Holden, N.Y., and Ruthrauff
• Wirt McClintic Mitchell, v.p., & Ryan (now Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff
Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard Inc., & Ryan), N.Y., in production capacities, named production manager of
N.Y., and formerly head of creative
activities, Geyer Adv., named chair- Norman, Craig & Kummel, N.Y.

• James J. Hayes, formerly with Phil
Dean Assoc., N.Y., to BBDO, N.Y., as
public relations account executive.

• Ferdinand J. Wittine, formerly with
Charles Pfizer & Co., to Burdick &
Becker, N.Y., as marketing director.
• Winthrop S. Clapp, formerly with
American Optical Co., named copy
director of L. K. Frank Co., Boston.
• C. Richard Fornoff, previously account executive of Cohen & Aleshire.
N.Y., to Marschalk & Pratt, N.Y.. in
account service division.

• Frank O'Neill, formerly with Kudner, and Steve Mudge, previously with
Burke Dowling Adams, to D'Arcy Adv.
Co., N.Y., as account executives.
• Harry A. Hebberd Jr., formerly
marketing director of Stokely - Van
Camp Inc., Indianapolis, to Geyer.
Morey, Madden & Ballard Inc., N.Y..
as account manager.
• Donald Coleman, formerly account
executive at Campbell-Mithun Inc.,
Minneapolis, to Marschalk & Pratt.
N.Y., in similar capacity.
• Jack C. Brussel, formerly account
executive and sales promotion director
of WJR-AM-FM Detroit, to Cunningham & Walsh, that city, as account
supervisor and director of client service.
• Si Coleman, formerly with Anderson-McConnell Adv., L.A., to Hollywood office of Lennen & Newell Inc.,
as creative director. Other appointments: Eugene Dickinson, formerly
of Robinson, Jensen, Fenwick & Haynes
Inc., L.A., to copywriter; Otteran
Hayes, formerly of Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, to production service
manager; Diane S. Moff, promoted to
executive assistant, and Wilma Welch.
to administrative traffic manager.
• Bruce G. Davey, advertising manager of Ekco-Alcoa Containers Inc.,
Wheeling, 111., to Aubrey, Finlay, Marley & Hodgson, Chicago agency, as
account executive, effective Feb. 2.
• Herbert L. Steiner, formerly with
Byrde, Richard & Pound, N.Y., to
Zlowe Co., N.Y., as account executive.
• Ben M. Reiss, president of FriendReiss Adv., elected president of League
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Our nation's economy and defense
efforts are intimately linked with a
sound railroad system. But are
the railroads as sound or strong
as they could be ?

NOTES

FOR THE CONGRESSIONAL

CALENDAR

Certainly the transportation legislation enacted by Congress last year was a helpful
step in the right direction.
But still further legislative action is needed if the railroads are to solve the problems
that plague them.
Of the many vital objectives which should be considered, here are several which
demand prompt attention:
1. Removal of obstacles to transport diversification —
Railroad taxes help to pay for airports and airways, waterways, and highways. But
railroads are not permitted to use these facilities to provide customer services on
the same basis as their competitors. Shouldn't the railroads have this right?
2. Repeal of the excise tax on passenger travel —
Enacted to discourage travelers during World War II from using overburdened
public carriers, the tax — now 10% — is still hindering travel by rail and other forhire carriers. Shouldn't it be abolished?
3. Repeal of agricultural commodities exemption or extension of the exemption to
include railroads and other non-motor carriers —
Congress has exempted motor vehicles from regulation when hauling agricultural
commodities, but has subjected all other carriers to regulation when they are
moving the same commodities. Shouldn't all... or none . ..be regulated?
4. Realistic revision of tax depreciation policies —
Tax policies on depreciation of railroad plant and equipment are a drag on railroad
modernization efforts. Shouldn't these outdated tax policies be changed?
5. Imposition of adequate charges for the use of transportation facilities provided
at public expense —
Railroads support themselves and pay taxes. Yet they have to compete with other
forms of transportation that use facilities provided, maintained, and operated by
Government with money supplied largely by taxpayers, including the railroads.
Shouldn't these users pay their own costs of doing business?
Legislative action in these and other areas is necessary if the railroads are to be given
the equality of opportunity upon which their future health depends.
Financially sound, progressive, and strong railroads are essential to a dynamic American
economy and to our national defense.
ASSOCIATION
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OF AMERICAN

RAILROADS

Washington, D. C.

of Adv.
Agencies,president,
N.Y. New
v.p.'s
are
Jay Victor,
Jay Victor
Assoc., and William G. Seidenbaum,
president, William G. Seidenbaum &
Co. Arthur Bandman, president,
Arthur Bandman Adv., elected secretary, and Ted Bernstein, president,
Ted Bernstein Assoc., elected treasurer.
• James A. Miller, formerly radio-tv
director of Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore,
appointed v.p. of Applestein, Levinstein & Golnick Adv., that city.
• Lou Wilson, formerly head of own
personal management firm in New
York, to Ashley-Steiner agency, N.Y. in
executive capacity.
• Gene Barney joins Bruce M. Radder
Adv., Grand Rapids, Mich., as account
executive.
• Maizie V. Elenze, formerly with
J. Walter Thompson Co., to Street &
Finney, N.Y., copy staff.
• Judy Claymont, formerly with
N. W. Ayer, and Hilda Kahn, formerly
with Young & Rubicam, to Norman,
Craig & Kummel, N.Y., copy staff.
• Anthony P. Galli, formerly with
Sports Illustrated, to copy department,
N. W. Ayer & Son, Phila.; George P.
O'Neill,motionpreviously
in sales &andCo.,pro-to
department, Armour
Ayer traffic bureau.
• Lorna Salzman, freelance copywriter, toShaller-Rubin Co., N.Y., copy
department.
Networks
■ - --jy • Albert L. CapJ
■
staff, director of
;
NBC Radio's Monitor
and special programs,
appointed
NBC Radiodirector
networkof
^-'Ji programs.
• William S. Paley,
chairman of board,
Mr. Capstaff
CBS, has accepted
broadcasting industry chairmanship of
1958-59 campaign of Federation of
Jewish Philanthropies.
• Howard Berk, with information services department, CBS-TV stations division, named director of publicity for
CBS owned television stations and CBSTV Spot Sales.
• John F. Lynch, with NBC-TV's Today program four years, to CBS News
as assistant director of public affairs.
• Sterling C. Quinlan, ABC v.p. in
charge of WBKB (TV) Chicago, apradio-tv chairman
ance ofpointed
Brotherhood
Week forin ObservIllinois
Feb. 15-22.
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Stations

• Walter Windsor,
v.p. and general manager of KNAC-TV
Fort Smith,
Ark., goes
to KCMC-TV Texarkana,
Tex., post
as gen-he
i eral
manager,
from
previously
11
1954-58.
Mr. Windsor
' jSH held
SIMr. Windsor
succeeds Richard M.
Peters, resigned. Harry Huey, development director of Don Reynolds
broadcast-newspaper interests, adds
duties of acting general manager of
KNAC-TV. Mr. Huey, formerly manager of KOLO Reno, Nev., also elected
v.p. of American Television Co., license of KNAC-TV.
• Gustav Hirsch, 82, president of Skyway Broadcasting Co. (WVKO Columbus, Ohio), and electronics engineer
who developed tv transmitter that transmitted pictures in Chicago in 1928,
died Jan. 7 in Columbus. Mr. Hirsch,
retired army colonel, is credited with
transmitting first radio message from
army transmitter while in Signal Corps.
• Charles E. Gates, formerly in advertising department of Chicago Tribune
and with WGN Chicago since 1940, appointed general sales manager. William
A. McGuineas, with WGN since 1933,
will continue as commercial manager.
Ben
manager
station's
New Berentson,
York sales office,
will beof assigned
"additional
responsibilities,"
according
to Ward L. Quaal, v.p and general
manager of WGN-AM-TV.
• Mrs. Marjorie R. Vickers resigns
as general manager of KPAC Port
Arthur, Tex., owned and operated by
Port Arthur College. George Crouchet, station sales manager, will succeed Mrs. Vickers, who started in
broadcasting at KFDM Beaumont, Tex.,
and joined KPAC in August 1934.
• Jack Loughmiller, merchandising
manager of Certified Store Broadcasting of California,
KNX Los
Angeles-as
Columbia
Radio toPacific
Network
national sales supervisor.
• Ken Bagwell, forjpF^™% merly sales manager
M
'' ofnow KXYZ
assistant Houston,
national
sales director of
WTVJ (TV) Miami
(sinceed to1957),
nationalpromotsales
mm.
manager of WTVJ.
Mr. Bagwell Frank Howell,
WTVJ assistant national sales director,
elevated to local sales manager. Ed
Rainey, administrative sales manager
of WTVJ, moves to WLOS-TV Ashe-

as business and credit man• Robert J. Rich,
formerly of WEBC
Duluth, Minn., appointed assistant manager of WDSM SupeDuluth.rior, Wis.-WDSM-TV
Lloyd sales
E. Cooney,
Mr. Rich •assistant
manager
and director of local sales, promoted to
general
salesUtah.
manager of KSL-TV Salt
Lake City,
• Jerome R. Reeves, general manager
of KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, affiliate of
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., named
Pittsburgh's "man of the year in entercommerce. tainment" bycity's junior chamber of
• Leslie G. Biebl, formerly radio consultant of Ghetia & Brokaw, Cleveland
public relations firm and previously
program manager of WISN Milwaukee,
named
Cleveland.executive director of KYW-FM
• Thomas J. Warner, general manager
of WJLB Detroit, elected v.p.
• Joseph Wolfman, formerly general
manager
v.p. of that
KCBQ-AM-FM
San Diego,andto KSON,
city, as sales
manager, succeeding Dick Means, resigned to join Dick Knoth Adv., San
Diego, in executive capacity.
• Paul B. Evans, formerly account executive of WINS New York, appointed
national sales manager of WIP Philadelphia.
• R. A. Dunlea Jr. elected president
of WMFD Wilmington, N.C. Other appointments: George A. Curtis, general manager; Robert Hurley, station
manager; Clay McBride, sales and promotion manager, and Eric Bruton,
program director.
• Edward T. Neibling, with KTUL
Tulsa, Okla., past 16 years, named local
sales manager. Bud Makinster, formerly news director of KRNY Kearney,
Neb., to KTUL in similar capacity.
• Charles E. Burge, formerly with
CBS Radio Spot Sales, Chicago, and
sales manager, KMOX St. Louis,
named v.p. and general manager of
KWRE Warrenton, Mo.
• Alice E. Cook, for past five years
assistant operations manager, WPIX
(TV) New York, named operations
manager.
• Frederick M. Remley Jr., technical
director of U. of Michigan's WUOM
(TV) Ann Arbor, adds duties of techBROADCASTING, January 19, 1959
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HOTTER WATER
FOR LAUNDRY
AND made
DISHESof isCupro
now possible
from Using
dual-temperature
domestic
water heaters
with tanks
Nickel-755.
this strong,
corrosion-resistant
copper
alloy
specially
developedplusbysuper-hot
Anaconda,waterthese
modern
heaters can deliver regular hot-water requirements
for laundry
and
dishwasher
at
temperatures
which
ordinary
heater
tanks
can
withstand
only
for short periods.

BETTERrestaurants
FOOD PREPARATION
is within
easy reach
when
and hotels use
Chef- Foil®
Anaconda's spoilage
Aluminumis reduced
Wrap. and
In cooking,
freezing
storing,
foods'
peak
flavor oris
retained
.
.
.
This
is
just
one
example
of
Anaconda's
new and extensive line of aluminum products.

Anaconda's entire line of nonferrous metals and metal products,
both in industry and in the home, illustrates what Anaconda is always striving for . . .
new ways to do things better . . . more value for less money.
Anaconda
PRODUCERS OF: COPPER • ZINC • LEAD • ALUMINUM ■ SILVER
GOLD • PLATINUM • PALLADIUM • CADMIUM • SELENIUM ■ TELLURIUM
URANIUM OXIDE • MANGANESE • ARSENIC • BISMUTH • INDIUM
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nical director of university's WUOM
(FM).
• John Horn, previously feature editor
for press information department,
CBS-TV, appointed director of information services, WCBS-TV New York.
Ronald S. Bonn, formerly with press
information staff of ABC, replaces Mr.
Horn.
• Francis C. McCall, formerly director of NBC News, New York, appointed
news director of WOAI-TV San Antonio, Tex.
• Lee Hanna, formerly in news and
public affairs department, CBS, to
WNEW New York as assistant director
of news and special events. Wayne
Hyde, for past four years chief of
special events of American Forces Network, to news and special events department of station.
• Edward Nixon McCay, 38, co-owner
and general manager of WROM Rome,
Ga.. died Dec. 26, 1958, following
heart attack. Mr. McKay was one of
founders of WROM and also WROMTV (now WTVC [TV] Chattanooga,
Tenn.).
• Wes Allen Dripps, formerly chief
engineer of WKYR Keyser, W. Va.,
to KDOM Windom, Minn., as chief
engineer and program director.
• Don Willis, formerly combination
man of KRES St. Joseph, Mo., to
KOFO Ottawa, Kan., as chief engineer.
• Shirl K. Evans Jr., account executive of WFBM Indianapolis, appointed
manager of station's newly-acquired
Muzak franchise. Mr. Evans was previously program director and account
executive of WXLW Indianapolis.
• Lee Mikesell, formerly sales manager of KLX Oakland, Calif., to
WFBM-TV
Indianapolis as account executive.
• Marty Jenkins named traffic manager of KTRK (TV) Houston, succeedBetts Brauer, appointed salestrafficingcoordinator.
• Mort Stern, formerly director of
sales of Espro Corp., N.Y., to WABCAM-FM New York as account executive.
• John Thomas Dietz, 48, account executive of WSAV-TV Savannah, Ga.,
died Jan. 7 in Savannah Beach. He had
been producer-director at CBS Radio
for 14 years.
• Roy Bray, formerly sales manager
in Marysville office of KPAY Chico,
Calif., to KFMB San Diego as account
executive. Joe Norman, formerly news
96 (FATES & FORTUNES)

Colonelsat ofPeters,
the year
spotlight station
is on an
individual's incontribution
growth
Griffin,• The
Woodward,
representative
radio and tv,to
as annualsented."colonel
of
the
year"
awards
(certificate
and
cash
bonus)
are prePGW executives and winners: 1 to r, H. Preston Peters, president;
Lloyd Griffin, v.p. and director of tv; John Sias, v. p. and "television colonel";
Robert H. Teter, v.p., director of radio and "radio colonel"; Russel Woodexecutive v.p.
Not A.pictured
are recipients
"colonettes":
Angela
Spinelli,ward,secretary
to John
Thompson
(v.p., radioofsales,
N.Y.); Elisabeth
Ulbert, secretary to W. Donald Roberts, Chicago tv account executive, and
Frances Brune, receptionist, New York.
reporter of KXO El Centro, Calif., to
KFMB in similar capacity.
• John Desmond, free-lance director
on various local and network tv programs, appointed staff director for
WCBS-TV New York.
• Roger Sprague, news writer for
KNX Los Angeles and Columbia Radio Pacific Network news bureau, appointed producer-writer
special projects
department.for bureau's
• Bill Nicholson, program and news
director of KPOC Pocahontas, Ark.,
to KPEP San Angelo, Tex., as news
director.
• Eddie Allen, formerly with Richard
Field Lewis Jr. stations, central Atlantic coast group, to WHEC-TV Rochester, N.Y., as producer and news commentator.
• Harold J. Stenglein, formerly salesman of WSAM-AM-FM Saginaw, to
WJRT (TV), Flint, both Michigan, in
similar capacity.
• George Gilbert, formerly with
Official Films, N.Y., as account executive in Detroit, named to sales staff
of WABC New York.
• Pat Summerall, star place kicker
of New York Giants professional football team, signs contract as sports commentator on WGRO Lake City, Fla.
Mr. Summerall put his team into east-

ern division playoffs last year with 49yard
goal inBrowns.
last seconds of game with
Cleveland
• Janet Baker-Carr, formerly assistant to program director of WXHR
(FM) Boston, to WBAI (FM) New
York as music director, replacing Mrs.
Lucille Saperstein Gordis, resigned.
•director
Edna K.
radio-tv
of Hanna,
Greater formerly
Seattle Inc.
and
copywriter at Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
N.Y., to KOMO-AM-TV Seattle, Wash.,
as head of sales promotion. Fred H.
Kaufman, formerly program manager
of KIRO-TV
count executive.Seattle, to KOMO as ac• George Freeman, formerly news director of WNHC-AM-FM New Haven,
Conn., Triangle Publications stations,
to similar post of Triangle stations
WNBF-AM-FM-TV Binghamton, NY.
• Jud Davis, formerly with KENS-TV
San Antonio, to KONO-TV, that city,
as director of continuity.
• Charles R. Carner appointed assistant publicChicago.
relations manager of WGNAM-TV
• Loren F. Bridges named manager
of WCBC Anderson, Ind.
• John F. Brown, transmitter superintendent of WJPS Evansville, Ind., to
chief engineer, succeeding James P.
Jared, resigned to join technical staff
BROADCASTING, January 19, 1959

of Voice of America. Washington,
effective Feb. 1. Jay Lawrence, formerly on continuity staff of WBBM
Chicago, to WJPS as air personality.
• Tom McCarthy, formerly of WKRC
Cincinnati,
newscaster. joins WCKY. that city, as
• Bruce Morrow, most recently with
ZBM Bermuda and before that with
Mutual, to WINS New York as d.j.
• Bob Baker, formerly of WJPD
Ishpeming, Mich., to WMT Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, as air personality.
• Jim Bollinger, formerly on sales
staff of WAVE Louisville, Ky., to
WKYW. that city, as air personality,
replacing Dean Griffin, moving to
WAKY Louisville news department.
New WKYW sales staffers are Bill
Harris and Jack Dunhaver, formerly
program director of WTMT Louisville.
• Eugene Bird, auditing accountant of
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, died Jan.
8 of pneumonia.
• Walt De Silva, formerly air personality of KFOX Long Beach, to
KBIG Santa Catalina, both California,
in similar capacity.
• Geoff Edwards, formerly newscaster of WEAT-AM-TV W. Palm Beach,
Fla., to KFMB San Diego as air personality.

• James R. French, formerly of KPOA
Honolulu, T.H., to KIRO-AM-FM
Seattle, Wash., as air personality.
Representatives
• John K. Markey, formerly with New
York Daily News, Chicago sales office,
named midwest manager of Devney
Inc., station representative.
Programming
• Arthur Spirt, formerly central division
v.p., Television Programs of America and
recently resigned from
Independent Television Corp., named
v.p. in charge of midwest division, GrossKrasne-Sillerman Inc.,
in Chicago; Raymond
Wild, ITC v. since last October, apoffice. pointed head of newly-formed Detroit
• Charles C. (Bud) Barry, formerly
v.p. in charge of MGM-TV, N.Y.,
named president of NTA Film Network, confirming earlier reports of
appointment (Broadcasting, Jan. 12).
• Noel Bernard, formerly with Radio
Free Europe and BBC in executive
capacities, named v.p. and chief EuroBROADCASTING, January 19, 1959

DAVENPORT, IOWA - ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS
47th TV MARKET
IN THE

U.S.

As Reported in TELEVISION AGE, May 19, 1958
41
42
43
44
45

Albany-Schenectady-Troy
Nashville
Champaign
Miami
Sacramento-Stockton

46 Omaha
raf^fflfflljfflJiBffl
48 Binghamton
49 Raleigh-Durham
50 Asheville

WOC-TV
is No. 1 in coverage
In This 47th Market
48 COUNTIES
Population*
Homes
TV Homes
Farm Homes**
TV Farm Homes**
Effective Buying Income*
Retail Sales*
*Sales Management's "Survey of Buying Power.
**U.1958"
S. Census of Agriculture, 1954

NCS 2

1^

Ernest C Resident
Sanders Manager
Pax ShafferSales Manager
Peters,
lnc-i Griffin,
ExclusiveWoodward,
National
Representatives
DAVENPORT
BETTENDORF
ROCK
MOLINEISLAND
EAST MOLINE
WOC-TValso Davenport,
Iowa is part
Broadcasting— Des
Company
owns and operates
WHO-TVof Central
and WHO-Radio
Moines which
RADIO-TELE-LUXEMBOURG
GIVES ADVERTISERS COVERAGE OF
BELGIUM and NETHERLANDS Over 1,000,000 Radio Homes
England. .2,800,000 Radio Homes France. . .3,500,000 Radio Homes
Germany Ruhr; Rhineland-Pfalz
WE HAVE NOT LOST AN AMERICAN
ADVERTISER IN OVER 10 YEARS!
• Nescafe
Advertisers now using RADIO-TELE-LUXEMBOURG
•• Lux
Philips Yeast
Frigidaire
• MacCormick
Aqua Velva < Tide
Carters
Toni Rain
• Colgate Palmolive ' Prom
White
•
Watermans
• Gillette < Singer
And others
MU 5-1300
GUY BOLAM
AMERICAN SALES & SERVICING AGENCY
370 Lexington Ave.

dent of International
pean correspon
ons Inc., N.Y., overseas news
Transmissi
service for radio-tv stations. Frederick
Bell, previously executive radiotv(Ted)
producer with Compton Adv., N.Y.,
appointed
v.p. in charge of sales for
ITI.
• Robert Fuller, for past seven years
director of information services, WCBSTV New York, named director of publicity, CBS Films Inc.
• Eugene C. Wyatt,
formerly national sales
manager of ABC-TV,
appointed v.p. in
charge of network
Ul f sales for Bernard
Mk Schubert Inc., New
gH^lpr^H
York,distribution
tv film-produc■BJft jHH tion
cornMr. Wyatt pany.
• Ernest Levine, comptroller of California Studios Inc., Hollywood, adds
duties of general manager of Bronson
Ave. production-rental lot. Bud Gaunt,
veteran Hollywood production man, appointed production coordinator of California Studios, assuming duties relating
to physical operation formerly handled
by Mickey Gross, resigned studio manager (Broadcasting, Jan. 12).
• Dick Lawrence, general manager of
World Broadcasting System, named to
newly-created post of general sales manager of Economee Television Programs,
division of Ziv organization which handles sales of re-run tv film programs.
As part of expanded sales activities of
Economee, Ken Joseph, assistant sales
manager, promoted to national spot
sales manager. Account executives added include Bob Lee, formerly sales representative for Associated Press, and
Dan Schmidt, previously with sales
staff of CBS Spot Sales and Peters,
Griffin & Woodward.
Equipment & Engineering
• Walter G. Bain, v.p. and general
manager, Republic Aviation Co., Farmingdale, N.Y., to v.p. (Washington office) RCA
,
defense electronic products.
• Dr. J. Earl Thomas, head of physics
department of Wayne State U., joins
engineering staff of semiconductor division of Sylvania Electric Products Inc.,
N.Y. Upon his resignation from Wayne
in June, Dr. Thomas will assume full
responsibility for research and engineering of Sylvania division.
• Joseph N. Benjamin, president of
Bogen-Presto division, Siegler Corp.,
Centralia, 111., re-elected president of
Institute of High Fidelity Manufacturers; George Silber, president of Rek98 (FATES & FORTUNES)

• Lawrence C. Christopher,
formerly New York bureau news
manager of Broadcasting magazine, has been promoted to senior
editor at Washington headquarters; Donald V. West, formerly
news editor of the magazine in
Washington, has been promoted
to New York bureau news manager. David W. Berlyn, formerly
assistant New York editor, has
been promoted to associate editor
in the New York bureau. Mr.
Christopher has been on the
Broadcasting staff more than 15
years, Mr. West six years. Mr.
Berlyn nine.
O-Kut
Island City, re-elected
IHFM Co.,
boardLong
chairman.
• R. L. Jablonski named product manager of consumer products division,
Hoffman Electronics Corp., LA. John
Lathrop to budget and cost control
manager and Edward Greaney succeeds Mr. Jablonski as manager of national parts and service department.
• Raymond T. Leary, sales manager
of distributor division of CornellDubliler Electric Corp., South Plainfield, N.J., elected v.p.
• Hans P. Barasch, formerly of guided
missiles division, Republic Aviation
Corp., Hicksville, N.Y., to Allen B.
Du Mont Labs, Clifton, N.J., as revices. search manager for photo-sensitive de• Joseph B. Hersh, formerly engineer
of Philco Corp., Phila., to Bogen-Presto,
division of Siegler Corp., as plant manager ofcilicompany's
ties in Paramus, manufacturing
N.J., and NewfaYork, replacing Erwin Rausch.
• Ramon C. Curry, formerly of
WFCR Fairfax, Va., sales department,
to Nems-Clarke Co., Silver Spring, Md.,
as sales engineer for broadcast and tv
equipment.
Allied Fields
• John F. Kraft, partner, and Oliver
A. Quayle III, formerly with Elmo
Roper
Louis
Harper & & Assoc.,
Assoc.,named
New v.p.'s
York ofresearch
firm.
• Herbert M. Schulkind, formerly
assistant
of Broadcast
rules andchief
standards
division,Bureau's
resigns
from
FCC
to
join
Washington-New
York communications law firm of Fly.
Shuebruk, Blume & Gaguine.
• Charles E. Allen, formerly director of public relations, Crown Zellerback Corp., to Hill & Knowlton Inc.,

N.Y.,
sion. as director of international divi• Dorothy Wagner, formerly director
of home furnishing advertising, American Rayon Institute, to Jobs Unlimited,
N.Y., as placement manager for public
relations, editorial and promotion department.
• Harry Stone, formerly v.p., general
manager and director of board of WSM
Nashville and tv consultant since 1951,
appointed executive director of Country
Music Assn., Nashville.
• John H. Eccleston Jr., formerly of
Hill & Knowlton Inc., LA., to Los
Angeles office of Harshe-Rotman Inc.,
public relations firm, as account executive.
• Donald C. Hoefler, formerly associate editor, Electronics magazine, to
Harvey Assoc., NY., public relations
firm, as account executive.
• Francis J. (Happy) Felton, formerly air personality of WOR New
York and CBS-TV, New York, to Fawcett Publications as assistant to director
of
York.advertising, headquartering in New
• Arthur W. Hunter, on national
production staff of Tv Guide magazine,
Radnor, Pa., promoted to advertising
production manager.
• Burns W. Lee, executive v.p. of
General Public Relations, subsidiary of
Benton & Bowles, resigns to form own
business in Los Angeles.
• Harold Unger, formerly assistant
counsel, mitteesubcommittee
of Senate Comon Interstate Commerce
and
trial attorney of Dept. of Justice, has
opened law offices in Washington at
1108 16th St. Telephone: Sterling 33775.
• Joseph L. O'Connor, director of
merchandising, Fuller & Smith & Ross,
N.Y., resigned to head own firm,
Marketing-Sales Plans Co., 41 E. 28th
St., N.Y.
• Leonard H. Marks elected president
of Federal Communications Bar Assn.
for 1959, succeeding William C.
Koplovitz, to serve as group's delegate
to American Bar Assn. for two-year
term. Other FCBA officers are Frank
U. Fletcher, first v.p.; Robert M.
Booth Jr., second v.p.; Edward F.
Kenehan, secretary; John H. Midlen,
treasurer; E. Stratford Smith, assistant secretary; Theodore Baron and
Arthur H. Schroeder, for three-year
terms and Donald C. Beelar, for oneyear term on executive committee, to
fill unexpired term of late Verne R.
Young.
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"I

welcome

of

Ad

the

Age

arrival

. .

says WILLIAM G. OHME
Vice-President / Marketing
Harold F. Ritchie, Inc.

"I think Advertising Age comes under the heading
of must reading for all of us who need to make
advertising and marketing decisions. It constantly
carries not only complete current news coverage of our
field, but informative and provocative articles which
stimulate creative thinking. I welcome the arrival
of Ad Age on my desk regularly, just as I do a visit
from a valued friend."
Despite the pressures of their work week, you'll find that most
of the executives of importance to you take time or make time
to read Advertising Age regularly and thoroughly. For Ad Age's
up-to-the-minute, authoritative editorial content adds up to
"must"influence
reading aswhich
welcomed
the executives
who
well isas eagerly
those who
activate bymajor
broadcast
decisions.
Harold F. Ritchie, Inc., for example, earmarks practically all
of its media budget for television — with the lion's share devoted
to promoting its men's hairdressing, Brylcreem. During the first
nine months of 1958, spot tv time allocations alone topped
$1,351,000*, and plans were made to co-sponsor several network shows. A longtime spot tv user, the Ritchie concern credits
this medium for the rise of Brylcreem to the front ranks of its
market in the United States.
Every Monday, Ritchie executives with an interest in marketing
rely on Ad Age to keep posted on the developments affecting
them. Altogether, Ad Age covers this important advertiser and
its agencies, Kenyon & Eckhardt and J. Walter Thompson, with
599 paid-subscription copies each week.
Add to this AA's more than 42,000 paid circulation, its tremendous penetration of advertising with a weekly paid circulation
currently reaching over 12,500 agency people alone, its intense
readership by top executives in national advertising companies
—and
you'llbroadcast
recognizedecisions
in Ad Age
swinging
youra most
way. influential medium for

CHICAGO 11 people.
2 00 EAST ILLINOIS STREET
uupotfeurtttb
u^tftfotrCt"
? Year (52 issues) $3

WILLIAM G. OHME
A graduate of the Wharton School,
University of Pennsylvania, Mr. Ohme
began his career in the cosmetics and
toiletries business during the 1 930's in
the accounting department of Warner
Hudnut. After four years of World War
II army service, during which he attained the rank of lieutenant colonel,
he returned to Hudnut, subsequently
rising to assistant treasurer and assistant secretary of the firm.
In 1953, Mr. Ohme joined the Olin
Mathieson Chemical Co. as advertising
manager of its Lentheric division, and
the following year he was named director ofmarketing. He came to Harold
F. Ritchie, Inc., manufacturer of Brylcreem, Scott's Emulsion and Eno antacid, in 1957. Starting as director of
marketing, he advanced to vice-president of marketing and a member of
the board of directors in 1958. A native New Yorker, Mr. Ohme now lives
with his wife and sons, Robert and
William, Jr., in Upper Montclair, N. J.
The Ohmes spend part of their free
time at their farm in Mehoopany, Pa.

EQUIPMENT
PUSH

RADIO

SALES

&

ENGINEERING

NOW

. . .

. . and avoid tv, press barbs, retailers told
felt a survey of independent
Television servicing, like the tv in- NARDA
dustry over-all, has its own running service dealers was necessary, RCA
battle with print media. It has been would be prepared to help underwrite
used as a football, "receiving critical a good share of the cost. He also
"some progress" by the service
kicks far greater than deserved" and claimed
in developing techniques and
being subjected to "outright propa- industry
testing
equipment involving printed
g
a
n
d
a
,
"
t
h
e
National
Appliance
&
Radio-Tv Dealers Assn. was told last boards, such as it has for uhf, color
tv and transistors. He concluded that
week in Chicago.
NARDA delegates also were re- "manufacturers have escaped the brunt
minded— by Robert W. Galvin, presi- of criticism" directed at tv servicing
dent of Motorola Inc. — not to sell ra- abuses.
Mr. Kunsman's talk was one of the
dio short and urged to reclaim their
market share of sales.
highlights of the three-day convention
Print media charges were attacked (Jan. 11-14) that also included a Tuesday luncheon address by Mr. Galvin.
by Donald H. Kunsman, president of
Retailers Must Keep Pace • Mr.
RCA Service Co. He pointed out dealers are "the retailing backbone of the Galvin chastised retailers for often failradio-tv business" and scored anti-tv
ing to "keep pace with the technology
the electronics industry," despite
servicing articles in Time, Reader's of
Digest and other publications. He sug- changes in product areas, including
gested much of the criticism stemmed phonographs, home and portable tv,
high fidelity and now stereophonic
from "competing
set tubeto manufacturers and were tvdesigned
switch sound. He described stereo as "the
dealer affiliations." The criticism, he as- greatest opportunity in ten years," with
serted, has resulted
a "poor
press, a3 prospective
million unitsincrease
in 1959.from 750,000 to
bad consumer
relationsin and
a generally
"Many retailers look at stereo as a
poorer theme
reputation
for servicemen."
basic
in print
media pieces:Thetv figment of the music business," Mr.
observed, when it actually repservicemen are fleecing the American Galvin
resents a "revolution in electronics
public.
which
will
eventually be applied to
On the positive side, Mr. Kunsman
emphasized that sealed circuits have radio and tv. It will become as big an
proved highly durable in tv sets — so element as television is today."
reliable servicemen need, on an average,
Manynored thetv-appliance
transition indealers
retailinghaveradio,igreplace only one circuit board in any
he
continued,
and
can
claim
30%
30-month period of servicing sets equip- of the total business today only
compared
ped with the boards — or about one for
every 5,000 calls.
with 100% years ago. "Perhaps they
Security Circuits • An RCA survey, regard radios as not worth the trouble,"
covering service calls among its he observed, "but, other retailers, even
branches over a six-month period, supermarkets, liquor stores and drug
showed that sealed circuits are so stores, are finding radio profitable."
reliable and dependable that RCA has He suggested retailers carry a full
of electronic products and utilize
named them "security sealed circuits." variety
department store merchandising
Another study of 5,000 calls dis- the
closed that less than 2% (less than one technique of mass displays to create an
in 50) involved circuit boards. And impact on traffic.
still another survey indicated that 10
leading brands of tv sets required less • Technical topics
than three-quarters of a service call per • The Institute of High Fidelity Mfrs.,
set during the first 90 days — the cus- N.Y., estimates that sales of high-fidelity
tomary labor warranty period of many components in 1959 will exceed the
dealers.
1958 record of $260 million by 15%,
"Consumer complaints have dropped
a substantial share of the increase
off dramatically in those markets where with
of monoa labor warranty program has been to come from conversion
phonic phonographs to stereophonic.
adopted,"
Mr.
Kunsman
asserted,
noting
•
Motorola
racked
up
sales
of $76
about 40 RCA Victor distributors have
in the fourth quarter of 1958
adopted the RCA Victor television pro- million
and $210 million for the whole year,
gram suggested in June 1958.
Mr. Kunsman suggested that if thanks largely to stepped-up tv volume

and consumer interest in stereophonic
high-fidelity equipment, Robert W.
Galvin, president, reported last week.
Preliminary tabulations indicate earnings of more than $1.85 per share for
the quarter and $3.50 a share for all
1958. ondThemost period
was Motorola's
history.
profitable
quarter in sec-its
Directional antennas
subject of TASO study
A full-fledged
television
rectional antennasstudy
has ofbeen
approveddiby thesionboard
of directors
of the TeleviAllocations
Study Organization.
The tests are to be made with the
facilities of ch. 4 WKY-TV Oklahoma
City and ch. 4 WBZ-TV Boston. RCA
is cooperating
and technical services. wtih
Field apparatus
measurements
will
be made by the mobile field measuring
units of the Assn. of Maximum Service
Telecasters.
The whole project, costing an estimated $15O,0OO-$20O,00O, will take
about six months. It is being coordinated by a committee comprising Dr.
Frank G. Kear, Washington consulting
engineer (chairman), with Ralph N.
Harmon, Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co.,
tions. and Henry E. Rhea, Triangle staRCA will test out the standby antenna
ordered
by WKY-TV,
and it will onthena
be field-tested
after installation
263-ft. tower. Most significant in this
study
will be test
the results
relationship
preinstallation
and ofthetheactual
operating field strength readings.
The field
test results
for WBZ-TV's
1 ,000-ft.
antenna
will be correlated
with
the theoretical values for this antenna.
Another significance of these pilot
studies, Dr. George R. Town, TASO
executive director said, was that from
these pilot tests will come bases for
methods and techniques for measuring
tv directional proofs of performance.
The go-ahead for the DA study was
voted by the entire board of TASO, it
was understood, with two oppositions.
The TASO board is comprised of two
representatives each of NAB, EIA.
AM ST, Joint Council on Educational
Tv and the Committee for Competitive
ers. The last represents uhf broadcastTv.
The TASO board meets Jan. 24 to
review the final report on tv allocations
(Broadcasting, Jan. 12). The report,
it is understood, finds that uhf is far
less effective than vhf in coverage, expense of operations, power potential,
receiver sensitivity, antenna criticality,
and maintenance.
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pacity inexcess of 1 .200 feet. It has frequency response of 30 to 13,000 cps
and amplifier which can be powered
from
24
volt battery. Entire recorder
!
requires less than 30 w and weighs 29
!
pounds, available
in portable
mounted model in
Vi mmor orrack-35
!
mm. Write Hallen Electronics Co., division of Schoen Products Co.. 332 N.
[ La Brea Ave.. LA.
|
• Edward R. Jahns, chief electronics
engineer of consumer products division,
Hoffman Electronics Corp.. L.A., named
1958 recipient of corporation's Presidential Award for "outstanding individual technical achievement."
SALES MESSAGE
• R. Lee Hollingsworth, former presi- HITSYOUR
THE covered
50,000 byTV HOMES
dent of WKBS (now WKIT) Mineola,
N.Y., has offered for sale to residents
of New York State 150,000 shares of
KMSO -channel 13
stock at $2 per share in The Hollings'
worth Co. Enterprises Inc. The money
THINGS BEGIN TO HAPPEN
IN WESTERN MONTANA
derived from the sale of stock, accord!
ing to the firm's prospectus, will be BECAUSE . . .
| used to design and place in production
KMSO works . .programs
best of allfor3 ALL
net. plus VIPthetreatment
various inventions, including a video
commercials.
recording system and a single gun color
and that goes for
tv tube. A portion of the money to be
raised, it was noted, may be used to
KGVO
RADIO TOO
apply for a new radio station.
CBS — ABC — NBC
ask FORJOE or
• Transistors at the price of regular
KMSO-KGVO — MISSOUtA, MONT.
vacuum tubes — leading to cheaper and
more compact portable radio and tv
receivers — is the hope of Philco Corp.,
• Technical topics
Philadelphia, Pa., which last week
showed off its first Fast Automatic
• RCA reports it has awarded RCA Transfer (FAT) production line. The
fellowships, each worth approximately FAT line triples production of tran$3,500. to 10 university graduate stusistors to 1 million a year per line. The
dents for advanced studies in engineer- new high speed production line was
ing, physics and dramatic arts during shown newsmen at Lansdale Tube Co.,
current school year. RCA also has Lansdale. Pa., a subsidiary of Philco.
awarded 63 undergraduate scholarships, Two
more FAT lines are scheduled to
valued at from $250 to $800 each, to
be placed in operation soon, it was ancollege and university students in elec- nounced.
tronics and science teaching field.
Philco also announced price reducsome transistors — one being
• Gates Radio Co., Quincy. 111., an- the hightions infrequency
MADT 2N499. the
nounces availability of new remote con- price of which was dropped
from $5.50
trol system designed for unattended op- each to $3.50 each in batches
of 100.
eration. Among features claimed for
model are directional and multiple This transistor can be used as an amplifier or an oscillator for radio or tv
transmitting; 38 switching circuits with
built-in facilities for expansion to 78; sets, and also as a switch in computers.
large illuminated numbers to indicate
circuit dialed; pulse, reset and switching • Another prediction of bright future
functions able to be controlled from to America's electronics industry was
transmitter for local operation. Panel issued
this time by newr
size of studio and transmitter units is presidentlastof week,
Sylvania Electric Products
19 by 15% inches, each with self- Inc. Said Robert
E.
Lewis: The incontained power supply and independdustry's
over-all
volume
will reach
ent operation.
minimum total of $14.3 billion
in 1959a
• Hallen Electronics Co., division of (as against $13 billion in 1958 and
Schoen Products Co., L.A., announces $13.3 billion the year before). By the
introduction of professional magnetic end of the next decade, he predicted,
film recorder. Model 1216 is modular electronics sales and revenues will exceed $25 billion annually.
and temperature-compensated, with ca101
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New twist for vtr
ready
to Although
explain howABC-TV
it works,isn'tbecause
the company is seeking a patent.
the
engineers have gadget
come
up network's
with a synchronizing
that enables instantaneous switching from live broadcasting to tape
without loss of picture quality. It
was used for the first time Thurs15) in Par Boone's
Chevyday (Jan.
Showroom.
The new electronic system does
away with the tricky problem of
synchronizing two different images. Each source (live and vtr)
has its own synchronization system and, explains ABC Engineering Vice President Frank Marx,
when the two have been used together in the past "the result often
has been rolls and picture breakup.' If it wasn't this, it was having to go to black first before going to tape. Mr. Marx added. Not
only isproofABC's
gadget but
"fool-it
and moreneweffective,
also can be used internally to
convert one set of tv standards to
another." Again, there was no
technical explanation available "at
this time."

PLAYBACK
QUOTES WORTH REPEATING"
introduced
to
the
buying public — and
vertising's aim and function than ever
You can't please everyone
going concerns, than were launched before. And this mature advertiser is
The role of radio-tv is like that of are
taking
a
different
attitude toward his
the whole history of retailing up until
legislators, in that both must be con- in1950!
Call it coincidence, it is an inter- agency.
cerned primarily with the good of the
The pressures of the fading recesesting fact that this business phenomegreatest number of people. This was one
non has happened during a time when
sion have taught him that his adveranswer to critics of the broadcast media advertisers
discovered television and
tising can be most productive, and his
which Thomas K. Fisher, vice president started buying it in increasingly larger advertising
dollar most fruitful, when
and general attorney of the CBS-TV shares. ....
the
agency
is given
freedom
network and CBS-TV stations divisions,
cise
its
creative
talent.
. . . to exerThe commercial side of our business
offered to a group of lawmakers last
The advertiser has learned not to
week. At the Nebraska Broadcasters
look for formulas or panaceas in advertising, because he has learned that
Assn.'s
biennialWednesday
dinner honoring
Nebraskasecond
legislators
night
formulas stifle rather than stimulate a
(Jan. 14) in Lincoln, Mr. Fisher said:
free flow of ideas.
A composite, compilation of adverThe end result of your endeavors is
the passage of laws for mass applicatising views
today's beenlightened
agement .. of. might
something manlike
tion. You will not, as we [broadcasters]
this:
do not, please all the people all the
1. The very first thought in plantime; but you must, if you are to be
ning advertising must be that selling is
permitted to continue to serve the
its
goal. While every ad . . . should
people, please most of the people most
contribute toward creating a favorable
of the time. And in fulfilling this dembrand or corporate image, the purpose
ocratic process through the high art of
of every ad is to persuade or sell.
compromise, you will find some of your
critics where we find ours: among those
2. The best ads are built on a 'Big
whose belief in the people is at low
3. The product can rarely be a byebb, and who would — if they could —
product of an ad . . . An advertisement
substitute their values and tastes for
can [not] sell without showing [or talkthe values and tastes of the mass. They
ing
about]
the product.
dare not attack the people directly —
Idea.'
4. Effective advertising need not
so they attack you, the image and
servant of the people.
bellow, shriek, exhort, argue or blatantly ask for the order. It can achieve sell. . . you who bear the responsibility
ing persuasiveness through the emotions,
of government and we who bear the
Campbell:
Commercial
side
is
public
service
through
reason, or both.
responsibility of mass communications
5. Advertising is communication
must constantly strive to improve our
with
the
consumer. Therefore, greater
respective endeavours — not to satisfy is truly a public service. It helps keep
attention
must be paid to communisome vague goal of progress but to products
moving off shelves. It thereby
cating more easily, more smoothly.
contribute toward the very survival of keeps people
employed.
And
in
giving
6.
Entertainment
be a valuable
that political faith by which we stand new products a rapid start, it affords ingredient . . . most mayeffective
[if it is]
as a nation.
new
jobs
for
new
thousands
of
people.
toleftthefieldproduct
andattention
doesn't come
[On the equal access question] His- Amazingly enough, our selling takes up linked
out
of
to
draw
away
tory is on the side of the broadcaster 17% or less of the time you watch tv. from the product.
... the question, I submit, is no longer
We have a responsibility to the ad7. Advertising that sells talks to peowhether the broadcaster shall have
vertiser— a responsibility to deliver a
ple in their own language, never below
equal
access
in
behalf
of
the
electorate,
public
that
will
be
available
for
his
sales
their
level.
but how soon.
message. Our fortunes are based on how
8.
Advertising must establish a feelwell we fulfill that responsibility and
ing of kinship ... it must be friendly.
Tv's total responsibility
how well he utilizes his selling time. We
9. Finally, advertising that sells must
Exploring the total responsibility of do not get his renewal unless he feels be believeable.
television in a talk before the Jan. 13 that he is . . . getting results.
Off-beat seldom off-track
meeting of the local Rotary, Eldon Recession matures advertisers
Campbell, vice president-general manJules Dundes, CBS Radio vice presager of WFBM-AM-TV Indianapolis,
Grey Matter, the monthly house
in charge
administratioidentn, to St.
Louis ofAd station
Club Jan.
6:
reviewed broadcast management's obli- organ of Grey Advertising Agency, degations to FCC, its owner, the public
its current issue
to
advertising's
You
might
say
radio
pampers
ruleand the community. But he noted none role invotescombatting
the recent business
of these could be performed without ful- recession. Claiming that the advertising breakers, and makes them its favorites.
In radio,
filling the responsibility to the adver- of the past year reveals a "creative track.
. . . the off-beat is seldom offtiser. In part, he related:
spark which outshines any previous
Radio, above all other media, is a
There has been an amazing coinci- period in advertising history," it notes: creative advertising man's medium. It
dence in the growth of consumer busiWe say bluntly, but sincerely, that can take your boldest efforts in its
nesses along with the growth in televi- in 1957-1958 the advertising agency stride. Its listeners are ready for you,
sion advertising. Since the year 1950, had to deal with clients of a higher de- and will welcome you, in direct proportion to the effort and ingenuity you
more new products, more new brands
gree of advertising maturity, imaginawithin existing product lines have been
tive judgment, deeper knowledge of ad- bring to your job.
i02
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INTERNATIONAL
Canad'an stations
threatened by walkout
No settlement was in view as of last
Thursday (Jan. 15) in the strike by 74
French-language television producers at
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Montreal.
The group, which walked out Dec. 29
because of CBC's failure to recognize
their newly organized Assn. des Realisateurs (affiliated with the Canadian and
Catholic Confederation of Labor), was
notified on Jan. 8 that their contract
with CBC had ended.
A large number of CBC, Montreal,
employes refused to cross picket lines set
up by the tv producers and CBC
French-language tv network was carried on with films and taped programs
by a supervisory staff. Some of the
CBC unions advised their Montreal
members to go back to work on Jan. 8,
but only a small portion of the 2,300
employes, who had refused to cross
picket lines, went back to work. Local
unions countermanded orders of the national union headquarters.
CBC refused to recognize the new tv
producers union on grounds that producers were part of management and
thus could not be affiliated with any
union.
Yvon Danserau, president of the
Canadian Broadcast Unions of Montreal, said that if the strike continued
indefinitely he would call a meeting of
the national CBU to extend the walkout
throughout Canada. However, it was reported that officials of the national organization might not recommend such
action.
Part of Management • J. A. Ouimet,
CBC president, cut short a vacation to
return to Montreal for talks with Fernand Quirion, president of the new as-
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sociation. CBC contended that producers are a part of management and
therefore are not entitled to union representation.
The producers association hit the use
of supervisory personnel to maintain a
"poor quality" of programming and
charged CBC was using publicly-owned
facilities to deceive the public by minimizing the issues.
Montreal is Canada's largest tv production center, concentrating on Frenchlanguage programming.
European tv scene
West Germany's
television
set
manufacturers
produced20 about
1 million
units in 1958, yearend reports estimate.
Observers guess that the number of
licensed and unlicensed tv receivers in
operation approaches 2.5 million. Of
this figure, some 2 million are registered
under the $1.20 a month tv license requirement. Registered radio sets in use
in West Germany and West Berlin on
Dec. 1, 1958, had reached a total of
15.2 million.
East German tv tube production
reached approximately 129,000 units
last year. Plans are to build a new tube
production plant in East Berlin.
In Switzerland on Nov. 1, 1958,
there were 45,860 tv sets operating; an
increasevious of
month. only 1,311 over the preFrance and Italy each have nearly
one million tv sets in use.
Poland's licensed tv receivers number
approximately 67,000. Unofficial estimates, however, maintain that counting
the number of unlicensed sets in operation puts themark.
country's tv receivers over
the million
There are about 60,000 television sets
being used in Austria.
• Abroad in brief
• Atherton & Currier Ltd., Toronto,
Ont., following merger of parent company in United States with Kastor, Hilton, Chesley & Clifford, has merged in
Canada with Bradley, Venning & Hilton
Ltd., Toronto. New agency will be
known as Bradley, Venning, Hilton &
Atherton Ltd., with offices at Toronto.
Canadian members of new agency retain control through common shares in
operation. William E. McDonald, v.p.
and general manager of Atherton &
Currier offices at Toronto, is v.p. in
new agency.
• CHAB-TV Moose Jaw, Sask., will begin telecasting Feb. 1 on ch. 4 with 50
kw video and 100 kw audio power.
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FANFARE
1 An agency's own image
Eldridge Inc.. Trenton, N.J., agency
specializing in industrial accounts, believes in advertising its own industry'
too. For 20 weeks Eldridge ran four
spots a day on WTTM Trenton. In the
minute commercials Eldridge used a
"corporate voice" to salute its accounts
and
tell theto agency's
story. Pleased
with
reaction
the schedule,
the agency
now has ordered a 25-minute weekly
program
This . on
. . IsWTTM.
Advertising starts Jan.
27 at 8:05 p.m. with the first of a
13-week series of panel discussions to
be moderated by Col. Lyle Brookover,
public relations adviser to Trenton Trust
Co. He will present guest experts from
all phases of the advertising business.
Puppets to people • WSM-TV Nashville has a solution to the problem
Jane M. Sarin, Eldridge account executive, will direct the series which she
of promoting itself without resorting to the usual slides and telops. The sta- j developed.
tion's executive producer, Elmer Alley, met with adman Bill Gernert (a i
puppeteer
by hobby) of Nashville's
MacDonald
to come
up withanda \ WTTM is sending advisory letters
series
of interchangeable
puppets. With
a switch Adv.
of facial
expression
over the signature of Fred Walker, staclothes, the puppet assigned the role of Steve Canyon one night can play
tion
manager,area.to 450 industries in general
the Trenton
another NBC-TV headliner the next. Each ch. 4 spot is a little "drama"
in its own right. The NBC-TV affiliate sometimes spoofs the competiEldridge,
in industrial accountsafter
for 35specializing
years, recently
has
tion, as inGood
the vignette
CBS-TV's
Person toTO Person.
AN NCR:
evening. ribbing
The program
is PEOPLE
PEOPLE.TheOurscript:
first
added such consumer products as
visit this evening is to the home of John Q. Public.
beverages, paint, lumber and banking.
JOHN Q. PUBLIC: (J. Q. Public appears on screen) Sorry. Ted. I cant talk
The agency, in cooperation with WTTM
and the Trenton Board of Education,
to you right now. I am watching Channel 4. (Gunshot)
will make tapes of This . . . Is AdverAN NCR: Sorry, Mr. Public, but we've got to stop this stampede to Ch. 4.
tising available to educational groups.
The business is being placed on
WTTM
direct.
paign. The day after the money was
KGBT gives up 'biggest' claim
KYA announced its "Win a
Texans know how to give up grace- found,
Million"
which afrancs
listener(about
will 17-day pigskin play on WMT
ful y, ithas been witnessed by KGBT win
one game
millionin French
WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa, got 17
Harlingen, Tex. The station is deeding $2,000).
days' commercial play out of the New
over its claim to being "the biggest radio
Year's
Rose andBowlU. game
between
station
the largest
state" to Alaska,
sister CBSin WBT listeners get Red line
the U. Day
of Iowa
of California.
affiliate inKFQD
Anchorage,
Communist propaganda disseminated Tait Cummins, WMT sports director,
recognition
by a U.S. radio station? Listeners to went along with the home team to Calthe union. of the new state's entry into WBT
Charlotte, N.C., may be jolted to
ifornia and telephoned 100 special reKGBT's parchment "quitclaim" bears hear this, but that is exactly the station's
ports for broadcast over WMT. Sold in
the condition "that the state of Alaska intention with the new locally produced three-minute
packages, including a onefaithfully perform the duties and respon- program, Radio Moscow, launched last minute commercial,
the reports were
sibilities tothe nation as its largest state
spaced
a
half
dozen times a day for the
as the state of Texas has done for 113 night (Jan. 18).
victory.
WBT's
program ofconsists
rebroad- 17 days prior to Iowa's Rose Bowl
of portions
Englishof language
years."tion beInbreached
addition,the"should
this condi- casts
above transferred
broadcasts
from
Radio
Moscow,
with
claim shall revert to said KGBT and it commentary by WBT personality Alan
is hereby understood that KGBT retains Newcomb and Rupert Gillette, formerly Surprise call gains ground
Sudden expanded coverage was
the title of 'the largest continental radio associate editor of the Charlotte Observer. The broadcasts from Russia are achieved by two Southern California
station serving five foreign countries'."
taped in advance for airing at 9:05 d.j.'s whose weekend, nighttime shows
KYA plants $50,000 prize
p.m. each Sunday. In explaining the were linked with telephone conversation.
On the 1 Oth day of KYA San Fran- program, Charles H. Crutchfield, execu- Jack De Long, host of Jack's Party
tive vice president of the Jefferson Time on KVEN Ventura, Calif., surHunt theevent,
prised George Da Vorak at KFI Los
family cisco's
of $50,000
threeTreasure
discovered
prizea Standard Broadcasting Co., said, ". . .
certificate buried behind a billboard. listeners will accuse us of spreading Angeles by calling Mr. Da Vorak for an
interview
while both were on the air.
They were in a crowd of an estimated Communist propaganda . . . we are
100,000 after the big stakes in the Lake hopeful that the usual complacency
Merced area of the city. According to among Americans will be shaken to the WWIN asks, 'Remember radio?'
The growth of radio is the basis of
Station Manager Mort Wagner, the
treasure hunt was the opening event of veryTheroots."
FCC and State Dept. were noti- WWIN Baltimore's current advertising
fied prior to the premiere.
a year-long audience promotion camcampaign to demonstrate radio's ma104
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turity and that WWIN's programs are
of adult stature. With the theme, "Remember Radio?" WWIN is expressing
its "quality image" in the local market
by using newspapers, billboards, bus
cards, taxi backs, mailings and trade
magazines. Each WWIN advertisement
leads off with the "Remember Radio?"
slogan printed on a sketch representing
highlights of radio history. The nostalgic copy concludes with mentions of
various local and ABC programs broadcast by the station.
WTAE (TV) viewers fast on draw
In a three-day contest sponsored by
WTAE (TV) Pittsburgh, more than
23,000 youngsters submitted drawings
of the Three Stooges, whose comedies
have run daily since September on Paul
Shannon's
Six theO'Clock
program. During
contest,Adventure
Mr. Shannon
invited the trio, then appearing in a
Pittsburgh night club, for several guest
shots on his show. WTAE prizes were
portable radios and tv sets for the best
entries in various age groups.
Crusade contest benefits RFE
In a national contest announced Jan.
15 by Crusade for Freedom in support
of Radio Free Europe, writers of the six
best "Truth
Broadcasts"
will flytheirto
Munich,
Germany,
to broadcast
messages from the headquarters of
RFE to five Communist-dominated
countries.
A Truth Broadcast is the completion
of the following sentence in 25 words
or less: "As an American I support Radio Free Europe because ..." Entry
blanks are made available through a nationwide advertising compaign sponsored by The Advertising Council and
will include magazines, newspapers and
poster advertisements donated by the
nation's advertisers and publishers.
Table model, short-wave radio sets will
be awarded for 200 runners-up in the
contest. Prizes will be doubled if $1 is
enolosed with an entry. Trip winners,
therefore, could take another person
and other winners would also receive
portable transistor radios with the shortwave receivers.

Show approach pays
The Colorado Tuberculosis Assn. this
past season adopted a programming approach to radio publicity. As a public
service, the state's broadcasters aired
quarter-hour taped programs entitled
Thank You, With Music, "in the names
of those who benefit from your use of
Christmas Seals." Ronald A. Miller,
executive director of CTA, reporting on
the campaign's success, called the broadcasters' cooperation a "major contribution." Betty Zatterstrom, seal sale direcBROADCASTING, January 19, 1959

tor, selected light classics for the programs which were prepared in both
English and Spanish by Mastertone
Studios, New York.
Rescue in Roanoke
WSLS-TV Roanoke, Va., has a "first
aid" selling formula, defined as "what
to do until the sponsor comes."
The technique grew out of a crashprogram emergency. With the premiere
of Rescue 8, Screen Gems film series,
only two weeks off, WSLS-TV was
faced with finding a sponsor and promoting the show on a modest budget.
The first aid worked. Mick-or-Mack
food chain bought the series after
WSLS-TV came up with a campaign
featuring the local fire department and
Roanoke'sis based
Life Saving
program
on casesCrew.
in the The
files oftv
the Los Angeles Fire Dept. rescue
squad.
On premiere day a fire engine and
four units of first aid and life saving
equipment toured the city displaying
signs with station and sponsor information. Film clips of news stories involving
the local crews were turned into advance spots and were aired during three
days prior to the debut. A first aid unit
of the Life Saving Crew was set up with
promotional material in a park opposite
the station's downtown studios. Costs
for the campaign, according to the station, were limited to posters, signs and
coffee for the crew in the park.
New cars parade on WRC-TV
A day-long parade of 25 automobiles
through Studio A of WRC-TV Washington, D.C., served as a preview to the
30th annual Auto Show of the National
Capital Area, Jan. 10-18. Supported by
newspaper ads and on-the-air promotion, the tv preview aimed for 2.3 million viewer impressions. WRC-TV car
presentations were spotted on all local
programs, some in color. Program hosts
introduced each model as it rolled
through the studio. Cooperating sponsors keyed copy to the auto parade.
Name-dropping pays at WSAI
Forty - three listeners appeared to
claim their prizes in the first 24 hours
of WSAI Cincinnati's "What's in a
Name?" audience-builder. The station
"name-drops" approximately five names
each hour and uses no accompanying
announcements. Names are selected at
random from telephone directories. Promotional spots scheduled at other times
explain that if a listener hears his name
and comes to the WSAI studios within
24 hours, he will receive a merchandise
prize, which is determined by a spin of
the
Fortune."
Prize
valueoutlet's
varies "Wheel
with eachof wheel
number.
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Station Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting
Jan. 8 through Jan. 14: Includes data on new stations, changes in existing
stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes and
routine roundup.
Kene, 1220
N.H.—kc,The1 kwKBRD. P.O.
Stations
Abbreviations:
Granted
addressInc.—155
Front St.,strucManchester,
N.H.
Estimated
conDA—
directional
antenna,
cp
—
construction
t
i
o
n
c
o
s
t
$7,500,
first
year
operating
permit. ERP— effective radiated power, vhf $40,000, revenue $40,000. Principals are W.costF.
—very highquency, antfrequency,
uhf—
ultra
high
freRust
Jr.
(77.3%)
who
has
majority
invests
. — antenna,w—aur.—
aural,
vis.— in WNOW-AM-FM-TV York, Pa., WTSL
visual kw—
kilowatts,
mc— sunset,
megaHanover, WTSN
Dover
and WTSV-AM-FM
cycles D— day.
N— night.
LSwatt,
— local
allin New
Hampshire,
and minormod.—
modification,
trans.—
transmitter,
unl. Claremont,
ity and
interestRalph
WKBR-AM-FM
—unlimited
kc— kilocycles.
SCA— subGottlieb (22.7%)Manchester,
who has
sidiaryhours,
communications
authorization.
SSA N.H.,
minority nouinterests
in
same
stations.
An—special
service
authorization.
STA—
special
nced Jan. 8.
temporary authorization. * — educ.
Newnort,
N.H.—
Kenneth
E.
Shaw—
Granted
1010
kc,
250
w
D.
P.O.
address
Citizens
New Tv Stations
Bank Bldg.,structionNewport,
N.H.
concost $34,885,$46,208.
first Estimated
year
operating
cost
$31,500,
revenue
Mr. Announced
Shaw,
sole
APPLICATION
owner,
is
attorney
and
judge.
Jan. 14.
Miami,ch.Fla.10— (192-98
Miami mc);
Church
of316Religious
Science
ERP
kw
vis.,
APPLICATIONS
195 kw aur. Estimated construction cost
— R. W.Box Woodruff
1480 kc,con-1
$750,000, $480,000.
first year operating
$360,000, kwDouglas,
P.O.struGa.
217. year
Estimated
addressDr.,cost
% Miami
Catherine
ctaddress
ionrevenue
cost $18,900,
first
operating
C.revenue
Youngs, 1737 N.P.O.Bayshore
32, cost D.$18,000,
$30,000.
Mr.
Fla.
Applicantand isproposes
non-sectarian,
non-profit
is in accountancy. Announced Jan.Woodruff
12.
corporation
to
purchase
facilKan.—
Francis 1108
C. Morgan
Jr.Pratt,
1290
f present ch. 10 licensee, Public Serv- kc,Lamed,
iceitTvies oInc.
500
w.
P.O.
address
Champa,
Kan. year
Estimated
construction
cost revenue
$14,545,
first
operating
cost
$24,000,
Existing Tv Stations
$20,000.Kan.Mr. Announced
Morgan is Jan.
employe
KWSK
Pratt,
12. 1290of kc,
ACTIONS BY FCC
Larned,
Kan.—
PierBoxSan933,Inc.
500
w
D.
P.O.
address
Wiohi+a,
WNEM-TV
Bay
City,of rules
Mich. to— Granted
Estimated construct on cost $12,825, K^n.
first
waiver
of
Sec.
3.652
(a)
identify
year
operating
cost
$24,000,
revenne
;
25,0^0.
station
with Jan.
Saginaw
OwnersDennyare co-owners
equal partners
Webb Pierce and
Announced
14. as well as Bay City. Jim
of WJAT
APPLICATION
Ga.; John Bozeman owner
of KSIRSwainsboro,
Wichita,
Kans., and
K. W. Announced
Pyle and Port
Early,
emWJMR-TV
New
Orleans,
La.—
Request
for
p
l
o
y
e
s
o
f
KSIR.
Jan.
12.
STA
to operate
onspecifications
ch. 13, New contained
Orleans inin Winfleld, Kan.— Winfield Bcstg. Co. 1550
accordance
with
kc,
250
w.
P.O.
address
Box
503,
Carthage,
paragraphs 1 thru 6 and conditions (d) and Mo. Estimated construction cost $23,477.24,
(e) of STA issued
Suoreme
on 12-17-58
or m first year operating cost $42,000, revenue
(2)formod.
conditions
contained
$48,000.KRMO
LJoyd Monett,
C. McKennev,
sole owner
a'so
inalternative
said STA
ch. immediate
13of granted
Supreme
onon owns
Mo., KMDO
Fort Scott,
12-17-58
to permit
operation
Kan., and noun50%
ced Jan. 13.of KBHM Branson, Mo. Anch.
13
for
period
ending
1-31-59
pending
final agreement
between
Jeff address
Davis B-stg.
Service
cants for regular
operationcompeting
on ch. appli12 in 790Prentiss,
kc, 500 wMiss.D. —P.O.
1018 Pope
St.,
New
Orleans
and submission
12,firstTenn.year Estimated
ronst-uction
for joint
operation
on ch. 13. of application Memphis
cost
$12,360,
operating
cost
$34,500,
revenue
$40,963.
Jesse
R.
Williams,
sole
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
owner, is civilJan.service
12. worker for Air Force.
TvWAFG-TV
Inc., ch. 31.Huntsville, Ala.— Rocket City Announced
Washington,
Mo.
— Washington
Bcstg.
Co.
KFMX-TV
Diego, from
Calif.—
Sherrill C. 920 kc, 500 w D. P.O.
address
1547
MapleCorwin,
ch. 27.SanChanged
KEZY.
wood, tionMemphis
8, Tenn.
Estimated
construccost
$26,950,
first
year
operating
cost
WAST
Albany,
N.Y.—
Van
Curler
Bcstg.
revenue
is Earl
Corp.,
ch. 35. Cincinnati,
Changed fromOhio—
WTRI.Robert W. $65,699,
W. Daly,Announced
who also$75,780.
owns12.Sole
WHEYownerMillington,
WCIN-TV
Tenn.
Jan.
Rounsaville,
ch.
54.
Changed
from
WSOKHammonton,
N.J.
—
Hammonton
Bcstg.
Co.
TV.
1600 kc, 500 w D. P.O. address P.O. Box 351,
Coatesville,
Pa.
Estimated
construction
cost
$22,000,
operating
cost
S50.000,S.
Translators
revenue first
$60,000.yearEqual
partnersco-own
William
N. Seltzer
Renville County Tv Corp. (Robert G. Halpern
Coatesville,and Pa.LouisAnnounced
Jsn. 13. WCOJ
Johnson,
president),
Olivia,
Minn.—
Granted
Town,
W.P.O.Va.address
— ArthurWaverly
W. Arundel
cp for new programs
tv translator
station on ch.
82 to 1550Charles
kc, 5 Va.
kw D.Estimated
Way,
translate
of WTCN-TV
construction
cost
Minneapolis. Announced
Jan. 14. (ch. 11), McLean,
$32,191.30,
first
year
operating
cost
$58,700,
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
revenue
$65,000.
Mr.
Arundel
is
Washington
news
correspondent
for
UPI.
Announced
TvK72AU
Inc. Verdi, Nev.— Truckee River Civic Jan. 14.
K75AN
Ore. — Ocean View Tv Existing Am Stations
Translator Empire,
Inc.
ACTIONS BY FCC
K71AP Seaside,
Ore.— Pa.—
Seaside Video Club.
W79AB
Palmerton,
KPER from
Gilroy,
Granted
increase op-of
Translator Service Corp. Upper Lehigh power
500 kcwCalif.toD;—1 remote
kw, continuing
eration on 1290
mitted.
Announced Jan. 14. control perNew Am Stations
WWCC Bremen, Ga. — Granted increase of
ACTIONS BY FCC
power from
500 kcw toD, 1without
kw, continuing
eration on 1440
prejudice op-to
whatever
action
Commission
may deem innec-re
Knoxville,
Iowa—
Grinnell
Bcstg.
Corp.—
e
s
a
r
y
a
s
result
of
final
determination
Granted
1320
kc,
500
w
DA-D.
P.O.
address
Ralph
J. Bitzer,construction
298 Arcade cost
Bldg.,$16,639,
St. Louis,
Georgia
Co. (WWCC). Announced Jan. 14.Bcstg.
Mo. Estimated
first West
WXLI Dublin,
Ga.; WAYX Waycross, Ga.
year
operating
cost $36,000,
revenue
$42,000.
Applicant
also
owns
KGRN
Grinnell,
Iowa.
— Designated
for consolidated
hearing from
apAnnounced Jan. 14.
plication of WXLI
to change facilities
106

1440 kc, to1 kwincrease
D, to daytime
1230 kc, power
250 w unl.,
and
250
wWAYX
tow 1 N;kw, made
continuing
operation
on from
1230 and
kc,
250
WFRP
Savannah,
Ga.,
KMAF
Madison,
Fla.,
parties
to
proceeding.
Announced Jan. 14.
WGHM Skowheeran, Me. — Granted increase
of power eratifrom
1 kckw D;to 5remote
kw, continuing opon on 1150
mitted.
Announced
Jan. 8. control perWPLM
Plymouth,
Mass.
increase
of power from 1 kw to 5 kw— Granted
DA, continuing
operation
1390 Jan.
kc D;8. engineering conditions. onAnnounced
KLOO from
Corvallis,
Ore.—250 Granted
change of
facilities
1340 kc.
1 kw D. Announced
Jan. 14.w unl., to 1350 kc,
WDXBvised that Chattanooga,
Tenn—
Is
being
adrenewal ofregarding
license
indicates application
necessity offor hearing
overall
programming
operations.
Comr.
Craven concurred in part. Announced Jan. 8.
WTRB from
Ripley,
Granted
increase op-of
power
250 wTenn.toD: —1 remote
kw, continuing
eration on 1570
control permitted.
Announcedkc Jan.
8.
APPLICATIONS
KOBYcreaseSan
Francisco,
daytime
fromCalif.
10changes
kw— Cpto in50to daykw;ininstalltimenew
trans,power
and make
DA
pattern.
KATY creaseSandaytimeLuispower
Obispo,
from Calif.—
250 w Cpto to1 kwinandWJBO
installBaton
new trans.
Rouge,
La.—
change
ant. -trans, location and install Conewtotrans.
WSPR power
Springfipld,
Mass.—
Cp5 tokw;increase
daytime
from
1
kw
to
install
new trans, and make changes in daytime
DAKATL
patternMiles(chanee
from
DA-1Cp totoDA-2).
City,
Mont.—
increase
daytime
install newpower
trans.from 250 w to 1 kw and
WNIA Cheektowaga,
N.Y. w— Cpto to1 kw
increase
daytime
power
250
and
install new trans,from(resubmitted).
WWON Woonsocket, R.I.— Cp to increase
daytimestall newpower
trans. from 250 w to 1 kw and inCALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KEZY Anaheim, Calif.— Radio Orange
kc.
County
1250 kc. Ga.— Polk Radio, 1220
WPLK Inc.,
Rockmart,
WSOK Savannah, Ga.— Fisher Bcstg. Co.,
1230 kc. Changed from WFRP.
KSRA Salmon, Idaho— Snake River Radio
& Tv Co., 960 kc.
WDLM stitute oEast
Moline,950 111.kc.— Moody Bible Inf Chicago,
1230WQDY
kc. Calais, Me.— St. Croix Bcstg Co.,
WCSR1340 Hillsdale,
Mich.—fromBawWBSE.
Beese Bcstrs.
Inc.,
kc. Changed
WKSK
West
Jefferson,
N.C.—
James B.
Childress, 1600 kc.
WNCO
Ashland,
Ohio— action
Radio changing
Ashland
Inc.,
1340
kc.
Commission
call letters to WATG rescinded. Remains
WNCO.
WGRP Greenville, Pa. — Greenville Bcstg.
Co., 920 kc.
New Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Phoenix,101.3Ariz.mc,— Voice
Granted
4.5 kw. ofP.O.Arizona
addressDie.Box—
1974. Owner William
P.
Ledbetter
is announced Jan. 14. nouncer-engine r KMOP Tucson, Ariz. AnPine Bluff,
Granted
92.3 Ark.
mc, —3.2Universal
kw. P.O.Bcstg.
addressCorp.—
Box
957.
Estimated
construct-on
cost
$12,045,$18,500.
first
year
operating
cost
$9,576,
revenue
Applicant
B.
J.
Parrish
also
owns
KOTN
Pine Bluff. Announced Jan. 14.
Arlington92.7 Heights,
111.—P.O.
John address
D. MorganGranted
mc,Estimated
1.0 kw.
Drury Lane.
construction321costS.
$46,850,enuefirst
cost owner,
$12,000, isrev-in
$19,500.year
Mr. operating
Morgan,Jan.sole
advertising.
Announced
14.
Albany,
N.Y.—
CaDital
Cities
Tv Corp.—
Granted 95.5 mc, 20 kw. P.O. address
Box
10, Albany.
$20,000,
first yearEstimated
operatingconstruction
cost $1,000, cost
revenue
none. banyApplicant
is
licensee
of
WROW
Aland permittee of WTEN (TV) Albany,
WCDB (TV) Hagaman, N.Y., and WCDC
(TV) Adams,
Mass.
It
also
owns
all
of
permit enooufncWTVD
ed Jan. 8. (TV) Durham, N.C. AnSandusky,
Granted
102.7 Ohio—
mc, 5.9Lakekw. Erie
P.O. Bcstg.
address Co.—
Box
BROADCASTING, January 19, 1959

1209. year
Estimated
construction
$13,908,is
first
operating
cost
$1,200. cost
Applicant
licensee
of
WLEC
Sandusky.
Announced
Jan. 8.
Madison, Wis. —prisesPaul
—Granted 102.5 mc,A. construction
3.5Stewart
kw. P.O.Enteraddress Box 504. Estimated
cost
$15,000,nue $10,000.
first year
operating
cost
$9,000, reveMr.
Stewart,
sole
owner,
is
insurance
and real estate. Announced Jan.in
14.
Staunton,
Va. 102.5
— American
Corp.—
mc,Estimated
0.5 Home
kw. construcP.O.Bcstg.
addressGranted
Box 446
Staunton.
tion
cost
$7,735,
first
year
operating
cost
$7,075,
revenue
$7,220.
Lloyd
Gochenour
(80%)WAFC
and Charles
Heatwole (20%)
with
Staunton.E. Announced
Jan. 14.are
Existing Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
WNOK-FM
Columbia, music
S.C. — Granted
SCAon
tomultiplex
engage basis,
in functional
operation
^nnouncpd
Jan.
14.
Houston, music
Tex.— Granted SCAon
to KHGM
engage (FM)
in functional
multiplex
b?sis.
.Announced Jan.operations
8.
WFMR
(FM)
Milwaukee,
Wis.— Granted
to engage basis.
in functional
onSCA multiplex
AnnouncedmusicJan.operation
14.
APPLICATION
WLIN
(FM)
Wausau,
Wis.—
Cp
to
change
frequency from 100.7 mc, ch. 264 to 95.5
mc,
ch. 238;
change 51ant.and-trans,
locationof from
on
U.S.
Highways
17,
north
Merrill,
Wis., wtoest of Wausau,
atop Rib Wis.;
Mountain,
4 main
miles studios
southchange
from
U.S. highwavs
17, northWis.;of
Merrill,on Wis.,
to 7149.355th kw51St.,and
increase
ERPant. height
from
toWausau,
20.65 kw;
increase
above
average
terrain
from
ft. toMerrill,
1010 ft.Wis.,and tochange
location260from
Wausau,station
Wis.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KATY-FM San Luis Obispo, Calif.— Sweetheart of S-an Luis Obispo Inc., 99.9 mc.
WLOB-FM
Corp.,
97.9 mc. Portland, " Me.— Casco Bcstrs.
WFGM-FM
Fitchburg,
Bcstg. Corp., 104.7
mc. Mass.— Wachusett
WNCO-FM
Ashland,
RadiocallAshland
Inc. Commission action Ohio—
changing
letters
to WATG-FM rescinded. Remains WNCOFM.
WTVN-FMlumbus Inc., 95.5Columbus,
Ohio— Radio Comc.
WPIT-FM Pittsburgh, Pa.— WPIT Inc., 101.5
WNOK-FM
S.C— Palmetto Radio Corp., 104.7Columbia,
mc.
KFJZ-FM
Fort
Worth,
Tex.— Tarrant
Bcstg. Co., 97.1 mc.
Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KNAC-TV
Fort from
Smith,HarryArk.—Pollock
Grantedto
transfer
of
control
Donaldpay W.$565,000
Reynolds
(49% stockholder)
who
will
for
remaining
51%.
Comrs.
Hyde, Bartley
and publisher,
Ford disssnted.
Mr.
Reynolds,
newspaper
is
permittee
of KHAD-TV
Laredo,
Tex., and has Reno,
controlling
interest
in
KOLO-AM-TV
Nev.; Smith,
KLRJ-TV
Nev.; KFSA
Fort
Ark.; Henderson,
KBRS
KHBG
Okmulgee,
Okla.,Jan.Springdale,
and8. KORK Ark.;
Las
Vegas, Nev.
Announced
WDSP
De
Funiak
Springs,
Fla.—
Granted
assignment
of license
to Eucheepresident,
Valley
Bcstg. Co.
(Marie
F.andDouglass,
widow
of consideration.
deceased,
97% owner)Jan.; 14.no
monetary
Announced
WZFM (FM)
Jacksonville,
Granted
assignment
of license
to IrvingFla.—
Glick;
sideration
$110X00. Announced
Jan.
14. conWNOS-AM-FM
High
Point,
N.C.—
Granted
assignment of licenses to Charles E. Doss
(one-third owner
of WROMagreement
Rome, Ga.);
consideration
$67,500
that
Garrett
M. broadcasting
Allen,
stationandbusiness
manager, forwillthree
not
engage
in
years within
15
miles
of
High
Point.
Announced Jan. 14.
WHEB Portsmouth,
N.H.— Bcstg.
Granted
t of license
to Knight
of NewasHampshire signmenInc.
(Norman
Knight,
president);
consideration
$75,000
and
agreement
that
seller
not engage
for
10 yearswillmouth.
within
radiusJan.inof 14.radio
50 milesbusiness
of PortsAnnounced
WJMOnewal ofCleveland,
Grantedof (1)
relicenseBcstg.
(2) Ohio—
assignment
license
to
Tuschman
Co.;
consideration
$250,000;
application
to
change
trans,
and
studio
locations
800 ft.Announced
from present site;
engineering
conditions.
14.
WSRS-AM-FM
Cleveland Heights,Jan.OhioBROADCASTING, January 19, 1959

Granted Co.assignment
licensespresident
to Friendly
Bcstg.
(Richard ofEaton,
and
principal
stockholder)
;
consideration
$306,000 plusident agreement
to
pay
S.
R.
Sague,
presassignor, $20,000
a agreement
year for five
yearscompete
as ofconsultant
and forwithin
not
toconditioned
for
fiveassignment
years
area;
that
not
belocal
consummatedteresuntil
assignee
has
disposed
of
its
intalsos in WJMO-AM-FM
Cleveland. Assignee
has
interest
in
WOOK-AM-TV,
WFAN
(FM) Washington,
D.C.; WARK-AMWSID-AMFM,
WTLF-TV
Baltimore,
Md.;
FM
Hagerstown,
Md.;andWINX
Rockville,
Md.;
WANT
Richmond,
WYOU
and
WACHTVKTOW
NewportOklahoma
News, Va.City,Announced
Jan. 14.
Okla.
—
Granted
assignment
of licensehasto majority
KTOW Inc
(W. D.in
Schueler,Freeport,
president,
interest
KBRZ
andTex.;minority
interest
in
KJIM
Fort
Worth,
Paul
E.
Taft,
president,
owns inKHGM
(FM), both
and Houston,
has vice
minority
interest
KGUL-TV,
and KJIM;
nounced Jan. 14.consideration $150,000. AnWKMC of Roaring
Spring,
Granted
transfer
controlH. from
Carlet al.;
W.Pa.—Kensinger,
et al.,tionto $54,000
Melvin
Shaw,interest.
considerafor
90%
Announced
Jan. 14.
WOKE
Oak from
Ridge,Arthur
Tenn.— Granted Jr.,transfer of control
and
Carter
M. Parham
to WATOD. Smith
Inc. (WATO
Oak Ridge);
consideration
$80,238;
conditioned
that
transfer
not
be
consummated
until transferee
disposed
WATO.
Announcedhas Jan.
14. of interest in
KLYNment of license
Amarillo,
Tex.—
Granted
and
cp
from
E. Boydto assignWhitney andInc.Arthur
Leroy
Nichols,
Radio
KLYN
(Giles
E.
Miller,
consideration $147,000. Announcedpresident);
Jan. 14.
KTET Livingston, Tex.— Granted assignfrom E. toH.E.Whitehead
and
Tommiement of l'cense
Cole $12,500.
Stripling,
consideration
AnnouncedJ. Griffin
Jan. 14.Jr.;
APPLICATIONS
KVOM
Ark. — Seeks
assignment
ofWillis
license Morrilton,
from
Morrilton
Co. (J.Mr.C.
L. L. 90%
Bryan)owner,
to Bcstg.
J. isC. purchasing
Willis.
Willis, andpresent
Mr. Bryan's
10%
interest
for
$5'000.
Announced Jan. 13.
Ga.— SeeksBcstg.assignment
ofWAZA
licenseBainbridge,
from Bainbridge
Co. to
pocket

Radio Bainbridge Inc. for $50,000. Buyers
are J.estsW.in WRBL-AM-FM-TV
Woodruff Jr. (40%) Columbus,
who has interGa.
(30%)ard N.and
WGPC(40%)Albany,
Ga.
(60%), RichHunter
with
Hollingbery,
staJan. tion
13. representative, and others. Announced
KSMN Mason City, Iowa — Seeks transfer
ofInc.)100%fromof Charles
licenseeV. (Land
O'CornB. Warren
Bcstrs.
and Ruth
to
equalF. partners
Campbell
and
Donald
BlanchardHarry
(employes
of WLS
Chicago)
for $140,000. La.
Announced
Jan. 12.
KLUV
Haynesville,
—
Seeks
assignment
ofHaynesville
license from
Ray
Bcstg.Charles
Co. forEdward
$11,000.
Buyersto
are
N.A.A. Newell,
Parker,
Haynesville
businessman;
Paul
attorney;
and
K.
Eugene
Chance,V3 employe
KVNL Homer,
owns
interest. ofAnnounced
Jan. La.
13. Each
KGDEment of license
Fergus from
Falls, Fergus
Minn.—Radio
Seeks Corp.
assignNorthland
Bcstg
Corp. for
$100,000.
Buyersto
are
Carroll
E.
Crawford
(80%)
and
Kingsley
H. Murphy Jr. (20%). Mr. Crawford is in
advertising
and Mr.of KRNT-TV
Murphy isDesvice-presiand director
Moines,
Iowa. dentAnnounced
Jan. 12.
WNLA
Indianola,
Miss.
— Seeks assignment
license Cleveland
from Central
Bcstg.Buyer
Co.
toof Radio
Inc. forDelta$30,000.
also ownsnounced WCLD
Jan. 13. Cleveland, Miss. AnWTVD (TV)
Durham,
N.C.— Bcstg.
Seeks assigncp from
Durham
EnterCorp. Corporate
12.change.mentprisesNoofto Capital
controlCities
change.Tv Announced
Jan.
WMUR-TVsignment of license
Manchester,
N.H.—
Seeks
as-of
from
Radio
Voice
New
Hampshire
Inc. toforUnited
Television
Co.
of
New
Hampshire
$450,000.
Richard
Eaton,ests beneficial
of buyer,Washington,
has interin WOOK owner
and WFAN,
D.
C; WSID-AM-FM
Baltimore,
WARKAM-FM
Hagerstown
and
WINX
all Maryland; WANT Richmond andRockville,
WYOU
Newport Cleveland.
News, both Announced
Virginia, andJan.WSRSAM-FM
14.
Aberdeen,
S.D.—Bcstg.
Seeks Co.assignment
ofE. KABR
license
from
Yankton
to
Frank
formerfor manager
of KBMBTV Fitzsimonds,
Bismarck,
N.D.,
$80,000. Announced
Jan.
13.
KHENment of license
Big Spring,
Tex.—
Seeks
assignElmare Bcstg
Corn,
Cobra Bcstg.
Co. from
Buyers
equal
partnerstoof
Thomas
E. Conner,
wholesale
distributor

size. . Collins

"micromote"

Transistorized
single channel
remote amplifier
Idealslightly
for "onlarger
the spot" acommentary.
Only
pack pocket
of
cigarettes.
Fits easilythan
into chest
or on belt. Weighs only 10 ounces.
The "Micromote"
entirelybattery
self boxes
contained.
Eliminates isbulky
and
bothersome
cables.
Sturdy
chromefinished steel construction. Contains six
transistors, four 200-hour mercury
batteries. Price complete with batteries,
only $135, or $168 with microphone.
For more information about the Collins
"Micromote",
can or write,
Collins Radio
Company,
Sales Division,
315 Second Broadcast
Avenue, S.E.,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
CEDAR RAPIDS • DALLAS • BURBANK
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Get More Coverage
With The New RCA
500- and 1000 -Watt
AM Transmitters
The ability of these new 500- and
1000-watt AM transmitters to
achieve and maintain a higher
average level of modulation assures more program coverage.
Simplified tuning, ease of installation, built-in provisions for remote control, and low operating
cost make the RCA Type BTA500/1R your best transmitter buy.
Color styling adds harmony to
station decor— a choice of red,
green, blue, or grey doors. Whatever yourFIRST!
equipment needs—
SEE RCA
Or write for descriptive literature to RCA, Dept.OC-22, Building 15-1, Camden, New Jersey.
RADIO CORPORATION
of AMERICA
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automotive
productsof andKPETRobert
E. Bradbury Jr., manager
Lamesa,
Tex.
Purchase
price:
$57,607.97,
receivable.
Announced
Jan. 12.plus accounts
Hearing Cases
FINAL DECISIONS
By order,immediately
CommissionDec.adopted
anddecision
made
effective
1 initial
and
granted
am applications
ofof Alfred
Ray
Fuchs
for
increase
of
power
KTJS
Hbbart,
Okla.,onfrom
250kc, wD, toand1 kw,
continuing
operation
1420
KGFL
Inc.,
change facilities of KGFL Roswell, N. Mex.,to
1400 DA-N,
kc, 250 and
w, U,Joseph
to 1430S. kc,Lodata
1 kw-N,for
5from
kw-LS,
new
stationRosa,
to operate
onAnnounced
1420 kc, 1 Jan.
kw, 14.D.
in BySanta
N.
Mex.
orderimmediately
CommissionDec.adopted
anddecision
made
effective
1
initial
and
grantedam application
ofoperate
Kennethon E.1010Shawkc,
for
new
station
to
250
D, in Newport, N.H. Announced
Jan.By w,14.order,
Commission modified Nov. 18,
1958 initialthatdecision
to add that,
"because
it
believes
it is contrary
to public
est forclude participants
in proceeding
tointerpre-of
by private agreement
future filing
applications
whichto public.
might involve
improvement in service
Commission
does
not
approve
agreement
made
between
James
S.
Rivers
Inc.,
and
F.
Keith
Brown
insofar
as
said
agreement
would
limit
filing
of any applications for new or improved
service had
by any
applicant
in whichinitial
Mr. '
Brown
interest,"
adopted
decision
as modified
andand granted
tion of James
S. WJAZ
Rivers
Inc., toGa.,applicachange
facilities
of
station
Albany,
from
1050 kc, 1 kw,
Announced
Jan. D,9. to 960 kc, 5 kw. DA, D.
INITIAL DECISIONS
Hearinginitial
Examiner
Forest
issued
decision
lookingL.of McClenning
toward
(1)
affirming
JuneBcstg.
4, 1958Co. grant
application
ofstation
South (KAPP)
Bay
for newon Class
A fmin
to
operate
93.5
mc
Redondo
and (2) terminat30Beach,
actionandCalif.,
which
postponed
effective
date ingofJuly grant
dismissing
protests
filed
by
Coast
Radio
Bcstg.
Corp.both(KPOL-FM)
and CBSgeles.Radio
(KNX-FM),
Los
AnAnnounced Jan. 8.
OTHER ACTIONS
Commission
on Jan.
14 directed
tion of document
looking
toward preparadenying
requesttion byforGlobeoral Newspaper
argument butCo. granting
petito
extent
permitting that company to intervene (butof
only onsibleissue
No.
1
having
to
do
with
disqualification
of one Mass.,
or moretv ofch.posthe5
Commissioners)
in Boston,
remand
proceeding
involving
applications
ofTelevision
WHDH Inc.
(WHDH-TV),
Greater
Boston
Massachusetts
casters Inc., Corp.,
and Allen
B. DuMont Bay
Labs. TeleInc..
for
new tv stations. Comr. Craven not participating.
Majority
of Commission
on Jan.
preparation
looking14whichditowardrectedreaffirming
Aug.of document
1,Nov.
1957 2,decision
reinstated
and affirmed
1955 grant
to
West
Georgia
Bcstg.
Co.
for
cp
for
new
am
station (WWCS) to operate on 1440 kc, 500
w D, intestedBremen,
Ga.,
which
been CarproCarroll
Bcstg.
Co. had
(WLBB),
rollton,pealsGa.by remanded
On July
10, 1958,
Court
of Approceeding
to
Commission
for further consideration.
By memorandum
Commission dismissed opinion
petitionandbyorder.
Television
Diabloton, Inc.
KOVR, ch.of13),March
Stock-5,
Calif., (tv
for station
reconsideration

AT J FN
AND

1958 change
grant offacilities
cp to Townof andfm Country
toSacramento,
station onBcstrs.
KJML
from Class A station
95.3
mc to Class
nounced Jan. B8. station on 106.5 mc. AnBy orderby NAB,
Commission
granted intimepartfromreJan. 19questtomaking
Feb.proceeding
20 and
to concerning
fileextended
commentschanges
in rule-in
program
sections
of broadcast
application
forms.
NAB
had
requested
60-day
extension.
Announced Jan. 8.
By order, Commission granted petition by
Puget ingSound
Bcstg.Queen
Co. to City
extentBcstg.
of allowcounsel
(KIRO),
KXA for
Inc.,
Bcstg. Co.
Co.
and Broadcast
Bureau,PugeteachSound
30 minutes
for
arguments
in tvoral
argumentscheduled
in Seattle.
Wash.,
ch.
7
proceeding
for
Jan. 30. Announced Jan. 9.
Brinkley Bcstg. Co., Tri-County Bcstg.
Co., Brinkley,
— Designated
hearing Ark.
applications
for newfor consoliam statidated
ons to operate
nounced Jan. 8. on 1570 kc, 250 w D. AnF. M. & Television Corp., Escondido.
Calif.; Norman
E. Kay, Del hearing
Mar, Calif.—
Designated
cationsoperate
forfor
new consolidated
amon stations
— F.5 M.kw appli& unl..Tv
Corp.
—
to
1510
kc,
DA-1,
and KayKBLA
to operate
on 1490KDBkc, 250
w
unl.;
made
Burbank,
Barbara, KPAS Banning, KWIZ Santa Santa
Ana.
and KICO ceeding.
Calexico,Craven,
Calif., parties to provoted to deleteComrs.Issue
5. Ford and Cross
Alkima Bcstg. Co., Howard Wasserman,
West ark,Chester,
Pa.; Herman own
Handloff,
Del. — On23 Commission's
motion,New-for
set
aside Dec.
action which designated
consolidated
am stations tohearing
operate applications
on 1260 kc, 500forw new
DA.
D, and redesignated
consolidated hearing withapplications
presently for
specified
partnership of Alkima and others herein.
Routine Roundup
By notice byof April
inquiry.8 Commission
invitesof
comments
on advisability
authorizing
daytime-only
stations to operate
from 6 a.m.am orbroadcast
local sunrise
(whichever
is earlier)
to 6 inp.m.lieuor oflocalpresent
sunset
(whichever
is
later)
sunrise-to-sunset requirement. In so doing.
Commissionquested views
citedandcertain
redata onproblems
specific andissues.
Comr. Bartley
concurred;
Comr. Lee dissented (both issuing
statements).
By Commission
separate memorandum
order
denied Oct. 20opinion
petition andby
Daytimesofar as Broadcasters
Association
Inc., andinit
requested
reconsideration
grant
of itsfrom
earlier5 proposal
tolocal
permitsunrise
such
operation
a.m.
or
(whichever
is earlier)
to 7 and
p.m. dismissed
or local
sunset
(whichever
is
later),
that
association's operation
alternativefromproposal
foror
authorization
6 a.m.
local concurred.
sunrise tofor6 p.m.
or local sunset.
Comr.
Lee
.
Commission was not apprised of sufficient
necessary
facts Data
to render
on altern-by
ative request.
eliciteddecision
and obtained
inquiry
may looking
possibly toward
warrant some
institution
rulemaking
form ofof
extended hours of operation by qualifying
daytime am stations. Announced Jan. 8.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Actions
Broadcastof Jan.
Bureau9
KIRXment of licenses
Kirksville,to Community
Mo. — Granted
Bcstrs.assignInc.
WRNB New Bern, N.C.— Granted assign-

KANDER
COMPANY

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND SALE
OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
FINANCIAL ADVISERS J
y

WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
NAtiona! 8-1990
NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
CHICAGO
35 East Wacker Drive
RAndolph 6-6760
DENVER
1 700 Broadway
AComa 2-3623
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive
Offices St., ME.
1735 DeSales
N. W.8-5411
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington,
D. C. AFCCE
FEderal 3-4800
Member

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE
C.ENGINEERS
DAVIS
CONSULTING
RADIO
TELEVISION
501-514 &Munsey
Bldg.
Sterling 3-0111
Washington
4,
D.
Member AFCCE C.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL
BLDG.D.Dl.C.7-1319
WASHINGTON,
P. O. BOXKANSAS
7037CITY,JACKSON
MO. 5302
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
Pennsylvania Bldg. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1 052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building District 7-6215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
' Member AFCCE

L. H. CarrConsulting
& Associates
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington
6, B. C. Leesburg,
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 1 8th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9C
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
IN WOOD POST OFFICE
DA1LAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32 CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

GEO.CONSULTING
P. ADAIR ENG. CO.

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTINGAssociates
RADIO ENGINEERS
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. QuincyRiverside,
St.— Riverside
III. 7-2153
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM
Consulting E.RadioBENNS,
Engineer JR.
3802 Military
Rd.,
Wash.,
D. 2-8071
C. N. W.,
EMerson
Box Phone
2468,
Birmingham,
Phone
7-2601 Ala.
MemberSTateAFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
8401 Cherry St. Hiland 4-7018
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-461*
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 SnowvilleOhioRoad
(a Brecksville,
Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386 P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-33266
Dallas 6, Texas

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S.Denver
Kearney 22, Colorado
Skyline 6-1603

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

A. E. Towne Assoc*,, Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

RALPH J. BITZER
CONSULTING
ENGINEER
Suite
298,
Arcade
Bldg.,
St. Louis
1,
Mo.
Garfield
"For Results in Broadcast1-4954
AM-FM-TV
Engineering"
Allocations
• Applications
Petitions
• Licensing
Field Service

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications— Field Engineering
Suite 601 Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To—among
Be Seenthem,by the85,000*
Readers
ingers,station
owners decision-makand
managchief
engineers
and
techni-tv
ians— applicantsfacilities.
for am, fm,
and cfacsimile
*ARB Continuing Readership Study

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS
FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord
Cambridge
38, Ave.,
Mass.
Phone
TRowbridge
6-2810

contact
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities

; Service

]Directory

COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring
Company
PRECISION
FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL
TIME
SERVICE
FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box
Kansas3-5302City, Mo.
Phono7037Jackson
BROADCASTING, January 19, 1959

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING
INSTITUTE
Accredited
Techn

Washington, D. C.
ExecutiveMember
3-1230 AFCCE
Executive 3-5851
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ment of licenses to Jefferay Bcstg. Corp.
KBCO
(FM) ofSancpFrancisco,
ed assignment
to Hawaii—
Bay FMCalif.—
Bcstrs.GrantInc.
KMVI-TV
Wailuku,
Granted
c
e
n
s
e
f
o
r
tv
station;
ERP
vis.
27.5
kw, aur.li13.7WHUN
kw; ant.
5,910
ft.
Huntingdon,
— Granted
covering
ant.Pa.-trans,
locationlicense
and
changes
inchange
groundof system.
WDOE
Dunkirk,
N.Y.—
Granted
license
covering change from employing DA night
and day to DA nighttime only (DA-2 to
DA-N).
WGFS change
Covington,
Ga. -trans,
— Granted
license
covering
of ant.
and ground
studio
location and
changes
in ant. and
system.
.
WBEEing installation
Harvey, 111.—
Granted
license
covernew type trans, as aux.
trans.
•KAMC-FM
mod.
of license Stillwater,
to change Okla.
name — toGranted
Radio
and Television
Service, and
Oklahoma
StateScience.
Univ
e
r
s
i
t
y
o
f
Agriculture
Applied
*WWKS
— GrantedIllinois
mod.
ofUniversity.
license to(FM)
changeMacomb,
name to111. Western
KPHO-TV
Granted 50cpkw;to
change
ERP Phoenix,
tolocation,
vis. 100Ariz.—
kw, aur.
change trans,
type
trans.,to type
of
ant., and
changes
in ant. ant.
system1,770andft. equipment
and
programming;
KJCK Junction City, Kan.— Granted cp to
replace lationexpired
new trans.cp which authorized instalSan Antonio,
Tex.— Granted mod.
of KIWW
cp to change
type trans.
Following
stations dates
were asgranted
s
i
o
n
s
o
f
completion
shown: extenKPLA
Plainview,
6-30; WACL
Ga.,
to 4-12;Tex.,
KEVE to Golden
Valley, Waycross.
Minn., to
2-13;
(FM)
Pasadena,Va.,Calif.,
to 6-30;
WRFKKPCS
(FM)Los
Richmond,
to 5-21,
and
KBIQ
(FM)
Angeles,
Actions
of Jan.Calif.,8 to 3-25.
KUSH
Cushing,control
Okla.— Granted
acquisition of positive
Gordon
Rock-B.
ett through
purchase of bystock
from R.Jack
Sellers.
WGEA
Geneva,
Ala.
—
Granted
acquisition
ofthrough
positive
controlof bystockMilesfromH.Howard
FergusonE.
purchase
Pill.
KUBE
Pendleton,
Ore—
Granted
tion of positive
control
by from
John Robert
M. acquisiCarroll
through
purchase
of
stock
Edgar
Thomlinson.
Granted
licenses
for N.C.;
following
amBerkestations:
WYRN
Louisburg.
WCST
ley Springs,
WBPD WELB
Orangeburg,
S.C..
remote
controlW.Va.;
permitted;
Elba, Ala.,
and
tion. redescribe ant. -trans, and studio locaWLNA Peeksville, N.Y.— Granted license
covering
of new location
trans asof alternate maininstallation
trans, at present
main
trans.;race,location
redescribedN.Y. as Radio TerTown
of
Courtland,
WDIX Orangeburg,
S.C.new— Granted
license
covering
installation
typelicense
trans.
WKICeringHazard,
Ky. —ofGranted
covchange
of
facilities;
ant.
-trans,
location, changesnewin ant.
groundremote
systemcontrol
and
installation
type andtrans.;
permitted.
WSEV
Sevierville,
Tenn.
—
Granted
license
covering
changes
in ant.Falls,
system.Tex.— Granted
KFDX-TV
Wichita
cpchange
to change
aur.site,ERP180
toft., 70no kw,
slightin
in
trans,
change
description,
coordinates
only,
make
changes
in ant. system
structure;
ant. and
997 ft.other equipment and ant.

I (0

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through Jan.
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
ON AIR
Not 110on
For new603stations
CP
7197
543
3,286
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING
435 through Jan. 14
VHF
TOTAL
4321
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
FM
As reported by FCC through Dec. 31, 1958
TV
AM
54335
Licensed (all on air)
40
CPs on air (new stations)
3,286
117
114
CPs notauthorized
on the airstations
(new stations)
666
695
Total
104
4430
470
Applications
for
new
stations
(not
in
hearing)
119
478
3,440
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
5153
96
74
589
Total
applications
for new
stations
3817
Applications
for major
changes
(not in hearing)
48
Applications
for
major
changes
(in
hearing)
58
526
Total
applications
2
11
10
Licenses
deleted for major changes
0
CPs
deleted
1There are,
addition, seven tv stations which are no longer on the air, 3132but retain their54
licenses.
2 There are, in addition, 39 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are432'37no
longer
one which211has television
not startedcps operation.
3 Therein operation
have been,andin addition,
granted, but now deleted (44 vhf and 167
4 There has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.
to use old main trans, as alternate
WOKS Columbus, Ga.— Granted mod. of license
main trans.
to changeCitv,ant. Ala.,
-trans,make
and changes
studio locations
WQXR-FMto operate
New York,
N.Y. —by Granted
tocp Phenix
in ant. authority
aux. trans,
remote
systemtem and(decrease
height)
ground sys- control.
change type
trans.;andcondition.
WYZZ
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.—
Remote control
KXXX
Colby,
Kan.—
Granted
authority
to
operate
trans, by Ky.—
remoteRemote
control.control permitted.
Following
stationsdates
wereas granted
extenKEZJ aux.
Williamsburg,
sions of completion
shown: KSWB
permitted.
(TV)
Elk
City,
Okla.,
to
7-20
and
KFMX-TV
KUSN St. Joseph, Mo. — Remote control San Diego. Calif., to 6-23.
permitted.
Actions of Jan. 6
WMAL-FM
Washington.
D.C. — Granted
Clevelandcp for
Bcstg.
Inc., Cleveland,
Ohio —
mod.
of queSCA
to change
sub-carrier
fre- Granted
low
w) aux.
n
c
i
e
s
t
o
26
and
65
kc.
to bepowerused(0.2with
WERE.on
KIWW
San Antonio,date Tex.—
WERE-FM. meActions
sion of completion
to JulyGranted
7. exten- 26.10-26.48
of Jan. 5
Actions of Jan. 7
KSLM type
Salem,trans.Ore. — Granted mod. of cp to
WYNN Florence, S.C. — Granted license for change
am station
and
specify
studio
location;
reN.Y.—andGranted
of cp
control permitted;
condition.license cov- toWBNR
changeBeacon,
ant.-trans.
studiomod.locations
WSMImote
Litchfield,
111.— system
Granted
andWREA
type East
trans. Palatka, Fla.— Granted mod.
ering
changes
in
ant.
(add
remote
pickup
and installation
new trans.
and studio
WOAI ant.)
Sanchange
Antonio,
Tex.—
Granted
license of cp totions,change
type trans,ant.-trans.
and make
changesloca-in
covering
ofant.
ant.-trans.
location,
ground
system.
make
changes
in
system
(increase
WAGR
Lumberton,
N.C.
—
Granted
extenheight)
and
ground
system,
and
installation
sion of authority to 4-4 to operate daytime
new trans.
pending grant of daytime appliWIP Philadelphia,
Pa.— main
Granted
cation on file.
covering
installation new
trans.:license
and hours only
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Chief
Hearing onExaminer
James D.
Cunningham
dates shown
Scheduled
for
hearing
following
proceedRADIO STATION
ings onof Brinkley
date shown:
20 amTri-County
applicaAppraisals— Negotiations— Financing
Bcstg.March
and
Bcstg. tionsCo.,
Brinkley,
Ark.Co.,Action
Jan. 9.
By Hearing Examiner
on dates Annie
shown Neal Huntting
Real potential for owner operator. Beautiful
Granted request by Tri-County Bcstg. Co..
living conditions — market doubled in gross Jerseyville,
111., now
for continuance
prehearing conference
scheduled
forofonJan.
past 10 year $200,000. $45,000 down.
2application
p.m.,
Jan. and
21, inthat
proceeding
its16 amto
of
Radio
Missouri
CALIFORNIA
Corp. 12.(WAMV), East St. Louis. 111. Action
Contact San Francisco — 1arest
1 Sutter
office. St. Jan.Granted
petition
by Cairo
Bcstg. inCo. proinExbrook
2-5671
sofar ascits
appearance
is accepted
Chicago
Wash.,
D.
C.
Clevejand 1737 DeSales
Dallas
e ding onJerseyville,
am applications
of Tri-County
Tribune Tower
Bcstg.
Co.,
and
Radio
Missouri
Terminal
St. N. W. Corp. (WAMV), East St. Louis, both Illinois.
DE 7-2754
EX 3-3456 Action
Jan. 13.
TOTower
1-6727
By Hearing onExaminer
Jan. 12 J. D. Bond
HAM I LTD N • STU BBLEFIELD • TWIN ING and Associates, Inc.
Grantedfor petition
by Oklahoma
Corp..
continuance
of furtherTelevision
hearing
BROKERS — Radio and Television Stations — Newspapers
Continued on page 116
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 204 per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 254 per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch— STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 304 Per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Aggressive
wantedgoodfor sales
top Mississtation.manager
Must
have
backound.sippiGreenville,
Write,
wire,Miss.
phone Ross Charles,
DDT,
Sales manager.
portunity. WHTG,Experienced.
Asbury Park,Excellent
N. J. opSales
Metropolitan Washington's
number
one sta-24
sales force.
5000 watts,
hours tionatuniexpanding
day.
Genuine
ground-floor
opport
y
.
T
o
p
station,
top
money.
Big
chain.ger BoxRush134H,snapshot,
data. General modern
ManaBROADCASTING.
Metropolitan
market
in
southern
New
Englandencedareasalesman.
lookingSalary
for plus
aggressive,
incentive.experiWill
take over
some existing
accounts.
Send
resume tuand
availability.
Excellent opporn
i
t
i
e
s
f
o
r
earnings
and
advancement
with
independent
music and news station. Box
240H,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman-announcer
5 kw North Prefer
Carolina station. Salary andfor commission.
southern
CASTING. background. Box 302H, BROADSales manager.and Major
central
for manOhiowhomarket.
loves
toTopsell.money
Box 376H,future
BROADCASTING.
Somewhere in the United States there is a
young,
salesman-announcer
type
of manhaveambitious
thatonlywantsannouncing
to get ahead.
This man
may
experience
but
will
not
waste
my
time
for
his.
Excellent
salary,
possibilities
on
a
percentage
basis
plus
benefits.
and
primafringe
donnas
not Drifters,
wanted.drinkers,
Box 401H,
BROADCASTING.
Radio
sales 125,000)
manager5 kwmidwest
(metropolitan
population
Multiple ownership.
If amyouMutual
have affiliate.
proven
sales record
and
are
ready
forpicture
management,
send
salary
requirements,
and
details to Box 423H, BROADCASTING.
Salesman-announcer.
IdeaSalary
man plus
capableaboveof
doing
morning
show.Immediate
average
commission.
floaters.
KCHE, Cherokee,
Iowa. opening. No
California, sales
KCHJ,staff.Delano. Serves 1,300,000.
Increasing
Florida.
Announcer-salesman,
the ontypethewhoair
can
sell
to Eskimos
and
onwiththerefrigerators
street. Prefer
young,
aggressive
man
genuine
interest
in
music
and
news
mail tape,
completeformat.
resumeAir WHIY,
Orlando,picture
Florida.and
Solid radio account
salesman list.
wanted
to take over
established
1 kwstaffsoonpromotion.
to go to 5Full
kw. Highly
Openingtosuccessful
created
by
details
WMIX,
Mt. Vernon, Illinois.
See our ad under technical. WOKJ.
Announcers
Greater Pittsburgh
area staff
station,
memberwithof
growing
chain, seeking
announcer
nurumum ployment
of 2record,years
experience,
good emgood
personal
background.
QualityExcellent
operationwagesthatanddemands
quality
work.
opportunity
move up. Send
resume,BROADCASTING.
tape and photo im-to
mediately. Box 928G,
Modern
radio'sone outstanding
Number
station topannouncers,
tenchain
marketexpandaddinging.live-wire,
fast-paced
hardhitting
salesmen.
Rush
tape,
snapshot,
data.
General
ING. Manager Box 133H, BROADCASTBROADCASTING, January 19, 1959

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
New south Florida station metropolitan
market needs 3 dj's. Experienced, smooth,
fast
only. resume!
$110 weekBox"to
start.
Send professionals
tape, references,
251H, paced
BROADCASTING.
Wanted:
Experienced
for week
kilowatt daytimer
in Chicagoannouncer
area. 48 hour
guaranteed minimum. Paid insurance, vacationatiandon. Noother
fringe benefits.
"Local" Write
operjockey,
operation.
giving271H,
fulldiscBROADCASTING.
details
and topsend40 tape
with letter.
Box
Topnotch
announcerdaylight
for majorstation.
role
inWanted:
1000 watt
Pennsylvania
Good ter.payBox 285H,
for right
man! Send all first letBROADCASTING.
North
central newsman
independent report
needs competent,
experienced
four news
programs
day, 5V2 dayto week.
Permanent.
Box
290H,perBROADCASTING.
Wanted. Good
with selling
experience.announcer
Immediate opening,
permanent
position. pSalary
with exerience. Box 317H,commensurate
BROADCASTING.
Progressive
in girl
largediscsouthern
market
iswe looking
forstation
3 topattractive,
jockeys.
seek must
good Girls
personality, and bebe able
to run have
top personality
disc lent
jockey
shows.
Good Rush
salarypictures,
and excelworking
conditions.
tape
and
complete background to Box 327H,
BROADCASTING.
Rocky Mountain
town salary
needs announcer quirements,
with firstuniversity
phone.air check.
Send
reexperience,
Box 355H,
BROADCASTING.
Morning
dj wanted one of fifteen top major
markets.
CASTING. Starts $15,000. Box 398H. BROADStaff announcer
for varied
news
and sales. Wages
open duties
based onincluding
ability
ING. experience. Box 404H, BROADCASTand
KBUD, Athens,
seeking
experienced,
mature
announcer.Texas$325.00
month.
Experienced
announcersin for
growing
chain
with openings
FortfastWorth
and
Oklahoma
City.board,
Good must
voice,sellnewsa commerexperience,
run
own
cial.
Salary
open
with
fringe
benefits.
Send
tape,
resumeFortandWorth
expected
salary to KJIM.
Box 7321,
11, Texas.
Immediate opening: Two good experienced
non-personality announcers
for top-rated
music-and-news
Gordon Clark, KRYSNBCRadio.affiliate.
Corpus Contact
Christi,
Texas.
Play-by-play
sportscaster
for
recreated
baseball
ballor season
or fulltime
doubling
inforreal
sales
announcing.
Send game
tapeby
illustrating
or simulated
partial
recreation.
Outline
experience,
marital
status,
Can
arrange salary
west requirements,
coast interview.references.
Outstanding
opportunity
in world'sKPOA,
loveliest
location.
Contact
Fin Hollinger,
Honolulu.
Have immediate opening for first class
phone-combo
deejay. Need
tape andconditions.
resume.
Good salary
working
KWBB,
Wichita,andKansas,
P.O. Box 486.
Phone TEmple 8-3331.
Eastern North
station needsGood
experiencedCarolina
announcerSend
immediately.
future
for
right
man.
full
information
to Lee Hodges, WCPS, Tarboro, N. C.

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Florida
top
music
station
full time
disc
tape wants
full information
WDVH,personality.
P.O. Box Send
289, Gainesville,
Florida.
Florida.fromTop-notch
dj who Personality
knows modern
radio
top to bottom.
and
experience
necessary.
mail tape, picture,
resume, WHIY,
Orlando,Air Florida.
Up-temple
stationnight
with shift,
employee
benefits,
and
a sixat 6:00
hour
dj and
starting
p.m.
at $80 weekly.
You news
must
have
two
years
commercial
experience,
the
ability
to gather
local news
by show.
phone Send
and
put
together
a
pleasant
music
tape of djcludingwork,
news
and
commercials,
inresume andTapepicture.
Sorry,
no tapes
will
returned.
must begins
be at WICH
no
later bethan
January
23.
Work
immediately. No phone
send all
Art Bouldin.
WICH.calls,
Norwich,
Conn.replies to
Want into
personality market
dj readytopfor40 immediate
move
operation.
Rush Moudy,
tape major
andWING,resume
Dale
Daytonof 2,experience
Ohio. to
jockeyfor gags
— threechatter.
books $5.25
plus brochure
ofDisc
comedy
postpaid.
Usedhintsjay,
andDelrecommended
byFeatures,
top Chicago
Clark.
DeBu
20 deeEast
Huron, Chicago 11.
Need
now!
Top-flight,
sincere-sounding,
friendly,
lively, market
air personality.
pro
wanted. Smaller
man ready Only
to move
up to oneceptable ifyour
of nation's
top 30us markets
actape
shows
right
sound.
Send tape,Hotel,
picture,
letter toOhio.
Radio Station
Southern
Columbus,
Technical
Single, mature,
responsible,
and
congenial
first-class
engineerexperienced
with Docar some
who
can
announce
reasonably
well.
announcing,
some
maintenance,
some
supervisory
work. initiative
Not for marriedbecome
men. imWe
want
manportant with
part ofat southeastern
organizationto mountain-top
as assistant
chief
engineer
location.
Board and high.
room Write
provided,Boxmaking
salary
equivalent
313H,
BROADCASTING.
Top
Montanaopportunity
station needs chief
engineer.
Excellent
welldirectional
qualified
man.
Must be able to for
handle
pattern,cast remote
control,
maintain
all
broadequipment.
Excellent
working
condi-as
tions
and salary. Forward
Previous particulars
experience
chief
necessary.
and
references to Box 399H, BROADCASTING.
We are atcreasing250power.with
possibility ofcould
inOur early
physical
be engineers
dream.
To maketoset-up
ittakeoneover,we
need
an a engineer-announcer
correct
few
minor
problems
and
be
his
own boss. Know how and a desire to try
are
most
important.
We
are
located
in
Waycross, future
Georgia,herefriendliest
in theat $100.00
south.
Your
your own.cityStart
a week. Call AT 3-7100.
Immediate opening for chief engineer for
one
Montana'swith leading
stations.
250 watt
RCA ofter.
equipped
main conditions.
transmitGood medical
pay. Goodalternate
working
Excellent
hospital,
pension
plan.
Contact I. A. Elliot, Manager, KATL, Miles
City, Montana.
Need
young, energetic,
experienced
first
phone engineer
who and
can also
sell orAl doEvans.
office
work.
future.
WOKJ, Good
Jackson,payMississippi.
111

GET

YOUR

First Class
Commercial
F.CC

IN

12

WEEKS!
Grantham School of Electronics specializes in
F.CC. license preparation, teaching you either
by correspondence or in resident classes. Correspondence training is conducted from Washington, Hollywood, and Seattle; also, resident
DAY and EVENING classes are held in all
three cities. Regardless of whether you enroll
by correspondence or in a resident class, we
train you quickly and well-NO previous
training required. A beginner may qualify
for his first class F.CC. license in as little as
twelve weeks.
Our FREE booklet. Careers in Electronics,
gives complete details of our training — either
home study or resident classes. This booklet
tells how we prepare you, quickly, to pass
F.CC examinations. For your free copy of
this booklet, clip the coupon below and mail it
to the Grantham School nearest you.
WASHINGTON Grantham School of Electronics
Vl
V* B21-19th
M-V.
WashingtonStreet,
6, D.C.N.W.

of Electronics
Sch°o1 Avenue
Grantham
OD
HOLLYWO
n>i ir
1505
N. Western
bALIr.
Hollywood
27, California
of Electronics
Grantham School
SEATTLE 408
street
UIACU SeattleMarion
WA5H.
4, Washington
MAIL TO SCHOOL NEAREST YOU
GRANTHAM SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS
WMhTnjtoni * 15HoHywooir ■ ^eatti'e"

Sludy, □ Resident Classes
112

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
First class recengineer,
assist chief.
kw dinal. StateD.experience,
salary.10 WPGC,
Washington tio19,
C.
WQIK, Jacksonville, Florida, going to 5000
watts,
engineer-announcer
who short
can
handle needs
installation,
maintenance
announcing
Salary
open
for and
theWQIK.
right
man. Contactshift.Marshall
Rowland,
Jacksonville 6, Florida. Phone ELgin 4-4501.
Production-Programming, Others
Like production
work, writing Enjoy
and producingnounjingles
ancing for a commercials,
modern musicetc?station?
Join
one tyofof employee
Michigan's benefits,
great radioplenty
stations.
Plenof opporunity if you're
man. Wedetails
need him
now,
so act tfast.
Sendourcomplete
including
salary ING.expected
to
Box
276H,
BROADCASTNo
tapes.
Personal
interview
absolutely necessary.
Washington,
D.copywriter.
C. market's Modern,
#1 stationexpandneeds
sharp
ingfemale
station.
Fabulous
opportunity,
top
money.
Rush
snapshot,
data.
Box
362H.
BROADCASTING.
News tion.director,
metropolitan
Must know midwest
how to stress
local newssta-in
rapidtionfire
modern
style.
Excellent
aids,Sendbeeper
unitproducavailtape, phones,
photo, mobile
background.
Box
378H, able.
BROADCASTING.
Modernratedradio5000producer-director-announcer.
Top
watts chain,
aroundtopclock.
10th
largest market. Leading
pay. Send
tape, photo, letter Box 384H, BROADCASTING.
Progressive station in upper midwest needs
top
and tvgrowing
news manmarket.
and tvExcellent
trafficcopy.am Stable,
schools,
housing,
available.
Companycellent
pensionopportunity
and churches
hospitalization
plans.
Exfor photo
advancement.
Send
complete
details
and
immediately.
Box 396H, BROADCASTING.
Newsman
withWeability
toman dowhomorecan than
routinevelopnews.
dewrite want
features,
do personality
interviews,stories,present
news from
different
angles.we We're
a Pennsylvania
smallthan
market
but
are trying
different
the
usual cansmall
markettowellbestation.
Prefer
man
who
announce
enough
to
present
major
Send
detailssalary
of experience,
recent newscasts.
snapshot
or photo,
requireand anyBROADCASTING.
other
pertinent
information
to Box ments403H,
Attention
all livewire type
pd's wepd need
soonest
formula,
production
forhelpmedium
market
5 make
kw group
station
tothree
No. 1
salesstaff
this
No.
1
in
a
market.415H,SendBROADCASTING.
background, photo andstation
tape.
Box
Copywriter— good
opportunity with
top five
kw
experienced
alert station
to todaysfor exciting
radio. young
If you man
can
produceples, photostrong,
hard-sell
copy,
send
samand
application
to
WFDF,
Flint,
Michigan.
Experienced
newsmanradioneeded
immediately
inwages,
fullymany
equipped
newsroom.
Good
fringe news.
benefits.
Mustor gather,
write
and
broadcast
Write
phone
WTTH, Port Huron, Michigan.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Sales manager
combination
national,BROADCASTING.
regional for
assignment.
Provenlocal,
record.
Box 250H,
General large
manager
— Expert
in formula
Wants
market
station.
Runningradio.
top
formula
medium market 3l/z years.
Box 256H,station
BROADCASTING.
Manager available, strong on sales, presently
employed
largewillmarket.
commuminded,
make Married,
you money.
Box
369H, nityBROADCASTING.
Manager—
Presently
employed
manager
of
leading
5 kw earning
30%
gross sales
metropolitan
market
overonPrefers
400,000
desiresorin
greater
income
for
efforts.
stock
percenttionalofabilities
earningssales,as programming
incentive. Excepand
finance. Box 370H,in BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
Ifthisyouone.needBut,a ifmiracle
man, someone
don't answer
you need
with
maturity,
and
capability
to relieve mental
you ofexperience
many
of
the
details
of departsupervision,
"Write".
Sixteen
years
of management, thirty years of radio. Present location being sold. "Write". Box 374H.
BROADCASTING.
Manager,
now employed
has proven
twelve ability
years
manstation.
with
toexperience.
buildtwoa Mature
profitable
Family
man.
stable,
and
a
half
years
with
present
station. aInterested
in anyin good
opportunity.
Prefer
new
station
the
south.
Box
380H, BROADCASTING.
General
manager,
9
years
from
ground
up.
Family
man, college graduate, first phone,
fine
ING. references. Box 381H. BROADCASTCalifornia stations: Successful manager
must lentleave
Englandradio-tv-fm.
climate. Excelrecord New
all phases
Good
setup
now
but family's
health comes
first.
Write
for
details
and
resume.
Box 407H.
BROADCASTING.
Aggressive
broadcast
executiveExperience
with 18
years
experience
now
available.
includes
13 years
as working
sales
manager,
and
general
manager
in
radio
and
television
in mediumtremely aband
metropolitan
markets. marExle,graduate,
capable,
best
ried, collegeBROADCASTING.
age references,
42. Confidential.
Box 409H,
Idea
man, salesman,
in seven years
of radio,nowI've want
been
pd, dj,
manager.
New metropolitan
formatannouncer,
radio ideas.
Presently
salesman-dj,
market.
Box
411H, BROADCASTING.
Commercial
manager
—
Still
employed
commercial
top producer
overas
10 years
samemanager
radio and
station.
Very successful
in
highly
competitive
multiple
radio-tv
75,000
market.
Reachedfor peak
present southwest
position.
Move
necessary
continued
progress.
Fully
capablemanagement.
all phases
management
or
commercial
Will furnish
business
and
personal
references. Box 413H, BROADCASTING.
Will invest
in or sales
manage small market
station.
record
establishedExcellent
four new manager,
stations. pdPavement
pounding, account grabber. Married, colING. lege, 34, ready. Box 417H, BROADCASTOwners. Got
operation
needs management anefficiency.
10 yearsthatmature
radio
experience by Chicago area familv man.
Let's
localize
your
property
for
profit. Box
419H, BROADCASTING.
Manager anseeks
position
wanting
ambitious
man with
under organization
40. Modernfor
radio
mywithmeat.
Results
your
reward
contract
me.
Box
435H,
BROADCASTING.
Sales
Good
sales
technique.
Prefer copy.
deal including
air work.
Write
Operate
board.
Box Versatile.
226H, BROADCASTING.
Salesman-announcer.
Interesting
background in and35, outmarried,
of radio.2 Experience
applicable.
children. Boxall
379H,
BROADCASTING.
Result radio my soeciality. Seven years
radio sales Box
and 412H,
dj. Dssire
management odportunity.
BROADCASTING.
Engineer-announcer,
with
first ticket,smaller
now
employed
as sales
market.ginia Send
repliesmanager
to 208 wants
W. 87th, VirBeach, Virginia.
Announcer, perienthird
class Married.
ticket, 10 Box
years 959F.
exce. A-l voice.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
mature. Operate
Sales minded.
board. Good
Coopera-retive.latedBox background.
225H, BROADCASTING.
Negro tion:deejay,
smooth References.
patter, smartTape.
produchandle controls.
Box
228H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-dj ; operate board, strong, copy,
sales,
gimmicks. Cooperative. Reliable. Box
230H, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, January 19, 1959

Situation Wanted — (Cont'd)
Women'srector, programs
— background.
announcer-writer-digood general
Cooperative, versatile.
Box 231H,
BROADCASTING.
Girl-dj
announcer.
Run
own
board.
Can
sell too.licity,Eager,
pubpromotion.capable
Steady,— production,
no bad habits.
Box 232H,
BROADCASTING.
Gospel
programs, announcer/producer.
background.
commercial staffGood
duties. Box 247H,Capable
BROADCASTING.
News-special events-plus.
Announcer-proBROADCASTING.ducer-writer. Radio and tv. Box 248H,
Experienced
announcer.
Suitable larger
market. Music,
news,BROADCASTING.
commercials,
copy
production.
Box 280H,
Announcer-dj.
2
years
experience.
Run
own
board, go anywhere. Box 286H, BROADCASTING.
Availablenounceimmediately,
experienced
anprogram.BROADCASTING.
Prefer
south, married, 32. Boxr, also 333H,
Announcer—
Experienced.Radio-tv.
Also sales,
service, commercials.
production-writer.
Good
news,
sports,
Industrious,
enthusiastic.
Draft
exempt.
Box
343H,
BROADCASTING.
Woman writer,
announcer,
25, experience,
service accounts,
office work, copycontrol board. Box
357H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer:
12 years experience
all phases,
radio
and Maitelevision.
network,
news
and staff.
or marketCBSdj. East.
Box 359H.
BROADCASTING.
Top
metropolitan
pianist,360H,
22 BROADCASTING.
years innortheastern
two excellentannouncerstations.
Box
Attention
DoMy younamewantis
aJohn.
new Born
soundprogram
yourdirectors.
station?
inatdj England,
5Have
years
in show
road
shows,
recent
graduate.
and will
Tapes forwarded ongoodrequest.
Box
361H,travel.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, perienced
knowsnewsman.serious
music,26. pop.
ExMarried,
Seeking
.lob
with
medium-sized
station,
am
or
fm
New
York-New
England. Good
references.
PreferJersey-New
personal interview.
Box
367H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
1st phone.Family
29. Employed.
5 years
varied
experience.
man, reliable,
conscientious.
Looking
for permanency
and
future
in
west
or
midwest.
Box
371H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
6V2
years experience
progressive Box
station.
and hasseeking
done
everything.
375H, Can
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-college,
married,England
presentlystation
employed in well-known
Six
years
radio, northeast,
two New
years will
television
all
phases.
Prefer
consider
other. Box 377H, BROADCASTING.
DJ„ . announcer.
Young, andsomeresume
experience,
willing
quest.to Boxtravel.
386H, Tape
BROADCASTING. on reRelaxed
— one evenings
year experience,
run
own
board,voiceBox
seeking
or milkman,
will travel.
387H, BROADCASTING
An aggressive
top-notch,
filled your
program director. and
One
to takeit idea
programming
give
acharge
"shot ofexperiin its
commercial
arm",
major
market
ence. Top-rated air personality, too. Will
»™'-n^a^bIe
almost immediately. Box
388H,
BROADCASTING.
Country Staff
musicannouncer.
first love!Third,DJ, noversatile
Guitar.
youngdeSired' B°X ^
BROADCI^TING^
Relaxed type delivery, perfect nite or all
CASTXNGS' experienced' Box 394H- BROADBROADCASTING, January 19, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Deejay,ence. Canprofessional.
Three years
expericapturestation.
and entertain
an audience
on personality
Tape, resume,
references. Box 397H,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
newsman-announcer.
Desires
news ferand/or
dj work.
Adaptable
Prewest-east
coasts.BROADCASTING.
College style.
graduate.
Musician.
Box 400H,
Recent graduate
professionalin sports.
radio school.
Versatile
announcer
small
market
in excels
northeast. Box Prefer
406H,
BROADCASTING.
DJ
3
years
with
top
Daytona
Beach
station
wants
to stay in Florida. Box 410H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-versatile:
In allfree.
phasesBoxof broadcasting. Married, draft
416H,
BROADCASTING.
Production
minded
announcer.
Experienced.
Thirteen
monthsvoice.NewNews,
York commercial
market. Authoratative
news
er.
Pleasant
dj
voice.
Cooperative,
can writtake
orders. Operate board. Box 420H, BROADCASTING.
Mature, cialist.
married, classical-music,
opera spedj -announcer-newscaster. EuropeanGood music
experience,
diploma
graduate
radio-television
New
York
University.
dred minimum. Resume, tape. Box Hun425H,
BROADCASTING.
Night-dj,
young, experienced, free to travel.
Tape
ING. and resume. Box 426H, BROADCASTTop personality
top position.experience.
A.B. degre , 5 years format.
solidfor commercial
Handle
Presently
employedatseeking any
more
challenging
and
more
tractive future. Intelligent, authoritative
pleted military
obligation.
Best references.
Available
three
BROADCASTING. Recentweeks.
photo,Boxtape,429H,
resume.
Colored
announcer-dj
experienced,
excellent background,
have family.versaWill
travel.tile, Tape.
Box 433H, BROADCASTINGAnnouncers
with talent,
youth, Will
and travel.
ambition. grads
Go together
separate.
College434H,
with orexperience
in all phases.
Box
BROADCASTING.
Personality
market. Imakes
play
the
currentNowdjhits.top's
Easyin my
warm
friends.
making
$5,000. style
Box 437H,
BROADCASTING.
Six years experience
in allsingle
phasesbutofsteady,
radio,
two
college, Interested
young,
run years
own station.
board.
in promotionminded
All
replies
answered.
travel anywhere. Box 663, Gary, Indiana.Will
Experienced
woman
announcerUpper- continuity
writer.
references.
preferred.Excellent
Lois Dietz,
Nashua, Iowa.midwest
Six years experience. First phone Rhyming
Young
announcer specializing
inWrite
sportsArnie
and
dj. Audition
Mann,
221 Easttapes
Secondavailable.
Street, Brooklyn
18,
New York.
Sports, staff announcer-pd,
play-by-play,
6
years
graduate,
married, experience,
dependable, college
top references.
Charles24,
Phillips.phone1314EL Bihlman
Ohio,
3-6905. Dr. ~
Negro
disc
jockey
news andexperience.
sports, goodWillon
commercials,
relocate. P.O.
Makesupervising
satisfactory
offer. William
Walker,
Box
33,
Soundview
Bronx, New York. Tivoli 1-8267. Station,
Technical
Dependableperienceengineer,
10 years broadcast
ex45 years
J. Benonis, 653, also manufacturing.
Beatty St., Trenton,
N.J. old

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd )
Technical
Chief engineer—
5k am remote
direchigh powerExperience
fm,
multiplex,
controlsion.tionalinstallation,
maintenance,
superviAge
40.
Best
references.
Box
422H.
BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Experienced
program
Presently
employed.manager,
Excellent6 years
air man.raBox dio.368H,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
disc jockey,
newsman:
young,
alert, ambitious.
Middle
Atlantic-New
England
CASTING. states only. Box 382H, BROADPut
the top
difference
in area.
your sound,
your
station
rated
PD with
withmake
20 years
experience
seeks inchallenge
potential
Presently
drawing
$8,000
in
V*
million
market. Write Box 390H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
program director, including
nineteen
years
broadcasting
last liceighteen
months experience
inSeeks
television
as pubaffairs
director.
position
with
forward-looking
station stressing
program
originality
and
community
relations.
Excellent
references.
Background
and
tape
request. Box 402H, BROADCASTING. on
My offer-reliable,
sober,
industrious
news allor
program
director.
10 years
experience,
phases.
Eyecommunity.
on eventual
managership.
Small
midwest
Any
takers?
Box
418H
BROADCASTING.
News-sports director. Gather, write, edit,
play-by-play.
largeremployed,
station. WKAl
Family. Available
References.Desires
Presently
Radio.
2 weeks
notice. 6-5833.
Contact
Bob Zerkle,
Macomb,
111. TEmple
TELEVISION
Help Wanted— Sales
Salesupper
position
openExcellent
with top list
network
station
inwith
south.
big dollar
volume
to the Promotion
manof accounts
qualifiedin
tosalesservice
these
customers.
makesattractive
this spot open. Salarydepartment
guaranteedstarting
and
arrangements,
withwillfirstbecommission
dollar
in
sales.
We
want
a
man
who
unhappy
with maximum.
less than $8,000-$10,000
inworking
1959. We
have
no
Living
and
condiexcellent, Television
good schoolsmarket
and churches
of alltionssets.
faiths.
exceeds
400,000
Will
consider
radio
experience
with
A-l
sales
record.
We
will
teach
you
television. This is a character station with
good self,
rates,
policies.
Write allSendaboutsnapshot
yourfamily
and
experience.
if330H,
one BROADCASTING.
available. Do not delay writing Box
TV salesman. Opening on local sales staff of
WISH-TV,
Indianapolis.
Excellentsalesman.
opportunity for top
quality, experienced
Send full
mercialdetails
Manager. to Joseph E. Lake, ComTechnical
Transmitter
engineer
first essential.
phone, experience
with
RCAExcellent
uhf equipment
Midwest
station.
opportunity
for right
man.
Send
complete
resume
and
Box 364H, BROADCASTING. recent photo.
TV transmitter
supervisor
mountain top
installation.
Must for
have
C.DuMont
E., WPTZ,
Plattsburgh,
New experience.
York.
TV engineers
with
1st
class
license.
ExperienceContact
with 50Michigan
kw G.E. State
equipment
deUniversity
Personnelsirable.Office,
East Lansing,
Michigan.
Production-Programming, Others
TV program
director,
demonstrate
imagination inopportunity
terms
of tocreative
television
at expanding,
progressive
midwest
station.
State
tv
experience
and
production
and theories, plus salary range.tv
Box
393H, BROADCASTING.
enced
in tv and
radio. Position
March
1. Excellent
opportunity
with topopenoperation.
Mail
113to
Programcomplete
Director,details
KRNT,withDessample
Moines,workIowa.

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
g
21 years in broadcastin
Station manager—
tv sta6 yearsand asindustry
lastcivic
two firms,
industry,
active
tion45 manager,
356H.
Box
man.
family
old,
years
affairs.
BROADCASTING.
broad, television
attorney,
Communica
including
experience
station
and radiotions
sales. Box 408H, BROADCASTING.^
Sales
, creative
personable
,television
Aeeressive
resume
. Forsalesman.
background
Excellent
write Box 311H, BROADCASTING.
affiliation
desires
executive
Radio-tv sales station. Excellent referet
with major-mark
experi16 years ING.
BROADCAST
Write Boxsame358H,station.
enceences 10 years
Announcers
years Ohio.
. 10events.
Newscaster
337H,
Box write,
Sports.Gather,
air Special
TING.
BROADCAS
six
news,
or
show,
cartoon
kiddiesDale
Want radio.
1308 Fifth St..
Leitzman,
years
if.
Coachella,
Cal
Technical
cey.
experience
11andyearsconstruct
supervisor
years389H.maintenan
ion.. 7Planning
BROADBox
preferred.
Northeast
CASTING.
technical
28, married,
First ingphone,
securitytrain-in
e, desire
need experienc
radio or television. Box 395H, BROADCASTING.
Chief of small tv station
wants opportunity
uht,
am, Box
operation.andExperienced
invhflarger
construction.
414H, maintenance
BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
vhfNow y heading
Experienced
am
newsroom.newsman:
Consistentl
ahead with
th
News-in-dep
news.
national
regional,
specialist.
news RTNDA,
Rectorship
or
NPPA.
Member
job.delivery,
good staff Seeking
e
Authoritativ
top
references.
Box
303H, BROADCASTING.
Newscaster - newsman - photographer desires
new position. 9 years experience includes
daily
plus radio
newsbeat tv16mmshowcamera,
mobilenewscasts,
unit, remotes.
Veteran, erences.
31, Tape,college
degree.
Excellent
refpic/kine
upon
request.
Box
324H, BROADCASTING.
IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENT
Effective February 2, 1959, all Classified
FOR SALE-STATIONS advertising from
individuals or brokers must be in the
form of display advertising, minimum
one inch (2'A" wide by 1" deep).
The one time rate for an inch display, is
$20.00. The 13 time rate is $19.00. The
26 time rate is $17.50. The 52 time rate
is $15.00 per inch. Proportionate inch
rates apply for larger units. (Example:
Vh" display on the one time rate costs
$30.00.)
If proofs are desired before publication,
the deadline is 10 days in advance of
Monday publication. Otherwise, final
deadline is 7 days in advance, no
proofs.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Director-medium to large market. Presently
employed.
Five years
facets oftop production, studio
remote.allflexible.
Proven
izer,
worker;and
creative,
Best organreferences.
Family,
college.
32. Box
339H,
BROADCASTING.
Producer-director.
Family.
Presently
employed.andCapablethoroughly
young man,experienced
imaginative,
personable
all
phases
production,
desires
position
similar
capacity
with progressive
organization.
ExING. cellent'references.
Box 372H, BROADCASTSkilledtionyoung
man camera,
desires any
producassignment,
floortv manager,
CASTING.
audio, etc. East only. Box 383H. BROADNeed teen
show?LiveKidsproductions.
show? Women's
feature'' Specials?
All kinds.
S-V
ING. Productions. Box 430H, BROADCASTProduction.
Producer-director,
public
tions,
promotion,
performer.
yearsrela-all
facets
offlexible.
telecast.
Proven
top7 organizer,
creative,
Finest
references,
married,
veteran,
ING. resume. Box 436H, BROADCASTFOR SALE
Stations
Southwestern
500
single station market. Overwatt500daytimer,
retail businesses;
equipment poonly
two years old. Excellent
opr
t
u
n
i
t
y
f
o
r
owner-manager.
$40,000
cash
for quick sale. Box 266H. BROADCASTING.
Operator
of amweststation
installation
coast seeks
majorbacking
market.forBoxfm
365H,
BROADCASTING.
Excellent low frequency daytime station in
large southern
market.
Station with
has $60,unPriceon $185,000
000
down limited
andpotential.
balance
longin term
payout.
Building
and
land
included
selling
price.
Only
financially
qualified
replies will be
answered.
Box 366H,
BROADCASTING.
Pacific
northwest. 250 inwatts.
for owneroperator.
black.Ideal$15,000
down.
Terms. BoxOperating
421H, BROADCASTING.
KCHS this week at $45,000. fourth down,
good
terms,NewwriteMexico.
Box 351. Truth-or-Consequences,
Oklahoma
single-market
daytimer.
$60,000. 29% Down. Pattregional
McDonald,
Box
9322, Austin, Texas. Gl. 3-8080.
California.
Southern-market
kilowatt
$150,000 00 ates,terms.
Gunzendorfer
and Associ8630 W. Wilt
Olympic,
Los Angeles.
Norman & Norman, Inc., 510 Security Bldg.,
Davenport,
Iowa. care
Sales, purchases,
als handle
discretion.appraisExperienced.with
Former radio and
and television
owners
and operators.
Writeing radio
now andfor tvourbuysfreethroughout
bulletin oftheoutstandUnited
States. Jack
StollAngeles,
& Associates,
lywood Blvd.,L. Los
Calif. 6381 HolTexas Patt
single-market
$60,000.
Terms
McDonald, fulltimer.
Box 9322, Austin,
Texas.
Gl. 3-8080.
Westcoast stations. Prices ranging from
$90,000.00dorfer toand Associates.
$175,000.00. 8630
Terms.W. Wilt
GunzenOlympic.
Los
Angeles.
Southern
metropolitan
vhf television
station 51 per
cent1182for West
$1,000,000;
terms.Atlanta.
Chapman
Company.
Peachtree,
Ga.
Southwest single-market daytimer. Making
money.10 Ayears
nicepayout.
property
$77,000. Box
29';
down,
Patt atMcDonald.
9322, Austin, Texas. GL 3-8080.
Rocky Mountain large market $500,000,
terms;est.small
$56,00033 forWest51%MichelinterChapmanmarket,
Company,
torena, Santa
Barbara,
California.
Southwestoverregional
daytimer. Single
market.
Profits
$60,000.
29%
down,
5 years $1,000
payout.monthly.
McDonald.
Box
9322, Austin,
Texas.
GLPatt3-8080.

FOR SALE
Statior
New
England
market station,
onehalf
interest ofmonopoly
$20,000.
Company.
1270 Avenue
Americas,Chapman
New York,
N.Y.
Southwest29%fulltimer.
Top years
secondary
$77,000.
payout.market.
McDonald.
Boxdown,
9322, 10Austin.
Texas.
GLPatt3Equipment
Ampex
tape mounting,
machine, complete
model3
# 350, rack
full track —heads,
years
old,
excellent
condition.
Contact
Howard
Haman,
General
Manager,
KXOA
Radio. P.O. Box 3094, Sacramento 15, Calif.
1—3 kw G.E. fm transmitter, complete.
$6,500. 2—10 kw G.E. fm amplifiers— no power
supply.
$2,000
each. 1—Magnecorders—
hr. tape
players,deicers—
$350 each.
4 Bay2508 antenna
with
low bandCollins
$1,250.
watt—
W.E.
am
transmitters
$450
each.
Contact
WCLM, 333 North Michigan Ave., Chicago.
State 2-4872.
Auricon
modellens.
70 200
ft. camera
F1.9 Eastman
Highly
modified oneN.R.inch25
type
amplifier.
Snd.
trackfilmbiasandreverse
for
positive
track
on
neg.
normal.
Individual
two mike with
inputs. Mike.
25 ft.
cable
$700.00.
Write Auricon
or call tripod
for details. pan
ThornheadPigneguy.
Film
3-5413. Director.
Rockford, WTVO-TV.
Illinois. Box 470, Tel.
Andrew
multi-v 160transmitting
antennaus fman
tvpe
ft.in Nacogdoches,
tower. Make
offer. 1302-2
Call LOand4-4181
Texas.
Magnecorders
5th
and
12th
issues
sold
out!
Suite 2, 511 So. 5th Street, Las Vegas,
Nevada.
WANTED TO BUY
Stations
Smallfer fulltime,
or medium
market
station,
cp. Prewill consider
daytime.orandLocation
open. Reasonable
down payment
terms
desired erator.
by Boxexperienced
and
responsible
841G, BROADCASTING. opAM
radio ofstation
frequency,
1 top
kw
or more
power low-band
covering
of theprice,
U.S
15 markets.
Send
full onedetails,
coverage,
and assets.
All information
will be heldpowerin strict
confidence.
Box 160H,
BROADCASTING.
Purchasing
group
requires
station
within
200-mile raduis of Philadelphia, presently
operating sidein/or
near BROADCASTING.
black. Daytimers conred. Box 373H,
Responsible
party or wants
small
market am station
cp. Boxsoutheast
385H, BROADCASTING.
$18-$20,000
ready forconsidered.
downpayment
tion All situations
Will ondealsta-in
confidence,
CASTING. move fast. Box 427H. BROADGroup
with station
capital within
interested50 mile
in purchasing
small
radio
radius of
New
York BROADCASTING.
City. Confidences
maintained.
Box 432H,
FM station in metropolitan area. Write
Percy
Crawford, P.O. Box #1. Philadelphia
5. Pennsylvania.
Equipment
1transmission
kw fm transmitter,
good condition.
With
tower, antenna,
and
modulation monitors,
tuningfrequency
unit. State
price and condition. Box 391H, BROADCASTING.
UrgentlySTL,needreceiver,
5-10 wattcableworking
940 MC
Audio
and antennas.
Box
405H, BROADCASTING.
New
used, in excellent
condition,Boxconsole
with orminimum
eight channel.
424H,
BROADCASTING.
Used proof of performance package. Cheap.
needs small repair. WKBL, CovingOkay ton,if Tennessee.
BROADCASTING, January 19, 1959

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Want several investors of 5 to 10 thousand
cash ket.to Permit
join already
in 5th amissued.
of top-hundred
more marcash
for
operation. NowNeedbuilding.
Box
312H,progessive
BROADCASTING.
INSTRUCTIONS
F.C.C. firstspondence ophone
preparation
correr in Washington,
resident
classes.
Ourby schools
are located
Hollywood,
and
Seattle.
For indetails,
write Grantham
School.
Desk ton,2.D. C.821— 19th Street, N. W., WashingTV tape
recorder.
Correspondence
course
and
home
construction
details.
BuildCourse
your
own
television
recorder.
Complete
and
Construction
details
$18.75.
B.
Carrier
Co.,
5880
Hollywood
Blvd.,
Hollywood
28,
California.
FCC firstanteedphone
in six weeks.
instructionlicense
by master
teacher.GuarG.I.
approved. PhoneSchool.
Fleetwood
2-2733. Elkins
Radio
3605 Regent
Drive,
Dallas, License
Texas.
Since 1946.
The 5original
course Reservations
for FCC 1st
phone
license,
tonow6 weeks.
required.
Enrolling
forandclasses
starting
March
4,
June
24,
Sept.
2,
Oct.
28. For
information,
references
and reservations
write
William
B.
Ogden
Radio
Operational
EngineeringCalifornia.
School, 1150 West Olive Avenue.
Burbank,
in six Broadcast
weeks. Intensive
inFirst-phone
resident noclass.
and dj training
training
included,
extra St..cost.Oakland,
Pathfinder
Radio
Services,
510
16th
California.
TWinoaks 3-9928.
First
bysecured.
correspondence.
Coachingphone
untillicense
licensetime.
Effectiveinexpensive-minimum
Pathfinder
Radio
Services,
510
16th
St.,
Oakland, California.
MISCELLANEOUS
Bingo
Time forU.S.A.
printers of personalized
bingoper adcards
or newspapromotions.radio,1025 television
Lincoln Street,
Denver 3, Colorado.
Introductory offer! Over 1000 riotous airgag-linesSan$3.00!Francisco
Edmund 15,Orrin,
1819E. GoldenworthyGate,
California.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted

EXPERIENCED
TV FILM SALESMAN
WANTED
Leading film company needs man fo
cover Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky. Applicant
must be familiar with territory and live
in it. Portfolio of new shows and reruns.
Draw plus expenses. Send resume.
Box 223H, BROADCASTING

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
WANTED TOP-NOTCH
TELEVISION
PROGRAM DIRECTOR
For
midwestern
major applicant
network
basic top-notch
television station.
Successful
must be thoroughly experienced and presently employed as a program director, or
assistant program director in a good sized
market and operation.
Successfulduction anapplicant
prod be able tomust
furnishknownewsnewsthinking
and drive for a high geared news operation,
have a thorough knowledge of film editing,
camera, and film lab operations, he must
have a successful history of sensible live
spot and program production, production
generally must be one of his strong suits, a
strong individual in personnel administration
to get the job done, a good coordinator
and able to perform administrative functions
of the department effectively and efficiently,
and a man who is not afraid of hard work
and long hours necessary to conduct a topnotch program operation.
We will only consider married, stable, and
settled applicants — age is no object. Good
pay, opportunity, security, hospitalization
af this ad and please
Our
do notpersonne
reply
»u can meet the above
qualifications.
h3lH. BROADCASTING.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
PROGRAM MANAGER
Top-level
creative
man available
tostation
head
programming
or manage
qualityyears
with
varied
programming.
Eleven
in
major
market
as
program
manager,
public
relations executive, newscaster, announcer.
Best
references.
"formula"
stations So-called
need not "modern"
apply. Call,or
rite
Roy
A.
May,
3745
Lindell
Blvd.
St. Louis 8, Mo. JEfferson 3-4778
FOR SALE
Stations
THE PIONEER
OF TELEVISIONCONSULTANTS
AND RADIOFIRMMANAGEMENT
ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS
MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD
S.
FRAZIER,
1736Washington
Wliconsln 7.At*.,D. C.N.W.INC.

WANTED
By fast- growing independent organization. A morning man and an
afternoon man. Storz type operation and only top men apply. All
tapes will be personally auditioned and returned. Please send full
information and salary requirements.
Box 298H, BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING, January 19, 1959

FOR SALE
Equipment
WE WILL GIVE
FREE
265'
of
the
top
section
451' 30,
television
tower made by Truscon,of aType
trianlocated inErected
midtownJune,Charleston,gularSouthbased,Carolina.
1953.
Tower now carried RCA 6-bay television
antenna.
265'
sections
are
17'9"
at
the
triangular base.
THE DEAL
1. You take down, and place on horses
which we supply, RCA 6-bay television
antenna
and cable
approximately
ZVs"
cable880'to beof
storedco-axial
at the base
of (the
the tower).
2. You take down and remove 265' of the
top supporting sections of the steel
tower.
give ortheparties,
265' oftaking
steel
only to Wethe willparty,
down thetheco-axial
antenna,cable.
the 265'
of steel
and
We keep
the
3. antenna
You are andto co-ax.
accept full responsibility
for all work, carrying necessary liaworkmen's and
compensation,
and
all riskbility,
insurance,
to pay wages
of workmen.
4. We offer full cooperation of our staff.
Our insurance will not permit our
tower. February 15,
5. people
Available
on ortheabout
1959. to cimb
6. All information taken from Truscon
steel contracts.
7. For further information contact Rudolph
Hughes, Chief Engineer, WCSC-TV, 485
East Bay, Charleston, South Carolina.
Telephone RAymond 3-8371.
CO-AXIAL TRANSMISSION
LINE
Unused Andrew Teflon 51.5 ohms.
Original Packing
— Tremendous
Immediate
Shipment
Large orSaving.
Small
Quantity. Wire or write: Sacramento
Researchmento 20,Labs.,
3421
—
58th
St.,
SacraCalif.
PERSONNEL SERVICE
Looking for . . .
QUALIFIED
BROADCASTERS?
A BETTER
JOB?
Employers andDISKApplicants
Contact
JOCKEY
PLACEMENT CENTER, INC.
Agency Specializing
in
BROADCASTING
• ADVERTISING
PERSONNEL
PAUL BARON, Managing Director
100 West 42nd Street, New with
York tapes)
36, N.Y.
r appointments)
I
Wisconsin
(Enclose7-6322
return(Phone
postagefo
WANTED TO BUY
Principal time
wants
station into
To,to buy$125,000
j zone.
eastern
$200,000
gross
billing.
Single
station market or Number 1 in 2nd
or 3rd station market. Present
management
be retained. Immediate deal can
possible.
Box 438H, BROADCASTING
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from
12 to Jan. 16, in New Orleans, La.,
tv ch. Jan.
12 proceeding.
By Hearing Examiner
on Jan.Thomas
12 H. Donahue
GrantedCalif.,
petition
by toTruckee
Bcstg.,
Truckee,
for
leave
amend
its
am
application
to
specify
1400
kc
in
lieu
of
1270
kcfromandhearing.
application as amended is removed
Granted joint
motion by Pan G.American
Radio
Benson,Corp.,
both Tucson,
Arizona,andforVernon
extension Ludwig,
of time
from ingsJan.and briefs
15 to Feb.
18 to file proposed
in
proceeding
on theirfindam
applications.
On
motion
by
Tri-County
Bcstg.
Co.,
Laurel, Md.,
extended oftime
for filing
rections to transcript
hearing
on its coram
application, et teal.,
from
Jan.of proposed
2 to date findconm
p
o
r
a
n
e
o
u
s
w
i
t
h
filing
ings.
On motion
byin KGB
San
Diego, future
Calif.,
made
changes
dates
governing
steps
in
proceeding
on
its
am
application,
et al., aschangefollows:
Jan. 5exhibits;
to Jan. Jan.
19 for15ex-to
f engineering
Jan.
29 19forofor
engineering
conference;
Feb. 2
toandFeb.Feb.
further
prehearing
conference
5 to Feb. 24 for hearing.
By Hearing Examiner
Herbert
Sharfman
on Jan. 12
Continued hearing from Jan. 19 to Jan.
26Mauston
at 11 Bcstg.
a.m., onCo. applications
Inc. (WTMB),of TomahTomah,
Wis.
By Hearing Examiner
A. Honig
on Jan. Isadore
12
Granted petition
byfor Dale
Sacramento,
Calif.,
leave W.to Flewelling.
amend
his
fm
to specify
on 98.5
mc application
in lieu of 102.5
mc andoperation
application
as
amendedturned toisprocessing
removed line;
from retained
hearing inandhearremento.ing status application of KROY Inc., SacraBy Hearing Examiner
F. French
on Jan. Millard
13
On Huntington,
request by Huntington-Montauk
Bcstg.
Co.,
N.Y.,
extended
from
Jan
15 to Jan. on22 itsforfmfiling
of replytimeand
findings
inof proceeding
application
that
The
Riverside
Church
in
the
City
of
New
York, New York, N. Y.
By Hearing Examiner
F. French
on Jan. Millard
9
Scheduled further prehearing conference
for
15 in Lake Charles-Lafayette, La.,
tv ch.Jan.3 proceeding.
By Hearing Examiner
on dates Charles
shown J. Frederick
Rescheduled hearing now scheduled for
Jan. 12 forplicationJan.
15 in G.proceeding
on amMisha
apKenneth
S. Prather, ofBoulder,
Colo.Prather
(Actionand1/8).
Granted
petition
by
Broadcast
Bureau
extension of time from Jan. 9 to Jan. 23 forto
file proposed
findings
fact and time
conclusions, and on own
motionof extended
for
filing replies thereto to Feb. 9 in proceeding
on
am
applications
of
Binder-CarterDurham,
1/9). Inc. (WAMM), Flint. Mich. (Action
By Hearing Examiner
A. Honig
on Jan. Isadore
9
Granted motion by Old Belt Bcstg. Corp.
(WJWS), South Hill, Va., for continuance
of variousce dingdates
to further
amapplicable
application
and thatpro-of
Laurino,s on itsfrom
Scotland
isJohncontinued
Feb. Neck,
17 to N.C.;
Marchhearing
16.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond on Jan. 9
Granted
request
by
Tidewater
Teleradio
Inc., for corrections in various respects to
transcript
in Hampton-Norfolk, Va., tv ch.
13 proceeding.
By Commissioner T.A.M. Craven on Jan. 8
Granted Chester,
petitionPa.,byforJames
M. ofTisdale
extension
timeby
to(WVCH),
Jan. 9 to file opposition
to petition
Kuntington-Montauk
Bcstg.
Co.
(WGSM),
Deer Park,ce ding on its
L.I.,amN.Y.,application.
for rehearing in proGranted
petition Fla.,
by South
Florida Amusement Co., Perrine,
for extension
of time
to Jan.ings in Miami-Perrine-South
14 to file responses to Miami,
various Fla.,
plead-tv
ch. 6 proceeding.
By Chief
Hearing onExaminer
James D.
Cunningham
dates shown
Scheduled
hearings
on
am
applications
Valley Bcstg. Co., Lehighton. and Minersof
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Bcstg. Service
vania. (ActionsInc.,
1/7).Kingston, both PennsylGranted
motion without
by Farmington Bcstg. Co.,
for
continuance
now scheduled to commencedateon ofJan.hearing
12 in
proceeding
its application
and forthatnewof
Four Cornerson Bcstg.
Co., for cps
tvton,stations
to operate1/8).on ch. 12 in FarmingN.M. (Action
Granted petition by Mountain State Bcstg.
Co.,
Middleport-Pomeroy,
insofar andas
involves
dismissal of am Ohio,
application
otherwise
denied;retained
application
is dismissed
with prejudice;
in hearing
status
am application of Radio
dleport-Pomeroy. (Mid-Pom
Action 1/8). Inc., MidBy Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle on Jan. 8
Uponderedrequest
Inc.,30 or-in
that hearingby beEvansville
resumed onTv Jan.
proceeding
show causeInd.,
why should
authorization
for WTVW toEvansville,
not be
modified
lieu of ch.to 17.specify operation on ch. 31 in
By Hearing Examiner
F. French
on Jan. Millard
8
Scheduled prehearing conference Jan. 21
in proceedingArecibo,
on applications Bcstg.
of Abacoa
Radio
of P.R.,Corp.,
and Jose A. Western
Bechara Jr., etCorp.
al.,
Aguadilla,
to operate P.on R.,ch.for12. cps for new tv stations
By Hearing Examiner
on Jan.Thomas
7 H. Donahue
Formalized
oral
ruling
on record
Jan.
in proceeding
on made
applications
Gralla6 and
Gralla, Tujunga,
and grantedof
petition by Cannon System Ltd. (KIEV),
Glendale, plifor
leave tochange
amendin its
apcation to specify
trans,am site;
for reasonsce dings foset
forth
in transcript
of were
pror
Jan.
6,
following
parties
held in default: Gralla and Gralla, Tujunga.
South
Coast Bcstg.
J. Flanigan,
Fontana.Co.,andLaguna
San Beach,
Luis ReyJ.
Bcstg. Co., Newport Beach, all California.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper on
Jan. 6 hearing scheduled
Continued evidentiary
for Jan. 29 to date to be announced following conclusion
of further
prehearing
conference now scheduled
to resume
on March
9 in sasproceeding
on
am
applications
of
KanSalina, Bcstrs.
Kan. Inc., and Salina Radio Inc.,
By Hearing Examiner
on dates Forest
shown L. McClenning
matter Darwin
of revocation
of Closed
licenseproceeding
of Henry inChester
tr/as
Darwin
Bcstg.
Co.
(KHCD),
Clifton,
Ariz.
(Action 1/7).
Upon informal request by Los Banos
Bcstg. Co.,hearingLosconference
Banos,to Calif.,
preFeb. 17continued
and hearing
to March plication.
17 in(Actionproceeding
on its am ap1/8).
By Hearing Examiner
F. French
on Jan. Millard
8
Scheduled hearing for Jan. 19, 9 a.m., in
proceeding
applicationPark,
of University
Advertising onCo.,am Highland
Tex.
By ChiefCunningham
Hearing Examiner
D.
on Jan. James
6
Granted petition by Cherokee Bcstg. Co.,
insofar catasion for itam requests
facilitiesdismissal
in Centre,of its
Ala.,appliand
denied in all other respects; application is
dismissed with prejudice; dismissed as moot
following pleadings in proceeding: petition
by Scripps-Howard
(WNOX),
Knoxville,
Tenn., forRadio
leave Inc.
to intervene;
motion by Cherokee for extension of time
tointervene;
reply toopposition
Scripps-Howard
petition
petition
to inter-to
vene by Cherokee, andtoreply
by Broadcast
Bureau to Scripps-Howard petition to intervene.
By Hearing Examiner
on dates Annie
shown Neal Huntting
Granted
petition
by
Inc.,
South Plainfield, N.J., forBroadcasters
leave to amend
am
application
to
include
data
concerning
Cedarcroft Development Corp. and Joseph
Deutsch; dismissed motion by Eastern Bcstg.
(WDRF),
for extensionon
ofCo. time
to fileChester,
response Pa.,
in proceeding
their am applications and that of Tri-County

Bcstg. Corp.. Plainfield, N.J. (Action 1/5).
Scheduled
prehearing
conference
for JanuaryCo.,
16 on Jerseyville,
am
applications
of Tri-County
Bcstg.
and
Radio
Missouri
Corp.
(WAMV),
East
St.
Louis,
both
Illinois.
(Action
1/6). without prejudice motion
Dismissed
by
Wabashance, Valley
Bcstg. Corp.,
for continu-at
without prejudice
to reinstatement
later date if petitioner so desires and postponedceduraldatesstepsdesignated
variousHaute,
proas follows for
in Terre
Ind.,
tv ch. 2 proceeding:
Jan.
1221 toto Jan.
26
for
exchange
of
exhibits;
Jan.
Feb.
for
and Feb 6
2 to further
Feb. 12 prehearing
for hearing.conference,
(Action 1/6).
By Hearingon Examiner
dates shownJ. B. Bond
Granted
motion
by Pacific
for
continuance of hearing
from Jan.Tv 8 Inc.
to Feb.
25< Action
in Coos1/6).Bay, Ore., tv ch. 11 proceeding.
Scheduledng on am
conference
for Jan.of 9Berkshire
in proapplications
Bcstg. Co.ce di(WSBS),
Great Barrington,
Mass..
and
Naugatuck
Valley
Service
Inc.,
Naugatuck, Conn. (Action 1/7).
By Hearing Examiner
on Jan.Forest
6 L. McClenning
Granted petition by M & M Bcstg. Co.
(WMBV-TV),
Wise, to correct
manner
and toMarinette.
extent proposed
transcriptin
of hearing in proceeding on its application.
By Hearing Examiner
Sharfman
on Jan. Herbert
5
Granted
petition
by
Alvarado
Tv
Co., for
extension
timeandfor conclusions
filing initial from
proposed
findings ofoffact
Jan.
12 to Feb. 16, and for filing replies from Jan.
26of Video
to MarchIndependent
2 in proceeding
on
application
Theatres Inc. (KVTT)
Santa Fe. N.M.
By Hearing Examiner
F. French
on Jan. Millard
7
Scheduled prehearing conference for Jan.
22Co. on(KHOG),
am application
of Fayetteville
Bcstg.
Fayetteville,
Ark.
By Hearing Examiner
H.
Gifford
Irion
on Jan. 5
Granted Ga.,
request
O. Protsman,
Valdosta,
for byleaveNorman
to amend
his am
application
to
change
antenna
site to provide better coverage over residential
area
of Valdosta.
PETITIONS (Announced
FOR RULEMAKING
FILED
Jan. 9)
Pendleton
Co. (KUMA),
Ore.—
RequestsBcstg.allocation
of vhfPendleton,
ch. 5 to
Pendleton.
Neptune
Bcstg.
Corp.
(WHTO-TV),
City, N.J.— City.
Requests assignment At-of
ch. 12 tolanticAtlantic
License Renewals
Following
stationsLansing,
were granted
ofPontiac,
license:Mich.;
WILS
Mich.; renewal
WPON
WCLM
HI.;
WPAY Portsmouth,
Ohio; (FM)
KASI Chicago,
Ames, Iowa;
KCHA port,Charles
City,
Iowa;
KFMA
DavenKGMOKansasCapeCity,
Girardeau,
Mo ;
KMBC & Iowa;aux.
Mo.; KNCM
Moberly,
Mo.; KNWS
Waterloo, Mc;
Iowa;KNEM
KOKO Nevada,
Warrensburg,
Mo.;
KPIG KRNT
Cedar Des
Rapids,
Iowa; Iowa;
KRES KSCJ
St. Joseph,
Mo.;
Moines,
Sioux
City,
Iowa;
KADY
St.
Charles,
Mo.;
KALM
Thayer,
Mo.;
Kennett,Moines,
Mo.; KBTN
Neosho,
Mo.; KBOA
KCBC
KCHE Cherokee,
Iowa; Des
KCMO Kansas Iowa;
City,
Mo.;
KCOBMo.;Newton,
Iowa;
KCRV
Caruthersville,
KDEX
Dexter,
Mo.;
KDKD
Clinton,
Mo.;
Mo.;
Dubuque,
Iowa;KDMO
KSIM Carthage,
Sikeston, Mo.;
Mo.; KDTH
KSMO
Salem,
Mo.;
KTTN
Trenton,
KTTR
Rolla,
Mo.;
KUKU
Willow
Springs,
Mo.;
KVFD
Fort
Dodge,
Iowa;
KWOS
Jefferson
City,
Mo.;
KWPM
West
Plains,
Mo.;
KWRT
Boonville,
Mo.; KXOK
KXEO St.Mexico,
Mo.;
Clayton, City,
Mo.;
Mo.;KXLW
WHB
Kansas
Mo.; WHO
DesLouis,
Moines,
WMT
Cedar
Rapids,
Iowa;
WSUI
Iowa Iowa;
City,
Iowa;
KFEQ
St.
Joseph,
Mo.;
KFMO
Flat
River, Mo.;City,KFNFMo.;Shenandoah,
Iowa; KFRM
Kansas
KFRU
Columbia,
Mo.;
KFSB
Joplin,
Mo.;
KFUO
Clayton,
Mo.:
KGLO Mason City, Iowa; KGRN Grinnell.
Iowa; KICDpendence, MSpencer,
Iowa; KIMO
Indeo.; KIRX KLEX
Kirksville.
Mo.; Mo.
KJFJ
Webster Citv. Iowa;
Lexington,
BROADCASTING, January 19, 1959

TOP
advertisers
select
BROADCASTING
Air Express
Aluminum Company of America
American Airlines
America
n Telephone & Telegraph
Company
American Trucking Associations
America's Independent Electric
Light c? Power Companies
The Anaconda Company
Ansco
Division of General
Anilene
Association of American Railroads
Associated Press
Bendix Aviation Corporation —
Friez Instruments Division
Cereal Institute, Inc.
Chevrolet Division of G.M.
Creditaire
Financial Division of Standard
E. I. duPont de Nemours
& Company
Eastman Kodak
Esso Standard Oil Company
General Electric Company
General Motors Corporation
Greyhound Corporation
International Telephone &
Telegraph Corporation
Johns-Manville
Johnson & Johnson
Metropolitan
Company Life Insurance
Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Company
Mutual Life Insurance Company
of New York
National Board of Fire
Underwriters

These Giants of American
Industry use BROADCASTING—
the businessweekly of television
and radio — to channel their
institutional messages to the
nation's public opinion moulders —
the radio/tv correspondents who
gather, analyze and report the news
through the medium of "electronic
journalism":
National Steel Corporation
Radio Corporation of America
Republic Steel Corporation
Schieffelin & Company
Seventh-day
Services Adventist Information
Sinclair Oil Company
Socony Mobil Oil Company
S perry
Jersey&) Hutchinson Company
Standard
Oil Company (Indiana)
Standard Oil Company (New
State of Florida
Union Oil Company of
California
United Air Lines
United Press International
United States Steel Corporation
Western Electric
Westinghouse
BROADCASTING

EXECUTIVE AND PUBLICATION HEADQUARTERS
1735 DeSales Street.
Washingt
Telephone: MEtropoliN.W..
tan 8-1022 on 6. D.C.
BUREAUS
444 Madison Avenue. New York 22. New York
Telephone: PLaza 5-8355
360 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1, Illinois
Telephone: CEntral 6-4115
6253 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28. California
Telephone: Hollywood 3-3148
A Member of the Audit Bureau of Circulations
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. . . BY SPOTTING THESE 1959
CELEBRITY FILMS AND DISCS
ELEVISION
16mm FILMS
Starring
Johnny Cash
Jaye P. Morgan
The Four Preps
Everly Brothers
David Rose
Earl Grant
Ferlin Husky
George Shearing
Julie Wilson
Tony Martin
One-Minute Spots with Julie Adams, Lew Ayers, Art Carney, Joan
Collins, Jackie Cooper, Jeanne Crain, Ann B. Davis, Andy Devine,
Ives, Louis
Richard Egan, Mary Fickett, Farley Granger, Burl John
Russell
Jourdan, Jerry Mathers & Tony Dow, Walter Pidgeon,
Gene
Taylor,
Don
Sterling,
Jan
Simmons,
Jean
Brown,
Peter
&
Tierney, Les Tremayne, David Wayne, Joanne Woodward.
And 20-Second Spots with Other stars.

MARCH OF DIMES
ON YOUR SHOWS!
RADIO
ALL TRANSCRIPTIONS
STAR QUARTER HOUR
by
Swing & Sway
The Everly Brothers
with
Sammy
Kaye
and Dick Clark
FIVE MINUTE PROGRAMS
Pat Boone
Lena Home
Peter Lind Hayes &
Mahalia Jackson
Patti Page Johnny Mathis
Mary Healy
PLUS
DISC JOCKEY INTERVIEWS
Nat Everly
"King" Brothers
Cole Eydie
Gorme
The
Julius
LaRosa
Pat Suzuki
Benny Goodman
20 One-Minute Spots • 20 Thirty-Second Spots
with other stars

millions of tragic
into your programming, you're helping
When you fit these spots
help. Program these films
victims of crippling toward normal, useful lives. So pleasemonth
of January.
or transcriptions wherever, whenever you can during the
OF DIMES
MARCH
join the 1959
THE NATIONAL FOUNDATION, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Founder
) Second Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.
Howard J. London, Director, Radio-TV and Motion Pictures
118

JANUARY 2-31
Telephone OXford 7-7700
BROADCASTING, January 19,

our

respects to William King Jr,
Take a youth with a love for amateur which at least increased my own musical
dramatics and a 16mm movie camera, knowledge. I also got into the act by
shake well in an economic crisis and the "warming up' the audience in Kiel Audiresult could be a successful career in
torium before
broadcast")
Although
he each
had earned
the rank of
advertising.
At William
least, that's
howviceit captain
in the Missouri State Guard, Mr.
worked out for
King Jr.,
president of Kenyon & Eckhardt, in King entered the Army in World War
private in 1944, emerging in 1946
charge of the agency's West Coast op- IIas asan a infantry
erations.
first lieutenant. In Germany with the postwar army of occupaBorn in St. Louis, Sept. 6, 1913, Bill
tion, he was first put in charge of reKing graduated from Country Day
cruiting reenlistments for Bremen Port
School there and was a pre-med student
Command
and by deft use of good adat Yale when the depression knocked
the scalpel out of his hand. He replaced
vertising
techniques raised Bremen's
it with the nozzle of a gasoline pump at standing from a low sixth rank to second
in four months. As head of special
a Shell filling station back home. "I got place
services for Bremen Port Command, he
$54 a month and the habit of living be- had
charge of the service clubs, theatres,
yond my income," he recalls.
Perhaps inspired by a correspondence a stadium and even a dude ranch, plus
course in advertising or stimulated by the officers' club.
Through the Mill • Back home in
his promotion to service station manager, Bill King decided to make a mo- August 1946, Bill King spent another
with Olian Adv. before moving to
tion picture to show what "Shellubrica- year
Minneapolis as advertising manager of
tion" really meant. With himself as International
Milling Co., where he alwriter, director, producer and cameraman (not to mention developer, editor
l
o
c
a
t
e
d
a
large
part of the firm's adverand title artist) and his assistants, sisters
tising budget to spot radio and singing
commercials
for
Robin Hood Flour. In
and friends as cast, he produced the
picture and showed it to some Shell ex- 1949, Mr. King was promoted to general sales manager of International, but
ecutives. Two weeks later, he went to
years in that position he dework in Shell's advertising department. after two
ded to return to the agency field and
A Start at Shell • Beginning in budget joined ciKenyon
& Eckhardt, New York,
control
work ("not
as account executive on Kellogg cereals.
of
advertising,
but atheveryglamorous
good waysideto He
handled the Amazo.
learn the economics of the business"), Whitesubsequently
Pepperidge Farm, Wesson
young King subsequently helped plan Oil andRock,
Beech-Nut
and was
and write Shell sales promotion material. advanced to account accounts
supervisor in 1954
In 1938, after five years with Shell, he on
the National Biscuit Co. account.
joined Gardner Adv., St. Louis. ("I
Shortly after K & E had been appointwanted agency experience. They wanted
as National Biscuit Co. agency, in
ed a man with experience in petroleum
1954, Mr. King got a look at the
advertising as they were soliciting an oil June
pilot film of a new tv series, Rin-Tincompanysigned to Monsanto
account.")Chemical
Temporarily
as- Tin, which he felt would be a fine veas assisthicle for Nabisco Shredded Wheat and
ant account executive, Mr. King worked
Milk Bone Dog Biscuits. The client's
on this account both as copywriter and top
hastily assembled for a
contact man for three years (the an- specialexecutives,
of the pilot, concurred.
ticipated oil account never did ma- But thereshowing
was
one
hitch. K & E did not
terialize). Then he was made head of take over those products
until Jan. 1,
theHeagency's
new ofbusiness
1955, yet if National Biscuit was to get
got a taste
radio at department.
Gardner in the
a contract had to be
connection with several accounts, includ- signedprogram,
for sponsorship to
ing the Ralston Purina Tom Mix series, start withimmediately
the
new
tv season in the fall.
but his first real work in the medium
Mr.
King
held
his
breath
through the
came in 1943, after he had moved to
another St. Louis agency. Olian Adv. delicate diplomacy that resulted in
agreement to terThere his duties included supervision of McCann-Erickson's
minate its contract four months early,
advertising for Columbia Brewing's Al- on Sept. 1 , 1 954. Rin-Tin-Tin is now in
pen Brau Beer ("they had shows all its fifth year on ABC-TV for National
over the dial") and the Missouri Brewers Biscuit.
Assn., which sponsored weekly broadcasts of the St. Louis Symphony OrchesUp the Ladder • In 1953, Mr. King
was made a vice president of Kenyon &
tra. ("I not only wrote the commercials Eckhardt.
In 1957 he was elected to the
— low key copy promoting beer as 'the
beveragegram notes
of for
moderation'
— but thea proagency's board, filling a vacancy created
the announcer,
task by
the retirement of D'Arcy Brophy,
BROADCASTING, January 19, 1959

board chairman. Last August, after
K & E's Los Angeles office had been
awarded a large part of the Max Factor
advertising, Bill King transferred his
headquarters to the West. In September
K & E got the rest of the Factor acexcept for
men's toiletries.
Since count,
taking
on the
the Factor
business,
the K & E Los Angeles staff has expanded from less than 10 to more than
45. causing a continuing office space
problem, which Mr. King hopes now is
finally solved in occupation of all of
the seventh and part of the third floor of
Hollywood's Equitable Bldg. "We were
primarily a radio-tv service branch out
here," he states. "Today, we're a full
fledged agency, equipped to provide full
agency
creative
and marketing
In addition
to Factor,
K & E services."
Los Angeles, also handles Lamelda (Los Angeles Mercury-Edsel-Lincoln Dealers

Assn.), RCA-Victor Distributing Corp.
of Southern California, West Coast Electronics Div. of RCA and Quaker State
Oil Refining Corp. of California.
Mr. and Mrs. King, nee Joan Halpin,
and their two-year old son, James Sean,
live in West Hollywood, a quarter-hour
drive from his office. By previous marriages, Mr. King also has three daughters, Nancy 17, Paula 13, Margaret 8
and a son, William King III. 11.
Mr. King belongs to the Yale Club
of Fairfield County, Conn., the Los Angeles Advertising Club and is one of
three honorary members of the Advertising Club of St. Louis (the others are
Charles Lindbergh and Eddie Peabody.)
His agency duties leave him no time for
hobbies, he complains, but if he did have
time they would be sports (tennis, golf,
bowling, baseball), music (piano, accordion or drums "strictly by ear and with
aamateur
lousy lefttheatricals.
hand") and photography and
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EDITORIALS^
Sticky fingers
BALTIMORE'S
fathers
finally
have given
their abortive city
attempt
to tax
advertising
and up
media,on
and are now in the process of returning funds illegally
collected last year. The coup de grace came with the
decision of Baltimore's Mayor Thomas D'Alesandro not to
seek a Supreme Court review of the sweeping judgment
of Circuit Judge Joseph L. Carter last October holding the
6% over-all tax unconstitutional.
Thus finis is written to another of the all too numerous
episodes of municipalities, in their relentless quest for new
revenue, settling upon advertising as an easy mark. Fortunately, courts repeatedly have held, as did Judge Carter,
that the press (which includes broadcasting) is constitutionally entitled to freedom from government taxation that
can be used as a means of political control.
The Baltimore defeat does not mean that all efforts to
tax advertising and media will stop. It should slow down the
municipal
but itthewon't
stop them from exploring
other ways officials,
to get around
constitution.
The Baltimore crusade was knocked out because of the
swift action of local media, backed strongly by national
organizations identified with advertising. If it had not been,
it's
every have
big city
in thesuit.country,
and aa cinch
lot ofthatlittlepractically
ones, would
followed
Words about music
IF radio broadcasters are confused about what ASCAP
wants from them, in terms of new music license arrangements, then ASCAP must feel it has accomplished what it
set out to do in writing the letter discussing terms.
As reported in this journal last week, the society defined
what it considered "reasonable" fees — all of them higher
than current rates and some of them doubly so — and then
said it would settle for a one-year extension of the agreements that expired Dec. 31, 1958.
What
ASCAPwe iscouldsaying,
what we think
get ifpresumably,
you took us isto this
court."Here's
Now,
wouldn't you be sensible to extend your old contracts?
We don't profess to know whether ASCAP really thinks
the court would grant the higher rates that the society conare "reasonable."
We ofdo this
havewhole
a suggestion
relay
from atendsnumber
of observers
befuddlingto scene.
Actually it is not new. As the All-Industry Radio Music
License Committee has itself pointed up, the ASCAP
letter flies squarely in the face of the ASCAP consent
decree. Under that decree, stations are entitled to take out
blanket
and per-program sustaining licenses at
the samecommercial
time.
The beauty of this combination is that, the way radio is
programmed and sold today, there are virtually no sustaining musical programs. Thus there would be few sustaining fees to pay. Since sustaining fees currently repreestimated
of ASCAP's
approximately
$10
millionsent anannual
take 12%
from radio,
the saving
for radio could
range up to $1 million or more.
ASCAP officials, of course, belittle this line of approach.
But never mind. While we do not presume to tell the
all-industry committee what course it should follow, we
earnestly think that demands for combination licenses
should be renewed. At the very least, the interest of the
Justice Dept. ought to be piqued enough to prompt an
investigation of the unreasonable procedure ASCAP is
using in its quest for the absurdity it calls "reasonable."
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New toll tv season
HE may not have intended it to serve that purpose, but
Rep.
on subscription television wilOren
give aHarris'
lot of new
peopleresolution
job security.
The hired propagandists of toll tv are assured of work.
As reported elsewhere in this issue, Mr. Harris has introduced legislation to prohibit pay tv, except for limited tests,
until Congress has time to write permanent legislation control ing it. He has also announced that the House Commerce Committee, of which he is chairman, will hold hearings on the subject within three months.
The effect of the resolution will be to postpone indefinitely the practical operation of subscription television on
the air. In our view that effect will be salutary. It will prevent the conversion of the present system of free television
broadcasting to a pay system, which is the inevitable consequence of government approval of toll tv on the air.
In some of its particulars, however, the Harris resolution is defective. It seeks to outlaw, again until that
remote time when the Congress passes permanent legislation, the transmission of subscription television by wire
in either inter- or intra-state commerce. If the Congress
were
to adoptintothatan feature
of Mr.it Harris'
be straying
area where
does notproposal,
belong. it would
There is no technical limit to the number of wires which
may be strung around a city or around the country. A
wired subscription system would not displace other services.
If subscription tv promoters wish to risk their capital
on wired transmission and the public wishes to buy the
service, it is not for the U.S. government to prevent it.
It is in broadcast subscription tv that the government
has a legitimate interest. Unless on-the-air pay tv were
forced to use channels that are now unoccupied, the addition of a pay station would mean the subtraction of a
free station.
Promoters of subscription television have made no
secret of their wish to be permitted to broadcast on desirable channels, which is to say the channels that are now
occupied by free stations. To attain that desire, subscription television interests will have to make a persuasive
showing in the 86th Congress.
During 1959 the Congress will be besieged by an army
of subscription tv propagandists, to whom the only counterbalance can be an equally persuasive delegation of free
broadcasters.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hi*
"He wants to sign her for that 'They said it couldn't he done'
commercial."
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The Piedmont Industrial Crescent is a unique concentration
ofacross
buyingthe power
... a Piedmont
vast "area section
laboratory".
productive
of North. . stretching
Carolina,
South Carolina and Virginia.
It is a vast urban complex created by bustling cities,
booming industry and big agricultural purchasing power where
millions of your customers WORK, EARN, SPEND.
Strategically located at the hub of this big year-round
market
influence,is WFMY-TV.
by far. . . the most powerful selling

This Is North Cwlw's Interurbia
. . The largest metropolitan market in
the two Carolinas. Here, WFMY-TV
dominates because it serves . . . sells.
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Upper Ohio Valley
TRANSPORTATION

Life-line for industry and a major factor in
the economy of the thriving WTRF-TV
area is the storied Ohio River. On its broad
surface flowed eighty-one and one-half million
tons of cargo in 1957, for a total of seventeen
billion, two hundred million ton-miles. This
amazing tonnage is more than one and onehalf times the tonnage locked through the
Panama Canal in the same period. The cargo
carried and the people who handle it on
ship and shore are more reasons why the
WTRF-TV market is a super market for
alert advertisers ... a market of 425,196 TV
homes, where two million people have a
spendable income of %2lA billion annually.

LATEST
ARB SURVEY

The November ARB Survey for the six-county Wheeling (W.Va.)-Steubenville (Ohio) Metropolitan Area show WTRF-TV dominant in 81.6% of the nighttime quarter-hour segments,
and in 73.6% of the daytime quarter-hour segments. Day and night, from sign-on to sign-off
Sunday through Saturday, WTRF-TV dominates each quarter-hour more than 75 % of the time!
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FIRST IN AUDIENCE: ARB's latest Dallas-Fort Worth report shows that KRLD-TV dominates in audience share from sign-on Sunday morning to sign-off Saturday night. The
Nielsen Station Index (November, 1958) also shows more TV homes watch KRLD-TV
than any other station in the Dallas-Fort Worth area!
FIRST IN POPULARITY: The latest Dallas Telepulse lists 15 out of the top 18 once-a-week
shows and seven of the top ten multi-weekly shows — all on KRLD-TV.
FIRST IN AREA OF COVERAGE: KRLD-TV, with its low-band channel, and telecasting
with maximum power from its tremendous tower (1,685 feet above average terrain),
has the largest circulation of any station in the southern United States!
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Branham Company, Exclusive Representative.
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President
Chairman of the Board

Radio revolution • Some of most outstanding radio broadcasters in country
are talking seriously about formation of
national program service to replace
traditional network system. Stations
would pay for service, use whatever of
its programs they wanted, sell their own
time at own rates. Broadcasters who
have recently been discussing subject
have present or former associations
with both CBS and NBC.
Idea of national program service
isn'tfornew;years.
it's But
been recent
talked switch
about ofoff CBS
and
on
Radio to Program Consolidation Plan
and belief of some station operators
that NBC Radio may follow suit have
given talks new momentum. Principal
appeal of program service idea for stations is that national program source
would not also be competitor for national advertising. Under present network operation, networks deliver stations to national accounts at much
lower rates than accounts can buy spot
on same stations.
There's despite
no general
upheaval
inBuild-Up
sight at• NBC,
recurrent
rumors of one, but network is shopping
for executive talent to be brought into
television programming, sales and perIt's part andof
plan ofhaps other
Bobdepartments.
Sarnoff, chairman,
Bob Kintner, president, to beef up
managerial team by importing select
few to executive ranks.
Tape troubles • No public squawk yet,
but big users of videotape (networks
and independent production firms) are
fretting about high casualty rate in tape
stock they'rerategetting
from tape
Rejection
is running
frommakers.
20%
to 40% overall, up to 90% or worse
for specific batches. Irritations are
three:
it's nuisance
having to(2)shipit
batches(1)back
for replacement;
takes valuable time to check tapes out
(some tapes have to be run through
VTR'swearup outto recording
seven times);
test
runs
heads,(3)which
have limited life anyway. Aside from
obvious hope that manufacturers will
improve processing, buyers think better pre-testing should be done by tape
maker, not left up to user.
Slight relaxation of ban on affiliates'
videotaping network programs for later
broadcast is being considered by NBCTV. Actually, network's expected to
hold to its basic policy that shows
should be carried as scheduled by network, but also to recognize that conditions may arise in which exceptions
should be considered. Subject is one of
BROADCASTING, January 26, 1959

CLOSED
CIRCUIT®
several, along with summer and fall plus fringe benefits, for convention. So
program plans, to be discussed by NBC far Chicago has offered GOP $300,000.
officials with affiliates board of dele// GOP doesn't
Angeles,
gates, headed by Jack Harris of KPRC- consideration
may beselect
givenLosto proposal
TV Houston, at meeting Thursday of
NBC
Chairman
Robert
W.
Sarnoff
(Jan. 29) in New York.
that convention coverage be rotated
among
networks
as
means
of
holding
Single rate • Stimulated by drive for
single rate structure in radio, which it down expenses. Mr. Sarnoff last August
that besides rotating coveravidly supports, Station Representatives suggested
age of outstanding news events among
Assn. Committee on Tv Trade Prac- networks,
such
as political conventions,
tices is undertaking analysis of spot individual stations
could work out
tv, looking toward elimination of dif- rotational systems in their cities. Both
ferential between national and local national committees, cognizant of imrates. Tv began on one-rate basis but
portance of tv exposure, have announced intentions of scheduling their
some stations gradually shifted to dual
sessions
to
mesh with visual coverage.
structure, notably with development of
daytime tv. Committee, headed by
Clipping penaltyhassled
• Benton & Bowles,
Adam Young, Young Television, in- which
with networks
cludes Edward P. Shurick, Blair-Tv; becauselastof year
stations
clipping credits off
Lloyd Griffin, Peters, Griffin, Wood- shows and then triple-spotting,
is about
ward; Edward Codel, Katz; Frank E. to apply pressure
again. Agency now
Pellegrin, H-R Television; Tom White, claims
proof some stations take 4-5
Avery-Knodel; Bates Halsey, Weed; seconds off network
Richard Foote, Blair Television As- triple-spot but log two time. They don't
20-second spots,
or a 20- and a 30-second spot or 1Television.sociates and James O'Grady, Young minute
announcement. B&B cries foul,
Media moves • Not yet announced is says stations are breaking into time that
change in media responsibility quietly over full network schedule can average
effected at Foote, Cone & Belding, some $4,000 that advertiser has paid
New York. Agency, which operates for the few seconds. Another concern:
media in two account sections with As- union agreements on credits which consociate Media Directors Arthur S.
sequently don't appear.
Pardoll and Charles B. Hoffman in
charge of each, now goes step further: Spring showing • With FCC approval
broadcast buyers Peter Bardach (Mr. of its new location, utilizing CBS'
Hoffman's group) and Richard Pickett KMOX-TV's tower, new ch. 11 KCCP
(Mr. Pardoll's) advance to senior media (TV) St. Louis has set April 1 as tarbuyers with these accounts assigned
get date. Independent, representing inrespectively: Bardach — Air Wick (Levestment inexcess of $1.5 million, is
controlled
ver), General
Baker's
Instant
by Harold Koplar, promchocolate,
MinuteFoods'
potatoes
and Minute
inent St. Louis hosteler and business
onions; Pickett — Savarin and Norwich, executive,
who will direct policy. James
and continues timebuying on Lever's
Pepsodent. Moves made to accommo- L. Caddigan, until recently vice president of Odyssey Productions (Lowell
date media expansion to free associate
media directors for more planning ac- Thomas) and former DuMont executivity and bring two senior media director.tive, is vice president and station
buyers cicloser
planning-buying desions on theirtoaccounts.
Labor savers • In constant effort to imPrice of politics • With Los Angeles
prove
Industrial
Elecselected by Democratic Site Committee
tronicproduct,
ProductsRCA's
division
is working
for 1960 convention, networks still are diligently on new devices to reduce ophopeful that Republicans will pick
erating costs. While equipment manusame site so that coverage overhead
facturers have gone long way in autocan be cut by estimated $900,000. But
mation inpast five years, they reportedindications last week were that because
ly have on threshhold other innovations
of attitudes of potential nominees which
will cut down on need for scarce
(principally Nixon and Rockefeller) Los
technical
manpower and resist union
Angeles would not be acceptable. Emphasis was placed upon Chicago or feather-bedding. Videotape and automation equipment are expected to be
possibly Philadelphia, latter having
made unprecedented bid of $375,000 major items in 1959.
5

Cleveland

WITH
WJW-TV'S
BIG
MOVIES!
WJW-TV has skyrocketed to the top with the BIG
STARS in all THE BIG MOVIES from Warner
"Famous on the local scene
Bros, 20th Century, and United Artists. Take the
late shows for instance at 11:20 PM -12:45 AM
... an average 9 A.R.B. rating Sunday through
Saturday. Add to this the great new Paramount
Features and you have a galaxy of stars selling
for you. Represented by The Katz Agency, Inc.
CHANNEL 8
CBS • CLEVELAND
, OHIO
WJW-TV Cleveland . WJBK-TV Detroit WSPD-TV Toledo WAGA-TV Atlanta • WITI-TV Milwaukee

WEEK

mm
Mr, Potts

IN BRIEF

Why
on thein Potts-Ray
defense? &• Assoc.,
It shouldn't
as far does
as Benradio
Potts,staypartner
Los
Angeles
advertising
agency,
is
concerned.
He's
too
many radio success stories from start to finish toseendoubt
the sell-ability of radio. People seldom question spending advertising dollars in newspapers, magazines or
even
why do Memo.
they keepPageasking
answerstv. inbutMonday
21. "why radio?" He

Congress on electronic binge • What's in the hopper and what will
happen plus a who's whom of the Senate and House Commerce Committees; who they are and who they were before they got there. Page 27.
Single rate wins friends, makes foes • Station Representatives Assn.
says elimination of double standard will be major project; WADK Newport adopts single rate for both local and national advertisers, others are
reported almost ready. But Allied Stores executive says move can lead
to less money for radio, more for newspapers. Page 32.
Retailer likes radio-tv • Fort Worth store tells Retail Advertising Conference how largest store in two-city market uses spot and programs to
move merchandise — with only 15% of budget. He urges small retailers
to buy broadcast media to ■"close gap" behind larger stores. Page 35.
Newspapers and radio-tv • ANPA Bureau of Advertising and allied
groups unveil 1959 "'total selling" concept at Chicago convention. Page 40.
Media jousts • They don't happen in agencies where all-media buying
is instituted
Benton &specialist
Bowles' atDonovan
and session.
Burnett'sPage
Banks.
go
against thesaybroadcast
New York
42. Cards
ABC-TV's
November
rose •a Network's
gross time
all-time
high
at $10.3
million mark,
gain of 27.9%.
Three charges
networkshit together
chalk up 8.4% increase that month. Page 50.
Radio, tv wages up • NAB analysis shows spread of station pay among
various types of jobs by market size and region. Page 53.
Upped budget asked for FCC • President seeks Sll million for FCC,
S 106.8 million for U.S. Information Agency and S6.97 million for Federal Trade Commission in fiscal 1960. Page 59.
Licenses for tv shows? • Bill to license and censor television programs
introduced
in New which
York Legislature,
but tv legal
experts
say it couldn't
get
past precedents
have been affirmed,
at least
indirectly,
by U.S.
Supreme Court. Page 59.
Sites for inPresidential
picking • apparently
GOP pigeonholes
on where Page
it'll
convene
1960 as Democrats
decide ondecision
Los Angeles.
76.
State of the art • Latest developments in broadcast equipment and
techniques will be displayed and described at NAB convention. Page 89.
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How to get your
product on the
BIGGEST SHOPPING LIST
in Southern California
Your product or service automatically goes on 100,000 official shopping
lists . . . just as soon as your radio
spots go on KBIG's
HOME-package.
CLUB, sponsor,
INC.
AsMAKERS'
a participating
your
labels are worth money to over 500
active
women's
clubs in Southern
California.
Guaranteed
also are
product demonstrations at a minimum
average
of
5
club
lunches
or
dinners a week; access to consumer
panel
testing;
low-cost
sampling
and couponing; regular product
bulletins to member clubs; and
monthly Circle.
listings in Everyuoman's
Family
You can buy this proven merchandising plan (together with the
effective selling power of KBIG) for
package rates as low as $155
weekly. Ask your KBIG or WEED
representative ... or write for
special brochure.
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whose happy listeners
are kept in a
buying mood by
these popular
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RICHARD B. RAWLS, General Manager.
JOHN R. CROWLEY, Commercial Manager
Meredith Stations are affiliated with Better Homes and Gardens and
Successful Farming magazines.
KPHO RADIO is one of Meredith's BIG 5 ... an All Family Station

Good

for Listening

Good

for Selling,. . .

91$ ON THE DIAL
KPHO-TV The Katz Agency
KPHO
PHOENIX
SYRACUSE
WHEN-TV The Katz Agency
WHEN
KCMO-TV The Katz Agency
KANSAS CITY KCMO
WOW-TV John Blair
& Co.
— Blair-TV
John Blair & Co.
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AT DEADLINE
LATE NEWSBREAKS ON THIS PAGE AND NEXT • DETAILED NEWS COVERAGE OF THE WEEK BEGINS PAGE 27
Cox group acquires
WSOC Charlotte
Sale of WSOC-AM-FM-TV Charlotte
to Miami Valley Broadcasting Co.
(WHIO-AM-FM-TV) Dayton, Ohio, for
$5.6 million agreed to Friday (Jan. 23)
subject to usual FCC approval.
WSOC Broadcasting Co. executives,
headed by E. E. Jones, principal stockholder, and Larry Walker, president and
general manager, completed negotiations last week with James M. Cox Jr.,
president of Miami Valley and of Cox
newspapers and radio and television stations, and J. Leonard Reinsch, executive
director of Cox broadcast operations.
Transaction involves acquisition of all
capital stock.
Mr. Jones, 67, recently retired as
president of Pyramid Life Insurance Co.
Mr. Walker, pioneer Charlotte broadcaster, has been in frail health but has
actively directed stations and will continue as general manager under new
ownership.
WSOC-TV began operation in early
1957 on ch. 9 and has primary affiliation with NBC-TV, plus secondary afth ABC-TV.
on 1240 filkciation wiwith
250 w. WSOC operates
Miami Valley is associated in ownership with WSB-AM-FM-TV Atlanta
and WCKR-WCKT (TV) Miami
(42.5%). Newspapers in Cox group are:
Atlanta Journal and Constitution,
Miami Daily News, Dayton News and
Journal Herald and Springfield (Ohio)
News and Sun.
Coca-Cola headed
back to net tv
Major McCann-Erickson move in
network tv fast developing, agency
bringing Coca-Cola back to network
sponsorship after two-year lapse and
using talents of ex-NBC Chairman Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver Jr. Details:
Coco-Cola has budgeted estimated
$400,000 for program on CBS-TV and
presumably could go into 10-11 p.m.
slot pre-empting Westinghouse's (also
M-E client) Desilu Playhouse March
30, which is firm date. Show will be
musical, will have spring festival format, have Barry Wood as executive producer, Harry Sosnik as musical director
and Mr. Weaver (M-E's tv consultant
since early this year) consulting on program.
Beverage firm may not stop there, is
expected to sponsor another special this
BROADCASTING, January 26, 1959

Code coats
Licensed practitioners are appearing in tv commercials, replacing
macists andphysicians,
nurses dentists,
portrayedpharby
actors, NAB Tv Code Review
Board was told Friday at Washington meeting. White-coat ban
went into effect recently but does
not cover appearances by licensed
professional people. Board staff
understood to have ruled recentagainst use entering
of greeting
by lyyoungster
drug "Doc"
store.
Code group reports to NAB Tv
Board next week at Hollywood,
Fla., directors meeting. Roger W.
Clipp, WFIL-TV Philadelphia,
presided at code session. Group
slated to meet March 16 during
NAB convention in Chicago.
season (possibly June 1 or thereabouts)
and may follow with another four beyear's end.Coke
Coca-Cola
1957 foredropped
Time onin February
NBC-TV
which it had sponsored since April 1953.
Mack trial shift
to Miami urged
Federal judge was asked Friday
to change trial of former FCC Comr.
Richard A. Mack and his friend and
benefactor, Thurman A. Whiteside,
from Washington to Miami because of
extensive and unfavorable publicity
grandital city.jury indictment received in capAttorneys for Mr. Mack and Mr.
Whiteside charged that because of this
publicity neither of the defendants
could receive a fair trial in Washington.
Government attorneys opposed the
motions.
U.S. District Judge Burnita S.
Matthews took motions under advisement. She said she would have decision
out within week.
Defense attorneys also charged that
Justice Dept. lawyers deliberately leaked
information that grand jury was preparing true bill against Mr. Mack and
Mr. Whiteside. They claimed that release of this information before formal
indictment was handed down violated
rule of grand jury secrecy. This means,
they
missed.said, indictment should be dis-

• Business briefly
• Union Oil Co. of California has
named Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan,
L. A., to handle broadcast advertising.
Print advertising remains with Young
& Rubicam, L. A.
• Leo Burnett Co. Friday (Jan. 23)
resigned account of Bissell Carpet
Sweeper Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Client appropriated approximately
$500,000 for spot tv in 1958 but has
been inactive recently.
• Philco Corp. (radio-tv sets, washers),
Philadelphia, reported to be launching
four-week spot tv campaign in 40 markets in late February. Agency: BBDO,
N. Y.
• Peter Pan Foundations Inc., N.Y.,
through Ben Sackheim Co., same city,
has contracted with 11 stations in as
many markets for extensive tv spot campaign starting early March for 10 weeks.
Tax court ruling
U. S. Tax Court ruled Friday that expense incurred in obtaining tv channel
was capital investment — not "ordinary
and necessary" business expense. Ruling
came on appeal by WBIR Inc. (WBIRAM-TV Knoxville, Tenn.) which went
through comparative FCC hearing in
1955. Tax court upheld 1954 ruling of
Internal Revenue Service. IRS also
said, however, that where radio station
attempt to secure tv permit failed, expenses could be deducted as business
loss. Import of ruling, it is understood,
is that radio stations may not amortize
tv hearing costs as they do with other
business expenses.
Oversight probe
gets green light
House Commerce Committee Friday (Jan. 23) received Rules Committee
approval of its 1959-60 resolution (H
Res 56) authorizing continued investigations bycommittee.
Legislative
Oversight Oren
SubCommerce Chairman
Harris (D-Ark.) and ranking minority
member John Bennett (R-Mich.) premorning.sented resolution to rules group Friday
Rep. Harris replied in affirmative
when asked specifically by Rep. Clarence J. Brown (R-Ohio) if resolution
authorized continuance of subcommittee
investigations. Clue to what extent Oversight will operate in new Congress
should come today (Jan. 26) when Com9

AT DEADLINE
CONTINUED
merce submits its appropriation request
to House Administration Committee.
Commerce was allocated approximately
$100,000 for its operations during 85th
Congress, while Oversight Subcommittee was first given $250,000 and later
an additional $60,000.
KCOP(TV) strike over
KCOP (TV) Los Angeles is getting
back to normal after five-week strike
(see page 52) of 42 engineering and
technical employees,
members
of International Brotherhood
of Electrical
Workers Local 45, who returned to
work Saturday (Jan. 24). Terms of
settlement not disclosed, but it was understood wage increase was $7.50 weekly, compromise between $10 asked by
union and $5 originally offered by
KCOP. IBEW gets jurisdiction over all
videotape operations at station. KCOP
is dropping its $1 million suit against
union. All business lost by station during strike has returned.
Doerfer for boosters
FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer, Friday, told protesting western officials
in Denver that he would do what he
could to extend 90-day grace period
for existing unlicensed tv boosters.
About 50 representatives of western
states urged FCC to reconsider Dec.
31, 1958, decision ordering deletion of
on-channel vhf boosters (see page 60).
WEEK'S

Murrow rebuffed
It was Genevieve (Jack Paar's French
pixie) in for Babe (Mrs. Ruth, the ballplayer's widow) on CBS-TV's Person to
Person Friday (Jan. 23). Last-minute
substitution came after landlord of Mrs.
Ruth's
Felix York,
Hardingrefused
of 1 1to0
Riversideapartment,
Drive, New
let network on premises — apparently because there was no dough in deal for
him. It was first time in show's 457
guest remotes situation had occurred.
Blatnik ad probe
ordered to disband
Congressional thorn in sides of advertising and Federal Trade Commission
has been removed with disbandment of
Legal & Monetary Affairs Subcommittee of Government Operations Committee. However, subcommittee Chairman
John Blatnik (D-Minn.) said Friday
(Jan. 23) work of investigative group
would be absorbed by five remaining
arms of parent committee.
In three separate reports last summer,
Blatnik body shook advertising circles
with charges FTC had failed to police
false and misleading advertising of
weight reducers, dentifrices, tranquilizers and cigarettes (Broadcasting,
Aug. 25, 1958). Committee has been
criticized in past for allegedly encroaching upon the jurisdiction of other standing House committees — including Commerce.
Prior to formation of Oversight Subcom it e of Commerce, Blatnik body

HEADLINERS
_ Brent O. Gunts and
A. Carr have been
JHMl BfiBl^^B Thomas
appointed station managers,
respectively, of WBAL-TV
4 jflK^ _f and
WBAL Baltimore, effective Feb. 16, replacing
Leslie H. Peard Jr., who
has resigned both posts. D.
Mr. Carr
L. Provost, v. p. and genMr. Sunts
eral manager of radio-tv
division of Hearst Corp., said that Messrs. Carr and
Gunts will work as team in managing two Hearst properties. Mr. Carr was formerly part owner and station manager of WANN Annapolis, Md., and served as executive
secretary and administrative assistant to Maryland governor Theodore R. McKeldin prior to joining WBAL as
director of public relations earlier this month (Broadcasting, Dec. 29, 1958). Mr. Gunts entered radio at WFBR
Baltimore in 1936 and was originator of radio show, Quiz
of Two Cities, which went network and was syndicated
for 12 years. He later formed his own New York production company, Entertainment Enterprises Inc., and in 1949
started Brent Gunts Productions in Baltimore. He served
in advisory capacity to WBAL-TV for past eight months.
Mr. Provost also announced that Alfred E. Burk will
10

was readying plans to launch same type
investigation of FCC. Status of the
Government Operations Freedom of
Information Subcommittee headed by
Rep. John Moss (D-Calif.) is uncertain.
Senators propose
ethics standards
Newtors, York's
two Republican
Jacob K. Javits
and Kennethsena-B.
Keating, Friday (Jan. 23) introduced
legislation
designed
to promote
govern-all
ment ethics.
Among
provisions:
communications by members of Congress with FCC and other agencies
would be made part of public record;
"an enforceable code of ethics" for
legislative as well as administrative
officials; give rules committees jurisdiction over alleged violations by members of Congress and their staffs, and
set ethics.
up bi-partisan federal commission
on
Two additional bills were introduced
Thursday
House to repealThey
10% were
excise tax on incommunications.
sponsored
by
Reps.
William
S.
Broomfield
(R-Mich.) and George M. Grant
(D-Ala.).
Rep. John D. Dingell (D-Mich.) Friannounced
plans toprohibiting
introduce pay
todayday(Jan.
26) measure
tv. In doing so. Rep. Dingell hit FCC
plans to authorize test, which he said,
would
no new
informationof
. . . but"produce
will permit
the sponsors
subscription tv to invest large sums of
money which they will later use as a
justification for continuing. . . ."

serve as assistant station manager of WBAL in addition
to present position of sales manager. Willis K. Freiert
will continue as assistant station manager and sales manager of WBAL-TV.
George Shupert, president of ABC
Films Inc.
(American
mount Theatres
film Broadcasting-Parasyndication arm),
selected bytributionLoew's
to
its sales-disactivity as v.p.head
in charge
of tv
for MGM, succeeding Charles C. (Bud)
Barry, who had resigned to become president of NTA Film Network. MGM teleproduction now is under wing of
Mr. Shupert Sol C. vision
Siegel, who is v.p. in charge of
production at MGM Studios (Week's Headliners, Jan.
19). inMr.1938
Shupert's
first association
with entertainment
was
in production
of industrial
films; in 1940field
he
was appointed director of sales, commercial film division,
Paramount Pictures (New York), concentrated on Paramount's tv operations 1942-1951, advancing to v.p. and
director of commercial tv operations for Paramount Tv
Productions
Mr. Shupert's
executive
also and
included v.p. ofInc.Peerless
Tv Productions
Inc. posts
and v.p.
general manager of United Artists Television Corp., joining
ABC Films in 1953 as v.p.
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Old

Mother
would

Hubbard
flip!

That little old cupboard dilemma of But, whereas Dame Hubbard contemplated
her project with knitted brow, Joe approaches his eagerly and with confidence. In
Ma's was nothing, really.
Consider Joe Foy, now. He's General Man- the twelve years he's been boss at Spartan,
ager of Spartan Stores, Inc., of Grand volume has increased 1,000%. It now
Rapids. Behind him is his new 310,000 grosses more than 60 million dollars a year.
square foot warehouse. When this picture In all, Joe serves more than 500 stores all
was taken, all those acres and acres of cup- over Michigan.
board had yet to be filled.
Joe is a modern grocery merchandiser, using modem techniques. He says, "The sale
Yet, once that's done, Joe's job is just barely started. He's got to turn right around of grocery products requires effective preand proceed to empty it — and then fill it selling in top-notch advertising media. We
again and empty it again — umpteen times know WOOD and WOOD-TV can do this
a year, and do it year after year.
pre-selling job competently."

Your sales manager knows the importan
of distribution in WOODland. Make certa
that distribution is followed by sales. Ke<
a schedule on WOOD and/or WOOD-T
Wherever you are, there is a Katz man
help you get it.

noon< "'S1"'5
Monday
morning'November
is first"Sunday
WOOD-TV
ARB
Grandthrough
Rapids
ing,
noon,
nigh
WOOD-AM Is first
Monday
through
Sunday-April
'5S
Puis
Grand Rapids
Everybody in Western Michigan is a WOODwateh

AM
TV

WOOD
WOODland Center, Grand Rapids, Michigan
WOOD-TV - NBC Basic for Western and Central Michigan: Grand Rapids,
Battle Creek, Kalamazoo, Muskegon and Lansing. WOOD - Radio - NBC.

Feb. 8-14 — National Advertising Week, sponsored
by Advertising
vertising As n. ofFederation
the West. of America and Ad*Feb.
9
—
Broadcast
sponsored
by Hollywood (Calif.) Advertising
Advertising Clinic
Club, Hollywood
Roosevelt
Hotel,
9:30
a.m.
-4:15
p.m.
Club's
first
radio-tv commercial awards will be made
atannual
luncheon.

DATEBOOK

because it stands to reason
that all listeners do not prefer the
same thing.
Therefore, in order to best
serve "most of the people most
of the time," KOA-Radio
adds variety to every phase of
broadcasting.
There's
great variety
entertainment
as KOA incombines the
best of network shows with
popular local programs. Variety
in style and presentation
distinguishesand KOA's
coverage
public news
service
programming. The appeal
of talented variety in personalities
is evidenced by KOA's loyal,
responsive audiences.
Variety in programming can help
you sell more effectively, too.
On KOA-Radio, your sales
message is unmistakably yours . . .
individualized and delivered
to create immediate
sales action!
Represented nationally by
Henry 1.
Christal Co., Inc.
ImIMpi
D E N VE
One of America's great radio stations
850 on your dial
50,000 Watts

A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING AND RELATED FIELDS
(* Indicates first or revised listing)
JANUARY
Jan.
27
—
Board
of
directors, Assn.
Maximum
Service Telecasters, Shoreham
Hotel, ofWashington,
to hear reports on TASO directional antenna test
program.
"Jan. 27 — Radio & Television
Executives
timebuying-selling
luncheon,
12:15Society
p.m.,
Hawaiian Room, Hotelseminar
Lexington,
New York.
Topic:
"Tv
Audience."
Speaker:
Norman
Cash,
president
of Television Bureau of Advertising.
Jan.
27-29 — Assn.,
South winter
Carolinaconvention,
Radio &Hotel
Television
Broadcasters
Wade
Hampton,sembly wilColumbia.
be entertainedMembers
at Jan. of28 General
banquet. As*Jan.
28 — Radio
& Television
Executives
Society
roundtable
luncheon,
12:30 p.m.,
Palm Terrace,
Hotel
Roosevelt,
New
York.
Topic:
"The
Role
of
the
the TvFundCritics,"
for the presented
Republic. by Patrick McGrady for
Jan. 28-29
— Georgia Radio
& Tv Institute,
sponsored by Georgia
of Broadcasters
and Henry
W.Athens.
Grady
School Assn.
of Journalism,
U. of Georgia,
at
Jan.
29 — Cooperative
workshop,
Assn.
of National
Advertisers,advertising
Hotel Pierre,
New York.
Jan.
argument
FCC
en banc30 —onOralSeattle
ch. 7 scheduled
grant heldbefore
by Queen
City Broadcasting
Co. (KIRO).filed
Casebyreopened
petition
for
reconsideration
KXA
andon
KVI, both Seattle.
FEBRUARY
Feb.
1-6
—
Winter
meeting
of American
Institute
of Electrical Engineers, Statler
Hilton Hotel,
New
York,
includes fourand sessions
devotedNBCto radio
and
tvvideotape
experiments
operations.
and
installations will be described. CBS

*Feb. 9— Oliver Treyz, ABC-TV president, will
article,Adv."TheClub.Light That Failed,"
atanswer
ChicagoFortune
Broadcast
*Feb. awards.
10 — Entries
closeMall
for National
Headliners
Club
Address
Dodson, Convention
Hall, Atlantic City, N. J.
Feb. ton14Section,
— Institute
Radio Statler
Engineers,HiltonWashingannual ofbanquet,
Hotel,
Washington.
Feb. 15— Trial of former FCC Comr. Richard A.
Mack andspiracyfriend,
Whiteside,
for con-in
to defraudThurman
United A.States
scheduled
U. S.to District
trial
be held Court,
in MiamiWashington.
are pending.Motions for
Feb. 17-20
— Audio Hotel
Engineering
annual
western
convention,
Biltmore,Society,
Los Angeles.
Feb. 18 — Comments due on FCC proposal to retionviseformsprogramfor andnew commercial
radio and tvlistings
stations,in applicalicenses
and transfers. Docket No. 12,673."
Feb. 21 — United Press Intl. Broadcasters Assn.
of Connecticut, Jolly Fisherman, Norwalk.
Feb. 24-25—
NAB Conference
StateandBroadcaster Assn. Presidents.
Annual ofmeeting
confinegtroenn.cAesfeature
with legislators.
Shoreham
Hotel,
Wash-the
of
the
final
day
will
be
annual Voice of Democracy awards luncheon.
Feb. 25-27 — Electronic Industries Assn. industrial
relations conference, Chase-Park Hotel, St. Louis.
March 2 — Boston ch. 5 rehearing scheduled to
begin. tions
ThiswithisFCCon question
of off-record
commissioners
duringconversaoriginal
comparative
hearing,
remandedfor tothetheDistrict
FCC byof
the
U.S.
Court
of
Appeals
Columbia. Examiner: Judge Horace Stern.
* Marchers, annual
15 — membership
Assn. of Maximum
meeting,Service
ConradTelecastHilton
Hotel, Chicago, 10 a.m.
March 15-18
NAB'sChicago.
annual Exhibits
conventionopen;at nonthe
Conrad
Hilton —Hotel,
agendasionsmeetings
scheduled
March
15.
Formal
sesopen at noon March 16 with keynote speech
by Robert W. Sarnoff and continue through March
18; schedule
topped
address by FCC
Chairman
John
Doerfer bymembers
andanFCC-industry
Only NAB C.associate
supplyingroundtable.
broadcast
equipment are eligible to exhibit. Annual NAB
Engineering Conference,
several
manageical ses ionsame
s,with
will hotel.
be heldjoint
concurrently
with convention meinnt-technthe
March 18-20 — Quarterly conference, Electronic
Industries Assn., Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington.
March 23-26 — National convention, Institute of
Radio
Waldorf-Astoria,
New willYork.attend.
The
nation'sEngineers,
leading
electronic scientists
Advances
in space
electronic
fields
will betechnology
explored. and major new

Feb.
2-6 — Combined
NAB Hollywood
boards willBeach,
meet Fla.at
Hollywood
Beach Hotel,
Semi-annual session opens Feb. 2 with Tv Finance
Committee;
Feb.
3,
General
Fund
and
MemberCommittees;
Feb. 4, TvTv andBoard;RadioFeb.Boards.
5, Radio
Board;shipFeb.
6, combined
Feb. 5-April
30 — Thursday
evenings,
13-week
seminar
in operations
research for
advertising
and "April 1 — Research
workshop,
Assn. of National
Hotel Pierre,
New York.
marketing
personnel, atsponsored
Advertising Advertisers,
Research Foundation,
site to be byannounced.
April
5-8* — National Retail Merchants Assn.,
sales
Beach. promotion division, Eden Roc Hotel, Miami
Feb. 5-8
— newest
Hi-fi Show,
Shoreham
Hotel, Washington.
The
in
stereo
and
reproducing
gear
will be on display.
April 6-9 — National Premium Buyers, 26th anPier, Chicago.
Premium
vertising As n. Navy
of America
will meet
AprilAd-7,
*Feb.
Radio-Tv
Short NewsMinneapolis.
Course, U. of same nualsite.exposition,
Minnesota6-7 —.^hool
of Journalism,
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you'll find the
on WKMH

Represented by Headley-Reed

k
nOrr

AMERICA?

answer

When Mitch and Robin get together, the air waves crackle!
Here indeed are two MUSIC MEN— each a leader in his
field. Just as Mitch Miller has his enthusiastic fans,
WKMH's Robin Seymour has an immense and loyal following.
Robin was recently named one of the top 10 radio
al award
this tnation
personalitie
market?
in thenotrichlet Detroi
YOU Why
for ca.
makes insalesAmeri
winner
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Typical?

Not really.

Only a great
can rack
shares

show

up >, . -,me

and late-evening

ratings like - hese*.
But they prove , am
I movies

MOX-TV, ST. LOUIS
68.4% share

on

nations
■ . .. -mses.
And

now,

of

the audiences
bigger
SSS

than

,*r$e,
will be

men

Owned

four
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have just added
Par*.to

fe ;
is

star-studded
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WCAU-TV, PHILADELPHIA

'k, fmm
i%m
hbut c *

WC8S-TV,

Mew

York.)

A Division of Columbia Broadcasting hystem, Inc.

KHXT, LOS ANGELES
72.8% share
■TV, i
11:15 pm on WCAU-TV, I My Way" i

gay
adventures
of

Wally

Wing-it

Cut rehearsal time and still have a
smooth, professional commercial by
using TelePrompTer. No fluffs! No
freeze-ups! No egg-on-the-face ! Your
local talent will always deliver live
commercials smoothly, professionally,
accurately when you provide TelePrompTer equipment. It builds clients'
confidence
in your station's
ability
produce commercials
that sell
effec-to
tively inyour own neighborhood. TelePrompTer assures network quality at
the local level.
TelePrompTer is a sales tool — More and
more advertisers are favoring stations
equipped with TelePrompTer. They
like the assurance of good delivery that
only TelePrompTer can give. More
national clients will prefer live commercials with local authority when they
can rely on the accuracy of your talent.
See TelePrompTer at the N. A. B.
Convention in Chicago, March 15th.
Specialists in
GROUP COMMUNICATIONS

OPEN
KPRC survey well liked
editor:
First — Congratulations on having to
change the format of your useful and
informative publication. I like the "new
Second — Your article "Formula for
thelook."
Ideal Station?" [Jan. 5] should be
read by all people in the medium of radio .. . as well as advertising agencies,
sponsors and even tv personnel. These
questions about the squib "If Public Directed Programs." How
people
were interviewed?
What many
age group?
What income? Education? Etc.?
Third — Hat's off to KPRC [Houston].
It did a good job. The results may not
have been completely favorable to
KPRC respect
but I'mandsureis now
the station
more
gaining gained
more
listeners. This step by KPRC today,
may be the foundation for better radio
tomorrow.
Ted J. Simon
WPBN-TV Traverse City, Mich.
Will you kindly ship 250 reprints . . .
Sima S. Rothman
KMAM (AM)-KMFM (FM)
Alamogordo, N.M.
editor :
We siblewould
.. . like as many copies as posJane Bedell, Director
Press & Public Information
Institute for Motivational
Research Inc.
Croton-On-Hudson, N.Y.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Reprints lOtf each.]
New York newspaper strike
editor:
Please send me 25 copies of your
article "Have Newspapers Been Oversold?" which appeared in your Dec. 29,
1958, issue.
Ed Morgan
Sales Manager
KOWH Omaha, Neb.

Please send us 25 reprints of the Dec.
29 editorial, "People and Papers." Very
interesting!
Steve Fayer
Promotion Director
WTOL-TV Toledo, Ohio
Pittsburgh radio success
editor:
311 WEST 43 ST., NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
In the Dec. 15, 1958, issue you carLOS ANGELES • WASHINGTON, D.C. • CHICAGO
ried a lead article, "If Anyone's WonHUNTSVILLE, ALA • TORONTO • LONDON
dering About Radio," based on the
16

MIKE
fund-raising promotion of one of our
members, the Pittsburgh United Fund.
It is an excellent article and we are
much interested in it.
I hope you will give us permission to
have the article duplicated so that we
can send it to our 1,500 other member
communities.
Martha Winn
Associate Director
Telev ision-Radio-Films
United Community Funds and
Councils of America
New York
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Permission granted.]
Dropping the multiple rate card
editor:
We not only applaud the Balaban
Stations and KTUL Tulsa for their
moves to one rate, but we also say,
"Welcome to the Club" (Lead Story,
Jan. 19). WFBR has operated with a
single rate for years and years and years
and we found that everybody wins —
advertiser, agency and station.
Robert B. Jones Jr.
ViceManager
President and General
WFBR Baltimore
Echo from Young & Rubicam
editor:
Many thanks for a very fine story
(Broadcast Advertising, Jan. 12). I
marvel at the way you made sense out
of the disorganized stuff I threw at you.
Peter G. Levathes
Young York
& Rubicam
New
WMBR in Blair portfolio
editor:
Your Closed Circuit on page 5
Jan. 19 says WMBR Jacksonville, Fla.,
is represented by CBS Spot Sales. This
was true up to Jan. 1. Since that time
WMBR has been represented by John
Blair & Co.
Ben Strouse
President
WWDC Washington, D. C,
and WMBR Jacksonville, Fla.
KM
BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for
52
weekly
issues
$7.00. Annual
including Yearbook Number
$11.00. subscription
Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's
occupation
required.
Regular
sues 35tf per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00isper copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735
DeSales St.,
WashingOn changes,
pleaseN.W.,include
both
old andton 6, D.C.
new addresses.
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WEATHER

SHOW

RATINGS
with

Collins Weather Radar takes advantage
of TV's unique attraction. Watching
things happen while they happen. The
fascination of seeing the weather is a
sure-fire audience puller.
Collins Weather Radar is simple to
install. Your own engineers can do it
with technical help from Collins if they
need it. The antenna is mounted on the
roof and connected to receiver-transmitter and synchronizer units in the

GO UP

Co /Iins Weather

Radar

building. An indicator is rigged in a
shadow box for camera close-ups. Acetate maps of your local area are placed
over the indicator to pinpoint weather
activity with respect to geographical
location.
Be the first in your market with Collins
Weather Radar and watch your ratings
climb. For complete information call
or write your nearest Collins Broadcast
Sales office.

HuHEEi
COLLINS RADIO• 261
COMPANY,
2nd Avenue
S. E.,16,CEDAR
RAPIDS,• IOWA
1930 Hi-Line
Drive, DALLAS,
• 1510Avenue,
Verdugo
Avenue,
BURBANK,
CALIFORNIA
Madison 315Avenue,
NEW •YORK2804
NEW YORK
715 POINT
Ring •Building,
WASHINGTON,
D.4403C. •TEXAS
131877thFourth
SEATTLE,
WASHINGTON
P.205O. E.BoxThird547,Avenue,
GATLINBURG,
TENNESSEE
Dodson
Drive,
EAST
(Atlanta),
GEORGIA
•
W.
Terrace,
KANSAS
CITY
15,
SAN MATEO,
4834 ForestLTD.,Avenue,
FORT WAYNE,
N. W., 36th
Street, MIAMI 48,MISSOURI
FLORIDA
COLLINS
RADIOCALIFORNIA
COMPANY OF• CANADA,
11 Bermondsey
Road,INDIANA
TORONTO • 16,4471ONTARIO,
CANADA.
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If you want to open more doors and close more sales,
it's sound practice to "knock" over KFMB in the
highly reliable company of such welcome
I newsmen as Edward R. Murrow, Eric Sev[P areid, Lowell Thomas and Walter Cronkite.
■ They have access to some 301,000 San Diego
^ County homes (plus thousands more in five
additional Southern California Counties )
and will help add deep conviction ro
I your message. And. they're backed up
by a whole corps of local reporters who
1-'rjt i news
Set an
eclua%suchwarm
reception.
With
reaching
new peaks
of interest
the San Diego CBS radio station has one
Hp of the strongest selling voices in America.
f In San Diego KFMB IS CBS. FIRST ON
MORE LISTENING THAN ANY OTHER
SAN DIEGO RADIO STATION

DOOR

KFMB
RADIO
SAN DIEGO
REPRESENTED BY
EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.

MONDAY MEMO
from BEN POTTS, partner in Potts-Ray & Assoc., Los Angeles
Why does radio have to keep proving itself?
Whenever our agency announces a in the living room has been replaced by
termine whether it was possible to establish consumer acceptance of the new
newspaper campaign or a proposed use a television set, the loss of the one set
product
within this brief period.
of magazines or even television, no one for the family has been more than offset by the fact that there are small
ever questions the wisdom of the plan.
Half the budget was used up in a
But the minute we consider radio some- sets for individual members of the fam- one-time-only ad in each of the four
ily all over the house.
metropolitan dailies. The other half purbound toto ask,
"Whythatradio?"
Weone is happen
believe
radio has
Radio Goes Everywhere • Nor are
chased one-minute spots on eight Los
been and continues to be a high-poten- people limited to in-home listening. Angeles stations for the whole month.
tial, low-cost advertising medium. We Thanks to the portable radio, millions No doubt the success of the test was
can remember its successes beginning as of listeners have taken radio out-of- due to the combined efforts of newsfar back as the Eveready Hour, one doors — onto the patio, into the garden.
paper and radio. We noticed however
of NBC's first commercial network Transistor radios are handy enough to that most of the comments from the
traderadio and
fromattention
consumerscatcher.
menshows.
seen radio
change,
adapt go everywhere — to the beach, to pic- grocery tioned
as the
to new We've
conditions,
making
enormous
nics, to work. Sports fans take their
transitions in status from a star-studded portables along to baseball and football
Local Legend • As pointed out
glamour medium of yesterday to the games and hear the play-by-play deone ever raised any objecscriptions oftheir favorite sportscasters earlier,tions tno
functional necessity it has become too the use of newspapers. But, in
day. A common mistake is the belief while they watch the game.
connection
with our radio efforts, we
that the advent of television arrested
obvious bigness of the automo- were offered quite a bit of advice. Rathe development of radio. The fact is Thebile radio
audience should provide some
dio, said one oracle, is risky business for
that television simply caused radio to
new products. Of course, he was right in
part
the answer
"why radio?"
grow in a new direction.
crew. ofHow
large ortohowthe important
the the sense that all promotion is a specuFor about 30 years before television car radio audience is, no one can even
lation. Another said, and quite corbecame a factor in advertising, radio guess. It is no longer uncommon for
was recognized as a powerful persuader. radio stations to gear their programrectly,
the strange-sounding
short word "bat"word
folbythatthe
Radio attracted crowds to its market
ming to the interests of this large audi- "guano"lowedwould
be
a
difficult
combinaplace by the lure of entertainment, creence on wheels. It is no longer uncomtion for the ear to assimilate. Apparated asuitable mood for its salesmen to
mon, either, for stations to charge a
ently, however, a good many ears did
work in, then sold its prospects in an premium commercial rate for what they assimilate
not only the two words but
atmosphere of sincere, or sometimes call peak traffic times.
the whole message. Within a few weeks,
synthetic, intimacy.
But, as any self-respecting driver on Bat Guano was a popular topic of conChanging Times • In its transition the freeways and expressways of our
versation. Radio personalities, particufrom big productions to the ad libs of major cities will testify, practically any
larly Dick Whittinghill at KMPC Los
record spinners, radio has continued in hour is a high traffic period.
The
most
recent
occasion
on
which
Angeles,
made
so manythathumorous
the direction of an easy, conversational
erences to Bat Guano
some of refthe
relationship with its listeners. In radio we heard the "why radio?" question stories have
become
local
legend.
today, there are practically no artificial was in connection with a 30-day market test we planned to run in Los Angeproduction techniques or distractions
The upshot of the 30-day test is that
les for Bat Guano. Bat Guano, a fabu- radio
which come between the speaker and
was successful beyond our expeclous plant food hidden away in caves in
his listeners. When commercials share
tations. The schedule was renewed and
the
Grand
Canyon
by
bats
thousand
of
this informality or capitalize on it,
expanded. Before the next cycle was
years
ago,
had
only
a
short
time
becompleted, we received the green light
there's a good chance that listeners will
fore become available in the supermar- to open up the 1 1 western states.
absorb the commercial suggestions or
kets in the Los Angeles area. Our disrecommendations unaware that they
tributor wanted a one-month test to dePerhaps
peoplewhy.
whoWeaskthink"whywe do.
raare being sold.
dio?" don't know
Those
who
ask
"why
radio?"
seem
to
Benjamin
R.
Potts
denies
his
middle
think that radio is somehow smaller or initial stands for radio. Nevertheless, he
less important than it was in the pre- has been involved in radio in one way
or another since 1933 when N.W. Ayer
tv days. That's simply not so.
At the present time, just about every
home in the U.S. is a radio home. Per- & Son, New York, promoted him from
the radio
department's
haps a statistic will help clarify this office
businessboystaff.to Later
he worked
there in
misconception. In 1945, the last year merchandising, timebuying, production,
that radio was without important tv writing. In 1939 he switched to Mccompetition — radio's last "good year," Cann-Erickson where he did writing
and production on the Ford account.
according to some — radio's gross bill- In
World War II he served with the
ings were $425 million. Ten years later
— when many admen were hanging Signal Corps and OSS. After the war
black crepe on the medium killed by tv he spent two years with Federal Adv.,
York, then went to Los Angeles
— radio's gross stood at $546 million, asNewcopywriter
for Erwin, Wasey, then
about $121 million higher than radio's
as vice president of Lennen & Newell.
"best year."
While it's true that the console radio He resigned in 1956.
21
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Metropolitan Atlanta
Leadership in
Television Audience Ratings
3-MONTH AVERAGE
October, November, December— ARB
Total of on1362theqtr-hrs
measured
stations
air). Ties
counted(all as3
"firsts" for each station
involved.

WSB-TV Wm 2nd. Sta.

n
■

SB-TV
1 W mm

tell

mm
In few major markets of America do advertisers
find such massive preference for one television
station. Chart shown reflects Atlanta viewing
habits for the last quarter of 1958— WSB-TV
viewed by the most people 53.1rc of the time.
A preference greater than that of the other two
stations combined!
This massive preference, teamed with WSBTV's bigger coverage pattern, is producing uncommonly good sales for advertisers. Certainly
your advertising in Atlanta belongs on WSB-TV.

WSB-TV is affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and The Atlanta Constitution.
NBC affiliate. Represented by Edward Petry & Company
BROADCASTING, January 26, 1959
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Two

ways to get them

up to their ears in commercials

Some commercials build up resistance . . . others
build up sales.
The differences— all the way from failure to
middling success to real success— are evidence of
the creative selling ability of your advertising
agency.

York • Chicago • Detroit

Young & Rubicam,
Inc.
Advertising

San Francisco • Los Angeles ■ Hollywood • Montreal • Toronto • London • Mexico City • Frankfurt • San Juan • Carocol
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HEARING

CIRCUS

IN

86th

CONGRESS?

• Move for network regulation may result from ratings hassle
o Other Hill agendas, bills forecast hot time for broadcasters
The House and Senate Commerce
Committees took their first steps in the
infant 86th Congress last week — steps
that forebode a coming stampede into
broadcasting matters.
In less than three weeks of the new
Congress, approximately 50 bills on industry matters were introduced.
Just seven days after its final three
members were assigned, the Senate
committee which has jurisdiction over
radio-tv will begin hearings on educational television tomorrow, Jan. 27 (see
story, page 59). But this will constitute
a tame beginning for the hearings and
investigations to follow.
The following industry and FCC
matters, after etv, will be up for committee consideration:
• New York hearings next month on
the rating services, instituted by Sen.
Mike Monroney (D-Okla.). This began
as a one-man crusade over a year ago
but the outspoken Oklahoman since has
enlisted the enthusiastic support of
Chairman Warren Magnuson (DWash.). Witnesses will include CBS
commentator Edward R. Murrow, former NBC Chairman Sylvester (Pat)
Weaver, now special consultant to McCann-Erickson, network spokesmen
and advertising agency executives.
Questionnaires were sent to agencies and
broadcasters Christmas week but only
a few replies have been received.
• Close observers predict that a tiein is inevitable between the ratings inquiry and charges by many members of
Congress, particularly Sen. Paul Douglas (D-Ill.), that network programming
is killing locally-originated programs
and talent. The end result, it is freely
predicted, will be either an outright network regulation proposal or an effort to
free prime network option time to nonnetwork productions.
• The over-all allocations problem,
KEY

with emphasis on the uhf dilemma and
tv service to sparsely-settled areas. A
group of western senators are demanding that the committee take action to
upset the recent FCC decision banning
vhf boosters. Special counsel Kenneth
Cox already has completed a report on
the latter problem (Broadcasting, Jan.
12) and his views on the former are
imminent. The committee has consistently harassed the FCC in the past
on allocations and currently is awaiting
an FCC stand before taking further action.
• Sen. Magnuson has stated that
action
a spectrum
study iswith
a "must"
for thisonsession
of Congress
hearings a strong probability.
• A bill enacting major changes in
the Communications Act is a must,
the chairman feels. Final form will
come from
for "ripper"
legislation on theproposals
one extreme
to the curing
of minor ills turned up by the Legislations. tive Oversight Subcommittee investiga• Hearings are a distinct possibility
on pay tv and moves to ban alcoholic
beverage advertising in interstate commerce, an annual congressional headache. The drys already have made
known that they will intensify their
efforts, feeling they have new ammunition with recent removal of the distil ers' ban against the use of women in
advertising.
The committee received its new GOP
members last Tuesday, with the ratio
now standing at 11 Democrats and 6
Republicans. Minority members assigned to the committee include Sens.
Clifford Case (N.J.), Thruston Morton
(Ky.) and freshman Hugh Scott (Pa.),
who moved over from the House. An
organizational meeting had been scheduled for last Wednesday but was set
back until tomorrow (Tuesday) due to

COMMITTEES

The lineup on Senate
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and

READY
House

the late assignment of the Republican
members.
And, things will not be quiet on
the other side of the Capitol where
most of the 1958 headlines were made
by the House Commerce Legislative
Oversight Subcommittee. Broadcasters
and Commissioners will watch with inmatters:terest— and testify on — the following
• First up will be hearings "fairly
soon" manonOrenpayHarris.
tv, according
to ChairHe has constantly
fought FCC moves to authorize a toll
system and two weeks ago introduced
a resolution banning pay tv except for
"technical tests" (Broadcasting, Jan.
19). The committee, in preparation, has
questioned all pay tv proponents, major
league baseball teams, professional football teams and telephone companies on
any paytractstv consummated.
negotiations held and con• Hearings will be held on corrective
legislation introduced to carry out
recommendations in the final report of
the Oversight Subcommittee. Work of
the subcommittee also will be continued but hearings are not probable
before late in the year, or possibly not
until the second session of the 86th
Congress.
• Rep. Harris also feels that a congressionally sponsored spectrum study is
needed. He said last week that the committee would wait for recommendations
of
the
President's
specialsteps.
commission
before taking
any positive
• Rep. Kenneth A. Roberts (D-Ala.)
last week introduced an etv measure
and will push the committee for early
action. It is somewhat different from
the Magnuson proposal on the same
subject. Rep. Roberts was chairman of
1958 hearings by a subcommittee on
the
bill. Senate-passed educational television
TO

GO

Commerce

units

The

Senate

and

House

Commerce

Committees

Thurmond, Sen.
Strom (D-S.C):
Former governor,
much - decorated
World War II veteran,
reserve Brigadier General; States' Rights
SENATE COMMITTEE
candidate
President of U.S.for (1948)
Magnuson, Sen. polling 39 electoral votes; was elected
Warren G. CD- to Senate in 1954. Against pay tv, for
Wash.) : Chairman of
anti-liquorrecord.
ad proposal; holds
Commerce Commit- Langer
Senate filibuster
tee with four years remaining in third full
Lausche, Sen. Frank
term sorasof federal
senator; aid
spon-to
J.
term (D-Ohio)
in Senate: First
ends
etv and favors spectrum study; has continually prodded
January 1963. Five
FCC for action on allocations; member
terms as Ohio goverof House eight years; entered Senate in
nor;land,mayor
of Served
Cleve1944 as appointee.
1941-44.
as judge previously.
Has questioned radio
Pastore, Sen. John practice of recording
telephone talks
O. (D-R.L): Second and rebroadcasting without warning.
ranking member of
committee and chairYarborough, Sen.
man of Communications Subcommittee;
Ralph W. (D-Tex.):
Staunch friend of etv.
outspoken critic of
FCC for its failure to
First elected to Senate
take positive steps to
in special election,
solve allocations dilemma; senator since
AprilNovember
'57; re-elected
last
for full
1950; former governor and lieutenant
governor of Rhode Island.
6-year term. Practised
law, taught legal
courses
assistant attorney
MonroNey, Sen. general, five yearsasa district
judge. On
A. S. (Mike) (D- Texas Board of Law Examiners,
1947Okla.) : Four years to 51.
serve in 'second term
as senaiot; member of
Engle, Sen. Clair
House
Leader ineightattackyears.on
(D- Calif.): Newly
elected to Senate after
rating services, with
second round of hearserving in House since
ings planned next month; member Com1943. Assistant
Democratic whip from
munications Subcommittee; co-author
Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946;
80th to 84th Congress; Chairman of
former newspaperman; member of Sigma Delta Chi and Phi Beta Kappa.
Committee
on Interior & Insular Affairs.
Formerly
state
senator, district attorney.
Sen.
ers,
Smath
^^m^
' iloRCil Armistead
Bartlett, Sen. E. L.
'/'I;:
( D-Fla.and) : 81st
ServedCon-in
: 80th
(Bob) (Dgresses before election
Delegate
to Alaska):
Congress
from Territory of
to Senate in 1950.
Served in Marine
Alaska past 14 years;
elected senator in
Corps in World War
Alaska's first election
II. No plans to reinas 49th state; will
troduce bil which would divorce broadcasters and networks from BMI; name
serve only two-year
mentioned prominently in Oversight term through luck of draw. Former
hearings last year in connection with ap- newspaperman, gold miner and secrepointment and service; pf FCC Comr.
tary of Alaska by Presidential appointRichard Mack.
ment.
28 (LEAD STORY)
■ Following are pictures and short
biographies of all the 17 Senate and 33
House Commerce Committee members.
They are arranged in order of senority
by parties.

Li

Hartke, Sen. Vance
(D-Ind.): Freshman
senator who defeated
Gov. Harold Handley
for seat formerly held
by
ner Sen.
(R);William
mayor Jen-of
Evansville
when
elected to Senate; attorney.

McGee, Sen. Gale
(D-Wyo.):Professor
Freshmanof
senator.
American History, U.
of
Wyoming,
Ph D..U.
American
History,
of Chicago, 1 9 4 9.
Chairman, Institute
of International Affairs. Interested in efforts to provide tv
service to sparsely-populated Wyoming.
Schoeppel,
Sen. Andrew F. (R-Kan.):
New ranking minority
member of Commerce
Committee, replacing
defeated Sen. John
W. Bricker (R-Ohio).
Two years remaining
in second term as senator; governor of Kansas for two terms:
attorney.
Butler. Sen. John
\1 ( R-Md. ) : Four
i
\ years
remaining
second term
in Senate;of
% ;| I committee.
No. 2 Republican
Beganon
Baltimore law practice
in 1926; with City
Service Commission
of Baltimore April 1947 to June 1949.
Cotton, Sen. Norris
(R-N.H.):November
Entered
Senate
1954; presentJanuaryterm1963.
exMemberpires of
House,
80th through 83 rd
Congresses; lawyer.
Case, Sen. Clifford
P. (R-N.J.): Former
Congressman (194553), elected to Senate
in 1954; merce
newCommittee
Commember;
former
ident of The Fundpresfor
the Republic; trustee
of Rutgers U.; member of Council on
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The
SALESMAN
makes

a

difference

and

so

. . .

does

the

STATION!

You can bet on it — a reputable, believable
salesman will make less noise — and make more sales —
than a carnival pitch man.

50,000-watt WHO Radio is the most believable, effective
salesman in this State. Iowa has confidence in WHO
because WHO has confidence in Iowa. We have proved
our faith for decades — by building and maintaining the
greatest Farm Department in Mid-America — the greatest
News Department — a fine, professional Programming
Department that does a lot more than play the "first 50'!
As a result, more Iowa people listen to WHO
than listen to the next four commercial stations
combined — and BELIEVE what they hear!
Of course you are careful about the salesmen you
hire. You of course want to be equally careful
about your radio salesmen. Ask PGW for all the
facts about Iowa's GREATEST radio station!
BROADCASTING, January 26, 1959

WHO
(or Iowa PLUS!
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager
WHO Radio is part of Central Broadcasting Company,
which also owns and operates
WHO-TV, Des Moines, WOC-TV, Davenport
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., National Representative*

Foreign Relations and National Council
Roberts,neth A.Rep.
Ken- :
(D-Ala.)
of Churches of Christ in U.S.A.; introFirst elected to 82nd
duced agency reform legislation in past
congress.
Congress. Chairman
of last year's etv hearMorton, Sen.Thrusingstions
in CommunicaSubcommittee;
ton B. (R - Ky.) :
Elected to Senate two
last week introduced
etv bill; former state
years ago but new to
Commerce Committee; served three terms
in House (1947 - 52) ;
Moulder, Rep. MorAssistant Secretary of
gan M. (D-Mo.) : Began 1958 as chairman
State, 1953-56; graduate of Yale; director of several Kenof Oversight Subcombut lost contucky organizations.
trol ofmittee
members
and
Scott, Sen. Hugh
staff
and
"resigned";
beginning 11th year
(R - Pa.) : Freshman
in Congress; former
I senator
but
16
year
veteran of House of judge, prosecuting attorney.
Representatives; ReStaggers, Rep. Harpublican Party nationley O. (D-W.Va.):
Has served in House
1948-49;of
al chairman,
H&Vn^
B
^| former
member
since
81st Congress.
President EisenhowFormer high school
coach and teacher;
er's personal staff; author of several
books and magazine articles; recipient
former sheriff; past
of numerous awards.
president of W. Va.
State Moose Assn.
HOUSE COMMITTEE
Dollinger, Rep. Isidore (D-N.Y.) : ConHarris, Rep. Oren
No(D-Ark.): Beginning
vembergressman1948.sinceEight
10th term in Conyears in state assemgress, third year as
chairman of House
bly, four in state senate; member of DolCommerce Commitfirm. linger &Dollinger law
JL ..jgdta tee. Specialized in
asHm communications; bitter foe of pay tv; adRogers,
Rep. Walter E. (D-Tex.):
vocates spectrum study; headed 1958
First elected to 82nd
Oversight investigations of FCC and
will introduce several reform measures
Congress. Former disasmittee.
result; keeps tight control of his comtrict attorneyof thirtyfirst district
state.
Holds law degree
from U. of Texas Law
Williams, Rep. John
School.
Bell (D-Miss.): No.
2 man on committee
and rumored set to
Friedel, Rep. Samuel N. (D-Md.):
take over new version
Former
legisla-of
■ of Oversight Subcomtor andstate
member
^fm mittee; beginning 13th
Baltimore
city
counI year in Congress; forcil, serving ofin latter
mer county prosecuchairman
financeas
tor; had considered entering upcoming
and ways and First
means
committees.
Mississippi
has
withdrawngovernor's
name. race but since elected to 83 rd Congress
from new 7th
Mack, Rep. Peter F. congressional district.
Flynt, Rep. John
Jr. (D-Ill.); Oversight
member; critic of
James Jr. (D-Ga.):
First elected to 83rd
FCC and its deintermixture decisions. In
Congress, member
sixth congressional
Oversight Subcommitterm. Active in aviatee. Former state legislator and president
tion for which has reof Solicitors General
ceived numerous
awards.
Assn.; World War II
30 (LEAD STORY)

Bronze mandStar
holder,Staffgraduate
& General
School. of Com-

boat commander.

MacDonald, Rep.
Torbert H. CDMass.): Beginning
third term. Attorney;
former member New
England area NLRB;
former legal assistant
to Eric Johnston.
World War II P.T.
Rhodes, Rep. George
M. (D-Pa.): First
elected to 81st Congress. Veteran of
World War I; has
worked as printer,
business manager, labor editor and labor
representative.
Jarman, Rep. John
term
in(D-Okla.):
Congress. Fifth
Formerly
served
in
both
branches of state legislature,
and as enlistee in
Army ingfour
years
War durHolds World
Harvard
lawII.

degree.

O'Brien, Rep. Leo
W. (D-N.Y.): Beginning fifth
term newspain Con- ^ i gress;
former
commentator;
f^ttw"* /
perman and radioowns
- tv
& r*\*\ minority interest in
(TV)
TEN (TV)
Albany,
WROW-WWCDB
flKV^
Hagaman, both New York, and WCDC
(TV) Adams, Mass.
Moss, Rep. John E.
(D-Calif.): As member of Oversight
Subcommittee, outspoken
critic fore
of practices
beFCC during
hearings. Sponsor of
freedom of information legislation which
became law during past Congress; member of House since January 1953;
former member of California Assembly.
Dingell, Rep. John
D. (D-Mich.):
Elected to 84th Congress
in
special
election
succeed late father,to
who trictrepresented
since founding dis-in
1932. Against pay tv;
has been outspoken
critic of FCC; former research assistant
to U.S. Circuit Judge.
BROADCASTING, Jonuary 26, 1959

Kilgore, Rep. Joe
Springer, Rep. William L. (R-Ill.): InM. (D-Tex.): Begintroduced anti-pay tv
ning third term. In
bill in last Congress;
Texas House of
second ranking minorRepresentatives 1946ity member. Now in
52; practiced law until
fifth term. Previously
elected to Congress in
1954. Appointed to
state's attorney; counCommerce Committy judge.
tee in the summer of last year to fill a
Bush, Rep. Alvin R.
vacancy created by the retirement of
(R-Pa.): Entering
Rep. Martin Dies (D-Tex.).
fifth congressional
term. Owns 400 of
Rogers, Rep. Paul
7.500 shares common
G. (D-Fla.) : Now in
voting stock in
third term in ConWWPA Williamsport
gress
but
new
memand WARC Milton,
ber of Commerce
both Pennsylvania.
Committee; attorney Corporation executive.
member of Supreme
Court Bar. Father
Schenck, Rep. Paul
formerly was member
F. (R-Ohio): First
of House Commerce.
elected to 82nd Congress. Teacher and
scoutmaster; Dayton
Hemphill, Rep. Rorecreation director;
bert W. (D-S.C):
president of board of
Serving second term
education for 7 years.
in Congress but new
member of commitDerounian, Rep.
tee. Active in church
Steven B. (R-N.Y.) :
affairs; former state
Beginning fourth conlegislator and solicitor
gres ional term. Memof 6th Judicial Circuit.
ber of Federal
munications Bar ComAssn.
when private practicRostenkowski, Rep.
sponsoreding attorney;
anti-influence
Dan. (D-Ill.): Freshman. Youngest mem- legislation.
ber of Congress (31
Younger, Rep. J.
on Jan. 2). Six years
Arthur (R-Calif.):
First elected to 83rd
in state legislature.
Real estate
Congress. Served in
surance man. and inWorld War I, financial
administrator; has
been executive vice
Brock, Rep. Lawpresident of Citizens
rence (D-Neb.): BeFederal Savings &
gin ing first term,
lowest -ranking
majority
Loan Assn., San Francisco, since 1937.
member of commitAvery, Rep. Wiltee;man;pharmacist-cattleformer member
liam H. (R-Kan.):
Starting third term in
of state highway
mission and activecom-in
Congress. Four years
public power field.
as state legislator.
Formerly farmer and
stockman. Father was
Bennett, Rep. John
state senator.
B. (R-Mich.): FolCollier, Rep.
lowing November
Harold R. (R-Ill.):
elections, jumped four
First elected to 85th
seats to become rankCongress.
Former
ing minority member
newsman; served in
a i of Commerce ComBerwyn
City terms
Council;as
■k €&- ]BM
mittee; member Overserved three
mm>.
■■ sight
Subcommittee
and one of first to call for agency
secretary-treasurer of
reforms. Beginning eighth term in ConCook County Supervigress.
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Glenn, Rep. Milton
W. (R-N.J.): Serving
second term. Six years
in state legislature;
previously municipal
magistrate. Naval reserve mander.
lieutenantMembercom-of
Congress since 1957
but newly-assigned to Commerce Committee.
Devine, Rep. Samuel
L. (R-Ohio):
Freshman congressman;
three terms as state
legislator; five years
with FBI; LL.B. from
Notre Dame and former Columbus district
attorney.
Nelson, Rep.
Ancher (R-Minn.):
New to the Hill.
Served on Rural Electrification Administrationant1953-56.
Lieuten-of
Governor
Minnesota, 1952-53;
fourteen years in state
legislature.
Keith, ingsRep.
Hast- :
(R - Mass.)
Freshman congressbottommanrung occupying
on seniority
totem atorpole;
state
senfor two terms
and chaired that
body's counterpart to
Commerce Committee; chartered life
underwriter; is a graduate of U. of
Vermont.
Committee staffs
The staffs of the Senate and
House Commerce Committees are
important in furnishing expertise,
drafting reports and legislation
and conducting hearings.
On the Senate committee, chief
clerk is Edward Jarrett, in that
position since October 1942 except during
the 1953-54 expert
GOP
Congress;
communications
is counsel Nicholas Zapple, in
that job since January 1950.
On the House committee, chief
clerk is W. E. Williamson, former mayor of Magnolia, Ark.,
appointed
Chairman
Harris in
November by1957;
communications
counsel is Kurt Borchardt, in
that job since 1947.
(LEAD STORY) 31

BROADCAST
SINGLE

RATE

GAINS

ADVERTISING

SUPPORT

WADK switches with dozen more on brink;
retail critics no deterrent to SRA move
The attack on the two-rate system last week that it would join this group
of pricing radio-tv time for national March 1, following on the heels of
and local advertisers gained strength similar decisions a week earlier by the
last week, but also ran into some resist- Balaban radio stations (WRIT Milance.
waukee, KBOX Dallas, WIL St. Louis)
Officials of Station Representatives and KTUL Tulsa.
Mitler Explains • Milton E. Mitler,
Assn. said a drive to get stations to
convert to single rates for all adver- owner-manager of WADK, said he considered asingle rate for all advertisers
tisers, national and local, or at least
amend and stiffen current policies, the best solution of a long-standing and
would be one of SRA's "main projects" difficult problem — that of national adfor 1959. And, in the meantime, one
pressing throughfor their
local
the lower
more station abandoned the double dealers andvertisers'distributors
standard and at least a dozen others local rate. The new single rate of
were reported on the verge of the same WADK, announced after consultation
decision, following the lead of four with Everett-McKinney, the station's
stations a week earlier (Broadcast- national representative, is a compromise
between the old local and national
ing, Jan. 10).
The movement was by no means un- rates.
Where the one-time 1-minute nationchallenged, however. The director of
al rate has been $7 and the comparable
radio-tv advertising for Allied Stores,
local
rate $6, the new single rate will
which operates more than 80 department stores across the U.S. — most of be $6.50. On an end-rate basis it comes
them substantial users of radio — issued down to $5.30, as against $5.50 for
a sharp warning that the trend could the national and $3.90 for the local
lead to substantial revenue losses for under the old two-rate system.
stations, with newspapers the gainers.
Officials of Everett - McKinney and
Critics Heard • Critics among re- those of other rep firms said they had a
tailers also contended that station repre- number of stations which were considering abandonment of the two-rate
sentatives leading the move were motivated by a desire to get advertisers' policy and probably would act soon.
co-op funds spent nationally rather
Indirectly,
they ofhadbroadcasters
the encouragement of a number
who
than locally through their dealers. They
claimed dealers would respond by
diverting co-op appropriations back to
newspapers — whose hold on co-op advertising, they noted, radio has only
recently been able to loosen. They also
recalled that years ago newspaper representatives tried a similar tactic among
newspapers but failed.
Such arguments did not appear to
deter SRA leaders in their determination to push for abolition, or at least
substantial amendment, of the dual
rate structure. They said their radio
and television trade practices committees, headed respectively by Arthur
McCoy of John Blair & Co. and Adam
Young of Young Television Corp.,
Timing
timebuyers'
H-R
planned to work together on this proRepresentatives
Inc. hastimean •answer
gram.
to
timebuyers'
complaints
that
rep
visits take up too much of their time.
It has been estimated that approxiThe gimmick: alarm watches, set
mately
one-third
of
the
nation's
leading radio stations already have single
for a mutually-agreeable period,
rates.
which tell both rep and timebuyer
WADK Newport, R.I., announced
32

volunteered to broadcast their experiences under a single rate.
Testimonials • Robert Fehlman, manager of WHBC Canton, Ohio, said
that
he had "operated
the one-rate
basis sincesuccessfully"
1947 and hadon
"recommended single-card operation on
many occasions." President Robert
Feagin of WPDQ Jacksonville, Fla.,
said "we cessful
haveand a found
completely
sucmajorit step
in station
progress."
H. William
Koster
of WEAN Manager
Providence,
R.I., reported
that "we have always operated with
single - rate card"; President - Manager
J. Marion O'Hara of WMAN Mansfield, Ohio, said WMAN has had a
single rate since December 1950, and
Robert B. Jones Jr. of WFBR Baltimore said he had found that under
this system "everybody wins" (also see
page 16).
Matson entering radio
Matson Navigation Co., operator of
a steamship line between Australasia,
Pacific ports and the West Coast, has
bought Frank Goss & the News, a new
series of CBS newscasts to run through
March. This marks the first time the
76-year-old company has used radio.
The newscasts are carried MondaySaturday on 19 CBS coast affiliates.
The concern also is advertising
cruises in 60-second spots over KSFO
San Francisco, KFAC Los Angeles,
KDYL Salt Lake City, KTLN Denver,
KLIF Dallas, KFJZ Fort Worth and
KNUZ Houston. Agency: Fuller &
Smith & Ross Inc.
when it's time to go. H-R saleman
Tom O'Dea (1) here takes his new
watch into a meeting with Ed Fieri,
chief timebuyer for BBDO.
There are two reasons behind the
technique, according to James M.
Alspaugh, H-R vice president. The
first to help the timebuyer, whose
time is in great demand, the second
to help the rep salesman budget
more calls in his week. H-R thinks it
can increase calls 15% by using the
watches.
In practice, the rep salesman asks
the timebuyer
schedule'
when
setting upabout
the his
appointment,
then
computes
what
he's
got
pitch,
sets the watch to determinedto period
and walks in. When the alarm
(they're allonHelbros
alarmdeal)
watches,
purchased
a special
goes
off, the salesman goes out.
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working

partners

design for sales.. .
Since the day H-R was started by a group of Working Partners we have
focused all our efforts and facilities toward the goal of consistently
FRANK HEADLEY, President
DWIGHT REED, Vice President
FRANK PELLEGRIN, Vice President

producing more sales for each of our stations. Over the years, thanks to a
mature and sales-seasoned staff backed by imaginative research and sales
planning, we have developed a distinctive type of representative service
that has proven unusually sales productive.

We always send a man to do a man's job"
RADIO
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TELEVISION

NEW YORK
CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD

SAN FRANCISCO ATLANTA
DALLAS
HOUSTON
DETROIT NEW ORLEANS

PLACE

and

... in St. Louis

SHOW
with.

WIL
BUY Radio when you buy media
BUY Balaban when you buy radio
BUY WIL when you buy St. Louis
and you BUY the people who BUY.
Audience up 900% in Hooper, 730% in Pulse. Billing up
400%. All over the first 10 months of Balaban Operations!
WIL
St. Louis KBOX
Dallas WRIT
Milwaukee
THE BALABAN STATIONS
in tempo with the times

STORES

MISS

RADIO-TV

BOAT?

Retail ad parley hears that broadcasting
deserves more emphasis by merchandisers
spot reaches a new audiRetailers are simply "kidding" them- becauseence.each
Leonards uses 20-second spots for
selves when they talk about testing telewell-known
items
and minute announcevision— they're
really testing
their ability to use
the medium
effectively.
ments for items requiring demonstration.
That was the view of Jack Miller, adMust Consider Return • What of
vertising director of Leonards Department Store, Fort Worth, Tex., which cost? Says Mr. Miller: "The initial cost
has been experimenting with tv since is more often considered than what is
1948. He told the Retail Advertising produced per dollar spent. If tv will
Conference in Chicago how both radio produce a reasonable return from what
and tv have proved effective in moving you invest, it's not too expensive. Most
"best-selling items and in special pro- tvandstations
haveprograms
T0-plans' andand participa'5-plans'
low cost
motions"— with store expenditures reptions which will fit into most local budresenting a mere 15% of its advertisgets." He noted that retailers tend to
ing budget. What's more, radio-tv rep"gloss over" newspaper ads which don't
sents the "best
way" forthemsmall
to close rethe
gap between
and stores
their produce and "we seldom blame the
newspaper. With tv, it's a different
big competitors, without being "cov- story.
We are prone to say that 'tv just
ered, smothered and completely domidoesn't
work for
ated" bythem wasin newspaper
space. top
Production
may me.'
pose" a problem, Mr.
Mr. nMiller
one of several
Miller conceded,
viewers ofcan your
"be
speakers ventioatn intheRAC's
con- merciless
in theirnoting
judgment
Palmerseventh
House annual
Jan. 17-18,
locally-produced
spot
when
it
follows
appearing on the closing Sunday agenda. $50,000 Remington razor spot witha
Most retailers regard radio-tv as "two Dick Stark. We do not have the money,
step-children of retail advertising to- time
nor talent to produce quality tv
day" and tv as a kind of "Cinderella
medium,"
he
observed.
They
all
watch
it and some have tested it but, as with
the weather, nobody does anything
about it. This is a mistake, Mr. Miller
intimated (also see story page 41).
Leonards started testing tv in 1948
when the market comprised one station and 500 tv receivers, he recounted.
The store made mistakes and found
some answers with changing trends reflecting "thethan
naturea basic
of thecharacteristic
retail business rather
of television." It bought football games,
several live quarter-hour shows, record
formats, cooking and gardening programs, syndicated films and feature
Corridor conference • Between
movies. In 1954 it purchased WBAPChicago sessions Mr. Miller (r)
TV Fort Worth's Weather Telefacts,
compares notes with Arthur L.
whose "cost-to-sell" ratio has been
Grim, WBAP-TV Fort Worth.
"very satisfactory," with additional "institutional value."
Today, Leonards also runs about 62
spots per week on WBAP-TV, Break- commercials that would compare favorfast at Leonards Monday through Satably with a national
advertiser's
urday on KFJZ radio, and 64 spots per
Conversely,
he observed,
viewers spot."
may
week on KXOL five-minute newscasts. become so hardened to the smooth naBreakfast at Leonards has been on the
tional spot they will welcome a local
air since 1942, Monday through Satur- announcement with "sympathetic atday, 7-7:30 a.m.
Spot schedules are utilized during de- tention."
Videotape may be a "partial answer
partmental and divisional events and
the felt,
local inproduction
problem," store
Mr.
terms of permitting
saturation schedules during store-wide toMiller
events. "We have found through expe- executives to compress an entire week's
rience that a spot schedule during day- schedule into one session, to pre-evalutime will often produce better results ate the finished product and to rectify
than a program in prime evening time mistakes and improve commercials.
at the same cost," Mr. Miller reported. "Commercials produced by retailers
BROADCASTING, January 26, 1959

will not be up to the standards set by
national advertisers, but [vtr] will insure
a commercial that is the best they can
Little Fellow Too • Mr. Miller was
not talking
big stores
alone. is"Raproduce."
dio and/ or about
tv, used
effectively,
the
best way the small store can close the
gap between it and its big competitors.
Most any small store in the average
market can, with a relatively small portion of its budget, actually dominate
radio or become the dominant retail advertiser on television.
"This same small store is being covered, smothered and completely dominated by big store advertisers in the
newspaper — even though they spend
100% of their budget in newspaper.
When your spot is on tv, there is no
competition. You fill the entire screen
and it is yours exclusively during the
time you bought.
"The same is true of radio. You people from small stores have had the
experience of being buried in the fourth
section or stacked beside a full color
ad from a big competitor. This cannot
happen on radio and tv. Oh, you may be
double or triple spotted but while you
are
alone. onYou're
as bigon,as it's
the yours
next fellow
radio just
and
Advertising Manager Miller suggested
that monies for 20-page advertising sections for anniversary sales and seasonal
promotions might well be cut in half
("Does anyone ever wade through 20
pages of advertising from one store?")
and "probably still dominate" a particular newspaper,
and and
thattv"we
couldin
saturate
every radio
station
our market
tv." and have money left over
fromThe thecharacter
ten pagesof we
smallsaved."
and big stores
alike can be communicated through radio-tv, he claimed, with the former
building stature and the latter overcoming "your bigness through personal
appeal"
Big Bitof •theMr.media.
Miller said that only
15% of Leonards' total advertising
budget goes into radio-tv to back up
and support its major newspaper effort,
but emphasized the importance of using
all media to maximum advantage and
keeping fully appraised of all selling
toolsMostat advertising
managers'
store executives
carrycommand.
the title
of advertising or sales promotion manwhen, actually
"we are production
little more
than ager
newspaper
advertising
supervisors," Mr. Miller acknowledged.
While such supervisory duties are likely to remain their "prime responsibility"
for
Mr. titles
Millerand admitted,
"let's
live years,
up to our
really become
advertising
managers."
Otherend speakers
the two-day
week-S.
conference atincluded
Arthur
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MORE SPOT
COIN IN '59
win
you
Heads,
Here's how to head for more of the kind of business that earns you 100 cents on every dollar.
You do it in a big volume way when you answer the big demand for minute-spots in your
market with NTA'S TV HOUR OF STARS. Look: 90 hour-length films made especially
for television by top studios such as 20th Century-Fox and Warner Brothers. Look: the big

names, the big stories and the big new way to give more advertisers the advantages of in-program minutes, plus star point- of- salesmen for local merchandising. Look: they work for you
90 different ways. Strip them five days a week! Double them up for double audience interest,
double selling strength. Play them as singles day or night! Any way, any time, anywhere
they represent a wide new avenue of spot sales for you. NTA'S TV HOUR OF STARS
CONTACT HAROLD GOLDMAN. EXECUTIVE VICE-PRESIDENT, NATIONAL TELEFILM ASSOCIATES, 10 COLUMBUS CIRCLE,
N. Y. 19. JU 2-7300-ATLANTA, BOSTON, CHICAGO, DALLAS, MEMPHIS, HOLLYWOOD, MINNEAPOLIS, TORONTO, LONDON

WILS

FIRST IN AUDIENCE
. . . more than 100 % greater
audience*
any station
heard in thethanLansing
area.
FIRST IN POWER
AND COVERAGE
With 20 times the power of
any station in Lansing . . .
WILS produces the most
coverage for your money.
FIRST
MICHIGAN'S
MONEY INMARKET
WILS reaches 210,490
Radio homes in the 17
county central Michigan
area ... 1st in Michigan
in C.S.I.
CONTACT
VENARD
JUNTO UL &
McCONNELL, INC.
*C. E. HOOPER

WPON
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Truitt, national retail sales promotion,
Montgomery Ward; Dr. Burleigh B.
Gardner, executive director, and Charles
B. McCann, assistant, Social Research
Inc., and John Caples, vice president,
BBDO. Conference is held annually for
retailers and their suppliers, media representatives, advertising agency and
other personnel. Co-sponsors are Budd
Gore, retail advertising manager, Chiand Ralph
Heineman,
head cagoof DailyhisNews,
own retail
consultant
firm.
RAB hits agency road
A ten-man team from the Radio Advertising Bureau was in New York.
Philadelphia, Detroit, Chicago and St.
Louis last week. Its objective: to give
"the quickest, most complete pitch in
radio history" to the 50 top agencies
of the country whose combined billing
totals more than $2.8 billion.
The presentation, called "New
Facts," runs 12 minutes. At cutoff time,
a timing device
rings a (Another
bell and broadRAB's
salesman
stops talking.
cast advertising interest is also using
this time limit technique; see H-R
box, page 32.) RAB executives have
been advised to tell agency officials:
"When the bell starts ringing, we stop
talking. Any questions you have are on
yourTheownpresentation
time."
itself has a twofold purpose: to summarize important
data accumulated on radio during the
last few months by independent research, advertisers and agencies, and to
remind media personnel that the material exists and is available in greater
detail from RAB.
Rheingold switches
Rheingold is rolling out the beer
barrel in spot television.
For the brewery (Liebmann Breweries
Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y.) spot tv announcements— about $500,000 worth — mark
an important change in advertising
strategy. (Actually Rheingold is a
veteran advertiser of "program" spot
as distinguished from "announcement"
spot.) tionRheingold's
changeannouncement
is the addiof an intensive
campaign starting March 1.

DATE
Thurs., Jan. 15
Fri., Jan. 16
Sat.,
Jan.
1718
Sun.,
Jan.
Mon.,
Jan.
Tues., Jan. 1920
Wed., Jan. 21

The eastern brewer's spot tv announcement buying will
concentrated in Massachusetts
and beRhode
Island.
Of significance: radio-tv will take
80% of the budget in those two states
where Rheingold had been putting 90%
of its ad money into print and outdoor.
In some of its other market territory
(which extends through the New England states, New Jersey and parts of
Pennsylvania and New York state [including New York City]), Rheingold
sponsors State Trooper, Headline and
Federal Men syndicated series.
The new spot announcement campaign will be in prime evening time,
and will go through the end of 1959.
Agency is Foote, Cone & Belding,
New York.
M-E Chicago shuffle
McCann-Erickson's Chicago office is
adopting a reorganization plan it has
considered for over a year — the agency
is going into a group system of operation, officially centralizing media and
programming under one person.
Under the new operation, already
adopted by other Chicago agencies, a
group system is being set up in media
to include supervisors and buyers. Kenneth Fleming, formerly senior media
group head of Leo Burnett Co., has
been appointed director of media and
broadcast programming.
His appointment and two other staff
additions were announced Thursday
(Jan. 22) by Chester L. Posey, vice
president and general manager of McCann-Erickson's Chicago office. John
Deacon, assistant group supervisor and
a broadcast media manager at TathamLaird, Chicago, joins M-E as media
group head. Ruth Leach, recently sales
coordinator for Edward Petry & Co.,
station
representative, joins M-E as
media buyer.
In ardpart,
Mr. Fleming
A. Heller,
who hassucceeds
resignedHow-as
media director. Also leaving McCannErickson are William Kennedy, chief
timebuyer, to become manager of the
Detroit office of Robert E. Eastman &
Co., station representative, and Esther
Anderson, timebuyer.

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television network shows for each
day
of
the
week
Jan.
15-21 asBureau.
rated by the multi-city Arbitron instant
ratings of American Research
PROGRAM and TIME
NETWORK RATING
Playhouse
90
(9:30
p.m.)
CBS-TV 21.6
Walt
Disney(10:00
Presentsp.m.)
(8:00 p.m.) ABC-TV
23.4
Gunsmoke
What's
My Line? (10:30
p.m.) CBS-TV
CBS-TV 30.2
26.8
Danny
Thomas
(9:00
p.m.)
CBS-TV
Rifleman (9:00 p.m.)
ABC-TV 24.1
22.4
Wagon Train (7:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV 25.1
Copyright 1959 American Research Bureau
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Multiply the cans you see here by 2 billion— and it still falls short
of the output it takes each year to pack the myriad products we
buy in cans. The actual yearly total in the U.S. alone: more than
40 billion cans— 26 billion of which contain foods of almost every
imaginable variety.
Through its Weirton Steel Company division, National Steel is a
leading supplier of the tin plate from which cans are made.
Weirton produces both electrolytic and hot-dipped tin plate . . .

makes National Steel the nation's largest indeand its output
pendent source of this material.
steels and steel products in
Tin plate is just one of many quality
which National Steel specializes. Another National Steel specialty
is service. A look-ahead service dedicated to all American industry
Great
through its five major divisions: Weirton Steel Company,
Lakes Steel Corporation, Stran-Steel Corporation, Enamelstrip
Corporation, The Hanna Furnace Corporation.

NATIONAL STEEL CORPORATION, GRANT BUILDING, PITTSBURGH, PA.WJP

PAPERS

GANG

UP TO RAISE
REVENUE
1 ,000 newspaper admen meet to draft tactics gregate sales of $95 billion apart from
the dip in auto sales. The appliance field
— home furnishing category — also tailed
on recapturing ad dollars from broadcasting
off (JV2%), relying "more on other
An unprecedented all-out campaign groups. In only one group, however, media (television, radio and magazines)
do newspapers get over 50% of nation- to advertise its goods."
by
the
nation's
daily
newspapers
to
raise
their overall revenues to a record $3.5
"Radio, television, magazines, outal advertising monies — automotive. (It
door [ads], all have their important
billion this year (from a previous $3.2 gets roughly a quarter each of the $600
billion) was inaugurated last week at the million food and $175 million appliance places in the scheme of advertising
Newspaper Advertising Executives Assn. product budgets and 20% of the $500 media, but they do not approach this
convention in Chicago.
million health and beauty aids business.) impact [of total selling] on the buying
Automobile advertising on tv may be public in either quantity or quality —
The "total
selling"
concept
was
unveiled by the American Newspaper entertaining but it hasn't helped lift in depth or in breadth," Mr. Kurz said.
Publishers Assn. Bureau of Advertising sagging sales, Walter C. Kurz, adver- (He is chairman of the plans committee
with the help of allied groups at the
tising manager of the Chicago Tribune, for the ANPA Advertising Bureau.)
suggested to NAEA delegates.
Battle for Budgets • He recommendNAEA
parley
in
Chicago's
Edgewater
Beach Hotel (Jan. 18-21). The 82nd
advertising and marketing and
Big areMove
to Tv
• "Undoubtedly,
several
reasons
tied into the moreed better
annual meeting was completely staged, there
"constructive selling" in the battle
in a perhaps precedential move, under defection of automobile sales last year," for budgets.
Too frequently the adverthe
bureau's auspices (also see he acknowledged. "But, very significanttiser or agency decision to go into tv,
storyANPA
page 35).
ly, these last few years have seen the radio, or in other media, "silences our
In capsule, this is what television (and big move to television, and last year was
guns." he complained.
to a lesser degree, radio) can expect in the heftiest. The American public must selling
Dr. Howard D. Hadley, vice presibe
very
thankful
to
the
American
auto1959's
battle
of
broadcast
vs.
print
director reported
of ANPA'son
media:
mobile business for the fine entertain- Bureaudent andofresearch
Advertising,
• Expanded coverage of retail conment provided by their advertising dol- available materials to help spark the
ventions where tv is conceded to be
lars in 1958. But the applause did not
selling" concept. These include:
come in appreciative sales, or even "total
making "substantial inroads."
sheets comparing costs of network
showroom
traffic. And this, as the de- data
• A month-by-month "TNT sales
tv
vs.
newspapers
and spot tv vs. newspartment store, food, drug and apparel
papers; abooklet for computing costdrive," tobeerbe distributors,
aimed at regional
clients,
automobileoil people can tell them, is how advertising per-thousand
advertising impressions in
dealers, soft drink bottlers and two- dollars can be used most productively newspapers and
television in a local
week promotions involving the heaviest in selling goods right now."
market area and also tv costs and audiMr.
Kurz
cited
sales
boosts
for
food,
newspaper advertiser categories (autoences on a comparable basis. ANPA
motive, food, appliance and health and drug, apparel and department stores in is preparing a manual on an audience
beauty aids).
1958. They relied primarily on news- survey titled "Is Anybody Looking?"
paper advertising and racked up agThe three-day presentation, interNAEA members are urged to invite
larded with musical and other dramatic
a local advertiser or representative of
effects, was aired before approximately
a national company to their offices and
1,000 newspaper advertising executives.
watch their own sponsored tv programs.
Yawns
in 'Post'?
Said The Saturday
Evening
Also
participating
in
the
"total
selling"
The purpose: to demonstrate "how exdrive with ANPA and NAEA were the
Post last week in an advertiselimited"market.
the client's
cover-a
age is intremelythat
Then tvmake
American Assn. of Newspaper Repment
(prepared
by
BBDO)
:
"No
sentatives and National Newspaper Progamble and not a yawn from
pilot survey
of the audience's
size and
motion Assn. Speakers did not limit
percent
of sponsor
identification.
cover
to cover."
themselves to prepared text but apIt used
the same art and layout
"It's suggested that two or three teleof an ad by Benton & Bowles a
phone operators dial about 40 different
sentation.peared every day in the continuous prenumber in 30 minutes, completing perweek prior, congratulated B&B
Charles T. Lipscomb Jr., ANPA Adfor its "enviable tv record of
haps 100 interviews. "Since this is a
vertising Bureau president, urged expilot survey rather than the last word
longevity" and acknowledged
pansion of retail conventions because
B&B's ad was not meant as a conin survey techniques," Dr. Hadley felt,
of
"the interviews which even one opdemnation of tv. B&B's ad deHe tv's
notedinroads
that inin "certain
1958, 58%retailmoreareas."
deerator can complete should be enough
picted a man yawning, describing
partment stores used 72% more tv
to be of considerable interest to an
the yawn as the most expensive in
spots. But, he added, 1,750,000 retailers
America— "the one that kills a
advertiser." He suggested the calls be
put a total of $2.5 billion annually into
placed by operators at the newspaper.
network
Jan.
19). show" (Broadcasting,
newspapers, and about one-tenth as
The questions to be asked: (1) Do
much into tv and one-sixth into radio.
you own a television set? (2) Is your
But the Post's kicker was an
set turned on? (3) To what station
anti-tv pitch: the Post asserted it
He acknowledged that newspapers'
chief competitors (radio-tv, magazines)
are you tuned? (4) What program is
had taken the "gamble" out of
on?
(5) Who is the sponsor? Dr.
made great strides last year "toward
magazines via a new study, "Ad
organizing and educating their forces
Hadley said, "The sum total is that
Page
Exposure,"
that
provides
the
you will be able to get some striking
to sell their products nationally."
"first compatible measure" for the
comparison of magazines and
information on viewing, sponsor idenMr. Lipscomb expects the country's
tification, homes with tv sets and other
television. Upshot: the Post liked
1,750 daily papers to participate in the
two weeks of promotional events for
the B&B ad, especially the yawn.
facts of interest to you and your adfour major newspaper advertising
vertisers." (The ANPA bureau also is
BROADCASTING, January 26, 1959
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a manual for conducting
putting eoutsurveys).
telephon
Charles B. Lord, Indianapolis (Ind.)
Star and News and outgoing NAEA
warned asthatone"ifofnewspaper
president,
the basics
are not selected
then all
,
advertisers
national
by
media
newspapers will be left out in the cold.
When they are under consideration,
along with other media, newspapers will
by advertisers and agenbe evaluated
cies as a media classification, not as
individual newspapers. The deciding
factor will be the advantages we are
able to sell together in competition with
other media."
But Allied Stores' Samuel H. Cuff,
director of radio-tv advertising and
for departlong-time exponent oftheradio
one-rate movement stores, viewed
alarm."
able
"consider
ment with
He said "the bases for the existence
of the local-retail rate are sound . .
thus it seems rather odd that the incondustry as a whole should seriously been
sider abandoning a practice that haswhich
and
n,
inceptio
in force since its
into its coffers about twonow brings
with
thirds of every dollar it earns,
much more to come, at the urging of
a group [station representatives] contributing les than half of this."
Cuff's Criticism • Mr. Cuff continued: "I have seen nothing substantive
to indicate that the abolishing of the
local-retail rate will result in more gross
revenue to radio stations. On the other
hand, I am positive that, if allil radio
stations abolish the local-reta rate,
themthey will both price and classify
of local-in
deal return
of a great will
out Retailers
right
selves
retail revenue.
full force to their traditional medium
rs], which incidentally does
[newspape
offer
them a local-retail rate.
"Without in any way implying that
I am the spokesman for the retail industry, Inevertheless feel that something should be said, and said strongly,
in the behalf of the retention of the
rate structure . . ."
existing local-retail
Among station representatives pushthere was acknowlchange
the
ing for
edgement that, for some stations, adoption of one rate would be difficult. It
is easier, they said, in very large and in
difficult
relatively small markets, more because
in those of medium size — this
involved.
situations
ve
of the competiti
Alternative Plan • For those stations
which feel they cannot go to a single
As exrate, SRA has an alternative.Lawrence
plained by SRA director
Webb in a speech 10 days ago, this is to
"local" and "national" rates
asreclassify
"retail" and "general," define those
rates clearly, price them fairly and then
stick to the rate card.
By one of these means or the other
stations will be urged by SRA members
BROADCASTING, January 26, 1959

PREVIEW
Aluminum and high fashion • An incongruous combination? Alcoa shows
Alcoa Presents tomorrow
to be presented on ABC-TV's
in a new commercial p.m.)
and next week (Feb. 3) that the amalgamation
(Jan ^7 10-10-30
in a three-way tie-in
makes sense. Fuller & Smith & Ross, Alcoals agency,
high-fashion
Chrysler division, is emphas.zing
with Kimberly Knitwear and
products.
aspects of Chrysler cars dressed smartly with Alcoaa month-long (Kimberly
print and
of
Chrysler and Alcoa are currently in the midst
of "Fashion on the Move. )
window display campaign around the themereading
the Feb. 1 issue of Vogue
The commercial opens with a woman
Alcoa spread. The camera
turns to a double-pagefashion
magazine in which she
model in a Kimberly
high
focuses on the still (shown above) of a
to life
Saratoga. The model comes
dress standing alongside a Chrysler
of frame. Remainder of the commercial
shows the dress and moves out appointmen
automobile
ts of the Chrysler
concentrates on the aluminum
detail. Clip ends
from outer grill work to under-the-hood and to interior
a three-pointed star and
forming
with the models posing next to three cars
announcer (Brooke Taylor) tying in once again "Fashion on the move . .
a bold new beauty with a practical plus: the plus of Alcoa aluminum 'gleam
by F-S-R in cooperation with
The campaign was prepared and conceived(arrangeme
nts for Kimberly).
& Rubicam (Chrysler) and Vogue
Young
and go'."

adver"close paralproblem of national
therethewould
to tackle ' theseeking
lel" between
two), bethea bureau
came
local rates on the thought
vertisers
the second
for
figures
these
with
connection —thea up
of some local
grounds they
and third quarters of 1958:
s call that of
sometime
problem
"three B's," after
some of the principal
SPOT
bakeries
,
breweries
:
users of this device
Rank Category % of Total
and bottlers.
1.2. Gasoline,
Food and lubricants
grocery
22.0
14.V
3. Tobacco
12-0
4.
Ale,
beer
and
wine
°.b
Big radio groups
5. Cleansers
6.
Drugs
°-3
7.
Automotive
in both spot, network
8. Toilet
requisites
4.4
9.
Finance
2.8
are heavy 10. Agriculture
Radio's biggest customers
2.6
.
advertising
spot
and
network
in both
NETWORK
This conclusion was reached by RAB
Category % of Total
last week on the basis of an analysis Rank
Drugs
W-0
cat- 1.2. Automotive
J-'-j
that, in termstopof 10product
showing egories,
of
buyers
3.4. Tobacco
Food and grocery
10.4
seven of the
9.6
requisites
radio's 5.6. Toilet
networks accordare also inadvertiser
spot 10.radio
Cleansers
4.8
Ranking oftheradio
top
7.
Soft
drinks,
confections
4.1
time used (not 8. Miscellaneous
ing to volume
3.7
beer
and
wine
3.4
dollars spent, since network radio dollar 10.9. Ale,
Publications
3.0
figures are not available, although RAB
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BASIC AD MAN'
All-media buyer
analyzed in seminar
The all-media buyer is modern, not
just a timebuyer and not engaged in a
"joust"
between buying specialists within an agency.
That's the image as presented in last
week'sSelling
Radio Seminar
& Television
and
in NewTimebuying
York by
executive spokesmen for Leo Burnett
Co. and Benton & Bowles, two of the
largest advertising agencies in the
country.
Dr. Seymour Banks, vice president of
Burnett, and Michael J. Donovan, vice
president and associate media director
at Benton & Bowles, quickly reached a
common ground on the all-media buying
concept.
• This was surprising in one respect
because the topic had been billed in advance as "pro and con."
Only place where the two gentlemen
were somewhat apart: Dr. Banks said
his agency's
mediaplans
groupfor supervisors
present
the media
all the accounts grouped under them (though
there may be some alternations by upper echelon) and bear the media responsibility within the department; Mr.
Donovan pointed up that at his agency
there is a plans board, but Dr. Banks
commented this group is outside of the
media department.
Of the old-type system, pre-1953
when broadcast specialists were employed atBurnett, Dr. Banks noted that
each of the buyers would emphasize
his own medium — "shotgun marriages
usually
don't workstressed
out toothat
well."at B&B
Mr. Donovan
the media man is house-trained, comes
up through set patterns of job conditioning (months of job training, year of
lectures, participation in "synthesized
advertising
and finally 6-12
months as acampaigns"
buyer assistant).
Basic Ad Man • Mostly, he said, the
all-media buyer becomes a "basic adman," meaning
that the buyer
can come vertising
through
with a marketing
profile to accompany each of his media proposals. He "works for all of the agenDonovan,
who pointed
up thatcy," said
theseMr.people
were sources
upon
which the agency could draw for account executives (took in 14 such people last year).
Dr. Banks, in answer to a question
from the audience, as to who in the
media department makes the decisions
on station buys, made these two points:
• In nearly all cases, timebuyers
select the stations for announcem
ent
campaigns.
42 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

HOW PEOPLE SPEND THEIR TIME
(Owing weather conditions in the Middle West, Sindlinger
& Co. wasto unable
to preparethisJan.week.)
9-17 figures in time for the
BROADCASTING deadline
There iswere
peopletime:in the U.S. over 12 years of age during the week Jan 2-8
they spent their
how 126,230,000
This
73.7%
(93,032,000)
spent 1,914.6 million hours!
Watchina Television
57.0% (71,951,000) spent
1,480.7 million hours
Usteninq to RaZ
82.0%
spent 439.8
million
hours
'''
Reading
LwsDaoe
29.5% (103,509,000)
(37,238,000)
177.3
hours
Reading
Magazine s
28.4% (35,817,000) spent 408.7 million hours
Watching Movief
orTv
21.0% (26,473,000)
spent
108.1
million
hours
Attending
Movies*
These
totals
compiled
by
Sindlinger
&
Co.,
Ridley
Park,
Pa.,
and
published
exclusively
BROADCASTING each week, are based on a 48-state, random dispersion sample of 7 000 interbv
views
each
day). Sindlinger's
weekly and quarterly "Activity"
reportnumerous
from which these
weekly (1,000
are drawn,
furnishes comprehensive
these and
cate
gones, figures
and shows
the duplicated
and unduplicatedbreakdowns
audiencesof between
each specificothermedium.
SINDLINGER'S
SET
COUNT:
As
of
Jan.
1,
Sindlinger
data
shows:
(1)
113
297 000
people
over 12 years
of age with
have tv;
access(3) to48,543,999
tv (89.8% tvof sets
the inpeople
(2) 43,977,000
households
use inin that
the age
U S . grouo)-

NBC-TV — Frances Langford Presents
• But this job is handled by time15 (10-11 p.m.). Telecast
buyers and their supervisors working —willon beMarch
the first for Splendex Entertogether when the purchasing is more
prises,
formed
by Miss Langford, her
complex. Example he gave: the Kellogg
d Ralph Evinrude and produce
r
extensive, nationwide spot television husban
Charles Wick. BBDO
is agency.
set-up
wherein
the
Burnett
people
had
to examine discount structures of and
time
placement on stations throughout Agency appointments
the country.
• Brand Owners Cooperative Assn.
(wine marketer), N.Y., appoints
Weiss
&
Geller Inc.. N.Y... as its agency.
9 Business briefly
Time Sales
• Vick Products Div., Vick Chemical
• Monsanto Chemical Co., St. Louis, Co., N.Y., names Ogilvy, Benson &
which is sponsoring six hour-long Con- double-buf
the company's
Mather Inc.,
tablets.
cold for
feredN.Y.,
quest programs on CBS-TV this season,
has signed as an alternate-week sponsor
Smith Bros. Inc. (cough drops),
of 10 Conquest programs during 1959- •Poughke
epsie, N.Y., names Kastor,
60, when series will be presented on a
Hilton, Chesley, Clifford & Atherton
half-hour Adv.,
basis St.for Louis.
20 weeks. Agency: Inc.,
N.Y., effective Feb. 1, replacing
Gardner
Sullivan
N.Y. , Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles
• Parker Pen Co. (Jotter ballpoint
pens), Janesville, Wis., has bought parCo. transfers its reticipations on ABC Radio's Breakfast • B. T. Babbitt cently-acquired
Charles Antell Div.
Club for 13-weeks and is beefing up tv
spot schedule in 60-70 markets in terms (Broadcasting, Dec. 29, 1958), Baltimore, from Paul Venze Assoc., Baltiof heavier saturation for spring advermore, to Brown & Butcher Inc., N.Y.
tising push (March-June). Agency:
Company
said that Venze would conTatham-Laird, Chicago. Purchase of
tinue for the present its produced ads
Don McNeill show marks Parker's first
network radio advertising since Infor- as "the speed with which Antell was
acquired precludes the possibility of
mation, Please in mid-40's. Tv spots having
the new ad programs ready at
will demonstrate
ficult surfaces. pen-writing over dif• Maybelline Co. (eye beauty aids),
Chicago, has pulled an estimated $1.5-2
million out of spot tv and put its money
into NBC-TV's Perry Como Show.
Long a heavy user of spot television
— and before that active in network
special shows — Maybelline is retaining
an announcement schedule in only a
handful of markets, and those adjacent
toschedules
"spectaculars."
It hasofbeen100 using
spot
in upwards
markets.
The company, through Gordon Best
Co., Chicago, bought into alternate
weeks of the Como series.
• Rexall Drug Co., Los Angeles, will
sponsor a one-hour special colorcast on

this early date."'
• Also in advertising
• A survey of the 200,000 Negroes living in the Bay Area has been completed
for KSAN San Francisco by Far West
Surveys sumerthere.
TitledArea"The
in the Bay
— ANegro
SurveyCon-of
Product
&
Brand
Use,"
the
reportwithis
culled from personal interviews
about 600 San Franciscans. Background
material includes occupations and family income, family size, radio listening
habits,
etc. The 120-page report,
an annual publication for KSAN, tomaybe
be obtained from Far West, 166 Geary
St., San Francisco 8.
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Announcing

the formation

of

ARKWRIGHT

ADVERTISING
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STREET-NEW
YORK
PLAZA
1 -551 5

EAST

55th

CO., INC.
22,

JERRY BESS
Executive Vice-President

JACK WILCHER
Vice-President

JAMES HACKETT
Media Director

THOMAS MANNOS
Radio-TV Prod., Director

N.Y

Servicing the following accounts:
Robert Hall Clothes

Abelsons Jewelers

Chief Apparel
The American Male

Meadow Sportswear
West Coast Slacks

Comark Plastics

Stanley

Blacker Associates

West Coast Office:
1717 NORTH HIGHLAND AVE.
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
Richard Westman,
MANAGER
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BEST NEWS

*
P1
e
•An Evening With Fred Astair
1 110
,aire"11C"
"Hope Goes To Moscow"

ftr

A
Show'
•Sid Caesar Chevy
^IMlG(Oys_SERIES
-frontiers Of yait
h„

Alban" I
>Ji
Arm
STS*^
OUTSTANDING
^RJNi
OUTSTANDING
actress in a starring role
Seville Brand, "All the King's Men
» Hem,
, .WtUe M„on 0f Alb
an.
rnUU

fff Si

7~TI "AH the King's Men
Maureen Stapled,
-

"Rome Eternal"

THE

SYLVANIA

AWARDS:
A

MEASURE

OF

NBC'S

TOTALIT

OF

There are many ways to judg

networ'i
of a television
the performance
But perhaps
the most significant
ofallis the breadt
PROGRHNT and diversity of its offerings. When 13 out of 2
Sylvania network awards go to NBC, they indicax
something more than a preponderance of exce
lence. They indicate a range of programming tfu
blankets virtually every category of television
SERVICE
drama, news, comedy, public service, music, var
ety, religion. They lend fresh emphasis to NBC
belief in a broad and balanced schedule that offe\
i
rewarding television for every program tast
The true measure of a network's greatness is t)
totality off its program service.
NBC

TELEVISION

NETWORi

THE

MEDIA

which currently are without network
ties, are effective Feb. 2. WHAY broadcasts on 910 kc with 5 kw. Patrick J.
Goode is president and Aldo DeProduces bid topping Zeckendorf terms
Dominicis general manager. WBLG is
for block of Outlet Co. stock in trust
on 1300 kc with 1 kw. Roy B. White
president and general manager
The intramural fight between trustees him that he would be kept on as ofJr. theis station.
of large blocks of Outlet Co. stock and WJAR-TV station manager at double
Joseph (Dody) Sinclair, general man- his present $15,000 salary.
The only other witness of importance Georgia news meet
ager of the Outlet Co.'s WJAR-AM-TV
Providence — and grandson of the late was William H. Sylk, president of PennBroadcasting industry figures will take
Col. Joseph Samuels, one of the foundsylvania Broadcasting Co. (WPEN-AM- part in the 14th annual Georgia Radio
ers of Rhode Island's multimillion dol- FM Philadelphia). Mr. Sylk testified & Television Institute, starting Tuesday
lar department
store — was being fought that last November he told the trustees (Jan. 27) at Athens, Ga. Opening the
in court
last week.
he was willing to pay $122.50 per share
will be a Tuesday dinner honorThe court action was highlighted by for the stock but that bank officials re- meeting
ing former presidents of Georgia Assn.
an offer by Mr. Sinclair to buy the
fused to give him details because they of Broadcasters,
by the
total shares in trust (55,230) at a price
signed an option agreement with institute and theco-sponsored
Henry W. Grady
of $122.50 per share. This is $2.50 had
Roger
Stevens,
New
York
realtor
and
School of Journalism, U. of Georgia.
above the contracted price agreed to
between the trustees and the William Broadway producer. Mr. Stevens origSpeakers at the institute include Robinally
was
in
the
purchase
syndicate,
ert D. Swezey, WDSU-AM-TV New
Zeckendorf-John C. Mullins syndicate but withdrew in mid-December when
(Broadcasting, Dec. 15, 8, 1958).
Mr. Zeckendorf and Mr. Mullins took Orleans, chairman of the NAB FreeMr. Sinclair told the court that his over.
dom of Information Committee; Matbacker was the United Printers & Pubthew J. Culligan, NBC Radio executive
between the trustees
lishing Co., greeting card printer and andThethe agreement
Zeckendorf-Mullins group has vice president; Donald H. McGannon.
publishers, with plants in Dedham, a six months
for FCC approval. president of Westinghouse Broadcasting
Mass., and Joliet, 111. Louis and Jack The transactionclause
cannot be closed until Co.; Sol Taishoff, editor and publisher
N. Berkman, controlling stockholders
of Broadcasting; Theodore F. Koop.
of the Friendly Group of radio-tv sta- the disposition of Mr. Sinclair's suit.
CBS Washington news and public affairs
tions, are chairman and vice chairman,
director; Sydney M. Kaye, board chairrespectively, of United. United Presi- Two join ABC Radio
and general counsel of Broadcast
dent is Reeves Lewenthal.
Two new affiliates, WHAY New Music manInc.;
Bennett Cerf, president of
The trial, which began Jan. 19, is Britain, Conn., and WBLG Lexington. Random
House and panelist on the
being heard by Rhode Island Superior Ky., have been signed by ABC RaWhat's My Line?; Edward J.
Court Judge John E. Mullen. A state
dio, raising
the network's
lineup to 289 CBS-TV
Austin, W.D. Alexander Co., Atlanta
Superior Court judge last December stations,
according
to an announcement
today (Jan. 26) by Ed- General Electric distributor, discussing
deniedary Mr.
Sinclair's
a tempor- being warreleased
restraining
order.pleaThefor arguments
d J. DeGray, ABC vice president in co-op advertising, and Bruce W. Munn,
the radio network. Affilia- chief of United Press International's
last week
werea onpermanent
Mr. Sinclair's
peti- charge tionsofof both
WHAY and WBLG, United Nation's bureau.
tion seeking
restraining
order.
Mr. Zeckendorf and Mr. Mullin,
through a subsidiary of the New York
real estate firm of Webb & Knapp
(which Mr. Zeckendorf controls), have
an agreement to pay $120 per share
with several estates and trusts. The
contract covers about 55% of the Outlet Co. stock, but provides that the
purchaser must acquire 70% of the
outstanding stock.
The entire transaction approaches a
$12 million figure, including the department store and radio-tv stations.
Mr. Sinclair is protesting the sale
on the grounds that the estate will be
unnecessarily
ment of estate diluted
taxes. through the payGoing up • Construction of the $750,000 WJXT (TV) Jacksonville studios
Mr. wasSinclair's
offer ofby $122.50
and offices began this month. Located on a seven-acre site, the two-story
share
accompained
a proffer perto
building
will presentscheduled
a 150-ft. for
facade
to the city's
submit
a
$1
million
check
for
deposit
in
The construction,
completion
early Southside
next year,Expressway.
will give
escrow.
WJXT
40,000
square
feet
of
floor
space.
Mr. Sinclair also related that Mr.
Zeckendorf last December promised
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SINCLAIR

FIGHTS

IN COURT

THE

CAT

HASN'T

GOT

TONGUE!

OUR

We're ready to tell you NOW
BRAND
ADVENTURE

FELIX

NEW
SERIES

CA1

THE

HE CAT. PRODUCTIONS. INC-

about the

□

* Send for Picture-Booklet with all the facts!

Ca'l-Write-Wire AUDITION SCREENINGS BY APPOINTMENT
^V, "A
In Charge of Sales
RICHARD CARLTON, Vice President
ION CORP., 625 MADISON AVENUE, N. Y. 22, N. Y.
TRANS-LUX TELEVIS
Phone: PLaza 1-3110-1-2-3-4
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FAKE

A

Megro

IN THE

GOLD

CRACK

AT

$1,169,

Retail

COAST

OF

THE

Sales

GULF

COAST

a Negro market of 22%. WLOK, Memphis,
reaches a Negro market of 42%. WXOK,
Baton Rouge, reaches a Negro market of
44%. WGOK, Mobile, reaches a Negro
market of 44%. KAOK, Lake Charles,
reaches a Negro market of 30%. You

One-tenth of the Negroes of America are
in the coverage area of THE OK GROUP!
Their average annual family income is in
the $3000 to $4014 bracket. WBOK, New
Orleans, reaches a Negro market of 35%
of the population. KYOK, Houston, reaches

NOBODY.. BUT NOBODY.. HAS MORE

KNOW

HOW

iMore Proven

. . . their buying habits . . . their brand
preferences . . . their product preferences
. . . their personal habits and responses.
THE OK GROUP digs for this information
... we are experts on the subject. THE OK
GROUP has just acquired exclusively an

There is far more to selling the Negro market than good Negro Personalities. You also
need intensive merchandising and promotion . . . support which THE OK GROUP
gives all its advertisers. And even more important isa knowledge of the Negro people

ViiOK

MEMPHIS

WXOff

KAGff
KYOK
HOUSTON

BATON ROUGE

LAKE CHARLES

REACHING

1

,

S

O

972,850

DID

MOBILE,

IT AGAIN!!!!

ALABAMA

$otpour

2 WEEKS AFTER IT HIT THE Alt
Launched with the greatest promotional blast eve
witnessed by. . any
advertisers
. group of Negro consumers an
WGOK bombshelled its way to popularity.
Result . . . Amazing sales reports . . . now availabl
sers letter
for your inspection from the advertiand
Selectio
Format
The Tested OK GROUPtiesProgram
Again!
It
Did
.
.
.
of Star Personali
are the Ear Catching Names of the WGOK
ThesePersonalities:

in the Gulf
cannot ignore these major market areas
sale of your prodbe a leader in the
Coast. You cannot
ucts in these cities without the Negro market. Here
is a proven area for expanding sales at low cost.
and Tested Sales Plans for the Negro Market.
his
authenticated presentation on the Negro ... his
motivation ... his emotional preferences . . . will
his buying habits. This
family organizationto ...
soon be available OK GROUP advertisers. It will
open the true book on the Negro consumer . . .
how to reach him, sell him, and keep him sold.
Write ! for a presentation for your agency or your
client

These Negro Personalities not only Tell . . . they SEL1
Big Daddy Dandy
Topsy Turvy
Imported
AmanRhythm
&
Blues
Houston from
as theKYOb
who sells and
known Negro perse
sells again. Playing
ality
there
...1
the
Negroby
captured
the hisMobJi
tunestop. .twenty
. Selected
Audience with
and Blues program,
the
mula. OK Group forreal air salesm
trained in OK GROl
Miss Mandy
505NewBaronne
Street,
selling techniques.
Orleans, La.
STARS400 Madison
NATIONAL,Ave.,INC. A skilled personality
Deacon Sam
New York 17, N.Y.
with
a spiritual
show
Trained
leans ...in a New
spirit '
achieved
through
man who knows
years
of
experience
as
music . . . and has
a Church singer and
know
to win i
listenershowthrough
star stage personality.
cerity and reverei
OK Group Buy
;

An OK Group buy can be
handled with one purch;
order and one bill.

MOBILE
NEW ORLEANS

o

,

o

►

o

E

G

O

E
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NAB radio members
run for re-election
Six members of the NAB Radio
Board are up for re-election, the list of
nominees in the annual voting process
shows. Results of elections, closing Feb.
12, affect 13 directorships — nine oddnumbered district directors and four
d irectors-at-large.
Two at-large board members — J.
Frank Jarman, WDNC Durham, N.C.,
Radio Board chairman (medium stations), and Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM
Washington (fm stations) — are not
candidates for re-election. Hugh M.
Smith, WCOV Montgomery, Ala., was
nominated in Dist. 5 but withdrew his
name from the election ballot.
Incumbent directors who are running for re-election are Daniel W.
Kops, WAVZ New Haven, Conn., Dist.
1; Ray Eppel, KORN Mitchell, S. D.,
Dist. 1 1 ; Joe D. Carroll, KMYC Marysville, Calif., Dist. 15; Thomas C. Bostic, KIMA Yakima, Wash., Dist. 17;
Harold Hough, WBAP Fort Worth,
large stations, and William C. Grove,
KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo., small stations.
Radio board members whose terms
expire at the NAB March convention
and who were not eligible to run for
re-election include Robert T. Mason,
WMRN Marion, Ohio, Dist. 7; William Holm, WLPO La Salle, 111., Dist.
9, and Alex Keese, WFAA Dallas,
Dist. 13. The Dist. 3 post has been
vacant since last summer when Donald
W. Thurnburgh, WCAU Philadelphia,
incumbent, became ineligible through
purchase of the station by CBS.
The list of nominees on .the election
ballots as announced by NAB secretary-treasurer Everet E. Revercomb:
Dist. 1— Daniel W. Kops, WAVZ
New Haven, Conn.; William B. McGrath, WHDH Boston.
Dist. 3— John S. Booth, WCHA
Chambersburg, Pa.; Lawrence H.
Rogers II, WSAZ Huntington, W. Va.
Dist. 5— Frank Gaither, WSB Atlanta; Charles C. Smith, WDEC Americus, Ga.
Dist. 7 — Herbert E. Evans, WGAR
Cleveland; Hugh O. Potter, WOMI
Owensboro, Ky.
Dist. 9— Mig Figi, WAUX Waukesha, Wis.; Ben Laird, WDUZ Green
Bay, Wis.
Dist. 11— Ray Eppel, KORN Mitchell, S.D.; Odin Ramsland, KDAL Duluth, Minn.
Dist. 13 — James M. Gaines, WOAI
San Antonio; Boyd Kelley, KTRN
Wichita Falls, Texas.
Dist. 15— Joe D. Carroll, KMYC
Marysville, Calif.; Bob Reichenbach,
KWG Stockton, Calif.
Dist. 17— Lee Bishop, KORE Eu50 (THE MEDIA)

Thomas C. Bostic, KIMA
Yakima,gene, Ore.;
Wash.
At-large (large stations) — Harold
Hough, WBAP Fort Worth; Jay W.
Wright, KSL Salt Lake City. Medium
stations — Cecil B. Hoskins,
Asheville, N.C.; Rex Howell, WWNC
KREX
Grand Junction, Colo. Small stations*
—William C. Grove, KFBC Cheyenne,
Wyo.; F. Ernest Lackey, WHOP Hopkinsville,
Ky.; Dave Morris, KNUZ
Houston. Fm stations* — Richard H.
Mason, WPTF-FM Raleigh, N.C.; Calvin J. Smith, KFAC-FM Los Angeles;
Edward111. A. Wheeler, WEAW-FM Evanston,
* Three n nominees
count. because of ties in
nominatio

KTLA (TV)-IATSE sign
Negotiations between KTLA (TV)
Los Angeles and IATSE wound up last
week with firm two-year contract that
cannot be opened for any reason before
expiration. Pact calls for wage increases
varying from job to job but averaging
about $10 a week a man over two-year
period. Station maintained its stand of
no premium pay for videotaping duties
but agreed to provide four weeks severance pay for IATSE members with four
or more
years
of vtr.seniority who are laid
off because

Networks-RTDG pact
awaits ratification
The Radio and Television Directors
Guild and CBS, NBC and ABC reached
agreement on a new two-year contract
last Wednesday (Jan. 21), subject to
ratification
the union membership
tonight (Jan.by 26).
Details of the new pact will not be
revealed until its terms are made known
to union members, an RTDG spokesman said. It was understood that a
wage increase had been granted to all
categories of membership and the agreement also called for the barring of
non-union directors employed by adagencies fromfacilities.
producing commvertising
ercials at network
There were reports that the union
had failed to have included in the
agreement a re-use pattern for taped
programs and commercials, written into the pact between the networks and
the American Federation of Television
& Radio Artists. Union and network
sources declined to comment.
The agreement will cover approximately 900 employes throughout the
country at the three networks. Mutual
is not included, since that network does
not use staff directors.
The networks, meanwhile, continued

November billings put ABC-TV at new high
Tv network gross time charges for than $512.6 million gross.
November were out last week and
The network billings, released by
ABC-TV executives could point with Television Bureau of Advertising,
growing
satisfaction
at
the
network's
are
compiled by Leading National
rising billing.
Advertisers
tiser Reports.and Broadcast AdverABC-TV hit its all-time high in
monthly gross in November — $10,as ABC-TV's billings score
338,126, a 27.9% gain over No- rose,Evenit was
evident still that the netvember 1957. The other two network has a long way to go to come
works, CBS-TV and NBC-TV, were up to its two competitors. Both have
doing well, too, chalking up increases about twice the billing of ABC-TV
of 2.1% and 7.1% respectively. For for November. ABC-TV highest
all three networks, November was monthly gross billing level in 1957
up 8.4%, the January-November was in the $8.6 millions. The LNAperiod, up 9.9% for a total of more BAR gross time compilations:
--- 224,946,459
January-November
Change
1958
1957
1957
1958 Change
ABC
2.1
$ 21,407,125
8,079,932 $10,338,126
74,456,638 $ 92,550,834 +24.3%
21,853,592 +27.9% $ 217,304,292
NBC
CBS
174,698,900
18,511,686 19,817,075
7.1
195,154,287 +11.7
TOTAL $47,998,743 $52,008,793 + 8.4%
$466,459,830 $512,651,580 + 9.9%
ABC Month by Month
CBS — 1958
NBC
TOTAL
January
May
$49,606,735
$9,168,609
February
$22,094,015
$18,344,111
8,441,988
44,638,044
16,785,315
19,410,741
March
21,211,070
18,874,597
9,402,407
49,488,074
18,283,379
8,739,456
20,628,511
47,651,346
July
47,918,145
18,470,368
April
8,477,755
20,970,022
43,769,105
7,387,586
16,648,462
June
19,733,057
41,118,509
7,083,555
18,332,925
15,702,029
'October
August
19,383,736
15,202,021
41,509,492
6,923,735
16,362,343
September
19,427,754
6,627,093
42,417,190
21,901,036
20,664,587
9,960,524
52,526,147
* Figures revised as of January 16, 1959.
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ft

My

Gawd,

she's

YESSIR, she IS tall-1-1 — the tallest thing man
ever made in North Dakota— WDAY-TV's
new antenna, 1206 feet above the ground (1150
feet above average terrain ! ).
As you know, tower height is extremely important in getting TV coverage — more important
than power, though WDAY-TV of course utilizes
the maximum 100,000 watts.
So WDAY-TV — with new Tower and new
Power — will soon be covering 96% more
of North Dakota-Minnesota's best countryside than before— 60% more of the prosbefore ! perous Red River Valley's families than
Even before building this tremendous new
tower, ratings proved that WDAY-TV is the
hottest
thingbetter,
in the
Soon and
they'll
better and
and Valley.
for greater
greaterbe
distances !
ARB — December, 1957
SHARE OF AUDIENCE
Metropolitan Area
WDAY-TV
9:00 A.M. — 6:00 P.M.
77.2
Monday - Friday
6:00 P.M. — 10:00 P.M.
74.1
Sunday - Saturday
10:00 P.M. — Midnight
81.1
Sunday - Saturday
Ask PGW for all the facts

WDAY-TV
FARGO, N. D. • CHANNEL 6
Affilated with NBC • ABC
4r

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, Ii
Exclusive National Representatives
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TALL!"

Weigh

negotiations
with theon American
Federation of Musicians
a new contract
to replace the current agreement that
expires midnight Jan. 31. Negotiators
said talks are still in the "preliminary
stage" and indicated that the deadline
probably
Jan.
31. would be extended beyond

the facts!

Then, for your next radio-tv property negotiation,
contact Blackburn & Company — outstanding in
quality transactions.
NEGOTIATIONS
•
FINANCING
• APPRAISALS
JBlackbiwn & Company
RADIO - TV - NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C. OFFICE MIDWEST OFFICE SOUTHERN OFFICE WEST COAST OFFICE
James
H. W. Cassill
Clifford B.Whitaker
Marshall California
Colin M.BankSelphBldg.
Jack W.V.M.Blackburn
Harvey
B. Ryan
Joseph
Sitrick 333 William
N.Chicago,
Michigan
Avenue Stanley
Healey Building
9441 Wilshire
Blvd.
Washington
Building
Illinois
Atlanta,
Georgia
Beverly
Calif.
STerling 3-4341 Financial 6-6460 JAckson 5-1576
CRestviewHills,4-2770

What's

the Outlook

for '59?

BROADCASTING'S February 9 issue called Perspective '59 will
give you an exhaustive, comprehensive inquiry into every
area of broadcast advertising including features like this:
• Exclusive report of tv-radio net time sales for 1958.
• J. Walter Thompson's Arno Johnson analysis of tv-radio
volume in '59 in relationship to economic trends.
• Nielsen report on attitudes of tv-radio audiences.
• Feature Film Supply . . . How long will it last?
• Videotape. Revolutionizing tv production in '59.
• RAB's Kevin Sweeney and TvB's Norman Cash reports.
These, and other important contents including our regular spot
news coverage, make the February 9 issue an outstanding advertising value.
Deadline: January 30; Regular rates
WIRE or PHONE nearest BROADCASTING office for your reservation now. 24,000 circulation.
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Storm topples tower;
kills WLEX-TV staffer
A WLEX-TV Lexington, Ky., employe was killed and two people injured Thursday (Jan. 21) when the station's tower fell onto its building after
being struck by a tornado.
Killed was WLEX-TV receptionist
Susan
Grazley.andNitaan Wash,
the station's
bookkeeper,
unidentified
man
were injured.
The 651 -ft. tower's guide lines were
cut by an old 300-ft. tower when the
smaller tower was collapsed by the
twister. Earl L. Boyles, WLEX-TV part
owner-vice president-general manager,
estimates the damage at $300,000$400,000. Mr. Boyles could not say
when the station would be back on the
air.
Changing hands
ANNOUNCED
saleslastof
station interests• The
werefollowing
announced
week. All are subject to FCC approval:
• WRAW Reading, Pa.: Sold to
Charles T. Weiland, 40%, Hugh L.
Hamilton and Perrin C. Hamilton, each
20%, and others by Steinman station
interests for $290,000. WRAW is on
1340 kc with 250 w and is affiliated
with NBC.
• WMNF Richwood, W. Va.: Sold to
W. Courtney Evans, owner of WSUX
Seaford, Del., by Royal Broadcasting
Co. for $40,000. Blackburn & Co. hanthe sale.
with dled
1 kw,
day.WMNF is on 1280 kc
KCOP(TV) talks fail
Because of a breakdown in negotiations of the five-week old strike of
IBEW's Local 45 against KCOP(TV)
Los Angeles, the station is switching its
programming almost entirely to film,
KCOP President Kenyon R. Brown,
announced last week. With the change,
KCOP is laying off 85 employes in
addition to the 42 who are on strike.
A weekend meeting produced a formula acceptable to the union's negotiating committee, but by a 40-to-2 vote,
the strikers rejected the deal which reportedly $175
offered totoincrease
wages from
$182.50 engineers"
a week,
and
to
give
other
workers
$5 a week
raises.
Earlier, KCOP filed a $1 million suit
BROADCASTING, January 26, 1959
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against the union in Los Angeles Superior Court, claiming damages of
$500,000 from the picketing of KCOP
advertisers and asking punitive damages of the same amount. KCOP also
asked that Local 45 be enjoined from
continuing to harrass its advertisers,
which resulted in the cancellation of a
half-dozen advertising schedules.
Late last week, KCOP had curtailed
its operations from three studios to one
studio and had cut programs with twocamera coverage to productions needing
only a single camera.
Broadcast payrolls
6.6% over 1 955— NAB
Wage and salary payments to broadcast employes are up 6.6% over three
years ago (1955) at the average U.S.
radio station or 2.2% per year, according to an analysis conducted by the
NAB broadcast personnel-economics department. Tv pay levels range well
above radio scales.
Television wage payments in 1958
were up 3.1% over 1956, or 1.6% a
year, the study showed. Neither radio
nor tv payments should be construed as
wage-salary yardsticks, according to
NAB. The figures are designed to show
the spread between jobs in each medium by market size and major geographical region (North and South).
In general, the study shows wages
are higher in the North. The scale was
found to be higher, as a rule, as the
size of market increases.
Total employment at radio stations,
including parttime staffers, ranged
from a high of 39.3 employes in markets of 1.5-2.5 million in the South to
6.6
employes
in towns of less than 10,000 in the South.
Average weekly gross compensation
of radio station employes by job classification follows: sales manager $156;
salesman $114; program director $114;
chief engineer $110; staff announcer
$92; technician $82; traffic manager
$64; continuity writer $64. The figures
were described as weighted toward
smaller stations because of the large
number in this group.
Average weekly gross compensation
of television station employes by job
classification follows: sales manager
$225; chief engineer $171; program director $162; salesman $147; staff announcer $125; producer director $113;
technician $106; art director $104; film
department head $98; staff photographer $97; traffic manager $80; production man $76; cameraman $75; film
man $72; floorman $65.
Total number of tv station employes
ranges from 102.6 in cities of 1 million
up to 25.4 employes in markets of less
than 25,000 population.
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PEORIA

Any

Standard

. . .

WMBD-TV
is

first

in

gs m

^[ratin

First in the Midwest with
ONE MILLION WATTS
of Sales Power.
DOUBLE THE POWER OF
ANY OTHER PEORIA STATION!
Wider Range ... A Better Picture

M

PROGRAM m

Peoria!

WMBD-TV is FIRST
in ARB RATING Study
November
Dominant
37.7%12-18
Share of
Sets-in-Use, Sign-on to sign-off
After Only 1 1 Months on the Air.

M

power

m

First in PROGRAMMING
with Top Network,
Local and Syndicated Programs.
Two RTNDA Distinguished
Service Awards in 1958 to
WMBD-TV News Staff.
Call Your PGW Colonel
or
Sam Jackson, Director
of Sales

RELIGIOUS ASSN. LAUDS
NAB
Stand against liquor advertising cited
NAB's vstand
against
liquor was
ad- in its intellectual and spiritual resources.
ertising on radio
and hard
television
"Lettice usfreedom
not and
beseech
to prac-of
commended last week by National Reenjoyothers
the fruits
ligious Broadcasters, organization of democracy unless we are prepared to
evangelicals, at the annual convention demonstrate our personal and corporate
in Washington.
sense of responsibility to be free men
The Jan. 21-22 session awarded cita- ourselves," he added.
tions for outstanding leadership to PresSen. Spessard Holland (D-Fla.) said
ident Eisenhower, Vice President Rich- religious
broadcasters should develop
ard M. Nixon and Harold E. Fellows, programs
that will hold public interest
NAB president. Dr. Billy Graham was
"by selling
the product."
said itandis
given
the
association's
annual
award
their
responsibility
throughHe radio
for outstanding religious broadcasting. tv "to bring the teachings
of
Christ
At the Jan. 22 discussion, Mr. Fel- literally millions who will not other-to
lows said NAB has held the line on
be reached."between
He voiced
the hopeof
liquor advertising by radio stations, that wisedifferences
members
citing the abandonment of liquor ac- the ministry and commercial broadcounts by two stations after they had
indicated last autumn they would not resolved.casters over religious programs will be
follow the NAB Radio Standards of
Dr. Eugene R. Bertermann, of the
Good Practice. The NAB Tv Code has a
Lutheran Hour, St. Louis, presided at
similar liquor ban.
the
as NRB president (See
NRB adopted two resolutions, one Fatesmeetings
& Fortunes, p. 88).
opposing hard-liquor advertising on
broadcast media and endorsing NAB's
stand, and the other opposing the sug- • Media reports
gestion made by FCC Comr. T.A.M.
Craven that FCC has no control over
• Emmett Keough, manager, KSWOprograms.
AM-TV Lawton, Okla., was re-elected
FCC Chmn. John C. Doerfer, ad- chairman of UPI Broadcasters of Oklahoma Jan. 16 at a Claremore meeting
dres ing the group, predicted internaconnection with the Oklahoma
tional television will bring closer un- in
Broadcasters
Assn. convention.
derstanding amon? nations, particularly
when the language barrier is solved.
UPIBO's 1958 Five Star Award, for
"contributing most to the UPI state
said thatspend
"if the
of Mr.
the Fellows
world would
morepeoples
time news
report,"
was given
to KVOO-AMTulsa.
Winners
of UPFs
Certificates
praying and less time parading we might TV
be closer to a solution of our grievous of Merit for individual news coverage
in
1958
include
Max
Wolf,
KWTV
that the
ofproblems."
a nation Hemayreminded
reside more
and power
more (TV) Oklahoma City; Don Strasner,

KGYN Guymon; Allan Page, KGWA
Enid; Bill Morgan, KNOR Norman;
Dean Ward, KWPR Claremore; Frank
Hicks, KRHD Duncan; Carl Boye and
Roy McKee, KVOO.
• North Carolina Broadcasting Foundation (supported by commercial broadcasters inthe state) is aiding the U. of
North
Carolina's
Dept.theof CommunicaRadio-Tv &
Motion Pictures and
tions Center, Chapel Hill, in an enlarged program of courses for the
staffers of radio-tv stations and students.
The foundation has collected money
and equipment worth more than $20,000 from member stations, it was reealed at NCBF's board of directors'
annual vmeeting.
• Radio's success in New York's late
newspaper blackout (Broadcasting,
Jan. 19) may have helped WABC New
York achieve what general manager Ben
Hoberman termed "our best fourth
quarter in more than three years." Local
radio sales were up 52% in 1958's
fourth quarter against the like period in
1957, Mr. Hoberman reported, and
among the new clients signed up were a
number of "strike advertisers" such as
Willoughby Camera Stores, Stern Bros.,
Macy's New York, B. Altman & Co.,
Davega Stores, Montgomery Ward,
General Electric, Eastman Dillon Union
Securities & Co. and Abraham & Straus.
• Better Music Broadcasters of America
awards (presented annually to stations
that have maintained a high standard of
music programming) have been presented this year to WAYE Baltimore;
WVNJ Newark; WDOK Cleveland,
Ohio;
KADY
Francisco. St. Louis, and KSAY San
• Marietta Broadcasting Inc. announces plans for construction of new
building to house studios and offices of
its station, KERO-TV Bakersfield, Calif.
Completion
next
year. is scheduled for some time
• WDAF Kansas City will be originating station for baseball broadcasts of
Kansas
son. City Athletics during 1959 sea-

Plaque for Fellows • National Religious Broadcasters presented a plaque
to NAB President Harold E. Fellows at their Washington
for
his broadcast leadership and contribution to freedom of theconvention
air. L to r:
Dr. T.F. Zimmerman, Springfield, Mo., NRB first vice president; Dr.
E.R. Bertermann, St. Louis, president; Mr. Fellows; Dr. T.W. Willingham,
Kansas City, treasurer.
54 (THE MEDIA)

• WTCX (FM) St. Petersburg, Fla., is.
scheduled to go on the air the middle
of next month. The station's format will
be light classics and classical music.
WTCX, owned and operated by TransChord Inc., is on 99.5 mc with 31 kw..
• WMAL Washington has moved to
new studios on Greentree Rd., Bethesda,
Md.
• John Fraim, news director of WSAI
Cincinnati, became the object of a
police
a fortnight
ago. The-to
newsmansearch
had party
set out
with a group
BROADCASTING, January 26, 1959'

-to the trained ear it is quickly recognizable. Likewise, the quality
a television station
of
ere
atmosph
is just as instantly apparent and
valued by quality advertisers!

abc ■ channel 8 dallas
TELEVISION SERViC E OF THE DALLAS
A
■
TATIVES
REPRESEN
* CO., NATIONAL
PETRYJanuary
EDWARD ING,
BROADCAST
26, 1959

Nothing else like it
in Greater New York
IN PROGRAMMING: The voice of WVNJ is
unique. It's the only radio station in the entire
Metropolitan New York area that plays
just Great Albums of Music from sign on to
sign off — 365 days a year.
IN AUDIENCE: So different, too. So largely
adult — so able to buy — so able to persuade
others to buy. And in Essex County alone
(pop. 983,000) WVNJ dominates in
— in quality of audience —
audience
and in prestige.
IN VALUE: It delivers the greater New York
audience for less than 31c per thousand homes
by
far market.
the lowest cost of any radio station
in the
radio station of ^lie jNetuavk #etus
notional rep: Broadcast Time Sales • New York, N. Y. • MU 4-6740
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explore a southern Kentucky cave.
When WSAI did not hear from the
staffer, it called the Kentucky police.
party of explorers was located after
aThetwo-hour search. They had been lost
in the cave for almost 16 hours.
• WGN-AM-TV Chicago reports its
"employes
during28
the
first 16suggestion
months system"
developed
awards made totaling $865 (taxes prepaid). Winning ideas were for saving
space in the music division, increasing
output of letters in radio sales, installing
tv transmitter displays to promote
WGN-TV audience programs in the
Prudential Bldg., increasing tv production office efficiency and better use of
IBM record-keeping equipment. Slightly
less than one-third of all employes have
participated thus far, averaging 2.5
suggestions per participant.
• KQED (TV) San Francisco has increased its power from 30 to 156 kw.
The educational-community station received the money for the new amplifier and antenna from foundations,
corporations, individuals and commercial station KPIX (TV) San Francisco.
• CBS Foundations Inc. has made
grants to private colleges and universities, based on the length-of-service

records of women graduates who have
been employed by CBS or its divisions
for 15 years or more. The 1958 list
includes Cornell U. ($1,000) on behalf
of Dorothy M. Leffler, manager, magazine division, press information departCBS-TV; St.in Joseph's
for
Womenment,($500)
the nameCollege
of Rose
Marie O'Reilly, manager of ratings,
CBS-TV (an earlier $1,000 grant was
made on behalf of Miss O'Reilly), and
St. Lawrence U. ($1,000) on behalf of
Betty Lippold, administrative assistant
to
the general
Housewives'
Protective
League,manager,
CBS Radio.
• WKEY Covington, Va., has comits new Sts.,
studios at menced
Thirdbroadcasting
and S.fromLexington
Covington.
• Tele-Broadcasters Inc. has announced
that it had a 14% overall increase in
business during 1958. In 1957 firm
grossed creased
$771,078.
in450% from Business
the 1954hasgross
of $155,453, it was noted. The TeleBroadcasters stations are KALI Pasadena, Calif., KUDL Kansas City, Mo..
WPOP Hartford, Conn., and WPOW
New York. KUDL and WPOP have
appointed Adam Young Inc. as national representatives, it was announced.
KALI is on 24-hour a day operation,
it also was reported.

Newsworthy News Coverage by Radio-Tv
DATELINES
Cleveland • Local police last Monday public meetings that paved the way to
(Jan. 19) apprehended a murder sus- settlement.
thanks toCamera
WJW-TV
• The emergency bellynightlypect,City
newsCleveland's
show. A Kansas City
of a TWA Constellation at
photo of 29-year-old William Hatha- landing
Olathe
Naval
Air
Station near Kansas
way, sought in connection with the Jan.
14 stabbing of his former sweetheart, City, Mo., was well covered by radio
was shown on the telecast, prompting and tv, KMBC-AM-TV announced.
a citizen of Mansfield to notify authori- Its first report that the plane was
of thehefugitive's
whereabouts. Withintieshours
was arrested.

• Educational-noncommercial WTTW
Chicago has received $120,000 so
(TV)
far in its fund-raising drive. WTTW
hopes to collect $760,000 by the time
closes March 31, 1960.
the campaign
An
additional $500,000 is anticipated
from etvcationclasses
edual Tv & Radioproduced
Center, for
AnntheArbor,
Mich., and for the Chicago Board of
Education. The station is allocating
$110,000 for a video-tape recorder; the
rest of the money is for operating expenses.
• Hollywood local of AFTRA has unanimously approved
terms of new Dec.
network agreement
(Broadcasting,
29, 1958). As pact has previously been
ratified by AFTRA New York and Chicago chapters as well as by the national
board, itditions
is now
with the
retroactivein toeffect,
last Nov.
15. con• KOOL-TV Phoenix, Ariz., on Feb.
2 starts originating Spanish 101 -TV,
a daily (7-7:30 a.m.) telecourse in
beginners'credit,
Spanish.
The course,
for full
college
is presented
by Arizona
State U.'s College of Liberal Arts Foreign Language Dept. through the university's Radio-Tv Bureau.
• Localized news coverage offers the
small city station an opportunity for
having difficulty with its landing gear
came into the stations' newsroom at
12:53 p.m., Jan. 17. While the plane,
but re-dito St. Louis,circled
originallyrected igoing
n the emergency,
for
four hours, trying to get its wheels
down, the KMBC stations' staffers set
up microphones and cameras and kept
listeners informed of the plane's progress right through the actual successful
belly-landing on a sea of foam.

West Berlin • WTAX Springfield, 111.,
sent staffer O.J. Keller Jr. to interview
West Berlin Mayor Willy Brandt, Jan.
7 prior
the Berliner's
to Ameri-in
ca. Thetomayor
is to visitvisit
Springfield
connection with the Lincoln sesquicentennial. A tape of Mr. Keller's interview was relayed via trans-Atlantic telephone to WTAX.
Evansville • The efforts of Southwestern Indiana Broadcasters Assn. in
ameliorating relations between some
300 striking city workers and city officials has been officially recognized
by factions. SIBA member stations,
working in the shadow of a strike that
could have paralyzed the area, brought
the two sides together in a series of
BROADCASTING, January 26, 1959

Crucial Moment: KMBC photographer Charles Campbell captured this dramatic sequence.
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Golden K Network'
is winner of oil well
The association of KAKE-TV Wichita with satellites KTVC (TV) Ensign
and KAYS (TV) Hays, both Kansas,
has been formally christened "The Golden K Network"
— anda bonanza.
an advertising
agency
man realized
Edward L. Bailey, copywriter at Leo
Burnett Co., won first prize in KAKETV's
Well"a contest,
launched"Win
last an
fall Oil
to select
suitable
name for the new group.
When originally announced, the contest promised the winner the option of
a life-of-the-well lease income or $1,000
in cash. New wells were drilled in Kansas on the lease, however, and the winner was offered a $5,000 cash purchase
of his interest or the oil royalty for
duration of the wells. As of last Thursday (Jan. 22), Mr. Bailey had not made
Oil's
ends well
• Mr.Burnett,
Bailey executive
(seated), receives
congratulations
up his mind but was leaning toward
from well
(1 to that
r) Draper
Daniels,
vice president;
William
royalties.
Joyce,
Katz
agency;
Bob
Sullivan,
Katz,
and
Donivan
Waldron,
KAKE-TV
national sales manager.
The contest was open to all advertising people interested in retiring "at an
early age instead of being an ad man all
Young & Rubicam (whole Grade-A Kansas wheat), and Robert F. Gorby,
your life."
beef); William E. Stauber, C. J. Walter Thompson Co. (stock shares in
Other winners: Reginald F. Spurr, Kansas
Knox Massey & Assoc. (50 bushels of Boeing and Cessna Aircraft).
audience-building, community service
and profit. This was the decision of a
panel of radiomen at a Jan. 13 meeting
of the Atlanta professional chapter of
Sigma Delta Chi.
Panel members were Jim Hardin,
president-general manager, WDUN
Gainesville; Bob McGarrity, news director, WKEU Griffin; Ed Mullinax,
general manager, WLAG LaGrange, and
Gus Mann, radio-tv news editor,
Georgia Agricultural Extension Service.
Athens.
• WDSM Superior, Wis. (710 kc. 5
kw), signed as NBC Radio affiliate, effective Jan. 19, replacing WEBC Duluth, Minn., in NBC lineup. WDSM,
which had been affiliated with ABC and
Mutual, is owned — along with WDSMTV
Duluth,Publications.
already NBC affiliate— by
Northwest
•start
WBML
Macon, Ga.,educational-comis proposing to
a combination
mercial tv station in Macon.
Meeting this month with t'.ie Georgia
State Board of Education in Atlanta,
the company said that the state could
save about $500,000 by relinquishing
educational
9 Savannah
tothe theboard's
operation
of ch. ch.
3 there
so that
ch. 3 could be moved to Macon. (Ch. 3
Savannah is occupied by WSAV-TV.) In
the WBML plan, commercial interests
would finance and operate ch. 3, allowing the board to use it for etv dur58 (THE MEDIA'

ing school hours on a cost basis. WBML
has
petitioned
FCC for rulemaking
to move
ch. 3 totheMacon.
• With the advent of Daylight Saving
Time April 26, Pacific Coast affiliates
of CBS-TV will push their network
schedule back one hour to synchronize
with New York time instead of Chicago time as before. The new schedule lines up CBS-TV with ABC-TV
and NBC-TV to provide the same internetwork competition on the Pacific
Coast as in the East. It will continue
after the end of daylight time in the
fall. The change was decided Jan. 15
at a meeting of CBS-TV western affiliates and network officials.
• KEXX San Antonio, Tex., is changing its call Feb. 1 to KARS. The Spanish-language station will then be an allEnglish
1 250 kc operation.
with 500 w. The station is on
• WATR Waterbury, Conn., an ABC
affiliate, next month adds affiliation with
Mutual.

• Rep appointments
• WPBN-TV Traverse City, Mich., appoints Elisabeth Beckjordan as station
network and personal representative,
effective immediately. Mrs. Beckjordan
also will represent WBDG-TV Cheboygan, Mich., satellite station of WPBNTV,
to go on air on or about
Marchscheduled
1.
• KVKM-TV Monahans, Tex., names
Clyde Melville Co., Dallas, as its southwest area regional representative. Everett-McKinney,
tion nationally. N.Y., represents sta-

• CKLW Windsor, Ont. (Detroit), appoints Robert E. Eastman & Co., N.Y.,
as its national representative.
• KBON Omaha has appointed McGavren-Quinn Corp., N.Y., as its station representative.
• KREM Spokane, Wash., names Edward Petry & Co., N.Y., as its national
representative.
Ren ton, Wash., names Forjoe
• WMCT (TV) Memphis, Tenn., has &• KQDE
Co., N.Y., as its national representaarranged with the local Imperial BowlKQDE operates fulltime on 910
ing Lanes to telecast bowling matches kc withtive.power
of 1 kw.
using Bowling Lanes' own cameras. The
new 48-lane bowling alley has more • CHLO St. Thomas, Ont., appoints
than $60,000 of General Electric tele- Radio & Television Sales Inc., Toronto
vision equipment — reportedly the first and
tive. Montreal, as its station representabowling alley to be so equipped.
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GOVERNMENT

IKE

ASKS

$1 1 MILLION

Budgets for VOA, FTC,
A substantial boost in FCC appropriations for fiscal 1960 is reflected in
President Eisenhower's budget recommendations toCongress, submitted last
week. A total $11 million was asked
for the FCC, compared with $9,820,000 estimated for fiscal 1959 ($9,042,000 actually appropriated with an additional $778,000 expected to be added
by supplemental appropriation to cover
salary increases to FCC employes in
fiscal 1959).
Increases also were asked for the
U.S. Information Agency from $98,500,000 in fiscal 1959 (plus $3,397,000
salary increases, or a total $101,897,000) to $106,800,000 in fiscal 1960
and for the Federal Trade Commission
from $5,975,000 in 1959 (plus salary
increases of $540,000 for total $6,515,000) to $6,975,000. The USIA estimates represent an increase from $18,288,900 (in 1959) for broadcasting
services
(Voicearm)of toAmerica
— USIA'sin
largest media
$19,051,900
1960 and from $707,600 (in 1959) to
$1,263,300 for television in 1960.
The presidential recommendation for
the FCC's broadcast activities was $2,361,601, compared to an estimated $1,942,055 for the current fiscal year.
These activities are for regulation of
an estimated 5,325 broadcast stations,
both radio and tv, for fiscal 1960, as
compared to an estimated 5,105 radio
and tv outlets in the current fiscal year.
The FCC expects to handle 842 applications for new or major changes in
am facilities, 391 for fm and 319 for
tv during fiscal 1960.
The budget statement said the recommended FCC appropriation provides
for an increase in average number of
employes from an estimated 1,164 during the current fiscal year to 1,301 for
the 1960 fiscal year, with an average
salary of $6,906 for the upcoming fiscal
year. This manpower increase is needed,
the statement said, because of the
growth in workloads coupled with the
"needed reduction in time lag between
dates of receipt and dates when applications are reached for consideration."
More Voice Power • The USIA will
expand in Africa and Latin America
and strengthen tv and other activities
and will continue the major rebuilding
of VOA radio facilities begun in 1959
to improve
reception
of the Voice's
grams abroad,
the statement
said. proThe President's
statement
flatly
recom ended an increase in fees charged
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FOR

FCC

spacemen also upped
by Securities & Exchange Commission
and generally recommended, in a major proposal, that the cost of federal
services
conveythrough
specialcharges
benefits .. . "which
be recovered
paid by the beneficiaries rather than
through taxes on the general public."
No direct suggestion was made, howties. ever, for fees for FCC licensing activiPlans for Space • The President
said the National Aeronautics & Space
Administration, among other things
will continue to experiment with the
use of satellites to serve as relays for
the intercontinental transmission of
messages, voice and television. The
present budget asks $130 million for
NASA, proposed legislation would add
$150 million and the President is asking obligational authority to bring the
total to $485 million for fiscal 1960.
Hill hearing tomorrow:
federal etv subsidies
The Senate Commerce Committee begins atwo-day hearing tomorrow (Jan.
27) on its chairman's proposal to allocatecat$i1onamillion
to each state for edul tv.
In the House, two slightly different
versions of the etv proposal were introduced last week by Reps. Kenneth A.
Roberts (D-Ala.) (HR 2926) and Morgan Moulder (D-Mo.) (HR 3043).
Sen. Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.),
with the co-sponsorship of Sen. Andrew
Schoeppel (R-Kan.), introduced the bill
(S-12) which will be the subject of
tomorrow's hearing. It would grant
authorized organizations in each state
federal funds to "establish or improve
television broadcasting for educational
purposes."
state could
$1 million Noin grants,
whichreceive
wouldoverbe
administered by the Commissioner of
Education.
Leadoff witness will be Rep. Stewart
Udall (D-Ariz.), who introduced HR
1981. identical to the MagnusonSchoeppel bill. He will be followed
tomorrow by Comr. T.A.M. Craven;
John Ivy, executive vice president of
New York U; Donald McGannon,
president of Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co.; Raymond Hurlbutt, head of the
Alabama etv three-station network;
Ralph Steetle, executive director of the
Joint Council on Educational Tv, and
Mrs. Edmund G. Campbell, president

ofTvtheAssn.
Washington, D.C., Educational
Wednesday witnesses will include
William Harley, president of the National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters; Dr. William Friday, president
of North Carolina U.; William Brish,
superintendant of Washington County
(Maryland) public schools; Richard
Hall, radio-tv director of Ohio State
U, and Henry Chadeayne of St. Louis.
This same bill, introduced in the
past Congress by Sen. Magnuson,
passed the Senate without serious opon but died in the House CommercepositiCommittee.
The Roberts-Moulder proposal would
require that each state put up matching
funds for federal funds allocated "in
the construction" of etv stations. Just
as in the Senate bill, the most each
state could receive, for etv construction
would be $1 million.
The House bills, however, also would
give
$10,000programs
"to survey
need each
and state
to develop
for the
the
construction of educational tv faciliIn introducing his bill, Rep. Roberts
said lack of sufficient money is the
reason only 36 etv stations have actually
gone on the air. He said if the remaining 226 etv reservations are not
used,ties.""there is a danger of losing them
to Hecommercial
stations."
pointed out
that his home state
of Alabama has a three-station etv network operating and that other states
would speed up activity in the field if
they were given federal assistance. He
promised to press for quick action by
the House Commerce Committee, of
which he is the fourth-ranking majority
member.
Tv program license
asked in N.Y. bill
A bill to require the licensing of most
television programs was introduced in
the New York legislature last week but
it did not appear to worry television
legal experts.
They tional
saidunderitrulings
clearly which
was unconstituthe U.S.
Supreme
Court
had
refused
to overturn.
The bill would give the New York
State Board of Regents the same sort of
censorship power over most tv programs that it now has over motion
pictures in New York state. It would
exemptcasts ofpublic
telesports service
events programs,
and newscasts,
but other programs would have to get
a license from the Board of Regents at
a cost of $50 for each half-hour or less.

The license fees would be paid by the
station.
Assemblyman A. Bruce Manley of
Fredonia, N.Y., sponsor of the measure,
charged that tv shows have been displaying "ahorror,
disproportionate
amount andof
crime, sex,
terror, brutality
violence"
and
thus
promoting
juvenile
delinquency.
If enacted and held constitutional,
the bill presumably would apply to all
network television shows originated in
New York as well as all local programs
in that state.
But authorities on radio-tv law cited
legal precedents against such a measure.
Specifically they called attention to the
Pennsylvania State Board of Censors'
attempttures usedin on1949television.
to censorThemotion
move picwas
contested by a group of Pennsylvania
television stations. A federal district
judge ruled
the board's
would-be
lation was invalid
and this
ruling reguwas
unanimously upheld by three judges of
a circuit court of appeals.
The appeals court held that FCC is
the
regulatory
body for has
radio-tv:
is clear
that Congress
occupied"It
fully the field of television regulation
and that that field is no longer open
to the states. Congress possessed the
constitutional authority to effect this
result. ... It follows that the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania cannot
censor the films used on the programs
of theing,plaintiffs'
stations" (BroadcastSept. 11, 1950).
Television lawyers also reported that
this decision was finally appealed to
the U.S. Supreme Court, which refused
to review it.
Sen. Gore introduces
elections reform bill
An elections reform bill, which also
would restrict
the "equal time"Actpro-to
visions of the Communications
eliminate its application to candidates
for presidential or vice presidential
nomination or election if they or their
parties do not have substantial popular
support, was introduced last week by
Sen. Albert Gore (D-Tenn.).
Candidates in general elections for
the offices of President and vice president, to qualify for time equal to their
opponents on radio and tv stations,
would have to be (1) nominees of a
party which received at least 4% of
total popular or electoral votes, or
(2) supported by petitions representing at least 1% of total votes cast in
the preceding election.
Candidates for nomination by a political party, to qualify under the equal
time provisions, would have to be
(1) the incumbent of a federal or statewide elective office, (2) the nominee
for President or vice president at a
60 (GOVERNMENT)

Kenneth Keating (R-N.Y.) and Everett
Dirksen (R-Ill.).
The bill is similar to measures introduced in the House the week before
(Broadcasting, Jan. 19). "This bill,"
said Sen.antitrust
Hennings,
"is notIt aexempts
broad,
blanket
exemption.
only those practices which have become, not only common in professional
sports, but vital and necessary because
of
unique said
problems
Sen.theHennings
the tvfacing
clause them."
in the
bill
"makes
it
possible
for
major
league
baseball teams to control their telecasts
so that they are not telecasting into a
minor league team's area on the day
the minor league is playing."
Sen. Philip A. Hart (D-Mich.) recently resigned as a director in the
organization that runs the Detroit Lions
professional football team, explaining
he wants to avoid any possible conflict
of interest issue in the Senate controversy he expects to arise from the
prior convention of his party or (3) be sports antitrust legislative issue.
supported by petitions signed by 200,000 persons or 1 % of the total popular Sen. Carroll sees
vote in the preceding election. This vhf booster backing
section would weed out insubstantial
candidates for nomination by the major
Congress was urged to go on record
parties. Stations, of course, could be
as opposing
the FCC'sby recent
ban onA.
expected not to provide time for any vhf
booster stations
Sen. John
candidates for nomination by smaller, Carroll
(D-Colo.)
last
week.
He
presplinter and minority parties.
dicted solid support by western senators
for a resolution he intends to sponsor in
Overseer body sought an effort to initiate an investigation of
FCC action of Dec. 31, 1958.
A bill supported by the American theTwo
other western senators, Gordon
Bar Assn. which would create an office
to coordinate and direct administrative Allott (R-Colo.) and Mike Mansfield
have criticized the FCC acpractices and procedures conducted by (D-Mont.),
tion (Broadcasting, Jan. 19). The vhf
federal agencies was introduced last
booster problem was discussed in an
week by Sen. Thomas C. Hennings Jr. organizational
caucus Jan. 16 by a
(D-Mo.). Sen. Hennings, who intro- group of 19 senators
representing 12
duced asimilar bill in the 85th Con- western states.
gress, said his measure (S 600) would
Sen. Carroll charged last week that
establish an Office of Federal Administrative Practice, an independent agency
FCC "delayed taking any action for
which would centralize coordination of the
until a vast number of reprocedure and practice matters, provide many years
peater or booster stations had been esa force of hearing commissioners (aptablished." Then it ordered booster oppointed initially from among hearing
erators to cease in 90 days, he said.
examiners of the various agencies and "We can't throw back progress in that
continuing to conduct cases within arbitrary fashion without some showing
their present agencies), provide a legal that this low-cost tv is detrimental," he
career service for attorneys in govern- added.
ment and impose standards of conduct
Embattled western television booster
for lawyers and others who practice be— and their
elected
officials —in
fore federal agencies. Sen. Alexander operators
were scheduled
to hold
a roundup
Wiley (R-Wis.) co-sponsored the bill.
Denver Friday as a rally to fight the
FCC's
latestbooster
ruling on
the controversial
unlicensed
situation.
Senate sports bill
Answering
the
call
of
Colorado Gov.
A bill which would grant "certain Stephen L.R. McNichols,
a host of
antitrust
exemptions"
to
professional
baseball, football, basketball and hockey western state officials, legislators and
operators, planned to meet over
— including permission by baseball booster
clubs to black out telecasts in areas the weekend to formulate battle plans
where local minor league teams are to promote continuance of booster
playing — was introduced last week by operations.
FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer
Sens. Thomas C. Hennings Jr. (D-Mo.),
BROADCASTING, January 26, 1959
Ghost still walks
Ch. 1 has not been in the commercial tv spectrum since 1947
but the unavailable space still is
floating around in Congress.
Rep. George Miller (D-Calif.)
has re-introduced a bill (HR 1592)
granting Willard L. Gleeson $2,265,995 damages as a result of
the loss of ch. 1. The measure
first was proposed in the 83rd
Congress. Mr. Gleeson had been
assigned the facility for KARO
(TV) Riverside, Calif., and was
left without a channel when the
FCC removed ch. 1 from the
civilian allocations table. Rep.
Miller also introduced H Res 119
calling
for HR
to be referred to the
Court1592
of Claims.
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flew to Denver last Thursday. He was
accompanied by FCC Chief Engineer
Edward W. Allen Jr.
Nicholas Zapple, Senate Commerce
Committee communications specialist,
represented committee chairman Sen.
Warren
G. Magnuson
The FCC
has ordered (D-Wash.).
all unlicensed
boosters to cease operating within 90
days or convert to translator operation
(Broadcasting, Jan. 15). It threatened
legal action against any new boosters.
The action was taken on a petition by
Gov. McNichols asking for reconsideration of the Commission's June 1957
order which rejected proposals to authorize on-channel vhf boosters. These
repeaters grew up in the wide-open
spaces of the Northwest to serve isolated
communities unable to receive regular
tv signals. The boosters pick up tv
channels
and re-radiate
them are
into almost
valley
hamlets and
towns. There
a thousand, it is estimated, operating
without benefit of FCC license. The
Commission's attitude toward boosters
was opposed by Comr. T.A.M. Craven.
Mr. Craven said he feels the devices
should be authorized with reasonable
technical regulations to prevent interference to other services.
Labor petitions Hill
on foreign production
The Hollywood AFL Film Council
last week commended Rep. Frank
Thompson (D-NJ.) for introducing a
bill calling for an investigation of
foreign-produced
moviestime and
tracks and at the same
askedsound
that
the inquiry be expanded to include tv
films produced overseas.
Rep. authorize
Thompson'san investigation
measure, HR by2441.
would
the
House Ways & Means Committee of
the film practice with "particular attention" given
tax advantages
gained
and effect
on toemployment
of American
artists and musicians. The bill, referred
to the Ways & Means Committee, also
would reduce the tax on admissions to
live musical performances.
Also last week, Rep. A. Paul Kitchin
(D-N.C.) introduced a bill (HR 2776)
repealing the excise tax on communications and Sen. William Langer (RN.D.) introduced S592 repealing the
tax on radio-tv sets, communications
and other items. Both were referred to
Ways & Means.
Rep. Thomas G. Abernethy (D-Miss.)
has re-introduced a bill (HR 311) which
would exempt small-market radio-tv
stations from provisions of the Fair
Labor Standards Act. Rep. Abernethy
sponsored the same bill, which removes
the maximum hours provisions of the
act, in the 85th Congress. The bill
went to the Committee on Education
& Labor for action.
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FTC tells Continental
wax won't stand wear
Continental Wax Corp., Mt. Vernon,
N.Y., a tv advertiser in 20 eastern markets has been charged by the Federal
Trade Commission with misrepresentation. A hearing is scheduled for March
1 6 in Washington.
The FTC declared that the company's

U. S. Broadcast Checking Corp., N.Y.
Six Month Wax . . . guaranteed.
products will not last for the six months
the firm claims in radio-tv and print
advertising. A typical tv spot cited in
the FTC complaints depicts the "durability" of Continental Six Month Floor
Wax as "proved" in a classroom, where
"thousands of footsteps" couldn't destroy the six-month protection of the
wax.
Lee Hall, Continental president, last
week termed the FTC complaint "unfounded." He stated that Continental's
claims tative
will research
be supported
"authoridata fromwithindependent
science laboratories."
Moving day at FCC
The FCC is shifting a number of its
offices
Post byOffice
Building inin Washington's
a move initiated
the
Postmaster General. Chairman John C.
Doerfer will move to the seventh floor
directly above the sixth floor offices, occupying odd-numbered rooms 7105 to
7121. Comrs. Rosel H. Hyde and Robert T. Bartley also move upstairs, Comr.
Hyde to odd numbers 7307 to 7317 and
Comr.
7415. Bartley to odd numbers 7405 to
Comr. Doerfer displaces the Com-

mon Carrier
Bureau's
division,
which moves
to thetelephone
2200 corridor
on the second floor. Comrs. Hyde and
Bartley displace part of the Broadcast
Bureau, which in turn will occupy about
20 rooms occupied by the Chief Engineer's Office in the 7500 corridor on the
seventh
floor.moves
The toChief
office in turn
the Engineer's
2200 corridor
on the second floor.
The Post Office Dept. thus acquires
all of the 6200 and most of the 6100
corridor on the sixth floor. The moves
are expected to be completed by the
beginning of March.
Dirksen, Langer bring
first anti-pay tv bills
Senate Minority Leader Everett Dirksen (R-Ill.) and Sen. William Langer
(R-N.D.) Tuesday (Jan. 20) introduced
the new
The
bill,Senate's
S 591, first
wouldanti-pay
prohibitmeasure.
toll tv
until the FCC has authorized the controversial video method and also tells
the FCC it cannot approve pay tv until
and unless Congress gives specific authorization.
Sen. Langer authored a similar bill
in the 85th Congress. In introducing the
new measure, he called attention to a
poll
he conducted
of residents
Bart-a
lesville,
Okla., while
that cityofhad
wired-pay system in operation. Over
1,900 of the Oklahomans were against
pay tv and only 163 for, he said.
The senator disclosed that last month
he wrote a letter to all other members
of Congress seeking their support of the
anti-pay tv measure. He also entered in
the Congressional Record liberal
quotes oncastingpayissues tvof polls
Nov. from
11 andthe 4,Broad1957.
The bill was referred to the Commerce
Committee.
Four bills against pay tv have been
introduced in the House this session.
FCC has discretion
to stay grant — court
A three-judge appeals court last
week told the FCC it has discretion
as to whether or not a final station
ing. should or should not be stayed
grant
pending the outcome of a protest hearIn doing so, the court apparently reversed a 15-year-old judicially-imposed rule. is a 500 w, daytime grant
Involved
(1390 kc) in Toman, Wis. (pop., 5,000
according to the 1950 census). The
grantee,
Tomah-Mauston
Broadcasting Co., received
its unopposed
permit
last October. A protest was filed by
WRDB tricalReedsburg,
interference. Wis., claiming elecThe Commission, under Sec. 316 of
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ey-ReCo.ed Television
Reps.:
JamesHeadl
S. Ayers

/channel

chased 16,900 shares raising his total
ownership to 150,000.
Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing
— John G. Ordway (through trust) sold
16,800 shares leaving trust with 1,643,768; Clarence B. Sampair purchased
7,048 shares for total ownership of
9,240; Maynard H. Patterson purchased
200 shares giving him 410, plus an
additional 98 shares owned jointly with
wife.
National Airlines Inc. — Alexander G.
Hardy increased his holdings to 2,375
shares by purchasing 1,100.
National Telefilm Assoc. — Harold
Goldman in June 1958 purchased, and
then sold, 1,000 shares leaving him with
40,125; B. Jonny Graff in August 1958
purchased 1,000 shares, later sold the
same number in October leaving him
with 3,200; Burt Kleiner purchased
5,000 shares for total ownership of
150,000.
Republic Pictures Corp. — Victor M.
Carter acquired 35,837 shares for total
ownership of 98,337; Ernest A. Hall
On the SEC record
sold 4,000 shares leaving him with
The following stock transactions by 9,700.
officers and directors in the radio-tv and
allied fields have been filed with the Se- • Government Notes
curity & Exchange Commission. Common stock is involved, unless otherwise • The FCC last week formally deindicated.
cided to allow the Boston Globe to intervene in the re-opened ch. 5 tv case,
Admiral Corp. — Carl E. Lantz disposed of the 112 capital shares he held. but only on the issue of whether any
Avco Manufacturing Corp. — James Commission member should have disD. Shouse purchased 7,500 shares for
qualified himself from voting in the
11,550 total; Frank S. Larson acquired original grant to the Boston Herald
2,000 shares giving him 2,500.
Traveler (WHDH Inc.), a Globe comAssoc. Motion Picture Industries —
petitor. The Commission had previously
Albert W. Lind purchased 100 shares, made this decision on a tentative basis
(Broadcasting, Jan. 19).
giving him 3,100.
CBS Inc. — Louis Cowan purchased
800 shares of Class A, raising his • A court order has been issued for
ownership to 900.
parties to appear at the CirColumbia Pictures Corp. — Fico interested
cuit Court in Lansing, Mich., WednesCorp., which has several common offiday (Jan. 27) to show cause why the
cers-directors with Columbia, purchased account of the receiver of Inland Broad4,100 shares for 45,458 total.
casting Co. should not be approved and
Allen B. DuMont Labs — Eugene J.
discharged. Inland BroadTanner disposed of his 100 shares of the receiver
casting, now in the process of dissolu5% cumulative convertible preferred
tion, was the permittee of ch. 54
stock.
WTOM-TV Lansing, which has been
Emerson — Harvey Tullo purchased off
the
air for the past two years.
3,000 shares of capital stock, sold
1,000, leaving him with 5,209; Harold • The FCC last week granted a conGoldberg retained 810 shares of the
permit for ch. 10 Presque
same type through buying 810 shares Isle, Me., struction
to WLBZ Television Inc.
and selling 500.
Mrs.
Adeline
Rines,
owner, also owns
General Electric — Samuel Littlejohn
Bangor, WRDO Auguspurchased 5,370 shares for total owner- WLBZ-AM-TV
ta and WCSH-AM-TV Portland, all
ship of 5,940; William C. Wichman
acquired 1,695 shares giving him 5,971 Maine.
total; George L. Haller sold 400 shares
• An FCC hearing examiner last week
leaving him with 100.
Hoffman Electronics — I. J. Kaar granted the joint petition of L.E.U.
purchased 1,000 shares, his only stock Broadcasting Co., The Jet Broadcasting Co. and WERC Broadcasting Corp.,
in firm; Bruce L. Birchard sold 200
shares in October, purchased the same all of Erie, Pa., for dismissal without
number in November leaving him 200. prejudice of their separate applications
Loew's Inc. — Joseph Tomlinson pur- for ch. 66 Erie. The FCC on Dec. 22,
64 (GOVERNMENT)
the Communications Act, stayed the effectivenes ofits grant to Tomah-Mauston, and set the protest down for hearing. Tomah-Mauston went to court,
charging that the FCC erred in stating
it has no discretion on whether or not
to stay the grant. The grantee claimed
that Sec. 309(c) as amended in 1956,
specifically gave the FCC discretion as
to whether or not to stay a grant pending a hearing on a protest.
The order issued last week by U.S.
Circuit Judges E. Barrett Prettyman,
David L. Bazelon and George Thomas
Washington told the FCC that it has
discretion whether or not to stop the
construction of the new Tomah station,
notwithstanding the provisions of Sec.
316
of the
court orheld
then 1943
that "KOA
where acase."
stationTheis
likely tosideresuffer
interference,
d amodification
of its that
licenseis conand
therefore a stay against the new grant
is imperative.

Skiatron Electronics & Tv Inc. —
Arthur Levey sold 31,900 shares (26,900 in private transactions) leaving him
with 252,931.
Sylvania Electric Products Inc. — W.
Benton Harrison acquired 924 shares
for total ownership of 1,258; Walter R.
Seibert purchased 792 shares giving
him 991; Arthur L. Milk sold 300
shares leaving him with 338.
20th A.Century-Fox
Film200Corp.—
James
Van Fleet sold
shares
leaving him with 300.
Walt Disney
Melton
sold theProductions
100 shares— heOrbin
ownedV.
in firm.
Westinghouse Electric Corp. — John
A. Hutcheson purchased 100 shares for
557 total; Leslie E. Lynde acquired 300
shares giving him total of 2,653; Reese
H. Taylor bought 100 shares raising
his total to 500; John F. Myers sold
500 shares leaving him with 544.
Zenith Radio Corp. — Eugene M.
Kinney acquired 744 shares raising his
total to 1,062.
1958, refused to deintermix Erie, thus
making
it "economically
for
any of the
three applicantsunsound"
for ch. 66,
in their opinion, to continue consideration of another uhf facility there. Two
operating Erie stations are ch. 12
WICU-TV and ch. 35 WSEE (TV).
• The FCC last week advised ch. 13
KSOO-TV Sioux Falls, S.D., that unless it requests a hearing within 30
its application
additionalandtimeits
todays,construct
will be fordismissed
construction permit cancelled. A hearing is necessary also, said the FCC, for
the KSOO-TV application for equipchanges. ment, power and transmitter site
• Two regional stations, WPEN Philadelphia and WERE Cleveland, have
requested the FCC to amend its rules
to enable regionals to increase their
current 5 kw power limitation up to
25 kw. WPEN stated that such an
amendment is ". . . urgently needed
to allow existing and proposed stations
located in large metropolitan districts
... to districts.
provide primary service" to their
entire
• The FCC has directed preparation of
a document looking toward the revocation of the construction permit of ch. 4
KAKJ (TV) Reno, Nev. The Commission's move follows an initial decision of
last March wherein a hearing examiner
accused the station of ". . . false representations knowingly made."
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PROGRAMMING
GRUSKIN

INTO

TV

PACKAGING

Ex-talent man has finance formula
for independents, bypassing bankers
A new company — and a new way saving in financing? By preselling an
of doing business in the packaging of tv anthology series, comprised of new
shows — was launched last week by pilots, to a sponsor.
veteran talent representative George
For example, one of the pilots might
Gruskin, who left the William Morris cost $60,000. Under conventional arAgency two weeks ago after 27 years.
rangements al that money would have
For the last 10 of those years he had come from a banker. Under Mr. Grusbeen co-head of the tv department in
kin's plan a sponsor would pay, say,
New York, and before that had been $45,000
for the pilot, leaving only
based in Hollywood as head of radio- $15,000 to be financed.
tv for the talent agency.
How do you persuade the sponsor to
put up this money in advance? By showMr.
Gruskin's
company,
George
ing him the actual scripts by top peoGruskin & Assoc., will offer varied
ple, the cast he can get for the show,
services in the talent field, the most im- the important
names working on it and
portant involving creative program- so forth.
ming, sales, financing and production arActually,
Mr.
says, many
rangements for independent program sponsors did this upGruskin
until several years
packagers.
It's
the
latter
two
areas
which
ago, when some of the larger firms ininvolve the most radical departures.
volved suggested they go back to the
His plans envision a number of in- radio system — not paying until 10 days
dependents getting together under the after broadcast. The financing costs
umbrella of Gruskin representation to that went to banks for this money were
effect savings in financing, leasing of
from program budgets, cutstudio facilities, sharing of writers, pro- deducted
ting into the quality of the shows. Mr.
ducers and directors and mutual as- Gruskin
says
that under his system the
sistance inproduction.
sponsor — while not paying less in actual
According to Mr. Gruskin, conven- dollars for the program — will be getting
tional financing arrangements call for
money's
worth somebody
rather thanelse paythe producer going to a banker (banks, his full
ing interest
on money
has
networks, other moneyed sources) for borrowed.
the required funds, in return giving the
Mr. Gruskin says he has about 30
banker 50% of the proposed series. properties already in the works, most of
This 50% breaks down into 25% for them
already represented by agents like
the pilot, 12V2% for interim financing William Morris. He says he will not
of the series and \2Vi% for deficit be in competition with these agents, but
financing and completion guarantee. rather, will assist them with properties
Mr. Gruskin's
arrangement
said to already under their respective roofs.
allow
independents
to cut that isfinancing
Among the clients are Harlequin Profrom 50% to 18%%.
Of the resultant 3P/4 % saving, 10%
would go into a holding company
owned by all the various independents
working under the Gruskin umbrella.
Each would therefore have an interest
in aiding the others, as 10% of the
profits of all would go into this common fund. The money pool thus created
would be used to arrange for studio
facilities and similar items (at a saving
over deals the independents might arrange separately) and also be invested
in suitable projects.
The other 21Va% of the saving would
be used to lure big-name creative talent into the projects. These people
(working producers, head writers and
directors) would participate on a partnership basis.
Method to Be Utilized • How does
Mr. Gruskin intend to arrange the Gruskin: sees way to hurdle tv money barrier
66

ductions (Jerry Stagg, Phil Shuken, and
Johnny Greene), Hawk Productions
(Jim Heneghan, John Wayne and
George Kellner), Sol Lesser Co. and a
joint venture of Sol Lesser Co. and the
Sidney Box Division of J. Arthur Rank,
England.
Gruskin's Track Record • Among
the talent and programs Mr. Gruskin has developed and represented
with William Morris are the late Bob
Burns, Joan Davis, The Life of Riley,
Groucho Marx, Gale Storm, Burns &
Allen, Garry Moore, Amos 'n Andy,
People's Choice and Duffy's Tavern.
Mr. Gruskin said his concept was
both alike and different from that of
United Artists in the motion picture
field. Alike in that he encourages name
stars to form their own production
firms, different in that where UA put
up the financing for those efforts, his
job will be to arrange financing from
the sponsors.
He said he was not against the "big
company" concept, but felt that presentday financing arrangements — favorable
to those with bigger bankrolls — were
making it difficult for the independent
star and creator to get started.
Among are
the properties
workingserieson
initially
three far he's
eastern
(Files of the Tokyo Police, International
Affair and Richard Tregaskis' Hong
Kong Diary.) Under his set-up, each
would help the other — as when a Hong
Kong episode needs footage produced in
Tokyo, and vice versa.
Mr. Gruskin's offices will be set up
initially in Hollywood and New York,
and later in London and Tokyo as well
as other cities in the United States.
Radio-BMI talks begin
on station licenses
Informal, preliminary discussions of
new radio station music licenses from
Broadcast Music Inc. were held Thursday (Jan. 22) by representatives of the
All-Industry Radio Music License
Committee and officials of BMI. More
detailed talks are planned today (Jan.
26). The subject is terms for licenses
to replace those that expire in March.
BMI is expected to offer five-year renewals of the present contracts, which
call for fees on a sliding scale up to
1.2%
of
Jan. 19). net time sales (Broadcasting,
No further developments were rerted in the All-Industry
Committee's
stalled ponegotiations
for new
ASCAP
licenses, which appeared headed for
court.
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SYLVANIA AWARDS
'Alban' takes four
out of 30 categories
An original television play, "Little
Moon of Alban," won four of the
prizes in the 1958 Sylvania Television
Awards, which were presented in New
York last Thursday (Jan. 22) during
the eighth annual ceremonies.
Awards were made in 30 categories
for "distinguished achievements in
creative television techniques." More
than 400 persons attended the presentation dinner at the Plaza Hotel. Don G.
Mitchell, chairman of the board of
Sylvania Electric Products, presented
the awards. Comedian Orson Bean was
master of ceremonies.
The complete list of network winners :
Telecast of the year— "Little Moon of
Alban"
on teleplay—
Hallmark "Little
Hall ofMoonFameof Alban"
(NBC)
byOriginal
James Costigan.
Television
adaptation—
"The
Bridge
of
San Luis
Rey"Month
by Ludi
Show
of the
(CBS).Claire for DuPont
Original
comedy
writing—
"The
Beaver
Patrol"
(CBS). by John Vlahos for U.S. Steel Hour
Performance by an actor (star)— Neville
Brand
"All the King's Men" on Kraft
Theatre in(NBC).
Performance by an actress (star) — Julie
Harris markinHall "Little
of FameMoon
(NBC).of Alban" on HallPerformance
by anin actor
(supporting
role)—
Oscar
Homolka
"The Plot
to Kill
Stalin"
on Playhouse
(CBS).
Performance
by an90 actress
(supporting
role)— onMaureen
Stapleton
in "All the King's
Men"
Theatre— "Little
(NBC).
DramaticKraftprogram
Moon of
Alban."
Light
musical
program
—
An Evening with
FredContribution
Astaire (NBC).
to
serious
music—
Leonard
Bernstein.
Variety
program— The Bob Hope Moscow
Show
(NBC).
Comedy
program—(NBC).
The Chevy Show starring Sid Caesar
Special
Award—
topublic.
bring the
best inGillette
sports Co.to forthe continuing
American
News plorer
andlaunching
Specialcoverage
Events (NBC).
Program— ExSpecial Award— CBS-TV for coverage and
presentation of the coronation of Pope John
Religious
Series—
NBC-TV
religious
(Frontiers
of Faith,
Catholic
Hour series
and
Eternal
Light).
Documentary
China
(CBS). program— The Fade of Red
Documentary
tury (CBS). series — The Twentieth CenPublicroom (NBC).
service series— Continental ClassChildren's
Art Carney Meets
Peter
and the program—
Wolf (ABC).
Exceptional
nal" on NBC's Merit
CatholicCitation—
Hour. "Rome EterThe list of local winners:
Educational
series — New
CameraYork.Three produced by WCBS-TV
Local children's
KOMO-TV
Seattle. series— Captain Puget,
LocalKQEDeducational
series — The Criminal
Man,
San Francisco.
Local public
serviceSanprogram—
Heart
Surgery,
KPIX-TV
Francisco.Open
Exceptional
Merit
Citation—
WRC
New YorkGabe
for spot
news coverage byA- TVits
reporter,
Pressman.
Exceptional
Merit
Citation—
WPIX(bv TV)its
New
YorkJohnfor Tillman.
spot news
coverage
reporter,
Winners in special categories:
Non-commercial
educational Action,
programDecision : The
Constitution
NaTelevisioninSharff
Center,
Ann
Arbor, tional
Mich.,Educational
and Stephen
Productions.
Special Award— Adventures in Numbers
Corp pace' Westinghouse Broadcasting
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the Balance is in your favor when you buy
K-NUZ...

No.

1 in HOUSTON!

HIGHEST RATING
FOR ADULT
AUDIENCE WITH
SPENDABLE
INCOME!

LOWEST
COST
PER
THOUSAND
BUY!
u

74% of K-NUZ Audience is Middle & Upper Income
* Special Pulse Survey (Apr.-May, 1958)
84% of this Audience is ADULT Men and Women
Nielsen (June, 1958)
CONSISTENT TOP RATINGS YEAR AFTER
YEAR . . . Still the LOWEST COST per Thousand Homes!
(Sources: Average V4 hr. rating 6
a.m. -6 p.m. Mon.-Fri., Pulse, Apr.- K-NUZ
$1.13
May, 1958.
SRDSEachOne-Time
A"
$1.36
Minute
Rate for
Station.) OneB"
$1.30

National Reps.:

Houston's<24-Hour
— Music ah News _

$2.53
$3.11
$1.33
$1.59
$9.88

FORJOE & Co.—
New York • Chicago
Los Angeles • San Francisco
Philadelphia • Seattle
Southern Reps.:
CLARKE BROWN CO.
Dallas • New Orleans • Atlanta
Call Dave Morris
J A 3-2581

Christophers cite 35
in tv with medallions
The 1958 Christopher tv awards for
"having used their God-given talent in
a constructive way ... to inform, inpresented
Jan. 11spiretoand 35entertain,"
producers,were
directors,
and
writers by the Christophers. Cited with
the bronze medallion inscribed with the
Christopher motto: "Better to light one
candle than curse the darkness" were
the following:
Producer-director Bob Banner, musical director Harry Zimmerman, writers
Bob Wells, Johnny Bradford, Arnold
Peyser (Jan. 12, 1958 NBC-TV Dinah
Shore Chevy Show); producer David
Susskind, director Robert Mulligan,
writer Ludi Claire (Jan. 21, 1958 CBSTV Dupont Show of the Month,
"Bridge
of San Lowe,
Luis Rey");
director David
writer LuproducerHazam
tfan. 23, 1958 NBC-TV Smith, Kline &
French Labs-sponsored MD International); executive producer Mildred
Freed Alberg, producer-director George
Schaefer, tv writer James Costigan
(March 12, 1958 NBC-TV Hallmark
Hall of Fame, "Little Moon of Alban"); rector
producer
Alvin writer
Cooperman,
Richard Morris,
Jean Hol-diloway (Sept. 12 NBC-TV Shirley Temple Storybook, "The Wild Swans").
Also: producer Lowell Thomas Jr.,
director Jean Philipe Carson, writers
Prosper Buranelli and Mr. Thomas
(Oct. 8 CBS-TV High Adventure with
Lowell
producer
JacquelineThomas,
Babbin, "Alaska");
executive producer
Robert Costello, director William Corrigan, writer Jerome Coopersmith (Nov.
26 CBS-TV Armstrong Circle Theatre
"SSN ducer
571John Green,
Nautilus");
executive
proproducer
Bert Shevelove, director Dick Feldman, music
director Paul Weston (Nov. 30 ABCTV Art Carney Meets Peter and the
Wolf); producer Burton (Bud) Benjamin, writer Norman Borisoff, film editor Robert Collinson, composer Paul
Creston (Dec. 14 CBS-TV The Twentieth Century, "Revolt
in Hungary");
and producer
Fred Heider,
director
Dick Dunlap, writers Harold Flender
and David Gregory (Dec. 22 ABC-TV
Firestone Hour).
SDX nominations due
A deadline of Feb. 1 has been set by
Sigma Delta Chi, (Professional Journalism Fraternity), for nominations for
its 1959 distinguished service awards
in journalism.
Bronze medallions and plaques will
be offered for excellence in 15 fields,
including radio or tv newswriting, radio
reporting, tv reporting, and public serv68 (PROGRAMMING)

ice
in both radio and television journalism.
The awards will cover the period Jan.
1 through Dec. 31, 1958, and all, except those for public service, are offered to individuals (members and nonmembers) on the basis of work published or broadcast in the U. S.
Nomination forms may be obtained
from the director of the Sigma Delta
Chi Distinguished Service Awards in
Journalism, 35 E. Wacker Drive, Chicago 1, 111.
Barry, Enright, Noah
retain jury immunity
Jack Barry and Dan Enright, producers of the former Twenty-One quiz
on NBC-TV, last week declined to sign
waivers of immunity for prosecution before a grand jury probing quizzes in
New York. An associate producer Robert
waiver. Noah, also refused to sign the
They were called to testify on alleged
fixing on the program. Both Mr. Barry
and Mr. Enright had denied any contestants had received answers in advance. The program went off the air in
October because of a ratings decline. A
producer on the show, Albert Freedman, who was indicted by the special
grand jury, awaits trial and is on $1,500
bail on two counts of perjury. The indictment was based on his testimony
denying he supplied questions and answers to at least two contestants.
After the trio declared immunity,
the jury panel excused them and did
not schedule a further appearance. According tothe district attorney's office,
they had been asked to appear as cooperative witnesses not as defendants.

CBS-TV, military pact
Agreement between CBS-TV and the
Office of Armed Forces Information &
Education will permit the Dept. of
Defense to record for rebroadcast network tv shows on armed forces tv stations and the sound portion on armed
forces radio outlets.
In CBS-TV President Louis G.
Cowan's announcement last week detailing the pact, the network was pointed
up asmitthesuch first
"outside
perrecordin
g forparty"
the toarmed
forces. It supplements CBS-TV's former
service to military tv stations that
made available station-return prints for
overseas rebroadcast. In the new service, all direct commercial messages
must be deleted by the governmen
t.
The military is not permitted to broadcast the show in any area that has
population in the coverage area of a
commercial tv station.

How

about

ALASKA?
How will your message come
through in those faraway spots
beyond the suburbs? An ivory
tower is a sure road to nowhere!
Pre-testing becomes more and
-mojsjsdtaLas^ costs grow.
a k espre-f
esti ng~
easyAnd. . film
. lets myou
use impartial
audiences where and when youleTsTyoTTTest to your
heart's content . . . economically!
Actually, film does three things
for you ... 3 big important things:
1. Gives you the high-polish
commercials you've come to
expect . . . fluff-free . . . sure.
2. Gives you coverage with
full pre-test opportunities.
3. Retains residual values.
For more information write:
Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N.Y.
East Coast Division
342 Madison Ave.
New York 17, N.Y.
Midwest Division
1 30 East Randolph Drive
Chicago 1, III.
West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.
W. J. German, Inc.
Agents for the
sale and
distribution
of Eastman
Professional
Motion
Films. Fort Lee, N.J.; Picture
Chicago, III.;
Hollywood, Calif.

Always shoot it on EASTMAN FILM . . . You'll be glad you did!

MANIE'S FRIENDS
Stars to turn out for
NBC tribute to Sacks
90 minutes
Marchbe
3, ForManie
Sacks ononceNBC-TV's
more will
linked with top tv entertainment.
Perhaps few people did more to supply the mortar in the buildup of tv
as a mass entertainment medium than
did the legendary Emanuel Sacks, NBCTV talent - programming executive ,
whose death from leukemia at 56, nearly
a year ago (Feb. 9) saddened scores of
stars whose careers he helped.
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. (Chesterfield) wil sponsor a special memorial tribute, Some of Manie's Friends,
over the network on March 3, 8-9:30
p.m.
Chesterfield's
Erickson,
New York.agency is McCannA number of top stars will appear
on the program, among them, Edgar
Bergen, Sid Caesar, Rosemary Clooney,
Nat (King) Cole, Perry Como, Eddie
Fisher, Harry James, Betty Grable,
Tony Martin, Dinah Shore, Frank Sinatra, Kay^ Starr, and Jane Wyman. The
special will be produced by Bob Finkel
for L&M and McCann-Erickson.
Work for Scale • All stars on the
program, as well as the producer, directors, writers, conductors and others
were guided and tutored by the
late network and recording executive
(RCA Victdr records). In 1955 Mr.
Sacks established the Emanuel Sacks
Foundation to finance research in blood
diseases at the Albert Einstein Medical
Center. As part of the tribute, all people on the show will work at minimum
union scale making it possible for Liggett & Myers to donate in excess of
$200,000, which is a guaranteed minimum, to the foundation. In addition to
the talent fees being turned back, it was
reported the network may channel some
of the time charges into the fund.
Plans for the program were an-

Yesteryear horseplay: Sinatra feeds Manie
70 (PROGRAMMING)

nounced last week by C. Terence Clyne,
senior vice president for tv-radio corporate services at McCann-Erickson.
He emphasized that the telecast would
not
be ahis"fund-raising
telethon."
(During
lifetime, Mr.tv Sacks
and
most of his friends made substantial
contributions to the foundation.)
The program and turnout of stars
was inspired by Mr. Clyne, who also is
credited with handling arrangements
with Chesterfield, the network and with
the talent. Liggett & Myers will preempt the 30-minute Colgate slot for
the show at 9 p.m. as the regular 8-9
period is sponsored by the tobacco firm
(alternately with RCA).
NCAA sets Feb. 3
for tv plan airing
The National Collegiate Athletic
Assn. announced last week that its 1959
Television Committee will hold a hearing Feb. 3 in the Conrad Hilton Hotel
in Chicago to get suggestions on a
1959 tv plan from networks, advertising
agencies and other interested groups, including asubscription television organization.
A spokesman for NCAA said Thursday (Jan. 22) that an invitation to the
hearing was sent to Skiatron Tv, developer of a subscription television system.
During the 53rd annual convention of
NCAA in Cincinnati earlier this month,
delegates heard that Skiatron representatives were prepared to meet with the
1959 Television committee and submit
acountry.
proposal for a specific area of the
Officials of Skiatron were not available for comment.
After listening to proposals from all
interested parties, the tv committee will
formulate a plan for 1959 and submit
it to the membership for approval in a
mail referendum. In recent years,
NCAA has adopted a so-called "limited" tv plan,
in ordergames
to stimulate
attendance atfootball
not telecast
or sold out. The 1958 NCAA schedule
was carried on NBC-TV under the
sponsorship of the Sunbeam Corp., Gulf
Oil Corp., Bayuk Cigars Inc. and Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co.
Compete, urges BFA
Formation of a Broadcasting Foundation of America advisory committee
to encourage U.S. radio-tv broadcasters
to submit programs to international
competitions has been announced by
BFA.
A foundation spokesman said that in
the past, few commercial broadcasters
have entered such competitions as Prix
Italia or Cannes Festival. Therefore
America has not been satisfactorily

Case for classics
KASI Ames, Iowa, has found a
key toket: tap
local campus marclassicalitsmusic.
The station's area is divided in
two: aboutare10,000
city's
population
Iowa ofStatetheCollege
students
and
KASI's
problem
has
been to reach this group. A survey
made by the station showed that
more than 85% of the students had
a taste for symphonic music. This
led to the birth of Background, a
whole Sunday afternoon of orchestral programming.
The format was a sellout, with 20
local advertisers signed until June.
Success of the format can be gauged
by the reaction KASI staffers get as
they distribute the printed program
ofBackground
pieces to betoplayed
on the stores:
week's
sponsoring
"Background is the most successful
advertising
done,"Store
the Ames
Hardware we've
& Music
com^
mented. ". . . About the cheapest
money I've ever spent to get them
[students]reaction
into my from
store," sponsoring
is another
typical
Ames merchants.
represented abroad. Committeemen are
Edward Stanley of NBC, chairman;
John Daly, ABC; Harold Fellows,
NAB; Irving Gitlin, CBS; Carl Haverlin, BMI; Romney Wheeler, U.S. Information
John White,
cationalAgency,
Radio &andTelevision
Center.EduFurther information may be obtained
from BFA, 342 Madison Ave., New
York 17.
N.Y. cherche la femme
New York politicians and police unsuccessfully sought names and facts
from CBS Radio, Ed Murrow, et al.,
after last week's broadcast of the network's report on prostitution
in business
(Broadcasting,
Jan. 19). They
were
spurred
on
by
some
newspapers'
banner
headlines on the broadcast, and press
statements that the issue was the "most
important matter facing the police toMayor
issued a statement theWagner's
day after office
the broadcast
saying that he was shocked to hear that
such a condition existed, but that if it
did, his administration would go after
it. District Attorney Frank Hogan and
Firstday."
Deputy Police Commissioner Kennedy both sought to get the names of
program participants from CBS and
Mr. Murrow, but failing in that, set up
a special phone and encouraged anyone
with evidence to let them know.
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"NITE-WATCH

. . . IS

INVESTMENTS

WE

ONE

OF

HAVE

THE

EVER

BEST
MADE...''

SAYS TED NELSON OF KFEQ-AM AND KFEQ-TV
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Deen^^fgr^t
eatTjf" to our

The new Gates Nite-Watch Automatic programming system provides up to
7Vi hours of continuous programming. Three basic requirements
are supplied
Ps console,
as a complete package with Nite-Watch: (1) production
(2) tape
control unit (a top grade tape recorder/playback mechanism of advanced
professional design), and (3) the 100 record (up to 200 plays, both sides)
45 RPM automatic cueing transcription changer. This transcription unit may
be operated, when not automatically programming, as a Gates Auto-Trans
by purchasing an inexpensive remote control operations box. All 45 RPM
records may then be pushbutton started with assured automatic cue-up.
Write today for 8-page brochure describing each outstanding feature
of this new automatic programming system — yours for the asking.

INTERTYPE

GATES

RADIO
COMPANY
Subsidiary of Harris- Intertype Corporation

-ed AelsS-*^

QUfNCY, ILLINOIS

Negative

and

Positive.

. .

So that your records will be more accurate, we thought we should point out that
SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS should not be confused with other groups.
Seventh-day Adventists \ ARE NOT
Jehovah's
Witnesses, who hold meetings Yankee Stadium, are earnest workers
with
the Watcbtower.
Latter-day
Saints, who have the beautiful temple at Salt Lake City and the famed
tabernacle choir.
Christian Scientists, who publish the respected Christian Science Monitor.
Seventh-day Adventists
A conservative, Christian church of Protestant origins, best known for:
Worldwideat work
education,
schools,
in 185missions,
lands. and philanthropic programs — more than 5
2. Civil
Hospitals
(102)
in
many
countries, medical service in remote and needy areas.
creed. defense, rescue activities. Service to all without distinctions of race or
3. A definite
health-education
program. based
Contributing to a better life now, preaunknown
message
at a timesenting Christian
to man, ofbuthope
relatively onnear.the promised return of Christ—
For
leatherette-bound,
tab-indexed INFORMATION FILE on the Seventh-day
Adventa free,
is t Church,
write:

WORLD HEADQUARTERS:
Washington 12, D. C.
RAndolph 3-0800 • H.

Seventh-day Adventist
Information Services
NEW YORK OFFICE:
227 W. 46th Street
JUdson 6-2336 • Helen F. Smith
THE NATION'S MOST SUCCESSFUL REGIONAL NETWORK
Intermountain Network Affiliate
K L I X
Twin Falls, Idaho

/ Inter x
Mountain
Network
HEADQUARTERS:
SALT LAKE CITY
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is NUMBER
ONE*
In the Fabulous Magic Valley
Pulse— Feb., 1958
• DENVER • CONTACT YOUR AVERY-KNODEL

'IMAGE RUSSIA'
NBC Radio series
documents Soviet life
An intra-mural joke making the
round at NBC last Wednesday went
something like this: "Well, if we can't
give them sex, we'll at least give them
The quip was an obvious reference to
the highly-controversial and well-pubRussia." documentary on sex on CBS
l'cized
Radio last Monday (Jan. 19), which
preceded by a day the launching of
NBC Radio's exhaustive examination of
a perhaps more prosaic — but certainly
equally
Union. significant subject — the Soviet
Over the next four weeks, the network will present at least 30 hours of
programming, exploring various phases
of life in the Soviet Union. The program, titled Image Russia (Mon.-Thurs.,
8:35-10 p.m.) is one of three or four
extensive radio documentaries planned
by NBC Radio during 1959.
Albert L. Capstaff, director of NBC
Radio network programs and executive
producer of the series, last week told
Broadcasting that planning for the
series began more than three months
ago when a special staff was assembled
for Image from other departments of
NBC Radio. It consists of Mr. Capstaff
and Peter Lassally, director; Alice Wallace and Bill Bales, writers; Doreen
Chu, feature coordinator and Lily Weiler, research associate.
In the Past Three Months • The staff
so far has interviewed more than 500 individuals inorder to amass information
on specific areas of Soviet life and to
obtain tapes of well-known persons to
be used on the program series. The staff,
Mr. Capstaff said, has tracked down
rare recordings of many Soviet leaders,
including Lenin and Stalin. An authentic audio background, including the actual sounds of traffic in Moscow, a
beach party at a Soviet resort, the circus and the Bolshoi Ballet, will be integrated into the programs.
Mr. Capstaff noted that the undertaking isnot a modest one, financially
speaking. He estimated that the budget
would run about $10,000 per week
(this does not cover the activities of
NBC News department abroad or its
public affairs department in behalf of
Image Russia). Above and beyond this,
Mr. Capstaff pointed out, NBC Radio
stands to lose about 25% of the commercial time on Nightline, which Image
Russia pre-empts. The remainder of
Nightline advertising will be shifted to
other time periods or carried in stationbreak time on Image Russia, which is
BROADCASTING, January 26, 1959

not being offered for sale to stations.
the '■usual"
The staff
s in encounte
difficultie
obtainingredtapes for the
program, according to Mr. Capstaff.
Though the project has the cooperation
of such broadcasting agencies as the
United States Information Agency, Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberation,
more than 75% of the tapes for the
series will be "fresh and never before
heard on d.
radio," the executive producer
emphasize Among the voices to be
heard will be those of Soviet Ambassador Mikhail Menshikov; industrialist
Cyrus Eaton; Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt;
newspapermen Harrison Salisbury and
Eddy Gilmore; John Gates, former editor of the Daily Worker, and many
others.
The program's format Bob
makesConsidine
use of
commentator-columnist
in the role of an "authenticator." As the
various program participants make comments or unleash charges, it is Mr. Considine's function as "authenticator" to
"see that the various opinions and information presented are given their
proper perspective, regardless of the
reputation of the persons making the
statements.'"
Mr. Capstaff observed that Image is
a flexible series and the last quarterhour segment of each program will be
kept "open"
newsHedevelopments relevantfortopossible
the series.
added
that Image may run more than the four
weeks planned, if circumstances dictate
an extension.

loHRiASTSNl
Here (allaretimes
the next
10 days of network color
shows
are EST):
NBC-TV
26-30, Feb.participating
2-4 (2-2:30sponsors.
p.m.) Truth
or Jan.
Consequences,
Jan.
26-30,
Feb.
2-4
(2:30-3
p.m.)
Haggis
Baggis, participating sponsors.
Jan. Series,
26 (7:30-8:30
p.m.)through
Bell System
Science
Bell Telephone
N. W.
Ayer.Jan. 26, Feb. 2 (10-10:30 p.m.) Arthur
Murray Party, P. Lorillard through Lennen &
Newell.
Jan. 27 through
(8-9 p.m.)Kenyon
George& Eckhardt.
Gobel Show, RCA
Whirlpool
Jan.
28,
Feb.
4
(8:30-9
p.m.)
Is Right,
Speidel
throughJ. Norman,
Craig &Price
Kummel
and
Lever through
Walter Thompson.
Jan.
28,
Feb.
4
(9-9:30
p.m.)
Milton
Berle,
Kraft through J. Walter Thompson.
Jan. 28Chrysler
(10-11 through
p.m.) AnLeoEvening
Astaire,
Burnett.With Fred
Jan. through
29 (9:30-10
p.m.)Thompson.
Ford Show, Ford
Motors
J. Walter
29 (10:30-11
p.m.) Masquerade
P. Jan.
Lorillard
through Lennen
& Newell. Party,
Jan. 30
through
Kenyon(8-9& p.m.)
Eckhardt.Ellery Queen, RCA
Jan. 31 tici(8-9
pating sponsop.m.)
rs. Perry Como Show, parFeb. Bregman,
1 (7:30-8sustaining.
p.m.) Music Shop With
Buddy
Feb.
1
(8-9
p.m.)
Steve
Allen Show,Greyhound
Polaroid
through
Doyleand Dane
through Grey
du PontBernbach,
through BBD0.
Feb. 1 (9-10 p.m.) Chevy Show, Chevrolet
through
Feb.get & Myers
3Campbell-Ewald.
(8-9through
p.m.) Eddie
Fisher Show, LigMcCann-Erickson.
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Rochester,

N.Y.

s Newest

D. J.

Until recently,
King of the
American
Forces
Network
In
Europe!
NOW
On
WHEC!
JACK
FRIEL
He wowed em in Munich! He
thrilled 'em in Paris! He was a sensation at the Brussels World's Fair!
Now he brings his vast talents and
winning personality to WHEC for
the delight of listeners and sponsors
like! Everv weekday . . .
3:05 to 6:00 P.M.

Basic CBS In Rochester!
REPRESENTATIVES:
EVERETT M c K I N N E Y, INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO
73

WILKES -BARRE
HAZLETON

Leads all other
WILKES-BARRE Stations
with

■' GREATEST
LISTENERSHIP
in 65 of the 72 Y4 hours
from 6 A.M. to Midnight
(Pulse September— 1958)
STATION
WILK
Sta.B
Sta.C

1st
65
2
0

For the best
Inside Coverage
of
PENNSYLVANIA'S
3rd LARGEST
MARKET
you must
use
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NTA announces profit
as stockholders meet
The net profit of National Telefilm
Assoc., New York, for the first fiscal
quarter ended last Oct. 31 amounted to
$1,364,887, equal to $1.24 per share,
Ely A. Landau, board chairman, told
the
annual stockholders
meetingcompany's
in New York.
Mr. Landau noted significantly that
the profit included a capital gain of
$1,144,756 net applicable expenses and
taxes, equal to $1.04 per share, resulting from the sale of NTA's contract to
purchase Associated Artists Production's stock.amounted
Net operating
income foror
contractof• synchronizing
Synchro-Vox,
the quarter
to $220,131,
aCartoon
new method
20 cents per share, as compared with net
sound
to
cartoon
characters is
operating income of $269,577, or 26
used in Clutch Cargo, a tv series
cents per share, in the previous fiscal
bought for Triangle Stations by
(c) General Manager Roger
quarter.
Oliver A. Unger, NTA president,
Clipp. With him at the signing
told stockholders that the company has
were (1) Les Anthony, representaacquired a group of 39 British-protive for the series' distributor,
duced pictures for release to tv in the
George Bagnall & Assoc., BevU.S. He said the majority of the films
erly Hills, Calif., and George
were produced after 1948. Included in
Koehler, station manager, WFILthe group are "Last Holiday," with Alec
TV Philadelphia, Triangle oulet.
Guiness; "No Place for Jennifer," with
Leo Genn; "Laughter in Paradise," with
Alistair Sim; "So Little Time," with Hage. The company is Brooks - Hage
MariaJackSchell
and "Angels One Five," Services Inc., 252 E. 50th St., New
with
Hawkins,
York 22; telephone Plaza 9-8179.
The daily editorial scripts will be
Telestar Absorbed
prepared by some 15 correspondents
Bernard L. Schubert Inc., New York, of
worldwide reputation and will be
which has produced filmed tv programs nonpartisan and factual, the announcefor distribution by Telestar Films
ment said, adding that the service will
Inc.,
New York, will now release films to be "wholly supported by radio and telestations and advertisers under the
vision stations." It is set to start Feb.
Schubert name.
2, with daily scripts delivered by air
Bernard L. Schubert, president of mail seven days a week, exclusive to
both companies, reported last week one station in each city.
that Schubert Inc. has absorbed TeleMr. Brooks, chairman of the editorial
star Films with the purchase of all board, was an AP reporter, editor and
Telestar shares. Branch offices and per- executive for 14 years, executive editor
son el of Telestar, he said, have been of Forbes magazine for two years, and
placed under the supervision of Schu- NBC news and special events vice
bert Inc. and an election of officers and president for 10 years. Mr. Hage has
directors will be held shortly.
served on the New York Daily News
Mr. Schubert said that his company and its WPIX (TV) New York, was
is in the midst of an expansion program, director of special radio services for
having established a branch office re- United Press and news editor of both
cently in Mexico. Schubert already has NBC and Mutual.
representatives in England, Venezuela,
Canada and Australia. By March, he
added, Schubert Inc. will be distributing More space at MGM-TV
78 new half-hour tv films and a new
As part of Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer
package of 26 post-1948 feature films. plans for increased film production,
In May, Schubert will release a new (Broadcasting, Jan. 19), the studio
half-hour tv series, Counterspy.
is modernizing Stages 16 and 19 "to
keep pace with expanded motion picReady-to-air opinion
ture and tv production schedules." Each
Formation of a new service to supply stage will be divided into two, increasdaily editorials for radio and television
ing MGM's total available stages from
stations is being announced today by 25 to 27. Latest equipment will be
William F. Brooks and A. Maxwell featured.
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839' self-supporting tower for
WBNS-TV, Columbus, Ohio, supports RCA TF 12 AH antenna.
Two outside platforms give easy
access to microwave equipment.

Reasons

why

"It's good
business
from

to buy
an

experienced
tower
company"

Look as long and as hard as you will at this tower — or the
hundreds of others by Dresser-Ideco, serving broadcasting
stations all over the country — and you just won't be able to
see
reallydifferent
unique from
"something"
Idecothattower
towers ofthat
any makes
other every
make. DresserBut there are many very real differences which add up
to
maintenance costs than you'll
finda insafer
othertower,
towers with
on thelower
market.
For example:
Dresser-Ideco uses structural rib bolts for connections
throughout each tower. These bolts are
designed to
stay tight as the tower moves and vibratesspecially
in the wind. They
won't
work
loose
as
other
types
of
bolts
to do, won't
allow the tower and antenna to slip out of tend
alignment.
Dresser-Ideco engineers plan the layout for the installation of broadcast equipment and supply detailed equipment
installation drawings to the erection contractor. Long-experienced Dresser-Ideco tower engineers know this step in the
erection process should not be left to extemporaneou
s "fitting
up" on the job.

Complete final inspection is given every Dresser-Ideco
tower by a field engineer, who makes certain that erection and
equipment installation is carried out in accordance with the
designer's
Dresser-to
Ideco towerspecifications.
builders knowHerethisagain,
final experienced
step is necessary
insure that you get a completely safe and satisfactory tower.
Just 3 examples ... 3 details among many . . . that serve
to illustrate the careful planning and attention to detail that
goes into every Dresser-Ideco tower and that serve to illustrate
why we think you'll agree "it's good business to buy from an
experienced
So whentower
yourcompany."
new tower is in the offing . . . look to
experience you can believe in and results you can see. Better
than 50% of all TV towers over 1,000 feet tall are towers by
Dresser-Ideco . . . twice as many as the second tower company's total . . . more than all the rest of the tower companies
combined.
Put
38-year recordor ofcontact
tower
experienceDresser-Ideco's
to work for youunparalleled
. . . write Dresser-Ideco,
your broadcast equipment representative.
Radar Towers on the DEW line in northern Alaska — designed and fabricated by Dresser-Ideco. Keeping pace
with the rapidly developing needs of radar and microwave
— ■ helping the broadcast industry meet its expanding
needs — these are the challenges that keep DresserIdeco's thinking fresh and "alive", now and in the years
ahead.

Write for this new Dresser-Ideco
Tower Catalog T-57 — the first
complete broadcast antenna

Dresser-Ideco
ONE OF THE DRESSER Comp
INDUSTRIESany
TOWER DIVISION, DEPT. T-33, 875 MICHIGAN AVE., COLUMBUS 8, OH

GOP

FIRST IN HOOPER...
; ill

ILCE .

LISTENERS . . .

UharvnA

JX t, g +

may bypass L.A.

to networks' dismay
Republicans last week put off making
a decision on a site for the GOP nation oftional
1960presidential
until latenominating
February convenor early
March.
Meanwhile,
the inDemocrats'
site
committee
meeting
New Orleans,
announced last week (Jan. 18) that it
would recommend Los Angeles as a
site
Democrats'
when for
the the
national
committeeconvention
meets in
Washington Feb. 27-28. Although national committee approval usually is a
formality, national committeeman Jacob
Arvey said he would campaign for his
hometown, Chicago, as a site.
GOP National Chairman Meade Alcorn said Tuesday (Jan. 20) during the
Republican national committee meeting
in Des Moines that Republicans will
decide on a site "independently of what
the Democrats have done." He added
that "the television and radio folks are
not
goingnetworks
to like our
The
radio-tv
and decision."
other broadcasters who will cover the 1960 presidential conventions have campaigned
to get both parties to select a common
site to avoid the confusion and expenses
of moving men and equipment from one
city to another for both conventions
(Broadcasting, Jan. 19; Dec. 8, 1958).
Sig Mickelson, vice president in
charge of CBS News, and William R.
McAndres,
for
news,
both NBC's
made vice
pleas president
at the Des
Moines GOP meeting that both parties
get together to select the same city.
Cities competing for the GOP choice
are Chicago, Philadelphia, Los Angeles,
San Francisco, New York and Miami
Beach.
Among reasons
site
committee
selected theLosDemocrats'
Angeles were
reported to be a $350,000 cash offer
plus
new
sportsother
arena,features
expectedand tothat
be city's
completed
in May, and seating 17,000 it is de-

GOP eyes tv series
The mittee
Republican
National
meeting in Des
MoinesComlast
week discussed putting the GOP
campaign on a year-round basis
with a weekly (Sunday) television
program which would cost a yearly $800,000 to $1 million. A
monthly
sidered. magazine also was conChairman Meade Alcorn said
GOP leaders already had discussed such a program. It was
presentedmitteeto Thursday
the full(Jan.
national
22).comHe
said President Eisenhower has indicated he is a favor of such a tv
Mr. Alcorn said the program
program.
would serve as a forum for discus ion of current issues by such
GOP leaders as Vice President
Richard M. Nixon, Cabinet officers, Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller
of New York and other state chief
executives.
week, Mr. Mickelson said he realizes
the expected
national topolitical
committees
be
pick sites
on the can't
basis
of expense to networks alone, but that
networks feel they can do a better
coverage job if both conventions are
held in the same city. If both groups
do select different cities, Mr. Mickelson
said, then the networks will ask that
they schedule
respective
tions to allow atheir
two-week
period convenfor the
networks to complete their move of men
and equipment from one city to another.

^e-Hn6 to

• *' ' '

76 (GOVERNMENT)

scribed as "the Madison Square Garden of the West." The arena will have
a floor 300 by 160 feet, a 70-foot ceiling height with no pillars obstructing
the view, radio-tv and other news facilities and air-conditioning.
In addressing the GOP group last

-

Los Angeles trump: sketch shows where Democrats will make nominating news in 1960.
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PHILCO

TV

Microwave

Provides Maximum System Reliability
for Unattended TV Relaying!
Here is a completely modern microwave system . . . especially designed
to meet the needs of community TV operators for thoroughly
dependable operation.
Philco television microwave systems provide economical transmis ion ofNTSC compatible color or monochrome TV signals . . .
plus both
full audio
. .forlongrelaying
television
over
short .and
distances"off-the-air"
with excellent
pictureprograms
quality
and reliable performance.
Only Philco's
TLR microwave
system provides
true multihop
operation
for extremely
long hauls. Heterodyne
relay equipment
...
a true repeater . . . contains advanced circuitry exclusive with Philco.
This true repeater has been field proven in systems up to 15 hops.
All components of the TLR system mount in standard 19" racks.
Heavy duty power supplies provide 1 full watt output to insure
outstanding unattended service. Unitized circuit construction simplifies maintenance. Built-in test, metering and alarm circuits combine
with automatic stand-by to assure continuous operation.
Performance satisfaction of your Philco microwave system is
assured
by Philco's
turnkey
basis, which
includesthorough,
. . . site personal
surveys, service
systemavailable
planning,on acomplete
installation and preventive maintenance.
Philco engineers will be happy to help you with your particular
microwave requirements. Please contact us for further information.
Look ahead . . . and you'll choose Philco.

• Highly reliable, unatation tended one-watt oper• Field proven in extended multihop applications
• True repeater permits
top quality, long haul
operation
• industry
Highest power in the
• Full voice channel
multiplexing
• Philco offers complete
turnkey service . . .
surveys
. . installation . . . .maintenance

TLR-6 TRANSMITTER
Write for catalog sheets which
describe
the
Philco
TV
Microwave
System.

At Philco, opportunities are unlimited in electronic and mechanical research and engineering.

PHILCQ
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Government & Industrial Division
Philadelphia 44, Pennsylvania
In Canada: Philco Corporation of Canada Limited, Don Mills, Ontario

Look who's advertising on TV now!
Local businessmen - most of whom never could afford spot commercials until the advent of Ampex
Videotape*
Recording.
reach of almost
everyone.For tape cuts production costs to ribbons — brings "live local" spots within the
Scheduling to reach selected audiences is much easier too. Commercials can be pre-recorded at the
convenience of both station and advertiser, then run in any availability, anytime.
Opening new retail markets and expanding income potentials for stations are just two of many benefits of
Videotape recording. Write today for the complete story. Learn too how easy it is to acquire a VR-1000
through Ampex purchase or leasing plans.
CONVERTS TO COLOR ANYTIME • LIVE QUALITY ■ IMMEDIATE PLAYBACK • PRACTICAL EDITIN6 • TAPES INTERCHANGEABLE • TAPES ERASABLE. REUSABLE • LOWEST OVERALL COST

934

CHARTER

STREET,

REDWOOD

CITY, CALIFORNIA
Offices in Principal Cities

CORPORATION
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• Program notes
• Screen Gems Inc., N.Y., reports
that Rescue 8, half -hour tv film series,
has been sold in a total of 42 markets,
with latest sales in Baltimore, Minneapolis, Kansas City and Oklahoma City.
• MGM-TV, N.Y., has sold Our Gang
Comedy films to WSB-TV Atlanta.
KFJZ-TV Fort Worth, KUTV (TV)
Salt Lake City and KCIX-TV Nampa,
Idaho; portions of the MGM feature
library to KRTV (TV) Great Falls,
Mont.; KSPR-TV Casper, Wyo. and
KFDM-TV Beaumont, and John Nesbitt's Passing
to KEYT
(TV)
Santa
Barbara Parade
and WSB-TV
Atlanta.
• Forecast of future events, combining
a system of speculative analysis with
present facts and figures, is being offered
for syndication by Frank Freeman Radio Features, Davenport, Iowa. Titled
Prediction, the daily five-minute series
ranges from future inventions to the
fates and fortunes of motion picture
stars and economic or political events.
Sample show, rates and brochure are
available from the company at P. O.
Box 742, Davenport.
• Ziv Television Programs, N.Y., announces the completion of a group of
regional sales on its Cisco Kid series,
covering total of 25 markets. Advertisers are Dan-Dee pretzels and potato
chips, Cleveland, for 12 markets in
the Ohio-Pennsylvania area; Piggly
Wiggly supermarkets for six North
Dakota cities and the Eddy Bakeries
Div., General Baking Co., nine Idaho
markets.
• Hal Tate Productions, Chicago, ansale of Who's
telephonenounces
personalities
quiz showTalking
to WCAE
Pittsburgh; WBNS Columbus. Ohio;
WGR Buffalo, N.Y.; WFEC Miami and
WTTB Vero Beach, both Florida:
KDTH Dubuque, Iowa; KRUX Phoenix. Ariz.; KSUE Susanville and KWTC
Barstow, both California. Tate firm
supplies stations with voices of over 100
celebrities used in telephone quiz programs conducted by local announcers,
and has expanded to larger quarters in
Ogden Bldg., 192 N. Clark St.
• Fremantle International Inc., N. Y.,
has reported that total sales in December 1958 amounted to $218,000,
said to be a 300% increase over the December 1957 figure. Contributing
heavily to the December sales was the
52-week purchase by Cervesaria Cuauhtemoc (Mexican beer) of three Spanishdubbed series, Have Gun, Will Travel,
The Whistler and San Francisco Beat.
• United Artists has been awarded
$50,819 ($32,819 damages, plus $18,000
attorneys'
fees) inandjudgment
Charles
Weintraub
Quality against
Films
BROADCASTING, January 26, 1959

over the release of four UA films to tv
allegedly without authorization, according to ruling of Judge Thurmond Clarke
of U.S. District Court in Los Angeles.
Pictures are: "Don't Trust Your Husband," "Cover Up," "Without Honor"
and "Almost a Bride" (originally A
Kiss for Corliss").
• WGN-TV Chicago is offering 6,800
area school teachers opportunity to
watch themselves on television during
courses on reading and language arts —
thanks to Ampex Corp., videotape recording facilities. Teachers receive
instruction from other teachers in
afternoon tv sessions (with about 20%
signed up for credit), and are enabled
to watch Ampex vtr-telecast every
morning, 8:15-45. Project is joint effort
of WGN-TV, Chicago board of education and Chicago Teachers College,
with station donating equivalent of
$70,000 grant in time charges and production costs over 36-week period.
• Film-O-Radio Enterprises, Hollywood, announces plans for three tv
series based on the Bible, music and
sports. Fifty-two week series of Bible
stories and 30-minute musical series
on film will go before the cameras
shortly tions,
as announced
Film-O'sPresident
initial tvL. producMilton
King. A sports series is in final stages
of planning, added Mr. King, who has
named Kroger Babb as general manager. Miss Chelle Janis has been appointed executive assistant and O. L.
Bosserman,
secretary-treasurer.
Film-O's
address is 6357
Selma; telephone,
Hollywood 4-2194.
• Twin States Bcstg. Inc., licensee of
WFBM-AM-TV Indianapolis, has acquired a 10-year franchise with the
Muzak Corp.
to distribute Muzak's
planned
diana. music service in central In• MCA's
N.Y.,
reportsTv theFilm
initialSyndication
sale on its Div.,
new
half-hour series, SA 7, to the American
Tobacco Co. (Lucky Strike cigarettes),
N.Y., for 34 markets, largely in the
eastern part of the U.S. Agency:
BBDO, N.Y. Series deals with the activities of a Revenue.
special agent in the Dept.
of Internal

We taped
Ramblers

Doug Elleson, Program Manager
KRON-TV, San Francisco
"We taped a whole series of
Rambler spots at one time for
local Nash dealers. Accurately
timed, error-free, easily scheduled
commercials,
look at
less than livewithcost,a 'live'
impressed
both client and agency."

• British Information Services announces anew catalogue of free tv films
for distribution in the U.S. Most of
the films are shorts. They deal with
various cultural, scientific and historical aspects of life in Britain. The serv- 934 CHARTER
ice maintains 12 offices in the U.S.
with branches in San Juan and Honolulu. Alaska is served via its Seattle
bureau. These films supplement BIS j
product now distributed by Sterling [__.

Ampex
CORPORATIOI
STREET, REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA
professional
products
division
(PROGRAMMING) 79

Television Co., Screen Gems, and
others.
• Faillace Productions (radio-tv jingles,
musical backgrounds for commercials),
N. Y., from 35 E. 35th St., to new
quarters at 59 E. 54th St.
• Encyclopaedia Britannica Films Inc.,
Willmette, 111., appoints Fremantle of
Canada Ltd. to handle distribution of
EB films in Canada, effective immediately.
• Jaguar Productions, owned by Alan
Ladd, andductionsAaron
Spelling's
Prohave joined
forces Caron
to produce
two tv series: Box 13, adapted from
the radio series about a writer and a
private detective in which Mr. Ladd
was starred, and a World War II series,
Third Platoon. Mr. Spelling, executive
producer of both series, has completed
a pilot script for Box 13 and is now
casting it.
• CBS Newsfilm announces new subscribers: KDKA-TV Pittsburgh,
WTEN-TV Albany, WHCT (TV) Hartford, and two overseas news agencies —
Telewizja Warszawa, Warsaw, and
Schweizerische Rundspruch, Zurich,
Switzerland.
• A 30-minute film strip showing Albert
Schweitzer and his work has been made
available by The Albert Schweitzer Fellowship, 156 Fifth Ave., N.Y. The
strip, in color, contains 100 pictures
and is available with commentary for
$25, and with commentary and a 12"
two-sided long playing record with remarks by photographer Erica Anderson,
for $30.
• Herbert B. Leonard, producer of
Wilbert Productions' tv series. Rescue
8, is offering cash awards to firemen
around the nation who submit factual
rescue stories which can be used on his
adventure series for Screen Gems,
Hollywood.
• WTTW (TV) Chicago, non-commercial educational station, has gone into
limited live tv drama production with
the cooperation of Video-Stage '59. a
subsidiary of a local theatrical organizaThe station a and
parentcompetition
Stage '59
jointly tion.sponsored
national
for new television scripts, three of
which were selected for local tv production. The first, "Puzzle in the Park"
written by New York actor-playwright
Buck Zuckerman (professional name:
Buck Henry), was to be performed on
WTTW last Friday (Jan. 23).
• B&C Recording Inc., Westbury,
N. Y., has moved into new 12,000 foot
addition to its plant at 100 Grand
Street. Addition is designed specifically
for making of phonograph records.
so

QUOTES WORTH REPEATING
PLAYBACK
Consumer Spending
specifically broadcasting, and cited a
An over-all look at the U.S. economy "failure of the FCC and Congress to
and the role advertising and marketing develop any concept of the public interest, convenience and necessity." His
must play in order to raise our sights
for a target of some $330 billion or suggestion for media appraisal:
".
.
. As automation advances, as
more consumer expenditure by 1960
was presented Thursday (Jan. 22) to the new sources of energy are applied in
New York chapter of the American industry, as the hours of labor decline,
Marketing Assn. by Dr. Arno H. John- we have the chance to become truly
by leisure
using
our newourandhighest
disson, vice president and senior econo- human turbing
to develop
mist, J. Walter Thompson Co. He
touched on the advertising approach: human power to the utmost. . . .
•'While both industry and services
"A dozen years ago the Commission
have an opportunity for substantial
growth in their markets, they face greatly increased competition. With the increased share ofof the
consumers' spending
income
in the form
discretionary
power,
consumers'
choice competition
is broadened.for Itthegoes
beyond
just brand versus brand or competing
services within a classification. It will
include competition between whole
product classes or with entirely different
interests and services such as travel.
"To sell the volume of goods and
services necessary to support a $700
billion level of production in 1969
could well require from $17 billion to
$22 billion of total advertising — or
nearly double the present. That would
represent between 4% to 5% of the
standard of living, measured by personal consumption of $435 billion.
"In its educational influence advertising expands total markets as well as
speeds up the sales and turnover of
recognized brands.
"Advertising has become an important stimulus to our expanding standard of living, and as a part of increased
selling and educational effort it can
play an important role in making possible our reaching a goal of a 50% increase in the standard of living within
the next ten years.
"This need for increased advertising
becomes more apparent with the rapid
changes in the character of our population— with the changes in age structure,
education, reading habits, tv and radio
saturation, and mobility."
A prizewinner's punch
Dr. Robert M. Hutchins, former
president of the U. of Chicago and
now president of The Fund For The
Republic, warned Wednesday (Jan. 21)
that U.S. survival hinges on the maximum in education.
Dr. Hutchins spoke at a dinner at
the Commodore Hotel in New York
where he received the $1,000 Sidney
Hillman Foundation award (for meritorious public service). Twice Dr.
Hutchins focused on mass media,

Hutchins: periodic media appraisal needed
on the Freedom of the Press recommended the establishment of a continuing independent agency, privately
financed, to appraise and report periodical y on the performance of the media.
"Everything that has happened since,
and especially the use of the most
marvelous electronic methods of communication for the communication of
triviality, to give it no harder name,
makes the adoption of this recommendation more urgent every day. . . ."
Know your customers better
Much waste in advertising can be attributed to the tendency of advertisers
to forget their public is not like them
in income and education, Kevin B.
Sweeney, RAB president, told the
Knoxville Ad Club last week. He said:
"In the world where most advertising
and sales planning is done we tend often to forget that half of the families
in this country have lower annual income than the lowest-paid outside salesman we know.
our secretaries make We
moreforget
moneythat than
the
totalfamilies.
family income of over one-third
of
"We forget that half our prospects
can't read well unless you consider the
reading ability of your sixth grader
BROADCASTING, January 26, 1959

STORIES
1
One of a series of salutes to successful
Radio and TV stations across the nation
. . . and to the Northwest School graduates
who have contributed to their success.

HONOLULU, HAWAII
KGU went on the air on the evening
of Maystation
11, ...
1922theas32nd
Hawaii's
radio
licensedfirst
in
the United States. KGU with 10,000 watts
serves a market area of nearly 600,000 persons
living on the six populated islands of the
Hawaiian chain. KGU has been the voice of
NBC in the Pacific for over a quarter of a century. Owned and operated by the Advertising
Publishing Company, Ltd., publishers of Honolulu's morning daily, KGU has been under the
same ownership since its founding. In a field
of ten radio stations KGU ranks first both in
income and sponsors served.

GENE GOOD

WILLIAM O. PAINE, VICE PRESIDENT & MANAGER

William O. Paine, Vice President & Manager, had this to say about Gene Good, a
Northwest Schools graduate. "Gene has
proven himself a valuable asset at KGU
not only in his capacity of Sports Director
but Gene's training has been so varied that
he is able to step in and capably handle any
assignment whether it's broadcasting from
the atom-powered Nautilus over 300 feet
below the ocean's surface or breaking the
sound barrier at 40,000 feet in a jet plane.
In addition to over 250 play-by-play broadcasts annually, Gene Good is MC of KGU's
famed "Breakfast At Waikiki," and his.
friendly voice is heard on the offport broadcasts from the Lurline and Matsonia greeting Hawaii's visitors. Production techniques,
learned at Northwest Schools have enabled
Gene to serve as Production Co-ordinator
on the world-wide "Hawaii Calls" broadcasts. We at KGU are mighty proud of your
student, Gene Good."
For further information
on Northwest training and graduates available in your area, write, phone or wire:

NORTHWEST

SCHOOLS

1221 N.W. 21st Avenue, Portland 9, Oregon
Phone CApitol 3-7246
737 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago • 6362 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood*
BROADCASTING, January 26, 1959

FATES
Advertisers
• S. Warner Pach, assistant to president of Gillette Co., elected president
of Paper-Mate, division of Gillette, succeeding R. Nieson Harris, resigned.
Mr. Harris also resigned as v.p. of
Gillette, but will continue as member
of board of directors.
• Andrew A. Lynn,
Chesebrough - Pond's
v.p. in mestic
chargemarketing,
of do-to
become president of
Prince Matchabelli
Inc., C-P subsidiary,
effective April 1. Mr.
Lynn will continue in
Mr. Lynn
his present duties.
• Frederick C. Hitchcock Jr., previously director of new products, Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co., to
Shulton Inc., as assistant to president.
• Raymond B. George, with Philco
Corp., Phila., since 1936, and v.p.merchandising, named merchandising
manager-consumer products.
• J. A. Burgess, 59, manager of industrial advertising of Gulf Oil Corp.,
Pittsburgh, died Jan. 16 in Pittsburgh.
Mr. Burgess had been with Gulf Oil
since 1933.
Agencies
• Edwin Sonnecken, executive v.p.
and general manager, Market Planning
Corp., McCann-Erickson subsidiary,
named president, succeeding George
Park, appointed management service
director with account responsibilities,
M-E's N.Y. office. Nevin Gelman,
manager of central research division,
MPC, succeeds Mr. Sonnocken.
• James Watt Jr., for past three years
member of Young & Rubicam's account
management group, Louisville, Ky.,
named v.p. and account supervisor.
• Terrell Van Ingen, formerly on
sales staff of Saturday Evening Post,
to Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan,
N.Y., as v.p. and member of new
business development committee,
EWR&R eastern division.
• William D. Lewis, account executive, Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard,
Detroit, elected v.p.
• Ted Breining, account executive,
Ben Sackheim Inc., N.Y., elected v.p.
• Charles S. Winston Jr., general
manager of Chicago office of Foote,
Cone & Belding, elected to board of
governors of central region, American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies. He re-

& FORTUNES

places Richard W. Tully, FC&B, transfer ed to agency's New York office.
• Theodore O. Simpson promoted
from copy supervisor to director of
newly formed creative-contact department (to service agricultural and industrial clients) at Gardner Adv. Co., St.
Louis. John O. Roche, copy group supervisor, named director of copy department; Josephine Walsh, copy
group supervisor, named associate copy
director. Mr. Roche succeeds Dean
Pennington,
now v.p. in charge of radio-tv commercials.
• Arthur A. Bailey, senior v.p.,
Foote, Cone & Belding, L.A., named
head
of agency's
western and
officesHouston,
in San
Francisco,
Hollywood
Tex.
• Randolph T. McKelvey, with
Young & Rubicam since 1944 and most
recently v.p. and contact supervisor,
named
office. manager of agency's Detroit
• Gordon Henry, formerly in media
department at Compton Adv., Chicago,
appointed media director of MacFarland, Aveyard & Co., that city. He
succeeds Alfred S. Trude, resigned to
join Clinton E. Frank Inc., Chicago.
• Alan A. Bloomfield, formerly marketing analyst at Edward H. Weiss &

Art for art's sake • Lester Rondell, art group supervisor (including tv and print) for Grey Adv.,
New York, staged one-man exhibit of oil paintings at New
York's Petite Galerie, sold 20 out
of 26 on opening night to performers Harry Bellafonte, Shelley
Winters, Buff Cobb and other
buyers. He also has exhibited at
Pennsylvania Academy, Carnegie
Institute, Dayton Art Institute,
Clearwater Art Museum and in
other national art shows.

Co., Chicago, to North Adv. Inc., that
city, as account director.
•v.p.Edwin Funk, account executive, Paul
Klemtner & Co., Newark, N. J., elected
• Hubert R. Sweet, formerly media
director, Atherton & Currier, N.Y., to
Doremus & Co., N.Y., as director of
broadcast media.
• Maurice J. Garrett, former manager of Los Angeles office of Kudner, to
Los Angeles office of C. J. LaRoche
& Co.
• Hal Weinholtz, formerly with
Young & Rubicam International and
N. W. Ayer & Son, to McManus, John
& Adams' international department,
N.Y., as business manager and account
supervisor for consumer products; Norbert J. Delville, currently with department in executive capacity, promoted to account supervisor for
commercial products.
• Michael Allen, formerly with CBS.
Hollywood, to N. W. Ayer, Hollywood,
television
program formerly
department;copywriter
Nicholas I. Orloff,
with Geyer, Morley, Madden & Ballard,
to
Ayer'sC.Detroit
copyfordepartment;
Sanford
Reynolds,
past four
years account supervisor, Gallup &
Robinson,
N.J., to Ayer's
New York Princeton,
business development
staff;
W. Keith Hafer, business development, N.Y., to service department,
Hollywood, as account supervisor; Alwyn W. Knight, in Ayer's Philadelphia
copy luludepartment,
Honooffice to take transferred
charge of toHawaiian
Telephone Co. account.
• William Worster promoted from
media supervisor to media director at
Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, L.A.
Appointment relieves Roger Johnson,
v.p. in charge of media and research,
permitting him to devote more time to
research and broad planning.
• Sumner Rulon-Miller Jr., formerly with Colgate-Palmolive Co., to
Cunningham & Walsh, S. F., as account
supervisor.
• Andrew C. Quale, formerly of
Campbell - Mithun, Minneapolis, to
Wade Adv., Chicago, as group supervisor.
• Robert R. Jacobs, formerly general
manager at Chicago Squirt Bottling
Co., to Lilienfeld & Co., Chicago
agency, as account supervisor.
• Stanley Colberson, formerly adof Langendorf
eries,vertising
S.F., tomanagerHoefer,
DieterichBak-&
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1
The

only

video

tape

in

PERRY
COfVIO
DickClarftShov^

telecasting

use

today

is

STEVE
ALLEN
SHOW
IN COLOR SUNDAY

COURT MARTIAL
. XTT
V

SCOTCH"
BRAND
Video
Many people know how to make magnetic tape for video recording;
some have even produced it. But only "Scotch" Brand has the
treasury of research experience, the technical skills and the precise
manufacturing facilities to deliver a magnetic tape of consistent quality
that meets the critical demands of video recording.
Today "Scotch" Brand VR Tape is in frequent and growing use
on every major network for delayed broadcasts and for some originations. (Examples are shown above.) Its quality is surprisingly superb
—undetectable from "live" telecasts on home receivers.
Not so surprising, when you think of it, is that the first and only
successful video recording tape comes from "Scotch" Brand, pioneers
of magnetic tapes for sound recording and instrumentation as well.

Tape

DYNAMIC

ACTION

FOR THE
ENTIRE

FAMILY!

Thrilling stories of long-haul
truckers at home and along
the highway.
In a brand-new series that
brings you heart-in-your
mouth adventure with
plenty of heart.
Created and produced by
Robert Maxwell, famed
creator of LASSIE,
CANNONBALLwill ride your
way with big audiences and
increased profits.
INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION
488 Madison Ave.-N.Y. 22«PLaza 5-2100
84 (FATES & FORTUNES)

Brown Inc., San Francisco advertising
agency, as account executive.
• Carl M. Jensen, formerly creative
director of MacFarland Adv., S.F., to
BBDO, L.A., as copywriter.
• Richard L. Olanoff, formerly radiotv director of Aitkin-Kynett Co., Phila.,
to creative services staff of Feingenbaum & Wermen Adv., that city.
• Herb Grayson, formerly account executive at Mohr & Eicoff, Chicago
agency, and director of informational
services at CBS, Chicago, appointed
public relations counsel at Klau-Van
Pietersom-Dunlap Inc., Milwaukee.
• Albert A. Klatt, v. p. and copy
director at Needham, Louis & Brorby,
elected president of Chicago Copywriters' Club.
• Hal Stebbins, president of Los Angeles agency bearing his name, to receive Western States Advertising Agencies Assn.'s annual award for "outstanding contributions to advertising in
the
West."
• Esther K. Schwartz, previously
with WFLN Philadelphia, to print
media department, Feigenbaum & Wermen, that city.
• Joseph F. Mahan, with Television
Bureau of Advertising, N.Y., production staff since last November, promoted
to assistant to director of production.
• Daniel C. Beattie, previously copywriter with Ross Roy Inc., Detroit,
to Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard
Inc., N.Y., as copy writer.
• Thomas E. Armstrong, formerly tvradio account executive, CampbellEwald, Detroit, to creative staff of
Fuller & Smith & Ross, Pittsburgh.
Networks
• Thomas M. Lufkin, program service
manager, ABC-TV western division,
has resigned. Program service activities
are included in duties now handled by
Court McLeod, newly appointed administrative manager, program department, ABC-TV western division.
(Broadcasting, Jan. 5).
• Earl Zeigler, assistant manager and
photo editor, NBC press and publicity,
Pacific division, named manager.
• Norman Racusin, director of budgets, pricing and planning for NBCTV,
affairs.N.Y., appointed director, business

gram executive, named as executive producer for 11th annual Academy of Tv
Arts & Sciences Emmy awards show,
to be aired over NBC-TV in May. Bob
Henry named as producer of Hollywood segment and Joe Cates named
for New York part.
• Marx Loeb, segment producer of
NBC-TV's Monitor since 1955, named
producer; Norman Kahn, production
assistant, named director of Sunday
evening segment; Priscilla Blackstone, also with production staff since
1955, named Saturday and Sunday
supervisor; Burroughs H. Prince
continues as managing editor.
• Oliver Treyz, president of ABCTV, has been named chairman of television committee, and Matthew Culligan, executive v.p., NBC Radio, has
been appointed chairman of radio commit e for Brotherhood Week, Feb. 1522, under
auspices &of Jews.
National Conference of Christians
Stations
• Alex A. Coe resigns as manager of
KITE San Antonio to become co-owner
with Connie B. Gay (also owner of
KITE) of WYFE New Orleans. Mr.
Coe will also serve as v.p. and general
manager of WYFE. Other KITE appointments: Ed Winton adds duties
of general manager in addition to
present post as national sales director,
and Kelly Wofford to station manager in charge of sales.
• James E. Goldsmith, formerly sales
manager
of KWK-TVSt.
(now KMOX-TV)
Louis, recappointed
ditor of sales of ch.
11 KCPP (TV) St.
Louis, scheduled to
begin spring.
broadcasting in
Mr. Goldsmith
early
• Harry Edelman resigns as general
manager of KELP-AM-TV El Paso,
Tex.
• Hulbert Taft, 81, formerly editor
and publisher
Cincinnati
Star,
died Jan. of19 oldin Indian
Hill, TimesOhio.
Mr. Taft joined Times-Star as police
reporter in 1901 and was chairman of
board when paper was sold to ScrippsHoward July 20, 1958. Mr. Taft is
survived by several children including
Hulbert Taft Jr., president of Taft
stations (WKRC-AM-FM-TV Cincinnati and WTVN-AM-TV Columbus,
both Ohio; WBRC-AM-FM-TV Birm• William Koblenzer, formerly direcAla.; and
WBIR-AM-FM-TV
tor of sales for NTA Film Network Knoxville, ingham,
Tenn.,
WKYT [TV]
and director of program sales, NTA, Lexington, Ky.).
to ABC-TV as account executive.
• Joseph E. Cain, president of P.R.
• Jess Oppenheimer, NBC-TV pro- Mallory & Co. (precision electronic
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and metallurgical products), Indianapolis, elected to board of directors of
Gross Telecasting Inc. (WJIM-TV
Lansing, Mich.).
• Harvey L. Glascock,salesformerly
national
director,
Kluge Radio, appointed general manager of
WHK-AM-FM Cleveland, effective Feb. 1,
replacing Henry W.
Simmen, assigned to
Mr. Glascock
sales post at WNEW
New York. Three stations are owned by
Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp.
• Richard L. Gravel, local sales manager of WTAG-AM-FM Worcester,
Mass., past eight years, promoted to
national sales manager. Herman H.
Kramer succeeds Mr. Gravel as local
sales manager.
• Alexander P. Hunter, commercial
manager of KING-TV Seattle, promoted to assistant to v. p., broadcast
division, King Broadcasting Co.
(KING-AM-FM-TV, KGW-AM-TV
Portland, Ore., KREM-AM-TV
Spokane). James D. Neidigh, national
sales manager, KING-TV, named sales
manager.
• Ken Waligorski promoted from director to station manager at WISN-TV
Milwaukee.
• Harry C. Offutt Jr. assumes duties
of president of Trans-Chord, licensee of
WTCX (FM) St. Petersburg, Fla.,
good-music station scheduled to begin broadcasting in February. Other
appointments: Harry Brown, station
manager; Jim Riser, sales manager,
and Ray Dowell, program director.
HM(HHB|
• Joseph E. Baudino,
Washington
v.p.,
■*
Westinghouse BroadW '
19 casting Co., elected
H president. Broadcast■L
s' J ers
of Washington,Club
at annual
election by board of
22. Mr.,
Jan. succeeds
oV-Hinn
ur Baud
Mr.
no
Ddirectors. ■
Baudino
Leonard Marks, Washington attorney,
who recently became president of Federal Communications Bar Assn. Harold
E. Fellows, NAB president, Robert
K. Richards, of Robert K. Richards
Assoc., and James D. Secrest, executive v.p., Electronic Industries Assn.,
were re-elected, respectively, chairman,
v.p. and treasurer of Broadcasters Club.
Carleton D. Smith, v.p. and general
manager, WRC-AM-FM-TV Washington, elected v.p. of club, succeeding
Mr. Baudino, and Fred Houwink,
general manager, WMAL-AM-FM-TV
Washington, elected secretary, succeedBROADCASTING, January 26, 1959
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FOOD FAIR PROPERTIES
PICKS JACKSONVILLE

Ralph Biernbaum,
Vice President and General Manager,
Food Fair Properties, Inc.
Food Fair Properties, Inc., has
picked Jacksonville for a gigantic
41-acre shopping area — Philips HighThe faith
America's
largestway Plaza.
shopping
centerof developers
inCitytheis exceeded
State of only
Florida's
the Gateway
enthusiasm Jacksonville hasby shown
over
this recent addition to the rapidly
expanding North Florida economy.
jjilnAndJacksonville.
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ing Ben Strouse, president, WWDC
Washington and WMBR Jacksonville,
Fla., resigned.
• Hamilton M. Woodle, formerly
program director of WOLF Syracuse,
N.Y., to WSPB Sarasota, Fla., as v.p.
and general manager.
• Henry H. Franz, account executive
of WFBM Indianapolis since 1955,
promoted
tive Feb. I.to local sales manager, effec• Erwin Needles, formerly sales manager of WKNB New Britain, Conn., to
WMAS Springfield, Mass., as commercial manager, effective today (Jan. 26).
• Irvin G. (Mike) Boudreau, account executive with WDRC Hartford,
Conn., for six years, promoted to local
commercial manager. Shirley Dobson
to WDRC as assistant music librarian.
• Harry Ladas, commercial manager
of KBLO Hot Springs, Ark., named
station manager.
• Mel Leeds, program director of
WINS New York, adds similar duties
of sister station KDAY Santa Monica,
Calif. Jim Hawthorne, KDAY morning air personality, moves to afternoon
slot, replacing Earl McDaniel, resigned.
• Edward L. Morris, formerly public
relations director, United Charities,
appointed director of development at
WTTW (TV) Chicago, educational
station, succeeding Chalmers H. Marquis Jr., named programming director.
• Alida Mesrop, former public relations named
coordinator,manager
NBC-TV's
Tonight
program,
of publicity.
WPIX (TV) New York.
• Tom Matts, formerly news director,
KELP El Paso, Tex., to same post.
KBOX Dallas, Tex.
• Avery Chenoweth, formerly art director of WMBR-TV (now WJXT
[TV]) Jacksonville, to WSAZ-TV
Huntington, W. Va., as program director.
• Russell Hoffman, formerly production manager of WTXL West
Springfield, Mass., to program director
of KDUO (FM) Riverside, Calif.,
scheduled to begin broadcasting Feb.
14, according to Larry Smith, general
sales manager. Other KDUO appointments: Bruce Grant, formerly news
and farm director, WHB-AM-TV
Kansas City, to similar post; Bob
Howard, formerly with sales staff of
KMLA (FM) Los Angeles, to commercial manager; Bob Sperry, formerly
commercial manager, KBCA (FM)
Beverly Hills, Calif., to sales promotion
86 (FATES & FORTUNES)

manager; Patricia Bennie, formerly
with McGavren-Quinn Corp., L.A., to
market research director; Don Ridgeley, formerly construction engineer of
KFMU (FM) Glendale, Calif., to
chief engineer, and Don Chambers,
formerly of KGVO Missoula, Mont.,
to announcer.
• Sherman A. Strickhouser, with
WICE Providence, R.I., for eight years,
appointed program manager.
• Cliff Michaels, formerly assistant
advertising manager of Nelson Electric
Mfg. Co., Tulsa, to KAKC, that city,
as public relations director.
• Barry Sherman, formerly manager
of WSCR Scranton, Pa., to WITHAM-FM Baltimore as operations man•ager.Robert Novak, formerly national
director of talent and program development of Mutual, appointed assistant
program manager of KPIX (TV) San
Francisco, succeeding John Highlander, resigned. Dr. David Parker,
formerly tv director of NBC, Chicago,
named KPIX editorial writer, and Fred
Joslyn, with station since 1952, to
education director.
• Al Daneri, air personality of KCKC
San Bernardino, Calif., elevated to program director.
• Jack G. Carnegie, formerly of KLX
Oakland, Calif., and KCBS-AM-FM
San Francisco,
rector of KOFY appointed
San Mateo,program
Calif. di• Albert J. Simon, formerly film director of WSAV-TV Savannah, Ga.,
to KSBW-TV Salinas, Calif., in similar
capacity.
• Frank Arvey, formerly farm service
director of KWWL Waterloo, Iowa, to
WOW-AM-TV Omaha, Neb., as assistant farm director.
• Dan Ingram, air personality of
WNHC-AM-FM New Haven, Conn.,
promoted to director of production department.
• Meredith R. Pratt, account executive of KNX-AM-FM Los AngelesCBS Radio Pacific Network sales department, retires Feb. 1 after 20 years
with CBS Radio on West Coast.
• Lansdell Anderson, formerly account executive of BBDO, N.Y., apregional sales headquartering
manager of Inter-in
mountainpointedNetwork,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
• Phil eSanford,
account Fla.,
excutive of WKAT formerly
Miami Beach,
to
WTVJ
(TV)
Miami
in
similar
capacity.
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Representatives

• Will J. Tynan,
midwest sales manager, Peters, Griffin,
Woodward Inc.,
elected v.p.

• Frank Hussey, account executive in
Chicago
office of
Mr. Tynan
CBS-TV Spot Sales,
to New York office in similar capacity.
• Kenneth R. Atwood, formerly of
CBS Spot Sales, Chicago, named branch
manager of new St.
Louis office of Robert
E. Eastman & Co.,
which opened last
week.
Mr. Atwood
• Franklin C. Wheeler Jr., formerly
account executive for KJBS San Francisco, to The Katz Agency tv sales
staff, San Francisco office.
Programming

• James Weathers,
national sales manager, World Broadcasting System Inc., N.Y.,
named general manager, Lawrence,
succeeding Richard
who
has joined Economee
Tv, N.Y., as general
sales manager (Broadcasting, Jan. 19).
Robert Monroe,
World's
representative
in southwest,
named
western division sales
manager, S.F. Also
appointed to sales staff
were John S. Murphy, formerly presiMr. Lawrence
dent and general manager of WROD Daytona Beach, Fla.,
and Edward L. Davis, formerly account
executive, WFBR Baltimore.
• Cecil Blount De Mille, 77, Hollywood mogul for 45 years and once producer-nar ator ofLux Radio Theatre,
died Jan. 22, in Hollywood, following a
heart attack. Mr. De Mille produced
and directed 70 films, including "The
Ten
which inpromises
to be Commandments,"
greatest money maker
cinema
history. He was associated with Lux
Theatre from June 1, 1936, until Jan.
22, 1945, when his refusal to pay $1 assessment levied (improperly, he said)
by AFRA (now AFTRA) caused his
loss of union membership, automatically
barring him from air.
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• Van B. Phillips, general sales manager, Recordak Corp., N.Y., elected
v.p. of sales and advertising.
• Marc Daniels, director of Theatre
Network Television for four years, appointed v.p. in charge of programs.
• Kurt Blumberg,
formerly manager of
sales administration
and planning for Independent Television
Corp., resigns to join
United Artists Television Inc., Feb. 1, as
administrative assistMr. Blumberg
ant to Bruce Eells, executive v.p. of United Artists Television.
Mr. Blumberg
also becomes
UA-TV's
manager
of syndication
operations.
• Kay Norton, consultant with United
Artists Records since last September,
named
tion. v.p. in charge of administra• William Froug, formerly producer
at Screen Gems, to Goodson-Todman
Productions in Beverly Hills, Calif, as
head of creative production.
• Fred Raphael, manager of film commercial production, J. Walter Thompson
Co., N.Y., to join Videotape Productions of N.Y. in February as manager
of client relations.
• Gerald Schnitzer. formerly head
of Lawrence-Schnitzer Productions,
Hollywood, division of Robert Lawrence Productions Inc., N.Y., transferred
to New York as executive producer
for parent company. Len Levy, formerly with Kling Productions, Chicago,
namedfice in Chicago.
head of Lawrence's branch of• William A. Cornish, formerly of
Official Films, N.Y., as account executive, appointed director of national
sales of Flamingo Telefilm Sales, N.Y.
• Dick Jacobs, musical director for
Coral Records, N.Y., to director of
artists and repertoire.
• Melvin Danheiser, formerly of
RKO Radio Pictures, named administrative assistant to director of foreign
distribution and film coordinator of
National Telefilm Assoc., N.Y.
• Kerwin Coughlin, associated with
Ruth Burch in Hollywood since 1952,
has established independent casting
agency with headquarters at Desilu
Gower studios, Hollywood. His assistant wil be Pat Rose. Mr. Coughlin
was previously with MGM casting department.
• Albert J. Cohen, producer of Ann
Sothern series at Desilu Productions,
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Hollywood, has secured his release to
devote time to developing number of
tv series. Mr. Cohen will headquarter
at Samuel Goldwyn Studios.
• Ken Weldon, formerly midwest representative ofFlamingo Telefilm Sales,
N.Y., to Hollywood Television Service
as mid-states distributor.
Equipment & Engineering
• Harvey Tullo, v.p. in charge of
purchasing, Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp., Jersey City, N.J., assumes
additional responsibilities as senior
v.p. in charge of consumer products,
engineering, manufacturing and purchasing. Dorman D. Israel, executive
v.p. and chairman of executive committee, will now devote efforts to
Emerson's government electronics division.
• Charles L. Hulswit, president and
director of Orange & Rockland Utilities
Inc., Nyack, N.Y., elected to board of
directors of Dynamics Corp. of America, N.Y.
• Dr. Lloyd T. DeVore, formerly general managerdivision,
of Stewart-Warner
electronics
to Hoffman Corp.'s
Electronics Corp., L.A., as v.p. and director of new research division, Hoffman
Science Center. Center will establish
temporary quarters in Santa Barbara,
Calif., pending construction of modern
research facility.
• Thomas L. Taggart, formerly of
Douglas Aircraft Co. and treasurer of
Ampex Corp., Redwood City, Calif.,
past five years, named v.p. and treasurer of Ampex.
• Richard W. Lee and William P.
Hilliard named v.p.'s, respectively, of
engineering and research and administration and manufacturing of General Precision Lab Inc., Pleasantville.
N.Y., subsidiary of General Precision
Equipment Corp. Mr. Lee was formerly
v.p. and director of firm's avionic engineering division. Mr. Hilliard con-

tinues as president of company's manufacturing
strument
Corp. subsidiary, Pleasantville In• Thomas H. Moss,
general sales manager
of Turner Co.
(makers of microd e v i c phones
e sand)electronic
, Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, elected
v.p. Mr. Moss joined
Turner sistant
in 1952
as asMr. Moss
sales manager
and was named jobber sales manager
in 1956.
• Alexander M. MacLennan, 64, recently retired assistant v.p., public relations, International Telephone & Tele.
graph Corp., died Jan. 19 in Del Ray
Beach, Fla., following heart attack.
• Leonard J. Battaglia, with RCA
since 1940, named manager, communications marketing department.
• Lewis E. Gillingham, formerly
marketing manager of RCA International Div., to Altec Co., L.A., as marketing director and advertising manager.
• W. C. (Red) Schultz, formerly sales
manager of gas refrigeration division,
RCA Victor Distributing Corp., LA.,
appointed national field sales supervisor of consumer products division,
Hoffman Electronics Corp., LA.
• Richard O. Bailey, with Burroughs
Corp., Detroit, since 1947, appointed
director of public relations, succeeding
Edward Littlejohn, resigned to join
Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey in
public relations department.
• Kenneth A. Simons, with Jerrold
Electronics Corp., Phila., since 1951,
appointed chief engineer and will head
research and development program.
• Ernest Lyle, with Lansdale Tube
Co., division of Philco Corp., Phila.,
since 1940, appointed technical administrative assistant to plant manager.
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Other Lansdale appointments: Howard
Steller to manager of production and
engineering of receiving tube operation,
and Max Wilcox, to chief engineer of
receiving tube production engineering
group.
• Arthur A. Snowberger, formerly
executive v.p., United Broadcasting Co.
(Richard Eaton stations) who has been
associated with Page, Creutz, Steel &
Waldschmitt for last two years, named
partner in Washington consulting engineer firm.
Allied Fields
• D. Gordon Graham, most recently
with Edward Gottlieb & Assoc., N.Y.,
to Creative PR Inc., N.Y. as account
executive.
• George Frank, formerly senior accountant atKlein, Hinds & Finke, N.Y.,
to Theatre Network Television with
responsibility for
financial, legal and
administrative
matters.
• Colin Kempner and Janet Sillen,
study directors, Institute for Motivational Research, named research coordinator arespectively.
nd director, women's products division,
• George Gruskin resigns from William Morris agency after association of
25 years, last decade in national radio
and tv department. Mr. Gruskin will
establish offices as consultant in creative programming, sales and financing
of tv and motion pictures.
• Margaret K. MacColl, for past two
years owner of own public relations
firm and Fran Riley, head of own
publicity-promotion office have combined to form MacColl-Riley Assoc.,
(public relations) 232 Madison Ave.,
Murray Hill 8-5982, in New York.
• Dr. Eugene R. Bertermann, director of overseas operations, Lutheran
Hour program and president of National Religious Broadcasters, named
executive director of Lutheran ChurchMissouri
Feb.
15. Synod Foundation, effective
International
• J. Alphonse Ouimet, president of
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., suffered
heart attack Jan. 18 and was taken to
hospital where he was reported to be
"resting comfortably." Mr. Ouimet's
duties were assumed by E. L. Bushnell, who will attempt to find solution
to strike of 73 CBC producers, which
began Dec. 29, 1958.
• John L. Moore, formerly of CJSP
Leamington, Ont., to general manager
of CHLO St. Thomas, Ont.
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Chicago affair to feature equipment news
Technical progress and new developments in broadcast equipment will be
demonstrated at the NAB convention,
to be held March 15-18 at the Conrad
Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
Automatic tv programming systems,
intercity relays, stereo, remote control,
multiplex, transistors and weather radar
will be discussed at the Engineering
Conference, to be held concurrently
with
ference.the Management-Ownership ConContracts for displays of equipment
in the lower lobby of the hotel utilize
extra space available since the 1957
convention at the Conrad Hilton. Space
totals nearly 19,000 square feet, over
20% more
equipment exhibitsthanat the
the combined
1958 convention
in Los Angeles. The 1959 meeting will
not have a separate sample-room floor
for programming, film, transcription
and other service exhibits.
As of today, here is how the three
days of events are scheduled:
The engineering sessions start the
morning of Monday, March 16, with
Raymond F. Guy, NBC, presiding. Dr.
George A. Town, executive director of
Television Allocations Study Org. will
review the findings of TASO tests, aided
by William L. Hughes. Iowa State College; Lucien E. Rawls, L. H. Carr &
Assoc., and Harold C. Towlson, General Electric Co.
James B. Thorpe, president of Visual
Electronics Corp., will explain a building-block tv program automation system, and an NBC engineer will describe
automatic programming at WRC Washington. J. Roger Hayden, DresserIdeco Co.. will outline tower and guywire vibration problems. D. Pederson,
RCA, will speak on tv antenna impedance requirements. Orrin W. Towner. WHAS-AM-TV Louisville, will
read a paper on tower lighting and
marking.
The inter-city reversible microwave
relay built by Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co. will be described by M. J.
Minor. WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N.C.
Lynn R. Zellmer, General Electric Co.,
will speak on semi-conductor transmitter plate supplies.
Emil P. Vincent, ABC, will open the
Tuesday program with a discussion of
stereophonic broadcasting and Frederick Chassey. WFLN Philadelphia, will
go into stereo mixing problems. Jay
Blakesley. Gates Radio Co.. will review
spot tape recorder operations.
Harold L. Kassens. FCC Broadcast
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Bureau, will analyze FCC's action on
applications for remote control of directional stations. Dwight Harkins,
Harkins Radio, will trace multiplex developments. Apaper on transistors by
R. N. Hurst and John W. Wentworth,
RCA, will be read by Mr. Wentworth.
Engineering delegates will take part
in the Monday and Tuesday management luncheons and the annual FCCindustry question - answer forum
Wednesday morning. At the engineering luncheon Wednesday the first NAB
Engineering Award will be presented to
John T. Wilner, Hearst Radio.
The final technical session Wednesday afternoon will open with a panel
on videotape standards and operational
problems. R. Craig Christie, Collins
Radio Co., will speak on radar weathercasting. Dr. George H. Brown, RCA
chief engineer, will read a paper on
simplified methods of array design to
obtain a desired directive pattern. Herbert R. More, Kleigl Bros., will describe
a high-power transistor dimmer.
Film, program, transcription and
other service firms holding NAB associate membership will be assigned hospitality suites around the hotel.
Those showing broadcast equipment
in the convention's exhibition hall are
Adler Electronics; Alford Mfg. Co.
Ampex Corp.; Caterpillar Tractor Co.
Century Lighting; Collins Radio Co.
CONRAC Inc.; Continental Electronics
Mfg. Co.; Dresser-Ideco Co.; Gates
Radio Co.; General Electric Co.; General Electronic Labs.; General Precision
Lab.; General Radio Co.
Harwald Co.; Hughey & Phillips; Industrial Transmitters & Antennas; Kahn
Research Labs.; Kleigl Bros.; Phelps
Dodge Copper Products; RCA; Raytheon Mfg. Co.; Schafer Custom Engineering; Sarkes Tarzian Inc.; Telechrome Mfg. Corp.; TelePrompTer
Corp.; Telescript-CSP Inc.; Tower Construction Co.; Utility Tower Co.; Visual
Electronics Corp.; Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co.; Progromatic Broadcasting Service; Standard Electronics
division of Radio Engineering Labs;
Foto-Video Laboratories.
Cold tube developed
The Dept. of Defense announced last
week development of a cold radio tube
which is considered the first major
breakthrough in basic tube design in
more than 30 years. The heatless tube
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was developed by the Army Signal Research & Development Lab, Fort Monmouth, N.J., and Tung-Sol Electric Inc.
"In the future radio and tv sets equipped
with cold tubes may rarely if ever need
replacements," the announcement said.
The tube consists of a tiny nickel cylinder coated with dried milk of magnesia,
the Army said. It uses less than onetenth the power of a standard radio
tube and requires no warmup period.
Dick Tracy in space
Entire electronic circuits no bigger
than a cough drop may cut down the
electronic gear in missiles and space
satellites to one-tenth their present
bulky size, RCA President John L.
Burns said last week. Addressing RCA
distributors in San Francisco, Mr. Burns
declared entire assemblies of transistors,
wiring and other elements have been
compressed into micromodules. This is
part of a two-year, $5 million development contract with the U.S. Army Signal Corps, he said. Mr. Burns told his
distributors that electronics sales to business and industry was expected to
increase bv 27% in 1959.
Advertisement
OffLawlor,
With Mid-West
CCA"
In"WLCX
a letter toKicks
Mr. Boyd
Sales icesManager,
Club Serv-&
Inc., Mr. ofJoe Community
Rohrer, President
Manager of Radio
Station WLCX, La
Crosse, Wisconsin,
stated the following:
"We
are justwithgetting
underway
our
Community Club
Awards Campaign.
It looks as if Community Club Awards
will
a big success
in Labe Crosse.
We have heard about
Community
Club
Awards
for several
years tion
frommanagers,
other staMR. ROHRER
and
without exception,
they
give
recom-to
mendation. Itappears to be itthetheiranswer
aplanned
radio station's
requirements
for
a well
promotion and sales campaign
with a bonus of excellent public relations
and public service. It should produce some
happy advertisers.
Perhaps we should apologize for giving
you such a workout. You were willing and
we were
eager! Anup ordinary
ble just keeping
with you. man
Not has
thattrouyou
use pressure either, it is just a smooth flow
of logical facts with all the answers.
The way it adds up for Community Club
Awards is to take a good station, a good
market, mix them up and it should be nothing but good! "
COMMUNITY CLUB
AWARDS
PENTHOUSE SUITE
527 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N. Y.
Phone: PLaza 3-2842
90 (EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING)

Ampex grows up • Ampex Corp.,
the medium-sized Redwood City,
Calif., electronics firm until 1956
when itcorderunveiled
its videotape
at the NAB
convention,removed into the big league last week
when for the first time it was listed
on
big board on the New York
Stockthe Exchange.
Opening price was $68 when the
name went up for the first time last
Monday. On Thursday it closed at
$68V2.
The common stock of the magnetic tape recorder manufacturer was
Japan's radio exports
to America on increase
Nearly
million
transis-in
tor radios one
entered
the Japanese
United States
three months last autumn. This
amounted to one-third of the more than
2.95 million non-auto radio sets produced by American manufacturers in
the same period.
Official Dept. of Commerce figures
show that Japanese radio imports are
increasing at a fast pace but so far tv
imports are only a trickle.
Japanese radio imports by the U.S.
totaled 1,899,574 receivers (valued at
$12.8 million) in the first nine months
of 1958, according to commerce figures. This nine-month total more than
doubles 1957's
figure atwhen
Japanese
radios (valued
$5.3 642,334
million)
were imported.
Japan's electronics industry reported
production valued at $333 million in
the first nine months of 1958, 24%
above the same 1957 period. The commerce study, compiled from reports
prepared by the American embassy in
Tokyo, showed that production of consumerductelectronic
semi-con-of
ors in the products
first threeandmonths
1958 exceeded the entire 1957 output.
Japanese exports of tv receivers and
chassis rose from 6,116 units (valued
at $266,800) in 1957, to 10,802 units

also admitted
to trading
on the San
Pacific Coast Stock
Exchange,
Francisco.
Ampex was established in 1946
with 12 employes. Today the firm
employs approximately 3,000. There
are more than 5,200 shareholders of
its 1.8 million outstanding common
shares. In its annual report for the
fiscal year ending April 30, 1958,
Ampex reported consolidated net
earnings
$1.54 million.
Before ofadmission
to the New York
Stock Exchange, Ampex was traded
over the counter. It sold at $27%
the day before VTR was first shown
in April 1956. The stock was split
2Vi-for-l last year, which means
that a person who bought Ampex
at the old price in 1956 would now
have stock valued at $170.25 per
share.
On the floor of New York exchange (in picture above) G. Keith
Funston (1), NYSE president, and
George I. Long (c), Ampex president, compare ticker tape wtih video
tape at a ceremony marking the
first day's
on market.
With
them
is Jameslisting
C. Kellogg
III, Spear,
Leads & Kellogg, New York stock
specialists.
(valued at $632,800) in the first nine
months of 1958.
Total production of Japanese radio
receivers numbered 3,357,100 units
(valued at $65 million) in the first nine
months of 1958 compared to 3,685,000
units (valued at $72 million) in 1957.
Electronics to add
over billion — Burns
The expanding electronics industry
will continue to flourish in 1959 and
business is expected to climb from near$14 billion
to "wellto over"
$15 ly billion
this inyear,1958according
John
L. Burns,
RCA
president.
In
a
statement issued during a Chicago meeting
of
consumer
officials
and RCA's
distributors,
he saidproducts
the electronics
industry's growth is being accelerated
by
innovations"
in products
for "dramatic
defense, business,
industry
and the
home. He called the consumer products market "a big one," and added:
"It is estimated that factory sales of
consumer products in 1959 will increase
by at least 7% over the 1958 volume of
$1.6 billion. Sales of phonographs and
tape recorders will be considerably
higher with the growing shift to hi-fi
and stereo instruments."
Mr. viBurns
"color
sion is ready,asserted
color isthatright,
colortele-is
BROADCASTING, January 26, 1959
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Go: water foams at flip of Johnson outboard switches
DOWN

TO

County
NBC-TV's
stunt
show Fair,
(Mon.-Fri.,
4:30-5daytime
p.m.),
does things in a big way, as witness the
"world'sbroadcast
largest Jan.
washing
episode
12. machine"
The idea was that a couple who had
won
week'sto beseries
contests
the
show awere
flownof from
New onYork
to Cypress Gardens, Fla., to wash a ton
of laundry in an outdoor swimming
pool. The cleaning agent: Wisk liquid
detergent, a sponsor on the show.
The pictures show what was involved:
the Cypress Gardens pool, built in the
shape of the state of Florida and containing 80,000 gallons of water: four
Johnson Sea-Horse outboard motors as
agitators; four gallons of Wisk; a speBROADCASTING, January 26, 1959
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Sea of suds readies ton of laundry for giant hamper (rear)

SEA

WITH

cially-built laundry hamper 10 ft. high,
8 ft. wide and 6 ft. deep; a ton of dirty
laundry collected from hotels, motels
and commercial laundries in the area.
It worked. Suds 3 ft. deep covered
the 2,200 sq. ft. area in less than two
minutes. Filming of wide overhead shots
was done from a 60-ft. tower that was
erected originally at Cypress Gardens
to shoot an Esther Williams movie some
years ago.
The stunt involved 1 1 Vz minutes of
air time, and Wisk liked it so well that
it's
a 1 -minute
commercial extracted
for had
additional
airing.
The giant wash was set up through
Gale-Gernnant, packager firm, and
BBDO, agency for Wisk. Technical

SUDS

crews made three trips to Florida in
advance of the actual shooting and
"pre-tested" the stunt in a smaller pool
before the "live take" was filmed. That
"take" took three days. Not the least
of the hazards was weather, as Florida
was suffering from rain a good part of
the time.
Theybutgotnotitenough
into thebefore
can before
air
time,
to get the
film back to New York. The segment
was fed into the network line from
Jacksonville, where NBC-TV is affiliated with WFGA-TV.
Bill Ballard and Bob Ellis of BBDO
represented the client and the agency in
working with Herb Landon, executive
producer for the program.
91

started four weeks ahead of time in
an all-out local schedule of air announcements bythe station manager, bus cards, daily television spots,
daily newspaper ads and double billboards. Christmas shoppers got free
rides on three KGW "shoppers'
special" buses.
While promoters and programmers
explored new dimensions in their departments, the KGW engineers went
to work and came up with an improved signal. The Fourth Dimension sound debuted Jan. 9 with new
station personalities, big-band jingles,
stepped-up news operation and a
Three for four • KGW Portland, "KGW Dollars" promotion, awarding up to $1,000 a day to listeners.
Ore., hired a chimpanzee to lead
Brains behind the Fourth Dimentwo models in a "saturation" tour
sion were Fred Von Hofen, station
of downtown Portland, giving away
balloons and candy that proclaimed manager; Bob Franklin, promotion
KGW's "Sound 62 (620 kc), Fourth director; Don Porter, program director, and Jackson Fleming, local
Dimension Radio."
The Fourth Dimension buildup sales manager.
Listen, look and call police
Hot car reports are going like the
proverbial hot cakes on WHB Kansas
City. Stolen car broadcasts on Eddie
Clarke's
morning
produced
such
results that
WHB show
has added
a second
"hot
report
each Theday Kansas
on the City
4-7
p.m. car"
Top 40
Show.
Police Dept. credits WHB with the fast
recovery of several stolen autos in a
few weeks, the station reported.
Farflung salesmen see preview
Whenout aoversponsor's
employes
spread
many counties
and arehe
can't bring them in to preview his new
film property, what's the best solution?
That
confronted
Steffen'sRescue
Dairy
Foods problem
of Wichita,
which bought
8 on KTVH (TV) Hutchinson- Wichita.
The answer, as suggested by the station, was an advance promotion blast,
including 2,000 handbills, direct mail

pieces, program bulletins — and a special
Sunday morning preview for employes.
Thus, the day before the film series
bowed, a sustaining show was preempted for the special half-hour syndicated showing plus a 15-minute an9:30 a.m.). nouncement talk to employes (8:45Announcing it to employes (and other
viewers), station officials and local and
area fire department representatives
joineddiossponsor
executives
in KTVH
stuto announce
and view
the series
themselves.
Chicagoans want space news
A new "space age news map," published by Rand McNally & Co. and offered by WNBQ (TV) and WMAQ Chicago as a public service, drew over
5,000 requests from listeners-viewers
over a 10-day period. The maps were
originally printed by Rand McNally to
sell for $1, and made available to sta-

United Press International news produces!
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tions in Chicago and other major markets for distribution to listeners and
viewers for 25 cents to cover postage
and handling. Included on the map:
information and diagrams about the
International Geophysical Year, earth
satellite programs and new weapons for
the space age, a polar map of the world
and various geographical areas.
BFR group all over capitol
The BFR Stations of South Dakota
spread their call letters around the
state capitol while giving full-scale remote coverage
the governor's inaugurationofand legislature
opening.
The outlets (KELO-TV Sioux Falls.
KPLO-TV Reliance and KDLO-TV
Florence) installed a complete closedcircuit operation in the state capitol at
Pierre, with tv sets placed strategically
in the building so overflow crowds
could watch the inauguration and activities of inauguration week. KSO
Des Moines and WLOL St. Paul (also
in the BFR group) are providing news
of the Iowa and Minnesota legislatures,
respectively, for airing on KELO.
WISN-TV spices film package
Promotion with an Italian flavor was
served up by WISN-TV Milwaukee for
the premiere movie of its new feature
film package. Key advertising executives
in the area were treated at home to
pizza a few minutes before Italian
movie actresses Sophia Loren and Silvana Mangano appeared in "Gold of
on the WISN-TV channel.
Naples"
The pizza
dinners followed up perfumed letters which arrived earlier
to
urge the admen to "please stay home
this Saturday night," and signed, "See
you on WISN-TV— Sophia."
WJHO solves p.a. crisis
A crisis which occurred only hours
before dedication ceremonies of a new
$1 million high school in Opelika, Ala.,
was smoothed over by WJHO, that city,
which broadcast the event from the
school's auditorium. School officials
were
"slightly
WJHOhad said,
to learn
that chagrined,"
the auditorium
not
been equipped with a public address
system. WJHO saved the day by pickin j up its own broadcast on the school's
am tuner and feeding it through the intercom system to every speaker in the
building, including the auditorium. The
time lapse was less than one microsecond, WJHO estimates.
Prizes aid rise of South
For copping first prize in WSM-TV
Nashville's sales contest, David Grimm,
account executive for the Edward Petry
Co., station
representative,
sented acommission
as Colonelwasin prethe
BROADCASTING, January 26, 1959

Confederate Army by Hi Bramham,
commercial manager of the station.
Second prize in the competition was
$500 — in Confederate money.
KMBC-AM-TV contest swings
With three weeks until deadline,
KMBC-AM-TV Kansas City staffers
are sorting entries in the tripartite
"Swing Girl" contest. Winners in
separate art, copy and media divisions
of the competition will have their choice
of week vacations in New York or Las
Vegas. Victors will be named March 1.
The contest is named for "the girl on
the swing" featured
the art
stations'
advertisements.
Goal in
of the
contest is to develop a fresh treatment for
the KMBC
Girl." Copy
test: suggest"Swing
a campaign
theme confor
trade advertising. Media contest:
mediamen are asked to prove why
they'd
use KMBC-KFRM
Radioin
and KMBC-TV
as basic (FM)
stations
Kansas City.
Snow melts sales resistance
KPIX-TV San Francisco credits a
promotion on the theme of "Snow Falls
in Maiden Lane" with helping to sell
out all advertising time in three feature Paramount film programs on the
station. The Maiden Lane Assn., a
group of business establishments in San
Francisco, cooperated in advancing the
"snow"
themescenes;
by decorating
with wintry
restaurantstheirand shops
bars
featured snow highballs and martini
sno-cones. The station itself created a
miniature of the familiar Paramount
snow-capped mountain by bringing in
24 tons of snow. At a kick-off party on
Jan. 7. promotional features included
models clad in bathing suits and fur
pieces, Alaska huskies, a skier and a
snowball fight.

Magnetic look • Pre-tested for
eye-attraction and identity-retention qualities the "V for Videotape" isonebyofthethe tape
symbols
being
distributed
developer.
Ampex Corp., to VR-1000equipped stations for promotion
of local recording and playback
services.
BROADCASTING, January 26, 1959

• Drumbeats
• It's North vs. South in the latest race
for record in marathon broadcasting,
launched on Jan. 20. Two Florida d.j/s
— Red Evans of WTAL Tallahassee and
Dave Hunter of WZRO Jacksonville
Beach — are competing against each
other and also with d.j. Peter Tripp of
WMGM New York in an effort to exce d a record of 7 days and 19 hours
claimed for Mr. Hunter last August.
• KRCA (TV) Los Angeles is celebrating its 10th birthday by broadcasting
pictures
a 10-year-old
edition ofandthe news
L. A. from
Examiner.
Viewers
who identify themselves in the old news
get prizes.
o WLWA (TV) Atlanta, Ga.. calls attention to its "Tower of Stars" in a
mailing piece featuring a pair of optical-illusion spectacles captioned, "Look
what
missing."
the
fake you're
eyes lists
marketCopyandbehind
coverage
data
describes WLWA's "traveling
wave" andtower.
• Guests at a preview luncheon of Alcoa Presents (ABC-TV) found notetaking lighter than usual. Alcoa presented each with an aluminum clipboard equipped with aluminum pen.
aluminum pencil and aluminum-covered publicity kit.
o A total 584 - stations have pledged
more than 11,000 spots in the NAB
"Look for a Room With a Radio" campaign, aimed at traveling listeners. Some
have tied in motel-hotel commercial
schedules.
• KXOK St. Louis got 5.000 lipstick
kisses in a 20-day lip-imprint contest
conducted by Gentleman Jim Bradley,
d.j. More than 1.200 KXOK listeners
entered
d.j. Jack
beard-naming
competition,
vyingElliott's
for electric
shaver
prizes with such descriptions as "Mussen-Tuchit," "Old Faceful" and '"Mug• KREM Spokane. Wash., equates
good works with "Good Words." Ro"crusade Fund),
aider"
Rug."tating such keywords
(promoting
United as Givers
"smile" and others plugging general
good will or specific charities, KREM
awards cash to listeners who answer the
telephone with the Good Word.
o A feature of the annual meeting of
the Fresno
(Calif.) onCounty-City
ber of Commerce
Feb. 6 willChambe a
sound-on-film presentation of the chamber's activities in 1958 from KFRE-TV
Fresno. The film is an annual public
service project of KFRE-TV.
o Rex Dale. d.j. at WAMP Pittsburgh,
conducted his afternoon record show in

an iron lung for three days to raise
$2,100 for the March of Dimes,
o WAYE Baltimore is sending out free
copies of its February program guide in
exchange
of Dimes. for contributions to the March
• CJON-AM-TV
foundland, has issuedSt.theJohn's,
second Newin a
series of long-play discs of "Newfoundland Folk Songs," sung by the CJON
Glee Club. The Glee Club is maintained by the CJON stations on a continuing basis.
• A daily reminder of WDIA Memphis.
Tenn.. is in homes of 12,500 listeners.
The 1959 edition of the station's annual
12-page
(25
cents)""Historic
has beenAlmanac
mailed Calendar"
to Negro
listeners in a six-state area.
« Frank Sinatra, often cool to reporters, made himself available for a telephone interview with a nighttime disc
jockey of WIRL Peoria, 111. Stan Major
of WIRL snagged the star on a Hollywood movieforset broadcast
and taped with
a five-minute
interview
a new
Sinatra album.
Parade on four tv channels
St. Paul's (Minn.) annual winter
carnival parade this year will be covered
live by all four Twin Cities tv stations.
WCCO-TV, in addition to its Jan. 31
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GRAND PRAIRIE, TEXAS

E. N. Bodine, President
and General Manager
and Chief!
Like Hundreds
of Broadcasters...
from local to
50 kw stations . . .
KBCS
GRAND PRAIRIE, TEXAS
Selected
STAINLESS

TOWERS

LEARN WHY MANY BROADCASTERS CHOOSE
STAINLESS TOWERS
Call or Write
for Informative
Literature.
tailless, inc.
NORTH WALES • PENNSYLVANIA
94 (FANFARE)

Cubist sculptor • Milt Spencer,
news-sports personality of WFLATV Tampa-St. Petersburg, Fla.,
clears away chips from the "World's
largest ice cube," placed downtown
by WFLA-AM-TV for the First
Annual Florida Snow Carnival, merchants' promotion.
Broadcast audiences and downtown shoppers were asked to guess
how long the cube (512 cubic feet,
17 V2 tons) would last under the
Florida sun. A total of 4,721 responded to a week and two days of
air promotion, the winner guessing
The ice cube promotion was dewithin 1:30 minutes of actual melt
veloped for the Tampa Downtown
time, which was two days, two hours, Merchants' Assn. event by John
57:14 minutes. The estimate was Alexander, WFLA radio manager,
worth a trip to Paris for the winner and Byron
Taggart, radio-tv promotion manager.
and her husband.
parade pickup, plans an hour-long
carnival preview. Other stations participating wil be KSTP-TV, KMSP-TV
and WTCN-TV.
Television stars scheduled for appearances at the winter event include performances of CBS-TV's Jimmy Dean
Show, George Montgomery, star of
NBC-TV's Cimarron City series, and
Ronnie Show.
Burns of the NBC-TV George
Burns
Long distance movie promotion
WCKR Miami reached 5,000 miles
across the Atlantic to produce a movie
commercial. The special, live spot announced the opening of the British film,
"A Night
in three
theatres ownedto byRemember,"
Florida State
Theatres.
Two days before the movie opened, Diane and Dick Osborne of WCKR's Miami After Dark program called the film's
producer in Belfast, Ireland, to interview him on production techniques of
recreating the Titanic ship disaster, subject of the movie. Peak crowds came to
the three theatre openings, WCKR reports.
WCCO lands editors' help
Newspaper editors in the five-state
area served by WCCO Minneapolis are
cooperating in station-sponsored contest to find the ice fishing champions of
the Northwest. Fishermen enter the
event by registering catches with the
editors of their hometown newspapers,
who complete
entry blanks
forward them to theWCCO.
Contestanddetails
and progress are broadcast daily on the
10:15 p.m. sports show, Outdoor Report. WCCO will award $50 savings
bonds to winners in each of three classes
and merchandise prizes to others.

WKBW-TV rep issues factbook
Avery-Knodel Inc., N.Y., released
last week a report entitled "Facts about
WKBW-TV New Tv Giant in Buffalo."
The presentation describes the ch. 7
station's market coverage, transmitting
facilities, promotion campaigns offered
and advertising advantages. It makes a
comparison of all Buffalo television stations according to costs and coverage.
The report may be obtained from the
station representative's home office, 720
Fifth Ave., New York City. WKBWTV is completing its second month on
the air.
Parlay at the summit
You are cordially informed
Parlay at the Summit
whereat will ofbea promulgated
matters of highest importance
affecting
Proces
Verbal,
Aides
Memoir
e, Protocol,
Precedence, N on-Belligerent
Measures Short of War, Show
of Force, Jurisdiction of
States, Boundaries and Servitudes.
and other matters.
Thus formally WIS-TV Columbia,
S.C., announces its new 1,526-ft. tower,
which is expected to double coverage.
Inside the fold of the announcement is
a glossary explaining: "Proces Verbal is
the process by which WIS-TV gets
words and pictures (not to mention music) into the minds of South Carolina's
richest buying audience." The "jurisdiction of states" is a coverage map, while
"Aidesvice . . Memoire
a diplomatic
. aiding the[is]buying
memory de-of
nearly mit"2.5
million
The "sumis taller
thanpeople."
the Empire
State
Building,
the EiffelEgypt.
Tower and the Pyramid of Cheops,
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Station Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting
Jan. 15 through Jan. 21: Includes data on new stations, changes in existing
stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes and
routine roundup. Explanation of abbreviations on page 103.
WEEBcrease ofSouthern
Pines,
—5 Granted
inNew Tv Stations
power onfrom990
1kckwD;N.C.toremote
kw, continuing operation
control
APPLICATION
permitted.
Announced
Jan.
21.
New Orleans,
Louisiana—forCoastal
Television
APPLICATIONS
Company.
New
operateto
oncondition
ch. 13 that
in Newrequest
Orleans,onSTA
La.,ch.tosubject
KGST
Fresno,
Calif.—
Cp to tochange
hours
operation
13
shall
of
operation
daytime
unlimited,
at suchcommences
time as regularly
authorizedon using power offrom
tvcease
service
in
New
Orleans
500
w,
1
kw-LS
on
1600
kc.
Announced
Jan.
20.
ch. 12,ofhutcommencement
in no event is ofto operation
continue beyond
KPOL power
Los Angeles,
Calif.—
Cp50 kw;
to increase
time
onwith
ch. daytime
from
10
kw
to
change
13
at
Biloxi,
Miss.,
in
association
from DA-N Announced
to DA-DN Jan.(DA-2)
Supreme Broadcasting
or Oklahoma
16. and install
Television
Corp., or both.Co.Announced
Jan. newKTOPtrans.Topeka,
15.
Kan.—
Cpto 1to kwincrease
daytime
power
from
250
w
new trans. Announced Jan. 15. and install
Existing Tv Stations
WSFC
Somerset,
Ky.—
Cp
to
increase
daytime powerAnnounced
from 250 w Jan.
to 119.kw and install
ACTION BY FCC
new trans.
WJMR-TV
New
Orleans,
La—
Modified
WNAV
Annapolis,
Md.
—
Cp
to
increase
Dec. 1317until
grant for31,temporary
operation
on daytime power from 1 kw to 5 kw and inch.
in view
withdrawal
new trans, forJan.daytime
by
OklahomaCo.Jan.Television
Corp.of and
Coastal
trans.).stallAnnounced
19. use (2 main
Television
of
their
objections
to
such
WPLM
Plymouth,
Mass.
of cpusingto
interim
operation.
All
three
are
competitors
change hours of operation— Mod.
to unl.,
for
15. ch. 12 in New Orleans. Announced Jan. power
of (DA-2).
5 kw; change
fromwaiver
DA-D ofonlySec.to
DA-ND
Request
3.28KDMA
(c)(3)Montevideo,
of rules.) Announced
Jan.of 21.cp to
New Am Stations
Minn. — toMod.DA-N
APPLICATIONS
change
from Jan.
DA-DN
(DA-1)
only.
Announced
15.
Ala. —address
E. H. Eiland
Jr. 1410 KEY J Jamestown, N.D. — Cp to increase
kc,Union
500 wSprings,
D. P.O.
345 Whetston
250 w toJan.
1 kw21. and inDrive, Montgomery,
con- daytimestall newpower
trans. from
Announced
struction corevenue
st $11,991, Ala.
first Estimated
yearMr.operating
cost
$23,000,
$34,000.
Eiland,
WEKR power
Fayetteville,
Tenn.w —to Cp1 kwto increase
sole
owner,
is
employe
of
Firestone
Stores.
daytime
from
250
Announced Jan. 20.
stall new trans. Announced Jan. 21.and inKWHO Salt
fromLake860 City,
kc to Utah—
1030 kcCpandto change
change
Inc.Raleigh,
1550 kc,N.C.—
5 kwNorth
D. P.O.Carolina
addressElectronics
356 West frequency
40th St.,
Yorkfirst18. year
Estimated
construcounced Jan. 21. to unl., using 1 kw. Antion costNew
$31,776,
operating
cost hours of noperation
$60,000, holder
revenue
$66,000. Majority
John P. Gallagher
(97.36%) stockowns
WOOW
Washington,
N.C. Announced
Jan. New Fm Stations
15.
APPLICATIONS
Washington,
N.C—
Northw D.Carolina
Elect
r
o
n
i
c
s
I
n
c
.
1320
kc,
500
P.O.
address
Darren,
Conn.0.72— Independent
Broadcasting
356
West
40th
St.,
New
York
18.
Estimated
Co.
94.3
mc,
kw. P.O.costaddress
construction cost $8,305, first year operating Estimated construction
$14,299,Boxfirst1.
coster$30,000,
revenue
$40,000.
Majority
ownyear
operating
cost
$20,000,
revenue
$25,000.
John Patrick Gallagher (97.36%) owns Owners are Guilford E. Morrell, ConsoliWOOWplied foWashington,
N.C,
which
has apdated Diesel technician,
Stamford;
Walter
r
permission
to
move
to
Greenville,
F.
Ranchinsky,
WNHC
New
Haven
engineer
N.C.
Mr.Electronics,
GallagherNewis vice
president
of (both 28%); Daniel V. Salvatore, ConsoliVisual
York.
Announced
dated
Diesel
test
engineer
(16%);
Grace
Jan. 15.
American
Cyanamid
chemist
(24%),
Ohio Charles
Bcstg. Co.F. Peters,
and Richard
N.
Ross
WNYC
New
York
en940Delphos,
kc, 250 Ohio
w D.— Western
P.O. address
gineer (4%).111.—Announced
Jan. Co.
21. 106.7 mc,
Trivette,
Virgie,
Ky.
construcChicago,
Hi-Fi Bcstg.
tion costrevenue
$22,952,$42,500.
first Estimated
year
operating
cost
10.8
kw.
P.O.
address
Box
221,
Lebanon,
$31,750,
Equal
partners
are
Estimated
construction
costrevenue
$9,550,
Charles Ashland
F. Trivette,and former
WWKO
WMLF majority
Pineville,owner
both Tenn.
first year
$17,400,
Equaloperating
partners cost
are William
O. Barry,
Kentucky;nouncedand
Jan. 21. Herman G. Dotson. An- $25,000.
hasville,50%
interest
WFMB Jr.,(FM)whoNashTenn. and
H. C.in Young
has
Smethport,
Pa.— address
Hamlin 34D. Jackson
Redfield.Ave.,
910 who
kc,
1 kw D.Pa.P.O.
50% interest
in21. WENO Madison, Tenn. Ann
o
u
n
c
e
d
J
a
n
.
Bradford,
Estimated
construction
cost
$50,644, first
year operating
costRedfield,
$42,000,
Falls,address
Pa.— WBVP
Inc. Estimated
96.1 mc,
revenue
owner, Mr.
16.6Beaver
kw. P.O.
Box
719.
is former $49,000.
banker.SoleAnnounced
Jan. 20.
construction
cost
$19,265,
first
year
operating
Laredo,
Tex.
—
Southwestern
Operating
Co.
$3,000. Announced
Jan. 19.
1300
1 kw Estimated
D. P.O. address
Box 88, Fort
Smith,kc, Ark.
construction
cost cost
Spokane,
Wash.—
Radio
Corp.
99.9 mc,
1.96 Northern
kw. P.O. Pacific
address
West
$26,515, enuefirst$50,000.yearSoleoperating
costis $40,000,
rev-W. 315
owner
Donald
Sprague
Ave.
Estimated
construction
cost
$8,500,
first
year
operating
cost
$2,500,
Reynolds
who
has
controlling
interest
in
revenue
$5,000.
Applicant
is
licensee
KORK
Las
Vegas,
KLRJ-TV
Henderson.
KOLO-AM-TV
all Nevada;
KBRS KXLY-AM-TV Spokane. Announced Jan. 21.of
Springdale,
KFSA,Reno,
KNAC-TV
Fort Smith,
both
Arkansas;
KHBG
Okmulgee,
Changes
and KGNS-TV Laredo. Announced Jan.Okla.,21. Ownership ACTIONS
BY FCC
Yakima,
Wash.
W Co.Rd.,940Ephrata,
kc, 250
wWash.
D. P.O.Estimated
address— Mconstruction
216andMocliff
cost
$5,491,
KNOG
Nogales,
Ariz.—
assignment
of license to Carleton Granted
W. Morris
(KSUN
first
yearEqualoperating
cost
$50,000,R. revenue
$48,000.
owners
areEphrata,
Robert
Moore,
Bisbee, allKAWT
Douglasconsideration
and KHFH $20,000.
Sierra
general
manager
KULE
Wash,
and
Vista,
Arizona);
Announced
Jan.
21.
Kenneth
Williams
Jr.,
engineer
at
KOMO
Seattle. Announced Jan. 15.
WCNT
Centralia,
111.—
Granted
renewal
license
and W.acquisition
of(nowpositive
controlof
by
Carson
Rodgers
50%
owner)
Existing Am Stations
through purchase of remaining 50% from
ACTIONS BY FCC
Grace S. nRodgers;
ounced Jan. 21. consideration $15,000. AnWCAS
Gadsden,
Ala. — Granted
application to limited
change
operation
from
day
to
unKRESment of licenses
St. Joseph,
Mo. — Granted
assigntime
with
500
w-N,
DA-N,
continto MacRay
Radio & Televiuing operation
sion Corp. (Jock
MacGregor,
nounced Jan. 21.on 570 kc with 5 kw D. An- consideration
$135,000.
Announcedpresident):
Jan. 21.
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Mont.—Bcstrs.
GrantedInc.assignment
of KCAP
licenseHelena,
to KCAP
(Dale G.
Moore, president,
andBozeman,
three other
stockholderssiownderatKBMN
Mont.);
coni
o
n
$
4
0
,
8
9
4
.
Announced
Jan.
21.transfer
KRMW
The
Dalles,
Ore.
—
Granted
ofBroadcast
control Co.
from (KWEI
Oliver Weiser
B. Earlandto Inland
KAYT
Rupert, Idaho);
nounced Jan. 21. consideration $35,000. AnKLGN
— Granted
ofpresident);
license Logan,
to KLGNUtahRadio
Inc. (F.assignment
G. Ziser,
Jan.
21. consideration $52,500. Announced
WMOD
Moundsville,
W.
Va.
—
transfer
of control
from (now
Donald34%W. Granted
Levenson to John
T. Taylor
owner);
consideration
$19,900
for
60%
Lev21.enson selling his remaining 6%interest;
interest
G. Thomas Gall for $3,500. Announced Jan.to
APPLICATIONS
KUEQ
Phoenix,
Ariz. — Seeks Co.
assignment
of license
Q Broadcasting
Dynamic from
Communications
Inc. for $240,000.to Sole
ownerson E.ofCowherd,
Dynamic Kansas
Communications
is CarCity,
Mo.,
real
estate man. Announced Jan. 21.
KBBA from
Benton,
Ark.Bcstg.
— SeeksService,
assignment
of
control
Benton
partners
h
i
p
,
t
o
Benton
Bcstg.
Service
Inc.
Sam
P.
BridgesLangley
and Mrs. Bridges
(50%) ofandbothC. LaVelle
are owners
and new licenses.(50%)Announced
Jan. 21. old
KACY Port
Hueneme,
Calif—
Seeks asof license forfrom$83,000.
Coast Mr.
Broadcasters
to LincolnsignmentDellar
Dellar is
partner
in
Kern
County
Bcstg.
Co.,
field, Calif.,mercialwhich
isBakersfield.
permittee ofAnnounced
newBakerscomuhf
in
Jan. 16.
WFAB Miami-South
Miami,G. Fla.—
Seeksto
assignment
ofConsideration
cp from Louis
Jacobs
WFAB
Inc.include
$24,000.
WFAB
Inc.
will
Mr.
Jacobs
(40%)
and
Harold E. King (60%), who with his wife
owns ma KGHI
LittleWDRock,
Ark.; WTHR
PanaCity
Beach,
AT
South
Daytona
and
WTTT
Jan. 20. Arlington, all Florida. Announced
WQXT-AM-FM
Palm from
Beach, Palm
Fla.— Beach
Seeks
assignment
license
Radio
Inc.$100,000.
toof Flame
Radio
and buyer,
Television
Inc.
for
Emma
S.
Pell,
has
no19. other business interests. Announced Jan.
WORL
Boston,
Mass.
—
Seeks
assignment
of license from Pilgrim Bcstg. Co. to WORL
Bcstg. F.Corp.
$469,040. former
Purchasers
are
Paul
Herronfor (89.1%)
majority
owner
WIBGD. Biele
- AM (10%)
- FM who
Philadelphia
and
Lawrence
had
minority
interest in same stations. Announced Jan.
KSTL St. Radio
Louis, Mo. — SeeksInc.,
transfer
of
20.control
licensee
corp. fromofK. Haverstick
Edward St.E. Louis
Haverstick
Jr. andto
William
(as
family
group)
Edward E. Haverstick Jr. through sale of
stock by Franklin C. Salisbury. Mr. Salisforlicensee.
Dept. ofMr. Interior
ly ownsbury,10%attorneyof46.67%.
Edward currentUpon transfer
ofHaverstock
he willstick Jr. owns
ownJan.51.86%.
Announced
19. Consideration $15,000.
WTRX-AM-FM
Bellaire,
Ohio—
Seeks
assignment of license
WTRXEqualInc. partners
to Ohio
Valley
Bcstg.
Co.group
forfrom
$117,000.
inandpurchasing
are
Charles
H.
Wright
Frederic GreggAshland,
Jr. whoKy.;haveand interests
in WCMI-AM-FM
Charles
F. King, WLAP
Announced
Jan. 19.Lexington, Ky., salesman.
WJMO
Cleveland,
Ohio—
Seeks
assignment
of cp toCo. change
trans, Bcstg.
site from
Friendly
Bcstg.
to Tuschman
Co. FCC
has
already approved
transfer
of license.
(See
BROADCASTING,
Jan.
19.)
Announced
Jan. 19.
KPIC
(TV)of South
Roseburg,
Ore.— Seeks
transfer of 50%Corp.
West
Television
Bcstg.
fromBcstg.
OregonOregon
Bcstg.
Co.
to
Southern
Oregon
Co.,
both
wholly
owned subsidiaries of South West Oregon.
Southern
Oregon
also
owns
KBES-TV
Medford
KOTI-TV Jan.
Klamath
Oregon.andAnnounced
19. Falls, both
KTXJ from
Jasper,JoeTex.—
Seeks assignment
license
A.
Tonahill
and JoeGlenofJ.
Fisher
William
Dodson toandFrankJ. J.C Carpenter,
Howard. Consideration
$60,000.neerMr.KVLB Dodson
engiCleveland,(37'/2%)
Tex., isMr.chiefHoward
(37V2%) is gasoline distributor, and Mr.
Carpenternounced(25%)
owns
drug
store.
An-95
Jan, 19.
WRIT
Milwaukee,
Wis.
—
Seeks
transfer
control of Radio Milwaukee Inc. from H & ofE
Balaban Corp., present 50% owners of sta-

Equipping a
Radio

Station ?

Get More Coverage
With The New RCA
500- and 1000- Watt
AM Transmitters
The ability of these new 500- and
1000-watt AM transmitters to
achieve and maintain a higher
average level of modulation assures more program coverage.
Simplified tuning, ease of installation, built-in provisions for remote control, and low operating
cost make the RCA Type BTA500/1R your best transmitter buy.
Color styling adds harmony to
station decor-a choice of red,
green, blue, or grey doors. Whatever your equipment needs—
SEE RCA FIRST!
Or write for descriptive literature to RCA, Dept. 00-22, Building 15-1, Camden, New Jersey.
RADIO CORPORATION
of AMERICA
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tion,
and who
Haroldat present
S. Ledererown and25%Leoeach.M.
Lederer,
Present
willconsisting
transfer one-third
ofEpstein,
stock stockholders
owned
to
group
of Nancy
Eli Fink, Maurice
Schraeger
and
Herbert
Schoenbrod,
for
$13,330.
After
transfer, three groups: Balaban, Lederer brothers
and
Epstein,
et
al.,
will
each
own
one-third
interest
in WRIT. Same groups own WIL
St.
Louis
Jan.
19. and KBOX Dallas. Announced
Hearing Cases
FINAL DECISIONS
By order, Commission granted request of
M & M Bcstg.
Co., 1958,
and initial
made effective and
imm
e
d
i
a
ely Dec. 22.
Marchtcontrol
19, 1958,
grant& Mofdecision;
application
toaffirmed
transfer
of
M
Bcstg.
Co.
(WMAMfromandWilliam
WMBV-TV,
ch. et11),al.,Marinette,
Wis.,
Walker,
to
EveCo., Announced
Norman M. Jan.
Postles
WalterningC.Telegram
Bridges.
21. and
INITIAL DECISIONS
Hearing
Examiner
Jaytoward
A. Kyle
initial
decision
looking
denyingissued
applicatiopower
n of South
Kentucky
Bcstrs.
to Ky.,
increase
of
WRUS
Russellville,
from
500
w
to
1
kw,
continuing
operation
610 kc, daytime only. Announced Jan. 21. on
Hearing
Examiner
Forest L.toward
McClenning
issued
decision
grantinginitial
application
of11),Mlooking
& M Bcstg.
Co.to
(WMBV-TV,
ch.
Marinette,
Wis.,
move
trans,
site
from
point
about
14
miles
southeast
of
Marinette
and
about
38
miles
northeast ofof Marinette
Green Bay andto about
southeast
about 3814 miles
miles
northeast
of 960Greenft.; Bay,
increase
ant. height
from
780
to
increase
vis.
kw, etc. Announced Jan. 20. ERP to 316
Hearing
Examiner
Charles toward
J. Frederick
issued
decision
looking
grant-to
inginitial
application
ofof Radio
Dinuba
Co.
change
facilities
KRDU
Dinuba,
Calif.,
from
1240
kc,
250
w
unl.,
to
1130
kc,
1 kw,
DA
unl., applications
with engineering
conditions,
andto
denying
of
Air
Waves
Inc.,
change
facilities
of
KONG
Visalia,
Calif.,
from
1400
kc
250
w,
unl.,
to
1130
kc,
1
kw,
DA,
unl., andto operate
Enterpriseon Bcstg.
Co.1 kw,
for new
am
station
1150
kc,
DA,
D, in Fresno, Calif. Announced Jan. 16.
OTHER ACTIONS
By memorandum
opinion byand Globe
order, NewsCommission
granted
pnaypetro Cintervene
o. to extentpetition
of permitting
that no.
com- 1
p
a
(but
only
on
issue
having
tomore
do with
possible disqualification
ofMass.,
one orch.
of
Commissioners)
in
Boston.
5 ofremand
involving
applications
WHDHproceeding
Inc.
Greatersetts BayBoston
Television
Corp.,(WHDH-TV),
MassachuTelecasters
Inc.,
and
Allen
B. DuMont
Laboratoriesrequests
Inc.. for
new tv Inc.,
stations,
and
ofonWHDH
and
Globe(2)ings.fordenied
oral
argument
subject
pleadnComr.
ounced JanCraven
. 21. not participating. AnBy order,
granted
WIBC
Inc., Commission
and
fromofpetition
20 to by30
minutes
for extended
presentation
argument
by eachuled for time
ofJan.parties
in
oral
argument
sched23Inc.,in andproceeding
on applications of WIBC
Crosleyto Bcstg.
Corp.
(WLWI)
for
new
tv
stations
operate
ch. 13 in Indianapolis. Announced Jan. 15. on

Commission of scheduled
on am
applications
M.proceedings
Nelson,
N.C.,
and Fred onH.Wayne
Whitley,
Dallas, Concord,
N.C., Jan.
for
oral argument
Feb. 13. Announced
Routine Roundup
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of Jan. 16
WJMO-AM-FM
assignment of cps Cleveland,
to TuschmanOhio—
Bcstg.Granted
Co.
Independence,
Mo. location
— Grantedandmod.
of KIMO
license
to
change
studio
remote
control
point
to
Kansas
City,
Mo.;
waived Sec. 3.30 (a) of rules.
KYOKstall new Houston,
trans. Tex. — Granted cp to inShenandoah Life Stations Inc., Roanoke,
Va. — Granted
and make
license changes
to changein location of trans,cp and
ant.
system.
Following
stations
were
granted
extensions
of(main
completion
datesBaltimore,
as shown:Md..
WMAR-TV
trans. (main
-ant.)
to 5-5;
WBAL-TV
trans.-ant.)
Baltimore,
Md.,
to
5-1;
WJZ-TV
(main
trans.-ant.)
Baltimore,
Md.,
to
8-4.
Ala.—daily
Granted
authorityof
to90 WENN
sign-offBessemer,
at 8 p.m.,
for period
days.
Leitchfield,
Ky.— Granted
cp WMTL
to change
studio location
and typemod.trans.of
Actions of Jan. 15
KVOMment of license
Morrilton,
to J. C.Ark.—
Willis.Granted assignGranted licenses
for following
stations:
KNAC-TV
Fort
Smith,
Ark.,
ERPtvWINR-TV
vis. 100
kw,
aur.
58.9
kw,
ant.
640
ft.;
Binghamton,
N.Y.,
ERP
vis.
575
(DA),
aur.
288
(DA), WCBC-TV
ant. 630 ft.,Anderson,
and change
studio
location;
Ind.,
ERP
vis.
20.9
kw,
aur.
11.2
kw,
ant.
500
ft.;
WITN
(TV) Washington,
ERP vis. Redding,
316 kw,
aur.
ant. 117
860N.C.,
ft.; KVIP-TV
Calif.,158
ERPkw,WIICvis.
kw,
aur. 58.9 Pa.,
kw, ERP
ant.
3600
ft.;
(TV)
Pittsburgh,
vis. 316 kw, aur. 158 kw, ant. 1000 ft.
Granted
licenses
forCityfollowing
translator stations:
K70BFDouglas,
of Douglastv K73AL
TransCommittee,
Board lator
of Education,
Truth or Ariz.;
Consequences
Municipal Schools,
Dist. 6,Frostburg
Truth or ComConsequences, N.M.;Frostburg,
W78AA
muniVideo
ty TV Inc.,
Md.;Ore.;
K75AJK74AQ
Seaside
Club,
Seaside,
Emery
County,
A Public Utah.
Body Corporate
and Politic,
Orangeville,
WMFC Monroeville, Ala. — Remote control
permitted. Actions of Jan. 14
WTTL Madisonville,
Ky.— Granted
to Conway
M. Smithassignand
Hobert mentM.of license
Thomason.
WFMJ-TV
Youngstown,
Ohio
—aux.
Granted
license
covering
installation
of
ant.
interim
near main trans, and re-on
describe ant.
trans,towerlocation.
K FDA-TVchanges
Amarillo, redescribe
Tex.— Granted
covering
studiolicense
and
trans,
locations (noandchange
in coordinates).
WREX-TV
Rockford,
111.—
Granted
license
covering changes in tv station.
WICScense(TV)
Springfield,
— Granted licoveringPaducah,
changes Ky.—
in tvHI.Granted
station.
WPSD-TV
license

APPRAISALS
! Fulltime regional — agricultural and industrial area. Fast becoming resort center for vast section. Profitable at present
— good profit maker for owner-operator.
$165,000.— $50,000 down.
OHIO RIVER VALLEY
Contact the CHICAGO OFFICE, Tribune Tower, DEIoware 7-2754, or the office neare.t you
HAMILTON • STUBBLEFIELD • TWINING and Associotes.lnc.
RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS NEWSPAPERS
BROKERS
| Executive
1737 De Sales
er2-5671
St.
3-3456St. I
' 0*11" }ifve,sX" H75 ' WASHINGTON, D. C.
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive
OfficesSt., ME.
1735 DeSales
N. W.8-5411
Offices
and
Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington,
0. C. AFCCE
FEderal 3-4800
Member

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING
ENGINEERS
RADIO
TELEVISION
501-514 &Munsey
Bldg.
Sterling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL
BLDG.D.Dl.C.7-1319
WASHINGTON,
P. O. BOXKANSAS
7037CITY,JACKSON
MO. 5302
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
Pennsylvania Bldg. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnss & Culver
sey Building District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL P . MAY
711 14th St., N. W Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D C REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Washington
6,Engineers
B. C. Leesburg,
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32 CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
O Liver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING
ENGINEERS
Ra4io-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610
Eye St., D.N. C.W.
Washington,
ExecutiveMember
3-1230 AFCCE
Executive 3-5851

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom,
Robert A. Jones
19 E. QuincyRiverside,
St.— Riverside
III. 7-2153
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM
Consulting E.RadioBENNS,
Engineer JR.
3802 Military
Rd.,
C. N. W.,
PhoneWash.,
EMersonD. 2-8071
Box Phone
2468, Birmingham,
7-2601 Ala.
MemberSTateAFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
8401 Cherry St. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200Brecksville,
SnowvitleOhioRoad
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386 P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTIXG ENGINEER
5622 DYER STREET
EMERSON 3-3266
DALLAS 6, TEXAS

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

RALPH J. BITZER
CONSULTING
ENGINEER
Suite
293, Arcade
Bldg.,
St. Louis
Mo. inGarfield
"For 1,Results
Broadcast1-4954
AM-FM-TV
Engineering"
Allocations
• Applications
Petitions
• licensing
Field Service

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-?v Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601 Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TVService,
WLAK Electronics

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS
FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord
Ave.,
Cambridgo
36, Mass.
Phone
TRowbridge
6-2810

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To— among
Be Seenthem,by the85,000*
Readers
ing station owners decision-makand managers,
chief
engineers
and
techni-tv
cians— applicantsfacilities.
for am, fm,
and
*ARB facsimile
Continuing Readership Study

er vice

D irector
y

COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring
Company
PRECISION
FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL
TIME
SERVICE
P. O. Box FOR
7037 AM-FM-TV
Kansas City, Mo.
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CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING
INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute
Curricula
3224 16th St.,10, N.D.W.C.
Washington
Practical. Broadcast^ TV Electronics
courses. Sprite0 For*Free Catalog"'d9pe<>

covering changes in tv station.
WFBC-TV
Granted license coveringGreenville,
changes in S.C.—
tv station.
WLEX-TV
Granted license coveringLexington,
changes inKy.—
tv station.
KSYD-TV
WichitainFalls,
Tex.
— Granted
cp
toheight
makeabove
changes
ant.
system
andft. ant.
average
terrain
to 1020
(by
installation
new
tower
adjacent
to
present
one) and make other equipment changes.
Cleveland,
Granted
to WJMO-FM
replace expired
permit Ohio
for —new
fm sta-cp
tion.
WPIK
Alexandria,
Va.
—
Granted
cp to
change ant. -trans, location; remote control
permitted.
*WENHshire, (TV)
University
of New
Durham, toN.H.
Granted
mod.25.7Hampof kw,cp
to change
ERP
vis.new— 51.3
kw, aur.
ant.
970
ft.;
install
trans.,
change
type
of ant. and other equipment.
KEOS
Flagstaff,
Ariz.
—
Remote
control
permitted. Actions of Jan. 13
WTVD (TV) Durham, N.C.— Granted asCorp. signment of cp to Capital Cities Television
WMUR-TVvoluntaryManchester,
N.H.—from
Granted
transfer_oftocontrol
Francisin-P.
P.Murphy,
Murphy,Nashua
deceased,
estate
of Francis
Trust
Co.
and
Agnes
H.
Fischer, executors.
KTJENment of Wenatchee,
Wash.—Bcstg.
GrantedCo. assignlicense to KTJEN
WFDS-FM
cense for fm Baltimore,
station. Md. — Granted liKITE
San
Antonio,
Tex.— Remote control
permitted.
WDOT
Burlington,
Vt.— Granted change
of remote control authority.
Actions of Jan. 12
Calif. — Bcstg.
GrantedCo.assignment
of KGEN
licenseTulare,
to McMahan
WLOD Pompano
Beach,
Fla.by— each
GrantedArthur
acition of negative
F. Harre quisand
Leonardcontrol
A. Versluis
through
purchase
of
stock
from
Wellington
F.
Shilling and Charles L. Johnston.
KMAK-AM-FM
Fresno, Calif
. — Granted
transfer
control
niMahan
ture Cofoand. toRebabelle
Robert O.from
and McMahan
George
T. FurMcMcMahan
Boswell.
KPAS Banning,
Calif
.
—
Granted
quishment of positive control by Edwinrelin-J.
Jo-Ann B.M. Stevens
toand Harrison
Fuerst. through sale of stock
WHSM changes
Hayward,in Wis.
— Granted license
covering
height); condition. ant. system (increase
Albany,
Ore.
— Granted
mod. ofcon-cp
to KABY
change
studiochange
location
remote
trol point and
typeandtrans.
Following
stations
were
granted
extensions of completion
datesSt. asLouis,
shown:Mo.,KMOXTV
(main
trans.-ant.)
to 315; KTAG-TV
Lake Charles,
KJEO
Fresno,
toLa.,6-30,to 7-9;
and
KGNS-TV(TV)Laredo,
Tex.,Calif.,
to 4-20.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner
on Jan.T. 15A. M. Craven
Granted
petition
byConn.,
Bridgeport
Bcstg. Co.of
(WICC)to Jan.
Bridgeport,
for extension
time
14
to
file
exceptions
to initial
decision in proceeding on its am application.

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through Jan. 21
ON AIR
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
Lie. Cps
Not 105on air For new stations
615
AMFM
3,286
52
10574
122
543
37
104
TV
43 21
83
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING
VHF through Jan. 21
TOTAL
Commercial
435
UHF808
Non-Commercial 30
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
FM
As reported by FCC through Dec. 31, 1958
AM
TV
54335
Licensed
on air)stations)
11440
CPs
on air(all(new
29
3,286
117
104
CPs notauthorized
on the airstations
(new stations)
470
6957344
666
Total
1083870
Applications
for
new
stations
(not
in
hearing)
48
3,440
124
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
478
515*
594
Total
applications
for
new
stations
Applications for
for major
major changes
changes (in(nothearing)
in hearing)
0
17
Applications
5261
54
Total
applications
for major changes
Licenses
deleted
3120
3711
CPs deleted
0
1 There are, in addition, seven tv stations which are no longer on the air, 31but retain their
43 21
licenses.
'Therein operation
are, in addition,
which operation.
were on the air at one time but are no
longer
and one 39whichtv cp-holders
has not started
uhf).•There have been, in addition, 211 television cps granted, but now deleted (44 vhf and 167
' There has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.
By Hearing Examiner
on Jan. 15Basil P. Cooper
Scheduled
prehearing
Feb.
5 on am applicationCalif.
ofconference
Intrastate forBcstrs..
Pomona-Claremont,
By Hearing Examiner
on Jan.Annie
15 Neal Huntting
Scheduled
prehearing
conference
for Feb.
5 on am applications
ofBcstg.
ValleyService
Bcstg.
Co.,
Lehighton,
and
Miners
Inc.,
Kingston, both Pennsylvania.
Granted requestof hearing
by WJMJ Bcstg.
for
Jan. Corp.
22andto
Feb. continuance
25 in proceeding on its from
application
that offor Young
People'sin Church
of the Air
Inc.,
fm facilities
Philadelphia.
for continuance
date
forGranted
service motion
of exhibits
under issue 12of from
Jan.
to29, Jan.
and filed
hearingby from
Jan. 19
toInc.,Jan.16South
atPlainfield,
223p.m.,
Broadcasters
its am application, et al.N.J., in proceeding on
By Hearing Examiner
on Jan.Charles
15 J. Frederick
Rescheduled
hearing
to
reconvene
at 9
a.m., Jan. 27, on am application
of Radio
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WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
NAtional 8-1990
NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
CHICAGO
35 East Wacker Drive
RAndolph 6-6760
DENVER
1 700 Broadway
AComa 2-3623

Mid-Pom Inc., Middleport-Pomeroy, Ohio.
By Hearing Examiner
A. Honig
on Jan. Isadore
16
On ownscheduled
motion, forcontinued
without
date
hearing
Jan.
20
in
proceeding
on
Blue 111.,
Islandpending
Community
Bcstg.application
Co., Blue ofIsland,
action
on Blue
Island's petition for leave to amend
its
fm application.
By Hearing onExaminer
Jan. 16 J. D. Bond
Confirmed
order
made
on Jan. hearing
16 hearingin
record
and continued
New
ch. 12 further
proceeding,
to be Orleans,
fixed byLa.,subsequent
order. to date
By Commissioner
on Jan.T. 12A. M. Craven
Granted
petition
Bureau
for
extension
of bytimeUpland
tobyJan.Broadcast
15 to file
responses
toCalif.,
petition
Bcstg.
Co.,
Upland,
to enlargeetissues
am application,
al. in proceeding on its
By Hearing Examiner
on Jan. 15H. Gifford Irion
hearing
from Jan.
onContinued
applications
of Frank
James30 toandFeb.San10
Mateo woodBcstg.
Co.,
for
fm
facilities
City and San Mateo, Calif. in RedBy Hearing Examiner
A. Honig
on Jan. Isadore
15
On request by KWEW Inc. (KWEW),
Hobbs, posedN.M.,
extended
time forfromfilingJan.pro-16
and
conclusions
to27 toJan.Feb.23 findings
andin proceeding
for replies
thereto
from Jan.
3
on am application
of KWEW Inc.
By Hearing Examiner
on Jan.Charles
15 J. Frederick
Scheduled hearing for 9 a.m., Feb. 27 on
am application of Radio
dleport-Pomeroy, Ohio. Mid-Pom Inc., MidBy Hearing Examiner
on Jan.Thomas
14 H. Donahue
On
motion
by
Tri-County
Co.,
Laurel, Md., continued from Jan.Bcstg.
15 to Jan.
proposed findings in proet19 al.time force ding filing
on Tri-County's am application,
By Hearing Examiner
on Jan.Forest
14 L. McClenning
prehearing
conference
for Feb.
2 Scheduled
on applications
of John
H. Phipps
and
Continued on page 103
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 204 per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 254 per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 304 per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Aggressive
wantedgoodfor sales
top Mississippi ground.
station.manager
have
backWrite,Must
wire,Miss.
phone Ross Charles,
WDDT, Greenville,
portunity. WHTG, Asbury Park, N. J.
Station manager— For Florida property with
tremendousperienpotential.
need adirection
stable, ex-of
canWe assume
all phases
ofced maan who
promising
operation.
Write,
wire,
or
call
with
complete
information
including
references
and8716,requirements.
Hal11,
King,
WITT,
P.O.
Box
Jacksonville
Florida. Phone Raymond 4-2188.
Sales
Metropolitan Washington's
number
one sta-24
sales force.
5000 watts,
hours tionatuniexpanding
day.
Genuine
ground-floor
opport
y
.
T
o
p
station,
top
money.
Big
chain.ger BoxRush134H,snapshot,
data, General modern
ManaBROADCASTING.
Metropolitan
market forin southern
New Englandencedareasalesman.
looking
aggressive,
plus
incentive.experiWill
take over
some Salary
existing
accounts.
Send
resume tuand
availability.
Excellent opporn
i
t
i
e
s
f
o
r
earnings
and
advancement
with
independent
music and news station. Box
240H,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman — Excellent opportunity for good
producer.
Indiana market.Strong
$6000 independent,
plus. Box 449H,majorBROADCASTING
First am station in major market offers
immediate
opening for experienced
salesman interested
real money.
Selfstarting
ability ina making
must factor.
Box 479H,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman market.
for leading
station
mid-south
medium
startinginsalary
with
opportunity
for Good
advancement.
Box 522H,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman-announcer.
IdeaSalary
man plus
capableaboveof
doing
morning show.Immediate
average
floaters. commission.
KCHE, Cherokee, Iowa. opening. No
California, sales
KCHJ,staff.Delano. Serves 1,300,000.
Increasing
Expanding
sales force.
Wanted
energetic,
young,agency
experienced
radiodirect.
salesman.
Some
local
but mostly
StatePhoto
qualificatquested.
ions and Writesalary
requirements.
reJoe
Wolfman,
Sales
Manager,
KSON, San Diego.
Solid radio account
salesman list.
wanted
to take over
established
1 kwstaffsoonpromotion.
to go to 5Full
kw. Highly
Openingtosuccessful
created
by
details
WMIX,
Mt. Vernon, Illinois.
Salesmen
—
Needed
for
our
Florida
stations.
We have immediate openings for responsible,
reliable, cexperienced
men, salaryto Hal
plus perentage. Send complete
WTTT, P.O.
Box 8716,details
JacksonvilleKing,11,
Florida.
Small-medium
agers come to market
the citymanagers-sales
and sell formanthe
south's
most
progressive
negro
radioper group.
Top
salesmen
make
8-10
thousand
year,
advancing
to managersunlimited,
making aggressive
12-15 per
year.
men
28Opportunities
to 39.firstSendletter.
complete
resumeEbony
and
photograph
McLendon
Radio,son,Suite
509 Lamar Life Building, JackMississippi.
BROADCASTING, January 26, 1959

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Help Wanted— ^Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcers
announcer
with selling
exNew south florida station metropolitan Wanted. Good
perience. Immediate opening,
permanent
marketpacedneedsprofessionals
3 di's. Experienced,
smooth,to position. Salary
commensurate
with
exfast
only.
$110
week
p
e
r
i
e
n
c
e
.
J
i
m
Duncan,
KSIL,
Silver
City,
start.
Send tape, references, resume! Box N. Mex.
251H, BROADCASTING.
Topnotch
announcerdaylight
for majorstation.
role Expanding operation: Announcer — 1st ticket,
inWanted:
1000 watt
Pennsylvania
NoAlsomaintenance.
RushWBRD,
tape,
resume, photo.
sales opening.
Good ter.payBox 285H,
for right
man!
Send
all
first
let- experienced.
BROADCASTING.
Bradenton,
Florida.
Rocky Mountain
town salary
needs anstation needsGood
exnouncer quirements,
with firstuniversity
phone.air check.
Send
re- Eastern North
periencedCarolina
announcerSend
immediately.
experience,
Box 355H,
BROADCASTING.
future
right
man.
full N.information
to Lee for
Hodges,
WCPS,
Tarboro,
C.
Staff announcer
for varied
news
and sales. Wages
open duties
based onincluding
ability
ING. experience.
and
Box 404H, BROADCAST- and
50,000 news
watts inindependent
Miami. South'shasbiggest
music
immediate
opening for top-rated disc personality to
program
to
Miami's
largest
adult
audience.
Morning
dj
for
home
base
of
growing
chain
Must be thoroughly experienced in music
in yearpacedroundin vacation
newsbackground
operation
with
broad
producFast
good taste.land.OnlyHappy
pros sound!
apply. and tion
warm,
friendly
approach40 withscreamers.
top and
on thea Send
air selling
ability.
Send
tape,
salary.
Box
444H,
BROADCASTING.
No
top
tape,
resume,
and photo to Ned Powers, WINZ, Miami.
Staff announcer
for independent
vania station. 48-hour
week, large Pennsylmarket, WOC am-fm-tv, Davenport, Iowa, will acexcellent
plus over-time,
vacations.
Desire an salary
experienced
man looking
for a radio-tv
cept qualified
applicationsposition.
for anticipated
Experipermanent
job infora advancement.
chain organization
ence andstaff
boardannouncer
ability
required.andAddress
anresume
opportunity
Tape with
and
picture,
requirement
ING. required. Box 455H, BROADCAST- resume,
stressing dj work to program director. tape
Wanted
— Combo
man with
first
ticket foron
am
station
Virginia.
Mustskill
be secondary,
strong
Technical
announcing,
engineering
send
tape and resume to Box 468H, BROADCASTING.
Top
Montanaopportunity
station needs chief
engineer.
Excellent
welldirectional
qualified
music instation
— 3rd andmarket!
Knowledge
man.
Must be able to for
handle
orGoodinterest
classics
announcing
experience
necessary.
Good
salary,
excellent
pattern,
remote
control,
maintain
all
broadfuture.
Rush tape, photo, resume. Box 476H,
casttions equipment.
condi-as
and salary.Excellent
Previous working
experience
BROADCASTING.
chief
necessary.
Forward
particulars
and
references
to
Box
399H,
BROADCASTING
Gulf coastnouncer witharea
station seeking
staff anexperience,
good
employment
record and personal background. Salary Chief engineer. Capable of 5 kw installation,
$85.00,
40-hour-work-week-opportunity
for familiar with bridge, directional (we conadvancement.
Send tape, resume, and photo.
template ful time).
Between
30 and (although
40, marBox
504H, BROADCASTING.
ried, considers
air work
adequate
this
position
requires
minimum).
Personal
Due
to
health
reasons
have
immediate
interview.
We
are
within
300
miles
Washopening for combo man who can qualify at
ington.good$7000man.
per Write
year toBoxstart.
Future
assured
490H,
BROADone entof daytime
Florida's
fastest
growing
independCASTING.
kilowatt
stations
on all
eastdetails
coast
ofandFlorida.
Send
resume,
photo,
expected immediately to Box Due to health reasons have immediate
507H, salary
BROADCASTING.
for combo man who can qualify
Modern music station in Michigan wants atopening
one ofpendentFlorida's
fasteststations
growingon indedaytime kilowatt
good,
lively
announcer
for
night
deejay
coast
of
Florida.
Send
resume,
photo, eastallto
show. tions,
Goodemployee
station,
good Experienced
working condidetails
and
salary
expected
immediately
benefits.
men
Box 507H, BROADCASTING.
only,
personal
interview
a
must.
No
tapes.
Write Box 526H, BROADCASTING.
Some Noexperience
prePlay-by-play
sportscaster
recreatedby First phone
ferred. engineer.
Must have car.
announcing.
baseball
ball
orforfulltime
doubling
inforreal
sales
or season
announcing.
Send game
tape Fred Epstein, KSTT, Davenport, Iowa.
illustrating
or
simulated
partial
recreation.
Outline experience,
marital
experienced!
status,
Can Chief engineer,
tenance.Immediate
Announcing
helpful,Must
but dopay
notmainesarrange salary
west requirements,
coast interview.references.
Outstanding
sential.
opening.
Right
for
opportunity
in world'sKPOA,
loveliest
location. Jacksonville,
right man. N.MailC. qualifications. WLAS,
Contact
Fin Hollinger,
Honolulu.
Good, mature
announcer
needed
by
station
inThisprogressive
west
Texasincreasing
city topof
148,000.
station
is
now
years fully
old forexperienced
responsibleengineer
position.about
Good 24-30
pay
watts
andcomplete
offers a background
real future Need
topower
rightto 5,000
man.and
Rushtape
and expenses.
CallFleetwood
Al Evans,3-3733.
WOKJ, Jackinformation
to
Jerry
Sanders,
son,
Mississippi.
KSEL, Lubbock, Texas.
99

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
Electroniccationsengineers:
Competent
communi-of
engineers needed
for all aspects
large-scale
broadcasting systems
station and
design.
To
design
communications
the
componentInc.,equipment
required. specify
Smith
Electronics,
4501
W.
Pleasant
Valley
Rd., Cleveland 29, Ohio. VI 2-0S86.
Production-Programming, Others
Washington,
D.copywriter.
C. market's Modern,
#1 stationexpandneeds
sharp ingfemale
station.
Fabulous
opportunity,
top
money.
Rush
snapshot,
data.
Box
362H,
BROADCASTING.
News tion.director,
metropolitan
Must know midwest
how to stress
local news sta-in
rapid tionfire
modern
style.
Excellent
aids,Sendbeeper
unitproducavailtape, phones,
photo, mobile
background.
Box
378H, able.
BROADCASTING.
Modern
radio
production
directorer. Top market.
rated 5000
watts chain,
aroundtop clock.
10th
largest
Leading
pay. Send
tape,
ING. photo, letter Box 384H, BROADCASTProgressive
midwest
needs
top
am Stable,
and station
tvgrowing
newsin upper
manmarket.
and
tvExcellent
trafficcopy.
schools,pany housing,
available.
pensionopportunity
and churches
hospitalization
plans.ComExcellent
for photo
advancement.
Send
complete
details
and
immediately.
Box 396H, BROADCASTING.
Newsman
withWeability
toman dowhomorecan than
routinevelopnews.
destories,present
write want
features,
do personality
interviews,
news from
different
angles.
We're
a Pennsylvania
smallthan
market
but
we small
are trying
different
the
usual
markettowellbestation.
Prefer
man
who
can
announce
enough
to
present
major
Send
detailssalary
of experience,
recent newscasts.
snapshot
or photo,
requireand anyBROADCASTING.
other
pertinent
information
to Box ments403H,
We need an A #1 type
pd, must know StorzMcClendon-Bartell
oughly and must do a fewoperation
hours onthorthe
board.topTopbenefits.
station—Send
top complete
50 markets,
top
pay,
resume,
tape
and
details
to
Box
520H,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
newsmanradioneeded
immediately
inwages,
fullymany
equipped
newsroom.
Good
fringe news.
benefits.
Mustor gather,
write
and
broadcast
Write
phone
WTTH, Port Huron, Michigan.
Peter Smith,
222
WestBox59th493Street,
NYC,
Judson
2-0148 Hamilton
or P.O.
Huntington,
Long
1-3821,
Commercial
writersIsland,
agent
radio-tv
(jingles
etc.),
excellent contacts.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
General
manager—
Expert in formula
radio.
Wants
large
market
top
formula
mediumstation.
marketRunning
3Y2 years.
Box 256H,station
BROADCASTING.
Manager, nowMature
employed
has proven
twelve ability
years
manstation.
with
toexperience.
buildtwoa profitable
Family
man,
stable,
and
a
half
years
with
present
station.
Interested
in anyin good
opportunity.
Prefer
a
new
station
the
south.
Box
380H, BROADCASTING.
General man,
manager,
from first
groundphone,
up.
Family
college9 years
graduate,
fine
ING. references. Box 381H, BROADCASTAggressive
broadcast
executiveExperience
with 18
years
experience
now
available.
includes
as working
manager,
and general13 years
manager
in radio sales
and television
m mediumtremely aband
metropolitan
markets. mar"Exle,graduate,
capable,
best
ried, collegeBROADCASTING.
age references,
42. Confidential
Box 409H,
Manager—
sales manager,
your station at a profit,
on operate
sales, Box
production.
Married,
sober,strong
ambitious.
448H
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
versatile, operates board, good
Qualified
managerall orphases.
sales Strong
manager,on sales,
eight Announcer,
years
experience
disc jockey,
resumeBoxupon442H,
request. Prefertape,Newphoto,
England.
programming,
sports, music.
Married, Full
re- BROADCASTING.
liable,
desire
security,
advancement.
particulars first letter. Box 464H, BROAD- Negro announcer, no clown, sensible and
CASTING.
intelligent
delivery,
network
desirous of eastern
or west
coast quality,
spot. Rush.
General
manager,
over with
25 years
experience
BROADCASTING.
seeking
small Box
market
possible
stock Box 445H,
opportunities.
477H, BROADCASTING.
Here's your production
man! Announcer,
dimanager
andprogram
continuity.
Need
a manager?
Stationit? inWilling
trouble?to shoot
Can't 9 years rector,
pay much
and prove
experience.
Desire
progressive
adult
programming
station.
Available
now.
Will
square
with
me?
Let's
talk;
it's
cheap.
Write Box 487H, BROADCASTING.
travel. Box 447H, BROADCASTING.
Successful
commercial
manager
will
manage
Announcer
First phone,
will
your
varied
program
station.
Six
years:
travel.
Will — consider
all. Boxexperienced,
450H, BROADsales,
programming,
announcing.
University
CASTING.
graduate,
A.B.
in
radio.
Active:
Gideon,
Rotarian,WillB.S.A.
Married,
30,station.
new Should
station Young, ambitious, family man. Has: FCC
wagon.
help
build 30newdays
2radio
years employment.
radio announcing,
give present
employer
notice. Box license,
degree,
Wants: television
startBoxin
493H,
BROADCASTING.
television
with
possible
promotion.
456H, BROADCASTING.
Available
at
once,
top
reference,
personal
Announcer, versatile, operates board, good
interview
Experienced
all phases
ofchild.
radioTravel
andarranged.
promotions,
sober,
jockey, single, will send tape, photo,
anywhere.
Work married,
salarybonded.
orone% disc
resume
ofWrite
profit.BoxPresently
employed
and
CASTING.upon request. Box 443H, BROAD502H, BROADCASTING.
California,
7 years Mature,
experience,
anGeneral
manager four
or sales
manager,
fam- Oregon,
program director.
capable,
ily, experienced,
yearschange.
mediumBox31,market
creative, nouncer,
cooperative.
References, personal
interview.
Box
458H,
BROADCASTING.
general
manager.
Desire
503H.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — 10 years; young, single, college
grad; music-news
—personality;
programming
background; morningfuture
salary,
benefits,
first letteremployed;
please.
Good
sales Versatile.
technique. Write
Prefer copy.
deal including
Box
459H,
BROADCASTING.
air
work.
Operate
board. Box 226H, BROADCASTING.
Recent sitigraduate
radio schoolMarried.
desires Box
poon in south orof southwest.
Salesman-announcer.
Interesting
back-all 462H, BROADCASTING.
ground in and35, outmarried,
of radio.
Experience
applicable.
2
children.
Box
First-phone
9 yearsVeryexperience,
379H, BROADCASTING.
desires workannouncer,
in northwest.
dependWill trade.
Sixty hour week andexperience
seven years
ING. able. Good voice. Box 465H, BROADCASTradio
sales-programming-dj
for
managerial
opportunity.
Salary
second
to
Experienced announcer,
family, conditions.
will settle
opportunity
and profit percentage. Box 491H, east
BROADCASTING.
pay,
good
working
Now forinBoxgood
large469H,
city BROADCASTING.
competitive
market, 1st
Sales
executive,
10
years
experience,
desires
ticket.
opportunity
establish
office multiple Staff announcer five and one-half years exstation
group.to Box
500H, N.Y.
BROADCASTING.
perigeinnceer.inAgl.soAgsales,
continuity,draftstudio
eneanywhere.
35, married,
Willing
locate
Minimum exempt.
salary
weekly $80.00.
Box
470H, BROADCASTING.
Girl-dj
announcer.
Run
own
board.
Can
sell too.licity,Eager,
pub- Announcer-dj; recent professional radio
promotion.capable
Steady,— production,
no bad habits.
school graduate.
Trained allTape,
phases.resume
Operateon
Box 232H,
BROADCASTING.
board.
Prefer northeast.
Announcer,
young.
Eager toOperate
learn. board.
Good request. Box 471H, BROADCASTING.
background.
Cooperative.
Former
McLendonSeeking
dj andsecurity
pd. Four
years
Box 278H, BROADCASTING.
present
market.
and future
in major
market.
CurrentBachelor,
salary $125.
Know
Negro
announcer/dj.
Capable:References.
Sales, music,
my
music
and
sports.
28,
sober.
controls.
Good
background.
Box
Box 472H, BROADCASTING.
279H, BROADCASTING.
PD,
announcer:
experienced,
dependable
Personality-dj;
capable
copy,
sales,
gim9 yearsBoxradio,
agency.
College
micks Cooperative,
reliable. Operate board. staffer.
grad. Travel.
474H,tv,BROADCASTING.
Box 281H,
BROADCASTING.
Ten years, all-around
solid
Announcer-dj.
2 years experience. Run own references.
Finest of announcing,
background,withveteran
board,
Have background.
program director
CASTING.go anywhere. Box 286H, BROAD- with
ence, college.
and
news
Preferexoerinight
work.
Box
475H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer
— Experienced.Radio-tv.
Also sales,
service, commercials.
production-writer.
Good
news,
Country tionally
musicknown, deejay,
artist,
nasports,
Industrious,
enthusiastopknow
man,recording
29,
sober,promotion,
reliable,
tic.
Draft
exempt.
Box
343H,
BROADCASTING.
best
references,
radio
production,
energetic,
employed.
Desire
to
Announcer,
1st phone.Family
29. Employed.
5 years relocate. Box 480H, BROADCASTING.
varied experience.
man, reliable,
Different style, relaxed dj, perfect late or
conscientious.
Looking
for
permanency
and
nite. Experienced. Box 481H, BROADfuture in west or midwest. Box 371H, all
CASTING.
BROADCASTING.
Do
you need thoroughly trained, reliable
Announcer,
6V2
years experience
progressive
station.
and hasseeking
done family man to program, help manage, aneverything. Box
375H, Can
BROADCASTING.
ce at smallbutsoutheast
They're
hard
to nounfind
here's
onemarket?
available
for
reasonable
money
andkw,future.
10 best
yearsreferexCountry Staff
musicannouncer.
first love!Third,DJ, noversatile.
p
e
r
i
e
n
c
e
,
n
o
w
at
50
degree,
Guitar.
youngences.
Box
482H,
BROADCASTING.
ster.
Permanency
desired.
Box
392H,
BROADCASTING.
Polished announcer. Handle board. Desires
news days
or within
dj position
and/or SunRecent
graduate
professional
radio school.
driving evenings
distance Philadelphia.
Versatile
announcer
excels
in
sports.
Prefer
knowledge
music. resume,
Some experismall
market in northeast. Box 406H, Thorough
BROADCASTING.
ence.
College
grad.
Tape,
ences. Prefer personal audition. Box refer492H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
disc jockey.
Graduate
of professional
broadcasting
school.
Love
all
music.
Great
knowledge
of
recording
business.
Graduate:
College,
radio
school,
desires
situation Washington (D.C.) area. Box 496H,
Single. BROADCASTING.
Operate board. Prefer northeast. Box BROADCASTING.
440H,
BROADCASTING, January 26, 1959

Situation Wanted — (Cont'd )
Announcers
We're a deejay.set.ThatLet is,usI'mknow
an us.(uh,We'rebetteran
unbreakable
let
me aknowslot— Iopen,
don'tpreferably
trust the after
others)mid-if
you've
night. We'll air-sell
for the
you paltry
and entertain
your
listeners,
all
for
$150. Box 237H, BROADCASTING. sum of
Personalitycellentdjnews— and
imaginative
performer
— excommercial
Friendly style makes listeners
friends.delivery.
$8000.
No sign-on, please. Box 238H, BROADCASTING.
Attention
all radioradiostation
For
the
new wasound
meet managers.
Bill Have
from good
Miluke and Johnin from
England.
show
and
will
travel.
Box
501H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer.
First ticket.
Experienced, married,Prefer
no children.
Now Box
employed
in Louisiana.
southeast.
508H,
BROADCASTING.
Personality dj. Looking for swinging top
"40" operation.
good Presproduction. Married,Tight
age cues
26, oneand child.
ING. ently employed. Box 512H, BROADCASTAnnouncer-dj,
board. Recent
profes ional radiPrefer
ooperate
school small
graduate.
Co-operative, reliable.
market.
Tape,
resume,
photo
on
request.
Box
513H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
morningor man,
station in NewgoodEngland
south.prefer
Box small
516H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
news,
production,
copywriting,
also
1st ticket,
only. Prefer vicinity
Orlando.
Box Florida
517H, BROADCASTING.
Successfulployed at 5000
21 yearwattoldstation
disc jockey
now emin insmall
would
likegraduate.
to move Like
to station
large40town,
city.
College
playing
top
and
rock
and roll.
MustBoxgive518H,present
employer
two
weeks
notice.
BROADCASTING.
Can talk
intelligent. Takeortapeshutandup!see.Experienced,
Box 519H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
single,
27, armyyearvet,lawbroadcast
recruit,
college
school,
radio 524H,
school
grad.grad,
Deeponeauthoritative
voice.
Box
BROADCASTING.
Young announcer,
heavySomepotential,
experience. Bilingual.
college,light
radio
school
vet, smooth,
relaxed
delivery.grad.
Box Single,
525H, BROADCASTING.
Variety
strong on news $100 per week.
Box 527H,manBROADCASTING.
Staff announcer.
First-class
ticket.
background.
Classical,
popular,
folk College
music.
Will
work.California.
Nick Carter,
510 16th
Street,
Oakland,
Experienced,
attractiveYork,
girl but
announcer
—
married.
will
anywhere Prefer
if car New
not necessary.
Workedgo
with
Rayin radio.
Starr Operate
one of the
gogetters
board,greatest
copywritDrive,ing timeNewsales.YorkGloria
City, Charles,
% Rotolo.11 Riverside
Experienced
woman
announcerUpper- continuity
writer.
references.
preferred.Excellent
Lois Dietz,
Nashua, Iowa.midwest
Top
discomedian.
37. Wrongly
weddednon-to
present
station, divorcing
on grounds
support,
permanent
mate. 15 incompatibility,
years top-rated, seeking
far above-average
radio-tv
with ad-lib,
"savvy,"excellent
know-how,
phenomenal
comedy
sales
success.
Zany
but intelligent
humor. also
Miami,
Dallas,
Milwaukee,
New Orleans,
McLendon,
Bartell
experience.
Emceed
Mutual
net
show
IV2 years.
present
boss.
Tape,Friendly
excellentdeparture
references,withbrochure.
$225 buper
week. DJ, 342 Carilla Lane, Colums 4, Ohio.
Experienced announcer-news director seeks
re-location
theGoodspeed,
Michigan area.
Presently
employed.hattan,inJim
KM AN,
ManKansas. 8-4451.
BROADCASTING, January 26, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd )
Announcers
announcer
—music.
All phases,
strong
onExperienced
country
and
gospel
Family
man,
best
references.
Contact
Bob Tenn.
Henderson,
1920
Virginia
Ave.,
Knoxville,
Phone
3-2454 Knoxville.
Young
announcer specializing
inWrite
sportsArnie
and
dj. Audition
Mann,
221 Easttapes
Secondavailable.
Street, Brooklyn
18,
New York.
First
phone
announcer.
Fast,
bright,
tight
production one year experience, 24, married,
California
Bob Hills,
Tobin,California.
470 South Almont Drive,only.
Beverly
Technical
Chief engineer
— Experience
5k am remote
directional
high
power
fm,
multiplex,
controlsion.installation,
maintenance,
superviAge
40.
Best
references.
Box
422H,
BROADCASTING.
First
class
phone.
Married.
Dependable.
Must work in the New York metrooolitan
area.
Experienced. Box 451H, BROADCASTING.
Old believes
fashion chief
still
in same
goodenginer
radio announcer
looking
for that
job
at station with
views.
Thoroughly
experienced in construction and maintenance
am,
fm Good
and da.reason
Married,
family, nondrinker.
for
change.
East
Texas plete
at present.
and cominformationPermanent
first letter,onlyplease.
Box
483H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
all
phases.
Have
worked
large
and
small
marketenough
radio. sales
Good engineer,
good
announcer,
to believe
I havepossibilities.
potential. experience
Want 489H,
job
with
management
Box
BROADCASTING.
ComboPennsylvania
man, seven years
at present
position
with
network
desires
relocation
in major
westcapacities.
coastaffiliate,
market.
Will
serve
in
either
or
both
Sincerely
interested
managers
furnished
all
particulars
on
request.
Box
497H,
BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Experienced program manager, 6 years raPresently
employed. Excellent' air man.
Box dio.368H,
BROADCASTING.
News abledirector
16 yearsoperation.
experience,
for large —market
Box avail446H,
BROADCASTING.
Producer-director
—
creative,
capable.
Degree, three years experience radio,B.S.tv
writing,riety,production,
comedy,public
vamusicals,shows.
news, including
sport
remotes,
affairs, kids
Presently
employed
three-station
market.
Must
relocate
due
station
cutback.
single, excellent refer-to
ences. Box
457H, 25,BROADCASTING.
Creative idea man for sales presentations,
copy-continuity-traffic.
Minimum
month.
Locate Box
anywhere.
Family. Need$300.00
job
immediately.
467H, BROADCASTING.
Live wirehap y in major
programnetwork
directoraffiliate
currentlyin unofrelocate
top 5 markets.
... music/news
so want oneto
with an Goofed!
aggressive
operation.
Anywhere!
12
years
radio,write,
includes McLendon
and friends. Wire,
confidentially,
Whew!
Help! Box 488H, BROADCASTING.
Program
director experienced
radio. Formula
Midwest allonly.phases
$115
start.
Box 499H,or block.
BROADCASTING.
Continuity
director,
woman.
Eleven
years
radio-tv.cellentFast,
Exreferences.versatile,
Box 510H,coooerative.
BROADCASTING.
News. Reporter,
broadcaster,
director. Experienced, reliable,
conscientious.
interview preferred,
in midwest. BoxPersonal
511H,
BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
Top-rated
California vhffor network
affiliate
has immediate
aggressive
man interestedopening
in improving
income salesand
future. Sendperience, scomplete
resume
including
expersonal
history
and
recent ager,
photoKCRA-TV,
toales record,
JonSacramento,
Kelly,
LocalCalifornia.
Sales Man-

Help Wanted
Sales— (Cont'd)
Salesupper
position
with top list
network
station
inwith
south.open
Excellent
big dollar
to the Promotion
manof accounts
qualifiedin
to service
thesevolume
customers.
sales arydepartment
makesattractive
this spot commission
open. Salguaranteed and
arrangements,
sales. We want starting
a man whowithwillfirstbe dollar
unhappyin
with
less than $8,000-$10,000
inworking
1959. We condihave
no maximum.
Living
and
tionsfaiths.
excellent, Television
good schoolsmarket
and churches
of
all
exceeds
400,000
Will considerWe radio
experience
with A-lsets.sales
teach with
you
television.
This record.
is a characterwillstation
good self,rates,
policies.
Write allSendaboutsnapshot
yourfamily
and
experience.
if330H,
one BROADCASTING.
available. Do not delay writing Box
Technical
Transmitter
engineer
first essential.
phone, experience
with
RCA
uhf
equipment
Midwest
station.
Excellent
opportunity
for
right
man.
Send
complete
resume
and
recent
photo.
Box 364H, BROADCASTING.
Tired ofenced snow,
move
south. Needretirement
experiPaid insurance,
and
otherengineer.
benefits.
TV, Anderson,
S. C. WAIM-WCAC-W AIMTV
transmitter
supervisor
top
DuMont
installation.
Must for
havemountain
experience.
C. E., WPTZ, Plattsburgh, New York.
Production-Programming, Others
Commercial
artistoperation,
— for promotion
radio-tv
Virginia.departSend
samples,ment,
brochure,
picture,
complete
background
information
to
Box
463H, BROADC
A
S
T
I
N
G
.
A
l
replies
answered,
all
material returned.
Creativeenced in tvcommercial
copywriter,
experiradio. Position
March
1. Excellent and
opportunity
with topopenoperation.
Mail
Programcomplete
Director,details
KRNT,withDessample
Moines,workIowa.to
Experienced
television
copy writer.
Send
resume,
samples,
and salary
requirements
to
Program
Manager,
WANE-TV,
Fort
Wayne, Indiana.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
General available
manager with
market
record
for proven
personalsmallinterview.
Box 478H, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Radio-tv sales executive desires affiliation
with major-market
station. Excellent
references. 10 years
16 years experience.
Write Boxsame358H,station.
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Tv announcer on camera, booth, presently
employed.
Looking
forphoto,
more.resume
Young,onmar-reried,
Tape,BROADCASTING.
quest.family.
Box 460H,
Weather, news, sports, commercials. Can
expect$110goodstart.job.Box Some
Midwest
only.
498H, directing.
BROADCASTING.
Booth announcer for new station. Good
sounding. No television experience, but
some
radio experience. Box 506H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-director-production. 4 years television, 13 years
Presently
Prefer
far
west. radio.
Minimum
$650. 'employed.
Box 515H,
BROADCASTING.
Technical
11andyearsconstruction.
experience. 7Planning
years maintenance
supervisory.
Northeast
CASTING. preferred. Box 389H, BROADChieflarger
of small
tv station
wants opportunity
invhf
operation.
am, Box
uhf,
andExperienced
construction.
414H, maintenance
BROADCASTING.
TV
technician.
First phone,andexperienced
phases
studiolargeoperation
Oneall
year
with
vhf.available
Comes remotes.
with
highest
recommendations,
immediately.
Box 494H, BROADCASTING.
101

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
Maintenance
and
operator,
phone.
Excellent control-room
training.
position1st
in tv521H,
broadcasting.
AvailableDesires
immediately.
Box
BROADCASTING.
Qualified neering
youngdepartment.
man Have
seeks first
position
in engiphone.
Will
travel. Available
immediately.
Box 523H,
BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Experienced
Now heading
vhfam
newsroom.newsman:
Consistently
ahead with
regional, national
news. directorship
News-in-depthor
specialist.
Seeking
news
good
staff job.delivery,
Membertop RTNDA,
Authoritative
references.NPPA.
Box
303H,
BROADCASTING.
Need teen
show?
Kids
show?
Women's
feature? Specials? Live productions. All kinds.
S-V
ING. Productions. Box 430H, BROADCASTProducer-director:
3 Film,
years continuity,
tv vhf production, 3 yearsVet,radio.
sales
experience.
28, married,
college degree.
Will
locate
anywhere.
Box
461H, BROADCASTING.
Production
manager: 9manager
years radio,
tv,
film.
Currently
production
film
division
ofCollege
ad agency.
Solid
professional
background.
CASTING.grad. Will travel. Box 473H, BROADNobacked
apprentice,
provendollars
program
by market,
over but
five amillion
worthmanof
multi-vhf
executive
ence, ten years
dailystation
building
with tvexperiand a
record
in the on",
"books"
and on the andledgers
of:
1.operational
"Putting
programming
overall
responsibility
for
the
first
ABC
consistently
dominating
prior
established
CBS and NBC, vhf competition. And . . .
back to back.
2.Ollie"Putting
on" and
programminginwhat the
Treyz calls
"The
top
ABC affiliate
country."
a prime
news
and public
service
recordPlusEyewitness
repeatedly
documented
in
national
awards.
references
from management,
people who know
and you
know
station
networks
andan
sales. inYoung
40. program
Family. challenge
Ready
forand/
honest,
permanent
orley,management
opportunity.
John
Q.
QuigBox 495H, BROADCASTING.
Skilled young assistant
man desires
any tv floor
production
assignment,
director,
manager, camera, audio,
etc.
College Available
graduate,
with
experience
in
tv
production.
immediately,
anywhere
in
U.S.
Box
505H,
BROADCASTING.
Talent
and
production—
female, noprofessional
school
graduate,
experienced,
preferred
location.
Information
upon request.
Box
509H, BROADCASTING.
IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENT
Effective February 2, 1959, all Classified
FOR SALE-STATIONS advertising from
individuals or brokers must be in the
form of display advertising, minimum
one inch (214" wide by 1" deep).
The one time rate for an inch display, is
$20.00. The 13 time rate is $19.00. The
26 time rate is $17.50. The 52 time rate
is $15.00 per inch. Proportionate inch
rates apply for larger units. (Example:
1!4 display on the one time rate costs
$30.00.)
If proofs are desired before publication,
the deadline is 10 days in advance of
Monday publication. Otherwise, final
deadline is 7 days in advance, no
proofs.
!G2

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
TV production
manstudio
23: Experienced
complete television
and
equipment
withradiolarge
vhfproduction
station. stage
Also
done
tv
and
sales,
promoted
shows,
hops
recording
stars,
bookings,
etc.
Full of ideas, will relocate anywhere.
"Please". Write Box 514H, BROADCASTING.
First phone television,
announcer-engineer.
Thorough
knowledge
radio, Presently
ranging
from
maintenance
to management.
p
l
o
y
e
d
i
n
television
as
announcer
— em-allin
around
engineer.
Seeking
employment
higher
payingfor market,
offering service.
opportunity
in exchange
loyal, energetic
Call
Louis South
Anthony
Ullo, Way,
JuniperTacoma,
8-1978,Washingor write
9202
Tacoma
ton.
FOR SALE
Stations
Southwestern
single station market. 500Overwatt500daytimer,
retail businesses;
equipment poronly
two years old. Excellent
opt
u
n
i
t
y
f
o
r
owner-manager.
$40,000
cash
for quick sale. Box 266H, BROADCASTING.
Exclusive cilities,
daytimer,
500 watts,
excellentPrice
faclean, profitable
operation.
$80,000,westwith
down.BROADCASTING.
Growing southmarket. $25,000
Box 441H,
Fulltime down
medium market daytime
station $190,000;
$50,000
market
station payment;
$70,000, terms; uppermonoply
south
area. Atlanta,
Chapman Ga.Company, 1182 West Peachtree,
Northwest
250-watt
fulltimer
for sale
to
settle
Price sixty
thousand,
$25,000
down797,estate.
andRancho
balance
terms.
Box
SantaonFe,reasonable
Calif.
KCHS says: For the truth, this property is
worththetheconsequences
$44,000 asked andthisletweek,
don't
pay
it getso away.
GoodNewterms,
Box 351, Truth-or-Consequences,
Mexico.
Gulf
coast
area terms.
mediumChapman
maTket, diversified
area,
$97,500;
1182 West
Peachtree,
Atlanta, Ga. Company.
California southern-market
kilowatt
$110,000.00.
Gunzendorfer
and
Associates,
8630 W. Wilt
Olympic,
Los Angeles.
Norman & Norman, Inc., 510 Security Bldg.,
Davenport,
Iowa. care
Sales, purchases,
als, handle
discretion.appraisExperienced.with
Former radio and
and television
owners
and operators.
Purchase market
opportunity
GreatdownPlainspayment
state,
medium
$60,000
$208,000
Chapman
Peachtree,total.Atlanta,
Ga. Company, 1182 West
California-quarter-kilowatt
$25,000.00 cash
full
Wilt Gunzendorfer
8630 price.
W. Olympic,
Los Angeles.and Associates,
Write now andfor tvourbuysfreethroughout
bulletin oftheoutstandUnited
States.ing radioJack
L.
StoU
&
Associates,
lywood Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 6381 HolSouthwest
terms;
small
marketlarge
$30,000,market,
$15,000 $325,000,
down payment.
Chapman
Atlanta, Ga.Company, 1182 West Peachtree,
West-coast
$60,000.00.
$25,000.00 down. quarter-kilowatt
Balance 5% interest.
Wilt GunLos Angeles.zendorfer and Associates, 8630 W. Olympic,
Major
station in southeast $250,000.
Chapmanmarket
Atlanta,
Ga.Company, 1182 West Peachtree,

FOR SALE— (Cont'd)
Equipment
Presto
PB17 eight
hour mechanism
in Presto
CC4
console
cabinet.
Excellent850.00.
condition.
Original
cost
approximately
475.00
crated
fob
shipping
point.
Box
454H,
BROADCASTING.
FM
transmitter. RCA
1-kilowatt
BTF1C.
Immaculate
condition.
KPEN,model
Atherton.
California.
Console
recorder
— RCA-RT11B
like
new
with tape
complete
remote
control.
Make
offer
Chief
Engineer.
WCUE, Henry
Akron,Niederkofler,
Ohio.
Auricon
modellens.
70 200
ft. camera
F1.9
Eastman
Highly
modified oneN.R.inch25
type
amplifier.
Snd.
trackfilmbiasandreverse
for
positive
track
on
neg.
normal.
Individual
twotripod
mike with
inputs.
Mike,
25 ft.
cable
Auricon
pan
head
$700.00.
Write or call for details. Thorn Pigneguy,
Film
3-5413. Director,
Rockford, WTVO-TV,
Illinois. Box 470, Tel.
4 BayAndres
Collins#562ringtransmission
antenna (96.5),
600' of
3Y8"
line,
elbows,
reducers
toMilwaukee,
adapt toWis.anyContact
transmitter.
$3300.00
fob
Charles
Lomas,or Rt.phone#2, 5881.
Box 270B, Menomonee Falls,
Wis.
WANTED TO BUY
Stations
Smallfer fulltime,
or medium
market
station,
cp. Prewill consider
daytime.orandLocation
open.
down and
payment
terms
desiredReasonable
by
experienced
responsible
erator. Box 841G, BROADCASTING. opCapable and
party
wishespreferred.
to lease
medium
size proven
station.Alabama.
Southeast
Box
12, Tuscaloosa,
FM station
in metropolitan
area. Write
Percy
Crawford,
P.O. Box #1, Philadelphia
5, Pennsylvania.

Equipment
Urgently
5-10
wattcableworking
940 MC
Audio405H,
STL,need
receiver,
and antennas.
Box
BROADCASTING.
2 kw ablyRCATT-2AL.tv Box
lowband
prefer486H, transmitter
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Used disc recording equipment in
good condition-broadcast
quality. KASI.
Ames,
Iowa.
Wanted
:
Used
limiting
amplifier.
and price
wanted. Have
saleState
or model
trade
three
16"
Fairchild
pickup forarms,
model
202
with
equalizers.
Manager,
KAYS,
Hays,
Kansas.
Rear
screen
projector.
State
make
and
model, priceWaterloo,
and condition
KWWL-TV,
Iowa. first letter.
RCA tionTTR-1
microwave
Give condiand price.
John Shott,system.
WHIS-TV,
Bluefield, West
Virginia.
Used proof of performance package. Cheap.
Okay ton,if Tennessee.
needs small repair. WKBL, CovingWanted:
Types 6181, 6448,
5563-A,
(Iconoscope),
used or1850-A
new.
Send
full details10SP4-A
to Glenntubes,W. Winter,
Chief
Engineer, WSBA-TV, York, Pennsylvania.
Used
electronics
only
for
Ampex
350.
Wally
Heider, Sheridan, Oregon.
Want cameras, tv fm, am, transmitters,
studio fmterminal
equipment.
want DuMont
exciter
5067B Also
for transmitter
1000/2000.
Reply, type
Technical
1201 43rd Avenue,
Long IslandSystems,
City 1,Corp..
New
York.
Equipment
MISCELLANEOUS
General ditionRadio
equipment
in
excellent
con. 759 soundapproximately
level meter and700.00.
760 sound
analizer.
Time U.S.A. printers of personalized
395.00 Box
takesCost
both.BROADCASTING.
726A VTVM like First
new Bingo
bingoper adcards
for radio,1025 television
or newspa75.00.
452H,
promotions.
Lincoln Street,
Denv
e
r
3
,
Colorado.
Six Western
Electric
618A
microphones
90.00
each
and
two
630A
eight
balls
65.00
Introductory
offer!
Over
1000
riotous
aireach. 453H,
All ofBROADCASTING.
these microphones are like new. E. GoldenworthyGate,
gag-linesSan$3.00!Francisco
Edmund 15,Orrin,
1819Box
California.
BROADCASTING, January 26, 1959

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Phenomenal
$10,000 investment.potential
Stationearnings
owners await
preferred.
For details write Box 466H, BROADCASTING.
INSTRUCTIONS
F.C.C. firstspondence ophone
preparation
correr in Washington,
resident
classes.
Ourby schools
are located
Hollywood,
and
Seattle.
For indetails,
write Grantham
School,
Desk ton, 2.D. C.821— 19th Street, N. W., WashingFirst-phone
in six Broadcast
weeks. Intensive
inincluded,
resident noclass.
and dj training
training
extra St.,cost.Oakland,
Pathfinder
Radio
Services,
510
16th
California.
TWinoaks 3-9928.

Stations
mmmmmtmm for rent mmmmmmti
110 seat screening theatre
10th floor, 325 W 44 St., NYC
Fully
air-conditioned
Private
entrance
Call MUrray Hill 9-3854 or write
Box 548-B, 300 W. 43 St., N. Y. 36

FCC firstanteedphone
In six weeks.
instructionlicense
by master
teacher.GuarG.I.
approved.License
PhoneSchool.
FLeetwood
2-2733. Elldns
Radio
3605
Regent
Drive,
Dallas, Texas.
Since 1946.
The 5original
course Reservations
for FCC 1st
phone
license,
to now6 weeks.
required.
Enrolling
forandclasses
starting
March
4,
June
24,
Sept.
2,
Oct.
28. For
information,
references
and
reservations
write
William
B.
Ogden
Radio
Operational
Engineering
School, 1150 West Olive Avenue,
Burbank, California.
First
bysecured.
correspondence.
Coachingphone
untillicense
licensetime.
Effectiveinexpensive-minimum
Pathfinder
Radio
Services,
510
16th
St.,
Oakland, California.
TV
recorder.
Correspondence
course
and tape
home
construction
details.
BuildCourse
your
own
television
recorder.
Complete
and
Construction
details
$18.75.
B. Carrier28,
Co.,
5880
Hollywood
Blvd.,
Hollywood
California.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Announcers
J
* Presently DISC
employedJOCKEY
in one of the top
* 10 markets, by Network affiliate.
It With
net, thisfor station
won't swing!
I'm looking
indie operation
that
J, moves.
Eighttv years
radio and
stations.with Nation's top
* Box 484H, BROADCASTING

Jt
*
Jt
'
\

Production-Programming, Others

WANTED TO BUY
Equipment
WANTED—
WANTED— $125
BC-507-x freq
BC-223-m
freq monitor
monitor
$150
BC-221 freq
monitor
$$ 8012
BC-906-C
freq
monitor
BC-312 receiver
$ 60
CashSouthern
paid for Electronic
units in goodProducts
condition
Atlanta 1, Georgia
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
A SpecializedCommercial
Service ForManage"
Managers
Chief
Engineers
Program Managers
CONFIDENTIAL CONTACT
NATIONWIDE SERVICE
BROADCASTERS EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
THE DYNAMIC CENTER OF
A GROWING AMERICA
WELCOME SOUTH BROTHER!
Offering Tremendous Opportunities
TO: TV Engineers
Announcers
RADIO Engineer
Announc
Immediate
Openings
Available
Write—
Wire—
Phone
PROFESSIONAL
458 Atlanta,
Peachtree PLACEMENT
Ga.Arcade
JA 5-4841
Dollar
far

\ PROGRAM DIRECTOR
I Major market dj seeks to move into I
\\ Management.
stationWould
that will
give authority Want
with title.
like11 -»
I to take "sick" station and make it
* "healthy," with progressive format^
1 and "swingin' sound." 8 years,
f Box 485H, BROADCASTING f

Da liar

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted
Production-Programming, Others

classified ad

yout can
a 't
bea

in getting
top-flight
personnel
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Board ofon Education
for new
tvGeorgia
stationsStateto operate
ch. 8 in Waycross.
Ga. By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham on Jan. 13
Denied(WHEE),
petitionMartinsville,
by Patrick Va.,
Henry Bcstg.
Corp.
leave
to intervene
proceeding
on am for
annlications
of Old inBelt
Bcstg. Corp.
(WJWS),
South N.C.
Hill, Va., and John Laurino, Scotland
Neck,
DeniedAla.,motion
by Walter
Hunts-to
ville,
to quash
notice G.ofAllen.
intention
take
depositions
in proceeding
on his
application
and Ala.
that
of Marshall
Countyam
Bcstg. Co., Arab,
D. Bond
made ondisposing
record ofat
Jan.Formally
9 third stated
hearingrulings
conference
varioustions offilings
in proceeding
on(WSBS).
am applicaBerkshire
Bcstg.
Co.
Great
Barrington,
Mass.,
and Naugatuck
Valley
Service Inc.,
Naugatuck,
Conn.;request
scheduled
hearing
on March
3: granted
for
substitutionspondent, iofn lieuWTEL
Inc., asRadio
partyEngireof
Foulkrod
ng Co.; ordered
14 as effective date
of order ne rifor
appeal Jan.
purposes.
Granted motion by Russell G. Salter Inc..
Dixon, c111.,
for leave
amend its am appliation by mod.
of DAto proposal.
PETITIONS FOR RULE MAKING FILED
Wm. phia,Penn
Bcstg. Co. (WPEN),rule-making
PhiladelPa. (1-13-59)
proceedings
in order— Requests
to authorize regional
stations to operate
Announced
Jan. 16. with powers up to 25 kw.
License Renewals
Following
stationsCenterville,
were granted
renewal
ofDecorah,
license:Iowa;
KCOG
Iowa:
KDEC
KFAL
Fulton,
Mo.:
KGBX
Springfield,
Mo.:
KGHM
Brookfield,
Mo.:
KLGA
Algona,
Iowa: KOKX
KLWT Keokuk,
Lebanon. Iowa:
Mo.:
KODE
Joplin, Mo.;
KSIB
Creston,
Iowa;
KSIS
Sedalia,
Mo.:
KSMN Mason City, Iowa: KTCB Maiden.
Mo.:
KWVYMo.; Waverly,
Iowa;
KBOA-FM
Kennett,
KFUO-FM
Clavton.
Mo.:
KGLO-FM
City, Kansas
Iowa; KROS-FM
Clinton, Iowa;Mason
KCMO-FM
City. Mo.:
KTTS-FM
Springfield.
Mo.; Muscatine.
KWOC-FM Iowa:
Poplar Bluff, Mo.;
KWPM-FM
WestKWPC-FM
Plains. Mo.;
WHO-FM Iowa:
Des
Moines,
Iowa.;
WOC-FM
Davenoort.
*KCUR-FM Kansas City, Mo.: *KDPS (FM)
Des
Moines,
Iowa;
*KSLH
(FM)
St.
Louis.
Mo.; *KSUI (FM) Iowa City, Iowa.
NARBA Notifications
CANADIAN
List of changes,
proposed ofchanges
and
corrections
in assignments
Canadian
broadcasttaining
stations
modifying
Appendix
conassignments
of
Canadian
broadcast
stations
attachedRegional
to recommendations
North
American
Bcstg. Agreementof
Engineering
Meeting.
980 kc
DA-1. U.onClass
III.
EIOMontreal,
12-15-59. P.Q.—
Mod. 10of kw,
notification
list 114.
New.
1080 kc
B.C. — 5New.
kw, DA-1, U. Class
II.Prince
DeleteRupert,
assignment.
1110 kc
Cornwall, Ont.— 1 kw, DA, D. Class II. EIO
12-15-59. Location 45° 00' 27" N., 74° 37' 05" W.
New.
1230 kc
CKBB
Ont.— 0.25videkw, 950ND,kc.U. Class
IV.Midland,
DeleteBarrie,
assignment,
Ont.— 0.25 kw, ND, U. Class IV.
EIO W.12-15-59.
38"
New. Location 44* 43' 35" N., 79° 53
Abbreviations:
DA — directional
antenna,
cp — construction
permit.
ERP
—
effective
radiated
power,
vhf
— very highquency, antfrequency,
uhf
—
ultra
high vis.fre.
—
antenna,
aur.
—
aural,
visual, kw
kilowatts,
w — watt,
mc — sunset,
mega-—
cycles. —D —day.
N— night.
LStransmitter,
— local
mod.—
modification,
trans—
unl.
— unlimited
hours,
kc
—
kilocycles.
SCA
—
sidiary communications authorization. subSSA
—temporary
special service
authorization.
authorization.
* — educ.STA — special
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NOTICE TO EDITORS— For more than 30 years, Metropolitan Life
has sponsored advertising messages on national health and safety.
Because ments,
of public
matter(including
of these radio
advertiseMetropolitaninterest
offersinallthenewssubject
editors
news
editors) free use of the text of each advertisement in this series.

The text may be used in regular health features, health columns
or health reports with or without credit to Metropolitan. The
Company gladly makes this material available to editors as one
phase ofand itssafety.
public-service advertising in behalf of the nation's
health

Help your family to a healthy, happy winter .
There is, of course, no sure way to escape
colds and other respiratory ailments
during the raw and chilly months of winter.
But there are certain safeguards that you
can take now to help you go through this
season in better health— and enjoy some of
those invigorating days that the winter season always brings.
Keep in top physical condition. If you
neglected to have a health examination during the past year, now's the time to see your
doctor
for atocheck-up.
you'rewantespecially
susceptible
colds, he Ifmay
to give
you one of the immunizing agents to increase your resistance.
Eat a well-balanced diet. Food provides
fuel for warmth and energy . . . and what

you eat has an effect on whether you catch
colds easily and whether you recover
quickly from an illness. If your meals— including agood breakfast— are based on a
wide variety of foods, you can be sure of
getting all the proteins, vitamins and minerals you need.
Get lots of rest and sleep. Fatigue can
lower your resistance to respiratory diseases. Plenty of rest, sleep and recreation
can inghelp
avoidpeople
that "run-down"
that soyoumany
complain of feelduring the winter season.
Stay away from people who have colds.
When someone has a respiratory disease,
it's easy to pick up germs from the sick
person. Be particularly careful to protect

young
children
from people who sneeze
and cough
carelessly.
Avoid drafts and chilling and always wear
clothing
weather
conditions. It's
also
wise suited
to stayto out
of crowds.
If you protect your health in these ways,
the chances are that your resistance to
colds, virus infections and pneumonia will
be increased. In the event you develop one
of these ailments, your ability to fight the infection and recover quickly will be greater.
Remember that the danger of the common cold lies mainly in other infections
that may follow it. So, if your cold is accompanied byfever, a persistent cough, or
adoctor
pain inpromptly.
the chest, face or ear, call your

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
(A MUTUAL COMPANY)
1 Madison Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.
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Powerfully-built Walter I. Kingsley
crashed his way into the tv film business, but not through brawn. An auto
accident lifted him out of a carefully
planned medical career and into a top
post in the tv film field.
The transition, though, was not
quite as quick as the accident itself.
The auto mishap happened in an
instant on Jan. 26, 1946, and llVi
years later Mr. Kingsley at the age of
35 became president of Jack Wratherformed Independent Television Corp.
In the interval, Mr. Kingsley had a
crack at several different lines of endeavor.
Shirt-sleeve work and youthful drive
characterize
ITC's burgeoning
become the biggest
tv film entityeffort
of itsto
kind in the world (target is 1960). They
Mr. way,
Kingsley
to a ITC
"T" —is
italsohasdescribe
to be that
he says.
a $25 million tv film production-distribution-financing company established
for world-wide operation by the Jack
Wrather Organization, Beverly Hills,
Calif., and Associated Television Ltd.,
London.
The Forward Look • Half the age of
many a steel-grayed board chairman.
Mr. Kingsley sees a challenge ahead
over which work and youth can triumph. Across his well-tooled desk at
ITC'sMadison
headquarters
Look Bldg.
on
Ave. passin the
memoranda
detailing the firm's forward look in film
as well as the routine of day-to-day operation.
On Oct. 20, 1923, in New York
City, Samuel Kingsley (now with the
brokerage firm of Kingsley & Southwood, member of the New York Stock
Exchange), celebrated the arrival of his
second son, Walter Ingalls Kingsley.
Walter was brought up in suburban
Larchmont along with brothers Jerry,
the eldest, and Leonard, who is
younger. He attended Phillips Academy
at Andover, Mass., and in the summer of 1942 enrolled in pre-medical
study at Amherst College.
A year later he was in the Army
continuing pre-med and in 1944 married Betty Bower of Fort Smith, Ark.,
a U. of Chicago student. Admitted
to the U. of Minnesota to complete his
pre-med, Mr. Kingsley in 1946 was
driving to the separation center at
Camp Atterbury, Ind., with his wife
when the accident occurred.
Ticket Taker • That changed a few
His father's
BROADCASTING, January 26, 1959

Walter

Ingalls

things. First it took the Kingsleys back
to New York where he took a job as
ticket salesman with American Airlines
and his wife with Sky Chefs at LaGuardia Airport while recovering from
minor injuries. In June of that year it
was Amherst again and another round
at pre-med but economics were catching up and appropriately Mr. Kingsley
switched from medicine to an economics major.
At this time. Mr. Kingsley. whose
diverse talents included the drums and
some
with band
the Catsand'n'a Jammers
dance piano
and jazz
fling at
dramatics at college, started the Veteran Speaks show on WHYN Springfield, Mass. In September 1947 he
joinedner, WHOB
Mass., where(nowhe WGAW)
sold time, Gardwrote
copy, announced, played piano and

handled a sports show. A few months
later he became commercial manager
and in March 1948 joined WCOP
Boston.
From radio, Mr. Kingsley went to
tv film — at Ziv Television in December 1949 as the first salesman hired
specifically for tv and assigned to the
Northeast, working out of Boston. In
October 1950 he moved to the New
York sales department, in September
1951 was sent to the West Coast to

advice:

"Be

Kingsley

develop Ziv's western tv operation from
Los Angeles, served as western division
sales mermanager
fromhe 1952
to theto sumof 1955 when
returned
New
York to set up a national sales department. In September 1957, Mr. Kingsley
became Ziv-Tv's general sales manager
for all syndication. He left in July 1958
to become president of ITC.
Back of this rapid stride is Mr.
Kingsley's
obvious howknack
in administration— knowing
to organize
and
how to erated
coordinate.
He
says,
"ITC
is
genby young, dynamic people. We
are putting together what we believe
will be the best integrated production
and distribution organization in the
Be the Best • He remembers the
advice of his father: "He always said
that if you become a peanut vendor —
be Mr.
the best on the street."
field." Kingsley and his family live at
Stamford, Conn. The Kingsleys are
carrying on the male line: they have
three boys, Sam 10. Jim 7 and Tom 5.
His greatest athletic play today is "with
the kids," but he does indulge in some
grownup
he's a incompetent
nis playersport;
and dabbles
golf (at tencollege,ketball
athletics
included
intramural
basand football).
Life at the Kingsleys is to the tune
of music interests. Mr. Kingsley keeps
his fingers on the piano keys — a way
torareletoccasions
off steam,takes
he says
on veryto —theanddrums
(he
can still play them). His wife also plays
piano
dion. and a son is adept at the accorHis interests include jazz records.
He's an avid collector and the holder
of original 78 rpm "shellacs" recorded
by His
Bennyparticipation
Goodman. in organizations is
limited and includes membership in
Big Brothers of America (he was one
of the founders and charter members
in the Los Angeles chapter) and the
Amherst Club of New York.
Of film he says, "There must be a
isflowset ofto product,"'
provide it.andBy ITC
the apparently
spring, he
says, ITC will have a new release every
other month. The sales operation now
of about 40 people should be doubled
by Physically,
next June. he continues. ITC is as
big as any other film company and
plans to be the "outstanding firm in tv
film programs and production."

the best on the street."
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EDITORIALS
Reasoned rates
ONE of the stickiest problems radio has had to contend
with has been the differential between local and national rates. Alert national advertisers have sought in
various guises to be identified as local businessmen in order
to get the lower local rate. Too often they have succeeded.
More recently the problem has cropped up in television,
too.
The system of different rates for national and local
business traces back to the precedent set by newspapers and
the theory that radio, especially, delivers circulation beyond
the
of theto local
advertiseradvertiser,
— excess has
circulation
whilerange
valuable
the national
no real which,
worth
to the local dealer. At least that's the theory, although the
latter-day mobility of people leaves it suspect now.
In any case, the problems created by national advertisers
seeking local rates through their local dealers are themselves
enough to make a station, thus beset, wonder about the
feasibility of remaining on the double standard. Many
stations must wonder, too, about the logic of the situation
when they write the copy and perform other agency services
for the local advertiser — and still charge him lower rates.
The problems confronting stations can and do spill over
into the agency area. To keep from losing billings to a local
agency which is getting it "wholesale" for a national client,
the original
either tomedia
apply whose
pressure for localagency
rates may
itself,feelor compelled
else recommend
rate systems do not encourage such local diversion of
billings.
Against this background it makes sense that a movement
toward adoption of a single rate for all advertisers appears
to be taking form. The three Balaban radio stations (WRIT
Milwaukee, KBOX Dallas and WIL St. Louis) and KTUL
Tulsa announced a week ago that in the future they would
have single rates for all advertisers, whether local or na(Broadcasting,
Jan. 19),
tionstional
that others
will follow
suit. and there are clear indicaA word of caution is in order, however. Local advertisers
are sure to resist if the new single rate is substantially above
the old local rate, for this is the nature of people who buy
anything. We do not suggest that rates be kept low for
this reason; rather, we wish to point out that local billings
represent more than half of all radio time sales, and to caution that unrealistic pricing could drive money back to
newspapers, which, as noted below, are embarked on a
vigorous anti-broadcasting campaign.
It is for each station to determine the value of its facilities. Whether it adopts a single rate or not, only the station
can set its price. If its rates are fair and realistic, and are
adhered to, and if the station sells itself aggressively, no
advertiser can have any squawk coming.
War of '59?
THE newspapers have marked 1959 as the year of total
war against rival media. They aren't calling it total war;
their phrase is "total selling," but it means the same.
Last week at the annual convention of the Newspaper
Advertising
Executivesits battle
Assn. plans.
the newspapers'
Bureau of
Advertising unrolled
They are formidable.
They are intended to force a $300 million increase in newspaper ad revenues.
If that objective is achieved it will be largely at the
expense of television and radio. Here's how Walter C.
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Kurz, chairman of the Bureau of Advertising plans committee and advertising director of the Chicago Tribune, put
it last week:
". . . We must emphasize the superior value of our newspaper medium to sell goods. Too frequently the advertiser or
agency decision to go into television, radio, or in other
media silences our selling guns . . . We must continue to
press in every way for a return of this business to our more
productive
medium." have declared total war against tv and
If the newspapers
radio, the simple instinct for survival must force tv and
radio to declare total war in return.
In doing so they must realize that total war is expensive; it
cannot be conducted with less than total resources.
It is also uncomfortable; it cannot be fought on a schedule
of
week.the two-hour lunch, the six-hour day and the four-day
Total war requires the subordination of individual aspirations to the good of the whole. In this respect the newsradio. papers have some advantage over television and more over
Newspapers can act as a national unit in their 1959
campaign because there is less competition among newspapers than among broadcasting stations and networks.
Pick a newspaper monopoly town, of which there are many,
and you will find a town which may have as many as a
dozen radio stations and three or more tv's. In such circumstances the primary promotion and selling effort of the
radio station is more apt to be directed against other stations
in its market than against other media. The monopoly
newspaper,centrate itscompeting
with tv,noradio
other,andcanall afford
to conefforts against
other vehicles
of advertising.
This newspaper advantage in the war of 1959 will not
be overcome unless radio and television devise the ways
and provide
to compete
selves but alsothewithresources
other media.
It willnotnotonlybe with
enoughthemfor
a station to base its selling on a rating advantage over other
stations. If that station and broadcasting itself are to survive, it must also spend a large part of its effort on the
promotion of all broadcasting.
The cost of waging total war is high, but the cost of
losing it is higher.

"1 finally found a tv repairman I BROADCASTING,
can trust."
January 26, 1959

CBS

I '.it I1.KM1C
with top CBS-ABC-NTA network shows now in America's 28th market'
lassie
ABC
Oh Susanna
Harhelor
Father
Jackie Gleason
Patti Lawman
Page
The
20lh Century
Name that Tune
Cheyenne
l-ove of Life
December Bride
Hit
Parade
Sugnrfoot
All
Star
Golf
World
Turns
Trarkdown
The Millionaire
Zane Grey
Jimmy Dean
Zorro
Walt Dism
NTA
I've Got A Secret
l.ux
Playhouse
Danny Thomas
Wanted Dead or Al
Red Skelton
Is Alire a H
Without
Hobin Hood
To Tell the Truth
Mighty Mouse
Douglas Edwards
Garry Moore
What's
My Line
Captain Kangaroo
Korlxive
or Money
Keep Talking
NCS

A Member of the Friendly Group Stations:
KODE-TV, WBOY-TV, WSTV-TV
52 Vanderbilt Ave., N.Y. • 211 Smlthfleld St,
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.
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Major radio stations blueprint own national program service

Page 23

Appraisal of tv film: there are fewer, but bigger, syndicators

Page 39

BMI-radio pact set; ASCAP

Page 43

surprises, ask court to pick fees

FCC draws bead on tv networks' spot representation adjuncts Page 51

st
MOVIE
in tht Twin Cities
SPECTACULAR
Paramount • MGM • Warner Bros. • United Artists

STATION

B

22.9%

December
Ask your Katz man for further
substantiating Trendex and
ARB coincidental ratings. He
also has complete information
on remaining minute availabilities in "Movie Spectacular."

ARB

10 PJVJ - MIDNIGHT

ABC-TV

WTCN-TV

i

when

to say

in Los

V(>S

Angeles...

Honey, that all depends. If you're buying
television, he'll sweet-talk you about our
unique kind of programming. He'll whisper
about our travel-adventure and personality shows
that have the most ever-loyal audience in LA.
And then he'll soothe you with stories
about ratings and costs per little ole thousands.
And as tho that weren't enough,
he'll murmur something about our signal,
just the most powerful
in sunny Southern California.
Don't fight it, baby. Anytime's the
right time to say yes
to the man who's selling KCOP.*

1000 Cahuenga Boulevard

I KCOP

I Hollywood i, Calif

"represented nationally by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

A "hold" thecan marketplace,
become a "pull",
you know.
Toward
if desired.
But
first, it must really exist. (And it can exist
only on a foundation of time-tested mutual
station-viewer loyalty .)
How have we earned this special kind of
loyalty? Through our programming, designed for friendly, adult minds. Through
our greater than average interest in public
service, news and sports. Through the community participation of our veteran staff
members. Through our abhorrence of the
WHIO-TV

frenetic announcer, the noisy gimmick, the
triple spot.
How is it expressed? Ah! on 92% of the
TV sets in fruitful farmland, country estate, suburb and city of our area, dials stay
tuned longest to Channel 7. Says Pulse, with
consistently
superior3Va ratings.
And that's
92% of an annual
billion dollar
purchasing appetite.
Ah! again! Picture your product thus jetassisted in a quiet way. Consult George P.
Hollingbery today.

ONE OF AMERICA'S GREAT AREA STATIONS
Reaching and Holding 2,881,420 People — in 41 Counties of 3 States
dayton, Ohio

/

v

Lancaster
Harrisburg
York
is ONE

TV market
when you use

WGAL-TV

AMERICA'S

lOth TV MARKET

O HE .A. IsT 1ST E

I_j s

LANCASTER,
F>A.
3STBO and CBS
In addition to being the first
choice of viewers in these three
important markets, WGAL-TV
is the television station for
Gettysburg, Hanover, Lebanon,
Cham bersbu rg, Lewistown,
Carlisle, Shamokin, Waynesboro,
and many other communities.
STEINMAN STATION - Clair McCollough, Pres.
Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc. • New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco
Published every1735 Monday,
53rd N.issue
(Yearbook Number)
published inpostage
September
BroadcastingD. Publications
Inc.,
DeSales St.,
W., Washington
6, D. C. Second-class
paid atby Washington,
C.

• Latest
word Jr.,
on plans
ofWeaver's
Sylvesterworld
L. (Pat)
Weaver
who
legendarily is incapable of thinking
small, lives up to his reputation. Former NBC head, now consultant to
Kaiser Industries, McCann-Erickson
and New York Gov. Nelson Rockefeller, has support of Henry Kaiser and
Mr. Rockefeller on multi-million-dollar,
long-range television project that eventually would put him into "network"
programming, syndication and commercial production. He reportedly
thinks that with good programs he not
only could get on independent stations
but into network option time via this
route: Where network program is not
sponsored, get affiliates to clear for his
show instead. Production plans, both
programs and commercials, said to rely
heavily on use of videotape.
Dead issue • Prospect of formation of
joint Washington organization by three
tv networks has faded. Ex-Sen. Charles
E. Potter who was mentioned as probable chief if set-up materialized has
begun to give serious consideration to
other offers. Proposal originally had
support of CBS and ABC, but their
interest failed to kindle equal interest
at NBC.
Against the stream • Contrary to
trend on other radio networks, NBC
Radio this spring will expand its traditional programming service by 10-20%
from present total of 70 hours per week.
Plan,tiveadvanced
NBC Radio's
execuvice presidentby Matthew
J. Culligan,
was approved
by committee
network's radio
affiliates advisory
fortnight
ago.
New programming at NBC Radio,
entirely entertainment, will be on Monday through Friday schedule. Thus,
NBC's
departs
radicallyradiofromnetwork
CBS approach
Radio Program
Consolidation Plan which began this
month and from project being fostered
by group of stations contemplating
establishment of own program service
(see page 23).
ABC'sing upbrighter
at ABC day
Radio,• Things
which are
less lookthan
year ago was on verge of going out of
business. Good bet is that ABC will
make close tie-up with one if not more
of nation's major regional networks.
Vocalizing • Both Associated Press and
United Press International have given
thought to augmenting service to broadBROADCASTING, February 2, 1959

CLOSED
CIRCUIT
casters with voice transmissions, and one of two other tv networks, wants
UPI is quietly making tests to find out first to titudes
do depthtv and
studythenof think
public'sabout
atif there's
demand.
In oneclients
test PR campaigntowardbased
on study.
UPI
put adequate
note on wire
advising
that specific story was available by voice
to any client calling specific radio sta- Tape jurisdiction
International
Alliance of Theatrical• Stage
Employees
tion. Several called and taped report
for use on their news shows.
officials and executives of Film Producers Assn. of New York met in
closed-door
last Friday (Jan.
Unexpected silence • Growing number 30) in effort sessions
to prevent future hassles
of radio stations abandoning "local" over videotape jurisdiction by different
and "national"
rates inoffavor
of single
rate
for both classes
business
had IA locals (see story, p. 43). Parties
declined to comment on progress of
been expected
to
bring
howl
from
National Retail Merchants Assn., since in discussion but it was understood that
was held
reached
most cases new rate is higher than old "informal
and other understanding"
meetings will be
this
"local" charge. But word from there week
to
spell
out
solution.
now is that there'll be no blast. Not
that
NRMA doesn't
just Out of the can • Bernard L. Schubert
that, according
to these object;
sources, it's
NRMA
Inc., which has been concentrating on
has
"more
important
things"
to
think
about, implication being that if radio tv film production-distribution for past
rates seem to get out of line, stores five years, understood to be re-entering
could go back to newspapers.
live tv packaging field, reviving series
of 1949 vintage, Blind Date, early tv
vehicle for such personalities as Arlene
Sellers' market • Buyers of at least one Francis and Jan Murray. Program was
large agency report tightening of spot one
of ABC-TV's earliest entries. Schutv availabilities, noting that it is getting
bert aiming for network sale of Blind
more difficult to place campaigns in
desirable time on tv stations around Date
by sales
company's
recently-organized
network
department.
the country. Reason appears obvious:
There's no scarcity of national business Marlboromen • Group of Leo Burnett
for spot tv this winter.
executives from Chicago were in New
York late last week to discuss adverNew billing • Major last-minute change
tising plans with client Marlboro
inwillNAB's
Chicago convention
(Philip Morris Co.). Topbe considered
this week program
at NAB cigarette
ping their schedule: network negoboard meeting in Hollywood, Fla.
tiating soon to get underway on MarlReason is unexpected programming
boro's latest buy, United Artists
coup — appearance at Wednesday Television's film series, Trouble Shoot(March 18) engineering luncheon of
ers with Keenan Wynn. Buy also is of
Army's top missile boss, Lt. Gen. Ar- importance to UA-TV as it marks first
thur G. Trudeau, in charge of research- sale of five film projects company is
development. Program juggling would
up for next fall. Marlboro,
take this form: NBC board chairman, whipping
spot tv and radio advertiser, is deep in
Robert W. Sarnoff, would formally network tv with professional sports,
open convention Monday morning in- To Tell the Truth on CBS-TV, and
stead of at luncheon, receiving keynote Jack Paar on NBC-TV.
award and delivering keynote speech.
This would make room for Monday
Justice Dept. has convinced Rep.
luncheon address by NAB President
Roosevelt (D-Calif.) that it is
Harold E. Fellows. Wednesday en- James
making all efforts to halt certain internal
gineering luncheon, to which Mr. Fel- ASCAP
practices attacked by congresslows was originally assigned, would
man's Small Business subcommittee
then become joint management-en- (Broadcasting, Jan. 19). Rep. Roosegineering function.
to give
Justice with
"reasonable
time"velttoagreedreach
settlement
music
There may be turbulent discussion at firm before taking action which might
NAB board meetings in Florida this "prejudice" case. He warned Justice,
week over rival public relations plans however, Congress would continue to
for television. One school, led by one keep "watchful eye" on progress and
major network, will advocate high- would not wait another seven months
priced PR campaign to get critics off (case was referred to Justice in July
tv's back. Other, supported by at least 1958) before taking further action.
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DETROIT

with wjbk-tv

s MORNING
MOVIE!

Children off to school . . . husband off to work ... a cup
of coffee and now a Good Movie! The "Morning Show"
is the first feature film of the day in Detroit, Monday
Famous on the local scene"
through Friday at 9:00 AM. Every show is a top-flight
feature from UNITED ARTISTS, SCREEN GEMS,
NT A, RKO, and coming soon, PARAMOUNT.
Strategic programming to 1,900,000 Television homes
is one reason why WJBK-TV has a consistent #1 rating
in the nation's fifth market — 9 billion dollars worth of
purchasing power! With this leadership and being MichCHANNEL.
DETROIT
igan's first station with full color and Video-Tape facilities, WJBK-TV tops them all in dominating Detroit and
southeastern Michigan.
Represented by the Katz Agency
100,000 Watts CBS AFFILIATE 1057-foot tower N.Y. Sales Office: 623 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22 • PLaza 1-3940
WJBK-TV
WJW-TV WSPD-TV
WITI-TV
- ,
Detroit Cleveland
Toledo WAGA-TV
Atlanta Milwaukee

WEEK

IN BRIEF

The 'Sixties'
a yeartheaway
• We've
fallen
into the are
bad less
habit than
of thinking
big population
boom
is
still
way
in
the
future,
but
it
isn't.
It
constantly rising sales, more mobile markets and means
more
educated buyers — discriminating buyers who won't keep
falling for the "hard sell" of some of today's brusque
radio-tv commercials. Norman H. Strouse, president of
J. Walter Thompson Co., talks about it in Monday
Memo. Page 19.
New name in radio • Nucleus of leading broadcasters start formation of
a national program service, "Radio World Wide," which would sell stawouldn'tproblems.
sell advertisers'
answertionsto programs
currentbutnetwork
Page 23. advertising. They think it
Parliament push • Hi-Fi, recessed cigarette entry among the "tar derbies," breaks
vision
lineup: with
radionewspotbroadcast
broadside.campaign.
Page 26.Surprise addition to its teleNo more agency commissions • KICD, in Spencer, Iowa, goes to single
local rate and tells agencies they will have to collect their 15% from
the man who is spending the money — the advertiser. Page 28.
Who television
is the audience?
• TvB's
Cash swings
the
audience, says
composition
data spotlight
takes riskon outthe ofmakeup
tv, notesof
what the figures show on westerns. Page 30.
Tv films and mergers • The outlook for 1959 is for more consolidations
among tv film companies as the industry expands and competition
stiffens. Page 39.
IATSE locals squabble on tape • Stage union seeks to solve jurisdictional dispute in New York between two locals on videotape jurisdiction. Page 43.
Tv critics under fire • Fund for the Republic's study of tv criticism finds
it wanting in many respects, powerful just the same. WBC's McGannon
tells radio-tv institute what he thinks of critics. Page 44.
De-spotting the networks • FCC takes first move against tv networks;
proposes divorcement of network spot representation of tv stations other
than owned outlets. Commission meeting today on other Barrow Report
recommendations, including harsh three-vhf limit in top 25 markets to
one owner. Page 51.
Funds for educators • Senators, educators and Westinghouse all in
agreement that federal aid to etv is essential if education is to realize
full value offered by the medium. Senate Commerce Committee hearing
provides forum for discussion of Magnuson bill. Page 55.
Broad areas for space • Suggestions for space allocations steer clear
of specific broadcast assignments, but noted scientists recommend broad
areas which include tv allocations. Only five comments filed at deadline
last week. Page 56.
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That when John H. Gregory discovered the first gold lode in
Gilpin County, Colorado in 1859
... the population of Denver was
4,726 . . .
AND IT'S A FACT
That in 1959 the population of the
Denver TV coverage area served
by Channel 9 is 1,479,500 people
who have a spendable income of
$2,803,077,000 . . .

IP?" MOREFfiCTS^
Fact: One day spot saturation
on Channel 9 for Denver Car
Dealer results in 42 new car
sales in one day ... a new
record!
Fact.- When Channel 9 TV personalities promoted kids
theatre party . . . outpulled
competition's
promotion .. . sameidentical
day, same
time . . . two to one!
SO FACTS ON FACTS
The best buy in Denver is . . .
K

B T V
e
CHANNEL
THE FAMILY STATION C7
Join the"Rush To The Rockie
come to Colorado in '59
7

Bartell

Family

Radio

By any measurement, this radio is first
in each Bartell market.
Especially when figured in
results . . . response . . . buyership.
Your advertising reaches buyers
(the best kind of audience!)
Product of
scholarship, showmanship, salesmanship.
Bartell it . . . and sell it!

ter

BARTELL

UHEtlU , | j
u
I0iLsismmiiuiA
™(
I[h£fk]
r==|— i dCS

rnmiiv
RADIO
COAST TO COAST

L1170
|n 4RH 0ISC0-J
I
1
L85o in BiRminsNBmJ I
I U^^M^

AMERICA'S FIRST RADIO FAMILY SERVING 15 MILLION BUYERS
Sold Nationally by ADAM YOUNG INC.
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,AT DEADLINE
LATE NEWSBREAKS APPEAR ON THIS PAGE • DETAILED NEWS COVERAGE OF THE WEEK BEGINS PAGE 23
Schachte,Thurm move
up with Lever Bros.
Realignment of Lever Bros.' top executives has elevated Henry M. Schachte, advertising vice president, to executive vice president, with Samuel Thurm,
general manager, advertising services
division at Lever for past year, succeeding Mr. Schachte.
Before joining Lever in 1956, Mr.
Thurm for four years was associate
media director at Young & Rubicam.
Mr. Schachte (Our Respects, Jan. 5),
who also is chairman of Assn. of National Advertisers,
will supervise
three main
marketing
divisions: Lever's
Lever,
Foods and Pepsodent, while continuing
supervision of corporate advertising and
public tising
relations
division.thanLever's
adverbudget is more
$80 million,
of which estimated 75-80% is in tv.
Setting off changes is elevation of
Milton C. Mumford, executive vice
president, to president of Lever, relieving William H. Burkhart, who continues
as board chairman.
Stanton reaffirms
pay-tv opposition
CBS position
"use of theis public's
channels
for paythattelevision
against
the
public'sFrank
interest"
reiterated
President
StantonwasFriday.
Also byin
line with previous position he refused
to endorse portion of Harris bill for
interim ban on wired as well as "broadcast" pay tv, by adding:
"Further than this we do not pro— certainlymadeat tothisboard
time."of
Earlierposeinto gostatement,
directors of CBS-TV Affiliates Assn. in
answer to request for comment on
Harris bill, he had said, "Any form of
pay television," presumably including
wired, "would inevitably tend to siphon
off the best talent and material" from
free tv. Statement was at board meeting
which, it was reported, laid plans for
annual CBS-TV affiliates meeting, to be
held in Chicago March 13, preceding
NAB convention. Howard Lane, of
KOIN-TV Portland, Ore., is head of
board.
KXLJ-TV court loser
Federal court in Washington Friday
denied request by KXLJ-TV Helena,
Mont, for stay against FCC grant to
Montana Microwave to feed Spokane,
Wash., tv signals to Helena cable system. Court put argument on merits
BROADCASTING, February 2, 1959

down for week of March 9. FCC
granted Montana Microwave permission year ago to extend service to
Helena (it feeds Spokane tv to antenna
systems in Kalispell and Missoula), and
relay
company
in KXLFTV Butte,
Mont. also
Bothbrought
Butte and
Helena
tv outlets are owned by Ed Craney-Z
Bar Net group. Late Friday KXLJTV asked FCC for permission to suspend
days "for rea-is
sons ofoperations
which forthe90 Commission
aware."
Haas again target
in KIRO-TV argument
Circumstances
Saul Seattle
Haas' assumption of control of ofKIRO
in 1934
and his part-ownership in 1920's of
Seattle newspaper alleged to have criticized "U.S. imperialism" and praised
"communist line" were main subjects
of contention in FCC oral argument
Friday on Seattle ch. 7 case. FCC made
grant to KIRO-TV in 1957.
KXA and KVI Seattle, other two
contestants, charged Mr. Haas "peddled stock
politicalin influence"
1934 toof ob-its
tain
KIRO at infraction
value and used influence in Washington to obtain better facilities for stationtionand,withKVISeattle
said, Union
Mr. Haas'Record
associa-in
1920's
was
enough
to
disqualify
ch. 7 contestant for disloyalty. him as
KIRO held that Mr. Haas did not use
influencethat
and Mr.
disagreed
with examiner's
finding
Haas showed
lack of
candor and "conveniently" poor memory in testifying on events leading to
his acquisition of control of KIRO.
KIRO emphasized that Treasury Dept.
investigation in 1936-37 "exculpated"
Mr. Haas of "influence-peddling."
FCC's Broadcast Bureau supported
KIRO's denial that Mr. Haas did anything wrong and said that while Charles
M. Thomsen and Ray DeChenne, from
whom Mr. Haas bought KIRO in 1934,
might have thought he used influence
to obtain better facilities, this was not
proved.
CBS cancels quiz
CBS-TV late Friday (Jan. 30) cancelled daytime quiz. For Love of
Money, Mon.-Fri., 10-10:30 a.m., substituting, effective today (Feb. 2), filmed
drama series, Morning Playhouse. Reason given: show, produced by independent firm, FLOM Productions, and
packaged by Walt Framer productions,
allegedly used "decimal" machine (to

determine size of cash prizes awarded)
which from time to time had "not been
free from control." CBS-TV said this
had been unknown to it, that network
management had been informed of this
by
assigned towent
the onshow."
Show"personnel
is not sponsored,
last
June.
WLWI (TV) Dedicated
WLWI (TV) Indianapolis, Crosley
Broadcasting Corp. outlet on ch. 13,
dedicated $2Vi million plant Friday as
Crosley officials celebrated 10th year in
tv. Hosts were Robert E. Dunville,
Crosley president, and John Babcock,
WLWI station manager. Guest list included Sen. R. Vance Hartke (D-Ind.),
of Senate Commerce Committee; Gov.
Harold W. Handley of Indiana and Lt.
Gov. Crawford W. Parker, and Mayor
Charles A. Boswell, of Indianapolis.
Executives from other Crosley tv outlets—WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, WLWC
(TV) Columbus, WLWD (TV) Dayton
andceremonies.
WLWA (TV) Atlanta— took part
in
Two join ABC Radio
WWOL Buffalo and WCKI Greer,
S.C., have
joined
ABC Radio
ates, network
announced
Fridayas affili(Jan.
30). WWOL operates with 1 kw on
1120 kc and is owned and operated by
Greater Erie Broadcasting Co., of which
Leon Wyszatycki is president and general manager. WCKI operates with
1 kw on 1300 kc and is owned and
operated
by Vernon
Radio affiliates
now totalT.293.Fox. ABC
Kraft seeks Como
J. Walter Thompson, N. Y., and
Kraft Foods Co., Chicago, still negotiating Friday (Jan. 30) as to future
ofwhich
Kraft's
9-10 Berle
p.m. and
Wednesday
slot in
Milton
Bat Masterson
now placed. Kraft seeks services of
Perry Como for next fall as base of
full-hour show on NBC-TV.
N BC hits FCC proposal
FCC's proposal for rulemaking to
put network organizations out of spot
representation business (see page 51)
was condemned by NBC Friday (Jan.
30) as "completely contrary to the public interest"
and one
that competition
"would restrict, rather than
enhance,
among spot representatives."
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WEEK'S

HEADLINERS.
• Richard H. Baxter, research associate at Cunningham & Walsh, N.Y.,
appointed director of research department, succeeding Gerald W. Tasker,
who is retiring after 34
years with agency. Mr.
Baxter joined C&W in
Mr. Baxter
Mr. Tasker
1957 as research associate
from radio-tv research department of N.W. Ayer. Mr.
Tasker for past 11 years has directed C&W's "Videotown"rehabits. He founded agency's
annual study of tv viewer
search department, has been credited with numerous techthem, coamong
in broadcast
developed
niquesincidental
measurements,
radio spot
recall on research
radio check,
use of consumer panels to pre-test radio shows, and laboradurables. Mr. Tasker was aptory city to study consumer
pointed director of research in 1940 and elected v.p. in
1951. Caleb Brokaw, with C&W since 1956 and before
that with P. Lorillard and National Biscuit, and Charles
Suttoni, who rejoined Cunningham & Walsh in 1958 after
retwo
search.years at Ted Bates, become associate directors of
MMH

• William E. (Pete) Matthews, v.p.
m media relations. Young & Rubicam.
since March 1958. named v.p. and direcmedia relations, in effect taking
tor ofmedia
B«
over
post at agency from Peter G.
Levathes, who was tapped for v.p. in
charge of new radio-tv department Jan.
I 1 (Broadcasting, Jan. 5, 12). Mr.
mmMw*M80ttm Levathes also served as director of media
Mr. Matthews during transitional phase. Mr. Matthews
is Y&R veteran, having been with agency for all of his
space
15 years in advertising. He joined Y&R in 1944 asdirector
buyer, became administrative assistant to media
in
relations
media
of
director
associate
five years later,
was named executive assistant to director of media
1952 and in
relations
1954.
9
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• Harold Goldman, executive v.p. and
director of National Telefilm Assoc., N.Y.,
named president of NTA International
Inc., new tv-motion picture subsidiary
42). He will retain pres(see entstory,
posts page
with parent company. NTA
Pictures Inc., which is current distributor
of films for theatres, will become division
of NTA International, with Herbert H.
Mr. Goldman
Greenblatt, NTA Pictures general manNTA diager, reporting to Mr. Goldman. Sidney Kramer,
rector of foreign distribution, and Samuel Gang, NTA forof
charge
in
executive
sales abroad, also will report distribuand and
manager
eign
to Mr.
at home
tion ofsalesfilms
Goldman. New NTA president joined Oliver A. Unger and
Milton G. Ettinger in 1951 in formation of Television Exploitations Inc., tv film distributors. In 1954 Messrs. Goldman and Unger started Comet Television, which was
NTA, Mr. Goldman and Mr. Unger becoming
absorbed
officers andby directors of latter company.

• Benjamin Holmes, salesman in television for Edward Petry & Co., New York
representation firm, appointed v.p. in
charge liamof Maillefert,
radio division,
succeeding
Wilresigned.
Mr. Holmes,
who joined Petry 2V2 years ago, had been
with John T. Griffin stations (Oklahoma
if; Arkansas) in various executive posts
and
for several years. He was national sales
Mr. Holmes
manager of group's KTVX (TV) (now
KTUL-TV) Tulsa and KTUL, KOMA and KFPW Fort
Smith, Ark., in 1954-55 and national sales manager of
KTVX and KATV (TV) Little Rock in 1955-56.
• Leon P. Gorman Jr., executive v.p., general manager and director of
Hildreth stations in Maine
(Community Broadcasting
Service stations), announced resignation Tueslw A
(Jan. action
27). Mr.wasGorman
said daythis
taken
Mr. Dickson
Mr. Gorman
with view of entering advertising business in New York. Walter L. Dickson, v.p.
of Hildreth stations, will take charge of all operations. Mr.
Dickson joined organization as chief engineer when WABI
Bangor was acquired in 1949. Hildreth stations include
WABI-AM-TV, WAGM-AM-TV Presque Isle, WABM
Houlton and WPOR Portland.
• Stanford Meigs, account executive m
ABC-TV's central division office in Chicago, vnamed
by Television
Adertising todirect
its new Bureau
Chicago ofoffice
which opens today (Feb. 2). Mr. Meigs
joined count
ABCexecutive
in 1954,
afteryears
servingwithas Leo
acfor 4Vi
Burnett Co. New TvB branch is located in
Suite 520 of Wrigley Bldg.
Mr. Meigs
• Peter Storer, general sales manager of WJW Cleveland
and formerly in sales capacities at other Storer Broadcasting
Co. operations in Detroit, New York, Birmingham, Atlanta
Toledo.
and Miami, named managing director of WSPD-TV
Son of George Storer, president of company, he will report
to Allan L. Haid, v.p. in charge of WSPD-TV.
• Harry Sedgwick, 64, president, general
manager and treasurer of CFRB Toronto,
founder and past president of Canadian
and Television BroadAssn. ofcasters,Radio
resigned Tuesday (Jan. 27) due
to ill health. He remains as director. For
some years he also was v.p. of CKLW
Windsor-Detroit. Mr. Sedgwick is succe ded as president and general manager
Mr. Sedgwick
by J. Elsworth Rogers, brother of late
Red Rogers who founded station in 1927. Coincident with
Mr. Sedgwick's retirement, Lloyd Moore, manager of
CFRB since 1933, retires March 30, and is succeeded as
manager and v.p. by Wes McKnight, veteran sportscaster
and assistant manager. Waldo Holden, commercial manager, appointed v.p. of sales.

FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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It's Channel
3 First By All Surveys
At WREC-TV the finest local pro- Here are the latest Memphis Surveys showing
gramming is combined with the leads in competitively-rated quarter hours,
great shows of CBS Television to sign-on to sign-off, Sunday thru Saturday:
constantly support our motto: "In
A.R.B. Pulse Nielsen
6 -ss
9-Dec.Area)
-58 Nov.(Station
Nov. Area)
25 -ss (Metro
29-Nov.Area)
°c»-(Metro
to SEE on
Memphis1 oThere's
>> n More r
Channel 3. Survey after survey WREC.TV
^
^3
^
proves it ... so will the results of gta g
g^
gg
gg
your advertising effort. See your g^a] q
gg
29
70
Katz man soon.

WREC-TV
Channel

3

Memphis

Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency
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TROPIC

ISL

*
CALYPSO

1

MOONLIGHT.

RECKLESS!

ADVENTURE

!

AND IN CALYPSO-LINGO, THIS ALl>MEANS

^ CARIBBEAN DEFINITION: "DEVIL-MAY-CARE"!
Sassy as a calypso ballad! Romantic as a moonlit beach!
A potent blend of suspense, mystery and international
intrigue amid the feverish atmosphere of torrid Trinidad!

ZIV'S

SERIES

NEW

mm

Explosive Action in the Colorful Caribbean!
starring

DANE
JOAN

CLARK
and introducing
MARSHALL

From the Florida Keys to Trinidad .... they
port of call!
^ ff0l/ffl\/7l//Z£ in every

Every week a sparkling
half hour! Already signed
to sell for advertisers
in over 120 markets !

RCA

5KW

DE SIGNED

FOR

FM

TRANSMITTER

TYPE BTF-5B
MULTIPLEXING AND

REMOTE

CONTROL

THIS NEW FM TRANSMITTER is designed for
both conventional and multiplex operation.
Outstanding performance features such as, a
direct FM system, built-in remote control provisions, screen voltage power output control,
and many others, make the BTF-5B today's
best FM transmitter buy.
ADEQUATE COVERAGE — Its 5000-watt power
output provides adequate coverage of a multiplex channel and improved coverage for conventional operation. The high power level permits
the use of low-gain antennas to achieve a
high ERP.

# 3
%

UNIQUE EXCITER— New FM Exciter, Type
BTE-10B, uses "Direct FM" modulator circuits, thus fewer tubes are required. Automatic
frequency control system with frequency
detector prevents off frequency operation.
MULTIPLEX ACCESSORIES— Subcarrier generators for multiplex operation are available as
optional equipment. There is room inside the
new transmitter for mounting one of these
generators. Exciter and subcarrier generators
are also available as separate items for use with
existing FM transmitters.
BROADBAND ANTENNA — New antenna
designed to meet low VSWR requirements of
multiplex system is available, along with a
complete line of FM accessories.
For all your FM needs call your nearest
RCA Broadcast Representative.
IN CANADA:
RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal

RADIO
Tmlc(») ®

OUTSTANDING FEATURES OF THE BTF-5B
• Designed for Remote Control
• Direct FM System
• Designed for Multiplexing
• Fewer Tubes and Tuned Circuits
• Built-in Oscilloscope for Easy Tuning
• Choice of Colors
• Matching Rack Available for Accessories
and Additional Subcarrier Generator

CORPORATION
of AMERICA
BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT
CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY

DATEBOOK

A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING AND RELATED FIELDS
vindicates first or revised listing)
FEBRUARY
Feb.
1-6
—
Winter
meeting
of American
Institute
of Electrical Engineers, Statler
Hilton Hotel,
New
York,
includes
four
sessions
devoted
to
radio
and
tvvideotape
experiments
and
operations.
NBC
and
CBS
installations will be described.

12 — National
Stereophonic
Radio Committee
of*Feb.
Electronic
Industries
Assn.,Separate
Institute
of Radio
Engineers
hdqrs.,
New York.
panels
will
start plans
to
create
systems
uniformity
in compatible stereo sound.
— Sixth annual
Brotherhood
Media &Awards
of*Feb.the12National
Conference
of Christians
Jews
toluncheon
be presented
New New
YorkYork.
Brotherhood Week
in Astor atHotel,
Feb. ton14Section,
— Institute
Radio Statler
Engineers,HiltonWashingannual ofbanquet,
Hotel,
Washington.
Feb. 15 — Trial of former FCC Comr. Richard A.
Mack andspiracyfriend,
Whiteside,
for con-in
to defraudThurman
United A.States
scheduled
U. S.to District
trial
be held Court,
in MiamiWashington.
are pending.Motions for

THE

ONLY

THAT

GIVES

ALL

ONE
YOU

THREE

*Feb. This
16 — Boston ch. 5 rehearing
scheduled to
begin.
of off-record
tions withisFCCon question
commissioners
duringconversaoriginal
comparative
hearing,
remanded
to
the
FCC byof
the
U.S.
Court
of
Appeals
for
the
District
Columbia. Examiner: Judge Horace Stern.
*Feb. 17-18
MichiganOldsAssn.
islative—convention,
Hotel,of Broadcasters,
Lansing. leg*Feb.
17-19
—
Broadcasting
&
Film
Commission
National Council of Churches, annual
meeting,—
Sheraton-McAlpin Hotel, New York.
Feb. 17-20
— Audio Hotel
Engineering
annual
western
convention,
Biltmore,Society,
Los Angeles.
Feb. vise18 —program
Comments
due on FCClistings
proposal
to reandnew commercial
in application
forms
for
radio
and
tv
stations,
licenses
and transfers. Docket No. 12,673.
21 — UnitedJollyPressFisherman,
Intl. Broadcasters
ofFeb.Connecticut,
Norwalk. Assn.

Feb.
2-6 — Combined
NAB Hollywood
boards willBeach,
meet Fla.at
Hollywood
Beach Hotel,
Semi-annual session opens Feb. 2 with Tv Finance
Committee;
Feb.
3,
General
Fund
and
MemberCommittees;
Feb. 4, TvTv andBoard;RadioFeb.Boards.
5, Radio
Board;shipFeb.
6, combined
Feb. 24-25— NAB Conference of State BroadcasterferAssn.ences wiPresidents.
Annual meeting
and con*Feb. 3: Radio
& Television
Executives
Society
Timebuying
&
Selling
Seminar
luncheon,
12:15
th legislators.
Hotel,
p.m., Hawaiian Room, Hotel Lexington, New York
ington. A feature
of the Shoreham
final
dayluncheon.
will beWash-the
annual
Voice
of
Democracy
awards
City.
Topic:
"Two
Types
of
Radio."
Speakers:
A.inghouse
W. Dannenbaum
Jr., vice president, sales, WestFeb. 25-27 — Electronic Industries Assn. industrial
CBS
RadioBroadcasting
president. Co., and Arthur Hull Hayes, relations
conference, Chase-Park Hotel, St. Louis.
*Feb. 3—
National
CollegiateHilton
AthleticHotel,Assn.,Chicago.
Television
Committee,
Conrad
Suggestions to be received on 1959 tv plan from March 4 — California Broadcasters Assn., annual
network, agency and pay-tv (Skiatron) spokesmen. '■membership
meeting, El Dorado Inn, Sacramento.
*Feb. 4— Radio & Television Executives Society's March 15 — Assn. of Maximum Service Telecast"Newsmaker"
luncheon,
12:30
ers, annual membership meeting, Conrad Hilton
Hotel Roosevelt,
New York.
FCC p.m.,
Chmn. Ballroom,
John
Doerfer
and members
of Commission
will beC. Hotel, Chicago, 10 a.m.
honored. Mr. Doerfer will report on FCC activity. March 15-18 — NAB's annual convention at the
Conrad Hilton Hotel,
Chicago.MarchExhibits
open; nonFeb. 5-April
30— Thursday
evenings,
13-week
scheduled
15.keynote
Formal
sesseminar
in operations
research
for byadvertising
and agendasionsmeetings
open
at
noon
March
16
with
marketing
personnel,
sponsored
Advertising
by Robert W. Sarnoff and continue through speech
March
Research Foundation, at site to be announced.
18; schedule
topped
by
an
address
by
FCC
ChairmanNABJohn C.associate
Doerfer and FCC-industry
roundtable.
Feb. 5-8
Hi-fi Show,
Shoreham
Hotel, WashingsupplyingAnnual
broadcast
ton. The— newest
in stereo
and reproducing
gear Only
equipment
are eligiblemembers
to exhibit.
NAB
will be on display.
Engineering Conference, with several joint managem
e
n
t
t
e
c
h
n
i
c
a
l
s
e
s
i
o
n
s
,
will
be
held
concurrently
with
convention
in
the
same
hotel.
Feb.
6-7 — School
Radio-Tvof Journalism,
Short NewsMinneapolis.
Course, U. of
Minnesota
'March
16 — NAB
Tv Code Review Board, Conrad
Hilton Hotel,
Chicago.
*Feb.
8-14 — National
Advertising
Week, sponsored
by Advertising
Federation
of
America
and
Adng As n. of guests
the West.
Members ofFederation
Congress March 18-20 — Quarterly conference, Electronic
will be AdvertisiWeek
of Advertising
Industries Assn., Statler Hilton Hotel, Washington.
offirstAmerica
reception
Feb.
9
at
close
of
midwiner conference, Sheraton-Park AFA's
Hotel, March 23-26 — National convention, Institute of
Washington.
Over 350 advertising leaders expect- Radio Engineers, Waldorf-Astoria, New York. The
ed at conference.
nation's leading
electronic scientists
will attend.
Advances
in space
fields
will betechnology
explored. and major new
Feb.
9 — Broadcast
sponsored electronic
by Hollywood
(Calif.) Advertising
Advertising Clinic
Club, Hollywood
APRIL
Rooseveltradio-tv
Hotel, 9:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m. Club's first
atannual
luncheon. commercial awards will be . made April 1 — Research workshop Assn. of National
Feb. 10awards.
— Entries
close Mall
for National Headliners Advertisers, Hotel Pierre, New York.
Club
Address
— Mississippi
Hall, Atlantic City,
N. J. Dodson, Convention * Aprilnual3-5meeting,
Buena VistaBroadcasters
Hotel, Biloxi.Assn., an5-8
—
National
Retail
Merchants Assn.,
*Feb. 11 — Oliver Treyz, ABC-TV president, will April
answer
article,Adv."TheClub.Light That Failed," sales
Beach. promotion division, Eden Roc Hotel, Miami
at ChicagoFortune
Broadcast
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CAESARS,HEAD•GREENVILLE
•SPARTANBURG
GA.

S. C.

GREENVILLE
SPARTANBURG
ASHEVILLE
Only WFBC-TV, "The
Giant of Southern Skies,"
gives you dominant coverage inthese three metropolitan markets.
Ask the Station or
WEED for latest market
data, surveys and availabilities.
Represented Nationally by
WEED TELEVISION CORP.
CHANNEL 4
WFBC-TV
GREENVILLE, S C.
NBC NETWORK
RADIO AFFILIATE, "THE PIEDMONT GROUP"
WFBC - GREENVILLE WORD - SPARTANBURG
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OPEN
Still being noticed
editor:
... I think the overall re-formatting
and re-sizing, and the move of Monday
of Mel
Memo, is a fine improvement . . .
Gene Accas
Associate Media Director
Grey Adv., New York
Makegood
editor:
Congratulations on your new format.
Paraphrasing the old saying: Good
things come in smaller packages.
Jeremy D. Sprague
Assistant Media Supervisor
Cunningham & Walsh
New York
editor:
I greatly admire the recent changes
in format of Broadcasting Magazine,
even to the name and the addition of
new departments,
such as Datebook.
Lawrence Webb
Managing Director
Station Representatives Assn.
New York
editor:
The new suit — on you it looks good!
George W. Bailey
Institute of Radio Engineers
New York
editor:
I like the new size and format.
Edward P. Whitney
Executive Director
National
Assn. Community Television
Makegoods are no problem when you
have TelePrompTer to keep your
Washington, D.C.
commercials accurate. And rehearsal
time
cut way
down,aretoo.finding
That'sit Mikoyan debut on tv
why sois many
stations
editor:
profitable to install TelePrompTer.
in the jan. 19 issue page 86 it
The smooth, professional delivery states that the russian deputy preyou get with TelePrompTer assures
mier mikoyan made his american tv
network quality at the local level. debut over kttv (tv) los angeles on
Both broadcasters and clients agree jan. 12. this statement should be
"No station is fully equipped with- corrected for on jan. 10 from the
SAN FRANCISCO PRESS AND UNION
out TelePrompTer."
LEAGUE CLUB, KPIX (TV) DID A LIVE
The TelePro 6000 Rear Screen Pro- TELECAST
FERENCE. OF HIS ONE HOUR NEWS CONj
e
c
t
o
r
,
t
o
,
can
show
your
client's
office, store or factory as a convincing
AL BACCARI
background to any commercial. See
KPIX (TV) SAN FRANCISCO
both TelePrompTer and TelePro at
the N.A.B. Convention, March 15th. Wanted in Sweden
editor:
Specialists in
I would like information concerning
GROUP COMMUNICATIONS
the cost of a year's subscription to your
magazine to be sent air mail to one of
our clients
in Sweden.
Bill Wolff
II CORPORATION
Radio-Tv
Director
311 WEST 43 ST., NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
Advertising Agencies Inc.
Hollywood, Calif.
NOTE: Air mail
LOS ANGELES • WASHINGTON, D.C. 'CHICAGO [EDITOR'S
a
b
l
e
t
o
all subscribers
forto theservice
actualisisavailpostHUNTSVILLE, ALA. • TORONTO • LONDON ner issue,
age expended.
The forratethe
Sweden
$1.65
or $85.80
year.]
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disappearance

MIKE
Wanted: Memorabilia
editor:
We are preparing a slide file and
strip-film lecture concerning the history
of radio broadcasting to 1934. We are
searching for photographs and any
other materials concerning performers,
studios, equipment, etc. of this period.
If any of your readers should have any
materials they believe would be of
interest to us, we would appreciate it
if they would write us at the Dept. of
Speech, Ohio State U, Columbus 10,
Ohio.
Jos. F. Scharrer and
Raymond T. Bedwell Jr.
Ohio State U.
Columbus, Ohio
Farm program
evolution
EDITOR
:
Radio and television programs expres ly for farmers are passe.
Most of our food and fiber is produced by a small percentage of the nation's farmers. This man does not turn
on his radio or television set to learn
how to control chinch bugs and anthracnose, or to get the best ration for laying
hens. Like anyone else he listens and
watches for news, weather reports, music and entertainment.
We do need farm programs for city
people to tell them the fascinating story
of their "daily bread" — the things they
too often take for granted.
Such a program can be made to appeal to all people and it will not be
limited in sponsorship to feed, fertilizer
and farm implement manufacturers.
Why Charley
doesn't someone
Stookey tackle it?
Box 611
Avon Park, Fla.
WFMJ-TV has Play-Doh
editor:
re your play-doh success (jan. 12
PAGE
CH. HAVE
21 WFMJ-TV
YOUNGSTOWN 45),
SHOULD
BEEN INCLUDED
AMONG STATIONS PARTICIPATING IN THIS
SUCCESSFUL CAMPAIGN.
MITCH STANLEY
MANAGER
WFMJ-TV YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO
■Ml BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for
52 weekly
issues Number
$7.00. Annual
including
Yearbook
$11.00. subscription
Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's
occupation
required.
Regular
sues 350 per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00isper copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735
DeSales St.,
WashingOn changes,
pleaseN.W.,include
both
old andton 6, D.C.
new addresses.
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"You're getting warm, Ponsonby. But next time try WJRT. It's the
efficient way to blanket Flint, Lansing, Saginaw and Bay City."
Hottest thing in mid-Michigan TV: WJRT,
the single-station way to reach the nearly halfmillion TV households in mid-Michigan. And
surely the most efficient way— for WJRT covers
all four mid-Michigan metropolitan areasFlint, Lansing, Saginaw and Bay City— with a

grade "A" or better signal. No further need to
look in from the outside. WJRT gives you
penetration from within. If you want to tell
your story in Flint, Lansing, Saginaw and Bay
City, WJRT is the way to cover all four with a
single-station buy. Come on in ; the selling's fine.

WJRT
CHANNEL I
* FLINT

ABC Primary Affiliate
/ HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS, INC.
New York • Chicago • Detroit • Boston • San Francisco • Atlanta
iROADC ASTING, February 2, 1959

Buy

George,
fsmm?^^m^^^s^s^mm rasa*?

Smidley
Geo. P. Hollingbery, that is!
Yessir, Smid, the Cascade folks got a new rep.
And, by George, don't you forget it—
George P. Hollingbery Company,
national representatives
for Cascade Broadcasting as of February 1st.
So let's "buy" George and Cascade,
huh, Smidley? Right?

CASCADE

-TV
KIMA
YAKIMA, WASH.

V
KEPR-T
PASCO,
RICHLAND,
KENNEWICK, WASH

KLEW-TV
LEWISTON, IDA.

KBAS-TV

KIMA
YAKIMA, WASH.

KEPR
KWIQ
PASCO, RICHLAND,
KENNEWICK,
WASH. MOSES LAKE, WASH.

Now Represented
,

by GEORGE

P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
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MONDAY MEMO
from NORMAN H. STROUSE, president, J. Walter Thompson Co., New York
The 'Sixties' are less than a year away
in our economy. In recent talks I at- dented speed. Whereas in 1950 our
For
the
past
several
years we've read
tempted to summarize this growth and
articles in business publications
and
contained
just over
11 million spending
units with
a disposable
heard talks at various conventions writ- change by means of the concept of a population
ten or delivered by those with sufficient four-dimensional or "4-D Consumer" income of $4,000 or more after fedI would like to repeat.
authority and courage to forecast the which
eral
by 1956 units,
there were
milHis first dimension is height, you
lion taxes,
such spending
and in26 1960
remarkable opportunities that will sud— it is forecast that there
denly spread out before us in the 1960s. might say — he's greater in numbers. And —willnextbe year
36 million such spending units.
These forecasts have been made so in playing the numbers game, he has
This is resulting in a greater range
repeatedly
embarrassed
the
populafalwe've
that
advance
in
years
manylen into the habit of thinking of the
tion authorities by undertaking ear- of purchase option, a lessening in the
event itself as set in the future, remote
lier marriages and making larger fam- importance of price alone as a decision factor and an increase in defrom our present problems.
ilies
again.forecast
The Census
reau instylish
its 1946
missed Bu-by
mand for quality and convenience.
This has been particularly true dur'Hard Sell' Out • The fourth and
ing the past year, when a sharp and 17 million people the size of our population in 1955. Now we have passed
largely psychological recession caused
dimension we might call texture —
only too many business executives to 175 million, and we can expect a final
4-D Consumer is becoming better
market
of 195 million by 1965 and the
drop their happy preoccupation with
educated
and therefore more discrimia constantly rising level of sales and very likely 211 million by 1970.
nating both in the products he buys and
Acceleration • But because of the in his appraisal of and his response to
profits and attend to the practical problems of an equally rising level of costs. sudden acceleration of the birth rate in the methods of communication by
But the dreamed of "sixties" are the early 1940s and the increasing which we attempt to sell him.
And the discriminating consumer is
literally
around away.
the corner
— onlyis longevity due to the astonishing ada matter just
of months
And there
vances in medicine, we now find our- much less apt to be impressed with
little reason to doubt that the dream
selves with a disproportionately low the "hard sell" which has had a tendwill be a living reality. In fact, even percentage of our total population in
ency to elbow its way so brusquely
during this past year the factors which the development age range of 25 to 45, into our broadcast commercials this
have been at the root of our expanding which will create serious personnel past year or so. With our increasing
economy have continued to operate and shortage problems.
level of education, we must be carehave tial
beendemand
building
poten-to
not to fall into that self-deception
The second dimension of our 4-D that fulassumes
which a webacklog
have ofonly
that millions of people
Consumer is breadth — he's changing
trigger to convert into sales.
to advertising techrapidly in his geographical distribu- will succumb
niques which we would not be proud
tion. He has become a mobile aniLong Range Look • The most disapmal and for the past five years over to fall for ourselves.
pointing fact of this past recession year
was that so many American marketers 30 million of them have been changDuring the "sixties" we will be
ing their addresses each year. They knee-deep in luxuriant markets, but
lost sight of long-range objectives and are bringing
anyone
who judges these markets
about
significant
regional
curtailed their advertising and promotional investments in order to come up shifts in our population and at the strictly on the basis of numerical increases and attempts to sell them with
with an earnings-per-share figure on same time are coalescing into what we
December 31 which would require the now identify as "interurban strips." simply "more of the same" will risk
loss
in
share
of market and all the atleast explanation or defense. As a result These are continuing phenomena, detendant ailments that flow from what
many companies suffered an unseen loss
manding
close
attention
of
both
adverand media to avoid getting out of we may term, in the colloquial,
in opportunities to increase consumer focus tisers
with the market.
"slipping." And if your slip is showpreference because they allowed shorting, it is amazing how many of your
The third dimension is depth — the
term expedience to weigh too heavily in
economic
resources
of
the
4-D
Concompetitors
will notice it— and take
the scale against long-term growth.
sumer are increasing with unprece- advantage of it.
Fortunately, the consumer was not
too greatly influenced by such manageNorman H. Strouse, b. Nov. 4, 1906,
ment practices, except to the extent that
Olympia, Wash.; graduate, Olympia
they were not sufficiently prodded to
High School; no college education;
purchase durable goods.
honorary LL. D., Colgate U.; started
But our economy is swinging up
with J. Walter Thompson Co. in 1929
again with reassuring resilience, thanks
not so much to the wise business
as space
buyerPacific
in SanCoastFrancisco,
came assistant
manager be-in
statesmanship of American marketers
1942. Enlisted as private in Army Air
but rather to the dynamic economic
Force in 1942 and left service in 1945
healthcanofconsumers
the great
Ameriwho body
are ofsometimes
with rank of major. Returned to JWT
in 1946 as account representative on
sounder in their judgments than our
Ford car in Detroit, became Detroit
multiplying echelons of management.
manager 1948, elected v. p. of agency
As we move shortly into the
1947, director 1949 and president June
"golden sixties" of latter-day conven1955. The Strouses maintain residences
tion
speeches,
it's
important
that
we
in New York City and Harbor Springs,
renew our basic convictions about
Mich.
the unquestioned growth and change
19
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The

BiuwH boidin ernm
Albany — Schenectady — Troy

Exclusive ABC for nost of ts coverage.
Investigate . . . \ ite, wit ; or phone
todayl

is engineered to deliver the market
covering eastern New York, western
Massachusetts and parts of Vermont
and New Hampshire. It provides a
sales potential of $3,495,571,000.00
consumer spendable income. And
that's cash register
money!
Food drugs
sales
alone
over $615
million;
over $72aremillion.

Represented by VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNELL, Inc.
Wfl — ' THE
BROADCASTING
BUSINESSWEEKLV OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
1735 DeSales St., N. W. Washing+on 6, D. C.
PLEASE START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH THE NEXT ISSUE
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING $ 7.00
□ 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number 11.00
□ Enclosed □ Bill
company name
Please send to home address •
10
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Florida
with

an

makes

average

Some wag recently quipped— New plants
are going up in Florida faster than new
hotels. Curious thing about that stateFlorida gained
than ment500is, it'snewtrue!industrial
plants more
and
major
1958. built
That'sheremorein
than allexpansions
the hotelsin ever
any single year.
This doesn't mean Florida is for
one moment forgetting its still-biggest
industry, tourism. Far from it. With a
$1.3 billion annual tourist trade, Florida continues to be one of the leading
vacation meccas in the world.
It does mean, however, that another
sturdy footing now underpins the prosperity of the state, and business news
from Florida is vying with resort news
for headlines.
The new missile-rocket field is a
prime example with Cape Canaveral
high in dateline popularity. And not

good

of 45

new

business
plants

to be overlooked are the many plants
contributing to this tremendous project. New electronics firms and allied
facilities are being launched throughout Florida with countdown regularity.
Over 150 manufacturers are already
in avionics, communications, missile
tracking, computing and related industries. Yet these space-age businesses are
only part of the story.
Now, each of the 21 major industrial classifications listed by the federal
government is represented in Florida.
That these new companies are enjoying
a prospering economic environment is
proven in the large number of expansions taking place each year.
Capital investment for plants and
equipment jumped 134% in the last
ten years. The nation averaged 79%.
Florida manufacturing employment
rose 74% in the same period. U.S. aver-

YEAR

'ROUND

news
every

month

aged 10% . Plant payrolls soared 190% .
This growth requires skilled labor.
Florida has it. Population gains keep
pace with demands for personnel. An
average of 3,000 new residents move
here every week. Sixty-six percent are
in the working-age bracket— 18 to 64
years old. Thousands more want to
come. Businessmen, professional men,
skilled technicians and their families,
plus the manufacturers who want to
get closer
Florida's
fast-growing
markets. Alltowant
to know
about living
and working in Florida.
If you'd like to give them such facts
in your time-to-time reporting on
the Florida scene, we'd like to help
you gather the information you need.
Simply address:
State of Florida Development Commission
515-T Caldwell Building
Tallahassee, Florida

:
LAND

T LIVING
-~ .
OF :\
GOOD

CHARLOTTE-WBTV RULES ABSOLUTE
AS FIRST TELEVISION MARKET
IN ENTIRE SOUTHEAST
AS MEASURED BY N.C.S. #3
The Charlotte-WBTV television market totals 632,070 homes.
Its nearest competitor in the Southeast, Atlanta, has 579,090.
WBTV's set count exceeds that of the second Charlotte station by
43% — delivering 189,380 more television homes!
Buy WBTV as your first, biggest step to television coverage
of the Southeast. Contact CBS Television Spot Sales or WBTV
for the full fabulous coverage and dominance story.
COMPARE THESE SOUTHEAST MARKETS!
WBTV-Charlotte 632,070
Atlanta
579,090
Louisville 509,480
Birmingham 587,800
Memphis
453,240
Charlotte Station "B" 442,690
Miami
434,800
New Orleans 380,020
Nashville 366,560
Norfolk-Portsmouth 337,580
Richmond 311,680
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NETWORK

WITHOUT

ADVERTISING?

• Nucleus of national radio program service takes shape
• It includes some of CBS's and NBC's biggest affiliates
• They want network product without network competition
Some of the most respected broadcasters in the country last week took a
long step toward formation of a nationwide radio program service which would
supply network - type programs but
would not sell advertising.
Some have already signed a "letter of
intent" committing them to underwrite
the project, which is tentatively named
"Radio World Wide."
The start of operations is contingent
upon commitments from at least 25
major stations in major markets for a
minimum of two years at a subscription
rate of 30 times the station's highest
one-time, one-minute rate per week.
It is estimated that from 25 such stations aminimum of $3 million for the
first two years of operation would be
guaranteed. That figures out to an average contribution of $60,000 per year
per station.
Planning
Sessionlast• The
discus ed in detail
weekplanat awassecret
meeting of executives of some 30 longestablished radio stations. The meeting
was held at the Conrad Hilton Hotel in
Chicago. The "letter of intent" (see text,
next page) was circulated at the meeting. Some signed it; some took it home
to obtain approval from ownership of
their properties. A few reportedly rejected the plan. At least one station
which was not represented at the meeting reportedly had made a tentative endorsement. Stil others who were not at
the meeting have indicated interest.
Several leaders of the project are represented bythe Henry I. Christal Co.. a
representation firm dealing exclusively
in radio, but not all Christal stations
were at the meeting, nor are all Christal
stations reportedly in favor of the plan.
The movement embraces stations represented byseveral different representation firms and affiliated (now or recently) with both CBS Radio and NBC
Radio.
A complete list of the stations with
BROADCASTING, February 1, 1959

delegates
at last atweek's
meeting
not be obtained
the time
this could
story
was written late Thursday (Jan. 29), but
these were definitely identified:
NBC affiliates: KFI Los Angeles,
KHQ Spokane, KSD St. Louis, WGY
Schenectady, WTIC Hartford and
WFAA Dallas (which operates on two
frequencies alternately with WBAP Fort
Worth and is NBC on 820 kc and ABC
on 570 kc).
CBS affiliates (or recent disaffiliates):
KTRH Houston, WTAG Worcester,
WHAS Louisville and WJR Detroit.
The majority of the other 18-20 stations which were represented at the
meeting reportedly were CBS affiliates
now or stations which recently disafCBS Radio's
adoptionfiliated asofa consequence
its Program ofConsolidation
Plan. Still other CBS Radio outlets have
the proposal under consideration although they did not attend the meeting.
Non-Competitive Supplier • Details
of Radio World Wide's operations and

programming have not been planned,
but the broad purpose of the service is
to provide
high-quality news,
publicfromaffairs and entertainment
programs
a national program source that does not
compete with its members for national
advertising
Jan
26). revenue (Closed Circuit,
Stations could use whatever Radio
World Wide programs they chose at
times of their own choosing. All national advertising on the stations would
be spot, sold by the stations themselves
at their own rates.
In this respect Radio World Wide
would differ radically from the defunct
Quality Radio which was originally supported by several of the stations that
are now prominently identified with
Radio World Wide. Quality, which never went into operation but for several
years had a skeleton sales staff, was to
be not only a program service but also
a national advertising vehicle sold as a
unit as conventional networks are sold.
The Quality idea was abandoned because itcould not compete with estabsale. lished network prices. It never made a

MBS in the act?
MBS officials are thinking of
Radio World Wide would be nothing
I forming a wholly-owned subsidbut a program service. Several of its
j iary
to
sell
a
specialized
national
and international news program ; supporters emphasized last week that
I service, Broadcasting learned
the programs
include
ment as well aswould
news and
publicentertainaffairs,
last week.
although at the outset it was expected
The subsidiary would be called
that news and public affairs broadcasts
Its programs
would dominate the schedule.
World beNews
Iwould
ers over
fed toInc.subscrib
Early Feelers • It was learned that
I Mutual's leased lines at times
supporters of Radio World Wide had
use for regular
j that are not inming.
conducted exploratory talks with sevI Mutual program
eral established program sources, inThe present Mutual news procluding both the major news associagram schedule would not be aftions, United Press International and
fected. If the project is underAssociated Press. These explorations
taken, the Mutual news staff will
have dealt with the possibility of either
I be substantially expanded both in
the U.S. and overseas. Officials
UPI or AP supplying voice broadcasts.
Radio World Wide supporters have
at the MBS headquarters predict
also talked with ABC Radio about the
a decision will be reached shortpossibility of its providing the kind of
lyservice they want. At the moment an
23

The plan for 'Radio World Wide'
Here is the text of the "Letter of Intent" which the submitted a charter and set of bylaws which reasonably
founders of the proposed program service have been protect the associates by requiring approval of future
applicants to insure that only stations of similar quality
asked to sign.
will become associates.
This is to affirm that Radio Station XXXX is in
4. That the maximum cost of each station's subaccord with the basic principles outlined for a proposed
iption wil not exceed
times the station's highest
one-time, scrone-minute
rate 30weekly.
program
service,
tentatively
named
"Radio
World
Wide,"
and hereby asserts its interest in becoming a subscriber,
5.
That
details
of
corporate
structure and programcontingent upon the following:
policies will be subject to our review and approval
1. That at least 24 other high calibre stations in beforeming any
formal and legally binding contract is
major markets have similarly signified their intent.
tendered.
2. That all programs and services under contract will
express our agreement that if and when
be under full control of the individual station and will allWethe further
foregoing conditions are met, the term of the
be entirely separated from any sales activity for adver- formal contract would be for a period of two years.
tising revenue by any person or organization other than
the station's own sales forces.
(Signed)
3. That qualified legal counsel has developed and
arrangement with ABC seems unlikely.
All these discussions have been tentative in the extreme, it was emphasized.
At the Chicago meeting last week there
were further discussions about program
sources, but it was decided that organizational plans must be drawn before
programming details could be arranged.
Two of the first items of business,
assuming enough stations sign the letter
of intent, will be the design of a corporate structure and the selection of a
chief executive to head Radio World
Wide.
Orderly Procedure • There is no
specific target date for the beginning
of Radio World Wide operations. Leaders of the movement were described as
wishing to proceed with an orderly
organization. They were hopeful of
avoiding premature publicity that would
wrongly indicate that their project was
aconversion
sudden spasm
inducedandby byCBStalk
Radio's
to PCP
that
NBC Radio might follow suit. These
developments, it was stated, had to
some degree crystallized action on the
Radio World Wide idea, but the basic
concept of such a service had been
under investigation for years.
All the existing national networks
and their affiliates have repeatedly studied proposals for conversion to a program service.
In the fall of 1956, this magazine
took a national poll of both network
affiliates and independent stations which
showed substantial sentiment in favor
of a "press association" type of network
service that would be supplied to stations for a fee and would not be sold as
a national advertising vehicle. In that
poll 37.6% of the 580 network affiliates
that responded said they would prefer
a "press network
association"
typeandof 64.4%
service ofto
existing
service
the 565 independents that responded
24

said
they would
be "interested"
if such
a service
were offered
(Broadcasting,
Nov. 26, 1956).
Mutual's Conversion • Shortly after
the publication of the Broadcasting
survey the Mutual Broadcasting System,
then under the ownership of General
Teleradio, made a serious study of the
prospects of converting to a program
service to be sold to stations. The network's eventual decision was a modification. MBS was the first to offer stations programs, mostly news and commentary, at no compensation in return
for the right to sell some of the programs to network advertisers while
allowing the stations to sell others as
they rent
chose.
(For news
of Mutual's
curconsideration
of a straight
program
service, see box page 23.)
Both before and after Broadcastof its survey,
CBS and
NBC ing's
andpublication
their affiliates
discussed
the
program service plan. Each time the
networks concluded that the costs of
operation could not be recovered from
fees that stations were willing to pay.
The fourth radio network, ABC,
made an intensive exploration of the
subject only last April when there was
some doubt that the company would
stay in the radio network business. At
that time, ABC officials calculated it
would cost $4 million a year to run a
national program service. In consultationciwith
key affiliates,
the network
deded it could
not collect
that much
in station fees.
Supporters of Radio World Wide say
that the conventional networks have exag erated the million
costs of a a year,
program
ice. For $2.5
they servsay,
a high
quality
service
including
national and international news broadcasts
and top entertainment shows can be
scheduled regularly over Class A lines.
They feel that the $1.5 million a year

budget which the 25 charter subscribers
would guarantee is enough to put Radio
World Wide into sound business.
Only Way Out • In the belief of these
broadcasters, a program service is the
only way that big stations in big markets can continue to supply varied programming without going broke.
"The economics of present network
arrangements
cockeyed,"
one leader in the RadioareWorld
Wide movement
said last week. "Either the network has
to lose money or the affiliates have to
lose money. The only way to make
sense out of this is to revise the arrangement so the same facilities are
sold at the same price to all national
advertisers.
"As it is now, if a network affiliate
tries to sell a minute spot to Chevrolet,
for
Chevrolet
shouldexample,
I buy the
spot forsays:
your 'Why
$50
spot rate when I can get the same
commercial on your station through a
network buy for maybe $3.25?'."
Clicquot big in radio
Aiming
one of theClicquot
nation's Club
biggest radiofor
promotions,
Co., Millis, Mass., has announced plans
to sponsor 3Vi hours of recorded dance
music in selected market areas throughout the country every Saturday night.
General Sales Manager Donald M.
Smets
explained
at a last
three-day
conference
in Boston
week sales
that
there will be local promotions coordinated with the radio programs, including dance parties in the largest available
facilities. The music will be adjusted to
the tastes of each area but will emphasize the 1959 Clicquot slogan, "Let's go
The agency for the 78-year-old soft
drink company is Daniel F. Sullivan
Klee-Ko."
Co., Boston.
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MERCHANDISING!
1- ftO
WTfl

• Covers 30 of the highest volume independent stores
in Baltimore!

■5

• Two weeks display of your product on the big WITH Drug
Merchandising display stand in all participating stores I
• In-store poster displays of your product in all stores !
• Jumbo mailings to every retail drug store in the
Baltimore Metropolitan area !
• Many more merchandising "pluses" ! No other Baltimore
radio station has anything like it! Get full details — now.

Write to Radio

W^I^T^H

ffffft
rrrr- p
"is!

Baltimore

3, Md.

or contact the W-l-T-H national representative nearest you:
Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington
Clark Browne Co. in Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta, New Orleans
McGavren-Quinn in Chicago, Detroit and West Coast
BROADCASTING, February 2, 1959
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Can reach your lips
Tobacco
tastes best
PARLIAMENT'S
QUARTER-INCH
When the filter's recessed
Radio-tv jingle adapts newspaper slogan
Smoke
Parliament."
Parliament
and B&B say they realized
Parliament cigarettes breaks with a and tar and has no "feedback."
that in their copy theme they had
major media move today (Feb. 2) as tune:As the jingle clocks it in a lilting something other than statistics which
its first commercials on a new copy
have
loadedAndfilter-tip
cigarette
makers'
theme sweep across the country, using in "It's
ad claims.
this could
be seen
and
the most
smoking
todayimportant quarter inch dramatized
on tv. The difference for
network tv, spot tv and radio. The
in
smoking
today
radio: the jingle.
saturation radio campaign is a lastIn Parliament trapped nicotine and
minute addition to the campaign.
The brand — now knocking at the
tars
all
stay
The broadcast schedule, through
sales door of the majors in the filter
tars
all
stay
Benton & Bowles, includes network tv
tip field — received new packaging and
A quarter inch away
(Doug Edwards and the News and Perry
a price compatible with other filters
A quarter inch away.
when Philip Morris acquired Benson &
Mason on CBS-TV), spot tv using about
It's thefromquarter
inch
the
filter
is
Hedges more than a year ago.
130 station in the top 50 markets, and recessed
the tip
a100"wave"
of
radio
spot
(an
average
of
recessed
from
the
tip
spots weekly on some 65 stations
So no filter feedback
covering 14 major markets and others).
Ketchum's best year
Behind the broadcast acceleration is
was
'58's $27 million
a media story of a copy theme developed in newspaper advertisements and
Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, with
then adapted to radio and tv. It is
offices in Pittsburgh, New York and
Washington, D.C., had its biggest billing
part ofment ina the
stepped-up
by Parliawar of move
the filter
brand
year in 1958, a total of $27 million.
cigarettes.
President George Ketchum placed the
Actually the broadcast approach of
gain over 1957 at 12%, for the advertising and public relations agency.
Parliament is quite simple though its
action was one that its executives at
Noted was a trend among clients to increase their budgeting for services renfirst
thoughtnewspaper
couldn't adbe copy
done.theme
The
Parliament
dered (KM&G has a list of heavy inaccounts,handles
places some
some radio-tv
of "the most important one-quarter inch
businessdustryand
stations
themselves)
.
in smoking today" was put into a
jingle.
It was the jingle, nurtured by Parliament's agency,filter
thatbrand
got the
hot-selling
Otero, Winters open
Philip Morris
off the
ground
and into the broadcast air. Benton &
• Page B. Otero and Curtis R. Winters,
Bowles and Faillace Productions, New
formerly executives of McCarty Adv.,
York, came up with the lyrics and
L.A., announce opening of their advertising and marketing agency, Otero &
music. The jingles so captivated the
Winters Inc. Mr. Otero is president
client that radio was also brought into
the plans.
and Mr. Winters is vice president of the
new agency which is located at 9110
The jingles were recorded the first
week of January. Also during that
Sunset
5917. Blvd.; telephone: Crestview 4week, MPO Productions, New York,
filmed commercial footage at its studio
and on location at the Long Island
League picks tv spot
Daily Press. In the jingle, Faillace used
five voices. The tv commercial has these
» Joseph I. Sonnenreich Adv., New
credits: Mickey Schwartz of MPO,
York, was presented with an award in
the tv presentation category by the
directing; Sol Dworkow (also producer), Bob Hughes and Ray FitzLeague of Advertising Agencies last
gerald, al of B&B, copywriters. Frank
Friday (Jan. 30) for a spot tv campaign
Sims does the announcing for the tv
conceived for Wispese Corp. (lightcommercial.
weight girdles), New York. The campaign, created by Sonnenreich Adv.,
Prepared were two 60-second comran in 35 markets last year and utilized
mercials
and
two
ID's
for
television,
and one minute radio announcements.
semi-animation and illustrated techniques in explaining the features of the
Said Parliament's
"We used
radio
because of adthepeople:
easy translation
product. The tv award was one of 10 in
from print to sound of a product ad- Storyboard • Printers produce Parlia- various media categories presented by
ment newspaper ad, share Parliament the league at its eighth annual dinner
vantage." The advantage: the recessed
held at the Hotel Plaza in New York.
filter (high-filtration) that traps nicotine pleasure in the process.
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NO AGENCY
1 5%
. . . says KICD in move
to single local rate
KICD Spencer, Iowa — "a 250-watter
in a town of 7,400 people" which
"grossed vertising
$234,000"
adagencies lastlastweekyearit—notoldlonger
will pay them 15% commission on business they place with KICD. Instead the
agencies will have to bill their clients for
the service, KICD explained, pointing
out that in return the agency buying
KICD will get "an honest dollar's worth
of effort for its client."
This unique policy was disclosed by
KICD President-General Manager Ben
B. Sanders in announcing the station's
swing to single-rate, dropping the former national rate and offering the present
local rate to all advertisers. Mr. Sanders
said KICD also will operate without a
station representative. The station has
been
folio. in the John E. Pearson Co. portBut Madison Ave. last week scarcely
blinked at KICD's contribution to the
drive for a single rate card policy in the
broadcast media (Broadcasting, Jan.
26,
19). Ofonlythe5%station's
$234,000money.
gross
in 1958,
was national
A Pearson spokesman declined to
comment on the KICD action. However, he said a national account now on
KICD is Sinclair Refining Co., placing

Sanders: buy at one local rate
through Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard, New York.
Agency Changes Mind • A representative of Geyer, Morey, at first said the
agency would not accept the new KICD
no-commission policy, but later said the
agency would go along and handle it
through a bookkeeping change — not explained— if the client wanted KICD, the
only station in Spencer. Sinclair billed
28 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

$1,500 on KICD in 1958.
Mr. Sanders wrote agencies in part:
". . . We're (1) going to one rate, (2)
operating without a rep and (3) making
our
. We're going
out onratesthenet-to-station.
limb, by doing. . something
we
feel will straighten up the rate problems eventually for all stations — one
rate to all.
"And if a man wants the services of
an advertising agency, let him pay for
the services, not by paying us a higher
rate, but by paying the persons performing the services — the agency. And in
turn the agency will feel it is getting an
honest
client. dollar's worth of effort for its
the
same"Your
rate client
as our will
main pay
streetexactly
merchant
plus your commission. In this way he
has the benefits of your ability at local
rates. Advertising agencies have asked
for this service — the local rates. We feel
you are justified in your demands for
fair and equal treatment. Hence the
move. Time will demonstrate if we're
right — we hope we are.
"A year from now we'll look at the
figures and let you know."
Katz forms new agency
for Baltimore clients
A new agency, Joseph Katz Co. of
Baltimore, was organized yesterday
(Feb. 1) as a separate entity from Joseph
Katz Co., New York. The new firm will
continue to handle accounts that were
serviced in the former Baltimore office
of the Katz Co.
Stanley E. Blumberg, vice president
of the Katz agency, becomes president
of Joseph Katz Co. of Baltimore. Harry
Kullen, executive vice president of the
firm headquartering in New York, is
vice president of the new Baltimore operation. Gertrude Myers, administrative
assistant to the late Joseph Katz, agency
founder,
will firm.
be secretary-treasurer of
the
Baltimore
The original Katz agency was founded 39 years ago. In New York, Mr. Kullen said the Katz agency in that city
will continue to handle American Oil
Co. and other accounts. Plans of the
agency will be announced soon, he
added.
Joseph Katz Co. of Baltimore will
maintain a working liaison with the
New York agency and continue to service Pompeian Co., Maryland Paper
Products Co., Maryland Cup Co., First
National Bank of Baltimore, A. S. Abell
Co. (WMAR [TV] Baltimore and Sunpapers), WWDC Washington, WMBR
Jacksonville, Fla., WITH Baltimore,
WXEX Richmond, Va., and other accounts.

10-second restriction
placed on prize plugs
Free plugging of products given away
as prizes on audience participation programs is restricted under an "interpreBoard. tation" by the NAB Tv Code Review
Roger W. Clipp, Triangle Stations,
chairman of the code group, said the
identification of giveaway prizes must
not exceed 10 seconds of air time. The
interpretation applies to all prize agreements made after Feb. 1. Code subments. scribers may complete existing agreeThe 10-second limit was interpreted
as "reasonable and limited." If identification of a giveaway exceeds 10 seconds, the entire announcement or visual
presentation will be charged against the
total commercial time allotment of the
program
The Tvperiod.
Code itself specifies that
"reasonable and limited identification
of . . . contest awards and prizes . . .
shall not be included as commercial
time" and that "any oral or visual
presentation concerning the product or
its donor, over and beyond such identification and statement, shall be included as commercial time."
RAB local ad survey
New and used car dealers came out
on top in latest RAB survey of local
radio advertising. The average RABmember station chalks up 10% of its
local dollar from this group. Furthermore, car dealers had the highest score
—94.6%
in number of responding stations reporting revenue from a customer category
In second place were supermarkets
with 7% of average local revenue and
9 out of 10 stations listing them as
clients. Department and appliance stores
followed (tied for third), and furniture
stores, banks, soft drink bottlers, savings
and loan associations and religious (tied
for
wear seventh),
stores andgasoline
dairies stations,
completedmen's
the
top ten.
NL&B billings up 15%
Needham, Louis & Brorby added
15% more billings in 1958 over the
previous year, showing an increase of
nearly $5 million for a total of $37,814,767.ing, Addressing
an employes' NL&B
meetMaurice H. Needham,
president, also reported a net profit of
$203,403.
This data was included in the 12th
annual report of the employe-owned
agency, one of the few which makes
public its financial details. CapitalizaBROADCASTING, February 2, 1959

Sport watch, dress watch, lady's watch— the new one-price
PREVIEW
Million dollar boost for $25 watch • Benrus Watch
Co., New York, is investing $750,000 in tv specials (out of
an estimated advertising budget of $ 1 million for the first
six months of 1959) to promote a company innovation:
a new watch that sells for $25 retail and carries an unconditional three-year guarantee.
Harvey Bond, vice president in charge of advertising,
said Benrus decided to produce a one-price watch with
an unconditional guarantee because the domestic watch
industry as a whole has been plagued for years by "discountitis" and misleading guarantees. The new watch,
styled "Today," includes a man's dress watch, a lady's
dress watch and a man's waterproof sport watch. The
big problem: how could Benrus tell the story of its new,
one-priced timepiece most effectively?
Benrus and its agency, Grey Adv., New York, after
considerable evaluation of all media, chose network
television specials primarily to get the message to the
consumer. The company has signed for one-half sponsorship of the Jack Benny one-hour specials on CBS-TV
March 18 and May 23 and one-half of the Emmy Award
telecast over NBC-TV in April, date not set. If the tv
tion consists solely of common stock
available only to employes, 52% of
whom hold shares.
Re-elected to the board of directors
were Mr. Needham, Melvin Brorby,
Paul C. Harper Jr., James G. Cominos,
Edmond C. Dollard, Vinton H. Hall,
Frederick A. Mitchell and F. Winslow
Stetson Jr. John F. Whalley was named
to the board as financial vice president
and secretary.
NL&B had combined radio-tv billings of $16.8 million last year, representing 47% of all billings, according
to Broadcasting's
annualwas agency
survey. Most of its activity
in network
television.
Longer series pact
sought by Gillette
Baseball Commissioner Ford Frick
acknowledged last week that the Gillette
Safety Razor Co., Boston, has proposed
that its current pact for radio-tv rights
to the World Series and All-Star games,
concluding in 1961, be extended to
1964. Mr. Frick said that no decision
has been reached.
Mr. Frick said Gillette pays $3.25
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Benrus 'Today' aims to out-pace look-alike competitors.
investment "ticks," Benrus intends to allocate to network
tv, too, about 75% of an additional $1 million projected
for the remainder of the year, according to Mr. Bond. In
the first six months of this year, Benrus also will spend
$250,000 for insertions in consumer magazines and for a
saturation campaign on Mutual, starting mid-March.
Mr. Bond believes that network tv specials will provide mass coverage, generate excitement and lend prestige
and
credibility to the introduction of the "Today" line
of timepieces.
"Most people may not believe this," Mr. Bond continued, "but severaloversurveys
million Americans
the age show
of 1 8 dothatnotmore
own than
a watch.25
Indications are that these people have lost confidence
in watches and are confused about the watches they
want, largely because of price variations and misleading
guarantees. These are the people we want to reach with
'Today' and we know that television is going to help
The
was conceived by the Grey Adv.
us
do it."commercial
creative
staff. The film producer was Klaeger Film Productions Inc., New York.

million a year for the rights through
1961 but reported that financial terms
for the proposed extension have not
been discussed. He added there has been
"no action on Gillette's proposal and
I don't know if there will. If we can
get a good deal, I'd just as soon extend
Mr. would
Fricknotinsisted
that tieGillette's
move
necessarily
up the
games and head off the threat of pay
tv,
adding:
"We have
escape pay
clausetv
in the
contract
in thean event
comes into
it." being."
Foreign commercials
given ATAS screening
America may have put television into
business first, but foreign tv commercial makers have forged ahead in that
field with technical skill and freshness
and are picking up the prizes to prove
it. This was the point tv commercial
consultant Harry Wayne McMahan was
out to prove at two showings last week
of international prize-winning filmed
commercials for members and guests
of the Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences in New York.

Mr. McMahan, who was the American judge of the 1958 Venice Advertising Film Festival last September, presented 44 of the best European, Asian
and American commercials, and for
additional comparative purposes, ran
off 14 domestic spots.
Mr. McMahan's remarks before each
film pointed out the need for greater
communication
among America
the world'sranked
film
production centers.
behind France, England, Italy and Germany in the Venice competition. The
U.S. lostMahan,out,
Mr. Mcbecauseaccording
of foreignto superiority
in "basic visual concepts" and "non
verbal communication."
French
commercials
and theatreTheadvertising
films were notable for their lack of
words, semi-abstract treatments, stop
motion technique, transition smoothness
and electronic sounds.
Mr. McMahan introduced a Belgian
ad for Attraction bras as "the nearest
thing to tractive
subliminal
advertising."dressAn wasatmiss in a close-fitting
mentally
undressed
by a customer
ing cravats. Quick flashes
showing buyjust
her bra were inserted during her sales
talk.

WHO'S LOOKING?
Cash gives counsel
on use of research
A more detailed profile of the tv audience ison the way for advertisers and
their agencies, according to Norman E.
(Pete) Cash, president of Television Bureau of Advertising.
Mr. Cash spoke about the tv audience at a luncheon meeting of the
Radio
&
Executives
timebuyingTelevision
and selling
seminar Society's
in New
York.
What Mr. Cash stressed: Data already available "have helped reduce the
advertiser's risk by showing him the
specific performance of his specific
message."
Mr. Cash revealed TvB is preparing
a comprehensive summary of tv audience composition, details of which
will be released within the next two
months.
TvB worked with A.C. Nielsen and
The Pulse audience measurement firms,
to tabulate the number of men, women,
teenagers and children viewing by periods of the day, by program type both
network and local. Said Mr. Cash: "We
believe this report will be a major
contribution to media, time period and
program selection."
Mr.tant inCash's
major research
point: Itandis imporgood media
use to
know, not only the media, but the
market
product
It's
necessaryof totheknow
whomto beyousold.
should
go after in your advertising and how
often you should reach each person to
convince
him of
the product's
merits.
The TvB
executive
demonstrated
evaluation of available data — and the
fact that there must be skill and understanding when using averages because
"all kinds of averages can be misby discussing
On theleading"—basis
of general westerns.
criticism, one
would think the average tv show is a
western, said Mr. Cash. But actual

Nielsen data in December revealed 21
westerns, or less than 18% of nighttime network programming. In terms of
total audience four out of the top 10
nighttime shows were westerns. On the
basis of average audience, seven of the
top 10 nighttime shows were westerns.
He also found:
Of the 20% who view tv the least,
westerns rated 26% higher than the
average evening program; of the 20%
who watch tv the most, westerns rated
63% above the average. The point: It
is not true that the cautious viewer will
shun westerns. He likes westerns above
the average as does (though not to the
extent of) the viewer who watches the
most. "A total of 27 different sponsors,
aiming at men, women, teenagers and
children, used westerns."
To swap media ideas
"Marketing Assn. of North Ameris the working
an advertis-by
ingca," iagency
network title
beingof organized
Yardis Adv. Co., Philadelphia, to enable
member agencies to exchange creative ideas.
MANA is conceived as a group of
medium-sized agencies that, through
meetings, news bulletins and intercommunication, wil improve the services
and increase billings of member agencies.
A meeting to organize the association
is tentatively planned for Chicago in
April. Inquiries regarding MANA may
be sent to Yardis, 2116 Walnut St.,
Philadelphia.
Media planners meet
A new professional group in the
media field, New York Advertising
Media Planners, elected officers at its
first formal meeting Thursday (Jan. 29)
at the Harvard Club. Formed by 20
men representing media departments of
top New York advertising agencies, the
group planscus ions monthly
disof integratedmeetings
media forplans,
buying techniques and market infor-

HOW PEOPLE SPEND THEIR TIME
There
were 126,230,000 people in the U.S. over 12 years of age during the week Jan. 9-15.
They2,138.8
spent:
million hours
hours
Watching
Television
1.113.6
million
ListeningNewspapers
to Radio
447.4
million
hours
Reading
196.8
million
hours
Reading
Magazines
379.1
hours
WatchingAttending
Movies Movies
on Tv
103.8 million
million hours
These totals compiled by Sindlinger & Co., Ridley Park, Pa., and published exclusively by
BROADCASTING each week, are based on a 48-state, random dispersion sample of 7,000 inter(1,000 each
day). Sindlinger's
weekly and breakdowns
quarterly "Activity"
report,numerous
from which these
weekly viewsfigures
are drawn,
furnishes and
comprehensive
these and
categories, and shows
the duplicated
unduplicated audiencesof between
each specificothermedium.
Tabulations
are
available
from
Sindlinger
&
Co.
within
two
to
seven
days
of
the interviewing
week.
(Copyright 1959 Sindlinger & Co.)
SINDLINGER'S
COUNT:
of Jan.to tv1, (89.8%
Sindlinger the
datapeople
shows: (1) 113,297,000
people43,977,000
over 12SETyears
of age with
haveAstv;
access
(2)
households
(3) 48,543,999 tvof sets
in use inin that
the age
U.S. group);
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mation, as well as to maintain active
communication with media groups in
other sections of the country.
Media Planners first officers include
President Newman F. McEvoy, senior
vice president and media director of
Cunningham & Walsh; Vice President
W.E. Matthews, vice president and
director of media relations of Young
& Rubicam; Secretary Julius Joseph
Jr., vice president and media director
of Heineman, Klienfeld, Shaw &
Joseph; and Treasurer William Schink,
vice president and media director of
G.M. Basford Co.
'Operation Gasoline*
RAB is well armed for "Operation
Gasoline," a major sales effort designed
to make giant oil companies see the
wisdom of increasing 15-20% radio
budgets to 30-50%.
The ammunition: just-completed, independently researched study of gasoline station patrons' media habits which
shows (1) 48% more motorists are exposed to radio on the day they buy gas
than any other medium; (2) motorists
spend nearly twice as much time with
radio (61%) than with all other media
combined on the day of gasoline product purchase; (3) final advertising impression closest to the time of petroleum
product sales comes from radio more
often than any other medium — three
times as many hear radio within 30
minutes of the purchase than all other
media combined, and (4) four out of
ten drivers listen to car radios, a third
while en route to the gas station.
• Business briefly
Time sales
• Clorox liquid bleach plans an expanded tv campaign using both day and
nighttime spots. Honig-Cooper, Harrington & Miner, San Francisco, is the
agency.
• Sales representing $275,000 for CBS
Radio were announced last week by
John Karol, sales vice president. He said
Lehn & Fink, for Lysol, bought 14
weekly units for eight weeks starting
today (Feb. 2) through McCann-Erickson; American Motors' Rambler, eight
weekly segments for 13 weeks effective
Jan. 12 through Geyer Adv.; Clairol
Hair Treatment, a unit each week for
30 weeks effective Jan. 27 through
Foote, Cone & Belding and Mail Pouch
Tobacco, segments during the week of
March 3 through Charles W. Hoyt Co.
• Mennen Co., Morristown, N.J., has
made extensive purchases on NBC-TV,
callingnatefor
on alterweeks half-sponsorship
of Cimarron City
(Sat.,
9:30-10:30 p.m.) starting Jan. 31; Dragnet on alternate weeks (Tues., 7:30-8
BROADCASTING, February 2, 1959
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"
is theEmost
important dramatic series
R NDEZVOUS
ever presented for first run syndication—
the chance of a lifetime for local and
regional advertisers to get a networkquality showcase for their products.
On "Rendezvous}' intrigue, romance and
drama meet ...in 39 new half -hours
based on stories by such distinguished
authors as Stephen Vincent Benet, John
Hersey, Reginald Rose, Dylan Thomas.
No expense has been spared. The series
stars one of the most brilliant casts
in television. It's produced by MGM's
famous Edwin Knopf (Lili, The Valley
of Decision) and Broadway's Howard
Erskine (The Desperate Hours and The
Happiest Millionaire). And directed by
such talents as Dan Petrie (DuPont
Show of the Month) . . . Richard Whorf
(Gunsmoke) . . . Fielder Cook (Patterns).
Major advertisers -Rheingold Beer,
for instance-are buying "Rendezvous"
regionally . . . and markets are going
fast. To reserve yours, r.s.v.p.
CBS
FILMS
"...the best film programs for all stations"
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Detroit,
Boston, San Francisco, St. Louis, Dallas,
Atlanta. In Canada: S. W. Caldwell, Ltd.

DATE
Thurs,
Fri., Jan.Jan.2322
Sat.,
Jan.
2425
Sun.,
Jan.
Mon.,
Jan.
Tues.,
Jan. 282627
Wed. Jan.

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
television network shows for each
Listed below are the highest-ranking
rated by the multi-city Arbitron instant
22-28 asBureau.
week Jan.Research
day
of American
ratingsof the
NETWORK RATING
PROGRAM and TIME
23.7
ABC-TV
p.m.)
(8:30 p.m.)
McCoys (9:00
Real
Phil
Silvers
CBS-TV
Gunsmoke (10:00 p.m.)
CBS-TV 23.0
29.1
Loretta Playhouse
Young (10:00
Desilu
(10:00p.m.)
p.m.) NBC-TV
CBS-TV 31.5
28.4
Rifleman
(9:00 p.m.)
Bat Masterson
(9:30 p.m.) ABC-TV
NBC-TV 23.2
23.0
Copyright 1959 Americon Research Bureau

Broadcast to a
CONCENTRATED
MICHIGAN
AUDIENCE

p.m.). starting tomorrow (Feb. 3) and 28 TV daytime programs, including The
participations on The Jack Paar Show Price Is Right, Young Dr. Malone and
-i :■: ? v
(Mon-Fri.. 11:15 p.m.-l a.m.). starting County Fair. The Gold Seal Co., Bislast week.
Thru Friday
marck, N.D.. through Campbell7:00AM-i:
Monday Thru VFridayv_:r Monday46.5
Mithun. Minneapolis, has bought segWPON
39
14.0
• Rexall Drug Co.. L.A., will sponsor
ments on the following NBC-TV daySta. B
24.1
time shows: Tic Tac Dough, Treasure
a full-hour comedy-variety show Sun1
1.9
Sta.
C
Concentration and County Fair.
day, May 3, on NBC-TV from 10-11 Hunt, orders
10.0
Sta. D
8.1
take effect early this
p.m. EST. starring Sid Caesar and An The
Carney. The special show makes the month.
secondmentRexall
sponsorship
announce5.4
this month. Rexall has set the • RCA, Camden. N.J.. will sponsor on
The station serving
same time slot on NBC-TV for March a one-time basis 'The Third Com15 (Broadcasting. Jan. 26). BBDO is
mandment/' play
a by Ben Hecht. over
agency.
Kaleidoscope on NBC-TV Feb. 8 (5-6
p.m.). Agencv: Kenyon & Eckhardt,
• Coca-Cola Co., N.Y., has confirmed N.Y.
the earlier report of an hour-long special on CBS-TV Monday. March 30. • Venus Pen & Pencil Corp.. N.Y.. for
but at an earlier time slot (At Dead- its Paradise "Pre-Sketched" coloring
line, Jan. 26). The time selected is 7:30- sets, has begun a 10-week tv spot camin
8:30 p.m.
EST, and tvmarks
around children's
shows, Venus
in 1 1
return
to network
after Coca-Cola's
a two-year markets.paignBeginning
in March,
absence.
Agency
is
McCann-Erickson.
also will begin an eight-week campaign
N.Y.
for
pencilDollar
on the
WOR-TV
New itsYork'365'Million
Movie.
Doyle
• Parker Bros. Inc., Salem. Mass.. is Dane Bernbach. N.Y. is agency.
supplementing regular print and broadcasting schedules with radio spot cam- • Edsel division of Ford Motor Co.
as co-sponsor
for its the
gameSouth
of ""Rock"
on 48-60 signs
stationspaigns in
and Midwest.
for Feb.
6 colorcast with
of PhilTimex
Harriswatches
Show
Schedules will run four weeks. Badger &. (NBC-TV. 8-9 p.m. EST). Agencies:
Browning & Parcher Inc.. Boston, is Kenyon & Eckhardt for Edsel: Doner
& Peck for Timex.
agency.
• The Academy of Motion Picture Arts • Drackett Co., Cincinnati, has launched
and Sciences, Hollywood, will sponsor a 13-week spot tv campaign in 31 marthe Academy Award ceremonies over
kets on behalf of drain product — VanNBC Radio and NBC-TV on April 6
ish. Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
(10:30tion willp.m.-12.15
presentabe on 199a.m.).
radioThestations
and • Corn Products Co., N.Y., has renewed for 52 weeks its schedules of six
192 tv stations. It will be carried on
33 Canadian tv stations for one hour. alternate-week quarter-hour segments CONTACT
in four NBC-TV daytime programs: VENARD RINTOUL & McCONNELL, INC.
• Kellogg Co., Battle Creek. Mich., has // Could Be You (Mon.-Fri. 12:30-1
signed to sponsor the new Dennis the p.m.); Queen for a Day (Mon.-Fri. 4Associated with Lansing's
Menace half-hour tv film series over 4:30 p.m.); Treasure Hunt (Mon.-Fri.
CBS-TV next fall, it was announced last 10:30-11 a.m.); and The Price Is Right
week by Screen Gems Inc.. New York, (Mon.-Fri. 11-11:30 a.m.). Lennen
producer of the series. The time period Newell, N.Y.. is agency.
has not been set. The series is based on
the popular comic strip. The agency • Atlantis Sales Corp., marketing group
for Kellogg is Leo Burnett Co.. Chicago. for R.T. French Co., Rochester, N.Y.,
is using four CBS Radio programs on
• Edison Electric Institute. N.Y.. 100-station network to promote
through Fuller & Smith & Ross, N.Y., French's Worcestershire sauce. The programs: Love of Life, Edge of Night, J
has bought segments on various NBC(BROADCAST ADVERTISING) 35
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1V1? who buys Media,
Is happy to hear
Commercials within
An adult atmosphere.
Most media buyers are interested in
one thing: results. Certainly there
are a lot of factors to be considered
before a selection can be made. Cost
is important, so are ratings; there's no
doubt about that. But even a low costper-thousand can't produce complete
results unless you're reaching listening adults with buying potential.
For more than 36 years, KHJ Radio,
Los Angeles, has racked up big results
for agencies and their clients through
its foreground sound programming
policy. With an adult appeal, foreground sound gains and holds the
listeners' attention. Consequently
your message penetrates. And KHJ's
audiences act on what they hear, as a
long roster of satisfied advertisers can
tell you.
When you want to penetrate the minds
of the buying adults in America's
2nd Market choose the mature atmosphere of foreground sound to deliver
results.
KHJ
RADIO
LOS ANGELES
1313 North Vine Street
Hollywood 28, California
Represented nationally by
H-R Representatives, Inc.
36 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

The Verdict Is Yours and Art Linkletter's Houseparty. Plans for other
products will be announced shortly.
Business was placed through J. Walter
Thompson Co.
• Alberto-Culver Co. (VO-5 hair dressing), Chicago, will sponsor alternate
weeks
of ABC-TV's
Meet McGraw,
filmed re-run
series effective
March 1.
Agency: Geoffrey Wade Adv., Chicago.
The sale pre-empts a regional purchase
(Mid and Far West) by competitor
Boyer International Labs (H-A Hair
Arranger dressing) placed through R.
Jack 19).
Scott, Chicago (Broadcasting,
Jan.
• Philip Morris (Parliament cigarettes)
and agency, Benton & Bowles, N.Y., are
considering additional budget for spot
radio on limited basis. Decision not yet
made. Broadcast-conscious Parliament
already runs heavy radio and tv
schedules.
Agency appointments
• E&H Gallo Winery, Modesto, Calif.,
shifts $2 million account from Doyle
Dane Bernbach, N.Y., to BBDO, S.F..
effective March 1. Heavy broadcast
user, Gallo plans three quarters of
budget in broadcast media, bulk in spot
tv. Switch attributed to need for closer
geographical proximity of agency to
client.
• CandyGram Inc., Chicago, appoints
Reach, McClinton & Pershall, Chicago
and New York, for new candy-by-wire
service launched nationally via Western
Union Tuesday (Jan. 27). Broadcast
media to be used "later in 1959" after
preliminary and exclusive print media
exposure.
• Rapidol Distributing Co. (Blensol
color shampoo), New Hyde Park, L.I.,
NY., appoints Fletcher Richards, Calkins & Holden. Budget is some $200,000 with approximately 15% going to
co-op radio through drug chains.
• Cal-Ray Bakeries, Glendale, Calif.,
names Donahue & Coe Adv., L.A., with
Southern California budget expected to
be between $75,000 and $100,000.
• Arkansas Rice Growers Cooperative
Assn. (Riceland rice), Stuttgart, Ark.,
moves its account from M. R. Kopmeyer Co., Louisville, Ky., to NobleDrury & Assoc., Memphis and Nashville, Tenn.
• Chemical Specialties Co., health products division, Brooklyn, appoints Kenneth Rader Co., NY. Three new medicated products packed in spray cans to
be introduced this year with use of tvradio spot heavy in New York.
• Wershaw-Gould Co., New York, toy

manufacturers'
named
Product representative,
Services Inc. aslastitsweek
advertising agency to handle a 52-week
campaign
on behalf
participating members.
Budgetof isW-G's
reported
to be
about $200,000, of which an estimated
85% is scheduled for spot tv participations in children's programs primarily.
• Thrivo Co. (Thrivo dog food). Phila.,
names Clements Co., that city.
• Chris-Craft Corp. (boats and marine
engines), Pompano Beach, Fla., names
Grant Adv., Miami.
• Also in advertising
• Feigenbaum & Wermen Adv. Agency
Inc., Philadelphia, today (Feb. 2) becomes Wermen & Schorr Inc. Adv.
The company is principally owned by
President David Wermen and Executive Vice President J. Leonard Schorr.
The 40-year-old agency is moving
from 1922 Spruce St. to 1616 Walnut
St. Among its accounts: Bayuk Cigars
Inc., Philadelphia; Sears Roebuck &
Co.;
Corp.'s
Lamp Westinghouse
Appliance SalesElectric
and Portable
Appliance Divs.
• Advertising Federation of America
announces its folder "Some Questions
and Answers
Advertising,"
originally issued About
10 years
ago, has been
revised and is again available. For free
copies contact the federation, 250
W. 57th St., NY. 19. Quantity prices
on request.
• XETV (TV) Tijuana, Mex., names
Heintz & Co., L.A., as its agency.
• Allan J. Moll, west coast manager of
Frank B. Sawdon Inc., has been placed
in charge of western advertising for
Kinney shoes, account acquired by Sawdon when the agency absorbed F. B.
Stanley Adv. Co. of New York (Broadcasting, Jan. 19, 12). Sawdon agency
has moved to new quarters at 6115
Selma Ave., Los Angeles 28. Phone is
Hollywood 4-7579.
• Grant, Schwenck & Baker, Chicago,
announces it has resigned Bankers Life
& Casualty
Co. (White
Cross
insurance plan) , account,
that city.
Company
sponsors Paul Harvey News on ABC
Radio and bills about $1 million, with
additional $6 million in direct mail.
• Ogilvy, Benson & Mather has opened
a west coast office at 9033 Wilshire
Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif. Telephone:
Crestview
5-6165. Christy Walsh is general manager.
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The November ARB shows WKST-TV with 43
first place quarter-hours + 50 second place
quarter-hours... graphic evidence that the new
WKST-TV is the fastest growing station
in the market!
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Sustain promotion, service
The subject of the "total selling" approach by the nation's daily newspapers
and comparable efforts among broadcasters (Broadcasting, Jan. 26) was
broached Jan. 28 by Robert F. Hurleigh,
Mutual's
vice Radio
president.
told
the South news
Carolina
& Tv HeBroadcasters Assn. at its winter convention
at the Wade Hotel, Columbia:
When I was in print media I was impressed with the behind-the-scenes activities ofthe promotion and circulation
men. These men always were in the
fore in top-level management on newspapers. A publisher wouldn't move
without consulting
culation executive. his promotion or cirBut broadcasters tend to be opportunists. They stage specialized promotional drives only during rating weeks
and die on the vine during other
periods.
The Storz formula may differ from
the Plough formula, and the McLendon
formula may have a secret ingredient,
while other stations seek the secrets of
all three. But news has become the one
common merchandise for all, including the stations disdaining the set formula. I think we are all agreed that
the
juke
the "Top
40"
formula — box
has formula
had it.— The
enterprising entrepreneur must look for a new
formula, while the present highly successful (from a financial point of view)
top 40 station begins to spend itself
like a satellite with a given, but not
quite predictable, time left before it
burns itself out.
If you believe in responsible journalism you are going to have to admit the
fraud of the frenetic announcer accompanied or preceded by whistles,
klaxons and piercing frequency tones,
and using an echo chamber to report
a fire in some outlying section when,
after the frenzied newscast, it is learned
that a trash can was afire and was out
before the fire engines arrived.
While the station rating is a yardstick of immense importance to the
timebuyer and the operator, we must
be prepared for more attacks on the
rating yardstick for buying, with that
embarrassing question "Who buys your
product, Mr. Advertiser?"
Advertising and Uncle Sam
While quick to defend capitalism
and democracy, many are too quick
to criticize advertising, a foundation
stone of the free economic system, Ivan
Hill, executive vice president, Cunningham & Walsh, Chicago, observed in a
talk before the board of directors of
Brand Names Foundation Inc., New

QUOTES WORTH REPEATING
York. To cure this, he said "we must
be much more concerned with the political values in advertising than we
have been," continuing:
Perhaps we should recognize the
fact and tell the American public that
advertising is the very essence of our
continuing the free enterprise system
as we have known it. It may be that
whereas advertising and the brand
name concept contributed considerably
to the growth of our economy in the
past, in the immediate future it may
contribute even more to the maintenance of modern capitalism and the
stability of an ethical democracy. . . .
This is also the time when advertising, in spite of its being a real
economic workhorse, is being kidded
too much. I would like to see an elevertising.
ment of patriotism associated with adThe benefits that advertising produces in a democratic society cannot be
obtained any other way. . . .
Could it be that the maligned huckheroes?ster is really one of democracy's
Institutional ads sold short
American business has failed to sell j
confidence along with its products, according toCharles F. Adams, executive
vice president, MacManus, John &
Adams Inc. Mr. Adams, speaking before the Des Moines Advertising Club,
voiced the need for more institutional
salesmanship:
Of advertising money there has been
an abundance. But most of it has been
devoted to the immediate case in point:
the moving of goods. Each year since
the end of World War II an increasingly
smaller portion of each advertising dollar has been earmarked for building
confidence in the institution rather than
the item.
Institutional advertising, the building
of a compelling public image not of
a product alone but of its maker, also,
was practiced like Republicanism in
Alabama ... by little nests of fanatics
operating in the dark of the moon.
But circumstances were conspiring
to bring about
renaissance
of institutionalaadvertising.
Squeezed
by
cost and competition, business was
forced to maintain its profit margin by
expansion and diversification, by mergers and re-groupings. The market
swarmed with new products — or old
products under new sponsorship — and
there existed no protecting umbrella of
the corporate image, no reservoir of ,
public goodwill that would embrace
any worthwhile product or service
because
image. it was a part of the corporate
BROADCASTING, February 2, 1959
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But small operator likely to be squeezed out
in 1959 as trend to concentration heightens.
Example: current talks
The television film business is getting
bigger and bigger for fewer and fewer
companies.
This trend to concentrate bigness was
confirmed by leading film producers-distributors ina Broadcasting survey on
business prospects for this year. And, it
was underscored last week by the projected alliance of Gross-Krasne-Sillerman, New York, with National Telefilm Assoc., also New York (see box,
this page).
Gross-Krasne-Sillerman was formed
about three months ago with the expressed intention of functioning as a
major production-distribution organization. In the past few weeks, the firm has
held numerous discussions with NTA
about an association. NTA insists this
will mean that NTA will assume distribution of G-K-S product (and not
outright merger), plus the absorption of
some G-K-S personnel.
Whatever organizational move is
achieved, leading tv film officials questioned by Broadcasting had come to
this conclusion: G-K-S realized after
three months of operation that its overhead had increased perhaps tenfold
once it added distribution to production
functions. The financial burden was
more than the firm could carry.
Gross-Krasne-Sillerman is the first of
several medium-sized organizations that
will have to face "the economic facts
of life" in 1959, it is the consensus of
top tv film companies. The conviction
is strong that other companies will
have to enter into similar arrangements
or outright merger with organizations
with strong sales forces and formidable
financial backing.
Consolidations, of course, are nothing
new. In the past three or four years,
the ranks of large and medium-sized
companies that have merged or ceased
operation are numerous. The number
of smaller companies that have gone out
of business is inestimable.
Among the more significant consolidations over the past four years: UM&M
and PSI-TV with NTA; Television Programs of America with Independent
Television Corp.; Unity Television Programs with Hygo and subsequently
Hygo-Unity with Screen Gems; United
Television Programs with MCA; TerryBROADCASTING, February 2, 1959

between NTA, G-K-S
toons with CBS Films; Associated
Artists Productions with United Artists.
Above and beyond this, RKO Television ceased operation and turned over
a modest portion of its product to a
new company, Showcase Productions of
America. Vitapix folded quitely a few
years ago. Flamingo Films had several
reorganizational transfusions and in
early 1958 became Flamingo Telefilm
Sales with new product and new management teams. Guild Films has had a
checkered career: spectacular success,
spurred by the overwhelming popularity of the Liberace program between
1953 and 1955, and then financial problems as the company expanded. A new
management group assumed control of
Guild Films last year but reports are
circulating that Hal Roach Productions, Burbank, Calif., is assuming an
increasingly important role in the comGuild. pany through recent investments in
Why mergers, business failures, outside distribution agreements?
Industry
officials offer these observations:
• The number of tv stations has stabilized as the amount of film programming stockpiled to vast proportions.
This has resulted in fierce competition
for sales. Stations can choose their film
today more selectively than ever before.
• The quality factor in programming
has become accentuated. Station and
network requirements have been revised
upward. Costs then become more meaningful and they have skyrocketed.
NTA deal with
National Telefilm Assoc., New
York, last week was reported close
to completing a transaction whereby
it would handle all distribution for
Gross-Krasne-Sillerman, New York,
and acquire the product now held by
G-K-S.
Ely A. Landau, NTA Board
Chairman, denied this was tantamount to a merger of NTA with
G-K-S since Gross-Krasffe would retain its studios and continue produc-

TV

FILM

Whereas four years ago a 39-episode
series could be budgeted for about $1
million, including production, sales and
service costs, the figure today is closer
to $1.8 million. Therefore, only a company with strong financial resources can
compete effectively.
• The release of feature film libraries
to tv was a blow to many syndicators of
series. Their programs had to vie with
popular features that garnered high ratings. Many of these could not hold their
own with features. As ratings dropped,
many syndicators could not sell their
product to tv.
• In this climate of competition, organizations with large, skilled sales
forces have a strong edge over companies with less sales personnel depth.
Many syndicators attribute a large part
of the well-known success of Ziv Television to its vast and hard-hitting sales
staff. But successful salesmen come high
— from $250 to $350 per week and
more.
Though most tv film executives prefer ed to speak without attribution, both
Ely A. Landau, board chairman of
NTA, and John Mitchell, vice president
in charge of sales for Screen Gems, offered to speak for the record. Both
agreed with the substance of the observations made by other industry officials
and both insisted that within five years
there will be "only five or six big comanies in the business."
Mr. pMitchell
holds to the belief that
the film company of the future will have
to be a producer-distributor and will
have
be by
organized
"vertically."
He
explainsto this
saying that
the company
must be active in many facets of the tv
film business in order to "have a cushion
againstpany, all
This comhe adds,contingencies."
must be a packager
and
G-K-S near
tion for distribution by NTA. He
acknowledged that it was "highly
probable"
that when
the transaction
is completed,
Michael
Sillerman,
G-K-S president, would join NTA in
a top-level executive capacity.
The product NTA would acquire
under the agreement consists of six
half-hour tv film series — Glencantibn, African
Patrol,
O. Henry Flying
Playhouse, Streets
of Danger,
Doctor and Fate.

a producer, and must sell its product
for networks, national spot and re-run
use and be active in feature films. (Many
of the leading companies, including
Screen Gems, operate in all or some of
these spheres.)
Mr. Landau envisages stiffer competition for 1959 and in the future because of network tape program activity.
He believes the successful tv film producer-distributor must pursue tape
operations too.
Because of the static market in the
U.S., Mr. Landau believes that tv film
companies must concentrate more
heavily on the international market in
the future. He hopes that NTA can
attain as much as 25% of its gross
within the next 24 months from overseas sales, but adds that only the companies with a large, strong sales organization can expect to compete successful y in this area.
Here are some of the leading film
organizations and the 1959 outlook as
they see it:
ABC Films Inc. • Phil Williams, vice
president in charge of sales, believes the
film business generally, and his company particularly, will increase sales in
1959 because of (A) more network
sales, (B) the use of spot films by a
larger number of national advertisers
and (C) the trend on the part of all
advertisers to use more tv films. ABC
Films has two pilots currently in the
planning stages but Mr. Williams declines to talk about them at this time.
In 1958, ABC Films sold three properties for network exposure: Man With a
Camera, One Step Beyond, and Meet
McGraw. The company has in syndication 10 program series, including 26
Men, tuThe
res of JimPeople's
Bowie. Choice and AdvenFlamingo Telefilm Sales Inc. • Herman Rush, president, forsees a good
year time
generally
for film
local
will exist
and since
stations"more
will
have
a
greater
need
to
fill
that
time."
He predicts a 300% increase in business
for Flamingo in 1959, explaining that
1958 was primarily a year of reorgani-

MCA-TV's Sutton
40 (PROGRAMMING)

zation for the company. At the end
of 1957, Mr. Rush pointed out, the
company had only one program; in
1959, Flamingo will have 17 series in
its catalog. During the year, Flamingo
will have a minimum of two new series
— Deadline, and Juvenile Hearing —
and will add to its feature backlog,
covering both foreign-made and independently-produced pictures of 1950
vintage.
Ziv Television Programs • John L.
Sinn, president, believes the outlook for
1959 is "excellent on all levels: netnationaltenspot,newregional
local."
Ziv Tvwork,has
pilots and
in various
stages of preparation. Among them is
Moon Probe, Klondike Fever, Bravo,
and seven other series, still untitled, one
of which falls into a category that Ziv
Tv calls "a fantastic" (based on fantasy). Of the 10 series Ziv Tv produced
in 1958, three were sold to networks:
Bat Master son, Rough Riders and
Tombstone Territory. The others were
released for syndication. Ziv Tv has a
total of 27 series in syndication, some
of which already have had multiple
runs and are sold through a company
subsidiary, Economee Tv. Ziv Tv is
experimenting with videotape and plans
to do some shooting in tape on at least
one series this year.
California National Productions •
With additional product and expanded
services to clients planned by California National Productions during
1959, the company anticipates a record
year, attaining a domestic sales goal of
$16 million. CNP believes the industry
as a whole will benefit as "more and
more national advertisers enter syndication." For 1959, CNP is producing
three pilots: Philip Marlow, The Lawless Years and Outpost in Space. CNP
operates with two sales units: NBC
Television Films, which syndicates
largely first-run properties, and Victory
Program Sales, which handles re-run
series. All told, CNP has 28 series on
the air, of which 21 fall under the
jurisdiction of Victory Program Sales.
CNP has sold none of its serials to
the networks.

Flamingo's Rush

MGM-TV's Siegel

Screen Gems Inc. • An optimistic
picture for 1959 is painted for Screen
Gems by Ralph M. Conn, president.
He points out that in 1958 the company
made seven new national sales and this
year expects to surpass that mark. In
syndication, according to Mr. Cohn, SG
is counting on doubling its 1958 volume, covering the planned release of
four new first-run series, plus the continuing sales of re-runs and further release of feature films of Columbia PicCorp., does
SG's not
parent
Screen tures
Gems
rely company.
solely on
pilots for sales, Mr. Cohn said, but
this year plans to offer sponsors at least
a dozen properties for fall release. For
some of these, pilots will be produced,
while others will be placed directly into
full series production. Screen Gems
currently has 1 1 shows on networks,
two in national spot. Screen Gems has
18 separate made-for-tv series in syndibrary.
cation plus the Columbia Features LiBernard L. Schubert Inc. • Indications are that with its increased sales
force and expanded product lineup,
Bernard L. Schubert Inc. will do a
gross business of at least 25% more
than in 1958, Bernard L. 'Schubert,
president reports. For 1959, pilots being made for the company include
Counterspy and the New Adventures of
Mr. & Mrs. North. Several weeks ago,
Mr. Schubert announced plans for setting up an international division this
year as a means of distributing Schubert product more widely to the growing world market. Mr. Schubert hopes
to have a new package of 26 post- 1948
feature films available for release shortly. Schubert presently syndicates six
series and has none on the networks.
MCA Tv Ltd. • The film industry
generally should have a better year in
1959 than in 1958 because "there is
more sponsorship money around, advertisers are becoming more aware of
the worth of supplementary tv presentation, and new sponsors are being won
over to syndication who have never
tried the medium before." This is the
view of David V. Sutton, vice presi-

Schubert's Schubert
CBS Film's Digges
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LOOK!
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PICTURE
1
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TRIAD!

SKILLED NEW MANAGEMENT, IMAGINATIVE NEW
PROGRAMMING GIVEN CREDIT IN DYNAMIC DRIVE FOR DOMINANCE
Greenville, S.C.

In just two months, WLOS-TV's new management has
shaped ABC's great line-up and strong new local programming into the powerful new force in the Carolina Triad
rating picture.
The prominent new position enjoyed by WLOS-TV is shown
in the figures below. Watch for further impressive gains!
ARB — NOVEMBER — 1958 . . . AshevMe • Greenville • Spartanburg
SHARE OF
SUNDAY through SATURDAY
6:00 PM to 1 0:00 PM
WLOS-TV
30.5%
Station "b"
38.4%
Station "e"
23.2%

AUDIENCE
MONDAY through FRIDAY
3:00 PM to 6:00 PM
WLOS-TV 35.2%
Station "b" 30.5%
Station "e" 22.5%

Remember — WLOS-TV delivers the only unduplicated
VHF network service and the only complete coverage
of this rich triad — 425,360 TV homes in 62 counties of
six states*, with retail sales of $1,848,670,000.
*NCS §3— All TV Homes Sales Management— May, 1958
Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
Southeastern Representative: James S. Ayers Co.
BROADCASTING, February 1, 1959

The "Early Show"— 6:15-7:30 p.m. Monday thru
Friday
has the highest
in the November
book. weekly cumulative rating
"American Bandstand" on WLOS-TV is the highestrated daytime show in the Carolina Triad !

WLOS-TV
Unduplicated ABC in Asheville - Greenville - Spartanburg
WLOS
AM-FM
41

ABC Films' Williams
Ziv-Tv's Sinn
UA-Tv's Eells NTA's Landau Screen Gems' Cohn
dent, who believes a contributing fac- Wrather, board chairman, points to three new tv film series to be syndicated
California National Productions
tor to tv practice
film's growth
this year
is the this year as one of building and pre- by
network
of revising
downward
paring,
while 1960
will beof "the
first (NBC's film subsidiary).
year
of
actual
realization
our
plan
the
"must will
buy"probably
system. have
He said
The three
seriesthus
represent
planned
far thisCNP's
year. new
company
three theor for taking our place as number one product
more shows ready this year but will in the industry." The first new ITC
The series, as announced by CNP
know definitely in a few months when series is Cannonball, now in syndica- President Earl Ritting:
its schedule of new releases is set. The
tion. ITC anticipates an eventual schedOutpost
Space,Boris
a dramatic
scienceule this year that will have a new series fiction
company has 26 series in syndication
seriesin with
Sagal directing,
and a dozen on the networks.
in syndication every other month, or and Robert McQueeney and Ted
National Telefilm Assoc. • Ely A. at least five by September. ITC bought Marcuso in leading roles; Lawless
Landau, board chairman, believes the TPA
and acquired the latter's proper- Years (former working title of Barney
tv film business will flourish in 1959, ties.United Artists Television • Bruce Ruditsky,) with a roaring twenties
setting, production by Jack Chertok
but it will be "the year of the shake- Eells, executive vice president, notes Television
Inc., and the Philip Marlowe
out."
Strong stronger
companies,as hecompetition
believes, that UA-TV, which just last year com- detective series
based on Raymond
will emerge
pleted plans for its initial series pro- Chandler's writings and produced by
stiffens. He has confidence in the conduced
for
tv,
has
no
sales
comparison
Goodson
Todman.
Frank Cleaver,
tinued growth of NTA, particularly in
the overseas area of 1959. Among new but that the company expects to do well CNP programs vice president, is overse ing al production, writing and castyear
a "buyer'son market."
Mr.
programs being produced for NTA dis- this
did notin comment
a report that
ing for the three series.
tribution are The Third Man, Man- Eells
UA-TV
has
concluded
its
first
sale
to
tovani, High Noon and Grand Jury. an advertiser for network sponsorship
Programs sold to the NTA film netNational Telefilm
work are How to Marry a Millionaire, (the series is Trouble Shooters). UAMan Without a Gun, This Is Alice and TV has four others being filmed: Miami goes international
Show,
Tv Hour of Stars. NTA is distributing Undercover,
National Telefilm Assoc. is stepping
Bay, The
and Dennis
Tales ofO'Keefe
the Vikings.
31 series to stations, including Sheriff Hudson
up its activities in the international
Parent
United
Artists
purchased
Asmarket.
of Cochise, U.S. Marshal, Official Desociated Artists Productions, and
tective, Walter Winchell File, Adven- through AAP
Ely A. Landau, board chairman of
(now called United NTA.
tures of William Tell and feature films Artists
last week announced the formaAssociated)
Warner
from the library of 20th Century-Fox, Bros, features and distributes
tion of NTA International Inc. to servcartoons,
Popeye
plus features of independent producers. Cartoons and other product.
ice the tv and motion picture market
NTA has a controlling interest in Telethe world. Harold Goldman,
MGM-TV • The outlook here is full throughout
studios Inc. and plans to videotape speed
executive
vice president of NTA, will
ahead. The film has an operation take on additional
programs for distribution.
duties as president
CBS Films Inc. • During 1958 CBS geared to activity headed by Sol C. Headliners,
of
NTA
International
(see Week's
page
10).
is MGM'sboss,motion
picture
Films sales were 30% over those of Siegel,
tv who
production
and George
1957 and the company is looking and
In 1958, about
5% The
of NTA's
Shupert, v.p. in charge of tv. MGM- came
overseas.
companygrossis
forward to an "even better year," ac- TV
offers programs for network sale aiming from
cording to Sam Cook Digges, vice and may
to expand that figure to about
enter
syndication
as
well.
The
president-administration. CBS plans to
the next 24 months, acis turning out seven pilots for 25% within
produce seven new series plus several tvstudio
cording to Oliver Unger, president.
series,
one
of
them
Father
of
the
pilots during the year, including Diplo- Bride, already committed for by Gen- During this year, NTA will open its
mat and House on K Street. None of
offices in London, Paris, Rome,
Foods (Y&R). Sales to date: The own
the CBS Films shows is now on net- Thin eral
Brussels, Munich and in Australia. Mr.
Man
(Colgate-Palmolive
on
NBCwork but the company is shooting for
and Northwest Passage (NBC- Unger
a network sale this year, according to TV)
NTA added.
International intends to enter
MGM-TV also continues its sales
Mr. Digges. CBS Films has 40 pro- TV).
of
the
MGM
library.
into
co-production ventures in foreign
grams in syndication in the U.S. and
countries. The company recently joined
abroad. Mr. Digges believes that tape Three CNP series set hands with the BBC in co-producing a
half-hour
series, The Third Man, and
will
be "a muchin 1959.
more important factor"
in television
Cameras are rolling on Metro- other projects are contemplated, according to Mr. Unger.
Independent Television Corp. • Jack Goldwyn-Mayer's Culver City lot for
42 (PROGRAMMING)
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BMI

WILL

RENEW

MUSIC

LICENSES

But ASCAP won't and goes to court seeking radio Interim fee'
Radio music license negotiators tion is that the rates should be reduced, sending out to all of its radio licensees
(virtually all radio stations) its offer
came to terms in one case last week not raised.
for five years. Current libut found themselves in court in anBMI Licenses • In contrast to the to renew
censes expire March 11. Practically all
other.
complications
in
the
ASCAP
negotiatelevision
stations
already have renewed
The All-Industry Radio Music Litheir BMI tv licenses. These terms are
tions, the committee's
cense Committee, headed by Robert T. for renewal
of the BMIrecommendation
licenses came 10% less than the radio fees. ASCAP
Mason of WMRN Marion, Ohio, recom- after two meetings with BMI negotia- tv licenses were renewed more than a
mended that its contributing stations actors. In a message sent to the approximately 700 stations contributing to the year ago.
Broadcast BMI
Musiclicenses
Inc."s offer
renew ceptcurrent
for fiveto committee's
support.(Jan.Chairman
years.
said last Tuesday
27): Mason Internal vtr strife
Meanwhile, in a surprise move.
"As you no doubt know, the highest afflicts N.Y. IATSE
a court-fixed • in- BMI rate under its blanket commercial
ASCAPterim fee"applied
for theforuse of its music by license is 1.2% [of net time sales] as
The International Alliance of Thebroadcasters whose licenses expired contrasted with the ASCAP commercial
atrical Stage Employes scheduled a
Dec. 31, 1958, and whose negotiations rate of 2.25%. In addition, BMI does conference in New York last Friday
for new terms have been stalled by the
any sustaining fee. After care- (Jan. 30), designed to solve an internal
breakdown in talks between ASCAP and not have
ful consideration of all matters affect- squabble that has flared up over videothe all-industry group (Broadcasting.
ing
the
BMI
license, particularly the
tape jurisdiction.
Dec. 8, 1958, et seq.).
Invited
to attend the meeting with
increased used of BMI musical composiIATSE officials were Anthony Termini,
Industry
Group's
Position
•
Under
tions
during
recent
years,
this
committhe consent decree signed by ASCAP
tee has concluded to recommend the president of Termini Videotape Servin 1950, stations could get licenses renewal of the BMI license on the old
ices Inc.; William Van Praag, president
merely by asking ASCAP for them, and terms for a further period of five years." of Van Praag Productions, and officers
if they and ASCAP did not come to
Each Must Decide • The letter of IATSE's New York Local 644 and
terms within 60 days, then the U.S. stressed
that each station must decide of the union's unnumbered local. It
District Court for the Southern District
was believed that no definitive soluof Newr York could be asked to set for itself "on all license matters" and
tion would be reached on Friday since
that
this
means
"freedom
to
accept
or
reasonable fees. Through Emanuel DanRichard
Walsh, ofLATSE's
president,
and
other
the union,
probably
Comreject your committee's recommenda- would officials
nett. its counsel, the All-Industry
not be back in New York from
mit e is expected to argue that the
BMI meanwhile last week completed a business trip in Hollywood.
ASCAP motion is premature because
it was filed before the 60-day negotiat- tions."
The internecine hassle developed on
16 when two Edsel commercials
ing period expires the latter part of COLORCAST
I NG Jan.
February.
were to be shot on tape in New York
ASCAP wants the old rates continued
are the
for the Ed Sullivan Show on CBS-TV.
colorHereshows
(all next
times 10aredaysEST):of network
"as interim fees pending resolution of
Kenyon & Eckhardt. New York, emthe rate issue either by negotiation or
NBC-TV
ployed two contractors to produce the
Feb.
2-6,
9-11
(2-2:30
p.m.)
Truth
or
bv court decree." The motion is set for
tape commercials — Termini and Van
Consequences,
participating
sponsors.
during the court term startargument
Feb. 2-6,
9-11 (2:30-3
Praag. Because the commercials reing Feb. 10.
Baggis,
participating
sponsors.p.m.) Haggis
spacious Praag
faculties,decided
Messrs.to TerFeb.ray Party,
2, 9P.(10-10:30
p.m.)
Arthur
Murminiquired
and Van
use
Hammerstein Affidavit • In an affiLorillard through Lennen &
Newell.
davit supporting the motion. Oscar
the studios of Hi Brown, a film proFeb.
3
(8-9
p.m.)
Eddie
Fisher
Show,
ducer.
Hammerstein 2nd. chairman of the
Liggett & Myers through McCann-ErickASCAP television and radio commitJurisdictional Lines Cross • The disson.Feb. 4 (8:30-9 p.m.) The Price Is
tee, charged that the old rates were
pute arose because Termini technicians
Right,
Speidel
throughthrough
Norman,J.Craig
&
Kummel
and
Lever
Walter
and
cameramen on the assignment are
forced
upon
ASCAP
by
the
radio
indusThompson.
trv in 1941. that the terms were unfair
members of IATSE's unnumbered local
Feb. through
5 (9:30-11
Fame,
Foote,p.m.)ConeHallmark
& Belding.Hall of
then and more so now. when radio "is
which has
at WOR-TVusedNewby
Feb. 6Curtis
(7:30-8through
p.m.) Edv/ard
NorthwestH. Weiss.
Passage,
York,
the jurisdiction
facilities ordinarily
nearly 100% music" and "more prosHelene
Termini.
The
Hi
Brown
organization,
Feb. through
6 (8-9 Kenyon
p.m.) Phil
Harris Show,
perous than ever."that ASCAP had told
Edsel
&Peck.Eckhardt
and
He reminded
a
film
company,
is
under
the jurisdicTimex
through
Doner
&
stations what rates it now considers
tion of IATSE's Local 644, encomFeb. 7 (8-9sponsors.
p.m.) Perry Como Show,
reasonable but at the same time had
participating
passing film644technicians
camera-on
Feb. Bregman,
8 (7:30-8 sustaining.
p.m.) Music Shop With
offered to renew the old contracts for
men. Local
cameramenandinsisted
Buddy
Feb. 8 of(8-9Omaha
p.m.) through
Steve Allen
Show&.
one year to allow time to explore the
using the live cameras. After lengthy
Mutual
Bozell
and heated discussion, a decision was
situation more fully (Broadcasting.
Jacobs.
Jan. 12). He said 970 stations have
reached to use the Local 644 personnel.
Feb. 8 (9-10 p.m.) Dinah Shore Chevy
Show,
Chevrolet
through
Campbell-Ewald.
accepted the one-year renewal. 770 have
It was reported that the Termini tech10 (8-9 through
p.m.) BellN. Telephone
applied for licenses under the consent
BellFeb.Telephone
W. Ayer. Hour,
nicians had to stand shoulder to shoulFeb. 11 (10-11 p.m.) An Evening With
der with the 644 men. explaining which
decree course recommended by the allFred
Astaire,
Chrysler
through
Leo
Burknob
to
turn next on the live camera.
industry group and 1,050 have licenses
nett (programannounced).
rescheduled from Jan. 28
as previously
The upshot was that both crews had
which have not expired.
to be paid for the taped commercials,
The All-Industry Committee's posiBRO AD CASTING, February 2, 1959

which were said to be satisfactory in
quality. Termini absorbed the costs of
both crews.
Neither Mr. Termini nor Mr. Van
Praag would comment on any demands
they would make on IATSE but they
Voiced the belief the problem would be
ironed out satisfactorily.
It was believed that IATSE International leaders would insist that its locals
stop battling one another. Recurring
friction could drive tape business away
from IATSE shops into those which
have jurisdiction by the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
(CBS-TV) or the National Assn. of
Broadcast Employes & Technicians
(NBC-TV).
$122

and

AAH0EIA
APOLLO
Light and Truth
APOLLO was considered to be "the most
Greek of all hethe would
gods" beand considered
even by today's
standards,
quite
a hunk of man — handsome, sophisticated,
cultured
—
but
why
go
on,
let's
just
he had many excellent characteristics say
attributed tohim. The Greeks called him
the God of Light and Truth. Whenever
the Greeks wanted to know the truth,
they
always thewentoracleto there
Apollo's
Delphi,
came shrine
up withat
the rightandanswer.
Today's
buyers
want
to knowadvertisers
the truth and
too, time
so if you
are
in the dark about selecting the best radio
station in Cincinnati to sell your product,
let us enlighten you— IT'S WCKY, and
truthfully, here's what you get:
1. Adult is audience—
of WCKY's
audience
composed 73%
of housewives
who
control the family purse and spend the
major portion of family income.
2. 50,000 Watts of Selling Power, covering al of the Cincinnati trading area.
3. Good music and news 24 hours a day.
4. Air salesmen who sell your product.
5. A prestige station with progressive
management.
So don'tconsult
go to our
Apollo's
shrineTomat
Delphi, just
oracles:
at WCKY's
Yorkandoffice,
orWelstead
AM Radio
Sales in New
Chicago
the
West Coast, who will shed some Light on
your problem and tell you the true story
about WCKY and its power to sell your
product.
WCKY
50,000 WATTS
OF SELLING POWER
Cincinnati, Ohio
44 (PROGRAMMING)

Fund author analyzes
critic: 'tired writer'
A sneak preview of the upcoming
Fund For the Republic study of tv
criticism was given New York radio-tv
executives last week by Patrick M. McGrady Jr., the report's author. His conclusion: "Byfitful
and labor
large, oftelevision
criticism is the
tired writers
of monumental good will, a degree of
talent and a jaded perspective."
Mr. McGrady in his findings, summarized for the Radio-Television Executives Society Wednesday (Jan. 28),
nevertheless assigned the critic a powerful role, although he questioned whether that should be the case — "There is
no reason why they should give the
orders in programming. They have not
the responsibilities nor the creative faculties for the job." Yet they do, he
said, citing several instances of a critic's
comment
tion'saltering
programming.a network's or a staReferring to the "Sevareid Syndrome" (CBS commentator Eric
Sevareid's call for expertise on the part
of critics), Mr. McGrady found it unrealistic asfar as newspapers are concerned. He said many tv critics, principally outside New York, have other
duty assignments in addition to their
critical sideline, and have neither the
training nor the time to be the kind
of critics Mr. Sevareid would prefer.
Mr. McGrady's criticism of critics
continued to find their efforts "generally inconsistent,
of questionable value.capricious
The chiefandcause
for
this unhappy state of affairs is the
critics' abiding concern with a fantastic
amount
mediocre, were
trivialmadematerial."
Only twoofexceptions
to this
charge: the previewer (such as Steven
Scheuer's "Tv Key" and Richard Kleiner's "Tv Scout") and one lone critic,
Marya Mannes of The Reporter.
Previewing, as opposed to after-thefact criticism, came in for a lot of at-

tention in Mr. McGrady's report. He
found this development to be a growing one, both in numbers and importance. In fact, at one point he said that
"it is not inconceivable that after-thefact reviewing will go the way of the
free lunch and the nickel beer, both
dandy ideas, but in the end commercially passe. Right or wrong, however,
theAnother
trend isHeard
that way."
From • Tv criticism
drew comment from another quarter
last week. Donald H. McGannon, president of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.,
told thestituteU.that ofif Georgia's
newspapersRadio-Tv
applied In-to
themselves the same standards they
suggest for tv, "our daily press would
more closely resemble the lofty editorial
objectives of Harper's or Atlantic
Mr. with
McGannon
Monthly."
along
those whosaidsee hein doesn't
adverse gotv
criticism an effort by competitive media
to "disenchant" the public about tv.
Instead, he said most tv critics are
merely
viewersat tvin whether
general
because "atypical"
they have ofto look
they want to or not, and cannot view
according to their own tastes. He also
said the task of criticism is especially
demanding in that the critic must be
an expert on too many things — which
he frequently is not.
CBS starts vtr series
CBS Films now is in videotape.
Skippering the maiden effort, a halfhour anthology series, is Producer
Robert Herridge. The project, which
starts immediately at CBS-TV, New
York, is under supervision of Leslie
Harris, vice president in charge of production. April 15 is target date for the
first two programs, with a total of 13
due by Aug. 1. The series will include
three original plays by S. Lee Pogostin
(tv
adapter aofjazzMaugham's
Sixpence),
show and Moon
possiblyanda
western by Mr. Herridge.
Sam Cook Digges, administrative vice
president,
"the budget,
series will
duced on asaidmodest
but bewithpro-a
quality that we are certain will have tremendous impact. The series will be offered for network sale."
• Program notes
• Princeton Television Center names
Televisual International, N.Y., as distributor of its The Handyman, series of
52 five-minute tv films starring Norman
Brokenshire.
• Betty Luster Assoc. Inc., N.Y., appointed sales representative for Elliot,
Unger & Elliot,
production
company.N.Y., videotape-film
BROADCASTING, February 2, 1959

In

DES

MOINES,

that result-getting station is . . .
and has always been . .
KRNT RADIO, that "know-how,
go-now" station that keeps pace
with all that's going on in
Des Moines, Iowa's lively center of
business activity. Because KRNT
has news on the hour, total
sports, the best of music,
dramatic shows, complete weather
and complete service, local
sponsors spend nearly as much
on KRNT

RADIO as on the

other 5 Des Moines

stations combined! Better See Katz Soon.
SOURCE: LATEST AVAILABLE F. C. C. FIGURES

RADIO-CBS
KRNT
A Cowles Station

He said a similar station occurred
with the motion picture business.
f Other observations of Mr. Reaver,
Weaver, Gould, Susskind strong on latter
supported in one form or another by the
other two program participants: *
Television is a powerful advertising having a basic quality of upgrading
Tape will bring some change to tv,
medium but derelict as a programming tastes. Tv is a business like any other, possibly as the avenue for Mr. Weaver
vehicle. Its service to the public is good he said, mentioning the cement busi- to further his independent Program
ness, but the medium has one essential Service — "I would have been in busibut not good enough. Tv must get better.
ness much earlier than this ... if more
difference,
that Tvof should
"values."be considered
Mr. Gould:
Essentially this is what it took three
major cities were served by facilities (if,
tv "authorities" more than two hours a trust by broadcasters (networks and for example, every major city had five
to discuss before the cameras of a licensees), advertising agencies and
metropolitan New York tv station on sponsors alike; "no man can say, T don't stations)."
The "cultural curve" among AmeriJan. 25.
cans is rising along with a climbing
have a responsibility' . . . Culture is
curve of increased leisure time. If the
The telecast, entitled Open End, and embodied in the tv medium."
networks
fail to provide cultural needs
Mr.
Weaver
says
tv
is
no
longer
a
featuring host David Susskind, producer and head of Talent Associates "communications" medium with "cov- via tv, "leaders of the country" will
Ltd., was on WNTA-TV Newark, N.J.
erage" as its primary function — that is find some other way. He's not for pay
The weekly discussion program, un- coverage of "all attractions" in the tv but admitted it might be inevitable,
sponsored until yesterday (Feb. 1), American culture as well as storytell- not, he hopes, "at the expense of comgoes on the air at 10 p.m. (cosmetic
ing. The Gould version: The "world"
mercial frequency."
maker Helena Rubenstein signed last of tv has become a studio world.
On ratings — The trouble is "misuse
week to sponsor the first hour.)
information" by unprofesThere's some history to tv's problem, of scientific
sional people. Cumulative circulation is
By the time the program dragged Mr. Weaver reflected. Milestones he
to its post-midnight close, the trio ap- cited: creativity in radio when broad- more important than that for a specific
parently had violated (and with obvious
casting was new, the subsequent move- program or time period. An advertiser
chagrin) the very tenet of excitement in of advertising agencies ("I jumped buys a series of values, not just a rating
which they agreed ought to be basic in very fast to Y&R") and a carry-over of of circulation.
tv. The program was dull.
the pattern into television. The selling
At one time he had considered a
Show participants: Tv advertiser- formula was, "Be popular, be liked and "public subscription" (not pay tv) program plan but had been talked out of
agency consultant Sylvester L. (Pat) at the least cost, be successful."
Weaver Jr., producer Susskind and
Tv (presumably under his tutelage at it by advisers. Mr. Weaver's idea was
New York Times tv critic Jack Gould, NBC-TV) climbed out of this period to have people subscribe perhaps $1
all of whom agreed that tv is a staple for a few years but now has gone back per month for special information on
for millions of people but is not what to the formula, both in programming the scheduling of cultural programming
it should be. The observation was re- and selling. Mr. Weaver declared that (as done by many fm stations).
peated inmany different ways. Missing the networks had a $100 million profit
The subject of pressures in programwas a spokesman of the networks.
in 1956, but are not bringing in such
ming was also discussed briefly by the
profit now, so mediocre or imitative
One Way to Go • Mr. Weaver's programming apparently doesn't mean
view
summedbecome
up ata therealprogram's
panel. court refuses
Ohio
finale:wastv must
commu- greater profit.
Wall St. Will Note • It is Mr. broadcaster immunity
nications
service,
"has
to
get
better,"
must be a responsible medium while Weaver's belief that parallel decline in
providing good entertainment, must programming with decline in profit will
An Ohio state law which grants immunity to newspapermen who refuse to
serve all segments of the people while boomerang — for it "gets to Wall Street."
reveal their sources of information does
not grant the same immunity to radio
and tv newscasters, Common Pleas
Judge Kenneth Sater ruled in Columbus
last week. The ruling was made in a
$300,000 libel suit filed by Bill Jorgensen, former newscaster for WTVN-AMTV Columbus, against Bert Charles,
manager of WVKO Columbus? Mr.
Charles, also a newscaster and Sports
announcer, - refused to answer seven
questions asked of him in a deposition
filed by Mr.' Jorgensen's attorneys last
October, holding he was 'given immunity
as a newsman by the state law. Judge
Sater ruled that any notary or commissioner had authority to demand answers
and
persons refusing could be punished
for
contempt.
Weaver, Gould and Susskind (l-r) on WNTA-TV: do we say, not as we do.
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Changing hands
ANNOUNCED • The following sales of
station interests were announced last
week. Both are subject to FCC approval:
• KXGI Ft. Madison, Iowa: Sold to
Cecil and Richard Gillespie (father and
son) by Joseph E. McNaughton and
family (owners of WCRA Effingham
and WRMN Elgin, both Illinois) for
$90,000. Blackburn & Co. handled the
sale. KXGI is on 1360 kc with 1 kw,
day.
• WBRO Waynesboro, Ga.: Sold to
Collins Corp. of Georgia by Carl
and Harrod Pugh for $35,000. F.K.
Graham has the majority interest in the
purchasing corp. The sale was handled
by Paul H. Chapman Co. WBRO is on
1310 kc with 1 kw, day.
APPROVED • The following transfers
of station interests were approved by
the FCC last week (also see For The
Record, page 70):
• WCUE-AM-FM Akron, Ohio: Sold
to WCUE Radio Inc. (Edwin B. Estabrook Jr., president) by Akron Broadcasting Corp. for $450,000 plus employment of Edwin Elliot and Edwin T. Elliot, owners of Akron Broadcasting, for
five years for $156,300. WCUE is on
1150 kc with 1 kw, day, directional antenna. WCUE-FM will be on 96.5 mc
with 14.5 kw.
• KGDE Fergus Falls, Minn.: Sold to
Northland Broadcasting Corp. (Kingsley
H. Murphy Jr., vice president, has interest inKRNT-TV Des Moines, Iowa)
by Fergus Radio Corp. for $100,000
plus agreement to pay Frederic T. and
Harold L. Dell, majority owners of
Fergus Radio, $24,000 over a 5-year
period not to compete within radius of
100 miles. KGDE is on 1250 kc with
1 kw, day, 500 w, night, directional antenna, night.
• WSKN Saugerties, N.Y.: Sold to VIP
Radio Inc. by John Lynker and others
for $37,050 (for 62.06% interest). VIP
Radio is owned equally by Martin Stone
(50% owner of WWES-AM-FM New
Rochelle and WVIP Mount Kisco, both
New York) and Plymouth Rock Publications Inc., owned 100% by multiple
owner John Hay Whitney. Comr. Robert Bartley did not participate in this
decision. WSKN is on 920 kc with 1
kw, directional antenna, day.
AFM-networks talk
about new contract
Negotiations between the American
Federation of Musicians and the radiotv networks were scheduled to continue
up to last Saturday at midnight (Jan.
31) when the pact expired. Indications
BROADCASTING, February 2, 1959

NORTHWEST
Long established fulltime facility with
excellent market. $40,000 cash required
for 100% purchase, or $20,000 for 50%
purchase.
SOUTH
Top independent facility in one of the
Q^,,+k'c Unmlnn
South's
booming markets.
markets. $75,000
$75,000 cash.
cash
balance over 5 years.

$100,000

$300 000

SOUTH
Very profitable daytime independent
with high gross in relation to purchase
$175,000
price. $50,000 down, balance over 5
years.
NEGOTIATIONS

•

FINANCING

•

APPRAISALS j

JBlackbiwri
& Convpmu^
RADIO - TV - NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C OFFICE MIDWEST OFFICE SOUTHERN OFFICE WEST COAST OFFICE
James
H. W. Cassill
Clifford
B.Whitaker
MarshallCalifornia
Colin M.BankSelph
Jack W.V.M.Blackburn
Harvey
William
B. Ryan
Stanley
Bldg.
Joseph
Sitrick
333
N.
Michigan
Avenue
Healey
Building
9441
Blvd.
Washington Building
Chicago, Illinois
Atlanta, George BeverlyWilshirs
Hills, CaHf.
JAckson 5-1576 CRestview 4-2770
Financial 6-6460
STerling 3-4341

(SMART) BIR
DS
OF A FEATHER

FLOCK

=j

TOGETHER

Our clients have much in common ... #1, They
are "Smart". #2, They are getting "Results".
You're invited to join our flock of "Contented
Clients". Call your H-R man NOW for detailed
information about KJEO-TV, the ALL-FAMILY
station serving Fresno and the BILLION dollar
San Joaquin Valley.

j
i;
;;

were that the contract deadline would
be extended. An AFM source said the
ACTION union
zation. had not asked for strike authoriThe networks had been reported
FOR THE
seeking a reduction in the staff musicians'ABC,quota.CBSUnder
contract,
and the
NBCexpiring
each mainENTIRE FAMILY!
tain 65 musicians in New York and 45
in Chicago. In Los Angeles, ABC and
CBS each have 21 musicians and NBC,
45. Mutual is not involved in the negosicians. tiations since it does not use staff muThe federation is understood to be
asking
for a sound
ban ontracks
the networks'
of musical
recorded usein
foreign countries.
The Radio and Television Directors
Guild, which reached an agreement
with the networks on Jan. 21 (Broadcasting, Jan. 26), reported last week
that the proposed contract has been
ratified by the membership in New
York, Washington, and Chicago and
awaits
local. approval by the Los Angeles

DYNAMIC

Thrilling stories of long-haul
truckers at home and along
the highway.
In a brand-new series that
brings you heart-in-your
mouth adventure with
plenty of heart.
Created and produced by
Robert Maxwell, famed
creator of LASSIE,
CANNON BALL will ride your
way with big audiences and
increased profits.
INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION
488 Madison Ave.-N.Y. 22»PLaza 5-2100
48 (THE MEDIA)

'Look' publisher hits
tv research on viewers
An "Audit Bureau of Paid Circulation for Television & Radio" — that was
the suggestion advanced last week by
Vernon Myers, publisher of Look magazine— with an implied pitch for paytv.
Such a bureau, comparable to that
for print media, would do much to
lessen the confusion on media circulation claims, he told the Magazine Publishers Assn.'s midwest conference in
Chicago Tuesday (Jan. 27). Even an
"Audit Bureau of Television" would be
helpful, he suggested.
An audit bureau for paid circulation
for tv would "(1) put on a comparable
base the reach, the cost-per-1 ,000, the
guarantees of print and broadcast circulations; (2) would cut through much
of the confusion and uncertainty which
now underlie media decisions; (3) readvertising's
bill the building
present
costs move
andfrom risks
of audience
today which the advertiser must bear
completely, and (4) provide broadcasting with a vast source of additional
revenues which in turn would enable
the full development of the media to
their fullest potential of service to the

tisers' radio-tv committee. Mr. Myers
challenged
Mr. Huntington's
before
an American
Marketing charge
Assn.
meeting (Broadcasting, Jan. 12) that
"while television was busy pin-pointing
its audience, print went back to the
1930's and rediscovered page traffic
and like rabbits started a magic technique of multiplication."
Mr.
Huntington
also accused Heprintsaidmedia
of having "an aversion to the facts."
Said Mr. Myers: "There is one thing
don't ask [TvB] for — cost-per-1, 000
remembered impressions for your commercial. You'll get a Nielsen average
minute for the time your commercial
went on but won't know how many
people saw or heard it, who they were,
were they even in the room, and please
don't
if anybody
remembered
Mr. askMyers
cited Daniel
Starch it."&
Staff magazine surveys and challenged
Mr. Huntington to produce "any measure of anything like this for tv commercials," adding that "if Starch ratings
are
why staff
doesn'tto
the soTvBimportant
engage fortheprint,
Starch
make the same studies of commercial
memorability for tv which is done on
magazine advertisements? I know of
no station or network which supplies

Toll tv operations • Mr. Myers declared if, as some research claims, the
top show on tv is tuned to 16 million
households per average broadcast, and
them."
ifthink
it hasthatthiseach
real household
appeal, wouldn't
would yoube
willing to pay say 10 cents per week to
see it? If so, that show then would
gross per week from the public some
$ 1 ,600,000 — more in one week than the
entire programming costs of that show
for a full year. And, if the public is
willing to pay this cost (or even some
fraction of it), why then should it now
be ontion ofadvertising's
bill?forThenetwork
elimina-tv
program costs
advertisers would make available twice
as much money for direct selling advertising. And, which, may I ask, sells
goods — programming or advertising?"
NAB boards in Florida
with full work agenda
NAB's Combined Boards are meeting this week at the Hollywood Beach
Hotel, Hollywood, Fla., opening today
(Feb. 2) with committee sessions.
The Tv Board, meeting Wednesday,
will review the proposed community
suit, tv allocaDefends Print Methods • Mr. Myers antennations andproperty-rights
a report
on the Television
Alnation."
interlaced his speech with references
locations
Study Organizations
(TASO),
to the views of Dr. Sydney Roslow, proposals to amend the tv code, the
president of Pulse Inc.; George C. "Impact of Television" public relations
Huntington, vice president and general campaign
and pay tv legislation. C.
manager of Television Bureau of Ad- Howard Lane, KOIN-TV Portland,
vertising, and George Abrams, chair- Ore., is chairman of the Tv Board.
man of the Assn. of National Adver- Thad H. Brown Jr., NAB tv vice presiBROADCASTING, February 2, 1959

In Reverberation,
ONE WORD IS BETTER
THAN 10,000 PICTURES!
The word is: EMT-140
And, Mr. Harold R. Krelstein, President, the
Plough Stations— WCAO, Baltimore, WCOP,
Boston, about
WJJD, the
Chicago,
WMPS,makeMemphiswords
EMT-140
it even
more imperative that you look into this
unit . . . and what it will do for you.
Mr. Krelstein says:
". . . the EMT-140's exceeded
our expectations as to use and
adaptability for recording work
in the production of special
soundforeffects."
But, listen
The EMT-140
added
to your yourself.
system easily
. . . adds that
extra presence, that extra quality, that will
make your broadcasting stand out above
competition's.
Send
us a recorded tape. We'll add the
quality of the EMT-140 ... no coloration,
and
no
see that with the
EMT-140,degradation.
HEARING You'll
IS BELIEVING!
For a picture, and specifications, write to:
INC.
.,°V^^cv %HARVEY103RADIO
West CO.,
43 Street
|T"-Cr| New York 36, New York
VpkI^ Our 31st year of service
U. S. IMPORTER: ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS, INC.

In a discussion of editorializing, Mr.
strate the range, scope, immediacy and
authority of the human voice in cov- Taishoff urged a prompt review, in the
ering global affairs. He called memory courts if need be, of the FCC's 1949
vision — the association of old events ruling which, he said, on the one hand
with the new — as the "great secret looks with favor upon editorial comment by stations, but on the other reweapon communism.
of the new world" embattled
quires stations to affirmatively seek out
against
by responsible perMr. McGannon said that public serv- opposingsons. Heviewpoints
described this opinion as a
ice broadcasting in 1959 must be excit- contradiction
that requires prompt
ing as well as entertaining. Moreover,
he contended public service can be clarification if broadcasters are to enjoy the freedom of expression guaransalable if it is good and strong enough
teed by the First Amendment.
to attract and hold advertisers.
The space age, and all its possibilities
Speaker
at Wednesday's
dinner ses-of
sion was Bennett
Cerf, president
for evil as well as good, increases the
dimension and the responsibility of the Random House Inc. and chairman of
broadcaster who cannot rely alone on the George Foster Peabody Radio &
network service.
Television Awards Advisory Board.
Alluding to critics and criticisms, Mr. The Peabody awards are made by the
McGannon said he personally does not U. of Georgia.
believe that newspaper critics have
launched a "fifth column dedicated to
Principal were
speakers
at Thursday's
closSydney
M. Kaye, New
disenchanting
tv," Yorking session
NEW ERA IN ACCESS
attorney and chairman of the
though he wouldthesaypublic
he had about
misgivings
about some magazines. He described board of Broadcast Music Inc., on
Georgia parley hears
the critic as an atypical observer and copyright in broadcasting, Theodore F.
not by any stretch typical of the aver- Koop, CBS Washington news and puboptimistic prediction
age viewer. Just as tv is a new art form,
director on "Washington,
Not far distant is the day when all he observed, criticism of tv is a new Worldlic affairs
Capital," and Edward J.
courts and legislatures of the land will avocation. A tv critic, he said, cannot Austin News
of
W.
D. Alexander Co., Genan expert on all things that transpire
have permanent radio and television be
eral
Electric
distributors
in Atlanta, on
on
the
television
screen.
pickup installations not unlike those of
cooperative advertising.
the United Nations. That prediction
was made last Wednesday by Robert
D. Swezey, WDSU-AM-FM-TV New
Orleans, in an address before the Georgia Radio & Television Institute at
Athens.
Mr. Swezey, one of four speakers
who covered all facets of electronic
journalism and chairman of the NAB
Freedom of Information Committee,
cited as one of the remaining roadblocks to full access to news the "arbitrary refusal of Speaker Sam Rayburn to allow broadcast pickups from
House committees." The Rayburn ban,
he argued, impedes the free flow of information and deprives the public of
seeing mentanin action.
important arm of its governThe combined audience of some 150
Technical brain trust • A committee for the Assn. of Maximum Service
Georgia broadcasters, plus the students
and faculty of the Henry W. Grady
met lastboard
Monday
to prepare an agenda for the next day's meeting
ofTelecasters
the full AMST
in Washington.
School of Journalism, also heard at
Shown above are the members of the AMST technical committee. Seated
the opening session of its 14th annual
(1 to r) : Phillip B. Laeser, WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, Wis.; Orrin W. Towner,
program, Matthew J. Culligan, executive vice president in charge of NBC
WHAS-TV Louisville, Ky.; Henry Rhea, WFIL-TV Philadelphia, Pa.;
Joseph B. Epperson, WEWS (TV) Cleveland, Ohio (chairman of commitRadio, Donald H. McGannon, presitee); Edgar F. Czarra Jr., Covington & Burling, Washington counsel; Tom
dent of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
Howard WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N.C. Standing (1 to r) : Lester W. Lindow,
and Sol Taishoff, editor and publisher, Broadcasting.
AMST executive director; John H. DeWitt Jr., WSM-TV Nashville, Tenn.,
and Howard T. Head, A. D. Ring & Assoc., Washington engineering counsel.
Mr. Culligan in a treatise on "memThe AMST board reviewed and discussed the tv allocations problem, the
ory
vision"
animated
his
talk
with
direct
final report of the Television Allocations Study Organization and its part in
radio pickups from Chet Huntley in
the forthcoming TASO study of directional antennas. It agreed to continue
New York, Joe Harsch in London, Ed
to support TASO, voting its share of funds for the first quarter 1959. AMST
Stevens from Moscow, Welles Hangen
includes about 120 stations in its membership.
in Cairo and John Rich in Berlin. These
instantaneous reports, he said, demonBROADCASTING, February 2, 1959
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dent, will participate in the meeting.
At the Radio Board meeting Thursday topics will be am and fm committee reports, Standards of Good Practice, radio transmission tariffs, the
"Hear and Now" and "Look for a
Room With a Radio" public relations
campaigns and Radio Month observance. J. Frank Jarman, WDNC Durham, N.C., is chairman. John F.
Meagher, NAB radio vice president,
will head staff participation.
The combined boards will meet Friday, going into the 1959 convention,
finances, editorializing, freedom of information, the Hall of Fame project,
legislative developments, public relations, state association activities, membership and the Voice of Democracy
contest. Harold E. Fellows will preside
as NAB president-board chairman.

GOVERNMENT
FCC

SLAPS

NETWORK

SPOT

Rulemaking proposal would limit networks
to representing own tv; comments due Feb. 28
The FCC last week tentatively took facility besides the proposed buyer, and
the first punitive step against television (4) networks be forced to make public
networks. It issued a proposed rule- all affiliation agreements, including
making notice that would prohibit net- compensation.
works from representing any stations
A recommendation that the must-buy
but their own in the spot advertising practice be curtailed has become academic since both CBS and NBC have
field.
The order, applying only to tv at eliminated this contract provision.
the outset, asks for comments by Feb.
Although networks refused comment
28. It permits replies to be filed 15 days on last week's proposed rulemaking,
later. There were no dissents.
it can be presumed they will oppose the
The order also asks that comments
Networks have opinclude a discussion on the need and suggestedposed changes.
giving
theirwhen
spotthesales
departments sinceup1948
Station
desirability of a similar prohibition in
the radio field.
Representatives Assn. first advocated
The FCC action is primarily directed this move. During the FCC hearings
on the Barrow recommendations last
at CBS and resentaNBC;
tion in1952. ABC gave up rep- spring, all network and station witnesses
Barrow Recommendation • The move registered their opposition to this prois the first in which the Commission
posal as well as others.
Representatives, under the aegis of
has accepted a recommendation of the
SRA, however, called for the adoption
Barrow Network Study.
Last month the Commission, by a of the prohibition.
split four to three vote found that opShould the Commission's proposal be
enacted, non-network owned stations
tion time is "reasonably
necessary"
tv networking.
This finding,
togetherto represented by CBS Spot Sales may acwith three individual dissenting statequire the network's spot sales organizaments, was submitted to the Dept. of
tion— including representation of network owned stations (Closed Circuit,
Justice three weeks ago (Broadcast- Jan. 19).
ing, Jan. 19).
The Justice Dept. in April of last
NBC, it is understood, and the stations it represents through its NBC
year told the FCC that the network
Spot
Sales organization has given no
practices of must-buy and option time
were in its opinion, per se violations thought to this type of move.
of the antitrust laws.
No Comment • There was no comment from SRA or station representaMoving forward on the Barrow Retives. It can be presumed, however,
port front, the Commission was scheduled to meet today (Feb. 2) with its that they will support the proposal.
staff to discuss other recommendations
In its announcement last week the
FCC called attention to the Barrow
in These
the network
report.
includestudy's
the momentous
and Report recommendation that a "reasonharsh proposal to change the multiple
able" length of time be given for staownership rules to limit the single
now represented by networkownership of vhf television stations in owned tions
spot sales organizations to transthe top 25 markets to three. The present
fer
their
representation to a nonregulations permit one entity to own up network organization.
to five vhf outlets, without specifying
A two-year period was mentioned as
market areas.
a fair transition period.
Actually the present ownership rules
The posalgist
the inCommission's
was setofforth
its comment prothat
permit a single owner to hold a maximum of seven tv stations, but only five rule-making should be instituted "to
may be vhf.
consider the adoption of a rule prohibiting television station licensees from
Other Points Urged • Other Barrow
recommendations were (1) networks be being represented in national spot sales
licensed by the FCC, (2) controls be by an organization which also operates
imposed over rate-making to prevent a television network." The paragraph
networks from influencing affiliates in added that this would not apply to stations licensed to the network.
setting spot rates, (3) all station sales
required to be conducted for cash to
In referring to the fact that the propermit other applicants to bid for the
posed rule would apply only to teleBROADCASTING, February 2, 1959

SALES

vision, the FCC also suggested that
those filing
their attention to thecomments
need for "direct
and desirability
of a similar rule with respect to the
participation of organizations which
operate tatiradio
networks
the represenon of stations
in thein national
spot
CBSfield."
Spot Sales represents, besides
radio
the network-owned stations, WTOP-TV
Washington, D.C.; WJXT (TV) Jacksonville, Fla.; WBTV (TV) Charlotte.
N.C.; WBTW (TV) Florence, S.C.:
KSL-TV Salt Lake City, Utah; KGULTV Houston-Galveston, Tex.; KOINTV Portland, Ore.
NBC Spot Sales represents, besides
the network-owned stations, KSD-TV
St. Louis, Mo.; KOA-TV Denver,
Colo.; WAVE-TV Louisville, Ky.;
WRGB (TV) Schenectady-Albany-Troy,
N.Y.; WCKT (TV) Miami, Fla.;
KONA-TV Honolulu, T.H.; KOMOTV Seattle, Wash.
Commerce committees
prime for new session
The Senate Commerce Committee
last week appointed its Communications
Subcommittee while its House counterpart received authorization and money
to conduct 1959-60 investigations.
Sen. Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.),
full committee chairman, Tuesday (Jan.
27) announced the re-appointment of
Sen. John nications
Pastore
Commu-in
chairman(D-R.I.)
and an asincrease
the subcommittee membership from five
to eight members. Also re-appointed
were Sens. Mike Monroney (D-Okla.)
and Strom Thurmond (D-S.C).
New to the subcommittee are Sens.
Gale McGee (D-Wyo.), R. Vance
Hartke (D-Ind.), Clifford Case (R-N.L),
Norris Cotton (R-N.H.) and Hugh Scott
(R-Pa.). All except Sen. Cotton also are
new members of the parent committee.
Sen. Magnuson said the parent committee would continue its over-all television investigation but that it has not
been decided if primary resDonsibility
will be vested
in Sen. Pastore's
mittee. The chairman
said hesubcomstill is
waiting for a second tv report from special counsel Kenneth Cox and a report
on allocations from the FCC before proceeding further.
The Senate has not acted on the committee's request
for the
$225,000
to carry
out its work
during
86th Congress.
The House Thursday quickly confirmed its Commerce Committee's re-

quest for $125,000— $25,000 of which
was earmarked for the Legislative Oversight Subcommittee. Earlier in the week,
the
committee's
been approved. investigative powers had
The House Commerce Committee has
not as yet made its subcommittee appointments nor decided in what form
the Oversight work will be continued.
Sources on the committee from both
parties indicated it probably would be
at least two weeks before any decision
is made.
First witnesses named
in Boston ch. 5 case
The first act cast of characters in the
Boston ch. 5 rehearing was made public last week at a pre-hearing conference
in preparation for the Feb. 16 hearing.
Special Examiner Horace Stern, retired Pennsylvania Supreme Court
chief justice, announced that he would
not be taking a February vacation as
planned and was anxious to get down to
brass tacks in this case. Judge Stern
also sat in the Miami ch. 10 rehearing.
First witness will be Robert B.
Choate, president of ch. 5 occupant
WHDH-TV. The grant to this wholly

owned subsidiary of the Boston HeraldTraveler
by a 4-2to
FCC
vote.wasThemade
case inwas1957remanded
the FCC last summer by the U.S. Court
of Appeals because of allegations of ex
parte contacts between applicants and
some commissioners.
FCC List • Other witnesses announced by Edgar W. Holtz, Commission associate general counsel,
were: Forrester A. Clark, investment banker and vice president of
unsuccessful ch. 5 applicant Massachusetts Bay Telecasters Inc.; George C.
McConnaughey, former Commission
chairman; John L. and W. Davis Taylor, of the Boston Globe (which only the
week before had been granted the right
to intervene in the case); John B. Fisher,
former administrative assistant to Sen.
Leverett Saltonstall (R-Mass.) and associated in a D.C. public relations firm
with Thomas Joyce, attorney-friend of
Mr. Choate; and Charles F. Mills, former chairman of the Contract Renegotiations Board (of which Mr. McConnaughey also was at one time chairman)
and recipient of long-distance phone
calls from Mr. Choate, according to
staff investigators of the House Subcom it e on Legislative Oversight.
In remanding Boston ch. 5 to the

What Congress asks about ratings . . .
In preparing for its upcoming rat- reports of outside organizations . . . ?
ings hearing, the Senate Commerce
"Do you consider a program's
Committee last week prodded adver- rating ... to be an accurate reflection of [its] popularity . . . ?
tising agencies to answer questionnaires asking how ratings are used
"What criteria do you employ in
in buying and placing tv shows.
determining the accuracy and reliability of the measurements of the
Replies to the 18-question inquiry,
mailed late in December, have been services that you utilize?
slow in reaching the committee. Date
any, do orthe lack
ratingsof
for the hearing, with Sen. Mike . ."What
. have effect,
on theif success
Monroney (D-Okla.) as the prime success of various programs or on
mover, still has not been set and the success ... of a broadcast stapreparation has been slow since the
tion in obtaining an account?
new Congress convened. In fact,
".
you been required to
sources close to the committee pre- change. . aHave
from a desirable
dicted last week the hearing, sched- time periodprogram
to
a less desirable time
uled to be held in New York, would period or to remove
it completely
not be held this month as originally from the station or network
because
expected.
of
low
ratings?
Of several New York agencies
"Have you ever recommended the
checked last week, none has yet an- removal
of a commercial program
swered
the
committee's
questions
al.
.
. because of low ratings?
though al said they intend to do so.
None of the agency executives were
"Does the emphasis on national
overly concerned or interested in tv ratings tend to have an adverse
effect on the development or creation
the questionnaire.
Rating Impact • Among the ques- of local live programs?"
tions asked of the agencies:
The agencies also were asked what
factors are considered in selecting or
"What
effect,decision
if any, indoselecting
ratings recommending
have on your
the continuance of a
or recommending the continuation of tv program and if they have undera commercial tv program?
taken any studies to determine proportion of rating sample audience
"Do mentyou
serviceuse... your
or doownyou measureuse the made up of children.
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FCC the Appeals Court upheld the
Commission's
grant
to FCC
WHDH-TV.
The original vote
in the
for the
grant placed Comrs. McConnaughey,
Richard A. Mack, John C. Doerfer and
Robert E. Lee in favor with Comrs.
Rosel H. Hyde and Robert T. Bartley
dissenting. Comr. T.A.M. Craven abstained. The charges of ex parte contacts with commissioners aired last year
before Legislative Oversight involved
Messrs. McConnaughey and Mack.
Other parties involved in the new
hearings include two more unsuccessful
applicants for ch. 5, Greater Boston
Television Corp. and Allen B. DuMont Labs, as well as the Dept. of
Justice, participating as amicus curiae.
Mack denied shift
of trial to Miami
A federal judge in Washington last
week denied requests that the trial of
former FCC Comr. Richard A. Mack
and Miami
Thurman
White-in
side be heldattorney
in Miami
ratherA. than
Washington. The trial is scheduled for
Feb. 16.
U.S. District Judge Burnita S. Matthews denied defense motions to change
the site of the trials. Attorneys for
Messrs. Mack and Whiteside claimed
that their clients could not receive a fair
trial in the District of Columbia because
of the wide
publicity the indictment received in Washington.
Judge
refused Messrs.
to dismiss theMatthews
indictmentsalsoaccusing
Mack and Whiteside of conspiring to
influence the award of ch. 10 Miami to
National Airlines. They were indicted
by a grand jury last September.
Although the trial of the former FCC
commissioner (he resigned last March
after cialallegations
had received
finanaid from his hefriend
Mr. Whiteside
in exchange for his vote in the Miami
ch. 10 case) and Mr. Whiteside is scheduled for Feb. 16, Judge Matthews indicated last week that she would consider a delay if requested by defense
attorneys.
KGMB hearing set
The FCC last week designated for
hearing the already-approved sale of
75.45% interest in KGMB-AM-TV
Honolulu, KHBC-AM-TV Hilo and
KMAU-TV Wailuku, all Hawaii. The
sale was approved last Dec. 3, but the
grant remains in effect until the Commission's decision after the hearing,
FCC said.
The sale was set for hearing after a
protest byholder Harry
Weinberg,corporation
1.6% stock-of
of the parent
the stations and a Hawaiian theatre
chain, and a company in which he is
president-stockholder, which owns
BROADCASTING, February 2, 1959

YOU

CAN

TELL

IF IT S

A COLLINS
TRANSMITTER
Real proof of quality transmission is in Typical audio frequency response is with- For complete information about Collins
the listening. The difference between a in ±1.5 db from 30 to 15,000 cps with high fidelity transmitters, write or call
Radio Company, Broadcast sales
Collins high fidelity signal and an ordi- less than 3% distortion from 30 to 15,000 Collins
division, 315 Second Avenue, S.E., Cedar
nary signal is measurable. And you can cps for 95% modulation.
often actually hear the difference.
Before you buy any transmitter, compare Rapids, Iowa.
specifications with others. See why
Collins high fidelity and unique quality of these
Collins out-performs them all.
COLLINS
"presence" are achieved by taking ad- For unequaled reliability, convenience,
vantage of the improved performance
offered by modern tubes and components. economy, and quality, specify Collins —
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
Only Collins transmitters deliver greater your castoneneeds.complete source for all broadCEDAR RAPIDS • DALLAS • BURBANK
audio range with minimum distortion.

0.17%tion,ofConsolidated
the stations'
parent Co.
corporaAmusement
Ltd.
The protestants were made parties to
the hearing.
Mr. Weinberg claimed the sale of
Consolidated (75.45% of the stations
plus real estate and a theatre chain) to
Hialand Development Corp. (Broadcasting, Dec. 8, 1958) for $8,088,249
constituted a fraud on the stockholders. The sale agreement contained a
"fraudulent" understatement of as much
as $1,170,000 or 12.5%, he said. He
also claimed stockholders were not in"agreement"concerning
between
Hialand formed
andof anConsolidated
the continuance of J. Howard Worrall
as president of the stations.
Booster ban delayed
as Congress presses
Congressional pressure forced FCC
last week to double the life span of
what the Commission hopes is a dying
institution: unlicensed vhf booster tv
stations.
Last Monday (Jan. 26), FCC unanimously extended from three to six
months the time for existing boosters
to either convert to uhf translators or
close down. The Commission's original
three-month ultimatum to booster operators, delivered late last year, ran
headlong into a wall of congressional
opposition (Broadcasting, Jan. 26).
FCC Chmn. John C. Doerfer flew
to Denver two weeks ago and listened
to a chorus of protests on the Commission's anti-booster action at a gathering
of western officials and booster operators. The meeting was arranged by Colorado Gov. Stephen L. R. McNichols.
In its action last week, FCC noted
that the extension of time does not apply to new boosters; the Commission
intends to prosecute the operators of
any boosters which take to the air
from now on. The Commission also
stated that it will give further study
to the legal and technical aspects of
the booster situation.
Congressional support for continuance of uhf boosters was strong last
week: 18 senators co-sponsored two
resolutions directing FCC to authorize
boosters to continue, and one bill, a
joint resolution and 16 concurrent
resolutions were introduced in the
House for the same purpose.
Merged applicants
on ch. 1 2 New Orleans
New Orleans Tv Corp., a merger of
two applicants in the New Orleans ch.
12 contest, was given FCC permission
last week to operate temporarily on
ch. 13 from yesterday (Feb. 1) to
April 30. Earlier in the week Oklahoma
54 (GOVERNMENT)

Tv Co., a third applicant, was permitted by Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham to withdraw its
application
for ch. 12 without prejudice.
Oklahoma, licensee of KWTV (TV)
Oklahoma City, had asked for withdrawal after an agreement wherein the
two other applicants, Supreme Broadcasting Co. (WJMR-AM-FM-TV) and
Coastal Tv Co., effected a merger.
The new corporation is to pay Oklahoma $75,000 for out-of-pocket expenses incurred in prosecuting its application (Broadcasting, Jan. 19).
Examiner Cunningham retained the
applications of Supreme and Coastal
in hearing status.
The new corporation also will pay
Supreme $350,000 for WJMR-TV facilities. WJMR-TV was permitted to
operate from Jan. 13-31 on ch. 13,
assigned to Biloxi, Miss., and discontinued operation on its permanent assignment, ch. 20, on Jan. 13. Under
the merger agreement Supreme will
own 40% of the new ch. 12 station
upon grant and the nine partners in
Coastal will own the remaining 60 %■
in equal shares.
WJMR-AM-FM are not involved in
the proposed merger.
The FCC said last week its action
is not to be construed as approval of
the merger and is without prejudice to
any future action it may take in the
ch. 12 case.

FCC denied the protest on the ground
that Philco had no standing. In June
1958 the U. S. Circuit Court for the
District of Columbia, by a two to one
vote; upheld the Philco viewpoint. NBC
then asked Supreme Court to review.
Ch. 13 crossfire

by Crosley, WIBC
Crosley Broadcasting Corp. and
WIBC Indianapolis swapped "concentration ofcontrol" charges in oral argument last week (Jan. 26) on the courtremanded Indianapolis ch. 13 case.
WIBC pictured
Crosleyempire
as a "giant"
regional
broadcasting
which
wants to add ch. 13 to its holdings and
as an "outsider" which does not know
"local" needs and intends to employ
its regional tv network to telecast programs on ch. 13 WLWI(TV) which
are more suitable for Cincinnati. Columbus and Dayton.
Crosley countered that 50-kw WIBC
is the area's most powerful radio station and that the station's owners (Richard Fairbanks family) not only hold interests inthe Indianapolis Star and News
but are in position to gain control of
the two newspapers if the Pulliam interests, which bought the two newspapers from the Fairbanks in 1948,
should default on interest payments to
the WIBC owners.
WIBC charged that Crosley has no
scruples about gaining an area monopoly
through multiple station rates and cited
Philco protest
Crosley"s violation of FCC rules in
allowed by court
using network
pressure against
NBC-TVprograms,
to keep
that
from placing
The U.S. Supreme Court last week
by onenon-NBC
of Crosley's
virtually told the FCC that anyone — not accepted
on another
affiliatetv
no matter how remote from broadcast- stations,
in the area (Broadcasting, May 26,
ing— has the right to protest an FCC 1958). WIBC claimed superiority in 9
action.
1 1 comparative issues and equality
It refused to review an appeals court of
ruling last June holding that Philco in the remaining two.
Crosley said it is a public firm whereCorp., Philadelphia, has standing to
as WIBC is owned by a private famprotest the FCC renewals of the licenses
ily, that its past experience in programof the NBC-owned stations in Philamingmingandcannot
its regional
networkbyprogramdelphia (WRCV-AM-FM-TV).
be duplicated
WLWI,
Last December,
in response to an
unusual request from the Supreme that the Fairbanks family's interest in
the
two
newspapers
amounts
to
$5.7
Court, the Justice Dept. and the FCC
filed divergent opinions on the right of million and that Crosley's past record
Philco totained bring
main- shows it has built up its broadcast propthat the the
lowerprotest.
court Justice
was correct;
erties instead John
of "trafficking"
Chairman
C. Doerfer inlaststations.
week
the FCC held that the appeals court
"misconstrued" the protest provisions refused to admit WIBC's argument conof the Communications Act and opened
cerning its attempt since the court rethe door to indiscriminate and time conmand to purchase present ch. 13 facilisuming proceedings.
ties operated by Crosley as WLWI. The
Philco originally protested the 1957 FCC granted ch. 1 3 to Crosley in March
FCC license renewals of the Phila- 1957, WIBC appealed and the case was
remanded by the U. S. Court of ApIt charged
that NBC's
peals for the District of Columbia in
ownershipdelphiawasstations.unfair
competition
since
the stations were identified with RCA June 1958.
Comr. Craven is not participating in
and RCA was a competitor in the appliance and radio-tv receiver fields. The the ch. 13 case.
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EDUCATORS

PLEAD

FOR

Matter of national necessity: consensus
Educators and senators warned last
Sen. Mike Monroney (D-Okla.), who
was chairman of the hearings due to
week eralthatfundsCongress
must provide
for educational
tv if fedthis the illness of Sen. Magnuson, at one
country is to keep up with others in point suggested the FCC be called before the committee to determine what
the advancement of education.
The Senate Commerce Committee can be done about acquiring more vhf
channels
for educational use. When
provided the forum Tuesday and
Wednesday (Jan. 27-28) with hearings Sen. Hugh Scott (R-Pa.) brought up
on S 12, which provides up to $1 mil- ch. 12 Wilmington, the senators agreed
lion to each state and territory for etv this channel should be re-assigned for
facilities. The bill was introduced by educational use. Storer Broadcasting
Co. formerly operated a commercial
Sens. Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.), station
on ch. 12 but has returned the
chairman of the committee, and Anpermit to the FCC.
drew Schoeppel (R-Kan.), ranking mi- construction
Sen.
Monroney was particularly
nority member.
Both witnesses and senators hearing distressed because heavily-populated
the testimony stressed these points: eastern areas do not have etv stations —
(1) Lack of money has kept etv from or vhf assignments for education. He
reaching its potential (there currently mentioned specifically New York, New
are 35 etv stations operating); (2) Jersey, Philadelphia and Washington.
Federal assistance is a must if the poKeep Up With Jonses • Rapid adtential ever is to be reached; (3) Etv
vancement byother nations in education makes it mandatory that Congress
stations must get on the air if they are
to withstand attacks on educational- pass S 12, Sen. Ralph Yarborough (Dreserved channels by commercial oper- Tex.) said. Also, he stated, if money is
ators; (4) Etv would be just as valuable
to break "the bottlefor adult education as for students; not appropriated
choking offoreducational
mountingneckpressures
the unusedtv,"channels
(5) The FCC should make more educational vhf channels available in heavily- by
commercial interests may be sucpopulated areas, and (6) Etv could cessful.
The Texas Democrat and Sen. Clifhelp alleviate the classroom-teacher
shortage.
ford Case (R-N.J.) asked that the bill
Smooth Sailing Forecast • An identi- be amended to make it possible for
cal measure to S 12 passed the Senate educational organizations crossing state
lines to be eligible to receive federal
last spring but died in the House Com- money.
merce Committee. Sen. Magnuson has
promised fast Senate action during the
All ofT.A.M.
last week's
Craven,witnesses
speakingexcept
for
new session and his committee will con- Comr.
sider the bill at its next executive ses- the FCC, favored federal aid for etv
sion, scheduled for Feb. 11. So far, and the commissioner did not take any
there is no opposition within the com- position. He said the Commission "does
mit e to the proposal.
not have any special competence as

ETV

FUNDS

at hearing on bill
to whether or not federal appropriations
should
be used"
He point-a
ed out the
FCC tohasassist
alwaysetv.expressed
"favorable attitude" toward etv with
86 vhf and 171 uhf channels reserved.
Rep. Stewart Udall (D-Ariz.), the
lead-off witness, told the committee that
"everything we said last year [during
April 1958 hearings on the same bill]
more true
ever before."
He
isis now
the author
of anthanidentical
bill in the
House.
Donald McGannon, president of
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., said
that etv has accomplished much in the
past six years "but far more lies in the
future than in the past." Mr. McGannon, accompanied by WBC Washington Vice President Joseph Baudino,
said that commercial tv makes an indirect and intangible contribution to
etv. He outlined the monetary, equipment and programming contributions
of WBC to educational television.
Money Crisis • "The U.S. must improve and increase the use of all educational means at our disposal," Mr.
McGannon
surely and
radioa
and tv have stated,
a great "but
opportunity
still
in this hindered
regard."
He greater
said a obligation
lack of money
establishment of educational radio, with
only 40 educational am outlets on the
air, and the same could happen to etv
if the videfederal
funds. government does not proJohn Ivey, executive vice president of
New York U., said the time could
come when it would be possible for a
student to qualify for a college degree
through tv without ever going near a
campus. He said the monetary back-

Strong for etv props (I to r): Rep. Udall, NAEB's Harley, Alabama's Hurlburt, JCET's Steetle
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their own comments or clarifying explanations.
The board reconfirmed its backing of
directional antenna study and took up
other administrative details.

ing proposed by the Magnuson bill
should be increased.
Raymond Hurlbert, general manager
of Alabama's three-station etv network,
labeled
tv a "providential
tool"traditional
in helping education
shift from the
to
modern
teaching
needs.
"Tv
natural for character education and isciti-a
zenship training,"
said. communi"It transmits emotion,
ideals he— makes
cations far more real and personal than
the printed page."
A plea for the assignment of an educational vhf channel to the Washington,
D.C., area was made by Mrs. Edmund
G. Campbell, president of the Greater
Washington Etv Assn. Mrs. Campbell
said
the by
association's
stymied
inability toplansget aretimebeing
on
Washington's four commercial stations.
The Wisconsin Way • William Harley, president of the National Assn. of
Educational Broadcasters, said that the
Wisconsin educational radio network
is an indication of what etv can accomplish with sufficient funds. Wisconsin,
he said, has 10 radio transmitters in
operation teaching 284,000 individual
students. Unless federal support is forthcoming, he stated, etv reservations will
continue to lie fallow and open to attack
by commercial interests.
Ralph Steete, executive director of
the Joint Council on Educational Tv,
reported on etv achievements to date,
including both air and closed-circuit
operations.
Others who testified during the twoday hearing included Richard Hull, director of radio-tv, Ohio State U.; William Friday, president of North Carolina U.; William Brish, superintendent
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of Washington County (Md.) schools,
which operates an extensive closed-circuit system; Carl Hansen, superintendent of Washington, D.C., public schools;
Roland Kirks of the D.C. school board;
D.C. Comr. Robert F. Kneipp, and Leland Hazard, member of board of the
Educational Tv & Radio Center, Ann
Arbor, Mich. Sen. Andrew Schoeppel
(R-Kan.),
the AFL-CIO
others entered statements
into theandrecord.
TASO report to FCC
due end of February
The final report of Television Allocations Study Organization will be in the
hands of the FCC by the end of February. This is the hope Dr. George
Town, TASO executive director, expressed after a stormy TASO board
meeting in Washington Jan. 24-25.
Two points of conflict at the meeting
were: Whether Dr. Town or the board
should write the final report, and
whether Dr. Town should refer to recent equipment developments not noted
or discussed in technical panel reports
which make up the bases of the bulky
report. This was in reference to such
recent developments as master amplifiers, parametric amplifiers, etc.
The TASO board decided, by split
vote, that Dr. Town should write the
report — including mention of new devices— taking into account suggestions
advanced by board members but permitting him to use his discretion. It was
also agreed that before final printing
all members of the board would see
galley proofs and be permitted to add

Appeals court hits
FCC 'expense' ruling
The FCC has not made a sufficient
showing that $55,000 paid to an applicant which withdrew from the Beaumont, Tex., ch. 6 case represented actual
expenses, the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia said last week
in a unanimous 3-0 decision reversing
the Commission. The case now goes
back to FCC for further proceeding.
Judge John A. Danaher, who had dissented from the court's decision reversing the Commission in January 1956,
this time went along with Judges David
L. Bazelon and Charles Fahy in the new
ruling on an appeal by the Beaumont
Enterprise (KRIC Beaumont) (Broadcasting, Dec. 22, 1958). KRIC held
that the FCC didn't determine "affirmatively" whether FCC and administrative
processes were abused by an agreement
between Beaumont Broadcasting Corp.
(KFDM) and W.P. Hobby, publisher of
the Houston Post (KPRC-AM-FM-TV
Houston), giving the latter an option to
buy 32.5% of the ch. 6 station if
KFDM won the grant, and by the $55,000 payment.
The FCC originally granted ch.
6 to KFDM in August 1954. A new
oral argument was held after requests
for reconsideration and stay. FCC affirmed the grant in January 1955. The
Enterprise appealed and the court reversed the case in January 1956. After
KFDM lost an appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court the FCC held a new hearing and in April 1958 reaffirmed the
grant to KFDM. KFDM began operation on ch. 6 April 24, 1955.
The $55,000 payment was made to a
third applicant, KTRM Beaumont, as
out-of-pocket expenses in consideration
for its withdrawal. The sum was made
as a loan to KFDM by Mr. Hobby,
who had held 10% interest and an
option for 25% of the KTRM application. Mr. Hobby withdrew from the
KTRM
1954 grantapplication
to KFDM after
and the
beforeFCC's
the
ensuing oral argument.
The court said last week it will "withhold" judgment on whether the payment of actual out-of-pocket expenses
contravenes the public interest and
abuses FCC processes, especially in
view of rulemaking issued on that question by the FCC on June 30, 1958,
and still pending. The court found
"reasonable" the FCC's position that
KFDM should not be disqualified because of alteration of its proposal.
BROADCASTING, February 2, 1959

Only 5 show interest
in space allocations
Only five organizations filed frequency allocations suggestions for space
exploration
line last week.with the FCC at the deadAlthough none of the specific recommendations impinged directly on broadcast bands, many general suggestions
by noted scientists enveloped tv channels and fm broadcasting by their very
broadness.
Tv channels in the upper vhf allocation and the uhf video band were
involved in most of these references.
The lower end of the tv vhf band was
also included in other general comments, as were the tv studio-transmitter
link and remote pick-up assignments at
2000 mc and at 7000 mc.
Filing last week were NAB, American Rocket Society, Air Transport
Assn., Aeronautical Radio Inc., and the
National Academy of Sciences.
The comments were in response to
an invitation issued by the FCC last
month for suggestions on assignments
in the radio spectrum for space-space
and space-earth services (Broadcasting, Jan. 12).
The Commission emphasized that
only government bands were involved
and that the contemplated allocations
were only
for control,
telemetering, position observance
and guidance.
NAB asked that the FCC make certain that any bands used for outer
space electronics steer clear of conflict
with the present fm allocation (88-108
mc). NAB specifically mentioned that
part of the fm band between 100 and
108 mc.
The American Rocket Society recommended 25 assignments, ranging from
1.3-1.5 mc for space services to 80,00081,000 mc for earth-space and space
services.
ARS queried a number of outstanding scientists for their personal commentsmit edonitsspectrum
utilizationafter
and these
subrecommendations
responses were screened by a five-man
panel.
Among suggestions received by ARS
was
Wernher
von Braun's
commentin
on theDr. lack
of frequency
allocations
the range 200-300 mc, recommending
its use for space and satellite telemetry,
and the use of the 450-500 mc and
900-1000 mc bands for tracking. This
band includes television chs. 11-13 and
the lower portion of uhf tv. Another
expression involving 250-1000 mc (uhf
television allocation runs 470-890 mc),
came from James L. Middlebrooks,
engineering vice president, King Broadcasting Co. stations. Dr. Richard W.
Porter, GE consultant, noted the "seriBROADCASTING, February 2, 1959

gap" inmc the(thisregion
and ous1700
area between
includes 150
the
upper
vhf
chs.
7-13
and
the uhf tv
band).
James R. Dempsey, Convair-Astronautics vice president, called for allocations in the lower end of the 5925-8500
mc band. This covers the television
studio-transmitter link and remote pickup bands between 6875 mc and 7125
mc.
Other recommendations were that
two 50-mc bands be reserved in the 100150 mc band (by Peter K. Onnigian,
chief engineer, KBET-TV Sacramento,
Calif.), and that 1,000 mc bands be
assigned above 10,000 mc (by Clure
H. Owen, ABC engineering administrative assistant). Tv studio-transmitter
links and remote pickup also are at
12,700-13,200 mc.
In one instance ARS recommended
that a band be taken away from another
service. This is the 430-435 mc area,
now assigned to amateur service. The
other recommendations refer only to
government spectrum space.
ATA and Airlnc. on behalf of civil
aviation interests expressed opposition
to the allocation of any frequencies between 108 mc and 136 mc. A portion
of this band is being considered for air
traffic control, they pointed out.
The National Academy said it would
like
to see150"more
adequate"
allocations
between
mc and
1700 mc
(again
the upper vhf channels and all of the
uhf video space). It advocated the
reservation of a 10-mc-wide band in the
vicinity of 400 mc and near the 9001000 mc areas for tracking and telemetry. The Academy stated that frequencies above 2000 mc be used for
meteorology, altimeters and planetaryexploration.
NAS alsomonicallymentioned
"'space near
for harrelated frequencies
60,
80 and 160 mc (involving chs. 2, 3 and
5) for refraction and electron density
experiments." It also noted 100 mc
and 400 mc as possible areas for scientific utilization (fm occupies 100 mc
as part of its 88-108 mc band).
WCLW-Journal sale
up for FCC hearing
The FCC last week designated for
hearing the proposed sale of WCLW
Mansfield, Ohio, to the Mansfield Journal Co. for $45,000. The Commission
in November (Broadcasting, Dec. 1)
sent McFarland letters to WCLW owner
Frederick Eckardt and the Mansfield
News-Journal saying a question still exists as to whether the newspaper company engages in activities inconsistent
with FCC policy on controversial issues
and in monopolistic business practices.
The FCC last week made WMAN

Mansfield a party to the hearing.
WMAN had asked for a hearing on the
sale last September (Broadcasting,
Sept. 15). charging the newspaper
company engages in business practices
"contrary
to" the Sherman and Clayton
antitrust acts.
FCC Chmn. John C. Doerfer disented to last week's denied
action. a broadcast
The sCommission
license to the Mansfield Journal Co. in
1948 iated
on Lorain
grounds
company's
(Ohio)theJournal
refusedaffil-to
sell advertising to firms which advertised on WEOL Elyria. Ohio. WMAN
at that time charged similar practices
by the Mansfield newspaper. The U.S.
Supreme in
Courtthe supported
the FCC's
position
Lorain case.
Both
WMAN and WEOL have triple damage suits in Ohio federal district court
against the newspapers as a result of
the 1948 cases. The trial date in the
WEOL suit is next September.
Moline race narrows
The six-way Moline, 111., ch. 8 case
became a five-way contest last week
with
the that
announcement
by Iowa-Illinois
Tv Co.
it will withdraw.
Reasons
are to be given when the official rewithdrawal
IowaIllinois questisfor 65%
owned isbymade.
Nationwide
Mutual Insurance Co.. which is sole
owner of Peoples Broadcasting Corp.
Peoples is licensee of one tv and five
am outlets.
The remaining contestants are CommunityMidland
Telecasting Corp..
Tele-Views
News Co..
Broadcasting
Co.,
Illiway Tv Inc. and Moline Tv Corp.
Backs labor bill
NAB endorses legislation aimed
at union corruption but objects to
portionsbillof(Sthe505).Kennedy-Ervin
labor
Charles H.
Tower. NAB economics-personnel
manager, told
committeeaFridaySenate
(Jan. labor
30). subMr. Tower opposed Title VI of
the bill on the ground only one of
five amendments to the TaftHartley Act had even a remote relation to abuse of union power
and corruption. His major objection was based on a requirement
(Sec. 103) that employers report
under certain circumstances their
expenditures
over byS2.500
to influence employes
advertising
and other methods. He also opposed arequirement that employ ers report hiring of labor relations
counsel used directly or indirectly to influence employes. He noted
that no similar requirements apply to unions.
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• H. Grant Atkinson, formerly radio-tv supervisor of Compton Adv.,
Chicago,
v.p. and
radio-tv&
director ofappointed
MacFarland,
Aveyard
Co., Chicago, succeeding James
Shelby, resigned. Other agency
changes: Walter C. Power to executive v.p. and general manager; David
W. Stotter, senior v.p.; Merritt R.
Schoenfeld, v.p., and Gordon
Hendry, media director, latter succeeding Alfred Trude, resigned to join
Clinton E.casting,Frank
Jan. 26).Inc., Chicago (Broad• Richard L. Dexter, formerly account executive, Rogers & Smith Adv.,
• William C. Gordon Jr. will resign
Kansas City, to Interstate Securities Co.,
as executive director of American Marthat city, as director of advertising and
keting Assn., effective June 30. Mr.
public relations.
Gordon, executive director since October 1953, plans to concentrate on
personal affairs and to be marketing
• Maurice E. Atkinson, previously asand management consultant.
sistant to v.p. and director of marketing,
Frank Armstrong, president of • Graeme W. Stewart and Donald
Jacob Ruppert Brewery, N.Y.. ap- •Sales
Communications Inc., N.Y.,
pointed advertising manager.
Cuttie, account executives of Henri,
named v.p. of parent company, Mc- L.Hurst
& McDonald, Chicago, elected
• Harry F. Schroeter. formerly of Cann-Erickson Inc.
Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati, and • Dale Anderson, formerly v.p. and
with National Biscuit Co., N.Y., since account manager coordinator, Lennen • Louis F. Cahn assumes duties as
v.p.'s. of Cahn, Miller & Strouse Inc.,
1945, named director of newly-created & Newell, to Compton Adv., N.Y., as president
general advertising department.
Baltimore agency formed from merger
v.p. and account supervisor.
of Cahn-Miller Inc. and Strouse & Co.
• Arthur E. Rosengarten. sales rep- • George J. Poris, creative supervisor, Samuel S. Strouse will be v.p.-treasresentative ofRonson Corp. in metro- Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, urer, and William C. Harris, v.p.-secpolitan New York, appointed western NY., named v.p.
retary. C. LeRoy Miller has retired.
regional sales manager, headquartering • Wallace J. Rigby, 52, v.p. of Sales Agency will operate from 510 St. Paul
in Los Angeles.
Communications Inc., N.Y., died Jan. Place; telephone is Saratoga 7-4466.
• Ogden Kniffin, formerly with 22 following heart attack. He had been • Arthur R. Davies, formerly with
McCann-Erickson as assoYoung & Rubicam, to Colorforms, with parent
named Pittsburgh.
copy chief of Vic Maitciate director of merchandising depart- BBDO,
land & Assoc.,
N.Y., toy manufacturer, as advertising
ment
before
joining SC in 1957.
director and manager of new products
L. Burch, formerly v.p., acdivision.
• Leroy B. Block, v.p. and account • Thomas supervisor
and member of plans
supervisor; Hal F. Davis, assistant to board, count
Young & Rubicam, L.A., to
• Owen H. Klepper, with Philco president; Dr. E. L. Deckinger, v.p. Tatham-Laird,
Chicago, as account suCorp., Phila., since 1948, appointed ad- and director of media department; and
vertising and sales promotion manager- Theodore M. Kaufman, v.p. and ac- pervisor.
count supervisor, elected to board of • Gordon G. Hurt, formerly advertishome
tioners.laundry equipment and air condi- directors, Grey Adv., N.Y.
ing and merchandising director, Norge
Div. of Borg-Warner Corp., Chicago,
named account supervisor on Bell &
Howellcity.account at McCann-Erickson,
that
THIS IS TH£ JIHOLB MILL RtCORD
A
• Frederick J. Cowan, formerly account executive, Hazard Adv. Co.,
PER JINGLE ON CONTRACT
named account supervisor, Gaynor &
Ducas Inc., N.Y.
^ COMPLETELY CUSTOM MADE
over 400 STATIONS SOLD
• Fred A. Epps, president, Fred A.
98% OF STATIONS HAVE REORDERED
Epps & Assoc., and Jack Trustman,
president of Jack Trustman Adv., both
OVER 7,000 JINGLES ORDERED AND WRITTEN
Detroit, have merged their agencies to
PUT THIS RECORD TO WORK FOR ¥00
form Epps-Trustman Co., Detroit. Mr.
Epps headed his own agency for 14
years,
Mr. Trustman, five years. New
Completely custom made jingles for
JIHOLB
MILL
commercial accounts and station breaks —
firm's address is 10324 Puritan.
no open ends and no inserts. 201 west 49th s».. New York city • John I. Prosser, formerly executive
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• Don C. Miller,
formerly senior v.p. of
Kenyon & Eckhardt,
N.Y., elected marketing v.p.rich,ofN.Y.B.Mr.F. GoodMiller
was tor previously
direcof market research
and head of sales orsis of Packard Motor Co. ganization and analy-

Agencies
• F. R. Risley, senior v.p. and manReach McClinton's
namedager,vice
chairman ofNewark
board. office,
Don
Mayer, v.p. and account executive in
Newark office, succeeds Mr. Risley.
• William R. Gillen, v.p. in charge of
BBDO's Chicago office, named assistant
to president to concentrate on new business. He is succeeded
in Chicago by Wayne
Tiss, previously in
Mr. Gillen
charge of BBDO,
Hollywood. Robert J. Stefan, television production supervisor in HollyTiss. wood office since 1952, succeeds Mr.

Johnson, formerly prodgeneral manager of WKAT • I. uctJerrold
v.p.
supervisor for retail advertising at
MiamiandBeach, Fla., to Tally Embry
Minneapolis, to creadvertising agency, as ra- Northrup-King,
Inc.,dioMiami
ative and copy department of Richard
director. Mr. Prosser entered radio
in 1927 at WWJ Detroit.
Crabb & Assoc., Chicago advertisingmarketing-public relations agency.
• David Strousse, for past five years
formerly program diwith Grey Adv., to Warwick & Legler, • Georgerector ofHall,
WRAL-TV Raleigh, N.C..
account executive on to J. T. Howard
senior
as
N.Y.,
Adv., that city, as
Revlon account.
• Richard A. Korte, formerly account copy director.
executive at Foote, Cone & Belding, to • Ted Van Dyk, formerly with Prudential Insurance Co., to copy staff of
Chicago office of Kenyon & Eckhardt Doyle Dane
Bernbach, NY.
capacity. James A. Mcsimilar
in
Namara, previously with Procter &
Gamble, named account executive in Networks
K&E's New York office.
• Norman Racusin, director of budg• Robert Grossman, formerly adverpricing ofanddirector,
planningbusiness
for NBC-TV,
affairs,
tising manager of Catalina Inc., San adds ets,duties
Pedro, Calif., to Doyle Dane Bernbach, replacing Howard L. Letts, who reL.A.. as account executive.
joins RCA as v.p. and controller.
• John W. Robinson Jr., tv commer- • M. S. (Bud) Rukeyser Jr., with
cial producer, McCann-Erickson, N.Y., NBC since January 1958 and before
named tv-radio account executive.
that in television publicity department
• Frederick C. Stebbins, previously of Young & Rubicam Inc., named press
news and public affairs, newlyadvertising and sales promotion man- editor,
unit in NBC press department.
ager, Corning Glass Works, Corning. created
Fagu and Arthur OppenN.Y., to Fuller & Smith & Ross, Pitts- William
heim,
NBC
staff writers, were
burgh, as account executive on West- named to unit press
to supervise publicity for
inghouse account.
news and public affairs, respectively.
• Robert Roth, formerly of Magnavox • Robert D. Kasmire, formerly of
Co., Ft. Wayne, Ind., to Lavenson Bu- WJAR-TV Providence, R.I., named coreau of Advertising, Phila., as account
ordinator, special projects, corporate
executive.
planning, NBC, N.Y.
• Charles W. Johnson, formerly ac- • Myra Clark, continuity editor of
count executive of KYA-AM-FM San
Los Angeles for 12 years, moves to
Francisco, to Gross & Roberts Adv., KFI
continuity acceptance department of
that city, in similar capacity.
ABC, that city, Feb. 15. Dorothy
succeeds her as continuity editor
• Frederick C. Williams, account ex- Wood
of KFI.
Co., inChicago,
to Clintonecutive atE.D'Arcy
Frank, Adv.
that city,
similar • Harry K. McWilliams, recently
capacity.
with J. Arthur Rank organization,
• Ted Malone to House of J. Hay den named promotion and publicity coordiTwiss Inc., N.Y., as director of radio,
nator for 1959 Academy Awards teletv and films.
(NBC-TV, April 6. 10:30 p.m.12:15 cast
a.m.).
• Peter Triolo, formerly associate
media director, Dancer-Fitzgerald- Stations
Sample, to Ogilvy, Benson & Mather
Inc., well
NY.,Houseascoffee
media account.
supervisor on Max• John A. Patterson, sales manager,
WPIX (TV) New
• Jeremy Sprague, media buyer for
York, elected v.p. in
past four years, Cunningham & Walsh,
charge of sales.
N.Y., and before that timebuyer at
Compton Adv., named assistant media
• Edward V. Cheviot
supervisor at C&W.
I and Rex Preis ap• Bruce C. Crawford, formerly account executive with Benton & Bowles.
Pointed offai™
PattersonSan agers
WOAI-TV
Antonio,
respectively.
NY., to Ted Bates & Co., N.Y., as andMr. WOAI
member of Brown & Williamson ac- Mr. Cheviot, commercial manager of
WOAI-TV since 1952, was formerly
count group.
manager of San An• Dale Fisher, formerly copywriter at generaltonioadvertising
Light. Mr. Preis, commercial manBBDO, Chicago, to copy staff of Clinager of WOAI since 1951, was formerly
ton E. Frank, that city.
assistant general manager and commerBROADCASTING, February 2, 1959
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\
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KALL
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SALT LAKE OGDEN
FIRST
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PULSE, HOOPER,
and now
NIELSEN
To sell America's 35th market
only UTAH
need GROUP.
the IMN you
METRO
The Nation's Most Successful Regional Network
HEADQUARTERS • SALT LAKE CITY • DENVER
Contact Your Avery-Knodel Man
WDBJ RADIO NEWS STAFF
NOW IN ITS 13th YEAR!

FORREST
LANDON
Radio NewsM. Director
Authoritative news every hour of the day
and night, broadcast by full-time professional newsmen, is another reason why
WDBJ is preferred by its loyal audience.
WDBJ'S New
Special
Events
Mobile Studio

CBS RADIO
WDBJ Roanoke, Virginia
AM • 960 Kc. • 5000 watts
FM • 94.9 Mc. • 14,000 watts
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.
National Representatives

cial manager of KTSA (now KAKI)
San Antonio.
• William J. Page,
formerly general manager and secretarytreasurer of WBAZAM-FM Albemarle,
N.C., appointed general manager of
WEZL Richmond,
Va. Mr. Page was
previously manager of
Albemarle Chamber of Commerce.
• Howard Morris, formerly station
manager of WARD-AM-TV Johnstown,
Pa., to KBMB-TV Bismarck, N.D., in
similar capacity.
• Herbert E. Evans, v.p. and general
manager of Peoples Broadcasting Corp.,
Columbus, Ohio, named NAB delegate
to Inter-American Assn. of Broadcasters, succeeding Gilmore Nunn, resigned. Appointment of Mr. Evans will
become
effective following
general assembly
in April. IAB's sixth
• Kenneth L. Hastie, with WMT Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, since
1936, named station
manager. Beryl W.
Starbuck succeeds
Mr. Hastie as sales
manager. Mr. Starbuck joined WMT as
announcer in 1946.
• William F. Russell, formerly salesman of WKYW Louisville, to WSONAM-FM
Henderson, both Kentucky, as
stations director.

WTTG (TV), both Washington, and in that city. Mr. Silver was formerly
general manager of WNLA Peekskill,
general manager-president of WUST- N.Y.
FM Bethesda, Md., died Jan. 26 in
Washington.
• Dave Archard promoted to production manager of WALT Tampa, Fla.,
• Len Corwin, formerly New England representative of Ziv Television and Roy Nilson, formerly of WHOO
Programs, to WCRB-AM-FM Waltham, Orlando,
director. Fla., named WALT program
Mass., as v.p. in charge of sales.
• Les Miller assumes duties of v.p.
and general manager of KARS (formerly KEXX) San Antonio. Other
KARS appointments: Harold Carr as
assistant manager and production director; Don Mitchell as sales mannouncer.ager, and Troy Mallory as chief an-

• James Ferguson, program director
of WSAZ-TV Huntington, W.Va., to
WMCT (TV) Memphis, Tenn., as program manager.
• Stan Richards, program director of
WILD Boston, elected v.p.
• Don Brewer, formerly of KCMO
Kansasdirector.
City, to KBKC, that city, as
• Hal Ghues appointed station man- news
ager of KIWW San Antonio, Tex., replacing W.M. (Bill) Simpson, named
• Gilbert Martyn, 53, formerly news
regional sales manager.
director of KTLA (TV) Los Angeles,
• Cal Perley, west coast v.p. of Com- died in Los Angeles of throat cancer
munity Club Awards past 10 years, ap- Jan. 24 after illness of two years. Durpointed executive assistant to president
ing New York World's Fair in 1939,
of KCOP (TV) Los Angeles. Mr. Per- Mr. Martyn delivered news program
WNBT (TV), believed to be first
ley will work on over-all sales activities over
in conjunction with expanded videotape tv newscast in history.
syndication plans.
• Don Ross, formerly program director
• Ted Richardson, chief announcer of KGFJ Los Angeles and with KFMB
of WMOH-AM-FM Hamilton, Ohio, San Diego since 1956, named program
named supervisor of production and director of KFMB.
personnel.
• W.W. Chaplin, with NBC News
• Edward J. Young, engineering staff, since 1943, joins KTRL Bradenton,
WTAE (TV) Pittsburgh, promoted to Fla., as news director today (Feb. 2).
production coordinator.
• Ed Pollock, formerly newscaster of
• Phil Wygant, operations manager of WWVA-AM-FM
Wheeling, W.Va., to
WBAP-TV Fort Worth, Tex., elevated WSTV-TV Steubenville,
Ohio, as news
to promotion director of WBAP-AM- editor.
FM-TV,
replacing
Margret
McDon• Joe Morris, formerly of James Olin
ald, retired.
Tice Jr. stations (South Carolina and
• Ken Waligorski promoted from director toproduction manager of WISNDelaware), to WKIX-AM-FM Raleigh, • Walt Schaar, program supervisor of
N.C. as business manager and assistant KREM-TV Spokane, Wash., promoted TV Milwaukee. Mr. Waligorski's new
post was erroneously given as station
to v.p. and general manager.
to program director, and Richard Bar- 26).
manager last week (Broadcasting, Jan.
rett to production manager.
• Harold E. Sheffers, 63, v.p. and
director of First Federal Savings & • Ralph S. Silver Jr. resigns as naLoan Assn. of Washington, D.C., and
tional sales manager of WLEC San- • Chet Brouwer, program coordinator
formerly sales manager of WOL and
dusky, Ohio, to enter private business for Groucho Marx show, joins KTLA
(TV) Los Angeles as director of film
^tllllllf tllllllllllllllllltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllflllllllllltlllllllllllBIIIIIIIIIIIIlllllIllllllllltllltllllllltlllltllltlllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllflllll^ and tape operations.
Tom Cary, air personality of KMTV
WANTED:
| •(TV)
Omaha, Neb., for seven years,
|
A Creative Advertising Salesman
§ promoted to account executive.
=
You are a creative salesman who has sold radio and TV time =
formerly assistant ad=
successfully. You appreciate the opportunity to join a growing ad- = • Paul Downs,
vertising manager of Greenville (N.C.)
S
vertising firm doing specialized promotional work. You start and
= Daily Reflector,
to
Portsmouth,
==
sustaingreater
the speed
of your own
well organized,
ready == Va., as account WAVY
executive. Bobby
for
responsibility,
and rocket.
require You're
a minimum
of supervision.
Randolph Davidson, formerly with
You
are in youropportunity
early 30's,limited
married,onlyandby welcome
challenge
of
=
an expansion
your owntheability.
If you
=5 Kraft Foods, named merchandising man
5
are the right man for this job, write fully concerning your back- = and George Hanna appointed assistant
ground, including salary requirements and all vital statistics to
§f bookkeeper for WAVY-AM-TV.
Ray Markham, formerly of WIBV
BOX 556H, BROADCASTING
1 •Belleville,
111., to KWK St. Louis as
account executive.
=t ^ ' @t m 1111d111iijie11■111111111111 111111111e1111111111111111111111111111111r1111111111m 111r11b11111111■111111111111ji■1111111m 111111111b£1111£1111e1119
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• Ken Manley, operations manager, • Robert M. Light, promotion direc- • Ken Jones, formerly of WCPO-AMtor of Don Lee Broadcasting System, FM Cincinnati, to WHTN-AM-FM
southern division of Tarlow Assoc.
Va., WWOK Char- KHJ-AM-TV Los Angeles and KFRC Huntington, W. Va., as announcer.
Roanoke,
(WHYElotte, N.C.,
and WJBW New Orleans), San Francisco, 1953-58, currently proformerly weatherducing Quiz Down on KNXT (TV) •caster
resigns to join WCSH Portland, Me.
ity.Jamesof Dawson,
WOAI-TV San Antonio, to
appointed managing di• Russell Wittberger, formerly of Los Angeles,
KONO-TV,
that
city,
in similar capacBroadrector
WISN Milwaukee, to sales staff of
castersofAssn.Southern California
WEMP, that city.
• Robert Garick, who has appeared • Owen Spann, formerly air personal• Bert Files, formerly air personality in more than 20 motion pictures, to
ity of WBTSanCharlotte,
to KCBSAM-FM
FranciscoN.C.,
in similar
caof WCAW Charleston, W. Va., to WWIN Baltimore as air personality.
WCHS, that city, on sales staff.
• Robert Anderson to KLAC Los pacity.
• Reed Farrell, formerly air per• Donald A. Getz promoted from Angeles as newscaster.
St. Louis, to WIL,
radio salesman to assistant sales mana- • Bill Daniels, formerly d.j. of KFWB that city,sonalinity of KWK
similar capacity.
ger at WGN Chicago.
Los Angeles, to KTLA (TV), that city,
• Jerry Blair to WDRC-AM-FM
• Cal Druxman, director of merchan- as member of publicity staff.
dising of KFJZ-TV Ft. Worth, Tex., • Bill Davis, Red Robinson and Ray Hartford, Conn., as announcer.
appointed account executive.
Horn, formerly of KEX-AM-FM Port- • James Mudge, formerly feature
land, Ore., to KGW Portland as air per- writer and reporter of Grand Rapids
• Barbara Curran, formerly of KOAT- sonalities.
(Mich.) Herald, to WOOD, that city,
TV Albuquerque, N.M., to Hollywood
Other WOOD appointoffice of KBIG Santa Catalina, Calif., • George Rice joins WCCO Min- as newsman.
George Davis, formerly of
as assistant traffic and sales service man- neapolis-St. Paul as host-moderator of WAMM ments:
Flint,
Mich., to announcer,
ager.
Open Mike, panel-discussion night pro- and Constance Miller to copywriter.
gram heard Mon.-Fri.
• Thomas Joseph (Jeff) Guier, formerly of WEAM Arlington, Va., to • Joseph della Malva, formerly of • Al Bronick, formerly of WMCK
WFBR Baltimore sales staff.
WDGY Minneapolis, to WPBC, that McKeesport, Pa., to WSTV-TV
Steubenville, Ohio, as announcer. Bob
• Ernie Berger, formerly of KSD St. city, as news commentator.
joins WSTV-AM-FM as air
Louis, to KCFM (FM), that city, as • Ronald A. Barrett, air personality Anderson
personality.
ofas KYW-TV,
Cleveland,
to
KYW-FM
sales manager.
Other
KCFM
appoint• Bill McMillan, formerly newsman
announcer.
ments: Walter Peters and Kent
Braverman, latter formerly of WMTAM-TV Cedar Rapids, Iowa, as announcers; and Sibley Smith, formerly
of KCMO-TV Kansas City, as writer.
POTENTIAL LISTENERS CAN
• Steve Halpern, formerly assistant
with the
BE Aetna I LISTENERS
advertising and promotion manager of
KYW-TV Cleveland, to KENS-TV San
Antonio as director of exploitation.
• Ruth Hider, formerly account exSA-39B
ecutive and supervisor of Fred Riger
Adv., Binghamton, N.Y., to WNBFPEAK
AM-FM-TV, that city, as merchandising executive.
LIMITING
• Joseph Lugar, formerly sales repreAMPLIFIER
sentative of Kansas City Star Co., to
KCMO-AM-FM Kansas City as account executive today (Feb. 2).
• John Redfield, KIFN, elected president of Metropolitan Phoenix (Ariz.)
This limiting amplifier is often considered the standard of comparison bothhighas
Broadcasters for 1959. Other elected
to smooth, fast limiting performance and very low distortion at abnormally
officers: Howard Stalnaker, KPHOlevels from —20 to
degrees of limiting action. The SA-39B will handle input
or less adjustable by means of
TV, v.p.; Sheldon Engel, KRIZ, sec+20 db. with an output level of +25 is dbm
and distortion
cycles
retary-treasurer; Bil LaDow, KTVK
individual attenuators. Audio response from 30-15,000
Attack time is essentially instantaneous
(TV), Ray Smucker, KTAR-KVAR
is VA% or less at 20 db compression. from
to 1.2 seconds. For additional
(TV), Homer Lane, KOOL-AM-TV,
while the release time is adjustableNo. 123—.2 yours
for the asking.
and John Hogg, KOY, all to board of
information, write today for Bulletin
directors.
GATES — Leader in Creative Engineering
• Lester C. Rau, sales manager of
KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb., named city's
"outstanding
youngofmanCommerce.
of 1958" Mr.by
GATES RADIO COMPANY
Junior
Chamber
Subsidiary of Harris-Iniertype Corporation
Rau, 32, joined KOLN-TV in 1953 and
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
was appointed sales manager in 1956.
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of WKY Oklahoma City, Okla., to Ziv Television Programs, named southern area sales manager of Screen Gems,
KOMA, that city, in similar capacity.
replacing Frank Stone, resigned. Don
Fuller, southern sales representative,
Representatives
has also resigned.
• Paul C. Holter, formerly San Francisco sales manager, KLX Oakland, • Robert Klein, former account exappointed head of radio sales departecutive with Classified Telephone Diment, Avery-Knodel, S.F.
rectory, named account executive for
area, Ziv Television Pro• Ed Dyer, production director of Pittsburgh
KLAC Los Angeles, has become man- signed. grams, replacing Eugene Adams, reager of Los Angeles office of Broadcast Time Sales.
• John Tallcott, formerly in sales deNBC Radio, to Ziv Television
• Lee W. Swift Jr., formerly in sales Programs partment,
Inc., New York, sales dedepartment, WVUE (TV) Wilmington,
partment.
to
N.Y.radio sales staff of Headley-Reed,
• Don Fuller, formerly with ABC-TV
• Robert E. Richer, formerly sales and before that, Screen Gems Inc., to
manager, Bill Grauer Productions, Official Films Inc. as southwestern
N.Y., named account executive for representative, headquartering in Dallas.
NTA Spot Sales (representing NTAowned stations).
• Bert Granet, producer of "Lucy
Makes Room for Danny" on Westing• George Backus, for past 10 years house-Desilu Playhouse series on CBSwith radio sales staff of Edward Petry TV, and William Froug, producer of
& Co., and Richard Hayes, since 1953 "Eddie" for NBC-TV's Alcoa-Goody ear
tv account executive with Branham Co., Theatre (filmed at Screen Gems) have
received Screen Producers Guild awards
tvN.Y.,
salesappointed
staff. to Petry's New York for "the best television film of the year."
Dual awards resulted from tie vote
• Roger Sheldon, previously with in SPG balloting.
KFMB
San sales
Diego,staff.to Adam Young's
Los Angeles
• John Bowman, named executive producer and sales manager of Claster
Programming
Enterprises Inc., Baltimore, producer
of several tv shows including Strikes
• Bob Ganon, former production co- '«' Spares. Ken Calfee to executive
ordinator for TV Spots, promoted to producer of Romper Room Inc., prov.p. and general manager of company,
ducer of Romper Room School tv proproducer of Crusader Rabbit cartoon
series and of tv commercials. He suc- gram.
ceeds Bill Bauman, resigned.
• Barry Winton, previously with Television Programs of America, to Official
• James E. Denning, formerly with Films' New York sales force.
NBC, appointed v.p. in tv department,
MCA-TV, N.Y.
• Matthew D. Schuster, formerly
sales development manager of Philco
• Sig Frohlich elected v.p. of Fryman Corp.,
Phila., to Capitol Records Inc.,
Enterprises, Hollywood motion picture- Hollywood,
tv production company. Mr. Frohlich ministrator. as national phonograph adwill be in charge of development of
new tv film series.
• Alan Barzman, formerly editor of
Marketing Research Bureau index and
• Don Gilman, on production staff of program
director of KEX Portland,
Filmways Inc., named art director of
Ore., to writing staff of Freberg Ltd.,
Filmways Inc., N.Y.
L.A. organization specializing in crea• Bob Nash, formerly with WPAT cials.
tion-production of radio-tv commerPaterson, N.J., named manager of production and sales for-Faillace Productions Inc., N.Y., producer of musical • Judy Frankel, previously with NBC
International, to Gotham Recording
commercials for tv and radio.
Corp., N.Y., as production assistant.
• Devery Freeman named producer
of Ann Sothern Show, replacing Albert • George Stevens Jr., son of Academy Award winning director and asJ. Cohen, who will form own packaging firm. Ann Sothern is Anso-Desilu
sociate producer of film, "The Diary
Productions show.
of Anne Frank," to direct segment of
Mark VII Ltd. tv series, The D.A.'s
• William Don Bryan, formerly of Man.
62 (FATES & FORTUNES)

A new operation
• Operations
manager
Cliff Gill (lower
right) of
KBIG Santa Catalina, Calif.,
hands over his slide rule to successor Alan Lisser. Resigning aftei
seven years with KBIG, Mr. Gill
plans to build his own station in
Anaheim, Calif. Also pictured at
the Hollywood farewell party are
(I to r) Edith Brundage, Lois
Decker, Barbara Beach, Bertha
Lasar and Edloi Van Camp.
• Nathan Zucker, president of Dynamic Films Inc., re-elected president
of Film Producers Assn. of New York
for 1959. Other new officers are Lee
Blair. Film-Tv Graphics, executive
v.p.; Judd Pollack, MPO Productions,
first v.p.; Robert Crane, Color Service Inc.. second v.p.; Henry Strauss,
Henry Strauss & Co., secretary; EdAmerica,ward J. Lamm,
treasurer.Puthe-Scope Co. of
Equipment & Engineering
• Titus Haffa, board chairman of
Webcor Inc., Chicago, assumes additionalecutivedutiesofficerof ofpresident
and firm.
chief Mr.
exelectronics
Haffa succeeds Nicholas Malz, who
had been president since 1957.
• Dominic F. Schmit, v.p., product
engineering, RCA, appointed senior
RCA representative of C Stellarator
Assoc., management and engineering
organization established by RCA and
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co. to design and
build research facility for Princeton U.
and Atomic Energy Commission for
advanced studies in control of thermonuclear fusion for power production.
• Wendell R. Smith, formerly v.p.
of Alderson Assoc., Phila., management
consultant firm, appointed director,
marketing research and development,
RCA.
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• Raymond K. McClintock, with
Sylvania Electric Products, N.Y., since
1936, named manager of new Mountain
View (Calif.) tube plant of special
tube operations.
• G. Carleton Hunt, General Film
Labs, Hollywood, named financial v.p.
of Society of Motion Picture & Tv Engineers, completing unexpired term of
J. W. Servies, National Theatre Supply Co., N.Y. S. P. Solow, Consolidated Film Industries, Hollywood, replaces Reid H. Ray, Reid H. Ray Film
Industries, St. Paul, Minn., as treasurer. Barbara D. Skeeter succeeds Waltions. lace Shapiro as director of public rela• Abe Morin, formerly of Western
Electric Co., N.Y., to Bogen-Presto.
division of Siegler Corp., N.Y., as purchasing agent, replacing Louis Ellen-

• E.P. (Jimmy) James, v.p. of A.C.
Nielsen, Chicago, named head of Nielsen Tv Index service in United Kingdom, effective later this month, replacing Graham Dowson, who joins board
of Southern Television, British program
contractor.
• A. R. Hopkins, formerly RCA broadcast equipment sales executive and
presently consultant to Ampex Corp.,
Redwood
(Week's
liners, Jan.City,
19),Calif.
appointed
New HeadJersey
resident manager of Mayer & Dibrell &
Co., Philadelphia management consulting firm.
• Lee Gottlieb, programming editor
of Tv Guide magazine, named assistant
managing quarterseditor
magazine's
headin Radnor,at Pa.
Niel Glixon
succeeds him as programming editor,
and Mrs. Evelyn Bigsby has been appointed assistant managing editor for
women's features. Edward Baker,
editor of Washington state edition,
moves to Radnor headquarters.

• John L. Pfeffer, president. Struthers-Dunn Inc., Pitman, N.J., elected
president of National Assn. of Relay
Manufacturers.
• Herb Kaufman, with American Research Bureau, Beltsville, Md., since
• H. S. Crawford, formerly purchasing 1954, named assistant manager of New
York
office.
agent of electronics and air arm divisions of Westinghouse in Baltimore,
Md., named purchasing agent for tech- • Howard Pyle, deputy assistant to
nical products division of Packard-Bell President Eisenhower, has resigned to
Electronics Corp., L.A.
become president of National Safety
Chicago. Mr. Pyle is ex-gov• Elmer J. Perry, manager of semi- Council,ernor of Arizona
and holder of minorconductor plant at Hillsboro. N.H.,
ity interest in KTAR Phoenix.
Sylvania Electric Products, appointed
manufacturing
Sylvania'sS. • Henry C. Cassidy, formerly direcsemiconductor manager
division. of
Bertram
tor of radio news, special events and
Weinstein, formerly of Sperry Gyro- public
affairs for NBC, New York,
scope Co., Great Neck, N.Y., appointed named consultant
to development planning staff of Syl- Free Europe, N.Y. to director of Radio
vania Electronics Systems, Waltham.
Mass.
• Earl J. LeClair Jr., with United
• Miss Gerry Colson, formerly west Press International since 1953, appointed manager of Pittsburgh newscoast publicity director of Compton
Adv., to Autonetics, Downey, Calif., pictures bureau.
division of North American Aviation
Inc.,
formerly news dilications.as writer in promotional pub- • J. K. rectorPeterson,
of KTVH (TV) Hutchinson,
Kan., named director of publicity, proAllied Fields
motion and television for Private EnterInc., Wichita, Kan., international
• Mike Gould, formerly of Capitol small prise
business investment organization.
Records, Hollywood, appointed general
professional manager of music publishing operations, Walt Disney Pro- • Elston Brooks, with Fort Worth
ductions, Burbank, Calif. Mr. Gould (Tex.) Star-Telegram since 1948, to
Assoc.,firm.
Fort Worth-Dallas pubwill head both Los Angeles and New Bevellic relations
York offices. Moe Preskell, who had
been in charge of both publishing and
recording phases in New York, as- • Julius M. J. Madey, 18, to receive
sumes duties of eastern sales manager General Electric's annual radio amateur
for three Disney labels (Disneyland, award for public service in 1958. Mr.
Buena Vista and Mickey Mouse Club). Madey, who plans to enter Rutgers U.
Jack Fine continues on New York next year, was cited for handling thoupublishing operations.
sands of messages for personnel at
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isolated Antarctic, Arctic and South
Pacific posts.
Government
• Leonidas P.B. Emerson, attorney in
rules and standards division of FCC,
appointed legal advisor to Comr. John
S . Cross, succeeding Louis C.
Stephens, returning to broadcast bureau as assistant chief of rules and
standards division.
International
• Michael Nidorf, member of board
of directors, Jack Wrather Organization, N.Y., named American program
representative of Radio Luxembourg
(London) Ltd.; Prince Littler, chairman of board of Moss Empires and
chairman of board of Associated Television Ltd., elected to board of directors of Radio Luxembourg.
• Dorothy Gill, with Kenyon & Eckhardt, Ltd., Toronto, as media supervisor since 1956, to media manager.
• Jack C. Liddle, formerly of Ford
Motor Co. of Canada, to CKLW-AMTV Windsor, Ont., as director of public
services.
• Gordon S. Bennett, assistant superintendent of broadcast services, Canadian Pacific Railway, Montreal, Que.,
has retired and started own business as
telecommunications consultant at 155
Westminster Ave. N., Montreal W.,
Que.
• Laurie Irvine, formerly special
events director of CKWX Vancouver,
B.C., to program manager of CFCF
Montreal, Que.
• Benoit Lafleur, director of Frenchlanguage radio for CBC at Montreal,
Que., to CBC representative at Paris,
France, succeeding Jean Beaudet.
• Harvey Dobbs, announcer at CHUM
Toronto, to sales staff.
• Larry Costello, announcer of
CKTB St. Catharines, Ont., to CKGB
Timmins, Ont.

BOOKS
• It Floats: 99 and 44/100% Pure, by
Alfred Lief, Rinehart & Co.; 338 pp.;
$5.95.
This is the fascinating story of
Procter & Gamble Co., from that momentous day in 1878 when the bar of
floating soap was born, to the present,
when P&G thrives as the world's largest
tv advertiser. Although much of P&G's
advertising story has been told elsewhere (Broadcasting, June 3, 1957)
and this book is by no means a critical
business biography, it is nevertheless
a concise and enlightening survey for
anyone toiling in the vineyards of
broadcast advertising.
In 1921, for instance, the reader
learns that the brash young J. K.
Fraser's Blackman Co. (now Compton
Adv.) count
literally
away the
P&G Two
acfrom its took
own house
agency.
years later, on experimental station
WEAF New York, P&G pioneered
commercial radio and five years afterward P&G became the first radio network advertiser. By 1930, in the words
of the author: P&G's radio activity
"added were
up to20 aNBCgoodReddealstations,
of talk."11
There
NBC Blue stations, 22 CBS affiliates as
well as five NBC Pacific Coast outlets.
And this was only the beginning.
In 1932,
on WLW
Oxydol
became
the firstCincinnati,
sponsor ofP&G's
what
later was to become popularized as
"soap opera." In the two-year period
of 1935-37, the P&G network radio
budget jumped from $2 million to $4.5
million, then to $8 million in 1939
(as against $1.8 million in magazines).
Later, with the advent of radio's companion medium, tv, the P&G broadcasting growth expanded accordingly.
In 1939 the firm sponsored a local
New York sportscast between the Cincinnati Reds and the Brooklyn Dodgers.
Two years later, when WNBT (TV)
(now WRCA-TV) New York went on
the air, P&G sponsored a video version
of Ralph Edwards' Truth or Conse-

United Press International k
Facsimile Newspictures and
United Press Movietone Newsfi m
Build Ratings J

quences, reaching all of 5,000 sets.
By 1944, network radio was eating
$13 million from the P&G ad budget
table; the next year it took $15 million.
Yet less than a decade later, 1953, the
firm was spending that much on tv
alone. Today, P&G relies so heavily on
tv that about 82% of its total $59
million ad budget is spent here.
• Disc Jockey Gags, by Walt Hiley,
Vantage Press; 86 pp.; $2.
The subtitle of this slim collection
ofreader
gags, for
"Hileyits Seasoned,"
prepares such
the
contents. Under
chapter
headings
as
"Foolosophy,"
"The Tender Passion" and "This Mortal
Coil" may be found as varied a group
of puns as Joe Miller could wish for.
It being impossible to amuse all of the
people all of the time, some of the gags
are funny and some are not, but the
percentageis surprisingly
that do bring
chuckle
high.a grin or a
The last gag in the book is apropos
on all sides :
"Here's to a departed disc jockey,
At his passing we are naturally sad,
But he rates special glory
On the ending of his story —
He was reading a commercial —
• shrdlu:
affectionate chronicle of
Bravo,anlad!"
the National Press Club, Colortone
Press; 160 pp.; available through
NPC, Washington 4, D.C., or its
members at $5.25.
On its golden anniversary, the National Press Club has produced an informal history of its founders and members, the myriad personalities who have
been its guests and many of the amusing incidents which have given it so
distinctive a character. The NPC has
been called "the largest exclusive club
in the world," and a comparison of its
original roster — 32 men on March 12,
1908 — with its present roll of 4,673
confirms the description, shrdlu reflects
in words and pictures the spirit of this
constantly
newsmen. growing organization of
Among the many firsts that have occurred within the club's walls was one
of broadcasting significance on Jan. 14
of this year. President Eisenhower set
a precedent that day by permitting live
radio-tv coverage of a presidential news
conference following a NPC luncheon.
Lasting 50 minutes, the session was fed
to all major networks. At its conclusion, the President was proclaimed a
member, prompting him to say, "I hope
possession of this card gives me certain immunity that, up to this moment,
has not been mine." This, along with
other advances by radio-tv newsmen, is
chronicled in shrdlu.
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EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING
offices: Boston, New York, Baltimore, panel and power supply. For further inEl A committee to set
formation write H. Charles Riker, v.p.,
Cleveland, Chicago and Los Angeles.
Resident commercial managers are Telechrome Mfg. Corp., 28 Ranick
stereophonic standard
being installed in these areas. They will Drive, Amityville, L.I.
Stereophonic broadcasting, growing report
to Assistant Vice President Curtis
suddenly in popularity without pattern R. Hammond, who has been appointed • Califone Corp., Hollywood, introor uniform definitions, will be given a corporate director of regional commerduces the Cue Master, a precision inset of standards.
cial administration.
strument for its phonographs that proMethods of broadcasting multiple
vides
"immediate and exact selection
versions of programming will be taken
of any desired groove on any size
up by a new National Stereophonic Ra- Zenith splits stock
phonographmation,record."
For further
dio Committee, formed under the auswrite Califone
Corp., infor1041
A three-for-one stock split, anticipices of Electronic Industries Assn. Its
N.
Sycamore
Ave.,
Hollywood
38, Calif.
pated
since
last
fall,
was
recommended
function is of a public service nature, by the board of directors of Zenith
similartemstoCommittee
the National
Television
Sys- Radio Corp. Tuesday, after the market • RCA's broadcast and tv department,
that created
technical
closed at $178 on Zenith stock. Share- Camden, N.J., announces availability
standards governing television.
are expected to vote on the of the new RCA broadcast camera
Dr. W.R.G. Baker, director of the proposal holders
at their annual meeting April equipment catalog. Book describes comEIA engineering department, said the 28.
pany's linecamera
of coloraccessories,
and monochrome
committee will be organized into six
The directors also declared a 75 cent
lighting
panels. These will review technical fac- quarterly dividend on present stock, cameras,
and mobile units for tv stators in broadcasting stereo on a com- payable March 31 to shareholders of equipment
tions and closed-circuit use.
patible basis (not interfering with exist13. The previous diviing public broadcast service). Present record dendMarch
was
50
cents.
The
current
split
• May 1 is the deadline for technical
radio sets continue to provide their
represents a 200% stock papers to be presented at the Aug. 18existing service under compatible stereo actually
dividend.
21 Wescon technical sessions in San
but additional equipment is required to
Zenith initially split its stock two- Francisco. Authors may submit 100provide stereo sound from compatible for-one
March 31, 1958. The new split 200-word abstracts, plus complete texts
stereo broadcast signals.
Dr. Baker invited all those who have calls for the issuance of two additional or additional detailed summaries to:
$1
par
shares
to each share outstand- Chairman of the Technical Program,
technical proposals to send them to the
stock reached a new high Dr. Karl R. Spangenberg, Wescon, 60
committee, care of Virgil M. Graham, of 208ing. ^Zenith last
month, but fell off W. 41st Ave., San Mateo, Calif. Au11 W. 42nd St., New York 36. Mr.
Graham is associate director of the EIA 8V2 points last Monday and Tuesday.
thors will be notified of acceptance or
rejection of papers by June 1.
engineering department. The NSRC
operation will be under policy direction • Technical topics
• Collins Radio Co. has been chosen
of an administrative committee headed
by Dr. Baker and David B. Smith, Phil- • Telechrome Mfg. Corp., Amityville, to develop the complete electronic apparatus aboard the first U.S. manned
co Corp., vice chairman.
L.I., announces introduction of a special effects generator, model 490-A, space satellite, the Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
The panel organization:
has announced. The National
Coordination — Donald G. Fink, Phil- which is capable of producing "72 dif- company
ferent pre-set dissolves and an infinite Aeronautics & Space Agency awarded
co Corp., chairman; William J. Morlock, General Electric Co., vice chair- number of special effects which may be Project Mercury to McDonnell Aircraft
man.
last week, and McDonnell has
keyed edlyelectronically."
Model instrument
is report- Co.
the only commercial
chosen Collins for the electronic instruPanel 1, System Specifications —
mentation — radio voice, command,
Charles J. Hirsch, Hazeltine Research which will operate on both black-white
and color tv signals. Additional sepa- telemetry, guidance and tracking faciliCorp., chairman.
rate
features
are
waveform
generator,
ties. Collins is also providing voice comPanel 2, Interconnecting Facilities —
munications and electronic navigation
Axel Jensen, chairman; John M. Bar- switching amplifier, remote control
stow,
Bell
Telephone
Labs.,
vice
chairman.
Panel 3, Broadcast Transmitters —
R. C. CRISLER & CO., inc.
Ralph N. Harmon, Westinghouse
Business Brokers Specializing in
Broadcasting Co., chairman.
Television and Radio Stations
Panel 4, Broadcast Receivers — Joseph
CINCINNATI, O.
N.
Benjamin,
David
Bogen
Co.,
chairPaul E. Wagner
man.
Fifth Third Bank Bldg.
Panel 5, Field Testing — A. Prose
DUnbar 1-7775
Walker, NAB, chairman; Ross H. BeWEST COAST
ville,
WWDC-AM-FM
Washington,
4 offices to
Lincoln Dellar & Co.
vice chairman.
Santa
Paul FryBarbara, Calif.
Panel 6, Subjective Aspect — Dr. A.
better
serve
you.
WOodland
9-0770
N. Goldsmith, chairman.
OMAHA, NEB.
P.O. Box 1733
Benson Station
Raytheon splits market
NEW YORK
Raytheon Manufacturing Co. (elec41 E. 42nd St.
tronics), Waltham, Mass., has split its
MUr. Hill 7-8437
trading areas into six regional sales
65
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facilities
for thescheduled
Air Force's
X-15a
manned rocket,
to send
man 100 miles into space early this
year.
• Ampex Corp., Redwood City, Calif.,
has issued a 32-page engineering department publication describing the conversion of the Ampex VR-1000 videotape recorder to color. Brochure includes 12 full-page schematic diagrams.
• RCA reports recent shipments of
these transmitters: 25-kw to WALBTV Albany, Ga., and used 10-kw to
KBLI (TV) Pocatello, Idaho, and these
antennas: superturnstile to KONA
(TV) Honolulu; pylon to WKBN-TV
Youngstown, Ohio, and travelling wave
12-gain to WBAL-TV Baltimore and
to WJZ-TV Baltimore.
• Westrex Corp., division of Litton
Industries, N.Y., announces addition
of high frequency type 52 single sideband radio telephone receiver. Unit is
designed to be compatible with existing transoceanic single sideband systems and has two independent sidebands capable of delivering up to four
simultaneous 3000 cycle telephone
and/ or teletype channels. For information write Westrex, 111 8th Ave., New
York 11, N.Y.
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INTERNATIONAL
they themselves were adequately
CODE IN CUBA
policing their own output.
But today, Mr. Mestre stated, Cuban
Mestre says U.S. films advertisers
are beginning to resist the
have bad influence
code. They complain that the rules
that bind their live tv programs do not
U.S. television films are exerting an apply to the U.S. producers whose tv
undesirable influence on Latin Ameri- films are broadcast in Cuba. Already,
can tv, according to Goar Mestre, pres- he said, it has been necessary to revise
code, to ease restrictions on local
works. ident of Cuba's CMQ radio and tv net- the
live programs which cannot be imposed
on
imported
telefilms.
In a panel discussion Wednesday
"We're waging a losing battle," he
(Jan. 28) of the impact of global tv on
Hollywood and vice versa during a declared, pointing out that under the
meeting of the Academy of Television code's prohibition of suicide scenes and
Arts & Sciences, Mr. Mestre said that dope addiction in tv programs, a number of the 52 U.S. film shows seen
for many years the governments of on Cuban
television each week would
Central and South American countries
have
to be dropped.
had been trying to gain program control of radio and television, using the
Ralph Cohn, president of Screen
excuse that control of program content Gems,
one of the largest producers of
was necessary for moral reasons.
filmed programs for television, asked
To combat this, Mr. Mestre ex- for copies of the Cuban code and of
plained, 12 years ago in Cuba, broad- any similar codes from other countries.
casters, advertisers and advertising agen- The motion picture industry faced this
cies, together with groups of civic lead- problem many years ago, he reported,
ers, prepared a broadcasting code and and collected codes from all parts of
appointed a czar whose decisions are the world, which were considered when
final. Since then, he said, the broad- motion pictures were produced so that
casters have kept government out of they would not be shut out of profitable
programming by demonstrating that foreign markets. The same thing could
happen in television, he indicated.
Along with Mr. Cohn and Mr.
Mestre, the ATAS panel on worldwide
tv film problems included Rodney
nn Erickson,
vice president in charge of
global sales for Warner Bros. Tv,
Michio Ito, board member of the Nippon Tv Network of Japan; Peter Lome,
JU
chairman of the European marketing
committee of McCann-Erickson, Lonin reserve:
don; Alfred Stem, NBC director of
international operations, and Jean
Bartel, singer-actress who has been apWhen you specify Utility Towers
pearing on Brazilian tv. Frederic W.
you get Strength in Reserve. Our
Wile Jr., business manager of MGMtowers are designed and built to
TV,
was
moderator.
withstand far greater stresses
Some of the topics discussed at the
and pressures than are normally
meeting were:
expected. Yet we give you this
reserve strength at a highly
• Foreign markets, which provide up
to 50% of the gross revenue of theatcompetitive price. And we get the
rical pictures, may produce as much as
job done on time. These are some
25% of the gross of a tv film, but to get
of the reasons Utility Towers
this distribution under current condiare known the nation over as the
tions may cost up to 40% of the gross,
Mr. Cohn said. In five years, foreign
"Tops in Towers."
markets may account for 45-50% of
a telefilm's
gross, with
Mr. Mr.
Erickson
dicted, concurring
Cohn preon
the high cost of selling tv film abroad.
• Commercial tv in Britain, with its
emphasis on entertainment in place
of culture, has been very popular with
both advertisers and public, Mr. Lome
said. He reported that currently about
BROADCASTING, February 2, 1959

50% of all advertising placed by McCann-Erickson in the United Kingdom
goes for television.
• Global tv networks are things of
the distant future, according to Mr.
Stern. Ke put live trans-Atlantic television, from five to 10 years off, at
least. More optimistic, Mr. Ito said
Japanese scientists are studying the
feasibility of a trans-Pacific tv network
via Alaska and hope to have real progress to report within the next year.
• Videotape is either installed or on
order in England, Germany, Japan,
Mexico, Cuba, Argentina and elsewhere.
Mr. Stern predicted it will become as
important abroad as at home. Differences in currents, with some countries
on 50-cycle, some on 60-cycle, at present prevent complete interchangeability
of tapes, but both AmDex and RCA are
working on this problem, he reported.
• Discussing his recent visit to Russia, Mr. Cohn said that tv there is in
much the state it was in the U.S. ten
. yearslion tago.
are about
milv homes.There
Moscow
has twothreestations
operating seven hours, six days a week;
other Russian cities have one station on
the air three-to-eight hours a day, threeto-seven days a week. Networks are just
getting started and in the near future
will connect Russia with the outside
world, through Eurovision, as well as
provide national service.
• Unfavorable rate of exchange and
high import duties have kept U.S. tv
films out of Brazil, Miss Bartel reported. Programming there is 98% live,
timing is casual and there are few if any
rehearsals. There are no unions for performers, who get paid by the month,
and no residuals. The biggest show on
Brazilian tv. a two-hour musical in
which she was starred, cost less than
$3,000 to produce, she said.
Canadian television
at 77% saturation
There are now 3,241,300 television
households in Canada, out of total 4,196,000 households, or 77% of all
households, according to the Bureau of
Broadcast Measurement. Toronto, Ont.
t=H0WARD E. STARK-=
Brokers and Financial
Consultants
Television Stations
Radio Stations
50 East 58th Street
New York 22, N. Y. ELdorado 5-0405
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Total estimated population at November 1958 was 17,180,200. BBM reports no radio households, on basis that
almost
ceivers. all households have radio reHightion is inpoint
in tvprovince
household
Quebec
withsatura86%
or 920,300 tv households. Ontario
province has 85%, Nova Scotia 75%,
British Columbia 67%, Manitoba 66%,
New Brunswick 66%, Alberta 64%,
Prince Edward Island 59%, Saskatchewan 56% and Newfoundland 40%.
Heaviest saturation in metropolitan
districts is for Quebec City, Que., with
97% saturation with 66,900 tv households out of 69,100 households, followed by Windsor, Ont. (opposite Detroit) with 95 per cent saturation or
51,600
tv households out of total 54,100 households.
Canada music fee 2%
Canadian radio stations will pay 2%
of gross revenue to the Composers,
Authors & Publishers Assn. of Canada
Ltd. (CAP AC), for use of its repertoire
in 1959, and Canadian tv stations will
pay IV2 % of gross revenue. This is up
from the 1 % % on gross revenue which
independent Canadian radio stations
have been paying in recent years and
the nominal sum Canadian tv stations
have been paying. The rate was set
after hearings before the Canadian
Copyright Board at Ottawa last fall.
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., owned by
the Canadian government, will pay
CAP AC 2 cents per capita on the present population of about 17,750,000, or
about $355,000.
Lord's Day decision
The Supreme Court of Canada ruled
Tuesday (Jan. 27) that Canadian Broadcasting
was immuneon from
ecution forCorp.
broadcasting
Sunday.pros-It
was a 4-3 vote by the court. CBC had
been charged along with CKEY
Toronto, and three Toronto daily newspapers for violation of the 50-year old
Canadian
Day through
act in March
1957. CBCLord's
appealed
courts
that as a government body it was exempt from the charge. Following the
Supreme Court announcement, Ontario
Attorney General Kelso Roberts stated
that the Toronto case against CKEY
and the newspapers will probably be
dropped when it comes up in the
magistrates court late this month.
• Abroad in brief
• Yugoslavia now has more than 1
million radio sets in use. The country,
population about 18 million, has eight
medium wave stations, 15 shortwave
and vhf transmitters plus 1 1 satellite
transmitters. Yugoslavia's three tele-

MEN WHO
businesspape: - 2
only MEAN BUS!
In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
. BROADCASTING is a
member of Audit Bureau of
Circulations and Associated Business
Publications
FIGHT
HEART

DISEASE

CMQ

stations putting out peaceful signal
When Fidel
Castro's rebel
forces Confederation of Cuban Workers in And
the streets."
as a broadcaster, he rejoices
marched
into Havana
last month,
, (comparable to the AFL-CIO in the
one of their first moves was to com- U.S.), will probably be returned to in the end of "seven miserable years,
mande r the facilities of CMQ and the organization after its official during which we were harassed, persecuted and annoyed by the governCMQ-TV, program source of the
ment." For the last two years, he
CMQ Radio and Tv Networks, and
said,
Cuban
broadcasting has optake them over as their own comerated under rigid censorship, with
munications center, directing mili"all constitutional guarantees taken
tary activities and keeping the public informed. CMQ President Goar
away and all civil rights gone. That's
Mestre gave a firsthand account last
no way to operate radio and teleweek in Hollywood, where he parMr. Mestre, in September 1957,
ticipated in a panel discussion of
went into self-imposed exile in proglobal tv presented by the Academy
test against a Batista decree which
of Television Arts & Sciences (see
vision."
"converted broadcasters into mere
page 66).
Although the six days that his netpuppets
and the
did
not
returnof tothehisgovernment"
native land until
works were run by the rebels cost
following year, after the law had
something like $100,000 in lost combeen repealed. He credits the change
mercial revenue, Mr. Mestre is not
in largeof Broadcasters,
part to the Inter-American
Assn.
of which he is
unhappy
about
the
situation.
"We
came through very nicely, along with
a
past
president.
The repeal came,
other Cuban broadcasters who took
he said, following a meeting of the
IAAB board with Mr. Batista.
an impartialtheirposition,"
He
contrasted
lot with hethatsaid.
of two
CMQ was an important part of
other Cuban radio networks, Cirthe rebel movement, Mr. Mestre
quito Nacional Cubano and Union Cuban broadcaster Mestre: tension's gone now stated,
with 80% of its personnel
Radio, whose station holdings have
been confiscated by the Castro gov- ranks have been purged of Batista either active in or sympathetic to the
movement. "In the last two years,
ernment. CNC's former owner, also supporters.
As a Cuban patriot, Mr. Mestre is we lost 38 employes who were in
a former son-in-law of deposed dictator Fulgencio Batista, will probably
his stations helped to pre- prison, in exile, in hiding or fighting
not return to Cuban broadcasting as happyventthatbloodshed
Castro. They're all back now at
Havana by "letting with
long as the Castro regime is in people stay at inhome
and watch the their old jobs, which we held for
power. Union Radio, owned by the revolution on tv instead of going out
vision stations serve 7,000 licensed receivers, 600 of which are in Belgrade.
• Official West German-West Berlin
figures place the country second among
the world's exporters of electrical appliances (including radio-tv sets, phonographs). About $7.8 million worth was
exported by West Germany in 1958.
America, according to the figures, is the
largest electrical appliance exporter.

Great Britain is third. The figures show
that sales of tv receivers last year increased 85% in West Germany. The
country expects a general appliance
sales increase of 10% in 1959.
• Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Ottawa,
Ont, has appointed McGavren-Quinn
Corp., N.Y., as exclusive representative
in the United States for its Trans-Canada and Dominion English-language

RADIO-TELE-LUXEMBOURG
GIVES ADVERTISERS COVERAGE OF
BELGIUM and NETHERLANDS . . . Over 1,000,000 Radio Homes
England. .2,800,000 Radio Homes France. . .3,500,000 Radio Homes
Germany Ruhr; Rhineland-Pfalz
WE HAVE NOT LOST AN AMERICAN
ADVERTISER IN OVER 10 YEARS!
Advertisers now using RADIO-TELE-LUXEMBOURG
• Aqua Velva • Frigidaire * Nescafe ■ Philips Yeast
•• Colgate
Palmolive
** MacCormick
Lux
•• Tide
Prom
Carters •• Toni
White Rain
• Gillette • SingerAnd others
• Watermans
GUY BO LAM
MU 5-1300
AMERICAN SALES & SERVICING AGENCY 370 Lexington Ave.
68 (INTERNATIONAL)

radio networks for spot business. R. S.
Joynt,
director of radio
them." CBCsales,assistant
network
Toronto, Ont., will be
liaison between CBC and McGavrenQuinn Corp.
• Canadian radio set sales totalled
71,042 in November 1958, compared
with 63,087 in November 1957; television set sales were down from 60,481 in November 1957, to 51,417 last
November, Electronic Industries Assn.
of Canada, Toronto, reports. Only portable radio sets increased in sales in the
January-November 1958 period over
the previous year, with 75,034 sets sold
last year and 50,166 in the 1957 period.
Similarly portable tv sets were sold in
larger numbers in 1958 than in 1957,
with 59,790 sets sold last year as
against 41,393 in 1957.
• Pulse Ltd., the British affiliate of the
U.S. research organization, started a
continuingteristicstudy
of tvonaudience
s in London
Feb. 1.characIt is
patterned on the qualitative data now
provided U.S. subscribers in the network
Pulse radio and tv reports, covering audience composition and product use.
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FANFARE
$200 in cash, a trip for two to Hawaii
and numerous other lesser prizes.
In place of the usual admission
charge of 90 cents for adults and 50
cents for children. Treasure viewers
were told they could gain admittance
to Corriganville on that day with a
seal from a jar of Mary Ellen's Jams &
Jellies,sor.made
Although byit the
turnedprogram's
out to sponbe a
cold, raw day, 16,000 persons delivered
Mary Ellen seals to Corriganville gateke pers, to the delight of Bill Burrud.
Mary Ellen and Guild, Bascom & Boncy. San Francisco, Mary Ellen's agenfigli,
WAVE-AM-TV commission opera
An original three-act opera based
on Maeterlinck's play "Sister Beatrice,"
has been commissioned by WAVE-AMTV Louisville. Ky.. to mark the dedicastation's
radio-tvis centertionnextof the
autumn.
The newcomposer
Lee
Hoiby, 34, whose first opera, "The
Scarf," was produced in Italy last summer. Mr. Hoiby's new work will be
broadcast and teleca-st by WAVE-AMTV following the completion of the
Snowmanship • Howdee Meyers, vice president in the Chicago office of
center, now under construction.
Venard. Rintoul & McConnell Inc., station representative, is no one to
pass up a chance for a pitch. And so these snowy mornings he can be found
WGBH-FM heard in Europe
outside the Prudential Building, in full view of several large advertising
A Boston Symphony concert broadoffices,a trio
"stomping"
out Footsteps
sales messages.
the panel
left panel
cast across the Atlantic by WGBH-FM
toagency
promote
of clients.
in the Inright
lead heup setsto out
the
Bostontals ofsounded
good"abroad
in the capiresult, promoting WERE Cleveland, WGST Atlanta and WILX-TV OnonEurope, "very
listeners
have
daga. Mich. The message was meant for media departments overhead of
told WGBH-FM. The educational staLeo Burnett. D'Arcy and Needham. Louis & Brorby.
tion on Jan. 23 originated the live program conducted by Pierre Monteux to
Great
Britain, France and Belgium dimanager,
has
announced.
The
tv
outlet
The boys from Syracuse
rectly from Boston's Symphony Hall.
has
bought
spots,
slotted
between
6:30The concert was transmitted by ocean
Former boxing champion Carmen 7 p.m.. on seven northeast Pennsylvania
cable
and
picked up and
by theRadio
BBC,Brussels.
RadioBasilio and other professional sports- radio
stations.
diffusion Francaise
men were the stars of a Jan. 22 WSYROf
the
radio
advertising,
Mr.
BaltiIt
was
beamed
to
a
potential
audience
AM-TV Syracuse. N. Y., luncheon for
about 100 agencymen in Chicago.
more says, "We can reach potential tv of 90 million in Great Britain. France
The Syracuse outlets took Mr. Basilio, viewers in the home and another all- and Belgium.
Cleveland Browns fullback Jimmy important group, those tuned to automobile radios — a segment that can't be • Drumbeats
BrowncuseandNationals
Adolph
Schayesteam
of theto Syrabasketball
show reached through newspaper advertisHartford is giving the weling." WBRE-AM-FM are radio com- • WDRC
the Chicagoans that Syracuse is "the
come treatment to new members of the
panions of WBRE-TV.
home of champions." Among the
Greater
Hartford
Chamber of ComWSYR stations' staffers attending the
merce. Harvey Olson. WDRC public
luncheon: E. R. Vadeboncoeur. presi- 16,000 dig for 'Treasure'
relations vice president, interviews them
dent-general manager; William V. RothTo promote Bill Burrud's Treasure on tape, broadcasting tapes throughout
rum, vice president; William R. Alford, series
of filmed visits to famous treas- the station's 24-hour schedule.
sales director; Fred I. Geiger, tv sales
ures of the world, broadcast Tuesday. • KMOX-TV St. Louis reports origmanager; Fred Hillegas, news editor;
inating the first live telecast from local
Ed Murphy, air personality, and Bill 7-7:30 p.m.. on KCOP (TV) Los Angeles,
Bill Burrud Productions set up a police headquarters when it visited the
O'Donnell. sports editor.
treasure trove of its own, at Corrigan- police crime laboratory on the Saturday
WBRE-TV puts money in radio ville, Calif, (some 30 miles out of Los morning program, On Location. The
on firearms idenWB RE-TV Wilkes - Barre - Scranton, Angeles), and for four weeks invited program concentrated
lie detectors, and scientific
Pa., is allocating most of its first-quar- Treasure viewers to go out at 2 p.m. investigationtification,procedure.
ter advertising budget to radio, David one Sunday and start digging for treasure chests containing $500 in cash, • Five thousand spectators turned out
M. Baltimore, vice president-general
69
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Equipping a
Radio Station?

EES

New RCA
5 KWFM Transmitter
Designed for
Multiplexing
A "Direct FM" system plus many
other outstanding performance
features such as built-in remote
control provisions and screen voltage power output control, make the
BTF-5B today's best FM transmitter buy. Its 5000-watt power output provides adequate coverage of
a multiplex channel and improved
coverage for conventional operation. New Exciter, Type BTE-10B,
uses)"Direct FM" modulator circuits, thus fewer tubes are required. Whatever your equipment
needs-SEE RCA FIRST!
Or write for descriptive literature to RCA, Dept. P-22,
Building 15-1, Camden, N. J.
RADIO CORPORATION
of AMERICA

to watch a d.j. of KUSN St. Joseph,
Mo., broadcast for two hours from
abuilding.
flag pole Five
atop hundred
the station's
new studio
balloons
were
dropped, containing merchandise gift
certificates.
• In three weeks of intensive air promotion, WONE Dayton, Ohio, collected $3,500 to send an 18-year-old
boy needing heart surgery to Mayo
Clinic. The operation is credited with
saving the boy's life.
• KNTV (TV) San Jose, Calif., launched
1 1 new shows in a "Blast Off" heralded
with an 11 -day countdown. Propellants:
a KNTV space man who wandered
streets of San Jose, Salinas, Monterey
and Santa Cruz; air spots; newspaper
ads; 70,000 jumbo postcards, and
other mailings.
• WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa, reports it
had 86 new advertising outlets following
snow-storms hitting the state. They
were the area's schools which advised
families "in case of storms, please tune
to WMT." The station carried "noschool" announcements for the schools
as a public service, when difficult transportation conditions forced cancellation
of classes.
FOR

THE

All-Tennessee hookup • The
72-station network formed by the
Tennessee Assn. of Broadcasters
for
the governor's
set a
state-network
size inaugural
record, TAB
reports. Behind the microphone
(1 to r): retiring Gov. Frank Clement, Tennesse Supreme Court Justice Allen Prewitt and Gov. Buford Ellington, being sworn in.
WLAC Nashville originated the
pickup for the TAB, but used
only "TAB" call letters.
RECORD

Station Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting
Jan. 22 through Jan. 28: Includes data on new stations, changes in existing
stations, ownership changes, routine
hearing roundup.
cases, rules & standards changes and
Abbreviations:
DA
—
directional
antenna,
cp — construction
Stations
ERF —frequency,
effective
radiated
power,
vhf Existing TvACTIONS
BY FCC
—permit.
very high
uhl—
ultra
high vis.frequency,
ant.—
antenna,
aur.—
aural,
—
KCPP (TV)
St. Louis,
Mo.— Granted
apvisual, kw
—day.
kilowatts,
w — LSwatt,
me — sunset,
megap
l
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
t
o
change
trans,
studiowithlocac
y
c
l
e
s
.
—
D
N—
night.
—
local
ERP toto and
1581010kw,
316
— modification,
trans.
— transmitter,
unl. kw vis.tions,anddecreaseant.aur.height
ft.,
change
—mod.
unlimited
hours,
kc—
kilocycles.
SCA—
subsidiary communications authorization. SSA trans, and ant. and make other equipment
—temporary
special service
authorization.
STA
—
special
changes
without
prejudice
to
whatever
action Commission may take with respect to
authorization. * — educ.
pending
petitions ofbefore
St. Louis
Co. and mit testimony
SpecialAmusement
New Tv Stations
e on Legislative Oversight
ofSubcomHouse
Committee
onrespect
Interstate
andparteForeign
ComACTIONS BY FCC
merce,
with
to
ex
representaPresque
Isle, Me—mc);WLBZ
Tv15.5 Inc.kw — vis.,
Grant-7.8
tions
allegedly madeBcstg.
to Commission
on with
beh
a
l
f
o
f
Columbia
System
Inc.,
ed
ch.
10
(192-198
ERP
kw
aur.;
ant. height
above96.7average
terrain respect to ch. 11 in St. Louis. Announced
391
ft.,
above
ground
ft.
Estimated
Jan.
22.
construction
$31,300,$70,000.
first year
KSOO-TV
Sioux within
FaUs, 30S.D.—
Is itbeing
adcost
$55,000, cost
revenue
P.O.operating
address
vised that,itsunless
requests
157 High Presque
St., Portland,
Me. Studio-trans,
hearing,
application
for days
additional
time
to
construct
will
be
dismissed,
cp
canceled,
location,
Isle.
Geographic
coordiand call vis.
letters
deleted;
also, above
application
to
6° 43' 36"
55' 45" W.SmithLong.& increase
Trans.,nates 4ant.
RCA.N. Lat.,
Legal67°counsel
ERP,type
ant.trans.,
height
average
Hennessey.
Washington,
D.C.
Consulting
enterrain,
change
site,
and
to
make
gineer Page,D.C.
Creutz,
Steele
Waldschmitt
othersity ofequipment
changes, indicates
Inc.,
Wash.,
Maine
Bcstg.&owns
Co.,
(licensee
hearing. Announced
Jan. 22. necesof
WLBZ-AM-TV
Bangor)
98%ownsof
APPLICATIONS
applicant.
Mrs.
Adeline
Rines,
who
96% of Maine Bcstg., also owns 98% of KBIC-TV Los Angeles, Calif.— Mod. of
WRDO land,Augusta
WCSH-AM-TV
to change
location
from Calif.
Los
both Maine.andAnnounced
Jan. 22.Port- cp
Angeles,
Calif, station
tofrom
South6540
Pasadena,
StudioAngeles,
location
Sunset
Blvd..
APPLICATIONS
Los
Calif.,
to
South
Pasadena,
New Orleans
Television
Corp., Newoperate
Or- Calif. ERP from vis.. 540 kw, aur. 320 kw
La.— Request
for
8.35 kw,changes
DA, aur.
5.85 kw-DA;
change
on ch.kw,13,leans,in210-216
mc;Orleans,
ERP STA
vis.La.94.5toSubject
kw, aur.to totypevis.trans.,
in ant.
andfeet.ant.(Request
height
47.2
New
above average
2926 (4)
condition
that time
operation
on ch.authorized
13 shall waiver
of Sectionterrain
3.614(b)
and Section
cease
at
such
as
regularly
3.685(e) of Rules). Announced Jan. 28.
tvch. service
commences
in
New
Orleans
on
LETTERS ASSIGNED
12, butcommencement
in no event toof continue
beyondch. KTVB CALL
time
Boise,fromIdahoKIDO-TV.
— Assigned to
13 at ofBiloxi,
Miss. (Requestoperation
waiver ofon Sec.
KIDO Inc.(TV)
Changed
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Translators
Maupin
Television
Corp.,
Maupin, replace
Ore.—
Isexpired
being advised
application
tv that
translator
stationtoof(K72AB)
onTV ch.(ch.72cp6)toforPortland,
translate
programs
KOINindicates
hearing. Announced Jan.
22. necessity of
New Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Albuquerque,
T. address
I. Moseley—
ed 730trialkc,Way,1 Belmont,
kw N.M.—
D. P.O.Calif.
1515 GrantIndusEstimated
cons
t
r
u
c
t
i
o
n
c
o
s
t
$45,516,
first
year
operating
cost
$48,000,
revenue
$90,000.
Sole
owner
Mr.
Moseley
is
president,
Dalmo
Victor
Co.,
22.electronics manufacturer. Announced Jan.
Albuquerque,
Bcstg.
Granted
1310 kc, N.M.
1Esq.,
kw — D.Tara
addressSt.,Corp.—
Murray J.19,
Chikofsky,
444P.O.
W. 56th
New
York
N.Y.
Estimated
construction
cost
$29,640,
first
year
operating
cost
$70,000,
revenue Alexander
$75,000. Owners
are Larry
Stern,
Arthur
and
Murray
J.
Chikofsky
(each distributor
one-third). rep.
Mr. Stern
is tv film sales
and
Mr.Mr.Alexander
hasis
various
film interests.
ChikofskyJan.
house
counsel
of
film
firm.
Announced
22.
GlensGranted
Falls, 1410
N.Y.—kc,Vacationland
Corp.—
1 St.,
kw D.Olean,
P.O.Bcstg.
address 168'/2construction
North Union
N.Y.
Estimated
cost
$20,241,
first
year
operating
cost
$40,000,
revenue
$50,000.
Owners
are Olean Bcstg.
others. Announced
Jan. 22.Corp. (62.96%) and
Rapid City,
S.D.—1 kwBlackD. Hills
Radio Inc.—
Granted
920
kc,
3640
West St. Patrick St., RapidP.O.City.address
Estimated
construction
cost
$21,751,
first
year
operating cost Jones
$40,000, (29%),
revenue $55,000. Lien
Owners(22%)
are
Arthur
and others.
Mr. JonesCharles
is KOTA-AM-TV
Rapid
City
announcer-promotion
director.
Mr. Lien isJan.in 22.
gravel and crushed rock.
Announced
APPLICATIONS
Bridgeport
Bcstg.
Co.
1480Bridgeport,
kc. 1 construction
kw Ala.—
D. P.O.
address$14,898,
Box first
263.
Estimated
cost
year
operating
cost
$32,000,
revenue
$38,500.
Sole owner
Roy C.Jan.McCloud,
trician.isAnnounced
28. TVA elecIolaBoxBcstg.
Co. 1370 kc,
w
D. Iola,
P.O. Kan.—
address
503
Carthage,
Mo. 500Estimatedcost
construction
costrevenue
$24,562,$48,000.
first
year
operating
$42,000,
Sole
owner is Monett,
Lloyd C. Mo.,
McKenney
also Scott,
owns
KRMO
KMDOwhoFort
Kan., son,andMo. Announced
is 50% partner
in
KBHM
BranJan. 22.
Rugby, N.D.—906Rugby
250 w.
P.O.
16th Bcstrs.
Ave., 1450
W.,costkc.
Williston,
N.D. address
Estimated construction
$13,731,
first
year
operating
cost
$31,200,
revenue
$40,800.
Applicants
are equal
Olav
Folkvord,
50%
owner
KSTV partners
Stephenville,
Tex.;
Ray
Friederich,
Rugby
attorney
and
Oscar
H.
Halvorson,
chief
engineer
KUMVTVLordsburg,
Williston, N.M.—
N.D. Alan
Announced
Jan.95026.kc.
A.
Kofi
1 kw D. P.O. address Box EE. Estimated
construction
cost revenue
$16,165, first
yearMr.operatcost $36,000,
Koff
is2B. in ingconstruction
business. $40,000.
Announced
Jan.
Depew,
N.Y.— 875WEXC
Inc.
1300
kc. 3,1 N.Y.
kw
D.Estimated
P.O. address
Main
St.,
Buffalo
construction
costrevenue
$46,184,$52,000.
first
year
operating
cost
$45,000,
Owners
applicant
are Samuel
A.
Varco
Jr.of(45%)
Buffalocorp.
ad agency
account
executive;
F. Robert
Greene
(20%)
part
owner
WHAM,
WHFM
(FM)
Rochester,
N.Y.,
C. W. Mauron
Toronto,
CanadaRichard
businessman;
SamuelL.(20%)
Varco
physician;
and Buffalo
Thomas
Vines (10%)
(5%)
WBNY-AM-FM
chief
engineer.
Announced Jan. 28.
Existing Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
WBCHDA-DHastings,
Mich.—continuing
Granted change
from
tokc, non-DA,
tion ondition.
1220 Announced
250 Jan.
w, D;22. engineeringoperaconKOLOto DA-N,
Reno, Nev.
— Grantedoperation
change onfrom920
DA-1
continuing
kc,KPLK
1 kw, Dallas,
unl. Announced
Jan. increase
22.
Ore. — Granted
of
power tionfrom
kw, continuing
on 1460500kc,w D.to 1Announced
Jan. opera22.
APPLICATIONS
WAVO Avondale
Estates,
Cp tomakeinfromsystem
500 w (one
toGa.1— kw;
changescreaseand
inpowerDAchange
additionalto
tower)
station
location
Decatur, Ga. Announced Jan. 22.
WDANtime powerDanville,
HI.
—
Cp
to
increase
dayfrom 250 w Jan.
to 1 kw
new trans. Announced
28. and install
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WSME1220 Sanford,
Me.—kc;Cp change
to change
from
kc to 1340
hoursfreq.of
operation
to unl.;
change
power
to 250
500 w-LSment.and
make
changes
in
trans,
equip-w.
Announced Jan. 26.
KWOS Jefferson City, Mo.— Cp to increase
daytimestall newpower
250 w to Jan.
1 kw and intrans.from
Announced
KWPM West
Plains,
Mo.— Cp to 22.increase
daytimestall newpower
250 w toJan.
1 kw28. and intrans. from
Announced
WTSB Lumberton, N.C.— Cp to increase
daytime
power
from
250 w toJan.1 kw26. and install
new
trans.
Announced
WLAF La Follette, Tenn.— Cp to increase
daytimestall newpower
250 w to 1 kw26. and intrans. from
Announced
KDWT hours
Stamford,
Tex.— Mod.Jan.
of license
change
of
operation
unl. toto
SH.WHSM
Announced
Jan. 22.Wis.— Cpfrom
Hayward,
to increase
power
from trans,
1 kw and
to 5 make
kw; install
and new
changesDA-Din
ground
system.
Announced
Jan.of license
22. to
KLUK
Evanston,
Wyo.—
Mod.
change 6:30
hours a.m.
of operation
from
unl.
to SH;
Daily:
to
6:30
p.m.
Announced
Jan. 23. CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KPGE Page,
Ariz.— Harold
J.TheArnoldus.
Springs,
Phoenix
Co.KAAB
ChangedHot
from
KWFC.Ark.—
WGHS
Cocoa
Beach,
Fla.—
MelF. Wheeler.
WJUD
St.
Johns,
Mich.—
Justin
Marzke.
Inc.KRFS Superior, Neb.— Great Plains Bcstg.
1220WKBK
kc. Keene, N.H. — KBR Stations Inc.,
WRAN Dover, N.J.— Lion Bcstg. Co.
WJMK N. Syracuse, N.Y.— James A.„ McKechnie.
S.C.— Oconee Bcstg.
Co.,WGOG
kc.Walhalla,
KPNG1460 Port
Neches, Tex.— Mid-County RaKNBE Kanab, Utah— Harold J. Arnoldus.
New Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Saned 100.3Jose,
Unitedaddress
Bcstg.De Co.AnzaGrantmc, Calif.—
3 kw.construction
P.O.
Hotel Estimated
cost $12,000, first
year operating cost $36,000, revenue $36,000.
Applicant nounisced Jalicensee
of
KEEN
San
Jose.
Ann. 22.
Dayton,
Ohio—4.8 Skyland
Bcstg.address
Corp. 380
Grant-W.
ed
104.7
mc,
kw.
P.O.
First St. Estimated construction cost $8,000,
first
yearWONE
operating
cost Announced
$20,000. Applicant
owner
Jan. 22.is
Juan,Rico.
P.R.Dayton.
—Granted
Department
of new
Education
of SanPuerto
cp
for
noncommercial
fm w;station
erate on 89.7Jan.
mc;22.educational
ERP 840
ant. to740 op-ft.
Announced
Temple KSPL
Jr. Granted
95.5Diboll,
mc, 6.5Tex.—
kw. Arthur
P.O. address
Estimated
construction
cost $12,615,
firstDiboll.
year
operatingplicant is sole
cost owner
$20,000, ofrevenue
$20,000.
ApKSPL.
Announced
Jan. 22.
Marinette,
— M P.O.
& M address
Bcstg. Co.% Granted 105.1 mc, Wis.
37 kw.
Radio
Station WMAM
Marinette.
Estimated
cons
t
r
u
c
t
i
o
n
c
o
s
t
$27,900,
first
year
operating
cost
revenueAnnounced
$30,000. Applicant
licensee$27,500,
of WMAM.
Jan. 22. is
APPLICATIONS
Atlanta, Ga. — Rounsaville of Atlanta Inc.
94son1 Dr.
mc, N.E.,
76.36 Atlanta
kw. P.O.5.address
3165construcMathieEstimated
tionrevenue
cost $19,950,$6,000.
first Applicant
year
operating
cost
$6,000,
is
licensee
ofand WQXI
and WATL-TV
Atlanta;
WLOU
WTAM-TV
Louisville,
Ky.;
WCIN
and
WSOK-TV
Cincinnati;
Miami Beach;
WTMP Orleans.
Tampa;
WVOL WMBM
Nashville
New
Announced
Jan. 28.and WYLD
Mich.— Radio
Station WCHB
BellDetroit,
Broadcasting
Co.
33.945 kw.of
P.O.
address
32790 construction
Henry105.1Ruffmc,Rd.,
Mich.
Estimated
cost Wayne,
$22,790,
first
yearApplicant
operating owns
cost $30,000, revenue
$30,000.
Mich. Announced
Jan. 22. WCHB Inkster,
Pittsburgh, Pa.— WCAE Inc. 96.1 mc, 30.6
kw. P.O.matedaddress
construction530costCarlton
$21,250,House.
first Estiyear
operating
cost
$32,600.
WCAE
Inc.WCAE
whichandis
owned
by
Hearst
Corp..
operates
owns
50%
of
WTAE
(TV)
both
Pittsburgh.
Announced Jan. 28.
San Juan, P.R.— Electronic Enterprises Inc.
93.7 mc, mated
3.36 construction
kw. P.O. cost
address$7,100,
Box first
2792. Estiyear
operating
costWITA
$3,000,Sanrevenue
$4,000.
Applicant
owns
Juan.
Announced
Jan. 26.
Milwaukee,
Wis.— Hearst
Corp. Ave.,
97.3 Rm.
mc,
25.4
959 Eighth
202 kw.
New P.O.
Yorkaddress
19. Estimated
construction
cost $29,975. WBAL-AM-TV
Applicant owns Baltimore
WISN-AM-TV
Milwaukee,
WCAE Pittsburgh, Pa. Announced
Jan. and22.

Existing Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KRCW
(FM)
Barbara, Calif
ed tSCAion on tomultiplex
engageSantainbasis.
functional
music.—Grantopera-22.
Jan.
WTOA
Trenton, Announced
N.J.— Granted
SCA
tomultiplex
engage (FM)
inbasis.
functional
music
operation
Announced Jan.
22. on
WFID (FM) Rio Piedras, P.R.— Granted
SCA titoon on multiplex
engage in basis.
functional
music operaAnnounced
CALL LETTERS
ASSIGNED Jan. 22.
KITHzona Inc.,(FM)101.3Phoenix,
mc. Ariz.— Voice of AriKOTN-FM
Bcstg.
Co., 92.3Pine
mc. Bluff, Ark. — Universal
KPRIRecords
(FM) San
Coast
Inc. Diego, Calif .— Barbary
WKSD (FM)
111.— Board of
Education,
DistrictKewanee,
229.
WROW-FMCorp.,Albany,
Television
95.5 mc.N.Y .—Capital Cities
WONE 104.7(FM)mc.Dayton, Ohio— Skyland Bcstg.
Corp.,
Tex. — Arthur Temple
Jr.,KSPL-FM
95.5 mc. Diboll,
WAFC-FM
Staunton, Va.— American Home
Bcstg.
Corp., 102.5
mc.
WRVB-FM
Madison,
Paul A. Stewart Enterprises,
102.5 mc.Wis.—
WMAM-FM
Marinette,
Wis.— M & M Bcstg.
Co., 105.1 mc.
Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KXLAapplication
Pasadena,for Calif.
— Is beingof advised
that
assignment
license
and
cp to ofEleven
Ten Announced
Bcstg. Corp.Jan.
indicates
necessity
hearing.
28.
KGDE siFergus
Falls,
Minn.
—
Granted
asgnmentH.of license
to Northland
Bcstg.
Corp.
(Kingsley
Murphy
Jr.,
vice
president,
has interest sideration
in KRNT-TV
Des
Moines);
conplus L.agreement
pay
Frederic T. and $100,000
Harold
Dell $24,000to over
5-year
not to compete
of 100 period
miles. Announced
Jan. within
28. radius
KSD-AM-TV
St.fromLouis,
Mo.— Granted
transfer
of control
Joseph
Jr.,
and Charles
J. Hentschell,
votingPulitzer
trustees,
tostocksametransaction.
plus threeAnnounced
other voting
trustees;
Jan. 28.
Saugerties,
— Granted
transfer
of WSKN
control
from
John N.Y.
Lynker,
et al.,
VIP
Radio
Inc.;
consideration
$37,050
for to62.06%
interest. Transferee is owned equally
by
Martin
Stone and(50%WVIPownerMountWWES-AM-FM
New Rochelle,
Kisco, N.Y.)
and Plymouth Rock Publications, Inc., 100%
ownedIndianapolis;
by John Hay WANE
WhitneyAM-TV
(WISH-AMTV
Fort
Wayne;
KOTV[TV]
Tulsa,Bartley
and not
KGUL[TV]
Houston).pating.
Commissioner
particiAnnounced Jan. 28.
WCUE-AM-FM
Akron,
GrantedRadioasand cpOhiotoJr.,—WCUE
Inc.
(Edwinsignment of license
B.$450,000
Estabrook
president);
consideration
plus
employment
Edwin Elliot and Edwin T. Elliot for fiveof
years
Jan. 28. for
WCLWfor $156,300.
Mansfield,Announced
Ohio— Designated
hearing
application
license
to Mansfield
Journalfor assignment
Co.; made ofRichland
Inc. ing.
(WMAN)
Mansfield,dissented.
party toAnnounced
proceedChairman
Doerfer
Jan.WPEN-AM-FM
28.
Philadelphia,
Pa.—Drug
Granted
transfer
of controlSun
fromRaySunInc.Ray
to Consolidated
(merger Co.of
Sun
Ray
Drug
Co.
and
Consolidated
Stores Inc., with no change in officersRetail
and
directors);
transaction;
without
prejudice to anystock
action
Commission
may
deem
warranted,
if
any,
pending
final
action
on
Notice
ofNos.Appeal
and
Petition
for byReview
(Cases Bcstg.
14738
andCourt
14739)of filed
Wm.for
Penn
Co.
in
Appeals
District
Circuit. Announced
Jan. 28. of Columbia
APPLICATIONS
— Seeks Confederate
assignment
ofWJHB
50% Talladega,
interest
inAla.
Bcstg.
fromforMr.$6,000.
andlicensee
Mrs. Tyler
Ned Butler
William Co.Tyler
Mr.
is formerto
general manager
nounced Jan. 27. KOME Tulsa, Okla. AnWTLS Tallassee,
Ala.— Seeks
license
Confederate
Bcstg.assignment
Co. toowner
Ne-of
Ler Co. from
Purchaser,
Ned Butler
is 50%
and
former
president
of
Confederate
Bcstg.,
resigned
purchase
WTLS asJan.individual.
Sale priceto$15,000.
Announced
27.
WTUS
Tuskegee,
Ala.
— Seeks Inc.
assignment
of licensedalusiafrom
Radio
Tuskegee
to AnBcstg. Co.Ala.which
owns WCTA-AMFM
Andalusia,
Announced
Jan. 27. Consideration $35,000.
KIFW from
Sitka,Alaska
Alaska—Bcstg.
Seeks System
assignment
license
Inc. ofto
Sitka Bcstg. Co. Consideration $29,500. Buy-71

ers areager;Harry
C.C. Lane
(33%) KIFW manHoward others.
Bradshaw
merchant,
and
Announced(26%)
Jan. Sitka
23.
KHBMment of license
Monticello,
Ark.
—
Seeks
assignfrom
Baker
Broadcasting
Co. to Edward
Keith
Baker. andMr.nephew
Baker is
current
manager
of KHBM,
present
ownerAnnounced
James
R. Jan.
Baker.27. Considera-of
tion $60,000.
KFRE-AM-TV,
Fresno,
Calif.—
Seeks
assignment
ofKRFM
fromPublications
California
Inland
Bcstg. Co.
tolicenses
Triangle
Inc.
California
Inland
is
wholly
owned
sidiary of Triangle. Announced Jan. 27. subWICC-AM-TV
Bridgeport,
Conn. — Bcstg.
Seeks
assignment
of license
from York
Bridgeport
Co. to Connecticut-New
Bcstrs. Inc.
Consideration
$1.63 million,
$200,000
over ten-year
periodSlater,toincluding
both Phillip
Merryman
andcompeting
Manning
present
owners,
for
not
within
50-mile
radius.
Purchaser
Kenneth
M. Cooper
formerly
sales manager
of WORC
Worcester,
and
vice
presidentAnnounced
of WTRY Jan.Troy-Schenectady
and others.
27.
WGRC
Green
Cove
Springs,
Fla.—
Seeks
assignment
of cp Consideration
from Ben Akerman
Frank Van
Hobbs.
$1,500. and
Mr.to
Hobbs
former
sales
manager
WDXB
WAGC
Jan. 22. Chattanooga, Tenn. Announced
WCPKent of cpCollege
Park, A.Ga.—
Seeksto College
assignfromInc.Robert
Corley
Park mBcstg.
with Mr.
stockholder.
Announced
Jan. Corley
26. as only
WGSR Millen,
Ga.—Bcstg.
Seeks System,
assignment
of
license
Jenkins
ownedkinsbyfrom
W.System
HerbertInc.
Brannen
Sr. Brannen
towholly
JenBcstg.
with
Mr.
owning 66%% and Jack V. LoPresti, WGSR
manager
AnnouncedandJan.chief26. engineer owning 33y3%.
KPID
Payette,
Seeksto A.assignment
offord,
license
from S.EarlIdaho—
F. Hash
V.Graham.
BarnEverett
and
Rosemary
Consideration
$16,493.37.
Mr.
Bamford
(50%)
has
interestsColo.,
in KMOP KHEY
Tucson,El
Ariz.,minority
KHOKMr. Golden,
Paso,
Tex.
Mrs. Announced
Grahamand (25%
are employes
ofandKPID.
Jan.each)28.
WHXY Bogalusa,
La. — Seeks
assignment
fromConsideration
Bogalusa
Bcstg.
Corp.
J.of A.license
Oswald.
$37,500.
Mr. Os-into
wald
formerly
had
minority
interest
WWEZ New Orleans. Announced Jan. 28.
WAMM of Flint,
Mich.— inSeeks
involuntary
transfer
50% Inc.,
interest
licensee,
Carter-Durham
from Richard
S. BinderCarter,
deceased
to
Cora
J.
Carter,
executrix
of his
estate. Announced Jan. 23.
WMBC
Macon,
Miss.
—
Seeks
assignment
licensecon from
Confederate
Bcstg.
Co.
to
Ma-of
Radio
for
$20,000.
Purchaser,
Walter
Welch is former
chief engineer
Syacauga,
Ala. Announced
Jan. of27. WMLS
KBTN from
Neosho,
Mo. Bcstg.
— SeeksCo.assignment
license
Neosho
Mont-of
gomery Harlow, Mo.
who Consideration
is employeto ofW. $45,000.
KTTSTV
Springfield,
Announced Jan. 28.
WATH from
Athens,
license
RadioOhio—
AthensSeeksto assignment
Radio Athensof
Inc. with present
partnership
becoming(70%),
incorporated.
Owners
are
A.
H.
Kovlan
Stephen (10%).
H. Kovalan
(20% JJan.and26.Edward
Kovalan
Announced
Ore.— Seeks
assignment
ofKUIK
licenseHillsboro,
from
KUIK
Bcstrs.
to KUIKis
Broadcasting
of partnership
Oregon
Ltd.
Application
for
change
in
with
Herman
Goldberg chasingand20% interest
Miss Virginia
Riley each
purfrom
present
partners
John P. Gillis, James L. Dennon and George

I. West, and former partner Donald F.
Stelles. Consideration
Announced
Jan. 22. $200 for each 20 r,
KHTVment of cp(TV)fromPortland,
Ore.— Co.
Seeksof Oregon
assignTrans-Video
toorganization
KHTV, Channel
27 Die. Action
soughx ofis
of
corporation
comprised
present owners. Announced Jan. 28.
Portland,
Seeks
assignment
of KLIQ
license
from partners
KLIQOre.—Inc.John
to F.KLIQ
Bcstrs.
owned
byG.equal
Malloy
and
Stanley
Breyer.
Mr.
Malloy
is
former
majority
owner
KECC
Pittsburg,
Calif.,
and
Mr.
BreyerConsideration
is sales manager
San
Francisco.
$90,000. KSAY
Announced
Jan.
27.
WCBGment of license
Chambersburg,
assignfrom consisting
JamesPa.—R.Seeks
Jr.
Reese
Bcstg.Norman
Corp.,
ofReese
Mr. WCBG
Reeseto
(80%)
and
E.
Messner
(20%),
sales
manager.
Mr.
Messner
will
pay
$18,000
for his22. 20%, interest in station. Announced
Jan.
WICU Erie,Community
Pa.— Seeks assignment
of li-to
Bcstg. owned
Co.
Dispatchcense fromInc.
CommunityService
is wholly
subsidiary
of Dispatch.
Announced
Jan. 26.
WRAW fromReading,
Pa.—Bcstg.
Seeks Co.
assignment
license
Reading
to WRAWT.of
Inc.,
for (40%
$290,000.
Purchasers
are meat
Charles
Weiland
)
Phoenixville,
Pa.,
packer; ville
Williamattorney;
L. Cremers
Jr. Cremers
(10%), PhoenixJohn
F.
(10%),
farmer;
Hugh andL. Hamilton
(20%), Narbeth,
Pa.,
engineer,
C. Hamilton
Philadelphia
lawyer.Perrin
Announced
Jan.— (20%
26. ),
WFLI
Lookout
Mountain,
Tenn.
Seeks
assignment
of
cp
from
Lookout
Bcstrs.,
consisting of George
Cyril G. Blaskow
Brennan, and
T. Julian
Skinner Jr.,
JamesIralee
G.
Stelzenmuller
to
same
company
with
W. Benns consideration
as new partner$1.inAlso,
place Mrs.
of George
Blaskow,
Benns
is acquiring 80% of interest in station held
by Mr.of Skinner
for $1, making
owner
station. Announced
Jan. 22.her 45^7
WHEYment of license
Millington,
— SeeksBcstg.
assignfrom Tenn.
Millington
Co.
toareMemphis-Millington
Bcstg.L. Co.Thomas
Purchasers
equal
partners
Fred
and
Robert
G.
Watson,
who
each
own
one-third
of WLAYAnnounced
Muscle Shoals,
Consideration
$55,000.
Jan.
23.Ala.
KEVA
Shamrock,
Tex.
—
Seeks
involuntary
assignment
of 20%deceased,
interest into station
from
Clark Bumpers,
his widow,
Merita
Bumpers,
present
20%
owner.
Controlling
partner
is
Albert
Cooper
who
owns
60%. Announced Jan. 27.
WKYR
Keyser,
W.Va.—
Seeks
assignment
of one-third
in tolicensee
WKYR
Inc.
from
Waltersiderainterest
WKYRJan.
Inc.28. ContPatterson
ion $19,075. Announced
Hearing Cases
FINAL DECISIONS
By initial
order,decision
Commission
adopted Dec. 9,
and granted
of1958WLBE
Inc., to increase
daytimeapplication
power of
am station
WLBE
Leesburg
- Eustis,
Fla.,D
from
1
kw
to
5
kw
and
change
from
tokc non-DA,
D, N,continuing
operation Jan.
onDA, 790
with
1
kw,
DA,
N.
Announced
28.
ByCarthage
order, Commission
petition
ofmade
Bcstg.9, 1958
Co.. initial
and(1) granted
(2)decision
adopted
and
final
Dec.
granting application
of thaton company
station
to Tenn.
operate
1350 kc,Jan.500for28.w,newD,
inam Carthage,
Announced
INITIAL DECISIONS
Hearing
issued
initialExaminer
decision Annie
looking Neal
towardHuntting
grant-

ALLEN
KANDER
AND COMPANY
NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND SALE
OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
FINANCIAL ADVISERS /
72 (FOR THE RECORD)

WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
NAtional 8-1990
NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
CHICAGO
35 East Wacker Drive
RAndolph 6-6760
DENVER
1700 Broadway
AComa 2-3623

ing application
of Beacon
Bcstg.
Corp.,Md.,to
increase
power
WICO
Salisbury,
from
to 1 ofkw,only.
continuing
operation
onHearing
1320500kc, wdaytime
Announced
Jan. 28.
Annie Neal
Huntting
issueding application
initialExaminer
decision
looking
toward
grantof
County
Bcstg.
Co.
for
new
station Pa.
to operate
on 1300
inam Clarion,
Announced
Jan. kc,26. 1 kw, D,
OTHER ACTIONS
By memorandum
opinion filed
and order,
Commission
denied
by andAcadian
Television
Corp. petitions
onand Oct.
18, 1957
Juneby
6,Evangeline
1958 to enlarge
change
issues,
and
Co., filedissues
Oct. in18, Lake
1957
for revisionBcstg.
of hearing
Charles-Lafayette,
La., ch.concurred
3 comparative
proceeding.
Comr.
Cross
and
issued statement.
By
order,
Commission
made
editorial
and
procedural
revisions in FCC stations),
form 323 (owneffectiveership
Marchreport1. ofNo broadcast
new data being elicited,
and
only
changes
of
any
consequence
occur
ondepict
pagecorporate
2 of form,capitalization,
where, in order
to
better
newshares
columns
provide
for
listing
of
unissued
and
include
blocks for disclosingholders
whether
there
are
of voting
stockmore
and ormoreless orthanless50than
50 holders
of
non-voting
stock,
and separateand columns
to
show
offices
and
directorships
respective
dates of election
corporateformofficers
directors.
Copies of ofall revised
will andbe
available
near future.upon request to Commission in
Routine Roundup
Commission,on byJan.unanimous
action
ofthree
full
26,forextended
from
tomembership
six
months
time
existing
television
vhf booster stations to comply with public
notice of Dec.
during study
which totime
n wil give30, further
legalComand
technicalmis ioaspects
of problem.
Such studies
will
include
possible
new legislation
looking
toward
amending
Communications Act to provide more flexibility in
administering
Sec. 319requirements
(a) and possible
laxation of operator
for broad-recast period
stations.
This
of
grace
does
not
extend to
new vhf booster operation.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
ByActions
Broadcast
of Jan.Bureau
23
KLRS Mountain
Grove,
Mo. —Bcstg.
Granted ass
i
g
n
m
e
n
t
o
f
license
to
KLRS
KRGI Grand
Island,
Nebr.— Island
GrantedCo.
ass
i
g
n
m
e
n
t
o
f
license
to
Grand
Bcstg.
Co. Ltd.
WFUR Grand
Rapids,control
Mich.— Granted
ac-E.
quisition through
of positive
Williamfrom
Kuiper Sr.,
purchase byof stock
William
E. Kuiper.
KXGIcenseFort
Iowanew— Granted
licoveringMadison,
installation
trans.
KPEN
Atherton,
Calif.— Granted
mod. of
cpKRDG
to change
type
trans.
Redding,authority.
Calif .—Granted change of
remote control
Actions of Jan. 22
KABR Aberdeen,
D.— Granted
covering
change newof S.trans.
freq.;
increase license
power
and installation
WDXI
Jackson,
Tenn.
—
Granted
mod.
of
license
to
operate
trans,
by
remote
control,
using
dir. ant. Coral
N (main);
conditions.
WVCG-FM
Gables,
Fla.—
Granted
mod.
to change type
trans.;
WETUof cpWetumpka,
Remotecondition.
control
permitted
trans.).Ala.—
WTRP La(main
Grange,
Ga.— Remote control
permitted.
KJOY Stockton,
Remote control
permitted
while usingCalif.—
nondirectional
ant.
WMBR
Jacksonville,
Fla.
—
Remote control
permitted while
usingof nondirectional
ant.
Actions
Jan. 21
WDAU-TV Scranton,
Granted license
for
ERP trans.
vis. Pa.—
447& kw,
kw,
ant. tv1350station;
ft. (main
main aur.aux.224ant.).
WBNS-TV
Columbus,
Ohio—
Granted
license
covering
maintenance
of
old
licensed
trans,
site. as auxiliary facilities at main trans,
KOBY
San toFrancisco,
Calif.—andGranted
mod.
of mainlicense
main
nate
trans,
byoperate
remote
control alterusing
DA-D
and
N
(DA-2);
conditions.
WDBC
Escanaba,
Mich.—
Granted
mod.
of
license
to
operate
trans,
by
remote
control,
using
DA-DTucson,
and N Ariz.
(DA-2);
conditions.
KTKT
—
Granted
mod.
of
licenseeratetotrans,change
studio location and opconditions. by remote control, using DA-D;
KBOY-FM
Medford,
Oreg.
replace
permit
for fm— Granted
station. cp to
KALAof expired
Wailuku,
mod.
cp(TV)
to change
ERP Hawaii—
to vis. Granted
12.2 kw,
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive
Offices St., ME.
1735 DeSales
N. W.8-5411
Offices
and
laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington,
D. C. AFCCE
FEderal 3-4800
Member

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

— Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
PilgrimGreat6-3000
Laboratories,
Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING
ENGINEERS
RADIO
TELEVISION
501-514 &Munsey
Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4,
D.
Member AFCCE C.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL
BLDG.D.Dl.C.7-1319
WASHINGTON,
P. O. BOXKANSAS
7037 CITY,JACKSON
MO. 5302
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
Pennsylvania
BJdg. Republic
WASHINGTON
4, D. C.7-2347
Member AFCCE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building District 7-8215
Washington 4, l>. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. CarrConsulting
& Associates
Radio & Television
Washington
6,Engineers
D. C. Leesburg,
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
IN WOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32 CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON
15, D. C.
O Liver 2-8520

GEO.CONSULTING
P. ADAIRENGINEERS
ENG. CO.
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronic*
1610 Eye St., N.D. C.W.
ExecutiveWashington,
3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. QuincyRiverside,
St. — Riverside
III. 7-2153
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM
Consulting E.RadioBENNS,
Engineer JR.
3802 Military
Rd.,C. N. W.,
Wash.,
D.
2-8071
Box Phone
2468, EMerson
Birmingham,
Phone
STate 7-2601 Ala.
Member AFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
8401 Cherry St. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
617 Albee1426Bldg.G St.,Executive
N. W. 3-4616
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200Brecksville,
SnowvilleOhioRoad
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386 P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
5622 DYER STREET
EMERSON 3-3266
DALLAS 6, TEXAS

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

RALPH J. BITZER
CONSULTING
ENGINEER
Suite
298, Arcade
Bldg.,
St. Louis
1,
Mo.
Garfield
"For Results in Broadcast1-4954
AM-FM-TV
Allocations
* Applications
Petitions
• Engineering"
Licensing
Field Service

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601 Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To— among
Be Seenthem,by the85,000*
Readers
ing station owners decision-makand managecianrss—,applicants
chief engineersfor and
techniand facsimile facilities.am, fm, tv
*ARB Continuing Readership Study

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS
FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord
Cambridge
38, Ave.,
Mass.
Phone
TRowbridge
6-2810

COLLECTIONS
ForOVERthe THE
Industry
TV ALL
— Accounts
Radio
— FilmReceivable
andWORLD
Media
No Collection
—
No
Commissions
STANDARD
ACTUARIAL
WARRANTY CO.
220 West 42ndLO St.,
5-5990N. Y. 36, N. Y.

Service

Directory

COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring
Company
PRECISION
FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL
TIME
SERVICE
P. O. Box FOR
7037 AM-FM-TV
Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
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CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
3324 16th St.,10, N.D.W.C.
PracticalWashington
Broadcast. TVandElectronics
engineering
courses. WritehomeFor study
Free Catalog,residence
spec-

aur.
kw, ant.andheight
ft., install
new
ant. 6.1system
make 5930other
equipment
changes.
KBHC
Nashville,
Ark.—
Granted
mod.
of
cp to change type trans.
Following
stations dates
were asgranted
sions of completion
shown: extenWPIX
(TV) NewMiss.,
Yorkto to2-28;
8-3 KLIF
(aux. ant.);
Dallas,toWELZ
Tex.,
toBelzoni,
7-20; WKIZ
Key West,
Fla.,
3-15;
WHAV-FM
Haverhill,
Mass.,
to
WHYL-FM Carlisle, Pa. to 3-28. 2-13 and
Actions of Jan. 20
(FM) Long
Calif.— Granted
cpKNOB
toft.;increase
ERP ant.Beach,
to and
79 kw;
410
install new
trans.ant. height
WSON-FM
Henderson,
Ky.
— Granted
topermitted.
change ERP to 6.6 kw; remote
controlcp
WLOE-FM
Leaksville,
N.
C—
Granted
cp
to decrease ERP to 13.5 kw.
newWINZtrans.Miami, Fla.— Granted cp to install
WJRDnewTuscaloosa,
cp to
install
trans, to beAla.—usedGranted
as auxiliary
trans.,
employing
DA-N.
KCMRstall new McCamey,
trans. Tex.— Granted cp to inWTTR auxiliary
Westminster,
Granted cp to
install
trans.N.Md.—
WHLI power
Hempstead,
Y.— trans.
Granted cp to
increase
of
auxiliary
WIVYnewJacksonville,
Fla. — Granted cp to
install
trans.
WKMHauxiliary
Dearborn,
install
trans,Mich.—
at mainGranted
trans, cpsite.to
WPATstall newPaterson,
N. main
J.— Granted
cpat tomaininalternate
trans,
trans, site.
WISK
South
St.
Paul,
Minn.—
Granted
to install
new trans, for nighttime use (twocp
main
trans.).
WCILstall newCarbondale,
111.— Granted cp to intrans.
KSRA
Salmon,
Idaho—
Granted trans.,
mod. ofandcp
tospecify
changeremote
studiocontrol
location,
pointtype
same as studio
location.
KAOL
Carrollton,
— Grantedtypemod.
cp
to change
studio Mo.location,
trans.,of
and
studiospecify
location.remote control point same as
Pa.— Waived Sect.
3.30(a)1.1
of WHYL
rulesfromtoCarlisle,
permit
location
miles
center ofmaintownstudio
on Holly
Pike.
KJML
Sacramento,
Calif.
—
Granted
of cp to make changes in ant. system. mod.
WKIC-FM
Hazard,to Ky.—
cpremote
to change
9 kw Granted
and typemod.
trans.;of
controlERPpermitted.
KGVW
Belgrade,
Mont—
Granted
mod.
cp to change studio locations and type trans.of
The following
stations were
extensions of completion
dates granted
as shown:
WELO
Tupelo,
Miss.,
to 4-17;
KSBW Mo.,
Salinas,to
Calif.,
to
3-25;
KAOL
Carrollton,
4-15;
WLOV, Calif.,
Cranston,to R.6-10;
I., toKMUZ
4-20; KDOG,
La
Habra,
Santa
Barbara,
Calif.,and toKVEN-FM
8-11; WREDVentura,
Youngstown,
Ohio,
to
6-1
Calif.,
to 5-28.
Actions of Jan. 19
Granted mercial
licenses
for following
educational
stations:noncomWUFT
Gainesville,
Fla.;
WJCTtv
Jacksonville,
Fla.,
and
change
studio
location;
WFPK-TV
Louisville,
Ky.,
and
to
specify
correct
location and change studio location. trans,
*WGBH-TV
Boston,
Granted license covering
changes Mass.—
in noncommercial
educational
tv station.
Grantedlowing tv stations:
licenses covering
changes
folWBNS-TV (main intrans.

SOUTHWEST

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through Jan. 28
ON AIR
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
Lie. Cps
Not 109on air For new stations
616
■AMFM
3,286
52
104
105
543
37
127
TV
43 21
83
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING through Jan. 28
VHF
TOTAL
808
Commercial
435
UHF
Non-Commercial 30
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC through Dec. 31, 1958
AM
FM
TV
Licensed
on air)stations)
40
35
CPs
on air(all(new
666
114
11773
10470
CPs notauthorized
on the airstations
(new stations)
3,286
470
Total
69544
124
10817
Applications for
(not
in hearing)
515'
3,440
29
Applications
for new
newforstations
stations
(in hearing)
47848
Total
applications
new
stations
3738
Applications
for
major
changes
(not
In
hearing)
594
0
Applications
for major
changes
(in hearing)
526
541
Total
applications
for
major
changes
Licenses
3102
CPs
deleteddeleted
01
1
1 There are, in addition, seven tv stations which are no longer on the air, 31but retain their
licenses.
"Therein operation
are, in addition,
which operation.
were on the air at one time but are no
longer
and one 39whichtv cp-holders
has not started
uhf)."There have been, In addition, 211 television cps granted, but now deleted (44 vhf and 167
'There has been, In addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.
and ant.),
Columbus,
KPRC-TV Houston, Tex. (main
trans. Ohio;
& ant.).
♦KTXT-TV Lubbock, Texas— Granted extension of completion date to 7-21.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner
on Jan.T. 27A. M. Craven
Granted ofpetition
Broadcast
Bureau
for
extension
time
toby Jan.
file
responsive
pleadingsHollywood,
to petition
by29 toMelody
Musicto
Inc.,
WGMA
Fla.,
for
leave
amend its am application.
By ChiefCunningham
Hearing Examiner
on Jan. James
27 D.
Granted
petition
by
Oklahoma
Television
Corp.
for dismissal
prejudice
application
for Orleans,
new without
tv station
to retained
operateof onitsin
ch.
12
in
New
La.,
and
hearingvisiostatus
applications
of toCoastal
Tele-on
n CNew
o., for new
tv station
operateBcstg.
ch.
12to inchange
Orleans,
andto Supreme
Co.
from
ch.
20
ch.
12,
in
New
Orleans.
Dismissed as moot petition of Broadcast
Bureau ctoation ofreopen
in matterBcstg.
of revolicense record
of Darwin
Co.

One ketofs in Westthe Texas.
best growth
marOil RanchAgriculture. Station less
than two years and will gross
asking price. $85,000. Lower
price for an all cash deal.
WEST TEXAS DAYTIMER

Contact the DALLAS OFFICE, 151
HAMILTON • STUBBLEFIELO TWINING and Associates, Inc.
BROKERS • RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS • NEWSPAPERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
SAN FRANCISCO ,
74 (FOR THE RECORD)

(KHCD),
Ariz.;terminated
canceled proceeding.
license, deleted cal Clifton,
letters and
on Jan. Isadore
27
By Hearing Examiner
A. Honig
Granted
petition by Radio
KYNO,
Fresno,
for continuance
of dateexhibits
for exchange
ofCalif.,
proposed
Radio
KYNO
toFeb.Feb.26
19;
continued
hearing
from
Feb.
3
to
in proceeding on am application of Radio
By Chief
Hearing onExaminer
James D.
Cunningham
dates shown
Dismissed
with
prejudice
for
failure
to
prosecute
of Gralla
Tujunga,
J.applications
J. Flanigan,
Fontanaand
andGralla,
Sanall
Luis
Rey
Bcstg.
Co.,
Newport
Beach,
California, in am proceeding. Action Jan. 26.
Scheduled
hearing
for March
25 in proce ding on amAriz.,
applications
of Tempe
Co., Tempe,
et al. Action
Jan. 22.Bcstg.
By Hearing Examiner
on Jan.Charles
27 J. Frederick
Granted
petition
by
William
Radio Inc.
for leave
to amend
itsF. amHuffman
applic
a
t
i
o
n
t
o
change
facilities
of
WFHR
sin Rapids,
1340 D,kc,DA.250 Wisconw, unl.,
to 1320
kc, 500Wis.,w, from
N, 5 kw,
By Hearing Examiner
F. French
on Jan. Millard
27
Upon oral request of The Riverside Church
in the City
of New York,
York, from
exreplyNewfindings
Jan. 27 tended
to dateJan.for 30filing
in proceeding
on its fm
application
and
that
of
Huntington-Montauk
Bcstg. Co., Huntington, both New York.
By Hearing Examiner
on Jan.Thomas
23 H. Donahue
On ownferencemotion,
continued
from 10 a.m.,
Jan. 26prehearing
to 3 p.m., conJan.
29,
in proceeding
on Truckee,
am applications
of
Donner
Bcstg.
Co.,
Lakeside Bcstrs., Sparks, Nev. Calif., and
By Hearing Examiner
on Jan. 23H. Gifford Irion
Scheduled
prehearing
conference offorBooth
Feb.
6Bcstg.
in proceeding
on amFlint,
application
Co. (WBBC),
Mich.
By Chief
Hearing onExaminer
James D.
Cunningham
dates shown
Scheduled oral argument for 9:15 a.m.,
Jan. 27,foron dismissal
petition bywithout
Oklahoma Television
Corp.,
of its
application
for new tv Continued
stationprejudice
to onoperate
page on79
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ADVERTISEMENTS
CLASSIFIED
preceding publication date.)
(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE— Monday
• SITUATIONS WANTED 204 per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 254 per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch— STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 304 per word — $4.00 minimum.
St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
DeSalesremittance
to Broadcasting,
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies $1.00
charge for mailing1735(Forward
separately, please).
transc _
photos,
please); All transcriptions,
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, S1.00
etc.', sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Brc•road cast img expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Commercial
manager
with 1stwhen
class needed,
ticket.
Sales
full time,
maintenance
no announcing.
Salary
plus percent
of profits
to
permanent,
experienced
top
man.
250
Mutual,
North Carolina. Write in detail.
Box
567H,E. BROADCASTING.
Sales manager.
portunity.
WHTG,Experienced.
Asbury Park,Excellent
N. J. opStation manager— For Florida property with
tremendousperienpotential.
need adirection
stable, ex-of
canWe assume
all
phases
ofced maan who
promising
operation.
Write,
wire,
or
call
with
complete
information
including
references
and8716,requirements.
Hal11,
King,
WITT,
P.O.
Box
Jacksonville
Florida. Phone Raymond 4-2188.
Sales
Metropolitan
one sta-24
tion expandingWashington's
sales force.number
5000 watts,
hours atunitday.
Genuinetop ground-floor
oppory
.
T
o
p
station,
money.
Big
chain. Rush snapshot, data. General modern
Manager Box 134H, BROADCASTING.
Sales
manager.
Major
central
Ohio
market.
Top
money
for man who loves
to sell.
Box and
376H,future
BROADCASTING.
Salesman
for
leading
station
mid-south
medium
market.
startinginsalary
with
opportunity
for Good
advancement.
Box 522H,
BROADCASTING.
manager
the upper
-midwest
5Radio
kw amsales#1150,000.
station Ifin inyou
market,
metropolitan
population
have
backgroundin
ofmanagement,
selling experience
and
are
interested
BROADCASTING.send details Box 584H,
Sales representative, for new Westport radio
station. cellent
College
background
preferred.
Exfuture. Call
CApital 7-5133
or
write P.O.
BoxWestport
511, Westport,
Connecticut.
California, sales
KCHJ,staff.Delano. Serves 1,300,000.
Increasing
Expanding
sales force.
Wanted
energetic,
young,
experienced
radiodirect.
salesman.
Some
local agency
but mostly
StatePhoto
qualificatquested.
ions and Writesalary
requirements.
reJoe
Wolfman,
Sales
Manager,
KSON, San Diego.
Solid radio account
salesman list.
wanted
to take over
established
1 kwstaffsoonpromotion.
to go to 5Full
kw. Highly
Openingtosuccessful
created
by
details
WMIX,
Mt. Vernon, Illinois.
Salesmen
—
Needed
for
our
Florida
stations.
We have immediate openings for responsible,
reliable, centage.
experienced
salaryto Hal
plus King,
perSend completemen,details
WTTT,
Florida. P.O. Box 8716, Jacksonville 11,
Small-medium
agers come to market
the citymanagers-sales
and sell formanthe
south's
most
progressive
negro
radioper group.
Top
salesmen
make
8-10
thousand
year,
advancing
to managersunlimited,
making aggressive
12-15 per
year.
men
28Opportunities
to 39.firstSendletter.
complete
resumeEbony
and
photograph
McLendon
Radio,son,Suite
509 Lamar Life Building, JackMississippi.
Announcers
announcer
phone,
orStable,
maturecreative
versatile
deejay with
with first
production
spot
experience.
No
top
40,
no
rock
'n
roll.
News ablegathering
ability
desirbutkilowatt.
secondaryand
at writing
present
expanding
Illinois
Good
paysickforinleave,
competent
man. Bonus,
insurance,
many
fringeence benefits.
List 143H,
age, education,
experiin detail. Box
BROADCASTING.
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Help Wanted—
Announcers(Cont'd)
New south Florida station metropolitan
marketpacedneedsprofessionals
3 dj's. Experienced,
smooth,to
fast
only. $110 week
251H, BROADCASTING.
Rocky Mountain
town salary
needs announcer quirements,
with firstuniversity
phone.air check.
Send
reexperience,
Box 355H,
BROADCASTING.
Morning
dj for vacation
home base of growing sound!
chain
inFastyearpacedround
in good taste.land.OnlyHappy
pros apply.
Send
tape,
salary.
Box
444H,
BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer
for independent
vania station. 48-hour
week, large Pennsylmarket,
excellent
salary
plus over-time,
vacations.
Desire
an
experienced
man
looking
for a
permanent
job infora advancement.
chain organization
an opportunity
Tape with
and
resume
ING. required. Box 455H, BROADCASTModern music station in Michigan wants
good, lively
announcergoodforworking
night deejay
show.
Goodemployee
station,
conditions,
benefits. aExperienced
men
only, personal
must. No tapes.
Write
Box 526H,interview
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer for growing station
near New
York and
City. photo
No rockto: 'nBox
roll. 554H,
Send
tape,
resume
BROADCASTING.
New
independent
in suburban
major
metropolitan
market
upstate area,
New
York
seeks
experienced
announcer
with
first
phone.letter.
WriteBoxgiving
details, send tape
with
578H,fullBROADCASTING.
Modern
radio-tv
in the upper midwest
hasis
opening
forin fast-paced,
dj whoBox
interested
gaining tvbright
experience.
583H, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager radio
wantedexperience.
8 to 10 years
more
well-rounded
Provenor spots.
sales
record
know-how
production
Illinois and
kilowatt.
Liberalin salary,
over-ride,
Versatile
announcer-engineer
wanted
for
Wisconsin
station.of experience
Please send
audition
tapes
and resume
to Box
597H,
BROADCASTING.
Airwork
prime
essential,
engineering secondary.
Fifty
kilowattforNorthgeneral
Carolinastaffstation
now
auditioning
vacancy.
Southern
background
andBoxexperience
helpful.
Send
resume,
tape
598H,
BROADCASTING.
ad on page 78.
Top announcer wanted,
Wanted. Good
announcer
with
experience. Immediate opening, selling
permanent
position. Salary
commensurate
with City,
exp
e
r
i
e
n
c
e
.
J
i
m
Duncan,
KSIL,
Silver
N. Mex.
Announcer
with some with
programming
experience format.
by independent
andor
sports
Prefer
man music,
fromWirenews
south
southwest.
Real
live
operation.
Radio Station KTEM, Temple, Texas. or call
WOC ceptam-fm-tv,
Davenport, for
Iowa, will acapplications
radio-tvence andqualified
staff
announcer
position.anticipated
Experiboard
ability
required.
resume,
andAddress
tape
stressing djpicture,
work torequirement
program director.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
50,000 news
watts inindependent
Miami. South'shasbiggest
music
and
immediate
opening for top-rated disc personality to
program
to
Miami's
largest
adult
audience.
Must be thoroughly experienced in music
and tion
newsbackground
operation
with
broad
producwarm,
friendly
approach40 withscreamers.
top and
on thea Send
air selling
ability.
No
top
tape,
resume,
and photo to Ned Powers, WINZ, Miami.
Wanted — Top notch all night man to take
over immediately
"Music
Dawn" show.
Program
presently
sold music,
outto commercially.
Announcer
must know
news,
how
tophoto,
handlebackground
telephone
interviews.
Rush WISH,
tape,
to
Bill
Frosch,
Indianapolis.
Young beengineer
wants to be Fitchief.in
Must
a whiz who
on maintenance.
with young,
aggressive
staff. have
New toequipment forthcoming, but you'll
be a
past
southING. experience.
west metropolis. Kilowatt
Box 552H,directional,
BROADCASTDirector of engineering. Two radio and two
tv stations. Former
directorwest.going$9,000-$10,000
into manufstart.
acturing. Up er Only
midde
per
completely qualified
need year
apply.to Box
558H, BROADCASTING.
Growing chain needs first class
encombination licensed
forMust
Florida
station. Announcinggineer-announcer
secondary.
be
able
to
handle
chief
engineer's
job.
Ideal
climate andtunitiesworking
conditions 1 Box
plus opporfor
advancement.
575H,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted
maintenance engineerMust
who like
can
double Texas.
asgoodannouncer-newsman.
south
Box 604H, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer
for
kilowatt
culturalreligious
station. church
Must 5 bebackground.
experienced
and
have
KJLT,
North dedicated
Platte, Nebraska.
First phone
Some Noexperience
preferred. engineer.
Must have car.
announcing.
Fred Epstein, KSTT, Davenport, Iowa.
Chief engineer,
experienced!
tenance.Immediate
Announcing
helpful,Must
but dopay
notmain-for
essential.
opening.
Right
right
man.
Jacksonville,
N.MailC. qualifications. WLAS,
Need fully
years
old forexperienced
responsibleengineer
position.about
Good 24-30
pay
and expenses.
Al Evans,3-3733.
WOKJ, Jackson, Mississippi.CallFleetwood
Production-Programming, Others
Washington,
D.copywriter.
C. market's Modern,
#1 stationexpandneeds
sharp
ingfemale
station.
Fabulous
opportunity,
top
money.
Rush
snapshot,
data.
Box
362H,
BROADCASTING.
Modern
radio 5000
production
director-announcer. Topmarket.
rated
watts chain,
around
10th
largest
Leading
top clock.
pay . Send
ING
BROADCAST
384H, midwest
letter Box
^ photo, station
Progressive
in upper
needs
top
am
and
tv
news
man
and
tv
trafficcopy. Stable,
growing market.
Excellent
schools,
housing,
available.
panycellent
pensionopportunity
and churches
hospitalization
plans.ComExfor photo
advancement.
Send
complete
details
and
immediately.
Box 396H, BROADCASTING.
75

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Needed
immediately.
Experienced,
alert topradioflight
newsman
for atopening
on one
fast-pace,
news staff
number
McLendon
station.
Must
be
able
to
broadcast
news
as
well
asdirector
gather. atReplaces
news
one toofman
sisterelevated
stations.to
Send
tapes
and
resume
Dave
Muhlstefn,
KLIF, Dallas.
Experienced
newsmanradioneeded
immediately
in fullymany
equipped
newsroom.
Good
wages,
fringe news.
benefits.
Mustor gather,
write
and
broadcast
Write
phone
WITH, Port Huron, Michigan.
Peter
WestBox59th493Street,
NYC,
Judson Smith,
2-0148 222
or P.O.
Huntington,
Long
Hamilton
1-3821,
Commercial
writersIsland,
agent
radio-tv
(jingles
etc.),
excellent contacts.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
General
manager or sales
manager,
family,
mediumBox31,market
general experienced,
manager. four
Desireyearschange.
503H,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
manager,small
announcer,
currently managing
market. engineer
Desires
competitive
small Box
or medium
midwest market,
any
phase.
534H,
BROADCASTING.

Sales executive,
ten toyears
experience,
desires
opportunity
represent
multiple
station
group
nationally,
New York.
Box
588H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
salesmanL. H.withEstes,
first Marble
ticket available immediately.
Hill,
Missouri.
Announcers
Negro announcer, no clown, sensible and
intelligent
deUvery,or west
network
desirous of eastern
coast quality,
spot. Rush.
Box 445H.
BROADCASTING.
Here's your
man! Announcer,
diproduction
manager
andprogram
continuity.
9programming
years rector,
experience.
Desire
progressive
adult
station.
Available
now.
Will
travel. Box 447H, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer
five and
one-half studio
years experigeinnecer.inAgl.soAgesales,
continuity,
en35, married,
draft exempt.
Willing
locate
anywhere.
Minimum
salary
weekly $80.00.
Box
470H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-dj;
recent professional
radio
school graduate.
allTape,
phases.resume
Operate
board.
Prefer
eastTrained
coast.
on
request.
Box 471H,
BROADCASTING.
Just
graduated
from
professional
radio
school. Qualifications
and
writing
ad-libbinginclude
disc gathering
jockey snows,
writing news,
and
producing
commercials,
engineering
and
promotion
work.
Box
531H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
married, Know
family.board
Excellent
newsman,Recent
copywriter.
and
music.
grad. Radio
school.Box Salary
secondary
to
permanent
location.
532H,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced, ambitious, reliable, combo.
Presentlycation.employed.
midwest loMarried. Box Desires
533H, BROADCASTING.
I'm thecated,bestmarried.dj Vast
on thisshowpage.biz Young,
eduexperience,
limited dj work, accompanied with potential,
desire
to
"make
it".
Box
535H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
some experience,
available
immediately.
Prefer know
south.board,
Box
536H, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Personality dj. One year experience as dj
and
program
director. Experience
in copywriting,
programming
and operate
own
board.
Prefer
northpersonal
or midwest.
Available
immediately
for
audition.
Box
538H, BROADCASTING.
Country
music
deejay,
recording
artist,
nationally
known,
top know
man,radio29, promosober,
reliable,tion,best
references,
production,
energetic,
employed.
Des
i
r
e
t
o
re-locate.
Box
539H,
BROADCASTING.
Women's
tor. Good programs-announcer-writer-direcgeneral540H,background.
Cooperative.
Versatile.
Box
BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
young. Learns
quickly.Operate
Good
related
background.
Cooperative.
board. Box
541H, BROADCASTING.
Negro deejay.
SmoothAudition
patter. Efficient,
procontrols.
tape. References. duction,
Box 542H,
BROADCASTING.
Negro
Capable;References.
sales, music,
controls.announcer/dj.
Good background.
Box
543H, BROADCASTING.
Gospel programs.
Announcer-producerpackager.
handling
commercial
staff
duties. Capable
Box 544H,
BROADCASTINGAnnouncer-dj;
operate
board.
Strong,
sales, gimmicks.
Cooperative. Reliable. copy,
Box
545H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, mature. Sales minded. Good
related background.
Operate board. Cooperative. Box 546H, BROADCASTING.
Girl-dj
announcer.
Operate
board.
Eager, Capable,
steady.
Nosales,bad writing,
habits. Boxproduction.
547H, BROADCASTINGAnnouncer-dj;
experienced.
Ready
larger549H,
market.
Music, news, commercials.for
Box
BROADCASTING.
Look
no further voice,
for capable
staff experience;
deep
resonant
twoReady
years
married,
for larger
market.
Boxdependable.
551H, BROADCASTING.
Seasonedexperience.
announcer-newscaster.
MetropoliKnow copy-contact.
Box
2-4540.tanBROADCASTING.
559H,
Seattle — SUnset
Sportscaster:
play-by-play
sports.
WriteExperienced
news, sports.
Box 562H,all
BROADCASTING.
News-sports
desires available.
change. Tapes
and
excellentdirector
references
Box
563H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
1st
phone,
available
immediatefirst letter. No car,
$80. ly.BoxGive full
564H, particulars
BROADCASTING.
phases ofployed.radio
including pd. Presently
emplay-by-play.
For brochure
and tape. BoxStrong568H,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
- salesman.
family
man,salesman,
23,announcer
competent,
dependableYoung
and time
desiresprefer
position
south-air
ern
metropolitan
area,
Chattanooga. Three years radio, Nashville,
presently
5 kw. mumKnow
music,resume,
run tight
MiniTape,
pix, board.
on request.
Box 573H,$100.BROADCASTING.
Relaxed delivery dj. Perfect late or all nite,
news,
CASTING.experienced. Box 580H, BROADVersatile announcer available now. DJ,
news,
(play-by-play),
5 years exING. sports
perience. Married.
Box 582H, BROADCASTAnnouncer-married,
experienced al phases good
radio.personality,
Operate
own
board, cooperative,
versatile,
industrious,
ING.
service completed. Box 589H, BROADCASTAnnouncermercial— radio,Experienced,
AFRS
andgraduate
comknow
sales,
recent Run
of professional
radio
school.
own
board.
Versatile,
will
travel.
Box
594H,
BROADCASTING.
Versatile, good
musicto bottom
and news log.
man. ComExperienced specialist.
from top
mercial
Try me. ofBox
596H,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcer
—College
single, radio
draft experience.
exempt, college
graduate.
Best
work
inwheresports.
to work. Go any. Box 599H,EagerBROADCASTING.
Announcer.
TwoDesireyearsto learn
experience
New
Jersey market.
more radio.
Present
progress
toonational
slow. Newscaster,
disc
personality
with
accounts.
Will
consider
CASTING. first contact. Box 601H, BROADPersonality
announcer
CBS method.
Will travel.negro
SalaryNYUopen.trained
Box
607H,
BROADCASTING.
Deep
resonant
voiced
announcer
prefer
news,
commercial,
dj. Working knowledge
of business.
Married
Available
immediately.
Box
608H,recently.
BROADCASTING.
Several years of basic radio experience.
Now ing.want
towantgo aintoyoung,
the field of announcer
announcwho isIf youwilling
to learn, steady
contact Box 663,
Gary, Indiana.
Announcer,
8 California
years experience.
Employed
2 married,
years with
station,
prefer
California.
Call
Visalia, California after 3:30.Redwood 4-7090,
Experienced
combo man5-9205.
first O.phone.
Availableham, Jr.,immediately.
J. CunningMilano, GLTexas.
Top discomedian. 37. Wrongly wedded to
present
divorcingseeking
on grounds
nonsupport, station,
incompatibility,
permanent
mate.
15 with
years "savvy,"
top-rated,know-how,
far above-average
radio-tv
phenomad-lib, excellent
sales success.
Zany enalbutcomedy
intelligent
humor. also
Miami,
Dallas,
Milwaukee,
New Orleans,
McLendon,
Bartell
experience.
Emceed
Mutual
netpresent
show
IVa
years.
Friendly
departure
with
boss. Tape, excellent references, brochure.
$225 buper
week.
DJ,
342
Carilla
Lane,
Colums 4, Ohio.
Disc jockey,
available now. Goschool.
anywhere.
Just
Write
or callcompleted
Mack Geer,broadcasting
P.O. Box 57, Valparaiso,
Indiana. Phone 4-6539.
Country
dj specialist:
Seeks position
with
large station.
Twelve
Permanent!
$125.00
week.years
Curleyexperience.
Huntley,
Corinth, Mississippi.
Have
first1 year
phone,experience
will travel.KTLA.
For
aJohn
dj ordictionary,
news show,
Kirby,
5927 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood,
Calif. HO 9-1938.
I'm certain, I can become a good newster. I'm 35, single,
14 with
monthsradio
experience.
Desirehascasposition
that
APH.S.or diploma.
UPonlynews.
Noclockwatcher,
collegestation
degree,
only
No
but an unusually
honest, conscientious person.cooperative,
Available immediately.
Joe Martin,
P.O. Box 1683, phone UN 4-9972,
Clifton,
Arizona.
Announcer-writer. Single, 35. Strong on
news,
non-pops music;
anywhere
Canada.
materialwill
ontravel
request.
Overed, 34Sample
Dundonald,
Toronto
5. C. M.
Three
years
yearsindustry,
radio,
6firstyearsphone
tv, 5aircraft
years radio,
fm,
2 ten
years
Howard
1038 Front St.,license.
Binghamton,
N. C.Y. Williams,
Technical
Chief engineer—
5k am remote
direchigh powerExperience
fm,
multiplex,
controlsion.tionalinstallation,
maintenance,
superviBROADCASTING.
Age 40. Best references. Box 422H,
Combo
man,
seven years
at present
position
with
Pennsylvania
network
desires
relocation
in major
westcapacities.
coastaffiliate,
market.
Will
ING
serve
in either
or both
Sincerely
interested
managers
furnished
all
particulars on request. Box 497H, BROADCASTChief-engineer announcer. Experienced
both
phases
including
construction.
Prefer
hillbilly
andhours
country
announcing.
depends
and location.
South Salary
only.
Box 530H.on BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, February 2, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd )
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
Production-Programming, Others
Network
vhf with radio affiliate in highly
Experienced
salesmanL. H.withEstes,
first Marble
ticket available immediately.
Hill, competitive
market is man
seeking
a well-qualMissouri.
ified
and
experienced
to serve
asWe news
director,
do on-camera
newscast.
aredo
seeking
mature,
stable
man
who
will jot),
First
phone
engineer,
experienced,
single.
outstanding
news
and
public
relations
Top
references,
desires
southwest.
Jerry
add
stature
to
station
and
news
department.
Wills,2-8991.
542 Carroll Ave., San Antonio, Texas. Man selected will direct activities of other
WA
newsmen and photographers
in well-staffed,
well-equipped
newsroom.
Excellent
salary
for manpletewho
fills
bill. background,
Please
submitexpericomProduction-Programming, Others
information
and
ence,
education
and
references
in
first
letter.
Also
send
photo
and
film
or
kine.
Please
Experienced
program
unless youfor meet
Presently
employed.manager,
Excellent6 years
air man.ra- do not tions.apply
this theone,qualificaplease.
Box dio.368H,
BROADCASTING.
Write Box No beginners
570H, BROADCASTING.
News abledirector
—
16
years
experience,
availMajor
midwest
tv
station
—
multi
network
for large market operation. Box 446H, affiliate
needs
girl for fortv programming
traffic. Positionin
BROADCASTING.
includes
responsibility
sales coordination.
Excellentandworking
conditions.
Send
personal
experience
Program
director
experienced
allonly.phases
qualifications
first
letter.
Box
586H,
BROADradio.
Formula
or
block.
Midwest
$115
CASTING.
start. Box 499H, BROADCASTING.
Film department
opening
anticipated
imContinuityFast,
director,
woman.cooperative.
Eleven years
mediately— midwest
vhf-tv station.
Responradio-tv.
versatile,
Exsible
position
— opportunities
for advancem
e
n
t
—
excellent
working
conditions.
State
cellent
references.
Box
510H,
BROADCASTING.
your ter.experience
and qualifications first letBox 587H, BROADCASTING.
Copy and
account
man
with
two-dimenWanted,
crack
news
director. Prefer
on-air
experience —Write
broadradio,
and tvlong.
challenge,
solid market.
opporwith 4A sional
agencies.
and Been
print man. Interesting
tunity. Sunny,
southwestern
million
copy, consumer
and
industrial.
Handle
acApplicants
must
have
proven
record.
Box
c(or
ounts as well.
Ofneeding
particular
agencyvariety
client)
man tointerest
work onto 602H, BROADCASTING.
wide
of
things,
including
booklets,
Creative
commercial
copywriter,
experipublicity
promotional material. Write
enced in tv and
radio. Position
March
Box 555H, and
BROADCASTING.
1. Excellent
opportunity
topopenoperation.
complete
details
withwith
sample
workIowa.to
Have skills! Will deliver! Accomplished Mail
Program
Director,
KRNT,
Des
Moines,
air/tv woman;
creative, resourceful, experienced copy, publicity,
liaison.
TELEVISION
Will exchange
skills for community
challenging
tunity,
communications
related
field.opporHave
Situations Wanted
car. Box 560H, BROADCASTING.
Somewhere a station owner is about to
Sales
make a staffperienced
change
be needing
ex- Radio-tv sales executive
personnel orforwilla new
operation.
desires affiliation
Since
we're
both
looking
let's
exchange
with
major-market
station.
Excellent
referconfidential
offers.
Family
man,samethirty-one,
ences. 10 years
same358H,
station.
16 years experitwelve
years
varied
experience
station,
ence.
Write
Box
BROADCASTING.
still
employed.
Seeking
opening
for
assistant
manager,
or news ability,
editor.
Announcers
Full resumeprogram
ready. director
Best character,
credit references.
SeekingNo alert,
op- Weather, news, sports, commercials. Can
eration with security.
placefriendly
too small.
expect good job. Some directing. Midwest
Locate
by mid-April or sooner. Box 581H, ING.
BROADCASTING.
only. $110 start. Box 498H, BROADCASTTELEVISION
Announcer,perience.producer.
film, radioversaexsports, TV,
commercials,
tile. Box 550H,News, BROADCASTING.
Help Wanted— Sales
Ambitious, experienced radio man with first
first job
television-anIf you can connection
sell and would
likea progressive,
to make a phone,nia only.wants
nouncing
preferably.
Vet, inmarried,
CaliforResume,
photo
on request.
Box
permanent
with
574H,
BROADCASTING.
dominant
television
station
in
a
rapidly
growing Texas market, then you should
Young,
thoroughly
experienced
radio
ancontact George
Breeding
KRBC-TV,
Abilene,
Texas.or Dan Guthrie "at
desires first
tv opportunity.
entlynouncer
employed.
Go anywhere.
Reply PresBox
579H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Technical
Ifhaveyoua are
an
experienced
announcer
andto 11 years experience. Planning maintenance
first-class
ticket
and
would
like
construction. 7 years supervisory.
television,
an opening
the and
Northeast
#1learnradio
station we5 kwhaveupper
midwest.on Box
CASTING. preferred. Box 389H, BROAD557H,
BROADCASTING.
Qualified neering
youngdepartment.
man Have
seeks first
position
in engiOpportunitieswork
for tvonannouncer-director,
phone.
Will
personality
thechance
air, good
com-for travel.
Available
immediately.
Box 523H,
BROADCASTING.
mercial
delivery.
Also
to
develop
your
own
creative
ideas.
TV
experience
preferred. Progressive midwest station in Dependable,
neat appearing
salesman.
Ex-cellent television
Top refer
3-stationsonal andmarket.
Send tape, andpictures,
Box background.
571H, BROADCASTING.
experience
salary perex- ences. Write,
pectations. Box 600H, data,
BROADCASTING.
First
phone,
28,
married,
technical
training,
need
experience,
desireCalifornia
secure position
radio
or television.
only. Boxin
Technical
576H, BROADCASTING.
1st phoneroom
experienced
in tv transmitter
and
Transmitter
Du- control
work. Family
of four. Box
Mont
25 kw engineer,
installation.experienced,
Current topfor $2.45.
Contact
Colo. Chief Engineer, KTVR, Denver, 590H, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Tired ofenced snow,
move
south. Needretirement
experiengineer.
Paid WAIM-WCAC-WAIMinsurance,
Experienced
Now heading
vhfand
other
benefits.
am
newsroom.newsman:
Consistently
ahead with
TV, Anderson, S. C.
regional,
national
news. directorship
News-in-depthor
specialist.
Seeking
news
TV
transmitter
supervisor
mountain top Authoritative
good staff job.delivery,
Member RTNDA, NPPA.
installation.
Must for
have
C.DuMont
E., WPTZ,
Plattsburgh,
New experience.
York.
303H, BROADCASTING. top references. Box
BROADCASTING, February 2, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Need teen
show?LiveKidsproductions.
show? Women's
feature? Specials?
All kinds.
S-V Productions.
Box 430H, BROADCASTING.
Production.
Producer-director,
public
promotion,
performer.
yearsrela-all
facets tions,
of telecast.
Proven top7 organizer,
creative,
flexible.
Finest
references,
married, veteran, resume. Box 436H, BROADCASTING.
Production manager: 9 years radio, tv, film.
Currently
manager film
division
of ad agency.production
Solid professional
background.
College grad. Will travel. Box 473H, BROADCASTING.
Skilled young man desires any tv production
assignment,
director,
manager, camera,assistant
audio,
Collegefloor
graduate,
with
experience
in tv etc.
production.
Available
immediately,
anywhere
in
U.S.
Box
505H,
BROADCASTING.
Staff reorganization
causes Michigan
tv station to release nambitious,
reliable
cer-producer. Stable, married,
M.A. andegree, veteran, immediately.
will ounrelocate.
Still references
employed
but
available
For
ING.
and resume, write Box 572H, BROADCASTYoung experienced,
man, family, desires
collegeanygraduate,
3rd
ticket,
position
available. Artis Meadows,
1019 tvTerminal,
Houston, Texas. WA 3-8580.
FOR SALE
Equipment
Four $75.00.
WesternBox Electric
9-A heads. Will sell
for
553H, BROADCASTING.
Two
Altec
type
670-A
microphones. Both
for $100. Box 561H, BROADCASTING.
Two dishes, two dipoles and two paraboles
that fitwaveKTR1000
one watt
receiver andRaytheon
transmitter.
Box micro577H,
BROADCASTING.
Gates
CB-11
turntable,
less
arm
and
filter,
fair condition, $100. KFLD, Floydada, Texas.
1-G.E. 1 kw fm broadcast transmitter type
4BT1A1, plifier.
250 Goodexciter
type 4BF1A1, 1 kwContact
amcondition.
Chief Engineer,
KSJO, San $2500.00.
Jose, California.
One
radio
console.
Perfect
condition.
Also
one
link accessories.
mobile unit, Priced
type 1903,
receiver,
xmitter,
to sell.
Call
WMNE
Radio, Menomonee,
Wisconsin.
Transmitter. 1 kw Gates, IE. Complete rust
remote mentscontrol.
FCC equipment
measurepassed
Power
increase
reason
forSouthern
sale.January,
Best Pines,
offer1959.over
$3,500.
F.O.B.
WEEB,
N.C.
Call
Jack
Younts.
IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENT
Effective February 2, 1959, all Classified
FOR SALE-STATIONS advertising from
individuals or brokers must be in the
form of display advertising, minimum
one inch (Vk" wide by 1" deep).
The one time rate for an inch display, is
$20.00. The 13 time rate is $19.00. The
26 time rate is $17.50. The 52 time rate
is $15.00 per inch. Proportionate inch
rates apply for larger units. (Example:
114" display on the one time rate costs
$30.00.)
If proofs are desired before publication,
the deadline is 10 days in advance of
Monday
deadline publication.
is 7 days inOtherwise,
advance,finalno
proofs.
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FOR SALE
Equipment — (Cont'd )
Goingwith5 kw.GatesGatesmodel
1 kw 44BC-1J,
threecoupler
years
old
antenna
and
diode,
motor
Rheostat
and
plate
and
current
kits.
Best
offer
over
$3,500.
Contact
Mel Stone, WLOB, Portland, Maine.
Crystal, 1480 kilocycles, FCC approved
General guaranteed
Electric "Thermocell,"
6.3 V ElecA C
heater,
new, Southwood
$38.00. Bauer
tronic Mfg.California.
Co., 3728
Avenue,
San Mateo,
Commercial
new W.E.,
or replacement holders,
crystalscrystals
forregrinding,
RCA,andGates,
Bliley
and
J-K
repair, etc.
BC604
crystals.
Also
am
monitor
Nationwide unsolicited testimonials service.
praise
our products
and
fast
service.
Eidson
Electronic Co., Box 31, Temple, Texas.
AM-FM-TV
transmitters, studio-terminal
equipment,a testing
cameras-consoles-STL,
etc. lab.
We
maintain
and reconditioning
Buying or condselling
equipment?
We Systems
can reition it for you.
Technical
Corp., 12-01 43rd Ave., L.I.C. 1, N.Y.
WANTED TO BUY
Stations
Smallfer fulltime,
or medium
market station,
cp. Prewill
consider
daytime.orandLocation
open.
down and
payment
desiredReasonable
by Boxexperienced
responsibleterms
operator.
841G, BROADCASTING.
FM
station
in
metropolitan
area.
Write
Percy
Crawford, P.O. Box #1, Philadelphia
5, Pennsylvania.
Equipment

Wanted:
Types10SP4-A
6181, 6448,
(Iconoscope),
tubes, 5563-A,
used or1850-A
new.
Send
full details
to Glenn
Winter,
Chief
Engineer,
WSBA-TV,
York, W.Pennsylvania.
INSTRUCTIONS
F.C.C. firstspondence ophone
preparation
correr in Washington,
resident
classes.
Ourby schools
are located
Hollywood,
and
Seattle.
For indetails,
write Grantham
School,
Desk ton,2.D. C.821— 19th Street, N. W., WashingTV
recorder.
Correspondence
course
and tape
home
construction
details.
BuildCourse
your
own
television
recorder.
Complete
and
Construction
details
$18.75.
B.
Carrier
Co.,
5880
Hollywood
Blvd.,
Hollywood
28,
California.
FCC firstanteedphone
in six weeks.
Guarinstructionlicense
by master
teacher.EOdns
G.I.
approved.
Phone
FLeetwood
2-2733.
Radio
License
School.
3805
Regent
Drive,
Dallas, Texas.
First-phone
in six Broadcast
weeks. Intensive
inincluded,
resident noclass.
and dj training
training
extra St.,cost.Oakland,
Pathfinder
Radio
Services,
510
16th
California.
TWinoaks 3-9928.
Since 1946.
The 5original
course Reservations
for FCC 1st
phone
license,
to now6 weeks.
required.
Enrolling
lorandclasses
starting
March
4,
June
24,
Sept.
2,
Oct.
28. For
information,
references
and reservations
write
William
B.
Ogden
Radio
Operational
Engineering
School, 1150 West Olive Avenue,
Burbank, California.
First
phone
bysecured.
correspondence.
Coaching untillicense
licensetime.
EffectiveRa-inexpensive-minimum
Pathfinder
fornia.dio Services, 510 16th St., Oakland, CaliMISCELLANEOUS
Bingo
Xtme
U.S.A.
of personalized
bingo cards for
radio,printers
television
or newspaver 3. Colorado.

RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
-^-i -^r, ^y~, i0r*&i
§
STATION MANAGER
V Need aggressive and experienced
§£ market.
station manager
to take
28th
Operation
readyovertoin grow.
J Need good tough man to do it. Op§£ portunity
wantif you
for pay, notunlimited.
play. OnlyWeapply
you
y have a proven record.
| Box 537H BROADCASTING
Sales
Nation's fastest growing major
market group has openings for
three top salesmen. $15,000 year
maximum to proven producers.
Opportunity for management.
Send resume and photo to Box
593H, BROADCASTING.
PERSONALITIES
Nation's fastest growing major
market group wants versatile, cooperative personalities. Top
salaries, security and opportunity
for management. Prefer men
with Balaban or Storz experience.
Send photo and tape or air check
to Box 592H, BROADCASTING.
LIVE IN FLORIDA
I; Announcer job in beautiful Ft. Lauder% dale. America's fastest growing mar| ANNOUNCER: Mature, experienced
|; DJ. — good on production and newsi| casting.
ket
|:|;p IImmediate
opening. picture
Send full
requirements, experience,
if possible,
j| and tape with first letter to
RADIO STATION WFTL
Ft. Lauderdale. Fla.

|
§
£^
§
£3f
§
§

RADIO
Situations Wanted
Production-Programming, Others
QUALITY PUBLICITY IS
VALUABLE
Many
radio/tv
groups have full-time
publicity
departments
directlyA
with tradepapers and working
newspapers.
service such as this is prohibitive in cost
tosolution
the single
There's
a happy
canoperation.
provideservice
consistent,
tive—and Iintelligent
plus creaclose
personal contacts in all media.
12 years industry experience . . . leading tradepaper,Complete
station
backresumeand andfilm details
on request.ground.
Please write:
QUALITY
PUBLICITY
Box 591 H, BROADCASTING
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted
Production-Programming, Others
pilMIIIHIIIIIIIIinilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIII|j
§j
Production Manager f§
EEsi Top
proven
record
in all phases
of production,
direction,
organization,
creativity.
Want 5=:£
=£ employed,
problems and32,hard
work. college.
Flexible.
Presently
family,
Five
years =
with station
mediumor market
== sive
agency. stations. Desire proges- =
£ Box 338H, BROADCASTING £
^IllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllS
FOR SALE
Equipment
CO-AXIAL TRANSMISSION
LINE
Unused Andrew Teflon ls/a". 51.5 ohms.
Original Packing
— Tremendous
Immediate
Shipment
Large orSaving.
Small
Quantity. Wire or write: Sacramento
Researchmento 20,Labs.,
3421—
58th
St.,
SacraCalif.
WANTED TO BUY
AVAILABLE
CLIENTSACTIVE
WHO RADIO
ARE INTERESTED
IN PURCHASING
STATIONS
PREFERABLY
IN
THE
SOUTHEASTERN
STATES. Wire— Phone— Write
PROFESSIONAL
458Atlanta,
PeachtreePLACEMENT
Arcade
JAckson Georgia
5-4841

ARE YOU GETTING YOUR
SHARE OF AUDIENCE?
Universal's patented
locked-frequency
"Mike Radios" captured
your audience.

The "Universal Plan"
brings you more listeners, revenue,
new customers, promotion
and
publicity at no cost to
the station.

WRITE OR PHONE TODAY
UNIVERSAL PUBLICIZERS, INC.
936 SUPERIOR
No. Michigan7-1924
Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

23.
Action Jan. Bcstg.
Orleans,byLa. Clarksburg
12 in Newpetition
ch.Granted
disfor
W.Va.,
Clarksburg,
Corp (WPDX),
am applicaof itsstatus
without prejudice
apamCorp.
in hearing
tion andmissalretained
Service
W.Va
Central
f
o
n
o
i
t
a
c
i
l
p
22.
(WHAW), Weston, W.Va. Action Jan.French
F.
By Hearing Examiner
23
on Jan. Millard
Petersof St. further
by), City
petition
Granted
continued
(WSUN-TV
Fla.
burg
Jan. 28 .to Feb. 17 m Largo,
hearing
10 proceeding
Fla., ch. from
Herbert Sharfman
By Hearing onExaminer
dates shown
Granted
petition
by Livesay
Bcstg. Co.
Inc
for
leave
to
amend
application
for
new tv station to change
operate itsits
on trans,
ch. 10 site
in Terre
and
to
Ind.,
Haute,
nnanand additions
some changes
make
Action toJan. ££.
of application.
showing
cialContinued
hearing
from Jan. 26oftoiomanFeb. 2
applications
am
on
proceeding
inMauston
Action Jan.Bcstg.
23. Co. (WTMB), Tomah, Wis.
Bv Hearing Examiner
C. Smith
on Jan. Elizabeth
22
Granted
motionof byhearing
MusicalfromHeights
for
continuance
Jan. 28Inc.,to
Feb
16 on itsHeights,
application
in Braddock
Md. for am facilities
Granted ofpetition
Broadcast
Bureau
for
extension
time
toby Jan.
30 toapplication
file except
i
o
n
s
t
o
initial
decision
on
fm
South Bay
Redondoof
Beach,
Calif. Bcstg.
Action Co.
Jan. (KAPP),
22.
Granted petition by Deer
Huntington-Montauk
Bcstg.
for
extensionCo. of(WGSM),
time to Jan. 22Park,
to fileN.Y.,
answer
todalereplies
and
oppositions
M. Tisand Broadcast Bureauof toJames
its petition
for rehearing
on its am application. ActioninJan.proceeding
21.
Granted
petition
by
Broadcast
Bureau
for
extension
of timeto supplement
to Jan. 30 totofile
responpleadings
motion
to
enlargesive casting
issues
filed
by
Community
Teleing. Action Corp.,Jan.in 21.Moline, ni., ch. 8 proceedGranted ofpetition
Broadcast
forto
extension
time tobyissues
Jan.
29 include
to Bureau
respondissues
motion
to
enlarge
to
for absolute
disqualification
of Liberty
Telefiled
by KEEDActionInc.,
Ore., ch.vision I9nc.,proceeding.
Jan.in Eugene,
22.
Upon petition
bydismissal
Donnerof Bcstg.
Co.,
Truckee,
Calif.,orderedforDonner
his am Feb.
apon or before
2 to submitplication,under
oath detailed
breakdown
of actualcur ed by him
expenses,
viz.,
cash
outlay,
infiling and
prosecution of inhisconnection
applicationwithto date.
STATIONS

Upon from
agreement
hearing
18byto parties,
Marchof Tri-County
23continued
in proce ding onJerseyville,
amFeb.applications
Bcstg.
Co.,
and
Radio
Corp. (WAMV), East St. Louis, both Missouri
Illinois.
Bv Hearing Examiner
on Jan.Charles
21 J. Frederick
for Feb.
prehearing
application
on amconference
in proceeding
24Scheduled
Pa., ets al.of
Chester,
Bcstg. Co., West
Alkima
Bv Hearing Examiner
F. French
on Jan. Millard
22
On uledownfor Feb.motion
continued
hearing
scheddate to beon setambyapplicasubseorder in3 toproceeding
tionquentof Fayetteville
Bcstg. Co. (KHOG),
Fayetteville,
Ark.
Bv Hearing Examiner
on Jan. 22Basil P. Cooper
On own motion continued evidentiary
hearing
Jan. 22 to ofJan.Monocacy
30 in proceedon amfromapplications
Bcstg.
Co., ingGettysburg,
Pa., et al.
Granted
Blueto Island
Community Bcstg.plicatpetition
forfmbyleave
its
apion fCo.
or newfacilities
station
inamend
Blue
Island,
to change
proposed
from
Classon
A111
station
on
96.7
mc
to
Class
B
station
105.9 mc; removed amended application
from hearing
es ing line. status and returned to procBy Commissioner
A. M. Craven
on dates T.shown
Granted ofpetition
for
extension
time tobyFeb.Broadcast
5 to file Bureau
exceptions
to initialtions of decision
in proceeding
on applicaPalm
Springs
Translator
Station
Inc., Palm Springs, Calif. Action Jan. 20.
Granted petitioning-Paramount
by Theatres
American forBroadcastfurtherto
extension
to Jan.Inc.,
to reply
comments ofand time
oppositions
by19 other
parties
tofor American
Bcstg. ofCo.'s
6 pleadingon
reconsideration
Sept.Oct.5 decision
applications
of
Albuquerque
Bcstg.
(KOB), Albuquerque, N.M. Action Jan. Co.19.
By ChiefCunningham
Hearing Examiner
on Jan. James
16 D.
Set aside
Dec.commencement
31 action whichof specified
March
12
for
ordered
by Commission
onBcstg.
Dec. Co.,
23 hearing
on am
applications
of
Alkima
Chester, Pa.,ordered
et al., and
with regard onto West
new
proceeding
by
Commission
14, scheduled hearing for March 23. Jan.
Scheduled
hearings
for
April
2
in
proce dings on am Dublin
applications ofWAYX
Radio South
Inc
(WXLI)
Woodward
Williams, et and
al., executors of(Ethel
last
will andceased)
testament
of
Jack
Williams,
de-M.
Waycross, bothCorp.,
Georgia;
and F. and
Radio
&
Television
Escondido,
Norman E. Kay, Del Mar, both California.
FOR

SALE

CALIFORNIA
1000 watttractivedaytimer
growingBrand
atmarket. New instation.
new office and technical equipment.
Beautiful studios. $10,000 cash will
handle on total price of $41,000 for
quick sale. Balance on excellent
terms. Box 595H, BROADCASTING

5,000 Watt
Daytimer
* Station in large Florida market area,
■ unlimited potential. Price S300.000 prin25%
Jj cipals Boxonly.605H,
Write:BROADCASTING
■

50% interest in midwest medium
market station. Rich oil-wheat
area. $30,000 cash for quick sale.
Box 603H, BROADCASTING.

Of successful California FM station.
Very active fm market of 400.000.
Selling my part because of other
interests.
Box 606H, BROADCASTING

NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Brokers — Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS

THE PIONEER
OF TELEVISIONCONSULTANTS
AND RADIOFIRMMANAGEMENT
ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD
S. FRAZIER,
INC.
1736Washington
Wisconsin
Ave.,
N.W.
7, D. C.

Security Bldg. Davenport, Iowa
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By Hearing onExaminer
Millard F. French
dates
shown
Extended
date
for filing
findings
from
Jan.
22
to
Jan.
27
in reply
proceeding
fm applications of The Riverside
Church onm
the
City
of
New
York
and
HuntingtonMontauk
Bcstg.Jan.Co.,19.Huntington, both New
York. Action
a-™., Jan.
for
oralby argument
Scheduled
St. .9Petersburg,
City
23 on motion
date m
e ofof hearing
Fla . forFla.,continuanc
ch. 10 proceeding. Action
Largo,
^Continued prehearing4 inconference
from
Arecibo-AquaFeb.
9 a.m.,
Jan. 21P.R.,to ch.
dilla,
12 proceeding.
Action
Jan. 20.
Bv Hearing Examiner
on Jan.Forest
19 L. McClenning
Grantedcinnati Inc.petition
RounsavilleOhio,
of Cin(WCIN),by Cincinnati,
for
of direct affirmacancellation
tiveencecasesscheduled
andof exchange
further
prehearing
conferfor
Jan.
15
and
30,
respectively, and scheduled hearing for Feb. 16 on
am application
and that Ind.
of Shelby CountvitsGranted
Bcstg
Co.,
Shelbyville.
petition
by WRAC
Racine,
for leave
to amend
its amInc.,
application
toWis.,reduce
ant. height.
record
on
made
rulings
stated
Formally
among
and hearing
conference
19 prehearing
Jan. procedura
atother
scheduled
steps
l
G.
Russel
of
ns
applicatio
am 111., et al.
for AprilInc.,1 onDixon,
Salter
Frederick
J.
Charles
Examiner
Bv Hearing
on Jan. 16
am
date proceeding onRadio
Continued without
F. Huffman
William
of
application
pendWis.,
Rapids,
Wisconsin
(WFHRi,
Ihc ing'filing
of, which
petitionifforgranted,
leave to amend its
applicationfor
necessity
further hearing. may obviate

Los
Hall Bcstgof Co
motionfor bycontinuance
Granted Calif.,
Angeles
Jan. for22
from date
exhibits
exchange
hearing
evidentiary
of
date
FebFeb.23,of2andtowritten
tofrom
2, in proceeding on
its fm application.March
By Hearing onExaminer
Jan. 20 J. D. Bond
motion by Berkshire
grantedGreat
Bv order,
Mass.,
Co. (WSBS),
Bcstg.
for
various
changes in Barrington,
dates ampreviously
applicain proceeding
scheduled
tion and that
of Naugatuckon itsValley
Service
hearInc ingNaugatuck,
ly
from March 3Conn.,
to dateandto becontinued
subsequent
fixed.
Bv Hearing Examiner
on Jan. 20H. Gifford Irion
Granted Flint,
petition
by forBooth
Bcstg.
Co.
(WBBC),
Mich.,
leave
to inamend
its
am
application
to
make
changes
daytime
directional
array
on
present
assigned
frequency of 1330 kc.
_ .
Feb.
conferences for
prehearing
conof
application
am
on
proceeding
3 inScheduled
San Juan
(WHOA), both
tinental Bcstg Corp. Guaynabo,
PuerMadrazo,
R.
Jose
andto Rico.
C. Smith
By Hearing Examiner
on Jan. Elizabeth
19
for Jan.
conference
prehearing
Scheduled
am apphcation
30 in proceeding
Southern
General onBcstg.
Co. (WTRO),of
Dyersburg. Tenn.
By ChiefCunningham
Hearing Examiner
on Jan. James
21 D.
Granted
jointBcstg.
petition
byandL.WERC
K U. Bcstg.
Co
The
Jet
Co.
Bcstg.of
Corp. for dismissal without
prejudice
for new
their applications
erate on ch. 66, Erie,
Pa. tv stations to opPETITION FOR RULE MAKING FILED
Cleveland Broadcasting Inc. (WERE).
Cleveland.
1-20-59 to)—authorize
Requests regional
amendment of rulesOhioin (order
stations
Announcedto operate
Jan. 29.with powers up to 25 kw.
License Renewals
Following
stations were
granted
ofV.'Cl-FM
license: Ames.
*KWAR
Waverly,renewal
Iowa;
Iowa:(FM) KCMO-TV
Kansas
City,
Mo.:
KCRG-TV
Cedar
Rapids St.Iowa;
KDRO-TV
Sedalia.
Mo.;
KFEQ-TV
Joseph, Mo.;Mason
KFVS-TV
Cape Girardeau.
Mo.;
KC-LO-TV
City. Iowa;
KHQA-Tv
nibal. Mo.: KMBC-TV
Kansas
City. HanMo.;
KODE-TV
KOMU-TV
bia Mo.; Joplin.
KENT-TVMo.: Des
Mcines. ColumIowa;
KTIV
(TV) Mo.;
SiouxKVTV
City, (TV)
Iowa:Sioux
KTTS-TV
Springfield.
City,
Iowa;
KYTV
(TV)
Springfield.
Mo.;
WHOTV Des Iowa:
Moines.
Iowa; Davenport,
WMT-TV Cedar
Rapids.
WOC-TV
Iowa;
-KETC (TV) St. Louis, Mo.
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"At

Heublein,

every

is well-thumbed

issue

of Ad

Age

..."

says FRANK C. MARSHALL
Advertising Manager
Heublein, Inc.

"I read Advertising Age because, as the masthead
says, it is a marketing newspaper. It gives the
facts and gives them fast. Its news coverage is, indeed,
national and objective— its accuracy, unexcelled.
At Heublein, every issue of Ad Age is a wellthumbed copy read by advertising, marketing and
management personnel."
It's a fact: over the years ( 29 so far ) , advertising, marketing and
management executives have relied on Advertising Age to bring
them the news and trends of marketing — quickly, accurately,
objectively. And here's another: among these readers are most
of the executives of importance to you — those who influence as
well as those who activate major broadcast decisions.
At Heublein, Inc., for example, interest in television as an advertising medium for its cereals is mounting steadily. Spot tv
appropriations — for Maypo and Maltex — vaulted from just over
$82,000 in 1956 to almost $255,000 in 1957.* The trend toward
substantial increases for spot tv continued during 1958, and
Heublein reports a similar pattern for the first half of 1959.
Every Monday, market-interested executives at Heublein turn
to Ad Age to keep posted on the developments affecting them.
Heublein and Bryan Houston, Inc., the agency handling the
Maypo and Maltex accounts, receive a total of 24 paid-subscription copies of Ad Age each week.
Add to this AA's more than 42,000 paid circulation, its tremendous penetration of advertising with a weekly paid circulation
currently reaching over 12,500 agency people alone, its intense
readership by top executives in national advertising companies
— and you'll recognize in Ad Age a most influential medium for
swinging broadcast decisions your way.
•Television Bureau of Advertising, Inc.

2 00 EAST

ILLINOIS

STREET

• CHICAGO

11, ILLINOIS
? Year (52 issues) $3

FRANK C. MARSHALL
A veteran adman, Mr. Marshall came
to Heublein, Inc., as assistant advertising manager in 1935, from Johnson &
Johnson. At J & J, he had been an
assistant product manager for several
products during a nine-year period.
His background also includes some
agency experience with Ferry-Hanley.
Mr. Marshall has served Heublein as
advertising manager since 1940.
Among tisersthe
nation's 100concern
largest markets
adver, this Connecticut
a variety of liquor and food products,
including Smirnoff Vodka, Heublein
cocktails, A-l Sauce and the Maypo
and Maltex hot cereals.
Golf and photography occupy some of
Mr. Marshall's after-hours time, while
his professional affiliations include the
Association of National Advertisers, in
which he has been active for a number of years.

OUR

RESPECTS

Connie

TO . . .

Barriot

One day last week a chauffeur-driven
Cadillac, of roughly the dimensions of
the U.S.S. Forrestal, cruised majestically up Connecticut Avenue in Washington, D. C. Enfolded in the lush upholstery of the passenger compartment
was an angular man who wore a derby,
a Chesterfield and brown sports shoes
with moccasin toes.
He was raptly listening to the Cadillac's radio, an instrument of resonant
clarity. From it poured a deafening
mixture of scraping fiddles, wheezing
accordions and the wails of a lovestruck mountain maiden singing through
her nose. Connie B. Gay had begun his
day at the office.
What the House of Morgan is to Wall
Street, the General Motors Building
toto theinternational
auto industrysnipping,
and Onassis'
ConnieyachtB.
Gay's
$1
1,800
limousine
is
to
the cultandof
country music. It is both a symbol
a source of affluence and power.
Mr. Gay is master of ceremonies, impresario, talent manager, music publisher, producer and owner of the Town
& Country
the world's
gest countryNetwork,
music package
firm. bigAn
expansionist by nature, he has also acquired four radio stations, and his purchase of a fifth awaits only the formality of FCC approval.
It is an empire which was built on
Mr. Gay's
of a gullible
simple principle: city recognition
folks are more
than
country folks and have more money.
The principle first dawned on him
during his childhood, but he lacked the
laboratory in which to test it as long
as he stayed in Lizard Lick, N. C, his
home town where he was born Aug. 22,
1914. It was in 1931 that he decided to
examine city folks at close range. That
was the year he left Lizard Lick for
Raleigh to study agriculture at North
Carolina State College.
The Formative Years • To make ends
meet at school he worked in the dairy
and poultry barns, waited on tables,
sold door to door, drove a bus, ran a
switchboard and made $10 a week as
manager of a college dance band.
After graduation in 1935 Mr. Gay
spent two years taking soil samples with
the
Dept.This,
of Agriculture's
soil erosion
service.
he felt, was wasted
time.
He quit the security of government
employment for an occupation in which
he now says he "learned more about
people
in any part of my life." He
became than
a pitchman.
For a year Mr. Gay roved the city
BROADCASTING, Februory 2, 1959

Gay
streets, setting up his pitch on corners,
in doorways, wherever there was shelter
from a the
and for
the 5police.
buy
knifeweather
sharpener
cents "I'd
and
sell it for 25," he recalled the other day.
"Sometimes I'd get 50 cents in a sucker
townBy like
the Washington."
end of his year of nomadic
merchandising Mr. Gay had fully confirmed the gullibility of the inhabitants
of major cities of the East and South.
He was ready for bigger things, but the
U. S. economy was not. The Depression still discouraged empire building.
He returned to government service to
await America's recovery.
Time Out for Depression • From
1938 to 1946,
exceptdirector
for a fewof months'
interval
as farm
WPTF
Raleigh, Mr. Gay was with the U. S.
Dept. of Agriculture in various jobs.
In November 1946 he figured the
post-war boom had made America
ready for Connie B. Gay. He signed
on at WARL Arlington, Va., as farm
director and d.j. He persuaded a reluctant management to let him start a
half-hour country music show. Nonsalaried, he lived on savings for three
months while the show caught on and
he began to round up sponsors. The
show snow-balled.
Country
Time wentMr. toGay's
threeTown
hours,&
WARL went completely country music,
and Connie B. Gay went to the U. S.
Patent Office to register "Town & Country" as his trademark.
If the eyes of rival broadcasters were
opened,
were upopened
even
wider. HeConnie's
began lining
top talent
from WSM Nashville's Grand Ole Opry
for box office appearances in Washington. In 1948 he talked his way into
Washington's highbrow Constitution
Hall for a one-night stand. He stayed
27 Saturdays and set a $22,000 all-time
record
night's gate.
With fortheonecountry
music kingdom
now tres Gay, Connie went on to new
firsts: performances at Griffith Stadium
ballpark, a country music-air circus
combination, outdoor amphitheatres, a
special
train country
to Nashville's
Ole
Opry and
music Grand
moonlight
cruises from Washington, Baltimore and
Philadelphia.
The Network Big-Time • Two years
ago CBS-TV took a dark horse out of
Mr.
stableshow
— Jimmy
built Gay's
a network
around Dean
him —andanda
company of country musicians and
dancers. Last September Mr. Gay sold
his property rights in Mr. Dean to CBS-

Gay stepshisintohandhis to'office'
TV andMr. turned
grooming
another singer, George Hamilton IV,
whom lina hein 1956
brought
Caroand out
whoseof North
first record,
"A Rose and a Baby Ruth," sold more
than a millionofcopies.
boy isanda
combination
Como,"This
Crosby
Boone," Mr. Gay confides.
In the past few years Mr. Gay has
been buying radio stations, WTCR
Ashland, Ky., in 1955; WFTC Kinston,
N. C, in 1957; KITE San Antonio last
August; cWYFE
New ofOrleans
Deember. His purchase
WGAYlastSilver
Spring, Md., a Washington suburb, is
pending approval of the FCC.
Mr.ant in Gay
Anne20,Pleas1936.married
Their Hazel
son, Jan,
and
daughter,
Judy
Anne,
18,
are in Va.,
college. The family lives in Vienna,
another Washington suburb. Mr. Gay
maintains two offices, one in a Washington apartment house and the other
in his limousine.
Connie now is casting avaricious eyes
at the capital of gullibility, New York
City, where he feels his Town & Country product would really go to town. If
hehe has
his way,
longproduce
before
invades
the itbigwon'ttownbe to
enough live and film country music
shows
to make
Tin Postmarks
Pan Alley think
it's
a dead-end
street.
on CBSTV's
Jimmy
Dean
fan
mail
indicate
formidable fifth column is already busy.a
He also aspires to fill out his radio
quota with stations in Manhattan and
Los Angeles. Asked whether he has
such a station in mind as WNEW New
York, Connie roared, slapped his thigh,
pointed accusingly and said, "You said
that — I didn't."
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EDITORIALS
Two big jobs
WHATEVER else the NAB board of directors may do
at its meeting at Hollywood, Fla., this week, it should
give more than lip-service to at least two vital matters.
The board will receive a report from its ad hoc committee
on editorializing. Instead of treading water, we think the
board should go all out in demanding that the FCC remove
the burden of forcing stations which editorialize to "affirmaout opposingis unworkable
viewpoints and
by meaningless.
"responsible"
parties. tively"
Thisseek requirement
The board also should take a strong stand against the
FCC's
insistence
upon and
programming
reports
in applications
for licenses,
renewals
assignments.
It should
give full
support to the views expressed by Comr. T. A. M. Craven,
who believes such reports are both illegal and impractical.
Replies to the FCC's proposed rule-making are now due on
Feb. 20 — the deadline having been extended one month.
The NAB has no more important function than to resist
intrusion by government into the business and programming
affairs of licensees. Even if the FCC should turn thumbs
down on the propositions, good will result. The way then
will be opened for court reviews, which are essential in
restoring to broadcasting the freedoms Congress originally
intended for it.
Betwixt and between
THE FCC these days is being whip-sawed between Congress and the courts. While, at the moment, Congress is
reasonably quiescent getting itself organized, the courts are
not.
Within the last fortnight there have been two court decisions which cause the FCC, and broadcasters, considerable
travail. One is destined to have an important bearing on
fm'sadmittedly
development,
just asquality
that long
slumberingto aural
of
superior
is beginning
revive.service
The
other
may
play
hob
with
the
FCC's
way
of
doing
its
allocating.
The full panel of nine judges of the U. S. Court of
Appeals split 5-4 in ruling that the FCC's 1955 fm multiplexing order, holding that functional music is not broadcasting, iswrong. That 1955 order required fm stations to
multiplex functional music broadcasts, while continuing
regular public broadcasts on their main channel.
According to the FCC, the court has substituted its judgment for that of the expert body itself. If the decision sticks,
the FCC must force functional music and other non-broadcast operators using fm to perform as broadcasters. This
means identification of sponsors (presumably meaning every
subscriber), station breaks, program balance, and otherwise
meet all the obligations of the broadcaster licensee.
In the second case, a three-judge panel of the appellate
court reversed a long-standing tenet on allocations. The
court, in effect, held that where a minor deviation from
allocation standards is involved, and is protested on technical
grounds, the FCC can let the authorization stand and hold
the hearing required afterward. Under the long established
KOA precedent, the FCC has been required to grant a stay
enjoining the new operation prior to a formal hearing, on
the ground that introduction of interference constitutes a
modification
of the dominant station's license without
hearing.
What the court now has held is that if there is only slight
82

interference, there is no reason to prevent the new facility
from operating pending outcome of the required hearing. If
that is valid, what would there be to prevent the new station from applying for improved facilities at regular intervals
and thus gradually getting a dominant status that it otherwise could not procure?
It seems to us the FCC has no alternative but to seek
Supreme Court reviews of both cases.
Sports steamroller again
THE sports lobby is on schedule in picking up at this
session of Congress where it left off last summer in its
espousal
of legislation to exempt major sports from the
antitrust laws.
A half-dozen bills already have been introduced in both
House and Senate. While they vary in some degrees, all
would provide for blackouts of television in areas where
home teams are playing. The sports entrepreneurs could
black out free broadcasts in favor of pay television, or devise any other means of making the public pay, whether
or not they go to the ball parks.
At the last session, the House passed the bill on the
strength of enormous pressure from its proponents. It was
stalled in the Senate, thanks to the intercession of the Dept.
of Justice, Chairman Emanuel Celler (D., N. Y.) of the
House Judiciary Committee and the late-starting, but nevertheless effective opposition of broadcasters.
There is plenty of steam beyond the legislation this
session, with the baseball lobby again taking the lead. Their
effort will be to knock down every argument advanced by
the opposition in blocking Senate action last session.
It is our contention that the sports industry deserves no
special privileges. Certainly broadcasting organizations,
constantly threatened for antitrust infractions, are performing public service that transcends the importance of a baseball game.
We doubt whether broadcasters will be caught napping
again. Nevertheless it is going to require skillful marshalling
of broadcasting's
counter-offensive
of
the sports industry
steamroller. to brake this year's model

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hijc
"Mind if I listen? I'm monitoring commercials for the Federal
Trade Commission."
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The

world,

the weather

Here are the top ratings in the Twin Cities in the 10:00
to 10:30 p.m. time segment, every week of the month!
Bill Ingram presents "Today's Headlines" at 10:00.d Atat
10:15 it's Johnny Morris in the "Weather Room." iners
10:20, Dick Xesbitt with complete coverage on the
(and losers) in the world of sports.

and

the

winners

Month after month, year after year this award-winning trio
(with mentthefacilities)
assistance
unmatched
newswhat
departleads oftheKSTP-TV's
way in ratings,
no matter
the
competition.
There are (at this writing) a few choice availabilities around
these top shows in the market. For further information, contact
your nearest Perry office or a KSTP-TV representative.

I,
CHANNEL
Bask NBC Affiliate
MINNEAPOLIS

Represented

by Edward

• ST. PAUL

Petry & Co., Inc.
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All
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Copm;
£°oi-tv
Mn^'o^ms
..:&g;#

G"«%Ur.-.-.
AO*

Shore

,^0

Station
Show
KOOL-TV Ed Sullivan ...
KOOL-TV Have Gun, Will Travel
KOOL-TV Sun. Pro-Football
KOOL-TV Death Valley Days
KOOL-TV Alfred Hitchcock
KOOL-TV Gunsmoke

SS,^"
H|

Audience |
48-3 (ARB)
.61.5 ( ARB) ^
82.7 (ARB)
51.5 (Puse)
48.0 (Puse)
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316,000
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PHOENIX,
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July 1, 1958
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PERSPECTIVE '59: a 70-page status report on radio-tv
New spectrum disturbances forming on federal front?

Page 63
Page 23

Benton & Bowles takes up cudgel against dual rates

Page 26

NAB stamps its approval on broadcast editorializing

Page 35

The SALESMAN

and

makes

a difference . .

so does the
STATION!

^

You can bet on it — a reputable, believable
salesman will make less noise — and make more sales ■
than a carnival pitch man.
50,000-watt WHO Radio is the most believable, effective
salesman in this State. Iowa has confidence in WHO
because WHO has confidence in Iowa. We have proved our
faith for decades — by building and maintaining the greatest Farm
Department in Mid-America — the greatest News
Department — a fine, professional Programming Department
that does a lot more than play the "first 50*'.
As a result, more Ioiva people listen to WHO
than listen to the next four commercial stations
combined — and BELIEVE what they hear!
Of course you are careful about the salesmen you
hire. You of course want to be equally careful
for Iowa PLUS !
about your radio salesmen. Ask PGW for all the
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
r, President
B. J. Palme
facts about Iowa's GREATEST radio station!
Resident Manager
A Lovet,
PCol.
WHO Radio which
is part also
of Cec itral Broadcasting Company,
Robert H.'Harter, Sales Manager
\ns and operates
WHO-TV, Des Moir :s, WOC-TV, Davenport
Woodward, Inc.,
Peters, lGriffin,
Nationa Representatives

AM

I

Americans dearly love a mystery— any kind of mystery.
Witness the hordes of hard and soft- cover books, pulp
magazines and slick periodicals that thrive on the endless demand. Moral for telecasters : Take the guesswork
out of your programming— put the mystery in. The VPS
mystery, of course!

PANIC — Ordinary people suddenly flung into situations of
extraordinary suspense. First-run-off-the-network, with an outstanding ARB record. Stars include Everett Sloane, Mercedes
McCambridge, Ann Rutherford, James Mason.

«
i
m.

j

f
DANGEROUS ASSIGNMENT- Espionage on an international
scale, starring Hollywood's Brian Donlevy. As government agent
Steve Mitchell, he covers the earth like a coat of well-known
paint. Lots of latitude for free-swinging adventure.

CAPTURED- The original "Gangbusters" of radio -TV fame,
with Chester Morris as host. Dramatized recaps of headline police
cases like those of Willie Sutton, Tony the Stinger, Little Duke
Likini. Arrestingly authentic.

INNER SANCTUM -Just beyond the renowned creaking door
offlie gripping tales of the eerie and unusual. Mood pieces withHollythemes, featuring leading performers of
the-beaten-track
wood and Broadway.

THE FALCON — Undercover action overseas. Charles McGraw
stars as U. S. secret "op" Mike Waring, otherwise known as "The
Falcon." Plots and counter-plots on both sides of the Iron Curtain
make for intriguing drama.

SALE
PROGRAM
VICTORY
22, N. Y.
YORK
NEW
AVENUE,
FIFTH
663
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KRLD-TV

is

your

buy

best

FIRST IN AUDIENCE: ARB's latest Dallas-Fort Worth report shows that KRLD-TV dominates in audience share from sign-on Sunday morning to sign-off Saturday night. The
Nielsen Station Index (December, 1958) also shows more TV homes watch KRLD-TV
than any other station in the Dallas -Fort Worth area!
FIRST IN POPULARITY: The latest Dallas Telepulse lists 15 out of the top 18 once-a-week
shows and eight of the top ten multi-weekly shows — all on KRLD-TV.
FIRST IN AREA OF COVERAGE: KRLD-TV, with its low-band channel, and telecasting
with maximum power from its tremendous tower (1,685 feet above average terrain),
has the largest circulation of any station in the southern United States!

MAXIMUM

POWER

The Branham Company, Exclusive Representative.
HERALD STATIONS
CLYDEPresident
W. REMBERT
JOHN W. RUNYON
Chairman of the Board
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50-50 on NBC Radio • That new programming being prepared by NBC
Radio (Closed Circuit, Feb. 2) is expected towork this way: it'll be 17 fiveminute periods per day, scheduled at
25 minutes past the hour, with half of
commercial positions to be sold by
network and half by stations. Extension
offeature
network's
StardustGroucho
programming
will
Bob Hope,
Marx, Marlene Dietrich, George Gobel, Ed Gardner, etc., in entertainment vignettes.
Despite reports circulating that NBC
will ask for "free" time in return for
commercial positions available to stations, inside word is that affiliates will
be compensated at regular rates for all
network sales, with no barter involved.
Multiple ownership • Consensus of FCC
last week after several meetings on
subject was that Barrow Report recommendation that multiple owners be
limited to three vhf tv outlets in top 25
markets would be unworkable. Commissioners batted subject back and
forth several times during week, with
final conclusions that although local
ownership might be desirable, it was
not overriding — particularly to point
where present multiple owners who are
doing good job be required to lose key
outlets in top markets.
Commission also last week discussed
Barrow Report recommendation that
station sales be put on cash basis so
others besides purchaser might put in
bid for property. Although few commis ioners felt present procedure could
be improved (to permit FCC to have
more voice in deciding who gets station), most felt hands are tied since
1952 Communications Act amendments
forbid old Avco procedure and any
changes would be, in essence, in conflict with Congressional intent. Other
matters taken up during week (Commission met every day except Wednesday
when most FCC commissioners attended Radio-Television Executives Society luncheon in New York) were following, but no final decisions made:
community antenna systems, boosters,
tv allocations, common carrier matters,
international
telecommunication problems.

Quarter horses • Critics who say people
look at nothing but
westerns on tv are
not half right. A. C. Nielsen Co. people
have been studying their audience
data,
find that in one winter week (ended
Nov. 29) average tv home spent 12
hours 30 minutes watching nighttime
(7-11 p.m.) network sponsored shows,
with 2 hours 49 minutes of that time
spent looking at westerns. It comes
out
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closed
circuit:
to 22.5% of time spent with nighttime stormy weather generated by economy
bloc. This particularly expected to be
sponsored network tv.
true when bill reaches House, where
Organization men • House Commerce money.
one representative described measure as
Committee subcommittee assignments
have not been made, as yet, but old just another way to spend taxpayers'
Transportation & Communications body Option opinion • Justice Dept.
reportdefinitely will be split. Parent comedly has all but decided to tell FCC
mittee chairman Rep. Oren Harris (D- television
network
option
time
violates
Ark.) will retain Communications antitrust laws. Month ago FCC
gave
chairmanship while No. 2 Democrat
report saying FCC majority
John Bell Williams (Miss.) will head Justice
thought option time was necessary.
Transportation. Ranking minority mem- Whether
will go beyond mere
ber John Bennett (R-Mich.) will take statement Justice
of its opinion and tell FCC
spot on Communications with Rep. Wilwhat ought to be done
known. It's
liam Springer (R-Ill.), second-ranking conjectur
may isn't
be waiting for
committee
member in his party, to be forthcomedingJustice
Supreme Court ruling
assigned to Transportation although which
affect administration of
preferring Communications Subcom- antitrustcould
laws in broadcast field.
mittee seat. Rep. Harris still had not
Before Supreme Court is appeal on
decided form 1959 Oversight Subcommittee will take although four staffers, motion in antitrust case involving NBCincluding one investigator, still are on Westinghouse swap of Cleveland and
Philadelphia
stations.
Supreme
payroll.
Court ruling will
decideIt'sthatfelteither
FCC
Tape and labor • Kenyon & Eckhardt, or Justice has primary responsibility of
which tapes 30% of its tv commercial antitrust law enforcement in broadcast
output, has decided not to "'farm out" regulation.
any more of its taped commercials for Program protests • Refusal of NAB
its automotive accounts for time being. Board
at its Hollywood, Fla. session
Agency handles Edsel and Mercury, got
itself entangled in internecine union Friday to oppose full-tilt FCC's proposed revision of application form dealsquabble late last month when two
ing with program breakdowns expected
Edsel commercials were taped in New to result
filing of opposition by more
York (Broadcasting, Feb. 2). From individualinstations
now on, says K&E, taped auto com- be case. There's than normally would
considerable
mercials wil be handled at networks. for position of Comr.
T.A.M. support
Craven
K&E meantime quickened interest that program form constitutes censorin film for some of its auto commercials State ship and therefore is illegal. Illinois
Broadcasters Assn. formally has
as result of experience with Transsupporting Craven posifilm's "visual squeeze" process (tv varia- takentionaction
and Leslie Johnson, WHBF-AMtion of old filmograph technique). Such
Rock Island, is leading proponent
commercial filmed with Ed Sullivan for TV
Mercury cars was scheduled for show- for all-out action.
ing on next Sunday's (Feb. 15) Sullivan
bait • NBC-TV is ready to go
show. Technique gives staccato-like ef- Station
two "experiments." Starting March
fect or "visual squeeze," has been used with
1,
in
response
to affiliate requests and
also by Ford autos via J. Walter Thomp- in hopes of improving
son.
clearances on
these programs, it will make five oneRoster of members • NAB, as of first minute commercial positions available
of year, had active station membership for station sale in each of two daytime
of 2,186 as against 2,070 year ago, strips: Dough-Re-Mi at 10-10:30 a.m.
board of directors was told last Friday and Truth or Consequences at 2-2:30
at Hollywood, Fla. meeting. Net gains p.m. Positions are subject to recapture
included 65 in am. 46 fm and 5 in tv. on 14 days' notice in case of network
and NBC reserves right to call
There were 105 associate members as sale,
whole deal off at end of 13 weeks.
of Jan. 1 as against 118 associates year Other
experiment, which also may be
ago. Among station resignations was halted after
12 weeks, is elimination of
that of WHAS-AM-TV Louisville. Off- middle
station break in Tic Tac Dough
setting additions include WTIC-TV
12-12:30 p.m.) and extenHartford and KCOP (TV) Los Angeles. (Mon.-Fri.,
sion of station break at end of one
Forecast stormy • Proposal for federal minute. Idea here is to see whether
aid to educational tv, which breezed audience will be maintained better
through Senate Commerce Committee throughout show if there's no middle
last week (story, page 137), will run into interruption.
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ATLANTA

FAMILY

WHOLE

WATCHES

WAGA-TV!

a

BUILDING NEW SUCCESS
STORIES EVERY DAY!
EARLY

Mondays thru Fridays,
Ratings are rocketing on WAGA-TV'S Early Show, 5:30andp.m.Screen
Gem movies that
featuring top Warner Brothers, RKO, United Artists,
There's a new success story nearly
deliver a big family audience at low cost.
every day . . . why not make the next one yours? See your Katz man now.
•3:rfl*f»fr
^ a" WAGA-TV
Atlanta WJW-TV
Cleveland

WSPD-TV
Toledo WJBK-TV
Detroit

WITI-TV
Milwaukee
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WEEK

IN BRIEF

How does tv sell your 'Product X'? • A firm believer
in the selling punch of television, Art Lund, vice president, radio-tv, Campbell-Mithun Inc., Minneapolis,
doesn't
any when practices
he relatesby what
improperpullcommercial
some hetv considers
stations.
The
sad
case
history
of
"Product
X"
is
told in this week's
Monday
Memo,
Page
21.
*1
Mr. Lund
Allocations on the spot again • OCDM proposal to
have Presidential-named commission study spectrum
assignments
roar Page
from 23.Capitol Hill. FCC's Doerfer sees hope for
wider
all-vhf draws
tv band.
Benton & Bowles on single rate • Agency cracks down on two-rate
system of local and national rates in television wherein local rival product
is priced competitively with national brand. Page 26.
Lark'stwo-week
1 ,200-station
radiocampaign
drive • stirs
D'Arcy's
direct approach
for
Studebaker
excitement,
criticism, tobutstations
most
of the antagonism appears dispelled by agency's explanations. Page 28.
NAB Board okays editorializing • Directors find phony men-in-white
commercials under control; Chicago convention to consider anti-tv campaigns. Page 35.

CBS-TV network
studio
for live
New worlds
device
permitting
actiontv in• miniature
sets, saysunveils
it will "VideoScene"
give virtually
unlimited range to live studio production. Page 52.
NBC-TV show changes • Steve Allen at 7:30, Gobel and Fisher dropped;
Kraft-Como decision expected this week. Page 53.
Sports fracas revived • Kefauver sports antitrust bill would leave it up
to FCC to approve or disapprove any attempts to blackout professional
football and baseball telecasts. Page 136.
'Ex parte' contacts a 'musf • FCC brief to appeals court upholds
private talks between commissioners and parties concerned in rulemaking
proceedings on deintermixture cases. But Justice Dept. thinks differently,
calls for hearing. Page 138.
Page
Perspective '59— A Report on Radio-Tv in 1958-59
63
Page
The curves that are starting to climb in '59
Page
How
ran since
against1935;
the tvstream
'58
Page 65
64
Radio radio-tv
time sales
from in1948
66
Page 78
Arno Johnson: beginning of a 10-year boom?
Page
Richard Doherty: the '59 climb for radio-tv
80
Page 89
What the space age means to television
Page
100
Pete Cash: tv gross should rise 10% in '59
Page 102
An analysis of the broadcast audience today
Page 112
Kev Sweeney: a warning on radio complacency
Page
Why the strong enthusiasm for videotape in '59?
124
Fm's story today: have audience, can sell
23
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THE RESULTS:
November 1958
Qualitative
Survey of the
22 County
Tidewater, Va.
Area
Question 1:
When you first turn on the radtionio, is there
you try any
first?particular staAnswer: WTAR
Question Which
2: radio station, if any, dc
you prefer for music?
Answer:
|
Question Which
3: r
Answer you pre

Question 4:
If you heard conflicting accounts
of the
storywhich
on different
radiosamestations
station
BSM you• .i*"believe?
Answer : would
vr
H- wA

RADIO
Norfolk and- Newport
- Portsmouth
Hampton,NewsVirginia
. . .ranks 1st during
155 out of 180 rated
half hours...
Represented Nationally by
JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
7

KCMO-Radio

gets

farm

news

first too

Our coverage of farm news starts where news begins— on the farms
and with farmers.
And it ranges over the whole farm scene — from feedlots, stockyards, and
experimental stations all the way to the State Houses and Washington, D. C.
The men who follow the facts are men who know what makes Midwest
farm news. They're career journalists— professionals all. Born, reared, educated
right here in the American heartland.

And behind them are the far-reaching news lines of CBS and KCMO'S
world-wide services. From the neighboring farm to agriculture's farthest frontier,
you're in the know on KCMO-Radio.

s
KansaWHEN
SYRACUSE
PHOENIX
KPHO
OMAHA WOW
TULSA KRMG

dio
MO-ra
City
WHEN-TV
nationally
by Katz withagency.BETTER
KPHO-TV The
The Katz
Katz Agency
Agency Represented
Meredith Stations
are affiliated
WOW-TV John
John Blair
&
Co.-Blair-TV
HOMES
and
GARDENS
and
SUCCESSFUL
FARMING Magazines.
Blair & Co.
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AT
DEADLINE
LATE NEWSBREAKS APPEAR ON THIS PAGE • DETAILED NEWS COVERAGE OF THE WEEK BEGINS PAGE 23
NAB OPENS CONVENTION
DOORS
Antitrust exemption for sports opposed
Closed-door formula adopted year broadcasters for full freedom from proago for 1959 NAB ownership-managegram regulation.
Proposal of Tom Bostic, KIMA-TV
ment meetings during Chicago convention (March 15-18) was reversed Friday Yakima, Wash., that NAB seek clarification of status of broadcasters who run
(Feb. 6) as association's joint boards
wound up three-day meeting at Holly- for public office, was passed over pending outcome of Fargo Sec. 315 appeal.
wood, Fla. (Early stories start page 35.)
After hearing legislative report of
Reacting to criticism of closed busiVincent
T. Wasilewski, government reness meetings (Broadcasting, Jan. 19),
lations director, board reaffirmed its opboards instructed Convention Commitposition tobills to exempt professional
tee to reconsider policy. Following close
of board sessions, committee decided all sports from antitrust laws. It also opposed
legislation that would bar so-called
radio sessions at Chicago should be
parte contact in non-adjudicatory
open, with one tv business meeting and ex
labor clinic to be held behind closed proceedings. Resolution of Radio Board
doors.
to look with disfavor upon hard liquor
Record budget of slightly over $1 mil- advertising on radio and tv was aplion for fiscal year 1959-60 was ap- proved.
Other actions: Adopted resolutions
proved.
commending American Bar Assn. for
Directors voted against full-scale appointment of committee to study
NAB participation in rulemaking pro- Canon 35 and urged increased activity
cedure atFCC on proposed application in seeking equal access; heard that about
forms covering programming. Decision half of $10,000 "seed" money authorauthorizes efforts to seek clarification of
ized for exploration of Hall of Fame
proposal but did not support position
had been collected, with meeting
taken by Commissioner T.A.M. Craven project
to be held in Washington, Feb. 17.
against programming form on ground
Re-elected Everett Revercomb secreit constitutes censorship and is theretary-treasurer forfourth successive year.
fore illegal. Action was based on feeling
Designated A. Prose Walker, NAB
that NAB should not go beyond proce- engineering manager, as representative
dural participation, leaving to individual at International Telecommunications
licensees decision as to course they will Conference in Geneva later this year.
follow.
to rulemaking are
Approved new rules allowing memdue Feb.Responses
20.
bership of satellites and semi-satellites
under
minimum dues provision.
In discussion of Supreme Court apDecided to hold 1961 winter board
peal ofWDAY Fargo, N. D., on licensee
responsibility for libel charged against session in Hollywood, Fla. (1960 meeting will be in Palm Springs, Calif.).
political candidate, board was told by
Substituted Chicago for Louisville in
Douglas A. Anello, chief attorney, that
case would be argued this week and 1960 fall conference schedule, with
that upon result could hinge quest of meeting to be held Nov. 9-10.
ARB expands service
Diversification of American Research
Bureau Inc., Washington and New
York, into opinion and market research
announced today (Feb. 9) by James
Seiler, ARB's director. New firm, ARB
Surveys Inc., will have management
and function separate from bureau but
will
use ARB's field interviewing force,
technical
staff and sales organization.
ARB Surveys will open for business
March 1 with offices at 201 E. 57th St.,
New York, with Don Cahalan, formerly
of W. R. Simmons & Assoc. Research
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

Inc. and National Opinion Research
Center, U. of Chicago, as president.
WPRO sale filed
Sale of WPRO-AM-FM-TV Providence by Cherry & Webb Broadcasting
Co. to Capital Cities Tv Corp. for
$6,508,808 was filed at FCC Friday
(Feb. 6) (Broadcasting, Dec. 22,
1958). Of $7.5 million borrowed by
Capital Cities to finance sale, $1.5 million was borrowed from John B. Poole,
Bloomfield Hills, Mich., attorney, identified as owner of 31,000 shares of
Storer Broadcasting Co.

Coast pay-tv rumors
draw disclaimers
Los Angeles papers were bannering
expectation that their Dodgers baseball
team would be "on pay-tv by July," but
explorations turned up little grounds to
support them Friday (Feb. 6). Dodgers'
Walter O'Malley said no arrangements
had been made. Pacific Telephone &
Telegraph Co., reported interested in
stringing wires for L. A. pay-tv service,
said it had neither commitments nor
recent negotiations.
RCA Service Co., said to be interested in hooking homes to lines
strung by Pacific T&T, said it had held
negotiations but they were broken off.
Report that Skiatron of America, interested ingetting its pay-tv system into
L. A., might float $6 million security
issue through Merrill Lynch, Pierce,
Fenner & Smith, for loan to Pacific
T&T, brought surprised reaction from
Merrill Lynch authorities, who said
they'd never heard of it. Matty Fox,
key
pay-tvpageoperation,
couldfigure
not inbe Skiatron
reached (see
54).
Cunningham asks
joint etv system
Nationwide move to "upgrade our
national mind" through single or multichan el tv facility to be advocated today (Feb. 9) by John P. Cunningham,
chairman of board, Cunningham &
Walsh. He refers to "full-time, 24-houra-day" educational tv facility to reach
every person in U.S., in talk prepared
for Advertising Federation of America
mid-winter conference at Washington.
D.C. Mr. Cunningham said 24-hour
facility was ideal toward which country
should aim. In speech, he advocates tv
coverage of Congress for classroom
viewing; suggests joint committee of
advertisers, broadcasters and educators
to explore national service and warns
he'll continue to make "nuisance of
myself
issue isamong
met. advertising people" until
• Business briefly
• In its first use of network television,
I. B. Kleinert Rubber Co., New York,
(bathing caps, baby pants, notions) is
understood to have made purchases on
NBC-TV daytime programs, including
alternate week, quarter-hour sponsorship of Truth or Consequences (Mon.Fri., 2-2:30 p.m.) and County Fair
(Mon.-Fri., 4:30 p.m.). Agency: Grey
Adv., New York.
9
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for corporate rela• David C. Adams, NBC exective v.p. executive
and
tions, named to new post of senior elected v.p.,
executive
v.p.,
sales
NBC-TV
Walter D. Scott,
Friday
meeting
board
NBC
at
v.p. in charge of tv network,
(Feb. 6). Four other executive promotions also announced:
Don Durgin, v.p. and national sales manager for tv, to
tv sales, succeeding Mr. Scott;
v.p. in charge of networkdirector
to v.p. in charge of talent
James A. Stabile from
Albert L. Capstaff
administration;
contract
and program
from director to v.p. for radio network programs, and
to v.p. for sales
director
George A. Graham Jr. from
v.p. for tv netAs executive
radiotakesnetwork.
planningwork Mr.forScott
post vacated by Robert E. Kintner
promoAnnouncing
July.
last
president
when he became
chairman Robert W. Sarnoff said "most signifiboard
tions,
cant aspect" was that all were made from within company,
personal accomplishment and depth of NBC's
reflecting both
personnel.
executive
• Stephen Riddleberger,
v.p. and comptroller of
ABC, appointed to newlycreated post of v.p. for
o&o stations, and William
H. Trevarthen, director of
engineering operations for
%. ' ' i
f
ABC, named v.p. in charge
Mr. Riddleberger Mr. Trevarthen
of production services. Mr.
Riddleberger's post was created, according to Leonard H
of "the vital
Goldenson, president of AB-PT, in recognition
success.
in ABC's
play
stations
operated
and
owned
our
part
officer
budget
radio
as
1953
in
ABC
joined
Mr. Riddleberger
to v.p.-comptroller of
and in October 1957 was promoted
previously
had
He
AB-PT.
ABC and assistant treasurer of
been with NBC for seven years. Mr. Trevarthen has
been with ABC since its separation from NBC inand1943.in
operations supervisor in 1947
He was appointed
March 1953 director of engineering operations.
• Gordon F. Hayes, v.p. of
CBS Radio in charge of
CBS Radio Spot Sales, appointed tonational manager
of affiliate relations for
CBS-TV, effective Feb. 23,
assuming position held by
Carl S. Ward until his
elevation to v.p. and direcMr. Hayes
Mr. Allison
tor of affiliate relations.
of
Milton F. (Chick) Allison, eastern sales manager
CBS Radio Spot Sales, named to assume duties relinquished
Radio
by Mr. Hayes with title of general manager ofSpotCBSSales
in
Radio
Spot Sales. Mr. Hayes joined CBSmanager;
was promoted
sales
Chicago in 1945 as assistant
general
named
was
and
to western sales manager in 1948
manager for New York unit in 1956. He had previously
has
been salesman for WTOP Washington. Mr. Allison sales
been with spot sales since 1949 and earlier had been
manager of WLWT (TV) Cincinnati in 1948-49 and sales
manager of WPEN Philadelphia, starting in 1946. Donald

E. Clancey, business manager of affiliate relations for
CBS-TV, named administrative manager, with change in
title said to "reflect Mr. Clancey's increased responsibilities
in the department."
• Jay W. Wright named president of
Radio Service Corp. (KSL- AM-FM-TV
Salt Lake City, Utah). Mr. Wright, formerly of CBS general engineering department,trativehas spent
as adminisv.p. and past
laterAV2as years
executive
v.p. of
corporation. In broadcasting since 1929, he
was with Glen D. Gillette, consulting engiWashington, D.C.,
CBS.
Mr. Wright other neers,
appointments:
DavidpriorO. toMcKay
named member and chairman of board of directors: Stephen
L. Richards and J. Reuben Clark Jr., named vice chairmen. Mr. Wright was also added to board of directors. J.
Allen Jensen named corporation v.p. and secretary, and
Joseph A. Kjar, general manager of KSL-AM-FM, elevated
to v.p. Ivor Sharp, with KSL since 1938 and v.p. in charge
of corporate development since 1956, has retired. D.
Lennox Murdoch continues as v.p. and general manager
of KSL-TV, and Benjamin H. Hollingsworth continues
as treasurer and assistant secretary.
• Hathaway Watson, partner in Booz,
Allen & Hamilton management consultants,
Washington, elected vice president of RKO
Teleradio Pictures Inc., with headquarters
in New York. Booz, Allen & Hamilton reRKO-owned
stations,centlywithcompleted
Mr. survey
Watsonforplaying
major
recommendawillforhelpRKOimplement
| role. Hetions made
stations, with emphaMr. Watson
sis upon more uniform approach in selling
national business. Also planned: common programming
among all RKO stations; special assignments for Mr. WatMr.
by President
handedwasoutassistant
and served
of StateO'Neil.
SecretaryThomas
formerly
Watsonson to be
on White House staff during Truman Administration. RKO
stations include WOR-AM-TV New York, WNAC-AM-TV
MemBoston, KHJ-AM-TV Los Angeles, WHBG-AM-TV
phis, WGMS Washington and KFRC San Francisco.
• Howard Eaton Jr., media manager of radio and tv at
Lever Bros, past two years, promoted to media director
today (Feb. 9). Mr. Eaton will be responsible for purchase
of all Lever's print and tv time, talent and programs working with Lever's six agencies. In effect Mr. Eaton succeeds
Samuel Thurm, now Lever's advertising v.p., Mr. Thurm
having succeeded Henry M. Schachte, who now is executive v.p. Both Messrs. Thurm and Eaton report to Mr.
Schachte. Mr. Eaton was sports editor, WELI New Haven,
Conn., 1947-52, also handled play-by-play broadcast of
Yale U. games which he still does each year. He joined
Young & Rubicam as tv account representative in 1952.
FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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LZ-T7

as Colorado

is still

number

Celebrates

one

its Centennial

STARR YELLAND — Highest rated sports show
Avg. 20.9
CARL AKERS — Highest rated evening news
Avg. 23.9
Highest rated afternoon news
Avg. 11.4
BOB BUTZ — Highest rated morning news
Avg. 4.7
ART GOW — Highest rated live music show
Avg. 4.7
GENE AMOLE — Highest rated live remote show
I9.9
FRED 'N FAE — Highest rated morning kid show
5.1
DICK BECKER — Highest rated weather show
Avg. 22.4
WHIRL YBIRDS— Highest rated syndicated show
37.7
Again first from sign on to sign off, seven days a
week, in both the one week and four week period.
3 of top 5 network programs on CBS-Television.
'November ARB
—
VISION
LEDENVER
® CBSTEIN
channel j^^g
Represented by KATZ Agency
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Snapped

7days

up

in 54

"Cannonball" Mike Malone, one of
the rugged men entrusted to maintain the nation's commercial lifeline
—the long-haul truckers.
Created and produced by
Robert Maxwell, famed creator
of Lassie, and combining for
the first time dynamic action
adventure and intense human
interest in a brand-new series.
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San
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by S. C. Johnson & Co., Ltd. (Johnson's
Robin Hood Flour Mills, Ltd.

Phone

or wire collect now
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Traveling
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merchandising

Represented by Headley-Reed

k

for

Sales...

this

PLUS

WKMH

in Detroit

WKMH
Staffed by Detroit's top radio personalities, the new
MOBIL-RAMA is shown above on Washington Boulevard, as it
helped promote the March of Dimes and Symphony Week in Detroit.
The WKMH MOBIL-RAMA is more than a vehicle for public
service. It offers a potent merchandising tool, available to help sell
your sponsors' products in the rich Detroit market. This
"traveling showcase" is equipped with complete display facilities
to tell your client's story and show his products at point of sale
as on the air. Why not put the WKMH MOBIL-RAMA
as well
work for YOU?
to

CORPORATION
Jackson,
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DATEBOOK

A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING AND RELATED FIELDS
(■"Indicates first or revised listing)
FEBRUARY
Feb.
8-14 — National
Advertising
Week, sponsored
by Advertising
Federation
of America
and Ad
vertising
Assn.
of
the
West.
Members
Congress
will be Ad Week guests of Advertising ofFederation
of America
reception
Feb. 9Sheraton-Park
at close of AFA's
first
midwiner
conference,
Hotel,
Washington.
Over 350 advertising leaders expected at conference.
Feb.
9 — Broadcast
sponsored
by Hollywood
(Calif.) Advertising
Advertising Clinic
Club, Hollywood
Rooseveltradio-tv
Hotel, commercial
9:30 a.m. -4:15
p.m.willClub's
first
annual
awards
be made
at luncheon.
Feb. 10awards.
— Entries
close Mall
for National Headliners
Club
Address
Hall, Atlantic City,
N. J. Dodson, Convention
!:Feb. 10 — RadioSelling
& Television
Executives
Society
Timebuying
Seminar
luncheon,
p.m., Hawaiian& Room,
Hotel
Lexington,
New 12:15
York.
Topic:
"Local
vs. director,
National Benton
Rates." &Speakers:
Lee
Rich,
v.p.
-media
Bowles,
and
George
City. Armstrong, executive v.p., WHB Kansas
Feb. 11 — Oliver Treyz, ABC-TV president, will
article,Adv."TheClub.Light That Failed,"
atanswer
ChicagoFortune
Broadcast
Feb.
12
—
National
Stereophonic
Radio Committee
of Electronic Industries
Assn., Institute
of Radio
Engineers
hdqrs.,
New
York.
Separate
panels
will
start plans
to
create
systems
uniformity
in compatible stereo sound.
Feb.the12 —National
Sixth annual
Brotherhood
Media &Awards
Conference
of Christians
Jews
toofluncheon
be presented
at
New
York
Brotherhood
Week
in Astor Hotel, New York.
Feb.ton14Section,
— Institute
Radio Statler
Engineers,HiltonWashingannual ofbanquet,
Hotel,
Washington.
Feb.
of Thurman
former FCC
Comr. Richard
Mack 15—
andspiracTrial
A.States
Whiteside,
for con-A.
yfriend,
to defraud
scheduled
U. S. District
Court,United
Washington.
Motions forin
trial to be held in Miami are pending.
Feb. 16This
— Boston
ch. 5 rehearing
begin.
is on question
of off-recordscheduled
conversa-to
tions with FCC
commissioners
during
original
comparative
hearing,
remandedfor tothetheDistrict
FCC byof
the
U.S.
Court
of
Appeals
Columbia. Examiner: Judge Horace Stern.
"Feb.hold16-17first
— Managers
of Tele-Broadca
Inc.
sales-manage
annualHotel,
will
mentsters
Scott
H meeting
New York.
East
Sheraton
atKillgore
is president.
Feb. 17-18islative— convention,
MichiganOldsAssn.Hotel,of Broadcasters
Lansing. legFeb. 17-19— Broadcasting & Film CommissionBROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

National Council of Churches, annual meeting,
Sheraton-McAlpin Hotel, New York.
Feb.
— Audio Hotel
Engineering
annua!
western17-20
convention,
Biltmore,Society,
Los Angeles.
Feb. vise18 —program
Commentscommercial
due on FCClistings
proposal to retion forms for andnew
tv stations,in applicalicenses
and transfers.
DocketradioNo.and12,673.
*Feb. 18-22 — Hi-Fi Show, Hotel Baltimore, Los
Angeles.
Feb.
21 — UnitedJollyPressFisherman,
Intl. . Broadcasters
of Connecticut,
Norwalk. Assn.
Feb. 24-25 — NAB Conference of State BroadcasterferAssn.ences wiPresidents.
Annual meeting
and conth legislators.
Hotel,
ington. A feature
of the Shoreham
final
will beWash-the
annual Voice
of Democracy
awardsdayluncheon.
Feb. 25-27 — Electronic Industries Assn. industrial
relations conference, Chase-Park Hotel, St. Louis.
sFeb.
26 — NABWashington.
Engineering Advisory Committee,
NAB hdqrs.,
March 4 — California
annual
membership
meeting, ElBroadcasters
Dorado Inn,Assn.,
Sacramento.
"March 5-6vertising—to Business
Assn. of& National
AdIndustry,Advertisers,
Hotel Webster
Hall, Pittsburgh.
* Marchmeeting,
13-14 —Hotel
Arkansas
spring
Marion,Broadcasters
Little Rock. Assn.,
Marched, 15annual— Assn.
of
Maximum
Service TelecastHotel, Chicago,membership
10 a.m. meeting, Conrad Hilton
March 15-18
NAB'sChicago.
annual conventionopen;at non-the
Conrad
Hilton —Hotel,
agenda
meetings
scheduled MarchExhibits
15. Formal sessions
open
at
noon
March
16 with through
keynote speech
by Robert W. Sarnoff and continue
March
18; schedule
topped
by
an
address
by FCC
Chairman
John
C.
Doerfer
and
FCC-industry
roundtable.
Only
NAB associate
supplyingAnnual
broadcast
equipment
are eligiblemembers
to exhibit.
NAB
Engineering Conference, with several joint managem
e
n
t
t
e
c
h
n
i
c
a
l
s
e
s
i
o
n
s
,
will
be
held
concurrently
with convention in the same hotel.
March
— NABChicago.
Tv Code Review Board, Conrad
Hilton 16Hotel,
March 18-20
conference,
Electronic
Industries
Assn.,— Quarterly
Statler Hilton
Hotel, Washington.

gay
adventures
of

Wally

Wing-it

The clients always
take the director to
lunch this way since
his station installed
TelePrompTer
Ifwithyou TelePrompTer.
have to "wing it",Youit's can
safer, get
surera
smooth professional announcement with
a. single run through. More and more
stations take clients right into the studio,
show them how TelePrompTer gives live
commercials the smoothness and accuracy offilm — assuring network quality
at the local level. Broadcasters and
clients agree ''No station is fully
equipped without TelePrompTer."
The TelePro 6000 Rear Screen Projeccan showas your
client's office,
store tor,ortoo, factory
a convincing
background to any commercial. See both
TelePrompTer and TelePro at the
N.A.B. Convention, March 15th.

March
23-26 — National
convention,New Institute
Radio Engineers,
Waldorf-Astoria,
York. Theof
nation's
leading
electronic
scientists
will
attend.
Advances fields
in space
electronic
will betechnology
explored. and major new
APRIL
April
1 — Research
workshop
Assn. of National
Advertisers,
Hotel Pierre,
New York.
April nual3-5meeting,
— Mississippi
Buena VistaBroadcasters
Hotel, Biloxi.Assn., anApril
5-8—
National
Retail
Merchants Assn.,
sales
Beach. promotion division, Eden Roc Hotel, Miami
April nual6-9—
National
Premium
Buyers,Premium
26th Adanexposition,
Navy Pier,
Chicago.
same site. vertising As n. of America will meet April 7,
April 8 — Deadline for comments to FCC on daySpecialists in
time radio stations'
request, to operate from 6
a.m.
GROUP COMMUNICATIONS
Docket-6 p.m.
12,729.or sunrise-sunset, whichever is longer.
April
12-13 — Commodore
Spring meeting,
Texas Austin.
Assn. of
Broadcasters,
Perry Hotel,
CO R PO RA T I O N
April
12-14
—
Assn.
of
National
Advertisers,
annual
west
Santa coast
Barbara,meeting,
Calif. Santa Barbara Biltmore, 311 WEST 43 ST., NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
April
20-23 — AmericanHotel,Newspaper
Assn., Waldorf-Astoria
New York. Publishers
LOS ANGELES' WASHINGTON, D.C. -CHICAGO
April
23-25
—
Western
States
Advertising
Assn., ninth annual conference, Oasis Hotel,Agencies
Palm HUNTSVILLE, ALA. • TORONTO • LONDON
Springs, Calif.

OPEN

NO MATTER

HOW

YOU

STACK' EM . . .

you'll find the best bridge to the
huge New York audience is

The Voice of New York
wmca

First on 14,028,147 radio dials

It's unanimous! Up in latest Pulse, Nielsen and Hooper!

MIKE

Sloppy station correspondence
editor:
Enclosed is an example of what timebuyers
times a and
weekmedia
from people
variousreceive
radio several
and tv
stations [program log correction].
This has been a pet peeve with me
for quite
Here schedule
is a correction noticesome
in atime.
program
for
some tv station — but which one? If this
were an unusual happening it could pass
unnoticed, but it occurs frequently. It
seems to me that if this information is
important enough to be mailed to timebuyers the station should want the timebuyer to know its identity . . .
Another example of the above is the
fairly elaborate brochure sent out by a
new tv station and no place on it was
the address or town in which the station
is located! The coverage map in the
brochure covered a number of towns
and the business offices could have been
in any one of them.
sort cause
of a little
with
me.ThisButis just
it does
one "thing"
to wonder
how carefully one's schedules are hanby theseownstations
that are so carelessdledin their
business.
(Mrs.) Barbara R. Seever
Media Director
Evans & Assoc.
Fort Worth, Tex.
Wanamaker still hot copy
editor:
Please send us 50 reprints of your
article:
Salesman" "Radio:
[Oct. 20, Wanamaker's
1958, page 35].Hot
Walter H. Stamper
Commercial Manager
WAPO Chattanooga, Tenn.
editor:
. . . please send us five copies . . .
Richard J. Scholem
Commercial Manager
WTIG Massillon, Ohio
editor:
Can Robert
you send us 20 reprints . . . '?
Manager K. Brown
KMAQNOTE:
Maquoketa,
f EDITOR'S
Reprints Iowa
5# each].
^mmk BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for
52 weekly
issues Number
$7.00. Annual
including
Yearbook
$11.00. subscription
Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's
occupation
required.
Regular
sues 350 per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00isper copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circula1735
DeSales St.,
Washingtontion6, Dept.,
D.C.
On changes,
pleaseN.W.,include
both
old and
new addresses.

Collins now offers the most attractive custom control desks
available. At lower cost than "catalog" desks! Fully custom
designed to meet your requirements. "Cabinet-maker" construction. Natural wood finish, or painted to match or harmonize
with your color scheme. No-mar Formica top.
For a free estimate on the desk you need, make a rough sketch
of available space and mail with this coupon. There's no
obligation of any kind.

find out
how

little

a Collins custom
control desk
will cost you

*This desk designed for and in use by KOEL, Oelwein, Iowa.

■
m
■
J
■
■

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY . 315 2nd AVE. S.E. . CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA
Please send me an estimate on a Collins Custom Control Desk. Desk will incorporate :
^ size )
\ numoer ;
Turntables (make) _
(size)
(number)
Console (make)
(size)
Records
Record Compartment for (number)
Name
Title
Station or Company Name
Call Letters
Address
Zone
State
City
=
COLLINS

RADIO COMPANY
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BROADCASTING PUBLICATIONS INC,
President
Vice President Sol
MauryTaishoff
Long
Vice President Edwin H. James
Secretary
H.
H.
Tash
Treasurer
B. T.C.Taishoff
Comptroller Irving
Miller
Asst. Sec.-Treas Lawrence B. Taishoff
BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESS WEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
Executive
Broadcastingand • publication
Telecastingheadquarters:
Bldg., ,1735
DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C. Telephone: Metropolitan 8-1022.
Editor
and Editor
PublisherEdwinSol H.Taishoff
Managing
James
Senior Editors:
Rufus Crater (New York),
J. Frankwood),Beatty,
Bruce
Robertson
(HollyFred Fitzgerald, Earl B. Abrams.
Lawrence Christopher.
Special
Projects
Editor. Harold
David Glickman
Associate Editor
Hopkins
Assistant Editors: Dawson Nail, Jacquelineton,Eagle;
Staff
Writers:
George
DarlingScholnick,
Jim
Thomas;Lee Edwards,
Editorial Myron
Assistants:
Malcolm
Oettinger,
Cournoyer,
Patricia
Funk;L.
Secretary Rita
to the
Publisher:
Gladys
Hall.
BUSINESS
V.P.
&
General
Manager
. . Maury
Long
Sales Manager: Winfield Levi
(New York)
Southern
Sales
Manager
Ed
Sellers
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Manager George
L.Stevens
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Tpaffic
Harry
Classified
Advertising
Doris
Kelly
Advertising Assistants: Merilyn Bean,
John
Henner, Ada Michael. Irving C Miller
Comptroller
Assistant
Eunice Weston
Secretary Auditor
to Gen. Mgr. . . .Eleanor
Schadi

My Mommy Listens
to KFWB
The biggest audience of any station
in Los Angeles is plenty familiar with
the moppet who I.D.'s KFWB Channel
98 Radio around the clock.
Pulse (November- December) says so
... but large: KFWB leads the second
station in the market by 33%, and the
third station by 42%. Hooper rates
KFWB a fat first, too, with a 31% share!
Your clients' sales messages are delivered to more mommies, more daddies,
more everybodies . . . when you buy
KFWB . . . first in Los Angeles.

6419 Hollywood Blvd.. Hollywood 28 HO 3-5151
ROBERT M. PURCELL, President and Gen. Manager
MILTON H. KLEIN, Sales Manager
Represented nationally by JOHN BLAIR & CO.

CIRCULATION & READER'S SERVICE
Manager
John P. Cosgrove
Subscription
Manager . .Frank
Gentile
Circulation Assistants:
CharlesN. Browne,
Gerry
Cleary,
David
Cusick,
Christine
Harageones, Charles Harpold, Marilyn Peizer.
BUREAUS
New York: 444 Madison Ave., Zone 22,
Plaza 5-8355.
Editorial
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Editor
Rufus V.Crater
Bureau
Manager
Donald
West
AssociateNewsEditor:
. . . David
W. Berlyn
N.Staff
Y. Features
Editor:
Rocco
Famighetti
Writers: Richard Erickson, Mary
Hurley, Diane Schwartz. Benjamin Serf.
Business
Sales
Manager
Winfield
R. Levi
Sales Service
Mgr. . Eleanor
R. Manning
Eastern
Sales
Manager
Kenneth
Cowan
Advertising Assistant. . . Donna Trolinger
Chicago: 360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1,
Central 6-4115.
Midwest News Editor John Osbon
Midwest Sales Mgr.: Warren Barbara
W. Middleton
Assistant
Kolar
Hollywood: 6253 Hollywood Blvd., Zone 28,
Hollywood
3-3148.
Senior Editor
Western
Sales ManagerBruceBillRobertson
Merritt
Assistant Virginia Strieker
Toronto:
11
Burton
Road,
Zone
10,
Hudson
9-2694. Correspondent: James Montagnes.
BROADCASTING* Magazine was founded in 1931
byBROADCASTING*
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title.
Fifth Estate. — The News Magazine of tne
Broadcast Advertising* was acquired in 1932,
Broadcast Reporter in 1933 and Telecast* in 1953.
* Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1959 by Broadcasting Publications Inc.

"JAXIE"
SALUTES
SCHLITZ

The Schiltz Brewing Company has joined
the Honor Roll of Advertisers who chose
WFGA-TV to carry its sales messages
to more than a quarter-million FloridaGeorgia TV homes. Schlitz is sponsoring
"MacKenzVs Raiders", with Richard
Carlson, from 10:30 to 11:00 PM on
Thursdays, and this fine show — combined with WFGA-TV coverage — will
provide
selling power for the Schlitz
Brewing topCompany.
"Jaxie" is proud to have Schlitz and
the J. Walter Thompson advertising
agency
advertisers.on its growing list of prestige
NBC and ABC Programming
Represented nationally by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

WFGA-TV
12
Channel
Jacksonville, Florida

FLORIDA'S
COLORFUL
STATION
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it takes

/ TALENT

brother

. . . and

THE
BIG
DIFFERENCE

IN
PHILADELPHIA
RADIO
IS

TALENT
TALENT THAT SELLS
on the station where the most important
sound is your commercial
WPEN
WPEN programs believable, selling, local
personalities 24- hours a day, 7 days a week.
Talent— that's why more local and more national
advertisers buy WPEN than any other
Philadelphia radio station.
GILL-PERN
A
New Represented
York, Chicago, Los nationally
Angeles, San byFrancisco.
Boston. Detroit

MONDAY MEMO
from ART LUND, vice president, radio-tv, Campbell-Mithun Inc., Minneapolis
How
is tv
Some of my best friends run tv
stations. So let me say at the beginning
there's nothing personal in these paragraphs. Fm still convinced tv is one of
the greatest sales media of all time.
Television's combination of sight,
sound, and motion; its ability to demonstrate; to put the customer directly into
the picture with the product; to make
it instantly recognized when the buyer
sees it at point of purchase — all these
have enabled television to move mountains of products for our clients.
I am continuing to buy advertising on
television. I'm sold on television. But
I'm too
certainly
sold on some
all
many nottv stations
have practices
tried on
me. Here's what I mean:
1 . When we buy spot announcements
on a tv station, we feel we deserve
reasonable protection against spots for
competing
products.advertised
We don'twithin
want 30a
competing product
minutes of our spot, ideally speaking:
in rare instances, 35 minutes between
commercials for competing products.
Be on the Agency Side • I think the
station executive who sets sales policy
ought tion.toHe should
be on share
our side
this tostipulaour indesire
make
these spots get results.
2. I cannot see how a "thinking
man's tv station" can possibly condone
triple-spotting. Some stations are running three 1-minute announcements
back-to-back
in participating
This
is ridiculous
on the face shows.
of it.
3. I don't trust stations that cut rates.
No Faith in Rate-Cutters • The reason is obvious here. too. We undertake
to get our clients the very best prices
possible, consistent with the published
rate card and its frequency discounts.
But I'll be darned if I want to pay a
penny more than another spot-buyer
pays for the same time and frequency.
Along this line, I believe one of the
most vicious abuses in the tv business
is the soourcalled
lowers
opinion"local"'
of a rate.
stationNothing
more
than to discover the existence of a
"double
preferential
rates beingstandard."
given to awith
certain
class of
advertisers. In the long run, stations
who indulge in this practice are hurting
themselves — and their own industry.
4. On the other hand, I'm not too
pleased about the device some advertisers adopt of using the first 40 seconds
of a 1-minute spot to sell one product
and then devoting the last 20 seconds
to pitching a similar but different product. Ifsuch an announcement is coupled
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

selling your 'Product
X'?
with another 1-minute spot in a par- time around, its 1-minute commercial
ticular program, it winds up the same was one of ten 1-minute spots in a 45minute show — two direct competitors.
as triple-spotting, in my opinion.
5. I think loaded rating weeks are Code limit: 5 minutes 45 seconds. Actual commercial time: 10 minutes.
unfair
our ofagency's
We buyIf
on the tobasis
ratings clients.
and results.
Pretty soon, along came another 1a station trots out the ratings for one minute spot for "Product X." This time
loaded week and represents them as ac- it was one of six 1-minute spots in a
curately reflecting the number of view- half-hour show. Only one was a direct
however, although comers we're getting the other three weeks competitor,
mercial time was nearly two minutes
of 6.theI wish
month,
they're
stations
wouldmisleading
tell us whenus. more than the code recommends.
they make a mistake with one of our
On the the
fourth
day, It"Product
X"
commercials. In as complicated a busi- really
business.
was tripleness as television, there are going to be spotted got
— with one of the other spots
representing a conflict with a direct
goofs
from any
timemore
to time.
want them
than Stations
we do. Sodon't
tell competitor. It was one of ten 1-minute
us. We can work out a solution. Nothing commercials in a 45-minute show again,
builds our confidence in a station like a with two direct competitors in the
frank admission of an error.
crowd. And finally, it was one of six
The Case History • Nobody violates 1-minute spots during a half-hour show
— along with two direct competitors.
the
basicWell,
rulesI I've
complained
Big Sales Success? • Tell me, do you
about,simple
you say.
wonder.
Let me
think the "Product X" campaign sold
show you an unfortunate "for in- much
Product X? Good television adstance" inthe form of a recap of what
actually happened to one campaign I
vertising gets better than good sales reheard about which involved less than
sults. That's what I'm after.
a dozen spots in just one week. It
Isn't that what Mr. Tv Sales Manager
took place a couple of months ago on really wants, too?
a well-known network-affiliated station
in a metropolitan area. Names have
been changed to protect the innocent.
Let's call the product "Product X."
The campaign was primarily 1-minute
announcements. It extended through
four consecutive days. All set now:
The first
the "ProductwithX" a commercial randay,
back-to-back
spot
advertising a direct competitor.
The second
X"
1-minute
spot wasday,onetheof "Product
ten 1-minute
spots appearing during a 45-minute program. Three of the spots were for products in direct competition with good old
"Product X." Total commercial time
used was nearly double the code-approved 5minutes 45 seconds of commercial time in a 45-minute program.
Another
came around"Product
a little X"bit 1-minute
later on spot
this
second day of the campaign. It was
part of a 30-minute show. A total of
five 1-minute spots and one 20-second
spot showed up during this half-hour Arthur H. Lund, b. Dec. 17, 1914.
programcommercial
— one minute
graduated U. of Minnemore
timeandthanfivetheseconds
code Minneapolis;
sota 1935; joined WCCO there as merrecommends. And what really hurt was chandising-publicity
mgr., then 1939
the fact that two of the spots were for switched to Knox Reeves Adv. as
products in direct competition.
broadcasting supervisor on Wheaties
Again One of Ten • The third day baseball. Joined Campbell-Mithun Inc.
of the campaign dawned bright and in 1944, rising from timebuyer to radio21
clear, but it wasn't long before "Product director in 1946 and v. p. and radio-tv
X" was again getting the shaft. First director 1952. Elected to board 1956.

SOLD

BY WRC-'THE

SOUND

OF QUALITY!"

s faotor
«
n
•«RC Radio reaches the people who buy automobiles, and has be dealers H iM SS^Z
Rambler
largest
the
of
one
in making Oranson Rambler, Inc.,
£**£
*olr«aT,e*£W
n less kn one yearns time- The Sound of ^«rKRambler
, too,, Bethesda dryland
Sy o^anyT (Signed) Al Cranson, President, Cranson
ENESS OF WRC'S "SOUND OF QUALITY.
MR. CRANSON ADDS FURTHER TESTIMONY TO THE SALES EFFECTIV

981
RADIO
WRC
NBC Leadership Station in Washington, D.
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SPECTRUM

UP

FOR

GRABS

AGAIN?

• Pentagon and politics blended in defense agency's report
• Capitol Hill shows determination to protect public rights

• FCC Chairman Doerfer revives hope for
The future of the radio spectrum and remove confusion from government,
its tv allocations faces new disturbances military and non-government communications allocations were taken last week
from the Pentagon, White House and
Capitol Hill.
by the Office of Civil & Defense MobiliBedlam on the Potomac appeared zation.
imminent at the weekend as the specMr. Hoegh announced
the OCDM's
trum became involved in a series of telecommunications
unit would
be expolitical and military maneuverings.
panded to handle a heavier work load,
Three
principal developments occur- following a recommendation by the Spered last week:
cial Advisory Committee on Telecom• Leo A. Hoegh, Civil & Defense
munications (Closed Circuit. Jan. 5).
Mobilization director, proposed a
Mr. Hoegh's
Capitolagainst
Hill
spectrum study to be conducted by a buzzing
Thursdayreport
when set
he went
Presidential commission. This ran counthe advisory group's recommendations
ter to a report
by thewhich
President's
that a long-range specadvisory
committee,
wanted special
Con- by proposing
trum study be conducted by a five-man
gres to name a spectrum study group. commission
to
be appointed by the
• The Hoegh proposal brought bi- President.
partisan Capitol Hill protests as some
The advisory group had proposed a
legislators detected a strong scent of
military trickery while other members three-man board to be appointed by
Congress.
of Congress gave their guarded approval.
Key legislators of both parties, informed by Broadcasting of the Hoegh
• FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer,
addressing broadcasters in New York, recommendations, pointed to the threat
revived proposal of expansion of the of military and White House control
vhf television band into a continous- over the spectrum study. They said the
. Contuning spectrum segment, eliminating public must be protected through
the uhf mixup.
gressional control of any review of the
The OCDM Proposal • Two steps to radio spectrum, recalling historic miliFOUR

mlL
OCDM's Hoegh
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WHO

FIGURE

House's Harris

IN FUTURE

wider, all-vhf band
tary and governmental demands for
spectrum space beyond any actual requirements.
The commission proposed by Mr.
Hoegh would review frequency allocations to determine if division of frequency space among government and
non-government users serves the national interest. Mr. Hoegh is expected to
insubmit
aboutproposed
a month.legislation to Congress
The advisory committee was headed
by Victor E. Cooley. retired board
chairman of Southwestern Bell Telephone Co. and former deputy director
of the Office of Defense Mobilization.
This committee took cognizance of
complaints that the whole government
telecommunications setup has been
kicked around for years. It noted that
FCC is a continuing body feeling a
minimum impact from political upheavals and elections whereas no major
executive agency exercises management
or policy control over the way federal
departments and the military use their
assigned frequencies.
Committee members are understood
to have found a critical lack of orOF TV

;
House's Bray

FCC's Doerfer

ve fectively utilized to the maximum de- House approved a resolution giving its
ganized information in the executiartgree possible, (2) whether any (and if Commerce Committee authority to inbranch on international, interdep
vestigate radio-tv matters, including
telecom- so, how many) of such frequencies may,
mental and inter-Pa entagon
without
jeopardizing the public interest, "allocation of radio spectrum."
munications. About score of persons
Senators
Not So Critical • The two
to the FCC for allocatelecommunications be relinquished
e OCDM'
compris
tion to non-governmental purposes and ranking majority members of the Senate
is tos be doubled, at Mr.
unit. This
were not as critht ad- (3) what are the likely future require- Commerce Committee
n, and
Hoegh'svisor istodirectio
ments of the various agencies and ined. a top-flig
ical of the Hoegh recommendations as
be appoint
s
t
r
u
m
e
n
t
a
l
i
t
i
e
s
o
f
the
federal
governwere the representatives. Sen. Warren
History of Confusion • Efforts toof
ment for radio and television fre- Magnuson (D-Wash.), chairman, said
out
order
of
degree
some
bring
were
President's advisory
thoughton the
With the bill under consideration by he
had
military and government confusion comtelecommunications
committee
the
House
Commerce
Committee,
the
started in 1951 after an advisory
quencies."
done
a
good
job.
"We've
just
got
to
get
comThis
report.
a
mittee submitted
White House offered an amendment
study]"mat-in
the thingsaid,[spectrum
cations which would have shifted emphasis of after
mit e , the President's Communiby
not
does
it
and
he
form,
some
Irvin
Policy Board, was headed Virginia
ter who conducts the investigation. He
investigation from milipresident of West President the proposed
Stewart, pastex-FCC
tary
space
to
civilian
assigned
space
and
the committee probably would apsaid
member.
an
U. and
even the FCC itself (Broadcasting,
similar to the SenateproPotter
ve a measure
Truman named Haraden Pratt, Mackay Aug. 4, 1958). The House committee
resolution of last year.
to head a new quickly adopted the White House passed
Radio & Telegraph Co.,
(D-R.I.), chairman
Pastore
John
Sen.
When
.
telecommunciations office
amendment and favorably reported the of the Commerce Committee CommuMessrs. Truman and Pratt left their amended version on Aug. 1, 1958.
nications Subcommittee, said appointmunications became pracIt thenendar forwasconsideration
placed on thetheHouse
calposts, telecom
memment of the special commissiorn would
following
tical y an executive orphan, a problem
bers by President Eisenhowe
the Cooley committee wants solved.
Monday.
tremendous
sition to theHowever,
White House
version oppoarose give it added stature.
and government alRoutine military are
Following the Hoegh recommeanndalocations problems now handled by over the ensuing weekend and the bill
tions, the commission "can do obthe Interdepartment Radio Advisory never reached the House floor. Propowould be under the
nents admitted it was withdrawn be- dominancejective jobofandno one,"
Committee but this is a low-level office
he said.
cause chances for passage had vanished.
lacking policy powers.
At the same time, Sen. Pastore
Criticism
on
The
Hill
•
Rep.
Bray
comCooley
the
of
members
Other
involved in overmittee, besides the chairman and Mr. was the most outspoken last week in his warned of the danger on with military
Stewart, were Frank Kear, of the Kear criticism of the OCDM proposal. "I men. Suchloading athe commissi
body would re"
"stacked
firm; don't think all the members of the com& Kennedy engineering consultingassistant
sult in a "futile effort," he warned. n
mission should be appointed by the
William G. Thompson, retired
Hope for More Vhf • FCC Chairma
vice president of American Telephone President at all. I want a study of the Doerfer
said last week that the "logical
Co., and Maj. Gen. W. matter,
ons
not
an
executive
decree,"
he
Telegraph
&Preston
Corderman (retired), vice said. The Indiana Republican pointed solution" to the television allocati
out that Congress, as author of the problem was "expansion in a continpresident of Litton Industries.
Study Background • The Communications Act, should oversee
Mr. uousDoerfer
vhf band." made the remark in a
firstSpectrum
measure calling for an investigation any study of the spectrum.
n ExecuTelevisio
the inRadio
As
proposed
by
Mr.
Hoegh,
Rep.
to
speechtives Society
of military-assigned spectrum space was
there
He said
New &York.
introduced in the Senate June 18, 1957, Bray felt that the study would be
e solu-to
immediat
of
promise
"little
was
"stacked"
in
favor
of
the
military.
He
effort
every
until
(R-Mich.)
not
tion—at least
Charles Potter
Sen. ting,
by
(Broadcas
June 24, 1957). Two said an executive study is not what he
vhf spectrum space is exmore
get
had
in
mind
when
he
proposed
a
spec(R-Ind.)
Bray
William
Rep.
later,
days
trum study in 1957. Rep. Bray said that
introduced
an identical resolution in the
for this possibility is not
hope
"The
House.
he would re-introduce his spectrum- dead," he said. "A clearer picture of the
the two reso- study measure, with minor changes hausted."s of securing more vhf space
As originally drafted,
year. in my
develop bewithin
lutions called for a three-man commis- from the 1957 version, soon after his prospect
should
"It would
mosttheunwise,
sion to be appointed by the President. return to Washington from participacele12)
(Feb.
In the summer of 1958, the Senate
ting in Lincoln birthday
uhf deintermixattempt
opinion,
until there
Commerce Committee amended the brations.
date,anyat least
at thisto late
ture
Rep.
Oren
Harris
(D-Ark.),
chairman
five-man
a
it
make
to
no additionthat
proposal
Potter
determination
final
a
is
of
the
House
Commerce
Committee,
to
were
members
commission. Two
can beup made
space given
al contiguous
hope
I havevhf never
President said: "I don't think Congress would ap- for
available.
have been appointed by the
this.
and one each by the Vice President (as
recHoegh
The
procedure."
prove
this'
looked
be
would
felt,
om endation, he
Senate), the Speaker
"Moving all television to the uht
president of the
of the House and the Chairman of the upon "with a great deal of reluctance." portion of the spectrum will be the last
FCC.
congiving
he is
Rep. Harris said that
After the Congress and the peosideration to"an entirely different ap- resort.
In this revised form, the bill unania total
realize inwhat
begin tomean—
loss ofto
and shift
dollars
study under the uhf plewould
spectrum
a
mously passed the Senate last July
p
r
o
a
c
h
"
f
o
r
He
1958). The supervision of a congressional body. type
(Broadcasting, July 28,been
it is
areas—
fringe
service, especially in
charged refused to elaborate on just what
commission would have
Congressional
strong
that
opinion
my
entail.
would
and
this
thorough
.a
.
investigation
ffiwith conducting ".
In its final report released Jan. 3 pressures will develop to secure^su
and investigation
comprehensiveandstudy
band." his
the vhf
withinrefused
to amplify
space
television frequencies (Broadcasting, Jan. 5), the Oversight cient
Doerfer
Mr.
of the radio
e
about widening vhf space when
allocated to the various agencies and Subcommittee of the HousethatCommerc
Congress remarks
after his speech. (For other
govern- Committee recommended
to
asked
of the federal ing
instrumenmenttalities
New
with a view to determin (1) authorize an investigation of frequency
matters that he covered in his 138.)
the
ago,
weeks
York appearance, see story, page
whether such frequencies are being ef- allocations. And, two
24 (LEAD STORY)
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BALTIMORE
Sixth City in The United States

channel
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wmar®tv
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in''
foreign

12th
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trade

in market
in market

in market
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rank
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(population)

(consumer Spendable Income)
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12th in market rank (drug sales)

^
^
\
\

^Figures and Ranking:
Maryland Part Authority* SUDS*
Baltimore Alsoaiation of Commerce

J* In Maryland MOST People WATCH

^

channel
^)wmar-tv > }
SUNPAPERS
TELEVISIONS^
represented by The Katz Agency, Inc.
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B&B

PUSHES

FOR

ADVERTISING

SINGLE

TV

RATE

Inequities, broadcaster sympathy found in study, says Lee Rich
so that advertisers on the local
Benton & Bowles is working diligent- "though representatives have been co- contracts
or lesser rate will continue at that rate
break down
operative." but
Two-thirdsone
of the
queried
ly for all of its clientsforto national
and
stations
claimed
rate.
From
until the end of their present committhe two-rate system
ments.
local tv advertisers.
that point on, B&B concentrated on the
B&B Handles Spot Chips • The
Details have been revealed in an remaining third.
exclusive interview with Lee Rich,
tv billing
Mr. Rich says stations cooperated agency's
be
about spot
$20-25
million.is estimated to
B&B's
reaction he
media. vice president in charge of wonderfully. From their
Several
large
spot
advertisers are on
broadcasters do not favor the the B&B roster, including
such blueMr. Rich is the agency executive believes
looking
been
have
and
chips as General Foods Corp., which
recogni- dual anstandard
the past yearandwonbuyers
who tionwithin
adds
He
it.
of
for
its
Maxwell
House
coffee
alone is
rid
get
to
out
for for
of tv time sellers
is said to bill some $7-8 million in tv
his vigor as a campaigner against triple that all B&B wants forforits allclients
adver- spot, and such top tv investors as
the "same rate given
spotting by tv stations.
Procter & Gamble, S. C. Johnson and
How B&B Proceeded • Over the past
Tv's Elbow Room • Mr. Rich says others. The Maxwell House lineup
queried tisers."
six to eight months, the agency whether
alone is formidable, covering as many
waters
B&B waded into the troubled
some 350 tv stations, asking
as 300 stations in 52-week contracts.
orrate.not they had a local and/ or national because tv had been a "seller's medium"
Mr. Rich asserts that a tv station
for years but now the climate is more ought
to understand on what basis the
Of this number, a list was formed of "free and competitive," noting, too,
local
and national rate — if it has them
ups
clean
about 60 which offered more than one that for the agency, such
—
are
given and who qualifies for
rate. These stations were asked for are time wasting with manpower devoted to the questioning and cross each. It's a mistake, he continues, for
"facts" on who qualified for which
rate. The outlets were requested to give functions.
checking instead of to other media stations to determine their policies inthe same rate for the same time pur"the standchased to all advertisers.
ard ought dividually,
to behowever,
set because
industry-wide
and
Such attention was given to the triplespotting battle he led in the past year. advertisers then can choose what they
B&B reports overwhelming success That
area
—
which
B&B
continues
to
dewith only "four or five" stations
The re- police — is considered "100% clean" should
do."
policy.
rateRich
clining a single
stations, Mr.
says, will be with
luctant
nearly all stations formerly Radio recommended
from prepared schedules.
dropped
back on the schedule.
The Benton & Bowles move comes at dropped
Stationsnowwhich switched from the at auto convention
stations
radio-tv
"Too many dealers make a mistake
several
when
time
a
two-price system for local and national
across the nation are announcing inten- advertisers to the single, higher rate by not spending their advertising money
(Broadcast- (in all known cases, stations said they wisely," the National Automobile Deals to adopt
ingtionJan.
19 et single
seq.). rates.
would offer local rival brands the single
ers Assn. was told last week.
Why the Crack Down? • WhyNotBen-so or higher rate) are protecting current
g used car sales, Melvin HilDiscussin
ton & Bowies' sudden interest?
liard, president of Melvin Hilliard Chevte
double-ra
The
Rich.
Mr.
says
"We
sudden, has been a sore point for
City, toMo.,do noted,
Co., Kansasfound
a proper
have roletalways
standard
some time.
a
have
to
have
merchandising job we
As he explains it, in some product
in
And
program."
g
advertisin
balanced
groups a few brands are distributed and
his case that includes radio and newssold nationally. But against these
papers, he told the 42nd annual NADA
brands on store shelves across the nan at Chicago's Conrad Hilton
conventio
Hotel.
and
local "regional"
tion are stacked
when
which
"On
our
radio programs we do nothbrands,
rival
ely
competitiv
totaled can sometimes reach as high
ing but sell used cars. We keep a daily
as 500 to 1,000.
inventory sheet and when a used car
has been in stock 30 days, we run
Yet, Mr. Rich notes, the national
these cars as radio specials. We find by
national
or
higher
a
charged
was
brand
we sometimes sell
rate while the competing brand received
it this
doing 15
from
to 20wayused cars from the
the lesser or local rate. He asks, why
specials on radio. In newspapers we use
penalize the national brand?
After a few soundings, the agency
nothing
but line reported
ads." that his used
Mr. Hilliard
decided on a formal survey and found
car operation "is not a step-child but
most tv stations were not giving local
But
business.
of ourgross
rates to the non-national brands. its
aIt very
amountsimportant
to aboutpart
$72,000
profit
some stations were. So B&B started
financial
and
year, plus insurance
"clean up."
per
The agency went directly to stations
Earlier, Frederick H. Mueller, Unand not through their representatives, B&B's Rich: he found tv stations cooperative
26
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Dodge panorama gets nod in live action
Film capital favorites • Television
commercials prepared for Dodge,
Butter-Nut coffee, Kaiser Aluminum
and Burgermeister beer were tapped
today (Feb. 9) by the Hollywood Ad
Club as the best video ads produced
in the greater Los Angeles area during 1958. Radio kudos went to Tillamook cheese, Zee tissues and Chicken-of-the-Sea tuna. A special award
for tv program titles was voted The
Ford Show.
Awards went to the advertising
agencies and production companies
at the noon Advertising
luncheon ofClinic.
HAC's HAC
first
Broadcast
President Jack Brembeck made the
presentations.
The Dodge commercial judged
best in the live action category opened
with a fire-erupting volcano, shifted
to a man-made fire and dollied back
through a sequence of articles man
has made with the aid of fire, up to
the ultimate achievement — the "new
Dodge." Awards
to GrantPictures.
Adv.,
Hollywood,
and went
Universal
Winner in the animated commercial class (Butter-Nut instant coffee)
was a burlesque of the subliminal
technique (Broadcasting, Nov. 24,
1958). Awards went to BuchananThomas, Omaha, the agency; Freberg
Ltd., Hollywood, the creator; Fine
Arts Productions, producer.
Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical
Corp.'s presentation of the "dream
car ofnumthe
future"
the part alumiwill play
in itsandconstruction
was
adjudged the best institutional commercial. Awards went to Young &
Rubicam and Warner Bros. Tv.
Voted the best ID was an eightdersecretary of Commerce, chided the
Senate Antitrust and Monopoly Commit e for its predictions last November
that increases in advertising expenditures per automobile will have an adverse effect on the level of automobile
sales, and that a $100 boost on a $2,000
car would tend to reduce annual sales
by several hundred thousand cars.
"The answer - — which businessmen
know but haven't got across to enough
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

Animation honors for Butter-Nut SP' spoof

Agreed: Burgie's ID 'so much more
refreshing'
second spot for
Burgermeister beer,
inbeside
whicha Burgie's
man" stands
bottle to"little
proclaim
shyly,
"Burgie is so much more refreshing,"
Awards housewent
Pictures.to BBDO and PlayPlayhouse Pictures along with J.
Walter Thompson Co., Hollywood,
also received the award for the best
tv program title, used on The Ford
Show, in which a blob cartoon
character is the victim of another
blob with a pump who explodes him
intoHonorable
the word mentions
"Ford." in the live
action category were given to Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample and Roland
Reed Productions, both Hollywood,
for a Bayer aspirin commercial, and
to Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan,
people — is that advertising that's worth
buying actually reduces costs by increasing volume, making possible lower
prices than would otherwise be possible by achieving the economies in
mass
productionasserted.
and mass distribution,"
Mr. Mueller
He suggested that if advertising were
not profitable, how would the Senate
Committee "explain the otherwise perverse as well as huge advertising budg-

Kaiser 'dream:' best institutional spot
Los
Angeles,forand
Tuchman-Harris
Productions
Friskies
dog food.
In the animation class, honorable
mentions were won by Leo Burnett
Co. and Quartet Films, both Hollywood, for a commercial for Marlboro cigarettes, and by Foote, Cone
& Belding and Cascade Pictures of
California, both Hollywood, for the
Calo cat food commercial that took
first prize at the Cannes Film Festival.
Radio awards for the best straight
presentation went to Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, Portland, Ore.,
and CBS Pacific Radio Network,
Hollywood, for Tillamook cheese.
Award for the best radio jingle
went to Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &
Ryan, for both creation and production of the rhyme-plus-music of the
"famous" mermaid for Chicken-ofthe Sea.
Cunningham & Walsh and Freberg
Ltd., both Hollywood, received
awards for the best humorous radio
commercial, a fantasy in which a roll
of Zee bathroom tissues put into a
playerisedpiano,
not the prommusic butproduces
a sales pitch.
Judges were Thomas FreebairnSmith, Academy of Television Arts
& Sciences; Evelyn Bigsby, Tv Guide;
Hale Sparks, UCLA communications
dept., and Don Belding, who retired
last year as vice president of Foote,
Cone & Belding in charge of the Los
Angeles office. Bill Merritt, western
sales manager of Broadcasting, and
Phil Seitz, Los
Angeles editorial
resentative ofAdvertising
Age, repare
co-chairmen of the broadcast producers awards.
ets of firms making and selling everything from razors and soap to hi-fi sets
and automobiles? They must think
every tv program is a giveaway.
Entertainment at the three-day convention, which drew approximately 10.000 dealers, was provided Wednesday
evening by Dinah Shore and Pat Boone,
stars of their own NBC-TV and ABCTV shows, respectively, for Chevrolet
Div. of General Motors Corp.
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de- most of the reps who had openly excheck those in which they tocould
STUDEBAKER LARK
asked indicate
pressed criticism, or at least doubt,
liver. They also were
schedule
this
which
rates
about the move. So did the explanation
"the actual
1 ,200 radio stations
of D'Arcy's refusal to consider availearn."
get car spot campaign willMiss
abilities ofstations not on the list. "If
ed: "If
letterthiscontinu
form to the we gave even ten minutes to every repreturn
then s'
you willVelthuy
and D'Arcy writer,
Studebaker - Packard
this
resentative, we'd never get this flight off
and providing you can fill
and station repreAdv. had stations
turn will send an order the ground." D'Arcy did have some
sentatives in a tizzy last week with a schedule, we inpurchas
e either directly to encouragement for stations that didn't
Feb. 21 covering this
spot radio campaign set to runStudebak
thethatlist. If the campaign indintative if you have make cates
er you or to your represe
through March 8 for the stations
the agency picked some
our original
one. It is important that
Lark, using some 1,200andradio
coded
is
it
since
us,
to
d
clinkers, they'll be replaced the next
representing form be returne
in over 1,000 markets
time around.
will togreatly
billings estimated at "several hundred andLetter
went out
letter g."
• The handlin
Reps speed
thousand dollars."
Monday (Feb. 2), with copies to Burnett increases
The dither started when D'Arcy, New a last
representatives and an explanation by
York, went direct to stations with
required plans board to 1 7
. . The timeorders
Velthuys: ".ities,
letter asking for availabilities and rates, toMisssecure
and
place
availabil
Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, anstations'
to the to con- ship transcriptions and instructions is
of theandletterdeclined
copiestives,
sent
2) it has innounced Monday (Feb.
representa
way
short that we felt the only
sider availabilities from stations not on so very
membership of its plans board
to handle the whole operation was from 9 tocreased
the list.
ting
complemen
,
executives
17
of direct mailing.
this methodin any
t at last
Anguished cries of "by-passing the through
way to bypass a sweeping top-level realignmen
intend
not
did
We
end. At that time Richard N.
reps," "attempt to get lower rates" and your function; rather, we hope you will year's
Heath moved up from president to
up when the
"peculiar procedure" went
time and ef- chairman of the executive committee;
news first got around. By late last week, agree that we have saved
fort in each direction in order to accom- W.T. Young Jr., from executive vice
however, most — but not all — of the
complaints appeared to have been siO'Kieffe,
plish our goal."
president;
, and
president
h the mailing to stations was president
vice DeWitt
Althoug
director, tosenior
lenced byD'Arcy's explanations. Some
reps still charged that it looked like an not finished until Monday, Miss Vel- Mr. Burnett continued as board chaireffort to get lower rates, although this
man and chief executive officer (At
said that by Thursday she alreadythuyshad about 170 returns, with only Deadline, Dec. 29, 1958).
was pointedly and vigorously denied by
the agency.
was
She
ts."
ointmen
Last week, it was evident that the
one
said the use of
results,
with "disapp
elatedor two
• DArcy authorwanted to pump fresh young
Agency's Position
agency
g
handlin
ng
speedi
was
from the
ities explained that their problem was coded forms
blood into the plans board
one of time. Studebaker wanted the beautifully.
areas of broadcasting, marketing, film,
with
and,
seeking
21
was
campaign to start Feb.
The charge that D'Arcy
research and art.
some 1,200 stations involved, this left lower or perhaps local rates for thea copy,
arentWil-in
members
board
New liam plans
from
preside
n, vice
practically no time to line them up. Into campaign apparently stemmed
J. Mcllvai
in the letter to sta- charge of the broadcasting department;
many markets Studebaker wanted had checklist included asked
to say whether
that either
tions. They were
reach, they said, stationsatives
Tennant, vice president in charge
or whose they would charge the automotive rate Don
no national represent
of tv films; Leonard S. Matthews, vice
reps were unknown to DArcy. In any (usually higher), plan rates, run-ofpresident-marketing services; Howard
case, they reasoned, talking to the reps schedule rates, 26-time earned rates, W.
Anderson, vice president-art; John
of several hundred stations, asking them flat rates or "other." Critics took the
ch; Norvice presiden
to be an invitation to a deal. Coulsonman,W. LeVally,
to get availabilities, then getting them "other"
president; John
vice t-resear
'No Deals' • This was denied by Matthews, vice presiden
and compiling them would take more
copy
associate
t,
time than they could afford.
Miss Velthuys, who said computations director and manager, copy department;
strictly
were
planning
D'Arcy's Frances M. Velthuys de- throughout the
vice president and
vised acoded form to send to the sta- on card rates, that stations would be and Edward Thiele,
tions that had been selected. A covering paid according to the rates they checked senior account supervisor.
membersand:
presentYoung
They join these
letter explained that Studebaker planned and that no station had been turned Messrs.
, Heath,
to use 30 one-minute announcements — down because of rates. She said she O'Kieffe;Burnett
executive
,
Daniels
Draper
12 during each of the first two weeks, six
in deals,
of creative
were vice president inM. charge
deals didn't
over the final Saturday and Sunday. The didn't
and noD'Arcy
in deals,
believe believe
Greeley, executive
services; Joseph
form listed the time periods D'Arcy solicited.
services; John
eting
nt-mark
preside
vice
This
explanation
appeared
to
satisfy
preferred. The stations were asked to
V. Tarleton and Julian Watkins, vice
E. Weber,
and James
presiden
(Tv
relations.execut, client
tive vicets,presiden
and art
copy
print
ial,
commerc
film
DAILYtelevision
CHOICESnetwork shows for each
t . i i , „ )UARBITRON'S
hinhpst-rankina
ion.)
supervis
under Mr.
areBurnett
claims to be the only
now Daniels'
afraid by the multi-city Arbitron instant
dayLoMdhebwe:kajrInth29hF9ebeS4
ratings of American Research Bureau.
entire creative
whose
21.3
agency
g
advertisin
NETWORK
RATING
DATE
PROGRAM and TIME
work is handled in Chicago to bill over
20.6
Thurs.,
Jan.
29
Playhouse
90
(9:30
p.m.)
one whose
and
mark—
the $100 million
CBS-TV
77Gunsmoke
Sunset (10
Stripp.m.)
(9:30 p.m.)
Fri., Jan. 30
ABC-TV
from delargely
Sat.,
Jan.
31
stemmed
has
31.4
growth
CBS-TV
26.5
Loretta
Young (10
p.m.)
Sun.,
Feb.
12
NBC-TV
velopment within its clients. Eight
27.2
25.0
Danny
Thomas
(9
p.m.)
Mon.,
Feb.
Rifleman (9 p.m.)
CBS-TV
clients who billed an aggregate of nearTues.,
ABC-TV
25.2
Wed., Feb.
Feb. 34
I've Got a Secret (9:30 p.m.)
year with
first nearly
their for
millionaccount
CBS-TV
ly $10 now
$70
Burnett
Copyright 1959 American Research Boreal
million.
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wherever

they

be

it's

IN N. Y. C. and VICINITY

first in the

Negro

When you reach for the Negro Community in Metropolitan Greater New York you're tapping a market
of 1,500,000 people — a market growing faster than
any other portion of the population — an alert, progressive community that has increased over 40%
since 1951 alone.
Its income level, too, has risen proportionately and
it spends more of its spendable income. In the New
York, New Jersey and Connecticut area these 427,054
families are willing and able to buy the many good
products you have to offer.
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Community

Programming IIV2 hours a day to the needs and
interests of this vital economic force, WOV is the
only radio station that reaches the 17 county Greater
New York Negro market IN ITS ENTIRETY.
A valuable, statistical booklet — "Maximum Sales
in The Negro Market of New York" will give you a
rich insight of its potential. It's yours for the asking.
wov
r W V NEW YORK
Representatives: John E. Pearson Co.

PENETRATION
When the ratings more than double in
six months, you know you're penetrating
every square inch of buying potential in
Milwaukee. Top radio personalities— from
jockey Bob "Coffee-Head" Larson to Sports
Director Joe Taylor of the Milwaukee Braves
-sell the station that sells the people
That's penetration.

WRIT

BUY Radio when you buy media W/L
BUY Balaban when you buy radio
BALABANin tempo
STAT
BUY WRIT when you buy Milwaukee Dallas
withION^
the tii
and you BUY the people who BUY WRIT

P&G

TOPS

NETWORK

TV

SALES

American Home second with $2.2 million
let and Kent cigarettes (P. Lorillard
Soap king Procter & Gamble spent
more than $4.2 million at gross rates which did appear in the top 15 list).
for network tv time last November. Viceroy, Chevrolet and Kent each spent
American Home Products invested more than $700,000.
more than $2 million, while four other
Gains were scored all along the line
national advertisers each placed nearly in the breakdown of network tv gross
$2 million in the medium.
time billing by day parts.
Four cigarette firms spent over $1
million in November: R. J. Reynolds, NETWORK TV GROSS BILLINGS BY DAY PARTS
November
P. Lorillard, Liggett & Myers and
American Tobacco.
Change
Percent
1958
1957
The big money figures in network
tv for November were released last Daytime
$17,774,659 +19.4
$14,883,074
11,907,339
Mon.-Fri
+18.2
week by Television Bureau of AdverSat.
& Sun. 33,115,669
2,975,735 14,077,282
3,697,377 ++24.3
3.4
Nighttime S47,998,743 34,234,134
tising as compiled by Leading National Total
Advertisers and Broadcast Advertisers
$52,008,793 + 8.4
January-November
Reports.
Change
Percent
The brand leaders were Anacin Tab1958
1957
lets with close to $1 million, Viceroy Daytime $140,724,766
$153,215,161 + 8.9
cigarettes (Brown & Williamson which
119,573,443
Mon.-Fri
8.8
23,145,743 + 9.4
Sat.
& Sun. 325,735,064
21,151,323 130,069,418
did not appear in the list of the top Nighttime
359,436,419 +++10.3
9.9
15 companies in network tv), Chevro- Total
$466,459,830 $512,651,580
November
1958
Agriculture
& Farming
—
Apparel, Footwear
& Accessories $ 635,613
Automotive,
Access. & Equipment 3,998,559
Beer, Wine Automotive
& Liquor
665,565
Building Materials,
& Fixtures . . 946,629
224,217
Confectionery
& SoftEquipment
Drinks
Consumer
Services
247,486
Entertainment & Amusement
—
Food
&
Food
Products
10,085,106
Gasoline,
Lubricants
&
Other
Fuels
525,017
Horticulture
—
Household Equipment
& Supplies
1,965,201
Household
Furnishings
301,953
Industrial Materials
1,520,717
Insurance
704,774

,

;
1
I
I
I
yi
M

NC&K plans to sue
Pabst for $95,000
Pabst Brewing Co., Chicago, faces a
$95,000 lawsuit from its former
agency, Norman. Craig & Kummel,
New York, over payments made by
NC&K to the American Federation of
Television & Radio Artists, plus commissions and other costs.
NC&K has filed with the New York
secretary of state its intention to sue
Pabst, a legal preliminary step because
the brewing company is an out-of-state
corporation. After 30 days, during
which Pabst may enter a reply, NC&K
may file a suit in New York State Supreme Court.
NC&K contends that last spring,
while handling Pabst, the agency bought
spots on Monitor for the brewer. The
agency said it believed it was entitled
to the "wild spot rate," but AFTRA
insisted that the talent payment should
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

TOP 15 IN NOVEMBER
BY COMPANY
1.2. American
Procter & Home
Gamble
Products $4,219,010
2,222,914
3.4. Colgate-Palmolive
1,917,566
General
Foods
1,898,478
Lever Bros.
1,836,526
6.5. General
Motors
1,803,313
7.8. R.P. J.Lorillard
Reynolds Tobacco 1,317,189
1,339,480
9. Bristol-Myers 1,259,856
10. Sterling Drug
1,163,813
11. General Mills
1,102,013
12.
Liggett
&
Myers
Tobacco
1.
13.2. American Tobacco 1,100,394
1,025,618
14. Pharmaceuticals 982,946
15. Gillette
949,392
5.
7.4. Anacin tablets
744,445
$992,596
740,198
Viceroy cigarettes
3.6. Chevrolet passenger cars
708,710
Kent
cigarettes
608,579
Tide
Bufferin
597,285
550,122
Winston
cigarettes
528,695
L&M
filter
cigarettes
8.
10,9. Bulova watches
511,047
507,600
11. Dodge passenger cars
12.
507,105
Dristan
486,064
14. Bayer aspirin tablets
458,164
13. Ford passenger cars
424,025
regular,
15. Colgate,
aerosol dental cream
396,296
Salem cigarettes

TV GROSS BILLINGS BY PRODUCT TYPE
Jan.1958
-Nov.
November
1958 Jan.1958-Nov.
$ 4,831,121
51,347 Jewelery,
Optical
Goods
&
Cameras
$
2,142,774
MedicinesEquipment,
& Proprietary
6,029,868 $ 10,785,369
51,138,877
48,857,960 Office
StationeryRemedies
& Writing
5,783,421
Supplies
390,986
2,144,010 Political
18,775 6,211,223
274,290
8,258,063
Publishing
&
Media
5,252 833,085
2,623,571 Radios, Tv Sets, Phonographs, Musical
249,989 Instruments & Accessories
906,249 7,676,304
98,397,635
SmokingCleansers
Materials
6,770,731 56,061,433
2,772,895
Polishes
4,816,363
55,921,629
1,007,774 Soaps,
Sporting
& & Toys
380,143 90,418,033
1,541,391
21,136,059
Toiletries Goods
& Toilet
Goods
7,931,976
3,045,409
Travel,
Hotels
&
Resorts
249,720
2,408,913
16,101,517 Miscellaneous
545,119 7,553,707
6,566,555 Total
$52,008,793 $512,651,580
LNA-BAR: Gross time costs only

winter conference that is expected to
be attended by more than 350 admen.
Advertising's
legislative atproblems
slated to be discussed
10 a.m. are
by
advertising attorneys John J. Ryan
(AFA counsel) of Murphy, Block,
Sullivan & Sawyer, New York; Morton
J. Simon, Philadelphia attorney, and
F. Joseph Donohue of Donohue &
Kaufman, Washington. John P. Cunningham (conference chairman) of Cunningham &Walsh Inc., New York, and
Robert M. Feemster (AFA chairman)
of the Wall Street Journal, presides at
the morning session.
Mr. Cunningham is due to speak
Congress, admen meet at the luncheon as is Rep. Bob Wilson (R-Calif.). The latter is a partner
for kickoff of Ad Week
in Champ, Wilson & Slocum Adv., San
Members of Congress are helping the Diego. An afternoon panel session features John W. Gwynne, Federal Trade
Advertising Federation of America
launch Advertising Week 1959 today Commission chairman; John C. Doer(Feb. 9) at a reception in the Sheraton- fer, FCC chairman, and Amos Latham,
Internal Revenue Service commisPark Hotel, Washington.
The event closes an all-day mid- sioner.
(BROADCAST ADVERTISING) 31
be the network rate. NC&K paid the
bill to AFTRA, amounting to $72,000,
and, the complaint said, its promised
forthcoming suit arises from its efforts
to collect from Pabst. (The Pabst account isnow at Kenyon & Eckhardt).
Norman B. Norman, NC&K, said
that before initiating the present action,
the
agency hadwithtried
communicate
Pabst"forin weeks"
an effortto
"to commonly resolve the issue." He
claimed
that and
"all wires
our many
calls, letters
have telephones
been conspicuously disregarded."

New Chicago ad hub?
HOW PEOPLE SPEND THEIR TIME
Chicago's
London
Bldg.,
home
of several
mediaGuarantee
and advertising
interests, was sold Monday by MichiThere
were 126,230,000 people in the U.S. over 12 years of age during the_ ,week. . Jan. 16-22.
They spent:
gan-Wacker Building Corp. to National
2,108.5
million
hours
Watching
Television
Properties Inc. for $5.45 million. At the
1,081.8
million
ListeningNewspapers
to Radio
452.3
million hours
hours
Reading
same time, Samuel W. Banowit, Na199.2
million
hours
Reading
Magazines
tional president, said the new owners
385.1
WatchingAttending
Movies Movies
on Tv
102.1 million
million hours
hours
"will concentrate on making the buildThese
totals
compiled
by
Sindlinger
&
Co.,
Ridley
Park,
Pa.,
and
published
exclusively by
center of Chicago"
the advertising
BROADCASTING each week, are based on a 48-state, random dispersion sample of 7,000 interwith ingciesplans
to attract
views (1,000furnishes
each day).comprehensive
Sindlinger's breakdowns
weekly "Activity"
which other
these categories,
weekly figures
are drawn,
of thesereport,
and from
numerous
and
as tenants
and advertising
strengtheningagen-its
showsavailable
the' duplicated
and unduplicated
medium. week.
Tabulations
identity in allied fields.
are
from Sindlinger
& Co. withinaudiences
two to between
seven dayseachof specific
the interviewing
(Copyright 1959 Sindlinger & Co.)
The building, constructed by 10 EngSINDLINGER'S
SETyearsCOUNT:
of Jan.to tv1, (89.8%
Sindlinger data shows:in (1)
113,297,000
lishmen in 1923, is Chicago headquarpeople
over
12
of
haveAstv;access
that U.S.
age group);
ters for Broadcasting, ABC tv-radio
(2) 43 977,000 householdsage with
(3) 48,543,000 tvofsetsthe inpeople
use in the
central divisions, Editor & Publisher,
Publishers Assn.'s
Americanof Newspaper
cliches thatapples
"comparing
media
Bureau
Advertising and such adver- whether it is in motion picture produc- standard
is like comparing
and oranges
tion, advertising or broadcasting, is the and can't be done," Mr. Sweeney said,
tising agencies as Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan and Edward H. Weiss &
to buck the tide, to do somephoniest pose in all advertising is
Co. Station representative tenants in- courage thing original and not "something "the
like"
the
current successes. He cited the that you can't compare media, that
Walker-Rawalt
Co.,
clude the Branham
you can't
different media
the
and Crosley Broadcasting Corp.
"47 western series on tv today" as same
scale weigh
and determine
which onis betproof of tv's "tragedy — that it lacks the
ter
for
a
specific
assignment.
The
fact
courage to fight the empty flannel suits
Now Swigart & Evans of Madison Avenue." By a year from is that most advertisers do it every day,
those who cry loudest that
Whitlock, Swigart & Evans Inc., New now, he predicted, "there'll be only especially
can't be done." With less than one
Orleans advertising agency, has changed three or four westerns on television; itadvertiser
10 pre-testing the major
its name to Swigart & Evans, following the rest will have killed each other off." media, Mr.inSweeney
pointed out that
the resignation of Bache Whitlock, one
"any advertiser can check out his media
New L. A. firm
ofannual
the original
firm's
founders.
At
the
strategy
for
less
than
5% of what he
election of officers, Daniel G.
Gordon Gumpertz, Phil Bentley and intends to spend on the whole camEvans was re-elected president; Fredaccount execueric R. Swigart, vice president and Forrest ofDolan,
Edward former
S. Kellogg Co., L.A.,
treasurer, and Elmore R. Verlander, have tivesopened
their own advertising • Business briefly
New Orleans accountant, was elected
in Los Angeles. Mr. Gumpertz Time sales
to the board of directors. Address re- isagency
president
of
Bentley &
mains 327 Exchange PL; telephone is Dolan, with Mr.Gumpertz,
Bentley serving as • B.A. Bekins Van and Storage Co.,
Express 5201.
is planning a spring tv campaign
v.p. and account service director and L.A.,
paign."
Mr. Dolan as v.p. and creative director. to start about mid-March in a dozen
The firm's address: 3434 W. Sixth St.; western markets, using nighttime oneRunyon forms agency
minute cently
spotsdiscontinued
and id's.
Company re-of
former writer- telephone: Dunkirk 9-1234.
Runyon,
W.
Jack
its sponsorship
director of Amos V Andy, I Love Lucy,
Bekins
Musical
Hall
on
CRPN
after 21
This Is Your Life and other shows, has Ad members sought
years.
C.J. agency.
LaRoche & Co., L.A., is
the
Bekins
opened an advertising agency at 26
American Academy of Advertising,
O'Farrell St., San Francisco. Telephone: N.Y., organized last June at national
Exbrook 7-6282. Roland E. (Jake) convention of Advertising Federation • Pharma-Craft (Coldene), Cranbury,
Jacobson, formerly vice president-man- of America and which is assisting AFA N.J., places spot tv campaign this week
W. Harvey Co., is ac- with its new Bureau of Education and
some 45 markets for eight weeks.
ager,
supervisor for Jack W. Runyon Research, is seeking new memberships in
countWilliam
& Co. Anne Meredith, formerly with from advertising practitioners and edu- J. Walter Thompson, N.Y., is agency.
cators. Persons wishing to join AAA • Procter & Gamble Co. has bought
Roy S. Durstine Inc., is the new company's media director.
may send $4 annual membership fee $250,000-worth of newscasts on KTLA
to Prof. George T. Clarke, Dept. of (TV) Los Angeles, mainly featuring the
Ad Club hears Wald
Marketing, New York, U., Washing- station's Telecopter Report, Peters, Grifton Square, New York 3, N.Y.
fin, Woodward
Motion picture producer Jerry Wald
sentative reports.Inc.,
P&G KTLA's
is the firstreprebig
sponsor of Telecopter Report. The
last Monday (Feb. 2) told the Holly- Media strategy given
wood Advertising Club that he allows a
schedule was placed through Compton
Advertisers can and should compare
year to pre-sell a motion picture. The media
before
launching
an
advertising
job is much
com- campaign was the advice given by Adv.
• W.F. Schrafft & Sons Corp., N.Y.
mented, becausetougher
with a innewtv,showhe every
is using all seven tv stations in metre
week for every series there's no time to Kevin B. Sweeney, president of the politan
New York this week (Feb. ?
do that kind of pre-selling for tv pro- Radio Advertising Bureau, while addres ing aFeb. 4 luncheon meeting of 13) for special Valentine's Day candy
grams.
campaign. More than 100 ids are
He pointed out that a major factor the San Diego, Calif., Advertising Club. gift
scheduled, all placed during evening
in a successful campaign, regardless of
In attacking one of advertising's
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959
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UAL...

In the 20 counties which
make

up the Greater

Area, Pulse shows
with the most

Washington

WTOP

quarter-hour

wins . . . 351 out of 504! Clear
proof that in Washington,
the important

station is . . .

WASHINGTON, D C.
Oufwn
An affiliate of the CBS Radio Network
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales
operated by
THE WASHINGTON POST BROADCAST DIVISION
WTOP Radio, Washington, D.C.
WJXT, Channel 4, Jacksonville,- Florida
WTOP-TV, Channel 9, Washington, D.C.

• Illinois Bell Telephone Co., through
N. W. Ayer & Son, buys final games
of Illinois High School basketball tournament March 21 on 10-station regional tv network to be fed by WBKB
(TV) Chicago. Stations: WCIA (TV)
Champaign; WDAN-TV Danville;
WTVP (TV) Decatur; WTVH (TV)
Peoria; KHQA-TV Quincy; WTVO
(TV)
Island; Rockford;
WICS (TV)WHBF-TV
Springfield Rock
and
KETC (TV) St. Louis (Mo.).
• Edsel Div. of Ford Motor Co. will
sponsor special telecast March 9 of
Ringling Bros. & Barnum & Bailey
Circus, entitled The Greatest Show on
Earth, and originating at Charlotte,
N.C. Show is slated 7:30-8:30 p.m. on
ABC-TV.
is agency. Kenyon & Eckhardt, N.Y.,

Animation, live action combine to sell Reelfoot • Reelfoot Packing Co.,
Union City, Tenn., will break this new film spot in March to introduce a
switch in corporate symbol from an old Indian character to youthful Indian
boys. The meat packing company, along with its subsidiary plants in the
South, has been a user of radio-tv spot for several years.
appear onMissouri,
a half-dozen
stationsandin the
Union City
market
area
of ToTennessee,
Kentucky
Mississippi,
the plant's
new spot
features
animation
superimposed
over
live
action.
The
process
is
called
"rotoscope."
In addition to introducing the new Indian boy symbol, the spot sequence
promotes the Reelfoot meat product line and highlights the new multi-milliondollar Union City plant.
Parent Reelfoot, headed by Lorenz Neuhoff, also owns autonomouslyoperated plants in Clarksville, Tenn., Montgomery, Ala., Quincy, Fla., and
Kinston, N.C., using Frosty Morn brand; Bristol and Salem, Va., using
Valleydale brand, and Keith Sausage Co., Salem, Va. Together they account
for spot schedules on about 50 tv and 40 radio stations in the South.
Fred A. Niles productions, Chicago, maker of the spot, has been using
rotoscope for five years on such commercials as those for Climalene. It's
costly; twice as much as all-animation or all-live, but enhances realism and
story line through special effects. Indian music on the soundtrack, composed
by the Reelfoot agency, Noble-Dury & Assoc., Nashville, will highlight radio
spots, too.
hours. Agency is Richard K. Manoff,
N.Y.
• Genessee Brewing Co., Rochester,
N.Y., hasin signed
MCA New
TV's SA
series
eight for
upstate
York7
markets, consisting of Albany, Binghamton, Buffalo, Elmira, Rochester,
Syracuse, Watertown and Poughkeepsie, starting March 1. Agency:
Marschalk & Pratt Div., McCannErickson, N.Y.
• MCA-TV Ltd., N.Y., reports the sale
of SA 7 series to Tareyton cigarettes,
through Lawrence Gumbinner Adv.,
N.Y. for 10 markets throughout the
U.S. and the Donovan Coffee Co. for
two markets in Alabama.
• National Shoes, N.Y., is launching
three-month campaign in early March,
using 687 announcements per week on
34 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

30 radio stations in 23 markets and announcements onchildren's
programs
WPIX (TV) New
York. Agency:
Mogul,on
Lewin, Williams & Saylor.
• Mid-America Corp., Houston, distributor in six southwest states for
Rootes Motors, manufacturer and importer of Hillman, Sunbeam, Humber
and Singer automobiles, appoints Erwin
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, N.Y., as
agency. Budget estimated in excess of
$150,000
media
to beyearly.
used. Radio-tv and other
• Ford Div. of Ford Motor Co.'s short
radio spot burst that opens this week
reflects an upping of original plan. Ford
was to use some 50 markets, instead
has about doubled total. Campaign has
approximate three-week run. J. Walter
Thompson, N.Y., is agency.

Agency appointments
• The Wurlitzer Co. (electronic pianos,
organs; other musical instruments),
Chicago, appoints Clinton E. Frank
Inc., that city, to expand its corporate
publicity and public relations. Agency
already handles advertising account of
firm.
• Arnold Bakers Inc., Port Chester,
N.Y., names Kudner Adv., N.Y., for
its bread and rolls division, effective
July. Account was previously handled
by Charles W. Hoyt Co., N.Y., which
retains Arnold cookies.
• Also in advertising
• Grant Adv. Inc., Tampa, Fla., moves
today (Feb. 9) to 3408-A S. Dale
Mabry Ave. Telephone: 68-1141.
• General Public Relations Inc. has
established Hollywood headquarters for
its tv program publicity and promotion
staff in the offices of Benton & Bowles,
its parentcludes Jeancompany.
inMeredithHollywood
and RobertstaffWill,
account supervisors, and Joan Ware
Holland, general assistant. Address is
6253 Hollywood
wood 4-9151. Blvd., telephone Holly• Smalley, Levitt & Smith Inc., Los
Angeles, has moved to 1544 N. High7236. land Ave. Telephone: Hollywood 2• Don Kemper Co., advertising agency
with offices in Dayton, Ohio, and New
York, has moved its public relations
headquarters to New York, with Herman R. Williams appointed director of
public relations. Mr. Williams was formerly executive vice president of
Smith & Williams Adv., N.Y.
• Ross, Flink & Livengood Inc., Peoria.
111., is the new name of the former Ross
Adv. there.
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THE MEDIA
NAB

BOARDS

OKAY

AIR

Combined radio and tv units vote unanimously
to encourage editorializing by broadcasters.
of a station employe. The repuEditorializing on the air received for- merely tation
integrity, responsibility and
mal approval of the combined NAB fairness offorthe
Radio and Tv Boards Friday in Holly- the editorial. station must stand behind
wood, Fla.
Adopted unanimously was a report of
"(2) torial
Highshouldprofessional
— Theassemedibe based onskillfacts
an ad hoc committee appointed last
bled by competent individuals, converyear. It includes a "Broadcasters' Guide
sant with local problems and public afto Editorializing" in lieu of what had
fairs. A professional background of
been proposed as "Standards of Edi- broadcast
news reporting and analysis
torialmendedPractice".
directors berecomthe ad hocThecommittee
made is appropriate for editorializing. The
delivering the editorial on the
a standing committee to conduct a con- person
tinuous study of editorializing. The air should be the manager or his designated
representative.
board's resolution concluded: ''That the
"(3) Public Interest — The editorial
NAB Board adopt a policy of favoring
should deal with an issue of public inand encouraging editorializing by broad- terest.
cast licensees after they become properly equipped to perform the editorial
"(4) Identification
of editorial
— Theas
should be clearly
identified
function with the highest degree of pro- editorial
a
statement
of
opinion
of
the
managefes ional skil and integrity."
regardless of who delivers it. The
The resolution stated the ad hoc com- editorialment,should
be clearly distinguished
mittee, co-chairmanned by Alex Keese, from the news and
other program maWFAA-AM-TV Dallas, and Joseph E.
terial by appropriate announcement.
Baudino, Westinghouse Washington vice
"(5) Editorial record — Editorials
president,
believesof that
"opportunity
be delivered from a script and
for
presentation
contrasting
views should
the
editorials should be made availwas essential in providing overall fairable to interested individuals."
nes ." It also said further that broadcasters traditionally "recognize a moral Tv Board to fight
responsibility to provide for the presentation ofresponsible opposing view- adverse publicity
points on public issues irrespective of
Television broadcasters want to do
any legal obligation."
something to combat the torrent of bad
Text of the "Broadcasters' Guide to publicity
inundating their medium.
Editorializing" follows:
NAB's Tv Board, meeting at Holly"The broadcast editorial can be a
wood,
last week to put
powerful influence in a community, as the problemFla., decided
the tv ownershipthe brief history of such editorializing management before
meetings at the Chicago
has demonstrated. The dynamic nature convention (March
15-18).
of the medium and the personal impact
Board
members
the publicity
of a radio or television editorial place onslaught should beagreed
fully discussed at
a great weight of responsibility upon
the licensee. If a station editorializes,
therefore, it should do so only on the
NAB's million
basis of the most careful preparation
NAB'sforbudget
willtime
exceed
and a maximum effort to assure that
million
the first
in theSI
the opinion expressed is well informed
1959
fiscal
year,
according
to esand well founded.
timates submitted to the joint
board of directors.
"Broadcasters
traditionally
recognize
a moral responsibility to provide for the
For the fiscal year April 1,
presentation of responsible opposing
1959 to March 31, 1960, a total
viewpoints on public issues irrespective
of $1,029,700 is requested. Inof any legal obligation.
come for the period is estimated
"To assure that the editorial repreat $1,043,683.
sents the highest possible level of elecThese figures compare with the
the following requi1958 budget estimate of S976,sitestronic
shouldjournalism,
be observed.
000, with estimated total expenses
of $970,749, and projected total
Responsibility
the licensee
—
The"(1)editorial
must be ofpresented
as the
income of $1,040,724.
opinion of the licensee himself, and not
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

EDITORIALS
Chicago but
they beweren't
sure how the
criticism
should
answered.
Newspapers,
magazines,
and former tv executives asproducers
well as
persons prominent in government and
public fife were named as sources of
what appear to be inspired attempts to
damage the medium.
A fund should be raised from networks, multiple owners, individual
broadcasters and others, some board
members felt, but others thought the
matter should be handled within the
present NAB framework.
Donald N. Martin, NAB public relations assistant to the president, proposed asharply expanded campaign on
a long-haul basis rather than a crash
program.
"statesmen-like
studies" onHetheproposed
theme, "Television
and
the American People," plus depth
studies by independent specialists.
Taking up suggestions made earlier
by two directors — C. Wrede Petersmeyer, Corinthian stations, and David
C. Adams, NBC executive vice president— Mr. Martin urged tv stations to
make more use of their own time on behalf of tv. He proposed a new series of
filmed spots developing the theme.
"Nothing Brings It Home Like Television." A pilot series on this theme
is being used successfully by over 200
NAB tv stations, he said.
The Tv Board members discussed
the Office of Civil & Defense Mobilization report proposing a study of the
entire radio spectrum (story page 23).
Pay tvsitiowas
NAB's oppon to the reviewed
idea was and
reaffirmed.
Recognition was given videotape and its
growing importance and a committee
to review the subject was authorized.
Thad H. Brown Jr., NAB tv vice
president, told the board the NAB Film
Committee will meet Feb. 19 in NewYork with tv film producers and distributors invited to join a luncheon session.
Supplements
added ontotv NAB's
Film Manual. will
He be
reported
music
licensing and transmission tariffs.
Vincent T. Wasilewski, NAB government relations manager, outlined the
Capitol Hill situation. The association
has engaged the Washington engineering firm of Kear & Kennedy to analyze
the report of Television Allocations
Studv Organization.
C. Howard Lane, KOIN-TV Portland, Ore.. Tv Board chairman, presided
at the meeting. G. Richard Shafto.
WIS-TY Columbia, S.C., co-chairman
of the convention committee, reviewed
changes in the convention format
("Closed Circuit, Feb. 2). Lt. Gen.
35

A. G. Trudeau, in charge of Army research and development, will address
the full convention at the final March
18 luncheon. President Harold E.
Fellows will speak at the March 16
luncheon. Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC
board chairman, originally scheduled to
receive the Keynote award at the March
16 luncheon, will open the convention
that morning.
Tv Board members present were:
Joseph E. Baudino, Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co.;
PaysonJohnHall,E. Fetzer,
MeredithWKZO-TV
PublishingKalamazoo,
Co.; Mr. Mich.;
Lane;
Dwight D.W. Russell,
Martin, KKTV
WAFB-TV
La.;
James
(TV) Baton
ColoradoRouge,
Springs;
Mr.
Shafto;
J.
J.
Bernard,
KTVI
(TV)
St.
Louis;
Henry B. Clay, KTHV (TV) Little Rock, Ark.; Mr.
Petersmeyer;
E. Walbridge,
KTRK-TV,B.
Houston;CBS-TV;
AlfredWillard
Beckman,
ABC-TV; William
Lodge,
Mr.
Adams.
NAB staff members were Everett E. Revercomb,
secretary-treasurer;
Edward H.H. Bell,
Bronson,
directorto
ofthe tvpresident;
code affairs;
Howard
assistant
Douglas
A.
Anello,
chief
counsel,
and A. Prose Walker, manager of engineering.

casting, Dec. 29, 22, 1958) could cost
advertising media millions in revenue.
He cited one estimate the ruling might
involve a $200 million loss. John F.
'Meagher,portedNABNAB and
radio Radio
vice president,
reAdvertising
Bureau cooperation, particularly on excise tax and financial data problems.
FCC has authorized remote control
operations for 15 directional antenna
stations, according to A. Prose Walker.
NAB engineering manager. He said
three 50 kw stations — WJR Detroit (two
transmitters), WGN Chicago and
WHAS Louisville — had remote authorizations and applications are pending
for WHAM Rochester, WBZ Boston
and WBT Charlotte, N.C.
F. C. Sowell, chairman of the Am
Radio Committee, said the drive to
push installation of radio sets in hotels
and motels is making good progress.
The board approved selection of May
as National Radio Month, endorsing a
year-round radio announcement promotion.
A resolution calling for clarified radio audience reports by research services, introduced by George Hatch of Intermountain Network, was referred to
an upcoming meeting of the association's Radio Research Committee. The

plan tionspecifies
that minimum
informainclude dimensions
of survey
(car,
business, home, portable listening); area
surveyed; method used; size of sample
completed, calls, interviews, diaries or
mechanical tapes per program.
Am membership in NAB totals 1,473
stations, a gain of 65 in a year. Fm
membership totals 383, a gain of 46.
Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM Washington, chairman of the Fm Committee,
reported on progress in that medium
(see fm Perspective 59 story, page 124).
Donald N. Martin, NAB public relations director, reported 133 prints of
the
radio
Now," had promotion
been sold. film, "Hear and
Attending the meeting were Daniel W. Kops,
WAVZ New Haven, Conn.; Simon Goldman, WJTN
Jamestown,
S. Younts,
Southern
Pines, N.C; N.Y.;
Hugh Jack
M. Smith,
WCOVWEEBMontgomery,
Ala.; ion,Mr.Ohio,Sowell;
Robert
T.
Mason,
WMRN
Marboard
chairman;
J. M. Higgins,
WTHI
Haute,vice
Ind.;
William
LaSalle,Terre
III.; Ben
B. Sanders,
KICD Holm,
Spencer,WLPOla.;
V.KGGF
Eppel,Coffeyville,
KORN Mitchell, S.D.;
L.Raymond
Pratt,Dallas;
Alex Robert
Keese,
WFAA
Mr. Hatch; Joe Kan.;
D. Carroll,
KMYC
Marysville,Calif.;Calif.;
RobertC. Bostic,
J. McAndrews,
KBIG
Avalon,
Thomas
KIMA
Yakima,
Wash.;
Harold
Hough,
WBAP
Fort
Worth;
J.
Frank
Jarman, WDNC Durham, N.C, chairman of the
board;
FrederickC. A.Grove,Knorr,
Mich.; William
KFBC WKMH
Cheyenne,Dearborn,
Wyo.;
J. R. Livesay, WLBH Mattoon, III.; Mr. Strouse;
Merrill
Lindsay,
WSOY-FM
Decatur,
III.;
E. J.
DeGray, W.ABC;Godwin,
ArthurMBS,HullandHayes,
Charles
P. A. CBS
Sugg, Radio;
NBC

WHITE COATS
NOW ON PRO'S
NAB file shut; McGannon new Tv Code head
NAB has about rid the television Borel, director, WBNS-TV Columbus,
code structure of phony men-in-white Ohio.
In his closing message Mr. Clipp said
commercials but it must leave the problem of accredited professional people the Jan. 1 men-in-white deadline had
up to their own professions, the asso- met "wide observance." He added,
ciation's Tv Board was told at its "Accredited physicians, dentists and
Wednesday
(Feb.
appearing, and are acceptSideline promotion • An official
wood
Beach,
Fla. 4) meeting, at Holly- nursesableare
under the code. It is now up to
Oregon Centennial Commission
the
professions
to police their own
The
Tv
Board
adopted
a
half-dozen
tie was pinned on Robert T. Maclarifying amendments to the Tv Code people and we have told them so."
son, WMRN Marion, Ohio, durThe code budget was increased
and approved appointment of Don Mc- slightly
ing the NAB Florida board meetto $125,000.
Gannon, president of Westinghouse
ing by C. Howard Lane, KOINMember firms of the Film Producers
TV Portland, Ore., commission
Broadcasting Co., as new chairman of
the Tv Code Review Board.
Alliance, producing about 75% of all
member. Left to right: NAB President Harold E. Fellows; Mr.
Mr. McGannon succeeds Roger W. films for tv, will start showing the code
Clipp, vice president, Triangle Stations, seal on all new product this spring, Mr.
Lane; G. Richard Shafto, WISTV Columbia, S. C, and Mr.
who has completed his term and was Clipp said. Alliance members are
Mason.
not eligible for reappointment. Besides affiliate code subscribers. He said the
monitoring program has reached
elevating Mr. McGannon to the chair- code
manship, Mr. Fellows named three new all 301 member stations for at least one
members to the board — Mrs. Dorothy three-day 35-hour period. The moniNo liquor ads, says
Bullitt, president of King Stations in
toring "strongly confirms the code
the Pacific Northwest; Joe Herold, vice board's contention
that the majority of
NAB Radio Board
president-general manager of KBTV member stations are in substantial compliance
with
the
advertising
provisions
(TV) Denver, and Gaines Kelly, vice
Endorsement
of NAB's
advertising
of hard
liquorsstand
was against
voiced president-general manager of WFMY- of the code," he said. "The familiar
Thursday (Feb. 5) by the association's TV Greensboro, N. C. Holdover mem- charges of over-commercialism are not
Radio Board at Hollywood, Fla. A resthe facts."
olution to this effect was submitted to City.ber is Joe Hartenbower, vice president- supported
The Tv byBoard
voted to authorize
the NAB Joint Boards, meeting Feb. 6. general manager of KCMO-TV Kansas President Fellows to name a board commit e to review code regulations and
Retiring with Mr. Clipp were Mrs.
Douglas Anello, NAB general counsel, said a recent Internal Revenue Serv- Hugh McClung, of the McClung Sta- procedures.
tions
in
California,
and
Richard
A.
The code amendments, mostly changice ruling on co-op advertising (BroadBROADCASTING, February 9, 1959
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WHAT

OUTLINES

A single community?

A

MARKET

AREA?

City, county , state boundaries?

reaches 5 prime cities,
89 counties, 4 states in the
OLDEN

OHIO VALLEY

Backed by 316,000 watts of power
pouring from an antenna 1000 feet above
average terrain, WHTN-TV is the only full power
station in the Golden Ohio Valley . . . the only station
that puts city grade service over this widespread.
spectacularly prosperous area.
and fast-growing shopping
farms
fuel,
factories,
Power-packed with
centers, supermarkets, chain and retail stores that it is estimated
will profit from $2,482,661,000 in retail sales in 1958 alone. Bursting
outwith 2,957,100 people, 591,020 TV homes*, who enjoyits WHTN-TV's
standing programs . . . top-rated CBS shows ... -'better" viewing.
And you can cover this huge market
cost-per-thousand rates available anywhere.
iackpot at one ofGetthethelowest
dollars and cents story RIGHT NOW from Petry.
♦August TV Market Guide

WHTN-TV

Huntington-Charleston, West Virginia
A Cowles Operation • CBS Basic

t
BROADCASTING,
February 9, 1959

The only full-powered station in this Golden Valley
Nationally represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

WILS

McGannon takes over chair of Television Code

FIRST IN AUDIENCE
. . . more than 100% greater
audience*
any station
heard in thethanLansing
area.
FIRST IN POWER
AND COVERAGE
With 20 times the power of
any station in Lansing . . .
WILS produces the most
coverage for your money.
FIRST
MICHIGAN'S
MONEY INMARKET
WILS reaches 210,490
Radio homes in the 17
county central Michigan
area ... 1st in Michigan
in C.S.I.
CONTACT
VENARD &
RINTOUL
McCONNELL, INC.
*C. E. HOOPER

ASSOCIATED WITH PONTIAC'S

(THE MEDIA)

NAB calls state heads
to meeting Feb. 24-25
Presidentssociations wofil holdstatetheirbroadcasters'
fourth annualasconference in Washington Feb. 24-25
under NAB auspices. The program includes reports on major industry topics
such as freedom of information, local
taxes, sports, government relations and
industrywide promotion.
NAB President Harold E. Fellows
will address the opening luncheon. The
final luncheon will feature awards ceremonies for the Voice of Democracy
broadcast script-writing contest. FCC
Comr. Robert E. Lee will explain the
civil defense radio warning system the
opening morning.
The program includes panel discussions and roundtables. Robert D. Swezey, WDSU New Orleans, chairman of
NAB's Freedom of Information Commit e , wil speak on the topic, "A Time
for Information,
Action." Reports
of
Pat include:
Murphy,Freedom
KCRC
Enid, Okla.; local taxes, John E. Bell,
WCMA Corinth, Miss.; sports, Gene
Shumate, KRXK Rexburg, Iowa; government liaison, Joseph M. Higgins,
WTHI Terre Haute, Ind., and the hotelmotel radio campaign, F. C. Sowell,
WLAC Nashville, Tenn. Howard H.
Bell, NAB assistant to the president,
will preside at the meetings.

es in language recommended by the
code board, follow:
Under acceptability of program material (par. a, iii), the entire paragraph
covering banned words and phrases was
deleted; the word "occultism" inserted
in par. 1 after "exhibitions of fortunetelling"; under par. t, phrase "except
where essential to the program plot" inserted after "Law enforcement shall be
upheld
Underand."acceptability of advertisers
and products (par. 1., lines 7-11) word
"broadcast" changed to "broadcasting."
This language was added to par. 1., f:
"Such advertising of personal products
as is accepted must be presented in a
restrained and obviously inoffensive
manner." The language on contests, WITH's Embry elected
par. 1., was changed to add this phrase,
R.C. Embry, WITH Baltimore, was
"in addition to complying with all elected president of Maryland-D.C.
federal, state and local laws and regula- Broadcasters Assn. at a Feb. 5 meeting
held at the Broadcasters Club of WashJason Pate, WASA Havre de
Par. 1., responsibility toward chil- Grace, ington.
was elected vice president.
tions." dren, was revised to read as follows:
Jr., WTOP Washing"The education of children involves Lloyd ton,W. wasDennis
elected secretary-treasurer.
giving them a sense of the world at Frederick
S.
Houwink,
WMAL Washlarge. However, such subjects as vioington, isretiring president.
lence and sex shall be presented withElected to the board were Richard
out undue emphasis and only as re- Eaton,
WARK Hagerstown; E. K. Jett,
quired byplot development or character WMAR-TV
Baltimore; Robert B. Jones
delineation. Crime should not be presented as attractive or as a solution to Jr., WFBR Baltimore; Joseph Goodtellow,
WRC Washington; Mr.
human problems, and the inevitable Houwink; Charles
J. Truitt, WBOC
retribution should be made clear."
Salisbury, Md., and Morris H. Blum,
Tying into the acceptability of pro- WANN Annapolis. The annual convention will be held June 18 at the
gram materialand(par.
with '
fortune-telling
the 1)likedealing
was a reviStephen Decatur Hotel, Ocean City,
sion under acceptability of advertisers Md.
(par. 1., e) which deletes the word
"spiritualism"
because A ofprotest
its possible
conflict
with religion.
to the Two adopt one rate
board led to this revision. The new
Two more radio stations have
adopted a single rate for both local and
provision reads as follows:
They are WPTR Al"The advertising of fortune-telling, nationalbany, N.business.
Y., and WZOK Jacksonville,
occultism, astrology, phrenology, palm- Fla. Both
stations
represented by
reading, numerology, mind-reading, Robert E. Eastman are
& Co., a leader in
character reading or subjects of a like
the current single-rate movement.
nature is not permitted."
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

11 0 U S T O N ,

TEXAS

•

50,000

WATTS

epresented Nationally by PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD,

•

740

INC.

KILOCYCLES

*See ANY Area Survey

LASSO

THESE

HARD -TO -GET
SPONSORS

A major potato chip sponsor to
12 stations in a four-state area!
. . .petroleum
Whether it'sdistributors,
potato chips
or
"Cisco Kid" helps deliver acon your station's "most
wanted"counts list!
Could you use a local . . .
• FOOD PACKAGER
> INSURANCE AGENCY
• BAKERY
• GROCERY ASSOC.
■ DEPARTMENT STORE
• DAIRY
• TOY COMPANY
Sponsors inficationsALL(and many,
these classimany
more) are on TV stations in
markets coast - to - coast with
the new "Cisco Kid" plan.
You can offer sponsors a rating-proved series that's backed
with
complete
traffica and
direct market-tested
sales-building

CISCO KID DIVISION
1529 Madison Road
Cincinnati 6, Ohio
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NBC-TV EASES BAN ON DELAYS
Affiliates may use tape with permission
NBC-TV last week set up the me- proval if the program is sponsored, effects on color programs and effects on
chanics bywhich affiliates may seek exceptions tothe ban on local tape delays the technical quality of the program.
of network broadcasts.
The technical quality, NBC explained,
related to the 'generation' of tape
The statement of policy and proce- "is
dure mailed to affiliates, recognized that from which the delayed broadcast is
exceptional circumstances may arise in made (this, in turn, hinges on whether
which a station is justified in wanting the network feed was live, film or tape,
to carry a specific program at a time
if tape, what generation)."
other than that scheduled by the net- andNBC's
requirements are similar to
work (Closed Circuit, Jan. 26). It those imposed
by CBS-TV in its curwarned, however, that written permisrent
"experimental"
relaxation of its
sion must be granted in advance and ban against tape delays
by affiliates
(Broadcasting,
Dec.
15, 1958). Both
that this will come only "on a case by networks stress that exceptions
will be
case basis, onstand
only
when
a
clear
demration ofaudience advantage, public made only for compelling reasons.
service or other compelling consideration is made and the requesting station WRVA leaves CBS for
agrees to comply fully with the proceNBC because of PCP
dures established by NBC."
Procedures • Requests must be subWRVA Richmond, affiliated with
mit ed to Steve Flynn, director of sales
service, on forms supplied by NBC. CBS for almost 22 years, will move to
They must be received at least 14 days NBC July 1, Harry Bannister, NBC
vice president,
is anbefore the scheduled network broadcast station relations
nouncing today (Feb.
9).
date in the case of sponsored programs
and seven days before for sustaining
The station,
displeased
CBS'
Consolidation
Plan,withdeclined
shows. NBC will answer in writing at Program
least 24 hours before broadcast time to sign a new contract embodying PCP
and was given cancellation notice by
(or, if anpliance"emergency"
prevents comCBS 19).
a few weeks ago (Broadcasting,
with the full procedure,
may Jan.
answer orally but confirm it in writing).
Stations must explain why they want
Explaining the new affiliation, C. T.
the delay and show when and how the Lucy, radio vice president of Larus &
Brother
Co., owner of WRVA, said
program will be carried. If a tape delay
is approved, the station must agree to that "the aggressive and forward lookerase the tape within 24 hours. NBC
ing policies of the NBC network in
reserves the right to withdraw approval maintaining a full schedule of national
service
leads us to believe that we can
on 24 hours' notice.
Factors to be considered in passing best continue to serve the people of
upon such requests, NBC said, include Richmond" by affiliating with NBC.
the reasons given by the affiliate, suitWLEE • WRVA, on 1140
ability of the time the station wants to kc Replaces
with 50 kw, will replace WLEE
broadcast the program, advertiser ap- Richmond in the NBC lineup. WLEE
is on 1480 kc with 5 kw. WRVA,
founded in 1925, was an NBC affiliate
from 1929 to 1937, when it switched
to
CBS. John B. Tansey is general
manager.
of 2 cities'
Tale Albany-SchenectadyWTRY
CBS officials say that they have had
Troy, N. Y., organized a group
of civic-minded citizens from the
affiliation applications from a number
of
stations since PCP was announced
area Friday (Jan. 30) to visit New
but that as yet they cannot comment
Haven, Conn., and see redevelopon whether they have signed replacement projects underway there.
WAVZ Broadcasting Corp.,
ments for specific defections. In addition to WRVA these include WJR Dewhich owns WTRY and WAVZ,
has campaigned for nearly 10
troit, Pa.,
WKNE Keene,
N.H., WSAN
Allentown,
and WTAG
Worcester,
years for redevelopment of New
Mass. WKNE and WSAN have signed
Haven. Now that the New Haven
with NBC. WJR and WTAG are among
station is seeing results for its
the stations working for formation of a
editorializing, it decided to invite
nationwide radio program service which
the Albany-Schenectady-Troy
would supply network-type programs
group over to observe what has
but not2). sell advertising (Broadcasting.
been done to revitalize the city.
Feb.
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

"When a man's business card reads 'HAVE GUN
— WILL TRAVEL' he must always stay one
jump ahead of the competition," Again KSLA-TV
has "notched-up" EIGHT of the TOP TEN
shows ... 20 of the TOP 25 with a weekly
audience of 51.1% mornings, 61.2%
afternoons and 57.5% nighttime. 0
You just can't quarrel with a station that promotes
consistently . . . programs imaginatively
. . . delivers a clean, clear picture ... is backed
up with BASIC CBS programming . . .
and comes out ON TOP in every TV audience
survey, time after time.
You can hire a TOP GUN to work for you
in Shreveport by contacting
Messrs. Harington, Righter and Parsons
for the complete KSLA-TV story.
Colt .45 engraved by E. C. Prudhomme, Shreveport

41
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channel

JL2

shreveport,

la.

Represented nationally by: HARRINGTON, RIGHTER and PARSONS, INC.

OPTIONAL

OPTION

TIME

PLAN

Shafto launches 'floating' idea in S.C.
currently restricted by network
A proposal for "floating option time" "is
it is unbelievable that it can
during evening television hours — made policy,
possible through videotape recording long be prevented from rendering the
and designed to put program control full service of which it is capable," he
more completely into the hands of local said.
If floating option time is workable,
station management — has been advanced informally by G. Richard Mr. Shafto said, "it will permit the license to move to the side of the stage
Shafto, executive vice president, WISAM-TV Columbia, S.C, and WIST the network program unworthy of cenCharlotte, N.C. WIS-TV is a primary
ter-stage position. Of equal importance,
NBC-TV affiliate.
the affiliate could adjust the sequence
In operation, the local tv station of network programs to the habits of
would decide how best to serve the his audience — thus overcoming a broadcast time which may have been chosen
local community interest by the most
effective scheduling of the three hours as a compromise to suit the several
zones to which the program was
of network option time programs dur- time
ing the evening segment of 6-11 p.m. transmitted.
The tv networks have prohibited affili"Of even greater importance, the
ates from deviating from the simul- broadcaster could assume his rightful
taneous broadcasting of option time responsibility for balancing his schedule of programs — whether local, film or
programs, although NBC-TV last week
announced it will consider written ap- network — to meet the needs of his complications on a case-by-case basis
requesting permission to delay or re- munity."
Mr. Shafto asked, "Can you imagine
popular and successful New York
schedule specific shows because of un- aTimes
a Charleston News and
usual circumstances (see page 40). CBS- Courier orif the
Press wrote
TV is "experimenting" with a similar everything that Associated
went on the front page
policy.
Keynote Speaker • Mr. Shafto made and indicated where each story should
his proposal Jan. 28 in a keynote address before the spring convention of be Mr.
Shafto felt simultaneous transplaced?"
the South Carolina Radio and Televimission causes a network pattern or sesion Broadcasters Assn. in Columbia.
He said FCC rules on option time
would have to be amended to accommodate thelast
"floating
time"Justice
plan.
FCC only
monthoption
advised
Dept. that network option time is "reanecessary" to assure
successful
network sonably
functioning
(Broadcasting,
Jan. 12 et seq). In April 1958 Justice
informed the Commission it considered
option time a per se violation of antitrust laws, but to date has not taken any
action.
Mr. Shafto noted that "when the
broadcaster strives to shape his evening
programs
in a ismanner
whichto his
ment dictates
best suited
meetjudgthe
needs of his local audience, he is confronted with the impediment of network option time occupying in one
Early
• This control
replica
solid block the hours from 7:30-10:30
of theequipment
first transmitter
p.m. So long as this compact segment
board used by KDKA Pittsburgh
to broadcast Presidential election
remains beyond his control, the broadcaster islulled
accepting emanating
another's
returns is being donated to Washjudgment
for theintoprograms
ington's Smithsoniandemonstrated
Institution.
The equipment,
from his television tower."
Observing that half of all network
here by Ted Kenney, chief engineer of KDKA, saw duty in the
programs now are on film and that
Harding-Cox election of 1920. It
additional prints could afford the recontrolled a power of 100 w, as
quired flexibility, Mr. Shafto said more
recently the videotape recorder has encompared
with KDKA's 50 kw
output
of today.
abled stations to perform the same function within minutes. Although the vtr
42 (THE MEDIA)

quence of look-alike programs to preserve high "lead-in" audiences for the
sponsors of succeeding programs. "This
effect,"
"is highly
detrimental.
It resultshein said,
a chaining
of each
program
to the other — to fixing a pattern of
mediocrity where the influence of the
advertiser effectively restrains day-today or week-to-week program changes.
It freezes attention to the national popular rating of the preceding program —
no matter what its program content or
format." Thus
the gluts of quizzes and
westerns,
he noted.
More Competition • Other benefits of
floating option time cited by Mr. Shafto
included the introduction of competition from the ever-increasing wealth of
films available to tv, and opening the
way "for additional exposure in the
prime hours of programs from the third
network in the one- and two-station
Mr. Shafto said it is "commonplace"
markets."
for
a tv station in one city "without adverse effecta upon
its audience
size"thanto
broadcast
film two
weeks later
the same network show was carried in
a city 50 or 60 miles away.
Mr. Shafto also discussed the relationship of the radio network and the
radio station as well as the over-populated status of radio stations today.
He said the radio network "is no
longer an income factor in the economics of a radio station operation — it adds
little, if any, to the size of the station
audience — and if a station operator has
an aggressive sales staff, his option hour
commitments to the network may deprive him of substantial local revenue.
"Despite all of its marvelous contributions to building our American system of radio broadcasting, the radio
network has dwindled almost to the
point
impotence
Mr. ofShafto
calledinfor1959."
more careful
cost accounting and better program performance and selling to avoid being
found among the large number of loss
operations in radio (3 1 % lost money in
1957, he said). He continued in part:
"So long as a newcomer whose programming consists of records announced
by youngsters of meager talent — and
meager earnings — can successfully compete for audience, I submit that there
exists an atmosphere
that tosuggests
consolidation. Ifwe are going
discourage
more new stations — and cause the less
able of the existing stations to drop out
or consolidate — the best broadcasters
must do something more than they are
now doing to distinguish themselves
from the poorest broadcasters."
Ohio plans etv network
The Ohio Council for Educational
Television has given Sarkes Tarzian
Inc. (electronics manufacturer), BloomBROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

BUT.

You'll Steal The Show In Kalamazoo -Battle Creek
And Greater Western Michigan With WKZO Radio!

7-COUNTY PULSE REPORT
KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK AREA — MARCH 1958
SHARE OF AUDIENCE — MONDAY-FRIDAY
WKZO
6 A.M. ■ 12 NOON
2932 Station2222 "B" Station111010 "C"
12 NOON -6 P.M.
20
6 P.M. - 12 MIDNIGHT 30

Each day when the curtain goes up on radio listening in
Kalamazoo-Battle Creek more families tune — and stay
tuned — to WKZO Radio than to any other station!
WKZO alone has as many listeners each day from 6 A.M.
to Noon as the next two stations combined! Pulse also shows
that WKZO Radio gets 43% more audience day and night
than the next station.
Make your command performance in Kalamazoo-Battle
Creek and Greater Western Michigan on WKZO Radio —
see Avery-Knodel for more information !
play. Father", with 3,213 performances, has been New York's most
successful
*"Life With

WKZO-TV
RAPIDS-KALAMAZOOCREEK
WKZO
RADIO— —GRAND
— GRAND
KALAMAZOO-BATTLE
WJEF RADIO
RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — —CADILLAC,
GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO '
WWTV
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, MICHIGAN
NEBRASKA
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WKZO
CBS RADIO FOR KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN
Avery-KnodeJ, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

to be established for network musicians,
will be network financed by a 5% contribution of minimum wages. There
will be no deductions from employes.
On taped programs, musicians will
receive residual payments as follows:
75% of the original fee for first and
second re-plays; 50% for third and
fourth and fifth re-plays; 10%, sixth
re-play, and 5%, all subsequent reAnother provision gives the netAFM, networks sign
plays. works the right to use staff musicians
for
six hours in an eight-hour schedule.
five-year contract
In the old contract, they were on call
The three radio-tv networks and the for eight hours but received overtime
American Federation of Musicians after playing for four hours. In the
reached agreement Feb. 1 on a new new pact, overtime will not become
five-year contract, expiring March 1, effective until after six hours of assigned
1964. It calls for reduction in some
staffs, wage increases, the establishment playing.
of a pension plan and a formula for use Plane crash kills six
of music recorded on videotape. (Mutual has no staff musicians).
Casualties in last Wednesday's (Feb.
of an American Airlines' plane
The old contract expired at mid- 4)in crash
York's East River off LaGuarnight Jan. 31 while negotiations were diaNew
Airport included six persons with
still in was
progress
and AFMThere
then was
said no"a broadcasting or advertising affiliations.
strike
in effect."
Dead were: Beulah Zachary, Chicago,
picketing
at
the
networks,
however,
up to our
of the former network show
and they apparently were not affected. producer
Kukla, Fran & Ollie; Howard A. Kass,
The new contract proposal has been New
York, merchandising coordinator
rafters in movies!
approved
the union's
executiveD. for Sales Communications Inc., sales
board, and,byaccording
to Herman
subsidiaryShevelson,
of McCann-Erickpresident, the pact is not subject planning
Looking for top film packages for toKenin,
son; S. Harris
Westport,
ratification by the membership.
the Oregon market? KPTV has
Conn., editorial director of Madison
Staff
musicians
will
receive
no
imAvenue
magazine;
the
Rev.
William
them! 2,426 features in all — runmediate wage increase but, starting Feb. Meadows, Nashville, director of radio-A.
ning in peak-rated evening periods. Just another reason why third
for the Meth1, 1961
the contract's
year),(thetheystartwillofreceive
a 10% tv servicesChurch;andthetraining
Rev. Royer H. WoodKPTV is your best buy station in raise.
The minimum pay in New York burn, odist
Nashville,
director
of utilization
Portland. Call your Katz man at networks is $220 a week and varies and field service of the Methodist
5 today!
in other cities. An immediate 10% Radio Commission, and the Rev. TvW.
raise, applicable in New York only, was Carlisle Walton Jr., Nashville, director
Check over this list:
of
tv
ministry
development
for
the
granted
"single who
engagement"
Paramount
affecting for
musicians
are hired work,
for a Methodist Church.
RKO
special program or to perform for a
Among the survivors was Edward
Dream Package
show
on
a
single
time
rather
than
on Gottlieb, president of Edward Gottlieb
Critics Award Package (#1 & 2) a continuing basis.
21 Package
&
Assoc., New York, a public relations
Princess
Some Staff Reductions • The quota firm which has broadcast advertising
Enterprise
of staff musicians will remain as it has clients, including Chesebrough-Pond's
Fox 52
Galaxy 20
been in New York and Los Angeles — toiletries and Florists' Telegraph DelivAnniversary
ery Assn.
65 musicians for each of the three netUnited Artist
works in New York; 45 for NBC in
Selznick Features
Los Angeles and 21 each there for CBS Blair moving again
Shock
and ABC. The union, however, agreed
Son of Shock
The three
John inBlair
Co. for
organito reduce guaranteed employment in
RKO Showcase
zations wil move
New & York
the
Triple
Chicago, which no longer is the orig- third time
in
eight
years,
according
to
WarnerCrown
Bros. (#7 through 13)
inating
center
for
as
many
network
Columbia Misc.
John Blair.
musical programs as in the past. Cur- President
John Blair & Co. (radio station reprently, each network maintains 45 staff
resentative), Blair-Tv and Blair Telemusicians in Chicago. The new contract
vision Assoc., by late spring will fill
permits each network to drop five the seventh
floor
of the new Corning
musicians annually for the next four
Bldg. at 717 Fifth Ave. The new
ortland, Oregon
years, thereby reducing each staff in Glass
quarters
will
provide
22,000 feet of
Chicago to 25. Cut-backs in the number
of staff musicians also will be instituted space, 40% more than the Blair firms
channel 1 £Zl!
in Boston, Detroit, St. Louis and San now occupy on two floors at 415 Madison Ave., and nearly double the sixth
Francisco, where the networks own and
Oregon'sRepresented
FIRST Television
Statii
by
the
floor space into which Blair moved
Katz Agency, Inc.
operate stations.
just
three years ago.
The pension plan, which is the first
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959
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ington, Ind., a blueprint for an etv network that would link nine existing or
proposed Ohio etv outlets.
Costing more than $700,000, the
network will be connected by a microwave relay system that will give coverage to most of the state. Ohio etv stations include WCET (TV) Cincinnati,
WOSU-TV Columbus, WMUB-TV
Oxford and WGTE-TV Toledo.
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EVER1

tallest TV tower in southeast Michigan

i

Ijlanketing an even larger area with a powerful
signal

wxyz-tv adas new viewers running into the
hundreds of thousands

wxyz adds scores or suburbs; towns and cities
■
now WXYZ-TV serves
more people, better!

Now transmitting from the heart of America's
fifth
market shift!
. . . center of Southeast Michigan's
population
This huge 1,073 ft. tower permits WXYZ-TV to
blanket a larger area than ever with a powerful
signal . . . adding hundreds of thousands of
viewers to its coverage area!

WN7-W

Represented Nationally by BLAIR-TV
I
BROADCAST HOUSE — 70 Mile and Northwestern Highway, 14 miles northwest of central Detroit
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THERE'S NO GAMBLING

when you offer your broadcast property for sale
through Blackburn and Company. A nationwide team
of representatives offers quality transactions on
every negotiation.
NEGOTIATIONS

•

FINANCING

•

APPRAISALS

JBlackbwm & Company
RADIO-TV-NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C. OFFICE MIDWEST OFFICE SOUTHERN OFFICE WEST COAST OFFICE
James
H. W. Cassill
B.Whitaker
MarshallCalifornia
Colin M.BankSelphBldg.
Jack W.V.M.Blackburn
Harvey
William
B. RyanAvenue Clifford
Stanley
Healey
Building
9441
Wilshire Calif.
Blvd.
Joseph
Sitrick
333
N.
Michigan
Atlanta,
Washington
Building Financial
Chicago, Illinois
JAckson Georgia
5-1576 Beverly
CRestviewHills,4-2770
STerling 3-4341
6-6460

SELL
Oklahoma's Biggest
TV Market . . .
the

KWTV

Community

from

KWTV
OKLAHOMA CITY

■: f

TOWG?

NCS NO. 3
Spring, 1958
WEEKLY
COVERAGE
Total Homes Reached DAY

! NIGHT: 263,880

See your PBTRYman
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BPA board meeting
plans fall convention
Preliminary program plans for
Broadcasters' Promotion Assn.'s fourth
annual convention in Philadelphia Nov.
2-4 were explored at its first 1959 board
meeting in Chicago a fortnight ago.
Thirteen of the 17 officers and directors attended the all-day meeting conducted by Charles A. Wilson, BPA
president. A second board meeting is
planned for mid- June in Philadelphia.
Earlier, Mr. Wilson announced membership ofa steering committee to guide
planning and development for BPA in
1959. Named to the group were Bruce
Wallace, WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee;
Haywood Meeks, WMAL-TV Washington, D.C.; Elliott W. Henry Jr., ABC
Chicago and immediate BPA past president; Donald Curran, KTVI (TV) St.
Louis, and Gene Godt, WCCO-TV
Minneapolis,
and BPA first vice president as chairman.
Mr. Wilson also announced the appointments of James Kiss, WPEN
Philadelphia, as 1959 convention program chairman; Kenneth Chernin,
WFIL-AM-TV Philadelphia, convention facilities chairman, and Janet
Byers, KYW Cleveland, as membership chairman.
John F. Hurlbut, WFBM-AM-TV
Indianapolis, chairman of the special
projects committee, was asked to frame
a questionnaire to provide station information toagencies, advertisers, trade
publications and other stations. The
board also discussed selection of regional and state membership chairmen and
approvedbership
preparation
a newmembers
membrochure. Nineof new
have been added to BPA's roster since
Jan. 1, according to Mr. Wilson.
Changing hands
ANNOUNCED • The following sales of
station interests were announced last
week. Both are subject to FCC approval:
• W T S V-A M-F M Claremont and
WTSL Hanover, both New Hampshire:
Sold to Norman Knight by Good Neighbor Stations group owner William F.
Rust Jr. for $255,000 for both outlets
plus adjustments for current assets. Mr.
Knight is president of the Yankee Network and WNAC-AM-TV, WRKOFM Boston; he recently purchased
WHEB Portsmouth, N.H. The sales
were handled by Blackburn & Co.
WTSL is on 1400 kc with 250 w. WTSV
is on 1230 kc with 250 w. WTSV-FM
is on 106.1 mc with 4.8 kw.
APPROVED • The following transfers
of station interests were approved by
the FCC page
last week
Record,
150): (also see For The
• WMUR-TV Manchester, N.H.: Sold
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to the United Television Co. of New
Hampshire by The Radio Voice of New
Hampshire Inc. for $450,000. Assignee
stock is held by Friendly Broadcasting
Co., 99% owned by multiple owner
Richard Eaton. WMUR-TV is on ch.
9 and is affiliated with ABC-TV.
• KSAL Salina, Kan.: Sold to Salina
Broadcasting Inc. (KFOR Lincoln,
KRGI Grand Island, both Nebraska,
and KMNS Sioux City, Iowa) by KSAL
Inc. for $350,000. KSAL is on 1150 kc
with 5 kw, directional antenna, night,
and is affiliated with MBS.
• WTAC Flint, Mich.: Sold to L&P
Broadcasting Corp. (Leonard and Phil
Chess) by First Broadcasting Corp. for
$278,000. WTAC is on 600 kc with
1 kw, day, and 500 w, night.
• KFMU (FM) Los Angeles, Calif.:
Sold to Metropolitan Theatres Corp.
(owned by multiple owner Sherrill C.
Corwin) by Brazy Broadcasting Corp.
for $100,000 plus agreement not to
compete in the radio business in area for
amc five-year
with 58 period.
kw. KFMU is on 97.1
NBC won't balk
at toll tv tests
The three television networks are opposed fundamentally to pay tv. However, NBC last week said it was not opposed to limited technical tests of subscription television, but CBS and ABC
both went on record against tests too.
In a letter to the nation's tv-radio editors, Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC board
chairman, said the network recently
has had "a barrage of inquiries as to its
position"
tv, particularly
on the
technical ontestpayproposal
suggested
by
Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman
of the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee. NBC does not object to the technical tests, Mr. Sarnoff
continued, as "they may serve to satisfy
the view held by many people of honesty and integrity that some form of
test opportunity should be given the
promoters
of payobserved
systems."that NBC still
Mr. Sarnoff
holds tovision isestablished,
this conviction:
pay teleit can "Ifsucceed
and
grow only by displacing free television,
and in the process, the great majority of
the public will lose the enormous benefits which free television now offers
them."
NBC's position on technical tests
appears to be at odds with CBS' viewpoint, as expressed recently by CBS
President Frank Stanton when he asserted:
"We also gave careful study to conBROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

Wanted;
news

more

editors

We find very few "News Editors" listed in directories of station executives. Every other job seems
to be well staffed.
If electronic journalism is to grow and prosper,
somebody qualified has to take it over. With all due
respect to program directors, announcers and disc
jockeys, news handling is a profession — not an avocation.
Broadcasting needs craftsmen who know and understand the value of leads, rewrites, style, timing and
"kills". As the battle for more eyes and ears goes
on in every market, the search for program originality must press on.
The network or station penetrating deepest into
news features wins recognition. It's true nationally. It's true locally.

ALLEN

KANDER

AND

COMPANY

Negotiators for the Purchase and Sale
of Radio and Television Stations
WASHINGTON
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DENVER

1625 Eye Street N.W.
60 East 42nd Street
35 East Wacker Drive
1700 Broadway

NAtional 8-1990
MUrray Hill 7-4242
RAndolph 6-6760
AComa 2-3623
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ditions under which the principles of
pay television might be tested. We were
forced to two conclusions. One was
that spot experiments in isolated areas
could not settle the issue. The other
was that no all-out nationwide test
could be conducted without destroying
television as we now know it."
Leonard H. Goldenson, president of
American Broadcasting - Paramount
Theatres, last week reiterated his opposition to even a trial of pay television.
Even if authorized on a trial basis, he
said, pay tv would "eventually lead to
the destruction of free television." He
said that permitting a test of pay tv is
"equivalent to starting an epidemic to
test a new vaccine. Once the epidemic
has started, it cannot be controlled.
Even 'limited' tests, because of the ineconomicvestment
interestrequired,
whichwould
once create
established
would be virtually impossible to dis-

Wo w to get your
product on the
BIGGEST SHOPPING LIST
in Southern California
Your product or service automatically goes on 100,000 official shopping
lists . . . just as soon as your radio
spots
go on KBIG's
HOME-package.
MAKERS'
CLUB, sponsor,
INC.
As a participating
your
labels are worth money to over 500
active women's
clubs in Southern
California.
Guaranteed
also are
productmum average
demonstrations
at a miniof 5 club lunches
or
dinners a week; access to consumer
panel
testing;
low-cost
sampling
and
couponing;
regular
bulletins
to member
clubs;product
and
monthly
listings
in
Everywoman's
Family Circle.
You can buy this proven merchandising plan (together with the
effective selling power of KfilG) for
package rates as low as $155
weekly. Ask your KBIG or WEED
representative ... of write for
special brochure. guy
Catalina

4* (THE MEDIA)

lodge."
Ayres,
Allen & Smith
to rep Ayres stations
Ayres, Allen & Smith, San Francisco
and Hollywood, has been formed to
represent
approximately
merly serviced
by William25 A.stations
Ayres forCo.
The latter now operates solely as a publisher's representative.
William A. Ayres, owner-manager of
Ayres Co., is in an administrative capacity with AA&S. Robert R. Allen,
salesman, McGavren-Quinn Corp., San
Francisco,
of AA&S'Southern
office
there. Jackis manager
DeBar Smith,
California manager, Ayres Co., joins
the new representative company in a
similar capacity.
Headliner deadline
Entries for the silver anniversary
Headliner Awards of the National
Headliners Club will close Feb. 10, according to Mall Dodson, executive secretary of the club. An all-media board
of judges will select winners of radiotv, magazine and newspaper contests.
Entries are to be submitted to Mr. Dodson at National Headliners Club, Convention Hall, Atlantic City, N. J. Nonwinning entries will be returned.
Winner will be announced in early
spring with award presentations shortly
thereafter.
• Rep appointments
• WROV Roanoke, Va., names Jack
Masla & Co., N.Y., as its national representative, effective Feb. 15.
• Canadian Broadcasting Corp. has appointed McGavren-Quinn, N.Y., as its
first U.S. sales representative, covering
the CBC's Trans-Canada and Dominion
radio networks and its owned English-

Sell yourself
Efficacy of commercials on the
WSPA-TV Spartanburg, S. C,
Pitts Showroom has been highlighted bypurchase of the sponsor's product by four station
staffers. The show features Renault Dauphine automobiles for
the local Pitts Motor Co.
language radio stations for spot business
(At Deadline, Jan. 19).
• McKee Broadcasting Co. (WKCBWKCQ [FM] Berlin, and WBNC Conway, both New Hampshire) names
Walker-Rawalt Co., N.Y., as its representative inthe following cities: Boston,
Atlanta, Chicago,
AngelesN.Y.,
and will
San
Francisco.
Breen Los
& Ward,
represent the stations in New York.
• KINS Eureka, Calif., names Weed &
Co..
tive. N.Y., as its national representa• Cascade Broadcasting Co. (KIMAAM-TV Yakima, KEPR-AM-TV Pasco,
KBAS-TV Ephrata and KWIQ Moses
Lake, all Washington, and KLEW-TV
Lewiston, Idaho) names George P. Hollingbery Co., N.Y., as its national representative.
• WOWL-TV Florence, Ala., names
Rambeau, Vance & Hopple, N.Y., as
its national representative. Firm already
represents WOWL Radio.
• KMSO-TV Missoula, Mont., names
Forjoe & Co., N.Y., as its national
representative except for Washington
and Oregon which will continue to be
represented by Hugh Feltis & Assoc.
• Media reports
• KBIZ Ottumwa, Iowa, today (Feb.
9) joins CBS Radio as bonus outlet.
Owned and operated by Wapello Counfulltimety Broadcasting
on 1240 kcCo.,withKBIZ
250 operates
w.
• WSM-AM-TV Nashville, Tenn.,
has presented tapes of first two volumes of NBC's radio documentary.
Image brary.
Russia,
Nashville
Public Li-of
John H. toDeWitt
Jr., president
WSM stations, said that entire series of
72 tapes will be contributed to city library for public use.
• Total of 1,057 affiliates is claimed
by Keystone Broadcasting System with
the addition of 11 stations. They are:
WTOT Marianna, Fla.; KLEM Lemars, KMAW Maquoketa and KWPC
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it's

a

habit...

in

FRESNO
(California)

First in Share of Audience Signon first
to Sign-off
in weekday mornings
first in weekday afternoons
• More Quarter-Hour Wins Monday
thru Saturday
first 7 nights per week
27% more than Station A
Nine
Out of Top Twenty Shows
1% more than Station B
50% more than Station A
80% more than Station B
(Oct-Nov 1958 i-week ARB Fresno Metropolitan Area)
THE KATZ AGENCY,
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
49
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Now, you say when
And how often too! For once programs and commercials are Videotape* recorded, scheduling is wide
open. Playbacks can be telecast immediately — hours later -or anytime you decide. At least 100 repeats
can be made from any one recording. Copies can be made. And tapes recorded on a VR-1000 Videotape
Recorder can be played back on any other VR-1000, anywhere.
Never before have sponsors been able to schedule commercials to reach selected audiences so easily.
Never have stations had so many "live" availabilities to offer.
Get the complete story on the many things Videotape recording can do for you. Write today.
CONVERTS TO COLOR ANYTIME • tlVE QUALITY • IMMEDIATE PLAYBACK • PRACTICAL EDITING • TAPES INTERCHANGEABLE • TAPES ERASABLE, REUSABLE • LOWEST OVERALL COST

934 CHARTER STREET, REDWOOD

CITY, CALIFORNIA
Offices in Principal Cities

Ampex
CORPORATION
professional
products
divisic

so
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Muscatine, all Iowa; KWCL Oak Grove,
La.; WFRB Frostberg, Md.; WBXX
Hattiesburg, Miss.; WATA Boone, N.
C; KFJI Klamath Falls, Ore.; WWBD
Bamberg,
ford, Tex. S. C, and KZEE Weather• KSIL Silver City, N.M., has joined
Mutual as an affiliate. The station formerly was with CBS. Owned and operated by James Duncan, KSIL is on
1340 kc with 250 w.
• KILT Dallas, Tex., moves into McLendon Bldg., 500 Lovett Blvd., this
week. The 16,000 sq.-ft. building cost
$500,000 to construct. KILT is owned
and operated by The McLendon Corp.
• KRON-FM San Francisco resumes
regular operations this month, Harold
P. See, general manager, announces.
The station will feature classical and
semi-classical music with frequent newscasts. KRON-FM went on the air in
1947. Itcembersuspended
operations
in De-on
1954. The station
broadcasts
96.5 mc.

formerly at 7 and 39 W. 66th St., N.Y.,
have been consolidated in a new building
at 77 W. 66th St. Location is across
from Lincoln Square, new center for
performing arts now under construction.
• National Theatres had a consolidated
net income of $362,843 or 13 cents a
share for the quarter ended Dec. 30,
1958 year),
(first John
quarterB. of
the company's
fiscal
Bartero,
president,
reported to stockholders last week. Consolidated net for first quarter of the
previous year was $65,401 or 2 cents
a share. Report does not isolate income
from WDAF-AM-TV Kansas City, acquired last May. Mr. Bartero does comment, however, that following the "overfavorable vote"
of a special
stockholderswhelmingly
meeting
(Broadcasting,
Jan. 12), National Theatres is seeking
government clearances needed to proceed with its plans to acquire a controlling interest in National Telefilm Assoc.,
which also owns WNTA-AM-TV NewPaul. ark and KMSP-TV Minneapolis-St.

Spot Perfection

• WWCO Waterbury, Conn., has dis• Newsfilm by WJZ-TV Baltimore
af iliated from the Yankee Network, becoming an independent.
showing policemen "twisting a boy's
arms called
and punching
been
as evidencehisin head"
a case has
in- • U. of Southern California has started
volving the fatal shooting of a police a course in radio-tv law. Dixon Q.
officer.
Dern, attorney for CBS in Hollywood,
conducts the class, covering legal aspects
• ABC Radio Network headquarters. of broadcasting.
Sponsored editorials that paid off
Editorializing paid off for WSJV disagree with the program."
(TV) Elkhart-South Bend, Ind.,
show's idea was originated
when the alternate sponsors of its by The
John F. Dille Jr., president of the
Sunday evening opinion show, The Truth Publishing Co. and WSJV,
Jack Scott Report, renewed for an- who feels that it has brought new
other 13 weeks.
prestige to the station. Mr. Dille
Paul Brines, vice president and occasionally substitutes for Jack
station manager of WSJV, admits Scott,
who is a vice president of the
that when the program went on the company.
air he had misgivings, which were
Dealing primarily with controverquickly dispelled when the St. Joseph
sial local subjects, The Jack Scott
Valley Bank, Elkhart, and J.E. Walz Report includes a round-up of the
Inc., South Bend appliance dealers, weekend news, a late sports sumrenewed the program, seen Sundays,
mary and the closing prices of leading stocks. Prior to the editorial, the
6:30-7 p.m. EST.
Explains John Walz, vice presi- sponsor is protected with a disclaimer
in which the station assumes comof Walz,
hard sell
outfit,dentand
we "We're
took a achance
on
plete responsibility for the comments
this kind of program. Now we're expressed.
WSJV solicits opposing viewpoints
ready to renew it because we get
so many compliments on our will- from competent spokesmen following each show in accordance with
ingnes to get into this kind of
FCC regulations although Mr. Dille
show."
Lewis Armstrong, president of St. feels that the Commission's policy
Joseph Valley Bank, admits, "We on editorializing "does not encourage
are amazed at the response; we have the practice on the part of local
people coming into the bank just to broadcasters."
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Mr. George Gould, President
NTA's Telestudios, Inc.
New York
"Agencies and advertisers that use
our production facilities demand
all the here-and-now intimacy, the
depth, the dramatic impact of live
delivery - plus the perfection and
protection
pre-recording.
why
Norman,of Craig
& Kummel,That's
Inc.
came to us for Videotape* recording of the Speidel Corporation's
watch band sales messages."
AMPEX
CORPORATION
934 CHARTER STREET, REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA
professional
products
division
*TM Ampex Corporation
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PROGRAMMING.

CBS-TV
UNVEILS
VIDEOSCENE'
Device swells tiny sets to full size backgrounds
A device hailed as opening the way
for virtually unlimited settings and
scenic effects in live television studio
productions was announced and demonstrated byCBS-TV last week.
The new electronic camera system
blends live action with miniature sets,
photographs or motion pictures to produce a television picture in which the
performers appear to be moving in
"life-size" settings. Called "VideoScene,"
be used
for
the
first ittimewaslastto night
(Feb.publicly
8) on the
Ed Sullivan Show.
At a demonstration for newsmen last
Thursday, four miniature sets — models
of a Japanese garden, of the entrance to
the Plaza Hotel, an Old West street
scene, and a waterfall effect — occupied
a corner of the stage in the Sullivan show
studio. E. Carlton Winckler, CBS-TV
director of production operations, said
any one of them, if built to normal size,
would require a studio four times as
large.
Here's how• Onethe camera
system focuses
works: on
Explanation
the miniature set, another on the actor
working against a bare background
made of a special light reflecting material. The master camera, covering the
actor, has two picture tubes: one photographs the actor against the reflective
background,
silhouet e of thetheactorotherand produces
blacks outa the
background. These signals and the one
from the satellite camera, covering the
miniature set, feed into the keying amplifer and are blended into a single
composite picture for the tv screen. The
cameras are linked by a servo system
which synchronizes movements so that
when the master camera pans, tilts or
zooms, the satellite does too. Thus actor
and background are always matched.
CBS-TV authorities described the
system as different from ordinary "supering" in that the VideoScene "keys

out" the portion of the background picture behind the actor — he isn't transparent, as in the usual superimposing
process.
"The VideoScene is an entirely new
concept," the announcement said. "Up
to the present, matting systems in television have had very limited use. The
reason
is that
it hasn'tIf either
been possible
move the
cameras.
the back-to
ground or actor's camera moves, the
composite picture falls apart and the
actor flies off into space. With the
VideoScene it is no longer necessary to
lock the camera and freeze on a static
shot. Cameras can pan and follow the
action and go in for a tight spot or pull
back for a wide shot. This takes electronic matting out of the special effects
category and makes it a practical protool."
Cowan ductionAppraisal
• CBS-TV Network
President Louis G. Cowan saw the dea hurdleproduction.
over "serious"
limitations vinelopment as studio
"Only
a
few
years
ago,"
he said, "the
presentation of drama on television,
for
example, was seriously limited as to the
number of sets, the size of sets and the
difficulty of quickly transferring the
actors from one scene to another in a
live presentation. Through the use of
the VideoScene it now becomes possible
to implement the creative talents of television so as to reproduce practically
anything the script demands."
He called the development a "fine
example
creativeSaxe,
thinking"
and vice
singled out ofEdward
operations
president; Mr. Winckler, and Paul F.
Wittlig, manager of production development, for special credit.
Mr. Winckler noted that the VideoScene makes available for live studio
television a wealth of story material that
in the past could not be used because the
necessary settings could not be repro-

duced within the confines of a studio.
The new device also is expected to
cut costs — through the elimination of
storage and moving of full-sized sets
in many cases, and by enabling CBS-TV
to build up an inventory of adaptable
miniatures, still photographs and motion
pictures sources
and without
thustheexpand
need foravailable
additionalrespace. But it was noted that preparation
of miniatures is "not uncostly in itself."
The "essential purpose," authorities
said, isgreater
to helpscope
provideby programs
ever
expanding"with
the
capabilities
of
live
studio
operation."
Not in Production • Officials
said the
present unit was hand-made and is not
now regarded as a quantity production
item, but that some refinements have
been designed and will be incorporated
"in production models we hope to have
in the future." They said the unit is
"readily" adaptable for color tv.
It may be used for commercials as
well as in programming. At the demonstration CBS-TV showed a sample — a
man with a bowl of breakfast food bighe was.with"TheVideoScene
range of isspecial
effectsger thanpossible
truly
without limit," CBS-TV reported.
The reflective material against which
the live actors perform was developed
for CBS-TV by the Reflective Products
Div. of Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.
The function of the reflected light is to
"black out," for the tv screen, the
matting background which is behind the
actors.
In the demonstration Miyoshi Umeki,
Japanese singing star, went through the
production she was to present on the
Sullivan show last night; in appearance
on the screen she was singing as she
walked through a Japanese garden.
Johnny Cash, country music singer, and
vocalist Trudy Adams, both also slated
for VideoScene appearances on the Sul-

Miss Umeki, 'Sullivan' co-producer Mario Lewis inspect tiny setting which is blended in VideoScene with Miss Umeki against black, producing final effect.
I
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livan
program, participated in the dem- NBC-TV shuffle
onstration.
As of last Thursday CBS-TV spokes- moves Steve Allen
men said the home audience of the SulNBC-TV last week formalized a new
livan program would not be told that shuffle
of nighttime programming. The
a special device was being used.
rescheduling pits the entire Steve Allen
Show against Maverick on ABC-TV. On
March 15, Allen goes into the 7:30Jubilee shareout
8:30 period on Sunday nights and gets
a half -hour jump on CBS-TV's Ed SulEveryone connected with ABClivan.
TV's Jubilee, U.S.A. now owns a
When the Allen show moves, RCA,
piece of its sponsor, Massey-Fervia
Kenyon
& Eckhardt,
will underguson Inc., farm equipment manwrite its alternate
week. Currently
the
ufacturer.
program has four sponsors, Hazel
Benefactor of the some 120
Bishop, Greyhound, DuPont and Mupersonnel (one share of common
tual of Omaha. NBC-TV has picked
stock apiece) is Crossroads Tv
up
Productions Inc., which produces
nextitsfalloption
season.for the program for the
the show. The move is expected
The shift leaves the Sunday 8:30-9
to heighten employes' interest,
p.m. slot open, and will bump The
thus making the program "better
Music
Shop starring Buddy Bregman
thanValue
ever."of the stock (about $13
out of the 7:30 spot and off the network nighttime schedule.
a share) is posted on a backstage
In the Tuesday lineup effective
blackboard and closely watched
March 31, NBC-TV drops the George
by Jubilee personnel, some of
Gobel and Eddie Fisher alternating 8-9
whom are said to have begun inp.m.
programs. Liggett & Myers (L&M
dependently toincrease their holdings in the company.
cigarettes), through Dancer-FitzgeraldSample, will sponsor a new Tuesday,
8:30-9 p.m. program starring singer
limmie Rodgers, while the same firm
Guild hearing delayed
for its Chesterfield cigarettes, through
Judge William C. Mathes of U.S. McCann-Erickson, will sponsor an
District Court in Los Angeles Thursday alternate
week about
of Petethe Kelly's
(a melodrama
Kansas Blues
City
(Feb. 5) postponed hearing petitions jazz
era
produced
by
lack
Webb).
for injunctions pending trial in two
Kraft Foods Division of National
suits against Guild Films Co., for a
few days, to allow time to determine Dairy Products, Chicago, and its agency, J. Walter Thompson, New York,
whether or not his court has jurisdiction. The suits charge breach of con- meanwhile, were reported close to obtract and wrongful conversion by Guild
Como'sinitially
signature
thatPerrywould
tie theonstara
in connection with two tv series. The contract taining
Liberace Show and Life With Elizabeth. to Kraft for a two-year period.
Kraft at present has Milton Berle in
Liberace's International Artists Ltd.
and Don Fedderson's Tido Productions the first half hour of the 9-10 p.m.
are co-plaintiffs in the suit over The period followed by the filmed Bat
Liberace Show which asks $200,000 Masterson which Kraft sponsors with
damages for breach of contract. Betty sister Sealtest Div.
White, star of Life With Elizabeth,
A decision is expected this week.
George Tibbies and Tido Productions, Mr. Como at present has a contract
operating as a partnership under the with NBC-TV that precludes his pertitle, Bamby Productions, are plaintiffs
forming with any other network. Since
in the second suit, in which $50,000 Kraft proposes to place the singer in
damages is asked.
the advertiser's regular Wednesday, 910 p.m.
this
moveperiod
would onnotNBC-TV
conflict next
with fall,
the
Schubert in live field
Como-NBC-TV
pact.
The
network,
The re-entrance of Bernard L. Schu- however, reportedly was resisting
the
bert Inc., tv film producer-distributor, proposal as it would take the star out
into the live tv production field was an- of a key Saturday night anchor spot in
nounced last week with the re-activation
of Blind Date, a program Schubert NBC-TV's program roster.
packaged for ABC-TV in 1949 (Closed ABC Films new dept.
Circuit, Feb. 2). Mr. Schubert said
the program will be offered for network
ABC Films Inc., has established a
sale as a daytime vehicle. In recent merchandise licensing department to
years, the Schubert company has been handle franchises for several of its propconcentrating solely on the production
erties. The company has merchandisand distribution of filmed programming.
ing
rights
for 26 Men, The People's
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Choice, The Musketeers, Sheena, Queen
of theBowie.
Jungle and The Adventures of
Jim
The fused
newwithdepartment
is not to be Inc..
conABC Merchandising
which handles ABC network properties.
Donald E. Willman, client service manager, heads the new department.
Buckeye echoes trend
in N.Y. film merger
The trend toward mergers and absorptions among film companies in 1959
(Broadcasting,
was exemplified last week whenFeb.the2)Buckeye
Corp.,
Springfield, Mo., announced it had acPyramidproduction
Productions,
New
York, a quired
tv film
company;
Flamingo Telefilm Sales, a distribution
organization, and property rights in
five tv film series held by Essex Universal Corp., New York.
The acquisitions represent a diversification move for Buckeye, a manufacturer of farmcubators.implements
andaction
glass will
inThe effect of this
be to group together Pyramid and
Flamingo Telefilm Sales under one roof;
Flamingo has served as distributor for
Pyramid
properties
well as for
the
Essex Universal
series,as including
O.S.S.,
Grand Ole Opry and western serials.
Pyramid
produced
ties as ThehasBig
Story, such
Decoyproperand
Treasury Men in Action, and currently
has a 39-episode series, Deadline, in
production.
Flamingo
Telefilm,contracts,
in addition to its current
distribution
also owns property rights in feature
films for tv and theatre distribution
and several tv serials, including Citizen
Soldier.
Money Matters • Essex Universal
will receive $1 million for the property
rights to its series, plus certain contingent payments in cash and preferred
stock based on future earnings of the
properties involved. The financial details of Buckeye's arrangements with
Flamingo and Pyramid were withheld
pending approval of the Securities &
Exchange Commission.
Pyramid Productions is headed by
Leonard Loewinthan, president, and
Everett Rosenthal, executive vice president. Flamingo is directed by Herman
Rush, president, and Ira Gottleib. vice
president
and treasurer.
tives will continue
in their These
present execuposts,
and the corporate entities will remain
until "basic management decisions are
made as to the most effective method
of corporate
man said. administration.'" a spokesIt was reported that Buckeye will
provide both Flamingo and Pyramid
with capital to expand their activities.
Buckeye spokesmen said the company
53

hopes to acquire another organization and procedures. Once the plan is finalthat is active in the production of tv
ized, itis certain to encounter opposifilm commercials and industrial and
tion again from the Big Ten, which
educational films.
favors each conference negotiating its
own tv contracts, and from the U. of
Notre Dame. Under NCAA programs
COLLEGE FOOTBALL the past four years, member schools
have been permitted to appear twice on
NCAA sees no pay tv
tv — once each on network and regional
or
twice regionally.
in immediate future
Earlier Howard Grubbs, dist. 6
The National Collegiate Athletic (Southwest Conference) representative,
Assn. is expected to retain its familiar was named chairman of the NCAA tv
national-regional pattern for 1959 foot- committee and Asa S. Bushnell, memball telecasts, in view of preliminary ber-at-large, Eastern College Athletic
action taken by its tv committee last Conference, was reappointed tv proweek.
gram chairman, a post he has held for
the past several years. Mr. Grubbs sucThe
new
group,
meeting
in
Chicago's
ceeds Rix N. Yard, Denison U., small
Conrad Hilton Hotel Feb. 3-5, has
completed provisional voting on various college, (east), as chairman.
Lineup • Other committee members
parts of the 1959 football tv control
plan but delayed final approval pend- are William J. Flynn, Boston College,
dist. 1; Robert J. Kane, Cornell U.,
ing additional meetings Feb. 16-17.
Walter Byers, executive director of dist. 2; James J. Corbett, Louisiana
State U., dist. 3; Paul W. Brechler, U.
NCAA, announced Thursday the com- of
dist. 4 (replacing Douglas
mit e isin "substantial agreement" and Mills,Iowa,
of Illinois); Norvall Neve,
added the 1959 controls "undoubtedly MissouriU. Valley
Conference, dist. 5;
will be quite
similar"forto control
the 1958wasplan.
General
framework
au- Charles A. Taylor, Stanford U., dist. 8;
Rix
N.
Yard,
Denison
U., small college
ythe membership
of NCAA's
53d annualthorized bconvention
in Cincinnati
last (east); Leroy B. Hughes, California
State Polytechnic College, small college
January.
If the program materializes as indi- (west), and Walter Byers, NCAA executive director and member-at-large. Mr.
cated last week, it will once again call
for nine national network and four Mills, Illinois athletic director, resigned
the NCAA national convention
"intra-district"
or regional telecasts,
and during
in Cincinnati last month, charging that
presumably a prohibition
against more
NCAA
is seldom sympathetic to sugthan six teams in any one NCAA disgestions from the Western Conference
trict participating in national telecasts,
plus other holdover features (Broad- (Big 10) on football tv policy.
Aside from NBC, Zenith and Pacific
casting, Feb. 17, 1958).
Pay Team • Again toll tv advocates Coast Conference representatives who
NCAA "hearings" last week,
had their inning with the tv com- attended
mittee, either in person or by other the tv committee also acknowldeged an
communication. Only actual presenta- expression of views from International
Telemeter Corp., McCann - Erickson,
tion during "hearings"
was given
Ted Leitzell,
public relations
directorby the Big 10. Sports magazine, and the
of Zenith Radio Corp., in behalf of its Universities of Minnesota, Wyoming
Phonevision. NBC was represented by and Denver. Once again, the Western
Conference favors removal of all reTom Gallery, sports director.
strictions except its own proposal to
Bobed Skiatron
Hall, who
was to have
representElectronics
& Television
limit any one individual NCAA member-team to three tv appearances (naCorp., was unable to attend but teletional and/ or regional).
phoned his report to the committee.
NCAA committee members did not
Mr. Hall reportedly told the group
Skiatron is optimistic about getting into identify the McCann-Erickson executive
limited pay tv (by wired circuits) who represented the agency as going on
operations in certain Pacific Coast cities record favoring last year's NCAA footthis fall. His comments were viewed
ball program in essence. U. of Minneby some committee members as imsota representatives reportedly discussed
portant only insofar as they bear on the situation involving its owned-andthat part of the language in the 1959 operated KTCA-TV, which last year
plan dealing with toll tv. They see no was permitted to televise the Univerimmediate role for toll tv in NCAA
games even within the 50-mile sofootball in terms of next fall — or per- calledsity's"blackout"
area. Non-commerhaps even in 1960.
cial, educational outlets were given this
The new tv committee reviewed the right under the 1958 program where
report and recommendations of its
was not deemed a hardpredecessor 1958 group and also estab- such shipcoverage
on attendance.
lished its administrative organization
In response to a question at Wednes54 (PROGRAMMING)

day's news conference, Mr. Grubb felt
that,
sincetv,"wehe could
never not
had say
a problem"
with toll
whether
NCAA would be any more receptive
this year to pay-as-you-see television
overtures. Mr. Byers added that NCAA
never cifichad
been toll
confronted
with a speoffer from
tv interests.
Integration debate
NBC-TV scheduled a special program
yesterday (Feb. 8) from 6-30-7 p.m. for
debatetion in on
issue of school integrathe the
South.
The telecast follows protests of an
editorial by tv commentator Chet Huntend of
one-hourAgony
programof
Feb.ley at1,thetitled
Thea Second
Atlanta. Mr. Huntley suggested that
the racial climate in the South might be
improved if the NAACP and "militant
Negro
leadership"
withdrew
battle against
segregation.
The from
NAACPthe
insisted that NBC-TV give the organization "a full hour" to reply to the editorial.
NBC-TV subsequently suggested a
special, half-hour program, giving two
sides of the question. The NAACP
agreed to participate even though it
still preferred to have a program of its
own. Scheduled to appear on yesterday'secutiveprogram
Roy NAACP,
Wilkins, and
exsecretarywere
of the
Thomas R. Waring, editor of the
Charleston (S. C.) News and Courier.
COLORCASB|Ni
are the
colorHereshows
(all next
times 10aredaysEST):of network
NBC-TV
9-13, 16-19participating
(2-2:30 p.m.)
or Feb.
Consequences,
sponsors.Truth
Feb. 9-13, 16-19 (2:30-3 p.m.) Haggis
Baggis, participating sponsors.
Feb. Party,
9, 16 (10-10:30 p.m.) Arthur
&Murray
Newell. P. Lorillard through Lennen
10 (8-9 through
p.m.) BellN. Telephone
BellFeb.Telephone
W. Ayer & Hour,
Son.
Feb. 11,in 18Kraft(9-9:30
p.m.)
Milton Berle
Starring
Music
Hall,
through J. Walter Thompson. Kraft Foods
Feb. Astaire,
11 (10-11 Chrysler
p.m.) An through
Evening With
Fred
Leo
Burnett.
Feb.
12
(9:30-10
p.m.)
Ford
Show,
Ford
Motors through J. Walter Thompson.
Feb. 12 (10:30-11 p.m.) Masquerade
Party,
Newell. P. Lorillard through Lennen &
Feb. 13 (7:30-8 p.m.) Northwest PasWeiss. sage, Helene Curtis through Edward H.
Feb.
(8-9 &p.m.)
Ellery Queen, RCA
through 13Kenyon
Eckhardt.
Feb. pating
14 sponsors.
(8-9 p.m.) Perry Como, particiFeb. 15Buddy(7:30-8
Music Shop
Starring
Bregman,p.m.)sustaining.
Feb.
15
(8-9
p.m.)
Steve
Allen Show,
Greyhound
through
Adv.,
Hazel
Bishop through
RaymondGreySpector.
Feb. 15 (9-10 p.m.) Dinah Shore Chevy
Show,
throughEddieCampbell-Ewald.
Feb. Chevrolet
17 (8-9 p.m.)
Fisher Show,
Liggett & Myers through McCann-Erickson.
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To sell Indiana,
you need both
the 2nd and 3rd
ranking markets.
NOW
ONE BUY
delivers both —

YOU

NEED

TWO

TO

REALLY

GO

in Indiana!

Advertisers anxious to gather speed in Indiana, ride double
into this lively sales place. They sweep across two major
markets — Fort Wayne and South Bend -Elkhart— on one
combination fare which saves 10%. They thus "cut the ice"
in a rich interurbia of 340,000 TV homes— bigger than T.A.'s
43rd market* Over 1,688,000 people — more than Arizona,
Colorado or Nebraska. Effective Buying Income, nearly $3
billion — and it's yours with just one budget-saving buy!
"Sources:
Age, May
May 1958.
19, 1958; Sales Management
Survey of Television
Buying Power,
call your H™R

SOUTH

man now!

BEND V ELKHART

^J^BC

F Q R T WAYNE

U~^—

^^^^^^J

~

More Shirley Temple
NTA Film Network has announced
a new weekly series of Shirley Temple
feature films to start April 5 on 63
stations of the network. Series of eight
20th Century-Fox films, entitled Shirley
Temple Spring Specials, is the third
series of first-run Shirley Temple films
presented by NTA. Previous tv runs
were in 1957 and 1958. Titles in the
new series, with two as yet unannounced, include "Just Around the
Corner," "Dimples," "Baby Takes a
Bow," "Bright Eyes," "Poor Little Rich
Girl" and "Little Miss Broadway."
Talk shows on WBC
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., New
York, announced last Thursday (Feb.
5) that its five owned and operated tv
stations will carry, in prime time, two
half-hour discussion programs, Youth
Wants to Know and The American
Forum of the Air, on a once-a-month
basis, starting the week of Feb. 23.
The tv shows and separate radio programs of the two series will be taped
for syndication to other stations, and
will be available for commercial sponsorship. The radio programs will be carbasis.ried on WBC's six stations on a weekly
Veteran producer Theodore Granik

Talking about
programs •
Richard
Pack 'talk'
(1), Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co. vice president —
programming, and producer Ted
Granik discuss plans for their upcoming shows, Youth Wants To
Know and American Forum of
the Air, including radio-tv syndication of programs to stations
other than WBC outlets.
will serve as host for the programs,
which will originate at WTTG (TV)
Washington (both WTTG and WNEWTV New York, owned by the Metrotelecasts).politan Broadcasting Co., will carry the

WHOM
TOP-RATED
IN NEW

YORK'S

OF

THE

STATION
SPANISH

TIME

HOMES

* * * Pulse
November 1958

WHOM
136 W. 52nd St., New York
Circle 6-3900
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Murrow for editorials
Edward R. Murrow, CBS commentator, appeared on The Press and the People over WGBH-TV Boston, noncommercial-educational station, last Thursdayworks
(Feb."should
5) and
suggested
netadd an
editorialthat
column
to their daily programming and reserve
more prime tv time for informative proRadio and tv editorials "would stimulate more serious consideration of national issues," Mr. Murrow said, adding:
"The fact there is no tradition of edigrams." torializing inradio and television seems
to me no reason why it should not be
Mr. Murrow recommended that ocattempted."casional y there should be "programs of
an informative nature during prime
hours." He expressed the belief "it
would be good business for the corporations because I do not believe that
most corporate heads want the so-called
corporate image to consist of talking
horses and dancing cigarettes.
News privilege bill
A bill to protect radio, tv and other
news reporters from disclosing source
of information was introduced in the
Illinois state legislature in Springfield
Wednesday (Feb. 4).
The measure filed in the House would
apply to reporters for broadcasting stations, newspapers and press associations. They would be protected on news
sources involving court trials or probes,
grand juries, legislative committees,
county or municipal bodies, and state
commissions, departments and bureaus.
The bill, introduced by Rep. Michael
F. Zlatnik (R-Chicago) and numerous
co-sponsors, was acknowledged to be
inspired
by theof 10-day
court sentence
Marie contempt-ofTorre, New
York Herald Tribune tv columnist.
• Program notes
• An increase of 21 cents an hour
in wages and fringe benefits will be paid
by producers of motion picture and tv
films to members of IATSE's 21 local
unions under terms of a new two-year
contract, effective as of Jan. 31, 1959.
Increase reportedly is divided: 15 cents
an hour in straight wage increases, 6
cents in such benefits as health insurance, increased life insurance (from
$1,000 mentstointo$2,500)
and increased
paythe industry
pension plan.
Union can reopen the contract on the
issue of wages only at times the Bureau
of Labor cost of living index rises 5%
or more above the Jan. 15, 1959, point.
Neither videotape nor pay tv is covered in the new pact, nor is there any
mention of the offer of the picture proBROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

□ Keystone's complete station list, or
□ Details on Keystone's farm market coverage

$£22

and

AAH0EIA
APOLLO
Light and Truth
APOLLO was considered to be "the most
Greek of all hethe would
gods" beand considered
even by today's
standards,
quite
a hunk of man — handsome, sophisticated,
cultured
— but excellent
why go characteristics
on, let's just say
he had many
attributed to him. The Greeks
called him
the
God
of
Light
and
Truth.
the Greeks wanted to know Whenever
the truth,
they always
Apollo's
Delphi,
and thewentoracleto there
came shrine
up withat
the right answer.
Today's
buyers
want
to knowadvertisers
the truth and
too, time
so if you
are
in the dark about selecting the best radio
station in Cincinnati to sell your product,
let us enlighten you— IT'S WCKY, and
truthfully, here's what you get:
1. Adult is audience—
of WCKY's
audience
composed 73%
of housewives
who
control the family purse and spend the
major portion of family income.
2. 50,000
of Selling trading
Power, area.
covering al of Watts
the Cincinnati
3. Good music and news 24 hours a day.
4. Air salesmen who sell your product.
5. A prestige station with progressive
management.
So don'tconsult
go to our
Apollo's
shrineTomat
Delphi, just
oracles:
Welstead
at WCKY's
Yorkandoffice,
or AM Radio
Sales in New
Chicago
the
West Coast, who will shed some Light on
your problem and tell you the true story
about WCKY and its power to sell your
product.
WCKY
50,000 WATTS
OF SELLING POWER
Cincinnati, Ohio
58 (PROGRAMMING)

ducers to put up $250,000 for a job
analysis study if IATSE would extend
the former for a year.
• Consolidated net profit of Walt Disney Productions and its domestic subsidiaries for the 14-week quarter ended
Jan. 3, 1959, was $629,838 (or 40 cents
a share), compared with 13-week first
quarter earnings of $527,684 (34 cents
a share) for the previous year.
• California District Court of Appeals
in Los Angeles last week upheld a 1950
contract between Edgar Rice Burroughs
Inc. and Commodore Productions giving Commodore first option on the tv
rights to Tarzan, rejecting an appeal of
Burroughs to void this contract. In violation of this agreement, Commodore
officials said, Burroughs in 1955 granted
exclusivetions. Intv1957
rightsCommodore
to Sol Lesser filed
Producsuit
for $10 million damages against Burroughs, which is expected to go to trial
next summer.
• Telenews, N.Y., Hearst Metrotone's
newsfilm (TV)
service,
announces
additiondailyof WNBQ
Chicago
to its
client list. New markets signed outside
U. S. include CMAB-TV Telemundo,
Havana, Cuba; Tv Rio, Rio de Janeiro,
and KUAM-TV Agana, Guam.
• Jay ark Films Corp., N.Y., reports
the Bozo The Clown cartoon package
has been sold in a total of 72 markets,
with latest purchases by WPIX (TV)
New York, KTLA (TV) Los Angeles,
WSBT-TV South Bend, WBEN-TV Buffalo, KONO-TV San Antonio, KVAR
(TV) Mesa-Phoenix, KING-TV Seattle,
and KIMA-TV Yakima.
• NBC-TV reports new half-hour
domestic comedy series, The Jacksons,
starring
Joan filming
BlondellFriday
and J. (Feb.
Pat O'Malley, started
6) at
Desilu Studios, Hollywood. Series, created and produced by Jess Oppenheimer, may appear on NBC in the fall.

False stringer
A 10-year-old Washington,
D.C., boy was charged Jan. 29
with making five false fire alarms
in order to collect a reward from
WWDC there which pays for
news tips. The station says it has
no record of paying the boy.
• Between one-fourth and one-third of
the audience of ABC's "Tschaikovsky
Story" on Walt Disney Presents Jan. 30,
rearranged their radio-tv sets to hear
the sound portion in three-way stereo,
ABC reported last week. Officials
said a special Trendex 20-city poll
showed 29% of the audience took advantage of the stero simulcast. The
Trendex rating: 21.5 and 37.3 share of
audience.
Program was sponsored by
Kellogg.
Hill Bros., Hudson Pulp & Paper and
• Banner Films Inc., N.Y., reports the
sale of its Judge Roy Bean half-hour tv
film series to WNEW-TV New York,
KTVR (TV) Denver, WSIL-TV Harrisburg, 111., and KCIX-TV Nampa, Idaho.
• Capitol nounces
Records
Inc., Hollywood,
anstart of construction
of new
manufacturing and office facilities. The
existing factory and warehouses will be
renovated, and a two-story office building will be erected, involving expenditure reportedly in excess of $400,000.
Capitol expects the modernization of
the present factory to be completed this
April with new offices scheduled for
occupancy in July.
• Gross-Krasne Inc. has purchased
Impulse, series of tv programs created
by actress Maria Palmer, for spring production at California Studios. Jack
Gross will probably produce the series,
based on case histories of court psychiatrists assigned to check on the sanity
ofmanaccused
persons. theGross-Krasne-Sillerwill distribute
series.

RADIO STATION
Southern Metropolitan
Market on Gulf Coast 24hr. regional. Price $175,000. ance$55,000
down, time.
balover reasonable
Seller wants immediate
action.

Contact the Dallo Washington office.
HAMILTON • STUBBLE FIELD TWINING and Associates.lnc.
SAN FRANCISCO
jEXbrook 2-5671
• RADIO. „»,AND. 1TELEVISION
• NEWSPAPERS
DeBROKERS
Sales
St. N.W.
1 5) 1 Bryan8-11St.STATIONS
. „«„,,„■„
J HI Sutter St.
WASHINGTON, 0. C. (1737
EXecu)ive
3.3456
DAUAS 1 Riverside
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National Nielsen Average Audience I January Report, 1959.

ABC

TELEVISION

Ten.

PAYS
OFF
HERE

In the drug store/ products
advertised on WWJ-TV are
more apt to get attention, more
likely to be purchased.
The reason? WWJ-TV adds an
extra measure of believability
to your advertising. People in
southeastern Michigan have
faith in WWJ-TV, recognize its
leadership, appreciate its high
standards.
Give your spring campaigns
this big advantage. Buy
WWJ-TV, Detroit's Believability Station.

ASSOCIATE AM-FM STATION WWJ
Firs* in Michigan • Owned & operated by The Detroit News
National Representatives: Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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THE
CURVES
START
CLIMBING
Now that it is over, economists have begun to call and in the years to follow. It was a mission not too
it what it was, a depression. Compared with the well performed in 1958. Advertising's job is to
cataclysm of the Thirties, it was no more than a elevate the U.S. standard of living which means exjiggle on the charts. But it struck suddenly, like a
the public's
consumption
muscle spasm near the heart, and for the first time
goods. Inpanding 1958,
advertising
tendedof toservices
follow and
the
in many years the U.S. economy experienced fear.
downward curve of general business. In 1959 and
Whatever the reasons for the jiggle and whatever
beyond, it must lead the upward curves if consumer
the complex play of forces that corrected it, there is demand is to advance with the nation's production
every sign that the U.S. economy has recovered its capacity.
equilibrium and nerve. Nobody is predicting that
The two advertising vehicles with the longest reach
1959 will be a boom year; indeed nobody wants a and greatest persuasiveness are television and radio.
boom in the speculative or fast-buck sense of the On them, to a large extent, will be the responsibility
word. But most business forecasters are agreed that of creating consumer wants and needs. The ensuing
1959 will see full recovery from the depression of articles seek to tell how broadcasting reacted to the
1958 and then some.
jiggle on the charts and how it will contribute to the
For advertising there is a special mission in 1959
new economic upswing.

Mill
i i i i illllllllli i 1 i 1 1 Mil .in 111 11
PE RSPECTIVE
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Ml lliimm
1 958 RECORD: HOW RADIO-TV
RAN AGAINST THE STREAM
Television and radio did much better
in 1958 than most other kinds of business.
But neither did as well as it had the
year before.
For television, that statement requires
further explanation. As it has every
year of its existence, television set a
new dollar record in 1958. But its rate
of expansion was perceptibly slower
than it had been earlier. Television
time sales in 1958 were almost $900
million. The figure was 3.6% higher
than the record of 1957, but the percent of gain was the least in the
medium's
short sales
and spectacular
history.
Radio time
in 1958 flattened
out at just under the 1957 level. But
the 1957 level was an all-time high,
and 1958 volume was the second highest in the 24 years of recorded radio
financial history. Radio time sales last
year were
cline from $531.6
1957. million, a 1.1% deThese are Broadcasting estimates
of net time sales after all frequency and
promotional discounts but before deduction of commissions to agencies
and station representatives. They are
comparable to the net time sales records
compiled annually by the FCC. The
FCC report for 1958 will not be issued
until late in 1959.
Television • The deceleration in television's expansion
noticeable in 1957.
By thatfirstyearbecame
the majority
of new television stations granted
after the FCC issued its tv allocations in
1952 had gone on the air. During that
year the depression which was to bot64

tom out in 1958 had begun. Total television time sales in 1957 were only
5.5% bigger than they were in 1956.
The 1956 volume had been 20.8%
bigger than the volume of 1955.
The importance of networking in the
tv economy continued in 1958 to be
emphasized in the time sales records of
the medium. Tv network time sales
($414 million) were more than $100
million bigger than the next highest
category of advertising, spot ($307
million), and $237 million bigger than
the third category, local ($177 million).
Radio • In the older medium the
ratio of local, spot and network is the
exact opposite of the ratio in tv. Last
year local radio time sales ($311 million) were 6V2 times the network
volume ($47 million) and nearly twice
lion).volume of national spot ($168 milthe
The ratio was roughly the same in
1957 and 1956. With the exception of
the year 1957 network radio volume
has fallen annually since 1949, the
year that television first began to be
felt as a national advertising medium.
Over the same period both local and
spot radio time sales have steadily increased, again except for one year,
1954.
The 1958 Broadcasting estimates of
time sales were compiled from a survey
of a large sample of stations according
to a formula that has been in successful use since 1935. The statistical
information was audited by Sinrod &
Tash, certified public accountants. For
annual records see tables at right.
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TELEVISION TIME SALES
1948-1958
These are billings after all frequency and promotional discounts but before payment of
commissions to agencies, sales representatives, etc. Figures are those officially reported
by the FCC except for 1958 which are Broadcasting estimates. The FCC report for
1958 will not be available until later this year.
from
% from
change
National
National
% from
change
% changeyear
Total
Local
% from
changeyear
Year
Network previous year Non-Network previous year
previous
previous
% 2,500,000
1948 *
$ 6,200,000
$ 8,700,000
1949
10,796,000
27,530,000
9,460,000
$ 7,275,000
1950
30,385,000
90,629,000
35,210,000
25,034,000
+226.1
+244.1
1951
208,595,000
51,304,000
97,558,000
59,733,000
+221.2
+177.1
+138.6
1952
283,070,000
137,664,000
80,235,000
+229.2
65,171,000
+130.2
1953
124,318,000
384,692,000
+68.8
171,900,000
+41.1
88,474,000
+34.3
+24.9
+27.0
—0.1
1954
120,131,000
+54.9
241,224,000
538,122,000
176,766,000
+35.7
+40.3
+35.8
1955
222,400,000
681,100,000
149,800,000
308,900,000
+42.2
+28.1
+35.9
1956
281,200,000
174,200,000
367,700,000
823,100,000
+35.8
+25.8
+39.9
+19.0
+24.7
1957
868,700,000
296,400,000
394,200,000
178,100,000
+26.4
+26.6
899,761,892
+16.3
1958 f
307,768,391
414,146,401
177,847,100
+7.2
+20.8
+5.1
+5.4 and services) from "network
* Inprograms"
1948 FCCandreported
only
"total
revenues"
(from
time,
talent
fromreporting
business are"soldnot directly
by stations."
Hence
for that
first year
of
+3.8for figures
television financial
comparable
with figures
time sales
in ensuing
years.+2.2
+5.5
f 1958 figures estimated by Broadcasting.
+3.6
RADIO TIME SALES
1935-1958
% change % change
National
% change % change % change
National from
Regional
from Non- from
from
from
Year Network previous year Network previous year Network previous year Local previous year Total previous
— 0.6year
— 8.7
1935 1 $ 39,737,867 ~.
\777777 77. % 13,805,200 ~
$ 26,074,476
~. $ 79,617,543
1936 2
1937
117,908,973
56,192,396
23,117,136
$ 2,854,047
35,745,394
1938
117,379,459
56,612,925 +41.4
32,657,349
28,109,185
0.7
1939
30,030,563 +67.4
62,621,689 ++ 10.6
37,315,774 +37.1
129,968,026
37,140,444 +21.6
71,919,428
155,686,247 +48.1
1,869.583
1940 *
44,756,792
+
6.8
179,753,217 +10.7
1941
+14.2
79,621,534 +13.1
2,752,073
45,681,959
51,697,651
1942
190,147,052 +20.5
81,744,396 + 10.7
51,059,159 +23.8
+20.0
3,444,581 +47.2
53,898,916
+ 15.5
1943
228,102,164 +15.4
99,389,177 + 2.7
59,352,170 +23.0
64,104,309
6,256,508
+25.2
1944
121,757,135 +21.6
73,312,899 +11.8
7,612,366 +81.6
84,960,347 + 4.2
287,642,747 + 5.8
— 3.1
+ 18.9
+16.2
1945
125,671,834 +22.5
76,696,463
310,484,046
8,301,702 —12.8
99,814,042
+21.7
+23.5
+20.0
1946
126,737,727 + 3.2
334,078,914 +26.1
8,043,381 + 9.1
82,917,505 + 4.6
116,380,301 +29.3
1947
127,713,942 + 0.8
147,778,814 +17.5
7,012,689 —18.2
91,581,241
374,086,686
1948
104,759,761 + 8.1
3.6
133,723,098 +— 0.8
7,329.255
170,908,165 +16.6
416,720,279 ++ 7.9
7.6
+
4.5
1949
108,314,507 +10.4
128,903,467 — 3.3
425,357,133 + 12.0
5,994,858 + 4.3
182,144,301 +27.0
+ 14.4
118,823,880
1950
124,633,089 — 8.5
203,210,834
453,564,930
+15.6
6,897,127 -13.5
+11.4
— 5.4
119,559,000 + 3.4
1951
113,984,000 —10.0
214,519,000 +— 6.5
0.8
8,481,000 +15.0
456,543,000
—29.2
—
7.3
+ 9.7
1952
123,658,000
+11.6
102,528,000 — 9.4
473,151,000
7,334,000 +23.0
239,631,000
+ 2.1
— 8.2
6.6
129,605,000 + 0.6
1953
249,544,000 + 5.6 477,206,000
92,865,000 —15.0
5,192,000 —20.1
11.7
+
3.4
+
0.6
1954
120,168,000
4,767,000 — 5.9
78,917,000 —23.6
451,330,000 +— 3.6
247,478,000
1.1
+
4.8
120,393,000
1955
—
1.4
+
4.1
3,809,000
60,268,000 —25.6
456,481,000 + 0.9
272,011.000
—
0.5
1956
145,461,000
44,839,000
297,822,000
3,585,000
491,707,000
1957
47,951,000 - 1.6 3,709,000
+ 9.9
169,511,000 ++20.80.2
537,664,000 + 0.7
316,493,000
1958 f
168,714,703 + 16.5
531,635,046 + 7.7 65
47,181,810 + 6.9
311,904,519 + 9.5
3,834,014 + 3.5
13 Nationwide
and regional networks combined.
to this bydateBroadcasting.
not+ 6.3comparable in all categories.
+ 3.4
+ 9.3
Data not available.
t* Figures
1958 figurespriorestimated
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J. Walter Thompson's senior economist says U.S. production can reach $700 billion in next 10 years . . . But consumption must also increase 50% . . . Population growth
alone won't be enough . . . Standard of living must also
improve . . . And advertising is the force that must educate
people to raise living standards . . .

BEGINNING
Mr. Johnson, what is the outlook
for advertising generally in what we
hope is a rising economy?
It is very favorable if we can get
a proper understanding of the importance of advertising in the expansion of
our standard of living. I don't think
that there's
enough general
recognition of been
the educational
and activating power of advertising as a part of
our rising standard of living.
If we duction
are thattothereach
the goalshave
of proeconomists
set
for a period of five to ten years from
now, we're going to have to expand,
very much more rapidly than most people realize, the standard of living of
the American people. The economists
seem to be pretty much in agreement
that our production must grow to over
$700 billion within the next 10 years.
That can be possible only with a rapid
improvement in living standards.
Are you saying that our standard
of living is not high enough?
It's not high enough and it has the
opportunity for very considerable expansion over the next 10 years. The opportunity for further expansion is inherent in the productive ability that the
American people have shown.
The economists talk in terms of that
productive ability. The Rockefeller
Brothers Fund report of last April set as
a goal for our economy for 1967 a
total of $707 billion in production and
gave very good evidence of why we
could reach that. I have used a more
conservative goal of around $700 billion 10 years from now. This is based
on the conservative increment of 2%
per year in productivity per capita
whicha long
is onlyperiod
80% ofof time.
what we've
had
for
Even that
conservative figure would, in 10 years
from now with the growth of population
to around 209 million, mean that the
very minimum level of productive ability would be $700 billion.
What is the current gross national
product?
Well, our level of production was
66 (PERSPECTIVE '59)
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A

10-YEAR

around $453 billion in the fall of 1953.
How does that compare with the
fall of 1957?
It was well above the $438.9 billion
level of Fall, 1957. It had been lower.
It got down to around $425.8 billion
in the first quarter of 1958.
Let me complete the reasoning a little
bit here because I say that the economists are pretty thoroughly agreed on
the productive level of over $700 billion
that we can and must have 10 years
from now if we're going to keep our
people employed and utilize our abilithatto they
talk
about, ties.andThe thing
that I fail
see anydon't
of them
recognize is what that level of production means to the standard of living
of the American people.
If we can produce that much, obviously we're going
to have
that much,
and even
after toyouconsume
allow
for very substantial increases in the
overall needs of government and for
plant and equipment that will be needed for that kind of production, it means
we're
to haveby toover
expand
standardgoing
of living
50% ourin
that short period of time.
years' $147
time we're
to Inadd10 about
billiongoing
to ourto have
total
level of personal consumption — -from
$288 billion in 1958 to over $435 billion by 1969. So that brings us face to
face with the fact that the standard of
living will have to increase in the next
10 years as much as it grew in 200
years from Colonial days to 1939 when

interview with
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BOOM?

we consumed about $147 billions; in
terms of 1958 prices. That is a velocity
of change beyond anything we have
experienced.
You asked me whether our standard
of living is high now. It is high but
we're
$30 have
billionbeendollars
where about
we should
had webehind
not
had this rather self-induced recession —
a recession which was brought about to
stop inflation.
So we start out today with a $30
billion backlog of consumer buying that
needs activation right now. That's why I
feel
we're benotdoing
doingin nearly
as much
as wethatshould
the whole
area
of advertising because it's the educathis better
standardtion ofofpeople
living up
thatto their
productivity
makes possible that we have to count
on to reestablish the necessary growth
in our economy. Only a part of this increase can be taken care of by population growth.
A third of the 50% increase in personal consumption in the next 10 years
could come about through the high
rate of growth of population, but the
other two-thirds must come about
through a change in the basic standard of living of our population which
means the building of new concepts —
an upgrading of diets, new concepts of
what to do with leisure time, new concepts of home life and all these things
that we count in as a standard of living.
This means not just the material
things that so many think of — the automobile, electrical equipment and other
durable goods which represent only
13% of our total standard of living —
but when I talk about standard of living
I include such things as improved
health, and there has been a very greatly
increased interest in health. I include
recreation and travel. Foreign travel,
for example, could increase threefold in
the next 10 years if we have a $700
billion economy, and that could have a
terrific impact on the whole world economy, as travel can grow to $6.5 billion
compared to a little over $1 billion
BROADCASTING, Februory 9, 1959
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When I talk about an increase in our
standard of living I visualize the upgrading ofthe diet, a change in the diet
habits and perhaps a greater use of the
protective foods, the animal product
foods, the dairy products, items of that
sort which are normally considered an
indication
of living. of a higher level of standard

"Sunny" knows WSUN delivers more radio homes, at
the lowest cost per home of
any station in the heart of
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WSUN is programed for
service . . . and for sales, and
has been making friends in
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National Rep:
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I visualize increases in education because the whole area of education represents an improvement in standard of
living, and increased education has a
very direct contribution to increased
productivity.
Where is this $30 billion backlog
in consumer spending? Is it in savings accounts or places of that description?
It exists in purchasing power, yes.
Is it money that is being utilized
for another purpose or is just lying
fallow?
It's lying
But don't
misunder-is
stand me. Anfallow.
increased
expenditure
not in conflict with increased savings as
well. That is, as soon as you can activate consumption and come back into
the levels of production that are in line
with our capacity, it would mean that
by the end of 1959 we should have consumer expenditures about $30 billion
greater. That would be about $318 billion instead of the $288 billion level in
the middle of 1958. By 1960 to get in
line with productive ability we should
have around $330 billion for similar
purposes which is about $42 billion and
about 15% greater than now.
Now that much production for consumption would so stimulate the overall level of production, and the need for
new plant and equipment which has
been lagging very seriously, that you
would have increased revenue to con-

sumers sufficient for that increase in
consumption and also for further increase in savings; in other words, our
savings level in 1959 can go up to
around $25 billion dollars from the
1958 level of $20 billion. Accordingly,
purchases and savings are not in conflict.
With an advancing standard of living
and an advancing demand, you can
have both an increase in savings and an
increase with
in expenditures.
conflict
each other They're
althoughnotpeo-in
ple
so
often
say,
"Well,
if
goingit
to spend more, where do you're
you get
from? You only have to take it out of
savings."
You production.
don't. You take it out of
the increased
Are there any indications now that
steps are being taken to increase
production?
Yes, we have had a very definite recovery from the low point of the recession which most statistical indices measured as being in the second quarter of
1958. It's very interesting that when we
purposely slowed down our consumption we lowered productivity and experienced increased prices at the same
time.
When we took the various measures
started in the fall of 1954 through the
fall of 1957 to slow down on demand in
order to stop inflation, we had a very
serious drop in productivity because we
found that as soon as you slowed down
on demand, productivity dropped. And
by 1957, we had really no growth in
productivity in spite of the fact that
wages were going up and therefore we
had a squeeze in profit margins which
in itself was an inflationary pressure.
Now as soon as the monetary policies
were changed in November 1957 we
had, as you know, a very rapid decline
in the cost of money and in the various
restrictive measures all through the first
half of 1958, following which we did
have quite a rapid recovery in business.
Production has gone up and consumer
buying has gone up, and with that increase in consumption we had a com-

Arno Johnson, vice president and senior economist of Interview with
J. Walter Thompson, is a man who has kept his finger on
the pulse of the nation's business through the years. In
addition to being a 32-year veteran of JWT, Mr. Johnson
has been president of the Market Research Council and
served as vice president of American Marketing Assn.
His leadership in marketing earned him the first AMA
award in that field in 1945. Other honors: the Michigan
State Alumni Award for advancing human welfare (1945);
citation to Hall of Fame in Distribution for contributions
to the advancement of distribution (1953). Graduated:
Arno Johnson
Staunton Military Academy (1916); Michigan State with
B.S. in mechanical engineering (1922); Harvard Graduate School of Business
Administration with M.B.A. (1924).
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. . . Advertising dollar level in 1959 should be between
$11 and $11.5 billion . . . Advertising as a whole did not
cope as well with the '58 recession as it did with the '49
and '54 recessions . . . 1960 likely will be the big year
for consumption ... In anticipation, I think 1959 is the key
year for advertising . . .
plete reversal of this decline in productivity.
had productivity
theWe've
last four
months that increases
have beenin
more rapid than we've experienced almost any other time in history. Even
the bank letters are beginning to talk
about this increased productivity now.
As a result of that increased productivity, which is a direct result of the
increased demand, we've had a very
definite slowing down of inflationary
pressures. In other words, actually we've
had relative price stability for the last
six or seven months. So I think that has
been a demonstration in itself that one
of the real tools to fight inflation is increased demand which is reflected therefore in increased productivity.
It has been pointed out that increased
productivity has meant that employment
and reemployment haven't come back
as rapidly as production would indicate
they should. We hear about the problem
of continuing unemployment, which is
perfectly true and is an illustration of
the fact that with this increased productivity we are now able to produce as
much or more than we were in 1957
but with a smaller number of people
employed. Now to reach full employment we must have a much higher level
of total
production and consumption
than
in 1957.
What dollar level did advertisina
reach in 1958?
Well I think at year end it was about
$10^whole
billion.
won't Itaverage
for
the
yearIt1958.
will be that
a little
over $10 billion. It should actually, I
think, have been over $11 billion or
thereabouts
what
we need.to really keep in line with
What
in 1959? level do you think it will hit
It should be between $11 and $11.5
billion. I think that the advertising industry as a whole has been somewhat
laggard, more so than it was in 1949
and 1954 when advertisers actually increased their appropriations and therefore retained the recessions of those
two periods to nothing more than an inventory recession with an actual increase inconsumption.
Business itself became fearful in this
1958 recession and did not increase ap70 (PERSPECTIVE '59)

propriations. In fact advertising may be
below the level of 1957. And in that
way I think we actually contributed
somewhat to the seriousness of the
slowdown that we had in 1958.
To the advertiser, will 1959 be
the big year of accelerated consumpliving?tion and a jump in the standard of
I think '60 would be more likely to
be the big year, but 1959 can be a very
impressive year.
Then how should advertisers plan
ad budgets for 1959? In anticipation
of the big acceleration?
In anticipation of the accelerated opportunity, yes I would think '59 is the
key year for advertising.
Is there any particular indicator
in the economy that an advertiser
might be fearful of this time, perhaps inflation?
The inflationary pressures I think are
lessened rather than increased by the
very fact that we are increasing our
production.
We are going to tighten money
though,
That is,aren't
in mywe?estimation, the only
negative factor that I really worry
about. Again we have had an indication
of purposely tighter money based on the
belief that we can stop inflation by tightening up on money. This is a tangible
way of slowing demand to avoid excessive purchasing power chasing scarce
goods and forcing prices up. Tightening
money slows down on building, it slows
down on plant and equipment plans of
manufacturers and to some extent,
slows down consumer interest in buying, and that is a negative factor in the
economy now, since we actually have
excess in productive capacity now —
rather than shortages of supply. The
tightas money
far
orhowever.
rapidly hasn't
as it wasbeenin pressed
1955 to as1957,
Do I understand you then that
tight money policy is one of the factors which you think contribute to
a recession or it causes one and if
we tighten our money policy now,
we could possibly look to another
recession in a couple of years from
now as a result of that?
It wouldn't have to be that long.
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If we had a continuation or a stepping
up of tight money, I think it could be
reflected in the
economy within another
6 to 8 months. Because there is about
an 8 months' to a year's lag in the effect of monetary policy on economy
as near as I can tell and thethemoney
was
tightened up starting about last August.
This could be a depressing factor in the
part ofa '59.
latter
Is this
factor over which we
have any control?
When youhassayvery"we,"
think the
individual
muchI don't
control
but I
am inclined to think that the change in
the composition of the House and Senate may have some effect on it because
I think the Democrats are going
question very seriously the wholeto
monetary
serve Board.policy and the Federal ReHow do the economists feel about
some of the troubles and fears
I think we can talk about the fear
of the businessman, for example,
about the excessive debt?
Well, there's been an awful lot of
misunderstanding, I think, about debt —
largely because of the magnitude of the
debt in actual dollars. I have pointed
out repeatedly that the growth of debt
has been less than the growth in production in this country, with the result that
the ratio of debt to production has gone
down
dramatically.
even
true if quite
you take
into accountThat's
the huge
increase in the war debt as contrasted
with private debt.
I don't
generally
nized how think
much ittheislevel
of the recogdebt,
in total, had dropped in relation to
production by 1958. Going back to
pre-war we had a drop in relation of
debt to production from 210% of the
year's production in 1930 and 189% in
1940, down
to 165%
the year's
duction at the
start ofof 1958,
and proany
increase in production now will drop
that relationship even further.
I think we may have to change our
whole perspective on debt because if
we do have a $700 billion level of production 10 years from now, it would
mean that we could have as larae as
$1,320,000,000,000 level of totafdebt.
public and private, compared to some
$726 billion now, without exceeding
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

KNX Radio is accorded continuing listener and professional recognition
for the authority of its news and sports coverage. In 1958 alone.
KXX received 19 major awards for this kind of reporting, including
top Sigma Delta Chi, Ohio State and California Associated Press honors.
Like all KNX and CBS Radio programming, it's the kind of radio that
is an ideal setting for your sales message. A recent listener attitude study
by Motivation Analysis, Inc. not only underscores the truth of this but help
define KXX Radio's position as the leading radio station in Los Angeles.
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the relationships that we had as recently
as 1940. And private debt could increase— without putting any greater
burden on our economy than there was
in 1940 — could increase nearly double,
from $455 billion up to $890 billion;
and of course, debt, primarily, is incur ed for production. That relationship
is a significant relationship.
Would it be unfair to label this
thesis a transfer of the deficit financing principle from government to
personal expenditures? Are you recindividual? ommending deficit financing for the
Deficit financing in a prudent relationship, yes. If you take consumer
credit alone and look upon the 1940
relationship of consumer credit to the
ability to pay or to discretionary spending power, we actually could have a
considerably higher level of consumer
credit now, without being more greatly
extended than we were in 1940, as
again, this increase in income and increase in production has been greater
than the increase in consumer debt.
If you want to carry that just five
years forward, to 1964, and assuming that we will get back on the
path toward this $700 billion economy 10 years from now, what level
of consumer credit could we have?
We could support a total consumer
credit of about $79 billion without
being out of line with purchasing power.
That would be an 83% increase over
the present level of consumer debt.
I don't like the term "deficit financing" in that respect,
extensionan
of consumer
debt in since
a way thebecomes
enforced form of saving because the repayment of that debt is a fixed commitment and it's building an equity in
whatever you have purchased.
Do you think there is any chance
we might see a lowering of the prices
of goods?
I think that it would be possible. Increased productivity can check inflation
and with adequate demand could lead
to lower prices. You are in constant
conflict there, of course, with the increased demands of labor, and there is
always a fight as to which one is going
to get further ahead there — whether the
consumer is going to share in this increased productivity or the wages are
going to go up and take all of it. But
if our standard of living can be stimulativity
ted to grow
rapidly
I believe
overall can
justify
higherproducwages
and make possible lower consumer
prices at the same time.
The consumer and the laborer are
the same person?
They are the same person, but they
don't often recognize that.
We have many instances of labor
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

85,000,000 boxes of sweet, sun-ripened Florida oranges are on
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rich groves into the North's important market centers. Citrus is
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trouble right now. I suppose to be
realistic, we can't look forward to
any declines in the price structures.
Is that correct?
I wouldn't really say that. I disagree
completely with those who believe that
we must have inevitable inflation or
that it is desirable to have creeping inflation of 2 or 3% a year. I think that
it is a matter of increasing productivity
dewith the way
rapidly maenough
nds of labor. toThekeeponlyup possible
of doing that is to increase the level of
demand so that more efficient tools can
be utilized profitably and so that the
full advantage can be taken of the hours
of labor that go into the product.
You see, when you come down to
how do you increase productivity, you
often hear about the attitude of labor
and that is important. You must have
an attitude of labor which will allow
for increased technology and use of
improved machinery. Then you hear
— andoutthat's
too
—about
fewerhealth
hours
for important
sickness, etc.
You hear about education, and that's
important because there's very direct
relationship of education to productivity and income.
But beyond those three things, there
ways to increase producare justtivity.two
One is to give labor better tools
and that means you have got to improve
your plant and equipment and your research on products. That means financial encouragement for a growing economy. The other way to increase productivity istothat
havecanan beexpanding
—
a market
increasingmarket
so that
you can sell what you can produce and
keep your tools and labor working, so
that you don't have long periods of
idleness of machine, labor and investment.
And avoiding
that's whyinflation,
I'm quite
optimistic
about
because
if we
succeed in expanding our standard of
living tion
as estimates
rapidly ofas the
10
year
produceconomists indicate
we could (i.e. $700 billion by 1969), I
think we can keep ahead of the wageprice spiral and look forward to price
stability or even lowered prices with increased production. Obviously if you
can increase your production and share
your fixed overhead costs on a greater
overall product, you can lower your
costs and lower your prices. That requires greater demand — and demand
can be stimulated with advertising.
Will people be buying more in
1959 than they did in 1958?
Oh, I think they will, yes. I think that
the consumer attitudes have been improving toward purchasing — the survey
of the U. of Michigan has shown that.
I think if we don't frighten them by emphasizing to much the dangers of inflation and the dangers of over-exten74 (PERSPECTIVE '59)

sion of their credit; that is, if you allow
them to use their own judgment and
then stimulate their desires . . . stimulate their interest in the upgrading of
their standard of living, I think you can
have, as I say, a 10 to 15% increase in
consumer purchases by 1960. And that
comes down largely to an advertising
Can the advertiser, then, look forjob. ward with confidence in 1959?
I think he can, with only that negative factor which already has been mentioned, of some tendency to tighten up
on money, which I think may be a
negative factor with a lag of about
eight months to a year.
More specifically, what should advertising be in dollars to achieve this
goal of increased demand?
Well, in total dollars it should be, I
would say, better than $11 billion, really it should be about $12 billion to be
in line with pre-recession relationships
to our standard of living.
Is it possible to express that as a
percentage of the consumer expenditure, or the standard of living that
we were talking about?
Well, inI terms
think itof could
be, because
talking
a needed
standard I'mof
living by 1960 of some $330 billion of
consumer expenditures.
And then what should the advertising ratio be?
Well, at $11 billion that would be
316%. You see, the ratio of advertising
to standard of living or personal consumption expenditures in 1956, was
3.7%, but in 1958 it had dropped to
around 3.5%. In other words, we really
reduced the advertising pressure in
1958 a little bit in relation to purchases. On the basis of $12 billion
expenditure in 1960, it would be about
3.7%. To stimulate consumer purchases of $318 billion in 1959 would
require $11.6 billion at the 3.7% rate.
I don't think that this 3.7% that we
had in 1956 was necessarily the optimum figure.
I think that perhaps over a 10 year
period, you should count on advertising
representing about 5% of the overall
standard of living which, on the basis
of $435 billion would bring you up to
nearly $22 billion by 1969.
We can assume, all things being
equal, that the higher that percentage figure of advertising goes, the
more pressure there will be on increasing the standard of living?
Yes, I think so. Somebody might
bring up the question of, "Well, where
do you reach the point of diminishing
returns?" and I don't know where that
is. But I don't think 5%, say, 10 years
from now would be at that diminishing
return point.
Do you think that we are now

advertising at even Interview With
the minimum
—
that
the currentratelevel
of advertising is
enough to maintain
ourselves at an even
vancing?
keel, much less adI think that there
are factors in this
whole economy, of Arno Johnson
ours that are not being taken into account in terms of potential by the advertiser— not taken into account fully.
I developed some figures for the AAAA
regional meeting in Palm Springs last
October which could be useful as a sort
of a rough yardstick that an advertiser
mightual product.
just lay down beside his individAssuming that he was doing an adequate advertising job in 1951, using
1951 as a starting point, this indicates
what he would need to spend today, in
1959, toof take
factors
change.into account just four
Now, in the first place, and the one
that most people talk about, has been
the increased cost of advertising; that is,
the cost of reaching a household or
C-P-M circulation. That averages out
for the different kinds of media — print
media and broadcast media — to about
9% increase between 1951 and 1959.
So obviously, if you are just going to
do the same sort of a job that you did
in 1951 on an individual product you
would have to spend $1.09 in 1959
compared to $1.00 in 1951.
But that's only the least, the very
smallest part, of what you should take
into account even though it is the part
that most of the emphasis has been on
vertising.discussing increased cost of adwhen
The next factor is that the population
has increased;
got more
holds to reach. you've
If you want
just tohousehave
the same proportion of households
reached that you had in 1951 for this
product with the same kind of camadd
anotherpaign that17 you
cents.had,It you'd
would have
cost totherefore $1.26 or 26% more to reach the
same proportion of households that you
had
reached, at the increased cost of
advertising.
But then as a third factor you must
take into account the fact that these
people are being reached by a great
many more competitive messages today
than they were in 1951. You have had
a very real physical increase in the
number of messages reaching the average person. I'm not talking about the
dollar pressure increase that's taken
place, but the actual number of competitive messages, and if you want just
to maintain your position in each
household that you reach, you now
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959
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- TV
SPARTANBURG
WSPA-TV
its tower
on Paris
Mountain,
very
heart of thehasMagic
Piedmont
Industrial
Circlein. the
. . With
antenna height of 1180 feet above average terrain,
Channel 7 blankets the Spartanburg, Greenville, Anderson SUPERMARKET with the best television picture.
SERVING
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THE

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY

WSPA-TV IS THE ONLY CBS, VHF STATION
SPARTANBURG-GREENVILLE-ANDERSON

SUPERMARKET
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. . . Advertisers should accept that it now takes $2.21 to
match each dollar that was expended in 1951 . . . This
year should see the beginning of a very rapid increase in
family formations as postwar boom babies start to reach
the buying stage . . . The golden age in our production is
in the next 10 years . . .
would have to add another 54 cents.
That is, if in 1951 one out of every 100
messages going in the household was
on your product, you would still have
that same relationship to competitive
advertising. So that means that to cover
the increased cost of reaching a household and to have the same proportion
of messages that you had before and
thus to have the same position in the
household competitively that you had
before it would now take 80% more,
or $1.80 for every 1951 dollar.
But a fourth factor, the purchasing
power of the prospective customer has
increased. He's a much better prospect
for your product today than he was in
1951, taking the average increase in the
disposable income of the population.
He can be a better customer. If you
want to take that into account so that
you will be reaching people in proportion to their prospective buying potentialotherfrom41 cents.
you, you'd have to add anThat would mean that to take into
account those four factors, the increased
cost-per-thousand, the increase in the
number of households, to match comamong the ofpeople
that and
you'reto
reaching petition
in terms
messages
take into account the purchasing power
increase of this family as a prospective
customer, it would take $2.21 for every
dollar you spent in 1951, or 121%
more than you did in 1951.
Now, that's just a rough yardstick
and it doesn't take in other factors
about these people, that is, their increased education and their changed
ideas. It takes into account only four
factors which are important factors, but
if you want to match up, so that you
are really doing the kind of a job in
relation to your potential market that
you were doing in 1951 — assuming that
you are satisfied with your '51 market
— it means that you should be spending
2lA times, roughly, as much today.
Are advertisers willing to accept
this position and put in that added
$1.21?
Some are. Some have even gone beyond that. Others have thought only in
terms of the increased cost per unit of
space or time per 1,000 and have just
tried to match it. They say, "Well,
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

we're doing all right; we're taking care
of this increased cost."
There is another whole problem
which becomes apparent during a recession: advertising budgets which are
fixed dollars per unit of sale. Then
through something beyond your control, more or less, you have a decline in
sales — such as the 1958 recession decline in automobiles. With automotive
sales dropping in terms of numbers of
units and with many budgets on automobiles being set up at a fixed number
of dollars per car, you had an automatic
dropping of advertising effort at the
very time when there should have been
an increase in advertising because purchasing power actually was higher.
It is rather interesting on the automotive picture that the real purchasing
power
of
I'm
talking nowthe oftotalthepopulation
disposable— and
income
after taxes, corrected for the value of
a dollar or corrected for prices — was
7% greater in the fall of 1958, than it
was in 1955. Yet we sold over 7 million
passenger cars in 1955. There was more
real purchasing power — corrected for
inflation and everything else — by 7%
in 1958, than there was in 1955, and
yet with the reduced advertising pressure the industry sold less than 5 million cars, in 1958 — about Vs less than
in 1955.
Mr. Johnson, what about the postboom?
it time
that
some warof baby
these
babiesIsn'twere
growing
up to be customers?
Yes. If you take the age 18 as the
beginning of the family formation stage
we are seeing in 1959 the beginning of
a very rapid increase in that age group.
That is the buying stage. It has been
called sometimes the age of accumulation; it's the point at which they start
to get married, start to set up their own
households, start to have children, and
that means the beginning of brand interests, the beginning of a need for
durable goods and home furnishings;
it's the starting point and the period of
acquisition from there through the
earlyIf the
30's. advertiser is going to do
an
educational
that justthese
the
time he ought tojob,beisn'treaching

interview with
T"
f
f 2
^JL
Arno Johnson

people? In other words, in 1959 on
through 1960?
Yes. That's the period in which we
are going to have a very rapid increase
in the number of people coming into
this beginning of the family formation
stage. The number of people reaching
the
didn't really
muchageofofan18 increase
in theshow
last very
five
years, up through 1958. It is just starting in '59 and it will increase very
rapidly
— by reaching
1965, there
willofbe18 about
70% more
the age
each
How much weight would you put
on this factor? Do you think this
factor alone might be strong enough
year.
to stimulate the economy?
It will be a plus pressure, but if these
people don't have jobs, they can't do
the buying. No, it doesn't happen automatical y. Just because you have an increase inpopulation doesn't mean necessarily that you have an increased standard of living or an increased demand.
You can demonstrate that by the
under-developed countries: China and
India, and so forth. Population alone
doesn't mean markets. You must have
the increased productivity — stimulated
by a real desire for higher living standards. When you combine an increase
in population
an increase
in education and an with
increase
in productivity,
then you have increased markets.
Can you at this point prescribe
a period that might be called the
golden years for production? Would
you
next say
15? it's the next 10, or the
Well, I'd say it is the next 10 quite
definitely, because it is in these 10 years
that we do have this coming of age of
a great increase in population. We know
that we have the resources for the kind
of production we need, and we know
that we have had a past history of productivity which can lead us to the $700
or $750 billion level 10 years from now.
Now, of course, one could say, "Well,
why notit is20 a years;
why not
30 toyears?"
Well,
little hard
to try
look
ahead that far, but we do know our
markets for the next 10 to 15 years in
terms of population as these people
already have been born.
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A broadcasting economist sees radio back
on upward climb and tv hitting new highs
By RICHARD P. DOHERTY, president, Tv-Radio
able) as a basis of comparison, here are
Management Corp., Washington, D.C.
an estimate of 1958 results and a forecast
for 1959. See table below.
For 1959 we may expect a solid year
Note that both advertising expendiof progressive economic improvement,
tures for television and the revenue rebut we should not expect a boom. Conceived by tv stations and networks insumer revenue and expenditures will
creased in 1958 over 1957. Tv was one
rise, overall business earnings will increase moderately, all segments of the of the rare industries which made gains
economy will improve and by the end in 1958. In the face of a rather universal
of the year we will have regained the recession tv not only advanced but
a new high in its business
losses of the 1957-1958 recession. The reached
overall gain in general business, as re- volume.
flected by the gross national product
While the overall 1958 tv industry
(total value of goods and services), revenue (all stations and networks) made
should be in the order of 8% -10% dur- out well in the face of the general economic recession, a considerable number
ing the next 12 months over the recession low point of 1958.
of established individual tv stations experienced decline
a
in gross sales — newOf primary significance to the broadly developed stations being excepted.
casting industry is the fact that all media
advertising expenditures will reach a It is our personal estimate that at least
new all time high. Tv and radio will 95 tv stations (both vhf and uhf) operated at a loss (after depreciation and
get their full share of the larger advertising dollar and each will derive more other charges) during 1958.
revenue than in 1958.
The causes for reduced 1958 individual station revenue are quite obvious:
Tv dollars will top 1958 by a 10%12% margin and prove again that the (a) added market competition due to
industry has what it takes to step up- more tv stations going on the air; (b) dip
ward, year after year. All areas of tv in "per station" average national spot
will be strong. Local tv expenditures which affected some markets more than
should gain by 5% -7% over 1958; na- others; (c) adverse local business conditions. On the other hand practically
tional spot tv outlays should rise by
tv station had a rise in its net12% -14% while tv expenditures at the every work
revenue.
network level should show a 12% improvement.
Individual tv station profit margins
Virtually every tv station will ex- have been shrinking for the past few
perience a1959 gross revenue gain over years. For the industry, as a whole,
its respective 1958 figure. Obviously there will be a slightly higher profit margin in 1959 vs 1958 but this should not
these 1959 advances will vary considerably, on a station percentage basis, but necessarily be judged as a reversal of
plus figures will show up in nearly every trend — merely an improvement over the
case. This was not so in 1958. A very not so good profit margins of 1957. Imconsiderable number of individual tv
proved profit margins or decreased loss
stations witnessed a 1958 decrease vs ratios will be available for the majority
1957 despite the fact that the total tv of individual tv stations in 1959 if manindustry (all stations and networks) had
agement learns to control expenses on
a slightly better aggregate gross revenue all sides.
in 1958 than it had in 1957.
Radio didn't have a particularly good
Using the record of 1957 (the latest 1958 on a station-by
-station basis. Deyear for which complete data are availspite the optimistic claims of some
(Add 000,000 to all dollar figures) 1958
1959
1957
$10,400-10,500
$10,310
All advertising expenditures'5
$10,100
Expenditures in tv*
$ 13.7%
1,420- 1,425
12.52%
$ 1,291
$13.5%
1,375
TvTv share
of expenditures*
S 1,025.0
station-network
revenue**
$$ 943.2
$
982.0
$
612.0
623.0
Expenditures in radio*
6.05%
$ 6.0%
625.0
6.04%
Radio share of expenditures*
Radio station-network revenue*
5 517.9
$ 520.0
$ 503.0
' Expenditures mean total money spent by advertisers for production, programs, time space and all
advertising
1957 these figures
were calculated
by McCann-Erickson
for' Printer's Ink
Revenues services.
are totalFormoney
by stations
and networks
for
services, i-or 1957 the revenuereceived
figures were reported by the FIX. sale of time, talent and other
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groups, clwe
hold revenue
to the conusion that personally
total 1958 radio
fell
off slightly (approximately 3%) as compared with the 1957 level. Moreover,
we judge that at least 2,400 individual
radio stations either barely matched
1957 gross revenue or showed a decrease. The underlying causes were: (a)
adverse local economic conditions which
hurt this area of sales which is so all
important for most radio stations; (b) the
slump in national spot during the first
nine months; (c) tv competition in the
market; (d) greater intra-market competition due to formula programming;
(e) highly intensified radio competition,
in many markets, arising from the "wide
open"
licenses.FCC policy of granting new radio
Partially offsetting the 2,400 stations
which barely held their own or dropped
in their gross revenue scale, we estimate
that approximately 500 radio stations
experienced a rise in total sales income
of better than 10%. Most of these stations operated in the top 75 markets of
the nation and their gains, dollar-wise,
were large in total aggregate. Another
300-odd stations experienced gross revenue increases of 5% -10%.
In 1959, total radio industry station
and network revenues will fully equal or
exceed the 1957 figure of $517,900,000.
We will not be surprised if the over-all
industry receives total advertiser expenditures ofbetween $625,000,000 and
$630,000,000 with the broadcast revenue (stations and networks) in the
vicinity of $520,000,000.
In the face of this expected improvement in over-all radio industry revenue,
the great majority of radio stations will
be faced, during 1959, with the problem
of creeping costs and intensified audience and sales competition from other
stations within the market. This matter
of audience competition, with consequent effects on station sales, is not new
for radio but it has become greatly intensified during the past two or three
years. Over and beyond the addition of
new station licenses to many markets,
established stations have improved their
coverage and, most of all, the strong
growth in news and music operations
(selective formula or other formula including top 50's, top 60"s, etc.) has
greatly
in most leveled
markets. out station competition
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The

new

look

in

Michigan

GRADE
B
GRADE 1
A
1 CITY
1 GRADE
BATTLE
CREEK

coverage
BY
mm

II

CHANNEL
FULL POWER:
Video — 316,000 watts
Audio— 158,000 watts
Antenna height— 1008' 1©
WILX-TV is the only single station that will completely cover Michigan's Golden TriangleJackson, Lansing and Battle Creek — with a City
Grade signal!

WILX-TV has the Right coverage in the Right spot
TOTAL STATE EXCLUDING METROPOLITAN
B SIGNAL AREA
43.4%DETROIT
44.7%
Retail Food Sales 47.3%
Population
44.0%
Households
Retail Drug Sales 48.6%
34.1%
TV Households
Retail Automotive Sales 50.3%
47.3%
Farm Population
Retail Filling Stations 46.3%
Retail Sales
Gross Farm Income 39.9%
Only WILX-TV, an NBC affiliate, can so thoroughly cover and deliver this rich out-state
market! Just check those figures again!

Michigan's Golden Triangle is a major market.
In total population it ranks just below the 10th
largest metropolitan area* and in TV homes,
ranks
nation. just below the 27th market area * * in the

prime time now available!
RIGHT NOW. . . is the time to contact
VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNELL, INC.
for complete market information

WILX-TV
CHANNEL
SERVING MICHIGAN'S
GOLDEN TRIANGLE
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LANSING
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WHAT

THE

SPACE

AGE

MEANS

TO

TV

Tests this year will pave way for international networking
Sometime this year a rocket carrying a collapsed balloon
will thunder into space. At a prearranged moment the
balloon will be ejected from its hurtling cocoon, inflated to
its full 100-foot diameter and spun into orbit. The first
space radio reflector will have begun circling Earth.
Dramatic as this trick may seem at the beginning of
Earth Year 1959, it will be no more than a crude forerunner
of an international networking system soon to come. Scientists confidently predict that satellite relays for global tv will
be in operation before the television set you buy today is
obsolete.
The balloon which will be put into orbit in 1959 will be
the first of its type of relay station but not the first instrument to be used for radio relay in space. The Atlas SCORE
which sageplayed
back President
meslast December
was also Eisenhower's
a relay station.Christmas
The balloon
and the Atlas SCORE (Signal Communication via Ofbital
Relay Equipment) are the first test versions of the two main
types of stations which scientists say will eventually be used
for nation-to-nation, hemisphere-to-hemisphere television
80 (PERSPECTIVE '59)

networking.
communicators
call the
sive reflector, Space
the Atlas
satellite an active
relay.balloon a pasPassive Reflectors • The balloon which will be tested this
year and its successors of whatever shape or composition
will be nothing more than rebound surfaces against which
signals can be bounced from one point on Earth to another.
Passive reflectors require no instrumentation or power
source of their own, but the Earth transmitting apparatus
must use tremendous power to throw a signal hard enough
to bounce off the reflector and back to Earth.
Active Relays • The Atlas SCORE was a "storage type"
of active relay. It contained tape recording gear, a transmitter and receiver. It stored messages which were played
back upon command from an Earth station. Another type
of active relay, yet to be tested in space, will be "instantaneous." Itwill receive Earth signals, amplify them and
re-transmit them to Earth in micro-seconds. Both kinds of
active relays need their own source of power and delicate
instruments that would require maintenance if they were
to be kept in operation over long periods.
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

The question of maintenance has been the source of
countless engineer-type jokes including those that inquire
into what kind of holiday schedules IBEW would demand
in space transmitter contracts. It is also under serious study.
Only recently Lockheed missile engineers suggested the
construction of Astrotugs which would carry crews aloft to
assemble large space platforms. The Lockheed scientists
pointed out that space platforms would be too big to be
boosted intact into orbit by present rocket power, but they
could be launched in sections and assembled in space. The
Astrotugs could also be used to carry maintenance men.
There is another question about relay stations on which
scientists are divided. How high the orbit?
The majority of space-communicators favor placement of
relay stations, whether passive or active, some 22,300 miles
in space where the speed of their orbits would be virtually
the same as the rotation of Earth. The positions of these
satellites would be fixed in relation to a position on Earth
and, seen from a given point on Earth, would appear to be
'"stationary."
Other scientists say the "stationary" satellite would be
too critical to launch and guide into position. They urge
a series of low flying satellites, possibly 20, so that there
would would
always circle
be oneat the
"in Equator,
view" of like
a given
pointof Christmas
on Earth.
These
a string
baubles in space.
Matter of Time • There are mechanical problems to be
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

solved and many trials and probably failures to be endured,
but scientists are unanimously agreed that space relay is
inevitable.
The Select House Committee on Space in its yearend report published early last month stated that "within a decade
peaceful applications of space development to weather predictions and long-rang communications alone will more than
pay back to the economy all the funds previously required
to achieve these capabilities."
In ence
a statement
issued last the
March
by the President's
Advisory Committee,
communications
aspect Sci-of
space exploration was referred to in this manner:
"This all leads up to an important point about space exploration. The cost of transporting men and material
through space will be extremely high, but the cost and difficulty of sending information through space will be comparatively low. . . . They [satellites] will surely- — and rather
quickly — be pressed into service for expanding world-wide
communications, including intercontinental television.
"At present all transoceanic communication is by cable
(which is costly to install) or by shortwave radio (which is
easily disrupted by solar storms). Television cannot practically be beamed more than a few hundred miles because
the wavelengths needed to carry it will not bend around
the earth and will not bounce off the region of the atmosphere known as the ionosphere.
"To solve this knotty problem, satellites may be the thing,
81

NIELSEN, December, 1958
PROVES IT AGAIN
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.

for they can serve as high-flying radio
relay stations. Several suitably-equipped
and
satellites
able properly-spaced
to receive tv signals
from would
any pointbe
on the globe and relay them directly —
or perhaps via a second satellite — to
anyIn other
point.handbook
. . ." issued by the
a space
RAND Corp., the top Air Force civilian
"think" organization, the following was
suggested:
• Communications between space vehicles and earth stations are rather easy
to maintain in satellite or lunar flights.
Communications as far as Mars seem
reasonably well in hand, but at much
greater distances current possibilities become questionable.
• Opportunities in astronautics include (1) large-scale radio broadcasting
facilities, (2) long-range,
communications
withoutpoint-to-point
elaborate,
slowly constructed ground facilities,
(3) reliable communication at low
power levels with fixed or vehicular stations,cationsand over(4)long
point-to-point
communiranges at low
power
levels to conserve the already crowded
radio frequency spectrum.
• The feasibility of communications
across lunar distances (about 240,000
miles) with present components is well
established. With components that can
be made available in a relatively few
years, communications will be possible
over distances as great as 50 million
miles (about the distance to Mars or
Venus when these planets are closest to
Earth). For communication to Jupiter
(about 500 million miles) additional
technical advances would be required.
Reasons for Space Stations • Why
this concern with communication possibilities? It's simple.
There are only two ways of instantaneously sending and receiving messages across oceans. One is via cable;
the other, via shortwave radio. Cables
are expensive to lay and to repair. In
1956 AT&T laid its second Atlantic
Ocean cable. This cost $36 million to
lay.
Its capacity
— enoughto the
for
36 voice
circuits, isbut160farkcinferior
4,500 kc
required
for
a
television
picture. Radio is plagued by the heavy
demands on the restricted spectrum
space — the short wave band occupies
the high frequency band below 30 mc
(from around 6 mc to 21.45 mc) — and
by the disturbances caused by sun spots
and similar atmospheric aberrations.
Perhaps the best answer for the
American scientist's eager concern with
space relaying was given by Dr.
Herbert F. York, chief scientist of the
Defense Dept.'s Advanced Research
Projects Agency: One communications
satellite might handle as many telephone calls as the entire Bell Telephone
system handles today, he stated.
The significance of space communiBROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

Si
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Vivito

Romae

, Romano

More.."

Ad-landers get that lusty Roman feeling every
time they drop in at the Forum of 12 Caesars
in New York. No wonder, with a dozen Caesars
gazing royally down from the walls.
A quick mental segue back to the Golden Age of
the Roman Empire brings up St. Ambrose's
well-remembered "When in Rome . . ." And when
time buying talk swings round the compass
to Down East, it comes out — "When in Maine,
buy as Maine businessmen buy."
Despite all the charts, the dope sheets, the
CPMs, the local businessman still is the best
proof of which station delivers the market. The
shrewd Down Easter is as close to his ad budget
as the bark on a tree. He won't buy unless he
gets results. And he knows the "H" in Hildreth
Stations stands for a "Heap" of results.
So, "When in Maine, buy as the Maine businessman
buys" . . . Buy the Hildreth Stations.

check

your
HORACE A. HILDRETH, PRESIDENT

wabi
BANGOR tv /wabm/wagm
HOOITON
PRESQUE ISLE Tv/wpor
PORTLAND

WILLIAM J. MULLEN, NAT'L. SALES MGR.
Represented by:
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY— Nationally
KETTEIL-CARTER — in New England

/
/
I
\w
if

The first talking satellite • An Air Force Atlas missile
last December carried a tape recorded Christmas message from President Eisenhower into orbit, later relayed
a voice message from one Earth station to another. The
missile is shown at left before its launching. The communications package it carried is shown below.
The 41/i-ton, $2 million, military satellite contained
dual receivers, tape recorders, transmitters and beacon
gear.
President's
was just
pre-recorded
and placed
on theThetape
recordervoice
spools
before blastoff.
On
command from ground stations, the tape recorders were
activated and flashed the President's words to receivers
on the ground. The Army had four such stations —
spread from Southern California to Georgia.
Intensive tests continued for the 24 days that the
Atlas was aloft. They culminated in the complex technique of a Signal Corps engineer at Fort Monmouth, N.J.,
talking via long distance wire lines to the west coast
ground station and having his words transmitted to the
satellite, where they were recorded and stored. When
the satellite appeared over the east coast ground station,
the recorder was triggered and the words were returned
to Earth.
Each of the two communications packages in the
Atlas was 34-in. long, 12-in. wide and 10-in. high. Inside each was an endless loop 7x5-in. tape recorder with
4-minute capacity, a fully-transistorized, 31/ix41/i xl-in.
receiver, and a 6V4x4Vix41/2-in. 8 w transmitter. Silveroxide batteries with a 4 to 6 week life, control beacon,
tracking
side eachequipment
capsule. and telemetry gear were also in-

■bun
cations was more graphically expressed
by Arthur C. Clarke, English scientist.
"The tv satellite," he said, "is
mightier than the ICBM."
"Of all the applications of astronautics during the coming decade," Mr.
Clarke continued, "I think the communications satellite the most important
. . . The printed word plays a small
part in the battle for the minds of
largely illiterate populations and even
radio is limited in range . . .
"But when line-of-sight tv transmissions become possible from satellites directly overhead, the propaganda effect
may be decisive . . . Considering the
impact of tv upon our own ostensibly
educated public, the impact upon the
peoples of Asia and Africa may be overwhelming.
"Itsianmay
well determine
or English
is the main whether
languageRus-of
the future."
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The eminent Dr. Lloyd V. Berkner,
president of Associated Universities
Inc.,* was even more sanguine:
"Satellites are of almost immediate
commercial utility . . . [there are]
a variety of schemes to provide tens
of thousands of new channels of communications over great distances . . .
The value of such channels for all
purposes, including international television, far exceeds the costs of the
satellites; they are certain to become
regular
featuresG.of Dunn,
our economy."
Dr. Louis
president of
Space Technology Labs. Inc., Los Angeles, has the same views:
"It is my opinion that the most
* Associated
Universities
a groupYale,of
universities
— including
MIT, isHarvard,
and
Princeton
—
which
run
such
major
undertakings as the atomic Brookhaven
Lab. at Brookhaven, Long Island, and the
Radio Astronomy Lab. at White Sulphur
Springs, W.Va.

significant development that will
emerge out of the various space programs is the use of satellites for a
world-wide communication system . . .
"A careful analysis of the relative
costs of satellites and of more conventional communication systems shows
that even atmunicationtoday's
satellite costscosts
less the
thancomthe
underseas telephone cable per cycle of
bandwidth and is comparable in cost
with that of the overseas radio system.
importance
is "But
that itwhat
will isdo ofwhatutmost
no other
device
will do; it will provide the wide bandwidths required for tv, multi-channel
telephone and secure communications.
"Literally, it opens a new era of
reliable long range communications
that may well revolutionize our life. It
is safe to predict that this particular
use of rocket vehicles will have more
direct effect on the man in the street
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

Blair

Radio

Stations

keep

Ben-Gay

sales

far

in front

in many

major

markets

In
the ofdrug
field,to few
products
can match Ben-Gay's
record
service
several
generations.
And in marketing methods, no product is more modern. For in America's major markets, Ben-Gay uses the
tremendous selling-power of Spot Radio— and Spot Radio
exclusively — to maintain its position of leadership.
In many of these major markets, Blair Stations have
carried a heavy share of the advertising attack. The
simple fact is: BLAIR STATIONS SELL. Through applied audience-research, they have developed and intensified the elements that give radio its real selling power :
1. Local interest programming, which serves listeners
throughout
the station's
in a personal way
no
distant program
sourceown canareaduplicate.

2. Local selling personalities, who speak the language
of the area they serve, and endow commercial messages with believability that converts ratings into
cash-register results.
Over 40 stations in major markets are represented by
John Blair & Company — by far the most important
group of markets and stations served by one representative firm.
So when
you'rewiththinking
aboutman.
radio,In asmany
most ofadvertisers are, talk
your Blair
your
best markets, he represents the stations that sell.

National Representative for Major Market Stations:
Miami
WQAM
New York WABC Washington WWDC Kansas City WHB
New Orleans WDSU
Baltimore
WFBR
Chicago WLS
Portland,
Ore
Los Angeles KFWB Dallas-Ft. Worth KLIFKGW
KFJZ
Philadelphia WFIL
KTLN
Paul.-.WDGY
Norfolk-PortsmouthDetroit WXYZ Minneapolis-St.
KILT Louisville
Newport News WGH
Boston WHDH Houston
WAKY
KING Indianapolis
San Francisco KGO Seattle-Tacoma
WIBC
River- WPRO Columbus
WBNS
Pittsburgh WWSW Providence-Fall
New Bedford
St. Louis KXOK Cincinnati WCPO San Antonio ..KTSA
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and Company
Tampa-St. Petersburg WFLA
Albany-Schenectady-Troy.. WTRY
WMC
Memphis
KOY
Phoenix
WOW
Omaha
WMBR
Jacksonville
Oklahoma City..
KOMA
WNDR
Syracuse
.WSM
Nashville
WNOX
Knoxville

Wheeling-Steubenville
Tulsa
Fresno
Wichita
Shreveport
Orlando..
Binghamton
Roanoke
Boise
Bismarck

WWVA
KRMG
KFRE
KFH
KEEL
WDBO
WNBF
WSLS
KIDO
KFYR
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than any other development in space
technology."
Dr. S. Fred Singer, U. of Maryland
physicist, was even more specific:
"At can
this act
stage,
also, Earth television
satellites
which
as economical
relay stations become of practical interest; they can receive weak signals
from a transmit
ground
transmitter
rethem across
oceans. and
In this
way we eliminate the need for expensive submarine video cables or transcontinental microwave links."
Warning Bell • The references to the
utility of space communications as
cheaper and more efficient than cables
brings a sharp caveat from Dr. J. R.
Pierce, the chief of communications
principles at Bell Telephone Labs.
He doesn'tmunicationdeny
s wil come;thatin space
fact hecomhas
been a leader in the scientific circles
which have worked out many of the
theoretical principles to be applied.
What does trouble him is whether
ultimately space relaying will stand the
test of economics.
"This whole satellite business," he
said recently, "is basically what can we
do, when?"
this
may"Ifbethings
a goodturnwayoutto favorably,
get broadband
circuits overseas and from one part of
the
worldsometo the
Therethisis,will
he
mused,
doubtother."
whether
make cables obsolete.
For some time now the Bell system
has been working on broadbanding its
overseas cables.
Dr. Pierce is a passive reflector advocate. He feels that about 20 such
reflectors, put into 3,000-mile-high
orbits, would satisfy the requirement
that particular
one be "seen"
one
spot on always
Earth. from any
This type of space communications,
he estimated, would require 100 kw
transmitters and 150-ft. antennas on
the ground, plus highly sensitive receivers. Such equipment is at hand, he
stressed, particularly the receivers. He
alluded in this respect to the development of maser amplifiers which have
reduced internal receiver noise sharply.
Word From the Top • In Washington, where the National Aeronautics &
Space Administration is housed in a
one-time Lafayette Park town house,
the atmosphere is hurried and intense.
This is the headquarters for America's
Age of Space.
There Leonard Jaffe, the young (32)
chief of communications programming, had some comments to make recently. Mr. Jaffe emphasized first the
over-all NASA goal: to prove the feasibility of space communications and to
provide the satellites for this purpose.
The ultimate, he said, is a broadband system, capable of carrying multi86 (PERSPECTIVE '59)

ple telephone service, teletypewriter cireven computer data — and of
course cuits,
television.
NASA's next mission, Mr. Jaffe explained, isto put up the 100-ft. balloon.
This will be placed in orbit sometime
this year. The outside of the balloon
will be covered with an aluminized plastic, making it more effective as a passive
reflector for radio signals. Its purpose,
he stressed, is to permit studies of propagation and reflection characteristics.
The first tests will be with narrowsignals,isbut
before the
span ofband life
completed,
testsballoon's
will be
conducted using 2 mc of bandwidth.
Mr. Jaffe made an exciting point
about the balloon satellite: Anyone will
be able to use it to bounce signals across
great distances. The balloon will be a
free-flying sphere. It will be up in space
for all to use — military, government,
civilian, even Russia.
In five years, Mr. Jaffe predicted,
there will be a global communications
space relay system of some sort. In 10
years, he estimated, there should be a
wideband system in operation — wide
enough for television.
Another "SCORE" • Across the Potomac from Washington in the gigantic
military beehive that is the Pentagon sits
a civilian Signal Corps engineer who
has been involved
with World
militaryWarcom-II.
munications since before
He is Robert F. Brady, chief of Signal
Corps' research and development commumunications
nications. Mr. Brady
the Atlas
comoverseer onwas the
SCORE project last December.
Right now he is immersed in plans
for another communications satellite
test, target date unknown at the moment. Mr. Brady sees the second test as
the decisive one. It will show refinements of the first mission so successfully demonstrated with President Eisenhower's "good
will to men" message
last Christmas
season.
He sees two advances: greater use of
higher frequencies which will permit
greater bandwidths and, higher orbits
permitting, more time when the active
relay
available satellite
to be "seen".
The will
Atlasbe SCORE
electrified
the world Dec. 18 when it was put into
orbit 115-930 miles above Earth. Notwithstanding the success of the first talking satellite, engineers refer to it as
"primitive as a baby's first words."
Mr. Brady's efforts are bent toward
active relays. This is the military viewpoint. Passive reflectors, he feels, require powers of too high an order,
plus the use of immense antennas on
the ground. Active repeaters permit the
power requirements to be split between
ground and space.
Mr. Brady expressed the hope the
other day that in the next test band-

widths up to 100 kc will be used successfully. Within five years, he predicted, this bandwidth will be upped to
1 mc, and in 10 years it will reach the
4-5 mc size necessary for television.
When the basic problems are licked
— and the basic problems are environmental and systemental — Mr. Brady
foresees
22,000-odd
miles froma "fixed"
Earth. satellite
This would
be the
ideal device for instantaneous relay, he
feels.
Meanwhile, at lower orbits, where a
satellite flashes by a fixed Earth spot
in about 90 seconds, Mr. Brady sees the
delayed type of repeater as ideal.
Besides the technical aspects of putting up a satellite and equipping it to
perform as a space relay, there are other
difficulties. One of the most vexatious,
according to many who have thought
things through,
is the matter of international agreements.
A communications transmitter circling the globe means transmissions
over the United States, over Europe,
over Asia — over all the world's nations.
FCC Comr. T.A.M. Craven, a practical communications and broadcast engineer before his appointment to the
FCC tion2'/2
years discussion.
ago, raised this quesin a recent
Today's international assignments of
radio frequencies are on a zone basis,
he pointed out. In some areas of the
world the same frequencies are used for
different services. For example, the vhf
frequencies which are used for tv on the
North American continent are used for
fm radio or communications point-topoint services in Europe and in Asia.
"If the use of frequencies becomes
worldwide for a space relay system."
Mr.
Craven ofcommented,
"an entirely
new concept
world allocations
must
be planned." The first such move is on
the
agenda at this year's
international
telecommunications
conference,
scheduled for this summer and fall in Geneva.
This same concern was expressed the
other day by A. Prose Walker, the engineering director of the National Assn.
of Broadcasters and veteran of many
international meetings.
A satellite orbiting around Earth
and pumping out radio transmissions,
means the requirement for international
agreements has become virtually essential. Says Mr. Walker. "If we thought
we had
problemsbefore,
establishing
world-to
wide allocations
this is going
make them look like kindergarten play."
The ability to put satellites into space,
to make them talk, to use them for linking more closely the peoples of the
world is certain of accomplishment. But
getting getmen
and these
nationsawesome
to workthings
toher to utilize
for the greater benefit of man is not so
certain.
This is the key to space communications.
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Long life and stable performance of RCA power tubes are a result of more
than two decades of experience in designing and building tubes for
transmitters at all commercial power levels. Take the RCA-5762, for example.
The time-proved original design of this famous power triode has withstood severe tests
over many years of on-air operation. Kept up-to-date with the most modern
techniques, this high-quality power tube is today a better investment than ever.
To get all the hours of tube life you pay for, go RCA. For prompt service, all it takes
is a phone call — to your RCA Industrial Tube Distributor.
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Electron Tube Division
Harrison, N. J.
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Population
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Norman E. (Pete) Cash, president, Television Bureau of Advertssing, predicts rising revenue for tv this year, outpacing
the 6.5% estimate for 1958 ... At least 25% boost in auto
advertising in tv expected . . . Liquid detergents will spend

interview with

$36-40 million in the big push . . . Major effort will be made
to win 'new money' for tv . . .

TV

GROSS

SHOULD

Since we interviewed you for Perspective '58,headed
the economy
has turned
around and
up again.
What,
in view of that, is your opinion of
the prospects for television?
greatly
do
notI'mhave
the encouraged.
final quarterWhile
figureswe for
1958 yet. it should be the highest quarter in the history of television billing.
Unless
miss .our guess. '58 should be
up aboutwe 6.5%
How would that break down?
Network should show an increase of
6%, spot 10% and local 3%, which in
dollars will mean a gain of from $1,290,900.000 in '57 to S 1.374.000.000
in '58, a 6.4% jump to be exact.
What do you think prospects are
going to be for 1 959?
At leastbutequal
to theit '58
increase,
I expect
to gopercentage
up. We
should be gearing ourselves for at least
a 10% increase.
Are you in a position to break
down your 1959 forecast?
We think well see a 5% further increase in network, 10% in spot and
4% in local. These are on the conservative side and I think that we can expect ahigher gain in local. But we will
be the first to admit that there is too
little specific recording of the dollars
spent
localBureau
television.
somethingin
I hopein the
can It's
undertake
1959 because we already, as you may
know, have an excellent documentation of network and spot dollars, thanks
to the cooperation of stations, networks
and station representatives.
May I here urge other media to give
us moretures of advertisers
current figures
on the
expendiin their
media?
An
advertising man must have current figures in planning his 13-week or 26-week
period ahead, rather than know what
went on a year and a half ago.
In what product category is there
the greatest possibility of increased
business for tv in 1 959?
There is a considerable amount of
optimism involving the automotive industry. We have just completed a series
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959
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of presentations in Detroit and I certainly look to Detroit to sell more automobiles, generate more advertising dollars and give television its fair share.
That's a category where I think we
should crease.
anticipate
at least
a 25% in-is
No automotive
manufacturer
making television its basic medium yet.
They still spend more money in other
media.
How do you explain the 25% increase?
I mean over what they actually spent
in total in '58. We should see at least a
25% gain in their advertising money.
You mentioned that the auto margiving itsa "fair
share."
Whatket doshouldyoube consider
fair share?
An average of 50% of their advertising budget.
What are they now running?
If you took all the motor companies.
I think we would average 22% of their
total advertising or promotional budget. In 1957. General Motors, of a total
of Si 04 million spent S14 million or
about 14% in television. Chrysler was
heavier. Of their total S59 million budget, they spent almost S20 million or approximately 34% . Ford, with a S69
million vision.
budget,
million
teleHere we ran
haveS17about
24%.in With
General Motors pulling us down in the
averages
again, ofwe'retheirnowtotalgetting
roughly one quarter
budget.
This does not. of course, account for
the local money of the individual dealers, which would add to this considerably. We've got to get Detroit to recog-

Pete Cash

10%

IN

'59

nize this one fact — that television
should be their basic medium.
Are other industries increasing
television allocations?
Certainly. The packaged goods industry will continue as heavily as ever,
probably more so. Many new products
are continuing to break on the market— new in the sense of backing with
heavy advertising pressure.
I'm talking, for instance, about the
liquid detergent field. Up to this point
they've been more or less testing the
markets
their
big. and
total haven't
campaigns.really launched
That would be additional spot
money,
wouldn't it?It would be a lot in
Not necessarily.
spot. yes. but I think the big soap manufacturers wil continue to use their network franchises to carry the liquid detergents. estimate
I
liquid detergent expenditures in television
in '59
should run close
to S36 toalone
S40 million
from about four or five different brands.
What are some of your other tarWhile we have been able to demonstrate and prove to packaged goods
manufacturers
what television can do
gets?
and they have, in turn, endorsed television for years as their basic medium,
we now have to zero in on those to
whom we have not been able to completely articulate the merits of television
for their use. particularly to those who
are not heavy advertising spenders —
new money. This of course is a part of
TvB's
thoughtbackthatin
Lestoil operation.
would be aNohot one
prospect
1954, but now I think the industry and
Lestoil have served each other very well.
What big sales has TvB made during this past year?
We are very proud of our sales people's work Agents,
with the forNational
Assn. of
Insurance
the Manhattan
Shirt Co.. for A. C. Gilbert. Jergens.
Sun Oil. among others.
By thetioned,way,
all those I just
menthis is aon combination
of effort
(PERSPECTIVE '59) 89

WCSH-TV
6
NBC Affiliate Portland, Maine

IT DOESN'T TAKE A VERY
SHARP PENCIL TO FIGURE IT.
In fact,addition)
one look will
at the
ARB scored
Metro more
Reportquarter
(and
a little
showNov.that'58 SIX
hour firsts than the other two stations combined.
Your Weed TV man has five straight years of surveys
that similarly prove the marked viewer preference for the
programs
of Northern
Ask him about
them. New England's service-minded SIX.
WCSH-TV, Portland
WLBZ-TV, Bangor
WCSH-Radio, Portland
WLBZ-Radio, Bangor
WRDO-Radio, Augusta
' matching schedule on Ch. 2 in Bangor saves an extra 5 %
90 (PERSPECTIVE '59)

by the management of these companies,
their advertising agencies, and our
work. We have seen many of our materials used as direct presentations to
various companies, especially by certain medium-sized agencies.
We have the knowledge, I believe, the
physical dollars to work with, and obviously the interest to build a good television selling presentation to be used
by agencies for advertising managers to
their top managers. Whether we are
there in person or not doesn't bother
anyone a damn bit, as long as the advertising agencies are presenting them
in worthwhile context to the plans of a
given
company.
More with
and Armstrong
more this
has been
the case
Cork, du Pont, Manhattan Shirt, the
Ohio Bell Telephone people, just using
portions
of TvB's
their
own — even
to thepresentations
extent of onbuying
them.
Is there one prospect who is pretty
hot now?
One group definitely, if you mean
from
ance. a category standpoint, is insurYou think there's money there?
Yes. I don't know how fast it will
in
grow, but I have great confidence
re-chargingNotof salesarea. We need batteries.
this
men-in-the-field's
only
and our members, but salesourselves
men of the companies who are using
television. For these sales forces, that
is what we hope to accomplish with
these film presentations and through our
upcoming Sales Advisory Clinics.
Do you have somebody like, for
example, Sears Roebuck, which off
and on has been touted as a big future tv advertiser? Are you after
people
like that? are. We have been
We definitely
closelyIt with
very 1958.
working
buck through
is the Sears
requestRoe-of
the management of Sears Roebuck,
however, that these things be discussed
with Sears Roebuck and that Sears Roebuck report on their total use, plus and
minus, or industry.
success and failure of the
television
I was particularly honored to have
Thomas Barnes, advertising manager of
Sears Roebuck, come all the way from
Chicago to see our presentation at the
Waldorf. Similarly, Eugene Duffield,
vice president of Federated Department
Stores, came from Cincinnati. Top retail chain advertising executives present
included Joseph Rowen of W. T. Grant,
Herbert Whitkin of the Allied Stores
Corp., Joseph
Pollard
Interstate De-of
partment Stores,
Johnof McNamara
Montgomery Ward.
Of course, practically all of the resident buying offices had their executives
present such as Thomas Carrol of
Frederick Atkins, Morford May of
Arkwright, James Gould of Kirby's,
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

The RCA Television Tape Recorder

Meets

Fondest

Dreams

"Monochrome and color pictures recorded and produced by the RCA color television tape recorder are

WBTV, Charlotte, North Carolina— first television station to record and air a locally produced
color television tape recording, has been using
RCA Color Television Tape Equipment since
September 5, 1958. Their experience has led Tom
to report: "It is evident that RCA's
Howardengineers
design
did not limit their efforts to just
getting video and audio signals on tape— they
remembered that their customers had to maintain
and operate the gear day-in and day-out.
MASTER ERASE HEAD A TIME-SAVER
"We like the master erase head. It eliminates the
necessity for bulk erasing, assures a clean tape at
Be Sure to See the New
Features of the RCA Color Television
Tape Recorder in Operation at NAB
Convention, Chicago

all times and in many cases allows for selective
erasing and re-recording of spots or other program
material without destroying the entire contents of
the reel. It is a time saver. For instance if there
has been a false start or a fluff in a spot or in
the early part of a recording it is only necessary
to back up the tape and start again. There is no
need to remove the reel, bulk erase, replace the
reel and start all over again.
BUILT-IN FACILITIES COMMENDED
"We commend the decision of the RCA design
engineers that necessary operational equipment
should be built-in instead of being made available
as 'accessories.' We appreciate their facing the
facts of operational life by incorporating the
master erase head, the built-in audio monitoring
speaker for cuing and continuity, the built-in
picture monitor, the built-in CRO, the built-in
switcher for picture monitor and CRO input
signal selection, the elapsed time meter for slip
rings and brushes, the metering of individual

of WBTV Engineers in Daily Operating Conveniences!"
— Says Thomas E. Howard, V.P. Engineering and General Services, WBTV.
superb, and we are impressed by the convenience and versatility designed into the equipment."

"IVE LIKE the
master erase head.

"WE UK the
built-in facilities.

MOST

OF ALL, WE

LOVE that cue frock.
In our opinion, it is
destined to be a must
in every tape
superEngineerthe recording
Dall as— Townsend
firstoflocally
provises
the "Betty
duced
color
program
to
be
c
o
r
d
e
d
a
n
d
Feezor station.
Show' aired" by a tele-revision

operation.1'
TOM HOWARD
WBTV
I
video head recording currents, the continuously
adjustable tape wind and rewind speeds for rapid
and accurate cuing of tape, and the built-in test
signal channel for rapid check and trimming of
color processing equipment, even while a color
signal is being recorded.
CUE TRACK A "MUST"
"Most of all we love that cue track— in our
opinion it is destined to be a 'must' in every tape
operation. The value of the cue track seems to
be limited only by the imagination and ingenuity
of the user.
"We use the cue track to bridge the program
director's channel during record operation. This

RADIO

channel becomes our cue reference. This big feature has enabled us to salvage some 'fluffed' spots
in programs or to insert new spots— live or on film
— in a program that has already been recorded.
AVENUE TO AUTOMATION
"RCA's pioneering in incorporating the cue track
in television tape recorders is a valuable contribution to smoother tape operation and definitely
opens another avenue to automation."
Your RCA Broadcast Representative will gladly provide
further particulars about the RCA Color Television Tape
Recorder and help to integrate this equipment into
your facilities. In Canada, write to RCA VICTOR
Company, Limited, Montreal.

of AMERICA
CORPORATION
BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT
CAMDEN, N.J.

. . . Television can meet retail flexibility demands . . . Hard
liquor is not a new business prospect... More airline business
could be had if tv didn't give away so many free plugs . . . Tv is
costly but not expensive. The measure is, 'How many people
do you reach. It may even be a curse of ours, that we have
too much circulation.' . . .
Felix Lilienthal of Lilienthal and so on.
An officer of Macy's was with us, Gimbel representatives, furniture stores,
men's clothing stores, shoe chains, womand soen'son.specialty stores, grocery chains,
Shooting strongly for the retail
market in '59, is this not going to
demand greater flexibility in the patterns of doing business in television?
The answer is yes and we are ready
to. We can make patterns flexible. But
we
it if ina man
not
surecannot
which doweek
52 Isays,
want"I'mto use
your facilities." He doesn't use any
other
mediagotthatto way,
shouldn't.
We have
know or athe least
three
months in advance what his plans are.
I don't mean he has got to be active
each one
the 52giantweeks.
But weofcan't
work
withof this
economy
the
retail picture on a two and three-day
notice or with no prior notice at all. If
we know he wants to use us when he
has certain specials that are coming up
and they are logically coming up in the
third week in March, this is sufficient
information. That's all we want.
Are you handicapping yourself?
The
newspapers
advance
notice. don't demand that
Because they have the advantage of
putting in more pages or taking them
out.
Hasn't Allied
successful
in tv? Stores been pretty
Yes. Again this is a market-by-market situation with some stores using
very little television and other Allied
stores such as Maas Bros, in TampaSt. Petersburg using a considerable
amount. In fact we are told that one of
Allied's
stores media
is usingbudget
85% ofin
its
entirewestern
advertising
television. Allied has a new vice president in charge of sales promotion [Herbert Whitkin]
who has given
sideration to television
media newand conwe
expect to see more Allied stores using
more television.
What other categories are you hitting now?
We have a long way to go in the food
processing and meat packer area. The
West Coast is now showing some indications of upbeat in the budgets from the
food processors there.
94 (PERSPECTIVE '59)

Do you consider hard liquor a
prospect?
No,
How I don't.
do you go about reaching
the man with a "better mousetrap?"
Do you see a number of other new
products on the horizon that tv is
going to get first crack at?
Not particularly an innovation, but
certainly in the field of the small car,
this is an area where Renault right now
is showing a very brilliant use of tv.
Foreign cars plan to spend $4 million in
'59 in advertising. I hope that we get
our fair share of this because again we
can beautifully demonstrate the advantages of a small car, as Renault is
articulating so well in its commercials.
I look forward to a new product
called the variable annuity in the insurance field which seems to bear investigation on the part of a lot of people. The mutual fund has a new product
and they happen to be in conflict with
each other, by the way. Basic insurance
is in conflict with the mutual fund concept.
From other areas new products are
evolving. We see in airplane traffic
another area which unfortunately to
this date has not been fully sold on tv.
They get too many free plugs?
This is probably the basic reason.
Why should you buy when it is given
away? And this is a practice we should
definitelyof curtail.
I don'tof know
the exact
figures
what share
transportation,
personal transportation, the air industry
must have with the advent of the tremendous investment they are making in
jets. It is pretty pathetic and some of
the figures are hard for me to believe,
but the number of people who have
ever flown is still under 10%.
Some of the criticisms of tv current
are that it costs too much money,
driving the small advertiser out of
the marketplace and at the same
time forcing the large advertisers to
share with others and lose sponsor
identification. Do you see any
change in this situation?
I don't think it's a true one to begin
with.
The medium
but it's this
not
expensive.
I think if iswe costly
can hammer
home we'll be doing all a service. It is
a costly medium, but the difference
here is that it is not an expensive medi-
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um, by the very base of all advertising
people: how many people do you reach?
It may even be a curse of ours, that we
have too much circulation. Tv can
grow only as fast as the population.
How much faster can you grow? For
years most
theyreachedhavethe been
saying point.
we've Thealsaturation
happy thought is that as America grows,
television can grow. I feel frankly this
is our greatest strength. Especially as
we pick up the tremendous population
coming up underneath us who are more
oriented to television than they are to
any other medium. It will be their basic
means of communicating with the
world. I'm talking about the tremendous
country.
population growth anticipated in this
Particularly in the next 10 to 15
You're so right. This is really where
the whole thing is going to hit pay dirt.
years?
When America will reach a fantastic
economy in 1962-65. This is excellently documented, by the way, by J. Walter
Thompson Co. They show that our total
population's growth was 34% from
1940 to 1959, while the 20-year-old to
39-year-old group, basically the force
from which we must draw our salesmen, has only grown 9%.
Because of the difficulty of hiring
good ansalespeople,
more and
and wemore
ce is on advertising,
feel relithe
closest thing to the human salesman is
television. Obviously, to an insurance
industry this is extremely important.
You find Prudential, for instance, with
22,000 salesmen. But, where do they
go now to draw new salesmen, unless
we increasingly put in their hands topflight advertising to really open the
doors — even as Prudential has done
through their use in the past of radio
and today, television?
Do yousurancethink
there'll Prudential
be other infirms imitating
as
far as television is concerned?
We have had considerable interest on
the part of other insurance companies
we have talked
to about when
using more
vision. Particularly
they telesee
figures such as those from the McCannErickson 1958 media study on the costper-thousand adults, showing newspapers at $10; magazines, $5.11: comBROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

• COUNTDOWN

2 . . .

Television didn't wait for a landing on the
moon. It's extra terrestrial right now, as the
best buy for any canny advertiser who wants
results with the million pound thrust-lift. No
other medium has television's unbelievable
power to move people, move merchandise,
and at so low a cost per thousand. Let its
critics say what they will, television's big
future is here . . . today and every day. No
waiting for the next big shot at the moon!
Take five: and get 44% of the audience!
The illustration
r.hf.t..«rsphof Convair's
of Sentovic's
nai
proposal
bynuclear-powered
KrafftisA.a Ehricke.
Astronai
landing down
space liners
mooi
backed
its sondola
touchesonwiththetheEarth
surfac
pound
payload.until
Its crew
cnminunicates

• COUNTDOWN 1 . . .
In the big WLAC-TV 91 county area,
more than 400,000 TV homes rely on
Channel 5. Current ARB (November
1958) Area Survey shows WLAC-TV
with a great audience value of 44% from
sign-on to sign-off seven days a week.
Blast off your advertising campaign and
hit the earthlings through WLAC-TV.
It's an easy shot . . .

pared with television, evening half-hour
programs, at only $4.28.
How is it McCann-Erickson can
come up with this figure while the
Newspaper Bureau of Advertising
this last fall came up with figures attempting to show that television is
the most expensive?
Well, let us say that both the Newspaper Bureau and the Television Bureau
might be biased to prove that we are
the least expensive of our respective
media. However, when you go to a
neutral source, like one of the major
agencies of the world, with billing in
excess
of $250outmillion,
these figures
of the they
air didn't
just topull
be
arbitrary and say, "We like television."
Do you think that the cost-perthousand is going to hold in tv?
I think itit'sprobably
pretty wellshould
stabilized.
anything,
rise. IfIt
should rise from the sheer standpoint of
economics. It costs us more money to
do business. Every other medium
doesn't make any bones about this.
We're the only medium in this period
of '50 to '58 that has decreased its costper-thousand and this by a considerable
extent. We are all facing an inflationary
force in this country and these costs
are going
go up down.
despite our best efforts to holdto them
Is it also because circulation will

not rise as fast as it has been rising? the support of the advertising agencies
creative branch — to work with
It's almost
the law
de- —thetheretailer.
mand. We should
neverof besupply
in, asandI said
Some retailers, including R. H.
last
a sold-out
position
we're Macy,
sold year,
out again
this year.
This and
is caused
are using the creative brains of
Madison
Ave. In their case, the Grey
by one of two things: either we're priced
too low or the advertiser realizes it's Advertising Agency. Macy, I think,
completed its first full year in television
such one
a good
both
and bargain
the same.or maybe they're in '58, and some of their branch offices,
I remember that for Perspective like the important Macy San Francisco
'58 we asked about the selling sea- operation, working with the TvB West
son and I think you said it was kind Coast office, are now active in teleof tough last winter. What does it vision.
We have a long way to go in this
look like now?
but there are tremendous dollars
Selling will really be easier. I'm very area,
involved.
Unfortunately, from what our
optimistic
aboutshould
'59 forbe many
The economy
better,reasons.
people research shows, the net profit picture
are better informed and advertisers for the retailer gets smaller and smaller,
know that advertising is a worthwhile and yet his basic reliance has been alinvestment.
most entirely on one medium. I don't
our job toandshow
we have
some see how they can fail not to use telefineNowtoolsit'savailable
advertisers
vision in '59 on a much larger scale.
Do you think television is in a
why and where television fits in their
overall advertising projects. I refer to position to supplant the door-to-door
I'm thinking of two parour presentations such as the "Vision salesman?
ticular products which have not used
of
which is
basedTelevision";
on a study"E-Motion,"
of the motivational
media advertising to any great extent at all — Electrolux and Fuller
drives of people and how they use the
Has TvB been beating on
various major media; and most recent- Brushes.
their doors?
ly, our "Plus-over-Normal,"
a good
articulation
of what the medium
can
We have, but, frankly, with not very
do, how it is being used and how it much success. We see some indications
should be used by retailers. Again, as of a greater interest on the part of
noted in "Plus-over-Normal," we need Electrolux than we do on Fuller Brush.

• DOMINATES AMERICA'S 4th FASTEST GROWING MARKET!
. COVERS MORE OF FLORIDA THAN ANY OTHER TELEVISION STATION!

FOOT TOWER

1

am

- 1956 - 57 MARKET EXPANSION —
• Population up 8.4%!
• Buying Power up 15.0%!
• Total Retail Sales up 13.0%!
• Food Store Sales up 17.9%!
• 192,300 TELEVISION HOMES "The Choice of National Spot Advertisers"
General Offices: Daytona Beach, Florida
AVERY-KNODEL, INC., National Representatives

96 (PERSPECTIVE '59)
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To answer specifically, no advertising
medium can fully supplant the direct
handling of the salesman and his calls
and service.
But Avon Cosmetics had shown us
the way with a heavy reliance upon television. Avon's were
expenditures,
to our records,
$800,000 according
in 1953,
mostly in magazines, none in television.
In 1957 they spent $3 million of which
$2.3 million or 76% was in television.
What about sales for those two
periods?
Avon sales jumped from $47 million
in 1953 to $100 million in 1957.
How does Avon use television?
Avon has been using the medium as
a door-opener. It has always been a concept of Prudential, for instance, to use
advertising as a pre-selling device for
the salesman because his time is expensive. And if I'm going to have to
the door down and say, "Look
am,"
and then before
get rapport
built
my company
you have
any confidence in me, this can be costly to a company.
Prudential now has 69% of its
money in the television medium, as reported by Carroll M. Shanks, the
chairman of Prudential, at our annual
meeting.
of hard
dollars on It's
the pretty
barrel indicative
head and their
belief in the necessity of advertising as

well as a pretty heavy reliance upon
television. And, their sales are phenomenal. In 1956 I think they did something
like $9.5 billion in new policies and in
'57 they
$12 billion.company,
They areas now
the
leadingdid insurance
far
as new sales are concerned, in the world
and second only to Metropolitan in
total insurance in force.
You also see such wonderful growth
companies as Polaroid, whose sales
were $26 million in '53 and $48 milin gross insales.
in '57, with
56% of
their lionbudget
television
in 1957.
How does the growth of television
stack up with the other media? Will
tv get a greater share in '59 than it
gotYes,
in '58
of the
total adgetdollar?
it will
definitely
a greater
share. Tv got about 14% for 1958. $1.4
billion against $10 billion total. We
originally anticipated $10.5 billion in
ad expenditures in 1958 but it cut back
to $ 1 0 billion because of economic pressures. We'll certainly go back up to
$10.5 billion in '59, at least. If we run
just the very same percentage — and I
know we will increase it— we should
have a very healthy year.
How about length of contract?
Are
out? we getting more of the in-andIt continues. The records show that
the commitments are shorter than we

used
to know
years agobuy.of the 26-week,
39-week
and 52-week
What is tv's solution to this?
educational
job — to population
get across
theIt'sideaan that
the American
that we are trying to sell is consuming
52 weeks of the year. We have got to
get out of these valleys which we see in
June, July, even January.
are you doing to get out of
theWhat
valleys?
The primary target — new money.
Some who are using the medium now
obviously find that they can allow these
valleys and do very well. We have got
to find advertising to fill the valleys.
This is not the easiest thing to do except when we look at such areas as
outboard motors or American families
owning their own boats.
Using some of the data we prepared
for the Detroit presentation, the amount
of money that Americans spent in new
boating in 1957 would have bought
760,000 automobiles. Foreign travel
walked away with the equivalent of 1,330,000 automobiles. New insurance
premiums with 480,000 automobiles.
Now, here is why I come back to
Detroit for a moment; while they are
certainly underspent in our medium,
they too are fighting for the consumer
dollar, through advertising.
You mentioned earlier that we

KARK-TV

MORE

HOMES
THAN
ANY
OTHER
LITTLE ROCK STATION
SEE PETRY FOR FACTS ON KARK -TVS BIG LEADS ... IN COVERAGE AS SHOWN BY 97
NCS No. 3 ... IN AUDIENCE DURING PRIME TIMES AS SHOWN BY OCT. AREA ARB.
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. . . Rate panics during slow-sell
periods catch stations later in the
FAMOUS
BRANDS

ojTexas

FOUR FOUR
6's SIXES IN A CARD
GAMEB. BURNETT
WON A INRANCH
FOR
S.COUNTY,
TEXAS
INCIRCENTA
1885.
HE
TOOK
6666
FOR
HIS
BRAND,
AND
LATER TEXAS
CHRISTIAN
UNIVERSITY
SHARED
THE GOOD
LUCK
THE FOURIN SIXES
BROUGHT.
ANOTHER BRAND
BECOMING FAMOUS
IN THE TEXAS
PANHANDLE . . .

Strike while the iron is
hot! Our brand — K-7 — sells
your brand in a rich and
growing
ing area.fourNewstate
lull marketpower,
new
full
day
programming,
new ABC interconnection,
and new management add
up to an electrifying NEW
force on the High Plains.
Get
K-7 story from the
Boilingthe Company,

amarillo,
texas
(PERSPECTIVE '59)

rate -protection trap. . . Station- by
station, positive on-air promotion
will counter-balance current criticism . . . Color tv credit goes to RCA.
were over the bottleneck situation.
Do you
ing up? see another bottleneck comIt all depends upon how much faith
we have in our rate structure and in our
ability to sell the medium at those rate
structures. If we panic because of a
two or three-month period where sales
are tough and hold our rates down,
later, when our audiences swell, we will
find ourselves in a rate-protection situation, the very trap that we're in now.
To coin
the old
money
on every
salephrase,
but you"you
hopeloseto
make it up on the volume." This is
what one of our directors says is "selfassassination of station management."
Lasttimeyear
we and
talked
daytelevision
aboutabout
it being
very
heavily
discounted.
What
is
the
situation now?
It is the toughest thing in the world
to buy visiotoday.
Basically,
daytime
telen is no longer
a selling
problem.
Nighttime ID's happen to be a selling
problem. We have to re-educate the
advertiser to what he can do in 10 seconds. Here again is required a re-education about the abilities of the 10second ID to carry its weight, but it
takes a real creative brain. This is where
our advertising agencies have got to
come through for us, to say we can do
it in 10 seconds.
I am told that a billboard should have
seven words on it and no more. Well,
how many words can you get into an
8-second or 10-second ID? Where are
billboards? There is about $200 million invested in billboards each year.
There must be a considerable increase
for the advertiser's efficiency if we can
give him more words and more exposure for less
dollars —Butandit we've
the product
available.
takes got
the
creative approach.
What can be done to offset the
criticism and attacks that are made
against television, especially in the
print media?
A very thorough, station-by-station,
positive, on-the-air promotion job has
got to be done. We have constantly to
alert personnel to the need for it. Why
should competitive media sell television
for us? It should be just the opposite,
which is what is happening. The public
must be sold, by tv through tv.

Interview with

Pete Cash

What about the innovations in tv,
the physical innovations like videotape and color?
I don't know. First on videotape: If
the unions and management would be
cooperative. Management has already
made its big
researching theinvestment,
product, in both
buyingin the
product and trying to make it more
usable for advertising. It is a brilliant
way of making better programming and
flexible
efficient
for the
use. But andit can
be killed
if weadvertiser's
run into
serious union problems.
It is about time, for instance, to speak
to the people who might help contribute
to the growth of this medium, the
unions themselves, whose fine talents
should be devoting more time to the
positive story of what television means
to the American economy and to the
people — gratis.
On color itself: Well, I'm the most
pro-color guy that ever came down the
pike and it's been in my home for three
years.
oneresponthat's
taking anyRCA's
of thetheshareonlyof the
sibility of selling color television. The
reason I think we sell cars as well as we
do, or liquid detergents as well as we
do, is that a lot of advertising makes
people realize the benefits of these two
things. The market is there.
What are the plans for TvB in
1959?
We will definitely increase our sales
force. We will have a major study on
audience composition soon. We will
step up our on-the-air campaign.
How much greater is your budget
this year than last?
It will increase about $60,000, to a
point just under a million dollars. But
to keep it in focus, we are still half the
size will
of the
newspaper
bureau's budget.
We
continue
documentation
of success stories as we have done with automobiles, banks and retailers. Under the
heading of things we hope to see acin1959, asbureaus
part ofarethe trying
service which allcomplishedmedia
to perform for advertisers and their
agencies: better knowledge of dollar exinall media
— moremedia
currently done.pendituresAlso,
more andpositive
presentations to other industries.
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AS OF FEBRUARY 28, 1959
The growing list of
MAJOR

MARKETS

EQUIPPED
FOR

VIDEOTAPE*
RECORDING

MARKET
Atlanta
Baltimore
Boston - Cambridge
Buffalo
Charleston,Chicago
S.C.

Dallas -FL Worth
Denver
Detroit
Flint
Honolulu, T.H.
Houston • Galveston
Indianapolis Lancaster,
- BloomingtonPa.
Los Angeles

Louisville
Lubbock, Texas
Minneapolis - St. Paul
New Haven - Hartford
New York - Newark

STATION
MARKET STATION
New
York
- Newark
WAGA-TV
WiZ-TV
WCBS-TV
WNEW-TV
WBZ-TV
WNTA-TV
WHOH-TV (edu.)
WOR-TV
WPIX
WGBH-TV
WRCA (TV)
(TV)
WGR-TV
Norfolk
WUSN-TV
WTAR-TV
Oklahoma
City
WBBM-TV(TV)
WBKB
Pensacola - Mobile WKY-TV
WJDM (TV)
WEAR-TV
WGN-TV
Panama City (semi-satellite)
WNBQ (TV)
Philadelphia
Phoenix WFIL-TV
Pittsburgh
KYW-TV
KOOL-TV
WEWS-TV
KDKA-TV
WJW-TV
WliC-TV
KRLD-TV
Portland, Oregon WTAE-TV
WFAA-TV
KGW-TV
KLZ-TV
Providence WJAR-TV
WJBK-TV
KOIN-TV
WJRT(TV)
Raleigh Richmond
- Durham WRAL-TV
Roanoke WRVA-TV
KONA-TV
KHVB-TV
Sacramento -Stockton WSLS-TV
KGUL-TV
KPRC-TV
Salt Lake SanCity Antonio
- Provo KCRA-TV
KLOR-TV
WISH-TV
KENS-TV
WGAL-TV
KPIX (TV)
San
Francisco
WOAI-TV
KABC-TV
KCOP (TV)
KTVUfJV)
KRON-TV
WRGB (TV)
KHJ-TV(TV)
KNXT
SchenectadySeattle
- Albany- facorna
- Troy
KRCA
(TV)
KTLA
(TV)
KING-TV
Springfield,
Mo. KYTV-TV
KnV(TV)
St. Louis
KCPP-TV
WHAS-TV
Syracuse
WSYR-TV
Elmira
(semi
-sate
I
lite)
KDUB-TV
Tampa - St. Petersburg
WCCO-TV
WFLA-TV
KOTV (TV)
Tulsa WSYE-TV
KMSP (TV)
Washington,
D.C.
WNHC-TV
Wichita
Falls, Texas
WTTG-TV
WTJC-TV
KSYD-TV
WABC-TV

934 CHARTER STREET • REDWOOD CITY • CALIFORNIA
Offices and Representatives in Principal Cities Throughout The World

Networks
ABC • CBS • NBC
Studios and Others
Elliot, Unger and Elliot, New York
Filmways, New York
Intercontinental TV, Inc., Camden, New Jersey
Telestudios, Inc., New York
Termini Video Tape Services, Inc., New York
Videotape Productions of New York, Inc.
Yonkers Raceway, New York (closed circuit)
University of Texas, Austin
Washington County, Maryland School System
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing, Hutchinson
ORRadio,
Opelika,
Alabama
Research
Laboratories
U. S. Government
Foreign Installations:
AUSTRALIA
Amalgamated Television Network, Sydney
CANADACorp.
Canadian Bdctg.
ENGLAND
ABC Television, Ltd.,
London
ty&j %g, . Assoc. Rediffusion, London
/„ ^
Associated
Ltd., London
British TVBdctg.,
Cintel, London
Granada TV, Manchester
Southern Television Ltd., Southampton
Tyne Tees Television, Ltd.,JAPAN
London
Chubu Nippon Bdctg., Ltd. (CBCI, Nagoya
Fuji TV, Tokyo
Kansai TV, Tottori
Kyoiku TV, Tokyo
Kyushu Corp.),
TV, Fukuoka
NHK (Japan Bdctg.
Tokyo
MTV (Nippon Television Network Corp.), Tokyo
OTV,
Osaka
Radio Tokyo (TV), Tokyo
RHB Mainichi Bdctg. Corp., Fukuoka
Shizuoka
TV, Shizuoka
Tokai
TV (THK),
Nagoya
MEXICO
Cadena Television del Norte, Monterrey
Television de Chihuahua, Guadalajara
TVde Mexico, Mexico City
WEST GERMANY
Siemens & Halske
SCOTLAND
Scottish Television, Ltd.,
Glasgow

( O R P O K A T IO !
professional
products
divisio
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THE

BROADCAST

AUDIENCE

IN

1959

Tv coverage approaches the saturation radio has already gained
There is a good chance that 1959
population
itself. or 85% of all
will be put down as the year when
Sometion's43.5
million,
U.S.
homes
had
television
in late 1958.
television's
maturity andphysical
stability. coverage reached That was 5.6% (2.3 million homes)
In the past, set ownership has more than the year before, compared
bounded from one new peak to another to a gain of 9% (3.5 million) in 1957
in big percentage leaps. These already over 1956.
Radio-Tv Far Ahead • Whatever the
have begun to shorten. Many authoriof growth, however, televifrom ties
hereexpectonthat
will television's
have a closergrowth
and future rate
sion's circulation is second only to
closer ratio to the growth of the na- radio's. No other medium comes close.
LOOKING AND LISTENING
Average hours per day ...
How well did radio-tv fare in the 1957-58 season? This table tells, month by month.
shows per
the day,
average
hoursU.S.of listening per radio home and average hours of viewing per
tvIt home,
for the
Radio listening Tv viewing
Month
(radiomillions)
homes —
(tvmillions)
homes —

5.9 6.0
1
.
6
.9
8
80 4.2 55.6 4..13 4.2
4
.
9
0
.
9 8 54..051.4
.
9
7
9
0
9
1
.
.
1
..
.
2
.
.
.
2
1
11
1
1
1
2

Total hours per day . . .
Americans collectively do a lot of tv looking and radio listening every single day of the
year,
Octoberbutofhoweachmuch?
year: Nielsen measures these total hours of daily looking and listening for
Tv
U.S. Radio
Radio
Tv Homes
Total
47.6 Homes U.S.(millions)
(millions)
(figures are millions
190 of hours)
285
1956
41.2
48.4
9592
218
315
43.5
1957
37.7
216
1958
314
98
49.2
HOMES LISTENING
Daytime and nighttime per-minute average . . .
1 percentage
Here's the per-minute
average forofeach
the dayAgain,
measured
in number
of radio
homes
totalhour
radioof homes.
the month
used for
both
1and the.
years islistening
October.
9
1958
.
9
Average Radio homes
Average 1957 Radio homes per-minute
listening
per-minute
listening
5.5 (millions)
(percent) (millions)
(percent)
6
.
1
Daytime Monday
through Friday
11.9
12.4
6.1
7-8- 89 a.m.
16.5
14.8
7.2
5.8
15.1
12.8
7.4
9- 10
14.1
8.1
6.9
6.2
1012.7
6.3
11.7
12.8
6.3
6.1
13.0
11- 1112 noon
13.0
13.0
6.4
5.7
121
p.m.
13.2
11.2
6.3
6.5
10.5
5.5
2-1- 32
10.8
4.8
5.2
9.9
5.2
8.9
3-4- 45
9.5
4.7
4.3
4.8
9.9
4.8
5- 6
Sunday
through Saturday9.8
10.4
5.1
10.6
8.6
7.3
8.6
4.2
7-6-8- 987 p.m.
5.1
3.6
3.6
7.4
4.2
6.9
3.4
7.6
9- 10
2.4
4.8
2.9
3.7
6.0
10- 11
7.2
3.5
11- 12 midnight
6.2
3.1
100 (PERSPECTIVE '59)

Radio long ago reached the stabilized
position that television now seems
headed for. It's been years since radio's
growth looked like much in the percentage column, simply because it was
so close to saturation. But it has kept
growing.
In late 1958 there were 49.2 million
radio homes, representing better than
96% of all homes. The new growth was
less thansented 2%
over800,000
1957 — but
more than
new repreradio
homes. And these totals omit millions
of automobile sets and second, third
and even fourth and fifth home receivers.
These figures, for comparable fall
periods, and other basic indicators
were supplied by the A.C. Nielsen Co.
for
second annual (For
"Perspective"
issue this
of Broadcasting.
details on
listening and viewing habits, see accomcompany.)panying tables prepared by the Nielsen
Tv Ownership Spread • While radio
ownership is spread fairly uniformly
across the U.S., tv ownership is highest
in the Northeast, where 91% of the
homes are tv-equipped as against the
national average of 85%. East Central
(89%)tral isand Pacific
next, followed by West CenSouth (76%). (86% each) and the
But while the South is least saturated
in percentage of total homes, it offers
the second largest number of tv homes
in the nation (21% of U.S. total tv
homes). The Northeast has most, 28%;
West Central has 19%, East Central
18% and Pacific 14%.
The Nielsen material indicates that,
aside from physical coverage, television
also is reaching a plateau in another
area — viewing. This is true also in
radio, although in fact listening showed
an upward turn in October 1958 after
slight fluctuations in recent years.
In the average radio-tv home, more
time is spent watching and listening
than in any other activity except working and sleeping — and in some homes
sleeping's No. 2 ranking may be in
jeopardy.
Looking and Listening • In the average radio home in October 1958, listening to radio and looking at television
accounted for 6 hours and 24 minutes
per day. In total this represented no
change from 1957, but it did involve a
six-minute decline in watching that was
exactly offset by a six-minute gain in
listening.
Thus, where the average radio home
listened 1 hour 54 minutes per day in
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

October 1957, the figure for October
1958 was 2 hours even — back to the
1956 level. Viewing, on the other hand,
dropped from 4 hours 30 minutes a day
in October 1957 to 4 hours 24 minutes
in October 1958. Both 1957 and 1958
watching totals were higher than the
4 hours recorded as the daily average
for October 1956.
In television homes — as distinguished
from radio homes, which do not universally possess tv — the watching time
runs about an hour higher than was
found in the measurement of radio
homes. The average, according to Nielsen, is 5 hours 24 minutes a day, a decline of 27 minutes from the 1957 average of 5 hours 51 minutes.
Asian Flu Impact • This decline does
not necessarily mean that normal viewing is declining. Some experts have
maintained that the 1957 figures were
abnormally high, traceable at least in
part to the 1957 epidemic of Asian flu.
Thousands thus bedded were therefore
more than usually accessible to television during the time the 1957 measurements were made.
The slight drop in viewing in 1958
is also documented by Nielsen in a
study of the audiences of 60-minute
and 30-minute nighttime network programs. In October 1957 there were 24
hour-long programs and they had an
average audience of 22.5%; in October
1958 the number had risen to 30 and
the average audience figure was 20.8.
In the same period in 1957 there were
97 half-hour shows, with audience averaging 20.5 percent; in 1958 there were
87 such
ence wasshows
19.7. and their average audiThree program types showed average-audience gains in October 1958 as
against October 1957; the rest maintained their levels or dropped slightly.
The three gainers were 60-minute
dramas of the general type, whose average audience rose from 17.9% to 18.9%
(30-minute general dramas dropped
from 22.7% to 20.3%); suspense
dramas (all 30 minutes), which went
from 19.7% to 20.2, and adventure
shows (also all 30 minutes), which
climbed from 16.1% to 18.4%.
Half-hour westerns just about held
their own, with average audiences going from 25.9% to 25.2 (a comparable
figure for hour-long westerns was not
computed for 1957, but for 1958 it
was 23.9%). Situation comedies slipped
a little, from 22.5 to 21.7; variety programs of both lengths dropped somewhat, 60-minute versions from 22.3 to
20.9 and half-hour editions from 18 to
16.7; quiz and audience-participation
shows dropped dramatically — not a
surprising development after the 1958
"scandals" from
sped up25.1%
an already
evidentto
slippage—
in 1957
18.9% in 1958.
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HOMES LOOKING
Daytime and nighttime per-minute averages . . .
The Heres
viewing thepattern fluxes hour by hour during the day. But which way
much?
and howof
in number
per-mmute
for eachof total
hour tvof homes.
the dayThemeasured
television
homes viewing
and theaverage
percentage
month used for both
years is October.
Daytime Monday through Friday
Average 1958 viewing
Average 1957 Tvviewing
homes
Tv homes
1.7
per-minute
Time
per-minute
(percent)
(millions)
(millions)
7-8 a.m.
2.2
0.9
(percent)
3.8
8-9
7.2
3.0
10.6
4.6
9-10
3.7
8.6
14.5
6.3
11.4
4.7
4.1
9.5
7.9
12.7
5.2
10-11
11-12
noon
17.9
15.6
6.4
12-1 p.m.
19.1 8.4
7.9
18.6
20.5
1-2
2-3
18.1
21.2
8.7
19.5
21.6
8.9
10.1
23.3
8.5
4-5
8.1
23.3 9.6
25.5
23.8 9.8
3-4
5-6
11.1
Nighttime Sunday through Saturday
13.6
6-7 p.m.
31.0 12.8
42.3
17.4
31.2
45.4
19.7
7-8
8-9
57.6
55.7
22.9
9-10
251
26.4
60.7
231
61.5
25.3
14.4
33.0
53.1
58.3
24.0
10-11
11-12 midnight
42.0 17.3
Night-by-night breakdown . . .
and night by
the percentage
U.S. time).
television homes tuned ■in hour by hour
nightHereforisOctober
1958 (Newof York
10-11 p.m.
11-12
midnight
7-850.2p.m.
8-960.3
p.m.
9-1059.0p.m.
51.7
31.5
Sun.
53.0
Mon.
44.1
58.8
63.0
52.0
31.9
30.3
Tues. 45.5
58.8 62.9
Wed. 45.8
58.8
62.7
30.7
31.5
52.7
55.2
59.9
50.9
Thurs.
42.9
53.4
57.9
34.6
Fri. 40.9
52.6
58.7 55.2
62.6
Sat. 48.2
40.4
Meanwhile, back on the ranch . . .
big is measu
the audience for television westerns? Here is the percent of average
Octoberaudience
1958.
forHowwesterns
'ed by October
major geographic
categories for October 1957
and 1958
October
1957
Percent
Percentwesterns Index
watching25.2westerns Index
watching
Total U.S.
24.8 100
100
County size
110
(U.S. Census
23.0
27.8
23.2 10994
AB
categories")
24.0
27.0
27.1
24.8
100
CD
107
24.6 99
91
Territory
10693
24.1 97
Northeast
23.5
95
26.1 105
26.7
104
East Central
24.0 10397
26.1
104
West
Central
24.3
26.2
25.5
South
24.5
99
Pacific
500,00096 pop.;
*classClassB, A,all allothercounties
assigned
to metropop.,areasplushaving
countiescities
that overare counties
counties
over less
100,000
certain central
part of having
metro
areas 30,000
whose central
city D,has
than 500,000
over
pop.; class
all remaining
counties.pop.; class C, all other
Peak Periods • Hour by hour, television usage ranges from 3.4% of all tv
homes during the 7-8 a.m. period Monday through Friday, to 60.7% as the
average for the 9-10 p.m. period seven
nights a week. On the average for
Monday through Friday, 11.4% of tv
homes watch during the morning,
22.6% watch in the afternoon, and,
on a week-long basis, 48% watch at
night.
Radio listening patterns are reversed.
In the morning, 14.2% of all radio
homes
listen;
in evening
the afternoon
it's
11.2% and
in the
it is 7.4%.

In these radio homes (as distinguished
from television homes) tv viewing is.
also below the average recorded in tv
homes; for example, the figures show
that in 8.3% of all radio homes television iswatched during the morning; in
the afternoon the figure is 18.1% and
at night it's 41.4%.
In radio homes tv viewing is somewhat higher in the eastern time zone
than in, the central and Pacific zones.
Radio listening again follows the opposite pattern, generally running higher
in the central and Pacific zones than
101
in the East. '

Radio continued to rise during the recession period, but
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when the good times came again radio took a dip because
'we spent most of our time bragging about how well we were
doing. We didn't prepare ourselves for something that was
inevitable.'. . . Intramural selling is responsible for most of

Kev Sweeney

radio's ailments . . . But '59 should stack up well . . .
RADIO'S

BIG

Last year you said that the poor
economic times that were then upon
us would work to the benefit of radio. How will the better times that
we are in now affect radio in the immediate future?
We have a most peculiar situation.
While other media dipped immediately
after the recession took hold, radio continued to rise. When good times came
upon us, radio experienced a curve that
is falling away. We did relatively poorly this fall. Yet we did very well for
months after the newspapers, magazines and television, for that matter, felt
the
impact
of the
I'd guess
that our curve
has recession.
begun to turn
now.
That curve will turn upward throughout
the spring, although half seriously I
wouldn't be opposed to seeing another
recession — it helps our business.
To what do you attribute this
rather odd circumstance?
That we failed to prosper when the
country prospered? Well, I attribute it
to a number of things, the principal one
of which is complacency. Radio had it
made in 1957 and in 1956. Particularly
in spot,work, weaswereopposed
to local with
and what
netvery content
we'd done. We spent most of our time
bragging about how well we were doing.
We didn't
prepare
ourselves for something that was
inevitable.
Sharper competition resulted from a
depressed economic situation and we
lost our advertisers— our 1957-58 advertisers— to other media, who made
them more attractive propositions. We
did not — due to our complacency — do
a job of replacing those advertisers. The
current lag in spot advertising is simply
a matter of two things: (1) our failure
to replace advertisers who went to other
media, and (2) late starts and smaller
schedules, due to recession planning.
The plans for October, November,
December advertising were made in
March, April, May, when the recession
still had many advertisers by the throat.
So those two factors combined to give
102 (PERSPECTIVE '59)

ENEMY:
COMPLACENCY
On the other subject: sure, there are
spot a rather dismal fall in comparison
advertisers who are getting the retail
to what it should have done.
rates
they should be paying a
Is the intramural situation also generalwhen
rate. But again you can count
partly responsible? I'm thinking of those advertisers on the fingers of one
Larry Webb's Station Representatives hand, and the total dollar volume in
Assn.'sworkreport
net- both of these things isn't enough to
package which
deals attributed
as responsible
produce the 4 to 10% (depending on
for cutting into the spot market par- the market) decrease in national spot
t
i
c
u
l
a
r
l
y
f
o
r
the
smaller-market
station.
business.
count for Together,
one-fourth they
of thecouldn't
decrease. acIntramural selling is responsible for
What
is
the
general
outlook
for
most of the ailments of this business,
but not the kind of intramural selling radio in 1959 and what are your
estimates for spot, local and netthat Larry described in his report. Of work?
all the fictions that exist in our business,
one of the most fictional is the one that
My estimating hasn't been very good
in the last
months.
It's somewhat
network selling practices hurt spot radio colored
by few
the job
of selling
spot and
directly. Show me the list of accounts
that would have bought spot radio and network to advertisers. I'd prefer just to
who have bought network, and show say that my guess is, and our projections are, that both spot and network in
me that that list numbers as many as 10 the first
half of 1959 will do slightly
accounts
and
I'll
do
something
drastic.
Whoever makes up the list can suggest better than they did in 1958. Our projections, which are somewhat bolstered
that drastic thing — maybe hara-kiri!
by hope, are that the second quarter
It's
just
not
correct,
no
more
than
the
will
be
proportionately
better than the
other part of the report that says that
stations providing local rates to national first quarter. We went into January feeling the impact of the lessened Novemspot advertisers are responsible in a
ber-December schedules. By April or
major way for the dip.
May
or June we will have picked up
There's
no
question
that
there
are
a
in our tempo. Our exfew spot radio advertisers who are now considerably
pectation isthat the second half will be
buying network. Conversely, there is no
question that each year there are some very good percentage-wise because
network advertisers who pull back to we're running against relatively low
a shorter market list and buy spot. But figures.
that this should be marked as the No.
I believe that last year radio had
6% of the total ad dollar. Somebody
spot'sdone
failure
to1 contributing
do as well as factor
it shouldto have
— I else was getting the other 94%. Will
radio's improve?
share of the total advertising
just can't believe it.
dollar
I'd lisay
yes, butto iteven
takesmake
so many
ons of dollars
a 1% milincrease that our -gain will be in the
neighborhood of 1% of the total — and
probably
on the wrong side of the
decimal point.
Is radio quite far behind the target that you have mentioned in the
past,
getting
perhaps 12% to 14%
of the oftotal
ad dollar?
We're a very long way from it and
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

Perspective, '59.
We predict
1. That our attention will be called to the fact that the tube
in this picture is obsolete.
2. That our bookkeeping department will question charging
all the cost of this advt. to WMT, since it has a tv tube in it.
That twice
Broadcasting's
to call
at3. least
before the production
final proof personnel
is released will
by have
our agency.
4. That the model will be surprised when he discovers that he
has grown a beard.
5. That WMT will continue to average more audience than
the combined total of all other radio stations located in our
Pulse area.
j WMT |
CBS Radio for Eastern Iowa
Mail Address: Cedar Rapids
National Representatives: The Katz Agency
Affiliated with WMT-TV, Cedar Rapids-Waterloo; KWMT, Fort Dodge.

The

station for whirl-wind
sales action!
WWRL
beamed to sell

THE FAMILY STATION
5000
NEW

WATTS

New York's
2,455,000

YORK

On the air 24 hours
DE 5-1600

Negroes
&
Puerto Ricans
WWRL . . . puts the act in action by speaking
the
New market.
York's Topever-expanding
Negrolanguage
and Puertoof Rican
personalities
sell you product 24 hours a day. Get in the sales
whirl ... buy WWRL.
MERCHANDISING PLUS: Ask about our
"geared-to-sell" merchandising plan.
FREE REPORT
NEGRO MARKET IN NEW YORK
POPULATION STUDY

microwave

relays

conquer space barriers
Whether it's a fixed station or a mobile unit, Ceco
microwave equipment surmounts the communication barrier. Because Ceco equipment is built to
a quality that is actually higher than the official
standards. For dependable pickup and relay under
adverse
safe with climatic
Ceco. conditions, you're wise to play
ALL METAL TRIPOD
Has cast top flange and
upper leg portion made
of one piece aluminum
alloy castings. Legs slide
easily
and have tie-rods
Micro Reflector
Wave Relay
to center for automatic
Beam
Head
leveling. Accepts
Perfect for parabolas up
Balanced TV Head,
to 6-ft. diameter. WithMicro Wave Relay Beam
stands torques of 225 ft.
Reflector Head( iiius.)
pounds in elevation and
150 ft. muth.
pounds
in
aziand other similar
Environmental
professional tripod
treatedther for
extreme
weaconditions.
heads. $260.00
Metal Tripod only.
$Head
285. Only
OO Relay Tilt
(7flm€Rfl €(^uipm€nT (o., inc.
Dept.

West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420

we're going to continue to remain a
long way from it until we change our
selling practices in this business. We
talked about the intramural competition. Inside our shop we estimate that
there aren't more than a couple of
dozen stations that are doing an intensive job of selling radio on a consistent basis, except intramurally. Some
of the biggest operators in our business
are completely committed to intramural
selling. By that I mean station vs. station, or affiliate vs. independent, or
R & R indies versus other type indies.
Can we talk about radio rates
now?
We'll talk about radio rates if it
doesn't worry our attorneys. Every time
somebody
our file.attorneys
dip into the says
Dept."rates"
of Justice
Well, of course, the obvious question here isthemselves
whether they're
maintain
or going
whetherto
they'll
or decline.
You perhaps
can't giveadvance
a categorical
answer,
because there will be 3,400 answers —
one for each station — times the number
of rate classifications each station now
has. I do not think rates will go down.
On the other hand I do not think that
rates
if any.anyI more
don't
think will
radioadvance
is goingmuch,
to cost
in 1959 than in 1958.
Should it cost more, perhaps?
Well, there are two ways that you
look at "should it cost more?" I can
prove to you with bar charts and slides
and research that will fill up the entire
office here that radio is undoubtedly
the most underpriced advertising medium ever. But it's like selling mink coats
in the tropics. People have to want the
medium. To put it in somewhat oldfashioned
and demand.terms, it's the law of supply
I do not think the buyers will stand
for many rate increases in 1959 from
any advertising medium. Despite prosperity, Idon't ofthink
there will
be any
rate increases
any major
proportions
by
any
advertising
medium
in
the
first
six months of 1959 excepting possibly
newspapers in certain cities where costs
force a rate increase.
Does radio face the same pricing
problem or expense problem that its
competitive media, the printed
media, do? For example, newsprint
costs have continued to rise.
No, we don't face the kind of soaring costs that printed media, particularly, experience and that television will
Radio is not faced by any substantial
increases from any source that I know
of, so radio is in a much better position
to compete in a market where the buyer
isget.trying to get the absolute most for
his dollar. We may have some labor
problems, but I think that they will be
sectional in nature. And radio is in a
BROADCASTING, Februory 9, 1959
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SESACs

He's off and selling with
Special Series Programs.

Stations everywhere have discovered that SESACs Special Series Programs do a real selling job. These smartlybuilt open-end script shows are perfect for local programming needs. Music and scripts for all occasions; national holidays, religious celebrations, sports events and just solid entertainment. All Special Series Programs,
including scripts and discs, are available to you on an outright sale basis.
Take the up and coming "Your American Holidays" series, for instance. There's a special quarter-hour show
for thirteen
holidaysaresuchoveras TOO
Independence
Washington's
and Lincoln's
Thanksgiving Day different
and nine patriotic
others. There
stirring bandDay,selections
and program
notes Birthdays,
for each. Use
the
scripts and discs on the specific days— use the music throughout the year. The complete series is just $49.50 or
less than $4.00 per show. "The Best Music In America" from the SESAC Transcribed Library.
For full information write now . . .
SESAC
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The Coliseum Tower
10 Columbus Circle
New York 19, N. Y. 105
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GET?

As we go into 1959 . . .
POPULATION — up 5% in 1 year!
Dallas entered 1959 with a metropolitan population of 9 16,000... a gain
of 43,400 in one year, or equivalent to a city the size of Quincy, Illinois.
EMPLOYMENT — now at "record high"!
Texas Employment Commission reports Metropolitan Dallas' mid-December employment at 357,680 compared to 353,540 a year ago.
NEW BUSINESSES — 457 new firms in 1 year!
Dallas now has more manufacturing plants than any Southwestern area, and
with 38 planned industrial districts, has more than any city in the nation!
FINANCIAL — Bank Deposits up 18%!
Savings and Loan Deposits up 15%! Largest Banking Center in Southwest!
Bank debits up $1,000,000,000 in one year!
CONSTRUCTION — now at an "all-time high"!
Residential — up 50% Non-Residential — up 37%
RETAIL SALES — registers 3% gain over 1957!
1958 estimate $1,366,000,000!
Look to DALLAS for Sales! Look to WFAA-TV (the "Quality Station") for your Best Salesman!
WFAA-TV
8 -Dallas
A TELEVISION
SERVICE OF THE DALLAS MORNING bNEWS channel
• EDWARD PETRY
& CO., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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. . . Radio is becoming automated at every level . . . Station gross may not increase much right now, but the net
income can if operating costs are pruned prudently . . .
Simple changes in logging-billing procedures could save the
industry $7 million in one year . . . Program modifications
enable networks now to deliver what they sell . . .
very good position to negotiate with
almost crease
anyour costs.
group Actually,
that's trying
inwe tomight
even reduce our costs. Everywhere on
every hand I see operators who are
trying to reduce their costs. I know of
no
who well-informed,
does not now progressive
have some operator
kind of
a plan which will substantially reduce .
his costs. This business is becoming so
mechanized that . . .
It is becoming automated?
Definitely automated, at every level.
At the station level particularly, and
certainly the networks will automate as
much as is practicable. To give you an
example, I was talking to a station
operator yesterday who paid a substantial price for his station, who is a
sharp operator, who's got his station
honeding aplan
downthrough
pretty which
fine. Yethe he's
studycan knock
off $50,000 or $60,000 a year of his
fixed costs through automation. He is
spending $700,000 a year to operate
now. But that $50,000 to $60,000 a
year is important because it can all
come down into net. All big station
operators are thinking automation, cost
reductions. There are going to be millions of dollars knocked off operating
costs in our business this year which
will put us in a position to meet any
problems of increased operating costs
from unanticipated areas.
The total gross revenue picture at
the moment cannot increase to a
significant extent, therefore the profit
margin, in order to be increased,
must come through cutting back on
operating costs?
That's right. But I want to emphasize
— most of the operators really studying
cost reduction are busy improving their
operation. Not only through automation, but in every way that they can
think of, without any reduction of
quality in broadcasting, and almost always with an increase — a sharp increase—in internal efficiency. All the
cost reductions are not in the area of
what they release on the air. They are
in the areas of "How do we build audience better and more quickly? — How
do we research things better without
costing so much money? How do we
control and conserve manpower and
womanpower?" And there must be 500
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

ways that we've heard about in the past
year, mostly through our Regional
Management Conferences, that individuals, working almost alone, have
solved these problems or some aspect
of them. Maybe the station manager
only saves a half of a day for one girl
a week, but then he passes that idea on
and everybody does it. This business is
getting out of the cracker-barrel era to
the point that scientific management has
really taken over to conserve funds and
to bring sales dollars down to the final
line of the statement.
And it's not just the metropolitan
market stations working on IBM-type
logging and billing. It's a station in a
town
"What's
point ofof 20,000
typing that
this thinks,
log every
day? theIt
doesn't change much. Supposing we
type it only once a week and put it into
a copying machine after daily corrections." Now,idea,
this may
soundputlikethea
tremendous
but not
if you
number of man-hours that are spent
every day by 3,400 radio stations typing
a log, they will add to something in the
neighborhood in a month of 200,000
man-days. If you could cut that by onefourth,
hire
anybody keeping
for less inthanmind$12 you
a daycan'tto type
your log intelligently, you could save
with this one device, if you could carry
it over to all stations, about $7 million
a year.
As to programming structures,
what are they going to mean next
year? What do you consider the effect of the new network radio pattern, particularly the latest one by
CBS — on the networks themselves
and on stations?
I don't believe that there's any very
different pattern that will distinguish
1959 radio at the network level from
1958. There is going to be less programming offered the affiliates of certain networks, but if you evaluate how much
less in terms of affiliate acceptance and
salessales
potential,
I can't5%,seeifthat
reducesI
the
potential
thatit much.
feel thetentialchanges
enhance
the
sales
poof networks. While the trials and
tribulations of the networks have been
an embarrassment to them and to the
industry, relatively the time involved in
the transition from the old-style net-
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Kev Sweeney

work of the early 1950s to the 1960
network is occurring in a short period
of time. All radio has been in transition
for four or five years and every industry
has its transition period.
If I evaluate correctly what is happening, the networks are now in a position to do what they have not been able
to do consistently in the past two years,
which is to deliver what they sell. The
network salesman has been behind the
eight ball, because in competing with
Saturday Evening Post or This Week
salesmen for the national dollar, he was
not always certain he could deliver the
markets he sold. He might not be able
to deliver Pittsburgh, he might not be
able to deliver Seattle, or he might not
be able to deliver six of the top 20 markets. Sure, he could say, "Well, 80% of
the
volume
But
that dollar
is not the
answeris fordelivered."
an advertiser
who wants what network can provide,
which is truly national coverage with
one order, one identical merchandisable
vehicle every place simultaneously.
That's network's pitch.
I think
networks havethat
takeneveryhas step
madethatthemthe more
competitive as an advertising medium
to their natural enemy, the magazines.
I also think that every step that they
have taken has made them less competitive with spot. These steps are eliminating network as a spot competitor, because the network now more than any
time in its entire history — going back
even as far as the 1 940s when the "must
buy"
came listdown
from advertiser.
FCC — is
selling edict
its entire
to every
Truly now networks deliver and sell a
national
all sellingadvertising
the 3,300 medium.
counties They're
of the
United States as their market.
But some of the spot boys claim
that the networks are selling at rates
so low that spot cannot compete.
That is like Gimbel's complaining to
Macy's that Macy's is selling hosiery
too
If I were
I'd tellwants
'em
to runlow.around
a hoop.Macy's,
If a station
what a network can give it, then it
should be prepared to take with it the
things
that it doesn't
like. objects
Nothingto isa
100% perfect.
If a station
network selling its facilities lower than
the price the station itself offers; then
107

it should disaffiliate with the network.
This is not a completely unique situation, keep in mind. Because if you add
the cost of a color page in the Sunday
editions of the major newspapers carrying This Week, versus what This Week
delivers its back page in four colors for,
you'll
that ThisBut,Weeklike istheunderselling
all
of itsseeaffiliates.
difference
between spot and network, there is a
difference in the color advertising in
This Week
news
section.and in the newspaper's local
Spot has so many great things that
network cannot deliver. Sellers of spot,
instead of complaining about what network does,network,
should but
say, here
"Sure,areyouall the
get
this from
great things you get from spot." Sometimes the Its
spotfunction
people lose
sighttoofusespot's
function.
is that,
the
newspapers' phrase, "all business is
local." It's the ability of spot to design
something tailor-made for an advertiser
that makes it a great advertising medium. If an advertiser has the patience to
buy market by market and the desire
to plan for each different competitive
situation, then it makes all the sense in
the world for him to buy spot radio, spot
television, and newspapers. If his competitive situation is much the same
everywhere and he wants the type of
advertising which network television,
magazines and network radio provide,

Forecast.

then they are the natural buy. And no
advertiser, just to take advantage of a
low price in network, is going to throw
away his complete marketing philosophy
and go into network when he wants the
unique advantages spot can give him.
Do you think '59 will be a better
year for networks?
I think it will be a much better year
for networks. How well networks capitalize on the advantages that they now
have is going to be the measure of their
success.
What effect are these new network patterns going to have, if any,
on independent stations?
I don't
think they'll have
fect upon independents
at all.much
Runningefindependent radio stations now requires
a high degree of art and a great amount
of information and a willingness to
learn. These independent operators will
not ignore what networks are doing,
but they are so busy learning from one
another that what the network does is
of secondary interest to them, in my
opinion.
Is the modern radio concept
spreading?
I don't know what modern radio
means. It used to mean so many different things by so many different
people.
Well, selves
by people
who call
themmodern radio
operators,

doesn't it mean a

Interview with

pretty nation—
lively
alertcombicombination— of music
and news primarily,
not necessarily the
topIf 40that's
tunes?
what you
say it means, then I
can answer the quesdefine tion.
modern
Network
affiliates
wv *™m)
I can't
Because radio.
resent an independent station appropriating to itself
adjective
"modern,"
and with
somethejustice,
because
there
are, some opinions to the contrary,
many extremely alert, well-operated
"modern" network affiliates. If by modern radio you mean the independent
concept of programming music to the
taste of the audience, rather than to
the taste of the ownership or management, and an effort to cover news more
intensively, especially on the local level.
I think it's bound to grow. It's probably
very close to the zenith of its "first
stage"
in some
are several
of thesemarkets,
operatorswhere
who there
have
been operating there for a number of
years. But it is spreading fast through
medium-sized and smaller markets, with
individual interpretations for each market.
Will the trend towards program-

. . 1959.

OKLAHOMA AND SOUTHWEST: Clear economic skies with ideal growing conditions
for all products advertised over KVOO RADIO, the Voice of Oklahoma since 1925.
KVOO cultivated listeners with high per capita income provide rich, fertile field
for immediate product-desire seeding.
Highest quality LOCAL and NBC programming continually irrigates and stimulates
greatest growth for maximum yield. (A KVOO specialty)
Tested seed and complete planting instructions now available at any Edward Petry
& Company office, or call KVOO Growing Fields direct, Riverside 2-5561, Tulsa.
DIAL
1170 KC

KVOO

Harold C. Stuart, President
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50,000
WATTS

Gustav K. Brandborg, V.P. & Gen. Manager
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ming for specialized audiences continue?
I feel very strongly that it will.
If you go into a market where there
are three or four alert independent
operators, whose basic format is 80%
popular recorded music, and 20% news
at the outside — maybe it's 90-10 or 8515 or something like that — you can see
these guys under competitive pressures
probing for different ways of doing
things.news
It's programming
manifested in ways
their
aroundtheyor shift
they
shift their music around.
In a market which has a dozen
stations, is there room for a station
which programs nothing but talk?
Unquestionably there is. Talk is very
expensive
to program
and that'sthinking
what's
held it back.
Not enough
probably has been done — and this is a
personal opinion — about the ways in
which you can repeat talk as you can
repeat "Beep-Beep."
No would
station think
programming popular music
ofmight
running
just during
once, they
run it"Beep-Beep"
a dozen times
the
day; it might run two or a dozen. Why
can't five minutes of talk that's effective at 7:30 in the morning be reprogrammed at 10:30 in the morning, when
there's
an atentirely
And again
noon, different
at three, ataudience?
five, at
seven, at nine you would run it all over
again?

Nearly

Will radio start selling programming again?
If there's
going toselling
be a substantial
increase in program
we have not
seen any of it yet. There is a surprising
amount of programming sold, but most
programming that is sold is sold either
by specialized stations in large markets
or it is sold in medium and small markets. In talking about the decline in program sales, our industry tends to think
too much of New York and Cleveland
and New Orleans and not enough of the
great many stations serving medium and
small markets, where a great many program sales are still made. Most of those
program sales, however, are news programs^— by that I mean 15-minute news
rather than the 5-minute news. But program advertisers still represent 20% of
the advertising revenue in mediumsized markets and 22.3% of the revenues in small markets. The dramatic
program and the variety show and the
recorded day time serial packaged by a
syndicator are as dead as Grover Cleveland, however.
Are the rush-hour jams being
broken?
Stations are still very loaded in the
so-called "traffic" time. But there are
fewer SRO conditions. Because stations
have, under the pressure of advertisers,
scaled their prices up to where 7 to 9

a million

families

and

New

454

know

that

place

of America's

Good

Music

and 4 to 6 sometimes aren't as good a
buy. If you really examine 7 to 9 a.m.
and 4 to 6 p.m. in some markets, they
are not justified for certain types of advertisers. Insome cities, the only justification isthat you can reach large male
audiences
able at otherat that
times.time that are not availAre you breaking into nighttime?
Nighttime is moving slowly. There
are break-throughs, but the breakthroughs are done on a price basis.
There has always been a lot of 6 to 8
p.m. sold, but usually as a part of a 20
times a week schedule in which by buying 7 to 9 in the morning and getting
three spots there, the sponsor takes less
desirable afternoon and evening times,
too.
But now there is a willingness among
advertisers to take a look at evening
time, which is still among the most
valuable times we have, for its own
sake. They recognize it is only between
7:30 and 8 that television really begins
to shoot way up and clobber all other
advertising media. Until after 7 p.m.,
on a basis of number of adults in our
respective audiences, we are still in
great
competitive shape compared to
television.
Before we get off selling patterns
in programming, Emil Mogul of the
Mogul agency, in a speech late last

York

advertisers

nothing

Station

takes

the

Number

One

liflWn

AM 50,000 watts, and FM W H8 BJ JFm 1 M
Radio Station of The New York Times W W ^wfj^M II »
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. . . 52-week advertisers who complain stations are too tied up with
ih-and-outers to add their business
should just order 52 weeks and
watch the reaction . . . Fm has more

Interview with

sex appeal now than ever . . .

Kev Sweeney

fall tried to get across the point that
it is getting very difficult for a national advertiser to get a 52-week
contract in radio because the in-andouters are being catered to. Do you
have any comment on this?
I would be most reluctant to tangle
with Mr. Mogul, who is a shrewd, discerning buyer of radio. But I have only
this to say about any 52-week advertiser: Let a 52-week advertiser who
means firm 52 weeks go into a station
and say he is going to buy 52 weeks. He
will be surprised how thick the rug is
and how many small black boys run out
to make sure that he is fanned and
brought a cool drink. One of the big
problems of radio is that we are up to
Ed Zack — Morning Mayor of the
our armpits in in-and-outers. AdmittedQuint-Cities — presents a sack of
ly, a lot of stations, despairing of atapples to the "Teacher of the
the 52-week
advertiser,
have
Day"
...
a
daily
feature
of
Ed's
now
set tracting
their
rate structure
to cater
Music
on WOC.'59 Show — 6 to 9 a.m.
mostly to the short-termers. But let the
advertiser who really wants to buy 52
weeks, as many of Mr. Mogul's clients
It's WOC and "Mayor" Ed Zack
do,
in andwhatsay,are"I'm
52
saying, "Thanks," to one of those
weeksgo and
you going
going toto buy
do for
me?" . . .
very special people who look
He will get his rate?
after tomorrow's generation.
He will get the most cordial welcome
he ever got.
Another reason for the top listening interest of the right people
What were radio's most important
... to WOC.
new customers in '58?
We don't
any really
customers, ifyou have
are talking
about new
industry
To reach — and sell — these
classifications.
Our
best
customer,
pro"right"
people,
call your PGW
portionate to what it has done in
Colonel for
availabilities.
past years, is the automobile industry,
strangely
'59? enough. The automobile industry'swasintroductory
new models
very campaign
good for us.for the
Was it good for the auto makers
Pax ShafferSales Manager
and will they do the same thing in
Peters,
I don't think the auto makers know
Inc., Griffin,
ExclusiveWoodward
National what
they are going to do March 1,
Representatives
1959, themselves. There is no industry
THE QUINT CITIES
that was worse burned in 1958 than
the automobile manufacturers and their
DAVENPORT .
dealers. The manufacturers are under
BETTENDORF I
tremendous pressure from their dealers,
who have an understandable desire to
ROCK
ISLAND
j
show a profit this year, being strange
MOLINE > ILL.
sort of guys. As you probably know,
EAST MOLINE '
better than half of all dealers lost money
last year.
5000 WATTS AM
We had a team up in Detroit, and we
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have never seen shorter term planning
in a heavy goods industry. They are
prepared to go for five million cars;
they would love to think that they are
going
sell sixtheymillion,
but theyare don't
really tobelieve
can. They
also
prepared to cut back to four million
cars and so they are loose as a goose in
all their plans.
What new customers are you
Our after
principal
target is the gasoline
going
for '59?
marketer because we have such a tremendous story to tell him.
What is the fm picture now and
in the immediate future?
Fm has great sex appeal at the
moment — more sex appeal in the fall of
1958 than it has had in any time in the
recent
of view.past,By from
5 to the
1. Iadvertiser's
hear more point
talk
about fm. As far as buying fm, there is
more of it and it is growing . . .
you speak
of "buying fm,"
do When
you mean
advertisers?
Yes. Thesequentiadollar
figures
are inconl, but there are a great
many
advertisers who are asking about fm.
What effect or what worth do you
put on the future of stereo to radio?
I'm not very bullish on stereo for radio because it doesn't mean enough in
interpreting much of the music that we
have
the ofair.twoHaving
"Beep-Beep"
comingon out
speakers
at once
doesn't really help very much.
Stereo is a great sales gimmick and
it is selling a certain classification of advertiser because it permits him demonstration. Agreat many of the sales that
are being made are very intelligent sales
and intelligent buys for that reason. A
distributor with a number of lines of
stereo
couldn't
possibly
buy
a betterequipment
medium than
am and
fm radio
on a stereo basis. But what does it mean
in the tiser?
longWhat run
adverdoesto itourmeanbig, tobasic
a gasoline
advertiser or a food advertiser or a drug
advertiser? And is the quality that you
get and the effect that you get meaningful enough that you are going to get
people to turn on two sets to hear it? I
don't know. I know stereo sold some
time and I love it for that reason, but
I can't see it being one of the great
solutions to our sales problems.
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REMEMBER THIS PICTURE? It's of Theodore Roosevelt National Memorial Park in
North Dakota's Badlands. It was used in 1958 to illustrate one of Sinclair's public service
messages devoted to the conservation of America's natural resources and historic shrines.
Sinclair's Public Service
Continues to Win Wide
Now in its fifth year, Sinclair's public service program has
won continuing praise from the nation's leading senators, governors, congressmen, editors, educators and
conservationists, and public commendation from important civic, business, farm, garden, travel and patriotic
organizations.
In 1958, Sinclair received, for its public service, citations and commendations from the U.S. Junior Chamber

Program
Acclaim

of Commerce, Sport Fishing Institute, Wisconsin Recreation Association, the American Farm Bureau Federation,
and the governors of Minnesota, North Dakota and
Kansas, among others. In addition, the program again
received the Saturday Review Award for distinguished
advertising in the public interest, and was selected by
Public Relations News as one of the year's best public
relations programs.

HAVE YOU MOTORED TO A NATIONAL PARK RECENTLY? If not, perhaps you
are planning such a trip for this summer. You will find our colorful National
Parks map of interest and help. Write for your copy today: Tour Bureau,
Sinclair Oil Bldg., 600 Fifth Ave., New York 20, N. Y.
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SINCLAIR
A Great Name in Oil

VTR

ENTHUSIASM

STRONG

IN
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Pre-recording of programs is major use, giving flexibility
When
ratus was workable
introduced videotaping
at the 1956 appaNAB
Convention it was greeted as the greatest thing to happen to television since
the electronic picture tube replaced the
mechanical spiral disc. During the
three-day Chicago meeting tv station
managers and their chief engineers
packed into the Ampex Corp. exhibit,
backed up their interest with orders for
$4 million worth of vtr equipment.
Today the more than 50 tv broadcasters who have had from a few weeks'
tovtr more
than ata year's
experience
machines
their own
stations with
are
still as enthusiastic as they were three
years ago about the recording of pictures on magnetic tape. Response to a
Broadcasting
sent in then
December to allquestionnaire
U.S. tv stations
equipped for videotaping their tv programs* shows an amazingly high regard for the importance of vtr in a station's operations. More than two-thirds
of
the respondents
vtr "essential"
to their
operations. call
Another
25% find
it "extremely helpful." The remainder
(6%) checked the "somewhat helpful"
space, with no votes for either "of little
help"
"of no help."
Mostor stations
now have one machine,
a few have two (14%) and the majorittyenotifonthose
indicate
toadd areplying
second unit
in thethenearinfuture (many expecting delivery of their
second machines early this year) . Most
feel that two machines will take care of
all their videotaping needs, but a few
major market stations foresee installations of as many as six.
Color • Only one station currently
has color vtr equipment in operation,
WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C, which
last September installed the full RCA
vtr machine that tapes either monochrome or color programs, and is so
pleased with results that a second such
machine will be installed before the end
of March (see story, page 120). But half
of the stations now equipped for taping
black-and-white programs plan to add
color taping units eventually, 20% of
them this year.
Cost is one reason for the lag in
color tape installations. The full monochrome-plus-color installation is priced
at $64,000 by Ampex, $63,000 by
RCA. Stations now equipped with Ampex monochrome tape machines would
have to shell out $19,500 more to add
color. But the main reason that tv
broadcasters have not rushed to buy
•59 stations: 58 with Ampex equipment,
one
tions.with RCA. Replies came from 32 sta112 (PERSPECTIVE '59)

color tape as they did black-and-white
is that the tv public has not rushed into
color either. "When color comes, we'll
add with
color only
tape,"one istva home
typicalincomment,
but
100 able
to receive programs in color, most
broadcasters today see little immediate
need for color tape. Less understandable are the replies of 25% of the total
response that they have no plans for
color tape at any time, particularly as
these "no color" answers came from
stations in New York, Chicago and Los
Angeles as well as smaller cities.
The major use of vtr equipment and
the only use which all stations make of
it is for pre-recording programs and
commercials. With videotape, programs
may be recorded at times best suited
to the most efficient use of studios. Performers may do their stints at times
most convenient, without regard for the
studio clock. Local advertisers who
like to do their own commercials don't
have to hang around the station in the
afternoon or late at night. Visiting
notables can be interviewed when available (and the chance to watch their own
air appearances is an added inducement
to grant the interview). Staff personnel can be used during regular working
hours with overtime periods drastically
reduced if not eliminated altogether.
What Gets Taped • Every conceivable kind of video show is being taped
today. Dramatic programs, musical extravaganzas, sermons, sports events, lectures, quiz shows, cooking classes, interviews— you name it and somewhere
somebody is putting it on tape for use
on the air at the right time. Particularly
interviews, which 85% of station replies say are being taped regularly.
Forum shows are taped at 60% of the
respondent stations, musical programs
by 50%, news by 70%, sports by 45%
(and news and sports condensations by
35%), audience participation by 40%
and drama by 30%.
About 30% of the stations which
replied say they plan to produce programs on videotape for syndication and

somewhat more (35%) expect to exchange (Included
taped programs
tions.
in both with
figuresother
are stathe
20% who anticipate offering programs
on tapecated sale.)
for both exchange and syndiTo date, however, there has been
little distribution of taped programs
for use away from the originating station. The Divorce Court series, produced by and at KTTV (TV) Los Angeles and syndicated by Guild Films,
with about a dozen stations now broadcasting it each week and Live Pro
Wrestling, also distributed by Guild, are
the only syndicated tape series now
regularly on the air, so far as could be
learned. Many programs are being
taped in anticipation of syndication,
however. Exchange of tapes is also
getting started slowly, also is expected
to mushroom rapidly. Currently KINGTV Seattle and KGW-TV Portland,
Ore. (same ownership) are swapping a
number of programs by tape each week;
WEAR-TV Pensacola and WFLA-TV
Tampa are exchanging political tapes,
as at somewhat longer range are
WAGA-TV
Atlanta and WFAA-TV
Dallas.
KTTV also pioneered in the distribution of taped news programs last month
when it made the first American tv interview with Soviet Deputy Premier
Anastas Mikoyan available to other tv
stations following its own broadcast
(Broadcasting, Jan. 19). The success
of this venture has already led to informal discussions of the feasibility of
organizing a tv news service, with one
member station in each market, for the
distribution by videotape of news coverterest.age of people or events of national inWhy The Delay? • But the volume
of syndicated tape programs is expected
to come from program production organizations, probably in the main the
same companies which are now producing tv'stions insyndicated
programs.centers
Stathe major film
production
report hundreds of inquiries, scores of
inspection visits, from program producers— even the rental of station tape
facilities for the production of a few
pilot programs. The reason for the interest isobvious — the cost of putting a program on tape is about half that of doing
the job on film. The reason why the
interest has not been translated into
more action is equally plain — union
problems. (See story, page 116.)
The great majority
of videotaping
toCONTINUED
on page 114
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Videotape coverage • This is the picture of videotape in the continental
U.S. this month — 68 stations in 26
states and the District of Columbia.
Such is the nature of this fast-multiplying field that it will be out of date within
weeks (the map, with shaded areas representing coverage of vtr equipped stations, was revised three times in two
weeks before going to press).
The story behind the map is meaningful for both broadcasters and the
clients who use their stations. Even today it is possible to reach a large share
of the U.S. tv market with locallyoriginated videotape signals — meaning
both local and national spot business.
The following is a list of the markets
and the stations which are operating
with videotape in February 1959:
Arizona: Phoenix — KOOL-TV.
California: Los Angeles — KCOP
(TV), KHJ-TV, KTLA (TV), KTTV
(TV) ; Sacramento-Stockton — KCRATV; San Francisco-Oakland— KRONTV, KPIX (TV), KTVU (TV).
Colorado : Denver — KLZ-TV.
Connecticut: Hartford — WTICTV; New Haven— WNHC-TV.
district of Columbia: Washington
— WTTG (TV).
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

Florida: Pensacola-Mobile (Ala.) —
WEAR-TV; Tampa-St. Petersburg—
WFLA-TV.
Georgia: Atlanta— WAGA-TV.
Illinois: Chicago — WBBM-TV,
WBKB (TV), WGN-TV.
Indiana: Indianapolis - Bloomington
—WISH-TV.
Kentucky: Louisville — WHAS-TV.
Maryland : Baltimore — WJZ-TV.
Massachusetts: Boston — WBZ-TV,
WHDH-TV.
Michigan: Detroit — WJBK-TV;
Flint— WJRT (TV).
Minnesota: Minneapolis-St. Paul —
KMSP-TV, WCCO-TV.
Missouri: St. Louis — KCPP (TV);
Springfield— KYTV (TV).
new york: Buffalo— WGR-TV; New
York-Newark (N. J. )— WCBS-TV,
WNEW-TV, WNTA-TV, WOR-TV,
WPIX (TV); Schenectady-Albany-Troy
— WRGB (TV) ; Syracuse— WSYRnorth Carolina: Charlotte — WBTV
TV
(TV); Raleigh-Durham— WRAL-TV.
ohio: Cleveland— KYW-TV, WEWS
(TV), WJW-TV.

Oklahoma: Oklahoma City — WKYTV; Tulsa— KOTV (TV).
Oregon: Portland— KGW-TV.
KOIN-TV.
Pennsylvania: Lancaster- — WGALTV; Philadelphia
— WFIL-TV;
Pittsburgh—KDKA-TV,
WIIC (TV),
WTAE (TV).
TV.rhode island: Providence— WJARsouth Carolina: Charleston —
WUSN-TV.
texas: Dallas-Ft. Worth — KRLDTV, WFAA-TV; Galveston— KGULTV; Houston— KPRC-TV; Lubbock—
KDUB-TV; San Antonio— KENS-TV.
KONO-TV,
— KSYD-TV. WOAI-TV; Wichita Falls
utah: Salt Lake City-Provo —
KLOR-TV.
Virginia: Norfolk — WTAR-TV;
Richmond— WRVA; Roanoke— WSLSTV.
Washington: Seattle-Tacoma —
KING-TV.
Information on markets and stations
with videotape
equipment was
researched by Broadcasting
through
Ampex and RCA; data on market covwas researched
studios,erageNew
York. by NTA's Tele113

by more people
Nielsen
showsyour12.5%
more TV (Spring
homes. '58)
Refigure
cost
per
thousand!
Base
it
on ratings x
Nielsen!
KTBS-TV is seen by more than a
million people with more than 1.5
billion dollars to spend in this oilrich four-state market.
Channel 3 is the only sin- NRP
gle TV buy that can give ^Jlii^
you full coverage of this inp
rich four-state market. AbU
Ask your Petry man for details
& CHANNEL
I 3

SHREVEPORORT
LOUISIANA

E. Newton Wray. Pres. & Gen. Mgr
Program Guide For
FM-SCA LICENSEES
Present and Prospective
The only background music on tape
that
/sn'rto also
on transcriptions
available
any broadcaster
is

Exclusive franchise territories for this
exclusive tape program service now
being allocated. No franchise fees.
No percentages. For franchise particulars, availabilities and audition —
moil coupon today for complete particulars.
MAGNE-TRONICS,
49 West 45th Street, NewInc. York 36, N. Y.
Please rush complete particulars on exclusive
franchise plan for FM-SCA and wire services.
0 STATION
0 STREET
0 CITY
STATE..
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CONTINUED from page 112
day is done for the convenience of the
stations to use their studios, personnel
and taping equipment in the most convenient and economical manner, to reduce overtime and weekend work, to
get program material not otherwise
available and, particularly, to secure
more local business. Stations generally
do offer taping services to advertisers
and agencies and about half of them
also make videotape available to outside producers.
When the taping is done for the convenience ofthe station, there is naturally no charge made to the advertiser.
But where he wants his programs or
spots made on tape, a charge is made
and about half of the stations with tape
facilities have published rate cards.
(Theseices arediffer
muchon aswhat
to what
offeredso and
basis servthat
the need for eventual standardization is
evident. An industry committee tackling
that job now could prevent widespread
confusion among buyers and sellers at
such time as taping becomes a common
practice, which everyone agrees it soon
will. Some stations, for example, provide taping services for a net charge;
others make them commissionable).
What It Costs • Rates for taping an
hour-long program vary from $70 to
$300. For an announcement, the taping
charges range from $14 to $50. Tapes
taken from the station must be paid for,
with prices varying from $300 to $400
for a reel of tape. All stations agree
on a formula of providing a rehearsal
period twice as long as the air time for
each program. For announcements, 15
minutes of recording time and 30
minutes of rehearsal are standard. All
announcements of one-minute and less
carry the same taping fee at each station.
All stations answering the questionnaire report that staff technicians handle
all the taping and none reports any
problems that were not rapidly overcome as the men gained experience with
the equipment. The technicians at
37.5% of the stations are non-union; at
40% they are members of IBEW; at
12.5% they belong to NABET and at
10% the union is IATSE.
Half of the stations are equipped
with Ampex splicers, another 10% have
these on order and 15% have developed
splicing equipment of their own, with
25% reporting no splicers. The same
technicians who are employed in taping
also handle the splicing at all stations
but one. That exception is KTTV,
whose employes include members of
and IATSE. The sta0 both NABET
tion'sfor agreements
with ofbothtape
unionssplicing
provide
a
sharing
0 duties, with NABET members
handling
the cutting and assembly work (such as
inserting a commercial) and IATSE

members in charge of what might be
called "creative editing."
Enabling a station to obtain new busines is its chief value to a station, according to replies to a list of tape advantages which were checked as follows: Obtaining new business, 78% of
respondents; saving man-hours, 66%;
saving studio time, 59% ; reducing overtime, 53%; improving program quality, 50% ; obtaining new program material, 47%; reducing production time,
38%; reducing personnel, 16%; extending program hours, 12%.
Station comments indicate that much
of the increase in business attributed to
videotape stems from the improvement
in quality that
tape provides.
"Tape'sbe
immediate
playback
lets errors
caught and corrected before broadcast."
. . . "Allows sure-fire presentation of a
complicated show." . . . "Adequate rehearsal of talent and production techassure on-air with
perfection."
"Assuredniquesexcellence
a chance. .to.
What's Wrong • Union problems, the
lack of complete perfection in present
re-do."
vtr equipment and network regulations
preventing affiliates from freely taping
network shows for delayed local broadcast are the main reasons why some
broadcasters have not been able to
utilize videotape as fully as they had
hoped. Advertisers who might have become profitable clients for taped programs or commercials and program
producers alike have kept away from
the use of tape rather than get involved
in a labor dispute, one station reports.
Another feels that with improved equipment it would not be necessary to assign a full-time engineer during taping
periods. Several express dissatisfaction
with network restrictions. And some
feel that the cost of raw tape is too high.
Network policy is to forbid the taping
of network programs by affiliates for
playback at a later time. At ABC-TV
and NBC-TV it's exactly that. CBS-TV
in December relaxed its tape prohibition slightly and experimentally, making
it possible for an affiliate to tape a CBSTV network program provided it gets
the permission of both network and
sponsor in writing and agrees to telecast
the tape only once, to erase it within
six hours of use, to record and broadcast the full program and not to use it
or any part of any other show. Even so,
CBS-TV's rule is: "Except in unusual
circumstances and unless a clear showing to warrant exceptions is made, tape
delays of network programs by affiliates
willButnotthebe large
permitted."
majority of respondents
skipped this question and so tacitly gave
their approval to the vtr process as it
now performs. This does not mean that
they don't want more, however. Asked
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959
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what tape accessory they would like to
have developed next, they called for a
video erase head, a "videola" for editing, a remote control unit, a time footage counter, an electronic cueing device, indexing devices, a portable vtr
recorder which can be carried by one
man, a simplified splicer and a monitor
head to provide "a foolproof method of
monitoring
Informed while
of therecording."
desires of station
users of tape recorders (VR-1000 is
Ampex's code number for its basic
monochrome
man said: unit), an Ampex spokes-

1000, incidentally, the necessary connections are already installed in the
back of every VR-1000 console, and
Ampexmote iscontrolprepared
furnishWethehave
reunit on torequest.
never
had suchtended
a request,
Comments
to behowever."
eulogistic.
Typical are these three. "We think videpe is the greatest
tion tootatelevision
since single
the birthcontribuof the
industry," writes Bob King, program director of WFAA-TV Dallas. "Fabulous
potential for the entire industry — and
it's working now," says Robert W.
Breckner, program vice president of
"As with other Ampex products, it is KTTV (TV) Los Angeles. "In time it
our policy to make the VR-1000 as will
revolutionize
our industry,"
Gifford, program
directorstatesof
flexible and versatile a tool as possible. Sam
WHAS-TV
Louisville.
Thus we are studying a number of possible accessories to the VR-1000, some
of which are mentioned in the Broad- Videotape & labor
casting survey results.
Videotape recording has introduced
time to time,fornewuseaccessories
will"From
be announced
with the a new set of labor relations problems
to
television.
basic VR-1000. For example, some time
Essentially, the videotape recorder is
ago Ampex demonstrated the VR-1010
color accessory, a third rack of elec- a device that enables the tv broadcaster to use his facilities and personnel
tronics that converts the VR-1000 from
effectively
economically.
monochrome to full color recording and more
thirds
of the tv and
station
executives Twowho
playback. Several VR-1010's have already been shipped to two major U.S. answered Broadcasting's questionnaire
television networks, and more are on concerning their use of videotape (see
order.
story, page 113) reported a saving in
"As to remote control of the VR- man-hours as one of vtr's outstanding

LEASE

advantages. More than half said they
have been able to reduce overtime by
pre-recording during the normal workday program material for broadcasting
late at night or by pre-recording during
the
normal workweek program maSunday.
terial for broadcasting on Saturday and
Obviously, the introduction of videotape is a dividuals
matterinvolvedofinconcern
the ingetting toprograms
on the air — and to the unions to which
they belong. And these unions have
not hesitated to protect the interests of
their own members by insisting that the
introduction of videotape shall not entail any change in jurisdiction.
"Technological changes don't change
the nature of the work or the jurisdiction," George Flaherty, Hollywood international representative of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employes,dictiontold
"Jurisdepends Broadcasting.
on what the machine
longsibility ofago
as 1953,tv when
the pos-on
is Asdoing."
recording
programs
tape was first rumored, IATSE revised
the definition of motion pictures in its
basic agreement with the motion picture
"motion
pictures producers
made on orto byinclude
film, tape
or otherwise and whether produced by means
of motion picture cameras, electronic

PROGRAM

AUTOMATION
$200 per month
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COMPLETE AUTOMATION
TRUE AUTOMATION
For lease or purchase
information contact
schafer custom engineering
235 South Third Street
Burbank, California
Telephone: THornwall 5-3561
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SELLING
SMOKE?
Nothing sells cigarettes and
cigars like WBAL-Radio
and WBAL-TV!
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nation's leading
and cigars
manufacturers
know cigarette
that Marylanders
buy their brands, because they are soldj
by WBAL-Radio and WBAL-TV— i
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cameras, or devices, tape devices or any
combination.
. ."
The editing. problems
of videotape,
which cannot be viewed frame by frame
like motion picture film, are the main
deterrent to the use of vtr in motion
picture studios, Mr. Flaherty believes.
He also believes that sooner or later
tape will be introduced into movie
making and is positive that when it is,
it will be handled by members of
IATSE.
At the tv networks, he said, tape
does what was formerly done with
kinescopes. They were handled by the
engineering unions, the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers and
the National Assn. of Broadcast Engine rs &Technicians, so those unions
naturally have jurisdiction over taping
done there. "When the time comes, I
think [the unions] will be able to work
out our problems," he said. "We
[IATSE] will expect them [the engine rs] to recognize our contracts as
we Currently,
recognize attheirs."
the tv networks, the
unions with jurisdiction over the various
live program duties also have jurisdiction over vtr operations. The performers are members of the American Federation of Television and Radio Artists,
not Screen Actors Guild; the directors
are members of the Radio & Television
Directors Guild, not Screen Directors
Guild; the engineers, cameramen and
other technicians are members of IBEW
(at CBS-TV) or NABET (at ABC-TV
and NBC-TV),
IATSE.withTheWriters
networks have two not
contracts
Guild of America, one covering live
programs, the other filmed programs.
The live program agreement terms also
apply
Wage scales
are the tosametapedfor programs.
both.
The theory is that, in essence, taping
is an extension of live programming,
a pre-recording made primarily to allow
network programs to be broadcast at
times best for the viewing public. Virtual y al network telecasts except sporting eventsTime
are broadcast
for the
Eatsern
Zone, but "live"
recorded
on
tape for broadcast in the rest of the
country. This permits west coast viewers to watch a program broadcast at 8
p.m. in the East at 8 p.m. themselves,
not at the inconvenient hour of 5 p.m.
Shortly after the networks began
putting virtually their complete program
output on videotape for delayed broadcast, RTDG questioned the propriety
of having the taping done completely
by engineers in network tape rooms,
with no supervision by a program director. After a thorough review of the situation, a decision was reached that,
as long as a program already produced
in accordance with RTDG contractual
provisions was merely being recorded
118 (PERSPECTIVE '59)

without change on videotape, there was
no need for the services of a director
in the taping process. Should the program be altered, with certain portions
eliminated and perhaps others substituted during the taping, however, then the
networks agreed that it would be fed
through the film assembly room, where
a director would be on duty, before
being taped.
Some network programs are pre-recorded on videotape before the original
broadcast. Here the reason is not the
convenience of the audience, but to enable the employment of a star or stars
who, because of theatrical or other
engagements, would not be available
for a live evening broadcast.
Generally, these pre-taped shows are
produced as if they were live performances, starting at the beginning and
continuing to the end, with the editing
done in the control room by shifting
from camera to camera as the performance proceeds. Sometimes, certain
sequences of these programs are taped
at another time and place and inserted
into the main body of the show. Even
here, however, the production technique is that of live television, with
scenes shot with multiple cameras and
not done over and over with a single
camera placed successively to record
the scene from various angles in motion
picture fashion. The editing of these
taped eredshows,
therefore, rather
is still than
consid-a
as live television
film process and is performed by the
network technicians.
Tv stations with videotaping recorders
use them generally to pre-record programs so as to make the most efficient
use of their studio facilities and personnel. Interviews with newsworthy people can be taped at their convenience
for inclusion in late evening news programs. Studio programs can be taped
at whatever time facilities are available.
Local commercials for use during aftermidnight feature film telecasts can be
taped during the day.
At stations, the taping is done by
staff technicians who may be members
of IBEW, NABET or IATSE or who
may not belong to any union. The same
technicians who do the taping also do
whatever cutting, splicing and editing
is needed. One Hollywood station,
KTTV(TV), which employs members
of both NABET and IATSE, divides
the tape editing between the two. Rough
editing (cutting from black to black to
insert commercial or program segments) isdone by NABET technicians,
who handle the taping. Fine editing
is done by IATSE film editors. That
this presages a dual-union tape editing
arrangement on any widespread scale
seems unlikely. It is, however, indicative
of the willingness of two unions to work
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

"It just hit me! - - WCIA
A true AREA market located with
transmitter approximately 129 miles
from Chicago, St. Louis, and Indianapolis.
preprovesin WCIA's
NCS #3 again
dominant audience
54 wealthy,
industrial, and rich black -soil
counties.
Five metropolitan markets (BLOOMINGTON, CHAMPAIGN-URBANA,
DECATUR, DANVILLE, and
SPRINGFIELD) plus 1,912 cities
and villages create a larger market
than offered by twenty-one states
and territories such as Arizona,
Arkansas, Colorado, or Oregon.
*TV. Mag. Doc. 1958
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is the

tv market! "

WCIA
CHAMPAIGN, ILL.
George P. Hollingbery,
Representative

BlOOMINGTON
SPRINGFIEIO

HOT

SPRINGS
ARKANSAS
(Population 33,800)
is LARGER than

MIDLAND, TEXAS
(population 64,700)
IN GEN. MERCHANDISE SALES
LA CROSSE, WISC.
(population 79,700)
IN DRUG SALES
SHEBOYGAN, WISC.
(population 92,500)
IN APPAREL STORE SALES
for the "WHY" ask
Tom Clark Bert Sears
Clarke Brown or
KBHS
5000 WATTS ON 590
113 Third Street, Hot Springs, Ark.

The link that serves
South Carolina's largest city
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amicably together in a new field whose
work pattern has not yet become set by
industry practice and union rules.
Strangely enough, the major struggle
over videotape jurisdiction has not come
in the technical field, where a determination of union jurisdiction determines
also which man shall work on tape and
which shall not, but in the acting-announcing area, where by and large the
assignment of tape jurisdiction to one
union or the other determines only
which card the performer presents when
reporting for work and which union
agreement sets the pay scale. Most performers who work in television belong
to both AFTRA, which has jurisdiction
over live performances, and to SAG,

which has jurisdiction over filmed performances.
Before the advent of vtr, the division
of authority between AFTRA and SAG
was clear. All live tv performances
(including
kinescopes) recorded
were AFTRA'S;
all
tv performances
on film
belonged to SAG. For all practical purposes, this meant that all programs recorded for syndication, all commercials recorded for spot tv campaigns,
were done on film by SAG members
(Kinescope quality was not very good
and the SAG rates were lower). But
now videotape provides a new and satisfactory way to record tv programs
and commercials. Should AFTRA or

Few color vtr problems at WBTV (TV)
WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C, is been "extremely good," he said, with
the only tv station in the country "picture and sound on a home re(apart from network installations)
ceiver indistinguishable from that of
equipped for color recording and
playback and the only station whose a live
Whatprogram."
is "probably the most imvideotape equipment came from
certainly the most
RCA rather than Ampex. The RCA excitingpo—rtant— and
operational feature of the
preproduction taping apparatus has system" is a second sound track
been in service at WBTV since Sept. known as the "cue-track," Mr. Howard said. "This facility greatly simpli5, 1958, and what the station management thinks of it is best shown
fiesbackcueinginstructions
problems,
allows
playto be
recorded
by the fact that WBTV has a second
color unit on order, with delivery simultaneously with program video
expected before the end of March and audio, and all of the program
this year.
director's conversation with and instructions tostudio and control room
Neither installation nor operation
of the colortape has presented any personnel can be recorded directly
from the program inter-com onto
unusual neering
problems,
WBTV's
vice president,
Thomasengi-E. the 'cue-track.' During the recordHoward, told Broadcasting. "When blanksing process
or one-minute
can be30-second
left in programs
while
the present studio building was designed in 1954 space was allocated the director's cueing instructions are
fed to the 'cue-track.' When the profor
two "The
color entire
videotape
recorders,"
he said.
installation
was
gram is played back on the air the
accomplished by WBTV technicians director's instructions are simul— none of whom had even seen the
taneously played live
back orfromfilmthecut-ins
'cueequipment before its arrival in track,' allowing
to be cued in precisely
during the
Having broadcast network color blanks left in the program for this
Charlotte."
programs since 1954 and local live
color since 1955, the engineers knew
The one
thinglikethatabout
WBTV
nicians do not
their techfirst
about colorcasting and met no new
problems with colortape, Mr. How- RCA colortaping machine is that
the
video
recording
heads
are
not
purpose."
ard reported. "All of our technicians
have been
trained a inthird
playback
"satisfactorily exchangeable," Mr.
tions and about
of theoperastaff Howard
said, and the machine canhas been checked out on maintenot use tapes made by any other. The
unit, however, is of adnance and recording
operations." he second RCA
Describing
the equipment,
vanced design. Tapes made on it and
on
Ampex
models
will be intermentioned
specially
the
"ability
to
check the complete electronics of changeable.
The second RCA machine will be
the entire recording system by utilizRCA at the NAB conthe 'set-up'
the ingcolor
bar testposition
signal which
throughtakesall exhibited ventby
ion in Chicago
Afterward
it
will bein mid-March.
shipped to
the processes of modulation, demodulation, processing and color WBTV. It is a custom-made protoof the market
production
model which
phase stabilization without rolling RCA typewill
generally.
the tape." Color reproduction has
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

*****

So then U.S. Steel invested $770 million in us"
An American baby is born every eight seconds — 11,000 every day — 4,000,000 a year. Our population will
soon be over 200 million. And as our population grows, our production must grow. We'll need millions of
new homes . . . new schools and hospitals . . . new highways to carry 75 million motor vehicles by 1970
. . . not to mention countless appliances and conveniences that haven't even been invented yet!
No temporary setback can stop the growing needs of our population. That's why United States Steel
has gone ahead with expenditures totaling $770 million to provide more and better steels for tomorrow's
citizens. This is the practical way that we've demonstrated our faith in the future. USS is a registered trademark
United States Steel
ROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

EASTERN
AMERICA'S

X

TOWER

The Towering Pride
of South Carolina
From Columbia, the capital
City, serves
WIS-TV's
toiver
more 1526-foot
of South
Carolina, by far, than any
other television station — plus
coverage in adjoining states.

channel |Q
WIS-TV
the MAJOR South
SELLING
Carolina FORCE
COLUMBIA, S. C.
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SAG have the jurisdiction? That was —
and is— the question.
SAG's
position
is thatbetween
tape jurisdiction should
be divided
it and
AFTRA on the basis of who is the
employer. Programs taped by stations
orcontrol;
networks
thoseshould
tapedfallby under
motionAFTRA's
picture
producers should belong to SAG. Last
spring, when renegotiating its contracts
with advertising agencies and independent film producers for tv film commercials, SAG saw to it that the new
agreements covered tv commercials produced on tape as well as on film, except
where
taped and
"for networks
advertisingat
agenciesthese
by tvarestations
their
own broadcasting
facilities."
AFTRA
promptly protested
the SAG
contract and filed a petition with the
NLRB asking for certification as sole
representative of all performers employed for work on videotape, regardless of the employer or the place of
employment. The hearings, in which
AFTRA's
opposed
networks aspetition
well as isSAG,
beganbyintheNewtv
York Sept. 30, 1958.
Meanwhile, there was a growing feeling among members of both AFTRA
and SAG that perhaps a merger of the
two unions would provide the best solution not only to the problems of
videotape but also to other differences
between the two groups. After the New
York members of SAG had voted almost unanimously for such a merger,
the guild, at its annual membership
meeting, adopted a resolution authorizing the employment
"an make
impartiala
research
organizationof to
thorough study of the feasibility of a
merger
Dec. 1, with
1958).AFTRA" (Broadcasting,
This resolution, which was subsequently sent to all SAG members
throughout the nation for their approval, says that not only AFTRA but
other branches of the Associated Actors & Artistes of America (parent union
of all vitedperformers'
into participateunions)
in the shall
studybeand,
possibly, in the merger. Proposal for
the merger study, its submission to the
national membership of SAG and the
move to broaden its scope to include
other talent unions have all been termed
delaying tactics on the part of the screen
actors. Historically, it is true that efforts for such a merger, dating back to
the late 1930's,
been favored
AFTRA
and itshave
predecessor,
AFRA,by
and opposed by SAG. Yet there is logic
in the SAG argument that a merger
is a "serious and complex matter" with
"many problems that must be worked
out before a plan of merger can become a reality"
and it would
be betterof
to define
and determine
the effects
a merger in advance rather than to be
forced to face them after a merger.

Whatever the outcome of the merger
movement, right now the conflicting
claims of AFTRA and SAG to videotape jurisdiction have cut off an anticipated flood of taping business from
the producers of programs for syndication or tv spot commercials to a mere
trickle. For example, consider the "Pilgrimage Play," religious spectacle which
has been presented annually in Southern California for 38 years. Hal Roach
Studios obtained from the Hollywood
Bowl Assn. the right to produce the
"Pilgrimage Play" on videotape as an
hour special program and contracted
with KTLA
(TV)services
Los Angeles
"to provide facilities,
and personnel
to videotape the production at the actual site oftothethePilgrimage
Theatre,"by
according
announcement
Roach.
SAG and SDG said that if Roach
were the actual producer of the program, as seemed probable, then their
contracts with the Roach Studios would
apply and their members would have
to be engaged for acting and directorial
chores. AFTRA maintained that the
identity of the producer was irrelevant,
that the production would clearly be a
remote taping job for the station and
that, under
terms AFTRA
of AFTRA's
contract with the
KTLA,
members
would have to be employed as actors.
KTLA has no contract with RTDG, so
there was no dispute there. Technicians
at both station and studio are members
of IATSE, so there was no dispute
there, either. But the AFTRA-SAG
dispute has been sufficient to halt any
attempt
to vtrownership
the "Pilgrimage
Play".
Generally,
of a property
and the place the work is done are the
controlling factors in determining union
jurisdiction. The CBS-TV contract with
IBEW, for example, states that any proeither
live
or on gram
tapeproduced
shall bybe CBS-TV
handled by
IATSE
members. The contract further states
that
owned byjurisdiction,
CBS-TV
shall any
fallprogram
within IBEW
whether it be live or on tape. (There are
a few exceptions, but in general that
is the rule.) So, if Gunsmoke, which
is ownedduced as by
CBS-TV,
be proa live
show orwereon totape,
the
technicians would belong to IBEW. Produced on film, it is outside the IBEW
jurisdiction. But if Desilu-Westinghouse
Playhouse, owned by Desilu, were to be
put on videotape at the Desilu Studios,
then the CBS-TV-IBEW contract would
not apply
and the taping
lot ed in accordance
with would
Desilu becon-altracts with studio technical unions.
Residuals — payments for program or
commercial reuse — formerly were matters of concern mainly to the film unions,
the network
tractsbutwithwith
AFM,tapeAFTRA,
RTDG conand
WGA all include residual provisions.
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me goin' ta collidge!" WJAR-TV made nationwide headlines recently when it
"Imagin'
initiated a live TV course on the history and philosophy of communism. Full
academic credit was given by Providence College and enthusiastic letters poured
in. Daring, imaginative, unorthodox local programming like this is the biggest
single reason why WJAR-TV consistently
CHANNEL 10
walks off with the lion's share of the
WJAR-TV
audience in the Providence Market. Cock-of-the-walk in the PROVIDENCE MARKET
NBC
• ABC
* Represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc
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HAVE
AUDIENCE,
CAN
SELL— FM
But agencies still look for proof of recent progress of medium
Full-toned fm, aristocrat of the radio spectrum, can't
break
Madison
Avenue'srecognition.
exclusive agency row but
there areintosigns
it is gaining
The least appreciated medium in modern advertising is
starting to draw informal nods from timebuying inner
circles.
tract. It is drawing, too, an occasional advertising conUnfortunately
fm's andbusiness
caught
withnewits
audience.
Circulation
audiencehasn't
loyalty
keep uphitting
highs in a score of major markets. The growth is consistent
and at times spectacular.
But fm will have trouble entering agency doors until it
comes
bearing
"numbers"that
— themedia
multi-digit,
collections
of statistics
salesmenplastic-bound
pour into
Madison Avenue.
Fm, 1959 model, is starting to acquire numbers. In
quantity,
they're circulation,
not very impressive
among
sky-high
stacks of market,
psychological
and the
motivational
matter disgorged by competitive media. The documented
story of fm, however, is becoming more impressive.
Without numbers, few advertising agencies can be
bothered with the digging involved in the bulk buying of
fm time.
Fm broadcasters are trying to convince agencies they
can't buy a select, quality audience by the numbers.
These agencies are becoming aware that fm has highbuying, opinion-making listeners in big markets but agencies
usually buy the dominant mass media where staff and procosts can be spread over millions of viewers, listeners and duction
readers.
Most of the big advertising agencies make these added
observations:
• Nobody reps fm.
• Fm broadcasters don't sell or promote.
Fm's numbers
must has
be developed
seen, and thestudied,
to be ap-of
preciated. The medium
most coveted
FM SETS MANUFACTURED YEAR BY YEAR
Millions of Sets
1c

U /
1.0

economic traits — upward hooks on its charts. These trends
reflect fm's recent progress:
• Production of fm receiving sets is up sharply — 375,000
(domestic) in 1958, according to preliminary estimates, perhaps 500,000 when final reports are in. Imports are rising.
• More
years
ago). fm stations are operating ("578 on Feb. 1, 536 two
• More stations are taking the air (127 new grants in
1958, 10-year record).
record).
• Fewer stations are falling off (22 in 1958, 10-year
• Circulation keeps growing — 15 million fm sets (National Assn. of Broadcasters).
• Low-cost stereo ($99.95 for example) is stimulating
public interest in realistic sound.
• Low-cost fm sets (Granco has an fm-only receiver reing. tailing at $29.95) are adding a mass-media approach.
• Am-fm auto sets, portables and fm adapters are appear• Multiplex services offer added station income and a
chance to reach the stereo audience without using two
separate stations.
Two years ago Broadcasting reported .(April 8, 1957
issue) that fm was doing better than in 1956 and 1955. Small
ground
didn't take break
much outat
that timefortooptimism,
make theperhaps,
average but
fm itbroadcaster
into a beaming smile.
Looking Back • Nothing, not even a decade of bumps,
bruises, scorn and television, could kill this stubborn radio
medium. Said Broadcasting of fm in 1957:
"Fm still is a technically attractive medium that is strong,
amazingly strong, in a half-dozen major markets and scattered hot spots around the nation. Unfortunately this
strength is not fully appreciated by the public or by adFm continues to wait for appreciation, but it now has a
vertisers."
FM STATIONS ON AIR AT YEAR-END
Humbe
of Stations
800
700
608
500
400

t
s
\
19 47 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958
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300
200
100
1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958
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more attractive story to tell than it had two years ago.
Agenciesfm. wonder
why most stationhaverepresentatives
won't
promote
These representatives
the same practical
approach as timebuyers — they hesitate to devote staff time
and sales costs to fm because the pickings are scant compared to tv and am.
Fm stations are lax in their selling and promotion because
they haveway.
low And
card rates
affordmerely
to sell duplicate
the Madison
Avenue
many andfm can't
stations
am
programming, further cheapening the medium in timebuyers' eyes.
services
aren't(see
doingtablemuch
nationallyfm forpenetration
fm with
theRating
exception
of Pulse
of national
by cities). One Chicago station, WFMT (FM), boasted
recently that it made eighth place in the local Hooperatings.
Put simply, fm is a tough sell.
Harbingers
Betterbut Days
It's starting toBroadcasting
get easier,
however.
Not ofmuch,
some. • Westinghouse
Co., professing pleasure at its lV^-year, four-station fm
operation, hints it may come up later this year with a new
approach to fm time-selling based on extensive research.
Two Chicago network-owned stations — WBBM-FM
(CBS) and WENR-FM (NBC)— are programming separately. Two Hearst stations— WBAL Baltimore and WISN Milwauke — have filed
fm applications
the FCC.
KRON-FM
San Francisco
is back
on the air. atBuffalo
is more
active.
These are a few symptoms. There are others. RCA has
just delivered the first of its new line of fm transmitters,
the BTF-5B, fitted for one or two multiplex subcarrier
generators. The supply of used fm transmitters, once huge,
is down to a trickle. Most radio, tv and phono equipment is
engineered for stereo though not necessarily for hi-fi.
New and smaller tubes do less drifting. Stereo dominated the
1959 International Hi-Fi show held in Washington. About
1 1 % of lp record sales are stereo.
Fm stations that are programmed separately from am
are holding their music-loving audiences as public tastes
improve. Fm and recordings have led the trend toward
serious or adult music in an era of rock-and-roll controversy.
Am networks, deep in trouble, are watching the trend
toward better music and the growth in the fm audience. In
Philadelphia tony Mainliners have embraced the all-jazz
programming of WHAT-FM as well as long-hair broadcasts.
FM STATION GRANTS, DELETIONS AT FCC
Number of Grants and Deletions
450
Grants
■mm Deletions

200
150
10

\
s

A MM
t
■■■■
J
1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958
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Listener Revolt • The monotony of am programming in
many markets offers fm one of its greatest opportunities. Not
typical, perhaps, but intriguing is a letter to the editor that
appeared in the Oklahoma City Times a fortnight ago:
"I have just
happily banished
fromthanks
my house
and
purchased
a stereophonic
recordradios
player,
to local
jockeys who cram the airwaves with loud, nerve-shattering
noise erroneously called music." The Times caption, "So
Goodbye
Radio." there is more fm than am listening at
In manyto markets
night. The demand for fm sets and converters is booming,
lapan has entered the U.S. set market with fm models.
Fm can show an impressive array of trends and audience
characteristics, many of which are more important than the
eye-catching numbers that agencies love.
A year ago Time magazine, large buyer of fm broadcast
time, November
carried a roundup
story titled "Fm on the Upswing."
Last
7
the Wall Street \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \\[\\\
Journal had a wrap"Fm Raup titled
dio's Rebound."
A nationwide
fm
projectpices ofunder
ausBrown U.
graduate school,
conducted by Lyman Allen, noted
"an impressive
burst of activity
since
larger share
fm-only
An 1956"
IndianaplusU. aresearch
team ofcited
these grants.
reasons for the
"fm boom": increasing hi-fi interest, more upper-level programming interest, stereo, fm operating economy, flexibility
of am-fm operation, multiplex services, more fm sets and
converters, and functional music.
The government is getting interested, with FCC and civil
defense looking to fm as a means of communication if
wires are down in an emergency. Vast numbers of school
children are acquiring learning and an appreciation of fm
mc).
through 164 educational, noncommercial fm stations (88-92
McGannon Peeks Ahead • What about fm's commercial
future? Donald H. McGannon, Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co. president, said the company is convinced that "more
and more the public is interested in fm and serious-music
programming." He described the audience as "specialized"
and one that represents in large measure "the opinion makers and decision makers of our communities."
Mr. McGannon said it is a mistake to apply to fm the
same commercial standards applied to am, tv or print, thus
failing "to recognize their audience composition and the
chance
to reachincluding
a very publications,
specialized audience."
Sponsorship
is diversified,
utilities, banks,
book
stores, oil companies, automotive and travel agencies. WBC
is starting a research project designed to show this "extra
value" to advertisers. He noted the chance fm offers WBC
to provide additional public service.
WBC has a dozen fm advertisers and is shooting for 30.
Its fm stations are KEX-FM Portland, Ore.; WBZ-FM Boston; KYW-FM Cleveland and KDKA-FM Pittsburgh. The
programming recognizes modern young people are better
educated and are developing a taste for better music.
The industry trade association, National Assn. of Broadis starting and
a newinformation
publication,
F-M-phasis.
maintainscasters,research
services
for fm. NAB
John
F. Meagher, NAB radio vice president, said:
"Fm appears
be realizing
some success,
of its there
early
promises.
While at
not last
yet toa booming
financial
is more reason for optimism in the last two years than any
125
time since the early postwar years." He cited the multiplex

potential, a gain in am stations using
fm
to give
night service and the 15
million
set circulation.
Fm has its troubles but business and
circulation have picked up tremendously in the last two years.
Outside communications facilities are
coveting
mc band and
have told
the FCC fm's
so in20 comments
on proposals
to revise the 25-890 portion of the
spectrum. One organization, FM Broadfm band.casters, wil fight any effort to trim the
After one band shift (from 50 mc)
after World War II, a major FCC fm
upheaval could wreck the medium. The
hazard, it appears, isn't serious at this
Fm, almost unorganized on a napoint.
tional basis, faces the future with a minimum of statistics but a good statistical
potential. Some hard selling and promoting are the next order of business.

While a tenor named Vallee
hi-ho'd
into living into
roomsa
throughhisa waymegaphone
microphone and the world waited
on the halting words of a King
abdicating the throne of England
to marry the woman he loves,
radio
the greatestin
force ofmatured
consumeras motivation
our time.
Now, eningagain,
an awak-to
in radio.there
Thisis return
piercing coverage
our world's
movements
. . . ofcomedy
that
lightens
. . . music
— honest. . music
— that fills
our homes
. this
isthe bringing
medium. renewed strength to
BALTIMORE HAS IT . . .
the powerful purchasing strength
of over a million listeners . . . liswho remember
greatnesstenersand
one stationradio's
that
right now is lifting its voice in
the tradition of this greatness.
Together, this particular station
and
thesecan particular
listeners
affect the 1,473,000
course of
your history!
»>
WWIN14
00
BALTIMORE
Represented nationally by Bob Dore Associates
New York — Chicago — San Francisco
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FM SPOT CHECK
A
of shows
fm progress
around high-spotting
the United States
that 17
markets have an fm saturation of 33%
or better. Dozens of phone calls to fm
operators from coast to coast show activity inmost of the major markets. The
full story would require a book and a
year of research. A rapid onceover of
some busy fm markets, typifying the
things that are happening in the medium, follows:
EAST COAST
There's been continued fm progress
during the last two years along the
Eastern Seaboard. New York leads the
nation in fm saturation (57.1%), possibly aided by its cosmopolitan populace and reception problems that affect
am in this skyscraper-apartment market.
Madison
Avenue apparently
taking
this tremendous
audience isn't
too
seriously, with a few exceptions, but
may catch up one of these days.
WQXR-FM New York duplicates
am and feeds the WQXR network
reaching out 550 miles. It is called the
largest commercial fm network, having
14 stations and reaching 3.1 million fm
homes. WQXR started stereo in 1952.
The newer Concert Network, including WNCN (FM) New York, has
owned-operated stations in Boston,
Hartford and Providence. An audience
based on 2,650,000 homes is covered
in New York (17 counties), according to
WNCN, which operates on a 24-hour
schedule. New York billings have increased 500% since last spring and
include Sinclair Oil, Hilton Hotels,
Time, KLM, Sheraton Hotels and
brokers. The network claims 3.6 million
homes. Ballantine has just bought 40
spots a week, 52 weeks, on Concert
through Wm. Esty agency.

WBAI (FM) New York says its gross
issellout.
up 400%
a year,
p.m.
Rates inwere
raisedwith50%a 7-11
in 1958,
and again in 1959. Current base rate
is $100 an hour. An institutional rate
is planned for those who buy hourly
but will accept fewer commercials.
WNYC-FM New York, city-owned
and noncommercial, is on the air 24
hours a day. It uses live music liberally, catching hi-fi listeners. Stereo is
being expanded. WFUV (FM) operated
by Fordham U. is experimenting with
stereo and subchannels.
New York is flanked on the south
by one powerful fm area, Philadelphia,
and on the north by another, Boston
and New England — a cluster of fm
homes in the most heavily populated
part of the nation. Anywhere in the
area it's more than worthwhile to own
an fm set, a spinning of the dial bringing in rich signals and fine programming. A year ago Pulse showed 36.3%
fm saturation in Philadelphia and last
summer the Boston figure was 49.9%.
Raymond S. Green, managing
WFLN-FM Philadelphia, said fm is
"much better" than two years ago. He
claimed 500,000 homes can get an amfm stereo signal from WFLN-AM-FM,
He added the am station last year
but the fm income is still rising and
it's ahead of am revenue.
Mr. Green directs Good Music
Broadcasters Inc., with 14 stations
coast-to-coast. It operates as a an arafm station representative and income
is up 30% over two years ago. Air
France uses a special show on the list.
WPEN-FM Philadelphia features
"sweet ments
music,"
or fmrange
segacross theselling
week. spots
Sponsors
from investment houses to discount
stores. William B. Caskey, executive
vice president, contends fm "is in its
infancy" because broadcasters have
chosen to treat it as something special
and apart. He said there is an enormous
audience anxious to turn on fm sets
if enough good programming is offered.
WHAT-FM Philadelphia is on 24
hours, separately programmed after 4
p.m. with a jazz format. Dolly Banks,
manager, said jazz is getting about the
same listeners as classical music stations and is drawing gilt-edged sponsors. A jazz program guide is published.
Twenty-four hour separate fm operation starts this month, followed by
stereo and multiplex.
WFIL-FM claims "tremendous response" from its am-fm stereo, started
a year ago. Fm sponsors include Bell
Telephone, Berlitz and a 16-dealer
Magnavox co-op account.
Boston, one of the early fm strongholds, finds audiences still growing for
music and stereo. WCRB-FM, managed
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

What

radio station comes

playing

the kind of music

closest to
you like?

:
WWDC

Q
A:

the winner— in a poll conducted by PULSE.
Proof that our ''multiple music menu"— programmed for
all tastes— is favored by metropolitan Washington.

For full details on this and other important areas of leadership,
write WWDC or ask your Blair man for a copy of "Personality
Profile of a Radio Station." Based on a special qualitative PULSE
survey, it will give you a true yardstick of Washington, D.C.
Washington

WWDC
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
Things continue to move fast in Jacksonville, Fla.— where WW DC-owned Radio
WMBR is now first in the morning and second in the afternoon (Oct.-Dec. Hooper).
John Blair & Company will happily supply all of the solid facts and figures.
BROADCASTING, February 9,-lM9

by Theodore Jones, is dominantly
serious music. It began stereo broadHOLD EVERYTHING!
casting with WCRB several years ago
(If you want to skim the cream off the
Southern California Market!)
and recently broadcast a Boston Symphony Orchestra series in stereo. Its
stereo listeners guide shows how to set
COVERS THREE
up speakers according to room size. The
MAJOR MARKETS:
stereo tape library of its own pickups
KDUO
LOS ANGELES
includes several hundred programs.
so.POWERFUL
calif.'s most
:
SAN
BERNARDINO
WGHB-FM, noncommercial-educaFM i
tional station in Boston, last month
i SAN DIEGO
station
transmitted a live Boston Symphony
concert tocasting,Europe
POWER: 83,000 Watts E.R.P.
Feb. 2). It via
was cable
picked(Broadup by
LOCATION: Central and inland to
BBC,
Radiodiffusion
Francaise
and Ragreater coverage
dio Brussels. Lowell Institute CooperaPROGRAMMING: Mufic and neivs
tive Broadcasting Council operates the
station.
CENTER OF THE DIAL
AT 97.5 MC
CHICAGO
According
to Pulse
48% of have
all homes
in Southern
California
FM
radios — and new FM sets are selling
at a rate of 10,000 units per month
in this area. KDUO can give your
campaign DEPTH where it really
counts — among
the upper
influentials
who buy
more income
than their
per capita share. Write, wire, or
phone collect for availabilities.
1680 NORTH VINE ST.
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.
KDUO
Hollywood 4-7497
Advertisement
WKYW STARTS CCA No. 2
In a letter to Mr. Boyd Lawlor, Mid-West
Sales Manager of Community Club Services, Inc., Mr.WKYW,
F. Eugene Sandford of Radio
Station
Louisville,
Kentucky,
stated:
"We have finally
completedlations our
of our tabulast
Community Club
Awards Campaign.
The grand total bonuscatevalue,
indid on ourasweekly
tally sheets, was
$23,337,548.
The ac-of
tual dollar value
proofs - of - purchase
from lated
sponsors
tabuMR. SANDFORD
from our weekly tally sheets totaled $1,577,357.
We
are planning
the kick-off
party
for
our sure
new
Campaign
January
15th sueand
are
that
we shallon have
as much
cess as we did with the first one. In fact
all indications point to an even bigge
Campaign than our first."
COMMUNITY CLUB
AWARDS
PENTHOUSE SUITE
527 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N. Y
Phone: PLaza 3-2842
128 (PERSPECTIVE '59)

Fm Penetration for Various
Markers (Pulse)
DATE
CITY
49.9
10/58
Albany,
N.Y.
33.1
10/58
Bakersfield, Calif.
Boston,
Mass.
7/58
Buffalo, N.Y.
32.4
11/58
15.3
33.4
Charlottesville, Va. 11/58
41.9
11/58
26.9
Chicago, III.Ohio
Cincinnati,
11/57
5/58
34.1
Cleveland, Ohio
11/58
Columbus,
Dallas-Fort Ohio
Worth, Tex. 11/58
4/58
20.7
29.8
37.4
Houston,City,
Tex. Mo.
29.5
10/58
Kansas
Los
Angeles,
Calif.
48.7
Miami, Fla.
10/58
8/58
22.1
16.9
Milwaukee,
Wis.Minn.
4/58
31.7
Minneapolis,
10/57
11/58
24.1
New
Orleans,
La.
New York, N.Y.
36.3
7/58
Philadelphia,
57.1
2/58
Pittsburgh, Pa.Pa.
11/57
46.1
27.6
41.9
Portland,
Ore.
11/57
Providence, R.I.
10/58
Rochester, N.Y.
10/58
35.1
17.1
San Antonio, Tex.
7/58
47.3
San Diego, Calif.
36.0
7/58
San Francisco, Calif. 11/58
41.0
32.9
11/58
23.6
Syracuse,
N.Y.
Trenton, N.J.
12/56
Washington, D.C.
Westchester
Co., N.Y. 9/57
61.4
3/58

In Chicago there already are 19 fm
stations serving an area estimated to
have over 750,000 sets. More stations
are on the way. Biggest development
of the last two years was the CBS
separation of gramming.
WBBM's
am andmanaging
fm proWalt Dennis,
WBBM-FM, said there has been a
fm excitement. WGN-FM, once a
steady
in business
every monthfm this
since thegain
station
started commercial
dominant outlet, has been off the air
several
years.
operation
six months
of fm is getting
faster,ago.
the "The
future pace
was
FM Unlimited, headed by Charles
neverage isbrighter,"
he said.
Solid coversales-agency firm offerpackage a buys.
claimed for
15 counties,
plus Kline,ing fmoperates
perimeter service to others, with possibly 900,000 fm homes altogether.
WEST COAST
WFMT (FM), managed by Bernard
Jacobs, has been called one of the top
Two years ago Pulse data showed
three commercial fm outlets in the na- more fm than am listening in metrotion, with business up 65% from 1957.
music
Los Angeles. andBackground
competition in
Over 2 1 ,000 pay $4 a year for program services politanabounded
listings. WENR-FM plans to ask for a the field was fierce (Broadcasting,
power
boost. network-owned fm radio April 8, 1957). A survey of the market
Of three
showed it was one of fm's hottest spots.
properties in Chicago, WBBM-FM It still is.
Since that time progress has been
(CBS) and WENR-FM (ABC) are
steady. Eighteen fm stations are on
separately programmed. WMAQ-FM the
air. There is programming for every
(NBC)
duplicates.
Generally
regarded as the oldest fm type of listener and KNOB (FM) is
sponsor in Chicago is Talman Federal having considerable success with an allSavings & Loan Assn., which has just jazz format, a service that WHAT-FM
renewed on WFMT for three years. Philadelphia is featuring.
One WBBM-FM client, Oklahoma Oil
KBIG started program-testing its fm
Co., sponsors 56 weekly newscasts. adjunct, KBIQ (FM), in January. The
WEFM (FM), pioneering Zenith Radio station was to go commercial this
Corp. outlet, may go commercial on a month
am-fm(FM)
stereois
March. and
KDUO
limited basis. Zenith, incidentally, is starts in(February),
said to make over 50% of industry fm another fm outlet with a February
set production. Motorola is backfeaturingmusic.
"foreground"
show and date,
semi-classical
KHOF
ordered on am-fm tuners for hi-fi and starting
stereo gear. "Stereo caught us by sur- (FM) is about 90% religious (Radio
mercially.
Christian Way) and operates comprise," said Tom Golden, Motorola the
marketing manager. "The demand is
KCBH
Beverly Hills boasted
absolutely
crazy."who entered fm after it signed (FM)
Ed Wheeler,
$17,000 in business during
the war with WEAW-FM, figures a October, including Cresta Blanca wine,
million sets are within reach of the sta- Tuborg beer and GE.
Several stations have felt the comtion, located in suburban Evanston. An
petitive surge in recent months and are
extensive storecasting service is provided. WGN Chicago is watching all programming primarily for functional
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

WHEN
"PUBLIC

POWER"

NOSS-E!
YOUWIL

The promoters of federal government
"public power" are trying to get their hands
on more of your tax money
Five and a half billion dollars is an important
sum of money. Especially when you realize that
some of it is yours.

It's the amount of tax money already spent
on federal government "public power."
And that's just the beginning. The lobbyists
and pressure groups who promote "public power"
are pushing the idea that Congress should spend

10 billion dollars more on this costly programto be collected from you and other Americans.
And it's all so unnecessary! America's many
independent electric companies are able— and
ready— to supply all the electricity the nation
needs— without your tax money.
What can you do about it? Plenty! This
waste of taxes goes on only because most people
aren't aware of it. Spread the word. Talk with
your friends. As soon as enough people know
they are paying needlessly for "public power,"
they will stop it.

America's Independent Electric Light
Companies
Companyandnames Power
on request through
this magazine
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music clients. Pulse data, however,
show good music is picked by 50.7%
as first reason for fm listening. The
Pulse study shows 48.7% fm saturation
in the market. Electric League of Los
Angeles, checking set sales, reports
24% of sales are now fm sets.
San Francisco has a half-dozen fm
stations and high Pulse fm saturation
(47.3%). KRON-FM, off the air
several years, has returned. Portland
Pulse shows 46.1%. Some fm programming is exchanged on the coast. San
Diego is a growing fm market. With
strategic mountain sites for antennas,
some of the Los Angeles fm signals
reach San Diego.
WASHINGTON-BALTIMORE
A turn of the knob on one of the
estimated 235,000 fm sets in the Washington metropolitan area is a musical
feast. The result is a full range of program ing— all the way from longhair
roll
the rock 'n'
throughof standards
output
fm stationstoduplicating
service
of their am affiliates.
Over a dozen local fm sisals feed
Washington, Baltimore, Annapolis and
other mid-Atlantic cities. WGMS-FM,
WASH (FM) and others are experimenting with stereo and the results are surprising. This is perhaps due to the
thousands of military and government
technicians who rig their own stereo
units as well as the active hi-fi audience.
Washington is an arty city, with a
heavy sale of the better recordings.
WGMS-FM supplies a duplication of
the am station's steady diet of good
music. Ray Kohn, general manager, who
founded the pioneer WFMZ (FM) Allentown, Pa., still insists am is doomed
to extinction. "Fm has finally succeeded," he said. "Like power steering, once
you've had it you can't go back to the
old kind." The station is experimenting
with stereo commercials and plans to
unveil the project soon.
WWDC-FM is separately programmed
by President Ben Strouse, another fm
veteran and NAB board member for fm
as well as chairman of the NAB Fm

Committee. The station's income has
doubled in two years, according to Herman Paris, vice president, and the Muzak functional music loop is profitable.
Drugcasting
the basic
WWDC-FM
music servicetiesinto
90 Peoples
Drug
Stores as well as the functional loop.
WWDC-FM, WASH and others report
regular fan mail from Pennsylvania,
West Virginia, Delaware and even Ohio.
WOL-FM duplicates, with classical
music broadcast in the evening. It is tied
in ownership with WNAV-FM Annapolis, which programs Store-Radio service
to 150 supermarkets ranging from Delaware through Baltimore and Washington to Westminster, Md., and from Elkton, Md., southward to Onancock, Va.
The longest radius is about 100 miles
(see agency-stereocasting review).
WMAL-FM feeds music by multiplex
to Michaels Enterprises, operating a
functionaleration,service.
fm has
opdirected byThe
Stanstation's
Hamilton,
over a dozen sponsors using a soft-sell
technique. WTOP-FM and WRC-FM
duplicate am programming, augmenting
the am coverage and reaching many
apartment houses where fm has superior
penetration.
mostly Eaton,
duplicates its sisterWFAN
WOOK.(FM)Richard
operator of both, is planning separate
fm programming. "Fm has a tremendous future," he said. He added that
WARK-FM Hagerstown carries a substantial sports service with beer and gasoline sponsors.
WITH-FM Baltimore has featured
good music several years. Sam Kravitz,
manager, said the station is showing
"real sorssigns
life."28%Income
in 1958of was
abovefrom
1957sponand
"1959 looks better." WCAO-FM repeats
am service. A new outlet, WFDS-FM,
is on the air in evenings. Mr. Eaton said
he is adding an fm signal to WSID
Baltimore.
DETROIT
There's more fm radio programming
than am in Detroit, according to Harold
I. Tanner, operating WLDM (FM). Ten

CHANNEL

OUR BEAUTIFUL NEW QUARTERS.
WSOC-TV
130 (PERSPECTIVE '59)

9 and '59

READY FOR OCCUPANCY EARLY 1959.

Channel 9 Charlotte, N, C.

commercial and four educational fm
outlets are on the air. Of the 10 commercial stations, three are independent
fm. Two am-owned stations program
independently. WLDM celebrates its
10th anniversary Feb. 12 and Mr. Tanner said it is operating in the black.
Most of the WLDM business is local,
where relationship with sponsor and
agency is personal, he said, observing
that national selling is costly and he is
content "to let others play statistical
roulette." Sponsors include Detroit
Edison, holiday choral program; J. L.
Hudson Co.; National Bank of Detroit.
Sunday musical hour, plus a number
of other banks; Sinclair Refining, Cadillac, Chrysler,
Pontiac,records;
Plymouth,
Columbia and London
theatres,
and appliance dealers.
WLDM has 1,000 Muzak clients now
being converted to mx. Stereo is attracting interest but is not yet an important
medium in Detroit. In the motor capital many Continental and Lincoln autos
sold by Ford Motor Co. have an am-fm
radio.
KANSAS CITY
Progress of fm is steady in Kansas
City, a mid-continent fm oasis, according to E. K. (Joe) Hartenbower, general
manager of the Meredith radio stations,
KCMO-AM-FM. The fm outlet is in
its 11th year of independent programming, featuring fine music. News,
weather and sports programming have
been expanded.
Pulse figures show 29.5% of homes
(nearly 100,000) in the market have fm
reception. The tune-in time per home
is increasing — 1.4 hours daytime fm
tuning in area (1.1 for am tuning); 2.0
hours fm at night (0.8 for am). These
are October 1958 Pulse figures.
Verifak found during the same month
that the number of sets tuned to fm
during
has risenin
40% inanytheaverage
last twohalf-hour
years (9.7%
1956, 13.3% in 1958).
KCMO operates background music
(Muzak),
commer-to
cial clientsserving
who arearound
being 500
converted
multiplex (Harkins). Mx permits service to outlying shopping centers where
phone circuits would be a problem.
KCMK (FM) took the Kansas City
air in early 1958, with multiplexed
background music supplementing its
music and program service. Programming follows the average am pattern in
many respects. Two college noncomserviceand
—
KCUR-FMmercial stations
U. ofprovide
Kansasfm City,
KANU-FM U. of Kansas at Lawrence.
KCMO-FM has a separate rate card
and salesman. Base Class A announcement rate is $42 weekly for a package
of seven announcements; $30 for a
package
three A five-minute
a week inofClass
time. The newscasts
station is
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

KIXL-FM is separate 7 p.m. to sunup;
WRR-FM is separate part of the time,
KSFM (FM) in the evenings. KCLEFM Cleburne programs separately part
of the time. Pulse saturation is 20.7%
as of April 1958.
Fm is still on the slow side in the
Carolinas, though North Carolina once
was an fm stronghold. WMIT (FM)
Charlotte, N.C., is one of the older
operations. Harold Essex, WSJS-FM
Winston-Salem, N.C., is duplicating am
except for church and in-school program ing. "I still believe in fm and
am working on long-range plans," he
said.
WSLS-FM Roanoke, Va., has several
fm-only night hours sold and plans
"to sell harder," according to Horace
S. Fitzpatrick, station manager. Banks
and the Miller & Rhodes department
store are among sponsors claimed by
the station.
Around the country, fm is looking
up, according to prevailing sentiment.
There still are weak spots and blank
areas,
month. but they're receding month by

hovering around the black-red borderline (not including the Business Music
Service) and recently expanded its sales
force. Some 1,400 subscribers pay $1
yearly for a program schedule.
"Agencies must be educated about
fm's
audience, coverage
Mr. Hartenbower
said. TheandPulseloyalty,"'
study
showed 63.7% of fm listeners like the
good music, 18% fewer commercials.
HERE & THERE
With four commercial stations and
one applicant, Houston's audience is
estimated at 125,000 sets (Harris County). Pulse found 29.8% fm saturation.
A majority of the audience is described
as being in the $10,000-up income
bracket, with 40% owning two or
more cars and 81% owning homes.
Stereo is popular. A mass am-fm stereo
demonstration
was staged last November.
WBAP-FM Fort Worth programs
separately 8 a.m. to midnight, selling
in half-hour and hour segments. It
reports a continuous profit over the last
two
years. Leeford's
hi-fi store,
Buddie's
Supermarkets
and other
sponsors
are
steady cetime
users.
Buddie's
renewed
ntly for the third year. It tracks downrefm impact by advertising custom-cut
meats on fm exclusively. KRLD-FM
Dallas duplicates 24 hours a day;
WHAT

DO

provide public utility services on multiplex (mx) channels. The FCC at the,
same time specified the system of feed-i
ing
functional
music carrying
beeps'
blanking
out station
announcements!
(simplex) would be banned.
Many simplex operators whose
broadcast service did double duty as
the music heard in subscriber restaurants were opposed to the simplex ban
and didn't like the idea of financing
costly equipment
installations at transmitters and receivers.
Mx grants have been "temporary
development authorizations" as the
FCC postponed temporarily the death
of simplex functional services because
of technical problems inherent in development of the new mx devices.
Bugs Have Flown • Nearly 100 fm
stations are broadcasting mx service,
according to a study by General Electronic Labs. Equipment makers argue
that the developmental bugs have been
disposed of and there are no serious
technical problems.
Mx is still without FCC standards.
For example, most of the mx stations
happen to be using the 67 kc spot in
Multiplexing
the fm channel as the center of the
The wide fm broadcast channel (200 multiplexed signal. Many others use 42
kc) allows room to extrude two or more kc, and a wide-swing 50 kc method is
extra signals, a trait that induced the gaining favor (see Stereo story). BootlegFCC in 1955 to allow fm stations to
ging of mx signals has become a prob-

YOU

WANT

Is it serviceability?
An inbuilt
cue-intercom?
A variable
hi-pass
filter?
Generous control
functions?
Simplicity
of operation?
Here's what Broadcasters are saying about the Gates "Gatesway" audio console.
• "It
is theGreenville,
most flexibleSouth
controlCarolina
board I have ever operated."
WMRB,
• "Frequency response and distortion will meet even the most
KRNO, Sandemands.''''
Bernardino, California
exacting
• "(/
serviceability
of operation.
Therelike)are themanyeasydifferent
channelsandto simplicity
operate from.
We have
used Gates equipment for years and ive are completely sold on
itsWTNT,
high Tallahassee,
quality operation."
Florida
GATES
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IN AN

AUDIO

CONSOLE?

Eight step
typepreamplifiers
mixing channels
accommodate
phones into four
(15 microphones
by usefiveof microutility
keys), four turntables, four tapes, network, and four remote
lines. Includes 10 watt ultra linear amplifier, variable hi-pass
filter, inbuilt cue-intercom, and five unwired utility keys for
individual needs. Twenty-seven keys accommodate 52 switching functions for almost any conceivable broadcast use. The
Gatesway facturedis today.the largest selling audio control console manuWrite today for complete information on the
Gatesway . . . the leader in audio systems

RADIO
COMPANY
Subsidiary of Harris-Intertype Corporation

QUINCY, ILLINOIS13T

Fm on wheels
After casters
yearsbelieveof that
dreaming,
broadthe autof m market
eventually will do for fm what it
has done for am operators.
A sifting 6f enthusiastic promotion
literature and checking with importers and factories shows that auto
fm reception is starting to get public
attention and sets are being bought
as promotion increases.
The Gonset Division of Young
Spring & Wire Corp., Los Angeles,
used a dozen fm stations last fall in
cooperation with Fm Broadcasters of
Southern California. The stations
carried a half-dozen spots daily for
auto models. FMBSC was paid a fee
for each set sold and netted $3,000.
A national campaign is contemplated, apromotion boost that fm
stations will relish.
Am-fm Car Radios • Blaupunkt's
Blu-Spot am-fm car radios are appearing in fair quantities. Bercraft
Corp., Chicago wholesaler, reports
1958 sales much better than 1957.
It is promoting on the air and in
newspapers,
cooperating with dealers.
When Nelson Chevrolet, Chicago,
offered an am-fm set at the same
price as an am-only unit, using
WCLM (FM), the dealer sold nine
cars in three days.
Bendix Radio, Baltimore, is producing acustom fm tuner that is optional
for $129 withLast
Ford'syearLincolns
and Continentals.
3.2%
of Lincolns and Continentals were
equipped with tuners.
While the fm auto audience is
small, advertisers will start to take
lem since adapters for receivers reached
the market.
FCC's burial day for simplex is involved in litigation. A group of fm stations, headed by WFMF (FM) Chicago,
appealed an FCC order to stop simplexing and won an appellate court decision.
FCC appealed and lost. The legal
dominoes may be maneuvered for another year or more. Even if the FCC
takes a final beating in the courts, it
could start all over again and specify
that every fm station using simplex
must make the entire station service
conform to FCC program standards,
one confused broadcaster suggested.
That
val. could start another litigation carniMoney Won't Talk • Multiplexing is
fighting an uphill battle. Most engineers agree that serious technical weaknes es of the mid-decade period have
132 (PERSPECTIVE '59)

notice as it develops. About 1,000
autos areceivers equipped
with am-fm
rein the Washington,
D. C,
area. Chicago fm stations figure
5,000 autos there have fm.
They Cost More • Am-fm sets cost
a little more and currently require
custom installations but they can be
removed from cars at time of sale
and placed in new cars. Goodbinder
Assoc.,cent Washington,
reports
a re-in
increase in dealer
interest
Blu-Spot as well as more requests
for literature. A slant antenna is
recommended for fm tuning but is
not necessary.
American set makers are cautious
about entering the fm auto field. Edward R. Taylor, Motorola vice president in charge of consumer products,
doesn't
fm sets
are feasible
this time feel
because
of terrain
and otherat
problems. This operating objection
isn't shared, however, by all makers
and distributors. Philco, like Motorola, has been mentioned in connection with auto fm but a spokesman
said there are no present plans to
enter the market.
Japanese
a factor,to
though
that imports
country aren't
is starting
make fm home and portable sets in
small quantities. The German Becker
fm unit for autos sells for about $170.
Some German autos come fmequipped.
Word-of-mouth promotion and
use of consumer media are stirring
interest. Fm broadcasters are hopeful, but they realize it will be years
before the auto audience can interest
timebuyers.
been overcome. Some broadcasters love
it and are making money with music and
other functional services. Others hate
the thought of paying for conversion
of equipment.
A seminar of mx broadcasters, equipment makers, music suppliers and
others interested in the subject is tentatively set April 24-26 at the Hotel
Chamberlain, Newport News, Va.,
according to Dan Hydrick, manager of
WGH-FM-MX Newport News-Norfolk.
Mr. Hydrick, its organizer, expects
around 200 to attend. A similar
Hydrick seminar held in September
1957 drew nearly 200 and developed
into a lively session that helped clear
up some of the confusion surrounding
multiplex.
Multiplex can grow without standards, but they'll
soon forbe mxneeded.
FCC
apparently
is waiting
to develop

furtherards. before
stand-tv
Besides, it worrying
has stereo, about
Congress,
allocations and a host of more perturbing problems on its neck.
Agencies and fm
"Tell them to bring in some numbers," atimebuyer at a top advertising
agency said in reply to a query about
fm. He added, "I never see an fm salesman. Nobody ever reps fm. They don't
Reminded of fm's 15 million sets and
high-income audiences in a score of
major
markets, he threw up his hands
promote."
and observed, "Look, we just can't afford it. Sure, I know it's growing and
I like theandmusic,
but there
aren'tworth
any
market
audience
statistics
putting in the files with the exception
of WBBM-FM Chicago, New York stations and observations
a couple of others."
These
are echoed at a
number of major agencies, but there
are three agency executives who boost
fm — Ray L. Stone, radio-tv timebuyer
of Maxon Inc.; Joe Gans, head of Joe
Gans & Co., and Larry Schwartz, president of Wexton Adv. Agency, all in
New York.
Mr. Stone has spoken highly of fm
for several years. Last autumn he proposed formation of an fm national networkcus featuring
music" and
dised it with "adult
broadcasters
(Broadcasting, Nov. 3) but Ahe taped
couldn'tor find
much encouragement.
live
network could be operated at reasonable cost and reach nearly half the radio
homes in the 10 major markets, he
argued at that time.
Second Survey • Maxon is starting
a second questionnaire survey of fm
stations for one of its clients, General
Electric Co., which is adding to its fm
receiver line. Mr. Stone is convinced
fm "has improved tremendously but
it's scattered and hard to pin down."
He regrets
there isornostation
activecohesion.
association of fm stations
"Technically, there's no reason for
am," he said. "Fm is wonderful. It has
a great potential but is still floundering.
Improvement is slow and steady. Fm
has fine coverage. It's a shame the
country
advantageit exciting
of it."
As to hasn't
stereo, taken
he considers
"but not yet a big medium." He described itasWhen
"a coming
television.
it willthing,
comelike iscolor
the
Mr. Gans'
agency
seven fm advertiser clients.
He ishas frequently
described as the "biggest fm buyer in the
question."
country." A client, Time magazine, has
been buying time in nearly two-score
markets for two years and Sports Illustrated isnow testing the medium, figuring the qualitycampaigns.
fm audience is ideal for
subscription
Rosy Future • "Fm's future is absoBROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

KNOW
YOUR
NEW

WORLD

by reserving your copy

of THE NATURE OF THE IONOSPHERE— AN IGY OBJECTIVE,
special February issue of PROCEEDINGS OF THE IRE. On these
pages you will find a distillation of 18 months of an intensive international
effort Set against a background of earlier work, here is anew compendium
of engineering knowledge edited to your special interests. Here is your
new frontier. \
/
PARTIAL. CONTENTS
"The Earth and its Environment" by S. Chapman, U of Colorado
"The
and Composition
of the
Upper Atmosphere" by M.
Nicolet,Constitution
Radio and Meteorology
Institute,
Belgium
"The Normal
F-Region of the Ionosphere" by D. F. Martyn, Radio Research
Labs.
CSIRO, Australia
"The Normal
burgh, ScotlandE-Region of the Ionosphere" by E. V. Appleton, U of Edin"The D-Region
of theU Undisturbed Ionosphere" by J. J. Gibbons & A. H.
Waynick,
Penn State
"The
Distribution
Cambridge,
Englandof Electrons in the Ionosphere" by J. 0. Thomas, U of
"Motions
Canada in the Ionosphere" by C. 0. Hines, Defense Research Board,
"Meteors
ford U in the Ionosphere" by L. A. Manning & V. R. Eshleman, Stan-

*
A
-> / * \
u
/r<Pe\*
d *

OF IONOSPH ERE- IGY ISSUE
"Atmospheric
Dartmouth U Whistlers" by R. A. Helliwell, Stanford U & M. G. Morgan,
Particle Precipitation upon the Earth from Solar Flares"
by"Radiation
L. G. B.andBiermann
Astrophysics,
Germany & R. Lust, Max Planck Institute for Physics and
"The Very-Low-Frequency Emmissions Generated In The Earth's Atmosphere" byR. M. Gallet, National Bureau of Standards
"The F-Region
Shiga
U, Japan During Magnetic Storms" by K. Maeda, Kyoto U & T. Sato,
"Aurora Phenomena" by E. N. Parker, U of Chicago
"Rocket Observations
of the Ionosphere" by H. Friedman, U. S. Naval
Research
Lab.
"EarthdeenSatellite
Observations
of the Ionosphere" by W. W. Berning, AberProving Grounds
"Exploration of the Upper Atmosphere with the help of the 3rd Soviet
Sputnik" by V. I. Krassovsky, Institute for Atmospheric Physics, Moscow

THE INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS
1 East 79th St., New York 21, N. Y.
A Enclosed
is company
purchase order for the February 1959
/\ Enclosed is $3.00
Z\
issue on I.G.Y.
and Ionosphere.
z
z
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Send this special issue of THE NATURE OF THE IONOSPHERE— AN IGY OBJECTIVE to:
NAME
COMPANY
address
city & state

_

All IRE members
will receive this
February jssue as usua,
Extra copies to
members, $1.25 each
(onlv one to a member)

Fm's emergency role • FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee appeared at a recent
meeting
of theto NAB
to explainnetwork
how theif all
nation's
can be used
set upFman Committee
instant emergency
wires fmarestations
down.
The medium's interference-free, reliable coverage and other technical traits
make it ideal for non-wire national hookups, he told the broadcast group.
Dramatic
in fm's members.
coverage, facilities
was cited
Comr. Leeprogress
by committee
Left to and
right:audience
C. Frederic
Rabell.to
KITT-FM San Diego, Calif.; John F. Meagher, NAB radio vice president
for radio; Raymond S. Green, WFLN-FM Philadelphia; Comr. Lee; Ben
Strouse, WWDC-FM Washington, committee chairman; William B. Caskey,
WPEN-FM Philadelphia; Michael R. Hanna, WHCU-FM Ithaca, N.Y.;
Merrill Lindsay, WSOY-FM Decatur, 111.

consaid. "I'm
Mr. beGans
lutely rosy,"
s boom
a tremendou
vinced there will
in four or five years. Most autos will
eventually have fm, and small fm home
and portable sets will replace am."
As the gross national product increases, he argues, people want better
things. That includes better sound. He
said fm shouldn't be bought on the old
agency formula — cost-per-1000 — because of its loyal, high-income and
above-average audience. However, he
feels the medium needs the mass media
approach which can be provided by a
trade association and low-cost sets.
Disagreeing with Mr. Stone, he contends an fm network isn't feasible.
"Fm have
is hard
to buy,"
said. "Weto
often
to call
or writehe stations
do business with them. Station managers rarely have anything definite to
sell and most of the reps won't touch
Year
it." of Decision • The year 1959
will be "fm's year of decision," according to Mr. Gans. "Fm must go all out
to gain recognition as a national medium. It will be judged by its ability
to sell." (Mr. Gans explained his fm
position
in detail
in a "Monday
Memo"
in the Dec.
15, 1958,
Broadcasting.)
Mr. Schwartz is just as enthusiastic
as Mr. Gans about fm's potential. He
can tell fm's progress through several
of his component clients. Sales of Harman-Kardon hi-fi gear, Rek-O-Kut
components, Collaro turntables and
Reeves tape are "skyrocketing" because
of stereo and hi-fi interest. "Dealers are
excited oyer stereo," he said. "We buy
frequency-test beeps at fm time breaks
for one client," he recalled, adding this
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optimistic
"We placements
expect to
double 1959observation:
fm advertising
over last year. We now have four fm
clients. By the end of the year we expect to have eight. Program quality is
up a lot. Station revenue is rising. Fm
portables and auto sets will help."
The score — one major agency hopeful but waiting; two agencies buying fm
regularly think it's wonderful; the average major agency isn't convinced.
Wm. Esty, New York, is interested in
fm and recently bought a package of
160 Ballantine beer spots on Concert
Network.
Agencies
families
spendrealize
more fm's
money.high-income
But they
still want to know, "Who listens to fm,
andFmwhen?"
Offspring • Storecasting services
arose from fm's reliable and interference-free coverage. They tie groups of
stores into functional subscriber hookups that get a combination of background music service and advertising
messages
directed
fm at merchandise stocked
on theviashelves.
The storecast operator is a hardy
media man, serving as a sort of hybrid
sponsor, broadcaster, programmer, advertising agency, broker and display
merchandiser.
Oldest major unit in the field is Storecast Corp. of America, founded 13 years
ago by Stanley Joseloff. It claims to be
"the largestwhofm feed
sponsor,"
serving into
250
advertisers
programming
725 stores from Chicago to New England. Storecast crews check on merchandise stocks to see if they are duly

displayed. The firm now has a blanket
ASCAP contract.
Ad Tie-ups • With the slogan "Stars
of the Stores," tie-ups are made with am
stations that advertise storecasting products. A Monday morning Supermarket
News is a digest of events in the food
business and is aimed at food brokers
and store management before stores
open their doors. Storecasts uses the
slogan,
"Music toEvanston,
Buy By." 111., is opWEAW-FM
erated by Edward A. Wheeler. His
storecasting is described as feeding 180
Jewell, 150 National and 400 Certified
stores
Chicago.out to a 100-mile distance from
E. R. Lerner, Washington, operates
Store
Radio.
advertising
accounts
are The
fed tofirm's
150 50supermarkets
within a 100-mile radius of WNAV-FM
Annapolis, Md., which supplies program ing anouncements,
nd beep-controlled
anweather, news andspotpublic
service copy. David H. Taylor, Store
Radio sales director, said the client list
includes Alcoa, Philip Morris, Tetley
Tea, Swans-Down, My-T-Fine, Diamond salt, Banquet frozen foods, Esso
(Flit), Helene Curtis, Statler Paper
(nine-year client), Phillips soup, Pablum, Libby and Milani specialties.
Meaning of Stereo
All broadcasters — am, fm, tv — are
closely watching the exciting burst of
stereo into the marts and studios but
fm broadcasters are more interested
than anybody. To fm operators stereo
promises
( 1 ) a way
make fmand service
more attractive
and topopular,
(2) a
money.
chance to make, they hope, some
Stereotionaliswave riding
fantastic
inspireda and
paid promofor by
set makers, recording firms, appliance
and hi-fi dealers, component manufacturers and broadcasters. Magazine
and newspaper
entertainment columnists writers
are givingandstereo
daily
miles of publicity. Fm is enjoying a
piggy-back
promotional and publicity
ride.
The result of all this publicity has
been a revolution in technical and
manufacturing styles, and widespread
public interest and curiosity. Stereo is
now fashionable — so fashionable that
no radio or phonograph advertisement
is complete without it. Unfortunately
the subject has suffered from the reams
of trivia turned out by writers who
prattle
endlessly about apex formulas
and reverberations.
Goal: Realism • Put simply, stereo
is a sound picked up and/or fed from
more than one point, giving a sense of
depth. It takes numerous forms but in
each the goal, as in hi-fi, is realism.
Stereo has a built-in advantage not
found in hi-fi — anybody with a tin ear
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

can tell the difference between stereo
and monaural or monophonic sound.
On the other hand, many ears dislike
or are repelled by hi-fi, a reaction that
surprised the early fm promoters who
tried to build a new medium on an
anticipated public desire for a supersignal that could transmit dog whistles
during thunderstorms.
While fm's early noise-free and highquality claims failed to meet the challenge of television during the post-war
period, stereo is stampeding the sound
market.
stereoa really
stereo, ifA a lotmanof with
slideruleisn'tis
nearby. At best, much is pseudo stereo
to the technician. And much is very
low-fi, which can be said also for a
great deal of hi-fi merchandise.
Hearing No Evil • Even low-fi stereo
is intriguing. Like the old sex adage —
when it's good it's wonderful; when it's
bad it's still pretty good.
The magic term hi-fi sells millions of
dollars of radios and record players.
And the appeal of stereo is even more
effective as a sales device.
An industrywide survey conducted
last summer by Broadcasting for the
1958 Yearbook issue showed signals in
stations putting out stereo signals in
various forms, including participation
with am stations. New stations are
joining the group every day.
A new technical item is a studiotransmitter package announced by
Gates Radio Co. It includes turntable,
tape, console, transmitter and multiplex (Broadcasting, July 14, 1958).
WQXR New York has all its live program ing in stereo.
Promise for Fm • Given the dream
treatment, stereo promises fm a powerful boost because fm has special advantages due to the technical superiority
of its transmission. With stereo, fm
service is even better than before. Fm
with hi-fi and stereo, if fed into good
receiving gear, can more nearly approach faithful reproduction of an
original performance than am.
Phonograph records and tapes with
stereo pickups are flooding the stores.
Some prophets figure all phonograph
recordings and pickup equipment will
be stereo within a few years, possibly
excepting pop music and specialities.
But stereo has some serious problems. It requires semi-captive listening to enjoy full realism. The purist
contends the listener must sit near the
point at which the sounds from two
speakers meet in a room. Position of
equipment, of listener, of furniture and
of furnishings can influence stereo efficiency as well as details of original
performance and processing. Only the
stereo fan will put up with technical
tidbits that are the knob-players delight.
Move to Standardization • Right now
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stereo has no technical standards or
uniformity. Fortunately a move toward
systems uniformity has been started by
ONE HUNDRED ELEVEN
Electronic Industries Assn., which has
set up National Stereophonic Radio
NATIONAL
Committee (Broadcasting, Feb. 2).
and REGIONAL
The first need is compatibility. That
is, existing equipment must still be able
to deliver and receive service when a
SPOT
performance is done in stereo.
ADVERTISERS
Broadcast stereo takes many forms — ■
two am stations; am-fm stations; amKnow
tv; am-fm multiplex; am (one station
with am single-sideband); fm-fm multiTERRE
HAUTE
plex (one station, using 42 or 67 kc
as center of multiplex signal); fm-fm
IS NOT
multiplex (one station using 50 kc wide
COVERED BY
swing or sum-and-difference multiplex
signal; tv-fm stations: tv-multiplexed
OUTSIDE TV
fm;
rier. multiplexed sound within tv carIS/s; 7958
Public Enthusiastic • Most broadcast
experiments with stereo have brought
enthusiastic comments from the public.
WTHI-TV
Many hi-fi fans have converted phono
TERRE HAUTE
rigs to stereo and can pick up broadcast
INDIANA ^-^
stereo unless, of course, it is multiCBS
<§>
plexed. Adapters for fm multiplex are
now on the market, ranging from $50
ABC channel LlV^
upward.
Will stereo lead fm into important
Represented Nationally by Boiling Co.
money? The first problem is to set up
uniformity from studio to living room.
Los Angeles - San Francisco - Boston
New York - Chicago - Dallas
Manufacturers have retooled production lines with stereo in mind. Some of
KOBY is
the low-cost phono and radio lines,
starting under SI 00. use swinging-door
the
No. 1 Record
or removable-lid speakers.
Fm broadcasters will find their audiIN SAN FRANCISCO
ences limited if they put out stereo in
several forms (see above). Advertisers
are nibbling at stereo, but am and tv
stations also can get a piece of this
money
if they'reis interested.
But stereo
often dramatic, even
startling — whether, for example, from
an RCA Mark XIV record player Or
($129.95),
Mark II combo (S550) or
Mark
I ($2,500).
Short of Perfect • Stereo systems
using two broadcast stations — such as
an am and an fm station — are open to
the waste-of-spectrum objection. Multiplex signals are not hi-fi enough for
There's a great new record in San
some audio hobbyists but the technical
Francisco
and it'stheKOBY!
recdifferences in separate stereo signals are
ord gives— KOBY
highestThis
average
all daytime rating — 14.5 (from Nomore than offset for the average listener
vember-DecemFrancisco
ber Pulse). That'sseller,
why
by the multi-dimensional effect. One
KOBY is the top San
multiplexed system uses the main fm
with
an
audience
that
buys
and
buys'.
No
double
spotting!
carrier for high notes with low-fre109c
discountDenver!
when buying KOBY —
quency base notes on the narrower
and KOSI,
multiplex signal.
Stereo has engendered vast broadcast
0,000 Watts
management
KOBYiiSann Francisco
the fm side. enthusiasm, especially on
Its broadcast portent is exciting.
Seesales
Perryrecord
and make
your own
with KOBY!
Stereocialmay
be the fm operator's finandreamboat.
For Greenville, Mass.— WGVM
Mid-America Broadcasting Co.
notButfor don't
a while.count on it for a killing —
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Kefauver bill would have Commission judging
antitrust aspects of professional sports on tv
Under terms of a sports antitrust coverage of the sports involved would
bill (S 886) introduced last Tuesday have to be deemed "reasonably neces(Feb. 3) by Sen. Estes Kefauver (Dsary" by the FCC,on the
states. Sen.
Tenn.), the FCC would be given a direct
Commenting
thisbillprovision,
congressional mandate to exercise jur- Kefauver said the FCC must "protect
isdiction inantitrust and programming the minor leagues by authorizing some
matters.
regulation of telecasts of big league
The Commission has repeatedly main- games into the territory of a minor
tained astrict hands-off policy in both league team . . . and the rights of people who wish to have sports contests
appear
their tv •sets."
In theon Middle
He said the Commis ion isin a better position to "strike
a balance" between these two interests
than either a blanket exemption for
sports from the antitrust laws or an attempt to legislate specifically what can
or cannot be done in restricting telecasts. Three senators are co-sponsors of
S 616, which would restrict telecasts
within 75 miles of a minor league team
on days that team has a home game.
Sen. Kefauver is chairman of the
Antitrust Subcommittee of the Judiciary
Committee, which held hearings last
summer on a bill giving professional
club owners a blanket exemption from
the antitrust laws, including a possible
radio-tv blackout. This bill passed the
House but was tabled, in Sen. Kefauver's Tennessee
words, because
it was said
too his
"broad."
The
Democrat
committee would hold hearings on the
Sen. Kefauver: he'd let FCC do it
fields. The Kefauver bill places profes- sports bills "in about two months."
sional baseball, football, basketball and
S 886 would not become a permanent
hockey under antitrust laws, but spells law if passed by Congress as one proout certain activities which would be
vision gives it a life of only four years
exempt.
after passage. "At the end of that time,
Any agreement restricting radio - tv its continued desirability can be exI

modern

radio

Jingles are the modern Radio way of selling. Heading the quality list
is Lang- Worth RADIO HUCKSTERS, the big newly produced service
covering all 20 major categories of local business. Stations pay for a
year's service with the first few sales. Exclusive in your market. Write
today!
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amined
Kefauver andsaid.proper action taken," Sen.
Immediate Attack • Sen. Kenneth
Keating (R-N.Y.), one of the authors
of S 616 and a leader last year for
sports antitrust exemption when he was
a member of the House, immediately attacked the new measure. "I am opposed
to all of these baseball badgering bills,"
he said. "This bill falls in that category.
"If Sen. Kefauver's bill is reported
out of his subcommittee, I will make
every effort to substitute my bill in the
full Judiciary Committee [of which Sen.
Keating
Seven isbillsa member]."
are pending in the House
on sports antitrust. Six are similar to
the Keating bill while the seventh would
giveThesports
blanket
exemption.last week
FCC a had
no comment
on the Kefauver bill.
Senate investigators
study CBS sex script
The Senate Rackets Committee disclosed last week that its staff is studying
a transcript of the CBS Radio program
on prostitution (Broadcasting, Jan.
19). Chief Counsel Robert Kennedy
said the committee was checking into
the report businessmen make wide use
of "call girls" to determine if this is an
"improper practice" within the committee's jurisdiction.
Mr. Kennedy said this did not, as
yet, constitute a full scale investigation
and declined to speculate on whether
it might develop into public hearings
later.
Last Monday (Jan. 23), the National
Assn. of Manufacturers loosed a scathing attack against the CBS program and
its commentator, Edward R. Murrow.
NAM charged the expose was principal y ahoax, designed to divert the
attention of the public from labor rackete ring. The association said Mr. Murrow "hit below the belt" when he sought
to convey the impression that large
corporations
of policy. use prostitutes as a matter
FTC probe requested
Sen. Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.)
last week urged the Federal Trade
Commission to launch an investigation
of advertising practices used by the
manufacturers of antibiotics. And, the
senator told FTC Chairman John W.
Gwynne, if the Trade Commission needs
a larger appropriation to conduct such
a study, it "should be prepared to discuss this matter further" in appearances
before the Senate Appropriations SubBROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

committee (headed by Sen. Magnuson),
on the fiscal 1960 budget.
Sen. Magnuson hit the "white coat
type of advertising which seeks to convey the impression that physicians are
not only using a given product, but in
fact
it." (A newly-instituted
NAB endorsing
code provision
prohibits the
hiring of actors to pose as doctors in
commercials.) He also charged that
"extravagant
claimstakeforus certain
biotics .. . almost
back toantithe
days when patent medicines held sway
with claims proved to be false, certainly most misleading."
More religion details
sought on FCC forms
Two religious organizations contend
that the FCC ought to ask for more details on broadcast
stations'itsreligious
gram ing in revising
forms profor
applications for new stations, license
renewals and station sales. The Broadcasting &Film Commission of the National Council of Churches of Christ in
the U.S.A. and the Office of Communication for United Church of Christ said
they
have
been "longand worried
over theto
trends of networks
local stations
commercialize religion and to consign
religion to the hours of the day when
there is the least audience available."
They want the FCC to ask, on the
form, for a list of religious programs,
the hours they are broadcast, whether
sustaining, and whether the broadcaster
permits solicitation of funds on these
programs.
The American Civil Liberties Union
also made an early filing (comments are
due Feb. 20) supporting the FCC majority in the proposed rulemaking and
taking issue with Comr. T.A.M.
Craven's dissent in which he said FCC
questions about programming constitute
censorship.
Senate committee
approves etv aid bill
The Senate Commerce Committee
last Wednesday (Feb. 4) unanimously
reported out a bill granting each state
up to 51 million for educational tv.
Later the same day, three senators introduced bill
a which would require the
FCC to give educators priority over
commercial operators in contests for
vhf channels.
Sens. Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.),
committee chairman, and Andrew
Schoeppel (R-Kan.), ranking minority
member, are co-sponsors of the etv-aid
bill (S 32). It passed the Senate last year
but died in the House with the adjournment of the 85th Congress. Sen. Magnuson promised fast Senate approval in
the new Congress so the House would
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

have "plenty of time" to study the
measure.
The bill was amended last week to
limit its life to five years. Each state
and territory would be eligible for the
federal grants, to be administered by
the Secretary of Education. Two days
of hearings were held on the proposal
just 2).
two weeks ago (Broadcasting,
Feb.
Sen. Hugh Scott (R-Pa.), Joseph Clark
(D-Pa.) and Clifford Case (R-N.J.) admittedly were eyeing ch. 12 Wilmington, Del., when they introduced S 924.
The bill would require the FCC to grant
a vhf channel to an educational applicant in cases where the desired facility
is not already reserved in a particular
area.
Sen. J. Allen Frear (D-Del.) took
issue with the move to reserve ch. 12
for etv. He told the Senate that facility
belonged to Delaware and suggested
that if the senators want an educational
station for
be very
happy
to the
havearea,
one"weof would
the channels
operating out of Philadelphia designated
as an education channel."
FCC inquiry method
criticized by WORZ
WORZ Inc., parent corporation of
WKIS-WORZ (FM) Orlando, Fla., and
losing applicant for ch. 9 there, last
week objected to the FCC's method of
handling an inquiry into the ch. 9 case
and asked to participate.
decision
awarding
ch.The
9 to FCC's
WLOF 1957
Orlando
was remanded
by the U.S. Supreme Court last October (Broadcasting, Nov. 3, 1958) to
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia because of testimony
before the House Legislative Oversight
Subcommittee alleging ex parte contacts
with an FCC member in behalf of
WLOF. The FCC in making the grant
had reversed a hearing examiner who
favored WKIS-WORZ.
WORZ Inc. said it understands the
FCC intends to handle its inquiry by
questioning
persons"
not
under
oath, ofby "certain
FCC staffers,
without
cross-examination or participation by
applicants involved. WORZ Inc. said
this method has "no value whatsoever"
and might lead to biased and incomplete
reports, despite good intentions.
Since there is a possibility of an evidentiary hearing, WORZ Inc. said, the
FCC inquiry should be in the form of a
hearing, conducted by a hearing examiner, with participants under oath
and with cross-examination and subpoena powers for parties.
sale offorWKIS-WORZ
to The
WIBCcompany's
Indianapolis
$295,000 is
pending (Broadcasting, Sept. 29, 1958).

Granger claims dearth
of rural programming
Charges that a present trend by am
broadcast stations emphasizes rock and
roll music programming and other efforts to build up "metropolitan" ratings
at the expense of farm and ranch programs have been made by James M.
Bender, master of the Texas State
Grange.
Mr. Bender said two San Antonio
stations, KONO and KENS, have
dropped agricultural programs in the
past year. He said he is bringing the
matter to the attention of the National
Grange headquarters in Washington,
"with a view of having the national organization discuss with the FCC the advisability of an investigation to determine whether all segments of the listening audience, including farm and ranch
interests, were being properly served in
accordance with regulations when radio
and tv stations are licensed."
Jack Jackson, public relations director for the National Grange and former
farm director of KCMO-AM-TV Kansas City, said his organization intends to
confer with the FCC on the "broad
area" of farm programming, the clear
channel issue and the North American Regional Broadcast Agreement
(NARBA).
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DOERFER VS. HILL
RTES hears chairman
on season's new bills
Proposals in Congress to prohibit
money payments to applicants for
withdrawing from comparative hearings
and to require comparative or other
hearings in transfers of broadcast properties got a rough going-over from FCC
Chmn. John C. Doerfer last week (Feb.
4).
Addressing the Radio & Tv Executives Society of New York in that city,
the FCC head said a ban on such withdrawal agreements, regardless of their
merit, would result in needless delays
in bringing service to the public and,
at best, "would be beating a suspect
over the backs of the public." Such
service to the public is regarded as relatively unimportant by some lawyers and
judges who have fixed minds as to what
constitutes the public interest, he said,
countering that "expedition is the prime
consideration." Such delays, he added,
should be treated in a separate proceeding or "preferably in a different forum
— the courts."
Deeming both comparative and noncomparative hearings inadvisable for
station transfers, Chmn. Doerfer said
facts can be learned more quickly and
sometimes more thoroughly by investigation. The time and expense for such
hearings would outweigh the good, he
thought. Noting that fewer than 75 of
the 500 tv stations now on the air were
granted after a contested hearing, he
said FCC criteria for selecting among
applicants mean nothing in a non-contested case; that the FCC must grant
a license when an applicant meets basic
statutory requirements.
Since there is no pattern of ownership as to category of licensee — local,
newspaper, multiple owners, etc. — ownership islargely fortuitous, he said. Unless Congress or the FCC imposes inflexible criteria, a non-comparative
hearing generally would be fruitless and

a comparative hearing an unnecessary
burden and expense on all concerned,
he
added.process
Hearings
would the
"hobble"
the sales
and remove
profit
motive from the free enterprise system,
plus expanding opportunities for "payoffs," making the price speculative, and
"blunting" the broadcaster's zest to
conduct
successful public-serving
broadcast astation.
Chmn. Doerfer had this to say about
other FCC problems:
Tv Allocations • Hope is not dead
for expanding the vhf band, for finding the "logical solution" which creates the "least dislocation." (For details
of
Mr.
feeling on this point,
see page Doerfer's
23.)
Subscription Tv • FCC is withholding action on pay tv until the end of
the first session of the 86th Congress.
He believes a resolution by Rep. Oren
Harris (D-Ark.) on pay tv indicates pay
tv should be given a trial, but is too
restrictive. FCC's proposal would allow
tests while protecting the free tv system. He feels a "realistic" and "meantrial ofpositions.
toll tv lies somewhere
between ingful"both
Skywave Propagation • FCC has
asked its staff to explore additional
possibilities for extending and improvprimary
secondary
iceinginbothareas
where anddeficient.
This servhas
very high priority and FCC thinks it
is in final stages of bringing it to a
proper conclusion.
Daytime Broadcasters Extended
Hours • Comments are due April 8
on a proposal by daytimers to operate
from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. and a reasonable
target date for final determination is
in late July, Chmn. Doerfer said.
Program Classification • Comments
are due Feb. 19. He was hopeful this
would
finalizedandbefore
May,challenge
but "if
another berenewed
forceful
is made to the basic jurisdiction asserted
by the Commission, it may take until
the latter part of the summer or fall
before final action is completed."
Sec. 309 (c) ("protest") Law • He
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expects the bar, the industry and FCC
to join to repeal or to amend Sec.
309 (c)terest is"to
extentover
the purely
public priinagaintheexalted
vate advantages" —before
and feels
be accomplished
the this
end should
of the
first session of Congress.
A short questioning period was led
from the dais by RTES President
Donald H. McGannon (president of
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.).
Chairman Doerfer good-naturedly
passed off references such as the workability of a "substitution agency" for
FCC. He didn't see, however, just how
effective it could be to split the Commission into "boards" (as suggested by
one question), noting that broadcasting
is but one part of FCC's responsibility.
He stressed the importance of the spectrum problem, indicating that every
segment of the nation's economy ponattentially
ions in thiscould be
area.affected by determiHe responded to a question dealing
with a bill introduced in New York's
State Legislature proposing the licensing of most tv programs (Broadcasting, Jan. 26). The chairman was
doubtful that any city or state could
adopt censorship or control dealing
with program content, thus placing himself in agreement with the general
sentiment of tv legal experts.
Justice, FCC at odds
on 'ex parte' talks
Ex parte representations to FCC
members in a rulemaking proceeding
not only are permissible under existing
law but also are "contemplated" and
"necessary" for such a "quasi-legislathe Commission
held U.S.
last
week tive"in activity,
a brief
filed with the
Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia
the Springfield-St.
Terre Hautein deintermixture
case. LouisBut the Justice Dept., also filing in the
case, took an opposing viewpoint and
held that private conversations between
FCC members and parties interested in
channel changes are grounds for ordering a full-scale hearing by the FCC.
The Justice brief, filed by Victor R.
Hansen, assistant attorney general in
charge of the Antitrust Division, and
his assistant, Robert A. Bicks, called
for a hearing. Justice also asked for
a preliminary hearing to determine if
any of the FCC commissioners should
be disqualified from taking part in the
new proceeding.
Justice said a new hearing might
uncover evidence of improprieties not
revealed in testimony before a House
subcommittee.
The court last December granted
parties the right to file briefs on action
it should take after the U.S. Supreme
Court remanded the deintermixture
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brder. The Supreme Court reversed
the lower court, which had supported
the FCC order (Broadcasting, Oct.
27, 1958). Appeal to the high court
had been made by Sangamon Valley
Tv Corp., a former applicant for ch. 2
at Springfield, which charged ex parte
activities were revealed in testimony
before the House Legislative Oversight
Subcommittee.
FCC told the appeals court last week
that it believes the Supreme Court remanded the Peoria-Moline ch. 8 deintermixture case at the same time it
reversed
Haute ch.the2 Springfield-St.
case because Louis-Terre
that court
wishes the FCC to be in a position to
return ch. 8 to Peoria if it should decide to return ch. 2 to Springfield. Both
cities are substantially in the same
general area and the two cases are thus
related for area deintermixture purposes. No question of ex parte contacts
with FCC members had been brought
up in the ch. 8 case, the FCC said.
The ch. 8 case had been appealed by
WIRL-TV Peoria (ch. 25), which held
a permit for ch. 8 before the deintermixture.
The FCC order in the ch. 2 case on
March 1, 1957, reassigned ch. 2 from
Springfield to St. Louis and also assigned ch. 2 at Terre Haute, Ind., substituting chs. 26 and 36 in Springfield.
At the same time the FCC reassigned
ch. 8 from Peoria to Rock IslandMoline-Davenport.
The Commission said last week that
since the deintermixture actions were
rulemaking, they are not prohibited by
the Administrative Procedure Act nor
the Communications Act; that ex parte
consultation is both traditional and vital
to a regulatory
agency's
rulemaking
functions,
and that
the Capitol
Hill
testimony on ex parte activities "reflects no circumstances of sufficiently
substantial
as to impair"
rulemaking nature
deintermixture
order. the
The FCC noted it informed the
Supreme Court of the Hill testimony
as a "matter of public responsibility,"
to let that court know of "a supervening circumstance of possible materiality
not known to the [appeals] court" when
the lower court supported the FCC action in a March 1958 judgment. The
Commission said it would "reasonably
appear" the Supreme Court wants to
have the benefit
court's
judgment
on the ofex theparteappeals
activities.
The Supreme Court action of last
October was looked upon by many
Washington lawyers as a "boner," for
reasons similar to those advanced by
the FCC and for others.
In its filing on the ch. 8 case last
week, the FCC said if the court affirms
the
FCC'salsoposition
2 case
it should
affirm in
the the
ch. ch.
8 decision;
if it orders FCC reconsideration of ch.
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

2, it should retain jurisdiction on ch. 8
but defer action until final FCC disposition of the ch. 2 case.
The
heart
of the
Justice
Dept.'sa
position was that
fairness
required
ban on ex parte representations, no
matter whether the proceeding was a
rulemaking or an adjudication controversy. Italso noted that some of the
discussions with commissioners (perhaps
a majority of the Commission, it implied) took place after the cut-off dates
for comments and counter-comments.
This was patently unfair and illegal
under thecedures,FCC's
own rulemaking
proJustice pointed
out.
They'll vote on CATV
The citizens of Salinas, Calif., will
vote at a June 2 election on an application to introduce community-antenna tv
service (CATV) in the city.
The election was ordered after a petition signed by 18% of the registered
voters sought repeal of an ordinance
that granted a line franchise to California Cablevision Co. Many school officials, civic groups, businessmen and
the Red Cross joined in opposition to the
ordinance, contending they wanted no
part of any service that required monthly utility
tion fees. payments and heavy installaThe CATV applicant was headed by
the late Bert Silen, of Los Altos, Calif.,
at one time with NBC and a former
radio operator in the Philippines.
KSBW-TV, operating on ch. 8, serves
the Salinas-Monterey area. It is headed
by John C. Cohan.
Crosley vs. Indiana U.
Opposition to a proposal by Indiana
Central U., Indianapolis, that ch. 13
there be reserved for non-commercial
educational use was filed last week by
Crosley Broadcasting Corp., operator of
WLWI (TV) Indianapolis, and ABCTV, WLWI's affiliated network, on
grounds
otherstv that
the city's
needs for among
commercial
outweigh
educational advantages. The FCC's award
of ch. 13 to Crosley is under court remand and oral argument has been held
in a contest between Crosley and WIBC
Indianapolis for ch. 13. Crosley is being
allowed to operate WLWI until a final
FCC decision is reached.

volve the transfer of stock. Late last
year three creditors of WTVW (TV)
filed a petition in the U.S. District
Court for the Southern District of
Indiana, alleging unpaid debts of the
station in excess of $400,000 and requesting reorganization proceedings
under the Bankruptcy Act. Early this
year the Court determined the indebtedness of WTVW (TV) in excess of
$250,000Donald as and
trustee.appointed Mr. Mc• Harte-Hanks Newspapers Inc., owner
of KBST Big Spring, Tex., as well as
group of newspapers in that state, won
a directed verdict for acquittal in the
criminal antitrust suit instituted by the
Justice Dept. in 1957. The verdict was
handed down by a federal district judge
in Dallas two weeks ago. Involved was
the $300,000 purchase of the Greenville
(Tex.), Herald
the Harte-Hanks
owned
Greenvilleby Banner
in 1956,
which left a city of 17,000 population
with a single newspaper. The newspaper
group also owns the Big Spring Herald.
• After gaining more freedom from the
U.S. Court of Appeals on the question
of staying grants where interference
problems are involved, the FCC last
week refused to exercise its new-found
prereogative. A majority of the Commission directed preparation of a docua
COLUMBUS,
GEORGIA
The state's second largest
city. The home of Fort Benning, plus Top per Family
income.
Ideal Test Market
Top Call
Family
Income
Hollingbery
for
Market particulars plus top
avails to move your client's
products.
25% Penetration
38 Rich Counties

• Government notes
• WTVW (TV) Evansville, Ind., last
week filed application with the FCC
to enable control of the station to
pass to Douglas H. McDonald, court- m
appointed trustee in current bankruptcy
M
proceedings. Although he is to be "in
complete charge" of the outlet, Mr.
McDonald's appointment does not in-

WRBL-TV j
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ment which would maintain the Dec.
10 stay of grants to Tomah-Mauston
Broadcasting Co. for a new am outlet
(WTMB) in Tomah, Wis., and modification of construction permit, pending the decision on the protest of William C. Forrest (WRDB) Reedsburg,
Wis. The Court had held that the
Commission was not required in this
type of situation to grant a stay enjoining the new operation prior to a
formal hearing. Under the long established KOA precedent the FCC has
been required to do just that.
• KXLA Pasadena, Calif., has been advised by the FCC that its application
for sale to Eleven Ten Broadcasting
Corp. (Donald R. Cooke, owner) indicates the necessity of a hearing. Among
the questions raised by the Commission
are ones involving the brother of Mr.
Cooke, a Canadian, who intends to
furnish the money for the purchase and
is to have an option to buy the station
himself at a future date. The FCC is interested inclarifying the situation as to
possible control of KXLA by other than
an American citizen and whether or not
the public interest is served by making
a grant to a party who has made a prior
commitment
to a transfer of the property.
• John Poole Broadcasting Co., which
has held a construction permit for
KBIC-TV Los Angeles (ch. 22) since
December 1952, has requested the
FCC to reassign the permit to South
Pasadena, Calif. No move of KBICTV's ent transmitter-antenna
from its
pressite on the Mount Wilson
antenna
farm is contemplated. It was understood the company does not want to
go to the expense of putting the minimum required signal over the whole
Los Angeles area and would settle for
the signal strength that would be required for such a smaller area. The
station proposes 8.35 kw visual and
5.85 aural, with a tilted (directional)
antenna, which would require the FCC

to waive two rules resulting from the
altered antenna.
• Fulton
Lewis will
jr.'s appeal
attorneythehasfederal
said
the
newscaster
court verdict which awarded a Seattle
educator $145,000 in a libel suit against
Mr. Lewis, MBS and WWDC Washington. The educator, Mrs. Pearl Wanamaker, was granted the damages, the
largest on record in such a trial in the
District of Columbia, after claiming
Mr. Lewis' broadcast of Jan. 6, 1956,
falsely identified her as the sister of a
man who had renounced his U.S. citiand fled behind
tain.zenship
Mr. Lewis
may havethe toIronpay Curthe
entire amount of the judgment, it was
disclosed, since testimony showed he
had an agreement relieving the network
and affiliated stations from loss.
• FCC approval of the merger of two
applicants
12 in Arecibo-Aguadilla, P. R.,forandch.withdrawal
of a third
was sought last week. Abacoa Radio
Corp. (Manuel Pirallo) asked withdrawal for out-of-pocket expenses of $7,000
(the firm said it actually had spent
$8,500) to be paid by Western Broadcasting Corp., the second applicant
which is owned 50-50 by Hector Reichard and Winston-Salem Broadcasting
Corp. (WTOB-AM-TV Winston-Salem,
N. C, WSGN-AM-FM and 50% of
WBMG [TV] Birmingham, and 80%
of WAPA-TV San Juan, P. R.). The
third applicant, a partnership of Jose
Bechara Jr., A. Gimenez-Aguayo and
Reynaldo Barletta, also would withdraw and receive one-third of Western,
with Mr. Reichard and Winston-Salem
each retaining one-third.
• A U. S. appeals court has upheld
the
of ch.
6 toa
Miami,FCC's
Fla. Inassignment
a per curiam
opinion,
three-judge circuit court held that the
allocation of ch. 6 to the Florida city —
the fourth vhf in that area — did not
modify the license of Gerico Investment
Co.'s dale.
ch.The 17ruling
WITVwas (TV)
Fort given
Lauder-by
the same
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the same court when Gerico appealed
the assignment of ch. 7 to Miami. The
court also upheld the FCC in refusing
to permit WITV to change from ch. 17
to ch. 6, holding that the FCC was correct in making it available to all applicants in a regular comparative contest.
Gerico, now in receivership, suspended
operations last May, but has retained its
construction permit. WITV is one of
four applicants for Miami ch. 6.
• WTVY (TV) Dothan, Ala., told the
FCC last week it is withdrawing its
earlier consent to a show cause order
which would switch WTVY's ch. 9 to
Columbus, Ga., and assign ch. 4 at
Columbus to WTVY instead. Under a
proposal by WRBL-TV (ch. 4) and
WTVMbus, the (TV)
(ch. 28),stations
both Columtwo Columbus
would
be assigned chs. 3 and 9, respectively.
WTVY said it will withdraw consent
only if the nearest of two sites approved by the Airspace Committee,
83 Vi and 99V2 air miles, respectively,
is assigned as a common antenna site
for the two stations, because it feels
WRBL-TV would penetrate into its
territory at the nearer distance.
• Construction permit for tv ch. 9 at
Hot Springs, Ark., has been granted by
the FCC to Southwestern Operating
Co. Donald Reynolds, multiple owner
owns Southwestern. Comr. Robert Bartley voted for a McFarland letter on the
concentration of interests issue. Previously, the Commission had denied a
petition to delete ch. 9 from Hot
Springs and assign ch. 10 to Shreveport,
La., by various channel changes affecting El Dorado and Little Rock, both
Ark. Chmn. John Doerfer and Comr.
Rosel Hyde dissented in this decision,
favoring Shreveport for the vhf.
• Genesee Valley Broadcasting Co. has
been formed in Rochester, N.Y., with
attorney T. Carl Nixon as president, to
request that the FCC allocate ch. 13 to
Rochester. The corporation has been
organized with a capital investment of
$1.5 million, it was announced, and
will
apply for theallocates
ch. 13 it.
drop-in
the Commission
In Maywhenof
last
year,
American
BroadcastingParamount Theatres asked the FCC to
allocate ch. 13 to Rochester. At present
there are two channels on the air in
that city: ch. 10, WHEC-TV and
WVET-TV share-time, and ch. 5
WROC-TV.
• The FCC last week granted commercial ch. 3 Mayaguez, P.R., to the
Dept. of Education of P.R. and denied
the competing application of Sucesion
Luis Pirallo-Castellanos for the same
facility. Comr. Robert Lee dissented
in this decision on the issue of government operation of channels.
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

EQUIPMENT
EIA production figures
show 1 958 adjustment
There were 4,920,428 television receivers manufactured in the JanuaryDecember 1958 period, Electronic Industries Assn., Washington reports. Tv
set production in 1957 was 6,399,345.
Radio receiver output in 1958 was
12,577,243 units, compared with 15,427,738 in 1957. Figures include automobile radios. Fm sets produced last
year totaled 376,114. (Comparable 1957
figures are not available.)
The following EIA chart shows radiotv output in December and the calendar
year 1958:
Auto. Total
Television Radio Radio
Jan.
433,983
349,679
1,026,527
Feb.
876,891
March 370,413
416,903 268,445
234,911 931,341
April
302,559
190,435
697,307
May 266,982
June
377,090 185,616
235,433 654,803
774,424
July
274,999
186,379 1,028,852
621,541
Aug.
507,526
242,915
Sept.
621,734 296,067
489,738 1,322,206
1,572,001
Oct.
495,617
Nov. 414,850
437,772 558,767
476,977 1,525,744
1,545,606
Dec.
Total
4,920,428 3,715,362 12,577243
• Technical topics
• Jerrold Electronics Corp. last week
reported a rise in net sales and service
revenues for the nine months ended
Nov. 30, 1958, to $5,262,166, compared with similar revenues of $4,326,766 for the nine months ended Nov. 30,
1957. Net income after taxes for the
first nine months of the current fiscal
year, according to the firm, totalled
$210,573 (including a non-recurring
credit of $27,268), compared with net
income after taxes of $9,960 for the
same period a year ago.
• Sylvania Electric Products Inc., N.Y.,
announces 23-inch picture tube with
safety panel bonded to face plate.
Samples of new "bonded shield" 110degree tube, which Sylvania feels can
lead to new concepts in set design, are
being distributed to tv receiver manufacturers. Present set designs call for
ADVERTISINGIN^X
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separate safety panel placed fraction of
inch in front of face plate. Sylvania
says tube's
corners
and relatively flat sharper
face result
in extra
20
square inches of viewing area. Comtube. pany is testing 18-inch "bonded shield"
• Steelman PhonographMt.& Vernon,
Radio Co.,
N.
Y., announces
new Transitape
portable
corderplayer.
- reRunning on
standard mercury penlight
batteries
with
convention a 1
three-inch reels
and tapes, alltransistor Tranexactly five pounds. Retailing sitape
for weighs
about
$200, machine can record conferences,
concerts, and picks up sounds as you
walk, company reports. In black or tan
leather case, unit measures 2%" x
6Vz" x 93A".
• RCA's Broadcasting & Television
Equipment Dept.. Camden, N. J., has
issued third edition of Broadcast Camera Equipment Catalog and price list.
All products in catalog are sold directly
through RCA Broadcast Representatives, located in 12 regional offices.
Catalog price: $1.
• Ling Electronics Inc., Culver City,
is proposing to acquire Altec Companies Inc. (electronic sound equipment), Anaheim, both California,
through a share-for-share exchange of
common tration
stock.
a regis-&
statementLing
at has
the filed
Securities
Exchange Commission covering the exchange offer. The companies have
agreed to terms.
Altec Companies and subsidiary,
Altec Lansing Corp., will operate as
subsidiaries of Ling. Altec Service Co.
will continue as a division of Altec.
• Manpower Inc., Milwaukee, has produced abooklet, "100 Suggestions for
Convention & Trade Show Exhibitors."
It gives pointers on show evaluation,
cost factors, exhibit planning, sales, presentations, booth staffing, building, dismantling and shipping the booth. "100
Suggestions" has a check-list for 1, 30,
60 and 90
priormayto betheobtained
show's
opening.
The days
booklet
gratis
from
Manpower,
810
N.
Plankinton Ave., Milwaukee 3.
• Gates Radio Co., subsidiary of Harris-Intertype Corp., Quincy, 111., has

introduced a program-gated amplifier
called the "level devil." With this amplifier, particularly suited to tv, it is
claimed, noise level of a crowd does
not rise above the regular level established by the average signal. Company
points out leveling amplifiers have seen
only limited use in tv inasmuch as film
with signal-to-noise ratio of 30 db
could not tolerate background noise
during silence on film.
• Raytheon Manufacturing Co. (electronic products), Waltham, Mass., announces that 1958 sales and earnings
set a company record. Sales in 1958:
$375,156,000 (an increase of about
45% over 1957-s sales of $259,865,000).
Last year's
taxes:
S9.403,000
(equal earnings
to $3.08after
a share).
These 1958 earnings were 95% greater
than 1957 earnings of $4,828, 000%qual
to $1.70 a share on the lesser number of
shares then outstanding, excluding a
share).
non-recurring net gain of 72 cents a

FATES
Advertisers
• Robert P. Taylor,
with H. J. Heinz Co.,
Pittsburgh, since 1935,
named general manager-marketing. Mr.
Taylor also appointed
member of firm's
United States operatMr. Taylor
ing committee.
• Allison Monroe, formerly v.p. of
Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance, to
International Breweries Inc., Detroit, as
v.p. for marketing and public relations.

& FORTUNES

• William H. Martin, formerly assistant manager of consumer research
department, BBDO, to Borden Co.'s cormarketing coordination
department asporate
marketing
research manager.
• Roger H. Bolin, director of advertising, Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
elected treasurer of Assn. of National
Advertisers, succeeding Donald S.
Frost, camev.p.,
Bristol-Myers
Co., who bevice chairman
last fall.

Agencies
• James T. Aubrey, board chairman
and chief executive officer of Aubrey,
Finlay, Marley & Hodgson, Chicago,
• Jack Kauffman, formerly of Col- elected
senior consultant of agency,
gate-Palmolive Co., appointed v.p.- which he founded 36 years ago. He conmerchandising of Revlon Inc., with retinues as director.
sponsibility forproduct marketing, marketing research, packaging, display and
• Edward W. Doopromotional activities.
ley,tive account
execusince 1956, named
• Craig S. Carragan, general adverv.p.
and
management
tising manager, National Biscuit Co.,
supervisor, Sullivan,
named director of advertising of biscuit
Stauffer, Colwell &
division, succeeding Harry F. SchroeBayles, N.Y.
ter,
named
director
of
Nabisco's
new
ft. J • Sidney G. Alexgeneral advertising department.
Mr. Dooley
ander, formerly with
Doner & Peck, to Kastor, Hilton,
Chesley, Clifford & Atherton Inc.,
N.Y., as v.p. and group supervisor.
• William V. Patten, account supervisor, Lennen & Newell, elected v.p.
WITH THE
Inter Mountain
Network

• Anthony C. Chevins, v.p. and
member of operations committee, Cunningham &Walsh Inc., N.Y., appointed
director of creative department.

A'S
MON
AT TAN
STATION
GRE

• Roselou Flanagan, comptroller,
Craig & Kummel, N.Y.,
•Norman,
3f
elected
v.p.
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• John G. Maynard, 44, president of
Fulton Morrissey Co., Chicago advertising agency, died Feb. 1, apparently
from overdose of sleeping pills. He
joined agency in 1950 as board chairman and president and previously was
merchandising manager of products
promotion with U.S. Gypsum Co.
• Frank M. Baker, v.p. of Grant,
Schwenck & Baker , Chicago, elected
president of Chicago Federated Advertising Club, succeeding J. Chalmers
O'Brien, v.p., Carson Pirie Scott & Co.
Other new officers: Budd Gore, Chicago Daily News, first v.p.; Mrs. Genevieve Raymond, Montgomery Ward &
Co., second v.p.; James G. Hanlon,

publicChicago,
relationsthirdmanager,
TV
v.p.; A. WGN-AMB. Stone,
Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc., secretary, and Joseph J. Hennessey, owner
of Sherman-Hennessey Printing Co.,
treasurer.
• Robert White, formerly at Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago, and
Otto Whittaker, previously v.p. and
partner at Middleton & Neal, Greensboro, N.C., to Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, as copy supervisors.
• Florence Dart, formerly with
Young & Rubicam, to Ogilvy, Benson
& Mather, N.Y., as media coordinator.
Dick Goodman, previously with Grey
Adv., to OB&M as copywriter.
• Louis Redmond, formerly v.p. and
creative supervisor, Ted Bates & Co.,
to Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, N.Y., as
copy group head.
• Ralph L. Wolfe and John H.
Owen, tobothautomotive
formerly accessory
v.p.'s of Compton
Adv.,
account
group of D. P. Brother & Co., Detroit.
• Everett A. Haygood, formerly of
Young & Rubicam, to G. M. Basford
Co.,
tive. N.Y., as assistant account execu• Edward D. Meyer, formerly with
Young & Rubicam, to Ogilvy, Benson
& Mather Inc., N.Y., as assistant account executive on Maxwell House coffee account.
• Melvin D. Weiss, account executive
in Cleveland office of McCann-Erickson, promoted to group head. John
Ribbing, formerly of CBS Radio,
named account executive.
• William Nelson, formerly of WLS
Chicago, to Gordon & Hempstead Inc.,
that city, as radio-tv director.
• D. Barker Lockett promoted from
writer, radio-tv department, to associate tv-radio creative director of Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago. Kenneth C. T. Snyder's title changed from
v.p.
director of commercial productor. and
tion to v.p. and tv-radio creative direc• Edward L. Traxler, formerly account executive of Campbell-Ewald,
Detroit, to Allmayer, Fox & Reshkin,
Kansas
as radio-tv director and
account City,
executive.
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• Edward Baczewski, with Cunningham & Walsh, N.Y., since 1950 and before that with Paris & Peart, appointed
associate director of media at C&W;
James Ducey, with agency for last five
years and previously in media department of Wm. Esty Co., named media
group supervisor.
• Fred D. T. Honigman, copywriter
of Adrian Bauer & Alan Tripp, Phila.,
adds duties of assistant to radio-tv v.p.,
succeeding Mrs. Stella Porter, who
becomes radio-tv timebuyer.
• Howard Cushman, formerly of
Harold C. Meyers Co., N.Y., to public relations staff of Gray & Rogers.
Phila.
• Aldis Butler, formerly manager of
& Rubicam's
J.Young
Walter
Thompson, Detroit
N.Y., office,
effectiveto
Feb. 20.
• Marion Forster, research account
supervisor, Compton Adv., N.Y., appointed associate research director.
• Robert Halff, formerly of Hixsen
& Jorgensen, LA., to Robinson, Jensen, Fenwick & Haynes, that city, on
copy staff.
Networks
• Salvatore Iannugci, with CBS since
1954, named director of contractstalent and rights, and Bernard Krause,
assistant to director of business affairs,
CBS, named coordinator of program
costs.
• Thomas H. Ryan, for past five years
in CBS business affairs department, to
CBS-TV program department.
• William E. Anderson, program
manager
NBC-TV's
Paar Show
since Julyof1958,
named Jack
producer.
• Albert L. Capstaff, director of
NBC Radio network programs, to lead
training session for Voice of America
personnel in March.
• Bill Stern, Mutual sportscaster,
presented Citation of Merit by National
Exchange Club for second successive
year.
• Leonard H. Goldenson, president
of American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres, has accepted appointment as
chairman of advertising, publishing and
entertainment section of New York Red
Cross chapter's 1959 campaign.
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

Stations
o T. H. Patterson, with WITN (TV)
Washington, N.C., past four years,
elected executive v.p.
• Max Sherman, director of local sales
for
Washington,
electedWWDC-AM-FM
v.p.
• Bernard L. Mullins, v.p., public
relations, WTIC-AM-FM-TV Hartford,
Conn., placed in charge of radio program ing and related operations. Paul
E. Lucas named publicity manager for
WTIC-AM-FM-TV.
• H. Moody McElveen Jr., v.p. and
general manager of
WNOK-AM-TV Columbia, S.C., elected
president of South
Carolina Broadcasters
Assn. Other officers :
Ed
Osborn, general
Mr. McElveen
manager, WBCU
Union, v.p.; Doug Youngblood, general manager, WFIG Sumter, re-elected secretary; Frank Hardin, managing
director of WIS Columbia, and John
Cashion, general manager, of WGCD
Chester, to board of directors.
• Marjorie C. Scanlan, formerly
radio-tv timebuyer of Kudner Agency,
NY., to WSUN-AM-TV St. Peters-

burg, Fla., as supervisor of sales development.
• Harry Brown appointed chief engine r of WBOY-AM-TV Clarksburg,
W. Va., succeeding Vila Brooks, resigned. Jesse James named assistant
chief engineer.
• D. L. Provost, v.p. and general
manager of radio-tv division of Hearst
Corp., appointed
mation committee toof freedom
NAB. of infor• Kermit Richardson, president and
general manager of KBOK Malvern,
elected v.p. of Arkansas Broadcasters
Assn., succeeding Lee Reaves, resigned. Julian Haas, general manager
of KAGH Crossett, elected secretary,
succeeding Mr. Richardson. Jim Higginbottom, president, general manager
and commercial manager of KBTA
Batesville, elected to board of directors
to succeed Mr. Reaves.
• George E. Dail, formerly of WIIN
Atlanta and WLOW Portsmouth, Va.,
appointed general manager of WYFI
(FM) Norfolk, Va., expected to begin
broadcasting about Feb. 15.
• Larry Walters appointed program
director and sales manager of KGST
Fresno, Calif.
• Frank Lawrence, account executive
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of KAKC Tulsa, Okla., promoted to
sales manager.
• William Cooper Jr., WPIX (TV)
New York film manager, to assume
additional responsibility for foreign
syndication of WPIX-produced film.
• Cliff Levine, formerly of Stodel
Adv. Co., L.A., appointed local sales
manager of KDAY Santa Monica,
Calif.
• Philip W. Wygant, formerly production supervisor of WBAP-TV Fort
Worth, named promotion director of
WBAP-AM-FM-TV. Robert Grammer, with WBAP-TV since 1948,
named production director.
• Robert B. Hudson, chief of program ing of Educational Tv & Radio
Center, Ann Arbor, Mich., past five
years, elevated to v.p. in charge of
programming.
• W. M. (Bill) Jack Jr., formerly
sales manager of KLMR Lamar, to
KATI Casper, both Wyoming, in
similar capacity.
• Archie Fabretti, formerly commercial manager of WGVA Geneva, to
WSEN Baldwinsville, both New York,
as sales manager. WSEN expects to
begin broadcasting late this month.
• Dick Barrett resigns as station manager of KCNO Alturas, Calif., to become sales manager of WKTL (formerly
WSHE) Sheboygan, Wis.
• Bill Shomette to KNAF Fredericksburg, Tex., as assistant manager
and farm director.
• Fulton Lewis III, son of Fulton
Lewis Jr., MBS commentator, named
news director of WJOC Jamestown,
N.Y. J. Richard Deitsch leaves
WJOC sales staff for similar post at
WICU-TV Erie, Pa.
• Len Antell, formerly news director
and assistant program director of
WCMC Wildwood, appointed news di-

rector of WMID Atlantic City, both
New Jersey.
• Ken Malden, promotion director of
WILD Boston, adds duties of program
director.
• Blanche E. Butler resigns as assistant to program director and director
of promotion and publicity of KFWB
Los Angeles to produce packaged d.j.
talent shows.
• William A. Gress to WOC-AMFM-TV Davenport, Iowa, as assistant
news director. Miss Kenlyn Wells,
copywritermotion stafor
f . IV2 years, to sales pro• Ron Reina, with KWG Stockton,
Calif., since October 1958, appointed
director of sports.
• Jack Laflin, formerly assistant sports
director of WCHS-AM-TV Charleston,
W.Va., to KPOA Honolulu, T.H., as
sports director.
• Robert D. Mowers, air personality
of WLAM Lewiston-Auburn, Me.,
promoted to program director, replacing Frank Sweeney.
• Elizabeth Dixon, with WRAL-TV
Raleigh, N.C., since 1956, named acting program director, replacing George
Hall, resigned. Nathan Hale, formerly of WSJS-TV Winston-Salem,
N.C., to regional sales staff of WRALTV, replacing James Thomson.
• Mal Morse, formerly program director of WICH Norwich, to WSUB
Groton, both Connecticut, in similar
capacity.
• J. Russell Power, news director of
WTIX New Orleans, to WAKE Atlanta in similar capacity. Maurice
Rich, formerly commercial manager of
WYZE Atlanta, to WAKE as account
executive.
• Mrs. Florence S. Lowe, formerly
Washington correspondent of Variety
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magazine for 16 years, to WIP-AMFM Philadelphia as press relations director.
• David Truskoff, formerly of Arnold
Kupper advertising agency, Hartford,
Conn., to WDRC, that city, as account
executive.
• H. Harold Powell, formerly promotion director of WTAR-TV Norfolk,
Va.. to WIS-TV Columbia, S.C., as
local sales representative.
• Vernon Stephens, formerly on sales
staff of WESA Charleroi, Pa., to
WCAE Pittsburgh as account executive.
• George Lasker, formerly of WORL
Boston, and Thomas N. Brown, formerly of WIIN Atlanta, to WMBRAM-FM
executives.Jacksonville, Fla., as account
• Henry W. Lippold Jr., formerly
newscaster of WMT-AM-TV Cedar
Rapids,
Iowa, 111.,
to U.as ofnews
Illinois'
WILLTV
Urbana,
supervisor,
succeeding Marlowe Froke, who
moves to Pennsylvania State U.
• Mrs. Ann Purrington, with WTVJ
(TV) Miami copy department past six
years, named copy chief. Mrs. Jean
Gilliom, formerly copy chief of
WINK-TV Fort Myers, Fla., replaces
Mrs. Purrington as assistant copy chief.
• Charles McCabe, veteran newsman
last with San Francisco Examiner, to
KPIX (TV), that city, as writer-producer in news department. Wanda
Ramey, formerly of KCBS San Francisco, to KPIX as newscaster.
• Robert Sokolski, formerly with
J. M. Mathes, N.Y., as copywriter,
to advertising-promotion
WNEW-TV
New York. department of
• Larry Ray joins WHB Kansas City
as member of sales staff.
• Richard W. Long, formerly of
WASK Lafayette, Ind., to WFBM Indianapolis sales staff.
• Irving Smith, 30, air personality of
WINS New York, died Jan. 30 in New
York
dent. City following automobile acciRepresentatives
• Tom G. Maney, formerly on sales
staff of KHJ-TV Los Angeles, named
account executive, Blair-Tv, L.A.
• Jack Canning, for past eight years
media executive, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell
& Bayles, toN.Y.
radio sales staff, H-R
Representatives,
Programming
• Arthur J. Steel, president of Columbia Drive-In Theatres and v.p. of
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

King Bros. Productions, and Harry
Pimstein, formerly v.p. -general counsel, RKO Radio Productions, will assume executive posts in Cinema- Vue
Corp., N.Y. Egon Nielsen, motion
picture producer-distributor, appointed
to handle foreign sales through subsidiary Cinema-Vue International with
offices in Copenhagen. Francis D.
Smith, executive v.p. and general sales
manager,
will direct west coast operation.
• JORY V. NODLAND,
formerly account executive of NBC Spot
Tv Sales, Chicago, appointed v.p. and sales
director of Sonic Arts
(motion pictures,
slide films), Chicago.
Mr. Nodland also bewmta tAtvuuvc v.p.
of Robert Oakes Jordan Inc., Highland
Park, HI., associated labs firm (electromechanical devices) for which Sonic is
sales and production organization.
• Joseph B. Irwin, attorney for CBSTV legal department, appointed director of business affairs for CBS Films
Inc.
• Hillard Elkins, president of Hillard
Elkins Inc., N.Y., and H. E. Management & Productions Assoc.. Beverly
Hills, Calif., elected member of board
and v.p. in charge of business affairs,
Mills-Park-Milford, New York and
Beverly Hills production packaging firm.
• Wells Bruen, formerly with Official
Films, to Flamingo Telefilm Sales,
Dallas, as regional sales manager; Sam
Steele Jr., also formerly with Official,
joins Flamingo as regional manager for
southern division, Atlanta, and William A. Whalen, previously with
Guild Films, to midwestern sales staff.
• Barney Cragston, for past 13 years
in radio-tv sales with Ziv Television
Programs,
sales manager
Cisco Kid named
sales division.
Pierceof V.Ziv'sS.
Smith, account executive in division,
promoted to spot sales manager. Walter L. Sachs, formerly with WAGATV Atlanta; Stanley Dyer, formerly
representative for KOSA-TV Odessa,
Tex., and George W. Sloan Jr., previously sales manager of Dekko Films,
named account executives in Cisco Kid
division.
• Ray Ellis, formerly with Columbia
Records on artist and repertoire staff,
to MGM Records, N.Y., as popular
artist and repertoire director.
• Jessica Maxwell, formerly with
Television Programs of America in production and casting departments, appointed casting director of Independent
Television Corp. John Serrao, formerBROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

just mm mwm>
ly of Peters, Griffin, Woodward Inc.,
ms* his mm
named district manager in western division sales office; A. W. Godwin, formerly with NTA and ABC Films, to
Arrow Productions, ITC re-run sales
division; John B. Dalton, formerly
with WOR-TV
New York, to syndicated sales division.
• George J. Zachery, formerly radiotv program and production manager for
Lever Bros., named director of production for GAC-TV (General Artists
Corp.) N.Y.
Equipment & Engineering
• L. C. Truesdell. v.p. and sales director of Zenith Radio Corp., elected
to board of directors.
• John P. Manley, sales manager,
General Ceramics Corp., Keasbey,
REACT
N.J., named v.p. and marketing manto the
ager.
• C. Graydon Lloyd, general manager
voice
and vision
of specialty electronic components department, General Electric, Auburn,
of NBC in
N.Y., since 1957, named general manSouth Bend - Elkhart
GE's newly-established
rectifier
call Petry today!
productager,section,
Skaneateles, N.Y.
• William R Fraser, with General
Electric Co. since 1941, appointed to
BERNIE BARTH & TOM HAMILTON
newly-established post of consulting
WNDU-TV
engineer, product design, for engineering and designing of complex broadcast
GE's technical
uctstransmitters
department,inSyracuse,
N.Y. prod• Elliot M. Nesvig, formerly sales
manager of Jefferson Electric Co., appointed v.p.-marketing of Pyle-National
Co. (electrical equipment), Chicago.
• R. H. Rogers, formerly advertising
manager and public relations director of
Laboratory for Electronics, appointed
advertising and sales promotion manager of National Co. (electronic, communications equipment), Maiden, Mass.
• Arthur Hoffman, previously district sales manager, McKenny Sales Co.,
Dallas, named midwestern division sales
manager.
Reeves Soundcraft Corp.,
N.Y.
• Humboldt W. Leverenz, assistant
director of research. RCA Labs, appointed director of research.
Allied Fields
• Jack Maillard appointed v.p. and r=H0WARD E. STARK — ,
general manager of Urania Records,
Brokers and Financial
Belleville, N.J.
Consultants
• Haskell P. Short, manager of Columbus (Ohio) bureau of United Press
International since 1955, named Ohio
Television Stations
state news manager.
Radio Stations
• Dennis Day, singer-comedian,
named chairman of National Safety
50 East 58th Street
Council'smittee.motion
picture,
He succeeds
Daleradio-tv
Evans comand
New
York
22, N. Y. ELdorado 5-0405
Roy Rogers, co-chairmen for past five
145
years.
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Mestre explains new
Television Interamericana S.A. has
secured the Latin American rights to
10 tv film series from CBS Films for a
three-year period, according to Goar
Mestre, head of the CMQ radio-tv properties in Cuba and organizer of TISA.
TISA, Mr. Mestre explained, was
formed by a group of Latin American
television broadcasters to provide them
with information about film programming from all available sources, and,
on request, to act as buying agent of
films already dubbed in Spanish for its
member stations and networks. TISA's
third function is to control and distribute tv programs of its own throughout Latin America, either by producing
them itself, by having them produced
especially for TISA or by acquiring the
Latin American
duced elsewhere. rights to tv films proHabla Espano • This final function is
the only one of its tri-fold program
which TISA has yet undertaken, Mr.
Mestre said, starting with the acqui-
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organization's aims
sition of the Latin American rights to
Annie Oakley, Champion, Gunsmoke,
Have Gun Will Travel, I Love Lucy,
Navy Log, Perry Mason, Range Rider,
Trackdown and Whirlybirds. TISA has
dubbed Spanish sound tracks on these
filmed tv programs, doing four of them
in Puerto Rico and two each in Cuba,
Mexico and Spain.
TISA members currently are the
CMQ and CMBF tv networks in Cuba
(the Mestre brothers own the former,
have a minority interest in the latter),
the Venezuelan tv network, Radio
Caracas Television, the tv station in El
Salvador and the tv station in Puerto
Rico. In Latin America, Mr. Mestre
explained, a network consists of one
program
originating station and a number of satellites.
Latin American tv is not as yet a
profitable operation in any country but
Cuba, he said, nor a profitable market
for tv film producers. With only 1.5
million sets in all of Central and South
America combined, $2,OO0-$2,500 is
the most that a half-hour film program
can gross in the entire Latin American
market. And with long distances beAmerican
citiesAires
(it's than
farthertweenfromLatinLima
to Buenos
from New York to Havana), the cost
of sending a salesman to any city may
be exorbitantly high for a U.S. program exporter.
"I'll wager that two or three years
from now, CBS Films, by selling these
programs to us for a flat sum, paid in
dollars in New York, will have netted
more than their competitors who are
handling their own distribution and
dubbing," Mr. Mestre stated.
Facilities Lacking • TISA is helping

tv film producers develop a Latin
American
by providing
facili-a
ties not nowmarket
available,
he said. Not
single U.S. tv film has been broadcast
in Colombia, he reported, where tv is
a government monopoly and although
there are 15 stations on the air and 30
more in warehouses ready to go up, the
film reproduction equipment is inadequate. So TISA has negotiated a government contract and at its own expense (about $25,000) is installing RCA
film camera chains and slide projectors.
The deal calls for the government
owned tv system to get the right to use
this equipment without charge for
broadcasting sustaining and educational
programs, but to pay for using it for
commercial programs. By the end of
the year, TISA will have invested about
$300,000 in similar projects designed to
help upgrade television throughout
Latin America. By April, Colombian
set owners will be watching U.S. tv
film programs, he said. "TISA believes
in
give declared.
and take, not just take," Mr.
Mestre
TISA's eventual goal is a Latin American tv network, which Mr. Mestre believes will "help destroy excessive nationalism among Latin American countries and create a more effective PanAmericanism. Together we can accomplish what we can't do individually."
BBG eyes live ratio
Canadian broadcasters were warned
at the first public session of the recentlycreated Board of Broadcast Governors,
that the new board will crack down on
stations which do not abide by programming commitments. Dr. Andrew Stewart, BBG chairman, on Jan. 28 stated
that broadcasting regulations would be
impartially and rigorously enforced. As
soon as possible the BBG will hold public hearings on possible changes of the
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present regulations which the BBG inherited from the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., former regulatory body.
At the first public hearings Raymond
Crepeau, CJMS Montreal, Que., was
questioned on unfulfilled commitments
to broadcast 48 hours a week of live
programs. BBG counsel Bert Lawrence
stated a spot check in December showed
90% of CJMS programs were recorded. Mr. Crepeau disputed the figure, stating that 20% to 22% would
be closer to the amount of live broadcasting that month.
• Abroad in brief
• Canadian Broadcasting Corp., which
has taken over operation of CFCT
Dawson City and CFWH Whitehorse,
both Yukon, and CFYK Yellowknife,
Northwest Territories, will soon take
over operation of parttime stations at
Aklavik, N.W.T., and Goose Bay, Labrador. These stations have been operated by military and civilian groups
on a parttime voluntary basis. The stations will be supplied with shortwave
news service and 50 hours of taped
CBC programs each week.
• West German Radio, Cologne, introduces a daily half-hour commercial
segment into its programming April 1.
North German Radio, Hamburg, also
is reported to be starting a daily halfhour commercial program the same day.
All other German radio is noncommercial, being supported by a $1.20
monthly license fee.
• Federation Nationale Des Industries,
France, plans
to holdof its
second International Exhibition
Electronic
Parts
& Components in Paris Feb. 20-24.
• The Western Region of the Federation of Nigeria, West Africa, is expected to have an educational television
station by midsummer. Plans call for
transmission facilities at Ibadan (population 600,000), regional capital, and
at Ikeja, adjacent to Lagos, the federal
capital. The International Cooperation
Administration, Washington, D. C, is
considering sending two tv specialists to
its West African mission in answer to a
request from the country's government.
• Striking television producers in Montreal, Quebec, have been urged by
Canadian Labor Minister Michael Starr
to seek reopening of negotiations with
CBC. More than 70 tv producers are
striking to get recognition for their
newly-formed union.
• KIDO-TV Boise, Idaho, changed call
to KTVB (TV) last Monday (Feb. 2).
Company name changed to KTVB Inc.
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

QUOTES WORTH REPEATING
.PLAYBACK
Sex appeal
Chicago headquarters
Utmost importance is placed on abil"Despite occasional loud cries of desity to charm televiewers, especially
pair from a few people that origination
of programming has left us [Chicago] women, as a requirement for successful
campaigning, by Democratic State
for
fairer Broadcast
climes," James
W. Beach,
president,
Advertising
Club Chairman Michael J. Prendergast of
of Chicago, says in an open letter to New York. At an Albany news conference Jan. 26 he said:
the city's trade editors, "on the comadds up to that perhaps we
mercial or 'sponsors' side,' Chicago is haveIt all
to look at candidates in a difhaving a field day." Mr. Beach, who is
ferent light than in the past. We must
ABC-TV
Central
Div.
vice
president,
continues:
consider their television personality and
If you will examine the trend, just in their appeal to the voters, especially
the women voters, who are voting in
the past year, you will find a number greater
numbers all the time.
of large national advertisers who are
displaying more faith, day by day, in
moving their national budgets away Figgerin' out westerns
are a kind of hankerin for
from Madison Avenue to Chicago-based the"Westerns
better world we have been trying to
advertising agencies. This is a tribute
to the . . . so-called leanness, virility, build, a world of justice where good is
forthrightness and yes, even guttsy-ness triumphant." That's the theory voiced
of the Chicago advertising school of by Leo A. Lerner in one of his syndicated columns. He goes on to say:
thinking. Only proven success keeps
bringing these additional millions of
The other night I saw Gunsmoke.
to the "marketing
headquarters" As I watched Matt Dillon ['I'm the
ofdollars
the American
way of life.
U.S. Marshal over in Dodge, ma'am'],
Only a short time ago one Chicago- it occurred to me that I was looking at
based advertising agency [Leo Burnett every American's dream of himself.
Matt Dillon . . . sits on the porch
Co.] acquired two $10 million national
accounts from eastern agency direction, with his hat over his eyes and waits for
the acquisition of which put this agency the killers to give themselves away. In
over the top and into the hundred- this age of frustration there is nothing
million dollar bracket and placed it in better than a steady diet of patience.
approximately sixth position in the That's why westerns stay in vogue. . . .
In a world where everybody has
country in its field. This was not happenstance; this was a tribute to the studied statistics but knows nothin',
specific type of processing continually nothin' at all, it's a mighty fine thing to
at work within the organization to move sit down in your own home and meet a
goods for its clients through, first of all, man who can figger things out.
its over-all comprehensive evaluation of
We're not really wishing for the
their marketing problems. Secondly, its frontier,
but for a Moses, a Job, a Jesus,
down-to-earth basic creative copy ap- an Abraham Lincoln. Not everybody
proach and thirdly (this is the most believed in them when they were alive,
important point of all as far as we at and not everybody believes in them
the BAC in Chicago are concerned), now. But the western is saying to us
the bulk of these great many millions something we have always said we beof dollars are spent within the broadlieve in: that one man with courage is a
casting industry alone.
majority and we like it.
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WMGM's Peter Tripp gathered crowds and dimes in a 201 hour-10 minute stint on Times Square
March of Dimes. Winner and still
DIMESMANSHIP
champion was Dave Hunter of WZRO
Jacksonville, Fla., who stayed awake
Broadcast strategy
for nine days, nine hours, nine minutes
and
nine seconds for a grand total of 225
brings in polio funds
hours (topping his old record of 187).
As in past years, broadcasters con- Winning second place, and practically
tributed time and talent in significant
the national publicity, was Peter
chunks to the 1959 March of Dimes. all
Tripp of WMGM New York who
Typical of many promotions across the lasted 201 hours and 10 minutes. In
country:
third place was Red Evans of WTAL
Fla., who went 190 hours
• KOCO-TV Oklahoma City opened Tallahassee,
the doors of its new studios to some and 43 minutes without sleep.
20,000 people who pledged, along with
Trenton, N.J., devoted a
viewers at home, more than $40,000 full• WBUD
week of air time to the drive,
during a 19-hour telethon.
broadcasting from a special studio in
• D.j. Pat Tallman of KTSA San the heart of Trenton.
Antonio bowled for 30 consecutive
• Major league baseball players went
hours to raise almost $800.
to bat in San Mateo, Calif., in a special
• A total of 74 acts entertained game Jan. 25 to benefit the March of
KSFO San Francisco broadWITN (TV) Washington, N.C., audi- Dimes.
cast the event and a pre-game rally as
ences so persuasively for I6V2 hours
a
public
service.
that $15,083 was pledged to the March
of Dimes.
• WGRO Lake City, Fla., signed on
• KIOA Des Moines, Iowa, d.j.
tellingtheitsrecord,
listeners"Tom
to putThumb's
dimes Tune,"
in one
Frosty Mitchell vindicated his name with
and the generosity of Iowans by push- of two boxes labeled, "Stop Playing"
ing a wheel chair 35 miles from Ames and "Keep Playing," and signed off
to Des Moines at better than $100 per with it at a profit of 35 cents per play.
mile from KIOA listeners for a total
• A dance contest over WWJ-TV
of over $4,000.
Detroit was decided by votes accompanied by 10-cent contributions to the
• Three indefatigable
conducted
marathon
broadcasts d.j's
plugging
the March of Dimes.

• Charged with "failure to support
and give sufficient aid to the March of
Dimes,"
Chuckby
Hardin KWTX
sprung Waco,
himselfTex.,
fromd.j.jail
broadcasting appeals from a cell to his
audience, who bailed him out with
$1,200 for the polio fund.
• WTTH Port Huron, Mich., staged
a "Jail Bail" promotion that raised
$3,000 for the March of Dimes. Lee
Van Dam, arrested along with some 20
other citizens (bail $100 apiece to the
fund) broadcast from a cell block in
the jailhouse. The promotion went on
for 8V2 hours on a Saturday, exceeding
the original goal by $1,000.
• Drumbeats
• Wong's Garden Restaurant in Miami
sponsors correct time announcements
on WCKR, that city, opening with a
Chinese gong. Copy: "The Wong time
• KGO-TV San Francisco is adding anis . . other
." dimension to KGO Radio personities by placing
cameras ianlmore
than 70themlive before
station tvbreaks,
totaling in excess of $10,000 air time.
A simulated radio booth has been built
as a setting for the announcements.
• The United States Coast Guard was
"rescued" by WPAT Paterson, N.J.,
when the commanding officer of the
Coast Guard Cutter, Tamaroa, called
the station to request that it broadcast
emergency announcements from the
ship to stand-by personnel on shore.
• With the addition of a series of Boston Symphony concerts (delayed tape
broadcasts of live concerts in Symphony
Hall, Boston), stereophonic programming on WGMS-AM-FM
Washington
now exceeds
30 hours a month.
The
weekly series is sponsored by Guardian
Federal Savings & Loan Assn. and
O'Brien & Rohall Inc., car dealers.
Agency for both is Larrabee Assoc..
Washington.
• The "music men" (no disc jockeys allowed) of WLOB Portland, Me., have
taken
their
placesportscasters.
beside the staff's
newscasters and
From
now
on
they
will
be
known
as
sicasters," WLOB has announced. "mu• WSAZ-TV Huntington - Charleston
W.Va., received more than 5,000 requests for Steamboat
Club membership
cards Bill
withinShipmate's
a week.
Steamboat Bill, played by WSAZ-TV
staffer George Lewis, is m.c. of Spinach
Playhouse (Mon.-Fri. 5 p.m.).
• KYW Cleveland raised more than
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$10,000 Jan.
for 30northern
Ohio's retarded
children
with a three-hour
musical benefit show. An audience of 3,000
saw Bob Crosby, Roger Williams,
Mitch Miller and others. KYW-TV
taped portions for telecasting.
• KBOX Dallas sent a feminine Santa,
dressed in a short velvet tunic with a
fur collar and hem, to advertising agencies in the area for the station's "Christmas in January" promotion. The model
gave agencymen gift-wrapped presents.
• KGVO Missoula, Mont., paid out
$1,024.70 in exchange for old Christmas
cards. Listeners and charitable organizations rounded up 102,470 to sell the
station at a cent apiece. KGVO gave
the cards to the Salvation Army.
• In the wake of a record snowfall in
Albuquerque last month, KQEO, that
city, man
sponsored
its first
snowcontest. More
than annual
300 families
and groups entered in the two days the
snow lasted. A 9-ft. rabbit in formal
attire, holding a radio with the KQEO
letters, won $50 as did the largest statue,
18 feet tall, displaying foot-high call
letters.

Radio boosters
in South Carolina
Radio stations of South Carolina,
taking a leaf from the national promotion book, are getting a statewide campaign underway for the radio medium.
The South Carolina Broadcasters Assn.
has signed 26 stations for its four-point
promotional plan, James K. Whitaker,
SCBA chairman, reports. The goal, as
outlined last month at the SCBA convention in Columbia:
(1) A series of personalized sales
and audience promotion spots; (2) a
South Carolina Radio Directory with
retail rates, market data, radio homes
vs. newspaper circulation and other information; (3) a South Carolina radio
presentation kit, and (4) a group of
volunteer radio experts to visit advertisers and agencies to present the story
of South Carolina radio.
The idea is patterned on national
promotions by the Radio Advertising
Bureau and Station Representatives
Assn. SCBA estimates that 50 stations
signing for the plan at $30 will put the
state radio show on the road.

Exploring broadcasting
Don't take WORC's word
An Explorer Scout post in broadcastIf agency timebuyers would like firsthand impressions of what radio listeners
ingSouth
is beingBend,
sponsored
WSBT-AMTV
Ind. Theby stations
have
in Worcester, Mass., think about
WORC there, and radio generally,
Avery-Knodel Inc., national representative for WORC, can set up personal
interviews. Agency buyers may call by
IMEMS • CLARKE
telephone, at no expense, one or more
of nearly 1,000 Worcester housewives
whose names and addresses were obtained byWORC when the ladies called
Type TRC-1
the station for various reasons during
TV Color
the last week in January. Buyers, using
the list, can verify those calls to the
station, and can ask any questions.
Rebroadcast
Dream announcer
The Gothic Corp., New York
management consultant, is updating its job description of the
television announcer. Convinced
that he does much more than announce, the firm is testing its
theory on advertising agency
people, asking them to define the
function in 200 words or less. The
best answer wins an automobile,
the four runners-up coming in for
cameras. Judges are Norman
Smith, advertising manager, Sunshine Biscuit Co.; Dr. John McDonnell, vice president-advertising, Schering Corp., and TvB
President Norman Cash. Open to
agency people only, the contest
closes Feb. 28.
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

signed a charter and appointed 12 staff
mittee.
members as the post's advisory comExplorer is a new concept in scouting to recruit boys of high school age
into "specialized" groups organized
along sional
business,
industrial andclaimprofeslines. WSBT-AM-TV
this
is the first Explorer venture into the
broadcasting field.
If the envelope fits . . .
An old envelope trick is being used
by Blair-Tv and Blair-Tv Assoc. station
representatives, in a mailing piece. In
a progression, each envelope is smaller
in size, keyed to the size of spot tv
campaign by an advertiser. Included:
Jergens Lotion in 97 markets (Cunningham &Walsh); The Texas Co. in
85 (also C&W); Ward Baking Co. (Tip
Top) in 33 (J. Walter Thompson);
Castro Convertibles (furniture) in 11
(Bernard Carlin Assoc.); S. A. Schonbrunn (Savarin coffee) in 3 (Foote.
Cone & Belding). Notes Blair: these
advertisers "shape spot tv to fit their
KWFT over Kremlin
Programming of KWFT Wichita
needs."
Falls,
Tex., is slated to be heard behind
the Iron Curtain this year. The station
is preparing a shipment of western
American folk songs to send to Radio
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Moscow in exchange for a package of
Russian music now on its way from
there. KWFT plans to present a weekly
series using the Russian music.
40,000 turn-out for 'Flight7
WAVY-TV Portsmouth, Va., attracted more than 40,000 to an open house
it held Jan. 25 at nearby Langley Air
Force Base to promote Flight, a syndicated series. In a 90-minute remote
telecast, WAVY-TV cameras showed
the Air viewed
Force's
latest planes and interAF personnel.

tion breaks throughout an entire
critical day by WTRF-TV Wheeling,
W.Va. A camera, equipped with
long-range Zoomar lens, was aimed
out of a seventh-floor window in the
WTRF-TV building to shoot the
roaring waters and barges whirling
out of control, hitting bridge pillars.
Then at each station break a live
shot of the river with superimposed
Flood breaks • Backgrounds of the ID was telecast, along with the reOhio River flood were used in staport of each new crest.
FOR
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Myers. leumSoledistributor.
ownersAnnounced
Sam H. Bennion,
petro-J.
—temporary
special service
authorization.
STA
—
special
Feb.
3.
authorization. * — educ.
Pocatello,
Idaho
Sam 0.595
H. Bennion,
vhf
ch.
10aur.;(192-198
mc);— ERP
kw vis.,terrain
0.296
New Tv Stations
kw
ant. height
above
average
2025
ft.,
above
ground
64
ft.
Estimated
construction cost $65,187, $172,453.
first yearP.O.operating
ACTIONS BY FCC
cost
$159,250,
address
Box 2436
Idahorevenue
Falls, Idaho. Studio
location
Hoting Co.,Springs,
Ark.
—
Southwestern
Operat1112
N.
Fifth,
Pocatello.
Trans,
location
vhf
ch.
9
(186-192
mc);
ERP
309
kw
miles S.SW. Pocatello (Kinport Peak). Geo-3'/2
vis.,
kw ft.,
aur.;above
ant. height
above
terrain162mated
680
ground
288 first
ft.average
Estigraphic
coordinates
48' 22.7"
112°
construction
cost
$432,000,
year
29'
W.TV-500-H
Long. 42°Trans.
GatesN. Lat.,
BT1A-H,
ant. 14.6"
Gales
ring.
Consulting
engi-H.
operating
cost920 $244,400,
revenue
$260,000.
neer
Robert
J.
Myers.
Sole
owner
Sam
P.O.
address
Rogers
Ave.,
Fort
Smith,
Ark. Studio
Hot Springs,
Ark. Bennion,
Feb. 3. petroleum distributor. Announced
Trans,
locationlocation
Hot Springs,
Ark. GeoFalls, Idaho
Sam 0.568
H. Bennion,
vhf
coordinates
34° ant.30' GE.
06" Legal
N. Lat.,coun-93° ch.Twin
06' 26"sel Haley,
W. graphic
Long.
Trans.,
13aur.;(210-216
mc); —ERPabove
kw vis.,terrain
0.284
Wollenberg
&engineer
Kenehan,William
Washing-L. kw
ant. ground
height
average
ton,
D.C.
Consulting
22
ft.,
above
164
ft.
Estimated
conFoss Inc., president
Washington,
D.C.
W.
struction crevenue
ost $54,985, $172,453.
first yearP.O.operating
Reynolds,
and owns
100% Donald
$159,250,
address
Southwestern Pub. Co.,
orowner
controlsof cost
Box
2436,
Idaho
Falls,
Idaho.
Studio location
location
237
4th
Ave.,
S.,
Twin
Falls.
Trans,
KFSA-AM-FM-TV
Fort
Smith,
Ark.,
KOLOAM-TV Reno,allKORK
Vegas, Okmulgee,
KLRJ-TV 237 4th Ave., S. Geographic coordinates 42°
Henderson,
Nevada,Las KHBG
03' 42" N. Lat., 114°
12' 39" W.TV-500-H.
Long. Trans.
Okla., andnounced JanKBRS
ant.
Con. 29. Springdale, Ark. An- Gates BT1A-H,
sulting
engineer
RobertGates
J. Myers. distributor.
Sole owner,
Sam
H.
Bennion,
petroleum
Newsion Corp.
Orleans,
La.
—
New
Orleans
TeleviAnnounced Feb. 3.
Commission
waived
Sec.
1.331
(b)
ofTelevision
rules andCorp.
granted
STA to onNewch.Orleans
to operate
13 at
New Orleans
from
Feb. 1 to shall
April cease
30, con-at Translators
d
i
t
i
o
n
e
d
t
h
a
t
this
operation
such
time
as
regularly
authorized
tv
service
Redwood
Improvement
Corp.,
Redcommences
on ch. 12 start
at Newof operation
Orleans, buton expired
woodpermits
FaUs, TV
Minn.—
to replace
in no13 atevent
for Granted
five tv cps
translator
stach.
Biloxi,beyond
Miss.
on ch. (K80AL)
70 to translate
programs of ofWCCO-TV,
to
translate
New Orleans Television Corp. is merger programstions—(K70BB)
(K83AE)Minneapolis;
to transof Supreme
Bcstg.withCo. Oklahoma
and CoastalTelevision
Televilate
programsKMSP-TV,
of WTCN-TV
Co., which,
(K73AI)
to
translate
programs
of
Corp.,sionreached
competed
for ch. 12whereby
at New Supreme
Orleans. and
Three
agreement
*KTCA-TV,
(K77AI)
to
translate
programs
of KSTP-TV St. Paul. aU Minnesota.
and
Coastal would
form
newits corporation
and
Oklahoma
would
dismiss
application
Shelby
T.
V.
Club
Inc.,
Shelby,
Mont.—
for reimbursement
ofsame
expenses
not to Suex- two
Grantedtv cpstranslator
to replacestations—
expired (K76permits
ceed $75,000. UnderWJMR-TV
agreement,
AG) forto
programs
of
CJLH-TV
Lethbridge,
20) on ch.preme 13operated
at New Orleans (formerly
until Jan. ch.31. translate
and (K72AM)
to translate
of KFBB-TV
Great Falls,
Mont. programs
TemporaryCorp.
authorization
Orleansas Alta.,
Television
is notof merger
to beto New
construed
Big Tex.
Lake— Granted
Translatorcps System
Inc.,
Commission
approval
and
is
withLake,
for two
new Bigtvof
any action
translator stations
— toandtranslate
programs
may outtakeprejudice
in Newto Orleans
ch. 12 Commission
proceeding. KOSA-TV
Odessa,
other
to
translate
UntilisMarch
2, New
Orleans with
Television
programsCraven
of KMID-TV
absent. Midland, both Texas.
Corp.
permitted
to operate
about Comr.
65%
of
its
authorized
effective
radiated
power of no94.5
kw vis. and 47.2 kw aur. An- New Am Stations
unced Jan. 29.
ACTIONS BY FCC
APPLICATIONS
Idaho Falls, Idaho — Sam H. Bennion, vhf Mojave, Calif. — Mojave Bcstrs. Granted

1340 kc, 250 w unl. P.O. address 38325 North
12th St., E.structPalmdale,
Calif.
Estimated
conirevenue
on cost $16,600,$36,000.
first Leslie
year operating
cost
$30,000,
G.contracFoote
is soletor.
owner.
Mr.
Foote
is
general
Announced Feb. 3.
Denham
Springs,
AvoyeUes
Corp.
Granted
1220
kc,La. —250Box
w 7,D.Marksville,
P.O.Bcstg.
add
r
e
s
% Chesterconstruction
J. Coco,
La.
Estimated
cost
$16,651,
first
year
operating
cost
$30,000,
revenue
$45,000.
Avoyelles
Corp., sole
owner, also
owns
KAPB
MarksvUle,
La. Announced
3.
Scott
Bcstg. Oneida.
Co. Feb.
Granted
1310Oneida,
kc,mated
1 Tenn.—
kwconstruction
D. P.O.
address
Esticost
$21,843,
first
year
operating sole
cost $25,000, revenue $86,250. R. H.
Troxel,
nounced Feb. 3.owner, is Ford dealer. AnWhite RiverInc. Junction,
Vt.—
White1 kwRiverD.
Enterprises
GrantedGuarino,
910 kc,
P.O.
address %construction
Alfred
28 N. Main
St.
Estimated
cost
$18,336,
first
year
operating
cost
$27,000,
revenue
$35,000.
Owners
are
Mr.
and
Mrs.
DuRay
Smith
Jr.
(each
25%)
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Philip
Smith
Jr.
(24>2%
each).
The former are director,
retired.
Philip
Smith
is
announcer-program
WTSV Claremont, N.H. Announced Feb. 3.
APPLICATIONS
Cottonwood,
Ariz.address
— Verde 4121Bcstg.
Co. 1410
kc,
1
kw
D.
P.O.
W. Pinchot,
Phoenix,
Ariz.year
Estimated
construction
cost
$12,150,
first
operating
cost
$32,000.
revenue
$33,000.
Equal
owners
are
Russell
G. Wonnacott,
manager KOFAhousewife.
Yuma, Ariz.,
and
Geraldine
AnnouncedCalif.
Feb. 2. —Cowling,
Lemoore,
Elbert
H.
Dean
Golden 1240 kc, 250 w. P.O. addressand5226B. N.L.
Teilman Ave.,
Calif.
Estimated
conon costFresno,
$11,930,$35,000.
first Equal
year
operating
cost $25,000,structirevenue
partners,
Mr.
Dean
is
chief
engineer
KARM-AM-FM
Fresno, Fresno.
and Mr.Announced
Golden isFeb.
former
KEAP
4. owner
Radioaddress
New Route
Smyrna1,
Inc.New1550Smyrna,
kc, 1 kw Fla.D. —P.O.
Box 187, Land
O$7,400,
Lakes, first
Fla. year
Estimated
cons
t
r
u
c
t
i
o
n
c
o
s
t
operating
cost
$40,000,
revenue
$50,000.minority
Equal owners
are
Robert
E.
Wadson
owner
WALT
Tampaworker,
and John C.minority
Dent, retired
government
owner,
National
EquipmentJan.& and
D.C.
Announced
29.Supply, Washington.
— PeachBoxBcstg.
1420 kc,
1 LouisviUe,
kwEstimated
D. P.O.Ga.address
412, Co.
Clarksville.
Ga.
construction
cost
$23,913,
first
year
operating
cost
$31,800,
revenue
$42,000.
Owners
are Bradley
Lumpkin
Williamson
(35%),
employe
WRWH
Cleveland,
Ga.;
Henry E. and John O. Braselton (15% each),
Braselton,nouncedGa.,
Feb. 4. grocers, and others. AnCaldweU,
Idaho—
Bcstg.
Co.11635of
Idaho
790
kc,
1217,kw Christian
D. P.O.Ore.
address
S.W. Highway
Tigard,
Estimated
ction
cost
$18,273,
first
yes
cost Harold
$48,000, revenue
$66,000. Equal partners
are
Shaw,50%decorator-designer,
and
F.Grove,
DemcyOre. Mylar,
owner
Announced
Feb. Gilbert
4. KRWC 1550Forest
Aurora,
Mo.—
Galen
O.
kc,
1 kw D.Estimated
P.O. address
Box 126,cost
Tahlequah,
Okla.
construction
$13,339,
first
year
operating
cost
$30,000,
revenue
$40,000.
Mr. Gilbert
is majority Jan.
owner30. KTLQ
Tahlequah,
Okla.
Announced
TroyDrawer
Bcstg. 471,Co.Rocky
1390 kc, 500
wVa.Troy,
D.Estimated
P.O.N.C.—
address
construction cost $14,175,Mount,
first
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

Ohio kc,
— Raymond
Kandeladdress
and
GusZanesvllle,
Zaharis 940
w D. I.P.O.
4010
Virginia
Ave., S.E.,250 Charleston
4, W.Va.
Estimated
construction
cost
$16,215,
first
year operating
cost
$40,000, revenue
$48,000.in
Equal
partners
Mr. Kandel
has interests
WMON
Montgomery
and
WKLC
St. Albans,
both
West
Virgina,
and
Mr.
Zaharis
has
interest
Feb. 4. in WTIP Charleston. Announced
Sapulpa,
Okla.
—
Sapulpa
Bcstrs.
1550
kc,
250 w D.Okla.P.O.Estimated
address 5450
N. Frankfort,
Tulsa,
construction
cost
$16,062,
first
year
operating
cost
$40,000,
revenue
$48,000. manager
Equal partners
W. E.
Minshall,
KRMG are
Tulsa
M.Smithfield,
E. Klar,salesjeweler.
Announced
Feb.Co.3.and
Va.—
Tidewater
Bcstg.
kc, 10 Estimated
kw D. P.O. construction
address Box cost
940, $28,200,
Smith-940
field.
first
year
operating
cost
$65,000,
revenue
$70,000.
Owners
VernonTasley,
H. BakerVa.,(40%)
majority
ownerareWESR
and
WYNN
Florence,
S.C.;
C.
Brooks
Russell
(40%) minority
WESR;
Howard
Gwaltney
(10%)owner
Smithfield
mayor,
andC.
Charlesator.F.Announced
RussellFeb.(10%)4. hotel-motel operW.Va. address
— Spencer901 Bcstg.
Co. Rd.,
1400
kc,Spencer,
250 w. P.O.
Evanwood
Charleston,
W.Va.yearEstimated
construction
cost
$10,300,
first
operating
cost
$30,000,
revenue
$40,000. Applicants
are stockholder
Melvin S.
Burka,
manager
andBernard
minority
WTIP Charleston;
A. Burka,
sales
manager
and
minority
stockholder
WTIP;
Gus Zaharis,Charleston
48% ownerlawyer
WTIPandandminority
A. G.
Thompson,
ownercantWTIP.
is 25% Feb.
owner4. of applicompany. Each
Announced
kc,Jackson,
250 w Wis.—
D. P.O.Suburban
address Bcstg.
Route Co.
2, Box540
270-B,
Menomonee
Falls,firstWis.
Estimated
construction
cost
$74,831,
year
operating
cost
$70,000, H.revenue
$95,000.
Equal
aTe
Lomas,
owner
Tower owners
Repair
and Charles
Maintenance
Service,
Menomonee
Falls;
Eugene
M.
Gissall,
dental
surgeon;
Donald
J.dresek,
Heyrman,
physician
and
John
C.
contractor. Announced Jan. 29. AnExisting Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KWBY on Colorado
Springs,w Colo.
change
740
D to— 250Granted
w N,
1 kw tions.
LS, Announced
DA-2kc from
unl.; 3.250engineering
condiFeb.
KIMN
Denver,
Colo.—
Granted
change
from
continuing Feb.
operation
on 950DA-1
kc, 5 tokw DA-N,
unl. Announced
3.
KASOtime Minden,
La. — Granted
changeit from
unl.
to
specified
hours
(which
now
operates tinuing
underoperationtemporary
authority),
connounced Feb. 3. on 1240 kc, 250 w. AnKATZ within
St. Louis,
Mo. — itBeing
advisedhearing,
that,
unless
20 days
requests
its
application
for
additional
time
to will
changebe
nighttime
facilities
from
1
to
5
kw,
dismissed
Feb.
3. and cp canceled. Announced
KFIR
North from
Bend, Josephine
Ore.— Granted
transfer
of control
E. inEdwards
toMedford,
Vernon
G. Ludwig
(interest$85,000.
KDOV
Ore.);
consideration
Announced Jan. 29.
Memphis,
Tenn.— Waived
Sec.WHBQ-AM-TV
3.651
(c)
and
granted
authority
to
uti-of
lize aur. trans,stereophonic
of WHBQ-TVsound
for purpose
transmitting
broadcasts
induring
conjunction
with WHBQ-TV
WHBQ, foris normally
90 days
hours when
silent.
Announced
Feb. 3.
APPLICATIONS
WJHO Opelika, Ala.— Cp to increase dayJan. 30.time power from 250 w to 1 kw. Announced
KTIP
Calif.—
to1 kw
increase
daytimenewPorterville,
power
250 w CptoJan.
install
trans.fromAnnounced
30. and
WTNT
Tallahassee,
Fla.—
Cp
to
increase
daytime
power
from
250
w
to
1
kw
and
make
changes
Announced
Feb. in4. transmitting equipment
WELL
Battle
Creek,
Mich
Cp
to
increase
daytime
powertrans.
from (Request
250 w towaiver
1 kw Sec
and
install[d]new
3.188
rules.) Springs,
AnnouncedMo.—Feb.
2. to inKUKUcreaseofWillow
Cp
from 500 wFeb.to 14. kw and install
new trans. powerAnnounced
KHUB quencyFremont,
to kc;
change fre1340w Neb.—
kcto 500
to Cp1330
from from100from
w; hours
changeincrease
ofpower
operation
specified
to hours
dayJan. time29. and make changes in trans. Announced
KRBO
Las
Vegas,
Nev.—
Cp
to
change
frequency
from 1050 from
kc toD 1400to kc;
change
hours
ofof operation
using
power
500
w. Announced
Feb.tounl.,3increase
WGBB
Freeport,
N.Y.—
Cp
power
(D)
from
250
w
to
1
kw
and
install
new trans. Announced Feb. 4.
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

KCLXfromColfax,
Cp to increase D
power
250 w Wash.—
to 1 kw
trans.
Announced
Feb.
4. and install new
KQDE
Wash.—
power-trans,
from 1Renton,
kwandunl.studio
to 1 location,
kw,Cp 5 tokw change
LS, change
ant.
change
from
DA-1
to
DA-2
and
change
station
location
to Seattle, Feb.
Wash.,3. and install new trans.
Announced
New Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Mountain
View, *88.5
Calif.—mc,Foothill
Jr. Collegedres Dist.
Granted
10Camino
w. P.O.
ad% Ariaconstruction
L. DeHart, cost
150 El$4,500,
Real.
Estimated
first
operating cost $400. Announced Feb. 3.year
Sacramento,
Granted
98.5 mc,Calif.—
3.5 kwDaleunl.W. P.O.Flewelling.
address
1818 Q St., Sacramento. Estimated construcling has
Feb.
3. teaching background. Announced
Santa
Clara, cpCalif.—
of Santa
Clara.
Granted
for University
new
noncommercial
educational
to operate
mc;
ERP 1.1 fmkw. station
Announced
Jan. 29.on 90.1
Bloomington,
— Sarkes
Granted
82.3 mc,Dr.Ind.31Estimated
kw. P.O.Tarzian
address Inc.E.
Hiss,
Hillside
cost $22,977.
Station to duplicateconstruction
programs
of applicant's
ton,
AnnouncedamJan.outlet,
29. WTTS BloomingLouisville,
Ky. —13.5Jefferson
Bcstg.
Co.%
Granted
95.1 mc,
P.O.
address
Station WTMT,
1300 S.kw.4th
St.,$18,030,
Louisville.
Estimated
construction
cost
first
year
operating
cost $2,500,
revenue
$3,000.
Applicant
is licensee
of WTMT
Louisville.
Earl F. holder,
Hash,
president
andPayette,
27.3%
stockalso
owns
KPID
Idaho.
Announced Jan. 29.
Medford,
— Conant
Bcstg. Co.99 Revere
Granted 107.9 mc,Mass.
15 Estimated
kw.
P.O. address
Beach
construction
cost
$14,515, Pkwy.
first year
operating
cost $25,000,
revenueMedford.
$35,000. Announced
Applicant Jan.
is licensee
"of
WHIL
29.
East Granted
Lansing,99.1Mich.
Bcstg.
Corp.
mc, —30BoxMid-State
kw.289.P.O.Estimated
address
%construction
Robert J. cost
Coleman,
$54,547,$34,000.
first yearOwners
operating
cost $33,500,
revenue
are
James
F.
Anderton
(66.67%),
iron
and Mich.
steel
executive;
John P.manager;
McGoff (16.67%),
State
U.
concert
and
Robert
J.
Coleman
Mich.
Assn. (16.67%),
of Bcstrs. executive
Announced secretary,
Jan. 29.
Hempstead,
N.Y.—
Hofstra
College.
Grantedstation
cp for new
noncommercial educational
fm
to operate
w. Announced
Feb. 3. on 88.7 mc with 10
Juan,Rico.
P.R.—Granted
Department
Education
of SanPuerto
forof new
noncommercial
educational
fmcp840station
erate
on
89.7
mc;
ERP
w;
ant.to op740
ft. Announced Feb. 3.
Bellingham,
Wash.92.9— International
Good
Music
Inc.
Granted
mc,
20
kw.
P.O.
address 1151 Ellis
construction
cost
$16,530,
first St.
year Estimated
operating
cost $30,000,
revenue
$30,000.
Applicant
is
owned
by licenowner,
se of KVOS also
Bellingham.
Roganof Jones,
86.49%
owns
60%
Wenatchee, Wash. Announced Feb. 3.KPQ
APPLICATIONS
Omaha,
Neb.—kw.JackP.O.L. address
Katz Enterprises
94.3
mc,
0.25
924 City
National
Bank
Bldg.
Estimated
construction
cost
$9,978,
first
year
operating
cost
$12,120,
revenue
$14,140.
Mr.
Katz,
90%
owner is salesman at KMTV Omaha. Other
partners
(5%
each)
are
Donald
L.
Stern,
attorney, and(Announced
Bill L. Jan.
Dunbar,7, omitted
Motorola from
emJan. 12 ploye.
issue.)
N.J.— WBUD
Inc.Estimated
101.5 mc, con25.8
kw.Trenton,
P.O. address
Box first
158.
on cost $20,050,
cost $3,000.structiAnnounced
Feb. year
2. operating
Jefferson,
Highaddress
Fidelity20 Music
Co.Port95.9
0.74 N.Y.—
kw.N.Y,
P.O.
Lake
Rd.,mc,Merrick,
Sole (FM)
owner HicksJohn
R.End
Rieger
Jr.
is
owner
WLIR
ville, N.Y. Announced Feb. 2.
Existing Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KEAR
(FM) ofSanlicense
Francisco,
Calif.—Stations
Granted
assignment
to Family
Inc. (Harold
ation $100,000.Camping,
Announcedpresident);
Jan. 29. considerWUST-FM
cp toB
change
from Bethesda,
class A power
on Md.—
106.3 Granted
mc to class
on
20 kw94.7 andmc; ant.change
from 320 ft. from
to 245500ft.,w andto

Equipping a
Radio Station ?

New RCA
5 KW FM Transmitter
Designed for
Multiplexing
A "Direct FM" system plus many
other outstanding performance
features such as built-in remote
control provisions and screen voltage power output control, make the
BTF-5B today's best FM transmitter buy. Its 5000-watt power output provides adequate coverage of
a multiplex channel and improved
coverage for conventional operation. New Exciter, Type BTE-10B,
uses/'Direct FM" modulator circuits,quired.thus Whatever
fewer your
tubesequipment
are reneeds-SEE RCA FIRST!
Or write for descriptive literature to RCA, Dept. PB-22,
Building 15-1, Camden, N. J.
RADIO CORPORATION
of AMERICA

APPLICATION
KATY-FM
San Luis
Cp to
change
frequency
from Obispo,
99.9
mc Calif.—
to 94.5
and change type trans.
Announced
Feb.mc,2.
Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KFMU (FM)of license
Los Angeles,
Calif. — Granted
assignment
to Metropolitan
TheatresmentCorp.;not toconsideration
plus agreecompete in $100,000
radio business
in
area
for
five-year
period.
Assignee's
sole
stockholder is Eighth Street Theatres Corp.,
which
is
wholly
owned
by
Sherrill
C.
Corwin,
who Kan.;
has interest
KAKE-AM-TV
Wichita,
KPRO inRiverside;
Blythe;
KYOR Brawley;
KREO Indio,KROP
and
100%
owner KBKFMX
AY (FM)
and
KBAY-TV
San
Francisco;
(FM)
andKPAX
KFMX-TV
(formerly
KEZY)
San
Diego;
(FM)
San Bernardino,
and KFMC
(FM) Feb.
Santa3.
Barbara,
all California.
Announced
KACY Port
Hueneme,
Calif.
—
Granted
asignment of license toof Lincoln
(interest iBakersfield);
n spermittee
new tv Dellar
station
on
ch.
17
at
consideration
$83,000.
Announced Feb. 3.
WAPGment of license
Arcadia,
Fla.
—
Granted
assignfrom H. F. Arcadia-Punta
McKee as individual to newCo.corporation;
Gorda Bcstg.
(H. Announced
D. Ryals, president);
consideration
$55,000.
Feb. 3.
WQXT-AM-FMof licenses
Palm Beach,
and S.SCAFla.—
to GrantFlame
Radioed assignment
anddent);Tele.
Co.
(Emma
Pell,
presiconsideration
$112,785.
Announced
Feb. 3.
Salina,
assignment
of KSAL
license
SalinaKan.—
Bcstg.Granted
Inc. (KFOR
coln,Sioux
Neb.;to KRGI
Grand
Island,
Neb., Linand
KMNS
City,
Iowa);
consideration
$350,000.
Announced
Feb.
3.
KBSFment of license
Springhill,
La—
Granted
assignJamestr/asL. Springhill
Boucher,
etBcstg.
al., to Johnnie from
K. Hill,
Feb. 3. Co.; consideration $60,000. Announced
Flint,L &Mich.P Bcstg.
— Granted
ofWTAC
license
Corp.assignment
(Leonard
and
Phil toChess);
Announced
Feb. 3. consideration $278,000.
WNLAment of Indianola,
Miss.—
Granted
assignlicense to Radio
Cleveland
Inc.
(WCLD Announced
Cleveland,
Miss.);
consideration
$30,000.
Feb.
3.
WMUR-TV
Manchester,
N.H.
—
Granted
assignment
of licensesconsideration
to United Tele.
Co.
ofAssignee
New Hampshire,
$450,000.
stock
is
held
by
Friendly
Bcstg.
Co., 99% owned
by Richard EatonBaltimore,
who has
interest
in WSID-AM-FM-TV
Md.;
WINX (FM)
Rockville,
Md.; WOOK-AM-TV
and
WFAN
Washington,
D.C.;
WARKAM-FM Hagerstown, Md.; WANT Richmond,
Va.;
WYOUWSRS-AM-FM
and WACH-TVCleveland
NewportHeights,
News,
Va.,
and
Ohio. Announced Feb. 3.
KASAment of license
Elk City,
Okla.—
Granted
assignfrom Stephens
Leo R. Morris,
Jackson
R. Webb and Carl
to Webb
and
new
owners ofobtain
Morris'
50%
' Stephens;
interest
for
assumption
debts.
Announced
Feb. 3.
KIHN Hugo,O. Okla.—
transfer of
control
A. andO.Granted
Gladys
and W.Leetafrom
E. Brawner;
and Ollie
SchoolerM. toBrewer
Dave
and
consideration
$45,000;
conditioned
that
transfer have
not bedisposed
consummated
until
transferees
of
interest
Feb. 3. in KFTV Paris, Tex. Announced
H, OAK. \Mi MM. ^^<^-^y
S. DAK.

MIDWEST

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through Feb. 4
TOTALFor APPLICATIONS
Lie. ON AIR
new stations
Not 122on air
Cps53
624
105
CP
135
39
543
3,286
104
62
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING through Feb. 4
TOTAL
VHF
435
UHF8
Commercial
Non-Commercial 43 21
COMMERCIAL STATION
BOXSCORE80
30
As reported by FCC through Dec. 31, 1958
AM
FM
54335
Licensed (all on air)
40
CPs
on
air
(new
stations)
3,286
114
117
10470
470
CPs
not
on
the
air
(new
stations)
695
666
Total authorized stations
38
Applications for
in hearing)
515»
3,440
12448
Applications
for new
new stations
stations (not
(in hearing)
594
108
Total
applications
for
new
stations
478
Applications for major changes (not In hearing)
17
Applications
for major
changes
(in hearing)
526
Total
applications
for
major
changes
Licenses
deleted
the
3711
CPs deleted
but retain theii
1 There are, in addition, seven tv stations which are no longer
432154
licenses.
1
There
are,
in
addition,
39
tv
cp-holders
which
were
on
the
air
at
one
time
but
are
no
longer in operation and one which has not started operation.
uhf).3 There have been, in addition, 211 television cps granted, but now deleted (44 vhf and 167
4 There has been, In addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.
KHEMnt of license
Big Spring,
Tex. — Granted
assignto Thomas
and
Robert meCo.;
E. Bradbury
Jr., $57,607.
d/b E.as Conner
The Cobra
Bcstg.
consideration
Announced
Feb. 3.
APPLICATIONS
KZOK
Prescott,
Ariz.— Seeks
assignment
ofers license
Northern
Arizona
AircastInc. tofrom
Harvey
Raymond
Odom.
tion, $28,806. Mr.El Odom
is former Cononethird ownersideraKHEY
Paso, Tex.
KWRF fromWarren,
Ark.—
Seeks
transfer
license
Paul
Fiser,
John
G.
Rye
andof
Lee
Reaves is toformer
WeldonownerandKWRW
Violet Guthrie,
Sledge.
Mr.
Sledge
3.Okla. Consideration $50,000. Announced Feb.
KAPI
Pueblo,
Col. — Seeks
assignmentRadioof
cpCorp.
fromwhich
Ray
J.is Williams
to Centennial
wholly
liams. Announced
Feb. 4.owned by Mr. WilKAVIment of Rocky
Col.—J.Seeks
assign-to
license Ford,
from
Williams
Centennial
Corp.,Raywholly
Mr.
Williams.Radio
Announced
Feb. 4. owned by
West
Point, Valley
Ga.— Seeks oftransfer
of WBMK
license
from Valley
Radio
land to Radio
Inc. of Inc.
Georgia, Marywith
no changenounced Feb.of3. ownership involved. AnRADIO STATION

(Southern Middlewest — Can be
Money-maker. Total price $200,000. $75,000 cash handles. Liberal terms on balance. Full-time
KANindependent.
MIDDLEWEST
Contact the CHICAGO OFFICE, Tribune Tower, DEIaware 7-2754, or the office nearest you
HAMILTON • STUBBLEFIELD. • TWINING and Associates, Inc.
BROKERS
AND
TELEVISION
STATIONS • NEWSPAPERS
|
Ul Sutter
St.• RADIO
1511 Bryan
1737 De Sales
SAN FRANCISCO | EXbrook
WASHINGTON, ■>D. rC. i Executive
3-3456St. N. W.
2-5671
UALLfli- j(Riverside
8-117St. . ,.,.,uiii*Tnu
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\

) 1 t-L. j
1 (vlO- V

WTVW voluntary
(TV) assignment
Evansville,
SeeksEvans-inlicenseInd.—from
Television
Inc. toof Douglas
ald,villetrustee.
Announced
Feb. 4. H. McDonKYSS
Missoula,
Mont.Bcstrs.
— Seeks toassignment
ofState
cp Bcstg.
from
Missoula
Treasure
Co.
Consideration
$1,625.
Purc
h
a
s
e
r
s
a
r
e
Wallace
K.
Reid,
(25%)
one-D.
third
partner
in
KORD
Pasco;
Robert
Chamberlain,
(37.5%)
Pasco
financier,
and
A.Feb.
James
Arrighi,
(37.5%)
businessman
4. all Washington state. Announcedin
Spokane,
WRMT
RockyMarvin
Mount,R. N.C.
— Seeksto Olinda
transfer of cp from
Robbins
Enterprises
Mr. Robbins
250 shares ofInc.
preferred
stock inwill
Olindareceive
and
$9,000.
will(31.6%)
be Mr. and
Robbins
(68.8r7Mr.).
NormanOwners
Suttles
others.
Robbins
is
in
insurance,
and
Mr.
Suttles
is
manager
WRMT. Lima,
Announced
WIMA-AM-FM
Ohioin— Feb.
Seeks4. assignm
e
n
t
o
f
minority
interest
Northwestern
Ohio Bcstg.
Corp.
E. Hamilton,
present
ownerfromStewart
to George
his asdaughter
Suzanne 50%
Hamilton
a gift.Mrs.No
financial
consideration
involved.
Announced
Feb. 4.
WHAT-FMsignment ofPhiladelphia,
Pa.—
Seeks asfromInc.,
Independence
Bcstg.
to license
WHAT-FM
a wholly
owned Co.
subsidiary
nounced Feb. 4. of Independence. AnWTYC
Rock
Hill,
S.C.—
Seeks
transfer
controlT. ofLamar
licensee,
County Bcstg.
Co.of
from
and TriMarguerite
A. Lincoln
and Pauline
E. Faulk Simmons;
to E. L.
Burwell, R. H. Whitesides and Jonas R.
Bridges, eachsideratipurchasing
25%
interest.
on, $will
46,90 . After
transfer,
Mr. Conand
Mrs.
Simmons
collectively
hold
25%
interest.
Mr. N.C.
Whitesides
owns WKMT,
Kings
Mountain,
Mr.
Bridges
is
manager
WKMT,
Mr. Burwell
is manager WTYC.
Announcedand Jan.
29.
Cleveland,
Tenn.—
Seeks
transfer
ofInc.WBAC
control
of
licensee
corp.
Fitch
& Kileof
from
Susan F.M. Fitch,
Fitch,deceased,
executrix
estate
of
Thad
and
Walter
KileJames
to equal
partners
Charles
B.$5,000
BrittandT.andliabilities
Ayers.
Consideration
not to exceed $120,000
Mr.
is and
majority
owner
WIRY Plattsburg,Britt
N.Y.
equal
partner
Mr.
Ayers
in
WJBS
DeLand,
Fla. Mr.withAyers
also ownsGa. station
representative
Atlanta,
Announced
Jan. 30. firm in
KOKE
Austin,
Tex. —KOKE
Seeks Inc.
assignment
50%
interest
from Gilesof
E. Miller
to inG. Radio
E. Miller
& Co. Announced
Feb.KCTV4. (TV) San Angelo, Tex.— Seeks assignment of control of licensee Westex TeleBROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive
OfficesSt., ME.
1735 DeSales
N. W.8-5411
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montelair, N. J.
PilgrimGreat6-3000
Laboratories,
Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO
TELEVISION
501-514 &Munsey
Bldg.
STerling
3-0111
Washington
4,
D.
Member AFCCE C.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL
BLDG.D.Dl.C.7-1319
WASHINGTON,
P. O. BOXKANSAS
7037 CITY,JACKSON
MO. 5302
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
Pennsylvania Bldg. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building District 7-0215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. CarrConsulting
& Associates
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington
6, D. C. Leesburg,
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
>2 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32 CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
O Liver 2-8520

GEO.CONSULTING
P. ADAIRENGINEERS
ENG. CO.
Radio-Television
Communications-Electro nice
1610
Eye St., D.N. CW.
Washington,
ExecutiveMember
3-1230 AFCCE
Executive 3-5851

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTINGAssociates
RADIO ENGINEERS
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. QuineyRiverside,
St.— Riverside
III. 7-2153
(A Chicago suburb}

WILLIAM
Consulting E.RadioBENNS,
Engineer JR.
3802 Military
Rd.,C. N. W.,
Wash.,
D.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box Phone
2468, STate
Birmingham,
7-2601 Ala.
Member AFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
8401 Cherry St. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
61 7 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-461 6
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200Brecksville.
SnowvilleOhioRoad
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Teh JAckson 6-4386 P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
5622 DYER STREET
EMERSON 3-3266
DALLAS 6, TEXAS

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S.Denver
Kearney 22, Colorado
Skyltoe 6-1603

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

RALPH J. BITZER
CONSULTING
ENGINEER
Suite
298, Arcade
Bldg.,
St. Louis
1,
Mo.
Garfield
"For Results in Broadcast1-4954
AM-FM-TV
Engineering"
Allocations
• Applications
Petitions
• Licensing
Field Service

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Seite 601 Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

ir ecto

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc.
P.O. Box
Lakeland,
Mutual1211,2-1431.
5-5544Florida

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS
FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord
Cambridge
38, Ave.,
Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HIRE,
To— among
Be Seenrhem,by the85,000*
Readers
ing station owners decision-makand managers,
chief
engineers
and
techni-tv
cfacsimile
ians— applicantsfacilities.
for am, fm,
and
•ARB Continuing Readership Study
153

er vice
COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring
Company
PRECISION
FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL
TIME
SERVICE
FOB AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box
7037
Konwis
City, Mo.
Pfcotw Jackson 3-5302
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING
INSTITUTE
Accredited
Tectmlool
Institute
3224
16th
St.,
N.0.W.Curricula
Washington
10,
C.
Practical Broadcast. TV Electronics

vision
fromBcstg.
AngeloCo. Bcstg.
Telecstg. Inc.by
toHouston
Big Co.Spring
H. Harte
and which
Edwin is owned
H. Harte
PROMINENT
(48.32% each)
and
A. L. HallHarte(3.36%).
Cons
i
d
e
r
a
t
i
o
n
$
3
1
,
4
8
7
.
Messrs.
are
president andAnnounced
vice president
Standard.
Feb. 4.of San Angelo
Forge, Va.—
BROADCASTERS
ofto'WCFV
licenseClifton
ForgeSeeks
Bcstg.transfer
Corp.
James
R.from
ReeseClifton
Jr. Consideration
$45,000.
choose
Mr.
Reese
is
80%
owner
WCBG
burg, Pa. Announced Feb. 4. ChambersKLYK from
Spokane,
transfer
control
KLYKWash.—
Inc. Seeks
to Marie
Stormof
Taft,
Archie Taft
Jr., Mrs.
and Taft
W. L.is Simpson.
Consideration
$43,000.
majority
Stainless
owner KOL Seattle; Mr. Taft is majority
owner
KBKWEverett,
Aberdeen,
and minorityand owner KRKO
all Washington,
MrSimpson nounced
is Feb.assistant
manager KOL. An4.
WMNF
SeeksCo.transfer
TOWERS
ofCourtney
licenseRichwood,
from Consideration
RoyalW.Va.—
Bcstg.
to Mr.W.
Evans.
$40,000.
Evans
is
former
owner
WICO
Salisbury,
Md. Announced Feb. 4.
KRAL
Wyo. — Seeks
assignment
of
controlRawlings,
of Rawlings
Co. fromC.
Rawlins
Newspapers
Inc.Bcstg.
to William
Grove, papers
present
25%
owner.
Rawlins
Inc.
presently
owns
50%,
and NewsWinfield Clark
25%. 70.5%
After transfer
William GroveGrove
will own
and Winfield
Grove
will
own
29.5%.
Consideration
$32,750. Announced Feb. 4.
Hearing Cases
FINAL DECISIONS
By tidecision,
granted applicao
n
o
f
Dept.
ofCommission
Education
Rico
for new tv station
to operate ofon Puerto
commercial
ch. 3 inpetingMayaguez,
P.R.,
and
denied
comapplication
of
Sucesion
Luis
PiralloCastellanos;
also dismissed
as mootof Dept.'s
petition
that principals
Suce-to
Luisrequesting
Pirallo-Castellanos
be indirected
elect sionbetween
their
application
thisRadio
proceeding
and
application
by
Abocoa
Corp.
for ch. 12Announced
in Arecibo-Aguidilla.
Joe M. Baisch, General Manager
Lee dissented.
Feb. 3. Comr.
By order. mediately
Commission
effective
imDec. 23, of1958made
initial
decision
granting
application
WSBC
Bcstg.
Co.on
for
new
class
B fm111.,station
to operate
93.1
mc
in
Chicago.
and
denying
similar
application
of
Electronic
Music
Co.
which
WREX-TV
was in default for failure to appear and
prosecute.
Announced Feb.made3. effective Dec.
ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
17,By1958order,
initialCommission
decision granting applications
of Leavenworth
Bcstg. Co.Leavenworth,
to increase Kan.,
power of am
station
from
500
w
to
5 KCLO
kw,kc with
DA continuing
operation
on
1410
D.
Wichita
Beacon
Bcstg. Co. KWBB
Inc., toWichita.
increaseKan.,
daytime
power
toof station
5 kw,
continuing
operation
onfrom14101 kwkc
with
1
kw
N,
DA-2.
and
Bowie-Nocona
Bcstg.
for new station to operate on
1410 kc,Co.500
nounced Feb.w 3.D, DA, in Bowie, Tex. AnINITIAL DECISIONS
Hearing
Examiner
Isadore toward
A. Honiggrant-issued
initial
decision
looking
ing application
of ofWestminster
Bcstg.
Co.
to increase
power
station
WCME
Brunswick. Me.,onfrom900 500kc wD. toAnnounced
1 kw, continuing
operation
Feb. 4.
Hearing
MillaTd toward
F. Frenchgrant-isinitialExaminer
decision
looking
ingsuedapplication
ofstation
University
Advertising
Co.
for
new
am
to
operate
1150
kc,
500 w DA,
D.30. in Highland Park,on Tex.
Announced
Jan.
Richard Peck, Chief Engineer
Hearing
Examiner
Forest
L.
McClenning
issuedinginitial
decision
looking West
towardVirginia
grantofchange
Central
And for good reasons, too:
Service application
Corp. toWeston,
facilities
am
WHAW
W.Va.,
fromof 1450
* Stainless EXPERIENCE in design station
kc, 250 wnouncedunl.,
Jan. 29. to 980 kc, 1 kw D. Anand fabrication
Hearing
Herbert toward
Sharfmangrant-issued initialExaminer
decision
looking
* RELIABILITY of Stainless installaofto WKOX
Inc.,on for105.7newmc
class
BFramingham,
fming application
station Mass.
operate
tions
Announced Jan. 29. in
* LOW MAINTENANCE COSTS of
OTHER ACTIONS
Stainless towers
Majority
of Commission
on Feb. 3 todirectedmaintaining
preparation
document
ward
itsofBcstg.
Dec.
10Co.,stayforlooking
ofnewgrants
to
Tomah-Mauston
am
Ask today tor free station (WTMB) on 1390 kc, 500 w D, in
and mod.
of cp bypending
literature and in- Tomah,sion afterWis.,
hearing
on protest
Williamdeci-C.
formation.
Forrest no(WRDB),
unced Feb. 3. Reedsburg, Wis. AnBy memorandum opinion
and order forin pronew111.
tv stationsce ding toon competing
operate onapplications
ch. 8 m Moline,
Commission
(1) byaccepted
certain
supplemental pleadings
Community
Telecasting
Corp Tele-Views
News Co.,
IowaIllinois
Televisionto Co.;
deniedand
NORTH WALES • PENNSYLVANIA
by Iowa-Illinois
enlarge(2) issues
to petition
inquire
154 (FOR THE RECORD)

into financial qualifications of Midland
Bcstg. Co.,plement and
(3) grantedto extent
motion ofandadding
supby Community
issue to determine
financial qualification
of
Tele-Views,
denied
Community's
motion
in
all
other
respects
except
those
which
have
become moot or have been withdrawn and
that sportion
requesting
enlargement
of
isues to include willlegalbe qualifications
of IowaIllinois
treated
document.whichAnnounced
Feb. 3. in subsequent
By memorandum
opinion
and
order,
denied Nov. 12, 1958, petitionCorn-by
Henry
B. Clay,
resident of delete
Shreveport,
La.,
requesting
ch.ch.9 10from
Hot Springs,rule-making
Ark., and toassigned
to
Shreveport,
La.,andbyLittle
channel
ing El Dorado
Rock,changes
Ark.,Chairman
asaffectwell
asDoerfer
Hot
Springs
and
Shreveport.
and
nounced Jan. Comr.
29. Hyde dissented. AnBy order,
CommissionBcstg.
dismissed
moot
petition
by
Mountain
Co. for asthereto
review
offiledexaminer
ruling
and Inc.,
opposition
by
Radio
Mid-Pom
in
proceeding
involving
applications
for new Ohio.
am
stations intheir
Middleport
- Pomeroy,
Mountain
Staterequest.
application
has been
dism
i
s
e
d
a
t
its
Announced
Feb.
3.
By 8,order,
as moot
July
1958,thatCommission
petition
by dismissed
Storer Bcstg.
Bcstg.
Co.,
requesting
Seaboard
Radio
Corp.
(WIBG-FM)
and
the
William
Penn
Bcstg.
Co.
(WPEN-FM),
Philadelphia,
Pa.,
show
cause
why their
frequencies
should alleged
not be
exchanged
in order
toto eliminate
harmonic interference
visual signal
of
WVUE
(TV)was Wilmington,
Del.,station
of which
petitioner
then
licensee;
was
deleted
Dec. Commission
22, 1958. Announced
Feb. 3.by
By order,
denied West
petition
West
Bend
Bcstg. applicant
Co. (WBKV
Bend,
Wis.)
to become
in consolidated
proceeding
involving
threeG. mutually
exclusive
applications
(Russell
Salter
Inc.
and
Dixon1 kwBcstg.
for new
stations
on Inc..
1460
D, atCo.site
Dixon,
111.,
and
WRAC
tokc,
move
trans,
and
increase
ant.
height
and
Racine, Wis.,
1460 radiation
kc, 500 w ofD),WRAC
and dismissed
as mooton
motion cetopted for change
and
enlarge
issues;
WBKV
to acin-kc
crease powerfiling
fromFeb.
5003. w application
to 1 kw (1470
D). Announced
By memorandum
opinion
and
order.
Commis ion (1) granted protest
and petition
for
reconsideration
Weinbergfor
and 800 Corp. tofiled
extentby ofHarry
designating
hearing application for transfer of control
of Hawaiian
Bcstg.KHBC-AM-TV
System Ltd. Hilo,
(KGMBAM-TV
Honolulu,
and
KMAU-TV
and aux.
Wailuku,Co. Hawaii),
from
Consolidated
Amusement
Ltd., to
Hialand
Development
Corp..
(2)
permitted
Dec.
3 grant ofdecision
application
remain andin
effect
after tohearing,
(3) madepending
protestants
Announced
Jan. 29. parties to proceeding.
By memorandum
opinion byand Forrest
order, Competition
City
Bcstg.
Co.mission
(amdeniedstation
KXJK).
Forrest
City.
Ark.,
for
rule
making
to
shift
8 „ from
Jan. 29.
^
Jonesboro,
Ark., to Forrest City. ch.
Announced
Quad Cities
Bcstg. application
Co., Brazil,forInd.—
Designated
for
hearing
new
am station
operate
on 1380Ind.,
kc. 500 w D:
made
WTTStoAnnounced
Bloomington,
proceeding.
Feb. 3. _party to
Granite City Bcstg. Co., Mount Airy, N.C.;
WLSI Pikesville,
Ky. — Designated
for consolidated hearingtoapplication
forw
am WLSI
station
operate power
on of900Granite
kc, 2501 kw
Dtonewand
to
increase
from
5 kw, continuing operation on 900 kc
D;ville,madebothWJHL
JohnsonWKYW
City, Louisville
WKXV KnoxTennessee.
and
WTCW
Whitesburg,
both Kentucky,
to Malrite
proceeding.
Announced
Feb.
3. parties
Bcstg. Co., Tiffin, Ohio;
Dale
Windnagel,
Oak Harbor,
Ohio
— Designated
for
forD
new consolidated
am stations
to hearing
operate
onapplications
1600 kc DA,with
—Malrite
with
500
w
and
Windnagel
1 kw. Announced Feb. 3.
Louis W. Skelly, Conneaut, Ohio; WMCK
McKeesport.
DesignatedofforSkelly
consolidatedstation
hearingPa.—applications
new
toto operate
ondaytime
1360 kc,powerfor
500
wfromD, amand
WMCK
increase
1 kw to 5onkw,1360continuing
unlimited
time
operation
kc
with
1
kw
DA-N; made WCVI Connellsville, Pa., andN
WMOD Moundsville,
W.Va..3. parties to proceeding. Announced Feb.
New
Madrid
County
Bcstg. Tenn.—
Co., Portageville, Mo.;
McKenzie,
natedforforWHDM
hearing
applications
ofDesigNew
Madrid
new
am
station
to
operate
1050 kc, 250
w 1440D, kc,
and 500WHDM
to 1050
changekc.on
facilities
from
w
D
to
1 kw D, in ofconsolidated
proceeding with
applications
Graves
County
Inc.
for new am Ky.,
station
1050 kc,Bcstg.
250Bcstg.
w Co.D,
in Providence,
and onMuhlenburg
Continued on page 159
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only,) (FIN A.L, DEADLIN E — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20$ per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 254 per word— $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch— STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 304 per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photo*,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Manager capable of handling sales for an
especially
television-radio operation.
Box
621H, active
BROADCASTING.
Established
music
and newsIllinois
independent
prosperous
metropolitan
city, notin
Chicago,
seeks
experienced,
hard-working
station
manager
looking
for
solid
future.up
Must
strongandon promotion
sales, able ideas,
to come
with usebeselling
make
best
of
excellent
program
staff.
Station
operating
profitably
but can and
do better.
Wire
full
details
of
background
experience
to Box 667H, BROADCASTING.
Aggressive
manager
wantedgoodfor sales
top Mississippi ground.
station.
have
backWrite,Must
wire,Miss.
phone Ross Charles,
WDDT, Greenville,
Sales manager.
portunity. WHTG,Experienced.
Asbury Park,Excellent
N. J. opSales
Metropolitan
Washington's
number
one sta-24
sales force.
5000 watts,
hours tionatuniexpanding
day.
Genuine
ground-floor
opport
y
.
T
o
p
station,
top
money.
Big
chain.ger BoxRush134H,snapshot,
data, General modern
ManaBROADCASTING.
Salesman — Strong
Excellent opportunitymajor
for Indigood
producer.
ana market. $6000 independent,
plus. Box 449H, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted—
Sales (Cont'd)
OK aGroup
needs twotested
salesmen.
Opportunity
for
radio
salesman
join
theproven
OK Weand
Group
andsalesmen
get into
bigto
money
fast.
need
in the
Mobile.
Alabama and Baton Rouge, Louisiana,
two
of our fastest
growing
stations
showinga good
increased sales each
Youinformation
have
story
by month.
the
negro supported
radio, to sell
with.bestGuaranteed
basicin
pay, plusearnexcellent
makesfirstit yeaT,
posmuchpercentage
as $8,000Good
the
if younitysible tforoare
aashard
worker.
opportuadvancement
to
management
posigiving St.,
full New
details.
The La.OK
Group, tion.505WriteBaronne
Orleans,
Announcers
announcer
phone,
orStable,
maturecreative
versatile
deejay with
with first
production
spot experience.
Noand topwriting
40, no ability
rock 'ndesirroll.
News
gathering
able butkilowatt.
secondaryGood
at present
in expanding
Illinois
pay
for
competent
man.
insurance,
sick leave,experimany
fringeencBonus,
List 143H,
age, education,
e benefits.
in detail. Box
BROADCASTING.
New south Florida station metropolitan
market needs 3 dj's. Experienced, smooth,
fast
only. resume!
$110 weekBox"to
start.
Send professionals
tape, references,
251H, paced
BROADCASTING.
Rocky Mountain
university
town
needs announcerquirements,
with firstexperience,
phone.air check.
Send salary
reBox 355H,
BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer48-hour
for independent
Pennsylweek, largevacations.
market,
excellentvaniaan station.
salary
plus over-time,
Sales
manager
wanted
8
to
10
years
or
more
Desire
experienced
man
looking
for a
permanent
job
in
a
chain
organization
well-rounded
radio
experience.
Proven
sales
an opportunity
forBoxadvancement.
Tape with
and
record and
know-how
in salary,
production
spots. resume
required.
455H,
BROADCASTIllinois
kilowatt.
Liberal
over-ride,
ING.
bonus,
List experience
in detail.manyBox fringe
585H, benefits.
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer for growing station
Commercialmis ion formanager.
Goodto produce
salary plusresults.
com- near New York City. No rock 'n roll. Send
man
able
Prefer
man overVirginia.
30. Enterprising
station612H,in Versatile announcer-engineer wanted for
southeastern
Reply Box
BROADCASTING.
Wisconsin
station.of experience
Please send audition
tapes and resume
597H,
BROADCASTING.
Airwork primeto Box
essential,
California,
KCHJ,
Delano.
Serves
1,300,000.
engineering
secondary.
Increasing sales staff.
Announcer-operatorMichigan
with first
class ticket
5 kilowatt
indeGood salesman
who canimmediately.
announce andSalary
op- for eveningpendent.shift
Cordial community,
conveniently
board needed
located. Box 640H,
BROADCASTING.
and/ority.erate
guarantee
commensurate
with
abilSend
tape
and
full
details
to
Don
Opportunity
married KFRO,
staff announcer.
Mitchell,
personal,
Send resume. for
Permanent.
Longview,
WLAQ, Boxmarked
228, Rome,
Ga. Radio Station Texas.
Topnotch evening dj with 1st phone. NewsSolid
radio
salesman
wanted
to
take
over
man. Gather, write,ideas.
present news.
with
established
tape,DJ'sresume,
soonpromotion.
toaccount
go to 5list.
kw. Highly
Openingsuccessful
created personalities
availability, and
photo andSendsalary.
KMUS.
by1 kwstaff
Mt.
Vernon,
Illinois. Full details to WMTX, Muskogee, Oklahoma.
Wanted phasisaton announcing.
once — man Write,
with 1st ticket,
emor phone
Salesmen
— Needed for
our Florida
stations. rado.
Bill Corrick,
Manager, KVRH, wire
Salida,
ColoWereliable,
have immediate
openings
for responsible,
experienced
men,
salary
plus
percentage. Send complete
to Hal King,11, Progressive northwest — Ohio 1 kw needs exWTTT, P.O.
Box 8716,details
Jacksonville
Florida.
perienced,
staff other
announcer
immediately. Gooddependable
salary,
benefits.
Smooth
teamwork
essential;
want
stable,
responsible
family
man
looking
for
permaSmall-medium
market
managers-sales
mannency. Phone C.W. Grady, WIMA, Lima.
agers come to the city and sell for the
south's
most progressive
negro radioper group.
Wanted
—
Top notch"Music
all night
man to show.
take
Top salesmen
make
8-10 thousand
year,
advancing
to
managers
making
12-15
per
over
immediately
Dawn"
year. 28Opportunities
unlimited,resume
aggressive
Program
presently
sold music,
outto commercially.
Announcer
must
know
news,
how
men
to
39.
Send
complete
and
tophoto,
handlebackground
telephone tointerviews.
Rush WISH,
tape,
photograph
first
letter.LifeMcLendon
Ebony
Radio,
Suite
509
Lamar
Building,
JackBill
Frosch,
Indianapolis.
son, Mississippi.
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
50,000 news
watts inindependent
Miami. South'shasbiggest
music
and
immediate
opening
for
top-ratedlargest
disc adult
personality
to
program
to
Miami's
audience.
Must
be thoroughly
experienced
inproducmusic
and tion
news
operation
with
broad
warm,
friendlyability
approachbackground
with top and
on thea Send
air selling
No
tape, Miami.
resume,
and top
photo40 toscreamers.
Ned Powers,
WINZ,
Good manannouncer
who is also Salary
a good and/or
salesneeded
immediately.
guarantee
commensurate
withDonability.
Send
tape
and
full
details
to
Mitchell
markedRome,personal.
228,
Ga. Radio Station WLAQ, Box
Morningbe man
wanted Send
at WORL,
Boston.
Must
experienced.
resume
and
requirements
to tape,
Bill
WORL,salary
705 Beacon
St., Boston,
Mass. Givens
WOC ceptam-fm-tv,
Davenport, for
Iowa, will acqualified
applications
radio-tv
staff
announcer
position.anticipated
Experience
and
board
ability
required.
resume, djpicture,
andAddress
tape
stressing
work torequirement
program director.
Technical
Growing chain needs first combination
class licensed
enFlorida
station. Announcinggineer-announcer
secondary.forMust
be
able to and
handle
chief conditions
engineer's plus
job.opporIdeal
climate
working
tunities for advancement. Box 575H,
BROADCASTING.
Need design
engineerslines,on and
high-power
antennas, transmission
transmitters
for duration
of important
government
highfrequency
broadcast
contract.
Also
control,
audio
andexcellent
TWX systems
engineers.
Good
salaries,
association,
with future
possibilities.
Box 628H,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced versatile
announcer.
First
ticket.
Rush tape,
resume, Ideal
photo. small
Box 653H,market.
BROADCASTING.
Need Va.
first 500classwattengineer,
WMEK,
Chase
City,
daytimer,
new
Gates
equipment.
Must
do
some
mike
work,
will
be
premitted
toweek.sell Contact
on commission.
Base
salary
80
per
John
L.
Cole,
WHLF, So. Boston, Va. 29988.
Wanted:
First
engineer.
Experience
preferred.Immediate
Both phone
announcing
andSendengineering
duties.
opening.
tape and
resume
to
WJIG,
Box
1417,
Tullahoma,
Tennessee.
Production-Programming, Others
Washington,
D. C. market's Modern,
#1 stationexpandneeds
sharp
ingfemale
station. copywriter.
Fabulous opportunity,
top
Modern
radio 5000
production
director-announcer.
Top market.
rated
watts chain,
around
10th
LNG.
largest
top clock.
pay. Send
tape,
photo, letterLeading
Box 384H,
BROADCASTProgressive station in upper midwest needs
top
and tvgrowing
news manmarket.
and tvExcellent
trafficcopy.am Stable,
schools,
housing,
churches
available.
panycellent
pensionopportunity
and hospitalization
plans.ComExfor
advancement.
Send
complete
and photo immediately.
Box
396H, details
BROADCASTING.
Needed
immediately.
Experienced,
alert topradio newsman
for atopening
on one
fast-pace
flightMust
news staff
number
McLendon
station.
be
able
to
broadcast
news
as
well
asdirector
gather. atReplaces
news
one toofman
sisterelevated
stationsto
Send tapes
and resume
Dave
Muhlstein
KLIF, Dallas.
155

RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Looking
a diversified
managerto who
can
carry theforYoung,
ball
inmarried,
your small
medium
market?
family.
Proven
advertising
sales
record,
first
phone.
Prefer
New
or Rocky Mountain area. Box
617H, England
BROADCASTING.
Experienced,
successful,
general
manager
now20 markets
managingavailable
aenergetic
property
oneI
of thea top
Aprilin1st.that
like
challenge
and
prefer
a
station
needs
ratings
and
modern
radio
talents.
Write Box 627H, BROADCASTING.
Brainsmoke
plus
equals manager.
creative
result633H,
radioBROADCASTING.
for worksweat
station needing
Box
Experiencedearning
32 year$13,000
old wants
radio-television
salesman
position
with
opportunity
to buyBROADCASTING.
in station. Records
available.
Box 665H,
Sale*
Born
salesman.
Prefer
including
work. Write copy. Operatedealboard.
Box 548H,air
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
salesmanL. H.withEstes,
first Marble
ticket available immediately.
Hill,
Missouri.
8 yearsket. Familiar
experience
top indie,
medium
marall phases
station
operation.
Seeking market.
eventual
management,
small
to
medium
Moderate
climate.
References. Box 635H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
years inmanagement
radio time sales,
also
all phasesnineincluding
with
first phone.
Seek toopportunity
for Box
advancement
and
chance
make
money.
658H,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
radio time salesman.
1st phone.
New
car, 6 years
Age
32.
Married.
Write broadcast
or call Hezexperience.
Estes, Marble
Hill, Mo. Phone 8-2930.
Radio station
broadcasting
specialist one
will hour
represent
your
per
week.
My fee inis N.Y.
$15 percity,hour.
Box 671H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Announcers
with
talent,
youth, Will
and travel.
ambition. grads
Go together
separate.
College434H,
with orexperience
in all phases.
Box
BROADCASTING.
Here's your
man! manager
Announcer,andprogram
diproduction
continuity.
9programming
years rector,
experience.
Desire
progressive
adult
station.
Available
now.
Will
travel. Box 447H, BROADCASTING.
Negro deejay.
SmoothAudition
patter. Efficient,
procontrols.
tape. References. duction,
Box 542H,
BROADCASTING.
Negro
announcer/dj.
Capable;References.
sales, music,
controls.BROADCASTING.
Good background.
Box
543H,
Gospel programs.
Announcer-producerpackager.
handling
commercial
staff
duties.Capable
Box 544H,
BROADCASTINGAnnouncer-dj
; operate
board. Reliable.
Strong, copy,
sales, gimmicks.
Cooperative.
Box
545H,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd )
Announcers
Announcer
— 2program
years
experience,
years
asdirector
assistant— 5V2
manager.
Best
references.
News,
play-by-play
sports,
dj, staff- work. First phone. Box 616H,
BROADCASTING.
Personality
- dj;board.
strongSteady,
commercials,
micks,opeoperate
creative, gimcorative. Box 618H,
BROADCASTING.
Country
music
stations
—
Attention:
Here
is
acountry
man youdeejay,
can use.
His isdirector,
a money 29,making
program
sober,
reliable,
knows
radio
production,
promotion,
programming.
Honest, energetic, creative.
Desires
CASTING.to relocate. Box 619H. BROADAttention:
California,
Florida,
and Texas.
If
your
showManhas
sickness,
here ismorning
the doctor.
ofmorning
many voices
has
the
medicine, will travel. Box 622H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
with first.
first phone,
family
man, toannouncer
available
March
Would
like
chance
do
some
engineering.
Box
626H, BROADCASTING.
Stop! If you are building a permanent staff,
please phoneRd., Randy
Woodville
Toledo Scott,
5, Ohio.OX-3-3893. 2606
Easy, relaxed
dj delivery.
screaming!
News,
experienced.
Medium Nomarket.
Box
632H,
BROADCASTING.
First ently
phone-announcer.
Good voice. Presemployed.man.PreferExperienced.
Minneapolis-St.
Paul
area. Family
Box 642H,
BROADCASTING.
Look!
Onlyof one
year in tape.
radio;Request
but A-lper-dj
any type
music.
sonal interview.
Will Notravel.
Woodville
Rd.,
Todelo
5. Ohio.
Phone 2606
Randy
Scott,
OX-3-3893.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Personality dj experienced, single, run own
board675H,
and BROADCASTING.
news, mc'd shows, ambitious.
Box
A-l ingradio-tv.
years experience,
successful Tenmanagement.
Good airincludman.
Currently
employed
at
477
per
month. Prefer allcatephases
work.
TwoArizona,
dependents.
Lod
8
years.
Prefer
California.
3547 West Encanto, Phoenix, Arizona.
Announcer-first phone. Single, veteran, will
travel!gan, Competent
combo man. Lane MorHO 9-1938.5927 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Technical
First
phone
license,
years Box
experience
in radio broadcasttwelve
station.
620H,
BROADCASTING.
First
phone,
2
years
radio
and
tv
schooling,
3andyears
Fair announcer.
Tape
disc experience.
recording. Directional
and remote
operation.mitter. Would
interested in tv transBox 638H, beBROADCASTING.
Engineer,
years
experience
am,
five
on fm,ortwelve
desires
to relocate.
Preferonsouth
Atlantic
gulf states.
Can announce.
Box
646H,
BROADCASTING.
Firstingphone,
experiencedAvailable
all phasessoon.includsales management.
Box
659H, BROADCASTING.
Engineer-announcer. Thirteen years engig al phasespopular,
includingcountry,
remote news.
control.ne rinAnnounce
Stable siderpermanent
position,
southeast.Donald
ConAvailable
immediately.
Brienen, all.514y2
P.K. Avenue,
Auburndale,
Florida.
Experienced
salesmanL. H.withEstes,
first Marble
ticket available immediately.
Hill.
Missouri.
Experienced
chief-combo
excellent
friendly
Announcer —periemarried,
good
persontlity,
exvoice and973, style,
news andGa.dj. Peter Grimes,
nced al phases radio, operate
own Phone
McCaysville,
board, cooperative,
service
completed. versatile,
Box 651H,industrious,
BROAD- Engineer first class, limited announcing exCASTING.
perience, young,
ambitious,
desires3, Zebulon,
immediate job. Odie
Perry,
Jr., Route
Young, married,
one year Tenex- N.C. Call AN 9-4729 after 6 P.M.
perience,
desiresveteran,
toArkansas.
locatewithin Am
western
n
e
s
e
o
r
eastern
presently
Production-Programming, Others
employed
jockey as well as pop
show.
Box as652H,c&wBROADCASTING.
News abledirector
16 yearsoperation.
experience,
for large —market
Box avail446H,
Listen!
Pleasing
voice Scott.
+ helping hand
permanent
dj. Randy
OX-3-= BROADCASTING.
3893.
2606 Woodville
Rd., ToledoPhone
5, Ohio.
Presently
tele-versatile
programming, employed
production
with ten
years
Available nouncer,
immediately,
Louisiana
man an- experience
medium,executive
metropolitan
markets
programonly,
director,
sell if necessary.
Southern
states
experienced
in
small
desires
position
that
offers
"shirt-sleeve"
approach to job. Not interested in employers
station
operation,
married,
32.
Box
654H,
seeking
"desk - jockey"
executive.
Well-asBROADCASTING.
rounded background
includes
on-camera
sigasnments andimportant
"grass-roots"as future
selling. possibilPresent
Announcer/copywriter.
ities.notYoung,
38,
family man
of610H,
settledBROADhabits.
Short BROADCASTING.
on experience. TrialLongperiodon ok.ability.
Box salary
Willing
to
relocate.
Box
656H,
CASTING.
Young
man.
to succeed.
Well Professional man with brains and dj talent.
trained.
Any Determined
reasonable offer?
Box 657H,
"God sent"
in needonly.
— dontBoxprocrasBROADCASTING.
tinate, act ifnowyou're
— metro's
613H,
BROADCASTING.
Help! Randy Scott, OX-3-3893.
Newsman — Five years radio-tv experience,
married,morevet. responsibility,
Little cog in big newsExperienced
play-byplay,available,
versatile,all3rdphases
ticket,especially
run board,
tape, 50 kw, room
ment. wants
Box 630H, BROADCASTING. advanceemployed.
Box
666H,
Announcer, mature. Sales minded. Good photo
BROADCASTING.
related background.
Operate board. Cooperative. Box 546H, BROADCASTING.
Operational
problems?
Successful
experience: Production
manager,
salesandserviceAdult
dj, jazz, mood,
sensible
pops.conscious,
Smooth continuity,
supervision
traffic
film.
style.
Production
minded,
quality
Girl-dj
announcer.production.
Operate board.
Capable,
Thirty,
degree,
and
family.
Willing
to
work,
refined
sense
of
humor.
Authoritative
news,
sales,
writing,
Eager,
steady.
and anxiousPrefer
to getsouthwest
back intoor the
commercials. Good voice, excellent diction. business.
No bad habits. Box 547H, BROADCASTING. 2V2
south.broadcast
Check
years
midwest
radio
with
tv,
former
my references,
personal
interview. 37. Write
navy musician. Box 668H, BROADCAST- now
to Box 647H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-dj:
experienced.
Ready for ING.
larger
market.
Music,
news, commercials.
Box 549H,
BROADCASTING.
Help!!
Yourself
to
six
years
radio.
Young,
experiencedas newsman
has apptitude
good
dj14322copywriter.
FirstProgram
ticket.
for commentary
well as straight
news- director,
California
only.
Riverside
Drive,
SherNews-sports
director
desires
change.
Tapes
man
Oaks,
California.
and
excellent
references
available.
Box
casting.
Desires
position
in
"combo"
operation.
Willing
to
start
a
department.
Free
563H, BROADCASTING.
to travel. Available immediately. Box 672H,
BROADCASTING.
Leading
farm
director,
qualified,
experienced, sales minded,
steady, victimJohnof MermetDeep commercial,
resonant voiced
announcer
prefer Announcer with nothing but talent, but ropolitanism,
news,
dj. Working
knowledge
rified,
10495 highest
Nadine,references;
Huntington Woods,
of
business.
Married
recently.
Available
more
important,
we
also
give
green
stamps.
Michigan.
immediately. Box 608H, BROADCASTING. Box 673H, BROADCASTING.
!S6
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TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
Top-rated
California
vhffor network
affiliate
has
immediate
opening
aggressive
interested
in improving
income salesand
future.manSend
complete
resume
including
experience, salestorecord,
personal
history Sales
and
recent
photo
John
Kelly,
Local
Manager, KCRA-TV, Sacramento, California.
Production-Programming, Others
Network
vhfmarket
with radio
affiliatea well-qualin highly
competitive
isman
seeking
ified and experienced
to serve asWe news
director,
do
on-camera
newscast.
aredo
seeking
mature,
stable
man relations
who will job,
outstanding
news
and andpublic
add
stature
to
station
news
department.
Man selected
direct activities
of other
newsmen
and will
photographers
in well-staffed,
well-equipped
newsroom.
Excellent
salary
for
manpletewho
fills
bill.
Please
submit
cominformationand andreferences
background,
experience,
education
in
first
letter.
Also
photo
or kine. Please
do notsend
unlessandyouforfilmmeet
tions.apply
No beginners
this theone,qualificaplease.
Write Box
570H, BROADCASTING.
Prominent
midwesttv tvnewsman
station haswithopening
for experienced
some
announcing.
Forward
complete resume
with
picture,
salary
requirements,
and
audition
film
or
tape
to
Box
669H,
BROADCASTING.
Prominent
tv station
in majorformidwest
ket accepting
applications
headtv ofmartv
continuity
department.
Commercial
continuity
required.
Forward
copy
samples
and
complete resume _with picture and salary
Wanted:enced, Television
copywriters. Excellent
Experiposition
opportunity
withopentop immediately.
operation. Mail complete
details,
samples,
references
and
salary
requirements
to Paul
rector, KCRG-TV,
CedarCarter,
Rapids,Creative
Iowa. DiPromotion-publicity
girl for
England
radio-tv
operation.
be New
fast,bent.accurate
typist with
creativeMust
writing
Send
resume,
minimum
salary
requirement
Charles S. Lewis, WCAX-TV Burlington, Vt.to
Excellent ready
opportunity
for experienced
newsman
to settle
down. Must
Leadingbetv
northern
New England
markets.
able
to
rewrite,
edit
and
script
film
with
good on-airWCSH-TV,
presentation.
Geraghty,
Portland,Contact
Maine. Larry
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Management,
operations
difficulties?
Experienced woman,sales
tv-radio.improved
Established
ot increased
stationrecord
coordinating. Agencyand- network
contacts
and
^XAPoe^T^e'
(-Ao TING. Confidential. Box 623H, BROADExperienced
32 $13,000
year old
radio-television
salesman earning
positionRecords
with
opportunity
buy BROADCASTING
inwants
station.
available.
Boxto 665H,
Dependable, background.
creative salesman.
Excellent
television
Top references.
Write,
Box 571H, BROADCASTING
Experienced
youngposition
tv salesmanager-salesman
lookingand advancement
for
with financial inopportunity based
on ability.centive, Box
663H, BROADCASTING.
Successfully
time— and
if you're
major
market, selling
radio orradio
television,
interB°X
W"te
i0n'
«86H* BV0ADW^0dUCt
^
ffe.r
s?lld
tv
Production
and
nonbroadcast sales experience plus energetic
aggressive
workingandhabits.
married responsible
ready Graduate,
to learn. Want
648H'
B°X
t0
^
^
B°ROArJCASTII^G^^
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Announcers
Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Young, 2ambitious,
man. Has:
FCC
license,
years employment.
radiofamily
announcing,
degree, radio
Wants: television
startBoxin
television
with
possible
promotion.
456H, BROADCASTING.
Staff television.
announcer, Desire
24, veteran,
years radio
and
work
in10 larger
market. Prefer midwest
or east.
Box 614H,
BROADCASTING.
TV announcer;
live, Box
film 655H
commercials. Readyexperienced,
for top market.
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Calling New
production man England:
23, desires Experienced
position withvhfstudio
production perately"
department,
tv-radio
sales.
"Deswants a write
futureBoxin 662H,
New BROADEngland
television.
CASTING. Please,
Continuity
director,
news,
copy
film
and
production
experience.
University degree
will
travel. Box
674H, BROADCASTING.
Program
five years
network. assistant,
Right arm sports,
to producer.
Box major
676H,
BROADCASTING.

Wisconsin:erator, 1stTransmitter
and control
room vhfopphone.
employed
Minimum $85.
Box Presently
615H, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer.
Nineconstruction
years experience
in
television
planning,
and ooeration.
five years
assistant
chief.
ExcellentPastreferences.
Box 625H,
BROADCASTING.
10 years experience,
am chief, RCA
broadcast
service
fieldtv and
representative
vhfuhf-am-fm
maintenance
and installation
Family
man,
desires
security.
Northeast
preferred. Box 664H, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Production.
Producer-director,
public
tions,
promotion,
performer.
yearsrela-all
facets
offlexible.
telecast.
Proven
top7 organizer,
creative,
Finest
references,
married,
veteran, resume. Box 436H, BROADCASTProducer
- directoryears— creative,
Degree, production,
three
experiencecapable,
radio,B.Sva-tv
writing,
including
comedy
riety, musicals, news, sport remotes, public
affairs, kids' market.
shows. Must
Presently
three-station
relocateemployed
due
station
single, excellent
refer-to
ences. Boxcutback.
457H, 25,
BROADCASTING.
Sales toepromotion
with ability
you
may
able resultful
to usemanager
at experience
a profit.
Four
years
of seasoned,
in stations
advertising
and
sales
promotion
for
top
in majorcomplete
markets.charge
Self ofstarter,
capable of
taking
on-air promotion
sales presentations,
merchandising,
research
trade,
direct
mail,
newspaper
advertising
and publicity.
Agency
background.
Fastout
facile
writer
whose
specialty
is
turning
sales
from
one page Best
bulfetins
to fullammunition
blown
major
presentations.
refs. 30, single, can relocate anywhere
Box 637H,erenceBROADCASTING.
program manager
and major
film buyer
10Television
yearswork stations.
television
experience
netPresently
working,
desires
new challenge.
Box
643H, BROADCASTING.
I^^L,?1?1to start
and live tv know-how
is worth
10,000
level. Resume
will
prove
worth. Boxexecutive
644H, BROADCASTING.

Equipment
Four$75.00.
WesternBox Electric
9-AE heads. Will sell
FOR SAL
for
553H,
BROADCASTING.
4 used guide
towers forimmediate
sale. Heightshipment.
200 ft.
Towers
are ready
3cross
solid face.
stock
towers forapproximately
18 inchesby
(Truscon
Steel
Co.)
i
made
Stainless, Inc.
are in very good
condition.
Box All631H,towers
BROADCASTING.
1-G.E.
1
kw
fm
broadcast
transmitter
type
4BT1A1. plifier.
250 Goodexciter
type 4BF1A1,
1 kwContact
amcondition.
Chief Engineer,
KSJO, San $2500.00.
Jose, California.
1—3 kw G.E. fm transmitter, complete
$6,500.
2—10 $2,000
kw G.E.each.fm Magnecorders—
amplifiers— no 8pow-hr.
supply.
tapeer players,
$350 each.low1— Collins
4 Bay antenna
with
deicers—
band
$1,250.
250
watt— tact
W.E.WCLM,
am 333
transmitters
$450 each.
ConNorth
Michigan
Ave.
Chicago. State 2-4872.
(1)yaType
RCA with
transcription
turntable—
33arms.
and(1)70-C
78Type
rpm
vertical
and
lateral
70-C1
RCA BQ-2A
transcription
turntable
cabinet
with
type
soeed transcription turntable. (1) three
Type
PT6-J
recording
amplifier
with
portableMagnecord
carrying
case.
(2)portable
Type carrying
PT6-AH
Magnecord
recorders
with
case.
(1)
Type
PT6-HT
Magnecord
switching
panel. Recorders
need
some minor Call
reBest offer will
plus
transport
WMGA,pair.Moultrie,
Georgia.
YUkon cost.
5-5770.
One
radio mobile
console.unit,
Perfect
Also
one link
type condition.
1903, receiver
^mitt?,raccessories.
PricedWisconsin.
to sell. Call
WMNE Radio,
Menomonee,
Gates model (6-mike
51 studioette.
30-ohm
microphones
capacity).
Duel input
250ohm input
turntables,
500-ohmincluded
output
line.
Good
condition.
$350.
Freight
USA
WWKY, Winchester, Kentucky.
Two Comax record players for background
music and markets,
publicLincoln,address.
Nebraska.Beechner's SuperTwo Ampex
350
series
record/playback
electronic$400assemblies
withKinevox
power supplies.
Both
$750
ormixer
each.perfect
fourorchannel
mike
for
remotes
studio
work,
very
high
quality
throughout.
$400.
Promotion,
production,
director.
10 Russell Cowles, 809 Adams Place SE Albuyears m experience
business.
8 from
yearsprogram
program
director.
querque, N.M.
Varied
the
ground
up
2
Ampex 351-2P
recorder,
RCA BC-5B
yearscontinuity.
tv experience,
announcer.
sales consolette,
Altec tape
speakers,
turntables,
and
desiresSometo settle
on studio
dolly,
oscillator.
Grant,grand
2336
permanently.
BoxFamily
645H,manBROADCASTING
N.pianoCommonwealth,
Chicago

DO

YOU

HAVE

The background and experience to qualify in handling negotiations forthe purchase and sale of radio-television stations
and newspapers? Lucrative position available in the midwest
for BROKER. Send detailed information including home telephone number to:
Box 660H, BROADCASTING.
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WANTED TO BUY
Stations
Smallfer fulltime,
or medium
market station,
cp. Prewill
consider
daytime.orandLocation
open. Reasonable down payment
terms
desired erator.
by Boxexperienced
and
responsible
841G, BROADCASTING. opPublic relations
showman,
consider
for
immediate
purchase,
stationwillpriced
between
thirty
and
sixty modern
thousand.
Location
open.
Prefer
growing
area.
Reasonable
down-payment
and
desired.
Send
billing,treatexpenses,
marketterms
and potential.
Will
information
withdataconfidence.
Box
650H, BROADCASTING.
FM
station
in
metropolitan
area.
Write
Crawford, P.O. Box #1, Philadelphia
5,Percy
Pennsylvania.
Equipment
2 kw ablyRCATT-2AL.tv Box
lowband
prefer486H, transmitter
BROADCASTING.
Everything from mikes to 5 kw transmitter.
Remote
control turntables,
system, console,
Magnecorders,
3 speed
monitors,
Statefrequency
price and- mod.
condition.limiter,
Box 611H, etc.
BROADCASTING.
Wanted:
FM
transmitters
and
monitors
good or repairable condition. Box 641H,in
BROADCASTING.
Tower —heights
Need used tower immediately,
types,
Make best offerall
for quick deal. considered.
Box 649H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted
— Camera
chains
(color
or mono),
transmitters,
STL
and otherAlso
tv want
transmitting
and terminal
equipment.
amCorp.,
and
fm
equipment.
Technical
Systems
12-01 43rd Avenue, L.I.C. 1, N.Y.
ibrary.
INSTRUCTIONS
F.C.C. firstspondence ophone
preparation
correr in Washington,
resident
classes.
Ourby schools
are located
Hollywood,
and
Seattle.
For indetails,
write Grantham
School,
Desk ton,2.D. C.821— 19th Street, N. W., WashingFirst-phone
in six Broadcast
weeks. Intensive
inincluded,
resident noclass.
and dj training
training
extra
cost.Oakland,
Pathfinder
Radio
Services,
510
16th
St.,
California.
TWinoaks 3-9928.
FCC firstanteedphone
in six weeks.
instructionlicense
by master
teacher.GuarG.I.
approved.License
PhoneSchool.
FLeetwood
2-2733. Elklns
Radio
3605
Regent
Drive,
Dallas, Texas.
Since 1946.
The 5original
course Reservations
for FCC 1st
phone
license,
tonow6 weeks.
required.
Enrolling
forandclasses
starting
March
4,
June
24,
Sept.
2,
Oct.
28. For
information,
references
and reservations
write
William
B.
Ogden
Radio
Operational
Engineering
School,
1150
West
Olive
Avenue,
Burbank, California.
First
bysecured.
correspondence.
Coachingphone
untillicense
licensetime.
Effectiveinexpensive-minimum
Pathfinder
Rafornia.dio Services, 510 16th St., Oakland, CaliMISCELLANEOUS
Bingo
Time forU.S.A.
printers
of personalized
bingoper adcards
radio,P.O.
television
newspa-1,
Box 906,orDenver
Colorado.promotions.
Alpine 2-7539.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
SALES PROMOTION ]
^Leading
tv outlet
in ma-2
Hor eastern
market(network)
seeking promo-*
ition man specializing in sales pre-5
fcsentation, research, merchandising.?
iOnly applicants with experience and<j
|proven
record in this area will be*\
^considered.
{ Box 661H, BROADCASTING. \
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FOR SALE
Equipment
NEW:
High Precision
Low Cost
VIDEO TEST TERMINATION
75 ohms— 1%, Vz watt
PL 259 Connector
1-49 $3.00 ea. 50-up $2.75 ea.
HOLLAND ELECTRONICS, INC.
772 E. 53 St.. Brooklyn. N. Y.
WANTED TO BUY
Stations
AVAILABLE
CLIENTSACTIVE
WHO ARE INTERESTED
IN PURCHASING
STATIONS
PREFERABLY
IN THE RADIO
SOUTHEASTERN
STATES.
Wire—
Phone—
Write
PROFESSIONAL
458Atlanta,
PeachtreePLACEMENT
Arcade
JAckson Georgia
5-4841
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
A SpecializedCommercial
Service ForManager*
Managers
Chief
Engineers
Program Managers
CONFIDENTIAL CONTACT
NATIONWIDE SERVICE
BROADCASTERS EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
1736 Washington
Wisconsin Ave.,
7, D. C.N. W.
southeast thetopdynamic
jobs.
RADIO — TV —for ADVERTISING
Announcers
—
DJ's
—
Copywriters
Engineers
— Salesmen —PLACEMENT
TV Production
PROFESSIONAL
458 Atlanta,
Peachtree Ga.Arcade
JAckson 5-4841
PERSONNEL SERVICE
Looking for . . .
QUALIFIED
BROADCASTERS?
A BETTER
JOB?
Employers andDISKApplicants
Contact
JOCKEY
PLACEMENT CENTER, INC.
Agency Specializing
in
BROADCASTING
• ADVERTISING
PERSONNEL
PAUL BARON, Managing Director
100 West 42nd
New York 36, N.Y.
, Street,
WisconsinJ Lo7-6322
(Phone for appointments
(Enclose return postage with tapes) u
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
PUT OUR TAPE MACHINE
TO WORK FOR YOU!
We've recorded the leading Radio
Stations
in all major n-Smarkets
(StorzBartell-McClendo
torer-WatersPlough,pleteetc.)
These
tapes
cover
broadcasting days and give comyou
the
SOUND
intros,contests,
productionDJ
commercials (news
& promos,
styles,
as employed
to makemusic,
them gimmicks)
NO. 1 in their
market.
PLUS: An analysis of the stations
and market outlining an explanation
of WHY theyCLUSIVE
are No.
1 PLUS:
EXCONTRACT
ASSIGNMENTS
TO
MONITOR
ANY
MARKET ANYWHERE. Write, wire Box
639H, BROADCASTING.

STATIONS
FOR SALE
WATTin DAYTTMER
Radio 1000
station
Pacific northwest
market. tentiaOffers
excellent
marketIs curpolrentlyfor doing
ambitious
operator.
good
business.
Located
inmakes
a sportsman's
paradise.
Bad
health
it impossible
work market
like for
it operator
should be.to
$90,000.00
with BROADCASTING
29% down. Replies to
Box 634H,
Fla.
Texas
Ala. Single
55M terms
2Single
sta. lkw-D
50 M terms
100M
N.E. Single
Calif.
Single
150MM terms
$30
terms
Single
250w-F
Monop. 250w-F
70MM terms
A.M.
& N.P. 150M
Ky. Single 500w-D
S.E.
250w-F
37
Ga.
Sm-med. lkw-D
terms
Pa.
100M terms
N.C. Large
Medium 500kw-D 200 M terms
Medium
terms
25098 MM cash
Gulf
South
Fla. Large lkw-D
lkw-D
East Large
250MM cash
Major
250
S.E.
225M
Large
terms
450 M terms
East Maj. sub 5kw-D
5kw-D
clear
250-w
325M terms
terms
S.W.
250w-D
PAU L
CHAPMAN COMPANY
3KER9
MEDIAW. BRPEACHTREE
ATLANTA
205 W. BACKER
CHICAGO
NEW Y BARBARA 127033 AVE
OF AMERICAS
W. M1CHELTORENA
SANTA
Southern
Market Price
Gulf Coast.Metropolitan
24-hour regional.
$175,000.
$55,000
down
—
balance
over
reasonable time. Seller wants immediate action. Contact
HamiltonStubblefield-Twining
& Associates,
Inc., Dallas,
Bryan Street,1737Riverside 8-1175 or1511Washington,
DeSales Street, N. W., Executive 3-3456.
Part
9322, Austin,
Texas
GL. McDonald,
3-8080#250,000
offers:Box29%.
Southern
metropolitar
fulltimer
Southern
m
politan
regional
$225,000
$50,000
down
Texas
Oklahomasecondary
daytimerfulltimer
$60,000$59,500
29%. 29%
Texas
regional
daytimer
$40,000.
Texas
regional
daytimer
$45,000.25%.
Oklahoma
regional
day
timer
$100,000
Texas
single
full
timer $60,000.
NORMAN
& NORMAN
BrokersINCORPORATED
— Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION
Nation-Wide ServiceSTATIONS
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential
Negotiations
Security Bldg. Davenport, Iowa
WRITE NOW!
For our free bulletin of outstandradio andStates.
tv buys throughout
the ingUnited
Jack L. Stoll & Associates
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif.
SOUTHERN MIDDLEWEST STATION
Can be money-maker. Total price $200,000.
$75,000ance.cash
LiberalContact
termsHamiltonon balFulltime handles.
independent.
Stubblefield-Twining
& Associates,
Inc., Chicago, Tribune Tower, Delaware 7-2754.
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Co.
Central
Phippstion forand
Stateto Board
City, toingKy.,change
from frequency
1600 kc500 towof1050D;WNES
kc,newcontinunew Georgia
tvGa.stations
operateof onEducach. 8
in Waycross,
operation
with
order
The Office of the Secretary of
supersedes
Oct.
8,
1958
hearing
order
with
By
Hearing
Examiner
Jay
A. Kyle
on
Jan.
29
respect to issues only. Announced Feb. 3.
the FCC was moved last week
Granted petition and supplement to petifrom Room 6149 to Room 7509
Routine Roundup
(7th floor, facing Pennsylvania
Commission
invites
comments
by
March
leave to
forfrequency
Bcstg. Corp.,
ameJ3/
Avenue)
10 to proposed
rule making
to amend ch.
the tv61
specify
tS toaPPhcation
n"1 Baltlmore
?n^f-5m^'«
Building. in the New Post Office
applicationin
and retained
of 93.1tomcline;
1,euprocessing
returned
table
of
assignments
by
deleting
from
Lake, Wash.,
and substituting
hearing
applicationfromof hearing
and
td 15 removed
a!turn"eH status
Commercial
ch.
33 Moses
there,
deleting
from
Wenatchee
tm facilities in Baltimore, Md.
Wash.,
adding
ch.ch. 2767 instead,
and
deletand
inpglaccihn.g i33t with
fromch.Kellogg,
Idaho
and
reBy
Hearing
Examiner
Elizabeth
dates both
shown
C. Smithfor
Video
Co WSEN Baldwinsville, N.Y., to 4-4 and fm £ni,?tfitUteon infr
applications
petitioned
for translator
changes36.inservice
order Utility
toto provide
WTUP Tupelo,Actions
Miss., oftoJan.4-20.28
three
channel
various
communities
in
central
Washington
that
are
presently
operating mileage
unlicensedseparations
vhf boosters
tr?nrsonrinSc/Lria
d correction
d nr^ueste
s to record
REAR
(FM)covering
San Francisco,
Calif.—
and
stillquired maintain
aePsPll
CsS ^
ctl?/
ed license
of ERPGrantantof Klenc|o
by Commission's
rules. by Marchre- height,
change
locationincrease
and installation
Commission
invites
comments
10tableto ofproposed
rule
making
to
amend
tv
|sep
-pong
Bh;°
|
aGda^
KOKAnewShreveport
ne^r.i??e
trans.;
permitted.
, La.—control
Granted
cp to
assignments
inat Hawaii
by deleting
substi- install
trans. remote
t
u
t
e
s
c
h
.
7
for
ch.
8
Wailuku,
WPGC-FM
Oakland,
Md.—
Granted
extenen.
*7 from
Honolulu forand educational
redesignatinguse chin
sion of completion
date
Feb 28 extension
By HearingTenn.Examiner
11» (now
onAction
Jan. 20H.Jan Gifford
Irion
Lakeview,
Ore.—attoGranted
Dyersburg,
30 IWIKO)CJ y-commercial)
andwould
deleting
ch.four7 from
Hiloof of KQIK
authority
to 30sign-off
Amendment
7 application
p.m. for period
leave
instead
ending
April
pending
for
five
commercial
assignments
each
in
Honospecified
hours.
™Ltd. and
Hilo- ch.Hawaiian
Bcstg. KMAUSystem
WGFS Covington,
Ga.— Granted authority ceeding_
(KGMB-TV
9, Honolulu;
• - andCns^or
San Mateo,
6special
p.m. for
period ending Sept
on their aoplica
both
^"fa^I
TV
3, Wailuku,
KHBC-TV
ch '9 30to sign-off
except forat Actions
Hilo)ch.petitioned
for and
changes
for technical
reasons.
ofevents.
Jan. 27
WGL
Fort
Wayne,
Ind.—
Granted
mod.
of
BROADCAST ACTIONS
license DAto operate
by remote control
ByActions
Broadcast
using
(DA-2); trans,
conditions.
of Jan.Bureau
30
KWADto Wadena,
Minn.—
mod. of
license
operate
trans, byGranted
WNBF-TV Binghamton, N.Y.^-Granted li- using DA-N; conditions.
remote control,
on Jan.Thomas
30 H. DonahueSet
forthHearing
m his Examiner
application.
°f 3UX' tranS' at WTYN Tyron, N.C— Granted authoritv By
tran|nsiteinStallatiC>n
mahf
WBZ-TV
Boston,in Mass.—
Granted
licenses
March
through
m
S1?,n"?F
at
t
PJ?1'
EST
during
months
of
Sept.,
except
covering
for
special
change
tv
station
(main
trans
and
ant.)
and
Co?pan
tCodll
installation
aux.
trans,
at
eri?an
rkbMdT
Actions of Jan. 26
t.me from Jan. ?9 to Feb.Cft2 toMM
main trans, site.
file reSn?s
Dunbar Bcstg. Inc., Colorado Springs.
KPIC Roseburg, Ore.— Granted acquisition
By
Change
Chief
t0
Hearing
"CCnSe
Examine
fnc^ °fN.C. - Granted re- Rnct1egntlVe*v. cont£o1 °y Southern Oregon amPa^Son
James
D.
SarnTtoK
30 oTftl
on Jan.
Cunning
ham eiTl
find
WFSC-FMVORFranklin,
S r ding
WHRB-FM
Cambridge,
st°ck fromcp Granted request by Oklahoma Television
of42 Granted
Q WCHA-FM
«7S^ha ™ceJJlce
cal1 'etters
deleted. toOrlggonCBcsthgr0cf
Mass.—
PUrchase
nse; rg,
Chambersbu
increase
Pa.—
Granted
ERP
to
800
w,
ant.
ft.,
change
extension
of Actions
completionof Jan.
date 29to April 4.
Sec.
3 261 of1°rules
£fqU,6?cC,y
95, 3 mcto permit
and ^Pestation
ant.;towaivld
cease
KFRE-AM-TV, KRFM Fresno, Calif- operations during Christmas
vacation
peBy Hearing onExaminer
Granted
assignment of licenses to Triangle
Jan. 30 J. D. Bond
WBBI
Abingdon,
Va.—
Granted
wrRr°rlInS;
<rldi0
and
tv
divisions
authoritv
Harvard
uurlng'
summer
vacation
period
WCBG Chambersburg, Pa.— Granted av to change hours of operation to sign-on atof ^r^w^eiL?^ to °perate
SlguSi?^^
license
to
Reese
Bcstg.
Corp
6
a.m.
and
sign-off
at
7
p.m.
rnGrai?at(;drioint
Petition
by Capitol Bcstg
KEVA Shamrock, Tex.-Granted involunACTIONS ON MOTIONS
tary assignment
of licenseers.
to Albert Cooper
and Merita
Bump
p
By Chief
Hearing
Examiner
James
D.
Cunningham on dates shown
tvSnDUanhtaT490Nf^-Granted ^ ^
Scheduled for hearing following proceed- Feb. 16 to file proposed findings of fact and
into
ings
on
March 3—of am-tv
cp
Ga-Gra"ted
S"*'
staT?ew
test,dates
applicationshown:
transfer
controlpro-of By
WLEC Sandusky, Ohio— Granted cp to Hawaiian
Hearing0bn%°6SlaV
Examiner
Pl6adi^
f7onmIU|1e
J. Frederick
30 reP'y
Jan.Charles
on rndhf2Bcstg. for
System
Ltd. (KGMB-AMside-mount
on am tower and make
changes m fmant.ant.system.
On
request
of
Kenneth
G.
Prather
and
KMATT°TVUw'
..KHBC-AM-TV
and Misha
Prather, for
Boulder.
Amusement Co.
farther
Ltd., from
^V"JVasolidated
Walluku.
Hawaii)
ContoHilo,
Hialand
tWl' Wash._Granted
hearing S.scheduled
chan^ ERp'ns
Feb.
2Colo
on their
an11.
msta]1 cpnewto *£f/fo°P,ment
tra
application
rescheduled
for
9
a.m.,
Feb.
*Co/P;
March
30—
application
WSTP-FM Salisbury, N.C—a" Granted
cd to Journal
Co.
(WCLW)
By Hearing Examiner
Mansfield.
Ohio,
to
Millard
Mansfield
F.
French
30
Jan.
on
r„
Afr^f^KF
h£ense
of
Mansfield
Bcstg.
Co.;
trans
type
change
and
kw
15
chS„EIJ
am
applications
Pto
of
Granite
KTWR
Tacoma, Wash.—
Granted cpp £rty Bcstg. Co.. Mount Airv. N.C. and
Granted petition by Western Bcstg. Corn
new tra
install (FM)
toKMAM,
ns.
Tularosa, NM- ville,
Ky. Actions
Jan. 30.Co. (WLSI), Pike- of Puerto plicRico,
to amend
its ap-on
,Cuim
Publishing
Granted
ion for newfortvleave
cpsKMFM
station
to make(FM)changes
to operate
in ant. svs- Examiner
Set ??land
aside
Jan.
27
action
by dismissed
Chief Hearing
ch. 12 in atAguadilla.
P.R. Two
remaining
to
extent
that
it
with
™ ♦ t ( Ml Baton Rouge, La.— Granted am
to
merge
desire
proceeding
in
this
applicants
prejudice
application
of Calif.,
J. J. Flanigan
purpose of amendment
and objective.
in ofFontana,
7?0 ?tCha.na?f
ant- "eight
and Mildred
Srderedfor their
730
ft.,
location2 45andkw-install
new antto Flanigan,
achieve that
is to interests
that facilities
executrix
and
newtrans,
trans.EiRP+t0
his
estate,
Mrs.
in eventshall,
she proposes
Hearing Examiner
29 Neal Huntting
on Jan.Annie
to pursue
„fK/P?
(FM) Fr/sn°.
Calif.—to Granted
mod said
onsuchor pleadings
before
Febas ByScheduled
11, fileapplication,
KFMH
94.5 mc.Colo.—
with
Commission
KFMH
prehearing ofconference
(FM) of frequency
Colorado
Springs,
may
be
necessary
in
this
behalf,
includinp
March
4
on
applications
Cofor
™.od'
cp
to
change
ERP
to
5
kw,
appearance
provided copies
for inof Secpleadings
1 140 (c)to nd SanSouthwest Bcstg. Co., forTelemusic
of
rules,
and
fm
facilities
^V,^lght(FM)to J'540
ftand
type
ant
KUFM
El Cajon, Calif.-Sra
- " Bernardino and Redlands, both
nted ail parties to proceeding. Action Feb. 2.
Californ
mod of control
cp to change
Granted ofmotion
by Donald
Huff 9 forto PETITIONS
remote
point andstudio
FOR RULE MAKING FILED
typelocation
trans and
re- extension
time from
Feb. 2 W.to Feb
mote control permitted.
Independent
Inc. (WITI-TV)
toissues
Broadcast
Bureau's onpetiLaur?ns,
S.C.— Granted mod. of file responses
Milwaukee,
Wis.toTelevision
(1-27-59)—
amend-of
cp™ KCOG
to+LB<!change
type
trans.
t
i
o
n
t
o
enlarge
in
proceeding
his
m
e
n
t
o
f
rules
provide forRequests
assignment
Centerville, Iowa— Granted author- application and that of Equitable Publishing
pending filing and acceptance of aDnlication Feb 2 am facilities in Lansdale. Pa. Action
Bay
to^1^3"^6
By Hearing Examiner
License
Renewals rather than to Whitefish
on Feb. Z Jay A. Kyle
AprrflP!o,
h°UrS'rt,f°r Pa.—
<hreeGranted
months^ authorending
WLYC ned
WilUamspo
On
own
motion,
scheduled
hearing
for
Following
were granted
Mav° f,^:0^} 7 P "}- EST' duri"S months Feb. 6 atmercial9 Radioa.m.,
on application of Comhcense: stations
KAYL-AM-FM
Stormrenewal
Lake,
SalJUenv
^ were
AUgUS
entiUly
t' exten-f°r
ties in Baltimore,Institute
Md. Inc., for fm facili- Iowa; KBOE Oskaloosa, Iowa; KBUR b'
Following
stations
granted
KLPW
Union,
Mo.;
KLRS
Mountain
Grove
s
i
o
n
s
o
f
completion
By
Hearing
Examiner
H.
Gifford
Irion
dates
shown : KDpgi?TgD^ TTIowa;„
KC,HRMo.;Charleston,
Mo.;
on Feb. 2
IV Des Moines. Iowa, toas8-12;
Mo.;
KROS
Pensacola,
Fla., to 6-21; WNBC NewWEAR-TV
Iowa; KNIM
KSWI Maryville,
Council
Bluffs,Decorah,
Iowa;Clinton
KTTS
prehearing conference from SDringfield,
Britain Feb.Continued
Mo.;
KWLC
Iowa3
to
Feb.
5
in
proceeding
on
am
appliKXGIKansas
Fort MadiWDULto 8-18; hio'To
Neb.,
Alliance.
r-iKAIi ft.F Minn.,
ml,
cations of Continental Bcstg. Corp. (WHOA) KWTO son,Springfield,
AirWGTE
4 27nDuluth,
TV
to ^TV
7-14; ToIedro
KEYC-TV
Iowa; WD AF- Mo.;
AM-TV
City
Man- both
San Juan,
PuertoandRico.Jose R. Madrazo, Guynabo Mo.; WMBH-AM-FM
Joplin, Mo.;
WOI-AM'FMI Birmlng8-,": WTAF
- \°^T^'i
MA?n
ham'
r1"^™
Ontario,
^'i
Cafif
Mo.;
KWWL-TV
Waterloo,
Iowa;
KSO
Des
LV
/\me4;,TIo^va:
ktvO
(TV)
Kirksville,
(FM) Fresno, Calif., to
fi A
Iowa; KDSN Denison, Iowa; KSD4-5?,WAYTP,«.f?f>Q^an
Francisco.Md.,Calif,
hearing
from Feb. 12of toJohn
MarchH. Moines,
AM-TV Fort
St. Louis.
KRrw™,'FtM'
6-1;to 10 Advanced
KFPW
Smith,Mo.;Ark.WEW St. Louis, Mo ■
<FM) Los Silver
Angeles,sPring.
Calif., toto 3-20;
in proceeding
on applications
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begins in your own heart! The National Conference of Christians and
brotherhood week Feb. 1 5-22 to emphasize the need
!•% m^I- U\S\*»V\f\f\fA Jews is sP°nsorinS
for universal cooperation and a spirit of unrestricted fellowship in a time
D I Ol n6rrlOUU
when peace and freedom are being seriously, threatened by the forces of fear, hatred, suspicion and distrust.
the first PrinciPle of salesmanship that nobody can sell anything to someone
it I h's
AlfA US
A 1
V\
else unless he is first sold on it himself, and shows it.
111 wVv
D W

11 ! Similarly, an ideal is only as inspiring as the character of the man who avows it.
it.
u ■ ■ | A conviction is only as convincing as the actions of the man who supports
or give lip service to Brotherhood. We must
enough merely to believeit inourselves
It" It is not the
nrt
Clinn
. . . by example, inspire others to
word by practicing
sprgad
I
dUp^Vl
make "liberty and justice for all" a vital, unifying force.
The communications industry is proud
Televi^ - O O %° ™^ BROTHERHOOD WEEK.
BROTHERHOOD WEEK fA U K I I O K%# 1I \J
£m^m sion and Radio kits have been prepared
I^JUlU^iy
from the Mass Communications Committee of the
to help you train your air guns on prejudice. They are available
West 57th Street, New York 19, N. Y. For additional matenal and
and Jews, 43in your
of Christiansnccj
National Conference
area.
Office
assistance, consult the Regional

IIV©

TV KIT: Cover envelope and
cover letter by Oliver Treyz,
President of American
Broadcasting Company and
TV Committee Chairman for
BROTHERHOOD WEEK.
Report sheet of actual
programming
material by
Stations.
Complete list of Regional
Offices of NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF CHRISTIANS
& JEWS.
cements of 8Spot Announ
20-second, and 60second,
second lengths.
Sports Announcer copy.
Integration Copy.
Programming Suggestions.
NCCJ Fact Sheet.
Slides.
20-second film spots by
celebrities.

RADIO KIT: Cover envelope
and cover letter by Matthew
Culligan,
Exec. V.P.Company,
National
Broadcasting
Radio Committee Chairman
for BROTHERHOOD WEEK.
Report Sheet of material
and Station Promotion.
NCCJ Fact Sheet.
Spot Announcements of 10second, 20-second, 30second and 60-second
lengths.
Special promotions for yearround use, for special holidays and programming suggestions.
Transcription,
by eight
personalities plus one
BROTHERHOOD jingle, fulllength song, "Feel Good,
Live Brotherhood," recorded
by Bob Carrol and Skitch
Henderson's Orchestra
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OUR

RESPECTS

Robert

TO . . .

Leigh

Visit the Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles,
office of Robert L. Redd, vice president
of Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, and
director
of the agency's
radio and television
activities.WestAskCoast
him for
the proudest achievement of his 30 years
in broadcasting. complishHe'll
such acments aMaybelline
s skip overPlayhouse,
the first NBC radio network commercial series to originate in Hollywood;
Camel Caravan, which started a 13year-old girl named Judy Garland on
the road to fame, and scores of other
tocommercial
talk about successes.
Eyes Aloft.He'll skip them
This was a wartime series, created at
the request of Brig. Gen. William E.
Kepner, head of the Fourth Fighter
Command. In the summer of 1942,
General Kepner called in the radio networks and told them that Air Warning
Service volunteers, plentiful enough in
the weeks immediately following Pearl
Harbor, had drifted away when Jap
bombers failed to attack the West Coast.
Unless they could be brought back to
their posts, he said, the Army would
have to put 150,000 soldiers on plane
spotting duty. They were brought back
and what brought them was Eyes Aloft,
broadcast each Monday evening on an
NBC Pacific Coast network, as well as
most of the independents in the area.
'Time' Magazine Salute • "Mainly responsible for the show's success is a
smart Hollywood freelance writer
named
Robert Leigh
agine reported
in its Redd,"
issue ofTime
Nov.mag16,
1942. "Vetoing stuffy talks, Redd sold
NBC and the Army on a heart-warming
story of A.W.S. volunteers at work.
Like an efficient census-taker, he visited
2,000 observation posts and filter centers, jotted down true stories of the
modern air Reveres that give the program its dramatic highlights."
Born Dec. 13, 1907, in Pendleton,
Ore., Bob Redd grew up in Kahlotus,
Wash., in the center of the wheat country, with a population of 125 "at peak
harvest
time."BobDuring
days, young
boughthis a high
mail school
order
cornet and learned to play it well
enough to land a job with a medicine
show that came by one summer. "I also
mixed medicine, sold tickets, chopped
wood and reveled in being in show business for five whole weeks before my
father suggested I go home," he related.
Watching the capable pitchman handle his audience, I became aware of the
bare-bone techniques of selling."
At Oregon State College, he ran a
BROADCASTING, February 9, 1959

Redd
dance band, sold advertising on the
school daily newspaper and later became its business manager. Summers he
sold everything from life insurance and
water sprinklers to neon signs and time
on KWJJ Portland. Graduated in 1928
with a B.A. in business, he won a scholarship to New York U.'s graduate
school where he studied advertising and
worked after school at Loesser's department storeThein Brooklyn
Newark.
next Juneandhe Hahne's
combinedin
this experience and his master's degree
to land a job with Peck & Peck, women's sportswear store chain.
Six months later he was made assistant manager of the store at 711 Fifth
Ave., which was also the address of
NBC. Each evening, Mr. Redd recalls,
he would rush upstairs to the network
studios to watch radio at work, then go
home and practice script writing.
NBC Not Impressed • "I was sure I
was good, but NBC didn't see it that
way, so I left New York and a few
weeks later, tastefully attired in a derby
hat and Chesterfield coat, I walked into
KGW Portland and so amazed them
that they hired me as a continuity writer." Mr. Redd had a chance to write
every kind of radio script from song
introductions to comedy routines and
full fledged dramatic shows. He soon
was directing as well as writing and before he left KGW in 1932 to join NBC
in San Francisco his title was program
manager.
In San Francisco, Mr. Redd was a
producer as well as a writer and director. One program he produced, called
Big Ten, featured the 10 most popular
tunes of the week. The music was directed by Meredith Willson. Vocalist of
Big Ten was a girl named Gogo De
Lys, who went to New York with the
program when it moved there with a
new title, Lucky Strike Hit Parade. Two
years later Miss De Lys became Mrs.
Redd.
Hollywood Beachhead • A year and a
day after he had joined NBC in San
Francisco, the network sent him to Hollywo d to join John Swallow and Cecil
Underwood with the assignment of establishing aradio beachhead in that
city. Motion picture people then had
a very low regard for radio and Mr.
Redd spent a lot of time trying to persuade movie stars and producers that
radio exposure wouldn't hurt them and
might even help their boxoffice. First
fruit of this missionary work was Maybelline Playhouse, with Hollywood col-

Mr. Redd: West Coast radio-tv pioneer
umnist Jimmy Fidler as host and Jean
Harlow as the first of a long list of guest
stars from motion pictures.
Eastern advertising agencies began
opening Hollywood branches, seeking to
add Hollywood
their clients'
radio
show. Mr. glamour
Redd leftto NBC
to join
William Esty Co. and created Camel
Caravan for Esty's chief account. A year
later
he decided
freelancehe
and that
he did he'd
until rather
1950, when
joined Erwin Wasey as head of radio
and tv on the coast. Shortly therefater
he was made a vice president, retaining
that title when that agency merged with
Ruthrauff & Ryan in 1957.
Mr. Redd has created scores of radio
and tv series,
written,
directed and Stars
produced thousands
of broadcasts.
who made their radio debuts under his
supervision include Clark Gable, John
Barrymore, Rex Harrison, Dorothy
Lamour, Gordon Jenkins, Dean Martin
and Jerry Lewis. He helped bring
Burns and Allen from radio to television in tv's which
first co-sponsored
halfhour program,
ran for eight years
with Carnation Co. as a sponsor.
Today his Los Angeles staff plans
campaigns, buys time and programs,
creates, writes and produces commercials for both
tv. EW-RR's
broadcast
billingsradio
are and
the largest
of any
West Coast agency office.
Mr. Redd lives in Beverly Hills with
his wife and their 19-year-old daughter,
Mary Robin. He reports his hobbies as
flying and painting, but he devotes more
time to working for California Welfare
Federation, United Givers Fund (whose
1958 campaign he served as radio-tv
co-chairman), Radio-Tv-Recording &
Advertising Charities Inc. and similar
public service causes.

EDITORIALS

The split personalities
think that some of the most abusive
sometimes
WE
attacks on television come from publishers who own
television stations. This could be significantly serious, implying to outsiders that the critics speak from inside knowltv's shortcomings
edge, except that while they rant about
so debasing or unprofitfindouttelevision
do not
they ableapparently
that they want
to get
of the business.
What is the phrase? They want to eat their cake and
keep it too.
Comes now Vernon Myers, publisher of Look, which
has tv ownership ties. Mr. Myers, unhappy with competitive
cost-per-thousand comparisons, suggests that the public be
so that paid circulations of the
charged for tv programs
broadcast and printed media can be compared.
Myers"
Mr. nothing.
just what
reaction
Our that
This beisifludicrous.
away for
he giveisLook
we suggested
would
Or
sell each article separately.
What Mr. Myers is proposing, of course, is pay tv. This
advocacy is becoming quite popular among members of the
dePost pay
Evening that
week ago
print fraternity.
the proposition
pagethetoSaturday
voted its entire Aeditorial
at
it
did
Digest
Reader's
run;
trial
television be given amonths
back, and then there is always
a few last December.
length outburst
greaterFortune
that
Mr. Myers also asks a question; the answer, we think,
he already knows. Arguing that advertisers pay for tele-a
vision programs but not for newspaper editorial content—
know: "Which
questionable premise in itself — he wants to We
don't deny
advertising?"
programmingthatorsells,
goodsthe— advertising
sells it's
that
but if Mr. Myers thinks
play a part, then let him drop Look's
programming
editorial
qualitydoesn't
one notch.
How about an open covenant?
TWO years ago we were called alarmist (and worse) when
reporting that the military was cona storyto capture
we printed
tv channels 2 through 6.
sidering an attempt
Events since then have confirmed that our story was
right that
as farthere
as ithave
went,been
but serious,
it didn't ifgosecret,
far enough.
It isabout
now
clear
discussions
a possible accommodation of the military as parttelevision
of an ex-a
change of spectrum space which would give
wider range of vhf facilities at the sacrifice of chs. 2-6. A
to support that conbe cited
good manyclusion, butdevelopments
it is enough tocould
mention
the following:
Last June FCC Comr. T.A.M. Craven submitted to his
fellow commissioners a memorandum proposing, as a basis
for discussion, that television be reallocated to a band of
25 contiguous channels in the vhf range. The proposal was
for a transition over a 7- to 10-year period to a tv system
starting at 174 mc (the present oh. 7) and running up to
324 mc. It would mean adding 18 new vhf channels above
the existing ch. 13, in space now occupied by the government, and relinquishing to government and other services
now occupied by television's vhf chs. 2-6 and all
space
the
its uhf channels.
Mr. Craven did not suck his proposal out of his thumb.
He is an engineer, an allocations specialist and a former
broadcaster who has an eye for economics as well as engine ring. He is also a retired Navy officer and retains
service ties. It is unimaginable that he would spring a proposal involving a reallocation of government frequencies if
he thought it had no chance of approval by the military.
Since the publication of the Craven memorandum (ex162

clusively in Broadcasting, June 23, 1958), FCC Chairman
John C. Doerfer has made several statements indicating at
least qualified interest in the Craven plan. Mr. Doerfer has
never endorsed it by name or allusion, but he has spoken
of his desire to widen the vhf television band.
It is significant that last week in a speech before the New
York Radio & Television Executives Society Mr. Doerfer
said of the
problem:
"Expansion
in acreate
continuous vhf tvbandallocations
is the logical
solution
and would
the least dislocation for the public. The hope of this possibility isnotthat
dead."
Beyond
Mr. Doerfer would not go when asked for
amplification, but we cannot imagine the chairman of the
FCC saying hope was not dead if it were.
So it is safe to conclude that serious conversations have
been held within the Administration about shuffling television
and government frequencies. We wish it were equally safe
to conclude that television could count on getting the long
end of the deal, or even a fair shake. Unfortunately, television up till now has had nothing whatever to say. The
discussions have been secret, a circumstance which gives the
military a distinct tactical edge.
Last week Leo A. Hoegh, director of the Office of Civil
& Defense Mobilization, announced his recommendations
for creation of a committee to study spectrum allocations
and management. The recommendations were based on a
report submitted by
Advisorycreated
Committee
on Telecom unicatiaons whSpecial
ich Mr. Hoegh
last November
at the direction of the President, but the recommendations
of Mr. Hoegh differed in two significant respects from those
of his special committee.
The special committee recommended that Congress create
a study commission of three members to be appointed by
the Congress. Mr. Hoegh transformed that to a recommendation that Congress create a commission of five members to be appointed by the President.
A Congressionally-appointed committee would not be apt
to be weighted in favor of the military. A Presidentiallyappointed committee would be. Somewhere between the
delivery of Mr. Hoegh's special committee's recommendations and Mr. Hoegh's rewrite the military got to work.
We doubt that Congress will accept the recommendations
of Mr. Hoegh. We think that a full-range and impartial
study of spectrum use and management is necessary, but it
should be conducted under the direction and control of Congress and with minimum secrecy.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid His
"All he's getting out of that is a pair
of overdeveloped
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Big

Pitch

From

Signal

Hill

And thisCityone'sAthletics
a belt-high blazerbroadcasts
in anybody's
ball from
game WDAF
. . . the
Kansas
will come
Radio
and TV starting baseball
this year!
The young man tuning up below will bring together Kansas City's
two
most famous
moundof WDAF.
he's standing
Municipal
Stadiumhillsand— the
Signalpitcher's
Hill, home
This isonvet-at
eran sportscaster Merle Harmon, the Voice of the A's to millions
of fans in six states. Merle will do play-by-play for the Joseph
Schlitz Brewing Company and the Skelly Oil Company.
It was real cool at the Stadium when Merle got his first feel of the
WDAF pitchers
mike, butand wecatchers
couldn'treport
wait toveryspread
the first
place,
soon the
now,word.
and InMerle
will
be heading south for training camp. In the second place, we think
our Athletics -WDAF team may figure big in your spring and
summer
sellingcheck
plans with
for Mid-America.
later than you
think. Better
our good reps Inas short,
soon asit'spossible.
RADIO: Henry I. Christal Co., inc. • TELEVISION: Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc.

A NATIONAL

THEATRES STATION

Select any program or announcements from these
Friendly Group stations -wstv-tv, wboy-tv or
kode-tv on a 13-week budget— and our exclusive
"Shopper-Topper" merchandising service is yours
at no extra cost in the important SteubenvilleWheeling, Central West Virginia and Joplin markets. In these three rich markets-with combined
food sales of $167,562,000-only these stations offer advertisers this unique merchandising support.
Find
out today
the goods
for you.how "Shopper-Topper" can move

TV
WSTVCHANNEL
9 • STEUBENVILLE-WHEELING • CBS-ABC

The Shopper-Topper* Merchandising Plan guarantees:
• in-store displays, placement of point-of-sale material, shelf
stocking, checks on prices, exposure and activity of major
competitors,
obtaining comments from stores— in 170 highvolume
supermarkets
• merchandising activity report every 13 weeks to advertisers and agencies
• complete direct mail service
• product highlighting on popular local shows, including live
demonstration
For more details ask for our new "Shopper-Topper" brochure

WBOY-TV
CHANNEL 12 • CLARKSBURG, W. VA. • NBC

KODE-TV
CHANNEL 12 • JOPLIN, MO. • CBS

Members of The Friendly Group ^g^r Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.
Rod Gibson, Nat'l Sis. Mgr. . 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York • 211 Smithfield St., Pittsburgh. • *Copyright applied for
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Guterma in SEC hot water; Mutual's fate could be involved
N.Y., Chicago admen toss out some opinions on single rate

Page 29
Page 34

On again, off again: Hill changes FCC's mind on boosters
FCC to report on alleged pressures for tv program tie-ins

Page 70
Page 77

ONE

puneh

TWO
wins your battle for Sales in the
KET

WKMH Hits Where The Sales Are
Staffed by Detroit's top radio personalities, the WKMH
"MOBILE-RAMA" is a traveling showcase. It is
equipped to tell your client's story and display his
products at point of sale as well as on the air . . . offers
a potent merchandising PLUS for advertisers.

E23 WKMH Is First With The "Hot" News
Whenever and wherever news occurs, the WKMH
Mobile Newscruiser gets there in a hurry . . . gets
the facts FIRST with dramatic on-the-spot coverage.
The Newscruiser is on 24-hour call, assuring listeners
of "red hot" newscasts.
*
I

BROADCASTING
KNORR
CORPORATION
Represented by Headley-Reed

WKMF

WKHM

1

NEW
WKMH

1
WKMH

"MOBILE-RAMA"

MOBILE NEWS CRUISER
• ■ -J*
. t v .-._, . . •

)V

WSAM
Saainaw. Mich.

WELL

the most

watched

station

in Sioux

City. .

9
CHANNEL
KIHV
1st in share of audience - from sign-on to sign-off, KVTV has 58% share of audience. Station B has 42.6%.
What are the reasons for KVTV dominance?
Programing. Sioux Citians tune to KVTV to see 12 of the 15 highest rated
network programs. The five highest rated syndicate shows and 8 of the top ten
all are on KVTV. And on Channel 9 are seen the world's greatest movies-MGM,
United Artist, 20th Century, Selznick, Screen Gems and Columbia. Then, too,
KVTV completely dominates the Sioux City market in live, local shows.
Yes, programing keeps KVTV 1st choice in Sioux City. See your Katz man.

CHANNEL 9 • SIOUX CITY, IOWA
CBS • ABC

Cleveland, Ohio
Worthington,
Trenton, New Ohio
Jersey
Fairmont, West Virgil
Yankton,
South
Sioux City, Iowa Dakota

TO

LARGE

VOLUME

ADVERTISERS

WJIM-TV is pleased to announce the
establishment of a new 520-time rate
discount, as outlined in our Rate Card
No. 9, which became effective January
1, 1959.
We trust this will prove a major step in
leading the industry toward acknowledgement of the need for such a discount.
This added incentive to the client who
buys in quantity provides "coverage that
counts" at a cost that appeals.

Cwewuje

tjtafr Coantol

WJIM-TV
Strategically located to exclusively serve
LANSING... FLINT ...JACKSON!

the f».G.W. Colonel
Published every1735 Monday,
(Yearbook Number)
published inpostage
September
Broadcasting D.Publications
Inc.,
DeSales 53rd
St., N.issue
W., Washington
6, D. C. Second-class
paid atby Washington,
C.

Lancaster
Harrisburg
York
is ONE TV market
when you use

WGAL-TV

AMERICA'S

1 Oth

TV MARKET

CHANNEL
S
LANCASTER,
XPA.
NBC
and. CBS
In addition to being the first
choice of viewers in these three
important markets, WGAL-TV
is the television station for
Gettysburg, Hanover, Lebanon,
Cham bersburg, Lewistown,
Carlisle, Shamokin, Waynesboro,
and many other communities.
STEINIVIAN STATION - Clair McCollough, Pres.

New York » Chicago

Los Angeles « San Francisco
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Reform bill • Legislation will be introduced this week by Rep. Oren Harris
(D-Ark.) to carry out FCC reforms
recommended by his Oversight Subcommittee (Broadcasting, Jan. 5).
Among items to be covered: outlawing
of ex parte contacts; public hearings
before issuance of any tv license; prior
Commission permission to negotiate for
sale competing
of stations: applicants
prohibitioninofreturn
"payoffs"
to
for
withdrawal. Congressman said it has
been tion"tremendous
job" to draft
legisla-all
in acceptable language
to cover
situations.
Also soon, perhaps this week, Rep.
Harris will make known plans for future
course of Oversight Subcommittee. Investigations definitely will continue in
some form, with subcommittee first facing task of hiring new staff. Politics
charge will be made right at start with
minority move to hire its own counsel.
Ranking House Republicans are leaning toward own counsel, although Rep.
John Bennett (Mich.), top Republican
on subcommittee, is not completely sold
on idea. In addition, before launching
new project, subcommittee still must
get money from House, so far having
at its disposal only $25,000.
Money matter • With current contract
of Harold E. Fellows as NAB chairman
and president expiring June 30, 1960,
ad hoc committee will be named to
negotiate new arrangement. Mr. Fellows, who will be 60 in March, joined
NAB in 1951 after 23 years as head of
CBS-owned WEEI Boston. His present salary is $70,000, plus $10,000 allowance for his Washington expenses,
and rises to $75,000 next June. While
existing contract covers four-year consultancy arrangement until 1964, when
retirement would start, associates say
he would prefer to continue present
role
as chairman-president under new
contract.
Ad hoc committee of eight to negotiate with Mr. Fellows will be named
after NAB March 15-18 convention in
Chicago. Four will be named by chairman and vice chairman, respectively, of
Radio and Television Boards. Additional four will be named two each by
chairman of each board.
Beep, beep • American Motors Corp.,
Detroit, is understood to have approached al major station representatives, requesting cost data for projected
52-week spot radio campaign that
would hit virtually all markets in nation, primarily on behalf of Rambler
BROADCASTING, February 16, 1959

CLOSED
CIRCUIT,
car. American Motors is thinking of
uled. In advisory sent prospective
six- and ten-second station breaks in organizers, Herbert L. Krueger, WTAG
7-9 a.m. and 5-6:30 p.m. time periods. Worcester, organizing committee chairSome representatives wonder if there
man, said enough stations had signed
isn't more to AM strategy than seems letter of intent to make outlook "exapparent. Buying of time periods on 52
ceedingly promising."
weeks, across-board would block these
Because some stations want to join
favored time slots for other auto manuprogram service but are committed
facturers when they try to purchase new
to present networks through 1959,
minute spots for fall introductory cam- organizing
committee has proposed
paigns. Agency:
den & Ballard,
NewGeyer,
York. Morey, Mad- modification of charter membership.
Stations with commitments to present
Lorillard on air • Broadcast media networks may make commitment to
(nearly all tv) are at record high in Radio World Wide before next July 1,
P. Lorillard's 1959 ad plans, most ex- begin their minimum two-year subscription Jan. 1, 1960. Membership cost ren cigarette
history.
for pasttensive ifew
yearsmaker's
has blown
smokeTv
mains 30 times station's highest minute
rings round rival print media in Loril- rate per week, but 25% of two-year
total
will
be treated as capital stock inlarvde'asledadtoactivities.
Strategy
for '59 and
reLorillard sales
executives
vestment for charter subscribers.
Lennen & Newell group assembled last
week in Greensboro, N. C. Agency Day
and date
• Final
expected
this week
on what
Youngword& Rubicam
handles all Lorillard brands.
will do about ABC-TV's "Operation
Agreement to quit • Consent order Daybreak." Agency, which helped construct ABC-TV's daytime programming
agreeing to stop alleged misrepresenta- and sales
plan, negotiates for 40 weekly
tions being drafted by Federal Trade
Commission and Arthur Hammell and quarter-hours underwritten by Y&R
four radio-tv advertising promotional clients (20 of them by General Foods).
firms in which latter is principal officer. Current thinking at Y&R indicates some
FTC charged last November that Mr. curtailment of schedule but actual cutback had not been decided as of Friday
Hammell and companies misrepresented
promotional plans sold to radio and tv (Feb. 13). Some of cutback money may
stations (Broadcasting, Dec. 1, 1958). go into nighttime tv. ABC-TV already
Companies involved are: Advertisers expects program revamp of its daytime
Assoc. of America Inc, Teleradio Ad- operation, based on Y&R's current
vertisers Inc., United Publicity Inc. and mood.
Teleradio Advertisers. Order does not
become final until approved by FTC Code enforcement • NAB's tv code
are showing get-tougher atticommissioners, which usually takes enforcers
tude in handling station violations.
about a month.
Latest step was quiet mailing of letters
all station subscribers stating in plain
Broadcast impact • Mail pull of radio- toterms
that Preparation H, hemorrhoid
tv was convincingly demonstrated last
balm, is strictly taboo under code clause
week in government-sponsored observ- covering
intimate personal products.
ance of 150th anniversary of birth of
Stations are given 60-day, or 13-week
Abraham Lincoln. Lincoln Sesquicen- contract
expiration period, to conform.
tennial Commission, in radio-tv spots,
code board has three stations on its
offered free booklet "The Lincoln Tv
consistent-violator
is understood
Ideals," and by end of first week of to have them slatedlistforandspecial
handling
year-long celebration more than 20,000 when
new code group takes offices
copies had been mailed, with Box 1959,
Washington D. C, to which citizens March 16 during NAB Chicago conwere asked to write, still jammed with vention.
uncounted communications. Richards Chain of command • Some eyebrows
Assoc. (Robert K. Richards, former raised when NBC's new organization
NAB executive), is public relations con- chart was circulated last week in wake
sultant to government on project.
of series of top-level promotions
(Broadcasting, Feb. 9). It shows David
That program service • Organizers of C.
Adams, who was elevated to new
Radio World Wide, proposed national
program service (Broadcasting, Feb. post of senior executive v. p., and Kenneth W. Bilby, public relations execu2), will meet in Chicago during NAB
tive v.p., both of whom had been reconvention at time yet to be set but pering to Board Chairman Robert W.
haps afternoon of Tuesday, March 17, Sarnoff, portnow
will report to President
when no convention program is sched- Robert E. Kintner.
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WEEK

IS

RATING

* NEWS * SPORTS
* PUBLIC SERVICE
* WESTERNS
* COMEDY
* CHILDREN'S SHOWS
* MYSTERY
* ADVENTURE
* VARIETY
* TOP MOVIES
If it has audience appeal
. . . Channel 13 has it!

WEEK!

• Broad programming, covering every audience base, makes
WSPD-TV television Toledo television. This wide variety of appeal
to every member of the family— day and evening— is the big reason
WSPD-TV can meet and whip the rating challenge every week!
Ask your Katz man.

"Famous on the local scene

TV
PD
WS
CHANNEL
13 • TOLEDO

btorer Television. t«J
WSPD-TV Toledo • WJW-TV Cleveland • WJBK-TV Detroit • WAGA-TV Atlanta • WITI -TV Milwauke

WEEK

IN BRIEF.

VTR also means 'Very Terrific Results' • Videotape is
doing a practical day-by-day job of helping an agency
do a more effective selling job in television for its
clients. Milton J. Beckman, principal, Beckman-Koblitz
Inc., LosPage
Angeles,
Memo.
23. tells the story in this week's Monday
'Goddam Genius'
on thewhohookconferred
• Mutual'sthispresident,
Mr. Beckman
Alexander
L. Guterma,
title on
himself, is neck-deep in trouble as Securities & Exchange
Commission challenges the securities and exchanges of F. L. Jacobs Co.
A key question: Who owns Mutual? Page 29.
Madison Avenue rates the single rate • Some agencies interested in
simplified rate card as idea gains support but danger of backfiring is
emphasized. Page 34.
Pressure on the Potomac • Advertising Federation of America takes
cautious look around Washington and discovers disturbing legislative
and regulatory trends. Congressman chides advertising and media men
for failure to recognize facts of political life. Page 38.
Gold in them thar skyscrapers • Regal Adv. Assoc. Corp. claims inventory of $8 million in tv time as it moves into new quarters. Agency
specializes in swapping films for time. Page 39.
Good year in tv network billing • $566.5 million in 1958 was 9.8%
better than 1957. CBS-TV tops three tv networks, and each network
chalks up gains. Page 48.
Back with a bang • The Three Stooges, whose comedies were a staple
of pre-tv movie houses, got a new lease on life when Screen Gems
released 78 of its old two-reelers to television. Broadcasting charts
their reincarnation. Page 62.

Indianapolis
Major retail area for 18 richerthan-average counties. 1,000,000
population - 350,600 families with
90% television ownership!
•; 11 Satellites
Each an additional recognized
marketing area— and well within
WFBM-TV's basic area of influence. Includes Marion • Anderson •Muncie • Bloomington • Vincennes • Terre Haute
• Danville, Illinois • Lafayette
• Peru • Logansport • Kokomo.
ONLY HERE — in Indianapolis
on WFBM-TV can you buy more
honest market penetration, consumer influence, for fewer dollars
expended than anywhere else!
Represented
KATZ Nationally
Agency by the

NBC sprinkles
'Stardust'
• Plan toforradio
17 new
five-minute
programs daily,
featuring
star talent,
is presented
affiliates
(via television).
NBC
officials say response is enthusiastic, counter charges of some critics that
it's "barter in disguise." Page 67.
FCC zigs again on boosters • Commission announces it has ordered
staff to restudy possibility of authorizing on-channel service under rules
and standards, with recommendations for changes in Communications
Act also requested. Week also sees request for on-channel "amplifying
transmitter" in Johnstown, Pa. Page 70.
Proxmire would axe FCC • Senator plans to introduce bill to replace
Commissioners with communications administrator and 3-5 judge panel.
Present Commission staff would be retained, with only commissioners to
go. Page 72.
Networks on anxious seat again • FCC readying report on purported
program tie-ins by networks. Looks like public hearing in view, based on
Justice Dept. report on investigation of alleged network pressures.
Page 77.
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The Nation's 13th Television Market
. . . with the only basic NBC coverage
of 760,000 TV set owning families.
7

lore

People

Respond

This programing motivates people . . .
makes them do things.
That's why our 10,000 letters per week
in response to family games.
Action programs stimulate listener reaction.
buyers
///)//)'/ J/j/l\^
XV>//)
W^MMM?^-^
^Jm^a Your(theadvertising
best kind reaches
of audience!)
Bartell it . . . and sell it!

To

at:

ly

Bartell

Ra<

lio

BHRTELL
mmnv
COAST

TO COAST

Li r"jn»
550 in BiUmincHBmR J

1 "° ,"iR|"n - '

AMERICA'S FIRST RADIO FAMILY SERVING 15 MILLION BUYERS
Sold Nationally by ADAM YOUNG INC
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LATE NEWSBREAKS APPEAR ON THIS PAGE AND NEXT • DETAILED COVERAGE OF THE WEEK BEGINS PAGE 29

NEW

STATION

COMBINE

It's Transcon
tinent
Combination
of station interests
that
would catapult Transcontinent Television Corp. into top ranks of radio-tv
station owners is being negotiated with
Marietta Broadcasting, TTC President
David C. Moore and Marietta President Jack Wrather disclose in announcement being issued today (Feb. 16).
Deal, described as in process of being
completed,
total to fivewould
vhf andraiseoneTTC's
uhf instation
television and three radio stations. Involved
are Marietta's KFMB (540 kc, 5 kw) and
KFMB-TV (ch. 8) San Diego and
KERO-TV Bakersfield, Calif, (ch. 10),
in addition to TTC's WGR (550 kc, 5
kw) and WGR-TV (ch. 2) Buffalo,
WROC-TV Rochester, N.Y. (ch. 5),
60% of WNEP-TV Scranton-WilkesBarre, Pa. (ch. 16) and 50% of WSVA
(550 kc, 5 kw day, 1 kw night) and
WSVA-TV (ch. 3) Harrisonburg, Va.
Deal subject to FCC approval.
Tv properties involved in deal and
their network affiliations are KFMB-TV
(CBS-TV), KERO-TV (NBC-TV and
ABC-TV), WGR-TV (NBC-TV and
ABC-TV), WROC-TV (NBC-TV and
ABC-TV), WNEP-TV (ABC-TV) and
WSVA-TV (CBS-TV, NBC-TV, ABCTV).

FORMED

4 radio directors
re-elected by NAB
Four members of NAB Radio Board
re-elected for two-year terms, count of
ballots showed Friday. Two members
lost out in election. Terms of elected
directors
will begin during NAB con18).
vention week in Chicago (March 15Results of election follow:
Dist. 1— Daniel W. Kops, WAVZ New Haven,
WHDH
Boston. defeated William B. McGrath'
Conn, (incumbent)
Dist.
3— JohnLawrence
S. Booth,
WHCA II,Chambersburg,
Pa., defeated
H. Rogers
WSAZ Huntington, W. Va.
Dist.
5
—
Frank
Gaither,
WSB
Atlanta,
Charles C. Smith, WDEC Americus, Ga. defeated
7— Hugh
.Ky.;Dist.
defeated
Herbert0. E.Potter,
Evans, W0MI
WGAR Owensboro,
Cleveland.
Dist. fea9—
Mig
Figi,
WAUX
Waukesha,
ted Ben Laird, WDUZ Green Bay, Wis.Wis., deDist. 11 — Odin Ramsland, KDAL Duluth, Minn
defeated
cumbent). Ray Eppel, K0RN Mitchell, S. D. (inDist. 13— Boyd Kelley, KTRN Wichita Falls,
Tex.,
tonio. defeated James M. Gaines, W0AI San AnDist.defeated
15— JoeBobD. Reichenbach,
Carroll, KMYC
Calif.,
KWG Marysville,
Stockton
Calif.
Dist. defeated
17— Thomas
C. Bostic,
Wash.,
Lee Bishop,
K0RE KIMA
Eugene,Yakima,
Ore.
Large
Stations
—
Harold
Hough,
Fort
City.
Worth, defeated Jay W. Wright, KSLWBAP
Salt Lake

and
WratherAuthorities
professedPetry
inability to say
how new ownership would break down
between TTC and Marietta until final
details are completed, but it was understood transaction involved exchange of
stock and unofficial estimates were that
TTC would own about two4hirds and
Marietta one-third. Spokesmen said they
similarly were unable to estimate dollar value of transaction. However, based
on sales prices when these stations last
changed hands (in 1957 and 1958 except WSVA-AM-TV, which was May
1956) and on appreciation since, value
of TTC-Marietta interests would be
near $20 million.
Transcontinent owners, in addition to
President Moore (0.06%), are J. Fred
Schoellkopf IV (9.6%), George F.
Goodyear (10%) and others. Marietta is
owned by Mr. Wrather (63.64%) and
Edward Petry & Co., station representative (36.36%). Spokesmen for Mr.
Wrather said none of his other interests
are involved. These include part ownership of Independent Television Corp.,
program production and distribution
firm; Muzak Corp.; program series
ownerships; Disneyland; cp for ch.
44
in Boston, and extensive petroleum
Medium Stations
— Rex Howell, KREX Grand
holdings.
Junction,
Asheville, Colo.,
N. C. defeated Cecil B. Hoskins, WWNC
Small Stations
F. ErnestWilliam
Lackey,C. WHOP
Hopkinsville,
Ky.,— defeated
Grove,
KFBCris,Cheyenne,
Wyo.
(incumbent)
and Dave MorKNUZ Houston.
GUTERMA
INFLUENCE
SPREADS
Fm Stations
Richard Calvin
H. Mason,
Raleigh,
N. C,III.—defeated
J. Smith,WPTF-FM
KFACName of Guild Films and Matthew
On May 2, 1957, Mr. Fox defaulted. FM
Evanston,
Los
Angeles,
and
Edward
A.
Wheeler, WEAWFox, tv film entrepreneur and principal At suggestion of Mr. Guterma, Bon
owner of Skiatron Tv Inc., pay tv ad- Ami sold Fox note to Comficor Inc.
vocate, entered tangled financial affairs (controlled by Mr. Guterma) for $117,of MBS president Alexander Guterma 000. With note went collateral from
KTUL to Mutual
Guild.
(see page 29) at week's end.
KTUL Tulsa has joined Mutual
Between May 3 and May 10, 1957,
Securities & Exchange Commission
as affiliate, effective Feb. 15,
announced it had ordered suspension Mr. Fox "without further consideraJames C. Leake, president of Grifof trading in Bon Ami Co. (household
tion,"
caused
Guild
obligation
to
be
infin Broadcast group, said Feb. 13.
cleansers) stock on all markets. Mr.
creased from $350,000 to $500,000.
KTUL disaffiliated from CBS RaGuterma, whose Fil. Jacobs Co. stock On May 13, 1957, Bon Ami advanced
dio last December (Broadcastwas suspended earlier in week by SEC, over $150,000 to Chatham Corp. (puring, Dec. 15) and at that time said
was president of Bon Ami and, accord- family). portedly owned by Mr. Guterma and
it was "dissatisfied" with network
ing to SEC, still has interests in company.
About June 20, 1957, Chatham Corp.
programming generally but added
SEC report skeletonized:
acquired from Guild $750,000 worth of
it would consider joining "another
In March 1957, Bon Ami advanced tv spot time. Chatham paid $200,000
national organization" providing
$115,000 to Mr. Fox. Mr. Fox gave plus transfer to Guild of rights to forprogramming "station feels is
eign tv and theatrical exhibition of cerneeded." KRMG (Meredith staBon Ami promissory note, secured by
tain motion picture films (known as
tion) succeeded KTUL as CBS Raletter agreement with Guild Films Co.
dioing,affiliate
Guild agreed to supply $350,000 worth Icthyan package). These pictures were
Dec. 22).in Tulsa (Broadcastof spot time to Bon Ami if Mr. Fox acquired by Chatham from foreign indefaulted on note.
continues on page 10
BROADCASTING, February 16, 1959
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AT DEADLINE
CONTINUES from page 9
terests represented by Sartiris Fassoulis.
Icthyan acquired these rights from Matthew Fox and companies in 1955, paying Fox about $360,000.
At same time Comficor transferred to
Chatham Fox note and Guild obligation to supply $500,000 worth of tv
spot time. Chatham then transferred to
Bon Ami $500,000 worth of tv spot
time plus $750,000 worth of tv spot

time which Chatham had acquired from
Guild. Bon Ami paid $830,000 for
this $1.25 million worth of tv spot time.
, Mr. Fassoulis later transferred Icthyan package to Bon-Ami for over $1
million cash. Bon-Ami paid $1 million
to Swiss bank for account of Icthyan.
Same time, Bon-Ami agreed to buy
from Guild $6.2 million worth of tv
spot time for $3.6 million. This was
paid by transferring Icthyan package
from Bon- Ami to Guild, valued at $1.2
million, and Bon-Ami agreed to pay
Guild $2.4 million in 60 monthly in-

HEADLINERS
• Henry G. Plitt, president of Paramount
Gulf Theatres, subsidiary of American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc., appointed president of ABC Films Inc., replacing George Shupert who resigned
from AB-PT's tv film subsidiary to become v.p. in charge of television for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Headliners
Jan. 26). Mr. Plitt(Week's
joined United
Mr. Plitt Paramount Theatres, with which ABC
merged in 1953 to form AB-PT, in 1946 as district manager
in Ohio, West Virginia and Kentucky. In 1949, Mr. Plitt
moved to New Orleans and was promoted to division manager of then Paramount-Richard (now Paramount Gulf)
Theatres. He was advanced to v.p. in 1951 and president in
1955. In his new post, he will make his headquarters in
New York.

stallments. Bon-Ami made three monthly payments to Guild, then contract
cancelled when Bon-Ami failed to meet
Jan. 1 and Feb. 1 payments.
Result was now contract whereby
Guild agreed to consider $120,000 already paid as payment for $197,000
worth of tv spot time; Icthyan package
returned by Guild to Bon-Ami; BonAmi agreed to pay Guild $30,000 cash
and $30,000 in 15 monthly installments,
and Guild agreed to supply Bon-Ami
with %\lA million worth of tv spot time.

WEEK'S

• Lloyd Harris, Young & Rubicam media
director, appointed v.p. and manager of
media department at Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles, N.Y. Mr. Harris in effect
will handle day-to-day media operation including buying. Frank Minehan, who
continues as v.p.. director of media and
of SSC&B's
plansof board,
will
™*Mr. Harris
JIM1 l\ chairman
maintain
supervision
mediaboard
but
\s freed foroverall
concentration
on plans
activity. Mr. Harris was in research and statistical work with
Army during World War II, after war was with Veterans
Administration. He joined Y&R in April 1948 as director of
media
department,
becoming in 1950, Y&R's media
directorresearch
on Procter
& Gamble.

Mr. Montgelas

Kearns

Mr. Douglass

► Rudolph Montgelas, senior v.p., Ted Bates & Co., elected
igency president, succeeding William H. Kearns, named
10

vice chairman of board and chairman of executive committee. Mr. Montgelas continues as director and member of
executive committee. He came to Bates in 1950, relinquishing presidency of Buchanan & Co. ad agency. James C.
Douglass, who has served as senior v.p., named to new
post of executive v.p. Mr. Kearns, with Bates since 1942,
began advertising career with Buchanan-Thomas in Omaha,
Neb. Mr. Douglass joined agency in 1953 as director of
radio-tv. T. L. Bates, agency founder and honorary board
chairman, and Rosser Reeves, chairman of board, continue
in their respective positions. Bates had combined tv-radio
billing of $84 million last year, and its broadcast share of
overall billing was 79%.
• Hollis M. Seavey. director, Clear Chan'I
nel
Broadcasting
past six years,
...I resigning
to enterService
stationfor ownership.
He
has bought WCUM Cumberland, Md. (see
Changing Hands, page 56). Mr. Seavey
became CCBS director in 1953, following
*' five years as special events director and
"%
director of MBS' Washington bureau. Mr.
Seavey
announcerFalls,
and N.Y.;
newsMr. Seavey^
;aster atworked
WHLDas Niagara
KOCY Oklahoma City, and WOL Washington, D.C., before
joining
resignation
as CCBS
director
will takeMBS'
placeoperations.
after FCCHisapproves
purchase
of WCUM,
expected
after CCBS
NAB convention
next director's
month. meeting in Chicago during
• Max D. Paglin, legal assistant to FCC
Comr. Robert T. Bartley since 1953, appointed last Friday (Feb. 13) assistant
general counsel to head litigation division
of FCC, succeeding Richard A. Solomon,
who joins antitrust division of Dept. of
Justice.
joined served
FCC inin December 1942Mr.andPaglin
has since
several
Mr. Paglin
regulatory
divisions.
He
was
with
international common carrier communications
from 1943-48, with fm broadcasting from 1948-50, with
am broadcasting from 1950-51 and with broadcast hearings
from 1951 until his appointment as legal assistant to Comr.
Bartley.
FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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The rundown on "Mike Hammer" carries as big a wallop as the fists of America's best-read, most-watched
private eye . . .
No. 1 Mystery Series in all syndication for 4 straight
months !*
No. 1 of All Syndicated Shows in St. Louis, Kansas
City, Little Rock, Springfield, Mo., Charlotte, Peoria,
Altoona ; No. 2 in New York, Cincinnati, Washington,
Scranton-Wilkes-Barre, Shreveport, Wichita; in the
"top ten" everywhere!*

MIKE

Tremendously High Shares of audience in market after
market ! National average — 43,7% J *
2nd Series Already Renewed ... by MARLBORO CIGARETTES (Philip Morris, Inc.) ... by aero WAX (American Home Products Co.) ... by Budweiser Beer
(Anheuser-Busch) ... by Labatt's Beer and Ale
(John Labatt, Ltd. ) and many more, plus scores of
stations in every size market !
HAMMER HOME YOUR MESSAGE
AND SHATTER YOUR SALES RECORDS!

HAMMER

DARREN
78 half hours now available !
produced by revu
*Lateet available ARB ratings.

MCG
productions

STARRI

AVI N
mca
tv
FILM SYNDICATION
Madison Avenue, New York 22 • PLaza 9-7500
and principal cities everywhere

in
REMEMBER THIS PICTURE? It's of Theodore Roosevelt National Memorial Park
service
1958 to illustrate one of Sinclair's public shrines.
North Dakota's Badlands. It was used ofin America's
natural resources and historic
messages devoted to the conservation
Sinclair's
Continues

Public

Service

to Win

Now in its fifth year, Sinclair's public service program has
won continuing praise from the nation's leading senators, governors, congressmen, editors, educators and
conservationists, and public commendation from important civic, business, farm, garden, travel and patriotic
organizations.
citaIn 1958, Sinclair received, for its public service,
tions and commendations from the U.S. Junior Chamber

Wide

Program
Acclaim

Wisconsin Recreaof Commerce, Sport Fishing Institute, Bureau
Federation,
tion Association, the American Farm
and the governors of Minnesota, North Dakota and
Kansas, among others. In addition, the program again
received the Saturday Review Award for distinguished
advertising in the public interest, and was selected by
as one of the year's best public
Public Relations
relations
programs.News

HAVE YOU MOTORED TO A NATIONAL PARK RECENTLY? If not, perhaps you
colorful National
are planning such a trip for this summer. You will find our
Parks map of interest and help. Write for your copy today: Tour Bureau,
Sinclair Oil Bldg., 600 Fifth Ave., New York 20, N. Y.

SINCLAIR
A Great Name in Oil
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A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING AND RELATED FIELDS
■'Indicates first or revised listing)
FEBRUARY
Feb.
16
—
Boston
ch.
5 rehearing
scheduled to
begin. tions
ThiswithisFCCon question
of off-record
commissioners
during conversaoriginal
comparative
hearing,
remandedfor tothetheDistrict
FCC by
the
U.S. Court
of Appeals
Columbia.
Examiner:
Judge Horace
Stern. of
Feb. 16-17 — Managers of Tele-Broadcasters Inc.
wilt
hold firstEast
annual sales-management meeting
atKillgore
Sheraton
is president Hotel, New York. H. Scott
' Feb. 16-17—
National Collegiateto Athletic
Assn.,
Television
put finishing
touches
on Committee,
1959 footballChicago,
television plan.
Feb. 17-18islative— convention,
MichiganOldsAssn.Hotel,of Broadcasters,
Lansing. legFeb.
17-19
—
Broadcasting
&
Film
Commission —
National Council Hotel,
of Churches,
Sheraton-McAlpin
New York.annual meeting,
Feb. 17-20
— Audio Hotel
Engineering
annual
western
convention.
Biltmore,Society,
Los Angeles.
Feb. vise18 —program
Comments
due
on
FCC
proposal
to
recommercial tvlistings
tion forms for andnew
stations,in applicalicenses
and transfers.
DocketradioNo.and12,673.
'Feb.York.
19— NAB Tv Committee, Waldorf-Astoria,
New
"Feb. 19-21
and educational
broadcasters fr—om 11Commercial
western states,
annual Radio-Tv
Conference, Arizona State U. campus, Phoenix.
21— UnitedJollyPressFisherman,
Intl. Broadcasters
ofFeb.Connecticut,
Norwalk. Assn.
-Feb. 23-24
—
American
Bar
Assn.,
annual(tocon-be
vention, Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago
preceded
Feb.
19-22
by
several
allied
group
meetings). trABA
status radio-tv
reportbaroncourtconoversial Canowill
n 35 hear
prohibiting
room coverage.
Feb. 24-25
— NAB Conference
of StateandBroadcasterferAssn.
conences wiPresidents.
th legislators. Annual
Stwehammeeting
Hotel, Washi
n
g
t
o
n
.
A
feature
of
the
final
day
will
be
annual Voice of Democracy awards luncheon. the
Feb.
25-27—
ElectronicChase-Park
Industries Hotel,
Assn. St.industrial
relations
conference,
Louis.
Feb.
26
—
NAB
Engineering
NAB hdqrs., Washington. Advisory Committee,
'Feb.
27— Democratic National Committee meets
m Washington
ing convention. to pick final site for 1960 nominat-

Broadcasters with Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller as
guest-of-honor
Ten York
Eyck
Hotel, Albany. and
Also keynote
on dais speaker.
will be New
Senators Jacob K. Javits and Kenneth B. Keating,
Comr.
Robert Lee,Mikeof FCC,
and Gov. Rockefeller's
entire
chairmancabinet.
of dinner. Hanna, WHCU Ithaca, is
March 4— California
annual
membership
meeting. ElBroadcasters
Dorado Inn,Assn.,
Sacramento.
March 5-6—
Assn. of & National
Advertising to Business
Industry,Advertisers,
Hotel Webster
Hall, Pittsburgh.
March 13-14
Broadcasters
meeting,
Hotel— Arkansas
Marion, Little
Rock. Assn., spring
'Marchannual
15 — Assn. of Maximum
Service Telecasters,
Hotel,
Chicago,membership
9:30 a.m. meeting, Conrad Hilton
March 15-18
NAB'sChicago.
annual conventionopen;at nonthe
Conrad
Hilton —Hotel,
agenda
meetings
scheduled MarchExhibits
15. Formal sessions
open
March
16
with
keynote
speech
by Robert W. Sarnoff and continue through March
18; schedule
topped
address by FCC
ChairmanNABJohn C.associate
Doerfer byandanFCC-industry
roundtable.
Only
supplyingAnnual
broadcast
equipment
are eligiblemembers
to exhibit.
NAB
Engineering Conference, with several joint managem
e
n
t
t
e
c
h
n
i
c
a
l
s
e
s
i
o
n
s
,
will
be
heid
concurrently
with convention in the same hotel.
March Hotel,
16 — NABChicago.
Tv Code Review Board, Conrad
Hilton
March 18-20
conference.
Electronic
Industries
Assn.,— Quarterly
Statler Hilton
Hotel, Washington.
'March
23-26
— Annual convention
Canadian Assn.
ofHotel,
RadioToronto,
& Television
Ont. Broadcasters, Royal York
March Engineers,
23-26 — National
convention,New Institute
Radio
Waldorf-Astoria,
York. Theof
nation's
leading
electronic
scientists
will
attend.
Advances
in space
electronic fields
will betechnology
explored. and major new
APRIL
April
1
—
Research
workshop
Assn. of National
Advertisers, Hotel Pierre, New York.
'April 3-4Eugene.
— Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters, U. of
Oregon,
April nual3-5meeting,
— Mississippi
Buena VistaBroadcasters
Hotel, Biloxi.Assn., anApril
5-8— National Retail Merchants Assn.,
sales
Beach. prometion division, Eden Roc Hotel, Miami
April nual6-9exposition.
— National
Premium
Buyers,Premium
26th AdanNavy Pier,
Chicago.
same site. vertising As n. of America will meet April 7,

'April and7 — friend,
Trial ofThurman
former FCC
Comr. Richard
Mack
A. Whiteside,
for con-A.
spiracy to defraud
Presiding:
Burnita
S. Matthews,
U.S. U.S.District
Court,Judge
Washington,
April 8 — Deadline for comments to FCC on daytime radio stations'
request to operate from 6
a.m.
Docket-6 p.m.
12,729.or sunrise-sunset, whichever is longer.
April
12-13 — Commodore
Spring meeting,
Texas Austin.
Assn. of
Broadcasters,
Perry Hotel,
April
12-14
—
Assn.
of
National
Advertisers,
annual
west
Santa coast
Barbara,meeting,
Calif. Santa Barbara Biltmore
April
20-23 — AmericanHotel,Newspaper
Assn., Waldorf-Astoria
New York. Publishers
April
23-25
—
Western
States
Advertising
Assn., ninth annual conference, Oasis Hotel,Agencies
Palm
Springs, Calif.
"Feb. 28 networks
— Commentsfromduerepresenti
'April 23-25
— American
Advertisingin
on FCCng proposal
prohibit
annual
meeting atAssn.The ofGreenbrier
tv stationsto Agencies,
other
12,746.own in spot representation field. White
DocketthanNo. their
be held Sulfur
April Springs,
24. W. Va. Annual dinner will
MARCH
'April
24 — Ohio
Assn. of Broadcasters, TerraceHilton Hotel,
Cincinnati.
'March
3—
Second
annual
New York State Assn. of legislature
Radio & dinner
Televisionof 'April 24-25 — New Mexico Broadcasters Assn.,
BROADCASTING, February 16, 1959

how
be
to

a

to
hero

your

clients

Clients really take a shine to you,
when you install TelePrompTer.
You'll turn out their commercials
smooth as silk even after a single
run-through. Performance with
TelePrompTer builds client confidence because you're delivering netwith islocal
It's
a fact:workXoquality
station
fullytalent.
equipped
without TelePrompTer.
TelePro 6000 Rear Screen Projector
can give your commercials another
big boost. The brightest image imaginable gives authentic background for vour clients'
Both TelePrompTer
and messages.
TelePro
will be on exhibit at the N. A. B.
Convention in Chicago, March 15.
Don't miss them.
Tmiimlp^mmipllhm
—
— ■— A CORPORATION.
Originators of
GROUP COMMUNICATIONS
31 1 WEST 43 ST., NEW YORK 36, N.Y.
LOS ANGELES • WASHINGTON, D.C. • CHICAGO13
HUNTSVILLE, ALA • TORONTO • LONDON

The first of NBC Radio's new "Image" series -IMAGE -RUSSIA- has stirred genuin
excitement among listeners and critics. Variety is impressed by its "vividly revealing
word picture of the . . . passion and violence that engulfs present-day Russia ... it canno
help but beat an indelible tattoo on the minds of everyone interested in the characte
of the Soviet Union." The New York Times believes it an "interesting, enlightening
. . . colorful and comprehensive . . . praiseworthy project . . ." IMAGE -RUSSIA is th
latest example of NBC Radio's continuing contribution to provocative, imaginative

letwork programming. It is further evidence of the industry leadership which
produced Monitor, News-on-the-Hour, Hot-Line Service, and Stardust. For these
ixciting program services, NBC Radio has created equally exciting sales plans:
|Engineered Circulation, Imagery Transfer, Memory Vision, and the remarkable
1 salesvertising Plan that ties local dealers in with national campaigns. These

[ire the compelling reasons why more
jind more advertisers are using the

upp
llDv

DAHIA
IIHUIU

klCTlA/ftDLf
lit I WlUlllV

Bishop's Lodge, Santa Fe.
April 26-29 —convention,
National Assn.
of Transportation
Advertising
The Greenbrier,
White
Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
April 29-30vention—, HotelInternational
Advertising
Assn.
conRoosevelt, New York.
''April
30-May
2
—
Alabama
Broadcasters
Assn.,
Buena Vista Hotel, Biloxi, Miss.
April
30-May 3 — Assn.
of Women in Radio &
Television,
Astoria Hotel,annual
New national
York. convention, WaldorfApril 30-May
3— 4thTidesdistrict,
eration ofAmerica,
Hotel &Advertising
Bath Club,Fed-St.
Petersburg, Fla.
MAY
May 1 — National Radio Month opens.
May 1— National Law Day.
*May
Texas Annual
Assn. of meeting.
Sigma Delta Chi, Hotel
Galvez,1-3—
Galveston.
May 4-6 — Assn.
Advertisers,Ont. annual
conference,
Royal ofYorkCanadian
Hotel, Toronto,
May 4-8neers,
— Society
of
Motion
Picture
& Tv Engitel, Miami semi-annual
Beach, Fla.convention, Fontainebleau HoMay
— Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters,
Bedford13-15Springs.
*May
16-17
— Illinois
NewsIllinois
Broadcasters
Assn.,
spring
meeting,
U., Carbondale;
also, United
PressSouthern
Intl. business
meeting.
May 20-22 — Assn. of National Advertisers, spring
meeting, Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.
*May
Falls. 21-23 — Montana Radio Stations Inc., Great
May
21-23 —Sheraton
ElectronicHotel,Industries
convention,
Chicago. Assn., annual
"May 24-27 — Associated Business Publications,
annual
meeting
and Pa.management conference, Skytop Lodge,
Skytop,
*May
28-31
—
Second
Annual under
Pop Music Discof
Jockey
ConventionAmericana
& Seminar
Storz Stations,
Hotel, Miami,auspices
Fla.

Another thriller-diller from WJRT-

If you want land, lots of land: Flint, Lansing, Saginaw
and Bay City, to be exact— WJRT's your baby. With each
of these big metropolitan areas getting WJRT's powerful
Grade "A" signal or better, it's the most efficient way to buy
Michigan's other big market. In all, you get nearly a half
million TV households with this single-station buy. That's
all of rich mid-Michigan, ready to hark to your message.
Whenever you're ready to send it, just say the word.

JR
WCHANNEL

FLINT

ABC Primary Affiliate

Represented by HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS, INC.
New York » Chicago « Detroit • Boston • San Francisco • Atlanta

JUNE-NOVEMBER
June 1-3 — National microwave symposium, Professional
Group
on Microwave
TheoryHarvard
& Tech-U.,
Boston Section,
Paine Hall,
Cambridge,niques, Mass.
June
— Advertising
Federation ofMinneapolis.
America,
annual 7-10
convention,
Hotel Leamington,
June 9-11convention,
— NationalMayflower
CommunityHotel,
Television
Assn.
annual
Washington,
D.C.
,'■!_[
June 12-16 — National Federation of Advertising
Agencies,
annual convention, Chatham Bars Inn,
Chatham, Mass.
June
14-17
— NationalFairmont
IndustrialandAdvertisers
Assn.,
national convention,
Mark Hopkins
Hotels, San Francisco.
*June 17-19 — American Marketing Assn., national conference, Hotel Statler, Cleveland.
June
17-20
— Natonal Assn. of Radio-Television
Farm
York. Directors convention, Hotel Statler, New
*June
— Maryland-D.
C. Broadcasters
Stephen 18Decatur
Hotel, Ocean
City, Md. Assn.,
-June
19-20
—
Colorado
Broadcasters
& Telecasters Assn., Glenwood Springs.
June
2 — Advertising
the West,
annual 28-July
convention,
Tahoe Tavern,Assn.Tahoeof City,
Calif.
•July inar,
5-17Harvard
— NAB
Management
Development
SemGraduate School of Business Adm?,
Cambridge,agementMass.
Designed
to
give
station
principles andjob.analytic techniquesman-involved in the executive
"Sept. annual
25 — Advertising
Foundation,
fifth
conference, Research
Waldorf-Astoria,
New
York.
Oct.
12-14
—
National
Electronics
Conference,
Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
Nov. 8-9ca—sters,Fall
meeting,
Texas Hotel,
Fort Texas
Worth. Assn. of BroadBROADCASTING, February 16, 1959

To paraphrase the old "Don't-look-now, — BUT"
admonition, urgency compels us to say : DO look —
BECAUSE this year's NAB Convention is almost
at hand! March 15 to 18! A month or less away!
As always, it will attract an attendance from all
segments of the broadcast advertising business . . .
and an attention from TV and radio executives in
every corner of the nation.
As always, too, Broadcasting Magazine will serve
this widespread interest with three of the most
heavily-read issues it publishes each year : (1) preConvention on March 9; (2) during the Convention, March 16; and (3) pos£-Convention, March
23, rounding up everything that made news.
To accomplish this with the authoritative completeness that only Broadcasting can, a full-scale news
room is being set up in Chicago — staffed with a
dozen of Broadcasting's most experienced editors,
equipped with direct lines to the BROADCASTING

headquarters in Washington. These facilities
(more extensive than those of all other TV-radio
journals purporting to cover the Convention)
assure Broadcasting readers of thorough reports
on every meeting, every committee session, every
social affair. They'll probe out the trends and
tenor of the Convention, its unexpected developments, undercurrents, and color. Skilfully edited,
the result is the most authentic, comprehensive
panorama of NAB's 1959 conclave anywhere -and
indispensable as a guide to what's happening.
It adds up to a triple-barreled opportunity, too, for
anyone with an advertising message that's aimed
at TV-&-radio's busiest decision-makers. You get
the year's biggest bonus of attention with each of
these three big issues, and at no increase in rates.
If you haven't reserved your space yet, this is the
hourwireto get
cracking!
It's only Broadcasting
days to deadlines
so
or phone
the nearest
office—
before you turn another page.

AT EVERY IMPORTANT AGENCY... AMONG

BIGGEST EVENT OF THE YEAR-

ALL MAJOR TV-RADIO ADVERTISERS... AT

LOOKING AHEAD . . . before the Convention.
LOOKING AROUND ...at the Convention.
LOOKING BACK ... to sum up the Convention.
Here are some of the many attention-getting features that will be included in Broadcasting's complete coverage of this year's NAB Convention :
Over 30 pages of pre-Coiivention facts (March 9) —
• a schedule of all events, side meetings, etc.
• directory of broadcast equipment exhibits.
• directory of hospitality suites to be occupied
by film, transcription, programming and other
services (excluded this year from exhibition hall).
• a complete preview of technical papers to be
read at Engineering Conference.
• detailed descriptions of the services, programs,
and products offered by NAB associate members
who will maintain hospitality suites.
• detailed preview of each broadcast equipment exhibit
planned in exhibition hall.
I • and a full list of all advance registration delegates
' up to Broadcasting press-time.
I Then — on the opening Convention day (March 16)
\ • a comprehensive round-up feature on activities.
\ • complete Convention directory of events and
| exhibits
plus a non-agenda
directory — with
room and— exhibit
space numbers.
• a series of news features about top Convention officials.
• depth stories analyzing key problems in the
! television and radio business.
Finally, the whole post-Convention wrap-up
(March 23)• concise reports on every meeting, committee session,
social event, and many unlisted proceedings.
• analytic coverage of all significant developments
emerging from the Convention.
• extensive pictorial coverage of events and personalities.
• a report on results of a special Pulse survey to be
conducted among delegates, seeking their reactions
to major Convention activities.
• a review of each broadcast equipment exhibit.
• a full report of Engineering Conference sessions.

TELEVISION AND RADIO STATIONS, NETWORK OFFICES, REPRESENTATIVES ALL
OVER THE COUNTRY... IN DOZENS OF
ALLIED SERVICES AND INDUSTRIES . . .
AND AT THE CONVENTION ITSELF —
BROADCASTING'S BIG CONVENTION
ISSUES WILL BE "MUST" READING FOR
EVERYONE WITH A STAKE IN BROADCAST
ADVERTISING!

It's the perfect time to tell 'em what
you want them to know about you !
With BROADCASTING'S paid
circulation — now approaching 22,000
copies weekly — you get the biggest,
most receptive audience in the business
(and at a time they think hardest
about TV-radio business) .
Make plans today to be represented in
the pagesvention of
issues.Broadcasting's ConIt's the Conventional thing to do!'

BROADCASTING
THE BUStNESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
1735 DeSales Street, N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
a member of the Audit Bureau of Circulations the ONLY one in the television-radio business paper field!

West Texas Television Network

OPEN
NAB and public relations
editor:
I read with disbelieving eyes that the
NAB board had apparently discovered
the industry's serious public relations
problem and decided it should be discus ed bymanagement at the upcoming
convention (page 35, Feb. 9).
There used to be a Public Information Committee of the NAB and I used
to be the chairman of that committee,
which was composed of some outstanding broadcasters.
Some two years ago that committee
unanimously adopted a resolution regarding this public relations problem and
sent it to the board as the committee's
report.
This report called for action two
years ago. To my knowledge nothing
substantial has been done along lines
of
committee's
nor the
has the
committee recommendation,
met in the past
couple of years.
It is this sort of failure to meet the
problems of the industry that has forced
our station to have serious doubts about
any value in our remaining a member
of NAB.
Jack Harris
Vice President-General ManKPRC-AM-TV
Houston, Tex.
ager

20

mm
W.R. D.S. "Bud"
"Dub" Nielsen,
Rogers, President
and
Gen.
Mgr.
GeneralSolesSales
Manager
John Henry, Notional
Manager

'Perspective '59' issue helpful
EDITOR :
In my humble opinion your Feb. 9
issue was one of the best I have ever
seen. I especially liked your review sections on what is going on with regard to
videotape, fm and multiplexing.
The more the merrier!
Charles M. Wilds
N. W. Ayer & Son
New York
editor:
. . . Just a letter of congratulations
on this week's issue. It is one of the
finest magazines I have ever seen and
some of the best stories.
Dan
Hydrick Jr.
Manager
WGH Newport News, Va.
editor:
I have just finished reading your article on fm in the Feb. 9 edition ... It
is very complete and well done. I hope
it will have the effect of hypoing the
fm position in the broadcast industry.
Congratulations!
Ross Beville
Vice President for Engineering
WWDC-AM-FM
Washington

MIKE
Fm survey available
editor:
Please send us 500 reprints of
" 'Have Audience, Can Sell' — Fm"
(page 124,
Feb. I.9).Tanner
Harold
WLDM (FM) Oak Park, Mich.
editor:
Please send us 500 reprints . . .
Jack Williams
Promotion Manager
WBZ Boston
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Reprints Ut each.]
There is an fm rep
editor:
We were gratified to read your illuminating article onthe fmfiveinfm"Perspective '59." However,
stations
which we represent for national business will be surprised at the statement
"nobody reps fm." We have been repremusic stations — am and
fm — for senting
fivegoodyears.
Herbert Groskin
National Sales Manager
Good Music Broadcasters Inc.
New York
[EDITOR'SGoodNOTE:
said it.
reported
MusicAgencies
is an am-fm
rep.]We
KNOE-TV is on channel 8
editor:
Your Feb. 9 "Perspective" issue is a
bellringer extraordinary. Even more impressive than lastI have
year's.
lot of questions
had Itin answers
mind anda
will remain within arm's reach as a
valuable reference source for many
weeks to come. One error though I regret Ihave to report.
The ad for my client, KNOE-TV.
which appeared on page 88 should
have shown Channel 8 . . . Calling this
fact to the attention of your many influential agency readers would be deepGarland Shell
ly appreciated.
Shell Adv. Agency
Monroe, La.
'Quiz of: Two Cities' status
editor
. . . You've been in broadcasting long
enough to know that I originated and
own the Quiz of Two Cities . . . Some
50 radio and tv stations and numerous
advertisers have bought this feature
from me over the past 20 years.
Needless to say, when a write-up on
page 10 of your Jan. 26 issue credits
one Brent Gunts with having originated
one of my creative productions, it can
cause me some painful embarrassment
BROADCASTING, February 16, 1959

uecemuer, oo, rULot says.
in the trade. To set the record straight,
I originated what was then a completely
novel approach to a radio quiz, made a
presentation of the idea to the Gunther
Brewing Co. who bought and paid me
for the program over an 11 -year span.
KLZ
RADIO
After the program was sold and the
pattern set, a WFBR (Baltimore) staff
writer was assigned to do the research
on questions and write script. This man
happened to be Gunts . . .
MORE
. . . Taken seriously, this could do HAS SUBSTANTIALLY
serious damage to one of my personal
properties which I still consider of great
value.
A I Buffington
FIRST-RATED
PERIODS
Fidelity Films Inc.
Hollywood, Calif.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE: The story
was based on
aBaltimore
news release
by WBAL-AM-TV
THAN All Other DENVER
whichcirculated
identified
Mr. Gunts as
havingCities'."]
"originated and produced 'Quiz of
Two
Radio
editor: 'Monday Memo' reprints
STATIONS
COMBINED!
Kindly rush ... 100 copies of "Why
does radio have to keep proving itself?," the Monday Memo from Ben
Potts, page 21 Jan. 26. Terrific!
W. Eldon Garner
Managing Director
ALL WEEK
LONG!
WKMF Flint, Mich.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Reprints are 5# each.]
Benrus tv spot preview 'ticks'
editor:
Want more confirmation?
like feb.
soon 2 asissue,
possible 65 copies
of I'dyour
harvey bond
vice president
See latest Hooper!
benrus watch co.
NEW YORK
Katz represents KOMO-AM-TV
EDITOR:
Page 51 Feb. 2 you refer to NBC
Spot Sales as representing KOMO-TV
Seattle, Wash. Effective Jan. 1, 1959,
our representative was announced as
The Katz Agency, both for KOMO-TV
and KOMO Radio.
Bill Hubbach
General Sales Manager
KOMO-TV Seattle
: WM 1 BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION
subscription
for
52 weekly
issuesPRICES:
$7.00. Annual
Annual
including
Yearbook
Number
$11.00. subscription
Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's
occupation
required.
Regular
sues 35^ per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00isper copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circula1735
DeSales St.,
Washingtontion6, Dept.,
D.C.
On changes,
pleaseN.W.,include
both
old and
new addresses.
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PUT
AIR
TO

KLZ's

SELLING

PERSONALITIES
WORK

Call your KATZ man

FOR

YOU!

or Lee Fondren, Denver

KLZ-Radio
560 ON THE DIAL IN DENVER
CBS FOR THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN

AREA

Interview:
Assistant Vice President and Media Group Supervisor of Ted Bates & Company, Inc.
tells why he selects WLW Radio and TV Stations.

r

"From programs to promotions,
on-the-air to point-of-sale, advertising
to merchandising . . . you just can't
beat the WLW TV-Radio
Stations for ringing up sales."

'We select the WLW TV Stations and
WLW Radio because of the complete
cooperation which the Crosley Stations
give advertisers."

Call your WLW Stations Representative . . . you'll be glad you did !

Network Affiliations: NBC, ABC, MBS • Sales Offices: New York, Cincinnati, Chicago, Cleveland • Sales Representatives: NBC Spot Sales— Detroit,
Los Angeles; Tracy Moore & Associates- -Los Angeles, San Francisco; Bomar Lowrance & Associates, Inc.— Atlanta, Dallas. Crosley Broadcasting Corporation.
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MONDAY

MEMO

from MILTON J. BECKMAN, principal, Beckman-Koblitz Inc., Los Angeles
Vtr also means
'Very Terrific Results'!
Videotape recording arrived quietly
tape seven extremely elaborate com- a specific idea, promotion or campaign.
m
e
r
c
ials for another of our clients, Cal
Obviously, our responsibility to our
in Los Angeles. No fanfares, no dancing girls. Just a new set of initials (vtr) Sales Inc., wc rld's largest distributor of clients continues long after one commercial or an entire series has been
Triumph
automobiles.
This
vigorous
sesthat someone casually dropped in a prosion would have required at least three taped. They must still be monitored,
duction meeting or in a tv column or
days for filming. These Triumph com- constandy checked for improvements.
maybe in a neighborhood bistro.
mercials have everything: music, rear New tapes must be created and proAt Beckman-Koblitz, several pair of
refresh and build our growing
ears perked up in joyful anticipation. process, top personalities such as Bobby librariesduced to for
each client.
Here was something new. We had to Troup and Doye O'Dell who lent their
In
the
case
of our retail clients, where
investigate. We did, and what we authority to our sales story. Reaction
from the client, the public, and even merchandise and promotions change
learned
our really
pulses worked
a'throbbing.
with rapid-fire regularity, our taping
this
new set
miracle
it couldIf from competitive tv stations is tops.
Selling the Client • Recently we have sessions must be on a weekly or biprovide
answers
to
some
of
an
agency's
started to use the happy marvel of
weekly schedule. Some of our supermost pressing production problems.
visory efforts have been intensified:
We went for vtr with the same care- videotape in still another way. It all
began
when
we
formulated
plans
for
a
others
eliminated.
Each session profully-planned abandon that prompts a
new campaign for one of our
duces new problems as well as new
sales representative to plunge into his brand
clients.
After
several
weeks
of
hard
martini glass, groping for the olive. As
solutions.
aboutAndvtr. there's still so much to
a result, Beckman-Koblitz became a work and long hours, we had our ideas learn
But
we at Beckman-Koblitz strongly
completely
assembled,
the
rough
art
vtr pioneer on the West Coast.
How It All Began • We were doing finished, television and radio scripts pre- feel that this modern-day miracle is a
pared, merchandising and promotional boon to advertisers, agencies and staa live hour show at KABC-TV Los
possibilities outlined and covered.
tions alike. When vtr is bad, it's very,
Angeles.
We
didn"t
like
the
time
slot,
It
was
a pretty package complete with very bad. When handled properly, it
but there was no other availability of- all the trimmings.
achieves
very terrific results!
We
knew
it
was
a
fering the necessary production faciliand we wanted to preties. So we taped the show, commer- good sentcampaign
itto our client as dramatically and
cials and all. on Sunday and played it
back during the time period we wanted. vividly as possible in order to insure
Result: we saved the show, increased his full understanding and approval.
ratings and, most important, upped sales Then somebody had a bright idea: Why
for our client.
not videotape our tv commercials? Why
Shortly
thereafter,
local and
sta- show the client a few pieces of paper
tions received
their vtrother
machines
and hope that he could be able to visualize the effects? Why trust our typeideas bloomed brightly in our minds.
selling job that vtr
For years such well-known local person- could dowritesors to domuchthe more
effectively?
alities asKTTV (TV)'s Jackson Wheeler
The whole affair was a roaring sucand
KTLA with
(TV)'s
had been
associated
one Dick
of ourLaneclients,
Hub
cess. Not only did we as an agency become even more familiar with the job
Furniture Stores. Unfortunately, it was
impossible for these men to do every of a performer, but in the end we had
on tape a series of commercials that
one ofa our
commercials;
have
chance
to breathe,they'd
much never
less looked and sounded like a commercial
eat or sleep. Once again vtr came should.
More effective than a bunch of typestreaking in on a snow-white charger.
written sheets? Well, all I can say is
We taped all of our Hub commercials,
doing as many as eight in a two-hour that in spite of the lack of sets and Milt Beckman has a natural bent tosession, using the men we wanted.
fancy props, the client was delighted.
wards air media, particularly television.
Result: we had our client's favorite For the first time he was able to make
from inthetheU.AirofForce
Wissalesmen on call all hours of the day a decision based on something approach- After graduation
consin and three years
ing a finished product. He bought the he formed his own film company, Teleor night. Even Jackson Wheelers
vision Productions Inc., Milwaukee.
month-long tour of Russia didn't dis- campaign, lock, stock and videotape.
turb our tv schedule; he was literally in
to Los Angeles,
he en-in
Plenty of 'Video Tales' • There are Movingtered next
the advertising
agency field
two places at once.
dozens of other "Video Tales" we could
Recently we took a remote crew into relate, but they all add up to the same 1951 as founder of Beckman, Hamilton & Assoc. Then, in 1957, he
one of the Hub stores and taped a successful results for agency and client
whole series of on-the-spot commercials. alike. Now, mind you, we don't claim merged with Eddie Koblitz's Edwards
On a one-time live basis, or using film, that vtr is the universal cure-all or the Agency to form Beckman - Koblitz
the cost would have been prohibitive. long-lost alchemist's stone. Each client, Agency. Occupying its own building at
Vtr, with its excellent quality and each product has its own individual 915 N. La Cienega Blvd. in Los Angeles, Beckman-Koblitz is one of the
re-use factor, enabled us to do the job problems and requirements. For some,
and stay within budget. In just one film or live is more desirable, just as largest purchasers of air media among23
eight-hour day, we were able to video- different advertising media is better for agencies in Southern California.
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There's WJXT

in Jacksonville. You cast

your line in a booming regional center served only
by W JXT . . . 66 counties in Northeast
Florida and South Georgia, more than twice the
counties served by the other station. A glance
at ARB serves to sum up the situation: 38 of
the top 40 shows (and all 10 top local shows)
are on WJXT.

Tipping the scales still further

in our favor: the largest share of audience in
the nation for a 2-station market! Whenever
you're fishing for sales, there's more,
much more to . . .

WJXT
JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA
An affiliate of the CBS Television Network
Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales
Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division:
WJXT Channel 4, Jacksonville, Florida

WTOP Radio Washington, D. C. WTOP-TV Channel 9, Washington,

"96.3%
of th
respondents to the e
contest on your
stotion are over

20 years of age"
\\\V\MMWVV///
\\
Read this letter //
to Station WBNY from
Reifer, Brock & Beilanca
Certified Public Accountants

^Wt7T7ITUv\\\n
WBNY
Top Station* in the
Buffalo Market
DELIVERS

AN

ADULT
AUDIENCE
Get the facts / . . . Call Jack Mas/a
*Nov.-Dec. 1958 Pulse reports:
WBNY — 1 st from Noon to 6 P.M.
WBNY — 2nd from 7 A.M. to Noon
26
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DYNAMIC

ACTION

FOR THE
ENTIRE

FAMILY!

Thrilling stories of long-haul
truckers at home and along
the highway.
In a brand-new series that
brings you
heart-in-your
mouth
adventure
with
plenty of heart.
Created and produced by
Robert Maxwell, famed
creator of LASSIE,
CANNONBALLwill ride your
way with big audiences and
increased profits.

INDEPENDENT
BROADCASTING*
Magazine
was
founded
in
1931
by Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
TELEVISION
BROADCASTING*—
The News Magazine of the
Fifth
Estate.
Broadcast
Advertising*
CORPORATION
Broadcast Reporter
in 1933wasand acquired
Telecast* inin 1932,
1953.
* Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1959 by Broadcasting Publications Inc. 488 Madison Ave.»N.Y. 22«PLaza 5-2100
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■

WOW-TV

Omaha

FIRST

Market!

WOW-TV Delivers More Homes than
the other two Omaha Stations —
• 1 03 !/2 Quarter Hour Periods
to 91 Vz for Station "B"
(Based93 onfor
November 1958 "C"
NSI for Omaha Area. Average quarter-hours,Station
Monday through Friday 6 A.M. to Midnight. Individual quarter-hours for remainder of week.)
• WOW-TV News is TOPS— All day long!
1 2 noon, 6 p.m., 1 0 p.m. news programs
deliver more homes than opposition.
• WOW-TV has 6 of the Top 1 0 shows.
10 of the Top 20 shows.

A

FRANK P. FOGARTY, Vice President and General Manager
FRED EBENER, Sales Manager

BLAIR-TV
Representati

WOW and WOW-TV, OMAHA • KPHO and KPHO-TV, PHOENIX
WHEN and WHEN-TV, SYRACUSE • KCMO and KCMO-TV, KANSAS CITY
Station
^ _
KRMG, TULSA, OKLAHOMA
27
Meredith Stations are affiliated with Better Homes and Gardens and Successful Farming Magazines
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WRC-TV

IS WATCHED

HOMES

EVERY

MORE

WEEK

HOMES

IN 90% OF ALL WASHINGTON
THAN

ANY

OTHER

STATION!

NBC .LEADERSHIP STATION IN WASHINGTON, D. C. SOLD BY NBC SPOT SALES %T-c%Z™j".li

BROADCASTING
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A

TANGLED

TRAIL

LEADS

TO

MUTUAL

SEC tries to track Guterma's dealings; network's fate involved
That has
"goddam
Mutual
his workgenius"*
cut outwhofor runs
him
this week.
Alexander L. Guterma, who became
president of the network last September after it was bought through an intricate chain of purchases (seepage 30) ,
was ordered to appear in United States
District Court in New York next Thursday (Feb. 19) to show cause why the
court should not issue a preliminary injunction prohibiting trading in F.L.
Jacobs Co. stock and an order that
Jacobs file with the Securities & Exchange Commission a number of overdue reports. F.L. Jacobs is the parent
company which Mr. Guterma controls
and which sits atop the ownership chain
which leads down to Mutual.
Meanwhile, the SEC itself suspended
trading in Jacobs stock for 10 days.
The New York Stock Exchange had
suspended trading in Jacobs last Dec.
5.through
Last week's
order exchange
also stops and
tradingon
the Detroit
an over-the-counter basis.
The SEC has several points of dispute with Mr. Guterma and his Jacobs
company. The first one is failure to file
the company's
was
due
under Newannual
York report
Stock which
Exchange
regulations within 90 days after close
of the fiscal year and under SEC regulations within 120 days. The fiscal year
ended July 31 which meant the filings
were due Oct. 31 and Nov. 30.
The second is a charge that Mr. Guterma hocked all his stock — Jacobs and
all that in its wholly-owned subsidiary
companies with money lenders, to the
end thatterma) "the
principal
'insider' (Guof Jacobs
was liquidating
his
position, in conformity with his over-all
fraudulent scheme." Further, the SEC
says
"it affirmatively
Mr.
Guterma
intended thatappears"
the stockthatwould
be sold out by his creditors.
One Way Out • What the SEC means
in this last charge is that Mr. Guterma
* Mr. self,
Guterma's
description
himwhich first own
appeared
in a ofbusiness
paperto interview
reporter
him
describe whyafterF. L.a Jacobs
had asked
been
so successful.
Mr.byGuterma
replied,
"because it's run
athisgoddam
genius."
Broadcasting
detailed
anecdote
in
exclusive
story on Mr. Guterma Sept. 22,an
1958.

was "bailing out." Such a deal works
like this: a stockholder, knowing a company is on the rocks, wants to get rid
of his stock before other investors catch
on. He can't do this in the open market,
so he goes to a money lender and
pledges the stock in return for a loan.
The loan carries extremely high interest rates (in
Guterma's
case, 2% a
per month,
it isMr.
alleged)
plus, usually,
collateral requirement three times the
value of the loan. The stockholder has
no intention of redeeming the stock,
and defaults on the loan.
The man on the other end, the money
lender, is not unaware of these facts
either. After the default he unloads the
stock himself. Even if he has to sell at
reduced value he can still make money,
as he has three times as much stock
value as the amount of his loan outlay.
The man who's stuck is the other inwho doesn't
goingin
on, and vestorwhen
he findsknow
out, what's
has to sell
the reduced market.

The SEC says that Mr. Guterma
owned
aboutof common
150,000 ofstockJacobs'
000 shares
on Dec.960,-1,
1958. During the early part of that year
he is said to have pledged all his stock
for loans — but conventional ones. Then,
in the fall, he refinanced the convenloans with
money. tionalAlso
duringthethemoney
summerlenders'
and
fall of 1958, the SEC says, he made
similar deals for all the unencumbered
stock of Jacobs' subsidiaries.
Mr. Guterma admits he pledged his
stock for loans, but denies any intention
to default. The SEC says it's already
happened and that, in fact, one of the
money lenders involved had an order in
with his broker to sell 33,000 shares of
Jacobs stock at the time the SEC suspended trading.
The two money lenders named in the
SEC complaint are Abdulla Zilhka of
Paris, France, doing business through
UFITEC, described as a Swiss trust
headquartered in Zurich, and Jerry

1
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Grounded • Alexander L. Guterma, Mutual president, was still flying high
when this picture was made last October. The plane, a luxurious Convair, was
named "Miss Bocaren" after his children: Bobby (Bo), Carol (car) and Karen
(en). Last week Mr. Guterma was brought at least temporarily to earth by an
injunction action filed in federal court by the Securities & Exchange Commission.
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Pressman, doing business as the Silver
Co.
All in all, the SEC says that about
45,000 shares of pledged stock have
already been sold by the money lenders.
If true, and as there have been no registrations filed, the SEC thinks the investing public (specifically whoever bought
the 45,000 shares) was duped.
The Mysterious 'Conficor' • A third
charge in the SEC complaint is that
Jacobs loaned approximately $1.5 million to a company called Conficor, which
the SEC thinks Guterma controls. The

complaint
says with
he first
discuss Conficor
the refused
SEC butto later
admitted he was a bondholder (to the
extent of several hundred thousand dolholder.lars) but didn't "believe" he was a stockMr. Guterma issued a statement refuting the SEC charges. He said he had
furnished all the informaton that the
SEC asked for last Wednesday, the day
the complaint came out. While acknowledging the interview with Mr. Guterma,
Regional Administrator Paul Windels
of the SEC was non-committal on

Mutual's mounting losses
It's been no secret that Mutual — not alone among radio networks —
has been losing money. The extent of that loss, at least through July of
1958, is documented in papers now on record at the SEC. The data
shows that Mutual sustained a loss of $790,088.08 for the period
January- July 1958. Other reports, not detailed here, show that Mutual
has a deficit of $341,004.91 at the beginning of 1957, and in the course
of that year lost another $738,742.39. Putting the deficits together,
the deficit as of July 31, 1958, amounted to $1,869,835.38.
MUTUAL BALANCE SHEET AS OF JULY 31, 1958
Current
Cash in bank and on hand
Cash
Accountsin collateral
receivable account*
Agencies*
$398,448.99
Radio
stations
192,568.80
Other
19,681.12

$ 10,999.44
176,893.18

Less allowance for doubtful accounts 610,698.91
65,510.20 545,188.71
Prepaid
expense and
baseball
70,000.00
Prepaid
expense
sundry
receivables
10,734.26
Total current assets
813,815.59
Total assets
fixed assets— net
97,045.54
Total
$910,861.13
LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL
Current liabilities
Accounts
payable
Due to radio
stations $490,347.39
108,119.52
Baseball rights
110,500.00
Accrued expenses and sundry payables 162,674.64
Notes
bank*
350,000.00
Totalto payable
current— liabilities
$1,221,641.55
Due
stockholders
1,389,403.55
Make
good
reserve
9,265.32
Reserve for contingencies
147,436.09
Capital stock
Preferred stock — 4% cumulative 7,500.00
5,450.00
Common
12,950.00
Earned
deficit at Jan. 1, 1958
(1,079,747.30)
Loss
Jan.
1-July
31,
1958
(
790,088.08)
(1,869,835.38)
Total liabilities, capital stock and deficit
$910,861.13
* Bank loan ofof $350,000
is secured
by the collateral cash plus agency and radio station
approximately
$174,000.
0 receivables
Denotes red figures.
MUTUAL PROFIT & LOSS, JULYJuly1958 AND JANUARY-JULY
1958
Jan. -July
Sales
$2,145,778.43
$324,268.62
Costs
2,025,109.09
274,117.68
120,669.34
Gross profit
50,150.94
Game
of
the
Day
257,079.00
Income
71,782.82
226,776.44
Costs
60,907.06
Gross profit
10,875.76
30,302.56
150,971.90
Total
gross profitcosts
61,026.70
941,059.98
Total operating
130,411.13
Loss
(790,088.08)
( 69,384.43)
0 Denotes red figures.
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whether he was satisfied with the information Mr. Guterma furnished. He
felt the complaint, which followed the
interview, spoke for itself.
Mr. Guterma further stated that "the
precipitous
of the
can
have no action
effect other
than commission
to hurt the
company
over, muchandof its
the stockholders.
information inMorethe
press release
of
the
commission
is incorrect and inaccurate.
No collateral
pledged
company
has been loan.
sold
because ofby athedefault
in a company
. . . Neither the company nor anybody
associated with it has distributed to
the public company stock without regHe continued to "reiterate the comistration."
pany is inan sound
condition"
and that
audit financial
was expected
from
Ernst & Ernst "within the next few
Ernst & Ernst refused comment. On a
previous occasion when Mr. Guterma
asked further delay pending completion
of the audit, Ernst & Ernst had told
the SEC the books were not posted and
days."
ready
for audit.
How Mutual Got Involved • Mr.
Guterma started making his mark in
financial matters shortly after he came
to this country which he says was in
1950. It wasn't until last year, however,
that he moved over into the entertainment field. That was when Scranton,
an F. L. Jacobs Co. subsidiary, bought
the Hal Roach Studios in Hollywood
for a price(Broadcasting,
reported "in excess
$15.5
million"
June 2,of 1958).
The SEC said last week that Scranton
gave Roach 35,000 shares of Scranton
stock.
At that time, Mr. Guterma was board
chairman of F.L. Jacobs and still is.
According to the SEC, Jacobs in May
of last year owned 50.7% of Scranton
while Mr. Guterma personally owned
approximately
5%. Mr.
RoachRoachremained as president
of Hal
Studios after the acquisition.
Then, in September, Scranton and
Hal Roach bought Mutual from
Armand Hammer and associates for a
price
reported inSept.
excess15,of 1958).
$2 million
(Broadcasting
Mr.
Guterma, who became president of
Mutual while Mr. Roach became chairman, refused at the time to divulge
purchase
terms. came to light last week
These terms
in SEC's records. Aside from detailing
the actual arrangements, they offered a
contradiction to the announced fact
that it was Roach alone which bought
Mutual. The terms specify Scranton
and Roach together bought Mutual, but
without detailing which of the two
companies
the
network.would own how much of
These are the terms:
Scranton Corp., a subsidiary of JaBROADCASTING, February 16, 1959

KROH
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Broadcast to a
CONCENTRATED
MICHIGAN
AUDIENCE

WPON
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Sta. D

7.00 A.M.-12 00 Noon 12 00 Noon—Thru6:00FridayP.M.
_Monday39Thru" Friday Monday46.5
14.0
24.1
11.9
8.1
10.0
5.4
C. E. Hooper, May, 1958

The station serving

in

cobs, and Hal Roach, a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Scranton, would acquire
all outstanding Mutual stock (1,100
shares of no par value stock, 272V£
shares of $20 par value preferred stock)
from Armand Hammer. They would
give Mr. Hammer in exchange 20,000
shares of $1 par value Scranton stock
plus $650,000, of which $250,000 was
to be paid in cash at closing plus the
balance of $400,000 in 72 promissory
notes.
Mr. Hammer in turn agreed to obtain cancellation of a voting trust agreement relating to the Mutual shares and
to give Scranton and Hal Roach loans
receivable from MBS which totaled
$1,389,403.55.
The 72 promissory notes were in
amounts of $7,500 and $5,500, payable
two each month beginning Oct. 9, 1958
and continuing for a period of 35
months, plus interest of 5% per year.
However, Mr. Hammer had the option
of taking Scranton stock in lieu of cash
prior to the maturity of any of the
notes, in the amount of 350 shares for
each $5,500 note and 375 shares for
each $7,500 note.
Contacted by Broadcasting last
Thursday, Mr. Hammer said that the
terms of the sales agreement had been
carried out to date, but he would not
specify whether he has been getting
cash or Scranton stock as the notes
came due. He did say that he still holds
the 20,000 shares of Scranton he got
initially.

LATEST

CONTACT
VENARD RINTOUL & McCONNELL, INC.
Associated with Lansing's
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TOP 10 NETWORK PROGRAMS
Tv Report for 2 weeks ending Jan. 10
TOTAL AUDIENCE
No. Homes
(000)
Rank
1. Rose Bowl Game
21,956
2. Gunsmoke
18,920
17,776
3. Sugar Bowl Game
4.5. Wagon
Train
17,688
16,236
Have Gun, Will Travel
15,796
6.7. Perry
Como
Show
Rifleman
15,708
8. Tournament of Roses
15,532
15,488
10.9. World
MaverickChamp. Pro-Football
15,312
% Homes
Rank
50.6
l. Rose Bowl Game
2. Gunsmoke
43.7
3. Sugar Bowl Game
41.1
40.9
4.5. Wagon
Train
World
Champ.
Pro-Football
39.7
37.6
6.7. Have
RiflemanGun, Will Travel
37.4

The Mutual sale agreement was
stamped in at the SEC Dec. 5, the same
day F. L. Jacobs stock was suspended
from the New York Stock Exchange.
Who Owns Mutual? • Among the
many questions left unanswered by last
week's development, and which the
government hopes to have answered
when Mr. Guterma goes into court this
Thursday,
special
interest to
broadcasters.is one
Who ofowns
Mutual?
Before the SEC's files turned up the
terms ofment,last
September's
everyone
assumed itsaleswasagreeHal
Roach Studios. It's now apparent that
that was only partially correct, as Scranton also shares in this ownership di, not just through
Who rectlyowns
Roach? Roach.
It seems that
Scranton does. But who owns Scranton?
No official outside those firms could
tell you. All the transactions have not
been filed. On the surface, at least,
F.L. Jacobs is credited with roughly
half ownership. But as Mr. Guterma
admits that all his stock in Jacobs has
been pledged as collateral on loans, and
as the SEC charges that some of that
pledged stock has already been sold,
but nobody knows to whom.
Another element in the question is
the new possibilities involving Armand
Hammer's sale of Mutual itself. The
stock that Mr. Hammer received was
in Scranton. Scranton has at least
some share of Mutual directly. It appears Mr. Hammers cleavage from
MBS may not have been complete.

RATINGS
8.9. Perry
MaverickComo Show
10. Tournament of Roses
36.5
36.2
AVERAGE AUDIENCE
Rank
No. Homes
(000)
1. Gunsmoke
17,820
2. Have Gun, Will Travel
15,532
14,784
3.4. Wagon
Train
14,696
Rifleman
5. Rose Bowl Game
14,652
6.7. Tales
Danny ofThomas
Show
Wells
Fargo
14,212
8. Real McCoys
13,684
9. Wyatt Earp
13,420
13,288
10. Maverick
13,244
Rank
% Homes
l. Gunsmoke
41.2
2. Have Gun, Will Travel
35.0
3. Rifleman
35.9
4.5. Wagon
Rose BowlTrainGame
32.8
Thomas Show
34.2
33.7
7.6. Danny
Real McCoys
8. Tales of Wells Fargo
31.9
31.7
9.
Maverick
31.6
10. Wyatt Earp
31.4
k. C. Nielsen Co.
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TAMPA-

ST.

...market

on

PETERSBURG

the

Aluminum rod coils into the air — guided and sped
through processes that draw out wire for important,
multiple nation-wide uses. General Cable Corporation is
one more example of progressive industry on the move
in the MARKET ON THE MOVE . . . TAMPA — ST.
PETERSBURG . . . contributing to the amazing business
growth that's put the Twin Cities of the South in THE
TOP 30 MARKETS— now 30th in retail sales, 4th national y infreight car unloadings, 27th in automotive sales.
And, keeping pace with this growth is the station on the
move— WTVT— first in total share of audience* with 30
of the top 50 programs*. WTVT, with highest-rated CBS
and local shows, blankets and penetrates the MARKETON-THE-MOVE . . . TAMPA— ST. PETERSBURG.
♦Latest ARB
BROADCASTING, February 16, 1959

move!

station on the move...

WTVT
TAMPA - ST. PETERSBURG
Channel 13
The WKY Television System, Inc.
WKY-TV
WKY- RADIO WSFA-TV
Montgomery
Oklahoma City
Oklahoma City
Represented by the Katz Agency
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ADVERTISING

SINGLE
RATE'
ISSUE
GETS
UP STEAM
snap into action
three
as
heightens
interest
agency
Advertising
The issue of single rates — as distinguished from the two-rate system of
local and national — is gathering momentum on Madison Ave.
But just where it will go was anybody's guesssituation
last week.admit
Agencies
about the
it is toqueried
their
interest and at least three agencies are
doing something about it.
• N.W. Ayer & Son is undertaking
a personal survey of stations in major
markets asking for clarification on
which rate is charged what advertiser
and why. For the task, the agency has
a force of 22 media men out in the
field.
• Benton & Bowles via Lee Rich,
vice president in charge of media, publicly revealed its push for a single tv
rate (Broadcasting, Feb. 9).
• Mogul, Lewin, Williams & Saylor
has sent a letter to a selected list of
stations seeking various data including
information on the local and national
card rate.
But there were signs in the minds of
many that a blanket single-rate policy
is not the answer. MLW&S, for example, from where it sits, views the
single rate as a possible boomerang.
The agency
countslist.a number of retailers on its client
Storz Stand • A station spokesman —
George W. Armstrong, executive vice
president of the Storz Stations and gen-

eral manager of WHB Kansas City —
warned a New York audience of timebuyers and station representatives that
it made little difference whether a station adopts one rate, two rates, a local,
regionalferentandcards."national
rate oras"five
difThe solution
he sees
it: Disclosure of all rates affecting all
categories of advertisers and a published, clear, realistic definition as to the
categories of advertisers entitled to the
local rate and those who must pay the
national rate, and insistence that advertisers ineach category will be treated in
like manner with no discrimination.
Support
for thewassingle-rate
move-if
ment, meanwhile,
given tacitly
not outspokenly in every case by leading agency
and buyers
sembled byexecutives
WPTR Albany,
N.Y., as-at
a luncheon held in New York Monday
(Feb. 9) to announce WPTR's move to
put a single
casting, Feb.rate
9.) into effect (BroadThe one-rate idea appeared to have
the support of the entire group, which
included James Wilkerson, vice president, and Warren Bahr, Associate
media director, Young & Rubicam;
Phil Kenney, vice president, Kenyon &
Eckhardt; Mike Donovan, vice president and associate media director, Benton & Bowles; Harry D. Way, vice
president and media director, and Bill

The single idea is the single rate • That's why WPTR Albany, N.Y., was
host to New York agency executives in Gotham last week. Those attending included (1 to r) Phil Kenny, vice president, Kenyon & Eckhardt; Duncan Mounsey, executive vice president-general manager, WPTR; Mike
Donovan, vice president-associate media director, Benton & Bowles; Ed
Fieri, radio-tv spot supervisor, BBDO, and Edna Cathcart, radio-tv timebuyer, J. M. Mathes Inc.
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Hunter, media group supervisor, Erwin
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan; Ed Fieri,
spot coordinator, and Hope Martinez,
spot timebuyer, BBDO, and Edna
Cathcart, timebuyer, J. M. Mathes, Inc.
BBDO Delight • Mr. Fieri said he
was "delighted"
to seeBBDO
local and
national rates equalized.
has one
client that buys locally, with the agency
selecting thedoing
stations
and the heclient's
distributors
the buying,
said,
but he noted that BBDO has an agreement whereby it gets its commission.
Another agency was described by
others as less fortunate. While it does
the work for a client that buys locally,
this agency was said to get only 1Vi%
commission in such cases instead of the
usual 15%.
Miss Cathcart, like Mr. Fieri, said
she'd be "very happy" if all stations
had a single rate.
Miss Martinez made the point that
stations with different national and local
rates have different conceptions of what
is "national"
and what should
is "local"
— andto
that
stations themselves
refuse
accept national business at local rates.
Duncan Mounsey, executive vice
president and general manager of
WPTR, said the adoption of a single
rate reflected the station's decision to
"base the rate on the value of our
product, not what we think the traffic
will bear." Actually, he said, the local
rate has been coming closer and closer
to the national rate through a series of
local increases.
Mr. Mounsey, asserting that WPTR
may have as much local business as all
other radio stations in the area comhe was
confidentendangered
this businessbined,wouldsaid not
be seriously
by the increased rate. He said a number of advertisers already on the station are buying the time even though
they
are awarethe that
far exceeded
area WPTR's
they serve.coverage
Robert E. Eastman, whose firm is
WPTR's national sales representative
and who has other stations which recently adopted the single-rate policy,
stressed the importance of such a policy and named Baltimore, Boston,
Pittsburgh
Louis, "to name a few"
as "one-rateSt.markets."
A Cunningham
& Walshwas media
executive said his agency
watching
the controversy closely, that the agency
has much concern with rate structures
and the effect on clients. The agency.
BROADCASTING, February 16, 1959

BIG^)

REACH

WEEK

A

WEEK

B

Participation in three key V2
hours one week, alternating
with three other key V2 hours
the next week to give the participating advertiser exposure
in six different shows (Class
AA and A time) every two
weeks.
3— Minutes per week.. $1200
3— CB per week
* 900

v'i

at. 7:00 P. M. HONEYMOONERS Fri. 7:00 P. M. UNION PACIFIC
The November ARB gives the
BIG I I REACH shows a two-week cumulative rating
of 85.2. This figures to a weekly average of 42.6 average rating. ARB shows non-duplicated
reach for these programs of 50.2 homes one or more times.
WIIC

CHANNEL

11, PITTSBURGH

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
B LAIR-TV

in the sky . . . 2/3 of a mile high

NEVV

TOWER
delivers 50% more coverage in
the rich Upper East Tenn. trading area
THE STATION
terrain . . .
* New TOWER ... 1,491 feet above average 720
feet above
(Old Tower was
3,535 feet above sea level. feet
above sea level.)
. . . 2,630
average terrain
* Coverage
in 76 counties in Tenn.,
Va., No. Car., Ky. and W. Va.
audience (ARB) in Tri-Cities, total 55.0%
First in cost
TO
** Lowest
per 1,000 homes .-FRI.
MON
6-MIDNIGHT SIGN-ON
SIGN-OFF
NOON-6
48.7
68.4
55.0
WJHL-TV
39.5
45.3
24.8
7.0
OTHERS
STATION "A"
6.8
6.0

THE MARKET
* Television homes . . . 371,274*
* Population, coverage area . . . 2,284,000
* Retail sales, coverage area . . . $ 1 ,602,865,000.00 : *
■ American Research Foundation Report, March, 1958
* ""Compiled from data from Sales Management, 1958
TRI-CITIES TV
JOHNSON CITY • Kl NGSPORT • BRISTOL

WJHL-TV
Channel 11 • 316,000 Watts
CBS • ABC
JOHNSON
CITY, TENNESSEE
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he said, feels the broadcast rate might
"find its own level" because of the
current discussion on the subject. He
referred also to the effect on agency
commissions, which he labeled as '"still
another area to be explored."
Ayer'swasmove
on Ayer
behalfDetails
of all •itsN.airW.clients
detailed by Leslie D. Farnath, vice president in charge of the media department. Mr. Farnath said the agency
wanted to get a "clear and precise defqualifications
for local inition''
andof advertiser
national rates
in both
radio
and
tv
and
"why."
But he cautioned, the agency was not
"arm twisting."' Rather. N.W. Ayer
feels stations ought to have "good reasons" for having dual rates along with
'"good
The definitions."'
Ayer survey strategy: first 50
markets with eventually the top 75
markets covered. When the media team
gets through in the field, the agency
will tabulate results.
Falls Flat • This national fan-out
was ordered by Ayer's media department when a questionnaire sent to stations afew months ago fell "flat on its
face."
Answersit was
were learned,
hard to dealt
come with
by.
That letter,
an Armour Co. (Ayer client) plan to
embark (through its processed meat division) on an extensive local advertising campaign in selected markets. Ayer
asked what rates would be applicable to
Armour and how the business would be
handled for the advertiser to qualify
"for any existing variations from your
national rate."
Mogul has a substantial lineup of retailers on its client list, including Barney's
Clothes,
Mfg. Co.,
National Shoes
Inc.Rayco
and Howard
Clothes,
all of whom are active radio-tv advertisers. The agency, however, also represents asizeable number of national accounts that invest in radio-tv. such as
some products of Revlon Inc., Esquire
Shoe Polish, Gold Medal Candy Corp.
and Tintex Co.
Mr. Dunier
is adamant
retailers
would not
be in radiothatif it"many
were
not for the local rate." He conceded
there are a "few" stations which have a
"realistic"
singlecould
rateusestructure
under
which
retailers
the broadcast
media "without prejudice."
The letter sent out last week by
MLW&S requested the following: a
current program log, a local retail rate
card, a national rate card, merchandising plans available, coverage map, and
other local market data.
Mr. Armstrong and Mr. Rich appeared at a timebuying and selling seminar luncheon Tuesday (Feb. 10) given
in New York by the Radio Television
Executives Society.
Mr. Armstrong said the Storz StaBROADCASTING, February 16, 1959

tionslishednearly
a year agoa adopted,
and circulated
definition pubfor
both local and national advertisers using the stations. In essence, it defined
a local advertiser as a retailer advertising his own place of business and
service and not featuring a product for
sale, with commercial material prepared
locally by himself, a local agency or the
station. All other advertisers are defined
as national and pay that rate.
Rich Is Sorry • Mr. Rich said he
wished to commend all radio stations
which have issued public statements on
their rate policies but was ""sorry to
see no tv stations" doing the same. He
outlined
Benton of& stations
Bowles"onexperience
with
its survey
the local
vs. national rate (details in Broadcasting. Feb. 9) and warned that stations
granting lower rates to non-retail advertisers were "creating a new and far
more gigantic problem among the national advertisers and their agencies,
who provide, in most instances . . .
theMr.largest
their were
revenue."
Rich portion
said the ofstations
creating doubts among advertisers as to
the value of a "particular advertising
vehicle"tisers.asHe cautioned
related to that
competing
adverthese doubts
in turn are creating "an unwholesome
and dangerous spirit of distrust and susPublishing Need • Labeling the granting ofcalled
lower for
ratespublication
as ""rate cutting.''
picion."
Rich
of rate Mr.
differentials
which
clearly
define
"what
particular kind of advertiser or agency
qualified
these lower
there, he forindicated,
it wasrates.''
up toFrom
the
buyer.
He felt that continuation of differentials in rates without definition would
create negotiation with individual staFirst (pitch) lady
Lever Bros, is seeking Mrs.
Franklin D. Roosevelt, widow of
the 32nd President, to appear in
tv commercials, on behalf of the
Good Luckalready
margarine.
Acompany's
few commercials
have
been filmed by MPO Productions.
New York, but have not been
committed for tv. Ogilvy. Benson & Mather, N.Y., Good Luck's
agency, said last week Mrs. RooseaccepteddoneLever's
offer veltandhad not
that yetanything
must
be approved by Mrs. Roosevelt.
The completed
cials are said to"study"
be 20- commerand 30second
messages.
Mrs.
Roosevelt's
name in the past has been connected with Sonotone hearing aid
print advertisements but not with
any tv commercials.

tions for the best deal rather than on a
national basis, exclaiming "tv is the
greatest medium in the world; let's not
do anything to kill it."
Mixed emotions greet
single rate in Chicago
What do Chicago agencies feel about
the move for a single rate card for all
advertisers — national and local, or
about the desirability of reclassifying
rates as retail and general?
Reaction might well be termed mixed,
on the basis of views expressed last
week at a closed meeting of Chicago
Agencytion comprising
Media Group,
time anda new
spaceorganizabuyers.
Panelists at the dinner meeting, held
at Chicago Federated Adv. Club headquarters for about 50 buyers last
Wednesday, included William C. Goodnow. station manager of WISN-TV Milwaukee: Louis A. Smith, manager of
midwest tv sales. Edward Petry & Co..
station representative; Jake Sawyer,
partner in Sawyer-Ferguson-Walker,
newspaper representative; Charles
Buddie, vice president in charge of Chicago office of J. P. McKinney & Son.
newspaper representative: John W.
Moffett. vice president and advertising
director. Minneapolis Star & Tribune:
and Hal Holman, head of Hal Holman
Co.. station representative. Reg Dallow. media director of Grant Adv. Inc..
Chicago, was program moderator.
Harry C. Pick, formerly media director
of Reach. McClinton & Pershall. is
CAMG president.
Panelists expressed these views: (1)
national advertisers are inconsistent and
can't be relied on for regular business
in any one
medium:
national
advertisers do not
seem to(2)respond
to past
efforts for building a discount structure
parallel to local rates; (3) local media
needs local business as a base, even
though national business represents a
major portion of all income.
Station owners and newspaper publishers should operate more closely with
their representatives to avoid conflict
between national sales representatives
and station and newspaper sales representatives, panelists felt. They also indicated there may be some justification
for two rates — national and local — but
no more. Possibility of reclassifying local and national rates as retail and general also was explored by the panel as
an alternative to single rates.
Among recommendations, radio, tv
and other media were encouraged to
formulate written statements outlining
"who forqualifies
eachfigures.
rate," Agencies
and the
basis
nationalforrate
still are responsible, it was stressed, for
getting the lowest possible rates for their
clients and frankly have favored local
rates for some advertisers.
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ADVERTISING
Government

FINDS

WASHINGTON

impact on industry seen first-hand at AFA meet in Capital

The organized advertising business
discovered Washington last week.
For the first time representatives of
media, agencies and sponsors met jointin the nation's
capital toimpact
take up
the lyproblem
of government
on
advertising. The meeting attended by
200, was held on Feb. 9 under the
auspices of the Advertising Federation
of America.
An all-day session convinced AFA
delegates that anti-advertising pressures
are getting
worse ofbutcoping
they with
couldn't
agree
on methods
the
situation. The Federation is considering two approaches — a Washington listening-post orreporting service, and/ or
a legislative office. Mild efforts to raise
funds from member associations have
been futile.
Raised Eyebrow Rule • Conferees
were surprised to learn from FCC
Chmn. John C. Doerfer: "We regulate,
frankly, by the raised eyebrow."
Anti-advertising legislation is becoming more of a problem every year, according to Rep. Bob Wilson (D-Calif.),
partner in the San Diego, Calif., agency
firm of Champ, Wilson & Slocum. He
said there are signs that Congress will
consider a tax on advertising.
Rep. Wilson caught AFA ears with

the comment that "too often in the
past Madison Avenue has had no direct
route into Pennsylvania Avenue." He
added, "There has been too much of
a tendency on the part of advertising
to think that Washington was a figment
of somebody's imagination." Four different committee reports last year recommended federal restrictions on misleading advertising, he said.
While advertisers and media spokesmen testify at times on bills before
committees, he said, this testimony
"plays a minor role in the influencing
of
and "toresults
dependis solely
on legislation"
it for constructive
often
fatal." More important, he continued,
are attitudes and opinions of constituents back home, helpful statistics and
reliable information provided by groups
and associations, and constructive, intelligent lobbying — "political facts of
life that the advertising profession evidently has chosen to ignore."
Chairman Doerfer implied the Commission uses the raised-eyebrow technique to offset its lack of censorship
powers under the Communications Act.
He said revocation of license has rarely
been employed because the penalty is
out of line with the type of penalty a
court would impose.

Trade Policing • The NAB radio
standards and tv code "are about as
close as you can get to government
sanctions," the chairman explained,
commending their provisions.
on theportrayals
NAB's recent
codeCommenting
action barring
of pro-tv
fessional people by actors in medical
commercials, he said he wasn't sure
the association had acted wisely in leaving the problem of portrayals by authentic practitioners up to their own professional organizations. The chairman
feared that abuses by professional people performing on commercials might
set off corrective action by legislative
bodies.
Chmn. Doerfer conceded FCC receives arelatively small number of pubcomplaints
He
saidlicthese
are against
filed inbroadcasters.
station dockets
and referred to the licensees for their
own
A licensee's
answer,
failureversion.
to answer,
goes into the
file andor
is considered at renewal time.
Both Chairman Doerfer and Chmn.
John W. Gwynne, of the Federal Trade
Commission,
the agencies have an explained
interchangehowarrangement
on complaints. FTC automatically refers appropriate complaints from its
broadcast monitors and the public to
the FCC, which in turn puts them in
station files even if they are crank
letters. When the matter of the merit
of complaints was raised, Chmn. Doerfer offeredservatiohis
"raised
obn. He added
that eyebrow"
a broadcaster
is worse off if he makes a false reply
to the FCC than if he says he is sorry
and won't do it again.
Legislator Wants Lobby • Rep. Wilson asked AFA delegates why the advertising profession "has chosen to
ignore the political facts of life." He
said
it
is
"shocking
that no bonafide
staff is working
in Washington
in the
broad interest of advertising."
"How many people represent adverasked. "The
answer tisingis here?"
zero.he Nobody
seems appalling
to care.
Only 5%
the nation's trade
associations haveofrepresentation
in Washington compared with nearly 90% of the

Madison avenue sets foot on Potomac shores • FCC Chairman John C.
Federation of America midat Advertising chairman
right)aswasJohnall ears
(top,conference
Doerfer winter
P. Cunningham,
of Cunningham &
Walsh, explained his proposal for 24-hour-a-day educational tv service.
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John P. Cunningham, chairman of
the board of Cunningham & Walsh,
unions."
called for 24-hour-a-day educational tv
service but wasn't definite about ways
this could be accomplished (Broadcasting, Feb.merc9).
He said tooandmany
ials are repetitive
silly,comand
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contended the air is overloaded with
westerns
and giveways
"too much
pallid programming,
not — enough
cultural
fare."
suggestionregularly
that Congress
should His
be televised
brought
from Rep. Wilson the thought that attendance of representatives and senators at sessions would rise sharply.
"Uhf seems to be slowly passing
away," Mr. Cunningham said, pointing
out thatclude uhfonly
tuners.8% of sets produced inCommunity Plan • Morton J. Simon,
of the Philadelphia bar, said other areas
should fight anti-advertising legislation
by the Community Action Plan employed in Baltimore
to defeat that city's
advertising
tax.
John J. Ryan, AFA counsel, said
there has been a continuing government attack on advertising in the last
year. He claimed the Internal Revenue
Service had upset a 35-year precedent
by imposing excise taxes on co-op advertising allowances (Broadcasting,
Dec. 29, 22, 1958). He warned there is
The Washington touch • Advertisers should recognize the importance of
a move inside the government to disWashington in their business, Rep. Bob Wilson (R-Calif.), of Champ,
allow expenditure for institutional adWilson & Slocum, San Diego agency, told Advertising Federation of America
vertising as a business expense. Already
last week. L to r: John W. Gwynne, chairman, Federal Trade Commission;
IRS has issued a proposed rule disalRep. Wilson, and veteran agencyman Fred B. Manchee, executive vice presilowing advertising expenditures for lobdent-treasurer, B DO.
bying and political purposes — "a murderous weapon against institutional advertising."
able elsewhere, even in smaller markets. REGAL MOVE
Harold T. Swartz, IRS assistant com- He asserted
that both local and namissioner, reviewed recent revenue
tional advertisers suffer.
rulings but he did not touch on the
'Cash and credit' tv
The solution he offered was relaxaco-op advertising ban effective Feb. 1.
tion of FCC rules on mileage separation brings in the gold
between stations
that deprived
comA 16-month-old firm, Regal Advermunities can addso another
vhf outlet.
AD PUNCH CUT?
tising Assoc. Corp., New York, held
Mr. Treyz maintained that directional open house
last week to celebrate its
antennas and precise carrier offset (a
Two channel' dirge
move
to
headquarters in the new skynew engineering device) would protect
s
c
r
a
p
e
r
a
t
575
Lexington Ave.
sung by ABC duet
existing tv service.
Appropriately
the says
building
is the
The importance to our economy of
Mr.
Treyz
told
his
Birmingham
aucolor
of
what
it is mining
creative advertising and the impediment
dience that they and their fellow citizens out of television:Regal
gold.
presented by "two-channelitis" were to were deprived of many national netRegal
specializes
in the intrade-off
work programs, including those of
be discussed by AB-PT President Leonproduct
to tv stations
exchangeof
ard Goldenson and ABC-TV President CBS-TV and NBC-TV as well as ABC- film
for time which the company then sells
Oliver Treyz at the Birmingham (Ala.) TV.
to advertisers. Company officials do not
Ad Club last Saturday (Feb. 14). It
In January, Mr. Treyz said, the three
the term "barter" because of the
was the club's annual creative advertis- networks broadcast 25 special tele- use
connotation it has acquired in televiing awards presentations.
casts,
but
only
16
were
seen
in
Birmingsion. Regal calls its operation "cash and
Mr Goldenson stated that increased
ham. Among the missing were a report
productivity of American industry from Red China, a documentary on
Charles
Weigert,
vice president-general manager,
and Sidney
Rarbet, vice
"must be matched by equal creativeness Chinese infiltration in Southeast Asia,
by business executives and the adver- an examination of the new Congress, president,
who
with
Stanley Grayson,
credit."
tising men and women who will market Leonard Bernstein's young people's con- director of station relations, operate the
firm, predicted last week that by the
and sell
products."
cert,
Hope'sthefilm
from Mossaid,
massthese
marketing
will Otherwise,
be impossiblehe
cow, theBobMeet
Pressshowinterview
with end of 1959 Regal's "inventory" or
bank of tv time will be worth some $20
and production costs too high for the Anastas1 Mikoyan.
average consumer.
"If a tv set is worth $300 in Boston," million. Currently the time storage is
Mr. Treyz concentrated on the harm- said Mr. Treyz, "it is worth only $200 at the $8 million mark — the dollar figful effects of limiting certain markets to
the value of the time
He said
it was im- at theuresendrepresenting
two commercial channels. He said such in Birmingham."
rate (what it would cost the
portant that the people
of Birmingham
communities, primarily in the South, understood the facts of the tv station counts).
advertiser after all possible station dislose the benefits of free competition shortage. "Having possession of these
among the three networks which has facts," he said, "you can determine for
Regal caught the spotlight nearly a
year ago when Silf Skin (girdle) was
made improved programming avail- yourselves what action is required."
BROADCASTING, February 16, 1959
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8 out of 11 firsts
for CBS Radio Network shows in
the 11 program categories voted
on by 465 critics and editors in the
Radio-Television Daily annual
poll. And they named so many
other CBS Radio programs as
runners-up
total number
of honors forthat
this thenetwork
in these
categories
surpassed
of the
three other networks that
combined.
(What's alities
more,comprised
CBSfourRadioof the
personfive
choices for "Radio Man of the
Year": Edward R. Murrow,
Arthur
Godfrey, Art Linkletter,
Mitch Miller.)
CBS Radio Network programs
honored in 11 categories:
DRAMATIC(threeSHOWout ofOFfive)THE YEAR

42 per cent more
audience per commercial minute
than theanyCBSother
how
Radionetwork.
Network That's
rates
when
Nielsen
Radio
Index
"polls"
the nationwide radio audience (averaging over 16 straight months).

226 out of 237
quarter-hour wins for CBS Radio
II programs.
That'sreports
what onhappens
when The Pulse
the big
gl quarter-hours
city audience (1958
average:
in which programsall
of CBS Radio and those of at least
one other network competed in 10
_v oi more of the 26 top markets).

SUSPENSE
GUNSMOKE*
JOHNNY
DOLLAR
COMEDY(threeSHOWout OFof five)
THE YEAR
THE AMOS
COUPLE'N' NEXT
ANDY*DOOR
HOUSE PARTY
MUSICAL(threeSHOWout OFof five)
THE YEAR
NEWMETROPOLITAN
YORK PHILHARMONIC*
OPERA
CHRISTMAS SING WITH BING
COMMENTATOR
THE YEAR
(three out OFof five)
EDWARD
R. MURROW*
ERIC SEVAREID
LOWELL
THOMAS
DOCUMENTARY
THE YEAR
(four out ofOF five)
WHOTHEKILLED
MICHAEL
FARMER?*
HIDDEN REVOLUTION
P.O.W.-A RADIO
STUDY BEAT
IN SURVIVAL
QUIZ (one
SHOWoutOFof THEtwo) YEAR
SEZ WHO!
BEST (two
NEW outPROGRAM
of four) IDEA
HAVE GUN, WILL TRAVEL
MASLAND RADIO COLOR ROUNDUP
SPORTSCASTER
THE YEAR
(two out ofOF five)
PHIL RIZZUTO
FRANK GIFFORD
BEST TRANSCRIBED
(one out of four)SERIES
'N' ANDY*
BEST PUBLICAMOS
PROGRAMMING
(fourSERVICE
out of five)
FACE THE NATION*
P. O.W.-A
IN SURVIVAL
WHO
KILLEDSTUDY
MICHAEL
FARMER?
THE HIDDEN REVOLUTION
VARIETY(threeSHOWout OFof five)
THE YEAR
MITCH MILLER
ROBERT
Q.GODFREY
LEWIS SHOW*
SHOW
ARTHUR
TIME
* Winner in category

YET THEY ALL

No matter which sample you use— nationwide audiences, big city listeners,
critics— the answer comes out the same. CBS Radio Network programming
and personalities win all the polls, hands down— year after year.
And the new Program Consolidation Plan, with virtually all of these favorites and many more, means even stronger audience leadership through:
improved mood sequencing; CBS News every hour on the hour; uniform
broadcast times; increased station clearances for advertisers.
The listeners, of course, are your customers. It's worth being where there
are so many more of them. A And where they like what they hear so much,
COME OUT THE SAME ?...CBS RADIO

NETWORK

N , with no Navel,
Is unlike another.
We call it complete
Rejection of mother.
Frequently, of late, a great deal of
mass media are being sold on the basis
of psychological analysis of audience
composition. Soap operas are said to
appeal to the housewife taking her
libido out for a trot. Some media claim
they sell through reaching the mass
id. Others use ego- gratification to capture audience.
Through it all, like a beacon, shines
the good old idea of building a better
mouse-trap. For more than 36 years,
KHJ Radio, Los Angeles, has been
baiting the trap with foreground
sound. It beats cheese as our advertisers will readily testify. One thing is
certain ... a listener's conscious attention will sell more, more quickly, than
anything else.
Whether the people you want to
reach reject mother because of sibling
rivalry, an Electra complex or a childhood trauma ... in Los Angeles, foreground sound sells them all.

KHJ
RADIO
LOS ANGELES
1313 North Vine Street
Hollywood 28, California
Represented nationally by
H-R Representatives, Inc.
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in a two-way stretch between Grey
Adv. and Regal Adv. The question then
was which company — Grey is an advertising firm but Regal is a time trader
— handled how much of what money
Silf Skin was spending (Broadcasting,
March 17, 1958).
Regal still lists Silf Skin as one of
its clients. The list, as issued by Mr.
Weigert,siere includes
Exquisite
BrasInc., Rokeach
FoodForm
Products,
Walt Disney toy licensees, Parry Labs
(Myomist
throat Sweet
spray),and U.S.
Pharmacal
Co. (Baby
Soothene)
and Lamour hair products.
Regal employs 26 people and is exploring arrangements in radio similar to
its tv trades. In tv, Regal claims to be
doing business with 122 stations in 102
markets, feels it will stick with those
markets but has an eye on extending the
number of stations.
Mr. Weigert says Regal gets its profit
marginume andby atbuying
product
a lowerfilmcost
than inan volindividual station would pay and can offer
time to clients at a cost a little below
that which the station would charge.
The Regal management says it gets
first-rate product from all sources and
where a film company does not deal
with the trader, finds a way to get
around
the
full
priceit.it ("We
paid forpaythethefilmstation
and take
the equivalent in time.'') Film includes
syndicated half -hour series and features
as well. (Mr. Barbet says Regal owns
a package of 35 feature films.)
As for radio, Regal in "about 45
days" will be in 36 markets on the "first
or second
uct for thisstation
phase inof the
the market."
operation:ProdThe
Big Sound (known personalities in tapes
6-20 seconds long for use in station
breaks, household hints, sport, time and
temperature information, introductions,
etc.) and jingles, all produced by Richard Ullman in Buffalo. Regal has animated series, Colonel Bleep, from Ullman for its tv operation, now has Bleep
in 50-60 markets.
And that's not quite all.
Regal says it can supply nearly anything in trade for time. Among its services (all for time) : billboards, carcards,
station equipment and automobiles. Not
to miss a bet, Regal has $100,000 in

DATE
Thurs., Feb. 5
Fri., Feb. 6
Sat,
Feb. 78
Sun.,
Mon., Feb.
Feb. 9
Tues.,
Wed., Feb.
Feb. 1011

due bills (European trips, hotel reservations, etc.) representing credit over a
two-year period which it supplies to
clients as a service.
WIN 'EM, WOO 'EM
Involvement is part
of successful tv spots
In-program commercials and spots
present such "sharp technical and philosophical differences" as to make one
believe that "maybe they aren't the
same
thing
at all," Howard
Gossage,
told the Hollywood
Advertising
Club
last Monday (Feb. 9).
Mr. cisco
Gossage,
partner &in Gossage,
the San Franagency Weiner
was
the guest
speaker Award
at the club's
first preTvRadio
Producers
luncheon,
ceding the presentation of awards to
the creators and producers of radio and
tv commercials judged as the best produced in Southern California during
1958 (Broadcasting, Feb. 9).
Involvement
commercials, if correctly• "In-program
used, are advertising
with a capital A — no matter how well
integrated they are," Mr. Gossage said.
"They operate generally under the same
rules zasines or newspapers.
apply to advertising
in magaAccordingly,
they
enjoy the one great plus that advertising, clearly marked, has to offer —
time enough,
opportunity
enough,
involve the viewer
and then
keep tohim
involved.
"Spots, onspeaking,
the other
hand, ataren't
structurally
advertising
all.
They are programs; self-contained pro"The real difference between these
grams.
miniature
plays, musicals, information
shows, and comedy bits and their nonadvertising counterparts is not their
duration, but the fact that a product is
essential to the plot. So if we wish to
involve the audience, it is better if we
carry our story line through right to the
end, integrating
the commercial
sage as we go with
no stopping meshalf
way
and
saying,
'But
seriously'
That's right folks.' You'll find that oris
almost the quickest way to uninvolve an
audience and lose it.
Small Detail, Big Plus • "The real

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television network shows for each
day
week Feb.Research
5-11 asBureau.
rated by the multi-City Arbitron instant
ratingsof the
of American
RATING
PROGRAM and TIME
NETWORK
21.3
December Brida (8 p.m.)
18.4
Person
to
Person
(10:30
p.m.)
22.8
28.0
CBS-TV
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
Loretta Young (10 p.m.)
CBS-TV
24.5
Lucille
Ball-Desi
Arnaz
do
p.m.)
NBC-TV
Rifleman (9 p.m.)
33.9
ABC-TV
CBS-TV
Wagon Train (7:30 p.m.)
28.7
NBC-TV
Copyright 1959 American Research Bur
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IF IT IS BIG
and IMPORTANT,

^WHAS
-TV
I LOUISVILLE] I
^

^

irs on WHAS-TV

~^^m

KENTUCKIANA'S
MOST HONORED STATION!

As a member of society, WHAS-TV pulls
highway safety, atomic attack and local
out all the stops. Viewers have learned to
air power; weekly programs such as
expect the BIG effort from WHAS-TV.
"According to the Law," "Let's Look It
Twelve national awards have been won
Over," "Lure of the Library" and "What's
by "Operation Cancer," "Inside Our
Your Question?"; documentaries on cancer, slum clearance, heart, blood and
Schools," "Crusade for Children" and the
obesity . . . have convinced Louisville area
"Good Living-Maternity Series." A
WHAS-TV cervical cancer series won
viewers that if it is BIG and IMPORMcCall's top 1957 Award.
TANT, it's on WHAS-TV!
Special series on the state legislature,
Your Advertising Deserves WHAS-TV Attention . . .
with the ADDED IMPACT OF PROGRAMMING OF CHARACTER !
WHAS-TV
Foremost In Service
Best In Entertainment
BROADCASTING, February 16, 1959

WHAS-TV
CHANNEL 11, LOUISVILLE
WATTS — CBS-TV NETWORK
316,000Victor
A. Sholis, Director
Represented Nationally by
HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS, INC.

Humor Helps • Alan Alch, an alumnus of GB&B and of Freberg Ltd. who
now has his own creative copy service,
said that humor gives a commercial
high initial interest and high memory
value.
In an afternoon clinic session on
media buying, Gene Duckwall, vice
president of Foote, Cone & Belding,
outlined a general theory of buying "directory" media, such as the Yellow
Pages of the telephone book or specialized magazines or newspaper sections, for articles of high cost and infrequent purchase and therefore of high
interest preceding the purchase, while
using "intrusive" media, like radio and
tv, for low-cost,
chased frequently.low interest items purDavid Fenwick, vice president, Robinson, Jensen, Fenwick & Haynes, accused broadcasters of trying to carry
Gossage: involve the audience
water on both shoulders when they set
based on time segseconds each crowded into a three- up ratementsschedules
minute period. In these circumstances, of ratings. but sell audience on the basis
there's
to betechniques
different,
John Vrba, sales vice president of
to standrealoutcompetition
and arresting
are essential to winning viewer attention KTTV(TV) Los Angeles, predicted a
and memory. One result, he reported, is trend toward buying big market coverage in tv, whether spot or network,
that audience ratings actually rise during the commercial interludes.
this spring when the networks' "must
Al Flanagan, vice president and gen- buy" restrictions come to an end.
A Profs Challenges • Leonard Freederal manager of KCOP (TV) Los Angeles, commented that an independent sta- man, head of the liberal arts dept.,
tion sometimes has to be daringly dif- UCLA Extension, challenged four assumptions which he feels most tv adferent because
it can'tin afford
to competeof
with other
stations
the purchase
vertisers make: that the American pubsyndicated film programs.
lic is deaf and it's necessary to shout
Humorous commercials, a highly con- to put a message over; that Americans
troversial technique a few years ago, are have no taste, so that any topic may be
now standard procedure, according to discussed in any living room at any
Maxwell Arnold, vice president. Guild, time; that "we're a bunch of idiots" and
Bascom
& Bonfigli.
question
are a purely materialistic solonger should
humor "The
be used,
but iswhatno that "we
ciety, driven only by motives of acquikind of humor," he stated. But he
sition of material goods."
warned that "it takes a real pro to write
Prof. Freedman
suggestedhasthata thebigger
advertiser, who admittedly
good humorous copy" and reported that
GB&B employs copywriters who are ex- influence on our society than the properienced comedy writers and teaches
fessor, ought also to assume some rethem advertising, rather than teaching
sponsibility for raising the general
comedy writing to advertising men.
standards so that "it will no longer be
profitable to appeal to anything but
the best taste, the highest intelligence."
HOW PEOPLE SPEND THEIR TIME
Bob Hull, tv-radio editor of the
Los Angeles Herald-Express, final
speaker of the all-day clinic, asked that
There
were 126,230,000 people in the U.S. over 12 years of age during the week Jan. 23-29.
They spent:
program
commercials,
2,118.4
million
hours
Watching
Television
program
commercials, particularly
be keyed tomidthe
l!o36.8
ListeningNewspapers
to Radio
mood of the program and not per456.0 million
million hours
hours
Reading
201.1
million
hours
Reading
Magazines
mit ed tjooydestroy
it and thewith
viewer's
379.7
hours
WatchingAttending
Movies Movies
on Tv
ment of the program
it. en100.6 million
million hours
These totals compiled by Sindlinger & Co., Ridley Park, Pa., and published exclusively by
BROADCASTING each week, are based on a 48-state, random dispersion sample of 7,000 inter• Business briefly
(1,000 eachcomprehensive
day). Sindlinger's
weeklyof "Activity"
these figures
drawn, viewsfurnishes
breakdowns
these and report,
numerousfromotherwhich
categories,
and showsare
Time
sales
the duplicated
and unduplicated
betweendayseach
medium. week.
Tabulations are available from Sindlinaer
& Co. withinaudiences
two to seven
of thespecific
interviewing
• Brown Shoe Co., St. Louis, has signed
(Copyright 1959 Sindlinger & Co.)
SINDLINGER'S
COUNT:
of Jan.to tv1, (89.8%
Sindlinger data shows:in (1)
113,297,000
singer Tommy Sands to a two-year
people
over 12SETyears
of age with
haveAstv;access
that U.S.
age group);
$104,300 contract to advertise its
(2) 43,977,000
households
(3) 48,543,000 tv ofsetsthe inpeople
use in the
CONTINUED on page 45
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trick with spots, besides having an engaging and pertinent idea to start with,
is injecting enough small detail to keep
them interesting in spite of repetition.
"Undoubtedly the most important
contribution you can make to any advertising you do is an innate confidence
that
there's
somebodySomeone
out therewhowhowillis
terribly
interested.
catch every word, respond to every
nuance. Strangely enough, it turns out
there is. At first it's an act of blind
faith to write or produce in this fashion.
Then after a while you begin to feel
about your audience as an actor must
feel. I suppose it helps if you have a
generous streak of ham in your makeup somewhere.
"And, like an actor, you are playing
a role, the role of your client. And in
doing so you give your client identity;
he knows who he is in relationship to
his previously faceless prospects."
Take a Chance • Audacity, in both
programming and commercials, was
highly recommended by several speakers during the morning clinic sessions
on creativity and tv commercial techniques. Selig Seligman, ABC-TV vice
president and general manager of
KABC-TV Los Angeles, stated that it
is a responsibility of management to
imbue creative people in broadcasting
with the desire to do something new
and different and not eternally to play
it safe by doing the same old thing over
and over even if repetition achieves improvement inproduction.
Earl Klein, president, Animation Inc.,
expressed result
it this when
way: you
"You play
don'tit get
startling
safe.a
You've got to gamble if you want to
hit
the jackpot."
And Ed
Rich, recently
in the
London office
of Erwin
Wasey,
Ruthrauff & Ryan, declared that in England "audacity really does pay off."
With no program sponsorship permitted, all tv commercials in Britain are
spots, he said, and these spots are
broadcast in bunches, with perhaps a
dozen spots running from seven to 30

THE
THE

STORY

McLENDON

ON a bright Dallas afternoon in 1953, the telephone
at KLIF was its usual busy self. One of the
incoming
Fidler. calls was from Hollywood columnist, Jimmie
"Listen, Gordon," said Fidler, "My fifteen-minute
showThereis open
Dallas. How about it?"
was ina pause.
"We can't handle it as a fifteen-minute show, Jimmie," came Gordon McLendon's eventual response.
"And
think you're
to have
more anandideamorefor
troubleI selling
it that going
way. But
we have
you that we think will triple your sales. We want to
buy the show, excerpt it into one-minute strips and
useThethemideaasofinserts
in ourinsertions
newscasts."
columnist
in newscasts turned
out to be another first for the booming Dallas independent. And it opened a whole new radio vista for
Fidler and many others. Many industry observers
credit KLIF in Dallas with more programming innovations than any other American radio station.
It shows in the ratings, too. On January 19, 1959, C.E.
Hooper,mornings
Inc., reported
that afternoons
KLIF's Hooperating
of
49.5%
and 51.3%
was the
est share of audience
in America
among
the highfirst
twenty-five metropolitan markets.
Among other programming firsts generally attributed to KLIF : First use of production intros to newscasts, first full-scale use of mobile news units, first
station to pay its disc jockies on ratings, first to use
"News teasers", first station to originate nationwide

B. R. McLENDON
Chairman of the Board
44B

OF
CORP.

GORDON McLENDON
President
"Game of the Day" broadcasts of Major League baseball, first with professional football's "Game of the
Week", first to originate outright purchase of large
jingle erate
packages,
first American radio station to opfrom twoon different
The list runs
and on. transmitter sites, et cetera.
Behind KLIF since its beginning as a one-thousand
watt daytime in 1947 are veteran Dallas showman
Barton R. McLendon, and his son, Gordon B. McLendon, the latter frequently mentioned as a Texas
senatorial or gubernatorial possibility.
On February 1, 1959, KLIF increased its daytime
power to the allowable maximum — fifty thousand
watts.las daytimer
The story
of KLIF's50 rise
from an obscure
Dalto national
kw prominence
is a story
of McLendon ingenuity and determination in four
stages. The first stage was the original 1 kw daytime
grant in 1947. The second stage came in the early
nineteen fifties when KLIF, after long effort, gained
FCC permission for fulltime operation. McLendon
then applied for, and was granted, five thousand
watts daytime and one thousand watts nighttime.
That was the third stage. The new increase to fifty
thousand watts daytime is the fourth stage. The fifth
is coming. KLIF is preparing an application asking
for 10 kw nighttime power.
It took McLendon daring and gamble to get the
50 kw permit. Protection problems, as well as population blanketing, made the daytime increase impossible from the station's present transmitter site.
BROADCASTING, February 16, 1959
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You get top value for your advertising dollar when you
get the top of the buying market ... and that's what 50kw
KLIF in Big "D" gives you. HOOPER'S 1958 OCTOBERDECEMBER QUARTERLY COMPREHENSIVE SURVEY
REPORT shows KLIF has more of the Dallas audience
than all other Dallas radio stations combined!

DECEMBER-JANUARY HOOPER:
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY SHARE OF AUDIENCE
49.5%
7:00 a.m.— 12:00 noon
12:00 noon— 6 00 p.m.
51.3%
25 American
first
the
of
all
in
station
Highest rated
according to C. E. Hooper, Inc.
markets

Other McLendon Stations
KILT Houston KTSA San Antonio
WAKY Louisville KEEL Shreveport
2104 Jackson, Dallas
TEXAS Triangle Office
represented by JOHN BLAIR & CO.
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DALLAS
50 KW DAY — 1 KW NIGHT
^3

KLIF
goes

50

KW!

KLIF, Dallas selected the highly
developed Type 317B transmitter by
Continental. Now on the air, the transmitter offers KLIF many exclusive
features :
• Compact
— requires only 72 sq. ft.
of floor space
• Completely
self - contained, except
blower
• Only
tubes totalunits
— including those
in two19 oscillator
• Weldon Power Amplifier Design*
• Regulinear**
Screen ModulationCathode-Follower
system
Additionally, KLIF was interested in
these new features:
• Especially designed for remote
operation
• selenium
No rectifier
tubes — silicon and
rectifiers
• All
aluminum cabinets for electrical
shielding
• Less than 1% carrier shift
• Zero temperature coefficient crystals
• Completely air-cooled throughout
Ifoutstanding
you'd like transmitter
details on a please
truly
write for complete details.
•Patent appled
No. 2,836,665
••Patent
for

(LxmJ-Ln-e vlLclS

Compact
Installation
— at
KLIF 50 KW
transmitter
site.

DESIGNERS

AND BUILDERS

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4212 S. BUCKNER BOULEVARD • EVergreen 11137
DALLAS 27, TEXAS

OF SUPER

POWER

TRANSMITTERS
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FOR

AN

OUTSTANDING

NEW

INSTALLATION

McLENDON STORY (cont'd.)
Yet thewherestation's
site requirements.
could be movedIt was
noelse and stillnighttime
meet FCC
a seemingly unanswerable problem. But the answer
was found. Why not be the first American radio
station to operate from two different transmitter
sites. Result — an FCC grant to KLIF to operate daytime with 50 kw from a 40-acre transmitter site west
of Dallas, between Dallas and Fort Worth, and then
shift at night back to KLIF's old site east of Dallas.
KLIF's walloping new fifty kilowatt signal is even
morelas powerful
than it four
sounds.towers
Situated
between Daland Fort Worth,
directionalize
the
KLIF power east and west, squirting a major lobe
of approximately 250,000 watts toward these two
great cities — the nation's twelfth market.
McLendon'sCombined
position
asKLIF's
a giantnew ofpower
Texassolidified
communications.
with the vast coverage of KILT in Houston (5 kw on
610 kc) and KTSA in San Antonio (5 kw on 550 kc),
the three Texas Triangle stations now stand like the
colossus of Rhodes, with one foot in warm Texas
Valley
another farof to
north in More
the cloudwreathedandmountains
the thePanhandle.
than
eighty percent of the Texas population is now under
the McLendon umbrella. No newspaper or other communications combined approaches the power McLendon wields in Texas. Further bolstering the Texas
Triangle's
of the Lone
station KEELcoverage
in Shreveport
with 10Starkw state
day andis sister
5 kw
night on 710 kc, and an application pending for an
increase to 50 kw daytime. Still a fifth McLendon
station lies far to the east in Louisville, Kentucky —
WAKY, with 5 kw day and 1 kw night on 790 kc.
The McLendons stay busy. Barton McLendon not
only handles the extensive McLendon oil and real
estate interests but continues active direction of his
far-flung
Theatres,
Texas-OklahomaLouisiana Tri-States
chain he founded
in thea early
thirties. He
is now building the new Preston Royal Theatre in
Dallas — the first new hardtop theatre to be built in
the Southwest in a decade. Recently he swung down
to Houston for a day and bought for his KILT a new
$350,000.00
beautiful radiobuilding
building.which may be America's most
Now the McLendons are branching out in a new
field — the production of motion pictures. They have
just finished shooting the first of a series of full-length
motionandpictures,
Shrews" starring
Best
Ingrid "The
Goude.Killer
On February
16th the James
cameras roll in Dallas on another McLendon feature —
"The Gila Monsters". Still a third feature is scheduled for April. All three features are budgeted at
$300,000 each. As usual, the McLendons have surrounded themselves with top personnel. Co-producer
with Gordon McLendon is Ken Curtis, son-in-law of
Hollywood director John Ford and a standout Hollywood acting veteran of many pictures. Curtis has
just finished
HorseProduction
Soldiers", with
John isWayne
and
William "The
Holden.
Manager
Ben
Chapman, who was also Production Manager of such
films as "Bridge on the River Kwai", "The Young
Lions", years
and "Sayonara".
Directing
for
thirty
a special effects
wizardis Ray
with Kellog,
Twentieth
Century Fox. On February 1st the McLendons bought
a four-hundred acre movie studio near Denton, Texas,
for $500,000.00
this will be the home of many of
their
future filmandendeavors.
Many of KLIF's key personnel have been around
almost since the start of McLendon's KLIF on November 9,1947: Glenn Callison, Vice-President in
chargerecording
of Engineering
; LesArtVaughan,
of America's
top
engineers;
Nelson,andone
Dean
of Southwestern disc jockeys;
Cecil Hobbs
Don Newbury,

account executives and several others. Bill Morgan,
Vice-President and General Manager of KLIF, has
directed the McLendon flagship station since 1953.
McLendon radio stations — and KLIF, in particular
— are noted for two things: outstanding news and
editorial coverage and flamboyant promotion.
In April, 1957, KLIF mobile news reporter Les
Vaughan drove his unit with one hand and held the
mike with the other as he chased behind the terrifying funnel of a Dallas tornado down storm-strewn
streets.etedVaughan's
earnedforforoutstanding
KLIF the news
covSigma Delta daring
Chi award
coverage. In 1958 KLIF's Managing Editor, Dave
Muhlstein, added another trophy to KLIF's bulging
list of new honors — the National Headliners' Award.
KLIF has originated scores of promotions since
adopted by stations throughout America: the first
radio flagpole sitter; first rear- window sticker promotion (aMcLendon copyright) ; now a new promotion —
the introduction
of KLIF's
"Fat reduce
Woman",
whom
KLIF will attempt
to safely
from a350ladyto
150 pounds in one year. Such promotions have made
KLIF perhaps America's most imitated radio station.
Certainly
has stations
become one
of the great
mode's Refor
music
and itnews
everywhere.
The Sellers
cording Company in Dallas is kept busy around the
clock simply recording KLIF programming for stations
throughout America.
It has been a busy six years for B. R. and Gordon
McLendon since the demise of their Liberty Broadcasting System, which at its height embraced 458 radio
stations throughout the nation. Liberty collapsed in
1952 when major league baseball clubs, insisting that
McLendon's
colorfuldenied
broadcasts
damaging rights.
minor
league attendance,
furtherwere
broadcasting
The McLendons sued and eventually won a large
cash settlement from baseball.
It was during the Liberty days that Gordon McLendon first caught the eye of the broadcasting industry, not only as an executive but as a creative
genius and a great broadcaster as well. Eleven years
ago, Liberty was founded as a network programming
service feeding programs to stations for a fixed
monthly fee; today, the four remaining national networks are all known to be examining such an arrangement. Liberty commentators John Flynn, John Vandercook, Joseph C. Harsch and Westbrook Van
Voorhies were quickly snapped up by other networks
when Liberty folded. Many Liberty sportscasting discoveries are nowDoggett,
among Don
the nation's
— Lindsey
Nelson, Jerry
Wells, toleaders
mention
a few.
Liberty alumni now are scattered throughout the nation in top positions.
"The Old
missedhe
by Gordon
sports McLendon,
fans throughout
the Scotchman",
country. In is1951
won the standing
Sporting
News
award
as
America's
football broadcaster and the same yearout-he
was
named
one
America's
outstandingof young
men
by the United ofStates
Jr. Chamber
Commerce.
Today, he is less active as an air personality but
still finds time to write and deliver editorials, act
as Texas State Chairman for the March of Dimes
and a dozen other charities — and be a husband and
raise four children.
As KLIF begins broadcasting with fifty thousand
watts, it will have hitched even more its wagon to
the Lone Star. A new chapter will begin in the McLendon career, but perhaps it will not really be new.
As long Lendon
as the
booming
understation
Mcownership,
it willKLIF
never voice
be a issister
to the other McLendon stations — it is Gordon McLendon's first-born. It will always be the mother station— constantly producing and testing new ideas
for all radio to use.
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CONTINUED from page 44
Glamour Deb shoes. The singer will
tape
radioFive
showsWitha
week three
for 39five-minute
weeks. Take
Tommy Sands starts on 200 or more
stations, three times a week, Aug. 15.
Agency: Leo Burnett.
• Alva Lans Inc. (Alva-Tranquil tablets), Chicago, negotiating for spot
radio-tv buys in from 10 to 30 markets,
with schedules still to be set. Broadcast
media will get about $100,000 out of
estimated $750,000 advertising budget
for 1959. Agency: Olian & Bronner
Inc., Chicago.
• U.S. Steel Corp., N.Y., pointing toward hot weather promotion of throwaway cans for soft drinks, will include
radio and tv in over-all advertising
schedules set to start about June 1 . Concentrating in southern states, a spot
radio campaign is to hit seven leading
soft drink markets. Evening and daytime tv commercials are to be carried
during the summer months by CBS-TV
on U.S. Steel Hour and Arthur Godfrey
Daytime Show. Agency is BBDO.
• Elgin National Watch Co., Elgin, 111.,
has bought segments of CBS-TV Playhouse 90, two-part "For Whom the Bell
Tolls" presentation March 12 and 19.
Elgin also is seeking other selected programs. Seven-Up Co., St. Louis, is seeking network tv properties, through the
same
agency,
J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Chicago.
• American Oil Co., N.Y., for its
Amoco gasoline, will sponsor on-thescene reports of the Sebring, Fla.,
Grand Prix sportscar race on CBS Radio March 21. Amoco bought six 10minute reports, a 15-minute period and
one
slot. Agency: Joseph
Katz 5-minute
Co.
Agency appointments
• Magnavox Co. (phonographs, tv
sets), Ft. Wayne, Ind., formerly with
Maxon Inc., N.Y., switches to Marschalk & Pratt Div., McCann-Erickson,
N.Y. Billings total $1 million per year,
with additional $500,000 to be spent for
sales
promotion through McCann subsidiaries.

P. O. Box 7022 31 40 N. W. 38th
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA
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• Simmons Co. (Hide-A-Bed sofas,
mattresses), N.Y., appoints McCannErickson there to handle its approximately $1 million upholstered living
room furniture advertising. Beautyrest
and other Simmons mattresses will remain with Young & Rubicam, N.Y.
• Schenley Industries Inc., N.Y., moves
its Cresta Blanca wine business from
Norman, Craig & Kummel, N.Y., to

Doyle Dane Bernbach there, effective
March 1. Account, user of spot radio
in past, involves estimated $500,000
in billings. Doyle Dane, which handles
other Schenley products, has room for
Cresta Blanca after recent loss of Gallo
wine account (Broadcasting, Feb. 2).
• Vick Products Div., Vick Chemical Co., N.Y., appoints Morse International Inc., and
N.Y.,Lavoris
agency mouthwash
for Vick's
cough syrup
and gargle. Vick acquired Lavoris Co.
last October.
AgencyPidgeon,
for Lavoris
ucts was formerly
Savageprod-&
Lewis, Minneapolis. Previous agency
for Vick product was BBDO.
• Also in advertising
• John W. Shaw Adv. Inc., Chicago,
has
Colgate-Palmolive
Co.'s
man'sresigned
line (shave
cream, after-shave
lotion), effective May 7. The client
billed an estimated $300,000, virtually
all of which was allocated for Bill Stern
sportscasts on MBS. The termination
was by "mutual" agreement of agency
and client, apparently predicated on
the distance factor involving Colgate
in New York and Shaw in Chicago.
• The subliminal-advertising satirical
commercial for Butter-Nut coffee,
which was judged the best animated
tv commercial of 1958 by the Hollywood Ad Club (Broadcasting, Feb. 9)
on Saturday (Feb. 14) was named best
tv commercial of the year by the Art
Directors Club of Los Angeles.
Credits: agency, Buchanan - Thomas
Adv., Omaha;
producer,
Production and Freberg
Ltd.;Fine
art Arts
directors,
John Wilson and Stan Freberg; artists,
Chris Jenkyns; animation director. Bill
Littlejohn.
• Radio & Television RepresentativesAssn. of Atlanta has instituted a yearly
award for the commercial produced by
a southeastern agency that shows "the
greatest
sales may
effectiveness."
Southeastern agencies
submit commercials
to RTRAA, 519 Glenn Bldg., Atlanta
3, Ga., before March 15. The entries
can be filmed, taped, or live.
• Chicago Broadcast Advertising Club
has approved a recommendation of its
special projects committee to establish a $1,000 scholarship fund for students majoring in the radio-tv-film dertment of Northwestern
school
of speech. paThe
first grant wasU.'spresented
at BAC's monthly luncheon last
Wednesday (Feb. 11) in the Sheraton
Hotel to Prof. Charles F. Hunter, department director. The fund, designed
to aid "worthy students in their education," wil be a continuing grant, subject to annual review by BAC's board
of directors.
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WGN-TV and WGN-RADIO continue to give Chicago audiences programs
of top quality . . . presented with the integrity that is the WGN way of doing
business.
The News Coverage described at the right is further evidence as to why WGNTV and WGN-RADIO are gaining ever-widening, loyal audiences.

In December, a fire and explosion at Chicago's Our Lady of the Angels parochial
school took a grim toll of nearly one hundred lives. WGN, Inc. News Department's
comprehensive coverage was commended by city officials and the public alike.

WGN-TV
• First news cameraman at the scene of the fire
• Number 2 WGN-TV cameraman first at the hospital
• Bulletins on the air shortly after the fire broke out
• Exclusive SOF films shown during the evening with interviews
• Commentary from WGN-TV reporter who was on the scene
• Up-to-the-minute lists of dead and injured during the evening.

WGN-RADIO
• First on-the-scene radio bulletins from the WGN
COPTER

RADIO TRAFFI-

• Policeman in TRAFFICOPTER helped direct traffic away from the
scene via WGN-RADIO
• Shortwave reports and interviews by WGN newsman direct from the
scene
• Up-to-the-minute lists of dead and injured.
• " Beeper"
reports fed to more than twenty-five radio stations throughout the nation.

WGN-TV and WGN-RADIO— dedicated to Serving All Chicagoland with the finest in public service.

WGN
441 N. MICHIGAN and
AVENUE WGN
CHICAGO 11, -TV
ILLINOIS

Chicago

THE

MEDIA

SARNOFF
FORECAST
FOR '69
Tv to hit $3 billion in decade, he says
in L.A. Meanwhile, hard selling needed
circa
1969Television's
will exceedadvertising
$3 billion,revenue
NBC board
chairman Robert W. Sarnoff prophesied
in an address at the 36th annual installation banquet of the Los Angeles
Chamber of Commerce last Thursday
(Feb. 12).
Discussing population growth and
economic expansion, he said that television, which has "established a unique
rapport
the whole
will be with
depended
upon ofto America,"
fulfill the
"absolute need for reaching, informing
and serving these mushrooming millions so that our government and our
economy may function with reasonable
cohesion."
Mr.cast forSarnoff
short-range
both tvgaveand a radio
earlier foreat a
news conference.
Immediate Need • Six months of
"hard selling"
for the intv networks, he toldlietheahead
conference
Los
Angeles Wednesday morning. Commenting that television was the last to
feel the recession and is also the last to
benefit by the pickup, he said that there
are a number of programs available
for sponsoring. "It's not the cost per
thousand that's keeping these shows unsold," he stated, but the "end dollar"
shortage which a number of advertisers are currently experiencing.
Television has entered a new phase
of all-year selling, Mr. Sarnoff stated,
in place of concentrating most of its
sales activity in the time preceding the
opening of the new tv season each fall.
"We can now look for program changes
in January and April as well as Oce said. "The trend
is toward
short-termtober," hcommitments
and the
day of
firm 52-week program contracts is gone
forever."
Asked about the radio outlook, the
NBC board chairman admitted that
"network radio hasn't seen the end of
its troubles" but optimistically noted
that in recent years NBC "has been able
to reduce radio network losses systematically and has also been fairly succes ful inevolving new program formats
and new selling patterns which have
brought
new excitement
radio."
He
calleda Monitor
the most tosuccessful
network radio innovation in years and
expressed high hopes for NBC's upcom"Stardust" programming which will
debuting shortly.
Forty-Hour Week • The next evening
at the Chamber dinner, the NBC chief,
who commented that the youth of his
48

audience placed him in a role of elder
statesman
40, first
examined
growth overat its
decade television's
plus. He
said that its average weekly use in the
American home, which stood at 34
hours and 40 minutes five years ago,
reached 37 hours and 40 minutes in
1958.
He added, "We are doing our best
at NBC to get the nation's television
sets on a 40-hour week."
Comparing tv's status 10 years ago
with today, Mr. Sarnoff said the set
count had increased from 1 million to
48 million, number of stations from 51
to 544 and advertising expenditures
from less than $58 million to more than
$1.3 billion (from about 1% or the total advertising dollar to 13.6%).
He said the public spends $4 billion

a year for sets and maintenance, and
that total investment in tv to date approaches $40 billion.
Mr. Sarnoff
described the stimulating
effect this has had on the overall economic situation, pushing the electronics
industry from about $2.5 billion in
1947 to over $14 billion last year.
"Three out of four employes in the
electronics industry work at jobs that
did not exist 10 years ago. Four out of
five dollars of RCA's sales last year
came from products and services that
were not even on the market just after
World
II."
Tv's War
Contribution
• In contemplating tv's contribution to the rise of the
gross national product over the past
decade from $258 billion to $436 billion, he cited specific sponsors whose
sales zoomed after tv exposure: Polaroid
Land camera via NBC-TV, Revlon over
rival
a "flop"
show CBS-TV.
Sally, onceHe onmentioned
his own network,
which brought increased business for
its sponsor despite ratings which put
it far behind rival programs.
Mr. Sarnoff minimized the harm done

1958 TV NETWORK GROSS CLIMBS 10%
tv networks'
gross1957.
billingA intotal1958of scored a 24% gain in 1958, while NBCwasThe9.8%
better than
TV picked up 1 1.3% more in gross than
$566,590,401 in time charges was the it had in 1957.
Last December was the best billing
final figure for last year.
The totals and breakdown of gross month for the networks. ABC-TV and
time charges of each network for 1958 CBS-TV compiled record gross highs
were released last week by Television at respective levels of $10.4 million and
Bureau of Advertising. They were com- $22.8 million, while NBC-TV's $20.6
piled by Leading National Advertisers million was nearly up to the level of its
and Broadcast Advertisers Reports.
record billing volume which was
Among the three networks CBS-TV achieved in October.
was tops in billing. That network took
TvB's table showing comparative toin some $247.7 millions, or 3.6% more
tals for the year and for December as
than in 1957 and nearly $32 million well as a monthly breakdown for all
more than rival NBC-TV. ABC-TV networks:
December
Change
January-December
Change
1957 1958
1957 1958
$
8,614,646
$10,466,104
+
21.5%
$
83,071,284
$103,016,938
+
24.0%
ABC-TV
21,980,607
247,782,734
++11.3
3.6
CBS-TV
19,146,483 22,836,275
20,636,442 ++ 3.9
7.8 239,284,899
193,845,383
215,790,729
NBC-TV
$49,741,736 $53,938,821 + 8.4 $516,201,566 $566,590,401 + 9.8
ABC
by Month—
NBC
CBS 1958
January
TOTAL
May
S 49,606,735
February
$
22,094,015
$ 9,168,609
19,410,741
$ 18,344,111
16,785,315
8,441,988
44,638,044
March
21,211,070
18,874,597
49,488,074
9,402,407
18,283,379
20,628,511
July
8,739,456
April
47,651,346
8,477,755
47,918,145
18,470,368
20,970,022
43,769,105
19,733,057
16,648,462
June
7,387,586
41,118,509
18,332,925
15,702,029
7,083,555
19,383,736
6,923,735
15,202,021
41,509,492
August
42,417,190
16,362,343
19,427,754
6,627,093
September
20,664,587
21,901,036
October
52,526,147
9,960,524
21,853,592
November
19,817,075
52,008,793
10,338,126
22,836,275
December
20,636,442
10,466,104
53,938,821
$247,782,734
$215,790,729
$566,590,401
$103,016,938
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They Said it Couldn't be done. Not everyone. But a dubious few were
candid. Precise. They said, "Sure, KSFO has a big audience. With the Giants' baseball games, who wouldn't!"/ And they added, emphatically, "Wait 'til after baseball.
Plunk. Back to third place/'/ So much for the forecasts that were rife during baseball
season. Has KSFO gone plunk? It has not. /The latest Pulse survey is out. There's
not a trace of baseball in it. KSFO is still firmly first in the San Francisco-Oakland
market. What's more, KSFO has a full 25% more audience than it did one year ago.
/ For all of the facts, why not sit down with a representative of KSFO or AM Radio
Sales. The drinks are on us.
• ^ ^ i—
v
KSFO
Source: Pulse,
195S. Or, if you 1958
prefer:. . first
in the afterlatest
Niehen November-December
Station Index, November-December
. morning,
SAN FRANCISCO • OAKLAND
noon, evenings, weekends— everywhere'.

And chief, one movie
set an all-time, late-evening
record in Philadelphia . . .
Got a 31.4 rating,
73% share of audience.
Early Show ratings
up 286% since August
Late Show up 161%.

My dear, that's exactly
what I've been saying . .
I know, such wonderful
programs . . . di-vine,
aren't they. . . Fred is
absolutely glued to the
newscasts ...I can't
get a word in edgewise
when he's watching . . .
of course as for me—
I adore those movies . . .
no wonder everyone,
simm-ply everyone, is
looking at Channel 10!

by tv to other media except network
radio. He showed how tv has been a
help to print and motion pictures, despite apprehension on their part.
The speaker climaxed his talk with a
series of forecasts of what awaits television and the nation 10 years hence.
Attributed
NBC's
search dept.,tothey
are: planning and reU.S. population increase from 176
million now to almost 210 million; rise
of gross national product from $436
billion to about $675 billion; present
level of 44 million homes with total of
49 million tv sets will be up to 58 million homes with nearly 70 million sets,
mostly color; total advertising expenditures, now $10.1 billion will reach approximately $15 billion,
with than
tv's 20%,
share
rising from 13.6%
to more
i.e. over $3 billion per year; 1969 set
models will include transistorized portables with three-inch screens and for the
home a thin, flat screen that can be
hung on the wall for which one can tape
record shows for later playback; international tv will be routine and college
educations may be obtainable almost
entirely through television.
KYW strike settled
KYW-AM-TV Cleveland, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. outlets, and the
local AFTRA settled a three-day strike
Feb.
Twenty-four
were 10.
on strike.
Membersunionof members
National
Assn. of Broadcast Employes & Technicians, IATSE and Radio-Television
Directors Guild refused to work during
the AFTRA strike.
The settlement included a three-year
contract, effective last Nov. 15, with $5
weekly increases effective Nov. 15,
1958, 1959 and 1960, making base
pay for newsmen and announcers in the
top bracket $145 until next November.
In two years newsmen will receive the
same basic pay as announcers. Starting
pay was raised from $85 to $95. A local
videotape rate was adopted — $85 for a
wild spot or unlimited use for 13-week
period. Program spot rate for vtr is
$130.
The stations maintained full programming with the aid of supervisory
personnel flown in from other WBC
outlets.
WTIC building
Travelers Broadcasting Service Corp.
(WTIC-AM-FM-TV Hartford) is investing more than $2 million in a building to house its properties, Paul W.
Morency, president, announces. The
building, occupying a 25,000 sq. ft. site
at the northwest corner of State and
Front Sts., will contain about 50,000
sq. ft of floor space. TBSC hopes to get
construction started this fall and take
occupancy in the fall of 1960.
52 (THE MEDIA)

NEW 'FIRST' CLAIM
KCBS predecessor
began in 1909— Greb
Another claim to the honor of the
"first" broadcasting station was entered
Sunday (Feb. 15) on behalf of KCBS
San Francisco, in an article in the current issue of the Journal of Broadcasting, Technical Journal of Broadcast
Educators. KCBS now is owned and
operated by CBS Inc.
Writing in the U. of Southern California publication, Gordon E. Greb
states, "Notwithstanding the many
claims to 'first broadcasting' . . . there is
considerable evidence supporting a Calias being oftheitsgranddaddy fornia
of station's
them claim
all because
50th
birthday
this
year."
To support his thesis, Mr. Greb utilizes personal
the station's
founder,
Charlespapers
Davidof Herrold;
conversations with his contemporaries, and
aForest.
speech by radio pioneer, Dr. Lee De
According to Mr. Greb, Mr. Herrold
opened
Garden his
Cityradio
Bank school
Bldg. inJan.San1, Jose's
1909.
"From the first, broadcasts were a part
of my routine," Prof. Herrold wrote in
aspite
letterof tocontinual
Lee De changes
Forest inin 1940.
"In
apparatus

there was always music of some sort
coming
station." were more
These from
first my"broadcasts"
than three
yearsActbefore
Congress
enacted the Radio
of 1912.
The radio
law then required licenses and call letters from "voice" transmitters. Prior
to this time, Mr. Herrold's operators
simply announced, "This is San Jose
calling" and went into their news and
music.
The article states that early in experimental stages, the call FN was used.
Experimental land licenses 6XE and
6XF preceded the call SJN which was
first used in 1913. And, in 1921, when
licenses were first issued under the
classification of broadcasting, the San
Jose station became KQW. Later it
moved to San Francisco and in 1949
the call letters were changed to KCBS.
In 1948, Mr. Herrold, who was a
classmate of Herbert Hoover at Stanford U., died at the age of 72.
andRayan Newby,
instructorMr.in Herrold's
his school,assistant
when
interviewed recently by Mr. Greb,
stated the station early in its operation
went on a pre-arranged schedule so
"we would have listeners that could report to us."every
At first
the schedule
half-hour
Wednesday
eveningwas ona
which news, records and voice were
broadcast for a half-hour and sometimes longer "if the microphones and

Charles David Herrold's station: 1913 • Sometimes heard by ships at sea for
900
miles,(c the
old "spark"
station his
is here
shownat being
Mr.
Herrold
in door)
who watches
assistants
work. operated
Operator byEmile
A. Portal (front, 1) and Kenneth Sanders (rear, 1) performed announcing as well as technical duties. Frank Schmidt (r), mechanic, kept the transmitter tuned when on the air.
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what

is a mutual

life insurance

Sometimes a phrase becomes so familiar its significance
is forgotten. For example, the phrase "mutual life
insurance" has become so much a part of America's
vocabulary, its meaning may not be as well understood
now as it was a hundred years ago or more.
Actually, it is a term applied to a group of people
banded together to provide greater financial security
for themselves and their families. They do this by
insuring the lives of one another at cost, through a
company that is incorporated and operated solely for
their benefit. In such an organization, the policyholders
make periodic "deposits," called premiums. Each year,
after all benefits have been paid, all expenses met, and
funds have been set aside for reserves and future contingencies, any excess is refunded to the policyholders
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company?

as a "dividend." This dividend operates as a cost adjustment and not as an investment return. Thus, unlike
most other corporations, there are no profits payable to
stockholders, because there are no profits and there are
no stockholders.
Is this something new? Not quite. Mutual Of New
York issued its first policy in 1843. Its charter has been
called, MONY
"the magna
insurance."
Today
has wellcarta
overofa American
million policyholders,
protecting themselves and their families through
MONY's group insurance plans, accident and sickness
coverages, and the traditional forms of life insurance.
But MONY's basic idea — individuals banded together
for mutual security — has remained unchanged since
we first put it into practice more than a century ago.
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That when John H. Gregory dis
covered the first gold lode in *
Gilpin County, Colorado in 1859
. . . the population of Denver was
4,726 . . .
AND
fi FACT
That in 1 IT'S
959 the population
of the
Denver TV coverage area served i
by Channel 9 is 1,479,500 people 4
who have a spendable income of 4
$2,803,077,000 . . .

IP" MORE FACTS
Fact: One day spot saturation
on Channel 9 for Denver Car
Dealer results in 42 new car
sales in one day ... a new
record!
Fact: When Channel 9 TV personalities promoted kids
theatre party . . . outpulled
competition's identical promotion .. . same day, same
time . . . two to one!
SO FACTS ON FACTS
The best buy in Denver is . . .
KBTV
CHANNEL
THE FAMILY STATION Q
Join the "Rush To The Rockies'
come to Colorado in '59
54 (THE MEDIA)

everything
didn'ton geta daily
too schedule.
hot." Later,
the station went
Mr. Greb writes that Mrs. Sybil M.
True,
Mr. Herrold's
first borrowed
wife, told from
him
the station
aired records
a local store, directed to teenage amaset operators.
wouldto
run teurdown
the nextShedaysaidto"They
be sure
buy the one they heard on the radio
. . . We would ask them to come in, and
sign their names." And, unintentionally
laying claim to radio's first giveaway
program, she added, "And we would
giveThea Panama
prize awayPacific
each Exposition
week." in San
Francisco in 1915 gave Mr. Herrold
an opportunity to demonstrate his arc
system of broadcasting, a system which
operated on the same principles that
cause streetlamp arcs to hum and sing.
Mr. Herrold's programs were picked
up by receivers at a government booth
atForest
the found
world'shisfair,
and when Dr.would
De
tube-transmitter
not work,
he tunedto indemonstrate
Mr. Herrold's
San
Jose station
his
own receiving set.
To conclude substantiation of his
claim, Mr. Greb cites a 1940 incident
at the
San inFrancisco
Dr.
De
Forset,
an addressWorld's
to theFair.
Veteran
Wireless Operators Assn. on "Lee De
Forest Day" said, "Very appropriately,
the re-birth of my earliest broadcasting
began here on the Pacific Coast when
. . . station KQW at San Jose maintained
regular transmissions . . . That station,
KQW [now KCBS], can rightfully claim
to be the oldest broadcasting station of
theAnother
entire world
." be bestowed on
honor. .will
Mr. Herrold on April 3, 1959, at the
site of his old "spark" transmitter, when
the San Jose State College undergraduate chapter of Sigma Delta Chi, professional journalistic fraternity, places a
historic marker on the Garden City
Bank Bldg. stating that it was here that
the "World's First Regular Broadcasting
Station" had its beginning.

Bring your clubs
Broadcast golfers will compete
March 15 at Chicago for the
Broadcasting trophies to be
awarded during the annual NAB
convention tournament. Trophies
will be awarded for low gross and
net (blind bogey handicaps).
Other prizes will be awarded by
Chicago broadcast groups, with a
minimum of nine holes required
to qualify for prizes. The tournament will be held at the Midwestern Golf Club, Hinsdale, 111.,
starting at 10 a.m. Buses will leave
from the south entrance of the
Conrad Hilton Hotel at 9 a.m.
Advance entries may be made at
any Broadcasting office.

Mobile local wins
A Mobile, Ala., local union has been
certified as technicians' bargaining agent
at WKRG-AM-TV there following an
election Jan. 28. John F. Lebus, New
Orleans. National Labor Relations
Board regional director, announced the
vote was 16 to 1 in favor of the local
union. Two technicians did not vote.
Technicians at the stations had been
represented by IBEW up to July 16,
1957, when IBEW was decertified in an
election. IBEW has ceased its picketing
activity.
Following the decertification of
IBEW at WKRG-AM-TV, the union
used economic pressures against the
stations by contacting advertisers, agencies and other union groups in Mobile.
An examiner of NLRB held Aug. 25
in a recommendation to the board that
the union was within the law in its
picketing and economic pressures
(Broadcasting, Sept. 1, 1958). NLRB
finding.
has not yet ruled on the examiner's
IBEW currently is conducting negotiations with WALA-AM-TV Mobile
AFM,WGN-AM-TVsign
for renewal of their contract, which
A new four-year contract has been expired recently.
negotiated
WGN-AM-TV
Chicago
with
Americanby Federation
of Musicians,
Local 10, retroactive to Feb. 1. Under NAB files vtr brief
Tv performers employed by stations
the agreement, the Tribune radio-tv
be excluded by National Labor
operations obtained a reduction in mini- should
mum quota from 35 to 18 members Relations Board in its consideration of
the AFL-CIO American Federation of
plus a director until Feb. 1, 1963.
Among other terms, AFM agreed to Television & Radio Artists petition
a scale of $142 weekly per musician seeking jurisdiction over vtr commercials, NAB contended in a brief filed
(sustaining and commercial), with provision for a 5% salary boost in the Tuesday with the board. NAB said
third and fourth years. The scale under AFTRA's petition against BBDO contains no limitation by employer, thus
the previous five-year pact ending Jan. including
performers employed by tv
31 called for $197 for sustaining and
$247 for commercial performances. stations wherever located. AFTRA's
petition
was
March 17, 1958.
The new agreement excludes record- Hearings were filed
held during the autumn.
spinners, music librarians and arrangers.
NAB participated as an observer.
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Sound in
p
flte Fined*
EESIBj
To satisfy the most discriminating fidelity enthusiast . . .
to provide a true sound for the ultimate enjoyment of the
listener . . . these are the basic desires of the FM broadcaster.
And enhancing this sound of high fidelity is the primary
characteristic of the new Gates FM transmitter line.
FM-5B

Five distinctive and entirely new FM transmitters, 10 and 50
watts, 250 watts, 1000 and 5000 watts, are now available
from Gates. These top-quality precision transmitters, built for
greater reliability and higher than ever performance
standards, include self-contained single or dual channel
multiplexing equipment as an optional accessory.
Technical bulletins on the new Gates FM line are now
available, telling the complete story of a new design for
long tube life, much lower distortion at wider response,
the creation of an entirely new exciter employing pulse techniques in phase modulation, and
many other outstanding features that make
this a distinguished line of FM transmitters.
Write today for the new Gates FM
Fact File— yours for the asking.

5000 Watt FM

BFE-50B
FM
BFE-10B 5010 Watt
Watt FM
harris

GATES
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RADIO

COMR

WEST
AM-TV combination. Top-rated AM
regional and network VHF located
in important Western market. AM
bringing in substantial profit, and
TV rapidly developing into good
money-maker. $300,000 down and
balance on favorable terms which
can be negotiated.
This is a real buy that rarely comes
along in a top market.
NEGOTIATIONS

•

$950,000

FINANCING

•

APPRAISALS

JUackbum
&
Company
WASHINGTON, D. C. OFFICE MIDWEST OFFICE
SOUTHERN OFFICE WEST COAST OFFICE
James
W.
Blackburn
H.
W.
Cassill
Clifford
B.Whitaker
MarshallCalifornia
Colin M.BankSelphBldg.
Jack V.M.Harvey
William
B. Ryan
Stanley
Joseph
Sitrick
333
N.
Michigan
Avenue
Healey
Building
9441
Blvd.
Washington Building
Chicago, Illinois
Atlanta, Georgia BeverlyWilshire
Hills, Calif.
STerling 3-4341
Financial 6-6460
JAckson 5-1576 CRestview 4-2770

-RESULTS
ARE OUR PRODUCTS

. . . WHAT

ARE YOURS?

We've gotten and are getting results for products
ranging from A to Z. We pride ourselves on "CONTENTED CLIENTS". If "RESULTS" are a must
for you, give your H-R Man a call for information
about KJEO-TV, the ALL FAMILY station serving
Fresno and the BILLION dollar San Joaquin Valley.

Changing hands
ANNOUNCED • The following sale of
station interests was announced last
week, subject to FCC approval:
• WCUM-AM-FM Cumberland, Md.:
Sold to Allegany County Broadcasting
Corp. (Hollis M. Seavey and wife) by
Tower Realty Co. (Karl F. Steinmann),
for $125,000. Mr. Seavey is director,
Clear Channel Broadcasting Service and
former MBS Washington news chief.
The sale was handled by Blackburn &
Co. WCUM is on 1230 kc with 250 w
and is affiliated with CBS. WCUM-FM
is on 102.9 mc with 1.25 kw.
APPROVED • The following transfer
of station interests was approved by
the FCC last week (also see For The
Record, page 96):
• WTRX-AM-FM Bellaire, Ohio: Sold
to Ohio Valley Broadcasting Corp.
(Frederic Gregg Jr., Charles H. Wright
and Charles F. King) by WTRX Inc.
(Walter Patterson-Robert K. Richards)
for $117,000. Mr. Gregg owns WCMIAM-FM Ashland, Ky. WTRX is on
1290 kc with 1 kw, day, affiliated with
MBS. WTRX-FM is on 100.5 mc, 9 kw.
Treyz gets in licks
in tv-print battle
By now
magazine's
attack
"can Fortune
be regarded
as the anti-tv
article
that
failed
to
understand
television"
and was merely further evidence of
print jumping on "the pay television
bandwagon,"
OliverlastTreyz,
president, asserted
week. ABC-TV
He offered his own rebuttal to ForThe Light
Failed"
piece intune'san"Tv:address
before That
the Chicago
Broadcast Advertising Club Wednesday
(Feb. 11). He spoke before a capacity
audience, including top executives from
several leading advertisers (Armour &
Co.,
Inc., Swift
etc.). & Co., Kraft Foods, Mars
Mr. Tryez also countered a talk by
Vernon C. Myers, publisher of Look
magazine, who held that the cost of tv
advertising could be reduced and pave
the way for an audit bureau of television based on paid circulation if the
audience paid for programming as it
pays for magazines (Broadcasting Feb.
2). Mr.
Mr. Myer's
tion thatTreyz
in 1958citedreaders
paid overconten$500
million for magazines and advertisers
paid $750 million — or a ratio of 66
cents to every dollar invested by advertisers.
"I think that perhaps his argument
might have been strengthened if he had
added the $250 million the people pay
BROADCASTING, February 16, 1959

The

everyday

miracles

THAT'S A HORSE COLLAR, SON! It's a relic now — but
only a generation ago a farmer and his horse had to work hard
for days to do what even a boy, with modern machines, can do
in hours. Petroleum not only fuels and lubricates the farm

of oil

trucks and machinery, but it provides new rubber products,
rust preventives, fungicides, pest and weed killers. On the
farm, in the home, on the highway, in the sky, everywhere you
go, everyday miracles of oil make the world a pleasanter place.

Helping to build a better future . . .Standard Oil Company (New Jersey)
IOne
a seriesStandard
of messages
appearing
monthly
in newspapers
Maine into theLouisiana—
the areaand served
by Esso
Standard
Company. TlJ]
Otherof Jersey
affiliates
and their
distributors
market from
elsewhere
United States
134 other
countries
and Oil
dependencies.

in taxes to make up the post office second class mail deficit, most of which is
attributable to delivery of magazine
subscriptions
Treyz
declared.at bargain rates," Mr.
Tv audiences paid over $1 billion for
sets, another estimated $2 billion for
repairs and installation work and $300
million for tv set electricity last year,
he added. And advertisers invested
$1,360 billion in television advertising
■the
— oraudience.
a dollar for every $2.46 spent by
The Fortune article, Mr. Treyz suggested, was more a matter of misunderstanding "the fundamentals of tv" than
any malice reflected in a "hatchet job."
"The
publishers
media against whomof the
we leading
compete print
for
advertising dollars and on whom we
rely for accurate and fair treatment of
Black Tuesday in
Radio-tv stations rolled with the
punch of the killer tornado that
smashed into St. Louis last Tuesday
morning (Feb. 11) to give their listeners up-to-the-minute news coverage.
Two stations — KTVI (TV) St.
Louis and KXLW Brentwood — were
forced off the air when winds up to
110 miles an hour flattened their
transmitting towers. KTVI, which
estimates its damages at approximately $200,000, was back on the
air at 4 p.m. Tuesday with a temporary tower to replace a demolished 577-foot structure.
Harry Tenenbaum, KTVI president, reported Friday (Feb. 13) that
General Electric had flown in from
Syracuse a duplicate four-bay antenna replacement. Two engineers
were on hand to supervise installation
with prospects
that the
2 ABC
affiliate would return
to itsch.full
100 kw
imput by the weekend. The antenna
will be mounted on the 125 ft. tower
base which survived the tornado.
Here's what individual stations reported last week to Broadcasting:
KXLW resumed broadcasting even
more quickly, signing on at 2:20 that
afternoon about 12 hours after the
tornado struck. Damages to its 385foot tower will run to about $14,000,
station officials figure, with additional
losses running into the thousands.
The speed and determination of
St. Louis newscasters were demonstrated bystricken KTVI which presented aspecial 15 -minute newscast
Tuesday evening at 6, less than two
hours
ing. after it had resumed telecastAt sunrise "black Tuesday," KWK
58 (THE MEDIA)

television do not appear to know and/ or
to understand the fundamentals of tv
as they now exist and we must help
them understand," Mr. Treyz stated.
But, he
must understand themcautioned,
ourselves, "We
particularly
when
the fundamentals have recently
The
daysnetwork
when would
"a weak
onchanged."
a strong
win program
out over
a strong program on a weak network
are over," Mr. Treyz indicated. Reviewing ABC-TV's growth, he pointed out
that facilities of all three networks (including CBS-TV and NBC-TV) are
"close to comparable."
Rutgers air study
The Eagleton Foundation of Rutgers
U., New Brunswick, N.J., last week announced plans for a study designed to

improve the quality of political broadcasts. A bipartisan industry committee
to explore the problems of political
broadcasts was recommended following
aofficials.
meeting of radio-tv and foundation
Paul Tillett, assistant Eagleton director, requested that stations throughout
the country submit tapes, films and
kinescopes of political broadcasts during the 1958 campaign for study. Meeting last week with foundation officials
were Arnold Snyder, ABC News,
Everett Rudloff, WJLK Asbury Park,
N.J., Fred Walker, WTTM Trenton,
N.J., and Ralf Brent, WIP Philadelphia
vice president.
Mr. Brent urged broadcasters to take
the initiative in assuming responsibility
for political programs by producing
and controlling them.

St. Louis
St. Louis sent its flying newscaster, Ken
Daust, aloft beginning a 3V2 hour series of reports from
his Cessna 172 over
disaster areas.
A special program
entitled, "Tornado
of St. Louis" was
shown over KMOXT V St. Louis
Wednesday (Feb. 11)
from 6:30-7 p.m.
Prepared by news
director Spencer Allen, the show presented civil officials,
including the mayor,
who discussed the
In twister's path: the crumpled KTVI tower
disaster and concerted efforts by were still digging in wreckage for
the fire and police departments, the buried victims.
Red Cross and other organizations
NBC-TV's Today carried filmed
to help the stricken. The station has footage
of the disaster Tuesday at
received $10,000 in checks, it re- 8:30 a.m., followed by live coverports, including one for $1,000 sent
from KSD-TV's mobile unit at
after its special program, which in- 9:30 agea.m.
cluded film coverage of disaster
An
around-the-clock news alert
areas taken that afternoon.
paid off for WIL St. Louis and lisKMOX broadcast a 26-hour show,
teners Tuesday morning when the
"Operation Tornado Relief," from station reported the facts of the tornado within eight minutes of its
3 p.m. Tuesday through 5 p.m. Wednesday with General Manager Rob- first blow, according to WIL. Withert Hyland suspending , ail network
in 45 minutes, five WIL mobile units
and other local shows. The "reliefa- were covering various disaster areas,
thon" drew pledges of approximately and during the first three hours, WIL
$50,000.
had made 60 news feeds to stations
Although off the air when the from Chicago to Los Angeles.
storm hit, KSD signed on an hour
KXOK St. Louis played its part
earlierbile unitat went
4:50 toa.m.one KSD-TV's
mo- with on-the-spot coverage by a moof the hardest
bile unit whose reports were telehit areas and presented a live telephoned to "25 key stations across
cast at 8:20 a.m. while rescue crews the nation,"
the station reports.
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an

open

to the men
and

hope

who

letter
still dream

dreams

hopes . . .

FROM: Lee Gorman
In an era and period ivhen mediocrity is a
way of life; in a time and temper that threatens to wipe out all the colors — leaving only
white; in an age when the mood and mind
of man is to turn from the challenge and the
task, a lion is loose in the streets.
Made in a mold that has long since been
broken, nurtured against a backdrop that has
long since been destroyed is a man who, after
37 years of scarring and being scarred, is
ready for his next assignment.
Somewhere there is someone who has a hill
to climb or a river to cross — a high hill or a
wide river. This, then, is your man.
Here is a man who conceived and created,
fashioned and formed a state-wide network
from the framework of one station with 11
employees and a yearly gross of $8^,000. That
network now employs 131 people and will
gross $1,500,000 this year.
Here is a born professional salesman (and
proud of it) that knows every phase and
facet of our industry — and at every level.
The New York Herald Tribune named him
"Man-of-the-Year" in 1955. The American

Heritage Foundation honored him in 1956.
Yes, here's a man who ran the 7th most popular (ARB) TV Station in the nation and its
3rd most popular (PULSE) Radio Station.
Beyond this, here indeed is one of the last of
the great salesmen; a man who willingly and
openly loves to be in target range — and in
anyone's business nowadays them kind of
people is pretty hard to come by.
One of the most respected philosophers of the
century wrote : "There is no doubt that the
most radical division that is possible to make
of humanity is that which splits it into two
classes of creatures: those who make great
demands on themselves, piling up difficulties
and duties; and those who demand nothing
special of themselves, but for whom to live is
to be every moment what they already are ;
mere buoys that float on the waves."
If you have some really unusual difficulties or
if you wish to assign a mountain of duties or
if you have some great desires and goals
(and, yes, dreams and hopes) this is your
man — and, most importantly, he can do the
job.

New York f ornian
MU 5-1895
Box 726H Broadcasting
59
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MINERVA
20$IA
Wisdom
MINERVA (Gr.— Pallas Athena) was
thought by the Greeks to have had no
mamma — supposedly she sprang, full
grown and in full armor, from the brow
of her father, Zeus (which strikes us as
a likely story!). She may have given
her father a terrific headache, but to
the Greeks
this goddess embodied Wisdom and Reason.
We like to think that a lot of agency
time-buyers and WCKY advertisers
have the same Minerva-like qualities
of Wisdom and Reason, because after
they have applied the logic of Reason
to the buying of Radio time in Cincinnati, they exercise Wisdom in selecting
WCKY to carry their advertising.
And the reasons are ample:
1. Adult listening audience
2. 50,000 Watts of Selling Power,
covering ALL of the Cincinnati trading area.
3. Modern music, news and service,
24 hours a day.
4. Air salesmen who SELL your
product.
5. Listener loyalty built over 30
vears of broadcasting.
You can be a Minerva,
too!
in WCKY's
New Let
York Tom
officeWelstead
or AM Radio
Sales in
Chicago and the West Coast, show you
the REASON and the WISDOM in
buying WCKY.
WCKY
50,000 WATTS
OF SELLING POWER
Cincinnati, Ohio
BROADCASTING, February 16, 1959

RTNDA help in Cuba
Radio Television News Directors
Assn., concerned over criticism of radio-tv has
coverage
trials,
offeredofitsCuba's
serviceswarto crime
Fidel
Castro, head of the new government.
Ralph Renick, WTVJ (TV) Miami,
Fla., news director and RTNDA president, wired Castro that RTNDA would
help arrange radio-tv coverage of future
trials so coverage will be unobtrusive
and will not lend a circus atmosphere
to courtrooms.
Another development in court coverage centered around a bipartisan bill
introduced in the Pennsylvania House
of Representatives. This bill would put
radio and tv newsmen in the same category as newspaper and wire service reporters in protection of news sources.
A 1937 law provides protection for
newspaper and press service reporters.
• Rep appointments
• WTMA Charleston, S.C., names the
Branham
resentative.Co., N.Y., as its national rep• KAKC Tulsa, Okla., and WTVC-TV
Chattanooga, Tenn., have appointed
Adam Young Inc., N.Y., as their national representative.
• Media reports
• American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres Inc., N.Y., has announced a
first quarter dividend of 25 cents per
share on outstanding common and preferred stock, payable March 14, 1959,
to holders of record on Feb. 20, 1959.

guests of NAB and Electronic Industries Assn.
The topscholarship.
winner willThree
- be
awarded
a $1,500
other finalists will be offered $500
scholarships to the U. of Missouri
School of Journalism. Veterans of Foreign Wars cooperates in the contest.
• Philadelphia will be the site of the
11th sales office of John Blair & Co.,
radio station representatives. The new
area office begins operation March 2,
with Henry G. Chadwick as manager,
Mr. Chadwick has been sales representative for WIP Philadelphia since 1956.
• U. of Missouri, owner of commercial
KOMU-TV Columbia, has installed
closed-circuit tv equipment. The installation, known as KMIT-TV, telecasts
classes in addition to those carried on
KOMU-TV.
• WICB-TV, Ithaca (N.Y.) College
closed-circuit campus station, has been
informed by New York Telephone Co.
that it may not use the facilities of
Ithaca's community tv cable after June
30. The college station feeds programming into the community cable system
for 3Vi to 5 hours a week.
• WABG Greenwood and WKOZ Kosciusko, both Mississippi, have rejoined
ABC Radio after several years of independent operation. WABG is 1 kw-D
and 500 w-N on 960 kc. WKOZ is on
1350 kc with 5 kw.

• Boston
U.'s School of Public
Relations & Communications
will award
several scholarships in communications
arts, journalism and public relations in
the 1959-60 academic year. Information may be obtained from Dean Melvin
Brodshaug at the university, 640 Commonwealth Ave., Boston 15.
• CBS Inc. Wednesday (Feb. 11) declared afirst quarter cash dividend of
(TV) Omaha, Neb., at tele30 cents per share on common stock, • KMTV.
vised dinner Feb. 12 honored local
payable Mar. 13, to stockholders of
record at close of business on Feb. 27. civic leaders who made effective use of
television in public service projects durKMTV's
selectionin ofuseperson
• NBC will host student journalists who ingwas1958.most
outstanding
of tv
from 500 New York area high schools for public service
was
to
receive
staat annualall-day
seminar News
— the Conference
"First Antion's first annual award for individual
NBC Broadcast
contribution.
For High School Editors" — next Friday
(Feb. 20) . NBC Board Chairman Rob- • KRON-FM San Francisco is resumert W. Sarnoff, in an address to the
ing broadcasting today (Feb. 16) after
group, will explain plans for an "NBC being off the air for four years, operatWorking Fellowship," to be awarded
5 p.m. -midnight with 13.5 kw ERP
annually. During the conference stu- on ing96.5
mc, every day but Sunday.
dents will interview the network's for- Harold P. See. general manager of
eign national
correspondents
over
a
live
interKRON-FM, said the station is preparhookup.
ing for multiplexing operations.
•willSen.address
Ernest50 Gruening
(D-Alaska)
Los Angeles was schedstate winners
of the • KBIQuled to (FM)
commence regular programming yesterday (Feb. 15). Station,
Voice of Democracy contest in Washington Feb. 25 when the high school owned by John Poole Broadcasting Co.,
students wind up a four-day tour as is on 104.3 mc with 55 kw.
(THE MEDIA) 61

PROGRAMMING
OUT

OF

VAULT,

INTO

LIMELIGHT

reruns, he recounted a family business
axiom: "My mother, bless her, was a
successful real estate operator. She left
me with this thought that I've always
remembered:
'If youalways
want leave
to make
success in business,
rooma
forThis
profitis for
otherthatman'."
not the
to say
the Stooges
are adverse to making money. Moe tried
to buyself back
theinshorts
1954,from
but Columbia
recalls thathimhis
$1.25 million bid was "laughed out of
the office."
Failingto make
that, he
Columbia for years
the urged
tv release,
but now concedes that Columbia's sense
of timing was much the better. The
films
were saved until other children's
larity.
reruns had run out their initial popuMoe Howard and Larry Fine have
been two of the Stooges since 1925.
There have been other members of the
troupe, including Moe's two brothers,
Sam ("Shemp") and Jerry ("Curly"),
both now dead. Joe De Rita, a longjoinedbut thenaturally
troupe does
in "Curly's" time
oldactor,role,
noL
appear in any of the two-reelers now
playing tv.
Warner, Filmways set
pact for facilities
Warner Bros. Pictures Inc., Burbank,
Calif., and Filmways Inc., New York,
last week announced they have entered
into an agreement whereby Filmways
may production
use Warner'sof West
facilities
for
tv filmCoast
commercials
and industrial films. Warner will use

For years the Three Stooges couldn't
get a play date; now their films are on
tv and they have $350,000 in bookings
network tv, including the Steve Allen
Once upon a time, "The Three Show
twice, and on Masquerade Party.
Stooges,"
Moe,
Curly
and
Larry,
made
two-reel comedies for Columbia Pic• Theatres are interested again. Booktures— eight or nine of them a year —
the the
two-reelers
increased
200%ings forsince
tv serieshave
started.
and it was a good living.
Then came television.
• Columbia, which ended its contract
with the Stooges at the end of 1957, is
Before long a lot of movie houses negotiating
for a new series produced
were closing. In the bigger cities surviv- especially for tv. The team's agent is
ing houses were running double bills, negotiating with several producers for a
and there wasn't room for two-reelers.
The Stooges were still making them for feature-length parody on "The Three
Columbia because they had a contract, Musketeers."
• Based on current bookings projectbut some of the shorts were just going
ed for 1959, the team expects to gross
on the shelf, and others got most of $350,000 this year, as compared with
their exposure in small town theatres. an average $80,000 annually for the
Lots of people had begun to forget past 10. Not one dime comes from the
the Stooges.
two-reelers themselves. Those on the
Then came television.
market now are all pre- 1948. and the
Stooges have no ownership interest in
Last spring Columbia told Screen them.
Gems, its tv subsidiary, to release 78
the "mouthpiece"
for
Stooges as a package. They went on the theMoeteam,Howard,
reminisced
with Broadcastair beginning last September and started
about thevaudeville,
group's 36-year
to "catch fire" in November, SG of- careering lastinweekburlesque,
night
ficials relate. These were the subsequent
clubs tures("we
hated
them"),
picdevelopments:
and now television. Mr.motion
Howard,
• The package has been sold in 75 the "belligerent bully" in the act, is, offmarkets (largely in major cities) and is
screen, warm, friendly and obviously
virtually sold out in each. It is usually business-wise.
programmed
across-the-board
with
a
Askedlumbiaifgetting
he alldidn't
regret seeing
local format built around the comedies.
the money
out of Cothe
Screen Gems reports ratings have been
"phenomenal,"
putting
first
place for their
time the
periodStooges
in manyin
markets. These examples are cited as
typical: WGN-TV Chicago opened in
October with a 3.3 ARB, went up to
10.7 in November, up to 19.0 in December; WPIX-TV New York opened
with 2.4 in October, up to 11.3 in November and 15.1 in December; KFJZTV Dallas-Ft. Worth had 6.7 in October, 11.5 in November, 19.9 in December.
• Bookings for the team at theatres,
auditoriums and night clubs have skyrocketed, with dates already set through
the end of June. The clubs are adding
matinees to accommodate the children,
as well
the ofevening's
first
show asforsetting
them. aside
The kids,
course,
bring their parents, who bring money.
One club reported that it sold four tons
of hamburger during the Stooges' engagement.
• Coral Records will issue the team's
routines on a long-playing album.
• The Stooges have been booked on
The Stooges today: (l-r) Joe De Rita, Larry Fine, Moe Howard
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early or late...
Western New Yorkers
keep

their date

with ■

»

—

—

NEWS
WEATHER
SPORTS
the highest rated service programs

on Buffalo television

Whether it is the 6:27 pm -6:45 pm time period or the 11:00- 11:30 pm
slot, WBEN-TV NEWS . . . WEATHER . . . SPORTS consistently gets the largest
share of audience in Western New York, month after month.
Western New Yorkers are weather-conscious, news-interested and sportsminded. And WBEN-TV is too ! Top talent is assigned to present these features
backed by crack reporters, seasoned news-staffers and experienced motion picture
camera crews.
The results are: locally produced shows of high caliber to attract loyal and
large audiences.
If you have a sales message to say to the more than 2,000,000 consumers in
the WBEN-TV coverage area and are cost-conscious, sales-interested and profit
minded, check into the availability of participation or sponsorship of these
popular service features.
EARLY
LATE
News
6:2V pm
Weather
11:00-11:10 pm
Weather
11:10 -11:15 pm
News — Sports 6:30 - 6:45 pm
HEADLINES
11:15-11:30 pm
HARRINGTON, RIGHTER Sports
and PARSONS
representatives will be happy to furnish all details

-TV
WBEN
CBS
IN BUFFALO
Your dollars count for more on Ch.
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Filmway's New York studios for similar
productions. Company officials said the
move will lead to increased production,
flexibility and economy.
Filmways produces tv film commercials and a variety of non-theatrical
films and is active in tape. The company is expanding its facilities in New
York by remodeling an upper Manhattan building to house two studios. Warner is active in tv films and industrial
motion pictures through its subsidiary,
WB/TV Commercial & Industrial Films
Inc.
Baseball suit
cites radio-tv
Testimony
scheduled
be resumed in NewwasYork
Federalto District
Court last Friday (Feb. 13) in a $250,000 damage suit brought against the
16 major league baseball clubs and
Commissioner Ford C. Frick by Frank
D. Lawrence, president of the defunct
Portsmouth (Va.) club of the Class D
Piedmont League. Mr. Lawrence sued
because he claimed his club suffered a
loss of gate receipts resulting from
radio-tv broadcasts of major league
games into his area in violation of alleged safeguards.
Messrs. Frick and Lawrence testified
Tuesday and Wednesday. The proceedings were deferred until Friday because
of Mr.
Lincoln's
Frick birthday.
testified that he could not
help solve the problem of major league
radio-tv "invasion" of minor league territory for fear of causing anti-trust
action against baseball.
Cites Agreement • Mr. Lawrence told
the court that the broadcasting of major
league games into minor league areas
violated rule 1-A of the major-minor
league agreement prohibiting "any appropriation" ofterritory
by one club
that of another
for a distance
of 50of
miles. His attorneys submitted affidavits
designed
losses. to show the club's financial
The suit was initiated by Mr. Lawrence in November 1954 and covers
the years 1949-54. The Piedmont Club
continued to operate through the 1955
season.

Lincoln busts • These heads of Lincoln, commissioned by BMI for art
work with a series of radio scripts
prepared for distribution this year,
were sculptured by (1) Dr. Avard
Fairbanks. Among those at the unveiling inthe Archives Bldg., WashEurope using this same approach. His
Washington replacement has not yet
been selected.
Though WBC has not made its Washington news available to outside stations, itis considering offering the European service to a small number, accordingardto M.programming
vice president RichPack.
Brotherhood awards
The National Conference of Christians and Jews made its 1959 media
awards last Thursday (Feb. 12) during the New York Brotherhood Week
luncheon at the Hotel Astor. Top winners in television: "A Town Has
Turned to Dust" {Playhouse 90, CBS,
written by Rod Serling); A Profile of
Prejudice
series, Show,
WBZTV Boston),(three-program
and Danny Thomas
episode of Feb. 19, 1958 (CBS). BBDO
received a major award for its Brotherhood Week radio-tv copy and research.
Certificates of recognition for television: "The Town that Committed Murder" {Lamp Unto My Feet, CBS);
"Light in the Southern Sky" {Frontiers
of Faith,
Church
Music NBC);
with Mr. "Contemporary
Feia Sowands
of Nigeria" {Dean Pike, ABC); "The
American Stranger" {Kaleidoscope,
NBC). and "China Boy" {Buckskin,
NBC),
Radio certificates of recognition: Virginia Pattern of Resistance (CBS); The
Good Citizen in the Good Society
(WHDH Boston); "The Friend and
Peter
{The for
Eternal
Light,
NBC),Stuyvesant"
and Bricks
Friendship
(WCHB Inkster, Mich.).

ington, Feb. 9 were (c) Sen. John
Sherman Cooper (R-Ky.) and Carl
Haverlin, BMI president. Two other
busts, depicting Abraham Lincoln at
different ages, will be sculptured by
Dr. Fairbanks. The four figures will
be presented to the Federal government.
The BMI Lincoln programs are
part of The American Story, which
this year offers 60 scripts based on
the title "The Abraham Lincoln
Story, 1809-1959" and prepared by
leading Lincoln and Civil War
scholars. The programs, begun in
1954 as a joint project of BMI and
the Society of American Historians,
are being made available to radio
and tv stations.
include NTA-owned WNTA-TV Newark, N.L, which will have early March
premiere,
St.
Paul. and KMSP-TV Minneapolis-

Feature movie ratings
on increase — MCA-TV
Are feature films still holding tv
audiences in competition with other
programming fare?
The MCA-TV research department
last week released the results of a survey of ARB ratings earned by its Paramount Pictures'withfeatures
59, compared
ratings during
recorded1958-by
the same stations at identical times a
year ago.
"In
every
case,MCA-TV's
the 1958-59conclusion:
rating, with
Paramount features, far out-strips each
stations'
of theranging
previousfromyear."
Shares figures
of audience
50%
to more than 80% have been recorded
by many of the Paramount features, according to MCA-TV. The company
cited these examples: a 28.1 ARB and
65.4% share of audience with "For
WhomMinneapolis
The Bell onTolls"
WTCN-as
TV
Dec.over
6, 1958,
compared with 6.6 and 20.4% share
of audience for the same time and date
in 1957; a 24.8 and 52.4% share with
"Little Miss Marker" over WCATJ-TV
Philadelphia on Jan. 5, 1959, as against
7.3 and 17.0% share in 1958, and a
WBC news expansion
15.2 and 62.8% share with "Road to
Morocco" over KNXT (TV) Los AnWestinghouse Broadcasting Co. has
geles on Jan. 5, 1959, against a 4.7
announced plans for a European news
and 24.2% share in 1958.
bureau early this spring. Headquartered
"These examples are not isolated
in London, with correspondents probaones," Lou Friedland, MCA-TV vice
bly in Paris and Rome and stringers
president in charge of station sales, rethroughout the continent, the emphasis
at least for the first year will be on radio
" 50%largeshare
majority
of stationsor
obtain aported. The
of audience
coverage. Some work, however, is ex- Bishop Sheen on vtr
more with high quality feature films.
pected to be done on tv documentaries.
Bishop Fulton J. Sheen and National I think our study re-establishes the fact
Two years ago WBC set up a Wash- Telefilm
Assoc. have jointly announced that top feature films are still rating
ington bureau under Rod MacLeish, for his tv return
in new videotaped series 'block-busters' and proves they are as
the
company's
individual
stations.
Mr.
MacLeish will lead the WBC forces in entitled Life of Christ. First purchasers
February 16, 1959
popular BROADCASTING,
as ever."
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When you
gotta
the
show get
on the
road . . .

ITS
AND

THERE

IN

HOURS...

COSTS
YOU
Your packages go anywhere Greyhound goes . . . and
Greyhound goes over a million miles a day! That
means faster, more direct service to more areas,
including many, many places not reached by other
public transportation.
What's more, Greyhound Package Express offers
this service seven days a week. . .twenty-four hours
a day... even on week-ends and holidays! Packages
get the same care and consideration as Greyhound
passengers., .riding on dependable Greyhound buses
on their regular runs. And you can send C.O.D., Collect, Prepaid— or open a Charge Account.
So remember— anything from reels to records can
be sent Greyhound Package Express.
Call your nearest Greyhound bus station or write to
Greyhound, Dept. B2, 5600 Jarvis Ave., Chicago, III.

LESS

I

AMPEX

PUTS

VTR

ON

WHEELS

Demonstration cruiser on six-week tour
Advertising agencies, tv stations and first demonstrated Jan. 28 at Yuma,
networks, fiJm producers and process- Ariz., when it was used to tape an
es, educators and representatives of industrial program for Ford Motor Co.,
government, industry and business were showing Ford tractors. The tape was
among those witnessing demonstrations shown Feb. 3 to Ford tractor dealers and
of the new Ampex Videotape Cruiser salesmen via NBC-TV closed-circuit.
last Thursday (Feb. 12) at the Desilu A repeat showing is being arranged.
Studios in Hollywood. A converted
Mr. Day made it plain that in these
Flexible Co. bus, the cruiser houses a showings and tests, Ampex is just demonstrating itsnew mobile unit and has
regular VR-1000 videotape recorder,
two tv camera chains and a self-con- no plans to compete with its customers,
tained power source that permits the broadcasters and producers, in offering
taping while in motion.
taping services.
Ampex last week announced the
Such shots, taped from a zoomarlens equipped camera mounted atop shipment of a color videotape recorder
the cruiser and showing a trip to to NBC New York, and of monoBoulder Dam, Las Vegas at night and
chrome VTRs to KCPP-TV St. Louis;
a fire in the Hollywood Hills, were WGR-TV Buffalo; KTTV (TV) Los
shown during the demonstrations. Also Angeles; KHJ-TV Los Angeles; WSLSincluded were sequences from two tv TV Roanoke, Va.; WRVA-TV Richpilot programs taped in Las Vegas for
mond, Va.; WTAE-TV Pittsburgh;
Jonathan Yost as well as the opening KYTV (TV)
Mo.; WBBMof the Atomic Submarine pilot previ- TV Chicago;Springfield,
Cleveland;
ously taped for this producer (Broad- ABC and CBS WEWS-TV
Hollywood;
KONO-TV
casting, Dec. 22, 1958).
San Antonio; Minnesota Mining & Mfg.
The Las Vegas pilots are for a day- Corp., Hutchinson, Minn.; ORRadio,
time series, Lunch in Las Vegas, with Opelika, Ala.; Sakata Shokai, Kobe,
Bill Moore as master of ceremonies, Japan; Rank Cintel, London, England;
and Out of the West, featuring top en- Berlin Distributors, Paris, France.
tertainers who are appearing in the
resort city, with Del Moore as m.c.
Bob Day, Ampex manager of video New NBC tape center
NBC Telesales Dept. has established
promotion, conducted the demonstration, one of a series which will take the a new teletape center completely
cruiser through the Southwest from equipped for modern videotape producLos Angeles to New Orleans. From
tion, it was announced last week by
New Orleans March 3, the bus will go Robert L. Stone, network vice presito Nashville March 9, then to Chicago
dent, facilities operations. Located at
for the NAB Convention.
NBC-TV's redesigned studios, 67th St.
The Ampex Videotape Cruiser was and Columbus Ave., New York, it will

Have tape, will travel: Ampex' new videotape cruiser
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are the
colorHereshows
(all next
times 10aredaysEST):of network
NBC-TV
16-20, 23-25 (2-2:30 p.m.)
Truth
or Feb.
Consequences,
sponsors.
Feb.
16-20, 23-25participating
(2:30-3 p.m.)
Haggis
Baggis, participating sponsors.
Feb. 16, 23 (10-10:30 p.m.) Arthur MurNewell.ray Party, P. Lorillard through Lennen &
Feb. 17 (8-9 p.m.) Eddie Fisher Show,
Liggett
& Myers
through p.m.)
McCann-Erickson.
Feb. Speidel
18,
25 (8:30-9
The Craig
Price Is
Right,
throughthrough
Norman,
Kummel
and
Lever
J. Walter&
Thompson Co.
Feb. 18,in 25Kraft(9-9:30
p.m.) Milton Berle
Starring
through
J. Walter Music
ThompsonHall,Co.Kraft Foods
Feb.
19
(9:30-10
p.m.)
through J. Walter ThompsonFordCo. Show, Ford
Feb. P.19 Lorillard
(10:30-11through
p.m.) Masquerade
Party,
Lennen &
Newell.
Feb.sage,20sustaining.
(7:30-8 p.m.) Northwest PasFeb. 20Kenyon
(8-9 &p.m.)
Ellery Queen, RCA
through
Eckhardt.
Feb.
21
(8-9
p.m.)
participating sponsors. Perry Como Show,
Feb. 22 (5-6 p.m.) March of Medicine
Smith, Kline
&presents
French "MD
throughInternational,"
Doremus Eshelman.
Feb.ring22Buddy(7:30-8
p.m.)
Music
Bregman, sustaining. Shop StarFeb. 22 through
(8-9 p.m.)
Allenthrough
Show,
Greyhound
Grey,Steve
Polaroid
Doyle
Dane
Bernbach.
Feb. 22 (9-10 p.m.) Dinah Shore Chevy
Show,
Chevrolet
throughGeorgeCampbell-Ewald.
24 (8-9Kenyon
p.m.)
RCAFeb.through
& Eckhardt.Gobel Show,
be for videotaping commercials, plus
originating special closed-circuit programs and kinescoping for sales training and promotion.
AFM tv film fee
goes to N.Y. court
Republic
million suitof
against
the Pictures'
American $6Federation
Musicians
over forallegedly
"forced"
ual contracts
films sold
to tvresidappears headed for full litigation.
A spokesman for Republic Pictures
said last week that he expects the trial
to
"the end Court.
of the The
year"finalin
Newbegin
Yorkby Supreme
legal barrier was removed Feb. 3 when
the appellate division of the New York
Supreme Court affirmed the ruling of
the lower court that Republic had
shown "sufficient evidence" to establish
its right to a full trial on the issue.
AFM counsel asked for a summary
judgment but the court rejected this
motion. In essence, an AFM spokescalled man
on explained,
the courttheto union's
stop the motion
action
because
AFM
affadavits
"proved" that
the issue did not merit a trial.
The suit was brought on behalf of
Republic
Pictures,
RepublicHollywood
Productions and its
tv subsidiary,
Television Services. It charges that Republic, along with other film producersdistributors,
signing
an agreementwasin "coerced"
April 1946,intowhereby
BROADCASTING, February 16, 1959

AFM musicians would be repaid for
original services for theatrical films sold
to tv, and an added 5% contribution
of total revenue would be made to the
Music Performance Trust Fund. Republic contended that union musicians
were not permitted to work for any
producer until this agreement was
signed, and further claimed that this
condition was imposed bv AFM before
1946, 1948. 1952, 1955 and 1956 collective bargaining agreements were
negotiated.
Though Republic is the only producer-distributor involved in the action,
the ruling opens the door for any other
company interested in starting similar
legal moves. Republic is seeking $600,000 paid under the residual contract in
addition to S6 million in damages.
NBC 'STARDUST'
New radio network
plan gets tv ride
NBC Radio officials gave affiliates
the details of their new Stardust program plans (Closed Circuit, Feb. 9)
last week,vision for
first totimebreak
usinga a radio
teleclosed the
circuit
story.
A total of 136 NBC-TV affiliated
stations were linked on the 26-minute
closed circuit Monday afternoon (Feb.
9am) soaffiliates
that thecould
operators
the stations'
get theof word
on the
17 five-minute star-name programs
NBC Radio plans to introduce into its
Monday-Friday schedule. Radio affiliates without tv adjuncts were advised
as to the nearest tv station where they
could watch the closed circuit and in
addition the program was simulcast on
a radio closed circuit to all 199 radio
affiliates.
The new programs, to be broadcast
at 25 minutes past the hour, will be sold
by both the stations and the network
on an alternating major-minor basis.
On one, the network will sell the minute
and the stations the half-minute; on
the next, the stations will get the minute
and the network the half-minute. Network officials emphasized that stations
will be compensated at regular rates for
all time that is sold by the network. In
turn, the stations will pay co-op rates.
Aim for March • Matthew J. Culligan, NBC executive vice president in
charge of the radio network, said the
new project had the unanimous backing
of the NBC Radio Affiliates Advisory
Committee and that returns from other
affiliates following the closed circuit
were enthusiastically favorable. He
hoped to launch the new programming
in March.
Among critics of network sales policies, however, the plan was denounced
BROADCASTING, February 16, 1959

new programming per week.
The radio-tv closed circuit, employed
the talents of comics Ernie Kovacs and
Bob & Ray along with the business presentations byExecutive Vice President
Culligan, Radio Programs Vice President Al Capstaff and Radio Sales Planning Vice President George A. Graham
Jr.
NTA to distribute
Gross-Krasne product
National Telefilm Assoc., New York,
has entered into a long-term agreement
with Gross-Krasne Inc., Hollywood,
under which all G-K television programs
will be distributed by NTA, Oliver A.
Unger, president of NTA, announced
last Wednesday (Feb. 1 1).
The arrangement means the absorption of Gross-Krasne-Sillerman Inc.,
New York, distribution arm of G-K.
Michael M. Sillerman, president of
G-K-S, has joined NTA as president of
the new NTA Program Sales Div.
The G-K series that will be added to
NTA's
catalog of Sea
half-hour
are: Glencannon,
Hawk, programs
African
Patrol, Flying Doctor Fate and future
G-K properties.
Personnel absorbed by NTA from
G-K-S, in addition to Mr. Sillerman, include the sales staff: Mel Schlank,
Robert Brahm, Leonard Gruenberg.
Lynn Phillips Jr., Robert H. Hill, Raymond Wild, Arthur Spirt, Michael
Gould, Lynn Hall, E.L. Colburn, Allen
Hundley, Ed Lewis, Les Loeb, Jeff
Davids, Smith Binning and Fred Frank
Jr. Jerry Franken, assistant to the president of G-K-S, has joined NTA's publicity department.
Before joining G-K-S, Mr. Sillerman
was executive vice president and sales

Radio's Culligan(r) and Capstaff on tv
as "barter in disguise" and likened in
this respect
to CBS Radio's
new Program Consolidation
Plan. Under
the
CBS PCP, affiliates agree to clear programs for network sale in return for
other programs for local sale.
Critics of the NBC move contended
that stations are required to pay flat
co-op fees for the programs, whether
they sell them or not. But a station will
not be required to pay co-op fees in
excess of the compensation it receives
from the network — in which case, according to this line of reasoning, the
stationing" itwould
be the
"swapping"'
or '"barters
time
programs.
NBC Radiofor officials
countered that
it would be "wild coincidence" if stations wound up with no better than such
a "wash deal." From the stations' standpoint, thev continued, it could amount
to a wash deal at worst, with the stations unable to lose under any circumstances. Moreover, they asserted, in
actual
practicewould
it's virtually
the stations
get morecertain
from that
the
network than the network gets from
them.
Talent Lineup • Bob Hope. Groucho
Marx. Bob & Ray, Marlene Dietrich
and others of that stature are among
the performers NBC plans to use in the
five-minute entertainment vignettes. Although generally scheduled at 25 minutes past the hour, starting at 7:25 a.m.,
there would be some exceptions. My
True Story, for instance, which runs at
10:15-10:30 a.m., would not be cut; instead, two of the five-minute programs
would be slotted within the ll:05-tonoon Bandstand program. In the afternoon, however, Don Ameche Real Life
Mr. Sillerman: now an NTA president
Stories (2:05-2:30) and Five-Star Matinee (3:05-3:30) would each be short- head of Television Programs of Amerened by five minutes at the end. Net America and earlier with Ziv Tv Proresults would be about five hours of
grams as a senior sales executive.
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• Program notes
• Comedian Sid Caesar will try his hand
at film production. His Shellrick Corp.,
in association with Screen Gems, is
scheduled to begin production late in
March on It's A Living, a half-hour
situation
seriesArthur
createdOrloff
by Wil-in
liam comedy
Sackheim and
which Mr. Caesar will star.

wires Hugh L.Kibbey, National Sales Manager

• ABC-TV has put on the market an
Annual Sports Award Show to be program ed on a Sunday evening at 9:30,
upon obtaining a sponsor. The program
will feature top sports personalities of
the year with 14 awards presented in as
many categories of sports. The network
hopes to make annual presentations of
this type. The network says the sports
special is available for full sponsorship
at approximately $193,330 and for halfsponsorship at approximately $104,011.
• Actor Robert Taylor will star in a
new half-hour action-adventure series
on ABC-TV, Thomas W. Moore, ABC
vice president in charge of tv programming has announced. Mr. Taylor's as
yet unnamed series will be specially produced for the network by Robert Taylor
Productions which last week joined
forces with Four Star Films and Sussex
Films to produce the program.
• Galaxy Attractions Inc., NY. and
Towers of London Ltd. report they
will co-produce a series of hour-long
tv films based on Sir Winston Churchill's A History of the English Speaking
Peoples. A minimum of five hour-long
episodes is planned. Filming is scheduled to begin next month in London.
Galaxy will distribute the films, in the
westernvisionhemisphere
TeleLtd. of Londonandin ABC
the eastern
hemisphere.

-TV
WFBM
INDIANAPOLIS
Yankee Doodle Dandy blitzed the
opposition in Indianapolis. Hugh
L. Kibbey, WFBM-TV National
Sales Manager, didn't wait to
write. Here's what he wired about
the James Cagney song-anddance smash:
"Yankee Doodle Dandy special
showing on Xmas day huge success.
Much much favorable reaction and
already we have potential bankroller for repeat showing July 4."
The ratings show that "Dandy"
glues 'em to the set. WFBM-TV
ran it from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. Dec.
25 and pulled down a big 18.0 • Bing Crosby Productions and ABClaunch projected 10 tv programs
against 6.4, 3.4 and 2.9 for com- TV
with the filming of Lincoln Jones, halfpetition! Almost triple the next hour
series starring James Whitmore as
highest rating.
crusading attorney. Work on the pilot
has
started in Hollywood through
Like WFBM-TV, smart program ers al over the country are auspices of a company to be formed by
Gomberg,
who has
going to town with Yankee Doodle series'
motion creator,
picture Sy
writing
and production
Dandy. Don't let this money maker background.
get away! Only two showings available up to July 5th. Program it now! • Boy Scouts of America has given the
go-ahead for a commercially sponsored
network television program depicting
scout deeds to Stuart Reynolds Productions of Beverly Hills, Calif. Production
half-hour series, tentaUNITED ARTISTS ASSOCIATED, inc. of thetivelyweekly
entitled Trailblazers, is scheduled
to
begin
in
June.
Mr. Reynolds was in
NEW YORK, 345 Madison Ave., MUrray Hill 6-2323
New York last week negotiating for a
CHICAGO, 75 E. Wacker Dr., DEarborn 2-2030
network and sponsorship. BSA has stipDALLAS, 1511 Bryan St., Riverside 7-8953
ulated that sponsorship be diversified so
LOS ANGELES, 9110 Sunset Blvd., CRestview 6-6886
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that no one advertiser becomes identified with the organization.
• Telecasting Services Inc. (closed-circuit tv facilities) has affiliated with Fred
A. Niles Productions, Chicago, and
moved into new quarters ajoining the
Niles plant at 1058 W. Washington
Blvd., that city. Firm is headed by Walter Thompson and includes such services
as RCA image orthicon cameras, mobile
field equipment and large-screen projectors.
• Communication Productions Inc.,
(production-presentation
cuit telecasts), New York ofandclosed-cirBoston,
has opened offices at 1352 Beacon St.,
Brookline 46, Mass. Telephone: Longwood 6-0607.
• Hank Saperstein of H. G. Saperstein
& Assoc., (tv packager-merchandiser)
Beverly Hills, Calif., and a group of
midwest financiers headed by Arthur
Greene, feature movie investor, have
set
a tv film package investment
trust upin Chicago.
• WFIL-AM-TV Philadelphia have
been awarded the American Meteorological Society's first Seal of Approval
for weather programs. Dr. Francis K.
Davis, the stations' weatherman, acTV. cepted the seal on behalf of WFIL-AM• WTOP Washington presented Secretary of the Army Wilber M. Brucker
with
tape of of
the thestation's
award-of
winningthe coverage
launching
Explorer I. The occasion was the first
anniversary of the satellite's launching.
WTOP's coverage of the event won a
top Radio & Television News Directors
Assn. award.
• The appearance of Soviet Deputy
Premierthe Anastas
Meet
Press has Mikoyan
resulted inona NBC's
record
number of requests for printed scripts
of the show. It was broadcast on NBCTV Jan. 18, 6-7 p.m. EST and the same
evening on NBC at 6:30-7:30. Copies
are obtainable from National Publishing
Co., 301 N St., N.E., Washington 2,
D.
centsC. perPrice
copy.of the transcription is 10
• Amay Inc. (recording studios), Chicago, is installing
the downtown
officesa ofbranch
Standardstudio
Radioin
Transcription Services Inc., 360 N.
Michigan Ave.
• Radio & Television Packagers Inc.,
N.Y., shas
half-hour
odes of newproduced
tv series,two Jimmy
and epithe
Banshees, starring comic-pantomimist
Jimmy Savo. Series is planned for network sale on a 52-week basis. It will
Mr. Savo as a painter, who dwells
instarfantasy.
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In Reverberation,
ONE WORD IS BETTER
THAN 10,000 PICTURES!
The word is: EMT-140 \4
And, Mr. John F. Box, Jr., Executive V.P.,
the Balaban Stations, words about the
EMT-140 make it even more imperative that
you look into this unit . . . and what it will
do for you. Mr. Box says:
". . . use of the EMT-140 at the
three Balaban Stations — WIL,
St. Louis, WRIT, Milwaukee,
KBOX, Dallas — . . . exceed our
expectations.
The units are in constant use
for recording and production
and the engineering divisions
indicate that they have given
perfect performance and that
they consider the EMT-140's
the finest units ..."
But, listen
for yourself.
The EMT-140
added
to your
system easily
. . . adds that
extra presence, that extra quality, that will
make your broadcasting stand out above
competition's.
Send us a recorded tape. We'll add the
quality of the EMT-140 ... no coloration,
and
no degradation.
see that with the
EMT-140,
HEARING You'll
IS BELIEVING!
For a picture, and specifications, write to:
-j**"1*^ HARVEY RADIO CO., INC.
£_%*****rl% New 103
YorkWest
36, 43
New Street
York
U. S. IMPORTER: ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS, INC.

GOVERNMENT
FCC

ON

BOOSTER

BANDWAGON

Vhf booster push gains headway as FCC
does about-face under pressure from Hill
A bedeviled FCC last week double- safeguards against interference and
clutched, shifted gears and swung into drift.
a U-turn onbooster
the heated
The staff was also ordered to pretelevision
road. vhf, on-channel
pare adraft for legislation which would
The Commission announced it had amend Sec. 319(a) and 318 of the Communications Act. Sec 319(a) prohibits
instructed its staff to make a new study
of the controversial booster situation. the issuance of a license for any station
The move came a scant 30 days after constructed prior to the issuance of a
the FCC had announced — for the third permit. Sec. 318 requires an operator
time — that unlicensed boosters would to be in attendance for all broadcast
have to close down, and a bare two stations.
weeks
after astate
turbulent
rally inof boosterBacked against the wall by weightmen and
officials
Denver throwing
western congressmen, the
(Broadcasting, Feb. 2).
Commission seemingly capitulated comThe official FCC announcement last
last week.
Congressional
pressure pletely
for the
continuance
of boosters
week stated that the staff has been instructed to prepare a study for further continued strong; 18 senators co-sponsored resolutions directing the FCC to
consideration of the Commission sum- authorize
boosters to continue and one
the variousvhfrules
and standards undermarizingwhich
translators
and bill, a joint resolution and 16 concurrent resolutions were introduced in the
boosters might be licensed. It stated
that the study should include a possible House for the same purpose.
rule amendment to provide minimum
The push for vhf boosters got a pow-

erful potential ally in the big Triangle
Publications group last week when the
multiple owner asked the FCC for permis ion to put an experimental vhf cochannel "amplifying transmitter" in
Johnstown, Pa., 30 miles from Trisite. angle's ch. 10 WFBG-TV Altoona, Pa.,
The application stated that if tests
prove successful in remedying WFBGTV coverage deficiencies the station
would ask for rule-making to authorize
vhf amplifying transmitters.
Johnstown
within
WFBG-TV's
Grade
A serviceis area,
WFBG-TV
said,
but terrain obstacles throw a shadow
over most of the area.
At the same time, an opposition to a
previously
requested
experimental
onchannel booster
at North
Greenbush,
N.Y., was filed by ch. 10 WJAR-TV
Providence, R.I. WJAR-TV asked the
FCC to dismiss an application filed by
ch. 10 WTEN(TV) Albany, N.Y., for
a low-powered, on-channel booster at
the North Greenbush site. WJAR-TV
said the proposed booster is 137 miles
from its own transmitter, which is less
than the 170-mile minimum required
by And
FCC laid
rules.before the FCC two weeks

KARK

MORE

THAN
ANY OTHER
LITTLE ROCK STATION
SEE PETRY FOR DETAILS ON NIELSEN SURVEY AND KARK S BIG BONUS CIRCULATION
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ago was a petition by 17 western tv
stations asking the FCC to reconsider
its Dec. 30 order denying the operation
of boosters and to hold a fact-finding
and engineering inquiry to determine
whether on-channel vhf boosters could
not be authorized.
The booster problem began to plague
the FCC in 1954 and 1955 when hundreds of unlicensed boosters arose in
the mountainous western states to serve
hamlets and villages too remote from
regular tv signals — or unable to receive
such signals because of intervening
mountains.
In 1956 the FCC issued cease and
desist orders against a group of such
boosters. These orders were appealed,
and in 1957 a District of Columbia
federal circuit court ruled in favor of
the FCC's jurisdiction.
In June 1957 the Commission issued
an order denying petitions for the authorization ofon-channel, vhf boosters.
The governor of Colorado asked for
reconsideration and a rulemaking inquiry was again instituted.
The Commission's order last December made a "final" determination that
such boosters should not be permitted
because of the possibility of interference and of equipment instability. It
ordered existing boosters to convert to
uhf translator service or cease operating in 90 days (later extended to six
months). It also forbade the construction of any new boosters.
FCC Comr. T. A. M. Craven dissented from this order. He felt, he said,
that some method should be evolved
to premit continued operation of boosters under reasonable and practical regulations.
Within a week after the Commisbooster order,
Cox, special tvsion's
counsel
to the Kenneth
Senate Commerce
Committee, issued his special report on
small town tv. In this he urged that
the FCC find some way to approve the
operation of tv boosters (Broadcasting,
Jan. 12).
There are believed to be about 1,000
unlicensed tv boosters in operation.

Hogback acceptable
to CBS— WSPA-TV
CBS-TV has assured WSPA-TV Spartanburg, S.C., it would not cancel its
affiliation with that station if it were
required to move to its originally-assigned Hogback Mountain site, Walter
Brown, station president, said last week
in direct (written) testimony submitted
in the court-remanded ch. 7 case. A prehearing conference is scheduled
Wednesday
(Feb. 18) in the re-opened
case.
Mr. Brown said that while CBS was
unwilling in 1954 to sign with WSPATV at a Hogback site because of some
duplication of coverage area with
WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N.C., William
Lodge, CBS-TV station relations vice
president, has assured him the network
won't cancel if WSPA-TV moves from
its present Paris Mountain site to Hogback. Besides, Mr. Brown said, the netafford toin not
use oneworkofcouldn't
the very
three well
vhf stations
the
Spartanburg area because listeners demand a better signal than that which
WBTV could put into the area.
Mr. Brown enclosed WSPA-TV 's
estimate, made last year, that it would
take 12 months, cost $250,000, result
in a "definite but not definable loss of
service" from set orientation disruptions and disrupt programs to an "unknown" extent should WSPA-TV be required to move to Hogback. The estimate was made in answer to a question
by the U.S. Appeals Court for the District of Columbia on results if the move
were required.
WSPA-TV was granted ch. 7 in November 1953 for a Hogback site, but
before construction requested and received atemporary permit to locate on
Paris Mountain. WGVL (TV) Greenville and WAIM-TV Anderson, S.C.,
both uhfs, protested. WSPA-TV then
surrendered the temporary permit and
asked for and was granted a regular
permit for Paris Mountain. This also
met objections from the two uhfs. They
appealed FCC denials and were supported by the court in a March 1955
decision. The FCC in July 1957 reaffirmed the grant for Paris Mountain.
Mack trial delayed
FCC decision was reversed by the
Trial of former FCC Comr. Richard The
1958 and the record orA. Mack and his friend, Thurman A. court inderedMayre-opened.
court differed
Whiteside, Miami attorney, for con- with FCC's position The
that loss of tv servspiracy to defraud the government has
ice
resulting
from
location
on Paris
been continued to April 7. Originally
than Hogback was justified by the
j scheduled for today (Feb. 16), Chief rather
Judge F. Dickinson Letts of the U. S. new service in other areas. The court
District Court for the District of Co- also refused to accept the FCC's position that WSPA-TV did not make a
lumbia approved defense counsels' momisrepresentation in failing to
tions to delay the trial because they "willful"
needed more time to prepare the case tell the FCC that the Paris Mountain location was necessary to get an affiliation
and also because they had prior com- with CBS.
mitments (Broadcasting, Feb. 2).
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OfnnouncLnc)
the
PRESTIGE PACKAGE
consis
ting of
21 post '48 features films
starring, among others . . .

Anne Baxter
Joan Bennett
John Bromfield

*
- Rod Cameron
Richard Carlson
Charles Cohurn
* Larain Day
Howard Duff
Sterling Haydon
Martha Hyer
* Katy Jurado
Dennis O'Keefe
★ Evelyn
Keyes
Frank Lovejoy
Ida Lupino
Dorothy Malone
Richard Montalban
J. Carroll Naish
Mark Stevens
Barry Sullivan
Charles Winnegar
Dana Wynter
available hntnediatel y
call, write or wire
M&A Alexander
6040 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood, Calif,
12 W. 72nd St. ■ New York City
LARRY STERN
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agreement with its objectives, he stated.
The Proxmire proposal is similar to
a bill ordered drafted, but never introduced, ayear ago by Sen. Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.), chairman of the
Commerce
Committee (Broadcasting.
asked in Wisconsin senator's proposed bill
17, 1958). That bill, which still
The Congress will be asked to abolish make tv decisions, another would isMarch
active in committee files, would have
the seven positions of commissioners of handle telephone matters, etc. They
FCC in favor of a comthe FCC.
would be appointed by the President. abolished the munications
administrator (who would
In their stead, Sen. William ProxAppeals of their decisions would be be charged with making
all decisions)
mire (D-Wis.) plans to introduce a bill ture.
made through the existing judicial struc- and a three-judge communications
calling for communications decisions
and grants to be made by a panel of
Sen. Proxmire said he has been court of appeals (to which all appeals
the administrator's decisions would
judges with 3-5 members. The position thinking about such legislation for of
of communications administrator would some time and that the House Legisla- be directed). Therein lies the principal
difference between the two proposals.
be established to handle routine actions
tive Oversight exposures "added fuel to
Sen. Magnuson stated a few weeks
and decisions.
convictions."
He itcontinued:
"I feel
Sen. Proxmire said last Wednesday my
very
strongly
that
is
very
essential
(Feb. 11) that he would introduce his that the enormously powerful decisionbill
"within ofa few
said asmany
functions of the FCC — which
provisions
the weeks."
bill haveHenot,
yet, affects making
10's of millions — should be
been finalized.
handled
in
the
most judicial way and
The current staff of the Commission should be insulated
as much as possible
would be left intact, he stated, with
political
pressure."
hearing examiners and the bureaus to from
No litigant would even consider trycontinue under the judges and admining to influence a judge except on merits
istrator. "Ihave heard no criticism of and the record, he said, and his bill
the
Commission
Democrat
said. staff," the Wisconsin would be the best way to accomplish
Under the legislation, the judges a similar climate in broadcast decisions.
Salariestratorsofhave not
the judges
and adminis-as
would receive lifetime appointments
been determined
with judicial standing. Each judge
of the latter, Sen. Proxwould specialize in a particular field well asmire tenure
said. The bill has been discussed
and he alone would make decisions in
that field. For instance, one judge would with several other senators who are in
PROXMIRE
WANTS TO DUMP FCC
Judges to supplant seven commissioners

WBNS

Radio

Columbus, Ohio
John Blair & Co., Representatives

0*0

We
NOT play
rotate "the27 topof
100" DOrecords.
We DOand broadcast
"the top 33" programs, listed by Pulse.
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Sen. Proxmire: wants lifetime judges
ago that "we've just got to do something
about ing,those
Jan. 5).commissions"
He said the(Broadcastripper bill
would be considered, along with many
other expected reform bills, and that
the committee would approve a measure containing the best features of
each.
Sen. Proxmire's bill, when it is introduced, wil be referred to Sen. Magnuson's committee. The Wisconsin
Democrat
said thatwithhe Sen.
planned
to discuss his measure
Magnuson
before it is introduced.

Harris stays at helm
OrenHouse
HarrisInterstate
(D-Ark.),
chair- j
manRep.of the
& Foreign
Commerce Committee, last Thursday
(Feb. 12) announced that he would
continue as chairman of the new Com-i
munications & Power Subcommittee. I
Jurisdiction over power was added to
the subcommittee during the 86th Congress, while transportation matters were
assigned to a new body.
BROADCASTING, February 16, 1959

The world of television is the only beat
of TV G uide magazine.
And America's increasing absorption in TV —
its programs, its people, its progress — has
been mirrored in TV Guide's unparalleled
circulation climb.
Of all weekly magazines past and present,
TV Guide is the only one ever to break through
the 7 million circulation mark . . . and
it has done so in less than 6 years!
The growth of TV Guide is indeed as dramatic
as the growth of television itself.

WESTERN

ELECTRIC

AND

THE MEN of Western Electrics Field Engineering Force instruct DEW LINE of radar stations, built by W.E. for the Air Force
and advise the Armed Forces on W.E.-made equipment that helps in 32 months, is now being extended across the Aleutians. Hundirect guns, bombs and missiles for the Army, Navy and Air Force. dreds of Bell System people bucked the Arctic to help build it.

NATIONAL

DEFENSE

From the DEW Line in the Arctic to the Nike Systems here cat home, Western
Electric's telephone experience has been put to work in the nation's defense.
Telephone work may seem a far cry from the building of the
DEW Line or production of the Nike guided missile systems. Yet,
Western Electric was asked to handle these and other important
defense assignments precisely because of the special capabilities
it developed as manufacturing and supply unit of the Bell
Telephone System.
Our being asked to produce the Nike and Terrier guidance
systems— plus radar systems for guns, bombs, planes and shipsstems from Western Electric's experience as a manufacturer of
telephone communications equipment. Because of the close integration ofour efforts with those of Bell Laboratories and the Bell
operating telephone companies, we've developed an ability to
turn ideas swiftly and smoothly into working realities.
Our being asked to build the DEW Line and provide management services for SAGE — gargantuan problems in logistics —
becomes understandable in light of Western Electric's supply
job for the Bell System: marshalling men and materials, coordinating the activities of thousands of suppliers, to provide the
things needed for telephone service.
In short, Western Electric's experience in handling vast projects
of great technical complexity — plus its ability to bridge the gap
between research and operation— presents a ready-made package
of know-how useful to the government.
We are glad that our Bell telephone work has so equipped
Western Electric to serve the nation's defense.

J

SAGE NERVE CENTER. Western Electric is responsible for management services during the building of the Air Force's vital SAGE
project, which is making the nation's air defense semi-automatic.

TERRIER. As prime contractor for the ground
guidance
equipment
the Marines'
—a
mobile guided
missileof system
— WesternTerrier
Electric
helps provide anti-aircraft protection on beachheads.

DOLLAR-A-YEAR JOB. At the request of the
Atomicages theEnergy
Electric manSandia Commission,
Laboratories Western
in Albuquerque,
New
Mexico. Mission: to help bridge the gap between
research and production of complex atomic weapons.

NATIONWIDE TEAM of 5,900 companies, part of
W.E.'s
force ofAircraft,
37,000, maker
helps with
defense
work.
Among supplier
them Douglas
of Nike
air frame.

How WSB-TV tower was modified for new TF-12AL antenna
1. Existing tower inspected, damaged
members replaced, all bolts tightened.
2. New guy pulloffs installed, diagonals
and girts reinforced.
3. New guy anchor material installed.
4. New guys installed and tensioned.
5.
Existingand14-layer
channel removed,
2 super-gain
antenna
AM antenna
all
tower steel above 798' level removed.
6. New steel installed above 798' level.
7. New RCA TF-12AL antenna and new
side-mounted Collins FM antenna installed.
8. New transmission lines installed where
required.
9. All guys retensioned.
10. All areas affected by modification
repainted.
See,
TowerhearCan"How
Pay aOffTaller
for
You."
Visit
our
booth at
the NAB Convention,
March
Hiitcn. 15-18, the Conrad-

"I'm Bob Holbrook, Chief Engineer for WSB-TV
Atlanta. Recently we decided to replace our original
antenna with a new RCA TF-12AL and increase our
overall tower height 17'.
"As a result of these changes, we have noted not
only the increase in coverage radius anticipated and
improved fill-in of the entire area, but a marked improvement in the quality of the transmitted picture
We feel that this installation has made full use of the
advanced technology in antenna and transmission line
design.
"The change-over was a complex job and required
extensive modification of the tower Dresser-Ideco
built for us in 1951. To assure a structurally-sound
installation, we called in Dresser-Ideco to plan the
changes. They calculated the alterations in the tower
and guys necessary to support the new equipment and
designed and fabricated the new tower members
needed. Then Dresser-Ideco supplied the erection con
tractor with detailed drawings and instructions for
making the modifications and installing the new
equipment.
"Dresser-Ideco worked from the original drawings
and design calculations for our tower and gave the
modification job the same careful attention that im
pressed us when they built the original tower. The new
antenna installation moved along at a fast pace, with
completion on schedule."
Dresser-Ideco's unique tower modification service
is available to all Dresser-Ideco tower owners. A per
manent file is maintained of all tower drawings and de
sign calculations. This modification service is another
of the many exclusive extras you get when you specify
Dresser-Ideco,
nation's equipment
most experienced
tower
builder. Call yourthebroadcast
representative,
or contact us direct. Write for Tower Catalog T-57.

The Dresser-Ideco radar antenna structure in the center of the deck
this Texas tower is another example of the variety of towers designed
and
fabricated byis offDresser-Ideco's
large,coast,
diversified
Tower Cod.Divi
This installation
the north Atlantic
east of Cape

Dresser-Ideco
Company
DIVISION OF DRESSER INDUSTRIES,
INC.
TOWER DIVISION, DEPT. T-84, 875 MICHIGAN AVE., COLUMBUS S, OHIO
Branch: 8909 S. Vermont Ave., Los Angeles 44, Calif.

WDAY

SUIT

TO

TEST

LIBEL

LAW

Supreme Court may clarify Sec. 315
The 30-year-old. vexatious Sec. 315 deprived of the right of exercising the
provision of the Communications Act editorial discretion that is inherent in
— and its predecessor the Radio Act of the measurement of the liability- of an
1927 — is scheduled to be tested in the alleged tort feasor [wrongdoer] in the
United States Supreme Court, March 5. usual press case." it said. The station
This is the tentative date for argu- also
emphasizedcommunications
the '"unique" character
as comment on the biennial hairshirt of broad- of electronic
pared with publishing.
casters. Itwill be heard in the SI 50.000
NAB bebriefconstrued
contendedto
damage suit filed by the Farmers Union thatTheSec.62-page
315 must
against WDAY Inc., Fargo, N.D.
blanket
stations
complying
with
its proBriefs by the Farmers Union, WDAY
visions with complete and absolute imand NAB were filed with the Supreme
munity to libel suits.
Court last week.
Unless this is so. NAB stated, Sec.
At issue is the question whether Sec. 315 must be declared unconstitutional.
315 confers immunity on broadcasters
NAB's argument:
against damage suits for defamation.
• The FCC has categorically asserted
Sec. 315 requires broadcasters to of- that Sec. 315 has pre-empted the field
fer political candidates equal time on
broadcasting and. by fortheir facilities if they have permitted of political
bid ing alicensee to censor, has conferred immunity against libel or slander
any candidate to appear on the air. It
also forbids broadcasters to censor any suits for remarks made by political
candidates.
such messages.
The present suit, the first to reach the
• Congress, by acquiescing in the administrative interpretations of Sec. 315.
Supreme Court, was instituted in 1957
has
indicated that it agrees with the
by thetiveFarmers
Educational
&
CooperaUnion of America. North Dakota FCC's rulings on the subject. NAB refer ed to the 1948 Port Huron case in
division, against WDAY Inc. This followed the WDAY-TV telecast of a
filmed campaign speech by A. C. Townley, a splinter candidate for the U.S.
Tv program tie
Senate from North Dakota during the
The FCC is getting ready to
1956 campaign.
Mr. Townley referred several times
spread on the record alleged examples of television networks forcin his speech to the Farmers Union as
communist and communist-dominated.
ing their way into ownership of programming packages as a condition
A state district judge ruled that Sec.
of placing the shows on the air.
315 required the station to run the
A special Commission staff is
Townley
speechfrom
and the
rendered
the sta-of
tion immune
libel laws
working up a report to the CommisNorth Dakota.
sion— due in a week or two — on
these alleged tie-in practices. The
This ruling was upheld by the North
basis
of the report will be informaDakota Supreme Court in a four-to-one
tion submitted recently to the Comdecision in April last year.
mission by the lustice Dept.
It is this ruling which has been appealed to the U.S. high tribunal.
The intent of the FCC. if it decides to order a public hearing on
The Farmers Union contended that
Sec. 315 does not compel a broadcaster
the subject will be to force comto broadcast libel. It also maintained
plainants to spread on the public
record their charges that television
that the Communication Act provision
networks muscle in on program propdoes not permit stations to defame third
erties. At the same time the FCC
persons who are not political candidates.
will permit
some making
type of cross
ination of those
charges.examThe petition said that, since Congress
The basis for the inquiry, it was
had refused to adopt proposals to imlearned, is a report from the Justice
munize broadcasters, it ""intended that
state law should govern."
Dept. itemizing
several by
dozenprogram
comWDAY Inc.. in its brief, accepted the
plaints of this practice
position of NAB, and also emphasized
producers, syndicators. advertising
that broadcasters should be considered
agencies, and others. These charges
have been under investigation by the
asspeeches,
disseminators
of political
rather than
in the candidates'
same light
Justice Dept.. including its famed
as publishers.
FBI. for a number of years. Most of
' The respondent has, by statute, been
BROADCASTING, February 16, 1959

which the Commission unequivocally
stated that a broadcaster is immune for
libel when a political candidate is using
his facilities, and the 1951 WDSU New
Orleans case, where the Commission
chastised the New Orleans station for
' censoring-' a candidate's speech.
• NAB pointed out that since 1927
there have been 17 bills introduced in
Congress to relieve the broadcaster
from damages for libel uttered by political candidates using broadcasting facilities under the Sec. 315 authorization. Congress has never acted on these
bills, the trade association declared.
When the Communications Act was
amendedto inchange
1952 that
Congress'
refusal
section"obvious
despite
clear knowledge of administrative interpretation thereof demonstrated clearly its acquiescence with the Commission's interpretation of the section."
". . . Congress, by virtue of its inaction, has acquiesced in the administrative interpretation given Sec. 315."
NAB
stated, "by
the
Commission,
and its
. . statutory'
. Congressarm,
cannot
be presumed
to
have
intended
the
monstrous and inequitable result arising
from passage of a law which at one and
the same time requires a broadcaster to
air political expression but places him
in jeopardy because of his legal inability
■ins under fire
the complaints are directed at CBS
and NBC, it was ascertained.
First reports that the Justice Dept.
was looking into purported program
tie-in abuses came last year when
the now-famous April 24. 1958.
meeting between FCC and Justice
Dept. officials took place.
At trust
thatchief,time
government's
antiJudgethe Victor
R. Hansen,
told FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer that if reports of program tie-ins
were correct, such a practice was a
violation of the antitrust laws.
The same meeting was the occasionpres ioforn of opinion
the Justice
Dept.'s time
exthat option
and must-buy practices of tv networks are antitrust violations per se.
The FCC last month submitted to
Justice a memorandum holding that
opition time was reasonably necessary for tv networking. Three of the
seven FCC commissioners dissented.
The Justice Dept. has not yet reto this notification.
The plied information
about program
tie-in charges was made public last
June when FCC Chairman Doerfer
appearedmerce before
the Senate ComCommite (Broadcasting.
June
9. 1958).
GOVERNMENT) 77

to restrain defamatory utterances conThe tained
tradetherein."association urged the high
court to rule that the immunity was
total. It said it was concerned about the
North Dakota Supreme Court decision
which referred to the immunity as applying to such statements of candidates
which are germane to the political campaign.
Briefs are also scheduled to be submit ed, itis understood, by the Dept. of
Justice and the American Civil Liberties Union.
These two, together with NAB, are
parties in the case as friends of the
court.
IN SENATE WING
New federal probe
now being organized
The chairman of a new Senate Judiciary subcommittee, with the intriguing possibility of an Oversight-type investigation inits future, was busy last
week trying to hire a staff.
The subcommittee on Administrative
Practice & Procedure was authorized
Feb. 2 under Sen. John Carroll (DColo.) to make a "full and complete
study and investigation" of administrative practices in government departments and agencies. When asked if it
will conduct the same type investigation
as the House Oversight Subcommittee,
Sen. Carroll replied, "At the outset, this
is a different purpose entirely . . . this is
not a cloak and dagger affair ... it is
not a meat-axe committee."
However, he said, as the subcommittee pursues its study of agency operations under the Administrative Procedures Act, questions of influence and
ex parte contacts are bound to come up.
"I have no idea which way our subom it e wil turn,"
he said. jungle,
"As weI
move into cthis
administrative
think we will find a lot of things."
Membership • Other members of the
three-man subcommittee are Sens. Philand Everett Dirkip senA. Hart
(R-Ill.), (D-Mich.)
Senate minority leader. Sen.
Carroll said he is having difficulty hiring the staff people he wants because of
salary limitations. The subcommittee
was allocated $115,000, of which $96,000 was earmarked as salaries for the
proposed nine-man staff.
Sen. Carroll, a former police officer
and district attorney, said the committee
would work closely with professional
groups, such as the American Bar Assn.
He cited an ABA meeting later this
month which is scheduled to propose a
code of ethics for federal officials to
Congress. The chairman said this would
be the first order of business for his subcommittee, which was established on a
continuing basis.
The subcommittee has not yet held
78 (GOVERNMENT)

Sen. Carroll

Sen. Dirksen

its first meeting. S Res 61, introduced
by Sen. Carroll,
the sub-of
com it e for the authorized
specific purpose
making "a full and complete study and
investigation of administrative practices and procedure within the departments and agencies of the United States
in the exercise of their rulemaking, licensing and adjudicatory functions, including astudy of the effectiveness of
the Administrative Procedure Act, with
a view to determining whether addiis required
to provide fortional
the legislation
fair, impartial
and effective
performance
such functions."
Sen. Carrollof pointed
out the act was
passed 12 years ago and Congress has
never reviewed its effectiveness. The
subcommittee, he said, would conduct
"comprehensive factfinding hearings"
to determine the "fairness and efficiency" of quacyagency
proceedings,
"the adeof guidelines
for maintaining
congressional control over agency lawmaking functions, the need for improving standards of conduct by and before
federal agencies and minimizing undue
delay and expense of the federal agency
hearings."
Report Mandatory • The subcommittee received a mandate to report back
to the Senate no later than Jan. 31,
1960.
Sen. Carroll said he had "no comment" on the effectiveness of the House
Oversight Subcommittee investigation
which became involved in controversy
and charges of "politics." "I don't want
to give the impression this is an Oversight investigation,
Sen. Carroll
told Jackbecause
Gertz iton isn't,"
Mutual's Capitol Assignment Thursday
night (Feb. 12).
The senator said it was possible he
would go into the charges by Bernard
Schwartz that White House News Secretary
attempted
influence tJames
he FCCHagerty
(see page
80), butto that
"it would be presumptuous for me to
sayTheso atSenate
this time."
body will not conflict or
duplicate the work of the House Antitrust Subcommittee, which plans hearings on a code of ethics and conflict of
interest, Sen. Carroll said. "Our resolution covers a much broader base," he
pointed out.

Sen. Hart

No Crossed Lines • Likewise, both
Sen. Carroll and Rep. Oren Harris (DArk.), chairman of the Oversight Subcom it e , said there would be no conflict between their two groups, whatever new form the Harris subcommittee should take. Liaison is planned between the two members of Congress,
with the possibility the Carroll subcommittee will take advantage of some of
Oversight's work.
Perhaps an indication of Sen. Carroll's
can bediscloures
gleaned byof his
ment oncourse
House
ex stateparte
contacts between commissioners and
litigants. "They [members of FCC] have
no more business talking to private litigants .. ." than do judges, he said.
The Schwartz book:
nothing new revealed
The professor has written his book.
He failed to make any new disclosures.
The professor is Dr. Bernard
Schwartz of New York U., who was
fired as chief counsel of the Legislative
Oversight Subcommittee a year ago.
His work, to be published tomorrow by
Alfred A. Knopf, New York, is titled
The Professor and the Commissions.
Dr. Schwartz recommends the abolition of the FCC and other regulatory
agencies. In their place, an administrative court wholly insulated against improper pressures and influences should
be established, he maintains. The Commission today is so permeated by corruption and influence-peddling that such
a drastic remedy is imperative, he says.
The 275-page dissertation is almost
entirely a personal defense of the controversialnodoctor'swrong.
actions. HeHe repeats
maintains he did
charges thatgres men inhetheirwasdesire
fired toby cover
the con-up
the scandal he had uncovered. He is
particularlyfes ionacritical
of theactions
personal,
prol and political
of Rep.
Oren
Harris
(D-Ark.),
chairman
of
the
subcommittee.
Dr. Schwartz repeats his charge that
the subcommittee exposed to the public only the scandals he forced it to do
and did not go beyond investigations he,
himself, had done while chief counsel.
This is vehemently denied by all conBROADCASTING, February 16, 1959

Latest

styles arrive early. . . on low

CHECK YOUR AIR EXPRESS SAVINGS
over any other complete air service
CITY TO CITY.. .DOOR TO DOOR AIR e: <PRESS
Miles Cost YOU SAVE
(for a 25 lb. package)
714 $7.25 $1.25 to $6.89
OKLA. CITY to MINNEAPOLIS
NEW YORK to CEDAR RAPIDS 929 8.85 1.05 to 9.21
1123 10.45 1.30 to 10.54
CHICAGO to SANTA FE
L. A. to CORPUS CHRISTI
1347 12.85 2.55 to 11.39
Apply these typical examples to your shipping problems
CALL AIR EXPRESS <^> . . . .
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cost

Air Express

To make a big splash in the market, manufacturers
rush their swim suits to stores in hours— with Air
Express. Save time and dollars, too! . . . Air
Express,
big "X,"
offers you one
the
same highsymbolized
speed and bylowthecost.
Plus exclusive
carrier door-to-door delivery to thousands of U. S.
cities and towns. Prove it with a 'phone call.
AIR

EXPRESS

GETS THERE FIRST via U. S. SCHEDULED AIRLINES
Of RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY
79

nected with the subcommittee after the
Schwartz discharge.
Dr. Schwartz states in his book: ". . .
I fought by moves calculated to make
the probe one of the most sensational
seen
Washington
a year."to
On thein same
page, he insaysmanyhe hoped
do an "overall scholarly study . . . primarily alegal stated
one." he had 17 tv cases
The author
slated for investigation because of ex
parte contacts and influence before he
was fired by the subcommittee. If Dr.
Schwartz dihad
plans,involved
he left inno the
incation of thesuchcases
subcommittee files, according to all
those who had access to the records.
• Government notes
• Ch. 4 WTTV (TV) Bloomington,
Ind., was granted permission to identify
itself as Indianapolis as well as Bloomington by the FCC last week. Comr.
Frederick Ford dissented on the
grounds that the city-grade service of
the station did not adequately cover
Indianapolis.
• In reply to a petition by CBS, the
FCC last week extended for 60 days
(from Feb. 28) the time for filing comments in the rulemaking proceedings
concerning the contemplated prohibition of tv stations, other than network
owned and operated, from being represented by a network organization in
national spot sales.
• Georgia State Board of Education
came a giant step closer to acquiring
ch. 8 Waycross, Ga., as a non-commercial facility last week as proceedings on
the channel closed with the board as the
only applicant. John H. Phipps, who
had also applied for ch. 8, was granted
his motion to dismiss his application
without prejudice by Chief Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham.
• The FCC last week designated the renewal application of KMA Shenandoah.
Iowa, for hearing on the question of
whether the station's 48.86% owner-

knuckles
rapsof Schwartz'
First Hagerty
barbs as a result
the
the FCC.
On Feb. relationship
26, 1957, thewithCommission
Schwartz book were exchanged over Hagerty's
the weekend of Feb. 8 when Presi- proposed to delete ch. 6, held by
dential News Secretary James Hagertyertedemphatically
that he
exinfluence ondenied
the FCC
in the
Albany-Schenectady-Troy,
N.Y.
deintermixture decisions.
Mr. Schwartz did not mention Mr.
Hagerty by name in the book but
stated
the case, "where
the President's
press secretary
intervened
against an
applicant
on political
one
that needs
further grounds,"
investigatingis
by
the Legislative Oversight Subcommittee.
"If I had anything to say, it would
be that he [Schwartz] was misinformed or is lying," Mr. Hagerty
said. He released copies of correspondence inthe case between himself,
George McConnaughey, then FCC
chairman, and William J. Embler, a
personal friend of Mr. Hagerty. Mr.
Hagerty had forwarded the Embler
letter to Comr. McConnaughey withHagerty: says it isn't so
Electric's WRGB (TV), from
out comment and asked: "Is there General
the Albany-Schnectady-Troy area
any way hadI can
Mr. and assign a uhf channel to WRGB.
Embler
statedanswer
that him?"
more than
120,000 people would be deprived Mr. Hagerty wrote Comr. McConnaughey March 5. On June 24, the
of tv if the FCC, as proposed, made
FCC reversed its original proposal
the area all uhf .
and assigned a second vhf, ch. 10, to
After Mr. Hagerty had released the
area.
the correspondence, Dr. Schwartz
"The facts do show that three
stated that it is "highly significant" months after Mr. Hagerty interthe FCC kept the Hagerty correvened, the FCC did reverse its
spondence in a secret file. He said
Congress should investigate Mr. original decision," Dr. Schwartz said.
ship of KFAB Omaha, Neb., violates regulations on duopoly. Each station's 2mv/m contour covers the other
station's city, the FCC believes. KMA
bought 48.86% of KFAB March 29,
1957. KMA had asked for waiver of the
duopoly rule.
• A Federal Trade Commission examiner has ordered Hutchinson Chemical

PERSONALITY

PLUS

One of America's largest coast-to-coast chains of radio and TV stations
has immediate need of outstanding young men with extensive on-air
background. Must be performers with PERSONALITY PLUS, suited
to modern radio music operation in Top Ten markets. Great chance
for TV exposure in same markets. Salary to match your ability and
potential. If you have excellent background, personable appearance,
and are ready for a big move ahead, apply today. Send thorough
resume, photos and/or film, and tape, today. Please do not apply
unless well-cpialified. If interested, will arrange expense-paid personal
interview. Write PERSONALITY, Box 629H, BROADCASTING.
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Corp., Chicago, to stop making fictitious pricing claims on tv for its Hutchinson's
Wax J.forEarl
automobiles.
HearingWaterproof
Examiner
Cox
ruled that the regular price of the wax
ranges from $2 to $1.50, much less
than the advertised $3.95 a can. He
dismissed charges that the company's
automobile"
demonstration
tv"flaming
indicates
that the wax
is both heaton
and cold resistant and is thus deceptive.
The examiner's finding may be appealed to the FTC itself or stayed or
docketed for review by the FTC.
• The Washington State Assn. of
Broadcasters testified last Tuesday (Feb.
10) against
a statecities
legislature
bill whichto
would
authorize
and counties
establish "public broadcast districts."
Underauthority
the bill,to the
"districts"
would
have
tax citizens
to provide
television service in any form desired.
The bill also would authorize the
regulation of rates charged by CATV
operators and the licensing of broadcasting stations.
BROADCASTING, February 16, 1959

The

only

video

tape

in

PHILCO

telecasting

use

today

"SCOTCH"
BRAND
Video
Only "Scotch" Brand has the treasury of research experience, the
technical skills and the precise manufacturing facilities to deliver a
magnetic tape of consistent quality that meets the critical demands of
video recording.
Today, more and more advertisers, agencies and TV film producers
Video Tape for their commercial
are turning to "Scotch" Brand
announcements— of ten with substantial production savings. (Examples
are shown above.) Its quality is surprisingly superb. Video tape inserts
length commercials are undetectable from "live" telecasts on
or fullreceivers.
home
Not so surprising, when you think of it, is that the first and only
successful video recording tape comes from "Scotch" Brand, pioneers
of magnetic tapes for sound recording and instrumentation as well. - J

Joining and Manufacturing compani
Minnesota...WHERE
RESEARCH IS THE KEY TO TOMORROW^
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is

Tape

FATES
Advertisers
• Robert S. Wheeler, director of adverpwfg
Boyle-Midway
division tising,
of American
Home Products Corp.,
N.Y., elected v.p.
• David A. Stretch,
president of Atlas
Mr. Wheeler
Corp., elected chairman of board, Northeast
Airlines. Atlas Corp. is majority stockholder in
Northeast.
• Edward A. Leary,
formerly with Keyes,
Madden & Jones, Chicago, and Fuller &
Smith & Ross, Cleveland,
national salesappointed
promotion
manager for Norge
Div. of Borg-Warner
Mr. Leary
Corp., Chicago.
• Eugene W. Rohloff, formerly of
Benton & Bowles, N.Y., named advertising director of Palm Beach Co., that
city.
Nems" Clarke
Type 120-D
FIE LID
INTENSITY
METER

Agencies

• Richard H. Needham, v.p.,
director
and personnel
account
executive of Needham, Louis & Brorby
Inc., Chicago, elected
chairman
ofcommittee.
agency's
operating
Blair Vedder
Jr.,

Mr. Needham
v.p. andMr.media
director, named secretary.
Needham
succeeds Albert A. Klatt, v.p. and
copy director,
mittee member. who continues as com-

• Robert H. Dingwall, v.p., and
Peter H. Nichols, v.p. in charge of
research and marketing, Charles W.
Hoyt
N.Y., elected
Frank Co.,
A. Whipple,
director directors.
for past
29 years, and Robert W. Mickam, director for past 14 years, elected honorary directors.
• Henry L. Bucello, account supervisor in charge of Best Foods division,
Corn Products Co. account, Guild,
Bascom & Bonfigli, N.Y., appointed v.p.
• W. B. (Pete) Booth, copy director of
Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit, named
v.p. and creative director for copy.
James N. Hastings, art director of
C-E, named v.p. and creative director
for art. Other appointments: Clifford
Wesenberg, formerly administrative
aide of American Motors, Detroit,
named administrative coordinator for
copy and art departments; Donald P.
David, senior copy director, to associate
director for copy, and Charles H.
Felt, reccopy
supervisor, to ditor of copy group
department.

• Martin Koehring, formerly v.p. and
creative director, Marschalk & Pratt,
N.Y., and William Munroe, formerly
v.p. and marketing director, M&P, to
Foote, Cone & Belding, LA., in similar capacities. Rudolph Pilch, with
FC&B, Chicago, named assistant treasurer in agency's Los Angeles office.
• John Hoagland, presently v.p. and
broadcast account supervisor at BBDO,
on March 1 will join Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather, N.Y., as v.p. and associate di- • Robert G. Wilder, v.p. and direcrector of broadcast department.
tor of public relations, Lewis & Gilman
Inc., Phila., elected executive v.p. and
member of executive committee.

portable instrument for measuring the
wide range of radio signal intensities from
540 to 1600 Ice. Its range is from 10 microvolts to 10 volts per meter, making it equally
effective for interference studies at low signal
strengths and close-in measurements on highpower directional arrays.
Accuracy is assured by a calibration method
that compensates for variations in tube characteristics and for voltage variations in the
self-contained battery power supply. Operation is simple— measurements made rapidlydirect reading on all ranges— requires no
charts or multiplication factors — no warm-up
period necessary.
H, -A. R. Kl E
Precision Elecfronics Since J 909

& FORTUNES

• Jack L. Moss, formerly with DancerFitzgerald-Sample Inc., to G. T. Stanley Co., N.Y., as v.p.
• Arthur W. Bagge, midwest radio
sales manager of Peters, Griffin, Woodward, station representative, replaces
E. P. (Jimmy) James, v.p. of A. C.
Nielsen Co., as chairman of Broadcast
Adv. Club of Chicago, special projects
group. Mr. James has been appointed
to head Nielsen tv index service in
United Kingdom in late February
(Broadcasting, Feb. 2).
CwlfiaE

COMPANY
1PER 5-1000

• Muriel Bullis, with Erwin Wasey,
Ruthrauff & Ryan past three years, promoted to supervisor of broadcast media
in agency's Los Angeles office.
• William Kennedy promoted from
chief timebuyer to group supervisor at
McCann-Erickson, Chicago. He is not
accepting post as manager of Detroit
office of Robert E. Eastman Co., sta26). tion representative (Broadcasting, Jan.
• Richard C. Art, formerly managing
editor of Wood & Wood Products magazine, appointed director of media of
Western
Advertising's
office
with cooperative
duties inChicago
Racine office.
BROADCASTING, February 16, 1959

• Herb Haft, formerly with Grey Adv.,
to Coordinated Marketing & Advertising Co., N.Y., as director of public
relations.
• Newton Frank, formerly of Crossley
S-D Surveys Inc., to Reach, McClinton
& Co., N.Y., research department, as
project director.
• Blanche Cosgrave, formerly media
research manager and radio-tv research
manager, Ruthrauff & Ryan, to Bryan
Houston Inc., N.Y., as budget coordinator for Whitehall Labs products.
• Edward D. Cummings, formerly v.p.
and media director, Robert W. Orr,
Assoc., to Noyes & Co., Providence,
R.I., as media and research director.
• William Nelson, formerly producer
and writer of National Barn Dance at
WLS Chicago past 16 years, appointed
radio-tv director at Gordon & Hempstead Inc., Chicago agency.
• Sherwin H. Wasserman, formerly
of Young & Rubicam, N.Y., as re-

searcher, toKenyon & Eckhardt, N.Y., Ayer as service representative in Detroit
as project supervisor. Jack Kaplan, office on Plymouth account.
previously media analyst of Y&R, to
K&E as senior media research analyst. • John Paul Jones, formerly with
ABC-TV, to Frank B. Sawdon Inc.,
• Al Dorian, account executive with N.Y., as radio-tv producer-director.
Roche-Eckhoff & Lee, L.A., made manM. Bueschel, formerly acnew industrial
division.
R-E&Lager of agency's
Vice President
Bob Lee
has • Richard
count executive at Erwin Wasey, Ruthresigned to open his own agency.
rauf & Ryan Inc., Chicago, appointed
account manager at Waldie & Briggs
Inc., that city.
• Alfred Scherr, art director, Reach,
McClinton's Newark office, named
senior art director; Fred Kirberger, • Charles A. Glover, formerly assistant v.p. of Eastern Air Lines, to
formerly of Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &
Agency as account executive
Ryan, to Newark art staff. Gregory Kudner
on Pan American Airways account.
Bruno,
formerly
in
R/M's
Newark
art
department, to New York art staff.
• Lewis E. Pierce Jr., formerly of
& Peart, to James Thomas Chi• John P. Fengler, formerly of Doner Paris
& Peck, N.Y., and NBC, to N.W. Ayer rurg Co., Boston, as account executive.
& Son, N.Y., as broadcast producer in • Thomas E. J. Sawyer, previously
tv-radio department; Guy Wallace,
Foods Corp., named acwith Ayer since 1956, named casting with General
count executive, Guild, Bascom &
director in same department; Philip A.
Bonfigli,
N.Y.
Young, formerly copy chief in department, and most recently tv copy director of Campbell-Ewald, Detroit, rejoins • William E. Phillips, formerly with

Take your cue

For the tempo, the pacing, the mind that finally determines
the greatness at a performance — you look to the podium.

Music Advertising'" —
of Good Inc.
Economics
on "The
For the
Broadcasters,
Music
to Good
lookfacts
you
52 Vanderbilt Ave., N. Y. 17, N. Y.
Murray Hill 3-2295
Representatives for leading Good Music Stations
in top markets from Coast to Coast
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Procter & Gamble food division, to Sproul Assoc., division of Noyes &
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, N.Y., as Sproul Inc., N.Y.
account executive on Maxwell House
coffee.
• Dale B. Robbins, previously with
McCann-Erickson, to Kastor, Hilton,
• Tom Hagner, formerly account ex- Chesley, Clifford & Atherton Inc., N.Y.,
ecutive of WCBM Baltimore, to W. B. copy department.
Doner & Co., that city, as media buyer. Networks
• William J. Colihan Jr., v.p. and di- • Richard H. Low, since January 1956
rector of copy department, Young &
Rubicam, N.Y., named executive di- assistant to business manager of network sales, CBS-TV, named to newlyrector of copy department. Mr. Colihan
will also share executive responsibilities created post of director of contracts —
facilities
and program sales. Mr. Low
with
rector. Charles Feldman, v.p. and di- joined CBS in 1952 in news and public
affairs department.
• Mrs. Jean M. Walker, formerly ac- • G. Edward Hamilton, formerly
count executive of West Marcus agency,
L.A., to Tobias & Co., Charleston, S.C., chief engineer, WABC-TV New York,
advertising and public relations agency, promoted to director of engineering
operations, ABC.
as copy chief.
Dennis James, formerly master of
• Les Daniels, formerly copy super- •ceremonies
of Two For the Money,
visor with Bryan Houston Inc., to
Brown & Butcher Inc., N.Y., as copy The Name's the Same, and other tv
chief for Charles Antell Div. of B. T. series, to replace Fred Robbins as
Babbitt Inc. account; Ralph Tassinari, m.c. of NBC-TV's daytime color series,
Baggis is(Mon.-Fri.
p.m.).of
previously account executive with Foote, Haggis
Mr. Robbins
leaving show2:30-3
because
Cone & ecBelding,
to
B&B
as
account
excommitments
on
West
Coast.
utive on Glenbrook Labs, division of
Sterling Drug Co. account; Langdon H.
Wesley, former account executive with • Ralph Edwards, star of NBC-TV's
Wesley
Assoc., account.
named account execu- This Is Your Life, has accepted chairtive on Antell
manship of American
Cancer About
Society'sIt
"Something
Can Be Done
• William E. Reed, formerly continu- Club." Group is composed of prominent performers of stage, screen, tv and
ity director of WTVJ (TV) Miami, to
Henry Quednau Inc., Miami and radio who aid society in presenting its
Tampa, both Florida, as copy chief.
program to public. Sid Caesar was
chairman last year.
• George Mendoza, formerly public
relations director of Co-Ordinated Adv., Stations
to public relations staff of Mogul,
• Robert H. Moody, general manager
Lewin, Williams & Saylor Inc., N.Y.
of Miami Valley Broadcasting Corp.
• Stanton M. Osgood, formerly gen- (WHIO-AM-FM-TV Dayton, Ohio),
eral manager of Paramount Sunset elected executive v.p.
Corp., to Ted Bates & Co., Hollywood.
• Norman P. Bagwell, manager of
• Jack Domeshek, previously with L. WKY-AM-TV, Oklahoma City, named
W. Frohlich & Co., to copy staff of v.p. of parent WKY Television System
THIS is me

JIHGU

Mill

RCCORD

PER JINGLE ON CONTRACT
^ COMPLETELY CUSTOM MADE
SSKL^
OVER 400 STATIONS SOLD
98% OF STATIONS HAVE REORDERED
OVER 7,000 JINGLES ORDERED AND WRITTEN
PUT THIS RECORD TO WORK FOR YOU
Completely custom made jingles for
J (HO LB MILL
commercial accounts and station breaks —
no open ends and no inserts. 201 west 49th si., New York c;ty
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Inc. Firm also owns WSFA-TV Montgomery, Ala., and WTVT (TV) Tampa,
Fla.
• Don Loughnane,
sales promotion manager of WHB Kansas
City, tion
promoted
staoperationstomanager.
Mr.
Loughnane
has been with Storz
stations (owner of
1950
Mr. Loughnane WHB)
when hesince
joined
ality.
KOWH Omaha, Neb., as air person• Frank Barron, national sales manager of WJW-TV Cleveland, named
general sales manager, succeeding
Peter Storer, named managing direc(Week'sG.
Toledo,
tor of WSPD-TVFeb.
Headliners,
2). Ohio
Ronald
Smith, with WJW-TV since October
1956, appointed national sales manron. ager in New York, replacing Mr. Bar• William J. Flynn, national sales
manager of WAGA-TV Atlanta, named
general sales manager. He has been
with station since July 1958, previously
was sales manager of WWL-TV New
Orleans and general sales manager of
WEEK-TV Peoria, 111.
• Harold H. Segal,
formerly of WORL
Boston, named general
manager of WHEB
Portsmouth, N.H. Mr.
Segal is member of
the Broadcasting Executives of New Engal land. formerly account
Mr. Seg
• Victor
Williams,
executive of WITI-TV Milwaukee, to
KWK St. Louis as general sales man-

ager.
• Roger C. Williams resigns as publisher of Guy Gannett Publishing Co.
and WGAN-AMnewspapers
(Maine
TV Portland).
Laurence
H. Stubbs,
v.p. and general manager, leaves active
but continues as consultmanagement
ant. Robert B. Beith, executive director of three Portland papers, to succeed Mr. Stubbs. Mrs. Jean Gannett
Williams re-elected president and
named publisher.
• Felix Adams resigns as v.p. in charge
of local sales, KLAC Los Angeles, effective immediately. Mr. Adams was
previously with WLW Cincinnati,
InKMBC Kansas City and WISH
dianapolis. Morton Sidley continues
as general sales manager of KLAC.
• Thad M. Sandstrom, general manBROADCASTING, February 16, 1959

ager, WIBW-AM-TV Topeka, Kan., reported recovering satisfactorily in St.
Clare's Hospital, N.Y., following surgery Feb. 4.
• Glenn F. Kensinger, formerly account executive and radio-tv director of
Houston office of Glenn Adv., named
director of operations of KPRC Houston.
• Fred Heywood, formerly manager of
sales promotion of
CBS Radio Spot Sales,
N.Y., torappointed
direcof information
services of KMOX-TV
St. Louis. Thomas
Stanton heads deMr. HeywOOd partment of sales promotion. Steve Fentress, formerly
assistant director of news of WGN-AMTV Chicago, named KMOX-TV supervisor of news production.
• Dick Osburn, commercial manager
of KJIM Fort Worth, Tex., promoted
to station manager. Chester L. Grubbs
promoted from chief engineer to assistant station manager of KJIM.
• Jim Bedwell, in sales department of
WHBQ Memphis, Tenn., past four
years, promoted to sales manager.
Claude Raney, formerly program director of WPDQ Jacksonville, Fla.,
named program director of WHBQ.
• Jim Watt, news and sports director
of KSTT Davenport, to KLGA Algona,
both Iowa, as general manager, replacing Jim Wychor, resigned.
• John Bayliss, formerly station manager of KAFP Petaluma, named manager of KOMY Watsonville, both California, succeeding late Robert Barr,
killed in auto accident in December
1958.
• Bill Wagner, formerly v.p. of R. W.
Rounsaville stations, rejoins organization at WQXI Atlanta, Ga.
• Arthur M. Swift, formerly general
sales manager of WOOD-AM-TV
Grand Rapids, Mich., named station
manager
of WTCN Minneapolis-St.
Paul.
• Harold Herthum and Lucky Starr
appointed sales manager and program
director, respectively, of WAIL-AMFM Baton Rouge, La.
• Wayne H. Smith, formerly program
director of KFOR Lincoln, Neb., appointed station operations manager of
WFMQ (FM) Chicago, responsible for
program,
technical and personnel activities.
• Jim Middleton, account executive of
BROADCASTING, Februory 16, 1959

NOW!
A BILLION
OF MOM
FOR

DOLLARS
WORTH
MOTION PICTURES

ROCHESTER,

N. Y. VIEWERS

11:20 P.M. NIGHTLY
(MIDNIGHT SATURDAYS)
Greatest Hollywood stars in their greatest
motion pictures! 60 Academy Award Winners! 260 nominations for Academy Awards!
On Channel 10 every night of the week!
Our Late Movie ratings have afways been
excellent — now they'll zoom more than ever!
. . . Contact the Boiling Co. (WVET-TV) or
Everett-McKinney (WHEC-TV)!

CHANNEL

10

WHEC-TV
mt WVET-TV
BASIC CBS

/

^
*
[one hundred eleven 1
\ NATIONAL
\and REGIONAL
SPOT
ADVERTISERS

|

XETV (TV) Tijuana-San Diego past
three
sales. years, promoted to director of
• R. J. DeLier and Jack Sallaska
named assistant manager and local sales
manager, respectively, of KWTV (TV)
Oklahoma City. Mr. DeLier continues
as salestional manager
with direction of nasales.

• James E. Matthews, with KYW-TV
Cleveland since 1957 as associate director, named assistant to advertisingpromotion manager.
• Forrest Blount, announcer of
WGST Atlanta, Ga., appointed news
director. Other WGST appointments:
Cliff Jenkins, formerly of WLAQ
Rome, Ga., newscaster; Jim Nelson,
announcer; Bill Hines, public affairs
department.
• Roy E. Larsen, president of Time
WTHI -TV
Inc., which owns radio-tv stations in
Denver, Minneapolis, Indianapolis,
| TERRE HAUTE
Grand Rapids, Mich., and Salt Lake
M INDIAN An^
City in addition to its publishing interests, was presented Advertising Gold
w ti CBS
(®j
Medal Award for 1958 at luncheon in
V ABC channel U Vr^7
New
York last Tuesday (Feb. 10).
A
Norman H. Strouse, president of J.
Represented Nationally by Boiling Co.,
Walter Thompson Co. and chairman of
Los Angeles - San Francisco - Boston
award jury which singled out Mr. Lar'
New York - Chicago - Dallas
sen for "distinguished services to advertising" and to raising advertising
standards, made presentation at luncheon sponsored by Printers' Ink.
• Christy Hansen, news director of
KAUS-KMMT (TV) Austin, elected
president of Minnesota Associated Press
Broadcasters Assn. Ron Robinson,
WITH THE
newsed v.p.director of KMHL Marshall, electInter Mountain
• Robert Brown, news director at
Network
WMAY Springfield, 111., elected president of United Press International
Broadcasters of Illinois, succeeding Bill
Spangler, WFRX West Frankfort, IU.
• Bob Clyde, news directrr of WREXKOPR
TV Rockford, 111., to KCRG-AM-TV
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, in similar capacity.
INTERMOUNTAIN
Wayne Weber, U. of Illinois graduate,
NETWORK AFFILIATE IN to WREX-TV staff. Harvey Wittenberg, also U. of Illinois graduate, to
WLS Chicago.
BUTTE, MONTANA
Dominates 9 counties, and • Bill Clark, formerly operations
of WHOO-AM-FM Orlando,
The Richest Hill on Earth manager
Fla., to KING-AM-FM Seattle, Wash.,
as
program
director, replacing Jack
Ask yourtoAvery-Knodel
Man
show the
Link, to KIDO Boise, Idaho, as staPULSE FIGURES
tion manager.
And The SALES FIGURES
• Howard Zuckerman, formerly of
WLBR-TV Lebanon, Pa., to KTVW
The Nation's Most Successful Regional Network
HEADQUARTERS • SALT LAKE CITY • DENVER
(TV) Seattle-Tacoma, Wash., as operations director. Kenneth Williams apContact Your Avery-Knodel Man
pointed chief engineer of KTVW.
86 (FATES & FORTUNES)
Know
TERRE HAUTE
IS NOT
COVERED BY
OUTSIDE TV
'Basis: 1958

High onerscorer
Tufty (1)• ofEsther
NBC Van
News,Wagand
president-elect
of
American
Women in Radio & Television,
accepts a basketball from Patti
Searight (r), Washington chapter
president
of AWRT,
as a token (c)of
her election.
Julian Goodman
gets an assist because the Feb.
8 debut of his NBC-TV show,
Washington Asks, coincided with
the scheduling of a basketball
game. Mrs. Tufty is a panelist on
the news program which returns
to the air after a four-year hiatus.
• John C. Hierlihy, formerly of NBC,
New York, promoted from program
supervisor to program manager of
WAMP-WFMP (FM) Pittsburgh.
• Thomas L. Blosl, formerly in merchandising department of Botsford,
Constantine & Gardner, Portland, Ore.,
advertising
agency, toWash.,
KIRO-AM-FMTV
Seattle-Tacoma,
as promotion manager.
• James Irwin, Al Phillips and
Eugene Friedman to KCKN Kansas
City, Kan., as account executives.
• Jerome K. McCauley, account executive and assistant sales director,
WMGM New York, has resigned effective March 1. He has purchased
KAIR Tucson, Ariz, and will headquarter there.
• Jim Wilson,
formerly
representative ofSouthwest
Films sales
in Wichita,
Kan.,
to WFAA-AM-FM Dallas local
sales staff.
• Robert A. Kolarich, formerly sales
representative of WDZ Decatur, 111., to
WISN Milwaukee sales staff.
•Buffalo,
Roger N.Y.,
Baker,toformerly
WINE, ofthatWGR-TV
city, as
sales consultant.
• Jack Rockwell, sales manager of
KVFM (FM) San Fernando, Calif., to
sales staff of KNOB (FM) Long Beach,
Calif.
• John Holland, timebuyer at Leo
Burnett Co., Chicago, to sales staff of
WIND, that city.
• James Dawson, formerly weatherBROADCASTING, February 16, 1959

caster of KONO-TV San Antonio, Tex.,
to WOAI-TV, that city, in similar capacity.
Representatives
• George Lindsay, sales manager,
Weed Television Corp., Chicago, elected
v.p. in charge of sales for Chicago and
station relations for midwest territory.
• William L. Thompson, account executive ofNBC Radio Sales, central division, for past four years and previously
of MBS, Chicago, has resigned.
• Calvin P. Copsey, formerly account
executive of KNBC San Francisco,
named account executive in San Francisco office of NBC Radio Spot Sales.
• Ted Giovan, formerly timebuyer of
Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, to WalkerRawalt Co., that city. N. J. (Bert)
Cavanaugh, W-R v.p., on extended
leave of absence.
• Hugh Wallace, formerly commercial
manager of KACE Riverside, Calif., to
Harlan G. Oakes & Assoc., L.A., radio
representative.
• Joseph Hogan, formerly account executive ofWeed Television Corp., N.Y.,
to sales staff of Katz Agency, Chicago.

DAVENPORT/ IOWA - ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS

47th

TV

MARKET

IN

THE

U.S.

As Reported in TELEVISION AGE, May 19, 1958
41 Albany-Sehenectady-Troy 46 Omaha
42 Nashville
2B2 SBSSiN
43 Champaign
48 Binghamfon
44 Miami
49 Raleigh-Durham
45 Sacramento-Stockton
50 Asheville

is No. 1
WOC-TV
In This 47th

in coverage
Market

48 COUNTIES
1,727,100
Population*
Homes
556.500
469,890
TV Homes
Farm Homes**
TV Farm Homes**
97,101
54,912
Effective Buying Income* $2,852,363,000
$2,076,120,000
Retail Sales*
♦Sales Management's "Survey of Buying Power,
**U. S. Census of Agriculture, 1954

Programming
• Charles King, formerly director of
1958"
sales, NTA Film Network, named v.p.
in charge of syndicated sales, Bernard
L. Schubert Inc., N.Y.
Peters,
Inc.; Griffin,
ExclusiveWoodward,
National
• E. Jonny Graff, NTA v.p., midwest
sales, named national sales manager in THE QUINT CITIES I Representatives
charge tionofal Inc. feature films, NTA Interna3AVENPORT
BETTENDORF
• Billy James, forISLAND
merly
di- ROCK
rector,promotion
Guild Films,
MOLINE
named director of ad- EAST MOLINE
vertising and publicity,
WOC-TV Davenport, Iowa is part of Central Broadcasting Company which
also owns and operates WHO-TV and WHO-Radio — Des Moines
Flamingo Telefilm
Sales Inc., N.Y.
• Don Castle, acBROADCASTING
Mr. James tor-producer, appointTHE 8USINESSWEEKLV OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
ed production assistant on all Jack
1735 DeSales St., N. W. Washington 6, D. C.
Wrather Organization tv film productions. He will work closely with Mr.
MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH THE NEXT ISSUE
START
PLEASE
Wrather on tv film product offered to
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING
11.00
but not directly an activity of Independ□ 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number
$ 7.00
ent Television Corp., owned jointly by
□ Enclosed □ Bill
Wrather and Associated Television Ltd.
of England.
• Vernon Burns, head of National
itle/ position*
Telefilm Assoc. London office, named
company name
v.p. of NTA International Inc.
• Ernest Fladell, direct r of sales development, National Telefilm Assoc.,
since May 1958 and previously manager Please send to home address •
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of sales promotion, NBC-TV, named
creative director — advertising departNTA. Phil Cowan,
with NTA's
publicityment, department
past year,
named
director of publicity for NTA stations.
• John J. Pondfield resigns as film director of WJZ-TV Baltimore to form
own tv film production company, John
J. Pondfield Productions Inc. Address:
807 N. Charles St., Baltimore 2. Telephone: Lexington 9-6446.
• Leo Kepler appointed director of
Capitol Records Inc.'s Angel repertoire
and Capitol-EMI line of classical recordings, effective March 1, with shift
of
classical repertoire headquarters from
YOUR SALES MESSAGE
Hollywood to New York. Also effective
HITS THE 50,000 TV HOMES March 1, Richard Jones becomes director of Capitol-FDS (full dimensional
covered by
sound) classical repertoire department.
Francis Scott III named chairman of
KMSO-channel 13
classical committees of Angel and CapiTHINGS BEGIN TO HAPPEN
tol. Roland Fri-Bourghouse put in
IN WESTERN MONTANA
charge of artist and publisher relations
BECAUSE . . .
for
artist
division. Frank
KMSO works . .programs
thetreatment
best of allfor3 ALL
net- J. Brooks andto repertoire
assistant to director of in.
plus
VIP
commercials.
ternational department.
and that goes for
e Robert Sparks, formerly executive
producer in charge of film programs,
KGVO RADIO TOO
CBS-TV, Hollywood, to Screen Gems
CBS — ABC — NBC
as director in charge of syndicated film
ask FORJOE or
KMSO-KGVO — MISSOULA, MONT.
production.
• Arthur Stolnitz, for past six years
with legal department of William Morris
Agency, Beverly Hills, to Ziv Television
Programs, Hollywood, in business affairs department.
LIBEL - SLANDER
Equipment
& Engineering
PIRACY - PLAGIARISM
• Douglas C. Lynch, managing direcINVASION OF PRIVACY
tor of RCA International Div., elected
COPYRIGHT VIOLATION
v.p. with responsibility for all RCA
Be ready with our unique
international activities except RCA Victor Co. Ltd. (Canada). Before joining
EXCESS INSURANCE
Adequate
protectionmoderate
against embarrassing
1957 he was presiat amazingly
cost. Write! loss RCA dentinof December
Brush Electronics, Cleveland.
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE
• Robert C. Stuart promoted from
CORPORATION
general sales manager to assistant gen21
W.
Tenth,
Kansas
City,
Mo.
York, Chicago,
San100Francisco,
managerdivision,
of Zenith
Radio Corp.'s
107New William
175
W.
Bush
hearingeral aid
Chicago.
St. Jackson St.
• William R. Fraser, product-design
engineer,
General Electric's
products department,
appointedtechnical
to new
post of consulting engineer — product
design, for engineering and designing of
rf? V ADVERTISING IN
complex broadcast transmitters.
II J jj BUSINESSPAPERS
• Robert G. Morgans appointed tv
^U, J MEANS BUSINESS
sales manager at Pope Electronics Ltd.,
Sydney,
ola Inc. Australian licensee of MotorIn the Radio-TV Publishing Field
•
Dr.
W. Crawford Dunlap, formerly
only BROADCASTING is a
member of Audit Bureau of
supervisor of research of Bendix Aviation, Detroit,
Circulations and Associated
conductornamed
research ofdirector
Raytheonof semiMfg.
Business Publications
Co., Waltham, Mass.
88 (FATES & FORTUNES)

• Frederick P. Guthrie, 67, who retired in 1956 as assistant manager and
v.p. of RCA Communications, Washington,tion,D.C.,diedafter
with corporaFeb. 336 years
in Bethesda,
Md.,
following long illness. He was once
supervisor of operations of WRC Washington.
Allied Fields
• Leo Cluesmann resigns as international secretary of American Federation of Musicians because of ill health.
Stanley Ballard, member of executive board and secretary of Minneapolis
local of AFM, succeeds Mr. Cluesmann.
Al Manuti, president of New York
Local 802, elected to executive board
to fill unexpired term of Mr. Cluesmann.
• Marijean Isaac, formerly radio-tv
placement specialist in public relations
department, BBDO, New York, resigns to open her own office, Radio-Tv
Publicity Assoc., 335 E. 54th St., New
York 22. Telephone: Plaza 3-9897.
• George J. Zachary, formerly radiotv program and production manager of
Lever Bros., N.Y., to General Artists
Corp., New York talent agency, in new
post of tv production director.
• Robert S. Green, formerly trial attorney, civil division, Dept. of Justice,
Washington, to Koteen & Burt, Washington law firm, to practice before FCC
Civil Aeronautics Board and other Federal agencies and courts.
• Robert Bennett Lubic, formerly attorney of tv facilities branch, broadcast
bureau, FCC, to Krause & Boreman,
Pittsburgh law firm, as communicationspatent counsel.
• Briggs Baugh, formerly with Paul H.
Raymer Co., N.Y., to Radio Press Inc.,
that city, in sales capacity.
Government
• Richard A. Solomon, assistant FCC
general counsel past six years, resigned
last Friday (Feb. 13) to join antitrust
division of Dept. of Justice (Closed
Circuit, Jan. 12). Mr. Solomon, who
was insion,charge
diviwill becomeof FCC's
memberlitigation
of appellate
section
of
Justice's
antitrust
division.
will be succeeded in his FCC post Heby
Max D.page
Paglin
liners,
10). (see Week's Head• Clyde A. Wheeler Jr., special assistant to Secretary of Agriculture in
Congressional liaison, named to White
House staff as staff assistant in Congres ional liaison.
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INTERNATIONAI
First grants by BBG:
6 ams, 1 tv satellite
The first public hearings of the newly
appointed Canadian Board of Broadcast Governors (BBG) resulted in approval of a number of power increases,
frequency
changes,
new radio
stations and one
new six
television
satellite.
Facilityandactions,
takenFeb.Jan.6:28-31
Ottawa
released
CFNBin
Fredericton, N.B., was granted a power
boost from 5 kw to 50 kw on 550 kc.
Other power increases went to CKEC
New Glasgow, N.S., from 250 w to 1
kw day and 250 w night and change in
frequency from 1230 kc to 1320 kc; to
CFPL London, Ont., from 5 kw on
980 kc to 10 kw day and 5 kw night;
to CJCS Stratford, Ont., from 250 w on
1240 kc to 1 kw day and 250 w night;
to CFCL Timmins, Ont., from 1 kw to
10 kw day and 2.5 kw night and change
in frequency from 580 kc to 620 kc.
The 1430 kc frequency was applied
for by a number of stations and assigned to CKFH Toronto (1400 kc),
with increase in power from 250 w to 5
kw.
CFUN Vancouver, B.C., was given
a power boost from 1 kw on 1410 kc
to 10 kw day and 1 kw night with the
understanding it would improve programming. CHWK Chilliwack, B.C.,
was given a power increase from 1 kw
on 1270 kc to 10 kw with change of
station site.
New radio stations recommended for
licenses by the BBG were at Woodstock, N.B., to R. J. Morrison with 1
kw on 920 kc; at Quebec City, to Les
Enterprises Sillery-Quebec Inc., for 5
kw on 1060 kc; at Kitchener, Ont., to
Alan G. Hodge for 1 kw on 1320 kc;
at Lethbridge, Alta., to H. W. Brown
for 5 kw on 1000 kc; at Coutenay.
B.C., to William George Brown for 1
kw on 1440 kc; and at Saanich, B.C.,
to Ellison Queale for 1 kw on 810 kc.
A television satellite was approved
for CJCB-TV Sydney, N.S., at Inverness, N.S., on ch. 6 with 6 kw video,
3.2 kw audio and antenna height 987
feet above average terrain.
European countries
ask uhf scatter use
Three European countries have recommended that upper portions of the
uhf broadcasting band be opened for
tropospheric scatter transmissions.
In proposals submitted for consideration atthe forthcoming International
BROADCASTING, February 16, 1959

how much of your TOTAL
LISTENING AUDIENCE

is

, ,
, LOCAL
^
about J
your station's
PROGRAMS •f
Can your station afford to keep potential listeners UNAWARE of that fresh, new
slant onpellingmusic
programming?
that real
DJ personality?
TNT capsules?
or that orcheerful
earful"cool"
for the
ladies??? or those comLocal programs are the backbone of successful radio station operation . . .
what your potential listeners don't know about them, HURTS YOU PLENTY!
TELL YOUR WHOLE AUDIENCE WHAT YOU HAVE . TELL 'EM OFTEN
and keep the listening habit STRONG!
with VINCENT MICHAELS'
... a specialized Service for Radio stations to promote local programs with consistent impact
and identity. Covers key categories . . . news, weather, music, wake-up, traffic, teens etc. . . .
soradio-ADS
easy to successfully!
use . . . and soRESERVE
economical,
you can't afford
it by.NOW1
Hundreds of markets use
THE EXCLUSIVE
FOR YOURto pass
MARKET
TODAY.'/
SYourProofs'/

21 east 28th street, newI^Iichaels
york 16, n. y. • phone mu-3-7800
"^"ncent
inc.
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Telecommunications Conference in Geneva, Switzerland, this summer and fall,
the following changes in the allocations
for Region I (Europe, Africa and all
of USSR) have been made:
• United Kingdom — Proposes that
the band 800-960 mc be used for fixed
service for forward scatter propagation
circuits, in addition to broadcasting, under arrangements among the countries
involved.
• France — Proposes that the band
860-960 mc be reallocated to permit,
in addition to broadcasting, its use for
fixed services.
• West German Republic — Proposes
that the bands 790-960 mc be used for
fixed services as well as for broadcasting.
The 1947 Atlantic City convention
allocated the following uhf bands for
broadcasting in Region I: 470-585 mc,
and 610-960 mc.
In Great Britain both BBC and private commercial telecasting are on vhf
bands in the 41-67 mc and 176-215 mc
areas.
At the present time there is no uhf
telecasting activity in Great Britain.

It's all in the mind
Ernest A. Jones, president MacManus, John & Adams, speaking on
agency mergers before the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies meeting
in Atlanta Feb. 6, had these observations to make on this trend:
Does the current urge to merge mean
eventual disappearance of the $100,000
shop ... or the half-million dollar shop
... or the million dollar shop? Does it
mean that eventually a handful of giant
agencies will control all advertising?
I do not think so . . . for the simple
reason that agencies are not manufacturing concerns or chain stores and
never can be, for in the last analysis all
we have to offer is creative brains. And
I do not think that even the most ardent
exponent of strength through size arbitrarily states that doubling or tripling
size increases brain power proportionately. .. .
How big is big enough to do the job?
Well,ful there
are craftsmen
jobs and jobs.
hand-a
of skilled
can Abuild
completely desirable home. A horde of
workers of all categories are required to
erect an Empire State Building. Just so
in advertising. A handful of talented
craftsmen with proper equipment are
eminently suitable for some accounts;
the successful conduct of other accounts
may require large field staffs, many
branch offices and a dimension of finan90

Canada '58 tv set sales
slightly under 1957
Television receiver sales in Canada
in 1958 totaled 430,980 sets, compared
with 470,823 sets in 1957. Also, according to the Electronic Industries Assn.
of Canada, sales of 40,668 sets were
recorded in December 1958, as compared with 44,467 in December 1957.
Highesttobersales
month sets
last were
year was
when 59,177
sold. OcOf the 430,980 sets sold, Ontario
accounted for 158,181 sets, Quebec
107,440, Alberta 37,356, British Columbia 36,084, Manitoba 28,487, Saskatchewan 26,461, Nova Scotia 19,545, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island 13,453, and Newfoundland,
3,973.

ing to Finance Minister Donald Fleming
at Ottawa. In addition Ottawa is arranging acapital grant for the government's CBC of $9,197,000 for the coming fiscal year, up $548,000 from the
capital grant voted for the current fiscal
• The French government has announced that no commercial segments
year.
will be introduced into tv programming
there. Nor is it, according to a governmentcommercial
spokesman, stations
planningin totheallow
private
country
at this time.

• The Bonn (West Germany) Postal
Ministry intends to construct a network
of about 30 tv transmitters, observers
there report. The network will give West
Germans an alternative channel.
• Abroad in brief
Whether the Bonn government will
• Canadian Broadcasting Corp. will re- rent the transmitters to commercial tv
ceive $58,404,000 from the Canadian operators or whether it plans to run the
government in the fiscal year starting network itself is an issue that still is to
April 1, 1959, almost $7 million more be determined, according to broadcastthan in the current fiscal year, according observers close to the Bonn scene.

QUOTES WORTH REPEATING
PLAYBACK
cial reserve which the sn.aller agency,
however creatively capable, cannot sup- Not for its own sake
Southat theinAAAA
speaker
AnotherCouncil
meeting
Atlanta was
Certainly there will continue to be Bryan eastHouston,
ply.
chairman
of
the
board,
mergers in the agency field. We might Bryan Houston Inc., treating limits
on
even feel the urge ourselves one day. creativity.
words of good
But agencies — by a sort of Darwinian counsel to Heofferhadthethese
Atlanta delegates:
law of survival — will tend to remain at
the ideal size to do their particular job.
Be careful that your gimmick does
not strangle
We arecommercials
seeing an un-on
usual numberyou.
of forced
tv, and
hearing an even greater number on radio.
Please do not think that I hold any
brief for the finger pointing, repetitious,
"Uncle Sam Needs You" type of "hard
sell" commercials. ... We have checked
some of those that were not remembered by as many as 5% of the proven
audience of the show. We also have
records of commercials and print ads
that got a high degree of interest and
memory, but did not sell anything that
we could trace because the memory and
interest were attached to some part of
the advertisement that was not for sale.
At least you couldn't buy it by the package in your grocery store. . . . Several
times each year we usually see or hear
an ad tractthatattention
is sufficiently
unusual
to atbut that does
not for
an
instant forget that somebody paid for
the time, or space, in the hopes of selling something. When that happens, we
see a great ad.
Houston: remembrance isn't buying
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EQUIPMENT
GT-Sylvania merger
The merger of Sylvania Electric Products Inc., New York, into General Telephone Corp., that city (Broadcasting,
Jan. 12; Nov. 17, 1958), was approved
Feb. 11 by shareholders of both companies at special meetings held in Boston and New York, respectively. Under
the new corporate name, General Telephone & Electronics, Sylvania will operate as a separate company, whollyowned by General Telephone. New corporate officers include Donald C. Power,
president of General Telephone, who
becomes GTE chairman of the board,
and Don G. Mitchell, board chairman
of
dent.Sylvania, who becomes GTE presi• Technical topics
•Achievement
RCA's David
Sarnoff
Outstanding
Awards
in Science
and
Engineering for 1958 go to Nils E.
Lindenblad
the company's
nical staff,ofPrinceton,
N.J., labs
and techDr.
Lome D. Armstrong, senior engineer in
advanced development at its Semiconductor and Materials Div., Somerville,
N.J.
• Alpar Mfg. Co. (towers) has moved
to 220 Demeter St., Palo Alto, Calif.,
from its former Redwood City, Calif.,
location.
• S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp., N.Y.,
announces a new line of 16mm double
magnetic sound editors called the Magniola and Deluxe Magniola. The machines feature 3x4-inch picture, builtin cue marker, frame and footage
counters, two-gang synchronizer with
magnetic soundhead and amplifierspeakertem editor
unit.isThe$450Magniola
doubleDeluxe
syswhile the
Magniola (with two magnetic heads,
one for single system and another for
double system sound) is $520. S.O.S.
address: 602 W. 52nd St., New York 19.
• Philco Corp., Phila., reports consum ation oflicensing agreement with
Thorn Electrical Industries Ltd., London, permitting Thorn to acquire two
British Philco subsidiaries to manufacture and sell Philco's tv receivers, radios
and hi-fi phonographs. Two companies
are Philco (Overseas) Ltd. manufacturing subsidiary, and Philco (Great
Britain) Ltd., sales subsidiary. Both
now will operate as units of Thorn.
• Irl T. Newton Jr., engineering consultant, has closed his offices in Haddonville, N.J., and Washington, D.C.,
and relocated in Cleveland at 7013
State Rd., Parma
Mr. continues
Newton's
Clearwater,
Fla., 34.
branch
under the management of George H.
Bowles.
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ENGINEERING

• Allen B. DuMont Labs, Clifton, N.J.,
has microwave
begun production
on company's
first
tube, designed
for use
in equipment for line-of-sight telephone
relay stations as well as for microwave
equipment
used by the military services.

operator of station K2KGJ, is reported
to have transmitted more than 12,000
messages during the past year. Special
citations will be awarded to three other
ham radio operators for special achievements.

• David R. Hull, vice president of Raytheon Manufacturing Co. and president
• General Electric's 1958 Edison Radio
Amateur Award (trophy and $500) for of Electronics Industries Assn., has
public service will be presented to Julius moved his office from the firm's headquarters in Waltham, Mass., to the
M.J. Madey, 18, of Clark, N.J., in ceremonies Feb. 26 at the Sheraton-Carlton company's new Washington offices at
1000
16th
St., N.W.
Hotel, Washington, D.C. Mr. Madey,

-TV
AChands
Puts this vital market™vin WJ
your

FACTS FROM N.C.S.~ln the Johnstown-Altoona Total Coverage Area
1 WJAC-TV is seen in 533,290 homes each week at night, in 457,430
homes each week during daytime. In 14 out of 21 counties, WJAC-TV
gives 80 to 100% coverage of all TV homes! (N.C.S. Report No. 3,
Spring, 19581.
FACTS FROM A.R.B.--ln Cambria County, WJAC-TV leads WFBG-TV
2 by 92°/oto 38% In Blair County--WFBG-TV'S home grounds- WJAC-TV
is a mere 5% behind this competitor! It adds up to hard, cold proof
of viewer preference. (A.R.B. Study, Feb., 1958).
FACTS FROM TRENDEXsome mighty in3 There are teresting
figures on how
WJAC-TV stacks up in
fringe areas against Pittsburgh stations. Get all these
important facts and figures
from your Katz Man!
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FANFARE
Western duds in bank set
The president and staff of the Bank
of Madison (Wis.) are wearing cowboy
outfits to the office each Monday to
publicize bank sponsorship of the
WKOW-TV Madison Roy Rogers show
(Sun. 5:30-6 p.m.).
The bank decided to sponsor the
western to encourage youngsters to
save. In the Madison exploitation kit:
movie, prefree tickets to a Roy Rogers
miums for children whose accounts
reach certain figures and large colored
pictures of the show's stars and leaflets
about the program in. the bank's lobby.
KTVH (TV) hop draws 2,500
KTVH (TV) Hutchinson-Wichita Hia
fortnight ago staged its firstonannual
Fi Hop contest in connecti with its
five-year-old dance show. To cover the
event, KTVH dispatched its mobile
unit to the Wichita Forum Auditorium,
where some 2,500 youngsters turned
out.
The winning couple emerged victorious over nine other monthly contest winners, taking home over $1,000
in prizes and gifts. The contest was
staged from 2 to 4 p.m. Feb. 1. One
hour (2:30-3:30) was televised by
KTVH, with Bill Brooks as host.

ments in a homemaker's life from pregnancy to birth. Titled Unto Her a Child
Is Born, the 15-minute feature bowed
Wednesday (Feb. 4) as a public service
feature of The Martha Crane Show. The
subjects are a 23-year-old woman and
her husband. Guest medical specialists
appear in the pre-recorded series with
the blessing of ACOG.
If all goes well, WLS plans to take
a tape recorder to Evanston (111.) Hospital and describe the actual birth.
Tentative date: June 10.

Hypnotism on WLCS
Disc jockey Ken Wallace slept more
than 63 hours under hypnosis in a department store window and was viewed
by 30,000 people as estimated by WLCS
Baton Rouge, La., at the end of its
"Hypnotic Radio," or H-Sound, promotion.
Four WLCS d.j.'s were publicly
hypnotized as part of the stunt. Under
the power of hypnotist C. H. Ryan Jr.,
WLCS staffers Ron Lundy, David
Nebel, Bill Cox and Mr. Wallace were
put through
post-hypnotic
tricks thaton in-a
cluded calling
all the records
Mamie Van
& mutt
Mamie
Doren• The
holdsmovies'
Chip,
show "Jingle Bells" and being unable
the dog she and psychiatrist
tospoken
pronounce
the
letter
"t"
in
any
words
on the air. KFI Los Angeles d.j.
judges picked as the Los Angeles
area's "most pooped pooch" in a
Ben Hunter phoned the Baton Rouge
contest by KDAY Santa Monica,
station, reports WLCS, to interview perCalif. Sixteen-year-old Chip was
sonnel
first-hand.
WLS follows blessed event
judged most neurotic and rundown
dogs enBoth WLS Chicago and t^>e American WTRF-TV closed-circuit sales
tered in among
the nearly
KDAY 100promotion.
College of Obstetrics and Gynecology
WTRF-TV Wheeling W.Va., atFor
making
the
most
pitiful
showfeel that "no radio program has ever
tributes the signing of six new sponsors
ing in the event, held at KDAY
done an honest, personal and medi- to a closed-circuit sales presentation.
studios in Hollywood, the chamcally sanctioned program of that time Since October 1958, 13 merchants have
pion and his two owners won a
in a woman's life when she prepares been invited to see the 15-minute presfour-day trip to Palm Springs,
entation. Itdeals with analysis of the
for her first child," Martha Crane, the
Calif.
station's
the client's viewpoint, adsays. director of women's programs market from
vantages of tv over other media, samSo they got together some six months
ple commercials using the prospective Pop-disc film productions
ago and planned a 19-week, documented clients' products or services and spotFollowing a survey which showed
series, that discussed the various adjust- program
availabilities.
more than 250 tv stations broadcasting
disc jockey programs of some sort,
Tele Records Services, Hollywood is offering record manufacturers a chance
RADIO- TELE-LUXEMBOURG
to supply
thesenewstations
with visual verGIVES ADVERTISERS COVERAGE OF
sions of their
pop discs.
TRS records artists on 16 mm film
BELGIUM and NETHERLANDS Over 1,000,000 Radio Homes
England. .2,800,000 Radio Homes France. . .3,500,000 Radio Homes
in lip-synchronized versions of records.
These films are then distributed to tv
Germany Ruhr; Rhineland-Pfalz
stations which, the survey indicates, will
WE HAVE NOT LOST AN AMERICAN
give each an average of three plays a
ADVERTISER IN OVER 10 YEARS!
week. The station pays nothing for the
Advertisers now using RADIO-TELE-LUXEMBOURG
film, but agrees to abide by starting and
•• Aqua
Frigidaire •• MacCormick
Nescafe •• Toni
Philips Yeast
cutoff dates set by the record firm to coColgateVelva
Palmolive •• Tide
incide with its heavy promotion of the
• Lux
• Prom
• Carters * White Rain
disc. The manufacturer pays $1,200
• Gillette • Singer
•
Watermans
And others
for production,
filming, editing,
duction and distribution
of such reproa film
GUY BOLAM
MU 5-1300
AMERICAN SALES & SERVICING AGENCY 370 Lexington Ave.
to 100 tv stations, or $1,800 for distribution to 200 stations. TRS, with head92
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Solid radio front
quarterswood at28, Calif.,
5746 Sunset
Blvd.,by Hollyis headed
Alan
Zimmerman, vice president
Lane, vice president of SkiatrOn Ty, andSterling
general manager of KUNO Corpus
and Bradley Kemp, head of Vue- Christi,
Tex.,
has been elected president
Tronics Corp.
of the new Radio Public Service Assn.
of Corpus Christi, composed of all
the radio stations in that city. The
1,000 WIP 'Pyle Drivers'
WIP Philadelphia personality Jack new
organization intends to "provide
Pyle is responsible for the formation of better and more coordinated public
a new 1,000-member club of Delaware service to the community." Foremost
plans tois local
proValley traveling salesmen, the "Pyle in the group's
motion of the announced
radio medium
Drivers Club," which recently held a businessmen.
"beer bust" in a hanger at the PhilaThe association will maintain a
delphia International Airport, accordspeaker's bureau and "will work closeing to WIP.
ly" with the
national
sentatives Assn.
DirectorsStation
of theReprenew
The weeks
"Pyle ago
Drivers"
some
throughweretheorganized
services organization are: Allen Dale, station
of d.j. Pyle's afternoon news and manager, KEYS; Bill Lightfoot, genmusic show, which many local traveleral manager, KATR; A.C. Lloyd,
ling salesmen listen to on the road. A
manager, KRYS, and Charles
dinner at the Drake Hotel brought out general
Manning, commercial manager, KSIX.
450 member-listeners at $5 each. The
Feb. 3 affair at the airport drew $2 each Tv and the general store
from local
more business
than 1,000
Drivers,"
with
firms"Pyle
donating
the
WSFA-TV Montgomery, Ala., uses
food, beer and prizes, and author Frank station breaks to identify not only itself
Smith appearing as one of the guest but to identify with smaller communities within the coverage area. ID slides
speakers.luminescent
The "Pylebumper
Drivers"
special
stripscarry
on showing landmarks in surrounding
their cars, have a midtown clubroom, towns are rotated around the schedule.
and plan to use their dues money for Local merchants, responding to the
civic and charitable purposes, accord- technique, sometimes have to change
ing to WIP.
their way of doing business to keep
up with the television medium. One
KPOA contest winners
bought two "10-plan" packages of
minute and 20-second spots but had
Lyn Salzberg, of Dancer-Fitzgerald- to cancel after only two of the minutes
run. He had sold out of the
Sample,win erNew
York,
was
first
prizein the recent contest conducted had
$129.95
phonographs featured in his
by KPOA Honolulu, with her slogan sale. Acting
on the basis of his pretv experience in sale promotion, he
"King
Pin of Alohaland,"
according
Fin Hollinger,
executive vice
presidentto had stocked only five of the sets.
of the station. A two-week vacation
for one or two (optional) was the prize KJAY keeps the beep
awarded the D-F-S staffer. Jean Sullivan, of Lessing Advertising Co., Des
KJAY Topeka, Kan., beeped its way
Moines, Iowa, won the second prize of through 18 hours of programming Feb.
a two-week vacation for one with her 2 playing Louis Prima's recording of
slogan "Kingsize Pacemaker of Aloha- "Beep-beep" from 6 a.m. till midnight.
Success of the stunt as an attentionreported
entries inland."theMr. Hollinger
KPOA contest
were that
rewas gauged by the reported 3,000
ceived from half the states of the getter
telephone calls the station received in
union.
the period. (In keeping with the wacky
promotion, these calls were answered in
Spanish.) The climax came when, at
Lassen to call Seattle plays
the end of disc
jockey Alarrived
Knight'sandshow,
Veteran sportscaster Leo Lassen was ambulance
attendants
put
named as the man to call the games the "Beep-beep"-playing d.j. in a strait
of the Seattle Rainers baseball team on jacket. They took him off to a local
KOMO Seattle for the next two years, automobile showroom which was stagas a result of public opinion poll, acKJAY's
cording to station manager Maitland wagoning a "Beep-beep"
was used to sale.
describe
the newsscene
Jordan. During a week-long contest to listeners.
among fifteen possibilities, Mr. Lassen
polled 90% of the popular vote, KOMO
announced. The KOMO coverage of the Winning shot for WCPO-TV
Vera Schulte, promotion director of
Rainiers will begin April 17. KOMO
signed a contract with the team to WCPO-TV Cincinnati, has won $500
cover the schedule of 154 games late from Grey Adv., New York, and prolast month.
gram sponsor General Electric, for the
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■HOWARD £. STARK.
Brokers and Financial
Consultants
Television Stations
Radio Stations
50 East 58th Street
New York 22, N. Y. ELdorado 5-0405
FIGHT
HEART

DISEASE

-

—

Sustained selling • Here is a sample
of what viewers the country over
best station
of ABC-TV's
Man
With apromotion
Camera series.
WCPOTV viewers were encouraged by Miss
Schulte to photograph their screens
while the program was in progress.
ABC-TV mailed sample promotion kits
to all its affiliates and Miss Schulte's
campaign included 7 of the 10 kit
suggestions.
Dimes still roll in
Full tallies of radio-tv collections for
the March of Dimes polio fund
(Broadcasting, Feb. 9) will be weeks in
the making. Meanwhile, a final survey of
representative station promotions:
• KMOX-TV St. Louis was pledged
$103,980 for the fund in a 14-hour telethon Feb. 1 that attracted 15,000 to the
studios. Actor Eddie Bracken kicked
off the campaign. Among others who
appeared: Stan Musial of St. Louis
Cardinals, St. Louis Hawks basketball
team, civic leaders, KMOX-TV and
other local stations' personalities.
• A small crippled girl walked into
KWYN Wynne, Ark., with a cake she
had made. The station put her on the
air to offer the cake for sale. $1,600 was
pledgedteners.byThe cake
localevent
and climaxed
out-of-state
lisa week
of KWYN broadcast auctions in which

are witnessing under TvB's "People
Are
Sold during
on Television"
campaign
initiated
National Television
Week last November (Broadcasting, Nov. 17, 1958). An interim
report shows 74 stations are airing
1,120 spots per average week, with
average weekly use per station
rounding out at 15. About twothirds of them are of 10-second duration, the rest 20-second.
The animated film commercials,
now seven strong, are produced by
the Wexton Co.
the entire county goal was exceeded.
• WHOL Allentown, Pa., disc jockeys
presented the station with the proceeds
from a record hop at the local Frolics
Ballroom.
• Harry Harrison, disc jockey, WPEO
Peoria, 111., marched a mile in subzero
weather for every $100 donated to the
fund. WPEO's news wagon followed
him over the snow-covered ground to
give a commentary on the stunt.
Perpetual (pro)motion
"WJZ-TV Baltimore Never Stops
Promoting,"
shaped bookletdeclares
mailed aby tv
the camerastation.
To prove the point the booklet graphically describes how WJZ-TV programs
are publicized with 120,000 milk bottle collars monthly, 200,000 laundry inserts monthly, newspaper ads almost
every day, 50 billboards monthly, over
100 taxi posters monthly, 200,000
matchbooks all over town, restaurant
table cards, 30 delivery trucks bearing
WJZ-TV announcements, three WJZTV News Dept. vehicles; copy on 3
million ice cream cartons per year,
25,000 shopping bags, 40 radio spots
weekly, ads in every issue of Tv Junior
Magazine; copy on 20,000 announcements on school book covers, trailers in

R. C. CRISLER & CO., inc.
Business Brokers Specializing in
Television and Radio Stations
CINCINNATI, O.
Paul E. Wagner
Fifth Third Bank Bldg.
DUnbar 1-7775
WEST COAST
Lincoln Dellar & Co.
Now.. .4 offices to
Santa Barbara, Calif.
II
WOodland
9-0770
better serve you. . .
OMAHA,
Paul R. Fry NEB.
P.O.
1733 (Benson)
TErraceBox 9455
NEW YORK
41 E. 42nd St.
MUr. Hill 7-8437
94 (FANFARE)

72 movie theatres; seven giant illuminated outdoor bulletins, hundreds of onthe-air promotion spots weekly and ads
in every issue of Tv Guide.
Triple threat by KSO
More than 20,000 entries weekly are
being received by KSO Des Moines,
Iowa, in a three-way promotion drive
in cooperation with Safeway-Thriftway
food stores and the Gift House Stamp
Co., the station reports. KSO announces
10 Gift House game items during each
weekly contest and listeners who obtain
entry forms from the food stores receive five stamps for each item mentioned correctly, making a possible
total of 50 stamps. Listening bonuses
are offered hourly from 7 a.m. to 7
p.m. at which time names are drawn
for a gift of 1,500 stamps.
KMPC collector items
The catch phrase used by KMPC
Hollywood in its advertising, "Did you
Whittinghill today?" has caught on to
the point that transit ad cards are being pilfered
as rapidly
as theyThearecopy
inserted, the station
reports.
refers to KMPC morning d.j. Dick
Whittinghill. Another Los Angeles station, KABC, has been reported ready
to counter with bus cards reading, "No,
but we Chef Milanied," referring to a
morning maker.
show with
Italian saladdressing
The the
Whittinghill
copy
on buses carries neither call letters nor
explanation. Paper ads show historical,
mythological and fictional characters in
drawings posing the Whittinghill question to one another, and KMPC call letters appear in small type under the art.
Going home via KSFO
Commuters in the San Francisco area
can now obtain information on the
traffic situation simply by dialing a local
telephone number. KSFO San Francisco
in cooperation with Folger's coffee,
has added the telephone service to regular broadcast traffic reports on the Bob
Colvig noonsCommute
weekday afterand Sunday Club,
evening.
Phoenix hunts for KBUZ man
News Phoenix,
DirectorAriz.,
Mikemay D'Arcy
KBUZ
be new ofin
town, but his employer made sure he
would not remain a stranger long. His
arrival from Omaha, where he used to
work for KOIL, was heralded by KBUZ
in a $1,000 "Hidden Man" contest.
After five days of broadcast clues, hundreds of listeners mobbed a supermarket in search of the prize. There the
winner picked up $1,000 for identifying
the new news director dressed as a
grocery stock boy.
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• Drumbeats
• WTCN-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul in
a joint promotion with a snack caterer
has scored a 50% tv rating. Viewers
are offered a free tv snack if sets are
tuned to WTCN-TV when the "Donny
Dipper" (coffee and sandwich enterprise) man knocks at the door. Of 50
homesset,called
on attuned
the campaign's
outhalf were
to the right
channel.
• WRC-TV Washington credits a single
announcement with bringing in 722
entries in its dog contest, to promote
the Jeffs Collie series. Subsequent announcements inthe week-long contest
raised the total entries to 3,056.
• KDKA-TV Pittsburgh has raised more
than $53,000 in cash and pledges for
the Children's Hospital, $40,000 of it
during a special two-hour program.
Prior to this collection, adds KDKATV, the Variety Club Telethon on that
station netted more than $90,000 for
a summer camp for crippled children.
• WCKY Cincinnati in a poll has discovered listeners prefer the original
arrangements of such old favorites as
"Smoke Gets in Your Eyes" and "One
R.ose" over more modern versions.
As of Feb. 3, phone and post card opinions were running 4,419 in favor of
the standard versions as against 1,203
preferring the new arrangements.

Mr. Lange is charged with helping citi"meet the challenges" of
each zens
newbetterday.
• KIOA Des Moines, Iowa, received
more than 500 shoes within a few days
in a "Glass Slipper" contest. KIOA
promised
the sender's
shoe that
best fittedthat
a KIOA
staff Cinderella
would win a complete outfit of clothes.
• Ginny Alter, WJXT (TV) Jacksonville, Fla. has been commissioned a
"torchbearer" saleswoman by the U.S.
Treasury Dept. to enlist 1,000 buyers
in the Bond-a-Month Plan.
• Tele-Chievers Inc., WBKB (TV) ChiCo.,
launched cago's
its Junior
fifthAchievement
annual tv series,
Tele-Scope, with a new 13-week segment Feb. 14. The program will be
handled by 20 teenagers, guided by
WBKB professional personnel.
Now! 50,000 waffs
• KRCA (TV) Los Angeles received
an award from LA. Mayor Norris
Poulson on its 10th anniversary commending the station for distinguished
broadcast service.
• CJKL Kirkland Lake, Ont., is sending to advertising agencies and custoInc.
mers plastic bags containing gold, silver,
copper and asbestos ores from mines
Henry I. Christal Co.
in its coverage area in northern Ontario,
in connection with its 25th anniversary.
• WCKT (TV) Miami, Fla., bribed
editors to tune in Meet Mr. Lincoln
Program Guide For
last week.on The
"bribe" sent: Lincoln's
• Jim Lange, d.j. billed as "morning portrait
FM-SCA LICENSEES
a penny.
mayor"
by
KGO
San
Francisco
now
has official claim to the title. Named • WFMY-TV Greensboro, N.C., got
Present and Prospective
"HonorarylamationMorning
Mayor"Christopher,
in a proc- guaranteed space in publications of 52
The only background music on tape
byMayor George
high school editors when it invited them
that isn't also on transcriptions
available to any broadcaster is
to the studios for judging of the annual
WFMY-TV Scholastic Art Awards project (1,200 entries from state schools
this year). The editors also were briefed
on electronic journalism by station
newsmen.
• More than 2,000 returns were received in two weeks by XETV (TV)
Tijuana-San Diego in a straw vote for
1958 motion-picture Oscar winners.
Exclusive franchise territories for this
The XETV audience picked Mitzi
exclusive tape program service now
Gaynor for "South Pacific," Spencer
being allocated. No franchise fees.
Tracy for "The Last Hurrah" and
No percentages. For franchise pardirector Mark Robson for "The Inn of
ticulars, availabilities and audition —
mail coupon today for complete particulars.
the Sixth Happiness."
MAGNE-TRONICS, Inc.
• Case histories can prove which proFootnotes • KXOK St. Louis
49 West 45th Street, New York 36, N. Y.
motion campaigns have the best results.
tried a down-to-earth technique
With this in mind Ziv Tv, program synPlease rush complete particulars on exclusive
franchise plan for FM-SCA and wire services.
to introduce its new radio persondicator, is distributing to sponsors and
NAME
stations a loose-leaf booklet of several
ality, Buddy Mac Gregor. More
dozen market-tested promotions for its
than 1 0,000 adhesive-backed
STATION
underwater drama series, Sea Hunt.
footprints announcing "Buddy
Some
of
the
ideas
are
from
Ziv's
origiMac Gregor was here" were left
nal kit for the series a year ago. Others 00 STREET
in heavy traffic areas of St. Louis.
were created entirely by stations, spon- 0 CITY
STATE .
sors and agencies using the show.
95
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Station Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting
Feb. 5 through Feb. 11: Includes data on new stations, changes in existing
stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes and
routine roundup.
Estimated
construction
$25,035,$36,000.
first
Abbreviations:
year
cost William
$30,000,costH.revenue
Equal operating
owners
are
Clark,
drug-A.
DA
—
directional
antenna,
cp
—
construction
gist;
Charles
Vaughn,
farmer,
and
Joe
ERP —frequency,
effective radiated
power,
vhf 11.Clark, in construction business. Ann. Feb.
—permit.
very high
ultra
highvis.fre, antkilowatts,
. — antenna,wuhf—
aur.watt,
— aural,
—
BelenBoxBcstg.
Co. 860 kc,con250
visual, ckwy les. —D quen—cyday.
—
mc
—
megaw Belen,
D. P.O.N.M.—
27. Estimated
N — night.
LStransmitter,
— local sunset,
strucaddress
tion corevenue
st $15,500,
first
yearSoleoperating
mod.
—
modification,
trans.
—
unl.
cost
$30,000,
$36,000.
owner
— unlimited
kc— kilocycles.
SCA— subWaid isCo.,majority
owner
of Bul-10.
sidiaryhours,
communications
authorization.
SSA CarterletinM. Publishing
Ann.
Feb.
■temporary
— special service
authorization.* — educ.
STA — special
E. J.Belen.
Van
Scyoc
1600 222,
kc,
authorization.
Ann. — 500Pendleton,
w D.Calif.
P.O.Ore.—
address
Route
1, Box
Announced.
Glenn,
Estimated
construction
cost
$20,000,enuefirst
year
operating
cost
$35,000,
revNew Tv Stations
$50,000. Ann.Tenn.-WFCT
Feb. 5.
Fountain
Inc. 1490Bldg.,
kc,
APPLICATION
250
kw. P.O.City,
address
1223 construction
Volunteer
Chattanooga
2.
Estimated
cost
♦Buffalo,cationalN.Y.—
Western
New
York
Edu$13,700,
first
year
operating
cost
$48,000,
Television
Assoc.
— uhf75.85ch. kw17 revenue $64,000. Applicants are Frank E.
(488-494ant.mc);
ERPabove
151.7 average
kwInc.vis.,
and owner
secreaur.;
terrain con313 Pellegrin
taryLaFollette
H-R (30%)
Reps. vice
Inc.and president
andWATOminority
ft.,
above stheight
ground
327.8
ft.
Estimated
WLAF
Oak Ridge,
ruction cost $123,475, first year operating
both
Tennessee;
Carlin
S.
French
(30%),
cost $86,650,nations)revenue
$100,000
(throughRuss,
do- another Chattanooga
H-R v. p. and
owner
. P.O. address
% Hodgson,
andP. majority
minority
Andrews,
Woods
&Studio
Goodyear,
800 MBuffalo.
& T WDXB
above
stations;
Samuel
Thrower owner
(30%)
Bldg.,
Buffalo
2.
location
general
manager
and
minority
owner
Trans, natlocation
Buffalo.
Geographic
coordiWATO
Oak
Ridge,
and
William
N.
Sherman
(10%)
salesman
WATE
Knoxville,
es 42° 57' B13.02"
N.ant.Lat.,
78" W. Tenn. Ann. Feb. 9.
Long. Trans.
GE,Consulting
GE. 78°Legal52' counsel
Allaire
City,
Tenn.
—
Jefferson
County
liam S. Karzon.
Duttera. Ann.
Feb. 9.engineer Wil- Jefferson
Bcstg. Co. 1600 kc, 500 w D. P.O. address
Box 3062 Greebeville,
Tenn.
Estimated
constructiorevenue
n cost $17,000,$45,000.
first year
operating
New Am Stations
cost
$36,000,
Applicants
are
Paul
Metcalfe
(48%)
majority
owner
WGRV
ACTIONS BY FCC
Greeneville;
Clifford
Spurlock Ky.;
(22%) Kenneth
former
owner
WWXL
Manchester,
Clearwater,
Fla.
—
Radio
Clearwater
Inc.
Dearstone and Ray Smith (14% each),
860 kc, 500 wEstimated
D. P.O. address
Box 1876,
Clearwater.
construction
cost both
Feb. 11.announcer-salesman at WGRV. Ann.
$48,866,
first
yearCharles
operating
costand$65,000,
revenue
$75,000.
Adams
Gene
Robinson,
Stations
present ownboth
44% ofeach.WTAN
Ann. Clearwater,
Feb. 11. at Existing AmACTIONS
BY FCC
Billings,
Mont.—
Yellowstone
Bcstg. St.,730 San
kc,
500
w
D.
P.O.
address
600
California
WHIE
Griffin,
Ga.—
Granted
increase of
Francisco.
Estimated
construction
cost
power
from
1
kw
to
5
kw, continuing
$27,219,
first
year Thomas
operatingDavis
cost Jr.$48,000,
eration on 1320 kc, D. Ann.
Feb. 11. oprevenue
$57,000.
and
KBCL
Bossier
City,
La.—
Granted
appliCarl Hansen,
cation to move am station and main studio
partners.
Ann.bothFeb.in 11.real estate, are equal to Shreveport;
continued
APPLICATIONS
kc, 250 w, D. APPLICATIONS
Ann.
Feb. 11.operation on 1220
Eureka,
—address
Jesse Frank
Carter 1600Ave.,
kc, WGPC Albany, Ga. — Cp to increase day1 kw D. Calif.
P.O. Calif.
1000 Henderson
Porterville,
Estimated
construction
time power Ann.
from Feb.
250 w10.to 1 kw and install
new trans.
cost
$12,121,
first
year
operating
cost
$35,000,
revenue
$51,000.Feb.Mr.11.Carter is a carpenterWNEG quencyToccoa,
change
frepainter. Ann.
from 11320kwGa.—
kctotoCp500630towkc;
power from
anddecrease
make
Winfield,
Kan.—
WinfieldBoxBcstg.
Co. 1550 changes
in
ant.
and
ground
systems.
Ann.
kc,
250
w
D.
P.O.
address
503,
Carthage,
Mo. year
Estimated
construction
cost revenue
$23,477, Feb.WTAX
11. Springfield, III.— Cp to increase
first
cost C.$42,000,
$48,000.
Soleoperating
owner
Lloyd
McKenney
is daytimestall newpower
trans. from
Ann. 250Feb.w to9. 1 kw and inowner
KMDO
Fort
Scott,
Kan.,
KRMO
KXLK power
Great Falls,
Mont.— Cp to increase
Monett,son, Mo.Mo.Ann.andFeb.half-owner
KBHM Bran- daytime
11.
from
new trans. Ann. 250Feb.w 10.to 1 kw and
Ky.-WMCV
Inc. 1370 Ky.
kc, install
1 TompkinsvUle,
kw D. P.O. address
Tompkinsville,
WEED Rocky mount, N.C.— Cp to change

United Press International s
Facsimile Newspictures and
United Press Movietone Newsfi m
Build Ratings s

New Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Hartford,
Conn.
— mc,
Greater
Hartford
Bcstg.
Die.
Granted
6.6 kw.
P.O. address
338
Asylum
St.106.9
Estimated
construction
cost
$45,000,
first
year
operating
cost
$20,000,
revenueHartford.
$10,000. Ann.
Applicant
WCCC
Feb. is11. licensee of
Neb.—
KFABP.O.Bcstg.
Granted
99.9Omaha,
mc, 8.2
kw Omaha.
unl.
addressCo. construc5010
Underwood
Ave.,
Estimated
tion
cost
$19,057,
first
year
operating
cost
$1,200,
revenue
$2,500.
Applicant
is
licensee
ofPrinting
KFAB Co.
Omaha,and is May
ownedBcstg.
by Journal
Star
Co.
(each
48.86%
others. May
Bcstg. is licensee
ofOmaha.
KMA) and
Shenandoah,
Central
Bcstg.IowaCo. and(25%KMTV
owner(TV)of
May
Bcstg.)
is
licensee
of
WHO-AM-FM-TV
Des
Moines
and
WOC-TV
Davenport,
both
Iowa. Ann. Feb. 11.
Cincinnati,
Ohio—mc,North4.8 kw.
Cincinnati
Bcstg.
Co.
Granted
104.3
P.O.
address
6004
Rd. Estimated
construction
cost
$11,473,Wiehe
operating
cost
enuefirst
$3,000.W.year
Equal
partners
arein $3,000,
Edwardrev-L.
and
Alvin
Fishman,
both
appliances,
and Fredment. Ann.J. Feb.
Fishman,
11. in lubricating equipGreen 101.1
Bay,mc,Wis.13.5— kw.
Norbertine
Fathers.115
Granted
P.O. address
S. Jefferson St. Estimated construction
cost
$20,450.
Applicant
is
licensee
of
WBAY-AMTV Green Bay. Ann. Feb. 11.
APPLICATIONS
Fresno,
Califkw.. — P.O.
Edward
W. 2964
Stokes
104.7
mc,
2.85
address
E. Mc-Sr.
Kenzie
Ave., first
Apt. year
B. Estimated
construction
cost
$15,150,
operating
cost
$30,000,
revenue
Mr. Stokes is minority
ownerFeb.and$35,000.
Ann.
10.manager of drive-in theatres.
Calif.—
H. kw.
DeanP.O.& Richard
E. Fresno,
Newman
102.7 Elbert
mc, 2.85Estimated
address
5226
N.tion costTeilman
Ave.
construc$12,650,
first
year
operating
cost
$15,000,
revenue
$20,000.
Equal
partners,
Mr.
Dean isand chief
engineeris engineer
KARM-AM-FM
Fresno
Mr.
Newman
Video
Corp.,
San
Diego.
Ann.
Feb.
10.
♦Rochester,
BoardNo. of3 Education
of
SchoolN.Y.—
District
of theP.O.Town
ofCentral
Irondequoit
90.9
mc,
.0058
kw.
addres 370 Cooper Rd. Estimated construction
cost $3,320,
Ann.
Feb. 5. first year operating cost $200.
Altoona,
Publications
98.1 mc, 32.5Pa.—kw.Triangle
P.O. address
46th Inc.
and
Market
39. Estimated
constructionSts.,costPhiladelphia
$31,900, first year
operating
cost
$18,200.
Applicant
owns
WFBG-AM-TV
Altoona,
Philadelphia,
WLBR-TV WFEL-AM-FM-TV
Lebanon,
all Pennsylvania:
WNBF-AM-FM-TV
Binghamton,
N.Y.,Conn.
and
WNHC-AM-FM-TV
New
Haven,
Ann. Feb. 5.
Lancaster,
— Percy BoxB. 1,Crawford
94.5
mc,
20 kw. P.O.Pa.
address
Philadelphia
5. Estimated
$59,345,$33,000.
first
year
operatingconstruction
cost $30,000, cost
revenue
Applicant
is Air
president
Church of the
Inc. Ann.Young
Feb. Peoples'
10.
Pittsburgh,
Pa. P.O.
— Dynamic
Bcstg.
Die.
105.9
mc,
2.74
kw.
address
105
E.construcEighth
Ave., tionHomestead,
Pa.
Estimated
cost
$50,107,
first
year
operating
cost
$15,000, censee
revenue
$15,000. Applicant
WAMO Homestead.
Ann. Feb. is10. liWaco,
Tex.P.O.— Music
Unlimited
Inc. Ave.
95.5
mc,
1
kw.
address
418
Franklin
Estimated
construction
cost
$15,175,
first
year operating
cost $7,800,
$10,600.
Applicants
are James
C. Cookrevenue
(40%) Bill
ownerB.
radio-tv
sales
and W.service
outfit;
English torney,
(40%)
John
Fulbright
(10%)
atand Charles
attorney. Ann.
Feb. 9.F. Koehne Jr. (10%)
Existing Fm Stations
ACTION BY FCC
WIUS (FM)mod.Christiansted,
St. Croix,station
V.I.
—Granted
of cpAmalie,
to change
location
to Charlotte
St.ERPThomas,
V.I.,
change
trans.,
ant.
system,
to
w,100.1ant.mc;
to 360 ft., continuing operation 400on
Feb. 11. engineering condition. Ann.
Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
WFAB MiamiSouthWFAB
Miami,Inc.Fla.—
assignment
of
(40%Granted
interest$24,026
to Louisspent
G.cp toJacobs
as reimbursement
for
in
obtaining
permit,
and
60% to Harold E. King, who, with wife,
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SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through Feb. 11
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
For new629 stations
Not 123CPon air
Cps
3,286
105
543
138
54
102
64
TELEVISION STATIONS
43 OPERATING
21
Compiled by BROADCASTING through Feb. 11
VHF
TOTAL
Commercial
435
UHF8
Non-Commercial 30
80
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC through Dec. 31,AM1958
TV
FM
543
Licensed (all on air)
104
515*
3,286
11440
CPs
on
air
(new
stations)
11729
CPs notauthorized
on the airstations
(new stations)
695
6667038
357344
Total
470
3,440
Applications
for
new
stations
(not
in
hearing)
108
124
Applications
for newfor stations
(in hearing)
59448
478
Total applications
new stations
Applications
for
major
changes
(not
in
hearing)
0
17
381
Applications
for major
(in hearing)
526
312
Total
applications
for changes
major changes
432'
37541
Licenses
deleted
0
CPs deleted
0
1
xThere are, in addition, seven tv stations which are no longer on the air, 31but retain their
licenses.
'Therein operation
are, in addition,
which operation.
were on the air at one time but are no
832
longer
and one 39whichtv cp-holders
has not started
uhf)."There have been, In addition, 211 television cps granted, but now deleted (44 vhf and 167
* There has been, In addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.
Andrew H. Becker. Ann. Feb. 10.
owns KGHI
Ark.;Daytona,
WTHR Panama City; Little
WDATRock,South
and
WINN
Louisville,
assignment
license
WBC Ky.—
Inc. Seeks
from
Kentuckyof
WTTT
Feb. 11.Arlington [Jacksonville], Fla.). Ann. of
Bcstg.
Corp.,toFeb.wholly-owned
subsidiary
WBC. Ann.
11.
WAZAment of license
Bainbridge,
Ga.
—
Granted
assignto Radio Bainbridge Inc.; transfer
WTSV-AM-FM
Claremont,
N.H.—
Requests
of Grandview
control andInc.assignment
of liconsideration
$50,000 Jr.,
less assignee
certain consideracenseInc.,from
to Knight.
Radio Claretion. J. W. Woodruff
president,
has
interest
in
WGPC
Albany,
Ga.,
and
mont
owned
by
Norman
ConWRBL
AM
FM
TV
Columbus,
Ga.
Ann.
Feb. 11.
Boston
and
owner
WHEB
Portsmouth,
N.H.
WTRX-AM-FM
Bellaire,
Ohio
—
Granted
Ann.
Feb.
10.
assignment
of licenses to Ohio
Valley
Corp.
CharlesBcstg.H. of WBNC
Conway,
N.H.Bcstg.
— SeeksCo. assignment
Wright (Frederic
and CharlesGregg
F. King)Jr.,; consideration
license
from
McKee
to
William
$117,000.
Mr.
GreggFeb.owns
WCMI-AM-FM R. Sweeney for $4,000 cash and assumption
Ashland,
Ky. Ann.
notescense oworth
Mr.R.I.Sweeney
f WERI $36,000.
Westerly,
Feb.is "li-11.
WKTF
Va.—11.Martha
Granted Rountree
transfer of WTSL-AM-FM
ofPresbrey
negativeWarrenton,
control
from
Hanover,
N.H.Ann.— Request
Custom-engineered flexibility
to Dr. Fred James Crescente; transfer
offrom control
and toassignment
of license
WTSL
Inc.
Radio
Hanover
at production line prices
consideration
$30,000Feb.for11.Mrs. Presbrey's Inc. for $135,000. Purchaser is Norman
50%
interest.
Ann.
WRIT Milwaukee,
Wis.—
Granted
relinKnight,
general Boston,
managerand WNAC-AM-TV
q
u
i
s
h
m
e
n
t
o
f
negative
control
by
H
&
E
and
WRKO-FM
owner
WHEB
212E
— Dual multaneous
channel
N.H. Ann. Feb. 10.
Balaban
Corp.
andsaleLeo ofM. 33V3%
and Harold
mixing of unit
9 ofprovides
12 inputs,siLederer
through
stock
toS. Portsmouth,
WMGM
New from
York,Loew's
N.Y.— Inc.
Seeksto assignNancy
F.
Epstein,
Eli
E.
Fink,
Maurice
including
mikes,
remote
lines,
high
m
e
n
t
o
f
license
Loew's
Schraeger siand
Schoenbrod;
con- Theatres Inc., through stock transfer.
derLouis,
ation $13,3Herbert
3. Transferees
have interest
Loew's
Inc. presently
holdstransfer,
all stock
in level and network line. Also supplies
inTex.WILAnn.St. Feb.
Mo.,
and
KBOX
Dallas,
Loew's
Theatres
Inc.
After
Loew's
and andre11.
Theatre Inc. stock will be distributed to monitoring
mote lines, andof program
control of lines
speakers
shareholders
of Loew's
Ann. Feb. N.Y.—
10.
APPLICATIONS
warning lights.
WHAM, WHFM
(FM)Inc.Rochester,
WFEB
Sylacauga,
Ala.—
Seeks
involuntary
transfer
of 51%E. Forbes
of licensee
Alabama toBcstg.
$838,580. Genesee is 50% owned by Henry
Co. from
212F — Supplies complete control over
sons
J.Feb.M.,E.11.Kenneth
andSr., E.deceased,
E. Forbes his
Jr. for
I. Cristal
Co., Combined
radio-tv station
Ann.
simultaneous broadcasting and auditivewhich
and by
CenturyrepresentaTheatres
Inc.,
owns
and
operates
New
York
K
AIR
Tucson.,
Ariz.
—
Seeks
transfer
of
tioning monitors
from any 5 ofremote
12 inputs.
state
motion
picture
theatres.
Ann.
Feb.
9.
control
of
Joe
Dumond
Radio
Enterprises
212F
lines, The
and
Inc.
from Jerome
Joe Dumond
to Andrew(50%J. Griffith
WIMA-TV
Lima,
Ohio— Seeks
transfer
ofE. controlsalsospeakers
4.5%
interest
in
station
from
George
and
warning
lights.
Jr.
and
K.
McCauley,
each).
Mr.
McCauley
has
been
account
executive
Hamilton,
present
50%
owner
to
his
daughter Susanne
Hamilton Stewart,
at WMGM
and WINS and
New real
York.estate.
Mr. GrifContact your Collins representative
consideration.
Ann. Feb.as 5.gift. No
fith is in sideration
insurance
Con- financial
$160,000. Ann. Feb.
10.
WADP andKane,
Pa. — Seeks
assignment
of for specifications
license
cp
from
Northern
Allegheny
KUFM s(FM)
El
Cajon,
Calif.—
Seeks
asi
g
n
m
e
n
t
o
f
license
from
Kenneth
C.
Forrbr
Bcstg.
Co.
to
Kane
Bcstg.
Co.
for
$26,000.
are Stuart J. Mr.Myers
(90%)
and Collins is your single, complete source
to Forweck
& Co.Feb.
which11. is 99% owned by Purchasers
Mr.
Forror. Ann.
Gordon L. Hanks
Myers
had
of all quality broadcast equipment.
several (10%).
community
tv interest
ant.has projKTKR from
Taft,Taft
Calif.—
SeeksCo. assignment
ofE. interestects. inMr. Hanks
has
financial
license
Bcstg.
to
Louise
manufacturing firm. Ann. Feb. 10. in
and
Geraldbroker.
K. MannAnn.forFeb.$60,000.
is cotton
10. Mr. Mann drug
WSTE
(TV)
Fajardo,
P.R.—
Seeks
assignfrom Also
Williaminvolved
R. Anthonysameto
WROM Rome,
Ga. — Seeks involuntary
as- Carminament of cpMendez.
signment of one-third
in licensee
is Ann.
transfer
of11.WHOA Sanin Juan.
Coosa Valley
Radio Co.interest
from Edward
N. transaction
(See
below.)
Feb.
McKay,Kay, deceased,
Mrs. Ann.
Edward
executrix of toestate.
Feb. N.9. Mc- ofWHOA
Juan,
P.R.— Seeks
assignment
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
licenseR.SanofAnthony
Continental
Bcstg.Mendez
Co. from
KYTEment of license
Pocatello,
— SeeksBcstg.assignto Carmina
for
fromIdaho
Pocatello
Co., William
CEDAR RAPIDS DALLAS • BURBANK
aa co-partnership,
to
Pocatello
Bcstg.
Co.,
$50,000.
Senorita
Mendez
is
former
wife
"of
Anthony. Ann. Feb. 11.
corporation.
in ownership
involved.
OwnersNo arechangeThomas
R. and Mr.WPRO
- AM - FM - TV Providence, R.I. —
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r
Equipping a
Radio Station ?

New RCA
5 KWFM Transmitter
Designed for
Multiplexing
A "Direct FM" system plus many
other outstanding performance
features such as built-in remote
control provisions and screen voltage power output control, make the
BTF-5B today's best FM transmitter buy. Its 5000-watt power output provides adequate coverage of
a multiplex channel and improved
coverage for conventional operation. New Exciter, Type BTE-10B,
usesj"Direct FM" modulator circuits, thus fewer tubes are required. Whatever your equipment
needs-SEE RCA FIRST!
Or write for descriptive literature to RCA, Dept. PC-22,
Building 15-1, Camden, N. J.
RADIO CORPORATION
of AMERICA

98 (FOR THE RECORD)

Seeks assignment
license Cities
from Cherry
Webb
Bcstg. Co.Capital
toof Capital
Corp.&
for
$6,508,808.
is licensee
ofTvDurham,
WTEN
(TV)
Albany,
N.Y.,
WTVD
(TV)
N.C.,
of WCDC Adams, Mass.
Ann. and
Feb. permittee
10.
Eastland,
Tex. — Seeks
ofInc.KERC
license
from
Tri-Cities
Inc.aretoassignment
Circle-S
forRichard
$22,000.L.Purchasers
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Spaulding
(50%)
and
Messrs.
William
H.,
William
L.
and
Russell
P.Mr.Shriver
(16%%
each),
Ursa,
111.,
farmers.
Spaulding
is
chief
announcer
WCAZ
Carthage, Lubbock,
111. Ann. Feb.
10.Seeks assignment
Tex.—
of KSEL
halfbockofBcstrs.current
30%
interest
held
in Lub-to
Inc. by George
W. Bush
C. FredandChambers
W. D. H.and
Kennedy
each)
James P. andSimmons
Gilbert(5%C.
Tompson
(21/2% each).
consideration
$20,250.
are inTotal
oil industry.
Ann.
Feb.KZEY10. Purchasers
Tyler,
Tex.
—
Seeks
assignment
license from Edward E. McLemore to Tylerof
Bcstg. Co.,
owned
by Mr.
Mr. GibMcLemore andcorporation
Roy$21,952
Thomas
Gibson.interest.
son is paying
for 50%
Mr.
Gibson
is
general
manager
KZEY.
Ann.
Feb.WTRF-TV
11. Wheeling, W.Va.— Seeks assignentInc.
of license
fromtransfer
Tri-Cityof Bcstg.
Co. in-to
WTRF mterest
through
minority
owned
by
Thomas
M.
Bloch
and
Bloch11.Harris. Consideration $172,000. Betty
Ann.
Feb.
KASL ofNewcastle,
Wyo.
— Seeks
transfer
of
control
Northeast
Wyo.
Bcstrs.
Inc.
from
FloydStellaL. Sparks
and Doris
Sparks L.McKenna
toMiss
Sue
Parrott
and
William
Fisher.
Parrott
is present
30% owner
Mr.
Fisher
is present
After and
transfer
they
will
ownconsideration.
60%20% andowner.
40%,
No financial
Ann. respectively.
Feb. 10.
Hearing Cases
FINAL DECISIONS
By memorandum
opinionby andFederal
order, Bcstg.
Commission
petition
System
Inc. denied
(WSAY),
Rochester,
N.Y., for12,
reconsideration
or
rehearing
of
March
1958,
decision
which
(1) dismissed
protest
affirmed
March 11,WSAY
1953,
grant
of and
cpsBcstg.
to(2)WHEC
Inc. (WHEC-TV),
and
Veterans
Co.
(WVET-TV),
forsharenew
tvtimestations
to
operate
on
ch.
10
on
basis
in
Rochester.
Comrs.
Ford
and
Cross
not participating.
Ann.
Feb. 11. petiBy tionorder,
Commission
(1)
granted
by WILA Dec.
Inc.,31,and1958,(2) initial
made effective
immediately
decision
todaytime
1 kw, only.
continuing operation
1580 kc.
Bartley onconcurred;
Comrs.
Hyde andComr.
Lee dissented.
Ann. Feb.
11.
OTHER ACTIONS
By memorandum
opinion byand Liberty
order, Commis ion Inc.(1) denied
motions
Tele-to
vision
to
enlarge
issues
relative
financial cqualifications
of
KEED
Inc.
in
pro-tv
on their applications
for newOre.,
stations
toe dingoperate
on moot
ch. 9motion
in Eugene,
and
(2)
dismissed
as
by
KEED
to Commission
dismiss Liberty
pleadings.
Ann. preparaFeb. 11.
on Feb.
11 directed
tion of bydocument
looking
toward
denying
petition
Anthony
Wayne
Television
for rehearing,
reopening
of record
andch.Corp.
en-11
l
a
r
g
e
m
e
n
t
o
f
issues
in
Toledo,
Ohio,
proceedings. ofJulyCommunity
23, 1958 decision
granted
application
Bcstg.
Co.
and
denied competing
applications Bcstg.
of Toledo
Blade
Unity Corp.,
Co.,
Maumee Co.,Valley
Bcstg. Citizens
Co., Great Lakes

Bcstg. Co., and Anthony Wayne.
Commission
scheduled following
am pro-12:
ce dings for oral
on March
Williamsport
Radioargument
Bcstg. Associates
Inc.
(WARC),
Milton,
Pa.,
and
Ottaway
Stations
Inc. (WDOS), Oneonta, N.Y.
Florence
Bcstg.
Co.,
Brownsville,
Tenn.
—
Designated
hearing onapplication
am station tofor operate
1420 kc, 500forw,newt>;
made ford,
KPOCMiss., and
Pocahontas,
Ark.;
WSUH
OxWHERAnn.Memphis,
parties to proceeding.
Feb. 11. Tenn.,
Routine Roundup
BROADCAST ACTIONS
ByActions
Broadcast
Bureau
of Feb.
6
WGLIstation
Babylon,
N.Y.— Granted
license and
for
am
and
change
type
licensetrans.
covering installation oftrans.;
alternate
main
WFBL change
Syracuse, N.Y.location
— Granted
covering
and license
installation Toledo,
new trans. studio
KLUUplace
Ore.
—
Granted
cp towithreexpired
permit
for
am
station;
out prejudicemayto deem
whatever
furtheras action
Commission
necessary
result
ofsuit decision
ultimately
reached
in Oregon
equity
now Court
pending
in Lincoln
County,
Circuit
in re:
Clayton
S. Comer
and
Lincoln
Electronics
Inc.
vs.
Robert
Beattie
and Jane Doe Beattie, d/b/a ToledoC.
Broadcasters.
to WNEW-FM
increase ERPNewto York,
1.3 kw N.Y.—
and Granted
install newcp
trans.; ant.
1,360 ft.; remote control permitted;
condition.
cp to install
newWACO
aux. Waco,
trans. Tex.— Granted
WGGA
Ga. — Granted cp to
install
new Gainesville,
trans.
Lake Worth,
Fla. — Granted studio
mod.
of WFPB
cp to and
change
ant. -trans,
location
remote
control location,
point.
KXLU
Los
Angeles,
Calif.—
Granted
mod.
of cp to change ant. -trans, location and
typeWBTLtrans.FarmviUe, N.C.— Granted mod. of
cp to tions;
change
and studio locaconditions.ant. -trans,
Auburn,
N.Y.
—4-21;
Granted
extension
of WAUB
completion
date
to
prejudice to whatever further actionwithout
Commission
may
deem
appropriate
as
result
of
any
decision reached in any comparative hearing held randum
pursuant
toorder
Commission's
memo-5,
opinion
&
released
Dec.
1958, involving Radio Stations WAUB and
WMBO-AM-FM.Actions of Feb. 5
WBNY-FMchanges
Buffalo,
Granted license
covering
in Ark.—
fmN.Y.—
station.
KFPW toFort
Smith,name
GrantedBcstg.
mod. Co.of
license
change
to
KFPW
WCARpresent
Detroit,
Mich.—
Granted
cpsmainto
change
main
daytime
trans,
to
trans,
for both
day main
and nighttime
night operation
and
change
present
trans,
asas anan aux.
trans, main
for daytime
and
alternate
trans, operation
for nighttime
operation.
WJDX
Jackson,
Miss.
—
Granted
cp
to
change
ant. -trans,DA location;
make changes
inandtheinstall
nighttime
system, ground
system,
new
trans.
WHK-FM Cleveland, Ohio — Granted mod.
of Subsidiary
Communications
Authorizafrom
49 WSON-AM-FM
andtion to change
67 kc tosub-carrier
65Henderson,
kc. frequencies
Ky.—
Granted
change
of
remote
control
authority.
Followingtensions of completion
stations were
exdates granted
as shown:

RADIO STATION
Southern Metropolitan
Market on Gulf Coast 24hr. regional. Price $175,000. $55,000 down, balance over reasonable time.
Seller wants immediate
action.
the office nearest you
Contact CHICAGO OFFICE, Tribune Tower, DEIawai
HAMILTON • STUBBLEFIELD • TWINING and Associates, Inc.
BROKERS • RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS • NEWSPAPERS
WASHINGTON, D. C. j
' »»"« {M^nV,
' SAN FRANCISCO {&^»o7I
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive
Offices St., ME.
1735 DeScles
N. W8-5411
Offices
and
Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington,
D. C. AFCCE
FEderal 3-4800
Member

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Blag.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
PilgrimGreat6-3000
Laboratories,
Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO
TELEVISION
501-514 &Munsey
Bldg.
STerling
3-0111
Washington
4,
D.
Member AFCCE C.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL
BLDG.D.Dl.C.7-131
WASHINGTON,
P. O. BOXKANSAS
7037 CITY,JACKSON
MO. 5302
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
Pennsylvania Bldg. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. CarrConsulting
& Associates
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington
6, D. C. Leesburg,
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Va.
Member AFCCE

REAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32 CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C
OLiver 2-8520

GEO.CONSULTING
P. ADAIRENGINEERS
ENG. CO.
Radio-Televtsion
Communications-Electronics
1610
Eye St., D.N. C.W.
Washington,
ExecutiveMember
3-1230 AFCCE
Executive 3-5851

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom,
Robert A. Jones
19 E. QuincyRiverside,
St. — Riverside
III. 7-2153
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM
Consulting E.RadioBENNS,
Engineer JR.
3802 Military
Rd.,
Wash.,
D. 2-8071
C. N. W„
EMerson
Box Phone
2468,
Birmingham,
Phone
7-2601 Ala.
MemberSTateAFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
8401 Cherry St. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
61 7 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-461 6
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200Brecksvide,
SnowvilleOhioRoad
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386 P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
5622 DYER STREET
EMERSON 3-3266
DALLAS 6, TEXAS

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S.Denver
Kearney 22, Colorado
Skyline 6-1603

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601 Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9538

irector

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultan
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Crawford 4496

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To— among
Be Seenthem,by the85,000*
Readers
ing station owners decision-rookand managers,
chief
engineers
and
techni-tv
ians— applicantsfacilities.
for am, fm,
and cfacsimile
*ARB Continuing Readership Study

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING
INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute
Curricula
3224 16th St.,10, N.D.W.C.
Washington
Practical
Broadcast,
TV
Electronics
engineeringWritehomeFor study
and residence
courses.
Free Catalog,
spec*

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS
FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord
Cambridge
38, Ave.,
Mass.
Phone
TRowbridge
6-2810

confacf
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities 99

ervice
COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring
Company
PRECISION
FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL
TIME
SERVICE
FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box
Kansas3-5302
City, Mo.
Phorve7037Jackson
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KHTV (TV)Mont,Portland,
Ore.
to 7-1;
KYSS
Missoula,
to 6-15;Islip,
WPNCN.Y.
Plymouth,
N.C.
to Stockton,
4-15; WSNB
toWHEW
6-11;
KSTN
Calif,
to
3-30;
Riviera
Beach,
Fla.
to
6-1;
KASK
Ontario,
Calif,
2-28; WOTR
KUDU-FM Ventura-Oxnard,
Calif, toto 4-29;
Actions ofCorry,
Feb. 4Pa. to 4-4.
WAMM
Flint,
Mich.—control
Grantedfrominvoluntary
transfer
of
negative
Richard
S. Carter,ecutrix ofdeceased,
to Cora J. Carter,
exceased. estate of Richard S. Carter, deWKYR
Keyser,control
W.Va.—byGranted
acquisi-K.
tion of negative
each Robert
Richards
and byFrederick
L. Allman
through
sale
of
stock
Walter
Patterson
to
WKYR
Inc., and retirement thereof.
KADO
Marshall,
authority
to KJML
remain(FM)
silentSacramento,
toTex.—
5-1; Granted
conditions.
Granted
extension of Actions
completionof Feb.
dateCalif.—
3 to 5-5.
Maquoketa,
— Grantedpermitted.
license
forKMAQ
am station;
remoteIowacontrol
WBOYchanges
Clarksburg,
W.Va—
Granted
cp to
make
in
ant.
system
by
mounting
tv ant.moteoncontrol
top point;
of am conditions.
tower and change reWQAMlicense
Miami,for Fla.
Granted request to
cancel
aux.— trans.
Actions of Feb. 2
WICU toErie,
Pa.— Granted
assignment of
license
Dispatch
Inc.
WICC-TV
cense for tv Bridgeport,
station. Conn.— Granted liWOIC Columbia, S.C.— Granted mod. of
license
Corp. to change name to Speidel Bcstg.
WHHI creaseHighland,
Wis.—increase
Granted cp to deERPandto install
43 kw;
to 610 ft.,
new ant. ant. height
Followingtensions of completion
stations were
exdatesgranted
as shown:
KITT (FM)
San
Diego, Calif,
toto 5-15;
KHOF
(FM)
Los
Angeles,
Calif,
4-30;
WREA
East Palatka,Pa.Fla.toto 4-1:
4-30;KYA-FM
*WHHS
(FM)Francisco,
Havertown,
San
Calif,KBCA
to 5-1;(FM)WYZZ
WilkesBarre,
Pa.
to
2-27;
Los
Angeles,
Calif, to 2-28, and WSEB Sebring, Fla. to
6-22.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By ChiefCunningham
Bearing Examiner
D.
on Feb. James
6
Scheduled
hearing
for
April
8
in
proceedapplication Iowa,
of Mayfor Bcstg.
(KMA),ing on Shenandoah,
renewal Co.of
license.
By Hearing Examiner
on Feb.Charles
9 J. Frederick
GrantedKalamazoo,
motion byMich.,Thefor Circle
(WKIZ),
extensionCorp.of
time ingsto andFeb.
16 to reply
to proposed onfind-its
conclusions
in
proceeding
am application, et al.
By Hearing Examiner
on Feb.Forest
9 L. McClenning
Rescheduled
prehearing
conference
viously scheduled
for 10 a.m.,
Feb. 10 prefor
9 a.m. on psame
date Bcstg.
in proceeding
aplications of Falcon
Co. and onSierra
Madrenon andBcstg.
for ambothfacilities
in VerSierraCo.,Madre,
California.
By Hearing Examiner
Sharfman
on Feb. Herbert
9
petition
by Alvarado
Co.Granted
for further
extension
of time Television
from Feb.
16 to and
Aprilconclusions
2 for filingandproposed
findings2 toof
fact
from March
April 17cationfor
repliesIndependent
in proceeding on appliof Video
(KVIT), Santa
Fe, N.M., for mod.Theatres
of cp. Inc.

By Hearing Examiner
on Feb.Thomas
9 H. Donahue
Granted
motion
by
Upland
Bcstg.
Co.facilifor
leave tiestoin Upland,
amend itsCalif.,
application
for amproposed
to change
ant. site.
By Hearing onExaminer
Feb. 9 J. D. Bond
Renumbered certain exhibits of WGN Inc.
(WGN), ce diChicago,
111., intervenor
inBcstg.
prong on Lansing
am applications
Co., East
and both
W.of Capitol
A. Pomeroy,
Tawas
City-East
Tawas,
Michigan,
for
purpose of clarification
and
status
exhibits toandbeof identification
certified
record asof corrected
complete. hearing
By Commissioner Robert E. Lee on Feb. 3
Granted
extention
of timepetition
Feb.by KEED
9 Television
to fileInc.itsforreply
opposition
of toLiberty
Inc., toto
petitioner's
to enlarge
issues to inissuesmotion
for absolute
LibertycludeTelevision
Inc., indisqualification
proceeding onof
their applications
new tvOre.stations to operate on ch. 9 in forEugene,
By Chief
Hearing onExaminer
James D.
Cunningham
dates shown
Granted petition by Donner Bcstg. Co.
for dismissal
of itsCalif.
application
for am3. facilities in Truckee,
ActionMonocacy
Feb.
Granted
petition
by The
Bcstg.to
Co.
(WFMD),
Frederick,
Md„
forapplications
leave
intervene
in proceeding
on amCo.,
ofMd.,
Theet al.Four
States
Bcstg.
Halfway,
Action Feb.
5. H. Phipps for
Granted motion
by John
dismissal
without
prejudice
of status
his applicationcatandion of Georgia
retained State
in hearing
appliBoard
of Education
both
for
new
tv
stations
to
operate
on ch. 8
in Granted
Waycross,petition
Ga. Action
Feb.
5.
by KARM
Fresno,
Calif.,
for
leave
to intervene
reference
each
governing
issue Fresno.
in with
proceeding
on amto5.
application
of KYNO
Action Feb.
By Hearing Examiner
on Feb.Thomas
6 H. Donahue
Granted
motion byofPantimeAmerican
Radio
Corp.
for
extension
to fileFeb.corrections tino transcript
of record
from
6andto
Feb.
13
proceeding
on
its
application
that
of Vernon
G. Ludwigboth forArizona.
am facilities
in Tucson
and Benson,
By Hearing Examiner
on Feb.Forest
6 L. McClenning
prehearing
conferencefor for
Feb.
13of Scheduled
incontrol
proceeding
on
application
transfer
of
Hawaiian
Bcstg.
System
Ltd.
(KGMB-AM-TV
Honolulu,
KHBC-AM-TV
Hilo,
and
KMAU-TV
and
aux.,
Wailuku,
Hawaii)
ConsolidatedCorp.Amusement Co.
to HialandfromDevelopment
By Hearing Examiner
on Feb.Charles
5 J. Frederick
Scheduled
hearing
for
March
17 onRadioam
application
William F.Rapids,
Huffman
Inc.
(WFHR),of Wisconsin
Wis.
By ChiefCunningham
Hearing Examiner
D.
on Feb. James
6
Scheduled hearings on dates shown in
following
proceedings:
April
6
—
am
applications of Louis W.Bcstg.
Skelly. Conneaut,
Ohio,
and Mon-Yough
(WMCK),
McKeesport,
Pa.; Quad CitiesCo.Bcstg.
Co., Brazil, Ind.Co.,AprilTiffin8— amand applications
of Malri'te
Bcstg.
Dale
Windnagel,
Oak
Harbor, both Ohio.
By Hearing Examiner
F. French
on Feb. Millard
6
Upon
oral
request
by
Evangeline
Bcstg.
Co., and with consent of all other parties,

ALLEN
KANDER
AND COMPANY
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WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
NAtional 8-1990
NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
CHICAGO
35 East Wacker Drive
RAndolph 6-6760
DENVER
1 700 Broadway
AComa 2-3623

continued
from
Feb. 13,further
9 a.m.,prehearing
to Feb. 16, conference
9 a.m., in
Lake Charles-Lafayette, La., ch. 3 proceeding.
By Hearing Examiner
on Feb. Basil
6 P. Cooper
Granted petition byCalif.,
Intrastate
Bcstrs.,to
Pomona-Claremont,
leave
amend
its amis toapplication
toforspecify
that
main
studio
be
at
Pomona
rather
than
at Accepted
both Pomona
and Claremont.
amendment
filed
Jan.
13
by
The
Monocacy
Bcstg. Co.,
Gettysburg Pa.,opinion
filed
pursuant
23 memorandum
and
orderto ofDec.Commission
directing that
company to file
amendment to its am apholders ofplication
its reflecting
stock. change in legal status of
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond on Feb. 6
Granted
request byprehearing
E. Anthonyconference
& Sons
Inc.,
and scheduled
for
March 2 incontinued
New Bedford,
Mass., ch." 6
proceeding;
for consideration
and
appropriate
at prehearing
hearing.
ference that part action
of pleading
to fix date confor
By Hearing Examiner
Elizabeth
C. Smith
on Feb. 6
Granted request
by Ralph
Walton,his
Indianapolis,
Ind.,
for
leavefrequency
toLukeamend
am
application
to andspecify
810 kc
in lieu
of
800
kc,
application
as
amended is removed
from hearing
turned to processing
line. status and reBy Hearing Examiner
on dates Annie
shown Neal Huntting
Granted
petition andBcstg.supplemental
petition
by
Tri-Country
Jerseyville,
111.,
for name
leave from
to amend
itsCo.,
application
to&
change
Sidney
E.
Simpson
Wilbur
J.Wilbur
Meyer J. d/bMeyer
as Tri-County
Bcstg.
Co.,
to
d/b
under
same
relatedin changes
in Sees.
11name,
and and
III ofto4. make
application
am proceeding.
Action
Feb.
Granted ofpetition
Broadcast
for
toby Feb.
16Co.,to Bureau
file
replies
toextension
petition
by time
Valley
Bcstg.
Lehighton,
Pa.,
to
enlarge
issues
in
proceeding
on
am
application
and thatPa.;
of Miner
Bcstg.its
Service
Kingston,
upon agreementsfInc.,
reached
by
parties
at
prehearing
conhearing
from Marcherence in proceeding,
17 to April 7.continued
Action Feb.
5.
By ChiefCunningham
Hearing Examiner
D.
on Feb. James
5
On own motion, dismissed pleading by
Livesay
Bcstg. Co..andentitled
motion to set
aside tionintervention
of Plains
Television terminate
Corp., TerreparticipaHaute,
Ind., ch.
10 proceeding.
By Hearing onExaminer
H.
Gifford
Irion
dates shown
Denied
by Frankfor James
for leavein
toRedwood
amend petition
his
application
fm facilities
City,trans,Calif.,
to change
typeoutput
ant.
and
modify
to
provide
3
kw
instead
of 1 hearing
kw. Action
Feb.
4.18 to March
Continued
from
Feb.
31be atheldwhich
time further
conference
will
in proceeding
on am
applications
ofJuan,Continental
Bcstg.
Corp.
(WHOA),
San
and
Jose
R.
Madrazo,
Guaynabo,
both
Puerto Rico. Action Feb. 5.
on Feb. Millard
4
By Hearing Examiner
F. French
Advanced
hearing
in Aguadilla,
P.R., ch.of
12
proceeding
(Western
Bcstg.
Corp.
P.R.,
9 a.m. et al.), from March 10 to Feb. 25 at
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
on byFeb.Broadcast
4
Granted ofpetition
extension
time from
Feb. 2 toBureau
Marchfor5
to filesionreplies
to
petitions
by Publix
TeleviCorp. and South Florida
Amusement
Co.
for enlargement
of issues
in MiarriiPerrine-South
Miami, Fla.,
ch. 6 proceeding.
By Hearing Examiner
Sharfman
on Feb.Herbert
4
Granted
petition
by Tribune
Publishing
Co.
for
leave
to
amend
its
application
new
tv minor
station changes
on ch. 2 inin Portland,
Ore., forto
reflect
officers,
directors
and stockholdings.
PETITIONS FOR RULE MAKING FILED
KWHNquestsFort
Smith,
Ark. to(1-30-59)—
amendment
of rules
delete ch.Re-9
from
Hot Springs,
Fort Smith,
Ark. Ark., and add ch. 9 to
WWLP*TV Springfiled,
Mass. (2-4-59)—
Requests
ch. 37 to amendment
Syracuse, N. ofY. rules to allocate
PETITION FOR RULE MAKING DENIED
Henry
B. Clay,to Shreveport,
Requested amendment
add ch. 10 toLa.—
Shreveport.
La.,
memorandum
and
order denied
adoptedby Jan.
28, 1959, andopinion
ann. Feb.
2, 1959.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE— Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20$ per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25$ per word— $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch— STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 30$ per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please) All transcription*
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Established
music
and newsIllinois
independent
prosperousseeks
metropolitan
city, notin
Chicago,
experienced,
hard-working
station
manager
looking
for
solid
future.up
Must
strongandon promotion
sales, able ideas,
to come
with usebeselling
make
best
of
excellent
program
staff.
Station
operating
profitably
but can and
do better.
Wire
full
details
of
background
experience
to Box 667H, BROADCASTING.
Manager-salesman
to operate opportunity
small market
Florida station.
pleasant
area. BoxInteresting
718H, BROADCASTING.in
Radio
manager—
If youstations
have toa therecord
pullingmarket
one or inmore
top weinof
your
sales and
audience,
have
ownership
interest
available
in
group
operation.
John T. Gibson, WDDT, Greenville, Mississippi.
Sales manager.
portunity. WHTG,Experienced.
Asbury Park,Excellent
N. J. opSales
Metropolitan Washington's
number
one sta-24
sales force.
5000 watts,
hours tionatuniexpanding
day.
Genuine
ground-floor
opport
y
.
T
o
p
station,
top
money.
Big
chain.ger BoxRush134H,snapshot,
data, General modern
ManaBROADCASTING.
Commercialmis ion formanager.
Good
salary
plus
comman 30.ableEnterprising
to producestation
results.
Prefer
man over
in
southeastern
Virginia.
Reply
Box
612H,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
salesmanYork.
wanted
for 5 kw marfulltimer ket.upstate
Competitive
Box 708H,NewBROADCASTING.
Regional
coastalto California
station business.
expanding sales force
handle for
increased
Excellent
opportunities
earnings
with
existing
and
new
accounts
for
good
station. Box 717H, BROADCASTING. music
Pennsylvania
market
station seeks
salesman
tointerested
joinsmall
growing
organization.
Man
we seek isSend
in good
futureletter.
in small
market.
all
details
in
first
Box
719H, BROADCASTING.
Maine
radio
station
requires
ambitious
hard
working man combining talents of live wire
salesman
and
announcer.
We wantSome" a
man
who Emphasis
can top
assume
responsibility.
air work.
on sales.
over
$5,000
plus commissions.
No Guarantee
prima donnas.
Box 724H,
BROADCASTING.
Ifmanager
you are a ametropolitan
two-fisted, market,
successful, want
sales
aCalifornia
change intomarket,
a top station
in a top but
southern
with
substantial
financial
potential,
write in confidence to Box 757H.
BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales
Well
established
and
well accepted local
radio
station
has
opening
time salesman.
Please education,
send aforletterexperienced
of application
giving
your
experience,
references
and
a
photo.
Richard
F.
Rose,
Sales Manager,
town, New York.Radio Station, WJOC, JamesSales present
managerjob?or Reach
executive.
Dissatisfied
with
theabilities?
top
income
but
not theto better
limit ofyouryoursituations?
Over
32?
Want
Salary
plus
escalator
commission.
Send
resume
to
Don Lee,mond,WLEE,
6200
Broad
St.
Road,
RichVirginia.
Salesmen—
Needed for
our Florida
stations.
Wereliable,
have immediate
openings
for responsible,
experienced
men,details
salary
plus King,
percentage.
Send
complete
to
Hal
WTTT,
Florida. P.O. Box 8716, Jacksonville 11,
OK aGroup
needs twotested
salesmen.
Opportunity
for
radio
salesman
join
theproven
OK Weand
Group
andsalesmen
get into
the
bigto
money
fast.
need
in
Mobile,
Alabama and Baton Rouge, Louisiana, two
of our fastest
growing
stations
showinga good
increased sales each
Youinformation
have
story supported
by month.
the
negro
radio, to sell
with.bestGuaranteed
basicin
pay, plusearnexcellent
makesfirstit year,
posmuchpercentage
as $8,000Good
the
if younitysible tforoare
a ashard
worker.
opportuadvancement
to
management
posigiving St.,
full New
details.
The La.OK
Group, tion.505WriteBaronne
Orleans,
Announcers
Morningative manmancapable
— wantof only
experienced,mancre-at
50 kw station in top becoming
ten market.topSalary
5
figuresyours
for right
man.
waste ourfilling,
time
and
unlesssimilar
you Don't
are currently
ortape,havecomplete
filled
position.
Please
send
background
information
and
references. Replies
confidential.
Box 747H,
BROADCASTING.
New south Florida station metropolitan
marketpacedneedsprofessionals
3 dj's. Experienced,
smooth,to
fast
only. resume!
$110 week
start.
Send tape, references,
Box
251H, BROADCASTING.
Rocky Mountain
town salary
needs announcerquirements,
with firstuniversity
phone.air check.
Send
reexperience,
Box 355H,
BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer48-hour
for independent
Pennsylweek, largevacations.
market,
excellentvaniaan station.
salary
plus over-time,
Desire
experienced
man
looking
for a
permanent
job
in
a
chain
organization
an opportunity
forBoxadvancement.
Tape with
and
resume
required.
455H,
BROADCASTING.
How good
area you?
If you can station
prove your
announcer-engineer
wanted
for
sales
topnotch
in a Versatile
Wisconsin
station.of experience
Please send
audition
135,000ability,
population
market Texas
needs you. Prove
tapes
and resume
to Box
597H,
your ability
and
there's
a
commercial
manBROADCASTING.
Airwork
prime
essential,
ager's job available. 20 percent commission, engineering secondary.
Texas.
Announcer-operator
with first
class ticket
eveningpendent.shift
5 kilowatt
indeCordial Michigan
community,
conveniently
Salesman-announcer
to operate
remoteoperate
stu- for
located.
Box
640H,
BROADCASTING.
d
i
o
,
d
o
own
selling,
write
copy
and
board.
Real
opportunity
for
experienced
family
man 25-40.
Jim Risner, DJ's with personality,
opportunity
exKRMS, Osage
Beach, Contact
Mo.
perienced man with modern
radioforknow
how
to market
be #1 man
at swingin'
operation
in
first
30
in
Great
Lakes
area.
AfterHartford-New
Britain,
Conn.—
lively,
powerful network
affiliate
seekscommission.
lively salesman.
noon
spot open
1,000pluswattlucrative
stationrecord
with
$50,000
salary,
plus
10%
Active
50,000
watt
salaries
account grolist
provided.
details
of back- hop. Send tape, data to Box 707H, BROADund to WHAY,
New Send
Britain,
Connecticut.
CASTING. Al replies answered. Hurry! '
BROADCASTING, February T6, 1959

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
announcers
Experienced-mature-versatile
for morning
shift
at
number
oneradiosmalland market
station
inwithIowa.all Must
know
be
conversant
phases
including
news,
sports
and
interviews. We want a family man tired
of looking
and
ready than
to start
livingsalaryin '—a
small
town
on
better
average
starting including
at $90 tape
per week.
Send inallfirstinformaand photo
letter.
Box tion
688H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
married
announcer
who
willby
be right
hand
man into northern
manager wanted
250
watt
station
Minnesota
where
is excellent.
Wonderfulhuntingplace andto fishing
raise family.
Good
paying
CASTING.job
North-west
station dry
needshumor
announcer
capof informal
on regular
recordplyableBoxshow.
of lifetime.
Re723H, Opportunity
BROADCASTING.
Opportunity
for music
qualifiedstation.
morning
gulf
coast good
Salarymanability.
com-for
mensuratepicture.
with experience
and
Send
tape
and
Box
759H,
BROADCASTING.
Opportunity
for married staff announcer.
Send
Texas. resume. Permanent. KFRO, Longview,
Topnotch evening dj with 1st phone. Newsman. Gather, and
write,ideas.
present news.
with
personalities
tape,DJ'sresume,
availability,
photo andSendsalary.
KMUS,
Muskogee, Oklahoma.
Announcer-newsman,
married
25-35.
be ablestation.
toexperienced,
gather andJim
deliver
news ner,forMust
regional
RisKRMS,
Osage Beach, Contact
Mo.
Experiencedploymentannouncer,
salesman.
Good
emrecord, good personal
background.
Family
man
preferred.
No
drifters.
Quality
operation
demands
qualitytape,
work.photoImmediate opening.
Send resume,
KSIS,
Sedalia,
Missouri.
5 kw stable
operation, good Carolina
wants
announcer-salesman,
startingmarket
$125,
no
limit.
tape, qualifications,
ences. Send
WDIX, Orangeburg,
S. C. refer5,000 wattnouncer fostation
experienced
anr dj and needs
local news
work. Send
tape,
to Manager,
WEAV, background,
Plattsburgh, reference
N.Y.
Experienced
announcerexperience.
- copywriter
- sales.
One
yearschoolminimum
No enthusibroadcast
grads.
No rockman& roll
asts.
Just
an
all-around
with
above
qualifications.
Increasing
powerWrite
here.to Means
a good ager,
position
for someone.
ManWHAW,
Weston,
W.
Va.
No
phone
calls. Send all first letter.
Two combo men needed. Must have voices
good enough for
southeast's
Engineering
minor.
Got tolargest
handlemarket
fast
paced Hope
adult you're
radio. particular—
$150 possible
in year's
time.
we are.
Contact
Don
Meyers,
WIIN
Radio,
Atlanta,
Georgia.
Wanted:station.
Announcer
for good
independent
radio
Pleasant
modern
Congenialif you
staff.haveGood
salaryclass
and ticket.
evenstudios.
more
money
a
first
Send
tape
and
work
record
to:
Jim
Hildebrand
WTIM, Taylorville, Illinois.
101

rrelp Wanted — vi^ont <xj
Technical
Need design
engineers
high-power
antennas, transmission
lines,ongovernment
and
transmitters
for
duration
of important
highfrequency
broadcast
contract.
Also
control,
audio
andexcellent
TWX systems
engineers.
Good
salaries,
association,
with future
possibilities.
Box 628H,
BROADCASTING.
Good business
opportunity
— man qualified
service
am broadcast
equipment,
shortwaveto
transmitters,
and service television sets. Boxreceivers,
738H, BROADCASTING.
Engineer—
Full Radio-telephone
or part time for first.
Westport
radio
station.
Westport,
CApitalConnecticut.
7-5133Callor
write
P.O. Connecticut,
Box 511, Westport,
Palm
Springs,engineer,
California's
leading
station
needs chief
maintain
new
speech
equipment.
Mustinstall,
be neat
workman,
have
good
references.
Announcing
helpful.
Live in world's
finest
climate.
Give
full
inSprings. formation first reply. KCMJ, Box KK, Palm
Man over 40 for permanent position in ideal
climate. Adequate
and substantialand
technicaltapeannouncing
experience
Send
to KINS, necessary.
Box 1015,
Eureka,resume
California.
Chief engineer who can double as anCushing, Oklahoma. nouncer-newsman. Gordon Rockett, KUSH,
Wanted.
Combination
engineer, engineerannouncerpherson
andStreet, salesman.
Mansfield, WCLW,
Ohio. 791 McExperienced
versatile
announcer.
First
ticket.
Ideal small market. Rush tape,
resume,
Ohio. photo. WMVO, Mount Vernon,
engineer
who secondary,
can doublemustas
anMaintenance
announcer,
announcing
be
good
on
maintenance
1 kwTennessee.
station.
WRKH, P.O. Box 239, Rockwood,
The BIG MONEY goes to
F. C. C. LICENSED MEN
F.C.C. License— the Key to Better Jobs
An
F.C.C.is your
commercial
amateur)
license
ticket to(notemployment.
higher
pay
and
more
interesting
This
licenseof isyour
Federal
Governmentin
evidence
qualifications
electronics.
hire
licensed Employers
technicians. are eager to
Grantham Training Prepares You
Granthamcializes in preparing
School of Electronics
students
to spepass
F.C.C.
examinations.
We
train
you
quickly and well. All courses begin
with 'basic fundamentals— NO preLearn by Mail or in Residence
The
Grantham F.C.C. License
Courseis
in Communications
Electronics
available
by correspondence
or forin
resident
classes.
You
may
enroll
either
type course
at any
of the three
Grantham
Schools—
at
Washington,
Hollywood, or Seattle.
Write for Free Booklet
For ourtailsfree
booklet
giving license
completetraindeconcerning
our F.C.C.
ing, writeaskto the
you and
for Grantham
Booklet 99-B.School nearest
uiAcuiKirmM Grantham
School of Electronics
WASHINGTON
821-19th Street,
N.
u- u- Washington 6, D. C.W.
School of Electronics
HOLLYWOOD Grantham
1505 N. Western Avenue
CALIF.
Hollywood 27, California
School of Electronics
SEATTLE Grantham
408 Marion Street
WASH.
Seattle, Washington
102

Help ^C^anted^— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Washington,
C. market's Modern,
#1 stationexpandneeds
sharp
female D,copywriter.

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd )
Management
Twelve years management experience in
competitive
metropolitan
Available in thirty
Move ability.
duemarkets.
to Write
ownership
change.
Recorddays.proves
Box
751H, BROADCASTING.
Manager
1
kw
daytimer
will
consider
offers
ofCASTING^
$2,000 perbase.month
potential withof $1,000
per
May.
Soonermonth
if needed Will
badly.beBoxready753H,1st BROADMature
and
manager ininterested
station market.
with qualified
good
potential
major orin
minor
Box 754H,
BROADCASTING.
Ifproven
you are
for a manager
within aa
formatlooking
that market,
Hooper
rated
very
competitive
then 51.8
callTexas.
Joe
Treadway
at
24997
in
San
Angelo,
Prefer
programming western music.
Availablestation
at once.
Sales
Born
salesman.
Prefer
air
work.
Write copy. Operatedealboard.including
Box 548H,
BROADCASTING.
Sales phone.
managerWant
experienced
all tophases
first
to return
southwithor
southwest.
Box 690H,
BROADCASTING.
Sales-manager,
years, 5 years
radio sales.
Prefer
west. 15Consider
all. Box
711H,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced salesman, sales manager, best
references,
27, family,
available
immediatemedium
market,
anywhere
U.SA
Wirely, prefer
or miwrite
Chuck
Warren,
236 Westnster, San Antonio,
Texas.
Announcers
Here's your
man!
diproduction Announcer,
manager
andprogram
continuity.
9programming
years rector,
experience.
Desire
progressive
adult
station.
Available
now.
Will
travel. Box 447H, BROADCASTING.
Negro
Capable;References.
sales, music,
controls.announcer/dj.
Good background.
Box
543H, BROADCASTING.

Modern
radio 5000
production
director-announcer. Topmarket.
rated
watts chain,
around
10th
largest
Leading
top clock.
pay. Send
ING^
tape, photo, letter Box 384H, BROADCASTNeeded
immediately.
Experienced,
alert topradioflight
newsman
for atopening
on one
fast-pace,
news staff
number
McLendon
station.
Must
be
able
to
broadcast
news
as
well
asdirector
gather. atReplaces
news
one toofman
sisterelevated
stations.to
Send
tapes
and
resume
Dave
Muhlstein,
KLIF, Dallas.
Permanent
position forin reliable,
experienced
man.
California
to live.
Radio Nicest
Station town
KONG, Visalia,
California.
Experienced copywriter, traffic manager.
Good salary, vanmany
benefits, Contact
chance for
adcement. SendWyo.
resume.
KOVE,
Box 436, Lander,
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Aggressive
broadcast
executiveExperience
with 18
years
available.
includesexperience
13 general
yearsnowasmanager
workingin sales
manager,
and
radio
and
television m medium and metropolitan
markets. erences,
Extremely
able,
capable,
best
ref-42.
married,
college
graduate,
age
Confidential. Box 409H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced,
successful,
general
manager
now20 markets
managingavailable
aenergetic
property
oneI
oflikethea top
Aprilin1st.that
challenge
and
prefer
a
station
needs
ratings
and
modern
radio
talents.
Write Box 627H, BROADCASTING.
Have
experience.
Will eight
travel!yearsTwomanager
moves
inof ten
years
radio;
smallgood
andjobofmedium
competitive
markets.
Have
but
want
some
ownership;
willing to work for it. Could make small,
"good faith",Box investment.
Prefer mid or
southwest.
683H, BROADCASTING.
Now ingmanaging
smalllarger
marketmarket
stationin seekadvancement
man- Girl-dj announcer. Operate board. Capable,
agement or with toorganization
with chance
Eager,CASTING
steady. •
Nosales,bad writing,
habits. Boxproduction.
547H, BROAD
Announcer-dj;
experienced.
Ready for
larger market. Music,
news, commercials.
General man,
manager,
9 years
from first
groundphone,
up. Box 549H, BROADCASTING.
Family
college
graduate,
excellent sales record, employed. Box 699H,
BROADCASTING.
Available
- dj ; strongSteady,
commercials,
with
over 20immediately.
years proven General
record. Boxmanager
700H, Personality
micks, operate
creative, gimcoBROADCASTING.
operative. Boboard.
x 618H, BROADCASTING.
Sales
manager-general
manager,
15
years
in
Announcer/copywriter.
Long
on
ability.
radio station sales, local, regional, national. Short on experience. Trial period ok. Box
Thorough eration.
knowledge
phases station
op- 656H, BROADCASTING.
Highest radioallindustry
references.
Box 701G, BROADCASTING.
Young man.
to succeed.
Well
Any Determined
reasonable offer?
Box 657H,
BROADCASTING.
Manager-salesman-announcer.
Three
men
in trained.
one,
young,
married,
children,
do
not
drink,
church member, no floater, now managing Gospel programs. Announcer - producerstation in west Tennessee. Perfect back- packager. Capable handling commercial
staff duties. Box 680H, BROADCASTING.
ground,
reference
needed,
management,
sales, ifprogramming,
copy, minimum
salaryexperience
perannouncmonth"in City gal — diversified experience, special
$600.00.ing,Box
704H, BROADCASTING.
events,
interviews, panels, news, sales. Box
BROADCASTING..
Needmuch
a manager?
in trouble?
Can't 681H,
pay
and proveStation
it? Willing
to surrender
Country collection,
and western
HavePromote
guitar and
will dj.
travel.
and
stock Box
to a 731H,
producer?
Let's talk, now! Write, record
wire
BROADCASTING.
do livelentshows.
Single,
26, music.
vet, neat.
knowledge
of
c&w
SomeExcelpop
and rock and roll. Box 686H, BROADCASTING.
Harvard
Business
School,
receiving
master's
degree
in June.research.
Veteran,Seeking
experience
in
radio,
marketing
eventual
management
and/or BROADCASTING.
ownership. For resume Mature, single
five
years Now
experience,
desiresannouncer,
personality
disc show.
write Box 732H,
program
director.
Best references.
Box
694H,
BROADCASTING.
Sales or general manager. Excellent record.
Can lead,
supervise,
sell, 35,train.
Firm be- Hi! Personality deejay, clever, friendly,
lieverfamily.
speculation
college
bright, very original,
and homesick for
uate,
Easttapes.
preferred.
Box grad749H, EWisconsin-Illinois
KOADCASTING. area. Texas. Box 698H,
BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, February 16, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Experienced:
Versatile
dj
vocal-pop,
country
andradio
western
rock or
roll.Listed
Ten
years
intop
— fiveinandyears
inandtv.
among
50
djs
the
trade
magazines
for pasttional4recordyears.
Now recording
with naTwenty-eight
old and single.company.
Good references.
Box years
695H,
BROADCASTING.
First class license. No maintenance. Slow
paced BROADCASTING.
operator. Limited experience. Box
703H,
Can
you
offer meBoxthe 709H,
big 3-baseball-football -basketball?
BROADCASTING.
Must be frank: Looking for non-formula
type- operation,
"oldto select
fashioned"
radio,
where
our ofability
and
natural
way
singing music
and
doing
commercials
willspeaking,
be employed
to reach
young
and
middle-aged
adults.
Couple,
solid sible.
showShow basically
business musical.
background,
Nowarea.responin Tape
east,
consider
other.
Salary Will
depending
and
photo
available.
confer
at length
byBROADCASTING.
phone, then travel for confab. Box
712H,
Midwestern
newsyears
position desired asby newsmarriedman,man.deejay,
Two
and staffexperience
announcer. $85.00.
Box 714H,
BROADCASTING.
Young staff announcer,
strongmarried.
dj. 1 Tape
year
experience,
own board,
and resume run
available.
Box 729H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Disc
Experienced
all phases.
versatile.
personality.
AuthenticCreative,
news
voice.
Don't mind
startingof size.
at theBoxbottom
ofBROADCASTING.
any station,
regardless
730H,
Have
voice,withwill fashion
pitch. Itinerant
(female)
modeling pitchman
and ad
agency
experience
wants
job.
Voice has run gamut fromnon-traveling
poetry reading
toING.legal pleading. Box 734H, BROADCASTStart tomorrow:
4good
yearsmusic
radiostation.
and tv. Depermanencynewscaster,
deejay,sire strong
sportscaster. Adult
Will
start lower
to
prove
ability.
Excellent
references,
family,
veteran.
Please
include
pertinent details. Box 735H, BROADCASTING.
First phone
announcer.
ThreeCollege,
years experience al phases.
Employed.
single.
Classical,
program
better Nopopular
foranddignified,
mature
audience.
rock
roll.
Forty
hour
week,
within
hundred
miles
Washington. Box 736H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer: Strong on commercials, news,
sports, including play-by-play. Married.
$80.00
ING. minimum. Box 739H, BROADCASTAnnouncer-dj,
two and
one now
half years
ex, 2 years
of desire
age,
pd in smallperienceoperation,
largeremployed
market,
very dependable,
southeastern
states
preferred. Box 740H, BROADCASTING.
Versatile,
newsman,
experifromgood
topBoxtomusic,
bottom
of log. Commercialencedspecialist.
743H, BROADCASTING.
Country music
personality.as Excellent
air
salesman.
experience
directorwith
andHave
music
librarian.Prefer
Am program
thoroughly
familiar
all
music.
south
—
east.
Family
man, sober, dependable. Write Box
752H, BROADCASTING.
Personality
dj — Onecopywriter,
year experience as dj,
program
director,
and operate
own board. Locateprogramming
anywhere.
Available
immediately.
Box 756H, BROADCASTING
Experienced
announcerPrefer
- copywriter
- local
news.
Young, married.
Rocky Mounrado. tain area. Call Elgin 2-0157, Greeley, ColoPD-announcer,
one,
both. Available
now.
Excellent
background.
sports,Chicago,
etc.radio
Married,
4617 Music,
Dover, news,
Apt.
3W,
Sunnysidevet.4-7295.
BROADCASTING, February 16, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Experienced
Negro
personality successful
interested
in affiliation with progressive,
organization
with
opportunity
for
ment. Excellent
air salesman
with advance3 years
experience
inphone.
white
and Gonzales,
negro
market.
Possess
first
John
WIOS,
Tawas City, Michigan.
Highly
rated
disk
jockey.
Top
on-the-air
salesman. Promotional minded. College
graduate.
Age desires
35. Employed
north-in
west (BrrCalifornia
—Married,
too cold),
relocation
southern
area.twoForweeks,
personal
aud
i
t
i
o
n
o
r
tape,
next
contact
Tom LosLaw,Angeles
Apt. 3,28, 2140H
Dr.,
Calif. No. Beachwood
Announcer-dj.
Working. GuyMarried.
Ready for
largerCambridge,
eastern market.
St.,
Md. Phone Moody,
1580. 20 High
10 years
experience
Texasareatopwhere
stations.
Desire to relocate
inof any
reasonpermanency
given.
All
phasesable
—laxed,
noassurance
sports
—
engineering.
Smooth,
relistenable style, $125.00 weekly, you
name
hours.
Call
or
write
Jimmy
O'Quinn,
RAndolph 2-8260, Box 516, Nederland, Texas,
ofences.tape, photo, and industry's finest referFirst
phone oneannouncer.
Fast, bright,
tight
production
yearBobexperience,
married,
California
Tobin, California.
47024,South
Almont
Drive,only.
Beverly
Hills,
DJ available
immediately.
11
years
experience, majorsports.
markets.Tight4 asproduction.
pd. StrongFamily
playby-play
man. No6309alltopLandover
40 please.Road,WriteHyattsville,
or wire Md.,
Ted
Work,
or call Spruce 3-0026.
Technical
Engineer,
twelve
years
experience
am,
five
on
fm,
desires
to relocate.
Preferonsouth
AtlanticBROADCASTING.
or gulf states.
Can announce.
Box
646H,
Engineer that moving
sells, announcers,
copy.
Interested
to south orwrites
southwest.
Box 691H, inBROADCASTING.
First phone— three years radio-tv studio experienceannouncing.
, al phases, topHam,station.
Some
transmitter,
ten years.
Single. Box 705H,
BROADCASTING.
1st phone
to learn
radio
from with
bottomlightup. announcing
Box 715H, BROADCASTING.
First
phone, 27, single,
technical training.
Need
Desires
position
inCASTING.
radioexperience.
or television.
Box secure
744H, BROADAge 748H,
38, family,
9 years combo, 2 as C.E.
Box
BROADCASTING.
First phonecar,— single,
honest,
desire experience,
to learn. dependable,
Box 750H,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer-announcer
experienced,
travel. Cunningham, GL 5-2505, Milano,will Texas.
Need a chief engineer, a transmitter or
studio supervisor?
in electronicsin, ten incharge
radio,ofFifteen
am,electronics
fm, years
tv, experience.
Presently
laboratory,
first
phone
license.
Howard
Williams,
1038
Front St., Binghamton, N.Y.
Firstpermanent
phone-experienced,
young,
for
job withopen.right
station.looking
Top
references,
location
Contact
Jerry
Wills,
542
Carroll
Ave.,
San
Antonio,
Texas.
WA 2-8991.
Production-Programming, Others
News abledirector
16 yearsoperation.
experience,
for large —market
Box avail446H,
BROADCASTING.
We
have need
a winning
combinationmanagement,
— Do you?
If
you
experienced
creative
salespublic
direction,
successful
tion, proven
relations,
positivepromoprom ing, here's a two
man and
package
with
know-how, graagency
contacts
families.
Perhaps
you
can't
afford
us
but,
maybe
you can. Box 682H, BROADCASTING.

RADIO STATIONS FOR SALE
NORTHWEST
1. Excellent daytimer. Gross
$72,000. Good market. $28,000
down. Balance on good terms.
2. Full time. Gross over $11 0,000
year. Absentee owned. Asking
$160,000 with 29% down.
3. Exclusive. Full time. Ideal for
two. Gross $40,000. $10,000
down.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
1. Exclusive full timer. Good
sound market. Never offered before. $110,000 with 29% down.
2. Full time. Captive exclusive
market. Gross $3,000 month.
$7,500
terms. down, balance on good
3. Full time located in one of the
largest Rocky Mountain cities.
Asking $175,000 with $35,000
down.
able. Well established. ProfitSOUTHWEST
1. Daytimer in large market.
Gross $125,000. Asking $150,000 with $50,000 down.
2. Exclusive in one of the fastest
growing markets. Daytimer.
$29,000 down.
3. Full time. Low operating costs.
One ofkets.the$175,000
states'
marwith biggest
29% down.
CALIFORNIA
1. Daytimer. Good frequency.
One of the ten largest cities.
$140,000. Terms to be agreed
upon.
2. Exclusive. Daytimer. Absentee
owned. $125,000 with 29%
down.
3. Daytimer in one of the nicest
parts of the state. Exclusive.
Needs
good down.
management-owner. $29,000
Good terms
on balance.
JACK L. STOLL
& ASSOCIATES
A NATIONAL ORGANIZATION
for the sale of Radio & TV
Stations
6381 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.
LOS ANGELES 28, CALIF.
Hollywood 4-7279
103

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Situation Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Production-Programming, Others
Program
director-dj.
Nine
years
experience
Announcer,
producer,
film, radioversaexperience. News,BROADCASTING.
sports, TV,
commercials,
includingcluding
McLendon
outlet. All Married,
phases, in-31.
tile. Box 550H
production, promotion.
Employer
aware
this
ad.
Box
685H,
BROADCASTING.
TV announcer;
live, Box
film 655H,
commercials. Readyexperienced,
for top market.
One lie"
member
of "Beachcombers
withemployNata- BROADCASTING.
namely
Don
MacLeod
seeking
ment in radioandor programming.
tv production. Experienced Ten years radio and tv expreience. SpeinBoxdj 745H,
work
cialize tv news, variety. Prefer northeast
BROADCASTING. Will relocate. but
willwhere.consider
good opportunity
Young, dependable,
telegenic. anyBox
706H, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Technical
Two positions
open in Rocky
Mountain
area.
Transmitter
requiring
first
phone and experienceengineer
with vhf
equipment.
Studio engineer
requiring first
phone, maintenance
and
operation
experience
with
studio equipment. Excellent opportunity
for right
men. Goodresume
pay and fringe beneSend complete
Box fits.684H,
BROADCASTING.and recent phofo.
Experienced, licensed,
engiRCAmaintenance
equipment.
VHF
networkneer familiar
affiliate.withKBTX-TV,
Byran, Texas.
Need experienced television engineer with
1st phone.
Experience
preferred
in switching,tion, audio
control,
camera
control,
projecand some
Station Springs,
KRDOTV, located
in maintenance.
beautiful
Colorado
Colorado,
home
of
Air
Force
Academy.
NBC
State salary requirements and
when affiliate.
radoavailable.
Springs.) (Write P.O. Box 1457, ColoImmediate opening for video engineer for
studio supervisor.
Prefer employed
experiengineer who
advance
present enced
position
due tocannot
seniority
reasons.in
Contact Chief Engineer, WJBF,' Augusta,
Ga.
Production-Programming, Others
Wanted:enced, Television
copywriters. Excellent
Experiposition open immediately.
opportunity
with
top references
operation. Mail
complete
details,
samples,
and
salary
requirements
to Paul
rector, KCRG-TV,
CedarCarter,
Rapids,Creative
Iowa. DiTELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Sales
Experienced
youngposition
tv salesmanager-salesman
lookingand advancement
for
with
financialbased
inopportunity
on ability.centive, Box
663H, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager who personally shows staff
how it's done.
Substantiated
know-how
exquality
background
and reputationsion,radiosalesperience,
manager/sales
manager;
televimanager.
Stable
family
man
seeking greater earning potential. Box 725H,
BROADCASTING.
IF

YOU

Radio-tv newscaster. Writes own copy.
Eightal. years
experience
networkBROADCASTand regionING.
Family man.
Box 716H,
Good opportunity.
sounding. Neat
initial
Radioappearing.
experience.Desire
Box
742H, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Chief engineer. Nine years experience in
television
construction
and ExceloperaPast planning,
five years
assistant
chief.
lenttion.references.
Box 625H,
BROADCASTING.
Five
years technician,
television studio relocate.
experienceWillas
television
accept
summer reliefmust
work. Box 702H,
BROADCASTING.
Married,
have sixam, years
experience
radio-tv. 28,
Three
three
in tv studioin
operations.
PreferinMr.
studioGrady
but consider
Have first phone.
Swindell, xmtr.
Box
925, Amarillo, Texas.
Production-Programming, Others
Experienced
television photographer.
lentences.photography
Top ExcelreferWrite Box background.
693H, BROADCASTING.
Director-writer
with
eight
years
station
and
agencyspotworkproduction.
is fully experienced
in show
and
Excellent
large
market where pay
is low.record
Desiresin
change ployed,
to references.
better Boxworking
market. Em696H, BROADCASTING.
All-around
tv talent limited
in present
marketnews,
seeks relocation.
Personality
announcer,
for
sports,
commercials,
movie
host,
etc.
Director,
producer.
Fully
experienced.
Box 697H BROADCASTING.
Operations emanager.
Five creative
exal phases.
majoryears
market
affiliation.periencBox
701H, Seeking
BROADCASTING.
Continuity director news,University
copy, filmdegree.
and
production
Will relocate.experience.
Box 741H, BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE
Equipment
Four$75.00.
WesternBox Electric
9-A heads. Will sell
for
553H, BROADCASTING.
HAVE.

..

The background and experience to qualify in handling negotiations forthe purchase and sale of radio-television stations
and newspapers. Lucrative position available in the midwest
for BROKER. Send detailed information including home telephone number to:
Box 755H, BROADCASTING
104

FOR SALE
Equipment
— (Cont'd
) 200 ft.
4 used guide
towersforfor
sale. Height
Towers
are ready
immediate
shipment.
3cross
solid face.
stock
towers
approximately
18 inchesby
(Truscon
Steel areCo.)in 1very
made
Stainless,
Inc.
All
towers
condition. Box 631H, BROADCASTING. good
Raytheon
RA-250
excellent
condition.
Save BROADCASTING.
Y3 transmitter
price of newin transmitter. Box 692H,
One Idecoangular guyed
455 andft., rest
4 ft.plattriinsidetower
forms,andguy withwires,
no ladder
insulators,
necessary
conduit
fixtures
for
lighting.
Used
in
past for
supporting
GE fm four
bayBoxcircular
type
antenna.
If
interested
write
721H,
mediately.
BROADCASTING. We will contact you imUHF tion.equipment
used but
in perfectincluding
condiGE TT25ATY25D
12kw
transmitter
filterplexer,
5-bay
antenna
with
PY19B
feed
adapter,
4TX7A
dummy
load,
Tv-21 visual demodulator, sweep oscillator
and General
Radio
monitors.
Also
430'
Stainless type G tower with lighting, 400 feet
7^xl5-inch
wave with
guide,
4' Raytheon
7000 mc parabolas
horns2 and
mounting
brackets.
Contact
TV, Daytona
Beach,Beecher
Fla. Hayford, WESHOne
radio mobile
console.unit,
Perfect
Also
one
link
type condition.
1903,
receiver,
xmitter,
accessories.
Priced
to sell.
Call
WMNE
Radio,
Menomonee,
Wisconsin.
FM 3 kw G.E.
transmitter
complete. Modufrequency
monitor,
dehydrator,lation andtransmission
line. Bestantenna,
transport.
WTND, Orangeburg,
S. offer
C. plus
7000 mcpleteMotorola
— audio
STL equipment,
com-4
with Factory
programtv modified
channel
foot dishes.
color. andContact Chief Engineer,
WTVD, forDurham,
N.C.
Two Comax record players for background
music and markets,
publicLincoln,address.
Nebraska.Beechner's SuperAmpex
351-2P
tape
recorder,
RCA BC-5B
consolette.
Altec
speakers,
turntables,
on studio dolly,Chicago.
oscillator.
Grant,grand
2336
N.pianoCommonwealth,
PSSST!
Big,
bright
red,
molded
plastic
panic buttons.
Stickbutto cause
walls, smiles,
desks, calm
maines. Do nothing
panicky chpeople.
3/$1.00 Hill
postpaid.
Shepherd93,
Industries,
17 Doublet
Rd., Weston
Mass.
Wanted uhf-tv
kw continuous
power.transmitter
Condition 10notto 20equipment,
important.
Am,
tv transmitters,
camerafm, chains
(color and studio
mono), consoles,
STL, etc.
Sellingforequipment?
We have
complete facilities
reconditioning.
Technical
Systems
C. 1, N. Y.Corp., 12-01 43rd Avenue, L. I.
WANTED TO BUY
Stations
Smallfer fulltime,
or medium
market
station,
cp. Prewill consider
daytime.orandLocation
open.
down and
payment
terms
desiredReasonable
by
experienced
responsible
erator. Box 841G, BROADCASTING. opfor profitable
or unprofitable
station
inCashwestern
Pennsylvania
or N.Y. No brokers.
Box
713H, BROADCASTING.
One-half
interest
as ownerbackground,
-manager southwestences andmarket.
Excellent
financially
responsible. Box refer722H,
BROADCASTING.
FM station
in metropolitan
area. Write
Percy
Crawford,
P.O. Box #1. Philadelphia
5, Pennsylvania.
Equipment State price,
Wanted
condition,— Used
etc. Boxfield569H,Zoomar.
BROADCASTING.
Want
buy usedBoxportable
field intensity
meter tocomplete.
672, Odessa,
Texas.
Wanted
—
10
kw
fm
transmitters
or final
amplifiers
andKNOB-FM,
power supplies.
Condition
unimportant.
7153
Pacific
View
Dr.,. Hollywood 28, Calif. Hollywood 7-0450.
Complete
sound
effects
and
jungle
library.
WMSR, Manchester, Tennessee.
BROADCASTING, February 16, 1959

INSTRUCTIONS
F.C.C. firstspondence ophone
preparation
correr in Washington,
resident
classes.
Ourby schools
are located
indetails,
Hollywood,
and
Seattle.
For
write
Grantham
School,
Desk ton, 2.D. C.821— 19th Street, N. W., WashingFirst-phone
in six Broadcast
weeks. Intensive
inincluded,
resident noclass.
and dj training
training
extra St.,cost.Oakland,
Pathfinder
Radio
Services.
510
16th
California.
TWinoaks 3-9928.
FCC firstanteedphone
in six weeks.
instructionlicense
by master
teacher.GuarG.I.
approved.License
PhoneSchool.
FLeetwood
2-2733. Elkins
Radio
3605
Regent
Drive,
Dallas, Texas.
First
bysecured.
correspondence.
Coachingphone
untillicense
licensetime.
Effectiveinexpensive-minimum
Pathfinder
Radio
Services,
510
16th
St.,
Oakland, California.
Since 1946.
The 5original
course Reservations
for FCC 1st
phone
license,
to now6 weeks.
required.
Enrolling
forandclasses
starting
March
4,
June
24,
Sept.
2,
Oct.
28. For
information,
references
and
reservations
write
William
B.
Ogden
Radio
Operational
EngineeringCalifornia.
School, 1150 West Olive Avenue,
Burbank,
MISCELLANEOUS
Bingo cards
Time forU.S.A.
printers
of personalized
bingo
radio,P.O.
television
newspa-1,
per ad promotions.
Box 906,orDenver
Colorado.
Acoma 2-7539.
Personal
notice ofto:hisPeterwhereabouts,
J. Bochan orcontact
anyoneMargaret
knowing
Mrs.
Bochan
Burns5, Virginia.
at 1318 West
Little
Creek
Road,
Norfolk
is an urgent matter concerning both of us.This
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Technical
We are looking for men who want
commercial or military field engiassignments inofthetelevision
installationneering
and servicing
systems at domestic and overseas
locations. Excellent starting salaries
and living allowances.
Applicants should he thoroughly
grounded in overall television station or radar system maintenance,
have two or more years accredited
technical school training and three
years experience.
Openings also existing for television
design and systems engineers in
many categories.
All replies held in strict confidence.
Send resume to Supervisor, Field
Engineering,
Dage Television Division
Thompson Ramo
Wooldridge, Incorporated
Michigan City, Indiana
FOR SALE
Equipment
CO-AXIAL TRANSMISSION
LINE
Unused Andrew Teflon l5/s", 51.5 ohms.
Original
Packing
— Tremendous
Immediate Shipment
Large orSaving.
Small
Quantity. Wire or write: Sacramento
Researchmento 20,Labs.,
3421
—
58th
St.,
SacraCalif.

RADIO
Situations Wanted — Announcers
fi
ATTENTION^
COUNTRY
[J
MUSIC OPERATORS
in format
change dj-prog
of acountry
ram I must
Because
lose
S
tomyr. Iam topoffering
you one of thedirecbest
men
in
the
country
music
field.
you
~ are in need of a man who can Ifmake
money for you . . . here he is. Age 29,
talent, sober, reliable, energetic, creative, top radio promotion, produc£ tion man. He is truly a gentleman. I
get him.
I want
have lucky
a goodto
. . . toyou're
him him
to lose
home.
Shate
Write Box 687H, BROADCASTING
»i:

RADIO
Situations Wanted
Production-Programming, Others
QUALITY PUBLICITY IS
VALUABLE
Many radio/tv
groups have full-time
publicity
departments
directlyA
with tradepapers and working
newspapers.
service such as this is prohibitive in cost
to the single
There's
a happy
solution
canoperation.
provideservice
consistent,
tive—and Iintelligent
plus creaclose
personal contacts in all media.
12 years industry experience . . . ieading tradepaper,Complete
station
backresumeand andfilm details
on request.ground.
Please PUBLICITY
write:
QUALITY
Box 591 H, BROADCASTING

STATIONS
WATTin DAYTIMER
Radio 1000
station
Pacific northwest
market. tentiaOffers
excellent
marketIs curpoambitious
operator.
rentlyl for doing
good business.
Located
inmakes
a sportsman's
paradise.
Bad
health
it impossible
work market
like for
it operator
should be.to
$90,000.00
with BROADCASTING
29% down. Replies to
Box 634H,
KCHS
Still for sale on
Dutch Auction
$41,000 Box
— Fourth
351 Down
Truth-or-Consequences,
New Mexico

VIRGINIA
500 w. daytimer in growing attractive ment.
city ofGrossing
5,000.
nearExcellent$50,000 equiprate.
Extremely high income market
throughout
station's
pattern.
Down
payment ofterms$15,000
will handle.
Attractive
on balance.
Box 727H, BROADCASTING
cj
&c
&j
£

Good radio
man canCalifornia
buy interest
station
in medium
market,in
growing
rapidly.
Ability
to
contribute
to management and invest in part
ownership is necessary. Write qualihcations.
Box 733H, BROADCASTING

&y
£§
&5
V

1 kilowatt daytime station for
sale in Oregon. Fast growing
single station market. Always
operated in the black. #20,000
down and ten years on balance,
Box 737H, BROADCASTING

^
f
f
$
i
J

PACIFIC NORTHWEST
1000 w. daytime with c.p. for 5000
w. in city of 33,000. Trading area
population over 100,000. Grossing
$70,000 a year. Real estate with
good studio and transmitter facilities
included. Can be purchased on down
payment
of $24,000.
Box 728H,
BROADCASTING

FOR SALE
pilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilMlllllllltllllllllllllllllllllllllllIJi
=|
established
6 years,
in ==
DAYTIMER
EE Independent,
Northwest1-KW
Louisiana.
Buyer
will get
= complete package: License, equip- =
ment, masonry
building,
air-condi=
=== tioning,
and land,
debt-free.
000.00. Address
all inquiries
to $60,Box ==
iMlllllllllMllllimillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli?
720H, BROADCASTING. §
Texas
Fla.
55M terms
Ala. Single
2Single
sta. lkw-D
terms
terms
W.Va.
$3050MM terms
Calif. Monop. 250w-F
100M
150M
Ky.
250w-F
Small A.M. &N.P. 70 M cash
S.E. Single
500w-D
Pa.
terms
Fla.
Sm-med 250w-F 100M
$30 M terms
Medium
Va.
155M terms
500kw-D
200M
N.C.
lkw-D
Medium
terms
Gulf Medium
98 M cash
150M
terms
Fla. Metro 250w-F
250M
S.E.
terms
Large
Major lkw-D
250M terms
East Large
450
lkw-D
terms
clear
325WIM terms
5kw-D
S.W.
250-w
750M
H . VHF-TV
terms
250 w-D
South Medium
PAU L_
APMAN COMPANY
MEDIA BROKERS
JTA
1182205W. W.PEACHTREE
.GO
WACKER
VORK
AMERICAS
k BARBARA 127033 AVE.
W. M ICHOF ELTORENA
THE PIONEER
OF TELEVISIONCONSULTANTS
AND RADIOFIRMMANAGEMENT
ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS
MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD
S.
FRAZIER,
1736Washington
Wisconsin 7,Ave.,D. C.N.W. INC.
Patl McDonald, Box 9322, Austin, Texas,
GL. 3-8080£25 offers:
SouthernSouthern
metropolitan
fulltimer
0,000£225,29%.
politan regional
000 £59,500
850,000 metrodown.
Texas
secondary
fulltimer
29%.
Oklahomadaytimer
daytimer£40,000.
$60,000Texas
29%.regional
Texas
regional
daytimer£100,000
£45,000.25%.
Oklahoma
dayTexas regional
single fulltimer £60,000.
NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Brokers — Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION
Nation-Wide ServiceSTATIONS
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential
Negotiations
Security Bldg. Davenport, Iowa

No
Matter
How

You

Figure
The
Memphis
Market...

It's Channel
3 First By All Surveys
Here are the latest Memphis Surveys showing
WREC-TV's superior local programming
leads in competitively-rated quarter hours,
and news coverage is combined with a
sign-on to sign-off, Sunday thru Saturday:
basic CBS Television affiliation to make
A.R.B.
Pulse Nielsen
Oct. 29-Nov,
25
Nov. '58 Nov. 9-Dec. 6 '58
certain that: "In Memphis there's more to
(Metro Area ) (Metro
Area) (Station Area)
see on Channel 3." Full power and high248
WREC-TV
293
275
est antenna deliver complete coverage of
66
96
Sta. B
70
29
69
Sta. C
94
the great Mid-South market. It's the right
combination for your advertising message.
See your Katz man for availabilities.

WREC-TV
Channel

3

Memphis

Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency
106
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OUR

RESPECTS

Walter

TO

Decker

There's a wall chart at NBC's "plotting room" on
30
Rockefeller
Plazathe infourth
New floor
York atthat
lists advertisers, their time periods and
shows.
It is the job figuratively of Walter D.
Scott, newly-elected executive vice president of NBC-TV (on Feb. 9), and the
echelon of sales and programming executives who with him are housed on
the fourth floor, to keep that chart
filled.
The area of network sales and program ing has been best described as
a network's "meat and potatoes." It's
also the obvious place to start in searching out an executive to fill an important
network post. And logically here was
the tertraining
field of toNBCNewveteran
Scott. Familiar
York Waland
the adman environment for the past 22
years, latedMr.voice Scott
not lost
modu-in
or thehasaccent
and the
warmth
personality which spring from his midwest background. During his years in
broadcasting,
gainedand ana
insight into thehowever,
advertisinghe'sworld
better inunderstanding
of the network's
place
it; two acquisitions
without
which a network executive today would
be a total loss.
Early Hours • Mr. Scott, who lives a
12-minute cab ride from NBC, has developed another attribute of working
before-hours, thereby cutting down on
night
hoursanywhere
spent atfrom
his desk.
the office
7 to He's
8:30 inat
the morning while most of Manhattan
yawnsor half
He "finishes
off"
atstill6:30
7 in asleep.
the evening,
bypassing
the
need
to
carry
home
a
paper-stuffed
brief case.
At home in his apartment with wife
Arline (Stenz) Scott, whom he married
in 1940 in New York, and their two
daughters, Shelley, 16, and Valerie, 12.
Walter Scott snaps on the tv set and
watches the full nighttime schedule of
NBC-TV
networks. and of the two competing
To do this job and do it completely,
Mr. Scott has a rotating schedule of
viewing, which by the time a few
months go by, means he's caught up
with what's on the air. (To watch all
threeeachnetworks'
nighttime
for
day of full
the week
wouldschedule
take a
total of 21 nights of viewing). But Mr.

Scott
Scott is not that hard on himself. Most
nights
he's nights
in bed ofearly
and during
he puts thein
about two
viewing
week.
courserealthere's
also reading,
time
forOf some
thinking
(his favored
period is in the morning when he first
gets to the office and the phones are
silent) and for one or two nights out
in a week for the Scotts.
The Change of Pace • As is the norm
with many an executive up to the elbow in fast breaking developments, Mr.
Scott appears to have an aversion to
telephones
he's away
from thea
daily
routine.whenVacation
time follows
pattern: the Scotts have adopted the
Caribbean (the Virgin Islands in particular) and its fishing, surf, snorkling
(underwater exploration of fish species
and reef formations) and the no-phones
and no-tv.
One gets an impression from Mr.
Scott that he thinks of a salesman's milestones in terms of the experienced
angler. "In sales," he says, "we think
ofbeing
the next
the obvious
that one,"
a salesman
worth impression
his salt is
reticent to rest on the laurels of one
big contract signing.
Walter Decker Scott was born March
2, 1915, in Kansas City, Mo. He attended school there, went to Washington U. at St. Louis and in 1936 was
graduated from the U. of Missouri
with a bachelor of journalism degree.
He joined the Oklahoma City Daily
Oklahoman and Times advertising staff
and in 1937 moved to New York and
the sales staff of Hearst Radio Inc. In
1938, Mr. Scott tied his destiny to
NBC's
selling burgeoning
national spotradio
and sales,
in theinitially
early
1940s moving over to network sales.
Mr. Scott was named eastern sales
manager in 1949, New York radio network sales manager in 1951, administrative sales manager a year later,
elected a vice president and made national sales manager of the tv network
in 1955 and only a year ago was appointed vice president, television network sales.
Program Philosophy • In his new
post, Mr. Scott reports to Robert E.
Kintner,
direction, NBC
Mr. president.
Scott pointsAs tofortheNBC's
pro-

In sales, we
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Mr. Scott's aim: keep the chart
gramming philosophy set forth by the
two Bobs (Mr. Kintner and Robert W.
Sarnoff, board chairman) of a balanced
schedule with ""no majority of any one
type of presprogramming.''
cycle ofex-a
ed by Mr. Scott: TheA more
network's schedule that is viewed, the
more advertising support, and the
more advertiser support the more diule.
versified orbroad range program sched-

Network Competition • What about
network competition? Next year all
three tv networks, he believes, will be
closer to a fully competitive position
in both day and night programming.
The public will benefit once again with
more diverse and, he stresses, better
programming. He notes an increase in
multi-sponsorship within the hour form,
a recent trend which should continue.
Mr. Scott now is in all operational
phases of networking, which in addition
to salescilitiand
programming,
es and business
affairs. include faAre westerns forcing the "program
balance" he speaks of, out of kilter? Mr.
Scottcites
counters
"What's
a western?"as
He
WagonwithTrain,
for example,
a dramatic anthology filmed against a
western setting.
Mr. Scott's occupational memberships
include board of directors of the Advertising Federation of America, on
NAB teesresearch
and promotion
and on various
committees commitof The
Proprietary Assn.
107
think of the next one'

EDITORIALS
Where education should begin
IT does not detract from the high motives of John P.
Cunningham to say that his speech last week advocating
establishment of a national educational television system
betrayed a lack of understanding of the root problems of tv.
It is a lackinshared
by all too world.
many of Mr. Cunningham's
colleagues
the advertising
There are many roadblocks in the way of Mr. Cunningadmitted,
but he failed
to identify
the
biggest.ham'sTheproposal,
factsasarehe that
in the present
television
allocations
there are not nearly enough usable channels to create the
kind of educational system Mr. Cunningham envisions.
If the chairman of Cunningham & Walsh is serious about
his proposal and if others in advertising intend to join him
in its pursuit, they must first familiarize themselves with the
fundamental problems of television. The problem of allocations isfundamental. It is also difficult. It cannot be understo d, let alone solved, without tiresome study. But all proposals for expansion of the television system, in any direction, have to start with consideration of that problem.
Among advertisers and agencies there is a vast fund of
knowledge about audience measurement, market coverage,
cost-per-thousand and other information dealing with the
use of tv as an advertising vehicle. There is considerably
less knowledge about the vehicle itself. We do not suggest
that advertisers and agencies ought to know how to diagram a
transmitter circuit. We do think they ought to familiarize
themselves, in a non-technical way, with the present technical
limitations and potential technical expansion of the medium.
Faint hearts can't win freedom
IN adopting a policy in favor of editorializing, the NAB
board of directors at its meeting a fortnight ago took a
stride in the right direction. But in failing to join issue with
the FCC by pledging all-out support of the position taken by
Comr. T.A.M. Craven against inclusion of program questions in station application forms, the board offset whatever
courage it had demonstrated in the editorializing action.
While the issues are different, they nevertheless lead to the
same critical question — freedom of the broadcast media. It
is perhaps understandable why the joint radio-tv board was
loath to go all the way on editorializing, preferring to have
broadcasters educate themselves up to this grave responsibility. What we cannot understand is why the board gave short
shrift to the Craven position that meddling in programming
constitutes censorship and therefore is illegal.
In the editorializing action, the board approved a "BroadGuide to Editorializing."
It is the work
of a and
diligent
ad hoc casters
committee
which was appointed
last year
will
become a standing committee. The result is all to the good,
as far as it goes. But even here, we feel it does not go far
enough.
The FCC's editorializing criteria, adopted in 1949, specify
that broadcasters, once they editorialize, have the affirmative obligation of seeking out opposing views by responsible
parties. This is wholly untenable and unworkable. It should
have been challenged. The fact that the FCC has attempted
to enforce this provision only on two recent occasions (slapthe wrists
editorialized
on pay-tv,filmor
those pingthat
carriedof astations
NationalthatAssn.
of Manufacturers
relating to the Kohler strike in Wisconsin) does not mean
that it will deal as leniently with stations in the future.
A test case seems inevitable. As more stations editorialize
incidents are bound to develop. Perhaps it will be an out108

politician,
union,
Araged
station
license orwilla belabor
on the
line. or an indignant listener.
Broadcasters should be ready. The NAB, as the trade
association representing most major broadcasters, should
be poised, however the case might arise. There should
be created a war chest to enable retention of the nation's
best lawyers to fight it through the Supreme Court, if need be.
Until the station owner-manager becomes the counterpart
of the newspaper publisher-editor, he will not enjoy the
prestige of his opposite number of the press. And he will not
have the freedom guaranteed by the Constitution.
What freedom broadcasting has acquired over the years
has been won by logic and reason. It is a continuing fight.
Editorializing now is on the front line. The fight against
program censorship should be.
Not recommended reading
BERNARD SCHWARTZ, the dismissed counsel of last
year'sin his
Housezeal Oversight
inquiry,
may headlines.
have outsmarted
himself
to get back
into the
On the
eve of the publication of his book on the inquiry, he tried
to pick a fight with Presidential Secretary James C. Hagerty
through an inference that there was impropriety in the
forwarding to the FCC of a letter of inquiry on a television
case in the Albany area.
Advance proofs of the Schwartz book have been floating
around for weeks. The publicity-minded author somehow
was questioned by unnamed reporters regarding the Hagerty
mention in his book (which appeared to be no more than
the routine handling of a letter of inquiry by directing it to
the agency affected).
The timing of the Schwartz blast is too transparent to delude the public, particularly when considered in the light of
the Schwartz record. Lawyers, for example, question whether
his leak of committee data to columnists and favored newspapers was not a breach of the client-attorney relationship.
The House Committee record is shot through with instances of badgering of witnesses on broad, unsubstantiated
charges, without prior notice.
For these reasons, we do not commend the Schwartz
book as must reading. The facts are on the record, and can
be procured from the committee for free. For tracts on
Congress and the regulatory commissions there are more
responsible sources.
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"Okay, now whisper your secret to me."
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The Booming
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Upper Ohio Valley

Life-line for industry and a major factor in
the economy of the thriving WTRF-TV
area is the storied Ohio River. On its broad
surface flowed eighty-one and one-half million
tons of cargo in 1957, for a total of seventeen
billion, two hundred million ton-miles. This
amazing tonnage is more than one and onehalf times the tonnage locked through the
Panama Canal in the same period. The cargo
carried and the people who handle it on
ship and shore are more reasons why the
WTRF-TV market is a super market for
alert advertisers ... a market of 425,196 TV
homes, where two million people have a
spendable income of $2H billion annually.
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The November ARB Survey for the six-county Wheeling (W.Va.)-Steubenville (Ohio) Metropolitan Area show WTRF-TV dominant in 81.6% of the nighttime quarter-hour segments,
anQ
the daytimeWTRF-TV
quarter-hour
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time!
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Car-loving people in the Beeline market
spend over $544,000,000 a year on autos
(not counting all the supplies). And
everyket cancorner
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FIRST IN AUDIENCE: ARB's latest Dallas-Fort Worth report shows that KRLD-TV dominates in audience share from sign-on Sunday morning to sign-off Saturday night. The
Nielsen Station Index (December, 1958) also shows more TV homes watch KRLD-TV
than any other station in the Dallas -Fort Worth area!
FIRST IN POPULARITY: The latest Dallas Telepulse lists 15 out of the top 18 once-a-week
shows and eight of the top ten multi-weekly shows — all on KRLD-TV.
FIRST IN AREA OF COVERAGE: KRLD-TV, with its low-band channel, and telecasting
with maximum power from its tremendous tower (1,685 feet above average terrain),
has the largest circulation of any station in the southern United States!
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Salvage • Mutual may be sold again.
Transferred within past fortnight from
Guterma to Roach control, network is
now being looked at by at least four
concerns. They include two cosmetic
firms, one reportedly Max Factor, and
undisclosed "diversified" group. Late
entry Friday, was fourth group, which
includes number of broadcasters who
reportedly had access to about $750,000
in cash.
Mutual' s total liabilities were more
than $1.2 million at mid-1958 (Broadcasting, Feb. 16), but operating losses
are now down to some $30,000 a
month, it's reported. One or two good
sales could put network in break-even
operation, though it would take more
to eat into total debt.
Second look in Miami • FCC has decided to take another look at Miami
ch. 7 case (WCKT, headed by former
NBC President Niles Trammell, with
15%, with principals in Miami Herald
and Miami Daily News owning balance
in equal amounts). At meeting last
Thursday, FCC instructed staff to draw
up bill of particulars paralleling that in
Boston ch. 5 case (WHDH-TV) to ascertain whether any commissioner
should have disqualified himself in final
vote three years ago because of purported ex parte contacts, and related
issues. This is being done prior to
acting on pending petition for reconsideration byone of losing applicants.
Court of Appeals in Washington last
year remanded ch. 7 case to FCC on
ground that Commission had failed to
give appropriate consideration to effect
of consulting fee arrangement Mr.
Trammell had with RCA-NBC. But
hearing and prior investigation ordered
last Thursday is based on testimony before House Legislative Oversight Committee and particularly is directed to
question whether improper ex-parte
contacts had been made on behalf of
Biscay ne with former Comr. Richard A .
Mack or with others.
Du Pont vertisand
tv ad-&
er E. I. duradio
Pont• dePrestige
Nemours
Co., Wilmington, Del., may also go into
spot radio. As yet plans for spot radio
campaign that would start this summer
(presented by its agency, BBDO, New
York) have not been cleared by company. Such du Pont move — regardless
of budget — would give immediate lift
to spot radio because of name value of
advertiser that has skipped over radio
in ad plans for recent years.
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CLOSED
CIRCUIT.
Strain tells • Those rehearings in tv did not elaborate on his comments
cases involving allegations of backdoor made before Radio & Television Execuwirepulling are beginning to take toll
tives Society in New York, Feb. 4,
of FCC lawyers. Assistant General wherein he voiced optimism, it's
Counsel Richard A. Solomon resigned learned that efforts are being made for
showdown with military on what it
to join Justice
Dept.Counsel
Now word
sociate General
Edgaris AsW. might relinquish in vhf space and
Holtz is thinking of making move out what it would expect in return. Nothing
of FCC. Friends say he wanted to leave is on paper yet, but there seems to be
after completing Miami ch. 10 rehear- feeling that some additional vhf space
ing, but felt he ought to see Boston in contiguous band beginning with ch. 7
ch. 5 through when he received that could be procured.
assignment.
Political Imagery • Cunningham and
The traders • Identities of stations Walsh now has mid-March as its target
bartering tv spot time for feature films date for release of its study on tv's
to influence independent vote
— practice which was highlighted in power
political campaign. Agency used
bizarre financial didoes of Bon Ami- during
New
York
State gubernatorial race as
Matthew Fox-Guild Films in Guterma
laboratory, originally was to release
SEC case — may become public infor- its
mation when SEC hearing is held in study earlier in year (Closed Circuit,
Washington March 23. SEC officials Nov. 17, 1958) but ran into difficulties
claim information is in files, and may of grey areas in findings. It'll treat "per"image"than
established
be placed on record.
of viewers,sonality" orrather
power ofin mind
tv to
convey
political
issues.
Step-child • Just as fm broadcasting
seems to face brighter future, NAB
Survivors • ABC-TV now plans
convention schedule is being juggled to toThree
Beat the Clock, and Who Do
cut short fm program at Chicago. Fm Youretain
Trust?
when it programs revamped
originally was to have full Monday daytime schedule
will insert its
morning (March 16). However, when newly-purchased in125April,
of Gale
shift of keynote speech from Monday Storm Show (which episodes
were originally
luncheon to 11 a.m. became necessary,
on CBS-TV) for re-run in 2:30
fm meeting was tentatively bracketed shown
3 p.m. slot. These three shows will
9-10:45 a.m., adjourning in time for to
be basic in future programming in day
keynote speech. Closed labor relations- house (see story page 38). Network
personnel meeting would run at same
seems sure to drop 11:30 a.m. -noon
time as abbreviated fm session.
segment, will program noon-1 p.m., but
not decided future of 1-1:30 p.m.
One-sided • In disposing of ch. 7 has
KIRO-TV Seattle case last week by period (programming picks up at 2
instructing staff to affirm 1957 grant,
FCC voted overwhelmingly in favor of p.m.).
In highest federal echelons, great
action. While no vote is "final" until concern is being evinced these days
over
what is regarded as trend toward
written
opinion
it's
learned that
vote iswas acted
5-1-1, upon,
with one
commissioner each favoring opposing run-away inflation. It's hot potato, not
but inpolitically
be64).
applicants
KXA and KVI (story page only economically
cause ofconstant boring
of organized
labor to raise pay and fringe benefits
which triggers vicious cycle by causing
Y&R on the mov 3 • More changes, new inflated prices. Concerning broadcastlines of authority and added responsiers, notably networks, is past experibility to key executives are forthcoming
ence, reflected in inordinate demands
at
Young
Dept. for time on all sides to air issue. It's
Under
aegis& of Rubicam's
W. E. (Pete)media
Matthews,
Advertising Council won't
newly-elected media vice president. problem
Those close to situation speak of Y & R touch.
William B. Maillefert, who resigned
as being on the move, gearing for im- recently
as vice president in charge of
pressive media year. Y & R is agency
radio
division, Edward Petry & Co., is
that set up new radio-tv department
under vice president Peter G. Levathes following lead of Ed Murrow and takat first of year.
ing at least one year sabbatical in
Europe. He leaves in late March or
early April and plans to survey broadWidened
• There's
substance
renewed talkvhfabout
additional
channelsin
cast operations on continent as background for free lance writing.
for vhf. While FCC Chairman Doerfer
5

Cleveland

lias

its

eyes

WITH
WJW-TV'S
BIG
MOVIES!
WJW-TV has skyrocketed to the top with the BIG
STARS in all THE BIG MOVIES from Warner
"Famous on the local scene"
Bros, 20th Century, and United Artists. Take the
late shows for instance at11:20 PM -12:45 AM
... an average 9 A.R.B. rating Sunday through
Saturday. Add to this the great new Paramount
Features and you have a galaxy of stars selling
CHANNEL TV
8
for you.
Represented by The Katz Agency, Inc.
WJWCBS • CLEVELAND, OHIO
ffiStorer
Television
WJW-TV Cleveland WJBK-TV Detroit WSPD-TV Toledo WAGA-TV Atlanta • WITI -TV Milwaukee

WEEK

IN BRIEF

DYNAMIC

Why not multiple spotting in tv, a la Britain? • That
may
"a jolly good dept.
question"
in theWasey,
opinionRuthrauff
of Ed
Reich,betelevision-radio
of Erwin
& Ryan, Los Angeles. Mr. Reich, who spent 18 months
insayBritain
teachingis U.S.
commercial
technique,
their system
any better
than ours,
but hedoesn't
does
seemerstosomesuggest
we
might
bite
into
a
few
English
crack-is
tea-time and see how they taste. The menu
Mr. Reich
explained in this week's Monday Memo. Page 31.
answers
How tough is a feature film? • Station survey by Broadcasting
will take as well as number
oft-posed questions about the beatings theyrepeats
and other scheduling
of re-runs advisable, time lag between
factors. Page 33.
calls the shots, failing
ABC-TV's 'Daybreak' braked • Young &cutsRubicam
for other clients. Revamping
to renew all of General Foods' schedule;
by network, chopping away 20 quarter-hours per week expected. Page 38.
status of agency
Timebuyers & reps • Importance of upgrading the
buyers and
timebuyer and suggestions on closer cooperation between
& Television
Radio
of
seminar
at
explored
are
representatives
station
Executives Society. Page 39.
Lusk hits back • Benton & Bowles president attacks critics of tv among
to slash away at programbecome
it hasPage
the admen.
ming on the Says
networks.
39. "fashionable"
make commercials • Mrs. Roosevelt in first appearance on
Names commercials,
endorses Lever margarine product. Page 41 .
radio-tv

ACTION

FOR THE
ENTIRE

FAMILY!

president • Alexander Guterma's expedited exit
— network
WantedMutual
network, promoted jointly by Securities & Exchange Comfrom
Roach Jr., leaves vacancy in network's top post. MBS
mission and Hal
programming
continues normally. Page 56.
four new members,
Oversight awakens • Chairman Harris appointscarry
out reform legisa bill to
introduces
and
$200,000
for
asks House
lation recommended as a result of 1958 investigations. Page 62.
Harris leaves White House behind • Commerce Committee chairman
the specannounces his communications subcommittee will investigate
trum, contrary to proposal for study by Presidential committee. House
asked to assign $100,000 to start study. Page 62.
opens with testimony of nu• Ch. 5 rehearing
ImpropermerousBostonians?
political figures. Enforcement of anticontacts withintoWashington
question. Page 66.
trust laws brought
Splinter politician invokes Sec. 315 • Lar Daly, backed by split FCC
decision, gets time from major outlets to answer Chicago Mayor Richard
J. Daley in bid for mayoralty nomination. Page 75.
Network tv programming • Executives of the three tv networks evaluate
critics maintain
so "mediocre"
find they inarethenotfuture.
shows;
today's
and
foresee
improvement
Page 80. as some
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Thrilling stories of long-haul
truckers at home and along
the highway.
In a brand-new series that
brings you
heart-in-your
mouth
adventure
with
plenty of heart.
Created and produced by
Robert Maxwell, famed
creator of LASSIE,
CANNONBALLwill ride your
way with big audiences and
increased profits.
INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION
488 Madison Ave. • N. Y. 22 • PLaza 5-21 00
1

They

buy as a family . . .

because

by

sold as a family . .

they were

their

KANSAS CITY
SYRACUSE
PHOENIX
OMAHA
TULSA

local

Meredith

KCAAO
WHEN
KPHO
WOW
KRAAG

KCMO-TV
WHEN-TV
KPHO-TV
WOW-TV

station!

The Katz Agency
The Katz Agency
The Katz Agency
John Blair & Co. - Blair-TV
John Blair & Co.

Meredith Stations Are Affiliated With BETTER HOMES and GARDENS and SUCCESSFUL FARMING Magazines
a
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AT DEADLINE
LATE NEWSBREAKS APPEAR ON THIS PAGE AND NEXT • DETAILED COVERAGE OF THE WEEK BEGINS PAGE 33

TAYLOR
TELLS OF FCC TOUR
Details of contacts in January 1957 defending Mr. Lee during Senate queswith all FCC members and number of
tioning he"lookedfavored
mighty awarding
good to tvme."to
government and political figures were Mack: said
described Friday (Feb. 20) by John newspapers because they deal in "news"
Taylor,
Boston
Globe, interitself deals in "entervenor inofficial
Bostonof ch.
5 rehearing
(see while tv station
tainment"; (Mr. Taylor noted Mr. Mack
page 66), who made Washington rounds was "quite a talker.")
with cousin Davis Taylor, publisher of
Doerfer: didn't seem to want to talk,
Globe.
noted his quasi-judicial status, left roon
His summary of reactions of each once,
returned and told them to tell
commissioner: Craven (abstained in their story
but be careful; observed that
case):
said
he'd
heard
rumor
politics
often
FCC
member specializes in ceraffected straw vote. Bartley: interrupted
tain case how
and to"guides"
or "tells"Cousins
other
Cousins, warned he was quasi-judicial members
vote; observed
official, said he might be on "our side" may have made "slight pitch here," but
and felt Globe wouldn't want to thus guessed it was all right. Hyde: symforce him to disqualify himself; menpathized with their "confusion," said
tioned competitive inequality where one when he was
chairman he'd tried to set
of two local newspapers gets tv.
up
comparative
but now was
McConnaughey: told them they were disturbed at lack criteria,
of it.
not
"parties,"
that
there
was
nothing
Taylor testified former Secretary
he could do now. Lee: said DuMont of Mr.
Commerce Weeks told Taylors he
deserved some consideration as pioneer
would
have given them same help as
in tv; said he might have voted for
Boston Post if it had remained in con- he gave Mr. Choate but it was too late
Continues on page 10
test because Post page one editorial
Trouble seen
for studio links
Broadcasters may find themselves
suffering interference in studio-transmitter link circuits under new 942-952
mc allocations, according to A. Prose
Walker, NAB engineering director. Mr.
Walker Friday explained association
asked for exclusive channels, but Commission authorized protection only to
existing broadcast use, leaving future
stations at mercy of other services using
same band.
Commission action announced Thursday made final rule-making proposal
reallocating 890-942 mc band to government. Itallocated 942-952 mc band
to am-fm and tv sound STL service,
to fm intercity relay services, and also
to international fixed public and international aeronautical fixed station in
U.S. territories only. Fixed stations now
authorized in 890-942 mc band are allowed to shift to 942-952 mc band if
they can show they are receiving harmful interference from government radiopositioning service in 890-942 mc.
Prior to allocations change, tv audio
STL had 890-911 mc, am STL had
BROADCASTING, Februory 23, 1959

925-940 mc, and fm STL, 940-952 mc.
First two assignments were shared with
experimental services, last band was
exclusive.
Daly ruling hit
CBS Friday asked FCC to reconsider
its decision that Lar Daly, Chicago
splinter mayoralty candidate, is entitled
to equal time because of newscasts involving otherwork-owned
candidates
run on netWBBM-TV Chicago
(see
page 75). Each of such broadcasts,
CBS said, were regularly scheduled
newscasts, ran from 29 seconds to 97
seconds, were treated as legitimate
news. Network said its position (that
Daly is not entitled to equal time) was
based on FCC interpretation of Sec.
315 issued last October holding that
candidates' appearance on routine newscasts was not used under Sec. 315. Commission action, holding Daly entitled
to time because of appearances of other
candidates in newscasts, is violation of
freedom of press and speech First
Amendment, CBS said, and therefore
unconstitutional. Network asked for
prompt order reversing last week's decision.

Vodka revolt
Public
responsecommercials
to discontinu-by
ance of vodka
WCRB
Boston
shows
"surprisingby
indignation at such censorship
the NAB," Theodore Jones, station president, said Friday. Mr.
Jones dropped liquor advertising
after being rebuked by NAB at regional meeting in Boston last fall,
deciding reluctantly to conform to
clauseardsinof practice.
association's radio standAbout 80% of hundreds of letters
hypocrisy
of radio and"decried
tv intherefusing
to accept
liquor advertising," he said, urging
association to reappraise liquor situation. Appeal for public reaction
was made at request of Sackel
Co., agency for WCRB sponsor,
Nuyens vodka. WCRB cancelled
26-week contract for 11 p.m. and
midnight newscasts five nights
weekly. Mr. Jones said he considered Boston replies indicative
of national thinking.
Plymouth looking
Plymouth Div. of Chrysler Corp.
said Friday (Feb. 20) it is looking for
new network tv show. New program
will be handled by N.W. Ayer. Up to
now, Ayer had handled all billing for
Plymouth except Plymouth ShowLawrence Welk on ABC-TV (Wed.,
7:30-8:30 p.m.). But Plymouth is dropping that show at end of May and in
effect terminating arrangement with
Grant, which handled Plymouth commercials on program ($5.75 million
billing if figured on yearly basis).
Plymouth (via Ayer) uses spot radio,
is in-and-out of network radio and has
some spot tv.
Business Briefly
• Farm House Frozen Food Co., N.Y.,
will begin a spot television campaign
in 25 markets today (Feb. 23) aimed at
"further piercing the padlock held by
manufacturers."
major frozen
Campaign,
to runfoodthrough
June, was
placed by Co-ordinated Marketing
Agency, N.Y.
9

CONTINUES from page 9
arid also told them that, all things being
equal, he preferred Herald-Traveler for
ch. 5. Cousins also saw Sens. Styles
Bridges (R-N.H.) and Frederick Payne
(R-Me.) but asked no help, he said.
Two Globe employes contacted White
House news secretary James Hagerty,
Mr. Taylor noted, and another saw
presidential aide Robert Cutler.
Witness said John Fisher, former
Saltonstall aide whom he identified as
partner with Herald-Traveler counsel
Thomas Joyce in public relations firm,
called Globe employe and said Taylors
had
with much
their
visits,made
but "good
were impression"
putting on too
pressure and ought to "take it easy."
"That's
served. a funny one," Mr. Taylor obExaminer Stern halted questioning
of Mr. Taylor on interview by FBI
agent on Globe's antitrust charges
against competing Herald-Traveler. But
DuMont, Greater Boston and MassaWEEK'S

chusetts Bay indicated they intend to
bring up matter of whether Mr. McConnaughey violated law in checking
with eral
Justice
Dept.antitrust
and with
gencounsel on
case.FCC
DuMont
counsel William Roberts said he intends
to call Mr. Weeks and Justice antitrust
chief Victor Hansen as witnesses. Examiner Stern asked for pertinent laws
which insulate FCC members from
consultation with certain officials and
others in adjudication case, explaining
he is not familiar with such laws.
ABC-TV Pacific drama
ABC-TV today (Feb. 23) announces
new hour-long adventure drama series,
Adventures in Paradise, based on stories
by Pulitzer Prize winning novelist
James Michener, to start in late September. Paradise is set for Mondays
8:30-9:30 p.m. EST, following return
of Cheyenne, starring Clint Walker,
from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m., according to
Thomas W. Moore, vice-president in

HEADLINERS

F. Kenneth Beirn, president of C. J. LaRoche,
N.Y., moves to Revlon Inc.
as v.p. in charge of adverH tising, replacing George J.
\brams, resigned. Mr. Abrams, chairman of radio-tv
committee of Assn. of NaAdvertisers, is known
Mr. Beirn
Mr. Abrams1 totional
be negotiating with several companies, including Warner Lambert Pharmaceutical
Co. Other Revlon changes: William R. Dahlmann, formerly of BBDO, to group marketing director; Emanuel
Goren, formerly of Lehn & Fink Products Corps., N.Y.,
to v.p.-general manager of Thayer Labs Div., and Stanley
S. Furness to Thayer director of marketing. Mr. Beirn
handled 14 Revlon products at LaRoche. He joined Biow
Co. in 1948, becoming principal and president of successor,
Biow-Beirn-Toigo, in 1953. Leaving in 1957, Mr. Beirn
joined Ruthrauff & Ryan as executive v.p., later becoming
president. He served as senior v.p. of merged Erwin Wasey,
Ruthrauff & Ryan until January 1958 when he assumed
presidency of C. J. LaRoche. Mr. Abrams came to Revlon
in 1955 from Block Drug Co. where he was v.p. of advertising and sales. Earlier he was with Eversbarp Inc., Anacin
Co. (now part of American Home Products) and National
Biscuit Co.
Joseph F. McCaffrey, past special reporter for NBC on
national political conventions and election night coverage,
appointed Washington correspondent of Crosley Broadcasting Corp. Mr. McCaffrey is former president of Radio-Tv
Correspondents Assn. of Washington. James L. Snyder,
news director and assistant program manager of KDKAAM-FM Pittsburgh, named chief of Washington news bureau of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., succeeding Rod
MacLeish, named head of WBC's overseas operations.
John Kulamer, KDKA-AM-FM news editor, replaces Mr.
Snyder.
70

charge of ABC-TV programming. 20th
Century Fox, with Martin Manulis,
vice-president in charge of tv production.
Reinsch to manage
Democratic convention
J. Leonard Reinsch, executive director of Cox stations, named special assistant to chairman of Democratic National Committee in charge of 1960
national convention. Appointment announced yesterday by Paul M. Butler,
chairman. Mr. Reinsch, who is tv-radio
consultant to national committee, was
general manager of 1956 Democratic
convention, tv-radio director of 1952
convention, radio director of 1944 convention and radio director of RooseveltTruman campaign in 1944. Cox stations include WSB-AM-FM-TV Atlanta
WHIO-AM-FM-TV Dayton and interests in WCKR and WCKT (TV)
Miami.

John Karol, v.p. in charge
of network sales for CBS
Radio since 1951, appointed
v.p. in charge of planning
and development. Succeeding Mr. Karol is George J.
Arkedis, general sales manager
WBBM-TV
Chicago,of owned
by CBS. Both
Mr. Karol
Mr. Arkedis appointments
are effective
March 2. Mr. Arkedis joined network in 1946 as account
executive. Mr. Karol came to CBS in 1930 as director of
research. He is former secretary and treasurer of American
Marketing Assn. and past president of Market Research
Council.
Harry D. Way, vice president and media director of Erwin
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, named executive
vice president in charge of New York office. He succeeds
Frederick J. Wachter, who has resigned and is reported
to be joining Knox Reeves, Minneapolis. Mr. Way, 43,
joined
ago, after 20 years' service with
WarwickEW&RR
& Legler,\VzNewyearsYork.
Merlin E. Carlock, formerly chairman
and director of Burke Dowling Adams,
appointed v.p. of Compton Adv., New
York. His precise assignment was not deannounced,
"Mr. Carlockin
bringsfinedtobut agency
us a wealth
of experience
fields of advertising in which Compton is
involved and is developing for its present
clients." Mr. Carlock has been in agency
Mr. Carlock
business for 33 years. Before his association with BDA, he was vice chairman of Calkins & Holden
Inc. and v.p. of Benton & Bowles. He began his career with
BBDO as copywriter.
b FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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Imagine
to
covered

11 retail

centers

Indianapolis
mainly

by

tied

-all

WFBM-TV!

•satellite
Maybemarkets
you just
the half
it! When
total don't
33% know
richer and
50% ofbigger
than
your ingpresent
idea
of
Indianapolis
sales
.
.
.
that's
enlargyour sales opportunities with a capital $.

itSelf-1,000,000
Major retail
area for 18 Indianapolis
richer-than-average counties.
population ^350,600 families with 90% television ownership.'

Here, too, it only takes one television station to guarantee major coverage in 50 Mid- Indiana counties. Why
is it WFBM-TV ? Simply because it is the only NBC
basic affiliate. Nielsen Coverage Study No. 3 supports
these facts.
Where else does a central market exert such an
economic pull on so many specific areas that are retail
trading centers in their own right ?
. . . and where can you buy just one station with no
overlapping
by basic affiliates of the
same network penetration
?

11 Satellites -Each a recognized
marketing
area— andIncludes
well within
WFBM-TV's
basic•
area of influence.
Marion
• Anderson
Muncie • Bloomington • Vincennes • Terre Haute
• Danville,
Kokomo. Illinois • Lafayette • Peru • Logansport

Only here — WFBM-TV dominates Mid-Indiana
in totalof coverage
marketCall penetration
we're
proud
our currentandARB.
for the facts.. .Let. andus show
you
how
to
test
regional
marketing
ideas
with
amazing
results!
The Nation's 13th Television Market
. . .with the only basic NBC coverage
of 760,000 TV set owning families.
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Represented Nationally by the KATZ Agency

The

HOT

SHOWS
2-Station
BIRMINGHAM
WBRC-TV

4-Station
CHICAGO
WNBQ

25.1 RATING
BEATS Fargo,
Groucho Peter
Marx, Gunn,
Ed Sullivan,
Wells
Gale
Storm, GE Theatre
and many

4-Station
SAN FRANCISCO
K RON -TV
HIGHWAY
PATROL
starring
BRODERICK CRAWFORD

K3
SHARE
21.9 RATING
BEATS
Playhouse
Ernie Ford,
Cimarron90, EdCity,Sullivan,
Lawothers.rence Welk, Californiansand many
ARB, Jan, '59
I

come

3-Station
CINCINNATI
WKRC-TV

from

ZIV!

2-Station
JOPLIN-PITTSBURG
KOAM-TV

3-Station
MIAMI
WTVJ

%
47.7
SHARE
20.7 RATING
BEATS
Ed Sullivan,
Hit Parade,
Restless Phil
Gun, Silvers,
Jackie
Gleason,
others. Bob Cummingsand many
ARB, Dec. '58

4CL3
SHARE
26.3 RATING
BEATS
GE Ernie
Theatre,Ford,Texan,Cheyenne,
Danny
Thomas,
Groucho Marx
and many others.
ARB, Dec. '58

46.7
SHARE
31.3 RATING
BEATS
Trackdown,George
Ed Sullivan,
Bob Skelton,
Cummings,
Red
Texan and Burns,
many

4-Station
SAN FRANCISCO

4-Station
DETROIT
WJBK-TV

3-Station
COLUMBUS
WBNS-TV
%

563
SHARE
28.1 RATING
BEATSvan,Desilu
Playhouse,
SulliDinah Shore
ChevyEd Show,
Steve
others.Allen, Californians and many
ARB, Jan. '59
3-Station
BOSTON

62j6
SHARE
30.1 RATING
BEATS
Mason,JackRestless
Gun,
What's Perry
MyBobLine,
Sullivan,
CummingsandBenny,manyEd

515
SHARE
28.3 RATING
BEATS
Ernie Ford,Lawrence
Danny Thomas,
Groucho
Wells Fargo,Marx,Ed Sullivan
and Welk,
many

2-Station
BRISTOL-JOHNSON CITY
WJHL-TV

3-Station
ST. LOUIS
KSD-TV
%

615
SHARE
27.6 RATING
BEATS ePeople
Funny,Travel,
Mavrick, Have GunAre -Will
Wyatt
McCoys Earp,
and andRedmanySkelton,
others. Real
ARB, Dec. '58

61.0
SHARE
36.3 RATING
BEATS Wyatt
Earp, Lineup, Gunn,
Perry
Como,
Wells FargoMaverick,
and manyPeter
others.
ARB, Dec. '58

48.7
SHARE
27.5 RATING
BEATS
.Millionaire,Ed
Ernie Ford,Cheyenne,
Sullivan,
WellsAlfFedFargoHitchcock,
and many
ARB, Dec. '58

Dr. Sydney Roslow, director of Pulse, Inc., heads a
nationwide staff trained to
make and convert home
interview reports into reliable ratings. Some of
the Ziv show ratings used
here are based on these
authoritative findings.

The Ziv man in your
market can show you how
to profit from using one of
America's GREAT selling
forces — a Ziv show!

fresh

way

to

serve

AWKMH
Detroit's

Represented by Headley-Reed

k rTOrr

hot

news...

innovation
top

dining

in

places

One reason WKMH has such a big listening audience ON THE AIR
is because of the many public services it performs ON THE GROUND.
Latest innovation is this WKMH FLASH BULLETIN that brings
Detroit business men important news "hot off the wire" in Detroit's
top luncheon places. It's a PLUS that's appreciated, and is typical
of the many popular WKMH services that win more friends daily
for Detroit's Music and Sports Station. Why not tap the rich
Detroit market for your clients on WKMH? You get BIG
exposure at lowest cost per thousand . . . and you save an additional
15% when you buy 4 or more Knorr stations.

CORPORATION
Jackson,
WSAMS&
WKHM S
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March 5-6 — Assn. of National Advertisers, "Advertising to Business & Industry," Hotel Webster
Hall, Pittsburgh.
"March
6-7
14th
annual Radio-Tv Conference
&Broadcasters
Clinic, U.—Assn.
of Oklahoma,
and OklahomaNorman.
chapter Oklahoma
of Assn.
ofU. Women
in
Broadcasting
are
co-sponsoring
with
of
Oklahoma.
Some
30
speakers
from
industry
will appear on program.
"March ences,7 —N.Y.,Academy
Television demonstration,
Arts & Scitape ofstudy
NBC TeletapetvCenter,
67th and
& Broadway, New
York.
March 13-14
Broadcasters
meeting,
Hotel— Arkansas
Marion, Little
Rock. Assn., spring
Marchers,15annual
— Assn.
of
Maximum
membership meeting,Service
ConradTelecastHilton
Hotel, Chicago, 9:30 a.m.
"Marchtee, Conrad
15 — Hilton
MutualHotel,
Affiliates
Chicago.Advisory CommitMarch
15-18
—
NAB's
annual
conventionopen;at nonthe
Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago. Exhibits
agenda sions
meetings
scheduled
Formalspeech
sesopen March
16 March
with 15.
keynote
by Robert W. Sarnoff and continue tnrough March
18; schedule topped
address by FCC
ChairDoerfer bymembers
andanFCC-industry
Only manNABJohn C.associate
supplying roundtable.
broadcast
equipment are eligible to exhibit. Annual NAB
Engineering Conference,
several
manageical ses ionsame
s,with
will hotel.
be heldjoint
concurrently
with convention menint-technthe
March
— NABChicago.
Tv Code Review Board, Conrad
Hilton 16Hotel,
"March of18 advertising
— Symposiumco-sponsored
on social and
forces
St.economic
Louis
Council
of American Assn.
of Adv. byAgencies
and
U.Jefferson
of Missouri
School
of
Journalism,
Hotel. Dr. Earl F. English, Sheratondean of
school, will moderate. Registration, $22.50.
March 18-20
conference,
Electronic
Industries
Assn.,— Quarterly
Statler Hilton
Hotel, Washington.
March
23-26
—
Annual
convention
Canadian
of Radio & Television Broadcasters, Royal Assn.
York
Hotel, Toronto, Ont.
March 23-26 — National convention, Institute of
Radio Engineers, Waldorf-Astoria, New York. The
nation's
leading
electronic scientists
will attend.
Advances
in space
electronic fields
will betechnology
explored. and major new
"March &23-28
— ShortNorthwestern
Course in U.,Crime
Analysis
Reporting,
Fisk News
Hall,
Evanston,
III.
Journalism
and
law
schools
with
Ford Foundation grant, will conduct intensive
instructionCourtroom
for radio-tv,
press isand
newsmen.
broadcasting
one ofmagazine
topics.
Attendance fee $100. Registration must be received byMembers
March of16.lecture
Scholarships
for beneedyavailable
available.
staff will
for interviews.
"March 30 — Deadline for filing copies of direct
testimony quencies
in FCC's inquiry andinto 890
allocation
of fremc. Number
of copies to bebetweenfiled:25 1mcnotarized
original,
and 20
copies.
APRIL
April
1
—
Research
workshop
Assn. of National
Advertisers, Hotel Pierre, New York.
April 3-4 — Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters, U. of
Oregon, Eugene.
April nual3-5meeting,
— Mississippi
Buena VistaBroadcasters
Hotel, Biloxi.Assn., anApril
5-8
—
National
Retail
Merchants Assn.,
sales
Beach. promotion division, Eden Roc Hotel, Miami
April 6-9 — National Premium Buyers, 26th annual exposition, Navy Pier, Chicago. Premium Adsame site. vertising As n. of America will meet April 7,
April 7— Trial of former FCC Comr. Richard A.
Mack andspiracy tofriend,
TnurmanPresiding:
A. Vvniteside,
lorBurnita
condefraud
S.D.C. Matthews,
U.S.U.S.District
Court,Judge
Washington,

A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING AND RELATED FIELDS
(* Indicates first or revised listing)
FEBRUARY
Feb. 23-24vention,— Edgewater
American
Assn.,Chicago
annual(tocon-be
BeachBarHotel,
preceded Feb. 19-22 by several allied bar group
meetings). trABA
status radio-tv
report oncourtconoversial Canowill
n 35 hear
prohibiting
room coverage.
*Feb. 24— Radio
& Television
Executives
Society
timebuying
selling
seminar
luncheon,
p.m., Hawaiian& Room,
Hotel
Lexington,
New 12:15
York.
Topic,
& Its Media
Speaker,"Videotape
Alexander Cantweil,
BBDO. Significance."
'Feb. 24 — Fm Broadcasters of Southern California
membership
meeting, 12 noon, at Nikabob Restaurant, Los Angeles.
Feb. 24-25—
NAB Conference
StateandBroadcaster Assn. Presidents.
Annual ofmeeting
confingetroen.ncAesfeature
with legislators.
Shoreham
Hotel,
of the final
will beWash-the
annual Voice cf Democracy
awardsdayluncheon.
*Feb.
25 — Radio
Executives
Society
roundtable
luncheon,& Television
12:30 p.m.,
Palm Terrace,
Hotel
Roosevelt,
New
York.
Howard
S.
Meighan,
consultant to Ampex and president of Videotape
Productions, appraises vtr's impact.
Feb. 25-27 — Electronic Industries Assn. industrial
relations conference, Chase-Park Hotel, St. Louis.
Feb.
— NABWashington.
Engineering Advisory Committee,
NAB 26hdqrs.,
"Feb.
26
—
Rep.
Oren& Harris
of House Interstate
Foreign(D-Ark.),
Commercechairman
Committee
(and
last
year's
chairman
of the meetHouse
Oversight
Committee),
addresses
luncheon
ing of Federal
Bar Assn., Congres ional Ro Communications
m, Willard Hotel, Washington.
Feb. 27 — Democratic National Committee meets
in Washington
ing convention. to pick final site for 1960 nominatMARCH
"March mittee,
3— Assn.Special
meeting Service
of Technical
Comof
Maximum
Telecasters,
at AMST
headquarters,
Washington.
Meeting
will
deal
with
allocations
matters
in
preparation
for annual meeting of AMST March 15 in Chicago.
March York
3 — Second
annualof legislature
New
State
Radio
& dinner
Televisionasof
Broadcasters
with Assn.
Gov. Nelson
A. Rockefeller
guest-of-honor
and
keynote
speaker,
Ten
Eyck
Hotel,
on and
dais Kenneth
will be B.NewKeating,
York
SenatorsAlbany.
Jacob K.AlsoJavits
Comr.
Robert Lee,Mikeof FCC,
and Gov. Rockefeller's
entire
chairmancabinet.
of dinner. Hanna, WHCU Ithaca, is
March
4— California
annual
membership
meeting, ElBroadcasters
Dorado Inn,Assn.,
Sacramento.
"March
5— Tentative
for argument
before
U.S. Supreme
Court indate
Farmers
Union v. WDAY
Inc.immunity
(WDAY-TVof broadcast
Fargo, N.D.),
involving
question
ofcandidate,
station
when
political
315 ofNo. Communications
April time8 —radioDeadline
commentsto tooperate
FCC onfromday-6
Act, utters invoking
libel on Sec.
air. Case
248.
stations'forrequest
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how
be
to

a

to
hero

your

clients

■

Clientstionraising
the sta-if
manager? aItstatue
could tohappen
you install TelePrompTer. Why risk
fluffs and freeze-ups when TelePrompTer assures
sional delivery
evensmooth,
after a professingle
run-through? With TelePrompTer
you can deliver network quality on
a local level. And that means more
business from both local and national advertisers.
TelePro 6000 Rear Screen Projector
can give your commercials another
big boost. The brightest image imaginable gives authentic background for your clients'
Both TelePrompTer
and messages.
TelePro
will be on exhibit at the N. A. B.
Convention in Chicago, March 15.
Don't miss them.
Originators of
GROUP COMMUNICATIONS
311 WEST 43 ST., NEW YORK 36, N.Y.
LOS ANGELES • WASHINGTON, D.C. • CHICAGO
HUNTSVILLE, ALA. • TORONTO • LONDON
15

Rochester,

N.Y.s

Newest

D. J.

Until recently,
King of the
American
Forces
Network
In
Europe!
NOW
On
WHEC!

a.m.
Docket-6 p.m.
12,729.or sunrise-sunset, whichever is longer.
April
12-15—
Spring meeting,
Texas Austin.
Assn. of
Broadcasters, Commodore
Perry Hotel,
April
12-14
—
Assn.
of
National
Advertisers,
annual
west coast meeting, Santa Barbara Biltmore,
Santa Barbara, Calif.
April 20-23 — American Newspaper Publishers
Assn., Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.
April
Westernconference,
States Advertising
Assn., 23-25
ninth —annual
Oasis Hotel,Agencies
Palm
Springs, Calif.
April
23-25
—
American
Assn.
of
Advertising
Agencies, annual meeting at The Greenbrier in
White
be held Sulfur
April Springs,
24. W. Va. Annual dinner will
April
— OhioCincinnati.
Assn. of Broadcasters, TerraceHilton 24Hotel,
April
24-25
—
New
Bishop's Lodge, SantaMexico
Fe. Broadcasters Assn.,
April
26-29
—
National
of Transportation
Advertising convention, Assn.
The Greenbrier,
White
Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
'•April 29 — Comments due on FCC proposal to
prohibitthannetworks
from representing tv stations
other
Docket No. their
12,746.own in spot representation field.
April 29-30vention,—HotelInternational
Roosevelt, NewAdvertising
York. Assn. conApril
30-May
2
—
Alabama
Broadcasters
Assn.,
Buena Vista Hotel, Biloxi, Miss.
April 30-May 3— Assn. of Women in Radio &
Television,
Astoria Hotel,annual
New national
York. convention, WaldorfApril 30-May
3— 4th district, Advertising Federation ofAmerica,
Petersburg,
Fla. Tides Hotel & Bath Club, St.

JACK
FRIEL
He wowed 'em in Munich! He
thrilled em in Paris! He was a sensation atthe Brussels World's Fair!
Now he brings his vast talents and
winning personality to WHEC for
the delight of listeners and sponsors
alike! Every weekday . . .
3:05 to 6:00 P.M.

Basic CBS In Rochester!
REPRESENTATIVES: EVERETT McKINNEY, INC.
NEW YORK . CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO
16 (DATEBOOK)

May 1 — National Radio Month opens.
May 1 — National Law Day.
May 1-3Galveston.
— Texas Assn.
Sigma Delta Chi, Hotel
Galvez,
Annualof meeting.
May 4-6 — Assn.
Advertisers,Ont. annual
conference,
Royal ofYorkCanadian
Hotel, Toronto,
May 4-8neers,
— Society
of
Motion
Picture
& Tv Engitel, Miami semi-annual
Beach, Fla.convention, Fontainebleau Ho*May 6— NationalannualAcademy
ofawards
Television
Arts &
Sciences,
Emmy
presentation
on NBC-TV,11th10-11:30
p.m. (EST).
*May 13-15 — Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters,
Bedford Springs. Frank
WFBG-AM-TV
Altoona
panelWIPonPalmer,
reduction
of operating
costs andwillRalfdirectBrent,
Philadelphia,
will be
chairman
of
panel
on
service
to
local
advertiser.
Presidents
from
adjoining
state
associations
will
attend.
May
16-17
—
Illinois
News
Broadcasters
Assn.,
spring
meeting,PressSouthern
Illinois meeting.
U., Carbondale;
also, United
Intl. business
May 20-22 — Assn. of National Advertisers, spring
meeting, Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.
Falls. 21-23 — Montana Radio Stations Inc., Great
May
May
21-23 —Sheraton
ElectronicHotel,Industries
convention,
Chicago. Assn., annual
May 24-27 — Associated Business Publications,
annual
meeting
and Pa.management conference, Skytop Lodge,
Skytop,
May
28-31
—
Second
Annual under
Pop Music Discof
Jockey
ConventionAmericana
& Seminar
Storz Stations,
Hotel, Miami,auspices
Fla.
JUNE-NOVEMBER
June 1-3 — National microwave symposium, ProfessionalBostonGroupSection,
on Microwave
TheoryHarvard
& Tech-U.,
Paine Hall,
Cambridge,niques, Mass.
June
— Advertising
Federation ofMinneapolis.
America,
annual 7-10
convention,
Hotel Leamington,
June
9-11
—
National
Community
Television
Assn.
D.C. convention, Mayflower Hotel, Washington,
annual
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working

partners

recipe for sales . . .
There is a distinguishing flavor
about representative organizations
which comes principally from the .
type of men who actively head up
each firm.
Here, this consists of the group of
Working Partners who started H-R,
and who today still actively continue
to serve all of our stations and
buyers of time.
Supplemented by a carefully selected
staff of properly aged and sales
seasoned men, each following the
H-R practice of providing time buyers
with a complete and easily digestible
presentation of station and market
facts, we have a recipe for sales whicl
appeals to the business appetites
of the stations we serve.

FRANK HEADLEY, President
DWIGHT REED, Vice President
FRANK PEUEGRIN, Vice President

We always send a man
RADIO
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TELEVISION

to do a man's

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO ATLANTA
CHICAGO DALLAS HOUSTON
HOLLYWOOD DETROIT NEW ORLEANS

Food and drug sales in Storer markets
dollars!

totaled eight billion dollars* —
a substantial share of which was sold through
the impact of radio and television
stations owned and operated by the
Storer Broadcasting Company.
"SOLD ON A STORER STATION"
is more than a slogan ... it is a reality.
7 billion food, 1 billion drugs
as reported by 1957 Sales Management
"Survey of Buying Power."

y?r) Storer
tuples'

IBroaxlca^tirixjWIBG Cxxrripaiw
WJW WJBK
WSPD
WWVA
WAGA
WGBS
Wheeling Philadelphia Toledo Cleveland Detroit
Atlanta
Miami
WIT1-TV
WJBK-TV
WJW-TV
WSPD-TV
WAGA-TV
Detroit Milwaukee
Toledo Cleveland
Atlanta
National Sales Offices: 625 Madison Ave., New York 22, PLaza 1-3940
230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, FRanklin 2-6498

OPEN

WREX-TV
new, wide range

with
HIGH POWER
229 KW VIDEO 115 KW AUDIO
SPANS A BILLION DOLLAR
ROCKFORD PRIMARY MARKET
COVERS ALL OF 14 COUNTIES AND
MARKET PORTIONS OF 14 OTHERS
The
new, towide-range
of WREX-TV,
now
increased
229,000the watts
video
effective
power
(fiveprimary
times
former
ratings),
ex
tends
tthe
limits
of
the
Rockford
TV market to encompass $l.l-billion potential . . . towidens
range of
influence
includethea "secondary"
total $2.5-billion.
ROCKFORD MARKET
WREX-TV's
new powerand spans
primary
area
four counties
marketaconsumer
portions
of 11 ofothers
. . . $1,163,973,000
spendable
income
—
555,462
people
— andof
markets thatannually.
record total retail sales
$762,124,000
TOTAL MARKET:
1,343,631
413,099
Spendoble
Income
$2,502,773,000
Retail Sale.
$l,768,29S,0O0
WREX-TV COVERAGE
WREX-TV rankings
spans audience
interest ARB
comparative
of oftoptopprograms,
area
survey,
shows
33
37 leadership
programs
areis strong
all on WREX-TV.
throughout WREX-TV
the telecasting
day
Rockford
Metropolitan
of *eH-in-ute
summaryArea— —forstation
4 weeksihore
Source ARB Oct. 21 - Nov 19 — 1958
WREX-TV Station B
Mon.
— toFri.Noon
48.4
Sign-on
70.3 »
Noon to 6:00 PM
28.7
55.1
43.8
6:00 PM to Midnight 56.3
AlltoWeek
— Sign-On 59.2
40.7
Sign-Off
less than the s
hours during para wider market /coverage
range inDOLLAR
the Rockford
BILLION
market
WREX-TV
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Perspective '59
editor:
The Feb. 9 issue is terrific. Especially
Kevin Sweeney's article. . . . Any stause this from
issue
... tion
as operator
a saleswhotoolcan't
is suffering
voluntary inertia.
Malcolm Greep
Executive Vice President &
General Manager
WVJS Owensboro, Ky.
editor:
Broadcasting demonstrated its leadership among trade journals with the
Feb. 9 issue. What an outstanding edition! Ralph E. Becker
1st Lt., USAF
Information Services Officer
Richards-Gebaur Air Force
Base, Mo.
One glance, couldn't put it down
editor:
When my copy . . . arrived this
morning, I planned to take it home
tonight
to read
all of and
'Perspective
One glance,
however,
I found '59.'
this
somewhat impossible, for now, at noontime, Iformed
thinkpeopleI'min the
one industry,
of the best
inhaving
already read the section.
'Perspective' is truly a memorable
piece of annual journalism.
Robert W. Block
Robert W. Block Public
Relations
New York
Reaction from 'down under'
EDITOR :
I would like to congratulate you on
the complete and interesting coverage
of broadcasting in the U.S. I have received Broadcasting for many years
and often marvel at the amount of research work that must go into compiling
your columns. Your Jan. 5 number has
just
reached me and it goes for easier
handling.
A. Marvin Branks
Invercargill
New Zealand
The single rate — plus
editor:
. . . We have operated with a single
rate since our inception in September
1955 and while it has certain headaches, the good features completely
soothe them all over a short period of
time. We at WGTO go even one step
further, operating under the trademark
of a "Gold Seal Station" in cooperation

*

HUNS

0 A.M.
s,o,«ng 10,0
orixe, 15
KAARCH

Contort
Tronsportot-n
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OFF

LIMITS

FOR

Taking a bath, baiting a hook,
ironing shirts or driving a car—
WJR reaches adult listeners no
matter where they are or what
they are doing.
The reason that WJR is so popular with adults is because our
programming is a consistently
fine blend of entertainment, information and education.
So what's with this adult appeal
BROADCASTING, February 23, 1959

SALES?
routine on WJR? Just this —
adults are the people with the
purchasing power — the people who
buy your products and services.
Sound interesting? Check with
I. Christal representyour Henry
ative for the facts on WJR, the
"buying power" station in the
Detroit-Great Lakes area. Learn
how advertising on WJR can get
through to the right people.

- i

J-

ROIT
'60 KC ^&05>O,OOO WATTS
WATT!
760
RADIO WIT ADU LT
-

WJR
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WSBT-TV

...SOUTH BEND, IN DIANA'S
DOMINANT
STATION

with our parent station KSTP-AM-TV
Minneapolis-St. Paul and our associate
KOB-AM-TV Albuquerque, N.M., in
the guarantee
readsrate"Every
advertiser receivesthat
the same
for equal
schedule and facilities." Once the first
step of single rate card has been taken,
we highly recommend taking the second
one.
G. Max Kimbrel
Manager
WGTO Cypress Gardens, Fla.
Status report on fm
editor:
... I can only feel that this fine
article [fm report, Feb. 9 issue] will
contribute greatly to the future of fm
as an advertiser and entertainment
medium . . . these factual reports are
always deeply appreciated.
Will Collier Baird Jr.
Vice President
WFMB (FM) Nashville, Tenn.
We will appreciate ... 150 reprints
of the article, "Have Audience, Can
Sell— FM" . . .
Frank Kovas Jr.
Owner
WKFM (FM) Chicago
editor:
comprehensive
study of fm . . .
wasYour
excellent
...

JOE

BOLAND . . . America's Voice of Sports
Every dyed-in-the-wool sports fan in America knows WSBT-TV's
Sports Director, Joe Boland. You've heard him announce the CBS-TV
Bowl and Pro games— the Notre Dame games on ABC Radio— and the
Colt-Giant Championship game on NBC Radio. He was named "Sportscaster of the Year" for '57 by the famous Rockne Club.
Joe's popular weekday show on WSBT-TV, "Boland With Sports,"
(5:45-6:00 P.M.) is one of the highest-rated sports shows in television.
Joe's program is typical of the many popular local shows on
WSBT-TV, with high ratings and "selling" personalities.
WSBT-TV dominates the prosperous South Bend market. The latest
A.R.B. shows this station carrying 9 of the 10 top rated programs,
1 8 of the top 25; 33 of the top 50! Total Effective Buying Income in the
station's 14-county coverage area is $1,594,029,000!
See your Raymer man or write WSBT-TV about availabilities of
participations or the entire show. There are also availabilities on Joe's
popular daily radio sportscast (6:00-6:15 P.M.).

• CHANNEL 22
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA
ASK PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
22 (OPEN MIKE)

While we can understand the problems of agency people in trying to
justify an fm buy, it is somewhat of a
puzzle to us why . . . so-called gilt-edged
accounts
go to with
rock 'n'
roll stations.
We
have ...joined
KRCW
(FM)
Santa Barbara, KEYM (FM) Santa
Maria and KJML (FM) Sacramento
to form a regional package that can be
purchased with a single buy. Perhaps
that will open the eyes of some of the
In the meantime, we are picking up
buyers.
new local accounts every month (and
90% of them renew), plus being active
in stereo, background music and multiAs for programming,
we feature I6V2plexing.hours
of the standards
and
IV2 hours of the classics every day of
the week. We hope to continue to grow
on the base we have established — having a friendly, adult sound . . . and
showing definite sales results for our
advertisers.
Jim Hodges
Sales Manager
KQXR (FM) Bakersfield, Calif.
EDITOR :
The [fm] article has certainly aroused
a lot of interest here but I am afraid
we have to receive it with mixed emotions .. . WXHR (FM) was painfully
conspicuous by its absence.
. . . We have some advertisers and
BROADCASTING, February 23, 1959

NOTICE TO EDITORS — For more than 30 years, Metropolitan Life
has sponsored advertising messages on national health and safety.
Because of public interest in the subject matter of these advertisements, Metropolitan offers all news editors (including radio news
editors) free use of the text of each advertisement in this series.

His pounds
Should someone recommend a "wonder"
or "miracle"to diet
you .excess
. . onepounds
that's
guaranteed
maketo your
vanish in a week or so . . . beware of the
advice.
never "melt away". ..except
those ofPounds
the snowman!
How should you tackle the problem of
reducing? First, face the fact that overweight— in more than 95 percent of the
cases — is caused by eating and drinking
too much. To curb your appetite and
change your eating habits permanently, a
lot of will power is required.
NEXT,He you
yourto doctor's
advice.
will putshould
you ongeta diet
remove
weight at a safe rate— two to three pounds
weekly. He will also see that your diet includes al the essential nutrients you need —
especially proteins, vitamins and minerals
—for body upkeep, repair, and health.

The text may be used in regular health features, health columns
or health reports with or without credit to Metropolitan. The
Company gladly makes this material available to editors as one
phase
public-service advertising in behalf of the nation's
health ofand itssafety.

melt away— yours won't
more force to pump blood through
Though calorie-laden foods (rich des- exert
serts, gravies, dressings, fried foods) will these additional vessels.
be restricted, you will be pleasantly suralso tends to shorten life. At
prised atthe varied, appetizing meals you ageOverweight
20 and beyond, those who are considcan have while reducing.
erably overweight have a mortality rate at
Your doctor may also recommend sen- least 50 percent higher than those of aversible, regular exercise — such as walking.
age weight. diseases which affect the heart
Exercise alone won't solve your weight
problem. But it will help keep your body andMoreover,
blood vessels — including coronary
"in tone" and use up some calories that artery disease and high blood pressurewould be deposited as fat.
develop earlier in overweight people than
Reducing and keeping your weight down
of average weight. So do diabetes
will be worth all the effort required. That inandpeople
arthritis, as well as gall bladder and
is because excess pounds burden the entire liver troubles.
body, especially the heart.
So, if you bring your weight down and
FOR EXAMPLE, it's estimated that keep it down permanently, you may gain
every 20 pounds of excess weight requires some mighty important benefits. Among
the body to develop about 12 extra miles other things, you can expect to have more
of blood vessels. Consequently, the work vigor, better health — and perhaps added
of the heart is greatly increased as it must years of life in which to enjoy them.

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
{A MUTUAL COMPANY)
1 Madison Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.
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ROTUNDA

OPERATED BY THE WASHINGTON POST
BROADCAST DIVISION
WTOP-TV, Channel 9, Washington, D. C.
WJXT, Channel 4, Jacksonville, Florida
WTOP Radio Washington, D. C.

WCSH-TV
6
NBC Affiliate Portland, Maine

5

IN A

ROW

Since we dipped our oars in the water five years ago,
we've
had leading
a "lock"local
on live
firstshows,
place.orOntop network
hour firsts,
syndicatedquarter
films
we've come out on the long end of the oar in every survey
taken in our service area — and most recently on the Nov.
'58 ARB.
Ask your Weed TV man for more facts about Northern
New England's service-minded SIX.
WCSH-TV, Portland
WLBZ-TV, Bangor
WCSH-Radio, Portland
WLBZ-Radio, Bangor
WRDO-Radio, Augusta
A matching Schedule on Ch. 2 in Bangor saves an extra 5 %
26 (OPEN MIKE)

do a higher gross dollar volume than
any other fm station in New England.
We are the only fm station affiliated
with a national network [ABC].
. . . Since your article went to press
the rep picture has taken a significant
turn. Roy Holmes who was for many
years with Good Music Broadcasters
has joined the Walker-Rawalt Co. and
is going to concentrate on repping
quality music stations. WXHR is one
of his first fm clients.
Wallace Dunlap
General Manager
WXHR (FM) Cambridge, Mass.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Reprints 15<f each.]
Videotape story welcome
EDITOR :
Your analysis of videotape recording
in the Feb. 9 issue was a welcome sight
to behold. How about sending along
20 reprints . . .
Don C. Creswell
Video Sales
Ampex
Corp.Supervisor
Washington, D.C.
Yearbook schedule
editor:
Some confusion has arisen here regarding the publication dates of your
yearbooks . . .
Margaret
Librarian H. Schneider
Society National Bank of
Cleveland, Ohio
NOTE:
The Yearbook
number
istv[EDITOR'S
published
eachDuring
September,
coveringseparate
both
and radio.
1952-1957
Yearbooks
were
pubUshed.
They
were
recombined last year.]
New dress pleases
editor:
Delighted with your new format.
Your announcement ad mentioned that
you werecrease thechanging
press run.theI format
think itto wasinsomething more than that. I sincerely
believe it enhances the appearance
by 100%. There is something about the
new format that says, out loud — News.
Howard J. London
Director
Radio, Television and Motion
Pictures
The March of Dimes
New York
»4B BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for
52 weekly
issues Number
$7.00. Annual
including
Yearbook
$11.00. subscription
Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's
occupation
required.
Regular
sues 354 per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00isper copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circula1735
DeSales St.,
Washingtontion6, Dept.,
D.C.
On changes,
pleaseN.W.,include
both
old and
new addresses.
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because

269,935
wrote
in

five

listeners
us
weeks!

We don't pretend to know exactly how many listeners WLS has, but we do
know through our 5-week "Lucky Listener" gift offer, that 269,935 not only
listened but responded with cards and letters to WLS personalities. And
better than any survey or rating service can determine, we know WHO they
are; WHERE they live; and WHEN they listen to WLS.
Why not call MOnroe 6-9700 or your John Blair man today for full details on
how you too can reach this RESPONDING AUDIENCE with WLS-the station
where now as always
usten£r
pRED|CATES AUDIENCE response

These are the WLS Personalities
who not only reach their audience
but get audience response

John Blair

BROADCASTING PUBLICATIONS INC,
Sol Taishoff
Vice
President.
Long
Vice
President EdwinMaury
Secretary
H. H.H. James
Tash
Treasurer B. T. Taishoff
Comptroller
Irving
C.
Miller
Asst. Sec.-Treas Lawrence B. Taishoff

JOIN OUR
"Rush

To

The Rockies'5
This Is The Year . . .
thousands upon thousands of Americans will visit KOA's home state —
Colorado — celebrating the 100th
anniversary of its historic "Rush to
the state-wide
Rockies." They'll
enjoy events
many ofin
the
celebration
person...
and
listen
to
others
via
KOA-Radio.
This Is The Year . . .
like the
35 other
in KOA's
own
history,
when years
more and
more
Westerners will stay with KOA . . .
and when more newcomers will discover that 850 on their radio dial
means
ming. the finest in radio programThis Is The Year . . .
when more advertisers will realize
greater sales results than ever from
coverage
ofKOA's
302 counties
inKOA's
12 vast
states...
skillful
programming
thatfromoffers
wonderful
listening
variety
..
.from
KOA's
popularform, personalities
and sell I who entertain, inThis Is The Year . . .
for you to discover KOA-Radio, the
only station
you need
entire
rich Western
Market!to sell the

Represented nationally by
Henry I.
Christal Co., Inc.

One of America's great radio stations
850 on your dial
50,000 Watts
28

SMB BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESS WEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
Executive
Broadcastingand • publication
Telecastingheadquarters:
Bldg., ,1735
DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C. Telephone: Metropolitan 8-1022.
Editor and Publisher Sol Taishoff
Managing
Editor
Edwin(NewH. York),
James
Senior Editors:
Rufus Crater
J. Frankwood),Beatty,
Bruce
Robertson
(HollyFred Fitzgerald, Earl B. Abrams,
Lawrence
Christopher.
Special Projects
Editor . . David Glickman
Associate Editor Harold Hopkins
Assistant Editors: Dawson Nail, Jacquelineton,Eagle;
Staff Writers: George
DarlingLee Edwards,
Scholnick,
Jim
Thomas;
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Assistants:
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Oettinger,
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Cournoyer,
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Funk;
Secretary to the Publisher: Gladys L.
Hall.
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George L.Stevens
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Traffic
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Advertising
Doris
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John P. Cosgrove
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Harageones, Charles Harpold, Marilyn Peizer.
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Rufus Crater
Bureau
Manager ...David
DonaldW. V.Berlyn
West
AssociateNewsEditor:
N.StaffY. Features
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Famighetti
Writers: Richard Erickson, Mary
Hurley, Diane Schwartz, Benjamin Seff.
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R. Levi
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R. Manning
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Bruce Robertson
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* Reg. U. S. Patent Office
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LASSO

THESE

HARD -TO -GET
SPONSORS

A major potato chip sponsor to
12 stations in a four-state area!
Whether it'sdistributors,
potato chips
or. . .petroleum
"Cisco Kid" helps deliver acon your station's "most
wanted"counts list!
Could you use a local . . .
• FOOD PACKAGER
> INSURANCE
• BAKERYAGENCY
• GROCERY ASSOC.
. DEPARTMENT
• DAIRY STORE
• TOY COMPANY
Sponsors inficationsALL(and many,
these classimany
more) arecoaston -TVto -stations
markets
coast within
the new "Cisco Kid" plan.
You can offer sponsors a rating-proved series that's backed
with
complete
traffica and
direct market-tested
sales-building
plan.
Low
Get the factscost.from:Wide appeal.
CISCO KID DIVISION
1529 Madison Road
Cincinnati 6, Ohio
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MEET

Joan and Julius Evans visit an automobile factory in
their many interesting and informative TOPIC jaunts.
A new series, a new look at Britain and the British
eyes of Joan and Julius Evans,
. . . through
antodayAmerican
couple theabroad.
You will meet an attractive lady chemist with definite views
Chips" . . .
"Mr. atomic
a 20th. . Century
careers ...cabbie
and London
anon marriage
out-of-fiction
a dedicated
hopeful ... a Rhodes
theater
young
pretty
a
...
phvsicist
Scholar from North Carolina . . . and many others.
busy
are Bohemian Soho.
you will visit
Among the places(where
Ulster (which
jets came of age).{crucible
London Airport14 Presidents).
of nuclear
Harwell
sent America
Coventry. Britain's Detroit.
research) and
"TOPIC"
is no rebuilt
quaint tourist trip ... but rather, a frank and
friendlv visit with an energetic and dynamic people, and
their
it's exciting,
mst for
your country
best public. . .service
time! stimulating TV
13 Quarter-Hour Programs-FREE for TV!
Write NOW for first-run availabilities in your area.
Call your local BIS man or contactTelevision Division
an Agency of the British Government
45 Rockefeller Plaza • New York 20. N. Y.

what's

for

breakfast?

soft boiled egg? pheasant under glass? toast and juice? no matter! nearly everybody in Greater New Haven lias coffee with Bud. Bud Finch's 13-year-old Coffee
Club tunes 'em in to 23-year-old WELI, from all over the state and eastern Long
Island, and they stay, too, through the well-planned 19 hour day of adult-type m usic, professional-type news and sports. Sales Results (and availabilities) are really
good on WELI; ask H-R Representatives, Inc., or Harry Wheeler in Boston,
'New Haven, Conn.
WELI
5 KW days; 960 kilocycles; 1 KW nights (CP 5 KW nights)

MONDAY MEMO
Trom ED REICH, television-radio dept., Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Los Angeles
Multiple
Standards of behavior and action
which we take for granted, like wearing
a dark suit for clients and driving on
the right side of the road and eating
thick steak — these essentials of life we
frequendy are willing to forego when
we visit a foreign country. All caution
to thetiveswinds
and let's live like the nado.
Britain, in my book, however, scarcely qualifies as a foreign country. True,
the beer is warm, the on-off light
switches are all upside down and haircuts are still 42 cents. But patterns of
life are pretty much as we practice
them, especially in advertising circles.
For this reason, deviations from the
norm cause American eyebrows to lift;
they're just not
Against
this
background,
it isexpected.
particularly
interesting to view the effects in television of
non-sponsorship of programs and multiple spotting.
In case you came in late: Britain has
had television on a regular basis since
1936, but broadcasting service containing advertising began only in the fall
of 1955. The single station in each
population area was franchised to put
on programs providing a "second entertainmentisservicetheto BBC)
the public"
first, of course,
. These (the
stations are allowed to enjoy the revenue
from advertisers who care to buy the
time made available for commercials,
but absolutely no connection between
advertising and program is tolerated.
Embarrassing Profits • Everybody
lost money the first year of commercial tv, but from 1957 on, it has been
a sellers' market, with the "program
contractors," as the stations are called,
earning embarrassingly large profits.
We have come in the U.S. to look
upon the integrated program as an opportunity worth considerable extra expenditures. Frequently the decision for
integration is not so much for integration per se, but the desire to use the
star of the show because he or she is
the best possible salesman available for
the product. The British Independent
Television Authority specifically prohibits such integration and elaborate
steps are taken to see that it does not
happen.
It just isn't
cricket
to sneak
on the unwary
viewer
in the
guise upof
diverting him and then when his guard
is down, hit him with advertising.
Commercial Flexibility • On the
other hand, commercials may be as
long as 15 minutes, may be entertainand needoftennotthancarry
name ingmore
the the
clientsponsor's
wishes.
BROADCASTING, February 23, 7959

spotting, a la
These programs are labeled, however.
"An star
Advertising
on theastitle.
The
of the showFeature"
may appear
the
salesman for any product he cares to
hawk. He may not, however, appear
on the air within half an hour either
way of his appearance in a program.
In Britain, program buying is done
in much the same way U.S. agencies
buy space. All programs on British tv
are set up and handled by booking organizations. These people act as agents
for both talent and the tv stations. It
is only after the format of a show has
been established and it is given air time
by a tv station that the agency can buy
time on the show. Just as we buy space
in an established publication for its editorial content, audience, etc., so British
agencies buy tv programs.
Personal Sovereignty • After more
than three years, in London at least,
the novelty of commercials on television has worn thin. The British, how-

Edward Reich went to London in January 1956 and for 18 months was the
television creative director of Erwin
Wasey, HisRuthrauff
office.
mission &wasRyan's
to helpLondon
train
writers and artists in tv techniques that
had proven themselves in U.S. television. He was born in Los Angeles 1925,
graduated Indiana U . He served in program ing at WBKB (TV) Chicago and
KMTV (TV) Omaha before service with
Army public information during Korea.
He acquired film experience with Kling
Studios, Chicago, and with North American Aviation, Los Angeles, before he
joined EWR&R in 1955.

Britain?
ever, have an extremely high regard for
personal sovereignty and have been
quite careful not to offend the viewer.
Because of the multiple spotting situation, they have made extra efforts to
woo the viewer. Not infrequent are letters to the press saying they like the
commercials better than the programs.
Let's take a look at multiple spotting. Or let's take several looks. In
Britain, commercials appear before and
after programs and at natural breaks
within them. Six minutes in the hour is
the total commercial time available.
Commercial lengths can be bought as
short as 5-second "mentions." Sevensecond
"flashes" are grouped in items
such as
"Supermarket," or "Shop
"MarketWindow."
Place," and
flanked
by 1 5-second, 30-, 45-, 60-second or
longer spots. The advertiser has no
control over the length of announcements with which his will appear or the
position in the line-up.
A typical commercial break would
include a 1 5-second spot, two thirties,
five 7-second jobs, another 15. a station ID, time signal and another 7-second. Then back to — what was the name
of that program? And because frequency isan inverse function of spot
length, few commercials are one-minute in length. The tendency is for commercials, most of them, to lean toward
poster technique, rather than to use
television as the persuasive, demonstrating medium itandis. the
It's British,
like seeing
row
of billboards;
who a have
been conditioned by years of cinema
advertising, raise no objections.
They Go Whole Hog • Some clients,
by dint of large advertising appropriations, have managed to buy time in
such a way as to dominate the series
of commercials in which they appear.
Some have gone so far as to
the
entire maximum three minutes buy
in any
one break in an effort to shut out competition for the viewers' attention.
There is some evidence, mostly statistical, that these practices are beneficial.
On the other hand, most British advertisers will agree that they have benefited merely by going on television.
Interestingly enough, when I asked
Englishmen who'd recently visited the
U.S. what they thought
about television,
the most heard comments were in effect a resentment of the many intrusions by commercials into the program
material and a bewilderment as to why
we didn't "stop" the show less often and
show more commercials at a time.
That may be a jolly good question.

Many unseen forces guide the fingers of the
artist as he captures on canvas that which
stamps him "great".
A basic talent, of course. But there is the
experience of years . . . the desire of the heart
...the dedication of the mind - these are the
elements which produce that "quality touch"
You'll find them, too, in that which sets great
radio and television stations apart from the rest.

& television
d al I as
Edward Petry & Company, National Representatives.
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FEATURES

BEGINNING

TO

WEAR

OUT?

Exclusive survey shows tv plays movies as though supply unlimited
Week after week, television stations
ly the ones least able to do so. In the national average of 3.04 plays per
are pouring feature films into U.S. markets having a limited choice of sta- title, the times-played figures come out
homes at the heady rate of approxitions the audience isn't fractionalized as follows (in terms of percentage or
mately 4,500 every seven days.
the way it is in multiple-station markets. total respondents):
One play: 4.4% of stations;
Despite inthequantities
dim outlook
for "new"to Consequently,
market stations although
often cannotthese
affordsmallthe
Two plays: 36.2%;
features
comparable
Three plays: 33.5%;
past libraries, the current supply is be- film outlays of bigger stations, they find
themselves
much
more
limited
in
reFour plays: 16.0%;
ing used at a pace which, by the staFive plays: 4.4%;
peating programs.
is close to all the
traffic tions'
willown standards,
bear.
More than five plays: 5.5%.
Among
all
the
stations
answering
the
These findings are based on a station questionnaire, a strong majority — alIn virtually all cases the number of
survey, conducted by Broadcasting,
most 70% — said they play the same plays reported in the foregoing table
is
also an indicator of market size, for
which brought returns from 192 or al- feature only two or three times. Against
most two-fifths of all U.S. commercial
television stations. While the study
made clear the market-by-market nature of the problem, the averages it
HEAVY DRAIN ON THE VAULTS
produced show the importance that
feature filmsgramminghold
in
today's
tv
prostructure, the speed with
which they are being used and the point
at which the stations think they become
"used up."
Basic Averages • On questions of
basic usage, the 192 stations replying
to the questionnaire averaged out thus:
• The average station shows 9.25
feature films a week.
• It shows each feature an average
of 3.04 times, allowing an average of
7.6 months between plays of the same
title.
• The most that any film has been
shown — usually it's not one but several,
and in some cases it's all the station has
under contract — is 4.14 times per station, or about once more than the station ordinarily plays a feature.
• The average station thinks the
average feature loses its effectiveness
as an audience-getter, in that market,
after 3.4 plays.
Reliance on features varies widely
from station to station — from none in
two or three cases and one a week in
six instances to as high as 35 a week
in two cases. The supply of features
under contract similarly covers a broad
range, not always in direct ratio to
weekly usage. Feature films under contract range up to more than 3,000 on
a station, from a low of one, package
containing a handful.
Fact of Life • The survey made particularly clear one hard fact of ecoTv now shows 4,500 movies every week 33
nomic life: stations that need to get the
most mileage out of features are generalBROADCASTING, February 23, 1959

sented as much mileage as is available
in the average film in that market.
On the other hand a number of stations had not yet received nearly so
much mileage out of any film as they
thought they could. This was pointed
up by a major market station which said
it usually played the same feature three
times, had gone as high as five times
in some cases — but thought it could get
10 runs out of the average feature in
that market.
Repeat Patterns • The manner of
scheduling repeats followed the same
general lines at most stations. The
usual scheme was to schedule the same
titles six or eight months apart, but on
different days and at different times.
Relatively few scheduled the same show
at the same day and hours the second
time around, and where there were
ing.
multiple
repeats the majority picked
different days and times for each showThe stations were asked to give the
ratings attained by each run, if ratings
were available, but few had or reported
ratings figures. Although the returns
were inconclusive, there were some to
indicate that even after as many as four
and five plays a picture was still holding its own in audience.
One station reported it had played
RKO's "Mystery m Mexico" five times
in 17 months, with spacings from three
to six months, and that the three ARB
ratings available showed it gained each
of the three times. It was slotted first
on a Saturday afternoon and drew a
3.9 ARB; three months later it played
a Monday night and got a 5.9. No
ARB measurements were available for
the next two plays but in its fifth round,
a Friday midnight, it picked up a 6.7.
Another station said four successive

Two durables: "King Kong" has been played as many as four times with steady ratings . . .
as the number of stations in a market film gets. For instance, one station in
increases, so does the number of plays a large market said it had run "Count
given the average feature.
of Monte Cristo" 20 times (over a sixReruns vs. Market Size • Stations year period) but considered 10 times
which reported that ordinarily they play the maximum for the average feature
each feature only once, for instance, to retain audience effectiveness. In the
were located in markets having an same market another station had played
average of only a little more than one an unspecified film 20 times over a fivetv station each (1.33). Those reporting year span, or an average of four times
two or three plays per title were in mar- a year, but considered four times in two
kets which average 2.44 stations each. years, or twice a year, to be enough on
Those who said they play the same the average.
feature four times were located in
In another large market a station had
markets having an average of four played a group of 26 films 10 times
stations, while stations reporting five or each within a two-year period. Its thinkmore plays per feature were located in
ing was that "six or seven" times repremarkets averaging 4.66 stations each.
The plight of the broadcaster in one
and two-station markets was pointed
up by one of them who said he thought
he could replay a feature once and still
get effective audience — but "we still readded. ceive complaints from the viewers," he
Many stations have contracts limiting replays and these limits may reflect management's opinion — whether
based on experience or otherwise — of
how many times its market will look
at the same show or package. Whether
this factor is pertinent or not, the rate
of play, overall, was found to coincide
closely with
the stations'
views in
on what
would
constitute
saturation
their
respective markets.
Exemptions Both Ways • Among
the stations individually there were
many exceptions to this rule, and in
both directions. This difference bethe "ideal" plays
was
evidenttween inthe "actual"
terms ofand maximum
given any one or more shows, as distinguished from the number the average . . . "African Queen" (Hepburn-Bogart) topped its first rating on second run in one market
BROADCASTING, February 23, 1959

My

Gawd,

she's

TALL!"

YESSIR, she IS tall-1-1 — the tallest thing man
ever made in North Dakota — WDAY-TVs
new antenna, 1206 feet above the ground (1150
feet above average terrain!).
As you know, tower height is extremely important in getting TV coverage — more important
than power, though WDAY-TV of course utilizes
the maximum 100,000 watts.
So WDAY-TV — with new Tower and new
Power — will soon be covering 96% more
of North Dakota-Minnesota's best countryside than before — 60% more of the prosbefore ! perous Red River Valley's families than
Even before building this tremendous new
tower, ratings proved that WDAY-TV is the
hottest and
thingbetter,
in the
Soon andthey'll
better
and Valley.
for greater
greaterbe
distances !
ARBSHARE
— December,
1957
OF AUDIENCE
Metropolitan Area
WDAY-TV
9:00 A.M. — 6:00 P.M.
77.2
Monday - Friday
6:00 P.M. — 10:00 P.M.
74.1
Sunday - Saturday
10:00 P.M. — Midnight
81.1
Sunday - Saturday
Ask PGW for all the facts!

WDAY-TV
FARGO, N. D. • CHANNEL 6
AHilated with NBC • ABC
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, It
Exclusive National Representatives
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35

FIRST IN AUDIENCE
. . . more than 100% greater
audience*
any station
heard in thethanLansing
area.
FIRST IN POWER
AND COVERAGE
With 20 times the power of
any station in Lansing . . .
WILS produces the most
coverage for your money.
FIRST
MICHIGAN'S
MONEY INMARKET
WILS reaches 210,490
Radio homes in the 17
county central Michigan
area ... 1st in Michigan
in C.S.I.
CONTACT
VENARD
RINTOUL &
McCONNELL. INC
*C. E. HOOPER

quality" as being important, along with
age, in deciding whether to retire a
feature after one, two or more — or even
n0 — plays. One station, maintaining
that calibre is the important consideration,
that complaints
"almost reports
non-existent
on re-runs are
of anything well done except 'theme-a-lized'
Apictures
numbersuch
felt asthatshock
after and
four horror."
or five
runs
a featureafterwillit behas"dead"
but shelf
may
be revived
sat on— the
for a few years.
The rate of usage pointed up in these
figures underlines an obvious question:
how long will the current supply last?
Crystal-Balling • Answers range from
the perplexed noncommittal — a position frequently encountered — to the
equivalent
of "virtually
Syndicators
of feature forever."
films generally
regard the question as one calling for a
crystal ball as minimum equipment.
Some point out that even if an audience
has been saturated by a package, the
films could be returned to the market
after
that
a new several
audienceyears'
had layoff
grown and
up orfindmoved
in during the interim.
The question was not in Broadcasting's questionnaire,
volunteered
estimatesbutas some
to howstations
long
their own supplies would last.
One of the most amply-equipped stations in the country, in terms of feature
product, figures its supply contains
enough
carry longer.
it for
two to "good"
two andpictures
a half toyears
That
would date
put this
exhaustion
aboutstation's
1961 — backlog
a year
that has sometimes been mentioned by
others
the magic date when the well
will runasdry.
Another station, somewhat less amply
endowed with features, thought it could
keep going for four or five years. Several
thought "three or four years."
Another Moot Question • If the longevity of the present supply is moot,
the
of when
post- 1948
features
will question
be released
in volume
is equally
so.
The major motion picture producers
have given no sign that they intend soon
to release post-48 films in quantity.
There is, of course, some product
that has been committed to television
but has not yet been offered for sale.
Aside from films of independent and
foreign producers, these add up to 800
or so— about 185 from 20th CenturyFox (through
from Columbia andNTA),
370 and
from240 Universal
(through Screen Gems). In addition,
Samuel Goldwyn Productions is reported to have about 40 features not
yet sold to television.
One deterrent to release of post- 1948
films is labor contracts effective that
factors."
Several cited such factors as "pro- year providing
pay to performers iffilms forare residual
sold to tv.
gram concepts, feature film content and
BROADCASTING, February 23, 1959

performances
Kong,"between,
scheduled with four ofto "King
six months
drew ratings of 14.5 as a late movie,
12.7 as an early-evening show, 8.7 as
a late-afternoon performance and 14.7
in a late-evening slot.
Longevity • Another broadcaster reported he had had two plays of "African Queen" — frequently mentioned as
a multiple-run feature — and got a 19.5
the first time around (Thursday, 10:30)
and 21.5 the second (seven months
later on a Saturday late show) and expected to get better than 15 when he
plays it again.
a
With this sort of background to support him, one broadcaster ventured that
the life of a "good" feature can be
protracted almost indefinitely in a
market by proper scheduling. From a
city with three commercial and one
educational stations in operation he
wrote:
"I would guess that a good feature
could still get an audience on the 10th
run — if it had been used once to twice
a year — during a 10-year license and if
rested on the shelf 2Vz-3 years before
theA ninth
and of
tenthothers,
exposures."
number
without offering ratings material as support, took
the position that a Class A feature — or
super-Class A special, at any rate —
might be used
if the Most
performances were indefinitely
carefully spaced.
of these talked in terms of showings
approximately once a year or even less
frequently.
Shelf Time • By all odds the "rest
period"
most often
mentioned thought
in the
survey, whether
the respondent
the life of a feature was two plays or
half a dozen or more, was six months.
But stations frequently noted that they
weren't always able to maintain this
frequency, or sometimes deliberately
made exceptions. At the other end of
the scale some stations tried to keep
re-plays at least 12 or 18 months apart
and a few stations said they strove for
two years between runs.
On questions dealing with features
that have been retired or exhausted by
the stations (for reasons other than contract limitations) the findings were indecisive. Those who said they had
taken some features out of play for
reasons of age generally designated films
dating
to thesaidearly
One station
thatoras middle
a rule 1930's.
it considered pre- 1939 films "exhausted" unless theyofwere
"outstanding."
Rules
Thumb
• Others offered different guideposts. One program director
said some are "ridiculous to play because of age" but noted on the other
hand that "some of the very old are
acceptable because of case and curiosity
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BROADCAST

Y&R

CUTS

ABC-TV

ADVERTISING

DAYTIME

Agency slices half of original 40 hrs.

plan that provided for discounts of 50%
for advertisers ordering a minimum of
four quarter-hours per week for 26
weeks. These four quarter-hours had to
be purchased in one day but the advertiser, subject to ABC-TV approval, was
permitted to swap 8 of his 12 commercial messages
with aother
vertisers toreach
greaterDaybreak
number ad-of
different
homes.
Cost
per
quarter-hour
under the charter plan: $6,400; per
commercial minute: $2,130 for time
and talent.

it invested in 'Operation Daybreak'
ABC-TV got the word last week: a about four quarter-hours weekly each
cutback in renewal business for its including General Foods. Where will
the GF money go now? There was no
"Operation
cuit, Feb. 16).Daybreak" (Closed Cir- sure answer at Y&R with a hint that a
While full details could not be deter- good amount of the money had been
mined immediately, the general outline "new" when OD was put on the air.
of the situation appeared as follows:
All Y&R renewals are on a 13 -week
• The network will revamp its pro- basis. Current business was on a 26- Pepsi marketing unit
spread. Bristol-Myers, another
gram schedule in mid-April. Approxi- week
Pepsi-Cola Co., New York, reported
mately 20 quarter-hours weekly will be Y&R blue chip, has pulled out of OD,
sliced off some 80 quarter-hours being apparently the only Y&R client to do last week it has created a new marketing division to encompass adverprogrammed.
so completely. B-M had three quarter• ABC-TV hopes to pick up new hours a week.
tising
and William
sales C.as Durkee
well as was
other named
functions.
ABC-TV
Thursday
(Feb.
19)
shed
business for Operation Daybreak. In
vice
president
in
charge
of
marketing,
little
light
on
future
plans.
But
thinking
any event, the daytime programming at the network last week appeared to as director of the unit.
operation will continue.
Herbert Barnett, Pepsi-Cola presi• Young & Rubicam clients — par- run along this line:
dent, said the move was designed to
One-Hour Chop? • The current OD
ticularly General Foods— led the cutback. About half (a little more than runs 11:30 a.m.-l:30 p.m. and picks up cope with market expansion and
anticipated for the company
20 quarter-hours) of the sponsorship again at 2 p.m. (2-4 p.m. segment was changes
and for the nation as a whole. The new
now underwritten by Y&R clients has added to ABC-TV's daytime program division
will
include sales, advertising,
not been renewed.
schedule by OD as was the morning period running past noon). The revamp equipment development, market re• General Foods' schedule alone has
search, national accounts, syrup sales,
been reduced from 17 to 4 quarter- would cut the early hours to noonhours per week.
promotion, training, product control,
1 p.m. and leave the 2-4 p.m. period in- field
marketing,
new products and
tact. The Peter Lind Hayes Show prob• From Y&R's viewpoint, Operation
ably will go from its hour format to a markets.
Daybreak's
strength
has
been
proved
in
the afternoon hours; but OD, in the half-hour and a 30-minute program
It was reported that Pepsi-Cola's adThere may be changes in the
agency's opinion, did not pull its own dropped.
vertising expenditures would be inother programs.
weight in the morning.
this year to between $25-30
The effect of all these changes will be million. creased
OD's start last October launched
Last
mated at almostyear's
$25 budget
million. was estiABC-TV into daytime programming on to give ABC-TV fewer quarter-hours to
sell
to
make
up
the
20-odd
quarterCBSwith
footing
competitive
aTVmore
and NBC-TV. Y&R, which helped hours per week lost via Y&R. The net- Early huddles urged
develop OD in the first place, was the
work's weekly total programming would
Animation companies are more likely
back to approximately 60 quartercurrent pull-back be
key,
hours which initially had been the base to produce commercials with "maxiin thehowever,
daytime. to the
For some time, Y&R had talked in on which ABC-TV had blueprinted OD
mum effectiveness" if advertising agencies approach them during the planning
look at the sched- (later the total was increased by advera newaccount
terms ule.of Y&Rtaking
clients
for a little mark.)tiser demand, finally reaching the 80 stages of a campaign, Peter Cooper,
vice president and executive producer,
over 40 quarter-hours weekly. Just after
OD was constructed under a charter Robert Lawrence Production, New
the first of the year, Peter Levathes, the
agency's vice president in charge of
radio-tv who personally had been involved in setting the structure of OperHOW PEOPLE SPEND THEIR TIME
ation Daybreak, called the shots.
Said he in an interview: the agency
would watch OD carefully; "it takes
the U.S. over 12 years of age during the week Jan. 30-Feb. 5.
were 126,403,000
There spent
longer for things to percolate in the
They
^ ^people in
Watching Television
daytime" (Broadcasting, Jan. 12).
l'052
6
million
hours
Listening to Radio
Reason
for
Y&R's
action
at
this
'468
million hours
hours
Reading
time: renewal time was coming up and
204 96 million
Reading Newspapers
Magazines
397 5 million hours
Watching Movies on Tv
it was time for the network to know
94.5 million hours
Attending Movies
in advance.
Ridley Park, Pa., and published exclusivelyinter-by
These totals compiled by Sindlinger on& aCo.,48-state,
Rating figures over a period of
of 7,000 are
dispersion samplethese
are based weekly "Activity"random
eachday).week,Sindlinger's
BROADCASTING
months apparently showed a greater
s (1000 eachcomprehensive breakdowns of these and report,
and shows
categories, figures
numerousfromotherwhich
drawn viewfurnishes
strengthnoon hours
of programming
in
the
afterTabulations are availmedium.week.
betweendayseach
audiences
and unduplicated
the duplicated
than in the morning, and,
interviewing
of thespecific
to seven
two
& Co. within
able from Sindlinaer
(Copyright 1959 Sindlinger & Co.)
it was said, the audience share in the
afternoon has been advancing.
Sindlinger data shows: (1)
that 113,686,000
age group);
of Feb.to tv1, (89.9%
SETyearsCOUNT:
SINDLINGER'S
people
over
12
of
age haveAs access
of the use
peoplein the U.S.
It appeared that all Y&R clients con'
:sets
tv
48,879,000
(3)
tv;
with
households
44,272,000
(2)
tinuing to participate in OD will have
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York, told a meeting of the Radio &
Television Executives Society last week.
Mr. Cooper, who addressed an RTES
production workshop on animation,
claimed that with the agency's full cooperation, ananimation company could
produce a "good-sell" commercial
within the agency's
specified budget. oneHe
estimated
that a full-animation
minute commercial costs $7-$9,000 and
a limited animation commercial about
$2,500 (not counting the cost of sound
tracks).
TIMEBUYER AID
Silvernail, Griffin
offer guideposts
Guideposts for enhancing the prestige of the timebuyer were suggested
last week in speeches by Frank Silvernail, broadcast advertising consultant,
and Lloyd Griffin, vice president and
director of television for Peters, Griffin,
Woodward Inc. before the timebuying
and selling seminar of the Radio &
Television Executives Society in New
York Tuesday (Feb. 17).
The discussion centered around the
assistance which station representatives
can provide to timebuyers. Within this
framework, Mr. Silvernail recommended
that buyers ascertain various marketing
data even before the station representative is solicited.
He summarized these marketing requirements as follows: the prospects
you want to reach (by sex, income, age
group, occupation, education); the location of the prospects (by areas of the
country, expansion of distribution in
certain areas, special problems to be
considered, such as hard water, city
sizes, climate); types of product distribution (kinds of stores, direct mail,
door-to-door canvassers); copy appeal
(short copy and heavy barrage of announcements, endorsements, reason-why
demonstrations); length of campaign
(year-round, short, seasonal); purpose
of campaign (straight consumer selling, offset competition, help obtain distribution).
Reps Know Markets • Once the
buyer knows the specific objectives of a
campaign and communicates them to
the representative, the latter can be of
"extreme assistance" because of his
knowledge of markets, Mr. Silvernail
said. He pointed out that the representative can tell a buyer where to pick
up a participation show that has a direct appeal to the exact age-bracket or
occupational group the advertiser hopes
to reach.
Mr. Silvernail observed that the station representatives can be of "infinite
help" in building up "a portfolio of
really blue-chip station breaks, participations, local programs over a gradBROADCASTING, February 23, 1959

ual period" for the advertiser who will
not be stampeded into buying a schedule on short notice. He added: "You
can probably recall names of a few soap
manufacturers, tobacco companies,
food processors or watch companies
who have spent one, two or even three
years in gradually building up, thanks to
their watchful agency buyers, a schedule that has their less patient competignashing their
teeth the
withintegration
envy."
Mr.torsGriffin
endorsed
of the media buying function into the
planning areas of agencies and advertisers adding:
that we
need"Theandrepresentative
the agency knows
needs
more people in the front line who have
a voice in planning as well as the buying
of media. Some agencies have, of course,
already recognized this but in all too
many cases we find the buyer is the
forgotten man in today's 'advertising
The representative firm can help the
advertising
complex'." agency, he said, because of
its knowledge of all media, media and
marketing research, merchandising and
the
ations.various phases of broadcast operPGW in Pay Tv? • On other subjects, Mr. Griffin endorsed industry
regulation of broadcasting as opposed
to government regulation and the free
system of television as opposed to the
compulsory system (pay tv). In this
latter connection, Mr. Griffin revealed
that if compulsory pay tv does arrive
and thrive, PGW will seek the national
sales representation of these organizations. He continued:
tv will carry
commercial
messages "Pay
and probably
at a
higher rate for the top audience pro-

grams than we find on rate cards toRaymond Jones, coordinator of spot
broadcasting media, Young & Rubicam,
was session chairman and moderator.
Chairman of the RTES seminar is Robert H. Teter,
vice president and director
of radio
for PGW.
day."
Culture 'manipulation'
not ad function— Lusk
A counterattack against tv critics who
are themselves in advertising was
mounted Feb. 13 by Benton & Bowles
President Robert E. Lusk in a talk before Adcraft Club of Detroit. He said
it has become "fashionable" to claim
advertisers, agencies and broadcasters
are destroying the cultural standards
of Americans. To the contrary, he said,
it's presumptuous of anybody in the
advertising-communications business to
"try andprogramming.
force-feed the public" with
cultural
programmed
"only the
kindIf advertisers
of show that
in our wisdom
we
thought
was
'good
for
people,'
"
then,
said Mr. Lusk, "we would be guilty of
manipulation ... we would be wasting
ourTheclients'
money."and a "handful" of
networks
advertisers
have gone
out of their way
to try and interest the public in high
level entertainment, Mr. Lusk, who
heads one of the nation's largest tv
agencies,
his audienceWeek
in an (Mr.
observance of Advertising
man). told
Lusk was AW's national plans chairFor the most part, he said, these
shows "have either not attracted a large
39
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MOST)(

The W6AL-TV audience is greater than the
combined audience for all other stations in the Channel 8 coverage area.
See Lancaster-Harrisburg-York ARB survey.

Channel S Lancaster, Fa. • NBC and CBS
Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc. New York-Chicago-Los Angeles • San Francisco
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audience, or the public has turned
away." Ifwesterns,
people they
findperhaps
relaxation
watching
deservein
pity "but don't blame the sponsor or the
broadcaster
for Mr.
demoralizing"
their culture standards,
Lusk advised.
New Lever Bros,
spot has Mrs. FDR
But nowadays you can get margarine
like Good Luck, which tastes delicious.
I really enjoy it!
On tv and radio, Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt last week was endorsing Good
Luck, a Lever Bros, oleomargarine

Ex-First Lady: 'Good Luck . . . delicious'
product handled through Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New York, in commercials aired nationwide. It was her first
association with broadcast commercials
(Broadcasting, Feb. 16).
The commercials evoked some criticism in the press, but a check with
Lever in New York found the advertiser with no plans to either modify or
discontinue the commercials. Mrs.
Roosevelt, meantime, issued a formal
statement.
Mrs. Roosevelt, prominent international figure and former First Lady,
said that for some time she had sought
a way through radio or tv to get across
some important ideas to the people. In
this instance, it was "that we should
give food from our overabundance to
the underfed peoples of the world."
Tv'scanReach
• And,
noted, "very
little
be said
in a she
commercial,
but
there is time to put one thought across
and one reaches far more people than
can possibly be reached in any other
way." She
that theofproceeds
would
go topointed
charityout (much
her income from lecture tours, newspaper
and magazine writings are so contributed).
Her agreement to make the commercials— two 30-second and one 1minute film (see photograph from film)
— was negotiated through a talent agent,
Thomas L. Stix, partner, Stix & Gude,
BROADCASTING, February 23, 1959

LATEST

RATINGS

ARB
TOP 10 NETWORK PROGRAMS
Tv Report for Jan. 5-11 Rating
Rank
48.6
l. Gunsmoke
44.5
Train
3.2.4. Wagon
Danny
Thomas
40.0
38.9
Rifleman
5. Maverick
38.8
6.7. I've
Got
A
Secret
38.6
37.8
Will Travel
8. Have
Price Gun,
Is Right
36.7
9.
Red
Skelton
10. Real McCoys
36.5
36.3
No. Viewers
Rank
(000)
1.2. Gunsmoke
51,820
51,780
Wagon Train
3.4. Maverick
48,250
42,730
Perry
Como
42,429
5.6. Danny
Thomas
41,390
Have
Gun,
Will
Travel
7.8. Lassie
40,010
Real McCoys
39,510
9. Perry Mason
38,840
10. Rifleman
37,550
Copyright 1959 American Research Bureau

TOP 10 NETWORK PROGRAMS
Tv report for 2 weeks ending Jan. 24
TOTAL AUDIENCEt
No. Homes
Rank
(000)
1.2. Wagon
Train
20,108
Gunsmoke
17,776
3.4. Danny
Thomas
17,556
Rifleman
16,632
5. Maverick
15,708
6.7. Perry
Have Gun,
Will
Travel
15,400
8. Father Como
Knows Best 15,400
15,224
Perry Fargo
Mason
15,180
10.9. Wells
14,872
Rank
%
Homes*
1.2. Wagon
Train
46.6
Gunsmoke
41.2
3.4. Danny
Thomas
40.5
Rifleman
39.6
5. Maverick
37.8
Have Gun,
Will Travel 35.7
7.6.8. Perry
Como
35.6
Father Knows Best
35.4
9. Perry Mason
35.3
10. Sugarfoot
35.3
AVERAGE AUDIENCEt
No. Homes
Rank
(000)
1. Gunsmoke
17,028
2. Wagon Train
16,720
3.4. Rifleman
Danny Thomas
16,544
15,576
5.6. Have
Gun,
Will
Travel
14,960
Father Fargo
Knows Best
14,168
7. Wells
14,080
8.9. Wyatt
Price IsEarp
Right (8:30 p.m.) 13,596
13,596
10. Zane Grey Theatre 13,464
Rank
1. Gunsmoke % Homes*
39.5
Train
38.7
3.4.2. Wagon
Danny
Thomas
38.2
Rifleman
37.1
5.6. Father
Have Gun,KnowsWill Best
Travel 34.7
33.0
7. Wells Fargo
32.6
8. Wyatt
Earp
32.2
Price IsGrey
RightTheatre
(8:30 p.m.) 31.9
10.9. Zane
31.5
t Homes reached by all or any part of the
except for homes viewing only
1programs,
to 5 minutes.
* within
Percentedreachratings
are based on tv homes
each program, of station facilities used by
t ofHomes
reached during the average minute
the program.
Copyright 19S9 A. C. Nielsen Co.

BACKGROUND: The following programs, in
alphabetical
order,
appearroundup.
in thisInformaweek's
BROADCASTING
tv order:
ratings
tionwork,
is in number
following
program agency,
name, netof
stations,
sponsor,
day
and time.
Perry
Como
(NBC-172):
various
sponsors.
Sat.
8-9 p.m.
Father Knows Best (CBS-145): Lever Bros.
(JWT), Mon. 8:30-9 p.m.
Zane Grey Theatre (CBS-150): General Foods,
(B&B), Johnson Wax (B&B), Thurs. 9-9:30
Gunsmoke
(CBS-173): withLiggettRemington
& Myers Rand
(Dp.m.
F-S), alternating
(Y&R), Sat. 10-10:30 p.m.
Have Gun, Will Travel (CBS-148): Lever Bros.
(JWT), Whitehall (Bates), Sat. 9:30-10
I've Got A Secret (CBS-196): R. J. Reynolds
(Esty),
p.m.
p.m. Wed. 9:30-10
Lassie
7-7:30(CBS-138):
p.m. Campbell Soup (BBDO), Sun.
Perry Mason (CBS-146): various sponsors,
Sat. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Maverick (ABC-146): Kraft (JWT), Drackett
(Y&R), Sun. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Price(BBDO),
Is Right
Thurs.(NBC-167):
8-8:30 p.m.Toni (T-L), Desoto
Real(JWT),McCoys
Sylvania Electric
Procter(ABC-123):
& Gamble (Compton),
Thurs.
8:30-9 p.m.
Rifleman
(ABC-139):
MilesProcter
Labs& (Wade),
Ralston Purina
(Gardner),
Gamble Wagon Train (NBC-160): Ford Motors (JWT),
R.J. Reynolds
(B&B), Tues. 9-9:30 p.m.
7:30-8:30
p.m. (Esty), Nabisco (M-E), Wed.
Red Skelton (CBS-174): Pet Milk (Gardner),
Wells Fargo (NBC-164): American Tobacco
S.C. Johnson (FC&B), Tues. 9:30-10 p.m.
(SSC&B),
Sugarfoot (ABC-127): American Chicle
Mon. 8:30-9alternating
p.m. with Buick (M-E),
(Bates),7:30-8:30
Luden'sp.m. (Mathes),
alternating Wyatt
Tues.
.
Earp &(ABC-139):
General MillsTues.(D-F-S),
Procter
Gamble (Compton),
8:30Danny
(CBS-189):p.m. General Foods
9 p.m.
(B&B),Thomas
Mon. 9-9:30
New York. The filmed commercials
were produced by MPO Productions
Inc., New York.
In the commercial (the audio makes
up the radio version), Mrs. Roosevelt

is seated at a breakfast table, a slab of
Good Luck on the table. She spreads
margarine on toast while speaking.
Mrs. Roosevelt refers to the "starving
people of the world." She says she
(BROADCAST ADVERTISING) 41

wishes
"we .could
share our abundance
with them
. . wholesome
foods like
Good Luck margarine. Years ago, we
eating margarine."
Atnever
the dreamed
close of herof endorsement,
a shot
of the package is shown. Says the an"The margarine isMrs.
velt has justnouncer:recommended
new RooseGood
Luck, the light margarine that leaves
no The
oily commercials
aftertaste." were placed in the
full network lineup in which Good
Luck participates. This includes daytime
shows Haggis Baggis, County Fair and
Treasure Hunt on NBC-TV and / Love
Lucy on CBS-TV, as well as a 23-station lineup in CBS Radio programming. Details of her contract were not
disclosed.
A Lever spokesman said last week
the company had not discussed plans
for additional commercials using endorsements ofprominent people in the
Mrs. Roosevelt pattern.
No plugs for Andy
Lever Bros, had a lot of nerve when
it asked radio stations to give free promotion to its television-advertised
Handy Andy detergent. Such was the
reaction of Henry B. Clay, general
manager of KWKH Shreveport, La.
Mr. Clay wrote Warren Gerz of
Lever Bros, that KWKH had cooperated with Lever when its products
were advertised on the station. Mr.
Gerz had suggested he would appreciate aKWKH on-the-air interview while
in Shreveport.
"The criterion for using our facilities to promote a product has not been
met,"
"because
none
of the Mr.
LeverClayBros,added,
products
are being
advertised over any of our radio properties and it is our understanding that
Handy Andy will be primarily promoted via the use of television. Obviously we would not be treating our
existing advertisers with any degree of
equality."
• Business briefly
Time sales
• Gold Medal
(Bonomo'sa
Turkish
Taffy),Candy
N.Y., Corp.
has launched
spot tv campaign in 45 markets
throughout country that will extend
through June. The campaign will use
one-minute live and filmed commercials on personality programs appealing
to children. Agency: Mogul Lewin
Williams & Saylor Inc., N.Y.
• Universal Can Co., N.Y., for its new
product Speedshine, will begin a spot
tv and radio campaign in Boston, New
York and Washington March 1, for an
indeterminate period. Commercials will
feature new series of jingles produced
42 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

you

can

teu

if it has

This spot's got it! Beauty. ..brilliance. ..a car commercial
with ^iaZMGM-TV-totocA^/
Client: Plymouth
Agency: Grant Advertising
Producer: MGM-TV

This spot's got it ! Scope . . . sincerity ... a cigarette commercial with ~t6at<MGM-7^-Cocce/Lrf
Client: Viceroy
Agency:
Bates Advertising
Producer: Ted
MGM-TV
BILL GIBBS, Director of Commercial
and
CulverIndustrial
City, Calif.Films, MGM-TV
SAN FRANCISCO: PR 5-1613
LOS ANGELES: Bob Fierman-TE 0-3311
NEW YORK: Jack Bower, Phil Frank, JU 2-2000
A Service of Loew's Inc.
CHICAGO: Bob McNear, Fl 6-8477
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you

can

-Mat

gefilif

M&M-

it has

rV-to^cA^

/

This spot's got it ! Mood . . . atmosphere ... a coffee commer/
cial with ~&lat <MGJfClient: S&W-Coffee
Agency: &Honing-Cooper-Harrington
Miner
Producer: MGM-TV

This spot's got it! Charm . . . conviction ... a hair-coloring
commercial with ~&cat <>Cf G-^f- 7^~to<^G/(^ /
Client: Clairol
Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding
Producer: MGM-TV
BILL GIBBS, Director of Commercial
and
Industrial
Films,
MGM-TV
Culver City, Calif.
SAN FRANCISCO: PR 5-1613
LOS ANGELES: Bob Fierman-TE 0-3311
NEW YORK: Jack Bower, Phil Frank, JU 2-2000
CHICAGO: Bob McNear, Fl 6-8477
A Service of Loew's Inc
BROADCASTING, February 23, 1959

for Universal by Gotham Recording
Co., N.Y. Agency: Lester Harrison
Adv., N. Y.
© ABC Radio reported last week it
has signed contracts for new and renewal business amounting to $1.5 million gross covering various programs.
New business came from Fred Fear
& Co. (Easter egg dyes), Brooklyn,
through Ted Bernstein Assoc., N.Y.;
Syn-Tex
Chemical
through Seventh
Anderson & Cairns,
N.Y.;Co.Davidian
Day Adventists, placed direct; Mr.
Softee Inc. through Gresh & Kramer,
Phila.
• Alexander's Department Stores, N.Y.,
has contracted for 85 spots divided
among WABC-TV, WRCA-TV,
WNEW-TV, WPIX (TV) and WORTV, all in New York. Scheduled this
week effective yesterday (Feb: 22), the
campaign is for the opening of a new
store. Alexander's plans a more permanent spot schedule with the same stations beginning sometime in March.
Agency: William Warren. Jackson &
Delaney, N.Y.
• Max Factor & Co. is planning a
summer radio and magazine campaign
for Crew Cut hair dressing. Carson/
Roberts, L.A., is the agency for Factor
men's toiletries. The campaign is
scheduled to start in June.
• Lever Bros. Co., N.Y., has signed
totv sponsor
The about
Blue Men,
half-hour
film series
New aYork
City
police detectives, over CBS-TV (Sat.,
9-9:30 p.m.), starting June 6. Agency:
Ogilvy. Benson & Mather. N.Y.
• A 52-week spot tv campaign on behalf of the Broadway production, "The
Music Man," is scheduled to begin to23) on WRCA-TV
York.day A(Feb.WRCA-TV
spokesman New
said
this marks the first time that a legitimate
theatre offering will be advertised on tv
on a 52-week basis. The contract placed
through Clifford Strohl Adv., N.Y.,
calls for a 52-week schedule of 10- and
20-second announcements.
• P. Lorillard Co. (Old Gold straight
cigarettes), N. Y. reported to be launching eight-week
campaign Agency,
in undeterminedspot
number oftv markets.
Lennen & Newell, N. Y.
• Borden Co. (Starlac) N. Y., understo d to be preparing spot tv campaign
for eight weeks, effective March 1,
starting in east and moving to major
markets. Agency, Dancer-FitzgeraldSample, N. Y.
Agency Appointments
• Stewart Mfg. Co., L.A., has appointed Brewer, Mulcahy & Fischer, that
city, to handle advertising of Bunny

\\VW/

/ r. A \ n
//
for TOTAL
COVERAGE
of the fabulous
Charlotte Market
the latest

N.S.I.
(NOVEMBER-DECEMBER '58)
again
PROVES

THE

best

buy
by far !
For a revealing comparison of
WIST's
audience
with
that of total
any other
Charlotte
station,
check
the
NovemberDecember N.S.I. , or call your
nearest P-G-W Colonel.

. according to Nielsen
. . . WIST is also clearly the MOST
POPULAR STATION in the Charlotte Metropolitan Area.
Peters. Griffin. Woodward. >:
Exclusive National Representatives

WIST
best radio buy
in Charlotte
A BROADCASTING COMPANY OF THE SOUTH STATION
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New York checkout • Jack Zimmer (c), radio-tv director, Wesley
Assoc., checks story board against
runoff of taped commercials.
Flanking are Robert Muth (1),
assistant tv sales manager, Peters,
Griffin, Woodward, and Emanuel
Roberts, Woolfoam's president.
Hop, a juvenile toy. Tv and direct mail
will be used, starting immediately with
participations in the Eleanor Hempel
Show on KTTV (TV) Los Angeles,
Saturdays, noon-1 p.m.
• Swissair North America (airline),
N.Y., forappoints
Co.
there,
U.S. andCampbell-Ewald
Canada.
• CDA Dominican Airlines appoints
Peter Finney & Co., Miami, Fla.
•Economic
Virginia'sDevelopment
Board of Conservation
names Houck&
& Co., Roanoke, Va., advertising
agency, for its tourist and industrial
promotion. Annual budget: $450,000.
• American Stores Co., Phila., appoints
Gray & Rogers, that city, to handle its
radio-tv advertising throughout southeastern Pennsylvania, New Jersey and
part of Delaware.
• Bissell Carpet Sweeper Co., Grand
Rapids, Mich., appoints Clinton E.
ARB
DATE
Thurs., Feb. 12
Fri.,
Sat., Feb.
Feb. 1314
Sun.,
15
Mon., Feb.
Feb.
Tues.,
Feb. 1617
Wed., Feb. 18

Tape helps KRON-TV
get Woolfoam account
Byule andplanning
executing
a schedproducingand locally
a series
of tv
commercials in less than 10 days via
videotape,
Francisco
was
able to KRON-TV
obtain the San
business
of an
advertiser through its New York sales
representative
Griffin,forWoodward) that had(Peters,
been slated
only
newspapers.
The campaign by Woolfoam (washing product for woolens), New York,
was handled by its agency, Wesley
Assoc., New York. Storyboard and copy
were prepared in New York, sent to
the station tor taping and the tapes then
air expressed back to New York for
agency screening. A phone call then
started the campaign rolling on KRONTV.
The saturation campaign, Woolfoam's
the broadcast
media,
started first
Feb.use10of and
was to run
six
weeks.
Local
personalities
were
used
in
the taping.
Frank, Chicago, to handle estimated
$1.5 million account recently resigned
by Leo Burnett Co., same city, effective
July 1.
• Also in advertising
• B.T. Babbitt (cleansers), N.Y., announced last Monday (Feb. 16) a common stock dividend of 10 cents a share
payable
April17. 1Usual
to stockholders
record March
dividend on ofSeries
A and B preferred stock will be paid
as of same dates. Marshall S. Lachner,
president, called 1958 profitable, reversing los trend of 1956-57. Increased
sales were attributed to added items,
including those of recently acquired
Charles Antell.
• James Thomas Chirurg Co., N.Y.,
formerly at 1612 Chanin Bldg., moved
to new offices at 60 E. 56th St., NY.
22. Telephone: Plaza 2-1771.

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television network shows for each
day
of
the
week
Feb.
12-18 asBureau.
rated by the multi-City Arbitron instant
ratings of American Research
PROGRAM and TIME
NETWORK RATING
LoveSunsetLucyStrip
(7:30(9:30
p.m.)
CBS-TV 23.2
20.0
77IGunsmoke
p.m.)
ABC-TV
(10
p.m.)
CBS-TV
29.5
Maverick
(7:30 p.m.)
ABC-TV
25.7
Desilu
Playhouse
(10
p.m.)
CBS-TV
26.7
RiflemanTrain
(9 p.m.)
ABC-TV 28,2
27.1
Wagon
(7:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV
Copyright 1959 American Research Bureau
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With WIL in St. Louis the "coverage" of news is as important as the event
St. Louis knows it. The dials are set for it. Every major
news service, five mobile news units, aerial traffic control,
a mobile River Cruiser and over three hundred weatheralert reporters give St. Louis coverage with a capital WIL.
No wonder . . . it's the number one sound in town!

WIL

in tempo with the times
BUY Radio when you buy media WIL
F
s AN
ui
St. Lo
BUY Ba/aban when you buy radio KBQX
f
ff
£
BALAB
STATIONS
Dallas
BUY WIL When you buy St Louis
John F. Box, Jr., Managing Director
Sold Nationally by Robert E. Eastman
and you BUY the people who BUY WRIT
Milwaukee

THE

MEDIA

WHO
SETS
TV's TONE?
THE
PEOPLE
Fund for Republic finds sentiment building for tv censorship
"Likethe thetelevision
audienceaudience
for any ultimately
other art
form,
gets the content — and the censorship —
thatThisit asks
and Charles
makes possible.'"
is thefor way
Winick, social scientist, rests his case with the
"audience"
or
the
public
in the
sentence of a new tv report
for last
the
Fund for the. Republic.
The report was released Thursday
(Feb. 19) by the fund as one of a series
ofstudy"occasional
of the masspapers"
media. in a continuing
Ostensibly Dr. Winick was to explore
"taste andthecensorship"
in television.
reality,
report takes
in tv fromIn
camera angle to agency executive desk,
from the broadcaster and political libel
policy to pressure groups and taboos
in tv.
More Checks on Tv • In the main.
Dr. Winick (director of the Massachusetts Instituteplus
of Technology's
time project
a number of leisure
other
consultancy posts) finds sentiment build-

ing up for more censorship in television.
Among the reasons cited are these
four: Advocacy of some forms of censorship by "respected
intellectuals,"
50% increase
in juvenile
delinquencya
in the post-war years, propaganda use
by Russia of the content of U.S.
media, and "watchdog" functions of influential national and local organizasome of which effectively scrutinizetions,
the medium.
Dr. Winick finds the growing trend
toward "organized social control over
media" as possibly presaging a "reinterpretation of the historical Ameriattitudes toward
In canSummary
• His censorship."
findings, conclusions and distillations fill 40 printed
pages (each about the size of this page).
In brief, here are some of the highlights:
On government regulation, he prethat "since
the movie
court hascensorship
already
ruled dictsthat
a local
regulation is valid when it is concerned

with restricting attendance of children
at movies, it is possible that some kind
of FCC censorship of television might
Onapproved."
self-regulation,
of the codeof
be
violations
called to "All
the attention
member [NAB Tv Code] stations in
1958 concerned advertising."
The report
controversialof
content
studiedlooked
from atthetv's viewpoints
violence, spoofs of serious matter, antisocial expression, politics and government, religion, special interests, liquor,
animals, crudity, legal, national defense
and ethnic and racial topics.
Violence was treated for the most
part
in its
relationship
to children
"Tv for
children
must find
a balance—
between some shared and some conflicting needs of sponsors, broadcasters
and children. . . . Sheer volume of complaints .. . suggests that this balance
hasMore
not yet
approached."
Sex been
in Tabloids
• Of Sex
Alterations and deletions in scripts

Selling the Buffalo-Niagara

Falls market

;ifl

because of some kind of sexual content
are probably more numerous than any
other kind." But, "some tabloid newspapers daily carry more news of sex
than
televisioncontent
station,"where
and
its antheareatypical
of program
the audienceformancewish
and
broadcaster
perstrike a close balance.
In the political sphere, Dr. Winick
flatly thatcontinuing
tv has beenand"uninterested
insaysproviding
significant
coverage
of
the
political
scene."
discusses Sec. 315 of the Communica-He
tions Act and reports a "suggestion"
that the mass media are becoming "less
emancipated" in the presentation of
political subjects but "more emancipated" in presentation of sex themes.
He cites presssures from a wide
variety of special interest groups, says
the problem for broadcasters is to keep
them from "imposing their will unduly
on program content."
Power of the Drys • Of the drys, he
says they "obviously exercise considerpower over of
television
content."
In theabletreatment
the Negro,
Dr.
Winick feels that if tv and motion pictures had been more effective in presenting his role in the daily life of the
country, they would have helped "create
an atmosphere hospitable for integration" and less
need forto complicated
explanations byofficials
other countries

Court access won
Not only a tv first but a California judicial first as well were
put into the record books last
Monday (Feb. 16) when KTLA
(TV)takeLos itsAngeles
was permitted
to
film cameras
inside
the Ventura, Calif., courtroom to
cover the opening of the trial of
Elizabeth Duncan, accused of
murdering
her KTLA
daughter-in-law.
Clete
Roberts,
newsman,
met earlier with Superior Judge
Charles E. Blackstock and repermissionin tothehave
soundon -film ceived
cameras
courtroom
when the trial began. Two camera crews, accompanied by KTLA
Commentator Bill Kenneally,
went to Ventura Monday and set
up their gear. However, a late
ruling of the presiding judge
barredtion.recording
the were
soundshown
porThe silent films
on KTLA the same evening
about what happened at Little Rock.
He notes that there's been not one
major dramatic show during prime time
dealing with the central issue of desegregation.
Dr. Winick devotes considerable at-

tention to music and film on tv. He
describes how lyrics are changed precisely for radio and tv presentation and
notes "screening films for possible television use has been a major occupation." He goes into commercial inserts
during telecasting of feature films callingderedmanyand studded
movies on
"heavily
withtvbreaks
for launcomm
e
r
c
i
a
l
s
.
"
H
e
says
the
public
liberate the situation by makingcouldits
feelings known to tv officials.
Another major section of the report
is on the impact of advertising content. For the most part this is a digest
of numerous governmental reports and
articles published.
Generally, Dr. Winick points to proprietary drug advertisers who pose
greatestcauseproblems
broadcaster
beof conflict towiththe good
taste and
the making of extravagant claims. He
finds objectional advertising more likely
to be found on non-subscribers to the
tv code. He delves into commercials
incongruous with program content. He
warns that people get in tv advertising
(as they do in programming) what they
indicate they will accept.
Warning
big brother
ads • InDr.a
section
on on
subliminal
advertising,
Winick leaves his reader with a warning that a non-code subscriber might
put on a subliminal ad presenting a

REPEAT ORDERS in the nation's 14th market, as anywhere else, are the best evidence of television's
selling ability. WGR-TV, NBC in Buffalo, is proud that 25 national and 21 local advertisers, who have used
the station continuously since it started in 1954, have renewed for 52 weeks of 1959.
These, and newer advertisers, will get even better sales results in 1959, as WGR-TV continues to provide
better service for more viewers in the mighty and prosperous market known as the Niagara Frontier.
Two recent developments that emphasize WGR-TV's continuing leadership in Buffalo are the installation
of the first videotape equipment in the area and the purchase of a new tower— 300 feet taller—
to further extend its coverage in Western New York.
For
results frominAmerica's
aboutbestavailabilities
Buffalo. most powerful selling medium, be sure to call Peters, Griffin, Woodward
NBC

• CHANNEL

2 • BUFFALO

This
KWTV

is

the

Community!

challenge to code members. The latter
stations would be under pressure, he
cautions, to introduce subliminal ads to
meet the competition — "This presents
a number of highly unpleasant possibilities for the future."
Dr. Winick
reasons that advertisers
will exercise as much control over pro-

Viewers,
well
over
200 from
Oklahoma
towns shown on the
map, traveled
Oklahoma City to toappear
on KWTV's
Farm
Programs during 1958.
Proof
of
KWTV's
r.v •>: »: unity coverage!
Community
makes

Coverage

OKLAHOMA

m

CITY

Oklahoma's No.
Television Station

1

in Qktofahtt!

See your PETRYman

5P0TS
Li.! .1 .1.1 ■jiJfi. tuUtAiiAtsM

TAILOR MADE
FOR NATIONAL
TELEVISION
ADVERTISERS!

CKLW-TV is the one Detroit Area television station "ready
made" for the national Spot Advertiser who cannot be troubled
by network clearances and who needs prime time for his message. This, coupled with more impressions, more total homes,
more rating points for the advertiser's dollar makes channel 9
the most efficient and economical buy in the nation's fifth market.

GUARDIAN BLDG DETROIT 26, MICH,
1.1. Camp.ou, P,.,id
Young Television Corp
48 (THE MEDIA)

Dr. Winick: you get what you'll accept
gram content as a network or station
will permit, though multi-sponsorship
makes it harder for the sponsor to do
so. One area he explores: The instances
of advertiser censorship which are never
revealed to the public.
His report concludes with a treatment
of problems
for the writer, the broadaudience.caster (network and station) and the
Urges letter writing • The message
for the tv audience: viewers should
make their thoughts known by writing
letters. Or, so goes the implication, they
will have little or nothing to do with
types of programming or content.
And, while tv regularly presents promore high-level
than any otherportionatelymass
media, thecontent
local
tv station has the opportunity more
than anyone else in the business to
employ new approaches, new themes
and use the station as an "experimental
laboratory."
Changing hands
ANNOUNCED
saleslastof
station
interests• The
werefollowing
announced
week, subject to FCC approval:
• WSOC-AM-FM-TV Charlotte, N.C.:
Application filed with FCC for sale
to Miami Valley Broadcasting Co.
(WHIO-AM-FM-TV Dayton, Ohio) by
E. E. Jones, Hunter Marshall, R. S.
Morris and others for $5.6 million
(At Deadline, Jan. 26). The purchase
is to be financed by $3 million in bank
loans, $1 million in stock sales and a
possible $1.7 million loan from Miami
Valley. The WSOC stations total net
BROADCASTING, February 23, 1959
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So-
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TAKE
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tyouGEORGIA

Easy
WITH

Way

THE

MAP SHOWING COMPUTED
as mm ano o.i mv/m contouks
FOP DAYTIME OPERATION OF
WMAZ. MACON. SEOPSIA
NOW

50,000 WATTS*

REACHING

366.600* Homes— 1,406.000* Customers

with

TO SPEND ON YOUR PRODUCTS *
$1,785,478,000
Power, programs, prestige and personalities
sellingthanfor ever.
you. Now, WMAZ, always a good buy,
offers youallmore

"More Than
340,000
Radio Homes'

THE

CBS WMAZ
♦Source— SRDS, Feb., 1959
(within the 0.5 MV/M
circle.)
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Represented by

BIG

50,000
WATTS
macoh, esoteiA

Avery-Knodel, Inc.
040
★10,000 DA-N
49

LIKE
GLOm
\|\[ORKa
There's a high quality of precision in
a timepiece. The workings of a
clock are geared to do the job correctly
and efficiently. And the organization
of Blackburn and Company is also geared
tt) do the most efficient job correctly,
in negotiations, financing and appraisals.

Blackburn
<S" Company
RADIO-TV-NEWSPAPER
BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C. OFFICE MIDWEST OFFICE SOUTHERN OFFICE WEST COAST OFFICE
James
H. W. Cassill
B.Whitaker
MarshallCalifornia
Colin M.BankSelphBldg.
Jack W.V.M.Blackburn
Harvey
William
B.. RyanAvenue Clifford
Stanley
Joseph
Sitrick
333
N.
Michigan
Healey
Building
9441
Wilshire Calif.
Blvd.
Washington
Building
Chicago, Illinois
Atlanta,
STerling 3-4341
Financial
6-6460
JAckson Georgia
5-1576 Beverly
CRestviewHills,4-2770

BROADCASTING'S annual NAB golf tournament will be held, rain, snow or
shine, March 15, Sunday, at the 27 hole Midwest Country Club (above),
Hinsdale, 111. To qualify for a prize contestant must play 9 holes. Tee-off time
10 a.m. Golf clubs available for rent. Sign up today.
MAIL THIS RESERVATION TODAY, TO:
BROADCASTING, 1735 DeSales St., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Name
Address
Firm
I will want a ride to the club □
March 75
50 (THE MEDIA)

Tee-off time: 10 a.m.

worth, as of Dec. 31, including an
earned surplus of $168,428, was $1.9
million.
WHIO-AM-FM-TV are James M.
Cox
Stations, Atlanta,
which also
WSBAM-FM-TV
Ga.,include
and 42.5%
of WCKT (TV) Miami, Fla. Newspapers in the Cox group are: Atlanta
Journal and Constitution, Miami Daily
News,ald andDayton
News (Ohio)
and Journal
Springfield
News Herand
Sun.
WSOC-TV is on ch. 9 and is affiliated primarily with NBC-TV. WSOC
is on 1240 kc with 250 w and is affiliated with NBC. WSOC-FM is on
103.5 mc with 35 kw.
• WPEO Peoria, 111.: Sold to William
B. Dolph and Herbert L. Pettey by
Dandy
Broadcasting
for $325.000. Messrs.
Dolph Corp.
and Pettey
have
also purchased KUDE Oceanside, Calif,
(see below). Mr. Dolph owns 15%
of KJBS San Francisco and is president
and 29% owner of WMT-TV Cedar
Rapids, Iowa. Mrs. Pettey owns 25%
of KJBS. The sale was handled by
Blackburn & Co. WPEO is on 1020 kc
with 1 kw, day.
• KUDE Oceanside, Calif.: Sold to
Herbert Pettey and William Dolph by
multiple owners Walter Nelskog and
Darrell Anderson for $195,000. Messrs.
Dolph and Pettey have also purchased
WPEO
PeoriaThe (for
interests,by
see above).
sale buyers'
was handled
Allen Kander & Co. KUDE is on 1320
kc with 500 w.
• KLOG Kelso, Wash.: Sold to James
D. Higson, program director KHJ Los
Angeles, who will remain in that position, by KLOG Inc. (Mrs. J. J. Flanigan, whose husband, president of the
station, died two months ago) for $60,000. The sale was handled by Wilt
Gunzendorfer and Assoc. KLOG is on
1490 kc. with 250 w.
• WABM Houlton, Me.: Sold to Glenn
Hilmer and Clifford G. Kemberling.
owners of WCME Brunswick, Me., by
multiple owners Horace Hildreth,
Henry Oliver Rea and associates for
$49,000 cash. The sale was handled by
Haskell Bloomberg. WABM is 1340 kc
with 250 w and is affiliated with NBC
and ABC.
• KB MI Henderson, Nev.: Sold to
Maxwell E. Richmond by multiple
owners Frank Oxarart, Albert Zugsmith, John D. Feldman and Arthur E.
Hogan for $32,000 cash. Mr. Richmond, Philadelphia advertising executive, owns WPGC-AM-FM Morning
Side, Md., and 85% of WMEX Boston,
Mass. KBMI is on 1400 kc with 250 w.
APPROVED • The following transfers
of station interests were approved by
BROADCASTING, February 23, 1959

To sell Indiana,
you need both
the 2nd and 3rd
ranking markets.
NOW
ONE BUY
delivers both —

YOU

NEED
in

TWIN
Indiana

BILLING
!

Now, a new, two-station TV buy blankets both the
South Bend-Elkhart and Fort Wayne markets, plus
healthy chunks of Southern Michigan and Western
Ohio. Over 1.6 million population — $2.8 billion Effective Buying Income. Alert buyers are covering these
rich markets in combination— and saving 10% ! They're
buying them right along with Indianapolis — thus covering all the best of Indiana from within — with just
two buys!
see your H-R

SOUTH

man soon !

*****

BEND \D ELKHART '^^^^^^^^^^J

FORT

WAYNE

ZJ

^^^^^AmmmmJ

the FCC last week (also see For The
Record, page 94):
• WORL Boston, Mass.: Sold to WORL
Broadcasting Corp. (Paul F. Harron,
president, WKTV Utica and WKAL
Rome, both New York) by Frederick
W. Roche and others for $469,040.
WORL is on 950 kc with 5 kw, day.
• WRAW Reading, Pa.: Sold to
WRAW Inc. (R. S. Reider, president)
by John F. and J. Hale Steinman for
$290,000. WRAW is on 1340 kc with
250 w and is affiilated with NBC.

up to our
rafters in movies!
Looking for top film packages for
the Oregon market? KPTV has
them! 2,426 features in all — runningods.in Just
peak-rated
another evening
reason periwhy
KPTV is your best buy station in
Portland. Call your Katz man
today!
Check over this list:
Paramount
RKO
Dream Package
Critics Award Package (#1 & 2)
21 Package
Princess
Enterprise
Fox 52
Galaxy 20
Anniversary
United Artist
Selznick Features
Shock
Son of Shock
RKO Showcase
Triple Crown
Warner Bros. (#7 through 13)
Columbia Misc.

ortland, Oregon
channel
Oregon'sRepresented
FIRST Television Station
Katz Agency,byInc.the
52 (THE MEDIA)

Stereo study prepared
by national committee
The National Stereophonic Radio
Committee (Broadcasting, Feb. 9) held
its first formal meeting Feb. 12 at the
Institute of Radio Engineers, New
York. It made preparations for the
technical study of stereophonic radio
broadcasting methods by am, fm and tv
stations. The findings of this multiple
systems study project will be submitted
to the FCC.
The appointment of additional panel
vice chairmen was announced at the
meeting: Panel 1, Systems Specifications— W.T. Winteringham of Bell Telephone Labs. Panel 4, Broadcast
Receivers — F.B. Williams of Motorola
Inc. Panel 6, Objective Aspect — Dr.
M.R. Schroeder of Bell Telephone Labs.
Good night, good luck
for one year — Murrow
Edward R. Murrow will be absent
from the CBS scene for one year beginning July 1, 1959.
Announcement came last Monday
(Feb. 16) that the 50-year-old news
commentator, with the network nearly
a quarter of a century, had requested,
and been granted by CBS President
Frank senceStanton^
of abas provideda year's
for in leave
his contract.
In his letter to Dr. Stanton, Mr. Murrow expressed the need for a chance
travel, listen, read and learn — free
ofto deadlines.
The move raised questions among
some as to possible unannounced motivations. New York Times' Jack Gould
wrote, "Mr. Murrow's step comes as
a climax
to increasingly
strained
relations between
him and officials
of CBS.
In part it also reflects his concern over
what he feels is television's inadequate
coverage
of grave world problems."
Other
ments. news reports echoed these sentiGiven opportunity to reply to such
surmises in a filmed interview (shown
on WCBS-TV New York, Feb. 17) Mr.
Murrow called them "completely untrue." He said he would be back in

1960. Asked the time span of his contract, he smiled and said, "It is a longtermArthur
contract."
Godfrey will be the Person
to Person host when the celebrity home
tv interview show (Friday, 10:30-1 1
p.m. EST) returns next October from
its summer hiatus. Mr. Murrow's nightly
radio newscast and commentary (Mon.Fri., 7:45 p.m. EST), which he is also
leaving behind, is expected to be absorbed in an expanded format, covering 7:45-8:15 p.m. He and Fred
Friendly will continue to produce
Small World, the Sunday afternoon
filmed international conversation series,
with Mr. Murrow at times acting as
moderator.
RAB

media study

A RAB study released last week indicates that radio stations in metropolitan areas outstrip newspapers in
"percent of homes reached" in both
"city zones" and in "retail trading
Titled "Newspaper Drop Off," the
study reveals a "substantial radio suzones." periority inreaching retail trading zone
families" (suburban areas) as well as
city families. The research was made
on an individual
newspaper
vidual radio station
in five versus
cities indi(Los
Angeles,
Detroit). Boston, Chicago, Buffalo and
The study shows that 18 of 19 newspapers failed to equal their city zone
coverage in the retail trading zone,
while up to four radio stations in each
market exceeded their city zone penetration in the retail trading zone. The
study also reveals that 16 out of the 19
newspapers were topped inside the city
zone
by oneweekday.
or more radio stations on
an average
Jefferson relay system
WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N.C., and
WBTW (TV) Florence, S.C, inaugurated a$140,000 microwave relay system Feb. 16 with two educational programs. The classes are originated at
WBTV and relayed to WBTW each
weekday morning. The stations, owned
by Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co.,
also use the microwave relay system for
two-state news coverage.
Buys Mid-America
RalphSales
E. Meader
Mid-America
Spot
(station ofrepresentative),
Kansas City, has bought out a partner
in the company, N. E. Paton Jr. Mr.
Meader is managing Mid-America as
of Feb. 11. Mr. Paton is devoting his
time to his own public relations company in Kansas City.
BROADCASTING, February 23, 1959
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TALLEST
TV
xSz6
FEET
'hove ground

MAXIMUM POWER

TOWER

The TOWERING PRIDE of South Carolina
.More than a quarter of a mile in the sky
over South Carolina, this tower has doubled
previous coverage. From Columbia, the capital city, WIS-TV serves more of South Carolina, by far, than any other television station
. . . plus coverage in adjoining slates.
The MAJOR SELLING FORCE in South Carolina
WIS- T V Channel

10

Columbia
South Carolina
A station of the Broadcasting Co-mpany of th-e South
G. Richard .Shafto, Exec. Vke-Pres.
Charles A. Batson, Managing Dir.
Law Epps, Sales Manager
represented nationally by
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
Darker tinted crescent area show increased
coverage from new tower, based on predicted
contours drawn by the engineering firm of
Lohnes and Culver, Washington, D. C.

This tower designed, fabricated and erected by

KLINE

IRON & STEEL CO.

TOWER PEOPLE
THE
1225-35 HUGER STREET, COLUMBIA, S. C.
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NAB

!
That when John H. Gregory discovered the first gold lode in
Gilpin County, Colorado in 1 859
... the population of Denver was
4,726 . . .
AND
IT'S
K FACT
That in 1959
the population
of the
Denver TV coverage area served
by Channel 9 is 1,479,500 people
who have a spendable income of
$2,803,077,000 . . .

fP** MORE FACTS
Fact: One day spot saturation
on Channel 9 for Denver Car
Dealer results in 42 new car
sales in one day ... a new
record!
Fact: When Channel 9 TV per- <
sonalities promoted kids <
theatre party . . . outpulled ^
competition's identical promotion .. . same day, same
time . . . two to one!
SO FACTS ON FACTS
The best buy in Denver is . . .
KBTV
CHANNEL
THE FAMILY STATION Q
Join the"Rush To The Rockies'
come to Colorado in '59
54 (THE MEDIA)

WIDENS

CHICAGO

SLATE

Fm session, labor clinic added March 16
NAB has announced the revamping an upward turn in agency-advertising interest (Broadcasting, Feb. 9).
of Chicago convention plans (March
Lt. Gen. Arthur Gilbert Trudeau.
15-19) to provide a full morning of program ing on the opening meeting day,
March 16 (Closed Circuit, Feb. 2).
Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC board chairman, will deliver the keynote address of
the convention at 11 a.m., March 16
(Monday) instead of at the luncheon,
originally slated to open the meeting
formally. Mr. Sarnoff will receive the
association's Keynote Award for distinguished service.
Two morning meetings will precede
Mr. Sarnoff's
keynote address.
A labor
clinic
and a concurrent
fm session
will
begin at 9 a.m. and end at 10:45 a.m.
The labor session will be confined to
management-ownership delegates.
A panel of labor relations specialists
and broadcasters will lead the labor discussion, with Charles H. Tower, NAB
broadcast personnel-economics manager, as moderator. Members of the
panel will be G. Maynard Smith, labor
relations attorney; William Fitts, CBS
vice president in charge of industrial
relations, and Ward Quaal, vice presiGen. Trudeau is speaker
dent-general manager of WGN-AM-TV
Chicago and chairman of the NAB La- U.S. Army Chief of Research & Develbor Relations Committee. Topics inwill address the March 18
clude strikes in broadcasting, techno- luncheon, opment,
final day of the convention.
logical change, problems of union or- NAB engineering delegates, who are
ganizing and labor legislation.
holding their own technical meetings,
An fm program is being drawn up will participate in the three convention
under direction of John F. Meagher, luncheons. NAB President Harold E.
NAB radio vice president. Interest in Fellows will be featured speaker at the
fm is running high as the medium shows Monday luncheon. FCC Chairman John
C. Doerfer will speak at the Tuesday
luncheon and participate in the annual
FCC roundtable session on Wednesday
Next champion
A new giant among tv towers
is on the verge of being built,
Broadcasting museum
following FCC approval to
WGAN-TV Portland, Maine, for
Creation of a "truly national shrine
construction of a 1,619-ft. above
of broadcasting" in Washington was
favored Tuesday (Feb. 17) by an adground antenna. For the last several yearsN.M.,
the 1,610-ft.
visory committee of broadcasters meetRoswell,
antenna KSWS-TV
ranked as
ing under NAB auspices. The group will
tallest. The $250,000 WGAN-TV
draw
up
preliminary plans to incorpotower is being built at Raymond,
rate a non-profit National Museum of
Broadcasting.
Me., 20 miles northwest of Portland and should provide a dependJohn F. Patt, WJR Detroit, commitable picture within a radius of 75
tee chairman, said the group will contact museum experts and specialists in
miles. Construction is due to beother fields. Seed-money contributions
gin this spring, with completion
scheduled for the fall. The anare being accepted for preliminary extenna will be an RCA, 18-gain
penses, though a major share of funds
traveling wave array. FCC grant
necessary to conduct a study has been
of WGAN-TV's application makes
pledged. Committee members at the
18 tv towers over 1,000-ft. above
Feb. 17 meeting, besides Mr. Patt, were
Merrill Lindsay, WSOY Decatur, 111..
ground and leaves 14 such applications pending FCC action.
and Fred Weber, WSTV Steubenville.
Ohio.
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WTVJ

IS AGAIN

THE

DOMINANT

SOUTH

TV

FABULOUS

IN

STATION

51.6%

PROVED

FLORIDA

SHARE

OF

AUDIENCE IN MIAMI'S
3 -STATION MARKET
Sign -On to Sign -Off, NSI December 1958
We are proud of the fact that more advertisers are selling their products over WTVJ
than at any time in our ten year history—
that these advertisers want to buy the only
station delivering unduplicated network program ing tothe entire South Florida audience.
Booming South Florida . . . with 1,500,000
persons spending over $2,000,000,000 in retail
sales ... is a must-buy market on most advertising schedules. MIAMI'S TV STATIONS
COVER IT BEST! By any yardstick —
cost-per-thousand, homes reached, depth of
penetration — for action at the point of sale,
consider TELEVISION FIRST. In South
Florida, TV is the dominant medium and
WTVJ is the dominant station.

Represented Nationally by: Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
BROADCASTING, February 23, 1959

The property acquired by Guild includes The Veil series starring Boris
GUTERMA'S
TANGLES
THICKEN
Karloff and valued at $1.5 million; 98
Mutual, Guild, Roach add to involvements
Racket Squad episodes; 39 Code 3; 39
Passport to Danger, and 79 Telephone
able
number
of
Scranton
shares
have
There's a job open at Mutual — the not been located either by the SEC Time programs (network reruns).
As part of the deal a Roach subsidipresident's.
Alexander Guterma, who held that or by independent auditors, and that
W-R Corp., gets 14% of Guild.
another number of shares which have This isary,accounted
distinction among a number of corpo- been
for by 400,000 shares
located were found to be secured of Guild. In addition
rate posts in the complicated F.L. Jacobs as collateral
Guild is to pay
for various loans.
structure (Broadcasting, Feb. 16), was
$700,000 plus an agreement to pay
drummed out of the job and Hal Roach
At the time of Mutual's acquisition, Reldan Trading (a company which holds
Jr., president of Hal Roach Studios and allegedly by HaJ Roach, the Roach shares in F.L. Jacobs as collateral on
board chairman of Mutual, said he per- company was itself assertedly a sub- a loan of $250,000 or more to Mr.
sidiary of Scranton. At the time Scran- Guterma), the balance of a debt not to
sonally bought
Mr. Guterma's
interests
ton acquired Roach, the price was an- exceed
and assumed
control
of the company.
$784,776. Guild was also to
nounced as$15.5 million.
On Friday, Feb. 13, the Jacobs board
Mr. Roach admitted in a news con- give 49,467 shares to Silver Co. as payment of a $129,850 debt. Both Reldan
acceptedMr.Mr.Roach
Guterma's
resignation
and
ference last week that the $15.5 million
elected
to succeed
him. This
and the Silver Co. are creditors of
action was not announced until Sunday, cited as the purchase price of Hal Roach F.L. Jacobs.
Feb. 15.
Studios by Scranton was only a "Hollyan affidavit filed late Thursday the
dignity" figure.
The$507,500
35,000 SECIn said
Between the action and the announce- shares hewoodreceived
were worth
that G.L. Culpepper, a Guterment Mr. Guterma had been arrested
ma associate, gave to Savard & Hart, a
(May
15)
market
price,
alby the U.S. District Attorney on crim- at the day's
though Mr. Roach said the book value brokerage firm, 100,000 shares of Guild
inal charges relating to civil actions that was higher.
Films stock held by Jacobs.
had been instituted by the Securities
$3
Million
Distribution • Mr.
Guild was mentioned again in an
& Exchange Commission. The sudden Roach and GuildforFilms
also
announced
affidavit
filed in court Thursday relating
arrest was attributed to SEC charges last week an agreement which they say that UFITEC,
the Swiss trust which had
that Mr. Guterma and an associate, calls for $3 million worth of the stulent money to Mr. Guterma, said on
Robert Eveleigh, were preparing to
dio's product going to Guild in return Dec. 5 that it was considering bankskip the country on a flight to Ankara,
availability of the latter's national
ruptcy proceedings against Guild notes.
Turkey. Messrs. Guterma and Eveleigh for
sales,
surrendered on a warrant Saturday, Feb. ties. distribution and promotion facili- The notes were not explained further.
14.
According to the announcement, a CBS-TV meeting set
Wednesday, Feb. 18, the SEC filed
alliance was established untwo additional affidavits with the federal long-term
der which the Roach studios will pro- March 14-16 Chicago
court inalincivilNew
York The
supporting
its origduce syndication films plus pilots. These
motions.
new documents
The annual general conference of
are being readied for Guild for network
charged (1) that Comficor, a company exposure. Mr. Roach is to be "produc- CBS-TV Affiliates Assn. is to be held
the SEC feels operates principally out
tion consultant for all future films March 14-15 in Chicago at the WBBMplanned by Guild for syndication and TV studios. During the two-day session,
ofoff Mr.
pocket,in had
up toGuterma's
$2.2 million
assetssiphoned
of the national sales."
key executives of the network and CBS
Jacobs company, and (2) related the
difficulties
of
Ernst
&
Ernst,
Jacobs'
auditors, in securing from Jacobs the
papers necessary to audit the books.
The next day, Thursday, Feb. 19,
Judge Sidney Sugarman postponed until Saturday, Feb. 21, a hearing on a
SEC petition for an injunction against
trading in Jacobs stocks and for an
r
order forcing Jacobs to submit to the
.... ■ m
^
.. .. m ii
m
SEC
financial
reports
that
are
overdue.
Who Owns Network? • The question
"Who owns Mutual?" is still unanswered.
Self-sufficient
giant • WXLW Indianapolis has christened "Traveler," its
On the surface the answer comes back
45-ft. mobile station.
"Scranton Corp. and Hal Roach StuThe unit, pictured above with its towing truck, carries an 8xl9-ft. studio,
dios." Until Broadcasting's disclosure
an 8xl0-ft. control room, an 8xl0-ft. lounge, a bath and a workshop.
Feb. 16 that Scranton Corp. participated
Traveler can broadcast under its own power within 30-40 miles of Inin this ownership the answer was indianapolis while stationary or in motion. For greater distances the unit
variably "Hal Roach Studios." Last week
connects with telephone lines.
the answer more often was "Scranton
Other features include a showcase for sponsors' products, a 6x8-ft. roof
Corp."
deck, 250 gallons of water, air conditioning, turntables and tape recorders.
The SEC does not consider the answer that simple. In fact, the SEC is not
A 10 kw gasoline generator in the truck supplies the unit's power.
WXLW will let the police or civil defense office use Traveler in emerprepared to admit even that Scranton is
now an affiliate of F.L. Jacobs, this
gencies.
based on the contention that a consider56 (THE MEDIA)
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announces...

SOUND
TAPE

for broadcast

recording applications !

On splice-free Mylar* or acetate bases, RCA Sound Tape is a premium quality product
designed for critical broadcast recording applications. Famous RCA dependability
provides freedom from worry over drop-outs, distortion, and the loss of air time. Dimethyl silicone,
a built-in dry lubricant, reduces friction and head wear for the life of the tape.
For ability to record full frequency response ... for complete dependability ... for broadcast
recording applications, RCA Sound Tape is the name to remember.
You can order RCA Sound Tape from your Authorized RCA Electron Tube Distributor.
DuPont Reg. TM
Call him today.
RADIO CORPORATION
Electron Tube Division

OF AMERICA
Harrison, N. J.

IN RICH
MONROE MARKET

Inc. will present progress reports and
outline the future plans of their various
operations. A banquet and a program
of entertainment will be held the evening of March 14 in the Drake Hotel.

Sigma Delta Chi
committees appointed
Chairmen and members of 12 national committees to administer Sigma
Delta Chi activities for 1959 have
been announced by James A. Byron,
news director of WBAP-AM-FM Fort
Worth and national president of the
professional journalistic fraternity.
Committees and their respective
chairmen:
Advancement of Freedom of InforAs reported in ARB, Dec
mation— V. M. Newton Jr., managing
editor, Tampa (Fla.) Morning Tribune;
From Sign On To
Fellows Nominating — Robert J. CavagSign Off 7 Days A Week
naro, general executive, Associated
Press, San Francisco; 50th Anniversary
Observance (Television Program) — Sol
KNOE-TV
Taishoff, editor-publisher, BroadcastHas
ing; Historic Sites Nominating — Ed
Emery, U. of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
Honor Awards — Mason Rossiter
79.4%
Smith, editor-publisher, Tribune-Press,
Gouverneur, N.Y.; International ExAverage Share Of
pansion— Erwin Boll, German Consulate, Chicago; Professional Chapter ProAudience
gram—
Ralph WTVJ
Renick,(TV)viceMiami,
presidentnews director,
Fla.;
JUST LOOK AT THIS
MARKET DATA!
Public Relations — James Brooks, public relations manager, Ekco Products
Population
1,520,100
Co., Chicago; Research — Robert L.
423,600
Households
Jones, director, U. of Minnesota School
Consumer
of Journalism; Ritual Revision — Erie F.
able IncomeSpend- ,761,169,000
Ross, Penton Publishing Co., Chicago;
Food Sales
300,486,000
Undergraduate Chapter Program —
40,355,000
Drug Sales
Maynard Hicks, associate professor of
Automotive
journalism, Washington State College,
$1 299,539,000
Sales
Pullman, Wash., and Ways & Means —
General
Robert M. White II, co-editor Mexico
Merchandise
148,789,000
(Mo.) Ledger. Victor E. Bluedorn, SDX
Total Retail
executive director, was named historian.
Sales
,286,255,000
Mr. Taishoff was named to the Fellows Nominating as well as 50th Anand
impact
more
get
you
And
niversary Observance Committees.
circulation per dollar in radio on
$1
Other appointments allied with broadcasting were: Theodore Koop, newsWNOE-Radio*
570°6°0£actts
New Orleans
public affairs director, CBS Washington.
D.C.,
and
Sam Saran, NBC Chicago —
KNOE-Radio
Advancement of Freedom of InformaMonroe
Edd Routt,5'S0wkcs
Vice Pres. &
tion;
Leonard
H. Goldenson, president,
* Survey proven No.
American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc., William Ray, news director.
NBC Chicago, and Mr. Koop (50th Anniversary Observance, Television Program group); Farrell C. Strawn, KCMO
KNOE-TV
CHANNEL 8 MONROE,LA.
Kansas City, (Professional Chapter Program); Ben Caine, KDEF Albuquerque,
CBS • ABC • NBC
N.M. (New Mexico state chairman):
A James A. Noe Station
David
Von
Sothen, NBC (Washington,
NOE ENTERPRISES, INC.
D.C., chairman), and Howard L. Kany,
James
A.
Noe,
Jr.
—
President
H. Goldman
— Executive
CBS
man).Newsfilms (New York state chairVicePaulPresident
& General
Manager
Represented by HR Television, Inc.
Eugene S. Pulliam, managing editor,
58 (THE MEDIA)

Political coach
Oklahoma Governor J. Howard
Edmondson took a leaf from the
book of the football coach who
watches games on a tv monitor,
Feb. 11 and 18. These were the
days that debates to repeal prohibition in Oklahoma were telecast live by WKY-TV Oklahoma
City from the state's Senate and
House of Representatives, respectively.
Mr. Edmondson, who attributes being elected governor to his
tv campaign (Broadcasting, July
28), telephoned suggestions to the
debaters as the discussions proWKY-TV's coverage, which
gressed.
also was picked up by KVOO-TV
Tulsa, meant the pre-emption of
programming from 1:30 to 6:30
p.m.
from 1:306:30 Feb.
p.m. 11;
and and
7:30-8:10
p.m.
Feb. 18.

News (WIRE InIndianapolis (Ind.)
) , named chairman of the
dian poliswas
National Convention Committee. Three
apundergraduate representatives were
pointed to the SDX executive council.
Sa ricks sells catv
, otherinvestorsthe
of Dallas
group
A wise
three
, has bought
unidentified
n systems
community antenna televisioYork
State
New
and
in Pennsylvania
a director of
owned by Joseph Saricks,
National Community Television Assn.
which made the announcement,
NCTA,
said the catv sale is the largest such
transaction in recent years and includes
Olean Tv Co., Olean, NY.; Bradford
and ClearBradfordd ,Pa.,Pa.,represen
Co.,Clearfiel
Tv Cable
ting
field Tv Co.,
a total of 7,500 subscribers. Daniels &
the
Assoc., Denver, handled the sale, The
amount of which was not revealed.
ated
have been incorpor
systems
three
under the
name of PenNy T.V. Inc. and
remain as executive ofwill
Mr. Saricks
ficer.
N.Y. group acts
ng committee of the MetA sponsori
ropolitan Educational Television Assn.
was formed last week to undertake a
a full-time
at securing
campaig
City.
in New York
tv outlet
educationnal aimed
Dr. Alan Willard Brown, president of
said more than 100 well-known
META,
New Yorkers have joined the committee
to date and will help formulate and
Yorkers
implement plans to alert New
establishing an eduto the necessity
cational tvstationof there.
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WEATHER

SHOW

RATINGS
with

Collins Weather Radar takes advantage
of TV's unique attraction. Watching
things happen while they happen. The
fascination of seeing the weather is a
sure-fire audience puller.
Collins Weather Radar is simple to
install. Your own engineers can do it
with technical help from Collins if they
need it. The antenna is mounted on the
roof and connected to receiver-transmitter and synchronizer units in the

Collins

GO UP
Weather

Radar

building. An indicator is rigged in a
shadow box for camera close-ups. Acetate maps of your local area are placed
over the indicator to pinpoint weather
activity with respect to geographical
location.
Be the first in your market with Collins
Weather Radar and watch your ratings
climb. For complete information call
or write your nearest Collins Broadcast
Sales office.

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY, 315 2nd Avenue S. E., CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA • 1930 Hi-Line Drive, DALLAS, TEXAS • 1510 Verdugo Avenue, BURBANK,
CALIFORNIA
• GATLINBURG,
261 Madison Avenue,
NEW •YORK2804 16,Dodson
NEW YORK
• 715 POINT
Ring Building,
WASHINGTON,
Avenue,
SEATTLE,
P. O. E.BoxThird547,Avenue,
TENNESSEE
(Atlanta),
GEORGIA
• D.4403C. •W.131877thN.Fourth
Terrace,
KANSAS
CITY WASHINGTON
15,48,MISSOURI
205
SAN MATEO,
4834Drive,
ForestEAST
FORT
WAYNE,Road,
INDIANA
W., 36th
Street, MIAMI
FLORIDA
COLLINS
RADIOCALIFORNIA
COMPANY OF• CANADA,
LTD.,Avenue,
11 Bermondsey
TORONTO • 16,4471ONTARIO,
CANADA.
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46 state presidents
meet in D.C. Tuesday
NAB's fourth annual rally of state
Tuesassociation presidents will be held Washday-Wednesday (Feb. 24-25) intake part
ington. The 46 presidents will
annual Voice of DeWednesdaymocracyinawardstheluncheon.
FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee will brief
on the latest developthe presidents FCC's
Conelrad project
ments in the
sters to maintain
broadca
for
plans
and
,
cations on national
emergency communilevels.
He will speak
state and local
Tuesday morning.
Conference sessions will be held at
the Wednesthe Shoreham Hotel, with Statler
Hilton.
day VOD luncheon at the
Howard H. Bell, NAB assistant to the
the
president for joint affairs, will openmem. NAB staffindustry
ce Tuesdaythe
conferen
current
discuss
bers will
scene. Taking part will be John H.F.
president; Thad
Meagher, radio vicepresident
; Vincent T.
Brown Jr., tv vice
relations manWasilewski, government Martin,
public
ager, and Donald N.
relations assistant to the president. W.
Earl Dougherty, KXEO Mexico, Mo.,
vice president of Assn. for Professional
Broadcasting Education, will speak on
relations between broadcasters and educators.
NAB President Harold E. Fellows
Robwill be Tuesday luncheon speaker.
M-TV New
ert D. Swezey, WDSU-ANAB
Freedom
Orleans, chairman of the
of Information Committee, will speak in
on the topic, "A Time for
the afternoon
Action."
Stateside reports will be given
KCRC Enid, Okla.;
by Pat Murphy,
John E. Bell, WCMA Corinth, Miss.;
Gene Shumate, KRXK Rexburg, Idaho;
Joseph M. Higgins, WTHI Terre Haute,
F. C. Sowell, WLAC NashInd., and
ville. Mr. Fellows will moderate a
Wednesday morning roundtable.
Minister goes to court
in D.C. telecast tiff
WTTG (TV) Washintgon, D.C, was
conbreachdaysof after
slappedtract with
suit lasta $50,000
week, only
the station's manager had stated that
cheek" in a
"I'm turning my other
dispute with a local minister over the
purchased
his
for
time
programming
show.
religious
The Rev. Joseph H. Uhrig, president
of Hand to Heaven Evangelistic Assn.,
with various constation
chargedtractthe
violations,
including cutting his
Sunday afternoon half-hour purchased
tv program off the air on Feb. 15 as the
clergyman began criticizing the WTTG
management. The Hand to Heaven program has been on WTTG since 1952,
seen most recently at 1:30 p.m. Sun60 (THE MEDIA)

day. New WTTG policy dictated moving the program to Sunday mornings,
which the Rev. Uhrig refused to do.
The last Hand to Heaven appearance on
WTTG was scheduled for yesterday
(Feb. 22), but as of last Thursday station manager John McArdle said that
the association would not be taking advantage of its last week.
Mr. Uhrig, who had requested public support for his WTTG stand, said
he is exploring the possibility of moving to another D.C. tv outlet or to
radio. The Hand to Heaven program is
seen at 6 p.m. Sundays on WTVR (TV)
Richmond,
Va., according to the minister.
WRNL to join CBS
WRNL Richmond, Va., will join CBS
Radio as a primary affiliate on July 1,
according to an announcement today
(Feb. dent23)of Richmond
by D. Tennant
Bryan, presiNewspapers
Inc.,
station licensee, and Arthur Hull Hayes,
presidenteratesofwith 5CBSkw Radio.
opon 910WRNL
kc. and
replaces WRVA Richmond as the CBS
Radio affiliate. WRVA, displeased with
CBS
Radio'snotice
Program
Plan served
several Consolidation
weeks ago it
will affiliate with NBC Radio on July 1
(Broadcasting, Feb. 9), ending a 22year association with CBS.
• Rep appointments
• WTTG (TV) Washington appoints
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, effective
March 1.
• KUDL Kansas City names Adam
Young Inc., N.Y., effective March 2.
• KGFJ Los Angeles appoints Ayres,
Allen & Smith to represent it on the
West Coast. Stars National represents
KGFJ
east. in the Midwest, East and South• KSRO Santa Rosa, Calif., has appointed George P. Hollingbery Co., effective
March 1 . Hollingbery already represents
KSRO's sister station, KFIV Modesto,
Calif.
• CKNW New Westminster, B.C., appoints Young Canadian Ltd. as its U.S.
representative, effective March 1.
• Media reports
• CBS last week contributed grants of
$10,000 each to five privately supported U.S. universities. The grants are
distinot from the already established
program of aid to higher education
through the CBS Foundation. CBS
Board Chairman William S. Paley said
the "grants constitute a new approach
to solving the financial needs of postgraduate educational
institutions."
CBS beneficiaries
include
Columbia The
U.,

Harvard U., Stanford U., U. of Chicago and the U. of Pennsylvania. CBS
will continue the grants at a rate of
$50,000 a year over a five-year period
to universities selected from the memversities. bership of the Assn. of American Uni• Television circulation of public service advertising campaigns during 1958
totaled more than 16 billion home impressions (based on A.C. Nielsen Surveys), a 20% jump over the 1957
circulation, according to a special report entitled "Television Public Service
Advertising" released last week by the
Advertising Council, New York. Air
time allocations for public service in
1958 were 700% greater than in 1952,
the report added.
• KCCR Pierre, S.D., commenced operations Feb. 4. Owned and operated
by Great Plains Broadcasting System,
the new station is co-managed by Dan
Lesmeister and Ed Davenport, both
formerly of KOTA-TV Rapid City,
S.D. KCCR is on 1950 kc with 1 kw.
• Ch. 17 Buffalo, N.Y., closed as
WBUF (TV) last October by NBC,
has elicited interest from a group
representing inall Buffalo.
the majorWestern
educational
institutions
New
York Educational Television Assoc.
Inc., the educational combine, applied
to the FCC for an educational construction permit for ch. 17, listing their
source of future revenue as "donations."
• ABC radio last week announced signing of WGBG Greensboro, N.C., as
an affiliate, starting March 2, raising
total affiliates to 294. WGBG operates
with 250 w on 1400 kc. Station is
owned and operated by Greensboro
Broadcasting Co. Ralph M. Lambeth
is president and general manager.
• The National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters, Urbana, 111., has announced award of a research grantin-aid for work in the history of radio
broadcasting to two graduate students
in the Dept. of Speech, Ohio State U.
The grant provides for the students to
photograph and catalog materials related
to the history and development of radio
broadcasting in the U.S. until 1934.
Funds for the work, which includes
research in communications libraries
and collections around the country, are
being provided by the W.K. Kellogg
Foundation through the NAEB. A
complete catalog of visual materials
related to early American radio will
be published, probably early in 1960.
• KWG-TV Portland, Ore., is advancing
its affiliation date with NBC-TV from
the previously announced May 1 to
April 26.
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Nothing else like it in Greater New York
NOTHING APPROACHES THE SOUND:
wealthiest counties of America (Essex— with its million
WVNJ originated the programming concept of Great plus population) — WVNJ dominates in audience — in
Albums of Music. It is the only radio station in the metro- quality of audience — and in prestige.
politan area that plays just Great Albums of Music from NOTHING APPROACHES ITS VALUE:
sign on to sign off every single day of the year.
WVNJ delivers its adult, able-to-buy greater New York
NOTHING APPROACHES THE AUDIENCE:
audience for less cost per thousand homes than any other
best buy.in the market. By every reasoning it's your very
The very nature of the music makes the audience pre- station
ponderantly adult. It's a rich audience, too. In one of the
radio station of ^he ^ehiark ^enig
national rep: Broadcast Time Sales • New York, N. Y. • MU 4-6740

Newark, N. J.— covering New York and New Jersey
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'Defunct* committee charts probes, submits new bill
The "defunct" Special Subcommittee
on Legislative Oversight was very much
alive on Capitol Hill last week. In preparing for renewed 1959 investigations,
Chmn. Oren Harris (D-Ark.) made these
moves:
• Appointed four new members to
the nine-man body.
• Requested $200,000 from the
House to continue investigating federal regulatory agencies.
• Introduced a bill (HR 4800) to
carry out many of the recommendations
of the subcommittee in its final report
to the 85th Congress.
Despite speculation to the contrary,
Rep. Harris will remain as chairman
of the House Commerce Committee
subcommittee. He also heads the parent
committee. New members appointed are
Reps. Walter Rogers (D-Tex.), William
L. Springer (R-Ill.), Steven B. Derounian (R-N.Y.) and Samuel Devine (ROhio), a first-year congressman. Holdover members, in addition to Rep.
Harris, are Reps. Peter F. Mack (D111.), John J. Flynt (D-Ga.), John E.
Moss (D-Calif.) and John B. Bennett
(R-Mich.).
Reps. John Bell Williams (D-Miss.)
and Morgan Moulder (D-Mo.) were not
reappointed to the subcommittee. Rep.
Moulder was the first chairman of the
body when it was formed in March
1957. He lost this post a year ago when
the subcommittee fired its chief counsel,
Dr. Bernard Schwartz.
Future Course Undecided • No future course was outlined for the subcommittee which listed 25 FCC matters
needing further inquiry in its report
(Broadcasting, Jan. 5). Its first move,
however, will of necessity be the acquisition of a staff. Of its 17-member
staff four
duringremain.
last year's investigations,
only
Chief Counsel Robert Lishman, who
assisted in drafting the bill introduced
last week, was present for a news conference held Thursday (Feb. 19) by
Rep. Harris, but the chairman refused
to comment on whether Mr. Lishman
would remain with the subcommittee.
Mr. Lishman, likewise, had no comment
on this possibility.
Rep. Harris said he hoped to appear
before the House Administration Committee this week with his request for
$200,000. The subcommittee spent
$297,000 during the past year-and-ahalf of $310,000 appropriated.
During a stormy career last year, the
67

subcommittee held 89 days of public
hearings and heard 136 witnesses recite over 11,000 pages of testimony.
Some of the results: FCC Comr. Richard A. Mack resigned and was criminally indicted, along with Miami
attorney Thurman A. Whiteside; Presidential Assistant Sherman Adams resigned; several FCC decisions were
reopened as a result of alleged improper
actions turned up by the subcommittee,
and characters and actions of individual
commissioners were exposed to public
attack.
HR 4800
reforms
for theprovides
FCC andacross-the-board
the five other
agencies mit einvestigated
by theto subcom. Itdirects the FCC
adopt a
code of ethics covering commissioners,
staff personnel and practitioners before
the Commission. The FCC, the only
agency which has not submitted a suggested code to the subcommittee, also
would adopt its own sanctions to punish violators of the code. The bill spells
out areas to be covered in the code,
including a prohibition against an excommissioner appearing before the
FCC within two years after leaving the
Commission.
$10,000 Fine and Year in Jail • The
bill would prohibit ex parte contacts
concerning the "issues, merits or disposition" of a particular
by anyone, including
members case
of Congress
and other federal officials. Also, all
written and telephone communications,
except inquiries regarding status or procedure, would be made a part of the
record, including contacts received and
made by commissioners. All individuals
making a presentation in a case would
have to file a prior appearance notice.
Violators of these provisions would
be subject to a $10,000 fine and one
year in jail.
The bill also gives the President
authority to remove a commissioner
for "neglect of duty or malfeasance in
office" but takes away White House
authority to appoint the chairman. The
commissioners themselves would elect
a chairman, to serve for a maximum of
three years, and a vice chairman. Commis ioners no longer would be authorized to accept honorariums.
Commissioners to Write Decisions •
Under the bill, FCC decisions no longer
would be written by the Office of Opinions & Reviews. It requires that a
commissioner be designated to write the

FCC's decisions "or to personally direct" their preparation. This duty would
be rotated and the commissioner responsible for a particular decision
would be required to sign it.
Another provision states that an application, motion or pleading of the
Commission
would isbetaken
considered
nied if no action
within de60
days. The FCC, however, could extend
this
by no more than 120 davs
with period
due notice.
The FCC would be given more leeway in working with its staff if the bill
ever becomes law, as the separation-offunctionscationsprovisions
of the CommuniAct are repealed.
In its January report, the subcommittee made several other recommendations affecting only the FCC which are
not a part of HR 4800. Rep. Harris
said these provisions will be covered in
subsequent legislation. They include
prohibiting pay-offs to withdrawing apnotificationmayto
the FCC plicants,
beforerequiringsalepriornegotiations
be conducted and public hearings before the issuance of any tv license, even
when there is only one applicant.
Rep. Harris
last weekwould
further
announced that hearings
be held
on HR 4800 as soon as it was possible
to work the legislation into the committee's present crowded schedule.
SPECTRUM STUDY
House group bucks
White House proposal
Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.) last week
took a positive step in deciding the
future of the radio spectrum.
In the face of a White House proposal for ato Presidentially-appointed
commission
investigate frequency
allocations (Broadcasting, Feb. 9).
Rep. Harris announced
that hisofCommunications Subcommittee
the
House Commerce Committee would
undertake such an investigation.
The House will be asked to approfor of
the thestudy.
think itpriate
will$100,000
be one
most "We
important projects this committee has
undertaken
in a long time,"thatRep.members
Harris
said.
He acknowledged
of the committee are not qualified personal y to conduct a spectrum inquiry
and
said for
that help.
experts in the field will
be asked
Specialists in spectrum allocations
BROADCASTING, February 23, 1959

will be hired both on a permanent and
consultancy basis, Rep. Harris said.
Ray burn Consulted • The investigation will cover the entire spectrum, both
government and private allocations,
Rep. Harris stressed, with emphasis on
present and future requirements of all
space users. He said he discussed the
proposed investigation with "lots of
people," including House Speaker Sam
Rayburn
(D-Tex.),
the announced
course.before deciding on
Rep. Harris saw no difficulty in
getting information from the military
on its assigned space and how it is being
utilized. This has been a major
stumbling block in past efforts to reevaluate spectrum allocations. Military
assignments are made by the President
and how this space is used is a highlyguarded secret. The FCC makes all nongovernment assignments on an open
basis.
Speaking of the White House recomtion, Rep. Harris
"I do will
not
know what mendaaction
the said,
President
take."
The
President
appointed
his
own
advisory committee late last year. It
recommended a spectrum study by a
three-man commission to be appointed
by Congress. Leo A. Hoegh, Civil &
Defense Mobilization director, proposed
instead an investigation by a five-man
Presidentially-appointed body. Legislation was to have been submitted to Congress to carry out the Hoegh-White
House proposal.
Still to Be Heard • The actual report
by the White House Advisory Committee, headed by former AT&T board
chairman Victor E. Cooley, has not
been made public.
Ex-Sen. Charles Potter (R-Mich.) and
Rep. William Bray (R-Ind.) both introduced bil s in the 85th Congress calling for a spectrum study. The Potter
bill passed the Senate but died in the
House, in the face of strong industry
opposition, after it was amended by the
White House (Broadcasting, Aug. 4).
Rep. Bray, who attacked the Hoegh
action three weeks ago. gave his unqualified endorsement to an investigation by the Harris committee. "I think
it's
very finebetween
plan," our
he said.
"There. .is.
no aconflict
thinking.
We want to get the facts."
One result of the investigation could
be a "more desirable and advantageous
allocation"
band,
Rep. Harris and
said,usewithof athefairuhfdistribution
of
all
available
frequencies
among
all users.
Major Problem • Rep. Harris said
the major
wouldbe bea "trying
see
whetherproblem
there can
more ad-to
vantageous allocation for both military
and civilian use." Commercial broadcasters and the military long have been
casting covetous eyes at space assigned
BROADCASTING, February 23, 1959

By any
measurement

French Canada's
GREATEST
MEDIA

VALUE!

TOP STATION IN CANADA*
RATINGS**
TOPSTOPSIN IN
RESULTS

LOWEST COST
CANADA'S
1

Per Thousand

31c

[

VERDUN
♦Largest daily audience
in Canada— 433,600 homes
(Bureau of
Broadcast Measurement
Fall 1958 Survey)
**ELLIOT-HAYNES MONTHLY
RADIO RATINGS REPORTS

- MONTREAL

50000
WATTS

DAY

10.000 WATTS-NIGHT
REPRESENTATIVES:
CANADA: RADIO & TELEVISION SALES INC. MONTREAL TORONTO 63
U.S.A.: DONALD COOKE INC. NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES

ALLTHIS
AND

RATINGS,

^
TOO!
Your Bonus in the
Shreveport Market
MORE SETS
Nielsen Survey #3 says more
people watch KTBS-TV in a
great four state market.
MORE PROMOTION
Last zine
year,AwardBillboard
Winner! MagaNow . . . Nationwide Promotional Contest Winner!
AND RATINGS...
Just look at your latest ARB
Survey!
Your Client gets the complete
package when you buy . . .

Ask your Petty man for details
NBC
E. Newton Wray
Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
ABC
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each other. Eighteen months ago, fears
of broadcasters were realized when the
government in an OCDM letter to the
Senate
said its shortage
"critical"
(Broadcasting,
Aug. 12,was
1957).
Last spring, Comr. T.A.M. Craven
proposed that chs. 2-6 be swapped to
the military in exchange for enough
space nelstoforgain
25 contiguous
vhf chanbroadcasters
(Broadcasting,
June 2, 1958). A month later, the Senate Commerce Committee urged the
government to make every effort to release vhf space for broadcast use. "Why
haven't we called the military up here
and asked them what they will do about
it?" Sen. Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.),
committee head, asked in open session.
So far as is known, no progress has
been made with the military and the
Senate Commerce Committee has not
"asked them what they will do about it."
FCC moves to affirm
Seattle ch. 4 grant
The FCC last week announced it had
instructed its staff to affirm its 1957
grant of Seattle's ch. 7 to KIRO there.
Commission's
action the
—
theTheactual
vote will betentative
taken when
staff-prepared memorandum and order
is submitted officially — came two weeks
after the second oral argument in the
contested case.
Opposition to the KIRO grant came
from unsuccessful applicants KXA and
KVI Seattle. They maintained that Saul
Haas. KIRO majority owner, had used
political influence in obtaining control
of the station in 1934. Also challenged
was Mr. Haas' loyalty because of his
association
the 1920'swhich
with the
Seattle UnioninRecord,
allegedly
criticised U.S. "imperialism" and praised
the "communist line."
Both of these assertions had been
turned down by the FCC in its 1957
decision. The second oral argument was
scheduled last December because Comr.
T.A.M. Craven had not heard the first.
Majors win dismissal
of Portsmouth action
A decision handed down in New
York State Supreme Court establishes
the principle that radio-tv broadcasting
of major league baseball games into
minor league areas does not constitute
"physical
occupation."
The ruling
was made by Judge Edward J. Dimock on Feb. 14 while dismis ing a$250,000 damage suit brought
against the 16 major league clubs and
Commissioner Ford Frick by Frank
Lawrence, president of the defunct
Portsmouth (Va.) Club of the Piedmont League. Judge Dimock's decision
took issue with Mr. Lawrence's conten-

tion that rule 1-A of the majorminor
leagues'
agreementof major
was violated
by radio-tv
broadcasts
league
games into minor league territories.
Judge Dimock agreed with the defense counsel's argument that rule 1-A
meanttory by"physical
occupation"
one club within
50 milesof ofterrithe
area of another club and was not designed to cover radio-tv broadcasts.
Justice Dept. Warning. • During the
trial, defense pointed out that rule 1-D,
aimed at controlling broadcasts into
minor territories, was written into the
agreement at one time, but it was
stricken because the Justice Dept. had
warned it might lead to prosecution for
violation of antitrust laws.
Judge Dimock sympathized with the
plight of the minor league teams and
at the same time, he supported an
opinion voiced by Mr. Frick during
the trial. Mr. Frick suggested that Congress enact legislation that would permit the major leagues to regulate
broadcasts without fear of government
prosecution.
Mr. Lawrence testified that his club
earned about $50,000 a year until
broadcasts and telecasts of major
league teams
in thehe Portsmouth area.were
Gate carried
receipts,
said,
dropped
sharply.
He
instituted
his
suit
in the fall of 1954. The team continued
operations through the 1955 season.
WDAY libel test
snagged by Justice
The U.S. Supreme Court was given
an out in the touchy Farmers Union vs.
WDAY Inc. Sec. 315 case last week.
In a brief as friend of the court filed
Friday,
the fact
Justice
calledDakota
attention to the
that Dept.
the North
Supreme Court failed to make a determination that the state law conferringcastersimmunity
from libel onThisbroadwas unconstitutional.
was
the finding of the lower court, and was
never challenged in the North Dakota
Supreme Court, the Justice Dept. said.
The U.S. Supreme Court, therefore,
a determinanot reach
probably
tion on theshould
immunity
question,
Justice
stated. "Congress would be thereby put
on notice that it must legislate further
if it should desire to give this added
form of encouragement to political
broadcasting,"
government
The Justice the
Dept.,
however, said.
argued
that the U.S. Supreme Court should
rule that Sec. 315 absolutely bars a
broadcaster from censoring the utterances of political candidates.
Also filing was the American Civil
Liberties Union which likewise stressed
the U.S. court should hold that broaders are by act ofpolitical
Congress
prohibited fromcastcensoring
speeches
and
thus are immune from libel suits.
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A NEW

CONCEPT

IN LEVELING

The marked engineering advancement in the exclusive
new Gates "Level Devil" is best illustrated by contrasting the old with the new. In former leveling
amplifiers, the lower signal level, referred to as noise,
was expanded during a point of program silence.
A baseball or football game is an excellent example.
When the sports announcer was silent for a moment,
the crowd noise expanded considerably. And, when
the announcer spoke, the crowd noise immediately
decreased. With Level Devil, this difficulty is greatly
overcome. In the absence of signal, the noise level does
not rise above the regular level established by the
average signal. With older level amplifiers, the noise
would rise 10 to 15 db. under equivalent conditions.
Leveling amplifiers have, until "Level Devil," seen
only limited use in television. A film with a signal to

GATES

noise ratio of 30 db. (average value) could not
tolerate background noise increased during a period
of silence on the film. By overcoming this background
noise, which would be very noticeable to the listener,
Level Devil becomes ideal for television broadcasting.
This new leveling amplifier also offers many other
outstanding advantages in services such as film, tape,
and disc recording, and becomes another progressive
step in AM and FM broadcasting.
For complete technical information,
write today for Bulletin 107-A.
Yours for the asking.

RADIO
COMPANY
Subsidiary of Harris-lntertype Corporation

—
NEW YORK
OFFICES
INTERNATIONAL DIV. 13 Easf 40lh St., New York Clly
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AMPLIFIERS

WASHINGTON, 0. C.

QUINCY, ILLINOIS

HOUSTON
- ATLANTA
In Canada, CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY
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in late 1954 or early 1955 and was
purely tified
social,
said, McConnanghey
although he iden-as
himself he
to Mr.
an
applicant
for
Boston
ch. 5. Mr.
'Improper' actions charged on all sides
Mills also attended that meeting, he
said.
as rehearing of Boston case opens
The second lunch with Mr. McConnaughey was held about March or
dent
of
Massachusetts
Bay;
George
C.
Rehearing of the Boston ch. 5 case
April
1956, he said, and included Mr.
McConnaughey,
former
FCC
chairman;
got off to a running start last week with
five full days of charges and counter- Charles Mills, retired banker who in- attorney.
Mills and Thomas Joyce, Mr. Choate's
charges by Bostonians who charged
troduced Messrs. Choate and McConeach other with being improper.
naughey during the adjudicatory period;
Mistake in Testimony • Mr. Choate
Their A's were no broader than the John tonTaylor,
vice president of the Bos- said his earlier testimony before the
Globe.
accusations they flung about concernHouse Oversight Subcommittee to the
The hearing
resumes at 11 a.m. to- effect that he had not met Mr. McConing pressures brought to bear — or atmorrow (Feb. 24.).
tempted— through prominent political
naughey before the second (1956) meetfigures, upon the FCC. The hearing was
ing was due to a misunderstanding of
Here is how the testimony developed
ordered by the FCC last December per last week during the rehearing of the
asked because of "rapida remand the previous July from the Boston ch. 5 proceeding before Judge the
fire" question
questioning.
U.S. Court of Appeals for the District Stern:
(Mr. theMcConnaughey
beof Columbia, upholding the grant of oh.
House group thathadhetestified
had lunch
5 to WHDH Boston (Herald-Traveler) Robert B. Choate, editor-publisher of with foreMr.
Choate only once, in the
but ordering a new hearing in the the Boston Herald-Traveler and presi- was
of 1956, and that no one else
dent of WHDH-AM-FM-TV Boston. springalong.)
proceeding.
The hearing, ordered because of testiMr. Choate said he had lunched
Mr. Choate denied he questioned
mony before the House Legislative
FCC Chairman Mc- Mr. McConnaughey about the ch. 5
Oversight Subcommittee of ex parte twice with former
C
o
n
a
u
g
h
e
y
,
t
h
e
first
meeting
being
hearing procedure at the first meeting
contacts between representatives of the
how WHDH could get a recompeting applicants and members of "purely social" on his part and the and about
view
of
the
examiner's decision favorsecond to tryto toa bill
change
the
chairman's
the FCC, seemed to center around a opposition
then in the House meeting.
ing another applicant at the second
few main themes. Some of them included:
which would prohibit "discrimination"
said he had seen only
newspaper applicants for broad- oneMr.otherChoate
• Whether a representative of the againstcast facilities.
FCC member, Comr. Robert
winning applicant, WHDH, talked to
He said he had questioned his friend E. Lee. during the period June 16,
the former FCC chairman during the Charles
F. Mills, who had served with 1954 (designation of comparative heartime the case was under adjudication; Mr. McConnaughey
on the Renegotiaing) and April 24, 1957 (final FCC
the number of times; whether the talk
tion Board before the latter's appoint- grant to WHDH Inc.), at a dinner in
was on merits of the applicants or otherment to the FCC, about Mr. McCon- Boston, but might have met others
wise, and whether powerful political
naughey because as a publisher he was
at various other similar
figures helped push the WHDH applica- concerned about the policies of incom- momentarily
functions. He did not discuss the ch. 5
tion through the FCC.
ing
members
toward
newspaper
apcase
with
any
of the Commissioners at
• Whether other applicants did not
Mr. Mills offered to arrange these different affairs, he testified.
contact the same political figures or a luncheonplicants.meeting,
which took place
Mr. Choate said he had discussed
similarly highly^placed ones for asthe ch. 5 case with Sen. Leverett Salsistance.
tonstall (R-Mass.), former Presidential
• Whether other FCC members were
Assistant Sherman Adams, former Secpressured or whether applicants made
retary of Commerce Sinclair Weeks.
ex parte contacts with them.
Secretary to the Cabinet Max Rabb and
• Whether justice was not flouted
Rep.
William
H. Bates (R-Mass.), but
through loose application of the antididn't ask them for any help and they
trust laws and whether any misrepredidn't volunteer any. The conversation
sentation orpolitical pressure was used
about ch. 5 always came up, he said,
m the doing.
because of the publicity and talk about
Judge Horace Stern, who presided
the case and was usually initiated by
at the Miami ch. 10 rehearing, also is
them, not himself.
presiding in the ch. 5 case. The FCC
No Contact with Comr. Mack • In
in granting ch. 5 to WHDH in April
1957 reversed a hearing examiner who
cross-questioning
from Allen
B. DuMont counsel William
A. Roberts.
had favored Greater Boston Tv Corp.,
Mr. Choate denied he or his assistant on
another applicant. The other two apthe Herald-Traveler, George Akerson.
are Massachusetts
Bay Labs.
Telehad contacted former Comr. Richard A.
casters Inc.plicantsand
Allen B. DuMont
The Boston Globe has been allowed to
Mack in Florida, by telephone or otherintervene on a limited basis and the
wise, in 1956, or that any company emJustice Dept. is sitting in as amicus
ascertainch. Comr.
positionployeintriedtheto Boston
5 case. Mack's
curiae.
Witnesses last week were Robert B.
Forrester A. Clark, Boston investment
Choate, editor-publisher of the Boston
banker and vice president of Massachusetts Bay Telecasters Inc.
Herald-Traveler and president of
Mr. Clark said he talked to several
WHDH; Forrester A. Clark, vice presiChoate: back to put the record straight
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political and government figures but
only to tell them his company had decided not to seek the use of political
influence and to ask them not to exert
pressure in behalf of others.
Worried About Rumors • Despite
Massachusetts Bay's policy of not seekingbers
political
becamefavors,
worriedhe said,
at a board
numbermem-of
rumors that other applicants were asking political help and detailed Mr. Clark
to see several persons. These, he said,
were UN Ambassador Henry Cabot
Lodge, Secretary of Commerce Sinclair
Weeks, White House aide Robert Cutler
and FCC Chairman George McConnaughey. A stockholder friend of Reps.
Richard B. Wigglesworth (R-Mass.) and
Joseph W. Martin Jr. (R-Mass.) was
asked to write letters to those congressmen asking them to keep neutral in

qualified than others, did not "go
farther" than the agreed-upon company
policy of refusing to seek political favor.
Mr. Clark said the memo was employed
only as a reminder to Mr. Cutler to look
into the rumors.
By 1956, Mr. Clark said, still more
rumorstainwere
"floating around"
that cerother applicants
had contacted
members of the FCC. Mr. Clark was
asked to see Mr. McConnaughey. They
lunched in a private hotel dining room.
Mr. McConnaughey arrived, he said,
and looking
at Mr.thatClark's
six-foot-six
frame,
remarked
he must
be a
former football player. Mr. Clark, who
played with Harvard from 1926-28, acknowledged he was and quickly explained his purpose in allegorical form.
He told Mr. McConnaughey, he said,
that Massachusetts Bay had both Demo-

McConnaughey: ch. 5 wasn't on menu
their activities. This was in February
1954.
White House Gets in Act • By April
there was more talk of political activity and Mr. Clark was sent to talk to
White House aide Cutler in Boston.
Mr. Cutler asked for a memorandum
expressing
Mr. Clark's
and who
this
was furnished,
he said. thoughts
Mr. Cutler,
returned to Boston several days later,
said he had shown the memo to Presidential Assistant Sherman Adams and
told Mr. Clark that Mr. Adams had
called the FCC chairman to tell him he
should not let himself he swayed bv
political influence.
Mr. Clark was asked if the memo,
which mentioned a trend toward "pyramiding" of newspaper and broadcast
properties and expressed the opinion
that some of the applicants were better
BROADCASTING, February 23, 1959

Clark: only attested firm's integrity
crats and Republicans among stockholders; that his firm had such a diversification of stockholders as Boston Pops Orchestra conductor Arthur Fiedler, Red
Sox centerfielder Dom DiMaggio and
novelist John P. Marquand.
Mr. Clark said he urged Mr. Mcaughey toreadonhisApril
firm's12.brief
the case and Conlater,
1956.in
wrote the chairman a letter which urged
him again to read the brief. He explained he feared Mr. McConnaughey
might be so busy he would not read the
brief itself but only a synopsis of it. In
the fall of 1956. he said, the board
asked
him toandsee he"anyone
knew"Lev-in
Waihin7ton
talked weto Sen.
erett Saltonstall (R-Mass.), Reps. William H. Bates (R-Mass.) and Laurence
Curtis (R-Mass.) and former National
GOP Chairman Leonard Hall, asking

each to avoid exercising pressure for
anyMr.applicant.
Clark said Sen. Saltonstall told
him that both Mr. Choate and Daniel
Lynch, a stockholder in Greater Boston
Tv Corp., had discussed the ch. 5 case
with him earlier and that he was assured
by the senator that he would not take
sides in the contest. He said Sen. Saltonstall told him he would favor the
Herald-Traveler if anybody, but said
Sen. ingSaltonstall
doesn't
rememberanother
saythis today. John
Lawrence,
company stockholder, also contacted
Secretary to the Cabinet Max Rabb, he
said.
Richard Maguire, Boston lawyer and
counsel for Greater Boston, noted that
records filed with the FCC show a
dozen Massachusetts Bay stockholders
identified with GOP activities, while

stockholders
who ares* Democrats are
Mills: memory's
not identified
as such.
Cites 'Pressure' Stories • Besides the
"rumors"
political pressure,
Mr.
Clark said,of stockholders
in his firm
were worried over three articles in
Broadcasting concerning alleged White
House pressure on the FCC. (These
were news articles in the Jan. 21. 1955.
issue quoting Sen. Warren G. Magnuson, chairman of the Senate Commerce
Committee, as expressing concern over
such pressure; Jan. 23 and 30, 1956,
telling of a House Small Business
[Evins]gate Subcommittee's
plan to investipressure by the Executive
Branch
on the FCC.)
George C. McConnaughey, former FCC
chairman.
Mr. McConnaughey said he had no
more than one lunch with Mr. Choate
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during 1956 and didn't remember an
earlier meeting in 1954 or 1955 described by Mr. Mills, but said he
wouldn't
question Mr.Mr.Mills'
word.wantHe
said he remembered
Choate
ed to talk about legislation, but he
didn't remember what kind.
He said Mr. Choate told him he had
an application before the FCC and was
disturbed at legislation concerning
newspapers, but that "I cut him off
awfully quick." He said he felt Mr.
Choate simply was trying to "put his
best foot forward," and that he was willing to listen to Mr. Choate because of
many complaints then directed at FCC
slowness in awarding tv grants.
He said he didn't recall a meeting,
describedment, at which
by Mr. Mr.
Mills'Choate
unswornallegedly
statesaid thecision
hearing
examiner's
initial
defavored Greater Boston and
asked how that decision could be reviewed. He said
was "possible"
lunched with
Mr. itChoate
three timeshe
but he didn't recall this was the case.
He saw Mr. Choate at a dinner given
by Westinghouse in early 1957, he said,
but only to shake hands. Mr. McConnaughey doubted if Sen. Leverett
Saltonstall had ever communicated with
him on the ch. 5 case.
Clark, DuMont Meetings • He acknowledged having lunch with Mr.
Clark and added that he also had lunch
with Dr. Allen B. DuMont of DuMont
Labs in a hotel, as arranged by William
A.recall
Roberts,
He didn't
ever DuMont
discussingcounsel.
the case
with
Secretary to the Cabinet Max Rabb or
Secretary of Commerce Sinclair Weeks.
He remembered he talked to cousins
Davis and John Taylor who publish the
Boston Globe, and that they were unhappy because
they'd heard
the FCC
had issued
instructions
for preparation
of a decision awarding ch. 5 to the
Herald-Traveler. He said he "got upset" duringtheir
the talk,
them he didn't
appreciate
visit told
and informed
them
they were not parties in the case.
Mr. Mr.
McConnaughey
didn't
recall
Mills being atsaidhis heluncheon
meeting with Mr. Choate in 1956. He
said he didn't "condone" talks with applicants for broadcast grants, but found
it hard to avoid them because applicants
want to make "personal" contact with
FCC members. A member of a regulatory agency "can't live in a vacuum,"
he said.
'Schwartz' Approach • Mr. Roberts
tried to question Mr. McConnaughey
later on whether the Republican National Committee has to be considered
in getting reappointed to the FCC. Mr.
Holtz
objected
to thisStern
"Schwartz-like"
tactic and
Examiner
urged that
we
"get
back
on
the
high
road."
McConnaughey said he has retained Mr.no
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records of appointments and telephone
calls while on the FCC.
A memo was produced by Mr.
Roberts to indicate that he and Dr. DuMont met once with the FCC chairman
but only to discuss a DuMont allocations proposal.
Mr. McConnaughey told Globe counsel Robert Haydock he phoned Victor
Hansen, assistant attorney general in
charge of the antitrust division, on
March 28, 1957, to ask about the
Globe's antitrust suit against the
Herald-Traveler after hearing "rumblings" cfromom it e the
HouseMr.Antitrust
and others.
Hansen Subtold
him, he said, that the Justice Dept. had
investigated the case, that the Globe
claims shouldn't be dignified by calling
them a complaint and that as far as
Justice was concerned, the matter was
closed. Mr. Haydock later questioned
this memo's authenticity.
Mr. Haydock then read a letter dated
April 14, 1957, from Mr. McConnaughey, representing the FCC, to
Chairman Emanuel Celler (D-N.Y.) of
the House Antitrust Subcommittee, saying Mr. Hansen had told him there was
insufficient evidence to justify proceeding in the antitrust case. Mr. McConnaughey said he acted to make sure
there were no antitrust implications before the ch. 5 grant was made.
Left Out of Docket • He said the
case
had Commission
been discussedwithby Warren
"probably"E.
the full
Baker, then FCC general counsel. He
acknowledged the letter to Rep. Celler
was probably dictated by Mr. Baker.
The correspondence was not entered in
the ch. 5 docket, he said, and none of
the parties was informed of it.
Mr. Haydock then attempted to introduce another letter — from Mr. Hansen to Rep. John Dingell (D-Mich.).
dated May 8, 1957 — which he said
contradicated Mr. Hansen's viewpoint
in the case as explained by Mr. McConnaughey. Herald-Traveler counsel William Dempsey objected, saying among
other things that he doubted the authenticity ofthis letter. Examiner Stern
refused to admit the letter as an exhibit
but allowed it for identification purposes.
Thereupon, Mr. Haydock said the
Globe charges that: (1) Mr. McConnaughey should have disqualified himself from voting because of a question
that
misrepresented
Mr. Hansen's
views heto other
FCC members;
that Mr.
McConnaughey illegally discussed the
antitrust case with Mr. Baker while the
ch. 5 case was pending after oral argument, andsenthat
an illegal
tation had been
made outside
to the repreFCC
by Mr. Hansen in discussing the case
with the FCC chairman. (Mr. Choate
also had testified to the House group
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It's a matter of taste. But the fact
remains that residuals are the egg in
the beer that just about everybody
wants! That's why the smart money
bets on film—then you're ready for
reruns,thing ! syndications. Ready for anyActually, film does three things for
you ... 3 big important things:
1 . Gives you the high-polish commercials you've come to expect
. . . fluff-free . . . sure.
2. Gives you coveragey/fth full
pre-test opportunities.
3. Retains residual values.
For more information write-.
Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N.Y.
East Coast Division
342 Madison Ave.
New York 1 7, N.Y.
Midwest Division
1 30 East Randolph Drive
Chicago 1 , Hi.
West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif,
W. J. German, Inc.
Agents for the sale and distribution of
Eastman Professional orMotion Picture Films
Fort Lee, N. J.; Chicago, III.;
Hollywood, Calif.

that he talked to then Attorney General Herbert Brownell and Mr. Brownell assured him the Globe didn't have
a good antitrust case against the HeraldTraveler.)
Justice and FCC • Robert A. Bicks.
representing the Justice Dept. as amicus curiae, interjected that Justice was
not precluded from prosecuting the case
by the FCC decision. James McKenna.
representing Massachusetts Bay Telecasters, and FCC counsel Holtz, however, pointed out that such questions, in
comparative cases, should be weighed
before FCC actions in which they are
involved.
Charles F. Mills, retired banker, former
vice president of First National Bank
of Boston and former member of Renegotiations Board.
Mr. Mills testified that his unsworn
statement furnished to FCC counsel
Holtz last Jan. 16 was true as well as
he could recall. In this statement he had
described two meetings he had arranged
for Mr. Choate with Mr. McConnaughey: the first so Mr. Choate could
"size up" Mr. McConnaughey as new
chairman, held in 1954 or 1955, at
which conversation was social in nature,
although, he said, Mr. Choate identified
himself as an applicant for ch. 5 and
asked how long such cases lasted and
what itial
happened
decision. after the examiner s inAt the second, according to the statement, Mr. Choate told the chairman the
hearing examiner had favored Greater
Boston Tv Corp. and asked him how
the case could be reviewed. Mr. Mills
held to this version in testimony, but was
Unsure about just what was said at the
first meeting.
He said he was induced by his old
friend Secretary of Commerce Sinclair
Weeks, after retiring as vice president
of the First National Bank of Boston,
to go to Washington where in August
1953 he was appointed to the Renegotiation Board and later met Mr. McConnaughey uponofthethatlatter's
ment as chairman
body. appointMr. Mills said he didn't remember
meeting Thomas Joyce, Herald-Traveler
counsel, at either of the meetings and
said he was unable to recognize Mr.
Joyce, who was present in the hearing
room. He said he recalled no discussion
of legislation at either of the meetings.
Globe's counsel. Neil Leonard,
asked that data on phone calls made
Jan. 6 and 10, 1956, shortly after
the hearing examiner's initial decision
Jan. 4 favoring Greater Boston, be introduced into the record. The phone
call data was obtained by FCC counsel
from the House Oversight Subcommittee, which had subpoenaed telephone
company records earlier.
Herald-Traveler counsel William
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Dempsey objected to this, saying the
information was obtained by extra-legal
means,
mightnewsreveal
the and
newspaper's
Washington
sources
did not
tell the "whole story" because the telephone company's records had been
destroyed(June
for most
"adjudicatory"
period
1954 ofto theApril
1957).
FCC counsel said a three-minute call
was made from the Herald-Traveler in
Boston to Mr. Mills in Washington on
Jan. 6 and that Mr. Mills made a twominute call to Mr. Choate at the HeraldTraveler 45 minutes later. On Jan. 10
Mr. Mills was called for three minutes
from the Herald-Traveler and five minutes later made a one-minute call to
someone at the newspaper.
The telephone data had been asked
by counsel for several parties, including
the Globe, so Mr. Mills could be asked
if this might refresh his memory concerning the date of the Choate-McConnaughey-Mills lunch. But Mr. Mills said
it didn't also
helpnoted
him Mr.
to remember.
FCC
counsel
Mills had called
the newspaper on Dec. 7, 1955.
JohntonTaylor,
Globe: vice president of the BosMr. Taylor said he and his cousin
Davis Taylor, publisher and general
manager of the Globe, knew several

•

The Taylors: Davis (I) and John
principals in both Greater Boston and
Massachusetts Bay and that representatives of both on two occasions asked
the newspaper to join them (financially
or in a cooperative newsgathering agreement). They refused, he said, because
among other reasons they wanted to
remain friends with contestants and because they wanted to be free to cover
the ch. 5 contest as a news story.
As the hearings developed and the defunct Boston Post became weaker com-

petitively, the Globe became
that the Herald-Traveler
mightconcerned
get the
grant,
he
said.
"Certain
people,"
said, "asked us to merge with thehe
Herald-Traveler." He said this heightand that he getdidn't
want toened hisseeconcern
the Herald-Traveler
the
license
to
use
as
a
"powerful
further such a merger. weapon" to
He said that on Dec. 19, 1956, he
was told by Allen Steinert, a principal
in Massachusetts Bay, that the FCC had
issued unpublished instructions to its
staff to prepare a decision favoring the
Herald-Traveler. He said Mr. Steinert
had learned this information from Massachusetts Bay's Washington
counsel
James McKenna
who in turn
had
learned
it
from
Sol
Taishoff
of
Broadcasting.
Mr. Taylor said he and his cousin
decided to go to Washington to find
out if the story were true and arrived
there dent
Jan.Eisenhower
8, 1957.before
Theydeparting,
wrote Presiand
also wired Presidential assistant Sherman
Adams
asking
if
they
could
talk
to him.
In Washington, he said, they saw
Sen. Saltonstall, who said he was remaining neutral in the case and sugMr. McConandanseeappointment
gestednaughey,
they goarranging
for
them, which they kept the next day (see
McConnaughey testimony, foregoing).
Then they went to see Sen. John F.
Kennedy (D-Mass.), who told them he
thought it would be "suicidal" for him
to "go near" a regulatory commission.
Sen. Kennedy also said they ought to
see FCC members, he said, and that
he'd try to get Sen. George A. Smathers (D-Fla.) to introduce them to Comr.
Richard A. Mack. They subsequently
visited all commissioners, the Taylors
said.
Next they went to see House Minority Leader Joe Martin (R-Mass.), who
told
had they
been do"outpoliticked,"themand they
suggested
a little
politicking themselves to turn the tide.
They then visited Rep. John McCormick (D-Mass.),
"seemedtheyinterested," and jokinglywhosuggested
fill
up the void left by the Boston Post by
becoming a Democratic newspaper.
Later Davis Taylor got Mr. Adams
on the phone and told him of their suspicions and asked to see him, be said.
He said Mr. Adams told Davis Taylor
that the White House never interferes
inandregulatory
comparativeif cases
it would agency
be embarrassing
they
came to the White House. Whereupon.
Davis Taylor told Mr. Adams he didn't
want
to embarrass
the witness
said. him and "hung up,"
Afterward they got in touch with
Secretary to the Cabinet Max Rabb, who
assured them this was the "first time in
four years" someone had come to him
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Miami still hot
The FCC last week set April
23 for oral argument on the
Miami ch. 10 rehearing and also
last week a flareup occurred in
the controversial case involving a
communication from Sen. George
A. Smathers (D-Fla.) to the FCC.
The Commission's Associate
General Counsel Edgar W. Holtz,
who heads the FCC investigation
team which worked on the Miami
rehearing and is now engaged in
the Boston ch. 5 rehearing, advised the FCC that a Jan. 20
letter from Sen. Smathers should
not be considered part of the
record in the Miami case. Mr.
Holtz stated he agreed with the
complaint by Public Service Television Inc. that Sen. Smathers is
not a party to the hearing and
that the deadline has passed for
comments and exceptions to the
examiner's report.
Sen. Smathers in his Jan. 20
letter took issue with a finding
in JudgethatHorace
Stern's senator
initial
decision
the Florida
spoke to Comr. Mack about the
Miami ch. 10 case while it was
still pending final decision.
not
Mr. notTaylor
said, "wanting
adding thatsomething,"
Mr. Rabb did
give
them any advice.
They also went to Vice President
Richard Nixon's office on Capitol Hill
and were told by an aide he'd make sure
Mr. Nixon was "fully informed" if they
did not insist on seeing him. Then they
returned to Boston where they found a
letter from Gerald D. Morgan, special
counsel to the President, saying the
White House does not interfere in regulator}- agency cases. Mr. Taylor said.
WTMB may get okay
The FCC's latest move in the offagain-on-again am case in Tomah. Wis.,
was to direct preparation last week of a
document to lift the Dec. 10 stay of
grants to Tomah-Mauston Broadcasting
Co. for WTMB and modification of its
permit, pending decision on the protest
of William C. Forrest, WRDB Reedsburg, Wis.
Earlier this month (Broadcasting,
Feb. 9), the FCC directed preparation
of a document which would have maintained the stay of the WTMB grants.
This move followed a U.S. Court of
Appeals opinion, informing the Commission that it was not required to enjoin operation of a new station prior to
a formal hearing on interference problems.
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PROGRAM

Broadcaster comments

FORM

REVAMPING

on proposed changes

challenge Commission's jurisdiction, hold
thinking is based on yesteryear operation
The FCC was hit from several angles and adequate information which would
last week via comments filed on its pro- permit adoption of program standards.
Maintaining a position close to that
posals to revise program classifications
and spot announcement listings in ap- of FCC Comr. T.A.M. Craven, the
Pierson,
Ball & Dowd brief held that
plication forms.
One powerful group of broadcasters, the Commission is prevented from imthrough the Pierson, Ball & Dowd law
posing program guides (which the forms
firm, filed a joint document challenging would inferentially accomplish) because
Sec.
326
of the Communications Act
entirely
the Commission's jurisdiction forbids censorship.
over
programming.
The brief went beyond this simple
Another group, comprising modernday radio operators, termed the whole declaration, however. It also maintained
that
even if the Commission has the
concept of classifications and spot numbering an anachronism based on net- authority — or needs the information for
work-oriented broadcasting of the
convenience and neces1 940s. This viewpoint was submitted by "publicsity"interest,
consideration — the ability to judge
Cohn & Marks.
what is in the public interest for each
Other pleadings were made by the of the markets in which the more than
Federal Communications Bar Assn. 3,000 radio and 500 tv stations operate
and individual stations.
would be insurmountable and a reguBefore the week was up, the Commislatory nightmare.
sion gave interested parties another
Meaningless Statistics • Added to
seven days before closing the books on these doubts, the brief continued, is
these comments; it moved the deadline the practical worthlessness of the comback to Wednesday (Feb. 25) because
posite week material and program perof an error in the published report last
centage figures. They do not show, the
January. At that time the deadline was comment contended, the qualitative
continued to Feb. 18.
content of the programs, and are also
The proposed changes in Sec. IV of open to misconstruction (when is edubroadcast applications forms were ancational, entertainment, when is comnounced last November (Broadcasting,
mercial, sustaining and vice versa).
Even if the Commission has the
Dec. 1, 1958). The changes were based
on a series of meetings between Com- authority to insist on balanced programmission staffers and a committee of
ming, the brief continued, there is no
broadcasters. They were aimed to sim- suitable frame of reference to which
plify and modernize the program forms the programs or the over-all programrequired to be filed for new stations, on
ming can be applied.
renewal forms, and for changes in ownThe FCC can, the brief stated, proership.
mote diversification through the adopThe notice was accompanied by a
tion of allocation policies promoting
six-page
Comr. T.A.M.
Cra- multiple and competitive services.
ven. Mr.dissent
Cravenbycontended
that since
There is also a statement in the comthe Communications Act forbids the
ment that the argument that the Commission should be permitted to inquire
FCC to censor programs, the program
form should be eliminated.
into programming to hold the threat
Jurisdiction Questioned • Direct chal- of sanctions over broadcasters in order
to force them to hew to a salutary line
lenge to the FCC's
wholewasconcept
programming
jurisdiction
made byof is a sophism, since the Commission may
more than 20 broadcasters represented not accomplish by indirection what it
is prohibited from doing directly.
by Pierson, Ball & Dowd.
In one section, the Pierson brief
In its 29-page printed comment on
has juris-of
the proposed new program content stated that
diction overthe
the Commission
commercial content
forms, the law firm recommended that
the proposed revisions be withdrawn broadcasting, as well as over such "leand that the FCC adopt a uniform polgal"tionactivities
ensuring or
that indecent
no stabroadcastsas obscene
icy that program information no longer
matter,
lottery
information,
or
engages
shall be required as a part of the information inapplications.
in non-broadcast or point-to-point comThe blanket opposition was premised munications.
on the legal prohibition against the FCC
Other FCC activities that are permis ible, the brief continued, are in
from censoring programs and "the prac- making sure
that the licensee has not
tical limitations" in obtaining reliable
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HIT

delegated his responsibility for programming, that he is making time available
for the fair presentation of opposing
sides in controversial issues, and for the
proper usage
of a station's
facilities
political
candidates
under Sec.
315. by
Even consideration of proposed program ing incomparative hearing cases
should be prohibited, the Pierson comment stated, since "the approval or
disapproval of program proposals in
comparative cases has the effect of
establishing standards which restrict
other
choices
Publicapplicants'
Knows Best
• Inofitsprograms."
discussion
of the position that the FCC may exercise jurisdiction over commercials, the
brief made these points: There is no
constitutional prohibition, and, therefore, the Commission may prescribe
standards for commercial advertising.
The basic point made in the Pierson
document is that the general public is
the best censor of programming; if it
does not
for will
a station's
programming, thatcare
station
lose its audience.
The stations sponsoring the Pierson
document were: KLZ-AM-TV Denver,
WWJ-AM-FM-TV Detroit, KDYLAM-FM and KTVT (TV) Salt Lake
City, WHBF-AM-FM-TV Rock Island.
(111.), WTCN-AM-TV Minneapolis,
WFBM-AM-TV Indianapolis, WDSUAM-FM-TV New Orleans, WKY Television System Inc.
WMT-AM-TV Cedar Rapids (Iowa) ,
KWMTolis, WJBC
FortBloomington
Dodge, WANN
Annap(111.), WQOK
Greenville (S.C.), WIVK Knoxville,
WSNJ-AM-FM Bridgeton (N.J.),
WLPO LaSalle (111.), WDAM-TV Hattiesburg
(Miss.), Beckley
WAFB-TV(W.Va.),
Baton
Rouge, WJLS
WOOD-AM-TV Grand Rapids and
WPAT-AM-FM Paterson (N.J.).
Adjectives
• "Antiquated"
and "archaic" are terms
used to describe
the
proposed program classifications and
percentage-listings form. These words
are in a brief submitted by the Washington law firm of Cohn & Marks representing various groups of indestations. pendent, non-network affiliated radio
Strongly
comments
contended thatworded,
the wholethe idea
of program
classifications, listing of percentages and
numbers of spot announcements per 15minute segments were outmoded.
The proposals
and theprograms
present and
requirements for listing
spot announcements, the brief maintained, are based on radio- 1940.
"The new form proposed to solidify
and calcify concepts which are now
completely
"Radioof
is no longeroutmoded,"
primarilyit astated.
medium
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Let's

remove

this
Railroad

barrier

to

Progress

now!
During World War II a temporary Federal tax was
imposed on passenger fares paid by the people who
used trains, planes, buses or other for-hire carriers. One
big reason for this was to discourage nonessential use
of these vitally needed transportation facilities.
Today, the traveler is still required to pay this tax.
It adds 10% to the cost of the ticket. The tax is continuing
to discourage travel at a time when railroad passenger
ASSOCIATION
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OF AMERICAN

service is burdened with operating deficits of $700
million a year.
The travel tax undermines the strength and stability
of the whole transportation industry. And in so doing
it threatens the ability of the railroads and other public
carriers to keep pace with the growing needs of our
economy and national defense.
The tax on travel is a deterrent to progress and preparednes . IT SHOULD BE REPEALED!
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mass appeal to universal and total
needs . . . [today]. It serves individual
and personal rather than universal
needs."
Things Now Different • Radio today,
the Cohn & Marks brief maintained,
is a basic music and news format.
Radio no longer sells 15 and 30 minute
programs.
News is interspersed in the middle of
a block of time, not as a program, the
document pointed out. Stations now
editorialize. Public service aid is given
through the liberal use of spot announcements, much more effective than
a 15 minute or 30 minute program.
The brief asked the Commission to
make clear that program percentages
are but one element in the FCCs evaluation of a program service and that
failure to devote time to any one catetion. gory does not "stigmatize" an operaThe group proposed that the Commission require only that the number
of spot announcements, and their
lengths,tion.beThis required
for a week's
operawould provide
a complete
and factual picture of the extent of commercial operation. "It is far more important to know the relationship between the spots and the programming
structure of a station," the document
insisted,
it is to knowin athesegment
mere
number of"than
announcements
of The
time."brief also termed the breakdown
of time periods between commercial
and sustaining as a "vestigial remnant
of Ita by-gone
day." that the proposed
also contended
definition of a recorded program is
"unrealistic."
A disc-jockeyin playing
records is an entertainer
the fullest
sense of the word — he comments on
music and artists, interviews, discusses
public issues, informs on local events,
and 'chats' with his audience.
The brief also took the position that
the proposed definition of "Public Affairs" limits the subject matter. It asked
that the definition be broadened to include matters of local interest, besides
national
and international
The definition
of sporting "problems."
events also
should be clarified to include sports reports, the group asked.
"Any formshould
that ispermit
adopted
by the
Commission
an analysis
of programming so as to reflect the
true operation of the station rather
than to create the impression that such
an operation renders less of a public
service than that of a radio broadcaster
who is still following antiquated formulae and consequently is able to show
higher percentages of time devoted to
programs
brief stated.that no one listens to," the
The Cohn & Marks document was
signed by McLendon, Burden Mid74 (GOVERNMENT)

Too soon
An application from Press
Wireless Inc., New York, to the
FCC for permission to contact
manned vehicles traveling in outer space is considered "premature" by the Commission.
In its reply to Press Wireless,
the FCC says that any common
carrier wishing to communicate
with space machines should first
obtain permission from the appropriate government. Regarding PW's claim that arrangements
to contact space expeditions could
only
a "last that
minute"
basis,bethemadeFCCon replied
the
common carrier would have to
ascertain which frequencies will
be used, and the agency from
which to secure permission, so
that there must be at least a few
days' notice.
America and Bartell station groups and
WOL Washington, D. C. and WDOV
Dover and WNAV Annapolis, both
Maryland.
No Reasons Given • The Federal
Communications Bar Assn. emphasized
that the standards for program performance have never been published.
It stated that nowhere in the form are
the reasons given for establishing these
classifications and percentages, nor does
the form provide the underlying criteria
on the basis of which the information
will be evaluated. This, FCBA stated,
is a basic defect.
FCBA urged that the present rulemaking proceeding should be used to
"delineate
standards which
of performance
broadcast licensees
will serve byas
a framework within which a licensee
can plan its own programming to serve
best the public interest and effectively
compete and still have reasonable assurance of a renewal
of its license."
In comments
on specific
contents of
the proposed changes, FCBA took the
position that:
• There is no recognition of basic
differences between network and independent operation, small or single-station markets vs. large and multiple station markets, specialized operations vs.
diversified programming, am as compared to fm and tv operation.
• Percentage analysis cannot be relied upon to make a qualitative analysis.
It is possible, for example, to place all
non-entertainment programming between midnight and 6 a.m. or carry
only network non-entertainment program ing so that this category would
never show up in the form.
• Puts at a disadvantage stations

which meet their public service responsibility via entertainment programs or
public service spot announcements.
". . . the mere fact of there being a
program category in the analysis form
implies some sort of necessity of there
being
programs
that ascategory."
• Nosomecriteria
are ingiven
to how
long or short is a program. How about
a two-minute program? In one section
of the proposed revision a program
segment is identified as 15 minutes long.
This leads to several "injustices" — (1)
a five-minute sustaining non-entertaining program,
followedwould
by arequire
10-minute
network
commercial
the
full 15 minutes to be classified network
commercial; nouncement
(2) abetweencommercial
antwo sustaining
programs each less than 14 minutes
would require the entire period to be
classified as commercial. There is no
indication whether "overcommercialization" is bad or whether the absence of
"live" programs is bad.
• There is a question on the necessity of information requested on the
staffing of stations. The information
has no tions,bearing
on a used
station's
and is never
for qualificaany purpose
by
the
staff.
• The rules should be revamped so
that program classifications carried in a
station log should be comparable to
those required on program forms.
The FCBA asked that a seminar be
held between its members and other
interested parties and the FCC before
the Commission made its final decision
on this matter.
Proof of Service • The WDSU New
Orleans stations urged that a licensee
should demonstrate that he has appraised the needs and interests of his
area and should also be called to indicate whether he intends to offer a
specialized or a general service. These
were in addition to the position of the
New Orleans broadcaster as a signer of
the brief filed by the Pierson, Ball &
Dowd firm.
WEPM Martinsburg and WCLG
Morgantown, both W. Va., stated that
the formula of program percentages are
"meaningless." The proposed form
would only continue, the station said,
to present as fact situations which are
in actuality the reverse.
KIEM-TV Eureka, Calif., suggested
that licensees have a choice of either
counting programs or announcements.
WBTM Danville, Va., asked that a
new program category be listed — musical service.
It alsoshould
urgedbethatabandoned
the 15minute
division
in favor of 5-minute divisions.
American Assn. of University Women filed a comment upholding the
FCCs right to inquire into program
categories.
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LAR DALY LANDS
FREE TIME
All five Chicago tv stations got stuck by Argentine President Frondizi) conwith a splinter candidate last week.
stituted "genuine news items" and were
Lar (America First) Daly, perennial not "directly or indirectly initiated by
political aspirant, requested and re- Mayor Daley." They were carried on
not special newscasts, he said.
ceived equal time from CBS' WBBM- regular,
Time for Sheehan • Officials at
TV
and Mayor
ABC's WBKB
to answer
Chicago
Richard (TV)
J. Daley
in his WBKB and WBBM-TV also acceded to
bid for the Democratic mayoralty nom- similar time requests from Timothy
ination. He also was successful in get- Sheehan, Republican mayoralty candidate, to answer Mr. Daly. WBKB
ting future commitments on NBC's
WNBQ (TV), WGN-TV and educa- scheduled him yesterday (Feb. 22) at
tional outlet WTTW (TV) .
10 p.m., an hour after Mr. Daly's apwhile WBBM-TV granted
The FCC, by a 4-3 vote Wednesday him 2:30 thatpearance,afternoon.
The Commis(Feb. 18), ruled that Mr. Daly was entitled to equal time on all stations under
sion reportedly indicated that Mr. Daly
Sec. 315 of the Communications Act. would not be entitled to additional time
It so notified the stations in telegrams to answer Mr. Sheehan (Mr. Daly is
running for both the Democratic and
sent riedThursday
Mr. Daly
the issue toafter
the FCC
Feb. had
14. car- GOP nominations).
As of Thursday, neither WNBQ nor
Howard Newcomb Morse, attorney
for the candidate, requested time on WGN-TV had set time periods for Mr.
WNBQ and WGN-TV on the basis of Daly. WTTW reported it had turned
news programs in which Mayor Daley over the matter to its attorneys, Sidley,
appeared since last December. Earlier, Austin, Burgess & Smith. The noncommercial station carried a kinescope
WBBM-TV and WBKB agreed to grant
him free time for appearances on Feb. of the mayor's report last January.
18 and 22, respectively, to oppose
Mr. Daly kept his commitment at
WBBM-TV Wednesday evening (6:30-7
Mayoralderman
Daley'sprimaries
bid for Feb.
re-election
the
24. Thein p.m.), attired in his familiar Uncle Sam
mayor originally appeared on Norman suit and with his three children.
In his Feb. 14 petition to the FCC,
Ross' VIP interview show on WBKB
Jan. 4 and delivered a progress report Mr. Morse also raised the possibility of
to the people on WBBM-TV Jan. 14.
libel in connection with statements by
Film Clips Cited • Basis for Mr. Sterling C. Quinlan, ABC vice president
in charge of WBKB. and Mr. Ross of
Daly's request to the Commission for that
station.
the time grab on WNBQ and WGN-TV
was a series of film clips showing Mayor
Mr.
Daly's counsel cited "undeniable
Daley greeting Argentine President Arand inference" on their part
turo Frondizi, opening the March of asimplication
his client's character. Mr. Daly
Dimes campaign, filing for the candi- saidtoWednesday,
however, that no legal
dacy to succeed himself as mayor and action was contemplated.
accepting the endorsement of the ChiNo Choice « Both Mr. Quinlan and
cago Democratic Committee.
H. Leslie Atlass, vice president in
The Commission ruled Wednesday charge of the CBS Central Div.-general
that all such appearances constituted manager of WBBM-AM-TV, freely
grounds for equal time. Three commis- conceded they had no alternative but
sioners (Chmn. John C. Doerfer, John to grant Mr. Daly free and equal time.
Cross and T.A.M. Craven) dissented The candidate, long a thorn in the side
on the film clips involving the Argentine of broadcasters, was certified by the
president and March of Dimes. They Chicago Board of Election Commissionfelt such appearances were more in
ers as a "legally qualified candidate."
Mr. Morse's telegram also asked the
Mayor
official capacity.
BeforeDaley's
the Commission
ruling, both Commission to require WBKB to give
WNBQ and WGN-TV registered strong Mr. Daly time earlier than Feb. 22.
protests with the Commission. NBC
Mr. Daly originally sought fivepointed out that all film clips were in
time availabilities
on Chicago's
regularly scheduled newscasts as legiti- minute
four commercial
tv stations
for paid
mate news items. The other clips were talks in advance of the primaries and
used on Dec. 26 and other dates, run- alderman elections Feb. 24. WBKB
ning an aggregate 8V2 minutes.
was prepared to accommodate him until
Ward L. Quaal, vice president and he asked a cash settlement on the difgeneral manager of WGN Inc., wired
ference between a 10-minute segment
the Commission that similar appear- and a half-hour of time commensurate
ances totaling 69 seconds by Mayor with that given free to Mayor Daley.
Daley (in connection with selection of His request was turned down. WBKB
a House speaker in the Illinois legisla- also rejected Mr. Daly's bid for an
ture, selection of a site for the Demo- earlier appearance than Feb. 22 on Mr.
cratic national convention and the visit Ross' interview program.
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In granting Mr. Daly equal time,
Mr. Quinlan pointed out his station had
no
Mr. Daly's
remarksfundsof
Feb.control
22, thatoverhe could
even solicit
for a full half-hour, if he chose. Mr.
Atlass observed that Sec. 315 of the
Communications
and
WBBM-TV Act
had isno"poorly
choicewritten"
but to
grant his request.
Four- Year
experience with Fight
Sec. 315• Mr.
startedDaly's
in early
1 956. As a candidate for the Republican
Presidential nomination, he requested
time from all radio-tv networks to answer four talks by President Eisenhower. The networks declined and the
Commission rejected his bids, expressing doubts about his legal qualifications
as a candidate.
Mr. Daly in intervening years has
fought his cause in the courts and been
denied rehearing by the U.S. Supreme
Court. In another appeal to the FCC,
he claimed that when he sought Congressional nomination in 1957, tv stations would not sell him time. He is
still litigating.

In native dress • Lar Daly wears
an Uncle Sam suit on special occasions such as picketing the Federal
Bldg. in Chicago in early August
1956. Mr. Daly had filed suit to
force the networks to give him
time equal to that given other candidates for the Presidency. He
wanted action before Aug. 18 in
hope of going on the air before
the GOP convention Aug. 20.
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Poor programs, ads
may lead to pay tv
The quality of tv programming and
advertising — unless it is greatly improved— will force the public to accept
pay tv, Sen. John Marshall Butler (RMd.) charged last week.
And what's more, he warned, unless
networks and station operators "clean
their own houses" the Senate Commerce Committee, of which he is a
member,
explore the
is indeed will
unfortunate
thatsituation.
commercial"It
television and the Madison Avenue boys
who supply video advertising copy appear to have a 'public be darned' attitude," Sen. Butler said last Thursday (Feb. 19).
Not all tv programs are bad, said the
senator, a past opponent of pay tv.
He continued: ". . . But a great majority of the programs are not even second rate . . . just plain trash. ... As
to advertising, it insults the intelligence
of the viewer. It is geared to knownothings."
Sen. coffee
Butler (Broadcasting,
cited regional
ads for Wilkins
Dec. 15, 1958) as "about the only clever
advertising
today."
Sen. Butleron the
notedair that
the networks
maintain that if pay tv is authorized,
free tv will die. "There might be a
great deal of truth in this contention,"
he said. "But, strangely, commercial tv
is encouraging pay video. In effect, network and station program directors are
digging their own graves. It is time for
a complete overhaul of programs and
advertising. It is time that Crossley
ratings [sic] and Hooper ratings be
forgotten."
[Note — Actually, Crossley has not
been in the ratings field for several
years.]
It might be necessary for the Commerce Committee to conduct this "overof programming,
but hehaul"urged
networks Sen.
and Butler
stationssaid,to
re-examine their programming and advertising policies at once to provide the
public with better television fare. He
stated that tv programming as such is
a legitimate field of inquiry for the
Senate committee.
FCC asks comments
on Wilmington ch. 12
The FCC last week invited comments
by March 25 on proposals to make
Wilmington's
ch. 12City.
educational, or to
move it to Atlantic
Proposal to make the ch. 12 commercial facility educational has been
sponsored by the Joint Council on Educational Tv. Its move to Atlantic City
was asked by ch. 46 WHTO-TV of that
76 (GOVERNMENT)

city. WHTO-TV asked that in the alternative, ch. 12 be allocated to Atlantic
City-Wilmington.
Since 1949 ch. 12 has continuously
been an operating tv facility, first under
Steinman interests as WDEL-TV, then
under Paul F. Harron as WPFH (TV)
and then under the Storer banner as
WVUE (TV). Storer closed the station
down last September and surrendered
the construction permit last December.
Pending before the FCC are two
commercial applications for the ch. 12
assignment. One is from Rollins Broadcasting Co. (WAMS Wilmington) and
the other is from a partnership comprising Egmont Sonderling, Richard
Goodman, Mason A. Loundy and
Georgetions T.
Hernreich.
staare WOPA
Oak Sonderling
Park, 111., and
WDIA Memphis, Tenn. Mr. Hernreich
owns KFPW Fort Smith, Ark.
The move to legislate commercial
ch. 12 Wilmington, into reserved status
for educational use was attacked on the
Senate floor when the second Delaware
senator, Sen. John J. Williams (R-Del.)
joined Sen. J. Allen Frear Jr. (D-Del.)
in protesting the move by the two
Pennsylvania senators and Sen. Clifford
Case (R-N.J.) (Broadcasting, Feb. 9).
"We will not go along with the support of a bill by the senators from
Pennsylvania which will have the effect
of telling Delaware what to do with the
only television channel Delaware now
has," Sen. Williams stated.
• Government notes
• The National Aeronautics and Space
Administration announced spending
plans last week on its projects to launch
an inflatable communications satellite,
roughly the size of the interior of the
Capitol dome in Washington (Broadcasting, Feb. 9). A $2,150,000 contract for the project has been awarded
to the Army.
The balloon, which is to be launched
later this year, is planned to serve as a
reflector of communication signals,
which would allow eventual hemisphere-to-hemisphere transmission of tv
signals. The project was one of several
1959 NASA contracts awarded at a
cost of $105 million. Included are half
a dozen rocket shots into outer space,
and $17 million in equipment for
eventual manned space flight.
• FCC Hearing Examiner Forest L.
McClenning issued an initial decision
last week which would grant commercial ch. 8 in Waycross, Ga., to the
Georgia State Board of Education for
a non-commercial educational station.
The action came after John H. Phipps,
applicant for a commercial facility on
ch. 8, was granted permission to dismiss
his application.

• Freshman Sen. Hugh Scott (R-Pa.),
speaking at a Lincoln Day dinner,
urged local party organizations to buy
radio and tv time between elections "to
tell people . . . something about the Republican Party" and why it should be
in power.
• Philco Corp. has petitioned the FCC
to institute rulemaking to adopt compatible stereophonic sound transmission
standards for fm and tv. Late last year
Philco filed a similar petition covering
am stereo. The petitions would have the
Commission establish an experimental
field test program to test Philco's stereo
systems under normal broadcast condiand upon
successful
completiontions
of these
tests the
establish
transmisssion
standards based upon Philco's research.
• FCC rules have been amended to permit an applicant to waive his right to
be notified as to why his application
indicates the necessity of a hearing. The
change becomes effective March 2. In
some cases, the Commission says, notification
procedureof has
a year and
between
issuance
the taken
first notice
designation for hearing. In most instances, the FCC noted, this particular
portion
of the
amendments
servesso-called
no usefulMcFarland
purpose
since sonsthehe isapplicant
is
aware
of
the
reafaced with a hearing. Comr.
Frederick Ford dissented in this decision claiming that although the rule is
cumbersome and should be changed, it
is up to Congress to change the law.
• The FCC has invited comments
by March 13 on Central Michigan Colpetition toforassign
ch. 14 useMount
Pleasant,lege'sMich.,
educational
and
substitute ch. 21 for ch. 27 in West
Branch, Mich. At the same time, the
Commission denied a petition by Jose
Bechara Jr. (WKJB), Mayaguez, P.R.,
requesting deletion of ch. 10 from
Charlotte
Amalie,ch.V.I.,11 andor the
ment of either
ch. assign13 to
Mayaguez.
• Van Curler Broadcasting Corp. has
been granted construction permits
for ch. 13 Albany, N.Y., and an auxat theThismainnewtransmitter siteiliaryby transmitter
the FCC.
facility
will
replaceof WAST
Van Curler's
operation
(TV) ontemporary
ch. 13
with a satellite on ch. 35, according to
the Commission.
• The FCC has granted the petition of ch. 29 KBAK-TV Bakersfield,
Calif., and stayed the Dec. 10, 1958,
grant to Pacific Broadcasters Corp. for
a new tv station on ch. 39 at Bakersfield
pending the outcome of an oral argument scheduled for March 5. The Commission made KBAK-TV a party to the
proceeding.
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Automobiles.

..and

NATIONAL
More than 135 million cars built and operated since 1900. More
than 55 million using our 3,366,000 miles of streets and highways
today. That's a lot of cars! A lot of sheet steel, too.
And who's the biggest U.S. producer of cold-rolled sheet steel?
National Steel, for many years a major supplier to the automobile
industry through its Detroit-based Great Lakes Steel Corporation
and its Weirton Steel Company in Weirton, West Virginia.
The styling and beauty, the safety and riding comfort of our
modern cars are largely made possible by the strength, ductility

STEEL

and flawless surface finishes inherent in today's better sheet steels.
And at National Steel they are constantly undergoing even greater
refinements of quality . . . through research, improved techniques
and advanced metallurgical processes.
National Steel serves American industry with many different
kinds of improved steels— through such divisions as Stran-Steel
Corporation, Enamelstrip Corporation, National Steel Products
Company, The Hanna Furnace Corporation, as well as through
its Great Lakes Steel and Weirton Steel Divisions.

NATIONAL STEEL CORPORATION, GRANT BUILDING, PITTSBURGH, PA.

PROGRAMMING
NEW
SOL

DOU

says Fred Thrower, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
WPIX
NEW YORK
Popeye can lift anything . . .
especially ratings! "As usual, our
Popeye show is completely sold
out", says Fred Thrower ,Vice Pres.
and General Manager of WPIX.
"Our Popeye show has been scoring fop ratings with the kids in
New York, since its first week. Now,
after three years, it's still leading
all seven channels in its time period,
with a strong 10.7 rating (A.R.B.,
December)."
Year after year stations have been
racking up sponsor sell-outs with
Popeye.
because
the millions
of PopeyeThat's
rooters
are fantastically
loyal and highly receptive to
sponsors' messages.
put Popeye's
muscles
to Sowork
for yourmighty
station.
Like
WPIX you'll find he belts the
competition . . . and brings in the
spinach!
1I _• ':\m
UNITED ARTISTS ASSOCIATED, inc.
NEW YORK, 345 Madison Ave., MUrray Hill 6-2323
CHICAGO, 75 E. Wacker Dr., DEarborn 2-2030
DALLAS, 1511 Bryan St., Riverside 1 8^53
LOS ANGELES, 9110 Sunset Blvd., CRestview 6-5886
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Guild, others named in suit by producer
asking damages of $635,000 over tv show
agreement (a) Martin Ross sold
Jerry Stagg, producer, charged Hal der this
rights to 105 feature films to Hal
Roach Jr., Hal Roach Studios, Passing the
Roach
Studios
for $200,000; (b) Guild
Parade Films, Guild Films, Scranton
Corp. and 50 John Does with fraud and Films transferred to Mr. Ross "spot
conspiracy in a $635,000 suit filed time" worth "substantially in excess of
Wednesday (Feb. 18) in Los Angeles $200,000 at a valuation of $200,000";
Superior Court by Patti Sacks Karger (c) Guild was to recoup $900,000 from
furtherStudios.
payof the Los Angeles law firm of Cohen Telephone
ments were Time
due to before
Hal Roach
and Karger.
The complaint alleges that Mr. Stagg,
Mr.agesStagg's
suit asks
damof $135,000
(15% forof actual
$900,000),
producer of 79 half-hour filmed tv pro- plus $500,000
in punitive damages. It
grams comprising the Telephone Time also asks for the
court to appoint a
series at Hal Roach Studios, was to receive a fixed salary plus 15% of the receiver to take possession of all Telephone fendants
Time films
and to restrain
deprograms'
earnings.
20,
from distributing
them,the and
1958, after net
Scranton
Corp.OnhadJune
bought
the Roach Studios, Mr. Stagg was told for an accounting of all receipts and exures inconnection
with the prothat distribution rights to the series for
duction andpenditsale
of the series.
ten years had been given to Guild Films
which
000 toguaranteed
the studios.an advance of $700,- Seeks fight pact
But, the complaint charges, on that
same day, without telling Mr. Stagg,
An application for a license to promote Wednesday night fight telecasts
the defendants entered into a secret
was
submitted by the Chicago Stadium
agreement which revealed the true advance consideration was $900,000. Un- Corp. and approved by the Illinois Athletic Commission last week. Simultaneously, Truman Gibson, executive
vice
president
of the National Boxing
iOftORCASBNi
Club
(successor
to the International
Here
are
the
next
10
days
of
network
Boxing Club of Illinois), revealed
color shows (all times are EST):
Tuesday his new organization is "disNBC-TV
cus ing a new contract" for the teleFeb.Or23-27,
March 2-4
(2-2:30 sponp.m.)
vised fights on ABC-TV in 1959-60.
Truth
Consequences,
participating
The present pact expires Sept. 30. Main
sors.Feb. 23-27, March 2-4 (2:30-3 p.m.)
responsibility of the National Boxing
Haggis Eaggis, participating sponsors.
Club, a division of the Chicago StaFeb.thur23,MurrayMarch
2 P.(10-10:30
p.m.)
ArParty,
Lorillard
through
dium Corp., will be to promote the
Lennen & Newell.
Wednesday matches. Application for a
Feb.
24
(8-9
p.m.)
George
Gobel
Show,
RCA through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
new license was necessary under the
Feb.Is25,Right,
MarchSpeidel
4 (8:30-9
The
court order requiring dissolution of
Price
throughp.m.)
Norman,
Craig
&
Kummel
and
Lever
Bros,
through
IBC. Actual tv contracts with Chicago
J. Walter Thompson.
Stadium Corp. are handled by its teleFeb. 25 (9-9:30 p.m.) Milton Berle,
Kraft Foods Co. through J. Walter ThompCameo ) . vision-radio subsidiary (now renamed
son.Feb. 26 (9:30-10 p.m.) The Ford Show,
Ford through J. Walter Thompson.
Feb. 26 (10:30-11 p.m.) Masquerade
Party,
NCAA football plan
Newell. P. Lorillard through Lennen &
Feb.sage,27sustaining.
(7:30-8 p.m.) Northwest Pasgets minor changes
Feb. 27 (8-9 p.m.) Eilery Queen, RCA
through
Kenyon
&p.m.)
Eckhardt.
A slightly revised Game of the Week
Feb.
28
(8-9
Perry
Como
Show,
diet for football tv fans will be served
participating.
March
1
(6:30-7
p.m.)
Chet
Huntley
by the National Collegiate Athletic
Reporting,
Assn. this fall, pending membership apMarchShop,1 sustaining.
(7:30-8
Music
sustaining.p.m.) Buddy Bregman
proval of its new plan by March 3.
March sponsors.
1 (8-9 p.m.) Steve Allen Show,
The 13 -week pattern, fashioned by
various
March 1 (9-10 p.m.) Chevy Show, Chevthe NCAA Tv Committee at Chicago's
rolet through Campbell-Ewald.
University Club Feb. 16-17, will comMarch Liggett
3 (7:30-9& Myers
p.m.) through
Some of McCannManie's
prise eight national and three regional
Friends,
Erickson.
network
dates; one split network on a
March
4
(9-10
p.m.)
Bell
Telephone
national date, providing for two or more
Hour, Bell Telephone through N.W. Ayer.
games, and a choice by network or
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STORIES
1
One of a series of salutes to successful
Radio and TV stations across the nation
. . . and to the Northwest Schools graduates who have contributed to their
success.
WIIC
Channel
1 1
PITTSBURGH, PA.
Northwest salutes station WIIC, Pittsburgh's basic NBC Television affiliate, serving more than five million people in a three
state area from its ultra-modern studios in
the heart of Pittsburgh.
WIIC operates on Channel 11 with full
power of 316,000 watts— and a tower 847
feet high. Its Steyroflex transmitting cable
is the first of its size {§V%" diameter) in the
Western Hemisphere, and its 100 kilowatt
transmitter is one of only two such VHF
transmitters in the country; this special
equipment is designed to put the best possible signal into the television homes in the
Pittsburgh area.

ROBERTA. MORTENSEN, General Manager
Robert A. Mortensen, General Manager of
WIIC, has this to say of his employee, Guy
Monahan (Northwest Schools graduate):
"Guy Monahan has been with us since
WIIC's first day on the air. We are proud
to have Monahan on our staff as cameraman and weekend facilities director, as we
are proud of our whole production staff and
their contributions toward making WIIC a
leading station in Pittsburgh."

WIIC went on the air September 1, 1957—
and telecasts an unusually fine group of
local and filmed programs, in addition to
the complete NBC-TV program schedule.

GUY MONAHAN
For further information
on Northwest training and graduates available in .vol,
NORTHWEST

ea, write, phone or wire

SCHOOLS

1221 N.W. 21st Avenue, Portland 9, Oregon
Phone CApitol 3-7246
737 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago • 6362 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood
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sponsor of either a national or split network commitment — or in effect, ten national dates.
The committee mailed out the plan
Friday and expects to open bidding for
national network and sponsor rights in
New York about March 9. The 1959
plan will mark the ninth straight year of
controls. In virtually all other details,
it is essentially the same as the 1958
program carried by NBC-TV.
Speaking for the committee, Walter
Byers, executive director, felt the national-regional pat ern has been "successful"
(1) collegethefootball
attendancebecause
has increased
past five
years (from 18,290,724 in 1957 to 19,280,709 in 1958) for 618 member colleges; (2) of tv viewer acceptance
(48.9% of some 12 million sets turned
on Saturday afternoons last year were
tuned to national football tv, or about
24 million viewers, according to A. C.
Nielsen Co.), and (3) endorsement of
member colleges.
Once again, member colleges and
conferences can arrange their own regional date packages,
subject torules.
NCAA's
geographical
and appearance
Mr.
"sellouts,"
for
except
reported
Byers
teams may appear once nationally and
regionally, or twice regionally. In games
telecast nationally, not more than seven
colleges from any one NCAA district
may participate. At least one but not
more than three must originate from
each of the eight districts.
And again, NCAA provides for a
"limited number" of closed-circuit and
pay tv telecasts "for experimental purposes." The provision for toll tv, similar
to language in the 1958 program, is
regarded as academic (Broadcasting,
Feb. 9).
Status on NTA deal
told NT stockholders
John B. Bertero, president of National Theatres Inc., told the annual
stockholders' meeting Tuesday (Feb.
National TheAngelesan that
17) inatresLoshad made
exchange offer to
National Telefilm Assoc., good until
March 16 and conditioned on National
Theatres' acquiring at least 51% of
NTA stock and warrants. NTA stockholders are offered $11 in NT 5.5%
sinking fund debentures due 1974 for
each share of NTA stock, plus a stock
purchase
for one-quarter
of Nationalwarrant
Theatres.
NT stock maysharebe
by exercising these warrants
purchased
at
$9,875 a share through Feb. 28,
1961, with an increase of $2 a share on
each second March 1 thereafter through
1969. The warrants expire in 1974.
NTA warrant holders will be offered
exchange warrants entitling the holder
to an $11 debenture for $7.75 through
80 (PROGRAMMING)

our
Berteropolicy
said. of diversification," Mr.
Stockholders of National Theatres
elected three new directors: Charles A.
Barker, mittee
chairman
of theAircraft
finance Corp.;
comof Lockheed
A. J. Gock, a director of the Bank of
America, and Eugen V. Klein, president of Valley Sports Cars.

Newcomer to Bay Area • A
telephone mcall
from the city N.M.,
comis ioner ofAlbuquerque,
to San Francisco Mayor George
Christopher (r) marked the opening of a Bay Area sales office by
Bandelier Films, Albuquerque.
Henry Untermeyer, sales vice
president of the animated film
production firm, is pictured with
the mayor as the call came in.
June 15, 1959, with an increase of $1
each June thereafter through 1961, plus
a stock
warrant
for one-quarter sharepurchase
of National
Theatres
common
stock. The exchange warrants expire
in 1962. Ely A. Landau, NTA board
chairman; Oliver A. Unger, president,
and Harold Goldman, executive vice
president, have already agreed to exchange their 160,500 shares of common
stock for NT's debentures and warrants.
Mr. Bertero was re-elected president
of National Theatres and B. Gerald
Cantor, president of Cantor, Fitzgerald
& Co., investment broker firm, was
elected chairman of the board at an
NT board meeting following the stockholders' session.
National Theatres, now operating 290
theatres, is licensee of WDAF-AM-TV
Kansas
NTA,programs,
producer-distributor of tvCity.
filmed
owns and
operates KMSP-TV Minneapolis-St.
Paul and WNTA-AM-FM-TV Newark. National Theatres for the fiscal
year ended Sept. 30, 1958, had a gross
income of $53,667,765 and net earnings after taxes of $1,301,749 or 48
cents a share. NTA, for the year ended
July 31,
1958, had a and
filma rental
income of $15,497,595
net after
taxes of $687,048 or 67 cents a share.
NT's move to acquire ownership of
NTA "is a further step implementing

CBS-TV sets up grants
in television writing
CBS-TV will contribute grants-in-aid
to writers who "will be free to write
about any idea, concept or situation they
elect," Louis G. Cowan, CBS-TV president, announced in a speech last Tuesday (Feb. 17) at the annual meeting of
the American Assn. of School Administrators in Atlantic City. Plans for the
number of grants, amounts, eligibility
requirements and timetable are nearing
completion,
Mr. Cowan told the educators.
UsingMr.theCowan
title, "Television
Arts,"
concentrated andon the
the
role tv has played to "stimulate the
creative forces in our culture." In comparing network programming with the
offerings of other media, Mr. Cowan
stated
"many of the
until not
the
advent that
of television,
werearts,simply
communicable to most of the people
outside
the handful
tan centers.
. . . of great metropoli"Much of what television achieves in
the evolution of new art forms will not
alwaysmorebe than
readilythe recognized
as artand
—
any
jazz trumpeter
the Harold Lloyd comedy of yesterday
were so recognized in their day. But
do not expect that we can manage the
appearance of new art forms by planning alone. What we attempt to do is
tothe getbestimaginative,
peoplethem—
we can findinterested
— and turn
Network figures put
loose."
programming
on couch
An evaluation of network television
programming today and a discussion of
the prospects for the future were offered
by the top programming executives of
the three tv networks during a luncheon
forum last Thursday (Feb. 19) of the
New York chapter of the American
Marketing Assn.
Thomas W. Moore, ABC-TV vice
president, programming and talent,
traced the history of television as an
entertainment and advertising medium
and made this point:
"No one can question that in the
general area of entertainment, we [television] have no peer. There have been
a few examples of success in the areas
BROADCASTING, February 23, 1959

of information and orientation. There
will be more.
"I'm certainarises
that because
the controversy
programming
television inis
condemned, not for what it is, but for
whatHubbell
people Robinson
might likeJr.,forexecutive
it to be."vice
president in charge of programming
for CBS-TV, acknowledged that the
principal responsibility for tv programming rested with networks. Mr. Robinson asserted that networks have borne
this responsibility in the past and "the
degree to which they continue to exercise this responsibility will, in large
measure, determine the future of tv."
Mr. Robinson was critical of the producer who proceeds from a "cynical
philosophical base"' that "the public
accepts what is provided." He insisted there was a responsibility7 to provideative
the public
with "rare
and provocprogramming
in entertainment,
information and education."
A speech designed to pinpoint network efforts to improve programs, prepared by Robert F. Lewine, NBC vice
president in charge of television program ing, was read to the forum by
Alan D. Courtney, director of nighttime programs. Mr. Lewine conceded
at the outset that upgrading tv program ing isa "difficult" chore, since tv
is asked to "entertain, amuse, inform
and instruct every person who owns or
can sit before a tv screen . . . and at
the same time, we are forced to be
a sales and advertising operation."
Mr. Lewine offered the opinion that
"future within
quality accepted
improvemententertainment
will occur
both
forms and in a renewed emphasis on the
original
play designed
television."
But
he injected
this criticalfor note
into his
projection:
"It occurs
to me to must
wonder
incentive
the networks
offerwhat
the
client or the agency before they will
wholeheartedly embrace the idea of
quality in programming. Some of them
fight it as if they thought viewers with
different tastes would ask for equal
time. Perhaps, we will need to offer a
sponsor a free show for each excellent
one he chooses."
3 new NTA tape series
National Telefilm Assoc., New York,
is speeding up its activities in taped
syndication programming. The company last week announced that HenryMorgan & Company, Mike Wallace
Interview and Juke Box Jury starring
Peter Potter, will be added to its tape
syndication list, which already includes
The
Life of Christ with Bishop Fulton
J. Sheen.
Both the Wallace Interview and
Henry Morgan are being produced for
NTA by the videotape facilities of TeleBROADCASTING, February 23, 1959

studios Inc., N.Y. Juke Box Jury, currently presented on KTTV (TV) Los
Angeles, is being taped for NTA syndication bythat station.
Military gets NBC
NBC and the Office of Armed Forces
Information & Education have signed a
new contract under which our military
personnel will be on the receiving end
of approximately 2,500 hours of the
network's tv programming in the coming year. Kinescopes of live shows will
be made on government facilities in Los
Angeles for immediate release to lowpowered armed forces tv stations overseas in areas not adequately covered by
regular stations. The government will
delete commercial messages.
The agreement parallels one reached
by the Armed Forces and CBS last
month (Broadcasting, Jan. 26). ABC is
reported to be negotiating such a pact.
NAB film aid
A common
tv film
problem terms
— coordination of contract
exhibition
and
station schedules — will be simplified
through development of inventory and

cost-controldecided
sheets,Thursday
NAB's (Feb.
Tv Film
Committee
19)
at a meeting held in New York. Joe
Floyd, KELO-TV Sioux Falls, S.D.,
presided.
The committee proposes a supplement to the Tv Film Manual. This is
designed, for example, to prevent accumulation ofunused exhibition rights
shortly before contract expiration dates.
The NAB staff also will compile new
ideas on grouping of feature titles for
program purposes as well as ways of
tieing together film, promotion and programming techniques.
A joint luncheon was held with a
group of film distributors. They decided to form a permanent liaison committee. Mr. Floyd was instructed to do
a film presentation on behalf of the
committee at the NAB March 15-18
convention in Chicago.
SAG approves merger
Membership of Screen Actors Guild
has approved proposal for study of
merger with AFTRA by more than 95%
in a mail referendum. Letters asking other entertainment unions whether
they would like to consider overall
merger plans brought negative answers
from Actors Equity Assn. and American Guild of Musical Artists.
• Program notes
• Three Arts Distributors Inc., a
French film and record production
company, has opened an office at 2 W.
45th St., New York 36, N.Y.; telephone: Oxford 7-5425. Maurice Garden, president, said the New York
operation
"will independent
concentrate onproducers
getting
business from
who want to do location shooting in
Europe for tv programs or theatrical

• Ziv Television Programs, N.Y., reports that international business in 1958
release."
exceeded that of 1957 by 42%. Contributing to the increase, officials said,
were sales in November-December in
Getting started • When Filmnine countries, paced by purchases in
] ways
York, Stock
made Ex-its
Caracas, Venezuela, of 11 series.
debut Inc.,
on theNew
American
• Independent licensing firm, Syd
change
last
Monday
(Feb.
16).
'
Rubin Enterprises Inc., has been formed
i its 31 -year-old president. Martin
j Ransohoff (seated) transmitted
by former CBS-TV licensing chief, Syd
Rubin. He plans both to exploit juvenile
the stock's
opening
quotation
the
keyboard
control
centerfrom
for
market and to expand merchandisethe American Stock Exchange
licensing into adult and teenage areas.
ticker network, under tutelage of
Firm's
address: 405 Park Ave., N.Y.
Edward T. McCormick, Exchange
e WSB-TV Atlanta is making available
president. Stock opened on 1,800
for nationwide use a half-hour docui shares at IV2. Filmways. which
mentary, "A Sound Life," about deaf
I grossedlion in 1958,
approximately
$3.75
milchildren. The film, made at the Atlanta
expects to grow as
Speech School, was telecast this month
result of recent production agreeon the station's Road Back rehabilitament with Warner Bros, making
tion series.
facilities exchange possible,
• Independent Television Corp., N.Y.,
j (Broadcasting, Feb. 16).
in conjunction with Versaille Produc-

It's this easy
to get programs and sponsors together, anytime
When television programs and commercials are Videotape* recorded, they can be scheduled to run in
almost any combination and at any time. Stations can dovetail schedules for local, network and special
events'quickly and easily. "Live" spots can be run at any availability. And both can be timed to reach
pre-selected audiences.
And with Videotape recording, stations can plan more "local live" programs. . . increase the number of "local
live" commercials . . . build up station income.
But this is just part of the story. Let us tell you how completely the Ampex VR-1000 Videotape Recorder is
changing the face of television. Write today.
CONVERTS TO COLOR ANYTIME • LIVE QUALITY • IMMEDIATE PLAYBACK • PRACTICAL EDITING • TAPES INTERCHANBEABLE • TAPES ERASABLE, REUSABLE • LOWEST OVERALL COST

934

CHARTER

STREET,

REDWOOD

CITY, CALIFORNIA
Offices in Principal Cities
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tions, N.Y., last week started filming on York, next month. Offices other than
location and at Mikaro Productions the president's, programming, developstudios in New York a new adventure
ment and public relations will remain
10,000 miles away
Arbor. Film distribution will
series, Emergency . With action center- inbe Ann
transferred from the U. of Illinois
ing on hospital emergency receiving to Ann
Arbor.
wards, series is produced by Arthur
Lewis and Robert Enders and stars Arbut I'm sold "live"
thur Hill as an intern.
• NBC announced last Thursday (Feb.
19)
that
"the
first
network
use"
of
• American Television Communica- "fully compatible" stereophonic sound
tions, a company specializing in closed- will be demonstrated for a half hour
circuit television, has been organized during the Perry Como Show on NBC
in San Francisco. The concern offers Radio and NBC-TV on Saturday (Feb.
its services for business meetings, mer- 28). The network said that a compatible stereo system developed by Bell
chandising programs, medical education and sales meetings. Bell System Labs, will be used during the demonlines are used for transmission. Costs of
stration. Inother methods, according to
the service have been reduced, ATC NBC, "Much of the stereo effect is lost
says, through arrangements to use net- because the stereo pickup must be
work-affiliated stations as receiving diluted to preserve satisfactory receppoints. Joseph B. Durra, formerly protion for radio or tv only."
ducer-advertising manager, Ciba Co.
•
Warner
Bros, begins production with(industrialAddress:
films), 260is Kearny
ATC's St.,
general
in a month on The Alaskans, an hourmanager.
S.F.
Telephone: Exbrook 7-5741.
long, Yukon-Klondike (circa 1898) adventure film series headed for prime
• Educational-noncommercial WMSB evening time over ABC-TV this fall.
(TV) Onondaga, Mich., has produced Referred to by a studio official as "MavTv Goes to School, a 16 mm film on
erick in the snow," the series revolves
the production of etv classes and the around the experiences of two men —
use of television in the classroom. The one of integrity, the other on the opfilm is available from Charles Ruffing,
portunistic side— seeking fortunes together in the rugged frontier country.
program associate for in-school broadcasts, Michigan State U., East Lansing.
WMSB expects to go on the air next • Post-Civil War life on the Mississippi
month. It will share time with com- will be portrayed over NBC-TV next
fall. Weekly hour-long film series posmercial WILS-TV Onondaga, Mich.
sibly in color, called Riverboat, will be
filmed
by Revue Productions at Uni• Carnegie Institute of Technology,
versal-International, Hol ywo d.
Pittsburgh, and Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., have produced Engineering
at Work, six tv shows on basic concepts • Southern Baptist Radio & Television
of science and engineering. After its Commission. St. Louis, has set April 5
first showing on KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, for first airing of Master Control, weekthe series will be made available
ly half-hour public service variety prothrough the National Educational Tv
gram featuring "meaningful entertainment." Commission Director Dr. Paul
Network and scientific societies.
M. Stevens reports program tapes will
be
supplied
once a week at no cost to
• Interpex, a closed-circuit tv installa- U.S. radio stations.
Dr. Stevens explains
tion developed by General Electric
that Control breaks with "preaching"
Captain Fortune
Co.'s cuse,Technical
Products
Dept.,
Syraformat
typical
of
Sunday
morning rewill be used February 26-28 at the
KPIX Television (Westinghouse)
block programming. New series
International Stamp Exhibition. Visitors featuresligiouswide
range of music, enter"We taped my programs before 1
at United Stamp Co.'s exhibition in the
tainers, sports figures, news commentaleft for a 3-week assignment in
Park Sheraton Hotel, New York, will
tors and political figures.
happy
be able to view the stamps up for aucBrussels,
i went on looking
on an uninterrupted
schedule'live'in
tion through tv sets in the auction room. • British Information Services will offer
San Francisco. My clients were
a 13 quarter-hour film series tour of
— and there was no loss in
• Tele-Sound Productions Inc., Wash- Britain created by an American couple,
ington, has produced a stereophonic Joan and Julius Evans. Entitled Topic,
station
revenue."
series of jingles and station breaks. A and boasting an informal interview apnew company, Tele-Sound also creates
proach pointed toward getting to know
monaural radio-tv commercials, sales the people, the series will be available
AWPEX
aids and station promotions. The firm to tv stations on free loan beginning
CORPORATION
isDistrict
at 10267-8810.
Pennsylvania Bldg. Telephone March 1. BIS New York address: 45 P34 CHARTER STREET,
REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA
Rockefeller Plaza; phone, Circle 6-5100.
professional
• Educational Tv & Radio Center, Ann • Bernard L. Schubert Inc., N.Y., on
products division
Arbor, Mich., moves headquarters to March 1 will move from 509 Madison
10 Columbus Circle (at 58th St.), New Ave. to third floor of 505 Park Ave.
BROADCASTING, February 23, 1959
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EQUIPMENT
Page Communications
acquired by Northrop
Acquisition of Page Communications
Engineers Inc., Washington, D.C., by
Northrop Corp.,tics-el(aircraft-missiles-opectronics), Beverly Hills, Calif.,
was announced last week.
Page Communications is headed by
broadcast-engineering consultant Esterly C. Page, president and founder, and
Joseph A. Waldschmitt, executive vice
president. The broadcasting consulting
firm of schmPage,
Creutz, inSteel
& Waldit isnot involved
the deal.
Page Communications is owned onethird each by Messrs. Page and Waldschmitt, with the other third held by
about 150 stockholders. The firm, operating at an annual rate of $13-14 million, has designed and built communications systems (particularly scatter circuits) on a national and international
basis (North Atlantic, Pacific, North
Africa, Italy, Turkey, Scandinavia). It
will be continued as a subsidiary of
Northrop with the present management
remaining in charge.
The transaction involves the issuance
of 95,000 shares of Northrop Corp.
common in exchange for 100% of
Page Communications. Northrop stock
was quoted at 34V& earlier in the week
when the sale was announced — making
the deal $3.25 million.
In addition, Northrop has been paying
a $1.60 annual dividend; thus Messrs.
Page and Waldschmitt will also each
realize over $50,000 yearly in addition
to their regular salaries if dividends are
maintained.
Mr. tionsPage
has been
work since
1920. inHecommunicaserved as
engineering vice president of MBS
until 1947 when he resigned to form
his own consulting and communications firm. In 1954 Page Communications was incorporated as a separate
entity. Mr. Page served with the U.S.
Army Signal Corps in World War II.
Mr. Waldschmitt was a development
engineer in fm and tv in New York
prior to World War II. During the war
he served as a staff member of the Radiation Lab, Cambridge, Mass., and in
the China-Burma-India theatre specializing in Loran navigation systems.
Midget camera-station
\ tiny, battery-operated tv camera
which weighs nine pounds, transmits
pictures of commercial quality and has
a range of 1,000 miles has been reported developed by electronics engineers
of Lockheed Missiles & Space Div. at
Sunnyvale, Calif. The small "tv broad84

&

ENGINEERING

station"8hasinches
a tube-shaped
era lesscastingthan
long and camtwo
inches in diameter, weighing 2 pounds,
10 ounces. The gear includes a 50 w
fm sending set for transmissions and
has automatic controls. It can run on
external power sources or use a dry-cell
battery weighing another 4 pounds. It
was designed for use in a space missile
to transmit pictures from inside the
missile to the ground. It was noted that
it is not suitable for aerial observation
of the earth from ranges greater than
40 miles because of optical limitations
of the lens.
Banner hi-fi year
forecast at L.A. show
Manufacturers of high fidelity equipment will enjoy a record year in 1959,
Joseph N. Benjamin, president of the
Institute of High Fidelity Manufacturers, said last week at the opening of the
1959 Los Angeles High Fidelity Music
Show, held Wednesday-Sunday (Feb.
18-22) at the Biltmore Hotel.
From 1950, when hi-fi actually got
started with total component retail sales
of about $12 million, it has grown to an
industry whose 1958 sales were $260
million, Mr. Benjamin reported, with
the 1959 total expected to top $300
million.
age of
theme
of "The
the L.A.
hi-fistereo"
show. was
It wasthe carried
out in some $5 million worth of stereo
components displayed by more than 100
manufacturers, filling 111 rooms with

Low lightsensitive bill
• GE'stubenewcan supertv camera
function without light. Normal light
was used for model Louise Estes'
picture on tv monitor at left, total
darkness opposite. The low-lightlevel tube,
by GE'sto
Power
Tube developed
Dept., is expected
be useful in military and commercial closed-circuit tv.

music and the halls with a cacaphony
of conflicting sounds. Attendance, at $1
a head, was expected to hit 40,000, well
ahead of last year's more than 30,000
figure.
A demonstration by KMLA (FM)
Los Angeles in conjunction with Calbest
Electronics Co., presented stereo produced by a main fm carrier and a multiplex subcarrier that utilized only 20%
of the multiplex spectrum, permitting
the station to broadcast closed-circuit
background music for commercial apion on another
subcarrier at theplicatsame
time. multiplex
The narrowband
system is based on research showing
that directional information needed for
stereo is contained in the frequency
range from 200 to 3,000 cycles, it was
explained.
• Technical topics
• RCA Labs has established the title
of Fellow, Technical Staff, "in recognition of continued outstanding individual achievement in the field of research" by employes.
Labs scientists
designated Eight
fellowsRCA
are
Alda V. Bedford, Herbert Belar, Clarence W. Hansell, Ray D. Kell, Nils E.
Lindenblad, Dwight O. North, Edward
G. Ramberg and Albert Rose. RCA
Labs also announced appointment of
three associate laboratory directors:
Harwick Johnson, Leon S. Nergaard
and Jan A. Rajchman.
• A tv camera tube with a memory,
the "Permachon," has been developed
by Westinghouse's electronic tube divias an
freezingsion. It acts
a scene
on a"electronic
tv picture film,"
tube
for periods up to one hour after only
split-second exposure. Application is
anticipated in air traffic control, militarytrackand photofinish.
medical fields and for race• Standard Electronics, division of
Radio Engineering Labs, Long Island
City, N.Y., is introducing a line of fm
broadcasting transmitters for fm/fm
stereo and other multiplex services as
well as simplex operation. Standard has
begun making
250 amplifiers
w and 3 and
kw transmitters and 3 kw
plans
to have T kw and 10 kw transmitters
and 10 kw amplifiers soon. The equipment will be shown at the NAB Convention in Chicago, March 15-18.
• Radio Engineering Labs., Standard
Electronics Div., Long Island City,
N.Y., cast
is introducing
a line ofstereo
fm broadtransmitters fm/fm
and
other multiplex services as well as for
simplex operation.
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FATES

& FORTUNES

Advertisers
• Victor Elting,
vice president in
charge of advertising,
Quaker Oats Co.. Chicago, takes on additional merchandis■L^kp ing duties in realign■L k
ment advertising
of company's
sales,
and
merchandising activities. William G. Mason, vice president on cereal sales, appointed marketing head. Robert D. Stuart, vice
president on pet foods, named to grocery product sales and J. L. Spangenberg appointed director of commercial
research.
• William G. Reynolds, v.p., and
Joseph H. McConnell, general counsel, elected
v.p.'sVa.of Reynolds
Metals
Co.,executive
Richmond,
• Perry L. Shupert, v.p. in charge of
sales and advertising, Miles Labs, Elkhart, Ind., named to board of directors
of Advertising Federation of America.
• David S. Peoples named comptroller
of R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N.C., succeeding Stuart
M. Scott, who retires March 1 after
45 years of service. Mr. Peoples was
previously senior staff accountant of
Ernst & Ernst.
• Harvey Kram, formerly director of
manufacturing, Leviton Mfgr. Co.,
N.Y., appointed operations consultant
to president of Revlon Inc., N.Y.
• William Golding, formerly with
Ziv Television Productions and Crosley
and Bendix divisions of Avco Mfg. Co.,
appointed utility administration coordinator for Norge Div., Borg-Warner
Corp. He will be responsible for Norge
utility appliance advertising and marketing.
• Ed Stern, formerly advertising manager of Futorian-Stratford Furniture
Co., Chicago, to Dormeyer Corp., that
city, in similar capacity. Allan Rosenblum, formerly of Kuttner & Kuttner
Adv., Chicago, to Dormeyer as assistant advertising manager.

Warwick & Legler Inc.. N.Y., as v.p.
and marketing director, effective
March 2.

1
1
.
Mr. Gory Mr. MacLennan Mi. Pinkham

• Jeremy Gury Jr., Ross MacLennan
and Richard A. R. Pinkham elected
members of board of directors and MINERVA
senior v.p.'s,
Batesv.p.
& Co.,
N.Y. Mr.of
Gury,
named Tedsenior
in charge
20$IA
creative operations, formerly was v.p.
and creative director; Mr. MacLennan, Wisdom
senior v.p. and account group head, has
been v.p. since 1955; Mr. Pinkham,
senior v.p. in charge of broadcast op- MINERVA (Gr.— Pallas Athena) was
erations, has been v.p. of tv and radio thought by the Greeks to have had no
since 1957.
mamma — supposedly she sprang, full
grown and in full armor, from the brow
• Frederick S. Fisch- of her father, Zeus (which strikes us as
er, formerly financial a likely story!). She may have given
management executive her father a terrific headache, but to
with CBS, named v.p. the Greeks this goddess embodied Wisdom and Reason.
and general manager
of Product Services
We like to think that a lot of agency
Inc., N.Y.
time-buyers and WCKY advertisers
• Andrew N. Vlad- have the same Minerva-like qualities
Mr. Fischer
imir, account execu- of Wisdom and Reason, because after
tive on American Tobacco Co.'s inter- they have applied the logic of Reason
national advertising campaign as well to the buying of Radio time in Cincinnati, they exercise Wisdom in selecting
as Norwich Pharmacal Co. for GothamWCKY to carry their advertising.
Vladimir Adv., N.Y., elected v.p.
And the reasons are ample:
• Barrett Welch, v.p., Sullivan, Stauf1 . Adult listening audience
fer, Colwell & Bayles, elected to ex2. 50,000 Watts of Selling Power,
ecutive committee; Leo J. Keegan, with
agency since 1951, named associate covering ALL of the Cincinnati traddirector of research; Donald J. Moone,
ing Modern
area.
associate merchandising director named 24 3.hours
a day.music, news and service,
account executive on Lever Bros, ac4. Air salesmen who SELL your
count; Reed Badgley, formerly of
Lehn & Fink Products Corp. and Anloyalty built over 30
thony R. Cangemi, formerly of Young vears5. Listener
of broadcasting.
& Rubicam, named account executives product.
on Carter Products and Best Foods acYou can be a Minerva,
counts, respectively.
too!
in WCKY's
New Let
York Tom
officeWelstead
or AM Radio
Sales in
• Sylvan Taplinger, director of radio- Chicago and the West Coast, show you
tv, Doner & Peck, N.Y., elected v.p. the REASON and the WISDOM in
Agencies
• Albert Tilt III, member of Erwin buying WCKY.
Ruthrauff & Ryan account staff,
• Milton Sutton, creative director, Wasey,
named
v.p.
named senior v.p. and director. Zlowe
Co., N.Y.
WCKY
• Charles P. Davis, v.p. and account
supervisor
at
Hixson
&
Jorgensen,
L.A.,
50,000 WATTS
• Sherwood Dodge, formerly execuOF SELLING POWER
tive v.p. of Fletcher D. Richards Inc. has joined Robinson, Jensen, Fenwick
and before that national marketing & Haynes, that city, as account execuCincinnati, Ohio
director, Foote, Cone & Belding, to
tive-supervisor and member of agency's
85
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plans board and business development
committee.
• Charles A. Conrad Jr., account
executive at Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
Chicago, elected v.p.
• Fred Levitt, with Dancer-FitzgeraldSample, N.Y., past three years, named
manager
of agency's radio-tv operations department.
• John H. Coleman, with CampbellEwald Co., Detroit, since 1948, named
associate creative director of tv-radio
department. Donald L. Miller, with
agency since 1954, succeeds Mr. ColeVersatile lass • Marie lanice,
tion. man as supervisor of tv-radio producCunningham & Walsh casting
director who buys talent for the
• John McCullough named creative
director of Philadelphia office of W. B.
agency,
was "discovered"
when
she
performed
at an Advertising
Doner & Co. Other appointments:
Men's luncheon in New York. Ed
Marilyn Coleman as radio-tv writer
and Paul Dietz placed in charge of
Friendly,Dean
producer
new business.
Jimmy
Show, ofwasCBS-TV's
so impressed that he signed her for a
• George Bole, formerly head of tv
guest appearance. On Feb. 11 she
was interviewed by Mr. Dean
film commercial production at Universal International Pictures, Hollywood,
(above) and sang "Foggy Day in
appointed to similar capacity at Leo
London Town."
Burnett Co., that city.
• Max Fetty, formerly v.p. of Delta Rouge advertising and public relations
Tank Mfg. Co., Baton Rouge, La., agency, as corporate member. Firm will
joins Gillis & Hundemer Inc., Baton henceforth be called Gillis & Hundemer
& Fetty Inc.
• William C. Geoghegan, formerly
advertising director of Gunther Brewing Co., Baltimore, appointed v.p. of
James B. Rogers Assoc., that city.
• Marlin B. Kreighbaum and WilHarkins named
v.p.'s of111.Ross,
Flink liam& C.Livengood
Inc., Peoria,
Mr.
Kreighbaum will direct copy and media,
Mr. Harkins, art and production.
Inter Mountain
•
Vincent C. Skelton, with MacNetwork
Manus, John & Adams, Bloomfield
Hills, Mich., research department for
Fastest Growing Market past two years, made research director.
John B. Caldwell, head of own
in Colorado
marketing consultant firm for past six
COLORADO SPRINGS
years,
appointed director of marketing
has
for MJ&A.
• David G. Watrous, management supervisor and member of plans board,
KYSN
Benton & Bowles, N.Y., to TathamInter Mountain Network Affiliate
Laird, Chicago, as account supervisor.
• Gene McMasters, formerly of WarTHE #1 STATION
wick & Legler, N.Y., to Ogilvy, Benson
& Mather Inc., that city, as account
Proved by Pulse & Hooper
supervisor
Better than 40% Share
tablets. on Vick double-buffered cold
ALL DAY
• Roland C. Johnstone, with Young
Ask your Avery-Knodel man
& Rubicam, NY., since 1940, and
Arthur N. Seller, art director since
The Nation's Most Successful Regional Network
1951, appointed art supervisors.
HEADQUARTERS • SALT LAKE CITY • DENVER
• Harry P. Mazza, with Kudner AgenContact Your Avery-Knodel Man
cy, N.Y., since 1952 in control depart86 (FATES & FORTUNES)

ment, and as assistant account executive, promoted to account executive on
Colorforms account.
• Mel O'Neil, formerly of Walter C.
Davison agency, L.A., appointed account executive of Beckman-Koblitz
Adv., that city.
• William A. Manheimer, formerly
head of his own agency, Merritt-Manheimertive of R.
Inc.,I. appointed
account
execuDavid & Co.,
Chicago.
• Sol Shein, formerly of Altec Lansing
Corp., Anaheim, Calif., to Don Frank
& Assoc.,
that city, accounts.
to handle industrial and electronic
• Lester J. Harmon, formerly with
Foley Adv., Phila., to Werman &
Schoor Inc., that city, as director of
tv-radio.
• John R. Clement, formerly radio-tv
director of Dan Lawrence Adv., San
Diego,oke,Calif.,
to Houckcapacity.
& Co., RoanVa., in similar
• William J. Brittain, formerly advertising and sales promotion manager
of American Kitchens Div., Avco Mfg.
Corp., to Krupnick & Assoc., St. Louis,
as copy chief.
• Roy A. May, formerly program director and newscaster of WIL St. Louis,
to Gardner Adv., that city, as radio-tv
production supervisor.
• Dorothy Deere, newspaper and
publicity writer, appointed by John W.
Shaw Adv., Chicago, as press relations
director for its client, Mercury Records.
Tom Schlesinger, former publicity
director, to ternational
head artistsuprelations
new Mercury
Instaff and
liaison with affiliates here and abroad.
• Mary E. Loeber, formerly of McGavren-Quinn,
as timebuyer. S.F., to BBDO, that city,
• Robbie Landers, timebuyer at John
W. Shaw Adv., Chicago, has resigned
and is leaving agency business.
Networks
• James McElroy, for past 12 years
member
of Mutual's
sales department,
named eastern
sales manager.
• Malcolm MacGregor, executive
producer of NBC educational televiproject, appointed manager of publicsionaffairs.
• Russell Jones, formerly chief eastern European correspondent for United
Press
International, toNY.CBSHeNews'
of correspondents,
will staff
join
Washington bureau later.
• Perry B. Frank, for past 3Vi years
account executive of ABC-TV N.Y.,
has resigned.
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• Bill Stern, Mutual sportscaster,
presented with Award of Merit by National Exchange Club for his 26 years
of broadcasting "designed to thwart
juvenilesenteddelinquency."
Award,
prein connection with
National
Crime Prevention Week, also commended Colgate Palmolive Co. for its
participation and support of Mr.
Stern's campaigns.
Stations
• John L. Sinclair
Jr. named general
manager of Charleston, W. Va., operation of WSAZ-TV
Huntington, W.Va.,
and general manager
of WKAZ Charleston.
Don O. Hayes named
Mr. Sinclair
station manager of
WKAZ, succeeding Thomas Murray.
• Virgil Sharpe resigns as v.p. and
general manager of KOWH Omaha.
• Bob Fox, formerly Los Angeles sales
manager of KFOX Long Beach, Calif.,
named general sales manager of
KRKD-AM-FM
Los Angeles, effective
March 2.
jf^Hhk
1| I
f

• Herb Carl, forprogram director merly
of KONO
San
Antonio, Tex., named
station manager of
KENS, that city. Mr.
Carl will continue his
duties
sonality. as air per-

Mr. Carl
• James K. Whitaker, formerly general manager of WQOK Greenville,
S.C., named regional sales manager of
WIS Columbia, S.C. Other WIS appointments: John Wrisley, formerly of
WSAV Savannah, Ga., director of local
sales and program planning; Howard L.
Hamrick, formerly of WPTF Raleigh,
N.C., program director; John C.
Thorne, formerly of Tom Daisley
Adv., Columbia, program manager,
and Homer V. Fesperman, formerly
of WSTP
Salisbury, N.C., assistant' program manager.
• Ben Paschall, general manager of
KFXM San Bernardino, Calif., has resigned
to join KWIZ Santa
Ana, Calif., as executive v.p. Mr. Paschall
has purchased KWIZ
stock formerly held by
Hal Davis, who left
station in December to open advertising agency in Hollywood. Norman
Keats, sales manager of KFXM San
Bernardino, Calif., promoted to general
manager, succeeding Mr. Paschall. Roy
Cordell, sales manager of KAFY Bakersfield, Calif., made director of operations of both KFXM and KAFY. Lyle
Kilgore, chief engineer of KFXM,
named program director of that station
and Al Anthony, production director
of KAFY, made program director there.
• Chester C. Steadman Jr., with
WCOP-AM-FM Boston as account executive past three years, promoted to
sales manager.
• Stan Lo Presto, for past two years
chief engineer of WKIT Mineola, N.Y.,
named general manager, replacing
Walter Ware, who has joined Paris
& Peart Adv., N.Y. Hy Finkelstein,
station salesman, named sales manager.
• Orville C. Schumacher named
general manager of KCAL Redlands,
Calif., replacing Homer Griffith, resigned.
• Sheldon A. Engel, assistant general
manager of KRIZ Phoenix, Ariz., promoted to station manager.

• Ross Holmes, sales
of WSPAmanager Spartanburg.
AM-FM
S.C.. named
station
manager, succeeding
Roger Shaffer,
named national sales
manager of WSPATV, replacing
Charles Bell, who
becomes executive v.p.
of WSAV-AM-TV
Savannah, Ga. Mr.
Holmes joined WSPA
in 1948 and was made
sales manager in 1952.
s#k
Mr. Shaffer joined
wJg^ station
in 1940 manand
was appointed
Mr. Shaffer
ager in i947 jACK
Sholar continues as local-regional sales
manager of WSPA-TV.
• Thomas E. Carroll, with Time Inc.
since 1953, named business manager
of Time stations WFBM-AM-TV Indianapolis.
• Dick Fairbanks, formerly advertising director of Wichita Beacon, appointed national sales manager of
KTVH-TV Hutchinson, Kan.
• A. H. (Chris) Christensen, formerly advertising-sales promotion manager of WJZ-TV Baltimore, to KPIX
(TV) San Francisco in similar capacity. • Hewel Jones, formerly commercial
Both stations are WBC outlets.
manager of KXOL Fort Worth, Tex.,
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AN

APPLE

FOR

THE

TEACHER...

Ed Zack — Morning Mayor of the
Quint-Cities — presents a sack of
apples to the "Teacher of the
Day"
. . . a daily feature of Ed's
Music
on WOC.'59 Show — 6 to 9 a.m.
It's WOC and "Mayor" Ed Zack
saying, "Thanks," to one of those
very special people who look
after tomorrow's generation.
Another reason for the top listening interest of the right people
... to WOC.
To reach — and sell — these
"right" people, call your PGW
Colonel for availabilities.
Col. B. J.President
Palmer
Ernesc C Sanders Manager

the quint cities
davenport ,
bettendorf i
ROCK ISLAND
MOL1NE
EAST MOLINE ' ILL
H
5000 W

Pax ShafferSales Manager
Peters,
Inc., Griffin,
ExclusiveWoodward,
National
Representatives
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named station manager of KTOW
Oklahoma City.
• Stephen J. Atanian promoted to
sales manager of WARE Ware, Mass.
Other WARE appointments: George
Stephan as operations manager, Bruce
Lunsford as chief announcer and
Eddie Stewart as air personality.
• Don Springgate, with WEAW-AMFM Evanston, 111., past three years,
W. Thomas
Atlantic
CoastRice,
LinePresident
Railroad
named
-' assistant stations manager.
The Atlantic Coast Line Railroad
has picked Jacksonville for its new ^^^
• Russell Hoffman, program direc17-story headquarters office building. ^
tor, KDUO (FM) Riverside, Calif.,
The Coast
Line's ofchoice
of Jackson|
promoted to station manager. Howard
vil e is evidence
their faith
in|the
Hodgkins, formerly with KMLA (FM)
State of Florida's Gateway City and
Jacksonville
is enthus'astic
over this
Los Angeles, succeeds Mr. Hoffman.
latest addition
to the economy.
rapidly
expanding North Florida
Dick Cloke joins KDUO as account
executive.
AND .1 VCKSONV1LLE FMCKS
• Don Propst, sales manager of
WFGA-TV
Si In Jacksonville, Jaxons have
KNOB (FM) Long Beach, Calif., has
IIII picked
WFGA-TV,
Channel
12
as
||
the best family station in the || been promoted to station manager.
|||| huge
billionmarket.
North Florida- j||| • Fred M. Jordan, formerly account
South %IV2
Georgia
III NBC and ABC Programming. || executive of WPTV (TV) West Palm
|| Represented nationally by
named peninsula advertis|| Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc. ;i| Beach,ing Fla.,
representative
Norfolk-Portsmouth, ofVa.WAVY-AM-TV
He will head(Second of a Series)
quarter at new sales office in Newport
News at 3400 Huntington Ave. TeleJKZk WFGA — TV
phone: Chesnut 4-49 1 1 .
|)i Channel 12
• John Hansen, formerly station man^ Jacksonville, Florida
ager of KABC-AM-FM Los Angeles,
FLORIDA'S COIORFUL STATION
appointed local sales manager of KCOP
(TV), that city. Henry Flynn continues as assistant sales manager concentrating on program and national spot
sales. Bill Stanley continues as director of special promotions.
r=H0WARD E. STARKr
• Nicholas M. Pagliara, formerly v.p.
Brokers and Financial
and general manager of WIL St. Louis,
Consultants
named administrative assistant to general manager and film director of
KPLR-TV, that city.
Television Stations
• Dan Verbest promoted from junior
account executive to director of merRadio Stations
chandising and sales service, WXIX
50 East 58th Street
(TV) Milwaukee.
• Bill Mason, farm editor-reporter of
New York 22, N. Y. ELdorado 5-0405
WLS Chicago and president of Illinois
Farm Writers & Broadcasting Assn.,
appointed farm program director.
• Robert Brechner, program v.p. of
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, named
president of Michael Burke Foundation, created in memory of three-yearold who lost his life on operating table
EVERYWHERE
from cardiac arrest during minor surgery, to help prevent similar surgical
accidents.
"Dear
Friend"
Radio's original modern
family advice
feature
is
Radio's
BIG
audience• Amos Eastridge, promotion manbuilding and commercial HIT!
ager of KMTV (TV) Omaha, Neb.,
Now available on tape or in script form.
past four years, named merchandising
For the exclusive option in your
market, wire, phone or write today ! manager. Other KMTV appointments:
Copy Service Bureau Bill Hughes, national sales and service
228 N. LaSalle St., Chicago 1, III., Suite 1203 representative, and Galen LilleFinancial 6-2657
thorup, promotion manager.
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COAST LINE PICKS
JACKSONVILLE

• George Paradis, formerly public relations director of United Community
Services, Portland, Me., named sales
that
city.
promotion director of WCSH-AM-TV,
• John Frederick Collins, formerly
assistant manager of American News
Co., to WORC Worcester, Mass., as
director
motion. of merchandising and sales pro• Archie Leonard, 42, director of
WHO-TV Des Moines, Iowa, died Feb.
7 following heart attack while acting
in amateur performance of Shakespeare's "The Taming of the Shrew."
Mr. asLeonard,
who injoined
FM
announcer
1950,WHO-AMhad been
incasting.
several movies before entering broad• Lester Dinoff, formerly with Rank
Film Distributors of America Inc. in
publicity and promotional capacity, appointed York.
director of publicity for
WMGM New
• Chip Cipolla, reporter and newscaster, WHLI-AM-FM Hempstead,
L.I., promoted to director of news.
• Jerry Miller, on KONO San Antonio programming staff, and Doug
China, on station's production staff,
namedtion director,
program
director and producrespectively.
• Howard Morgan to WFPA Fort
Payne, Ala., as news editor and air personality. Other WFPA appointments:
Joe Deaton, formerly of WISE Asheville, N.C., air personality, and John
Alexander, chief engineer.
• Dirk L. Schaeffer, formerly head
of public relations of WIP Philadelphia,
to WWBZ Vineland, N.J., as director
of public relations and continuity.
• John Cofoid, with WOW-TV Omaha, Neb., since July 1956, promoted
to assistant promotion manager.
• Diana
Loomis, formerly
Universal International
Pictures, ofappointed
director
of publicity-public
relations of
KFWB Los
Angeles.
• Barney Groven, formerly of KOCY
Oklahoma City, to KFDA Amarillo,
Tex., as news chief, production director andments:d.j.
Otherformerly
KFDA ofappointJoe Ramay,
KLOS
Albuquerque, N.M., as member of program ing andofproduction;
Patrick, formerly
KVII (TV)Ruth
Amarillo,
as traffic chief, and Chuck Irvin rejoins after service with U.S. Army.
• Charles R. Schon appointed news
director of WMBR-AM-FM Jacksonvil e, Fla.
• William F. Balthaser, morning
news director of WDEL Wilmington,
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Del., has been awarded second annual
Earl Godwin Memorial Award by NBC
News. Mr. Balthaser will leave in April
to spend six months in London as NBC
correspondent.
• Tom Gillies, program director of
WTRL Bradenton, Fla., moves to sales
department as account executive. Gordon Wyllie succeeds Mr. Gillies as
program director. Both continue present
duties as air personalities.
• Richard Martin, with WWDC-AMFM Washington past 2Vz years, named
account executive.
• Bert Weiland, formerly sales executive of Ziv Television Programs, to
WBAL-TV Baltimore as account executive.
• Stuart Armstrong, news director
of WITI-TV Milwaukee, and Neil
Searles, formerly general manager of
WFOX Milwaukee, appointed account
executives of WITI-TV.
• Edwin D. Gimzek, formerly program director of WWBZ Vineland,
N.J., to WIP Philadelphia programproduction staff.
• Jack Downey, formerly assistant to
director of program services, CBS Television Stations Div., appointed executive producer at KMOX-TV St. Louis.
• Lew Irwin, news director of KPOL
Los Angeles, to host new series of news
and interviews, Lew Irwin Reports, on
KABC-TV Los Angeles.
• Joseph Garretson, formerly reporter
and columnist of Cincinnati Enquirer
and Times-Star, to WKRC-AM-FM-TV,
that city, as newscaster and commentator. Gene Brent, formerly air personality of WHTN-AM-FM-TV Huntannouncer.ington, W.Va., to WKRC-AM-FM as
• Doug Duperrault, formerly promotion manager of KTBS-TV Shreveport,
La., to promotion department of
WTAR-AM-TV Norfolk, Va.
• Robert J. Reverman, formerly with
KPIC (TV) Roseburg, Ore., to sales
staff of KIRO-TV Seattle, Wash.
• William P. McGowan, formerly
news editor of WHTN-TV Huntington,
W.Va.,
to WCSH-TV Portland, Me., as
newscaster.
• Bob Gallagher joins WEEI-AMFM Boston news staff.
• Mort Nussbaum, formerly national
radio director of 20th Century-Fox
Film Corp., N.Y., and air personality
of WBBF Rochester, N.Y., to WVET
Rochester
March 30. as air personality, effective

♦ Dick Wahl, formerly air personality
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of KRKO Everett, to KOMO Seattle,
both Washington, in similar capacity.
• Barry Kaye, formerly air personality
of WAMP Pittsburgh, to KLAC Los
Angeles in similar capacity. George
Church III takes over afternoon d.j.
slot at KLAC, replacing Jack Slattery, resigned to devote full time to announcing on Art Linkletter shows.
• Duke Norton, formerly of KLAC
Los Angeles, to KBIQ (FM), that city,
as air personality. Other air personalities at KBIQ: Jay Jasin, formerly
KVFM Van Nuys, Calif.; Russ Wylie
and Merrit Johnson, both formerly
of CBS, LosWHEC
Angeles;
Bob O'Donnell,
formerly
Rochester,
N.Y.; Al
Davis, formerly program director of
North Country stations in Vermont,
and Jack Wagner, KBIQ program director, who will also handle d.j. duties.
• Louis Gutenberger, formerly air
personality of KSO Des Moines, Iowa,
to KGMS-AM-FM Sacramento, Calif.,
in similar capacity.
• Lew Short, formerly of Ketchum,
MacLeod & Grove Inc., Pittsburgh, to
WAMP-WFMP (FM) that city, as announcer.
• Michael Bradley to KOBY San
Francisco as air personality, replacing
Charles Lynn, who moves to KOFY
San Mateo, Calif.
• Bill Crable, formerly of KXOK
One hundred
St. Louis, to KSD, that city, as air
personality.
national
• Don Pitts, formerly air personality
and program director of KKIS Pittsand
burgh, and Rod McKuen, formerly
eleven*
air personality of KROW Oakland, both
regional
California, to KPIX (TV) San Francisco as air personalities.
advertisers
spot
• Owen Spann and Ron Gleason to
KCBS-AM-FM San Francisco as air
know
personality and sales promotion assistant, respectively.
Terre Haute
• Bill King, formerly sportscaster of
KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb., to KSFO San
is not covered
Francisco as assistant sportscaster.
effectively
• Johnnie Walsh, formerly air personality ofKEDO Longview, Wash., to
KAYO Seattle in similar capacity.
• Frank H. Forrester, weathercaster
by outside
of WJXT (TV) Jacksonville, Fla., to
TV
WRC-TV Washington in similar ca* Basis: 1958
pacity.
• Tal Tripp, formerly news editor of
KOIN-TV Portland, Ore., to KGWABC
TV, that city, as reporter-photographer.
CBS
• Tom Collins to WKBZ Muskegon,
WTHI-TV
— 10
Mich., as air personality.
TERRE
HAUTE,
INDIANA
Represented Nationally by Boiling Co.,
• Blake Ritter to WRCV Philadel- Cos Angeles -San Francisco - Boston • New York - Chicago ■ Dallas

phia as staff announcer and newscaster.
Tom Pettit, formerly news editor of
WCCO-TV Minneapolis, to WRCVAM-TV news department.
• Phil Harlow, formerly news director of WACO Waco, Tex., to WOAIAM-TV San Antonio as newscaster.
• Kenneth F. Allen, formerly of
WROW and WTEN (TV), both Albany, N.Y., to WTIC - AM - FM - TV
Hartford, Conn., as announcer.
Representatives
• Fred L. Bernstein, formerly general manager
Forjoe &named
Co.'s v.Atlantasouthern
sales ofdivision,
p. and
general
manager
of
Forjoe's
New
Yorkeastern sales division.
• Ray H. Kremer, with CBS Radio
Spot Sales since March 1955 as account
executive and manager of sales development, Chicago and New York, appointed eastern sales manager, NY.
• Bernard I. Ochs, formerly general
manager of Forjoe & Co.'s southeastern
office, has formed his own station representative firm, The Bernard I. Ochs
Co., Atlanta, Ga. Mr. Ochs was previously general sales manager of WLWA
(TV) Atlanta. Firm, which will function as southeastern representative for
radio-tv stations, is located at 1401
Peachtree St., N.E., Atlanta. Telephone:
Trinity 5-9403.
• Thomas C. Harrison, sales manager
of Henry I. Christal Co., N.Y., to John
Blair & Co.'s
YorkHarrison
sales staff,
effective
March New
2. Mr.
was
previously
manager
of
Blair's
St.
Louis
office but resigned in July 1957 to become v.p. and network sales manager
of ABC Radio.
Programming
• Ken Marthey has
resigned as tv-radio
group
head ofto McCann-Erickson
become v.p. in charge of
tv spot production for
United States Productions Inc., N.Y. Mr.
Marthey was previMr. Marthey
ously with Benton &
Bowles as senior tv producer.
• Gerald E. Liddiard, formerly v.p. of
Jayark Productions, named v.p. in
charge of sales of Synditape Inc., N.Y.,
subsidiary of Guild Films Co.
© H. Williams Hanmer, v.p. and general counsel at Wilding Picture Productions Inc., tv and motion picture film
firm, elected president, succeeding C. H.
Bradfield Jr., who becomes board
chairman.
• Alfred L. Mendelsohn, assistant
90 (FATES & FORTUNES)

ris Inc., to Communications Counselors
Inc., N.Y., as account representative.
• Thomas J. Brown, formerly tv-radio
account executive, McCann-Erickson.
N.Y., named account executive for U.S.
Broadcast Checking Corp., N.Y.
• Joan M. Paul, for past year script
and story researcher, National Council
of Catholic Men, N.Y., appointed radio producer of council.
• Joseph A. McDonald, formerly of
NBC legal department, will be honored
at dinner under joint auspices of Copyright Luncheon Circle and Copyright
• Louis Melamed, with CBS for nine Society of U.S.A. in New York tomorrow (Feb. 24). Mr. McDonald
years as producer and director, to Na- now is with
Washington law firm of
tional Telefilm Assoc., N.Y., as execuSmith, Henessy and McDonald.
tive producer.
• H. I. Bucher, general attorney, Na- Government
tional Telefilm Assoc., elected secretary.
*\ Williamson. 59. E.in
• Lewis Rachmil, producer for Column
• Col. Melvi
^PH^\ executive
bia Pictures, Hollywood, appointed
capacities
producer
for
Ziv
Television
Programs,
.
!
with
radio
stations
that city.
on West
" f and
Coast agencies
for two
dec• Ken Israel, formerly of Telestar
Films and Flamingo Films, to Banner
15sta-at
ades' died FebFilms sales staff as midwest manager,
iwt&mk
■» where
Col.itWilliamson
tioned. he
Col. was
Williamheadquartering in Pittsburgh.
Illino
eldAirfi
t
Scot
JBKHJ and KMPC, bothis'
flflk<
son wasS with
Equipment & Engineering
Los Angeles, and later established west
• Albert Haselman, formerly execu- coast offices for Lennen & Mitchell and
tive v.p. in charge of sales and engineer- also Geyer, Cornell & Newell. In May
ing, Communications Products Co., 1951, he was called back to active duty
Santa Barbara, Calif., appointed v.p. and named head of radio-tv branch,
and general manager of Prodelin Inc., Office of Armed Forces Information &
Kearny,tems andN.J.,
makers oflines.antenna sys- Education, Dept. of Defense. He is
transmission
survived by his wife, former Lorna
• Hy Brodsky, with Allen B. Du Mont Ladd, and daughter.
Labs, Clifton, N.J., since January International
1956, named public relations director. • C. W. van Houten, Toronto office
• Jack S. Beldon, formerly marketing of Young & Rubicam Ltd., and Yves J.
manager,ceiverGeneral
tv re-to Menard and E. S. Clements, Mondepartment,Electric
Syracuse,Co.'sN.Y.,
treal office, appointed v.p.'s.
RCA'ssalesconsumer
products staffof toradios,
assist
on
and merchandising
• W. Vic George, formerly manager
phonographs and television sets. of CFCF Montreal, Que., to assistant
Tucker P. Madawick, formerly of general manager of operation divisions
Raymond Loewy Assoc., N.Y., named of Canadian Marconi Co. Ltd., Monmanager,
treal, Que., owners of CFCF.
tv division.product styling, RCA Victor

manager,to Universal
Pictures
Co.'s
tvsalesdivision,
Elliot, Unger
& Elliot,
N.Y., as general sales manager.
• Sanford Abrahams, assistant national advertising and publicity director of
Allied Artists, has been promoted to
advertising and publicity director, succeeding John C. Flinn, who resigns
to join Columbia Pictures March 6.
• Harry B. Simmons, formerly with
ABC Radio Chicago sales force, appointed account executive, ABC Films
Inc., covering Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky.

• Brad Kroha promoted from staff
assistant to national merchandising
manager of Motorola Communications
& Electronics Inc., sales and service
subsidiary of Motorola Inc., Chicago.
Allied Fields
• Dorothy Furman, account executive in Los Angeles office of HarsheRotman, has formed her own company,
Furman Public Relations, with offices
at 225 S. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills,
Calif. Telephone: Bradshaw 2-1004.
• Gordon Burns, formerly assistant to
director of public relations, Philip Mor-

• Spence Caldwell, president of S.
W. Caldwell Ltd., Toronto, Ont, tv
film importer and producer, elected
president of Assn. of Motion Picture
Producers & Labs of Canada, succeeding Arthur Chetwynd, president of
Chetwynd Films Ltd., Toronto. Gerald
S. Kedey, president of Motion Picture
Centre Ltd., Toronto, and Henry
Michaud, director of Omega Productions Ltd., Montreal, elected v.p.'s.
• Charles N. Knight, Ontario sales
manager of Canadian Petrofina Ltd.,
Toronto,
to sales manager of CFPL
London, Ont.
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FANFARE
liard and bowling proprietors within
100 miles of Chicago.
The game's name is derived this way:
a player may run up 10 balls in each
half inning, but after pocketing 10 in
the final, he may try for 20 more — or a
total of 30. Players compete for prize
money as in bowling or golf — $300 for
match winner, $200 for losing, $10 per
point over the first 40 to the winner (a
maximum of $600). High game winner
at the end of 13 weeks gets $1,000. Additional y, aperfect game winner (100
points) receives $5,000.
Besides proprietors, other sponsors
are the Bowling & Billiard Institute of
America and five billiard suppliers.
Commuter come-on • ABC
Films Inc. has placed what it calls
"the first syndicated tv film outad" for
26 Men
westerndoor tvtradeseries
on theits side
of a
tenement building on Park Ave.
at 122nd St. in New York's Harlem district to catch the eye of
Westchester County or Connecticut advertising agency commuters
enroute to work.
Viewers pick their flicks
WTAE (TV) Pittsburgh gave viewers
a chance lo pick the flicks themselves
through page ads run two days in three
local papers listing 200 feature films
in the station library. When some 4,000
viewers responded the first week,
WTAE had to farm out the counting
job.
In the print ads, readers were asked
to mark on a coupon 10 movies out
of the 200 they would most like to
see, with results to determine scheduling by WTAE over the coming months.
The idea for the movie promotion
was developed in conjunction with
WTAE's
advertising
agency,
Adv., Pittsburgh.
It was
based Lando
on a
test promotion using a single tv announcement. Ina 30-second spot during alate movie, viewers were asked to
choose four favorites out of a list of
eight movie titles. Several hundred responded.
Pocket pool invades tv
Match-play pocket billiards bowed on
Chicago television Feb. 16 with TenTwenty, adapted for WBKB (TV) viewing by sportscaster Joe Wilson and
cueist Frank Oliva. Joining as cosponsors of the weekly eight-inning
match between two opponents are bilBROADCASTING, February 23, 1959

No more newspaper
ads for KREM-TV
KREM-TV Spokane, Wash., has decided to forego newspaper advertising
in favor of its own facilities for audience promotion in the future.
The decision is based on an analysis,
completed in late January, which shows
that without newspaper ads, but by
using every 10-, 20- and 60-second spot
available on the station during the
ARB rating week in November, KREMTV boosted share of audience for some
periods by 12 to 65% over the ARB
report for February. In February, it
was estimated, about $3,000 had been
spent with the Spokane Chronicle and
Spokesman-Review , out of an annual
budget of $25,000 with those papers.
KREM-TV manager Robert Temple
said competition to dominate advertising in the newspapers, which are under
the same ownership as KHQ-TV Spokane, became so costly that KREM-TV
stopped newspaper usage last October.
When Edward Petry & Co. called attention tothe KMTV (TV) Omaha success with on-air promotion as a substitute for newspaper advertising (audience-share gains in almost 90% of its
program hours when KMTV first made
the test last April), Mr. Temple conwith KMTV's
Vice
Presidentferred Owen
SaddlerExecutive
and General
Sales Manager Arden E. Swisher about
the on-air pattern.
Mr. Temple summed up: "The results give our industry its second example of the fact that the practice of
hypoing newspaper lineage to increase
audience during rating week is vastly
overrated and that our own medium
is its own best selling tool."
Spotlight on farmers
KRXK Rexburg, Idaho, this year expanded Farm Broadcasting Day into a
week and sold 210 five-minute pro-

CRASH THE DENVER
MARKET WITH KOSI

In DenverBecause
the influence
KOSI.
KOSI hasstation
listeneris
loyalty— and the folks with money
to spend. They respond to KOSI
advertisers—
buy merchandise
services! Noanddouble
spotting! and
So contact PETRY about the prize
Denver buy— that will win sales
awards for you— KOSI! 10% discount
when
buying KOSI-and KOBY,
San Francisco!
WGVM.
For Greenville, Mississippi — it's
,000 watts
Mid -America Broadcasting
Co.
KOSI/.:

My Mommy
to KFWBListens
Your clients'
messages
are delivered to more sales
mommies,
more daddies,
more everybodies . . . when you buy
KFWB . . . first in Los Angeles.
Check
Pulse1958).
and Hooper-(NovemberDecember

6419 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28 / HO 3-5151
ROBERT
PURCELL,SalesPresident
MILTON H.M. KLEIN.
Managerand Gen Manager
Represented nationally by JOHN BLAIR I CO.
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( 13-2 )

Right sequence • At least 10,000
viewers of WNTA-TV Newark, N.J.New York by now are convinced
that to tune ch. 13 from the top of
the tv dial, all they have to do is
turn one notch to the left. Above
are three of the top 20 from more
than 10,000 entries in WNTA-TV's
month-long cartoon contest on the
grams to local advertisers in the promotion. Features, presenting 150 broadcast guests, included
by Idaho's
U.S. senators
and a U.S.talks
representative,
members of the U. of Idaho extension
service, the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture
and county agents. Farm Broadcasting
Week programming was produced by
Irv Duddleson, KRXK farm director.
WBZ-TV 'Lamp of Knowledge'
A new project dealing with social
problems of national importance will be
launched by WBZ-TV Boston Feb. 28.
In its "Lamp of Knowledge" campaign,
WBZ-TV plans to present forum programs in prime time — examining mental illness, educational problems in
science, government and the humanities, safety and community crises.
Opener is a science quiz show, with
eighth grade students participating,
from 12:30 to 1 p.m. Feb. 28. Subsehere

is,

theme: "Channel 13 is next to
channel
2." a station official said,
The object,
was
to persuade
peoplethethatdial"theyall
do not
have to twist
around to ch. 13, but a mere flick
to the left from ch. 2 will tune in
ch. 13." Such a flick not only saves
the viewer's strength but also saves
quent competitive quizzes are planned
for successive Saturdays. WBZ-TV has
asked all its employes to submit ideas
for the project.
Yankee Doodle birthday
To mark the 10th birthday of
WJAR-TV Providence, R.I., Gov.
Christopher Del Sesto has proclaimed
1959 "WJAR-TV Year."
part ofscheduled
the WJAR-TV
celebration
theAsstation
for showing
last
week "Yankee Doodle Dandy," movie
musical about Providence-born composer George M. Cohan. The station
invited Pat Rooney Sr., trouper friend
of Mr. Cohan, to a luncheon the day
before the showing of the film. Mayor
Walter E. Reynolds of Providence and
former vaudeville house owner Edward
M. Fay were scheduled to visit the
home in which Cohan was born and
set up a plaque and flagstaff.

modern

radio

Modern Radio calls for crisp, brisk copy. RADIO FEATURETTES give you seventy 15-sec. fact features a
week — every one a shot-in-the-arm for ad lib personalities orcommercials. Write today!
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1 7 5 5 BROADWAY Y. 1 9, N. Y.
TELEPHONE: JUdson 6-5 7 0 0

him
troublefiveofother
seeingtv what's
New theYork's
channelson
(besides chs. 13 and 2).
A $50 prize went to each of the
20 winners. Slides of winning art
were telecast by WNTA-TV and
they will be used periodically in station breaks during the next few
weeks.
50,000 ways to celebrate
WIBG Philadelphia scheduled a number of special events to signal its switch
today (Feb. 23) from 10 kw to a 50
kw
signal. Facets of the high-power
celebration:
Hourly telephone calls to listeners
awarding a total of 50,000 minutes
worth of recorded music, 50,000 new
pennies, 50,000 gift trading stamps and
a new automobile. Listeners who answer the phone
with "50,000
are eligible,
and losers
share in watts,"
50,000
cigarettes and boxes of chocolates.
Some 50 recording stars supplied
greetings
for broadcast during the day
of celebration.
WIBG also programmed a remote
broadcast this afternoon from Philadelphia's Independence Hall observing
Georgetaries,Washington's
military men andbirthday.
musicians Digniwere
to appear along with George B. Storer
Sr., president of Storer Broadcasting
Co., which owns WIBG, and Lionel
F. Baxter, managing director of the
station. The George Washington birthday broadcast is being offered to other
Pennsylvania stations for their use.
NBC-TV airs print ads
NBC-TV is using the motif from its
print advertisements in on-the-air spots.
"If I'd known it was on, I'd have
watched
it," declaredtrade
the magazines
network's
ads in newspapers,
and the New Yorker. The theme is
being usedshows.
in promotional spots in 16
network
BROADCASTING, February 23, 1959

Ford booklet suggests
dealer use local radio
The 7,000-plus Ford dealers throughout the U.S. received a big pitch for
radio last week — from Ford. It was a
brochure prepared, with Ford approval,
by Radio Advertising Bureau titled
"Ford & Radio: For the World's Most
Beautifully Proportioned Car . . . The
World's Most Beautifully Proportioned
Ad Medium." Ford sent it out with a
monthly mailing of ideas and sales tips
for dealers, the implication being that
Ford was strongly recommending radio
at the Dealer
local level
just as from
"Ford coast
and
Ford
associations
to coast rely heavily on radio."
The brochure reviews the scope of
radio, its growth, the size and composition of the audience, the prospects
to be reached among radio listeners, the
size and importance of car radio's "cap— and, Ford
from dealers,
a specialit
surveytiveofaudience"
franchised
points out that the average dealer owns
4.7 radio sets (including those in cars),
that 90.9% of the dealers listen at
least once a week and listen on 5.7
listening days out of seven, that 70.9%
listen every morning, 52.5% listen every
afternoon and 45% listen at night.
The booklet contains no special plug
for RAB, but suggests to dealers that
"for further information on radio . . .
check a local RAB station in your
area."
WHBQ popular eavesdropper
Eavesdropping on the part of WHBQ
Memphis, Tenn., is worth $100 plus
merchandise prizes to persons whose
voices are aired on the station's "Big
Ear" promotion event. With the cooperation of area business firms, news
director Charles Sullivan and director
Boone Nevins hide a microphone within
range of a customer making a transaction. A nearby recorder tapes the conversation for the "Big Ear" contest.
Approximately eight times daily,
WHBQ plays back the edited conversations. Persons identifying their voices
and where they spoke win the prizes.
WINS d.j. back from below
Murray Kaufman, WINS New York
d.j., emerged Feb. 13 from the IRT
subway at Columbus Circle after spending 8 days, 3 hours and 40 minutes living, sleeping and broadcasting underground. The stunt was designed to
showcase Mr. Kaufman as a radio personality. Business at the newstand next
to the broadcast booth was reported up
75% as the public peered. IRT got
free mentions
tional material.in all the station's promoThe WINS personality had agreed
BROADCASTING, February 23, 1959

to stay in the subway until some sharpeyed subway passenger could spot the
special silver token with which he had
entered the turnstile. Mrs. Pauline
Pacheco of West 25th St., Manhattan,
recognized the token and rushed to
WINS where she was rewarded with
1,000 free tokens.
• Drumbeats
• WOWO Fort Wayne, after saluting
Alaska's entry in the union with an
instrumental number, "Alaska Sleighride,"
extra The
promotional
ride inisthegetting
newestan state.
original
manuscript of the music and a disc
were presented in Washington to Sen.
Frank Bartlett (D-Alaska), with a copy
of the presentation ceremony and record
being forwarded to KJNO Juneau for
broadcast
"Alaskaof Sleighride"
by Samstaff.there.
DeVincent
the WOWO is
talent
• KIOA Des Moines has stimulated
walk-in interviews at Air Force recruiting offices by 75%, Maj. Fred H. Reiss,
USAF, has told KIOA General Manager James C. Dowell. The station's
public service announcements encourage possible recruits to come to the
Air Force instead of making the service
seek them out.
• O'Brien's restaurant in Waverly, N.Y.,
hundreds of miles from WEJL Scranton, Pa., has renewed its contract with
the station for the third consecutive
year.
spots,arebroadcast
on theTheBillrestaurant's
Pierce Show,
credited
with adding to thousands of traveling
salesmen's
business
cards
that
decorate
O'Brien's walls.
• Disc jockeys of Florida have been
challenged by Norman (Clyde) Beebe
of WGRO Lake City, Fla., to try and
eat more than he. The battle takes
place March 5 in the Kit Kat restaurant, Lake City.
• An announcement over WBAP Fort
Worth, Tex., about new pennies at the
First National Bank there resulted in
the
bank'sninesupply
of the
being
depleted
minutes
aftercoins
its doors
opened. The bank reports receiving
104 telephone calls regarding the pennies that day, some of them from neighboring states.
• An appearance of an artificial flower
maker on WFMY-TV Greensboro,
N.C., elicited how-to-do-it queries from
27 towns in North Carolina and Virginia. This response has prompted the
flower maker to set up a business selling
a flower constructing kit.
• More than 600 viewers have enrolled
in the WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N.C.,
course to "teach adults how to read
and write at least on the fourth grade
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level." In 20 North and South Carolina
communities, classes have been organized and the 30-minute, four-a-week
classes are followed by a period of instruction byvolunteer teachers. WBTV
donates air time, production costs and
expenses of the instructors. The station, which also has contributed $1,500
in cash to the classes, is planning to
run the 100 programs again next June.
• A five-minute telephone talk with
singer Pat Boone was the lure used by
WMPS Memphis, Tenn., in a March of
Dimes contest that netted more than
$1,500 in three weeks. More than 3,000
listeners in seven states vied for three
dozen prizes.
• WFOX Milwaukee reports that more
than 2,800 letters were received in six
days in answer to its offer of one free
ticket to the 1959 Holiday on Ice
Show for each ticket purchased. The
offer tied in with a spot campaign run
by the ice show's producers.
• WTTM Trenton, N.J., and Pfaus-

Finkle Adv. there presented a 2Vi -hour
broadcast on the theme of "Brotherhood" yesterday (Feb. 22). The program consisted of 22 local citizens discussing community problems in five
panelsson.moderated
NBC's on
LeonHuman
PearThe Trenton byCouncil
Relations cooperated in the project.
Public service rewarded
KMTV (TV) Omaha has inaugurated
an annual award program to encourage
astute use of the tv medium for public
service. To spotlight the first annual
award this year, KMTV had Nebraska
Gov. Ralph G. Brooks on hand for the
televised ceremony, along with station
President Edward May, NBC Vice
President Harry Bannister and Owen
Saddler, executive vice president-general manager of KMTV, who originated the award program. Recipient
of
this
plaqueandwasbusinessman,
Leo Daly,
Omaha year's
architect
who was cited for his chairmanship of
the $1.8 million Red Feather-Red Cross
Community Drive.
_FOR

THE

Advertising's week
Admen throughout the land observed
their own week Feb. 9-14. Here are a
few of the local twists given the Advertising Week promotion of the Advertising Federation of America:
WCKR Miami, Fla., telephoned
heads of advertising agencies and recorded 60-second statements on the advertising industry. These were broadcast by WCKR throughout Ad Week.
WENY Elmira, N.Y., put on a radio
display
the Elmiraat Area
Club'sA
Ad
Weekin exhibition
a localAdhotel.
feature
was the daily broadcast of
lobby.
WENY's News at Noon from the hotel
The Ad Club of Huntington, W.Va.,
under the chairmanship of Curtis C.
Jones, account executive with WSAZ
there,
for theconducted
southern the
half week's
of the campaign
state. A
proclamation decreeing Ad Week was
signed
by West Virginia Governor Cecil
H. Underwood.
Chicago's mayor, Richard J. Daley,
also recognized the city's Ad Week by
signing a proclamation.

RECORD_

Station Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting
Feb. 12 through Feb. 18: Includes data on new stations, changes in existing
stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes and
routine roundup.
Granted
(1)151newkw tvvis.station
Abbreviations:
on ch.height
13;cpsERP1250
andaux.76totrans,
kwoperate
aur.;at
ant.
ft., and
(2)new
DA—
directional
antenna,
cp—
construction
the
main
trans,
site.
This
facility
will
permit.
ERP—
effective
radiated
power,
vhf
replace (TV)
Van Curler's
operation
—very highquency, frequency,
uhf—
ultra
high visfre-— WAST
on Feb.
that temporary
channel with
satelliteof
ant.—
antenna,
aur.—
aural,
on
ch.
35.
Ann.
12.
visual, kw—
kilowatts,
w— watt,
mc— sunset,
megacy les. —D day.
N — night.
— local
APPLICATION
mod.
— modification,
trans.
— LStransmitter,
unl.
— unlimited
hours,
kc
—
kilocycles.
SCA
—
subWilmington,
Del. Egmont
— Richard Sonderling,
Goodman, Masidiary
communications
authorization.
SSA.
son
A.
Loundy,
and
—temporary
special service authorization. STA — special
T. 316
Hernreich.—
vhf158 ch.kw 12aur.;
( 204-210
mc);
ERP
kw
vis.,
ant.
Announced. authorization. * — educ. Ann. — George
height
above
average
terrain
568
ft.,
above
ground
608firstft.year
Estimated
construction
cost
$791,351,
operating
cost
$480,000,
New Tv Stations
revenueAve.,$720,000.
P.O. address
S. Oak
Park
Oak
111.location
Studio4087.7location
ACTION BY FCC
Wilmington,
Del. Park,
Trans,
miles
nw
of
Bridgeton,
N.J.
Geographic
W. c< Long.
Van Curler Bcstg. Corp., Albany, N.Y.
nates 39° 30' 08" N. Lat.

Trans. RCA, ant. RCA. Legal counsel A.
Henry
Becker.& Rohrer.
ConsultingPrincipals
engineerinclude
Silliman,
GeorgeMoffet
T. Hernreich
) owner Goodman
of KFPW
Fort
Smith,
Ark.;(50%Richard
(2712rr),
ownerSonderling
WOPA-AM-FM
Oak
Park, majority
111.; Egmont
(12»/2%)A.
minority
owner
WOPA,owner
andWOPA.
Mason
Loundy12. (10cc)
minority
Ann.
Feb.
Existing Tv Stations
ACTION BY FCC
WTTV of (TV)
Bloomington,
Ind. —WTTV
Grantedto
waiver
sect.
to permit
identify itselfCommissioner
as3.652(a)
Indianapolis
asdissented.
well as
Bloomington.
Ford
Chairman Doerfer absent. Ann. Feb. 12.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KBFL Corp.
(TV) Bakersfield, Calif— Pacific
Bcstrs.
KICU Bcstg.
(TV) Bakersfield, Calif.— Kern
County
TvKHMA
Corp. (TV) Co.Houma, La.— St. Anthony
Inc.WSPI (TV) Presque Isle, Me.— WLBZ Tv
KMOS-TV
Sedalia, from
Mo. — KI>RO-TV.
KDRO-TV and
Radio
Changed
WFRVInc. (TV)
Green Bay,
Valley
Telecasting
Co. Changed
from Wis.—
WFRV-TV.
Translators
Mohave County Board of Supervisors,
Kingman,place expired
Ariz. —cpsGranted
new existing
cps to refor
four
translator stations
(K70AC,
K78AC andtv
K82AAing Davis
serving
Kingman,
and
K77AG
servDam, Bullhead
Lake
Mohave
changeCityis and
reduction
in12. ERP forResort);
Kingmanonlytranslators.
Ann.
Feb.
Mohave
County
Board
of Springs
Supervisors,
Big
Sandy
VaUey,
Peach
and
Chloride,
Ariz.stations
— Granted
cpsto forservethreeHualanew
tvpai
translator
Mt. Park Area
and— one
Big Sandy
Valley on
ch.
toHenderson,
translate Nev.,
programs
of KLRJ-TV
(ch. 722) Springs
another
to serve
Peach
on
ch.
80
to
translate
proof KOOL-TV
(ch.on10)ch.Phoenix,
and
third late
togramsprograms
serve
Chloride
77
to
transof
KLAS-TV
(ch.
8),
Las
Vegas,
Nev.
Ann.
Feb.
12.
Burlington-Edison
School
District
#100,
County,station
Wash. —onGranted
for new
tvSkagit
translator
ch. 79 tocp translate
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New Am Stations
APPLICATIONS
North
Atlanta,
Ga.—
Northaddress
Atlanta300Bcstg.
Co.
1150
kc,
1
D. P.O.
Blue
Ridge Drive, kwGainesville,
Ga. Estimated
construction
cost
$31,765,
first
yearApplicants
operating
cost
$72,000,
revenue
$84,000.
are Charles
(75%) who
interin WGGASmithgall
Gainesville,
WRGAhas Rome,
both est Georgia,
and
WCAS Gadsden,
Ala.
and
is president
Southland Publishing- Co.
and
Feb. (Mrs.)
18. Lessie B. Smithgall (25%). Ann.
Ga.address
— Farnell
O'Quinn
1380 Ga.kc
1 Nashville,
kw D. P.O.construction
Boxcost
265, $18,586,
Baxley,
Estimated
first
year
operating
cost
$32,000,
revenue
$42,000.
Applicant
alsobothownsGeorgia.
WHABAnn.Baxley
and
WCQS
Alma,
Feb.
12.
Princeton,
N.J.
— address
New Jersey
Bcstg.
Co.
1350
kc,
5
kw.
P.O.
23
Palmer
Square
West. year
Estimated
construction
cost revenue
$84,595,
first
operating
cost
$103,930,
$120,000.
Applicant
corporation
Horace W.holder
Gross
(15.92%)
formerincludes
stockWFMZ-AM-TV
Allentown,
Pa.;
Harold
B.
Erman
(9.09%)
v.
p.
New Jersey
Extrusion
Co.;
Kevin
Kennedy
(9.09%)
v. p
Kenyon
&
Eckhardt;
John
T.
Valdes
(9.09%)
banker, and others. Ann. Feb. 12.
Del Rio,w. Tex.
VerdeBoxBcstg.
1490
kc,
P.O.— Val
address
935, Co.
Killeen,
Tex.250year
Estimated
construction
cost
$17 405
first
operating
cost
$33,600,
revenue
$55,000.
Partners
are
EugeneandA. Alton
Houghton
(60%), Del
merchant
Stewart
(40%)Riominority
owner KGNB NewW.
Braunsfel
Ann.
Feb. and
16. KLEN Killeen, both Texas
Co. 930
kc,Yakima,
1 kw Wash.—
D.Wash.
P.O.Bethany
address Bcstg.
11construction
Rosewood,
Wenatchee,
Estimated
cost
$14,120,
first
year
operating
cost
revenue $36,000.Wenatchee
Applicant is Rev. 830,000.
L. R.
White,
church. pastor
Ann. Feb. 13. Assembly of God
Buckhannon,
W.
Va.—
Hilleary
Andrew
1380 kc,Estimated
1 kw D. construction
P.O. address cost
4 Cleveland
Ave.
$25 629
first
year
operating
cost
$40,000.
revenue
$40,000.Feb.Applicant
is retired retail jeweler
Ann.
12.
Existing Am Stations
APPLICATIONS
WJOItime power
Florence,
Ala.—w Cpto 1tokwincrease
dayfrom
250
and install
new trans. Ann. Feb.
18.
WJBC Bloomington, 111. — Cp to increase
daytime
install newpowertrans.fromAnn.250Febw to18 1 kw and
WLAV
Grand
Rapids,
Mich.— Mod. of cp
to1 kw.increase
daytime
Ann. Feb.
12. power from 250 w to
KSAM
Saginaw,
Mich.—
increase
daytimenewpower
250Feb.wCp17to to1 kw
and
install
trans.from
Ann.N.Y.—
WKNY
Kingston,
Cp
to
increase
daytime
power
from
250
w
to
1
kw
and
install new trans. Ann. Feb 17
KOMA inOklahoma
City, Okla.—
Cp to make
changes
theFeb.nighttime
directional
ant
system. Ann.
16
WJMC
Rice
Lake,
Wis.—
Cp
to
increase
daytimestall newpower
from
250
w
to
1
kw
and
intrans. Ann. Feb. 12.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
r^i^H from
fIndepS?&£ceChanged
KIMO. Mo.-KIMO Inc.
CoKNCY Nebraska City, Neb.— Otoe Bcstg.
cKARA Albuquerque, N.M.— Tara Bcstg.
LodatoR Santa Rosa. N.M.— Joseph S.
B™tgEtCorplenS
NY— Vacationland
WSHE Raleigh, FaHS'
N.C.— Merchants
& FarmWMSN UOn WMSN Inc- Changed from
r^"^?Q
clevfland,
Ohio—
Tuschman
Bcstg
Co. Changed from WPGT
lv^t?
rleVniand
?eighte,
Ohio-FriendVlA^f
o 0 Changed
fromWSC
WSRS.Bcstg Co
KKID Pendelton
, Ore.—
°V^0n:ChanSedOre from
KWRC.
^^Ry Seaside
— Seaside
Bcstg.g' Co.
Ch^id^nfS^-1013^ BcSt*- C°K<£pFS BeHe Fourche^ S.D.-Joseph F.
c KBAN Bowie, Tex.— Bowie-Nocona Bcstg.
wtF^tKSUFES Junction' Vt-White
icelTnt &nde'fr^ShKS§LyiStian ^
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New Fm Stations
APPLICATIONS
San
Diego,
Calif.—
F. Weerts
94.9Drive.
mc,
7.5
kw. P.O.construction
addressE. 3005
Midway
Estimated
costrevenue
$20,650,$40,000.
first
year
operating
cost
$30,000,
Mr. Weerts
Ann.
Feb. 18. owns Zanzibar Dining Room.
Elmwood
Park,50 111.—
Park 2526
Bcstg.N.
Corp.
mc,
kw. Elmwood
P.O. seeks
address
Harlem105.9
Ave.
Applicant
facilities
WXFM
(FM)
Elmwood
Park,
and
is
former
owner
of owner.
those facilities.
Zeb18. Zarnecki is
majority
Ann.
Houston,
Tex.—
TexasP.O.Feb.Fine
Music647 Bcstrs.
Inc.
104.1
mc,
40
kw.
address
NationalmatedBank
Building,
Houstonfirst
2. Texas
Esticonstruction
cost
$32,512,
year
operatingplicantscostinclude$32,700,
revenue
$48,000.
ApEllis
W.
Gilbert
(35%)
general
manager
KTRH-FM
Houston;
Herbert
W. Peterson
Jr. Red
(35%)(10%)KTRH-FM
announcer; W. Scott
Chester18. Wrye
Jr. (10%)
and attorney;
others. Ann.W.
Feb.
Houston,
McLendon
Corp. 100.3
mc,
16.5 Estimated
kw.Tex.—
P.O. Theaddress
2104 Jackson
Dallas.
construction
cost revenue
$33,000St.,
first
year
operating
cost
$15,000,
$15,000.
Applicant
owns
KILT
Houston
KLIF
Dallas, KTSA Ky.San and
Antonio,
Texas,
WAKY
KEEL allShreveport,
La.Louisville,
Ann.
Feb.
17. County
Monroe,
Wis.—
Green
Bcstg.
Co.
101.5
mc, 14.86
kw. P.O. cost
address
Box first
460.
Estimated
construction
$19,666,
year
operating
cost
$6,250,
revenue
$7,100
Applicant owns WEKZ Monroe. Ann. Feb.
Existing Fm Stations
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KAZYand (FM)
Henry
David Alameda,
D. Larsen. Calif . — Patrick
KFMW (FM) San Bernardino, Calif.—
Sherrill
(FM). C. Corwin. Changed from KPAX
Co.KEEN-FM San Jose, Calif .—United Bcstg.
*KSCUClara.(FM) Santa Clara, Calif.— U. of
Santa
WTTS-FM
Tarzian
Inc. Bloomington, Ind.— Sarkes
WTMT-FM
Bcstg.
Inc. Louisville, Ky. — Jefferson
WJBO-FM Baton Rouge, La. — Baton
Rouge
(FM). Bcstg. Inc. Changed from WBRL
Inc.WHIL-FM Medford, Mass.— Conant Bcstg
WSWMBcstg.(FM)Corp.East Lansing, Mich —MidState
WJMO -Bcstg.
FM Cleveland
Friendly
Co. ChangedHeights,
from Ohio
WSRS-—
FM.
WABQ-FM
Cleveland,
Ohio
—
Tuschman
Bcstg.
Co. Changed from WPGT-FM
WLEC-FM
Bcstg.
Co. Sandusky, Ohio — Lake Erie
*WIPR-FM
Juan, P.R.— Dept. of Education of PuertoSan Rico.
Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
WTUS from
Tuskegee,
Ala.
— Grantedet al.,
transfer
control
E.Inc.
Williams,
to An-of
dalusia Bcstg.M.Co.
(WCTA,
J. Dige Bishop,
president,
has 94% Andalusia);
interest in

WJDB
and Ga.,
minority
in
WBMKThomasville
West Point
and interest
WTOT
Marianna,
Feb.
18. Fla.; consideration $35,000. Ann.
KIFW
Sitka,
Alaska
—
Granted
assignment
ofLanz,licensepresident);
to Sitka consideration
Bcstg. Co. (Harrj
$2l
Ann.
Feb. 18.
WFNM De ofFuniak
Fla. — Granted
assignment
licenseSprings,
to Leonard
Zepp.
consideration
$13,000
plus 10-year
lease/anof
real
estate
and
equipment
for
$2,400
nuallyFeb.
with18.option to purchase for $20,000
Ann.
WGRC Greenof Cove
Fla.— Granted
assignment
cp for
toSprings,
Frank
consideration
expenses.VanAnn.Hobbs
Feb
18.KSMN Mason$1,500
City, Charles
Iowa — Granted
trans
fer
of
control
from
V.
and
Ruth
B.F. Warren
to Harry Campbell $90,000.
and Donald
Blanchard;
Ann.
Feb.
18. Boston, consideration
WORL
Mass.
—
Granted
transfer
control
from
Frederick
W.
Roche,
et
al.,of
topresident,
WORL WKTV
Bcstg. Utica,
Corp. and
(PaulWKAL
F. Harron,
Rome,
N.Y.);
consideration
Feb. 18.
Portland,
Ore.F.$469,040.
— Malloy
GrantedAnn.
assignment
ofG.KLIQ
license
to
John
and
Stanlev
Breyer,
KLIQ18.Bcstrs.; consideration $90,000.d/bAnn.as Feb.
WRAWment of licenses
Reading,to Pa,WRAW,
— Granted
Inc. assign(R. S.
Reider,Feb.president);
consideration $290,000.
Ann.
18.
WFLI Lookout
Mtn.,
— Grantedet assignment of cp toBcstrs.;
Cyril Tenn.
G.Iralee
Brennan,
d/b
as Lookout
Benhsal..18.
obtaining
45% interest for $450.
Ann.W. Feb.
APPLICATIONS
KNLR ofNorth
Rock, Valley
Ark.— Bcstg.
Seeks
transfer
license Little
of Arkansas
Co.
from
Chester
H.
Pierce
to
L.
R.
Luker
for
$5,941. Mr. Luker owns interest
local finance
company
in DeWitt, Ark. andAnn.hasFeb.broadcast
18.
KIMN
Denver,
Colo.—
Seeks
assignment
ofHighlicense
and
cp
from
KIMN
Inc.
to
Mile
Stations
forJoyce
$175,000.Heftel,
Equalpresent
ownersstockholder
of applicantInc.are
12%
in
KIMN
Inc.
and
Cecil
L.interests
Heftel. inMr. KLIX
and Mrs.
Heftel alsoKGEM
have
Twin
Boise,
both also
Idaho;has and
KLO inFalls,
Ogden,
Utah
Mrs.
Heftel
interest
KUTV
(TV)
SaltWMFJLake Daytona
City. Ann.
Feb.Fla.—
12 Seeks transBeach,control
fer ofEmil
negative
(50%)
of WMFJ toe*
from
J.
Arnold
to
John
$2,000 plus
assumption
ofFeb.debts16. Creutz
owed Mrfor
Arnold
by
WMFJ.
Ann.
WJBS
DeLand,
Fla.—
Seeks
assignment
license from Radio Station WJBS to WJBSof
Inc., a ration.
change
from partnership
to Charles
corpoandCity,
B. BrittCleveland,
alsoPartnersownJames
WDSRS.Mr.Ayers
Lake
Fla.
WBAC
Tenn.
Britt
also
interest17. in WIRY Plattsburgh, NY. owns
Ann
Feb.
WBRO of license
Waynesboro,
Ga. — Seeks
assignfrom ofBurke
County
Bcstg
Co. to mentCollins
Corp.
Georgia
for (53$35,000
Purchasers
include
F.
K.
Graham
former 50% owner WYTH Madison, Ga7%) ;
WVOP
Vidaha,
Ga.; (5.2%),
Richard news
C. James
?.?TSre^J
PuSSan
directorJr.
(30.7CC),
Feb.
17 wholesale grocer and others. Ann.
WCHU untary(TV)
Champaign,
ni.—
Seeks
volassignment
cp fromTnc.Plains
Television
Corp.
to ofWCHU
Corporate
change,
no
change
in
ownership
involved
Ann. Feb. 12.
KWCL Oak Grove, La.— Seeks assignment

PRICE
QUALITY
DEPENDABILITY
. . . make the DIFFERENCE!

TOWERS FOR ALL COMMUNICATION PURPOSES
CONSTRUCTION CO.
2723 Hawkeye Drive

W \2/
W UJl
W V
=/lVV sloux C,TY' ,0WA
Write for Free 92 Page Book!

Equipping a
Radio Station ?

New RCA
5KWFM Transmitter
Designed for
Multiplexing
A "Direct FM" system, plus many
other outstanding performance
features such as built-in remote
voltcontrol provisions and screen
age power output control, make the
BTF-5B today's best FM transmitter buy. Its 5000-watt power output provides adequate coverage of
a multiplex channel and improved
coverage for conventional operation. New Exciter, Type BTE-10B,
uses "Direct FM" modulator circuits, thus fewer tubes are required. Whatever your equipment
needs-SEE RCA FIRST!
Or write for descriptive literature to RCA, Dept. PD-22,
Building 15-1, Camden, N. J.
RADIO CORPORATION
of AMERICA
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ofBcstg.
license from Carroll
Bcstg Co.
to Carroll
No 18.change
in ownership
involved.Co.,Ann.Inc.Feb.
WCUM-AM-FM
Cumberland,
Md.—
Seeks
assignment
of license
from
Realty
Co. to AUegany
Bcstg.corp.
Corp.Tower
$125,000.
Owner
of applicant
isforHollis
M.
Seavey,
Clear Channel
Bcstg. Service and director
former
operations.
Ann. director
Feb. 16. MBS Washington
Calais,partners
Me.— Seeks
assignment
of
cpandWQDY
from
equal
Robert
D.St.Hawley
Wesley
J. St.Wentworth
d/b/aInc.
Croix
Bcstg.
Co.
to
Croix
Bcstg.
owned
by
Mr. and
Hawley (44.6%) Mr. Wentworth
(27.7%)
Ann.
Feb. 16. John H. Vondall Jr. (27.7%).
KBMIment of license
Henderson,
Nev. —Inc.
Seeks Maxwell
assignfrom $27,000.
KBMI
E.ownsRichmond
for
Mr. toRichmond
Philadelphia
advertising
agency,
WPGC-AM-FM
Side, Md.Ann.andFeb.is
majority
owner Morning
WMEX Boston.
18.
WFEAment of license
Manchester,
N.H.—
Seeks
assignfrom Public
Information
Inc. to WFEA Bcstg.
Corp. for
$275,000.
Equal
owners
(25%
each)
are
William
F.
Malo Jr.,burg, W.former
part-owner
WHAR v.p.
ClarksWilliam
F.WDRC
Malo.
and
commercialVa.;manager
Hartford,
Conn.; FrankresentatiE.ves and H-R
Pellegrin,
v.p. H-Rminority
RepTv Inc.
owner
WATO
Oak Ridge,
Tenn.and
and Sidney
Beller,
accountant.
Ann.
Feb.
12.
KRHD ofDuncan,
Okla.— Seeks
involuntary
transfer
interest
Duncan
Bcstg.
Co.Edith
ownedH. 13.95%
by Robert
P. inScott,
deceased
toFeb.
Scott,
executrix
of
estate.
Ann.
18.
KWSO-AM-TV
— Seeks in-in
voluntary transferLawton,
of 15.5%Okla.
partnership
Oklahoma
Qualityof Robert
Bcstg. Co.
throughdeceased
transfer of interest
P. Scott,
toFeb.Edith
18. H. Scott, executrix of estate. Ann.
WICU-AM-TV
Erie, Community
Pa.— Seeks Service
assignment ofparent
license corporation,
from
Co. toFeb.
Dispatch Inc.
Ann.
18.
Greenville,
S.C.— Bcstg.
Seeks Inc.transfer
of WQOK
minority
in Dick
from
James
andinterest
Marilyn
M. Dickof WQOK
to Charles
A.Tecumseh
Dick,A.commercial
manager
and
Hooper,
general
manager.
After
transfer
A. andCharles
Marilyn
M. Dick
will
each James
own 35%,
A. Dick
will
l 10%, and
HooperFeb.20%.18. Total consideration $Mr.
3,0 0. Ann.
WEENment of license
Lafayette,
— SeeksBcstg.
assignfrom Tenn.
Lafayette
Co.
to Lafayette corpoBcstg
Co. Inc.No toconsideration
permit inlicensee.
involved. Ann.ration of Feb.
17.
Hearing Cases
INITIAL DECISIONS
Hearing
Examiner
Forest
L.toward
McClenning
issued
initial
decision
lookingState
grant-of
ing application
of Georgia
Board
Education
for
new
tv
station
to
commercial ch. 8 at Waycross, operate
Ga. Ann.on
Hearing
Elizabeth
Smith
issued
initialExaminer
decision looking
towardC. granting applications
ofamUnicoi
Bcstg.
Co. Erwin,
to increase
power
of
station
WEMB
Tenn., from
1 kw kcto D,5 kw,
continuing
operation ofor
n 1420
and
Mace,to operate
Groves
and
newD, inamSouth
stationGastonia,
onAnn.1420Mace
kc,
500
w
N.C.
Feb. 17.
Hearingdecision
Examinerlooking
H. Gifford
issued
initial
towardIriongranting

applications
of Fox Valleyon Bcstg.
for
new
1480
kc,Co.500Radio
wNWisconsin,
1 amkw-D,station
DA-2,totoinoperate
Geneva, daytime
111. and
Inc.,
increase
power
of station WISC Madison, Wis., from 1 kw
toantenna
5 kw pattern,
and change
daytimeoperation
directionalon
continuing
1480
kcdenying
with 1 kw-N,
engineering
condition,
and
application
of
Logansport
Bcstg.
Corp.
for
new
station
to
operate
1480 kc, 500111. w-N,
kw-D,16. DA-2, in Aurora-on
Batavia,
Ann 1 Feb.
Hearing
Isadore toward
A. Honiggrant-issued initialExaminer
decisionJohnston
looking
new ingam application
station toof operate
on Bcstg.
610 kc,Co.500 forw,
D, in Pensacola, Fla. Ann. Feb. 17.
Hearingdecision
Examinerlooking
Isadoretoward
A. Honiggranting
issued
initial
application of KROY Inc., for new Class B
fm stationmento, Calif.;
to operate
on
102.5
mc
in
Sacraengineering conditions. Ann.
Feb.Hearing
13. Examiner
Jay toward
A. Kylegranting
issued
initial decision
looking
application
ofClass
Commercial
Radioto Institute
Inc.,
for
new
B
fm
station
operate
on 93.1 mc in Baltimore, Md. Ann. Feb. 12.
OTHER ACTIONS
Commission - scheduled remand proceedingtionsinvolving
new fortv oral
staon ch. 10applications
in Miami,forFla.,
argument on April 23; additional details
(e. g., ment)time
to
be
allowed
for
each
arguwill be set
in subsequent
order
to be issued
afterforthdisposition
of pending
petitions
by North
Dade Video
Inc., andof
Elzey
Roberts
requesting
modification
the procedures herein. Ann. Feb. 18.
Majorityrectedofpreparation
Commission
on Feb. looking
18 diof document
toward
reaffirming
July
25,Bcstg.
1957 Co.
decision
which
granted
Queen
City
tvin station
to denied
operate competing
on ch.new7
Seattle, (KIRO-TV)
Wash.,
and
applications
of
KXA
Inc.,
and
Puget
Sound
Bcstg. Co., Inc.
Commission
on Feb.
18 directed
preparat
i
o
n
o
f
document
looking
toward
finalizing
Jan. ti20on of Minitial
decision
applicaBcstg. WMBV-TV
Co.granting
to move(ch.
transmit er sit&Wis.,
e of M station
11),
Marinette,
from point
about 14 miles
southeast
of
Marinette
and
38
miles
northeaeastst ofofGreen
Bay
to
about
38
miles
southMarinette
and 14 milesheight
northeast
ofkw,
Bay.ft.,increase
780 Green
ft.etc.
to 960
increase ant.
vis. ERP tofrom316„„
Majoritypreparation
of the Commission
on Feb.
18
directed
of document
looking
toward
lifting stay imposed
Dec. 10,
1958
on Oct. 15 Bcstg.
and Nov. 5, 1958 grants amto TomahMauston
(WTMB) to operateInc.,on for1390 new
kc, 500 w,station
D in
Tomah, cisionWis.,
and mod.
of cp pending
deafter
hearing
on
protest
by
William
C. Forrest (WRDB ) , Reedsburg, Wis.
Commission
on
Feb.
18
directed
preparation of document looking toward denying
for reconGoodsitt
petition bysidefor
rationJack
of Dec. L.17 stay
of grant
of histo
application
station
operate on 1460newkc, am1 kw,
D, (WTOJ)
in Tomah,
on prohearingCo.,
Wis.,
testpending
by Tomah-Mauston
Inc.
(WTMB),
Tomah.decision .after
. Bcstg.
By memorandum
opinion
and order, Bcstg.,
Commission denied petition
by Cleveland
Inc (WERE),
Cleveland,
Ohio, for
ent of issues
in proceeding
on enapplicatoperate
iloanrogfemCounty
Bcstg.
Co.
for
new
am
station
to
on
1300
kc,
1
kw,
Clarion, Pa. (Initial decision of Jan.D, in26

Southeast — can be money
maker. Total price $200,000. $75,000 cash handles.
Liberal terms on balance.
Full-time independent.
Con»«iCHICAGCM>«*^
HAMILTON - STUBBLE FIELD - TWINING and Associates, Inc.
BROKERS • RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS • NEWSPAPERS
' WASHINGTON, D. C. jgSTKi N' W • DAUflS i
• »N FRANCISCO j^%-567,
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive
Offices St., ME.
1735 DeSales
N. W.8-5411
Offices and laboratories
1339 Wisconsin
W.
Washington,
D. C. Ave.,
FEderaiN.3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
UpperPilgrim
Montclair,
6-3000N. J.
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO
TELEVISION
501-514 &Munsey
Bldg.
STerling
3-0111
Washington
4,
D.
Member AFCCE C.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL
BLDG.D.Dl.C.7-131
WASHINGTON,
P. O. BOXKANSAS
7037 CITY,JACKSON
MO. 5302
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
Pennsylvania Bldg. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. CarrConsulting
& Associates
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington
6, D. C. Leesburg,
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32 CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
Oliver 2-8520

GEO.CONSULTING
P. ADAIRENGINEERS
ENG. CO.
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610
Eye St., D.N. C.W.
Washington,
ExecutiveMember
3-1230 AFCCE
Executive 3-5851

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTINGAssociates
RADIO ENGINEERS
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. QuincyRiverside,
St.— Riverside
III. 7-2153
(A Chica<

WILLIAM
Consulting E.RadioBENNS,
Engineer JR.
3802 Military
Rd.,
C. N. W.f
PhoneWash.,
EMersonD. 2-8071
Box Phone
2468, STate
Birmingham,
7-2601 Ala.
Member AFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
8401 Cherry St. Hiland 4-7018
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200Brecksville,
SnowvilleOhioRoad
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386 P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
5622 DYER STREET
EMERSON 3-3266
DALLAS 6, TEXAS

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S.Denver
Kearney22, Colorado
Skyline 6-1603

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite
601 W.Kanawha
Hotel 2-6281
Bldg.
Charleston,
Va. Dickens

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

irector

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc.
P.O. Box
Lakeland,
Mutual1211,2-1431.
5-5544Florida

er vice

7

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
COMMERCIAL RADIO
PRECISION FREQUENCY
Monitoring
Company
PRECISION
FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
MEASUREMENTS
SPECIALISTS
FOR AM-FM-TV
A FULL
SERVICE
FOR TIME
AM-FM-TV
445 Concord
Cambridge
38, Ave.,
Mass.
P. O. Box
Kansas3-5302City, Mo.
Phone7037Jackson
Phone
TRowbridge
6-2810
BROADCASTING, February 23, 1959

confacf
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be. Seen by 85,000* Readers
— among them, the decision-making station owners and managers, chief engineers and technicians — applicants for am, fm, tv
and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study
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looked
toward18.
granting County application.)
Ann. Feb.
..
.
ByM letter,
Commission
granted ch.
request
byMarinette,
& M Wis.,
Bcstg.
Co.
(WMBV-TV,
11),
its petition
for
reconsideration
andto ofdismiss
protest
against
Nov. 25, 1958 grant
renewaldirected
of license
of
Valley
Telecasting
Co.'s
tv
station
WFRV
(TV) (ch.not5), participating.
Green Bay, Wis.Ann.Commissioner
Bartley
Feb. 18.
Routine Roundup
On petition
by Columbiaextended
Broadcasting
System
Inc., Commission
for 60
days (from
Feb. 28) persons
time in can
whichbe comments
by
interested
filed
inwould
proceeding
looking
toward
rule
which
prohibitandtv operated
stations, byother
than
those owned
network,
from being
represented
by nstwork
organi-12.
zation in national
spot comments
sales.
Ann.by Feb.
Commission
invites
March
13Pleasant,
to proposal
to
assign
ch.
14
to
Mount
Mich.,ch. for21 educational
use,
and
toBranch,
substitute
for
ch.
27
in
West
Mich.
It
is
based
on
petition
CentralFeb.Michigan
College, Mount Pleasant.by
Ann.
12.
By memorandum
opinion and
Comdenied petition
foreachorder,
rulemaking
and
variousmission
counterproposals,
ofchannels
which
proposed
deleting
one
of
two
tv
now
assignedto Virgin
Islands
and petition,
adding
this
channel
Puerto
Rico.station
Basic
by
Jose
Bechara
Jr. (am
WKJB),
Mayaguez,
P.R.,
requested
deleting
ch. 10
from
Charlotte Amalie, V.I., and assigning
either
Feb. 12.ch. 11 or ch. 13 to Mayaguez. Ann.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
ByActions
Broadcast
of Feb.Bureau
13
WINQ
Tampa,
Fla.
— Granted ofassignment
of
cp
to
Rand
Broadcasting
TampaSt. Petersburg, Inc.
KYTEment of license
Pocatello,
Idaho — R.Granted
assignto
Thomas
Becker,
d/bWHAT-FM
under same
name. Pa.— Grantedet al.,
Philadelphia,
signment of licenseColumbus,
to WHAT-FM,
Inc. asWBNS-AM-FM
Ohio —byGranted
relinquishment
of
positive
control
Robert
H. andment H.of Ohio
Preston
WolfeBank,
to trust
departNational
Richard
A.
Borel
and
Harry
V.
Anderson,
trustees
Richardment S.of Ohio
Wolfe National
trust and Bank,
to trustEdgar
depart-T.of
Wolfe
Jr. and John
W. Wolfe, executors
of
estate
transferof ofEdgar
stockT.toWolfe,
Richarddeceased,
S. Wolfethrough
trust.
(TV)
Boise, Idahoto— KTVB
Granted mod.
of KTVB
licenseSan
to change
KEEZ
Antonio,name
Tex. — Remote Inc.
control
permitted.
WBIQ ERP
Birmingham,
Ala.kw,— Granted
cpkw,to
change
to
vis.
44.7
aur.
26.9
ant. 1,000
ft.;
change
trans,
location
(coordinates
[seconds]
only);
install
new
ant.
system; and makePortland,
minor equipment
changes.
WGAN-TV
Me.kw,— Granted
cpkw,to
change
ERP
to
vis.
292
aur.
146
ant. 1610 ft.; change trans, location to
Brownwest ofHill,
approximately
2 milesnewnorthRaymond,
Me.; and install
ant.
system
and
equipment.
WBRC-TV
Birmingham,
Ala.
— Grantedonly);cp
toinstall
changenewtrans,
location
(coordinates
ant. system
makekw,minor
changes;
ERP and
vis. 100
aur.
50■equipment
kw,
ant.
1,120
ft.
WVBR-FM
Ithaca,
N.Y.—install
Granted
cp to
•change
ERP
to
700
w
and
new
trans.;
ant 210sect.ft.;3.261remote
permitted;
-waived
of rulescontrol
to permit
station

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through Feb. 18
ON AIR
CP
TOTALFor APPLICATIONS
new stations
Lie. Cps Not on air
74
3,293
43
H6
622
543
43
133
109
4431
74
103

OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING through Feb. 18
VHF
UHF
TOTAL
Commercial
43530
80
515'
Non-Commercial
8
38'
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
AM
45
As reported by FCC through Jan. 31, 1959
TV
FM
441
54345
1067540
113
38
Licensed
(all
on
air)
709
128
CPs on air (new stations)
3,289
CPs notauthorized
on the airstations
(new stations)
Total
484
105
667
Applications for
new
stations
(not
in hearing)
3,447
7126
606
Applications
for
new
stations
(in
hearing)
122
498
Total applications for new stations
0
Applications
for major
major changes
changes (in
(nothearing)
In hearing)
651758
Applications
for
1
Total
applications
for major changes
54520
4110
0
Licenses
deleted
CPs deleted
34
xThere are, in addition, six tv stations which are no longer
ger on the air, 34but retain theif
''"There
are, in addition,
which operation.
were on the air at one time but are no
longer In operation
and one 39whichtv cp-holders
has not started
uhf).• There have been. In addition, 211 television cps granted, but now deleted (44 vhf and 167
There has been, In addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.
4—7 Granted
of license toColo.Centennial
Radio Corp.
toand
ceasesummer
operations
duringperiods
Christmas,
spring ment
vacation
University.
. of Cornell
of KAPI
cp to Pueblo,
Centennial Radio
Corp. assignment
WIMA-AM-FM
Lima,
Ohio—
Granted
Mich.— Granted cp
lthrough
inquishment ofnegativetransfer
control ofbystock
Georgere-to
toWMIQ
install Iron
new Mountain,
trans. D.C.—
E.Suzanne
Hamilton
WTOP
Washington,
Granted
cp
to
Hamilton
Stewart.
install new
trans.;
and cp Boulevard,
to install newW.
trans,
at Md.2021
KRALon of positive
Rawlins,
Wyo.by— Granted
control
William
C.acquisiGrove
Wheaton,
to University
be N.C.—
used asGranted
auxiliarycp totrans.
and tiWilliam
GroveRawlins
Inc.
through
purWREVstall newReidsville,
in- Inc.
chase of stockC. from
Newspapers
trans.
WBZ
Boston,
Mass.—
Granted
cp
to
install
KFDR
Grand
Coulee,
Wash.—
Granted
new auxiliary
trans,
and
ant.
at
1170
Solchange of facilities and
diers Field
Boston,
Mass. (studioant.lo- license
installationcovering
new trans.
cation),Rd.,
employing
non-directional
WJMO
Clevelandant. -trans,
Heights, location,
Ohio — Granted
Butte,
Mont.
— Granted
mod.
cp
to
change
make
of28 KOPR-TV
cp
to
change
ERP
to
vis.
53.1
kw,
aur.
changes
in ant. permitted;
system (decrease
height);
8 kw,newant. trans.,
2,910 ft.;
correct
coordinates,
remote
control
condition.
install
ant.
system
and
make
WSTR-FM
Sturgis,
Mich.—
Granted
cp to
changes
in
equipment.
1 kw, newdecrease
Dayton,
mod. toincrease
190 ft.ERPand toinstall
trans. ant. height
of WONE-FM
cp to increase
ERP toOhio24 —kwGranted
and change
KHBR
Hillsboro,
Tex.—
Granted
cp
type
trans.; remote control permitted; con- change ant. -trans, location, studio location,to
dition.
changesremote
in ground
system
and install
Sebring,
Fla. — Granted mod. of cp make
new trans.;
control
permitted.
toWSEB
change
type trans.
KYNT control
Yankton,
S.D.— Granted change of mitted.
KATI Casper, Wyo.— Remote control perremote
authority.
KOKA Shreveport,
WNEX-FM
Macon,dateGa.—
Granted
condition. La— Remote control
sion of completion
to Mar.
15. exten- permitted;
KPBM Carlsbad, N.M. — Remote control
Actions of Feb. 12
KAVI Rocky Ford, Colo.— Granted assign- permitted.
WHAV-FM
Haverhill, Mass.— Remote control permitted.
Tuscumbia,
Ala.— Granted change
of WVNA
remote
control
authority.
WRIS control
Roanoke,authority.
Va. — Granted change of
remote
Actions of Feb. 11
WIMA-TV quishment Lima,
Granted
relinof negativeOhio—
control
George
WASHINGTON
E.Suzanne
Hamilton
through
transfer
ofby stock
to
Hamilton
Stewart.
1625
Eye
Street,
N.W.
WTVW
(TV)
EvansvUle,
Ind.—
Granted
ALLEN
KANDER
involuntary
NAtional 8-1990
H. McDonald, assignment
trustee. of cp to Douglas
NEW YORK
KHTV (TV)
Portland,
Granted
asAND COMPANY
s
i
g
n
m
e
n
t
o
f
cp
to KHTV, Ore.—
Channel
27, Inc.
60 East 42nd Street
WBOC-TV
Salisbury,
Md.—
-Granted
license for tv station.
KVII cense(TV)
Amarillo,
Tex.—
Granted
liMUrray Hill 7-4242
NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND SALE
covering
changes
in
tv
station.
CHICAGO
KIVAeringYuma,
Ariz.tv — station;
Granted ERP
licensevis.covOF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
changes
in
219
DA, aur. 110 DA.
35 East Wacker Drive
EVALUATIONS
KEEZof (FM)
Sanand Antonio,
— Granted
mod.
license
SCAInc. to Tex.
change
name
RAndolph 6-6760
FINANCIAL ADVISERS
to Sound
Distributors
KHTV
(TV)
Portland,
Ore.—
Granted
of9.6 cp.kw,to ant.
change990 ERPft.; tochange
vis. 19.2studio
kw, mod.
aur.
and
Continued on Page 104
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
(Payable m advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE— Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20c per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25<S per word— $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch— STATIONS
SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 304 per word — $4.00 FOR
minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting,
DeSalesremittance
St., N.W., Washington
D.transcriptions,
C.
:G forexpressly
mailing1735
(Forward
please).for6,Alltheir
Vm
repudiates
any liability separately,
or responsibility
custody or return!
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Established
and newsIllinois
independent
prosperous music
metropolitan
city, notin
Chicago,
seeks
experienced,
hard-working
station
manager
future.up
Must beselling
strongandonlooking
sales, for
able solid
to come
with
promotion
ideas,
make
best
use
of
excellent
program
staff.
Station
operating
profitably
but can and
do better.
Wire
full
details
of
background
experience
to Box 667H, BROADCASTING.
Manager-salesmanInteresting
to operate opportunity
small marketin
Florida
pleasant station.
area. Box 718H, BROADCASTING.
Manager
sales andmarket.
programExcellent
know-how
for
mediumwith
station
opp
o
r
t
u
n
i
t
y
f
o
r
clean,
capable
young
family
man
with
all-around
experience
and
ability,
to move
complete
details,Boxincluding photoup.andSendpresant
income.
308H,
BROADCASTING.
Radio
manager—
If
you
have
a
record
pullingmarket
one or inmoresalesstations
to the top weinof
your
and
audience,
have
ownership
interest
available
group
operation.
John T. Gibson, WDDT, in Greenville, Mississippi.
Sales manager.
portunity. WHTG,Experienced.
Asbury Park,Excellent
N. J. opExperienced
manager-salesman
for
kilowatt
daytimer
soonapplications
in West for
Jefferson,
N.C.
Also opening
accepting
other
personnel.
Write
Jimmy
Childress,
Box
1114,
Sylva, North Carolina.
Sales
Metropolitan
Washington's
number
one sta-24
sales force.
5000 watts,
hours tionatuniexpanding
day.
Genuine
ground-floor
opport
y
.
T
o
p
station,
top
money.
Big
chain.ger BoxRush134H,snapshot,
data. General modern
ManaBROADCASTING.
Experienced
salesman
wanted
for
5
kw
fulltimer ket.upstate
York. Competitive marBox 708H,NewBROADCASTING.
Pennsylvania
market
station seeks
salesman
tointerested
joinsmall
growing
organization.
Man
wemarket.
seek isSend
in good
futureletter
in small
all
details
in
first
Box
719H, BROADCASTING.
Maine
radio
station
requires
ambitious
hard
working
manand combining
talents Weof livewantwirea
salesman
man
who Emphasis
can top
assumeonannouncer.
responsibility.
Some
air
work.
sales.
over
So, 000 724H,
plus commissions.
No Guarantee
prima donnas
Box
BROADCASTING.
If you are
two-fisted, market,
successful, want
sales
manager
aaametropolitan
aCalifornia
change intomarket,
top station
in a top but
southern
with
substantial
financial
potential, write in confidence to Box 757H
BROADCASTING.
Account
executive forin farm,
25 yearindustrial
old midwest
agency accounts.
specializing
and
retail
Must
have background
some agency
experience
and
a
succesful
in
T?3\° and sibilities
tv copy
writing.
Primary
responinclude accountsknowledge
using broadcast
media.
Film
production
helpful
Salary to resume
S6.000 plus
£°£?Plete
with profit
recent sharing.
photo to Send
Box
787H,
BROADCASTING.
Need twonouncer salesmen
and
salesman-anOwnership change. Get in on the
iRO^DCASTmT3 C°aStal area' B°X mKBROADCASTING, February 23, 1959

Help Wanted—
Sales (Cont'd)
SalesmanMountains
for Fortmidway
Collinsbetween
in foothills
of
Rocky
Denver,
Colorado
and
Cheyenne,
Wyoming.
Excellentrecord
salary and
incentive
commission.
Send
of sales
and photo
toyourRadio
KCOL.
Fortperformance
Collins, Colorado
and
join the "Rush to the Rockies".
How
good
are
you?
If
you
can
prove
your
sales
a topnotch
in a
135,000ability,
population
market Texas
needs station
you. Prove
your ability
and
there's
a
commercial
manager'sguarantee.
job available. Rush
20 percent
commission,
starting
particulars,
phone,
wire
Texas. Roy Eisner, KECK Radio, Odessa,
Salesmanantee for
regional
in goodplusmarket.
Guaragainst
commission
car allowSend full
details
KFRD, ance.
Rosenberg,
Texas. to Bill Sloane,
WCSI, Columbus,
Indiana.
S90 peron week
guarantee
15-c
commission
proted lisagainst
t already
developed
by salesman
leavingtial intecreceptive
for
major market
market.
Unusual
potenof
28,500.
Lively
news-music
Mr. Kauper. station
Drexel with
6-3406.mobile unit Call
Hartford-New
Britain, Conn. lively
— lively,salesman
powerful salary,
network affiliate
SoO.OO
plus 10%seeks
commission.
Active
account
list
provided.
Send
details
of
background to WHAY, New Britain, Connecticut.
Wanted,
experienced
salesman
for
hot,
big
soundket station
Charleston,
Va. right
Best marin state.
Good Chance
baseW. for
man
against
percentage.
to
advance.
Phone ager,or WHMS,
writeCharleston,
Carl Margin,
W. Va.General ManWJJL, Niagara
Falls
has
wonderful opportunity for second
salesman.
and
good na
living
forr.self
starter. Security
Send Talbot
photo,
Ma
background
references.
Tom
geand
Well
established
and
well accepted local
radio
station hasPlease
opening
time salesman.
send aforletterexperienced
of application
giving
your
education,
experience
references
and Radio
a photo.
Richard
F.JamesRose,
Sales
Manager,
Station,
WJOC,
town, New York.
Announcers
New south Florida station metropolitan
marketpacedneedsprofessionals
3 dj's. Experienced,
smooth,to
fast
only. $110 week
251H,
ISS' BROADCASTING.
J^dA J£P?i.,££f erences, resume! Box
Rocky Mountain
town salary
needs announcer with firstuniversity
phone. Send
Staff announcer
for independent
Pennsylvania station.
48-hour
week, largevacations
market
excellent
salary
plus
over-time,
Desire
an
experienced
man
looking
for a
permanent
job in a chain organization
an opportunity
Tape with
and
resume
required.forBoxadvancement.
455H, BROADCASTExperienced married announcer who will
be right
hand
man into northern
manager wanted
by
250
watthunting
station
where
is Minnesota
excellent.
Wonderful
placeandto fishing
raise family.
Good
Box 710H- BROAT>future'
CASTING With
North-west
station
needshumor
announcer
capableshow.
of informal
dry
on regular
record
Opportunity
of lifetime.
Reply Box 723H, BROADCASTING.
Need
experienced
staff
announcer
and
local newsclusiveeditor
for Texasfullregional
in ex-a
market.
Airmail
qualifications
to Box 796H.
BROADCASTING

Announcers(Cont'd )
Help Wanted—
Good announcer with ability to handle full
range
of
duties
on staff
of excellent
station. Give details,
including
photo, small
audition
tape
i
we'll
return
it)
and
present iiiccme. Box 809H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted!
Three
announcers
looking North
for a
top
calibercoastal
operation.
NewBoating
kilowatt
Carolina
station.air-conditioned
and buildresort
area!
New, modern,
Bn#OASDeclsTai&G.and
B°X
Immediate
openingExperience
for r6SUmenewsmannecessary
in top822H'
tenin
eastern market.
broadcasting,
reporting,
writing
and
mobile
unit operation. Send tape, resume and
picture to Box 829H, BROADCASTING. "
Staff announcer,
workhorse.
years ex-as
perience small market
to 5011kilowatt
disc jockey,
Production newsman,
conscious with programming.
know-how. Want
security. ployed.
Family,
35.record
College.mc.Presently
emSpeciality:
Agency
ferences. Want jobs done as you would re-do
them yourself? Pay me S150 week— I'll move
Top
man for
competiB°X
. N°
AS T IN G morning
ADC Providence,
^RO professional
tive
Rhode
You
will833JI'be
given
ofbytime
forIsland.
show operating
preparation
and be plenty
backed
second
man,
enflexible best
equipment,
and large
staff. 845H,
Onlygineers,BROADCASTING.
the
send tapes,
resumenewsto
Box
Opportunity
married KFRO,
staff announcer.
Send
resume. for
Permanent.
Longview,
Texas.
Announcer-first
phone.
No insurance,
maintenance.
Two weeks
vacation,
health
new
studios
and
equipment
mobile
units,
airS433.00.
and
auto.
Adult programming
startJae,at KHMO
Need immediately.
Phone3450.Mr.
Hannibal,
Missouri, NO
Experiencedploymentannouncer,
salesman.background.
Good emrecord, good personal
Family
mandemands
preferred.
No drifters.
Quality
operation
quality
work.
ate opening.
Send resume, tape, photoImmediKSIS,
Sedalia,
Missouri.
Experienced
announcerexperience.
- copywriter
-broadsales.
One cast
yearschoolminimum
No enthusigrads.
No rockman& roll
asts.
Just
an
all-around
with
above
Increasing
powerWrite
here.to Means
aqualifications.
good ager,
position
for someone.
ManWHAW.
calls. Send
all Weston,
first letter.W. Va. No phone
Florida— Bright
djFortforGatlin
musicHotel
and Buildnews
operation.
WHIY,
ing, Orlando,
Florida.
Two combo men needed. Must have voices
good enough for
southeast's
Engineering
minor.
Got tolargest
handlemarket.
fast
paced Hope
adult you're
radio. particular
$150 possible
in year's
time.
— we are
Contact
Don
Meyers,
WHN
Radio,
Atlanta,
Georgia.
Will
top salary
for announcer
with Send
first
phonepayresume,
ticket.
Immediate
tape,
photo
to Tennessee,
Henryopening.
Beam,home
WJIG.of
Box
1417, Tullahoma,
world's stations
largest wind tunnel. WJIG is one of
three
ing Company. owned by Smith Broadcast-

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
First
announcer. tape,
versatile
d
Experience
ticket.
Ohio.
Vernon, Rush
Mountmarket.
WMVO,small
resume. Ideal
Wanted:station.
Announcer
for good
independent
modern
Pleasant
radio
more
evenstudios.
and ticket
salaryclass
staff.haveGood
Congenialif you
Send
first
a
money
Hildebrand,
Jim
to:
record
work
and
tape
WTIM, Taylorville, Illinois.
Technical
— man qualified
opportunity
business
Good
shortwaveto
equipment,
service am ,broadcast
and service
transmitters
ING.television sets. Boxreceivers,
738H, BROADCAST
benefits.
$6,500,andplustypeallequipment
Chief beengineer—
fullye qualified
Must
directional
and
and repair
maintenanc
equipment.
new
All
experience.position with a permaequipment
responsible
isnentafuture.
This
Box 768H, BROADCASTING.
Engineer-announcer
with announcing
ability to job.do
maintenance
and
a fair
photo and audition
including
details,return
Send
tape (we'll
it).
Salary
$80 to , $100
depending on ability. Box 810H, BROADCASTING^
n engineer engineerWanted. Combinatio
and salesman.
creet,
Mansfield, WCLW,
Ohio. 791 Mccapengineerduties.
chief
for
opening
Immediate
staff announcing
able of handlingminimum.
Jimmy
Contact
$80.00
Carolina.
WMSJ, Sylva, North
Childress,weekly
Production-Programming, Others
needs
#1 stationexpandD, C. market's Modern,
Washington,
sharp female copywriter.
Fabulous
opportunit
money.ing station.
RushDCAS
snapshot, TING
data. Box.y, top
BROA
nnouncdirector-a
production
radio 5000
Modern
er Topmarket.
rated
watts chain,
around
10th
largest
Leading
top clock.
pay. Send
TBROADCAS
384H,
Box
letter
photo,
tape?
G^
IN
Experienced copywriter,
traffic
manager.
adchance for
benefits, Contact
Good salary, vanmany
cement. Send resume.
KOVJl,
Box 436, Lander, Wyo.
Fulltimeman. Muststation
needsreporter,
experienced
newsbe good
have
voice
and
presentation
for radio,
somegoodtv.to
Send
photo,
tape,
resume,
references
Manager, WIMA, Lima,
RAOhio.
DIO
Situations Wanted — Management
General man,
manager,
9 years from first
ground up.
Family
excellent
sales college
record, graduate,
employed. Box phone,
699H,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Management
with 18
executiveExperience
Aggressive broadcast
nowas available.
ylars
sales
working
years
13
includesexperience
andn
radio manmanager
ager, and general
and inmetropolita
in medium
television
bestage ref-42.
capable
able,
Extremely
markets. erences,
graduate,
college
married,
Confidential. Box 409H, BROADCASTING.
e in
nt experiencAvailTwelve years manageme
tan duemarkets.
ve metropoli
competiti
ownership
to
Move
days.
thirty
n
i
e
l
b
a
proves ability.
Record CASTI
NG. Write Box
change.BROAD
751H,
splendid
withs available
ed general
Experienc
reference
and topmanager
record
track
Florida marsized daughters
any four
firstcanforraise
afterketApril
he
where
K.e
ent. and
developmNG.
to communit
contribut
BROADy CASTI
Box e775H,
ply
mornPull
station.
small market.
Assistantbprpmanager
riCfnt
Wast
Young,
copy, sell. No advancewrite larger
mg dit? show,G.
IN
single , BA deS' Box 776H, BROADCAST9 years
general manager,
Former co-owner, experienc
all Phases,
e, news;
operation
local
wants
copy
program
sales,
combo,
March 1st.
availableTING
. Box
spot;DCAS
permanent
786H,
BROA
as pd at sucemployed
FM radio.cessfulCurrently
programmi
fm 788H,
I ^now
G.
TIN
BKUAUng
CAS
Box
change.
foroperation.
Looking
in
manager . . . Interested
Manager or salesstation
and prefermajor which
radiocompetitivein market
joiningably highly
needs
ratsales, better
over-allings andimproveme
agencies
listeners,
e byinoffer
acceptancnt;
ion
^enumerat
accounts,
and
40 years
Am
with canresults.
rate and
commensu
two children
withexperienc
married
old, happily
inwork.all
successful
20of years
Have
and agencytoe maxitelevisionassociates
radio,
phaseslead
and inspire
Can mum production
s icatmosphere
and hard.,
enthusiast
butin anharmoniou
Not a hot -shot,
experience
utilizing
producer
working
outachieve
to
on
imaginati
and
initiative standing record of results. Associated with
television
and years,
Present radio
earningscom-to
with station
bination over ten
basis
a percentag
annually ondecision
$30,000.00 meditated
to leavee based
Carefully
unusualwithandlittleimpossible
on a tionrather
y of
probabilitsituawhich exists
Chale future.
in foreseeabl
ent opportunity
improvemlenging
livare
as
important,
potential
and growth
ingIn conditions
the rightof
make employer
topresent
hurry;
area.
give
want towant
andnoagreeable
change
up to
notice Ifperiod—
mutually
youour have
months if necessary.
three
respec-an
to discuss
y, I'd. Boxlike797H,
oDDortunit
STING.
BROADCA
tivepotentials
Manager— Proven sales background. Small to
ING.
market. Box 843H, BROADCASTmedium

S just can't ever
DJ'that
ET
MARK
a station
upforon really
give
MA
ratrace!—
ofit!—theR
TiredJO
while you
BIG money,
patient towaiting
with Ready
Bored
make
pinch pennies on a salary that's just too low for that big town!—
LISTEN ! !
in quarter and half million markets,
We're a happy group with stations you.
swingin pop music staThese are
that will welcome
citiesprogrammed
prosperous
formats. We have number
with big city astyle
tions sensibly
play to far greater audience than the
personalities
our
and
ratings
one
also rans" in the multi-million markets.
appreciation of your talent, and MORE
security, aAREfriendly
We offerTHAN
NOW MAKING. (No tricks with hours ortheoutside
YOU
MONEY
scoop
air performance— We ve got
your
for
all
it
pay
appearances, we
if
try to tool us.) Incidentally,
market salaries— so please don't
onyou major
scouts from
reputation brings talent
still have stars in your eyes, our
hear
us
Let
.
.
.
checks.
listening
for
THE LEADING STATIONS
. . . Stations in Great Lakes Area . . . Please reply Box 840H,
from you nowNG.
BROADCASTI
100

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
Young, energetic announcer-deejay. Eight
yearstion asradio-tv
experience.assistant
Seeking posismall toprogram
mediumdirector,
market am, fmmanager
or tv
operation.
Solid
programming-production
know-how.
CASTING. College grad. Box 821H, BROADSales
Born
including
air
BROADCASTING.
work. salesman.
Write copy.Prefer
Operatedealboard.
Box 548H,
Sales-manager,
years, 5 years
radio sales.
BROADCASTING.
Prefer
west. 15Consider
all. Box
711H,
Sales manager who personally shows staff
how it's done. Substantiated know-how exquality background
and reputationsion,radiosalesperience,
manager/
manager;
manager.salesStable
familyteleviman
BROADCASTING.
seeking greater earning potential. Box 725H.
Over eight years experience radio sales.
Business,
public relations
EarnCASTING.
ten thousand,
wanton background.
higher potentialSend ingfull
earning
arrangement, andparticulars
station. Box
802H, BROADSalesman-announcer. Six years experience,
all phases.
family.
Prefer Would
southwest or west.Married,
Presently
employed.
like permanent
place BROADCASTING.
in a nice family community. Box 803H,
Sharp background.
distaff sales and
copywriter.
12 years
radio
Desires
east coast
Best
references.
Box 826H,
BROADCASTING.
Commercial
manager—
Small
to
medium
BROADCASTING.
market. Proven sales record. Box 844H,
Announcers
Here's your
man!
dicontinuity
andprogram
manager
rector, production Announcer,
adult
progressive
Desire
years experience.
9programming
Will
now.
Available
station.
travel. Box 447H, BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer/dj.
Capable;References.
sales, music,
Box
Good background.
controls.BROADCASTING.
543H,
Good
minded.
Sales
mature.
Announcer,
Operate board.
related background.
ING. Cooperative. Box 546H, BROADCAST
Announcer-dj ; experienced. commercials.
Ready for
Music, news,
market.
Box
BROADCASTING.
larger549H,
- producerr commerci
. Announce
Gospel .programs
handling
packager
STING.al
BROADCA
Box 680H,
duties. Capable
staff
special
,
experience
diversified
_
gai
city
681H,
interviews, panels, news, sales. Box
events,BROADCASTINGING^
big 3-baseball
offer meBoxthe 709H,
Can you etball?
STBROADCA-football-bask
marby
desired
position
newsyears
Midwester
newsas $85.00.
experience
Two
riedman,man.ndeejay,
NG.
announcer.
CASTI
and staff
BROAD
Box 714H,
Announcer-salesman now employed
in old.
top
29 years
married, family,
market,
ten
salesman,
only, top
with announcing
Deal money
ormedmm marearner.
■ top ket only. Box
BROADCASTING.
765H,Major
disc jockey.
personality
negro
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
Swinging style, good pitch. Box 7t>m,
three
for thea toplastranking,
available,
CountryI havedj been
pd, dj with
years
liKe
G^ 1 d prooperation
TIN
country
CAS
makingWorker,
money
promotion,
know
to relocate.
artist.
29, sober,
duction, top dj,. Write
770H, BROADBox reliable,
Best references
unmarried,e veteran.
announcer,some26, experienc
Young
inSchool trained,
Willg.AmWrite
of broadcastin
phases
all
n
i
d
e
t
s
e
r
e
t
to
prefer
but
travel,
ing
NG.
CASTI
Box 771H, BROAD midwest.
er wants
dj-announc
professional market.
Polished,
Married,
midwest plmetropolita
ING. emoyed. Box 772H, nBROADCAST
BROADCASTING, February 23, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcers
grad, single, vet., 24,William
good voice,
Four ing,years
experience,
dj, news,
copy writconsiderableranging
drive from
pro- Radio
travelschool
anywhere.
Hold
job small
mar- Have tapeducing recorders,
solidto sports
coverage
Manton,
80 Chandler Contact
St., Boston, Mass. A
ket,sales.
wantregion.
largerresponsible
in northeast
or middle
interviews
pbp,
strong
news,
farm
maAtlantic
Box
777H,
BROADCASTsteady commercials,
10newsyear Announcer-dj. Working. Married. Ready for
ING.
footballterial,
forecasting
record, respected
associated
larger eastern market. Guy Moody, 20 High
paper
experience,
married
WW2V served
independent
and
Mutual
operations.
Box St., Cambridge, Md. Phone 1580.
Experienced
southern
announcer
—
eight
857H,
BROADCASTING.
years,
wants
job
in
Alabama.
Box
779H,
Experienced
announcer-salesman
with 1st
BROADCASTING.
Looking
for theVeteran,
right 25,
opportunity
withtopthe40.
rightCalifornia
station.
married.
How
about and
a wreck.
No experience,
good Nophone.
only.
Dick
Strandlof,
potential
production.
Thoroughly
trained,
CASTING.married, vet. Box 859H, BROAD- 1511 South Bentley, Compton, California.
ex-serviceman,
lightdevelopment.
experience
Baseballplay. Tape,
announcer.
Eight yearsBoxplay-bydesires
small
station
resume, references.
783H, Announcer-dj. Working at N.Y.C. station Announcer,
Resume, Place,
tape onCumberland,
request.forDon
Wilson 14
BROADCASTING.
past
two
years.
Interested
in
major
market
Willison
Maryland.
with forte on news-music-personality.
Experienced
announcer.
First phone.position
Fam- Young,
Technical
CASTING.vet, married. Box 860H, BROADily,
age
26.
Desires
permanent
Michigan intarea.rviewResume,
tape, photo
and
personal
on request.
Box 794H,
Chief engineer-salesman-announcer,
experiAnnouncer—
family.
Three years
BROADCASTING.
enced directional
and construction,
also
exexperience pendable,
allveteran,
phases.
Good personality,
depesouth,
rienced as manager,
desires position
with
seeking
permanent
position
with
station
in
with
possibility
of
buying
Rescue
me!
Reliable,
cooperative
family
future.
Prefer
news
or
staff.
Box
336,
New
part interest. Box 785H, BROADCASTING.
Haven,
Connecticut.
man,
experienced
most
phases,
presently
employed;
promising permanent
poChief engineer—
16 yearsdirectional,
experience, remote
manwith seek
honest-to-goodness
future.
Four
rhythm and
blues
dj. sales
Personality
agement, construction,
yearsno sition
radio
andwhere
tv, B.A.,
1stnow.
phone.
Canto Negro
shows
combined
with
effective
appeal
control,
maintenance,
supervision,
FCC progoprogress,
higher
I
am
Want
Tape,
resume
on
request.
Rudy
Brown,
6523
ceedures.
Age
35,
family.
Best
references.
not
stand
still!
Will
go
anywhere.
Box 807H, BROADCASTING.
Interested?
For 795H,
tape, BROADCASTING.
resume, references, S. Peoria, Chicago. Hudson 7-1836.
write
now. Box
Experienced
announcer.
Go Park
anywhere
Production-Programming, Others
James
Kraschnewski,
212
North
MedDJ — iy2 rentyears—
fast,market,
smooth,topfriendly.
Cur- ford, Wisconsin.
ly in major
ratedMarried,
show.
One lie"
member
of "Beachcombers
withemployNataKnow
good
music
and
top
40.
seeking
family. Box 801H, BROADCASTING.
ment inamely
n radioandDonor programming.
tvMacLeod
production.
Experienced
Announcer, dj-first phone. Bill Lambert in dj work
Will
relocate.
911 W. Poplar Ave., Porterville, California.' Box 745H, BROADCASTING.
Eight years also
experience,
strong
commercial
announcer,
weatherartist,
and/orfamily
news. man
Di- Highly
disk jockey.minded.
Top on-the-air
Young hard-working
program director
rector,
commercial
salesman.rated
Promotional
College
for Florida stations
Versed
desiring
permanent
position.
Box
806H.
graduate.
Married.
Age desires
35. Employed
north-in available
BROADCASTING.
m all departments,
excellentonly.newsman
west
(Brr—
too
cold),
relocation
sports play-by-play,
dj,
production
comsouthern
California
area.
For
personal
aum
e
r
c
i
a
l
s
a
n
d
sales.
1st
phone.
Presently
deExperienced
announcer-dj.
Married,music
vet.
dition or tape,
two No.
weeks,
contact
partment head. Like
modernBROADCASTnews-music
Looking
for night
work Close
in modern
Tom LosLaw,
Apt. next
3,28, 2140J4
Beachwood
sound? Contact
Box 773H,
(jazz)
conscious
station.
to
3
years
in
Dr.,
Angeles
Calif.
all phases commercial radio. Run personality show.ployedNo. Box 812H,
"boop"BROADCASTING.
patter. Presently emPersonality
deejay.
Original,
friendly. Seek
return
to will
Illinois-Wisconsin
Have pinto,
travel . . . Tex. homestead.
Box 813H,
BROADCASTING.
Need deejay
inin topsmall
market?
I'm ready
three
years
markets.
Tape after
for
VIDEO FIELD ENGINEERS
proof.
Box 814H,
BROADCASTING.
Deejay;
three
years
experience.
First
phone.
Good deejay, poor engineer. Box 815H,
BROADCASTING.
AMPEX CORPORATION, world's largest manufacturer precision magnetic
Hot rod
negro disc
jockey,
all-arounder
recorders, needs qualified video engineers at several fieldof locations
and home
some
experience,
desire
night
work,
board
operation. Box 816H, BROADCASTING.
office. Will be engaged in applications engineering, installations, maintenance
and service of Ampex VR-1000 Videotape* Recorder and associated
Broadcasting
graduate desires
position inHave
radio.school
commercial, industrial and military locations throughout United States.systems at
family.
car,Navy
will veteran.
travel. BoxMarried,
817H,
BROADCASTING.
Substantial audio and video technical education plus three years television
Two
highly
professionalstations
announcers
for
radio snobirds.
and/or television
in Floridacan
studio operation or maintenance experience, or equivalent, required. Moderate
not
Extensive
background,
work
any Beth
operation,
lookingon forair. permanent
travel. Opportunities for advancement to supervisory engineering and sales
situation.
men ex-sell
employed
in north.
Box 827H. Presentlv
BROADCASTING.
positions for anyone with energy, talent, and self-drive.
Announcer
with voice,
personality
To qualify you must have the appearance, manner, and ability to meet and
Have 835H,
experience—
willingtalent,
to travel.
Reply
Box
BROADCASTING.
deal with management and engineering personnel. Salary plus profit sharing
Good
music announcer,
better fm, am Tape
style
and liberal company benefits. Send resume, availability and salary requirebest foreign
language pronunciation.
ments to John Doolittle, Supervisor Technical Recruitinq.
841H'
B°X
BRQfDCAST?NCGUre ^
Young staff run
announcerstrong married.
dj. One Tape
year
experience,
own board,
-» /fCASTING-"16 aVailable' Box 729H> BROADAMPEX
2402 BAY ROAD
VIDEOTAPE
Proyen
performer.
Young,
married;
sincere
ambitious.
Do
REDWOOD
CITY,
CALIFORNIA
anything.
Want Interview'
California:
there now. References, tapes.
Box 846H, BROADCASTING. lnxervlewproducts
professid
%Zm A4 orS00?'higher.
£aseb,?ll
season
only, class
TM AMPEX CORP.
double
One
of
country's
best
executive,
corporation rest of year
Box
847H, national
BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Sports director,
8 years experience.
football
and basketball,
tv.College
Four
years baseball.
Degree. radio
Finestandreferences.
Box 781H, BROADCASTING.
News or program
director — medium allmidwest
community—
10 years
phases
—versatile.
Box
790H, experience—
BROADCASTING.
News flightdirector,
8
years
experience
in
topstation,of country.
desires toMinimum
move up.salary
Preeasternsmall799H,
part
$125.fer Box
BROADCASTING.
News
director, 12wants
yearslarger
dedicated
the
radio profession
marketto with
operation
dedicated
to
genuine
news
coverage Let's talk it over. Box 811H, BROADCASTING^
Radio-tv
program-production
manager.
California
net,
desires east. References.
Box 856H, BROADCASTING.
News, sports director, gather, write, edit,
deliver,paper,play-by-play.
Three
years newstwo radio.
SoundDesire
news larger
theory,
ideas.
Twenty-five,
family.
market.
Able
toBobgetZerkle,
behind
handouts
and Macomb,
develop
405 E. Franklin,

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Experienced tv station manager available
immediately.
Backgroundfromincludes
installation of two
vhf
hiring
personnel,
buyingprogramming,
film stations
to operations.
Well
versed
all
phases
sales.
References.
Box 831H, BROADCASTING.
National sales ager-national
manager-general
sales years
manrepresentative.
Twelve
experience,
good
record,
college
graduate,
enthusiastic,
capable
young
family
Box 851H, BROADCASTING.man.
Operations-productions: Ten years N.Y.C.,

Basic
CBS engineer
mid -west with
vhf tvmaster
station control
needs
qualified
video
and
maintenance
experience.switching
Top salary,
retirement
plan,
paid
hospitalization and life insurance. Send photo
and
past experience to Box 766H, BROADCASTING.
Large northwest
station
wants an are:
experiencedschematics,
engineer.vhfBasic
qualifications
Able to erread
familiar
with
opattechnique,
ing test equipment,
tingminimum
able
tofairgetcamera
alongoperawithin
others,
two
years
experience
tvanswer
broadcast
andyou over
26.orPlease
dothese
not
unless
equal
exceed
requisites.
Send
full
particulars
including
photo to Box 789H, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Television
transmitter
engineer
for
mountain Wonderful
top transmitter
in California.
First Mature, experienced on camera salesman.
phone.
fishing,
boating,reply
hunting,
delivery. inVersatile
personalsports
in area. Interested
parties
Box Authoritative
ity, healthy background
sales, radio,
promotion,
and
years
800H, BROADCASTING.
yearsmerchandising.
tv. College Four
graduate,
married,three35,
presently employed with mid-Atlantic vhf
Bold
combined
radio-tvtransmitter
operation.engineers
Southeast.for Good
pay affiliate. Box 784H, BROADCASTING.
scale commensurate
with
ability
and
extalented, announcer, directorperience. Excellent
conditions
in Versatile, Have
done Also
successful
children's
ma.ior
market.
Send working
picture
complete
TELEVISION
and weather
am writer-carbackground
information
firstandletter.
Box switcher.
toonist.College
Overshows.
eight
radio-tv
experi828H, BROADCASTING.
ence.
grad.years
Seeking
permanent
Help Wanted — Management
position
with
progressive
station.
Box
820H,
BROADCASTING.
Immediate
opening
for
video
engineer
for
Generalwork withmanager,
regional
television
netexecutive
and
sales
ability.
Areas
studio
supervisor.
Prefer
employed
experiRadio-television newscaster. 5 years radio,
engineer who
advance
of responsibility:
National sales, network present enced
relations,
programming.
position
due tocannot
seniority
reasons.in 2 years tv.manency in good
Collegesoutheastern
graduate. market.
Desire perBox
Chief Engineer,
WJBF, Augusta,
ability essential.
Send resume,Organizational
references, Contact
Ga.
824H, BROADCASTING.
salary
requirements. Box 780H, BROADCASTING.
Personable,
talented,
10
years
experience
First
engineer, transmitter,
Announcers
specializing
tv news,
audio phone
and equipment.
cameraman.
Experienced,video,
for radio-television,
ety. inPrefernortheast,
management
capacity
with varinewsfor
uhf
Qualifications
and
show,
will relocate
Excellent opportunity for experienced tv RCA
resume
first
letter
to
Herbert
H. Rockford,
Eckstein,
right offer.
Box 825H,but BROADCASTING.
announcer
at
top
rated
CBS
affiliated
staChief
Engineer,
WTVO,
Box
470,
tion southern market. Must be good news Illinois.
Family man — veteran, 24, announcer. First
man, goodresume,
"on camera"
complete
picture salesman.
and tape. Send
Box
phone,dio staff,
desires
on-camera
experience
or rapresently
employed
asat program
791H, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
director,
satellite,
Announcer
wanted
who canwork,
do orfilmbe quickly
state
salary.announcer,
Box 836H,engineer
BROADCASTING.
trained
to
do
on
camera
editing,
Immediate
for experienced
copy Top-rated tv newscaster and news director
traffic
and inbea few
capable of becoming
in photo
eastopening
coast
station.tv Send
programnowork,
director
now writer
wants position in progressive station. Money
resume,839H,
and basic
salaryNBCrequirements
to and
have
program
director. months.
AdequateWe living
Box
BROADCASTING.
market important. Box 837H, BROADearnings.vincingIncrease
dependsphotograph,
on your conCASTING.
a
i
r
work.
Send
tape
and full details. Box 792H, BROADCAST- Promotion manager opening with a major Personality-cartoonist. Fifteen years well
ING.
network station located in the upper south. established radio experience including tv.
entails supervision,
as well
as execution
Have immediate announcer vacancy. Salary ofJob newspaper
Excellent employed
voice — straight
smoothAvailable
style!
advertising,
program,
station
based tails.
on Boxexperience.
Please
send
full
deonin west
coast.
and
market
promotion
in
trade
press,
on theof Presently
830H, BROADCASTING.
March
1st. radio.
Interested
personality
show andon
air
promotion,
research
and
development
tv
and/or
Will
consider
any
offer
aids. and
You'llfellow
like our climate,Excellent
living answer all replies. Tape, pics, resume upon
Expanding
staffannouncer.
wants experienced,
hard- sales
conditions
sell, and
on-camera
mail special
schools, checks,
etc. Sendworkers.
complete story of request. Box 852H, BROADCASTING.
resume
photo6, Augusta,
to JohnAirGeorgia.
Radeck,
P.D., your
experiences,
family
status,
and
WJBF, Channel
if available. Good opportunity. Salary photo
open,
Technical
Announcer
—announcer
Immediate
opening
for
top- write Box 855H, BROADCASTING.
flight
equally
versatile
in
radio
Chief engineer. Nine years experience in
ornews-weather,
television, with
ability
handle
on-camera
Office manager-accountant.
Grow withperson
vhf. television
construction
and operaetc. Send complete
Past planning,
five years
assistant
chief.
Excelexperienced
lenttion.references.
Box 625H,
BROADCASTING.
tion background,
past informaandWSAVex- Immediate
in beautifulopening
Cedar for
Rapids,
Iowa. Contact
earnings, experience,
tapeGeorgia.
and photo.
Redd Gardner, General Manager, KCRG-TV. 11 years experience, supervisory and chief
Radio-TV,pectedSavannah,
medium
sized oram-fm-tv
desires opportunity
in medium
large station.
Box 774H,
BROADCASTING.
Cameraman-studio engineer. First phone.
Know ately.
RCABox 842H,
equipment.
Available immediPERSONALITY
PLUS
BROADCASTING.
First
phone
—
no
experience.
in
tv
work. immediately.
Young and Glenn
anxiousInterested
to learn.
Available
Knight,
Box
One of America's largest coast-to-coast chains of radio and TV stations
731,
Abernathy,
Texas.
has immediate need of outstanding young men with extensive on-air
Married,
background. Must be performers with PERSONALITY PLUS, suited
radio-tv. 28,
Threehavein sixam, years
three experience
in tv studioin
operations.
Prefer Mr.
studioGrady
but consider
xmtr.
to modern radio music operation on Top Ten markets. Great chance
Have
first
phone.
Swindell,
Box
925, Amarillo, Texas.
for TV exposure in same markets. Salary to match your ability and
Production-Programming, Others
potential. If you have excellent background, personable appearance,
and are ready for a big move ahead, apply today. Send thorough
Director-writer with eight years station and
agency workproduction.
is fully experienced
in showin
resume, photos and/or film, and tape, today. Please do not apply
and
Excellent
large spot
market where pay
is low.record
Desires
personal
expense-paid
arrange
unless well-qualified. If interested, willBox 629H, BROADCASTING.
change ployed,
to references.
better Boxworking
market. Eminterview. Write PERSONALITY,
696H, BROADCASTBROADCASTING, February 23, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Experienced
television photographer.
lentences.photography
Top ExcelreferWrite Box background.
693H, BROADCASTING.
All-around
tv
talent
limited
in
present
marketnews,
seeks relocation.
Personality movie
announcer,
for
sports,
commercials,
host,
etc.
Director,
producer.
Fully
experienced.
Box 697H BROADCASTING.
University
MAEnglish-speech
radio-television,
telecourse
experience.
teacher,
hammond
organist,
vet,
27,804H,
versatile,
mature.
Available
June.
Box
BROADCASTING.
Television periendirector
with over
two years proexphase
of television
ductionce in every
looking
promising
or progressive station.
Boxfor823H.
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
newscaster-photographer
seeks
news
director
positionkine,or job
with future
potential.
Brochure,
references
upon
request.
Interested
Rockv
Mountain,
Pacific
northwest
or California areas. Box 334H.
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
woman,responsible,
tv traffic-operations
director,
seeking
challenging
position. Good
sales, agencv, network
backCASTING.ground. Confidential. Box' 848H. BROADFOR SALE
Equipment
4 used guide
towersforforimmediate
sale. Heightshipment.
200 ft.
Towers
axe
ready
3cross
solid face.
stock (Truscon
towers approximately
18 inchesby
Steel
Co.)
i
made
Stainless.
are in very good
condition. Inc.
Box All631H,towers
BROADCASTING.
Raytheon
RA-250
excellent
condition.
SaveBROADCASTING.
V3 transmitter
price of newin transmitter. Box 692H,
Tower—
with Write
6 bay high
band
tvBROADCASTING.
socket.guyedOn 60westfootcoast.
Box 805H.
Collins 731A,
250 with
watts,set fmof spare
transmitter,
presently
licensed,
tubes.
June
delivery.
Contact Box
849H, BROADCASTING.
Western
Electric, 250 watts,
am transmitter,
not presently
repairable
condition. Contact licensed.
Box 850H.In BROADCASTING.
New-10O
ft.sections,
340 Utility
Unused
standard
1 toptower.
section.
KTOP. 4
Topeka. Kansas.
UHF tion.equipment
used but
in perfectincluding
condiGE TT25ATY25D
12kw
transmitter
filterplexer,
5-bav
antenna
with
PY19B
feed
adapter,
4TX7A
dummy
load,
Tv-21General
visual Radio
demodulator,
sweep
oscillator
and
monitors.
Also
430'
Stainless type G tower with lighting, 400 feet
7Kxl5-inch
wave with
guide,
4' Raytheon
7000 mc parabolas
horns2 and
mounting
brackets.
Contact
TV, Daytona
Beach,Beecher
Fla. Hayford, WESH(1) type ofBQ-102
RCA
automatic atturntable
capable
playingcontrol
120 selections
rprn.
complete
with
box Selections
and all45accessories
exclusing
pre-amp.
made
by
push-button
control
located
remotelv
from mechanism.
Leaves existing
turntables fre forContact
E.T.Chief
playing.
ExcellentWITH,
conEngineer,
Baltimore,dition.Maryland.
"000 mcpleteMotorola
STL equipment
com-4
with Factory
programtv—modified
audio
channel
foot dishes.
color andContact Chief Engineer,
WTVD, forDurham,
NC
music and markets,
publicLincoln,address.
Nebraska.Beechner's SuperNems-Clarke
120D
meter and
General
916L field
radioSI,strength
frequency
Like newRadiocondition.
100. 00 forbridge
both
Texas.
WE. Marcy, 4007 Bellaire Blvd., Houston 2o'
Several cluding
usedinsulated
towers
in top condition
inam broadcast
Inquire TowerCity,
Construction
Co.,towers
P O Box
1828. Sioux
Iowa.
BROADCASTING, Febroory 23, 1959

WANTED TO BUY
Stations
Smallfer fulltime,
or medium
market
station,
cp. Prewill consider
daytime.orandLocation
open.
down and
payment
terms
desiredReasonable
by
experienced
responsible
erator. Box 841G, BROADCASTING. opfor profitable
or unprofitable
station
inCashwestern
Pennsylvania
or N.Y. No brokers.
Box
713H, BROADCASTING.
Owner-operator wants small market station
cp^or pending cp. Box 798H, BROADCASTArizona—
make
substantialExperienced
investment engineer
in going amwillstation
Replies ^ confidential. Box 853H, BROADCASTING.

INSTRUCTIONS
F.C.C. firstspondence ophone
preparation
correr in Washington,
resident
classes.
Ourby schools
are located
Hollywood,
and
Seattle.
For indetails,
write Grantham
School,
Desk ton, 2.D. C.821— 19th Street, N. W., WashingFirst
correspondence.
Coachingphone
untillicense
license bysecured.
Effectiveinexpensive-minimum
Rafornia.dio Services, 510 16th time.
St., Pathfinder
Oakland, CaliFCC firstanteedphone
in six weeks.
Guarinstructionlicense
by master
teacher.Elkins
G.I
approved.License
Phone
FLeetwood
2-2733.
Radio
School.
3605
Regent
Drive
Dallas, Texas.

First-phone
in six Broadcast
weeks. Intensive
inincluded,
resident noclass.
and dj training
training
extra St.,cost.Oakland,
Pathfinder
Radio
Services,
310
16th
California
TWinoaks 3-9928.
Equipment
Since 1946. The 5original
course Reservations
for FCC 1st
phone
tonow6 weeks.
required.4,license,
Enrolling
forandclasses
starting
Console ditorion, bestconsolette
give make,
con- March
June
24,
Sept.
2,
Oct.
28. For
price delivered
West age,
Virginia
information,
references
and reservations
William
B.
Ogden
Radio
Operational
ING aVailability- Box 769H' BROADCAST- write
Engineering
School,
1150
West
Olive
Avenue
Wanted: 4Boxor 6793H,
feet 940BROADCASTING.
mc dishes, cable and Burbank, California.
fittings.
RADIO
Kinescope
recording
camera,
16 mmmodulator
New or
with
or
without
sound
KQED, 525 4th St., San Francisco.
Help Wanted— Sales
RCA
MI-7016A
exitertelevision
and MI transmitter
7017 power
supply
for TT-5A
State
;
condition
and
price.
Chief
Engineer.
WPIX Inc., 220 E. 42nd Street. New York 17.
SALES ENGINEER
Radio transcriptions,
unreleased
recordings tv andHerman
filmtapes,
soundtracks
ofRobert
Bill
BROADCAST AND COMMUNICATIONS
Hams-Woody
Orchestra.
J.9 Neu,
2233 W. Roosevelt Drive. Milwaukee
Nationally known broadcast and comWisconsin.
munications equipment manufacturer
Wanted—
offers
once in a lifetime opportunity for
Camera
chains,
(color
or
mono)
transmitters (particularly vhf transmitter
sales engineer to become part of ex10andto other
20 kw,tvcondition
unimportant).
STL
ponding home office sales staff. The
terminal
right mancommunications
should be thoroughly
familiar
equipment Technical
Also transmitting
want am Corp.,
andandfm12-01
equipwith
or broadcast
43rd
Avenue,ment.L.I.C.
1,Systems
N.Y.
equipment.
Definite
growth
and
MISCELLANEOUS
vancement potential in this salaried adposition in Midwest headquarters. Limited
Bingo
Time forU.S.A.
printers
of personalized
travel.
Many
company
benefits.
Send
bingoper adcards
radio,
television
or
newsparesume to Box 832H, BROADCASTING.
P.O. Box 906, Denver i
Colorado.promotions.
Acoma 2-7539.
Radio and Television
PROMOTION
MANAGER

The man we are seeking is experienced in Radio and Television.
He knows good promotion — can execute it and can direct others.
This man is creative— enthusiastic. He is a good writer for air promotion— is a
good layout man for printed media and knows exploitation.
He knows procedure— has a flair for research— and can prepare forceful sales
promotion material for salesmen and the stations national representative.
He
is a people.
good organizer and administrator. He will manage a department of three
or four
Ifaccomplishments
you qualify— send
and evidence
vour background— abilities—
in firstof letter.
requirements
salarydetails
and full
We are nationally recognized organization operating Radio and Television
stations in several large markets. This important position is
6
market. open in our lamest
Write Box 854H, BROADCASTING

103

RADIO
Situations Wanted
Production-Programming, Others
QUALITY PUBLICITY IS
VALUABLE
Many
radio/tv
groupsworking
have full-time
publicity
departments
directlyA
with
tradepapers
and newspapers.
service such as this is prohibitive in cost
tosolution
the single
There's
a happy
canoperation.
provideservice
consistent,
tive—and Iintelligent
plus creaclose
personal contacts in all media.
12 years industry experience . . . leading tradepaper,
station
background. Complete
resumeand andfilm details
on request. QUALITY
Please write:
PUBLICITY
Box 591 H, BROADCASTING

TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
With tcompany
three tv with
staions for local tvoperating
sales manager
well established vhf network. Station
in medium size market. Guarantee
salaryBox plus86 1H,
incentive
plan.
BROADCASTING
P roduction-Programming, Others
WANTED IMMEDIATELY
Experienced tv newsreel photographer for Please
top-ratedrush
California
station.
salary network
requirements, photo, sample feature and
spot news film clips with resume to
Box 778H, BROADCASTING

ARE YOU GETTING YOUR
SHARE OF AUDIENCE?
Universal's patented
locked-frequency
"Mike Radios" capture
your audience.

The "Universal Plan"
brings you more listeners, revenue, new customers, promotion and
publicity at no cost to
the station.

WRITE OR PHONE TODAY
UNIVERSAL PUBLICIZERS, INC.
936 SUPERIOR
No. Michigan7-1924
Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
STATIONS

FOR

SALE

Texas Single
terms
55MM terms
Fla. 2 sta. lkw-D
Ala.
$3050M
terms
250w-F
Single
100M
terms
250w-F
Calif.
cash
W.Va.
Monop.
Small A.M.
S.E.
150M
terms
500w-D
70M
&
N.P.
Ky. Single 250w-F
$30M
terms
100M
Pa.
Fla. Sm-med 500kw-D 155M
lkw-D
200M terms
NX. Medium
Medium
Gulf
Medium 250w-F
Va.
lkw-D
terms
150M
25098 M terms
Metro
lkw-D
S.E.
cash
Fla.
|
COMPETITIVE I
terms
Large
250
M
lkw-D
Major
Large
5kw-D
450
M
Large
East
clear
terms
250-w
j METROPOLITAN MARKET | S.W.
250W-D 325M terms
South Medium VHF-TV 750M terms
\ Will sell, or will consider trade. *
PAU
j Box 819H, BROADCASTING j> CH APMAN COMPANY
THE PIONEER
OF TELEatlanta Chicago
VISIONCONSULTANTS
AND RADIOFIRMMANAGEMENT
1182 w. peachtree 205 w. wacker
ESTABLISHED 1946
new
barbara
70
ave.
ofyork
americas 33 santa
w. micheltorer
NEGOTIATIONS MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD
S.
FRAZIER,
INC.
1736Washington
Wisconsin 7,Ave.,D. C.N.W.
STATIONS FOR SALE
Fulltime. Rocky Mountain. Exclusive
NORMAN
O R P&OR NORMAN
A— TAppraisers
ED
market. Absentee owned. Gross $3,000
BrokersI N —C Consultant!
month.
$7500
down.
We
have
many
other fine buys.
RADIO-TELEVISION
Notion-Wide ServiceSTATIONS
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCIATES
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Confidential Negotiations
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Security Bldg. Davenport, Iowa
Hollywood 4-7279
104 (FOR THE RECORD)

% Either 25% or 50% m- *
* terest. Buyer must be- *
* come resident General *
* Manager.
%
*»★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★»*
Box 818H, Broadcasting *

trans,
trans, and make
changes location,
in ant. andtypeequipment.
KTLEof cp(TV)
Pocatello,
— kw,
Granted
mod.
to
change
ERP
toIdaho
70.8type
aur.
38andkw;makechange
location,
trans,
otherstudio
equipment
changes.
KPLI
(FM)
Riverside,
Calif.—
Granted
mod.
of cptrans.;
to change
studio location,
type
ant.WAUB
and
remote
Auburn,
N.Y.— control
Granted permitted.
mod.typeof
cptrans.;
to change
ant.
-trans,
location
and
conditions.
San
Tex. — Granted mod.
of KITE
cp
to
changeAntonio,
type trans.
WCKR-FM
Miami,
Fla.—
Granted extenendingsion of authority
Apr. 22. to remain silent for period
Following
stations
were
granted WKBMextensions of completion
as shown:
TV Caguas,
P.R. totodates3-31;
WHGR
Houghton
Lake,
Mich,
6-9;
WFLI
Lookout
Mountain,
Tenn.and toWIUS
6-1; (FM)
KOXR ChristianOxnard,
Calif, to 6-21
sted, V.I. to Actions
8-11. of Feb. 10
Tucson, Ariz. — Granted license for
amKCEEstation
studio
location.and specify ant. -trans, and
WINT
Winter
Fla. — Granted
license
for am station Haven,
and specify
studio location
(trans.).
WFMRcovering
(FM) change
Milwaukee,
Wis. — location,
Granted
license
of station
ERP
15 kw,
height,
location,
typeant.trans,
and studio
changesand intrans,
ant.
KRAI cense Craig,
— Granted
of lisystem.
to operateColo.main
trans, mod.
by remote
control,
WNJR using
Newark,DA-N;N.J.—conditions.
Granted mod. of liInc. cense to change name to Continental Bcstg.
WRAPcense to change
Norfolk,name
Va. — toGranted
mod. Bcstg.
of liContinental
Inc.
WBBW
Youngstown,
Ohio
—
Granted
cp to
install new trans.
Following
stationsdates
wereas granted
extensions of completion
shown: WBBK
Blakely,
to 6-4;
(FM) Tacoma,
Wash, toGa.5-15,
and*KCPS
KMAK-FM
Fresno,
Calif,
to 6-11.
KOLL
Libby,
Mont.
—
Granted
authorityof
to operate specified hours for period
90 days; condition.
Actions of Feb. 9
Lakewood,
—DAGranted
mod.
of KFHA
cp
to
make
changesWash.
pattern.
Gretna,
Va.—in Granted
mod. of
cpWMNA-FM
to
change
type
trans.
El Paso, toTex.—
Granted mod.
of42.7KTSM-TV
cpkw,to change
aur.
change ERP
type ofvis.ant.85.1andkw, other
equipment.
12)
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
Hearing onExaminer
JamesByD. Chief
Cunningham
dates shown:
Scheduled
hearingBcstg.
on April
8 onnewapplic
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
Florence
Co. (Action
for
am
station in Brownsville, Tenn.
Feb.
Granted
Iowa-Illinoisbut Television Co. topetition
extent by
of dismissing,
with
prejudice,
for new111.tv (Action
station
to operate
ch. 8 in Moline,
Feb.
13) itson application
By Hearing Examiner
on Feb. 13Basil P. Cooper
Received in evidence Monocacy Bcstg. Co.
Exhibit closedNo.record1, inreplacement
and enproceeding Page
on its23 applicaet al.tion for new am station in Gettysburg, Pa.,
By Hearing Examiner
Sharfman
on Feb. Herbert
16
Scheduled offurther
hearing
on Feb.
19 on
application
Jane
A.
Roberts
for
of am station KCFI Cedar Falls, Iowa.license
On request tobydismiss
Harry their
Weinberg
and dis800
Corporation
protest,
proceeding
application
transfer of missed
control
of onHawaiian
Bcstg.for System
Ltd.
(KGMB-AM-TV
Honolulu,
KHBC-AMTV Hilo,
and KMAU-TV
Wailuku,
Hawaii,
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
Top placements
southeast inin thetopdynamic
jobs, new
RADIO — TV —for ADVERTISING
Announcers
— DJ's —— TVCopywriters
Engineers
— Salesmen
Production
PROFESSIONAL
PLACEMENT
458 Peachtree
Atlanta, Ga.Arcade
JAckson 5-4841
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from
Consolidated
Amusement
Co. Feb.
Ltd., 13.to
Hialand
Development
Corp.on Action
Dismissed
proceeding
application
George
A.
Hormel
II,
for
new
am
stationof
(KQAQ) Feb.
in Austin,
Action
12. Minn. Issues now moot.
On 16request
by applicant,
from
Feb.
to March
2 hearing continued
on application
ofCincinnati.
Rounsaville
Ohio.of Cincinnati Inc. (WCIN),
By Hearing Examiner
A. Honig
on Feb. Isadore
13
On
own
motion,
continued
from
Feb. 20 to
dateTobacco
to be setValley
later onBcstg.
hearingCo. onforapplication
ofstation
new am
in Windsor, Conn.
By Hearing Examiner
on Feb.Annie
13 Neal Huntting
Granted Conn.,
motionforby continuance
Vincent De ofLaurentis,
Hamden,
hearing
from
16 to April
of De Feb.
Laurentis,
etc. 13 on am applications
By Commissioner Robert E. Lee on Feb. 12
of Georgia
State toBoard
of Granted
Educationrequest
to dismiss
its petition
ening. large issues in Waycross, Ga„ ch. 8 proceedBy ChiefCunningham
Hearing Examiner
James
D.
on Feb. 12
Feb. 6 Calif.,
action forgranting
byAffirmed
KARM Fresno,
leave topetition
interProceeding on am application of
KYNOJn„Fresno.
By Hearing Examiner
A. Honig
on Feb. Isadore
12
Granted
motion
by
Triangle
Publications
Inc. (Radio
Division)
requesting that and
itCo.be Television
substituted
for California
Inland
Bcstg.
asapplication
party respondent
in
proceeding
on
am
of
KYNO
Fresno, Calif.
On
own
motion,
scheduled
prehearing
conference forofFeb.Quad27 inCities
proceeding
am
application
Bcstg.on Co.,
Brazil,
Ind.
By Hearing Examiner
H.
Gifford
Irion
on Feb. 12
Scheduled
prehearing
conference for
Feb.
£0
in
proceeding
application
of May
S^£!dc^stmS
Co., foron
KMA Shenandoah,
Iowa.renewal of license of
Granted 111.,
motions
by Fox Valley Bcstg. Co
Geneva,
and 111.,Logansport
Bcstg. correcCorp
Aurora-Batavia,
suggested
(exceptmotion)
for no.for
11transcript
in Fox Valley's
Aug. 1,tions1958
to
in
ce ding on their am applications and prothat
Wis Wisconsin Inc. (WISC), Madison,
By Hearing Examiner
Elizabeth
C.
Smith
on Feb. 12
Granted
motion by Richard
F. Lewis conJr
Inc.,
of Waynesboro,
respondent,
tinuance of hearing
from
Feb. 16 oftoforMusical
March
5Heights
m proceeding
on
am
application
Inc., Braddocks Heights, Md.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle on Feb. 12
On
own
motion,
scheduled prehearing
conference
for
on■ •applications
ofFebruary
WJPB-TV27 Tnrin proceeding
w0=+
PPbcations
West \TiJl
Virginia Radio Corporation andInc.,Telecasting
5nin'w0erstonWWVVaati0nS
t0
OPerate
°n
Commission
onUniversity,
Feb. 4 granted motion Chbv
Indiana
Central
Indianapolis,
for4
extension
of
time
to March
to file responses to from
its ofDec.Feb.
24,2making
1958
petition
requesting
institution
proce dings on proposal to rule
reserve ch 13 at
use na 1S f°r noncommercial educational
By Commissioner Robert E. Lee on Feb. 10
rw^anled
Petiti.on bytimePublix
corp.,
for extension
to Feb.Television
24 to file
motion byof Coral
Corp
toresponse
dismissto application
of, orTelevision
enlarge issues
&r^?eCtPublix.
»
Miami-PerrfnlSouth
Miami, Fla., ch. 6 proceeding.
By £hi?,f
Hearing Examiner
D. Cunningham
on Feb. James
10
Scheduled oral argument for Feb. 13 on
£?Uh-dismissal
* °f ?arry
Weinberg
and
Corp
for
of theirof Dec.
protest3, 1958
and800petition
for
reconsideration
application
for transfer
of control grant
of Ha-of
Wana?
,BcSi%
System Ltd.Hilo,
(KGMB-AM-TV
TV Wailuku
w=U,'
praC-AM-TV
and KMAUTV
Hawaii) from Consolidated
Dev«aopto 10Hialand
'on td-Feb.Forest
^ Examiner
By^SucS
Hearing
L. McClennin
g
r,„2? °wn motion, continued without date
for Feb.
#5? n&13 °onleLencl
and
hearing
scheduled
and March
3, respectively,
pending disposition
of request
by Harry Weinand 800petition
Corp. forfor dismissal
of the"rof
protestberg and
consideration
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3, 1958 grant of application for transfer
ofDec.control
tern
Ltd. of Hawaiian Broadcasting Sys
Pursuantconference
to agreement
at pre
hearing
on proceeding
Feb.reached
10, scheduled
hearing
for
Feb. 26 inBcstg.
on Sierra
applic
a
t
i
o
n
s
o
f
Falcon
Co.
and
Madrenon andBcstg.
Co.Madre,
for fmbothfacilities
in VerSierra
California.
Upon request
by Los Banosprehearing
Bcstg. Co., conLos
Banos,
Calif.,
ference
from Feb.continued
17 to March 26 and hearinging onfromitsMarch
17
to
April
21
in
proceedam application.
By Hearing onExaminer
Feb. 10 J. D. Bond
Extended
time
for
filing reply Va.,pleadings
to Feb. 20 in Hampton-Norfolk,
ch. 13
proceeding.
Granted
motion
by
Capital ofCities
Television
Corp.
for
an
extension
time
from
Feb.
16 to file ofproposed
findings
ofMarchfact16 16toandtoMarch
conclusions
law
and
from
April
16
for
filing
reply
pleadining;
gs to Vail
Mills,
N.Y.,
TV
ch.
10
proceedpetition
by theVeterans
Co., Vail granted
Mills,
to reopen
record inBcstg.
this
proceeding
to bring
one
ofclosed.
its directors
up tocertain
date testimony
and recordof then
Granted
substitute
petition
by
Pacific
Television,plicatiInc.,
its ap-on
on for newfortvleave
stationto amend
to operate
sitePETITION
11 m C°0SFORBay'RULEMAKING
°re'' t0 chanffe
FILEDtrans.
St. Anthony
Tv Corp.,
Houma,
—Requests
amendment
of
rules
so as La.to
relocate
(d) to ofredefine
Zone HI Point
to vicinity
Mobileboundaries
Point at Nof
87a° 58'PETITION
30-'4' °0"' FOR
With RULEMAKING
the Same W- L°ngDENIED
KXJK locaForrest
City,
Ark.—
Requested altion ofch.as ignment8fromtoJonesboro,
Forrest City,
Ark. Arkdeniedby re-bv
memorandum
opinion
Feb.
3, 1959. Ann.
Feb. and
13 order adopted
License Renewals
Following stations were granted renewal
£™™nns£:
?5¥K Mo.;
Jefferson
Mo.;
KMMO
Marshall,
KBIZ City,
Ottumwa
a0™3^????-^-1™
Boone,
Iowa;
WDBQLa.,
KXIC
T^."^£ubuciue>JPwa:
KALB
Alexandria,
Carroll
Iowa;
KUSNIowaSt. City,
Joseph,Iowa;
Mo.;KCIM
KCLN
ClinKRMO
Monett, Mo.;
KWPC Muscatine
™WoWaTvVKR£G
iP"*
Jefferson
City,
Mo.;
Iowa; KMCD Fairfield, Iowa, KFJB Mar-'
WKID
w™?^Urbana,
IOwa:111.;, WLCX
Crosse,IowaWis ;
KOEL LaOelwein,
NARBA Notifications
List of changes,
proposed changes,
and
correctio
in assignmen
of Canadian
broadcast nsstations
modifyingts appendix
conbroadcast
Canadian
of^commend
SEKSF.
tne
NorthaSS+1+gn5neJl
American
££wCh
ations
ed ts.t0Regional
Bcstg
Agree-of
Meeting. 6
ment EngineeringCANADA
950 kc
CKBB
5 kw, D, 2.5 kw N
DA-1, unl.Barrie,
Class Ont.,—
III.
1230Nowkc in operation.
CFCW Camrose, Alta.— 1 kw D, 0.25 kw N
shown XV-m1240list
of studio C^asS
kc127.) n 'of location
(Correctio
^it,Vnl^Mfelfort, Sask.— 0.25
1250kw,kc ND, unl. Class IV.
CKRB St Georges de Beauce, P.O.— 5 kw
1400 kc CIaSS 111 Now £
^peratl™ ' DA"N'
CJFP Riviere du Loup. P o — l kw n
,S? % , GeorSes
de Beauce,
0 25
°-i pkSfj
unL
EI°P.Q—
2-^5-6°:
1480 Cla^
kc IV as^gnrnentv£e^?50Ukc.)CIaSS
Newmarket, Ont.—IV-1 kw,(DelCte
ND, D. Class III
on
&om
list°T2e7 /°rn.nftl0Cat!,0,n
1510 kc°2 1?"thatN" shown
L°ng' 79°
27 * 43'' •)WL°£ft:°N:ew4
Class III. T"lsonburg,
Now in 1540
operation.
n^°T?T
Ont.-l
kc kw, DA-D, D.
NPort Credit, Ont.-l kw, ND, D. Class II.
Burlington, Ont.— 1 kw, ND, D. Class II
127°rNewn fr°m that ShOWn °n

PROMINENT
BROADCASTERS
choose
Stainless
TOWERS

Joe M. Baisch, General Manager
WREX-TV
ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

Richard Peck, Chief Engineer
And for good reasons, too:
* and
Stainless
EXPERIENCE in design
fabrication
* tions
RELIABILITY of Stainless installa* Stainless
LOW MAINTENANCE
COSTS of
towers
Ask today for free
literature
formation. and iness, ine*
NORTH WALES . PENNSYLVANIA

How
In the

dominant

3 -V- station

Atlanta

the WSB-TV
as shown

by January

can

be?

you

market

share
ARB

Sign-on to sign-off, Sunday through Saturday — the whole works!
While WSB-TV racked up 45.4% of the sets-in-use, station B
barely made the thirties, station C was in the low twenties. Even
more dominating is the WSB-TV position in audience ratings. Of
the 452 quarter-hours measured WSB-TV led in 56.4% of them.
Check the records — it's the same story month after month. Certainly your advertising in Atlanta belongs on WSB-TV.

of sets in use
. . .

WSB
TV
Represented by Edw. Petry & Co.
Affiliated with the Atlanta Journal and
Constitution. NBC affiliate.
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OUR

RESPECTS

TO

John

Edward

Mosman

Perhaps the best testimonial to the basis of their undergraduate creative
vitality of New York-born Jack Mos- work. He served with the group in
man was his rapid adjustment in 1956 1936-37, assisting in production, direction and writing of drama, variety, quiz
to Chicago's Michigan Blvd. after two and music
shows. In the latter year he
decades on Madison Ave. "When I
became
studio director for The Goldfirst joined J. Walter Thompson, several New York acquaintances asked the
bergs and for the next five years he
directed two dramatic series {Kitty
same question: 'How do you like work- Foyle,
Kathleen Norris) for General
ing in Chicago?' It reminded me of
Foods. He also served as production
Johnny
reaction
to moving
from advisor
the
PoloMize's
Grounds
to Yankee
Stadium.
to Geyer, Cornell & Newell on
the Jan Peerce and Frank Parker
He
said:
'Who
doesn't
like
playing
with
shows. He also freelanced as a writer
the Yankees?'."
That titude
is Mr.
attoward Mosman's
his Wrigleycontinuing
Bldg. associates and J. Walter Thompson Co.'s
over-all $113 million broadcast operation. Astute and candid, he is known as
a realistic troubleshooter on programs,
negotiations and client needs, and is endued with a keen sense of showmanship. He believes broadcast management demands the closest attention to
detail.
"Take program exploitation, for example," asays Mr.
Mosman.
"There
used to be
reluctance
to advertise
advertising. With television, good exploitation can mean the difference between quick public acceptance of a
show — or a long, slow climb."
IndustryandExperience
• JWT'sdiviceSolid
president
radio-television
rector inChicago, Mr. Mosman joined
the agency after considerable experience with the Biow Co. He reports to
George Reeves, vice president and manager of the Chicago office, and in New
York to Dan Seymour, vice president
and radio-tv director, under the JWT
'We must continually analyze
concept of office autonomy and "horizontal" account groups (Broadcasting,
Nov. 24, 1958). Chicago-placed broad- house).
{Inner Sanctum, Elaine Carrington Playcast accounts include Elgin National
Watch Co., Seven Up, Quaker Oats,
After wartime service as a lieutenant
Murine, Johnson Motors, Krafts Foods. (jg) in the Navy (1943-46) as communications officer aboard the U.S.S.
Schlitz, Sealy Mattress, Continental
Airlines, Chun King Foods and Bow- Nevada, Omaha Beach and London,
man Dairy.
civilian Mosman launched his agency
Born in New York City Dec. 31, career at the Biow Co. in September
1914, John Edward Mosman is a prod- 1947. As radio-tv account executive,
uct of his own early aspirations and of he was responsible for all programming,
a college-apprentice training group at talent and time budgets, commercials,
CBS. He had majored in publication public relations and other duties allied
work at the U. of Pennsylvania (Whar- to Philip Morris broadcast activities.
ton, 1936) and was one of a group
He alsodio-tvsupervised
commercials. production of rasix students selected out of a hundred-of
plus candidates by the network on the
Day of Decision • "On the program

'Broadcast management
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demands

side," he recalled, "there was one unforgettable morning. We recommended and
sold two shows to Philip Morris—/
Love Lucy and Racket Squad. Let's
callMr.thatMosman
a benchmoved
mark."to the Harry B.
Cohen agency as vice president and radio-tv department director in May 1952.
He transferred to Maxon Inc. that Octies. tober, again handling radio-tv activiIn June 1956, Mr. Mosman went to
JWT as radio-tv director in Chicago.
In February 1958, he was elected vice
president. Today, he sees his job as
that of ( 1 ) selecting programs as careful y as possible and (2) keeping constantly aware of how to use broadcast
media in all its forms more effectively
— that is, working closely with media
to determine how the client can best
spend his money.
"More and more I am convinced that
our knowledge of broadcasti
ng, to date,
must be regarded somewhat like yesterday's newspaper," Mr. Mosman believes. "We must
continually analyze
everything about us — to take new developments and relate them to our
client's marketing problems."
Strong Agency Control of Programs •Mr. Mosman operates within
the
periphery
that over
the
agency
should ofhaveJWT's
strongtheory
control
programming. His associates will tell
you that he is ideally and temperamentally suited forthethatclosest
role inpossible
Chicago.liaison
"By
maintaining
with Mr. Seymour in New York and
with the excellent facilities of our
Hollywood office, I feel that our clients
have succeeded not only in obtaining
good programming, but programming
of the sort that adds vitality to the in"
Jack Mosman is an ardent antique
hobbyist
dustry."withandhislives
Coast
wifeon(theChicago's
former Gold
Jone
Allison, member of the Josh and Jone
Show on WBBM Chicago) and son
John, 10. He also likes skeet shooting
and golf and is active in community
groups including the Chicago Broadcast Advertising Club (of which he is
executive vice president), Chicago Federated Advertising Club, "Off-theStreet Club,"
Country
Club and the Barrinaton Hills

closest attention to detail
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EDITORIALS

___

Rallying point
THE best argument yet presented for the FCC to get
out of the program review business was submitted last
week by 20 stations which are represented by the Washington law firm of Pierson, Ball & Dowd.
In no other document have the imbecilities of present policies been more pointedly identified or the hope for relief
more rationally stated. It is a document which should attract
the support of all broadcasters who respect their calling.
What the 20 stations propose is the removal of present
government review of program composition as a part of
license issuance or renewal and the substitution of a simple
set of program policies. The policies may be summarized
thus: Stations could not broadcast obscenities or lottery
information or be used for non-broadcast (point-to-point)
communications. Programs should be selected to meet the
needs of the community, and the licensee could not delehis responsibility
Whenavailable
controversialgateissues
were involved,fortimeprogramming.
should be made
for
fair presentation of differing viewpoints. Broadcasts by
political
should be governed
tion 315candidates
of the Communications
Act. by the present SecIt is only on the last point that we find reason to quarrel
with the comments by the 20 stations. There is an indigestible inconsistency in arguing against federal censorship of programming on one hand and for retention of
Section 315 on the other.
We recognize, of course, that Section 315 is part of a
federal law which the FCC has no power to alter and that
it would be pointless to take the argument against Section
315 to any forum but the courts or the U. S. Congress.
Still, as a matter of principle, the 20 stations should at least
have mentioned a hope that the political broadcasting
restrictions would also be removed, even though the FCC
cannot make that hope come true.
Despite the minor defect of its submission to Section 315,
the filing by the 20 Pierson clients is the document around
which a continental congress of U.S. broadcasters ought to
be assembled.
The awakening
ONLY the 25-year men and over will remember Dr.
Rexford Guy Tugwell, the ardent New Deal professor
whose crusades against advertising had Madison Avenue
and the then more potent Michigan Avenue in a dither. He
was wasteful and advocated the gradethought allofadvertising
practically everything from canned beans to
labeling
canoes.
The Tugwell tide was stemmed, but it left its mark on
many so-called intellectuals and in numerous branches of
government. His philosophy still has adherents among the
faculties of our universities, which may be the reason for
the kind of anti-brand name drivel now being spread.
Lately some leaders in advertising have been startled to
learn that their profession, whose function it is to create
is getting a bad one. The Advertising
good images,of itself
Federation
America has discovered Washington and is
off anti-advertising pres"lobby" to fend
own particularly
up anditsmore
talking sures,
threats of legislation to tax
advertising— this after Rep. Bob Wilson (D. Calif.) himself
agency man, told the AFA delegates that advertising is
an
in legislative jeopardy.
While others may have slumbered, the broadcast media
have been fighting the advertising battle of Washington for
103

three decades. They have been on the firing line because
they are "licensed" in respect to the facilities they use and
because, as the newest and most potent of the media, they
have attracted the attentions of politicians and bureaucrats
to a far greater degree than newspapers and magazines.
First it was radio that took the beating. Then television.
And now all media, plus their customers, are under attack.
It is an attack against brand names, based on the wholly
fallacious argument that advertising means increased costs.
The issue was put in focus recently by Ivan Hill, executive
vice president of Cunningham & Walsh, Inc., Chicago, in a
presentation to the Board of Directors of the Brand Name
Foundation. In proposing remedial action, he expressed
amazement that in these times when we are concerned about
maintaining America as the land of freedom and opportunity "we have relegated advertising to the political and
economic
Americansdoghouse."
should be told, Mr. Hill said, that advertising
"is the very essence of our continuing the free enterprise
system as we inhave
it." good, hard sense. The AFA
view, makes
our known
AAAA and the ANA ought to be operating on the
andMr.theHill,
Washington front, alongside the NAB.
T. K. O.

custodians of Floyd Patterson, the heavyweight
THE
champion, have made a sound marketing decision. Their
boy, they have decided, needs the exposure of tv.
As Cus D'Amato, Mr. Patterson's manager, said last
week: "Patterson is practically an unknown champion. I
believe the public would get a better appreciation of his
to see him in action." Acwas able
ability if everyone
cordingly, Mr. D'Amato
and Bill Rosensohn, promoter of
the forthcoming fight between Mr. Patterson and Ingemar
Johansson, have come to favor home tv, as opposed to
box-office tv, as the instrument to broadcast the performance.
We don't suggest that tv will make Mr. Patterson a
national hero, but we do suggest he cannot become one
without it. His lapse into obscurity for lack of appearance
on home tv should be noted with interest, by all sports
promoters. The Patterson case illustrates a point we have
often made: Free television is far more a friend than an
enemy of sports promoters.

Drawn for BROAD CASTING by Sid Hix
"What a combo man he'd make."
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EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
•THANK YOU, JULIETTE MARGLEN"

KANSAS

CITY

18th

MARKET

AMERICA'S

KMBC-TV
• NOW SERVING 34J42 MORE

TV HOMES
THAN

ANY

IN THE

WITH CLASS A POWER
OTHER

KANSAS

TV STATION
CITY MARKET.

from a "Tall
316,000 Watts
1.
Area.
City KMBC-TV
Kansas make
in theTower"
TV station
most far-reaching
the POWER:
productions
network
2. PREFERRED PROGRAMMING of ABC
new DAYTIME schedule plus the station's
popular, features.
including
own local aprogram
IN PROGRAM POPULARITY J
from 3 P. M. to 10 P. M. KMBC-TV LEADS BY J
18.8%
over station!
its nearest competitor and28.8% over J
the third
Above
figures from
4 wk. survey
Nov. '58
Metropolitan
area ARB(Mondays
thru Fridays)

KMBC-TV
Channel 9

Peters. Griffin.
Woodward, mc.

3. POPULATION of 1,055,000 in Greater Kansas City area.
of Greater Kansas
4. INCOME the Effective Buying Income
City is more than 2 Billion, 49 Million Dollars annually!
5. RETAIL SALES of 1 Billion, 400 Million Dollars annually!
in the
6. STABILITY "Kansas City ranks third amongIt iscities
the largest
nation enjoying prosperous business conditions.
a year ago."...
gains over
city showing
Business
and outstanding
Finance Magazine
of December
1958. says Forbes

tn Kansas C*» the Swi^ * to KM
BC"TV
Kansas City's Most Popular and Most Powerful TV Station

DON DAVIS, President
JOHN
GEORGESCHILLING,
HIGGINS, Executive
Vice Pres. Vice& SalePf
MORI GREINER, Manager of Televisi

Kansas City-KFRM^* the State of Kansas

THIRTY-FIVE CENTS

MARCH 2, 1959
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Page
Supreme

Court throws two jolts at radio-tv

Page

41
Page
66
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68

Tv spot in '58: up 14% to over $51 1 million
House surprises with network regulation bill
FCC officially signals for programming

29

probe

ng

Local

boy

makes

good

business
. . . via
Selling for nationalSPOT-TV
advertisers at the local level is
child's play
to thea special
M. C. whokindmakes
a shoe-lace
behind
the ears
of funtying
for the
children or washi
of the community. Kids know him as a pal and a swell
guy. supermarket
He's seen at right
all theafter
best the
places
the
show,in townthe Ladies Auxiliary in the afternoon
. . . and the PTA that evening to discuss Spock.
He's
one of consider
the biggest
reasons why so many national
advertisers
SPOT-TV
their basic advertising medium.
KOB-TV Albuquerque
WSB-TV Atlanta
KERO-TV Bakersfield
WBAL-TV Baltimore
WGN-TV Chicago
WFAA-TV Dallas
WNEM-TV Flint-Bay City
WANE-TV Fort Wayne
KPRC-TV Houston
WHTN-TVHuntington-Charleston

KARK-TV Little Rock
KCOP Los Angeles
WPST-TV
Miami
WISN-TV Milwaukee
KSTP-TV Minnsapolis-St.Paul
WSM-TV
Nashville
WTAR-TV
Norfolk
KWTV Oklahoma City
KMTV
Omaha
WTVH
Peoria

WJAR-TV Providence
WTVD
KCRA-TV Raleigh-Durham
Sacramento
WOAI-TV San Antonio
KFMB-TV San Diego
KTBS-TV Shreveport
WNDU-TV South Bend-Elkhart
KREM-TV
Spokane
KOTV
Tulsa
KARD-TV
Wichita

Television Division
Edward Petry & Co., Inc,
The Original Station Representative
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • ATLANTA • BOSTON • DALLAS • DETROIT
LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • ST. LOUIS

Lancaster
Harrisburg

\

York
is ONE

TV market
when you use

WGAL-TV

AMERICA'S

1 Oth

TV MARKET

•

/

S
INTEL
CHRIST
LANCASTER,
FA.
NBC
ana. CBS
In addition to being the first
choice of viewers in these three
important markets, WGAL-TV
is the television station for
Gettysburg, Hanover, Lebanon,
Cham bersburg, Lewistown,
Carlisle, Shamokin, Waynesboro,
and many other communities.
STEiNMAN STATION • Clair McCollough, Pres.

Representative: The MEEKER Company, In c. ■« New York • Chicago • Los Angeles ♦ San Francisc
Inc.,
anuumnc D.: Publications
September
published inpostage
(Yearbook Number)
Published every1735Monday,
C.
paid atby Washington,
6, D. C. Second-class
W., Washington
St., N.Issue
DeSales 53rd

Rising Sun • Fast moving Consolidated
Sun Ray Drug, which now owns WPENAM-FM Philadelphia, has contracted
to000purchase
for 10,000
$300,and will WALT
file soonTampa
for new
w daytime station in Washington, D.C.
area. WALT, on 1110 kc with 10 kw,
is being purchased from owners Robert Wasdon, president-general manager,
Emil J. Arnold and Jack Siegel.
Consolidated Sun Ray also had option, recently extended, for $800,000
purchase of WCKR Miami from BiscaynemerTelevision
which for-is
NBC PresidentCorp.,
Nilesof Trammell
directing head and 15% owner. This
transaction, however, has been tied up
in FCC reconsideration of ch. 7 grant
to Biscayne (see Closed Circuit, Feb.
23).
NBC-TV Programmer • Top agency tv
executive David Levy (associate director and vice president in charge of talent
and new programming at Young &
Rubicam, New York), moves soon to
NBC-TV
capacity." from
For
Mr. Levy, inthis"executive
will be departure
agency with which he's been associated
since 1938.
the
People
and He's
Kateex-radio
Smith writer
Show (We
of late
'30s),
became
tv
supervisor
in
1947
and
received vice presidency in 1950. Mr.
Levy was one of select cadre in Y&R's
new radio-tv department (Broadcasting, Jan. 12).
Boycott Problem • Legislation designed
to plug loopholes in secondary boycott
provisions
reach Senateof Taft-Hartley
floor this weekexpected
in formto
of amendment to S 76, to be offered by
Sen. Carl T. Curtis (R-Neb.). Measure
is of particular interest to broadcasters
because of sponsor boycotts invoked
by labor unions in recent past (WCKY
Cincinnati and WKRG-AM-TV Mobile) and currently being invoked
against WFBR Baltimore through efforts of AFTRA. Baltimore, incidental y, is new battleground for all-out
organization effort by AFTRA with two
stations involved in NLRB proceedings
(WMAR-TV and WITH) (see story
page 62).
Vote of Confidence • Five-year renewal of BMI performance rights licenses,
which expire March 11, are "coming
in like hot cakes" it's learned authoritatively. Inexcess of 4,000 licenses are
involved for all types of broadcast stations aside from other users. Original
BMI radio contracts were issued in
1941 and current contracts constitute
third renewal since then. BMI licenses
BROADCASTING, Morch 2, 1959

CLOSED
CIRCUIT.
for radio are 1.2% of net time sales, Clear Channels • Clear Channel Broadwith tv 10% less than the radio fees
casting Service, which has operated on
(Broadcasting, Feb. 2).
Washington front for quarter of century to keep radio clear channels inviolate, wil decide whether it will conOversight Forecast • Although Chairtinue its Washington office at meeting
man Oren Harris (D-Ark.) of revived
Chicago, March 15, before NAB
House Oversight Subcommittee is keep- in
ing his own counsel, other committee convention. Hollis Seavey, director of
members indicate that explosive pro- Washington-based organization, has resigned, effective after FCC approval
ce dings of last year will be child's of his purchase
of WCUM Cumberplay infurther
contrastinquiry
to what's
land, Md.
While
into upcoming.
purported
"fixing" in tv cases is not necessarily
Question is whether CCBS will apprecluded, indications are that commitpoint successor to Mr. Seavey or leave
tee's primaryministrative
targets
will
be
other
adWashington representation entirely in
agencies, particularly Civil hands
its law firm, Kirkland, Ellis,
Aeronautics Board and Securities & Ex- Hodson,of Chaff
etz & Masters. Mr. Seachange Commission. Last week, Chairpost include
Vicman Harris received special appropri- vey'stor A.predecessors
Sholis, vice inpresident
and direcation of $200,000 plus, holdover baltor, WHAS-AM-TV Louisville; late Alancesightof $13,000
from committee
last year's spent
overlen Miller, who had been aide to Secfund. All told,
retary of Commerce Harry Hopkins,
$297,000 last year.
and Ward L. Quaal, now vice presidentgeneral
manager of Tribune stations,
Radio World Wide • Backers of Radio WGN-AM-FM-TV
Chicago.
World Wide, radio program service supplying network-type programs but no Posh Picket • AFTRA's talent-studded
advertising, will know where they stand picket line at WFBR Baltimore boasted
afternoon of March 17. Meeting of sta- novelty in labor negotiations — one multion operators who have signed letters
station owner. Connie B. Gay,
of intent, or who have shown interest in group tiple
station operator, drove over from
proposed new type of cooperative en- Washington to join picketers. His $11,terprise (Broadcasting, Feb. 2), is 800 Cadillac pulled into two parking
scheduled during vacant spot in agenda spaces near WFBR, sign was handed
as his chauffeur opened the rear
of NAB's
rad Hilton Chicago
Hotel. convention at Con- him
door and he fell in line. Station-operator
Gay, country music impresario, (see
Respects to, Broadcasting, Feb. 2),
Option Time • Victor E. Hansen, anti- Our
trust chief of U.S. Justice Dept., said is board member of AFTRA.
last
department's
legalityweek
of network
option opinion
time wouldon Western Note • NBC-TV is thinking
be submitted to FCC "very shortly." At about putting live cowboys in as summer replacement for filmed cowboys.
Justice's request, FCC (with three dissents) last month sent to Justice findweeklyThursday
rodeo 7:30from
ings that option time was reasonably There's
Houston possibility
will take over
necessary for networking. Question now 8 p.m. slot now occupied by western
is what course Justice will take if it de- Jefferson Drum.
cides option time is antitrust violation.
Under Supreme Court decision last week Dissenter No. 1 • Challenging veteran
in NBC-Westinghouse swap case (story Comr. Robert T. Bartley as FCC's most
page 29), Justice — not FCC — has pri- persistent dissenter is neophyte Comr.
Frederick W. Ford. Forty-nine-year-old
laws. mary responsibility to enforce antitrust commissioner,
who assumed office Aug.
29, 1957, after having served at Dept.
Far-FlungTv»NBC International, NBC of Justice (1953-57) and as attorney
division which is exploring investments on FCC staff (1947-53) is establishing
in tv outlets overseas (already has in- track record as legal purist who wants
terest in Brisbane, Australia, station), regulations rigidly applied down line.
is eyeing South American market. Causing greatest consternation is his
Richard Berman, manager, international persistent position that all station transfers should be subject to comparative
facilities, spent two weeks in South
America this month and considers Ar- hearing, with FCC selecting what it believes tobe best qualified operator based
gentina ready to break loose with pri- on comparative
bids (virtual return to
vately-owned tvoutlets, perhaps within
Avco
six months. NBC International will ex- old
in 1952). procedure which was dropped
plore possibility of investment there.
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IN
DETROIT

with wjbk-tv

s MORNING
SHOW
MOVIE!

Children off to school . . . husband off to work ... a cup
ofis the
coffeefirstandfeature
now a film
Goodof Movie!
"Morning Monday
Show"
"Famous on the local scene
the dayThein Detroit,
through Friday at 9:00 AM. Every show is a top-flight
feature from UNITED ARTISTS, SCREEN GEMS,
NTA, RKO, and coming soon, PARAMOUNT.
Strategic programming to 1,900,000 Television homes
is one reason why WJBK-TV has a consistent #1 rating
in the nation's fifth market — 9 billion dollars worth of
purchasing power! With this leadership and being MichTV ■TV
K-DETROIT
JB(^^^^j
W
igan's first station with full color and Video-Tape facilCHANNEL
ities, WJBK-TV tops them all in dominating Detroit and
southeastern Michigan.
Represented by the Katz Agency
100,000 Watts CBS AFFILIATE
1057 -foot tower N.Y. Sales Office: 623 Madison Ave N.Y. 22 • PLaza 1-3940
WITI
Toledo WAGA-TV
WJW-TV WSPD-TV
Detroit Cleveland
Storer
Television WJBK-TV
Atlanta Milwa jkee

WEEK

IN BRIEF

Spot radio is a means as well as an end • Gene W. Dennis, PottsWoodbury, details campaign for client D-X Sunray Oil to prove that spot
radio "can be made to work most efficiently when combined with personal selling." For the how and why of the healthy sales tan produced by
D-X Sunray, see Monday Memo. Page 23.
Supreme
haymakers
• High charges;
court (1)(2)saysupholds
that NBC
must
stand Courts'
trial ontwoantitrust
and monopoly
state
tax case that could prove real headache for national firms doing business
within states. Page 29.
Spot tv billing • Over the $500 million mark last year, fourth quarter
total is highest quarter in history. TvB gives breakdown for fourth quarter. Reports top spot tv advertisers for 1958. Page 41.
National spot radio off • Station Representatives Assn. reports gross
national spot radio sales in 1958 were 1.9% behind 1957; fourth quarter
drops 8%. Page 44.
The case of a taped commercial • BBDO and U.S. Steel forge 2Vi
minutePage
"auto48.industry" commercial in one day, put it on air 24 hours
later.
Where the tall corn grows • Twelve stations of Iowa network and Colorado hookup have just about completed shifts to single (and flat) rate
for national and local advertisers. Agency commission stays — save where
station handles the agency's functions. Page 53.
Disaster czar? • FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee tells presidents of state
broadcaster associations they will live under dictatorial rule if nation is
attacked. Voice of Democracy winners feted. Page 56.
Hoegh on NAB convention program • Director of Civil & Defense
Mobilization to discuss allocations at March 15-18 industry meeting in
Chicago. First listing of program features scheduled during convention.
Page 60.

engaged to 337,365
ever-loving sets and
delivering beautiful
sales results . . .

doing what comes naturally,
West Texas Television Network

CBS-TV weighs nighttime rate change • May differentiate between
those periods judged the more and the least desirable to advertisers.
Page 62.
Network
bill • Expected
Senate,many
it's introduced
instead
in
House regulation
by Rep. Bennett.
Proposalfromfollows
recommendations
made in Barrow report. Page 66.
Program pressures • Do television networks require to be cut in on
programs before buying them or placing them in prime spots? This
question will be subject of FCC inquiry; Commission order names
Cunningham to preside. Page 68.
What talk's loudest at Loew's • Tv has been talked up a good deal at
Loew's;ings. now
Page 76.the money actually is coming in. Breakdown by share earnAT DEADLINE
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K D U B -TEXAS
TV
LUBBOCK,
KPAR-TV
ABILENE
■ SWEETWATER
KBIG E SPRING,
D Y-TV
TEXAS
W.R. S.D. "Bud"
"Dub" Nielsen,
Rogers, General
President Sales
and Gen.
ManagerMgr.
John Henry, National
Sales Manager

Exciting Production — Interesting Results
BARTELL FAMILY RADIO places a firm
upon Bartell Family Radio for entertaining,
accent on audience attention. A wide range
of service features, attractively produced,
honest program material performed
with a touch of excitement — makes for
gives to each advertising message deeper
RESULTS of interest to an advertiser.
impact, more definite response, greater
RESULTS.
That's why products that depend upon
Audience dominance in each of our markets
volume sales depend upon Bartell Family
Radio.
is only part of the Bartell Family Radio
Bartell it . . . and sell it!
results story. Habitual audience reliance
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AMERICA'S FIRST RADIO FAMILY SERVING 15 MILLION BUYERS
Sold Nationally by ADAM YOUNG INC.
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AT DEADLINE
LATE NEWSBREAKS APPEAR ON THIS PAGE AND NEXT • DETAILED COVERAGE OF THE WEEK BEGINS PAGE 29
CBS darkens u, takes
Storer in Milwaukee
Another setback befell uhf television
Friday with CBS announcement it
would darken ch. 18 WXIX (TV) Milwaukee and affiliate Storer Broadcasting Co.'s ch. 6 WITI-TV there, effective
April 1. Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS president, said decision to abandon WXIX
"wasmost
madeexhaustive
reluctantlyefforts
and toonly
after
the
compete
successfully against the superior physical performance" of Milwaukee's three
v's. But he said "we continue to believe that uhf can provide a satisfactory
service under appropriate conditions"
and that CBS will "look for opportunities to restore the full quota of uhf stations permitted
under came
FCC regulations."
Decision
to close
four months
after CBS announced it would drop its
other uhf station, ch. 18 WHCT (TV)
Hartford, Conn. (Broadcasting, Oct.
13). With WXIX dark, only one of four
uhf stations originally owned by networks will still be in network opera30 WNBC
Britain, Conn.tion—NBC's ch.NBC
closed(TV)ch.New17
WBUF (TV) Buffalo last summer with
explanation that single u could not commultiple
— situation
to thatpete with
which
CBS v'sfinds
untenableakinin
Milwaukee.
Dr. clue
Stanton's
announcement
some
to problems
single uhf gave
can
face in predominantly vhf markets. Despite switch from ch. 19 to ch. 18 last
fall to avoid technical interference, he
said,theWXIX
about 20%
of
total "attracts
televisiononlyaudience
even
within the Milwaukee metropolitan area,
while the average CBS-TV network affiliate in a four-station market achieves
aWXIX
33%reaches
share about
of audience."
Whereof
341,000 homes,
which 258,000 are converted to uhf,
Dr. Stanton
new has
affiliate reachessaid,
about CBS-TV's
648,000. CBS
operated station for more than four
years.
NBC officials had no comment on
CBS WXIX decision, except to reiterate
intentions to continue with WNBC.

dio stations. Proceedings are being
brought
U.S. District
CourtDannett
of South-is
ern Newin York.
Emanuel
counsel to all-industry committee.
Stations'
action decree
is beingspecifying
taken under
terms
of consent
that
if ASCAP and stations are unable to
reach agreement on rates, matter will
be left to court and stations can continue under existing rates pending court
determination.
FCC, Harris approach
pay tv test agreement
FCC Friday (Feb. 27) released statement to Rep. Oren Harris (D-Wash.)
agreeing
essence toFCC
congressman's
resolution inprohibiting
from authorizing pay tv except for "limited
technical tests" (Broadcasting, Jan.
19). FCC said Harris resolution "conforms essentially" with its planned approach but suggested amendments to
clarify language.
Resolution would give Commission
jurisdiction over wired as well as broadcast pay tv. FCC said this raises constitutional question of federal regulation
of intrastate activities when wired service is wholly within single state. Also,
Commission pointed out. Communications Act prohibits any charges for
'"technical" (experimental) tests and it
would be necessary to make distinction
between
this operation
and "technical"
pay tv tests.
Comr. Robert
T. Bartley
abstained from voting on opinion.
Also Friday, commissioners met in
secret session
with onRep.pay Harris'
Commerce Committee
tv situation.
No decisions were reached by either
group and another meeting will be held
before any action is taken. Among problems discussed were best ways to conduct and control tests and necessity of
public
hearings
Mr. Harris'
J Res
130. Rep.
Harrison formerly
had Hplanned
to hold hearings in near future but this
course of action now is not definite.

cosmetic company, went into New
York Thursday after announcing on
West Coast that sale was virtually set.
Terms at time were said to involve asnetwork'scash.
"heavy debts," paying littlesuming
if any
At least two threats hang over Mutual sale possibilities. One is Detroit
court action restraining sale of F. L.
Jacobs assets, though network denies
it has specific application to Mutual.
Other is possibility of move by Scranton Corp. Stockholders protective committee, which at week's end "had under
seriousin study"
what action
take
event ofmatter
sale. ofMutual
is directto
asset of Scranton Corp., only an asset
of Jacobsership in Scranton.
through that company's ownScreen Gems buys
film-tape producer
Purchase of Elliot, Unger & Elliot
Inc., New York, producer of filmed
and videotaped commercials and nontheatrical film, is being announced today (March 2) by Screen Gems Inc.,
New
closed.York. Purchase price is not disSimultaneously. SG reported that
Joe Swavely and Dick Kerns, both in
executive production capacities with
Universal Pictures' commercial and industrial film department, have resigned
to join EU&E and will direct West
Coast production activities, working out
ofwillColumbia
EU&E, Gems,
which
serve as Pictures'
division lot.
of Screen
owns two film studios at 414 W. 54 St.
and videotape studio with two stages
and one tape recorder at 210 E. Fifth
St., both New York. EU&E formed in
1946 liambyH. Unger,
Stephen secretary,
Elliot, president,
Wiland Michael
Elliot, treasurer. Alfred Mendelsohn,
formerly of Universal, is sales manager.

Democrats for L. A.
It's now official: Democratic Party
Mutual on the block
will select its 1960 Presidential canMarathon negotiations seeking to
didate in Los Angeles. Democratic Naclose deal for sale of Mutual network
tional Committee, meeting in Washwere
still
going
at
presstime
Friday.
ington Friday o(Feb.
recASCAP radio rates
m endation of its27),
Siteadopted
Committee
Deal with Max Factor & Co., considered sure thing Thursday, collapsed that nominating convention be held in
Petitionsonableasking
that
ASCAP
fix
rearates for radio stations served early Friday morning, and Blair Walli- West Coast city. Final vote, by 71-35,
against that organization Friday (Feb. ser,
MBS executive vice president, im- came after several hours of heated debate during which bids of Philadelphia
mediately went behind closed doors
27). Robert T. Mason, chairman of AllIndustry Music Licensing Committee, with three other prospects.
(by 68-37 vote) and Chicago (by voice
Davis
Factor,
board
chairman
of
announced action on behalf of 685 ravote) were turned down.
BROADCASTING, March 2, 1959
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New western rep firm
George Baron, former vice president
and station manager of KDAY Santa
Monica, Calif., has been appointed vice
BBDO's billings fall
below 1957 record
president and principal of new station
representative firm, B-N-B Inc. Time
BBDO last year placed $203,224,000 Sales,
organizedWestby Blanchard-Nichols
in billings, Charles H. Brower, president and Assoc.,
Coast advertising
of agency told 31st annual convention sales representative
of national magaof BBDO in New York Friday (Feb.
publications. Mr.
27). Some 900 agency people attended Baron zineswilland business
make his headquarters at
convention. Mr. Brower said 1958 was
B-N-B's Los Angeles office at 633 S.
"second most successful year" in BBDO Westmoreland Ave. New firm also has
opened
history,
surpassed
only
by
agency's
record billing of $210 million in 1957.
Third St. San Francisco office at 900
Also announced were promotions:
Thomas C. Dillon, manager of Holly- AFM open shop
wood office to new post of treasurer;
Robert L. Foreman, executive vice
Settlement agreement by WBKB
president in charge of plans board, who (TV) Chicago and American Federation of Musicians — which could loosen
assumes additional responsibilities in
charge of creative departments. Mr. AFM hold on musician hiring and
Foreman takes over duties formerly firing throughout broadcasting — reheld by Mr. Brower in creative area.
ported Friday. Station and union agreed

AT

DEADLINE

WEEK'S

not to make AFM membership condition of employment of musicians, in
short not to maintain musicians' closed
shop. Case was started before NLRB
by two musicians who alleged they
were fired by WBKB at request of local
AFM. Under NLRB-approved settlement, AFM must pay each musician
$1,520.
Trib's' network
New York Herald Tribune today
( March 2) is announcing formation of
Herald Tribune radio network of three
state stations with possibility of fourth.
Paper and stations (WVIP Mt. Kisco,
WVOX New Rochelle, WSKN Saugerties), tionunited
through common
associawith Plymouth
Rock Publishing
Co. (J.H. Whitney), will have cooperative news arrangement. Stations are
owned by VIP Radio, a partnership of
Martin Stone and Plymouth Rock.

HEADLINERS

John B. Lanigan, v.p. and account supervisor Compton Adv., N.Y., appointed v.p.
and general manager of Videotape ProductstionoftoNew
Lanigan's
addifirm York
came Inc.as Mr.
tv tape
production
house stepped up activity in commercial
field (also see U.S. Steel — BBDO tape
story,ton inpage
joinedfiveComp1957,48).Mr.Before
Laniganhe for
years
Mr. Lanigan
served as NBC-TV's eastern sales manager
after having been v.p. in charge of tv sales for ABC. Videotape Productions of New York was formed in March 1958
(Howard S. Meighan, former CBS-TV executive is president
and majority stockholder, with stock also held by Ampex
Corp. and Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.), a tape production center opened in December 1958.

preparation of NBC facilities for introduction of color tv.
Mr. Hanson first reached electronic prominence with microphone design while chief engineer at WAAM Newark,
N.J., in 1922. He moved to WEAF New York in 1923 and
was there when station became part of NBC in 1926.
■-■m-*
JaHHRk
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%J§

Cornwall Jackson, v.p. of J. Walter
Thompson Co. in charge of its Hollywood
office since 1945, has announced his reMr.
Jackson andsignationhis "effective
wife, immediately."
Gail Patrick, own
50% of Paisano Productions, whose Perry
Mason series on CBS-TV is produced by
Miss Patrick. No replacement has been
named for Mr. Jackson and none is exMr. Jackson
pected, according to JWT. Charles Vanda,
v.p. in charge of programs, and William Wilgus, v.p. and
production supervisor, both in Hollywood, will continue as
before but will now report directly to Dan Seymour, v.p. in
charge of all radio-tv activities, in New York.
O. B. Hanson retires as vice president, engineering services,
RCA, continuing as consultant. Mr. Hanson has been RCA
v.p. since 1954 when he left NBC where he was v.p. and
chief engineer for 17 years and chief engineer for 10 years
prior to that. He is credited with directing establishment of
first radio and television networks, designing studios of
WNBT (TV) New York, predecessor of WRCA-TV, and

Terry R. Rice, formerly national advertising manager of air media. Borden Co.,
named national advertising manager of all
media for general advertising department.
Ronald M. Greiner, assistant national advertising manager of print media, and Edward J. Peguillan, assistant national advertising manager of air media, take on
of print media-outdoor
ads
Mr. Rice responsibilities
and radio-tv, respectively.
Change triggered
by move of William H. Ewen, former national advertising
manager in charge of print media in department, to director
of advertising-promotion for Borden Foods., Co., Borden
Food products and cheese division. Sam D. Thompson, v.p.,
named to develop and direct industry relations program for
Borden foods.
Robert E. Britton, v.p. of MacManus,
John & Adams Inc., Bloomfield Hills,
Mich., named executive director of newlyconsolidated marketing-media-research department. Mr. Britton will headquarter in
Bloomfield Hills from where he will supervise New York and Los Angeles divisions.
MJ&A veterans appointed to assist Mr.
Britton are Robert J. Heckenkamp, meMr. Britton
dia director for automotive accounts and
supervisor of media administration; Kenyon M. Lee, media
director for commercial products and supervisor of media
strategy, and Charles W. Campbell, media director for
consumer products and supervisor of broadcast media.
Henry Halpern, New York v.p., named director of marketing-media-res arch forall New York-based accounts.
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Most

renewals

renewed

gallops

to date!
ire series

Site

way out front in the ratings
Market
Rating* Market

Beaumont-Pt. Arthur
Burlington-Plattsburg
Columbia, S.C

45.9 Jacksonville
35.8 Las Vegas
35.7 Memphis

STATE
STARRING
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Rating* Market
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38.1 Sacramento
36.0;
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♦Latent available arb ratings.
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When a moderate reduction of fat in the diet is
indicated, a basic cereal and milk breakfast shown
in the table below is worth consideration. Not only
is the fat content moderate {10.9 gm. — 20 per cent
of total calories), but this convenient, economical

breakfast is well balanced as demonstrated by the
chart below showing its nutritional contribution to
the recommended dietary allowances1 for "Women,
25 Years." This basic cereal and milk breakfast is
well balanced and nutritionally efficient as demonstrated bythe Iowa Breakfast Studies.

recommended dietary allowances* and the nutritional contribution of a moderate low-fat breakfast
Menu : Orange Juice — 4 oz. ;
Cereal, dry weight — 1 oz.;
Whole Milk — 4 oz.; Sugar — 1 teaspoon;
Toast {white, enriched) — 2 slices;
Butter — 5 gm. {about 1 teaspoon);
Nonfat Milk— 8 oz.
Nutrients
Calories Protein
Calcium
Totals supplied by
503
20.9
gm.
0.532 gm.
Basic Breakfast**
Recommended
Dietary125
Allowances — Women,
2300
0.8 gm.
58 gm. 66.5%
Years (58 kg.— 128 lb.) 21.9%
36.0%
Percentage Contributed
by Basic Breakfast
"Revised
Food andD.C.Nutrition Board, National Research
Council, 1958.
Washington,
'Cereal
Institute,
Institute, Inc., 1958.Inc.: Breakfast Source Book. Chicago: Cereal
Watt, B. K.,Prepared.
and Merrill,
A. L. Agriculture
: CompositionHandbook
of Foods—No. Raw,
Processed,
U.S.D.A.
8, 1950.

Iron
2.7 mg.

Vitamin
A
588 I.U.

12 mg.
22.5%

11.8%I.U.
5000

Thiamine Riboflavin
0.46 mg. 0.80 mg.
1.5 mg.
1.2 mg. 53.3%
38.3%

Niacin
3 mg.

Ascorbic
Acid
65.5 mg.

17.6%
17 mg.

93.6%
70 mg.

'The
levels persons
are intendedtheyto live
coverin individual
variations
amongallowance
most normal
the United
States
usual
environmental
stresses.inasCalorie
allowances
apply
to For under
individuals
usually
engaged
moderate
physical
activity.
office
workers
or
others
in
sedentary
occupations
they
are
Adjustments must be made for variations in body size, age, excessive.
physical activity, and environmental temperature.

CEREAL INSTITUTE, INC.
135 South La Salle Street, Chicago 3
A research and educational endeavor devoted to the betterment of national nutrition

DATEBOOK

A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING AND RELATED FIELDS
(* Indicates first or revised listing)
MARCH
"March
— Pressof Congress
of theColumbia,
World, U.Mo.of
Missouri 2-4School
Journalism,
Three days of panels on journalism problems includingsentatiodiscussions
of tv's
impact toon news.
news Dean
pren and freedom
of access
Earl English will preside.
March 3mittee,
— Special
meeting ofService
Technical
ComAssn.headquarters,
of Maximum
Telecasters,
at AMST
Washington.
Meeting
will
deal
with
allocations
matters
in
preparation
for annual meeting of AMST March 15 in Chicago.
MarchYork
3 — Second
annualof legislature
New
State
Radio
& dinner
Televisionasof
Broadcasters
with Assn.
Gov. Nelson
A. Rockefeller
guest-of-honor
and
keynote
speaker,
Ten
Eyck
Hotel,
on and
dais Kenneth
will be B.NewKeating,
York
SenatorsAlbany.
Jacob K.AlsoJavits
Comr.
Robert Lee,Mikeof FCC,
and Gov. Rockefeller's
entire
chairmancabinet.
of dinner. Hanna, WHCU Ithaca, is
'March
4— California
annual
membership
meeting,
ElBroadcasters
Doradofollowed
Inn,Assn.,
Sacramento.
Business
session
in
afternoon,
by
dinner
tosenators
which and
Gov. 13Edmund
(Pat) Brown,
all 39assembly
state
key
members
of
the
have
been invited. A new board and officers will
be elected.
MarchSupreme
5— Tentative
for argument
before
U.S.
Court indateFarmers
Union v. WDAY
Inc.
(WDAY-TV
Fargo,
N.D.),
involving
question
ofcandidate,
immunity of broadcast
when political
315station
ofNo. Communications
Act, utters invoking
libel on Sec.
air. Case
248.
March 5-6 — Assn. of National Advertisers, "Advertising to Business & Industry," Hotel Webster
Hall, Pittsburgh.
March
6-7
annual Radio-Tv
& Clinic, U.— 14th
of Oklahoma,
Norman. Conference
Oklahoma
Broadcasters Assn. and Oklahoma chapter of Assn.
ofU. Women
in
Broadcasting
are
co-sponsoring
with
Oklahoma.
Some 30 speakers from industry
willofappear
on program.
March ences,
7 — N.Y.,Academy
Television demonstration,
Arts & ScitvCenter,
tapeofstudy
NBC Teletape
67th and
& Broadway, New
York.
March meeting,
13-14 —Hotel
Arkansas
spring
Marion, Broadcasters
Little Rock. Assn.,
March Hotel,
13-15 —Chicago.
Fm Development Assn., Conrad
Hilton
Marchers,15annual— Assn.
of Maximum Service TelecastHotel, Chicago,membership
9:30 a.m. meeting, Conrad Hilton
Marchtee, 15—
Mutual Hotel,
Affiliates
Conrad Hilton
Chicago.Advisory Commit*Hilton
March Hotel,
15— Daytime
Broadcasters
Conrad
Chicago.or Assn.,
All
daytimers
invited whetherRoom
NAB 12,members
non-members.
March 15-18
NAB'sChicago.
annual conventionopen;at nonthe
Conrad
Hilton —Hotel,
agenda
meetings
scheduled MarchExhibits
15. Formal sesBROADCASTING, March 2, 1959

sions open March 16 with keynote speech
by Robert W. Sarnoff and continue through March
18; schedule
topped
address by FCC
ChairDoerfer bymembers
andanFCC-industry
Only manNABJohn C.associate
supplying roundtable.
broadcast
equipment are eligible to exhibit. Annual NAB
Engineering Conference,
several
manageical ses ionsame
s,with
will hotel.
be heldjoint
concurrently
with convention meinnt-technthe
March
16 — NABChicago.
Tv Code Review Board, Conrad
Hilton Hotel,
*March
16-18
—
Canadian
Board Board
of Broadcast
Governors, public hearings, Tariff
Hearing
Room, 70-74 Elgin St., Ottawa, Ont.
*March
16
and
23
—
Hearing
before
Securities
Exchange
Commission,
Washington,
D.C. March
16,&
onfailed
charges
F.
L.
Jacobs
Co.
(Alexander
Guterma)
tountilreport
financialwithtransactions.
Mr.
Guterma,
his troubles
SEC began, was
president
and chief
System. Similar
Bonowner
Ami ofCo. Mutual
hearingBroadcasting
March 23.
March 18 — Symposiumco-sponsored
on social and St.economic
forces
Louis
Council ofof advertising
American Assn. of Adv. byAgencies
and
U. of Missouri
School
of Journalism,
SheratonJefferson
Hotel.
Dr.
Earl
F.
English,
dean
school, will moderate. Registration, $22.50. of
March 18-20
conference,
Electronic
Industries
Assn.,— Quarterly
Statler Hilton
Hotel, Washington.
* March vision,
21 —ChicagoAmerican
Radio conference,
and Telechapter, Women
second inannual
open to tvbas adorand
radioChicago.
industry, Guild Hall, AmEast Hotel,
March 23-26 — Annual convention Canadian Assn.
ofHotel,RadioToronto,
& Television
Ont. Broadcasters, Royal York
March 23-26 — National convention, Institute of
Radio Engineers, Waldorf-Astoria, New York. The
nation's leading
electronic scientists
will attend.
Advances
in space
electronic fields
will betechnology
explored. and major new
March 23-28— Short Course in Crime News
Analysis
& III.Reporting,
Northwestern
U.,
Fisk Hall,
Evanston,
Journalism
and law
schools,
with
Ford Foundation
grant, will
conduct
intensive
instructionCourtroom
for radio-tv,
press isand
newsmen.
broadcasting
one ofmagazine
topics.
Attendance fee $100. Registration must be received byMembers
March of16.lecture
Scholarships
for beneedyavailable
available.
staff will
for interviews.
"March 25 — Comments
on proposed Del.,
FCC from
rulech. 12due or,
Wilmington,
commercialmaking to change
to educational
in alternative, move
ch. 12 to Atlantic City, N.J., or allocate it to Atlantic City-Wilmington. Docket No. 12,779.
March 30 — Deadline for filing copies of direct
testimony quencies
in FCC's
allocation
of frebetween 25inquiry
mc andinto 890
mc. Number
of copies to be filed: 1 notarized original, and 20
copies.
*Hotel,
MarchWashington.
30 — Du Pont Awards Dinner, Mayflower
APRIL
April
1 — Research
workshop
Assn. of National
Advertisers,
Hotel Pierre,
New York.
April
3-4
—
Oregon
Assn.
of
Broadcasters,
u. of
Oregon, Eugene.
April nual3-5meeting,
— Mississippi
Buena VistaBroadcasters
Hotel, Biloxi.Assn., an*April
4
—
United
Press
Intl.
Minnesota Assn., Spring Meeting, Broadcasters
Radisson Hotel,of
Minneapolis.
April
5-8 — National Retail Merchants Assn.,
sales
Beach. promotion division, Eden Roc Hotel, Miami
April 6-9 — National Premium Buyers, 26th annual exposition, Navy Pier, Chicago. Premium Adsame site. vertising As n. of America will meet April 7,
April 7 — Trial of former FCC Comr. Richard A.
Mack andspiracy tofriend,
ThurmanPresiding:
A. Whiteside,
forBurnita
condefraud
S.D.C. Matthews,
U.S. U.S.District
Court,Judge
Washington,
April 8 — Deadline for comments to FCC on daytime radio stations'
request to operate from 6
a.m.
Docket-6 p.m.
12,729.or sunrise-sunset, whichever is longer.
"April meeting,
10-11 — West
Broadcasters Assn.
spring
Press Virginia
Club, Charleston.

how
be

a

to
hero

Clients might give you a medal if
you installed TelePrompTer. But
probably
they'llWith
give TelePrompTer
you more business instead.
prompting equipment you can turn
out a smooth, effective commercial
even after a single run-through.
You can actually cut down rehearsal
time and still deliver network quality
in a live local message. Another
reason why "No station is fully
equipped without TelePrompTer."
TelePro 6000 Rear Screen Projector
can give your commercials another
big boost. The brightest image imaginable gives authentic background for your clients'
Both TelePrompTer
and messages.
TelePro
will be on exhibit at the N. A. B.
Convention in Chicago, March 15.
Don't miss them.
—ThlLI8]pte©MIPlIklR
— — ■— 11 CORPORATION.
Originators of
GROUP COMMUNICATIONS
31 1 WEST 43 ST., NEW YORK 36, N.Y.
tOS ANGELES • WASHINGTON, D.C. • CHICAGO13
HUNTSVILLE, ALA. • TORONTO • LONDON
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Another thriller-diller from WJRT-

Time- buyers' best friend: WJRT, the easiest way
known to round up Flint, Lansing, Saginaw and Bay City.
And the most efficient way, for this single-station buy
reaches all four mid-Michigan metropolitan areas with a
grade "A" or better signal. No more hit and miss propositions!
WJRT puts you on location with penetration from within.
If your market includes Flint, Lansing, Saginaw and Bay
City, WJRT's single-station approach is your corner. Try it
on for size. See how success becomes you in mid-Michigan.

JR
WCHANNEL

FLINT

ABC Primary Affiliate
Represented by HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS, INC.
New York • Chicago • Detroit • Boston • Sow Francisco * Atlanta
16 (DATEBOOK)

'April
12-13 — Commodore
Spring meeting,
Broadcasters,
Perry Texas
Hotel,Assn.
Austin.of
Members of Legislature will be April 13 luncheon
guests.12-14
April
— Assn. of National
Advertisers, annual
west
Santa coast
Barbara,meeting,
Calif. Santa Barbara Biltmore,
April
20-23 — AmericanHotel,Newspaper
Assn., Waldorf-Astoria
New York. Publishers
* April 23 — Oral argument before FCC en banc
on Miami ch. 10 case involving charges of behindthe-scenesaminer Horace
wirepulling.
Initial decision toby PubExStern recommended
lic Service Television
Inc. (Nationalgrant
Airlines) be
revokedtions band
allegations
of ex parte
representay applicants
be weighed
new comparative
hearing.
Docket against
No. 9321themet al.in
April
Westernconference,
States Advertising
Assn., 23-25
ninth —annual
Oasis Hotel,Agencies
Palm
Springs, Calif.
April 23-25annual
— American
Advertising.in.
Agencies,
meeting Assn.
at The ofGreenbrier
White
be heldSulphur
April 24.Springs, W. Va. Annual dinner will
April
— OhioCincinnati.
Assn. of Broadcasters, TerraceHilton 24Hotel,
April 24-25 — New Mexico Broadcasters Assn.,
Bishop's Lodge, Santa Fe.
April
26-29 —convention,
National Assn.
of Transportation.
Advertising
The Greenbrier,
White
Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
April 29 — Comments due on FCC proposal to
prohibitthannetworks
from representing tv stations
other
Docket No. their
12,746.own in spot representation field.
April 29-30vention—, HotelInternational
Roosevelt, NewAdvertising
York. Assn. conApril
30-May
2
—
Alabama
Broadcasters
Assn.,
Buena Vista Hotel, Biloxi, Miss.
April 30-May 3— Assn. of Women in Radio &.
Television,
Astoria Hotel,annual
New national
York. convention, WaldorfApril 30-May
3
—
4th
district, Advertising Federation of America,
Petersburg,
Fla. Tides Hotel & Bath Club, St.
MAY
May 1 — National Radio Month opens.
May 1 — National Law Day.
May 1-3Galveston.
— Texas Assn.
Sigma Delta Chi, Hotel:
Galvez,
Annualof meeting.
May
4-6
—
Assn.
of
Canadian
Advertisers,Ont. annual
conference, Royal York Hotel, Toronto,
May 4-8neers,— Society
of
Motion
Picture
& Tv Engisemi-annual convention, Fontainebleau
Hotel,
Miami
Beach,
Fla.
Theme
will
be "Films,
and Television for International Communications."
May 6 — Nationalannual
Academy
ofawards
Television
Arts &.
Sciences,
Emmy
presentation
on NBC-TV,11th10-11:30
p.m. (EST).
*May 7-8 — Kentucky
Broadcasters Assn., Sheraton-Seelbach
Hotel, Louisville.
May 13-15 — Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters,
Bedford Springs. Frank
WFBG-AM-TV
Altoona
panelWIPonPalmer,
reduction
of operating
costs andwillRalfdirectBrent,
Philadelphia,
will be
chairman
of
panel
on
service
to
local
advertiser.
Presidents
from
adjoining
state
associations
will
attend.
May
16-17
—
Illinois
News
Broadcasters
Assn.,
spring
meeting,PressSouthern
Illinois meeting.
U., Carbondale;
also, United
Intl. business
May
20-22
—
Assn.
of
National
Advertisers,
meeting, Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago. tpring
Falls. 21-23 — Montana Radio Stations Inc., Great
May
May 21-23 —Sheraton
ElectronicHotel,Industries
convention,
Chicago. Assn., annual
May 24-27r-Associated Business Publications,
annual
meeting
and Pa.management conference, Skytop Lodge,
Skytop,
May
28-31—
Second
Annual under
Pop Music Discof
Jockey
ConventionAmericana
& Seminar
Storz Stations,
Hotel, Miami,auspices
Fla.
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KCMC

-TV

PROVES

DOMINANCE

IN

Texarkana, Texas- Arkansas— Walter
M. Windsor, recently reappointed
Manager of KCMC-TV, factually
points out the dominance of KCMCTV in the Texarkana 18-county area.
In the November ARB, KCMC-TV
leads all stations by 3 to 1. Here is the
share of audience from
sign-on to sign-off
KCMC-TV
Station B
Station C

:
64.8
22.4
12.9

Advertisers can take advantage
ratings such as these:
I've Got a Secret
The Texan
Sheriff of Cochise
The Millionaire
6 P.M. Local News (Mon.-Fri.)
Doug Edwards (Mon.-Fri.)
Zane Grey Theatre
To Tell the Truth
Name That Tune
Have Gun, Will Travel
Ed Sullivan
Gunsmoke
Playhouse 90

of top
59.5
59.7
50.6
58.9
48.0
53.0
55.3
59.9
68.5
67.5
54.6
63.7
50.1

COMPLETE

I8-C0UNTY

AREA

Not only is the KCMCTV dominance reflected in the ratings, but here is
the coverage picture according
to NCS #3:

In the 18-county area 91.4% view KCMCTV weekly after 6 P.M. while 86.3% view
KCMC-TV weekly before 6 P. M.
The advertiser needs KCMC-TV

to

sell and sell hard this prosperous halfbillion dollar 18-county market area.
Call Venard, Rlntoul & McConnell, Inc. for
more information.

KCMC
CHANNEL
6
-T
V

q

Texarkana
100,000 WATTS MAXIMUM POWER
Walter M. Windsor, General Manager
BROADCASTING, March 2, 1959

Jack Rollings, National Sales Manager
it

BUYING
DETROIT AND
SOUTHEAST
MICHIGAN?

WXYZ-TV
YOUR BEST BUY
IN MICHIGAN
IS NOW A BETTER
BUY THAN EVER!
TOWER!
tallest TV tower in southeast Michigan
POWER!
blanketing an even larger
area with a powerful signal
AUDIENCE!
wxyz-tv adds new viewers
running into the hundreds
of thousands
COVERAGE!
wxyz adds scores of suburbs, towns and cities
Now transmitting from the
of America's
fifth market
.heart
. . center
of Southeast
Michigan's population shift!
This huge 1,073 ft. tower permits WXYZ-TV to blanket a
larger area than ever with a
powerful
. . . addingof
hundreds signal
of thousands
viewers to its coverage area!
now WXYZ-TV serves more
people, better!

WXYZ-TV
CHANNEL mm
DETROIT
ABC m
Represented Nationally by BLAIR- TV
19

OPEN
Videotape roundup
editor:
Just a note to tell you what a great
article you did on videotape (Feb. 9,
page 112). It was a most comprehensive
coverage of the . . . situation. . . .
Dorothy L. Winter
BBDO, New York
Sid Hix scores a hit
editor:
John Cameron Swayze brought to
my attention the cartoon which appeared in the Jan. 12 issue of Broadcasting and which was subsequently reprinted in the Jan. 16 edition of the
Chicago Sun Times . . .
I am referring ... to the cartoon

MIKE

following the appearance of this item,
I received phone calls from every television station and/ or its representative
concerning possible business.
Although I have always been aware
of the impact delivered by the pages of
Broadcasting, I never quite realized
how very complete is the penetration.
Peter M. Bardach
Senior Media Buyer
Foote, Cone & Belding
New York
'Quiz of Two Cities' status
editor:
Regarding
letter
(Open
Mike,Albert
Feb. Buffington's
16) complaining
that I did not originate the Quiz of Two
Cities, he is so right.
Our press department made a booboo in using the word "originated."
They should have said, "wrote and proBrent O. Gunts
Station Manager
duced." WBAL-TV Baltimore
Intermountain keeps climbing
editor:
On page 45 of the Jan. 19 issue . . .
there is a news item regarding the drop
in national spot billings during 1958.
[Jan. 21] we closed the calendar year
with husband
the caption:
"It's aa watch
Mrs. Swayze.
Her
dropped
in her 1958 for Intermountain Network and in
spite of drops in national spot, declining
As you may . . . know, we are the revenues on national networks, Interwasher."
mountain Network, I am very proud to
agency for Timex watches and ... I
would like very much to present the report, had a gain in total gross sales of
original artwork of this cartoon to the 34%, 1958 over 1957. Even more
client as sort of a souvenir memento.
interesting,
Intermountain Network's
gain
James M. Ellers
1957. in national spot is 13%, 1958 over
Doner & Peck Inc.
New York
Lynn L. Meyer
President
Intermountain Network Inc.
Salt Lake City
Legislative roundup
editor:
Valuable 'textbook'
. . . Not only was I glad to get the editor:
highlights of the circus that will be
I can'tportant
beginBroadcasting
to tellisyou
imto ahowcollege
performing in the Interstate Commerce
in radio and television.
ring (Jan. 26, page 27), but it was also student Amajoring
I Husted
good to have a picture of the members
WHCU Ithaca, N. Y.
of the committee — and their backgrounds .. .
Rep. Hastings Keith
MRJH BROADCASTING
(R-Mass.)
SUBSCRIPTION
subscription
for
52 weekly
issuesPRICES:
$7.06. Annual
Annual
subscription
Packs a wallop
including
Yearbook
Number
$11.00.
Addpostage.
$1.00
per
year
for
Canadian
and
foreign
editor:
Subscriber's
occupation
required.Number
Regular$4.00issues
35*
per
copy;
Yearboek
Buried somewhere in the middle of per copy.
the book (Jan. 26) you carried a small SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
item concerning a reported television
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circula1735
BeSales St.,
Washingeffort on behalf of one of our clients.
tontion6, Dept.,
D.C.
On changes,
pleaseN.W.,include
both
old
and
new addresses.
I thought you would be interested and
pleased to know that within one week
BROADCASTING, March 2, 1959

RATINGS

BUDGE
"When a man's business card reads 'HAVE GUN
— WILL TRAVEL* he must always stay one
jump ahead of the competition." Again KSLA-TV
has "notched-up" EIGHT of the TOP TEN
shows ... 20 of the TOP 25 with a weekly
audience of 51.1% mornings, 61.2%
afternoons and 57.5% nighttime. *
You just can't quarrel with a station that promotes
consistently . . . programs imaginatively
. . . delivers a clean, clear picture ... is backed
up with BASIC CBS programming . . .
and comes out ON TOP in every TV audience
survey, time after time.
You can hire a TOP GUN to work for you
in Shreveport by contacting
Messrs. Harington, Righter and Parsons
for the complete KSLA-TV story.
Colt .45 engraved by E. C. Prudhomme, Shreveport

shreveport,
November, 1958 ARB
BROADCASTING, March 2, 1959

la.

Represented nationally by: HARRINGTON, RIGHTER and PARSONS, INC.
19

moves ratings just one way. ., straight up! Ask Conoco,
enewed WHIRLYBIRDS for its third year in 65 markets.
:uit (10 markets), Scudder Foods (9 markets), Coca-Cola
Anheuser-Busch, Citizens Savings & Loan, Duffy- Mott,
;, R. J. Reynolds, Philco, American Oil or Pillsbury Mills.
rs (major-leaguers who know all the angles) know that
outclimbs competition. This high-flying action series is
teriod in Portland, Me. (39.8 rating); Miami (35.4 rating);
»urg (39.7 rating); Milwaukee (30.8 rating); Mobile (44.1
(33.5 rating) and Denver (32.1 rating). These are only a
5 where WHIRLYBIRDS commands supremacy of the air.
IRDS your sales vehicle. You'll have the climb of your life,
n programs
stations"
CBS
•EL.ES,
DETROIT, BOSTON,forSAN all
FRANCISCO,
ST. LOUIS, DALLAS,
ATLANTA. INFILMS©
CANADA: S.W.CALDWELL, LTD.

SOURCE: ARB

This is the
kind of hold
our station
has on
people . . .
crave a good balance of public service, news and sports
unmarred by such two-way irritations as triple-spots.
They express their desires in every tangible way you
wish — including far superior mail counts and ratings.
Plus loyalty to sponsors' products.
Here, you not only reach a purchasing power of over
3 Vz billions a year — but you reach its people with enough
expressed loyalty to make America's 17th market even
more rewarding to you than rank indicates — Let George
P. Hollingbery show you
what "hold" means. WHIO-TV
CBS
ONE OF AMERICA'S GREAT AREA STATIONS
Reaching and Holding 2,881,420 People — in 41 Counties of 3 States
dayton,
channel
Ohio
El

You've heard of the "distaff side." And a very rare view
it is. But not everyone can show you mother handing
down to daughter the veritable power symbol of her sex!
We can — because things are different in this thriving
land. The home and family is an institution here, where
68% home-ownership compares with a national 55%
average. And to furnish and provide for the hundreds
being built, our breadwinners boast the highest average
pay-check in a very wealthy state.
They turn instinctively, compulsively, to our kind of
programming — to our unfrenetic, low-key voicings. They

MONDAY

MEMO

from GENE W. DENNIS, air media executive, Potts-Woodbury Inc., Kansas City
Spot's not an end but
Far too often we have all seen spot and appear on a rotating basis. The farm
radio being used as an end in itself directors also serve as guest editors in
rather than as the important component the client's editorial type farm publication advertisement.
of a sales campaign that it can be. To
Each farm director is required to
achieve the maximum efficiency from
radio in many instances, it pays to ap- write only one script a month, which
proach asclosely as possible the ideal of allows plenty of time for research. As a
translating each bit of interest aroused result of this research, D-X has found
into a sale.
itself aligned with many of the leading
In January 1957, we found ourselves agricultural institutions of the country.
That Extra Touch • Basic to the setin a position to put this theory to work
for our client, D-X Sunray Oil Co.
up of the D-X Farm Information CenMarket research indicated that the rural
ter is the idea of offering the listener
market was an important segment of D- service beyond that which he receives
X Sunray's 18-state market area. It by listening to the broadcasts. The script
further indicated that major oil com- of each program is offered free to lisoften, an authoritative
panies were directing no concerted cam- booklet onteners.theQuitesubject,
or plans for farm
paign at this market.
Decision to Revamp • D-X decided buildings, are offered free upon request.
This
service
of
offering
free
to revamp and expand its approach to information to the farmer further
is the first
the farm market by launching a cam- link in translating mass media
interest
paign that would increase sales to rural
customers. This was distinct from its into personal sales. As of Jan. 14, 1957,
over-all consumer drive in various me- the D-X Farm Information Center had
dia, including tv and radio. D-X wished received 49,477 mail requests for inforto accomplish these three objectives set
mattoion on farm
such aproblems.
request. Here's what
forth by Clarence F. Niessen, advertis- happens
Each radio station forwards all Farm
ing and sales promotion manager of
D-X Sunray: (1) Build listenership for Information Center mail to the D-X
D-X Sunray's advertising, (2) Tell the Farm Information Center in Kansas
Mo. All requests are filled by reD-X farm product story to more peo- City, turn
mail and carry a covering letter
ple than ever before, (3) Build prestige
thanking the writer for his interest.
for D-X in the farm market.
The attack was an innovation in farm
At the same time the request is anprogramming, called the D-X Farm Inswered, the writer's name is sent to the
formation Center, under the direction D-X division office which has sales jurisdiction over his area. From there, it
of Roy B. Middleton Jr., D-X Sunray
is forwarded to the D-X farm serviceassistant advertising manager.
man nearest the writer's address. WithThe
first stephim: Get
the farmer's
in a week, the D-X farm serviceman
est by giving
material
he wants interand
finds genuinely valuable in his work; calls on the writer, explaining that he
heard of his mail request from the D-X
information not usually presented dur- Farm
Information Center and asking
ing local farm broadcasting.
To do this, D-X Sunray set up a if he can be of further assistance. Natural y, the subject of D-X farm products
regional farm radio network. Twentyseven radio stations are used. They were comes up. The farmer who showed interest in the D-X Farm Information
selected for their strong farm programCenter a week ago finds himself the reming andurationlistenership
and theywithin
give satof the rural market
the
cipient of a personal call by a man interested inhis problems.
18 state D-X Sunray market area.
Each D-X farm serviceman has atThe D-X Farm Information Center
tended aD-X Farm Information Center
is broadcast
five-minute
three
times a asweek
on each programs
of these clinic held in his own area by D-X division
personnel. This program is
stations. In each instance, the 52-week under theofficedirection
of E. T. Marshall
series is scheduled at the peak listening
time of the rural audience, within farm Jr., Potts-Woodbury account executive.
87.5% Are Sold • A recent study
programming segments.
Another first by the D-X Farm In- shows that 87.5% of all farmers who
formation Center is its group of 17 ra- have been called upon by agents in this
dio farm directors — each the leading
some D-X product as a reof the call.
farm director in his state. These D-X way sultbought
farm directors present the topics in the
Mass media and personal sales have
Farm Information Center broadcasts cooperated to translate a farmer's inBROADCASTING, March 2, 1959

a means
terest into a sale, and a new customer
for D-X products.
In addition, the D-X Farm Information Center provides copies of all scripts
to a large
numberandof farm
vocational
ture instructors
youth agriculleaders
within the client's marketing area. These
scripts are put to use in classrooms, and
as reference material by 4-H clubs, FFA
chapters and other farm youth groups.
In offering a program which provides
a genuine
service to farmers,
has
made
an investment
which isD-X
already
beginning to pay handsomely. During
the last six months of 1957, D-X farm
sales were up 8% over the same period
for 1956. For the first six months of
1958, they were 6% ahead of the correspondingsales
period ofgains1957.
instances, these
wereInfarbothabove
the industry averages.
There is always a proper place for
radio to be used in almost any conceivable combination with other media,
and in certain cases it may be the best
media for whole selling campaigns. But
in many instances, with a broader view
of radio's place in the entire selling picture, spot radio can be made to work
most efficiently when combined with
personal selling.
We cite the D-X Farm Information
Centerlent andasunderworked
a prime example
idea. of an excel-

Gene W. Dennis; b. Feb. 6, 1918, at
Sioux Falls, S.D. Joined KSOO-KELO
Sioux Falls as announcer-newscaster in
1935. With KMBC Kansas City as difeatures, 1938-1942.
Served rectorasof special
CBS correspondent,
writer
and
producer,
1942-1946.
Joined
Woodbury Inc., Kansas City in Potts1947,
where he is presently air media executive on D-X Sunray and several other
major accounts.

in TV and Radio ...

in Synonyms. . .

it's Roget's Thesaurus

BROADCASTING
IT'S
YEARBOOK !

Finding the right word is the first principle
of being articulate. Respected (esteemed,
time-honored, venerable) and authoritative
(reliable, accurate, informative) fittingly
describe Roget's Thesaurus, famous
reference book of synonyms and antonyms. In the business world of television
and radio, they apply just as fittingly to
BROADCASTING YEARBOOK, the most
complete and dependable reference volume for busy people in broadcast advertising. To them, finding the right facts is
the first principle of being profitably

informed. The 1959 BROADCASTING
YEARBOOK - covering both TV and radio
-will be on their desks in August (and a
full
months thereafter).
find it
more12valuable
than ever...They'll
a veritable
thesaurus* of information on every aspect
of broadcast advertising. If you have a
message for people who make TV-radio
decisions, here's THE forum wherein to
speak up! Circulation: 16,000. Final deadline: July 15 (or -for proofs -July 1).
Reserve
it's gone!the position you want NOW before

*The
had words
tor almost theeverything.
"Thesaurus"
meantGreeks
a treasury
or storehouse;
1959 BROADCASTING
YEARBOOK is a treasure-trove of facts. Get it?
BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
1735 DeSales Street, N. W., Washington e, D. C.
YOU ARE NEEDED
FOR THIS YEAR OF PROGRESS
You are unique. You are a one-of-a-kind man needed to
think for a new world of tomorrow. Your greatest gift
to progress can be your ability to apply your inherent
differences in thought and background to your field of
specialty in radio electronics.
To help you think, to help you generate new ideas,
come see the Radio Engineering Show that requires all
4 floors of New York City's Coliseum. Come hear your
choice of more than 200 papers to be given during the
Convention. You are needed. Yes, it takes a coliseum
to hold the greatest show on earth. Then, it takes you
to have the great thought, the inspiration in radio
electronics.
THE IRE NATIONAL CONVENTION
MARCH
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
RADIO 23 • 24
AND THE SHOW
^
ENGINEERING
Coliseum, New York City 25 • 26
THE INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS
1 East 79th Street, New York 21, N. Y.
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It's

the

matchless
experience
in

camera

tube
that

design
puts

*CA-5820's

This is an "inside look" at
the famous RC A-5820 Image
Orthicon. The design is
backed by 25 years of research and manufacturing
experience in television
camera tubes. RCA originated it. And RCA continues to make improvements inthis famous camera
tube in accordance with the
st tube engineering practice known.
Consider, for example, just a few of the
iportant advantages now incorporated in
:A-5820's-MICRO-MESH and SUPERSfNODE design. These two innovations
me (1) do away with dynode burn, (2)
minate the need for defocusing to stop
esh pattern and moire, (3) improve picre-signal output, (4) reduce tube cost per
iur of camera operation.
Leader in camera tube development ever
ice the early days of electronic television,
2A today offers a complete line of TV cama tubes. Your RCA Electron Tube Distrib!orle ofis camera
"headquarters"
tubes. for the entire RCA

Two great Carolina stations can telecast your advertising
message simultaneously with one purchase — increased
economy with increased coverage.

NOW

57.4%
one

OF

buy

CAROLINA
at

an

TV

attractive

HOMES

in

discount.

WBTV, Charlotte, and
WBTW, Florence, are now
linked by two-way microwave, enabling these great
area stations to telecast
simultaneously and giving
advertisers an exciting
double buy at an attractive
bonus discount.
Extend your advertising
on eitljer Jefferson Standard
television station to include
the other— or buy both
stations together. You'll
cover
almost
60%*in oftheall
television
homes
Carolinas!
Combination buys earn 15%
discount on WBTW rates,
in addition to all other
applicable
discounts—with
increased economy
increased coverage.
If you're already using
WBTV, you can add the
rich,
balanced
industrial
WBTWagriculturalmarket
at an exceptionally low
cost-per-thousand.
Here's the combination for
increased Carolina sales
at a most economical
WBTV-WBTW,
by rate.
microwave.
°NCS #3-March, 1958.

One call to CBS TV Spot Sales will do it!
JEFFERSON

STANDARD
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TWO

SUPREME

COURT

• Lower court ruling on NBC

HAYMAKERS

antitrust suit reversed

• It means network must go to trial on stations swap
• Other blow: state taxes on out-of-state firms upheld
The Supreme Court last week issued
two drastic rulings: one completely repictureagainst
in theNBC;
JusticetheDept.'s
antitrustvising theaction
other
affecting the economics of broadcasting
as an element of the American business
community.
• The high court swept aside the contention that the Justice Dept. could not
institute an antitrust suit when the FCC
approved
a transaction involving broadcast licensees.
It held that the government suit
against NBC, involving the NBC-Westinghouse swap of stations, must go to
trial. The suit had been dismissed by a
federal district judge on the ground
that the exchange
Commission's
approval
of the
station
barred
the Justice
Dept. from bringing suit against the
same transaction.
• In a sweeping — and in many quarters considered a sharp reversal of past
decisions — the court held by a split
vote that a state may levy a tax on the
net income of a company that has no
relation to the state except that some
of its business emanates therefrom. The
court did say that the tax must be laid
only on that portion of a company's net

proved the matter, the Justice Dept. was
debarred from attacking the same transaction.
How the high court upset
This wasCourt
NBC'swhen
position
the
Supreme
the before
case was
the applecart for NBC:
argued last December. Both the Justice
The charge that NBC conspired to Dept. and the FCC contended that it
up to the courts to decide antitrust
establish a monopoly in tv station own- was
charges.
ership must now be litigated.
The result could be forced divestiApproved1955by approved
FCC • The
ture of tv stations from NBC ownership.
the FCC
swap ofin
This is what the Justice Dept. asked in December
radio
and
tv
stations
between
NBC
and
its antitrust suit against NBC involving
the 1955 NBC-Westinghouse swap of WBC. This involved NBC's stations in
stations.
Cleveland being exchanged for WBC*s
The U. S. Supreme Court last week Philadelphia stations. WBC also received
ruled that the courts, not the FCC, have $3 million from NBC.
The Justice Dept. brought suit in Dethe right
to dispose of charges of anticember 1956. It charged that NBC
trust violations.
forced
WBC to acquiesce to the transThe unanimous ruling — by seven of
fers on threat of withdrawing NBC afthe high court's nine justices (the other
filiations from Westinghouse stations.
two did not participate) — reversed a
The
acquisition of the Philadelphia
Philadelphia district judge who dismissed antitrust charges against NBC. television station (WRCV-TV) gives
The lower court held early last year NBC a monopoly position in five of the
that the Justice Dept. should have inter- eight largest market areas in the country, the Justice Dept. alleged. It asked
vened before the FCC while the Commission was considering the NBC-West- not only that the Cleveland-Philadelphia
be abrogated, but that NBC be
inghouse Broadcasting Co. transfer case. swap
It also held that since the FCC ap- forced to divest itself of such assets as
income that can be apportioned to business from the taxing state.

■The seven votes in the NBC antitrust ruling

N f — Two non-voters

jnecGon
on
Warren Black Clark Harlan Brennan Whittaker Stewart Frankfurter Douglas
e

Majority of six upholding state taxes

Warren Black Douglas Clark
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Harlan Brennan

The three dissenters „

Frankfurter

Whittaker Stewart

Putting antitrust enforcement where it belongs
Here are significant excerpts from the Supreme Court run afoul of the antitrust laws. Their decision varied
opinion written by Chief Justice Earl Warren in the from that of an unregulated concern only in that they
antitrust case against RCA-NBC:
also had to obtain the approval of a federal agency.
But scope of that approval in the case of the FCC was
".
.
.
While
[legislative]
history
compels
the
conclusion
that the FCC was not intended to have any authority to
statutory standard, 'public interest, conpass on antitrust violations as such, it is equally clear limited toveniencetheand necessity.'
...
that courts retained jurisdiction to pass on alleged anti"The monetary terms of the exchange were set by
trust violations irrespective of Commission action . . .
the parties and were of concern to the Commission only
"This court
that when
and as they might have affected the ability of the parties to
practices
relatingconsistently
thereto wereheld
challenged
under rates
the antiserve the public. Even after approval, the parties were
trust laws, the agencies had primary jurisdiction to con- free to complete or not to complete the exchange as
sider the reasonableness of such rates and practices in their sound business judgment dictated. In every sense,
the light of the many relevant factors including alleged the question faced by the parties was solely one of busiantitrust violations, for otherwise sporadic action by fedness judgment (as opposed to regulatory coercion), save
only that the Commission must have found that the
eral courtsandwould
disrupt
an existing
agency's rate
delicate
regulatory
scheme,
would
throw
structures
out
'public interest' would be served by their decision to
of balance.
make
involved.the exchange. No pervasive regulatory scheme was
"While
the
television
industry
is
also
a
regulated
industry, it is regulated in a very different way. That
is not to imply that federal antitrust policy may
difference is controlling. Radio broadcasters, including not"This
be considered in determining whether the 'public
television broadcasters ... are not included in the
interest, convenience
and necessity'
will Court
be served
definition of common carriers in Paragraph 3(h) of the proposed
action of a broadcaster,
for this
has heldby
Communications Act ... as are telephone and telegraph the contrary
.
.
.
Moreover,
in
a
given
case
the
Comcompanies. Thus the extensive controls, including rate
mission might find that antitrust considerations alone
regulation, of Title II of the Communications Act . . .
do not apply. Television broadcasters remain free to set would keep the statutory standard from being met, as
when the publisher of the sole newspaper in an area
their own advertising rates . . .
applies for a license for the only available radio and
"[RCA-NBC],
like
unregulated
business
concerns,
made a business judgment as to the desirability of the television facilities which, if granted, would give him a
exchange. Like unregulated concerns, they had to make
monopoly of that area's major media of mass comthis judgment with knowledge that the exchange might
munication .. ."
the court "deemed proper and necessary."
The stations involved in the exchange
were NBC's WTAM-AM-FM and
WNBK (TV) Cleveland (now WBCowned KYW-AM-FM-TV) and WBC's
KYW and WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia
(now RCA-owned WRCV-AM-TV) .
Westinghouse bought the then WPTZ
from Philco in 1953 for $8.5 million.
The FCC conducted an investigation
of the coercion charges before it approved the transfer on Dec. 21, 1955.
The approval was by a vote of five to
one. Comr. Robert T. Bartley dissented,
expressing
fear that
the Commission's
approval might
foreclose
the Justice
Dept. or the Federal Trade Commission
from taking action in the event they
concluded that the transaction violated
the antitrust or monopoly laws.
Comrs. John C. Doerfer and Richard
A. Mack rebutted this contention, holding that FCC approval could not effectively preclude action by other government agencies. The Commission kept
the Justice Dept. advised, but was never
asked to delay action on the transfer
applications.
No Indictment • Before filing the
civil suit, the Justice Dept. submitted
the case to a grand jury in Philadelphia
30 (LEAD STORY)

but no indictment was brought in.
NBC owns vhf tv stations in New
York, Philadelphia, Washington, Chicago, and Los Angeles. It also owns uhf
stations WNBC (TV) New Britain,
Conn., and now-dark WBUF (TV) Buffalo, N. Y. Under FCC regulations, a
single owner may own no more than
seven tv stations, of which no more
than five may be vhf.
NBC's Philadelphia television station
is under attack from another quarter
also. Philco Corp. last year protested
to the FCC the license renewal of the
NBC Philadelphia outlets on the
ground that ownership by RCA of
these communication media gave RCA
an unfair competitive advantage. The
FCC denied Philco's petition, stating
that the Philadelphia radio-tv-appliance
manufacturer
had no standing to protest.
A U.S. circuit court overruled the
FCC, and ordered the Commission to
permit Philco to press its protest
charges. NBC then asked the U.S.
Supreme Court to review the appeals
court decision, but last month the
Supreme Court refused. So far the
FCC has not set a date for a hearing
on this protest.
Philco also has a $1.5 million triple-

ing.
damage suit against RCA alleging unfair patent practices. This is still pendWhat it Means • Essentially what
the Supreme Court said was that it is
up to the courts to decide whether the
anti-trust laws are violated — not the
FCC.
The opinion, delivered for the unanimous seven-man court (Justices Frankfurter and Douglas did not participate)
was
written
by Chief Justice Earl Warren.
The Chief Justice quoted extensively
from the legislative history of the antitrust provision of the Communications
Act, and its predecessor the Federal Radio Act, and held that Congress did not
intend that the FCC pass on antitrust
violations.
". . . it is equally clear," the opinion
stated, "that courts retained jurisdiction
to pass on alleged antitrust violations
irrespective
Commission
action."
Even whenof Congress
in 1952
deleted
that portion of Sec. 3 1 1 considered for
many years to put a broadcaster in double jeopardy
it provided
that thea broadCommission could— refuse
to license
caster found guilty of antitrust violation
even though the judge declined to
order his license revoked — the legislative history of the 1952 amendments
BROADCASTING, March 2, 1959

WHOWHOWHO-

WE'VE
THE

TURNED

AUDIENCE

UPSIDE

DOWN!

Yes Sir, NCS No. 3 reveals a significant television
situation in Central Iowa. Here WHO-TV is one of
three stations competing for circulation. Of the
three, WHO-TV gives you considerably the largest
DAILY circulation — daytime and nighttime. The
station with the largest weekly circulation actually
retains the smallest percentage of DAILY circulation,
daytime and nighttime.
To us, this clearly indicates that more people watch
WHO-TV, more often and more consistently, than
watch any other station. This seems logical, too,
because WHO-TV gives this big market the costliest,
fastest-moving, most exciting television fare available
— not occasionally, but EVERY day and night!
Take films, for example. WHO-TV has practically
every big film package in America — a quarter of a
million dollars' worth — including MGM . . . Champagne .. . Galaxy 20 . . . Vanguard . . . Big 50 . . .
Warner Brothers, and others.
Ask PGW for all the facts on WHO-TV.

WHO-TV
Sta. "K"
Sta. "W"

NCS No. 3 CIRCULATION
DAYTIME Daily
NIGHTTIMEDaily
Weekly
Weekly
214,800 144,830 238,830 187,640
197,100 129,430 218,850 173,370
222,750 133,260 255,470 180,350

WHOWHOWHOWHOWHOWHOWHOWHOWHOWHOWHOWHOWHOWHOWHOWHOWHOOHO
WH
W
WHOOHO
WH
W
O
H
W
WHOWHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO

WHO-TV is part of
Central Broadcasting Company,
which also owns and operates
WHO Radio, Des Moines
WOC-TV, Davenport
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WiO-T¥
Channel 13 • Des Moines
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet,
Resident
Robert
H. Harter,
Sales Manager
Manager
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.,
National Representatives Affiliate
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showed that Congress considered the
right of challenge to be made even of
transactions approved by the FCC, Mr.
Warren declared.
CONCENTRATED
In the most significant portion of the
decision, Mr. Warren ruled that the
MICHIGAN
FCC tiondoes
not have
primary jurisdicto enforce
the antitrust
laws in
AUDIENCE
the field of broadcasting. Regulatory
agencies which control rates and practices do have that right, Mr. Warren
implied, but:
"While the television industry is also
a regulated industry, it is regulated in
a very different way. That difference is
controlling. Radio broadcasters . . . are
not included in the definition of com7.00AM.-I2:00
00 Noon-6:00
Thru Fridayf'.M.
Monday Thru FridayNoon 12Monday
mon carriers ... as are telephone and
46.5
39
WPON
telegraph companies. Thus the extensive
14.0
controls, including rate regulation . . .
Sta. B
24.1
do not apply. Television broadcasters
11.9
Sta. C
8.1
remain
free to set their own advertising
10.0
Sta. D
5.4
rates. Thus, there being no pervasive
C. E. Hooper, May, 1958
regulatory scheme, and no rate structures to throw out of balance, sporadic
action by federal courts can work no
The station serving
mischief."
In a footnote, the Chief Justice called
attention to the fact that since the FCC
disavowed the power or the desire to
foreclose the government from antitrust
actions aimed at transactions which the
Commission has approved, "it would
be odd to impose the doctrine [of primary jurisdiction] when the experts
deny the relevance of their skill."
The FCC may, however, consider
antitrust policy in considering whether
the "public interest, convenience and
necessity"
be served byMr.a proposed
action of will
a broadcaster,
Warren
stated. In a given case, Mr. Warren
noted, the Commission might find that
the antitrust considerations alone might
disqualify
"as whenin the
publisher ofan theapplicant,
sole newspaper
an
area applies for a license for the only
available radio and television facilities,
which, if granted, would give him a
monopoly of that area's major media
of mass communication."
Justice John M. Harlan commented
in concurring with the result that the
FCC's determination of public interest cannot constitute a "binding adjudiCONTACT
cation" aupon licensee
any antitrust
or serve
to
exempt
from issue
the antitrust
VENARD RINTOUL & McCONNELL, INC. laws.
Associated with Lansing's
And here's the tax jolt
for many in broadcasting:
The business of broadcasting — in all
its ramifications — is on notice that its
net income is eligible to be taxed by
every state in the Union.
This is the import of the U.S.
Supreme Court ruling last week. The
high court upheld state taxes on out32 (LEAD STORY)
Broadcast to a

of-state companies doing a national business, provided that the tax is placed
only
on
portion ofby asales
company's
net incomethatgenerated
in the
taxing state.
The decision, considered by one of
the dissenting justices as a sharp break
with past rulings, is considered likely to
affect every segment of the broadcasting
and advertising business.
Past Supreme Court decisions prohibited states from taxing companies
engaged in interstate commerce, except
where the companies had tangible assets
in the taxing state.
Stations, networks, station representatives, advertising agencies, program
syndicators are considered liable now
for taxes in 49 states. All do business
on a national scale.
Every element of the broadcast
medium — which by its fundamental
nature is interstate — is involved in the
scope of this decision.
Speculation was rife last week that
the Supreme
Court's decision
wouldon encourage the imposition
of a tax
net
earning of any and all corporations doing business in any state.
Only 35 states now impose corporation income taxes on companies located
within their borders. Companies pay
such taxes in those states where they
have their headquarters, or in which
they maintain offices or plants. They
have never paid an income tax to a
state in which they had no tangible
property or assets.
The 6-3 Supreme Court ruling involved income taxes by Minnesota and
Georgia on out-of-state companies.
The Supreme Court upheld a Minnesota Supreme Court decision upholding the tax on an Iowa cement company, and reversed a Georgia Supreme
Court decision holding unconstitutional
a similar tax on an Alabama firm.
Justices Felix Frankfurter, Charles
Evans Whittaker and Potter Stewart
dissented. They said that the majority
decision conflicted with the commerce
clause of the Constitution which grants
to Congress the sole right to regulate
commerce with foreign nations, among
the states and with Indian tribes.
Major advertising trade associations
and networks declined to comment on
the ruling. It was the feeling of many
of these organizations that criticism of
the decision was pointless.
One spokesman said "undue publicity" maythegiveMinnesota
other statescase"ideas."
In both
and the
Georgia cases, the out-of-state comstate. panies involved had offices in the taxing
In its broad endorsement of the state
statutes, however, the court did not
limit the tax liability to companies havBROADCASTING, March 2, 1959

DETROIT'S

Again, WJBK

big baseball-minded
Detroit market
Michigan's most result-producing independent
radio station carries the complete 1959 schedule
of Detroit Tiger baseball games — night and day,
at home and away. This is the 12th consecutive
year WJBK has been selected for complete
coverage of Tiger games.
10,000 Watts Days — 1,000 Watts Nights — 1500 KC
Storer

BASEBALL STATION

delivers the

WJBK
THE MODERN SOUND OF RADIO IN
DETROIT

Represented by the KATZ AGENCY, INC.

Broadcasting
Company
WAGAC,a. WGBS
WIBG
WWVA
Atlanta

"THE VOICE OF LONG ISLAND"

HERE'S HOW
LONG ISLANDERS
SPEND A DOLLAR
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ing tangible assets in the taxing state.
Tax experts
believea that
decision permitting
statetheto court's
tax, well
might be applied even where a company
receives business via traveling salesmen
or through local advertising, newspapermagazine-radio-tv or direct mail.
Louisiana Case • Such an interpretation isthe basis for another tax case in
Louisiana. This taxes net income of a
company, whether or not it maintains
offices in the state. This is pending a
Supreme Court decision. States that
impose corporate income taxes besides
the states Minnesota, Georgia and
Louisiana are:
Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas,
California, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Idaho, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky,
Maryland, Massachusetts, Mississippi,
Missouri, Montana, New Jersey, New
Mexico, New York, North Carolina,
North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon,
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Utah, Vermont,
Virginia and Wisconsin.
The majority opinion, written by
Justice Tom Clark, acknowledged the
possibility of multiple taxation which
would amount to more than 100% of
the net income of a company, but ruled
that since that question was not before
it, the court did not have to rule on
that point. It also stressed that the
apportionment formulas by the states
must be fair and equitable.
Comment by businessmen ran the
gauntlet
from "thisas: is nothing new," to
such statements
• States will now take a bigger bite
out of corporate profits.
• This could mean a falling off of
federal tax income — since state taxes
are deductible on federal income returns.
• "The sanctity of interstate commerce has all but disappeared."
Recipe • The basic formula used by
states which already tax that part of
the net income of out-of-state companies attributed to business within the
state involves a complicated three-part
equation. This uses such factors as:
(a) amount of company sales in the
state compared to total sales, (b) compayroll in(c)statecompany
compared property
to total
payroll,pany'sand
holdings in the state compared to overall company property.
The average of these three ratios is
thenits applied
to thethecompany's
to ascertain
amount oftotaltaxprofdue
to the state.
Federal tax analysts in Washington
expressed the view that the explicit
working
would haveoutto ofbe the
donecourt's
throughdecision
litigation in specific cases.

Only after a couple of years of such
clarification will the impact of the
ruling be known, they explained.
In the only public negative comment on the decision, Rep. Emanuel
Celler (D-N.Y.), chairman of the House
Judiciary Committee, said he believed
that a Constitutional amendment would
ruling.
be required to overthrow the court's
It was pointed out, however, that
since a Constitutional amendment would
require ratification by three-fourths of
the states, and it was extremely unlikely that many states would vote to
give up what might be a tax bonanza,
there was little hope in that direction.
Although corporate taxes in the
states varied, it was understood to run
between 1.5% and 7.3%. In California,
for
example,
income
is 4%.the corporation tax on net
New York Gov. Nelson Rockefeller
warned that the excessive use of such
tivity.
powers might discourage business acNew York Tax Commissioner Joseph
H. Murphy echoed Gov. Rockefeller.
In the Minnesota case, the appellant
was Northwestern States Portland Cement Co. an Iowa corporation engaged
in the manufacture and sale of cement.
In the Georgia case, the appellant was
Stockham Valves & Fitting Inc., an
Alabama company engaged in the
manufacturing and selling values and
pipe fittings.
In ticetheClarkcourt's
stated majority
the basic opinion,
case as: Justhe
constitutionality of state net income tax
laws levying taxes on that portion of a
foreign company's net income earned
from ness
andactivities
"fairlywithin
apportioned"
the taxingto busistate
when those activities are exclusively in
furtherance of interstate commerce.
The court held that net income from
interstate operations of an out-of-state
corporation may be subjected to state
taxation "provided that the levy is not
discriminatory and is properly apportioned to local activities within the taxing state forming sufficient nexus to
JusticetheClark
support
same."stated that based on
previous Supreme Court decisions dealwith interstate commerce it was
clear ingthat:
• Congress has exclusive power to
regulate interstate commerce. Failure
of Congress to act on taxation does not
free states to impose any direct restricmerce. tions or impositions on interstate com• States cannot impose taxes upon
persons passing through, or coming into
a jurisdiction merely for temporary purposes (such as "itinerant drummers").
• States may not impose a tax on the
BROADCASTING, March 2, 1959
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BUFFALO, New York - 376,000
Factory shifts : 7 am - 4 pm
4 pm - 11 pm
11 pm - 7 am
Office hours : 9 am - 5 pm
Payday: generally Saturday
Evenings stores stay open : Monday, Thursday
Afternoon stores close: Wednesday (summer)
Peak traffic hours :
6 am - 9 am
3:30 pm-7 pm

til B1V 1

lauio

Radio Homes

j

J
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BAY CITY, Michigan — 31,000 Radio Homes
Office hours : 9 am - 5 pm
Evening stores stay open: Friday
Peak traffic hours :
8 am - 9 :30 pm
11 :45 am - 1 :15 pm
4 pm - 6 pm
Bay City, gateway to fabulous summer
and winter sports vacations, is visited by
tourists from every State, year 'round.

mm

18 months of top ratings
from 6 am to 12 midnight.
Check Pulse, Hooper, Nielsen.

WWBC
f Basic buy with 5.6 average Pulse rating 7 am to
6 pm; top coverage; low cost.

JACKSONVILLE, Florida - 126,000 Radio Homes
Office hours : 9 am - 5 pm
Factory shift : 7 am - 4 pm
Evenings stores stay open: Monday, Friday
Peak traffic hours : 7 am - 9 am
WIVY
11 am - 1 pm
4 pm - 6 pm
Military: U.S. Naval Air Station, Cecil Field
f Highest % adult listeners
Annual payroll: over $50 million
thanks to Ed Bell, JacksonPopulation growth: from 304,000 in 1950
ville's top radio personality.
to 449,000 in 1958
FOR FURTHER

FACTS ON THESE AND OTHER MAS LA STATIONS, CONTACT

JACK

MAS

LA

Jack Mas/a, President

&

COMPANY,

liter

40 East 49 St.
Dick Lawrence
Director
N.Y.C. 17
Clem O'Neill. Mgr. Midwest
PLaza 3-8577
of Programming
NEW YORK
* CHICAGO
• SAN FRANC/SCO
• LOS ANGELES

Picture

Qvs

*What's your WOODquotient?

In how many of the 506 quarter hours per
week ofdoesthe WOOD-AM
share
audience? have
372, the
492, greatest
453
(SSlf :-i3msuy)

COOOS SOI/ aOO tA
)nq 'yooq 9uoqd m g ^]uq)

This
is the mancoverage
that saysthanWOOD-AM
has
more
stationsweekly
combined.
He is Mike the
Lareau,nextBill3
Schroeder,
A. C. Nielsen.

WOOD-AM is first — morning, noon, night, Monday through Sunday
April '58 Pulse Grand Rapids
How to rate your WOODquotient:
0 right — Meathead — try copywriting
1-2 right — Study up man, you aren't with it
3 right — Ask your boss for a raise
4 right — Send us a resume; and when would
you like to start?
TV
WOOD
WOODIand Center, Grand Rapids, Michigan
WOOD-TV — NBC Basic for Western and Central Michigan:
Grand Rapids, Battle Creek, Kalamazoo, Muskegon and Lansing.
WOOD — Radio — NBC.
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privilege
merce. of engaging in interstate com• States may not impose a tax which
discriminates against interstate commerce either by producing a direct commercial advantage to local business or
by subjecting interstate commerce to
multiple taxation.
It has been established since 1918,
Mr. Clark said, that a net income tax
on revenues derived from interstate
commerce does not offend the constitutional limitations on interstate commerce. He continued:
"While it is true that a state may
not erect a wall around its borders preventing commerce or entry, it is axiomatic that the founders did not intend
to immunize such commerce from
carrying its fair share of the costs of
state government in return for the benefits derived from within the state. . . ."
On the question of multiple taxation,
Mr. Clark declared:
"Logically, it is impossible, when
the tax is fairly apportioned, to have
the same income taxed twice. In practical operation, however, apportionment
formulas being what they are, the possibility ofthe contrary is not foreclosed,
especially in levies in domiciliary states."
The three-judge dissent, written by
lustice Whittaker, termed the majority
opinion a "novel" doctrine. The dissenting justices claimed that previous
court opinions consistently held that a
state could not impose a levy on interstate commerce. Here, they charged,
the court was acknowledging that states
may now do so. They questioned
whetherfairly
a corporation's
net between
income
could
be apportioned
interstate and intrastate business.
Justice Frankfurter, adding his own
comments to the dissent, declared that
the decision "will stimulate, if it does
not compel, every state to devise a
formula of apportionment to tax the
income of enterprises carrying on exHe wentclusively
on:interstate commerce."
"They [the companies] will have to
keep books, make returns, store records
and engage legal counsel all to meet the
diverse and variegated tax laws of 49
states, with their different times for
filing returns, different tax structures,
different modes for determining net income, and different, often conflicting,
formulas
apportionment."
This willof also
increase the amount
of litigation and the burden on the
courts, Mr. Frankfurter said.
Besides Justice Clark, other members
of the majority were Chief Justice Earl
Warren and Justices William O. DougHugo L. J.Black,
and las,
William
BrennanJohnJr. M. Harlan
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PROFITS'
OF
FABLE
ANOTHER
(As the old seine goes— so goes the net)
If/^ltNCE UPON A TIME there was a station manager who
| (|^ rloved to fish for business. He believed that he was
f worth his salt and could play his line with the best of
\
them, but when it came to boating the big ones, he let
them slip through his fingers.
One day while trying to unsnarl a wicked back lash, the
friendly Boiling man came along and showed him how to
pitch his bait accurately and securely hook Rainbow
(including the pot of gold). Today he nets the most . . . and his creel is overflowing
with weighty Contractia Regulatis (money-fish*).
The moral of this story is . . . tie-up at the Boiling wharf,
they have no peer.
*For finer fin$ phone us.
THE

ROLLING
COMPANY
STATION REPRESENTATIVES
247 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES

mc

THE

DtouBi^ioarERS
p™
starring *W
KEENAN WYNN
and co-starring
BOB MATH IAS
A Northstar Pictures Production

low in production—
ward-quality half-hour filmed series—
o satisfy the most exacting demands
>f America's top network, regional and local sponsors.

starring
SHOW
DENNIS
A Cypress O'KEEFE
Production
.1

starring

n's
Hudso
bay
starring
BARRY NELSON
PEDRO GONZALEZ GONZALEZ
A Northstar Pictures Production

JEROME COURTLAND
with
BUDDY BAER
A Brynaprod, S. A. Production

An exciting new
surprise series!
An Aubrey
Howard
W. KochSchenckProduction

attract the finest of talents— United Artists
s committed to production of a firm 39 weeks of each series,
e first several episodes of each series are ready to speak for themselves.

Don't
chase
after

INFLATION

STOP

IT

Inflation can easily become a runaway horse. you of your future security. Isn't it time to stop
Inflation is caused by a lot of things. But one this senseless spiral?
of the most important is rising labor costs without a corresponding increase in productivity.
Some people think they enjoy a little inflation
The reason : 75 per cent or more of the cost of
—at leastin temporarily
when they get a few more
dollars
pay.
what you buy is for labor.
It's kind of a chain reaction. With each round
a while they have more dollars to spend
of wage and price increases, our dollar loses andForeverything
is rosy.
another chunk of purchasing power.
But,
too
soon,
comes the day when rising
If things keep on this way another twenty
years — or ten — or five — what will happen to costs force prices up so high people don't have
your savings, your insurance, your pension enough dollars to go around.
Nobody likes inflation then.
plans, your children's education? Inflation robs
This message is being brought to you by
REPUBLIC
as a member
AMERICAN

IRON

AND

Republic Steel fights inflation by fostering continuous
cost-cutting advice to its customers. Figuring out ways
of making things at lower cost is a management contribution to your well-being. One way Republic does

STEEL
of the
STEEL

INSTITUTE

this is by providing field service metallurgists who
advise on economic steel selection and the most efficient processing, or fabrication methods to achieve
best results.

BROADCAST
NATIONAL

SPOT

P&G holds top 10
A total of $511,704,000 was invested
in spot television time by national advertisers last year, an increase of 14%
over 1957. The new high mark in spot
tv was reported last week by Television
Bureau of Advertising. Spot figures are
compiled by N. C. Rorabaugh Co.
TvB reported that advertisers spent
$149,105,000 for spot tv time in the
fourth quarter of 1958, "the highest
Top
in '58Rank)
Rank ten spot tv advertisers
1958 1957 (With
l. Procter &
Gamble
(1)
2. Lever
Brothers $33,833,100
7,642,980 (16)(7)
16,578,900 $25,916,840
4,109,800 (5)
4.5.3. Adell
GeneralChemical
Foods 12,324,900
11,008,000 8,447,900
ColgatePalmolive 10,998,500 7,739,080 (6)
6. Continental
Baking
9,223,900 10,190,060 (11)(3)
7.8. Warner-Lambert
8,833,100 5,690,870
Brown
&
8,019,600 12,988,920 (2)
9. MilesWilliamson
Laboratories
7,895,900
6,392,640 (20)(9)
10. Am. Home Prod 7,275,600 3,589,680
Estimated expenditures of
top 100 national and regional
spot tv advertisers in 4th quarter
1. Procter & Gamble
$9,273,500
Warner-Lambert
4,629,300
3.4.2. Adell
Lever Brothers
4,409,700
Chemical
3,854,200
5. General Foods
2,690,500
6.7. Continental
2,404,800
International Baking
Latex
2,155,900
8. Texize Chemicals
2,022,100
9.
American
Home
Prods.
2,011,100
10. Vick
Miles Chemical
Laboratories
1,950,200
11.
1,944,900
1,815,000
12.
13. Colgate-Palmolive
Standard Brands
1,680,800
14.
Kellogg
Co.
1,608,700
15. Brown & Williamson
1,393,900
16.
J.Robert
A. Folger
1,287,300
17.
Hall
1,287,200
18. General
MillsClothes
1,144,700
19.
American
Tobacco
1,108,800
20. National Biscuit
968,800
937,600
21.
Marathon
Corp.
912,200
22. P. Lorillard
905,000
23.
Avon
Products
24.
Corn
Prod.
Ref.
899,700
25.
Gulf
Oil
881,200
26. Food Mfrs.
835,400
833,300
27. American Chicle
827,500
28.
Bristol-Myers
824,500
29.
814,800
30. Coca-Cola/Bottlers
Nestle Co.
31.
Quaker
Oats
810,200
32. Wander Co.
809,500
807,400
33.
764,300
34. Anheuser-Busch
Cont. Car-Na-Var
751,100
35.
Pepsi-Cola
/Bottlers
734,900
36.
Shell
Oil
676,200
37. Heublein
603,400
38.
Norwich Co.Pharmacal
598,400
39. Borden
595,400
40.
Salada-Shirriff-Horsey
593,600
41.
U.
S.
Borax
&
Chem.
590,900
42. Atlantis Sales
590,100
43.
Stokely-Van Camp
588,700
44.
45. Sterling
Sun Oil Drug
581,800
577,300
46. Exquisite Form
566,600
47.
565,000
48. Pharma-Craft
Drug Research
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ADVERTISING
TV

SALES

UP

14%

lead as '58 time sales hit $51 1.7 million
quarterly
in spot tv's
history."
The
quarterfigure
represented
a 24.4%
increase over the same period in 1957.
also released
its "top
10"
spotThetvbureau
advertisers
for 1958.
Procter
& Gamble was first last year as it had
been in 1957. Runnerup was Lever
Bros, which had ranked No. 7 the year
before.
"Darkhorse" of the big 10 was Adell
49. Andrew Jergens
$551,200
50.
Brewing
550,000
545,800
51. Carling
Minute Maid
528,700
52.
Falstaff
Brewing
527,500
53. General Motors
518,700
54.
Standard
Oil
of
Ind.
516,600
55. Esso Standard Oil
516,400
56.
Chunky
ChocolateAssn.
509,900
57.
Nat.
Cranberry
58. Helene Curtis
506,700
501,200
59. Fels & Co.
500,500
60.
Maybelline
61. Carnation
500,300
62. R. J. Reynolds
499,200
497,500
63. Welch Grape Juice
496,700
64. Duffy-Mott
496,000
65. William
Chock-Full-0'Nuts
66.
Wrigley
482,600
479,700
67.
National
Brewing
68. Max Factor
473,800
470,500
69.
Schlitz
463,600
70.
Piel Bros.Brewing
459,500
71. Eversharp
456,800
72. Parker Pen
73.
Helena
Rubinstein
451,600
449,000
74. Schick
443,200
75.
Chesebrough-Ponds
76.
General
Toy
430,700
429,200
77..
Peter
Paul
420,800
78. Gillette
414,100
79. Tea Council of U. S.
413,900
80.
Consolidated
Cigar
402,800
81.
Philip Morris
401,900
82. American
Bakeries
401,200
83. Wm. B. Reily & Co.
84.
398,000
85. Taylor-Reed
National DairyCorp.
394,200
392,900
86. Carter
Phillips Petroleum
383,600
87.
88. Coty Products
374,200
89. Block Drug
371,200
365,900
90.
Nehi /Bottlers
365,600
91. Monarch
Wine
356,400
92.
Theo. HammRefining
Brewing
93.
351,400
349,200
94. Atlantic
Kroger Co.
95. Cream of Wheat
348,400
96.
Great
A
&
P
Tea
346,000
97.
336,100
98. Interstate
Economics Bakeries
Lab.
336,000
330,200
99. Wildroot
Ford Motor /Regl. I
100.
327,500
Advertisers by product classification
in 4th quarter
AGRICULTURE $ 410,000
Feeds,
Meals
224,000
Misc.
186,000
ALE, BEER & WINE
11,593,000
Beer
&
Ale
9,828,000
Wine
1,765,000
AMUSEMENTS, ENTERTAINMENT 175,000
AUTOMOTIVE
1,936,000
Anti-Freeze
91,000
Batteries
106,000
Cars
1,257,000
Tires & Tubes
195,000

Chemical Co. which advertises one product only— Lestoil, all-purpose liquid
detergent. Adell was in third place compared to its No. 16 ranking in 1957.
Brown & Williamson, No. 2 in 1957,
was No. 8 in 1958; while American
Home Products, No. 20 among the spot
tv advertisers in 1957, rose to No. 10
last year.
Breakdown of the figures:
Trucks & Trailers $42,000
Misc. Acc. & Supplies 245,000
BUILDING MATERIAL, EQUIPMENT,
FIXTURES, PAINTS
514,000
Fixtures, Plumbing Supplies 108,000
Materials
176,000
Paints
111,000
Power Tools
37,000
Misc82,000
CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS,
ACCESSORIES 4,224,000
Clothing
Footwear 3,750,000
243,000
Hosiery
216,000
Misc.
15/000
CONFECTIONS & SOFT DRINKS 8,000,000
Confections 4,464,000
Soft Drinks
3,536,000
CONSUMER SERVICES 4,067,000
Dry
Cleaning & Laundries 733,000
21,000
Financial
Insurance
Medical & Dental 684,000
39,000
Moving, Utilities
Hauling, Storage
82,000
Public
i 1,864,000
Religious,& Political,
Unions 462,000
Schools
Colleges
48,000
Misc. Services
134,000
COSMETICS & TOILETRIES 11,665,000
Cosmetics
2,908,000
Deodorants 400,000
Depilatories
14,000
Hair Tonics & Shampoos 1,926,000
Hand
&
Face
Creams,
Lotions
617,000
Home Permanents & Coloring 607,000
Perfumes,
Toilet Waters, etc. 1,085,000
1,106,000
Razors, Blades
Shaving
Creams,
Lotions,
etc.
438,000
Toilet
Soaps
1,879,000
Misc.
685,000
DENTAL PRODUCTS 3,548,000
Dentifrices
1,553,000
Mouthwashes
1,788,000
Misc.
207,000
DRUG PRODUCTS 15,483,000
Cold
Remedies
7,336,000
Headache Remedies 2,346,000
Indigestion
Remedies 2,317,000
Laxatives
494,000
Vitamins
564,000
Weight
Aids
459,000
Misc. Drug Products 1,659,000
Drug Stores
308,000
FOOD & GROCERY PRODUCTS 44,191,000
Baked
Goods
6,886,000
Cereals
4,683,000
Coffee,
Tea Sauces,
& Food Appetizers
Drinks 10,797,000
Condiments,
1,354,000
Dairy
Products
2,334,000
Desserts
654,000
Dry Foods
(Flour, Mixes,
Rice, etc.) 3,282,000
Fruits
& Vegetables,
Juices
4,191,000
Macaroni, Noodles, Chili, etc. 759,000
Margarine, Shortenings 2,111,000
(Continues on next page)

Kitchen Utensils
Meat, Poultry & Fish $1,689,000
Misc.
hike protested
178,000
Soups
208,000
$4,000 Tax
Misc.
Foods
2,071,000
74,000
NOTIONS
A
proposed
4% sales tax would drive
Misc.
Frozen
Foods
528,000
1,258,000
Food Stores
2,644,000 PET PRODUCTS
151,000 ad business away from New York
PUBLICATIONS
GARDEN SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT 45,000 SPORTING
of Advertising
AgenGOODS, BICYCLES, TOYS 2,092,000 City, ciestheInc.,League
New York,
Mayor Robert
GASOLINE & LUBRICANTS 6,778,000
Bicycles & Supplies
16,000 Wagner warned Feb. 17. In a wire
Gasoline
&
Oil
6,524,000
General
Sporting
Goods
Oil
Additives 199,000
signed by Bernard M. Reiss, LAA
Toys
2,009,000
Misc.
55,000
Misc. & Games
67,000 president,
the mayor was cautioned
HOTELS, RESORTS, RESTAURANTS 121,000 STATIONERY, OFFICE EQUIPMENT
that a sales tax boost would greatly
HOUSEHOLD CLEANERS, CLEANSERS,
reduce
payrolls
in the city by forcing
RADIO, PHONOGRAPH, 463,000
POLISHES, WAXES* 9,814,000 TELEVISION,
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
agencies to use out-of-town printers,
Antennas
Cleaners,
Cleansers*
8,245,000
20,000
typographers and suppliers
Floor Cleaners
& Furniture Polishes, Waxes 1,025,000
Radio
53,000 engravers,
229,000
Glass
122,000
Records & Television Sets
andswitch
mightfrom
induce
clientsto
Home
Dry
Cleaners
227,000
161,000
to
New out-of-town
York agencies
Misc.
Shoe Polish
80,000
Misc. Cleaners 115,000 TOBACCO PRODUCTS & SUPPLIES 5,800,000 avoid the tax bite. League member
agencies lost over $1 million in billings
HOUSEHOLD
EQUIPMENT —
4,796,000
CigarettesPipe Tobacco
APPLIANCES
1,185,000
822,000
the sales tax was raised from 2%
Cigars,
182,000 when
Misc.
HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS 980,000
to
3%, Mr. Reiss said.
705,000
Beds,
FurnitureMattresses,
& OtherSprings
Furnishings 456,000
524,000 TRANSPORTATION & TRAVEL
397,000
Pepsi pushes local ads
Bus
169,000
HOUSEHOLD LAUNDRY PRODUCTS 8,447,000
How to use advertising locally and to
Rail
126,000
Bleaches, Starches 1,144,000
Misc.
13,000
the
best advantage will be spotlighted
Packaged
Soaps,
Detergents*
6,704,000
861,000
Misc.
599,000 WATCHES, JEWELRY, CAMERAS
by a Pepsi-Cola management team to
43,000 bottlers around the country. A nationHOUSEHOLD PAPER PRODUCTS 1,472,000
Cameras, Accessories, Supplies
Clocks & Watches
Cleansing Tissues 542,000
43,000
Jewelry
wide swing starts March 9 in San FranFood
Wraps
467,000
63,000
662,000
Pens & Pencils
cisco and ends April 16-17 in WashingNapkins
65,000
Toilet
Tissue
129,000
Misc.
ton,
D.C.
50,000
Misc.
269,000 MISCELLANEOUS
On
the program is a primer on how
1,965,000
225,000
HOUSEHOLD, GENERAL 1,062,000
Trading Stamps
to buy the broadcast medium, the best
Brooms, Glassware,
Brushes, Mops,
130,000
Misc.
659,000 periods in the day and which days of
Misc. Products
China,
Crockery,etc. 261,000
1,081,000
Containers
$149,105,000 the week. Pepsi-Cola is out to increase
TOTAL
Disinfectants,
Deodorizers
348,000
bottlers'
advertising
Fuels
(heating,
etc.)
75,000
well
as other
media. in radio and tv as
Insecticides, Rodenticides 66,000

A Crisis Conference • Grey Adv., agency for Greyhound
Corp., had an executive meeting last week to talk about
the next move in a feud with Steve Allen. The dispute is
over ownership of the name "Steverino," to which the
greyhound
has answeredthatforhasthebeen
past Greyhound's
two years. corporate symbol
Greyhound has cancelled its sponsorship on the Allen
show effective March 8 and starting on March 18, is
investing in the Jack Benny special programs on CBSTV. Andhousenow
finds himself
dogbecauseSteverino
the comedian
claims inthatMr.theAllen's
nickname
"Steverino" belongs to him.
Bell Meadows Enterprises Inc., New York, which produces the Allen program, last week notified Grey Adv.
that the word "Steverino" is "a soubriquet" for Steve
Allen, and added that "under these circumstances, we
cannottion,permit
the word
addiattorneystheforuseMr.of Allen
sent 'Steverino.'
a letter by" Incertified
mail to the three tv networks, enclosing the message sent
42 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

toshallGrey
Adv. andto adding:
be advised
that the
we
be obliged
institute "Please
proceedings
to protect
client's rights."
Officials of Grey Adv. insist that Mr. Allen's tactics
are designed to deprive the greyhound of "her legally
registered
They point
out Assn.
that Steverino
registered withname."
the National
Coursing
with the isregistry
number 3505 volume 50, dated June 21, 1957.
Grey officials acknowledge that they had planned to
use Steverino on the Jack Benny specials. They declined
to discuss their course of action if Mr. Allen institutes
legal
proceedings.
spokesman
"The denied
fact thatStevethis
freedom
to performA on
televisionsaid:
is being
rino, the greyhound, a dog who cannot speak for herself,
does not make the matter less important."
In the picture above, Steverino (or whatever her name)
meets with Grey executives including the three whose
faces show
(1-r), Christopher Cross, Al Hollender and
Walter
Grosvenor.
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It's Bright!

It's Lively!
It's All New!

**0? 'makes it Off
icial
He's spreading the word.
The NEW KHJ
Is soon to be heard !
Beginning March 16th,
a new sound will be coming
from the
93 spot on the radio dial
in hundreds of thousands of
Greater Los Angeles homes.
It's the bright, lively,
new, animated
Foreground Sound of Radio 93
KHJ-Don Lee . . .
more
appealingly vital,
more
attention compelling
than ever before.
It's the newest,
most modern way to
tell your story to the
adult market.
It's radio in motion . . . Radio 93
KHJ-Don Lee
and it's coming March 16th.

Listen
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for

it!

KHJ
RADIO
LOS ANG E LES
1313 North Vine Street
Hollywood 28,nationally
Californiaby
Represented
H-R Representatives, Inc.

SPOT RADIO OFF A BIT IN '58
2d half drags year 1.9% below 1957— SRA
National spot radio was down an 1958 were ahead of the pace set in the
estimated 1.9% last year compared same periods of 1957, 2.5% and 6.7%,
with 1957.
respectively. But the drop started with
So reported Lawrence Webb, man- the third quarter (down 7.8%) and
aging director, Station Representatives continued in the fourth quarter.
Assn., last week. He also said the SRA
The final 1958 estimates revealed by
comparative estimates (supplied by
showed total gross sales at
Price Waterhouse accounting firm) SRA
showed a decline of 8% in the fourth $166,367,000.
National spot radio gross sales for
quarter of 1958.
While the first quarter of 1959 has each quarter of 1958 and 1957 as reported by SRA:
still one month to go, current trends
indicate total sales in national spot
1958 1957 Increase
Decreaseor
radio for the quarter will about equal 1st Quarter $41,963,000 $40,916,000 +2.5%
41,671,000 39,027,000 +6.7%
the terfigure
of 1958.chalked up in the first quar- 3d2d Quarter
Quarter 38,171,000 41,118,000 -7.8%
The first and second quarters of 4th Quarter 44,562,000 48,452,000 -8.0%
GM, Susskind planning
eight new tv specials
General Motors Corp is tooling up
for the next tv season.
In the process, GM has solidified its
tie-in
David
Susskind
and hiswith
Talentproducer
Assoc. Ltd.
Mr. Susskind
already is connected with a new Oldsmobile show that goes on the air this
month, and now has been hired by GM
for a series of eight specials to be program ed in the 1959-60 season.
The specials will star Art Carney,
four of them to be 90 minutes, and
four will be an hour long. Talent cost
alone will come to about $2 million.
Featured will be the versatility of Mr.
Carney. Some of the shows will be revues,others
some inin dramatic
the children's
tern,
form. show
Said patMr.
Susskind: The series will alternate with
show lengths and will take advantage of
different art forms. Network and time
period have not yet been selected.
Sponsors in the program: AC Spark
Plug Div. (through D.P. Brother & Co.,
Detroit) sharing with one of the "accessories" divisions of GM handled by
Campbell-Ewald, Detroit.
D.P. Brother, meantime, on behalf
of Oldsmobile, will work with Mr. Susskind in producing a new series, Oldsmobile Music Theatre, that will start

■
Thurs.,
Feb.20 19
Fri.,
Sat., Feb.
Feb.
Sun.,
Feb. 2122
Mon., Feb.
Tues.,
Feb. 232524
Wed,, Feb.

March 26 on NBC-TV (Thursdays 8:309 p.m.) as the auto firm drops Patti
Page Show on ABC-TV. Said the agency: A little different, not in the regular
variety pattern — "dramatization integratedecutive
with music."
Mr. Susskind
producer, Frank
E. Egan,is ex-of
D.P. Brother, New York, is associate
producer.
RTES hears about
vtr growing pains
That videotape is a marvel no one
will dispute. That it is subject to growing pains — as increasingly
any fledgling apparent
technique —as
is becoming
the initial glow wears off and it begins
to be used as an everyday tool rather
than a gee-whiz gimmick.
A man who's been working intimately
with videotape for the past six months
recounted some of these growing pains
last week before the Radio & Television
Executives Society in New York. Al
Cantwell, head of live production for
BBDO, subtitled his talk "Vtr and How
I Got
The My
hope Ulcer."
that videotape would make
it easier for agency people to get their
work done during normal duty hours
has not yet been realized, he said, commenting that BBDO personnel had
worked more nights and weekends in

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television network shows for each
day
week Feb.Research
19-25 asBureau.
rated by the multi-city Arbitron instant
ratingsof the
of American
RATING
NETWORK
21.6
PROGRAM and TIME
22.6
Playhouse
90
(9:30
p.m.)
CBS-TV
ABC-TV
77Gunsmoke
Sunset (10
Stripp.m.)
(9:30 p.m.)
27.2
22.4
28.3
CBS-TV
What's
My
Line
(10:30
p.m.)
26.0
Danny
CBS-TV
ABC-TV
RiflemanThomas
(9 p.m.)(9 p.m.)
29.2
Wagon Train (7:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV
reau
Copyright 1959 American Research Bu
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the past six months than at any time in
their lives. The primary reason is the
lack of studio facilities, complicated
by the tremendous acceptance of the
videotape method and the consequent
demand by clients. This shortage of
studio space is especially critical in New
York, Mr. Cantwell said, noting that
most of new studio construction in recent years has been on the west coast.
If something isn't done to correct this
situation, he said, "many of us will
be 'Hamlet,'
running gas
stations in• Mr.
Florida."
for Instance
Cantwell
drew on BBDO's experience with last
week's "Hamlet" broadcast on CBS-TV's
du Pont Show of the Month as a good
example of what tape can and cannot
do. For one thing, it can now be edited
with good results — 50 segments were
shot for the 90-minute taped program.
However, he noted that the music for
the show was done live, as sound tracks
cannot be edited as the visual segments
are. "Hamlet" was brought in at a price
50% under that which it would have
cost on film, but more than it would
have cost live. The differential was
worth it, he said, because of the added
production values gained through vtr.
The role vtr can play in spot television was described as a two-way affair by the BBDO executive. Not only
can agencies send out commercials by
tape, but stations who want to do local
commercials can send them back to
the agencies for approval, thereby giving the clients a sure record of what
they're getting in local markets.
Mr. Cantwell pointed to three improvements most needed in videotape:
(1) ingmobile
(2) better
editmethodsequipment,
and (3) mass
duplicating
facilities. Beyond that, he said the
transition of commercial and program
operations to tape would be made easier
when film companies drop their hostility
to the technique and adapt to it.
Loew's banks on radio
Greater use of radio advertising this
year was intimated at the annual meeting of Loew's Inc. (see story page 76)
Thursdaythough ad(Feb.
26) in will
New beYork.
Alexpenditures
less than
in recent years, it was announced to
stockholders that promotion money will
be spent
the atmostthe effective
results arewhere
obtained
least cost.
Loew's has budgeted $4,800,000 for
1959 advertising purposes, compared
to
$5,292,000
317,000
in 1957.spent in 1958 and $6,An illustration of the new promotion
policy
is seen picture
in plans "Night
set for MGM's
new motion
of the
Quarter Moon," which opens March 4
in New York's Capitol Theatre. Radio
use will predominate, with various disc
jockeys carrying the ball.
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Many Happy Returns!
(from ARB, Nielsen and Pulse)
All three rating services agree: it's been a
terrific first year for KMOX-TV as a CBS
Owned station. Month after month, returns
from ARB, Nielsen and Pulse show that
Channel 4 is St. Louis' favorite station.
Just look at the latest ARB, for example.
KMOX-TV's share of audience (up 29 %
in a single year) is now 37% greater than
the second station's and 86% greater than
the third station's. In addition, KMOX-TV
rings up more quarter-hour wins . . . more
top-rated station breaks . . . more station
breaks with a 20-or-over rating than the
other stations combined. And KMOX-TV
has 7 of the top 7 multi-weekly shows (local
and network) ... 6 of the top 10 network
shows . . . and all of the top 5 local shows
seen in the St. Louis area.
Help yourself to a man-sized slice of the
rich St. Louis market on tj-tiit /\xt mTT

by IV
Louis • Represe
Channel CBS4, St.Owned
UA'
JvMnted
CBS Television Spot Sales

USS,

BBDO

PUT

TV

TAPE

TO

TEST

Big commercial taped in 13 hours compared to 14 days on film
U.S. Steel Corp. and BBDO last because of previous commitments. Lock which permits pre-editing, and
week pulled off no mean feat in taping Client and agency wanted to do the the "ordinary" splice of two pieces of
tv commercials.
commercial in New York (where the tape as it is done in film.
Two major preliminary production
In one day (Tuesday, Feb. 24) — show originates) if possible. Once the chores
were completed before taping.
and agency had decided to do
from 9:30 a.m. to "final" tape at about client
Music
and singing (barbershop quartet
the
job
on
tape,
film
was
out
as
was
a
10:30 p.m. — steel company and agency
executives worked with production live production.
and otherrecorded atWOR
singerStudios
groups)in New
was York
precrews on a 2Vi minute tv commercial.
A filmed commercial, according to
the production people who worked on and all of Monday (Feb. 23) was deApproximately
24 hours
later U.S.
the commercial was inserted
in The
Steel "S-9-8, Automobiles" (working title of
voted to the lighting of the automobiles.
the commercial), would have required It took 2V2 hours lighting for each of
Hour
on
CBS-TV.
A
similar
production
on film would have taken at least two two weeks at the very minimum to the automobiles. "More difficult than
produce a comparable commercial. lighting a female star," commented Mr.
weeks to produce.
Cost of the commercial fell in the Live tv was out because perfection was Zoller.
From End Back • The commercial
improbable on a live run through and
$10-15,000 range.
the staging extremely difficult.
was notducers
shotworkedinback
sequence
BBDO's
executive
producer
on
the
from asthetheendpro-of
Editing a Key • As it happened, the
commercial, Jack Zoller, commented
producers
were
limited
with
tape.
It
the commercial for most of the proafter the taping, "some of our people was necessary to rely heavily on editing, duction.
said they would rather have been inU.S. Steel's stake in the commercial,
volved in a half-hour or hour show." which Mr. Zoller said, "now can be other
than in wanting the usual good
done asediting
adroitlymethods
with tape
as
with
film."
Most Unique • U.S. Steel's Thomas Two
were used: Gen- performance: the "industry" type comW. Norton, manager-general advertising, who was in New York especially
for the taping session, thought the commercial was "the most unique auto
message we have produced to date —
and it is probably one of the most
elaborate
ever put
tape." explained
Why tape?
Mr. onNorton
some diumof itselfUSS'
"The tape
megivesthinking:
us the control
coupled
with the feeling of 'immediacy' that
we needed for this commercial."
But U.S. Steel does not expect to give
up its use of filmed commercials, nor
live tv, according to Mr. Norton. On
the other hand, he asserts there's a
road
ahead in tape:
can say
are
very interested
in video"I tape
and weexpect
to see broader and even more imaginaof it develop."
To tivedoapplications
the commercial,
which involved five different 1959 auto makes
Barbershoppers serenade 1917 Stutz: "We love this car. . . . It's made of steel.
(Chevrolet, Plymouth, Ford, Lark and
Rambler) and a Stutz (1917 model),
the agency and advertiser needed space
— facilities to handle automobiles.
The studio that could handle the job
was Videotape Productions of New
York Inc., which opened for business
only a few weeks ago and uses the old
Century Theatre on Seventh Ave. (between 58th and 59th Sts.) in Manhattan. Before Videotape Productions
leased the theatre, NBC-TV had used
it lor more than four years to originate
many of its live programs.
Steel's Schedule • The advertiser's
schedule reveals final approval to place
the commercial on tape near mid-Jans'toryboard
Feb. USS
11.
From uary,
thatreceipttimeof on:
Interval onwhile
management checked over plans.
CBS-TV, where taping could have
been accomplished, was not available
Scope of the tape session can be seen as action cuts to contemporary cars.
BROADCASTING, March 2, 1959
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mercial — such as the use of steel in
automobiles — demands extra care.
When more than one make of any
productequalis used,
it's important to give
each
exposure.
The commercial was of the type
usually associated with Hollywood.
Costuming, scenery and background
were in the West Coast tradition. Talent
included 10 on camera and another six
voices and music.
Top Control • By taping the commercial, top production control could be
applied by U.S. Steel and BBDO representatives who had overall responsibility. If live, their control would be
minimum except in rehearsal, and if on
film, there would be the usual delay in
rushes and retakes.
Control was exercised by a foursome
from Pittsburgh, two from U.S. Steel
and twoare from
BBDO's
who
on the
USS Pittsburgh
account. office
They
were Mr. Norton and Kenneth
Schwartz, production supervisor, both
with the steel company; Taylor
Urquhart, account supervisor and
Robert Corregan, account executive,
both BBDO.
Besides Mr. Zoller, other credits:
Mary Babcock, assistant producer
(BBDO); Len Valenta, director (freelancer) and among others two engineers, an audio man, a sound effects
man, a lighting director, an assistant
director, a technical director and a
costume director.
Up to this point, U.S. Steel and its
agency had been doing "simple things"
on tape, and had yet to tackle a "big
one." They passed that point last week.
RAB SALES CLINICS
Begin April 20 with
46 separate sessions
Practical methods by which salesmen can effectively sell more radio
time will be examined and discussed
during the 1959 Radio Advertising
Bureau's area sales clinics for member
stations
starting
20. This46 year's
sales clinic
series April
will include
separate sessions in 31 cities (see below).
In announcing the series schedule,
Kevin B. Sweeney, RAB president, said
more meetings than last year are scheduled for stations in small-to-medium
and medium-to-large markets. Using
the format introduced during the 1958
series, RAB will present case histories
which document successful selling
ideas, and will provide stories particularly
appropriate and
to themarkets.
size and character of stations
RAB executives, in addition to Mr.
Sweeney, who will participate in the
clinics include John F. Hardesty, vice
president and general manager; Miles
David, director of promotion; Warren
BROADCASTING, March 2, 1959

HOW PEOPLE SPEND THEIR TIME
There spent:
were 126,403,000 people in the U.S. over 12 years of age during the week Feb. 6-12.
They
2,148.9
million
hours
Watching
l!o86.7
million
Listening Television
to Radio
464.2
million hours
hours
Reading
228.1 million
hours
Reading Newspapers
Magazines
352.9
WatchingAttending
Movies Movies
on Tv
93.9 million
million hours
hours
These totals compiled by Sindlinger & Co., Ridley Park, Pa., and published exclusively by
BROADCASTING each week, are based on a 48-state, random dispersion sample of 7,000 inter(1,000 eachcomprehensive
day). Sindlinger's
weeklyof "Activity"
these figures
drawn, viewsfurnishes
breakdowns
tbese and report,
numerousfromotherwhichcategories,
and showsare
the duplicated
and unduplicated
betweendayseach
medium. week.
Tabulations are available from Sindlinaer
& Co. withinaudiences
two to seven
of thespecific
interviewing
(Copyright 1959 Sindlinger & Co.)
SINDLINGER'S
SETyearsCOUNT:
As of Feb.to tv1, (89.9%
Sindlingerof the
datapeople
shows: (1) 113,686,000
people
over
12
of
(2) 44,272,000 householdsagewithhavetv;access
(3) 48,879,000 tv sets
in use in thein that
U.S. age group);
Boorom, director of member service;
Arnold Katinsky, assistant director of
member service, and Bob Nietman and
Pat Rheaume, regional sales managers.
RAB's sales clinic schedule is as follows (size designations refer to size of
markets from which broadcasters will
be coming):
Week of April 20 — Tulsa: small to
medium, medium to large; Dallas: medium to large, small to medium; New
Orleans: small to medium; Minneapolis: small to medium; Des Moines:
small to medium; Kansas City: small
to medium; Memphis: small to medium, medium to large.
Week of April 27 — Omaha: medium
to large; Denver: medium to large;
Salt Lake City: small to medium;
Seattle: small to medium, medium to
large; Portland, Me.: small to medium;
Boston: small to medium; Dayton:
medium to large; Albany: small to medium; Rochester: medium to large.
Week of May 4— San Francisco:
small to medium, medium to large;
Los Angeles: medium to large, small
to medium; Philadelphia: small to medium, medium to large; Baltimore:
medium
dium. to large; Norfolk: small to meWeek of May 11 — Cincinnati: small
to medium,
to large;
Cleve-to
land: small medium
to medium,
medium
large; Milwaukee: small to medium;
Chicago: small to medium, medium to
large; diumSt.to large.
Louis: small to medium, meWeek of May 18 — Detroit: small to
medium, medium to large; Pittsburgh:
small to medium, medium to large;
Charlotte: small to medium; Atlanta:
small to medium, medium to large;
Miami: small to medium, medium to
large.
• Business briefly
Time sales
• North American Cigarette Mfrs. Inc.
(Diplomat cigarettes), N.Y., is using
spot radio in New York, Baltimore,

Philadelphia and Washington, to introduce Diplomat, called the "safer cigis agency.arette." Robert M. Marks & Co., N.Y.,
• The U.S. Pool Corp. (Famous Gertrude Ederle Dive and Swim pools),
N.Y., continues with spot radio and tv
campaign in markets east of Mississippi
(more than 100 markets being used).
U.S. Pool eventually will extend its
drive to Pacific Coast. Agency: Levy
Adv., Newark, N.J.
• NBC-TV's twin Mary Martin Easter
Sunday colorcasts (March 29. 4-5 and
8-9 p.m.) are nearly sold out. General
Foods through J. Walter Thompson has
purchased the matinee, Magic With
Mary Martin, for its Instant Tang. U.S.
Time Corp. (Timex watches and clocks),
reportedly will sponsor half of the
eveningin through
performance,
Mart
Doner Music
& Peck.With Man• American Express Co., NY., through
Benton & Bowles, N.Y, and Travelers
Insurance Cos., Hartford, through
Young & Rubicam, N.Y., will sponsor
CBS-TV's coverage of Masters Golf
Tournament, Augusta, Ga., on April 4,
5-6 p.m., and April 5, 4:30-6 p.m.
• Muriel Cigars, of Consolidated Cigar
Corp., has signed for one-third sponsorship of NBC-TV's Cimarron City
(Sat. 9:30-10:30 p.m., EST) on alternate weeks starting March 14. Procter
& Gamble Co. has extended its onethird participation to five additional
dates between February and June.
Muriel order placed through Lennen &
Newell Inc., N.Y.
• Latest participations purchased from
ABC-TV: Carter Products (liver pills),
N.Y., Jubilee, U.S.A. (Sat. 8-9 p.m.)
through Ted Bates effective Feb. 14;
Colgate-Palmolive Co., (dental cream).
N.Y., Colt .45 starting April 12 through
Ted Bates; Elgin National Watch Co.,
Elgin, 111., quarter-hour segments of
49

summer^radio

goes

where

the

family

goes

People do take vacations, and
Radio goes along.
That's why SPOT RADIO is so necessary inyour summer media plans.
Reach people- wherever they are,
at home or on vacation- with SPOT
RADIO.

SPONSORED BY MEMBER FIRMS OF

Avery-Knodel Inc. — John Blair & Company — Broadcast Time Sales
Thomas F. Clark Co. Inc. — Harry E. Cummings — Robert E. Eastman & Co. Inc.
H-R Representatives Inc. — The Katz Agency Inc. — McGavren-Quinn Company
The Meeker Company Inc. Peters,
— Art Griffin,
Moore Associates
Inc.
Woodward, Inc.
Inc. —— Richard
William O'Connel
J. Reilly Inc.
Radio-TV Representatives Inc. — Weed Radio Corporation — Adam Young Inc.

'Home' medium

HEADLAND

SHOULDERS ABOVE THE REST
in the Johnstown- Altoona Area
WJAC-TV stands out above the others, with
a rating of 71.9, station share of audience,
sign-on to sign-off, as compared to 28.1
for WFBG-TV and 0.4 for WARD-TV.
This average, from ARB,
November 19-25, 1958,
proves, once again, that
WJAC-TV is the BIG BUY
in its area.

i
WJAC-TV
WFBG-TV WARD-TV
Over one million television homes make up the Johnstown-Altoona Coverage
Area, encompassing 36 Western Pennsylvania counties, 3 Maryland counties,
and 2 counties in West Virginia.
With a lead of nearly 3 to 1
over its nearest competitor,
it's plain that WJAC-TV is the
station viewers prefer. Buy
the station that delivers the
audience . . . WJAC-TV.
■ IG MtlUONS FROM
ATOP

BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEh OF TELEVISION AND
1735 DeSales St., N. W. Washington 6, D. C.
PLEASE START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH THE NEXT ISSUE
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING $ 7.00
□ 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number 11.00
□ Enclosed □ Bill
eampsny name
eddrett
Please tend to heme 3*
addren •
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title/position*

Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia (Saturday Evening Post,
etc.), will test fm for its American
Home magazine, using WIP-FM
Philadelphia. Curtis experimented
several weeks with WIP-FM announcements before signing a 52week contract.
The publisher is using 15 announcements perweek to promote
American Home. BBDO, New
York, is Curtis' agency. Paul
Evans, WIP national sales manager, said the test is an indication
"of the still untapped commercial
potential of fm radio."
American Bandstand (Mon.-Fri., 45:30 p.m.) beginning April 8, through
J. Walter Thompson; R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N.C.,
Cheyenne and Sugarfoot (alternate
Tues. 7:30-8 p.m.) through William
Esty Co. beginning April 14. Carter
Products has also renewed American
Bandstand segments through Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, for Arrid
cream deodorant beginning April 7.
• Also in advertising
• The Eversharp Pen Co., subsidiary
of Parker Pen Co., Arlington Heights,
111., and Benton & Bowles, N.Y., have
terminated their association. George A.
Eddy, marketing v.p., Eversharp, said
the firm was considering several Chicago agencies.
• Revlon Inc., N.Y., will end its cosponsorhip
of CBS-TV's
Personp.m.)to
Person
program
(Fri., 10:30-11
the latter part of April. Agency is
Warwick & Legler, N.Y. The other
sponsor, P. Lorillard Co., N.Y., plans
to continue with the program at least
until June termination of its contract.
• Charles A. Mottl Inc. has been
formed to continue the business of
Mottl and Siteman, Beverly Hills, Calif,
advertising agency. Charles A. Mottl,
president, who became full owner of the
agency last fall when I.L. Siteman left
to join Kenyon and Eckhardt, Los Angeles, said that the change was made
to enable key personnel to participate
in management and stock ownership.
• Foote, Cone & Belding has moved its
Hollywood office to new headquarters
at 1717 N. Highland Ave. Telephone is
Hollywood 9-6265.
• Mrs. M. Virginia Rosenbaum, advertising manager, WTBO Cumberland,
Md., N.hasThird
opened
Rosenbaum
611
St., LaVale,
Md. Adv. at
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tempts to reduce mileage separations,
AMST stated in its annual report released last week.
Regional networks with 1 5 stations
All major
of thein association's
activity
were fields
outlined
the report
as
well
as
allocations
proposals the FCC
rates
new
adopt
Colorado
and
in Iowa
will be asked to consider during 1959.
The move toward the single rate is will now charge either $4 or $4.25. Any Jack Harris of KPRC-TV Houston is
advertiser buying the whole network president of the organization of tv stagainingtions outmomentum
among
tions which operate with maximum auwhere the tall
corn small
grows, sta-as will get a rate based on "the accumuthorized power. Lester W. Lindow, with
well as where the mountains are even
individualNetwork
rates" ofstations
all stations.
TalllatedCorn
which headquarters
taller.
in Washington, is executive
director.
This was the word last week from two have effected the rate change, or are in
important regional networks: the Iowa the process of doing so, are: KASI
Tall Corn Network and the Colorado Ames, KCIM Carroll, KROS Clinton, Changing hands
KSIB Creston, KDTH Dubuque, KVFD
Network.
Fort Dodge, KXIC Iowa City, KOKX ANNOUNCED • The following sales of
Virtually all Iowa Tall Corn Net- Keokuk, KFJB Marshalltown, KWPC station
interests were announced last
work stations have adapted their own Muscatine, KOEL Oelwein and KBOE
week, subject to FCC approval:
rates to the flat rate concept and have Oskaloosa.
set one rate for both local and national
• WKIT Mineola, N.Y.: Application
Colorado Adopts Local Rate • Mean- filed
advertisers — about midway between
with FCC for sale to VIP Radio
while, the three-station Colorado Netformer charges for both classifications.
work has adopted a single rate card for by WKIT Inc. (veteran film producer
local,
regional
and
national
advertisers,
Sy Weintraub, president) for $165,000.
What of the Agency Commission? •
Advertising placed through a recognized based on its former local rate card. Ef- VIP Radio Inc. comprises financier John
fective March 1, 1959, the new rates H. Whitney and program producer Maragency allows the customary 15%
tin Stone who also own WVIP Mt.
agency commission — except when the for single and group station purchases
stations, with agency com- Kisco, WWES-AM-FM New Rochelle
station itself "performs the job of copy are net to mithe
s ions to be added and retained by and WSKN Saugerties, all New York.
preparation, billing and other agency
the agency. Clients will receive a 5% WKIT is on 1520 kc with 250 w, day.
functions," Broadcasting was told.
discount
for
group purchases.
This concept differs from that set by
KWG Stockton, Calif.: Sold to Hale
Member stations of the Colorado Net- •Bondurant,
Ben Sanders, KICD Spencer, who last
former general manager of
work are: KRAI Craig, KUBC Montmonth placed a no-commission policy
rose-Delta and KSLV Monte Vista.
KFBI Wichita, Kan., by KWG Broadon all advertising (Broadcasting, Feb.
casting Co. (Bob Reichenbach, presi16). KICD has withdrawn from mem- AMST active in 1958
dent) for approximately $110,000. The
bership inthe Iowa Tall Corn Network,
sale
was
handled by Jack Stoll. KWG
and from John E. Pearson Co. (which
The Assn. of Maximum Service Telekc with 250 w and is affilicasters 1958 activities were highlighted is on ated1230
represents the network).
with ABC and MBS.
As described by Glen Stanley, KBOE by close cooperation with the Tv AlloOskaloosa and ITCN president, the
cations Study Organization and opposi- • KVLH Pauls Valley, Okla.: Sold to
single and flat rate concept is designed
tion to "premature or unsound" at- Pauls Valley Broadcasting Co. by Garto'
equality
all advertisersthatin
the "assure
hope that
someto malpractices
have been fostered in one way or anat the network's News Conference
other will be eliminated."
for High School Editors.
Mr. Stanley added that the question
Terms of the first annual NBC
of who is entitled to what rate will be
News Working Fellowship (Broad"eliminated
and
agencies
can
place
busicasting, Feb. 16), an eight- week
ness with confidence that their clients
have the same rates. . . . This rate
assignment
this summer
as a member
of
the
NBC
News Dept.,
were
structure will foster greater confidence
announced by Robert W. Sarnoff,
and placement in small market radio
chairman of the board of NBC, in
than has ever been enjoyed before."
his address before the 800 high
Stations were encouraged to reduce
school journalists attending the alltheir national and boost their local rates
dayThebroadcast
to a new single rate for all advertisers.
student news
who seminar:
writes the best
In the past, clients have received 5%
report
on
the
seminar
will work as
discounts for buying seven stations and
an NBC News desk assistant during
10% discounts for purchasing the whole
July and August at a weekly salary
network, applicable on regular rates and
of The
$75. winner also will receive a
saturation packages. Stations may be
Advice tto
• Thefor opporbought, however, in any combination.
unities anfledglings
d responsibilities
youth portable typewriter and the winning
in electronic journalism were dis- school will be awarded a plaque.
Sample Rates • As an example of
cussed Feb. 20 by Robert E. Kint- Nine runners-up will win portable
rates, KDTH Dubuque has been chargner, NBC president (1) and Dave typewriters and their schools will
ing $3 per one-minute announcement to
Garroway, host of Today program, get special citations.
local advertisers and $5 per spot to national clients. Under a new single rate, it
BROADCASTING, March 2, 1959

ONE-RATE

DOCTRINE

SPREADS

MIDWEST
Fulltime ndependent. Volume exceeds
price. After $30,000 cash down
ment, will pay for itself in five years
MIDWEST
payMajor network affiliate. This vhf station
needs know-how, salesmanship. $100,000 cash down, balance in eight years.
FAR WEST
Fulltimer non-directional remote control.
Prosperous, important market with major growth to come. Ideal place for
ow,ner-operator
$30,000 down. to live and prosper.
NEGOTIATIONS

FINANCING

$95,000

vin Broadcasting Co. (Warren J. Fortier) for $40,000. Pauls Valley Broadcasting isowned by Ed J. Ballard, 50% ,
John Hampton and S. L. Lloyd, each
25%. The sale was handled by Patt
McDonald.
250 w, day. KVLH is on 1470 kc with

$350,000

• WBGC Chipley, Fla.: Sold to John
Sanders, general manager of WAGC
Chattanooga, Tenn., by Edward C. Allmon for $37,500. The sale was handled
by1240Paulkc H.
withChapman
250 w. Co. WBGC is on

$100,000

APPROVED • The following transfers
of station interests were approved by
the FCC page
last week
Record,
91): (also see For The

•

APPRAISALS

ompamj
J5Lackburn &
Gt
OFFICE
SOUTHERN OFFICE WESTColinCOAST
WASHINGTON, D. C. OFFICE MIDWEST OFFICE
James
H. W. Cassill
Clifford
B.Whitaker
Marshall California M.BankSelphBldg.
Stanley
Jack W.V.M.Blackburn
Harvey
William
B. Ryan
9441
Wilshire
Blvd.
Healey
Building
Joseph
Sitriek
333
N.
Michigan
Avenu
Atlanta,
Beverly
Calif.
Washington
Building Financial
Chicago, Illinois
CRestviewHills,4-2770
JAekson Georgia
5-1576
STerling 3-4341
6-6460

• WNTA-AM-FM-TV Newark, N.J.,
and KMSP-TV Minneapolis, Minn.:
Granted transfer of control in $11 million stock exchange (Broadcasting,
Aug. 25, 1958) from Ely A. Landau
and others (NTA) to National Theatres Inc. (WDAF-AM-TV Kansas City.
Mo.). Comr. Robert Bartley, who has
consistently advocated hearings in similar mergers, dissented.
This grant was made by the Commission with the door still open to
future action following the determination of two court cases involving NTA,
as well as the outcome of the FCC
network studies now under way. The
court suits, one brought by the U.S.
the other concerning private firms, include issues of compulsory block booking of films for tv and restrictive contract time covenants.
WNTA-TV is on ch. 13. WNTA is
on 970 kc with 5 kw, day, 1 kw, night,
directional antenna night. WNTA-FM
is on 94.7 mc with 13.5 kw. KMSPTV is on ch. 9.

• WICC-AM-TV Bridgeport, Conn.:
Sold to Connecticut-New York Broadcasters Inc. (K. M. Cooper, president)
by Philip Merryman and Manning
Slater for $1,228,400 for 80% interest
plus $275,000 not to compete for a
period of 10 years within a radius of
50 miles. WICC-TV is on ch. 43 and
is affiliated with ABC-TV. WICC is
on 600 kc with 1 kw, day, 500 w, night,
directional antenna same pattern day
and night.
It works like a charm to say presto — the first name in instantaneous recording
discs. Only presto makes the famous presto master, the ultimate in flawless,
fleck-less disc-recording surfaces. Only presto, alone among all manufacturers,
handles every intricate step in the manufacture of its discs. Why use a disc that
isn't PRESTO-perfect?
bogen-presto Co., Paramus, New Jersey. A Division of The Siegler Corporation.
(Bg) Since 1934 the world's most carefully made recording discs and equipment.
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• WKDN-TV Camden, N.J.: Sold to
The Young People's Church of the Air
Inc. for $40,000 by South Jersey Broadcasting Co. Assignee president, Percy
B. Crawford, owns WMUZ-FM Detroit. WKDN-TV is a construction permit on ch. 17.
BROADCASTING, March 2, 1959
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Greaf Network Attrtractions!
Top Recording
Proved

Audience

Artists!
Power!

You can make sweet music with "Your Musical Jamboree."
It's pleasant, easy viewing— any time, any day. ..It's the only
show in syndication "promoted" by six network half -hours each week—
with each program a reminder of "Your Musical Jamboree.'.'.
It's an ideal background for effective selling.
Bernard L. Schubert,
509 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22
MURRAY HILL 8-0940
CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES
ATLANTA
BOSTON
DALLAS
llaaat
MEMPHIS
MINNEAPOLIS
PITTSBURGH
WASHINGTON, D. C
v

EDDY ARNOLD

Inc.
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Lee explains emergency plans to state
presidents; Fellows, Swezey also speak
Progress in obtaining coverage rights
A communications czar, named by
the President, likely would run broad- to public proceedings was reviewed by
casting inevent of sudden attack, FCC Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-AM-TV
Comr. Robert E. Lee has informed New Orleans, chairman of the NAB
Freedom of Information Committee.
presidents
ciations. of state broadcasting asso- He told the state presidents one of the
The broadcast presidents met Feb. problems is the inertia of broadcasters
24-25 in Washington for their fourth and their failure to show any interest
annual roundup under NAB auspices, or curiosity in covering public events.
taking part the final day in the annual The idea of the freedom-of-access efawards luncheon for state Voice of
fort, he said, "is to enable us to do a
news job comparable to that of other
Democracy winners.
The two days of meetings produced
NAB President Harold E. Fellows
exchanges of ideas among the state
media." that broadcast editorializing
officials, backed by NAB material and observed
staff talks on how to cope with legis- is becoming more widespread, calling
lative and freedom of speech problems. for development of the ability to editorialize fairly and objectively. He
Most important, however, was the story
of the broadcaster's disaster role as out- blamed some of the Washington preslined by Mr. Lee, who is defense comsures against broadcasting on an inbred
missioner.
shyness and said broadcasters are
sometimes
sitting ducks for wrathful
"What we plan for we pray we will
never do," Comr. Lee said as he de- lawmakers.
Mr. Fellows predicted a trend toward
tailed latest developments in the Conelrad radio alert system and the need steady progress in the quality of enterto safeguard against use of broadcast
tainment and sensitivity of the viewing
signals as homing aids to airplanes and and listening needs of the public.
missiles. He said the FCC probably
easily
presumeyears
thatfromthe now,
use one
of can
broadcast
would operate under the Presidentially- "Forty
appointed czar.
He discussed state disaster problems,
including the now-building system of
State Industry Advisory Committees.
These will supplement the national advisory committee (NIAC) which was
formed last autumn. This national
group comprises industry program,
news and technical personnel. An executive reserve of broadcast officials
has been completed and will be used
in an upcoming alert operation.
Conelrad, often maligned by broadcasters, isstill deemed by the military
to be the best answer to the problem
of enemy attack by air, he stated. Its
operating details are being refined, with
March 31 as target date for completion.
Plans are being drafted to use broadPiece of Harold
Pike's E.PeakFellows
• NABbecast stations on cleared frequencies for
President
post-attack
coverage,
with
July
31
as
c
a
m
e
a
Colorado
landowner
Feb.
target date.
24 when he was presented title
FCC's facilities
planningbased
includes
extensive
(in fee simple) to one square inch
backup
on industrial
of Pike's Peak. Harry W. Hoth (r),
microwave stations. One fm channel,
KRDO-AM-TV Colorado Springs,
Comr. Lee said, can carry 192 teletype
presented the title on behalf of
or 12 voice channels without disturbColorado Centennial and the yearing normal programming. Broadcast
long Rush to the Rockies celebraremote units could serve as emergency
tion. Mr. Hoth, president of
networking facilities on 450 and 455
Colorado Broadcasters Assn.,
mc. Vhf tv channels can also be used
turned over the title plus a westas backups.
ern tie during the NAB state
"I
find
the
communications
industry
association
meeting in WashingNo. 1 on the homefront in preparing
ton.
for war," he said.
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media in the field of editorializing and
thus in shaping and leading public
opinion will be no less commonplace
than editorializing is today in the
press," he will
added.solve
He voiced
the probhope
engineers
allocation
lems so all Americans can receive full
tv service.
James W. Rachels Jr., Columbus,
Ga., was named top winner in the
Voice of Democracy contest, receiving
a $1,500 scholarship from the sponsors. The other three finalists were
Derek L. Booth, Boonton, N.J.;
Herman William Mast, Lawrence,
Kan., and Sanford L. Orkin, Sunbury,
Pa. All four finalists received $500
scholarships from U. of Missouri
School of Journalism. The 50 state
winners received trips to Washington.
NAB and Electronic Industries Assn.
sponsor the contest in cooperation with
U.S. Office of Education and Veterans
of Foreign Wars.

SDX 50th anniversary
to be saluted by CBS
The 50th anniversary of Sigma Delta
Chi will be saluted by CBS-TV with
two special hour-long programs on its
lenge.
public
affairs series, The Great ChalTheodore Koop, news-public affairs
director of CBS, Washington, and a
member of the professional journalistic
fraternity, announced last week that
prominent reporters and editors would
examine their profession on the two
panel shows. The first program, scheduled for Sunday, March 29, is titled, "Is
American Journalism Meeting Its Responsibilities?" Eric Sevareid, will moderate this and the following show on
Sunday,
5, which
called, "Is theIt
Public April
Getting
the isInformation
Panelists for the March 29 program,
which will cover news coverage by all
media,
Needs?" are John Fischer, editor of Harper's magazine; Sig Mickelso CBS
Inc. news vice president; Barbaran, Ward
Jackson, former editor of the British
journal, The Economist; J. R. Wiggins,
executive editor of the Washington
Post-Times Herald, and Eugene C. Pulliam, honorary president of Sigma
Delta Chi and publisher of the Indianapolis News (WIRE Indianapolis).
According to CBS, the April 5 program will explore freedom of information and government censorship, both
overt and covert. Panelists for the second show are James C. Hagerty, White
House news secretary; James Reston,
chief Washington correspondent, New
York Times; Robert D. Swezey, WDSUBROADCASTING, March 2, 1959

AM-TV
New Orleans,
chairman' ofComthe Guterma and friends
NAB Freedom
of Information
mittee; Harvard Prof. Arthur Schlefor round two
singer Jr., author of The Coming of the prepare
in the A. L. Guterma
New Deal, and Charles Sprague, former caseProtagonists
to regroup their forces last
governor of Oregon and editor-publish- week retired
after Federal Judge Sidney Sugarer of the Salem (Ore.) Statesman.
man adjourned hearings on the various
matters involved until March 18. Mr.
Guterma and the F. L. Jacobs Co.,
PCP pitch in Detroit
whose subsidiaries include Hal Roach
Studios and the Mutual Radio Network,
An gram
explanation
of
CBS
Radio's
ProConsolidation Plan highlighted a
by the Securities & Exspeech by John Karol, vice president in are charged
Commission with failure to file
charge of planning and development for certain change
required
reports, selling unCBS Radio, before a luncheon of the
Adcraft Club in Detroit last week.
registeredtosecurities
and on"a the
general
overall scheme
defraud
part
Mr. Karol pointed out that the num- of Mr. Guterma" (Broadcasting, Feb.
ber of independent radio stations has 23, 16).
tripled in the past 10 years, while the
hearings were resumed Feb.
number of network stations has re- 23,When
Judge Sugarman called attorneys
mained "fairly constant." He conceded for the various parties into his chambers
this development had created "econom- to streamline the proceedings. An
ic problems in certain areas," but add- official transcript of that session reed that PCP has "relieved these tensions
d he had saying
been critical
of the SEC's
in a very real manner by enabling the case tovealedate,
it apparently
was
network stations to make more money." based largely on "conjecture, suspicion,
On another subject, Mr. Karol told speculation and innuendo." He said the
Detroit advertising executives that CBS SEC should have used its subpoena
powers more widely to bring in more
RadioNationwide
had createdInsurance
an "exciting"
for
Co., series
titled
in advance of the court proceedThe Hidden Revolution, which deals facts
ings.
Another element entered the cast
with subjects "usually considered too
hot to handle." He suggested that De- last week when a newly-formed Scrantroit automotive manufacturing com- ton Corp. Stockholders Protective Companies consider the possibility of undermittee went into court in Scranton, Pa.,
"prestige"
seriesauto-in to force officers of that company to
associationwriting asimilar
with their
nationwide
produce records for inspection. A hearmobile dealers.
ing on the petition was scheduled Friday (Feb. 27). The committee is composed of Robert Lerner, a director of
WEDC hires new men
Motor Products Corp. and former
WEDC Chicago, a sharetime opera- director of Lerner Stores; Millard
tion owned by Emil Denemark Inc., has Rothenberg, vice president of Judy
taken on non-union help replacing four Bond Inc., women's apparel manufacturer; Robert Rittmaster, financial
members of Local 1220, International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, analyst and business consultant, and
Sanford
Wartell,
Allentown, Pa., busiwho walked out during contract negotinessman and record manufacturer.
ations.
The technicians struck the station
(which shares 1240 kc with Chicago New Young study
stations WSBC and WCRW) Feb. 21.
Adam Young Inc., New York, last
The local was certified by the National week distributed to advertising agencies
Labor Relations Board last October. and advertisers copies of a study which
The strike was still underway last week. indicates that in a majority of 29 markets below the top 25, locally-programmed radio stations rate higher than
network
outlets in terms of audience.
CBS' $24 million year
Frank
Boehm,
director of research
CBS Inc. reports consolidated profits
for fiscal year (53 weeks) ending Jan. for Adam Young, pointed out that in3, 1959, are estimated at $24,400,000,
dependent outlets achieved "the domicompared to $22,193,000 earned in
nant audience
position"The instudy,
22 oftitled
the
29 markets
analyzed.
1957 (52 weeks). Last year's sales ap- The Dynamic Change in Radio, is a
proximated $411,800,000, compared to follow-up to an earlier analysis made
1957 sales of $385,409,000.
by Adam Young of the top 25 markets
Per share earnings rose to $3.10, which
came to a similar conclusion.
compared to $2.81 per share (adjusted The present study was based on Pulse
for stock dividend) earned in the pre- audience data for 1958 and gives comvious year.
parative figures for 1952 and 1956.
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Tuning in • A tape of a station
represented by Branham Co. is
being played by Fred Weber (1),
Branham account executive in
Detroit, for timebuyers Jack
Walsh and Dick Hoffman (r), of
D. P. Brother Co., Detroit. The
agency's
plan '"feel"
is to of
obtain
the
"sound" and
stations
they may buy.
Fm parley in S. Calif,
to draw up ad campaign
To promote
good entertainment andfmgoodas both
advertising,
Fm
Broadcasters of Southern California, at
a meeting in Los Angeles Tuesday (Feb.
24) teeappointed
seven-member
committo consider a proposals
for local
and
national advertising campaigns. They
heard suggestions for psychological, as
well as statistical, research and for the
collection
of data for
in presenta-j
tions to advertisers
and use
agencies.
Members of the new committee are:
Don Probst, KNOB (FM) Long Beach;
Tom Baxter, KFMU (FM), Hal Sawyer,
KBIQ (FM), and Benson Curtis, KRHM
(FM), all Los Angeles; Bob Howard,
KDUO (FM) Riverside; Maurice Gresham, KSFV (FM) San Fernando, and
Art Crawford Jr., KCBH (FM) Beverly
Hills. Frederic Rabell, KITT (FM) San
Diego, serves as advisor.
Maurice Buchen, treasurer of the asreported that intheautomobiles
joint promotion osociation,
f fm receivers
conducted
memberSpring
stations& Wire
for Gonset Div. ofbyYoung
Co.
has enriched the FMBSC coffers by
$1,571.50. The total would have been
higher, he said, if Gonset had had wider
distribution of its auto fm sets, so that
stations outside Los Angeles could have
participated in the promotion. Mr. Buchen was elected secretary of the association as well, filling a vacancy left
by the withdrawal of Buff Gotlib of
KFMU
recently. when that station changed hands
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Providing extra-special coverage of
critical events is ordinary practice
for WBBM-TV-and Chicago knows it.
When emergency strikes, instinctively
the city turns to Channel 2 for news.
Case in point: the day fire swept Our
Lady of Angels school, WBBM-TV's
6:00 pm news (21.6 rating) reached
2 '/a times as many viewers as the two
competing newscasts combined. The
10:00 pm news (46.7 rating) reached
3 times as many viewers as the two
competing news programs combined
. . . more viewers, in fact, than all ten
newscasts presented that evening on
all the other stations combined.*
Chicago's
WBBM-TV
CBS News
local news
insure one

deep-rooted preference for
news is no happenstance.
standards and a 36-man
staff (largest in Chicago)
of the finest station news

operations in the nation. And make
possible WBBM-TV's remarkable
ability to make the extra... ordinary.

wmw
CHANNEL 2, CHICAGO • CBS OWNED

NAB

ATTENDANCE

TO

HOLD

OWN

Chicago convention plans almost complete
with no loss in registration figures seen
NAB's 37th annual convention at William D. Caskey, WPEN-FM Philadelphia; Everett L. Dillard, WASH
Chicago March 15-18 will equal last
(FM) Washington; Raymond S. Green,
year's
Los
Angeles
meeting
in
size,
judging by advance registrations.
WFLN-FM Philadelphia; Merrill LindAs the association closed its advance
say, WSOY-FM Decatur, 111., and Fred
bookings Friday (Feb. 27) afternoon, Rabell, KITT-FM San Diego.
Ceremonial Events • The joint manit appeared to convention officials the
agement-ownership and engineering
change in format to emphasize management-ownership problems will not programming starts at 1 1 a.m. G. Richbring a major drop in attendance. It
ard Shafto, WIS-TV Columbia, S.C.,
appeared, too, that the final figure may convention co-chairman, will preside.
not equal the all time record set in Music will include the Fifth U.S. Army
Band and Pvt. Steve Lawrence, tv
Chicago two years ago.
A surprise feature of the convention vocalist now in the service. After a
will be the appearance of Leo H. greeting by Chicago Mayor Richard J.
Hoegh, director of the Office of Civil Daley, the keynote award will be presented to Mr. Sarnoff by Harold E.
& Defense Mobilization, and Rep. William G. Bray (R-Ind.) in a discussion Fellows, NAB president. Mr. Sarnoff
will deliver the keynote address.
of spectrum use.
Robert T. Mason, WMRN Marion,
Mr. Hoegh recently recommended
the creation of a five-member com- Ohio, convention co-chairman, will preside at the joint luncheon. Speaker will
mis ion tostudy spectrum use and man- be President
Fellows.
agement. Rep. Bray, a frequent critic
John F. Meagher, NAB radio vice
of the military for what he thinks may
be its excessive demands for spectrum president, will preside at a radio session
space, has advocated a Congressional Monday afternoon. J. Frank Jarman,
investigation of the subject. Mr. Hoegh WDNC Durham, N.C., and NAB Radio Board chairman, will open the sesand Rep. Bray will appear at the Monsion. A discussion of radio programday afternoon tv meeting at the convention.
ming trends will include Howard G.
CBS Radio; Robert D. Enoch,
Most of the convention program- Barnes,
WXLW
Indianapolis; Frank Gaither,
ming had been completed at the week- WSB Atlanta;
Mounsey, WPTR
end, along with plans for the concur- Albany, N.Y., Duncan
rent Broadcast Engineering Conference WJAG Norfolk,andNeb.Robert E. Thomas,
(Broadcasting, Jan. 26). Two awards
A discussion of code practices will
will be made this year: NAB Keynote
Award to Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC include Cliff Gill, KEZY Anaheim,
chairman of the NAB Standards
board chairman, and first NAB En- Calif.,
gineering Award to John T. Wilner, of Good Radio Practice Committee. An
of views on the subject, "Staradio-tv vice president-engineering, exchange
tion Representatives — What Have You
Hearst Corp.
Done
to
Us," will include Lawrence
Other Huddles • A long list of satel- Webb, director,
Station Representatives
lite meetings is being set up by net- Assn., and Arthur H. McCoy, John
works, Fm Development Assn. and Blair & Co. Mr. Mason will report on
other industry groups, starting March copyright problems as chairman of
13. The equipment exhibit will open
Music Licensing ComSunday, the 15th, with Tuesday after- the All-Industry
mit e , set up a year ago at the Los
noon left open for equipment and hos- Angeles convention.
pitality suite visiting.
Monday Dates • The Monday afterFormal meetings open Monday,
noon tv program will be led by Thad
9 a.m., with concurrent labor relations H. Brown
Jr., NAB tv vice president.
(closed) and fm programs. Charles H. Howard Lane, KOIN-TV Portland,
Tower, NAB personnel-economics man- Ore., tv board chairman, will welcome
ager, will preside at the labor meeting. delegates. Roger W. Clipp, retiring
Speakers will be William C. Fitts, CBS chairman of the NAB Tv Code Review
Inc.; Ward L. Quaal, WGN-AM-TV Board, will review code developments,
Chicago, and G. Maynard Smith, At- and Vincent T. Wasilewski, NAB govlanta attorney.
ernment relations manager, will speak
Taking part in the fm program will on legislative and regulatory trends.
Mr.
Hoegh
will be the next speaker,
be members of NAB's Fm Committee, followed by Rep.
Bray.
representing all facets of fm broadThe radio and tv meetings resume
casting. They include Ben Strouse,
WWDC-FM
Washington, chairman; Tuesday, 10 a.m. E.K. Hartenbower,
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KCMO Kansas City, will lead a discussion of radio audience research. He is
chairman of NAB's Research Committee. With him will be John K. Churchill, A.C. Nielsen Co.; Theo Folson,
Census Bureau; Ed Fitzgerald, J. Walter
Thompson Co.; Russell Tolg, BBDO,
and Charles Harriman Smith, Minneapolis consultant. Radio Advertising
Bureau's presentation will feature Kevin
B. Sweeney, president, and John F.
Hardesty, vice president.
TuesdayAftermorning's
tv session
closed.
a business
session,willwithbe
election of directors, the next topic on
the convention agenda will be "The
Image of Television."
Tuesday Windup • FCC Chairman
John C. Doerfer will be speaker at the
joint luncheon Tuesday, winding up program ing for the day.
Wednesday morning will be featured
by the annual FCC-Industry Roundtable, with all seven Commissioners and
staff executives taking part. Engineering
delegates will attend.
Presentation of the engineering medal
to Mr. Wilner will be made at the joint
Wednesday luncheon by A. Prose
Walker, NAB engineering manager.
Featured speaker will be Lt. Gen.
Arthur G. Trudeau, in charge of research and development, Dept. of Army.
Athe brief
business session will wind up
luncheon.
Separate radio and tv meetings will be
held Wednesday afternoon. A radio
panel on editorializing will include Alex
Keese, WF AA Dallas, co-chairman of
NAB's Editorializing Committee, with
Simon Goldman, WJTN Jamestown,
N.Y.; Daniel W. Kops, WAVZ New
Haven, and Robert L. Pratt, KGGF
Coffeyville, Kan.
into radio's
1970 Schweiger,
prospects
willA belookfeatured
by Irving
associate professor of marketing, U. of
Chicago graduate business school; Dale
G. Moore, KBMN Bozeman, Mont.;
Mr. Quaal and Mr. Tower. Mr. Walker
will speak on automation trends.
Film & Tape • At the Wednesday
afternoon tv meeting Joseph Floyd,
KELO-TV Sioux Falls, S. D., and chairman of the NAB Tv Film Committee,
will join a discussion of television film
and tape developments. Four speakers
will discuss future trends in tv sales
and costs — George B. Storer Jr., Storer
Broadcasting Co.; John W. Davis, Blair
Television; Maxwell Ule, Kenyon &
Eckhardt, and Hugh M. Beville, NBC.
The Wednesday night banquet will
wind up the convention.
Members of the Resolutions Commit e are Hugh W. Smith, WCOV-AMTV Montgomery, Ala., chairman; Norman P. Bagwell, WKY-TV Oklahoma
BROADCASTING, March 2, 1959

WSJS

TELEVISION
WINSTON'S

ALEM

Put your salesman where he can reach the largest
the 3 million plus people
customers,
numberoverof 4 potential
with
billion dollars
to spend who live

in the 75 countv WSJS market.
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X Winston'Salem
MM for [ Greensboro

aff.uate

Call Headley-Reed

ing.
City; R. Karl Baker, WLDS Jacksonville, 111.; William Grant, KOA-TV
Denver; Donald Sullivan, KVTV (TV)
Sioux City, Iowa; Harold Tanner,
WLDM (FM) Detroit, and George J.
Volger, KWPC Muscatine, Iowa.
ABC-TV will report on the network's
growth and progress in a special presentation during the annual affiliate
meeting in Chicago, March 15, preceding the convention. The meeting is
scheduled for 2 p.m. in the Crystal
Room of the Sheraton-Blackstone Hotel.
A reception for both radio and tv affiliates wil follow in Parlors A and B
of the Williford Suite of the Conrad
Hilton Hotel, starting at 5 p.m.

CBS-TV considers
evening rate changes
CBS-TV may institute higher rates in
the more desirable evening periods.
The network would not confirm a report to that effect last week but it was
learned CBS-TV has been giving consideration to such a hike for several
months.
Just where the rates would be upped
is not certain, and it is possible they
will not go up at all. Instead the network may keep the desirable periods at
par with present rates and lower rates
in those
periods
which are not so desirable to the
advertiser.

Fm developers set
for meet in Chicago
Fm Development Assn. will hold its
annual meeting March 13-15 in Chicago prior to the NAB convention.
Sessions will be held in the Lower Tower
Room of the Conrad Hilton Hotel,
according to President Jack B. Kiefer,
KMLA (FM) Los Angeles.
"The fm industry is standing on the
threshold ofKeefer
its greatest
President
said in advancement,"
a letter to fm
station operators, explaining the program had been based on "the tremen9). dous gains" in fm (Broadcasting, Feb.
Discussion topics will be directed to
matters of general interest to all fm
stations rather than to details of specific operations such as multiplexing
and functional operation. The FMDA
board will meet the afternoon of March
13. An informal reception will be held
at 7 p.m.
Programming opens March 14 with
a morning discussion of sales techniques, general practices and exchange
of ideas. John F. Meagher, NAB radio
vice president, will explain the associaFM-phasis. Ais
sessiontion'sonnew publication,
station representation
planned. Engineering topics will be
considered in the afternoon. Ross Beville, WWDC-FM Washington, will
preside. Emphasis will be on stereo and
fm, including use of multiplex. Speakers include Donald G. Fink, Philco
Corp., of the National Stereo Radio
Committee which is drawing up stereo
standards; Harold L. Kassens, chief,
FCC aural facilities branch; A. Prose
Walker, NAB engineering manager;
Murray Crosby, Crosby Labs.; Dwight
Harkins, Harkins Radio; Harold N.
Parker, Calbest Electronics Co.; W. M.
Halstead, Multiplex Services Corp.,
and Leonard Kahn, Kahn Labs.
A report on fm-ASCAP developments will be given by FMDA committee heads and Sigmond Timberg,
counsel at the March 15 business sessions.
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Guiding principle as to which periods
are the most desirable: the hours betwe n 8and 10 p.m.
The split-up of the evening time rate
structure is seen by the network as a
way to make certain periods more attractive tothe advertiser, rather than as
a move to gain additional revenue.
As now constructed, any part of the
nighttime schedule, from 7:30 p.m. on,
costs approximately the same to the advertiser. If effected, the differential
would make the 7:30-8 p.m. and the
segments starting with 10 or 10:30 p.m.
cheaper in price than the 8-10 p.m.
periods.
AFTRA strikes WFBR
WFBR Baltimore has operated under
strike conditions, since AFTRA anuncers and d.j.'s
walked
Feb. 16. noThe
station
saidoutit atlost7 a.m.
two
minutes at the start of the strike but has
been "under virtually normal conditions" since that time.
Robert B. Jones Jr., WFBR vice president and general manager, said some
progress had been made in contract
negotiations
untilwasa issued
"union bysecurity"
clause
ultimatum
Evelyn
Freyman, AFTRA vice president, negotiating for the union. Mr. Jones described the clause as "un-American and
immoral."
While AFTRA has operated a secondary boycott, Mr. Jones said, the
station has not lost any local or national accounts but has gained new sponsors. He said three political candidates
had dropped off early in the strike.
Miss Freyman said the union security clause is standard in AFTRA contracts and is enjoyed by the IBEW
technicians at WFBR. She said the picket line included talent from all Baltimore stations as well as Washington,
adding that union contacts with advertisers had resulted in many contract
cancellations. IBEW technicians are
crossing the picket line, but Miss Frey-

man said they are joining in the picketWITH and WMAR-TV Baltimore are
before the National Labor Relations
Board where eligibility of individual staff
members to vote in elections (to determine abargaining agent) is under review. AFTRA earlier had been certified
by
as WFBR's bargaining agent
afterNLRB
an election.
NAB session delves
into spectrum crisis
Spectrum assignments to the government and special service uses pose a
threat
of interference with the public's
radio and
tv reception, the NAB Engineering Advisory Committee believes.
Meeting Thursday (Feb. 26) at Washington, the committee discussed the
spectrum problem at length, according
to its chairman, Jay W. Wright, KSL
Salt Lake City. The committee asked A.
Prose Walker, NAB engineering manager, to explore the subject with set
makers and government officials, with
special reference to areas where anence. swering services are causing interferOverhead power lines are a source
of trouble, according to the committee.
Mr. Walker said NAB is conducting
studies and will look into the idea of establishing standards in this field.
Use of luminous paint on towers, as
planned by WABC New York, was discus ed. Apaper on the subject will be
given at the NAB Broadcast Engineer18. ing Conference in Chicago March 15Committee members attending besides Mr. Wright were Clure Owen,
ABC; James D. Parker, CBS-TV; Andrew L. Hammerschmidt, NBC; Ralph
N. Harmon, Westinghouse Broadcasting; Max H. Bice, KTNT-TV Tacoma.
Wash.; George E. Gautney, Washington consultant, and Joseph H. Mitchell.
WFLA-TV Tampa, Fla. Participating
for NAB, besides Mr. Walker, were
President Harold E. Fellows; Thad H.
Brown, tv vice president; John F.
Meagher, radio vice president; Donald
N. Martin, public relations assistant to
the president,
and George
sistant engineering
manager. Bartlett, as-

ABA Canon 35 group
gives status report
American Bar Assn.'s House of Delegates had little time to worry about its
restrictions on broadcast coverage of
trials during the midwinter meeting held
in Chicago last week. The House heard
a brief status report from its special
committee charged with a study of
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The

Skies are Falling, Chicken
and

Other

August

'-pHE orchestra was playing the Star
Spangled Banner Cha Cha. Lights
were coming on all over. The party
was beginning to break up. It was time
to go. We went out to the car and
turned on the radio, tuned to our
favorite radio station, and enjoyed
delightful music all the way home.
Isn't that a nice story? It's too bad they

Little,

Portents

weren't listening to WMT, but these
cats were in San Francisco and that's
outside our coverage area. If they had
been in Eastern Iowa, guess what CBS
Radio Station for Eastern Iowa, represented bythe Katz Agency, affiliated
with WMT-TV (Cedar Rapids- Waterloo) and KWMT, Fort Dodge, they
would have been listening to.

visual and broadcast coverage under
ABA's Canon 35.
The Canon 35 study group, headed
by Whitney North Seymor, New York,
said it would have no progress report
prior to the ABA convention in Miami
Aug. 24-28. The group's statement follows:
been written
examiningon
what"Thehascommittee
been and has
is being
the subject. It is also considering the
possibility of exploring avenues which
might give fresh light on the basic problems involved. It is not yet in a position
to do more than to report that it is
working diligently and expects to have a
progress report for the annual meeting."
ABC-TV tops Nielsen,
affiliates board told
Station affiliates of ABC-TV network
have five of the top 10 Nielsen network programs, the affiliates' board of
governors was told Thursday as it
opened meetings at the Flamingo Hotel,
Las Vegas, Nev. Network officials and
board members voiced optimism over
next
hearing
reviewseason's
of new prospects
propertiesafter
bought
or ina
production.
Three of the five top Nielsen programs are on ABC-TV, the board
learned. They are Rifleman, Maverick
and Sugarfoot. With Wyatt Earp and
The Real McCoys, they added, ABCTV has half of the top- 10 Nielsen list.
In addition the network was described
as leading the tv field four of seven
nights a week.
Joe Drilling, KJEO-TV Fresno, Calif.,
affiliates board chairman, said the network plans to strengthen further its daytime programming. "We're enthusiastic
but not overconfident," he said. "Leonard Goldenson, president of American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, parent company, is living up to the promise
he made 25 months ago to put money
where his mouth was."
Continued Improvement • Oliver
Treyz, ABC-TV president, joined Mr.
Goldenson in promising continued improvement inprogramming. Some of the
new properties will be The Alaskans,
full-hour Warner Brothers production;
a new Cheyenne series now shooting and
a show marking the tv debut of Robert
Taylor.
Board members attending besides Mr.
Drilling were Willard Walbridge, KTRK
(TV) Houston; Joe Bernard, KTVI
(TV) St. Louis; Joe Hladky, KCRGTV Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Joe Herold,
KBTV (TV) Denver; Don Davis,
KMBC-TV Kansas City, and Frederick
Houwink, WMAL-TV Washington.
Representing the network, besides
Messrs. Goldenson and Treyz, were
Tom Moore, Al Beckman, Robert
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Hinckley and James Riddel, vice presidents; and Don Shaw, Dean Linger,
Mike Minahan, Sandy Cummings,
Stephen Riddleberger and Selig Seligman.
Daly denied etv time
on basis of tax code
An apparent conflict between FCC
regulations and the Internal Revenue
Code has been raised by an educational
tv station over the equal time political
controversy
Feb. 23). in Chicago (Broadcasting,
WTTW
Chicago,the non-commercial outlet, (TV)
has advised
Commission
it could not comply with its request to
grant Lar Daly equal time and still
retain its tax-exempt status. The staposition wasexecutive
explained
by Dr.in
John W.tion'sTaylor,
director,
a letter to the FCC Feb. 20.
Dr. Taylor notified the FCC he could
not afford the splinter candidate time
to answer Chicago Mayor Richard J.
Daley's
"progress
a prohibition
by thereport"
Internalbecause
Revenueof
Code which says non-profit corporations cannot "propagandize" or knowingly present political candidates and
retain their tax-exempt privileges.
Dr. Taylor said last week that
WTTW was not aware Mr. Daly was
a candidate at the time it carried a
kinescope
Daley'sit.report,
would
not ofhaveMayor
scheduled
Even so,or
hetalkpointed
out, WTTW
the mayor's
constituted
a publicfelt service
over
and above any political considerations.
Dr. Taylor posed the dilemma:
"Thus,tionswefor ourarelicense
subjectandto toFCCthe regulaTreastax-exempt
status."
ABCury Dept.forforitsourWBKB
(TV) Chicago
on Monday (Feb. 23) added its protests to those of CBS (WBBM-TV) and
asked the FCC to reverse the ruling,
but the FCC had not acted on either
the CBS or ABC requests by Thursday
(Feb. 26).
Mr. Daly received a total of 55,736
votes on both tickets in last week's election, while Mayor Daley won renomination with 472,183 for the Democrats
and Timothy P. Sheehan won the GOP
nomination with 70,272.
WIBG marks its 50 kw
WIBG Philadelphia last Monday
(Feb. 23) formally increased its day
power to 50 kw on 990 kc with special
ceremonies at Independence Hall. Night
power is 10 kw. Station provided full
coverage of the event that included participation by Pennsylvania Lt. Gov.
John M. Davis (a onetime WIBG announcer)and
, other state and local dignitaries. Contingent of top Storer Broadcasting Co. (WIBG licensee) officials,
was also on hand.

• Rep appointments
• WLAD Danbury and WBRY Waterbury, both Connecticut, and KJOE
Shreveport,
La., representative.
name Richard O'Connell as national
• WOKO Albany, N.Y., appoints The
Branham Co. as national representative.
• WNTA-AM-FM has appointed McGavren-Quinn, N.Y., as representative
in New York City area, effective immediately. Stations were previously
represented by NTA Spot Sales which
resigned the account to concentrate
more fully on activities of WNTA-TV.
McGavren-Quinn also represents
WNTA-AM-FM nationally.
• WWSC Glens Falls and WSPN Saratoga Springs, both N.Y., have appointed
Devney Inc., N.Y.
• CKSL London, Ont., and CKCL
Truro, N.S., name Devney Inc., N.Y.,
in the United States.
• KCEE Tucson, Ariz., names Forjoe
& Co., N.Y.
• KCKC San Bernardino, Calif., has
appointed Ayers, Allen & Smith as its
west coast sales representative. Grant
Webb tional
& Co.representative.
continues as KCKC's na• Media reports
• WGN Chicago is starting 24-hour
operation tomorrow (March 3) with
all-night program, Reserve Showcase,
six days weekly. The station currently
signs off at 11:05 p.m. (except during
the baseball season) but is extending
its operation to the present signon at
5:30 a.m., every morning except Tuesday (or Monday post-midnight). The
program
Franklyn
MacCormack will
as thefeature
host, and
Herb Lyon,
Chicago Tribune syndicated columnist,
plus five-minute newscasts, weather
bulletins and public service information. Sponsor: Peter Hand Brewing
Co. (Reserve beer), through BBDO.
• New Orleans Tv Corp., a merger of
two applicants in the old New Orleans
ch. 12 contest (Broadcasting, Feb. 2),
is operating temporarily on ch. 13, New
Orleans, with WVUE (TV) as its call.
WVUE had been the identification of
now-dark ch. 12, Wilmington, Del., under Storer ownership. Joseph A. Paretti
is president of WVUE New Orleans,
which is affiliated with ABC-TV.
• WMC-WMCF (FM)-WMCT (TV)
Memphis dedicated a new $1 million
building with an hour-long WMCT
telecast which starred George Gobel.
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"Though

on pleasure

Holidays in Florida are in great favor
among women who, as Cowper put to
verse, are of "frugal mind." And there's
good reason. Despite journalistic highlighting of its $50-a-day hotel room
rates, wise distaffers know such costs
are the exception, not the rule. They
know the glamor of a Florida vacation
can be enjoyed without extravagance.
Last year alone, 7,026,628 people
visited Florida. Far more than could
have been accommodated in its luxury priced hotels. For the most part these
folks came in family groups whose
spending, perforce, had to meet the pru-

she was (William
bent,Cowper,
shenon-Floridian,
had 1731-1800)
a frugal mind "
dent budgetary dictates of the womanly
modest comforts or staying with friends.
Come summer, the cost of a Florida
side. For proof that family incomes of
modest size do cover the cost of a Flor- holiday is even more attractive. From
ida vacation . . . here are a few statistics. May on, visitors enjoy its cool seashore
climate at about half the winter rates.
Tourist survey tabulations show
winter season visitor-families spend on
Millions of tourists "on pleasure
the average just $11.85 per day per bent" are discovering the joys of resting and playing in Florida. They are
person while in Florida. Over half the
people surveyed reported spending well happy proof of this frugal fact — a Florida
vacation costs no more than an ordiunder $10 a day per person. These
nary one. For details on this or any
figures embrace lodgings, meals and
entertainment. They cover families aspect of Florida economy, write to:
whose average size is 2.25 persons and
Florida Development Commission
515 -V Caldwell Building
include those staying in super-deluxe
Tallahassee, Florida
style as well as those choosing more
,;-■>, ",
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Bennett proposal to regulate tv networks
incorporates some Barrow recommendations
An old proposal — -direct FCC regula— was source
espousedin
from tioan ->f the
new tvandnetworks
unexpected
the
new
Congress
last
Thursday
(Feb.
26).
Rep. John Bennett of Michigan, ranking Republican member of the House
Commerce Committee and its Legislative Oversight and Communications
Subcommittees, introduced the latest
network regulation bill (HR 5042). It
follows many of the recommendations
made by cerning
the FCC's
Barrow report
connetwork operations
(Government, Oct. 7, 1957).
"I feel that Congress should enact
new regulatory legislation for tv networks because I believe that such
regulations are needed if the American
people are to have the benefit of tv
programming which meets the public
interest test,"
in introducingRep.
his bill.Bennett
He saidsaidspecific
provisions of the measure were selected
as a result of the Barrow study, hearings of the Oversight Subcommittee
and other congressional-authorized studies.
Differs From Bricker Bill • The Bennett proposal goes beyond bills introduced in the 84th and 85th Congresses
by ex-Sen. John Bricker (R-Ohio). The
Bricker bill, on which the Senate Commerce Committee held hearings in 1956
and 1958, merely called for network
regulation by the Commission while
HR 5042 spells out what network operations will be regulated. Two senators
have indicated they are considering
the introduction of a network regulation bill in the 86th Congress, but Rep.
Bennett's measure came as somewhat
of a surprise.
measurecontracts
(1) provides
thatRep.all Bennett's
network-affiliate
must
be made public (a Barrow recommendation); (2) prohibits networks from
representing any but owned stations
(Barrow recommendation); (3) prohibits
networks from influencing station rates
for non-network programs (Barrow
charge); (4) maintains network-affiliate
contracts at present two years (Barrow
recommendation); (5) requires networks
to make programming available to a
"maximum" number of stations; (6) prohibits networks from entering into contracts with affiliates which "unreasonably restrict use by such stations of pro66

grams offered by other networks or
program
or locally-originated
programs, suppliers"
and (7) requires
that stations
be privileged to refuse to telecast network programs.
Violators to Be Fined • The FCC
would be required, within 90 days, to
initiate rules to carry out provisions of
the bill. Violators would be subject to
a $50 fine for each violation and for
every day the violation occurred. The
bill defines a tv network as any organization which furnishes programs to two
or more affiliated stations not owned by
the network. Under this definition, such
firms as the NTA Film Network would
come under provisions of the bill.
An affiliate is defined as any station
relying on a network for 20% or more
of its daily programming or 35% or
more of its programs from 6-11 p.m.
daily.
The bill would require networks to

Bennett: espouses network regulation
provide "a balanced programming structure to its affiliated stations" but does
not define a "balanced programming
structure." It would leave this determination up to the Commission and, in
effect, makes a network responsible to
see that its affiliated stations carry public service programming.
Rep. Bennett charged Thursday that
"the networks aren't too fussy about

what they shove on the public. . . .
Networks are pretty autocratic; they
are
. ." and
are innota monopolistic
anxious to position
see the .situation
changed. He admitted that the quality
of current network programming motivated him, to a large degree, to introduce the control legislation.
Not Censorship Proposals • He maintained the bill is not a proposal for
control or censorship of programming
and that he is not an advocate of such
a course of action. He said his main
purpose in introducing the bill is to give
the network control idea a complete
airing by Congress. "I am not wedded
to this legislation," Rep. Bennett stated.
"I have an open mind on whether all
of the provisions . . . should be included
in legislation to regulate networks in
the public interest.
"However. I am convinced that Congress must undertake the difficult task of
providing adequate guide lines for the
FCC
..." in regulation
of theOrennetworks.
He promised
to press Rep.
Harris
(D-Ark.), chairman of the House Commerce Committee, for early hearings on
the bill.
While criticizing current network programming. Rep. Bennett said he does
not agree with the contention that its
alleged lack of quality will force pay
tv to be accepted by the American public (Broadcasting, Feb. 23). The Michigan Republican has previously taken
a public stand against pay tv but last
week said he is not against limited tests.
He also said a careful study should be
made to determine the validity of the
network'swithcontention
coexist
pay tv. that they cannot
New York access bill
would open court doors
A bill that would permit the broadcasting and telecasting of certain proce dings of courts, commissions, committees and administrative agencies in
the state of New York awaits assignment to the Judiciary Committees of the
State's Assembly and Senate.
The bill was introduced simultaneously last month by Assemblyman
Charles D. Henderson of Hornell, and
State Sen. E. Ogden Bush of DeLancey.
The bill proposes to amend a law that
prohibits telecasting, broadcasting or
taking of motion pictures of proceedings. The amendment would permit
radio-tv-motion picture coverage if
prior consent is obtained from the judge
of the court, chairman or head of a
commission or administrative agency.
Mr. Henderson is president and general manager of WLEA Hornell.
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IN

RICH

MONROE
MARKET

From Sign On To
Sign Off 7 Days A Week

KNOE-TV
Has
AS

REPORTED IN ARB
DECEMBER 1958

79.4

%

Average Share Of
Audience

JUST LOOK
And you get more impact and circulation per
dollar in radio on
50,000
watts
1060 KC
io*
adOrleans
WNOE-R
New
5.000 watts
1390 KC
KNOE-Radio
Monroe
by A. C. Neilsen

AT THIS

MARKET

Population
Households
Consumer Spendable Income
Food Sales
Drug Sales
Automotive Sales
General Merchandise
Total Retail Sales

DATA!

1.520.100
423.600
$1,761,169,000
S 300,486.000
S 40,355.000
$ 299,539,000
S 148,789.000
$1,286,255,000

Channel 8 • Monroe, La.
A James A. Noe Station
KNOE-TVNOE ENTERPRISES, INC.
CBS
• ABC
James A. Noe, Jr.— President
Vice President and
— Executive
Paul H. GoldmanGeneral
Manager
• NBC •
Represented by H-R Television, Inc.
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GREENLIGHT

GIVEN

PROGRAM
PROBE
The two lawyers have been working
Extent of video networks' control over
on the programming section of the network study report. The Barrow report,
program ownership will be investigated
issued in October 1957, covered all
facets
of television networking except
by FCC; five basic issues are specified
programming.
In its order, the Commission emMake Record • The intent of the
The FCC has ordered a full-scale
powered Examiner Cunningham to coninvestigation of charges that television FCC order, it is understood, is to force
stitute himself as a board of inquiry,
networks have been muscling in on complainants to spread on the public convene the inquiry as he decides, rerecord charges that tv networks forced
program ownership.
ceive evidence, make a record and cerLast week, the Commission ordered tie-ins in their buying of programs or
tify that record to the Commission.
its staff to prepare a formal order in- scheduling of programs. This type of
This means, it was explained, that
stituting an investigation of allegations proceeding, it is felt, will also permit Mr. Cunningham will not be called on
"defendant" networks the opportunity to recommend any action.
that tv networks have been forcing of
cross-examination.
Mr. Cunningham was also authorized
their way into ownership of programming packages as a condition to
The Broadcast Bureau's Office of to subpoena witnesses and records and
placing the shows on the air (Broad- Network Study will have charge of to institute closed hearings when in his
casting, Feb. 16).
presenting the cases, it is understood. opinion it may be required.
All commissioners voted in favor of
It appointed Chief Hearing Examiner Program experts in that office are
attorneys Ashbrook P. Bryant and the issuance of the order, it is underJames D. Cunningham to preside at James
F. Tierney.
stood.
the inquiry and set five issues to be
heard. They are:
HARRIS TEES OFF ON PROFESSOR
• "The
extent,seekif any,
to which
networks or others
to achieve,
or have
Rep.
Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairThe subcommittee's 1959 scope of
achieved, control of television programming;
man of the House Legislative Oversight investigations has been pretty well outSubcommittee,
last
Thursday
(Feb.
26)
by recommendations for future
• "The extent to which network own- made his first public statement on a studieslinedmade
in its Jan. 3 report to
ership or control of programs for telebook written by the subcommittee's Congress, Rep. Harris said (Broadvision exhibition is necessary or desir- former
casting, Jan. 5). The chairman emable in the public interest;
Feb. 16).chief counsel (Broadcasting,
phasized he had no intentions other
• "The
extent,
if
any,
to
which
netThe
Arkansas
Democrat
told
a
than
to
carry
out these recommendaworks exclude or seek to exclude pro- Federal Communications Bar Associations. Commenting on prior speculation
grams not owned or controlled by them
tion luncheon meeting in Washington that he might relinquish the Oversight
or in which they have not acquired a
chairmanship, Rep. Harris said: "I have
financial or proprietary interest from that his subcommittee made several mis- had
thought of seeing this program
access to network television markets;
takes.
"In fact,serious
about mistake
the first the
and comper- takennoover
by others — for exploitation
haps
the
most
• "Theworks extent,
if
any,
to
which
netmade was that it employed Dr.
demand or require financial or [Bernard]mittee Schwartz
or
otherwise."
as
its
chief
counSchwartz Mistakes Facts • Rep.
proprietary interest in independently
sel." This statement was greeted by Harris said there were many "misstateproduced programs as a condition precfrom
the
attorneys
practicing
ments of fact and erroneous assumpedent to consideration for exhibition, or applause
to exhibition, of such programs on the before the FCC.
tions
made Professor
by Dr.
his book, The
Oversight Money Granted • The Schwartz andinconclusions"
television networks;
and the Commissions. "I have thus far
• "The participation of networks or previous day (Wednesday), the House refrained
from making any comment —
persons owned or controlled by net- ofrequest
Representatives
granted
Rep. Harris'
for $200,000
to continue
the publicly." Rep. Harris said. "I do
works in the acquisition, ownership,
production, distribution, selection, sale subcommittee's investigations during seriously take issue, however, with the
and licensing of programs for television the 86th Congress, plus $150,000 for methods, tactics and procedures employed by Dr. Schwartz [who was fired
syndication or non-network television the House Commerce Committee's
Communications Subcommittee, also when he publicly came in conflict with
exhibition."
The order was issued last week, it headed by Rep. Harris, to investigate the subcommittee]. I could not agree
frequency allocations struc- with them from the first public utterwas learned, after a copy was delivered the overall
ances he made before the Federal Bar
ture (Broadcasting, Feb. 23).
to the Dept. of Justice.
Rep. Harris told his lawyer audience Assn. [Dr. Schwartz, addressing the
It was the Justice Dept. last year that
reported to the Commission that it had the subcommittee has not had time to FBA in September 1957, asked members of the bar to inform him of alleged
received several dozen complaints that formulate specific plans for 1959 or to improprieties
before the FCC and other
networks were demanding to be cut consider the makeup of its staff. Tak- agencies.]
in on tv programs.
ing cognizance of the staff difficulties
The complaints, Justice said, were during the past year, the chairman
"This was the major reason for what
from program producers, syndicators, stated: "I want to make it perfectly later developed. He [Schwartz] was determined torule or ruin. . . . The book
advertising agencies and others. The clear, however, that the committee will
Justice Dept. had its famed FBI check use the greatest precaution in obtaining itself is the most outstanding proof of
these reports, and only recently turned the kind of a staff that is needed and why the committee should never have
this material over to the FCC.
which will carry out the plans and
Most of the complaints, it was as- policies of the committee for a forth- employed
him."cited three specific "false
Harris
certained, are directed at CBS and
right, fearless, fair and objective study andRep.inaccurate
claims" made by Dr.
NBC.
Schwartz
in
his book: (1) The Albanyand investigation."
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FOR

REMOTE

COVERAGE

Demand the best in Remote Amplifiers
Now is the time to start thinking about those sportcasts and special events where complete confidence in your remote equipment is a must
under all circumstances. To give you this confidence. Gates offers a variety of dependable,
top-performing, lightweight remote amplifiers that
have been recognized as the finest in the field.
THE DYNAMOTE: This 4-channel tube type portable 22 lb. remote amplifier tops every sales
record
in theVU Gates
history. throughout,
4" hinged
illuminated
meter, 37-stepyear
attenuator
90 db.atesgain,
full
15,000
cycle
response
operfrom AC with continumatic batteryand supply
optional. Price complete — $359.00.
THE M0N0M0TE: Two microphones switch into a
81 db. full 15,000 cycle AC operated amplifier.
4" illuminated VU meter. Case has handle for portable use. Size 11"x6'/2"x6!/2". Weight: 15 lbs.
Price-$ 165.00.
THE UNIM0TE: New and already broadcasting's
fastest selling single microphone AC operated remote amplifier. 81 db. gain, full 15,000 cycle
response, noise down 60 db. or better. Beautifully
styled for permanent or portable service. Weighs
11 lbs. Price-$ 105.00.
THE BlAMOTEs Most remote pickups are for 2
microphones and the Gates Biamote handles them
for over 500 radio and TV stations. Dual step
attenuators, 4" illuminated VU meter, 90 db. gain
Only 5" high, 14"
response.
with 15,000
wide
and 8%"cycledeep.
Weighs 15!4 lbs. Price$215.00.
THE TRANSM0TE: Fully transistorized single channel battery operated remote will fit in sport coat
pocket or strap over shoulder. 78 db. gain, noise
60 db. down, 10,000 cycle response. Weighs 3
pounds. Size: 9Vi" x 3V2" x 2Vi", Price-$1 45.00.
THE TWINSISTOR: Two-channel transistor battery
operated remote has done everything from bowl
games to ballrooms. Hundreds in use. 78 db. gain,
10,000 cycle response, 60 db. noise reduction, 3"
VU meter, weighs 7 lbs. and 7" wide, 3W high,
7" deep. Price-$2 15.00.
Gates remote amplifiers are in stock ready
to join your profit making team, so make a
selection today from the finest available.
GATES RADIO COMPANY
Subsidiary of Barris-Intertype Corporation
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
Offices in: HOUSTON, ATLANTA, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Schenectady-Troy tv case; (2) the
"Adams-Goldfine
(3) thein
Miami ch. 10 casefiasco,"
which andresulted
the resignation and criminal indictment
of FCC Comr. Richard A. Mack. Dr.
Schwartz, in his book, takes credit for
uncovering all three cases. Rep. Harris
said the first two were not a part of
subcommittee files (and the New York
case still is not), at the time counsel
Schwartz was fired, and that the Miami
case was developed by two investigators
and "had for
not presentation.
been put together and
developed
"In other
are the
claims
false, words,
but it not
againonlyemphasizes
his attitude in withholding information
from the committee itself," Rep. Harris
charged.
Not All Angels • The congressman
said "improper or unethical conduct"
by commissioners
and practitioners
before the FCC constitutes
a most serious
problem.

"However," he said, "even

Harris: returns kick in shins
if all the commissioners and all of the
persons in public and private life who
are concerned with proceedings before
these agencies were angels, there still
would be other crucial problems . . .
that Congress must come to grips
with.
. ." that the author had not
He . added
" grasped the scope" of the subcommittee's task.
Allocations Problem • On the spectrum study, to be conducted by the
Communications Subcommittee, Rep.
Harris said many of the situations dealt
with by the Oversight Subcommittee
"are a direct
of the scarcity
sirable result
spectrum space
availableof defor
broadcasting purposes."
The House, with only perfunctory interest, approved the Legislative Over-,
sight monetary request. Rep. H. R.
Gross (R-Iowa) asked for "a little explanation of what is going on here"
70 (GOVERNMENT)

when the resolution was brought up
under executive privilege.
Rep. Clare Hoffman (R-Mich.) asked
if any steps had been taken to prosecute
the individual responsible for removing
certain subcommittee files a year ago
and giving them to a senator. Rep. Harris replied that such a recommendation
had been made to the Justice Dept. but
that
no action
"I thinkof
it would
be wellhadto been
followtaken.
up action
that kind." Rep. Hoffman replied.
More comments filed
on FCC applications
Additional comments were filed last
week,
critical,to on
FCC's
proposedmostly
rulemaking
revisetheprogram
classifications and spot announcement
listings in casting.
application
(BroadFeb. 23). forms
The proposed
changes cation
in Sec.
IV
of
broadcast
forms were announcedapplilast
year (Broadcasting, Dec. 1, 1958).
Last week's comments:
CBS: Proposed instructions omit the
requirement that applicants for authorizations for renewal provide analyses of
proposed operation unless the proposed
operation contemplates substantial
changes. The category of sporting
events should include talks, interviews,
etc., on sports as well as play-by-play.
Strict adherence to the clock in program log analysis seems arbitrary and
mechanical and would penalize, for example, astation which is broadcasting
recorded music and which prefers to
play a complete selection, placing the
spot announcement at the end instead
of interrupting the performance. The
provision to label as commercial a 15minute segment which has five minutes
sponsored would prevent an accurate
comparison of sustaining and commercial time. The proposed definition also
would distort the comparison of network, recorded and live programs since
these classifications are used in the
analysis jointly with commercial and
sustaining classifications.
Metropolitan Broadcasting Stations:
(WNEW - AM - FM - TV New York,
WTTG [TV] Washington, WHK-AMFM Cleveland):
Commission's
tinued emphasisTheupon
time use conand
quantitative analyses is erroneous and
unproductive in serving the public interest. The Commission, lacking the
time, opportunity and implements to
properly evaluate and consider program
performance qualitatively as well as
quantitatively should have more general
and adaptable reporting requirements.
The FCC should modify revised Sec.
IV as to adherence to 15-minute periods
for analyses based on lesser time segments for classifying commercial and
sustaining time. . . . The basis for clas-

sifying commercial and sustaining programs isnot valid. . . . The 14 minutes
of uninterrupted sustaining time provision istoo restrictive. The portion of the
Commission's definition of a spot announcement relating to station identifified. cation announcements should be clariKFWB Los Angeles: The revised Sec.
IV continues to emphasize almost exclusively time use and quantitative analyses. .. . Quantitative analyses have limited usefulness and any standards based
thereupon . . . can lead to inequitable
results. The revised Sec. IV perpetuates
archaic formulae predicated upon classic network operations. FCC should
eliminate statistical analysis.
WIBC Indianapolis: It is impractical,
if not impossible, to design a form that
would afford effective recognition to the
cultural, economic, social, religious and
other differences in the areas and popution lations
licenses.served by different broadcast staThe proposed definitions for the various types of program categories appear uncertain of application and give
rise to many questions insofar as the
classification of programs is concerned.
The form would seem to impose upon
broadcast licenses the rather rigid requirement that all analysis must be based
upon 15-minute periods commencing on
each hour. Such a requirement will produce nothing but distorted and unrealistic pictures of the actual programming
efforts of many licensees. Spot announcements definition is open to distortion.
WIS-AM-TV Columbia, S.C.: If the
new form ... is adopted, a substantial
delay in effective date should be allowed
as the numbers of the program types
have been changed. ... It would simplify
matters if the new form would follow
the present Sec. IV and have the same
numerals represent the same program
types as closely as possible.
WTTS Bloomington, Ind.: The instructions are incompatible with the securing of quantitative data as to the proportion of time to various programs.
Programs, regardless of length, which
appear within the same 15-minute segment, provided they are of different
'origin' and/ or 'commercial sustaining'
designation, must be treated and classified as complete and individual program units.
KRON-FM-TV
San Francisco: Favors proposed changes but recommends
that the language in the explanatory
paragraphs
page 4.a Sec.
IV, tobe show
clarified so as toon enable
station
and account for as sustaining any program for which it does not actually remoney or other direct and valuableceiveconsideration.
KRAK Stockton, Calif.: The changes
do achieve substantial advantages in
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early or late...
Western New Yorkers
keep
with

their date

WEATHER

the highest rated service programs

on Buffalo television

Whether it is the 6:27 pm - 6:45 pm time period or the 11 :00 - 11:30 pm
slot, WBEN-TV NEWS . . . WEATHER . . . SPORTS consistently gets the largest
share of audience in Western New York, month after month.
Western New Yorkers are weather-conscious, news-interested and sportsminded. And WBEN-TV is too ! Top talent is assigned to present these features
backed by crack reporters, seasoned news-staffers and experienced motion picture
camera crews.
The results are : locally produced shows of high caliber to attract loyal and
large audiences.
If you have a sales message to say to the more than 2,000,000 consumers in
the WBEN-TV coverage area and are cost-conscious, sales-interested and profit
minded, check into the availability of participation or sponsorship of these
popular service features.
EARLY
LATE
Weather 6:27 pm
News
a
11:00-11:10 pm
News — Sports 6:30-6:45 pr
Weather 11:10 -11:15 pm
HEADLINES
Sports 11:15-11:30 pm
HARRINGTON, RIGHTER and PARSONS
our national representatives will be happy to furnish all detail

-TV
EN
WB
CBS
IN BUFFALO
Your dollars count for more on Ch.
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simplification and realistic relationship
to modern broadcasting and therefore
KRAK favors the proposed changes.
KSKY Dallas and WKEU Griffin,
Ga: The policy of the Commission over
the years with regard to the information sought by Sec. IV has been a
series of continuously expanding requests for detailed information which
has resulted in confusion, misinterpretation and misunderstanding as between
the FCC and the various applicants and
licenses. Arbitrary definitions under
program classification do not lend
themselves to the ever-changing format.
If the FCC is seeking information as
to the types of programs which are being broadcast throughout the country
by stations, such information can be
easily obtained by other methods.
KMPC Los Angeles: The definition
of non-commercial spot should be
broken into two parts: (1) as stated;
(2) should include service announcements other than time and temperature
designed to inform and aid the public.
Miami ch. 10 gambits
discouraged by FCC
Attempts to open Miami ch. 10 to
new applicants and to wrap up the
April 23 oral argument into a decision
on the final grant apparently are
doomed to failure.
The FCC last week announced it had
directed its staff to write up an order
denying petitions for these purposes by
Elzey Roberts and North Dade Video
Inc. The announcement carried the
usual warning that this did not constitute afinal decision but might be
changed when the formal vote is taken.
Mr. Roberts, former principal in
KXOK and KWK-AM-TV, both St.
Louis, asked the Commission last December to permit new applications to
be filed for Miami ch. 10. He also asked
permission to participate in the oral
argument.
North Dade, one of the original applicants, urged the FCC to enlarge the
issues in the oral argument so that the
Commission might make a final grant.
The oral argument is on exceptions
PLANNING

FM

to the Dec. 1 initial decision by special
hearing examiner Judge Horace Stern.
He recommended that the ch. 10 grant
to Public Service Television Inc., the
National Airlines subsidiary, be revoked. He also suggested that the ex
parte activities of National Airlines and
WKAT Inc. (WKAT Miami-A. Frank
Katzentine) be considered as a qualification factor in any new ch. 10 hearing.cantsTheis L.B.
fourthWilson
of theInc.original appliOrlando Rejection • Also last week,
the FCC turned down a request by
WORZ Inc. (parent corporation of
WKIS-WORZ [FM] Orlando, Fla., and
losing applicant for ch. 9 there) to participate inthe Commission inquiry into
alleged backdoor pressures in the grant
of ch. 9 Orlando to WLOF of that
city. The Commission, in a letter to
Eliot C. Lovett, counsel for WORZ
Inc., invited the submission of any
information on the subject under inquiry. It also stated that further consideration would be given the petition
insofar as it contemplates a formal investigation before a hearing examiner,
upon receipt of this information.
The was
FCC'sremanded
1957 ch.
grant byto
WLOF
last 9October
the U.S. Supreme Court to the U.S.
Circuit Court in Washington because
of testimony before the House Legislative Oversight Committee in which
charges were made that ex parte representations inbehalf of WLOF were
made to an FCC member.
Tv spot limit sought
California State Sen. Stanford C.
Shaw has introduced a bill in the state
legislature to restrict length and frequency of commercials on California
tv stations.
Sen. Shaw would limit locally-produced spots to two minutes in length
with not less than a 10-minute interval
between. "This is a minimum restriction
. . . which stations should have no difliving with,"
he said. to introduce
The ficulty
senator
also intends
a resolution calling on Congress and the
federal government to impose similar
standards on network tv.
Visit us at the
NAB SHOW
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BOSTON WITNESSES
Star lineup in store
for ch. 5 proceeding
The Boston ch. 5 hearing last week
was adjourned tentatively until March
9 amid indications five FCC members
may be called to testify, plus possibly
the head
of the
trust Division
and Justice
former Dept.'s
SecretaryAnti-of
Commerce Sinclair Weeks.
The court-remanded case took more
of a twist toward the antitrust angle as
counsel for the three losing applicants
and the Boston Globe indicated they
want to hear more about the Justice
Dept.'s
Globe's antitrust
charges position
against onthethecompeting
Boston
Herald-Traveler (WHDH), which received the ch. 5 award in April 1957.
Testifying last week were Davis Taylor, publisher of the Globe, who largely
corroborated
cousinweekJohnon Taylor's
testimony the his
previous
January
1957 contacts by the Taylors with all
members of the FCC and with Capitol
Hill and White House figures (Broadcasting, Feb. 23); Daniel Lynch,
stockholder-director in Greater Boston
Tv Corp., who said he talked to Sen.
Leverett Saltonstall (R-Mass.) about
ch. 5 once or twice, but asked and got
no help, and who denied talking to
others in Washington about the case;
George E. Akerson, Herald-Traveler
advertising director, who denied any
contact with former FCC Comr. Richard Mack, other FCC members or Capitol Hill figures concerning ch. 5.
Taylor Calls • The five FCC members whom the Taylors testified they
contacted are Chairman John C. Doerfer, T.A.M. Craven (who abstained in
the ch. 5 case) , Robert T. Bartley, Robert E. Lee and Rosel H. Hyde. They
also saw former Chairman George C.
McConnaughey, who has testified in
the current hearing and described the
cousins'
visit, last
and year.
former Comr. Mack,
who resigned
The Globe and the three losing applicants— Greater Boston Tv Corp.,
Massachusetts Bay Telecasters and
Allen B. DuMont Labs — indicated last
week they want to question antitrust
chief Hansen to get his version of his
telephone conversation with Mr. McCon aughey on March 28, 1957, shortly before the FCC grant to WHDH.
Mr. senMcConnaughey
testified charges
Mr. Han-by
told him that antitrust
the Globe on file at Justice had been
investigated and found groundless, and
that, thus cleared by this assurance, the
grant was made. A Globe petition to
intervene in the ch. 5 case was denied
at the time of the grant.
The Globe has attempted to introduce other evidence (withheld so far
BROADCASTING, March 2, 1959

It s Channel

3

In Memphis they say "There's more
to see on Channel 3." That's
because more people enjoy WRECTV's combination of superior local
programming and the great shows
of the CBS Television network. It's
the right combination for your
advertising message. See your Katz
man soon.

First

By

All

Surveys

Here are the latest Memphis Surveys showing
leads in competitively-rated quarter hours,
sign-on to sign-off, Sunday thru Saturday:
A.R.B. Pulse Nielsen
Ott. 29-Nov. 25 '58 Nov. '58 Nov. 9-Dec. 6 '58
(Metro Area)
(Metro Area) (Station Area)
WREC-TV
248
293
275
Sta. B
94
96
66
Sta. C
69
29
70

WREC-TV
Channel

3

Memphis

Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency
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by special Hearing Examiner Horace
Stern) purporting to show Mr. Hansen's position
Globe tocharges
was
different
than onthattherelayed
the FCC
by Mr. McConnaughey after the phone
talk. The Globe and losing applicants
also want to hear Justice's side of a
talk between Robert B. Choate, HeraldTraveler publisher, with former Attorney General Herbert Brownell, described by Mr. Choate in prior
testimony before the House Legislative
Oversight Subcommittee. Justice representatives indicate Mr. Hansen attended
the Choate-Brownell meeting.
Hansen Role • Robert A. Bicks, assistant to Mr. Hansen and representing
Justice
in thesaiddepartment's
amicus curiae,
Mr. Hansen role
wouldas
prefer to submit a statement instead of
appearing in person if counsel can agree
on what they want to ask him. William
A. Roberts, counsel for DuMont who
leads the move to get Mr. Weeks on
the stand, said he prefers to hear Mr.
Hansen
"in person."
Concerning
the antitrust issues raised
so far, Examiner Stern said it is not for
the hearing to determine whether the
FCC didn't fully consider the antitrust
laws. "We are not a super commission,"
he said, and the Hansen-McConnaughey
matter is being explored only to determine if there was impropriety involved
in the ch. 5 grant.
Mr. Bicks said Mr. Hansen's talk
with Mr. McConnaughey should be considered only against the background of
the U.S. Supreme Court decision last
week finding that an FCC action does
not preclude Justice from pursuing an
antitrust case (see page 29). Mr. Bicks
also asked that a limit be set on Mr.
Hansen'saminerproposed
ExStern told himtestimony,
that whatbutseems
irrelevant now may be determined as
significant later.
Wants Limits Set • Mr. Bicks wanted
the Hansen testimony limited to the
facts of the Hansen-McConnaughey
talk, whether views of the two were different on what was said and whether
Mr. Hansen then or later acted to corroborate his own version.
The Justice representative said Mr.
Hansen queries
shouldn'tmadehaveon tothetestify
the
Justice
Globe oncomplaint nor the persons contacted because this would reveal the names of
advertisers and what they said, possibly
to their prejudice. He said Mr. Hansen,
however, would be willing to tell "every
step"
he directed and authorized in the
investigation.
Massachusetts Bay counsel said it
wanted to know the extent, if any, the
Herald-Traveler tried to influence Jusin the department's
that ticenewspaper,
he felt, inquiry,
could besince
expected to believe the FCC would rely
"to some extent" on Justice views.
74 (GOVERNMENT)

(L to r) D. Taylor, Lynch, Akerson: Bostonians account for their conduct
From the SEC record:
The following stock transactions by
officers and directors of companies in
the radio-tv and allied fields have been
reported by the Securities & Exchange
Commission. Transactions, filed with
the SEC between Dec. 11, 1958, and
Jan. 10, involved common stock unless indicated otherwise.
Avco Manufacturing Corp. — Victor
Emanuel purchased 108,000 shares giving him total of 134,000; James R.
Kerr acquired 5,200 shares giving him
5,600 total; Frank S. Larson purchased
3,600 shares giving him 6,100; Kendrick
R. Wilson Jr. purchased 6,900 shares
giving him 9,400.
Allen B. DuMont Labs— Allen B.
DuMont, in three separate transactions,
sold 7,000 shares leaving him with
19,801.
Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp.
— (capital stock involved in each instance) Benjamin Abrams purchased
1,100 shares raising his total to 270,718; Harold Goldberg bought 810
shares giving him 1,620; Harvey Tullo
acquired 1,266 shares, disposed of 1,509, leaving him with 5,152.
General Electric Co. — Lemuel R.
Boulware increased his holdings to 11,250 shares by acquiring 4,500.
General Transistor Corp. — In three
separate transactions, Bernard Cohen
acquired 1,500 shares giving him
17,868.
Guild Films Co. — John J. Cole disposed of the 34,000 shares (sold by
pledgee with whom shares had been
pledged as collateral for a loan) he
held in firm; David Van Alstyne Jr.
(as trustee) disposed of 4,400 shares
leaving 4,000 in trust.
Loew's Inc. — Joseph Tomlinson sold
71,200 shares leaving him with 78,800.
National Telefilm Assoc. — Jonny
Graff sold total of 900 shares in two
transactions leaving him with 2,300.
Philco Corp. — Gaylord P. Harnwell
acquired 180 shares giving him 714;

Robertwith
F. Herr
him
24,953.sold 500 shares leaving
Radio Corp. of America — Robert A.
Seidelwith
disposed
him
500. of 640 shares leaving
Republic Pictures Corp. — Edwin V.
Pelt sold the 2,500 shares he owned in
firm; Douglas T. Yates (through Tonrud Inc.) sold 2,000 shares, purchased
13,927, leaving Tonrud with 208,264
(Mr. Yates individually owns 4,027
shares) ; Tonrud, in two separate transferredactions,
shares itdisposed
held.of the 8,400 preSkiatron Electronics & Tv Corp. —
Kurt Widder sold a total of 1,000 shares
in two transactions leaving him with
6,900.
Sylvania Electric Products — Frank
J. Healy purchased 510 shares giving
him 4,384; Don C. Mitchell (Waldon
Inc.) acquired 1,000 shares raising his
ownership to 3,296 shares, plus 1,000
owned indirectly through Waldon Inc.;
Colman H. Pilcher bought 260 shares
giving him 314.
Universal Pictures Co. — Preston
Davie bought 100 shares giving him
109; Decca Records increased its ownership to 771,985 shares by purchasing
8,200.
Warner Bros. Pictures — Jack L. Warner sold 3,000 shares reducing his holdtrust. ings to 228,999, plus 1,400 shares in
Westinghouse Electric Co. — Bruce
D. Henderson purchased 813 shares,
sold 300 and 200 in separate transowned. actions, leaving him with 818 shares
Doerfer cancels trip
FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer has
beggedto off
from Mont.,
a "put-out-the-fire"
trip
Helena,
where, according to Sen. Mike Mansfield (DMont.), the FCC chairman was going
to investigate
competitive"
tv
situation inthethe"highly
state. Mr.
Doerfer
wrote Sen. Mansfield that he cannot
make the trip because he was scheduled
BROADCASTING, March 2, 1959

to appear
before the
Appropriations Committee
and House
also the
Helena
case is on appeal and he should not
do anything until the court rules.
Helena Microwave
case involvestoFCC's
to The
Montana
extendgrantits
relay service to feed Spokane tv signals
to a community antenna system in
Helena. After ch. 12 KXLJ-TV Helena
failed to persuade the FCC to reverse
this decision, it suspended operation
(Broadcasting, Feb. 9). In mid-February Helena cable company principals
filed an application for ch. 10 there.
The group received a construction permit for this channel in 1957, but surrendered itbefore it began building. The
KXLJ-TV appeal is scheduled to be
argued the week of March 9.
Community tv
asks FCC control
Cable operators are moving closer
to marriage with FCC under the Communications Act. The National Community Tv Assn. board has instructed
general counsel E. Stratford Smith to
draw up legislative recommendations to
give FCC
jurisdiction
tems and submit
them over
to theCATV
board sysfor
review. The feeling is growing that there
are a number of advantages in coming
under the FCC regulatory umbrella as
against rugged individualism.
CATV systems have fought actions
seeking to bring them under state public utility controls. The board, meeting
at Phoenix, Ariz., also was told that a
property right case — to be brought by
Salt Lake City tv stations against a
Twin Falls, Idaho, antenna system — was
imminent. The board affirmed its previous position that booster operations
are not in the public interest and laid
plans to counteract Congressional pressures put on the FCC by booster proponents.

WMBV-TV Marinette, Wis., to move its
transmitter site from a point about 14
miles southwest of Marinette to about
38 miles southwest of the city. The
Commission grant also allows the tv
outlet to increase its antenna height from
780 ft. to 960 ft. and increase power to
316 kw.
• Government notes
• An attack on unrestrained use of tv
programs
by community
antenna
systems is scheduled
to be filed
this week
or next by three Salt Lake City tv stations against a Twin Falls, Idaho, cable
company. Federal district court in
Boise, Idaho, will be asked to issue a
declaratory
judgment
against CableVision Inc., Twin
Falls franchise
holder
feeding about 200 subscribers. CableVision has an application pending before the FCC asking for permission to
build a $250,000 microwave relay to
bring Salt Lake City tv to subscribers
(potentially numbering about 5,000).
The suit will be based squarely on
property-rights of originating stations.
KSL-TV, KUTV (TV) and KTVT
(TV), all Salt Lake City.
c The Coos Bay (Ore.) ch. 11 case
moved toward conclusion last week as
FCC Chief Hearing Examiner James
D. Cunningham granted the petition of
KOOS-TV for dismissal without prejudice of its application to change from
ch. 16 to ch. 11 in Coos Bay. Under
an agreement with the other applicant
for ch. 11, Pacific Television Inc.,
KOOS-TV is to be paid S8.742 for
out-of-pocket expenses.
• KBAK-TV (ch. 29) Bakersfield,
Calif., received FCC permission to wage
a two-front tv battle last week. The
Commission
postponed tolastKern
year'sCounty
grant
of ch. 17 Bakersfield
Broadcasting and designated the application for oral argument on April 16
with KBAK-TV a party. The Commission refused, however, to stay the
grant. A couple
of weeks
ago (Broadcasting, Feb. 23).
the FCC
granted
another petition by KBAK-TV and
stayed the grant of Pacific Broadcasters Corp. for ch. 39 Bakersfield, pending an oral argument.
• The Western New York Educational
Television Assn., composed of 33 business, educational and community leaders, has applied
to theon FCC
for Buffalo.
an educational tv station
ch. 17.
NBC, which operated WBUF (TV) on
ch. 17 prior to Oct. 1, 1958. has offered
to donate $115,000 worth of equipment
to the educational group.

which gave WXEX-TV Petersburg permis ion toidentify itself with Richmond
as well as Petersburg, has been dismissed by the FCC. Comr. Robert T.
Bartley abstained.
•petition
Anthony
Wayne Television
Corp.'sof
for rehearing
and reopening
the record with enlarged issues in the
Toledo ch. 11 case has met with refusal as the FCC directed preparation of a document to deny the losing
applicant's
awarded ch.requests.
11 to The
The Commission
Community
Broadcasting Co. last summer (Broadcasting, July 28, 1958). The issues in
the case which Anthony Wayne wanted
enlarged included the allegation that
Community Broadcasting commenced
construction
prior to the grant of the
channel.
e Two bills aimed at a recent Internal
Revenue Service ruling that applies excise taxes to the co-op advertising aln salebeen
of articles
by manufacturerslowance ihave
introduced
in the
House— HR 4418 by Rep. Jack
Westland (R-Wash.) and HR 4352 by
Rep. Edward J. Derwinski (R-Ill.). An
IRS ruling, effective Feb. 1, held the coop portion of the product sales price is
taxable.
• The FCC has denied a petition
by WSAY Rochester, N.Y., for reconsideration orrehearing of the CommisMarch 12, case.
1958, Atdecision
ch. 10 sion's
Rochester
that timein the
the
FCC dismissed the WSAY protest and
affirmed its 1953 grant of construction
permits to WHEC-TV and WVET-TV
for new stations on ch. 10 on a sharetime basis. Comrs. Frederick Ford and
John Cross did not participate in this
decision. Comr. T.A.M. Craven was
absent.

• General Broadcasting Co., Brownsville, Tex., which is engaged in advertising and despite its name does not operate any broadcast station, has been
N. Y. controls asked
granted authority by the FCC to
A bill for state regulation of tv protransmit boxing matches in Spanish
gram ing has been proposed by Assemover telephone lines to XEO Matablyman Bruce Manleigh. Chautauqua
moros, Mexico. The grant is for a sixCounty, New York. He stated at a hearmonth period. Robert N. Pinkerton is
ing last Thursday (Feb. 26) that he was
president and majority owner of the
motivated by complaints from some of
firm which will lease lines from Southwestern Telephone.
his constituents. Robert J. Leder, general manager of WOR-AM-FM-TV
New York and president of the New
• Two tv outlets got a go-ahead from
York Assn. of Broadcasters, said in rethe FCC last week for private tv interply that NAB Television Code Review
city relay systems.
12 KPAR-TV
Board already applies standards more
Sweetwater,
Tex., wasCh.granted
its applistringent than those called for in the bill.
cation for a relay for off-the-air pickup
of programs of its parent station ch. 13
KDUB-TV Lubbock. Ch. 3 KDLO-TV
WMBV-TV move okay
Florence. S.D., was granted its relay for
off-the-air pickup of programs of its
The FCC last week made effective imch. 1 1 KELO-TV Sioux Falls,
mediately a Jan. 20 initial decision • A protest filed by WTVR (TV) Rich- parent
granting the application of ch. 1 1
mond, Va., challenging a 1958 action S.D.
75
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Increased activity of MGM-TV responsible
for half of parent's 2nd quarter earnings
At Loew's Inc., tv has become the come from? Stepped up activity in tv
biggest factor in earnings. The cor- commercial production for advertisers,
coffers are filling up from sale of the MGM feature library to tv
MGM-TV poration's
activity.
stations, continued production of film
Stockholders were told last week that for tv, rental of stages and lot space to
of the 49 cents in corporation share film
for tv. or "outside" producers of
earnings for the first quarter that ended independent
An MGM spokesman noted last week
Nov. 20, 1958, tv brought in 17 cents.
Highest category was film production that the studio overhead has been cut
at 19 cents. Theatres and radio because of increased rentals by tv com(WMGM New York) accounted for 8
cents, while records and music pubpanies.
forLoew's
board dropped
directorscumulative
last week voting
in a
lishing earned 5 cents.
The second quarter, which ends move at turning back future insurgents
wires Hugh L. Kibbey, National Sales Manager March 12, is changing all that. Tv seeking management control; prepared
will be first with the most. Of an itself for a split into theatres and studios
estimated 50 cents in earnings per which will take place March 12. Stockshare, tv is expected to bring in 22
holders, learning that Loew's will not
cents, film production 16 cents, theatre- pay dividends and earnings will be
WFBM-TV
INDIANAPOLIS
radio 7 cents and records-music 5 cents. plowed back for cash reserve and expansion, called for economy.
the two quarters, tv is No. 1
Yankee Doodle Dandy blitzed the in Adding
Among the several measures deits contributing share to earnings,
opposition in Indianapolis. Hugh 39 cents, followed by motion picture
manded by investors in the corporation
were the following: they asked for cuts
L. Kibbey, WFBM-TV National production at 35 cents.
The Sources • Where does the money in salaries, sale of properties failing to
Sales Manager, didn't wait to
make money and elimination of any
write. Here's what he wired about
own
part way.
of the company failing to pay its
the James Cagney song-and- IOf.ORCAST.Nl
dance smash:
are the
colorHereshows
(all next
times 10aredaysEST):of network
Economics stunts tv,
"Yankee Doodle Dandy special
NBC-TV
showing on Xmas day huge success.
panel
tells ATAS unit
2-6, 9-11participating
(2-2:30 p.m.)
Much much favorable reaction and
or March
Consequences,
sponsors.Truth
Economics
is the real reason tv proMarch
2-6,
9-1
(2:30-3
p.m.)
Haggis
already we have potential bankBaggis, participating sponsors.
grams are not as good as they ought to
March
2,
9
(10-10:30
p.m.)
Arthur
be.
That
conclusion
was reached
roller for repeat showing July 4."
P. Lorillard through
Lennen
&Murray
NewellParty,
and Pharmaceuticals
Inc. through
Wednesday by a panel of five directors,
Parkson
Adv.
The ratings show that "Dandy"
three actors and a writer at a meeting
March Liggett
3 (7:30-9& Myers
p.m.) through
Some ofMcCannManie's
glues 'em to the set. WFBM-TV
Friends,
of the Hollywood chapter of the AcadErickson.
ran it from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. Dec.
emy of Television Arts and Sciences.
MarchSpeidel
4, 11 through
(8:30-9 p.m.)
The Craig
Price &Is
25 and pulled down a big 18.0
Right,
Norman,
Topic
of the evening, "Directors —
Kummel
and
Lever
Bros,
through
J.
against 6.4, 3.4 and 2.9 for comWalter Thompson.
Jekyll or Hyde," with directors Paul
Henreid, Jules Bricken, Herbert HirschMarch
4
(9-10
p.m.)
Bell
Telephone
petition! Almost triple the next
Hour, Bell Telephone through N.W. Ayer.
man, Buzz Kulik and Sheldon Leonard
highest rating.
5 (9:30-10
p.m.) Thompson.
The Ford Show,
FordMarchthrough
J. Walter
prepared to defend their craft against
Like WFBM-TV, smart proMarchLorillard
5 (10:30-11
the attacks of actress Ida Lupino, actors
Party,
through p.m.)
Lennen Masquerade
& Newell.
Howard Duff and J. Lee Cobb and
gram ers al over the country are
Marchsage, sustaining.
6 (7:30-8 p.m.) Northwest Paswriter
Richard Berg, was all but forgoing to town with Yankee Doodle
March Kenyon
6 (8-9 &p.m.)Eckhardt.
Ellery Queen, RCA
got en as all parties agreed the real vilthrough
Dandy. Don't let this money maker
lain is the dollar shortage that causes
Marchparticipating
7 (8-9 p.m.)
The Perry Como
Show,
sponsors.
get away! Only two showings availshows to go on with insufficient reMarch 8 (5-7 p.m.) NBC Opera Co. Prehearsals, insufficient contact between
able up to July 5th. Program it now!
"Maria Golovin",
sustaining.
Marchsents
director and writer and between direcMusic
Shop,8 (7:30-8
sustaining.p.m.) Buddy Bregman
tor and producer. This is particularly
Marchof 8Omaha
(8-9 p.m.)
Steve Allen Show,
Mutual
through
true of half-hour film shows, where the
and
du Pont through
BBDO.Bozell & Jacobs
budget
forces a time limit of three
U
I
I. Chevy
MarchShow,8 Chevrolet
(9-10 p.m.)
Shore
throughDinahCampbelldays
from
script to completed show,
Ewald.
UNITED ARTISTS ASSOCIATED, inc.
they declared.
March
10
(8-9
p.m.)
George
Gobel
Show,
RCA through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Under present economic conditions —
NEW YORK, 345 Madison Ave., MUrray Hill 6-2323
MarchKraft11 Foods
(9-9:30Co. p.m.)
Berle
and no panel member foresaw a change
CHICAGO, 75 E. Wacker Dr., DEarborn 2-2030
Show,
throughMilton
J. Walter
Thompson.
for
the better in the near future — the
DALLAS, 1511 Bryan St., Riverside 7-8553
director must rely on his own resources,
LOS ANGELES, 9110 Sunset Blvd., CRestview 6-5886
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Almost a quarter of a million crippled children and
adults were given care and treatment through Easter
Seals last year ... a record achieved with the generous
assistance of the radio and TV industry.
For the 1959 appeal — February 27 to March 29 —
Garry Moore is National Chairman. He, along with
Bing Crosby, Debbie Reynolds, Claudette Colbert, John
with 1-minute
Wayne and Jack Webb have supplied usservices
and star
TV spots. Other spots show Easter Seal
crippled children.

THANKS

. . .

. . . and

we

ask your

may

help again?

For radio there are recordings by outstanding talent
and two double-sided, 15-minute Garry Moore Bandstand
Bobcats, Ray
recordings featuring Bob Crosby and the Sammy
Kaye
McKinley and the Glenn Miller Orchestra,
and Benny Goodman with their aggregations.
May we ask you to again set aside some time to help
are free, of course. Just
All materialsSociety
children? Easter
crippled write
or
Seal
your
call or

NATIONAL SOCIETY FOR CRIPPLED CHILDREN AND ADULTS, INC.
Chicago 12, Illinois
2023 West Ogden Avenue
The Easter Seal Society now in its 38th year of service
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taste and ability to make fast decisions,
to tell what actors what to do and hope
it works out, Mr. Bricken stated.
"You've got to carry a cash register in
one pocket and your inspiration in the
other," he said, adding, "I've never
come away from a tv show I've directed
feeling satisfied, but what I do must
be commercially acceptable for I've
survived."
Messrs. Kulik and Hirschman, both
directors on Playhouse 90 and other
live programs at CBS-TV, invited their
conferees to "come on over to live tv,"
where there is more time to prepare for
a broadcast than in tv film production.
This pair was enthusiastic about videotape which they said gives them all
the advantages of live television pkn
the ability to correct mistakes in the
performance before the show gets on th^
air. Mr. Leonard argued that while tape
is a technical advance, it is no revolution, and that while he expects tape to
supplant film eventually in tv programming, he looks for the resultant program techniques to be more like film
than they are like live.
At summary time, however, it was
Mr. Leonard who spoke out against the
pessimism of some of the other panelists. Look back 10 years, he urged; compare programs then with programs now
and see the difference, see how tv has

progressed and have hope for the future.
"Why," he asked, "should tv be the only
art to fail to improve with age?"
Miss Lupino, on behalf of ATAS, presented adistinguished service medallion
to Max Factor in tribute to his pioneer
work in developing the proper make-up
for television. This began, she said, in
the days before World War II when he
experimented with tv make-up in collaboration with Don Lee's experimental
tv station, W6XAO Los Angeles. When
color tv came along, the cosmetics manufacturer continued experiments with
CBS-TV and NBC-TV, she said. Max
Factor & Co., the firm founded by Mr.
Factor, is celebrating its 50th anniversary this year.
Niles strike settled
A week-long strike against Fred A.
Niles Productions was settled with a
new contract involving Local 780 of
Motion Picture Laboratory Technicians
Union (affiliated with International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes).
About 35 film editors, cameramen and
technicians called the strike Feb. 1 1 and
about 1,500 other IATSE members refused to cross picket lines. A new contract with Niles (tv commercials, industrial and other films) calls for pav
boosts of 15 to 26 cents per hour,
or
a 6% wage increase, and is retroactive
to Sept. 1, 1958.

The who & what of tv program viewing
A. C. Nielsen Co. last week released a summary of a tv audience composition
study, giv.ng data on the number of viewers by-a?e
sex (of adults) The
figures are projected to millions of viewers, based upon and
the NTI National Audience Composition Report.
The summary follows:
Audience Composition by Prog Type, Number of Viewers, Average per Minute (000,000)
for November-Decembsr 1958*
Viewing Viewing Individuals
Program Type
ation
2.9
Homes Total Men Women
Teens Child!
DurEVENING
20.6
2.3
30
6.8
8.6
General Drama
1.7
6.3
8.3
19.1 6.9
3.1
General
Drama
60
8.2
20.8
Suspense Drama
2.8
5.1
8.9
30
6.6
9.0
7.8
8.7
23.4
5.2
Situation
Comedy
30
9.3
10.5
26.2 9.4
12.07.6
Western
60
4.6
2.1
2.9
8.4
32.5
3.2
10.7
7.3
Western
5.5
4.0
2.3
30
6.8
19.0 5.9
Adventure
9.4
7.1
17.8
Variety
2.3
3.6
3060
2.5
21.1
7.9
1.4
Variety
2.1
19.9 6.5
1.8
30
3.0
6.6
8.4
8.3
8.7
Quiz &Programs
Aud. Partic.
5.9
4.6
5.8
2.4
8.5
14.4
20.3
Other
2.2
3060
8.5
All Eve.
Eve.
4.2
23.6 7.6
All
3.7
9.4
6.5
30
9.4
ADULT WEEKDAY DAYTIME
Adult Serial
Quiz &Adult
Aud. Parti
Other
Other Adult
CHILDREN'S
Western DAYTIME
10.1
6.6
10.0
Other
Other Programs
Programs
' Nov. 9-22, Dec. 7-20, 1958
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1 4 more Emmys slated
for May presentation
Emmy award categories have been
raised from last year's 28 to a total of
42 for the 1958-59 competition, Harry
Ackerman, president of the Academy
of Television Arts & Sciences, announced last week. Awards will be
on NBC-TV. Deadline for nominations
presented May 6 from 10-11:30 p.m.
in all categories is March 20.
Mr. Ackerman reported that the expanded list will allow everyone in the
industry to compete in his appropriate
field. He also pointed out that because
this year's telecast is planned as an
"entertainment"
show, not all awards
can be presented on the air. Each new
category, he said, is self-explanatory,
and the job of detailing each one during the show will be eliminated.
Earlier Mr. Ackerman had announced that future Emmy awards will
be presented to the producers of the
winning tv series. He explained this
new procedure at a Feb. 18 membership meeting of the new Television
Producers'
(Calif.) Hotel.Guild at the Beverly Hills
In reporting that the ATAS board
had decided that the producer of a winning series will receive the Emmy for
that series, Mr. Ackerman said: "If he
and his star wish to receive it together,
that is up to them. But in any case the
producer of the series will be so
honored on the telecast and the producer will retain the Emmy so reTPG President Ben Brady told the
meeting, at which more than 100 tv
ceived."
producers were present, that the organization's immediate tasks will be "to
negotiate in the area of screen credits;
to convince the industry that the function of a television producer is deserving of singular recognition; to champion
in the eyes of the public our desire to
better their tv menu, and to begin substantial research necessary to the offering of a realistic collective bargaining agreement."
Tv mis-deal claimed
Albert Zugsmith and Ashley Robison
are suing Bob Hope and Continental
Television Corp. for $1,185,000, charging breach of contract. The suit, filed
in Los Angeles Superior Court by attorney Bernard Reich, states that in
1957 the plaintiffs and Arthur B. Hogan
entered into an agreement with Mr.
Hope to purchase WREX-TV Rockford, 111. for $3 million (Broadcasting,
Aug. 26, June 17, 1957), but that subsequently Mr. Hope reneged and the
deal did not go through. WREX-TV is
BROADCASTING, March 2, 1959

owned by Greater Rockford Tv (Bruce
R. Gran, 32.6%).
first-hand the problems of the cast
KRKDand other specialists. He and his
Mr. Zugsmith has interests in San
MaAM-FM Los Angeles, KOFY n, Nev.
KABC-TV program-production staff
teo, Calif., and KBMI Henderso
produce three 30-minute network
has interests in KOFY and
Hogan
Mr.
Court (Mon.-Fri., 2Day inAccused
shows, p.m.),
KBMI.
2:30
(Wednesday,
10-10:30 p.m.) and Dr. I.Q. (Mon• Program notes
p.m.). Mr. Seligman
serves day,as 9:30-10
executive producer of all
• Independent Television Corp. reports
its sales contract moving The Gale
on the court shows
and
the programs
acts
as legal advisor.
Storm Show to ABC-TV was for three
He was AFTRA
paid $155scale.for Attorneys,
his stint,
years at a price of $5 million. ITC
minimum
last October
the property
purchased
from
Hal Roach
Studios, for which ITC
doctors and accountants may apclaims it paid $2 million. Contract
"courtbecause
shows" ofwithout
joinwith ABC-TV calls for episodes preingpearthe onunion
an AFTRA
viously seen on CBS-TV to begin on
ruling which allows professional men
Treading the tv boards • Selig J. to perform in their own capacity,
a Monday-Friday schedule on ABC-TV
vice ofpresiABC-TV
13 (series also is part of ABCSeligman,
April
dent and a(1),former
member
the although not on a regular basis. The
TV's revamping of daytime schedule
Paramount
Pictures
legal
division, network vice president admits that
[Closed Circuit, Feb. 23]). Next fall
he has a "bit of ham" in him and
the series, which began on CBS-TV in
portrayed a city attorney Feb. 18 on enjoyed every minute on camera
the network's Accused series.
will begin on ABC-TV
1956,
September
he lost his case to commit
in a nighttime slot.
Mr. Seligman, also general man- although
an aged mother (seen above) to an
ager
of
KABC-TV
Los
Angeles,
ap• The Rev. Patrick J. Sullivan, S.J.,
peared on the show to encounter insane asylum.
assistant executive secretary of the
Catholic church's National Legion of
News Service celeDecency, believes there is a direct link CBS Newsfilm daily service of national, • Yankeebrated Network
its 25th anniversary on the
between juvenile delinquency and the international and sports news to Yankee Camera
program
yesterday
horror films on tv. He told a Feb. 22 WRVA-TV Richmond, Va.; WABI-TV
Communion meeting in Philadelphia Bangor, Me.; KETC (TV) St. Louis; (March 1). A special program on
that U.S. Roman Catholic bishops are KFBB-TV Great Falls, Mont., and WN AC-TV Boston (5:30-6 p.m.) featured newsmen who have gathered news
launching
the "cult WAGM-TV Presque Isle, Me.
for the network.
of violence,a campaign
horror andagainst
suggestiveness
in cooperation with the Ameriin television and the movies." Father • NBC,
can Cancer Society and the Educational o Singer Tommy Leonetti, currently in
Sullivan said that the form the cam- Television
& Radio Center, is producing the news in connection with Senate
paign will take would be announced
soon.
en series of six half- Rackets Committee investigation of the
a talent-lad
Tactic,films
designed to persuade the juke box industry, was slated to be an
hour
from the dread added starter last night (March 1) in
protect alitselfstations
• NBC-TV will be adding a new west- disease.
public toEducation
have been the Steve Allen Show over NBC-TV
ern film series next fall. Production is
the programs on tape from 8-9 p.m. EST. This contrasts with Mr.
to begin around March 3 1 at Universal- receiving
International, Hollywood, on Bonanza, NBC sinceals Feb. 10. Whend the run on Leonetti's removal from the line-up of
a portrayal of life in the Virginia City, education is complete (they have ABC-TV's Dick Clark Show of Feb. 22.
Nev., vicinity at the turn of the century. the right of rerun), Tactic kinescopes ABC said the singer's appearance was
affilion free inloanareasto NBC-TV
e Official Films Inc. has contracted with will be
not covered by "postponed with approval of his manates or stations
reasons."
programming
Sandy Howard Productions Inc. for NBC. After completion on NBC sta- • Allied
ager for Record
Distributing Co., Holdistribution of 39 half-hour films of
tions, the series will be available for
new series, Police Station. Series other stations. At last count 63 NBCthat it proCalif., announces
poses lywood,
to enable
artists to operate as
originally was videotaped by Howard TV stations had expressed interest.
Productions and is currently on KTLA
The talent lineup includes comedian independent record producers. The
(TV) Los Angeles. New series, based
industry's
to the movie
similar
planit isgives
independent
producers
the
on actual crimes following action from Steve Allen, director Alfred Hitchcock, as
time of arrest to solution of case, was to actresses Celeste Holm and Ruth Hus- advantages of a releasing organization.
Lou
Artistsdistribution
may use Allied's
start production last Wednesday (Feb. sey, song writers Hy Zaret and
facilities.pressing,
Allied sales
is at
I 25).
Singer, and dancers Mata and Hari, and
1041 N. Las Palmas Ave., Hollywood
among others.
• National Telefilm Assoc. Inc. has
38. Telephone: Hollywood 9-5811.
signed Alexander King for new tv • Giantview Television Network, De- • Desilu productions has produced a
at
series, Alex in Wonderland, hour-long
troit, has opened New York office
pilot for Ernestine, a new situation
Ave. to offer its closed-cir- comedy series co-starring Marie Wilson
taped atNTANTA'swillTeleto be which
program Alex,
studios.
dis- 440 Fourth
and
advertisers
major
to
and Charles Ruggles as daughter and
cuit facilities
tribute nationally, will debut March agencies.
Telephone number: Murray father involved in operating a finance
10 on WNTA-TV Newark. Mr. King Hill
6-9242. Richard L. Colten, former firm, and is currently negotiating with
is author, painter, illustrator and president of Business Music Inc. and
1959prospective
threeseason.
raconteur, and on his show will talk
Williamsponsors
Harmonfor the
produced
Universal Broadcasting Service, closed- 60
primarily about books, art and theatre. circuit
organizations, is manager of new the pilot, which was directed by Sidney
• CBS Films Inc., N.Y., has sold the office.
Salkow.
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FATES
Advertisers
• Warren Schwed, director of public
relations, Eureka Williams Corp.
(vacuum cleaners), Bloomington, 111.,
appointed director of advertising and
public relations.
• M. P. Youker, formerly of Oronite
Chemical Co., S.F., to Purex Corp.,
South Gate,ternational
Calif.,
division. as manager of in• Philip E. di Bartola, western regional sales manager of Lever Bros. Co.
foods division, to new position of field
sales manager.
Agencies
• Erwin D. Swann, for past year executive v.p. and general manager of
L. H. Hartman Co., to Warwick &
Legler, N.Y., April 7, as v.p. and member of accounts management committee.
• Charles J. Allen, formerly v.p. of
McCann-Erickson, Chicago, appointed
v.p., account supervisor and member of
board of John W. Shaw Adv.,
plans
that city.
• Thomas J. Carnese, Edward A.
Grey, William A. O. Gross, William
E. Hatch, Walter W. McKee, Dan
Rodgers and Allen M. Whitlock, all
v.p.'s of Grey Adv., N.Y., promoted to
senior v.p.'s.
• Martin Devine, account supervisor
of
(Pond's
Angel
SkinChesebrough-Pond's
lotion and Seaforth
toiletries),
elected v.p. of Compton Adv., N.Y.

& FORTUNES

• Wally Seidler, account executive • Jackson O. Wells, formerly with
and radio-tv director of Edward S. Chrysler Corp. and Los Angeles Times,
v.p.
Kellogg Co., LA., named executive to Boylhart, Lovett & Dean Inc., L.A.,
as account executive.
• Herbert K. Butz and Richard S. • T. R. Snyder, formerly account exHoltzman, account executives of Clinecutive of Ellington & Co., and Gerry
ton E. Frank, Chicago, elected v.p.'s. Germain, former account executive of
Kenyon & Baker, to Benton & Bowles,
• Richard T. O'Reilly, v.p., N.W. NY., in similar capacities.
Ayer & Son, appointed manager of
agency's
Detroit ,office,
succeeding • Charles M. White, formerly of
John
W. Garberson
resigned.
Kenyonfice, to Doyle
& Eckhardt's
WashingtonN.Y.,
ofDane Bernbach,
• Don Lawton resigns as v.p. and as account executive on Cole of Caldirector of Botsford, Constantine &
ifornia, American Export Lines and
Gardner Inc., Portland, Ore., effective Buxton accounts.
April 1. Mr. Lawton plans to form his
own advertising firm.
• Nicholas A. Rossano, assistant secretary ofHazeltine & Perkins Drug Co.,
• Wallace H. Lancton, formerly v.p. Grand Rapids, Mich., to Clinton E.
in charge of sales, Telestar Films Inc., Frank, Chicago, as account executive.
N.Y., to Product Services Inc., that
• Kenneth Mason, formerly with
city, as account media supervisor.
Earle Ludgin & Co. as v.p., creative
• Aaron Beckwith, program sales director and special assistant to chairmanager, ABC-TV, to BBDO, N.Y., as
man of board, to Kenyon & Eckhardt
tv account supervisor. His principal office.
as creative director of Los Angeles
responsibilities will be Lever Bros, and
Bristol-Myers accounts.
• Charles H. Newton, 43, in charge
• Paul Schlesinger, account execu- of tv advertising for General Electric
tive on Procter & Gamble's new Mr. Co. at BBDO, N.Y., died Feb. 22 at his
Clean detergent at Tatham-Laird, Chi- home in Armonk, N.Y., following prolonged illness.
visorcago,for U.appointed
S. andproduct
Canada.contact super• Margaret Harvey, formerly director
• Jay Russell, formerly advertising of advertising-publicity of Daniels &
Fisher store, Denver, to Mark Schreiber
manager
of Chock
Full O'Nuts,
to Grey
Adv., N.Y.,
as account
executive
on Adv., that city, as director of merchandising and retail sales division.
Chock Full O' Nuts account.

Radio-television loses three of its pioneers
• John J. Louis. 63.
• George M. Bur• I.R. (Ike)
Lounsberry,
60, formerly
majority owner of
bach, 75, retired gen:
John J. Louis stations
eral manager of KSDpresident, general
AM-TV St. Louis,
(KVAR [TV], KTAR,
manager and part
died Feb. 21, in Palm
both Phoenix, KYUM
owner
ofBuffalo,
WGR-AMFM-TV
N.Y.,
ifunu. and k\CA
Beach, Fla. Mr. Burbach retired Jan. 1.
Prescott, all Arizona)
died
Feb.
24
of
pneu1958, after 44 years
monia in West Palm
19 in ?aim
B&iyHi died pebfollowCalif.,
,
Springs
Innk
Mr
Dispatch and its ra"'■ Lam ing apparent stroke.
Lounsberry was pre*™f: K>fgeneral
Mr. Louis retired year ago as associate
Mr. Burbach
dio-tv stations. ™th
He became
executive v.p.
viously erry
manand general
Mn
Fla"Corp.
Mr. Lounsb
of Needham, Louis & Brorby Inc., Chi- manager of KSD in 1933, continuing
o
ager of Buffal feac
Broadc^asting
cago agency which he co-founded in as advertising manager of newspaper. (WGR, WKBW, WKEN, WMAK, lat1929. In radio he was responsible for In 1941 he relinquished his advertising
ter two discontinued) before forming
development of Fibber McGee & Molly, duties to devote full time to KSD and WGR Broadcasting Corp. in 1946 with
and The Great Gildersleeve, and in tv, became general manager of KSD-TV Leo J. Fitzpatrick. He was director of
Robert Montgomery Presents, Life in 1947. Mr. Burbach was instru- NAB; member, board of directors,
With Father and others. He was also
mental in eliminating "middle commer- MBS, and on CBS' Affiliates Advisory
advertising consultant to Pure Oil Co.,
cials" from news programs and brought Board. He is survived by his wife,
Chicago, and director of S.C. Johns- KSD national attention by his campaign Mabel, and son, Fred, in radio-tv deton & Co., Racine, Wis. He is survived against "plug-uglies," name applied to troit.
partment of Campbell-Ewald Co., Deoffensive commercials.
by his wife and three sons.
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• Walter Kashen, media buyer of
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, N.Y., past
seven years, appointed administrative
manager of media department.
• Charles R. Patton, formerly chairman of Safeway central merchandising
committee, to Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, S.F., as merchandising director.
• Frank Schneller to Bachman, Kelly
& Trautman Inc., Pittsburgh advertising and public relations agency.
• Howard Heller, formerly media
director of McCann-Erickson, Chicago,
to tv programming department at J.
Walter Thompson Co., that city.
• Janet Gallaudet, formerly in Detroit office of Campbell-Ewald Co.;
Franklin Moore, previously in advertising department of Gimbel Bros.;
Jack York
Fuiks,office,
of J.andWalter
New
Carol Thompson's
Oelbaum,
formerly of Benton & Bowles, to copy
department of Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, NY.
• Evelyn Dunn, formerly customer
relations manager, Avis Rent-a-Car, to
Kenyon
writer. & Eckhardt, Boston, as copyNetworks
• John W. Hundley, manager of
client relations for operations department of CBS-TV, given increased responsibilities incharge of videotape
sales.
• Gabe Pressman, NBC, elected president of Radio - Newsreel - Television
Working Press Assn. Other officers:
Herb Schwartz, CBS first v.p.; Julian
Anthony, ABC, second v.p., and
Larry Racies, CBS, chairman of board.
•Real
Walter
Brennan,
star of ABC-TV's
McCoys
and veteran
actor of
stage and screen, feted by Hollywood
Chamber of Commerce at luncheon
honoring
former. his 35th anniversary as per• Robert S. Finkel, NBC contract
producer, assigned to produce and direct network's Dinah Shore Chevy
Show, beginning with March 8 program. He succeeds William Asher,
who is producing pilot for June, situation comedy.
• John Hudson, stage, screen and tv
actor, signed to star in The Black
Cat, NBC-TV filmed series about San
Francisco newspaper columnist. Mr.
Hudson will play part of Frank Slattery, reporter who writes anonymous
column under by-line, "The Black Cat."
It will be his first continuing tv series.
• Irving R. Levtne, NBC News' Moscow correspondent since July, 1955,
BROADCASTING, March 2, 1959

and Joseph Michaels, Mediterranean
correspondent since last summer, to
trade assignments about March 15.
Stations
• Arthur M. Dorfner, with ABC
since 1949, named business manager
of network's WABC-TV New York,
replacing Donald A. Pels, who has
left for extended tour of Europe and
Asia.
• John Fergie, chief engineer WRLP
(TV) Brattleboro, Vt.-Greenfield,
Mass.-Keene, N.H., promoted to station manager and assistant to v.p. for
engineering. Ralph Jay named acting
chief engineer. Lee Wheeler named
acting assistant chief engineer.
• Jack Link, formerly
program director of
KING - AM - FM Seattle, Wash., appointed general manager of
KIDO Boise, Idaho.
Mr. Link was previously with KCID,
H
Caldwell,
Idaho, and
Mr. Link
KIDO-TV.
• Russell W. Hillis, formerly with
Knoxville (Tenn.) Chamber of Commerce, named national sales manager
of WATE-AM-TV, that city. Carl V.
Tibbetts, tv production manager, promoted to promotion and merchandising
director of WATE-AM-TV. Pierce T.
Harrah, sales service representative
of WATE-TV, promoted to production
supervisor.
• John J. Shepard, with Stevens-Wismer stations past seven years, named
general
managerMich.of Arthur
group's Aymen,
WLAV
Grand Rapids,
formerly station manager of WBSE
Hillsdale, replaces Mr. Shepard as
sales manager of WHLS Port Huron,
both Michigan. Lee G. Stevens named
administrative assistant to John F. Wismer.
• James F. Brown resigns as general
sales manager of KOSI Denver, effective March 7. Mr. Brown will remain
in radio and is negotiating for several
properties.
• Claude F. White, formerly station
manager of WAUC Wauchula, Fla., to
WJMA mercial
Orange,
manager. Va., as station-com• Charles Christianson, formerly
commercial manager of KRUX Phoenix
and KAFP Petaluma, Calif., appointed
station manager of KBIS Bakersfield,
Calif.
• Bob McKune, formerly station manager of KRGI Grand Island, Neb., to
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KSAL Salina, Kan., in similar capacity.
• Vernon Stedry, formerly owner of
KB MX Coalinga, Calif., to KRGI
Grand Island, Neb., as station manager.
Virg Piercy Jr. joins KRGI as news
director.
• Herbert A. Golombeck, formerly
station manager of WAKY Louisville,
Ky., to KOWH Omaha, Neb., in similar capacity.
o Alvin Wood, formerly general manager
O'Neill,ofNeb.,KBRX
appointed
commercial manager
of KATZ St. Louis,
Mo.
o Jack Fox, formerly
with WJIM-TV LanWood
sing, Mich., named
local sales manager of WNBC (TV)
New Britain, Conn. Robert A. Gruskey and George Bronson join WNBC
sales staff. George Wuchert and Ladd
Kudlach join WKNB radio sales staff.
• Mrs. Kitty Broman, director of
women's services, Springfield Tv
Broadcasting Corp. (WWLP [TV]
Springfield, WWOR-TV Worcester, both
Massachusetts, and WRLP [TV] Brattleboro, Vt. - Greenfield, Mass. - Keene,
N.H.), named tv director of New England chapter of American Women in
Radio & Tv. She succeeds Agnes
Gibbs, WCSH-TV Portland, Me.
• Barbara Wilkins, publicity manager, WNTA-AM-FM-TV Newark,
named director of sales promotion.
• H. Taylor (Bud) Vaden, formerly
sales promotion manager of WCAUTV Philadelphia, to WJZ-TV Baltimore as sales promotion-advertising
manager.
• Wade St. Clair, with WBT Charlotte, N.C., past four years, named
program director. Doug Bell, formerly assistant program manager,
named production supervisor. Tom
Ashcraft, on sales staff, named regional sales manager.
• Delbert Barry appointed film director of KVKM-TV Monahans, Tex.
Mrs. B. McKenizie, formerly account
executive of KFST Fort Stockton, Tex.,
and sales
C. V. staff.
(Spec) Hamm join KVKMTV
• Thomas F. McNulty, formerly president of Maryland Pharmaceutical Co.,
appointed assistant to president of
WWIN Baltimore.
• George Singer, formerly program
director of McLendon stations, named
director of operations-productions of
82 (FATES & FORTUNES)

KYA-AM-FM San Francisco, Bartell
Family station. Jim Sparrow promoted
from assistant program director to director of operations-programming.
• William H. Hausman, formerly producer-director-an ouncer ofWKJGAM-TV Fort Wayne, to WGL, that
city, as program director.
• Horace Feyhl, night manager of
WCAU-AM-FM Philadelphia, retires
after 30 years with stations.
• Bob McNamara, formerly director
of client services, H-R Representatives,
N.Y., to RKO Teleradio Pictures Inc.
as national sales coordinator, concentrating on RKO stations.
• Richard Ridgeway, assistant sales
service manager of NBC o&o station,
KRCA (TV) Los Angeles, promoted
to sales service manager, replacing
Noyes Scott, resigned to join The
Katz Agency, station representaive, as
salesman.
• Dave Hildebrand, formerly merchandising manager of KIKK Bakersfield, Calif., to KAFY, that city, in
similar capacity.
• Patrick J. Callihan promoted from
production manager to production-facilities manager of WMSB (TV), sharetimer on ch. 10 Onondaga, Mich. Other
WMSB appointments: James D. Davis,
manager of closed circuit tv; Lee Frischnecht,
production Donald
supervisor;
Lawrence E. McKune,
A. Pash,
Charles S. Ruffing and William H.
Tomlinson, all program associates.
• Hal Ramsbottom named associate
farm director of KWFT Wichita Falls,
Tex.
• Al Ortmann, formerly chief engineer of KRGI Grand Island, Neb., to
KCLO Leavenworth, Kan., in similar
capacity.
• Harry Perkins, formerly news director of KRGI, Grand Island, Neb., to
KSTT Davenport, Iowa, in similar capacity.
• Bill Enis, formerly program director of KXOL Fort Worth, to KLIF
Dallas in similar capacity.
• Gene Crockett, WOAI San Antonio air personality, named promotion
manager. Alan Dale joins WOAI as
air personality.
• Henry W. Lippold Jr., formerly on
news staff of WMT-AM-TV Cedar Rapids, Iowa, appointed supervisor of
news, WILL-TV Champaign-Urbana,
and instructor at parent U. of Illinois.
He succeeds Marlowe Froke, resigned
to join Pennsylvania State U.
• Lewis Lyman James, 67, formerly

radio producer and 17-year employe of
WGN-AM-TV Chicago, died Feb. 19
at Passavant Hospital, Chicago. He formerly was in charge of musical production for WGN's Chicago Theatre of the
Air series.
• Mike Barra named continuity director-producer ofWSMN Nashua, N.H.
• Dick Roncka, formerly salesman of
KOIL Omaha, Neb., to KMTV (TV),
that city, as account executive. Marisistant.lyn Blum to KMTV as promotion as• Earl Kramer, formerly publicity director of WISN-AM-TV Milwaukee, to
WITI-TV,
that city, as account executive.
• Joe Adams, formerly of KATZ St.
Louis, to KWK, that city, as account
executive.
• Joel Samuelsohn, merchandising
manager
for Housewives'
Protectiveof
League, appointed
account executive
WCAU-AM-FM Philadelphia. Charles
Heiser succeeds Mr. Samuelsohn.
• Rouen Westcott, formerly California Transit Advertising, and Pat Marrinan, executive producer at KHJ-TV
Los Angeles, to sales staff of KHJ-TV.
Don Patton, station director, has sucducer. ceeded Mr. Marrinan as executive pro• Earl H. Whiteley, formerly announcer-account executive of KOME
Tulsa,
to KOTV (TV), that city, on
sales staff.
• Jack Caesar, formerly of Hume
Smith & Mickelberry Adv., Miami, to
WCKT (TV), that city, on sales staff.
• Herb Hollister retires as newscaster
from KBOL Boulder, Colo., after 12
years and 3,744 broadcasts in same
slot, Mon.-Sat. at 8 a.m.
• Dan Sorkin, formerly air personality
of WCFL Chicago, to WNBQ (TV),
that city, for new conversation-andvariety
colorcast
seriesHours.
(Sat., 12:051 :05 a.m.)
titled After
• Dick Stewart, formerly of KGOTV San Francisco and KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles, named permanent host of
The KPIX Dance Party over KPIX
(TV) San Francisco.
• William Winter, formerly newscaster on KPIX (TV) and presently on
KGO-AM-FM, both San Francisco, begins twice-weekly news, commentary
and interview show on KGO-TV on
March 8.
• Pat Hillings, formerly member of
Congress from 25th district of Califoranalyst.nia, to KMPC Los Angeles as news
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• John Dempsey, associate professor
of political science at U. of Detroit,
named
troit. news analyst of WJBK-TV De• Yvonne Smith Erway, 33, professional singer, air personality and wife
of Guy S. Erway, owner-president of
WAYE Baltimore, died Feb. 17 after
long illness.
• Roy J. Hill to WJMR New Orleans
as air personality.
• Bill Sheil, formerly sports director
of WREX-TV Rockford, 111., to WITITV Milwaukee as announcer.
• Carl McIntire, air personality of
KSD St. Louis, to KLAC Los Angeles
in similar capacity.
o Carlton Perkins, formerly of
WHCT (TV) Hartford, Conn., to
WDRC-AM-FM, that city, as parttime
transmitter engineer.
• Homer A. Evans to WOWO Ft.
Wayne, Ind., as transmitter engineer.
• Bill Jay, formerly of KENT Shreveport, La., to KNUZ Houston news staff.
• Bob Elliott to KUDL Kansas City
as air personality.
Representatives
• Austen G. Smithers, formerly with
John Blair & Co., to AM Radio Sales,
N.Y., as sales account executive on
East Coast.
• Andrew Murphy, formerly of
WNHC-TV New Haven, to New York
tv sales staff of Branham Co. as account
executive. Other additions to Branham's New York staff are John Blessington, formerly of NBC-TV, and Edward Keady, previously of WECT
Wilmington, N.C., as account executives. Peter Childs, previously account
executive in Branham's San Francisco
office, named manager of that office.
Programming
• Kenyon Brown,
board chairman of
Radio Advertising Bureau and owner of station interests (KCOPTV Los Angeles,
KFOX Long Beach,
KIMO Kansas City),
elected to board of diMr. Brown
rectors of Guild Films
Co., NY. Guild distributes KCOPTV's
Court. videotape programs. Peoples'
• William Coleman Hutchings, 66,
formerly executive v. p. of World Broadcasting System and v. p. of United Film
& Recording Co., Chicago, died Feb.
23 in Chicago. Mr. Hutchings started
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his career with recording division of
Brunswick-Balke-Collender as advertising manager.
• Cy Kaplan, formerly eastern director of national sales, National Telefilm
Assoc., N.Y., named general sales manager, Bernard L. Schubert Inc., NY.
• Cy Kertman, formerly with Capitol
Records, named promotion manager for
Warner Bros. Records in southern California. Fran Howell, formerly merchandising director of A.C. Vroman
Inc., Pasadena, Calif., named branch
manager for Los Angeles market. Phil
LaGree, formerly with Capitol, named
field representative.
• Art Gilmore installed as president
of American Federation of Television
&OtherRadio
new Artists'
officers: Hollywood
Tyler McVey,branch.
first
v.p.; Gene Lanham, second v. p.; Fred
Hansen, third v.p.; Jack Moyles,
fourth v.p.; Alice Backes, recording
secretary,
and Stanley Farrar, treasurer.
• Harold Schuster, director of Lineup for past five years, signed by Mark
VII Ltd. to direct at least eight of 15
remaining
this
season. episodes of The D.A.'s Man
o Sid Siegel, musician, composer, arranger, conductor, appointed musical
director at Fred A. Niles Productions,
Chicago film firm.
• Richard Long, tv and motion picture
actor, has been signed to contract by
Warner Bros., which indicated that he
would star in one of new tv series profall. jected by Warner for broadcasting next
o Bob Warren, announcer on NBCTV's This Is Your Life, will star in
What Are the Odds?, new tv series being prepared
Official
Films.by Herts-Lion Production
o Paul Heller, member of New York
U. faculty, instructing in design for tv
and motion pictures, to staff of Klueger
Film Productions Inc., NY., as staff
art director.
• Henry Otto, formerly associate of
Brent Gunts Productions, Baltimore,
has formed his own tv-radio program
packaging firm, Henry Otto Enterprises,
that city. Address: 3720 Rexmire Rd.,
Baltimore 18; telephone: Hopkins 75289.
• Patsy Cline signed to appear on
Don Owens TV Jamboree, seen over
WTTG (TV) Washington, D.C.
• Helen Parrish, 35, formerly women's editor of Panorama Pacific, weekday morning program on Columbia Tv
Pacific Network, died from cancer Feb.

COLUMBUS, GEORGIA

WRBLTV
^ COLUMBUS, GEORGIA Q
SPORTS AVAILABILITY FROM
BROADCAST NEWS BUREAU!
BASEBALL
Bob
Wolff's
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broadcaster
^1T Basketball Tournament.
• 18 exclusive reports, one. low
package price
• Underrate salethree
minutes for sepaseries or to highlight regular
• Every ered team
the majors
in camp,in with
player covand
manager capsule interviews
• Delivered
without
"beep"
direct fromdaily
Florida
or Arizona,
via Washington relay to cut
phone costthrough Friday start» Monday
ing March 16, ending April 8,
day before opening game
FOR FREE AUDITION, PHONE
ME 8-6388 IN WASHINGTON
DURING
1:30
TO 2:30WEEKDAY
PM . . "AUDITION
. Other BNB HOUR",
national
news features may be taped on same call
BROADCAST NEWS BUREAU
605 14th Street, N.W.
83
Washington 5, D.C.
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in Hollywood
illness.
Miss Parrish after
was nearly
wife of year's
John
Guedel, producer of Art Linkletter and
Groucho Marx shows.
Equipment & Engineering
• H. Rowan Gaither Jr., formerly
president and chairman of board of
trustees, Ford Foundation, elected director of Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo
Alto, Calif.
• Kenneth L. King, formerly of Norden Div. of United Aircraft Corp.,
Stamford, Conn., appointed executive
v.p. of Skiatron Electronics & Television Corp., N.Y.
• Melvin L. Doelz elected v.p., of
western division of Collins Radio Co.,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Robert C. Mullaley named assistant secretary and
will continue as assistant director of
Texas division.
• H. Kenneth Ishler named manager
of engineering and production, Lansdale Tube Co., division of Philco Corp.,
Phila. Other Lansdale appointments:
Raymond M. Cotter, manager of operations; A. Ernest Lyle, technical
administrator and administrative assistant; Richard S. Mandelkorn, director
of planning; John M. Palmer, manager
of semi-conductor operations; George
W. Pratt, manager of tube operations;
Otto G. Honzl, manager of quality
control; Stuart L. Parsons, director
of equipment development; Clarence
G. Thornton, director of semi-conductor development, and Robert F.
Lake,
ing. manager of industrial engineer• Charles W. Martel, with Raytheon
Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass., since 1936,
named advertising and sales promotion
manager of its semiconductor division.
• Richard C. Browne, 51, general
sales manager of Todd Co., division of
Burroughs Corp., Rochester, N.Y., died
Feb. 15 in Rochester following short
illness.

• John F. Repko, for past three years
counsel for General Electric's measurements and industrial products division, Lynn, Mass., appointed counsel
for
electronic
Owensboro, Ky. components division,
• Joseph J. Guidrey, previously controller, Sylvania lighting products, division of Sylvania Electric Products,
named manager of data processing center, Sylvania.
• Charles A. Benenson, with DuMont
since 1957, and Michael V. Sullivan,
with DuMont since last June, named
to new posts of assistant manager, systems lab, and assistant manager, reconnais ance lab, respectively.
• John F. Spangler appointed manager of government contract sales-consumer products for Philco Corp., Phila.
• Victor C. Hour, formerly administrator, market planning and microwaves, RCA, named manager, market
planning, industrial tube products department, RCA electron tube division.
Allied Fields
• Martin Stone,
president and 50%
owner of VIP Radio
Inc. (WVIP Mt. Kisco,
New WWES-AM-FM
Rochelle, WSKN
Saugerties and purchaser of WKIT Mineola [pending FCC
Mr. Stone
approval], all New
York), named v.p. in charge of radiotv and director of Plymouth Rock Publications Inc. Plymouth, 50% owner of
VIP Radio, is owned by John H. Whitney, U.S. ambassador to Great Britain.
Plymouth owns New York Herald
Tribune and Parade, Sunday supplement. John H. Whitney Co. owns Corinthian stations (KOTV [TV] Tulsa,
Okla.; WISH -AM -TV Indianapolis,
WANE-AM-TV Ft. Wayne, both Indiana; KGUL-TV Houston, Tex.)
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» Warren A. Kraetzer, director of
New York U.'s office of radio-tv, to
National Educational Television & Radio Center, Ann Arbor, Mich., as v.p.
of development, effective April 1.
• Charles J. McIntyre, formerly chief
of instructional procedures and evaluation branch, Office of Armed Forces
Information & Education, Dept. of
Defense,tional tv atnamed
U. ofcoordinator
Illinois. of instruc• Edwin Moss Williams, formerly v.p.
of United Features
Syndicate,
director of appointed
Freedom
of Information center
at U. of Missouri.
Mr. Williams is son
of founder and dean
Mr. Williams of University's school
of journalism, Walter Williams.
• Dick Reinauer, formerly of Foote,
Cone &rectoBelding,
appointed
dir of radio, tvChicago,
and motion
picture
public
relations,
American
Medical
Assn., Chicago.
• Mrs. Theodore O. Wedel, wife of
canon of Protestant Episcopal National
Cathedral, Washington, D.C., elected
chairman of broadcasting and film commission, National Council of Churches.
Three vice-chairman elected were Dr.
Robert W. Spike, N.Y., Paul Slater,
account executive of Doherty, Clifford,
Steers & Shenfield, N.Y., and Walter
Emery, East Lansing, Mich. Ella
Harllee,
Washington, D. C, was
elected secretary.
International
• Mengie Shulman, manager of
VOCM St. John's, Nfld., for past 12
years,
general
CKRM toRegina,
Sask.sales manager of
• William Stovin, manager for past
19 years of CJBQ Belleville, Ont., to
manager of CKOM Saskatoon, Sask.
• R. S. James to assistant supervisor of
radio drama of Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., Toronto, Ont., and Michael
Sadlier to special consultant for CBC
tv drama production.
• Dick Lennie to national sales supervisor and T. Acton Kilby to marketing director of CKWX Vancouver, B.C.
• Dick Ring to director of research
and sales promotion, and Bob Irvine
to radio time salesman of Radio Representatives Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
• Gary McLaren, news staff member
of CKCO-TV
news
director. Kitchener, Ont., named
• Richard Scott, newscaster of CKEY
to CKY Winnipeg, Man.,
inToronto,
similar Ont.,
capacity.
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Report shows spurt
RCA's annual report to stockholders
last week disclosed that a spurt in fourthquarter sales boosted the 1958 sales
volume to $1,176,094,000 approximating the $1,176,277,000 level attained
in 1957.
Profits before federal taxes dipped
to $60,442,000 from $77,049,000 in
1957 and profits after taxes fell to $30,942,000 from $38,549,000 in 1957.
Earnings per share of common stock
amounted to $2.01 in 1958 and $2.55
in 1957.
RCA noted that fourth-quarter sales
surpassed those of the 1957 final quarter—$341,341,000 as against $322,610,000. Earnings in the 1958 quarter
were 9% above those for the comparable 1957 period. The 1958 fourthquarter upswing was attributed to "general improvement in the national economy, a higher volume of government
business and the introduction of new
products and services."
Tv Beat '57 Record • The report said
that in 1958 NBC "moved forward in
gross billings, audience coverage, public service and new electronic techniques." It added that in television,
NBC "bettered its 1957 record by
11.3%, representing the largest dollarvolume
of allRCAthreetooknetworks."
In thegain
report,
cognizance
of the value of videotape in achieving
"national schedule uniformity" and in
"promoting greater production flexibility and economy."
Increased
public acceptance of color
television was cited by the report. The

ENGINEERING
LEVEL

WITH

'57

in fourth-quarter
trend to color was cited in this manner
by RCA:
"It is encouraging to note that since
the first of the year, RCA distributors
throughout the country have reported
much greater interest in color television
on the part of the dealers, who have
been stimulated by customer inquiries
and interest in demonstrations."
Five-channel unit
meets cue problems
Commercial
stationlaugh
ID's, tracks,
sound
effects,
musicalspots,
bridges,
standby announcements, ready to come
in on instant cue without delay or wow
— to provide these is the function of a
five-channel selective program repeater
built by MacKenzie Electronics Inc.,
Inglewood, Calif., and distributed
through Westrex Corp.
The unit with its design based on the
use of endless-loop, quarter-inch magnetic tape magazines, holds five such
magazines on hinged trays, has five
separate playback heads so that the
tapes maybinationbeand isplayed
singly with
or inpower
comcomplete
supply. Its size is the standard 8% by
19 in. relay rack mounting; its weight
is under 40 lbs.; its price $1,250.
"The most important feature of this
machine is its instantaneous stop-start
operation, which is achieved by engaging the tape loop with a continuous rotating capstan by Louis
a high-speed
solenoid,"
its developer,
G. MacKenzie,
president and engineering head of the

land photographer Ralph Mayher to
perfect the camera stabilizer used
here by Mr. Mayher in a speedboat.
The device eliminates camera jiggle
even on motorcycles, roller coasters
and automobiles. As a result, the finished film duplicates the feeling of the
original motion more accurately, the
stabilizer absorbing the shocks as it
is held on the shoulders and arms.
The frame of two parallel aluminum
tubes can be lengthened or widened
for better balance. Mr. Mayher uses
the stabilizer for difficult shots such
as shooting through narrow passages
and obstructions and close-ups of
animals through the bars at the zoo.
The Dearborn Stabilizer also features cable release attachment and
Easy Balance • Last summer, Berea,
Ohio, inventor Howard Dearborn titler. It is going into commercial
joined forces with KYW-TV Cleve- production at $48.
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MINERVA
20$IA
Wisdom
MINERVA (Gr.-Pallas Athena) was
thought by the Greeks to have had no
mamma— supposedly she sprang, full
grown and in full armor, from the brow
of her father, Zeus (which strikes us as
a likely story!). She may have given
her father a terrific headache, but to
the Greeks
this goddess embodied Wisdom and Reason.
We like to think that a lot of agency
time-buyers and WCKY advertisers
have the same Minerva-like qualities
of Wisdom and Reason, because after
they have applied the logic of Reason
to the buying of Radio time in Cincinnati, they exercise Wisdom in selecting
WCKY to carry their advertising.
And the reasons are ample:
1 . Adult listening audience
2. 50,000 Watts of Selling Power,
covering ALL of the Cincinnati tradarea.
3.ing Modern
music, news and service,
24 hours a day.
4. Air salesmen who S E L L your
5. Listener loyalty built over 30
product.
vears of broadcasting.
You can be a Minerva,
too!
Let
Tom
Welstead
in WCKY's
New York office or AM Radio
Sales in
Chicago and the West Coast, show you
the REASON and the WISDOM in
buying WCKY.
WCKY
50,000 WATTS
OF SELLING POWER
Cincinnati, Ohio
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converters on regular tv sets to receive
tv signals.
O'Fallon
factory
tests
indicateMr.excellent
picturesaidreception
up to 18 miles.
FCC spokesman said last week that
amateurs have been telecasting for 10
years but so far as they know no one
up to now has produced a package
tv station for ham use. Of the four
bands in the spectrum assigned to amateurs, only 420-450 mc is used for tv
One machine equals five men
in addition to voice, code and facsimile
manufacturing company, stated in a transmissions. Voice, code and facsimile also are transmitted on ham bands
paper presented Feb. 17 at the sixth annual convention of the Audio Engineer- 220-225, 144-148 and 50-54 mc.
ing Society in Los Angeles.
Audio for ham tv usually is transmitted on one of the non-tv ham bands.
"This
system
permits
the
instantaneous starting and stopping of individual
tape loops," Mr. MacKenzie said. 'Compatible' systems
"Testsa show
tape beloopstarted
recorded
with
steadythat
tonea can
and mushrooming in stereo
stopped so quickly that the human ear
The Bell Labsradio
systemwasof scheduled
"compatible"to
stereophonic
willA not
any transient."'
singledetect
magazine
will hold up to 200 make its network debut last week. The
ft. of tape, he said, which means it can national audition followed closely on
include over five minutes of program introduction of two other compatible
material recorded at IV2 inches per stereo systems on the West Coast. All
second or 10 minutes at 33A inches per three aim to equalize the fidelity of the
second. With the selective program re- binaural signal between two-speaker or
peater, one man can replace five in the two-receiver reception and singlecontrol room of an am station at sta- speaker
tuning.
tion break time, it was noted.
Bell Labs demonstrated its new "compatible" method in New York last week
Ham tv station given
prior to its broadcast introduction on
the
Perry
Como Show Saturday (Feb.
first demonstration
28). (The last half of the 8-9 p.m.
What apparently is the first road [EST] program was set for stereo.)
Developer F.K. Becker explained that
demonstration
television stationof ina "package"
action was amateur
held in the Bell system works by cross-connecting circuits between the microphone
Denver Feb. 18, according to Gene
OTallon & Sons, Denver distributors pickups and their corresponding radio
for the Electron Corp. division of Ling or tv transmitters through two delay
Electronics Inc., manufacturers of the lines. Single-channel listeners hear sound
package ham tv equipment.
picked up by one microphone followed
10 thousandths of a second later by
Gene
O'Fallonfirm,
Sr., and
headformer
of the owner
Den- sound
ver distributing
from the other microphone. The
of KTVR (TV) Denver, said Denver delay is unnoticed, according to Bell
tests.
ham operators were the first to see the
Meanwhile, the stereo listener is not
package tv system outside the factory
at Dallas. The Ling equipment includes aware that sound from one receiver is
the Ling-Mitter ham tv transmitter and being duplicated
on thelater.
otherBecause
10 thou-of
sandths of a second
Ling Spectator camera. Hams use uhf
THIS IS TH£ JIH0LB MILL RECORD
A
PER JINGLE ON CONTRACT
^ COMPLETELY CUSTOM MADE
£JZZZZ
OVER 400 STATIONS SOLD
98% OF STATIONS HAVE REORDERED
OVER 7,000 JINGLES ORDERED AND WRITTEN
PUT THIS RECORD TO WORK FOR YOU

Completely custom made jingles for
commercial accounts and station breaks — J I HO LB MILL
no open ends and no inserts. 201 west 49th st.. New York aty
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a psycho-acoustic phenomenon called
"precedence effect," the sound seems
to come only from the source which
produces
first. (FM) Los Angeles
Earlier,it KMLA
had demonstrated at the Los Angeles
Hi-Fi Music Show a compatible stereo
system tronicsdeveloped
by Calbest
ElecCo. (Broadcasting,
Feb. 23).
Meanwhile, on Sunday, Feb. 22, two
Los Angeles fm stations, KCBH (FM)
and KFMU (FM), presented the air
debut of still another compatible stereo
system
calledW. "Phantodyne."
Developed
by Richard
Burden, Phantodyne
was
described
as
"literally
bringing
the
right
channel into the left and the left into
the right for monophonic (single channel) listeners. These right and left 'phantom channels' are electronically opposite in phase and cancel each other
completely when the listener tunes the
program
stereophonically
(bothlistener
channels at once).
Thus the stereo
notices no difference from the regular
stereo
is used ofto."KCBH.
A. A. broadcasts
Crawford, hepresident
said that the Phantodyne system is a
basic part of the Stereoplex system of
multiplex stereo broadcasting developed
by William S. Halstead for stereophonic
broadcasting
by an fm station's
channel in conjunction
with a main
subchannel signal. The Phantodyne equipment will soon be available, he said, at
a cost of about $400 to install at an fm
station.
• Technical topics
• RCA has shipped a uhf pylon antenna to WCHU (TV) Champaign,
111.; used superturnstile antenna to
KNME-TV Albuquerque, N.M. and
used 5-kw transmitter to WBDG-TV
Cheboygan, Mich.
• Zenith Radio Corp. has reported an
all-time high in sales and earnings and
a new record for tv receiver shipments
in 1958. A preliminary report showed
a 22% increase in consolidated sales
and a 48% boost in profits over the
previous
year.asLast
year's$160,018,978
sales were
$195,041,624
against
and earnings were $12,116,165 ($12.30
per share) compared with $8,165,577
($8.29 per share). In the face of a
downward industry curve in tv receiver
production and shipments. Zenith
shipped 15% more than in 1957.
• American Leamore Co., Evansville,
Ind., is distributing Jiff-E-Sign, a series
of 99 magnetic letters for use as signs
on tv. The three-dimensional letters,
plastic with inset magnets for sticking
to metal surfaces, may be obtained in
either a two- or five-inch size. Details
are available from American Leamore,
Grein Bldg., Evansville.
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INTERNATIONAL
World-wide vtr firm
to serve U.S. outlets
The formation of Intercontinental
Television, S.A. Vaduz, Liechtenstein,
to service U.S. television organizations
that may require videotaped programming from Europe and other parts of
the world, has been announced by
Theodore R. Racoosin, board chairman.
Mr. Racoosin announced that David
A. Lown has resigned as director of the
TeleSales Dept., NBC, to join the new
company as president and chief operational head. Mr. Racoosin will continue
with other business interests, which are
said to include banking and finance in
various parts of the world and real
estate and insurance in the U.S.
Mr. Lown said that Intercontinental,
equipped with mobile tv and videotape
recording equipment, will make it possible for U.S. tv producers and networks "to roam Europe and the world
for new and exciting program material."
He
reported
that among
company's
initial assignments
this the
spring
are to
videotape NBC-TV's Today show for
two weeks during its origination in
Europe and tape episodes of a onehour series, Holiday.
The operational headquarters for International wil be in Geneva and other
offices will be opened in Paris and
Rome, according to Mr. Lown. Sales
offices will be located in New York and
Hollywood.
Mr. Lown said that it already has a
basic production and technical crew of
ten Americans and seven other staffers
will be recruited from the tv industries
of Europe. All personnel, he added,
have had "extensive network television
broadcasting and network videotape
recording experience."
Reds want space tv
Radio Moscow has announced that
Soviet scientists propose to use space
satellites to provide global television.
The radio broadcast said that Russian
scientists were thinking about putting
up a 215,000-mile-high communications satellite whose orbit would correspond to the daily revolution of the
earth. This would fix the satellite over
one portion of the earth constantly.
Three
satellites said.
could
blanketsuch
the "stationary"
earth, the broadcast
Similar proposals have been advanced
by U.S. astronautic scientists for over
two years (Broadcasting, Feb. 9).
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RFE offers trips
Four broadcast station officials
will be awarded trips to inspect
Radio Germany
Free Europe's
facilitiesin ina
West
and Lisbon
competition arranged by NAB.
Awards willmotionalbeeffortsgiven
for bestof proon behalf
the
Crusade
for
Freedom's
Truth
Broadcast Program. The program
gives every American a chance to
broadcast his own message to captive trolled
people countries.
in Communist-conSix European
trips and other prizes will be
awarded writers of 25-word messages on Ithesupport
subject,
American
Radio"AsFreean
Europe because. . . ." Fact sheets
on the
test havebroadcast
been sentpromotion
to stations.conCanadians on carpet
For the first time in Canadian broadcasting history, seven radio stations
have been called to appear before the
Board of Broadcast Governors in Ottawa on March 18 to show cause why
their licenses should be renewed. Until now licenses have been automatically renewed.
The seven stations, whose licenses
expire March 31, are CKEY and
CHUM Toronto, CKOY Ottawa,
CKWS Kingston, CFPA Port Arthur,
all Ontario, CKRN Rouyn, Que., and
CKNW New Westminster, B.C.
They are being called on the grounds
that their programming is almost exclusively news and recorded music.
AB-PT in Australia
American Broadcasting - Paramount
Theatres Inc. has bought a minority interest in The News Limited of Australprincipal owner
of station jointly
NWSTV ia,Adelaide,
it was announced
last Thursday (Feb. 26) by Leonard H.
Goldenson,
president, firm.
and K.R.
Murdoch ofAB-PT
the Australian
The
News Limited is the parent company
for several subsidiaries in the newspaper-magazine publishing and radio-tv
broadcasting fields. NWS-TV, licensed
last October, is expected to go on the
air in late 1959.
Commenting on the purchase, Mr.
Goldenson said, "This association means
more than just a financial gain for us;
it also means we can look to Mr. Murdoch and his associates for creative ideas
in our varied fields, just as he can look
to AB-PT and its companies for ideas
adaptable to his Australian organizations."
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Promotion arsenal • The U.S. Army rolled in troops
and guns to the three-acre parking lot of KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles for a joint observance of "Citizen Soldier
Week," authorities.
proclaimed More
last month
by Los Californians
Angeles citycame
and
county
than 35,000
out in bad weather to see the four-day display of armed
might,
filmed
Citizen regular
Soldier series.
KTTVpromoting
televisedKTTV's
tours and
originated
shows
from the big lot in downtown Hollywood at Sunset Blvd.
and Van Ness Ave. The Army provided Ajax, Hercules
and Corporal missiles for the display along with new

weapons and gear, tanks, bands, drill teams and a strolling "Soldier
of Tomorrow"
modeling experts
the lastwere
wordon inhand
full
combat
regalia.
Uniformed military
to answer queries at the exhibit, which was open day and
night during Citizen Soldier Week.
National and local Army brass appeared around the
city, at the exhibit and on television for the promotion.
Ron Alcorn, producer of the Citizen Soldier series, coordinated the promotion with KTTV and the Army.
Similar plans are under consideration for other cities
showing the series throughout the country.

week of publication. The figure was
released by Rinehart & Co., publisher
of Atomic Age Physics, which is now
in its third printing.

Still bringing in booty
Robin Hood, onetime British bandit,
is doing good deeds for WRCV-TV
Philadelphia. A coloring contest designed to arouse juvenile interest in the
Pugs and politics
5 to 5:30 p.m. program, Adventures of
Sherwood
Forest, drew entries from
WBAL Baltimore listeners were
28,700 children competing for Robin
treated to slugfests in two arenas — the Hood
The station estimates this
prize ring and the mayorality race. effort astoys.76,100
hours of child labor.
Incumbent
Thomas
D'Alesandro,
a
The
contest
was promoted on the air
colorful campaigner in the political and in supermarkets
the entry
ring, sponsored the Bethea-Lester blanks were available. where
WRCV-TV has
heavyweight
fight
from
Baltimore's
a picture history of the contest
Coliseum. The mayoralty bout features inprinted
a brochure, complete with attached
Mr. D'Alesandro vs. J. Harold Grady samples
of theto its
youngsters'
contending for the Democratic nomina- it is sending
promotionart,list.which
tion.
Ice Capers from WHEN
Downtown Syracuse Days, a merALLIED always has the BROADCAST TUBES you need
chants' promotion,
was boosted
WHEN-AM-TV
Syracuse,
N.Y., withby
a nine-ton igloo, a dog sled team, pony
wagon rides and a walking snowman.
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
The ice-house, which was visited by
ed
alli
your
ON
Jee
452-page 1959 Buyabout 25,000 in four days, was constafor
Guide
ingtion equipment and
structed at a busy downtown intersecRCA 6806 {
tion with nine tons of ice. WHEN
Get what
ies. when
supplwant
you
you
broadcast
there three afternoons.
log
want
it.
Cata
t sups larges
is the world'
alliedplier ofpower
ose
l-purp
andcastspecia
s arest. available
Merchants were kept informed of
copiereque
n use.
statio
tubes toforusbroad
ia*?>,e^pert
for immed
the stations' efforts with such stunts as
Look from
the world s largest
shipm
a glass of punch cooled with ice from
ALLIED RADIOo 80, III.
stocksentof electronic supplies.
the Mendenhall Glacier, Alaska. The
n Ave., Chicag
100 N. WesterHAyma
1-6800
rket
Phone:
ice
was sent to Juneau.
WHEN-AM-TV from
KINY-AM-TV

Tv texts best sellers
Textbooks for tv classes are giving
the book business a big boost.
Approximately 150,000 of "The SunSemester (approximately
Library," containing
seven rise
volumes
$4.50
for the set) covering course matter
presented on CBS-TV's Sunrise Semester, have been sold, according to publisher Dell Books, New York. Sets went
on sale the end of January for the
current Sunrise Semester.
NBC-TV reports that the textbook
for its second semester course on Continental Classroom sold more than 13,000 copies ($2 per copy) in its first
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Pigs in the parlor
WMT-TV Cedar Rapids, Iowa, turned
its studios into a judging ring for
prime porkers. Farmers postponed
their Saturday chores to tune in and
fatbackThethickestimateof hog.
place,ness grade
on variousand classes
two
top winners in the successful contest
were distaff farmers with a 13 -year-old
boy taking third prize. Remote judging
was validated by the winning score of
276 out of 300 points, "well above livejudging standards," according to Bill
Alford, the station's farm editor.
Sentimental station
KYA San Francisco, by turning the
entire month of February into a special
promotion, has boosted its weekly mail
count
over an5,000.
is having
affairProclaiming,
of the heart"KYA
with
the
Bay
Area,"
the
station
set
aside
each day of the month for a different
group (Secretaries' Day, Grandparents'
Day,
Servants'
etc.). inEach
listenerPublic
segments
on itsDay,
day came
for
prizes ranging from appliances to vacation trips. Advertising people got
Valentine chocolates. All through KYA
Heart Month, a heartbeat sound effect
accompanied daily prize drawings on
the air.

non has a mountain lion doing frequent
guest shots onJackson,
his program,
Six O'Clock
Adventure.
the lion,
assists
Mr. Shannon with Cocoa-Marsh commercials ("makes you strong as a
lion") .
KFWB calls in Univac
KFWB Los Angeles has engaged
PAIR (productive and integrative research), Beverly Hills, Calif., to analyze
and interpret responses from more than
25,000 persons to a questionnaire about
listening habits conducted by KFWB
at the last Los Angeles county fair.
Work
on Dr.
this Max
sample,
which said
PAIR'S
president,
Sheanin,
was
of a size unprecedented in radio research, will be done in conjunction
with Univac.

'Party Line' is busy
A platter-chatter show, on WACE
Springfield, Mass., seeking listener
response on current topics learned the
state's executive mansion was tuned in.
The topic about which listeners called
inLinetheir
to Brad3% Davis'
Partyin
was opinions
the proposed
sales tax
Massachusetts. As listeners railed
against the tax, the governor requested
a chance to answer his critics. Ralph
Robinson, WACE's general manager,
The lions' share
give the
Lions, African and mountain, are was
time" glad
on theto same
show.governor "equal
proving roaring successes in station
promotions. A young one imported by
Larry Johnson and Jerry Linger, disc Who's listening?
jockeys for WDXB Chattanooga, has
Using a do-it-yourself (right now)
been a social lion at record hops, spon- technique of market research, disc
sor promotions and similar functions. jockeys have been finding who their
WDXB's lion is slated to be retired to listeners are.
the city zoo when he has "outgrown
Bob Perry of WCKR Miami, Fla.,
his usefulness" as the first step in the polled listeners and got his favorite
station's plan to contribute an animal reply from a housewife doing the
a year to the zoo.
family laundry. She had her transistor
WTAE (TV) Pittsburgh's Paul Shan- radio pinned to the clothes line outside.
Tom Elkins of KSTT Davenport,
Iowa, wondered over the air one Sunlistenanyone ofwould
ingdaytonight
radiowhy instead
lookingbe at tv.
Among some 150 listeners who telephoned during the three-hour broadcast: children doing homework, teachMEN NEWHSSO PAREPEADRS
ers
marking
papers, an overweight
SI
BUAN
family doing exercises, people baking
ME BUSINESS
cakes,
young
men
packing for the Army
©
and tv viewers whose sets were out of
order.
In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING is a
member of Audit Bureau of
Circulations and Associated
Business Publications
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Novel programming
Tom McCarthy, air personality with
reading
WNOP
Day, an Newport,
unpublishedKy.,novelis he
wrote 'A'in
1946, on his show at 7:30 each morning. It takes about 10 minutes in the
21/2-hour program for the author to
read each morning's chapter.

• Drumbeats
o WABC New York promoters parked
the station's mobile unit outside Toots
Shor's restaurant to show the Merchandising Executives Club meeting inside
"How Local Radio Is Merchandising
Today." Speakers Tom Mager, WABC
merchandising manager, and Ross Mulholland, d.j.,
the occasion
announce took
WABC plans
to visitto area
markets and shopping centers where
d.j.'s will showcase products at pointof-purchase via the new mobile unit.
• About 19,000 votes were cast in the
WLWD (TV) Dayton, Ohio, Queen of
Hearts beauty contest. For several weeks
WLWD's weekly Tv Teen Time had invited girls to enter the contest and
viewers to vote on them. The winner
appeared on Tv Teen Time for three
weeks as the host's assistant.
• WTCN-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul presented its longest broadcast with yesterday's (March 1) five-hour pickup of
the 19th annual Minnesota State Catholic High School Basketball tourney.
The Minnesota State Basketball Tournament March 19-21 also will be carried
by
WTCN-TV.
• D.j. Ernie Simon of WERE Cleveland
on Friday the 13th of February set up
an obstacle course in Cleveland Union
Terminal for commuters. Crowds of

89

bug" contest. The contest was open
to any employe of an advertising
agency. Entrants collected the pictures of WOVbugs which appeared
in trade magazine ads, WOV envelopes, letterheads, postmarks, calling
cards and promotion matter. The
contest closed Feb. 12. Chester Slaybaugh, timebuyer, Ted Bates & Co.,
won second prize of a West fndies
cruise, with 7,518 WOVbugs. James
buyer at CunWOVbug got 'em • One "WOV- Geffert, broadcasting
ningham & Walsh, won a portable
bug" short of 9,300 was all it took
for Sam Vitt, media supervisor, Do- typewriter as third prize with a total
herty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, of 6,388. Twenty-five other agency
N.Y., to win a trip to Rome, in the people were awarded prizes for their
WOV New York "Save the WOV- collections.

Campus Call. WKBZ is continuing the
talent
adults. hunt and extending it to include

• Shell Oil Co., sponsor of 50 Sky
Watch traffic reports on KSTP St.
Paul-Minneapolis weekdays, is giving
away
balsa "Shell
Helioplane"
gliders
to customers
to promote
the broadcasts.
The radio plane goes up during morning and afternoon peak traffic hours to
give listeners the reports.
• WGMS Washington has 50 listeners
on the streets collecting contributions
to the National Symphony in its annual
sustaining fund drive. The station, undertaking its own volunteer recruitment program through public-service
announcements, enlisted volunteers
commuters accepted his offer to help • Highlight of WGL Fort Wayne, Ind.'s from all walks of life, including doctors, aclergyman and residents of areas
35th
anniversary
was
the
receipt
of
a
them get rid of superstitious fears by
breaking mirrors with a hammer, walk- congratulatory telegram from Pres. Ei- not covered by the campaign in past
senhower, the station reports. Other
under a ladder and knocking over
salt ingshakers.
notables congratulating WGL included
KFI Los Angeles, in a coverage conVice President Nixon, the governor and •years.
listeners in Madrid,
• Anyone in the WDRC Hartford, senators of the state and industry of- Bogota,test, aheardshipfromin the
Pacific, 49 states,
Conn., area who is mentioned in a newsficials. ABC shows also saluted the Fort
D.C.
and
all
Canadian
provinces. The
cast gets a note saying, "You made Wayne outlet.
contest,
advertised
in
the
Saturday Evenews
on
WDRC."
The
station
includes
ning Post, offered prizes to listeners
date and time of the newscast.
• Nearly 4,000 requests have been filled who would
by WLOL Minneapolis-St. Paul for
cast by KFI. identify key songs broad• The winner of a WFIN Findlay, Ohio, membership cards in its Moose Milkers
of Minnesota club. The requests resulted • WSAI Cincinnati bought time on
Valentine's
Day visit
contest
rewarded
with
a five-hour
fromwasstation
staf- from a chance remark broadcast by a other
local radio stations to publicize
fers
complete
with
broadcasting
equipWLOL d.j. that he was thinking of form- a new personality. Teaser spots anment.
ing aclub for Moose Milkers.
nounced: "Doc Holliday is coming to
out of the West, a legend• WJR Detroit has mailed trick "snake • More than 5,000 pieces of mail were town.ary From
character
be in Cincinnati very
received by KXOK St. Louis within 36 soon. Don't will
eyes"
dice
to
advertisers
and
agencies
as part of its promotion to point out hours of offering miniature harmonicas Holliday." Mr.miss the fabulous Doc
Holliday moved from
in connection with a new Chipmunks WSAI's sister station,
the station's policy of "no double or record.
triple spotting."
Ariz., to the CincinnatiKBUZ
staff. Phoenix,
• WKBZ Muskegon, Mich., is giving • An audience of more than 750 turned • Florida boosters:
up at WKBZ Muskegon, Mich., in a
special attention to the community snowsto
WCKR Miami is demonstrating the
rm for a local talent show slogan,
library, art gallery and museum. On
"South Florida Goes Places on
broadcast
to
aid
the
March
of
Dimes.
the theory that the community's lesser- The teenage talent
remote pickups. Five
in the 2V2 -hour show WCKR"casts fromin the
heralded agencies often are neglected,
Boat broadShow
the station invited the institutions to had appeared over the previous six were sponsored International
by
Boats
Inc.
of Miami.
take advantage of public-service time. weeks in d.j. Jack Hoppus' weekly Other "go places"
remotes
are being
originated daily from
racetracks
and
night clubs.
R. C, CRISLER & CO., INC.
Business Brokers Specializing in
WQAM Miami is boosting the FlorTelevision and Radio Stations
ida climate
in weathercasts : "Miami's
present
CINCINNATI, O.
temperature
is 74 degrees.
Paul E. Wagner
That's 59 degrees warmer than it is
Fifth Third Bank Bldg.
right now in New York City, or 49
DUnbar 1-7775
degrees warmer than it is this mornWEST COAST
ing in Chicago."
Lincoln
Dellar
&
Co.
4 offices to
Santa
Barbara,
• A total 3,212 have registered at
WOodland
9-0770Calif.
WTOP-TV
Washington for Classroom
better serve you. . .
OMAHA,
9: Beginning Russian (Mon., Wed.,
Paul
R. Fry NEB.
Fri.,
6:30-7
a.m.). Nearly 80 are takP.O. Box 9455
1733 (Benson)
TErrace
ing the course for college credit. George
Washingto
n U., which is conducting the
NEW YORK
classes, has received more
than $52,000
41 E. 42nd St.
in registration fees. WTOP-TV donates
MUr. Hill 7-8437
its time and facilities to the project.
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I Program Guide For
Station Authorizations, Applications
fFM-SCA LICENSEES
As Compiled by Broadcasting
Present and Prospective
changes in existing 5
Feb 19 through Feb. 25: Includes data on new stations,
only background music on tape
cases, rules & standards changes and I5 The
hearing roundup.
stations, ownership changes, routine
isn'tto also
on transcriptions
5 that
available
any broadcaster
is
editor for various newspapers. Mr. Sher- 0
Abbreviations:
man,
associated
with many
phases
of broad-in 9
. — AftO
— ■ ~TT_W AL
_ - 1I *
casting
over
20-year
period,
is
engaged
•
Cj^.
—
-^VT.
on development of new radio stations. Ann. « \ — nO"T»~^ ^SHH^W
cp— constructi
l antenna
DA— directiona
power, vhf
radiated
ERP — effective
permit.
Feb.Chicago
19.
— — ' VL^^gg^1
Cook address
Bcstg. J?. \
' <-^^iil|SlC
T\1
frehigh
uhf-ultra
-very 'highquency,frequency,
vis.—
GrantedHeights,
1600 kc,111.—
1 kwSouth
D. 23rd
P.O.
aural,
ant.— antenna,w—aur.—
mega- <■„Inc.—
mc—
watt,
kilowatts,
Anthony
Santucci,
164
East
St.,
Chi«
\
-r
—
-gmm^
visualf ckw—
sunset,
local
LS—
ycles. D— day. on,N — night.
Heights, 111. Estimated construction o
\
^pH^^_
unl. cago
transmitter, submodificati
cost
$17,257,$45,000.
first year
$35,000,W. %
— --^^T
- ~ 1I
kilocycles.
kc—trans.—
hours,
unlimited
—mod.—
revenue
Ownersoperating
are cost
Gustav
•
, i rflr*
„r»eT rOnlCS
s authorizatSCA—
ion.
communication
sidiary
SSA
Hahn,
Anthony
Santucci,
Anthony
Di
Carlo
«
\
■
A
ion.
—special
service
authorizat
STA—
special
Jr.,
James
CaperelU
Jr.,
Anthony
D'Amico
0
\
D*V___
C^^S-^
y authoriza
temporar
(19.9% each)
andD'Amico,
GabrielSantucci
J. Apratiand(2.5%).
J
'Trade Mark
. tion. *— educational. Messrs.
Ann. — Announced
Hahn,
Cap♦
erelli are in radio and tv sales and service. i j£xclusiVe franchise territories for this
New Tv Stations
Mr.
Di Carlo Ann.
is AT&T
employe. Mr. Aprati 05 ™exclusive
•
™„;~~ now
is ishpeming,
attorney.
Feb.Tri-Cities
25.
tape program
service
APPLICATIONS
Mich.—
Bcstrs.
inc.—
.2 being
allocated.
No franchise
fees.
Granted
970
kc,
5
kw
D.
P.O.
address
Box
"
S
t
r„n^iM
Mont. — Helena Tv Inc. ;hf. ch. 577, Keeseville, N.Y. Estimated construction o No percentages. For franchise «ar
Helena,
par-—
10aur.;
(192-198
mc);
ERP
.466
kw
vis.,
.233
kw
cost
$28,914,
first
year
operating
cost
$40,000,
5
ticulars
availabilities
and
audition
heightground
above47.5average
terrain revenue
Owners are
' today for complete particulars.
-114
ft.ant.above
ft. Estimated
and Joyce$60,000.
D. Blomquist
(50% Raymond
each). Mr.G. £• ma;i coupon
construction
cost
$51,050,
first
year
operating
and Mrs.
are in hotel manage- 0
, ,_
Ann.Blomquist
Feb. 25.
n
,„*
,
cost N.$48,000,
revenue
P. O. address
428
Main
Studio$50,000.
location
St., ment.
Danville,
Va.—
Radio
Danville
Inc.—BoxGrant-190, »• MAGNE-TRONICS,
Inc. York 36, N. Y.
Helena.
Trans,St. location
Holter St.,Holter
Helena.
ed
970
kc,
500
w
D.
P.O.
address
49
West
45th
street,
New
Va. Estimated construction cost 0
.
N. Lat.,
35' 32"
Geographic
112°
04" coordinates
W.counsel
Long. 46°
Trans.
Gates,
ant. Danville,
$12,500,
first
yearOwners
operating
cost Moffett
$32,000, J» franchise
Please rushplancomplete
particulars
on exclusive
Gates.03' Legal
Smith
& Pepper,
revenue
$40,000.
are
Charles
for FM-SCA
and wire
services.
Washington.
Consulting
engineer
Archer
McCraw,
Albert
Earle
Garrett
Jr.
(each
U
5Crehan,
Taylor.
Principals
include
Charles andP. 42(14.30%).
85' , ) and Geneva
McCraw 0J NAME
minority
owner
KCAPowner
Helena
McCraw Payne
has electronics
Bruce
minority
KBTK interests; Charles
Geneva isMcCraw
isAnn.
legalFeb.secreMissoula,Hamilton,
both Montana
and 14 others.
tary;
Mr.
Garrett
attorney.
25. ♦20 STATI
„
Helenation in TvFeb.Inc.1957,wasbutgranted
cpdeleted
for tv Nov.
sta- Granted
ON
Co.—
Bcstg.
City
Va.—250Gate
City,
Gate
cp
was
1050
kc,
w
D.
P.O.
address
Box
5. cTPfft
1957.
Ann.
Feb.
19.
.
277,
Mountain
City,
Tenn.
Estimated
conGreensboro,
N.C.—
TriCities
Bcstg.
Corp.
first year
vhf
8aur.;
(180-186
mc);
316 kwaverage
vis., struction
$16,022,$50,000.
costrevenue
cost
W.variety
V. operating
Ramsey, «0 alKCC'
158 kwch. 1102
heightERP
above
sole is$42,000,
owner,
owns chain
STATE
terrain
ft.,ant.above
ground
1055.5firstft. and
bank director.
Ann.ofFeb.
25. stores j5 C|jy
^ <=,0,o«o.<5.o«=.o«o«o.o«o»o.=.oo
Estimated
construction
cost
$1,249,000,
year operating cost $1,100,000, revenue
APPLICAT
$1 200,000.boro N.C.
P.O. addresslocation
Box 1588, GreensGlenville, Ga.—
Tattnall County IONS
Bcstg. Co. *r!trtT.*°*-°-T-°- - 1 kwconstruction
D. P.O. cost
address
Box first
94. EstiTrans, locationStudio
4.8 miles north Greensboro.
of Randle- 1580 kc, mated
JUST AROUND
$9,129,
year
man,
N.C.
Geographic
coordinates
35° GE,52 operating cost $30,000, revenue $36,000. Equal
39"
N
Lat.,
79°
47'
09"
W.
Long.
Trans.
partners
are
Howard
C.
GUreath,
ownerM.
THE CORNER
ant
GE
Legal
counsel
Spearman
&
RoberWGUS
North
Augusta,
S.C.,
and
Claude
son.
ConsultingPrincipals
engineer include
Silliman,Hargrove
Moffett Kicklighter, Army officer. Ann. Feb. 19.
6Bowles
Rohrer.
Ocilla,
Ga.—
OciUa
Bcstg.
System
1380
kc,
Jr., JamesNuttG.andW.Ralph
MacLamroch,
5 kw D. P.O. address Ocilla, Ga. Estimated
A HAZARD THAT
Robert
Hamilton
C. Price
construction
costrevenue
$20,596, $48,000.
first year
operat(25% each
each).
Messrs.
MacLamroch
and
ing
cost
$32,000,
Sole
owner
Price
own
25%
WKIX-AM-FM
RaNEVER
H. Thompson
former
owner
the
accusationSLEEPSof
N.C. Mr. NuttCity,is previous
owner19. Robert
WWNS
Statesboro,
WRHTAnn.isGriffin
and19. WSYL
KTOW leigh,Oklahoma
Okla. Ann.partFeb.
Sylvania,
all
Georgia.
Feb.
LIBEL-SLANDER
Laurel,
Md.Laurel
Bcstg
Co.
900
kc,
1
kw
Existing Tv Stations
D. P.O. address
4308 Clearbrook
Lane, KensPIRACY-PLAGIARISM
ington, Md. year
Estimated
construction
cost
ACTIONS BY FCC
$48,084,
first
operating
cost
INVASION OF PRIVACY
revenue
$85,000.
Equal
partners
are $75,000,
Milton
WKDN-TV
Camden,
N.
J—
Granted
(1)
exGrant,
WTTG
(TV)
personality-program
tension of cp for six months, and (2) assign- producer and James R. Bonfils, former
COPYRIGHT VIOLATION
m
e
n
t
o
f
cp
to
The
Young
People's
Church
WTTG
general
manager.
Ann.
Feb.
19.
Directed at Station, Staff,
of the signee
Air president,
Inc.; Percy
consideration
$40,000.owns
AsEugene,
Ore.—
Eugene
Bcstrs.Sherman,
1320 kc,1271
B.
Crawford,
kw
D.
P.O.
address
%
Robert
WMUZ-FM
Speaker, Talent, Sponsor
St., San
Estimated
Ann. Feb. 25.Detroit. Chmn. Doerfer absent. Montgomery
construction
cost
$28,218,Francisco.
first yearApplicants
operating
cost
$42,000,
revenue
$48,000.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
You
can't recapture the WORDS
(25% each)PhD.arestudent
Williamat U.H. ofCrocker
but
CAN INSURE
WASTCorp.(TV)Ch. Albany,
N.Y.— Van Curler currently
Wisconsin;II,
Bcstg.
13.
and
holdyoupossible
Dollar Loss
Mrs.
John
Redington,
wife
of
San
FranWONE-TV
Dayton,
Ohio—
Skyland
Bcstg.
cisco
stock
broker;
Thomas
J.
Davis
Jr.,
within
non-embarrassing
limits.
Corp. Ch. 22. Changed from WIFE (TV).
with broadcast interests in Billings, Mont,
and
Goleta,
Calif.,
and
Robert
Sherman
Learn
about
our
UNIQUE
with
broadcast
interests
in
Santa
Rosa,
Translators
EXCESS
Truckee, Goleta and Redwood City, all
which does POLICY
the job
Anderson Valley Tele., Inc. Boonville and California. Ann. Feb. 25.
Philo, latorCalif.,—
Granted
cp translate
for new programs
tv trans- Existing Am Stations
at surprisingly low cost.
station
on
ch.
73
to
of25. KCRA-TV (ch. 3), Sacramento. Ann. Feb.
ACTIONS BY FCC
Needles Calif.
Community
Tele.
Club,
Needles,
— Granted
cp80 for
new Inc.tv WFSC Franklin, N.C. — Granted increase
translator
station
on
ch.
to
translate
of
power
from
500 w toD;1 remote
kw, continuing
programs
KTVK25. (TV) (ch. 3), Phoenix, operation on 1050
EMPLOYERS
Ariz. Ann. ofFeb.
permitted; engineeringkc, condition.
Ann.control
Feb.
25.
WAGR
Lumberton,
N.C—
Granted
change
New Am Stations
REINSURANCE
of facilities from 1480 kc, 1 kw, DA-2, U,
ACTIONS BY FCC
to 580 kc,
500engineering
w, D;condition.
remote Ann.
controlFeb.per-19.
mitted;
CORPORATION
Truckee,
Calif.
—
Truckee
Bcstg.
—
Granted
KTLQ
Tahlequah,
Okla.—
Granted
increase
of
power
from
500
w
to
1
kw,
continuing
21 WEST TENTH STREET
1400 kc,
250
w.
P.O.
address
127
Montgomery
St.,
San
Francisco,
Calif.
Estimated
KANSAS CITY, MO.
mitted.onAnn. 1350
Feb. kc,25. D; remote control perconstruction
cost $25,700,
first$45,000.
year Owners
operat- operation
ing
cost
$35,000,
revenue
WDTVvised that,Christiansted,
V.I.—
Is itbeing
adare
Joseph
W.
Rupley
and
Robert
Sherman
unless
within
20
days
requests
(eachtor, U.50%).
Mr. Rupley
is regional
direc- hearing,
its application
for (1190
additional
to construct
its am station
kc, 500timew,
S. Bureau
of Budget,
and financial
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APPLICATIONS
KOMY power
Watsonville,
Calif. — Cp to increase
daytime
stall new trans. from(1340250kc)w toAnn.1 kwFeb.and25.inWTRCtime power
Elkhart,
Ind.—w Cpto 1to kwincrease
dayfrom kc)
250
new trans.
(1340
Ann. Feb. 19.and install
WDBC
Escanaba,
Mich.
—
Cp
to
increase
daytimetrans,powerand from
1 kwchanges
to 10 kw, install
new
makeAnn.
DA
system (680 kc)
Feb. 25.in daytime
KSUM power
Fairmont,
Minn.—
tokw,increase
daytime
fromchanges
1 kw toinCp 5daytime
install
new
trans.,
make
DA
system
(one
additional
tower)
and
change
from DA-1 to DA-2. (1370 kc) Ann. Feb.
19.
KVCK
Wolf
Point,
Mont.—
Cp
to
increase
daytimestall newpower
to 1 kwFeb.and25. intrans. from
(1450250kc)w Ann.
KELK from
Elko,250Nev.w —toCp1 kwto increase
daytime
power
trans.
(1240 kc)
Ann. Feb. 25.and install new
WIRY
Plattsburgh,
N.Y.—
Cp
to
increase
daytimenewpower
to 1Feb.kw 19.and
install
trans.from
(1340250kc)w Ann.
KAJO Grants pass, Ore. — Cp to increase
power (1270
from kc)1 kwAnn.to '5Feb.kw 19.and install new
trans.
KFLWcreaseKlamath
daytime powerFalls,
fromOre.—
250 wCp toto1 kwin20.and install new trans. (1450 kc) Ann. Feb.
WFLI Lookout
Mountain,
Tenn.
increase
daytime
power
from
10 andkw— Cp
to 25to
kw,
make
changes
in DA use.
system
install
new
trans,
for
daytime
(1070
kc)
Ann.
Feb. 19.
KAYE
Puyallup,
Wash.—
Cp
to
increase
daytimestall newpower
to 500Feb.w and19. intrans. from
(1450 250kc)w Ann.
KTHE Thermopolis,
Wyo.—
Cpto to1 kw
increase
daytime
power
from
250
w
install new trans. (1240 kc) Ann.
Feb. and
24.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WLBICorp.
Denham
Bcstg.
1220 kc.Springs, La. — Avoyelles
KOTECorp.Fergus
Minn.—fromNorthland
Bcstg.
1250 kc.Falls,
Changed
KGDE.
1010WKES
kc. Newport, N.H.— Kenneth E. Shaw.
730KMGM
kc. Albuquerque, N.M.— T. I. Moseley.
WOMP1290 Bellaire,
Ohio—from
Ohio WTRX.
Valley Bcstg.
Corp.
kc. Changed
Charleston,
S.C.—
Charleston
Bcstg.
Co.WOKE
1340
kc.
Changed
from
WHAN.
Inc.KEZU920 Rapid
kc City, S.D.— Black Hills Radio
Oak Ridge,
1290WATO
kc. Changed
from Tenn.
WOKE.— WOKE Inc.

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through Feb. 25
TOTALFor APPLICATIONS
new65stations
Lie.
Cps
Not 118onCP air
45
621
111
103
543
141
3,293

Commercial
Non-Commercial

OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING through Feb. 25
VHF
UHF

COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
FM
As reported by FCC through Jan. 31, 1959
45
106
AM
TV
Licensed
on air)stations)
543
128
113
45
CPs
on air(all(new
3,289
38
CPs notauthorized
on the airstations
(new stations)
Total
709
66840
484
Applications
for
new
stations
(not
in hearing)
1051765
606
3,447
122
Applications
for
new
stations
(in
hearing)
26
498
Total
applications
for new
stations
71
5173
Applications
for
major
changes
(not
in
hearing)
34
41
47
Applications
for major
changes
(in hearing)
034
Total
applications
for
major
changes
545
58
Licenses
deleted
2
1
CPs deleted
0
01
0
tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
M'here
are,
in
addition,
licenses.
4411
2 Therein operation
are, in addition,
which operation.
were on the air at one time but are no
has not started
and one 39whichtv cp-holders
longer
uhf).8 There have been, in addition, 211 television cps granted, but now deleted (44 vhf and 167
4 There has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted

velopment and constructs Ann. Feb.
Baltimore,
Md. —17Baltimore
Bcstg. North
Corp.
Granted
106.5 Aves.
mc,
kw. P.O. address
&cost
Harford
Estimated
construction
$2,350.
Applicant
is
also
licensee
of
WCBM Baltimore. Ann. Feb. 19.
HavreGranted
de Grace,
Md.—
Chesapeake
Bcstg.
Corp.
103.7
mc,
38
kw.
P.O.
address Box 97. Estimated construction cost
$9,250,cantfirst
operatingprograms
cost $5,000. WASA
Applitoyearduplicate
Havre
deplans 25.Grace,
of which it is oflicensee.
Ann. Feb.
Detroit, Mich. — Radio
Station105.9
WCHBmc, of34
Bell
Co.32790Granted
kw. Broadcasting
P.O.Mich.
address
Henry
Ruff Rd.,
New Fm Stations
Wayne,
Estimated
construction
cost
$22,790,
first
year Applicant
operating owns
cost $30,000,
ACTIONS BY FCC
revenue
$30,000.
WCHB
Inkster,
Mich.
Ann.
Feb.
25.
Huntsville,
Ala.
—
James
A.
Hornbuckle—
Granted
99.1 mc,Estimated
3.2 kw. construction
P.O. address cost
512 Granted
Omaha, Neb.—
System 13273
Inc.
Forrest Circle.
mc, Delta
3.4
kw.Bcstg.
P.O. address
Ventura 96.1
Blvd.,
North
Hollywood
Calif
$11,720,
first
yearApplicant
operatingsellscosthi-fi$12,500,
Estimated
construction
cost
$12,920
first
revenue
$15,000.
gear
andSanphonograph
records.
Ann. Feb.Graysen—
25.
year
costengineers
$15,589, revenue
Ownersoperating
are NBCPontes
Dale F.V. $20,813
AppleDiego,mc, Calif.
—kw.Leonard
Granted
29.5Blvd.,
P.O.
address
Suite
gate,
Edward
and Harold
Flood
each
31.25%,
and
Richard
H.
1007, 6399mated97.3Wilshire
San
Diego.
Estitorney, 6.25%. Ann. Feb. 19. Burton, atconstruction
cost
$23,200,
first
year
operating
cost
$51,000,
revenue
$57,600.
Mr.
Omaha,
Neb.—
Jack
L.
Katz
Enterprises
Graysen, sole owner, is, in real estate de- Granted 94.3 mc, 1 kw. P.O. address 924 City

United Press International \
Facsimile Newspictures and
United Press Movietone Newsfi m
Build Ratings J
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TOTAL

National
Estimated
construction
cost $9,978,Bank
firstBldg.
year
operating
$12 120
revenue
$14,140.
Mr.Omaha.
Katz, Other
90%costowner
salesman
at
KM
TV
partnersis
(5% each) are Donald L. Stern, attorney
Marshall,
Tex.—
Harrison
Bcstg.
Feb
B19 L' Dunbar'
Mot°rola
employe.
Ann.
Co.
Granted
97.3 mc,
5.9construction
kw.County
P.O. address
Box
791.
Estimated
cost
$8,698,enuefirst
year
operating
cost
$1,200,
revMarshall.$6,500.Ann.Applicant
Feb. 19.is licensee of KMHT
Spokane,
Wash.— Northern
Radio
Corp.
mc, Estimated
2 kw Pacific
P.O.construcaddress
West
315Granted
Sprague99.9Ave.
lo0n,ncost
$8'50°.$5,000.
first
year Ann.
operating
cost
$2,500,
revenue
Applicant
isFeb
licensee
ofMilwaukee,
KXLY-AM-TV
Spokane.
25
Granted 95.7 mc,Wis.—
29 kw.Cream
P.O. City
addressBcstg.
2625 Co.
W.
iiis£?nsln
Ave-year
Estimated
construction
cost
$34,000, first
operating
cost $12,000,
WMIL
Milwaukee. Applicant
Ann. Feb. 19.
^Y^J11,..?15'000APPLICATION is licensee of
Portland, Ore.— Christian Bcstg. Co. 95 5
mc,
kw P.O.
address construction
Box 305, Forest
Grove,7.64firstOre.
Estimated
cost
$7,250,
revenue $48,000.yearEqualoperating
partnerscostare$36,000,
F. Demcy
inM.^yl£ir5„5?ptist
KRWC
Forestminister
Grove,
Ore.
and
Robert
Kines, physician.
Ann. and
Feb. 50%
19. partner
Existing Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Babylon, music
N.Y.— Granted SCA
to WTFM
engage (FM)
in functional
multiplex
basis.
Ann. Feb. 25. operation on
WLEV (FM) Merrill,station
Wis.— Granted
location ap-onto
Wausau andplication to change
facilities to operation
100.7 mc:
mc; HF,205
9.35 kw; 260kw;ft.).ant-Ann.1-010Feb.«. 19.(has
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
*KFJC (FM) Mountain View, Calif.— FootWCCC-FM
— Greater
Hartford
Bcstg. Hartford,
Inc.District.
106.9 mc.Conn.
ll;^£1(^College
88.5 mc.
John
D.
Morgan.
92.7
mc.
T WSBC-FM
^N^C1,.(FM)Chicago,
Arlington
Heights,
111.— WSBC
Bcstg.HI.—
Co.
99.9
mc. Omaha, Neb.—
^^AB-FM
KFAB Bcstg. Co.
WOMP-FM Bellaire, Ohio— Ohio Valley
WIFE (FM)
Ohio— Skyland
Bcstg.
FM
P' Dayton,
5 mC' Changed
from WTRXBROADCASTING, March 2, 1959

Jack V.Ann.
LoPresti,
WGSR chief „engineer
$2,000.
Feb. 20.
, , for r
KXGI
Fort Madison,
Iowa.—fromSeeksJoseph
transfer
of
control
of
KXGI
Inc.
and
William
D. McNaughton,
J. RichardD.E.
Sutter
and
John
E.
Armel
to
Richard
and
Cecil H.(66%)
Gillespie
for $90,000.
Richard
D.advertising
Gillespie
isandemploye
Brown
agency Ann.
Cecil25.Perry
H. Gillespie
(33', ) is architect.
Feb.
KBTOtary assignment
El Dorado.
Kan.
—
Seeks
involunof one-sixth
interest
station fromas W.B.
Tedrick,
to O.A.inis
Tedrick,
trustee,
Mr. ofdeceased,
O.A.station.
Tedrick
present one-sixth
owner
Ann.
FeWYFEment of New
Orleans,
La.— Seeks
assign-to
license
from
Connie
B.
Gay
WYFE Inc., a corporation wholly owned by
Mr
whoseKinston,
other broadcast
interests
includeGay,
S.C.. WTCR
land, Ky.WFTC
and KITE
San Antonio,
Tex. AshAnn.
F(KUDI
Great
Falls,
Mont.—
Seeks transfer
of2b<~,control
from
Walter
N.
Nelskog,
present
owner,Mr. toCrain
Paul will
Crainownfor50%$20,000.
After
transfer
of station.
Other Bertholf
owners are(25%D. Gene
Williams
and
Delbert
each).
Messrs.
Nelskog
and
also KQTY
have Everett,
interest Wash.
in KQDY
Minot,Crain
N.D. and
Ann.
rw'sOC-AM-FM-TV
Charlotte,
N.C.— Seeksof
transfer from
of WSOC
control Bcstg.
and Co.
assignment
licenses
to Carolina
Bcstg.
Co.
subsidiary
of
Miami
Valley
Bcstg.
for $5,600,000. Miami
ValleyOhio.
is licensee
ofCorp.WHIO-AM-FM-TV
Dayton,
Carolina
board
chairman.
James
M.
Cox
Jr.,
owns
interestsWCKT
in WSB-AM-FM-TV
Atlanta,
Ga
WCKR,
(TV)
Miami.
Fla.
Feb. 19.
...Ann.
KQDY ofMinot,
N.D.— Seeksfrom
assignment
license
Walter andN.of
Nelskog
PaulDakota
Crain,toBcstrs.
D.PaulGeneCrain,
Williams
Delbert Bertholf
D. Gene
Williams
Bertholf. After
Presenttransfer
owners each and
haveDelbert
25% interest.
Mr Crain
will
hold
50%
interest.
Consideration
for
Mr.
Nelskog's
interest,
$12,000.
Messrs. tereNelskog
and
Crain
alsoMont,
have and
inst in KUDIWash.
GreatAnn.
Falls,
KQTY
Everett,
Feb.
25. transfer
WJSO
Jonesboro,
Tenn.—
Seeks
ofCo. control
of cp owner
of Mountain
Bcstg.to
from A.present
Roy E.Mr.View
Faircloth
Norman
Thomas
for
$7,000.
Thomas
owner WDNT Dayton, Tenn. Ann. Feb. 20.is
KSOXment of Raymondville,
Tex.—Schaleben
Seeks assignlicense from
and
Van
N. Culpepper
toStation
BobHaleG.KPSO
Hicks Ltd.
and ConJ.W.
Stewart
d/bsideratRadio
i
o
n
$
6
0
,
0
0
.
Messrs.
Stewart
and
Hicks
are owners KPSO Falfurrias. Tex. Ann. Feb.
25control
W SYR Franklin,
Seeks sale
transfer
of
WSYR Howard
Inc.Va.—through
of stockof from
H. Keller
toof 50%
S.L.
Goodman,
present
50%
owner.
Consideration
$11,850. Ann. Feb. 20.
KQTY
Wash.— Seeks
assignment
of(Walter
licenseEverett,
from
Snohomish
County
Bcstrs.
Nelskog
and Nelskog,
Paul
Crain)
Walter N.N. Nelskog.
Mr.
presentto
58% estowner
is
purchasing
Mr.
Crain's
interfor $60,450. ofPartners
are
also N.D.
involved
in ownership
Minot.
KUDI
Great Falls, KQDY
Mont. Ann.
Feb. 25. and
Hearing Cases
FINAL DECISION
By order,
on petition
applicant,immediCommission
adopted
and Decision
madeby effective
atelycatiJan.on of M20 &Initial
granting
appliM
Bcstg.
Co.
to
move
trans,
site of point
WMBV-TV
(ch.
11), Marinette,
Wis.,of
from
1438 miles
southwest
Marinette
to about
about ant.
miles
southwest
of
that
city,
increase
height
from
780
960
ft., Bartley
increase not
vis. ERP
to 316 kw,Comr.
etc.to
Comr.
participating;
Cross abstained from voting. Ann. Feb. 25.
t_H0WARD E. STARK=
OTHER ACTIONS
Brokers and Financial
By memorandum
opinion andinorder,
Commission
acted
on pleadings
LafayetteLake Charles,
La.,
ch. 3 proceeding
asTelefolConsultants
lovision
ws: (1) denied
petitions
by
Acadian
Corp. for
review
andpermitting
reversal KTAG
of examiner's
June
26
ruling
Associates plicati(KTAG-TV)
to amend
their
Television Stations
changeft., trans,
locationexaminer;
and apreduce ant. toon to 1049
and affirmed
(2)
granted
petition
by
Broadcast
Bureau
and enlarged issues to determine whether
Radio Stations
proposed
operation signal
of KTAG-TV
place principal
entire would
community of Lake city
Charles in over
accordance
with
50 East 58th Street
Sec. 3.685,
and (3) granted
KTAG-TV
request for ofenlargement
of that
issues
to include
question
waiver
of
rule.
Ann.
New York 22, N. Y. ELdorado 5-0405
By memorandum
opinionby and
order,Heights
Commission denied petition
Musical
BROADCASTING, March 2, 1959

from WONE-FM
ChangedGreen
Corp.
WBAY-FM
Fathers.
101.1 mc. Bay, Wis.— Norbertme
Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
assignGrantedRandolph
Ark.—James
KHBMment ofMonticello,
license from
Keith 25.Baker, consideraBakertionto$60,000.Edward
Feb.
Ann.
WICC-AM-TV
Bridgeport,
Conn.—Merryman
Granted
transfer
of control
fromto Philip
Connecticut-New
Slater
and Manning
York
Bcstrs.
Inc.
(K.
M.
Cooper,
president);
consideration
interestof
$275,000within
not$1,228,400
toradius
competeoffor50for80%
a period
10plusyears
miles.
Ann.
F<WHXY
Grantedconsideration
assignment
of licenseBogalusa,
to J. A.La.—Oswald;
pay stockholders
500 plus agreement
$37
a tomonth
Francisas
TCharles
ZacharyW. Holt
$20
a $80month
for 25andmonths
consultants.
Ann.
Feb.
25
KSTL
St.
Louis,
Mo.—
Granted
(1)
renewal
of
license and10Tc(2)interest
transfer
of controlC.
through
by Franklin
Salisburysaletotheoflicensee
for of$15,000,
therebyof
increasing
percentage
ownership
Edward holE.der, to 51.86%.
Haverstick,
Jr.,
majority
stockAnn.
Feb
25.
WBACnewal of Cleveland,
Tenn.—
Grantedof control
(1) relicense
and
(2)
transfer
from
M. Fitch,
executrix of estate T.of
Thad toSusan
H.Charles
Fitch,
Kile
B.deceased,
Britt andandJamesWalter
Ayers;
consideration
$5,000
plus
assumption of liabilitiesnot nottoagreements
toengage
exceedinfor$120,000
and
transferors
radio
business
for
5
years
within
50
miles
radius.
Transferees
own WJBS,
Fla., N.Y.
and
Britt is 90% owner
of WIRYDeLand,
Plattsburg,
Ann.
Feb.
25.
,
•
KTXJ
Jasper,
Granted
assignment
ofFisher
license
fromHoward,
JoeTex.—
H. William
TonahillGlen
and Dodson
Joe J.
to J.C.
and
Frank
J.
Carpentier
d/b
as
Jasper
Bcstg.
Service;
consideration
$60,000
for
license
and
lease
of years,
land with
and option
equipment,
for a
period
of
five
to
purchase
during
time Forge,
for $60,000.
Ann. Feb.assign25.
WCFVmentthat
Clifton
Va.—
Granted
of license
to inJames
R. Reese,
Jr., who
has
80%
interest
WCBG,
Chambersburg,
Pa.; consideration $45,000. Ann. Feb. 25.
APPLICATIONS
KAIR ofTucson,
Ariz.— Seeks
of
control
Joe
Dumond
Radio transfer
Enterprises
Inc.
from Jerome
Joe Dumond
to Andrew
J. Griffith
Jr.
and
K.
McCauley,
(50%
each).
Mr.
McCauley
executive
at WMGM
and has
WINSbeenNewaccount
York. Mr.
Griffith is in sideration
insurance
Con$175,000. Ann.and Feb.real10.estate.
(Corrected
''TwG-AM-FM
Stockton,
Calif.—
Seeks
transfer
control and
of KWG
Co. fromto
Frank
A.ofAxelson
O.R. Bcstg.
Reichenbach
Hale
Bondurant
for
$48,000
and
assumption
ofpartKWG
debts.
Mr.
Bondurant
is
owner KFBI Wichita, Kan. Ann.former
Feb.
WIINtrol of WIIN
Atlanta,
Ga.—
Seeks
transfer
of
conInc.Arthur
from Emil
Arnold, Sylvia
presentCohen
owner to(28%),
LongD.J. Denton
(43%),
Gold
Philip
(19%)
and
for $5,000of
and Dorothy
assumptionR. ofBiesecker
$145,000 (10%)
indebtedness
adcorporation.vertisingMr.agency. Denton
owns Atlanta
adOther
applicants
broadcast connected interests. Ann.haveFeb.no
24.
t
WGSR fromMillen,
SeeksSystem
assignment
of,
license
JenkinsGa.—Bcstg.
to Jenkins
Bcstg.
System
Inc.
Applicant
seeks
change to corporate form of business and
assignment
ent owner ofW. one-third
Herbert interest
BrannenfromSr.,pres-to

Planning

a

Radio

Station?

This valuable planning guide
will help you realize a greater
return on your equipment investment. Installation and
maintenance procedures, outlined inthis new brochure, will
show you how to get long
equipment life and top performance foryour station.
For your free copy of this brochure,
write to RCA, Dept. R-22, Building
15-1, Camden, N. J. In Canada: RCA
VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.
RADIO CORPORATION
of AMERICA

DEPENDABLE
PATTERN
CONTROL

With Collins Directional
Antenna Equipment
Each Collins Directional Antenna
Installation is custom designed and
built to a broadcaster's individual
specifications and coverage requirements. Variable independent phase
and amplitude adjustments are provided for ease of tune-up — insure
stable pattern control.
Collins Phasing Units are complete with antenna tuners, specially
housed in waterproof cabinets if
desired.
For dependable, easily maintained directional antenna equipment
specify Collins — your one complete source for all broadcast needs.
For complete information call or
write Collins Radio Company,
Broadcast Sales Division, 315 Second Ave., S.E., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
CEDAR RAPIDS • DALLAS • BURBANK
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Inc., for
reconsideration
of Nov.
19, 1958
grant
of petition
by Richard
Jr.
Inc. (WAYZ),
Waynesboro,
Pa., F.foronLewis
enlargement
of
issues
in
proceeding
Musicalto
Heights
application
for
new
am
station
operateHeights,
on 1370 kc, 500 w, DA, D, in Braddock
Ann.
Feb. 25. Md. Comr. Cross dissented.
By
order,
on petition
for reconsideration
by
Radioto Lemoore
station
operate Commisssion
on(applicant
1320 kc, for
1 kw,newD, amitsin
Lemoore,
Calif.),
amended
Nov.
12,
1958
order
which
designated
for
hearing
application
of Radiodaytime
KYNO, The
Voice
Fresno, Calif.,
to increase
KYNO ofFresno,
from 1 kw to power
5 kw
and to operate withoperation
non-DA onduring
hours,
1300 daytime
kcclause
with
1 kw N,continuing
DA-2,should
to insert
additional
ordering
that,
KYNO
application
be
granted, feitrence aswill
be
subject
to
such
intermay
beLemoore
caused inbyitsoperation
proposed
by
Radio
application. Ann. Feb. 25.
By report
and order,
Commission (WRECdenied
petition
by Memphis,
WREC
Bcstg.
TV,
ch.
3),
Tenn.,Service
forthatchange
in
offset
carrier
requirements
for
channel
from minus Ky.,
to even
atfromMemphis,
Tenn.,
andat
Louisville,
and
even
to
minus
Harrisburg,
111.; and
in Docket 12638.
Ann. terminated
Feb. 19. proceeding
By memorandum
opinion and
and petition
order, Commission
dismissed
protest
for
rehearing
filed
by
Havens
&
Martin
Inc.
(WTVR rected[TV],
ch.
6),
Richmond,
Va.,
diagainst
Dec.
23,
1958
grant
of
request
byof Sec.
Petersburg
Television
Corp.it tofor identify
waiver
3.652
(a)
to
permit
WXEX-TV
(ch. 8) Comr.
with Richmond
asabstained
well as
Petersburg,
from
voting. Va.
Ann.postponed
Feb. 19.Bartley
Commission
oral
arguments
from March
5 to April 16of onPacific
protestBcstrs.
proding on application
Corp.
for cenew
tv station
on ch. 39 in Bakersfield,
Calif.
Ann.
Feb.
25.
ownFeb.motion,
extended
timeCommission,
from
Feb.on 18itstoproceeding
25 toconcerning
file
comments ininrulemaking
changes
program
sections
of
broadcast
application
forms.
Ann.
Feb.
19.
By memorandum
opinion and
Com-for
mis ion (1) granted
and order,
petition
reconsideration
by protest
Bakersfield
Bcstg. Co.
(KBAK-TV
ch. 29), Bakersfield,
" to
extent
of postponing
Dec. 30,Bcstg.
1958 Calif.,
grant
application
of Kern
County
Co.Bak-forof
new tv station
to
operate
on
ch.
17
in
ersfield,onand designated
for oral
argument
April and16;application
party to proceeding,
(2)made
deniedprotestant
Bakersfield's
petition
for
reconsideration
of
denial
of motion
Ann.
Feb. to25. stay and request to stay action.
By memorandum
opinion
and
order,
Comgranted petition
by(KXL),
Seattle,
Portlandto andmission
Spokane
Radio
Portland,
Ore.,
extent
of
vacating
Dec.
23,
1958
grant
of
cp
to
Seaside
Bcstg.
Co.
for
am stationOre.,to operate
on 730 kc,application
500 w, D,hew
Seaside,
and
designated
forin
hearing;
made action
KXL onparty
topartproceeding;
and
deferred
that
of
KXL
petition
requesting
consideration
and
of10 kwits toimmediate
application
to increase
powergrant
from
50
kw,
continuing
ope
r
a
t
i
o
n
o
n
750
kc,
DA-1,
change
trans, and
studio
Feb. 19.location and change DA system. Ann.
Commission
on Feb.
25 directed
preoaration
of document
looking
toward
denying
petitions
by North
Video
Inc.,
Elzey Roberts
filedDade
in Miami,
Fla., andch. by10

remand
proceeding. Comr. Craven not participating.
Commission
addressedattorney
followingforletter
Mr.
Eliot
C. Lovett,
WORZto
Inc.:
"This
letter
is
written
in
response
to
your
petitionposes filedto Jan.
participate
for other
29,Commission
1959,andrelative
to the purinquiry
which
the
is
conducting
on its own motion in the Orlando, Fla., ch
9, "The
proceeding
(Docket
Nos.
12618,
et
al.).
Commission
invites
you to submit
ashavesoonpertaining
as possible
anysubject
information
to
the
ofresponse,
the you
inquiry.
Upon receiptwillof beyour
further
consideration
given
to
your
request
insofar
as
it
contemplates
a
formal
investigation before a hearing examiner.
"Copies
of thisto letter
are being sent to the
other
parties
proceeding."
Fairview
Bcstrs.,theapplication
Rensselaer,
N.Y.—newDesignated
for
hearing
to operateproceeding
on 1300 kc,
5forapplication
kw, DA-Dam
inofstation
consolidated
with
Sanford
L.
Hirschberg
and
Gerald onR.
McGuire
for
new during
am station
to operate
1300
kc,in Cohoes-Watervliet,
1 kw,
specified
hours,
N.Y.;
newdaytime
order
supersedes
July 30,only.1958 Ann.
hearing
order
with
respect
to
issues
Feb.
19. Radio
Moyer
Radio,
Golden
Gate
Corp.,
Rhode Island Inc., Providence, R.I.; Bristol
County Bcstg. Co., hearing
Warren, applications
R.I. — Designatedfor
for
new consolidated
amGolden
stationsGateto and
operate
on 990 kcIs-—
Moyer,
Radio
with 50 Feb.
kw, DA-D,
and BristolRhode
with 500
w, Farmville
D.landAnn.
19.
Bcstg.
Co.,
Farmville,
N.C.;
WYSR Inc., hearing
Franklin, application
Va.— Designated
for
consolidated
of
Farmvil e fw,or newD, am
station
toto operate
onpower
1250
kc,
500
and
WYSR
increase
from
tomade5 kw.WCDJcontinuing
operation
1250 kc,1 kwD; City,
and WCNCon
both Feb.
NorthEdenton,
toElizabeth
proceeding. Ann.
19.Carolina, parties
WRIK-TVthat (ch.
7) Ponce, P.R.—
Is being
advised
increase
vis.
ERP sifrom
1.41 application
kwAnn.to 60Feb.kw to19.indicates
necesty of hearing.
Routine Roundup
By memorandum
opinion
andof order,
Commission amended Sec.
1.362
its practice
and procedure
toSec.
permit
applicant
to
waive
his rightmunicatiorules
under
309
(b)
of
Comnindicates
s Act to be notified
as ofto hearwhy
his application
necessity
ing. This change,
is intended intoexpehelp
applicants
as well which
as Commission
March 2.diting procedure, will become effective
Sec. 309
(b) inis 1952.
one ofUnder
McFarland
amendments to Act
its provisions,
each
such
application
is now
required
to (fc>)be
processed
at
least
twice—
once
when
letter
ofreply
notification
is prepared
and309again
when
is
received.
If,
in
meantime,
conflicting
application
is received,
notice
procedure
be because
repeated,
possibility of addedmust
delay
of with
further
comp
l
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
s
.
I
n
some
broadcast
cases,
more
than notice
year hasand elapsed
betweenfor issuance
of
first
designation
hearing.
In
most
instances
309
(b)
letter
serves
no
useful purpose
aware of
reasons
why interference
hesince
facesapplicant
hearing
—is competing
applications,
with requirements,
existing
stations,
conflict
with
technical
etc.
Ifrights
manyto broadcast
applicants
waived
their
309
(b)
letter,
actions
would
be speeded and Commission staff could give

Semi-major market. $80,000.
Station grossing almost the
asking price. Some terms to
qualified buyer. Fulltime station.
EAST TEXAS
Contact the DALLAS OFFICE, 1511 Bryan St., Riverside 8-1175, or the office nearest •
HAMILTON • STUBBLE FIELD • TWINING and Associates,
BROKERS • RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS • NEWSPAPERS
[0tu!wan7.27S4 * SAN F "ANC'S" jEXbroTk" -5671
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive
Office* St., ME.
1735 DeSales
N. W.8-5411
and Laboratories
1339Offices
Wisconsin
Ave., N. W.
Washington,
D. C. AFCCE
FEderal 3-4800
Member

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

— Established iYlo—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
PilgrimGreat6-3000
Laboratories,
Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

fiPC\Q(if C DAVIS
CONSULTING
ENGINEERS
RADIO
TELEVISION
501-514 &Munsey
Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL
BLDG.D.Dl.C.7-131
WASHINGTON,
P. O. BOXKANSAS
7037 CITY,JACKSON
MO. 5302
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
Pennsylvania
Bldg. Republic
WASHINGTON
4, D. C.7-2347
Member AFCCE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
71 1 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. CarrConsulting
& Associates
Radio & Television
Washington
6,Engineers
D. C. Leesburg,
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GUY C HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32 CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON
15, D. C.
O Liver 2-8520

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTINGAssociates
RADIO ENGINEERS
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. QuincyRiverside,
St.— Riverside
III. 7-2153
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military
Wash.,
D.Rd.,2-8071
C. N. W.,
Phone
EMerson
Box Phone
2468, Birmingham,
STate 7-2601 Ala.
Member AFCCE

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
8401 Cherry St. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
61 7 Albee1426Bldg.G St.,Executive
N. W. 3-4616
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200BrecksviHe,
SnowviileOhioRoad
(a Cleveland
Tel: JAckson
6-4386 Suburb)
P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208
1
J. G. DAIIklTDCC
KOUNTKtfc
CONSULTING ENGINEER
5622 DYER STREET
EMERSON 3-3266
DALLAS 6, TEXAS

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601 Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Crawford 4496

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 85,000* Readers
— among
the decision-making stationthem,owners
and managchief engineersfor and
techni-tv
ciers,ans— applicants
am, fm,
and
facsimile
facilities.
'ARB Continuing Readership Study

COLLECTIONS
ForOVERthe THE
Industry
TV ALL
— Accounts
Radio
— FilmReceivable
andWORLD
Media
No Collection
—
No
Commissions
STANDARD
ACTUARIAL
WARRANTY CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
LO 5-5990

confacf
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities

Service
COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring
Company
PRECISION
FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL
TIME SERVICE
FOR AM-FM-TV
P O. Box
Kansas3-5302
City, Mo.
Phone7037Jackson
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Directory

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS
FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord
Cambridge
38, Ave.,
Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

ID
A.A CADI
EARL S*IIIIIIAa
CULLUm, JK.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE
r*cr\ dr . AL/AIK
An aid CMr.
ff\
UtU.
CIMV?. W.
CONSULTING
ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610
Eye St., D.N. C.W.
Washington,
ExecutiveMember
3-1230 AFCCE
Executive 3-5851

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

more
backlog.attention to reducing processing line
for andin grants
ofAnnouncement
such waivers ofwillrequests
be included
Commission's public
notices.
Comr. Ford
dissented.
By memorandum
opinion
and
order,
Comdenied petition
for rulemaking
by SarkesmissionTarzian
(WTTV
[TV] channel
ch.filed
4),
Bloomington,
Ind.,(OnInc.
to reassign
that
towaived
Indianapolis.
Feb.
11
Commission
Sec.
3.652
[a]
of
rules
to
permit
WTTV
identify itselfAnn.as Feb.
Indianapolis
wellCommission
as toBloomington.)
19.by Marchas
invites
comments
25toward
to notice
of proposed
looking
reserving
ch.educational
13 rulemaking
(now commercial)
for noncommercial
use in Panama
City,
Fla.,
and
changing
classification
ofcommercial.
ch. 30 in Florida
that cityEducational
from educational
to
Television
Commission
and Joint
Council on
Educational
Television
petitioned
for
these
changes. Ann. Feb. 19.
By notice
of proposed
rulemaking,
Commissionproposals
invites
comments
by
25 onto
conflicting
by to(1) change
JointMarch
Council
Educational
Television
classification
of
ch.
12
in
Wilmington,
Del.,
from
commercial
to (WHTO-TV,
educational, ch.
and 46),
(2) Neptune
Bcstg.
Corp.
Atlantic
City,
ch. 12 from
Wilmington
and toN.J.,
assignto delete
it to Atlantic
City or,
in alterFeb. 19. native, to Atlantic City-Wilmington. Ann.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of Feb. 20
WEENment of license
Lafayette,
Tenn.— Granted
to Lafayette
Bcstg. assignInc.
WJBS
DeLand,
of license to WJBSFla.—
Inc. Granted assignment
WTRF-TVsignment of license
Wheeling,to WTRF-TV
W.Va.— Granted
asInc asWCHU (TV)
Champaign,
111.— Granted
s
i
g
n
m
e
n
t
o
f
cp
to
WCHU
Inc.
WPAL installation
Charleston, ofS.C.—
Grantedtrans,
license
covering
new
present
main trans, site
for type
aux. purposesat
only.
Monte Vista,
to KSLV
uselicense
alternate
main Colo.—
trans, Granted
as main license
trans.;
and
aux.
trans. to use present main trans, as
WPAL
Charleston,
S.C.—
Granted
mod.
license oftoCharleston.
change name to Speidel Bcstg.of
Corp.
KMOX-TV
St. Louis, date
Mo.— Granted
tension of completion
to April ex-15
(main trans,
and ant.).
Actions
of Feb. 19
WFEBtary transfer
Sylacauga,
Ala.—from
Granted
of E.control
E.Mallory
E.involunForbes
to EarnestForbes,
Forbes
Jr.,
and
W.Sr., Kenneth
joint
executors
tate of E. E. Forbes Sr., deceased. of esWATH
Athens,
Ohio—
Granted
assignment
of license to Radio Athens Inc.
WBMKment of license
West Point,
Ga.—Valley
GrantedInc. assignto forRadiofollowing
Granted licenses
tv vis.
stations:
KINY-TV
Juneau,
Alaska,
0.263
kw,
aur. 0.132Pa.,kw,ERPant. vis.
960 631
ft.;ERPkw,
WTPA
Harrisburg,
aur.(TV)
324
kw,
ant.
1020
ft.;
WNOK-TV
Columbia,
S.C.;
KVKM-TV
Monahans,
Tex.;145 KPAR-TV
Sweetwater,
Tex.;
ERP
vis.
kw,
aur.
72.5 kw, ant. 580 ft.
WSIX-TVcoveringNashville,
Tenn.— Granted litrans, cense
and ant.). changes in tv station (main
WHBF-TV
Rock
Island,
Granted li-as
cense authorizing
of old111.—
aux.WEEX-FM
trans,
andEaston,
ant.usesystem
asmain
aux. trans,
ant.
Pa.—
Granted
covering change frequency, increaselicense
ERP,

change and
ant. installation
height, makeof new
changes
system
type inantant.
Boise, name
Idaho—to Granted
of KTVB
license (TV)
to change
KTVB Inc.mod.
. KMOS-TV
Sedalia,nameMo.—to Granted
mod. Co.of
license
to change
Bcstg.
WFBG-TV
Altoona,
Pa.—kw,Cook
Granted
cp kw,to
decrease
ERP
to
vis.
224
aur.
112
ant.
1,110
ft.;
and
make
changes
in
ant.
system.
KFBC-TV
Wyo.—
Granted
cp
toexisting
installmain
aur.Cheyenne,
aux.
trans,
to
be
used
with
vis. trans.
KDUO
(FM)
Riverside,
Calif.—
Granted
mod. oftocp1,630
to decrease
ERP studio
to 72 kw;
ant.
height
ft.; change
type
ant. andheight);
make
changes
ant.location,
system
(decrease
remote incontrol
permitted.
KFMW mod.
(FM) of San
Granted
cp to Bernardino,
increase
ERPCalif.—
to 31
kw,
increase
ant.
height
to 1.630
ft.;
change
type
ant.
and
make
changes
in
ant.
system
(increase
height);
remote
control
permitted; condition.
KTD3 control
Thibodaux,
La.— Granted change of
remote
authority.
WFLA mittedTampa,
Remote control
while usingFla.—
nondirectional
ant. per*KEPHquest to cancel
(FM) Ephraim,
Utah—
Granted
relicense;
call
letters
deleted.
KWNO-FM
Winona,
Minn.
— Granted
req
u
e
s
t
t
o
cancel
license;
call
letters
deleted.
KBLA
Burbank, date
Calif.—
Granted
sion of completion
to June
21. extenActions of Feb. 18
WLSBfor Copper
Hill, Tenn.— Granted li-<
cense
am station.
WATM increase
Atmore,of Ala.—
Granted
covering
powertrans.
from 1 kwlicense
to 5
kwWEAR
and installation
new
Bartow,
Fla.—
Granted
license
covering
installation
new
type
trans.
WQIK Jacksonville,
Fla.— Granted
license
covering
changein ant.
ant. -trans,
location
and
make
changes
system;
conditions
WFKY studio
Frankfort,
Ky.—andGranted
cpnewto
change
location
install
trans.; remote control permitted; condition
WHP-FMant.Harrisburg,
Pa.— Granted change
cp to
increase
trans,
location height
to Blue toMt.,780Newft. and
Harrisburg,
Cleveland,
Granted cp
to WERE-FM
make changes
in trans,Ohio—
equipment.
KBAY-FM
San
Francisco,
Calif.—toGranted
mod.
of
cp
to
decrease
ant.
height
ft.,
changemotestudio
location andcondition.
type ant.;870 recontrol permitted;
WWIL-FM
Lauderdale,
Fla.—
Granted
mod.
of cpe ant. height
toFt.increase
31 kw;
deto 150ERP
ft.; tochange
studio
locationcreasand
type ant.;
conditions.
KNDE
Aztec,
N.M.—
Granted
mod.
of
todelete
change ant. -trans,
andand studio
locations;cp
side-mount
ant. andremote
changecontrol
type trans.;
condition. fm
KATY-FM
Obispo,
Calif.—to
Granted
mod.type
ofSancptrans.
toLuischange
frequency
94.5 mc and
KTYM-FM
Inglewood,
Calif.
—
Granted
mod.
cp to change type trans.; remote
controlofpermitted.
Actions of Feb. 17
KSEL
Granted etassignment
of WINN
licenseLubbock,
to
DavidTex.—
R. Worley,
al
Louisville,
ment of license
to WBCKy.—Inc.Granted assignWRMT sRocky
Mount,
N.C.—
GrantedInc.asnment of cp toYork,
OlindaN.Y.—
Enterprises
WMGM igNew
Granted transfer
of
control
from
Loew's
Inc.
to Loew's
Theatres Inc.
KHMScense for(FM)
El Paso, Tex.— Granted lifm station.

ALLEN
KANDER
AND COMPANY
NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND SALE
OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
FINANCIAL ADVISERS

96 (FOR THE RECORD)

WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
NAtional 8-1990
NEW YORK
60 East 42 nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
CHICAGO
35 East Wacker Drive
RAndolph 6-6760

and change main studio location.
KAKC ant.Tulsa,
Grantedstudiolicense
covchange
-trans,Okla.—
location
make
changes
in location,
DA system
(decrease
height)
and
ground
system
and
installation
newKBCH
trans.Oceanlake, Ore.— Granted mod. of
cp WCPK
to change
type Park,
trans. Ga.— Granted mod.
College
of cp trans.;
to specify
studiocontrol
locationpermitted
and change
type
remote
Midland,
Tex.—
Granted
mod.
ofant.KNFM
cpheight
to (FM)
increase
ERP
to
4.8
kw,
decrease
ft., change
type ant.
and
trans.; remoteto 400
control
permitted.
Following
stationsdates
wereas granted
extens
i
o
n
s
o
f
completion
shown:
WAKO
Lawrenceville,
to June15;25;KEVE
WEZB Golden
Birmingham, Ala., 111.,
toto July
Valley, Mich.,
Minn.,
March
15; WCBQ
St
Helen,
to
June
15;
without
prejudice
to whatever
further
action onmayhis beapplication
indicated
asfor
result
of
proceedings
in Calif.,
Gladwin,
Mich.;5; KSMAFM new
Santastation
Maria,
to 2;May
FM
Mich.,
KFMC WJIM(FM)
SantaLansing,
Barbara,Actions
Calif.,tooftoJuly
June
Feb. 16 11.
KOKE Austin. Tex.—
Granted transfer of
negative
G. E. Millercontrol
& Co.from Giles E. Miller to
WATOquest to cancel
Oak Ridge, Tenn.
— Granted
letters
deleted.reACTIONS license;
ON call
MOTIONS
Hearing Examiner
JamesBy D.ChiefCunningham
on Feb. 20
Affirmedvention ofFeb.
18 Inc.
actionWashington,
granting interWWDC
D.C.
in proceeding
am application
Bcstg.
Co., Weston Chester,
Pa., et ofal. Alkima
Examiner
James ByD. Hearing
Cunningham
on Feb. 24
Continued
prehearing
conference
from
March
2
to
March
3
at
2
p.m.,
in proceeding
on(WSPA-TV),
application Spartanburg,
of Spartan Radiocasting
Co
S.C.
By Hearingon Examiner
dates shownJay A. Kyle
Scheduled
prehearingon amconference
March
6 in proceeding
applicationon foroiof
Tempe
tion Feb.Bcstg.
18. Co., Tempe, Ariz., et al. Acfor
Scheduled
prehearing
March
5 in proceeding
on amconference
applicationon of
Brinkley
Action Feb.Bcstg.
18. Co., Brinkley, Ark., et. AcScheduled oral argument for 9
24,
on Ala.,
motionthatby depositions
Walter G. Allen,
H_
ville,
be taken
n at
place
otherdepositions
than that bydesignated
in County
notice
to
take
Marshall
Bcstg.
Inc.,
Arab,
Ala.,
in
proceeding
on
their
am applications. Action Feb. 20.
On request
byprehearingBroadcast
Bureau,
rescheduled
conference
scheduled
for 10 a.m., Feb. 27 to 9 a.m., the same date,
^^Weston,
ch. 5 proceeding.
Action
By
Hearing W.Va.,
Examiner
on Feb.Charles
20 J. Frederick
Scheduled
prehearing
conference
for
March
19 onBrownsville,
am application
Bcstg. Inc.,
Tenn. of Florence
By Hearing Examiner J.D. Bond on Feb. 19
GrantedInc.,motion
by Naugatuck
Valleyto
Service,
and accepted
change
engineering
data
on amendment
its application
for
new
am
station
in
Naugatuck,
which shireis Bcstg.
in consolidated
hearing Great
with Conn.,
BerkCo.,
Inc.
(WSBS),
Barrington,
further
ofpurposes
order Mass.;
toof beappeal.
effectiveordered
date ofrelease
order date
for
By Hearing Examiner
H.
Gifford
Irion
on Feb. 20
On request by24 applicant,
hearto MarchCo. 13continued
on am appliMich.ing fromcation ofFeb.
Booth Bcstg.
(WBBC),
Flint
By Hearing Examiner
F. French
on Feb. Millard
20
Granted
petition
by
WTSP-TV
fortv
leave totoamend
for Inc.,
newFla..
operateitstransaction
onapplication
ch. 10 inaffecting
Largo,
tostation
reflect minor
1.0%
of applicant's
stock subscription.
By
Hearing Examiner
on Feb.Annie
18 Neal Huntting
Granted
petition
by
Miners
Serviceits
Inc., Kingston, Pa., for leave Bcstg.
to amend
am application
to inmake
changes
inapplicainformation
furnished
Sec.
II
of
its
tion.
By Hearing Examiner J.D. Bond ,on Feb. 17
Granted
extent Inc.,
indicated
joint motion
by
VeteranstoCorp.,
Bcstg.
and '.corrections
Capital
Citiesto
Television
for variousContinued- on -page 101
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ADVERTISEMENTS
CLASSIFIED
m.mmMm • HELP WANlbU 250 per wore ?
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20tf per word— #2.00
space.
. DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch-STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display
packages
ons ors bulk
If transcripti
Applicants,s- ii^
Applicant
^ bo/number
are sent
at owner
RADIO
Help Wanted
Help Wanted—
Sales— (Cont'd)
Announcers(Cont'd)
Help Wanted — Management
California
station
announcerpersonality
who is
w
rated unable to vent hiswantshumorous
program know-ho Wanted, experienced salesman for fortop qualiManager with sales andmarket.
income
t op- music station. Excellent
Excellen
on
air
where
now
employed.
Top
pay.
Box
^rmedi^mportunity station
942H.
BROADCASTING.
family
young
deall
capable
resume
clean
r
o
f
complete
Send
fiedtailsperson.
ability,
and includd experiencedetails
earnand Lund,
billings
man with up.all-aroun
present
includingletter
Gordon
call
or
first
in
complete
ings
Send
Keing photo and present income. Box 808H, Radio Station KRIB. Mason City, Iowa.
maStable,special
1 kw daytimer.
Staff announcer,
experience,
News
ture,Paymarried.commensur
BROADCASTING.
with ability.
ate
for top Tight
eventsproduction.
looking
Seattle,
Radio,
KTIX
one
number
for
KASI,
Ames,
Iowa.
manager
General
Wanted-station in large sout^S,te™, ™ Box salesman who can be sales manager withradio
set- Want: Alert announcer. Experience seccommission
plusyearly.
Base
in six months.
be experienced m local sales.
Guarantee
Must BROADCASTING.
$10,000
pay
866H,
car.. develop.
ry to desire, potential.
daReferences,
plus furnishing
$7,200overyearly,
tapesyouto_
data,
personal We'll
initSup willyresume
ri.help
KGHM, onBrookfield,
Missou
immediately
picture
and
Send
stations.
new
manage
gton.
to
KTIX,
Seattle
2,
Washin
Wanted— Partners
enand high
equipmenntt for
Will furnishgine ringmost
maintenancenew.
No insurance,
phone.
irst
costs. Lowof ininvestme
health
National sales manager. KWWL, Waterloo, Announcer-f
vacation,
Two
excellent markets. Iowa.
le ownershi
percenti
unitsat air
mobile
Box
951H,
BROADCApSTING.
and equipment
studiosweeks
g
auto.
Adult
programmin
start
$433 and00.
. NO
Need
immediately
Phone
Mr.
Jae,
KHMO,
for
of
money
make
record
to
a
wants
have
who
you
If
Salesman
.
—
Hannibal,
Missouri,
3450
manager
Radio
experiencedto
to the top wem himself
his employerandknows
one or inmoresalesstations
nulling
and anknows
radio station.
audience
man
market
your ownershi
McCall, Good, experienced, announcer needed at a
in group WBLJ,
L. C. how
available
established
p interest and
sell itwhoOld
have
Dalton,
Georgia.
Greenl station.newResponWDDT,
professiona
Gibson,
T.
small highly
n John, Mississippi.
ideas,70
operatio
person
permanent
sible,
ville
and writing.
sales with
of.
Possibility
Ut
ah
power- talent.
lively,
Conn.—
Britain,
ew
tape,
SendLogan,
right
the
for
dollars
80
to
Hartford-N
opt
Excellen
salesman.
ced.
lively
seeks
Experien
affiliate
ful network plus 10% commission. Active references, resume to KLGNman.Radio,
Sales manager.
portunity. WHTG, Asbury Park, N. J.
salary,
$50.00
backof
details
Send
provided.
list
account
comhandle
to
man
ced
Wanted— Experien
ground to WHAY, New Britain, Connecticut. Immediate opening for 2 experienced swingman-a
n job of national
dj's details
withw
creative
SendCharles
comIing o
managerng for
ising advertisi
ager andbinatiomerchand
aability.
.
opporhas wonderful
including
or Mason
call
Fallssalesman.
Niagara
WJJL,
staradio
area
C.
and Loufek,plete Radio
D.
Security
on,
Station tape
KRIB,
City,
unity for second
t
Populartion Washingt
hiscomplete
and
nd
backgrou
Send
photo,
Send
starter.
self
for
living
Scenic
good
Thorns,
l data to Harold
background and references. Tom Talbot, Announcer— Immediate opening. Minimum
Highway,toricaAsheville,
N.C.
Manager.
fast
for enterpris
If you're
neededcommissi
salary $85,00.
Announcers
al manager
bright,
Send KUVR,
details,paced
tape andto
Commerci
andonPrefer
Good asalary,
ing station.
Manager,even
Kennmore.
Maloney.
Holdrege,
real producer
geged await
percenta
Nebraska.
New
south
Florida
station
metropolitan
Virr,
Glouceste
WDDY,
man.
m^adle-aginia. Oxford 3-4302.
marketpacedneedsprofessionals
3 dj's. Experienced,
smooth,to Work in the heart of the Rockies. Center
fast
only. resume!
$110 week
hunting and fishing. Wanted
Box ofcomboColorado
Send tape, references,
start BROADCASTING.
Sales
251H,
must haveContact
first ticket,
emphasis onman,
announcing.
Bill Corrick,
Manager,
KVRH,
Salida, Colorado.
hard
ambitious
requires
station
radio
Maine
Pennsylt
independen
for
announcer
Staff
wire
live
of
talents
combining
market, Washington D.C. area's number one station
week, largevacations.
vania station. 48-hour
working manand top announcer. We want a
salesman
plus over-time
excellentan salary
fast, modern ans. Send tape. WEAM.
lity. Some
man looking forwitha auditioningnouncerexceptional,
experienced
responsibi
can assumeon sales.
ho Emphasis
man"
over Desire
rantee
Gua
work.
air
organization
chain
a
in
job
donnas.
permanent
prima
No
ns.
plus commissio
$5 000 724H,
Two combo men needed. Must have voices
BROADCASTING.
Box
ING.
. Engineering
market
southeast's
good enough for
minor.
Gotpossible
tolargest
handle
fast
paced
adult radio.
$150
in years
adding toTopsalesjobstaff.
t
independen
Michigan
Georgia.
for
Con100,000.
are
we
over
North-west
station
needs
announcer
capmarket
particular—
Major
you're
Hope
time.
Picture
tact
Don
Meyers,
WIIN
Radio,
Atlanta.
Send
regular
on
upstairs.
humor
climbing
dry
and of previous experience to Box
money
able of informal
and details
of lifetime. Rerecordply Boxshow.
TING.
894H,
BROADCAS
723H, Opportunity
BROADCASTING.
Disc jockeys boost your ratings! Order your
Need
experienced
staff
announcer
and
a "Deejay
Kit",one-liners
includes: ;Book
three
need,
"Yankees"
of 2400 showmanship
anecdotes
and
and
The Why pitch in the local newsclusiveeditor
exsalesman. pitchers!
in
Radio additional
regional
Texas
for
new
market.
Airmail full qualifications "Radiomanship
Guide",
containing
proven
bigBe league
canten make
you
when
minors
formulas
for
building
larger
audiences.
to
Box
796H,
BROADCASTING.
big
a
market.
top
in
pitching
money
for DJSt.,Comedy".
league team.
real big vacation,
and get on a bonuses,
tures, 20 E. Huron
Chicago, DeBu
Illinois.Fealeaguer
Good announcer
to handlesmall
full Also, "Hints
Salary commission,
of duties onwithstaffability
of excellent
y car
ot ranee
opportunit
makingrookies
Money
expenses.
audiTechnical
photo,
including
details,
Give
station.
ready
for
for
young
life
time
tioncome.tape Box(we'll
it) and present inm number
Work with
team job
winning
majors.
809H, return
BROADCASTING.
you935*1,ye
best pitching
one
Chief beengineer—
$6,500, allplustypeallequipment
benefits.
data. Box
rushthe photo,
everplace.
had For
fully and
qualified
Wanted! Three announcers
looking North
fpr a Must
ING.
BROADCAST
maintenance
repair
and
directional
kilowatt
NewBoating
operation.
too calibercoastal
equipment
experience.
All
new
equipment.
Carolina
station.
and
resort
Wanted:
Salesmanstation
qualified
to become
sales BROADCASTING.
responsible
position
with a permamodern,andair-conditioned
area! ing!New,Send tape
Box 768H,
BROADCASTING.
822H, This isnentafuture.
resume. Box buildmanager
Florida
east coast.
Box 943H, topBROADCASTING.
Engineer-announcer
with
ability
to job.do
and
a fairphoto
announcing
on an- maintenance
strongorganizaprefer
man,
Send
details,return
including
and$80 audition
California, sales
KCHJ,staff.Delano. Serves 1,300,000. Wanted combo
expanding
and
Large
Increasing
nouncing.
tape
(we'll
it).
Salary
to
f100
several markets.
Opportunities
tion.
t and depending
requiremen
salaryinBROADCAS
resume,
Send
CASTING. on ability. Box 810H, BROADTING.
865H,
Box
Salesmanantee foragainstregional
in
good
market.
Guarto
photo
commission
plus car allowoperation
needs firstgather
phone, news,
who
Send full
details
New York
d, forConcentrati
also
either
announce,
on Multiple
KFRD, ance.
Rosenberg,
Texas. to Bill Sloane, Announcer,
watter.
5000 reporting
regionalexperience
state
write must
or sell.
Permanent
job at experience
fulltimer,
news.
local
and
gathlring
on
with
other
opportunities.
Some
893H,
Box
.
Manager,
TING
General
to
tape
DCAS
Rush
Broadcast
andLeroy
1st from
class BROA
orto right
genuineperson
talentwithandprofessional
ability. Salary
open
combo men. time
Tired salesmen
of snow? Ask
approach
growingRoad,facility.
Bill City,
Udell.Indiana.
WIMS.
Old
New
Mexico with
kilowatt
fullability.
timer Send
needsI tapes
good onChicago
Montana
how he flowers.
likes Eureka,
California's
March-blooming
Write
Don
Telford,
Michigan
(No
announcer
sales
KIEM, Box 1021, Eureka.
and resume. Box 901H, BROADCASTING. floaters.)
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Technical
Management
Chief
engineer
—
am,
250
w,
construction
Manager
desires
position
with
competitive
Negro
deejay.
Smooth
patter. Efficient.
Proneeding
business
ability and
drive. ences. Boxduction.
experience
necessary.Northeast,
Permanentestablished
job. No station
Audition
tape. Refer879H,Controls.BROADCASTING.
drifters Box
or drinkers.
14 years
experience
all sales
phases
broadcaststation.
895H, BROADCASTING.
ing
Nine
years
sales,
management
and merchandising
management.
Present
employer
says IMyam concepts
best analytical
sales- Country/western music. My strongest suit
Production-Programming, Others
man m tostate.
could
prove
valuable
you.
Family
man
seeking
ad- Announcer, mature. Sales minded CopyCan you deliver
interesting
Desire build
equity in going
880H'
newscast?
Can news?
youa top-notch,
gather,
evaluate
anda company. Westvancement.coast
B°X board
writer. Good background.
G.11^015-Operate
or intermountain
de- BR^felfTIN
re-write
local
Can
you
present
sired.
Box
921H,
BROADCASTING
editorial? independent
If you fill thein bill,
Cooperative. young.
Box 882H,
BROADCASTING.'
acomprehensive
happy, alert daytime
one General manager topping industry records Announcer,
Eager
to
learn.
Good
background.
Cooperative. Operate board
of Ohio's topand markets
to have
spe- Box
yearsoperastations. Twenty-five
your
resume. would
Salarylikeopen.
Box at severalcializing
883H, BROADCASTING.
919H, tape
BROADCASTING.
in sales and
for maxi- Young man. Determined to succeed Well
new opportunity
tions. Seeking productivity
Most listened to radio station in upstate CASTING.
New
second
largestnews
city staff.
wantsJourcub ^S^^tY-611"6 exPar>sion. Box 923H, BROADreporterYork's
to background
join
four-man
Aggressive broadcast
executiveExperience
with 18 BrRoidDCAgTINGaSOnable
nalism
andwillknowledge
ofallnorthB°X 884H'
No I am nouncernotdesirestheannouncer
best dj.^ position
Canadian
anwest
preferred
but
consider
with
available.
Four
includesexperience
13 general
yearsnowasmanager
workingin sales
manability and
to learn
radio
news.
Send tape,to years
and
a
half
years
in
radio.
Two
and
a show
half
ager,
and
radio
and
resume
salary
expected
for
beginner
aswithan voice
announcer.
Can
handle
morning
Box 953H, BROADCASTING.
television
in
medium
and
metropolitan
changes, tight production, etc.
markets. erences,
Extremelycollege
able, capable,
single, white,
2 years
college.
graduate, bestage ref-42 23,
RADIO
employed
thousand
wattPresently
station
Confidential. married,
Box 924H, BROADCASTING.
Write
Box at885H,fiveBROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted — Management
Combination
assistant
manager-program
diAnnouncer:
Professional
school gradr for medium
markettopmusic
news
uate. Operate board. Preferradiosoutheast.
MarGeneral man,
manager,
9 years
from first
groundphone,
up. station.rectoHave
produced
rated andstations
Family
college
graduate,
Sales ideas,
promotions.
Have
actively
excellent
sales
record,
employed.
Box
699H,
managed
station
past
year,
billing
up
sevBROADCASTING.
enty
percent
m
highly
competitive
market
8r8e9H\
BeRe0aADCAlTING0t0
B°X
Not afraid
of hardBROADCASTING.
work. Looking for secu- aj?ks
P£°f|ssional
. radio school ^
graduate,
some
board. Veteran
rity. Box 949H,
Young, radio-tv
energeticexperience.
announcer-deejay.
Eight
married,experience.
one child. Operate
Prefer southeast.
Photo
years
Seeking
posidirector,
Sales
smalltion atos program
medium
marketassistant
am, fmmanager
or tv
ING °n retJUeSt' Box 890H- BROADCASToperation.
Solid programming-production
Sales.
Apply
broad
sales
backgroundCopyto Top, westfaststate paced
free
swingin'
in southbroadcasting.
Capable.
Announcing.
s thirdVoice
market.
Knowsdj and
loves
CASTING'' C°llege grad' Box 821H' BROAD- Box
881H, BROADCASTING.
modernin radio.
characterizations
Five
years
radio.
22—
single
but
steady
Tired?
Of
charming
ineptitude—
gimmicked
references. Box 891H, BROADCASTING.Best
hypos
—
sagging
Hoopers?
Manager/sales
Experienced
nine
years
in
radio
sales,
also
manager
with
professional
savvy,
exDeriphases including
management
with Have
first Announcer-engineer, 1st phone. Midnite to
ence, ODen to proposition. Box 871H all
phone.
managing
small daytimer.
BROADCASTING.
dawn or late show preferred. Jazz, classical
been atNow
mymake
present
location
3 years.
Seek
chance
to
money
Prefer
Teva?
Rnv
Exprograms.interand Personal
shows only.
and pop music
perienced. W500
est coast
Doctor
says
move
family
to
better
climate.
view required
mile radius
952H, BROADCASTING. * Permanen
Threetionchildren,
susceptible
to lung
congest positions
only. LosBoxAngeles
892H
and
pneumonia.
My
health
is
fine.
OfAnnouncers
fer you 15perienyears
of radio background
Exceind al phases.
and majority
BROA
DCAS
TING
. d 7'
DJ,
stockholder
No. at1 Manager
rated
station
in three
extensive
jazz. and
pop backgroun
Sportscaster: Experienced play-by-plav all years
station
market,
present
time.
Have
experience
Desiring
position New
worked
250
watt
ABC,
250
watt
indie.,
5
kw
York
state.
Box
909H,
BROADCAS
ABC, ratings.
and 1 kw38, CBS.
man can
10 years
B°X 562H" PD and big ten play-by-play. StationTING.
BROADCASTING.6"8'
top
sober,Morning
love
radio,
give Can
sold,
you
offer
me
the
big
3-baseball-footyou
top
programming
and
increased
sales
wish to/ years
relocate
midwest
metropolitan
minusniagimmicks.
be southern
Califorarea.
withinsame
company.
Family
New Mexico,forMustArizona.
Marketwith
25 airto ING
7°9H' BROADCASTB°X
50,000.
Looking
management
work. Earningsownership,
now five butfigures
Announcer-salesman now employed in top Newsman.
muy
man. Box 912H, BROADCA
STING
experience
d, excellent
will beannually
happy
old. voice, collegeYoung,
29 years
married, g family,
ten market,
Prefer
graduate, married.
toMustdo sacrifice
so in order to give
family
bett°r Deal
with announcin
only,or medium
top
salesman,
marMajor
earner.
money
top
ket only. Box 765H, BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING 0pp0rtunities- Box 87<>H,
professional
djinseeks
ExHave employed
success story,
willmarket
travel.willManager
want
S:
Country dj available, for the last three Highly
cellent
box KMH
music,relocation.
news,changepronow
in
small
trade
duction.background
College graduate
a top ranking
pd, dj with
beencountry
years I have
Harvard,
abilities foror money.
Will consider
assistant
age
BROADCAST
914H.
Box
married.
35,
like
I'd
operation.
making
money
ING
manager
sales
manager.
Under
30,
first
know promotion,
pro- Sportscaster-8 years radio,
phone,abilities,
many hours
airfineexperience,
provenis to relocate.duction toWorker,
p dj, 29, sober,
reliable,
artist
sales
and
a
family.
Money
tv.
college football, basketball experience.MajorCollege
the object. Box 888H, BROADCASTING
CASTING6"063' WHte B°X 770H' BROAd:
Broadcast
executive.
14
years
background
in
emCurrently
^amilyn[nvi,Hate'1
Polished,
vTmarried'
marketing,
professional market.
dj -announcer
, network. Outstandand spot midwest metropolia
radio-tv salesadvertising
management
Married,wants
employed. Box 772H, nBROADCAS
TING
personable, exing sales record.and Creative,
Box 929H'
3^^ only' all
sTing"1Experienced
b^oadca
Presently
36.
Age,
relations.
h"man
»£Lln
Won
ann2Unce!Lphases.
employed as branch director national firm Staff announcer, workhorse. 11 years experience
small market to 50 kilowatt as Ten years, solid references. Finest of disc
potentiaL Box 903H- BROAD- disc jockey, newsman,
CASTING
ng. Want
Pro- and
B°X
news work. Veteran with college.
Degr6e-Operduction conscious with programmi
know-how
»R0rDCAlfendManager.
alert,philosophy
aggressive and
organization standards
withSeek
modern
high
ployed.
Specialty:
emPresently
College.
35
?,enUlHy-c
record
Famn^'
mc.
Agency
refethical
that will intelligently
erences. Want jobs done as you would do Experienced combo-ma
estimate myof present
n (first
W°rk"
B°X 928H'
phone)
deKnowledge
modern successful
programmingrecord
sires permanent position,
and them yourself? Pay me $150 week-I'll move lROAb5cASTPINeG6r
preferably
with
™^L,ThnlS,Uand<LS-'highP/oven
dynamic
ideas
and
methods
yet
realistic
ambitions
833H'
Box
rock"ro11
Earning over $12,000 but desire more oppor- Announce
brqa^ItIn3^.
disc No
jockey.
New
program
-dj. 4 years
^„k67
mfn
Yith Progressive
comsound andr, format.
e. 2e-years
pany. FinestImpersonal
Integrati
education,
ng adult
B°X
references,
and Announcer
aVailaDl
and teenage
™ experienc
wiST
background.
tastes
into
one
fast moving
resume
and
excitstateyears at 5 kw- Married, veteran
* 2-,k^' 2»lM^^
Ken Collier
ing vehicle. For tape, contactmv5n ofu my experience and management
Ph^osophy on request. Box 904H, BROAD<-olller, Sportscast
BROADCA
936H' city
BROAD
1St B°X Your
Box 867H,western
ING er,P radio-tv.
have SThigh
Countrydj.CASTI
Friendly,NGpersuasive. team?
Em-ployed12 years
— em-ambitio
us — em-ready
Need
Dpes
someonefootball"Chester"
to sellSTING.
mimic
thatbasketblll
on
team to
spots,
promo!
Also
familv
mid-thirties
radio,
authorita
College,
tive
,
news
or
t^or1Mba
public?
delivery.
Box
HSeba11'
Tape
934H,
sent
BROADCA
Complete
broadcasti
ng experience
. Heavy promptly. Box 868H, BROADCASTING
production-sales. News,
sports,
programHave toafternoon formate-desire personality
manage- Girl broadcaster. Capable, versatile. Oper spot
Want preferred
references.
ming, dj Good
air really smooth, nice show. Locale
ment-part ownership.
Mid-west
ate board.
All considered.
Writing,
production
Box 906H, BROADCAST- sales.
,
publicity
BROADCA
Box 878H.
STING
B°X
I-N^POrtUnity
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March 2, 1959
9TlH,%o1SPCAlT

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
. Threeall
, employed
announcer
Dhone
First
Program
phases.
all roll.
experienc
vears
dignified
Mature,
rocke and
except
musfc
better
Desire
Single.
College.
dehvery
n.
miles Washingto
hundred
market944H,within
STING.
BROADCA
Box
er—
announc
e
Versatil
sells:
e that all phases °f broadcasting,
Th^Toicskilledhighly
945H, BROADme. BoxG^
TryIN
operate board.
ST
CA
tight
staff.
NY
Announcer, 2 y6yearsyears show bizRunLooking
PreVious
o^ardwarm,
market. Box 948H,
pleasant
for
BROADCASTING.
ty
Personali
dj. sales
blues
rhythm and
Neero
appeal
effective
with
combined
slows resume
6523
Brown,
Rudy
request.
on
Tape,
S. Peoria, Chicago. Hudson 7-1836.
Announcer-dj,.
first phone^
MarriedTv^
°Perato
mdie like
net andwould
Experienced
college.
employed
presently
tion
March
Available
coast.
west
on
relocate
Santa
Flower,
N.
1302
Muzzlo,
Steve Kimberly 3-48?8.
First
Ana, Calif.,
Technical
Plannce. mam
experie
r on20 andyearsoperatin
Chief ningenginee
constructi
d.
employe
lyg and
v. onlyPresent
am-fm-t
of
tenlnce
red.
conside
Florida
es.
ReferencBROADCASTING. Box
920H,
ce tv engisix months
First phone,
-anengineer
chief
radio experien
months
neer fournouncer
-anengineer
as
position
Desire
Rearea.
Kentuck
Indiana
Ohio.
n
i
r
e
c
n
u
o
n
.
TING
ply Box 930H, BROADCAS
Michigan
in lower3, Plamwell.,
work Route
wants
First
MVVS,
Smith,
Louis phone
.
Michigan

Production-Programming, Others
news,
Fiftpen vears, program managerSTING.
sports editor Box 8?0H. _BROADCA radio-tv.
years
y director.
Continuitco-opera
t references
excellen
tiveely.Eleven
Fast
887H, BROADBoxG.
immediatIN
AvailableST
CA
"IF"
directoforr-dj:
produce
Progra
can"IF"!
whobigvital
manTheand
you?reyoumlooking
program^
want an aalive
"IF"
need
you
"IF'
ent; Personnel; IF
departm
and promoti
handle
whoons can
elooking
someon
years
e with totenMcLensomeon
forfrom
you're
radio
;network
this I can otter.
maiorncemarkets
rlon inexperie
answers
the
all
ity. "IF"
ah personal
"PiWPabove
to
NG. yes, contact Box 905H,
CASTIare
BROAD
director.e.
onImaginativ
producti
director,employed
,Presently
Producer
.experienc
Family.
ed in
y Desires
thoroughl
and
e
Personabl
position
n.
productio
of
all phases
ion, excellent
progressi
with
. Box ve907H,organizat
references
BROADCASTING.
employed,
, creative,
Ambitious
market.
plus married
250 thousand
desires
director
highest
e degree,
MetropolitanBoxexperienc
TING.
916H, BROADCAS
references.
States. 12
of United
quarter
Northwest
Now typeproduction
tv. Family.
years radio
station.
nor Storz
of metropolita
manager
manager
assistant
director
program
Want
station
phasesnews.
all and
knowledge
iob Thorough
Box
music
or
type
Net
operation.
932H, BROADCASTING.
Storz.
7 withdirector
experience,
15 yearsin the
year program
second including
Now
expeproduction
for formula
g and/or
rience. Wish toindependen
explore t;programmin
managing possibilities. Box 933H, BROADCASTING.
We writeanteed.radio
$1.00 Arizona.
per spot. GuarBox 5861,copy
Tucson,
Continuity-sales-traffic,smallbrainy
creative
wite.
60 wpm. Two packed, children,
copy. minimum.
anyrelocate
$300 where Need job Bagimmediately.
David
P O Box 571, Danville, California. Kaye,
BROADCASTING, March 2, 1959

TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Management
netregional
Generalwork withmanager,
Areas
abilitynetwork
and salestelevision
executive
sales,
National
lity:
responsibi
ofrelation
ional
Organizat
ing.
programm
s,
references
resume
G.
Send Box
IN
essential.
STnts.
ability requireme
CA
780H, BROA1Jsalary
Announcers
comlive television
to docommentar
Staff announcer
NBC
y onweather
ercials and ad-lib
mstation.
and
affiliated essential.LiveTop news
profitplus
salary,
experience
full experiphoto and
sharingence,plan.
.
ASTING
Box 8<4H,SendBROADC
Exannouncer.
tv
for
opening
Immediate
successful
with Donaldson,
to growChris
opportunity
Contact
station.
young cellent
.
aska
KETV,
Omaha,
Nebr
not re-to
TV experience
announcer:
TV staff quired.
details
pictures,
SendKTIV,
Don Stone,
Siouxtape,
City,andIowa.
harded, special
wants experienc
staffannouncer
Expanding
mail
. AirRadeck,
sell on-camera
F.D.,
to John
and photo
resume
Georgia.
Augusta,
6,
Channel
WJBF,
Technical
needs
vhf tv station control
mid-west with
Basic CBS engineer
master
qualified
cepaidexperimaintenan
and
video ence.switching
i hosplan,
retirement
salary,
Top
G^
Send I photo
CASpitalTIN
ization and life insurance
and past experience to Box 766H, BROADfor .mountransmitteerr inengineer
Television
First
California
top transmitt
tain Wonderful
hunting,
boating,reply
fishing, parties
Phone.
Interested
area.
in
sports BROADCASTING. Box
800H,
operator.fullRCA
d tv transmitter
Experience
deSend
Midwest. TING.
50 kwtails ttransmitter
o Box 908H.. BROADCAS

VIDEO

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
„c°mbined
s fort Good
engineer
ster
Transmis
operatio
radio-tv
ex
and pay
with ability
raten Southeas
scale commensu
s in
condition
working
Excellent
perience.
complete
and
picture
Send
market.
major
828H,
BROADCASTING.
d information first letter. Box .
backgroun
n engineer with
ed televisio
experienc
Need
917H,
BROADCASTING.
to live m Nebraska. Box
desiring
first phone
transmitt
engineer,
phone
First
for
ced,video,
Experiener,
an.
cameram
and equipmen
audio
and
tions
Qualifica
t.Herbert
uhf
RCA
Eckstein.
H.
to
letter
first
resume
Rockford,
470,
Box
ChieT Engineer, WTVO,
Illinois.
Production-Programming, Others
tv copy
for experienced
opening
Immediate
station.. sSendto
NBCrequirement
coast
eastBROADC
in photo
writer
salary
and basic
ASTING
resume,839H,
Box
to plan,ngdirect
Program edirector
of basande
all live...programmi
co-ordinat
experipd
Past
mid-west.
in
CBS station
operation
television
l
commercia
ence in Include full details first letter
necessary.
to
salary
and
y
opportunit
Excellent
man.
Box 875H. BROADCASTING. right
vhf.
Grow dwithperson
Office manager-accountant.
experience
Immediate
Iowa Contact
Rapids,
Cedar for
in beautifulopening
Redd Gardner, General Manager, KCRG-TV.
man ngto
promotion
sales ns,
experienced
Need
merchandisi
with presentatio
assist
top
for flair
assignments
creative
associated
and
and
writing
copy
Good
outlet.
CBS
Pleasea send
ideas is required.
workable
for
background,
your
on
information
complete samples of . your work if posreferences,
open
ts JobDallas,
requiremen
sible and y.salary
KRLD-TV,
Contact
immediatel
Texas.

FIELD

ENGINEERS

AMPEX CORPORATION, world's largest manufacturer of precision andmagnetic
home
recorders, needs qualified video engineers at several field locations
office. Will be engaged in applications engineering, installations, maintenanceat
systems
and service of Ampex VR-1000 Videotape* Recorder and associated
commercial, industrial and military locations throughout United States.
Substantial audio and video technical education plus three years television
station operation or maintenance experience, or equivalent, required. Moderate
travel. Opportunities for advancement to supervisory engineering and sales
positions for anyone with energy, talent, and self-drive.
and ability to meet and
To qualify you must have the appearance, manner, Salary
plus profit sharing
deal with management and engineering personnel.
Send resume, availability and salary requireand liberal company benefits.
ments to John Doolittle, Supervisor Technical Recruiting.
2402 BAY ROAD
REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA
TM AMPEX CORP.

FOR SALE
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Production-Programming, Others
Equipment — (Cont'd )
television
photographer.
ExcelPromotion
directorman.wanted.
Excellent
oppor- Experienced
Commercial
crystalsRCA,andGates,
new Wor E replacet
u
n
i
t
y
f
o
r
good
Must
have
experience
lent
photography
background.
Top
referment
crystals
in radio visiand/or
television.
Job ofentails
super- ences. Write, Box 911H, BROADCASTING. and
J-K
holders,forAlso
regrinding,
repair, etc.Bliley
BCo
n
,
a
s
well
as
execution,
newspaper
604
crystals.
am
monitor
Production
manager. Solid background tv, Nationwide unsolicited testimonials service
advertising,
program,
station,
and
market
praise
promotionmotion,m research
tradeandpress,
on
the
air
proEngineerphotography
film,
agency,
radio
our
products
and
fast
service.
Eidson
Elec.
of sales
tronic Co., Box 31, Temple, Texas.
ing degree. Box 926H, BROADCASTING.
promotion partmentaids.
This CBS
isdevelopment
a station.
four-person
de- Available
ina 10-year
Excellent
— Production
supervisor.
Eight
FM-GE
BT-1A
1 kw fm transmitter.
In A-l
market
of
over
400,000
television
homes
You
years
network
experience.
For
resume
and
working
condition.
fob Houston
will
likeworkers.
our climate,
living conditions
and ^a0/™-^011 write Box 937H. BROADE. Marcy, $2,650
4007 Bellaire
Blvd.!
fellow
Send
complete
story
of
your
experience,and photograph,
family status,if available.
salary requireFOR SALE
Write
1Bestkw-fm
transmitter
G.E.
type—
BT-2-A
GeneralmentsManager,
WFMY-TV, Greensboro
offer over $2,000.00. Contact: Norman
Equipment
Paul 44 W. El Caminito Ave., Campbell,
TELEVISION
4Towers
used guide
towers
for
sale.
Height
200
ft
are ready
immediate shipment.
Am, fm, chains
tv transmitters,
6 solid face.
stock
towers forapproximately
18 inchesby camera
(color and studio
mono),equipment
consoles
Situations Wanted — Management
cross
(Truscon
Steel areCo.)in 1very
made
Sellingforequipment?
We have
combtainless.
Inc.
All
towers
good STL, etc.
plete
facilities
reconditioning.
Technical
condition.
Box
631H,
BROADCASTING
Experience
d
tv
station
manager
available
immediately
Background
Systems
^Corp.,
12-01
43rd
Avenue,
L.
I.
includes
installa.
Raytheon
RA-250
transmitter
in
excellent
tion of two
vhf
from hiring
personSaveBROADCASTING.
i/3 price of new transmit- Several used towers in top condition, innel,
film stations
to operations.
Well
versed condition
buyingprogrammin
ter. Box 692H,
all
phases
sales.
References
g,
cluding
insulated
am
broadcast
towers
InBox 831H, BROADCASTING.
quire TowerCity,Construction
Co., P.O. Box
Tower— guyed 60 foot with 6 bay high band 1828, Sioux
Iowa.
End the struggle.
IncreaseWrite,
profits,wire:
efficiency
Prestige—
permanently.
Box
939H, BROADCASTING.
equipment — microphones,
professional series—
used
8°5H' Audio recorders,
^ W"te
BROADCASTsale
ING681
one with
Western
ElectricACB°XD-87526
amplifiers
5Havekw for
transmitter
D-87522
power tape
consoles.
Write
for listCompany,
of materials
availpanel
tuning
unit
12,000
volt
power
able
U.S.
Recording
1121
Versupply
filament motor generator, 500 to 1000 watt
mont Avenue, N.W., Washington 5, D C
Hard working salesman. Excellent television driver unit limiter amp. All equipment now
W ANTED TO BUY
938H'
B°X
Write
I^0eADCAS??NGreferenCeS886H'
311formail
^ng658
brS^asecho
Instant
and filter
less t0$100.00.
thanBox$150.00'
Stations
Announcers
Complete
plans,
drawings,
Box
910H, BROADCASTING.
Versatile,
talented,
announcer,
directorfor profitable
or unprofitable
station
switcher.
Haveshows.
done Also
successful
children's One plyCollins
B console
power QRK
sup- inCashwestern
and
weather
am writer-carPennsylvania
or N.Y. No brokers
and relay212turntables.
panel.
2 andwith
speed
Box 713H, BROADCASTING.
Over eight
radio-tv
experi- transcription
1 3 Magnecorder
tape machine. Box
915H, BROADCASTING.
encetoonist.College
grad.years
Seeking
permanent
CP or station in difficulty, sought by reStation' Box 820H- Collins remote amplifier 12Z4, new excelCAST 1ING.
BROADCASTING81"653^6
TV
announcer; experienced, live, film, com- CASTINGitiOn_?30°' B°X 927H> BROAD- WfS^JS, operator. Box 902H, BROADBloaADSCARSeTIdNGf°r tOP ™M B°X 896H> Two (2) "Ampex" factory modified 401's in
Equipment
Technical
Console dition,or bestconsolette
give make,
con950HBox
each600-00
price
delivered
West age,
Virginia
FM
threeast?ng$
Iroai5c
kw G.E. transmitter. Used. Good
11 years sized
experience,
and chief N.W.,
medium
am-fm-tvsupervisory
desires opportunity
D.C 1026> 425-13th Street, ING availability- Box 769H- BROADCAST£t°w Jt Washington,
wn- ^ri\e off^r
Two-230 foot
Wanted: 4 or 6 feet 940 mc dishes, cable and
Ideco coupling
self-supporting
BROAer^cTsTINGlarge B°X ™' transmissi
towers
on
lines,
units,
Austin fittings. Box 793H, BROADCASTING.
Tv cameraman,
studio,Lightcontrol
room operalightingWrite
chokes,
lights.
Ready
forCalif.shipment
tions
work
desired.
experience,
have
soon.
KCBQ,
San
Diego,
Want:
Tape recorders, 3-speed turntables,
first phone, projectionist license, tv workBrookfield,
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Help_W at«ed— -Sales
SALESMAN
in top market . . . fullstation
Top
time 5000 watts in May of 59— offers
Digo-getter.
energetic,
to
position
list. Guaranaccount sales
agency
teerectandandmost
attractive
plan in
Providenceto WIC&—
Writedeta
town.
ils.
send full
Announcers
Eastern
Pennsylvania
Two top rated music stations need
two
movingSalary
D.J.'sandwithHops
modern
radiofastsound.
can
net you $5,500 or more the first
year.
Rush
letter,
photo
and
tape
immediately.
Box 922H, BROADCASTING.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Announcers
HOME FROM THE SERVICE!
Experienced announcer, operate own
board, write, sell, college grad., radio
grad.,
6 years acting, pro-athlete, 24,
married.
now. Best offer gets me. Available
Box 947H, BROADCASTING
STATIONS
THE PIONEER
OF TELEVISIONCONSULTANTS
AND RADIOFIRMMANAGEMENT
ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD
S. FRAZIER,
INC.
1736Washington
Wisconsin
Ave.,
N.W.
7, D. C.
Interest in 250 W going station
in Oregon. Excellent communitygood
potential. 48% for $30,000.
$10,000
Contact: down, balance easy terms.
Lee Boner
K.FLY
Corvallis, Oregon.
Texas
terms
lkw-D
Fla. Single
Single 250w-F
S30M
55M terms
Medium
Ala.
terms
lkw-D
Single
Calif.
$65M
100M
500w-D S30M terms
W.Va. Small
cash
250w-F
rvlonop. A.M. & N.P. 150M
S.E.
70M terms
Ky. Single
500kw-D
100M terms
Pa.
terms
Sm-med.
lkw-D
155M
Fla.
Medium
terms
N.C. Wledium 250w-F
200
M
terms
lkw-D
Medium
Gulf
terms
150M
98 M terms
Va. Metro lkw-D
lkw-D
250M
S.E.
Major
cash
5kw-D
Fla. Large
250M
terms
East Large 250-w
450M
terms
250w-D
clear
325M
S.W. Large
terms
Large
Ga.
terms
South Medium 500W-D
$75M terms
VHF-TV 750M
PAUL H.
CHAPMAN COMPANY
N C O R PO RATED
MEDIA BROKERS
Chicago
1182 w.atlanta
205 w. wacker
peachtree
new
york
bar bar a
1270 a ve. of americas 31 santa
w. micheltorena
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TELEVISION
Help Wanted
Production-Programming, Others
TELEVISION
WRITER
VanSant-Dugdale,
established
Baltimore AdvertisinglongAgency
of over 4-A
100
people
needs a writer
forbegrowing
TVRadio
Department.
He
must
experienced
inideascommercial
writing,
able
to
develop
andvision.write
with a minimum
Work involves
live and offilmsuper-TV
and
radio. plan,
Salarylifeopen,
profit-sharting,
retirement
insurance.
If you
qualify sendquirement toresume,
including
salary
rePersonnel
Director,
VanSant-St.,
Dugdale
&
Co.,
Inc.,
15
E.
Fayette
Baltimore 2, Maryland.
Equipment
CO-AXIAL TRANSMISSION
LINE
Unused Andrew Teflon 51.5 ohms.
Original
Packing
— Tremendous
Immediate Shipment
Large orSaving.
Small
Quantity. Wire or write: Sacramento
Researchmento 20,Labs.,
3421—
58th
St.,
SacraCalif.
FOR

SALE

Patt
McDonald,
Box Southwest
9322, Austin,
GL.
3-8080 offers:
singleTexas.
fulltime
regional,
money-maker,
$170,000
with
847,500
down.
Single
regional
daytimer,
infulltimer
black, 8100,000
third down.
Southwest
making money,
890,000
1/3
down
very EASY PAYOUT. Southwest
regional
handle. multiple, 835,000 Sc 810,000 will
METROPOLITAN MARKET
DAYTIMER
Southwest. Going fulltime. Excellent
historyings.ofPricedsaleslessandthanownership
one andearnone
quarter
annual
gross
at
29% down with balance$150,000.
on easy
terms.
Box 940H, BROADCASTING
NORMAN
& NORMAN
BrokersINCORPORATED
— Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION
Nation-Wide ServiceSTATIONS
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential
Negotiations
Security Bldg. Davenport, Iowa
STATIONS FOR SALE
$72,Northwest.ownGrossbuilding
Daytimer. Pacific
from
Operateddown.
000
land. $28,000
and year.
asked us about our many
you buys?
Have fine
other
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCIATES
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Hollywood 4-7279
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Now!

The

RADIO
beam

Broadcasting
FREE

the Truth

behind

Industry

can

help

EUROPE
the Iron Curtain

Radio Free Europe has one of the toughest, most important
broadcasting
jobs in the world. It's to beam the truth behind
the Iron Curtain.
This
year we need the help of the broadcasting industry to do
this job.
Radio Free Europe is inviting the American Public to send
their own Truth Broadcasts behind the Iron Curtain, over the
facilities of Radio Free Europe. Free trips to Europe and
powerful
Broadcasts.short wave radios will be awarded for the best Truth
In order to alert the public to this program, The Advertising
Council and its volunteer task force from Ted Bates & Company
have prepared a series of short radio and television announcements inviting participation. By now you have received these
announcements.
Please
the best way you can help to get the truth
behind usethe them.
Iron It's
Curtain.

YOU CAN GO ON A
EUROPEAN INSPECTION TOUR!
Four representatives of broadcasting stations
that
best promote
Europe'sto Truth
Broadcast
programRadio
will beFreeinvited
go to
Munich and Lisbon to inspect Radio Free Europe's
facilities.
Further
information
is
able through the National Associationavail-of
Broadcasters.
SENDPROMOTION
YOUR RADIOREPORT
FREE EUROPE
TO:
Radio-TV Participation Program
Crusade for Freedom
Mount
Box 35-AVernon 10, New York

HELP AIR THE TRUTH! HELP SHARE THE TRUTH!
105BROADCAST RADIO FREE EUROPE ANNOUNCEMENTS OVER BROADCASTING,
YOUR STATION
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RESPECTS

TO

Aloysius Byron
James
Back in the mid-1930s James A. out for a bite though he never could
lar railroader, figure whether he was eating breakfast,
young white-col
Byron, a rows
of figures dancing over lunch or supper. After eating he rewatched
to the office and started work on
accounting sheets in the Fort Worth his 6:15turneda.m.
& Denver Rail- except Sunday).broadcast (every morning
office of the Fort Worth
from
road. His heavy eyelids, sagging
a rejobs and lack of sleep, gave
two fulltime
After a few weeks on the aircentral
him
statistical fits.
tired English teacher living in
rail- Texas started sending him helpful letWhat a hell of a way to run a himters. "In a gentle but persuasive way
road career, Jim Byron muttered to
he prompt- she would point out mistakes I had
self. A young man of action,
on
ate
concentr
to
ly quit the railroad
ion onand forgrammar,"
in pronunciat
all-chore news- hemaderecalled.
a couple
"That went
the other fulltime job—side
of the Fort of years at which time she wrote to tell
man on the morning
at
been
had
He
egram.
Worth Star-Tel
me that I was doing fineI and
met
neverdidn't
the newspaper two years and recently need her help any more.
grateeternally
be
shall
I
but
mentor
my
to
had been elevated from temporary
ful to her for her unsolicited but valupermanent status.
Byron got into the news- able assistance."
Jim
way
The
paper "game," as it was called in that
Qne morning in the late 30s when
era, was typical of his quietly aggres- Adolf Hitler was throwing his weight
sive approach to any problem. One day aroun(i in Europe, Mr. Byron received
at the close of his 8 a.m.-5 p.m. shift a long-distance call after his newscast
he approached
Hitler goings-on. The caller didn't
editor about
then managing
Record, office
Jamesthe R.railroad
introduce himself. He asked detailed
a proposi- questions for a half-hour about the
with
ram,
Star-Teleg
the
of
tion.
European problem.
"Here's what I told him," Mr. Byron
"I was beginning to feel pretty imrecalled. "I said I was working at the
newswhole thing,"
portant about the "Then
railroad but wanted to be a newspaperit dawned on
The appli- me thatcastermyByron said.
man and would work free."experienced,
caller
was
Amon
Carter,
too
not
cant, eager though
owner of the newspapers and station.
impression and Mr. Recmade ordatookgood
inflated my ego some more but I
him up on the deal. He was That
down later in the day when I
in his late 20s, had a college background simmered
realized
that Mr. Carter never accepted
dedicated
the
with
and was charged
anything at face value until it had been
that seems to mark the successful printed
zeal
in the Star-Telegram. This was
newsman.
matter of loyalty and confia
simply
work
day's
his
After
•
and Night Jim Byron reported at
at Day
the railroad,
dence to him."From Boss • Late in 1944
Directive
office. He'd
Star-Teleegram
the experienc
6 p.m.a inlittle
had
as stringer
for
startbut otherwise was
Sporting News,
he
weeks
few
ing from scratch. After a
was hired on a temporary basis to fill
in for men who were ill or on vacation,
extendingto his newsroom trick from midnight 2 a.m. This went on for two
fulltime
years when he was offered a railroad
soon ended his
job.
staff
career. That
Then came the radio break — a daily
early morning quarter-hour newscast on
the Star-Telegram's station, WBAP.
Harold Hough — who had been running
WBAP 15 years, and still is— was responsible for the chance. Again Jim
Byron ran into the sleeping problem.
At that time all WBAP newscasts originated at the Star-Telegram and were
handled by newspaper staff members.
the newspaper's
Young Byron wascopyon desk.
morning-edition
That meant
he worked the usual night trick on the
he went
Next
a.m.
2
paper, finishing at
Not wanted: 'rip V read' reporters
BROADCASTING, March 2, 1959

"He told me
sent for
Mr.
to putme.in its own news
was going
WBAPHough
could have the job if
I
and
nt
departme
I wanted it. I did, and he sent me away
with a comment that showed his ability
to handle men and get the best out of
them: 'You know what we want and
how to do it. Do it the way you think
"That'sto what
I've been doing ever
be done.'
it ought
since,"
want a Mr.
betterByron
deal, said.
or a "Who
better could
boss
He formed a news staff, described as
than
that?"of its scope in the Southwest.
the first
Reporters were installed in nearby Dalnewsand arrival
personnel
las, with
casters inrewrite
Fort Worth.
With the
of television, WBAP -TV pioneered in its
news treatment on tv. The staff was expanded to include news film coverage
and the famed Texas News telecast
had its first showing in September 1948.
It has been on the air continuously ever
grand total of 15 nawinning
since, tional
broadcasta awards.
Jim Byron has been an active citizen
in his profession. In 1953 he was elected
to the national executive council of
Sigma Delta Chi, following his service
as president of the Fort Worth chapter
of the journalistic fraternity. In 1955
he was elected national secretary, the
first person from broadcast journalism
to serve as a national officer of SDX.
Next he held the offices of vice president for expansion and vice president
in charge of professional chapter affairs.
Professional Eminence • Last November at the San Diego convention he attained the coveted position of national
president. Next autumn he will preside
over
the fraternity's
50th Anniversary
convention
in Indianapolis.
In 1954 he
Radio-Television
of
president
as
served
News Directors Assn. The association
gave
nationalJudging
award was
for
the besthimtv its
news1957operation.
handled by Medill School of Journalism,
Northwestern U. This famed journalism
school included his photo in a gallery of
leading broadcast journalists.
There's one fetish that gets this easydirector
smiling news every
AM-TV going,red-necked
timeofheWBAPthinks
about it— rip-and-read reporting. "Some
can't
readingaround
who doto thescatter
of thesethejokers
resist
impulse
some of the same corn that is their stock
in James
trade asA. disc
jockeys,"
he said.
Byron
was born
Jan. 31,
1903, in Denver. The Byron family
moved several times during his early life.
He attended St. Vincent's College at
Cape Girardeau, Mo., and U. of Misattends St. Patrick's
souri. Sundays
Cathedral.
He ishea widower.
Sports events interest Mr. Byron but
his seven-day
low much timeworkforschedule
golf, hisdoesn't
favorite.al"Maybe next year," he said.
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EDITORIALS
Numbers game
WHEN newspaper and magazine writers run out of
things to say, they often resort to a trusted but
specious device— counting the fictional murders on the air
to prove that television (it used to be radio) is educating
the young in crime and violence.
We saw a show on television the other night, and it had
six murders— all gruesome. Now if the quality of television
is to be measured by the incidence of mayhem, the show we
saw ought never to have been brought to the
air. Six
murders
kiddies. in one program? Think of the effect on the
In case you want to write your Congressman about this
outrage, the show was "Hamlet," and it was broadcast on
CBS-TV.
Lethal levy
IT is too early to assess the full and probably devastating
impact of last week's Supreme Court decision giving the
states the right
to tax income of out-of-state companies
sales made in each state. But the outlook is gloomy. Aton
first blush, it seems to mean that every company engaged
in interstate commerce (including all facets of broadcast
operations) will have to pay tribute to
on sales made within their borders. each of the 49 states
Heretofore, as the three-judge minority commented, Congress has had the exclusive power to regulate
commerce. But the six-man majority now has heldinterstate
otherwise, even to the point of permitting
providing the levy is not discriminatory."multiple taxation",
There are now 35 states that collect intrastate taxes.
It is now legal for them to levy imposts on any companies
doing business in their domains, whether or not they maintain offices within the state. With state governments frantically seeking new revenue sources, those 14 states that do
not now have intrastate levies can be expected to grasp the
new tax windfall as fast as their legislatures can move.
If invoked to the letter, the decision could load broadcast
stations, along with all those with whom they do business,
withpresumably
the worst means
burdenthat
sincestations
federalcantaxes
were imposed.'
It
be taxed
on
spot income from sales by their national representativtheir
branch offices, or by their own salesmen working outside es,of
home state limits; that every affiliate could be subject to special imposts on network revenue to be paid the states in which
each program originates; that every syndicator or equipment manufacturer would pay to each state a percentage
his sales in those states, and possibly that every advertisingof
agency and advertiser could be assessed by each state on the
revenue derived from that subdivision.
Although there has been no competent legal interpretation yet, there may be escapes available to the advertising
media, including broadcasting. The Supreme Court
ruling
was based on two cases — involving Georgia and Minnesota.
Both dealt with the selling of merchandise, as against services such as are involved in the communications
Whether this is a difference with special meaning must media.
await
future interpretatio
n.
The other possible escape lies in the applicability of the "
First Amendment to the communications media. In last
year's
Baltimore
Circuitunconstitution
Judge Joseph
L. Carter
declaredadvertising
the 4% andtax 2%case,imposts
al
because they "violate the fundamental guarantees of freedom of the press". Then this significant conclusion:
104 "The press, religion and speech are constitutionally en-

titled to freedom from the control of the governments of
the United States and of the States.
are, therefore,
immune from any form of regulation orThey
taxation which can
be used, directly or indirectly, as a means of political conNewspapers and magazines, along with radio and television, will act promptly in seeking Supreme
relief from
tins startling new ruling. Even should the Court
communications
media
be
exempted,
the impact on those who sell goods via
trol." will be felt
by the media.
advertising
Proper forum
THE
case Supreme
last weekCourt's
was baddecision
news infortheNBCNBC-Westinghouse
and its
RCA, but we think in one important respect it wasparent,
good
news for broadcasting in general.
From the RCA-NBC point of view, the decision could
spell serious trouble. Assuming the government persists in
prosecution, RCA-NBC
now defend the swap
Westinghouse of Clevelandmust
and Philadelphia properties. with
But from the general view,
Court's decision
clarifies what was beginning tothe beSupreme
a very muddled
The court said with finality that it is the Justice Dept.,issue.
not
the FCC,thethatantitrust
has primary
enforce
laws. jurisdiction and responsibility to
This means that Justice can no longer urge the
to
adopt regulations in the antitrust area by suggesting FCC
it is the
FCC'sinstance.
primary responsibility to do so. Take option time,
for
High Justice officials have
they thought
network option time violated the antitrustsaidlaws,
but they
have also said it would be nice if option time were outlawed
by FCC regulations.
If the FCC outlawed option time,
spare Justice
the difficult job of proving its case init would
court, but it would
not guarantee the networks who wish to preserve option
time a competent forum in which to plead their case.
The Supreme Court has restored clarity to this
The option time matter has been submitted to Justiceproblem.
by the
FCC majority which held that option time was necessary.
If Justice wants to challenge option time, it must now do so
in the courts; it cannot get the FCC to do the dirty work.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"Met the new man in the paint shop yet?"
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If

you

make it for a dime,
sell it for a dollar and
it's habit -forming,
then you don't need
us. (Although we'd
like to meet you.)

If

not,

the best way

to sell
your product in the
great Northwest is
through the tremendous selling power
and impact of the
Northwest's first
television station

W

**MTm*m

FIRST
BLUE
Sfai
KIOA

PLACE

RIBBONS
(4e NEW
STORY!

FIRSJ IN IOWA
PROVED BY NEW 70 COUNTY AREA PULSE -NOV., 1958!

4

FIRST IN DES MOINES
FOR 22 CONSECUTIVE MONTHS ACCORDING TO HOOPER!

FIRST IN LOWEST COST PER 1000
SEE YOUR WEED REPRESENTATIVE FOR FULL INFORMATION.
HE'LL GIVE YOU PROOF THE NEW KIOA HAS THE LOWEST COST
PER 1,000 OF ANY MEDIA (AIR OR PRINT!) COVERING THE
STATE OF IOWA!
BBON
BUY
YOUR 0>
BLUE
O WA!

7<^e Hew
KIOA
THE STATION THAT IOWA LOVES -BECAUSE WE LOVE IOWA
940 KC • DES MOINES, IOWA • JIM DOWELL, V.P. And Gen. Mgr.

P odCic ft adia C <nfi.
WE NEW KAKC
TUB NEW KIOA
10,000 WATTS • FIRST IN DES MOINES 1,000 WATTS • FIRST IN TULSA
LESTER KAMIN, PRESIDENT
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Radio networking crisis: today's vexing problems
Focus fixed on multiple-spotting, clipping markets
Momentum

mounts for action now on space relays

NAB preview: a rundown on next week's convention

Houston

salesmen

choose

Afloat or ashore . . . men who appreciate trimness and
speed in television sales results choose KPRC-TV.
KPRC-TV is television cut in the modern English
slimline, with a light weight inherently American.
And never before has such faultlessly tailored, selfsupporting advertising been offered in such a wide
variety of lengths, prices, and availabilities. Now is
your time for KPRC-TV, Houston.
You can learn all about KPRC-TV from any Edward
Petry & Co. man, from coast to coast, or write KPRCTV, P. O. Box 1234, Houston 1, Texas.
Tailored on CHANNEL 2, Houston, Texas

'The trousers shown above are British DAKS trousers featured by Norton-Ditto, Houston

AND

RADIO

Judging from the impact (JJNF's Liltti ur kii^i is maKing inrougnuuu uic ianu <xa a ^uu.^^ om^,
there can't be many citizens left who haven't laid laughing eyes on that amiable clown. Like, say, Detroit
division ofOF
films-a DIVISION
television FILMS-A
nbc TELEVISION
— over a million home impressions per week — Number One half -hour NBC
963,000
with
Philadelphia
in
Likewise
adult strip series in the market.
home impressions weekly, and in Houston with 387,512 home impressions
a week. H Since millions watch RILEY wherever it's telecast, what a
CNP
dandy place to put your sales message wherever you want to advertise.

LAS
tYBODY

Published every1735Monday,
(Yearbook Number)
published inpostage
September
Broadcasting D.Publications
Inc.,
DeSales 53rd
St., N.issue
W., Washington
6, D. C. Second-class
paid atby Washington,
C.

all

three* in

NIELSEN
PULSE
ARB
KRLD-TV

is

your

best

buy

FIRST IN AUDIENCE: ARB's latest Dallas-Fort Worth report shows that KRLD-TV dominates in audience share from sign-on Sunday morning to sign-off Saturday night. The
Nielsen Station Index (December, 1958) also shows more TV homes watch KRLD-TV
than any other station in the Dallas -Fort Worth area!
FIRST IN POPULARITY: The latest Dallas Telepulse lists 15 out of the top 18 once-a-week
shows and eight of the top ten multi-weekly shows — all on KRLD-TV.

FIRST IN AREA OF COVERAGE: KRLD-TV, with its low-band channel, and telec
with maximum power from its tremendous tower (1,685 feet above average ter
has the largest circulation of any station in the southern United States!

C\wwd4,Vallk*
MAXIMUM POWER

e Branham Company, Exclusive Representative.
HERALD STATIONS
CLYDEPresident
W. REMBERT
JOHN W. RUNYON
Chairman of the Board
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Public offer • Impetus is given trend
toward public stock participation in
broadcasting enterprises (Storer, Metropolitan, etc.) with decision of Wometco Enterprises Inc. to offer 35% of
its share to public. Under notice given
FCC, positive control goes to Mitchell
Wolfson, president and operating head,
through acquisition by his family of 5%
of holdings of his brother-in-law, Sidney
Meyer, vice president, giving Mr.
Wolfson 55%. Mr. Meyer will retain
10% with remaining 35% to be sold
public. He will retire as vice president,
but will become honorary board chairman, director and consultant.
Wometco station properties include
ch. 4 WTVJ (TV) Miami; control of
ch. 13 WLOS-TV Asheville, and 20%
of WFGA-TV Jacksonville. Other interests include theatres and vending
machines. At price of about $10.75
per share, public sale of 35%, or about
290,000 shares, would yield about
$3 million. Class A stock for public
sale yields about 5V2% , while Class B,
held by Wolfson family, yields about
2%. What has been Wometco Television and Theatre Co. becomes Wometco
Enterprises Inc. with public stock sale.
Intel-mountain to ABC • Signing of
Intermountain Network and its 40-plus
stations to ABC Radio affiliation was
reported in final negotiation stage late
last week. Major regional has been associated with now-troubled Mutual (see
page 35), presumably will take on ABC
Radio almost immediately. Details
worked out by George Hatch, Intermountain chairman, and Edward DeGray, vice president in charge of ABC
Radio.
Rate increases • Straw in wind on state
of spot tv business: Edward Petry &
Co., station representative, is urging
number of its stations to reduce discounts on package buys and gradually
raise prices of daytime and late-night
minutes. In addition it's recommending
widening of spread between minute and
station-break rates, because of greater
opportunity for hard sell in minutes.
Recommendations are being made on
market-by-market rather than general
basis, in line with audience growth and
competitive position of stations involved, but Petry company does not
feel that even established markets have
yet reached maximum rate potential.
Company reasons that as long as there
are programming changes there will be
need for re-examination of rates.
BROADCASTING, March 9, 1959

CLOSED
CIRCUIT.
// this action is taken, instructions
Alas, alert • Biggest communications
riddle in Washington: Will am radio would go sultative
to International
Radio which
ConCommittee (CCIR)
stations be ordered to conduct mid-day
Conelrad test during Operation Alert meets between international confer1959 to be conducted April 17? Mixup
ences. It's generally thought that space
between FCC and Office of Civil & communications will be answer to
global
communications problem, since
Defense Mobilization, kept inside classified boundaries, has delayed decision crowded short waves cannot accommodate new demand, particularly for dataover loss of half-hour of prime time —
11:30-12 noon, plus switching delays processing (President Eisenhower's
before and after Conelrad. OCDM sing).
"Merry Christmas" message was first
asked FCC some weeks ago to order example of space use of data-procesConelrad alert, finally announcing date
without any mention of Conelrad angle.
FCC notified OCDM Friday (March 6) Now, now • Effort to calm fears of
it is willing currence
to cooperate
but wants
con- broadcasters that White House-origiof broadcasting
industry,
nated move to conduct one-year specwhich stands to lose $250,000 in revetrum study was based on military
nue, as well as Pentagon. FCC-OCDM pressure will be made opening day of
may
resolve
conflict
at
meeting
this
NAB Chicago convention by Leo A.
week.
Hoegh, director. Office of Civil &
Defense Mobilization. Mr. Hoegh
Rental gear • New facet in tv station will address Monday afternoon tv
financing has emerged — leasing of session, along with Rep. William G.
equipment. At Tampa-St. Petersburg, Bray (R-Ind.), who says military deFla., ch. 10 hearing last week, Tampa
mands for spectrum space are excessive. OCDM is thinking in terms of
Telecasting Inc. (Kenneth R. Giddens
and others) introduced through Eric H. best needs of whole country, its director will tell broadcasters. He will deny
Biddle, vice president of U.S. Leasing
Corp. plan covering lease of $350,000 military pressure moved OCDM to ask
spectrum
by five-man
worth of studio equipment. Tampa Tele- tially
namedstudycommittee
insteadPresidenof by
casters would pay $7,000 per month
for: four Ampex VTRs, two installed three-man Congressionally named
in mobile units; one helicopter, three group as suggested by advisory committee (Broadcasting, Feb. 9).
station wagons, one with microwave relay gear, and lighting apparatus.
Reconnaissance • First formal steps
have been taken by FCC to ascertain
Leasing
isn't said
making
thisU.S.
one-time
shot. Corp.
Mr. Biddle
his whether military is willing to discuss
to permit
assigncompany believes leasing will become frequency
ment to tvswapping
of additional,
contiguous
widespread in tv, presumably because vhf bands.
This would be above ch. 13
of economic benefits and pay-as-you-use (210-216 mc) and in line with suggesfinancing. He said he is negotiating
tions of several FCC commissioners
with an existing tv station and with that such a move would be in best inanother prospective applicant. Tampa
terest of tv. Result of first probes was
Telecasters, which proposes $900,000
"encouraging," according to
installation, is one of six applicants for termed
one source. "They didn't say no," he
Florida vhf facility.
said.
Space date • While air is full of talk
about communications satellites capable
of transmitting television and practical y al other modes of intelligence, it
probably will be five years before
provision can be made for space communications. International Telecommunications Conference, which meets
in Geneva later this year, will receive
requests for allocations (United States
already has one). About all it will be
able to do is propose that subject be
studied, with allocations to be considered at next conference, five years
hence.

Medical pitches
Federalis doing
Trade major
Commission's radio-tv• unit
study of medicinal product advertising,
with special attention
to "white
endorsements
in broadcast
medium.coat"
By
white coat, it was explained, is meant
whole area of sales announcements giving aura of professional sponsorship
to product. Literal white coat pitch has
been cleared up pretty well, it was said,
via crackdown through NAB Code.
FTC interest spurred, it's thought, by
urging of Sen. Warren Magnuson (DWash.), chairman of Senate Commerce
Committee,
investigation Feb.
of antibiotic claimsfor(Broadcasting,
9).
5

The
Sold

Toledo
by

Market

WSPD

Despite the proximity of larger markets, the
'Billion Dollar Pocketbook" of the Toledo Market is dominated by WSPD-TV. With variety
programming from Comedy, Top Movies, Music,
Mystery, Westerns, News, Sports, etc., Channel
13 holds the listener every day of the week.
Ask your Katz man for the facts! TOLEDO
TELEVISION IS WSPD TELEVISION!!
Storer

Television

is

Television

Famous on the local scene"
WSPD-TV
CHANNEL 13 • TOLEDO

fat wTs:
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IN BRIEF

NAB convention preview • A special section giving a detailed account
of events, exhibits, programming, non-agenda events and advance registrations for annual industry meeting in Chicago. Begins Page 79.
OFFICIAL, UNOFFICIAL AGENDAS
Page 80
"WHERE TO FIND IT" DIRECTORY
Page 84
WHAT THEY'LL SHOW AT EXHIBITS
Page 86
HOSPITALITY SUITES
Page 94
STATION REPRESENTATIVES
Page 94A
NETWORK PLANS
Page 94B
ENGINEERING CONFERENCE PAPERS
Page 94D
LATEST ADVANCE REGISTRATION
Page 102
Management: reluctant audience? • No! says this
agency man. But executives must be weaned of their
■it
V* —
bad habit of saying they don't watch tv just because it
in the briefcase. Edgar J. Donaldson, vice
K Lr; J| might hit them director,
radio-tv department. Ketchum.
president and
■E
MacLeod & Grove. Pittsburgh, talks about it in this
Bn^j
MR. DONALDSON week's Monday Memo. Page 29.
but network executroubles • Affiliates unhappy,
Radio networks havethough
conceding business is off. Spot, too, is lowest
tives voice optimism
Page 35.
situation.
network
radio
the
of
in years. A roundup
principally AT&T, are
p • Network's creditors,
Mutual's brinkmanshipayment
of past-due accounts, could force network
pressing demands for
New developments m
quickly.
found
isn't
money
off the air if new
Guterma-Jacobs-Roach cas'e further complicate position. Page 36.
Reports finds
Multiple sporting and clipping • Broadcast Advertiser
television stahigh incidence
tions. Page 45. in 25 medium-sized markets, covering 71
Como is Kraft's big cheese • Singer receives two-year contract with
as $25 million deal; gets 10-year ••employadvertiser,
foods ment"
with Kraft asdescribed
"consultant" in addition. Page 56.
the earth with
Sky-high radio-tv relays • Space satellites drenchinggroup
is told. It
the corner," House researcher
communications are "just around
says
says GE engineer. Bell Telephone
be done
can
do the job. Page 66.
balloons
couldquickly,
Justice Dept. drops its Latin • Government trust buster insists network
option time violates antitrust trust but strikes out per se. Page 70.
nse mobilization plan
Spectrum caught in middle • White House-defe
are used is met by Capitol Hill opposifrequencies
of the way asks
for study
for five-man, one-year commission to explore
tion. Administration
spectrum use and federal management of telecommunications. Page 73.
y Committee
looms • Negotiators for All-Industr
ASCAP settlement broad
agreement as talks are resumed in court.
and ASCAP reach
114.
Page
week.
this
come
may
Lower fees foreseen. Accord
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R. J. REYNOLDS earmarks
most of its network radio
appropriation for CBS Radio.
Because
it's what's
up
front that
counts! This
network has delivered
largest commercial minute
audiences all along. And the
new Program Consolidation
Plan— with unified station
clearances and strong
program
increase sequencing-will
this leadership.
CBS RADIO
NETWORK:
42% LARGER AUDIENCES
PER COMMERCIAL MINUTE
THAN ANY OTHER RADIO
NETWORK, AVERAGING OVER
16 CONSECUTIVE MONTHS.

WOW's
Sells

Farm

Farmers

Farmers

know

Sales

Team

Every

Day!

them

personally... they trust 1
and believe
them!

FRANK ARNEY
Assistant Farm Directo
A family-farm operator with 6 years
on-the-air selling . . . trusted . . . believed!

ARNOLD PETERSON
WOW Farm Director
Seven years of every-day
service to WOW-LAND farmers!

Farmers don't buy a $4,000 tractor or a $1,000 load of feed on impulse. They're
thinking
buy.They insist on facts and figures — carefully weigh and compare them
before theymen.
The job of selling farmers is half-done if the prospect knows, trusts and believes
the Salesman. WOW-land farmers do know, trust and do believe Arnold and
Frank, and the entire WOW Farm Sales-Team.
If you want to sell threshing machines or toothpaste to the 129,000 IowaNebraska WOW area farm families, Arnold and Frank will do it— not once a week, or
once a month but by talking to them man-to-man every day.

REGIONAL
RADIO
FRANK P. FOGARTY, Vice President and General Manager
BILL WISEMAN, Sales Manager
JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY, Representatives

CBS
AFFILIATE
N OMAHA AND
103 COUNTIES

wow
A MEREDITH STATION — affiliated with Better Homes and Gardens and Successful Farming Magazines
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LATE NEWSBREAKS APPEAR ON THIS PAGE
Smith group picks up
option to buy Mutual
Efforts to sell Mutual radio network entered new stage Friday night
(March 6) when group headed by Malcolm Smith, name new to broadcasting,workobtained
option toHurleigh,
purchase MBS
netfrom Robert
senior vice president, who heads negotiating committee (page 36). Mr. Smith
is president of Harrison Home Products
Co., firm with number of activities including import business and minor-label
records. Other members of prospective
purchaser not identified.
Mr. Smith's group understood to
have put up $50,000 earnest money.
During option period group will particiwith network's
executive
commit-of
teepatein running
Mutual.
First order
business: Negotiating with AT&T this
week in regard to $275,000 in past due
line charges, plus further negotiations
March 15 on another $14,000 owed.
According to authoratative sources
Smith et al would put up no money
besides assuming debts of company,
reportedly now $1,050,000.
Mr. Hurleigh had obtained 30-day
option on network from Hal Roach Jr.,
MBS chairman, and head of both
Scranton Corp. and Hal Roach Studios,
companies which now own Mutual. It
was
option Any
whichsaleMr.
Smith's
group that
purchased.
of network
must meet approval, both of Securities
& Exchange Commission and U.S.
District Court of New York.
Figuring prominently in discussions
on buying side was Ade Hult, one of
first Mutual staffers who was network's
sales vice president until resignation
several years ago. Mutual negotiators
were Mr. Hurleigh; Blair Walliser,
executive vice president, and James
Gladstone, comptroller. Mr. Hurleigh
held proxies from Fulton Lewis jr.,
network commentator, and Victor
Diehm, affiliates chief, also members of
executive committee.
Among labels in Harrison Home
Products camp are Gold Medal, Waldorf, Audition and Whitehouse records.
One of products Harrison imports is
Addiator, pocket-size adding machine.
BPA meet set
Broadcasters Promotion Assn. fourth
annual convention will be held at Warwick Hotel in Philadelphia Nov. 2-4,
Charles A. Wilson, WGN-AM-TV Chicago and BPA president, announced
Friday.
BROADCASTING, March 9, 1959

AT DEADLINE
• DETAILED NEWS COVERAGE OF THE WEEK BEGINS PAGE 35

Hope to Continue
Buick are
and confident
agency McCannErickson
that Bob
Hope will continue tv work
through this season (NBC-TV).
He has three more hour-long
shows to go, one each month
(March-May). Portions of first
show already are on tape and Mr.
Hope's associates told agency in
New York, where comedian was
examined for eye ailment, that
star would be able to fulfill commitments this year. Doctors told
Mr. Hope he must work less, rest
more. What Buick will do about
next year is not clear — other conerations, suchseason,
as show's
formance soifdthis
also perare
important to plans.
Orlando ch. 9 loser
presses for hearing
Mere FCC "inquiry" into ch. 9 Orlando, Fla., grant instead of full hearing
"would be an absolute waste of time"
without benefit of sworn testimony subjectcant
to cross-examination,
WORZ Inc. told U.S.losing
Courtappli-of
Appeals in Washington Friday (March
6). Appellant told court, in answer to
FCC filing of previous week asking
court to wait 40 days before remanding
case, that hearing is just as necessary
as in Miami ch. 10 and Boston ch. 5
tv cases.
Also Friday, WORZ Inc. told FCC
it "is confident that improper ex parte
representations were made to the Commission by winning applicant MidFlorida Tv Corp. [WLOF-TV], or on
its behalf and/ or with its actual or tacit
consent or approval. Proof of this is,
indeed, available and will be produced
in a proper proceeding to which WORZ
Inc. is a party with full rights to crossexamine and to subpoena witnesses and
records."mis ionThis
filingEliot
cameLovett,
afterWORZ
Comhad written
attorney, that it would welcome any
further information in ex parte inquiry
(Broadcasting, March 2).
Supreme Court remanded case to appeals court last October because of testimony concerning alleged ex parte contacts before House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee.

Rayburn on MBS
Speaker Sam Rayburn (D-Texas),
who wields iron-fist ban against radio-tv
coverage of House floor and committee
proceedings, was to make one of his
rare broadcast appearances Sunday
(March 8). He was to take part in
program,p.m.MBSFor Reporters'
taped panel5:05-5:30
Roundup,
years he
has been one of toughest political
figures in Washington for panel producers. Senate permits radio-tv coveragetrofastmany
committee
to Rayburn
ban insessions
House. in con-

'his side'
ma tells
Guter
A.L.tual andGuterma,
ex-head ofex-president
F. L. Jacobsof MuCo.,
called press conference Friday to "tell
my
of story."
His side:
that
PaulsideWindels
Jr., New
Yorkclaim
regional
administrator for Securities & Exchange Commission, and Edward C.
Jaegerman, SEC attorney working on
case, were
against
him. engaged in "vendetta"
He attributed
Mr. Windels'
actionsMr.to
ambitions
for federal
judgeship.
Guterma denied Hal Roach Jr. was
"standing in his shoes" as cited in SEC
request for receivership filed previous
day (see page 36). Mr. Roach, in
separate statement to press, said he
would oppose action for receivership.
Westinghouse buys
Westinghouse Electric Corp. and
Desilu Productions Inc. announce more
than $12 million (in time and talent)
agreement for Desilu to continue onehour series under Westinghouse banner next tv season. Westinghouse Desilu
Playhouse has been in Monday lineup
of CBS-TV since last October. Current
contract includes 42 one-hour shows
but next season additional specials will
be produced. Star Desi Arnaz, also
Desilu's president, said early decision
on sponsorship permits producer to
plan ahead in committing stars and
properties. McCann-Erickson, N.Y., is
agency.
RCA declares dividend
RCA declared quarterly dividend
Friday (March 6) of 25 cents per share
on common stock payable April 27 to
holders of record at close of business
March 16. Company also declared dividend of 87 cents per share on first
preferred stock for period April 1-June
30, payable
June
8. July 1 to holders of record
9

• Singer Sewing Machine Co. will
sponsor filmed series The David Niven
Show on NBC-TV starting April 7
• Business briefly
(Tues., 10-10:30 p.m.). New weekly
• U.S. Rubber Co., for Keds sneakers, dramatic series starring actor David
is placing average of three animated Niven as host and featuring other stars
be produced by Four Star Films,
"Kedso the Clown" minute participa- will
company founded by Mr. Niven, Dick
on children's
in sometions per150weekmarkets
between tvnowshows
and Powell and Charles Boyer. Producer:
June. Agency: Fletcher Richards, Calk- Vincent Fennelly. Agency: Young &
Rubicam, N.Y.
ins & Holden, N.Y.
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Mr. Levy

• Salada-Shirrif-Horsey Inc., Toronto,
through its SEA Div., Tampa, is introducing itsSEA frozen shrimp in selected
markets with spot tv. Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles, N.Y., which handles
Salada Tea and entire line of six Junket
food products for Salada-Shirrif-Horsey,
is agency assigned to frozen shrimp.
• Pepsi-Cola Bottlers of St. Louis Inc.
appoints Kenyon & Eckhardt, Chicago,
to handle its advertising as of April 1.

HEADLINERS

David Levy> v-P- in charge of talent and
new programs
and associate
radio
and
tv department,
Young director,
& Rubicam,
N.Y.,
elected
vice
president
by
NBC's
b<>. ml of directors (Closed Circuit,
March 2)- Mr- LevY> who joins NBC-TV
officially April 1, reports to Walter
D. Scott, executive v.p., NBC-TV. Mr.
Levy, with Y&R for 20 years, started as
writer of We the People radio program;
wrote, directed
and The
supervised
many ofHour,
Y&R'sManhattan
radio showsat
including
People,
Kate Smith
Midnight and March of Time. After World War II, Mr.
Levy was supervisor of daytime programming, became agency's first tvandsupervisor
in 1957.in He1950,
was and
namedassociate
v.p. indirector
charge
of talent
new programs
of radio and tv department last April.
Richard S. Jackson, assistant director of
radio-tv department, J.M. Mathes Inc.,
N.Y., since 1951, elected v.p. and director
of radio-tv. Mr. Jackson was formerly
director of special events at WAVE-TV
Louisville, Ky., where he produced first
Kentucky Derby telecast in 1949. He was
with King Features Syndicate for two years
before entering tv, serving as assistant editor of comic art division.
Ewald Kockritz and
Grady Edney named national program directors of
3£» n Storer Broadcasting Co.'s tv
and radio divisions, respec, tively. Mr. Kockritz joined
waga
1941as atpromotion
Storer inGa.,
mm *rJlf Atlanta,
m
manager
and
moved
to
Mr. Kockritz
Mr. Edney
WGBS Miami in 1948 in
similar capacity. In 1954 he was promoted to national
program director and was elected v.p. two years later.
Mr. Edney entered broadcasting at WSJS Winston-Salem,
N.C., in 1941. After military service during World War II,
he joined WLOS Asheville, N.C., as program manager. In
1955 he moved to WBZ Boston in similar capacity and
joined Storer in 1957 as program manager when company
acquired WIBG Philadelphia.
John B. Burns, formerly v.p. in charge of national sales,
ABC Film Syndication Inc., appointed director of national
sales for MGM-TV, it is being announced today (March 9).
Mr. Burns joins George Shupert, formerly president of ABC
Films Inc., who now heads Loew's tv sales-distribution

activity as v.p. in charge of MGM-TV. Mr. Burns became
associated with ABC Films in fall of 1953, before that was
with CBS Television Film Sales. Other past connections include ABC Radio sales staff in Chicago and Chicago
newscaster.
Henry Hede, administrative sales manager of ABC-TV, elected v.p. of ABC in
charge of sales department, including liaison between sales, program, research, sales
development and business affairs department. Mr. Hede joined network in 1942
and has served as general services manager,
business manager of tv program department and administrative assistant to finanMr. Hede
cial officer. Within ABC-TV sales department, he was business manager and eastern sales manager,
prior
to his1957.
promotion to administrative sales manager in
December
Dr. George H. Brown elected by RCA board Friday as
vice president, engineering, succeeding O. B. Hanson, who
retired week before (Week's Headliners, March 2). Dr.
Brown has been with RCA 25 years, since January 1957 as
chief engineer for industrial electronic products. Jack S.
Beldon elected to newly created post as vice president and
general manager, RCA home instruments. He joined RCA
last month from General Electric, where he was marketing
manager of radio-tv unit.
• Jack Mohler, account executive of
Blair-Tv, station representative, named
eastern sales manager of Television Adv.
Representatives, new firm which will take
over sales representation of Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co. tv stations July 1, according to announcement being issued today (March 9) by Larry H. Israel,
TVAR general manager. Mr. Israel also
announced
New effective
York ofMr. MohlerMr.
fice
will be atthat666TVAR's
Fifth Ave.,
in near future.
Mohler, described as "our first choice from among more
than 400 unsolicited applicants" for TVAR eastern sales
managership, has been with Blair-Tv since 1957. Before
that he was account executive and director of sales development of CBS-TV Spot Sales from 1954. He entered broadcasting on graduation from Princeton in 1941, starting with
WOR New York. After World War II service in which he
attained rank of captain in Army intelligence, he returned
to WOR in 1946 as account executive and served there,
with time out in 1952-53 for duty as Army major assigned
as liaison officer between Defense and State Depts., until
1954, rising to assistant sales manager.

FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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TWIN

CITIES VIEWERS

like their
ION

AT

6:00

m A Different Action Packed Adventure
Every Night at 6:00 on WTCN-TV. . .
All First Run in the Market!
MONDAYS AT 6:00
DIAL 999
DAYS AT 6:00 'F^'
TUES
UNION PACIFIC

WEDNESDAYS AT 6:00
CITIZEN
SOLDIER \

THURSDAYS AT 6:00
SILENT
SERVICE
FRIDAYS AT 6:00
CANNONBALL

Represented nationally by
the KATZ Agency

Twin Cities viewers are caught up
in the suspense and excitement of
a whole new series of dramatic
adventures on WTCN-TV. They
tune in for a different action show
every night at 6:00.
Dial 999 .. . Union Pacific . . .
Citizen Soldier . . . Silent Service . . .
Cannonball!
"Action at 6:00" has captured
a tremendous audience of loyal, receptive viewers — all anticipating
these first run, Class A early evening shows.
Capture the growing "Action at
6:00" audience on WTCN-TV. Get
sales action in the important Twin
Cities market. See your Katz man
for remaining participations.

•///ww
ABC-TV
CN-TV
WTPaul
Minneapolis K
Saint
OB

TOP

MONEY-MAKERS

Flexibility!
Early morning or early evening, strips
or single programs - top audience and sales
- 50% adults, 50% kids.

Made by Republic Pictures
Corporation and now being
renewed in market after
market for profitable
programming.

hour

IN

HOUR

TV

films

STRIPS!

nr
□
tin

SI

U
Durability!
More staying power year after year —
regardless of run — great audience
interest and acceptance.

PLaza 9-7500 and principal cities everywhere

hour

films

Made by Republic Pictures
Corporation and now being
renewed in market after
market for profitable
programmin,

Traveling

Showcase"

for

Sales...

-"•"•mm

mmj

Give

your

clients

merchandising

Represented by Headley-Reed

k norr
WKMH

SssSr

this

PLUS

WKMH

in Detroit

Staffed by Detroit's top radio personalities, the new WKMH
MOBIL-RAMA is shown above on Washington Boulevard, as it
helped promote the March of Dimes and Symphony Week in Detroit.
The WKMH MOBIL-RAMA is more than a vehicle for public
service. It offers a potent merchandising tool, available to help sell
your sponsors' products in the rich Detroit market. This
"traveling showcase" is equipped with complete display facilities
to tell your client's story and show his products at point of sale
as well as on the air. Why not put the WKMH MOBIL-RAMA
to work for YOU?

BROADCASTING
Michigan
WKMF ffi

CORPORATION
Michigan
WKHM
?aEinaw'

DATEBOOK

A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING AND RELATED FIELDS
(♦Indicates first or revised listing)
MARCH
March 13-14 — Arkansas Broadcasters Assn.,
spring meeting, Hotel Marion, Little Rock.
March
13-15 —Chicago.
Fm Development Assn., Conrad
Hilton Hotel,
March
14-15—
CBS-TV
TV studios, Chicago. affiliates meeting, WBBMMarchannual
15 — Assn. of Maximum
Service Telecasters,
Hotel, Chicago,membership
9:30 a.m. meeting, Conrad Hilton
Marchtee, 15—
Mutual Hotel,
Affiliates
Conrad Hilton
Chicago.Advisory Commit* MARCH 15-19 — NAB Annual Convention and
Broadcast Engineering Conference, Conrad Hilton
Hotel,convention
Chicago exhibits,
(see page 79 for features,
complete special
report
onmeetings
and hospitalityprogram
suites).
March 16-18— Canadian Board of Broadcast
Governors, public hearings, Tariff Board Hearing
Room, 70-74 Elgin St., Ottawa, Ont.
March 16 and 23 — Hearing before Securities &
Exchange
Washington,
D.C. March
16,
onfailed
chargestoCommission,
F.report
L. Jacobs
Co. (Alexander
Guterma)Mr.
financial
transactions.
Guterma,
until chief
his troubles
with SEC Broadcasting
began, was
president
and
System. Similar
Bonowner
Ami ofCo. Mutual
hearing March 23.
March 18 — Symposiumco-sponsored
on social and St.economic
forces
Louis
Council ofof advertising
American Assn. of Adv. byAgencies
and
U.Jefferson
of Missouri
School
of
Journalism,
SheratonHotel. Dr. Earl F. English, dean of
school, will moderate. Registration, $22.50.
March 18-20—
conference,
Electronic
Industries
Assn., Quarterly
Statler Hilton
Hotel, Washington.
•March vision,
21 —ChicagoAmerican
Women
in
Radio
and Telechapter, second annual conference,
open to btvas ador and
radio
industry,
Guildhall,
AmWest Hotel, Chicago.
*U.March
23
—
Tentative
date
for
argument
before
S. Supreme Court in Farmers Union v WDAY
Inc. (WDAY-TV Fargo, N.D.) involving question of
immunitydidate,ofinvoking
broadcast stationCommunications
when political canAct,
utters libel on air.Sec.Case315 No.of 248.
March
23-26
—
Annual
convention
Canadian
Assn.
of Radio & Television Broadcasters, Royal York
Hotel, Toronto, Ont.
March 23-26 — National convention, Institute of
Radio Engineers, Waldorf-Astoria, New York. The
nation's leading
electronic scientists
will attend.
Advances
in space
electronic
fields
will betechnology
explored. and major new
March 23-28— Short Course in Crime News
Analysis
& III.Reporting,
Northwestern
U.,
Fisk Hall,
Evanston,
Journalism
and law
schools,
with
Ford Foundation
grant, will
conduct
intensive
instruction
for
radio-tv,
press
and
magazine
newsmen. Courtroom broadcasting is one of topics.
Attendance fee $100. Registration must be received by March 16. Scholarships for needy availBROADCASTING, March 9, 1959

able.
Members of lecture staff will be available
for interviews.
March 25makin—g to change
Commentsch. due
on proposed Del.,
FCC from
rule12 or,
Wilmington,
commercial to educational
in alternative, move
ch. 12 lantic
to Atlantic
City, N.J.,
it to AtCity-Wilmington.
Docketor allocate
No. 12,779.
March 30 — Deadline for filing copies of direct
testimony quencies
in FCC's inquiry andinto 890
allocation
of fremc. Number
of copies to bebetweenfiled:25 1mcnotarized
original,
and 20
copies.
March 30 — Du Pont Awards Dinner, Mayflower
Hotel, Washington.
APRIL
April
1 — Research
workshop
Assn. of National
Advertisers,
Hotel Pierre,
New York.
* April 1— Assn. of National Advertisers workshop at HotelProductive
Pierre, New
York. Topic:
Get More
Advertising
Through"HowMan-to
agementBros.
-Oriented ResearCo.,
ch." Henry
Schachte,
exe
c
u
t
i
v
e
v
.
p
.
,
Lever
and
chairman
ANA board of directors, will be keynote
speaker.of
April 3-4 — Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters, U. of
Oregon, Eugene.
April nual3-5meeting,
— Mississippi
Buena VistaBroadcasters
Hotel, Biloxi.Assn., an* Aprileon,4Atlantic
— National
Headliner
City, N. J. Club awards lunchApril
4
—
United
Press Meeting,
Intl. Broadcasters
Minnesota Assn., Spring
Radisson Hotel,of
Minneapolis.
April
5-8— National Retail Merchants Assn.,
sales
Beach. promotion division, Eden Roc Hotel, Miami
April 6-9 — National Premium Buyers, 26th annual exposition, Navy Pier, Chicago. Premium Adsame site. vertising As n. of America will meet April 7,
April 7— Trial of former FCC Comr. Richard A.
Mack andspiracy tofriend,
ThurmanPresiding:
A. Whiteside,
forBurnita
condefraud
S.D.C. Matthews,
U.S.U.S.District
Court,Judge
Washington,
April time8— radioDeadline
forrequest
commentsto tooperate
FCC onfromday-6
stations'
a.m.
-6
p.m.
or
sunrise-sunset,
whichever
is longer.
Docket 12,729.
*meets
April at10-11
—
Republican
National
Committee
Sheraton Park Hotel, Washington. Host
city for the 1960 nominating convention will be
picked.
April
— West
Broadcasters Assn.
spring 10-11
meeting,
Press Virginia
Club, Charleston.
April
12-13 — Commodore
Spring meetingPerry Texas
Broadcasters,
Hotel,Assn.
Austin.of
Members of Legislature will be April 13 luncheon
guests.
April 12-14
— Assn. of National
Advertisers, annual
west
Santa coast
Barbara,meeting,
Calif. Santa Barbara Biltmore,
"Aprilspace12-19—
Technical sponsored
symposium onElectronic
aircraft
and
communications
Industries
Assn.,
McCarren Field, Las byVegas,
Nev.,
during First World Congress of Flight.
April
20-23 — AmericanHotel,Newspaper
Assn., Waldorf-Astoria
New York. Publishers
April 23 — Oral argument before FCC en banc
on Miami ch. 10 case involving charges of behindthe-scenesaminer Horace
wirepulling.
Initial decision toby PubExStern recommended
lic Service Television
Inc. (Nationalgrant
Airlines) be
revokedtions band
allegations
of
ex
parte
representay applicantshearing.
be weighed
new comparative
Docket against
No. 9321themet al.in
April 23-24 — Assn. of National Advertisers twoday
workshop on Rye,
advertising
chester-Biltmore,
N.Y. expenditures, WestApril
Westernconference,
States Advertising
Assn., 23-25
ninth —annual
Oasis Hotel,Agencies
Palm
Springs, Calif.
April
23-25
—
American
Assn.
of
Advertising
Agencies,Sulphur
annual meeting at The Greenbrier in
White
be held April 24.Springs, W. Va. Annual dinner will
April
— OhioCincinnati.
Assn. of Broadcasters, TerraceHilton 24Hotel,

My Mommy
to KFWBListens
More mommies, more
daddies, more everybodies
listen to KFWB around the
clock in Los Angeles.
Hooper rates KFWB a fat
first with a 32.4% share
...more audience than all
four networks combined!
Pulse confirms
KFWB's
leadership.
. . proving
that
KFWB leads the second
station in the market by
33%, the third station by
42%.
Buy KFWB... first in Los
Angeles. It's the thing to
do!

5419 Hollywood Blvd.. Hollywood 28 / HO 3-5151
ROBERT
PURCELL.SalesPresident
MILTON H.M. KLEIN,
Managerand Gen. Manager
Represented nationally by JOHN BLAIR I CO.

THE

RESULTS:
November 1958
Qualitative
Survey of the
22 County
Tidewater, Va.
Area
Question 1:
When you first turn on the radio, is there any particular staAnswer: tion you try first?

Question 2:
Which radio station, if any, do
you prefer for music?
Answer:
■
Question 3:
Which radio station, if any, do
Answer: you prefer for news?

Question 4:
If you heard conflicting accounts
of the
storywhich
on different
radiosame
stations
station
Answer: would you believe?
EJQH VVTAR
■
i

Norfolk - Newport News - Portsmouth
and Hampton, Virginia
. . .ranks 1st durina
155 oat of 180 rated
half hours. . .
Represented Nationally by
JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
16

April 24-25 — New Mexico Broadcasters Assn.,
Bishop's Lodge, Santa Fe.
April
26-29—convention,
National Assn.
of Transportation
Advertising
Sulphur Springs,
W. Va. The Greenbrier, White
* Aprilnual26-29
U. S. Chamber
of Commerce anmeeting,— chamber
hdqrs., Washington.
'April School
27-Mayof 2—Journalism
Journalism& &Communications,
Broadcasters
Week,
U. of Florida,
casters Day). Gainesville. (April 27 is BroadApril
29 —networks
Commentsfromduerepresenting
on FCC proposal
prohibitthan
tv stationsto
other
Docket No. their
12,746.own in spot representation field.
April 29-30—
vention, HotelInternational
Roosevelt, NewAdvertising
York. Assn. conApril
30-May
2—
Alabama
Broadcasters
Assn.,
Buena Vista Hotel, Biloxi, Miss.
April
30-May
3—
Assn.
of
Women
in
Radio
&
Television,
Astoria Hotel,annual
New national
York. convention, WaldorfApril 30-May
3— 4th district, Advertising Federation ofAmerica,
Petersburg,
Fla. Tides Hotel & Bath Club, St.
MAY
May 1 — National Radio Month opens.
May 1 — National Law Day.
May 1-3Galveston.
— Texas Assn.
Sigma Delta Chi, Hotel
Galvez,
Annualof meeting.
May
4-6
—
Assn.
of
Canadian
Advertisers,Ont. annual
conference, Royal York Hotel, Toronto,
May 4-8neers,
— Society
of
Motion
Picture
& Tv Engisemi-annual convention, Fontainebleau
Hotel, Miami Beach,
Fla. Theme Communications."
will be "Films
and Television
for International
May 6— National
Academy
Television
Arts &
Sciences,
11th annual
Emmy ofawards
presentation
on NBC-TV, 10-11:30 p.m. (EST).
May 7-8 — Kentucky
Broadcasters Assn., Sheraton-Seelbach
Hotel, Louisville.
12 — Wisconsin
of* MayWisconsin,
Madison. FM Clinic, Center Bldg., U.
May
— Pennsylvania
Assn. of WFBG-AM-TV
Broadcasters,
Bedford13-15willSprings.
Frank onPalmer,
Altoona
direct
panel
reduction
of operating
costs
and ofRalfpanelBrent,
WIP Philadelphia,
will be
chairman
on service
to associations
local advertiser.
Presidents
from
adjoining
state
will
attend.
May
16-17
—
Illinois
News
Broadcasters
Assn.,
spring
meeting,PressSouthern
Illinois meeting.
U., Carbondalealso, United
Intl. business
May
20-22—
Assn.
of
National
Advertisers,
meeting, Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago. spring
Falls.
May 21-23 — Montana Radio Stations Inc., Great
May
21-23 —Sheraton
ElectronicHotel,Industries
convention,
Chicago. Assn., annual
May
24-27—
Associated
Business
Publications,
annual
meeting
and Pa.management conference,
Skytop Lodge,
Skytop,
*May
28-31
—
Second
Annual
Radio
Programming
Seminar andHotel,
Pop Music Disc
Jockey Convention,
Americana
will include Matthew J. Miami,
Culligan,Fla.NBCSpeakers
Radio executive
vice president, and Gordon McLendon, head of
McLendon seminar
stationwithgroup.
Storz stations
are Bldg.,
sponBill Stewart,
Kilpatrick
Omaha,soringNeb.,
as convention
coordinator.
JUNE
June 1-3 —fessionalNational
microwave Theory
symposium,
ProGroup on Microwave
& TechBoston Section, Paine Hall, Harvard U.,
Cambridge,niques, Mass.
June
— Advertising
Federation ofMinneapolis.
America,
annual 7-10
convention,
Hotel Leamington,
June
9-11
—
National
Community
Television
Assn.
annual
D.C. convention, Mayflower Hotel, Washington
June
12-16annual
— National
Federation
of Advertising
Agencies,
convention,
Chatham
Bars Inn,
Chatham, Mass.
June
14-17
—
National
Industrial
Advertisers
Assn.,
national
Hotels, Sanconvention,
Francisco. Fairmont and Mark Hopkins
June tional
17-19conference,
— American
MarketingCleveland.
Assn., naHotel Statler,
June
17-20
—
National
Assn.
of
Radio-Television
Farm Directors convention, Hotel Statler, New
York.

!

W

CAMPBELL SOUP places all
of its network radio
business on CBS Radio.
For biggest helpings!
This network has delivered
largest commercial minute
audiences all along. And the
new Program Consolidation
Plan— with unified station
clearances and strong
program
sequencing-will
increase this
leadership.
CBS RADIO
NETWORK:
42% LARGER AUDIENCES
PER COMMERCIAL MINUTE
THAN ANY OTHER RADIO
NETWORK, AVERAGING OVER
16 CONSECUTIVE MONTHS.
BROADCASTING, March 9, 1959

RADIO'S FIRST COMPLETE FULLY AUTOMATIC BROADCASTING SERVICE
PROGRAMMING • EQUIPMENT • COMMERCIAL INJECTION
Be

sure

to

see

at the

and

NAB

hear

Programatic

Convention

of your programming structure, Programatic can enhance it by —
Saving costly programming and production man hours
Automating any part or all of your programming
Giving maximum programming flexibility
Assuring superior adult music programming
is sold on
Already contracted for by many leading stations - Programaticbroadcaster
s
an exclusive basis in each radio market. Typical of the leading
who have already signed up for Programatic are:

Regardless
•
•
•
•

Omaha-Lincoln
Tulsa
Phoenix
Kansas City

Norfolk
Jacksonville
Duluth-Superior
Diboll
Tucson

San Diego
Los Angeles
Santa Ana
Indianapolis

Don't get left out. Be sure to see Programatic in action in the No. 1 spot
(Exhibit Space No. 1) at the NAB Convention.
On this platter is a complete explanation
FREE Audition LP ideal for playing at staff anmeetings.
might sound on
with actual demonstration of how itDisplay.
of how Programatic works, together
NAB Convention
Programatic
the
at
up
your station. Be sure to pick yours

TING SERVICE
^^at^A JackBROA
^^a
0
WratherDCAS
enterprise
229 Fourth Avenue, New York 3, N. Y. • ORegon 4-7400
BROADCASTING, March 9, 1959

'rograrnatic playback
broadcast •'split-secaccuracy.
assures

ADVERTISERS
CANNONBALL
GENERAL

EVERYWHERE
SALES

ROBIN

HOOD

RADIATOR
DAIRY!
JORDAN

CARAVAN!

PETROLEUM!

TEA CO.! WINN-DIXIE

THE GREAT

FOOD

FLOUR!

CUMPANY!

FIRESTONE

STORES!

JANE

THE

TIRES!

& PACIFIC

JOHNSON'S

BEER!

WAX!

STANDARD

BAKERIES!

LAUNDRIES!

FACTORY

ABOARD

ATLANTIC

SCHMIDT

MARY

SHEPHERD'S
JEWELRY!

CLIMB

PRICE'S

BURGER-KING!

MOTOR

EXCHANGE!

A FEW TOP MARKETS ARE STILL AVAILABLE! DON'T BE DISAPPOINTED -WIRE TODAY FOR YOURS!

CANNONBALL

ACTION -HUMAN
ONLY

A FEW

AVAILABLE!

RACES

INTEREST

CHOICE

SALES

MARKETS

PHONE-WIRE

DYNAMIC

TO

RECORD!
STILL

ARE

COLLECT

TODAY!

SOLD IN
MARKETS LIKE
Philadelphia
San Francisco
Detroit
Salt Lake City
Cleveland
Denver
Minneapolis
-St. Paul
Columbus,
O.
San Diego
Dallas -Fort Worth
Jacksonville
New Orleans
New Haven -Hartford
Seattle -Tacoma
Portland
AND 95 OTHERS!
EAST - WEST !
NORTH -SOUTH!

TELEVISION
CORPORATION
488 Madison Ave. • New York 22 • PLaza 5-2100

OPEN

"JAXIE"

SBTSA1WAYS THE
BEST OF NBC . .
AND NOW THE
BEST OF ABC

To reach the rich $iy2 billion
North Florida - South Georgia market— use WFGA-TV — the station
with PLUS PROGRAMMING. With
such features as:
• Maverick
• Dinah Shore
• Loretta Young
• Wells Fargo
• Restless Gun
• Sugarfoot — Cheyenne
• Wyatt Earp
• Wagon Train
• • BatZorroMasterson
• Walt Disney
• The Real McCoys
• Tennessee Ernie Ford
• Perry Como
• 77 Sunset Strip
For top availabilities on WFGA-TV
contact your nearest Peters, Griffin,
Woodward representative.

WFGA-TV
Channel
12
Jacksonville, Florida
FLORIDA'S
COLORFUL STATION

Favorable impression
editor:
My compliments to you on some very
interesting recent issues.
Newman F. McEvoy
Senior Vice President and
Media Director
Cunningham & Walsh
New York
Retail success story
editor:
Please send 100 reprints of . . .
"Stores Miss Radio-Tv Boat" (Jan. 26,
page 35) . . . This article has a lot of
meat to help local tv stations overcome
some of the retail store apathy toward
broadcast media.
Lawrence Carino
General Sales Manager
WWL-TV New Orleans
EDITOR :
Your article . . . raised some thoughtprovoking arguments in behalf of the
industry. Congratulations to Jack Miller
for his close examination of the "costto-sen" ratio . . . please send 25 reprints .. .
Deane D. Osborne
Promotion Manager
WSPD-TV Toledo, Ohio
editor:
Your report on the retail advertising
conference in Chicago featuring the
views of Jack Miller, advertising director of Leonard Dept. Store, Fort Worth,
Tex., is the kind of news reporting that
continues to make your publication the
number one business weekly for radiotv industry. Please send 50 reprints . . .
Keith Oliver
Sales Manager
WJ1M-AM-TV Lansing, Mich.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Reprints 5# each.]
Yearbook in September
editor:
We find Broadcasting most informative and helpful in support of our
program of economic development in
Maine . . . One of the services provided
... is the Yearbook. We are looking
forward to receiving a copy.
Charles G. H. Evans
Public Relations Director
Dept. of Economic Development
State of Maine
[EDITOR'S
NOTE: A copyTheof the19591958radio-tv
Yearbook
Yearbook issue
willisbe enroute.
published next September.]
Tall tower builder
editor:
In your Feb. 23 issue . . . you ran
an article on page 54 ... in which you
featured the 1,619 ft. structure for

MIKE
[WGAN-TV] Portland, Me. . . . this
tower will be designed, fabricated and
erected by the Kline Iron & Steel Co.
of Columbia, S.C. (KIMCO Towers).
. . . When the Portland job is completed,
we will have the distinction of the five
tallest towers east of the Mississippi
River,
world. plus the tallest structure in the
/. R. Trotter
Sales Mgr., Tower Dept.
Kline Iron & Steel Co.
Columbia, S.C.
'Why
editor:Advertisers Take to the Air'
We sincerely appreciate the copy of
"Why Advertisers Take to the Air" recently mailed by you to our station.
It is a masterpiece of valuable information about "Radio," the greatest medium of them all. If reprints are available . . . please advise the cost of 100.
Raymond Gaddell
Vice President-General Manager
WHSC Hartsville, S.C.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Reprints are 10* each.]
Wisk makes a splash
editor:
We wish to thank you for the fine
story on the County Fair program and
its tie-in with one of our sponsors, Wisk
(Jan. 26, page 91) ... wherein Herb
Landon was named as executive producer for the program. This, of course,
is wrong as the executive producer of
the show is Perry Cross. Mr. Cross was
also in charge of all production in connection with the Cypress Gardens feature .. . [also] the m.c. of the program,
Bert Parks, was not mentioned.
Herbert Landon
General Manager
CountyYork
Fair
New
A uhf view of TASO report
editor:
... I finally caught up with your
issue of Jan. 19 and, being a director of
TASO,
article onI read
page with
100. some interest your
I note that your spy understands that
the TASO report finds that uhf is far
less effective than vhf in coverage, expense of operations, power potential,
receiver
sensitivity, antenna criticality
and maintenance.
It strikes me that it would be of more
service to your readers and to the public and also a little bit more accurate if
your spy had also noted that the TASO
report also finds that uhf is far superior
to vhf in freedom from man-made interference, ignition noise, airplane flutter, co-channel interference and many
BROADCASTING, March 9, 1959

EXPERIENCE!

The

two

for sound

prime

requisites

representation

. . .

healthy, continued growth
and balanced experience.

RINTOUL & McCONNELL, INC.
TV & Radio Station Representatives
SAN FRANCISCO DALLAS
LOS ANGELES
DETROIT
CHICAGO
Hotel
Hilton
Conrad
2100
ters
Convention Headquar

VENARD,

NEW YORK

21
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Farm Public Service in
the KWTV Community
makes

row*

KWTV
OKLAHOMA CITY
Oklahoma's No. 1
Television Station

/>

|

Traveling to obtain on-theair reports during 1958,
KWTVs two farm directors visited the more than
100 towns shown on the
map . . . many, several
times. Proof of KWTVs
community coverage!
See your PETRYman
in Shorthand. . .

in TV and Radio . . .

BROADCAST
ING
IT'S

it's Gregg

YEARBOOK!

To the uninitiated, a page of Gregg is so
much Greek. But a secretary trained in the
symbology of shorthand's foremost authority can translate it into a meaningful communication. Toa bus-driver, a page from
the 1959 BROADCASTING YEARBOOK
won't be very lucid either. But the men
and women who make important decisions
in broadcast advertising look upon this
comprehensive volume as THE authority
for a multitude of facts about television
and radio... dependable facts they can

translate into more profitable advertising
plans. Nowhere is so much useful TV-radio
information assembled within a single set
of covers, or consulted so often dayafter-day throughout the year. The 1959
BROADCASTING YEARBOOK, packed with
more data about the broadcast media than
ever before, will be delivered to 16,000
paid subscribers in August. Your message
gets a big bonus of attention and long life
at regular BROADCASTING rates. Today's
the day to reserve a good spot for it.

Deadlines? July 1 if proofs are needed; July 15, r

22 (OPEN MIKE)

BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESS WEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
1735 DeSales Street, N. W,, Washington 6, D. C.

of the other difficulties that plague vhf
reception.
Those of us who operate in the uhf
part of the band have troubles enough,
due to the economic and political
hurdles we must face, without having
to deal with unfair and biased news
coverage as well.
William L. Putnam
President
WW LP (TV) Springfield, Mass.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:
The TASO story
was
written
under
handicap,
the report.thenTheavailable.
reporter Wewithout
reliedcertainly
onbenefit
bestof
the don't
sources
intend
to slight uhf. Our editorial record
shows that.]
Wanamaker success story
editor:
Would you be so kind as to send us a
half-dozen reprints of the Wanamaker's
success story (page 35, Oct. 20, 1958).
Robert O. Moran
General Manager
WBEL Beloit, Wis.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Reprints 5e each.
Joe Gems' fm views score
editor:
Enclosed find $1 for which please
send me 20 reprints of "Fm listener:
good game
Gans
(page but
93, hard
Dec. to15,flush"
1958).by Joe
Elmer G. Sulzer, Director
Radio and Television
Communications
Indiana
U.
Bloomington, Ind.
editor:
I would greatly appreciate . . . 200
reprints . . .
Russell C. Jones
General
Manager
WSOM (FM)
Salem, Ohio
editor:
I am enclosing a check ... for 100
reprints.
William L. Weinrod
General (FM)
Manager
KHFM
Albuquerque, N.M.
editor:
Please enter our order for 200
copies .Wallace
..
Dunlap
WTAO (AM)-WXHR (FM)
Cambridge, Mass.
editor:
PleaseJimsendHodges
us 100 reprints. . . .
KQXR (FM) Bakersfield, Calif.
editor:
. . . Since I am an applicant for an
BROADCASTING, March 9, 1959

urs

The long-lif e characteristic ofthe RCA892-R is due in no small way to the
constant attention we pay to the details of the "inner tube". Manufacturing techniques, for example,
have kept pace with the experience
we have gained in building broadcast power tubes for a generation.
Design refinements have been
evolved— through our continued effort tomake a good tube even better.
Type 892-R is another typical example of RCA time-proved design
that is paying dividends in lower
tube cost per hour of operation—
and uninterrupted program time
for stations everywhere.
For long-term power delivery,
always specify RCA Tubes. Your
RCA Industrial Tube Distributor
handles the entire RCA line.
A All glass seals— microscopically inspected
Support Assembly "vacuum-fired"
B atGridmoreand than
freedom from gas2000° F to assure maximum
C Sag-proof
Filament
Supports
to prevent
stress on filament
strands
and to— improve
life
D Interlocked-Fin Radiator— for improved heat
radiation
E Filament material controlled for internal grain
structure— assures superior strength
F Entire Tube
of thousands of voltsis "spot-knocked"
to reduce internalat tens
leakage
G Stress-free Glass Bulb — individually inspected with polariscope
H Sandblasted Grid Arm — torsion-tested to insure high strength

Leads

ypical

the

TV

spring- summer
Kansas City, Mo.
Cincinnati, Ohio
KRfccTV-16.3
KCMO-TV-17.9
roit, Mich.
Lubbock, Tex.
YZ-TV-13.3
KDUB-TV-15.5
Cleveland, Ohio
WEWS-16.5
Duluth, Minn.
WDSM-TV-18.4

ratings in 20 major markets
Indianapolis, Ind.
Hartford, Conn.
WTIC-TV-21.1
WFBM-TV-11.9
Scranton, Pa.
San Antonio, Tex.
WDAU-TV-22.8
KONO-TV-15.9
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Spokane, Wash.
WOOD-TV-19.8
KREM-TV-18.2
WCCO-TV-12.7
New Orleans, La.
Seattle, Wash.
Corpus Christi, Tex.
KRIS-TV-15.6
WDSU-TV-11.5
KOMO-TV-16.1
Tulsa, Okla.
Ft. Wayne, Ind.
SiKOTV-14.2
WKJG-TV-17.7
Peoria, III.
Memphis, Tenn.
WEEK-TV-15.0
WHBQ-TV-14.4

♦•5

o other sports program on TV
comes up with ratings like
^CHAMPIONSHIP

BOWLING"

SPECIAL PACKAGE DEAL for once a week,
twice a week, or strip programming.
Also available, 26 of the top matches
in a special "BEST OF BOWLING" package.

"CHAMPIONSHIP
BOWLINC^,
1
has the top bowling stars,
Don Carter
Bill Lillard
Buzz Fazio
Steve Nagy

Lou Campi
Buddy Bomar
Tom Hennessey
Therman Gibson

Ray Bluth
Glenn Allison
& many others

"CHAMPIONSHIP
now available for
spring- summer
-t Qf
U\
XO

one -hour
programs!

BOWLING"

release.

The only complete bowling show in
three entire games— not
America dwith
condense
or cut.

.main office • 75 E. Wacker Drive
CHICAGO
f Uiil'
SCHWIMMER,
FRanklin 2-4392
NEW YORK ,527 Madison Ave.
ELdorado 5-4616

INC

Produced in co-operation with the
BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER

CO

RATINGS
ONLY
THE

ARE

IMPORTANT
IF YOU CAN GET

AVAILABILITIES

In time that counts — like week
nights, week in and week out,
when the most people watch teleconsistently,
you the vision
top time
buys.KJEO gives
See your H-R representative today
— the inonly
network
channel
all ofundiluted
Central California.

right in your lap
46.3% of
all Michigan's
retail
filling
station sales
outside Metropolitan Detroit
are
made
in
Michigan's
Golden Triangle area,
which includes JackLansing and
Battleson,Creek.
And this
rich area can be
reached
powerfully
fatfr]
with only

fm radio station ... I would like ... 50
or 100 Jack
reprints
...
L. Katz
Jack L. Katz Enterprises
Omaha, Neb.
editor:
We would appreciate ... 25 tearsheets . . .
Sydney A. Abrams
President, Market-Casters
Seattle, Wash.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Reprints are 5< each.]
Trip
editor:To Europe May 29
Your readers might be interested to
know that on May 29 a group of tv and
radio executives will depart with me on
a study trip to Europe.
We will visit radio-tv facilities in
Portugal, Spain, Italy, Switzerland,
Germany, France, England, Ireland
and Luxembourg . . . Wives and families . . . are naturally welcome . . .
We hope some of your readers can
join us Powell
. . . Ensing
Executive Vice President
Everett-McKinney Inc.
New York
Turn back your radio
editor:
There is something that would give
that tv set a rest — network radio programming, vintage 1939-45. Television
as a curiosity is passe. Entertainment,
whether listened to or looked at, isn't.
Oddly enough, to teenagers, radio programming, whichbethey
ever
existed, could
the don't
new know
satisfying
curiosity. As for us oldsters, we remember many hours of radio enjoyment and
we would turn television off if radio
offered a better half hour of entertainment.
I would, therefore, like to suggest a
practical experiment to the networks.
Take one weekday night and, with all
the fanfare that can be mustered, throw
"the audio book" at the video audience.
I'm referring
to things
Mystery,
Sherlock
Holmes,likeBob/ Love
Hope,a
Red Skelton, Lux Playhouse, Lum and
Abner, Charley McCarthy et al.
William D. Hay ward
Associate Director for Radio-Tv
New
JerseyN. Education
Assn.
Trenton,
J.
BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for
52
weekly
issues
$7.00. Annual
including Yearbook Number
$11.00. subscription
Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's
occupation
required.Number
Regular$4.00issues
35<>
per
copy;
Yearbook
per copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circula1735
DeSales St.,
Washingtontion6, Dept.,
D.C.
On changes,
pleaseN.W.,include
both
old and
new addresses.

(OPEN MIKE)
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BYSTUDEBAKER

IT CAN
AND
ATTELEPROMPTER'S
BE SURE TO SEEBOOTH
Model V TelePrompTer. The foolproof
way to provide network quality at the
local level.
TelePro 6000 Rear Projector. Provides
the brilliant rear screen image to spark
up commercials with life-like background scenes.
New TeleMation. Our electronic "stage
manager" ofwhichstaging
enableseffects
you to. .trigger
hundreds
. with
split-second timing . . . from a single
TelePrompTer script.
T P T L S N. An association of 131
TV stations geared to provide the
national spot advertiser with top local
live performance.
TelePrompTer
~— — — -M CORPORATION
ORIGINATORS OF
GROUP COMMUNICATIONS
311 West 43 St., New York 36, N.Y.
Los Angeles • Washington, D.C.* Chicago
Huntsville, Ala. -Toronto • London
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BE

YOURS

ililliSlll

BY WINNING
THE TELEMATION
LIVE

PROGRAMMER

CONTEST
BOOTH

AT

NO. TWENTY
N.A.B.

CONVENTION

FREE

MONDAY

MEMO

from EDGAR J. DONALDSON, vice president and director, radio-tv dept., Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove

reluctant audience?
Management:
one
of
the
first
color sets in Pittsburgh.
How many people do you know who
Does corporate advertishe even had a special dining room Wagoning on Train?
television have to be confined
once said: "I wouldn't have a television And
installation
made
so
he
could
watch
set in my home"?for our business, most Dave Garroway in the morning. But just to programs that America's opinion
Fortunately,
leadersso. admit they listen to? I don't
did. (My private opin- think
of these comments have been relegated he saidion i—s hehe never
up so late watching
Television programming has more
to history with national set saturation Jack Paar hewasmissed
Garroway.)
now approaching 90%.
Whether or not this man watches universaltractoappeal
rs wil admit.thanSure,mostmuchof ofits itde-is
But now the "fourthofbest
sport"
seems
to be the utterance comments such much television is immaterial. It's the escapist. But ask any psychiatrist about
effect of his stated routine the therapeutic values of escape. And
as:
I've one
got damaging
that concerns me. After all — if the boss ask yourself, "How much of American
three"I setsnever
— onewatch
in thetelevision.
living room,
in the den and one in the bedroom. doesn't think he can admit to wasting a management is included in Palladins
There's nothing on but westerns. And few hours with television, how can his ' 1 6 million homes on a Saturday night?"
subordinates admit to it. So they play- Or does Palladin appeal only to "Unetc."
have the time, man-atbesides — I don't
back the same tune.
business
is a typical
Thisremark.
But meanwhile — they watch. Not
lunch
It goes hand in hand
When thinking
a Men?"corporation appropriates
with idle chatter about the weather, the several hours a day — true — but they several
million dollars for a television
standing of his favorite ball club and watch.
vehicle
to
carry
its advertising messages,
the 350 horses under the hood of his
Very Selective Audience • These man- it hopefully expects this vehicle to atnew car.
agement people are more selective than
tract people representative of all its
Nielsen Clocked Him • With Nielsen the average. They have an inclination customers.
The proper program can do
to spend too much time with the
showing family viewing at better than not
this.
Garry
Moore is doing it for PittsGunsmokes
and
Have
Guns.
But
they
six hours per home per day. this man
burgh Plate Glass Co. The corporate
do
just
like
the
rest
of
us.
It's
that
they
"never"
commercials
by KM&G for
he
if
unusual
highly
be
would
watched television — especially when it is just won't admit it. After all, they can't this show are prepared
reaching into 10 million
a known fact that the better educated, be doing justice to those bulging brief- homes each Tuesday
evening.
cases they carry home if they waste
higher income families spend more time their time
Management Not Missing • And our
with television.
with tv than do their less fortunate
shows these homes are not
brethren.
When these people will admit to tele- research
devoid
of the management element.
vision viewing, they name the programs
It would be nice if we could conMore research is needed on this
tinue to turn our backs on harmless in the news and public affairs area that
can't. they seldom miss. They also throw in subject. The audience quality is therewe
but
—
this
like
conversations
a special or two like Annie Get Your let's prove it beyond a doubt!
It does more harm than we know.
Gun. Or even admit to a few minutes
And let's promote to top manageIt
contributes
to
the
"light
regard"
much of industry management has for of Steve Allen. But ask them how they
ment the therapeutic value of escape via
the ability of television to perform in liked Wagon Train last week and you'll television. We'd lose fewer executives in
non-consumer areas: specifically its getWho
the
middle
the race of life if more of
a blank
stare.
18 million homes them would ofrelax
ability to deliver the quality of audience that tunelivesin in onthe such
and watch shows like
programs
as
Palladin for 30 minutes.
necessary to justify expenditures on
certain types of corporate messages.
At dinner not long ago. I sat next to
the president of a large corporation.
His company has never used television.
Edgar J. Donaldson is vice president
When he found out my business, he
and director of the radio-television de-&
proceeded to give me his views. They
partment of Ketchum, MacLeod
were very close to the above statement.
He began his broadGrove, Pittsburgh.
He was not critical of television. He just
career with WSLB Ogdensburg.
casting
wanted to be sure that I understood he
g studies for a
completin
while
N.Y.,
had no time for such frivolities.
B.A. degree in English at St. Lawrence
A Bedtime Story • He said he was
U. After graduating he joined WSYR
usually
8 p.m.the
— with
his
When the station exSyracuse, N.Y.
briefcase.in Hebed didby suffer
bedside
panded into television in 1950, he was
radio to be on low (fm) while he
supervisor. He joined
production
named
worked. Sometimes he stayed awake
KM&G in 1952 as an assistant director
t. He was
departmen
radio-tv
the
through the 11 o'clock news, but most
in
often not. Usually his wife had to tipnamed radio-tv director in 1956 and a
toe in, take off his glasses and put his
vice president in 1957. A native of
papers away.
communicaa Navy II.
Syracuse, he inwasWorld
Then he went on to say that he had
War
tions officer
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LEVER BROTHERS increased
its program sponsorships
on CBS Radio by 32% since
PCP. Just clean logic!
This network has delivered
largest commercial minute
audiences all along. And the
new Program Consolidation
Plan-with unified station
clearances and strong
program sequencing-will
increase this leadership.
CBS RADIO
NETWORK:
42% LARGER AUDIENCES
PER COMMERCIAL MINUTE
THAN ANY OTHER RADIO
NETWORK, AVERAGING OVER
16 CONSECUTIVE MONTHS.
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The TOWERING PRIDE of South Carolina
More than a quarter of a mile in the sky
over South Carolina, this tower has doubled
previous coverage. From Columbia, the capital city, WIS-TV serves more of South Carolina, byfar, than any other television station
, . . plus coverage in adjoining states.
The MAJOR SELLING FORCE in South Carolina
WIS-TV
Columbia

Channel 10

South Carolina
A station of the Broadcasting Company of the South
G. Richard Shafto, Exec, Vke-Pres.
Charles A. Batson, Managing Dir.
Law Epps, Sales Manager
represented nationally by
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
Darker tinted crescent area shows increased
coverage from new tower, based on predicted
contours drawn by the engineering firm of
Lohnes and Culver, Washington, D. C.
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Harlingen-Weslaco

Citizen!
Communist!
Counterspy!

From the secret files of a counterspy for the FBI,
1 17 gripping half-hourstories of the patriotic American who led three lives for his country. Buffalo 17.2,
Colorado Springs 16.3, jm
Honolulu 16.2, Albany- J_4^L ^#
Schenectady-Troy. . . fli^l %dw
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Act/on!
Gallantry!
Excitement.'

Starring
The Corps
Of Cadets

SMASH
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CAREY
Family Show! A
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CURRENT FILES PACKED
WITH SUCCESS STORIES
In market after market, for show after show, the
story's the same: Economee TV series offer unlimited
opportunities to strengthen programming, win larger
audiences, build sales and profits! All series available
for full or alternate sponsorship or as spot carriers to
fit sales or program needs.
J

*

Action and
suspense . . .
romance and
humor!

Host
HERBERT
MARSHALL

RATING-PROVED! ZIV-PRODUCED!

HOUSE
TIMES SQUARE PLAY
ECONOMEE
_i:TELEVISION
«. . hiNew PROGRAMS,
Vn-I>
IM V INC.,
^^^^T ECONOMEE
488.„„ ...Madison
Ave.,
York 1122. N.Y.
Other Economee TV Series: The Unexpected, Your TV
Theatre, The Eddie Cantor Comedy Theatre, Yesterday's Newsreel, Sports Album, The Living Book.

delph.a £6,
with ratings like Ph.la
exciting dramasCleve
™
^ ^
land 20.6,
St. Louis 19.5,San Anton
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ALL RATINGS SHOWN ARB or PLUSE, 1958

Narrator
HostADOLPHE
MENJOU

FAVORITE
STORY
78 success-proved half hours based on stories
written by the world's greatest authors.
18.3, Huntington-Ashland 22.1, +\ gmCharleston
Birmingham ... ^ 1 ^2

Starring
Puts a smile
in your
programming

ANN
BAKER

S ARCHER
MEET CORLISed.
F\
f\, lavis
staged, skillfully direct
hly
-hour situa
halfBuffalo
Pensacola
. . tion
. ^comedies
^ _
39 sparkling17.4,

"Northeast Airlines has been selling air travel on WRC Radio for less than one
year and already the results are very gratifying. I'm sure the sound of quality on
WRC is an important factor in the presentation of Northeast Airlines' sales message in the Washington market." (signed) joel s. daniels jr., assistant vice
PRESIDENT IN CHARGE OF ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION, NORTHEAST AIRLINES.
Further proof that The Sound of Quality is getting results for local and national adWRC
RADIO
NBC LEADERSHIP STATION IN WASHINGTON, D.C.

980
SOLD BY NBC SPOT SALES
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Mutual takes worst
Radio networking today is in a
ferment unmatched since its "crisis
days"
early 1950's.
Of ofall thenetworks,
Mutual last week
faced the most trying difficulties (see
free of probwas networks
page 36)
have
national
four none
lems. All but
been moving in different directions,
each in the hope that its way is the
oldest, bigand some of theaffiliates
right way, most
have
respected
becomegest andso disenchanted that they are
ready to forget networks and to try to
set up their own substitute, a straight
service (Broadcasting, Feb.
2,program
et seq.).
Network pricing has been and still
is the prime target of network critics,
both within and outside affiliate ranks,
but the main fermenting agent at this
point is the harsh but unchallenged
fact that for the past two or three
months the spot radio business has
been in its worst doldrums since 1952.
Critics' Complaint • Historically,
affiliates have complained that after
television shoved network radio into a
slide, the payments they received from
the networks steadily diminished. Now
two of the four networks — first Mutual
and more recently CBS Radio — have
abandoned cash payments as a basic
form of compensation. With spot busi-

ABC's De Gray
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RADIO

NETWORKS

buffeting but others have their troubles, too
ness suffering too, the pain among about network payments, and last week
these affiliates is becoming intense.
affiliates were being told by AT&T representatives that it might be necessary
This at least is the argument adto cut off line service unless network
vanced
by
some
of
the
country's
top
stations, including affiliates of most of phone bills were paid.
CBS' PCP • CBS Radio meanwhile
the networks.
But the networks take a different is putting into effect its marked departure from old-line network operation
view. For the most part they are optimistic—some ofthem exuberantly so. policies, the Program Consolidation
Plan,
involving
a substantial cutback
most of them acThis even knothough
wledge that network business, along in program hours and substitution of
with spot, is considerably less lively free programs for money as basic
compensation. And NBC, striding off
right now than it was a year ago.
Of the four networks, only one is in the other direction, is adding program ing— but doing so in a way that
not involved in some sort of affiliate
relationship maneuver or other prob- has
and
of "barter"
brought
is
asking
forcharges
network
option— time
lem. The exception is ABC, which
which some affiliates privately,
less than a year ago was on the verge changes
of going out of business. While not if not publicly, deplore.
The most constant gripe among critquite left for dead, it suffered major
however, remains one
but since has ap- of icstheof networks,
program pearedamputations
oldest: prices. The networks,
to be regaining strength slowly
contend, are selling so cheaply that
through a cautious and conservative they
all radio prices are debased. Why, they
operation.
want
to know, should an advertiser
Mutual's Plight • Among the others,
Mutual has been finding itself forced spend ment$25on a orstation
$50 when
for a spot
he canannouncebuy the
land. same station, through a full-network
to operate in a sort of no-man's
it's
—
soldtoordayit— isn't
being day
It either
for $5 to $10?
hard
to tellis from
with the order,
The rate cards lend some support to
natural result that advertisers and
this arithmetic. A IVi minute segment
agencies aremitments.cautious
new comapproximately
Inaddition about
there have
been on CBS Radio, with
continued
on page 20038
bookkeeping disputes with affiliates

CBS's Hayes

NBC's Culligan

SOS from Mutual as courts and creditors close in
The Mutual Broadcasting System owns KLIF Dallas, KILT Hous- has not demonstrated either "busiton, KTSA San Antonio, KEEL
was in danger of going under last
ness acumen or judgment" which
week. It looked as though only a last- Shreveport and WAKY Louisville. would qualify him to run the comminute sale to a moneyed angel could Mr. McLendon, who had trying expany. The affidavit cited a number
keep it afloat.
periences with another network op- of transactions between Mr. Roach
eration (Liberty Broadcasting) some and Mr. Guterma which it alleged
That sale had not come through
late Thursday night (March 5), al- years back, reportedly decided to pose a "complete conflict of interest"
between Mr. Roach and the Jacobs
though the network was breathing stick with his independent stations company.
hard after at least one prospect who for the moment.
Mr. Roach took over the company
Any deal that Mr. Hurleigh, et ah,
seemed interested in picking up the
come up with will be subject to ap- after saying he had acquired Mr.
tab for ficials
Mutual's
growing
losses.
Ofproval
by
both
the
SEC
and
a
U.S.
said they expected the deal
Guterma's 100,000 shares in return
to be completed Friday. Breathing court before it can be consummated. for releasing Mr. Guterma from
hard after Mutual was AT&T, which Judge Sidney Sugarman of the U.S. some obligations. The SEC says
says it wants overdue line charges District Court in New York imposed those obligations are of "doubtful
paid (reportedly by this Wednesday) this condition when he granted a collectibility and origin." Beyond
or it will pull the plug shutting the Jacobs motion to stay a Detroit court that, the SEC cites Mr. Guterma's
network off from its affiliates.
from taking action on a petition for having pledged these same stocks as
Some of those affiliates are im- receivership filed by Jacobs stock- making it questionable whether Mr.
two weeks ago and return- Guterma owned them in the first
patient, to . It's known that Mutual
able last holders
Monday.
ispayments
"in excessto ofan $100,000"
behind
in
The attitude of urgency which surHow AT&T Fits In • The matter
undisclosed number
of affiliates. Some of them have sounds Mutual's negotiations for a place.
of
continuation
of AT&T'sis crucial
long linein
buyer
has
another
aspect
besides
the
service
to the network
threatened to disaffiliate if payment
demands of creditors. That's the pos- the problems surrounding Mutual.
isn't forthcoming soon.
sibility that a court-appointed reAn authoritative source says that
A week ago Thursday (Feb. 26)
ceiver might take over the F.L. AT&T renewed its requests for
Mutual at this moment is $1.05 milJacobs
Co.,
deposing
Mr.
Roach
and
lion in the hole. Additionally, it was
that it would discondisclosed last week that an attor- conceivably nullifying the option Mr. money,tinuesaying
service the next day if the netHurleigh
holds
to
sell
the
network.
couldn't raise it. It was then
ney for Hal
Mutual's
chairman,
told Roach
a U.S. Jr.,
district
court
Roach's Problem • The SEC filed that Mr.work Hurleigh
reportedly went to
that the network is losing $100,000 an affidavit Thursday asking that the Mr. Roach and got his option, subcourt
appoint
a
receiver
to
protect
a month. Earlier, papers filed with
ject to his getting AT&T to hold off.
the Securities & Exchange Commis- the company's stockholders and credAlthough acceding for the moJudge Sugarman issued a show
AT&T has been notifying
sion showed the network's deficits at cause itors.
order on the receivership ap- Mutual ment,
some $1.8 million last July 31.
affiiliates — according to afplication
returnable
today
(March
Looking for Takers • Mutual
filiates— that it may be yet necessary
at 10:30 a.m.
service. This Wednesstarted looking for a buyer shortly 9) The
SEC labeled Mr. Roach a to discontinue
after Hal Roach assumed control of
day is that day most prominently
as the deadline. AT&T
the F.L. Jacobs organization and its Guterma puppet, saying he "stands mentioned
in the shoes" of Mr. Guterma and declined to comment.
subsidiaries from A.L. Guterma, does
not
represent
the
best
interests
who until Feb. 13 was president of of both stockholders and creditors.
Meanwhile • The man whose
Mutual. The first hot prospect was
troubles started it all found himself
Max Factor Co., cosmetics manu- Further, the SEC said, Mr. Roach before still another court last week.
facturer. That sale fell through Feb.
The FBI arrested Mr. Guterma last
27 (Broadcasting, March 2), reThursday on charges of participating
portedly because Factor could not
in an unauthorized deal involving
the Security National Bank of
figure out how to apply Mutual's
losses to its revenue in such a way as
Huntington, N.Y. Mr. Guterma alto gain a tax advantage.
legedly "counseled, aided and abetOn that same day Mr. Roach gave
ted" George A. Heaney, former
president of the bank (Mr. Heaney
a 30-day option to sell the network
was arrested several months ago), in
to Robert Hurleigh, the network's
obtaining $500,000 in unauthorized
Washington vice president, who imfinancing
from the bank. Mr.
mediately set out after other buyGuterma was released under $15,000
ers. Mr. Hurleigh was being aided in
bond. A hearing is set for March 23.
his search by Blair Walliser, executive vice president; James Gladstone,
Mutual itself was carrying on as
MBS controller; Fulton Lewis Jr.,
best it could. Charles Godwin,
network commentator, and Vic
stations vice president, went on a
Diehm, chairman of the Mutual Afclosed circuit to affiliates last Thursfiliates Advisory Committee.
day to inform them of progress in
One of the buyers they were after
the sales negotiations and to assure
them that no advertisers had left the
is known to be Gordon McLendon,
Mr. Hurleigh: he has the option
network during the crisis period.
independent station operator who
mm?;:: z .
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BALTIMORE

Radio
DIRECT

WORLDWIDE

EXCLUSIVE

Press
NEWS

COVERAGE

Every hour, 24 hours a day, W-I-T-H RADIO PRESS brings
the world's news into sharp focus. Expert news analysts,
with reportorial minds sharpened by personal on-the-spot
rs
coverage, relay exciting eye-witness accounts to listene
while these events are headline-hot!
Small wonder that these direct W-I-T-H newscasts have
already become a top audience attraction in the booming
Baltimore market.
Get on the W-I-T-H

RADIO

PRESS

sales steamroller!

Radio Baltimore R. C. Embry, Vice Pres.
National Representatives:
Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington
Clarke Brown Co. in Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta, New Orleans
McGavren-Quinn in Chicago, Detroit and on West Coast
Ohio Stations Representatives in the state of Ohio
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Tom Tinsley, Pres.

WILS

FIRST IN AUDIENCE
. . . more than 100% greater
audience* than any station
heard in the Lansing area.
FIRST IN POWER
AND COVERAGE
With 20 times the power of
any station in Lansing . . .
WILS produces the most
coverage for your money.
FIRST
MICHIGAN'S
MONEY INMARKET
WILS reaches 210,490
Radio homes in the 17
county central Michigan
area
... 1st in Michigan
in C.S.I.
CONTACT
VENARD
RINTOUL &
MeCONNELL. INC.
*C. E. HOOPER
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CONTINUED from page 35
the maintenance of network service to
affiliates, sells for $3,100 or an average
nation."and Unsigned • Mr. Hayes
of about $15 per station; on NBC a theSigned
also reported that 174 out of some 196
one-minute daytime participation is affiliates
have signed up under the new
pegged at $1,150, or $5.75; on ABC
five minutes is $2,056 or about $7, and plan, agreeing to clear network programs
for the 50 newscasts
on Mutual some five-minute periods which theyin return
without payment to
are priced at $500, or a little over a the network.mayTensell other
stations have
dollar a station. These are gross figures, cancelled since
PCP
was announced,
before discounts.
Networks' Position • The answer of and 12 others were classified as "unthe networks, of course, is that they
Mr. Hayes declined to identify the
offer nation-wide coverage; that the
undecided
decided." dozen, explaining that he
nature of radio has changed and selling did
not wish to embarrass them or in
patterns have had to change with it;
and that their prices are realistic, forced any way make it hard for them to get
on
the
bandwagon. Those who do sign
down by competitive pricing tactics.
In their most jubilant statement since must do so retroactive to PCP's Jan. 5
starting
date; this means that if they
PCP was announced, CBS Radio officials reported last week — after a re- accept compensation while in the undecided period, they must refund it if they
view session with affiliate leaders — that
up. Mr. Hayes said most of them
PCP not only was going to succeed but join
that CBS Radio would be in the profit had requested the network to withhold
payments while they're making up their
columns in 1960 for the first time — for minds.
In many cases, he said, the inany network — in years.
decision lay not with the station operThey cited Nielsen figures showing
ators
but with their need
to clear it
impressive audience gains for PCP pro- with associates
gram ing inits first month, January, as who were not or higher management
available
now
for concompared to the,- ratings for pre-PCP sultation.
December. President Arthur Hull Hayes
All 12 of the undecided stations have
said Nielsen's second January report
showed a 27% average increase in been served with six-month cancellation notices by the network. This means
CBS Radio program audiences and a
30% gain in share of audience. More- they
have until about July 1 to make up
over, he said, the data gives CBS Ra- their minds.
dio 23 of the top 25 network radio
Program Service • At least some of
programs for the measured period.
the 12 are among the approximately 40
Breaking it down, Mr. Hayes said affiliates,
including NBC as well as CBS
that, as compared to the latest audi- stations, who
been considering the
ence measurements before PCP was formation of have
alternative to network
launched Jan. 5, the new report showed affiliation — a anprogram
to be
a 29% increase for the network's seven known as Radio Worldservice
Wide. The
daytime serials; a 35% gain for Art RWW
committee
consists
of
John
Patt
Linkletter's House Party; a 5% in- of WJR Detroit and Herbert Krueger
crease for Arthur Godfrey Time; a of WTAG Worcester, Mass., both of
37% rise for Monday-Friday evening whom have disaffiliated CBS because of
programs and a 14% boost for the PCP,
and Paul W. Morency of WTIC
afternoon and early-evening dramatic Hartford,
an NBC affiliate.
and Mitch Miller shows on Sundays.
"This," Mr. Hayes said, "confirms
These approximately 40 stations will
our belief that even the big lead held hold a closed meeting in Chicago's
by our programs before PCP would im- Sheraton-Blackstone Hotel on March
prove with the better sequencing and 17, during the NAB convention, and deimproved clearances made possible by
velopments at that session could determine whether the CBS affiliates
the plan. Stations have been emphatic
in their approval of our mood-sequenc- among
them who haven't already signed
ing programming, and all have vigor- under PCP, will do so or not.
ously endorsed the network's action in
Hayes Confident • Mr. Hayes and
designating 50 weekly newscasts as other CBS officials express complete
confidence
that PCP will work, and that
sale."met with CBS Rafor local who
eligible
The affiliates
perfectly satisfactory replacements will
dio officials — the executive committee be found wherever needed. They reported 30 applications for new affiliates
of the Affiliates Assn.'s board of directors and consisting of Chairman Charles were received in 31 days after PCP
C. Caley, WMBD Peoria, 111., John S. was announced, and noted that they reHayes, WTOP Washington, and Lee B.
placed KTUL Tulsa (5 kw, 1430 kc)
Wailes, Storer Broadcasting Co. — were with Meredith Publishing's KRMG (50
quoted as joining network authorities kw day, 25 kw night, 740 kc) within
in hailing PCP as "a great boon to eight days after KTUL cancelled, and
the program stability of the affiliate signed the Richmond News-Leader and
stations and a major contribution to Times Dispatch's WRNL (5 kw, 910
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A ROUND TRIP TO ROME VIA KLM AIRLINES
Sam Vitt, Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, N. Y.
Chester Slaybaugh, Ted Bates & Company, N. Y.

3tA

James Geffert, Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y.

Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.— Robert Turner, Cohen & Aleshire, N. Y.—
Helen Lavendis,
Roffis,Lawrence
McCann-Erickson,
N. Y.—N. Harriet
BBDO,J. N.Walter
Y.— Thompson,
AlMurray
Sessions,
C. Gumbinner,
Y.— EllenMados,
V. Carlson,
Mary Ann Young, J. Walter Thompson, N. Y.— Marie Coleman, Donahue
Chicago—
&Marvin
Coe, N.Berns,
Y.— Dorothy
Herschel
Z. Deutsch, N. Y.—
J. WalterGlasser,
Thompson,
Chicago
Irene Hess, Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago— Ed Richardson, Geyer, Morey,
Madden & Ballard, N. Y.— Sandy Metlis, The Metlis & Lebow Corp., N. Y.—
Nancy M. O'Hagen, Wherry, Baker & Tilden, Chicago— Rose Ann Gordon, Kastor,
Hilton, Chesley & Clifford, N. Y.— Mary Franklin, Doner & Peck, N. Y. — Sally Reynolds,
Lennen & Newell, N. Y.— Marie Barbato, J. Walter Thompson, N. Y.—
Jackie Moore, BBDO, N. Y.— Mary Cummings, Young & Rubicam, San FranciscoLenny Kay, McCann-Erickson, Chicago— Henry Halpern, McManus, John, Adams,
N. Y— Otis V. Hutchins, Doyle, Dane & Bernbach, N. Y. — Cecilia Burchell, Sullivan,
Stauffer Colwell & Bayles, N. Y.— Dell Zetlin, Michael Newmark Agency, N. Y.
These are the happy people who saved the most Wovbugs in the recent WOV
CONTEST for Advertising Agency Personnel. Your prizes are on the way. We
hope you enjoy them as much as we enjoy sending them along. We hope, too,
that everyone who entered knows a good deal more about the great Negro
Market and the tremendous Italian Market covered best in greater New York
by WOV

Representatives: John E. Pearson Co.
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They like PCP • Three affiliates voiced approval of CBS Radio's Program
Consolidation
Plan Left
in talks
with network
affiliates'
meeting in New York.
to right:
James M.executives
Seward, during
CBS Radio
executive
vice president; Charles C. Caley, WMBD Peoria, 111., president of CBS
Radio Affiliates Committee; Arthur Hull Hayes, CBS Radio president; John
S. Hayes, WTOP Washington; William A. Schudt Jr., CBS Radio affiliate
relations vice president; Lee B. Wailes, Storer Broadcasting Co.
kc) WRVA
nine daysRichmond
after Larus
& Bros'.
50kw
cancelled
because
of unhappiness over PCP.
In addition they noted CBS had just
signed WHTN Huntington, W. Va. (1
kw day timer on 800 kc) to replace
WCMI Ashland, Ky. (1340 kc, 250 w),
starting as secondary affiliate March 15
and as primary outlet July 26.
Stations which have cancelled and
have not yet been replaced are WJR
Detroit (50 kw, 760 kc), WTAG Worcester (5kw, 580 kc), WJQS Jackson,
Miss. (250 w, 1400 kc), WSAN Allentown, Pa. (5 kw, 1470 kc), WGUY
Bangor, Me. (250 w, 1230 kc); WKNE
Keene, N.H. (5 kw, 1290 kc) and
WGIR Manchester, N.H. (5 kw day, 1
kw night, 610 kc).
While PCP's ratings are up substantially and station acceptance — currently at about 88% of the total rate card
— appears to be giving officials no real
concern for the future of PCP, it has
been a different story in sales the last
couple of months. But the same is substantial y true at all four networks.
Sales Lag • A few weeks after PCP
was announced, CBS took out ads announcing some $4.1 million in sales
during the first 30 days following the
unveiling of PCP plans. Since then,
however, sales have dropped off sharply.
In the second 60officials
days following
announcement,
estimate, PCP's
total
sales have come to around $450,000 to
$500,000.
Sales Slowdown Examined • Critics
of network practices and of PCP specifical y of er a number of reasons for
the current slack in both spot and network radio business. One of the culprits they accuse is PCP itself.
By cutting back on programming, instituting a"barter system" for station
compensation, and through continuation
of
long-criticized
these critics contend low-selling
CBS Radiotactics,
has
undermined confidence in the medium
40 (LEAD STORY)

to the point where buyers of spot as
well as network are cautious to the
point of being stand-offish. Only local
business, they claim, is really standing
up at this point.
These charges are by no means directed against CBS alone. All networks
are equal targeta-ron the underpricing
charge, especially. But some of the
other networks hang their own slow
sales on the PCP project. They, and
others, contend that historically any
major departure instituted by a network
has at least a temporary depressing effect on all network radio business,
while buyers sit back and wait to see
whether the innovation will succeed or
fail.
Recession Blamed • Another factor
blamed, perhaps more than the network situation, is the general economic
recession that hit the U.S. a year ago.
Radio was the last to feel its effects,
and to many observers what is happening now in network and spot business
is to a great extent a delayed reaction
to the overall recession.
While many advertisers moved into
radio rather than risk big-budget television and print expenditures when the
recession first struck, according to this
line of reasoning, they returned to the
higher-priced media without making
adequate provision for radio when the
downturn hit bottom and things began
to brighten. Right now, these observers
feel, with too many advertisers radio is
in the unfortunate position of being
an afterthought, getting little more than
the leftovers from the basic budgets.
While CBS Radio, through PCP, is
trimming its total programming NBC
is moving in the other direction and
adding programming — meanwhile seeking to capitalize on PCP by calling it
a "drastic retrenchment" and "negative
NBC Plan • The essentials of the
course."Radio expansion, detailed a few
NBC

weeks ago by Matthew J. Culligan,
executive vice president in charge of
the network, call for the addition of
five-minute Stardust entertainment vignet es— 17 a day, mostly at 25 minutes
past the hour — to be sold equally by
affiliates and network. Each vignette
will have two commercial positions, one
30 seconds and one 60, and NBC and
the stations will alternate in selling
them.
In connection with this new project,
NBC Radio has asked the affiliates to
sign new agreements changing network
option time so that it will include the
Stardust periods as well as the fiveminute news-on-the-hour programs and
other established option periods. The
net result, it is understood, is that option time under the new plan would
total 8 hours 50 minutes a day, Monday through Friday, as against about
seven hours under the old plan (FCC
regulations allow nine hours a day).
To help spur clearances for Stardust,
NBC reportedly told stations last week
that a leading cigarette — reportedly
L&M cigarettes — stood ready to buy
the entire network portion, about $2.1
million worth. NBC hopes to get
Stardust started, with this or another
advertiser, around April 1.
While NBC officials reported that
acceptances were coming in smartly —
they estimated about 60 stations had
been heard from, averaging 80% clearance, aside from o&o's and the affiliates
committee, which they said had unanimously were
approved known
the planto —be atunhappy
least a
few stations
with the plan. Their opposition was
directed especially to what they called
"splintering effects" of the new option
time periods. In nine instances, the
new option periods would fall at 23:50
to 28:50 minutes past the hour. In the
opinion of these stations, meaningful
local programming around these minute
islands would be difficult to achieve.
Under the Stardust plan, the stations
will be compensated at regular rates
for sales of the network portion of the
time. In return for the half which they
sell, they are charged flat co-op fees.
The gimmick, NBC points out, is that
the stations "can't lose" — if network
compensation falls short of the co-op
fee, then the network will waive the
difference.
"Barter" Charged, Denied • Critics
have different semantics for this arrangement. They call it barter. Unless
a station clears virtually all 17 periods
and the network sells all of its portion
of their time, they calculate, the station
will not get compensation exceeding
what it has to pay in co-op fees. Hence,
in practice, the deal would be one in
which the station exchanged its time
for programs which it can sell.
NBC, denying "barter," calls it a
BROADCASTING, March 9, 1959

IN INLAND CALIFORNIA iand western Nevada:

BEELINE
RADIO

M

The lure of the West continues.
Throughout Inland California, population figures climb steadily to make
it one of the fastest growing areas in
the nation. For example, Sacramento
county's
is upin 63%
1950 whilepopulation
retail sales
1958 since
were
92.5% higher than in 1950. Impressive
gains
were Allalsooverscored
in other area,
Beeline areas.
this booming
purchasers of homes, furniture, autos,
appliances and all the necessities of
life are listening by the hundreds of
thousands to Beeline radio.
As a group The Beeline stations give
you more radio homes than any combination of competitors ... at by far
the lowest cost per thousand.
/UcCfaCciuf

New home construction in Sacramento county. The valuation of construction in Sacramento county in '58 was 98.7%
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than in 1950.

MINERVA
20<i>IA
Wisdom
MINERVA (Gr.— Pallas Athena) was
thought by the Greeks to have had no
mamma — supposedly she sprang, full
grown and in full armor, from the brow
of her father, Zeus (which strikes us as
a likely story!). She may have given
her father a terrific headache, but to
the Greeks
this goddess embodied Wisdom and Reason.
We like to think that a lot of agency
time-buyers and WCKY advertisers
have the same Minerva-like qualities
of Wisdom and Reason, because after
they have applied the logic of Reason
to the buying of Radio time in Cincinnati, they exercise Wisdom in selecting
WCKY to carry their advertising.
And the reasons are ample:
1. Adult listening audience
2. 50,000 Watts of Selling Power,
covering ALL of the Cincinnati trading area.
3. Modern music, news and service,
24 hours a day.
4. Air salesmen who SELL your
product.
5. Listener loyalty built over 30
years of broadcasting.
You can be a Minerva,
too!
Let
Tom
Welstead
in WCKY's
New York office or AM Radio
Sales in
Chicago and the West Coast, show you
the REASON and the WISDOM in
buying WCKY.
WCKY
50,000 WATTS
OF SELLING POWER
Cincinnati, Ohio
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"deal" whenever station compensation
does not equal or exceed the co-op fee,
and points out, moreover, that none of
this includes the money stations stand
to make from selling their half of the
time to local advertisers. They see it
as a logical extension of their "localnational"
plan, under
which,
said, NBCsalesaffiliates
in the
lastthey18
months have sold 172,000 local spots
related to network campaigns. The idea
in the national plan is for stations to
tie-in sales efforts with national campaigns, selling spots to the local outlets
or distributors of the national advertisers.
NBC, which was severely hit some
two and a half years ago when Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. stations disaf iliated to go independent, has been
building gradually and, through such
devices as "imagery transfer," "engineered circulation," the no-waste and
national-local plans, has raised itself to
a point where affiliates who once
snarled in public were passing out gart the last NBC convention, four
monthslands aago.
Sales Claims • NBC officials, in declaimed tailing
thatthe network's
better thanprogress,
48% ofhaveall
sponsored time on NBC, CBS Radio
and ABC (Mutual figures were unavailable) was to be found on NBC. This
claim backfired a bit last week following publication of a report, attributed
to NBC corporate planners, estimating
that the four radio networks last year
totaled $53 million in business, with
$21 million of this on CBS Radio, $19
million on NBC Radio and the rest
divided between ABC and Mutual. Said
a CBS Radio executive:
"NBC claims it has 48% of the
business, but this report says it has only
36% of the dollar. Apparently their
corporate planners don't talk to their raor vice versa."
Thedio division,
CBS executive
also claimed the
$21 million estimate for CBS Radio's
1958 radio network business was substantial y low.
NBC Radio authorities acknowledge
that the pace of their sales has slowed
"modestly" in the last couple of months.
Early this year, after CBS advertised
$4.1 million in sales on the heels of
PCP, NBC countered with an advertisement of its own. This claimed NBC
Radio had racked up $7.2 million between PCP's announcement and midJanuary — compared to the $4.1 million
reported by CBS in the first 30 days
after PCP was announced. Since then,
NBC officials estimated last week they
have signed $3 to $4 million more, and
they predicted further gains in the near
future.
ABC Rebuilding • ABC Radio meanwhile has been in a rebuilding operation ever since last spring, when officials

were on the verge of closing the network. The first step was to cut programming to the bone — primarily to Breakfast Club, newscasts and commercial
religion — and the practice since then
has been largely one of adding programs only if they have been sold (unless they're sold, officials point out,
affiliates won't clear them).
Under Edward DeGray, vice president in charge of the radio network,
ABC also is strengthening its affiliate
lineup. It claims to have stations in more
of the top 200 markets than either CBS
or NBC, and reports continue to circulate that it will shortly tie-up with an
important regional network. It also
plans to put emphasis on closed-circuit
meetings for advertisers, enabling them
to address their dealers and distributors
gathered at affiliated stations around the
country and thus getting the affiliates in
close touch with good local prospects.
ABC's going in for exclusive public
service features, is looking toward more
sports coverage, is feeding news coverage beyond that broadcast on the netlookingworkup.
and, in general, feels things are
Radio World Wide • It is against
this sort of overall network background
that the movement for Radio World
Wide, a straight program service which
would sell no advertising, is shaping up.
But it would be wrong to say that the
movement results from anything the
networks have done lately. Such a project has been in the talk stage for at
least 18 months; the function of recent
developments, notably PCP, was to turn
the talk into action.
Whether it can be made to go, on
the scale its planners envision, is under
debate. At least some network officials
maintain that it is much too costly ever
to get off the ground. Its backers, however, are optimistic.
The start of operations, according to
inside sources, is contingent upon commitments from at least 25 major stations
in major markets for a minimum of
two years at a subscription rate of 30
times therate
station's
one-time,
oneminute
per highest
week. The
unofficial
word last week was that 25 had not yet
been signed. The objective is for RWW
to make available to its member stations
40 hours of news and other programming a week — covering all major prowith they
subscribers
to use gram
or categories
not use— what
want. free
While
supporters
voice pleasure at the RWW
way interest
has picked
up in
the last few weeks, they emphasize that
station managers usually must sell top
ownership on the letter of intent. Ownnaturally coversretail
a broad
tobacco,ershipnewspaper,
and base
many—
other
types
of
corporations.
The
fate
of
meeting.
RWW may be decided at the March 17
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TELECHROME
SPECIAL
EFFECTS
GENERATOR
FOR
&

WIPES

MATTING

MODEL

490A

AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
AT THE FRONTIERS OF ELECTRONICS
COLOR TV - INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTATION ■ TELEMETRY
TELECI

1 Otlaill Available on Rtqutsl
TELECHROME MANUFACTURING
CORP.
28 RANICK DRIVE AMITYVILLE, N.Y. Lincoln 1-3600 Cable Addre.»: coiortv twx: amityviiie nymh
Blvd..

TE

LECH
ROME
SPECIAL
EFFECTS
FOR

WIPES

& MATTING

GENERATOR
— MODEL 490A

Telechrome brings to TV broadcasters
a vastly improved system for producing a wide variety of dramatic wipes,
inserts, keying and other special effects. The superb engineering of the
Telechrome Special Effects System
provides outstanding reliability and
technical performance when used for
©
either color or monochrome TV. Simplicity of pattern selection and wipe
speed is provided by manual switches
on the remote control unit.

Unusual compactness and portability make possible the creation
of special effects even in field locations.
• Its versatility permits use in live, video-tape or film programming.
• Stabilized black balance between pictures. Millimicrosecond transition time eliminates edge effects.

BROADCAST
MEDIUM
BAR

MARKET

ADVERTISING
SPOT

SQUEEZE

monitors find tv multiple spotting is widespread

A high incidence of multiple spotting
by tv stations has been traced in 25
medium-sized markets selected geographically across the country.
The conclusion: "Questioned station
practices affected television advertisers
5,036 markets
times'" during
hours in
those
over thenighttime
period surveyed.
The monitoring analysis was conducted by Broadcast Advertisers Reports Inc. and was revealed last week on
a confidential basis to a limited number
of agency and broadcast executives.
In distributing the full report also to
news publications, BAR expressly rethat names shows
of markets,
tisersquested
and network
listed adverin the
19 printed pages of tabulations not be
revealed.
Multiplying and Subtracting • In the
commercial areas covered, BAR drew
attention to such specific practices
as "triple" or "multiple spotting" and
tv stations
to"clipping"
stations bynibbling
away (clipping
network refers
time
in order to place additional spots during program breaks).
Each of the markets was monitored

for a week, with the full job accomplished over an October-December period. In all, 71 stations were covered.
BAR said this was the first time it
had monitored in these markets. The
servicekets toonly
75. last fall upped its total marLast spring BAR checked multiple
spotting
of the nation's
top cities
markets andina 20scattering
of smaller
(Lead Story, June 23, 1958).
The Count • As summarized by BAR,
the surveyvertisersfinds
affected spot
by: and network adTriple participations (60 sec. — 10 sec.
— 60 sec. or less), 327 times; triple
participations (over 60 — 10 — 60), 411
times; four or more participations backto-back, 111 times; triple station breaks,
1,287 times; four or score spots in station breaks, 254 times; two 20-second
spots between network programs, 306
times; crowded quarter hours, 389
times; competitive product conflicts,
262 times, and network advertisers affected by overtime local station breaks
(clipping), 1,689 times.
Noted on station clipping was the

fact the practice is used primarily to
accommodate triple- or quadruplespotted breaks. Average length of such
overtime breaks in the tabulation was
42 seconds.
Looked at carefully, too, were practices affecting national spot advertisers.
Triple-spotting involved the majority of
advertisers mentioned in the study, and
triple-spotting extension into quadruple-spot ing wplaced
as recordedsix inspots
13 markets. One station
in a
single break, the BAR study revealed.
Most Crowded • A leading advertiser's network and local spot schedules were involved 192 times and another heavy tv user was mentioned 137
times in the tabulations.
In the BAR reports, it is not possible to determine whether an advertiser mentioned is guilty in the multiple
spotting or whether it is the station, or
again whether the advertiser is victim
of another advertiser's practice. An
agency checking approximate dates and
with knowledge of the markets most
likely could dig out the information,
however.

New media group
debates single rate
The single-rate debate at the agency
level surged on last Tuesday evening
(March 3) as the newly-formed New
York Advertising Media Planners held
its first meeting.
Most of the 67 members and guests
convened at the New York Advertising Club seemed in accord with speaker
E.L. Deckinger. vice president of Grey
Adv., who saw justification for multiple
rates providing stations clearly define
their policies and then stick by them.
From thefelt station's
viewpoint.
Dr.
Deckinger
the relatively
precarious
nature of local retail advertising might
tend to revert it to newspapers once a
station introduced a single rate for both
the local and national advertiser. Indicated was the hard pull over the years
by radio to draw local retail business
from newspapers, which have the dualrate system.
Bryan Houston Vice President Robert Boulware added that ill-defined multiple rates, primarily in radio, make life
miserable for national advertisers and
their agencies who can never be sure
BROADCASTING, March 9, 1959

competitors are not receiving preferential treatment. He said the atmosphere
is one of "all the traffic will bear."
Theners,newly
Planwhich willorganized
meet the Media
first Tuesday
of each month, has elected following officers: Newman F. McEvoy, senior vice
president and media director, Cunningham & Walsh, president; W.E. (Pete)
Mathews, vice president in charge of
media, Young & Rubicam, vice president; J. Joseph Jr., vice president and
media director, Heineman, Kleinfeld.
Shaw & Joseph, secretary, and William
Schink. vice president and media director, Basford Co., treasurer.
Pay on area sales not
per inquiry — Hadacol
Hadacol Inc. is currently spending
about SI million for spot announcements on 300 radio-tv stations in 14
southern states and plans further expansion of television into larger cities,
it was reported last week.
At the same time, a novel " merchandising" pattern involving "different deals with different stations" and
bypassing agencies and representatives,
came to light in Chicago. Miss Victoria

Corcoran, Hadacol president, denied
any of the various arrangements with
stations
deals.
Some represented
stations have"perbeeninquiry"
approached
to carry new Super Hadacol spots and
"earn a nice revenue by putting to work
'unsoldwere
time'advised
that wasHadacol
earning would
nothing."
They
pay
them 35% of factory shipments into
your
area" in returnspots,
for oneminuteprimary
run-of-the-schedule
with
the firm
films or transcriptions and supplying
copy.
One letter, signed by Miss Corcoran,
stresses that, "no, this is not a P. I. deal.
. . . You don't have to bother with mail
or money .rangement
. . between
It's you
a confidential
and us . ar..
advertising agencies and reps are not
Miss Corcoran told Broadcasting
that
the deals vary, depending on the
involved."
station's reputation and power, market
conditions, previous advertising factors
and other factors, but declined to discuss them for competitive reasons. The
present Hadacol schedule started Jan. 451.
Hadacol's regular agency is Mohr &
Eicoff. which places some of its business, and specializes in direct mail sales
through radio and tv.

Li i i 1
A cakeathon for General Mills, BBDO
The caloric intake shot up at Telestudios in New York when more than
100 cakestv were
used — andformany
consumed cake
— for and
a day's
tapingmixes
of 10under
oneminute
commercials
10 different
frosting
General Mills' Betty Crocker label. The commercials will run in GM's
daytimeShowlineup
CBS-TV
Dean
and onSecret
Storm).(Love of Life, The Verdict Is Yours, Jimmy
Taping started at 10 a.m. on Feb. 27, and while lighting of the set was
completed the night before, the lighting of the cakes (a key facet) started
at 7 a.m.
The day's
operation
over, schedule
and 10 commercials
6:30
p.m., only
VA hours
behindwasa rigid
arranged by on
BBDOtape andby
General Mills (which originally gave only 30 minutes for both rehearsal and
tape Betty
"take" Crocker
for each commercials
commercial).are Totaped,
show theother
General
Mills' called
agenciesin
how
client,
meantime,
representatives of Knox Reeves, Tatham-Laird and Dancer-FitzgeraldSample to attend the morning session.
Cakes were baked
at a home economist's
kitchen some 40 blocks away
(Telestudios
at Times
stacked in a isfreezer
at theSquare),
studio. came in by messenger all day long and
1 Camera is on the hands of Ann clients room at luncheon break durZekauskas, home economist, who
ing all-day tape session: Joseph E.
applies finishing touches to a cake Ratner, director, creative and marmade with Betty Crocker mix. Asketing services, and Joseph H.
sisting her at left is her apprentice Weaver, manager of advertising
and sister, Betty Zekauskas.
services, both General Mills, Min2 Adelaide Hawley, who is identified
neapolis; Kingsley Horton, sales
on commercials as Betty Crocker, manager, Telestudios; William E.
talks with package in hand about the Conner, BBDO broadcast account
cake mix product for General Mills executive for General Mills, Minduring tape sequence.
neapolis and New York, and Bernard
3 Top management representing Ryan, tv creative head for General
client, agency and studio confer in Mills, BBDO, New York.
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'Personality selling'
big draw for RTES
Radio personalities featured at last
week's timebuying and selling seminar
put on in New York by the Radio &
Television Executives Society proved
their forepoint
"personality
they hadon uttered
a word.selling" beGene Klavan and Dee Finch, the radio comedy team of early morning hours
on WNEW New York, and Rage Cordic
of KDKA Pittsburgh (Cordic & Co.)
drew double the usual attendance at
theMr.weekly
Cordicseminar.
told how he set out to
"beat the formula stations" by getting
people to listen to the words between
the music and "if some of the words
happened
to be commercials
— welldemon. . ."
The Klavan
& Finch team
strated their method of operation,
"shock selling, no we mean schlock
In a serious tone (which lasted but a
few minutes) the two explained how
selling."wove a routine around a "basic
they
fact"
sheet about a product. Only time
they failed to draw a chuckle: Mr.
Klavan pulled forth a sliderule, noting it
was a "new device for timebuyers."
Parlay on Popeye
brings in new money
A merchandising firm has parlayed
a paying plan into a timebuy. But the
time purchase is not in place of the
merchandising;
an addition.
The purchase isit'sa 52-week
contract by
National Vitamin Pops Labs of Newark,
N.J., on WPIX (TV) New York for
two 20-second spots daily (Mon.-Fri.)
for a new product, Popeye Vitamin
Pops. It was arranged by Associated
Artists Enterprises, New York, which
handles merchandising for tv cartoon
character
March 2. Popeye. The timebuy began
If the purchase meets expectations,
comparable purchases are expected in
late spring on other tv stations which
participate in the Popeye "merchandisForing network."
merchandiser Associated Artists
Enterprises,
Popeyegood.cartoons on tv certainly have been
These are the cartoons whose tv
rights tists
wereProductions
acquiredin byJuly
Associated
Ar1956 from
Paramount Pictures Corp. and King
Features for $2,250,000. (AAP now
is owned by United Artists and is
known as United Artists Associated).
AAE for nearly two years has been
merchandising the Popeye cartoon
character with some 40 stations taking
part in a profit-sharing plan.
The animated 20-second commercial
is built around a cartoon character who
BROADCASTING, March 9, 1959
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The works of a master sculptor require no inscription to be recognized
by the trained eye.

Similarly, that "quality touch" which
sets apart great radio and television
stations is just as quickly identifiable
by those who know and value its importance in any successful campaign.
radio & television
d al I as

BROADCAST SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS
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TERRYTOONS does
Commercial television or television commercials,
both ^u^yc^ T;ievision Network, TERRYTOONS-created "Mighty
rank among
Mouse Playhouse" and "Heckle and Jeckle" consistently
Terrific,
"Tom
And
s.
program
e
daytim
nd
week-e
ted
the tp^-ra
sion, has an audience
created by TERRYTOONS especially for televi
a regular feature of
as
daily.,
s
viewer
n
millio
of more than ^5
en)
(Niels
show.
the "Captain Kangaroo"
perform for_you.
This same ability to captivate millions can
s, musicians,
artist
100
nearly
of
staff
ime
full-t
'
OONS
TERRYT
For
commercials
create
to
e
servic
your
at
is
writers and technicians
selling.
ij^
h^-h
ve,
creati
combining entertainment savvy with
semiion,
animat
full
d;
ticate
sophis
or
w
lowbro
Name vour format:
does
OONS
TERRYT
action.
live
with
mixed
ion
nation, or animat
^+ntnr
the job for you... any. or all of it!
isers have turned te top
Dozens of major agencies and advert
drawer TERRYTOONS for best-selling commercials.
A Division of CBS FILMS INC ® TERRYTOONS

flexes his muscles in the manner of
Popeye. Theme of the commercial is
that the lollipops contain several vitamins good for the children. Production
was handled by David Piel Inc., New
York, an animation studio.
At WPIX-TV, one commercial will
be in the early evening adjacent to the
Popeye cartoon show; the other will
be run-of-station but past 7 p.m. (aimed
at adults and mostly spotted in periods
where motion pictures are shown).
Those unseen ads
Subliminal messages on television are
ainfluence
bit tooviewers.
subliminal — they just don't
This is the conclusion of two Indiana
U. faculty members after five weeks of
flashing stills on tv below the level of
conscious perception. Robert M. Petranoff of the university's radio-tv department, and Prof. Melvin De Fleur
of the sociology department, conducted
their experiments regularly on WTTV
(TV) Bloomington during a two-hour
evening feature movie program.
The subliminal commercials were for

HOW PEOPLE SPEND THEIR TIME 13-19.
There were 126,403,000 people in the U.S. over 12 years of age during the week
Feb.
They spent.
' ■ mim! ion
!on h™rs
Watching
Television
1,079.8
hour
s
Listening to Radio
474.5 mi ion hours
Reading Newspapers
223.9 m.million
ion hours
hours
ReadingMovies
MagHJnes
355.0
Watching
on Tv
91.9 million hours
Attending Movies
These
totals
compiled
by
Sindlinger
&
Co.,
Ridley
Park
Pa
anri
nnhiich^
„„„i - , ,.
BROADCASTING each week, are based on a 4oWranM^
views (1,000
eachcomprehensive
day) Sindlinger's
weekly
"Activity"
report,
from
whTch
these
drawn,
t
furnishes
of these and numerous other categories fZ
the
and ^duplicated breakdowns
audiences
between
each
specific
medium Tabulat ions andare\ thZl
avaM
able duplicated
from Sindlinger
& Co. within
two
to
seven
days
of
the
interviewing
(Copyright 1959 Sindlinger & Co ) week
SINDLINGER'S
SETyearsCOUNT:
of Feb.to tv1, (89.9%
Sindlingerof the
datapeoole
shows- (1) 113lh 6861 '000?
people
over
12
of agewithhaveAstv;access
(2) 44,272,000 households
(3) 48,879,000 tv sets
in use in theto that
U S.
a grocery product and a news telecast.
Messrs. De Fleur and Petranoff report
that a study of the product's sales show
no increase; the audience for the newscast suffered a slight decline. The experimenters reported more positive reactions inclosed-circuit tv tests with the
subjects guessing which of several symbols was projected onto the screen.

NO, THIS IS "KNOE-LAND"
(embracing industrial, progressive North Louisiana, South
Arkansa
s, West Mississippi)
JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population 1,520,100
Drug
Automotive
Sales
a <-° Sales
~r-"~
o , $$$ 299,539,000
40,355,000
Households
General
Consumer Spendable Income'423,600
Merchandise
148,789,000
Total
Retail
Sales $1,286,255,000
_ J Sales
0 '
$1,761,169,000
*ood
$ 300,486,000
KNOE-TV AVERAGES 79.4% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to December 1958 ARB we averaqe 79 4% of n„J;an i
Si9n Off 7 days a week. During 363 wee^y ^J^T r^S^^
CBS • ABC
A James A. Noe Station
KNOE-TV
Channel 8
Represented by
H-R Television, Inc.
Monroe, Louisiana
Photo:
Louisiana.Forest Products Division, Olin-Mathiest n Chemical Corp, West Monroe,
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$171 million given
public service ads
American advertising — advertisers,
agencies and media— put $171 million
behind 18 public service advertising
campaigns of the Advertising Council
during 1958, Allan M. Wilson, Ad
Council vice president, reported Monday (March 2)
od Ad
Club. A 15-minutote thecolorHollywo
sound
film was shown, summarizing oneslideof
the Council's major achievements of th»
Americalast"
"Confid
year, the
ence onin radio
campaig
n which
started
April, added other media until a total
of more than $10 million in time and
space had been contributed and by
August was credited with restoring public confidence and ending the recession.
Also marking Advertising Council
Day at the Hollywood Ad Club, the
Assn. of State Forester
s presente
Russell Z. Eller, advertising directord ofto
Sunkist, a resolution of appreciation
for his service since 1942 as voluntee
coordinator of the oldest continuingr
Ad Council campaign, to prevent forest
fires. In this period
acreage lost
through forest fires hasthedropped
from
31 million acres in 1942 to three million last year. Mr. Wilson, on behalf of
the Council, also presented Mr. Eller
with a special Smoky Bear award for
the 1958 forest fire prevention campaign.
Agencies hear plea
for humorous tv spots
Radio-tv producers should cooperate
more closely with their
agency
writers on the utilization of humorcopycommercials, Edward J. Graham Jr.,in
Goulding
ofsession.
presiden
-ElliottProducer
-Graham,s''
Agency
told a tp Chicago
Worksho
But, Mr. Graham said, inducing
humor in commercials is a "tricky"
BROADCASTING, March 9, 1959

BEST
YOUR
THE
WITH
LINK
MARYLAND
AUTOMOBILE
MARKET

SELLING
AUTOMOBILES
WBAL-Radio
and
WBAL-TV are
Maryland's Best
Automobile Salesmen!
New cars, used cars,
American cars, foreign
cars . . . WBAL-Radio
and WBAL-TV sell more
cars faster in Maryland.
When you want to sell
automobiles, beer, cigars,
cigarettes or any
product or service . . . be
you get
sure sellin
g jobMaryl
best
fromand's
and'siobestandsalesmen—
Maryl-Rad
WBAL
WBAL-TV.
WBAL-Radio and
WBAL-TV sell more
people more of the time
WBAL-TV
Baltimore, Maryland
Channel 11 N. B.C. Affiliate
Nationally represented by
Edward Petry & Company

m

t|

WBAL-RADIO
Baltimore, Maryland
50,000 Watts N.B.C. Affiliate
Nationally represented by .
Henry I. Christal Company 7C
nation
Maryland's only Radio and vhf Television Combi
BROADCASTING, March 9, 1959

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
DATE
Thur.,
Fri., Feb.Feb.2726
Sat., Feb. 28
Sun.,
March
Mon., March
March 312
Tue.,
Wed., March 4

d^i^°\%\tb^tqheSt'rank'mg
network Arbitron
shows forinstant
each
1th 7ek .Feb- |6-Mar. 4 as rated te,ev'siorr
by the multi-city
ratingsPROGRAM
of Americanand Research
instant
NETWORK
RATING
27.0
TIME Bureau.
24.5
RealSunset
McCoysStrip(8:30(9:30p.m.)p m )
ABC-TV
28.0
77Gunsmoke
ABC-TV
24.1
(10
p.m.)
CBS-TV
27.0
Maverick (7:30 p.m.)
ABC-TV
Danny Thomas (9 p.m.)
CBS-TV
32.5
26.6
NBC-TV
Some
of
Manie's
Friends
(7:30
p
m
)
Wagon Train (7:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV
Copyright 1959 American Research Bureau

business and should be limited to those
product categories which provide a
"natural setup" for their use. G-E-G is
an organiza
tion devoted to production
of tv commercials, comprising Mr.
Graham; Robert B. Elliott, secretary,
and Raymond W. Goulding
(Bob and
Ray), treasurer.
Chicago Agency Producers' Workshop also elected new officers, including
Lee Randon (Henri,
Hurst & McDon^
aid), president; Clair Callihan, (Earle
Ludgm & Co.), vice
Dwight
Reynolds (Young & president;
Rubicam),
tary, and Rolf Brandeis (EdwardsecreH
Weiss & Co.), treasurer.
The new organization plans to hold
monthly meetings to exchange views
and problems in radio-tv product
ion,

More

according to Mr. Randon. For the
March session, APW will take over the
Ampex Corp. suite at the NAB Convention in the Conrad Hilton Hotel
(March 18, 1 to 2 p.m.) to witness
videotape recording developments.

• Business briefly
Time sales
• Continental Wax Corp., Mt. Vernon,
N.Y., has started a $1.5
spring
campaign for its Six Monthmillion
wax.
with nearly total reliance on floor
broadcas
media. Included are six new marketst
—Washington, Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, Providence and Portland
using two weeks of 10-secon,d Me.
radio
spots over at least two stations per

than a decade

of Constructive Service
to Broadcasters
Broadcasting

and

the

Industry

HOWARD
E. STARK
rohers — Consultants
ELDORARO 5-0405
NEW YORK, N. Y.
50 EAST 58TH STREET
NAB Convention
Conrad Hilton Hotel Suite 933A-34A For Appointments
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market, each station averaging 250
spots per week. A Tv campaign follows
20 stations in these markets, averaging
75 spots Service
per week
per N.Y.
station agency:
Product
s Inc.,
• Kings Wine
Philadelphia, kicks
off a television Co.,
campaign on seven
stations Saturdaspot
y (March 14).
The
campaig
n, er
featuring "The Frenchman"
(a
charact
established three years
ago), will
up to 25 spots a week
on some ofplace
the stations, lasting
through
April.
•Dr. Pepper
soft drink,
Tex., to sponsoCo.,
r Pepper-Upper Dallas,
Time
Starring Eydie Gorme,
starting April 6
on ABC Radio (Mon.-Wed.-Fri., 6-506:55 p.m. EST). The new
series marks Dr. Pepper's first musical
national network radio and theusefirstof
network radio show for Miss
The order was placed through Gorme.
Grant
Adv.

• Reynolds Metals
through Lennen & Newell, N.Y., Co.,
and Miller Brewing Co., through Mathisson & Assoc
both Milwaukee, have ordered All Star
Golf on 160 ABC-TV stations, Saturdays, starting Oct. 10.
series
owned by Glen Films and The
ted
by Walter Schwimmer Co.,distribu
is
in its
third year. Peter DeMet is produce
r
and Sidney G. Goltz director.
• ABC-T
hour-Ion*
musical Vfable,willArtpresent
Carneyan Meets
Sorcerer's Apprentice (Sun., April the5
5-6 p.m.), sponsored by Minnesota
Mining & Mfg. Co. Mr. Carney is
be the only human visible, with sup-to
porting
be played by Bil Baird
Marionettes.roles toProduct
ion staff for the
show, which is based on music of Paul
Dukas, is almost entirely the same
last November's Art Carney Meetsas
Peter and the Wolf. Agency: BBDO.
Agency appointments
• Farber Bros, (pillows and hassocks)
and Schilling Motors, both Memphis
that city.
Tenn., name Simon & Gwynn Adv '
• Formfit Co. (foundation garments)
Chicago, appoints Tatham
, that
city, as third U.S. agency -Laird
in
3-1 million account. Clintonto E.share
Frank
(which handles tv) and MacFarland
Aveyartidnue as other
& Co.,agencie
both s.Chicago, will con• Salada-Shirriff-Ho
ts
Leo Burnett Co. rsey Ltd.a appoin
Ltd. to
handle advertising offor Canad
its Salada Tea
and Shirnff and Lushus desserts effective April
account previously
was handled l.byThe
McKim Adv.
Ltd.
• Watchmakers of Switzerland, with
Foote, Cone and Belding until
last
year, has named Cunningham &lateWalsh
BROADCASTING, March 9, 1959

From left to right: Bob Crane, Russ Arms, Bill Weaver and, of course, The Great Godfrey.
They — and a lot of other highly talented people — have three things in common. Each is
a live and lively specialist in personal entertainment. Each creates the kind of setting in
which your message is heard — and heeded. Each is featured on KNX Radio. Indeed, that's the
kind of setting that helps make KNX what it is — Southern California's leading radio station !
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Jn addition to the best in music, news, sports and public service,
WGN RADIO offers the most comprehensive coverage of
events of interest to Rural Mid-America:
AUGUST,

1958

noontime "Country Fair"" program origdaily
WGN's inates
Illinois Farm Bureau Tent at the State Fair. R ran
from the(Mon.-Sat.)
for five days and included interviews with the top livestock winners.
SEPTEMBER, 1958
a" from Anchor, Illinois— acts as coWGN co-sponsors "Tractoram
host to more than 75,000 people— and originates five broadcasts from
It included a speech by the Honthe site of the two-day farmU.S.event.
Secretary of Agriculture.
orable Ezra Taft Benson,
OCTOBER,

1958
Interviews are recorded at the Annual Convention of the Future
Farmers of America in Kansas City for playback on WGN's "Country Fair" and "Milking Time"** weekday programs.

NOVEMBER, 1958
days from the International Dairy
"Country Fair" originates for fivewith
winning exhibitors as well as
Show— and includes interviews
prominent people in the dairy world.
WGN Farm Director and his assistant cover the State Farm Bureau
Conventions in Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin, and Iowa dur"Country Fair" originates from the Iland November.
Octoberconvention
ing linois
for three days.
Farm director covers annual convention of the National Grange at
Grand Rapids, Michigan, and State Grange Conventions in Illinois,
Michigan, Indiana and Wisconsin, and reports to midwest listeners.
DECEMBER, 1958
covers and reports on annual convention of the AmerFarm icanDirector
Farm Bureau Federation in Boston.

Interviews are recorded with winners of 4-H Projects at the National 4-H Club Congress held in Chicago for broadcast on "Milking
Time" and "Country Fair."
"Country Fair" originates for five days from the International Live
Stock Exposition and includes exclusive interviews with the Honorable Ezra Taft Benson, U.S. Secretary of Agriculture and the important livestock men in attendance.
JANUARY,

1959
WGN Farm Director covers and reports on the Annual Convention
of the National Council of Farmer Co-Operatives in New Orleans,
Louisiana.

When the nation makes farm news, WGN is there first! First with the best
in coverage for the rural and small town audiences in the middlewest.
WGN-RADIO

441 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE,

CHICAGO 11, ILLINOIS

*WGN Farm Director, Norman Kraeft, conducts "Country Fair," 12:10-1:00 P.M., Mon.-Sat.

STANDARD BRANDS spends
most, by far, of its network
radio dollars on CBS Radio.
Where the most popular
program
"brands"
are! This
network has
delivered
largest commercial minute
audiences all along. And the
new Program Consolidation
Plan— with unified station
clearances and strong
program sequencing-will
increase this leadership.
CBS RADIO
NETWORK:
42% LARGER AUDIENCES
PER COMMERCIAL MINUTE
THAN ANY OTHER RADIO
NETWORK, AVERAGING OVER
16 CONSECUTIVE MONTHS.
56 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Como takes the cheese • Signing what is believed to be the biggest money
contract for the personal services of any star in television to date, Perry
Como agrees to sing for his supper to the tune of Kraft Foods Co. for
the next two years on NBC-TV' in the Wednesday 9-10 p.m. period. The
$25-million deal covers time, talent, production and guest stars. The 104week cycle (including 66 colorcasts) starts the end of May with film summer
replacements produced by Mr. Como's Roncom Productions. Mr. Como
begins his own show for Kraft Sept. 30. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co.
As befits any $25-million signature, the event was well witnessed by
numerous
lawyers, NBC
photographers
(1 toDiv.r):
Robert E. Kintner,
president; and
J.C. "star"
Loftis,executives
president, including
Kraft Foods
of National Dairy Products, and Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC board chairman.
Why did Kraft put so many eggs in the Como basket? 'As Kraft's business expands, and as our need for ever stronger communications with consumer and food retailer alike grows, we seek expansion of our tv program ing," said Robert A. Davis, Kraft advertising manager.
But that's no solace to NBC-TV in one sense. Who goes on after Como
in
the
prime
this spring? Saturday 8-9 p.m. time which the singing star now vacates
as new agency. Though broadcast media • The Advertising Federation of America has established an annual award
were not used in the past, they may be
for contributions by advertising people
included in C&W's planning.
to a better public image of the advertising industry. Anyone engaged in advertising may submit nominations to a
• Also in advertising
selection committee composed of Robert
• James Thomas Chirurg Co., Boston E. MacNeal, president. Curtis Publishand New York advertising agency will
ing Co., Philadelphia; AFA Vice Chairmove its headquarters to a new twoman James S. Fish, vice president and
story building in Chestnut Hill, Mass. advertising
of General Mills,
President Wallace L. Shepardson an- and Arthur director
Fatt, president, Grey
nounced that his company expects to Advertising. C.Nominations
initial
complete the transfer from Boston to awards, to be presented at for
the AFA
Chestnut Hill by May 1. This move
convention in Minneapolis, should
follows last month's transfer of the June
be sent to 250 W. 57th St., New York,
agency's
60
E. 56thNewSt. York office to a floor at before the May 1 deadline.
BROADCASTING, Morch 9, 1959
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Sinclair wins round
in Outlet sale fight
deThe contentious Providence, R.I., sale
v properties a
partment store-radio-t
when
week
last
setback
a
received
Rhode Island Superior Court judge
granted a preliminary injunction.
The ruling brings to a halt forof the
sale the
time being the $12 million
New
Outlet Co. to William Zeckendorf,Mullins,
York realtor, and John C.
Denver broadcaster (Broadcasting,
Jan. 26; Dec. 15, 8, 1958).
The suit to stop the sale was brought
by Joseph (Dody) Sinclair, general
WJAR-AM-TV, and grandmanager
son of theoffounder of the Rhode Island
multi-million dollar department store.
Judge Joseph Mullens concludedl that
the Industria Naone of the trustees,
tional Bank of Providence, has brought
of interest beabout such "a conflict
tween itself individually and as trustee
as to prevent
nature
a
al
of so substanti
the exercise of its independent judgment of the Sinclair trust in determinnant
and that as"complai
a sale"
ing uponand
nt
Sinclair
his children
continge
detrisome
suffer
beneficiaries will
ment." He also ruled that the trustees
did not perform their duties during the
20-day period after execution of the
sale
"a probable
failurecontract,
to obtainresulting
a higherin price
for the
Outlet stock."
Under terms of the agreement, the
buyers offered to pay $120 a share for
the Outlet Co. stock. The agreement
involved about 55% of the 55,230
shares outstanding. The contract provides, however, that the buyers must
secure 70% of the outstanding stock.
During the court trial, Mr. Sinclair
offered $122.50 per share for the stock.
His backer, United Printers & Publishing Co. (greeting cards), is control ed byLouis and Jack N. Berkman,
principals of the Friendly Group of
radio-tv stations.
KLEO blasts print ads
KLEO Wichita has drawn a bead on
the American Newspaper Publishers
Assn.'s new "total selling" approach
and is countering local newspaper advertisements with its own barrage, it
was learned last week.
28Starting the weekend of Feb. minrunning
KLEO has
Marchute 1,announcemen
ts been
aimed directly at
Wichita businessmen. The spot campaign, to be concentrated on weekends,
is designed to offset full-page house adBROADCASTING, March 9, 1959

MEDIA

vertisements placed twice weekly by the
Beacon, acand Wichita Greenwood,
Wichita EagleKenneth
R.
cording to
general manager of KLEO (formerly
KANS).
The themes will be varied and imply
the inequality of comparisons between
newspaper readership and audience
rating figures as between apples and
oranges, Mr. Greenwood told Broadcasting. The first theme: "There must
be a reason." And the next: "Why do
run full-page ads
themselves
tonewspapers
sell themselves
and urge you to take
outThe
quarter
pages?"
announcements
use the alternating two-announcer technique. Samweekend's script:
from this past
(FirstpleAnnouncer)
— "There must be a
reason why the newspapers have suddenly found it necessary to personally
acclaim
sales ( ability.medium
(Second)that
—
Why hastheir
an advertising
"end
the
been supposedly
has
all" ofalways
advertising
embark on an obvito re-sell itself? (First) —
ous
campaign
There must be a reason. (Second) — At
KLEO we know the reason. We know
why. There is a simple explanation.
The facts can be backed up with elolower advertising cost
quent proof.theThegreater
of radio,
sales effect of

sta• McLendo
meet held
Manager
tion smanagers
their nannual
sales meeting Feb. 23-27 in New
York City. William Morgan
an(standing nounced1),thatvice
sales presiden
revenuet,s for
the five McLendon stations increased 23% over the previous
year.
Seated
r: Jack; Fiedler,
KTSA San 1 toAntonio
Charles
Farmer, Wilcox,
WAKY Louisville; Richard
KEEL Shreveport.
Standing with Mr. Morgan of
KLIF Dallas is William Weaver of
KILT Houston, Tex.

radio is just part of the reason. If you
are a man who advertises a service or
a product we suggest you get the
story . . ." The announcement closes
by asking the listener to contact KLEO.
As to "the reason" itself: newspapers
were appraised of it in considerable
detail by ANPA's Bureau of Advertising at the "total selling" convention of
the Newspaper Advertising Executives
Assn. in Chicago early this year. Various newspaper groups agreed to launch
an all-out
to raise
overall
revenues fromcampaign
$3.2 to $3.5
billion
in 1959
(Broadcasting, Jan. 26). It was prewas basedsumed theonWichita
mats or newspapers'
at least ideas drive
suggested by ANPA.
Station rating use
up to raters — NAB
It's up to radio research and survey
companies to police the way stations
promote their findings, according to
NAB's Radio Research Committee.
Acting on an NAB Radio Board
suggestion, the committee last Thursdaymum(March
5) released
ministandards
to be useda setin ofpreparation of radio survey reports.
Copies of the standards along with
text of the committee's resolution were
distributed to NAB radio member stations and to radio survey and rating
companies.
The committee recommended:
Standard Preface • "Each radio survey report should be prefaced by a
statement including the following
minimum specifications:
"1. The dimensions of the audience
surveyed: State which persons in the
household were interviewed. State
what household radios were included.
State whether out-of-home listening was
included. If included, state what types
of listening were covered (e.g., whether
the survey
counted'
in autoetc.,radio,
listening in public
places,
specifying
those places included).
"2. The area surveyed: Specific information covering location of sample
households and individuals reported
upon; whether by city limits, metroarea, county,
or other. Area
should bepolitanclearly
defined!
"3. The method of survey: State how
information was obtained, whether by
telephone coincidental, recall, or combination of these two; personal interview at home whether coincidental, recall, or a combination of both; mail
diary or log; mechanical recordballot,
er or other.
"4. Size of sample: The number of57

wide

/
KM03

completed interviews, diaries or logs,
ballots, mechanical recordin
gs,
reported. This information, bothmustover-be
all in relation to, population of universe
measured and per program or unit of
time measured, should be clearly stated.
"5. Survey dates: Date(s) the survey
occurred must be reported
."
Signers • Members of the Radio Research Committee are E.K. Hartenbower, KCMO Kansas City, chairmanGeorge Simon
H. Clinton,
Minn.;
Goldman,WEBC
WJTN Duluth,'
Jamestown, N.Y.; Charles E. Hamilton, KFI
Los Angeles; Harper Carraine, CBS;
Dr. Thomas E. Coffin, NBC and
Harold Cranton, ABC.
Trees may shadow uhf
The screening effect of trees and
foliage may be one of the most significant factors in the loss of signal
in the uhf band. This was the strength
finding
of a report submitted to the Assn.
of
Maximum Telecasters last week.
The
field test on 483.26 mc was made during December 1958 and January this
year at Salisbury, Md.,
ch 16
WBOC-TV Salisbury (620using
antenna
height above average terrain).ft.Measurements over this flat terrain were made
using an antenna 30-ft. above ground.
The report was submitted to the

21

office
S building.
h°7J W^C-^MCT
<TV) MemPh*
is nowfeetoccupying
The plant contains
29,000 square
of floor new
space,studiocost
I
T
w"
,
Statl°nS
are
licensed
to
MemPhis
Publishing
Co.,
publisher
of the Memphis Commercial Appeal and Press-Scimitar (Scripps-Howard)
and are affiliated with NBC.
;'

AMST engineering committee which
met last Tuesday (March 3) in Washington. Present at the meeting were
Joseph B. Epperson, WEWS (TV)
Cleveland, chairman; Orrin
W. Towner, WHAS-TV Louisville; John
DeWitt Jr., WSM-TV Nashville; HenryH
Rhea, WFIL-TV Philadelphia, and Tom
Howard, WBTV (TV) Charlotte,
N.C.
Also present were Lester W. Lindow,
AMST executive director;
Ernest
Jennes, Washington attorney for AMST.
and Howard T. Head, AMST engineering consultant.

YEARS

off dynamic

Welcome

selling

to our

Hospitality Suite 1900,
Conrad Hilton Hotel
NAB Convention
March 15-18

FORJOE
& CO., INC.
NATIONAL STATION REPRESENTATIVES
Sales Offices in NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO • PHILADELPHIA • ATLANTA
Headquarfers - 580 5th Avenue, New York 36, N. Y
60 (THE MEDIA)

Three RKO

stations

image
'comPictures
adopt
mon Inc.
'
RKO Teleradio
is close
to molding its stations into the "common image" charted for them some
time back.
On March 16, KHJ Los
Angeles, KFRC San Francisco and
WNAC Boston will inaugurate music
and news formats. The move toward
uniform look for the stations began ata
WHBQ Memphis more than a year ago.
When the RKO Teleradio stations
adopt similar programming features,
will be possible to attract advertisersit
through consolidated sales techniques,
an RKO spokesman said. Historically
the stations have the reputation of being "talk" stations. The current move
is to reach an adult audience through
music-news and "lively" disc jockev ap-a
proach, he explained. No date for a
format change at
Windsor.
Ont.-Detroit has been CKLW
announced. WOR
New York and WGMS Washington
will be unaffected, the spokesman said.
New Yorkers hear
of cooperation need
Speakers at the second annual legislative dinner of the New York State
Assn. of Broadcasters in Albany last
Tuesday (March 3), includin FCC
Comr. Robert E. Lee and Gov. gNelson
A. Rockefeller, stressed the need for
closer cooperation between the broadcasting industry and the government.
Robert J. Leder, vice president and
general manager of WOR-AM-TV New
York and president
association,
told the assemblage ofof the
more than 300
broadcasters and legisla
tors that
NYSAB was moving toward "extremely
closer
liaison" with members of the
state legislat
ure. He pointed out that
since New York State is searching continual y for new tax revenues and is
scrutinizing the public aspects of broadBROADCASTING, March 9, 1959

Joan and Julius Evans visit an automobile factory in Coventry
their many interesting and informative TOPIC jaunts.

the British
A new series, a new look at Britain and
eyes of Joan and Julius Evans,
. . . through
couple theabroad.
antodayAmerican
You will meet an attractive lady chemist with definite . views
Chips . .
"Mr. atomic
a 20th. . Century
on marriage
a dedicated
London ...cabbie
out-of-fictiandon careers
an
a Knodes
...
hopeful
theater
young
prettv
a
...
physicist
Scholar from North Carolina . . . and many others.
visit are Bohemian Soho busy
places vou will
Among the
jets came of age), Ulster (which
Airport14 (where
LondonAmerica
Presidents), Harwell (crucible ot nuclear
sent
and rebuilt Coventry, Britain's Detroit.
research)
and
"TOPIC" is no quaint tourist trip ... but rather, a frank
and
friendlv visit with an energetic and dynamic people,
for
must
a
TV,
it's exciting, stimulating
their
best public. . .service time!
your country
-FREE for TV!
13 Quarter Hour ProgramsWrite NOW for first-run availabilities in your area.
Call vour local BIS man or contact-

Radio - Television Division
BRITISH

INFOR

IVICES
an Agency of the British Government
45 Rockefeller Plaza • New York 20, N. Y.

casting, station owners and officials
must solidify their association with legislators as a means of heading off "discriminatoryannual
and unfair legislative
bills." dinner
He cited the
as an example of a move towards cooperation, stating athismutually
event "has
done
more to establish
beneficial
rapport between broadcasters and the
legislators than anything the association
had
Leder anaddedatthat done
since previously."
NYSAB hadMr.retained
torney to report on all bills related to
broadcasting, association members were
"more aware of the continuing legal
situation than they had been before."
Comr. Lee suggested to the New
York State Legislature that a state
broadcasting liaison body, similar to the
FCC's National Advisory Board, be appointed to work closely with state officials inthe organization and development of a statewide defense program.
Mr. Lee outlined the CONELRAD
system of instantaneous warning and
denied reports that the system was
outmoded.
Gov. Rockefeller told the group that
the State of New York would cooperate
fully with any broadcasting committee
organized to develop a civil defense
program. He also urged broadcasters to
carry programming that would provide
"more complete information about the
various aspects of government rather
than spotlighting only the controversial."

KIT sues Pulse
KIT Yakima, Wash., has announced
filing of a $15,000 damage suit against
The Pulse Inc., charging survey results
published last year had been defamatory to the station. The suit asks for
$10,000 damages to business reputation, and $5,000 for business lost as a
result of Pulse reports. Pulse Inc.
spokesmen withheld comment pending
study of the complaint.
• Media reports
• KSD-AM-TV St. Louis reports that
more than $85,000 has been contributed
to its fund for the victims of the
January tornado (Broadcasting, Feb.
16). The money was raised with the
help of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch,
parent company of the stations.
• KICU (TV) ch. 14 Bakersfield, Calif.,
scheduled to commence operations by
next July, will be affiliated with ABCTV. Studios and offices will be in downtown Bakersfield.
• KFHA Tacoma-Lakewood, Wash.,
has started broadcasting with 1 kw
on 1480 kc. Robert E. Hall, partner
in the new station, is general manager
of KFHA, which is co-owned by Adlai
C. Ferguson Jr. (WPRS-AM-FM Paris,

lewis-howe is one of
many leading companies
making major investments
on CBS Radio since PCP. •
Best new prescription for
advertising efficiency!
This network has delivered
largest commercial minute
audiences all along. And the
new Program Consolidation
Plan -with unified station
clearances and strong
program sequencing-will
increase this leadership.
CBS RADIO
NETWORK:
42% LARGER AUDIENCES
PER COMMERCIAL MINUTE
THAN ANY OTHER RADIO
NETWORK, AVERAGING OVER
16 CONSECUTIVE MONTHS.
(THE MEDIA)

Power boost blast-off • WIBG Philadelphia goes from 10 to 50 kw, as
state and station officials preside at switch-throwing
ceremonies in Independence Hall Feb. 23 (Broadcasting, March 2). L to r: Stanton
vice president, operations, of Storer Broadcasting Co., which ownsP. Kettler,
WIBG;
John Morgan Davis, lieutenant governor of Pennsylvania;
B. Wailes,
Storer executive vice president, and Glenn G. Boundy, viceLeepresident,
engineering.
BROADCASTING, March 9, 1959

draw!
Take a bead on KFMB Radio in S an Diego. Because here in the 19th
market people are working, playi ng and buying at breakneck speed
and KFMB is their reflection. Frie ndly voices with wonderful music,
Authoritative voices with factual news from CBS, from our own relies on us to get the news first and
porters covering a market that re
get it right. Intimate voices with
variety programming. Overall,
the
caught
has
that
a sound
bounce, verve and life of the
San Diego area and has
captured its ears as no other
add
all
It
has.
ever
radio
up to the biggest audiences
in the better part of
. It's
Southern California
in San Diego. Shoot
no time to hold your fire
Radio. DRAW NOW!
straight at it with KFMB

KFMB
BROADCASTING, March 9, 1959

SAN
RADIOS
REPRESENTED BY EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.

DIEGO

Don't
just

111.). Gregg Martin, formerly of the
staff of Ohio State U., is in charge of
programming.
• WHOO Orlando, Fla., has moved to
311 N. Rosalind Ave. The station spent
$110,000 to remodel the new quarters.
• Edward Petry & Co. has moved into
new Los Angeles offices at 3424 Wilshire Blvd. Telephone: Dunkirk 8-1143.

knock!

come

in

They all join in best wishes for a most successful
convention— one that will give you a personal lift
to do an even better job in 1959.

Changing hands
ANNOUNCED • The following sales of
station interests were announced last
week, subject to FCC approval:
• WALT Tampa, Fla.: Sold to Consolidated Sun Ray Drug (WPEN-AMFM Philadelphia) by multiple owners
Emil Arnold, Robert Wasdon and Jack
Siegel for $300,000 (Closed Circuit,
March 2). The sale was handled by
Blackburn & Co. WALT is on 1110
kc with 10 kw, day, directional antenna.
• KSDA Redding, Calif.: Sold to Van
C. Newkirk, Beverly Hills, Calif., advertising agency principal by Kal
Lines, trustee appointed by the court
following bankruptcy proceedings, for
more than $20,000. The sale was
handled by Wilt Gunzendorfer & Assoc.
KSDA is on 1400 kc with 250 w.
• KRFO Owatonna, Minn.: 25% sold
to Arnold K. Schumann bv Ivan Earl
Gilbert for $15,000 cash. Remaining
25% equal partners in KRFO are
Robert
W. Behling, Gerald J. Boos and
Duane Allen. The sale was handled by
Haskell Bloomberg. KRFO is on 1390
kc with 500
w, day.

That is our sincere hope for all the folks in the
broadcasting industry.

APPROVED • The following transfers
of station interests were approved by
the FCC page
last week
Record,
91): (also see For The

SUITE

1119A

Step into our NAB convention headquarters at the
Conrad Hilton anytime it's convenient.

Our TV-Radio staff from all over the country will be
assembled there to greet you.
They will rejoice in your good fortune or sooth troubled brows. They might even have some interesting
news for you.

ALLEN

KANDER

AND

COMPANY

Negotiators for the Purchase and Sale of
Important Radio and Television Stations
WASHINGTON
NEW YORK

1625 Eye Street N.W.
60 East 42nd Street

NAtional 8-1990
MUrray Hill 7-4242

• WHAM, WHFM (FM) Rochester,
N.Y.: Sold to Genesee Broadcasting
Corp. bined
(Henry
Christal Co. and ComCentury I.Theatres
Inc.) by Riggs
& Greene Broadcasting Corp. for $838,580. WHAM is on 1 180 kc with 50 kw
and is affiliated with NBC. WHFM
is on 98.9 mc with 20 kw.
• WFEA Manchester, N.H.: Sold to
WFEA Broadcasting Corp. (William F.
Malo Jr., president) by Public Information Inc. (a Rahall Stations interest)
for $275,000. WFEA Broadcasting
Vice President Frank E. Pellegrin has
interests in WATO Oak Ridge and
WLAF LaFollette, both Tennessee.
WFEA is on 1370 kc with 5 kw, directional antenna same pattern day-night.
• KAIR Tucson, Ariz. : Sold to Andrew
J. Griffith Jr. and Jerome K. McCauley
by Joe Dumond Radio Enterprises Inc
for
$175,000. KAIR is 1490 kc, 250 w.
BROADCASTING, March 9, 1959

Stanley Whitoker— Atlanta

H. W. Cassill— Chicago

William 6. Ryan— Chicago

Colin M. Selph— West Coast

S$n', invitation to visit ay

(t((/<iny t/ie ■ 1
^(qAirar/o'

mention'

L6'on^tJft/ton jfotJ
%te<i3??^3^b
J/ arc/, /5 /$. J9J9
.
CORDIALLY EXTENDED BY OUR NATION-WIDE STAFF
(as a matter of
The one time during the year you'll meet them all under one roofn will
be on hand
informatio
fact the only time we will!) . . . both hospitality newand friendship
s ... see you there .
to enjoy both old and
invitation
our
accept
so
...
Conrad Hilton Suite 1522-25-24
Negotiations — Financing — Appraisals
ffilackbuwn & Corrvpmuf
RADIO - TV - NEWSPAPER BROKERS
MIDWEST OFFICE
WESTColinCOAST
OFFICE
SOUTHERN OFFICE
WASHINGTON, D. C. OFFICE
M. Selph
H. W. Cassill
n
Clifford B. Marshall
James
William
B. Ryan
California
Bank
Bldg.
Harvey
Jack W.V. Blackbur
Stanley
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
HealeyWhitaker
Building
333 N. Michigan Avenue
Sitrick
JosephtonM. Building
Atlanta,
Georgia
Washing
Chicago, Illinois
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Financial
6-6460
CRestview 4-2770
STerling 3-4341
JAckson 5-1576
1959
9,
March
,
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SPACE

RELAYS

SOON?
GE experts get Congressional backing for early launch
ing
Live radio-tv transmissions via space the committee, which is holding hear- the larger satellite which would be utilized
in
the
future.
satellites are just around the corner,
It
would contain
telecommun
internation
ings
on
ica- living
team of top scientists told the Housea
tions and communicaal
quarters for personnel, with three
tion satellites.
such
vehicles
Science
needed to cover the entire
small satellites, he said, would
week. & Astronautics Committee last be These
a means of securing immediate space earth. They would orbit 22,000 miles
In fact, this breakthrough in com- communications, preceding much larger above the earth and would transmit tv,
munications isso close that one con- manned satellites in the future (see pic- nals.
radio and special communication siggressman recommended an immediate
ture). Sixteen of the smaller satellies
He estimated that the cost of such a
postponement of military space shots low orbits, each costing about $2.5 mil-in
and lunar probes with the missiles thus
lion, would be necssary for worldwide satellite would be $2 billion, but that
freed to be used to launch communica- coverage, Mr. Haviland estimated. Up- the cost per communication channel
tions satellites in orbit.
would be relatively low. These large
keep would be about
million yearly, stations
are within
The experts, in testimony last "not an insignificant $50
Mr. Haviland
sum but certainly said, but it will be reach,
Wednesday (March 4), discussed many within the budget capabiliti
a number of years
es,"
he
said.
built.
be
will
they
before
different sizes, shapes and types of This type of satellite would be solar
"Passive" Satellites • Dr. John
satellites, some almost ready
for launchImmediate Use Possible • The basic Pierce, director of research for BellR.
ing and others in the distant future. powered.
There was general agreement that it know how for continued expansion of Telephone Labs, discussed balloon-type
"passive" satellites which merely
would be up to the government to place the established communications system reflect
the first communi
cations satellites in through space is available, the GE en- 24 tv signals back to the earth. would
With
balloons, any given portion of
orbit with private industry taking over
gineer said, only detailed engineering thesuch
earth
as soon as possible.
could
receiv
e
worldw
now is required. "We can immediately communications 99% of the time ide
R. P. Haviland, General Electric en- extend
he
present
ations,
single satellites, communic
gineer, said that presently
then by a network.first by said. The spheres, 150 feet in diameter
rockets of the Atlas type could available
With
further
development of the satel- orbiting 3,000 miles above the earth'
immedibe made of Mylar and coated
ately put communications satellites
lite, we can start other services, such as would
with a very thin layer of alumi
relaying television signals between
weighing 500 pounds in orbit.
num.
Large
continen
and expensive ground instalts. Later we can establish
personally convinced that the worldwide
lations
would
be
needed
most"1 am
importa
to
televisi
transmit
nt application of satellite
on broadcasts and
the
signal to the satellite, Dr. Pierce
vehicles is in the field of civilian
worldwide services."
and other
Mr. Haviland also discussed at length but the equipment could be easilysaid,
commercial communications," he told
installed and repaired. Signals to the earth
would be very weak and the public
would need
sensitive receivers
with elaboratehighly
outside antennas
.
The balloon, one-quarter of a millimeter thick, would be inflated by water
evaporation after it reaches its orbit
It would be only 30 inches in diamete
r
Prior to inflatio
inflation, it
would reflect 98%n. ofAfter
the signal energy
it receives
.
Advantages of Balloon • This type
of satellite would be practically impossible for foreign powers to
the
scientists agreed, and Mr. Piercejampointed out it contained no parts to wear out.
He said however that in the long run it
may be
satelli
tes less
contaieconom
ning ical
their than
own "active
sources"
of power and transmitting equipment.
"It could
worth the expense
and the effortbeto well
try to get satelli
te communications immediatel
y regardless of
how
reliabl
e
it
will
prove
or
how costRelay station • This the $2 billion commun
ns^eZeTrTeTtT
ly," Dr. Pierce concluded. He pointed
as envisioned by GE, three of which would icatio
out the
in orbk to provL
National Aeronautics & Space
five, worldwide tv coverage. In the center isbea placed
Administration plans to put up a balrotating whee coZTnml
living quarters, with two major antenna
s above and below Small
loon satellite for its own
side antennas would -be used for receptionreflector
year
(Broadcasting, Feb. 9).use within a
transmission of s gnals The
platform sticking out to the side would serve and
Edgar
as a landing field for space sh ps
M. Cortright chief of the
NASA advanc
ed technology program,
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IUT... WKZO-TV Gives You
The Old "One -Two" Punch
In Kalamazoo -Grand Rapids!
NCS No. 3 CIRCULATION
SPRING, 1958
DAYTIME
NIGHTTIME
STATION
DAILY WEEKLY DAILY WEEKLY
265,990 390,330 386,280 472,250
WKZO-TV
202,190 314,950 304,780
'B'
Station C 152,910 264,330 222,400 384,570
Station
349,890

V and you'll take sales "off the ropes"
Lead with WKZO-T
in Western Michigan! WKZO-TV covers more television m
in its area — 606,780 homes
any other tostation
homes than accordin
g NCS No. 3.
34 counties
NCS No. 3 shows that WKZO-TV gives you more circulation
weekly, daily — than any other Michigan
monthly,
by far _outside
station
of Detroit!
And remember that by adding WWTV, Cadillac, to your
having! V schedule you'll get all the rest of Michigan worth
WKZO-T

John L. Sullivan beat Jake Kilrain for the heavyweight
*0,z Julyhip8, 1889
in 75 rounds.
champions

LAMAZOOCREEK
RAPIDS-KA
— GRAND
WKZO-TV
KALAMAZOO
RADIO
WKZO RADIO
RAPIDS-BATTLE
—— GRAND
WJEF
LAMAZOO
RAPIDS-KA
GRAND
—
WJEF-FM
WWTV
NEBRASKA
LINCOLN, MICHIGAN
KOLN-TV— —CADILLAC,
Associated with
WMBD
RADIO
—
PEORIA,
ILLINOIS
WMBD-TV — PEORIA, ILLINOIS

WKZ0TV
TOWER
• lOOO'
CHANNEooL and3 Grand
WATTSin Both• Kalamaz
,00,000Studios
Rapids
For Greater Western Michigan
Avery-Knode/, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

TETLEY TEA uses one radio
network: CBS Radio. For
those tiny little tea leaves,
only the best will do!
This network has delivered
largest commercial minute
audiences all along. And the
new Program Consolidation
Plan -with unified station
clearances and strong
program sequencing-will
increase this leadership.
CBS

RADIO

NETWORK:
42% LARGER AUDIENCES
PER COMMERCIAL MINUTE
THAN ANY OTHER RADIO
NETWORK, AVERAGING OVER
16 CONSECUTIVE MONTHS.
(GOVERNMENT)

also discussed the balloon or "passive" be operative within one year after vesatellite at length.
hicles are assigned to put
The NASA balloon,
in orbit.
however, would orbit
Priority Recommended them
only 1,000 miles
• Rep. James
above the earth.
Fulton (R-Pa.) urged that steps be taken
Active Satellites More Powerful • to expedite satellites into orbit for such
ial enterprises as radio and
; Mr. Cortright explained to the commit- commerc
television. He stated he planned
to
. tee plans for "active" satellites weigh- recommend
that Cape Canaveral milil ing 800 to 3,000 pounds which would
tary operations be sidetracked in favor
be equipped with their own antennas
of pushing
and power supply, either solar cells or satellite
s aloft.efforts to send broadcast
reactors. They would give a much
Mr.
Busignie
s estimated that the cost
stronger signal than the
he
space communications would be
said, and one station could balloons,
cover all of of
about the same as under the current
j North and South America. Their ex- system,
while all the scientists agreed
: pected life is two to three years and they space satellite
s would open
would orbit the earth 16 times dailv vistas
new
in frequency space. Mr.upPierce
22,300 miles up.
Current launchers are not capable agreed NY.)with Rep. Victor Anfuso COadditional channels would
of putting such satellites in orbit, Mr. be neededthat for
space tv but that no
j develop
Cortrighted stated,
but
rockets
are
being
existing
allocati
ons
be upset
to do the job.
Moon Not Feasiblwould
e • Rep. Gordon
Dr. Henri Busignies, director of In- McDon
ough
(R-Calif.) asked if a
| ternational Telephone & Telegraph perman
ent relay base could be estab| Labs, also predicted a bright future
for
lished
on
the
moon.
\ satellite communications. And, he said. this would be possibl Mr. Pierce agreed
e but not feasible
"we have solutions
le in the because the moon is visible
to the U.S..
! communications industravailab
y to start mak- for instanc
e,
less than 12 hours
| ing immediately a system of communi- daily, thus thereforwould
be
rable
1 cations using satellites."
periods when such a satellitconside
e would be
1 Law Out There • Andrew G. Haley, useless. Also, he said,
there
is
a
delay
1 recognized expert on space legal mat- of seconds in sendin
I ters, stressed the importance of estab- commun
ications from gthe and
moon.receiving
| lishing international laws to regulate
On Tuesday, Roy W. Johnson, chief
\ sPace travel and vehicles. He recom- of Defense
space research, told
mended that any nation sending radio the committeeDept.
of military plans in the
equipment into space be required to field of commun
n satellites.
! have complete command of such equip- "There will undoubticatio
edly be elements
ment at all times.
se, he said,
gains made through this
satellites with solar Otherwi
power, whose life and
which can provide rake-offs program
can become indefinite, can be the source civilian
communication needs, butto ittheis
of Also,
interfeMr.
renceHaley
for "decades to come." a program specifically tailored
to the
said, nations should more rigorous military
ents of
not be allowed to
anything into reliability, security andrequirem
resistan
ce to
orbit which cannot beputbrought
back to interference and jamming," he stated.
earth or completely destroyed. And,
He said present communications fapointed out, such satellites cannot be de-he
cilities do not meet the stringent milistroyed with ordnanc because fragtary requirements. Mr. Johnson disments probably would ebecome
an
even
cussed the military
greater menace to space navigation.
for
communication satellite program
development,
Steps should be taken immediately, beginning
the successful Score last
he said, to reach agreement among na- December with
and running through Courier
tions on the use of tv satellites. He said
in three
there currently is a "strange indiffer- (completio
erer (fournyears
away).years) and Discovence"
among
nations
concern
Huge Booster Planned • He told the
laws
for outer space. He urged aninginternational commission to define space limits committee details of a new booster
Saturn, which will be capof a nation's sovereignty, with all rocket,able ofthe
producin a 1.5 million pound
planets
tion. declared outside such a defini- thrust— and will gmake
possible developcommunication through
Mr. Haley, president of the Inter- a muchment of better
heavier
payload.
The Saturn
national Astronautical Federation and will make it possible
to place a
general counsel of the American Rocket
satellite in orbit within the10,000
next
Society, gave the committee a lengthy pound
summary of past national and inter- few years, Mr. Johnson predicted.
national actions relating to space law.
Rep. Overton Brooks (D-La.), chairPLANNING FM BROADCASTING?
man of the committee, limited questions
until all witnesses had testified. He
See page No. 109
asked then how soon voices through
space would be an actuality. Mr. Haviland predicted radio-tv satellites could
BROADCASTING, March 9, 1959

with

WTVT

1st in total share of audience . . . now at an all-time high in
TAMPA

- ST.

PETERSBURG!

Latest ARB proves definitely that in the market on the move: . . . the
STATION ON THE MOVE is WTVT! Penetrate this dynamic, growing market
. . . now 30th in the nation in retail sales . . . with the top-rated station, WTVT!

iiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Check the Top 50 Shows!
Latest ARB
TOP S TOP lO TOP 13 TOP 25
WTVT
Station B
Station C

Check these
15 top-rated shows!
(ARB based on 4-week average)
STAS. RATING
SHOW
4-2.1
B
Wagon Train
39.9
I've Got a Secret
WTVT
39.4
WTVT
Gunsmoke
38.0
I Love Lucy
WTVT
WTVT
37.1
Highway
Patrol*
WTVT
Perry Mason
36.7
WTVT
36.5
State
Trooper*
34.3
Millionaire
WTVT
B
33.8
Wells Fargo
33.7
Red Skelton
WTVT
33.5
WTVT
Sheriff of Cochise* WTVT
32.3
Decoy*
31.9
Peter Gunn
31.8
Price Is Right
31.3
Zane Grey Theatre WTVT
"NOTE— 4 WTVT syndicated shows in top
niiiiiiiiiuiuiuuiiiiinuiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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RANK
1
2
3

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
15

TOP 50
34
13
3

station on the move.

WTVT
TAMPA ST. PETERSBURG
IPA - S
Channel 13

ery

The WKY Television System, Inc.
WKY-TV
WKY- RADIO WSFA TV
Oklahoma City Oklahoma City Montgorr
Represented by the Katz Agency

JUSTICE

STILL

ANTI-OPTION

TIME

But says it won't decide next step until FCC makes its move
The Justice Dept. last week stuck
to its guns that contend option time is
a violation of the antitrust laws — but
it dropped a Latin phrase.
Justice's chief trust buster, Victor
R. Hansen, told the FCC that "option
time runs afoul of the Sherman Act."
Last year, Justice Dept. officials told
the FCC that option time and must buy
practices of networks were antitrust violations per se.
The Justice Dept.'s 14-page memorandum was in reply to an FCC submission last January of its findings that
option
time wasnetwork
"reasonably
necessary
for successful
operation
and
is in the public interest (Broadcasting,
Jan. 12, 19).
The FCC findings, adopted by a
narrow 4 to 3 vote, were the first major
result ofwork study.
the Commission's
netComrs. Rosel special
H. Hyde,
Robert T. Bartley and Frederick W.
majority's
onFordthedisagreed
necessity with
for the
option
time. views
The Commission's viewpoint and the
Justice
Dept.'sby response
lic last week
the FCC.were made pubThe Commission announced that the
Justice Dept.'s memorandum was being
made a part of the record in the network study proceedings.
Background of Issue • In its Jan. 14
letter to the Justice Dept., the Commission stated that
when beJustice's
reply
was received
it would
incorporated
in thesion record
that thewhat"Commiswill then and
determine
course
of action is most appropriate under its
authority."
The Commission request to the Justice Dept. was for a formal opinion of
the Attorney General. It was stressed
that the Hansen response was a memorandum of the antitrust division, and did
not bear the official weight of the Attorney General.
Asked what its next step would be, a
spokesman for the Justice Dept. stated
that the next move is up to the FCC.
"The Justice Dept. will decide what it
should
after the FCC
said.a
The doCommission
must acts,"
now heissue
final decision in the option time matter. There was some discussion of the
subject on Friday, it was learned, but
no definite action was taken. A further
meeting on option time is scheduled for
this week.
The FCC majority found that although there were some undesirable results in the option time practice, it was
necessary to enable networks to assure
70 (GOVERNMENT)

advertisers of a national line up of
stations in the time periods sold, and
that this stability benefits not only the
networks but the public in the quality of
programs presented.
Dissenting commissioners balked only
at the ultimate findings by the Commission majority that option time is
necessary. All three questioned whether
networks would suffer irreparable
harm by the proscription of option time.
Other methods of maintaining national
hookups would be found, they said.
Hansen Objections • In his memorandum to the FCC, Mr. Hansen contended that option time was similar to
the block booking feature of motion
picture film renting in which theatre
owners were required to buy films they
did not want in order to secure rights
to show films they desired. This practice was outlawed in 1950 by the Supreme Court in the Paramount case.
Issue No. 3
The
option between
time imbroglio
now focused
the FCC—
majority and the Dept. of Justice
(see above) — is only one of three
proceedings now underway by the
FCC as a result of its two-year
long Network Study which operated under a $221,000 grant
from Congress for this purpose.
The study was directed by U. of
Cincinnati Law School Dean Roscoe Barrow.
The FCC has issued a proposed
rulemaking which would prohibit networks from representing
any television stations other than
its owned outlets. Comments on
this proposal are due April 29.
Two weeks ago, the Commission ordered an inquiry into allegations that networks required
a "cut" in the ownership of independent programs before placing them in prime time. Chief
Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham was named to preside at
this
(Broadcasting,
March inquiry
2).
The Barrow Report listed more
than 30 recommendations, including changes in multiple ownership rules, the publicizing of affiliation contracts, etc. No FCC
action has thus far been taken on
these.

Key point made by Mr. Hansen was
that the Communications Act provides
that broadcasting must be conducted in
a free and open competitive market.
"Viewed either as an 'exclusive dealing' or 'tying' device, the Commission's
own findings require the conclusion
that option time runs afoul of the Sherthe Justice Dept. discussion
held. manIt Act,"
continued:
"Beside the point, therefore, is affililates' limited right to reject network
programs .... as well as the view of
the narrow Commission majority that
option
time network
'is reasonably
necessary'
successful
operation
and isforin
the public interest . . . For, as in Paramount, so here, the right to reject a
limited share of tied copyrights cannot
avoid illegality . . .
"Similarly rejected must be the 'earnest argument that' removal of option
time provisions
'will beandverywilldisadvantageous to [networks]
greatly
impair [their] ability to operate profitably'."decision
This runs which
counterheld
to the
mount
thatParathe
antitrust laws may not be "qualified or
conditioned"
by theis regulated,
convenience
those whose conduct
Justiceof
said.
The Justice document also quoted
from the U.S. Supreme Court decision
two weeks ago in the NBC-Philadelphia
case that "the field of broadcasting is
one of free competition. (BroadcastIn ing,
other
on the CommisMarch comments
2)."
sion findings, the Justice Dept. declared:
• "In practical operation the Commission's findings make clear that option
time does curtail affiliated stations'
ability to deal in the program services of
non network competitors . . .
• "From all this it seems clear that
option time, viewed in the context of
its practical market effects, substantially
restrains the ability of affiliates to deal
with the wares of network competitors
during prime viewing time . . .
• "From much the same findings
flows the further conclusion that option
time, in practical effect, illegally conditions each affiliate's access to one
network-sponsored
agree-of
ment to take othersprogram
. . . Theonfacts
option time's operation are legally indistinguishable from the practices cond
e
m
n
e
d
i
n
Paramount
In Barrow Pattern . •. ."The Justice
Dept's
are much
those in views
the network
studythestaffsame
report.as
The Barrow Report recommended that
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Indiana's
second
richest
television
market.
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«fo.
mail
more
.
with
Indiana
«elevis,on market in
the leading station m
than any other Indiana TV market except Indianapolis. And WANE-TV is now
ed bv Pern
Represent
market:
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in
station
other
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than
Forr Wayne with a larger share of audience
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KGUL-TV Houston'
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-TV FORT WAYNE

Responsibility in Broadcast^
STATION
WANK & WANE-TV Fort Wayne ' WISH & WISH-TV Indiafiapqjis

per se violations of the antitrust laws.
It was agreed then that the FCC would
submit findings to the Justice Dept. on
this.
In last week's memorandum, the
Justice Dept. said it was not necessary
to detail the impact of option time and
must buy as a combination between
networks and affiliates in illegal restraint of trade.
Last spring the Commission held
public hearings on the Barrow Report,
with testimony given by networks and
station licensees on all aspects of the
Report. time
The Commission's
on
option
were adopted findings
after the
completion of those sessions.
Although there is no question that
the FCC can issue a final report on
option time be abolished and that op- option
time, it is understood that if
tion time and must buy practices con- any change
in the current Chain Broadstituted an antitrust violation.
casting
Rules is recommended a formal
In recent months both CBS and NBC notice of proposed
rule-making would
have eliminated the must buy provision be issued.
in favor of minimum dollar buys. In
the must buy practice, networks required advertisers to accept a basic Colo. Judge McDonald
number of affiliated stations. ABC has to lead federal probe
always operated on a minimum buy
basis.
Colorado District Judge Joseph M.
Last April at a meeting between FCC McDonald has been named chief counand Justice Dept. antitrust officials, it
sel of the new Senate Judiciary Subcom it e on Administrative Practice
was thetion time
Justice
Dept.'s
position
that
opand must buys constituted & Procedures. The appointment was anJunior medium
The Senate Rules Committee
officially changed the name of the
Radio Correspondents' Gallery
to
the Radio-Tv Correspondents'
Gallery.
approvingHennings
this resolution,"
Sen."ByThomas
(D-Mo.),
committee chairman, said, "the
Senate recognizes that television
does, indeed, exist. However, we
will
bound byand the
Senate'sto
rule ofbe seniority
continue
list radio first in the gallery's new
name."

tells and sells more people for less cost per thousand than
any other radio station in the Greater Denver Market

nounced Sunday (March 1), by Sen.
John
Carroll (D-Colo.), subcommittee
chairman.
The subcommittee was formed to investigate administrative practices in
government agencies, including the
FCC (Broadcasting, Feb. 16). Judge
McDonald resigned his judicial post,
effective yesterday (Sunday) and is due
in Washington this week. Sen. Carroll
said his first duty will be to interview
more than 100 applicants for the retions. maining eight subcommittee staff posiJudge McDonald, 41, served four
years as Denver municipal judge and
has been district judge for the past four
years. He presided over the murder
trial of John Gilbert Graham and perradio-tv coverage of the courtroommittedproceedings.
Sen. Carroll said Judge McDonald
was picked over a long list of applicants because of his outstanding legal
ability.ing into
"Theadministration
task of inquiring
and probpractice
and
procedure in government agencies will
be a long, tedious and tremendously
important task," Sen. Carroll stated. "I
am certain that Judge McDonald has
the ability to get into this administrative jungle and come up with something constructive."
DECEMBER, 1958 PULSE
Radio homes reached by each
station in thousands . . .
Network Station A
183.6
Network Station B . . . . . 177.4

X music and news station in denver
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KIM"
Independent Station
Independent Station
Independent Station
Independent Station
Independent Station
Network Station C.
Independent Station
Independent Station
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H

. . .
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. . .
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....
I ...
J ...

156.0
149.6
149.3
147.4
82. 8
66. 1
61.4
53.3
37.6

KEY STATION
INTERMOUNTA I N NETWORK
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
BY AVERY- KNOOEL, INC.
Cecil Heftel, President
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man spectrum committee, to be named9).
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ment'sgovernmanage
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Hill and the White House.
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the spectrum by a Presiden
cluded this key provision, presum
l to
up fast bipartisan opposition telecommunication systems the"essentia
safety of because of Capitol Hill opposition to
Congress.
instirred
national security, to
the
the weekend the situation looked life and property, to international rela- his Feb. 4 announcement of the advislikeAt this:
report
tions, to a better-informed public, and wouldorybegroup's
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Charles
Ex-Sen.
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Last autumn's preliminary study by proposed a federal-use spectrum study
communications chief, Director Leo A.
of Civil & Defense an OCDM advisory committee is be- at the last session of Congress. It passed
Hoegh of the Office
House
plan
own
their
Mobilization, released
ing reviewed by the Administration. The the Senate and went through the lost
in
to studv the spectrum.
committee proposed creation of a three- Commerce Committee but was
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OTHER

LITTLE

ROCK

STATION

the confusion of Congress' adjournment
(Broadcasting, Aug. 11, 1958) and
some fancy political maneuvering and
lobbying.
Mr. Hoegh said creation of the
Presidential commission with the support of Congress would be "a major
step toward the formulation of longrange solutions to complex problems
considered by the special advisory commit e ." He again commended the advisory group for its work though his
Feb. 4 announcement of its report deviated sharply from the committee
recommendations.
The White House-Capitol Hill differences may come to a head at the
NAB Chicago convention March 16
when Mr. Hoegh and Rep. Bray meet
on the same platform to discuss the
spectrum (Broadcasting, March 2).
Mr. Hoegh, as defense-mobilization
director, is vested by President Eisenhower with authority over government
use of the spectrum. FCC regulates
non-government use. He said demands
for spectrum space are heavy. Recently
he completed hearings on requests of
Federal Aviation Agency, the Pentagon
and other government offices for the
same band. He told Broadcasting
there is unusually heavy demand within
the
band. government for the 100-150 mc

No political or military interests
would control the proposed commission
study of the spectrum, he said.
Congressional Comments • Capitol
Hill comment on the White HouseOCDM study proposal came quickly
last week. Here are samples:
• Rep. Bray— "This is further evidence the President wants to try a new
approach to solve the spectrum problem. Some of the commission's members should be named by the legislative
branch." He plans to reintroduce his
spectrum probe legislation of the last
Congress (similar to Potter plan) and
said the Harris approach is the proper
one.
• Chairman Harris — "They've had
since last fall to make the proposal but
waited until we started with our own
plan." He said there was no basis to
charges
had "jumped
gun"beenon
the
Whitehe House
because the
he had
July.
trying to get a spectrum study since last
• Rep. J. J. Flvnt (D-Ga.)— "It's
an unwarranted attempt to prevent a
Congressional committee from carrying out its announced intention to make
such a study."
• Speaker Rayburn — No
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on the merits of the Administration request. He surmised the White House
would conduct the study "if it got the
authority."
Five-man Commission
Hoegh
recommendations called for• The
commission to be appointeda five-man
by the
President, with each member receiving
$75 per day on duty plus travel and
allowances.
It would conduct a
thorough study into:
The mentgovernment's
role in manageof the telecommunications
resource; administrative organizational review to decide if this management
should be changed; methods used in
allocating frequencies among government and non-government users, reviewing technological advances to find
if frequencies are efficiently utilized:
apportionment of the spectrum to find
if changes should be made.
Recommendations of the commission, to be made within a year, would
be submitted to the President for transmis ion to Congress.
The commission
die.
then would
Routine language gives the commission operating powers outside civil service laws, including the right to hire
personnel and consult experts. It would
have the right to obtain information
from any government agency.
An important clause would provide
operating funds. A commission designated by the President without Congressional sanction would face the
problem of financing out of White
House funds plus the usual political
repercussions on Capitol Hill.
The Potter resolution was buried last
August under an avalanche of Democratic Congressional pressure after the
White House and OCDM proposed to
change the plan by including
spectrum instead of just the entiret
frequencies. The Administragovernmen
tion ideas
were adopted by the House Commerce
Committee but the whole idea perished
before it could reach the House floor.

Loyola ruling upheld
The right of a Roman Catholic religious order to control the licensee
of a television station was upheld in
effect by the U.S. Supreme Court last
week. The high tribunal refused to review alower court decision which had
denied a contention that the Jesuits'
Loyola U.. New Orleans, is ineligible to
own ch. 4 WWL-TV in that city.
to Loyola's ownership
of The
the challenge
tv outlet had
raised by
James A. Noe, formerbeengovernor
Louisiana and owner of WNOE Newof
Orleans and KNOE-AM-TV Monroe,
La., who claimed that Loyola is an
"alien" corporation under communicaBROADCASTING, March 9, 1959
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Louisiana it was not liable to the Louistestimony last year before the
Legislative Oversight SubcommitteeHouse
iana tax. The distiller claimed that the
that
ch. 5 applicants
made ex parte salesmen used in Louisiana were enrepresentations to had
FCC members.
gaged in "missionary" work, sales
Losing
and accepted in the company'ares
Massachusetts Bay made
Telecastersapplicants
Inc., Greater
Boston Tv headquarters in Louisville.
In another tax case, the high court
Corp. and Allen B. DuMont Labs
the Globe, intervenor, have questioneandd upheld 6-3 a North Carolina tax on an
whether Warren E. Baker,
interstat
e trucking company which opformer FCC
general counsel, improperly advised
erates aseries of freight terminals withMr. McConnaughey on the antitrust
in the state. The dissenters were the
question contrary to FCC rules and the same as those dissenting from the MinAdministrative Procedure
Act.
nesota and Georgia rulings two weeks
Another witness likely to be called ago (Broadcasting, March 2).
is former Secretary of Commerce SinKevin Sweeny, RAB president, comclair Weeks, who
mented on the court's decisions:
contacted by
some of the applicanwasts in
"A tax which puts added costs on
the
5
contest. DuMont Labs, the only ch.
appli- the advertising structure is bound to
cant which has asked for testimony hurt the economy beyond the ability of
from Mr. Weeks, said last week
that the state imposing the tax to gain from
Mr. Weeks (not available for testi- the new revenues. It's to be hoped an
mony this week) has been contacted and added burden on media will not result
asked to set a date within two weeks from the Supreme Court decision on
when he can appear to testify.
taxation on out-of-state companies. If
Meanwhile, the possibility that five a state increases advertisi
costs by
members of the FCC might testify in taxation, it hits at one ofngthe major
the hearing had begun to wane last forces which keeps business going. . . ."
week. Mr. Holtz said none of the commissioners had indicated a desire to
correct testimony by John and
Davis Rep. Cunningham
Taylor, Globe officials, of their talks plans Sec. 315 bill
to commissioners in a move to prevent
award ofler.ch. 5 to the competin
If the FCC was trying to force Cong Herald-Trave
gress' hand
when ittoruled
political
candidate
is entitled
equal atime
as a
Mr. Hansen' statement last week
said Mr. McConnsaughey
called him on result of his opponent's appearance on
the phone March 28, 1957, about Jus- a regular news show (Broadcasting,
Feb. 23), it has partially succeeded.
on ofTravele
antitrus
againsttice'stheinvestigati
Heraldr tandcharges
that
is "greatly
he told the FCC chairman Justice
theSaying
ruling,he Rep.
Glenn distressed"
Cunninghamby
there were sufficient antitrust questionfelts (R-Neb.) last week announced plans to
to justify its inquiry; that it would introduce a bill to amend Sec. 315
continue to conduct the probe; that (which requires that equal time be given
Justice was not prepared either to bring to political candidates) of the Communications Act. Rep. Cunningham
charges or
close its inquiry- that
whatever thetoFCC
decided could not said the Commission decision will reaffect any decision by Justice as
sult in a decided reduction in radio-tv
whether to sue, and that the questionto coverage of charity drives and news
of which of the applican
ts was best events which "must of necessity show a
fitted for the tv grant should "appro- person who is incidentally a candidate
priately" be determined by the FCC. for election or re-election."
In a 4-3 decision, the FCC ruled that
Lar Daly, a splinter candidate in the
More court support
Chicago primary for mayor, must be
of out-of-state taxes
given equal time as a result of regular
The U.S. Supreme Court last week newscasts in which incumbent Mayor
Richard
Daley appeared. Rep. Cuntook another step in authori
states
ningham said his bill, which he plans
to tax out-of-state companieszingengage
to introduce this week, would exempt
in interstate commerce. The court, din newscasts
from equal-time requirements.
a unanimous,
ed opinion, gave
NAB President Harold E. Fellows
brief dismissal unsign
to an appeal from
a
protested
the
FCC action allowing Mr.
Louisiana Supreme Court ruling which
Daly equal time to that of his opponents
upheld a state income tax on Brownduring the campaign for the mayoralty
Foreman Distillers Corp., Louisville.
The Louisiana court had indicated nomination (Broadcasting, March 2),
telling
FCC its action was a "genuine
that the extent of
's activitie
to freedom of information."
in the state had noa company
bearing on the taxs threat
The American Civil Liberties Union
liability of an out-of-state
ion. also protested, saying coverage of Mayor
Brown-Foreman argued corporat
since it Daley in various official capacities had
maintained no offices orthatplants
in nothing to do with politics.
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tions law and therefore cannot run
WWL-TV. In the unanimous, threejudge decision of the U.S. Court of
Appeals in Washington last autumn
(Broadcasting, Oct. 20), it was stated
that the limitation on alien control of
communications was primarily based
on the desire to prevent alien activities
against the government during war and
"the relationship of Loyola to the Society of Jesus hardly seems to enour national
security."New OrLoyoladangerhas
owned WWL
leans since 1922. The Appeals Court
noted that never has the Catholic
Church hierarchy impinged upon the
independence of the university in its
operation of the radio station.
Hansen to testify
on McConnaughey call
The chief of the Justice Dept.'s Antitrust Division is to testify in the FCC's
hearing today (March 9) or tomorrow
in the Boston ch. 5 case.
Victor E. Hansen, assistant attorney
general in charge of the Antitrust Division, is to answer questions concerning his written statement — offered last
week in lieu of personal testimony —
that he told former FCC Chairman
George C. McConnaughey on March
28, 1957, that the Justice Dept. felt
a continuing investigation was necessary in antitrust charges brought against
the Boston Herald-Traveler (WHDH)
by the Boston Globe.
Mr. McConnaughey had testified
earlier (Broadcasting, Feb. 23) that
Mr. Hansen told him during the conversation the Globe allegations were
groundless and could not be dignified
as antitrust charges. The Boston hearStern.ing is being heard by Judge Horace
Edgar W. Holtz, FCC associate general counsel, said last week he could
not accept the statement offered in lieu
of sworn testimony by Mr. Hansen. Because Mr. McConnaughey appeared in
person and because the two versions of
the 1957 conversation are contradictory, Mr. Hansen's testimony should be
in theformer
same FCC
"judicial
posture" as that of
the
chairman,
he said. The
conversation took place about three
weeks before the FCC's decision in
April 1957 awarding ch. 5 to the Herald-Traveler, reversing a hearing exdecision favoring another aminer's
applicantinitialfor
ch. 5 and denying
the Globe's petition to intervene with
antitrust
charges
against
the HeraldTraveler.
The current hearing is being held
under remand of the case in July 1958
by the U.S. Appeals Court for the District of Columbia, which upheld the
FCC grant but ordered a hearing after
76 (GOVERNMENT)
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"Me
an'
J.K
is just like this!" WJAR-TV not only has a corner on .
quality feature films in the Providence
market, but also exposes them with rare showmanship. Morning and afternoon films, for example,
are emceed daily by personable Jay Kroll who asks viewers to write and tell him what they would
like to see, then waits for the mailman to clue him
on local tastes. Between "acts", Jay interviews
10th Anniversary of CHANNEL 10
visiting celebrities ,and leaders of local and national
civic groups. "The Jay Kroll Show" — another
good reason why WJAR-TV has won the TV heart
of the Pkovidence Market.
Cock-of-thT-walkWJAR-TV
in the PROVIDENCE MARKET

NBC

• ABC

• Represented

by Edward

Petry &

Co., Inc.
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Advance report on
The business of broadcasting moves
this weekend to the Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago, the only hotel that can
house most of the station, network, program, service, equipment and related
industries. They will meet under the
auspices of NAB's 37th annual convention.
While formal convention programming opens Monday morning, March
16, satellite meetings will get under way
Friday, March 13. Final event will be
the annual banquet the night of
March 18.
Three meetings are scheduled Friday.
They include a dinner meeting of the
board of the Assn. of Maximum Service
Telecasters, dinner meeting of Assn. for
Professional Broadcasting Education
and FM Development Assn. meeting.
CBS-TV affiliates will meet Saturday
as well as the Fm Development Assn.
and APBE.
for the conregistratio
Advance
vention closed
Feb. 27ns (see list page
102). Attendance is expected to equal
or exceed that at Los Angeles a year
the change in format to
ago despite
e on management ownership
concentrat
delegates.
The concurrent Broadcast Engineering Conference opens March 16 (see
summaries of technical papers, page
94-D).
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people, places, events at NAB convention
Interest in the problem of spectrum
go to John T. Wilner, vice president
allocation was heightened last week will
Corp. g director of radio-tv of
Hearst
engineerin
and
when Leo H. Hoegh, director of the
Mobilization
A
full
list of events is scheduled
Defense
&
Civil
of
Office
transmitted to Congress a proposal to Sunday, March 15, including the annual NAB convention golf tournament
name a five-man spectrum study committee (see Government). Mr. Hoegh for the Broadcasting trophies at the
16
March
of
Club, Hinsdale. 111.
the afternoon
MidwestleaveCountry
will theappear
on
tv management program along Buses
the south entrance of the
with Rep. William G. Bray (R-Ind.), Conrad Hilton Hotel at 9:15 a.m.
who has urged a Congressional probe
The Sunday schedule includes MBS,
of military demands for spectrum space. ABC-TV, ABC, Daytime Broadcasters
Formal convention programming Assn. and Clear Channel Broadcasting
opens March 16 with the award of Service events.
The annual exposition of broadcast
NAB's keynote medal to Robert W.
Sarnoff, NBC board chairman. Mr. equipment (see page 86) opens Sunday
Sarnoff will deliver the keynote speech, in Exhibition Hall, located on the lower
to be followed by the opening lunch- lobby floor of the Conrad Hilton.
eon. Featuring the luncheon will be
on starts SatConvention registrati
the annual address to the membership
of the convention
urday.T.Co-chairmen
are
Robert
Marion.
Mason,
WMRN
Fellows
E.
Harold
President
by NAB
(see condensed program, page 80).
Shafto, WIS-TV
Richard
Ohio, and G.
The first NAB Engineering Award Columbia,
S.C.
Official and sidebar events page 80
'Where to find it' directory page 84
Technical papers, agenda page 94-D
Major displays at exhibits page 86 ►
Registration: who'll attend page 102

Qfflcial agenda events and unofficial sessions.
A
8*1 I 1 I
o/Wfr*
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Engineeri
IN OH Id AGO
ng ««/es*
Conferen
ce agenda
page 94 D.
Indianapolis; Frank Gaither, WSB Atlanta; Duncan
REGISTRATION • Lower Lobby. Saturday, March
Mounsey, WPTR Albany, N.Y.; Robert E. Thomas
14, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sunday-Monday, March 15-16,
WJAG Norfolk, Neb.
7 a.m.-7 p.m.; Tuesday-Wednesday, March 17-18,'
Radio'sAnaheim,
Standards of Good Practice: Cliff Gill,
9 a.m.-5 15,p.m.12 EXHIBITS
• Exhibition
Sunday'
KEZY
March
Calif., chairman, NAB Standards
noon-7 p.m.;
Monday,Hall.
March
16,
of Good Practice Committee.
9 a.m.-9 p.m.; Tuesday, March 17, 9 a.m.-7 p.m.;
Wednesday, March 18, 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
"The Station Representative — or What Have You
Done for Us Lately?": Lawrence Webb, director, StaMonday, March 16
tion Representativ
es Assn.;
president,
John Blair
& Co., Arthur H. McCoy,' vice
9-10:45 a.m. Williford Room
Practices Committee, SRA. chairman, Radio Trade
"FM: FURTHER MOMENTUM" •
Report of the All-Industry Radio Music
Participants: Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM WashingCommittee: Robert T. Mason, WMRN Marion,License
Ohio,
chairman.
ton, chairman; William B. Caskey, WPEN-FM Philadelphia; Everett L. Dillard, WASH (FM) Washing2:30-5 p.m. Williford Room
ton; Raymond S. Green, WFLN-FM
TELEVISION ASSEMBLY • Presiding: Thad H. Brown
Merrill Lindsay, WSOY-FM, Decatur,Philadelphia;
111;
Fred
Rabell, KITT (FM) San Diego. Guest: FCC Comr
Jr., vice president for television, NAB.
Robert E. Lee.
Welcome: C. Howard Lane, KOIN-TV Portland,
Ore.,
9-10:45 a.m. Upper Tower
Directors.'
Thechairman,
TelevisionNAB
Code:Television
Roger W.Board
Clipp,of WFIL-TV
Philadelp
LABOR CLINIC • Closed session. Moderator: Charles
Board. hia, chairman, Television Code Review
H. Tower, manager, NAB Broadcast Personnel and
Economics Dept.
The New Congress — and Television: Vincent T.
Participants: G. Maynard Smith, attorney, AtWasilewski, manager of government relations,
NAB.
lanta; William C. Fitts, vice president for labor reYour Channel and You — Tv Allocations: (Relations, CBS Inc., New York; Ward L. Quaal, WGN
marks
and
discussion).
Leo
Arthur
Hoegh,
director,
Inc., Chicago, chairman, NAB Labor Relations AdOffice of Civil and Defense Mobilization; Rep Wilvisory Committee.
liam G. Bray (R-Ind.).
11 a.m.-12 noon. Grand Ballroom
Tuesday, March 17
GENERAL ASSEMBLY • Management assemblies and
10 a.m. -12 noon Grand Ballroom.
Engineering Conference. Presiding: G. Richard
RADIO ASSEMBLY • Presiding: Mr. Meagher.
Shafto, WIS-TV Columbia, S.C., 1959 Convention
10 a.m. — Radio Audience Research:
co-chairman. Invocation: The Right Rev. G. Francis
Hartenbower, KCMO Kansas City, chairman, E.K.
NAB Radio
Burrill, Bishop, Diocese of Chicago (Episcopal).
Research Committee; John K. Churchill, vice presiPresentation of the Colors: VFW, Department of
dent, A.C. Nielsen Co., Chicago; Theodore F. Olson,
Illinois Color Guard. The National Anthem- Fifth
U.S. Army Band.
Bureau of the Census, Washington; Ed Fitzgerald!
J.
Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago;
Tolg, BatChicago. The Honorable Richard J. Daley, Mayor
of Welcome:
ten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Russell
Chicago; Charles
Harriman Smith, research consultant, Minneapolis.
Keynote address: Robert W. Sarnoff, chairman of
the board, NBC.
11 a.m. — Radio Advertising Bureau Presentation:
Keynote award presentation to Mr. Sarnoff: Mr.
"The meeting you won't enjoy but don't dare miss if
Fellows.
you want to stay in the radio business." Kevin B.
Sweeney, president, RAB; John F. Hardesty, vice
12:30-2 p.m. Grand Ballroom.
president, RAB.
LUNCHEON AND GENERAL ASSEMBLY • Presid10 a.m.- 12 noon Williford Room
ing: Robert T. Mason, WMRN Marion,
1959
TELEVISION MANAGEMENT AND OWNERSHIP
Convention co-chairman. Invocation: The Ohio,
Most Rev.
CONFERENCE • Closed session.
Albert Gregory Meyer, Archbishop of Chicago.
Address: Harold E. Fellows, president and chair10 a.m. — Television Business Session: The Teleman of the board, NAB.
vision Board elections. Presiding: Mr. Fellows.
Presentation: National Commander John W
1
1 a.m. — The Ownership and Management ConferMahon, Veterans of Foreign Wars.
Lane. ence: "The Image of Television." Presiding: Mr.
2:30-5 p.m. Grand Ballroom
12:30-2 p.m. Grand Ballroom
RADIO ASSEMBLY
John F. Meagher,
NAB.
vice president for radio,• Presiding:
LUNCHEON AND GENERAL ASSEMBLY • Presiding:
Mr. Shafto. Invocation: The Rev. Paul M. Robinson
Opening remarks: J. Frank Jarman, WDNC Durpresident, Church Federation
Greater Chicago
rectors.ham, N.C., chairman, NAB Radio Board of Diand Bethany Biblical Seminary. ofIntroductio
n of the
speaker: Mr. Fellows.
Trends in Radio Programming: Howard G. Barnes,
Address: FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer.
CBS Radio, New York; Robert D. Enoch, WXLW
/HKI
\JfH

V)
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Special feature: James W. Rachels Jr., Columbus,
Ga., national winner, Voice of Democracy.
Wednesday, March 18
9:30-10:30 a.m. Grand Ballroom
COFFEE HOUR
10-30 a.m.-12 noon Grand Ballroom
es and
GENERAL ASSEMBLY • Management assembli
ce. Presiding: Mr. Mason.
Engineering Conferen
C.
John
FCC. Panel discussion: FCC Chairman
T. BartDoerfer and Comrs. Rosel H. Hyde, Robert
ley Robert E. Lee, T.A.M. Craven, Frederick W.
Ford and John S. Cross. Moderator: Mr. Fellows.
12:30-2 p.m. Grand Ballroom
L ASSEMBLY • PresidLUNCHEON AND GENERA
AM-TV Washington,
ing: Allan T. Powley, WMALEngineering Conference
st
Broadca
1959
n,
chairma
Committee. Invocation: Rabbi Joseph M. Strauss,
Temple Menorah, Chicago.
Presentation of the first NAB Engineering Award
ing, NAB,
by A. Prose Walker, manager of engineer
president and director of ento: John T. Wilner, viceThe
Hearst Corp.
gine ring for radio-tv,
Introduction of the speaker: Mr. Fellows.
Address: "Research and Development for the
G. Trudeau, chief of
Lt. Gen. Arthur
Space Age" bydevelop
ment. Department of the Army.
research and
ing.Annual NAB business session: Mr. Fellows presid7-30-5 p.m. Grand Ballroom
RADIO ASSEMBLY • Presiding: Mr. Meagher.
members of the
"Editorializing on Radio'': (Radio
izing). Alex Keese
NAB Committee on Editorial
WJ IN
Goldman,
Simon
man;
WFAA Dallas, co-chair
WAVZ New
Jamestown, N.Y.; Daniel W. Kops,
KGGF Coffeyville,
Haven,
Kan. Conn.; Robert L. Pratt,
Future": Irving
"Radio in 1970— A Look at themarketin
Gradu-G
r ofof Chicago;g, Dale
professo
associate
r,
Schweige
U.
,
Business
of
ate School
Quaal,
L.
Ward
Mont.;
,
Bozeman
KBMN
Moore,
chief, FCC EcoGoldin,NAB.
Hyman
WGN Chicago;
Tower,
H.
Charles
nomics Div.;
Automation': A. Prose Walker, NAB
"Trendsing inDept.
Engineer
2 • 30-4 T 5 p.m. Williford Room
TELEVISION ASSEMBLY • Presiding: Mr. Brown.
TV Sioux
Television Film: Joseph Floyd, KELOCommittee.
Falls, S.D., chairman, NAB Tv Film and
Television
"The Future of Television Sales
Jr., Storer
Costs" • Panel discussion: George Storer
Davis,
W
Broadcasting Corp., Miami; John M. Beville, vice
vice
president, Blair Television; Hugh
, NBC, New York;
president, planning and research
senior vice president, Kenyon & EckMaxwellNewUle,York.
hardt,
4:15 p.m. Eighth St. Theatre
BUREAU OF ADVERTISING • PresenTELEVISION
ant,tion of"Plus Over Normal." Norman (Pete) Cash,
t
preside TvB.
7:30 p.m. Grand Ballroom
ANNUAL CONVENTION BANQUET.
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Satellite Activities
Friday, March 13
All day: MCA-TV sales convention, Drake Hotel.
FOR PROFESSIONAL BROADCAST6 p.m. ASSN.
ING EDUCATION. Dinner meeting. Room 18.
OF MAXIMUM SERVICE TELE6:30 p.m. ASSN.
CASTERS. Dinner meeting. Room 9.
7 p.m. FM DEVELOPMENT ASSN. Lower Tower.
Saturday, March 14
conES annual
AFFILIAT
All day: CBS-TV
party 6:30
Cocktail general
studios.
ference. WBBM-TV
Room,
Coast
Gold
at
both
p.m.,
8
banquet
p.m., Hotel.
Drake
NAL BROAD9 a.m.-6 p.m. ASSN. FOR PROFESSIO
CASTING EDUCATION meeting. Room 18.
p.m. FM DEVELOPMENT ASSN. meeting.
a.m.-6 Tower.
9 Lower
Sunday, March 15
All day: CBS AFFILIATES, WBBM-TV studios.
All19.day: FM DEVELOPMENT ASSN. meeting. Room
of Conrad
9:15 a.m. Buses leave south entrance
Hilton for the Broadcasting golf tournament.
9:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. ASSN. OF MAXIMUM BelSERVAir
ICE TELECASTERS membership meeting.
Room; 12:30-3 p.m. luncheon meeting. Room 9.
MBS ADVISOR
12:30-4eon p.m.
and meeting.
Room 18.Y COMMITTEE lunch-

2 p.m. ABC-TV AFFILIATES. Blackstone Hotel.
BROADCASTERS ASSN. meeting.
3 p.m.
12.
Room DAYTIME
4 p.m. MBS AFFILIATES meeting. Waldorf Room.
CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE
4 p.m.
meeting. Room 13.
5 p.m. ABC RECEPTION. Williford Room.
5:30 p.m. MBS RECEPTION. Waldorf Room.
Monday, March 16
RADIO GROUP breakfast meeting.
8 a.m.
9.
RoomQUALITY
9:30 a.m. NAB TELEVISION CODE REVIEW BOARD
meeting. Room 10.
INC. cocktails
6 30 p.m. BROADCAST MUSIC
Ambassador West; dinner,
Chippendale Room,
7:30 p.m., Four Georges.
Tuesday, March 17
WIDE pro->-30 pm Projected RADIO WORLD
meeting. Regency Room,
ClosedHotel.
gram network.
Sheraton Blackstone
BROADCAST PIONEERS banquet. Willi7:30 p.m.
ford Room.

Wednesday, March 18
TELEVISION PIONEERS membership
8:30-9:30 t.a.m.Lower
Tower.
breakfas

The RCA Television Tape Recorder

Meets

Fondest

Dreams

"Monochrome and color pictures recorded and produced by the RCA color television tape recorder are
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Tom Howard (kneeling) listens while Frank
Bateman,pointsTechnical
Manager
(right)
theOperation's
cue-track
head
to otheroutWBTV
executivesrecording
(left to
right)
Charles
H.
Crutchfield,
Executive
VicePresident, Jefferson Standard Broadcasting
Company,
and
Kenneth
Tredwell,
VicePresident and Managing Director, WBTV.

WBTV, Charlotte, North Carolina— first television station to record and air a locally produced
color television tape recording, has been using
RCA Color Television Tape Equipment since
September 5, 1958. Their experience has led Tom
Howard to report: "It is evident that RCA's
design engineers did not limit their efforts to just
getting video and audio signals on tape— they
remembered that their customers had to maintain
and operate the gear day-in and day-out.
MASTER ERASE HEAD A TIME-SAVER
"We like the master erase head. It eliminates the
necessity for bulk erasing, assures a clean tape at
Be Sure to See the New
Features of the RCA Color Television
Tape Recorder in Operation at NAB
Convention, Chicago, March 75-78.

all times and in many cases allows for selective
erasing and re-recording of spots or other program
material without destroying the entire contents of
the reel. It is a time saver. For instance, if there
has been a false start or a fluff in a spot or in
the early part of a recording, it is only necessary
to back up the tape and start again. There is no
need to remove the reel, bulk erase, replace the
reel and start all over again.
BUILT-IN FACILITIES COMMENDED
"We commend the decision of the RCA design
engineers that necessary operational equipment
should be built-in instead of being made available
as 'accessories.' We appreciate their facing the
facts of operational life by incorporating the
master erase head, the built-in audio monitoring
speaker for cuing and continuity, the built-in
picture monitor, the built-in CRO, the built-in
switcher for picture monitor and CRO input
signal selection, the elapsed time meter for slip
rings and brushes, the metering of individual

!"
Conveniences
V Engineers in Daily Operating
l Services, WBTV.
of WBT
-Says Thomas E. Howard, V.P. Engineering and Genera
ity designed into the equipment."
superb, and we are impressed by the convenience and versatil

WE

LIKE the

master erase head.
'WE LIKE the
built-in facilities.
"HOST OF ALL, WE
LOVE that cue fracfr.
In our opinion, it is
destined to be a must
in every tape
operation.'9
TOM HOWARD
WBTV

video head recording currents, the continuously
adjustable tape wind and rewind speeds for rapid
and accurate cuing of tape, and the built-in testof
g
signal channel for rapid check and trimmin
color processing equipment, even while a color
signal is being recorded.
CUE TRACK A "MUST"
"Most of all we love that cue track-in our
tape
to be a 'must' in every
opinion it is destined
seems to
operation. The value of the cue track
y
ingenuit
and
ion
only by the imaginat
limited
be
user.
of the
"We use the cue track to bridge the program
director's channel during record operation. This

rfS&h RADIO
j)
|

channel becomes our cue reference. This big feature has enabled us to salvage some 'fluffed' spots
in programs or to insert new spots— live or on film
—in a program that has already been recorded.
AVENUE TO AUTOMATION
"RCA's pioneering in incorporating the cue track
is a valuable contribuin television tape recorders
tion to smoother tape operation and definitely
opens another avenue to automation."
Your RCA Broadcast Representative will gladly provide
the RCA Color Television Tape
further particularshelpabout
to integrate this equipment into
Recorder and
your facilities. In Canada, write to RCA VICTOR
Company, Limited, Montreal.
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we

tell 1,000,000
because

families

it's their

About this time each year, we're busy getting
ready to tell more than 1,000,000 people what we
are our policydid the previous year. These people
holders. MONY is operated for them, and for them
alone, and our Annual Report is now being mailed
to each one. In this way, all our policyholders have
MONY's stewardship of
an opportunity to study
the funds they have entrusted to our care.
Printing and mailing our Annual Report to more
than a million policyholders is no small task. Many
M

our

business,

too

people may wonder why we do it, as this procedure
is quite uncommon in our industry. But we feel
very strongly that every single policyholder should
receive a report of the financial progress of his
Company in a simple and readable fashion. And
the Report is comprehensive enough to show clearly
what makes a mutual life insurance company tick.
Perhaps you would like a copy. If so, drop a line
to: MONY, Public Relations Department, Broadway at 55th Street, New York 19, New York.

0
N
Y
York, N.Y.
Of New York, New Canada
The Mutual Life Insurance Company
Offices located throughout the United States and in
INSURANCE, PENSION PLANS
& SICKNESS,
FOR LIFE, ACCIDENT
MONET TOMORROW!
MEANSGROUP
MONY TODAY
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business-

CONVENTION
__. _
NEXT WEEK IN CHICAGO

EXHIBITS

ng the March 15-18 convention. All exhibits will be located in the hall or
ower obby of hotel. Program and film service
groups will LTlosptlhy
suites located alltheover
the hotel as well as in the neighbor
ing SheratoS^ffi
hibTtiorHall:31"6 SUmmarieS °f the

exhibits to be shown in Ex-

Equipment manufacturers
ADLER ELECTRONICS INC.
overhead accessory rack for the VR-1000 instantaneous no-wow starting, and simpliSpace 28
console, a monitor switching
fied handling and storing,
cabinet
amplifier-speaker audio monitorpanelunit.andSuchan or rack mounted. Collins alsoeither
will display
Adler's
equipmen
t
previously
and
displays
-announced
vtr equipment as the the 212G, a new 9-channel audio confeatured include its RT-3 heterodyntoe re-be VR-1010 color accessory,
, anew limiting amplifier and weather
bulk tv tape radar soleequipment
peater, tv microwave system for off-air
.
recording head demagnetiz
er, inpickup, inter-city relaying, tv-STL and re- eraser, dustry
Personnel
: John Haerle, Thiel Sharpe,
standard
referenced
tape and automote pickups; UST-10, 10-w translator,
tape splicer will be on display at Glen Bergman, Harold Olson, Robert Hite,
FCC-approved, for extending tv station Ampex'matic2,500-sq.-f
J.L. Singleton, Evan Maloney, Gerry Balt. exhibit.
coverage to unserved
areas; RA-7, 100-w
Use
of
the various accessories, including car, Callace, Glade, Ray Welsh, Forrest Waltranslator-amplifier, claimed by Adler to the color unit,
Comstock, Jim Speck, Ralph
will be demonstrated in con- Edwards, PaulJohn
be the first FCC-approved equipment for
Stanberry, George Wetjunction with three VR-1000 recorders
in- Randolph
extending translator
more,
Linn
Leggett,
Jack Powell and Gene
s
t
.
a
l
e
d
i
n
separate
areas
on
the
unserved communities; coverage to larger
four-section booth.
UST-100, 100-w uhf tv transmitter for
The
new
Ampex Model 9901 Audio CONRAC INC.
serving communities with locally originated
Monitor Unit also will be unveiled
programs; unitized uhf
antennas,
at the
tv exhibition
. The unit consists of a speaker
translators and upper uhf frequency for
transand
amplifier
built
31 will show the industry
in
standard
mitters, may be stacked horizontally or fixtures
mount Space
Conrac
its telefor installation in therackVR-1000
vertically for any desired gain or coverage
vision
tube with curved
overhead
accessory
glass
rack or elsewhere. The laminated picture
pattern; VCA-1 low noise vhf preampli- speaker
to the face. The tube,safety
developed
may
be
removed
fier, for use in weak signal areas by trans- fixture,
from
the
rack
ing.
inbeen
has
Glass,
Plate
Pittsburgh
by
revealing a cabinet for wall mountlators, RT-3 microwave equipment and
sutmaelred inConrac's Fleetwood line of concommunity antenna
tv systems; RR-1 res
t
v
sets.
Its
application
monitors
broadcast receiver (uhf to vhf) for transwill be demonstrated. The tubeto minimizes
lators rebroadcasting an originating uhf CATERPILLAR TRACTOR CO.
cleaning
problems and provides a wider
translator.
station or another
area.
viewing
Space
26
Displays include a map showing the
Diesel and spark-ignition electric sets
Also at the exhibit will be the complete
route of three-hop tv inter-city relay carryline of black-and-white monitors,
8 to 27
ing CBS programs from Los Angeles to for primaryfa or standby power are manu- inches,
audio-video tuner for rebroadcast
ctured by Caterpillar's engine division. and recording
KLAS-TV Las Vegas; map showing all The company
purposes and other items in
nearly 800 branch of- the line.
Adler translator installations in the U.S.;
fices around thehasworld.
Personnel: W.J. Moreland, J.G. Jones,
maps showing
coverage
of a low-power,'
Personnel: C.U. Stone, J.C. Frisby R V
low-cost
education
al tv network
proposed Bradley,
for northern
CD. . Shrake, B.P. Bessert and R.M. Alston, Parker Wickham and Don
Michigan.
Cervenka
Or.M.
Personnel: Ben Adler, Alfred Strogoff
Ryrie.
CONTINENTAL ELECTRONICS
J. Auditore,
Carmen
St. Clair,
Dr. ByronGaluska,
' CENTURY LIGHTING INC.
Edward
Henry
Shapiro,
Emanuel
Strunin, Martin Silver, John
th Space 22
Space 36
L.A. Wallace, T.W. KirkseyKlindwor
The new 317B, 50-kw am transmitter
Twelve distributors, many of whom
Leeper, Robert Sinks, Robert ,J. Wilson
will
highlight the Continental exhibit. It
have NAB convention exhibits, handle features
James (Pat) Quinn, Don CarmichaelMyers,
a compact design, with all comand
Century's line of tv studio lighting, wirJoseph DeBragga.
PA blower contained
ing and control systems. The line includes in 72 sq.ponentsft.exceptThethe firm
also will display
complete tv studio lighting complement; its Type TRC remote control
ALFORD MANUFACTURING CO.
equipment,
Fresnels, scoops, the Big Leko, pattern
Space 29
projectors, strips, wiring devices, switch- Type ^ MR2A fm monitor and "Magnitem. line transmission protection sysAlford manufactures tv broadcast anboards, C-l boards, Cen-trol, C-core C- phase"
Lector, Magnatrol boards; remote Fresnels,
tennas, diplexers, coaxial switches,
Personnel: James A. Weldon, W.M.
-o-rama, mike booms, mobilrail and Witty,
tigial sideband filters and rf measuring vesin- project
Thomas B. Moseley, Mark W. Bulstruments.
deals.
complete rental
Vernon Collins, Richard P. Buckner,
Personnel: Edward F. Kook, James J W.D. lock,
Personnel: Harold H. Leach and Fred
Mitchell
and Joseph B. Sainton.
Abel.
Fedigan, N. Sonny Sonnenfeld, Louis ErDRESSER-IDECO
CO.
hardt,
Georg
e
Gill,
Dale
Rhode
s,
Earl
AMPEX CORP.
Kohler, Stanley McCandless, Fred M
Wolff and Bill Merrill.
Space 37
Space 34
A color film case history of "How a
Taller Tv Tower
Ampex Corp. will exhibit and demon- COLLINS RADIO CO.
Pays Off for You" will
be shown to visitors.
strate an extensive line of accessories and Space 38
Caricaturist Len
Redman will make personality
associated equipment for the company's
visitors.
sketches of
New automatic tape control equipment
VR-1000 videotape recorder, five of which
Personn
el:
J. Roger Hayden, Joseph M.
will be introduced by Collins. The
have not been previously exhibited.
push-button-controlled equipm features Hogan,
The equipment includes:
Byrd. Pelkey, Austin Woodward
and Dan Orville
A cue and erase kit, a tape timer, an automatic cueing, rewind andent stoppin
gBROADCASTING, March 9, 1959
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Auton latic programming system provides up to
The new Gates Nite-Watch Autc
7Vi hours of continuous programr ing.
Three basic
uum requirements are supplied
a complete
p
(1) prproduction console, (2) tape
iplete
package
with
Ni -Watch: (1)
control
unit
(a
top
g
mechanism of advanced
: : r c op grade tape recorder/playback
(up to 200 plays, both s.des)
the 100 n record
and (3)transcriptio
design),cueing
professional
changer. This transcription unit may
automatic
RPM
45
DC U|JCI *J ICUj when not automatically programming, as a petes Auto-Trans
----- control operations
box. All -r45 RPM
nations
be operated,
9, os a Gbw.
by
purchasing ~ — ,
pensive remote
records may then be pushbutton
started with assured automatic cue-up.
dedescribing each outstanding feature
Write today for 8-page brochure
br<
of this new automatic programming:huresyste — yours for the asking.

INTERTYPE
CORPORATION

GATES

COMPANY
RADIO
Subsidiary of Harris- Intertype Corporation

_ QUINCY, ILLINOIS

summer

1 radio

goes

where

the

family

goes

Vacation may mean getting away
from home. ..but Radio goes along.

You're traveling "right" with SPOT
RADIO in your summer media plans.

Reach people-wherever they are,
at home or on vacation -with SPOT
RADIO.

SPONSORED BY MEMBER FIRMS OF

Time Sales
Avery-Knodel Inc. — John Blair & Company — E.Broadcast
Eastman & Co. Inc.
Thomas F. Clark Co. Inc. - Harry F. Cummings - Robert
Company
H-R Representatives Inc. - The Katz Agency Inc. - McGavren-Quinn
0 Cornell he,
The Meeker Company Inc. - Art Moore Associates Inc.Inc. -— Richard
William J. Reilly, Inc.
Peters, Griffin, Woodward,
Radio-TV Representatives Inc. — Weed Radio Corporation - Adam Young Inc.

NAB PREVIEW
EXHIBITS CONTINUED
FOTO-VIDEO LABS INC.
Space 23
Foto- Video will demonstrate the following new pieces of equipment: all-transistor
studio power supply system; all-transistor
image orthicon orbiter/ tracker systems;
line of 14-24 in. video monitors; longline and multi-channel video transmission
and distribution gear; video transmission
test equipment.
The firm's
equipment
has
been augmented
by test
a Monoscope
camera with either Indian Head or 800
line pattern. Also being introduced is the
Foto-Video Stair Step Generator, featuring variable duty cycle, variable number
of steps, 1 mc and 3.58 mc modulation
and integral sync and power.
Personnel: Albert J. Baracket, John
Mahler, Bert Findlay, Jim Palmere, Gilbert
Walton, Hans Nord, Irwin Lowenstein,
H.A. Kazanjian, Pat Quinn.
GATES RADIO CO.
Space 2-3
New products to be shown by Gates include a spot tape recorder, a broadcast
frequency monitor, a remote control system
for unattended operation and its "Level
Devil" isprogram
Devil
designed gated
for tvamplifier.
and fm The
as wellLevelas
am broadcasting. Where the lower signal
level, referred to as noise during a period
of program silence, was expanded in older
leveling amplifiers, this difficulty has been
overcome in the Level Devil. In the absence of signal, noise level does not rise
above the original level established by the
average signal, Gates says.
Other products for showing: new 5-kw
tv and am transmitters; new transcription
turntable; new 5-kw fm transmitter with
multiplex; 50-kw am transmitter; 1-kw am
transmitter; Nite-Watch automatic programming system; Dualux, Studioette and
Gatesway consoles; CB-4 Horseshoe desk
assembly, and broadcast remote amplifiers.
Personnel: P.S. Gates, Larry Cervone,
Norbert Jochem, Edward J. Wilder, John
R. Price, Dick Spruill, Bill Moats, Urlin
Whitman, Stan Whitman, Ken Neubrecht,
Bud Ayer, CO. Morgan, Robert Kuhl,
Jay Blakesley,
Frank
Grasett. Gene Edwards, Ed Hurt and
GENERAL ELECTRIC
Space 33
GE will exhibit more than a half million
dollars worth of broadcast equipment
which has been over two years in design
and development. Among the new products, all now in production, are small
and economical vidicon tv cameras and
a 50 kw transmitter, the first to incorporate
germanium rectifiers.
New GE transistorized equipment includes color and black-and-white tv
cameras, audio console, sync generators
and audio amplifiers. Other products to be
shown include low-band tv transmitters,
color film scanner, automatic programmer, a full-size section of a vhf helical
90

antenna, 2,000 mc microwave relay sys- combination photoelectric control and beatem (portable and rack-mounted),
con flasher units; beacons; obstruction
am- lights, and various control units.
monitors, special effects generator andstudio
Personnel: J.H. Ganzenhuber, H.V.
ment. plifier and a complete line of audio equip- Claeson,
H.J. Geist, R.L. Lang and F.J.
Personnel: Harold G. Towlson, M. Al- Little Jr.
ves, Paul L. Chamberlain, Marshall E.
Minich,
S.J.
Eby. John Wall, M.R. Duncan and ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS INC.
A Swiss
Space
8-9 transistorized tape recorder,
GENERAL ELECTRONIC LABS
the Nagra III B, will be shown for the
first time by Electronic Applications. The
Space 35
contains 30 transistors and can
Products manufactured by General Elec- berecorder
operated at speeds of 3%, 7Vi and 15
tronic Labs include fm transmitters with inches-per-second.
It operates from
fm multiplex exciters including main chan- self-contained monocells
provides
nel exciter, subchannel generator and pow- studio-grade reproduction. and
Also to be
er supply mounted
integrated
system. in cabinet as a complete introduced will be the Studer "30," a professional tape unit designed for high
Personnel: Victor W. Storey, Philip
accuracy and constant tape tension.
Hayden, Robert Pritchard, Sal Fulchino timing
Shown at the exhibit will be the new
Capt. W.G.H. Finch.
miniature Model 24 B dynamic and 28 C
condenser microphones and a Model 0815
GENERAL PRECISION LABORATORY
spherical loudspeaker, the Kugel. The new
microphones were designed for minimum
Space 15, 30
and professional standInformation on GPL broadcast and edu- visual ards.obstruction
firm'sbeEMTdemonstrated,
140 Reverberation
cational tvequipment will be featured in unit alsoThe will
space 15. Some GPL equipment will be on rack-mounted fm broadcast tuners. as will
display and operated in space 30 by Visual
Harvey Radio, New York, is distributor
Electronics
the New York area.
tv equipment.GPL's national distributor for in Personnel:
V.J. Skee, Wilhelm Franz,
Personnel: N.M. Marshall, L.L. Pour- S. Hoisl, E. Stern,
Sampson Jr., Ray
ciau, E.J. Manzo and A.F. Brundage.
Hutmacher and LesterH. Karg.
GENERAL RADIO CO.
INDUSTRIAL TRANSMITTERS AND ANTENNAS
Space 25
14
A complete
line of fm broadcast transGeneral Radio will display its precision Space
mitters, ranging in power from 10 w to
instruments for measuring transmitters,
antennas, transmission lines and tv trans- 10 kw will be displayed. There will also
mitter frequency-checking system.
a display of the firm's 10 w fm multiThe firm also will show its new 1650-A be Personnel:
plex exciter. Bernard Wise, Fred Gayer,
impedance bridge, a self-contained and
portable instrument to measure inductance Robert Jordan and Stanley Friedman.
and storage factor of inductors, capacitance
and dissipation factor of capacitors and a-c KAHN RESEARCH LABS
and d-c resistance of all types of resistors.
It was also claimed to be useful in the lab- Space
Kahn6 will show for the first time its
oratory to measure circuit constants, test Model
STR-59-1A stereophonic adapter
samples and identify unlabeled parts.
which
permits compatible stereophonic
Other features include meter-type null broadcasts
am transmitter
indication, direct-reading dials and com- with receptionoveron atwosingle
am receivers. When
tector. pletely transistorized generator and de- used with any standard transmitter, the
two independent sidePersonnel: Charles A. Cady, Joseph E. adapter bandsproduces
individually modulated by stereo
Belcher, Lane
Kahn also will show a comIhde and Robert W.E. Gorton,
Bard. William M. channels.patible
single-sideband adapter for am
transmitters and
Symmetra-peak, Model
HARWALD CO.
SP-58-1A, a passive network used by
broadcasters to increase coverage range
Space 17
voice transmissions.
Harwald will exhibit automatic film in- of Personnel:
spection and editing equipment, splicers,
neth B. Boothe.Leonard B. Kahn and Kenracks and related items.
Personnel: Robert Grunwald, Sam Cald- KLIEGL BROS.
well, Richard Wallace, Howard Bowen.
Space 19
The S.C.R. dimmer will be shown,
HUGHEY & PHILLIPS INC.
demonstrating a new method of dimming
Space 27
control (controlling levels of light brightness). This is the first commercial appliThe company'sdisplay
cation ofthe newly developed
feature itslightnew
equipment towerwillobstruction
contoweringlighting
isolation transformers. Also
trolled rectifier, according to silicon Bros.
to be demonstrated are its remote lamp A complete working board willKliegl
be
demonfailure indicator system for continuous
strated under full operating
monitoring of tower lamp conditions; its Herbert R. More will describe theconditions.
at18. the Engineering Conference on dimmer
March
tower light microwave
control andrelay
alarmstations;
units ' forits
unattended
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find out

how

little

a Collins custom
control desk
will cost you

Collins now offers the most attractive custom control desks
available. At lower cost than "catalog" desks! Fully custom
to meet your requirements. "Cabinet-maker" construcdesigned
tion. Natural wood finish, or painted to match or harmonize
with your color scheme. No-mar Formica top.
For a free estimate on the desk you need, make a rough sketch
and mail with this coupon. There's no
of available ofspace
obligation
any kind.
*This desk designed for and in use by KOEL, Oelwein, Iowa.

v 4, l'f -

RAPIDS, IOWA
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY . 315 2nd AVE. S.E. . CEDAR te:
incorpora
will
Desk
Desk.
Control
Custom
Please send me an, ,estimate on a Collins
!s\7f>\
(number)
Turntables (make)
(size)
Console (make)
Records
Record Compartment for (number )
Title
Name
Station or Company Name
Call Letters
City
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Address
Zone

State

NAB PREVIEW
EXHIBITS CONTINUED
MINNEAPOLIS-HONEYWELL
Space 10
The Brown Instrument Div. of Minneolis-Honeywel wil showequipment
transmitting
station automatic aplogging
and
remote
control
automatic
logging
equipment.
Personnel:
George W. McKnight and
Gustav
Ehrenberg.
MUZAK CORP.
Space I
Programatic Broadcasting Services, a
division of Muzak, will demonstrate the
"push-button
broadcasting
service" which
consists of an
electronically-controlled,
time-synchronized tape playback device
and a supply of eight-hour tapes delivered
regularly to subscribing broadcasters.
These tapes are pre-recorded and programmed with music "designed to appeal
towillAmerican
adult audiences."
The system
be available
to broadcasters
on an
exclusive basis in each radio market.
Personnel: Charles C. Cowley, Joseph
Roberts, John Esau, Norman Ostby, E.F.
Hembrooke,
Hochhauser. John Jarvis and Edward

BRISTOL-MYERS gives
over twice as much business
to CBS Radio as to the
one other network it uses. To
put more muscle in the
message, of course! This
network has delivered
largest commercial minute
audiences all along. And the
new Program Consolidation
Plan-with unified station
clearances and strong
program sequencing-will
increase this leadership.
CBS RADIO
NETWORK:
42% LARGER AUDIENCES
PER COMMERCIAL MINUTE
THAN ANY OTHER RADIO
NETWORK, AVERAGING OVER
16 CONSECUTIVE MONTHS.

PHELPS DODGE COPPER PRODUCTS CORP.
Space 4
Products to be shown in Exhibition Hall
include air dielectric coaxial cable, Styroflex, Spirafil and Foamflex.
Personnel: F.W. DeTurk, H.M. Edwards, R. Plant and H. Magnuson.
RAYTHEON MFG. CO.
Space 18
Products to be shown at the convention
be based ontelevision
Raytheon's
ofwillmicrowave
relayextensive
systems line
for
remote pickup or STL applications. Portable and rack-mounted equipment will be
in the exhibit along with program audio
channel units for application to existing
systems. Microwave waveguide accessories
will
items.include antennas, diplexers and other
Personnel: H. J. Geist, J. J. Sedik,
B. Taylor, A. F. Conrad, Hugh Bannon.W

forward or rewind, a special cue channel
and a separate cue signal erase head. The
main tape guideposts force air through tiny
holes so that the tape rides on an air cushion, helping to eliminate scratches.
The RCA automation system is designed
to eliminate many operating errors common to tv stations. Switching sequence is
arranged in advance and the unit automatically starts and stops film projectors, slide
projectors, operates video and audio
switching equipment and switches film
room multiplexer
mirrors in the predetermined order.
Other highlights of the RCA exhibit will
be a new vidicon tv camera (TK-205),
"suitcase size" self-contained master monitor (TM-35), medium-power high-band
transmitter (TT-11AH), radio automation
equipment and a tv special effects system.
Personnel: T.A. Smithe, C.H. Colledge,
J.J. Graham. J.P. Taylor, H.R. Henken,
E.C. Tracy, A.F. Inglis, M.A. Trainer,
V.E. Trouant, Paul Bergquist, P.A. Greenmeyer, E.N. Luddy, Dana Pratt, W.B.
Varnum, David Bain, V.S. Mattison, B.K.
Kellom, L.W. Haeseler, Max Berry, J.H.
Cassidy. J.E. Dilley. E.T. Griffity, J.E.
Hill, A.M. Miller and C.F. Strawley. Representing the Tube Div. will be H.C.
Vance.
Lawrence.J.E. Kelly, R.E. Johnson and R.E.
PAUL SCHAFER CUSTOM ENGINEERING
Space
16 will show in operation a proSchafer
gram automation system for all types of
radio stations, the M-60 model, which the
firm says permits complete programming
up to 24 hours and can be prepared in a
fraction of airtime. Timing is not affected
by interruption of the program for news
or other inserts. The M-60 automation
package includes three tape recorders, two
100-record Seeburg libraries, full fourchannel automation and all necessary remote controls and cabinets. The firm also
offers
trailers,"
self-containedat
mobile "automation
units for on-spot
demonstration
any station.
STANDARD ELECTRONICS INC.

Space
32 will exhibit its all new, space
Standard
saving line of fm and tv equipment, including 250 w and 3 kw fm transmitters
for stereo or multiplex operation and a
10 kw vhf transmitter. Also shown will be
fm serrasoid replacement modulators for
modernizing older-model transmitters. The
Space 24
Highlighting the RCA display will be new Standard equipment features add-aa production model of the advanced RCA inunit,fm patchover,
transmitterssemi-conductor
with no rectifierrectifiers
tubes
tv tape recorder
automation system and built-in
multiplex. All the tubes are
designed to handleand thean switching
functions
visible
on
the
tv
transmitter
through
glass
of a tv station. The videotape recorder doors. The air cooled unit is self-contained
was designed to meet strict industry with
no
external
transformers.
requirements and its tapes can be used inPersonnel: William H. Zillger, H.R.
terchangeably with those of other recorders. The recorder is housed in five compact "stand-up"
me
for color.
can be foraddedmonochro
and a sixth cabinetcabinets
PLANNING FM BROADCASTING?
An electronic system permits precise adjustment ofthe electrical quadrature relationship between the four video playback
See page No. 109
heads. The cueing system includes a variable speed control to roll the tape in
BROADCASTING, March 9, 1959

you want to grow bigger

no trick at all — just grow taller
g story on "How
See and hear the compellin
pay offin for
towerdecocan booth
athetaller
Hiltonto
ConradCome
the you."
Dresser-I
Exhibition Hall at the NAB Convention next
story full of facts,
week in Chicago. It's a than
half of all the
of more
by the builders
lOOO'-plus TV towers in service today. After
Hospitality
our
be welcome
hours,
Hilton, into pose for one of
the Conrad
Suite atyou'll
s.
caricature
Redman
Lenn
those famous
Dresser-Ideco Company
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ed. The keyer permits any test or control
1
-'"-£7fcEW
signal to
transmitted simultaneously
with programbe material
between frames of
EXHIBITS CONTINUED
a tv picture. Test signals are then always
transmission condiSmith, Allen R. Taylor, William H. Rap- presenttionsforwithoutchecking
impairing picture quality.
polt, James T. Campbell, Robert C. HutchIn
Telechrome will display a
ins, Lewis
ham
Jr. E. Pett and H. Duncan Peck- videoaddition,
transmission test set (model
a video transmission test signal 1005-A),
receiver
SARKES TARZIAN INC.
(model
1004-A) and an oscilloscope
Space 21
camera (model 1521-A).
Personnel: H. Charles Riker, S. Krinsky,
The Sarkes Tarzian exhibit will include
vhf transmitter packages, including studio D. Chapman, D. Dudley and R. Wulfe.
equipment; tv 16 mm projectors; tv 35 mm TELEPROMPTER CORP.
projectors; racks, console and chassis; tv Space 20
studio equipment — vidicon film and live
cameras, switches, orthicon cameras, monAmong the products featured will be
itors, multiplexers, sync generators, audio the TelePrompTer Model V cueing equipequipment and tv film equipment.
ment, with selector dual hand control,
Personnel: Biagio Presti, Dan Meadows, ring control, foot pedal, lens adapter
and
Wendell Fuller, Neff Cox Jr., Gene Keith, new accessories.
Also, the new TelePro
Dale Buzan, Henry Cronin, Nubar 6000 rear screen projection system with
Donoyan,Fred
RussSteiner.
Ide, Dick Swan, Mel 85 slide-per-minute changer, short throw,
Berstler.
complete remote control, dramatic light
power, new automatic
douser and new
TELECHROME MANUFACTURING CORP.
tandem
head single control projector sysSpace 30A
tem will be shown. The display
will include the new single contact 12 channel
Telechrome's
effects
generator studio-oriented
(model 490-A) tvfor special
wipes Tele-Mation
automation
of
pre-set
effects.
Personnel: Irving B. Kahn, Hubert
and matting will be featured. The gener- Schlafly
J
Jr., William V. Sargent, James
ator produces 72 different wipes and limitless
special
insert
effects
in
both
color
and
Blair,
Ted
Atwood,
Alfred
N.
Greenber
g,
monochrome.
u, Kirk Logie, Joe Munisteri,'
and Boisumea
Larry Lantry.
Also to be shown is the sine-squared Ted
window generator (model 1073-DR). This TELESCRIPT-CSP INC.
produces new wave form for testing tv or
other pulse units or systems for amplitude Space 11
and phase characteristics. A vertical interThe company
and
val keyer (model 1008- A) will be exhibit- prompting equipme'snt latest
for tv cueing
studios fea-

Synd
ed radio-teINDEPE
levi
sion
CBS FILMS icat
INC.
NDENT
TELEVISIONprog
CORP. rams
Suite 2319
Suite 2505-06A
Souvenir gifts will be given all visitors
Guests will receive plastic helicopters
(Whirlybirds
and ball point pens.
to Independ
ent's convention suite by Al
Personnel: show)
Sam Cook Digges, John F. Unger,
administ
manager, Arrow
Howell, Fred J. Mahlstedt, Walter A. Productions. Theyration
will
of a plastic
Scanlon, Ralph M. Abruch, Barr Sheets, pocket secretary with consist
provision for the
George Diedrich, James H. McCormick, recipient's name. Others attending will be
Carter Ringlep, Henry Gillespie, Robert Hardie
Fneberg, Stan Levey and Lee
T. Donnelly, William Hooper,
Richard P. Cannon.
Moran
Jr.,
Lee
Stone
and
Howard
L.
Kany.
LANG-WORTH FEATURE PROGRAMS
Suite 919-20
CALIFORNIA NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
John D. Langlois, Hugh Allen, Robert
Sheraton-Blackstone
Boehmer, Ed Gardiner
, John Courcier.
Personnel: Jacque Liebenguth.
MCA-TV LTD.
COMMUNITY CLUB SERVICES
Suite 2400
Suite 1218A
Personnel: Dave Sutton, Lou Friedland,
Personnel: John C. Gilmore, William
M. Carpenter, Boyd Lawlor, Len Horns- Bob Greenberg, Dearv Barton.
by, Richard N. Robbins, Ralph Durham, MGM-TV
Phil Peterson, Martin White, Todd Branson, Tom Dugga, Jerry Hauser, Russell Suite 2404-05-06
O. Hudson,
John Karr.
The MGM-TV library
groups
of short subjects as well asincludes
an extensive
GOVERNOR TELEVISION ATTRACTIONS
films.
feature
1948
preof
list
Suite 1018-19-20A
Personnel: Richard Harper, Maurice
Personnel: Arthur Kerman, Frank Gresham, Paul Mowrey.
Spiegelman, Ben Barry, Howard Grafman. MAGNE-TRONICS INC.
GUILD FILMS
Sheraton-Blackstone
Ambassador East
The company, which furnishes functionPersonnel: John J. Cole, Art Gross,
al background music
on magnetic
Gerald Liddiard, Marvin Grieve.
tape, available on service
exclusive franchise

tures the variable speed foot control; the
Lens-Vue Tv
into-the-lens delivery;
the MagniScript,forwhich
magnifies type to
%-in. height and allows the performer
to read at distances of 30 to 35 feet from
the camera. The firm will unveil its new
rear screen projector with these
3,000 w lamp producing 6,500 features:
automatic slide changer holding 70lumens,
slides,
ing.
two
electricblowers
douserforandcooling,
legs,'
remote adjustable
control focusPersonnel: Peter Jackson, Robert P.
Swanson, Trygve W. Lund and Curt
Howard.
707
U.S. A)ARMY
Space 7, 11 A (Hospitality Suite Room
The Army exhibit will show Army
progress in developm
firepower,
mobility, communicationsent andof human
sources. Itwill feature the latest Armyrespace probe, including a full scale model
of the Army's
Pioneer IV instrumented
payload
(final stage).
Personnel: Col. Robert V. Shinn, Maj.
Robert Cranston, Maj. George Morris
StanleyDonField,
SFC
CosgrovM/Sgt.
e. Stuart A. Queen,'
UTILITY TOWER CO.
Space
Utility5 Tower manufactures
erects
radio towers. Sections of towers and
and hardware will be shown as well as insulators
and lighting controls.
Personnel: C.E. Nelson, Jerry Nelson,
V.G. Duvall and Nathan
Sholar.

andwill serv
basis,
ices
not havesuite.
have a hospitali
ty an exhibit but will
Personnel: Thomas L. Clarke, Joseph
F. Hards and George W. Hamilton.
MODERN823 TALKING PICTURE SERVICE
Suite
MUZAK CORP.
(Programatic Broadcasting Service)
Suite 704-05-06. (see exhibition space 1)
NTA TELEVISION NETWORK
Sheraton-Blackstone, Suite 1104-05-06
Personnel: Charles C. (Bud) Barry, Anthony Azzato, Lynn Christenson, Charles
King. From National Telefilm
parent company: Ely A. Landau, Assoc.,
Oliver
A.
erts.Unger, Harold Goldman, Martin RobOFFICIAL FILMS
Three new shows will be
at the
convention by Official unveiled
A private
telephone line, RandolphFilms.
6-9635,
will
be
installed in the suite.
Official Film
library includes such The
shows as Robin
Hood,
Star Performers, My Little Margie
and Decoy.
Heading the delegation will be Stan
Smith, sales vice president. Others in the
suite: Art Breecher, Mary Cox,
Don FulAlex Sherwood, Barney Mackall
and
Barryler,Winton.
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RCA RECORDED PROGRAM SERVICE
Suite 600-01-02
,
Personnel: E. B. Dunn, A. B. Sambrook
H. Kelly,
William F. Reilly, Ben Selvin, E.Kaye,
J. J.
Donald D. Axt, Milton B. Dill, George
Alves, Wally Cocgran, Jack
Field, Bill Gartland, Hugh Grauel, Gus
Hagenah, Jack Nadeau.
Because St. Patrick's Day falls during
the convention, RCA will furnish Irish
coffee.
ROY ROGERS SYNDICATION
Suite 918A
ROY ROGERS SYNDICATION
Suite 919A
Personnel: Edward L. Koenig Jr., Peter
M. Robeck.
SCREEN GEMS INC.
Suite 2 500-0 1-02 A
This producer and distributor of tv film
series such as
first-run reruns
programs8 offers
Rescue
and Stakeout,
such as
& Allen, comedies such as "The
Burns
Three Stooges" and feature films such as

"Powerhouse" group 78.
Personnel: Jerry Hyams, Bob SeidelBill
man, Dick Dinsmore, Frank Parton,
Stan Dudelson, Don Bryan and
Young,
Ben Coleman.
SESAC INC.
Suite 1205 -06 A
SESAC will push its newly-developed
consisting
"Special
of showsof
for all types
recordsPrograms,"
scripts andSeries
and available on an outright sale basis.
The new SESAC library service also will
featured, with all visitors to receive
be
souvenirs.
Personnel: Alice Heinecke, E. S. Prager,
W. F. Myers, S. Guber, E. Cooney, H.
Fitzgerald, G. Ramsey.
STANDARD RADIO TRANSCRIPTION
SERVICES INC.
Flower Room, Sheraton-Blackstone
Standard will introduce a satirical soapopera format to lead into commercials;
there will also be three new five-minute
open-end radio program series as well as
twenty new sides added to the first Hi Fi
sounds released two months ago and estab-

such as the Musiservices
lished Standard and
the commercial aids
'Que' Library
and jingles library.
Personnel: Milt Blink, Olga Blohm,
Robert Hall (Robert Hall Productions).
UNITED ARTISTS ASSOCIATED
Suite 1905-06
Personnel: W. Robert Rich, Donald
Klauber.
WORLD BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Suite 1822-23-24
Personnel: James H. Weathers, John S.
Murphy,
Dick
Crane.James McKnight, Hal Tunis and
ZIV TELEVISION PROGRAMS
Suite 2306 A
Personnel: M. J. Riskin, Len Firestone,
Robert W. Friedheim, Jerry Kirby.
ZIV ECONOMEE DIV.
Suite 23 11 A
KenPersonnel:
Joseph. Pierre Weis, Dick Lawrence,

firms
Station Representation
AVERY-KNODEL
Bernstein, Lawrence J. Krasner, Robert HAL HOLMAN CO.
A. Lazar, John Hartigan.
Suite
500-01 Hal Holman.
Sheraton-Blackstone, Suite 718-19-20
Personnel:
Personnel: Lewis Avery, J.W. Knodel, GILL-PERNA
THE
KATZ
AGENCY
Charles C. Coleman Jr., Philip Schloeder Suite 900-01 -02 A
Personnel: Edward Codel.
Jr., Michael T. Joseph.
Personnel: Helen Gill, John J. Perna MEEKER CO.
ELISABETH M. BECKJORDEN
Jr., Walter Beadell, Irwin Unger, Donald Suite 1700
Dalton, Daniel W. Bowen, Allan Young.
Unassigned
Personnel: Robert D.C. Meeker, Edgar
H-R REPRESENTATIVES
Personnel: Elisabeth M. Beckjorden.
B. Filian, Robert L. Dudley, Charles E.
Standard, Carl Jewett, Bob Manning,
H-R TELEVISION
BLAIR TELEVISION ASSOC.
Charles
B LAIR-TV
Palmer. Compton, Don Pontius, Donald
Executive House, 3710-11-12
Personnel: Frank M. Headley, Frank E. McGAVREN-QUINN CORP.
JOHN BLAIR & CO.
Pellegrin, James M. Alspaugh, Avery Gib- Executive House, Suite 3511
Executive House
son, Dwight S. Reed, John T. Bradley,
Personnel: Daren McGavren, Donald J.
Personnel: John Blair, Ed Shurick, Art French L. Eason, Rex Lathen, Terrence
Hughes, Bernard Slavin, Stewart Lewis, Quinn, Ralph Guild, William T. Heaton,
McCoy, Dick Foote.
Ed
Tilden,
WalterBobLake,
Arthur Kelly, Grant Smith, Clark R.
THE BOLLING CO.
dell Parmallee,
Galen.Cy Ostrup, WenBrowne.
Suite 1100
NBC SPOT SALES
HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS
Sheraton-Blackstone
Personnel: George W. Boiling, Robert Suite 1705
Personnel: Richard H. Close, Edwin T.
Boiling, G. Richard Swift, Morton A.
H.
Personnel: John E. Harrington Jr., Vol- Jameson, George Dietrich, Morton Gaffin,
Barrett, John D. Stebbins, Gale Blockie.
Jack Mulholland, Frank De Rosa, Frank
ney Righter,
James
O.
Parsons
Jr.,
WilCBS TELEVISION SPOT SALES
liam Snyder, Frank Dougherty, Carroll Morgan, Robert Ewing, Verne Herron,
Congress Hotel
R. Layman.
Richard Cahill, Tom Montgomery, Ed
Gardner, Harry Jacobs, Joseph Lutzke,
Personnel: Bruce Bryant, Arthur C. HEADLEY-REED
William Scharton, William Buschgen.
Lamont Thomp- Suite 700
Marsh,
Elliott,son, BenHoward
Margolis, Jack White.
JOHN E. PEARSON COs.
Personnel: Frank Miller Jr., Sterling Congress Hotel
ROBERT E. EASTMAN
Beeson, Jack Hardingham, Robert Schmid,
Personnel: John E. Pearson, William
Suite 1935A-36A
Geno Cioe, John Wrath, Don Hamel, John Wilson,
Palmer. Ray Henze, James Bowden, John
Personnel: Robert E. Eastman, Richard Buzby, Earl Gallagher, William Shaw.
Arbuckle, George Dubinetz, Edward Den- GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
ten.
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD
Sheraton-Blackstone
HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO.
Suite 1600
Suite 1306
Personnel: George Hollingbery, F.E. EDWARD PETRY & CO.
1400
FORJOE & CO.
Harry Wise, Suite
Spencer Jr., Fred Hague,Nelson,
Personnel: Edward E. Voynow, Ernest
Ray EdFrank McCarthy, Warren
Suite 1900
N.
Jahncke, Martin Nierman, Ben
Lee
Richard
Hemmerle,
wards, George
Holmes, Richard Hughes, David Milam,
Personnel: Joseph Bloom, Frederick L. Hunter, Joseph D. Payne Jr.
94A
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Fred Johnson, William Cartright, John
Ashenhurst, Louis Smith, William Pipher.
RADIO-TV REPRESENTATIVES
Personnel: Peggy Stone, Ed Nickey.
RAMBEAU, VANCE, HOPPLE
Un assigned
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
Executive House
Personnel: Paul H. Raymer, Fred C.
Brokaw, Stuart Kelly.

VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNELL
Suite 2100
Personnel: Lloyd George Venard, Jim
McConnell, Howdee Meyers, Clyde Melville, Jerry Mulderrig, Steve Rintoul Jr.,
Gordon Copeland, John Dragomier.
WEED RADIO CORP.
WEED TELEVISION CORP.
Congress Hotel
Personnel: C.C. Weed Sr., Joseph J.
Weed, Edwin J. Fitzsimmons, Bates Halsey, Jerry Lyons, Herb Hobler, George P.

Lindsay, Chuck Linton, Sam Eadie, Warren Tommasine, John Thorson, Bill Fallon,
Neal Weed Jr., Robert R. Reardon, Mel
Whitmire,
B.P. Jr.,
Pearse
Fred Edwards,
E.C. Metcalfe
BoydJr.,Rippey.
ADAM YOUNG COs.
ADAM YOUNG INC.
YOUNG TELEVISION CORP.
YOUNG CANADIAN LTD.
Prudential Plaza, Suite 2022
Personnel:
Adam Young, James O'Grady,
Steve Machcinski.

On deck for the networks
Chic
ago
ABC RADIO AND ABC-TV
president for radio, Detroit; Charles Koch-in manager
work ofprograms;
Eric H. SaUine, national
Conrad Hilton, Skyway Suite
affiliate
relations; William H.
er, chief engineer, WXYZ-AM-TV De- Brennan
Reception for both ABC radio affiliates
troit; Sterling C. Quinlan, vice president affiliate Jr., western division manager of
relations; Edward E. Hall, adminand ABC-TV affiliates in Parlors A and B WBKB (TV) Chicago; Mathew Vieracker,
istrative manager of affiliate relations; Jane
of Williford Suite, Conrad Hilton, March general manager, WBKB; William P. Ku- Ann McGettrick,
coordinator of affiliate
15, starting at 5 p.m. Affiliate meeting for sack, manager of engineering department, relations;
Sidney Garfield, director of press
ABC-TV will be in Crystal Room, Shera- Chicago; Elliot W. Henry Jr., director of information;
William
S. Brower, manager
ton Blackstone, March 15, 2 p.m.
publicity and promotion, Central Div.;
Personnel: Leonard H. Goldenson, pres- Ted Grenier, chief engineer, Western Div.; of program promotion and merchandising.
The
general
managers
of the seven CBS
ident of AB-PT; Simon B. Siegel, financial manager,
Selig Seligman,
vice president
and general'
owned radio stations will attend. They areKABC-TV
Los Angeles;
vice president of AB-PT; Oliver Treyz, Andrews,
Ralph Sam
Slate, WCBS New York; Maurie
film director, WBKB
Chicago; Webster,
president of ABC-TV; Edward J. DeGray,
KCBS San Francisco; Robert
ABC vice president in charge of radio WBKB
John Fitzpatrick,
production
Hyland, KMOX St. Louis; Fred Ruegg,
and ABC Central
Div.;manager'
Daniel KNX
network; Michael J. Foster, ABC vice Schuffman,
president in charge of press information; WBKB, and programming manager, Chicago;Los Angeles; Mr. Atlass, WBBM
David Wallerstein, president
Thomas Gorman, WEEI Boston,
Robert H. Hinckley, vice president in
and Joseph Connolly, WCAU
Philadelcharge of Washington office; Frank Marx, of Balaban & Katz.
vice president in charge of engineering; CBS INC., CBS TELEVISION NETWORK
James
G.
Riddell,
ABC
vice
president
KEYSTONE
BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Conrad Hilton, Suite 2325
Western Div.
Conrad Hilton, Suite 804-5-6
Personnel: Louis G. Cowan, president, phia.
The following from ABC-TV: Thomas
Personnel
: Sidney J. Wolf, presidentW. Moore, vice president, programming; CBS-TV; William B. Lodge, vice president, director; Edwin
R. Peterson, senior vice
Donald W. Coyle, vice president and gen- affiliate relations; Carl S. Ward, vice pres- president
ident and director, affiliate relations; Jo- director. ; Blanche Stein, station relations
eral sales manager; Alfred R. Beckman,
seph H. Ream, vice president CBS Inc.
vice president in charge of station relations; James W. Beach, director of tv net- Washington; Richard S. Salant, vice pres- MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
ident, CBS Inc.; William H.
work and vice president of Central Div.;
vice Conrad Hilton
president, sales administration,Hylan,
William C. Gillogly, director of sales, tv Gordon
Mutual Affiliates Advisory Committee will
network, Central Div.; Donald S. Shaw
F. Hayes, vice presidentCBS-TV;
,
Spot
Sales, CBS Radio; Robert Wood, manager, meet
forHilton.
full day agenda March 15, at
Jr., director of station clearance; Ralph S. affiliate
Conrad
relations (station contracts); EdHatcher, manager of station relations;
Personnel
: Blair A. Walliser, executive
ward
E.
Scovill,
Dean Linger, director of advertising; Jo- relations; David midwest manager, affiliate vice president
Williams, eastern man; Robert F. Hurleigh, vice
seph Giaquinto, manager of station clearpresident
ager, affiliate relations; Bert Lown, western
in charge of Washington office;
ance; Malcolm Laing, Robert Coe and
Charles Godwin,
station special projects;
Joseph Merkel, regional managers for sta- manager, affiliate relations; James Kane, Sidney
P. Allen, sales vice president; Ray
press information; Leonard F.
tion relations; Robert Curran, station re- CBS-TV
Diaz,
Morreale,
director
sales
manager
of
station services; Frank
—
Extended Marlations assistant regional manager; Steven
Riddleberger, ABC vice president for o&o salesket Plan, network sales; George Zurich, Erwin, director of sports and co-op proservice
grams; Joseph Keating, director of prostations; Slocum Chapin, ABC vice presi- Blair Benson, manager, network sales; K.
engineer, engineering; Robert
gramming; James Gladstone comptroller;
dent for western division and tv network
Learned, engineering ,director,
sales; Theodore H. Fetter, ABC vice pres- B. Monroe, engineer, engineering; Richard Les
and
Harold
Gold,
ident and programming director; Giraud James
O'Brien,D. director, audio, video engineering; plans subject to public relations. (Above
Parker, director radio frequency manageme
change with new Mutual
Chester, vice president, ABC-TV daytime engineeri
nt prior to convention.)
programming; Julius Barnathan, ABC-TV engineerinng;
g. Ogden Prestholdt, engineer, NBC
director of research; Bert Briller, ABC-TV
director of sales development; Rosario CBS RADIO NETWORK
Sheraton Blackstone
Calabrese, ABC-TV art director; Vincent Conrad
Suite 1806 —
Robert W. Sarnoff, chairman of board,
Francis, ABC-TV sales manager and Pa- (RoundupHilton,
Room)
NBC; Robert E. Kintner,
cific manager, San Francisco; G. Edward
NBC;
Personnel: Arthur Hull Hayes, presi- David C. Adams, senior president,
Hamilton, ABC director of engineering
executive vice
dent, CBS Radio; James M. Seward, exec- president; Kenneth Bilby, executive vice
operations; Joseph Stammler, vice presiutive vice president of CBS Radio; H. president, public relations; J.M. Clifford,
dent and general manager, WABC New
York; Harold Cranton, director of sales Leslie Atlass, vice president of Central executive vice president, administration;
development and research, ABC Radio; Div.; William A. Schudt Jr., vice president owned
PA. Sugg, executive vice president, NBC
stations and spot sales; Thomas
Earl Mullin, manager of station relations, in charge of affiliate relations; Louis HausABC; Frank Atkinson, station relations man, vice president, advertising and pro- Knode, vice president, NBC station relaregional manager.
tions; Sid Eiges, vice president, press and
motion; Jules Dundes, vice president in
Non-network personnel John Pival, vice charge of station administration; Howard publicity; Earl Rettig, president of California National Productions; H. Weller
president for tv, Detroit; :Harold
Neal, vice Barnes, vice president in charge of netBROADCASTING, March 9, 1959

general manKeever vice president andDavidso
n, vice
ager of CNP: William
of WRCAgeneral manager
presidentTV;and William
presivice
Hedges,
AM-FMHarry ,Bannigeneral services, NBC; relations
Don
ster,dent,vice president, station
Mercer, director of station relations, and
Paul Rittenhouse, William Kelley, A.A.
l,
Ray ,O'Connel
Ogdenr, Knapp,
Cervini,Berhalte
all with
Paul Hancock
Joseph
Close, di-L.
; Richard Robert
relations
NBC station
rector of NBC Spot Sales;
, NBC facilities operStone, vice
Sheldon Hickox, director of NBC
ations: president
Div.; Andrew
Pacific
s,
relation
station
Hammerschmidt, vice president, engineerMatration.
s administ
facilitie
ing,
president
e vice
, executiv
Culligan
thew J. NBC
at Amnetwork,
Radio
of NBC
in charge bassador
Hotel; George A. Graham Jr.,
Radio sales plant of NBC
vice presiden
; Ludwig W. Simmel,
Ambassador
ning,
of sales service ne.and traffic, NBC
manager
Radio, Sheraton Blacksto
Miscellaneous
AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU
Suite 800
Daily Chicago Arbitron rating reports,
instantaneous electronic
based on ARB's
available to delegates in the
will beStaffers
ratings,suite.
ARB
will be prepared to
affecting the 150 mardiscusskets problems
served by ARB.
Personnel: James W. Seiler, Roger
Bill Shafer, Ralph Crutchfield,
Cooper,Eckard
Garry
and Al Petgen.
ASSOCIATED PRESS
Sheraton Blackstone, Sheraton Room
Personnel: Oliver Gramling, Louis J.
Andy AnderOrton,Coldsmith,
Stine, Al Jim
Kramp,son, PaulAl Breinrng,
Tom
Cunningham, Jerry Gill, Howard Graves,
PenderTom
Myers,
Bob
Doug Lovelace,
Jim Smith, Frank
gast, BobTomRousek,
Stearns,
Stuetzer, Bob Sundy, Bob
Wells and Frank Wetzel.
BROADCAST ADVERTISERS REPORTS
Suite 15 34 A
A. C. NIELSEN CO.
Suite 1000
will include upFreedateddata
U.S. tv available
ownership figures (usually
$10 the copy) and the annual broadcast
media
1959. reports for both radio and tv for
Personnel: Henry Rahmel, John ChurchWyatt, Joe MathBlechta, Bill Ed
ill, GeorgeGeorge
Evans, Dave
Baillie,
ews,
Traylor, Ben Wilson, Bill Weseloh,
George Ralph and Erwin Ephron.
PULSE INC.
Suite 2 106 A
Pulse will stress its special qualitative
-station image" and new qualitative
"audience image" studies. Information and
on all the firm's research services
exhibits
will be available.
Personnel: George Sternberg, Allen
Klein and George Herro.
STANDARD RATE & DATA SERVICE
Suite 1705 -06 A
copies of all SRDS pubComplimelicatintary
ons wil be available as well as adof the 1959 SRDS Conproofs
vancesumerpageMarket
estimates.
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l/etcaffle
Dependable.
CECO*
Vidicon
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
gives top performance — Indoors or Outdoors
Expresslyg designed for the ever t
increasin TV field, this equipmen
consists of a pan and tilt Tripod
Head with internal Balancing spring.
Vidicon Cameras with electronic
viewfinder can be easily mounted and
mounts on the
. The head
operatedProfessio
nal Tripod
(or any
CECO
other standard mounting flange )
and the CECO Pro Senior Collapsible
Three Wheel Dolly makes this a
complete versatile package.

Specifications :
CECO Vidian Head designed for use with
a variety of Vidicon cameras, weighing
from 45zontalpounds
horimovement up.
of tiltVertical
head and
controlled
devices.
by independent friction locking
Super-smooth action.
Tripod folds quickly and compactly. Offers aheight range from 36 to over 53
inches. Double leg locks.
Pro Senior Collapsible Dolly is lightweight
and compact. Rubber-tired wheels may be
locked or set in a straight line position.

Professional Jr.
Spring Head
CECO trademark of
Ideal for Viewfinder Vidicon CamCamera Equipment COmpany
erasternal
weighing
up
to
35
lbs.
inbalancing spring. ^
Built-in spirit level. ^
Fits standard Pro Jr.
Tripod, Baby and Hi(Jflm€Rfl €<^uipm€nT (6., inc.
Hat (low mount}-.
315 West 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420
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THE BUSINESSWcEKLV OF TELEVISION AND RADIOC.
1735 DeSales St., N. W. Washington 6, D.
NEXT ISSUE
PLEASE START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH THE 7.00
$
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING
issues and Yearbook Number 1 1 00
□ 52□ weekly
Enclowd
□ B!l1
t
name
title/ position*
company name
address
Please send to home address

TECHNICAL
NEXT WEEK IN CHICAGO
Widespread use of videotape recording provides a key topic for the NAB's
13th annual Broadcast Engineering
Conference, to be held concurrently
with the NAB management-ownership
convention in Chicago March 15-18.
Sessions will be in the Waldorf Room
of the Conrad Hilton Hotel.
Allan Powley, chief engineer of
WMAL-AM-FM-TV Washington, is
chairman of the conference program
committee. Raymond F. Guy, NBC
senior staff engineer, will preside at the
opening of the agenda March 16, 8:45
a.m. A. Prose Walker, NAB engineering manager, is conference arrangements director, aided by his assistant,
George W. Bartlett.
The three days of programming will
open with a panel discussion of the
Technical Allocations Study Organization, headed by Dr. George R. Town,
TASO executive director. The range
of topics includes antenna and guy-wire
vibration, multiplex, tower marking and
lighting, intercity microwave tv relays,
transmitter components and antenna
performance.
Public and technical interest in
stereophonic broadcasting will be reflected intwo papers. A new type of
tape recorder holding a large number
of spot announcements will be described
and an FCC executive will go into
problems of remote control operations.
Program automation, automatic test
equipment, transistors, radar weathercasting, antenna array design and a
new silicon controlled rectifier dimmer
will be the subjects of other papers.
Engineering delegates will take part
in the keynote session opening the management-ownership convention as well
as joint lunches and the annual FCCindustry roundtable. The Tuesday joint
luncheon will be addressed by FCC
Chairman John C. Doerfer. Lt.
Gen.
Arthur Gilbert Trudeau, U.S. Army
Chief of Research & Development, will
address the Wednesday luncheon.
Monday Morning
8:45 a.m.— Waldorf Room
Presiding: Raymond
staff engineer, NBC. F. Guy, senior
Session Coordinator: James D. Parker
94D

director, radio frequency engineering,
CBS Television.
9:05-10:45 a.m.
TASO— A Resume
of Activities and
Accomplishments,
panel discussion
by: Dr. George R.
Town, ofexecutive
director
TASO
(Dean of Engineering, Iowa State
College); Dr. William L. Hughes,
Town
associate professor,
Iowa State; Dr. Charles
Dean,
Hazeltine Corp.; Harold G. E.Towlson,
manager of engineering, Broadcast
Transmitter Section, General Electric
Co.;
Assoc.Lucien E. Rawls, L. H. Carr &
The activities of TASO were directed
chiefly along three lines: studies of performance characteristics of transmitting
and receiving equipment; studies of picture quality in the laboratory and in the
home; and studies of propagation. A
comprehensive compilation and analysis
of equipment characteristics has been
completed. Thorough laboratory experiments have produced information
on the quality of television pictures in
the presence of interference and extensive field studies have shown the correlation between picture quality and

Towlson

Rawls

PAPERS
field strength. Careful measurements of
uhf and vhf field strength have been
made and prediction methods have been
developed.
Tests
are
continuing
. of directional antennas
Monday Afternoon
2:30 p.m.— Waldorf Room
Presiding: George W. Bartlett, assistant manager of engineering, NAB.
Session Coordinator: Allan T. Powley,
chief
engineer,
Washington,
D.C. WMAL-AM-FM-TV
2:30-2:55 p.m.
Vibration ProbI e m s in Tall
Towertion by: ConstrucJ. Roger

Hayden, manager,
commercial
sales,
Tower Division,
Dresser-Ideco Co.
The with
papervexing
will
deal
problems
of vibrations in guy
wires
antennas which have arisen to
plague the structural engineer. The various styles of vibration affecting the guy
wires as well as means of preventing
any damage due to vibration will be discussed. The possibility of vibration
throughout the tower proper
and
means of holding this to a minimum a
will also be discussed. A short movie
will show the effect of vibration caused
by wind on structures.
3-3:25 p.m.
Fm Multiplex
Receiver Developments by: Dwight
(Red) Radio
Harkins,
Harkins
Inc.
The problems
existing in multiplex receivers are
outlined. Crosstalk, noise intermodulation, sensitivity, and stability
are each detailed along with the causes
and cures. The development of measuring techniques and a description of the
equipment itself will be presented
correct methods for installation .of The
the
receiver are detailed together with actual case histories of various installaBROADCASTING, March 9, 1959

wins— you lose !
"public power"
When
so that the federal government can take over
—
more
Every time the lobbyists for federal "public
a still bigger share of the electric business.
power" push another government electricity pro/ecf
through Congress, you are taxed to pay the bill !
Yet they know, as well as everybody else, that
You and other Americans have already been taxed
America's hundreds of independent electric light and
power companies are ready to supply all the electricity
about $5,500,000,000 to pay for federal "public
power." That's how much has been taken out of tax- the nation needs — without depending on your taxes.
payers' pockets and put into federal power dams and
How can this needless spending of your taxes be
plants in certain parts of the U. S.
"public
as enough people knowcallwhat
stopped? As sooncosting
a halt to it.
them, they will
power" is really
But that's just the beginning— if the federal "public
The quickest way to bring that about is to spread the
power" lobbyists and pressure groups have their way.
word among your friends and neighbors.
They want more of your tax money— $10,000,000,000

Companies
America's Independent Electric Light andCompanyPower
names on request through this magazine95
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diplexing is provided in both directions.
NAB PREVIEW
A single telephone line is used as a
medium for switching signals and for
TECHNICAL PAPERS continued
reporting the status of each switched
tions around the country where weak station as well as reporting faults existing at stations other than the controlling
signals and high noise level existed. The
problems of fringe area multiplex recep- terminal.
tion are detailed together with actual de4:30-5 p.m.
scription of successful installations.
Semi-Conductor
Transmitter Plate
3:30-3:55 p.m.
Supplies by: Lynn
Effective Lighting
and Marking for
R. Zellmer,
broadcast transmitter
enpPPMHrai
Radio and Telegineering.
Techni1
mm
vision W.Towers
by:
cal Products Dept.,
Orrin
Towner,
director of engif*1 General Electric
ne ring, W H A S
Semi-conductor
Inc., Louisville,
rectifiers used in
Ky.
Zellmer
the plate supplies
A new system of
of the BT-50-A. 50 kw am transmitter
marking for and
radio and and the AN/FRC-47 klystron power
Towner lighting
television towers provides exceptional amplifier have demonstrated increased
visibility under adverse or good weather rectifier efficiency and reliability. The
conditions. Existing requirements were germanium rectifiers used in the BTtested and new ideas such as synchro- 50-A have delivered trouble-free servnous white rotating beacons, reflectors
ice. Silicon rectifiers are used in the
and high contrast marking were investi- AN/FRC-47 klystron beam supply. The
gated by an experimental installation on problems encountered in the design of
the WHAS radio tower. After several
plate supplies are disyears of qualitative observations of this semi-conductor
These include rectifier selection,
installation, quantitative measurements adequatecussed.surge
protection,
inverse voltwere made on a scale model tower in
age distribution and corona suppression.
artificially produced fog, proving that a
tower lighting and marking system can 5:05-5:30 p.m.
be designed to be visible at a distance
Tv Broadcasting
greater than the meteorological range.
Antenna System
Recommendations resulting from this
Performance Rework are made for lighting and marking
quirements by:
specifications.
Donald W. PeterLab.
4-4:25 p.m.
Theson, RCAelectrical
Planning, Conspecification
in
struction and Opvogue for a tv
eration of a Rebroadcasting anversible Intercity
. Microwave Relay
capable
of conveyis not
, System with
system
tenna an
ingPeterSOn
to the broadcaster
adequate
tomatic Fault AuRedescription
of
the
system.
Both the
p o r t Equipment manufacturer and the broadcaster
are
M. J. Minor,
Ii by:
tranxmitter
and badly served by this specification which
the manufacturers imposed on themselves in the early days of tv broadfield enSineering
Jefferson
Minor manager,
casting. The old approach will be critiStandard Broadcasting Co.
cally examined and a new approach
This paper describes the planning, proposed,
which it is believed will relate
construction and operation of the five- system performance
and antenna and
station intercity relay system recently transmission
line specification positively
installed between WBTV (TV) Char- and unequivocally.
lotte, N.C., and WBTW (TV) Florence, S.C., a distance of 93 miles. The
system is designed for remote control, Tuesday Morning
reversible transmission and the three
repeater stations are unattended. The 8:45 a.m. — Waldorf Room
system is capable of monochrome or Presiding: James H. Butts, chief engineer, KBTV (TV) Denver.
color television video signal transmission in either direction with television Session Coordinator: Julius Hetland,
audio contained within the channel as technical director, WDAY-AM-TV
a diplexed sub-carrier signal. Audio Fargo, N. D.

8:45-9:10 a.m.

Stereophonic
Broadcasting by:
Emil P. Vincent,
chieftiesaudio
engineer, faciliABC.
ABC-owned stations KGO San
Francisco and
KABC Hollywood
have been transVincent
mitting stereophonic broadcasts
by the use of the am and fm channels.
These programs, transmitted for approximately 19hours a week, have been
eminently successful. The experience
gained by these stations will be described. In am-fm stereo transmission
there is a question as to whether compatibility, insofar as separate channel
listening is concerned, is necessary or
desirable. While am-fm stereo transmis ion isthe simplest method at the
moment,
certain other methods now
briefly.
under consideration will be reviewed
9:15-9:40 a.m.

Stereo Mixing

AWR&Xkg Problems by:
adelphia.
mW ' '"^f8^
^\1 sey,
Frederick
Chasfltt
chief engineer,
.^SF^M^^ k, WFLN (FM) PhilThe time is fast
approaching
stereo discs when
and
B^*J§j^^
tapes will comprise
the
program
greater
CtiaSSey
terial
on high fidelitythegood
musicpartmasta-of
tions using various stereo systems such
as am-fm, fm multiplex, tv multiplex
and later two channel am systems.
WFLN is now broadcasting more than
1 0 hours of stereo every week. Because
there is no stereo mixing equipment
commercially available, WFLN originally had to employ stop-gap equipment
which proves to be inadequate to an
increasing stereo schedule. This equipment will be discussed, as well as practical problems arising from stereocasting. Also to be presented will be a design for a console capable of handling
stereo program material. Already under
construction, this equipment represents
a practical solution to problems which
confront
a growing number of broadcast engineers.
9:45-10:10 a.m.
Spot Tape Recorder by: Jay BlakesCo.
ley, manager, audio sales, Gates Radio
This paper will describe a "spot
tape recorder" utilizing a tape width
of 1314 inches and capable of recording and reproducing 101 separate anBROADCASTING, March 9, 1959

reasons

n 6
1b

I

9t

Ir

el

why

WJR
50
installed Continental's
'The Continental Electronics 317B 50 KW Transmitter is
Simplicity itself ... in installation ... in operation.
WJR, The Goodwill Station, these were the requirements
"For
for a new 50 KW transmitter:
1. Efficient, modern design
2. Simple, compact installation
3. Built-in automatic power cutback
4. Instantaneous switchover to CONELRAD
5. Built-in remote control
"We are indeed pleased with the operational simplicity of the
remote control features, and additionally, all of the requirements necessary for our method of operation are fully satisfied.'
WJR, The Goodioill Station, Inc.

KW

transmitter

Andrew
Friedenthal
Continental's
TRC remote
control atpanel
. . . built Type
into
the Type 317B 50 KW transmitter.

AndrewfFriedenthal, Chief Engineer
C-jcrnJ-LvLjejnJLx^
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. • EVergreert 1-1135
Dallas 27, Texas
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ano builder:
TMSIITTE1S

Look who's advertising on TV now!
Local businessmen -most of whom never could afford spot commercials until the advent of Ampex
Videotape
Record.ng.
everyone.For tape cuts production costs to ribbons - brings "live local" spots within the
reach of almost
Scheduling to reach selected
is much easier too. Commercials can be pre-recorded at the
convenience of both station andaudiences
advertiser, then run in any availability, anytime.
Opening new retail markets and expanding income potentials for stations are just two of many benefits of
Videotape record.ng. Wnte today for the complete story. Learn too how easy it is to acquire a VR-1000
through Ampex
purchase or leasing plans.
CONVERTS TO COLOR ANYTIME • LIVE QUALITY • IMMEDIATE PLAYBACK . PRACTICAL EDITING • TAPES INTERCHANGEABLE . TAPES ERASABLE. REUSABLE • LOWEST OVERALL COST

934

CHARTER

STREET,

REDWOOD

CITY,
IA
Offices inCALIFORN
Principal Cities
professional
products
division
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NAB PREVIEW
TECHNICAL PAPERS continued

convenience and minimum confusion due to its "shift register" storage
or correcand display
tions can be system.
made onChanges
any stored
event
at any time. In order to provide ultrareliability in this equipment, beam
switching tubes with 50,000-hour life
expectancy are used for the heart of
this system. Mercury-wetted contact
relays rated at one billion operations are I
used for the shift register function.

nouncements, each up to 90 seconds in
length. These announcements can be
played either in sequential or random
manner with automatic t tape reversal a the end of
the tape, or manual
reversal at any time
interval before automatic reversal. Posi- 11:15-11:40 a.m.
tive indexing of
Automation o f
each announcement
Technical Equip- j
allows simplified
anment at Station
nouncement logging.
WRC-TV Washretape only
ington by: Robert
|The spot
reorder
requires
8% inches of rack
W. Byloff,
manager of project
or table top mountplanning,
NBC.
ing space and has a frequency response
The
automation
of 30-8000 cycles ±2 db with wow and
of technical equipflutter of 0.1%.
in a televisionmentstation
allows
more
efficient
operation
and
fewer
10:15-10:40 a.m.
errors. This paper will first describe the
FCC Experience new plant at WRC-TV Washington,
with particular emphasis on some of its
j'
With Remote unusual
features. Then the
g
%
Control
of Am automationoperating
f
and Fm Broadcast
equipment which controls
Stations by : signal levels, stops and cues up projecHarold L. Kassens,
tors, and controls switching and projec4chief. Aural Existtor operation will be described. The
ing F a c Hi t 1 e s speaker will go through a typical proBranch, Broadcast
gram routine sheet and show how it is
Bureau, FCC.
set up in the machine to perform reRemote
control
Kassens
operations. Presently obtained
for certain am and benefits quired
to the operation will be disfm stations was authorized by the FCC cussed.
in 1953. Subsequently, the rules were
amended to permit remote control of 11:45 a.m.-12:15 p.m.
all am and fm broadcast stations. The
processing of applications for remote The Transistor — A New Friend For
control is analyzed, with particular The Broadcaster by: R. N. Hurst and
emphasis on matters considered in de- J. W. Wentworth, broadcast and teletermining the stability of directional anvision equipment division, RCA (To be
tenna systems. Consideration is also presented by Mr. Wentworth).
given to certain problems encountered
by stations operating by remote control.
10:45-11:10 a.m.
A Building Block
Television Program Automation
System by: James
B. Tharpe, president,tronicsVisual
Corp. ElecA unitized elect r o n i c television
program
tion systemautomawill be
Tharpe
described and demonstrated which can be built up to provide varying amounts of station automation as required in the station development. The system features maxiBROADCASTING, March 9, 1959

Wentworth
Transistors are beginning to appear
more and more frequently in both audio
and video equipment, where their small
size, low power requirements, and long
service life offer attractive advantages
to broadcasters. This paper is intended
to serve as a friendly introduction to
transistors for the many broadcasters

We taped
Ramblers

Doug Elleson , Program Manager
KRON-TV, San Francisco
"We taped a whole series of
Rambler
at oneAccurately
time for
local Nashspots
dealers.
timed, error-free, easily scheduled
commercials,
look at
less than livewithcost,a 'live'
impressed
both client and agency."
Ampex
CORPORATION
934 CHARTER STREET, REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA
professional
products
division

NAB PREVIEW
TECHNICAL PAPERS continued
whose education and experience has
been confined to tube-type circuits. The
basic principles of transistor operation
will be explained, and helpful hints
for the operation and servicing of transistorized equipment will be presented.
Wednesday Afternoon
2:30 p.m. — Waldorf Room
Presiding: Clure Owen, administrative
assistant, engineering dept., ABC.
Session Coordinator: Joseph Epperson,
vice president in charge of engineering,
Scripps-Howard Radio Inc.
2.30-3:25 p.m.
Videotape Standards and Operational Problems, panel discussion by:
Raymond Bowley, (coordinator), director, audio-video engineering, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.; Robert M.
Morris, radio facilities engineer, ABC;
Bill Michaels, managing director,
WJBK-TV Detroit, Mich.; J. L. Eerryhill, chief engineer, KRON-TV San
Francisco; Virgil Duncan, chief engineer, WRAL-TV Raleigh, N. C; Edward Benham, chief engineer, KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles.

Michaels Benham
One of the liveliest topics confronting

the television industry today is video
tape. The use of video tape opens up to
the broadcaster a new world of programming concepts and is daily becoming atool of seemingly limitless
possibilities. This year the NAB Conference Committee has scheduled a Video
Tape Panel Discussion which should be
of extreme interest to all users of this
method of recording, both present and
potential. The Panel is composed of
leading authorities in the technical and
programming aspects and will discuss
such diversified topics as proposed
SMPTE standards, maintenance, adjustment and operation of the recorder
and problems involved in the production, scheduling and syndication of programs and commercials.
3:30-3:55 p.m.
LaboratorytributionCons to the
Solution of Various Problems Encountered inVideotape Recording
by: Ross H. Snyder, video products
manager,Products
Profes^^■^■B sional
Snyder Div.,
TheAmpex
Ampex Corp.
videotape recorder development program
has continued to benefit from the advice of its users in the broadcast industry. Applications far beyond those originally contemplated have been found by
broadcasters and these have kept the
laboratories hard at work developing
accessories and new facilities for use
with the recorder. New solutions have
been found to these problems. Details
are presented
on videotape recording
methods
and devices.
4-4:25 p.m.
Weathercasting
with Radar by: R.
Craig ationChristie,
aviengineer, Collins Radio Co.
This paper will
present operational
and technical considerations involved
in the use of
weather forecastChristie
ing. The points to
be covered will include discussion of
the theory of the operation of weather
radar equipment, a discussion of the
problems associated with installation of
weather radar and, last, effective presentation and interpretation of weather
radar for the viewing audiences. The
technical aspect of the paper will be
augmented with appropriate slides and
the presentation of weather radar pat-

terns will be implemented by appropriate pictures.
4:30-4:55 p
Pattern Synthesis
—Methods
S i m pofI iArray
fi e d
Design to Obtain
a Desired
Directive Pattern
by:
Dr. George H.
Brown, neer,
chiefIndustrial
engiElectronics
Products, RCA.
The physics of
mathematical methods of array design
will be described. Simplified means of
proceeding from a desired directional
radiation pattern to a physical radiating
structure are available. In addition, it
will be shown that a wide choice of
current distribution or array configurations for obtaining a single desired pattern become available by adding to this
real pattern another pattern in an im5-5:25 aginary
p.m.zone.
The Silicon Controlled Rectifier Dimmer by: Herbert R. More, manager,
Television Div., Kleigl Bros.; Albert W.
Malang, video facilities engineer, ABC.

More
Malang
A new device has been developed
which makes possible startling new concepts in lighting. By radically reducing
volume, weight and heat generated per
kilowatt, without any sacrifice in electrical characteristics, it has become possible to package this semi-conductor device as a portable plug-in module. Its
advantages over present state of the art
methods will be demonstrated. In addition, these advantages make possible a
new systems concept. The specific application of the aforementioned will be
detailed as utilized by a new broadcasting center.
Exhibitsfacturersofwil beequipment
on display manuin the
Exhibition Hall on the following
dates: Sunday, March 15, from
12 noon to 7 p.m.; Monday,
March 16, from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.;
Tuesday, March 17, from 9 a.m.
to 7 p.m., and Wednesday, March
18, from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. For list
of specific exhibits see page 86.
BROADCASTING, March 9, 1959

We are pleased to announce

the appointment of

wholly-owned subsidiary of Time, Inc.

as exclusive franchiser in
INDIANAPOLIS,

INDIANA

AREA

and

:

as exclusive franchiser in
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

29 FOURTH AVENUE

AREA

• NEW YORK 3, N. Y.

A Jack Wrather enterprise
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One frame from WFAA-TV's film, "Disaster Dallas," shot entirely on Du Pont 931.

"Shooting

fast, in the worst conditions,

WE
That's what Chief News Cameraman Marion Carlton,
us. "Du Pont
of Station WFAA-TV, Dallas, Texas,the told
standard load in
Type 931 Rapid Reversal Film is
cameras," says Mr. Carlton. "With 931, we know
our can
we
get usable TV footage indoors or out, in any
light, without having to change film."
Mr. Carlton specially praises the wide latitude of
DuPont 931. "When we shot 'Disaster Dallas,' a news
documentary of the tornadoes that hit Dallas in 1957,"
he explains, "we were out shooting during the worst of
the storms. We didn't have much time to take meter readings—we just had to guess. We had our hands full just
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CAN

COUNT

ON

931"

hanging on and getting our shots. But the latitude of 931
helped give us a film that was cited as the outstanding
news story of 1957."
Concludes Mr. Carlton : "Considering the high quality
of the film and the fast and thoughtful service offered by
DuPont, it just makes good sense for us to continue to
shoot most of our footage on Type 931."
needs, you'll find there's
Whateverfilmyour
a DuPont
that'smotion
just picture
right for you. For more information, getin touch with the nearest Du Pont Sales Office,
or write Du Pont, 2432A Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98,
Del. In Canada: Du Pont of Canada Limited, Toronto.

Better Things for Better Living . . . through Chemistry
103

Getting on
the air at
minimum cost

Getting on the
air with a
powerful signal
■
Putting more
punch in your
YOUR

FM
PROBLEMS

uipment

signal

Updating
your present
transmitter

for si mplex,FM/FM
FM, AM and TV transmitters and auxiliary equipment manufactured by

STANDARD
Division of

ELEC

RADIO ENGINEERING LABORATORIES, INC.
29-01 Borden Avenue, Long Island City 1, N.Y.
STillwell 6-2100
Teletype NY4-2816

See S-E's new FM line-Space 32 at the 1959 NAB

ADVANCED FEATURES
make Standard Electronics your
best buy in FM
transmitting equipment

S-E 250 watt FM Multiplex Transmitter
economically puts you on the air now with
a high-quality signal, simplex or multiplex,
lets you "Add-A-Unit" for higher power
later.
Available
transmitter.soon, S-E 1 kw FM Multiplex

IGQQ

inherent, sta-torandforoperation
SERgAS01D®modula
low
design
first costbility,andsimpleupkeep.
Built-in "Patchover" system, pioneered by
S-E in TV, now available for the first time
the air despite emerin FM to keep you on matched
units permit
gencies. Impedance
in secantenna
to
direct
driver
connecting
onds in event of trouble in amplifier.
"Add-A-Unit" design, another TV-proven
feature, now offered exclusively by S-E to
let you start with an economical FM transamplifier when you're
later addyouran power.
ready tomitter,boost
transmitCompact,
ters save accessible.
as much as These
45% ofFM the
space
required by others of the same rating.
All
parts are readily accessible for easy
servicing.

S-E 3 kw FM Multiplex Transmitter takes
less space than comparable equipment,
can't be surpassed for signal quality, operating simplicity, all-around economy.
Available soon, S-E 10 kw FM Multiplex
Transmitter.

S-E 3 kw Amplifier uses your present lowpower transmitter as a driver, has minimum
requirements in the way of space, power
operating and maintenance
consumption,
attention.
Available soon, S-E 10 kw Amplifier.

Rectifiers are semi-conductor type, with
unlimited life cutting tube replacement
costs, power consumption, heat dissipation, space requirements.
- These and dozens of other features add up
to improved signal quality, simplified installation, operation and maintenance, and
all-around economy from Standard Electronics FM transmitters, amplifiers, and
exciters. They're ready for delivery ...use
the coupon to get the full story.

S-E FM SERRASOID® Multiplex Exciter rein old Western
panels
modulator FM
Electric places
or similar
transmitter to bring
performance up to present-day standards.
Tic

{multiplex

operations

TRONICS

Provision for multiplexing as standard
cps on both
equipment, with 30 to 15,000
main and subchannel for FM/FM stereo
broadcasting.

i
Standard
ElectronicsLaboratories,
Division
Radio
Engineering
29-01 Borden
Avenue, Long IslandInc.City 1, N.Y.
I'm interested equipment.
in upping myPlease
station's
with your new^FM
transmitting
send earning
me thepower
data checked:
□ FM-MUX
SERRASOID
Multiplex
□ FM 3 kw Multiplex Transmitter,
Exciter, type 936
□ FM 250 watt Multiplex Transmitter,
□ FM 10 kw Multiplex Transmitter,
type 2012
□ type
FM 3 2013
kw Amplifier, type 938
□ FMtype1 930kw Multiplex Transmitter,
□ FM 10 kw Amplifier, type 941
type 940

Distributed throughout Canada by
■
NORTHERN ELECTRIC COMPANY LIMITED, overseas by CBS INTERNATIONAL. !■■ HHMHHHiHHHHl
Dnvention, Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago, March 15 to 18
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annual NAB golf tournament will be held Sunday March
15, at the 27ING'S
hole Midwest
Hilker, Robertington, D.C. R., WCGC Belmont N C
Country Club (above), Hinsdale, III. To qualify
Hill,
J.D., RCA,
KWHKCamden,
Hutchinson,
rlcTm/.^Magazine
30 P"ZeS f°lfer
pIay 9Chicago
holes- A few of are
rhc donatingP«zeS: BROADHill, J.E.,
N.J. Kan.
CAS11NG
mastermUSttrophy;
mm
Revere Movie Camera 36(WGN)
Hilton,
Greeley
N., WBUY-AM-FM
; Roto-Broil "400" stations
rotisserie (WBKB) - 2 8transHilton,
M.H.,
KSOP
Salt
Lake City, Lexington,
Utah N.C
r!0r,ra,t?,S,(WIND);
Iong PlayinS CBS records (WBBM); Sunbeam Wall
Hilton,
Omar
G.,
WBUY-AM-FM
Lexington,
Clock
(WLS); Sunbeam10 Shavemaster,
Branham
Co.;
Radio, (Keystone
Hinckley, Robert H., ABC, Washington, D.C. N.C.
Broadcasting System); Gold golf trophy, KMLA (FM)Clock
Los Angeles; Attache
Hirsch, Oscar
case, Station Rep. Assoc., New York; Portable Bar-B-Que
ardeau, Mo. C, Hirsch Bcstg. Co., Cape GirGrill,
WEEK-TV
Peoria; other prizes to be announced will be donated by WMAO-WNBOHirsch, Robert
d
e
a
u
,
M
o. 0., Hirsch Bcstg. Co., Cape GirarWJJD, WCFL, WFMT-FM, Chicago stations; Edward Petry & Co H R Rep'
Hixenbaugh,
presentatives,
Inc.;
Avery-Knodel; John Blair &, Co.; Headley-Reed' Co.:' JTohn
Rapids, IowaGeorge P., The WMT Stations, Cedar
Pearson Co.
Hladky,
Iowa J.F., Jr., KCRG-AM-TV Cedar Rapids,
Hoberman,
Ben, WABC New York
MAIL THIS RESERVATION TODAY, TO:
N.J. Herbert
Hobler,
W., sales consultant, Princeton,
BROADCASTING, 1735 DeSales St., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Hodgkins,
Roger
W.,
WGAN-AM-TV Portland, Me.
Hoffman, Phil,
Name
Hoffman,
Roger,WTCN-AM-TV
WJEF Grand Minneapolis
Rapids, Mich.
Hogan,
Thomas
P.,
WPFB
Middletown, Ohio
Address
Hogg,
Anthony,
WHLM
Bloomsburg,
Pa.
Hogg,
L„ WXIX
KOY Phoenix,
Hogue, John
Richard,
MilwaukeeAriz.
Holbrook,
Robert,
WSB-AM-TV
Atlanta,
Ga.
Firm
Pa. Madge Megargee, Mrs., WGBI Scranton,
I will want a ride to the club □
Holcomb,
Chicago
Hollingbery, George P., Geo. P. Hollingbery Co.,
March 75
Tee-off time: 10 a.m.
Holm, William, WLPO LaSalle, III.
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Holtman, H.B., WAVE-AM-TV Louisville, Ky.
Honeycutt,
B.B.,KSIB
KRLD-TV
Horning, E.M.,
Creston,Dallas,
Iowa Tex.
Hornung
Dale
B.,
WMIC
Monroe,
Mich.
Horton, Keith W., WELM Elmira, N.Y.
Hough,
Hal, CBS-TV,
N.Y.
Hough,
Harold,
WBAP
Ft.
Worth,
Tex.
Houwink,
Frederick
S., WMAL Washington,
D.C.
Hovel
WKOW-AM-TV
Madison,
Howard,BenLeo,F., WEAU
Eau Claire,
Wis. Wis.
Howard, ThomasL„ WIRA
E., WBT Charlotte,
Howe,
Pierce, Fla.Ky.N.C.
Hudson,James
Wilbur E., WAVE Ft.Louisville,
Tex.
Huhndorff, Paul, KPRC-TV Houston,
Madison,Tex. Wis.
Huiskamp,EdwardB.W.,T.,WKOW-TV
Hunt,
KBOX Dallas,
Hunter, William C, WJHL-AM-FM-TV Johnson
City,' Tenn.
,
Ind.
John, WFBM-AM-TV Indianapolis,
Hurlbut
Hurley,
'Raymond,
WALA-TV
Mobile,
Ala. Tex.
Texarkana,
KCMC-TV
E.,
Walter
Hussman,
Hyams, Jerome, Screen Gems Inc., N.Y.
Hylan, William,
Hyland,
Robert, CBS-TV
KMOX St.N.Y.Louis, Mo.
1-J-K
Immell, Ralph, WISC-AM-TV
Madison, Wis.
Ing, George, KOMO-AM-FM-TV San Antonio, Tex.
Ing'lis A.F.,
RCA,Standard
Camden, Rate
N.J. & Data Service,
Ingram,
.
„,
Evanston,A.L.,III
San Francisco-Oak(TV)
KTVU
D.,
Ingrim, Ward
land, Calif.
Ioset, Don, WPIT Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Jackson, Richard E., WSAL Logansport,
Ind.
Jackson,
Tex. William J., KENS-AM-TV San Antonio,
Jacobs, Bernard, WFMT (FM) Chicago
Jacobs, George G., Corinthian Bcstg. SanCorp.,Francisco
N.Y.
N., KGO-AM-FM-TV
Jacobs, Harry
Jahncke,
N Y Ernest Lee Jr., Edward Petry & Co.,
D.C.
Washington,
BROADCASTI
James,
Jarman, Ed,J. Frank,
WDNCNG,Durham,
N.C.
Jeffers,
Charles
L.,
WOAI-AM-TV
San
Antonio
Jenkins,
KLZ-TV
Denver, Colo.
Jenkins, Eugene,
Jack, WJBC
Bloomington,
111.
of Maximum
Assn.
W.,
Ernest
Jennes,
Telecasters Inc., Washington,
D. C. Service
Jett,
Md.
Jewett,E.K.,Carl,WMAR-TV
The MeekerBaltimore,
Co., Chicago
Johnson,
Arnold
E.,
Needham,
Louis
& Brorby, Chicago
Johnson, Howard, WIBA Madison, Wis.
Johnson, land, Leslie
I I. C, WHBF-AM-FM-TV Rock IsJohnson, Merrill C, WGL Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Johnson,
City,OhioOkla.
Johnston, Tom,
Sam T.,KTOKWTVNOklahoma
Columbus,
Johnstone,
N.Y. G.W., National Assn. of Manufacturers,
Jones,
Jones, E.Z.,
Kathryn,WBBBWJETBurlington,
Erie, Pa. N.C.
Jones,
Merle, WJET
CBS-TV,Erie,N.Y.Pa.
Jones, Myron,
Jones,
RobertRiverside,
A., WalterIII. F. Kean Consulting Radio
Engrs.,
Jones,
WTMT Milwaukee,
Louisville, Wis.
Ky.
Jordan Theodore
James A.,E.,WOKY
Jordan, Maitland, KOMO Seattle, Wash.
Joseph,
Ken, Ziv-Economee Tv Programs, N.Y.
Kahle,
Calif. Douglas, Allen Kander & Co., Stockton,
Kaiser,
Henry
R.,KICDWIICSpencer,
Inc., Pittsburgh
Kanago,
Kane, Dan,Eldon,
Ellington
& Co., N.Y. Iowa
Kapel,
George
Sacramento, Calif.
Kassens,
HaroldJ.,L.,L.,KBET-TV
FCC, Washington,
Kaye, Richard
WCRB
Boston, Mass.D.C.
Kaye, Sydney M., Broadcast Music Inc., N.Y.
Kean, Walter
F., Walter 111.F. Kean Consulting Radio Engr., Riverside,
Kearney, Don L., Corinthian Bcstg. Corp., N.Y.
Keeble, G.F., S.W. Caldwell Ltd., Toronto, Canada
Keenan,
John WFAA
J., WANE-TV
Ft.
Keese, Alex.,
Dallas, Auburn,
Tex. Wayne,N.Y. Ind.
Keesee,
Frederick
L„
WMBO
Keever,
Inc., H.N. Weller,
Y. California National Productions
Kelley, Boyd, KTRN Wichita Falls, Tex.
Kelley,
Gaines,
WFMY-TV
Greensboro,
Kelly,
Charles, H.,WCKT
Miami,
Fla.Program N.C.Services,
Kelly,
Edward
RCA
Recorder
N.Y.
Kelly,
C, KCRA-TVL. Sacramento,
Calif. N.Y.
Kelser, Ewing
Philip
Kelser & Assoc.,
Kemme,
MarjorieL., D.,Philip
WLW Cincinnati
Kenehan,
EdwardD.C.F., Haley, Wollenberg & Kenehan,
Washington,
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For
of Multiplex Equipment
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A
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NEW
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These transmitters use the same high quality Multiplex Exciters whose outstanding performance has
captured the confidence of Broadcast* owners and
operators from coast to coast.
•names on request
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Statler-Hilton Hotel, Chicago
March 15-18
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Booth No. 35

ELECTRONIC

195 MASSACHUSETTS

LABORATORIES, INC.

AVENUE,

CAMBRIDGE, MASS"
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Kennedy,
Vann KDKA
M., KSIX
Corpus Christi, Tex.
Kenney,
T.C.,
Pittsburgh
Kepner,
Leonard,
WTAE
Pittsburgh Inc., N.Y.
Kerman, Arthur,
Governor (TV)
Tv Attractions
Kettler,
Miami Stanton
Beach, Fla.P., Storer Broadcasting Co.,
Kiefer,
J.B., KMLA-FM
Angeles Mont.
Kiichli,
KGHL-AM-TVLos Billings,
Kilpatrick,Jeff,
Huntington,
Kimble,
R. Leroy
David, E.,GreyWSAZ-TV
Adv. Agency,
N.Y. W. Va.
Kinder,
Harry
W.,
KWLM
Willmar,
Minn.
King,
L., WAWK
Kendallville,
Ind.
Kinsley,Paul
Charles,
KHSL
Chico, Calif.
Kirby,
Joseph
B.,Media
KFBI Scope,
Wichita,
Kan. III.
Klatt,
John
F.,
Evanston,
Klaus, Allen,
RichardTheM., Pulse
WERE Inc.,
Cleveland,
Klein,
N.Y. Ohio
Knapp,
Ogden,
NBC,
N.Y.
Knode, Thomas E., NBC, N.Y.
Knodel,
J.W.,
Avery-Knodel
Inc., Chicago
Kobak,
Edgar,
WTWA
Kocher,
Charles
F.,Storer
WXYZThomson,
Detroit,Ga.Mich.Co., Miami
Kockritz,
Ewald,
Broadcasting
Beach, Fla.
Koehler,
Frank E.,J.,WDBJ
Koelker, Anthony
KMA Roanoke,
Shenandoah,Va. Iowa
Koenig,
Edward
L., Jr., Roy Rogers Syn. Inc.,
Beverly
Hills,
Calif.
Koenitzer, Howard, WOBT Rhinelander, Wis.
Kolar,
Kolata, Barbara,
Carl V., BROADCASTING,
WTTN Watertown,Chicago
Wis.
Konynenburg,
F. Van,
WCCONew Minneapolis,
Minn.
Kops,
Daniel
W.,
WAVZ
Haven,
Koster, H. William, WEAN Providence,Conn.
R.I.
Koteen,
Bernard,
KoteenDetroit,
& Burt,Mich.Washington, D.C.
Kramer,
Worth,
WJR
Krasner,
Lawrence,
Forjoe
Co., Los Angeles
Krueger,
Herbert P.,L., WBKB
WTAG & Worcester,
Kusack, William
(TV) ChicagoMass.
Kuykendall, Abe, WREC Memphis, Tenn.
L
Lackey, F.E., WHOP Hopkinsville, Ky.
Laing,
Malcolm (Bud), ABC-TV, N.Y.
Laird,
Wis. Ben A., Green Bay Bcstg. Co., Green Bay,
Lake Joseph E., WISH-TV Indianapolis, Ind.
Lamb,
M.J.,
WIMA-TV
Lima,
Ohio Va.
Lambe,
Robert
M.,S., WTAR
Norfolk,
Lamberth,
Frank
WMFR
High
N.C. Utah
Lambourne, E.W., KTVT (TV) Salt Point,
Lake City,
Lancaster,
W.
Hanes,
Jr.,
WJHL-AM-TV
City,Thomas
Tenn. S., WFIW Fairfield, III. Johnson
Land,
Landis,
H. DeWitt,
& Assoc.,
Dallas, Hamilton,
Tex. Stubblefield, Twining
Lane,
C.
Howard,
KOIN-TV
Portland,
Lanford,R.L.,T.B.,Hughey
KRMD & Shreveport,
La. Ore.
Lang,
Phillips, Chicago
Langlois,
N.Y. John D., Lang-Worth Feature Programs,
Lansing,
Livingston,
WBRV Grand
Boonville,
Lareau, Michael
0., WOOD
Rapids,N.Y.Mich.
Larkins,
Charles,
Griffin
Radio
& Tv Interests,
Muskogee, Okla.
Larson,
G.
Bennett,
KTVT
(TV)
Salt Lake City,
Utah
Lasker, H. Peter, Crosley Bcstg. Corp., N.Y.
Lasko,
Ind. Edwin J., WSJV (TV) South Bend-Elkhart,
Laughlin, Frank E., WGEM Quincy, III.
Laux,
John Craig,
J., WSTV-TV
Ohio
Lawrence,
CBS-TV, Steubenville,
N.Y.Tv Programs,
Lawrence,
Dick,
Ziv-Economee
Inc.,
N.Y.
Lay,Washington,
Lt. Col. John
D.C. H., Department of Defense,
Layman,
Chicago,Carroll,
III. Harrington, Righter & Parsons,
Layman,
Mike,
Leach, Harold H.,WSFC
AlfordSomerset,
Mfg. Co., Ky.Boston
Leach,
Calif. Robert, KTVU (TV) San Francisco-Oakland,
Leake, James C, KTUL Tulsa, Okla.
Lee,
E., WKZO-TV
Kalamazoo,
Mich.
Leeman,Carl Alvin,
WKBT (TV)
La Crosse,
Leibach,
Jay, WLEC
Sandusky,
Ohio Wis.
Leich, MartinDonald,
L., WGBF
Ind.
LeMasurier,
KDAL Evansville,
Duluth,Duluth,
Minn.
LeMasurier, Mrs. Dorothy,
KDAL
Minn.
LeMoyne,
Joseph,
WPAY
Portsmouth,
Leonard, James, WLWC (TV) Columbus,OhioOhio
Leonard, Joe M. Jr., KGAF Gainesville, Tex.
Lepple, Howard, Crosley Bcstg. Corp., Cincinnati
Levey, Stan, Independent Tv Corp., N.Y.
no

Levi, Winfield R., BROADCASTING, New York
Lewin, Mrs.
Richman,
Lufkin, Tex.
Lewis,
Marion,KTRE-AM-TV
WINC Winchester,
Va.
Liebenguth,
Jacques,
Victory
Program
Sales of
CNP, N.Y.
Little, F.J.,
ton, D.C. Jr., Hughey & Phillips Inc., WashingLinam,
Henry
E.,B.,KSLA-TV
Shreveport, La.La.
Linam,
Winston
KSLA-TV
Linder,
H.Lester
Willard,
Jr.,
KWLMWestShreveport,
Willmar,
Lindow,
W.,
WWRI
Warwick,Minn.
Lindsay, Paul N., WOWO Fort Wayne,
Ind.R.I.
Lindsey, Bill, KVOY Yuma, Ariz.
Livesay,
J.R.,Sam,WLBH-AM-FM
Mattoon, Ky.III.
Livingston,
WPSD-TV
Paducah,
Lockerd, Benjamin
G., KDIX Dickinson,
N.D.
Lodge,
William
B., CBS-TV,
N.Y.
Lohnes,
George
M.,
Lohnes
&
Culver,
Washington,
D.C.
London, Howard J., The National Foundation, N.Y.
Long,
Maury,
Washington,
D.C.
Lorentz,
EdwardBROADCASTING,
F., Commercial
Radio Equipment
Co., Washington,
D.C.
Love,
Edgar
J.,
WWJ-AM-TV
Detroit,
Mich.
Lovell, Jack, WKY Oklahoma City, Okla.
Lucy,
WRVA
Va.
Luddy, C.T.
E.N..Robert
RCA, C,Richmond,
Camden,
Lukkason,
KNOX N.J.Grand Falls, N.D.
Lutz,
E.G.,
Modern
Talking
Pictures
Service Inc.,
N.Y.
Lyford, Elmore
B.,
Maine
Radio
&
Tv
Co., Portland, Me.
Lyke,
Ervin
F„
WVET-AM-TV
Rochester,
Lyons, Eugene, WKY-AM-TV Oklahoma City,N.Y.Okla.
M
MacFarland, F.R., AT&T, N.Y.
MacKay,
Toronto J. Stuart, All-Canada Radio & Tv Ltd.,
MacMillan, Lowell H., WHEC Rochester, N.Y.
Magee, Robert G., WHUM Reading, Pa.
Main,
Malang,Guy,AlbertWCIA-TV
W., ABC,Champaign,
N.Y. III.
Mall, Dr.bus, ORichard
M.,
Peoples
Bcstg. Corp., Columhio The Meeker Co.,
Manning, Robert,
Chicago
Manning,
N.Y. Robert J., WHLD-AM-TV Niagara Falls,
Manship,
Douglas
WBRZ-TVLtd.,Baton
Manson, D.,
S.W. L.,Caldwell
TorontoRouge, La.
Marcoux,
RudolphH.,0.,Cohn
WLBZ-TV
Bangor,
Me.
Marks,
& Marks,
Washington,
D.C. Leonard
Markward, John S., WOOD Grand Rapids, Mich.
Marlin, Al, Broadcast Music Inc., N.Y.
Marsden,
Bernard, Associated Tv Ltd., London,
England -Clifford
Marshall,
B., Blackburn & Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Marshall,
Glenn, L.Jr.,WMRN
WJXT Marion,
Jacksonville,
Martin, Arthur
Ohio Fla.
Martin,
Dwight
W.,
WAFB-TV
Baton
Rouge, La.
Martin,
L, WTSB
Martin, J.FrankEdward,
KNUZ Lumberton,
Houston, Tex.N.C.
Martin,
Stuart
T.,
WCAX-TV
Burlington,
Vt.
Marx,
Frank,
ABC, Marion,
N.Y. Ohio
Mason,
Bob,
WMRN
Mason,
WPTF Chicago
Raleigh, N.C.
Massarand,Richard
W.H.,H.,AT&T,
Mathiesen,
GeorgeWGALH., Lancaster,
KYW-TV Cleveland,
Mathiot,
J.E.,
Pa. MenloOhioPark,
Matthews, Joseph R., A.C. Nielsen Co.,
Calif. Wendell, KBWD Brownwood, Tex.
Mayes,
Mayeux,
WBRZ-TV
BatonIII. Rouge, La.
Mayfield, Jules
W.E.,L.,WMBI
Chicago,
McAbee, Charles, KMOX-TV St. Louis, Mo.
McCabe,
Aloysius
B.,
Kirkland,
fetz & Masters, Washington, Ellis,
D.C. Hodson, ChefMcClennahan, William, WQUA Moline, III.
McClung, Mrs. Mickey, KHSL San Francisco
McClure, EugeneClydeE'.,C,KCRG-TV
Iowa
McClymonds,
Storer Cedar
Bcstg. Rapids,
Co., Miami
Beach, Fla.
McCollough, Clair, WGAL-AM-TV Lancaster, Pa.
McConnell, James V., Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, N.Y. Robert B., WISH-AM-TV Indianapolis
McConnell,
McCoy,
Fla. John E., Storer Bcstg. Co., Miami Beach,
McCready, S.W., KVAL-TV Eugene, Ore.
McDaniel,
CedarRep.,
Rapids,Toronto,
Iowa
McDermott,I.V.,Andy,KCRG-AM-TV
Tv Radio Sta.
Canada
McDermott, G.B., KBUR Burlington, Iowa
McDermott, Mrs. G.B., KBUR Burlington, Iowa
McDermott, John, WJBC Bloomington, III.
McDonald, Donald,
JosephWashington,
A., D.C.
Smith, Kennessey & McMcDonough, Francis X., Dow, Lohnes & Albertson, Washington, D.C.

D.C.
McDowell, Theodore N., WMAL-TV Washington,
McGannon,
N.Y. Donald H., Westinghouse Bcstg. Co.,
McGregor,
W.D.,
CKCO-TV
Kitchener, Ont.
McHargue,
Ralph, J.,
WCVS
Mcintosh, Robert
WWJ Springfield,
Detroit, Mich.III.
McKenna, Edward, Allen Kander & Co., Washington, D.C.James A. Jr., McKenna & Wilkinson,
McKenna,
Washington,
D. C.
McKnight,
M-H Regulator Co., Brown
InstrumentGeorge
Div., W.,Philadelphia
McNally,
William
J., WCCO-AM-TV
McNamara,
Jim,
WALA-TV
Mobile, Ala.MinneapolisPa.
Meehan,
Edward D.J.C,Jr.,TheWDAU-TV
Meeker, Robert
Meeker Co.,Scranton,
N.Y.
Megargee, Frank E., WGBI Scranton, Pa.
Melloh,
Clifford,
WHO-AM-TV
Des
Moines,
Mendelson, Robert P., WJNC Jacksonville, N.C.Iowa
Menke,
Ind.
Mercer, Don,
DonaldWFBM-TV
J., NBC,Indianapolis,
N.Y.
Merkle,
Joe,
ABC-TV,
N.Y.
Merritt, Bill, BROADCASTING, Los Angeles
Meyer,
WCIA-TV
Meyers, August
Carl J.,C,WGN
Chicago,Champaign,
III. III.
Meyers, nelHoward
, Inc., ChicagoB., Venard, Rintoul & McConMichael, Jack, WREC-AM-TV Memphis, Tenn.
Michaels,
Bill, James,
WJBK-TVKingDetroit,
Middlebrooks,
Bcstg.Mich.Co., Seattle,
Wash.
Middleton, Warren, BROADCASTING, Chicago
Miller, A.M., RCA, Camden, N.J.
Miller,
C.E.,Alexandria
KOMO-AM-TV
Seattle,
Wash. La.
Miller,
R.E.,
Bcstg.
Co., Alexandria,
Miller,
Samuel,
attorney,
Washington,
D.C.
Mills, J. Dexter, WDBJ, Roanoke, Va.
Minahan,
MichaelJ.,J.,WBTABC-TV,
N.Y. N.C.
Minor, Marvin
Charlotte,
Fla. George M., WOHO Toledo, Ohio
Mishler,
Mitchell, Joseph H., WFLA-AM-FM-TV Tampa,
Mittendorf,
E.S., DesKOLD-TV
Ariz.
Moe,
Tony,
KSO
Moines,Tucson,
Iowa
Moler,
John,
WKY
Oklahoma
City
Monahan, Richard J., WAVZ New Haven, Conn.
Moore,
Assoc., Seattle
Moore, Art,
Dale ArtG., Moore
KBMN & Bozeman,
Mont.
Moore, Ole
F.S.,G.,WJRTimeDetroit,
Mich.York
Morby,
Inc.,
New
More, Herbert R., Kliegl Bros., N.Y.
Moreland, W.J., CONRAC Inc., Glendora, Calif.
Morency,
Conn. Paul W., WTIC-AM-FM-TV Hartford,
Morgan, John Carl, WFVA Fredericksburg, Va.
Moroney,
J.M.,
Sr.,
Belo
Corp.,
Moroney,
J.M.,KNUZ
Jr., A.H.
A.H.
Belo Tex.
Corp., Dallas
Dallas
Morris, Dave,
Houston,
Morris,
Joseph,
Radio-Television
Morris, Robert M., ABC, N.Y. Daily, N.Y.,
Morris, Truman
Chillicothe,N.J.Ohio
Morrison,
WendellA.,C,WBEX
RCA, Camden,
Mortensen, Robert A., WIIC Pittsburgh
Motley,
Lyle C,WINGWBTMDayton,Danville,
Moudy,
Ohio Va.N.Y.
Mounsey,Dale,Duncan,
WPTR Albany,
Mowery,
Paul,
MGM-TV,
N.Y.
Mowrey, Paul B., consultant, New York
Moyer, William
KARD-TV Wichita, Kan.
Mueller,
Fred ABC,
C, J.,WEEK
Mullin, Earl,
N.Y. Peoria, III.
Murdoch,
D.
Lennox,
KSL-TV
Salt LakeSystem,
City, Utah
Murphy, John S., World Broadcasting
N.Y.
Murphy,
John
T.,
Crosley
Bcstg.
Corp.,
Murphy, Kieran T., Crosley Bcstg. Corp., Cincinnati
Cincinnati
Murphy, Andrew
Kingsley J.,H. Time
Jr., KOTE
Fergus Falls, Minn.
Murtha,
Inc., N.Y.
Myers, Robert L., WCIA-TV Champaign, III.
Myers, W.F., SESAC, N.Y.
N
Nadeau,
Ralph
WMUR-TV
Neal, Harold L. Jr., WXYZ Manchester,
Inc., Detroit N.H.
Nelson,
Ivar,
Meyer
Bcstg.
Co.,
Bismarck,
Nelson, Louis J.( Wade Advertising,
ChicagoN.D.
Nelson, T.M., KFEQ St. Joseph, Mo.
Newman,
J. Edward,
Roanoke, Va.
Nielsen, Sam
S., WTRYWDBJ-TV
Troy, N.Y.
Nierman, Martin L., Edward Petry & Co., N.Y.
Nolan, Jim, Cascade Bcstg. Co., Yakima, Wash.
Nolte, Vernon A., WJBC Bloomington, III.
Nopper,
CarltonA., G.,
WMAR-TV Sioux
Baltimore
Nord, Evans
KELO-AM-TV
Falls, S.D.
Norman,
Utah George I. Jr., KMUR Inc., Salt Lake City,
Northrop,
N.Y. Johnston F., Corinthian Bcstg. Corp.,
Norton, George W. IV, WAVE Inc., Louisville, Ky.
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NSTRATION RECORD
WRITE NOW FOR A FREE DEMOAids
and Recorded Musical
of the new RCA Stereo Commercial
obligation, conwithou
offered
disc,
Programs. This sample top-quality prograt mming
and comtains across-section of the
mercial features that will be available in the new Stereo service.
"The Music Man"
Included: Lawrence Welk . - . music from
to Sell By" . . . Jingles
effects . . . "Musicother
and "Gigi" • ■ ■ soundOrches
entertainment and
tra ... and
rino
Melach
... Thecial
features.
commer
or are planning
Whether you are now broadcasting in Stereo,
of RCA
to do so in the future, you'll want to hear thisusesample
this coupon.
Recorded Program Services features. Just
ration Disc, visit
For more information and audition of DemonstNAB
Convention.
Suite 600 at the Conrad Hilton during the

A

RECORDED

PROGRAM SERVICES
RCA RECORSt.,DED
New York 10, N. Y.
155 E. 24th
Demonstration
Sirs ■ Please send me your brand-new Stereo
postage
Disc. I understand there is no cost, except for 35tf./isfor
not _
and handling (enclosed) . Our station is
We broadcast —
making Stereo broadcasts at present.
plan
hours per week in Stereo. We do /do not_^
in the future. Possible startto commence Stereo broadcastskind
of library material that
_- The
ing date__
we require
most is.
YOUR NAMETITLE

SERVICES
PROGRAM
n, vumt.hallL rsw ISiPeachtree Street, N.W., Atlanta 3, Ga., Jackson i-7703
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Novy, Joe, WJOL Joliet, III.
Nunan,
ThomasKBMYR. Jr.,Billings,
WGAL Mont.
Lancaster, Pa
Nybo, Ken,
o
Oakley, Ron, KFAC Los Angeles
O'Connell, Raymond T., NBC, N.Y.
O'Connor,
Harry,WCVS
KTXO Springfield,
Sherman, Tex.
O'Connor, J.W.,
III
O'Connor, Ralph, WISC-TV Madison, Wis.
O'Connor,
Timothy,F., Allen
Kander
& Co., Denver
Ohleyer,
Robert
WISH
Indianapolis,
Ind.
Oliver, Treyz, ABC, N.Y.
Olson,
Iowa Harold 0., Collins Radio Co., Cedar Rapids
Osbon, John, BROADCASTING,
Chicago
Osborne,
Owen, ClureJim,H.,WXIX-TV,
ABC, N.Y.Milwaukee
P
Pabst,
William
D.,
San
Francisco-Oakland
TV Inc.,
San Francisco-Oakland
Palmer, Donald, The Meeker Co., Los Angeles
Pamphilon, L. Edward, U.S.I.A., Hyattsville, Md.
Parham,
Tenn. Carter M., WDEF-AM-TV Chattanooga,
Paris, Herman, WWDC Inc., Washington, D.C.
Parsons,
N.Y. James 0., Harrington, Righter & Parsons,
Parsons,
Nellie, Screen
KROD-TVGems,El Paso,
Parton,
Frank,
N.Y. Tex.
Paske,
Rolland
E., WEMP
Patt, John
F., WJR
Detroit,Milwaukee.
Mich.
Patterson, W. Kenneth, WSIV Pekin, III.
Patton,
Billy, Corinthian
WJAR-TV Bcstg.
Providence,
Paul, Mary,
Corp.,R.I.N.Y.
Paxton,
E.J.
Jr.,
WPSD-TV,
Paducah,
Peck, Harry D., KODY North Platte, Neb.Ky
Peebles,
Hala D., WRCO Richland
Peele,
Fairmont,Va.Center,
N.C. Wis.
Peffer, Billey
John E.,C, WFMO
WTAR Norfolk,
Pegler,
Bill, Television
Zoomar
Corp., N.Y. N.Y.
Pegler,
Jack
Television
Zoomar
Pehlman,
Carl,A.,
KKTV
(TV)
ColoradoKy.Corp.,
Srings Colo
Pell,
Ernest,
WPSD-TV
Paducah,
Pellegrin,
Frank
E.,
WATO
Oak
Ridge,
Pengra, Marshall H., KLTV (TV) Tyler,TennTex.
Pepper, Vincent
A., Smith
Washington.
Perkins,
C.A., Capitol
Bcstg.& Co.,Pepper,
Jackson,
Miss.
Perna,
John
J.
Jr.,
Gill-Perna,
N.Y.
Persons, Charles B., WELY Ely, Minn.
Persons,
CP. Jr.,
Persons, June
A., WKRG-TV
WELY Ely,Mobile,
Minn. Ala.
Peters,
F.J.,
WMRN-AM-FM
Marion,
Ohio N.Y.
Petersmeyer, C. Wrede, Corinthian Bcstg.,
Peterson,
cago. Edwin R., Keystone Bcstg. System, ChiPetrik, Jack, KETV (TV) Omaha, Neb.
Petty,
WLTC KOTV
Gastonia,
Pfeiffer,J.B.,
Edwin,
(TV) N.C.
Tulsa, Okla.
Phelps,
Wayne,
KALG Alamogordo,
N.M.
Phillips, Elaine, WDSU-TV New Orleans
Pierce, W.F., Standard Rate & Data Service, N.Y.
Podolinsky,
Tacoma, Wash.
Pointer, R.L.,Edward,
ABC, KTNT-TV
N.Y.
Pomeroy,
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NEARER?

Twice-stalled radio talks resume, 30%
reduction hinted
A settlement of negotiations for new reductions in both commercial and sus- the old licenses— and its contention
ASCAP music licenses for radio stations
that "reasonable" rates should be much
taining fees for local stations' use of higher—
ASCAP music. The
and had asked the court to
loomed suddenly and unexpectedly
extent of the redisclosed.
not
ductions
week after twice-stalled talks were last
was
determi
ne "reasonable fees under the
reWhen and if final agreement is ASCAP 1950 consent decree."
sumed under the sponsorship of a
earlier had asked the court to fix ASCAP
federal judge.
interim
reached by the negotiators, the All-In- fees.
dustry Committee will recommend to its
Representatives of the All-Industry
After hearing arguments on interim
Radio Music License Committee and subscribing stations — and the ASCAP
those of ASCAP were reported to have negotiators to top ASCAP officials— that fees, Judge Ryan suggested a basis for
reached broad agreement on terms
in- the terms be accepted. It will be for resumption of negotiation— which then
volving areduction in payments re- each station individually to decide got underway in his chambers. If the
quired under the contracts that expired whether to accept or reject the terms. new talks prove successful and stations
The resumption of negotiations came accept thesumably wiresult,
Dec. 31, but the details and the final
the court case prel be dropped.
formula remained to be worked out.
Wednesday in the chambers of Judge
Proposes 30% Cut • Emanuel DanFurther discussions were slated for Sylvester J. Ryan of the U.S. District
this week. The atmosphere and progress Court for the Southern District of New
nett, counsel for the All-Industry ComYork. The session was to hear argument
mittee, had filed a 36-page brief promade in last week's session encouraged on
posing that interim fees be set at 70%
motions for the court to set interim
hope that final agreement would be
reached in these further talks. The ten- fees for the use of ASCAP music while of those payable under the expired license. He based his argument on these
tative underlying agreement, subject to the court went through a rate case to
polishing of details, envisioned a five- decide what reasonable fees should be. grounds:
Some
685
stations supporting the All"The percent
year renewal, according to participants.
of ASCAP'
compositions used age
by local
radio sstations
Reductions Reported • It was under- Industry Committee had rejected ASstood the tentative agreement includes CAP's offer of one-year renewal of has declined by approximately 40%
of the total music broadcas
the
old fees were set in 1941]; t the[since
size of
local radio stations' audience has decreased by 40%; the increase in the
ASCAP and its money
number of radio stations has decrease
d
sources
in
making
its
distributi
on
to
ASCAP's revenues from radio and
the average local radio station's net intelevision grew from $7 million in ASCAP members in those categories.
come by 30%; and
s revenue
1949 to $23 million in 1957. This
ASCAP revenue
from the broadcast ASCAP'
industry has inestimate was given to the U.S. Court
derived from radio-tv
c
r
e
a
s
e
d
b
y
230%
[Editor'
s
see
of Appeals for the Southern District Year
tables this page]. Any one of Note:
From
radio (millions)
From1.0 tv From
radio-tv
these cri8.0
(millions)
(millions)
of New York last week by Emanuel 1950
teria
alone
warrants
a
30%
decrease
1949
9.0
Dannett, counsel to the All-Industry 1951
the local radio rates contained in thein
4.0
3.0
8.5
12.5
6.0
Radio Music License Committee.
11.5
$
7.0
$
0.2
8.5
14.5
1952
1941
licenses."of the All-Indus
The figures were contained in a 1953
$6.8
20.0
A meeting
11.0
13.0
22.0
8.5
1955
23.0
mittee, headed by Robert M. try Com-of
36-page affidavit in connection with 1956
9.0
14.0
a petition asking the court to set 1957
WMRN Marion, Ohio, is slatedMason
reasonable interim fees for ASCAP
9.0
York Thursday (March 12). in New
Percenta
ge of ASCAP income and
music (see above). They were described as coming from "various allocation of performance credits for
Pulitzer for tv asked
1957
sources" and as possibly containing
"some minor inaccuracies which
total
credit
An appeal to
the scope of
%of
considered
ASCAP is invited to correct." ParPulitzer Prizes tobroaden
include recognitio
%revenue
of distribution
in royalty
ticipants said that at the hearing, Source of revenue
for original television plays, broadcastn
total
held in the judge's chambers^ Radio:
24.0
news and documentaries was made last
ASCAP
18.5
Local stations 3332803
week by Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC
them. made no move to correct
Networks
45.0
11.5
board
chairman, in a letter to Dean
Television:
The revenue estimates are shown
Local stations 2328 4268
Edward W. Barrett of the Columbia
in the following table (1954 figures Bars,Networks
Graduate
School of Journalism. The
grills, taverns and 3 10
not shown). In the second table,
restaurants
letter will be submitted for considerataken from a House Small Business Nightclubs
and
lounges
227
tion
to
the
advisory board on the
1 54
Subcommittee report, are shown the Hotels
Dance
halls,
ballrooms
Pulitzer Prizes at the next annual meetpercentages of 1957 ASCAP reveand
skating
rinks
.
.
.
1.04
1.0
ing April 24, Mr. Sarnoff was told.
21.0922
nues derived from various sources Miscellaneous
Recognition would be in keeping
music
and the way ASCAP assigned per- Wired
Symphonic and concert . 033
100.00
with Joseph
s conception of the
formance credits to the various
Total
100.00
prizes, Mr. Pulitzer'
Sarnoff wrote, because
he
meant them "for the encouragement of
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American
public service, public morals,
ement of eduliterature and the advancmainta
ined the
cation." Mr. Sarnoff
,
ies would be feasible
new prize categor
would
and
dented
unprece
be
would not
be in the spirit of the prize donor's own
wishes.

NEW
TRANSISTOR
POWER SUPPLY

STATE MUSIC TAX
SYSTEM
nues
reve
P
ASCA
BMI,
vulnerable under bills
Replaced by:
Bills which would impose state taxes
ents on peror elaborate filing requiremsuch
as BMI
forming rights societies
3 Amperes
and ASCAP were waiting action in three
Independent Regulator
state legislatures last week.
SEE
Modules
bills, observance of the from
The signific
Master
Rectifier
fact
the
ers said, could be drawn
Module
court perAT
last week sought users
that ASCAPion torefuse
of its
to license
mis
Short Circuit
which
music in one state (Washington) appear
Protection
BOOTH 23
has a law after which these bills
to be patterned.
Judge Sylvester J. Ryan of the U.S.
Court for the Southern District of New
York, where the ASCAP request was
have reserved edjudg-in
made, was saida tohearing
conduct
ment during
NEW
s.
his chamber
g bills are in the legislaThe turespendin
VIDEO MONITORS
of South Dakota, New Mexico
Those in South Dakota
Texas.
and
Wide Band
and New Mexico had passed at least
but the
one legislative house lastredweek,
High
Reliability
Texas bill was conside likely to be
Modular Plug Ins
dropped or modified.
Professional & Utility
Much Paper Work • The common
factor in the various measures was said
Models
the filing
to be their requirement allforcopyrig
hted
of elaborate detail on
works before they can be offered for
licensing. The South Dakota bille also
would impose an annual franchis tax
gross
applicant's entire
NEW
of 25% of the the
licensing of music
receipts from
the
during
state
the
within
tions
composi
ORBITER/TRACKER
The New Mexico bill,
preceding year.
SYSTEMS
in addition to requiring detailed filings,
would impose a 2% tax on the licensing
Doubles
IO Life
that
within
receipts
tion's gross
organizawhile
Stabilized all Transistor
the Texas bill would put a
state,
Circuit
of such copy$100 tax on each user nightclu
bs, etc.
Fits inside the Camera
righted music — stations,
a
had
measure
Dakota
Models on exhibit for
The South
Inside RCA, GE, and
was not
companion bill whose purposeobservers.
Dumont Cameras and
to legal
immediately clearhold
any
that when
This bill would
for outside any camera
Model for TK-1 1
phonograph record, musical transcrip-sold
recordinge has
tion or tape
use within
for been
in commerc
or leased
oro
this state," then "all asserted common
or to colto furthertherestrict
LABORATORIES, INC.
law rightsroyalties
or
al
commerci
on
lect
ELECTRONICS • ENGINEERING AND MANUFACTURING
resuch
any
of
use made
other public performances
36 Commerce Road • Cedar Grove, N. J. • CEnter 9-6100
by any person are
corded
NAB— BOOTH 23 MAIN FLOOR
"
repealed.
and
abrogated
hereby
Observers
said that if the purpose
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was to prevent the collection of performing rights fees on copyrighted
music, the bill was clearly contrary to
the federal copyright law and violated
the U.S. Constitution.
Broadcaster Backing? • Whether the
bills would reach enactment stage — the
South Dakota and New Mexico legislature were near adjournment last week
— appeared problematical. Those in
South Dakota were said to have the
backing of juke-box interests — who
themselves pay no performing rights
fees at all — while the New Mexico
measure was said to have the support of
some of the state's broadcasters. Counsel for performing rights organizations maintained that a 25% tax such
as proposed in South Dakota would be
"confiscatory"
point of taxes
illegality
and
said that toeventhe without
the
filing requirements in all the measures
were so complex as to make it difficult
if not impossible for such societies
business in those states. If taxes toweredo
imposed, authorities asserted, they inevitably would be passed along by
performing rights organizations to the
the
stations and other users of the music.

Pioneers like Petrillo
James C. Petrillo, considered an ogre
by the broadcasting industry during his
long tenure as president of the American Federation of Musicians, will receive aspecial citation from the Broadcasting Pioneers during its annual dinner in Chicago March 17.
The citation to Mr. Petrillo will
read: "for his understanding of broadcasting'sforproblems in the use of music
on the air;
his continuous efforts
throughout the years to bring music in
all forms to the American public; for
the love and respect he has earned
through his inspired leadership."
The
Hall of Fame Award,
which ispioneers'
given posthumo
usly, will honor
the late Walter Wade, presiden
t of
Wade Adv., Chicago. It will be accepted by his son, Henry G. Wade, president of the agency. Other citations will
be presented to Raymond F. Guy, communications engineer;
Mestre,
president of the CMQ Goar
Network, Havana, and Don McNeill, host on ABCTV's Breakfast Club.
Educational radio aid
Grants-in-aid to support educatio
radio programs are available from nal
the
National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters, Urbana, 111., the National Educational Television & Radio Center,
Ann Arbor, Mich., reports. Producer
s
are invited to apply by May 1 for
grants (less than $7,000) for educational radio programs with the theme
"The American in the 20th Century."
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CBS FILMS, MGM-TV
DICKER
Talking about distribution agreement
CBS Films would like a tie-in with where production for tv is on an accelerated basis.
MGM-TV.
CBS Films, says Mr. Jones, takes
An agreement, if consummated,
would work this way: the principals the position that in tv film sales and
would determine which MGM-TV pro- distribution, both domestic and forduction CBS Films should distribute.
eign, itis "second to none." But there
The selected properties would be of- is a time lag and a film
distributor needs
fered for sale to any network, to na- a formidable catalog.
tional or regional advertisers or placed
Based on current indicators, CBS
in syndication to stations (that is, mar- Films expects sales to be up a minimum
ket-per-market).
of 25% this year over
and the
This essentially is the proposal of figure will more likely golast,higher.
A
CBS Films, prompted in part by a increase.
50% gain is mentioned as the topside
search for new film production to beef
up its inventory.
CBS Films production sources now
Merle S. Jones, president of CBS break down into two general classifitv stations division (which includes the
cations: those conceived, produced and
film entity), notes that before 1958 financed by CBS Films (four to five
CBS Films was receiving for syndica- shows this year), and those co-produced
tion two to four properties a year from in this country or abroad (also four to
CBS-TV. But this situation has changed five shows this year). In addition, CBS
a more "experimental" basis,
and
in. the properties haven't been coming Films,
is aboutonready
to go with its first taped
series,
Theatre for a Story,
produced
In an interview last week, Mr. Jones by Robert
Herridge.
first show
indicated that a meeting would be com- will be taped on April 2 The
(jazz show with
ing up this week in New York with Billie Holiday, Miles Davis, Ben WebGeorge Shupert, vice president in
ster and Charles Mingus). It will be followed by two other tape sessions April
charge of tv for Metro-GoldwynMayer. Mr. Shupert for the past week 10 and 17, both for dramatic prowas on the West Coast at MGM studios
MGM-TV's production plans in telegrams.
vision are heavy (including seven film
COLORCASBlN^
pilots), and Mr. Shupert has been busy
on a sales program. MGM-TV
working
are the
announces today (March 9) appointcolorHereshows
(all next
times 10aredaysEST):of network
ment of John B. Burns as director of
NBC-TV
national sales (see Week's Headliners,
March
9-13,
16-18
(2-2:30
p.m.)
Truth
page 10). For some time it has been
or Consequences, participating sponsors
consideringtributionthefacility.formation of its own disp.m.) Hag16-18 ng(2:30-3
9-13,
. March
sponsors.
participati
gis
Baggis,
MarchParty,
9, 16P. (10-10:30
Arthur
Murray
Lorillard p.m.) Lennen
&Parkson
Newell Adv.
and Pharmaceuticalsthrough
Inc. through
Ross back in tv film
MarchRCAio (8-9 p.m.) George Gobel
Show,
through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Martin Ross, one of the founders of
11,
18 (8:30-9 p.m.) The Price
National Telefilm Assoc., has estabis& March
Right,
Speidel
through
Norman,
Craig
Kummel
and
Lever
through
lished Key Productions and Teleworld
J.
Walter
Thompson.
in Hollywood for the production and
Berle,
Foods (9"9:30
Co. throughp-m J.) Walter
distribution of tv programs. Associated
R^rc!)Krafti\18,
mton
Thompson.
with Mr. Ross in the new organizations
March 12 (9:30-10 p.m.) The Ford
Show,
Ford
through
are Robert Lippert, motion picture proThompson
March 12 (10:30-11J. Walter
p.m.) Masquerad
ducer; Dave Robbins, lumber tycoon
Party,
Newell. P. Lorillard through Lennen e&
who formerly owned Kling Studios,
Marchsage,13Helene(7:30-8
p.m.)
Northwest
Pasand Charles B. Brown, previously vice
Curtis through Edward H
Weiss.
president of Bing Crosby Enterprises
March
14
(8-9
p.m.)
Perry
Como
and
before that director of advertising
Show,
participating sponsors.
for NBC and RCA Victor.
cuMarcL15
(7:30"9K&EP-m and
) Steve
Allen
Show,
RCA through
Key already has five half-hour series
Omaha
throughBBD0.
Bozell & JacobsMutual
and Du-of
in production. Ed Leftwich, Key
Pont through
March 15 (9-10 p.m.) Dinah Shore
president in charge of production,viceis
Chevy
Ewald. Show, Chevrolet through Campbellproducing four, and the other is by
financing.
Sandy Howard Productions, with Key
15 (10-11
p.m.) through
Frances BBD0
LangfordMarch
Presents,
Rexall Drugs
March 17 (8-9 p.m.) Eddie Fisher Show,
Keyfices atand Teleworld have opened ofLiggett & Myers through McCann-Erick8544 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood
46, Calif. Telephone is Olympia 2-4600.
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wonders
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GENERAL MOTORS assigns
the biggest share of
its total network radio
business (91% in 1958)
to CBS Radio. For more
power on the road! This
network has delivered
largest commercial minute
audiences all along. And the
new Program Consolidation
Plan-with unified station
clearances and strong
program sequencing-will
increase this leadership.
CBS RADIO
NETWORK:
42% LARGER AUDIENCES
PER COMMERCIAL MINUTE
THAN ANY OTHER RADIO
NETWORK, AVERAGING OVER
16 CONSECUTIVE MONTHS.
118 (PROGRAMMING)

"Swim and Dive Meet"; second prize:
Award for WCCO-TV
Earl Crotchett, NBC News, "Indianapolis Race Wreck"; third prize: Frank
as 'newsfilm station'
WCCO-TV Minneapolis has been Koza, Telenews, "Buckeyes Upset Big
TeleChamps"
Ten
; specialin citation:
namedsix "Newsfilm
Station
of thecitations
Year"
news, for Excellenc
e Sports Coverand
other stations
received
DOCUMENTARY
in the 16th annual newspicture compe- age.
tition sponsored by Encyclopaedia
First prize: Rolph Gilhousen, CBS
Britannica, National Press Photographers Assn. and the U. of Missouri News, "Chinese Communes"; second
School of Journalism. Awards also went prize: Mr. Priestly, NBC, "American
to network and independent services. Stranger"; third prize: George MarkOther stations honored for excel- honorable
in Tunis";
News, "Refugees
man, CBS mentions:
Mr. Levy,
NBC,
lence in "photo-communication" were
WBBM-TV Chicago, WTVJ (TV) Mi- "End of Southwest Drought"; Joe Falami, KOMO-TV Seattle, WBZ-TV Bos- letta, CBS
tion: News,
Cameraman"Kuwait";
John J. special
Davin citaand
ton, WHAS-TV Louisville and WDAU- news staff
of WHDH-TV Boston for the
TV Scranton, Pa. Tom Priestly, NBC
ry "Inmate".
News, was chosen "cameraman of the documenta
SPECIAL SOUND-FILM AWARD
A total of 52 stations competed in
Presented to a single story in the
the tv newsfilm division, which also in- competition which demonstrates especial
cluded first, second and third prizes, achievement by a cameraman in obplusyear."
honorable mentions for spot and
taining sound-on-film: Mr. Bruck, CBS,
general news, features, sports, docu- "Street Combat in Beirut."
mentary. Judges screened 187 film
stories. In the station category alone, 27 ITC camer
as to grind
outlets were entered.
Judges were Howard Kany, manager nonstop around world
of CBS Newsfilm syndication; Don
The sun that never sets on the BritMeaney, NBC national tv news assignish Empire also shines brightly for Jack
ment editor; Ralph Renick of WTVJ Wrather.
and president of Radio Television News
Directors Assn., and Wendell Hoffman,
As he put it last week: Once Inde1957 "Newsfilm Cameraman of the
pendent Television Corp.'s tv film pron is underway, "there will be
Year" for his CBS documentary on weeks at dauctiotime
when the sun will never
Cuba's Fidel
Castro.
set
on cameras turning on ITC producStandouts • Other winners, their aftions." Mr. Wrather, ITC's board chairfiliations and film subjects follow:
man, said 12 major tv programs
SPOT NEWS
will
be in production across the world next
First prize: Jack White, KTVT (TV) month, in the U.S., England, Canada,
Salt Lake City, "Drowning"; second Australia, the European continent and
prize: Paul Bruck, CBS News, "Street the Near East, under supervision of
Combat in Beirut"; third prize: Maurice Ted Rogers, ITC's production director.
Levy, NBC News, "Maria Callas in er: Here's the schedule from Mr. WrathDallas"; honorable mentions: Gene
Hollywood— Robert J. Enders now is
Barnes,
News, "Malibu Fire";
Richard NBC
E. Merkey, WTVJ, "Braniff filming Treasury Agent at MGM Studios and on location Washington
Air Crash"; Stan Zieve, WCCO-TV,
with Michael Higgins in in
"Colfax Tornado."
title role; Guns
GENERAL NEWS
West also is at MGM, for which shooting
March
and
2
starring
began
First prize: Keith Leslie, WTVJ, Morris and Jim Westerfield; Wayne
Command
"Courtroom Sentencing"; second prize: (Everett Sloane,
Ben Cooper and Louis
G. Bradford Kress, NBC News, "Un- Jean Heydt, stars)
shoots
on
location
known Soldier Selected"; third
March 16 in Tucson; Go West, Young
Don Norling, CBS News, "LeopoldprizeRe- Man rolls March 16; The Adventures
leased at Joliet"; honorable mentions:
a 39-episode Citadel ProKung Su Kwon, NBC News, "Gift to of Tom Swift,
duction (stars Gary Vinson), has one
Family of Girard Victim"; Bruce
segment
filmed
and scripts being comPowell, NBC News, "Atlas Satellite
pleted for remainder of series; an anFEATURE
Launching."
thology series, 21 already completed,
five more to come at MGM and 13 to
First prize: Mr. Priestly, NBC, "Boy be filmed in England during summer;
in Shenandoah"; second prize: John more episodes to come of The Gale
Storm Show (Oh! Susannah) (goes on
Tiffin, CBS News, "Tiddlywinks"; third ABC-TV).
prize: Mr. Powell, NBC, "Between the
New York — Now before the camera
SPORTS
is Emergency! starring Arthur Hill.
Halves."
London — The Four Just Men (SapFirst prize: Gordon Yoder, Telenews,
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Olympic outlook
Year-ahead planning for tv
Olympics— wincoverage ofat 1960
Valley, Calif,
ter games Squaw summer
games
next February and
is already
1960—
midRome
in
getting underway, but planners
don't look for so much lasttrouble
time.
as at Australia Olympics
Tv and newsreels have now been
reclassified as news media (but
with limitations to keep their covrather than entererage in news
tainment category), so apparently
with fee dethey won't
mands thatbeledfaced
them to pass up
Melbourne events. But Squaw
Valley's location poses some
s: it's hard to get to for
problem
live coverage. One possibility,
both here and in Rome, is pool
proposed for
set up such as that
Australia coverage but blocked
detee's ntacommitReprese
by Olympic
mands fors money.
tives of three U.S. tv networks
have been slated to meet on
plans, with similar
preliminary
sessions with newsreel authorities
to follow.

originated and starred inThethenewMcGee
series
and Molly radio series.
will debut in network's fall lineup.be Fivecons will
minute radio segment
tinued on NBC's Monitor. The tv rolesit
actors,
t
will be played by differen
, and sponsorship is so
reported
was unannou
nced.
far

• Panel Programs Inc., N.Y., has
package for"low-budget"
formed toprograms
been
tv. Offices
entertainment
are at 232 Madison Ave. Telephone:
Murray Hill 3-7095. Officers are John
Luter, president and Hardy Burt, vice
president in charge of production. First
Panel Proprogram to be packaged byTelevision,
Face to specifica
is Let's devoted
grams Inc.program
discussion
shows on tv.
• WAVE-TV Louisville, Ky., is telecasting visual disaster warnings, as well
as the usual aural warnings, for the
benefit of deaf people in the area.
• World of Fashions Inc., N.Y. reports
says Charles Keys, General Manager
that its World of Fashion radio proAlt
consultan
featuringis fashion
d to 12
being syndicate
Davidson,
fredgram,
stations under new format. The program, consisting of interviews and news,
is sent to stations as 15 one-minuteas feaOKLAHOMA CITY V
tures, which can be scheduled 90-T
COwins
O
second shows (including commercial) K
again! One
Popeye
—
Socko
interest programs or on
women's
on
The music-and-news outlets. World of Fash- Popeye hour couldn't satisfy all
in association with stars
phire Films Ltd.Organiz
ation) with
Inc. is located at 38 E. 57th St., the sponsors for KOCO-TV so they
Jack Wrather
de New ionsYork,
Dan Daily, Jack Hawkins, VittorioCalland w.is headed by pro- had to schedule a second one !Here's
ducer W.H.N.Y.,
Bertansha
Sica and Richard Conte; Interpol Both
the record-breaking, money-making with Charles Korvin in lead.
MGM dancing story from Charles Keys:
films also will be on location in various • George Murphy, former public
affairs
"Clients love Popeye even more
ing star and now Desilu
es and in the Near
countri
an
Europe
the
East.
will be featured in The
than kids. Phenomenal Popeye
vice president, Only
Young Twice.
studio's You're
sell-out necessitates scheduling
Australia— Clarke Reynolds is writ- tv series is about a couple who face life
on Pro- after their children are married.
Popeye Hour Saturdays
rated TelevisiWhiplas
additional
ing and Incorpo
h
71 to 72 a.m. Regular Popeye
grammes Ltd. will produce
shooting
,
with star to be announced and
• Pageant Productions Inc., Hollywood
Theatre Monday thru Friday 6 to
slated for early next month.
conNichols has Man,
that Oscarproduce
announces
6:30 p.m. scored whopping 25.0
Little
and
write
o
t
d
e
t
c
a
r
t
Canada — Cannonball already in 65
of
life
the
about
series
tv
a
Gun,
Fast
Nov. _Dec. four week Nielsen."
markets, continues in ITC production.
Al Jennings, described as "the last of Popeye has been piling up sponsors
Kids
legendary
the
editor. Mr. and top rating scores for years.
• Program notes
technical outlaws."
95, is frontier
Jennings,
never tire of him. And sponsors
• Trans-Lux Television Corp., New • Modern Broadcast Sound Co., Aliastic about the recepYork, announced Friday (March 6) that
bany, New York, has been formed by are enthus
tion he builds for their products.
WNEW-TV New York has bought the Kenneth M. Cooper to create custom
series for an esti- musical identifications for radio and tv
Popeye is whaling the tar out of
Felix the Cat cartoon
mated $500,000 marking the first sale stations. Mr. Cooper is former owner competition for KOCO-TV. Want
of WTRY Albany-Troy-Schenectady
share of the spinach? Write or
on the package of Tv260is four-minute
making the and recent buyer of WICC-AM-TV a
episodes. Trans-Lux
throughout
be
stations
will
to
series available
Bridgeport, Conn. Products
the country and overseas. It is being demonstrated at Congress Hotel, ChiCreations
Cat
the
Felix
cago, during NAB convention. Address phone:
by
produced
New York, for starting dates in the of company is Box 1101, Albany.
Inc., fall.
late
CI.
• The Mirisch Co., Hollywood, has con- U.CLASSOCIATED, inc.
S
WichARTIST
produce
UNITED
to
• NBC-TV will produce a new film
tracted with NBC-TV
ita Town, a western tv series starring
series, Fibber McGee and Molly, with
Ave., Murray Hill 6-2323
There will be a minimum INEW YORK, 345 Madison Dr.,
McCrea.
Joel
Hollyin
15
March
start
productio
DEarborn 2-2030
engaged CHICAGO, 75 E. WackerSt., Riversi
wood nundertothe direction of Jim Jordan 26 episodes. NBC-TV also has The
de 7-8553
Iron DALLAS, 1511 Bryan
Jr., son of Jim and Marian Jordan who Mirisch to make a pilot film of
CRestview 6-5886
Blvd.,
Sunset
9110
,
ANGELES
LOS
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Horseman, a tv series slated for production next summer.
• Paris fashions are to be the focus of
an hour-long live colorcast next fall.
The French fashion industry, through
Edward Gottlieb & Assoc., has granted
exclusive rights to the William
Morris
Agency to sell, lease or license the
show in which 14 major French designers will participate. Planned as an
entertainment package for network presentation,
interest. has reportedly
elicited sponsorthe show
• National Telefilm Assoc., N.Y., reports sales of its Television
of
Stars series to 11 additional Hour
raising total markets sold to 34.stations,
Latest
sales were to KLZ-TV Denver,
TV Minneapolis-St. Paul, WPST-TVKSTPMiami, WAVY-TV Norfolk, plus WTVH
(TV) Peoria, 111.; WTRI (TV)
Albany
N.Y.; WKYT (TV) Lexingt Ky.;
KNOE-TV Monroe, La.; KMMTon, (TV)
Austin, Minn.; KHOL-TV
Neb., and WCIA (TV) ChampaiKearney
gn, 111!
• American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers in 1958 had a record income of
,754, George
Hoffman, comptrol$28,441
ler, reported
25 to ASCAP west coast membersFeb.in

Los Angeles. ASCAP has distribute
$23,261,671 to its members, Mr. Hoff-d
man said. The organization's expenses
of $5,180,083 amounted
to
of its gross income, he noted.only 18%
• Over $3 million was spent last year
by foreign
television stations in purchases ofUnited
Artists Associated motion picture library, it has been reported.
• Four i Productions, new tv packaging
company, has establis
hed offices at 510
Madison Ave., N.Y. Telephone: Eldorado 5-5633. Donald Kurz and Jay
Weitzner are partners in firm.
• A directory of radio-tv news departments of all stations in Illinois (and
adjoining areas) has been printed and
distributed by the Illinois News Broadcasters Assn. Copies have gone to
members and additional copiesINBA
are
available to non-members at $1 each
from Prof. Donald E. Brown, U. of
Illinois, at the university's College of
Journalism
and Communications.
• ABC Films has sold its J. Arthur
Rank Festival 35 package to WHDHTV Boston, WTVJ (TV) Miami.

WDAU-TV Scranton, WMAR-TV Baltimore, KTVU (TV) San Francisc
KOMO-TV Seattle, WNEW-TV Newo
York and WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.
The ageRank "Special Six" feature packhas been bought by WBRZ (TV)
Baton Rouge, KDKA-TV Pittsbur
gh
Denver"
WSM-TVV Nashvill
WREC-T
Memphise,, KOA-TV
KROC-T
V
Rochester, and KHSL-TV Chico, Calif.
• Official Films, N.Y., reports it has
acquired distribution rights to a new
half-hour tv film series, Police Station,
which
being produced by Sandy
Howard isProduct
ions, N.Y.
• Nominations for the 1959 advertising Woman of the Year are currently
being accepted by the Advertising Federation ofAmerica. The award open
to all women in advertising. isEntries
should be mailed no later than
5
to AFA. 250 W. 57th St., NewApril
York
19. This year's judges will include Dr.
Earl English, dean, School of Journalism, U. of Missouri;
Busch
executive vice president,Mary
Emery Advertising Co., Baltimore; Ray Krings,
advertising manager, Anheuser-Busch
Inc., St. Louis.

schafer

AUTOMATIC PROGRAMMER
-complete and true automation for radio stations

The highly successful Schafer M-60 provides
up to 24 hours of fully automated programming. Material can be prepared in a fraction
of air time and program format may be interrupted orchanged at any time without interfering with the timing. Schafer Automation offers
an economical and practical solution to many
of your operating problems.
price: $7950 or terms
lease: $200 per month W&k
Write for complete catalog information or an
actual demonstration at your station.
see the M-60
in operation . . .
NAB CONVENTION
March 15-18, 1959
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Advertisers
• Gen. Edwin W. Rawlings (U.S. Air
elected to board of direcForce,tors ofret.),
General Mills Co., Minneapolis,
financial v.p. At time
and appointed ent
of his retirem last month, Gen.
s was . commander of air maRawlingcommand
, teriel

iji Robert E. Kahl, assistant v.p. in
charge of marketing of Borden Foods
Co., appointed v.p. in charge of marketing.
geno Wilbur E. Rehmann, ngformerly
eral sales and advertisi manager of
Hawthorn-Mellody Farms Dairy, apdirector of AmeripromotionChicago.
pointedAssn.,
can Dairy
Agencies
• Sheldon Mover, v.p. of D.P. Brother
& Co., Detroit, promoted to senior v.p.
Three other v.p.'s similarly elevated to
Thomas J. King and Kenv.p.:
senior neth
G. Manuel, both Detroit, and
Frank E. Egan, N.Y.
© Otto Prochazka,
formerly of Benton &
Bowles as v.p. and
creative supervisor
and before that, Anderson & Cairns as
creative director, to
Compton Adv., N.Y.,
as v.p. and assistant
Mr. Prochazka
creative director.

e Nat Wolff, 59,
v.p. in radio-tv
partment ofYoung de-&
Rubicam, N.Y., died
Tuesday (March 3)
in Roosevelt Hospital,
exploraN.Y.,toryduring
throat operation.
Mr.
Wolff
was
apMr. Wolff
pointed to Y&R post
ago (Week's HeadlinseveralJan.weeks
12). He started with Buffalo
ers,
Broadcasting Corp., served with MGM,He
later became talent representative.
1951 as v.p. inincharge
joined Y&R in production,
left 1956
of radio and tv
to become NBC's director of program
development and in 1957 was made
partner in Don Sharpe Enterprises,
firm. Surviving are his wife,
packaging
Mrs.
actress Edna Best; his mother,actress
Wolff, and stepdaughter,
Minna Marshall.
Sarah

• Robert E. Anderson, v.p. in charge
of BBDO's Detroit office, and McDonaccount superald Gillespie, v.p. andelected
directors.
visor, BBDO, N.Y.,
• Gail M. Raphael, formerly v.p. of
Lennen & Newell, to Doherty, Clifford,
Steers & Shenfield, N.Y., as v.p. and
copy supervisor.
Sulli• Herbert King, controller of N.Y.,
van, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles,
elected treasurer. Nelson O. Argueso,
Clifford,
formerly treasurer of Doherty,
Steers & Shenfield, N.Y., succeeds Mr.
Weathcontroller. T. Newton
King asformer
SSC&B treasurer, named
erby,
administrative
v.p.,
officer.director, and chief
• A. Michael Frothingham, Ted Bates
& Co., N.Y., general counsel, elected
secretary and v.p.
• Michael W. Gradle, manager of
Hollywood office of Needham, Louis &
Brorby, elected v.p.
BROADCASTING, March 9, 1959

a Thomas J. Carnese, Edward A.
William
Grey William A. O. Gross,
Dan
E Hatch, Walter W. McKee,
Rodgers and Allen M.Whitlock, all
& Co., N.Y., prov.p.'s of Ted Bates
Agency was inmoted to senior v.p.'s. Grey
Adv. last
advertently given as
week (Broadcasting, March 2).
, v.p. and account ex• John Heverly
ecutive of Botsford, Constantine &
Gardner, Seattle. Wash., has resigned.

direcv.p. and publicittoy resign
• June Barth, Roberts
, L.A.,
tor of Carson/
April 1.
• Guy S. Warren Jr. has resigned as
executive v.p. of D.P. Brother & Co.,
Detroit.
• John D. Lucas, 66, v.p. of Charles
died March 3 in
W. Hoyt
York.Co., NY.,
New
o Irving Smith Kogan, with Hicks &
of
Greist, N.Y., since 1957 as director
and made v.p. in 1958,
public relations
to board of directors.
elected
• Donald Clark, assistant to presidenandt
of Sudler & Hennessey Inc., N.Y.,
ms and James ColStuart Willia
lette, S&H account executives, named
v.ps.
• Edwin W. Bodensiek, Fuller & Smith
account executive, pro& Ross,motedN.Y.
to merchandising director.
super• Thomas J. Maynard, media Detroit,
Rubicam,
visor, Young & media
relations and
named director of
planning, succeeding Rodney C. Hol-

STEWART-WARNER (Alemite
Division) returns to network
radio-CBS Radio-with
its biggest appropriation
in years. PCP was the
additive that did it! This
network has delivered
largest commercial minute
audiences all along. And the
new Program Consolidation
Plan-with unified station
clearances and strong
sequencing-will
program this
increase
leadership.

CBS

RADIO

NETWORK:
42% LARGER AUDIENCES
PER COMMERCIAL MINUTE
THAN ANY OTHER RADIO
NETWORK, AVERAGING OVER
16 CONSECUTIVE MONTHS.

Horseman, a tv series slated for production next summer.
• Paris fashions are to be the focus of
an hour-long live colorcast next fall.
The French fashion industry, through
Edward Gottlieb & Assoc., has granted
exclusive rights to the William Morris
Agency to sell, lease or license the
show in which 14 major French designers will participate. Planned as an
entertainment package for network presentation, the show has reportedly
elicited sponsor interest.
• National Telefilm Assoc., N.Y., reports sales of its Television Hour of
Stars series to 11 additional stations,
raising total markets sold to 34. Latest
sales were to KLZ-TV Denver, KSTPTV Minneapolis-St. Paul, WPST-TV Miami, WAVY-TV Norfolk, plus WTVH
(TV) Peoria, 111.; WTRI (TV) Albany
N.Y.; WKYT (TV) Lexington, Ky.;
KNOE-TV Monroe, La.; KMMT (TV)
Austin, Minn.; KHOL-TV Kearney,
Neb., and WCIA (TV) Champaign, 111.
• American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers in 1958 had a record income of $28,441,754, George
Hoffman, comptroller, reported Feb.
25 to ASCAP west coast members in

Los Angeles. ASCAP has distributed
$23,261,671 to its members, Mr. Hoffman said. The organization's expenses
of $5,180,083 amounted to only 18%
of its gross income, he noted.
• Over $3 million was spent last year
by foreign television stations in purchases of United Artists Associated motion picture library, it has been reported.
• Four i Productions, new tv packaging
company, has established offices at 510
Madison Ave., N.Y. Telephone: Eldorado 5-5633. Donald Kurz and Jay
Weitzner are partners in firm.
• A directory of radio-tv news departments of all stations in Illinois (and
adjoining areas) has been printed and
distributed by the Illinois News Broadcasters Assn. Copies have gone to INBA
members and additional copies are
available to non-members at $1 each
from Prof. Donald E. Brown, U. of
Illinois, at and
the university's
College of
Journalism
Communications.
• ABC Films has sold its J. Arthur
Rank Festival 35 package to WHDHTV Boston, WTVJ (TV) Miami,

WDAU-TV Scranton, WMAR-TV Baltimore, KTVU (TV) San Francisco,
KOMO-TV Seattle, WNEW-TV New
York and WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.
The ageRank
feature (TV)
packhas been"Special
boughtSix"
by WBRZ
Baton Rouge, KDKA-TV Pittsburgh,
WSM-TV Nashville, KOA-TV Denver!
WREC-TV Memphis, KROC-TV Rochester, and KHSL-TV Chico, Calif.
• Official Films, N.Y., reports it has
acquired distribution rights to a new
half-hour
film series, Police Station,
which is tvbeing
produced by Sandy
Howard Productions, N.Y.
• Nominations for the 1959 advertising Woman of the Year are currently
being accepted by the Advertising Federation ofAmerica. The award is open
to all women in advertising. Entries
should be mailed no later than April 5
to AFA. 250 W. 57th St., New York
19. This
year'sdean,
judgesSchool
will include
Dr.
Earl
English,
of Journalism, U. of Missouri; Mary Busch,
executive vice president, Emery Advertising Co., Baltimore; Ray Krings,
advertising manager, Anheuser-Busch
Inc., St. Louis.

schafer
AUTOMATIC PROGRAMMER
-complete and true automation for radio stations
The highly successful Schafer M-60 provides
up to 24 hours of fully automated programming. Material can be prepared in a fraction
of air time and program format may be interrupted orchanged at any time without interfering with the timing. Schafer Automation offers
an economical and practical solution to many
of your operating problems.
price: $7950 or terms
lease: $200 per month
Write for complete catalog information or an
actual demonstration at your station.
see
the M-60 . . .
in operation
NAB CONVENTION
March 15-18, 1959
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Advertisers
• Gen. Edwin W. Rawlings (U.S. Air
elected to board of direcForce,tors ofret.),
General Mills Co.. Minneapolis,
v. p. At time
and appointed financial
of his retirement last month, Gen.
maRawlings
command.commander of air
teriel was
• Robert E. Kahl, assistant v.p. in
charge of marketing of Borden Foods
Co., appointed v.p. in charge of marketing.
geno Wilbur E. Rehmann, gformerly
eral sales and advertisin manager of
apDairy,
Hawthorn-Mellody Farms
of Ameridirector
promotion
pointed
can Dairy Assn., Chicago.
Agencies
• Sheldon Moyer, v.p. of D.P. Brother
& Co., Detroit, promoted to senior v.p.
Three other v.p.'s similarly elevated to
Thomas J. King and Kenv.p.:
senior neth
G. Manuel, both Detroit, and
Frank E. Egan, N.Y.
© Otto Prochazka,
formerly of Benton &
Bowles as v.p. and
creative supervisor
and before that, Anderson & Cairns as
creative director, to
Compton Adv., N.Y.,
trA
as v.p. and assistant
Mr. Prochazka
creative director.

o Nat Wolff, 59.
v.p. in radio-tv
partment ofYoung de-&
Rubicam, N.Y., died
Tuesday (March 3)
in Roosevelt Hospital,
N.Y., during exploratory throat operation.
Mr. Wolff was appointed to Y&R post
(Week'swithHeadlinago started
severalJan.weeks
Buffalo
He
12).
ers,
with MGM.
Broadcasting Corp., served
He
representative.
later became talent
1951 as v.p. in incharge
joined Y&R tvin production,
left 1956
of radio and
to become NBC's director of program
development and in 1957 was made
partner in Don Sharpe Enterprises,
firm. Surviving are his wife,
packaging
Mrs.
actress Edna Best; his mother,actress
and stepdaughter,
Wolff,
Minna
Sarah Marshall.

o Thomas J. Carnese. Edward A.
A. O. Gross, William
Grey, William
Dan
E Hatch, Walter W. McKee,
M.Whitlock, all
Allen
Rodgers and
N.Y., prov.p.'s of Ted Bates & Co.,
Agency was inmoted to senior v.p.'s. Grey
Adv. last
advertently given as
week (Broadcasting, March 2).
. v.p. and account ex• John Heverly
ecutive of Botsford, Constantine &
Gardner, Seattle. Wash., has resigned.

Barth, v.p. and publicity direc• June
tor of Carson/ Roberts, LA., to resign
April 1.
• Robert E. Anderson, v.p. in charge • Guy S. Warren Jr. has resigned as
of BBDO's Detroit office, and McDon- executive v.p. of D.P. Brother & Co.,
account super- Detroit.
ald Gillespie, v.p. andelected
directors.
visor, BBDO, N.Y.,
D. Lucas. 66, v.p. of Charles
• Gail M. Raphael, formerly v.p. of •W.John
Co.. NY., died March 3 in
Lennen & Newell, to Doherty, Clifford, New Hoyt
York.
Steers & Shenfield, N.Y., as v.p. and
copy supervisor.
o Irving Smith Kogan, with Hicks &
Greist, N.Y., since 1957 as director1958,of
Sulliof
r
controlle
• Herbert King,
relations and made v.p. in
N.Y., public
elected to board of directors.
van, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles,
elected treasurer. Nelson O. Argueso,
Doherty, Clifford, • Donald Clark, assistant to president
formerly treasurer , ofN.Y.,
succeeds Mr. of Sudler & Hennessey Inc., N.Y., and
Steers & Shenfield
Weath. T. Newton
controller
King asformer
Williams and James ColSSC&B treasurer, named Stuart
erby,
S&H account executives, named
lette.
ative
v.ps.
v.p.,
officer.director, and chief administr
• Edwin W. Bodensiek, Fuller & Smith
• A. Michael Frothingham, Ted Bates & Ross, N.Y. account executive, proelected
moted to merchandising director.
& Co., N.Y., general counsel,
secretary' and v.p.
J. Maynard, media super• Michael W. Gradle, manager of • Thomas
, Detroit,
visor, Young & Rubicam
&
Louis
Hollywood office of Needham,
named director of media relations and
Brorby, elected v.p.
planning, succeeding Rodney C. HolIBROADCASTING, March 9, 1959

STEWART-WARNER (Alemite
Division) returns to network
radio-CBS Radio-with
its biggest appropriation
in years. PCP was the
additive that did it! This
network has delivered
largest commercial minute
audiences all along. And the
new Program Consolidation
Plan-with unified station
clearances and strong
sequencing-will
program this
increase
leadership.

CBS RADIO
NETWORK:
42% LARGER AUDIENCES
PER COMMERCIAL MINUTE
THAN ANY OTHER RADIO
NETWORK, AVERAGING OVER
16 CONSECUTIVE MONTHS.

brook, transferred to New York office.
• Leo Higdon, formerly of Leo Burnett
Co. as copy supervisor, and Bernard
Lubar, formerly copy group head of
McCann-Erickson, named creative supervisors, Benton & Bowles, N.Y. Jeremiah C. Harmon, previously copy
chief of
Pittsburgh
named
copyBBDO's
group head
at B&B. office,
• Lou Lalko, formerly of ManufacMilwaukee,
namedAdv.,
art
directorturer'sofProducts,
Scott
Henderson
Tucson, Ariz. Robert Fink, formerly
production head of printing firm, Keller-Crescent, Evansville, Ind., to agency
as account executive and production
head.

director of WOW-TV Omaha, to A&R
as production assistant.
• John Anthony, formerly public relations account executive at Hazard Adv.,
and Jeanne Taylor, previously in public
relations department of J.M. Hickerson
Inc., to J.M. Mathes Inc., N.Y., in public relations and publicity department.
• George Cisneros, formerly of Gaynor & Ducas Inc. and Buchanan Co.,
both New York, to Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauf & Ryan Inc., N.Y., as production
manager.
• Nick Gibson, formerly of Compton
Adv., N.Y., as producer, to Kenyon &
Eckhardt, that city, as commercial producer.

• Vernon Morelock, formerly v.p. of
Winius-Brandon Adv., St. Louis, named • Arthur Burdge, formerly president
v.p. and account executive of Lowe of Direct Mail Assn., to Young & RubiRunkle Co., Oklahoma City.
cam, N.Y., copy department.
• George E. Halleman Jr., formerly • Carl Green, formerly of Henry C.
of NBC Spot Sales, Chicago, to Dun- Brown Agency, New York talent agent,
can Scott & Co., L.A., as head of radio- as tv consultant and package producer,
to Ted Bates & Co., N.Y., as tv-radio
tv department.
supervisor.
• Robert Otter, art director at Doner • Dexter E. Glunz,
formerly v.p.,
& Peck, N.Y., named executive art di- copy
chief and member of Dancerrector and head of creative services.
York creative
New
Fitzgeral
d-Sample'
review board,
to s copy department of
• Charles W. Tennant Jr., formerly Los
BBDO.
of
office
Angeles
account supervisor on Pharma-Craft
(Coldene, Fresh products) account at • Joseph C. Hantin, formerly editor
J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, and of
newsprint department, American
previously advertising director of Miles Newspaper
Publishers Assn., to Radio
Labs, Elkhart, Ind., to Leo Burnett Co., Advertisings Bureau
as promotion writer;
that city, as account supervisor.
Frances Newton, previously librarian
with
BBDO,
joins
RAB as chief li• Art Lamb, formerly air personality brarian.
of WRC-TV Washington, joins Larrabee Assoc., that city, as account super- • William A. Gregg Jr., formerly of
visor.
Scripture Press, Wheaton, 111., to Clinton
E. Frank, Chicago, as illustrator in art
• Lloyd G. Delaney, formerly of Kud- department.
ner Agency, to William Esty Co., N.Y., Networks
as account executive on Sun Oil Co.
• Larry Holder, formerly account • Peter Affe, director of operations
executive of BBDO, N.Y., to Bozell & WRCA-AM-FM-TV New York, appointed manager of facilities planning
Jacobs, N.Y., as account executive on
and utilization for NBC-TV.
Mutual of Omaha.

• Louis Carrafiello, formerly of
Pfizer Labs, to account staff of Erwin
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, N.Y., on
American Cyanamid Co. account.
• Compton S. Jones, formerly public
relations account executive of J. Walter
Thompson in Washington, D.C., to
Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove in similar
capacity in agency's Washington office.
• Don B. Amsden, with Allen & Reynolds Adv., Omaha, Neb., past 10 years,
named manager of radio-tv department.
Robert Spittler, formerly producer122 (FATES & FORTUNES)

eral sales manager, succeeding George
J. Arkedis, newly-named v.p. in Chicago of CBS Radio Network Sales
(Week's Headliners, Feb. 23).
• Jack Sandler, general manager of
WQAM
Miami, v.p.Storzof
station, named
corporation.
Mr. San-as
dler will continue
local and national
sales manager.
Mr. Sandler
• Gene P. Loffler,
formerly v.p. and general manager of
KICA-AM-TV Clovis, N.M.,
executive v.p. in charge of KQTV named
(TV)
Fort Dodge, Iowa.
• Floyde E. (Bud)
Beaston, with Storer
Broadca sting Co.
since 1957 and
named midwest sales
manager for radio-tv
in 1958, appointed
general sales manager
of WSPD-TV Toledo,
Mr. Beaston
Ohio, succeeding William Ashworth, who moves to New
York as national sales manager of
WSPD-TV. Francis X. McNerney,
station
account executive, named local
sales manager.
• Charles Boland, formerly of KBOX
Dallas and KWTX-TV Waco, both
Texas,eral tomanager.
KIXZ Amarillo, Tex., as gen-

• William F. Russell, formerly of
WKYW Louisville to WSON-A
Henderson, both ,Kentucky, as M-FM
station
director. Betty Davis, formerly of
WIKY-AM-FM Evanvsille,
Ind., to
WSON as continuity director.
• Leonard Bridge, controller and assistant secretary-treasurer of WOODAM-TV Grand Rapids, Mich., named
business manager and assistant secretary-treasurer.
• Edward J. Hennessy, formerly general
manager
of WEATTV West Palm
Beach,
• David Dortort, producer of NBCFla., named general
TV's contract
sales manager of
Restless with
Gun, network,
has signed
term
with longfirst
WAVY-TV
Norfolkassignment as producer of Bonanza,
Portsmouth, Va.
Mr.
new hour-long western series.
Hennessy was previMr. Hennessy
ously general sales
• Georgiana Carhart, 93, star of
manager of WTVM (TV) Columbus,
ABC-TV's Life Begins At Eighty, series Ga.
discontinued in 1956, died March 2 in
•New York. Mrs. Carhart also made • Lewis Dickey, formerly eastern division manager in New York for Guild
appearances on NBC-TV's
severalPaarguestShow.
Jack
Films,
namedAtlanta,
local Ga.
sales manager of
WAGA-TV
Stations
• Charlie Grant, program director of
• Frank Atlass, program director at WWJB (formerly WKTS) Brooksville,
WBBM-TV Chicago, appointed gen- Fla., named station manager.
BROADCASTING, March 9, 1959

to joinee.news staff of WTMJ-AMsignedMilwauk
TV
• Bob Scott, formerly news director of
KOWB Laramie, Wyo., to KRIZ
capacity. Don
Phoenix, Ariz., in similar
Lincoln to KRIZ <as air personality.
• Joe K. Phipps, director of news oper-,
ations, WWDC-AM-FM Washington
D.C., adds duties of director of special
ration • J.
projects.
Democratic demonst(1),
• Don Peters, formerly promotion
executive
Leonard Reinsch
was
stations,
Cox
the
of
director
manager of WCMW Canton, Ohio, to
named executive director of the
WAND, that city, in similar capacity.
ic National Con1960 Democrat
• Frank Gaal, news director of WJBKvention in Los Angeles at the
AM-FM Detroit, promoted to programDNC dinner in Washington, Feb.
news director. Don MacKinnon, for28. His two amiable acquaintmerly program director of WPON
ances are Sen. Lyndon B. JohnPontiac, Mich., to WJBK as newsman.
son (c), majority leader, whoses
wife owns radio and tv propertie
• Herbert Weiss, formerly television
account executive of Katz Agency,
in Texas, and Sen. John F. Kensales staff
nedy of Massachusetts. Mr.
N.Y., to WABC New. York
Reinsch was also appointed speas account executive Shirley Laird,
cial assistant to Paul Butler,
, apcontinuity script routing supervisor
Democratic national chairman.
manager of station
in additionpointedtooperations
present duties.
• Hy M. Steed promoted from sales • Ernest M. Stires, formerly salesman
staff to sales manager of WGHN Grand of KGO-AM-FM San Francisco, to
man- KNBC-AM-FM, that city, as account
Haven, Mich. He formerly wasRapids,
executive in local sales.
Mich. ager of WLAV-AM-FM Grand
• Catherine Chapman joins KROW
• Jack Fox, formerly with WJIM-TV Oakland, Calif., as head of commercial
local sales manLansing, Mich., named
department, replacager of WNBC (TV) New Britain, copyingandKarencontinuity
Thomsen, resigned.
Conn. Robert A. Gruskey and
George Bronson join WNBC sales • Eli Winkler Kaufman, WCBS New
staff. George Wuchert and Ladd York staff director, named merchanKudlach join WKNB New Britain
dising manager of "Housewives Pro(WNBC's radio affiliate) as salesmen.
tective League" program.
• J. Stanley Probst, • Bill Grammer, country music performerly president of
former with Jimmy Dean of CBS-TV
M-FM
Maryland
formerly ofto WWVA-A
tical Co.,Pharmaceuappointed and
W.Va., Grand Ole Opry
Wheeling,
assistant to Thomas on
WSM Nashville, Tenn.
F. McNulty, presi- • Bill Cerri, formerly air personality
dent of WINN BaltiWOL-AM-FM Washington, D.C., to
. more, Md., who was ofWGMS-AM-FM,
that city, in similar
*
erroneously
identified
Mr. Probst
m Broadcasting last capacity.
week (March 3).
• Howard Miller, air personality of
to
• Don Sailors, formerly national sales WIND and WBBM Chicago,
manager of KIOA Des Moines, Iowa, WMAQ, that city, in similar capacity.
toager.WING Dayton, Ohio, as sales man- • Burt Burdeen signed for Radio 11,
new nightly record program on WCLM
• Murray C. Evans, formerly v.p. in FM Chicago.
charge of sales, WGBB Freeport, toas • Mike Roy to KCKC San Bernardino,
Babylon, both New York,
Calif., as air personality.
WBABmanager.
sales
• Ron Meroney, formerly d.j. of
• Louis Sciortino, formerly assistant WDXI Jackson, Tenn., and presently
local advertising manager of Wichita freshman, Memphis State U., signed by
Eagle, appointed local sales manager of WHBQ-TV Memphis as m.c. of Satur
KTVH (TV) Hutchinson-Wichita, Kan. day night Dance Party show. He re
who moves
Wink Martindale,
places
formerly news direc- to
• Don Fredrick,
KHJ-AM-FM-TV
Los Angeles as
tor at KASI Ames, Iowa, to WBEL air personality.
Beloit, Wis., in similar capacity. He
succeeds Maynard A. Schneider, re- • Bob Gregory, formerly news direcBROADCASTING, March 9, 1959

KOBY is
the No. 1 Record
IN SAN FRANCISCO

There's a great new record in San
This recand it's KOBY!
Francisco—KOBY
the highest average
ord gives
No(from why
all daytime rating—vember-D14.5
ecember Pulse). That'sseller,
the top San
KOBYan isaudience
with
that Francisco
buys and buys!
No double spotting!
when buying KOBY —
discountDenver!
10% KOSI,
and
0,000 Watts
in Francisco
KOBYiiSan
Seesales
Petryrecord
and make
your own
with KOBY!
For Greenville, Miss.-WGVM
Mid-America Broadcasting Cp»
One hundred
national
and
eleven*
regional
advertisers
spot
know
Terre Haute
is not covered
effectively
TV
by outside
* Basis: 1958

I0£
WTHITV CHANNEL
TERRE
HAUTE,
INDIANA
Represented Nationally by Boiling Co.,
LoS Angeles -San Francisco ■ Boston ■ New York • Chicago ■Da123

tor of KRDO-AM-TV Colorado
Springs,
announcer.to KTUL Tulsa, Okla., as
• Dave Fenton, formerly of WBIS
Bristol, to WCCC Hartford, both Connecticut, as announcer.
• Charles Norwood, formerly news
director of WHCT (TV) Hartford,
Conn.,
'n Sparesnamed
show. m.c. of station's Strikes

TEXAS COMPANY makes
CBS Radio its exclusive
network radio choice. For
maximum mileage! This
network has delivered
largest commercial minute
audiences all along. And the
new Program Consolidation
Plan-with unified station
clearances and strong
program sequencing-will
increase this leadership.
CBS RADIO
NETWORK:
42% LARGER AUDIENCES
PER COMMERCIAL MINUTE
THAN ANY OTHER RADIO
NETWORK, AVERAGING OVER
16 CONSECUTIVE MONTHS.
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ture Productions, Chicago film firm, to
v.p. in charge of its central sales division, headquartering in Cleveland.
• Herbert L. Berger, business manager of radio-tv department of DancerFitzgerald-Sample, N.Y., to Screen
Gems as director of business affairs.
• Jerry Schnitzer, v.p. of LawrenceSchnitzer Productions, Hollywood, appointed executive v.p. of Robert
• Joe McKinney to WBAP-AM-FM Ft. Lawrence Productions, N.Y. Companies are affiliated and produce filmed
Worth, Tex., as announcer.
tv commercials.
• Phil Lind, air personality of WTAQ
• Walt Plant and
LaGrange, 111., adds duties of m.c. of
musical interview show over WAIT
Mel Schlank apChicago.
pointeddivision
v.p.'s of pro-of
gram sales
National
Telefilm
Representatives
Assoc. in Los Angeles
• Richard C. Arbuckle, midwest
and New York, remanager, Eastman Co., elected v. p.
spectively.areTheirwith
assignments
• Roy Edwards, manager of Los AnFamous Films,
sales
geles branch, George P. Hollingbery
unit for NTA rerun
Co., appointed director of west coast
operation. George Hemmerle, forproduct.
Mr. v.p.Plantof
was
formerly
merly of KOVR (TV) Stockton, Calif.,
western division of
named manager of San Francisco
Television Programs
branch, replacing George E. Lindman,
of America, and Mr.
resigned.
Schlank was v.p. in
• John A. Hicks, since 1954 with
charge
of sales
Clarke Brown Co., southern radio-tv
for
GrossInc.- Krasne representative firm, in its Atlanta, Ga.,
Mr. Schlank
Sillerman
office, appointed manager of New Orleans office. Bill Jones, formerly of
producer of tv comGeneral Outdoor Adv., replaces Mr. • Will Cowan,
mercials atUniversal-International, has
Hicks in Atlanta.
joined Warner Bros, as production head
tv commercial and industrial film
• Richard G. Koenig, for past five of
division, of which David H. Depatie is
years with Boiling Co., as tv account administrative
and business head.
executive, to Peters, Griffin, Woodward
Inc., N.Y., in similar capacity.
• Tom Frost, formerly of Decca Records as musical director in classical
• Julian Kanter, account executive
division,
director of artistswith WBBM-TV Chicago for past three repertoire,appointed
Urania Records, Belleville,
years, to midwest sales staff of Peters, N.J.
Griffin, Woodward Inc., Chicago, as tv
account executive.
• Dom Cerulli, formerly New York
editor of Downbeat magazine, named
• William
E. onMiller,
formerly
count executive
radio sales
at Adamac- director of eastern promotion-publicity
of Warner Bros. Records in New
Young Inc., Chicago, station represen- office
tative, toAm Radio Sales, that city, in York.
similar capacity.
• Audrey Meadows, star on CBSo Kenneth I. de Vries, formerly of TV's The Honeymooners with Jackie
Mutual as account executive, to sales Gleason, has been signed to co-star with
staff of H-R Representatives Inc., N.Y. Sid Caesar in new situation filmed
Programming
comedy, It's a Living, which Mr. Ceasar'sassociation
firm, Shellric
produce
in
with Corp.,
Screen will
Gems.
The
j^tUb^
*
Arthur
R.
Lerner,
show
was
created
by
writer
Arthur
f
*\
assistant
treasurer
of
I Guild Films, N.Y., Orloff and William Sackheim, programming director of Screen Gems. Shootj since
1955, appointed
administrative
v. p.
ing is due to start within month.
■
and treasurer.
• Jack Creamer, for past five years
• Lawrence T. radio-tv
executive of Young &
Young promoted Rubicam,account
N.Y. to national sales diviMr. Lerner
from manager of
sion of Ziv Television Programs Inc.,
Cleveland sales district of Wilding Pic- N.Y.
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Equipment and Engineering
• Rear Adm. Frederick J. Bell
(USN, ret.), formerly executive v.p.
of National Automobile Dealers Assn.,
Washington, D.C., elected senior v.p. of
N.Y.,
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., Roger
in charge of industrial relations.
A. Sw anson, formerly of Westinghouse
Electric Corp., named product sales
diodes for semispecialist-microwave
conductor division of Sylvania.
• David R. Hull, v.p. of Raytheon
of Eleccurrent
Mfg. Co.
elected to board
Assn.,president
tronicand
Industries
of directors of Mycalex Corp. of
America, N.Y.
• Richard A. Lipsey. previously in
consumer research department of
Motorola Inc., appointed assistant to
manager of distribution in consumer
products division.
• George Loomis named manager of
receiving tube division, Raytheon Mfg.
Co., Waltham, Mass. William T.
Welsh, formerly sales manager of
Raytheon's microwave and power tube
division, rejoins firm as sales manager
of equipment-systems division. Four
assistant managers named in research
division: Hugh R. Boyd, Dr. Luther
Jr., Dr. Walter F. Leverton
Davis
and Dr. Hermann Statz.
• Malvern B. Still, manager of RCA
Victor Radio and "Victrola" plant,
Canonsburg, Pa., named manager of
RCA's Bloomington, Ind., plant.
• Walter R. Kuzmin, formerly of
Minneapolis Honeywell Regulator Co.,
Duarte, Calif., named manager of reliability engineering, technical products
division, Packard-Bell Electronics
Corp., L.A.
Allied Fields
• Paul M. Segal, D.C. attorney since
1929, and Robert A. Marmet, Naval
Academy and Georgetown U. grad who
spent nine years as Naval officer before
resigning in 1955, announce formation
of law partnership under name of Segal
& Marmet. Messrs. Segal and Marmet
were affiliated with firm of Segal, Smith
& Hennessey until its dissolution Jan.
1, 1958 (when it became Smith, Hens ey &McDonald)
. SegalWash.
& Marmet's
office: ne816
Conn. Ave.,
6, D.C.
Telephone: St. 3-1400.
• James S. Howie, secretary-treasurer
PLANNING FM BROADCASTING?
See page No. 109
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of Assn. of Motion Picture Producers,
Hollywood, has retired after 21 years.
He will sultant
continue
capacity. in advisory and con• Rick Weaver,
sports director of
KFH-AM-FM WichiWITH THE
ta, Kan., elected extMcT
NaInter
Mountain
llt
f
tionalecutiveAssn.v.p.ofof Fans
Inc., new national
Network
sports attendance
promotion organization
IN BILLINGS, MONT.
Mr. Weaver with headquarters in
Ft. Wayne, Ind.
o Joe Wolhandler, formerly v.p. of
IS
Rogers & Cowan public relations firm, KBMY
N.Y., has formed Wolhandler Assoc.,
Intermountain
Network
Affiliate
N.Y., which will specialize in promotion of tv programs and motion pictures. Firm's east coast headquarters:
406
E. 50th St., N.Y. Phone: Eldorado
The Hottest Sounding
5-7020.
• David W. Talbott, with United
HOTTEST
BUY
Press International since 1956, named
IN
manager of UPI's Cleveland bureau,
succeeding Howard H. Babcock, resigned.
TOWN ! ! !
• W.F. Stover, formerly divisional
sales promotion manager of General The Nation's Most Successful Regional Network
Motors,
appointed
midwest Co.,
representa• SALT LAKE CITY • DENVER
tive of Paul
H. Chapman
Atlanta HEADQUARTERS
Contact Your Avery-Knodel Man
brokerage
firm.
Mr.
Stover
will
maintain offices at 205 W. Wacker Drive,
Chicago.
International
AlfAlft TOWER LIGHTING
R TROUB
FORME
TRANS
ION
• Ken Page, tv film
ISOLATLES
U
UI
AV
INSTALL
MODERN DESIGN
sales manager of S.W.
. by HUGHEY & PHILLIPS, Inc.
Caldwell Ltd., Toron. your
most dependable
to, Ont., promoted to
Hon Lighting
Equipment source of Obstruc
general sales manager.
. the
widest
selection
of Control and Alarn
Apparatus in the Industry.
Mr. Page is also v.p.
of TelePrompTer of
Canada Ltd.
FEATURING:
. HIGHER *■
EFFICIENCY
REGULATION J■
Mr. Page • George Mather,
. ADDITIONAL
IMPROVED "%>
TAPS
Port Credit, Ont., elected president of
. FIBER
GLASS £|
newly organized Canadian Assn. of
INSULATION
Broadcast Consultants, whose members
.
EPOXY
are accredited by Canadian Department
ENCASED
. VERSATILE
■
of Transport to appear for radio-tv
MOUNTING ■
stations zationand
applicants.
New
organiwill serve on Canadian Radio
Technical Planning Board. A.G. Day THREE SIZES . . . 750, 1750, 3500 WATTS
of Waterloo, Ont., elected v.p., and Essential wherever 60 cycle power must be
efficiently across two points with
H.Z. Rogers, Toronto, secretary-trea- transferred
very low capacitance or at very high voltages.
surer.
REQUEST DESCRIPTIVE BULLETIN
• Jack Sayer, CFUN Vancouver, B.C.,
HPS-152
elected president of British Columbia
Assn. of Broadcasters, succeeding Gil
HUGHEY & PHILLIPS, INC.
Seabrook, CJIB Vernon. Ken HutcheMANUFACTURERS OF
son, CJAV Port Alberni, elected v.p.;
PhotoLights, Special
Beacons,
300MM
William Hughes, CKNW New WestBeacon Flashers,
Electric Controls, Obstruction
ConLight
Tower
minster,
and
Roy
Chapman,
CHBCMicrowave
Junction Boxes,
TV Kelowna, directors.
Isolation TransSystems,
trol and Alarm
CompleteTowerKits for: Tower
formers,
and
• Pierre Favreau to sales promotion
Lighting, Sleetmelter Power and Control.
3200 N. San Fernando Blvd. Burbank, Calif.
manager of CKAC Montreal, Que.

EQUIPMENT
Westinghouse, RCA
show am stereo plans
Two new compatible am stereo broadcast systems were brought out in New
York last week, joining the steadily increasing ranks of those competing for
approval by the National Stereophonic
Radio Committee.
Westinghouse's Television-Radio Div.
demonstrated its single-channel am system which transmits a double signal
by simultaneous amplitude and frequency modulation of the carrier. Owners of two am receivers can have stereo
by tuning one set somewhat below and
the other somewhat above a station's
number on the dial. Reception for the
single-set listener is said to be unaffected. Westinghouse explains the system this way:
"The seamplitude
modulation
is esntial y that of the normal
commercial
broadcast band signal and the stereophonic information is supplied by varying the carrier frequency. The stereophonic information is contained in the
band from 300 to 3,000 cycles per second; therefore, it is practical to use
frequency modulation for the stereophonic information without interfering
with adjacent am channels."
If demand warrants, Westinghouse is
prepared to market a single receiver designed for this system with separate circuits and multiple speakers. Estimated
expenditures for stations installing the
Westinghouse transmission: $2,500.
RCA reports having successfully
tested a stereo system of the am variety
over WRCA New York last week. Conventional sets were said to have produced normal reception. The stereophonic effect was received via the type
of equipment required for stereophonic
phonographs, i.e. twin speakers and amplifiers. Also needed by the listener to
this RCA system is an am stereo radio

&

ENGINEERING

which would have some additional cirson, Machlett persident, have announced.
cuitry and cost
"slightly
more" than
conventional
radios.
Broadcasters
are
Under the agreement, Machlett, makers of X-ray and electron tubes, would
said
to need a "minor addition" to their
am transmitter.
continue to operate under its present
name and management but as a division
of Raytheon. Machlett sales in 1958
RCA countersues
were about $10 million. There is virtually no overlap between company
RCA is seeking a total of $1,158,065
according to Raytheon, whose
in royalties and assorted damages from products,
Philco Corp., Philadelphia, and one of 1958 sales of electronic equipment and
systems were approximately $375 milits subsidiaries, Lansdale Tube Co.
lion.
RCA's demands were contained in
a counter-claim filed in U.S. District
Court in Philadelphia on Feb. 27 in • Technical topics
connection with a $150 million treble • Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing
damage antitrust suit, filed in January Co., St. Paul, had consolidated sales of
1957 by Philco against RCA, General $376,293,016 in 1958, a company record. 1957 sales were $370,106,838.
Electric Co., AT&T and two AT&T
subsidiaries. Philco charged that these Common stock earnings last year were
companies were monopolizing patents $43,669,033 (equal to $2.58 a share).
in the radio, television and electronics Earnings in 1957 totaled $39,446,588
field
and laws.
claimed they were violating ($2.34 a share). Before-tax earnings
antitrust
in 1958: $84,279,033; in 1957: $76,326,558. Provision for 1958 federal
In its counter-suit, embodying three and
Canadian income taxes was $40,separate claims, RCA asserted that 400,000.
Philco owes it $294,475 for royalties
on licenses of RCA patents on radio • WGAN-TV Portland, Me., has
sets and electrical phonographs from awarded Kline Iron & Steel Co., CoJan. 1, 1950, to Dec. 31, 1954; the
lumbia, S.C., the contract to construct
second claims damages of $450,000 the station's 1,619-ft. tower (Broadcasting, Feb. 23).
covering the licensing by Philco of
commercial radio apparatus patents • Paul Dean Ford, broadcast engineerfrom June 1, 1950, to Dec. 31, 1954,
Terre Haute, Ind., has
and the third claim is against Lansdale moveding consultant,
to 4341 S. Eighth St. there.
for $413,590 for the licensing of radio
tube patents from June 1, 1950, to • Kay Electric Co., Pine Brook, N.J.,
Dec. 31, 1954. In the past, Philco has announces rhat it has been appointed
denied it owed RCA any back royalties. distributor in the U.S. and Canada for
DRD meters, the complete line of
direct-reading digital frequency meters
Raytheon-Machlett
made by Sivers Lab, Stockholm,
Stockholders of Raytheon Mfg. Co., Sweden. Meters come in nine models
Waltham, Mass., and Machlett Labs, covering a frequency range of 1,100 to
Springdale, Conn., will vote April 23, 18,000 mc. Frequency is read directly
megacycles
by anof in-line
digital
on a merger agreement approved by in
counter.
All models
DRD meters
company directors, Charles F. Adams, have
coupling windows to which
Raytheon president, and W. E. Steven- differenttwocoupling
elements can be connected. Information is available from
Kay
Pine Electric,
Brook. Dept. BT, 14 Maple Ave.,

United Press International news produces!

126

• The Electronic Industries Assn.'s
Spectrum Study Committee will review
developments in Congress and the Office
of Civil Defense & Mobilization at
the association's spring conference
March 17-20 at the Statler Hilton Hotel,
Washington. EIA has proposed that the
government undertake a long-range
study of military and civilian use of the
spectrum. Thirty other sessions are
scheduled for the conference, including
the Consumer Products Div.'s review
of a tv public relations proposal to enhomes. courage more than one tv set into
BROADCAST! NG, March 9, 1959

FANFARE
Blue ribbon story • Management
and representatives of KIOA Des
Moines called on Chicago agencies
last month, taking along a model to
help make the Iowa sales pitch.
Here she pins a blue KIOA ribbon,
a propliaminKennedy,
the presentation,
on Wil-at
group supervisor
McCann-Erickson.
Lester Kamin, president of KIOA,
and Jim Dowell, vice president-general manager of the station, led
salesman teams from Weed Radio
Corp., KIOA sales representative in
the two-day agency promotion.
They visited dozens of offices,
covering among others: Leo Burnett
Co.; McCann-Erickson; Needham,
Louis & Brorby; J. Walter Thompson Co.; Clinton E. Frank, and
Aubrey, Finlay, Marley & Hodgson.
Stereo stands trial
Pittsburgh residents was
A juryto ofKDKA
invited
there last week to
hear demonstrations of stereophonic
broadcasting. The station broadcast a
using am-fm and fm-fm, and
program
the
guests, not knowing which they
were hearing, gave their views on the
reception. Similar tests were conducted
later in the week with the jury tuned
in from Sharon, Pa. Results of the experiments wil be submitted to the FCC.

storecialrepresentative
spevalue or service. points
Listenersup area then
invited by an announcer to ask for the
staffer
visit the.they've
store. just heard when they

WITI-TV industry salute
Milwaukee industry is the subject of
a series of service announcements by
WITI-TV Milwaukee. Starting with a
list of 40 top concerns in the area,
WITI-TV is being solicited by others
for inclusion in the project.
Polished performance
WITI-TV announcements made three
"Get a free Griffin shine from won- or four times daily, emphasize personnel and human interest phases of the
derful WIL" was the invitation on the
red jackets of a corps of shoeshine boys companies, reporting anniversaries,
in downtown St. Louis. The St. Louis company awards, employe accomplishments, health and welfare programs,
station sent its troops into shopping
centers and advertising agencies with executive appointments and other items.
Industries are saluted on a rotating
the merchandising service.
basis.
WZIP fans rally 'round
About 1,800 letters were received by
WZIP Covington, Ky., in answer to an
appeal from the management. The vote
of confidence was solicited by the station's board of governors, which wanted
proof that WZIP's classical music program ing ispopular.
For one week, announcements were
broadcast asking listeners to write to
the
mat. station with their views on its forOther side of the counter
Beeper phone interviews with the
staffs of department store sponsors are
a feature of commercials on WEJL
Scranton, Pa. In the broadcasts the
BROADCASTING, March 9, 1959

Stars come out for WABC
WABC New York added vision to
its broadcasting schedule Feb. 16 when
it took its entire programming schedule
outdoors and played to an estimated
55,000 inmountfront
New York's
ParaTheatre.ofStation
personalities
conducted shows from the WABC
mobile unit for a total 14V2 hours and
played host to such recording artists as
Connie Boswell, Les Paul & Mary Ford
and Teresa Brewer. The station plans
to take a troupe of disc jockeys to other
points in the metropolitan area in the
future.
KDKA-TV crowds gather
KDKA-TV Pittsburgh has sent a
presentation to clients and agencies
pointing up 1 5 of the station's publicity
and promotion campaigns. The storyboard is titled "Crowd-winning Promotions." They range through a baseball
contest that attracted a full house at the
city's Forbes Field, a Santa Claus promotion for a local department store and
a KDKA-TV Day for 20,000 children
at an amusement park. Another 20,000
went to KDKA-TV Night at the Ice
Capades.
Houston howdy
James Garner was in town to plug
a movie, "Up Periscope," but KTRKTV Houston wasn't going to let audiences forget he's Maverick every
Sunday on ABC-TV. Alighting from an
airplane dubbed Maverick Special, inMr.a
Garner found himself starring
three-hour KTRK show, Soundtrack,
which was remoted from the Houston
appearairport. Mr. Garner made two and
acances on the ABC-TV station
cepted honorary membership in the
county sheriff's mounted posse.

Station squad • Sports at XETV
(TV) Tijuana-San Diego, Calif., got
caught up in the spirit of the station's weekly jai alai telecasts and organized an off-camera management
squad. Julian M. Kaufman (standing 1)vice president-general manager
of the ABC-TV affiliate, has challenged other tv stations to tangle on
the court with the XETV team "any
time,
place." (seated 1 to r) are
His any
teammates
Hank Guzek, local sales manager;
Lou Meiers, business manager, and
(standing r) Harrison Eagles, program director.
Mr. Kaufman also announced last
week that local response to the Saturday night televised games (8-9
be
p.m.) has been such that XETV has
arranged with Guild Films to syndi- Tijuana's Fronton Palacio, will
videotaped in Los Angeles for
cate the programs.
The jai alai games, telecast from tional distribution.
Single-minded schedule
WHAT-FM Philadelphia started programming jazz music 18 hours a day
last Monday (March 2). Jazz at 96.5
(WHAT-FM's
between 11 a.m.frequency)
and 5 a.m.is broadcast
from the
station's new studios. The schedule was
increased from a 15-hour all-jazz day.
WNTA-TV hosts admen
More than 500 admen, agencymen
and newsmen were introduced to the
WNTA-TV Newark, N.J., "New House
of Entertainment," new personalities
and programs, at a cocktail party Feb.
26 at the local Savoy-Hilton Hotel.

•for
appealto bycontribute
KFMB-TVto aSanbail Diego
$1.Oneviewers
fund
to get Americans out of a Mexican jail
after their arrest on gambling charges,
Among
WNTA-TV's
programs,
Mike
Wallace
Interviewsnewstarts
today met with an $800 response. The money
(March 9); Alex In Wonderland was donated by 125 listeners.
(author Alexander King conducting
weekly interviews) starts Wednesday • KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City, Okla.,
is applying electronic dramatics to its
(1 1 -midnight); Juke Box Jury, starring reception-room
product display. ProdPeter Potter from Hollywood, also deare placed on plastic shelves, one
buts on WNTA-TV this week, and to a uctsshelf,
in
total
darkness. IndividBishop Fulton J. Sheen begins a weekly
timed spotlights alternate their
half-hour commentary tomorrow. All flashes ually
to present one item at a time for
the shows are on videotape.
5 seconds every 50 seconds, giving the
spotlighted items the illusion of beAdmen's Olympics
ing suspended in space.
The
"Olympic
Games,"
staged
by
Hugh Feltis & Assoc., Seattle station • D.j.'s of KIXZ AmariUo, Tex.,
representative, attracted 110 advertiser for 39 consecutive hours played a disc
and agency contestants last month. The called "Grayson Goofed" to herald its
main event was a bingo game played change of call letters from KLYN.
FOR

THE
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Station Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting
Feb. 26 through March 4: Includes data on new stations, changes in existing
stations, ownership changes, routine
hearing roundup.
cases, rules & standards changes and
Abbreviations:
DA — directional
antenna,
cp — construction
permit.
EKP
—
effective
radiated
power,
vhf
—very highquency, antfrequency,
uhf—
ultra
high vis.fre.
—
antenna,
aur.
— aural,
—
visual, kw—
kilowatts,
w—
watt,
mc—
megacycles. —D day. N — night.
LStransmitter,
— local sunset,
mod.—
modification,
trans.—
unl.
—unlimited
kc— kilocycles.
SC A— subsidiaryhours,
communications
authorization.
SSA
—special
service
authorization.*—STA—
special
temporary
authorization.
educational.
Ann.
— Announced.

on a special board featuring a combination of numbers and call letters of
eight northwest radio stations represented by Mr. Feltis in the Olympic
Empire group. Stakes were a $3,000
Washington lakefront lot, speedboats
and transistor radios. To qualify, players answered questions based on station ratecards.
The Olympic Games took place at
Seattle's Broadmoor Golf Club. Cohosts were KBKW Aberdeen, KENY
Bellingham, KBRO Bremerton, KITI
Chehalis, KQTY Everett, KITN Olympia, KOL Seattle and KTAC Tacoma.
all Washington.
• Drumbeats
• WXYZ Detroit is letting listeners do
the promoting. Each one who submits
a usable idea for a station break gets

aur.;above
ant. height
above
average
terrain con-313
ft.,
327.8 first
ft. Estimated
struground
ction corevenue
st $123,475,
year
operating
cost $86,650;
$100,00
(through
donWoods
ations). P.O. address
% Hodgson,
Russ
Andrews,
&
Goodyear,
800
MBuffalo.
& T
Bldg.,
Buffalo
2.
Studio
location
Trans, location Buffalo. Geographic coordinates 42° 57' 13.02" N. Lat., 78° 52' 78" W

APPLICATION
CharlotteBcstg.
Amalie,
St. Thomas,
Virgin
Islands
System
vhf0.095ch.kwV.I.—
10aur.;
(192-198
mc);
ERPabove0.190average
kw vis.,
ant.
New Tv Stations
height
terrain
361.2
ft.,
above
ground
73.77
ft.year
Estimated
construction
cost
ACTION BY FCC
$40,000,
first
operating
cost
$45,000,
♦Buffalo,cationalN.Y.—
New Waived
York Edu$45,000. Studio
location
'Solberg',
TelevisionWestern
Assoc. Inc.—
sect revenue
Charlotte
locationcoordinates
'Solberg'
Charlotte Amalie.
Amalie. Trans,
Geographic
1.355
(488-494(30-day
mc); rule)
ERP and
151.7 granted
kw vis.,uhf75.85ch. kw17 182° 20' 49" N. Lat., 64° 56' 15" W. Long

Trans. RCA,
RCA.hasApplicant
Mary
Louise
Vickers,ant.
who
cps forV.I.isWDTV,
WIUS 2.(FM)
Charlotte
Amalie,
Ann.
March
Existing Tv Stations
ACTION BY FCC
WNEP-TV
Scranton,
Pa.— Waived
section
3.614(b)
of
rules
and
granted
application
increase
average
horizontal
vis.
ERPERPfrominto
316
to
537
kw
and
maximum
vis.
vertical tioneplane
from latter
1000 toto 1700
d to reducing
1000 kw;kw condiif inAnn. March compa4.tible with Canadian use of ch. 16.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
St. Louis,fromMo.—KCPP
220 Television
Inc.KPLR-TV
ch. 11. Changed
(TV).
*WIPM-TV
Mayaguez,
cation of Puerto
Rico. P.R.— Dept. of EduTranslators
ACTION BY FCC
Tea Kettle
Tv cpAssn.forInc.,
Falls,
Mont.—
Granted
newColumbia
tvprograms
translator
station
on
ch.
translate
of
KXLY-TV (ch. 774),toSpokane,
Wash.
New Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Grayson,1370Ky.—
Bcstg. Co.—
Granted
kc, Carter
5 kw, D.County
P.O. address
Box
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tisement
(KTUL Howls AboutAdverCCA)
In a letter to Mr. Jerry Hauser, South
West Sales Manager of Community Club
Services, Manager
Inc., Mr. ofJames H. Schoonover,
General
Radio Station KTUL
(Griffin Broadcast
"Although
Group)
— we
haven'tsaid:actually
launched our CCA
Campaign
are in
the
midst and
of selling
it, I can assure you
itsuccess!
will be Ina addition,
financial
because of its unique
character, CCA has
stimulated
ous interesttremendon the
Mr. SCHOONOVER
part an's
of Clubs.
TulsaCoupled
Wom- with the fine efforts
of our CCA Director, Sue Behrens, we
feel that the campaign will be an even
greater success for our sponsors.
"CCA was a natural for KTUL, coming at
a time when we are exhausting every possibility to build both audience and volume!
I'm confident
that CCAHOSPITALITY
will do SUITE
the job!"
CAA CONVENTION
CONRAD HILTON HOTEL-SUITE 1218A
2
75COMMUNITY
CLUB
AWARDS
PENTHOUSE SUITE
527 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N. Y.
operatingis cost
Sole
owner
Paul$120,000,
E. Taft,revenue
owner$120,000.
of KHGM
Phone:
PLaza 3-2842
(FM)
and
minority
owner
KGUL-TV,
both
Houston. Ann. March 4.
Existing Am Stations
Program Guide For
ACTION BY FCC
FM-SCA LICENSEES
WMPM
Smithfield,
N.C—
Granted
increase
of power eratiofrom
5 kw, March
continuing
n on 1270 1 kc,kw D.to Ann.
4. opPresent and Prospective
APPLICATIONS
The
only background music on tape
KRAK ant.Stockton,
Calif.— Mod. of cp to
that
isn'tto also
on transcriptions
change
trans.
Ann. -trans,
Feb. 26.location and change type
available
any broadcaster
is
WIOK
Mount
Dora,
Fla.—
Cp
to
change
ant.
location
to Westmoreland
Dr.
and -trans,
Piedmont
St., Orlando,
Fla., change
studio llocation
to "To be bydetermined,"
Orando, Fla. operate
remote control
from studio
location,trans,
make changes
in ant.
(decrease
height),
changes
in
ground
sysand change
Fla. temAnn.
March station
4. location to Orlando,
WAVO creaseAvondale
Cp tomakeinpower from Estates,
500 w toGa. 1— kw,
changes
in DAto ant.
systemGa.andAnn.change
tion location
Decatur,
Marchsta-4.
KCOG
Centerville,
Iowa — Mod.fromof unl.
licenseto
tospecified
changehours.
hours Ann.
of operation
March
4.
Exclusive franchise territories for this
KWNA power
Winnemucca,250Nev.w —to Cp1 kwto increase
daytime
stall new trans. from
Ann. March 4. and inexclusive tape program service now
KRTN quencyRaton,
N.M.increase
— Cp topowerchange
frebeing allocated. No franchise fees.
t
o
1290
kc.
from
250
wunl.to to1 kw,
change hours of operation from
No percentages. For franchise parMarch 4.daytime and install new trans. Ann.
ticulars, availabilities and audition —
NAB — Blackstone Suite
WABYtime powerAlbany,
N.Y.
—
Cp
to
increase
dayfrom Feb.
250 w26.to 1 kw and install
new trans. Ann.
MAGNE-TRONICS,
Inc.
WBEX power
Chillicothe, 250Ohiow — toCp1 kw
to increase
49 West 45th Street, New York 36, N. Y.
daytime
and install new trans. from
Ann. March 4.
Please rush complete particulars on exclusive
WMOH power
Hamilton, 250
Ohiow— toCp 1 tokw increase
franchise plan for FM-SCA and wire services.
daytime
and install new trans. from
Ann. March
4.
NAME
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
Tuskegee,
Ala.—
Radio
Tuskegee
STATION
Inc.WABT
580
kc.
Changed
from
WTUS.
Mojave, Calif .— Mojave Bcstrs.
1340KDOL
kc. Truckee.
STREET. _
_
_..
Calif .— Truckee Bcstrs.
1400KHOE
kc.
WAZE
Clearwater.
Fla.—
Radio
Clearwater
CITY
STATE
Inc. 860 kc.
129
WZEP De Funiak Springs, Fla.— Leonard

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through March
ON AIR
CP
TOTALFor APPLICATIONS
new stations
Lie.
Cps
Not on air
3,297545
42
119
627
46
139
4481
69
103
11267
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING through March 4
VHF
UHF
TOTAL
437
80
Commercial
32
8
Non-commercial
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC through Jan. 31, AM1959
FM
45
543
Licensed
(all
on
air)
TV40
113
3,289
CPs on air (new stations)
106
12845
5173
CPs notauthorized
on the airstations
(new stations)
70938
Total
484
66865
Applications for
(not
in hearing)
2671
122
3,447
Applications
for new
newforstations
stations
(in hearing)
10541
Total applications
new stations
606
498
Applications
for major
major changes
changes (in
(nothearing)
in hearing)
17
0
47
Applications
for
341
4411581
Total
5452
Licensesapplications
deleted for major changes
0
0
340
CPs deleted
the air, but retain their
2 There are, in addition,
which operation.
were on ger
the onair at one time but are no
longer
one 39whichtv211cp-holders
has television
not started
8 Therein operation
have been,andin addition,
cps granted, but now deleted (44 vhf and 167
1 There has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.
355,
Estimated
construction
cost
$29,129,Grayson.
first year
operating
cost $35,000.
revenue sician,$45,000.
HaroldAnn.Shufflebarger,
phyi
s
75%
owner.
March
4.
Grange, 1570Tex—kc,Colorado
Bcstg.
Co.La Granted
250 w D. Valley
P.O.
address
Box
569.
Estimated
construction
cost
$12,2(9.
first
yearPrincipals
operatinginclude
cost $17,436,
revenue
$24,520.
Leon
12 32 ',. Hattie
E. B. Mayer,
18.48%,
IkeandJ.Schmidt,
Petras,
12.32%.
Kruschel,
12.32%,
others.
Ann. March. 4.
APPLICATIONS
Ga.—
EmoryBox L.582,Pope
1570 Ga.
kc,
1 kwAshburn,
D. P.O.construction
address
Estimated
cost Moultrie,
$19,359, first
year
operating
cost
$24,000,
revenue
$36,000.
Mr. Pope is in insurance , business. Ann.
— Hanson
Carter 1600con-kc,
1 kwNashville,
D. P.O.structiGa.
adress
Box first
211.R. year
Estimated
onrevenue
cost $20,628,
cost
$37,500,
$40,350.
Mr. operating
Carter is
business
Ann. Marchmanager
4. KWEM Memphis, Tenn.
Baton
Rouge,
La.
—
James
A.
Noe
1550 kc,La.5
kw,
D. P.O.construction
address Box cost
1472, $127,869,
Monroe,
Estimated
first
year
operating iscost
$120,000.
revenue
$150,000.
Applicant
owner
WNOE
New
Orleans,
KNOE-AM-TV
Monroe,
Ann. Feb. 26.kc.
N.C.—
Vernon La.
E.34 Pressley
500Canton,
wton, N.C.D. Estimated
P.O. address
PearlcostSt.,920
Canconstruction
$16,150.
first
yearMr.operating
cost
$36,000, revenue
$40,000.
Pressley
is
salesman
WSKY
Asheville,
N.C.
Ann. MarchBcstg.4. Inc. 1230 kc,
N.H.—
250Littleton,
w.lin, N.H.P.O.Estimated
addressMcKee
27 Green Square.
Berconstruction
costrevenue
$5,000.
first
yearApplicant
operating
cost $35,000.
$40,000.
is
licensee
WKCB,
WKCQ
(FM) Berlin, N.H. Ann. Feb. 27.
N.M.— Alan EE.A. Estimated
Koff 950 kc.con-1
kw,Lordsburg,
D. P.O.structiaddress
n cost $16,165,Box$40,000.
first year
operating
cost
$36,000, orevenue
Mr. Koff
construction
business.
Ann.
March
4.Co. is1490in
Beaufort,
S.C.— address
Sea Island
Bcstg.
kc,
100
w.
P.O.
Box
50.
Estimated
construction
cost $8,749,$38,000.
first Applicants
year operating
cost
revenue
are
Lee
J.$24,500.
Berry
(35%), andT.D.others.
Hiers Messrs.
(35%), Edwin
W. Pike
Jr. (15%)
Berry
and Hiers arevelopment,partners
in
real
estate
deand Mr.March
Pike 4.is manager of
loanHouston,
business.Tex—Ann.
Taft 3419
Bcstg.Mercer
Co. 1010
1
kw D. mated
P.O.construction
address
St. kc.
Esticost $86,923,
first
year
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S. WVOX
Zepp. 1460
Changed N.Y.—
from Radio
WFNM.New
New kc.
Rochelle,
Rochelle
Inc.
Changed
from WWES.
Inc.
WRKM Carthage, Tenn.— Carthage Bcstg.
New Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Indianapolis,
Ind.52— Twin
Stateaddress
Bcstg. 1330
Inc.
Granted
94.7
kw. P.O.
Meridian St.mc,Estimated
construction
cost
" N.$43,550,
first
year
operating
cost
$5,000.
ApI
plicant owned byIndianapolis
Time ■ Inc.,andlicensee
of
tAM-TV
WFBM-AM-TV
Minneapolis.
Ann. MarchOhio4.WTCNCleveland,
Ohio
—
Northern
Bcstg.
Co. Granted 107.9 mc, 135 kw. P.O. address
131 Main St., n Chardon,
Ohio.
Estimated
concost $54,100,$80,000.
first year
cost $60,000,structiorevenue
Ann. operating
March 4.
APPLICATIONS
Bridgeport,
Bcstrs.
Inc. 99.9Conn.mc,— Connecticut-New
9 kw. P.O. addressYork97
Eon St., Hartford
14, Conn.Applicant
Estimated owns
construction
cost
$17,845.
WICC-AM-TV
Bridgeport.
Ann.
March
4.
♦Chicago,90.1 Ulmc,— Moody
Chicago
47.4 kw.Bible
P.O. Institute
address 820of
N. LaSallestructSt.,
Chicago first
10. Estimated
coni
o
n
c
o
s
t
$32,330,
year
cost
$20,560. Cleveland
Applicant owns
WMBIcpoperating
Chicago,
WCRF-FM
and has
for am
stationFeb.in Moline,
111., all non-commercial.
Ann.
26.
Minneapolis,
Minn.
Bcstg.
Co.
101.3 mc,Estimated
5.23 kw. construction
P.O.— People's
address cost
1133
Stinson
Blvd.
$16,872,
first
year
operating
cost
$18,000,
revenue
$2025,000. Applicant
is 4.licensee WPBC Minneapolis. Ann. March
N.J.—address
CamdenBoxBcstg.
Co. 105.9
mc,Elizabeth,
.37 kw. P.O.
131. Estimated
construction
cost
$1,600,
first
year
operating
cost $5,400,
revenue
$13,000.
Sole owner is
Donald
Jerome
president,
Transmitter
Co. Lewis,
Ann. March
2. Multiplex
Trenton,
N.J.
—
Concert
Network
Inc.
101.5 Boston,
mc, 20 kw.
P.O.Estimated
address 171construction
Newbury
St.,
Mass.year
cost
$46,500,
first
operating
cost
$19,000,
revenue $27,000.
WBCN (FM)
Boston,
WXCNNewConcert
(FM) owns
Providence,
R.I.,
WNCN
(FM)
and WHCN
(FM) Hartford,
Conn.YorkAnn.CityMarch
4.
Existing Fm Stations
ACTION BY FCC
KDKA-FM
Pittsburgh,
— Granted
temporary authority
to Sept.Pa.
to transmit
play-by-play
of 30baseball
games
for rebroadcastdescription
by other broadcast
stations;
multiplex
on subcarrier
frequency of aboutoperation
67 kc to conform
with
Sec.
3.319
(subsidiary
rules).
like
authoritycommunications
in 1958. Ann. March
4. Held
APPLICATION
WHIL-FM
Medford, Mass.— Mod. of cp to
change
frequency
Ann.
March
4. from 107.9 mc to 107.5 mc.
GENERAL ELECTRIC (Lamp
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
Division) lights on one radio
KJAZand(FM)
Alameda, Calif . — Patrick
network of the four: CBS
Henry
KAZY
(FM).David J. Larsen. Changed from
Radio.Strongest current here!
WFMK
(FM)
Louisville,
Ky. — Jefferson
Bcstg.
Inc. Changed
WTMT-FM.
This network has delivered
WASA-FM
Havre
DefromGrace,
Md.— Chesapeake
Bcstg.
Corp.
103.7
mc.
KQAL-FM 94.3Omaha,
largest commercial minute
Enterprises.
mc. Neb.— Jack L. Katz
*WVHC88.7(FM)
N.Y.— Hofstra
audiences all along. And the
College.
mc.NewHempstead,
WVOX-FM
Rochelle, from
N.Y.—WWE5Radio
new Program Consolidation
New
Rochelle
Inc.
Changed
FM.
Plan-with unified station
KLUE
(FM)
Marshall,
Tex.
—
Harrison
County
Bcstg. Spokane,
Co. 97.3 mc.Wash. — Northern
clearances and strong
KXLY-FM
Pacific
Radio Milwaukee,
Corp. 99.9 mc.Wis—
WMIL-FM
Cream City
program sequencing-will
Bcstg. Inc. 95.7 mc.
increase this leadership.
Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
CBS RADIO
KAIR Tucson,
Ariz. —J.Granted
control
to McCauley;
Andrew
Griffith,transfer
Jr.,
andof
Jerome
K.
consideration
$175,000.
Ann.
March
4.
NETWORK:
Ark. —Fiser,
GrantedJohnassignment
ofandKWRF
licenseWarren,
from Paul
Rye
42% LARGER AUDIENCES
to Weldon
and 6.Violet
Sledge,Leed/bReaves,
Pines Bcstg.
Co.; consideration
PER COMMERCIAL MINUTE
$50,000.
Ann.
March.
4.
THAN ANY OTHER RADIO
Granted
of KTKR
licensesTaft.
fromCalif.—
Kenneth
Aiken,assignment
George
NETWORK, AVERAGING OVER
J.E. Tschumy
Jr., K.andMann;
John A.consideration
Smith, to Louise
and
Gerald
$60,16 CONSECUTIVE MONTHS.
000. Ann. March. 4.
WMBH-AM-FM
Joplin,
Mo.— Granted
assignment of licenses
to Radio
Joplin Inc.
30 (FOR THE RECORD)

(KSTLMarch
St. 4.Louis); consideration $82,000.
Ann.
KBTN
Mo.— Montgomery
Granted assignment
of licenseNeosho,
to William
Harlow
(membertives);of consideration
Missouri $45,000.
House ofAnn.RepresentaMarch
4.
WFEAment of license
Manchester,
N.H.—
Granted
topresident);
WFEA Bcstg.
CorpE. assign(Will
i
a
m
F
.
Malo
Jr.,
Frank
Pellegrin,
has interest
in WATO
Oak vice
Ridge,president,
and WLAF
LaFollette,
both
Tennessee.;
March
4. consideration $275,000. Ann.
WNTA-AM-FM-TV
Newark.
N.J., KMSP-of
TVcontrol
Minneapolis,
— Granted
from
Ely Minn.
A. Landau,
et al.transfer
(National
Telefilm
Associates)
to
National
Inc.
(WDAF, director
WDAF-TVor Kansas
City,Theatres
Mo.);
no officer,
shareholder
owns
more tor than
2% of stockhaving
and no1% officer,
direc-of
or
shareholder
or
more
stock
has
any
other
broadcast
interests;
stock transaction;
without mayprejudice
whatever
action
deem ap-(1)to
ate in lightCommission
of National
any determination
in United propriStates
v.
Telefilm
Associates,
civiland action
119-287
of Inc.,N.Y.)
StandardPublishRadio
&(U.S.D.C.S.D.
Television
Co.
v.
The
Chronical
et al. case
(Supreme
Court, and
Calif.,(2) Santa
Claraing Co.County
No.
with
respect
to studies
and 103194);
inquiries
now being
considered
or
conducted
by
Commission
as
part
its studydissented.
of network
Comr.of Bartley
Ann. broadcasting.
Feb. 26.
WHAM
WHFM
(FM)
Rochester,
N.Y.—
GrantedCorp.
assignment
ofI.licenses
Genesee
Bcstg.
(HenryTheatres
ChristaltoconsideraInc.,
and
Combined
Century
tion $838,580.
Ann. March Inc.);
4.
KZEY
Tyler,
Tex.—
Granted
assignment
of licenseandto Roy
Tyler Bcstg. Gibson);
Co. (Edward
McLemore
consideration $38,337 for 50%Thomas
interest. Ann. March.
4.
WMNF
Richwood,
W.Va.—G.Granted
transf
e
r
o
f
control
from
Herman
Dotson,
et
al.,
to
Courtney Evans
Seaford,4.
Del.);W. consideration
$40,000.(WSUX
Ann. March
APPLICATIONS
Ark.
— Seeksto KBJT
assignment
ofy8%KBJT
cpowned
fromFordyce,
Kermit
F. Tracy
by
Mr.
Tracy.
Ann.
March
4.Inc.,of
KWYN
Wynne,
Ark.—
Seeks
transfer
minority
interests from
Thompson
B. Mur-to
ray Jr. and
(5% each)
Hannah
MarieLuther
Raley V.forPillow
total consideration
of WKUL
$2,800. Ann.
March
4.
Cullman,
Ala. —Bcstg.
Seeks Co.assignment
of license
fromInc.Cullman
to Cullman Bcstg.Ann.
No change
in ownership
involved.
March
4.
KGEE-FMsignment of cpBakersfleld,
Calif—
Seeks
asfrom KGEE
Inc. toisEdward
F.
UrnerBakersfleld,
for $1,000.
Applicant
ownerin
KLYD
and
20%
partner
Kern
Bcstg. Co., permittee
(TV) County
ch. 17, Bakersfleld.
Ann. Marchof KICU
4.
KUDEment of license
Oceanside,
Calif. — Bcstrs.
Seeks (Walter
assignfrom
Pacific
N.Dolph-Petty
Nelskog and
Darrell
R.
Anderson)
to
Bcstg.
Co. (Herbert
L. Pettey
and William
B. Dolph
andand others),
for
$171,000.
Mr.
Pettey
(41%)
Mr.
Dolph
(43%) are owners of KJBS San Francisco,
27.Calif, and KMYR Denver, Colo. Ann. Feb.
ofKSDA
licenseRedding,
from KalCalif.W.— Seeks
Lines, assignment
trustee of
bankrupt
estate
of C.VALR
Inc. for
San $20,000.
Francisco,
Calif,
to
Van
Newkirk
Mr.
Newkirk
is
owner
advertising
agency
and has interest
in KOLD
Yuma, Ariz.
HeAnn.is
former
stockholder
in
VALR
Inc.
Feb. 26.
WAVPment of license
Avon from
Park,Albert
Fla. —B.Seeks
Gale toassignJohn
B. Marshall
for $12,500.
lando businessman.
Ann. Mr.Feb.Marshall
26. is OrWGRO
Lake
City,
Fla.
—
Seeks
assignment
of license
George
Walker Purchasers
to ColumCountyA.from
Bcstg.
Co.(50%),
forS. $12,201.
are biaJohn
Dowdy
Donald E. (25%).
Dockery
(25%)
and
Robert
E.
Dobelstein
Mr. Dowdy
has WJOT
interestsLakein City,
WMGRS.C.Bainbridge,
Ga.
and
Mr.
Dockery
is editor Lake City Reporter and
Mr.
Dobelstein
Ann.
Feb. 26. is service station operator.
WCEH
Ga.—Bcstg.
SeeksDie.transfer
ofDallam
controlR.,HawkinsviRe,
of Tri-County
Alice
and D. Rivers
Jacksonfrom(as
family
group)
through
stock
sale
to James
D. and Peggy41.4%
W. interest
Popwell. Popwells
curWCEH.
Mr.
Popwell rentlyis ownWCEH
manager. inAfter
transfer
will own
50%
negative
interest.
Consideration $5,715. Ann. Feb. 26.
Salmon,Snake
IdahoRiver
— SeeksRadioassignment
of KSRA
license
vviissiioonn IInnccfrom
.. toEqual
Salmon
RiverwillRadio
&& TeleTele-G.
owners
be David
Ainsworth
and
Snake
River
Radio
&
Telev
i
s
i
o
n
I
n
c
.
Mr.
Ainsworth
is
a
farmer.
Snake
River
is licensee
Ann. March
2. KRXK Rexburg, Idaho.
WPEO Peoria, Ul.— Seeks assignment of
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license from Dandy Bcstg. Corp. to Radio
One Corp.
for $325,000.
Purchasers
are William John
B. Dolph
and
L.(40%)Pettey
R.trustee
StarkHerbert
TrustWalter
and (25%
Sam
J.each),
Johnson,
of
Seinseimer
Trust. tereMessrs.
PetteyFrancisco.
and Dolph
st in KJBS San
Ann. have
March in-2.
WLBZ-AM-TV
Bangor, Me.—B. Seeks
ferentof control
from
Rises,totranspresmajority
ownerH.Adeline
through
gifts
her
children,
WiUiam
Rines,
Mary
Rines
Thompson.,
and
her
grandchildren.
Mr.
Rines
is
licensee
WCSH-AM-TV
Portland
and WRDO
Augusta, both Maine. Ann.
March
KRBI 4.St.
Minn.Broadcasting
Seeks transferCorp.of
control
of Peter,
Gateland
from
Mavis$46,800.
L. Peterson
to David
Ekberg
for
Mr.
Ekberg
is chiefBryce
WLOL Minneapolis. Ann. March
2.engineer
WKIT Mineola, N.Y.—
transfer
of
control
Inc.Seeks
fromfor
Seymour
WeintrauboftoareWKIT
VIPMartin
Radio
Inc.
$165,000.
Purchasers
Stone
(50%)
and
Plymouth Rock
Rock isPublications
Plymouth
owned
by Inc.
John(50%).
Hay
Whitney. VIP Radio
Inc.Rochelle,
is sole
stockholder
WWES-AM-FM
New
N.Y.,
majority owner WVIP Mount inKisco,
N.Y.
Mr.
interests WISH-AM-TV
Whitney also has
Indianapolis,
WANE-AM-TV
Fort
Wayne,
KOTV(TV)Ann.Tulsa,
Ind.,Houston.
TV
Feb. Okla.
26. and KGULKVLHment of Pauls
Okla.— Seeks
license Valley.
from Garvin
Bcstg. assignCo. to
Pauls caValley
Bcstg.
Co.(50%),
for John
$40,000.E. HampApplin
t
s
a
r
e
E.
J.
Ballard
ton (25%)plicantsandhave noStephen
L.
Lloyd
(25%).
Apother broadcast interests.
Ann. March 4.
„
KGRO
Gresham,
Ore.—
Seeks
transfer
of
control
of Gresham
Bcstg.
Co. fromfor Thomas
Bminus
Purcell
to Daniel
M. McPeak
$67,500,is
current
indebtedness.
Mr.
McPeak
chief engineer
KPDQ Portland,
March
, transfer
,Ore. ,Ann.of.
WRKM4.
Carthage.Tenn.—
Seeks
control
of
cp
of
Carthage
Bcstg.
Inc.
Bill L.ney L.Parsons
topresently
Reggie L.24.375%
Honey owners
and from
SidMartin,
permittee,
and
Chester
L.
Hamby
for $500.of
After
transfer,
each
will
own
one-third
interest. Ann. March 4.
KPEPment of San
Tex.
— Seeks
licenseAngelo,
fromDavid
Concho
Bcstg.assignCo.,to
wholly
owned
by
P.
Pinkston
Western sistinBcstg.
Co.,
equal
partnership
cong of Mr. $10,000.
PinkstonMessrs.
and Leroy
Elmore.
Consideration
Pinkston
andof
Elmore
are equal
partners
inKPIK
operation
KDAV
Lubbock,
Tex.
and
Colorado
Springs, Colo. Ann. March 2.
KTXLment of license
San Angelo,
SeeksBcstg.
assignfrom SanTex.—
Angelo
Co.
to Burkhart
Bcstg.
Corp.
for $55,000.
Applicants,
each
owning
one-third
interest
are
Charles
K.
Burkhart,
program
director
KENS
San Antonio;
G. Burkhart III,
cattle bethrancher
oilHarry
producer
C. Burkhart.and Ann.
March 4. and ElizaHearing Cases
FINAL DECISIONS
By order,mediatelCommission
made effective
imy Jan. 28 initial decision
and granted
application
to increase powerofof Beacon
am stationBcstg.
WICO,Corp.Salisbury.
Md., from
kw, continuing
tion on 1320500 kc,w toD. 1 Ann.
March 4. operaBy tiodecision,
Commission
applica-of
n
o
f
Oregon
Radio
Inc.,
fordenied
extension
time to Ore.
construct
stationDoerfer
KSLM-TV
(ch.
Salem,
Chrmn.
and
Comr.3),
Craven
not26, 1958
participating.
Initialthisdecision
ofAnn.March
looked
toward
action.
March 4.
By decision, the Commission (1) denied
protest
by Southern S.C.,
Bcstg. Co. (2)(WUSN-TV
ch.
affirmed
Aug. 2),1, Charleston,
1957 grant of cp toandAtlantic
Coast
Bcstg.tionCorp.
of
Charleston
for onnewch.tv 4sta-in
(WTMA-TV)
to
operate
Charleston.
Comr.
Ford
not
participating.
June
10, 1958Ann.
initialMarch
decision
this action.
4. looked toward
INITIAL DECISION
Hearing
Examiner
Gifford granting
Irion issued
initial
decision
lookingH.O.toward
app
l
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
Norman
Protsman
am
station
to operate
ona.m.1450to kc,7 for
250neww,in
during
specified
hours
6
p.m.,
Valdosta, Ga. Ann. March 4.
OTHER ACTIONS
By separate
memorandum
opinions petiand
orders,
Commission
deniedMiami,
following
t
i
o
n
s
i
n
connection
with
Fla., ch.Inc.,10
proceeding:
(1)
by
North
Dade
Video
which requested
to make finalin
disposition
of fourCommission
pending
this
same pursuant
timeapplications
it considers
issuesproceeding
in further athearing
to order
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of remand issued by Court of Appeals, and
(2) bysionElzey
whichcontingent
sought permisto file cpRoberts,
application,
upon
setting
aside
of Publicin Service
Television
Inc.,
and
to
participate
oral
argument
to
urge
that
additional
applications
also
considered
Public notService
grant is setbe
aside. Comr. ifCraven
participating.
Majority
of Commission
on March 4 directed preparation
of document
toof Fredlooking
ley forwardnewgrantingam application
station to operate
onH. 960Whit-kc,
1 kw, D,tuallyinexclusive
Dallas,application
N.C., and ofdenying
muM.
Nelson500forw,newD, station
on sameN.C.Wayne
frequency
with
in Concord,
May
14,
1958 initial
decision
looked
toward
this
action. Ann. March 4.
By memorandum
order,orderCom-to
mission modified itsopinion
Dec. 10,and 1958
extent
ofBcstg.
reinstating
grants
to Tomah Mauston
Inc.,
for
new
(WTMB) Wis.,
to operate
on 1390
kc, pending
500am w,station
D,de-in
Tomah,
and
mod.
of
cp,
cision after(WRDB),
hearing Reedsburg,
on protest Wis.
by William
C.HydeForrest
Comrs.
and Cross dissented. Ann. March 4.
By memorandum
opinion
and order,
Commission denied petition
by Jack
L. Goodsitt
for
reconsideration
of Dec.
17, 1958
stay
of
grant
of
his
application
for
new
am
station
(WTOJ) Wis.,
to operate
on decision
1460 kc,after
1 kw,hearing
D, in
Tomah,
pending
on(WTMB),
protest by Tomah-Mauston
Inc.
Comr. Cross Bcstg.
dissented.
Ann. MarchTomah.
4.
By report
and 1,order,
from Jan.
1959 toCommission
Jan.
1, 1960, posttime
for tv ponedtranslator
stations
to comply
with
rules
relating
to
suppression
of
out-of-band
emissions, and extended from Sept. 1, 1958
to Sept.proval o1,f translator
1959 timeequipment
for limited
type cerapmeeting
tain
minimumCommission
requirements.
Ann.
Feb.moot26.
By
order,
dismissed
as
Jan.
2 petition
by inSouthland
Televisionch. Co.12
(losing
applicant
Shreveport,
comparative
proceeding)
for leave La.,
to amend
its application
to
show
extension
ofits expirationing. dateJuly of1, agreement
relating toopinion
financ1957
memorandum
and
orderreason
dismissed
as moot similar
petition,
for
that
Southland
application
been denied on comparative grounds, had
and
there hascation been
no change in(Shreveport
status of applibefore
Commission.
Telion Co. operates station
KSLA-TV
ch.By12 order,
inevisShreveport.)
Ann.dismissed
March
4.as mooton
Commission
that
portion
of
July
18,
1958
motion
by
Community ofTelecasting
Corp. requesting
enlargement
issues in Moline,
111., ch. 8
comparativemination ofproceedings
to
include
deterlegal qualifications
of IowaIllinoisMarch
Television
Co. (since dismissed).
Ann.
4.
WNNJ
Newton,
N.J.
—
Designated
hear-500
ing1 application
to increase
poweronfor
from
wD; tomade
kw, WKOP
continuing
operation
1360 and
kc,
Binghamton,
N.Y.,
WPPAing. Ann.Pottsville,
Pa., parties to proceedMar.
4.
Camden Bcstg.
Providence,
—letter
Granted
requestCo.forInc.,
waiver
of 309 R.I.
(b)
tionand
for newdesignated
am stationfor tohearing
operate applicaon 990
kc,
50
kw,
DA-D,
in
consolidated
proceeding
with applications of Moyer Radio, Golden
Gate Corp.,
Radio Rhode
Inc., Provence, and Bristol
CountyonIsland
Bcstg.
Warren for idGate
new
amand stations
990 Island
kcCo.,
— Moyer,
Golden
Radio Rhode
with
50Comr.kw, Ford
DA-D,dissented
and Bristol
with
500
w,
to waiver
309 (b)D.4.
letter and issued statement.
Ann. ofMarch
WHEYapplication
Millington,to assign
Tenn. — license
Is being toadvised
that
Memphis-Millington
Bcstg.March
Co. indicates
necess
i
t
y
o
f
hearing.
Ann.
Commission scheduled for 4.oral argument
on April
17 protest
proceedingInc.,on forapplication of Triangle
Publications
mod.
ofHaven,
cp ofConn.,
stationto WNHC-TV
(ch. 8),
New
change
trans,
location,
ant.Commission
height, etc. cancelled
Ann. March.oral4. argument
scheduled
forStations
March Inc.12 on(WDOS),
am application
ofN.Y.Ottaway
Oneonta,
Ann. March
4.
Commission allowed parties 20 minutes
each for
oral
argument
on
April
23
in Miami, Fla., tv ch. 10 remand proceeding.
Comr.
March 4.Craven not participating. Ann.
23 AM APPLICATIONS
CONSOLIDATED
HEARINGIN
By tions
order,
Commission
took
following acwith respect
27 am applications
involving
interlockingto interference:
(1) Consolidated
20
applications
withstations
previously
designated
hearing
for
three
—Florida
Radio St.
New Richmond,
Wis.;
EastCrois
CoastInc.,
Bcstg.
Inc.,
Paul, Minn.,
and
Hennepin
CountySouthBcstg.St.
Co., Golden
Valley,
Minn.,
which
seek
op1590 kc certain
— specified
new hearing
issues anderation ondenied
pleadings.
Addi-

Planning

a

Radio

ocedures 2/
StatioPrn?

r/JTrp

This valuable planning guide
will help you realize a greater
return on your equipment investment. Installation and
maintenance procedures, outlined inthis new brochure, will
show you how to get long
equipment life and top performance foryour station.
For your free copy of this brochure,
write to RCA, Dept. RB-22?;Building
15-1, Camden, N. J. In Canada: RCA
VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.
RADIO CORPORATION
Of AMERICA

PROMINENT
BROADCASTERS
choose
Stainless
TOWERS

_
Joe M. Baisch, General Manager
WREX-TV
ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

Richard Peck, Chief Engineer
And for good reasons, too:
* and
Stainless
EXPERIENCE in design
fabrication
* tions
RELIABILITY of Stainless installa* LOW MAINTENANCE COSTS of
Stainless towers
Ask today tor tree
literature and information.
Stainless, inc.
NORTH WALES • PENNSYLVANIA
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tional Park
applicants
placed
inElmwood
hearing Park,
are Elm-111.
wood
Bcstg.
Corp.,
(1540 (1560
kc); kc);
Walter
L. J.Follmer,
Hamilton,
Ohio
Charles
Lamphier,
Valley, Minn.
(1570
kc);
United
Bcstrs.Golden
Inc.,
Muncie,
Ind.York,
(1550N.Y.
kc);(to
Interstate
Inc.,
New
change
DABcstg.of
WQXR
on
1560
kc);
Delaware
County
Bcstrs., Muncie, Ind. (1550 kc); Minnesota
Radio
Co.,
Hopkins-Edina,
Minn.(to(1550
kc);
Booth
Bcstg.
Co., onToledo,
Ohio
power
of WTOD
1560 (1550
kc);
S.kc);M. increase
Supply
Co.,
Eau
Claire,
Wis.
Rollins
Bcstg.
111. (to shift WBEE
1570 toCo.,
1550Harvey,
kc); Courier-Times
Inc., from
New
Castle,
Ind.
(1550
kc); Elder C. Stangland,
Sheldon,
Iowa
(1550
kc);
Radio
Crawfordsville
Inc.,
Crawfordsville,
Ind.
(1550
kc);
Sullivan
Bcstrs. Bcstg.
Inc., Inc.,
Sullivan,
Irid.
(1550 kc); County
North Shore
Madison,
Wis. (1550
kc);
Somerset
Bcstg.
Co.,
Delaware, Ohio (1550 kc); Skokie Valley Bcstg.
Co., Evanston,
111. (1550
kc); Wis.
Southern
consinMcGaughey
Inc., Lake
Geneva,
(1550 Wiskc);
Guy
E.kc),
Jr.,Bcstg.
Jacksonville,
(1550
and
Grundy
Co.,
Morris,111.
111.(2)(1550
kc).
Made Ala.;
KRES WCKY
St. Joseph,
Mo.; WAAY
Huntsville,
Cincinnati,
Ohio;
WLOI LaPorte,
Ind.; WTAY
Taylorville,
111.; WTKM
Hartford,
Wis.;
WTNS
Coshocton, Ohio; KWCO andChickasha,
Okla.; KXEL
Waterloo,
parties to Iowa,
proceeding. WDXR Paducah, Ky.,
(3) Dismissed
for
lack
of
prosecution
apr four Evanston,
new am stations
Shore States
Bcstg.plications foBcstg.
Co.,
111. (1520— Lake
kc);
Lake
Co., Milwaukee,
Wis.
(1520 kc);(1550
Waukegan
Corp.,
gan,
kc), Ind.
andBcstg.
Lake
County WaukeBcstg.
Corp.,111.Hammond,
(1520 kc).
Routine Roundup
BROADCAST ACTIONS
ByActions
Broadcast
of Feb.Bureau
27
KBTOtary assignment
El Dorado,of license
Kan. — Granted
toforO. interests
A. involunTedrick,of
individually
and
as
trustee
W.B.
Tedrick,
deceased,
Jack
M.
Tedrick,
et al.
WGSR
Millen,
Ga.
—
Granted
assignment
of license Franklin,
to JenkinsVa.—
Bcstg.
Systemacquisition
Inc.
ofWYSR
positive
control
byGranted
S.L. Howard
GoodmanH.
through
purchase
of stock
from
Keller.
Actions of Feb. 26
KRHD
Duncan,of Okla.
— Granted
tary
assignment
to R.H. involunDrewry,
J.R.
Montgomery,
Tedlicense
R.estate
Warkentin,
H.Scott,Scott,
executrix
of
of RobertEdithP.
deceased, and John C. Halliburton.
KSWO-AM-TV
Lawton, Okla. — Granted
involuntary
homa Qualityassignment
Bcstg. Co. of license to OklaKWCLment of license
Oak Grove,
La.—Bcstg.
GrantedInc. assignto Carroll
WQDY
Calais,
Me.—
Granted
of cp to St.
Croix Calif.—
Bcstg. Granted
Inc. assignment
Ontario,
mod. of
cpKASK
to
change
type
trans.
Philadelphia,datePa.—
Granted24. extentionWJMJof completion
to
April
Actions of Feb. 25
WQOK Greenville,
S.C. — Grantedby relinq
u
i
s
each,
James A. andhment of negative
Marilyn M.control
Dick, through
RADIO

sale of stock to Tecumseh Hooper and
Charles
A. Dick.
Granted
licenses
for following
stations: WDEA
Ellsworth,
Me.; WERTam Van
Wert, Ohio; WOWE Allegan, Mich., remote
control
permitted;
WNSM
Valparaiso-Niceville,
Fla. Buffalo, N.Y. — Granted license
WBEN-FM
covering
changes in frequency,
installation
new
ant.
ant. heightand(mainincrease
trans.).ERP to 110 kw and
KDMC
Corpuschange
Christi,in ERP
Tex.— Grant-ined license(FM)
covering
trans,
powerTex.output
(ERP 4.1and
kw).
KCLEcrease ininstallation
Cleburne,
—trans,
Granted
license
covering
new
astrans,
alternate
main
trans,
at
present
main
site;
remote control permitted.
KCLE
Cleburne,
Tex.
—
Granted
license
covering
in ant.
system. license
WTKM changes
Hartford,of
Wis.—
covering
trans,Granted
location,control
and
change of move
studio location;
remote
permitted.
WOUB
Athens,
Ohio
—
Granted
license
covering
in power.
WBFO increase
Buffalo, educational
N.Y.—
Granted
license for
non-commercial
fm station.
WHOH
(FM)
Hamilton,
Ohiocontrol
— Granted
license
for
fm
station;
remote
permitted.
WHOK-FM
Lancaster,
Ohio—
Granted
license for fm station, ERP 16.2 kw.
WFBC-FM
cense coveringGreenville,
changes inS.C.—ERPGranted
and ant.liheight,tion of new
location
ant.ERP
-trans,9.9 kw.
and installatype ofant.;Ariz.
KONI Phoenix,
— Granted
license
covering
changeremote
ant. -trans,
location
and
studio
location;
control
permitted.
KCSJ-TV
Pueblo,
Colo.
—kw,Granted
cpkw;to
change
ERP
to
vis.
100
aur.
50
trans,
location;
trans,ft.and ant. and
other
equipment;typeant.of 1,040
N.C. — Granted cp
to WAAA
install Winston-Salem,
new trans.
KCMS-FM
Manitou ERP
Springs,
Colo. — Granted
cp
to
increase
to 21.5
ant.
height toand2,080change
ft.; install
new
type kw;
ant.remote
and
trans.,
trans,
location;
control
permitted;
conditions.
KTJS
Hobart,
Okla.
—
Granted
mod.
of
cp
to change type trans.
KBBIof (FM)
Loschange
Angeles,
Calif.—
Granted
mod.
cp
to
type
trans.;
remote
control permitted; condition.
Superior,
— Granted
of WQMN
completion
date toWis.Sept.
23. extension
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Hearing Examiner
Annie
on March 2 Neal Huntting
Granted
petition
by Regional
Halfway, Md., for leave
to amendBcstg.its Co.,
am
application formation
so asfurnishedto inmake
insectionchanges
II of itsin application.
ByScheduled
Hearing Examiner
J.D. Bond9 a.m.,
on March
oral argument
March2
4, on forpetition
Donald hisW.foramHuff,
Lansdale,
Pa.,
leave byto amend
application,
together
with separate oppositions to petitioncastby Equitable
Bureau. Publishing Co. and BroadContinued
to 26 p.m.,
March 13ceeding
in prehearing
New Bcstg.
Bedfordconference
Mass.,et ch.al.)
pro(Wilson
Corp.,
By Hearing Examiner
March Basil
2 P. Cooper on
Scheduled further prehearing conference
Continued on Page 139

STATION

Daytimer— two station
market— 30 miles from
heart of Pittsburgh.
$170,000-$50,000 down.
Profitable operation.
WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA
- WASHINGTON, D. C OFFICE, 1737 D
HAMILTON • STUBBLEFIELO • TWINING and Assacintes.lnc.
RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS 111NEWSPAPERS
DAUASlWve'side8-ll/
Chicago] Tribune BROKERS
Sutter St.
DEIawareTower
7-2754 „,.,,, (1511 Bryan St. SAN FRANCISCO EXbrook 2-5671
BROADCASTING, March 9, 1959

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive
Offices St., ME.
1735 DeSales
N. W.6-5411
Offices
and
Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington,
D. C. AFCCE
FEderal 3-4800
Member

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
PilgrimGreat6-3000
Laboratories,
Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING IN8INHR5
RADIO
TELEVISION
501-514 &Munsey
ildfj.
STerling
3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL
BLDG.D.Dl.C.7-131
WASHINGTON,
P. O. BOXKANSAS
7037 CITY,JACKSON
MO. 5302
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
Pennsylvania
Bldg. Republic
WASHINGTON
4, D. C.7-2347
Member AFCCE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1 052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, 0. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building District 7-8115
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublie 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. CarrConsulting
& Associates
Radio & Television
Washington
6,Engineers
D. C. Leesburg,
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6168
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32 CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING
AM-FM-TVENGINEER
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
0 Liver 2-8520

GEO.CONSULTING
P. ADAIR ENGINEERS
ENG. CO.
Radio-Television
Communications-Elect
1610
Eye St., D.N. C.W.ronles
Washington,
ExecutiveMember
3-1230 AFCCE
Executive 3-58*1

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. QuincyRiverside,
St.— Riverside
III. 7-2153
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military
Wash.,
D.Rd„ 2-8071
C. N. W„
EMerson
Box Phone
2468,
Birmingham,
Phone STate 7-2601 Ala.
Member AFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
8401 Cherry St. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
61 7 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-461 6
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200BrecksviHe,
SnowvilleOhioRoad
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386 P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
5622 DYER STREET
EMERSON 3-3266
DALLAS 6, TEXAS

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S.Denver
Kearney 22, Colorado
Skyline 6-1603

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
Taylor2,St.CaGf
San 420
Francisco
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601 Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

ervice
COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring
Company
PRECISION
FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL
SERVICE
FOR TIME
AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box
Kansas3-5362
City, Mo.
Phone7637Jackson
BROADCASTING, March 9, 1959

Directory
CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS
FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord
Cambridge
38, Ave.,
Mass.
Phone TRowbridge
6-2810

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc.
contact
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 85,000* Readers
— among them, the decision-Baking station owners and managers, chief engineers and technicians— applicants for am, fm, tv
and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 204 per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25tf per word— $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 30tf per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Manager
sales and programExcellent
know-how
for
mediumwith
opportunity station
for clean, market.
capable young
family
man with all-around
experience
and ability,
to move
up.
Send
complete
details,
including photo and present income. Box 808H,
BROADCASTING.
Commercial
manager
neededcommission
for enterprising station. await
Good asalary,
and
percentage
real producer.
Prefer
middle-aged
man.
WDDY,
Gloucester,
Virginia. Oxford 3-4302.
Sales manager.
portunity. WHTG,Experienced.
Asbury Park,Excellent
N. J. opSales
Maine
radio
station
requires
working
man
combining
talentsambitious
of livewanthard
wirea
salesman
and
top
announcer.
We
man
who
can
assume
responsibility.
Some
air
work.
Emphasis
on
sales.
Guarantee
over
$5,000
plus commissions.
No prima donnas.
Box 724H,
BROADCASTING.
Michigan
independent
adding toTopsalesjobstaff.
Major and
market
over upstairs.
100,000.
for
money
climbing
Send picture
and
details
of
previous
894H, BROADCASTING. experience to Box
Radio additional
salesman. pitchers!
The "Yankees"
need three
new
pitch
the
minors
when you
canten Why
make
bigBe inleague
money
pitching
in
top
market.
a
big
leaguer
and get on a bonuses,
real big vacation,
league team.
Salary, commission,
carof
expenses.
Money
making
opportunity
life timeWorkforwithyoung
majors.
winningrookies
team ready
in numberfor
one
best pitching
job you've
ever place.
had Forrushthe photo,
data. Box
935H,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted:
Salesman
qualified
to
become
sales
manager
station Florida east coast.
Box
943H, topBROADCASTING.
There'srado foraa wonderful
opportunity
in GuarColosalesman
willing
to work.
ante can
of $400
month
account
list
makeperconnection
real
moneyandwith
foranyou.
This
isstation
athatpermanent
the
top
information and
references.in town.
Box Send
965H, full
BROADCASTING.
We willcants fober tv interviewing
NAB 350,000
applimanagerat the
midwest
sets. Box
110K,salesBROADCASTING.
■Sales money
managerand major
central
for manOhiowhomarket.
loves
toTop sell.
Box 123K,future
BROADCASTING.
California,
KCHJ,
Delano.
Serves
1.300,000.
Increasing sales staff.
Broadcast
1st from
class
combo men. time
Tired salesmen
of snow? AskandLeroy
Montana
how he flowers.
likes Eureka,
California's
March-blooming
Write
Don
Telford,
KIEM, Box 1021, Eureka.
National sales manager. KWWL, Waterloo,
Iowa.
Experienced
radio salesman
with ideas
and
follow through
sell for leading
regional
station
inproven
highlytorecord
competitive
market.
Sendto
resume,
and
references
Gene Conrad, WERC, R.D. #4, Robinson
Road, Erie, Pennsylvania. 9-9647.
Hartford-New
Britain, Conn. lively
— lively,salesman.
powerful network affiliate
$50.00
plus 10%seeks
commission.
Active
accountsalary,
list
provided.
Send
details
of
background to WHAY, New Britain, Connecticut.
Wanted,
2
experienced
salesmen.
Salary
commensurate
Station WJSO, with
Johnsonability.
City, Contact
Term. Radio
134

Help Wanted
— (Cont'd)
Announcers
New south Florida station metropolitan
market needsprofessionals
3 dj's. Experienced,
smooth,to
fast
only. resume!
$110 week
start.paced
Send tape, references,
Box
251H,
BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer
for
independent
Pennsylvania station. 48-hour week, large market,
excellentan salary
plus over-time,
vacations.
Desire
experienced
looking
for a
permanent
job infora advancement.
chainmanorganization
anresume
opportunity
Tape with
and
ING. required. Box 455H, BROADCASTExperienced-mature-versatile
for morning
shift
at Must
numberknowoneradiosmalland market
station
in Iowa.all
be conversant
with
phases
including
news,
sports
and
interviews.
We
want
a
family
man
tired
ofsmalllooking
and
ready
to
start
living
in
townat $90on per
betterweek.
than Send
average
salary —a
starting
all
informatape and photo in first letter.
Box tion
688H,including
BROADCASTING.
North-west
station
needshumor
announcer
capable of informal dry
on regular
recordply Boxshow.
of lifetime. Re723H, Opportunity
BROADCASTING.
Good announcer
ability
to handle small
full
range
dutiesdetails,
onwithstaff
of excellent
station.ofGive
including
photo, auditioncome.tape Box(we'll
return
it)
and
present
in809H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
experienced,
for
New
York
state
regional and
5000 reporting
watter. Concentration
on gathering
Rush
tape to General
Manager, local
Box news.
893H,
BROADCASTING.
New
Mexico
kilowatt
full
timer
needs
good
announcer
Send tapes
and
resume.withBox sales
901H,ability.
BROADCASTING.
Californiato station
wantshumorous
announcer
who is
unable
on942H.air BROADCASTING.
whereventnow hisemployed.
Toppersonality
pay. Box
Outstanding newsPaulmanindependent
by high-rated
Minneapolis-St.
with
adult
appeal.references,
Send audition
tape, requirepicture,
background,
and
salary
m
e
n
t
s
i
n
first
letter
to
Box
982H,
BROADCASTING.
Sparkling personality Must
— experienced.
news-play-by-play.
new Musicideaspd
and right
drive man.
to execute
them.have
Possibility
for
1st
phone
preferred.
Ohio
daytimer.
Send
tape,
background
resume,
and salaryST
expected.
BoxG.
105K, BROADCA
IN
gather, market.
write, read
news
inNewscaster
major smooth,
Michigan
Also local
needknowldisc
jockey,
versatile,
saleable
e
d
g
e
o
f
music.
Send
tape,
resume,
picture.
Experienced
only IN
apply. BoxG.
113K, BROADCA
ST
Morning Imagination.
man. Boston.TopTight50, production.
Humor.
tane and
resume. Box
132K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-first
phone.
No insurance,
maintenance.
Two
weeks
vacation,
health
new
studios
and equipment
mobilestartunits,at air$433.00.
and
auto.
Adult
programming
Need immediately. Phone Mr. Jae, KHMO,
Hannibal, Missouri, NO 3450.
Permanent
positionNicest
now town
open inforCalifornia
experienced
to livestation.
in. announcer.
Progressive
growingstand
music
and
news
Record
must
investigation, KONG, Visalia, California.
Announcer — Immediate opening. Minimum
salary $85,00.
If you're
fast
bright,
Send KUVR,
details,paced
tape andto
Manager,even
Kennmore.
Maloney.
Holdrege,
Nebraska.

Help Wanted—
Announcers(Cont'd)
Fast-paced,
bright
opportunityexperience.
both number deejay,
one
rateddesiring
radio station
and
Midwest
100,000.tv Send
tape, picture
andmarket
resumeoverto
Bill
Iowa. Baldwin, KWWL-AM-TV, Waterloo
Wanted. Send
Experienced
deejay for including
top-rated
station.
full information,
startingWAKR,
salary, Akron
photo 20,andOhio.tape to: Bob
Wylie,
Washington
area's number
one station
auditioningnounceD.C.
fast, modern
anrexceptional,
s. Send tape. WEAM.
Wanted: Immediate dj personality replace
am man;music,
moving
up 13th market
— 5000
watts;
operation.
First ticket?
Morenews,
money.swinging
Rush tape,
photo,
background. WGGH, Marion, Illinois.
Two combo men needed. Must have voices
good enough for
southeast's
Engineering
minor.
Got tolargest
handlemarket
fast
paced Hope
adult you're
radio. particular
$150 possible
in year's
time.
—
we
are.
Contact
Don
Meyers,
WIIN
Radio,
Atlanta,
Georgia.
Fast growing
stationto sell
needson announcers with Michigan
superb ability
the
air. Mustduction be
dependable
and
know
proa
n
d
quality.
Good
pay
to
the
right
men.
Send
tapes
and
resume
or
apply
in
person. WION, Ionia, Michigan.
Announcer
with
first
phone.
Engineering
secondary.Wisconsin.
Contact Don C. Wirth, WNAM,
Neenah,
Want
announcer
with first
send
and resume.
WOIA,phone.
Box 76,Please
Ann
Arbor,tapeMichigan.
Disc jockeys boost your ratings! Order your
"Deejay
Kit",one-liners";
includes: "Book
of 2400 showmanship
anecdotes
and
and
"Radiomanship
Guide",
containing
proven
formulas for building
larger audiences.
Also,
"Hints
DJ Comedy".
$2.95Illinois.
DeBu
Features,
20 E.forHuron
St., Chicago,
Technical
Engineer-announcer
with announcing
ability to job.do
maintenance
and
a fair
Send
details,
including
photo and audition
CA
ST
IN
tape
(we'll onreturn
it).Box
Salary
to $100
G.
depending
ability.
810H,$80BROADImmediate
opening
in
northeast
for
first
phone
engineer.
Experienced
Well
rounded
dutiesIN
include studio,preferred.
transmitter,
C A ST
operation
maintenance. G.
Box 968H, BROADCapabletion.technician
for E.with
Pennsylvania
Must be a man
pride in stahis
work.
Accent
on maintenance
conville, Pe
nn
a.
struction. No announcing.
WCOJ,andCoatesCombination
engineer-announcer
immedi-to
ly. $85 perBox
week.
Send Tenn.
audition
WCPH, ateP.O.
85, Etowah,
Want firstnounce.phone
engineer
who
antape Michigan.
and can
resume.
WOIA, Box 76,PleaseAnnsendArbor,
Opening beginning this
maintenance-susummer
perviother
sor engine r forfor
radiotelevision studios and
electronic
equipment
in newDonald
quarters
on collegeBowling
campus.
Contact
Kleckner,
Green State University, Bowling Green,
Ohio.
Production-Programming, Others
Experienced
newsman
needed forexperience,
Wisconsin location, send
qualifications,
past employers,
family990H,
status,
salary req
u
i
r
e
m
e
n
t
s
,
t
o
Box
BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Situations Announcers
Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Management
employed
in midwest asannouncer
manager, trained.
Young man.
Well
Can you deliver
interesting
BROADCASTING
newscast?
Can news?
youa top-notch,
gather,
anda Presently
Any Determined
reasonable tooffer.succeed.
Box 884H,
chief
engineer,
program
re-write
local
CanIf you
youevaluate
present
and
bookkeeper.
First director,
phone6 years
construction
and
directional
experienced.
in
the
comprehensive
editorial?
fill
the
bill,
ING.
developed
very andefficient
Announcer-dj.
4 years experience. 2 years
aof happy,
alert
daytime would
independent
one business.
methods
ofHave
operations.
No rock
roll,
Ohio's
topand markets
likeopen.
toin have
1 kw, 2 years at 5 kw. Married, veteran,
but
good
solid
adult programming.
Box atavailable
your
tape
resume.
Salary
Box
April
1st.
Box 936H, BROADCAST983H,
BROADCASTING.
919H, BROADCASTING.
Assistant
manager
devotes
ten
years
preExperienced
news
man—
to
serve
as
news
Highly
professional
djinseeks
Exdirector
Hudson
Valley
with
paring for managership. 36, married, now
cellent
music,relocation.
news, proemphasis
onthreelocallocal
news.newsstation
Gather,
writeheavy
and station.
duction.background
College graduate,
Harvard
age
in ChicagoBoxarea.120K,Owners,
let's localize your 35. married.
BROADCASTING.
broadcast
programs
daily.
Box
914H,
BROADCASTING.
Share
coverage
night meetings
withcity pd.ot
Become
part
of
community
life
in
Station
managers
.
.
.RE:
Position
open
or
Negro
announcer/dj.
Intelligent.
Versatile.
30 000 Send resume and tape, Box 997H, soon to be open your station, for energetic Good background. Salesman. Handle conBox 958H, BROADCASTING.
first
maintenance
who also
BROADCASTING.
does phone
good straight
smoothengineer,
announcing
job. Female,trols. announcer
Farm director ... At small station in farm Experienced
plus. Good background.
modern
personality,
musicmarket. derful
Pleasant
working
conditions,
wonnews
operation.
Conscientious,
with
know
programs, plus. Reliable. Versatile.
country. State salary requirements how of production spots. Top potential for Women's
and
in first letter. KRXK, Rex- BROADCASTING.
your organization! Family. Box 121K, Box 959H, BROADCASTING.
burg, experience
Idaho.
Alert,
aggressive,
months'
announcing
experience
to vet.
5 kw13 network.
Newsman
skilled
at writing
and news
experienced
Can
write,
sell.single,
Resume,
tape.
Pennsylvania
area.man,
Manager
BROADCASTING.
inmidwest
air work50,000
to join
top-notch
staffSendof Management,
Prefer
mediumwill northeast
market.photo,
Box 960H,
with ties.
successful
history.station,
Family
thirwatt
radio
station.
Experience
covers
sales,
and
oftape and resume to WJR, The Goodwill
fice
management,
programming,
continuity,
Station, Detroit.
announcer, age
traffic, bookkeeping, announcing including Experienced
music,35, sober,
topBox40,three
and
and personal ref- years
Writer-producer with flair for compelling sports. Excellent
erences. Write Boxindustry
128K, BROADCASTING.
cBROADCASTING.
and experience,
w, news. Bestgoodreferences.
961H,
commercial
copy
writing
and
radio
production
know-how
needed
by
50-kilowatt
CASTING
WOWO Fort Wayne. Rush photo, copy
Sales
Employed, 26, married, veteran, responsible.
samples
and complete
Cal Bollwinkel, WOWO,
Fort resume
Wayne, to:Indiana.
Sales.
Apply
broad
sales
backgroundCopy.to Want job with future. Box 962H, BROADbroadcasting.
Capable.
Announcing.
Growing writer.
Chicago
area
indie
needs
a
copyBox 881H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer instrong
on sports
play-by-play
Good pay,WRMN,
fine future
baseball,
football,
ING^
person. Contact
Elgin, to111.the right Salesman/announcer. Love challenging sales experience
One
year
experience.
Sales,
news,basketball.
dj. Reproblems.
Write
copy.
Operate
board.
Box
locate
anywhere.
Box
964H.
BROADCASTRADIO
957H, BROADCASTING.
Aggressive
salesman,
35, family,
thorough Top-rated
Situations Wanted — Management
dj, wants
programadvancement.
director multi-station market
Major
experienceseekswith
topsalesstation
competitive
majorcollege,
money hard
only worker.
please. Young,
market,
toplarge
positionin Radio
with
future
General
manager,
9
years
from
ground
up.
in
medium
or
market.
only markets,
personable,
Ideas,
Family
man,
college
graduate,
first
phone,
career.
Box
976H,
BROADCASTING.
proven
ability.
Tape,
resume
will
answer
excellent sales record, employed. Box 699H,
letter
explaining
your
operation, Boxavailable
BROADCASTINGS
position,
financial
arrangements.
966H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Doctor
says
move
family
to
better
climate.
Good
announcer-dj.
5
years
experience
Threetionchildren,
susceptible
to lungis fine.
congesCan you offer meBoxthe 709H,
big 3-baseball-footMy health
Of- ING^
ball-basketball?
BROADCAST- middle west. Box 967H, BROADCASTINGfer youand15pneumonia.
years
of radio
background.
ExExperiencedGood
combo-man,
smoothbelievable.
flawless
p
e
r
i
e
n
c
e
d
a
l
phases.
Manager
and
majority
radio voice,
stockholder
in No. at1 rated
station
in three
Staff announcer,
workhorse.
years ex-as delivery.
station
market,
present
time.
Have
Familyence inman.
3 years 2 ofyears
goodin solid
experiannouncing,
engineering.
perience small market
to 5011kilowatt
worked
250
watt
ABC,
250
watt
indie.,
5
kw
disc jockey,
Pro- Tech school grad. Present employer very
ABC,
and 1 kw38, CBS.
Morning
man can
10 years
duction newsman,
conscious with programming.
know-how. Want
top
ratings.
sober,
love
radio,
give
satisfied.
College,
young,
steady,
don't
Family, 35.record
College. Presently emyou top programming and increased sales security. ployed.
Tight production.
Easy
worklicense.
with.drink.
Excellent
references.
Firstneartoclasscollege.
Hard
minusnia,gimmicks.
MustArizona.
be southern
Califorerences. Specialty:
Want jobs done asmc.youAgency
would ref-do worker.
Prefer
work
Wanting
New
Mexico,
Market
25
to
to
move
up.
Will
send
tape.
Box
970H,
them
yourself?
Pay
me
$150
week—
1
11
move
50,000.
Looking
for
management
with
air
fast Prefer east. No rock-roll. Box 833H, BROADCASTING. '
work.
Earningsownership,
now five butfigures
Must
beannually.
happy BROADCASTING.
Announcer-dj— 2 years experience in all
tohealth
do sacrifice
soand inbetter
orderopportunities.
to give will
family
music. My strongest suit. phases. ences
Box better
876H, Country/western
DeepPrefer resonant
Good referFlorida orvoice.California.
Box
Capable-staff,
BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING.controls, sales. Box 880H, 972H, BROADCASTING.
Em-ployed
—
em-ambitious
—
em-ready.
8 years
radio-tvPhone
exCollege, 12 broadcasting
years radio, mid-thirties,
Sales minded.
Copy- Newsman-announcer.
perience. Go dWichita,
on-camera
delivery.
BROADCASTING
writer. Goodmature.
background.
Operate board.
Complete
experience. family.
Heavy Announcer,
Murray 2-6881,
Kansas.
Box 985H,
Cooperative.
Box
882H,
BROADCASTING.
production-sales.
News,
sports,
programming, dj. Good
references.
Want preferred.
management-part ownership.
Mid-west
young.
Eager toOperate
learn. board.
Good Staff announcer. Good crisp delivery, can
All considered.
Box 906H,
BROADCAST- Announcer,
background.
Cooperative.
sell. Excellent
potentiaL VetING^
Box 883H, BROADCASTING.
eran USAF. Boxplay-by-play
986H, BROADCASTING.
General manager topping industry records
at severalcializing
stations.
Twenty-five
yearsoperaspeproductivity
in sales and
tions.revenue
Seekingexpansion.
new opportunity
forBROADmaximum
Box
923H,
CASTING.
WANTED
Aggressive
broadcast
executiveExperience
with 18
years
nowas available.
includesexperience
13
years
working
sales
manager, and general
manager
radio and
television
in medium
and inmetropolitan
markets. erences,
Extremely
able, capable
bestage ref-42.
married,
college
graduate
Promotion Manager for Group
Confidential. Box 924H, BROADCASTING.
Station manager.
Capable
all
phases,
inof Well Established Radio
cluding sales. Proven record. Box 956H,
BROADCASTING.
Aggressive
young
manager
desires
Stations.
management
position.sales
Prefer
westernBROADstates.
Excellent references.
Box 978H,
CASTING.
Workhorse perimanager
13 years
ence. Sel Consider
s. Holdsavailable.
nutanydown.
In top exApply, Box 977H, BROADCASTING
markets
now.
reasonable
of-10
fer.
Can
invest.
Box
980H,
BROADCASTING.
135
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Available
immediately
— firsthighly
rate announcer, 6 years
versatile.
News,
dj, considered.
pd,experience,
and sales.
Minimum
$125.
All
offers
Box
987H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Recent
of board.
professional
broadcasting
school.graduate
Operate
ried.questPrefer
northeast.
Tape, photo
onMarre. Box 991H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-dj
;
two
years
radio.
Desire
radio-tvMature,
operation. Commercials
my first
love.
and
reliable. Preferpleasing
east voice,
coast. efficient
Box 992H,
BROADCASTING.
Excellent
sports-programming-productionsdeejay-sales!
12 years
all
phases!
TopAny
ratedcombination.
personality-play-byplay.
Stations
right
arm.
Reliable
family
man
currently
limited!
Box
996H,
BROADCASTING.
Good announcer,
engineer.without
Can
Deliver
news andcapable
commercials
shouting.
Experienced
am-fm-directional
and
construction.
First
phone
for
18
years.
Prefer
southwest or west coast. Box 102K,
BROADCASTING.
Impact
. with your Deejay.
listeners Comes
plus results
for your. .with
sponsors.
fully
equipped
character voices,
ideas, First
and
gimmicks.
Metropolitan
market.
phone.ity, Prefer
selling
privileges.
33.
Matursincerity,
dependability,
believeability.
Box 103K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-dj.
Any references,
type show. etc.,
Can upon
run
own board.Box Tape,
request.
109K, BROADCASTING.
Topnotch
Presently inannouncer,
key market. successful,
Desires alertstable.
station.
114K. BROADCASTING.
Staff Box
announcer
experienced,
solidBoxprofessional
background.
College
grad.
115K,
BROADCASTING.
Young, married
announcer.
newsman,
salesman.
Operatetrained
board.withGoodDJsomevoice
and
delivery.ience. BoxWell
exper124K, BROADCASTING.

VIDEO

FIELD

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Young staffperienceannouncer,
strong
dj, 1 tape
year and
ex, run own Box
board,126K,
married,
resume available.
BROADCASTING.
Top voice
announcer
—production.
Strongest on7 years
play-byplay, news,perience.
radio-tv
exCollege English
major.
Army disc
h
a
r
g
e
i
n
April.
Box
130K,
BROADCASTING.
CountryI have
dj available.
For thedirector,
last three
years
been money
program
with
a top ranking,
making countrydj
operation. I'dproduction,
like to relocate.
promotion,
top dj.Worker.
29,Write
sober,Know
reliable, artist. Best references.
Box
127K, BROADCASTING.
Summer work, collegeworkstudent,
commercially
experienced.
anywhere.
Prefer
D.C. Box 131K,WillBROADCASTING.
West
coast1st only
— Experienced
announcerengineer,
phone.
Nowith
top forty.
Ableeasyto
hold
adult
audience
relaxed,
style.
Midnight
to
dawn
or
late show.
Strong quion
news.
Personal
interview
remile Beach
radius 7,of California.
Los Angeles. P.O.
Box 7351,red 50Long
Contact uscastifor
announcers! Calumet
Broadng, 671 Washington,
Gary, Indiana.
Turner 5-3038.
Versatile
announcer
newsman ten
years
experience
currently —Antigo,
employed.
Gil Clark,
704
North Avenue,
Wisconsin.
DJschoolfull graduate
of ambition, enthusiasm,
ideas, show.
radio
like fast
Bill
Montgomery,would4 Sage
Ave.,pacedLebanon,
Ohio.
All
phasesvet,news,
programming,
Family,
college
grad, 25,special
4announcing.
yearsevents
experience.
Remotes,
interviews,
specialist.
TV
preferred.
Keith
N. 12th, Manhattan, Kansas. PR Walker,
6-8755. 504

ENGINEERS

AMPEX CORPORATION, world's largest manufacturer of precision magnetic
recorders, needs qualified video engineers at several field locations and home
office. Will be engaged in applications engineering, installations, maintenance
and service of Ampex VR-1000 Videotape* Recorder and associated systems at
commercial, industrial and military locations throughout United States.
Substantial audio and video technical education plus three years television
station operation or maintenance experience, or equivalent, required. Moderate
travel. Opportunities for advancement to supervisory engineering and sales
positions for anyone with energy, talent, and self-drive.
To qualify you must have the appearance, manner, and ability to meet and
deal with management and engineering personnel. Salary plus profit sharing
and liberal company benefits. Send resume, availability and salary requirements to John Doolittle, Supervisor Technical Recruiting.
2402 BAY ROAD
REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA
TM AMPEX CORP.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
Chief engineer,
ten
yearsDirectional
experience,and construction,
maintenance.
remote control
systems.
AM, fmAvailable
and tv. Ambitious,
agreeable,
skillful.
two
weeks
from
date
of
acceptance.
Box
973H,
BROADCASTING.
1st phone
engineer.in Have
schooling,
ing for experience
television.
Box look984H,
BROADCASTING.
First phone,
experienced
transmitters,
motes, equipment
construction,
and con-retrol rooms.
Box 993H,
BROADCASTING.
Chief enceengineer
— Over twenty
years
am directional,
am-fmexperiand
tvtentransmitter
and studioremote,
installation.
Last
years
maintenance
and
supervision.
Seniority
prevents
further
advancement
with present
employer. Family man. Box
994H,
BROADCASTING.
First class penphone,
married, with
non-drinker,
dedable,Isomewould
experience
am and
fm,
transmitters.
preferanywhere.
to stay
inPlease
midwest,
but
I
will
relocate
write Box 101K, BROADCASTING.
5 years
country
announcer
with
first pexperienced
deendticket.
able, sober. No Some
sign
on.maintenance,
Making
change
for
programming
reasons.
Ted
Foster,
WHBT, Phone 661, Harriman, Tennessee.
Mature
engineer-announcer,
available radio
for tv chief
or radio.
Howard Spidle,
605
2015. E. Third, Albany, Oregon, Wabash 6Production-Programming, Others
Radio-tv net,
program-production
manager.
California
desires east. References.
Box 856H, BROADCASTING.
Continuity
director. Eleven
yearsreferences.
radio-tv.
Fast,
co-operative,
excellent
Available
CASTING. immediately. Box 887H, BROADNewsman with
Exeptional y clear professional
style.andWilllocal
dodelivery.
radio
television.ground.cNetwork
news and/or
backBox 988H, BROADCASTING.
Top flight2 news
and Excellent
sportsman. onNewssports.
direc-7
yearstor attions.
newsstations.
experience.
Good will
publicdo relaDependable,
aggressive,
job.
Write at once. Box 117K, BROADCASTING.
We writeanteed.radio
copy
$1.00
per
spot.
GuarBox 5861, Tucson, Arizona.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Announcers
Staff announcer
to docommentary
live television comercials and ad-lib
NBC
affiliated mstation.
Live news and onweather
experience
essential.
Top
salary,
plus experiprofitsharing
plan.
Send
photo
and
full
ence. Box 874H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: nounTop
and staff
ancer for Texasflight100 news
kw network
affiliate.
Permanent.perienceGood
pay. WillSend
consider
exd
r
a
d
i
o
announcer.
tape,
rephoto or snapshot, full details. Box
989H. centBROADCASTING.
Expanding
staffannouncer.
wants experienced,
hardon-camera
mail special
resumesell,Channel
and
photo
to JohnAir
Radeck,
P.D.,
WJBF,
6, Augusta,
Georgia.
Technical
Transmitter
for Good
combined
tv
operation.engineers
Southeast.
pay radioscale
commensurate
withworking
abilityconditions
and
experience.
Excellent
in
major
market.
Send
picture
and
complete
background
information first letter. Box
828H,
BROADCASTING.
Need experienced
engineer with
first
desiring television
to live in Nebraska.
Box
917H, phone
BROADCASTING.
Technical
supervisor
to
handle
engineering
staff
at mid-west
television
station.
Only
top technical
men
with
experience
on maintainingneed
transmitters,
studio
control
and
BRO
microwaveADC
apply.
Address
AST
INGBox
. 981H,
Vacancy for television engineer. Permanent
job, good
Would wants
considerto learn
competentSend
radioclimate.
engineer
telvision.snapshot
completewhodetails,
including
small
Roswell,
N.M. to Manager, KSWS-TV,
BROADCASTING, March 9, 1959

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Program director
to plan, direct
and
co-ordinate
all live...programming
of basic
CBS station
in mid-west.
Past pdoperation
experience
in
commercial
television
necessary.
Include fullanddetails
Excellent opportunity
salaryfirstto letter.
right
man. Box 875H, BROADCASTING.
Need
experienced
sales
promotion
man
to
assist
with presentations,
merchandising
and
associated
creative
assignments
fora flair
top
CBS
outlet.
Good
copy
writing
and
for
workable
ideas is required.
Please send
complete
information
your work
background,
references,
samplesrequirements.
ofonyour
if open
possible
and
salary
immediately. Contact KRLD-TV,JobDallas,
Texas.
Promotion
directorman.wanted.
oppory for good
Must JobExcellent
haveentails
experience
in radiotuvniistiand/or
television.
supero
n
,
a
s
well
as
execution,
of
newspaper
advertising, program, station, and market
promotionmotion,inresearch
tradeandpress,
on
the
air
prodevelopment of sales
promotion partmentaids.
This CBS
is a station.
four-person
dei
n
a
10-year
Excellent
market
of ouroverclimate,
400,000 television
homes. You
will
like
living
conditions
and
fellow workers. Send complete story of your
experience,
family status,if available.
salary requireand photograph,
Write
GeneralmentsManager,
WFMY-TV, Greensboro
N.C.
Mature,newsexperienced
staffNBCannouncer
with
good
background.Write
station
on eastern
seaboard.
BobbasicGrossman,
WXEX-TV, Petersburg, Va.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Experienced tv station manager available
immediately.
Backgroundfromincludes
tion of two
vhf
hiring installapersonnel,
buyingprogramming,
film stations
to operations.
versed
all phases
sales. Well
References.
Box 831H, BROADCASTING.
Don't sell— or
— celebrate!
Profits,Box
efficiency,
prestige
money back.
955H,
BROADCASTING.
TV announcer;
live, film,
commercials. Readyexperienced,
for top market.
Box 896H,
BROADCASTING.
Good
tv announcer.
Personality
presently
employed
in major
midwest
market
seeks
position
with
larger
station.
Reason
change
—
ready
to
advance.
Married,
best forof
references,
well
above
average
presentation,
commercials,
creative,
industrious,
craving
add mc,
to good
experience.
ability toto sell,
self
included.
Try me!Proven
Box
975H, BROADCASTING.
Personality
announcer,
all
types
on-camera
work, produces,
directs, excellent
tv backand experience.
Employed,
graduate,groundHarvard,
age 35,
married.college
Box
999H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
announcer,
news,
excel
kiddy
mature,Boxno 104K,
badon
habits. show,
Will family
relocate.man,$125.00.
BROADCASTING.
TV
announcing,
SummerBA replacement
work
wanted. 2onnews.
years
Now
working
MA inradio.
speech. inBoxhistory.
112K,
BROADCASTING.
Technical
11 years sized
experience, supervisory
and chief
medium
desires opportunity
in medium oram-fm-tv
large station.
Box 774H.
BROADCASTING.
Tv cameraman,
studio,Lightcontrol
room operations work desired.
experience,
have
first phone,
projectionist
license, Box
tv workshop
grad.
Willing
to
relocate.
BROADCASTING. 946H.
Chief engineer—
High power
experience,
maintenance,
supervision.
orinstallation,
am. Must
prefer
midwest TVor
midsouth.
Box relocate,
963H, BROADCASTING.
969H, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, March 9, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
Chief ning,
engineer—
9 yearsoperation.
experience.PastPlanconstruction
five
years
chiefandengineer.
Proven
abilCASTING.
ity,assistant
excellent references.
Box 974H,
BROADStaff announcer-engineer
vhf-tv station
seeks
a position in the atmidwest.
First
phone.ing,Uhf-vhf,
engineering,
film,experience.
announcproduction
and
direction
Will consider radio CE position. Box 106K,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer
professional
engine riand
ng, 5yearsnine
coloryearsstudio
engineering,
engineered
constructed
two
color
systems,
experienced
in
design
and
construction of video
consultantin en-all
gineeringequipment,
experience, proficient
phases visory
of station
engineering
andchildren.
superoperations.
30,
married,
Box 108K, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Writer-producer-director.
PracticalVersatile.
experience, local, regional.
Cooperative.
Box 897H,Creative.
BROADCASTING.
Operations
productiondirector
manager.
employedorprogram
small Presentmarket
vhf.lyenFamily,
college.
BestFlexible.
references,
record
all
phases.
Salesprovand
organization
minded.
It
will
take
more
than
this ad,sonalI know,
feel resumeBoxand 869H,
perinterview but
willI convince.
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
television photographer.
lentences.photography
Top ExcelreferWrite, Box background.
911H, BROADCASTING.
Available
—
Production
supervisor.
years
network experience. For resume Eight
and
information
CASTING. write Box 937H, BROADHard-hitting news
editorbuilder.
can be Powerful,
your top
personality.
authoritativeandAudience
style
radio
andbackground.
television.
Network
local
news
Family man. Box 107K, BROADCASTING.
Production
manager.
years
film,
radio, BROADCASTING.
television. Experienced
Engineering 9degree.
Box 116K,
News tiondirector
stawants stafflarge
job southern
or better radio-tv
with larger
news
operation.
Experienced
script-writer,
cameraman,
editor.
Strong
on-camera
livery. Box 118K, BROADCASTING. deING— experience in continuity, adverPromotion
tising, production and sales. Young, married,
degree, employed. Box 129K, BROADCASTFOR SALE
Equipment
Raytheon
RA-250
excellent
condition.
Save
J/3transmitter
price of newin transmitter. Box 692H, BROADCASTING.
G.E.
fm transmitter
modeland BT-3-A
kw
completely
reconditioned
tested. 3Price
$5500
fob. Box
125K, BROADCASTING.
Two-230
foot lines,
Ideco coupling
self-supporting
transmission
units, towers,
Austin
lighting
chokes,
soon. Write
KCBQ,lights.
San Ready
Diego, forCalif.shipment

FOR SALE
Equipment
(Cont'd
) condiUHF tion.equipment
used —but
in perfect
GE TT25A 12kw
transmitter
including
filterplexer,
TY25D
5-bay
antenna
with
PY19B
feed adapter,
4TX7Asweep
dummyoscillator
load.
Tv-21 visual
demodulator,
and General
Radio
monitors.
Also
430'
Stainless type G tower with lighting, 400 feet
7!4xl5-inch
wave with
guide,
4' Raytheon
7000 mc parabolas
horns2 and
mounting
brackets.
Contact
TV, Daytona
Beach,Beecher
Fla. Hayford, WESHWestinghouse
type antenna
fm-3 transmitter
Collins
type 37ma
(tuned for $4700.
100.5
mcs) $450.$150.RELAllfrequency
and modulation
monitor
prices
quoted
f.o.b. W.loca-E.
tion
and
subject
to
prior
sale.
Contact
Garrison, WFBC, P.O. Box 1140, Greenville,
S. C.
Two portable complete
batteryinstruction
operated book
minitape
re$75 ea.,
fob W.E. corders,
110A limiter
instruction book
$50
fob
Radio Station WINF, Manchester, Connecticut.
One Ampex $150.
type 3761 crate
four channel hi-level
mixer
WNIB, unit
Chicago Will
24, Illinois. and ship collect
Western Electric
10 with
kw unimpaired
fm transmitter.
Excellent
condition
oprecord. Price
$10,000. Calif.,
ParkerPhone:
Lee,
Overland
3-6200.
Inc..
3639 erating
Eighth
St., Riverside
1Bestkw-fm
transmitter G.E.Contact:
type— BT-2-A.
Norman
Paul, offer
44 W.overEl $2,000.00.
Caminito Ave., Campbell,
Calif.
Eimac 4-WOOA tubes. Brand new. $90 each
express
Company, prepaid.
1020 E. LandRadio
Place,Communication
Milwaukee - 2,
Wise.
105-4578^
kwfm-10
fm power
Westinghouse
type
completeamplifier,
power supply
and 10
kw amplifier
in
two
cabinets.
condition.Rixon
The priceElectronics,
is right. Inc.,
Call Good
or2414wireReedie
for
details
Drive, Silver Spring, Maryland. LOckwood
AM-fm-tv transmitters, studio terminal
equipment
mono),15 kwcameras,
consoles,mitters.
STL, (color
etc.Department
Weandwant
uhfSystems
transLD, Technical
Corp., 12-01
43rd Avenue,
LLC. 1, N.Y.
Several used towers in top condition, ininsulated
am broadcastCo.,towers.
InquirecludingTowerCity,
Construction
P.O. Box
1828, Sioux
Iowa.
WANTED TO BUY
Stations
CP or station in difficulty, sought by responsible operator.CASTING.
Box 902H, BROAD'
$250
watt
or
1
kw
fulltime
or
daytime.
Small BROADCASTING
market. List price.
and terms. Box
979H,
Man
with
years
of
producing-writing-performing in radioofandstation.
tv wishes
become
owner-operator
East, tosoutheast
or Florida
preferred.
Modest down payment. Box 998H,
BROADCASTING.
Qualified
ablepotential.
party willWrite
buy
station
orandcp financially
with ingooddetail.
confidentially
and
Box 100K,
BROADCASTING.

In TEN years as GENERAL and SALES MANAGER
of WNOR, Norfolk, Va.
(1) Built station business from zero to $450,000 yearly.
(2) Made over $800,000 profit for owner.
(3) Increased station value over ONE MILLION DOLLARS.
Interested in management with part ownership or management
with salary plus commissions or share of profits.
EARL HARPER
Madison 2-1930
1000 Manchester-Norfolk, Va.
137

WANTED TO BUY
Stations — (Cont'd)
Florida,iencedN.C.advertising
stations
wanted
by experman,
well market
financed.
New1-2
orsmall-medium
rundown station
in large
market
stations.
Only orrealistically
priced
properties
considered.
1958
gross, net first letter. Box 111K, BROADCASTING.
Radio
or participate
Florida broadcaster
east Beach,
coast cpwill
or buy
station.
Address Boxin
514^Delray
Florida.
Equipment
Wanted, 3 and
to 5 associated
kw fm transmitter,
antenna
monitors
equipment.
complete
information and cost
to Box 97Send
1H,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted.Hal Derwin
Capital andtranscription
PreFrank DeVollibrary.
programs.
Box fer995H,
BROADCASTING.
Wantedor used.
uhf tubes
typeJohn6181Randolph,
and typeWISE,
6161
new
Asheville,
N. Contact
C.
INSTRUCTIONS
F.C.C. firstspondence opbone
preparation
correr in Washington,
resident
classes.
Ourby schools
are located
Hollywood,
aad
Seattle.
For indetails,
write Grantham
School,
Desk ton,2.D. C.821— 19th Street. N. W., WashingFCC firstanteedphone
in six weeks.
instructionlicense
by master
teacher.GuarG.I.
approved.License
PhoneSchool.
FLeetwood
2-2733. EHdns
Radio
3605
Regent
Drive,
Dallas, Texas.
Since 1946.
The 5original
course Reservations
for FCC 1st
phone
license,
tonow6 weeks.
required.
Enrolling
for 1959,
classesJanuary
starting6,
June
24,
Sept.
2,
Oct.
28,
March
2, 1960. Forwrite
information,
references
and
reservations
William
B.
Radio
Operational
School,Ogden
1150
West Olive
Avenue,Engineering
Burbank, California.
MISCELLANEOUS
Personalized
playing1,000.cardBingo
bingoTimecards,U.S.A.,
size
3% x Box
5% $2.50
P.O.
906, per
Denver 1, Colorado.
Phone
Acoma 2-7539.
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
We
need Continuity
Writers,
Salesmen,
Announcer,
DJ.s,Continuity
Engineers,
Newsmen & more
Writers.
We
invite
experienced
personnel
to register
free
for
future
openings.
Minimum
fee for
placement.
MIDWEST
RADIO-TV
PLACEMENT
54 W. 30th St., Indianapolis
CL-3-3693 Lie. Agency.
Top placements
southeast inin thetopdynamic
jobs, new
RADIO — TV —for ADVERTISING
Announcers
— DJ's —— TVCopywriters
Engineers
— Salesmen
Production
PROFESSIONAL
458 Atlanta,
Peachtree PLACEMENT
Arcade
6a.
JAckson 5-4841
PERSONNEL SERVICE

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

SALES ENGINEER
COMMUNICATION
EQUIPMENT
Nationally known electronic equipment manufacturer offers responsible
position in mid-west home office
sales staff for sales engineer thoroughly familiar
modern
communicationwith
transmitters.
Excellent
opportunity for growth and advancement in salaried position which inmany company
benefits.to Limitedcludestravel.
Send resume
Box
119K, BROADCASTING.

FOR LEASE

SALESMAN
Top station in top market . . . fulltime 5000 watts in May of 59 — offers
position to energetic, go-getter. Direct and agency account list. Guarantee and most attractive sales plan in
town.
Writedetails.
to WICE— Providencesend full
MISCELLANEOUS
Buck Rosner no longer associated with this firm. Notification
of his whereabouts would be
appreciated.
Wire
or call collect.
The Jingle Mill
201 West 49th Street
New York 19, New York

NOW! DYNAMIC ... NEW LEADERSHIP
IN MARKETS RARELY COVERED
NOW NEW NATIONAL REPRESENTATION FORMING
FOR RURAL, SMALL AND MEDIUM MARKETS
That
willsales.
assureNowyou theto national
have yourspotshare
national
pictureof
isnational
yours with
this
new
pulsating
and
dynamic
representation
nowand forming
will
exclusively
sell,inpromote
allthatefforts
and
facilities
research
to extend
guarantee
yourto
share
of
national
sales
and
prestige.
Plus
assist you in any form to increase further
profits by offering
consultation
on format,
programming,
merchandising
search to makepromotion,
it even more
a must forand youretoyourtakeopportunity
part of the tonational
spot picture.
onnational
howHere's
you
can takeBe part
for the
yourparticipate
shareto ofparticipate,
spot
sales.
among
first
first to benefit from national representationthe
now hitherto
forming, under-developed
offering pulsatingmarkets.
leadership in
this
tial . . . ? Greatest!
Lucrative . . . ? YouPotenBet!
Call, telegram,
write36,to:New1472York.Broadway,
Suite
308,
NewwillorYork
Bryant
91B83.
There
be
attractive
national
spot
packages that will lure national advertisers to
your radio
stationrepresentation
now with new
a dynamic national
now and
forming.
"J

ooking for . . .
QUALIFIED BROADCASTERS? 1
A BETTER JOB?
Loi
|
Employers andDISKApplicants
Contact
PLACEMENT JOCKEY
CENTER, INC.
Agency
Specializing
in
BROADCASTING
• ADVERTISING
PERSONNEL
PAUL BARON, Managing Director
100 West 42nd Street, New York 36, N.Y.
I Wisconsin
wlsconsi
7-6322 (Phone for appointmei
close return postage with tapes)
.
[_«.

RADIO
Help Wanted— Sales

SAN DIEGO'S ONLY
BACKGROUND
MUSIC
BUSINESS
One million population
Nation's 20th market
• Will lease on minimum plus percentage basis
• Will transfer trade name "Music
• Will
transfer better than 100 existUnlimited"
ing accounts which have been
under contract for 3 to 5 years.
Now grossing $2500 a month. Fine
potential.
CONTACT: Fred or Dorothy
Rabell at NAB Convention.
Chicago, or at RTTT, U.S.
Grant
fornia. Hotel, San Diego, CaliFOR SALE
Equipment
USED TRADE-IN
TRANSMITTERS
IN STOCK
GATES RADIO COMPANY
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
Available
for prompt
shipment — subject
to prior sale.
All transmitters,
except
W.E., refurbished and tuned to your frequency and line impedance. Complete
with one set of operating tubes and one
crystal. Prices F.O.B. Quincy, Illinois.
5 KW
Collins 2 IB purchased in 19 5 0. Very
clean
and
well
maintained.
10 kw power
increase kit available extra cost.
1 KW $6750.00
Gates
BC
—
1J
—
only
serviceowner
and
inBC
excellent Pcondition.3 years
Original
*3395
.00 Gates
increased-5power
and purchased
Gates BC — IF — 1953 De-Luxe model, 13
meters. Traded in on Gates BC-5P.
$3250.00
Raytheon RA-1000 approximately
10
years old.structioSingle
n— motor cabinet,
tuned. horizontal con$2850.00
Western
Electric
443-A,
low mileage —
tuned asto stand-by
93 0 KC.
used
only in$1250.00
5KW station
250 Watt
Collins 3 00G approximately 10 years
old. Station granted power increase.
$1495.00informaTo place
or for additional
tion writeorder
or call:
Gene Edwards
Manager,Gates
Broadcast
Radio Transmitter
Company Sales
Quincy, Illinois
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Continued from . 132
for
MarchH. 4 Wittenberg
at 1:30 p.m.,Jr.,
on applications
of
Armin
and Pasadena
Presbyterian
Church for Calif.
fm facilities
in Los
Angeles
and Pasadena,
By Comr. Robert E. Lee on Feb. 26
Granted ofpetition
Broadcast
for
extension
time toby March
2 to Bureau
file replies
to petitionexaminer,
for review
of orderTele.of Corp.,
chief
hearing
by
Plains
in Terre Haute, Ind., ch. 10 proceeding.
By Hearing Examiner
on Feb.Charles
25 J. Frederick
Scheduled
prehearing
conference
for
March
20 inL. proceeding
amGerald
applications
of Sanford
Hirschberg onandN.Y.,
R. FairMcGuire,
Cohoes-Watervliet,
and
view Bcstrs., Rensselaer, N.Y.
By Hearing Examiner
on Feb. 26H. Gifford Irion
hearingon from
Feb. 27 ofto March
5 Continued
in proceeding
applications
Frank
STATIONS
rTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
* Either 25% or 50% in* terest. Buyer must be% come resident General
* Manager.
* Box 818H, Broadcasting
LARGE 75,000 WATT
FM STATION
In large metropolitan area with
several hundred multiplex accounts. Main channel and multiplex billing $6000 a month. Large
potential. No competition.
Box I22K, Broadcasting
S30M terms
Single
lkw-D
Single
5565 MM terms
Medium 250w-F
terms
lkw-D
Single
100 M terms
500w-D
Small
cash
30 M terms
150M
Monop. 250w-F
A.M.
&
N.P.
70M terms
Single 500kw-D 100M
Sm-med
lkw-D
155 M terms
Medium
terms
250w-F
Medium
20098MM terms
lkw-D
Medium
terms
lkw-D
150M terms
Metro lkw-D
cash
Major
250M
5kw-D
Large
250M terms
Large 250-w
450M terms
Large 250
clearw-D 325M
terms
75M terms
Large 500w-D 750M
Medium VHF-TV
terms
N.A.B. Convention
Conrad
Hilton,
Chicago
PAUL H.
CHAPMAN COMPANY
MEDIA BROKERS
Chicago
atlanta
205 w. wacker
182 w. peachtree
santa
barbara
new york
33 w. micheltorena
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Texas
Fla.
Ala.
Calif.
W.Va.
S.E.
Ky.
Pa.
Fla.
N.C.
Gulf
Va.
S.E.
Fla.
East
S.W.
Ga.
South

James and San Mateo Bcstg. Co. for fm
facilities
Calif. in Redwood City and San Mateo,
By Hearing Examiner
on Feb.Thomas
27 H. Donahue
Granted
petition
by
Bcstg.
for Venice-Nokomis
continuance
hearing Co.,
fromVenice,
March Fla.,
2 to March
23 on its amof
application.
By
Chief
Hearing
Examiner
James D.Cunningham on Feb. 20
Scheduled
hearing
for Aprilof 20Farmville
in proce ding on am
applications
Bcstg.
Franklin,Co., Va.Farmville, N.C., and WYSR Inc.,
By Hearing Examiner
Sharfman
on Feb.. Herbert
20
Because of pendency of various pleadings
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle on Feb. 24
On requestconference
of Telecasting
continued
prehearing
from Inc.,
9:00 a.m.,
Feb.
FOR

*
*
*
|
*

SALE

p ~^C^
'~&~< r-&~'
|y Haskell
Station Broker,Bloomberg
Lowell, Mass. §§
^Minnesota — $105,000; Virginia — £
£$140,000;
— $300,000;
^Mexico — Florida
$95,000;
Indiana New*
— §
§$600,000;
Pennsylvania
—
^Maryland — $75,000; West$1 25,000;£
Virginia)
V — $60,000; North Carolina — $135,-§
§000; Florida — $65,000. WRITE. £
THE PIONEER
OF TELEVISIONCONSULTANTS
AND RADIOFIRMMANAGEMENT
ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD
S. FRAZIER,
1736 Wisconsin
Ave., N.W. INC.
Washington 7, D. C.
NORMAN
& NORMAN
BrokersINCORPORATED
— Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
visit us during
NAB Convention in Chicago
March 75-77 Conrad Hilton Hotel
Security Bldg.

Davenport, Iowa

MIDWEST DAYTIMER
In two station market. Clean, compact,
remoteance onoperation.
down,6-1395.
balterms. Phone$25,000
Tremont
J. RogersRockford,
& Co., P.O.m. Box 437
STATIONS

FOR SALE

Be sure that you put us on your
MUST SEE schedule.
SUITE 1035A-1036A
Conrad Hilton Hotel
JACK L. STOLL &
ASSOCIATES

27ch. to5 9:00
a.m., March 5 in Weston, W. Va.,
proceeding.
Examiner
Annie ByNealHearing
Huntting
on Feb. 24
Granted petition by Tri-County Bcstg.
Co., outJerseyville,
111.,
for
continuance
withdate of forhearing
of exhibits
scheduled
Marchand23 exchange
and 16 respectively,
pending
action
by
Commission
upon
petition
for reconsideration
of grant
without hear-on
by Tri-County
inof proceeding
its
aming filed
application
and thatEast
grantee
Missouri
Corp. (WAMV),
St. Louis,Radio111.
By Hearing Examiner
F. French
on Feb. Millard
24
Granted request of Fayetteville Bcstg.
Inc. (KHOG),
Fayetteville,
Ark.,
cone of datefromfor Feb.
exchange
offorwritten
affirmativetinuanccase
24 to March
2 in
proceeding
on
its
am
application.
Granted
petition
by forRev.extension
Haldane ofJames
Duff,
Seattle,
Wash.,
time
for exchange of exhibits from March 4 to
March tion18and inthatproceeding
on his am applicaBellevue, Wash. of Northwest Bcstrs Inc.,
By Hearing Examiner J.D. Bond on Feb. 24
Granted ofpetition
by Broadcast
for
extension
time for
filing replyBureau
pleadings
from folk,FebVa., ch.20 to13 proceeding.
March 2 in Hampton-NorBy Hearing Examiner
on dates Thomas
shown H. Douahue
Granted
petition
by
Lakesideof hearing
Bcstrs.,
Sparks,2 p.m.,
Nev.,Feb.
for 25continuance
from
to
2
p.m.,
March
6 in
proceeding
on its am application. Action
Feb.
24. petitions
Granted
by
Melody
Music
Inc.
(WGMA),and Hollywood,
Fla., hearing
for leave
amend
to remove from
its amto
application
which
is
in
consolidated
proceedwith Venice-Nokomis
Co., Venice,
Fla ,ing accepted
amendmentBcstg.
to change
site,
engineeringplication toproposal,
etc.,
andAction
returned
processing
line.
Feb. ap-24.
Issued memorandum of ruling regarding
examiner's
refusal to bypermit
schedule
exhibit
Inc., to6 beonof
marked 56,
for tendered
identification KEED
in proceeding
its application
and Liberty
Television
for
new tv stations
to operate
on ch. Inc.,
9 in
Eugene,
Feb. 19.by South Coast
GrantedOre.twoAction
pleadings
Bcstg.
Co., Laguna
— "Requestto
for additional
time Beach,
to fileCalif.
opposition
petition
offorUpland
Broadcasting
Co." perand
"Requestmitting
reconsideration
of
amendment of application order
of upland
Broadcasting
Co."
to
extent
that
they
are
here considered and that by March 15 South
Coast may petition examiner to vacate Feb.
granting Upland's petition for leave
to10 order
amend
tion Feb. 25.and in other respects denied. AcBy ChiefCunningham
Hearing Examiner
on Feb. 25James D.
Scheduledce dings on dates
hearingsshown:
in following
proAprilOre.)16 —amApril
Seaside
Bcstg.
Co.
(KSRG),
Seaside,
— Moyer Radio, Providence, R.I., et al. 20
Granted
Inc. (KOOSTV),
Coos petition
Bay, Ore.,by forKOOS
dismissal
without
prejudice
from
ch. 16 to ofch.its11application
which is toin change
consolidated
proceeding
with
application
of
Pacific
Television
Inc.,
for
new
tv
station
to
operate
on ch. 11 in Coos Bay.
By Hearing Examiner
on Feb.Charles
25 J. Frederick
Rescheduled
hearing
heretofore
sched-22
uled for March 23 to commence
on April
inBcstg.
proceeding
am applications
Co., Weston Chester,
Pa., et al.of Alkima
PETITION FOR RULEMAKING DENIED
WTTV for(TV)deletion
Bloomington,
(7-1-58)—
Request
of ch. of4Ind.
from
ington, Indd.i,anaand
allocation
same Bloomto Inp
o
l
i
s
,
I
n
d
.
,
denied
by
memorandum
opinion
Ann. Feb.and25. order adopted Feb. 18, 1959.
License Renewals
stationsAnaconda,
were granted
renewal
of Following
license:Minn.;
KANA
Anoka,
KATL KBOW
Miles Mont.;
City, KANO
Mont.;
KAUS
Austin,
Minn.;
Butte,
Mont.;
KBRK
Brookings.
S.D.; KBTK
Missoula,
Mont.;
KCMS
Manitou
Springs,
KDAL Duluth. Minn.; KDEN Denver, Colo.;
Colo.;
KDGO
Durango,Montevideo,
Colo.; KDIXMinn.;
Dickinson,
N.D.;
KDMA
KELO
Sioux Falls,
S.D.; KEVE
Minneapolis.
Minn.;
KEYJ
Jamestown,
N.D.;Minn.;
KEYZKFBBWilliston,
N.D.;
KFAM
St.KFNW
Cloud,
Great
Falls,
Mont.;
Fargo,
N.D.;
KFSC
Denver, Bismarck,
Colo.; KFTMN.D.;
Fort KGCX
Morgan, Sidney,
Colo.;
KFYR
Mont.; KGEK
Sterling,
Colo.; KGTWSprings,
Alamosa, Colo.;Minneapolis,
KGLN Glenwood
Colo.; KTIS
Minn.
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how

metals

from

AnacondA
make

sweet

music

ALSO
FORM instruments.
ED with "Plus-4"
Anodes
are the ELECTRO
bells of Conn
This seamless
unit-method
of
construction
gives
still
control of entire tone chamber. Bells havefurther
same
densityduces throughout—
increased resonance prolive, powerful tone.

CUT-AWAYof interior
VIEW of tone
chamber
shows cost
"microfinish"
surface.
Another
and
quality
advantage:
by
acid-copper
electrodeposition,
both part.
chamber
and
mouthpiece
are
made
as
a
single
They
were
formerly
made
as two pieces of sheet metal and soldered together.

for you

True,inside
vibrant
cornets,
trumpets,
and trombones depends largely on
the
shapetoneand offinish
of their
tone chambers.
A pioneer in improving tonal quality since 1875, C. G. Conn, Ltd., makes
many of the wind instruments used by professional musicians as well as
America's thousands of amateur bands and orchestras.
Conn has found that better tone results when mouthpipes (or tone
chambers) are made of copper— built up electrolytically on removable precision
forms,
Copper Anodes.
Mouthpipes
produced
this wayusing
have"Plus-4"®
consistent Phosphorized
dimensional accuracy
to millionths
of an inch—
and
without
the
further
finishing
required
when
these
particular
parts
were
shaped
from tube or sheet.
Other industries
"Plus-4"
for thecomponents
productionof ofextreme
intrishaped precisiondepend
parts, onamong
themAnodes
microwave
interiorcatelycomplexity.
"Plus-4" Anodes,
one of many
developments
Anacondaforhasin pioneered,
demonstrate
what Anaconda
research
is always striving
the whole
nonferrous metal field: New ways to do things better— more value for less
money— in home and industry. "
59172 ,
PRODUCERS OF: COPPER • ZINC9• LEAD • ALUMINUM • SILVER
•URANIUM
PLATINUM
■ PALLADIUM
• CADMIUM
• SELENIUM
• TELLURIUM
dA
on
ac
AnGOLD
OXIDE
■ MANGANESE
• ARSENIC
• BISMUTH
• INDIUM
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OUR

RESPECTS

Martin

TO

Bass

Umansky

It was purely a matter of fates and
fortunes that one of Wichita's most
community-conscious citizens took up
abode there nearly 20 years ago as an
aspiring young journalist fresh out of
the University of Missouri.
Martin Umansky (born in New York
City, July 18, 1916) had probably only
a nodding knowledge of Kansas oil,
beef and wheat when he went to the
Midwest in 1936. He had attended
New York public schools, junior high
in Sunnyside,
Queens, Cleveland
and was graduated from Grover
High
School where he played basketball and
emerged as an All-Queens center. He
set his sights on journalism, became
editor-in-chief on the Missouri Student
and received a bachelor of journalism
degree from the University of Missouri
in 1940.
He settled in Kansas because he
started hitch-hiking to find a newspaper
job and simply ran out of money there.
He was hired by KANS (now KLEO)
Wichita and worked a then-typical radio stint (7 a.m.-ll p.m.) editing 13
daily newscasts (announcing four of
them), servicing and writing commercials for about 30 accounts and handling
other assorted duties. After four years
in the Army (including the European
theatre) he returned to civilian life and
developed and sold his own record
show, Nightcap with Martin, as a freelance d.j.
The Switch to KAKE • With the
start of KAKE radio in 1947, he became production supervisor and continued as d.j. Short of able salesmen,
KAKE persuaded him to turn salesman
("I learned the excitement and challenge of selling in those days," he recal s. "It was a new and rewarding experience, and there was nothing to equal
the inthrill
of creatinghe a was
new named
sale.") Withtwo months,
sales
manager, compiling an enviable local
selling record that put him in line for
the
TV ingeneral
1954. manager's post of KAKEKAKE-TV's
nized as one of physical
the finest plant
in the (recogcountry), the carefully selected staff and the
station's creative programming are all
apersonal
direct ability.
reflection of Mr. Umansky's
As the third tv station on the air in
the market and with network fare from
ABC-TV limited, he concentrated on
local personalities and fresh programs
to win high audience acceptance and
economic success in the four-year pull.
BROADCASTING, March 9, 1959

The market also has six radio stations
and two newspapers.
No Hat in Hand • During his early
radio days, Mr. Umansky became regularly disturbed by the policy of radio
stations to "stand hat in hand" at the
newspaper office waiting for and reporting election results. He felt this
was an area in which the broadcast industry could best serve the public and
those seeking office if proper use were
made of the facilities available. This
belief was projected into fact with
KAKE-TV's first election night coverage just two weeks after going on the
air in 1954. A pattern was established
which has grown and expanded with
each new challenge. Gone are the archaic hand operated adding machines.
Instead, KAKE-TV televises an "ElectionteerParty."
team the
of over
200 tovolunworkersA rush
results
the
studios where there are fast IBM electronic computers and tabulators, a continuous posting of results on giant tote
boards and a huge studio buffet dinner.
Most satisfying is the recognition by
the public and candidates of the speed
and accuracy of the returns.
Mr. Umansky believes that a network
can be first in a competitive market regardles ofwhere it stands nationally on
the ratingerationscale.
says "the local
opmakes theHe difference.
It is important that clients judge the station
first-hand if they are to determine who
is doing the best job in the market.
Ratings should never be the sole means
of judging a buy. The station that is
closely integrated with the community
is the one that will produce the greatest results for its advertisers."
Full News Schedule • Under Mr.
Umansky's supervision
the turns
combined
KAKE-AM-TV
news team
out
42 tv newscasts and 150 radio newscasts weekly and has won its spurs on
various network feeds and special events
coverage. Among its awards are Sigma
Delta Chi, National Press Photographers Assn., American Heritage
Foundation, United Cerebral Palsy and
the National Safety Council.
So-called public service programs get
the same
highly-polished
ment as commercial
shows.KAKE
Meet treatYour
Candidate, Opportunity Knocks, Wichita Questions, and other informationdiscussionmoted withshows
and prothe are
sameproduced
enthusiasm
and
planning lavished on the most valued
commercial venture, he notes.
The Opportunity Knocks program, a

The local touch is vital
departure in programming with many innovations, has as its purpose the recognition and encouragement of the American system of private enterprise. The
program was the subject of an article
in a November issue of Time magazine and resulted in calls, letters and
personal visits by stations across the
country and drew the attention of all
three tv networks. As its most recent
special event, KAKE-TV is carrying live
a Roman Catholic Mass in a seven-week
series which will end Easter Sunday.
Mr. Umansky credits his highly
capable staff and its good sense of showmanship for the production of such
shows as the IGA Party Line. This is a
live audience participation program
with close to three years of full sponsorship and a studio audience waiting
list three months ahead. This gives
KAKE-TV an identity with the community that is hard to beat, he notes.
Golden 'K' Network • KAKE-TV
feeds ently
programming
to twoKTVC
independowned tv stations,
(TV)
Ensign and KAYS-TV Hays, Kan. This
network, which covers 70% of all Kansas tv homes, was recently named the
Golden "K" Network in a contest with
a producing oil well as top prize.
Mr.nityUmansky's
interest
in commu-of
affairs and keen
appreciation
talent pervades his private life too. He
business-manages the Wichita Commuhis "main
love,"memand
serves nity
alsoTheatre,
as president
and board
ber. He is a board member of the Family Consultation
Wichitagroups.
Advertising Club andService,
other civic
He married the former Mary Webb
and they
two children
141
David,
1 1 , have
and Daniel
Webb, 6.— Barry

EDITORIALS
Evening the weight
PRESIDENT Eisenhower wants Congress to give him the
money for a full-scale study of spectrum use and management, but all thatalsohewants
wants thehe power
won't toget.appoint all five
Mr. Eisenhower
members of his proposed study commission. That power he
will be given on the same day this Congress passes a unanimous vote of confidence in his defense program.
A spectrum study was first proposed in Congress a year
ago — primarily as a means of finding out whether those
frequencies assigned to government and allocated under
direction of the President were being fully used. Some
Congressmen thought it possible that the government was
sitting on large blocks of frequencies that might be put to
better use commercially.
We can't imagine Congress being persuaded that a commission whose members were all appointed by the administration would be apt to produce a report critical of the adn's use ofa better
spectrum
space.commission.
Perhaps, however,
there is a way toministratioget
balanced
What about a commission composed of two members appointed by the President, one by the FCC, one by the
Vice President as presiding officer of the Senate and one
by the Speaker of the House? Practical politicians will say
the defect in that proposal is that all those with appointive
power, save the Speaker of the House, are Republicans. But
we suggest that partisanship could be disposed of by the
insistence that the appointees be men of outstanding stature
and that their appointments be confirmed by the Senate.
At least that sort of a system would promise a commission of more widely dispersed interests than one entirely
named by the President.
Section 315 travesty
SOME broadcasters and some lawyers think we are foolish
to keep criticizing Section 315, the political broadcasting law.
They don't
to see ittheis better
law repealed.
Theyat say
although
it haswant
its faults,
than no law
all. that
If there were no law at all, these broadcasters would have
to make editorial decisions of their own and their lawyers
would have less business. These prospects are, respectively,
terrifying.
Fortunately, the majority of broadcasters and the majority
of communications lawyers have a kigher regard for the
profession of broadcasting. They would like to see Section
315 repealed so that television and radio could present
political information intelligently. If they were not already
members of that majority, the television broadcasters of
Chicago are members now. They have just experienced a
perfect illustration of the imbecilic Section 3 1 5 at work.
Lar Daly, of Chicago, is a perennial candidate who has
run for everything from minor municipal office to the
presidency of the U.S., with a record of consistent failure.
True to his pattern, he ran for both Republican and Democratic nominations for mayor in Chicago primaries which
were held two weeks ago. He lost both by spectacular margins— but not for lack of exposure to the electorate.
By FCC fiat Mr. Daly was given free time on Chicago
television stations to compensate for their having broadcast
newsfilm of the incumbent mayor, a Democrat running to
succeed himself, and of the major Republican candidate.
CBS and ABC have petitioned the FCC for reconsideration on the grounds that the appearance of a public figure
on a newscast, even though he may be a candidate, does not
entitle other candidates to equal time. Whether this view
prevails or the FCC's original ruling stands, the main point
142

of issue will not be met. The main point is that as long
as Section 315 is on the books, no FCC can administer it
intelligently. It is the law itself which is unintelligent, and
unintelligent law cannot be converted into intelligent administration. The law may even be unconstitutional.
In some of its applications Section 315 is now on trial
before the U.S. Supreme Court and, hopefully, relief will
come from there. Arguments in the WDAY-TV Fargo libel
case will be presented to the court the week of March 23.
The most to hope for, of course, is that the Supreme
Court will throw out Section 315 on constitutional grounds.
That failing, broadcasters must make their own effort to
persuade the Congress to repeal the law. Nothing less than
elimination of Section 315 will assure the introduction of
realistic good sense into the art of political broadcasting.
Basic weapon
IT is not out of yearning for the good old days (which in
mostdenedways
weren't lotas ofgood
that we are sadby the present
the asradiothese)
networks.
Cold realism dictates the need for some kind of network
We don't that
pretend
to know
whether
possible
orservice.
even desirable
networks
continue
in theirit istraditional
methods of operation. Perhaps the program service which
sells no advertising is the answer. Perhaps not. You can get
very cogent arguments on both sides of that question.
But whatever the structure or operational scheme, some
form of live, interconnected service is as necessary to radio,
and indeed to the national welfare, as anything we can
think of — not excluding missiles and space probes. Take
away the system that can instantaneously distribute a message to all parts of the nation and you have weakened the
nation's defense, possibly fatally.
That is the gravest reason for maintaining networks, in
some form. There are other reasons. Radio is basic to the
communications habits and needs of the country. Independent stations, however imaginatively they may be programmed, cannot satisfy
those needs
— no
more than networks
and network
stationsbycanthemselves
do the whole
job without the independents.
Obviously, networking cannot indefinitely exist unless its
existence is justified economically. We cling to the belief
that from the various experiments now in progress a pattern
of practical operation will develop. It has to.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Adam Dumack
"Which of you guys says we hafta pay to watch The Masked
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Pair,:
Careful, Moscow. . .
Kansas City Is Listening!
the most pertinent
Every day now, WDAF monitors and records
Kansas Citians are hearing these Englishcomments of Radio Moscow.
language broadcasts direct from the Russian capital.
Radio's for-on
listening post, is WDAF comment
shown belowpartat his
Bill Leeds,
of Bill's job to analyzein and
eign news editor. It's broadcasts,
with
perspective
them
to keep
these Radio Moscow
national and world news, for Heartland listeners.
the New Sound from Signal
Bill has just inaugurated this sectionsinceof returning
from a six-month
project
Hill. It's his first special news
nt. This was part
corresponde
foreign
hitch in London as NBC
Godwin Memorial
Earl
annual
first
of his prize for receiving the
who "demonstrates the greatest
Award which goes to the newsmanjudgment
and professionalism in
degree of initiative, enterprise,
covering a news or feature story for the NBC Radio Network".
stands for . . . and
This is the kind of news treatment WDAFtheRadio
job done. Bill would be
this is the kind of man it takes to get
the first to tell you that he's just one of twelve full time men and
women who make our news coverage what it is.
it and listen to it. Why
People in six states understand it, appreciate
not hear it for yourself? The Christal Company men have audition
tapes they'll be happy to play for you any time.

It
KANSAS
AMERICA'S
18th

CITY

MARKET

*
?
KMBC-TV
0
9
• N0WSERV1NG34J42M0RE
TV HOMES WITH CLASS A POWER
THAN ANY OTHER TV STATION
IN THE

tl,e

KANSAS

CITY MARKET.

MIBCjr

^

1. POWER: 316,000 Watts from a "TaU Tower" make KMBC-TV
the most far-reaching TV station in the Kansas City Area.
2. PREFERRED PROGRAMMING of ABC network productions
including
popular, features.
new DAYTIME schedule plus the station's
own local aprogram

IN PROGRAM POPULARITY
I
?«2S
3 R station!
M- to 10 R M- KMBC-TV LEADS BY
the third
1* I, °v,er its nearest competitor and28-8fo over
Above
figures from
4 wk. survey
Nov. '58
Metropolitan
area ARB(Mondays
thru Fridays)

KMBC-TV
Channel 9

Peters.
Griffin,
Woodward.
»c.

3. POPULATION of 1,055,000 in Greater Kansas City area.
4- INCOME the Effective Buying Income of Greater Kansas
City is more than 2 Billion, 49 Million Dollars annually!
5. RETAIL SALES of 1 Billion, 400 Million Dollars annually!
6. STABILITY "Kansas City ranks third among cities in the
nation enjoying prosperous business conditions. It is the largest
city showing
gains over
a year ago."... says Forbes
.Business
and outstandi
Finance ng
Magazine
of December
1958.
DON DAVIS, President
JOHN SCHILLING,
GEORGE
HIGGINS, Executive
Vice Pres. Vice
& SalesPresideMgi

'* Kansas CiW ihe S^9 is to
K M B C "T V
Kansas City's Most Popular and Most Powerful
TV Station U°H' GRE'NE*' Managef of ™e*sm
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THIRTY-FIVE CENTS
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Future of uhf bleak, TASO

OF TELEVISION

AND

RADIO

Page 51

says in report out today

Focus on Chicago as NAB convention gets into full swing

Page 52

jumps with both feet on tv over-commercialization
Voice of survival: how radio-tv fits into civil defense

Page 67

Y&R

Page 88

you

,did

know
that
.... Radio today is heard in
over 3,200,000 MORE homes
every week than it was last year*
Just one more reason why
Spot Radio is such
a powerful sales-maker.

Albuquerque
K0B
Atlanta
Wsb
Chicago
WGN
WFAA '.'.'.'.Dallas-Ft Denver
Worth
Kos? Fort Wayne
WAN E
Houston
KPRC
Indianapolis
WISH"
Little Rock
KARK
EDWARD

Miami
WINZ , Milwaukee
WISN
KSTP .... Minneapolis-St. Paul
WTAR
Norfolk
Omaha
KFAB
Philadelphia
WIP
Portland
KPOJ
Providence
WJAR
Richmond
WRNL
Radio Division

Sacramento
KCRA
San Antonio
W0A!
San Diego
KFMB
KOBY
^J^Tl
Shenandoah
KMA
South Bend
WNDU
Spokane
KREM
Tampa-Orlando
WGTO
Tulsa
KVOO
*A. C. Nielsen Co.

& CO.,
PETRY
The Original Station Representative

INC,

Louis

Wynn is WNAX-570's Neighbor Lady
and her program is "must listening" for
housewives
throughout
WNAX-570's
5state, 175-county
coverage
area.
During her 18 years on WNAX-570,
Wynn has received more than 2,000,000
letters from her listeners. She has traveled the length and breadth of Big

Aggie Land with her Neighbor Lady
Kitchen Kara van. She knows her audience. They know and trust her.
The loyalties built up over the years
by Wynn and other WNAX-570 personalities mean just one thing to advertisers — sales. In the Big Aggie Land
market there are 2,231,800 people and

WNAX-570
CBS
PROGRAMMING FOR ADULTS OF ALL AGES
PEOPLES BROADCASTING CORPORATION
# Yankton,
South Dakota Sioux City, Iowa

RADIO

609,590 radio homes. Spendable income
is over 3 billion dollars. WNAX-570 demarket.livers 66.4% share of audience in this
sell your
product
the nation's
41stTo market
— sell
on thein most
trusted
voice in Big Aggie Land, WNAX-570.

Now in our tenth year, WJIM-TV provides sports-loving midMichigan with the most comprehensive coverage in the nation!
Fact is, fans in the populous Lansing-Flint-Jackson area see virchannel.tually every televised major championship event on the one
WJIM-TV's year-round sports line-up includes NCAA Football,
World Series, Big Ten Basketball and Football, Detroit Tigers,
All-Star Bowling, NBA Basketball, Red Wing Hockey, Rose Bowl,
Sugar Bowl, Detroit Lions, NiT Basketball, Baseball Game of the
Week, golf, tennis, horse racing and more!
the 400,000 mid-Michigan
sports" — including
They're all "good have
a habit of watching WJIM-TV.
TV families who

WJIM-TV
Strategically located to exclusively serve
LANSING.... FLINT.. ..JACKSON

Represented by the P-G.W. Colonel

September by Broadcasting Publications Inc.,
published inpostage
(Yearbook Number)
Published
paid at Washington, D. C.
6, D. C. Second-class
W., Washington
St., N.issue
DeSales 53rd
u every1735Monday,

CHANNEL

8

/ LANCASTER,

PENNA.

/ NBC

and

CBS

At the beginning of its eleventh year
of conscientious service, WGAL-TV
pauses to express sincere appreciation to our loyal friends in the Industry. We will strive to continue the
best in programming, and to inform,
entertain, inspire, educate, and satisfy the many communities we serve.
STEINMAN STATION
CLAIR McCOLLOUGH, PRES.
Mr. Channel 8
316,000 WATTS
Representative:
The MEEKER Company, Inc.
4

lew Tori

Chicago

Los Angeles

San Francisco
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Stanton on standby • If emergency
authority over communications ever is
invoked,
in allCBSlikelihood
will be
Dr. Frank"czar"
Stanton,
Inc. president.
Dr. Stanton, who serves voluntarily on
number of sensitive policy boards, for
past several years has been spending
average of better than one day per week
in Washington. On more than one occasion, he has been asked by President
to accept top-level federal appointment
but has preferred to remain at CBS
where he works long hours while devoting free time to Washington policy matters in cloak of complete anonymity.
No sale • Persistent rumors in financial
circles that RCA will sell off NBC to
get out of antitrust predicament are
unequivocally denied. RCA-NBC executives believe rumors have been deliberately planted, but won't say by
whom.

Big sale •t,WSAI-AM-FM, Cincinnatid
independen moves to Consolidate
Sun Ray ownership, subject to customary FCC approval, at whopping
price of between $1.5 and $2 million
under agreement signed last week by
Sherwood Gordon, owner of Cincinnati
property, andvice William B. Caskey, executive president of Wm. Penn
Broadcasting Co., Sun Ray subsidiary.
Station is second to be acquired by Sun
Ray, owner of WPEN Philadelphia, in
past month (it purchased WALT,
Tampa daytimer, for $300,000). It also
will be applicant for new daytimer in
Washington, D.C. (Broadcasting,
March 2).
WSAI-AM-FM, operating on 1360
kc with 5 kw, was established in 1923.
Mr. Gordon purchased station in 1953
from Buckeye Broadcasting Co., subsidiary of Storer, for $203,000. Mr.
Gordon last week also sold KCUB, Tucson local, for $200,000 to Ralph Bofford of New York, who has lived in
South Africa for past dozen years. Mr.
Gordon also owns KBUZ and KTYLFM Mesa-Phoenix.
pay tvtvwill• beNextpitchbigbydevelopUhf for
ment in pay
Zenith
(Phonevision) to acquire from CBS its
uhf operation in Milwaukee (ch. 18
WXIX) scheduled to go dark April 1
when network shifts to Storer's ch. 6
WITI-TV, now independent (Broadcasting, March 2). Zenith will seek
facility to test its version of pay tv in
market having established uhf audience
(258,000 homes converted to uhf).
Precise circumstances under which
tests would be evolved must await acBROADCASTING, March 16, 1959

CLOSED
CIRCUIT
tion of FCC following consultation with swinging incumbency as president of
Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.) of American Federation of Musicians. One
House Commerce Committee. He is head table guest, who likewise was to
author of resolution to ban pay tv (HJ have
received citation, asked to be exRes. 130) but has suggested that limited cused.
tests be authorized under rigid super- Matter of time • It now appears certain
vision. FCC last year had proposed
will enter film distributests but this was squelched by Con- that MGM-TV
setting up one force for national
gress. Zenith previously had made sales tion,and
another for syndication.
Phonevision test in 300 homes in Chi- Should economic
climate and available
cago in 1951 , but despite tidal wave of product favor move
at that time,
promotion, it flopped, as did Bartlesville MGM-TV would begin
distributing
test two years ago.
film as early as next fall.
Military needs • First official military Mere news • Although those ambitious
statement on future needs for spectrum
Radio has for(seeits page
news-spespace willventicome
week atG. NAB
con- planscialABC
events programming
118)
on. Lt. Gen.thisArthur
Trudeau,
came on heels of new Intermountain
Army'sment,chief
of research
and spectrum
develop- Network tieup, it was not cause-effect
will definitely
talk about
relationship. Actually, moves are part
use in his convention speech at Wednes- of
answer to new program
day luncheon. Speech last week went like ABC's
Wide ( Broadcasting,
through clearances in highest Army and MarchRadio9), World
which
may be springing up
Dept. of Defense echelons.
to
compete with conventional radio
networks.
Instant ratings • American Research
Bureau will begin producing its Arbitron
ABC Radio reportedly has all but
instant television ratings for Chicago on enticed
25-year independent station
commercial basis April 1, but will pre- into network
fold, is expected to make
view daily reports during NAB con- it official soon with formal signing.
v
e
n
t
i
o
n
i
n
Chicago
this
week.
For
several months Arbitron New York and Station is KWJJ Portland, Ore., owned
and managed by Rodney F. Johnson.
multi-city reports have been in com- It's
kw on 1080 kc, and about April
mercial operation. But though Chicago 1 is10slated
to replace KGW Portland
is one of seven cities in multi-city rat- (620 kc, 5 kw)
lineup. KGW
ings, sample there just now has been is moving to NBCin ABC
Radio.
brought to size that justifies individual
report for the market. Multi-cities in- Double reason • Why all that steam up
clude New York, Philadelphia, Balti- at BBDO in behalf of tv tape? Agency
troit. more, Washington, Cleveland and De- makes no bones about it: not only does
it believe medtape
is efficientMining
and has
imiacy, but Minnesota
& Mfg.
Three-way
look
•
Liggett
&
Myers
ToCo.
(supplies
magnetic
tape)
is
its
bacco, with some $18 million at stake
in network tv, at present is studying client. BBDO is showing its tape-conby encouraging all its tv
programming structure for next fall. clients to usesciousnestape
routinely as well as
Company is in touch with all three net- experimentally; also
is encouraging
works. Though Chesterfield is consid- other advertising agencies
of BBDO
ering
Alaskans,
Sugarfoot
and
Adventures in Paradise on ABC-TV next clients to tape live commercials.
season, agency spokesmen deny any deal
starts • Heavy slate of radio-tv
has been set or that Chesterfield "pulled Slow
out" of NBC-TV where it sponsors matters still is facing both House and
Senate
Commerce Committees but disBlack Saddle, Steve Canyon and D.A.'s
cussions, particularly in Senate, have
Man. Chesterfield is handled by McCann-Erickson, New York, and L&M run along line of "let's not set up anything until after Easter recess (March
cigarettes
New York.by Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, 26-April 6)." Kenneth Cox, special
counsel to Senate committee, still owes
Head table • Although in retirement. report on tv allocations but awaits FCC
written Mr.
questions
subJimmy Petrillo
hauntingPioneers
broad- answers mittedonlast summer.
Cox now
casters. Action isof still
Broadcast
wants
to
call
Commission
to
Hill
for
in selecting him for special cita- face-to-face questioning before finishtion at its annual banquet in Chicago
ing his report. Inactivity also means
tomorrow cussions(Tuesday)
has brought
reper- planned
(but not scheduled) ratings
from broadcasters
who fought
hearings
still are weeks away.
him tooth and nail during his free5

PEOPLE
KNOW

WHO

KNOW

ATLANTA

TV

WAGA-TV

Up and down Peachtree (and Madison Avenue too)
folks who are up-to-date on Atlanta TV are boosting
their budgets on WAGA-TV, Atlanta's live Channel 5.
For instance, Richs— known as the South's leading
department store— has been using WAGA-TV with
increasing frequency in recent months— and increasing success, too. That's because WAGA's strong local
programming, featuring top Warner Brothers, RKO,
United Artists, and Screen Gem Movies, is delivering a
big and growing family audience at remarkably low cost.
be up-to-date
TV It'll
buy.paySee you
your toKATZ
man today.on Atlanta's best

6

Starer Television.
WAGA-TV
AtlantaWSPD-TV
Toledo WJW-TV
ClevelandWJBK-TV
Detroit WITI-TV
Milwaukee
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IN BRIEF.

Chicago! Chicago! • Broadcasting industry moves to temporary headquarters at Conrad Hilton Hotel for 37th annual NAB Convention.
Begins page 52.
CONVENTION LEAD STORY
Page 52
OFFICIAL, UNOFFICIAL AGENDAS
Page 54
"WHERE TO FIND IT" DIRECTORY
Page 62
Let's promote the commercial too • Programs get
plenty
fanfare.
it's about time
attentionof publicity
is paid toandgiving
the Socommercial
that more
extra
boost it also deserves to help it do the vital job of
selling. Christopher Cross, vice president and director,
Publicity-Promotion Dept., Grey Adv., New York, tells
how
Memo.GreyPageperforms
47. the task in this week's Monday
TASO sounds knell for uhf • Two-year study finds uhf far inferior to
vhf in almost all areas. Technical group holds out little hope for improvement. FCC now must face up to tv allocations problem. Page 51.
Y&R's count down • Agency grimly condemns multiple-spotting, certain
other tv station practices. William E. Matthews details how Young &
Rubicam deals with the situation. Page 67.
role as the No. 1,
• A depth study of broadcasting's their
Voice of survival
communities.
maybe the only connection between individualstheandthreat
of sophisticated
is being revamped to meet
CONELPvAD
How
missiles. Page 88.
BMI renewals near 100% • All networks, all tv stations and all but 50
radio stations sign new contracts, BMI reports. CBS Radio breaks BMI
blanket license.
precedent by taking network per-program rather than
meanwhile continues ASCAP negotiations.
Page
Page 100.
105. All-Industry group
315, equal-time
Sec. democracy
Stantonto says
to journalism
latest
under clause,
modern
and even
newsFrank
to broadcast• Dr.
isPerilthreat
FCC ruling. Page 112.
on by its teeth, rushes
More about Mutual • The radio network,andhanging
associates in time to present
to close deal for sale to Malcolm Smith
a solid front before affiliates at the NAB Convention in Chicago. On
credit side last week: MBS was still on the air even though it has lost
Don Lee. Page
regional
118. Intermountain Network to ABC and may lose
story to 1,000 advertisers and
Shoots for the top • ABC-TV presents itsrepeat
it in Chicago. The script
agency executives in New York and is to
and audiences, plus new proreads: higher
preview. Pagegreater
gramming ratings,
119. coverage
electronics up, videotape
Merrill Lynch rates radio-tv • ... and thefindsdetails
of how two analysts
long-range and film mixed. If you wantappraise the broadcastin
g industry,
brokerageinghouse
this top stockBroadcast
from this
24.
1
Page
interview.
exclusive
read
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Diamonds
are . .

best friend . . .
this girl's
next
to KOIN-TV.
She her
getsbaubles,
eye-power
from
buy-power
fromin the
favorite
station
Portland and 32
surrounding Oregon
and Washington counties.
She likes what she sees
on KOIN-TV, and
she buys what she likes...
just ask the astute
chaps
CBS-TVat Spot Sales.
They've got the
delightful low-down
ratings
onhigh-up
andKOIN-TV's
coverage.

7

The Modern American Family
ONE OF THE SPECIES:
The Apron Stringed
Home Runner
Bartell

Family

Radio
Reaches
More
Different
Kinds
A domesticated creature devoted to Bartell Family
Radio for entertainment, information, shopping news.
Responds quickly to attractive overtures. Sings jingles
while roaming super markets, drug and department
stores. She is in the 84% group of adults who comprise the dominant audience of Bartell Family Radio
in five major markets.

BR R^ELL

Of

People

□SOD

i

=1=1
Liso in tilmincnomJ jjr
COAST

TO COAST
Bartell it . . . and sell it. Sold Nationally by ADAM YOUNG INC.
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LATE NEWSBREAKS APPEAR ON THIS PAGE AND NEXT

AT DEADLINE
• DETAILED COVERAGE OF THE WEEK BEGINS PAGE 51

TvB, WBC HIT
Television Bureau of Advertising and
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. last Friday (March 13) criticized sharply
Broadcast
Report's
survey&
of station Advertisers
practices which,
Young
Rubicam said, revealed "over-commercialization" bytelevision outlets
(see page 67).
Norman E. Cash, TvB president,
charged that BAR report placed tv industry in "a false and
light."as
He acknowledged
thatmisleading
in television,
in other
businesses,
"some
people"
follow practices not accepted by others.
He stressed report covers only 68 of na510 tv stations
"Selec-a
tiontion'sof these
marketsanddoesadded:
not yield
sample which can be projected to measure total television."
Mr. Cash clashed with BAR's inclusion, as one example of "overcommercialization," stations' policy of
placing two one-minute commercials
separated by one 10-second announcement (so-calledMr."60-10-60"
This practice,
Cash said, formula).
has been
accepted by leading advertisers and
their agencies because it applies mainly
to movies on tv and enables station to

BAR REPORT
interrupt a 90-minute film only six
times. In summary, Mr. Cash claimed
that
"certainly
was no
serviceBAR's
either report
to its station
subscribers,
the industry from which it is supported,
or the advertisers and agencies it is deed to serve." publisher of BAR,
Phil signEdwards,
took issue with TvB's statement that
BAR
sampling insisted,
was "inadequate,"
since,in
Mr. Edwards
BAR is not
sampling business and never has been.
He said report was based on monitored
survey in 20 cities. He added that it
was
noteworthy
that up"questionable"
practices
did not crop
in its monitored survey of top 25 markets.
Westinghouse
known itsagency
position in letter sent made
to advertising
media vice presidents Friday in which
WBC re-stated its position against triplespotting
questioned
BAR'swithlumping
60-10-60butsecond
policy
other
"questionable" practices. A.W. Dannenbaum Jr., vice president — sales, said it
was "verycludedunfortunate"
BAR in-in
60-10-60 secondthatpractice
same category with those not permitted
on WBC stations.

ing projects,
clearances& with
interested partiesplus(Securities
Exchange
Commission, court, among others)
provedavailable
too much(seeto story
be concluded
time
page 118).in
Feeling was that final terms might be
reached early this week.
Both Mr. Smith and current Mutual
executive lineup will meet with affiliates
at NAB Convention in Chicago over
weekend to discuss their plans for network operations.
It was apparent that original oneweek option could be renewed as neces ary to bring negotiations
to successful conclusion.
Blair Walliser,
Mutual
executive vice president who ran network's side of negotiations last week,
said Mutual would not restrict possibility of sale on grounds of "magic numsevenunderstood
days." AT&T is satisIt'sber likealso
fied with current status of sale plans
and is content to hold off major demands for present. Mutual said it has
money to pay current bills.
Labor has stake
in station growth
Broadcasting
"haveprosperous
just as
much
stake in unions
a healthy,

Storer buys KPOP;
KVAN, KTVR sold
These station sales announced Friday,
all subject to usual FCC approval:
KPOP Los Angeles • Sold by John
F. Burke Sr. and family to Storer
Broadcasting Co. for price understood
to be in neighborhood of $900,000.
KPOP, 5 kw on 1020 kc (limited with
clear channel KDKA Pittsburgh), has
application pending for 50 kw daytime, specializes in Negro and Spanish
programming. If purchase approved by
FCC, Storer will have to dispose of one
am station; it now holds maximum of
seven.
KVAN Vancouver-Portland • Sold
by Sheldon Sackett and associates to
Don W. Burden for $580,000, payable
over 10-year period. Mr. Burden is
principal owner of KOIL Omaha, Neb.,
and KMYR Denver, Colo. Mr. Sackett,
retaining $90,000 in KVAN net quick
assets, owns KROW Oakland, Calif.,
and KOOS Coos Bay, Ore. He is also
newspaper publisher. KVAN is 1 kw
on 910 kc. Transaction handled by
Norman & Norman Inc.

KTVR Denver • Half interest sold
by Radio Hawaii Inc. (Founders Corp.)
to other 50% owner, Gotham Broadcasting Corp.and(WINS
NewKeating)
York —forJ.
Elroy McCaw
John D.
$160,000. KTVR is ch. 2 independent.
Gotham and Founders Corp. bought
then KFEL-TV in 1955, paying $400,000 and assuming obligations totaling
$350,000. Mr. McCaw is multiple
broadcast owner, including in addition
to his New York station, the following:
KTVW (TV) Tacoma-Seattle, Wash.;
KDAY Santa Monica, Calif.; 50% of
KONA (TV) Honolulu, Hawaii; 50%
of KELA Centralia, Wash., and 33V3%
of KALE Richland, Wash. Founders
Corp. (John M. Shaheen) owns KPOA
Honolulu, Hawaii; WFBL Syracuse,
N.Y.; WTAC Flint, Mich., and 50% of
WSMB New Orleans, La.

industry
broadcasting
Charles H.as Tower,
NAB management,"
personnel-economics manager, said Friday (March
13) at annual meeting of American
Federation of Tv & Radio Artists local
in Louisville. He urged broadcast unions
"to play a more active role in combating the attacks of the mischievous, misguided and misinformed."
"Management
and labor have a common interest in the size of the pie," Mr.
Tower said, "although they may disagree over how it should be divided.
He proposed "greater realism" on part
of management and labor in determining "where we are competitive and
where we are not."
Miss their supper
Pity poor FCC commissioners.
Looks asNAB
if they
won't Wednesday
be able to
attend
banquet
night. They're all due to appear
Thursday morning before Senate
Commerce Committee on international common carrier matters. This
has to do with legislation which
would permit U. S. international
communications carriers to merge.
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Mutual sale talks
continue this week
Sale of Mutual network to Malcolm
Smith and associates, which network
had hoped to consummate Friday,
could not be brought in that day. Officials said complexity of various financ-
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AT DEADLINE
CONTINUED
Lar Daly won't
ask parade time
Chicago tv outlets will be given
chance
to telecast
city's St.
Patrick's
Day Parade
tomorrow
(March
17,
along with Democratic and GOP nominees for mayor, without having to give
equal time under Sec. 315 to potential
write-in candidate Lar Daly, if they
want to take his word he won't make
equal time demands on them. In v/hat
appears to be, for him, magnanimous
gesture, Mr. Daly promised if stations
carry parade (they have no such plans
so far) and Democratic and GOP nominess formand equal
mayor
he won't
detime.appear,
Mr. Daly,
who ran
for nomination for mayor on both
tickets in Feb. 24 primaries, has not
yet indicated he'll run in April 7 election.
Meanwhile, NBC joined ABC and
CBS inginChicago
protesting
FCC'sto give
actionMr.requirtv stations
Daly
time equal to that of Democratic and

GOP candidates for nomination in Feb. • Business briefly
24 primaries (Broadcasting, Feb. 23,
et seq.). NBC asked FCC to reverse • Liggett & Myers, for L&M cigarettes,
complete NBC Radio Starruling or issue declaratory ruling clari- has bought
dust package for 13 weeks beginning
fying Sec. 315 appplication to station
use of newsfilm of candidates in news May 18, opening date of plan. Pricetag:
shows.
$525,000. Stardust is series of 5-minute vignettes featuring name stars
(Dietrich, Hope, Bob & Ray, etc.).
N BC backs free access Broadcast
at 25 minutes after hour, 17
NBC released Friday (March 13) times daily. L&M will have 60-second
texts of letters sent by network to New commercial position, local station 30York state officials in support of bills second. Agency: Dancer-Fitzgeraldnow pending in state legislature which Sample, N.Y.
would permit tv, radio and motion • Corning Glass Works, Corning, N.Y.,
picture coverage of hearings of legis- has had to apply brakes somewhat in
lature or its committees. David Adams, market-by-market tv spot introduction
senior executive vice president of NBC, of Corning Ware (Pyroceram cookstressed that radio-tv should have equal ware). Reason: demand in already-exaccess with other media in such cov(Northeast, California)
erage and pointed out that air media is so farposedinmarkets
excess of expectations that
would not interefere with "orderliness" supply is not readily available for inof proceedings. Letters went to Gov.
troductory markets. Plans for next fall:
Nelson A. Rockefeller; Republican Assembly Leader Joseph Carlino and national nighttime network participaDemocratic Senate Leader Walter Mations plus local spot in some major marhoney.
kets. Agency: N.W. Ayer & Son.

WEEK'S

HEADLINERS
Max E. Buck, director of
sales-marketing of WRCAAM-TV New York, promoted to newly-created post
of WRCA-TV station manager. Frederick E. Acker,
manager of business affairs,
WRCA-AM-TV, adds dutiestionsas formanager
of operaMr. Buck
both stations.
Mr.
Buck joined NBC in January 1953 as director of merchandising for network's o&o stations and director of merchandising-promotion of WRCA-AM-TV. Mr. Acker acquires
duties relinquished by Peter Affe, promoted last week
(Broadcasting, March 9) to NBC-TV manager of facilities
planning-utilization. In related promotion, Alvin H. Perlmutter, director of special events, WRCA-AM-TV, has
been promoted to director of public services for both
stations.

Tracey-Locke Co. Houston office will become Clay Stephenson Assoc., advertising and merchandising agency, effective April 1, according to joint announcement Friday by
Morris Hite, president of Tracey-Locke, Dallas, and Clay
W. Stephenson, T-L executive v.p. in charge of Houston
office.impending
"Amicableconflicts
separation"
was madebothbecause
of present
and
in accounts,
principals
stated.
Stephenson
Assoc.
estimated
its
expected
first
year's
in excess of $6 million. Mr. Stephenson formerly wasbillings
with
Duane Jones Co. and J. M. Mathes Inc., both New York, and
joined Tracey-Locke in 1948. He was made executive v.p.
in 1950. Other officers of Stephenson Assoc. will include
Cecil B. Phillips, Tracey-Locke account supervisor, v.p.;

Thomas E. Daley, T-L production manager, secretarytreasurer; Sam H. Lester, formerly with BBDO, New York,
copy director; Marge Conner, publicity director; James B.
Higginbotham, research director; Helen Sanford, T-L
media director will hold same title with Stephenson; Robert
T. Wollebak, production manager, and Malcolm L. Mullen, formerly with Hicks & Greist, New York, head of accounting department. Stephenson Assoc., headquartered at
2332 W. Holcombe Blvd., Houston, will employ staff of 43.
^gMfe* Franklin C. Snyder, general manager of
JT* ' \
WTAE
elected
v.p. of
Television(TV)
City Pittsburgh,
Inc., licensee
of WTAE.
Mr. Snyder will continue as general manager of station, which began commercial
operation Sept. 14, 1958. Mr. Snyder
joined WXEL (TV) (now WJW-TV)
Cleveland in 1949 and rose to post of v.p.
and general manager. He then became
Mr. Snyder
New York consultant of Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co. before moving to Cleveland office of
McCann-Erickson as v.p. and account service director.
Irving Feld, v.p. and director at Guild Films, elected president of Inter-World Tv Films. Independent producer of
motion pictures before joining Guild Films in 1955, Mr.
Feld will direct expansion of Inter- World sales and programming abroad. Company has foreign exhibition rights to some
2,000 tv film programs owned by Guild.
• Norman Gluck, formerly director of tv department of
Universal Pictures Corp., N.Y., appointed to newly-created
post of director of corporate operations for Screen Gems
Inc., nessN.Y.,
for SG. concentrating on developing new areas of busi-
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PRECEDENT .

TWOZIV

SHOWS

FOR
FOR

12-MONTH
AVERAGE
FOR 22
MAJOR
MARKETS .
Pulse Multi-Market
Weighted Average
U. S. Pulse Spot
Film Reports,
November, 1957
thru October, 1958

1ST
ENTIRE

TIED

PLACE
YEAR!

— iH^rsary

Top 20 Hatinic

— ^2^959
Yearly

of
appearances

Di8W.utor
Sea Hunt trol
ProgFain

THE ONLY SHOW THAT COMPETES WITH A ZIV SHOW IS ANOTHER ZIV SHOW

4v18e..3
18
lH .3

The

HOT

SHOWS
2-Station
BIRMINGHAM
WBRC-TV

E'S
ZIS
ENER
MACK
RAID
starring
RICHARD

CARLSON

553
SHARE
35.3 RATING
Marx, Perry Co

4-Station
WNBQ
CHICAGO
SEA
HUNT
starring
LLOYD

BRIDGES

36.0
SHARE
25.1 RATING
BEATS
Groucho Peter
Marx. Ed Sullivan.
Wells Fargo.
Gale
Storm.
GE Theatre Gunn,
and many
others.
4-Station
SAN FRANCISCO

HIGHWAY
PATROL
starring
BRODERICK CRAWFORD

Vo
4&3
SHARE
21.9 RATING
BEATS
Playhouse 90. EdCity.Sullivan.
Ernie reFord.
Lawnce We Ik, CallCimarron
forma ns and many

come

ZIV!

from

3-Station
CINCINNATI
WKRC-TV

3-Station
MIAMI
WTVJ

2-Station
JOPLIN-PITTSBURG

47.7
SHARE
20.7 RATING
BEATS
Ed Sullivan,
Hit Parade,
Restless Phil
Gun. Silvers.
Jackie
Gleason.
others. Bob Cummings and many
Dec. '58

463
SHARE
26.3 RATING
BEATS
GE Ernie
Theatre.Ford,Texan,Cheyenne,
Danny
Thomas,
Groucho Marx
and many others.
Dec. '58

46.7
SHARE
31.3 RATING
BEATS
Trackdown,George
Ed Sullivan,
Bob Skelton,
Cummings.
Red
Texan and Burns,
many
others.

4-Station
DETROIT

4-Station
SAN FRANCISCO

Dec. '59
3-Station
COLUMBUS
WBNS-TV
Yo

Yo
563
SHARE
28.1 RATING
BEATSvan.Desilu
Playhouse.
SulliDinah Shore
ChevyEd Show.
Steve
others.Allen, California ns and many
Jan. '59

62.6
SHARE
30.1 RATING
BEATS
PerryLine.
Mason.JackRestless
What's
Benny,Gun,Ed
Sullivan.MyBobCummingsandmany

535
SHARE
28.3 RATING
BEATS
Ernie Ford,Lawrence
DannyThomas.
Groucho
Wells Fargo.Marx.Ed Sullivan
and Welk,
many
others.

Jan. '59

Dec. '58

3-Station
BOSTON
WBZ-TV

2-Station
BRISTOL-JOHNSON CITY
WJHL-TV

Dr. Sydney Roslow, director of Pulse, Inc., heads a
nationwide staff trained to
make and convert home
interview reports into reliable ratings. Some of
the Ziv show ratings used
here are based on these
authoritative findings.

WE'LL SEE YOU AT THE
NAB CONVENTION
ZIV HOSPITALITY SUITE

3-Station
ST. LOUIS
KSD-TV
%

2306A
HOTEL CONRAD
MARCH HILTON-CHICAGO
15- 18

Yo
61.5
SHARE
27.6 RATING
BEATS ePeople
Funny.Travel.
Mavrick. Have GunAre -Will
Wyalt Earp.
McCoys
and andRedmanySkelton.
others. Real
Dec. '58

6L0
SHARE
36.3 RATING
BEATS Wyatt
Earp. Lineup. Gunn.
Perry
Como,
Wells FargoMaverick.
and manyPeter
others.
Dec. '58
RATINGS SHOWN ARE PULSE OR ARB.

48.7
SHARE
27.5 RATING
BEATS
Millionair I
Ernie Ford.Cheyenne.
Sullivan,
WellsAlfredFargoHitchcock.
and mai

ZIV

ZIV

SHOWS
JAN. '59
MIAMI
WTVJ

HUNT
irring LLOYD BRIDGES

TARGET
with Your Host
ADOLPHE MENJOU

PATROL
uring BRODERICK CRAWFORD

| DEC. '58 I NOV. '58
NEW
ORLEANS
DETROIT

OCT. 58
DES MOINES

RATING
30.9
72.7%
Share of
Audience
BEATS
Dann;
Thomas,YoungLor
etta
Peter
Gunn
many
Ernie
GrouchoSulFord
Marx.
Ed
^an

43.5
RATING
72.5%
Share of
Audience
BEATS
I've
GotDesiluA
Playhouse,
Secret, GE
Theatre, Ed
Sullivan, Perry
Phil
Silvers,
Como and
many others.
ARB

BUFFALO
WBEN-TV

BATON
ROUGE

39.2
RATING
62.9%
Share of
Audience
BEATS Wyatt
Earp,
Train, IWagon
Love
Lucy,
Ed Sulliothers.
ADO
treviacnkand,,Mavermany
GE Thea-

41.1
RATING
68.0%
Share of
Audience
BEATS Danny
ple AreLewis,
Funny,
Thomas,
PeoJerry
Gunsmoke,
Phil Silvers,
and
many
Ed Sullivan
others. ARB

CHARLESTON
S. C.
WUSN-TV

CHICAGO
Wolx- I v

GREENSB0R0SALEM
WINSTON-

RATING
64.3%
Share of
Audience
BEATS Steve
Allen, eriMavck, Dan y
Thomas,
Walt
Disney, Desilu
Playhouse,
Red Skelton
and
many
others.

22.9
RATING
36.1%
Share of
Audience
BEATS
Lawman, ThePatEd
Sullivan,
Boone,
Ernie
Ford, Jackie
Gleason,
People Aremany
Funny
and
others. ...

31.7
RATING
79.3%
Share
Audienceof
BEATS
Alfred
Hitchcock,
Real
McCoys,
George
Burns,
Steve
Allen,
Perry Como,
Groucho
Marx
and many
ARB
others.

RATING
67.8%
Share of
Audience
BEATS Wagon
Train,
Moore, Garry
Red
Skelton,
Perry
Como,. Rifleman,
Benny andJack
many others.

33.6

DETROIT
VV JOI\- I V

WICHITA
FALLS

22.8
RATING
49.1%
Share of
Audience
BEATS
What'sAlMy Line,
Hitchcock,fredGroucho
Marx, Ed SulSilver's,
Cand
u m m many
i nBobg s
others. ARB

41.7
RATING
70.8%
Share of
Audience
BEATS People
Are
Wells Funny,
Fargo,
Ed Sullivan
Dannyas, ThomGroucho
Marx,
Perry
Cmany
o others.
an(

TACOMA
SEATTLE32.2
RATING
38.5%
Share of
Audience
BEATS Chevy
Show, Loretta
I e s s Gun,
Young,
RestDesilu Playhouse, Red
Skelton, Have
Gun,elWilland many
Travothers. ARB

56.1% of
Share
Audience
BEATS Have
Gun Will
Travel, Rifleman,
Earp,
Danny
ThomPhilas, Wyatt
Silvers,
Ed Sullivan
and
many
others.

I SEPT. '58

RATE

GREAT!

AUG. '58
JACKSONVILLE
WMBR-TV

JULY '58
NEW YORK
CITY
WCBS-TV

JUNE '58
EUREKA, CAL.
Kl EM-TV

MAY '58
BILLINGS

BATON'58
APR.
ROUGE
WBRZ-TV

34.7
RATING
57.1%
Share of
Audience
BEATS Wyatt
Phil
Silvers,
Earp, Dragnet,
Zorro,
Bob
Cummings,
Burns
&many
Allen
and
others.

37.5
RATING
72.8%
Share of
Audience
BEATS
My Line,What's
Sullivan,
WyattEd
Earp, Phil
v
e
r
s
,
I LoveSilLucy,
$64,000
Challenge
many others.and
ARB

47.1
RATING
82.5%
Share of
Audience
BEATS frey'sGodTalent
Scouts,
&Benny,
Allen, Burns
Jack
Phil
Silvers, Dis-1KB
enreyilcankd,aMnavdmany other

424
RATING
74.1%
Share
Audienceof
BEATS
Gunsmoke, Zorro,
Phil
Silvers,
DannyThomas,Ed
Maverick,
Sullivan and
many others.
ARB

RATING
56.6%
Share of
Audience
BEATS lDisneyand, Life of
Riley, Groucho
Marx,
Pat
Boone, Wells
Fargo,
Dinah
Shore and
many others.ARB .

JACKSONVILLE
WFGA-TV

NEW
ORLEANS
WDSU-TV

EUREKA,
CAL.
Kl EM-TV

BILLINGS
KGHL-TV

LAS VAGAS
KLAS-TV

18.6
RATING
66.0%
Share of
Audience
BEATS Wagon
Train, cionSuspi, Life of
Riley, Funny,
People
Are
Goodyear
Theatre,
Groucho Marx,
and
others.many.on

23.5
RATING
56.2%
Share of
Audience
BEATS Phil
Silvers,
Person To Person,
Perry
Mason,
Cheyenne,
Lawrence
Welk,ick andMaverothers. many

35.3
RATING
61.4%
Share of
Audience
BEATS ThisPhilIs
Silvers,
Your
Life,
Ernie
Ford,
Maverick,
Welk's Top
Tunes, Pat

33.2
RATING
59.8%
Share of
Audience
BEATSFunny,
People
Are
Sullivan,Ed
$64,000
Challenge,
Benny, 1 Jack
Love
Lucy, Dinah
many others.ARB

23.5
RATING
42.2%
Share
Audienceof
BEATS
Thin
Man,
Schlitz
Playhouse,
Studio One,
U. S. Steel
Top
Tunes,
Pat Boone
and
Hour,
Welk's
many others.ARB

New tools of research are constantly being developed by the
rating services. Here, Jack Gross,
vice president of American Research Bureau, explains Arbitron,
ARB's new instantaneous electronic measurement device used
to provide some of the rating data
given here. ARB's home diary reports are the reliable source of
many other Ziv show ratings.

BIRMINGHAM
WBRC-TV

MEMPHIS
WREC-TV

DAYTON

SHREVEP0RT
KTBS-TV

BOISE

WE'LL SEE YOU AT THE
NAB CONVENTION
ZIV HOSPITALITY SUITE

RATING
64.2%
Share
Audienceof
BEATS
Climax,
Cheyenne,
Welk's
Top
Tunes, $64,000
ck, Per y
MavCQuestion,
o m o eriand
many others.ARB

442
RATING
60.8%
Share
Audienceof
BEATS Welk
Law
rence
Bob
Hope
This
Is Your
Life,
smoke, GuRest
Mavelessr I cGun,k and
many others.

33.3
RATING
64.9%
Share of
Audience
Wells Fargo,
What'sGrouchoMy
Line,
Marx,
Boband
Cummings
many others.

RATING
72.7%
Share of
Audience
BEATS Will
Have
Gun,
Travel,
Wyatt
Earp, cion,
SuspiAlfred
Hitchcock,
Love Lucy, EdI
many others.ARB

RATING
39.7
59.2%
Share of
Audience
BEATS EdlivanSul, Wel s
Fargo,less Gun,RestPhil
Silvers,erick, MavQuestion $64,000
and
many others.ARB

Look at these
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/IV

PUBLIC
NOTICE!

lied that
All concerned me hereby noti
UPTON
AND
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SO
Agency
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S
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g
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tor the vie
oi the citizenry!

Starting Friday, March 13,
9:00 to 9:30 P.M. over.

AS SHERIFF CLAY HOLLISTER

Richard

Eastham

"BEST OF THE CROP ..."

"KEPT ME AT MY SET...!"

BIG TIME!'
"TOP-NOTCH!"

ONE OF THE FAVORITES ..."

"ABSORBING . . .

AUTHENTICITY AND ACTION ..."

"THIS IS A

ZIV

She's

1200

feet

TALL-

a n d

she's

a

STAINLESS!

^

WDAY-TV FARGO, N. D.

•

CHANNEL 6

Nothing beats increased tower height for more TV coverage. And
WDAY-TV, with this new Stainless 1200' tower supporting a TV 6-section
Superturnstile radiating 100,000 watts, now covers 96% more of the NorthDakota-Minnesota countryside!
If you are planning a new tower installation, whether she's "tall" or
"short"— AM, FM, TV or STL— specify Stainless; you'll get extra years
of service for your investment. Stainless tower designs are pre-tested for
stresses and loads much greater than those encountered in use. That is
why Stainless towers stand up . . . one reason for their enviable record of
dependability. So remember, for long life at the lowest possible cost, there's
no other than a Stainless. Ask today for your free booklet describing the
many Stainless tower installations.

YOU CAN PUT YOUR CONFIDENCE IN A STAINLESS

less,
NORTH WALES

•

inc.

PENNSYLVANIA

NOW!
A BILLION
OF MOM
DATEBOOK

A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING AND RELATED FIELDS
(* Indicates first or revised listing)
MARCH
*March
15-18
—
NAB
Annual Convention
and
Broadcast Engineering Conference,
Conrad Hilton
Hotel, Chicago.
March 16-18— Canadian Board of Broadcast
Governors, public hearings, Tariff Board Hearing
Room, 70-74 Elgin St., Ottawa, Ont.
March
16 Commission,
and 23 — Hearing
beforeD.C.Securities
Exchange
Washington,
March
16,&
onfailed
charges
F.
L.
Jacobs
Co.
(Alexander
Guterma)
to report financial transactions. Mr.
Guterma,
until chief
his troubles
with SEC Broadcasting
began, was
president Similar
and
System.
Bonowner
Ami ofCo. Mutual
hearing March 23.
* March 17 — Radio & Television Executives Society's timebuying
& selling
luncheon,
12:15
p.m.,
Hawaiian
Room, seminar
Lexington
Hotel,
New York.
Jayne
M. Shannon,
broadcast media
supervisor,
J.
Walter
Thompson,
and
Richard
0'Connell,
of hisratestation
the
need president
to streamline
cards.rep firm, discuss
March 18 — Symposiumco-sponsored
on social and St.economic
forces
Louis
Council ofof advertising
American Assn. of Adv. byAgencies
and
U.Jefferson
of Missouri
School
of
Journalism,
SheratonHotel.
Dr.
Earl
F.
English,
dean
school, will moderate. Registration, $22.50. of
March 18-20
conference,
Electronic
Industries
Assn.,— Quarterly
Statler Hilton
Hotel, Washington.
* March 19at— Sheraton
Broadcasting
Club ofJ. Culligan,
Chicago,
luncheon
Hotel.Adv.Matthew
NBC Radio executive vice president, will speak
on "The
New Image of Network Radio." Broadattend.cast Pioneers will be honored. NAB officers will
* March 20 — Indiana Broadcasters Assn. annual
meeting and election of officers, Marott Hotel, Indianapolis.
* March 21 — American Women in Radio & Tv,
Chicago chapter,
"closed-circuit conference," Amare invited.bassador West Hotel. NAB convention delegates
23 — Tentative
for argument
before
U.March
S. Supreme
Court indateFarmers
Union v WDAY
Inc.
(WDAY-TV
Fargo,
N.D.)
involving
question
of
immunitydidate,ofinvoking
broadcast stationCommunications
when political canAct,
utters libel on air.Sec.Case315 No.of 248.
23-26& —Television
Annual convention
Canadian Assn.
ofMarch
Hotel,RadioToronto,
Ont. Broadcasters, Royal York
March Engineers,
23-26 — National
convention,New Institute
Radio
Waldorf-Astoria,
York. Theof
nation's
leading
electronic
scientists
will
Advances in space technology and majorattend.
new
electronic fields will be explored.
March
23-28—
Short
Course
in
Crime
News
Analysis
& III.Reporting,
Northwestern
U.,
Fisk Hall,
Evanston,
Journalism
schools,
with
Ford Foundation
grant, and
will law
conduct
intensive
instruction for radio-tv, press and maga2ine
BROADCASTING, March 16, 1959

FOR

DOLLARS
WORTH
MOTION PICTURES

ROCHESTER,

N. Y. VIEWERS

11:20 P.M. NIGHTLY
(MIDNIGHT SATURDAYS)
Greatest Hollywood stars in their greatest
motion pictures! 60 Academy Award Winners! 260 nominations for Academy Awards!
On Channel 10 every night of the week!
Our Late Movie ratings have a/ways been
excellent— now they'll zoom more than ever!
. . . Contact the Boiling Co. (WVET-TV) or
Everett-McKinney (WHEC-TV)!
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES • The Boiling Co. WVET-TV • Everett McKinney WHEC-TV
CHANNEL

10

WHEC-TV
a.d WVET-TV
BASIC CBS

LOCAL

PRODUCTS:

Embassy

and

Parties

.

.

WMAL-TV
ABC

IN THE

NATION'S

Protocol regiments embassy parties,
determines who sits below the salt.
WMAL-TV's entire audience occupies the place of honor: in front of
a tv set.
Taxi drivers, "a most reliable
source," are authority for many
party rumors. WMAL-TV, with onthe-spot camera-mike units, presents
news as it breaks, feeds many a network newscast with authentic data.
Embassy gatherings are sometimes planned to gain the attention

CAPITAL

of one diplomatist.WMAL-TVgains
the attention of great numbers of
citizens with top entertainment from
ABC, plus local personalities like
Louis Allen, Len Deibert, Pete
Jamerson and Bill Malone.
Embassy parties are gay affairs,
possibly because they offer so much
for so little. WMAL-TV is nice that
way too . . . its programming is arranged to give advertisers sensiblypriced one-minute spots in all time
classifications.

Washington Means American Leadership

-tv
ma
w
Channel
7 l
Washington,
D. C.
Inc.
Television,
H-R
An Evening Star Station represented by

Jerry Austin,
sidekick of
"Cannonball"
Mike Malone —
rugged mento
entrusted
maintain the
nation'slifeline.
corn-

ADVERTISERS
SNAP

IIP ITCS

CANNONBALL
New

Markets

Sold

Each Day- Wire Now
For Your Choice
Of Availabilities!

BRAND-NEW creator
by Robt.of Maxwell,
LASSIE!
INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION
488 Madison Ave.-N.Y. 22«PLaza 5-2100
22 (DATEBOOK)

newsmen. Courtroom
is one of topics.
Attendance
fee $100.broadcasting
Formal registration
closed
today able.
(March
16).
Scholarships
for
availMembers of lecture staff will needy
be available
for interviews.
March 25 — Commentsch. due
on proposed Del.,
FCC from
ruleWilmington,
commercialmaking to change
to educational12 or,
in alternative, move
ch. 12 lantic
to Atlantic
City, N.J.,
it to AtCity-Wilmington.
Docketor allocate
No. 12,779.
*Golden
MarchAnniversary
28-April of3 — Broadcasting
Weeklong observance
50th ColAn-of
niversary ofSigma Delta Chi, San Joseand State
lege, will
San Jose,
SDX of"Deadline
Dinner"in
April
honorCalif.
founding
broadcasting
1909 at2 San
Jose
State.
March 30 — Deadline for filing copies of direct
testimony quencies
in FCC's inquiry andinto 890
allocation
of fremc. Number
of copies to bebetweenfiled:25 1mcnotarized
original,
and 20
copies.
March
30 — Du Pont Awards Dinner, Mayflower
Hotel, Washington.
APRIL
April 1 — Assn. of National Advertisers workshop at HotelProductive
Pierre, New
York. Topic:
Get More
Advertising
Through"HowM to
agement-Oriented
Research."
Henry
Schachte,
ecutive
v.p.,
Lever
Bros.
Co.,
and
chairman
ANA board of directors, will be keynote
speaker
April 3-4 — Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters, U
Oregon, Eugene.
April nual3-5meeting,
— Mississippi
Buena VistaBroadcasters
Hotel, Biloxi.Assn., anApril eon,4—Atlantic
National
Headliner
City, N. J. Club awards lunchApril
4
—
United
Press Intl. Broadcasters of
Minnesota
Minneapolis.Assn., Spring Meeting, Radisson Hotel,
April
5-8 — National Retail Merchants Assn.,
sales
Beach. promotion division, Eden Roc Hotel, Miami
April 6-9 — National Premium Buyers, 26th annual exposition, Navy Pier, Chicago. Premium Adsame site. vertising As n. of America will meet April 7,
April
of Thurman
former FCC
Comr. Richard
Mack 7and—spiracTrial
friend,
A. Whiteside,
forBurnita
con-A
y
t
o
defraud
U.S.
Presiding:
Judge
S.D.C. Matthews, U.S. District Court, Washington,
April 8— Deadline for comments to FCC on daytime radio stations'
request to operate from 6
a.m.
Docket-6 p.m.
12,729.or sunrise-sunset, whichever is longer.
April
— Republican
Committee
meetsforat10-11
Park Hotel,National
Washington.
city
theSheraton
1960 nominating
convention
willHostbe
picked. — West Virginia Broadcasters Assn.
April
spring 10-11
meeting, Press Club, Charleston.
April 12-13 — Texas Assn. of Broadcasters, spring
meeting,bers of Commodore
PerrybeHotel,
MemLegislature will
April Austin.
13 luncheon
guests.12-14 — Assn. of National Advertisers, annual
April
west
coast meeting, Santa Barbara Biltmore,
Santa Barbara, Calif.
April
12-19communications
— Technical symposium byonElectronic
aircraft
and
space
Industries
Assn., McCarren sponsored
Field, Las Vegas, Nev.,
during First World Congress of Flight.
'April 19-25
— Biennial Congress, International
Chamber
of Commerce,
ham Hotels,
Washington.Sheraton Park and Shore20 — RadioandAdvertising
Bureau sales nationclinics
at"'April
Tulsa,
wide seriesOkla.,
that endsMinneapolis,
May 22. RABstarting
will present
30 how-we-sold-it stories and exhibits.
April 20-23— American Newspaper Publishers
Assn.,
New York.annual meeting, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
April
banc
on Miami23 — ch.Oral10 argument
case involvingbefore
chargesFCC ofenbehindthe-scenesaminer Horace
wirepulling.
Initial
decision
by
ExStern recommended
to Public Service Television
Inc. (Nationalgrant
Airlines)
be
revokedtions band
allegations
of
ex
parte
representay
applicants
be
weighed
against
them
new comparative hearing. Docket No. 9321 et al.in

April 23-24 — Assn. of National Advertisers twoday
workshop on Rye,
advertising
chester-Biltmore,
N.Y. expenditures, WestApril
23-25
—
Western
States
Assn., ninth annual conference,Advertising
Oasis Hotel,Agencies
Palm
Springs, Calif.
April 23-25annual
— American
Advertisingin
Agencies,
meeting Assn.
at The ofGreenbrier
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va. Annual dinner will
be held April 24.
*April
— OhioCincinnati.
Assn. of Broadcasters, Sheraton
Gibson 24Hotel,
April 24-25 — New Mexico Broadcasters Assn.,
Bishop's Lodge, Santa Fe.
April
26-29 —convention,
National Assn.
of Transportation
Advertising
The Greenbrier,
White
Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
April nual26-29
—
U.S.
Chamber
of
Commerce
meeting, chamber hdqrs., Washington. an'April
27-28
— Potts-Woodbury
Adv. Kansas
Agency City.
Radio-Tv
Hotel,
Invited Farm
radio Clinic,
and tvBellerive
farm directors
and farm
products manufacturers will be guests.
April
Journalism & &Communications,
Broadcasters
Week, 27-May
School of2 —Journalism
U. of Florida,
casters Day). Gainesville. (April 27 is BroadApril
29 —networks
Commentsfromduerepresenting
on FCC proposal
to
prohibitthan
tv stations
other
their
own
in
spot
representation
field.
Docket No. 12,746.
April 29-30vention—, HotelInternational
Roosevelt, NewAdvertising
York. Assn. conApril
30-May
2
—
Alabama
Broadcasters
Assn.,
Buena Vista Hotel, Biloxi, Miss.
April 30-Mayannual
3— Assn. of convention,
Women in Radio
Television,
Waldorf-&
Astoria Hotel, New national
York.
April 30-May
3 — 4th district, Advertising Federation ofAmerica,
Petersburg,
Fla. Tides Hotel & Bath Club, St
May 1 — National RadioMAYMonth opens.
May 1 — National Law Day.
May 1-3Galveston.
— Texas Assn.
Sigma Delta Chi, Hotel
Galvez,
Annualof meeting.
May
4-6
—
Assn.
of
Canadian
Advertisers,Ont. annual
conference, Royal York Hotel, Toronto,
May 4-8neers,
— Society
of
Motion
Picture
& Tv Engisemi-annual convention, Fontainebleau
Hotel,
Miami
Beach,
Fla.
Theme
will
be "Films
and Television for International Communications."
May
6 — National
Academy
Television
Arts &
Sciences,
11th annual
Emmy ofawards
presentation
on NBC-TV, 10-11:30 p.m. (EST).
May 7-8 — Kentucky
Broadcasters Assn., Sheraton-Seelbach
Hotel, Louisville.
May
12
—
Wisconsin
Fm
of Wisconsin, Madison. Clinic, Center Bldg., U.
May 13-15 — Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters,
Bedford willSprings.
Frank onPalmer,
WFBG-AM-TV
Altoona
panel
of operating
costs
and RalfdirectBrent,
WIP reduction
Philadelphia,
will be
chairman
of
panel
on
service
to
local
advertiser.
Presidents
from
adjoining
state
associations
will
attend.
May
16-17
—
Illinois
News
Broadcasters
Assn.,
spring
meeting,PressSouthern
Illinois meeting.
U., Carbondale;
also, United
Intl. business
May 20-22 — Assn. of National Advertisers, spring
meeting, Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.
May
Falls. 21-23 — Montana Radio Stations Inc., Great
May
21-23 —Sheraton
ElectronicHotel,Industries
convention,
Chicago. Assn., annual
May 24-27 — Associated Business Publications,
annual
meeting
and Pa.management conference, Skytop Lodge,
Skytop,
May
28-31
—
Second
Seminar and Pop MusicAnnual
Disc Radio
JockeyProgramming
Convention,
Americana
Hotel,
Miami,
Fla.
will include Matthew J. CifHigan, NBCSpeakers
Radio executive
vice president, and Gordon McLendon, head of
McLendonsoring seminar
stationwithgroup.
Storz
stations
are
sponBill Stewart, Kilpatrick Bldg.,
Omaha, Neb., as convention coordinator.
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LAUGHTER

ISN'T

ENOUGH

rave.
Great show. A laugh a second. 27 minutes of ever-loving fun. Critics
there's a lot
Ratings swoosh upwards into orbit. Everybody shakes hands. ... But
a hit until
isn't
show
radio
or
TV
a
money,
clients'
our
For
.
.
.
that.
than
it
to
more
SON, INC.
&
AVER
W.
N.
sales and profits are right up there with the ratings.
The commercial is the payoff

WORLD'S LARGEST CLASSROOM

It would be hard to find three programs of greater distinction — and greater diversity.
Continental Classroom, with Dr. Harvey E. White, measures its success in its ability to repair the dangerous lag in
America's science education. Network television's first collegelevel course uniquely serves the 368,000 viewers who make it
the world's largest class, and the 280 colleges and universities
who offer its instruction in Atomic Age Physics for academic

credit. Within a week of the second semester's opening last
month, its new textbook had boomed into a national bestseller.
Wagon Train, starring Ward Bond and Robert Horton,
measures its success in entertainment that draws an estimated
55,000,000 viewers. Based on Nielsen findings (Feb. I), this
hour-long dramatic Western anthology attracts the world's
largest television audience — without counting the additional
millions of viewers who make it one of England's top shows.

The Jack Paar Show measures its success as a delightful
national nightcap and morning-after conversation piece. Spontaneous and unpredictable as only live television can be, it
has made its irrepressible host Jack Paar the most talkedabout TV personality in the nation, and the only one (in
or out of television) to appear within the last six months on
the covers of four major national magazines— Time, Life,
Look and TV Guide.

No less than the distinction of these three programs,
NBC prizes their diversity in meeting the different tastes and
needs of all Americans. From Continental Classroom at dawn
to Wagon Train at dusk to Jack Paar at midnight, Americas
first network strives for the true measure of network greatness
— totality of program service.

NBC TELEVISION

NETWORK

This is NOT a game!
It's a FACT!
QUESTION:

I

What's
different
about
Buffalo, N. Y. ?
ANSWER:
In
BUFFALO
it actually
COSTS
LESS
than HALF
to buy the
TOP
STATION

WBNY
See latest Pulse
figures and rate card
or call Jack Masla
26

-OPEN
Dispute over Sec. 315
EDITOR :
. . . 103,
Your Feb.
editorial
(page
23) "Rallying
succinctly Point"
sums
up a document which deserves the support of every broadcaster in spite of the
defect regarding Section 315. The remedy for the latter lies not with the
FCC, but I too would rather see the
hope expressed that this impossible
restriction upon political broadcasting
will soon be removed by the courts or
the U. S. Congress.
Rex G. Howell
State Representative
Denver, Colo.
[EDITOR'Smanager
NOTE: of Mr.KREXHowellGrandis presidentColo.]
general
Junction,
Don't give it away
EDITOR:
My compliments to you and to Henry
B. Clay of KWKH Shreveport for the
article
Andy" regarding
and for
his
letter"Noto Plugs
Lever forBrothers
free time (page 42, Feb. 23).
I have long been concerned, as I
know many, many radio station managers Allare, ofwithus this
time" business.
are "free
harangued
with
requests, bombarded by publicity,
swamped
by
public
relations
firms.
Less than 10% of the material comes
legitimately under the public service
category. The rest is out and out atat "chiseling."
Yet, tIempts wonder
if much of the fault
doesn't mentslie
. .. . with the station manageHere at WON, we do one of two
things with such articles, either throw
them away — or occasionally return
them to the sender with the notation.
"You nots)selland weperfume
(or Enclosed
soap or iswhatsell time.
our
every radio station manager in the
rateIf card."
country did this for a month, I think
we'd slow down the flood of useless
mail, and might even dramatize to the
corporations who pay these public relations bills by
thatbuying
they'lltime
get instead
more forof
their money
buying dubious "I'll get it for you free"
stories.
Zel Levin
Manager
WWON Woonsocket, R. I.
Say what you think
EDITOR:
I commend you for the editorial
"Faint Hearts Can't Win Freedom" in
the Feb. 16 issue, particularly as it
pertains to the position taken by FCC
Comr. T.A.M. Craven on program
questions in station application forms.
I deeply regret the decision of the

MIKE.
NAB to take no active stand in this
matter. . .
How can the "climate of government" ever change if business men, be
they broadcasters or whatever, constantly refuse to exhibit the guts to take
a public stand on the issues which face
this country. Must we constantly give
ground to the pressure groups and
other elements which appear to be
able to continually influence the thinking of our elected representatives and
other federal bodies? Is it not only fair,
but
right,
believe? . .that
. we say publicly what we
C. Leslie Golliday
Partner and General Manager
WEPM Martinsburg, W. Va.
Matson sails radio channels
editor:
I just noted a story on page 32 of
your Jan. 26 issue in which you state
that use
Matson
Navigation is making its
first
of radio.
Matson Navigation started using
adjacencies on KWG next to Hawaii
Calls in March 1957 and has renewed
throughBob1959.McVay
General Manager
KWG Stockton, Calif,
'Popeye'
EDITOR : on KGGM-TV
The March 2 front cover (advertisement) run by Edward Petry & Co. inferred KOB-TV carried Popeye. This is
incorrect. KGGM-TV programs the
Popeye series in Albuquerque.
R.C. Rhoads
General Sales Manager
KGGM-TV Albuquerque, N.M.
Education via tv
EDITOR:
We feel that the article "Tv Tolls NaSchool Bell"
the Januaryvalue12 is-to
sue . .tional. will
be ofinparticular
the school administrators in Omaha as
they seek to understand better the possibles of education via television.
Please send three copies.
Chris Donaldson
Program Manager
KETV {TV) Omaha, Neb.
editor:
. . . I'm aminatglad
have this ex-of
ion indepththatof wecontributions
commercial stations for reference use.
Garnet R. Garrison
Director of Broadcasting
U. of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Mich.
News is no circus
editor:
Between rounds in the "adult" vs.
BROADCASTING, March 16, 1959

Take the RCA- 6166, for instance.
"Tailored" specifically to supply the aural and
requirements of mediumvisual power-amplifier
and high-power VHF transmitters, this RCA
been running up rehas
type
Power Tetrode
markable life-performance records.
What's back of long-term RCA power-tube reliability? First, RCA tube engineers work hand
in hand with transmitter designers and station

engineers— to take measure of RCA tube performance "in the circuit". Second, RCA tube
evolve
engineers never "let go" in their effortandto design
superior manufacturing techniques
better.
even
tubes
good
improvements to make
For lower tube cost per hour of transmitter
operation, always specify RCA. Your RCA Elecdelivery.
tron Tube Distributor provides "on the spot"

N OF AMERICA
) RADIO CORPORATIO
Harrison, N. J.
® Electron Tube Division

"We

had
and

the SWEET

to look twice! Our figures showed
"The Sweet 65" gave us one off our

65

65 Columbia and Universal
rr want-to-see" hits with titles, stories
and stars that make it one of the
best all-around TV packages
ever offered, and ever bought!
ALREADY

SOLD

CANYON
THE

IN 85 MARKETS!

PASSAGE

SPOILERS

MR. DEEDS
GOES
CORONER
CREEK
SIN

TO

TOWN

TOWN

FIGHTING
O'FLYNN
BANK
DICK
...and many more top-drawer titles guaranteed
to build both audience and sales!
For availabilities in your i market, contact
INC.
VISIT US

TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.

AT THE

NAB

CONVENTION

AKE!

that the double-selling
greatest combinations

power of "Powerhouse"
hits!' Buffalo, N. Y.
off top featu
VanreDeVries-WGR-TV,

78 Columbia and Universal top titles
with cast and production values to
match! TV's most diversified
power-packed package, with the
blockbusters you've been waiting for!

SOLD

ALREADY

IN 61 MARKETS!
THE

SEVEN
HERE

COMES

MAN
A

FROM

SONG

TO

MR.

KILLERS
SINNERS
JORDAN

CITY
NAKED
COLORADO
REMEMBER

...and big-league, big-name features that
spell big profits for you I
HOUSTON

NEW YORK

CONRAD

HILTON

HOTEL,

SUITE

HOLLYWOOD

2500-01-02A

TORONTO

The
78 original 3 STOOGES" are setting
rating records
in city after city
VISIT US AT THE

NAB

CONVENTION,

"The

and

BY

hit show of this year"
VARIETY-Jon. 24,1959
now...

DEMAND

POPULAR

SCREEN

GEMS

40
TERRIFIC

IS

ADDING

MORE

TWO-REELERS

Already sold to:
TRIANGLE STATIONS
WFIL-TV PHILADELPHIA
WFBG-TV ALTOONA
WLYH-TV LEBANON
WNHC-TV NEW HAVEN
WNBF-TV BINGHAMTON

TRANSCONTINENT STATIONS
WGR-TV BUFFALO
W ROC -TV ROCHESTER
WNEP-TV SCRANTON
WSVA-TV HARRISONBURG,
VIRGINIA

Get all 118 while they're hot!
11 fCT
—
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF
COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.
inc
S,
GEM
^
EEN
SCR
ATLANTA TORONTO
NEW YORK
CHICAGO HOUSTON' HOLLYWOOD
HOLL>
HOUSTON'
:ONRAD HILTON HOTEL, SUITE 2500-01-02A
CONTACT:

f?uf?bf?uf?uf?b(?u (?uC?oC?b C?U?uC?^C?oC?l- (?uC?U?b f^f^f^j f?u(?b(?!j
eg
eg
eg
eg
The
eg
eg
eg
Canadian
eg
eg
ee
Broadcasting
eg
eg
eg
Corporation
ee
eg
eg
is pleased to announce
eg
that
eg
eg
eg
eg
McGAVREN
- QIUNX
eg
eg
CORPORATION
eg
eg
NEW YORK— CHICAGO— LOS ANGELES
eg
DETROIT — SAN FRANCISCO— SEATTLE
eg
ee
eg
has been appointed to
eg
represent the
eg
ee
eg
eg
eg
eg
CBC's
Trans-Canada and Dominion
eg
eg
Radio Networks and
eg
eg
eg
16 CBC- Owned
eg
eg
English Radio Stations
eg
eg
eg
eg
eg

"Top Forty"
battle, serious
may I raise
what
I feel program
is an equally
but
neglected issue: the "modern" 5-minute
every-hour newscast complete with echo
chamber datelines, clanging bells, machine gun delivery and on-the-scene report of the latest fender-bender accident, by which so many stations
cheapen themselves and degrade the industry's proud and legitimate service of
information.
Is a straight, intelligent report of
genuine news so dull a commodity or is
the audience so stupid that we must
turn the newcast into a news show?
Isn't
Barnum approach inf» this P.T.
congruous with our continual (and justifiable)£»boast of the vital informing
function we£»perform?
Although the hourly newscast is supposedly premised on a high audience
turnover, many» stations feverishly
S lead story for each
search for aE»new
newscast even» at the cost of over-emE
phasizing inconsequential stories . . .
Even worse is» the use of super-condensed e"headline"
reports of only one
»S really
sentence which
tell nothing and
»
s
give only the illusion of news. . . .
» of this irresponsible
The net sresult
type of reportingunderstanding .. is. confusion and mis*
If we believe
£» 2 in our mission of informing the public, andlet'sa give
them
enough information
sufficiently
£»
meaningful presentation
of
it
for
them
» 6it» is all about and disto know what
Ecriminate
between what counts and
what does not.
£»
Phil Wilson
*
News »Director
2
£
WANE-AM-TV
Fort Wayne,
lnd. *
2
Clear channel * booster
EDITOR : 2* 2
If all 2of* our clear channels are
broken down and none are permitted to
* chances of ever
go super-power,
2*2 our
"gettingonthrough"
tolistenable
people ofbasis
foreign
lands
a
true,
are
*
forever lost.*2
2
As a kid, I took out a patent whereby
the coastal2*clears would radiate a
nominal 502*kw inland with about 500
kw directed out to sea and to foreign
countries. 2In* this*patent specification
I painted what I2 thought was a good
picture as to how the world could hear
us clearly to learn2* better how we live.
It was also pointed
out that the world
2*
could be thus2*entertained.
I stillon believe
it's a good idea
done
an 2*entertainment
basisandandif
without slanted
news
the
world
might
*
2 way of life, at least
learn to like2*our
to
the point of not giving us the stone and
*
egg treatment.
*2
Lee 2Hollingsworth
Hollingsworth Co. Enterprises
West Hempstead,
N.Y.
2*
2*
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7
to sell
the

most

Hoosrersw
be

su|re \S

your

product

is cooking
\"
in the

1260WRADI0
WFB
INDIANAPOLIS
• First all day . . . "most
listened to" and hottest of any
as indicated by recent audience
studies!*
Best news coverage . . . local,
plus world-wide through exclusive Washington News Bureau.
Top personalities attracting
large, loyal audiences. Every reason to place saturation spot campaigns where you reach an even
greater cumulative audience.
Check WFBM first— where every
minute is a selling minute!
*C. E. Hooper, Inc.
(7 a.m.- 6 p.m.) June 19, 1958
Represented by the KATZ Agency
34 (OPEN MIKE)

Fm,
editor:'Perspective '59'
Having struggled for five years with
an 80 kw fm station in ih: ei hth largest market, I definitely concur with the
agencies who say you can't get any information out of an fm station ("Have
Audience, Can Sell — Fm," page 124,
Feb. 9), because we have been guilty of
that same lethargy . . . mainly with
background music and mediocre tapes
and records.
Somehow ... we managed to survive. We woke up one morning and
found ... we had amassed thousands
of loyal listeners. . . .
Around the first of December came
the revolution! We fired everybody in
the place, completely re-staffed with all
professional personnel and proceeded
to toot our horn, featuring our new
highWe fidelity
made a"Colorsonic
test for . . Sound."
. one week in
which we put a spot, public service announcement oranything else we could
find, out approximately every six minutes. . . . We did not obtain . . . any
complaints and three of the spots drew
492 calls on a free sample of a liquid
detergent. After the test we went back
to ... a spot every 10 minutes.
We then arranged a dinner ... to
which we invited 125 of the top radio
media buyers in St. Louis ... we have
added 1 1 accounts in the past five weeks
including one national account.
Harry Eidelman, President
KCFM (FM) St. Louis
EDITOR :
... I was most interested to learn
that one of our good competitors has
just delivered the first of its new line
of fm transmitters.
We at Gates began deliveries of our
new fm transmitters during the summer of 1958 and since then 39 have
been delivered. Most of these were
equipped with dual channel multiplex
units.
We are quite proud of the fact that
we have been in continuous production
on fm transmitters since right after
World War II. . . .
Larry Cervone
General Sales Manager
Gates Radio Co.
Quincy, III.
editor:
Please send 100 reprints . . .
Wm. A. Hildebrand
WMHE (FM) Toledo, Ohio
EDITOR :
This is one of the greatest fm promotion articles we have ever seen. . .
The Pulse fm penetration of 31.7%
as of October 1958 for Miami did not
surprise us. However, it helps us prove
our point, for WWPB(FM) can claim

KDUB-TV
LUBBOCK,
TEXAS
ABILENE
. SWEETWATER
K PARTV
KEDY-TV
National
SalesSales
o John
?.?9.ers'
Presld*nt
andManager
Gen.
Mgr
. .-?uji Henry,
. , Nielsen,
Genera!
Manager
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How

tall

can

you

CHANNEL
C-T
WIS
MADISON, WISC.

in Wisconsin
The tallest man-made structure
in thirty-two
viewers
to WISC-TV
now brings
the finest
Iowa
and
Illinois
,378,310
Wisconsin
inservice
counties
TV homes.
to
television
1200 ft. above average terrain
1107 ft. Antenna Height
2227 ft. above sea level

get

?

and
WOC
FOR

-TV

BEST

COVERAGE
IN THE
NATION'S 47th
TV MARKET
(Davenport, Iowa — Rock Island — Moline, Illinois)
The Largest Market between Chicago and
Omaha . . . Minneapolis and St. Louis . . .
the 47th TV market in the nation.
Population Effective Buying Income*
1957
1958 1957
1958

'Sales Management's "Survey of Buying Power — 1958'
Col. B. J.President
Palmer
WOC-TV is No. 1 in the
w
Ernest C. Resident
Sanders Manager
nation's
47th homes
TV market
— leading in TV
(438,480),
Pax ShafferSales Manager
monthly coverage and weekly
circulation
— day
Peters. Griffin,
as
reported
in and
the night
Nielson—
Inc.,
ExclusiveWoodward.
National
Coverage Service No. 3, Spring,
Representatives
1958. For further facts and latTHE QUINT CITIES
est availabilities, call your PGW
Colonel . . . NOW!
DAVENPORT
BETTENDORF 11
ROCK ISLAND |> ILh.
WOC-TV
Davenport,
Iowaalso isownspartandof operates
Central
MOLINE
Broadcastingand
Co.,WHOwhichRadio,
EAST MOLINE '
WHO-TV
Des Moines, Iowa

BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEKLV OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
1735 DeSales St., N. W. Washington 6, D. C.
PLEASE START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH THE NEXT ISSUE
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING $ 7.00
□ 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number 11.00
□ Enclosed □ Bill
title/ position* \
— 6
Please tend to home address
36 (OPEN MIKE)

credit for building that level single
handed
through 11 years of "jeers" of
am competition.
. . . send us 20 reprints . . .
John B. Cash
Assistant to the Manager
WWPB (FM) Miami, Fla.
editor:
Please find enclosed $15 ... the cost
of 100 reprints . . .
We were very sorry that the current
Indianapolis fm story did not make
your fine article, because we believe
it to be the most outstanding one of all.
One small item in this connection is
that in the past 90 days three of our
local am services have applied for fm
facilities . . . and we are told that three
additional Indianapolis applications are
expected to be filed, momentarily.
Martin R. Williams
General Manager
WFMS (FM) Indianapolis
editor:
... I wish to compliment you on what
I believe is a generally fine job and
comprehensive wrap-up of fm as it is
today. . . [but] I do not believe you gave
anywhere near adequate coverage of
fm as it exists today in the San Francisco Bay Area. Major advertisers are
now paying considerable attention to
San Francisco fm, with such major
accounts as Burgermeister Brewing,
General Electric, James B. Lansing
Speakers and Warner Bros, pictures
now
cess. using KPEN with outstanding sucJames Gabbert
KPEN (FM) Atherton, Calif.
editor:
Please forward 50 copies . . .
Earl A. Williams
Manager
WONO-FM Syracuse, N.Y.
editor:
Please send 200 reprints . . .
Charles W. Kline
FM
Unlimited, Inc.
Chicago
editor:
We would appreciate ... 15
copies Paul
. . . B. Rickard
Director of Broadcasting
Wayne State U
Detroit, Mich.
editor:
Please send us 25 reprints . . .
Gardiner G. Greene
President
Browning Labs
Laconia, N. H.
editor:
As a national representative of 10
fm stations we heartily concur with the
need for greater information and proBROADCASTING, March 16, 1959

JACK STERLING

BEAT

THE

COMPETITION!
You no longer have to worry
about getting fresh, creatively
conceived script and taped material
alities .. for. your own personBe the FIRST in your area
to use this service . . . which
many
my time-buying
friends of
and their
clients have
used successfully for the past
ten years in New York.
Stories, anecdotes, colorful
comment on current situations ... all wrapped up in a
package of 40 original featurettes for immediate use . . .
PLUS ...
Six character voices — on tape
— which can become those extra added voices to your daily
schedule.
You can't
but attention
capture
agency
and help
listener
when you apply these new approaches to your schedule.
Get complete details NOW!
Write to:
JACK STERLING
BARBTON, INC.
485 Madison Avenue, N. Y. 22
38 (OPEN MIKE)

motion for this media. Our stations
have all been very successful with the
national accounts they have handled
and we feel that if past performance
is any indication the future should indeed be a bright one.
Joel B. Fairfax
WITH THE
Vice President
Fine Music Hi-Fi Broadcasters
Inter Mountain
New York
editor :
Network
We would appreciate your forwarding
one-dozen copies.
Inrermountain Network Affiliate
Betty L. Hanna
WSOM (FM) Salem, Ohio
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Reprints 15(f each.]
RTNDA film project
KIMN
editor:
in
5000 Watts — 950 kc
The Radio Television News Directors
Assn. is in the process of producing a
vocational film for showing to high
DENVER, COLO.
school and college students in an effort
Delivers
to encourage more young men and
women tofes ion. . enter
. the radio-tv news pro- The LOWEST COST
RTNDA has authorized Konstantine
per 1,000
Kaiser, president of Marathon Tv NewsIn the Mile
High City
reel of New York City (10 E. 49th St.),
to produce such a film. Any financing
Ask your Avery-Knodel man
would be limited to the actual costs The Nation's Most Successful
Regional Network
of production plus the copies. . . .
• SALT LAKE CITY • DENVER
RTNDA is seeking a sponsor to fi- HEADQUARTERS
Contact
Your
Avery-Knodel
Man
nance this important project. Any firm
or
firms
donating
funds
would
be
given
credit in the film. ...
Julian B. Hoshal
Chairman, RTNDA Vocational
Film Committee
OUT FRONT
c/o KSTP News
3415 University Ave.
Minneapolis-St. Paul
State tax threat
EDITOR :
Interstate taxation by the states on
interstate income ... is a very serious
threat to broadcasting as you so promptly pointed out (page 104, March 2)
and all the publicity you can give this
now may help arouse broadcasters into
an assertive action that will produce
some positive effort to combat this new
threat to earnings. Thank you for your
RATED 1st IN NO. CALIFORNIA
foresightRobert
in publishing
Wasdon the editorial.
by NCS
#3 TV-S8
and 150th
MARKET
IN U.S.
Vice President
WALT Tampa, Fla.
WmfMIM BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for
52 weekly issues Number
$7.00. Annual subscription
including
$1.00
per year Yearbook
for Canadian and$11.00.
foreignAddpostage.
Subscriber's
occupation
required.Number
Regular$4.00issues
35*
per
copy;
Yearbook
per copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735
DeSales St.,
WashingOn changes,
pleaseN.W.,include
both
old andton 6, D.C.
new addresses.

KHSL.TV
CHANNEL 12
THE GOLDEN EMPIRE STATION
CHICO, CALIFORNIA
CBS and ABC Affiliate
Represented
nationallyRepresentative
by Avery-Knodel
San Francisco
GEORGE ROSS Central
• National
Tower Sales Manager
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January 30,
Mr. JimBroadcasting
Weathers, General
World
System, Manager
Inc.
Coliseum Tower Office Building
10 Columbus Circle
New York 19, New York
Dear Jim:
when I first heard about the World sales promotion and
Fortunately
not interested.
skeptical
I wastalked
service,
of
program'
him thirty minutes
me intoand giving
one of your salesmen
my time ... and now I must be one of your most satisfied clients.
a variety I offeelproduc690 require
here at Radio
Ourand needs
you
aids
salesjingles,
commercial
well planned
jingles
tion
and our rating
your
producing
of
job
excellent
an
done
have
and revenue increases confirm that impression.
in our market and
the number onenewstation
.... we areonepresently
and better sounds. we
by constantly adding
will stay numberwe will
In sales,
do this.
to more
World
on
depending
be
frankly
Quite
than paying lor
sold several contracts that are presently
have
your service.
In summarizing, we feel that we have made a good deal and
would recommend the World Library service to any radio station.
Yours truly,

n
exciting statio
ons
[promotiia
ngles
jids
ommesercllinlg ai
\cnd
la

cal
batoced musi
ions.ana •
ctal
leon
seas
se

top artists

James M. Harmon
President
California Broadcasters, Inc

13}

sound creativity - - - dollar productivity

New at XEAK,
Talk about sound investments . . . look what San Diego's Radio 690 says about World's "sound creativity!"
changing,
constantly
the
with
stations
provided
has
World
years
30
over
for
where
country,
the
but an old story across
yourself
for
Discover
attention-gaining sounds of modern radio . . . proven rating and revenue-wise, a sound investment.
tools.
radio
ducing
revenue-pro
additional
of
host
a
and
aids,
selling
the benefits of World's profitable commercial jingles,
service.
program
and
promotion
sales
ucing
dollar-prod
the
.
.
creativity".
Write, wire or phone about World's "sound
. CHICAGO
VISIT THE WORLD HOSPITALITY SUITE AT THE CONRAD HILTON . MARCH 16-18

sales promotion and program service
RLD
mnn, „ BROADCASTING SYSTEM, INC.
COLUMBUS CIRCLE . NEW YORK 19, NY.
COUSEUM TOWER OPF.CE BUILDINO - 10>s/ EPRESENT
*******
ALL-CANADA
m in niNfi.ATIVES:
TORONTO

IWi

mn

There's WJXT

fc FWa...

in Jacksonville, where breaking

sales records is par for the course. NCS #3 revealed the handicap
of the competing station in covering only 28 vs. WJXT's
66 counties in the booming Northeast Florida-South Georgia
regional business center. And every ARB dramatizes the
one-sided picture by showing that even where the stations are on a

1
par, inside Jacksonville itself, WJXT scores rating leajffe

generally between 70% and 90%! With an edge of 110,000 TV sets

WM

and a 1^ times greater weekly audience, there are more

reasons than ever why there's so much more to VV %J
3C T

WJXT®
JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA
An affiliate of the CBS Television Network
Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales

Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division:

In

Greensboro...

THE
listened

MOST
to

radio

station
HOLLINGBERY

1*70 K C | 5000 WATTS

Greensboro's Complete Radio Service

21

YEARS

of dynamic
Welcome

selling
to our

Hospitality Suite 1900,
Conrad Hilton Hotel
NAB Convention
March

15-18

F0RJ0E
& CO., INC.
NATIONAL STATION REPRESENTATIVES
Sales Offices in NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO • PHILADELPHIA • ATLANTA
Headquarters - 580 5th Avenue, New York 36, N. Y.
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Its a habit

like watching

I^J-TV

iTL FRESNO

(California)

FIRST TV STATION IN FRESNO
For example:
FIRST CHOICE OF WOMEN
VIEWERS IN THE DAYTIME.
More women watch KMJ-TV from
7 a.m. to 5 p.m. than both other
Fresno stations combined* And
you reach them with KMJ-TV at
the lowest cost per thousand.
♦ARB, Oct. 15 - Nov. 11, 1958

THE
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KATZ

AGENCY,

NATIONAL

KMJ-TV . . .
first station in
The Billion-Dollar
Valley of the Bees

REPRESENTATIVE

43

Go

Tops in the Top Ten!
Nielsen'slistsFirst
report
five February
ABC-TV
programs in the Top Ten
— as many as the other
two networks combined!
And ABC is the top-rated
network four nights of the
week
- moretwonights
than
the other
networks
combined!
ABC's
audience isOverup all,1,200,000
homes per minute!*

right

to

TOR.

You get all families most
efficiently on ABC-TV.
Average cost per minute
for 1,000 homes for all
Once-A-Week evening
programs on ABC is $2.78.
The other two networks:
$3.13 and $3.43. ABC has
themost efficient situation
comedy, variety show, and
Western -in fact, 5 of the
top 10 most efficient shows
in all categories!***

go

V

ABC-T

TOP
PROGRAMMING
ABC is not standing pat.
Four great new series are
already
set to Taylor
premierein
this fall! Robert
The Detectives. A new
hour-long adventure
called The Alaskans. A
brand-new series starring
Gale Storm. James Michener's turwonderful
es in Paradise. AdvenIn the
works — a hatful of other
top new programs!

1958 CPM/CM De.ivereO Rep,
Nie,Sen F.b. , Report Average Audience Pe: Minute Sun<ay.Sa«urday 7:30,0=30 PM ... sponsor* evening program, "NT. Report Nov.-Oec. tt* -Nielsen Nov.-De,,

FREE

THROW:
a two for one shot in Nebraska! No
contest, really - KMTV, and only
KMTV delivers Omaha AND Lincoln!
Lincoln is a four station market,
but a glance at the December ARB
makes it look like a ONE station
market-KMTVs! Nine of Lincoln's
top 12 syndicated films, seven of
the top 10 network shows, and Lincoln's NUMBER ONE feature film
—come from Omaha— via KMTV.
REACH MAKES THE DIFFERENCE!
KMTV

CHANNEL

3 OMAHA

MONDAY

MEMO

from CHRISTOPHER CROSS, vice president and director, publicity-promotion dept., Grey Adv., New York
too
the commercial
Let's promote
S567 million was spent in 1958 on
Let's look at a few examples. About
the
create GE
we didn't
network television programs for time two years ago, Grey recommended that Again,
at Grey,
it. These
and desert
commercial
alone. The figures are higher if local its client, Greyhound Corp.. invest a commercials were supported with (1) a
expenditures are included.
goodly portion of its advertising dollars
ce BanniPurpose of this expenditure? To sell in the Steve Allen show with the hope booklet by-lined by phConstan
& Pets"'
Babies
Photogra
I
"How
ster.
was
als
commerci
the
of
persuade more people to "take and 1 2) the star
it's the
services.thatAndbears
products mand
ercial of course,
the combur- itthewould
key department stores
into
booked
bus
and
leave
the
driving
to
us."
Yet. too often, the com- For this show we prepared the best (Strawbridge & Clothier in Philadelphia:
den of selling.
mercial isneglected.
commercials
didn't Filene's in Boston; Mandel Bros, in ChiIn the beginning everyone fusses stop
there. Wepossible.
examinedButthewecommeron. D.C.)
Washingt
in als
about the little commercial. There are
cials and asked ourselves: "What can
bringcago, andtheKann's
commerci
to life.
the research and marketing reports. we do to help make those commercials to The
Mennen Trophy • When last
Then meetings with the client to de- work better?"
Co. sponsored the
Mennenclassic,
August TheFootball
we did not
A Commercial's Best Friend • The All-Star
velop agreement on copy strategy.
Then follows the all-important period answer came when a little greyhound stop with the commercials. We injected
when the commercial is conceived. Cre- puppy, who was named Steverino, was an action ingredient to help make the
ative talent struggles for the proper introduced as a lead-in to the commer- commercials work better. For the first
translation of the copy strategy into a
cials. The pup grew up on the Steve time, tv grid fans were invited to vote
powerful video sales message. So far, Allen show and as she grew her popu- for their favorite all-star player to regood. No neglect yet.
larity increased. "Steverino, The Greyceive the Mennen Tv Fans All-Star
hound Fan Clubs" sprang up across Trophy. Result: Many thousands of
Then the storyboards. More meetthe
country.
The
canine
began
to
get
Their selecings. More revisions. New storyboards.
in their ballots.
viewerstion forsent
the Mennen
trophy made news
New meetings. New revisions. At last, heavy fan mail. Television viewers comthe storyboards are ready for client to
and in tv columns.
pages William
sports later.
plained ifSteve
to be on
Fourthemonths
G. Mennen
as friendly
as he Allen
might didn't
be to seem
Steverino.
inspect.
The
animal's
fame
rose.
The
dog
was
Love That Soap • The client, of
the trophy to the winner,
presented
Jr.
Cleveland Browns player, at Yankee
course, loves that commercial and has named Queen of National Dog Week. aStadium
before 70.000 fans.
some ideas of his own. More revisions. Then she became the canine symbol for
These are but a few examples of how
At last the commercial is ready for World Day for Animals.
at
Grey
the
commercial is fortified with
On to more honors. Moravian Colfilming. The careful search for the right
lege bestowed a Degree in Animal selling
faces, the right voice, the right props,
an
"action
ingredient"
to do a man-size
job.
Letters on her. Steverino the Greyhound
music. The rushes. The edit- has
the right
$567 million is a big bank roll. But
raised funds for March of Dimes.
ing.
The
re-shooting.
The
commercial
is born!
Pet Di- it is small when examined in light of
was named
the 1959and National
Easter Seal the volume of products and services it
It has been coddled into existence to Cerebralrector ofPalsy,
must move. A great deal of creative
do a man-size job. Unlike the baby, it Drive for Crippled Children.
The commercials created for Grey- publicity and promotion effort properly
can't take time to learn. The products
must be sold at once. And this is the
hound Corp. benefited from the warmth goes behind the tv program. Good.
it's time we put behind the little
point at which the commercial, too and human interest of the greyhound But
commercial the ultimate in creative puboften, is neglected.
television.
grew ofupourin clients
pupForwhoanother
(GE Photo
promotion and public relations
The poor little commercial is
itlicity,
deserves.
commercials were effort
squeezed into star-studded programs built
Div.) someConstance
Lamp around
Who would like to join a National
Bannister
competing with television stars, ring- demonstrating how to take pictures of Society for the Support of the Comwith ice-cold
ing phones,andrefrigerators
mercial? No meetings. No dues. Just
beverages
snacks, and other natural babies and pets. These commercials love that commercial.
human urges. Then there are the other are to be seen on the Jack Paar show.
little commercials on other programs
Christopher Cross, a veteran of about
valiantly calling for attention.
The commercial needs all the help it 20 years in the promotion-publicity
can get. Too often, in too many places, business, was raised in New York and
schools there and at the U. of
the
commercial,
doesn'tjob getof attended
California. Before he joined Grey Adv.
the help
it needs once
to do born,
the giant
moving merchandise and services.
as vice president and director of pubRx for Commercials • But here is
licity-promotion four years ago, he had
what we can do for the commercial to been with Kenyon & Eckhardt, New
York,
as
exploitation
director; public
help it do itsmendations, ofjob
The recomcourse,better.
are based
on my relations director for the British Broadcasting Corp. and an official of the
experience at Grey where we truly love
that
commercial; out
whereintowethedon't
send United Nation's Public Information
the commercial
business
Dept. Previously he was with MBS in
world without the reddest blood and the early 1940' s, serving in various
strongest muscles; where we coddle that capacities, including publicity director.
commercial throughout its entire life. He also is the author of three books.
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NEWSPAPERS
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DAILY

CREATED AND PRODUCED Dy
Pyramid Productions, Incproducers of such successful
programs as: Treasury Men In
Action", "Decoy ", "Big Story"
and "Man Behind The Badge"

NEWS

A PYRAMID -FLAMINGO
Presentation
221 West 57th Street. N.Y.

Filmed in New York
and on location

39 HALF

HOURS

E

LIN

D
DEA
starring
AS

HOST,

PAUL

T

STEWAR

NARRATOR

AND

STAR

local advertisers
know how
to pick
a winner
in Washington

They pickOneWRC-TV,
Number
televisionWashington's
station!
They know, from experience,
WRC-TV brings them results by
delivering the largest audience
in Washington.* And WRC-TV
reaches 90% of all Washington
TV homes each week!*
National advertisers with the
same objective— more sales-can
take a profitable cue from
these local advertisers who do
big business with WRC-TV:
Safeway Stores
Peoples Drug Stores
Woodivard & Lothrop
Sears, Roebuck & Company
Drug Fair Drug Stores
Mann's Potato Chips
The Md. &Dairy
Va, Milk Producers Assn
Embassy
Bergmann's Laundry
National Bohemian Beer
Washington
Wilkins CoffeeGas Light Company
Esskay Meats
Blue Cross -Blue Shield
Arcade-Sunshine Rug Cleaners
The Ford Dealers of Metropolitan
Washington, D.C.

NBC Leadership Station
inWR
Washington,
D.C. -4
C-TV
Sold by NBC SPOT SALES
*ARB, June 1958- January 1959
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TASO

MEASURES

UHF

INADEQUACIES

Report from industry's best engineers says vhf beats uhf
. It's final confirmation of what practical experience showed
vhfs
Allocations repair job now turns to search for more
A two-and-a-half year investigation that uhf lags seriously behind vhf in statement (for full text, see page 165):
by the high-level Television Allocations almost all aspects of performance.
• A uhf signal deteriorates more rapIn some slight factors, it was found
Study Organization has provided the
as the distance
a vhf signalincreases.
from idlythethan transmitter
final proof that uhf television cannot that uhf is better than vhf.
• A uhf receiving antenna is less
compete with vhf television.
The impact of the TASO report cannot be underestimated. Formed in Sep- efficient than a comparable vhf anfirst copy
of TASO's
report John
will
tember 1956 at the behest of the FCC, tenna.
be Thedelivered
to FCC
Chairman
• A uhf receiver is not as good as a
C. Doerfer today (March 16) at the the TASO group is sponsored by five
NAB convention in Chicago. It will be organizations representing both vhf and comparable vhf receiver.
uhf
interests.
• A uhf station costs more to operate
the subject of the first session of the
NAB Broadcast Conference the same
than a comparable vhf outlet.
Indusics
Electron
NAB,
are
They
morning.
tries Assn., Assn. of Maximum Service
reported tothatvhf:in some facDr.torsTown
uhf is superior
makes no recommenda- Telecasters, Committee for Competitive
The tions,report
but its mass of facts adds up to Tv (the uhf group), and the Joint Coun• Uhf signals are almost impervious
cil on Educational Tv.
interference.
of a mixed uhf-vhf
and natural
to •manmade
a condemna
Within limits
of its signal range,
. Ittion
allocation
describes uhf as inferior
almost
raised
have
agencies
These
to vhf in most respects. It is expected $200,000 to see the project through. uhf is on a par with vhf when it is
to underscore the urgency of a search TASO was composed of six engineering operating over a level, smooth, treeless
for more vhf space in which to build panels, and occupied the time of 271 en- terrain.
a nationwide, competitive television
Critical Distance • One of the most
gineers from 139 companies. The time
service.
and manpower were donated by the significant of the findings was the deTv now occupies only 12 channels industry elements.
distance" for
ination of"critical
in the vhf band and 70 channels in
It amassed the most comprehensive vhf and uhf. termThis
is the point, accordthe uhf.
There have been reports that the
FCC is seeking means of swapping
spectrum space with the military to
vhf telean bandextension
permit vision
Full text of TASO's own
above ch.of7.theThe goal is
a continuous band of 25 or more vhf
summary begins page 1 65
channels.
There is also speculation that a successful exchange of spectrum space
and non-governAdvance coverage of NAB
betweenment usersgovernment
may entail the deletion of
the low-band vhf television frequencies
convention begins page 52
(chs. 2-6) as well as the uhf tv area.
Failing the addition of more vhf
it is presumed a drastic revichannels,
sion of present television engineering data on uhf and vhf in the history of ing to the report, where the proportion
standards will take place.
television.
receiving "really satisfacThis would take the form of reducing
Computing Coverage • One major of viewers
tory' pictures begins to decrease rapbetween
accomplishment, acknowledged by all,
present mileage separations
receiving poorer picthoserapidly.
idly,
tureswhileincreases
stations on the same channels or ad- was the formulation of a new method
jacent channels. It would also mean of estimating tv coverage, considered
were found
distances
critical
These
the use of directional antennas and
measure- to be as follows:
to actual
theever nearest
other technical methods for squeezing to be ments
to be worked
out.
Chs. 2-6. 65 miles; chs. 7-13, 55
more tv stations into cities with fewer
mean- miles; low-band uhf, 40 miles; medium
the report's most
But overallconclusions
than three outlets.
relative
the
and
high band uhf, 30 miles.
on
are
ingful
Uhf Lags Behind Vhf • The gist of poor showing
Dr.
reportin stated:
of uhf compared with
"TheTown's
decrease
average service
the TASO report, summarized by Dr. vhf.
George Town, executive director, is
operating freincreasing
with
Town's
range
Dr.
of
s
Some of the highlight
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quency is plainly evident. Moreover,
at the critical distance, uhf service fell
off more rapidly and more completely
than did vhf service. Within the critical
distance, service was more valuable at
uhf than at vhf and was, on the average, poorer."
Basically,
Dr. Town said, uhf is at a
disadvantage with vhf because of inherent qualities than cannot be completely compensated by using known
techniques. Other reasons stem from
equipment limitations which may or
may not be overcome as progress is
made, Dr. Town said.
The most significant differences between uhf and vhf, Dr. Town noted, involve propagation receiving antenna
performance,
ternal noise. receiver noise, and exOf the propagation differences, Dr.
Town stated:
"Propagation of television signals is
a phenomenon of nature; and the differences inpropagation at uhf and vhf
are likely always to exist."
Improvements may be made in receiving antennas, Dr. Town said, and
in receiver performance — particularly,
he added, in the use of solid state parametric amplifiers (masers, etc.).
Feared Antitrust Liability • TASO
was forbidden to go into equipment
developments because of fear of antitrust violations. Early in its meetings,
the Justice Dept. raised this question,
and it was decided to forego an evaluation of possible improved equipment
in the uhf and vhf television field.
Acting under Justice Dept. instructions also, all meetings of TASO panels

NAB

they He
wereadded:
retransmitting, Dr. Town
and committees took place under the said.
chairmanship of an FCC official. This
also was to circumvent any charge of
"Translators appear to be effective
conspiracy.
in providing television service in areas
In a number of field tests, TASO remote from regular broadcasting stations. They also appear to be effective
engineers discovered areas where uhf
was superior to vhf, where power fac- in providing service in areas of low
tors were comparable.
signal strength
within thestations."
'normal'
areas of television
These included single radials in the service
One of the most interesting studies
Fresno,
Philadelphia,
New
Orleans
and
undertaken by TASO was the relation
Buffalo areas
of signal strength to subjective viewer
In these circumstances, Dr. Town attitude
toward picture clarity. Dr.
said, uhf field strengths were "consist- Town reported that viewers would
ently, appreciably higher than vhf for tolerate more interference than might
be indicated by flat signal strength
equal
erp [effective
powers]."
Generally
speaking,radiated
Dr. Town
said, measurements. Most of the observers,
the total cost of equipping a vhf station Dr. Town related, were middle-aged
and a uhf station is the same. However, women and young men. The women,
he added, higher operating costs plague he disclosed, were much more critical
uhf stations. This relates to the costs of picture quality than were the young
of primary power, tubes and mainte- men, but, he added, they were also
nance parts, he pointed out. He also more variable.
noted that uhf stations have more probBy adding data on meteorological
lems than vhf stations do with such conditions
(troposphere), FCC theoretifailures as off-frequency operation and
cal curves on vhf coverage could be
transmitter modulation linearity.
used in a more correct manner, Dr.
Translators Good • Dr. Town said Town pointed out. In uhf, not only
that the TASO researchers had found meteorological conditions but other corrective factors must be added to FCC
that uhf translators were performing
well in bringing tv signals to viewers curves to approach actual coverage.
unable to receive direct signals. The
Dr. Town urged that studies be conTASO investigators found early in
tinued to analyze the wealth of propa1958, that more than 700,000 people
gation data which has been acquired;
lived in areas served by translators and to research the use of directional anthat 45% of the homes in these areas
ten as in tv (already authorized under
were converted for uhf.
TASO auspices; Broadcasting, Jan.
Translators, which pick up big city 19); to study the technique of very
vhf signals and retransmit them on the precise offset carrier; to study the effect of circular and mixed polarization,
upper uhf band frequencies, have operated at distances ranging from 43 and to undertake a study of picture
miles to 220 miles from the stations quality in homes in metropolitan areas.

CONVENTION

IS

Chicago's Conrad Hilton bulges with
The Conrad Hilton Hotel — 26 floors
• The annual carnival floor, housing
of auditoriums, suites, meeting rooms all the assorted entertainment and novelty features, has been de-glamorized by
and assorted sleeping facilities — is the
scattering the film, transcription and
temporary control point of the broad- other
service exhibitors all over the vast
casting industry.
hotel. In its place, these NAB associChicago's
hulk
of
a
hostelry
on
lakefront Michigan Ave. has been turned
ate members are operating hand-shakinto a broadcasting front-line. Network
ing, elbow-bending
hospitality
suites.
Decision
to limit the
1959 convention
and station executives, equipment firms,
engineers and hundreds of service firms to ownership-management delegates was
are housed under one roof until Wednes- made by the NAB Board at its 1958
day night (March 18). The meetings winter meeting. The death of the imand influx of broadcasters started last
mensely popular carnival floor was deFriday.
creed at the same time, much to the
NAB's 1959 convention is different chagrin of many participating exhibitors
from any of its predecessors in two who had found their glittery suites teeming with delegate traffic.
principal ways.
• Radio and tv assemblies are limited
Crowd May Exceed L.A. • The topto ownership - management delegates drawer formula isn't likely to make an
important cut in the size of total atplus designated staff executives.
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ORBIT

broadcasters
tendance, judging by signs last week.
A pickup developed as registrations
continued to flow into NAB convention
headquarters, according to Everett E.
Revercomb, NAB secretary - treasurer
and convention manager. William L.
Walker, assistant treasurer in charge of
registration, estimated attendance might
run ahead of Los Angeles but would not
predict it would meet the alltime record
set at Chicago in 1957. Over 1,850 had
registered March 12.
The 13th annual Broadcast Engineering Conference promises to surpass
those of past years both in interest and
attendance. A. Prose Walker, NAB enText continues on page 56
Convention agenda on next two pages
BROADCASTING, March 16, 1959

How

Well

Baltimore,

Do

You

Know

the Sixth City

in the United

BALTIMORE

States?. . .

HAS...

the world's largest
steel producing plant (Bethlehem)
the nation's largest producer of
high tension insulators (General Electric
the world's largest
thpice factory (McCormick)
,he world's largest
bichromate factory (Mutual Chem)
the world's first newspaper to use telegraph
as a newsgathering agency (Baltimore Sun
the world's first newspaper to use Hoe
cylinder presses successfully (Baltimore Sun
the world's largest producer of portable
electric tools (Black & Decker)
.the world's leading manufacturer of
weather instruments (Bendix-Friez)
the world's largest producer of long
distance telephone cable (Western Electric)
the world's first public
carrier railroad (B&O)
America's first railroad depot
(Pratt & Poppleton streets)
America's first monument to
Christopher Columbus
America's first lodge and
Grand Lodge of Odd Fellows
America's first genuine school for
postgraduate study (Johns Hopkins)
And Baltimore is also the home of
the 1958 World's Champion COLTS!

represented by The Katz Agency
BROADCASTING, March 16, 1959

Ann Mar
Versatile Hosiess
of Channel Two's
The Woman's
Angle"
Monday
thru Friday
1:00-1:30 P.M.
America's first Municipal
Orchestra
Symphony first
America's
Municipal Band
the world's largest producer of
jperphosphates (Davison Chem)
America's first Methodist Church
America's first Roman Catholic Cathedral
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ON

15
y, March
I9 Sa.um.n-5dap.m. REGISTRATION: Lower Lobby
AJI day CBS AFFILIATES: WBBM-TV studios
All day FM DEVELOPMENT ASSN. meeting. Room 19.
9:15 a.m. Buses leave south entrance of Conrad Hilton
for the Broadcasting golf tournament.
9:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. ASSN. OF MAXIMUM SERVICE TELECASTERS membership meeting. Bel Air Room.
10 a.m. RCA videotape color and black-and-white videotape press preview, Exhibition Hall.
12 noon-7 p.m. EXHIBITS: Exhibition Hall
12:30-3 p.m. ASSN. OF MAXIMUM SERVICE TELECASTERS
luncheon meeting. Room 9.
12:30-4 p.m. MBS ADVISORY COMMITTEE luncheon and
meeting. Room 18.
2 p.m. ABC-TV AFFILIATES. Blackstone Hotel.
3 p.m. DAYTIME BROADCASTERS ASSN. meeting. Room 12.
4 p.m.
Room CLEAR
13. CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE meeting.
4 p.m. MBS AFFILIATES meeting. Waldorf Room.
5 p.m. ABC RECEPTION. Williford Room.
5:30 p.m. MBS RECEPTION. Waldorf Room.
7:30 p.m. NAB TELEVISION CODE REVIEW BOARD meeting.
Dining Room 10.
Monday, March 16
7 a.m.-7 p,m. REGISTRATION: Lower Lobby
8 a.m. QUALITY RADIO GROUP breakfast meeting. Room 9.
8:45-10:45 a.m. ENGINEERING CONFERENCE Waldorf
Room. Presiding: Raymond F. Guy, senior staff engineer,
NBC. Session Coordinator: James D. Parker, director,
radio frequency engineering, CBS Television.
9 a.m.-9 p.m. EXHIBITS: Exhibition Hall.
9-10:45 a.m. Williford Room. "FM: FURTHER MOMENTUM"
Participants: Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM Washington,
chairman; Everett L. Dillard, WASH (FM) Washington;
Merrill Lindsay, WSOY-FM, Decatur, 111.; Fred Rabell,
KITT (FM) San Diego; Michael R. Hanna, WHCU-FM
Ithaca, N.Y. Guest: FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee.
9-10:45 a.m. Upper Tower. LABOR CLINIC: Closed session.
Moderator: Charles H. Tower, manager, NAB Broadcast Personnel and Economics Dept. Participants: G.
Maynard Smith, attorney, Atlanta; William C. Fitts, vice
president for labor relations, CBS Inc., New York; Ward

TAP

IN CHICAGO
Official agenda events
and unofficial sessions

L. Quaal, Advisory
WGN Inc.,
Chicago, chairman, NAB Labor
Relations
Committee.
11 a.m.-12 noon. Grand Ballroom. GENERAL ASSEMBLY
Management assemblies and Engineering Conference.
Presiding: G. Richard Shafto, WIS-TV Columbia, S.C.,
1959 Convention co-chairman. Invocation: The Right
Rev. G. Francis Burrill, Bishop, Diocese of Chicago
(Episcopal). Presentation of the Colors: VFW, Department of Illinois Color Guard. The National Anthem:
Fifth U.S. Army Band. Welcome: The Honorable Richard
J. Daley, Mayor of Chicago. Keynote address: Robert W.
Sarnoff, chairman of the board, NBC. Keynote award
presentation to Mr. Sarnoff: Mr. Fellows.
12:30-2 p.m. Grand Ballroom. LUNCHEON AND GENERAL
ASSEMBLY Presiding: Robert T. Mason, WMRN Marion,
Ohio, 1959 Convention co-chairman. Invocation: The
Most Rev. Albert Gregory Meyer, Archbishop of Chicago. Address: Harold E. Fellows, president and chairman of the board, NAB. Presentation: National Commander John W. Mahon, Veterans of Foreign Wars.
2:30-5 p.m. Grand Ballroom. RADIO ASSEMBLY Presiding: John F. Meagher, vice president for radio. NAB.
Opening remarks: J. Frank Jarman, WDNC Durham,
N.C., chairman, NAB Radio Board of Directors. Trends
in Radio Programming: Howard G. Barnes, CBS Radio,
New York; Robert D. Enoch, WXLW Indianapolis;
Frank Gaither, WSB Atlanta; Duncan Mounsey, WPTR
Albany, N.Y.; Robert E. Thomas, WJAG Norfolk, Neb.
Radio's Standards
of Good Practice:
Cliff Gill,of KEZY
Anaheim,
Calif., chairman,
NAB Standards
Good
Practice Committee. "The Station Representative — or
What HaveStation
You Done
for Us Lately?":
director,
Representatives
Assn.; Lawrence
Arthur H.Webb,
McCoy, vice president, John Blair & Co., chairman, Radio
Trade Practices Committee, SRA. Report of the All-Industry Radio Music License Committee: Robert T. Mason, WMRN Marion, Ohio, chairman.
2:30-5 p.m. Williford Room. TELEVISION ASSEMBLY Presiding: Thad H. Brown Jr., vice president for television,
NAB. Welcome: C. Howard Lane, KOIN-TV Portland,
Ore., chairman, NAB Television Board of Directors.
The Television Code: Roger W. Clipp, WFIL-TV Philadelphia, chairman, Television Code Review Board. The
New Congress — and Television: Vincent T. Wasilewski,
manager of government relations, NAB. Your Channel
and You — Tv Allocations: (Remarks and discussion).
John S. Patterson, deputy director, Office of Civil and
Defense Mobilization; Rep. William G. Bray (R-Ind.).
2:30-5:30 p.m. ENGINEERING PAPERS Waldorf Room.
Presiding: George W. Bartlett, assistant manager of engineering, NAB. Session Coordinator: Allan T. Powley,
chief engineer, WMAL-AM-FM-TV Washington, D.C.
6:30Room,
p.m. Ambassador
BROADCAST MUSIC
West. INC. cocktails Chippendale
7:30 p.m. BROADCAST MUSIC INC. dinner. Four Georges.
BROADCASTING, March 16, 1959

Tuesday, March 1 7
8:45 a.m.-12:15 p.m. ENGINEERING PAPERS Waldorf
Room. Presiding: James H. Butts, chief engineer, KBTV
(TV) Denver. Session Coordinator: Julius Hetland, technical director, WDAY-AM-TV Fargo, N. D.
9 a.m.-5 p.m. REGISTRATION: Lower Lobby
9 a.m.-7 p.m. EXHIBITS: Exhibition Hall.
10 a.m.-12 noon Grand Ballroom. RADIO ASSEMBLY Presiding: Mr. Meagher. 10 a.m. — Radio Audience Research:
E. K. Hartenbower, KCMO Kansas City, chairman, NAB
Radio Research Committee; John K. Churchill, vice
president, A. C. Nielsen Co., Chicago; Theodore F.
Olson, Bureau of the Census, Washington; Ed Fitzgerald,
J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago; Russell Tolg, Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Chicago; Charles Harriman
Smith, research consultant, Minneapolis.
11 a.m. — Radio Advertising Bureau Presentation: "The
meeting you won't enjoy but don't dare miss if you want
to staydent,inRAB;theJohn
radioF. business."
B. Sweeney,RAB.presiHardesty, Kevin
vice president,
10 a.m.-12 noon Williford Room. TELEVISION MANAGEMENT AND OWNERSHIP CONFERENCE Closed session.
10 a.m. — Television Business Session: The Television
Board elections. Presiding: Mr. Fellows. 11 a.m. — The
Ownership and Management Conference: "The Image of
Television." Presiding: Mr. Lane.
12:30-2 p.m. Grand Ballroom. LUNCHEON AND GENERAL
ASSEMBLY Presiding: Mr. Shafto. Invocation: The Rev.
Paul M. Robinson, president, Church Federation of
Greater Chicago and Bethany Biblical Seminary. Introduction of the speaker: Mr. Fellows. Address: FCC
Chairman John C. Doerfer. Special feature: James W.
Rachels Jr., Columbus, Ga., national winner, Voice of
Democracy.
2:30 p.m. Projected RADIO WORLD WIDE program network. Closed meeting. Regency Room, Sheraton Blackstone Hotel.
7:30 p.m. BROADCAST PIONEERS banquet. Williford Room.
Wednesday, March 18
8:30-9:30fast. Lower
a.m. Tower.
TELEVISION PIONEERS membership break9 a.m.-5 p.m. REGISTRATION: Lower Lobby
9 a.m.-6 p.m. EXHIBITS: Exhibition Hall
9:30-10:30 a.m. Grand Ballroom. COFFEE HOUR
10:30 a.m.-12 noon Grand Ballroom. GENERAL ASSEMBLY
Management assemblies and Engineering Conference.
Presiding: Mr. Mason. FCC. Panel discussion: FCC
BROADCASTING, March 16, 1959

Chairman John C. Doerfer and Comrs. Rosel H. Hyde,
Robert T. Bartley, Robert E. Lee, T.A.M. Craven, Fredlows. erick W. Ford and John S. Cross. Moderator: Mr. Fel12:30-2 p.m. Grand Ballroom. LUNCHEON AND GENERAL
ASSEMBLY Presiding: Allan T. Powley, WMAL-AM-TV
Washington,
chairman,Invocation:
1959 Broadcast
Engineering
Conference Committee.
Rabbi Joseph
M. Strauss,
Temple Menorah, Chicago. Presentation of the first NAB
Engineering Award by A. Prose Walker manager of
engineering, NAB, to: John T. Wilner, vice president
and director of engineering for radio-tv, The Hearst
Corp. Introduction of the speaker: Mr. Fellows. Address:
"Research and Development for the Space Age" by Lt.
Gen. Arthur G. Trudeau, chief of research and developthe Army. Annual NAB business
session:ment,Mr.Department
Fellowsof presiding.
2:30-5 p.m. Grand Ballroom. RADIO ASSEMBLY Presiding:
Mr. Meagher.
"Editorializing
(Radio members of the NAB
Committee ononRadio":
Editorializing).
Alex
Keese, WFAA Dallas, co-chairman; Simon Goldman,
WJTN Jamestown, N.Y; Daniel W. Kops, WAVZ New
Haven, Conn.; Robert L. Pratt, KGGF Coffeyville, Kan.
"Radio in 1970 — A Look at the Future": Irving Schweiger, associate professor of marketing, Graduate School
of Business, U. of Chicago; Dale G. Moore, KBMN
Bozeman, Mont.; Ward L. Quaal, WGN Chicago; Hyman
Goldin, chief, FCC Economics Div.; Charles H. Tower,
NAB.
"TrendsDept.in Automation": A. Prose Walker, NAB
Engineering
2:30-4:15 p.m. Williford Room. TELEVISION ASSEMBLY
Presiding: Mr. Brown. Television Film: Joseph Floyd,
KELO-TV Sioux Falls, S.D., chairman, NAB Tv Film
Committee. "The Future of Television Sales and Television Costs": Panel discussion: George Storer Jr., Storer
Broadcasting
Corp., Miami;
W. Davis,
president, Blair Television;
Hugh John
M. Beville,
vice vice
president,
planning and research, NBC, New York; Maxwell Ule,
senior vice president, Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York.
2:30-5:25 p.m. ENGINEERING PAPERS Waldorf Room.
Presiding: Clure Owen, administrative assistant, engineering dept., ABC. Session Coordinator: Joseph Epperson,
vice
Radiopresident
Inc. in charge of engineering, Scripps-Howard
BUREAU OF AD4:15 p.m. Eighth St. Theatre. TELEVISION
of "Plus Over Normal." Norman
Presentation TvB.
president,
(Pete) Cash,VERTISING
BAN7:30
QUET. p.m. Grand Ballroom. ANNUAL CONVENTION
7:30 p.m. ACADEMY OF TV ARTS AND SCIENCES Chicago
seminar. Fred A. Niles Productions,
chapter
1058 W.workshop
Washington Blvd. NAB delegates invited to
discuss new tv technical developments, see Ampex Corp.
demonstration and take studio tour.
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Broadcast to a
CONCENTRATED
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Thru FridayP.M.
Monday Thru FridayNoon 12.00MondayNoon-6:00
46.5
39
14.0
24.1
1 1.9
8.1
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5.4
C. E. Hooper, May, 1958

The station serving

CONTACT
VENARD RINTOUL & McCONNELL, INC.
Associated with Lansing's
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CONTINUED from page 52
gineering manager, said the conference
papers will combine latest technical advances in the broadcast arts as well as
practical tips on efficient station operations. Allan Powley, chief engineer of
WMAL - AM - FM - TV Washington, is
conference chairman. Engineering sessions open today (March 16) at 8:45
a.m. in the Waldorf Room. The morning program stops at 10:45 a.m. as engineering delegates join management in
the formal convention opening and
keynote address. They also will take
part in the joint luncheon, to be addres ed byPresident Harold E. Fellows.
Two management meetings precede
the keynote session — concurrent labor
clinic and fm panel. G. Maynard Smith,
Atlanta labor consultant, heads the labor panel. FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee
will join members of the NAB Fm
Committee at the fm session, which is
titled,
"Fm, Further
Momentum."
Concurrent
radio and
tv assemblies
are scheduled this afternoon (March
16). Tuesday morning and Wednesday
afternoon. FCC Chairman John C.
Doerfer will be the speaker at tomorrow's joint luncheon. Tuesday afternoon
is not programmed, to permit time to
inspect broadcast equipment exhibits in
Exhibition Hall. Several non-agenda
events are scheduled that afternoon, including meeting
a
of the proposed Radio
World Wide cooperative program network.
Government-Trade Session • The annual FCC-industry roundtable, another

joint session, will be held Wednesday
morning. At the joint Wednesday luncheon, the speaker will be Lt. Gen. Arthur
G. Trudeau, chief of research and development, Dept. of the Army, whose
topic will be "Research and DevelopSpace Age."Wednesday afAfterment forthethe concurrent
ternoon sessions, the convention program will wind up with the annual
banquet.
Delegateventionreaction
1959 with
conformat will tobe the
watched
interestfilm
by NAB's
officers and firms
directors.
Some
and transcription
have
unofficially voiced displeasure at the
abandonment of their special exhibit
floor. A considerable number failed to
take up NAB's offer to provide hospitality suites, contending traffic would be
cut sharply. They complained, too, because they could do only token promoting and selling in a hospitality suite,
where there is little chance to provide
displays or exhibitions of product.
The annual equipment exposition was
scheduled hibitionto Hallopen
at noon onSunday.
Exis located
the lower
lobby floor of the Conrad Hilton, one
of the largest hotel display facilities in
the world. RCA planned a press preview
Sunday morning of its new tv tape
recorder for color and black-and-white.
George E. Gayou is manager of the
equipment show.
Sidelines • First non-agenda meetings
began Friday. They included a dinner
meeting of the board of Assn. of Maxi-

Fellows future pondered
A special NAB committee will expires in June 1960. The contract
meet Tuesday (March 17) at 4:30 has provided a step-up salary that
p.m. to consider the problem of the reaches $75,000 annually next June,
plus $12,000 allowance for Washassociation's presidency.
An ad hoc committee of eight will
ington expenses. A four-year conreview the contract of Harold E.
sultancy arrangement starts in 1960
Fellows, NAB president and board when Mr. Fellows' presidency exchairman. Four of the members will
Some close to President Fellows
be the respective chairman and vice- have
suggested he would be willing
chairman of the Radio Board — J. topires.continue
Frank Jarman, WDNC Durham, June 1960. in the presidency after
N.C., and Robert T. Mason,
An unusual lame-duck situation
WMRN Marion, Ohio, and the exists
the NAB Radio and Tv
chairman and vice chairman of the Board inchairmanships
between the
Tv Board— C. Howard Lane, KOIN- convention and the board's
next
TV Portland, Ore., and G. Richard
meeting
inand
June.viceThechairman
Radio Board's
Shafto, WIS-TV Columbia, S.C.
chairman
apparThe two radio officers and two tv
ently continue in office despite the
officers will each name two addi- fact their directorships expire with
tional radio directors and two addi- this week's convention. The comtional tv directors to serve on the
parable Tv Board officers hold diexpiring at situation
the 1960 does
coneight-man ad hoc committee. This
n sorectorships
the same
committee will review President not existventioon
that board.
Fellows' five-year contract which
BROADCASTING, March 16, 1959
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Today, in 141 television
markets, the M-G-M lion
has become a familiar trademark to millions of viewers seeking
the finest in feature film entertainment.
Within the top 100 markets, nine out of
ten are now programming M-G-M features.
But this message is addressed to the minority — to TV stations in those
few markets that have not yet experienced the pride of bringing their
viewers the finest motion pictures ever made, and have never known the thrill
of winning 'blockbuster' ratings in late evening hours. If you are a member of
this rapidly dwindling group that has not yet discovered what M-G-M features can
mean to your station in terms of bigger audiences and vastly increased
national spot revenue, then may we suggest that you contact us at the
NAB Convention for complete details. Remember M-G-M offers you more
"A" productions and more big stars than any other major studio
library. And flexibility is the keynote of the MGM-TV sales
plan — there's a leasing arrangement to suit your feature
film needs, no matter how large or small.

Drop in and visit us at the NAB Convention in Chicago
Suite 2404-05-06, Conrad Hilton Hotel, March 15th-18th

A Service of
Loew's Incorporated
1540 Broadway, New York 36, N.Y.

The planners assess
Arrangements for the NAB's 37th annual convention
in Chicago were directed by three key figures — NAB
President Harold E. Fellows, G. Richard Shafto, WISTV Columbia, S.C., and Richard T. Mason, WMRN
Marion, Ohio. Messrs. Shafto and Mason are co-chairmen of the 1959 NAB Convention Committee. They are
respective
Boards. vice-chairmen of the NAB Tv and Radio
Other members of the convention committee are
Joseph E. Baudino, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.;

Mr. FELLOWS:
The broadcasting industry's success and vitality is the result of the individual broadcaster's ability to meet
the challenge of change, his dedication to public service, and his sound
sense of responsibility in management.
The best evidence that broadcasters are doing their jobs well is the
continued growth and influence of
both radio and television.
In a dynamic industry such as
ours, certainly the ability to meet
change is of prime importance.
At the NAB annual convention,
broadcasters have the opportunity
for the type of exchange of ideas
which will most help to give the industry continued vigor and best
carry forward its distinguished tradition of public service.
mum Service Telecasters, dinner meeting of Assn. for Professional Broadcasting Education and an evening
get-together of Fm Development Assn.
CBS-TV affiliates met Saturday at the
WBBM-TV Chicago studios, winding up
with a reception and banquet at the
Drake Hotel.
One minor program change devellast week.itsNAB's
Code Monday
Review
Board opedshifted
meetingTv from
morning to Sunday night. The board
BROADCASTING, March 16, 1959

his year's convention
John H. DeWitt, WSM Nashville, Tenn., Engineering
Conference radio liaison; William Holm, WLPO LaSalle,
111.; J. Frank Jarman, WDNC Durham, N.C., Radio
Board chairman; Fred A. Knorr, WKMH Dearborn,
Mich.; C. Howard Lane, KOIN-TV Portland, Ore., Tv
Board chairman; C. Wrede Petersmeyer, Corinthian
Broadcasting Corp.; James D. Russell, KKTV (TV)
Colorado Springs, Engineering Conference tv liaison.
Here vention
are planning:
the views of the three key figures in con-

Mr, MASON:
Mr. SHAFTO:
Television, as a growing industry,
Each year, radio broadcasting
must of necessity deal with the many reaches new pinnacles of influence
problems which accompany any on American life through the resourcefulnes of its many public
rapid growth.
and the growing dependence
Thesions atelevision
management
ses- services
t the 37th annual
convention
of the American people on radio for
provide invaluable information to news and information.
broadcasters seeking answers to the
The NAB convention gives owners, managers and engineers the opmany pressing
questions
vision broadcasting
poses.which teleportunity to keep abreast of everOwners and managers especially changing problems.
Discussions of current trends in
will benefit from the convention discussions of television allocations, radio programming, radio audience
future tv sales and tv costs, latest research, the Standards of Good
amendments to the television code Practice, editorializing on radio, radio advertising, the future of radio,
and future use of tv film — as well as
the many other facets of television and trends in automation — as well
as such allied subjects as the role
operations to be spotlighted.
The road ahead for television is of the station representative and a
almost unlimited in opportunity for report on radio music licensing — are
continued public service and acclaim. of top interest to the industry.
has several important items on the
agenda.
NAB station membership is at an alltime high as the convention opens. The
roll includes 1,503 am radio members,
410 fm and 334 tv. There are 309 stations subscribing to the NAB Television
Code.
Broadcast Music Inc. will provide entertainment for the Wednesday night
banquet, with Russ Sanjek of BMI
handling arrangements. Billed to appear

are Pee Wee Hunt and his Dixieland
band, vocalists Roberta Peters and Dennis Day, Phil Ford and Mimi Hine,
comedy
chestra. team, and the Lou Breeze orThe Radio Side • Radio Advertising
Bureau promises one of the livelier sessions. "There may be crossed swords
and hurt feelings as a result of its 11
a.m. session Tuesday, but President
Kevin Sweeney says 'no one can afford
(NAB CONVENTION) 59
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RATING

TOTAL

NBC

IN

CAMPAIGN!

RADIO

ALL

IN JANUARY 1959, THE NBC RADIO NETWORK DELIVERED
WEEKLY
10 OF THE 15 LARGEST CAMPAIGN AUDIENCES: UNDUPLICATED
HOMES
ADVERTISER AGENCY
JOE GANS & COMPANY
TIME, INC.
7,842,000
BROWN & WILLIAMSON
TOBACCO CORP.
TED BATES & COMPANY, INC.
7,299,000
LEWIS HOWE COMPANY
McCANN-ERICKSON, INC.
7,153,000
THEASSN.,
READER'S
J. WALTER THOMPSON COMPANY 7,153,000
INC. DIGEST
WARNER LAMBERT
PHARMACEUTICAL CO. INC. TED BATES & COMPANY, INC.
7,153,000
GROVE LABORATORIES, INC. GARDNER ADVERTISING COMPANY 6,451,000
6,425,000
MORSE INTERNATIONAL, INC.
VICK CHEMICAL COMPANY
MOGEN DAVID WINE CORP. EDWARD H. WEISS & CO.
6,306,000
5,564,000
WILLIAM WRIGLEY, JR., CO. ARTHUR MEYERHOFF & CO.
LEVER BROTHERS COMPANY FOOTE, CONE & EELDING
5,087,000
J. WALTER THOMPSON COMPANY
SULLIVAN, STAUFFER, COLWELL
& BAYLES, INC.
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to miss it if he wants to stay in busines ,' "RAB says.
RAB queried hundreds of advertisers
for views on radio in preparing the
presentation, according to Mr. Sweeney.
He said the study turned up patterns in
broadcasting that some broadcasters
don't like to admit exist but which
"must be faced if radio is to grow in
prestige and strength." RAB plans to
unveil both long and short-term programs for sales management which it
hopes will boost radio billings to the
billion-dollar mark. It also will offer
details of a thus-far confidential "120
play" and selling programs and present
previews
of three new sales presentations.
"Radio missed its sales target in
1958, winding up approximately even
with 1957 instead of at least 5%
ahead," Mr. Sweeney asserted. "Our
presentation
in noabout
uncertain terms will
what explain
can be done
it in 1959 on both the national and
local levels."
TvB Lineup • The Television Bureau
Advertising on Wednesday will offer
an hour-long presentation designed to
highlight the interdependence of retailers and agencies and to offer selling
tools to both. In the words of George
Huntington, TvB vice president-general
manager,
agency
seeking items
new
business, any"Any
retailer
now offering
at list price, any manufacturer whose
products are sold locally, should see
this presentation."
Entitled "Plus Over Normal,
or The
Three-and-a-half-billion
Dollar Account
No Onetion wasReally
first Has,"
showntheinTvBNewpresentaYork,
where it is said to have generated considerable excitement. At the meeting (4
p.m., 8th Street Theatre) TvB will also
release its second annual index of retailers using tv and will report what
happened to some who neglected the
medium.
Open house
Headquarters of the Broadcasting magazine staff during the
NAB convention are in Suite
704-05-06A of the Conrad Hilton
Hotel. A complete editorial newsroom has been set up, with a full
complement of reporters covering
every phase of the convention.
Attending are Sol Taishoff,
Maury Long, Edwin H. James,
J. Frank Beatty, Rufus Crater,
Win Levi, Earl Abrams, Kenneth
Cowan, Fred Fitzgerald, Warren
Middleton, Bill Merritt, Ed Sellers, John Osbon, Barbara Kolar,
Lawrence Taishoff.
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All exhibits of equipment manufacturers are in the lower lobby Exhibition
Hall of the Conrad Hilton, during the
NAB convention.
Exhibit space of equipment firms and
the hospitality suites of these equipment
exhibitors in the Conrad Hilton or other
hotels are shown.
Information on networks, publications, program services, station representatives
and research organizations is based on information at NAB convention headquarters as of March 12, plus checks with other hotels as well as non-member
firms of NAB.
Giant directory boards in the Conrad Hilton and Sheraton Blackstone lobbies
show where associate members' suites are located.
All room and suite designations are in the Conrad Hilton Hotel unless otherwise
specified. (E) indicates exhibit space; (H) indicates hospitality suite.
Engineering
Conference
Room 1
EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS
A. Prose Walker,
Manager
Adler Electronics
(H) 923A Convention Exhibits Exhibition Hall
George E. Gayou, Exhibit Manager
Alford Mfg. Co
(E) Space 2928 Registration
Desk
Lower Lobby
William L. Walker, Assistant Treasurer
Allied Radio Corp
(H) 1133A
Room 3
Ampex Corp
(E) 2200 Space 34 Convention News
Browning Labs
(H) 823A
Donald N. Martin, Assistant to the
Century
Lighting
(E)
Space
22
President
in
charge
of
Public
Relations
Collins Radio Co
(E) Space 38 Convention Program
Room 4
Caterpillar
Tractor Co (E)
H. Bell, Assistant to the
Conrac Inc
(E) Space
Space 2631 Howard
President
in
charge
of
Joint
Affairs
Continental Electronics Mfg. Co. (H) 723A
(E) Space
Space 3736 NAB STAFF OFFICES
Dresser-IdecoApplications
Co. ... (H) 723 (E)
Electronic
Foto-Video Labs . . . (E) (E)Spaces
Space8, 239 Radio
Gates Radio Co (H) 1023 (E) Spaces 2, 3 John F. Meagher, Vice President Room 2
General
. . (H) 1500 (E)(H)Space1106A33 Television
Room 2
General Electric
ElectronicCo. Labs
Thad H. Brown Jr., Vice President
Personnel
andManager
Economics Room 4
General Precision Lab (E) Space 3515 Broadcast
Charles
H.
Tower,
General Radio Co
(E) Space 25 Government Relations
Harwald Co
(E) Space 17 Vincent T. Wasilewski, Manager Room 2
Hughey
&
Phillips
.
.
.
.
(H)
2106
(E) Space 27 Legal
Industrial Transmitters & Antennas
Douglas A. Anello, Chief Attorney Room 2
APBE Room 4
(E)
Kahn Research Labs
(E) Space
Space 146 Organizational
Frederick
H. Services
Garrigus, andManager
Kliegl
Bros
Kline Iron
& Steel Co (E) Space
(H) 834A19 Research
Richard M. Allerton, Manager Room 4
Minneapolis Honeywell Regulator Co.
Station
WilliamRelations
Carlisle, Manager Lower Lobby
(E)Corp.Space 10 Television
Phelps Dodge Copper Products
Affairs
Room 4
Space 244 Edward H.CodeBronson,
Director
RCA
(H)(H)605A1319 (E)(E) Space
Raytheon
Mfg.
Co
(E)
Space
18
Schafer Custom Engineering ..(E) Space 16 NETWORKS
Stainless Inc
(H) 1124
Standard Electronics
(H) 1018 ABC-Radio and ABC-TV . . . . (H) Suite 2306
CBS-Radio
(H) 1806A
(E)
Space
Sarkes Tarzian Inc
2132 CBS-TV
(H)(H)2320-25
Telechrome Mfg. Corp (E) Space 30A Mutual
1806
TelePrompTer Corp (E) Space 20 NBC
(H) Network
Sheraton Blackstone(H)508-10
Telescript-CSP
.
.
.(H)
1234A
(E)
Space
11
NTA
Television
1104
Tower Construction Co (E) Space 12
Utility
Co
Space12185 Keystone Broadcasting Sheraton
System Blackstone
Visual Tower
Electronics
Corp (E) (H)
(E) Space 30
(H) 804-05-06
PROGRAM SERVICES
GOVERNMENT
CBS
Films
Inc
U. S. Army
(E) Spaces 7-11A California National Productions (H) 2319
(H) Sheraton Blackstone
NAB CONVENTION OFFICES
Community Television
Club Services
Convention Manager
Room 1 Governor
Attractions (H) 1218A
Everett
E.
Revercomb,
SecretaryContinues(H) on1018-19-20A
page 64
EllaTreasurer
Nelson, Administrative Assistant
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BUY Radio when you buy media VV/1.
SOLDBALA
NATION/ _LY BY ROBERT E. EASTN
BUY Balaban when you buy radio
BAN STATION
BUY WRIT when you buy Milwaukee
Dallas
tempo with the th
Dtre
Jr., Ma«ag!r,g
F. Box, Strachota,
^ Bernie
T
Milwaukee
General
WRI
and you BUY the people who BUY

A-GAIN

ana A-GAIN

and A GAIN
YEAR

afre r YEAR

has consistently led U. S.
NATIONAL SPOT
AVERAGE SALES by
15% to 84.8%
AND they did it again
in 1958!
Do You Have any Rep
Problems?
Peggy Stone will be glad to
"talk them over" with you.
SHERATON-BLACKSTONE
Petite Room— Art Hall Floor

MISSING
SOMETHING?
You'll find IT
Right Across the Street
SHERATON-BLACKSTONE
Petite Room— Art Hall Floor
FUN FOR ALL!
SOUVENIRS— SURPRISES
NEW SHOWS— NEW IDEAS
Come On Over!
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WHERE TO FIND IT
THIS WEEK
IN CHICAGO
Continued from page 62
Guild Films
(H) Ambassador East
Independent Television Corp (H) 2506A
Lang-Worth Feature Programs (H) 919
M & A Alexander Productions (H) 1535-36A
MCA -TV
(H) 2400
MGM-TV
(H) 2408
Magne-Tronics
.(H) Sheraton Blackstone
Modern Talking Picture Service (H) 823
Official Films
(H) Unassigned
Programatic Broadcasting
Service i Muzak i
i H ) 706
RCA Recorded Program Services (H) 600
Roy Rogers Syndication (H) 918A
Screen Gems
(Hi 2500
SESAC
(H) 1206A
Standard Radio Transcription Services
(H) Flower Room, Sheraton Blackstone
Trans-Lux Television Corp.
(H) 1314 S. Wabash
United Artists Associated
(H) 1905-06
United Press Movietone
...(H)
1622A
World Broadcasting System (H)
1822-23-24
Ziv (Economee Div.)
(H)
2311A
(H) 2306A
Ziv Tv Programs
RESEARCH ORGANIZATIONS
( H ) 800
American Research Bureau
A. C. Nielsen Co
(H)
1000
Pulse Inc
(H) 2106A
STATION BROKERS
Blackburn & Co
(H) 1322-23-24
Robert Carpenter Enterprises (H) 1218A
Paul H. Chapman Co (H) Unassigned
Wilt Gunzendorfer Conrad Hilton
Hamilton, Stubblefield, Twining
1722-23-24
Allen Kander & Co (H)(H)1118-19-20A
Philip L. Kelser & Assoc (H) Unassigned
Howard E. Stark
(H) 933-34A
Jack L. Stoll & Assoc (H) 1035-36 A
William T. Stubblefield ...(H) 735-36 A
STATION REPRESENTATIVES
Avery-KnodelSheraton-Blackstone
(H) 718-19-20
Elisabeth M. Beckjorden
(H) Executive House
Blair Television Assoc. (H) Executive House
Blair-TV (H) 3011 Executive House
John Blair & Co. . (H) 3011 Executive House
The Boiling Co
(H) 1100
Branham Co
(H) Unassigned
CBS Television Spot Sales (H) Congress
Robert E. Eastman
(H) 1935A
Henry I. Christal Co
(H) 1306
Forjoe & Co
(H) 1900
Gill-Perna
(H) 900-01 -02A

H-R Representatives
3710
Executive(H)House
H-R TelevisionExecutive(H)House
3710
Harrington, Righter & Parsons (H) 1705
Headley-Reed
(H) 700
George P. Hollingbery Co
(H) 1600
Hal Holman Co
(H) 500-01
The Katz Agency
Unassigned
Jack Masla & Co. . .(H) Sheraton-Blackstone
Meeker Co
(H) 1700
McGavern-Quinn Corp
3511
Executive(H)House
NBC Spot Sales ...(H) Sheraton-Blackstone
John E. Pearson Cos (H) Congress
Peters, Griffin, Woodward
(H) Sheraton-Blackstone
Edward Petry & Co
(H) 1400
Radio-Tv Representatives Unassigned
Rambeau, Vance, Hopple Unassigned
Paul H. Raymer Co. . . (H) Executive House
Vernard, Rintoul & McConnell (H) 2100
Weed Radio Corp
(H) Congress
Weed Television Corp (H) Congress
Adam Young Cos
(H) 2022
Prudential Plaza
TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH COMPANIES
American Telephone & Telegraph
Unassigned
NEWS SERVICES,
PUBLICATIONS
TRADE
PUBLICATIONS
& ASSOCIATIONS
Advertising Age
(H) 1306A
Associated Press (H) Sheraton-Blackstone
Billboard
Unassigned
Broadcast Advertisers Reports . . (H) 1534A
BROADCASTING
(H) 704-05-06A
Media-Scope
(H) 935A
Printers Ink
(H) 1319 A
Radio Advertising Bureau (H) 1524
Radio Press
(H) 2506
Radio Television Daily
(H) 906
Sponsor
(H) 1106
Standard Rate & Data Service . (H) 1706A
Television Age
(H) 1606
Television Bureau of Advertising . .(H) 819
Television Magazine
(H) 1434A
United Press Movietone News . (H) 1622A23A
U. S. Radio
(H) 923
Variety
(H) 806 A
Unassigned
The following firms are listed in the official NAB convention directory as associate
members not assigned Chicago convention
suites as of March 12: Amperex Electronic Corp.; John F. Beasley Construction
Co.; Bell & Howell Co.; Blaw-Knox Co.:
Bonded Tv Film Service; Bryg Inc.; Comet
Distributing Corp.; Dage Tv Div., Thompson
Products; Eastman Kodak Co.; Erco Radio
Labs; Flamingo Telefilm Sales; HoustonFearless Corp.: Magnetic Sound Camera
Corp.; Mohawk Business Machines Corp.;
Art Moore & Assoc.; Nems-Clarke Co.;
Pams Advertising Agency: Rust Industrial
Co.; Stancil-Hoffman Corp.; Sterling Television Co.; Telemat; Telematics; Television
Zoomar Corp.; Trans-Lux Television Corp.
Note: Individuals registered for the annual
NAB Convention will be listed at the Conrad Hilton
headquarters of NAB in alphabetized sheets.
Advance registrations for the convention
were
(Marchcarried
9). in BROADCASTING last issue
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in the
CREATION

exciting
television
available

at

CHANNEL

VIDEO CITY
KPLR°TV
THE CHASE-PARK PLAZA HOTELS • ST. LOUIS 8, MISSOURI
HAROLD KOPLAR • PRESIDENT
JAMES L. CADDIGAN • VICE PRESIDENT
JAMES GOLDSMITH • SALES MANAGER

/A ; i

Aladdin made things happen in Arabia . . . and
WPEN

WPEN is the only radio station in Philadelphia with a fighting editorial policy. As part
of this grass-roots campaign, WPEN crusaded against the hoodlums with daily editorials titled "Where Did He Get The Gun?"
Result: the laws are being changed in Pennsylvania. InPublic Service — and in Sales —
WPEN MakesThings Happen in Philadelphia.

Represented nationally by
GILL — PERN A
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Detroit.

BROADCAST
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TV TRIPLE-SPOTTING
HITS
Y&R
This and other 'unethical' commercial practices at the
local station level draw fire from agency officials who
document their charges with BAR monitor reports
Documentation of an apparent high ment.
icy makers were unavailable for com- itself as stamping out the multiple-spotincidence of prime time being overwherever it
practice
ting (or clipping)
crowded with tv commercials by stations
The agency
was one of the
Foote, Cone & Belding— FC&B in the is found.
blew a fuse at Young & Rubicam last past tried sending affidavits to stations first to incorporate a proviso in conweek.
in both its network and spot schedules
tracts against triple-spotting. B&B has
threatened non-payment to those this, too, as does William Esty Co., still
Bristled the agency's media brass: and
failing to return affidavits. This scheme another agency with large tv billing.
"over-commercialization."
Y&R's spokesman, William E. (Pete) shredded when the agency ran into
Young
contract
for General Foods& Rubicam's
with stations
contains
this
Matthews, vice president, media rela- formidable resistance.
Verification Sought • According to clause, which according to Mr. Mattions, called a news conference Wednesthews has been in effect for about a
day afternoon (March 11). Issued were: Frank Gromer,
FC&B's mediaonmanager,
now are concentrated
stations
( 1 ) Y&R's "position" on what the agen- efforts
"null
the
year:
in
network
schedules
only,
but
a
way
is
and
void
incontract
the event isanyconsidered
triple-spotting
cy called "unethical tv commercial pracsome method of secur- is utilized adjacent to the spot position
to applyverification
tices at the local station level," and (2) soughting affidavit
from stations
Broadcast Advertisers Reports' -'sum- (network or spot). He cautioned,
Young hereby."
& Rubicam bills at an annual
how- ordered
mary study" of local tv station practices
ever,
that
the
BAR
monitoring
service rate of more than $100 million in netin medium-sized markets (Broadcastwork and spot tv combined. Last year
ing, March 9). He was accompanied by could boomerang if stations developed it ranked
third in the U.S. among all
Joseph F. St. Georges, associate director a way to "clean up" during monitoring radio-tv agencies.
periods and then slipped back to old
of the media department.
States
Problem
• Said Mr. Matthews:
habits
when
the
heat
was
off.
Mr. Matthews quickly set the mood
Two agencies, which in the past have the problem is validating and guaranof the conference by referring to a cartoon in the Saturday Evening Post that led the battle against multiple-spotting,
teeing the service it and the client reare Compton Adv. and Benton &
ceives from networks and broadcast stashowed a sleepy viewer before a tv set Bowles.
tions. BAR, he thought, was a step in
B&B
also
has
been
pained
at
and acialscaption
reading,
will continue
after "The
a briefcommerpause what it believes has been an unwar- the right direction, he said, Y&R being
ranted rise in stations chopping seconds the first agency to purchase the monitorforStations
entertainment."
about AV2 years ago. He
Condemned • For about an off network time and between network noted,ing service
too, that the agency first issued
hour, Mr. Matthews elaborated on programs in order to accommodate ada
"document"
on the problems of mulditional
spots
in
the
interval
(Closed
Y&R'stices ofposition
the practiple or triple spotting as early as 1950.
stations condemning
shaving network
time, Circuit, Jan. 26).
As
does
B&B.
Compton
expresses
He
said
the
usual
procedure is for the
failing to protect against competing
commercials and engaging indiscriminately in multiple spotting.
Y&R's sudden pirouette in the spotlight caught other large agencies off
guard and not quite sure what to make
of it. In general, the pattern at these
agencies was:
J. Walter Thompson (No. 1 in broadcast billing) — Agency has never made
a big issue of so-called "overcommercialization"
casion anoteor ormultiple-spotting.
letter has been On
sent oc-to
a violating res nstation
orin. the
repta ive icalled
s
If itstation's
is a network
time shave or "clip," the network is informed and asked to "clean it up.'"
There'sspotting.
nothing in JWT contracts about
triple
BBDO — This agency is hesitant to
outline its formal policy without necessary clearance but BBDO's spot contracts, it's known, contain clauses cautioaing stations against infractions in
multiple-spotting.
McCann-Erickson — Agency is known
to be watching situation carefully, subscribes toBAR'S reports. Its media polBROADCASTING, March 16, 1959

Y&R's Matthews (I) and St. Georges document their complaint

agency to pay upon receipt of a certificate of performance from a station
and that the agency in general is confident itis getting the time ordered.
But, he cautioned, there are some
values which the certificate cannot indicate: "We order 30 minutes of time
and get 29:40 minutes; 30-second commercial schedules and receive a cut
transmission."
(Networks contacted last week on
the
"clipping"
that
they problem
follow theof usual
practicenoted
of working out grievances with affiliates as the
necessity dictates. NBC, it was learned,
independently — and not because of the
latest BAR report — has studied the top
25 tv markets and found only a 4%
"possible
infringement"
prime evening
time.) by affiliates in
The broadcast day is limited, he commented, and stations tend to crowd
schedules; he described transgressions
as "certain types of intrusions or devaluations upon our advertising": occasions where the agency does not
always get full time on network programs, or where placed in "close juxtaposition," to a competing advertiser.
Moving on to multiple-spotting, Mr.
Matthews declared station breaks ought
to be 30 seconds "possibly for a 20second commercial and an id." But, he
noted, the procedure is a closing commercial from a network show, a 20second spot, then a 10-second commercial, another 20-second and then
an opening commercial" and sometimes
an additional commercial by shaving
the network show — five or six commercial announcements in a row." This,
he
said, "injures"
and
entertainment
valuethein advertising
television and
places the advertiser in the position of
being in "unaccepted competition."
Running Account • Mr. Matthews
was armed with a sheath of papers, one
pile a running account of discrepanagainst Y&R time
accounts.
"They run
from ciesimproper
to network
cut
time to multiple spotting and time cut
to . . . conflicts." He said, "Our action
has been protesting. Here is a case of
proper credit given. Another case
where there was multiple spotting, the
account is no longer on the station.
Another case shows that the station has
promised to make good."
Mr. Matthews also distributed to
newsmen a form used by the agency
in checking their schedules. The form
is used when each BAR report comes
into the agency. This is checked against
all schedules for every station, a report
made for each client and product. Verified for network and spot are: proper
product, proper time, if any product
conflicts, multiple spotting or network
time cut. Indication is then noted on
whether any action was taken in the
68 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

case of a discrepancy in the schedule.
Agency Action. Recourse for the
agency follows this pattern: protest to
station showing that the agency is
aware of the action and a warning
served not to repeat; if serious, the station or representative is contacted and
an adjustment (make-good, rebate or
other compensation) requested, and if
very serious with no adjustment possible, the station is eliminated from
schedules.
Y&R, according to Mr. Matthews,
found 22% of its network and spot
placements victimized in station transgressions. BAR's percentage of incidents inthe report covering 25 mediumsized tv markets was about 20%, or
close to Y&R's claimed average.
The 75 markets now subject to BAR
monitoring represent about 85% of
the national tv dollar, it was explained.
This approximate percentage also holds
true for Y&R's tv business now under
"surveillance."
Mr. Matthews was not all fire and
brimstone. He acknowledged that tv
stations are under the gun when an
advertiser buys a large number of spots
on several hundred stations and wants
them on the air; that they are then
"induced" to triple-spot,
which perhaps they would anotpractice
countenance under ordinary circumstances.
Agencies then, he said, will vie with
each other with considerable jockeying
and stations are saddled with the chore
of solving these problems.
But, he said, on the other side of
the coin, when a station is not watched,
it's "out of sight, out of mind."
In its formal statement, referring to
efforts to seek correction of abuses.

60-10-60 or fight
One station practice that apparently won't be filed down by
the agency uproar over multiple
spotting is the so-called formula
of 60-10-60 on the quarter hour
in local programming (particularly in feature film).
Young & Rubicam privately is
of the opinion that the agency
can "live with this" if it continues
in local programming only and
the agency knows in advance
"what we are buying" (and other
agencies seem to agree). Trouble
with tions : most multiple-spot situa"We think we are purchasing
one thing and find out we got
into a situation about which we
know nothing beforehand." The
formula means a one-minute
commercial followed by a 10ID followed by another
second
one-minute.

Y&R ing.
said,
"The received
response iscredits
encouragWe have
and
'make goods' " where violations have
occurred. In the markets where monitoring has been available for some time,
and where most of our efforts have
been directed, the problems are much
reduced and performance is much better than in non-monitored markets.
The where, who & what
of BAR market study
What did Broadcast Advertisers Reinto in its report on mediumsized tvports gomarkets?
First, the markets: Albany-Schenectady-Troy; Amarillo; Birmingham:
Charleston-Huntington; Charlotte; Duluth-Superior; El Paso; Knoxville:
Lansing-Flint-Bay City; Madison; Miami; New Orleans; Paducah-Cape
Girardeau-Harrisburg; Peoria; Sacramento-Stockton; Salt Lake City; San
Antonio; San Diego; Scranton-WilkesBarre; Tampa-St. Petersburg; Tulsa:
Waterloo - Cedar Rapids; WheelingSteubenville; Wichita; Youngstown.
Advertisers affected the most times
in network programs adjacent to overtime station breaks combined with the
most times spot announcements affected
by station practices: In the 40-50 times
bracket were Adell Chemical, American
Chicle, American Tobacco, J.A. Folger,
Ford Motor, General Foods, Gillette,
P. Lorillard, and Sterling Drug. Over
90: American Home Products; Procter
& Gamble; International Latex; Lever
Bros.; Warner Lambert. Highest were
P&G with 192 (105 network, 87 spot),
American Home with 128 and Warner
Lambert with 137 (all spot). RJ.
Reynolds was affected 61 times.
Shows affected (adjacent to overtime
station breaks) included such a diversification as Tales of Wells Fargo
(American Tobacco and Buick) ; Pat
Boone (Chevrolet); Lawrence Welk
(Dodge); Ozzie & Harriet (Eastman
Kodak); Wyatt Earp (General Mills);
Price Is Right (Lever); The Rifleman
(Miles Labs); Patti Page (Oldsmobile) ;
Restless Gun, The Rifleman and Earp
all P&G; Naked City and Ozzie
(Quaker Oats); The Rifleman (Ralston
Purina); Price (Speidel); Restless
(Sterling Drug) and Perry Como (Sunbeam). These were the shows affected
the most times (more than 15 times).
In the multiple-spot bracket, the advertisers followed the pattern set in the
total times (both network and spot)
advertisers affected. Such advertisers
as P&G, Warner-Lambert, International
Latex, Robert Hall Clothes, Vick
Chemical, J.A. Folger, Adell Chemical
and Coca-Cola topped the national advertisers involved the greatest number
of(Broadcasting,
times. The report
Marchcovered
9). 71 stations
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/^¥or radio programming in the public interest, WRCV received two 1958
Freedom Foundation Awards - the only station in the nation so honored.
Since 1951, WRCV has won a total of seven Foundation Awards. WRCV is
grateful for these honors. Meeting its responsibility to Philadelphia construcof WRCV
will continue to be the prime
tively and imaginativ
S
° elyJ
' concernNBC IN PHILADELPHIA
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The

everyday

miracles

FREEDOM TO FORGET THE WEATHER. Who
cares if it's cold outside? This young man doesn't. Nor do
any of the nine million families in America who heat their
homes with oil. They take indoor comfort for granted.

of oil

But to heat this country's buildings for just one year
means finding, producing, refining and delivering
I8V2 billion gallons of oil. A giant job, but just one of
the "everyday miracles" oil men are performing for you.

Helping to build a better future . . . Standard Oil Company (New Jersey) (€sso)
IOne
a seriesStandard
of messages
appearing
monthly
in newspapers
Maine to Louisiana-the area served by Esso Standard Oil Company. TI
OtherofJersey
affiliates
and their
distributors
market from
elsewhere in the United States and 134 other countries and dependencies. J|

TV

TO

RUN

INTO

MORE

FLACK

unified format. The advertisements,
scheduled to run only in the pages of
participating magazines, will have "the
sameThe family
look."was developed over an
campaign
1 8-month period, during which meetings
were held with publishers, editors and
advertising executives from magazines.
This culminated in presentations Jan.
19 and 20 to various members of the
Magazine Publishers Assn. Robert Kensaid the inassociof MPA, officially
yon, president
ation is not involved
this
undertaking
but
added
that
nevertheles are glad to see these "we
publishers
working together in a project that has
values for all magazines as well as their

Magazines plan two-page ads knocking video;
Compton masterminding the print strategy
A broadside against television viewing people that they "should read instead
is being fired by several leading maga- of doing something else."
zines in an advertising campaign that
Mr. Huntington observed that the
proclaims: "Doing beats viewing." And avowed purpose of the campaign is "to
"readwith
"doing"
equate
to
on
goes
get more people to read by cutting down
tv viewing." The larger purpose, he
ing."
The anti-tv viewing effort breaks on on
indicated,
reduce the number of tv
March 23 with a two-page spread in viewers andis subsequently
Newsweek and will be followed by
v
e
r
t
i
s
e
r
s
t
o
reduce
their persuade
schedules ad-in
similar insertions in Saturday Evening television.
Post April 4 and Look April 14. A
One feature of the campaign is its
minimum of six, two-page spreads is
proposed in each publication this year
and other magazines will be asked to
For people who watoh TV-but Ilk© DOING THINGS mom...
participate in the project.
Official announcement of the camREADING
GOOD
paign isbeing made today (March 16)
by Compton Adv., New York, which
is the MOST REWARDING OF ALL I
conceived and executed the anti-tv and
. TYPICAL REWARD
pro-magazine reading crusade. CompFOR READERS OF NEWSWEEK
ton, which placed almost 60% of an
estimated $75 million billing in 1958
NEWS IN DEPTH
^7
in television, is not the agency of recNewsweek
ord for the participating publications,
but for this campaign is drawing "the
normalman told15%
commission," a spokesBroadcasting.
Asked if it was not "unusual" for an
agency so active in tv advertising to prenk, but wl
pare a campaign designed to hurt the
television medium, a Compton spokesman replied:
"We have created and prepared a
IS ALL ABOUT AMD
campaign just as we would for any
ALL FOR DOERS!
advertiser. We feel the magazines have
New sweek
a story to tell and we have prepared it
'Newsweek' blast at viewing set March 23
to the best of our ability."
Objective of the campaign is "to focus Space commercials
to tell them to hire a lawyer," Mr.
greatercan attention
the part of AmeriBecker replied.
business andon advertising
leaders
private
citizens. "II don't
give give
adviceadvice
to theto
Miller
Rep.
says
out,
on the dynamic power of the magazine
Will radio-tv space satellites of the Secretary of State."
medium as a showcase for their products and services," Compton reported. future "blare forth singing commer- Tv commercial library
cials?" Not if Rep. George Miller
The advertisements are addressed to
has anything to say about
U.S. Broadcast Checking Corp., New
"people who watch tv, but like doing (D-Calif.)
the
matter.
things more." The ads depict reading,
York, announced
week consisting
it has estab-of
lished atelevision lastlibrary
Rep. Miller, member of the House
Compton officials said, as "one of the Science
more
than
4,300
different
commercials,
and
Astronautics
Committee
most rewarding forms of 'doing.' "
George Huntington, vice president currently holding hearings on space which will be offered for sale to comand general manager of the Television communications (Broadcasting, March
panies requiring them for research purBureau of Advertising called the cam- 9) told testifying State Dept. officials,
March 13, that any future international
USBC monitors tv for more than 250
paign "another step in the continuous space
code should include ban on such poses.
efforts by magazines to snip at increas- commercials.
agencies, advertisers and public relaing television advertising." He said the
companies, supplying "Tv Tear
Loftus Becker, State Dept. legal ad- Sheets,"tionsshowing
campaign is "doomed to failure because
video action and verit is negative, attacking another medium
batim audio copy for commercials.
viser,
advised
Congress
to
"make
haste
rather than building up its own me- slowly" in reaching agreements on inThe library will supply a single comternational space law. Rep. James Fuldium."
mercial for $10, with cost per commerton (R-Pa.) disagreed and asked what
He pointed out that the copy theme,
cial dropping in quantity to a minimum
in essence, is "calling people stupid for government should tell General Elec- of $5.50
for more than 75 different ones
tric if it wants to put network of comwatching television so much." He added
munications satellites in orbit.
ordered and reduced by 30% for multhat
he
considered
it
"presumptuous"
on the part of the magazines to tell
"The most practical advice to you is
tiple copies of the same commercial.
(BROADCAST ADVERTISING) 71
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The current television season is now at a point where the
long-term achievements of the networks can be objectively
measured and clearly identified.

In terms of the criteria that are most meaningful to advertisers
and their agencies - size of audience and cost per thousand this* is the CBS Television Network in March 1959:

It has the largest average nighttime audience of any network.
(U% bigger than the second network, 27% bigger than the third)
It has the largest average daytime audience of any network.
(8% bigger than the second, 97% bigger than the third)
It has as many of the top ten programs and as many of
the top forty programs as the other two networks combined.
(5 of the top 10, 20 of the top W)

It has the largest audiences in more nighttime half-hour periods
than the other two networks combined.

It has the largest audiences in more daytime quarter-hour
periods than any other network.
It has the lowest average cost per thousand for all nighttime
programs. (3% lower than the next network)
It has the lowest average cost per thousand for all daytime
programs. (12% lower than the next network)

It is also significant that the latest Nielsen report** continues
to identify the CBS Television Network with the largest
average audiences, day and night, in all television.
This kind of identification perhaps explains why so many
advertisers are crystallizing their program decisions earlier
than ever before and are turning again to the world's largest
single advertising medium. THE CBS TELEVISION NETWORK

NATIONAL

TV

CRACKS

BILLION

New networks figures added to 1958 spot
put U.S. tv in billion-dollar elite— TvB
National gross television time costs
in the U. S. now constitute a billiondollar business.
The Television Bureau of Advertising last week placed network television
gross time billing for 1958 at $566,509,401 (up 9.8% over 1957), as compiled by Leading National AdvertisersBroadcast Advertising Reports. Two
weeks ago, TvB reported that in 1957
a total of $511,704,000 was invested
in national spot tv time (Broadcasting,
March 20), bringing national business
as a whole well in the charmed billiondollar circle.
"Network
television
enjoyed an last
increase in gross
time expenditure
year that was greater than if they'd
added a 1.3th month to the year," commented Norman E. Cash, the Bureau's
president.
million
was spent1957in
network tv"$43
during
the average
month;$50 1958's
increasetv was
over
million.annual
Thus network
recorded a substantial gain in a year

when other advertising media were feelpinchobserved
of the recession."
Mr.ing theCash
that both daytime
and nighttime advertising contributed
to the growth in 1957 over 1958. Gross
time billing in December rose to almost
$54 million, from almost $50 million in
December 1957, Mr. Cash added.
TvB reported that the leading product classification during 1958 was food
and food products with $109.2 million
in gross billing, followed by toiletries
and toilet goods with $98.9 million and
smoking materials with $62.1 million.
A total of 25 advertisers spent $25,000 or more in network tv last year,
according to TvB. Six companies, who
invested more than $20 million, were:
Procter & Gamble, Colgate-Palmolive,
Lever Bros., General Foods, General
Motors and American Home Products.
In a slightly different order, these represented the leading spenders both in
December and in the fourth quarter of
last year.

Advertisers by product classification
Fourth
Jan.1958-Dec.
December
1958
1958
Agriculture
&
Farming
$12,107
$12,107
577,688
$63,454
5,408,809
Apparel, Footwear & Accessories
1,621,792
52,500,296 12,818,756
Automotive Accessories & Equipment
3,642,336
505,566
Beer, Wine & Liquor
1,559,606
6,288,987
251,107
806,661ter"
Building Materials,
2,395,117
9,324,276
2,884,295
Confectionery
& Soft Equip.
Drinks & Fixtures
Quar
1,066,213
153,750
Consumer
Services
656,417
2,777,321
249,989
Entertainment & Amusement
109,205,706
Food & Food Products
30,804,977
10,808,071
1,288,443
359,456
Gasoline,
3,132,351
HorticultureLubricants & Other Fuels
1,007,774
23,544,658
2,408,599
6,531,908
Household
Equipment
&
Supplies
420,495
Household Materials
Furnishings
3,465,904
1,036,121
Industrial
4,850,788
6,944,696
1,778,181 17,879,698
1,748,088
Insurance
378,141
12,971,333 18,427,964
5,554,939
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
2,185,964 58,043,625
Medicines & Proprietary Remedies
6,863,845
1,767,904
6,751,311
540,088
Office
Equip.,
Stationery
&
Writing
Supplies
274,290
190,266
Political
21,008
15,756
Publishing & Media
848,841
839,036
2,774,837
8,515,340 18,750,003
Radios,
Tvs,
Phonographs,
Musical
Instruments
62,092,208 15,454,860
Smoking Materials
6,030,775 61,475,688
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes
5,554,059
805,464
221,515
1,762,906 25,479,190
Sporting Goods
& Toys
Toiletries
& Toilet
Goods
98,921,152
8,544,022
182,070
2,590,983
681,192
Travel,
Hotels & Resorts
599,981
Miscellaneous
8,153,688
1,946,175
TOTAL
$53,938,821 $566,590,401 $158,473,761
LNA-BAR: Gross time costs only
Network television gross time billings by day parts
January-December
Change
1958
%
Change
1957
1958
1957
$172,490,627
Daytime
$156,971,125
146,139,992
132,964,283
Mon.-Fri. $16,246,359
16,070,574 ++18.6
13,390,840 $19,275,466
++ 9.9
9.9
26,350,635
20.0
Sat.-Sun.
24,006,842
2,855,519
3,204,892
394,099,774
Nighttime
33,495,377
359,230,441
+
12.2
34,663,355
TOTAL $49,741,736 $53,938,821 + 3.5
566,590,401
516,201,566
9.8
+ 9.7
+ 8.4
74 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)
+ 9.8

billing
Top
238
in
1958
Rank Advertiser
186. A.S.R. Products
212,616
$136,301
167.
Movie "Oscar"
80. Aldon
Alberto
CulverMillsAwards
1,434,882
230.
Rug
478,638
31,590
137. Aluminium Ltd.
77. Aluminum
Co. of America
249,264
1,531,362
157.
Amana Refrigeration
159. American
Theatres Bcstg. -Paramount
237,387
88. American Can
1,253,570
213.
American
Character
Doll
43. American Chicle
59,164
2,969,625
97. American
American Dairy
Assn.
996,376
67,940
207.
Express
76. American Gas Assn.
1,549,530
6. American Home Products
20,507,683
720,590
121.
American
Machine
&
Foundry
26,156
237.
American
Petrofina
90.
American
Tel.
&
Tel.
1,190,176
12. American Tobacco
11,252,180
141,026
183.
Amity
Leather
Products
37. Armour
49. Armstrong
Cork
3,532,737
2,764,452
181.
Arnold Schwinn
150,490
82. Atlantis
AssociatedSalesProducts
1,377,336
86.
1,322,987
188.
Ballantine,
P.
130,931
118. Bayuk Cigars
743,001
54. Bell
Beech& Nut
730,733
2,476,177
120.
HowellLife Savers
225.
185. Beltone
Bird & SonHearing Aid
139,822
36,891
61.
Bishop,
Hazel
2,112,594
85. Block
62.
Borden Drug
1,357,243
95. Brillo
Breck, Mfg.
John H.
1,860,634
103.
1,025,460
925,190
8. Bristol Myers
16,072,802
209. Brown Shoe
19. Bulova
Brown Watch
& Williamson
65,397
70.
8,250,471
1,667,057
211.
Bymart Tintair
59,901
129,816
190.
California
Prune
33. Campbell
4,233,743
206.
Canada DrySoup
68,562
151.
Canadian Breweries
268,749
52. Carnation
58.
Carter
Products
2,661,252
2,340,095
79. Chemstrand
1,506,984
41.
Chesebrough Ponds
10. Chrysler
3,098,078
14,341,471
153.
Church & Dwight
266,575
294,795
149. Clairol
193. Clinton Engines
105,847
2.
Colgate
Palmolive
22,857,497
198. Consolidated Cigar
80,151
94,623
196. Consolidated Electron
74,500
201. Consolidated Foods
119.
Continental
Baking
740,261
202. Coopers
74,161
29. Corn Products
4,927,240
207,372
169. Cracker Jack
876,022
106. Dormeyer
Distillers' Corp., Seagram's
222.
40,831
127.
Dow Chemical
598,592
68. Drackett
1,699,539
228. Drexel Furniture
34,706
51. duEastcoPont, E.I. de Nemours
257,996
155.
2,671,026
24. Eastman Kodak
5,937,361
150.
Elgin National
288,857
69. Factor,
Max Watch
98. Falstaff Brewing
1,695,612
969,879
74. Firestone
Tire & Rubber
102.
Florida Citrus
1,597,171
944,625
807,468
112.
Florists'MotorTel. Del.
11. Ford
12,561,121
25. General Electric
5,295,996
20,733,118
14.4. General
General Foods
Mills
10,790,118
5.
General
Motors
20,593,366
191. General Time
122,935
66. Gilbert,
Gerber Products
232.
A.C.
1,713,996
29,730
7. Gillette
16,132,360
231. Goebel Brewing
89. Gold Seal
31,585
228,860
1,195,315
162. Goodrich, B.F.
64.
Goodyear
Tire
&
Rubber
195. Gossard, H.W.
1,779,195
115. Graham, Billy, Assn.
778,011
96,190
72.
Greyhound
131. Gulf Oil
1,633,818
920,650
104. Hallmark Cards
549,012
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Stations

on

the move

in markets

on

.• .

the move!

J^^.V^

A
T
TULSA ®
The first station in ererv rating report for the last 10 years— in the rich half of Oklahoma. W

-TV

HOUSTON ®
KGU
The station (now second) with the new look in dynamic Houston-forecasted as the 6th largest U.S. city by 1960.(2)
-TV

FORT

WAN

WAYNE

®

Now the first station in Indiana's second market-in retail food and drug sales plus buying income.<3>

WISH

INDIANAPOLIS

The first station in Indiana's first market (and 14th TV market) in every rating report for the last 4 years. <4>
(1)

ARB, Nielsen, Federal Reserve. (2) Nielsen Area Nov.-Dec. '58. (3) ARB Nov. '58. (4) ARB, Nielsen.

STATIONS
CORINTHIAN
THE
• WANE & WANE-TV Fort Wayne
KOTV Tulsa • KGUL-TV Houston
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Responsibility in Broadcasting
• WISH & WISH-TV Indianapolis

Billing
NETWORK TOP 238 continued
Rank Advertiser
145.
Hamm,
Theodore,
Brewing
187.
Hanes, Mountain
P.H.,
Knitting
147.
Hartz
Products
114.
46. Heinz,
Helene H.J.
Curtis
130.
141. Hill's
Hoover Bros.
Co. Coffee
217. Hygrade Food Prod.
220.
Ideal Co.ToyofCorp.
173. International
Ins.
North
176.
Shoe America
165.
Jackson
229. Jackson &Brewing
Perkins
135. Jerclaydon
215.
Johnson, &Howard
55. Johnson
Johnson D.
26.
Johnson,
S.C.,
& Son
39.
15. Kaiser
Kellogg Industries
134.
Kemper
Insurance
203. Kendall
189.
Camera
44. Keystone
Kimberly
Clark
233.
Knapp& Monarch
156.
Lehn
Fink
Products
Lever Bros.
129.3. Lewis
Howe
73. Libbey Owens Ford
81.
Libby,
13.
Liggett McNeill
& P.Myers& Libby
18.
Lorillard,
200.
Lowe, Joe
125. Ludens
124.
Shirt
71. Manhattan
Mars.
226.
Marx,
Louis
136.
Mattel
56. Mennen
101.
Mentholatum
30. Miles
Labs
113. Miller Brewing
117.
Minnesota
214. Minute MaidMining & Mfg.
140. Mogen
Wine
146.
MonsantoDavidChemical
177.
Murray
Corp.
of America
163. Mutual
AccidentBenefit
Assn. Health &
154.
Natl. Assn.Biscuit
of Ins. Agents
35. National
158.
National
BrewingEisenhower/Nixon
223.
Natl.
Citizens,
20. Natl.
Natl. Fedn.
Dairy ofProducts
238.
Post Off. Clerks
144.
Natl.
Grape
Co-op.Industries
Assn.
166.
National Presto
36. Nestle
218.
Republican
175. N.Y.
NiagaraStateTherapy
Mfg. Comm.
108.
Philips
107. North
NoxzemaAmer.
Chemical
143. Osrow
Olin Mathieson Chem.
234.
138.
OutboardProducts
Marine
96.
Pan Milk
Amer. World Airways
60. Peter
Pet
174.
Paul
16. Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
216. Phila. & Reading Corp.

Billing
366,480
134,494
311,101
795,518
2,938,475
558,338
404,470
48,224
46,325
184,117
175,858
216,155
31,711
495,102
53,064
2,461,026
5,242,277
3,387,268
10,290,885
503,057
73,297
129,893
2,966,771
27,180
251,833
21,958,373
562,503
1,623,869
1,427,411
10,849,983
9,791,226
76,505
600,325
639,070
1,666,141
36,048
492,945
2,380,733
957,654
4,785,393
805,288
756,064
57,778
415,331
316,256
167,318
220,526
258,787
3,596,818
240,980
39,618
6,709,514
25,788
385,735
212,999
3,537,424
47,845
179,689
840,729
856,729
392,868
27,126
470,241
1,002,600
2,211,093
179,770
10,173,557
48,297

Rank
178. PhilcoAdvertiser
28. Philip Morris
122.
Phillips VanMillsHeusen
27. Pillsbury
111.
Pittsburgh Plate Glass
94. Polaroid
164.1. Polk
Products
ProcterMiller
& Gamble
34. Prudential
Ins.
126.
Purex
31.
21. Quaker
RCA Oats
40. Renault
Ralston Purina
139.
194.
Natl. Comm.
22. Republican
Revlon
161. Rexall Drug
57.9. Reynolds,
Reynolds Metals
R.J. F.
148. Rock
Ritchie,of Harold
205.
Ages
152. Ronson
99. Rubinstein,
Royal McBee
109.
123.
Bendura Helena
197.
184. Savings
Schering & Loan Foundation
65. Schick
50. Scott
Schlitz,Paper
Joseph Brewing
38.
75.
84. Sears
Seven Roebuck
Up
160. Shulton
Sheaffer, W.A., Pen
110.
59. Singer
Mfg.
219.
Smith Bros.
192.
Smith,
67. Socony Kline
Mobil & OilFrench
227.
Speedway
Petroleum
91.
Speidel
48. Staley,
Sperry A.E.
Rand
132.
23. Standard
Standard OilBrandsof Ind.
128.
224.
172. Standard
Star Kist OilFoodsof Ohio
142.
State FarmDrugMutual Auto Ins.
17. Sterling
182. Sterns Nurseries
199.
Stroh BreweryPackard
204.
Studebaker
93.
Sunbeam
92. Sunshine Biscuits
63. Sweets
45.
Swift Co. of Amer.
53.
Sylvania
Elec.
180. Technical
Tape Prods.
221.
Teleweather
171.
Texas
Co.
116. Time Inc.
83.
Rubber
42. U.S.
U.S. Steel
100.
87. U.S.
Union Time
Carbide Corp.
208.
UnitedCampRepublican
Dinners
105.
Van
212. Van Raalte Sea Food
133.
Vick
Chemical
179.
Wander Lambert
47. Warner
235.
Washington,
32. Westinghouse State
Electricof

162,626
4,967,012
699,234
5,205,578
811,189
1,031,872
217,864
50,638,647
3,826,756
599,590
4,693,728
6,458,126
420,028
3,376,044
102,048
6,309,037
234,455
2,358,852
16,002,213
303,350
279,595
69,397
965,724
822,346
684,315
84,387
140,675
1,737,741
2,724,378
3,418,096
1,552,128
1,368,282
236,340
812,095
2,225,091
46,877
112,990
1,709,593
34,711
1,133,904
2,802,210
513,850
6,144,983
585,326
38,072
184,596
399,325
9,919,859
143,546
77,481
71,380
1,125,580
1,130,508
1,838,374
2,953,650
2,597,008
150,634
42,756
200,621
774,563
1,372,000
3,086,950
963,377
1,305,373
920,195
66,174
59,499
510,621
154,080
2,892,606
26,910
4,639,231

HOW PEOPLE SPEND THEIR TIME
They'sTent-126'403'000 Pe°P'e th' U'S- °Ver 12 yearS °f age during the week Feb- 2°-26?'"5.1 million hours
Watching Television
!on hours
tours
ListeningNewspapers
to Radio
468.0 mim! ion
Reading
III , m'm! -,on
!on hours
u0Urs
ReadingMovies
Magazines
Watching
on Tv
100.9 million hours
Attending Movies
BRnAeDerAtqTaiMrC»T,Phled
Sind'in9er
RMey random
Park, Pa.,
and published
BROADCASTING
each week,b,y are
based on& ac°-48-state,
dispersion
sample ofexclusively
7 000 nterby
IZ* (i<00°
eachcomprehensive
^ Sindlinger's
weeklyof "Activity"
report,
fromotherwhich
these figures
are"
drawn,
furmshes
breakdowns
these
and
numerous
categories
the
and ^duplicated
audiences
between each
medium.weekTabulations and
are shows
avaN
able duplicated
from Sindlinger
& Co. within
two to seven
of thespecific
(Copyright
1959 days
Sindlinger
&interviewing
Co.)
SINDLINGER'S
SET COUNT:
of Feb.t0 tv1, (89-9%
Sindlinger°f the
dataPeople
shows: (1) 113,686
000
P<o?lA
™™yuarS
?f,a9ewithhaveAstv;access
(2) 44,272,000
households
(3) 48,879,000 tv sets
in use in thein that
U S. age group)
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Rank Advertiser
236. White Motor
78. Wildroot
170.
210. Williamson
Young, W.F.Dickie Mfg.
168. Zenith

26,182
1,509,171
202,650
62,691
211,275

Top
25 companies,
4th quarter, '58
1. Procter
& Gamble
$13,159,952
7,099,102
3.2. American
Lever Bros.Home Products
6,189,832
6,172,037
5.4. Colgate-Palmolive
General Foods
5,737,875
6.7. General
Motors
5,629,348
Gillette
4,818,531
Bristol-Myers
3,913,440
9.8. R.J.
Reynolds
3,876,024
10.
P.
Lorillard
3,534,440
11.
General Mills
12. Sterling
Drug
3,347,457
3,163,488
13. American
Liggett & Tobacco
Myers
14.
3,124,937
2,867,534
15.
Pharmaceuticals
Inc.
16. Chrysler
Ford MotorCorp.
2,867,174
2,830,651
17.
2,778,780
18. RCA
Brown & Williamson
2,695,006
19.
2,130,680
20. Philip
PillsburyMorris
Mills
21.
1,996,511
1,940,114
22.
Standard
Brands
24.
1,906,196
23. Kellogg
National Dairy Products
1,758,075
1,708,934
25. National Biscuit
1,647,871
Top 25 brands, 4th quarter, 1958
1. Anacin tablets $3,235,389
cigarettes
3.4.2. Viceroy
Chevrolet
passenger cars 2,143,971
2,073
918
Bufferin
1,898,989
f-6. Tide
1,754,713
Gillette razors, blades 1,754,118
7. Kent cigarettes 1,713,167
cars 1,596^891
9.8. Ford
Dristanpassenger
tablets
1,550,835
10.
Winston
cigarettes
1,500,281
11. Colgate
regular,
aerosol
dental
creams
1,413,935
12. Bulova watches 1,387,166
13.
Camel
cigarettes
1,357,948
14.
Dodge aspirin
passengertablets
cars 1,330,117
1,330,923
15.
Bayer
16. L&M filter tips
1,323^975
17.
Plymouth
passenger
cars
1^199'446
18.
Old
Gold
cigarettes
1,184,261
19. Gleem regular, aerosol
tooth paste
1,121,872
20. Chesterfield
Geritol
1,038,882
21.
cigarettes
1,018,369
22. Salem cigarettes 1,017,795
23.
detergent 958^966
999^656
24. Cheer
Fab detergent
25. Crest tooth paste
938,372
Top 15 companies, December
1. Procter & Gamble
2. American Home Products
$4,604,609
3.4. Colgate-Palmolive
2,590,994
Lever Bros.
2,180,234
2,162,013
5.6. General
Foods
2,144,746
General Motors
1,752,903
7.8. Gillette
Bristol-Myers
1,474,271
1,288,494
9. R.J.
Reynolds Inc.
1,242,587
10.
Pharmaceuticals
1,175,407
11.
General Mills
1,128,620
12. Sterling
Drug
1,091,091
13.
Liggett
&
Myers
14.
P.
Lorillard
967,572
1,080,172
15. American Tobacco
958,848
Top 15 brands, December
2.1. Anacin
Bufferin tablets
745,561
$1,226,973
3.4. Viceroy
733,597
700,135
Chevroletcigarettes
passenger cars
5. Tide
611,631
6.7. Winston
Ford passenger
cars
533,782
522,354
cigarettes
8. Dristan tablets
511,746
488,479
9.
Bayer
aspirin
tablets
10. Colgate
dental regular,
creams aerosol
486,581
11. Geritol
12.
Camel
cigarettes
452,165
13. Bulova watches
446,672
14.
Dodge
passenger
cars
433,470
427,776
15. Plymouth passenger cars
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FRONTIER
NEW
RNALISM'S
JOU
On February 20th, 800 high school editors and Flagship Stations to the youth of metropolitan
It was
into NBC's historic New York, and to the broadcast industrytheir faculty advisers filed
conducted to alert these future newsmen and
studio 8-H. The occasion was the first annual
NBC BROADCAST NEWS CONFERENCE, called to in- women to the opportunities awaiting them in the
form these young editors and their teachers of broadcast media— journalism's new frontier. The
annual NBC BROADCAST NEWS CONFERENCE is a
the procedures and problems, the tools and tech- stimulating new addition to the public services
establishniques ofelectronic journalism. aThecontributi
on performed throughout the year by the Flagship
ment of this annual meeting is
its Stations of the National Broadcasting Company.
and
Company
ing
Broadcast
National
by the
ORK

Merchandising
aids retail sales
A foot-long frozen fish was thrown
above the heads of an agency-station
representative audience in New York
last week.
It was Max Buck's way of dramatizing how old retail methods, such as
selling fish in a natural state, have disappeared. Now, says Mr. Buck, newlyappointed station manager of WRCATV, New York (see page 10), fish is
descaled, cleaned and otherwise prepared and need only be warmed up for
the eating. His purpose: the retail (particularly the grocery chain) trade is
changing rapidly in its selling methods,
display shelves and in new products.
Mr. Buck and Hal Davis, a vice president at Grey Adv., each interpreted
"merchandising" as it affects radio-tv.
They appeared at the Radio & Television Executives
and selling
seminar.Society's timebuying
Mr. Davis entitled his particular
essay
"Promotion Isonce
the Payoff."
He
said merchandising
was defined
as what a station does when it is second in a market, but today the
"squeeze" on agencies for merchandising effort has been buck-passed by
agencies to stations.
It was thought that the new emphasis on promotion or "merchandising" tacting
came about
with Ed Sullivan conLincoln dealers
in person, his
"tv
personality"
dealer tv
buys. Discarded wasmotivating
the once-automatic
impulse of the dealer to place newspapers No. 1 as his choice of media.
He spoke of Grey's efforts with
Steverino for Greyhound and asserted:
". . . Media
buyers are becoming
more
aware
of merchandising
and promotion." (For
on toGrey's
views, see
pagemore
47). detail
And not
miss
a promotion bit of his own he had
Steverino on leash trotted out to meet
the timebuyers.
Max Buck said it was at the retail
store, in the actual movement of goods
at the consumer level, where an ad
campaign
actually
"livesmadeor atdies."
Sales, he said,
are not
the
50-kw transmitter or on the ad pages
of a magazine, "they only start there,
but the sales are made at the retailer's."
A station must seek to meet the enthusiasm and the aim of the advertiser,
he thought, adding that a station merchandiser ought not to be a salesman
who can't sell but "a specialist who has
suffered" in the retail business. He drew
attention to WRCA's "Chain Lightning" merchandising service describing
itby aseveryone
having from
been the
"attacked
FTC toandthe sued
Ku
Klux Klan." Another station service
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DATE
Thur., March 5
Fri., March 6
Sat.,
March 78
Sun.,
Mon., March
March 9
Tues.,
Wed., March
March 1011

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television network shows
day
the weekof March
as rated by the multi-city
instantof ratings
American5-March
Research11 Bureau.
NETWORK
PROGRAM and TIME
Zorro (8 p.m.)
ABC-TV
77Gunsmoke
Sunset (10
Stripp.m.)(9:30 p.m.
ABC-TV
Loretta Young (10 p.m.)
CBS-TV
NBC-TV
Danny Thomas
CBS-TV
Rifleman
(9 p.m.)(9 p.m.)
ABC-TV
Wagon Train (7:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV
Copyright 1959 American Research Bureau

employs girls who telephone pharmacists on behalf of drug advertisers using
the station, styling it "our 'call girl'
service."
American Lines, L&N
sever $6 million tie
American Airlines Inc., New York,
and Lennen & Newell, New York, its
agency for the past V/i years, are terminating their association on June 1.
The
budget:company's
$6 million.estimated advertising
Charles A. Rheinstrom, executive
vice president of American Airlines, declined to give any reason. He said last
week he had spoken to "a couple of
agencies," interested in the account
but refused to name them. Among
those reported to have made solicitations are Compton Adv. and Young &
Rubicam.
A spokesman at L&N said that for
several years American has sponsored
the late evening-early morning Music
'Til Dawn on radio in nine major markets and also has invested in spot radio. Approximately 20% of American's
budget is in radio. (RAB reports that $1
million
spent by the airline in spot
radio inwas1958.)
L&N billing is reported to be about
$83 million annually. The agency invests about 50% of this in radio-tv for
such accounts as Reynolds Metals Co.,
Corn Products-Best Foods and P. Lorillard Co., among others. The American
Airlines' defection is the first substantial
setback suffered by L&N in several
Mr. Rheinstrom said late last week
years.
that he would not make a decision for
several weeks. Asked if he planned to
use television (not included in 1958
media
can findplans),
a way heto replied:
use the "Yes,
mediumif we
effectively. We are very interested in
television."
• Business briefly
Time sales
• General Insurance Cos., Seattle,
Wash., will debut in network radio with
26-week sponsorship of sports segments

for each
Arbitron
RATING
24.3
24.3
27.9
29.1
27.3
30.0
30.6

on NBC Radio's weekend Monitor.
General's NBC schedule (for its Safeco
auto insurance, All-in-One homeowners' policies and commercial insurance)
begins Aug. 29 for 13 weeks and resumes April 2, 1960, for the second
half of
the order.
Cole
& Weber,
Seattle.General's agency:
• Osrow Products (Wash & Wax carwash, Giant Whirl-a-Way window
wash), Glen Cove, N.Y., will be on two
tv stations in each of 25 markets this
spring with one or two minute-spots,
primarily late evening. Shamrock Films,
Winter Park, Fla., produced films.
Agency: Smith Greenland, N.Y.
• General Foods and the Borden Co.,
both through Benton & Bowles, N.Y,
renew for 52 weeks Fury, starting its
fifth year on NBC-TV Oct. 10. Independent Television Corp., which owns
the property, noted this was the second
network transaction for ITC, which recently completed the $5 million dollar
sale of The Gale Storm Show to ABCTV.
• Manhattan Shirt Co., N.Y., will spearhead its pre-father's day campaign with
sponsorship of ABC-TV's Sammy Kaye
Show (moving from Thurs. 10-10:30 to
Sat. at same time) beginning April 18.
Satisfied with results of its pre-Christmas promotion of Mansmooth no-iron
shirts via Sammy Kaye, the company is
returning, this time to emphasize lightweight items.
• H.H. Hixson Co., Chicago, will
launch a saturation radio spot announcement campaign on five local
stations, plusproportions
a "strong" totv introduce
schedule, its
of
undisclosed
new Fireside egg coffee in the Chicago
market next month. A similar schedule
is being utilized in New York. Agency:
Keyes, Madden & Jones, which has
added Hixson, along with Joanna Western Mills (window shades), Revere
Camera
(tv only)
and Dr.
West's
Clean denture
cleaner
(total:
nearlyInsta-$2
million billings) to its account stable.
• Hazel Bishop Inc. (cosmetics), N.Y.,
through Raymond Spector Co. has conBROADCASTING, March 16, 1959

LS IS
this
is

THE TAFT STATIONS ... in only ten
years, have experienced tremendous
growth. At present, nine Taft Radio and
television stations are reaching over
8,000,000 people in rich Mid-West and
Southern markets. This growth is a result of community acceptance gained
through integrity of programming and
management . . . through gainful results
produced for an ever increasing number
of advertisers.
If you are interested in having your
advertising dollars earn more . . .now
is the time to invest them in growing
Taft Stati

io

and

television

stations

I
GTV
B
WKYT-TV'
R
U.^Kr. |
R
,„ HIT** IfCi if*""
^'HI'WIHH I
RADIO
.rul
FM
RADIO «nd
1
Sales Office: Radio Cincinnati
atives: The Katz Agency, Inc., *The Young Television Corp.
Sales Represent
NG, March
BROADCASTI
16, 1959
RADIO .nd FM

SO FAR AHEAD
in the Johnstown-Altoona Area
The leader, away out in front, is WJAC-TV
ahead of its nearest competitor, WFBG-TV,
by nearly 3 to 1 in station share of audience,
sign-on to sign-off, all week long.
These figures, from ARB, November 19-25, 1958, prove once
again, that WJAC-TV is the dominant station in its area.
04
WJAC-TV
WFBG-TV WARD-TV
The Johnstown-Altoona Coverage Area encompasses over one million television homes in 36 counties in Western Pennsylvania, 3
Maryland counties and 2 West Virginia counties.
There's no question about it
. . . WJAC-TV is the station
viewers prefer. And WJAC-TV
is the one to buy because
there are more people watching, al day, every day!
SERVING MiLUONS

Get full details from
Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc.

United Press International C
Facsimile Newspictures and
United Press Movietone Newsfi m
Build Ratings J
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tracted for alternate weeks of Masquerade Party (NBC-TV, Thurs. 10:3011 p.m.) starting March 26 and three
alternate week sponsorships of the Bob
Cummings Show (NBC-TV, Tues. 9:3010 p.m.) beginning tomorrow (March
17). P. Lorillard Co. is the other sponsor of Masquerade Party with R.J.
Reynolds on Bob Cummings.
• New business placed with the NBC
Radio network during the first seven
selling days of March totalled $467,720
in net revenue, according to William
K. McDaniel, vice president in charge
of sales. Topping the list of seven
purchases was a 52-week order by
Lever Bros. (Good Luck margarine)
for 12 half-minute participations weekly in daytime programs starting April
6. The order was through Ogilvy, Benson and Mather Inc.
Other advertisers and their agencies:
Philip Morris Inc. for Salute to Johnny
25th anniversary program next Thursday (March 19), through Leo Burnett
Co.; Quaker Oats Co., through Wherry,
Inc'
Grove Labs
Inc.; through
& Tilden
Baker
(No Doz
tablets),
Gardner
Adv.; Aldon Rug Mills, through
Richard & Raymond; Good Housekeeping magazine, through Grey Adv.,
and Vick Chemical Co., through Morse
International.
Agency appointments
• Pan American Coffee Bureau, with
yearly billings amounting to approximately $1 million has resigned Fuller
& Smith & Ross, N.Y., and appointed
BBDO, effective July 1. Bureau estimated 20% of its annual advertising
budget has gone into spot radio in the
past but expects to increase this 35%
through its new agency. It plans to rely
exclusively on spot radio in its summer
ice-coffee promotion.
• Universal Pictures Co., N.Y., has
named Charles Schlaifer & Co.,
N.Y..
effective immediately. Universal's former agency, Cunningham & Walsh Inc.,
resigned the account, according to David
A. Lipton, Universal vice president. In
the past, the firm has been large radio
its Universal-International moforpictures.
user tion
• Also In advertising
• Norman, Craig & Kummel, New
York, initiated a suit for $206,577 in
damages against a former client, Pabst
Brewing Co., Chicago, in U.S. District Court in New York on March 6.
NC&K charged Pabst with a breach of
agreement on commissions for radio
programs and announcements carried
on NBC Radio last spring (Broadcasting, Feb. 9). The Pabst account now
is at Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York.
BROADCASTING, March 16, 1959

working

partners

It's a matter of principals .
From the day H-R was started by a group of Working
Partners, we have operated on the basis that we would
represent each station as if it were our own; serve each
buyer of time as if we ourselves were buying time.
As our organization has grown, it has been a matter
of principle with us to continually maintain this type of
representative service. That we have been able to do so
through the years, is a matter of principals as well, for
the H-R partners are still Working Partners, still actively
and personally selling and serving every station on our list.

FRANK HEADLEY, President
DWIGHT REED, Vice President
FRANK PELLEGRIN, Vice Presid

We always send a man to do a man's job"
NEW YORK
ATLANTA
SAN FRANCISCO
DALLAS
CHICAGO
HOUSTON
NEW ORLEANS
HOLLYWOOD
DETROIT
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N.A.B. HEADQUARTERS; EXECUTIVE HOUSE, SUITE 3710 81

BASEBALL

AT

WGN,

INC. in CHICAGO!

WGN-TV's exclusive Chicago Cubs and White Sox daytime games at home
and WGN-RADIO's Chicago Cubs games— both at home and away— are SRO!
Game sponsorships are gone and very few adjacencies are left. Check
your WGN-TV or WGN-RADIO salesman for powerful adjacencies remaining.

WGN-TV Game sponsorship— Hamm's Beer and Oklahoma Oil Co.
Lead-off Man— Walgreen Drugs 10th Inning— Household Finance Corp.
and United Airlines
ANNOUNCEMENT ADVERTISERS INCLUDE:
Corina Cigars, Colgate Palmolive Mens Products, El Producto
Cigars, Hertz Rent A Car, Midas Mufflers, Wheaties
WGN-RADIO Game sponsorship— Oak Park Federal; Phillies Cigars;
Goebel Beer and Phillips Petroleum
Scoreboard— Walgreen Drugs
Lead-Off Man— Howard Motors and
All State Lumber Co.

GOVERNMENT

THE

PUBLIC

THINKS

FCC

IS

OKAY

Pulse survey finds FCC image unscathed by scandals of 1958
The scandal that hit the FCC in 1958
tion was for TVA, which was known to
job; 26.1% said it was doing a
33.1% of those interviewed. The least good"
made little impression on the public.
good-to-fine job. Only 13.6% said it
Today, nine out of ten people who known initials were BBDO, recognized was doing an adequate-to-fair job, and
9.5% said it was doing a poor-bad job.
by only 3.2% of the respondents.
know
what the orFCCbetter,
is think
Among the favorable mentions not
The 41.2% of the interviewees coran acceptable,
job. it's doing
rectly identifying the FCC were asked listed above were such comments as
But
the
FCC's
national
publicity
has
had one effect: more people recognize to describe what this agency did. Gen- "safeguards public, favorable to public, beneficial to public, controls amateur
those initials than can identify TVA,
eral responses were correct — ranging
BBDO, NAB and FDIC.
from 25% who said the FCC "controls communications well, good mediator.'"
These are findings of a special Pulse and regulates radio and tv," to 1.8%
But among
so-called
"favorable"
Inc. interview ordered by Broadcasting. who said it "regulates shortwave, police comments
werethethese
erroneous
impresThe study involved 1,070 respondents and 'ham' radio."
sions:
"control
on
sponsor's
message,
in 13 cities the week of Feb. 1-8. The
But, surprisingly, 17.9% of these good for children and teenagers, cuts
cities were Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, people believe the Commission also reg- down on violence, regulates quality of
ulates the contents of programs, and
Cleveland, Dallas, Detroit, Los Angeles,
Miami, New York, Philadelphia, San 4.3% believe the FCC controls comAmong
unfavorable impressions were so-called
the following:
mercials and advertising on tv.
Francisco, St. Louis and Washington.
Asked what they think of the FCC,
"Allocates stations unfairly, too many
People interviewed were given a list
music." s, should have more control,
of five abbreviated names — TVA (for almost 50% of the respondents who restriction
Tennessee Valley Authority), FCC, showed they knew what those initials narrow minded concerning pay tv, alBBDO, NAB and FDIC (Federal De- stand for voted that the Commission was
lowing poor commercials, bad political
posit Insurance Corp.). The FCC was doing a good-to-excellent job. Specifical- appointments, scandals."
correctly identified by 41.2% of the
ly, 22.9% said the FCC was doing an
The
Pulse
ed below. Inc. survey tables are printrespondents. The next best identifica- "excellent, important, necessary, very
Question 1
Do you know what these initials stand for?
Correct
Know Total
Total
% Incorrect
% Don't%
%
Number
TVA
33.1
63.2 100.0
100.0 1,070
FCC
41.2 3.7
1.1 57.7
1,070
BBDO
3.2
1.1 95.7NAB
6.9 8.1
85.0 100.0
100.0 1,070
1,070
FDIC
7.5 1.5 91.0 100.0 1,070
Question 3
What do you think of the FCC? (Asked of those who correctly identified the FCC initials.)
Excellent,
important, necessary, very good
22.9%
Good, fine
26.1
Adequate,
fair,
all
right
13.6
bad
9.5
NoPoor,opinion
28.0
Total
100.0%
Intl. talks April 1-30
Questions involving television recording, and stereophonic broadcasting are
on the agenda of the Ninth Plenary
Assembly of the International Radio
Consultative Committee (CCIR) which
convenes at the Hotel Biltmore, Los
Angeles, April 1-30. Attending this
technical
group's
sessions will
be some
600 delegates
representing
50 countries
and various private and international
organizations.
CCIR was organized in 1927 to study
problems in international radio communications. In1947, it became a permanent organ of the International Tele-

Question 2
What does the FCC do? (Asked of those who correctly
identified the FCC initials.)
Controls, regulates radio and tv . . .
25 0%
Controls, regulates tv
5'n
radio
. ... .
Controls,
regulates
communi
cations
122 570
Controls,
regulates
interstate
communications
.
.
Controls, regulates shortwave, police, ham radio
18
Controls,
regulates telephone & telegraph
1$
Licenses radio
and tv stations
Assigns
frequencies
and wavelengths 1512 00
Assigns call
letters
Controls
broadcasting
channels and airwaves
81l'l
Regulatescommercials,
contents of advertising
programs on....
179
Controls
tv
43
Miscellane
ous
75
Don't know
132
Total
y
.1284%*
''Totals over 100% because of multiple answers.

communications Union. The Los Angeles meeting will review the results of
study groups, including such questions
as space frequencies and tropospheric
relaying as well as tv recording and
stereophonic broadcasting, and will
recommend standards and positions to
the ITU for its world meeting this
summer in Geneva. The Los Angeles
meeting is under U. S. State Dept.
auspices.
The Senate Thursday (March 12)
passed SJ Res 47 to authorize free
communications service for official delegates at the assembly. The measure also
permits alien delegates to operate amateur stations during the conference.

Libel case delayed
Argument before the U.S. Supreme
Court on the equal time provision of
the Communications Act, involving
WDAY-TV Fargo, N.D., has been
postponed to the week of March 23.
The continuance from early this month
was made necessary by the illness of
Edward S. Greenebaum, New York attiontorney
er in thefor thecase.Farmers Union, petiAt issue is the question of libel
immunity for broadcasters who are required under Sec. 315 of the Communications Act to provide equal time
to political candidates running for the
BROADCASTING, March 16, 1959

This star means

business

. . .

means it for you and your sponsors in
these three ways:
SESAC RECORDINGS . . .
The complete transcribed service with
recorded music for every need. Highly
program and production
adaptable
aids.
"repertory recordings" . . .
SESAC's free EP service to the entire industry that has been acclaimed by over
25,000 key men in broadcasting.
Special Series Programs . . .
The smartly-built, salable packages of
scripts and discs centered around important national holidays, religious celebrations, sports events and other selling
entertainment ideas.

For highlights of all three
Visit SESAC at the NAB
Suite 1205A-1206A
Conrad Hilton Hotel,
Chicago

SESAC
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INC.

THE COLISEUM TOWER
10 COLUMBUS CIRCLE NEW* TradeYORK
Mark 19,
85

same office if facilities are offered to
one candidate.
In the 1956 North Dakota senatorial
elections, a splinter candidate implied
in a film telecast that the Farmers
Union was communist-dominated.
WDAY-TV's immunity from libel damages was upheld by the North Dakot1
Supreme Court. The Farmers Union
instigated the suit.
Bill filed in House
to prevent Daly cases
Cunningham
lastRep.
weekGlenn
introduced
a bill (HR(R-Neb.)
5389)
which amends Sec. 315 of the Communications Act to spell out that the
equal-time provision does not apply to
candidates who appear on regularly
scheduled news shows. Rep. Cunningham had announced plans to introduce the bill as a result of FCC's decision that splinter candidate Lar Daly
qualified
time in Chicago's
mayoralty for
raceequal
(Broadcasting.
March
9).
Sec. 315 has been described as "impossible" and "broadcasting's biggest
headache," he said. "There are many
good and bad things about Sec. 315 as
it now stands. . . . The section is poor
because it does not differentiate betwe n amajor party and a very minor
party whose candidate or candidates
have no possible chance for victory. It
is poor because a station cannot delete
libelous material but can be held liable.
It is poor because it has been interpreted to apply to pure news reports."
• Government notes
• Attempts to expand the Miami ch.
10 case have been refused by the FCC.
In accordance with its earlier announcement (Broadcasting, March 2), the
Commission unanimously denied a petition by North Dade Video Inc., one of
the four applicants, to expand the April
23 oral argument to have the FCC also
decide which applicant should receive
the grant. The Commission also turned
down a request by Elzey Roberts, former St. Louis broadcaster, that new applications be permitted for ch. 10 and
that such new applicants be permitted
in the oral argument. Chmn. John
Doerfer did not participate.
• Two tv construction permits were
granted by FCC last week. In Logan,
Utah, Cache Valley Broadcasting Co.
was granted ch. 12 with engineering
conditions. In Pembina, N.D., Community Radio Corp. was granted ch. 12.
Community Radio Corp. owns KNOX
Grand Forks, N.D., and 71% of
KNOX-TV there. Cache Valley owners
include Herschel and Reed Bullen, who
previously were granted this facility but
allowed the permit to expire.
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TWO

NEW

SPECTRUM

House, Senate measures
Both houses of Congress received
measures proposing a study of the
radio spectrum last week — but the similarity ends right there.
Sen. Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.)
introduced, at the request of President
Eisenhower (Broadcasting, March 9,
et seq.) S J Res. 76 which would establish acommission
"to study and report
on the
U. S. telecommunication
resources with special attention to the
radio
Rep.spectrum."
William Bray (R-Ind.) introduced H J Res 292 to investigate that
portion of the spectrum allocated to the
federal government.
The Senate measure calls for a fiveman commission to be appointed by
the President. The Bray resolution also
calls for a five-man commission, but
with two members appointed by the
President and one each by the Vice
President, Speaker of the House and
the chairman of the FCC.
Sen. Magnuson put the spectrum
study before the Senate to carry out
recommendations made to the White
House by OCDM Director Leo A.
Hoegh. It is in direct conflict with the
study espoused by Rep. Bray and one
already authorized by Rep. Oren Harris'
(D-Ark.) Communications Subcommittee of the House Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee.
The White House proposal calls for
an investigation of existing methods of
allocating radio frequencies between
government and non-government users
and current allocations between the
two users the
"withcurrent
a view division
to determining
whether
of the
spectrum serves the national interest"
and
located.whether any space may be realThe commission would be required to
submit a report to the President and
Congress within one year after its
authorization. Commissioners would receive $75 per diem, plus expenses, while
engaged in commission activities.
study would
be limited
to Rep.
that Bray's
space allocated
to the
federal
government — all of which currently is
classified as to utilization. A report
would be required within six months
with members to receive $50 per diem
and expenses.
Two years ago, Rep. Bray pointed
out, when he first called for a spectrum
study the "reaction of the executive
department was such that such a report would be impossible to achieve
and,
achieved,
unnecessary."
Now
he said,if the
White House
has proposed
a study of its own and "this seems to

BILLS

ask studies

me a full reversal . . . [by the PresiHe said the Harris investigation is
of more immediate value than the
White
plan, but that he still fadent]." House
vored astudy of government-assigned
space "with legislative selection of some
commissioners."
Rep. Harris, meanwhile, has not as
yet
committee's
beyond
the gotten
planninghis stage.
A staff study
of spectrum
experts is expected to be hired in the
immediate future to conduct the study
for the House body.
Communication

orbs

to go up this year
The timetable
military
communications satellitesforwas
disclosed
last
week, when the House Science and
Astronautics Committee released the
security-cleared transcript of last February's testimony by Dept. of Defense
officials. Here's the schedule:
Courier satellite — a delayed repeater,
low orbit active relay, successor to last
December's Project Score — tests this
year and next; operational, 1961.
High orbit, 24-hour, wide-band,
simultaneous relay — launchings, 196061;Theflights,
1962-63;
1963.
Courier
satelliteoperational,
will be designed
to permit 20 continuously available 100
word-per-minute teletype channels to
ground stations located around the
world. The transcript did not include
specifications for the capacity of the
active, high orbit relay.
The information was given to the
House committee by Roy Johnson,
director vanced
of Research
the Defense
Projects Dept.'s
Agency. AdMr. Johnson also disclosed that television will play a significant role in the
military navigation satellite program.
These satellites will be designed to provide ultra-reliable radio position fixes
for aircraft and ships at sea, anywhere
on earth. First launchings are scheduled
for July or August; a second shoot will
take place in February or March 1960.
Each navigation satellite will contain
three television cameras. These will be
used to feed pictures of cloud covers
into separate magnetic tape recorders
for playback when the satellite is interrogated, Mr. Johnson told the committee. He added that each tv picture will
have a resolution of 500 lines per millimore sophisticated"
present meter,
tv "farcameras.
Every 24 hoursthana
thousand
pictures
will
be produced, he
said.
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IN
SAN

DIEGO

KFMB-TV
SENDS
. MORE
PEOPLE
AWAY
FHOM
HOME
(TO BUY)
THAN
ANYTHING!
. . WILL TRAVEL

Most exciting western action of all is no
on the TV screen . . . It's the big, exciting
booming action of the San Diego TV audienc
of which KFMB-TV has the lion's shart
For instance, all of San Diego's top 1
TV shows are on KFMB-TV— 29 of the top 31
If you want to send customers 1
supermarket, drug store, auto or applianc
showroom, be a good audience when tt
Petry man calls on you. Better yet ■
you call hir

dTV
Edward Petry & Co., B
Inc.

RADIO

DEFENSE

PLAN

AT

LAST?
A bumbling government begins to make sense of survival setup
lems. The job is a big technical task — government feuding which has handiThetion link
nation's
in caseonly
of apublic
major communicanuclear at- about as big as a complete allocation of
capped progress.
tack is billed for a dress rehearsal the broadcast band.
The real story of the radio-civil deApril 17.
fense
has never been told and
A lotlong
is being
way todone
go. but there's a probably haggling
A new and powerful broadcast voice, terribly
never will be. Parts of it are
based on the long-cussed CONELRAD,
The nation's broadcasters have the necessarily classified. Luckily the facts
will
a preliminary test — unless key role in this effort to prevent com- haven't been exposed to the innuendoes
there have
is a hitch.
plete destruction of the land and its of scandal columnists.
CONELRAD is getting a major en- people — a much more critical role than
NotvivalComplicated
most
broadcasters
realize.
gineering overhaul to keep pace with
formula is simple:• The radio surwar tactics. Present planning proposes a
Getting Along at Last • Working
•
If
the
public knows what to do, up
nationwide half-hour broadcast silence on the theory that an estimated 65
to 85-90% of the population may be
April 17 — am (except CONELRAD million auto and portable battery-pow- saved
should the U.S. be hit with nustations), fm and tv.
ered radios may be the only connection
clear bomb or missiles.
The test, if held, will show how among survivors of an enemy attack,
• At worst, up to 100 million people
radio, and radio alone can, before and FCC and Office of Civil & Defense Mo- should
survive the first moments of the
bilization are finally learning how to coafter a full-fledged bombardment:
operate effectively.
most devasting attack within compre• Warn the public that bombers or
hension. Then the job will be to keep
Not many months ago some persons
missiles may be approaching, and
• Tell those who survive a nuclear in OCDM wondered if millions of them away from radioactive fallout for
a
fortnight
or more.
broadcaster
kilowatts
would
ever
know
blast how to avoid death by fallout,
how to emit even a beep in case of
That's where radio comes in, through
modern warfare's potentially worst kill- disaster.
er.
Now OCDM and FCC are CONELRAD and a series of intricate communications networks utilizing
All this without providing homing sharing the belief that broadcasting is
aids to the enemy.
the main and perhaps only hope of na- many of the nation's 2Vi -million pritional survival in case of a mass attack.
vately operated transmitters. These
CONELRAD, which is the 1,300-staAt last the radio emergency setup is plans
take advantage of several builttion emergency radio structure, is being
in
blessings:
modernized and expanded as sophisti- starting to look encouraging. FCC and
• Am radio is believed effective under
cated missiles raise new defense prob- OCDM are trying to stamp out intraBROADCASTING, March 16, 1959
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Proof of Acceptance*
i a I m,

:

•V

H Si 11

1

ill #1 ! II II
1

WCCO Radio also delivers . . .
*LOWEST COST PER THOUSAND
Exactly half
of the average of all other stations
' MORE ADULTS . . . WCCO Radio is the solid leader
of the adult audience. That's 50 c'c more than
ci sharecombined!
a 60.1stations
withother
all
*GREATER METRO AREA DOMINANCE
WCCO Radio
shows
its overwhelming
with 399combined!
quarter-hour wins.
Four times
more than allstrength
other stations

Nothing sells like acceptance.

WCCO
MINNEAPOLIS
• ST. PAUL
The Northwest's Only 50,000 -Watt 1-A Clear Channel Station
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales
Source: Nielsen Station Index, Nov.-Dec, 1958

Radio

FAMILY

GOES

You reach people-wherever they are,
at home or on vacation -with SPOT
RADIO.

SPONSORED BY MEMBER FIRMS OF
Avery-Knodel Inc. — John Blair & Company — Broadcast Time Sales
Thomas F. Clark Co. Inc. — Harry E. Cummings — Robert E. Eastman & Co. Inc.
H-R Representatives Inc. — The Katz Agency Inc. — McGavren-Quinn Company
The Meeker Company Inc. Peters,
— Art Moore
Inc.
Griffin, Associates
Woodward, Inc.Inc. —— Richard
William O'Connell
J. Reilly, Inc.
Radio-TV Representatives Inc. — Weed Radio Corporation — Adam Young Inc.

severe fallout conditions, while other
parts of the spectrum may be crippled.
• Fm, too, enters the planning as a
surprise package. One fm channel can
carry 192 teletype or 12 voice channels
under CONELRAD; half that under
conditions without hurting normal programming. This is a hot new item in
Washington
planning — too hot for detailed discussion.
• And vhf television is part of the
planning, though the work is still preliminary. Tv is less talked about, but its
6,000 kc channel is 30 times as broad
as the 200 kc fm channel, offering vast
communicating
ing overlooked,potentials.
either. Uhf isn't beThe April 17 CONELRAD test has
gone through the bureaucratic wringer.
Just last Monday (March 9) at an informal White House conference a basic
agreement for this broadcast dress rehearsal was reached after weeks of uncertainty.
Its cost to broadcasters has been estimated all the way from $250,000 to
$2 million in time and related items.
Whatever the out-of-pocket loss in
am, fm and tv time, the broadcast defense maneuver April 17 is expected to
be of incalculable value to the public.
Insisted on originally by OCDM, the
test is designed to show listeners how
to use their radios in case of an enemy
threat or actual attack. OCDM has prepared national network programming
to originate from the emergency seat
of government and also has material
for station use.
• It's
listeners
willEnemy-Proof
be urged to use
the likely
one communications device no enemy can ever destroy completely — radio stations using
emergency power plants and feeding
an estimated 65 million auto and portable battery receivers.
At this late hour the plans for the
April 17 CONELRAD test are not
fixed. OCDM has proposed a 11:30
a.m.-12 noon half-hour broadcast oper-

FCC's Lee: "We pray it will never happen."
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ation. It suggested that all am stations
go silent except about 1,300 that are
tied voluntarily into the CONELRAD
plan. It was willing to cut the cost to
broadcasters by keeping fm and tv on.
FCC pointed out, however, that its
rules plus the spirit of fair competition
made an am-only operation almost impossible. Incidentally, FCC would prefer to test CONELRAD at night under
worst interference conditions.
Final details of the April 17 test will
be worked out March 26 at a meeting
of NIAC (National Industry Advisory
Committee), a broadcaster group set up
by FCC to bring broadcasters into the
civil-defense planning picture. It might
be called off if NIAC objects.
NIAC is one of many important new
aspects of civil defense. It consists of:
• National program and technical
groups
chairmen.of broadcasters with rotating
• White House broadcast correspondents liaison committee, with rotating chairmen.
groups being
set up through
state• State
broadcasters
associations.
• Local NIACs, just getting under
way through FCC prodding and state
broadcaster cooperation.
Present national NIAC chairmen
(first quarter of 1959) are David M.
Vorhes, technical; David Driscoll, program, and Lewis W. Shollenberger,
White House, all CBS executives in line
with a policy of keeping chairmen within the same network for convenient
contacts. Permanent vice-chairman of
the national NIAC structure is A.
Prose Walker, NAB engineering manager. NAB and Electronic Industries
Assn. are both active in NIAC.
Thirty state NIACs have been set
up, with much of the paper work done
and broadcaster members cleared for
security. Most of the rest are under
formation. The job of getting them
started will be completed soon after the
NAB Chicago convention.
At the Controls • Key figures in
civil defense are taking active programming roles in the NAB convention.
They are:
• FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee, desigCommissioner." With
other nated
FCC"Defense
members
and key staff
people he is attending the convention
and will take part in the Wednesday
morning (March 18) FCC-Industry
Roundtable. Comr. Robert T. Bartley
issioner.
active as alternate Defense Commis• Director Leo A. Hoegh, of OCDM,
who proposed the April 17 CONELRAD alert in letters to FCC and Dept.
of Defense originally was to speak
Monday afternoon. John S. Patterson,
deputy director, OCDM will speak in
his place.
Until recently the two government

OCDM's Hoegh: "Stay on air to save lives."
agencies were having bureaucratic differences that deeply concerned some
broadcasters on the inside of defense
planning. Lately Comr. Lee and Director Hoegh have been resolving
lower-echelon differences.
Comr. Lee has been beating a hot
trail all over the U.S. telling of the
horrible consequences of unpreparedness and helping local broadcasters
get their NIACs formed. FCC, he explained, has one main defense job:
• Use of technical skill and federal
authority to munications
set upfacilitiesattack-proof
out of the com2V2
million non-government transmitters,
with the cooperation of their private
operators.
OCDM has more complicated functhis way:
tions that can be roughly summarized
• Operation
of government
radio
facilities
under Presidential
mandate.
erty.• Direction of non-military defenses,
including protection of life and prop• Dissemination of civil defense information through CONELRAD, a
programming function that is often
described as only partly finished after
a decade of budget troubles and acute
public indifference.
Put tersely, broadcast facilities are
provided by FCC and the industry;
program information by OCDM.
Tender Underbelly o There's a soft
spot in this joint survival operation —
getting the right information to the
FCC is making fast technical progpublic.
ress, much faster than most broadcasters
generally realized.
OCDM, with its budget troubles and
public indifference, has a loose national
organization. This is the sort of thing
that is inherent in a big government —
typical chaos on the Potomac. In the
case of OCDM there is a glaring flaw —
state civil defense directors are paid by
BROADCASTING, March 16, 1959

up sales in Los Angeles...
and registers continuous renewals such as these:

GOOD

MUSIC

SLAVICK JEWELRY CO.
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD
BARBARA ANN BREAD
HAR OMAR RESTAURANT
KIP OINTMENT
WALLICHS MUSIC CITY
YELLOW CAB CO.

rings
15th
10th
10th
8th
7th
7th
6th

year
year
year
year
year
year
year

REPUBLIC VAN & STORAGE CO.
THE PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE CO.
MARTIN MOTORS
CINERAMA
BERLITZ SCHOOLS OF LANGUAGES
PEPSI-COLA
RCA-WHIRLPOOL

6th
6th
6th
6th
5th
3rd
3rd

year
year
year
year
year
year
year

...more than 40 sponsors in their 2nd to 19th year!
The Music Stations for Southern California
24-hour simultaneous AM-FM at one low cost
Represented by The Boiling Co., Inc.

TIAL
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statesstates.
and are primarily responsible
totheirthese
It's worse than that. Local civil defense officials are volunteers, guided by
patriotism, local interests, OCDM instructions and personal concepts. And
the national OCDM in Washington is
split up into a headquarters cadre a few
steps from the White House and an
operating headquarters at Battle Creek,
Mich., 500 miles away.
The Solution • The intra-government
problems
are serious but there's a possible answer.
OCDM wishes it could get every
broadcast station to have a volunteer
staffer who would take over in case of
alert or attack. But OCDM's people
complain they can't reach the broadcasting industry except through their loose
state and local structure.
FCC has constant regulatory and
personal contact with the broadcasting
industry.
They've lived together for years
and decades.
In an off-record way FCC people
wonder what would happen if a local
civil defense official got panicky and
started throwing his weight around. A
cooperating broadcaster might put a
phony attack message on the air and
find himself the target of a thousand
damage suits filed by civilians claiming to have suffered valuable injury, inconvenience orloss of something valuable.
So there's the problem — FCC doesn't
want to be a programmer or censor;

What OCDM needs
Broadcasters have been offering
important aid to Office of Civil &
Defense Mobilization, according to
Director Leo A. Hoegh, but much
remains to be done. Mr. Hoegh last
week sent this message to delegates
through Broadcasting:
"The Office of Civil & Defense
Mobilization is deeply concerned
with the general field of communications and the specific industry of
broadcasting. Without your full cooperation we could not effectively
warn the public or transmit emergency information and instructions in
event of attack.
appreciate thein
fine"We
workparticularly
you have accomplished
civil defense. Your cooperation in
the CONELRAD program has been
of special benefit to our cause. Some
1,300 am stations have spent approximately $3,000,000 participating in
this program.
"President Harold E. Fellows, of
NAB, commented as recently
as last
94 (GOVERNMENT)

OCDM wants to program the heavenit up.sent broadcasting resource but can't set
The answer becomes obvious: Link
all the national, state and local MACS
(broadcaster staffed) to all the national,
state and local civil defense units.
This would put a broadcaster at the
headquarters point of every civil defense operation. Supporting this point
is a basic argument: Broadcasters know
more about programming a station than
anyone else.
Comr. Lee sees a lot of merit in this
plan. Director Hoegh is said to have indicated interest; he may have something
tovention.
say on the subject at the NAB conDirector Hoegh might well ask the
governor of each state to give official
recognition to the state and local NIAC
committees. Thus the governors could
integrate NIAC and civil defense at
state and local levels. The broadcaster
would be the program expert for civil
defense, using information supplied by
civil defense agencies.
Under CONELRAD Phase I, the
basic concept, highest priority goes to
local programs, next to state and third to
national agencies. Under Phase II, a bigstation broadcast project, highest priority goes to state, next national and third
local agencies.
If the worst happens, newspapers will
really be in trouble unless they have
emergency power plants. Even if they
put out improvised news sheets and put

from broadcasters
September that the government has
been exceedingly vague about what
the broadcaster is to do. I trust we
are helping to eliminate this complaint with the creation and publication of the National Plan for Civil
& Defense Mobilization.
"Representatives of your industry
are working with us in preparing
National Plan Annexes of prime importance to broadcasting — public
information, communications, and
protection of essential facilities. The
National Industry Advisory Committee representing your industry is
studying with the FCC and OCDM
the problem of emergency programtack. ming for radio during and after at"Each broadcaster should
the
CONELRAD system; providejoinemergency power for his station; provide
fallout shelter and emergency supplies at his station or transmitter,
and plan for relocation sites outside
of target centers."

them on street corners, a fallout-conscious public may shun them in fear of
gamma particles. Newspapers have an
emergency operating plan.
Troubles
Galore scene
o CONELRAD's
niche
in the national
has assumed
new importance as foreign crises become
more complex and hazardous. It was
set up originally early in the decade,
mostly by volunteer efforts and money
of broadcasters, to do two main jobs
— 1, prevent bombers from homing in
on broadcast signals, and 2, tell the public what it needs to know.
Since that time the tactics of warfare
have changed but the homing hazard
hasn't diminished, according to defense
officials. Where once there was an hour
or several hours warning that an enemy
bomber was U.S. bound, the time now
has been cut to minutes due to the speed
of sophisticated missiles.
Suppose, one government man supposed, that a foreign missile aimed in
the general direction of Washington,
D.C., had a radio in its nose tuned to
1500 kc. That theoretically could guide
it over Greenland right to the Wheaton,
Md., transmitter of WTOP Washington.
Maybe it's not that
any
case, the Pentagon andsimple.
other Infederal
agencies reviewed the whole CONELRAD situation a few months ago. The
conclusion— CONELRAD is needed
more than ever before.
The realities of a nuclear attack are
horrible to contemplate. OCDM looks
for the worst. It has to in the survival
business. If only the public can be told
what to do, says OCDM, people can be
kept in their cellars or directed to nonfallout areas. The unpleasant fact back
of the survival problem is this — the
human body can absorb 75 roentgens of
gamma radiation from nuclear fallout.
And these roentgens stay put; there's no
way of getting rid of them.
Much progress in detecting the presence of fallout and the direction of its
probable skyward movement has been
made. OCDM's plea to broadcasters is:
"Help us get this information to people."
People Indifferent • To date OCDM
and its predecessor, Office of Civil Defense, have been appalled at public
apathy toward survival problems and
procedure.
The CONELRAD system can be put
into operation instantly by the commander-in-chief, North American Air
Defense Command (CINCNORAD),
at Colorado Springs, Colo., or by an air
command unit he designates. Instantly
every broadcast station will be notified
by automatic reception gear required under FCC rules. At that point all fm and
tv stations go silent, after a brief announcement; am stations also go off
the air except for those taking part in
BROADCASTING, March 16, 1959

YOUR Q FOR QUALITY In Chicago WNBQ and
WMAQ mean Quality with a capital Q! And everybody's
handing out prizes for it — the Audience and the Trade. ■
Chicago's audience votes prizes to WNBQ and WMAQ
every day . . . from early morning to late at night. In television, WNBQ, the world's first all-color station, is the only
network television station in Chicago to show a gain in total
share of audience over the year.* ■ Jack Paar sews up lateevening television with an average rating of 16.1 between
10:15 and midnight; 28 per cent highex than the highest
rated feature film during this time period!** ■ In radio,
WMAQ's Henry Cooke leads off with as much as 24 per cent

of the morning audience.*** ■ Rounding out the day is Jack
Eigen, the nation's most imitated interviewer, with as much
astrade32 votes
per cent
the ■lateThenight
audience!***
Chicago's
prizesof too!
Chicago
Federated ■Advertising
Club, for instance, awarded the two stations eight first places
in the last local competition for programming excellence.
More than any other station. ■ WMAQ and WNBQ were
the only Chicago stations cited in the Broadcasting and TV
Age national promotion competitions. ■ Other national
awards include citations for Alex Dreier, Clifton Utley and
Len O'Connor
for inexcellence
news coverage. ■ Take
YOUR
Q for success
Chicago . in. . take
yy||QQ a^|^|^Q
NBC IN CHICAGO • SOLD BY NBC SPOT SALES

we're

proud

boy!*
our
of
Jimmy Rachels, a senior at Jordan Vocational High School in Columbus,
Georgia, in his winning "Voice of Democracy" essay said, in part:
"This, to me, is Democracy: To know that I am within myself
socially equal to any other young person and just as important,
that he stands as an equal with me. It is to live
in a land where a man can hold his head up high and
look at his fellow man, and be proud— proud of what he has the
power to become if he is willing to work for his hopes.
In my teenage world, this is Democracy."

JAMES W. RACHELS, JR. pictured in WRBL studios. He plans to use his $1 ,500 first prize
scholarship next year to study religious education at Mercer University.

*Sponsored in "The Voice of Democracy" competition by
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the 640 and 1240 kc CONELRAD
structure, which is divided into Phase
I and Phase II segments.
Important changes in CONELRAD
include a new "Periphery Plan" under
Phase I. This idea is simple — if a city
is knocked out by the enemy, it can be
covered by regional broadcast stations
as far as 40 miles out.
Taketon andanBaltimore
example: are
Assume
Washingknocked
out.
Selected stations in such outlying towns
as Annapolis and Frederick, Md., and
Warrenton and Fredericksburg, Va.,
might be among picked stations that
could program an area of 100 miles or
more in diameter.
FCC has a way of programming them
— a key station linked by 450-455 mc
relay units. And FCC has many networking projects in the works. They will
be as bomb-proof and jam-proof as
possible.
Jamming, incidentally, can be anticipated in case of attack. The enemy, expert at jamming broadcast service
abroad, would be expected to send over
planes loaded with jamming gear and
high-in-the-sky missile jamming is a
super-secret defense problem.
Wide Coverage • Peripheral service
is based on a simple and obvious formula— the fewer the number of stations,
the less interference is created permitting wide coverage. But FCC has other
tricks in its kit. A microwave resource
suitable for disaster networking is based
on an industrial reserve — 2,300 microwave stations operated by pipelines and
other industries. These are fully automatic, standby-equipped and located for
the most part in non-metropolitan geography.
There are, in addition, 12,000 remote
broadcast transmitters. FCC has space
for them in the 450-455 mc band. On
top of these are the tremendous teletype
and voice facilities that can be used in
emergencies. Much work has been done;
much is unfinished.
Phase II of CONELRAD includes
selected, powerful broadcast stations
that are operating 24 hours a day.
These volunteer stations could blanket
a substantial part of the U.S. with signals of varying effectiveness, FCC bethere's
at OCDM
the linewould
lieves. Downstations
fear these
be quickly
knocked out in case of attack but FCC
doesn't eo along with this thinking.
OCDM has its own private communications structure, entirely separate
from FCC and CONELRAD. Its communications planning is based on two
WarnNational Attack
key projects —(NAWAS)
and National
ing System
Communications System (NACOM).
NAWAS is mainly a wire line system
tied to the air defense command by a
dial telephone routine. It reaches 276
points.
BROADCASTING, Morch 16, 1959

NAWAS connects the national emergency location of OCDM near Washington with its Battle Creek operation
headquarters plus regional offices and
state governments. It is designed to bypass damaged areas. Radio backup is
planned.
NACOM is a high-frequency voice
and telegraph system connecting OCDM
headquarters and field offices. Hundreds
of state police, fire station and other
transmitters are tied into the system.
OCDM is happy about this project but
the point has been made that local police
and fire officials would be so busy with
their duties in time of disaster that they
couldn't
be bothered monitoring civil
defense information.
OCDM also has Radio Amateur
Communication Emergency Service
(RACES) comprising volunteer ham
operators. This includes thousands of
transmitters but no provisions to keep
them manned.
Buzzers and Boats • In the OCDM
thinking is another idea, NEAR, which
is based on the belief that every home
should have a permanent 240 cycle buzzer that could be kicked on by the electric power company, warning the home
of danger.
Thinking in terms of national catastrophe,serve
OCDM their
figuresareasbroadcast
stations could
with mobile
transmitters from trucks or autos or
even boats. But it's not in a position to
arrange this type of service outside of
making suggestions through state or
regional civil defense offices.
The problems FCC, OCDM and
NIAC are solving defy imagination.
Recently, for example, the NIAC White
House liaison group worked out the
matter of getting the President on the
national air immediately from the
White House or an emergency location.
The wiring and relays took a lot of
doing though the idea seemed basic and
simple.
There are such items as manning of
a national programming news crew for
broadcasting with network, wire service
and other agencies represented. Ideally
in case of emergency President and
other designated federal officials would
go on the air personally with official
announcements. FCC has set up an
executive reserve of broadcasters.
The line of authority under the Communications Act (Sec. 606c) and a series
of Executive Orders has been laid out
as closely as possible in recent months.
There's
progress
enough toa lotkeepof apaper-work
federal court
busy — a
long time if anybody wants to get fussy
about the niceties of interpretation. The
President can authorize the FCC to
take over all broadcast stations "upon
just
to recently
the owners."
Comr.compensation
Lee has hinted
there
may be a broadcasting or communica-

— maybe orthesomeone
OCDM else.
director
or FCCtions czarchairman
On His Own • With all the planning,
however, that
it's easy
a nuclear
holocaust
wouldtoputfigure
the President,
FCC, ness.
OCDM
and anybe czar
out ofof every
busiThen it would
a case
broadcaster for himself. Technically
there are FCC rules against that sort
of thing, sidering
and the Commission is concontingency. changes to take care of any
Planning is absolutely necessary,
everyone familiar with the problem believes. CONELRAD coveK 117 separate radio services that must be silenced.
Some cparts
are littlefor
knownexample.
to broadasters— SCATER
SCATER stands for Security Control
of Air Traffic & Electromagnetic Radiation. Its purpose is to get planes out
of the air and on the ground in an
emergency before shutting off air naviaids. said broader coverage will
Comr.gation Lee
be provided in the future through
judicial choice of primary and standby
station operations by remote control
from a single area program source.
Station sequence cycles in CONELRAD
have been refined. Detailed plans have
been delivered to 60 areas. FCC and
industry groups are working with the
Air Force to find ways of giving discreet evacuation directions. CONELRAD is to be geared against submarine
attack. Phase II could be put into
operation in a hurry if needed.
And Comr. Lee added, "What we
plan for we pray we will never do."
FCC's fm probe
gets stereo issue
The FCC last week split its inquiry
into possible additional uses of fm muling. tiplexing— initiated last July 8 — into
two phases, ( 1 ) stereophonic broadcasting and (2) all other uses of multiplexFCC recognized the "keen awareness" by broadcasters,
equipmentandmanufacturers, trade associations
the
public in stereophonic broadcasting and
called for comments by June 10 on six
questions concerning stereo. It also said
that comments filed on stereo in the
rulemaking begun last July 8 need not
be resubmitted, since they would be
considered. The original inquiry had
encompassed all forms of multiplexing,
including stereo.
The FCC's questions for comments
included: (a) Should stereo broadcasting be permitted on a regular basis and
if so should it be a broadcast service
to the general public or available only
: on a subscription basis? (b) What quality and performance standards, if any,
should be applied to stereo multiplexing? (c) Should specific sub-carrier fre(GOVERNMENT) 97

quencies be allocated to stereo? (d)
Should present main channel quality
and performance standards be relaxed
beyond that already permitted for subsidiary communications (non-broadcast) operations to accommodate
stereo? (e) What transmission standards
should be adopted regarding cross-talk
between the main channel and stereophonic sub-channel? (f) Should fm
broadcast stations airing stereo be required to use a compatible system
which allows listeners tuned to the
main channel to hear an aurally balanced program?
IN HOME STRETCH
Boston ch. 5 hearing
approaches last stage
The court-remanded rehearing of the
Boston ch. 5 case was tentatively concluded last week following testimony
by Assistant Attorney General Victor
R. Hansen, head of the Justice Dept.'s
Antitrust Div.; Washington attorney
Warren E. Baker, former FCC general
counsel, and Maurice Simon, stockholder in the Boston Herald Traveler
(WHDH), one of the four applicants.
Counsel for the Herald Traveler, the
other three applicants — Massachusetts
Bay Telecasters Inc., Greater Boston Tv
Corp. and Allen B. DuMont Labs — and
intervenor Boston Globe were to indicate by last weekend whether they
want to call other witnesses. If not, the
record was to be closed today (March
16), with proposed findings and conclusions tentatively scheduled for April
20 and oral argument May 1.
DuMont, which earlier had said it
would insist on testimony by former
Secretary of Commerce Sinclair Weeks
on discussions of the ch. 5 case with

him by some of the parties, said last
week it would forego calling Mr. Weeks
if no new witnesses are called by others.
Counsel for the Globe and the four
applicants were pondering the record
last week
to see if they wanted additional witnesses.
The ch. 5 case is being reheard by
Special Hearing Examiner Horace Stern
under mandate from the U.S. Appeals
Court for the District of Columbia issued last July. The court ordered a rehearing to determine if there were improper influences or ex parte contacts
which would disqualify one or more
FCC members from voting in the ComApril 1957 grant of ch. 5 to
the Heraldmission'sTraveler.
What Hansen Said • Antitrust chief
Hansen's testimony last week corroborated his proposed
offered in written
form thetestimony
week before
(Broadcasting, March 9) concerning
(1) his telephone conversation on
March 28, 1957, with former FCC
Chairman George C. McConnaughey
concerning a Justice investigation of
antitrust allegations against the Herald
Traveler by the Globe, and (2) a meeting the day before by Mr. Hansen and
former Attorney General Herbert
Brownell with Robert B. Choate, publisher of the Herald Traveler.
Mr. Hansen said he told Mr. McConnaughey ineffect that while Justice did
not have sufficient evidence to bring
an antitrust suit against the Herald
Traveler, the investigation would be
continued. Mr. McConnaughey had
testified that Mr. Hansen told him
Justice had closed the case and that the
Globe charges could not be dignified
as a complaint. In his testimony last
week on the latter point, Mr. Hansen
said hething.
had told Mr. McConnaughey no
such
Mr. Hansen denied that Mr. Choate
was told at the meeting with Mr.

Judge Stern (r) greets antitrust chief Hansen Former FCC counsel Baker: relied on chairman
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Brownell and himself that Justice had
"nothing against you," as quoted by
Mr. Choate in testimony last year before the House Legislative Oversight
Subcommittee regarding the Globe
charges. But Mr. Hansen (and Judge
Stern) felt Mr. Choate could have misstatements by the Justice
officials on interpreted
the status of the Justice
Mr. Hansen said Justice opened its
probe.
probe Feb. 4, 1957, completed it Nov.
4, 1957, and closed the case Jan. 10,
1958, investigating not only the Globe
charges but other information from
various sources. The FBI had entered
the investigation in August 1957.
Gave No Advice • The antitrust
head said that he gave Mr. McConnaughey no advice on what he should
do or how he should vote in the ch. 5
case, but merely apprised him of the
status of the Justice probe. He said he
felt Justice had a right to act independently of what the FCC decided on ch.
5, pointing to the recent Supreme Court
decision in the NBC-Westinghouse
Broadcasting
March 2). Co. case (Broadcasting
Mr. Hansen denied that on Feb. 12,
1957, Justice's investigation was in its
'final stages." A letter from then Deputy Attorney General William P.
Rogers to Sen. Leverett Saltonstall
(R-Mass.) dated March 5, 1957 — not
yet introduced into the record as of late
last week— had stated that as of Feb.
12 Justice's "preliminary inquiry" was
in its "final stages."
Mr. Simon, under subpoena by DuMont, testified on his purchase of
Herald Traveler stock between Feburuary and December 1957, saying he
and an associate bought a little more
than $100,000 worth of stock during
this period because the price was down
and stockbrokers and friends had ad-

was an innocent speculator
Mr. Simon: he
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What
most

radio station do you listen to
of the time during the day?

:
Q WWDC, said 16.7% of the Washington "day -at-homes'
at whom PULSE fired the question. Our closest compeA:
tition was almost a whole percentage point away.

This daylight supremacy, plus many other areas of WWDC leadership in the Washington, D.C., metropolitan market, are revealed in
a special qualitative survey conducted by PULSE. For the full
report, write Station WWDC or ask your Blair man for a copy of
"Personality Profile of a Radio Station." It's profitable perusing!
Washington
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
P.S. The regular PULSE for January showed WWDC in first place
for the eighth consecutive month with 18.8% share of total audience,
6 A.M. to midnight — 2.5 percentage points ahead of the pack!
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vised him the stock would "bounce
back."
He said he shared office space in
Boston with George Rabb, brother of
Secretary to the Cabinet Max Rabb,
but didn't
discuss
his to
purchases
with
either
brother
except
tell George
Rabb he had bought Herald Traveler
stock along with other securities. He
said
he didn't
Heraldof
Traveler
officialstalk
untilwith
the any
summer
1958.
Baker's Source • Mr. Baker said that
as FCC general counsel it was his duty
to maintain liaison with Justice and
other government
ments. He said heagencies
draftedand fordepartMr.
McConnaughey's
signature
an
answer
to an inquiry from Chairman Emanuel
Celler (D-N.Y.) of the House Antitrust Subcommittee concerning the Boston ch. 5 case. Before writing the letter, he said, he made a routine check
with Justice and was told Mr. Hansen
and Mr. McConnaughey had had a telephone talk March 28, 1957. He then
went to Mr. McConnaughey to get information to supply Rep. Celler and
was told Justice had indicated it didn't
have enough evidence to institute a
suit against the Herald Traveler. After
drafting the letter about April 5, Mr.
Baker said, he left Washington for several days and thus did not talk again
to Justice staff people until after the
letter was signed by Mr. McConnaughey and mailed April 15, 1957.
He said he didn't discuss the Globe

charges with any member of the FCC,
nor discuss questions of law or fact with
Justice or FCC members.
The former FCC general counsel
acknowledged it was his duty to prepare statements, testify and advise FCC
members in Commission appearances
on Capitol Hill legislation. Thus, while
he
performed onthese
tasks bill
in the
FCC's
presentation
a House
to prevent
FCC discrimination against newspapers
in comparative cases, he did not discuss with FCC members any pending
individual cases to which such a bill
might be applicable, he said. (The FCC
had opposed the bill on grounds the
Commission did not discriminate, but
merely considered newspaper ownership
in weighing the media diversification
factor, among others, in making grants.)

ing statements to the public in selling
capital stock, violating state laws.
KSTF had been a competing applicant for ch. 13 but in September 1957
told the FCC it would withdraw if it
received an FCC grant to enlarge
KSTF facilities to cover more of the
Alliance area, 40 miles away. A few
days
later KSTF
to "intervene"
economic
injury filed
grounds.
The FCCon
grantedtoberthe1957 KSTF
enlargement
in Oc-13
and dismissed its ch.
application. In February 1958 the FCC
deniedin KSTF's
and
June 1958petition
grantedto ch.intervene
13 to
KALF, denying another petition by
KSTF to intervene and dismissing
KSTF's allegations about KALF's
stock
moot. issues on grounds they were

Court reverses grant
to KALF (TV) Alliance
The FCC erred in dismissing petitions by KSTF (TV) Scottsbluff, Neb.,
to intervene in the proceeding which
resulted in the June 1958 grant of ch.
13 to KALF (TV) at Alliance, Neb.,
the U. S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia said last week in
reversing the FCC grant and ordering
a new hearing.
The court also ordered a hearing on
allegations by KSTF (ch. 10) that
KALF sold stock without registering
it with Securities & Exchange Commission and made false and mislead-

The court said KSTF's petition to
"intervene" was a misnomer; the station was not asking to become a party
but already was one and the petition
merely set forth another basis for interest. "Obviously,
the loss
one basis
for interest
[dismissal
as anof applicant]
would not destroy the other and, despite
its loss, he would remain a party to the
In denying
first petition
proceeding."
February
1958KSTF's
the FCC
had heldin
KSTF could not occupy the role of both
applicant and party claiming economic
injury and that since the station had
been granted expanded facilities in October 1957 and its application for ch.
13 dismissed, it was no longer a party.

PROGRAMMING.
BMI

READY

TO

CLOSE

LICENSE

FILE

Only a few radio holdouts; CBS switches to per-program basis
All networks, all tv stations and all
but
"a handful"
of radiowithstations
have
renewed
their licenses
Broadcast
Music Inc., BMI President Carl Haverlin announced last week.
There was one notable change, however. For the first time in BMI history,
a network, CBS radio, elected to take
a per-program rather than a blanket
license. CBS officials said they did so
because a careful study indicated "substantial" savings would result. They
said the shortened programming schedule under the network's
Consolidation
Plan did new
not Program
motivate
the decision, that they would have taken
a per-program license in any case.
Per-program license holders pay only
on periods where BMI music is used.
Blanket licenses, held by all but a few

stations
and byto alluseother
networks,
permit alicensee
as little
or as much
BMI music as he wishes, all for the
same fee. Current licenses expired last
Wednesday (March 11), so renewals
were from that date.
Variations • There were some differences among networks as to length
of the new contracts. NBC and ABC
signed for five-year renewals of blanket
licenses for their tv networks and threeyear blanket renewals for their radio
networks. Mutual, despite other problems currently facing it (see page 118).
signed a five-year blanket renewal. CBS
signed a three-year blanket renewal for
its television network; its radio network
contract, still in the drafting stage, is
for five years but on the per-program
basis.

All station renewals, including those
of network owned-and-operated stations, were for five years, Mr. Haverlin
reported.
He said all tv stations and 3,325
radio stations — all but about 50, he
reported — had already renewed their
old contracts, virtually all of them on
a blanket basis. About 30 of the remaining 50, he said, have indicated
they intend to renew.
Ranges • Blanket radio license fees
range from 0.75% of net time sales
for stations in lower billing classifications up to 1.2% for those billing
$100,000 and more. As a practical
matter, since none of them bills less
than $100,000, radio networks pay at
the 1.2% rate for blanket licenses.
Per program licenses for radio range
BROADCASTING, March 16, 1959

SPARTANBURG-GREENVILLE
SUPERMARKET
AS SHOWN BY U. S. CENSUS POPULATION MAP

WSPA-TV
TOWER
1182 Ft. Above
Average Terrain
f4 Urbanized Areas • Places of 25,000 • Places of 10,000 to 25,000 • Places of 2,500 to 10,000 • Places of 1,000 to 2,500
IHE "Greenville-Spartanburg Metropolitan Area" now being considered in WashI ington for recognition by the Federal Committee on Standard Metropolitan Areas
has an estimated population of 375,000. It would rank 60th in U. S. metropolitan areas.
The above map shows this concentration of population. Within 75 miles of the WSPA-TV
antenna on Paris Mountain, six miles from Greenville as indicated by arrow, there are
1,788,361 people. This is a larger population than in a similar area around Atlanta,
Birmingham, New Orleans, Houston, Miami and other major cities.
N.C

TENN

WSPA-TV IS NEAREST THE PEOPLE AND
SERVES THEM BEST WITH CBS.
SPARTANBURG
,. tvtaitw • GREENVILLE •,••■•>
F M-TVT V
WSPA
AM
SPARTANBURG,
S. C
WSPA-TV with its antenna on Paris Mountain is at
the very core of the magic Piedmont Industrial Circle.
The Channel 7 RCA 12-Bay antenna is 1182 feet above
average terrain and 2209 feet above sea level. Height
and location enables WSPA-TV to blanket the Spartanburg-Greenville Supermarket with the best television
picture.

FOR FURTHER DETAILS, CONTACT:
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY

WSPA-TV IS THE ONLY CBS, VHF STATION
SERVING THE SPARTANBURG-GREENVILLE SUPERMARKET
BROADCASTING, March 16, 1959
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We need a new approach .

"Maybe
aspects.
But with
the edge

the approach in that article I read might work. It has some intriguing
Of course the problem that company faced isn't exactly the same.
a slight twist the basic idea might be adapted and it could give us just
we need to beat the competition."

Today's battle for the attention of top management is fiercely competitive . . .
the constant winner is ideas. Top minds respond to ideas that provoke and
demand action. This is the basic principle upon which the editorial-in-depth of
Printers' Ink is based. The principle of exploring, channeling, developing ideas
that produce results. Consider the climate afforded by this kind of media, in
which ideas generate immediate, intense interest, and action.
BECAUSE

IDEAS

ARE

AN

PRINTERS'
INK
EXECUTIVE'S
MAIN BUSINESS

BECAUSE

IDEAS

ARE

AN

PRINTERS'
INK
EXECUTIVE'S
MAIN BUSINESS

"It's pretty obvious that the tempo in marketing has stepped up sharply in
the past few years. This means that everyone in our organization must be
on his toes to keep up with, and ahead of competition.
"Marketing information as thoroughly revealed through articles in Printers'
Ink is one means of keeping in touch with these changes. Hence, I personally
make it a point to include PI in my selective list of reading. Series like the
recent one on distribution are required reading in the sphere that's most
important to me and our business."
Lee H. Bristol Sr., Chairman
Bristol-Myers Company

KEY PRINTERS'
INK READERS
AT BRISTOL-MYERS COMPANY
Lee H. Bristol, Sr., Chairman • William M. Bristol, III, President, Bristol-Myers Products Div. • Lee H. Bristol, Jr.,
PR Dir., Bristol-Myers Products Div. • Robert B. Brown, Exec. V.P. Bristol-Myers Company • J. R. Burrows, Sales
• Bruce J. Cokeley, Product Mgr. • John Cookson, Product Mgr., Bristol-Myers Products Div. • Ida B. Crawford, Dir.
Educ, Bristol-Myers Products Div. • Michael K. Doherty, Product Mgr., Bristol-Myers Products Div. • John Eastman,
Product Mgr., Bristol-Myers Products Div. • Harry Fletcher, Dir. Sales, Bristol-Myers Products Div. • Donald S.
Frost, V.P., Dir. of Adv., Bristol-Myers Products Div. • Edward Gelsthorpe, V. P., Dir. Mktg., Bristol-Myers Products
Div. • Grace Kennedy, Adv. Mgr., Bristol-Myers Products lnt'l • John Kennedy, Product Mgr., Bristol-Myers Products
Div. • F. R. McBrien, President, Bristol-Myers Co., Canada, Ltd. • James L. Macwithey, PR Dir., Bristol-Myers
Company • Edmund W. Morris, Product Mgr., Bristol-Myers Products Div. • James Morrow, Sales • John Nicholas,
Product Mgr., Bristol-Myers Products Div. • Clayton J. Rohrbach, Product Mgr., Bristol-Myers Products Div.
• Frederic N. Schwartz, President, Bristol-Myers Company • John Tyner, Product Mgr., Bristol-Myers Products Div.
• Richard K. Van Nostrand, Product Mgr., Bristol-Myers Products Div. • Roger K. Whitman, Bristol-Myers Products
Div. • Alfred A. Whittaker, Dir. Mitt. Res., Bristol-Myers Products Div.
Partial Alphabetical Listing
Agency
BATTEN, BARTON
DURSTINE 8c OSBORN, INC.
BURDICK & BECKER, INC.
AGENCIES
SERVING
DOHERTY, CLIFFORD.
BRISTOL-MYERS COMPANY STEERS
& SHENFIELD, INC.
NOYES & SPROUL, INC.
YOUNG ft RUBICAM, INC.

Agency's Total Annual Billings*
$208,700,000
$2,933,847
$23,200,000
$5,000,000+
$225,000,000

Printers' Ink Readers*
64.29%
83%
76.92%
93%
5253%

t Executives
Printers' Ink asmailpublished
survey of inO/lieers,
Department
Heads, Register.
Account
Standard
Advertising
*As verijied with agency

ASCAP treaty
All-Industry negotiators continued
their discussions
with inASCAP
repre-to
sentatives last week
an effort
work out details implementing the
broad agreement already reached on
new ASCAP music licenses to replace those that expired Dec. 31.
The broad agreement, reached
March 4 in sessions conducted under
the sponsorship of Judge Sylvester
J. Ryan of the U.S. Court for the
Southern District of New York
(Broadcasting, March 9), is known
to involve a reduction in payments
as compared to the old contracts, but
the exact formula must be worked
out by the All-Industry and ASCAP
negotiators. Spokesmen for the AllIndustry Radio Music License Comfrom 2Vi % of receipts from programs
using BMI music up to 4% at the
$100,000-and-over level — the level at
which CBS Radio will pay. In addition, the per-program license carries a
charge amounting to 0.723% of card
rate for sustaining programs (the
blanket license has no sustaining fee).
TV licenses with BMI are at fees
10% below the radio rates.
Committee Recommended • The
All-Industry Radio Music License
Committee, after negotiations with BMI
earlier this year, recommended that
stations accept
BMI's offerFeb.
of five-year
renewals
(Broadcasting,
2). This
committee, headed by Robert T. Mason
of WMRN Marion, Ohio, also has been
negotiating with ASCAP for new contracts to replace those that expired last
Dec. 31 and has reached broad agreement with the society, although details
remain to be worked out (see box
above).
The approximately 50 BMI radio
station licenses which had not been
renewed as of last Thursday were
described as held up, in most cases,
by "mechanical" snags.
BMI officials acknowledged that
some mentstations
protested
BMI'sbe requirethat program
logging
done at
station expense, but they said these
protests were no heavier this time than
in past years and probably were fewer.
MGM-TV sells NBC-TV
In a $2.5 million deal, MGM-TV will
produce Jeopardy as a one-hour filmed
crime anthology series for NBC-TV.
The new agreement marks the second
sale of an MGM-TV property to the
network (Northwest Passage was sold
last season). The new film series is set
for scheduling next season.
BROADCASTING, March 16, 1959

talks go on
mittee, which has the financial support of some 685 radio stations,
expressed confidence that final terms
would be reached amicably. When
this is done, the committee will recommend acceptance, but it will be
up to the stations individually to decide whether to accept or reject the
terms.
The All-Industry committee, headed by Robert T. Mason of WMRN
Marion, Ohio, and its counsel,
Emanuel Dannett, conferred last
Thursday with Herman Finkelstein,
ASCAP counsel. It was not expected
that further sessions would be held
until after this week's NAB convention, of which Mr. Mason is cochairman.
AFM wins round one
in trust fund fight
Hollywood musicians who are suing
the American Federation of Musicians
in
attempt toand upset
fundanoperations
divertAFM's
royalty trust
and
wage increase payments to the working musicians have suffered a major setback. Last Tuesday (March 10) ludge
Clarence L. Kincaid of the Los Angeles
Superior Court knocked out the plaintiffs' claim for damages which account
for some $13 million of the $15 million suit, filed in November 1956 on
behalf of some 6,000 musicians employed in making phonograph records.
Judge Kincaid upheld the objection
of AFM attorneys that members of
AFM, an incorporated association, cannot sue the association for damages, as
that in effect would be suing themselves. Attorneys for the plaintiffs were
granted a delay until March 24 to seek
a review of the ruling by the District
Court of Appeal.
Remaining in this action is some $2
million in recording wage increases
which AFM and the employers agreed
were to be paid into the trust funds but
which the plaintiffs are seeking to obtain for the individual working musicians. These funds were impounded by
the court under control of a receiver.
Similar suits, covering AFM contracts
for work in films made for tv, in royalty
payments for theatrical films sold for
tv exhibition and for electrical transcriptions, are still awaiting trial.
Judge Kincaid also upheld a second
AFM objection and ruled that when
the trial resumes it will be before a
judge only, without a jury.

EQUIPMENT
& ENGINEERING—
Tiny 'Nuvistor' tube
introduced by RCA
RCA's Electronic Tube Div., Harrison, N.J., last Wednesday (March 11)
displayed its "new look in electron
tubes,"
a presentation
at the the
ParkNuvistor,
Sheratonin Hotel
in New
York.
Development
of
sized Nuvistor was cited the
as athimblemajor
breakthrough in tube size, performance,
power drainvancement
andcame reliability.
adabout, RCAThe said,
through the use of new materials, new
processes and new techniques.
Among the demonstrations Wedneswas aofcompletely
tuner dayunit
a television"Nuvistorized"
set in operation. The experimental tuner is reportedly the smallest ever designed for
tv receivers and reduces the over-all
volume of conventional tube tv tuner
units by approximately one-third. In
addition to the tube's advantages for
entertainment equipment uses, Nuvistors will offer more compact and efficient electronic equipment for defense
and industry, said D. Y. Smith, vice
president-general manager, tubes.
Mr. Smith announced that developmentalwithinNuvistor
be fur-to
nished
the samples
next fewwillmonths
interested electronics laboratories and
equipment
triodes and manufacturers.
tetrodes will beSmall-signal
offered at
first, and later it's expected beam power
tubes will be provided. Limited commercial inproduction
of Nuvistors
is planned to start
the first
half of 1960.
Features highlighted at the preview:
elimination of mica support discs or
spacers through use of a strong ceramic
base-wafer as a platform for erection
of the tube electrode assemblies, cylindrical
symmetry
struction
permittinganduse cantilever
of accurate conjigs
for assembly, brazing of assembly for
strain-free structure, high-temperature
processing resulting in super-clean structure, lugs indexed for easy insertion
into tube socket, high-temperature operation and no-glass construction.

Nuvistor: fits into an ordinary thimble

FATES
Advertisers
• Harold C. Stuart, attorney and
president-chairman of board, Southwestern Sales Corp., owner and operator
of KVOO Tulsa, Okla., elected to
board of directors of Greyhound Corp.
• John J. Shaw elected v.p. in charge
of marketing of Bon Ami Co., N.Y.
• William M. Stedman, advertising
director of American Home Products
Corp. for 17 years, has retired. He wiU
continue in consultative capacity. Kenneth R. will
Baumbusch,
Mr. Stedman's
assistant,
handle major
details of
Mr.
Stedman's
job
but
it
is
understood
no one will be appointed his successor.
• John L. Remillard, formerly assistant account executive of BBDO, to
Miles Products, division of Miles Labs,
as product manager of One-a-Day vitaAgencies
• Robert W. Dailey,
formerly v.p. of McCann - Erickson,
named executive v.p.
of Cunningham &
Walsh's west coast
operations and general manager of its
San
Francisco office.
Mr. Dailey
Mr. Dailey replaces
Jerome J. Cowen, who returns to
C&Ws New York office.
• Lewis H. Happ, Frederick C. Maine
and David
v.p.'sInc.,of
Geyer,
Morey,J. Wasko
Madden elected
& Ballard
N.Y. Mr. Happ formerly was media director of Geyer Adv., Mr. Wasko had
been assistant to president of Morey,
Humm & Warwick. Mr. Maine formerly was copy chief of MH&W.
• Harold
Grainger,
accountFrancisco
supervisor andJ.director
of San
marketing department, Compton Adv.,
elected v.p.
• Willard C. Mackey Jr., and Donald G. Gill, account executives at Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles Inc.,
named v.p.'s.
• Emile Frisard, copy group head,
Compton Adv., N.Y., elected v.p. and
appointed assistant creative director.
• Marshall Clark, v.p. of Ketchum,
MacLeod & Grove, N.Y., elected director.

& FORTUNES

rector tionsof division,
Doremus
Co.'s public
relaN.Y., & promoted
to v.p.
• Lin wood G. Lessig, account executive of Al Paul Lefton Inc., N.Y., named
v.p. in charge of technical advertising.
• Charles Bennett Straus Jr., formerly v.p. of Cunningham & Walsh, has
joined Sudler & Hennessey Inc., N.Y.,
as executive assistant to president and
director of consumer division.
• Robert M. Hixson, president of Hixson & Jorgensen, L.A., for 25 years,
retires from agency and as principal of
company
will continue
consultant. Kai but
Jorgensen,
board aschairman,
adds duties of president.
• Earle R. Dugan, Fred Rhode and
Daniel J. Sullivan, all account supervisors in Foote, Cone & Belding's Chicago office,Halperin,
elected v.p.'sNewMrs.YorkShirley
Polykoff
copy
supervisor, also elected v.p.
• Carl H. Sigler, v.p. in charge of
merchandising at Gordon Best Co., Chicago, announces resignation, effective
May 15.
• Norman Heyne, formerly partner of
Wesley, Heyne & Cuca, Chicago, to
Christiansen Adv., that city, as v.p. in
charge of radio-tv.
o Raymond Browne, senior writer,
Victor A. Bennett Co., N.Y., promoted
to v.p. and creative head.
• Desmond Kennedy, formerly account executive in Grant Adv.'s Johannesburg (South Africa) office, to head
new Grant office in Durban, South
Africa. Leigh J. Brown, formerly assistant art director of Kenyon & Eckhardt, Detroit, to art staff of Grant's
Detroit office. Leonard E. Vis, formerly regional sales supervisor of
Quaker Oats Pan American Inc.. to
agency's international department.
• Joseph H. Vaamonde, assistant manof Youngpast& two
Rubicam's
Juan,
P.R., ageroffice
years, San
appointed
manager of agency's Mexico City office.
• Gene De Gaine, office manager and
chief accountant of Van der Boom,
Hunt, moMcNaughton
ted to treasurer. Inc., L.A., pro-

• Hal Dickens, formerly v.p. in
charge of merchandising, Edward H.
Weiss & Co., Chicago, to Tatham-Laird,
that city, as merchandising counsellor.
Art Watson, Weiss account executive,
also to T-L in similar capacity.
• Ralph W. Bugli, special projects di- • Howard G. Myers, formerly of Wall
106

Street Journal, to Boylhart, Lovett &
Dean Inc., L.A., as copy chief.
• Charles Lee Hutchtngs, creative
director of McCann-Erickson, L.A., to
copy chief at Donahue & Coe Adv.,
L.A. Buxton Lowry, who has held
that position, has been given leave of
absence for extended tour of Europe.
• Donald C. Zuehlsdorff, formerly
of Curtis & Burgis, Detroit, to
Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, Pittsburgh, as account executive.
• Donald D. Douglass to Charles F.
Hutchinson Inc., Boston, as account
executive.
• William D. Samuels, formerly of
W.S. Walker Adv., as account executive, to Pittsburgh office of Erwin
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, as account
executive on H.K. Porter account.
• John J. McClean Jr., formerly of
McCann-Erickson as senior account
executive, to C.J. LaRoche & Co., N.Y.,
as account executive on Revlon.
• James E. Calhoun, formerly account
executive of KAND Corsicana, Tex.,
to open his own advertising firm in
Corsicana April 1.
• Jerry Samuelsohn, formerly senior
director of WCAU-TV Philadelphia, to
Wermen & Schorr Inc., that city, as
producer-director
in radio-tv department.
• Hoyt Allen, formerly executive
producer in charge of all Procter &
Gamble tv production at Benton &
Bowles, N.Y., to Foote, Cone & Belding, N.Y., as tv commercial production
supervisor.
• Paul H. Smith, formerly promotion
director of KIRO-AM-FM-TV Seattle,
Wash., to Honig-Cooper, Harrington &
Miner, that city, as publicity director.
• Charles Reichblum, formerly head
of his own advertising art studio in
Pittsburgh, named director of radio-tv
of MARC & Co., that city. Norman
Slemenda, with agency since last year,
named art director.
• Robert Recht, former owner of Rex
Furniture Stores in Southern California,
has re-opened his advertising agency at
1680 N. Vine St., Hollywood. Phone:
Hollywood 2-1157.
• Lawrence D. Reedy, formerly of
Abbott Kimball Co., to headquarters
staff of American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies for two month period.
Networks
• Robert Claver, producer and head
BROADCASTING, March 16, 1959

THE
REGAL
RECIPROCAL
TV

PLAN
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YOUR UNSOLD TIME IS WORTH MONEY
When the broadcast day is done "tomorrow's"
unsold time becomes "yesterday's" unsold time.
Regal's Reciprocal TV Plan puts purchasing
power
behindwith
"yesterday's
unsoldon time"
contracting
stations today
a NO by
CASH
BASIS (taking time instead of dollars).
Regal stands ready to foot the bill for any film
entertainment. We'll even assume the station's
obligation already established for anything
already purchased in exchange for "Cash
Credits" for the use of time on your station
spread over a three year period. This becomes
possible through Regal's unique method of
operation because Regal's clients can readily
absorb up to ten million dollars worth of time.
Presently they are on-the-air 100 times a day
in nearly 200 markets. Use the REGAL
RECIPROCAL TV PLAN to purchase anything
of value by putting your unsold time to work
with the full purchasing power of earned
dollars. Regal also trades regularly on a
cash basis for its many packages when
stations prefer to deal this way.
§||9 Qgp
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REGAL
CONVENTION
SPECIAL
Zooming back to Chicago from somewhere in outer space and shattering sales records
in major markets is the lovable, laughable and exciting COLONEL BLEEP and entourage — as timely as the Vanguard IV in orbit !
78 Half Hours
100 Fun-Packed full color
outer space cartoons in 234 Quarter Hours
combination with 390 Bleep
Questions for programming
390 Five-minute Segments
SPECIAL MERCHANDISING AND PROMOTION ASSISTANCE • FREE PRIZES
ADDED SELF-LIQUIDATING PRIZES WITH STRONG AUDIENCE APPEAL IF DESIRED.
Available to quality Stations on REGAL'S NO CASH BASIS.
Pay for this record breaking entertainment package with your unsold time.
Prepared to schedule time over two and three year period.
Meet the unearthly Oom-A-Gog, a 7-foot robot, and Colonel Bleep from outer space
sharing earthly quarters with the live Stanley Grayson, Regal's Director of Station Relations, and equally live and kicking Sidney Barbet, Regal's Film V.P. They will give
you all the details and set the schedules for you at the Sheraton Towers during Convention time in Chicago. Audition prints available for your Station's Staff after Convention.
SPECIALISTS IN TV AND RADIO TIME
Regal Advertising Associates Corp. concentrates its
entire effort on generating desirable TV and radio
time for its clients. The full impact of the entire
Regal organization is placed behind this single
purpose : to become specialists — experts, if you will
— in this dynamic medium. Our underlying twoREGAL

;
I

fold purpose is to serve stations in their entertainment requirements and clients in their time needs.
We are completely staffed with researchers, time
buyers, film and station relation personnel, to render
the maximum of service to station and client alike.
WRITE, WIRE OR TELEPHONE — ANYTIME!

ADVERTISING ASSOCIATES CORP. specialists in TV and radio time
575 LEXINGTON AVENUE • NEW YORK 22, N.Y.
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writer of CBS-TV's Captain Kangaroo,
has resigned to produce forthcoming
Jimmie Rodgers Show on NBC-TV. No
replacement for Mr. Claver has been
set on Kangaroo staff.
• Charles E. Corcoran, since August
1957, facilities manager for RCA building, in charge of all
live studio operations,
appointed manager,
videotape, film and
kinescope operations
Mr. Corcoran
for NBC-TV.
• Charles Kuralt, CBS News reporter-contact, N.Y., named CBS News correspondent, assigned to New York.
Marvin Kalb, currently CBS News
writer, replaces Mr. Kuralt. Replacing
Mr. Kalb is Richard Richter, for 3Vi
years assistant city editor of New York
World-Telegram & Sun.
Stations
• Arthur M. Tolchin, v.p. of WMGM
New York,
of Loew's
Theatres
Inc. inelected
chargev.p.
of station.
• Robert S. Hix, formanager of merly
KOAgeneral Denver,
to KHOW, that city,
in similar capacity.
Mr. Hix was previI ously executive v.p.
MHwtfj&B and general manager
KRES St. Joseph,
Mr. Hix 1 of
Mo. Other KHOW
Harker
Spensley and
appointments:
Lynn Reed, formerly salesmen of
KOA, named local sales manager and
account executive, respectively.
• Joseph T. Conway, national sales
manager of WIBG-AM-FM Philadelphia, appointed national radio sales and
merchandising manager of all seven
Storer Broadcasting Co. stations.
George U. Lyons, account executive
of WJPK-TV Detroit, named midwest
sales manager for radio-tv, Storer stations, effective March 30.
• Robert M. Hanes, 68, banker, industrialist and director of Piedmont
Publishing Co. (WSJS - AM - FM - TV
Winston-Salem, N.C.), died March 10
in Winston-Salem hospital. Mr. Hanes
gained prominence in many fields, was
with Economic Cooperation Administration, once president of American
Bankers Assn.
• Jay B. Sondheim, formerly of
WLYH-TV Lebanon, Pa., to KTVW
(TV) Seattle-Tacoma, Wash., as sales
manager.
• Bill Walker, promotion manager of
WFGA-TV Jacksonville, Fla., named
108 (FATES & FORTUNES)

regional sales manager. Jerry Allen,
assistant in advertising and promotion
department, succeeds Mr. Walker as
promotion manager.
• Lou Torok, formerly part owner of
KCAP Helena, to KMSO-TV Missoula,
both Montana, as local sales manager.
• Jess Land, formerly sales manager of
KGEE Bakersfield, Calif., to KIKK,
that city, as general manager.
• Daniel Diener, formerly v.p. of Leo
M. Bernstein & Co., Washington, D.C.,
named v.p. and general manager of
WUST-AM-FM, that city.
• R.W. (Bill) Burden, formerly general manager of KWIK Pocatello, to
KEEP Twin Falls, both Idaho, as
owner-manager. Bill Adelstein, formerly sales manager, replaces Mr.
Burden as general manager of KWIK.
• Robert J. Brown, 49, commercial
manager of WTAG Worcester, Mass.,
died March 11 in Fairlawn Hospital,
Worcester,
wherecondition.
he was under treatment for heart
• Clayton Kaufman, director of sales
promotion of WCCO Minneapolis-St.
Paul, appointed director of expanded
sales promotion and research department.
• Ed Walters, sales representative of
WFMF (FM) Chicago, promoted to
sales manager. Sy Nelson named
WFMF program director.
© William D. Pabst, v.p. and general
manager of KTVU (TV) Oakland-San
Francisco, elected president of California Broadcasters Assn., succeeding
George Whitney, v.p. and general
manager
of KFMB-AM-TV
San Diego.E.
Other CBA
officers: William
Goetze, KFSD-AM-FM-TV San Diego, first v.p.; Arthur Westlund,
KRE-AM-FM Berkeley, v.p. for radio;
Clark George, KNXT (TV) Los Angeles, v.p. for tv, and M.F. Woodling,
KHSL-TV Chico, secretary-treasurer.
• Allan W. Cameron named general
manager
of Dartmouth
WDCR Hanover,
N.H. Other College's
appointments: Roger J. Schulz, program director; Frank R. Greenberg, business
manager, and Don B. Knapp, technical
director.
• Erwin J. (Tiny) Markle resigns as
air personality and v.p. in charge of
programming of WAVZ New Haven,
Conn.
• W.C. (Dub) Estes appointed commercial manager and personnel director
of KBEC Waxahachie, Tex., succeeding Leon (Chuck) Joslin, effective
April 1. Mr. Joslin joins Paul Jones

Electric Co., Hobbs, N.M., in sales
• Harold K. Carpenter, 58, account
executive of KNX Los Angeles and
Columbia
Pacific Network, died
post. 10 Radio
March
of cerebral hemorrhage.
• Floyd Kalber, newscaster of KMTV
(TV) Omaha, adds duties of director
of public relations. Jim Roberts, newsman, promoted to news editor.
• Karl Haas, founder and president of
Chamber Music Society of Detroit,
named director of fine arts of WJR
Detroit, effective May 1.
• Judd A. Choler, formerly promotion manager of WFMY-TV Greensboro, N.C., to WCAU-TV Philadelphia
as sales promotion director.
• Ruth Musser, office manager of
WMCA New York, elected to newlycreated post of operations supervisor.
Rita L. Garner, formerly assistant advertising-promotion manager of Associated Artists Productions, named sales
development manager.
» Guy S. Harris, formerly program
manager of KDKA-AM-FM Pittsburgh, to WERE-AM-FM Cleveland as
program director.
• Joe O'Neill,
program
KVOO
Tulsa, Okla.,
named director
director ofof
newly-created
department of production and recording.
• J. Stanley Probst is now assistant
to Thomas F. McNulty, president of
WWIN Baltimore, Md. Broadcasting
last week (March 9) incorrectly listed
station as WINN Baltimore.
Representatives
• Lon E. Nelles, formerly account executive of WGN Chicago, to Harrington, Righter
& Parsons Inc., that city,
in similar
capacity.
• Ransom Y. Place Jr., formerly of
WHEN-TV Syracuse, to New York
sales staff of Young Television Corp.
Gust J. Theodore, formerly of Young
&Chicago
Rubicamsalesas staff.
media buyer, to Young's
Programming
• John E. Pearson,
previously resales
repsentative ofSterling
Films Ltd., Canada,
named sales manager
of Independent Television Corp.'s newlycreatedfices, tCanadian
ofo open shortly
Mr. Pearson
in Toronto.
• John P. Rohrs, formerly v.p. and
midwest sales manager of Bernard
Schubert Inc., film producer-distribuBROADCASTING, March 16, 1959
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Points out proudly

A momentous

occasion.

There's a NEW
Foreground
For consumer persuasion.

Sound

In Greater Los Angeles,
hundreds of thousands
of radio dials
are tuned
to a vibrant new sound.
It's the fresh, animated
Foreground Sound of
Radio 93, KHJ, Don Lee.
This important development
adds an entirely new dimension
to selling with radio.
Its bright, new appeal
is geared to reach
the entire adult buying population
in America's 2nd Market
with a compelling, dynamic sound
that will keep them tuned
to Radio 93 throughout the day.
Hearing is believing.

KHJ
RADIO
LOS ANGELES
13X3 North Vine Street
Hollywood 28, California
Represented
nationally Inc.by
H-R Representatives,

Listen

to

it!

tor, and v. p. of Gross-Krasne, appointed sales manager of Walter Schwimmer
Inc., Chicago-based
production-distribution firm.
• Robert A. Monroe, western division
manager of World Broadcasting System
Inc., promoted to general sales manager; H. E. (Mike) Gurney, most recently with KOFY San Mateo, Calif.,
replaces Mr. Monroe; John S. Murphy,
formerly owner and president of
WROD Daytona Beach, Fla., named
sales manager of World and assistant
to Mr. Monroe; Hal Tunis, with World
past two years, named spot sales manager; Dick Crane, World sales executive in Memphis, promoted to southern
division manager; Jim McKnight, formerly sales executive at WDAY Fargo,
N.D., named midwestern division manager, headquartering in Minneapolis.
• Harry Goldstone, formerly head of
Famous Pictures Film Exchange, N.Y.,
to sales staff of United Artists Assoc.,
as account executive in southern territory, covering Alabama, Georgia and
Florida.
• William E. Huston, formerly national sales manager of MPO Television Films Inc., to Filmways Inc. as
director of international sales.
• Philip Frankel, formerly of Transfilm Inc., as unit manager and assistant
director, to Klaeger Film Productions,
N.Y., as assistant director.
• Lou Costello, 52, who with retired
Bud Abbott formed comedy team that
was top motion picture and tv attraction for 25 years, died March 3 following heart attack in Los Angeles.
• Robert Brennen, formerly of Lewin,
Williams & Saylor, and Jay Berkson,
formerly of WDSM-TV Duluth, to sales
staff of California National Productions, Victory Program Sales Division,
to cover New England and MinnesotaWisconsin areas, respectively. Robert
Schultz, formerly of Shamus Culhane
Productions and Frank O'Driscoll.
previously of Telestar Films and Guild
Films, added to sales staff as eastern
and midwestern representatives, respectively.
Equipment & Engineering
• Richard E. Krafve
has resigned as v. p. of
Ford Motor Co.,
Dearborn, Mich., to
become group v.p.commercial of Raytheon Manufacturing
Co., Waltham, Mass.
Mr. Krafve will direct
Mr. Krafve
and coordinate activities of Raytheon divisions engaged in
manufacture and distribution of commercial and industrial products.
110 (FATES & FORTUNES)

• Vincent Barreca was elected executive v.p. of Admiral Corp., succeeding
John B. Huarisa, resigned. Also
named: Thomas J. Lloyd, v.p. in
charge of government electronics; L. H.
Moos, president of Midwest Mfg.
Corp., and Stuart D. Brownlee,
president of Canadian Admiral Corp.,
two Admiral subsidiaries.
• Stewart Edgerton, formerly control er of Chicago Parts Depot, Ford
Motor Co., appointed v.p. and control er of Shure Bros, (electronic components, hi-fi equipment), Evanston, 111.
• Andre G. Clavier, who retired as
v.p. and technical director of ITT Labs,
Nutley, N.J., appointed scientific advisor to Labs' president.
• James S. Knowlson, 75, board
chairman of Stewart-Warner Corp. and
pioneer in electronics equipment, died
following heart attack March 6. Mr.
Knowlson joined S-W in 1934 and
served as president from 1939-54. He
was co-founder of Speedway Mfg. Co.
and also member of Hoover Commission as well as chairman of Commerce
Dept.'s business advisory council.
Allied Fields
• Franklin H. Craf, v.p., A.C. Nielsen Co., N.Y., named executive v.p.
and director.
• John C. Gilmore, v.p. of Community Club Services Inc., N.Y., appointed president, succeeding Joseph
B. Mathews. William M. Carpenter,
secretary-treasurer, also named executive v.p. Messrs. Gilmore and Carpenter
have
acquired controlling interest in
company.
• Lr. Gen. Floyd L. Parks (U.S.
Army, ret.), 63, formerly chief of
Army Public Information Div., died
of cancer March 10 in Washington,
D.C. Gen. Parks, quoted as saying,
"Don't forget radio and run fast to
catch
with television,"
tenure upas public
information during
chief, his
retired from the army in 1956 to become
executive director of National Rifle
Assn., post he held until his death.
• Jackson Lee, formerly general manager of WDBF Delray Beach, Fla., to
Paul H. Chapman Co., Atlanta, Ga.,
media brokers, as associate.
• Robert G. Doder, legislative staff
writer of United Press International,
appointed manager of St. Paul (Minn.)
bureau.
• George A. Willey, assistant professor of speech and drama at Stanford
U.,
named
director
of session
university's
radio-tv
institute,
summer
begin ing its 17th season this summer.

• Bernard H. Pelzer, formerlyofaccount
executive
ABC
Radio, to Radio Press
Inc.,
new
"voiced" N.Y.,
news syndicate for radio stations,
as administrative
director. Mr. Pelzer
Mr. Pelzer
was also with Benton
& Bowles and NBC.
• Karl A. Smith, 55, formerly communications lawyer of Hogan & Hartson, Washington, D.C, law firm, was
found shot to death in his Washington
apartment March 8. Mr. Smith, who
retired last year, had been in failing
health. His death was ruled suicide by
deputy coroner.
• William H. Borghesani Jr., formerly attorney in special radio services
bureau, FCC, joins Dow, Lohnes &
Albertson, Washington, D.C, law firm.
Other new associates: Keith E. Putbrese, graduate of U. of Iowa Law
School; Norman C. Paulson, graduate
of George Washington Law School;
John P. Sullivan, and V. Baker
Smith, both graduates of Georgetown
Law School.
Government
• Bernard Strassburg, with FCC
since 1943 and for past year chief of
telephone division of common carrier
bureau, appointed assistant chief of
common carrier bureau, effective upon
approval by Civil Service Commission.
© David C. Williams, 53, CONELRAD counsel and former legal assistant
to FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee, died
March 12 in Washington, D.C, after
suffering heart attack two days previously. Mr. Williams, admitted to
D.C. bar in 1935, served as Capitol
Hill secretary and in U.S. District
Court for D.C, and is survived by his
wife, son and three daughters.
International
• Harry Sedgwick,
64, who retired as
president
of CFRB
Toronto last
month
due to ill health
(Week's
ers,
Feb. Headlin2), died
March 7 in Toronto
General
Hospital.
Mr.
Mr. Sedgwick
Sedgwick
was
foundand past &president
of CanadianHe Assn.
of erRadio
Tv Broadcasters.
was
also v.p. of CKLW Windsor-Detroit.
He is survived by his wife, Nena Martin; daughter, Mrs. Kenneth C. Marsden; brother, Joseph, former counsel of
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters: brother, William, and two sisters.
BROADCASTING, March 16, 1959

more

CHANNEL
3

SHREVEPORT
LOUISIANA

Folks just naturally take cover during
Shreveport's long hot summers. .You'll
find them enjoying TV in their
air-conditioned homes.
And Nielsen #3 Survey says more of them
—1,292,550— stay tuned to Channel 3
— KTBS-TV— in this four-state market
that now ranks 71st in America.
Get the complete Coverage and Ratings story from
your PETRY MAN.
NBC-ABC
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E. Newton Wray, President and General Manager

SEC.

315:

JOURNALISM

BODY

BLOW

Dr. Stanton says FCC ruling poses threat to modern democracy

regard to broadcast journalism."
In a militant speech prepared for delivery Saturday at the annual conference of CBS-TV affiliates in Chicago,
Dr. Stanton said the decision posed
"very
seriousbutimplications
not only
for
[television]
for the whole
question
of the effective working of democracy
under
the pressure
modern
Promising
to fightof the
rulinglife."
through
the courts if necessary, he said:
upheld, results.
the decision
will behavean
two"Ifinevitable
One will
immediate practical effect on news
broadcasting that can abridge radically
both the usefulness of radio and television to our society and their total
freedom as media. The second will be
to set loose a thoughtless quantitative
theory governing the role of journalism
in a democracy that can be described
only as a wholesale negation of principles that have been safeguards and
supports of our democracy from its
beginnings."
The decision he attacked — and he
said he attacked it only insofar as it
applied Sec. 315 to newscasts, although
he felt Sec. 315 in any case is
"an abomination" — was one in which
FCC held that Lar Daly, a perennial
candidate who was seeking both Re-

publican and Democratic nominations
for mayor of Chicago, was entitled to
time equal to that given Mayor Richard
Daley and another candidate in news
broadcasts (Broadcasting, Feb. 23).
"Make no mistake about it," Dr.
Stanton
declared. purposes,
"The Dalymakes
decision,
for all practical
it a
mathematical impossibility for broadcasting to report any political campaign in its own way and take
advantage of its own technical capabiliTo furnish all 24 Presidential and
Vice Presidential candidates in the last
election
with time equal to that given
theties."
candidates of the two major parties,
he
requiredor "2,238estimated,
minutes, would
some have
38 hours,
approximately 20% more than all the
time spent by all our television network
newscasts on all the news."
Dr. Stanton's speech was scheduled
for the Saturday luncheon of the CBSTV affiliates annual meeting, expected
to attract more than 350 affiliate and
network executives. He headed a roster
of speakers which was scheduled to include CBS-TV President Louis G.
Cowan and other top officials during
the two-day meeting at the studios of
CBS-owned WBBM-TV Chicago.
Dr. Stanton said he had intended to
discuss the need for more fundamental
information on what the American
public thinks of television and for better informing the public about television— that on this subject "we are

Stanton: declares war on Section 315

Cowan: says CBS-TV still is leader

FCC's extension of the Communications Act's equal-time requirement to
newscasts was branded by CBS President Frank Stanton last week as "perhaps theevermost
sion
to beseverely
handedcrippling
down deciwith

convinced that we are beyond the stage
where talking does any further good
and we are going to act." But, he said,
the Daly ruling held "commanding
urgency" and therefore took precedence. "We will, instead, be reporting
to you in the fairly near future in
closed circuit presentations and other
ways, our plans more fully to inform
the public," he asserted.
FCC's Daly decision, he charged,
"attempts to substitute a senseless
mathematical formula for the responsibility of news editors in handling the
news of political campaigns. I am firmly
convinced that if we are deprived of
this responsibility, we have opened the
door totionsalland harassments
kinds of invasions,
of ourrestricnews
Going further, he saw the ruling
function."
as one that "spawns a monstrous idea
in a democratic society — the idea that
quantitative mechanics are more important than the qualitative considerations of the degree to which people are
informed during the critically important
period of election campaigns ... At
no time in the democratic experience
is a fully informed people more important than in making their electoral
decisions . . . We are now witnessing
the introduction of the revolutionary
idea that informing the people is a secDr. Stanton
ondary matter." held that the public
clearly would "unleash a fury of protests on any station or network" that

Robinson: has program aces up sleeve
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ABC Television in New Orleans
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BEST

VIEW

IN TOWN"

Owned and Operated by
NEW ORLEANS TELEVISION CORPORATION
Represented Nationally by
WEED TELEVISION CORPORATION
New York, Chicago, Detroit, Atlanta, Dallas, Boston, San Francisco, Los Angeles
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FRIDAY.....

than to any other program

% *>

WCKY.

on any other station in Cincinnati

Exactly 699,500"

listeners

per week

.

tried to use newscasts unfairly in a
political campaign. "The Daly decision," he said, "not only distrusts the
broadcasters as journalists; it distrusts
them as businessmen, implying that
they would not have the sense to see
the fatal dangers of playing politics
withMoreover,
the medium."
he argued, if this ruling
stands it might be extended in principle to printed journalism: "A case —
utterly outrageous yet no more outrageous than the Daly ruling — could
be made for the notion that if a magazine or a newspaper has a partially
subsidized circulation through mailing
rates, and records the words of one
political didate
candidate,
the other
canshould be then
entitled
to equal

"More people listen to the 6
PM News on WCKY than to
any other program on any
other station in Cincinnati —
699,500 people."
We didn't say it— Nielsen did
in the November-December
We've always
1958 report. Cincinnati
deknown that
pends on WCKY for news
because WCKY is first and
fast. Whenever news breaks,
WCKY is there with news
tapes and on-the-spot broadcasts with the WCKY Newsmobile. If it's news, it's heard
WCKY, and Cincinon knows
first nati
it!
, . . Your sales can make news
too. Call Tom Welstead at
WCKY'S New York Office,
or AM Radio Sales in Chicago and on the West Coast.
They'll tell you about the
WCKY'S
salesNews
33 timesofdaily.
— power

WCKY
50,000 WATTS
OF SELLING POWER
Cincinnati, Ohio
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television. In this area I believe that
we as a network have firm ground for
optimism. Certainly this is indicated
by the advertisers' expression of faith in
the future stability of our program policy and by our continuing hold on the
major attention of the television audiHubbell Robinson Jr., programming
vice president, was prepared to em"a mass mephasize that television is for
the "cultience."vateddium" mind,"
programs
and thatwhile
important, represent
"the peripheral job, not the main
chance." CBS-TV's programming, he
said, is aimed at hitting "the big bullscenter."30-60 days will be
right ing the
eyeUpcomin
• While
pronext season's some
needed to complete
n said,
plans, Mr.willRobinso
The decision,
continued,under"tellswhich
the of thegramshows
include: The Blue
broadcasters
the heconditions
space."
of two New York policecan report campaigns — indeed in Men, story will
they
Gale Storm Satmen, which replace
a quantitative sense even the contents of
p.m. EST. Twilight Zone,
9
t
a
s
y
a
d
r
u
the news programs. I say flatly that you
cannot have any such halfway, crip- explorin
area of, man's
table
unpredicexperiis startling
enceg which"that
of the press
pling conditioned freedom
will
also
nable"
unexplai
s
sometime
and added
in America. Once the idea is established be
he
though
sold,
and is already
that the contents of news programs can did not name
rs.
advertise
the
harassed,
be tampered with, restricted,
Without going into details he said a
controlled or regulated by a governlar every week for 40 weeks,
mental agency in any medium during a spectacu
at the same time on the same night, was
pana
up
open
you
campaign,
politicaldora's box that can bring all kinds of
as a projcet "which we
being develope
can bed as important, as revoluharassments and restrictions.
believe
tionary, as startling as Playhouse 90
"The idea must be knocked down
first launched that series."
we
now. It must be knocked down decisive- when
Among other programs being
ly. It ought to be knocked down unanthe Menare Dennis
said, Girl,
he Bad
planned,
ul
The Wonderf
ace, Peck's
imously."
More Meetings • In other sessions
wn.
Countdo
and
affiliates were World of Little Julius,
Saturday and Sunday the reports,
is an hour
plans The last named, he said,
slated to hear progress
will deal with the space
net- show which
s by key
s discussion
and operation
7:30 p.m.
at
work officials. The two-day meeting world and will be slottedto overtake
the
an effort
was to open Saturday morning with Tuesdays in in
that period. Another
C. Howard Lane ofof competition
greetings from
KOIN-TV Portland, Ore., chairman
hour-long show, which he did not disn, and CBS-TV 7:30. close, is planned for Wednesdays at
the affiliates associatio
Network President Louis G. Cowan.
Mr. Robinson said CBS-TV current
Mr. Cowan planned to review CBSme quarter-hours
TV network progress generally and to
ly has 1031/2eddayti
to 104 a year ago—
affiliates that "we have con- sold as compar
assure the
sales. will run ahead
thatmonths
ted
tinued tomaintain and advance for the inandthepredic
three
next
fourth consecutive year our position of
g probHe said the biggest mornin10-10:3
."
ip in the industry
leadersh
0,
se dat by On the
group that since
g Playhou
lem is Mornin
His speech told the
replace
be
will
October
this
last
that
started
and
season
current
the
"we have gathered the largest average Go, a new program featuring Jack
be determined.e,
at a date tostation
nighttime and daytime audiences of any Lin'kletter, for
clearanc
greater
called
network," and that "of 11 new pro- He
of
one
is
said
he
which
season of the 10 a.m. period. the problems
grams we have introduced this
eight have ranked first in their time
the
He also reported that a new sales
periods" while "more than by50%the ofother
new programs introduced
has been devised for Captain
plan
two networks ranked last in their re- Kangaroo and urged stations to go along
when its details are antime periods."he said, "our pri- with this plan
spectiventally,"
nounced, inorder to "assure the per"Fundame
inmust
ters
mary concern as broadcas
show."nt for
finepreside
veryvice
uation ofthis
Lodge,
William petB.
volve the quality of our program prodde. affiliate relations and engineering, was
uct locally, regionally andlifenationwi
blood of slated to report both on affiliate and
This, after all, is the
(THE MEDIA) 115

technical matters, including conversion
of two videotape recording machines in
Hollywood for color use and installation
of two vtr color conversions in New
York. He planned to let it be known
that CBS-TV
"staying in business" on
color
without isspectacularly
stepping up
its regular color scheduling.
Richard D. Golden, director of sales
presentation for CBS-TV, told network
affiliates that westerns have been "the
dominant"
programmingare force
son and indications
they this
willsea-be
represented substantially on the schedules of the three television networks in
1959-60. He illustrated the "tremendous appeal"
of this
form by
pointing
out that
the program
average nighttime
western has a "39% bigger audience
than the average non-western program"
(based on Nielsen figures).
To indicate that CBS-TV comes
closer to achieving a "well-balanced"
schedule than the other two networks,

TV

IS

NOW

Mr. Golden showed a chart of total
nighttime tv programming. It illustrated
that westerns occupied 12% of CBSTV's schedule and 14 and 23% of
NBC-TV's and ABC-TV's, respectively.
Mr. Golden conceded that westerns will
be replaced eventually by another type
of programming but said the nature
and
the date of its emergence are unforeseeable.
Using Nielsen data for computation,
Mr. Golden offered an array of statistics
designed
showtwoCBS-TV's
over
the toother
networkssuperiority
in terms
of audience popularity and cost-perthousand in the nighttime area.
Other speakers scheduled for the
two-day meeting included William H.
Hylan, sales administration vice president; George Bristol, operations director, advertising and sales promotion;
Charles Steinberg, information services
director, and — when the sessions resumed Sunday afternoon — Richard

Salant, CBS Inc. vice president, and
Sig Mickelson, vice president and general manager of CBS News, followed
by a panel discussion with questions
by affiliates. The annual banquet was
to be held Saturday night at the Drake
Hotel's Gold Coast room.
Miami sale off
The proposed $800,000 sale of
WCKR-AM-FM Miami to Sun Ray
Drug Co., announced in the spring of
last year (Broadcasting, May 26,
1958), has by mutual consent been
cancelled, Niles Trammell, president of
seller Biscayne Television Corp., announced last week. Biscayne also owns
ch. 7. WCKT (TV) Miami. With the
ch. 7 case tied up in the FCC on the
ex parte issue (Closed Circuit, Feb.
23), the sale of the radio Outlets has
been denied approval by the Commission.

AT
86%
SATURATION
Nielsen figures total television homes at 44 million
Continuing growth of television has changes in total homes and of television Mountain areas — but pointed out that
boosted the number of tv homes in the ownership penetrations patterns during the rate of gain is slower as all regions
past year to 44 million, or 86% of all the past year."
approach the comparatively high level
The estimates show total homes, tv of 75% or better.
U.S. homes, as against 42.4 million or
84% of all homes a year ago, according homes and per cent of tv home coverIn percentage terms, tv penetration by
to A.C. Nielsen Co. estimates being
age by state and region. Comparable up- major regions ranges from 78% for the
dated county-by-county figures will be South to 91% for the Northeast. In
released today (March 16).
The new figures, as of spring 1959, available starting this week.
number of tv homes, the range is from
Nielsen authorities said the new fig- 7,031,790 in the West to 13,690,930 in
are described by the Nielsen company
the
North Central.
the greatest percentage
as "practical estimates . . . derived sys- gains inurestheshowedregions
of lowest tv owner- follow:
The Spring 1959 Nielsen estimates
tematical y byapplication of 'growth
ship—notably the South Central and
rates' since spring 1958 in terms of
Total Homes TV Homes %TV
TV Homes % TV80
Florida
219,640 89
District of Columbia
51,350,000 44,000,000 86
241,600
TOTAL U. S.
1,074,160
NORTHEAST
12,978,300 11,851,960
Georgia
780,990 75
1,344,700
748,920
Maryland
NEWConnecticut
ENGLAND
2,933,500
845,900
2,682,020
1,011,600
642,330 89
699,900
North Carolina
850,300 8077
259,300
230,540 909191
Maine
1,107,200
South
Carolina
438,780
583,700
7791
Virginia
Massachusetts
1,455,600
1,339,770
92
816,240
1,016,400
166,800
512,300
West
Virginia
150,420
New
Hampshire
394,890
228,150
73
246,900
Rhode Island
77
92
EASTAlabama
SOUTH CENTRAL
105,000
Vermont
3,149,400
616,560 72
Kentucky
831,700
2,274,480
90,810 9286
Mississippi
MIDDLE
ATLANTIC
10,044,800
9,169,940
603,010
824,000
1,723,600
New Jersey
557,600
339,340 697874
1,587,620
Tennessee
New
York
4,643,920
5,079,900
715,570
91
89
936,100
3,241,300
Pennsylvania
2,938,400 92
WEST
SOUTH CENTRAL
8076
Arkansas
4,742,800
NORTH CENTRAL
485,800
15,367,200 13,690,930 9191
337,020
80
3,709,630
Louisiana
855,500
661,600
EAST
NORTH
CENTRAL
10,725,300
85
9,764,150
Oklahoma
678,400
Illinois
2,760,050
545,010 7761
Texas
3,040,500
Indiana
1,263,900 9091
1,401,700
2,723,100
WEST
2,166,000
Michigan
2,296,400
2,095,690
91
89
8,320,200
Ohio
2,851,800
2,635,890 92
7,031,790 75
MOUNTAIN
Arizona
Wisconsin
1,134,900
270,070 76
1,008,620 89
1,904,200
1,456,380
331,900
511,900
Colorado
412,690 7581
WEST
NORTH
CENTRAL
4,641,900
3,926,780
85
753,940 86
843,200
Idaho
Iowa
184,300
137,360 8881
549,630 8881
678,100
Kansas
212,100
Montana
Nevada
131,280
967,900
830,820 83
Minnesota
88,400
New Mexico
168,790
66,400 62
Missouri
1,342,300
1,175,110
234,100
437,700
362,120 71
241,500
Nebraska
211,830 8972
Utah
Wyoming
172,500
122,410
North
Dakota
100,000
57,960 7858
132,750 66
200,200
South Dakota
PACIFIC
83
6,416,000
California
14,684,300 11,425,320 78
SOUTH
5,575,410
4,929,000
Oregon
579,800
449,580
SOUTH
ATLANTIC
5,441,210
4,368,640
6,792,100
80
117,290
757,190
Washington
128,700
Delaware
907,200
116 (THE MEDIA)
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OPEN END WITH
DAVID SUSSKIND
ONE OF THE FOREMOST CREATIVE
MINDS IN THE TELEVISION INDUSTRY
HAS CREATED "OPEN END "-PROVIDING
VIEWERS
HIGHLYOFWELCOME
SIS INTHE WITH
VAST ADESERT
MEDIOCRITY.OA-

THE MIKE WALLACE
INTERVIEW SHOW
WALLACE,
ONE OFINTHETELEVISION
MOST CHALLENGING REPORTERS
HISTORY
PROVIOES PENETRATING INTERVIEWS
WITH EMPHASIS ON VITAL PEOPLE. AMONG
THIS WEEK'S GUESTS: SAMMY DAVIS, JR.

-

FRM0:30pM

HENRY MORGAN
AND COMPANY
MASTER WIT MORGAN HAS WON BRAVOS
FROM THE CRITICS FOR HIS SPARKLING
NEW COMEDY SHOW. "LAUGH-FILLEO. HIBETTERDAILYTUNENEWS.
IN."
BEN GROSS,LARIOUSTHESHOW. YOU'D
NEW YORK

BISHOP SHEEN
EDUCATOR & AUTHOR
ONE OF THE OUTSTANDING MEN OF OUR
TIME DISCUSSES MODERN PROBLEMS
OF THE HEART AND MIND. HIS DYNAMIC
WORDS PROVIDE INSPIRING SPIRITUAL
GUIOEPOSTS FOR ALL MEN OF ALL CREEDS.

ALEXANDER KING
ALEX IN WONDERLAND
KING'S MAGNETIC PERSONALITY WILL ENTICE YOU TO FOLLOW HIM ON A MOST FASTING JUNKEREALM
T DOWN OFTHEPROVOKING
RABBIT'S
HOLE INTOCINATHE
CONVERSATION & PROVOCATIVE PEOPLE.

TUESDAY AT 8PM

WEDNESDAY 11PM

PETER POTTER
JUKEBOX JURY
THE
WON OF2
"EMMY"AMICABLE
AWARDSMR.FORPOTTER
CREATINGHAS ONE
AMERICA'S MOST EXCITING STAR STUDDED
PROGRAMS.TURINGATOP GALA
ENTERTAINMENT
FEAHOLLYWOOD
CELEBRITIES!

RATE THE RECORDS
FEATURING HY LIT
DANCEABLE, MUSICAL, ENJOYABLE ....
THIS
FAST BECOMING
YORK'SIS
MOSTSHOW,
POPULAR
TEEN-AGE NEWCRAZE,
HOSTED BY HY LIT, THE MAN RAPIDLY BECOMING NEW YORK'S TOP DISC JOCKEY.
* SAT 6PM
.TUBUS
8PM
AT
FRIDAY AT 11PM FRIDAY
MONlRiraOra
HOUSE OF ENTERTAINMENT!
NEW
TVs
13.
CHANNEL
ON
HAPPENING
INTERESTING
JOIN US AT 'OUR HOUSE'. . ENJOY A DYNAMIC NEW DIMENSION IN TV
REMEMBER: THERE'S ALWAYS SOMETHING
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NEWSBEATWITH
MIKE WALLACE
PROGRAM
THE MOST DEFINITIVE NEWS
EVER TO BE TELECAST. A PENETRATINGREWALLACE
ANALYSIS OF VITAL NEWS.
HEADBEHIND THETHE STORY.
STORY BEHIND
PORTS THE FACTS
LINES-THE

MUTUAL

KEEPS

WALKING

TIGHTROPE

Intermountain stations depart as Smith group keeps up talks
Mutual managed to get through the group, which had picked up a 7-day the West Coast although it won't be
week.
option to buy the network the week carrying the network itself.
Don Lee Skittish • Other affiliates,
In an extraordinary demonstration of before (Broadcasting, March 9), continued al last week, and both sides including RKO Teleradio's Don Lee recliffhanging, the embattled radio netgional network, were having similar
work was still on the air at week's end. were hopeful final terms would be
It hoped to be able to meet its affiliates reached Friday (March 13).
misgivings about taking a chance on
But the network was having more Mutual being in business from one day
at the NAB convention in Chicago
yesterday (March 15) with assurances trouble on the affiliate front. The In- to the next. It's known RKO Teleradio
termountain Network, including KALL has talked with ABC Radio about posthat itancecould
turn run.
last week's performsible affiliation for Don Lee.
into a long
Salt Lake City and 41 other stations,
The other entity Mutual was out to
Key to the situation was the network's pulled out of its arrangement with Mutual in favor of a similar deal with ABC persuade was AT&T, the major creditor.
ability to land new ownership willing
Radio (see below). Intermountain can- Mutual owes the phone company over
to takeble ofover
Mutual's
losses
and
capasatisfying creditor demands.
celed MBS as of March 31. However, $400,000, some of the obligations reachNegotiations with the Malcolm Smith KALL will continue to feed Mutual to
ing back over a year. The phone company was given a check for $25,000 by
the Smith group last Monday, with
than those it now has with Mutual.
further payments due later last week.
Talks between ABC and Don Lee
Mr. Smith said AT&T had agreed to
have been in progress for some
extend service "way beyond" last Friweeks.
day, when Mr. Smith's option expired.
Terms of the Intermountain-ABC
He would not
be more specific.
agreement were said to parallel the
The other major creditors are the afprevious agreements with Mutual.
themselves. It's understood acThat is, the regional chain would
cfiliates
ounts in arrears
are about $130,000.
not be part of the nationwide netThe
Other
View • Mr. Smith said
work per se, but would be available
his study of the Mutual situation found
to any advertisers who wanted to
itIn "not
been suggested.'*
add it to their other ABC buys.
fact,asheblack
felt asthehadnetwork
was now
The tonew330.affiliations boost ABC's
near a break-even point in its operalineup
tions, and might be able to reach that
ABC Radio was making moves in
level as early as April, despite current
other areas, too. It announced last
difficulties. Further, he said Mutual
week that it would increase news
had the "strongest profit potential of any
feeds and start a new series of "conradio
fidential" reports from its news corHis network."
program plans for the network,
respondents asfeatures of expanded
ABC's DeGray (I), Intermountain's Hatch
although
far from firmly established,
programming to affiliates. Starting
include an expansion of network servRival camp • If there was a silver in April, according to Ed De Gray,
ice
beyond
the basic news service it has
lining in the clouds over Mutual last vice president in charge of the radio
today. Presumably that expansion would
week, chances are it was labeled network, ABC will provide daily
"ABC."
be largely in the area of music. He rereports of background material on
marked to an associate last week that
The first stations to break away major news events. <
The exclusive reports, from both
"the last thing I want to do with Mutual
from Mutual — KALL Salt Lake City
and the 41 -station Intermountain overseas and domestic correspondis turn it into a mail order network" —
this last obviously in response to trade
Network — signed an affiliation
ents, are expected to "add new
statements that he would use MBS toagreement with ABC Radio last authority
and scope to local news
sell his products on a mail order basis.
week. Programming was to start programs," according to lohn Daly,
yesterday (March 15).
ABC vice president in charge of
He said Mutual's current executive
KALL and Intermountain also news, special events and public
lineup would be retained. That includes.
cancelled their present agreement affairs.
Blair Walliser, executive vice president;
with Mutual as of the end of March.
Other new programs planned for
Bob Hurleigh, senior vice president and
head of the Washington operation, and
George Hatch, head of the group, late March and April starts include:
Charles Godwin, station relations vice
said he had agreed to have further a daily medical report by Don Godmeetings with Mutual during the dard; Project Tomorrow, twice
president.
appeared Mr. Smith would
himself be Itchairman.
NAB convention this week, and that, weekly dramatic program of late
developments
in
health,
scientific,
conceivably, some new agreement
Mr. Smith estimated the various enmight be reached to clear some of educational and other fields of pubterprises in his organizations have a
lic concern; a weekly 25-minute
that
network's
time.
But
first
call
total advertising budget around $1 mildiscussion from Washington between
would go to ABC.
lion
annually,
now split three ways
ABC Radio also stood a good congressmen who represent opposite
among spot television, radio and print
chance of picking up the Don Lee viewpoints on news subjects, and
media. He estimated the combined comNetwork, should that group elect to interview programs with the wives
panies as an $8 million business.
seek other affiliation arrangements of Washington officials.
The Smith Group • Malcolm E.
Smith Jr., the man Mutual hopes to
18 (THE MEDIA)
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have as its new boss, is involved with
his associates in a number of business
situations, all closely intertwined.
At the top, is White House Co., a
venture started 10 years ago. Below
White House are Grand Award RecRecords Co., WalorddorfCorp.,MusicWaldorf
Hall, Colortone Records,
Records, the C.C. Award RecAudition
ord Club and Harrison Home Products
Co.
In addition there's Victor & Richards
Advertising Agency, which places all
advertising for the various Smith operations. Al the companies and V&R
share the same offices at 565 Fifth Ave.
in New York. They also share officers:
Mr. Smith, listed as president of Harrison Home Products, is copy chief of
Victor & Richards; Richard Davimos,
president of V&R, is a vice president
of Harrison; Casper Pinsker, Harridirector.son's general manager, is V&R's art
Mr. Davimos is one of the associates
in the Mutual purchase plans. Another
is Enoch Light, orchestra leader who
is a vice president of Grand Award and
Waldorf Records. Another is Cecil
Hoge, president of Huber Hoge & Sons
Inc., a now-inactive agency. Mr. Hoge
also has his offices in the 565 Fifth
beehive, but it could not be determined
exactly where he stands in the other
Smith companies.
Ade Hult, the former Mutual executhe original contact betivetweenwho Mr.made
Smith and the network, was
still in the picture last week, but not
in focus. Some reports had him slated
for a top executive job under the new
nt, but Mr. Smith said that
manageme
undetermined. It was not known
was
ifship.Mr. Hult would share in the ownerWhat Smith Had to Sell • Grand
Award produces albums of popular
music for distribution through record
stores. Waldorf Recand department
ords does the pressing for some of the
Smith labels. Audition Records are sold
exclusively through F. W. Woolworth
stores, and Colortone, another Waldorf
label, through chain stores.
Harrison is the import-export side
of the Smith businesses. It handles AdGerdiator, an adding machine from from
many; Vivif. a fishing lure
and AddiPresto, another addFrance,
ing device from Italy.
From Bull to Broadcasting • Mr.
Smith, who is 41, has a colorful ancestry. Smithtown, Long Island, where
he has lived all his life, was named
after an ancestor Richard (Bull) Smith.
the
boughtfrom
that "Bull"
story goes
The
land where
Smithtown
now stands
the Nisequogue Indians, giving them
trinkets and the like in return for all
the land he could ride around in one
day on his bull.
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Perch-men: Mr. Briller (I) and Mr. Coyle take up their posts for ABC-TV New York presentation
ABC-TV

ASSAULT

ON

SUMMIT

$100,000 pitch tells tale of uplift
ABC-TV was slated today (March Now those figures are 20.3 for ABC-TV,
for network "X" and 20.7 for
for "the 21.3
its storytv offorshooting
16) to tellnetwork
network "Y," it says.
top"
in lessinthan
two weeks. the third time
On
nights
the itweek,
ABC-TV
that lastof year
had leadership
Except for a presentation scheduled claimed
in
average
audience
only
one
of
yesterday (Sunday) in Chicago, two of the week (Tuesday) but this yearnight
added
one
and
(today's
shows
Cellomatic
the
in New York last Tuesday) were for leadership on Sunday, Thursday and
advertiser and agency executives. The Friday nights and noted it had the highest-rated show on each of these four
network reportedly budgeted about
$100,000 for total cost of the shows, nights. (Also included was the Nielsen
which introduce the "A" ladder motif, Top Ten, the network asserting it has
four this season compared to one last
symbolizing the climb to the top.
ABC-TV on March 10 took over the
aseason,
fifth.) and according to the "latest
in New its York's
Grand Ballroom
Waldorf-Astoria
to underscore
claims Nielsen national report," has added still
Half Hours • Nighttime half hour
to higher ratings and greater audiences
for its programs. The audience of agen- leadership has doubled this season comcy-advertiser executives was near 1 ,000.
ABC-TV claimed and
The presentation in the main stressed pointed paredtoto last,
14 of its programs topping 10
two points:
million homes. Emphasized also: It is
• ABC-TV has placed itself in the not horse opera only on ABC-TV. The
increased its use of specials for
running competitively on the basis of network
ratings and audience with the other two "more balanced programming" (cited
networks.
were Art Carney Meets Peter and the
• The network outlined what it thinks Wolf and Bing Crosby).
The network also said it was clearing
are weak spots in current nighttime
schedules and previewed what it has live approximately 90% of U.S. tv
homes and had opened up 14 markets to
planned so far for the next season.
In the competitive race: Of 24 major its programming in the last few years.
markets in which three networks com- ABC-TV asserted that its cost-per-thousand per commercial minute this season
with "equal
says itpete has
raised facilities,"
its average ABC-TV
evening was lower than the year before — down
rate 21%.
$3.15 to $2.78 — and lower than
from
In terms of the relative positioning
one of the other two networks.
of the three netwofks on their Nielsen anyFuture
Programming • ABC-TV tentmulti-network area ratings for Januseathe next
atively has scheduled
a
Schedule
shows.
of new for
flock
son
ary and February last year (prime evening hours), ABC-TV reported a score highlights:
of 16.8% compared to 31.7 for netMonday— New episodes of Cheyenne, Adventures in Paradise (hour-long
work "X" and 22.3 for network "Y."

WBNS

Radio

Columbus, Ohio
John Blair & Co., Representatives

Number 0<ne by Pulse proves our continous conviction that quality and good
taste have never gone out of style.

EAST
Major daytime independent in one of
the top 15 markets.

$400,000

SOUTHWEST
Top rated fulltime regional independent in major growth market. Highly
successful operation with good profits.
$140,000
term lease. down. Part of price as long-

$400,000

NORTHWEST
This fulltime facility available for less
than
annual
$100,000
cash. volume if cash is paid

$120,000

Visit us in our suite at the Conrad Hilton — 1322-23-24.
APPRAISALS
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NEGOTIATIONS
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Ryan
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dramas), and The Troubleshooters (adventure). Disclosure of Troubleshooters on ABC-TV was first official word
of the network selected for the series
already purchased by Marlboro
(through Leo Burnett) from United
Artists Television.
Tuesday — Sugar foot, alternating with
Bronco, Wyatt Earp and Rifleman, all
proven shows slated to return with addiCaptain of Detectives starring
Roberttion ofTaylor.
Wednesday — A new series, Bourbon
Street Beat, a Warner Bros, series.
Thursday— Zorro, The Real McCoys
and Pat Boone returning with addition
ofThe Dick
Clark'sseries.
World of Talent and
Fat Man
Friday — Walt Disney Presents and
77 Sunset Strip will be augmented by
new Gale Storm Show episodes and
Cry Fraud (documentary technique applied to western).
Saturday — Addition of The War
Against
(Warner Bros, series of
hour-longCrime
dramas).
Sunday— Addition of The Alaskans
(also Warner Bros.).
In The Works • Other shows being
developed include Lincoln Jones (series
about a crusading lawyer), The Confes ions ofWilly (Screen Gems production); The Big Walk (Screen Gems)
about a patrolman; Cissie starring recording star Molly Bee; Doc Holliday
(Warner Bros, western) and Where
man).
There's Smoke (about a "wacky" fireABC-TV's daytime programming,
slated to be scaled down somewhat
starting in April, got scant attention in
the presentation.
Elements which lent color to the
network's show: the 10-foot ladder
perches for the narrator (see cut), Donald W. Coyle, ABC vice president and
general sales manager for tv, and Bert
Briller, ABC-TV's director of sales development; the sound and visual effects
of Cellomatic; a live orchestra; appearance of seven top ABC-TV stars also
atop ladders; and Magician . Milbourne
Christopher. Hosts were Oliver Treyz,
ABC-TV president, and Leonard H.
Goldenson, president, American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres.
Changing hands
ANNOUNCED • The following sales of
station interests were announced last
week, subject to FCC approval:
• WOLF Syracuse, N.Y.: Sold to equal
owners Ellis E. Erdman, J.J. Clynes Jr.,
George Abbott and Allan H. Treman by
T. Sherman Marshall for more than
$400,000. Mr. Marshall will continue
as a consultant to the station. Mr. Erdman has under his management WBKI
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Montpelier, Vt., WTKO Ithaca and
WEBO Oswego, both New York, as
well as an interest in WACK Newark,
N.Y. Mr. Abbott, textile manufacturer,
has an interest in WTKO. Messrs.
Clynes and Treman are lawyers. The
sale was handled by Allen Kander and
Co. WOLF is on 1490 kc with 250 w.
• KANS Wichita, Kan. Sold to Lee
Vaughn and Merritt Owens by Harry
Patterson and William O'Connor for
$210,000
including
liabilities,
for two-by
thirds
interest.
The sale
was handled
Blackburn & Co. KANS is on 1480 kc
with 5 kw, day, 1 kw, night, directional
antenna different pattern day and night,
and is affiliated with NBC.
• KLIK Jefferson City, Mo.: Sold to
KFEQ-AM-TV St. Joseph, Mo., principals: Jessie Fine, Isadore Fine, Oscar
Fine and Theodore Nelson (who has interests in WOHP Bellefontaine, Ohio,
and WILO Frankfort, Ind.), by Jerrell
Shepard for $183,750. The sale was
handled by Allen Kander & Co. KLIK
is on 950 kc with 5 kw, day.
• KTIP Porterville, Calif.: Sold to The
Gateway Broadcasters, composed of
Gareth Garlund, Dr. Henry Lindgren
and Leo McClatchey, by Ralph Miller
for $107,500. The sale was handled bv
Hamilton, Stubblefield, Twining &
Assoc. KTIP is on 1450 kc with 250 w
and is affiliated with ABC.
• WERI Westerly, R.I.: Sold to Dr.
Augustine L. Cavallaro of New Haven,
William Sweeney for $100,Conn.,Theby sale
000.
was handled by Blackburn & Co. WERI is on 1230 kc with
250 w and is affiliated with MBS.
• WDEW Westfield, Mass.: Sold to
Harold J. Martin and other local busines men byAlbert L. Capstaff, v.p. in
charge of NBC Radio network programs, for $85,000. Mr. Capstaff said
because of his NBC appointment he
thought it wise to dispose of station ownership, which also include WBZY Torrington, Conn., and interest in Pioneer
Network. WDEW , is on 1570 kc with 1
kw, day.
• WMCP Columbia, Tenn.: Sold to
B.C. Eddins and John R. Crowder by
22 stockholder selling group (J.H. Dowling, president) for $59,500. Mr. Eddins
is senior partner and general manager
of WFMH-AM-FM Cullman, Ala., and
Mr. Crowder is senior partner and general manager of WEKR Fayetteville,
Tenn. The sale was handled by Paul H.
Chapman Co. WMCP is on 1280 kc
with 1 kw, day.
APPROVED • The following transfers
of station interests were approved by
BROADCASTING, March 16, 1959

The
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transaction

Buyers and sellers usually meet and take action
through the helpful services of some one standing by.
The broker in today's business world — whether dealing in securities — real estate — insurance — or "what
not" implements decisions. He works for every one
concerned.
We're doing this very thing at the NAB Convention
from our headquarters suite — Room 1119 A at the
Conrad Hilton.
We are proud of the results we have produced for
broadcasting executives over the years. The record
is one which we would like to discuss with you.

ALLEN

KANDER

AND

COMPANY

Negotiators for the Purchase and Sale of
Important Radio and Television Stations

WASHINGTON
NEW YORK

1625 Eye Street N.W.
60 East 42nd Street

NAtional 8-1990
MUrray Hill 7-4242

the FCC last week (also see For The
Record, page 158):
• WPRO-AM-FM-TV Providence, R.I.:
Sold to Capital Cities Television Corp.
(CBS commentator Lowell Thomas,
Frank M. Smith and others) by Cherry
& Webb Broadcasting Co. for $6,508,808. This grant is conditioned that
John B. Poole not convert his debentures into the approximately 1% of
stock in WPRO-AM-FM-TV they
would receive, as per an existing agreement between him and the stations,
without first notifying the FCC. Mr.
Poole is a minority stockholder of Storer
Broadcasting Co. and the conversion of
the debentures would involve him in the
ownership of more than the maximum
permissible stations. Comr. Robert
Bartley abstained from voting in this
grant.
Capital Cities is the licensee or permittee of WROW-AM-FM, WTEN
(TV) Albany, and WCDB (TV) Hagaman, both New York; WCDC (TV)
Adams, Mass.; and WDNC-AM-FM
WTVD (TV) Durham, N.C. WPRO
is on 630 kc with 5 kw, directional
antenna night, and is affiliated with
CBS. WPRO-FM is on 92.3 mc with
15 kw. WPRO-TV is on ch. 12 and is
primarily affiliated with CBS-TV.
• KUEQ Phoenix, Ariz.: Transferred
to Dynamic Communications Inc.
(Walter Hall and Carson Cowherd) in
.
Advertisement
WLEE-WXEX TV KICKS OFF
CCA #8
In a letter to Mr. John C. Gilmore,
President of Community Club Services,
Mr.
Harveyof Radio
L. Hudson, Jr., General
Manager
Station WLEE
WXEX TV, Richmond, Virginia,
said: —
"One
of
the firstto
three stations
pioneer
CCA,of
WLEE
is proud
its
association
with
the originators of
this outstanding
promotion.
Several years of
growing CommuMr. HUDSON, JR.
nity Club Awards
cycles have proved
this sortosatisfier.
be a powerful audience as sponLong live Community Club Awards!"
CAA CONVENTION HOSPITALITY SUITE
CONRAD HILTON HOTEL— SUITE 1218A
(COMMUNITY CLUB
AWARDS
PENTHOUSE SUITE
527 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N. Y
Phone: Plaza 3-284?
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lease deal for 20 years with option to
purchase for $261,319 by Frank Bare,
George Sorenson and Jack Caveness.
KUEQ is on 740 kc with 1 kw, day,
directional antenna.
«> KIMN Denver, Colo.: Sold to Mile
High Stations Inc. (owned by Cecil and
Joyce Heftel) by KIMN Inc. (A.L.
Glasmann interests) for $175,000. Mr.
and Mrs. Heftel are part of multipleowning Glasmann family group. Mr.
Heftel, specifically, has an interest in
KLO Ogden, Utah, and is an officer
without stock in KG EM Boise and
KLIX-AM-TV Twin Falls, both Idaho.
KIMN is on 950 kc with 5 kw, directional antenna same pattern day and
night, and is affiliated with MBS.
• WCUM-AM-FM Cumberland, Md.:
Sold to Allegheny County Broadcast
Corp. (Hollis M. Seavey and wife)ingby
The Tower Realty Co. (Karl F. Steinmann, president) for $125,000. WCUM
is on 1230 kc with 250 w and is affiliatWCUM-FM is on 102.9
with CBS.
1.25 kw.
mc edwith

• WKTG Thomasville, Ga.: Sold to
James S. Rivers (trading as Radio
Station WKTG) by John H. Phipps for
$60,000, plus assignor agreement
not
engage in radio business in Thomasto
County for 4V2 years. Mr. Rivers owns
or has interests in WMJM Cordele,
WTJH East Point,
WDOL Athens
Waycross,'
WCAL Bartley
and Robert
AlbanyComr.
WJAZ
all
Georgia.
abstained from voting in this grant.
WKTG is on 730 kc with 1 kw, day.
Hoosiers get access
Hoosier radio-tv newsmen have won
a clear-cut victory obtaining the right
to broadcast all public hearings of administrative bodies in the state of Indiana. The victory was couched in
provisions of an Indiana bill (HR 548)
declaring the
policy"
the
state is opposed"public
to secrecy ofpublic
hearings. Gov. Harold W. inHandle
signed the measure into law March 11.y
To facilitate the policy, according to
the House measure, "all administrative
bodies of the state of Indiana conducting public hearings shall
the use
of either recorded or live allow
broadc
of
such hearings, subject to such asts
reasonable rules and regulations as may be
adopted by the administrative body
holding and conducting such public
The s."movement to get relief for
hearing
broadcasters on such coverage gained
momentum last year with appointment
of a state group headed by Fred
man, WIBC Indianapolis. Among Heckmen credited with helping pushnewsthe
proposed legislation were Larry Richardson of WFBM Indianapolis; Allan
Jeffries
WIBC. of WISH there and Bob Hoover

RCA, NBC SALARIES
Bob Sarnoff gets big
increase over 1 0 years
A 10-year contract starting at $150,000 a year and increasing by $10,000
annually to a top of $200,000 has been
signed by Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC
board chairman, according to RCA
proxy statements mailed to stockholders
in preparation for the May 5 stockholders meeting. In addition he may receive "such other amounts" as the NBC
board may fix "in light of [his] performance and responsibilities."
The statement
showed Mr. Sarnoff
received $136,743 in salary in 1958,
plus $9,100 in incentive award payments and $36,400 incentive payments
to be "earned out" over the next four
years. His retirement income at age 65
was put at $105,600 a year.
Mr. Sarnoff's new contract, executed
this year, is one of three reported in
the proxy statement. The others: Elmer
W. Engstrom, RCA senior executive
vice president, for $135,000 a year until
his retirement at age 65 in 1966 (he received $110,000 salary last year, plus
incentive payments), and Charles M.
Odorizzi, RCA executive vice president
for sales and services, for 10 years at
$125,000 a year (he received $100,000
last year, plus incentive payments) . Like
Mr. Sarnoff, they may receive such
other additional amounts as the RCA
board of directors authorizes.
Mr. Sarnoff's contract is for employment by NBC;
Mr. Engstrom's and Mr.
Odorizzi's,
for employment
by RCA.
Top Salaries • Highest salaried RCA
officer in 1958 was Brig. Gen. David
Sarnoff, board chairman, who received
$200,000 salary but no incentive payments. Frank M. Folsom, executive
committee chairman, was second with
$165,000 salary and $11,000 incentive
payments (plus $44,000 to be "earned
out"); President John Burns was third
with $160,417 salary and $19,962 inout"). centive (plus $80,038 to be "earned
The statement also reported $425,000 paid to Cahill, Gordon, Reindel &
Ohl for legal services in 1958.
Seventeen stock options have been
granted this year to officers and other
key employes to purchase an aggregate
of 49,500 shares of RCA common
stock at the market price on the date
the option was granted. These include
options for 10,000 shares each to
Messrs.
Odorizzi. Robert Sarnoff, Engstrom and
Meanwhile, although not shown in
the proxy statement (because he is not
an RCA officer or director), it was reported that Robert E. Kintner,
president, signed a 10-year contractNBCat
an estimated $125,000
a year.
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END TAPE FRUSTRATION FOREVER
«
with the new Collins AUTOMATIC TAPE CONTROL
It'll be the hottest item at the NAB Convention in Chicago !
All tied up in broadcast tape? Break that fumbling tape routine with the new Collins
Automatic Tape Control. The touch of your finger makes you a production genius.
That's all it takes for automatic, continuous programming. And you get the best high
fidelity reproduction — equaled only by the finest tape equipment.
Collins Automatic Tape Control features completely automatic cueing, rewind and
stopping; instantaneous no-wow starting; simplified handling and storage.
End your tape frustration. Get immediate delivery on the new Collins Automatic Tape
Control. Collins will be at the NAB Convention to take your order.

COLLINS
RADIO
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units
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for rack and
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mounting.
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• BURBANK 123

MERRILL

LYNCH

RATES

RADIO-TV

. . . and finds electronics up, vtr long-range, film mixed
Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner &
dustries Assn. The EIA includes re- market, and they outperformed the
Smith is the largest brokerage house in
search and development and is project- market consistently in the last three or
the business. A substantial share of the
ing sales for 1959 at $8.3 billion. That four months of the year.
ownership of American industry traffics compares with something like $7.7 bilWhy has Zenith been so good conlion for 1958. So the outlook is quite
through its hands. Its opinions are
sistently? [New high March 11, 241V/2.]
sought daily by thousands of investors.
I thinkflection ofZenith's
performance
a reThis would be a record . . .?
its excellent
operating isresults.
good.
There's
no
doubt
that
a
Merrill
Lynch
opinion carries weight in the market
Right. Over-all figures are record During the recession, the company rehighs.
place.
ported record sales and earnings. Zenith
Do you have figures which would has also been getting a greater share of
The following represents what Merrill Lynch thinks about the broadcasting show,
how
1958
compared
with
a shrinking market. That is, tv set proindustry. It was obtained in an interview 1957?
duction was down last year, and Zenith
recorded by Broadcasting editors with
Using
EIA
figures,
1958's
roughly
was
getting
of that
de$7.7 billion compared with $7.6 billion
the two industry analysts at Merrill in
creased amarket.larger
The share
company
gained
1957.
Lynch whose particular specialities inquite
a
bit
of
prestige
in
the
marketWhat accounted for the increase?
clude broadcasting and amusement isThe increase was due primarily to
sues— Arch Catapano and Robert BeauHow did RCA fare during the
dette, respectively (see biographies on higher military expenditures. Consumer place.
compared, say, with Zenith?
opposite page). Their conclusions on sales were down. The recession did hit year,
Zenith
outperformed RCA marketthe present and future prospects of the the industry in the consumer field.
wise,
by
wide margin. As a matter of
In the recently rising stock market, fact, RCA a lagged
industry are of interest to all those who
behind the industry in
were electronics stocks ahead or
make their living — and those who would behind
the market. It wasn't until the hst few
other growth industries?
make money — in broadcasting.
months
of
the
year
that RCA started to
For the full year 1958 the electronics
MR. CATAPANO:
act up [RCA
marketwise.
It's
acted fairly
stocks acted better than the market, since.
now is around
54.] well
What is the economic outlook though defense shares outperformed the
Why did RCA lag?
for the electronics industry in 1959? stocks of consumer companies.
Well, there was the patent problem
Which companies were leaders?
The Dept. of Commerce forecasts
Raytheon, Litton Industries, Texas with RCA that confused some investors
sales at about $7.9 billion, up roughly
the losses
colorthetvearly
didn'tparthelp.of
$1 billion from 1958, which has been Instruments, Avco and others in the Also, their
earningson for
estimated at some $6.9 billion. These defense field. These are the stocks that And
the
year
were
down
pretty
sharply.
than the market throughfigures do not include research and de- actedout better
the year. But, somewhere in the MR. BEAUDETTE:
velopment
expenditures.
That's
why
late
summer,
the consumer tv stocks,
figures from the Dept. of Commerce
In any discussion of electronics
differ from those of the Electronics In- paced by Zenith, outperformed the stocks, Ampex, of course, stands
BROADCASTING, March 16, 1959
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out. My question is this: In the six
months ending in October Ampex
earned 36 cents. Do you feel that
the earnings of this company are
such that it can support the price
at which the stock is selling?
my feeling
the market
doesWell,notit'sreflect
currentthatearnings,
but
rather future earnings. Ampex is certainly not being valued on the earnings
it showed for the first six months of
the current fiscal year, but rather the
company is being valued on what it can
earn inafter.
'59,The '60,
'61 and outlook
the yearsforthereoperating
the
company is quite good. It reported
record sales in fiscal '58, and the company just forecast a record level of activity for the current fiscal year, with
sales up to around $44 million and earnings at about $1.40 a share. That's a
pretty good gain versus last year when
sales of $30 million and earnings of 84
cents were reported. In addition, the
company spends a lot of its own money
on research and development, which
also is taken into account by the investor. Thus, the investor is buying growth.
How, much has Ampex stock advanced?
Well, there was a IVz for 1 split during the year. Adjusted for this, the stock
has had a range of about 17 to 75 during 1858-59. [Now selling about 75.]
Has videotape been the magic
factor at Ampex?
Yes, definitely. Although it is in
other lines, such as instrumentation, it's
been primarily videotape. No question
about it.
Is it correct that Minnesota Mining
&market?
Mfg. has about 50% of the tape
Yes — in terms of the production of
magnetic tape. This includes videotape,
computer tape, all kinds of magnetic
tape.ingIt's
believed that Minnesota
has approximately
50% of Minthe
market, which probably amounted to
something like $20 million in 1958.
This a isguess.
not an
it's
just
The industry
other 50%statistic,
is shared
primarily by three companies: Audio
Devices, ORRadio and Reeves Soundcraft. Audio probably has about 25%
of the total market, and the remaining
25% is shared by ORRadio and
Reeves.
Ampex has purchased 20% or so
of ORRadio. How do you view ORRadio's future, then, with this tiein?
Well, the ownership of ORRadio
stock by Ampex unquestionably must
be regarded as a favorable factor, at
least to the extent that Ampex is able
to persuade the users of its equipment
to buy ORRadio videotape. The extent
to which it is an influence, though, I
really cannot say. Minnesota Mining
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is, for all practical purposes, the only
producer of vidotape today.
Would you comment on the other
two companies, Audio and Reeves?
I think we can count all three in a
group. All have reported very negligible earnings to date, and this in fact
has not been a very good year for the
companies. For example, Audio has
gone into the production of silicon
rectifiers, and the losses on these silicon
rectifiers have offset about half the
profits on the tape operation. As a result, the company is earning little.
Neither ORRadio nor Reeves Soundcraft is reporting earnings of any significance whatsoever, either. Yet the
stocks command fancy prices.
I think the person who's interested
in the field is best advised to buy any
two of the three, rather than to put all
his money into one basket.
To what extent is the market in-

ulation on the continued success of its
tv operations. Up until 1957 the theatre
chain still contributed the largest single
part
of the
revenue.
In 1957
the company's
tv and radiooverall
networks
finally contributed somewhat more than
the theatre operation. The assumption
is that this trend continued in 1958. In
any event, AB-PT's overall revenues
will be up, while motion picture attendance was down and while, in fact, the
company
continued to liquidate
some
of itshastheatres.
We think that the stock is basically
a speculation on the success of the tv
network. We do not think it is possible
to say with absolute confidence that
this success is assured. The company
has certainly made amazing progress,
relative to NBC and CBS. But ABC
admits itself that this success has been
based in large part on special types of
programs, primarily westerns, and that

The industry is viewed by the analysts

. . . from Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith • The stock experts in this
interview are Robert R. Beaudette (1) and Arch John Catapano. Mr. Beaudette
joined Merrill Lynch in 1952, serves as industry specialist in amusements (which
includes broadcasting) as well as atomic energy, office equipment, household equipment, hotel and hardware fields. He did graduate work in finance at U. of Southern California and is a Navy veteran. Mr. Catapano joined Merrill Lynch in 1950,
serves as industry specialist in electronics, electrical equipment and building fields!
He holds a master's degree in business administration from New York U.
terested in broadcasting stock per se,
as distinguished from electronics?
Well, there's been some interest in
ABC (AB-PT), based on the progress
it has made in capturing a larger share
of the television audience. The stock
acted quite well in 1958, particularly
during the first half of the year. The
presentthe price
— around 24 — compares
with
January. 1958 low of 13 established in
Basically, ABC-Paramount is a spec-

the public's taste is so unpredictable
that it's simply not possible to guess
that the type of programming which is
popular in one season will again be
popular in the next.
Can you give us an estimate on
growth of ABC in the coming year?
I cannot be quantitative about it.
For 1958 ABC will have earned about
$1.30 a share versus $1.10 in 1957,
with tv contributing all this increase;
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probably even more than that, since
the theatre operation, we'll assume, was
less profitable.
as '59 gains
is con-in
cerned, Iwould Asthinkfar further
earnings are logical, because the tv season extends from September into June.
ABC apparently has a fairly good lineup for the current season, and we can
see good earnings for the first half of
the year, at least from this segment of
the operation.
Theatre attendance, which is the
other half of the story, is something else
again.lieveIt's
gone down
beeight years
in the now
past for
ten,I and
the decline in this past year was fairly
substantial, amounting to about 5% in
terms
admissions.
I'vetheatre
been
thinkingofthatpaidsooner
or later this
attendance has to hit bottom, simply
because of the growth in the population.
But no really substantial recovery could
be expected.
You said the earnings of ABC
were roughly $1.30 for the year
ended Dec. 31, 1958. As of this
date, what is the stock selling for?
About 24.
So, based on a price-earning
ratio, the stock is selling at about
16 or 17 times earnings, whereas a
comparison with CBS with earnings
of over $3 a share, their stock is
selling in the vicinity of $38, as I
recall. So based on a valuation
standpoint, CBS is cheaper on a
price-earnings ratio than is ABC. If
you were going to buy one of the
two stocks, would you feel that
CBS would be a better purchase for
long range, based first on earnings
and second on growth?
If this case had existed, let's say, five
years ago, the price-earnings ratios
would probably be exactly the opposite
that they are now, because CBS is, I
would say, the better quality of these
two stocks, is the larger company, the
more firmly established of the two
companies.
I don't
would
argue with that
too think
much.ABCHowever,
in our present market psychology, investors are willing to pay higher priceearnings ratios for smaller situations
which, by virtue of the fact that they
are starting from a smaller base, have
got at least what investors would consider to be greater potential.
How do you feel about it?
ABC has the potential, but by no
means the assured potential, of earnings
considerably more than the figures
which will be reported for 1958.
MR. CATAPANO:
Now that we've brought CBS into
it, perhaps Mr. Catapano will want
to make some observations on that
stock.
Well, we consider Columbia to be a
good quality stock, of higher quality
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than most stocks in the — well, I guess
you could call it the entertainment field.
The stock sells very reasonably in relation to earnings. They probably earned
around $3.25 or a little more in 1958.
The prospects are, with the economy apparently inan upward trend, that they
will show even higher profits in the current year. On that basis, we consider
Columbia to be an attractive situation.
In spite of the fact that I have a high
regard for Columbia Broadcasting, my
Interview with the analysts:

Beaudette (I), Catapano
choice on a longer range basis would
be RCA because of its diversification.
RCA does work in the consumer area
and is the industry leader. It has the
major interest in color tv, which could
grow substantially over the longer term,
and is the second largest broadcasting
company. It has a very important stake
in another growing area, the military
electronics field. The company also participates in commercial and industrial
electronics. So in the case of RCA you
get quite a bit of diversification. You
don't get that in Columbia. Columbia is
primarily a broadcasting company — and
a good one. But on a longer range basis,
I'd rather have more diversification in
this growing electronics field.
It seems to me that in talking
about broadcasting companies as
such that you find the greatest
amount of investor interest in those
companies which have networks.
That has been our experience. Well,
you have cases like Storer Broadcasting
which is a very good company, has had
an excellent record, but there is virtually no investor interest in Storer, at least
in my experience. The same experience
is felt also with local stations, local
broadcasting
companies.
Why?
Because the growth potential is limited by governmental restrictions on the
number of stations they can operate.
The only thing they can do is to upgrade
their present operations, or exchange
them for other stations.
How about Westinghouse, which
operates Westinghouse Broadcasting?
It's such a small part of Westing-

house's over-all operation that it's virtually naught. Westinghouse is a huge
company,housesaleswise.
Westing-as
BroadcastingAndis while
important,
such,
it's
relatively
small.
Don't
forget,
Westinghouse is a $2 billion operation,
all told.
You sayfor that
Storer'sis limited.
growth
potential,
example,
However, I wonder whether from an
investor's standpoint it might not be
turn.
a good purchase for its 7Vi% reIt's a good income situation, no quesabout that. But
people don't
seem
to betioninterested
in income
nowadays.
They seem more interested in capital
gains.
more interested
buyingit
a stockThey're
at a certain
price and inselling
at a higher price, rather than holding it
for income.
MR.
BEAUDETTE:
In discussing AB-PT, you mentioned the interesting situation
caused by their having both theatrical and broadcasting interests. Is
this
true of and
other sofirms
Paramount
on? — Loew's and
It's certainly true. In some cases more
than in others. The stake of the individual motion picture producer varies as
far as tv is concerned. For example,
Warner Brothers produces more series
for tv than any other Hollywood company. Their stake in the production of
programs specifically for tv is large.
Columbia is active in the field, too,
through Screen Gems, which also is
handling
of their
films to tv.theSo release
is Universal.
Now, pre-'48
every
company
has
sold
its
pre-'48
films
and the contracts are well spelled toout.tv
As far as production of pictures specifically for tv, this varies. Paramount is
probably the weakest in the field and
est.
Warner Brothers, as I said, is the strongHow would you line up the other
companies?
Loew's,Butofjustcourse,
story on its own.
takingis itsa
tv activity, how does it stand now?
Well,to tvLoew's
has leased
pre-1948
films
for gross
rentals itswhich
now
amount to $12-13 million a year. However,
ically fortheirtv production
is small. of films specifThe Wall Street Journal said rethat ScreenwasGem's
contribution tocently
Columbia
the only
factor in keeping them deeply out of
the red. Do you agree?
Yes, that is apparently true.
What weight does the investing
publiction to give
to companies?
television contributhe film
Let me broaden your question a bit,
and review a bit. The motion picture
production stocks have performed quite
well this year. In fact, they have actually outperformed the market. This is
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the
man

tallest
by

made

structure
DESIGNED, FABRICATED
& ERECTED
KIMCO

ALMOST TO 0UTER-SPACE-16W FT.
In addition to the current 4 TALLEST TOWERS east
of the Mississippi, Kimco will design, fabricate, and
erect the tallest structure in the world at Portland,
Maine for WGAN-TV.
When you want to go up, up, up or even higher
than up, then write, wire or phone for full information on our one package . . . tower, lights, and
erection included in one contract . . .
In all instances Kline assures on-time delivery and
by all standards the top quality tower in the country.
For complete information call write or wire theA tall tower people—

KLINE IRON & STEEL GO.
y
KIMCO TOWERS FOR THE BROADCASTING INDUSTRY
„e<V-ver
Dept. T. P. O. Box 1013, Phone ALpine 4-0301 Columbia, S, C.
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SOMETHING
EXTRA
. . . has
been
to
due

added

the

old

bill

AT THE NAB CONVENTION learn how the WORLD TRAVELERS' CLUB has brought the due bill idea up to date by adding a new
dimension which makes sense for both station owner and advertiser.
FIND OUT just how the WORLD TRAVELERS' CLUB Pooled
Advertising Exchange Plan provides:
. . . BUSINESS AND PERSONAL TRAVEL ACCOMMODATIONS in leading hotels and resorts ... as well as airline transportation and the
choice of high quality products.
... A BIG SELECTION OF PRIZES for listener and viewer contests.
. . . SALES INCENTIVE CONTEST PRIZES for time salesmen.
LEARN how leading radio and television stations throughout the
country are now enjoying the benefits of this unique due bill plan.
DROP IN TO SEE US during the NAB convention in:
Suite 1604-5 in the SHERATON BLACKSTONE HOTEL
At the NAB: Robin Moore— Gene Fitts — Hal Wagner
WORLD TRAVELERS' CLUB
llll
THE WORLD TRAVELERS' CLUB, INC.
655 Madison Avenue, New York 21, N. Y. TEmpleton 8-4600
TO WORLD TRAVELERS' CLUB MEMBERS:
We look forward to welcoming you at our suite.
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amazing when one looks at the over-all
earnings
picture.
As I've
already pointed
out, motion
picture
attendance,
which
is the primary determinant of the producer's earnings, is down. The earnings
picture in the industry is quite poor.
20th Century-Fox is having a record
year, United Artists is having a record
year, Paramount is having a fairly good
year. Disney, if we can include this
firm, has had a record year, based on
Disneyland and tv earnings.
The rest of the companies are or have
been sick.
Universal will show a large loss for
its October fiscal year, Columbia has
shown a loss for its June year, Warner
Brothers showed a loss for its August
fiscal
showed
very
nominalyear,
profitandforLoew's
its August
fiscala year.
So half the companies in the industry
either are not making any money or
they're actually losing it.
Now, in the face of this over-all earnings picture, the stocks have done quite
well, and my only explanation for it is
that the industry is being appraised primarily on a liquidating basis. That is to
say, investors are appraising these stocks
based on underlying assets — what they
could realize if they were sold. And this
includes both the pre-1948 films and the
post- 1948 films. It includes, in some
cases, the value of their real estate holdings. The fact that the stocks have done
quite well also reflects the fact that some
of the companies have reduced their
capitalizations by buying in stock. This
includes 20th, Paramount and Warner
Brothers.
National
are
down
about Theatres'
70% fromearnings
1956. Now
they are buying National Telefilm
Assoc. and various broadcast properties. Do you feel this is a good move
in the future of National Theatres?
I think they're doing what they had to
do.
They're
buy into the
industry
whichattempting
has been toresponsible
for
their deteriorating earnings position.
Do you think this trend will hold
true with the rest of the motion picture companies? Do you think that
eventually
they'll be in tv more than
they
are now?
They'll certainly step up their production of films specifically for tv. I don't
think there's the slightest doubt about
this. You remember when tv first became apopular entertainment medium,
it was commonly thought that the motion picture industry was aligned against
it, and suddenly the motion picture interests realized that if you can't lick 'em,
you join 'em. As far as the post-1948
motion pictures are concerned, the industry is now saying, at least, that
they're not going to release them to tv.
Mr. Skouras [of 20th Century-Fox] has
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54-COUNTY

COVERAGE

46TH

TV

including nearly 2,000 cities,
towns and villages, is yours
when you buy the WCIA
Television Market— covering
Central Illinois and
Western Indiana.

MARKET

(Television Magazine Dec. '58)
26TH
34TH

in LUMBER and HARDWARE
in GASOLINE and SERVICE

STATION
39TH

in DRUG

SALES*

SALES*

SALES*

4 1ST in RETAIL SALES*
4 1ST in EFFECTIVE BUYING
47TH

in FOOD

INCOME*

SALES*

WCIA, Channel 3, puts more
than 1,951,900 (NCS #3)
prospective customers in the
palm of your hand. It places
an effective buying income
of $3,504,010,000 at your
fingertips.
You can reach more people
in this rich area through
WCIA, Champaign, Illinois,
located just 128 miles from
Chicago, 135 miles from
St. Louis, and 124 miles
from Indianapolis.
TOTAL FAMILIES
594,000 (NCS #3)
RETAIL SALES
$2,210,444,000
TOTAL TV HOMES
370,100
TV Mag. March '59

WCIA
^^^g

Outlet ^^^^

3

Champaign, III.

Urbano
^M Decatur
^^
^^^^L
^^^W

'Figures
include onlyandthe do5 not
metropolitan
include
the vastareasinterurbia
served by WCIA.
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George P. Hollingbery, Representative
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been the most vehement spokesman
from that standpoint. He claims that the
release of the pre- 194 8 films to tv was a
great mistake, and I think the earnings
figures
him out.of the producing companies bear
Now I would not want to rule out
the possibility, however, that one company, finding itself on the verge of
bankruptcy, let's say, would not be
forced to sell its post-'48 films to tv,
and that if this happened, it might break
the dike and the rest of the companies
would also be forced to do so. It would
be a little bit more difficult to sell the
post-'48 films, however, because of the

problem of the guilds and the share of
the income which they want.
Speaking hypothetically, which of
the Hollywood majors are now so
weak that they possibly might be
liquidated and this situation might
arise?
Well, one naturally would mention
the companies which are operating unprofitably at the moment. Universal
would be the foremost example. However, Universal has just sold and leased
back its studio lot (to MCA). At least
they've obtained a sum in cash to keep
them going for awhile. And as you
know, there's nothing so wrong with any

Interview with the analysts:

Beaudette (I), Catapano
given motion picture company that a
good picture couldn't cure.
back 300%
to Disney.
riseLet'sof goalmost
in theWith
stocka
price last year, do you feel that the
price position has been overextended, based on prospects, or are
the earnings there to support a
price
of
or so? 50, having risen from 15
The earnings for the fiscal year
ended September have just been released. They amounted to $2.51 per
share versus $2.44 in 1957. The stock
isings.selling then at about 20 times earnThey've had an unusually good year,
and commenting on Disney it's only
worthwhile pointing out that their product is of timeless value, really. You
can sell it to one generation of children
after another.
It's a And
specialDisneyland,
situation
within
the industry.
too, has contributed earnings to the
extent of about 35 cents a share. So
Disney is entitled to sell at a little
higherstocks
price-earnings
ratio than the
other
in the industry.
What
lic stock about
offering?Desilu, and its pubWell, because
it's hard theto have
an opinion
Desilu
company
has beenon
in business for a relatively short period
of time. There's little demonstrated
earnings record on which to base an
opinion. The earnings have not been
large to date. The largest earnings were
reported in the year in which they
sold out / Love Lucy, which was undoubtedly their top show. As this development indicates, the stock is a
speculation which hinges basically on
the residual values of their tv series.
The original offering was snapped up
by investors
because of the names behind it.
How do you regard the future of

"Presented October 9, 1956 al SMPTE
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it's far from assured that
payI think
tv?will ever
there
be a pay tv system in
this country of any significant importance— let's say, on a nationwide basis.
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The Nation's
Foremost Manufacturer
of Multiplex Equipment
introduces
A
FM

NEW

LINE

OF

TRANSMITTERS
250
5,000

watts
watts

10,000

watts

These transmitters use the same high quality Multiplex Exciters whose outstanding performance has
captured the confidence of Broadcast* owners and
operators from coast to coast.
•names on request

See Our 10 Kw FM Transmitter
IRE SHOW
N.Y.C. Coliseum March 23 to 26
Booth Nos. 3003 & 3004

GENERAL

ELECTRONIC

195 MASSACHUSETTS
►
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LABORATORIES, INC.

AVENUE,

CAMBRIDGE, MASS'

Because stratedI thatthink
to be demonthereit'sis yet
a demand
for it.
The experiments which have been made
to date have hardly been unqualified
successes. Secondly, there is very strong
opposition to pay tv, and little support
for it from influential sources.
MR. CATAPANO:
What do you consider to be the
future of color television?
We consider the future of color tv
to
However,
to be
be very
some bright.
time before
we it's
get likely
mass
acceptance. At the present time there
are two schools of thought on color.
One is that this will naturally evolve,
that, as time progresses, more and more
improvements will be made from the
engineering and technical point of view.
The other school feels that color will
not be accepted in its present form and
that we need a technical break-through
to get the price down and to simplify
the
unit before
the mass public will be
interested
in buying.
At the present time, color tv obviously has been very disappointing. Nobody really knows, outside of RCA, I
guess, the number of sets in use, but it
is very small compared with some 50
million black-and-white sets currently
in use. Our feeling is that the price will
have to come down, and down pretty
sharply, before we get the mass purchasing by the public. That seems to
be the feeling of most companies in the
industry,
and standpoint
we'll go alongof with
that.
From the
broadcast
manufacturing, particularly receiving equipment, what do you think
is the most exciting field open for
the near future and perhaps the
long-run future?
I think that stereo, and particularly
stereo equipment, will grow very sharply in coming
years. whereas
It's caught
consumer
imagination,
color thetv
has
not,
and
I
don't
know
why.
It's
probably a question for psychologists.
But the fact is that every company that
I'm familiar
with for
is increasing
its production schedules
stereo equipment,
and some companies supplying equipment to the industry are back-ordered.
Could you say which is the brightest
moment? company in stereo at the
say, and
because
lot
of It'sit pretty
dependshardon totaste
how a the
consumer goes for the product. If I
were to place my money on any company in the field, I would stick with
Zenith, RCA, Motorola and Sylvania.
Those are packagers, now.
Packaged sets, right.
What about the component manufacturers?
I think the big growth will come in
packaged sets.
That's very interesting, because I
BROADCASTING, March 16, 1959

Announcing...

RESEARCH

AMERICAN

1959

BUREAU'S

TELEVISION

COVERAGE

STUDY

Unequalled research standards . . . outdates
any existing coverage studies . . . presents
latest data on station coverage and
circulation for more than one hundred
and twenty key television markets . . .
ARB's new 1959 "A-to-Z" television coverage study — just being
released — surveys selected markets where current information is
needed due to recent developments affecting:
•
•
•
•

power or tower
network affiliation
number of stations
community antenna installations
and the like

This Fifth Annual "Abilene-to-Zanesville" study shows TV and UHF
saturation for each market. And, for each station: • percent of homes
able to receive • weekly circulation • average daytime and nighttime
circulation.
Only ARB offers new data secured from full sample of respondent
families by telephone interview. These techniques are in keeping with
ARB's high research standards, unequalled throughout the industry.
For descriptive folder and list of areas surveyed, contact your nearest ARB representative.
AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU, INC.
WASHINGTON • 4320 Ammendale Road, Beltsville, Md. WEbster 5-2600
NEW YORK • 400 Park Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. PLaza 7-5577
CHICAGO • Tribune Tower, Chicago 11, III. SUperior 7-3388
LOS ANGELES • 6223 Selma Avenue, Hollywood, Calif. Hollywood 9-7683
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Now...

Air

Almost twice
at the same

Express

the speed
low rates

The giant planes that have opened the Jet Age carry
both passengers and Air Express ! As a shipper, you are
entering a brand new ten-mile-a-minute world.
The whole U. S. A. is now your local market. Your
shipments cross the nation in 270 minutes — just about
half the previous time. Your goods can go on sale
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goes

thousands of miles away the same day they are shipped.
Business will boom, inventories decline, duplicate
warehouses disappear.
These are vast and electrifying changes. And Air
Express prepared more than a year ago to help you
take them in stride. Added fleets of modern trucks,
many radio dispatched . . . added fast moving conveyors atairports . . . added a nationwide private wire
network ... all designed to give you jet age speed
from the ground up!

CALL AIR EXPRESS ^» . . . divisioi of RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY
BROADCASTING, March 16, 1959

A private wire system co-ordinates all Air Express operations throughout the country . . . keeps your shipment
moving swiftly and steadily to its destination.

13,500 Air Express trucks are at your service. Many are
equipped with two-way radio communication for fast
pick-up, often minutes after you call up.

Yet Air Express rates are still low, still unchanged. For
jet as for regular service, rates at many weights and
distances cannot be beaten. And only Air Express
offers you one carrier door-to-door speed to thousands
of U. S. cities and towns. Explore all the facts. Call
Air Express.
JUR

EXPRESS

GETS THERE FIRST via U. S. SCHEDULED AIRLINES
BROADCASTING, March 16, 1959

Jet-fast Air Express now flies coast to coast and border to
border. New cities in every section of the country will be
added to the schedule as quickly as possible.
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think an article published just recently quoted the Institute of High
Fidelity Manufacturers that the
growth would come in component. . . .
When I say that the future here lies
in themasspackaged
talking
about
the
public, sets,
ratherI'm than
a limited
public. Sure, you probably would get
a better unit as far as tone fidelity is
concerned if you were to package your
own
But isI just
don't feel
mass set.
public
interested
or that
able theto
assemble their own units.
Let's intryfocus.
to put
of these
points
Havesome
broadcasting
stocks been ahead of the market in
the past year, and do you anticipate
that they would be in the coming
year, or have they been behind the
market in general?
It's very difficult to say whether
they'vecausebeen
the market,it,be-as
the onlyahead
way ofof measuring
far as and
I'm Columbia
concerned,and isa tofew measure
Storer
others,
and on this basis I would say that
they've
Why? been behind the market.
Lack of investor interest, primarily,
in ourto experience.
Therein broadcasting
just doesn't
seem
be the interest
as there is in electronics.
Does that mean the profit potential is not as great?
Probably that is the feeling of the
investor. You would be amazed at the
lack of interest in broadcasting stocks.
We get very, very few inquiries on the
broadcasting industry. Most of the
interest seems to be in the electronics
stocks — the manufacturing companies.
Do you anticipate that there will
be more interest?
Unfortunately no, because there
aren't many
to participate
in this
growth.
Manywayscompanies
are privately-owned. Many have only limited markets. The only ones you can buy actively are the Big Three and maybe
one or two others, like Storer. There
aren't
many others
you can
buy
to participate
in thethat
industry
whereas
in the manufacturing branch of the
electronics industry, there are any number of stocks you can buy.
On the other hand, should broadcasting be interested in these investors?
Yes, I think they should. And you
ask why, and I say the reason for doing
this is that if they want to finance their
growth through equity financing, then
they are going to have to make certain
that
their stocks are valued properly in
a market.
Is there a course that one takes to
elicit this interest?
Yes. By making more information
available to the analysts and others who
are concerned with stocks.
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Stations readying
for baseball season
Plans for the 1959 baseball season
are being finalized by broadcasters and
major league clubs in preparation for
next
opener. Among reports
thus farmonth's
to Broadcasting:
Joseph A. Schlitz Brewing Co., Milwaukee, through Majestic Adv. there is
sponsoring a 10-game Kansas City
Athletics schedule over WDAF-TV
Kansas City. This marks a first for
WDAF-TV and the Athletics, who
formerly maintained a no-television
policy.
The Phillies'
on WIP byPhiladelphia are beinggames
underwritten
the
Atlantic Refining Co., Philadelphia; P.
Ballantine & Sons, Newark; Bayuk Cigars Inc. (Phillies), Philadelphia, and
Tasty Baking Co., Philadelphia. Atlantic Refining and Ballantine have onethird each. The remaining segment is
divided between Phillies and Tasty
Baking. Agency: N. W. Ayer.
Gunther Brewing Co., Baltimore,
will sponsor the WJZ-TV telecasts of
theMiller
Baltimore
Orioles'
Brewing
Co., games.
Clark Oil & Refining Co., both Milwaukee, and P.
Lorillard Co., New York, will sponsor
the
WTMJMalwaukee
there. Braves' schedule over
The American Tobacco Co., New
York, and Eastside Brewing Co. are
underwriting
the Los
games over the
LA. Angeles
DodgersDodgers'
Radio
Network. (The network includes KMPC
Los Angeles, KFXM San Bernardino.
KVEL San Luis Obispo, KPAL Palm
Springs, KROD Brawley, KYOR Blythe, KREO Indio and KIST Santa

New president
Presidenta
Richard
M. Nixon• Vice
(c) handed
gavel to NBC's Julian Goodman
(r) when Mr. Goodman was instal ed as president of the Radio
& Tv Correspondents Assn. Retiring association president, Edward P. Morgan of ABC, looks
on. The occasion was the correspondents' annual dinner March 7
in Washington.

Barbara, all California.) Agencies:
American Tobacco — Lawrence C. Gumbinner; Eastside — Young & Rubicam.
Pittsburgh Pirates'
be The
on KDKA-TV,
that city.telecasts will
WINS New York plans to carry home
games of the San Francisco Giants.
WTOP Washington has contracted
to
the telecast
Senators'13 games
and broadcast
WTOP-TV allwill
weekend contests. A spokesman for the
Washington Club indicated that Gunther Brewing Co. will be one of the
sponsors.
WPIX (TV) New York will warm
up for its
regularwithin-season
Yankee
baseball
telecasts
four exhibition
games from Florida, beginning March
14. Plans for what the station reports
will be the only tv baseball coverage
in the metropolitan area include all
Yankee home games and a "majority"
of gameslantineplayed
on theR. road.
P. Bal& Sons and
J. Reynolds
Tobacco
continue
as
sponsors,
through
William Esty.
games will
be seen
on Cincinnati
WLWT (TV)Reds'
Cincinnati
and WLWD
(TV) Dayton, Ohio.
Onondaga sharetimer
commences operation
Part educational-part commercial ch.
10 Onondaga, Mich., went on the air
yesterday (March 15). And, officials of
MichiganmercialState
U.'s WMSB and(TV),General
comstation WILX-TV
Electric, suppliers of transmitter equipment to the stations, are predicting the
operation
maytheprovide
answers to solve
problem financial
of financing
the nation's educational tv stations. GE
described itproject.
as the first educationalcommercial
Not only are WMSB and WILX-TV
sharing the same frequency (Broadcasting, Sept. 8; Dec. 22, 1958), they
also are using the same transmission
equipment, with the commercial station paying
educational station for
the use
of itsthefacilities.
Dr. Armand L. Hunter, director of
broadcasting for the university, expects
the solution
sharetimeto operation
will problems
"provide
the
two principal
facing each
type of financial
operation."
He
termed
the problems
support
for educational operation and better
public service
mercial station. programs by the comWMSB is on the air 38V2 hours
weekly: 9:30 a.m.-2 p.m. MondaySaturday; 6-7:30 p.m. Monday-Friday
and noon-4 p.m. Sunday. Approximatelive.ly 75% of its programming will be
WILX-TV, an NBC-TV affiliate, has
"an even
longersaid.broadcasting schedule," Dr. Hunter
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KETV
in

Buy

the

leader

Omaha!

in Omaha!
Call your IWlman

Ben H. Cowdery, President
Eugene S. Thomas, V.P. & Gen. Mgr.
Omaha World-Herald Station
Oma
^
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ABC TELEVISION NETWORK
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VISIT US IN SUITE 600 AT THE CONRAD HILTON AND ENJOY A GLASS OF IRISH COFFEE
pull
big^ profits
*R
CA
out of the air
with

THE

SAU

RUS
RAR
Y

LIB
COM

MER

CIA
FEATURES L

100' s of subscribers net
1000' s of dollars of extra profit
with these potent sales aids.
It's positively magic the way the RCA Thesaurus Library
commercial features help subscriber radio stations make new
sales, earn extra profits, with such aids as the following:
SELL-TUNES AND SUPERMARKET CAMPAIGN -"Most of the 100odd new local accounts on KITO during past few months
were sold by producing spots on speculation using Thesaurus
sell-tunes. Such proposals resulted in sales better than 80%
of the time. Stater Brothers has been using 140 Thesaurus
supermarket spots per week on KITO . . . today increased
schedule to 182 spots per week all year 'round." -Joe Klass,
National & Regional Sales Manager, Station KITO, San Bernardino, CaL

"I'm happy to report sale of 1800 announcements to the NehiRoyal Crown Cola Bottling Company of Montgomery, using
Thesaurus jingle number 603-A-2. Owner of local bottling
company 'highly pleased' . . . this sale to 'R. C was primarily
becauseWETU,
of theWetumpka,
excellent Alabama
jingle." -Ed Morgan, General Manager,
Station
department store radio campaign - "Sold 40 announcements per week to Roger's Department Store . . . sponsor very
pleased. Thesaurus, department store radio campaign
tippeddent,theStationscale
sellingMassachusetts
them." -David M. Myers, PresiWFGM,in really
Fitchburg,
SHOP AT THE STORE WITH THE MIKE ON THE DOOR - "SHOP
AT THE STORE WITH THE MIKE ON THE DOOR brought in OVer
$7,000.00! Over 100,000 listener registrations at sponsor
stores for contest . . . best promotion we've ever had in
nine
broadcasting!"
Stationyears
KFRD,of Rosenberg,
Texas -Jim Hairgrove, General Manager,

"Taking in an additional $5,000.00 with 26-week shop at
STORE campaign." - Dave Hofer, Jr., Sales Manager, Station
THE
KRDU, Dinuba, California
holiday jingles and open-end shows - "Twenty Thesaurus
Christmas jingles and special effects were used to sell 812
announcements (527 minutes and 285 station breaks) aired
between Thanksgiving and Christmas. Total income from this
source amounted to $3,221.50, including $60 talent fees
- William Holm, General Manager, Station
jingle)."
($3.00 LaperSalle,
Illinois
WLPO,
These and many other commercial aids-like sales boosters,
shopsound effects, echo and action attention-getters,
ping center radio campaign, show stoppers and show
themes and production aids, station identifiers and
music to sell by - pay their small cost many times over at
hundreds of radio stations across the country. And subscriber
stations get plenty of extra sales help, too, from the exclusive

THESAURUS MONTHLY MARKETING BULLETIN and SALES PROMOTION materials supplied at no extra cost every month.
RCA Thesaurus Library commercial features are supplied on
easily-handled, easily-stored 12-inch, 33Va records, with a
complete catalog index. Now, more than ever, time can mean
money for you, with the income-earning power of the RCA
Thesaurus Library commercial features. Get full details today
from your nearest RCA Thesaurus representative.

© RECORDED
SERVICES
PROGRAM
155 EAST 24TH STREET, NEW YORK 10, N. Y., MURRAY HILL 9-7200
445 N. LAKE SHORE DRIVE, CHICAGO 11, ILL., WHITEHALL 4-3530
1121 RHODES-HAVERTY BLDG., ATLANTA, GA., JACKSON 4-7703
7901 EMPIRE FREEWAY, DALLAS 35, TEXAS, FLEETWOOD 2-3911
1016 N. SYCAMORE AVE., HOLLYWOOD 38, CAL., OLDFIELD 4-1660
800 SEVENTEENTH AVE. SO., NASHVILLE, TENN., ALPINE 5-6691

NEW

VOTE

OF

CONFIDENCE

FOR

TV

Most people think tv is as good as it ever was — or better
Print media hatchet throwers to the
contrary, the people who watch television do not think tv programming is
going to pot. For the most part, though
they often have favorite program types
like to seearemore
they think
tvthey'd
programmers
doingof,a good
job.
This is the first obvious conclusion
to be drawn from a special survey conducted for Broadcasting by The Pulse
Inc., covering 1,070 viewers in 13 cities*
during the week of Feb. 1-8 (also see
survey
the public's attitude toward
the
FCC,of Government).
The findings show that the largest
single block — 45.5% — thinks television
programming today is better than a few
*Cities were
Atlanta,
Cleveland,
Dallas,
Detroit,Boston,
Los Chicago,
Angeles,
Miami, cisco,New
St. LouisYork,
and Philadelphia,
Washington. San FranWHAT

THE

Question 1
What is your opinion of television programs you now watch compared with
programs presented during the past few
years? Do you think programs now on
the air are better, about the same or
not as good as those you watched in
previous years?
Number of
Percent of
Respondents
Respondents
Better
487
45.5%
About the same
370
34.6
213
Not
as
good
19.9
1070
Total
100.0%

years
addition,
35% 20%
think who
it's
"aboutago.
the Insame,"
leaving
consider it not as good. When the
question is approached from another
direction, six out of ten persons think
stations are doing a good or very good
job, slightly less than three out of ten
think one
it's aof "fair"
job and the
a little
than
ten considers
job more
poor
or very poor.
Preferences » Almost eight out of ten
persons would like to see more of certain types of programming than is now
available — and the No. 1 type, mentioned by 16.2%, is educational. Next,
in rank order, come dramatic, comedy,
variety and western programs.
What most people are looking for in
television is entertainment (52.8%)
rather than information (14.1%), but
PEOPLE

THINK

one-third of the respondents said they
were looking for both.
As to specific program types, those
that draw interest from the most are
newscasts (mentioned by 91.9%),
movies (80.7%) and variety shows
(75.4%).
The viewers also were given four
shows and asked to indicate which one
they would watch if all four were on
at the same time. This was done with
two sets of programs, some viewers being asked about one set and the rest
about another. One group chose Father
Knows Best, Omnibus, Bat Masterson
and Small World, in that order, while
the other group of viewers picked Meet
the Press over Millionaire, Twentieth
Century and Restless Gun.
Here are the complete results :

OF THIS SEASON

Question 2
Question 3
On the whole, do you think television A television program can serve two
stations are doing a very good, good, basic functions: to provide information
fair, poor or very poor job of present- or entertainment. When you watch television, are you primarily interested in
watch?ing the kinds of programs you like to
programs
devoted to information or entertainment?
Percent of
Number of
Respondents
Respondents
Percent of
Number of
18.9%
Very
good
20276
14.1%
Respondents
Respondents
42.2
Good
452
28.2
Information
Fair
151
Entertainment
Poor
3.6
52.8
Both
302
7.1
354
Total
100.0%
1070
Very poor
565
Total
100.0%
33.1

Question 4
Here is a list of different categories of television programs
(show card). In connection with each of these types of programs, would you say that you are very interested or not
at all interested in watching (type) programs on tv?
nterested No. Respondents
No.InterestedPet. Not
No. Pet. Total
Pet.
100.0%
983
91.9%
8.1% 1070
News programs
416 38.9
1070
100.0
Quiz programs
65487 61.1
Discussions
& debates
1070 100.0
on current
events 701 65.5 369 34.5
28.3
1070
100.0
767 71.7 303
Dramatic
programs
458
1070
100.0
Westerns
612 57.2
42.8
Operatic & classical
1070 100.0
526 49.2 544 50.8
music programs
Situation comedy
1070 100.0
761 71.1 309 28.9
programs
Popular music
1070 100.0
675 63.1 395 36.9
programswith
Interviews
70.2 319
29.8
1070
751
famous
people
207 24.6
863 80.7 263
1070 100.0
19.3
Movies
1070 100.0
75.4
100.0
Variety programs
807
752 70.3 318 29.7
Mystery programs
1070 100.0
140 (THE MEDIA)

More tables page 142
Question 5
In connection with your own viewing habits, do you feel
there should be more (type) programs on television, there
should be fewer (type); or do you feel the number of each
'o 29 right?
of said programs now on television is about
WhoTotalPet.Are
No.
No. More
Pet. No.Interested
Pet. No. Fewer
Pet.
Same
293
News programs
289
983 100
21.2 °/« 661 69.4 2328 4.0
Quiz
programs
3.0%
9.3 416
Discussions
& debates 12388 29.8
47.5
48.5
on current
events 349
45.5 345
333 20.1
340 51.5 14420
701 100
Dramatic
programs
395
273
Westerns
56.4 39 23.53.0 767 100
233
44.3
100°/
Operatic
&
classical
music comedy
programs
51.9
612 100
526
Situation
251 33.0 439
21
67.2° 2338 3.8
5.0 761
215 31.9 472 62.0
Popular
programsmusic
23 3.0 675 100
493
65.1
Interviews
with
programs
45.4
famous people
51.5
863
449
Movies
386
3.1
751 100
100
500 57.1
40.2
2.7
100
342
Variety programs
34.9
62.0
282
25
3.1
807
100
347
Mystery programs
34.7
261
59.7 42 5.6 752
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as

basic

EGYPTIAN
Word ofof communication.
mouth was man'sTherefirst
form
fore, the sign for mouth was one
of the most common ideographs
used ontians madethe from
papyrus
Egypreedsthegrowing
along the Nile.
PHOENICIAN
Marketing papyrus throughout
the ancient
worldPhoenicians.
was big busi-In
ness with the
time,
the
Egyptian
mouth sign
7
became run etheir
letter peiP. — forer of the modern
GREEK
ToGreeks
papyrusadded
and another
wax tablets,
the
writing
material:
parchment,
made
from
animal skins and first used in
the city of Pergamum. GraduIIP
al y, pei was changed to pi.
ROMAN
Paper
favorite
the
Romansbecame
about a the
8th with
Century
after
the
Arabs
had
brought
the
Chinese invention into southern
Europe. Meanwhile, scholars had
transformed pi into P.
P
Historical data by
Dr. Donald J. Lloyd,
Wayne State University

as

the

alphabet

- - - .

. ■.

Push
up spring
WWJ, Detroit's
Basic Radio
Station. sales
Dealers byandusingdistributors
favor
WWJ because they know it moves merchandise.
Listeners prefer WWJ because it entertains them with
modern radio at its very best.
Personalities like Melody Paraders Hugh
Roberts, Faye Elizabeth, Dick French, Bob Maxwell,
and Jim DeLand — programs like WWJ News, sports,
and weather, NBC's Monitor and Nightline are the
talk of the town. Buy WWJ— it's the basic thing to do!
. ut your money
where the people are
Seventy per cent of
Michigan's
commandingpopulation
75 per
cent ingof power
the lives
state'swithin
buyWWJ's daytime primary coverage area.
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AM and FM

WWJ
RADIO
Detroit's Basic Radio Station
Owned and operated by The Detroit News
NBC Affiliate
National Representatives: Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

PUBLIC AND TV continued
Question 6
Are there any types of programs which
you would like to see more of on television?
Percent of
Number of
Respondents
Respondents
77.0%
Yes
824
246
23.0
No
1070
Total
100.0%
Question 6a
What types would you like to see more
of?
Percent of
Number
Mentions of
Mentions
156
Dramas
173
Educational
10.8
1162327
Comedy
2.5
News
2.2
Quiz
programs
3.9
Informative
discussions
42
66
Westerns
6.7
Opera,
ballet,music
45
classical
4.2
4.3
46
Popular
music
Movies
5.8
Variety
62
4.9
8.2
Mystery
5.0
5452
Sports
1.9
Stories,
1.8
Religious soap operas 201911
1.0
Cultural
Live programs
1.1
2.5
12'2710 • Travelogues
Science fiction
1519
1.4.9
Children's
Spectaculars
19
1.8
Adventure
Miscellaneous
1.1
111412
Total responses
*Total over 100% because of multiple 104.1%*
responses.

Question 7
Here are four television programs
scheduled during the coming week
(show card). If these programs were
telecast on the same evening at the
same time, which one, if any, would
you choose? (One set of programs was
shown to about half the respondents
and another set to the other half.)
Percent of
Number of
Respondents
Respondents
6.5
Omnibus
165
30.5%
Small World 35
19.4
Bat
Masterson
105
Father
Knows Best 20333
37.5
None
6.1
Total
541
100.0%
Percent
of
Number of
Respondents
Respondents
21.6%
27.8
Twentieth
Century
114
Meet
Press 112
147
21.2
RestlessTheGun
21.7
Millionaire 115
None
41
7.7
Total 529
10o!o%
KFAB forces issue
2 7° The weight of an editorial campaign
lt.by
KFAB Omaha, Neb., was demonstrated when the Nebraska state legislature passed into law a bill reducing
the speed limit on secondary roads
from 60 to 50 miles per hour.
Lyell Bremser, vice president and
general manager of the 50 kw station,
devoted at least one editorial a week
during the past year to the need for a
lower speed
law oneditorial
the state'slastsecondary
roads.
A KFAB
October

What

built this
> KNOWLEDGE of good programming
» ACQUIRING & KEEPING good air salesmen
> EXPERIENCE gained through 28 years of broadcasting
►AWARENESS of our obligation
to serve the public and
to sell merchandise

created such public response that the
Nebraska governor called a special news
conference, the station reports, during
which he pointed out that the majority
of fatal accidents occurred on secondary roads. This admission of an unsafe
speed limit for secondary roads was the
opening cessful
wedge, KFAB says, in its suclowered. drive to have the speed limit
Tv execution coverage
KRON-TV San Francisco has asked
permission to televise the next execuin San Sen.
Quentin's
Earliertion State
Fred S.gasFarr,chamber.
author
of a bill to abolish the death penalty in
California, commented, "If an execution were televised, you'd soon have
an end to the death penalty." Harold P.
See,
managerA. ofMcGee,
KRON-TV,
then general
wired Richard
state
director ofecutionscorrections
:
"On
ground
exin California are public proceedings done for and in behalf of the
people of the state, KRON-TV wishes
to use its broadcast facilities to televise
the next execution at San Quentin gas
chamber. If capital punishment is to
deter capital crimes, it should be made
a maximum deterrent. Let all the peoGov. Edmund C. Brown said that he
is definitely
opposed to televising execuple seetions.it."
Mr. McGee said this is a matter
which the legislature should decide.

building?

> FLEXIBILITY of thinking
to keep ahead of trends
TRAFFIC CONTROL
systematic and thorough
Open our door — through
your P.G.W. Colonel—
and we'll open the door
of sales for your product.
(You'll be keeping
good company, too!)
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RADIO
5000W
560KC
NBC
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA

Peters.
Ghiffix
Woodward.
!«.
Estliuii t N.nmial RtprtuiiMlim
G. Richard Shafro, Exec. Vice President
W. Frank Harden, Managing Director
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In DES

MOINES,

that result-getting station is
and has always been . .
KRNT RADIO, that "know-how,
go-now" station that keeps pace
with all that's going on in
Des Moines, Iowa's lively center of
business activity. Because KRNT
has news on the hour, total
sports, the best of music,
dramatic shows, complete weather
and complete service, local
sponsors spend nearly as much
on KRNT

RADIO as on the

other 5 Des Moines

Stations Combined! Better See Katz Soon,
SOURCE: LATEST AVAILABLE F. C. C. FIGURES

RADIO-CBS
KRNT
A Cowles Station

THE MEDIA WAR
Jones in St. Louis
focuses on tv critics
A leading television executive took
a look last week at the average viewer's
watching habits and saw both "a remarkable figure" and a cause for concern.
While the 2Vi hours that the average
viewer spends with television each day
is "more time than is spent on all other
leisure-time
combined,"
TV
Stations activity
Div. President
MerleCBSS.
Jones declared, this still leaves him to
get his impressions about an overwhelming majority of tv programming
from what he reads about it rather than
from what he sees.
Mr. Jones, in a speech prepared for
the St. Louis Rotary Club last Thursday (March 12), called attention to
the attacks on television carried in
Newsweek, Life, Fortune and Esquire
in recent months. While the public's
opinion of television is in "sharp contrast" to the magazines', he said, the
average
viewer's
a day lessat
the
tv set
covers,2Viforhours
example,
than 5% of the 55 hours a day program ed bythe three St. Louis stations.
Reading
• "Asas aa result,
his impressionInfluence
of television
whole
is bound to be influenced, not only by
what he sees himself, but also by what
he reads about the programs he has not
seen — which comes to 95% of the total," Mr. Jones asserted.
He showed film clips from 17 CBSTV shows presented on KMOX-TV
St.
Louis onon onewhich
recentclose
Sunday
"17
programs
to —6,000
people labored a combined total of
over 50,000 hours — the equivalent of
six years — for the sole purpose of bringing you something that you would find
represents time well spent." He said
they entertainment
add up to "an and
extraordinary
range
of
exciting information"
but
were
"not
extraordinary
television in the sense of being exceptional." Moreover, he said, "similar efforts" are being made by St. Louis' two
other stations, KSD-TV (NBC) and
KTVI (TV) (ABC-TV).
Mr. Jones said thoughtful broadcasters "welcome constructive criticism and
are quick to respond to it," but that
"some of the attacks seem to be leveled
simply because they represent good,
juicy, circulation-building copy, while
still others . . . reflect a built-in bias
against a medium that is competing so
successfully. . . ."
Mr. Jones appeared in St. Louis in
connection with CBS-owned KMOXTV's first birthday and dedication of
the station's new transmitter and tower.
144 (THE MEDIA)

ern cities, emphasized that the Negro
market is a separate one that must be
reached with specialized media, different copy angles and different types
of program appeal.

Gubernatorial
oratory of• Gov.
Nelson A. Rockefeller
New
York
explains
the
state's
interest
in the broadcasting field during
the second annual legislative dinner sponsored by the New York
State Assn. of Broadcasters in Albany (Broadcasting, March 9).
Applauding are Robert Leder (1),
president of NYSAB and vice
president-general manager of
WOR-AM-TV New York, FCC
Comr. Robert E. Lee (r) and Dr.
William Rowan, assistant to Gov.
Rockefeller (extreme r). Gov.
Rockefeller and Comr. Lee
stressed the need for closer cooperation between the broadcasting industry and the government.
OK Group Negro study
presented in New York
Buying habits of Negroes and their
motivations as consumers are not the
same as for white consumers, says
Henry A. Bullock, professional Negro
surveyor at Texas Southern U. Dr. Bullock last fortnight outlined the findings
of his study in a series of New York
presentations conducted by the OK
Group of radio stations and the Motion
Picture Advertising Service, both headquartered in New Orleans.
Speaking to representatives of more
than 20 New York advertising agencies,
Dr. Bullock revealed preferences, prejudices, family organization and buying
motives revealed in a survey of 150
Negro families and 50 white families.
Among the findings: dominance of
the Negro mother in the home; in personality development, Negro males
emerge submissive, females aggressive;
Negro income is more discretionary,
with necessity purchases not so fixed as
for whites; Negroes must identify themselves with the situation in advertisements; they are more optimistic of the
future than whites.
Jules J. Paglin, president of the OK
Group, which has six stations in south-

WFBR, AFTRA settle
A strike by the American Federation
of Television & Radio Artists against
WFBR Baltimore was settled March 13
with the station resuming normal operations. Robert B. Jones Jr., WFBR
vice president, said the station lost
only two minutes at the start of the
strike Feb. 16 (Broadcasting, March
2). The settlement was understood to
have specified a five-day week for talent,
a union security clause and modest
raise. Vacation clause was not changed.
No talent fees were included, talent
working on straight salary.
• Media reports
• With attention riveted on the single
rate system, Ted Tostlebe, commercial
manager of WOI-TV Des Moines,
whipped out a news release emphasizing the station "quietly" had adopted a
single rate a year ago March 1. WOITV, he said, combined its retail rates
into saturation plans and left its "general rate structure" intact.
• Revenue of WJIM-AM-FM-TV
Lansing, Mich., in 1958 was $2,876,569. The 1957 figure was $2,790,924.
The 1958 earnings of $1.91 a share
were the
highestinin1957
the company's
history. Earnings
equaled $1.68
a share.
• WAGM Presque Isle, Me., is broadcasting on a new frequency, 950 kc
(with 5 kw). A directional signal from
a three-tower array supplies Aroostook
County with primary coverage. Secondary coverage is given to eight contiguous Canadian counties. WAGM formerly was on 1450 kc with 250 w.
• WLOS-TV Asheville, N.C., is telecasting programs originating from a
studio in Greenville, S.C. via microwave transmitters and receivers. Profed into WLOS-TV's
coaxial23
cables ingrams areGreenville
and transmitted
miles
a repeater
stationthein signal
Caesar'sis
Head, toS.C.
From there
sent 24 miles to WLOS-TV's transmitstudios.
ter about 18 miles from the station's
• KFWB Los Angeles reports that an
interview with a witness in the Elizabeth Duncan murder trial has thrown
new light on the case. The witness,
Barbara Jean Reed, told a staffer that
she had known the suspects, Louis and
Augustine Baldano, for some time. This
BROADCASTING, March 16, 1959

LEADER!
Meet George Gould, and discover a prime
reason why NTATelestudios has asserted such
dynamic leadership in the field of tape for
television. As head man of the burgeoning NTA
Telestudios operation, Gould has built the
industry's finest plant designed specifically for
custom tape productions. More important,
he's staffed the Telestudios operation from top
to bottom with men and women who reflect
George Gould's desire and ability to do it better
for you with tape. At NTATelestudios, every
session moves smoothly, with the confidence
born of Gould's 15 years of live network
experience. At NTATelestudios, you work with
the most complete custom tape facilities
available. At NTATelestudios you work with the
people who want to give you more, the
experienced people who have more to give.
NTATELESTUDIOS
Leading the field of tape with commercial
productions for key agencies such as:
N.W. AYER & SON; LEO BURNETT; DANIEL & CHARLES;
D. C. S. & S.; FOOTE GONE & BELDING; KETCHUM MacLEOD & GROVE;
C. J. LaROCHE; LENNEN & NEWELL; MARSCHALK & PRATT;
MAXON; McCANN-ERICKSON; MOGUL LEWIN WILLIAMS & SAYLOR;
NORMAN CRAIG & KUMMEL; REACH McCLINTON

NTA Telestudios, 1481 Broadway, N.Y., LO 3-1122

fact previously had not come out in
testimony.
• KEZY Anaheim, Calif, will broadcast
from studios in the Disneyland Hotel,
opposite the famed amusement park.
According to Cliff Gill, station president, additional studios will also be established in nearby Fullerton.
• Lou Frankel Co., public relations,
moves to 45 W. 57th St., New York;
telephone Plaza 3-4636.
• Recipients of three research grantsin-aid have been announced for the
National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters byDr. Harry J. Skornia, executive director. Grants up to $500 each
will be made to Dr. Keith Engar, manager of KUED (TV) Salt Lake City
(U. of Utah) to study effectiveness of
a tv course for college credit; Dean
Warren L. Hickman, College of Arts
& Sciences of Ithaca College, to study
a business and economics tv series, and
Raymond T. Bedwell Jr., assistant in
radio-tv, Ohio State U., Columbus, to
compile history and development of
U. S. radio broadcasting before 1934.
• WHK-AM-FM Cleveland and the
National Assn. of Broadcast Employes
& Technicians have signed a new fiveyear agreement, according to Mary
Ellen Trottner, union regional director,
and Robert Dreyer, general counsel for
Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp., representing WHK. The agreement guarante s aliberal wage increase, new severance pay compensations and a new
method of computing vacation and holiday benefits.
• The farm service department of
WSJS - AM - FM - TV Winston-Salem,
N.C., has been given the 1958 distinguished service award of the North
Carolina Farm Bureau Federation for
"outstanding
agricultural
Also,
Farm Service
Directorreporting."
Harvey
Dinkins has received a "certificate of
appreciation" from the state forest industries for "his continuous presentation of forestry matters on his daily
programs."
• Forty members of United Press International Broadcasters Assn. of Connecticut wil fly to Omaha, Neb., this
weekend (March 20) as guests of Gen.
Thomas S. Power, commander-in-chief
of the Strategic Air Command at Offutt Air Force Base. The group, including news directors and station managers, will acquaint itself with "the
overall operation of SAC." Said Richard J. O'Brien, co-director of WCNX
Middleton,
"Webetter
live ininformed
a prime wetarget
state,
and the
are
on our defenses, the more intelligently
we can tell the story of SAC to the . . .
listeners and viewers in our area."
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• Avery-Knodel, station representative,
is now operating out of new San Francisco quarters at 369 Pine St., one-half
block from its old office. Phone numbers remain the same but TWX is
changed to San Francisco 1345.
• Keystone Broadcasting System has
signed ten new station affiliates: KUKI
Ukiah, Calif.; KZIX Fort Collins, Colo.;
WWCC Bremen, Ga.; KLER Orofino
and KSRA Salmon, Idaho; KMCD
Fairfield, Iowa; WMST Mt. Sterling,
Ky.; KDOM Windom, Minn.; KUMA
Pendleton, Ore., and WAVL Apollo,
Pa.
additions bring KBS' total to
1,061Thestations.
• WCEC Rocky Mount, N.C., has been
given an award by the North Carolina
Farm Bureau Federation for "the best
job of agricultural broadcasting, for a
station of its size, in the state."

No panic button • A new master control set-up has been instal ed byKMTV (TV) Omaha to
eliminate any lag in switching audio, film and other broadcast
phases.
Developed
by the station's
engineering
vice president,
Raymond Schroeder, this panel allows
pre-setting of five up-coming audio events beyond the event on
the air. Switching from one audio
source to the next in line is a pushbutton operation, whereupon the
just-used event strip is automatically prepared for another preset event. Shown operating the
device is KMTV engineer Leo
Lechner.
• KPIX (TV) San Francisco has given
educational KQED (TV) there 47
pieces of tv equipment. The gift, an
addition to the $4,000 previously donated by KPIX, includes a film camera,
sync generator, amplifiers and a variety
of test equipment.
• An all-album format has been adopted by KRKD Los Angeles, according
to General Manager Jack Feldman.

• Dean Earl F. English of the U. of
Missouri's School of Journalism will be
the moderator of the symposium on
"The Social and Economic Forces of
Advertising" to be held Wednesday
(March 18). The program is a feature
of the school's 50th anniversary.
• Northwestern U. will run a course in
crime news analysis and reporting
March 23-27 for radio, tv and other
media newsmen. Registration is being
handled by Northwestern U. School of
Law, Chicago 11.
• KHSL Chico, Calif., has revised its
format to eliminate the more strident
types of phonograph records and now
features local and regional news, plus
CBS newscasts and calls its programming "The Friendly Sound."
• WICE Providence, R.I., appoints
Creamer-Trowbridge
Co. there for station advertising.
• WMAQ Chicago is in the middle of a
dispute between Jack Eigen, proprietor
of its early morning interview show,
and a client, the Chez Paree nightclub. Club owner David Harper informed Lloyd Yoder, NBC vice president and general manager of WMAQ,
the club will refuse to extend its contract for the program unless Mr. Eigen
is dropped. The program is virtually
sold out and commands good ratings.
Mr. Eigen has been airing his show on
WMAQ for over seven years.
• KLX Oakland, Calif., appoints San
Francisco office of Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan to direct its national advertising and sales promotion.
• The dept. of journalism at Memphis
(Tenn.) State U. will offer a major in
advertising beginning next fall.
• A campaign prepared by WTTM
Trenton, N.J., for Blakely Laundry Co.
there has won first prize in the American Institute
of Laundering's
advertising
awards.
Blakely spotsradio
are
produced
and
recorded
at theannouncestation's
Custom Recording Div. Each
ment pinpoints a service of the laundry
by interviewing one of the "friendly
Blakely Laundry routemen." The laundry's agency: Ecoff & James Inc., Philadelphia.
• Rep appointments
•names
WTVC
Tenn.,
Young(TV)Tv Chattanooga.
Corp.
• WDCR Hanover, N.H., names Walker-Rawalt, N.Y., as its New England
representative, excepting New Hampshire.
• WJ AC-TV Johnstown, Pa., names
Harrington, Righter & Parsons, N.Y.
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A

"Good

Buy"

That

Says

Hello!

4
Brings the "personal touch" to your sales message with
Hoosiers throughout the Indianapolis area are getting a
greatest "first" —
from WXLW's
personal agreeting
warm,
The Traveler—
60-foot-long
complete radio station on
wheels! WXLW's Traveler brings the impact of RADIOMOBILITY to its programming and to your announcements, with on-the-spot broadcasting of regular programs, interviews, and special events. Now listeners of
the number one radio station in Central Indiana can see
and hear their favorite WXLW personalities in action.
Send your sales messages along on these good- will tours,
with the buy in Indianapolis radio . . . top-rated WXLW.

The Traveler's completely equipped
studio

fst to feature true hi-fidelity sound.

fst to feature live on-the-spot news coverage.
fst to offer on-the-air editorials.

Interviews are conducted in The
Traveler's modern lounge

fst to offer adult programming, and now,
with RADIO-MOBILITY!

only perEnjoy the sales benefits of the personal touch
sonal appearances can give . . . pull extra results from theof
extra effort made by WXLW to capture even more
the Indianapolis audience. Specify the good buy that
says hello — WXLW!
930 ON YOUR DIAL

RADIO INDIANAPOLIS
5,000 WATTS DAYTIME

CONTACT YOUR
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NEAREST

JOHN

The Traveler's control room features
all the latest magic of advanced
technical design

E. PEARSON

REPRESENTATIVE
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One
over 50,000

little clock
sponsor

radio produces

identifications

by listeners

to Atlanta's WSB Radio...
Advertiser identification always has
During National Advertising Week the
WSB Radio audience was invited to take
been high on WSB Radio. And this is one
part in a little game the staff cooked up.
more reason why WSB out-produces and
out-sells competitive media in Georgia.
"Send in the names of WSB advertisers
whose messages you hear, Monday thru
Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution. NBC affiliate. Represented by Petry.
Friday," they were asked. Clock radio pictured was offered the one submitting the
longest correct listing.
Now this was no great shakes of an
WSB
Radio
award. And therein lies the entire signifiThe Voice of the South
cance of the event. Over 50,000 advertiser
ATLANTA
impressions were recorded in the mail received from participants.
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INTERNATIONAL

TV
CELLER REVIEWS EUROPE'S
Wants study of British commercial tv rules
U.S. television is far ahead of the
said, "parsystems of Western Europe, Rep. al cooperation,"
ticularly in lightRep.ofCeller
the conversion
Emanuel Celler (D-N.Y.), chairman of problems created by the differing transthe House Judiciary Committee and its
mission standards adopted by the memAntitrust Subcommittee, stated in a reber countries." Eurovision became
port scheduled for release today (March operative in 1953 with a telecast of
16).
However, the outspoken foe of many Queen
Tv inElizabeth's
England •coronation.
Today, more than
network practices said Congress should half the adults in the United Kingdom
see
tv
daily,
with
service
available to
take
a longof look
regulatory
features
Britishat "certain
commercial
televi- 98% of the population from 25 stations, Rep. Celler said. He discussed
sion."
Government control, he said, tends the operations of Britian's two separate
tv systems — British Broadcasting Corp.
to "eliminate evils which might other- (noncommercial)
and Independent Tv
wise beset the system. The first of these
evils is the tie-in of the sale of network Authority (commercial).
Two-thirds of the 9 million British
time to the sale of network-owned stations. . . . The second facet of the sets are capable of receiving ITA proBritish commercial system which merits
gramming, Rep. Celler said, with adattention is the prohibition of program
sponsorship by advertisers and the rigid
restrictions [placed] on advertising. This
tends to eliminate
the omnipresent
commercial which characterizes
American
television."
(Rep.
Antitrust
tee, in a Celler's
spring 1957
reportSubcommiton tv, hit
the alleged program tie-in practice of
networks [Broadcasting, June 10,
1957] and the FCC recently has started
an inquiry into the matter [Broadcasting, March 2]. The 1957 report, howfound itequal
"desirable"
advertever,
isers to have
access forforprogram
sponsorship.)
Look-Seereport,
Last Year
Celler's
European
based • onRep.a personal
trip made by the congressman in September 1958, covers principally England, France and Italy. He said that
in technical development, set distribution, area and population coverage, proand "particularly
variety gram
andquality
multiplicity
of programsin
available to viewers, the United States
is far ahead of Western Europe."
Except in the British Isles, tv still is Rep, Celler: finds U.S. tv superior to Europe's
a comparative infant in Western Eur- vertising revenue on the seven comto $73.5
ope, Rep. Celler stated. This is attri- million formercialthestationsfirstamounting
half of 1958. Set
butable toWorld War II, the high cost
of sets, lack of revenue and lack of owners must buy an annual license
uniform technical standards, he said. costing $4 and there is a 60% "purHowever, in 1958 USIA figures show
chase tax" on a new set.
that the number of tv stations in West"The government has used its reserve
ern Europe increased from 276 to 472 power
to censor programming most
and the number of receivers from 11,- sparingly," Rep. Celler said. Three restrictions were cited which have been
345,200 to 14,684,000.
Eurovision, which joins 12 countries placed against tv programing.
Superior Reception in France •
with live tv programming, "is an impressive accomplishment of internation- France's use of an 819-line picture
BROADCASTING, March 16, 1959

system, along with some Belgian stations, "probably gives the best recepof anyU.S.
in the
Rep.picture,
Celler
said. tionThe
usesworld,"
a 525-line
England 405 lines and a majority of
Western Europe, 625 lines.
A permanent
studio
was established in Paris astvearly
as 1932,
Rep.
Celler said, with regular broadcasts
continued until the war forced suspension. Sets today cost from $250 to
$300 each (approximately two months
salary for the average Frenchman), with
annual license fees costing $15.
French broadcasting is operated as a
state
on central
a no-concession
basis. monopoly
There is one
tv station
with approximately 30 satellite stations
in various sections of the country.
"Central station control has created a
tendency for information and education
programs to take precedence over
entertainment,"
found. since
Advertising on tv hasRep.beenCeller
prohibited
World War II.
By menOctober
1958,with918,000
owned tv sets
the totalFrenchaudience estimated at 3,250,000 persons.
Rep. Celler said that Teleclubs, originating in rural France in 1950, have
been important
tv development. Teleclubs inalsoFrench
are active
in Italy,
Switzerland and Belgium.
Italian Monopoly • Tv began in Italy
in 1947 under Radio Audisioni Italia,
a state body whose directors are made
up of government officials. RAI has a
monopoly concession for both radio
and tv broadcasting. Advertising is
permitted but must be approved prior
to being broadcast, as must programming, by the Minister of Post Telecommunications.
RAI also is required to place at the
disposal of the government a maximum
of two hours daily free of cost. As of
May 1958, RAI was telecasting over
24 principal and 139 satellite stations
covering all of Italy, plus Sicily and
Sardinia. On the same date, sets in
use totaled approximately 970,000 with
private set owners paying $22.50 annual y for a license.
CBHT (TV) satellites
CBHT (TV) Halifax, N.S., ch. 3 station of the government Canadian Broadcasting Corp., has put into operation
three low-power satellite stations on the
southwest coast of Nova Scotia. They
are located at Liverpool, on ch. 12, at
Shelburne, ch. 8, and at Yarmouth, ch.
11. The equipment is operated without
149

any staff attendants, and inspection
crews from CBHT make periodic visits.
The transmitting antennas at the satellites are six-slot wavestacks mounted on
towers 100 feet high.
BBG Chmn. Stewart
CAB meeting keynoter
Most Canadian broadcasters will
have their first meeting with the new
Canadian broadcast chief next week
(March 23) at the Royal York Hotel,
Toronto, when Dr. Andrew Stewart,
chairman of the Board of Broadcast
Governors, keynotes the annual meeting
of the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters.
(The organization's
nameAssn.
has ofofficially
reverted
from Canadian
Radio
& Television Broadcasters to CAB.)
In the few public meetings held by
the BBG since its appointment late in
1958, Dr. Stewart has stressed that Canadian broadcasters must live up to
their program plans stated at the time
of licensing. Thus it is not difficult to
see why programming will feature the
four-daysessions.
CAB meeting at both open and
closed

Dr. Stewart's
openingthataddress
will onbe
followed
by sessions
morning
research, ratings and surveys. In the
afternoon executives of advertising
agencies and advertisers will join in the
discussions on research and surveys.
The
opening
luncheon
the form
of anday's
annual
meetingwillof take
the
Bureau of Broadcast Measurement, the
co-operative
industry. survey organization of the
Tuesday morning will be devoted to
an industry television workshop with
advertiser and agency personnel invited.
The session will be under chairmanship
of Don Lawrie, Northern Broadcasting
Ltd., Toronto. The afternoon will be devoted to a radio workshop under chairmanship ofHoward Caine, CHWO Oakville, Ont. The sessions will deal to a
large extent with program ideas.
Two on Tuesday • Tuesday luncheon period will have two meetings, one
for the CAB Quarter Century Club at
which 16 new members will be welcomed, and the second a meeting of the
Central Canada Broadcasters Assn.
The 16 new members of the CAB
Quarter Century Club are T. J. Allard,
CAB executive vice president; E. G.
Archibald, CHOV Pembroke, Ont.;
John E. Baldwin, All-Canada Radio &
Television Ltd., Vancouver, B. C; R. J.
Buss, manager, CHAT Medicine Hat,
Alta.; H. R. Carson, president, AllCanada Radio & Television Ltd.,
Calgary, Alta.; Antonio Desfosses,
CKAC Montreal; H. F. Dougall, president, CKPR Fort William, Ont.;
Charles Edwards, general manager,
Broadcast News Ltd., Toronto; M. M.
Elliott, S. W. Caldwell Ltd., Toronto;
David G. Hill, manager, CKDA Victoria, B. C; M. Johnson, Radio Representatives Ltd., Toronto; Mrs. M. E.
Large, CFCY Charlottetown, P. E. I.;
Henri LePage, managing director,
CHRC Quebec City; W. Slatter, general
manager, CJOY Guelph, Ont.; F. R.
Turner, CKXL Calgary, Alta.; Jack
Dennett, CFRB Toronto.
Wednesday will be devoted to closed
sessions for CAB members, featuring
brainstorming meetings on subjects
ranging from programming to promotion, with operational problems discus ed at separate afternoon meetings
for radio and television station members.
The annual business meeting, for
CAB members only, will be on March
26, and will include election of new
directors.
CAB'sevening.
annual dinner will be
held Tuesday
Canadian strike over
The strike of 74 French-language producers against the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. (Broadcasting, Feb. 9)
ended March 7 with the signing of an

agreement sociation
that bargaining
gives rights.
the producers'
asThe agreement
stipulates
that
producers
may
obtain technical advice and assistance from
union groups but may not join any
union or group of unions.
• Abroad in brief
• March 31 is the deadline for entries
in Crusade for Freedom Inc's "Radio
Free
Europe" (Broadcasting,
2) competition.
Six European tripsMarch
and
other prizes will be awarded writers of
25-word
messages
on the subject,
"As
an American
I support
Radio Free
Europe
because.
.
.
."
Address:
RadioTv Participation Program, Crusade for
Freedom,
New York.Box 35-A, Mount Vernon 10,
•Bureau
The spring
survey of theMeasurement.
co-operative
of Broadcast
Toronto, is this week (March 16-22).
BBM is asking that member stations
do not make special promotions during
that week so as to give distorted coverage figures. Stations which in the fall
survey were known to have used special
promotions during the survey week
were so listed in the BBM survey re• CKSF Cornwall, Ont., has been sold
to Stanley Shenkman, Montreal archiport.
tect, and group of associates for an
undisclosed sum, pending approval of
the Canadian Board of Broadcast
Governors. The station was owned by
the Cornwall Standard-Freeholder, daily
newspaper, which was recently sold to
the Thomson Co., Toronto, newspaper
chain. The Thomson Co., owner of a
number of radio stations through subsidiaries, would not be able to own the
radio station under Canadian multiple
ownership limitations. Ernest Miller,
manager of CFCM-TV Quebec City,
will be president and general manager
of CKSF upon approval of the transfer.
The new group is also applying for
a television license at Cornwall, on ch.
8 with 130 kw video and 78 kw audio
•power.
The number of registered tv sets in
West Germany increased 163,091 last
January.
the total to 2,292,274 tv setsThisin brings
the country.
• The number of registered tv sets in
France increased more than 300,000 in
1958. The total number of tv sets in the
country now is approximately 988,600.
About 550,000 radio sets were sold in
1958, bringing the total to 10,646,000.
• The Soviet Union will reward outstanding work in electronics with a
medal commemorating the centenary of
Prof. A. S. Popov, who the Russians
call "the inventor of radio."
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We Came In Third In Hypo
(and furthermore, hurrah.)
Dollar value of newspaper space scheduled in
in use is the highest ever recorded by ARB in this
Cedar Rapids Gazette, Waterloo Courier, and
market. (Nov. 1-wk. -4 wk. Cedar Rapids — WaterratARB
last
during
TV. lo .) In Dubuque: 19 of 20 top shows on WMTDubuque Telegraph Herald running third. Station
WMT-TV
ing period
B used
abouthas $300 more space; station C used
WMT-TV, CBS Television for Eastern Iowa, repabout $16,000 more.
resented byThe Katz Agency, covers over half of
the tv families in Iowa, and dominates three of
Box score: WMT-TV s 50.8 over-all share of sets
Iowa's six largest cities.

FANFARE
500,000 day listeners
sewed up in KBIG plan
KBIG Avalon, Calif., a daytime station, ismaking itself a listening post for
500,000 of the most reliable listeners to
be found in the daytime crowd.
The corps is made up of area clubwomen who participate in the "HomeMakers' Club" merchandising-charity
plan. They keep in touch with the project through KBIG, which broadcasts
club news and commercials for club
sponsors daily between 10 a.m. and
1:30 p.m. KBIG's tie-up with the plan
not only gives the station a bread-andbutter listener list but puts it in a good
position to sell the sponsors who sell
the women.
In its 18-year history, the HomeMakers' Club has cleared contributions
of more than $2 million to charity.
says Joseph Dougherty, Sales Manager
Members of parent-teacher, church and
civic groups save labels of sponsoring
manufacturers or sales slips of contributing merchants and turn the slips
in every eight weeks for cash prizes
WJZ-TV
BALTIMORE
totaling $300 to high-scoring organizaThe group taking the top prize
The latest Pulse in Baltimore of $150tions.begins
its next eight-week cycle
sounds a triumphant beat, beat, with a score of zero while the other
beat for WJZ-TV. Out of the six groups build on the score they have.
This process virtually insures every
top-rated films four of them (includ- group
ing the top two) were United Artist time. of winning the major prize in
Features telecast by WJZ-TV. As
Past Performance • The HomeWJZ-TV's Sales Manager puts it: Makers' Club began in 1941 as a radio
program
with merchandising bonuses
"This remarkable record
to its sponsors, on KHJ Los Angeles,
bears out our past experience
Later it moved to KMPC there and with
with UA Features. We can
the advent of tv it became a video show
on KLAC-TV Los Angeles (now KCOP
always count on them for top
[TV]). Group luncheons, the main fearatings against competition."
ture of the broadcasts, were then staged
The high scoring UA Pictures in restaurants
(a la Breakfast in Hollywere: shield for murder, raiders
wood, which got started just about the
same
time)
rather
than in churches or
OF THE SEVEN SEAS, CROSSED
club quarters as they are now. But these
swords, iroquois trail. They ran remotes
proved too costly on television
November 5-12, 1958 from 6:00 to and the Home-Makers' Club decided to
7:20 p.m. These features, all from drop the broadcasts and concentrate on
United Artists "52 Award Group," mainly its luncheon and label-saving opcaptured an average of 56% of the erations.
After a five-year hiatus, the club went
audience in a 3 station market. A
back on radio last year, on KDAY Long
good buy for WJZ-TV ... a good buy Beach,
Calif. When KDAY changed its
for you, too!
program format to appeal primarily to
younger listeners, the club moved to
KBIG whose programming seems more
I I
I
I
in keeping with the civic or charitableminded housewife who is the typical
UNITED ARTISTS ASSOCIATED, inc. H-MC member.
NEW YORK, 345 Madison Ave., MUrray Hill 6-2323
Home-Makers' Club is headed in
CHICAGO, 75 E. Wacker Dr., DEarborn 2-2030
Southern California by Grace Glasser
DALLAS, 1511 Bryan St., Riverside 7-8553
LOS ANGELES, 9110 Sunset Blvd., CRestview 6-5886 Koopal, also president of the Los Ange-

les advertising agency, Glasser-Gailey
Inc. H-M C's co-owner, Jane Holmes,
is head of the San Francisco branch.
Plans for expansion into other major
markets are under consideration at present.
Spot salesman sells houses
Lalo Campos, account executive,
KOKE Austin, Tex., is wondering
whether to switch from radio to real
estate after selling a spot package to a
local housing development. In making
the sale, a $96 saturation package, Mr.
Campos assured the realtor that he
would check the results personally at
the development site. The client replied
with an offer of $100 for each house
the account executive sold. The following week the KOKE staffer recieved
$400 frommission the
four sale:
sales.$14.40.
Comfrom theclient's
$96 spot
Greeting the fleet
The fleet was in for a rousing greeting in Norfolk, Va., as 12,000 sailors
returned from the Mediterranean area
near Lebanon Thursday (March 12).
WTAR-AM-TV Norfolk whooped up
athebigreturning
"Welcomeseamen.
Home"Withprogram
for
CBS-TV,
WTAR arranged to have Ed Sullivan,
Myron Cohen and Toni Arden as special greeters. The station originated
parts of its Wednesday night schedule
(March 11) from the ships at sea and
included interviews with families awaitmen's arrival.
showsing theThursday
were Early
remotedmorning
from
the Naval Base. That evening, highlights of the landing were featured on
Doug
Edwards'
newsCBSprogram.
The entire
GalenCBSDrake
show
was
brought
to
Norfolk
celemorning. bration and presented on fortapetheFriday
Rating not everything
A brochure distributed by Television
Bureau of Advertising to members last
week emphasizes that the "important
barometer" in buying a television protiveness.gram isnot the rating but its sales effecThe mailing piece is based on a TvB
interview with George Abrams, formerly
vice president and advertising director
of Revlon, Inc. Mr. Abrams disclosed
that Revlon decided to renew CBS-TV's
Garry Moore Show even though it
ranked 52d among 124 network-sponsored programs (based on the December
1958 Nielsen). Mr. Abrams added that
Revlon conducted surveys in Philadelphia, Los Angeles and Chicago and received "convincing proof" that the proBROADCASTING, March 16, 1959

IF IT IS BIG
and IMPORTANT,
it s on WHAS-TV

Phyllis Knight
Top McCall's Winner
for 1957
hostess of "Small Talk"
6-6:15 p.m. daily

Live helicopter flights with landings on
the studio roof, remotes from Churchill
Downs and the state fairgrounds, a video
taped jet plane ride . . . guests ranging
from Billy Graham to Bourbon Beef
Show winners keep Phyllis Knight's
"Small Talk" show sparkling. And Phyllis
won McCall's top Golden Mike Award
for persuading thousands of women to
submit to a cervical cancer test.

Adroitly blending community service
with entertainment and information,
"Small Talk" is typical of the imaginative, IMPORTANT programming which
viewers have learned to expect from
WHAS-TV. Advertisers such as Tetley
Tea, Breast O' Chicken Tuna, FAB, VEL,
Powder-ene and Zest recognize that
"Small Talk" sells BIG.

Your Advertising Deserves WHAS-TV Attention . . .
with the ADDED IMPACT OF PROGRAMMING OF CHARACTER !
WHAS-TV
CHANNEL 11, LOUISVILLE
WHAS-TV
WATTS — CBS-TV NETWORK
316,000Victor
TuUe.
A. Sholis, Director
Foremost In Service
Represented Nationally by
Best In Entertainment
HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS, INC.
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One in 5,000 • Ann Sonka, 21,
beat out 4,999 other entrants contestants for the title, "Miss Ruby
Lips,"las.inHavinga contest
KLIF Dalwon theby beauty
title,
now she will appear in "The Gila
Monster,"lywooda Pictures
film Corp.,
feature which
by Hol-is
backed by KLIF owners Gordon
McLendon and his father, B.R.
gram
reaching
audiencewas
. . . that
bought "alargeresponsive
amounts
of the products advertised on the program."
Market study is top prize
Promotion managers at 145 ABC-TV
affiliated stations are competing for a
station market research study and a
$500 Diners' Club expense account.
Seven-Up through its agency, J. Walter
Thompson Co., has asked stations to invent new waystheforsoda
"Fresh
to promote
pop UpandFreddie"
Zorro,
Seven-Up's
ABC-TV
program.
The market research study will be
paid for by Seven-Up and provided by
Seymour Smith Assoc. The contest runs
March 9 through April 1 0.
KPLI (FM) open-air opening
KPLI (FM) Riverside, Calif., forsook
its new studios on opening day to let the
neighborhood know where to tune fm
sets. Ceremonies were highlighted by an
open air show on a stage built for the
occasion
town. outside KPLI's studios downFollowing a concert by an Air Force
band, a fire truck, sounding its siren,
brought Miss KPLI, a local model, to
the dais. Miss KPLI pulled the switch
that put the station officially on the air.
The first voice broadcast by KPLI was
that of California Gov. Edmund G.
Brown declaring March 1-7 "KPLI
Week."
1.57 kw.The new fm is on 99.1 mc with
154 (FANFARE)

WNEB stops town meeting
The broadcast of the Auburn
(Mass.)
hockey Worcesteam's
game at High
Boston School
over WNEB
ter, Mass., resulted in postponement of
the annual Auburn town meeting.
About 600 residents turned up at the
meeting but it was immediately adjourned so that they could hear the
hockey broadcast.
Tornado alert from WHAS-TV
A WHAS-TV Louisville, Ky., halfhour documentary, 53 Miles From
Death, is credited with influencing the
city to expand and tighten up its tornado warning service.
The documentary showed the damage
to 53-mile-away Caneyville, Ky., and
editorialized about the weaknesses in
the Louisville schools' tornado warning systems.
As a result of the investigation that
followed the program, Louisville is increasing itswarning sirens from four to
sixteen, installing Conelrad receivers in
all schools and instituting other tornado precautions.
WPTR's 'Revolution'
Promoters at WPTR Albany, N.Y.,
didn't think they'd done anything really
revolutionary when they put out a
humorous promotional disc, "Revolution." Listener acclaim, however, has
turned the promotional spot into a
featured record, and the three WPTR
staffers
have
had responsible
to incorporateforto "Revolution"
handle commercial distribution of the record
(with local promotion edited out.)
"Revolution" satirizes events south
of the border, featuring an interview
with "Hi Fidel Bistro" and inserts from
currently
copy
chief, Tonypopular
Visk, songs.
wrote WPTR's
and recorded
it (with Marty Ross, program manager, and Jim Cruise, chief studio engineer) strictly as a promotional platter,
the station's "Fabulous
Five" discplugging
jockeys.
The disc was given routine on-andoff airing. In its first week, listeners
voted it No. 1 on the regular WPTR
"Parade of requests.
Hits," made
of fans'
telephoned
Demandup expanded
to
record
shops
and
"Revolution"
was
written up in the local press. Last week
sales were reported along the eastern
seaboard. WPTR is still playing its
original edition and pressing more copies for advertiser-agency friends.
Three-day drama show
CJON-TV Newfoundland has asses ed its first televised Drama Festival
and decided to make it an annual affair.
The initial three-day competition for
little theatres of the province is reported
in a picture brochure. Three groups were

selected to present plays on consecutive
nights, an understanding that involved
in all some 50 amateurs working with
CJON-TV personnel. The event got extensive coverage on radio and in newsbrochure.papers, CJON-TV reports in the festival
KIOA stamp giveaway
Two million premium stamps were
given away by KIOA Des Moines, Iowa,
in a six-week give-away that elicited
about 65,000 letters from listeners. Cooperating invarious station stunts was
Super Value, a central Iowa grocery
chain.
Among the contests that earned winners the stores'
listeners were
asked to identifystamps:
groceries described
over KIOA (130 stamps); bring a baby
pig dressed in a diaper to the studio
(1,500 stamps); appear at KIOA in a
stamps).
bathing suit carrying an umbrella (1,500
Gospel singer contest
In support of the 10th anniversary
of Aunt Jemima's self-rising flour as
an advertiser on WWRL Woodside.
N.Y., the station has launched a "Goshas atwhich
pel Singing
tracted moreContest,"
than 1,000
contestants
.
Soloists, groups and choirs appear on
Gospel Caravan (Mon.-Fri., 10:30
a.m.-l p.m. and Gospel Time (Mon.Fri., 1-2:30 p.m.) programs.
Listeners
will pick winners but a label from
Aunt
Jemima
package
must
accompan
y each
selection.
The first prize winners in each of the
categories will be given a recording
contract and bookings at the Apollo
Theatre in New York.
Ship-shape promotions
Broadcasters are making the most of
boat show season around the country.
Sample promotions:
WIP Philadelphia originated its evening broadcasts directly from a 30-foot
cabin cruiser at the Boat and Sportsman's Show in that city (Feb. 27- March
7). The stunt paid off in time sales
as well as good will. General Copper &
Brass bought entire SVi-hour segments
on Friday and Saturday nights. Commercial Banking Corp. bought four in-,
terviews of five minutes each, featuring
WIP Sports Director Jim Learning.
These were in addition to regular evening reports.
the show.
station's personalities
appearedAllat the
A "Fishin' Derby" promotion by
WGR Buffalo was credited by officials
of the annual local Boat, Travel &
Sports Show with increasing attendance
by 30% this year. During the nine-day
BROADCASTING, March 16, 1959
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You

yokat

emphis
arket...

It's Channel

3

At WREC-TV the finest local program ing is combined with the
great shows of CBS Television to
constantly support our motto: "In
Memphis There's More to SEE on
Channel 3." Survey after survey
proves it ... so will the results of
your advertising effort. See your
Katz man soon.

First

By

All

Surveys

Here are the latest Memphis Surveys showing
leads in competitively rated quarter hours,
sign-on to sign-off, Sunday thru Saturday:
Nielsen
A.R.B. Pulse
ec. 7-Jan. 10
Oct. 29-Nov. 25 '58 Nov. 58
(Metro Area) (Metro Area) (Station Are
248
293
259
WREC-TV
71
Sta. B
94
96
Sta. C
69
29
81

WREC-TV
Channel

3

Memphis

Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency
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THE NATION'S
LEADING CREATORS
OF STATION
PROMOTION
JINGLES
PRESENT - - -

STEREO

That famous CRC sound, now
available in true STEREO!
Even if you don't have an immediate need for this newest
CRC service, send for demo
tapes for a real revelation. Or
better still, see Dick, or Bob,
at the Palmer House during
the N.A.B. for refreshments,
and a sparkling audition of
CRC's newest and greatest
jingle sets, in Mono or Stereo.
Or, catch our act in Miami at
the D.J. May bash.
Any way you splice it, a set of
CRC tapes on your station will
place you in the company of
today's radio giants, AND WE
CAN PROVE IT. Experience
counts.

event, some 45,000 came to the WGRAM-TV exhibit alone.
Toledo Sports Arena attributes
WOHO there with attracting a record
(11,041) crowd to its Boat & Sports
Show Feb. 15. The station, which broadcast between 2-10 p.m. from the arena,
was the only broadcast medium used
to promote the show. The sports promoters have asked WOHO to return for
next year's show.
Feathered friends of KTTV (TV)
To mark the flight of Kellogg's
Woody Woodpecker program to KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles, the station outfitted
a midget actor as the uninhibited bird
and a model as "Miss Ladybird" for a
tour of the area. They distributed woodpecker dolls and Kellogg cereal products to journalists and handed out the
breakfast foods to pedestrians at each
stop light. Producer Walter Lantz made
three guest appearances as part of the
all-out campaign which featured animated 30 and 60-second film spots. In
addition, letters from Woody, including
one pecked out on a piece of wood,
were dispatched to tv editors. Similar
campaigns were conducted by KTTV
for Superman and Wild Bill Hickok.
No sharks wanted here
There are only six fatalities on record, since the turn of the century, of
persons attacked by savage tiger sharks
in the normally serene swimming areas
around Honolulu, Hawaii, according
to KPOA there. Thus, relates the station, the community was alarmed recently by the killing of a youngster
by one of the big fish. KPOA aired
daily editorials on the shark problem,
offering a $200 bounty on each shark
caught One
within
monthwasof brought
the boy'sin
death.
sucha shark
by a Kailua fisherman, reports KPOA.
The station's campaign has been commended by the governor's office and
federal
authorities.and territorial fish and game

• Drumbeats
• Bill Savitt, owner of WCCC Hartford, Conn., and also a local jeweler,
believes in his medium. He has bought
more than 250 spots on four community stations for the jewelry business.
• WHOP Hopkinsville, Ky., let 4-H
Club members take over as salesmen,
d.j.'s, copywriters and announcers in
the station's second annual 4-H Club
Broadcast Day. The young farmers
grossed more than $400.
• Ellen K. Dryer of W. B. Doner &
Co., and spouse are on an expensepaid trip to Cape Canaveral, Fla.,
courtesy of KFWB Los Angeles. Mrs.
Dryer most nearly guessed the station's
Pulse rating to win KFWB's "Rocketing Ratings" competition.
• Radio Moscow, the WBT Charlotte,
N.C., program based on Russian propaganda broadcasts (Broadcasting, Jan.
19), is being expanded. The program,
previously heard Sunday, now will be
on Monday, Wednesday and Friday
nights.
• KTNT Tacoma, Wash., won the
Tacoma Ad Club's third annual award
for the most original local radio commercial of 1958. The spot, created by
KTNT's
Don St.
Thomas, program
and retaildirector,
sales manager,
Stan Johnson, was for a local cafe.
• KMSO-TV Missoula, Mont., assessing
its program,
The Pastor's
Study, reports
that
in a generous
mail response
every
week, there have been no complaints in
two years on the air.
• The Civil Air Patrol (77,000 volunteers) has pledged its support to California National Productions' Flight
series, KRCA (TV) Los Angeles reports. The programs are seen on
KRCA Wednesday 10:30-11 p.m. Air
Force
cooperation
also has been enlisted.

WM-M2H0
COMMERCIAL
RECORDING
P.O.
BOX Rl67268-8004- DALLAS 19
PHONE
TOM MERRIMAN
vice president
DICK
MORRISON
general sales manage
156 (FANFARE)

Outdoor honors • Two broadcast properties, WRVA Richmond,
and
KDAL-AM-TV Duluth, Minn., emerged with awards in the seventhVa.,annual
contest sponsored by Outdoor Adv. Assn. of America. WRVA was cited,
along with its agency, Stone-Hefmer-Cook, for its outdoor campaign
directed at car radio
listeners. KDAL-AM-TV used billboards over a 30day period to introduce a new sports personality. The tv station maintains a
board the year around. Contest judges were agencymen.
BROADCASTING, March 16, 1959

Another thriller-diller from WJRT-

Sharpest buy in mid-Michigan TV:
WJRT, the only single-station way to blanket
Flint, Lansing, Saginaw and Bay City. The
signal: grade "A" or better. That's WJRT
efficiency, bringing you right into the center
of things, giving you penetration from within.

If you want to sell in Flint, Lansing, Saginaw,
Bay City— and throughout mid-Michigan with
its nearly half-million TV households— there's
no better way than WJRT, the only efficient
way. And the sooner the better! You won't
avoid the rush, but the getting's still good.

WJR
CHANNEL

FLINT

ABC Primary Affiliate
Represented by HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS, INC.
New York • Chicago • Detroit • Boston • San Francisco • Atlanta
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Station Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting
March 5 through March 11: Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes
and routine roundup.
Paxtonoperated
(50%), machines.
owner retailAnn.musicMarch
store 5.and
Abbreviations:
coin
Kirkland,
Wash.
— Sealth
Bcstg.
Co.
DA
—
directional
antenna,
cp
—
construction
kc,
500
w
D.
P.O.
address
13215
39th 1460St.
permit. high
ERF —frequency,
effective radiated
power,
vhf NE, Seattle 55, Wash. Estimated construc—very
uhf—
ultra
high
fretion
cost
$12,879,
first
year
operating
cost
quency,kilowatts,
ant— antenna,w —aur—
vis. — $50,000, revenue $65,000. Applicant, George
visual, ckw
watt,aural,
mc — sunset,
megaW. Boucher,
commercial
y les. D— —day.
N— night.
LS—
local
Seattle.
Ann. isMarch
11. manager KTW
mod.—
modification,
trans.
—
transmitter,
unl.
W.Va.—address
Spencer901 Bcstg.
Co. Rd.,
1400
— unlimited
kc — kilocycles.
SCA — subkc,Spencer,
250 w. P.O.
Evanwood
sidiaryhours,
communications
authorization.
SSA Charleston,
W.Va.yearEstimated
construction
—temporary
special service
authorization.
STA
—
special
cost
$10,300,
first
operating
cost
$30,000,
revenue Gus$40,000.
Applicants
aTe Melvin
Announced. authorization. * — educ. Ann. — Burka,
Zaharis
andin Bernard
A. Burka,S.
who have
interest
WTIP Charleston,
W.Va.
Each
owns
approximately
New Am Stations
interest
Spencer Bcstg.
Co. Ann. one-third
March
Fort 940inAtkinson,
Wis.—
Clarkwood
Bcstg.N.6.
APPLICATIONS
Corp.
kc,
500
w
D.
P.O.
addressEstimated
1710
Central
Ave.,
Marshfield,
Wis.
City,w.CalifP.O..—Western
StateCrocker
Bcstg. cost
construction
cost $19,854,
first Applicants
year operating
Co.Redwood
850 kc, 500
address 110
$78,000,
revenue
$85,000.
are
Ave., tionPiedmont,
Calif.
Estimated
construcJudith
S.L. Scofield
(50%),
Margery
and
cost
$40,294,
first
year
operating
cost
Hartley
Samuels
(25%
each)
whoA. have
$102,000,
revenue
$112,000.
Equal
owners
are
similarMarch
interest11. in KODY North Platte,
Neb.
Ann.
Roman
W.
Wassenberg,
account
executive
KJBS San
and Kirk
Wis.—address
Air Capitol
Inc.L. 1550
kc
niture Francisco,
manufacturer. Ann.
MarchHayes,
10. fur- 500Madison,
w D. P.O.
Herbert
Mount,
Ave.,
Milwaukee.
EstiGa. — A. Barnesville,
S. Riviere 1590
kc,
1 2040 W.matedWisconsin
construction
cost
$23,973,
first
year
kwBarnesville,
D. mated
P.O.construction
address
Ga.
Esti$20,962, $8,000.
first year
cost
$75,200, revenue
$88,088. Apcants are Herbert
L. Mount
operating
$32,000,costrevenue
Mr. operating pliNeil
K. WFOX
Searles
(26.53%) (26.53%)
former
Riviere
is cost
pecan,
Ann. March
10. cattle and cotton farmer. attorney;
generalerick Amanager
Milwaukee;
Fred. Wilmanns
(13%); D.John
E. DickinDes
Plaines,
111.
—
Des
Plaines-Arlington
son
(13%),
and
Gordon
Adams
(20%)
Bcstg.
Co.
1550
kc,
10
kw
D.
P.O.
address
Ann.
March
5.
720 Apple Tree Lane,
Glencoe,
111. Estimated
construction
$68,421,
first year
cost $84,000. cost
revenue
$108,000.
Soleoperating
owner Existing Am Stations
Herbert
S.
Laufman
owns
advertising
APPLICATIONS
cy
and
tv
film
production
firm. agenAnn.
March 5.
WGWC hours
Selma,of Ala.—
Mod. from
of license
to
Flora,
111.—
Central
State
Bstrs.
Inc.
1550
change
specified
kc, 250Belleville,
w D. P.O.111.address
5705 construction
North Belt- hours to unl. (1340 operation
kc) Ann. March
10.
West,
Estimated
WTRR
Sanford,
Fla.—
Cp
to
increase
daycost
$5,722,$30,000.
first year operatingarecostJohn
$24,000,W.
time power forfromdaytime
250 w use
to 1 (2kwmainand trans.).
install
revenue
new
trans,
Lewis
(40%)RalphwhoApplicants
has
interest
inwhoWIBV
(1400
kc)
Ann.
March
11.
Belleville;
J.
Bitzer
(20%)
has
WSJM power
St. Joseph,
Mich.—w Cpto to1 kw
increase
interest
KGRN Grinnell,
Iowa, and John
and
M. Rion11.in (40%),
radio personality.
Ann. daytime
install
newKansas
trans.from
(1400 250kc)
Ann.
March
5.
March
KUDL
City,
Mo.—
Cp
to
change
Elwood,
Ind.—
Stokes
Gresham
Jr.
1030
hours
of
operation
from
D
to
unl.,
using
kc,
1
kw
D.
P.O.
address
7525
Gypsy
Hill
Rd.,
power
of
1
kw,
5
kw-LS
(increase
daytime
Indianapolis,
Ind.
Estimated
construction
from 1 kw
to DA5 kw),
ant cost
firstMr.yearStokes
oprating
$44,500, power
trans, location,
install
D system,
andchange
N (DA-2),
revenue$11,820,
$57,200.
is chiefcostengineer
changes
indelete
ground
install
WISH-AM- TV Indianapolis. Ann. March 11. make
new
trans,
and
remote
control
opion of trans. Ann. March 6.
— Newton construction
Bcstg. Co. cost
1550 KLOS eratAlbuquerque,
kc,Newton,
10 kwfirstMass.
D. year
Estimated
N.M.—
Cp tokc.change
$56,429,
operating
cost
$83,910,
frequency
from
1450
kc
to
1240
Ann.
March
5.
revenueproducton
$120,900. manager
Partners Advance
are Charles
WKVA Lewistown,
Pa.—change
Cp topower
changeto
Bell,
Instru-A. hours
James
A. Collins
andMobil,George
to unl.,
J.Wayne
HelmermentsH. Inc.;III,
employes
Socony
and 500 w, of5 operation
kw-LS (increase
day), install
DA
Lewis,
employe
WERI
Westerly,
°install
.annd two
2? (DA-2).
delete (Nremote
R.I. Ann. March 5.
main trans.
and kc)D)control,
and
changes
in
ground
system.
(920
Ann.
Taos, w.N.M.—P.O.Artaddress
CapitolBoxBcstg.
Co.Cortez,
1340 March 10.
kc,
1718,
WBTN Bennington, Vt.— Cp to increase
N.M.250year
Estimated
construction
cost revenue
$16,150, power
500 w to 1 (1370
kw andkc)make
first
operating
cost
$30,000,
in trans,fromequipment.
Ann. changes
March
$42,000.
Equal
owners
are
Donald
Boston,
half
ownerKCMRKBLTMcCamey,
Big Lakeboth andTexas,general
WAUX
Waukesha,
Wis.—
Cp
to increase
manager
and
power
from
250
w
to
10
kw,
install
DA
D
Jack
M.
Hawkins,
who
has
interest
in
ant. -trans,
location,
KVFC
Cortez, Colo., KIUN Pecos, KFST change
system 5.and
install new
trans. change
(1510 kc)ground
Ann
Fort Stockton
Ann.
March 11.and KVLF Alpine, all Texas. March
Midwestw City,
— M. W.412Cooper
1220 New Fm Stations
kc,
D. P.O.Okla.
Leonhardt
Bldg.,250Oklahoma
City,address
Okla.
Estimated
conAPPLICATIONS
s
t
r
u
c
t
i
o
n
c
o
s
t
$15,400,
first
year
operating
cost
$35,000,
Applicant is Mt. Kisco, N.Y.— Radio Mt. Kisco Inc.,
attorney.
Ann.revenue
March $75,000.
6.
105.7
mc,
12
kw.
address 494costLexington
Conway,
S.C.address
— J. A.BoxGallimore
1240 S.C.
kc, Ave. Estimated P.O.
construction
$32,189
250
w D. P.O.
443,
Seneca,
Estimated
construction
cost
$14,700,
first
year
«r„st
yeaAr
operating
cost $10,000,
revenue
$10,000.
Applicant
is
licensee
of
WVIP
operating
cost
$34,080,
revenue
$36,000.
Mr.
Kisco.
Requests waiver
of Sec.
3.313 Resub(c)Mtof
GallimoreBarnwell,
has interest
inHampton,
WSSC Sumter,
rules
Originally
filed
Dec.
30,
1958.
WBAW
WBHC
WABV
mitted
March
11.
Abbeville, allGa. South
Carolina,
LaFayette,
MarchBcstrs.
11.andInc.WLFA
GrayhillS. Harvard.
Inc., 97.5 Estimated
mc, 1.504
kw.Tulsa^
P.O. Okla.—
address
Clinton,
Tenn.P.O.—Ann.
Clinton
1380 construction
cost1223
$19,700, $9,500.
first year
operkc,
1
kw
D.
address
329
W. construcHillcrest
ating
cost
$8,000,
revenue
Applicants
Dr., Morristown,
Tenn.
Estimated
R.Claude
Gray, H.former
owner engineer
recordtion costrevenue
$15,311, $35,000.
first year
operatnginclude
cost are Mendith
ing
firm,
and
Hill,
chief
$30,000,
Princpals
stationfirm.KWGS-FM
and 11.former
George R.Morristown,
Guertin (49%),
recording
Ann. March
WMTN
Tenn., one-third
and JohnownerM. U.ownerof Tulsa
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Ownership Changes
APPLICATIONS
WACTment of license
Tuscaloosa,
Ala. — South
SeeksRadio
assignNew
New
South
Radio from
Die.
Change into ownership
corporateto
form
of
business,
no
change
involved. Ann. March 11.
KIFN ofPhoenix,
Ariz.Bcstg.
— SeeksCo.transfer
control
Western
fromHenryH.of
Walker
Harrison,
Frank
P. Redfield,
J.Walker
J. Steffens
Jr.,
and
Edgar
B.
Pool
to H.
Mr. Harrison
currently6.Harrison
owns for
25%$135,000.
of licensee.
Ann.
March
Tucson, Television
Ariz.— Seeks
of KGUN-TV
control of Tucson
Die. totransfer
H. U.
Garrett,chase of 8%present
owner,by through
purinterest457c
owned
C.Garrett
M. Peters,
for
transfer,
own $23,520.
53% ofAfter
licensee.
Ann. Mr.March
11. will
Calif.
Seeks W.assignment
of KPER
cpJames
and Gilroy,
license
from —Charles
and
D.H. Gregory
Bernard
d/b Messrs.
Jobbins Jobbins
Bcstg.
Co.
to
John
and
Jobbins
and
Bernard
d/b
Radio
KPER
for
$25,000.
After
each 6.will own one-third
interest.transfer,
Ann. March
WBGC
Fla.— Radio
Seeks Bcstrs.
assignment
ofEdward
licenseC. Chipley,
ofAlimon
Tri-County
togeneral
John Sanders
for from
$37,500.
Mr.
Sanders
is
manager
Chattanooga, Tenn. Ann. March 11. WAGC
WFEC
Miami,
Fla.—
Seeks
transfer
of
control fromInc.Sabeca
Corp. toFlorida
Florida East
East Coast
Bcstg.
for $50,500.
Coast
consists
of
Harry
Trenner
(55%)
and
Herbert Schorr (45%)
current
interests
WFEC26. who
and both
WRVMhaveRochester,
N Y. Ann. inFeb.
(TV)
Miami, Television
Fla.— Seeks& transfer
ofCo.WTVJ
control
of Wometco
Theatre
from Sidney
Meyer, et al. (as
family
group)ily group)
and toMitchell
Wolf
son, son,
et al.et(asal.fam-(as
Mitchell
Wolf
family
group).
Each
group
presently
owns
50%
interest inwill station.
transfer,
Wolf son
55%,After
Meyer
will
own group
10%, and own
remaining
35% willgroupbe
sold
public.
principal
receives CIR$1,500,000to CUIT,
for
her 9.)Meyer
interest.
(See CLOSED
March
Ann. March
5.
WDCL one-third
Tarpon Springs,
Fla. in— Seeks
transinterest
Clearwater
Bcstg.fer ofCorp.
fromowners
McClain
Bowman
to
present
one-third
William
Hodding
Carter
Jr.
and
John
T.
Gibson
for
$11,250.
After transfer Messrs. Carter and Gibson
will
hold one-half
interest. They also
hold each
controlling
interest
Publishing
Co. Ann.
Marchin 6.Delta-Democrat
WDCB
Chicago,
Dl.—
Seeks
license fromof Christian
Michael J.Catholic
Minternassignment
as generaltoof
overseer
Church,
Oscar,
Gertrude,
Julius
and
Bertha
Miller,
d/b
Radio Station
for $132,000.
WCBD
currently
shares WAIT
timeon Sundays
and
facilities
with
WAIT,
broadcasting
only.
Ann.
March 6.
WLOS-AM-FM-TV
AshevUle,
Seeks
transfer
of control
Skyway andN.C.—
Bcstg.
Co.
from
Sidney
Meyer
andoftofamily
Mitchell
Wolfson
and
family
Mitchell
Wolfson
and
family.
Each
presently
owns
50%.
After
transfer Wolfson family will own majority
control.
Meyer principal
will receive
$1,500,-in
000
for interest
sold (including
interest
WTVJ CUIT,[TV]
(See 5.CLOSED CIRMarch 9.)Miami.)
Ann. March
WBNYment of license
(FM) Buffalo,
N.Y.— SeeksBcstg.
assignfrom Die.
Albertson
Co.
to Functional
Bcstg.
for $65,000.
Purchaser is Albert
Wertheimer,
who owns
WDDS-FM
Syracuse,
N.Y.
Functional
curhas contract
WBNY. rentlyAnn.
March for
10. music service with
WRVM
Rochester,
N.Y.—
transfer
ofBcstg.
control
from
Sabeca
Corp.Seeks
to consists
Rochester
Die.
for $49,500.
Rochester
Harry
Trenner
(55%)
and
Herbert
Schorrof
(45%) who
both have
interests
WRVM
and WFEC
Miami,current
Fla. Ann.
Feb. 26.in
WRSA ofSaratoga
Springs,
N.Y.of— WRSA
Seeks
transfer
50% Tobier
negative
control
Inc.
Martin inKarig
$15,000.fromMr.LouKarig
has tointerests
WWSCfor
Roseburg,
Ore. — Seeksto assignment
ofKRNR
license
from James
view Inc. owner
KRNR Doyle
from 1935News-Reto 1956.
Accordingfaulted toon payments
application,to News-Review
Mr. Doyle has Inc.
defor
KRNR.
Consideration
involved
—
relief
of
Mr.
Doyle
of
any
further
liability
regarding
KRNR. Ann. March 11.
KDDD Dumas, Tex. — Seeks transfer of
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BIG
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REACH

WEEK

Participation in three key V2
hours one week, alternating
with three other key V2 hours
the next week to give the participating advertiser exposure
in six different shows (Class
AA and A time) every two
weeks.
3_Minutes per week,. $1200
3— CB per week
* 900

A

WEEK

B

t
1
j- <
Mon. 7:00 P. M. WHIRLYBIRDS

Wed. 10:30 P. M. TARGET

7:00 P. M. UNION PACIFIC
So*. 7:00 P. M. HONIYMOONERS
The November ARB gives the six BIG I I REACH shows a two-week cumulative rating
of 8S.2. This figures to a weekly average of 42.6 average rating. ARB shows non-duplicated
reach for these programs of 50.2 homes one or more times.

WIIC

CHANNEL

11, PITTSBURGH

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
BLAIR-TV

The station for whirl-wind
sales action!
WWRL
beamed to sell

THE FAMILY STATION
WATTS

5000
NEW

New York's
2,455,000

YORK
><
><
><
><
X
X

On the air 24 hours
DE 5-1600

Negroes
&
Puerto Ricans
WWRL . . . puts the act in action by speaking
the
New market.
York's Topever-expanding
Negrolanguage
and Puertoof Rican
personalities
sell
your
product
24
hours
whirl ... buy WWRL. a day. Get in the sales
MERCHANDISING PLUS: Ask about our
"geared-to-sell" merchandising plan.
FREE REPORT
NEGROPOPULATION
MARKET IN STUDY
NEW YORK

More thaii a decade
of Constructive Service
to Broadcasters a?id the
Broadcasting Industry

HOWARD
E. STARK
Brokers — Consultants

Bcstg.
Corp.
to Dumas
Bcstrs.EarlInc.Dukefor
$100,835.
Purchasers
are Kenneth
(70%),Duke
present
KDDD
manager;
Eleanor
Mae
(10%)
and
Alfred
A. Tremble
(20%) 6.KDDD assistant manager.
Ann.
March
KBRZ
Freeport,
Tex.—Inc.Seeksto William
assignmentD
ofSchueler
licensewho
frompresently
KBRZ
owns 100% of KBRZ
Inc. No
March
6. consideration involved Ann
Routine Roundup
Commission has incorporated in record in
network study proceeding letter, with atHS?11!611.?3'
fromR. Commission
dated Jan. 14,
1959,
Hansen,
assistant
general,to Victor
antitrust
division,
Dept. of attorney
Justice,
requesting
opinion
from
Attorney
General
onand antitrust
aspects
of
option
time Assistant
practice
response
of
Feb.
27,
1959,
from
Attorney
GeneralsentHansen.
Commission
following
telegram toof
Stephen
M. Bailey,
General Chairman
St,',,Pa5trlck
s
Day
parade
Assn.,
Reference your telegram Feb.Chicago:
28, 1959
whiching equal
asserts
that
'FCC decisions
concerntime interpreted
for political
candidates
have
been
locally
to
preclude
the
television broadcast of the annual St Patrick s Day Parade'. You request 'that the
mat
this
is aRevision
legitimatestations
and
iSu5
X- ago
advised
therefore
affected
bynews
the beevent
reciprocal
clausereason
of thenot
Federal
Communications
Act'
No
appears
from
your
telegram
why
sectiondecisions
315 of under
the Communications
.b
that provision Act
shouldor
preclude
broadcasting
of315theprovides
St. Patrick's
Day
Parade.
Section
Quoteson whoIf isanya licensee
shall permit
any that:
perlegally
qualified
candidate
for
any public office to use a broadcasting staon,J?e
shali
afford
equal
opportunities
to
ail
other
such
candidates
for
that
office
the use of such broadcasting station: . in
Unquote.
Whether
or
not
the
St.
Patrick's
Day
will beofbroadcast
is a ofmatter
within.Parade
the control
the stations
vour
community not the FCC." Ann. March 5.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of March 6
KUFM (FM)
Cajon, Calif.—
assignment
of
cp EltoMinn.—
Forwek
& Co. Granted
KBUN changing
Bemidji,
Granted
licenses
covering
ant.-trans.
location
and
making
changes
intrans,
ant. atandmain
ground
systemand totion;use
aux.
trans,
locaremote
control
permitted.
King City, Calif.— Granted license
forKRKC
am station.
KOXR-FM
Oxnard, Calif. — Granted license for fm station.
KEYM for(FM)
Santa Maria, Calif.— Granted
license
fm station.
KBIQ covering
(FM) Loschange
Angeles,
Calif.—
licenses
of ERP,
ant. Granted
height,
trans, and
and ant.
studiotype,location,
installation
new
trans,
change
in
ant.
system;
remote
permitted, and installation
alternate control
main trans.
KJBIQCof (FM)
Calif.—toGranted
mod.
licenseLosto Angeles,
change name
KBIQ
Actions of March 5
Granted licenses for following tv stations:
KCK-TVTenn.,Nampa,
Idaho;
Knoxville,
990 ft.;WBIR-TV
WWL-TV
New
Orleans La.aux.ant.
(main
and
ant.),
and
installation
trans.;trans,
WNEP-TV
Scranton
£a., andERPredescribe
move),
vis. 316 trans,
kw. location (not a
^^^iMS,S;harleston'
W.Va.— Granted
cp to
Heights,
Charleston,
(main Branch
trans,
wf °near
d m^n
, trans- W.Va.
at Coal

ELDORADO 5-0405

install
mam&UX'as trans,
at Pakachoag
remote control
purposes;
^JT<?iRC1^Worcester'
Granted
cpRd.,to
permittedoldMass.,
Auburn,
aux.Mass.—
trans.
present
licensed
nighttime
main
rJS£S ?allas' Tex— Granted cp totrans,
installas
WQMN Superior, Wis.— Granted mod. of
use: remote
daytime location
PMTOittecf'
°^°,Ve. ant.-trans.
500 ft.control
north

Conrad Hilton Hotel Suite 933A-34A For Appointments

«»d
descripti°»>
m^S,!fr,ne?ni\gton
Gap'
Va.Granted
specff^dio^foca'tfon16
1™*"°
location cha?ge
and remote
controllocation,
point
mSdi„°Lcp+-to
ant.-trans.
trans.
P
cpandFollowing
tochange
change type
type
trans.
stations*SX'cnWtn°r£a™all}alla'
wereGra«ted
grantedmod.
exten-of

50 EAST 58TH STREET
I

160 (FOR THE RECORD)

NEW YORK, N. Y.
NAB Convention

WYLD New Orleans, La.— Remote control
BROADCASTING, March 16, 1959

music
for
around
the
clock

IT'S
ALWAYS

ASCAP!
When you want to perform the POPULAR SONGS of yesterday, today and tomorrow .
When you want to perform the very finest PRODUCTION MUSIC of the stage or
screen . . . When you want the great music of our SYMPHONIC AND CONCERT
field, or the music of PRIZE -WINNING AMERICAN OPERAS. . .When you want
to perform the RELIGIOUS MUSIC of our nation . . .Whenever you have need of the
best in music, you may be sure - IT'S ALWAYS IN THE ASCAP REPERTORY!
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF COMPOSERS, AUTHORS AND PUBLISHERS
575 Madison Avenue, New York 22, New York
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Now, you say when

And how often too! For once programs and commercials are Videotape* recorded, scheduling is wide
open. Playbacks can be telecast immediately- hours
-or anytime you decide. At least 100 repeats
can be made from any one recording. Copies can be later
made. And tapes recorded on a VR-1000 Videotape
Recorder can be played back on any other VR-1000, anywhere.
Never before have sponsors been able to schedule commercials to reach selected audiences so easily
Never have stations had so many "live" availabilities to offer.
Get the complete story on the many things Videotape recording can do for you. Write today.
CONVERTS TO COLOR ANYTIME • LIVE QUALITY • IMMEDIATE PLAYBACK • PRACTICAL EDITIN6 • TAPES INTERCHANGEABLE • TAPES ERASABLE, REUSABLE • LOWEST OVERALL COST
134 CHARTER

STREET,

REDWOOD

CITY,
Offices inCALIFORNIA
Principal Cities

Ampex
CORPORATION
professional
products
division
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Commercial
Non-commercial

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through March 11
TOTALFor APPLICATIONS
Lie. ON AIR
new stations
Not 117onCP :
Cps43
64169
139
44
3,298
103
547
69
112
4481OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING through March 11
VHF
UHF
TOTAL
437
808
32

How to be in two

places at once"

COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC through Jan. 31, AM1959

FM
54338
TV
Licensed (all on air)
45
113
CPs on air (new stations)
10640 5173
128
3,289
CPs
not
on
the
air
(new
stations)
709
Total authorized stations
45
668
Applications for
new
stations
(not
in hearing)
484
26
122
3,447
10541
Applications
for
new
stations
(in
hearing)
71
Total applications for new stations in hearing)
606
498
6517
0
changes (in(nothearing)
major changes
47
for major
Applications for
404
581
Applications
34
4411
Total
applications
for
major
changes
545
1
2
Licenses
deleted
0
340
0
CPs deleted
ijhere are, in addition, six tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
752
''"""There
are, in addition,
39whichtv cp-holders
which operation
were on the air at one time but are no
started
not
has
one
and
operation
in
longer
have been, in addition, 211 television cps granted, but now deleted (44 vnf and 167
uhf).34 There
There has been, addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.

ant.
non-directional
while using
permitted
authority
Ottawa,
KOFO
p.m., CST, for
6:30Granted
to August.
a.m. Kan.—
6 through
operate
toperiod
April
WDLA
Walton, N.Y.— Granted authority
toSept.
sign-off
30. at 6 p.m., EST, for period ending
Actions of March 4
KIEM-TVmaintenance
Eureka, Calif.—
Granted inlicense
covering
of facilities
STA
dated 12-14-55 as aux. ant.
Granted
Tex.—
Harlingen,
KGBT-TV
ERPlistation;
tv
in
changes
vis. 100censekw,covering
aur. 50 kw, ant. 990 ft.
WVVPB (FM) Miami, Fla.— Grantedandcp in-to
change creasetrans,
ERP to and
9.2 kw.studio location
Juan, toP.K.—
San name
WSADof cp(FM)
Rico
PuertoGranted
change
to
mod.
Music Services.
KCCC-TV Sacramento, Calif
.
—
Granted
trans,aur.and11studio
mod oftions;cpERP tovis.change
20.4 kw,
kw. locaWORG-FM
Orangeburg,
S.C.period
— Granted
authority
to
remain
silent
for
ending
April
AJ
WCRB30.
- toFMutilize
Waltham,
Mass.control
— Granted
authority
additional
for SCA for period ending April 1. tones
extengranted: WABGwereas shown
stationsdates
Following
sions of completion
WIS-1V
15;
July
to
Miss.,
Greenwood,
TV
DeWXYZ-TV
April10 15;(mam
Columbia,
and
Mich.,S.C.,to toSept.
Sept
to April
Ga.,trans,
Savannah,
WSAV-TV
)WHAV-FM
■ troit,
ant
to
Mass.,
Haverhill,
18;
N.Y., totoJulyApril9;
Hicksville,
15; WLIR (FM)
Term
City Calif.,
Johnson
WJHL-FM
San Diego,
15.
to toMayMay30. 20.
Pass, Ore.,
KAGI Grants
and KGB-FM
Actions of March 3
acquisiRochester, N.Y.—byGranted
VVRVM
tion of positive
Trenner
Sabeca
from
stockHarry
ofretirement
purchasecontrol
through
treasury
to
and
licensee
by
Corp.
thereof.
VVFEC
Miami,
Fla.—
Granted
acquisition
of positive
controlof bystockHarry
Trenner
Sabeca
purchase
through
Corp. by licensee
and retirementfrom
to treasury
thereof.
WYFEment of New
GrantedInc.assignlicenseOrleans,
and cpLa.to— WYFE
WJBO ant.Baton
Rouge,
La. and
— Granted
cp to
change
-trans,
location
type trans.
KIBE ant.
Palo-trans,
Alto,location.
Calif.— Granted
cp to
change
BROADCASTING, March 16, 1959

ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
Granted
petition
Bcstg.
Co.
and
accepted
pleadingofon Midland
initsexcess
of fifteen
pages
instation
proceeding
application
for
new
tv
to
operate
on
ch.
8
in
Moline, 111. Action March 9.
Scheduled
for April
27 inCounty
proce ding on amhearing
application
of Sussex
Bcstrs.
March 11.(WNNJ), Newton, N.J. Action
Continued
hearing
from March of20 Brinkley
to April
28Bcstg.
in proceeding
on applications
Co. andin Brinkley,
Tri-County
am facilities
Ark.Bcstg. Co., for
Kansas Bcstrs.
Inc.,
forGranted
leave topetition
amend byits application
to reflect
certain cachanges
in stock ownership;
applit
i
o
n
i
s
in
consolidated
proceeding
with
Salina
Radio
Inc., both
for 9.am faclities in
Salina,
Kan. petition
Action
March
Granted
by
Times and News
Publishing
Co. of(WGET),
Pa.,to
for
extension
time fromGettysburg,
March of16fact
March
30
to
file
proposed
findings
and
conclusions,
and
for
reply
findings
from
April 6 to April
in proceeding
application,
et al.20 Action
March on10. its am
hearing forof March
inScheduled
proceedingfurther
on application
Jane A.13
Robertstion license.
(KCFI), Cedar Falls, Iowa, for staScheduled
prehearing
conferenceon
for
March 11,further
atof2 Continental
p.m.,
in proceeding
am(WHOA),
applications
Bcstg.
Corp.
San
Juan,
and
Jose
R.
Madrazo,
Guynabo,
bothrequest
Puertoof Rico.
Upon
oral
applicant,
continued
hearing fromofMarch
13 to March 20 on am
application
Flint, Mich. Booth Bcstg. Co. (WBBC),
Denied petition by Donald W. Huff and

Mr. Joel Chaseman
Program
WJZ-TV
TelevisionManager,
Hill, Baltimore
"We taped a busy candidate's camspeech. He campaigning
was on the airat
'live' andpaign actively
the same time - literally in two
places at one time, thanks to
Videotape* recording."

934 CHARTER STREET, REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA
professional
products
division
*TM Ampex Corporation
(FOR THE RECORD) 163

rejected amendment
toam specify
trans.-ant.
site forisnew
station indifferent
Lansdale, Equitable
Pa., which
inCo.,consolidated
hearing
with
Pub.
Lansdale;
reopened
record,
made
transcript
vol.
4
part
of
record
and hearing
closed;
ordered
release
date record
of orders
to befurther
of
memorandum
opinion
andeffective
order date
for
purposes
of
appeal.
Commission
on MarchU., 6Indianapolis,
granted motion
by
Indiana
Central
for
further
of time tofromits petition
March 4 forto
April 3 extension
to file
responses
rulemaking
to reserve
ch. 13 at Indianapolis
for
noncommercial
educational
use.
By Comr. John S. Cross on March 9
Granted
petition by Logansport
Bcstg.
Corp.,
Aurora-Batavia,
for extension
of time
to April 6 to file111.,
exceptions
to initial decision
cation, et al. in proceeding on its am appliBy Hearing Examiner
on March Isadore
6 A. Honig
Upon Co.,informal
request
by Quad
Cities
Bcstg.
Brazil,
Ind.,
continued
indefinitely
prehearing
conference
scheduled
for6
March 6 disposition
and hearing byscheduled
for April
pending
Commission
of
rest by Quaddesignating
Cities for its
reconsideration
Feb. 6queorder
application forof
hearing.
D. Bond
GrantedInc.,motion
by Naugatuck
Valley
Service
Conn.,
and scheduled hearingonNaugatuck,
ofitsevidence
for March
24thatin
proceeding
am
application
and
of BerkshireMass.Bcstg. Inc. (WSBS), Great
Barrmgton,
By ChiefCunningham
Hearing Examiner
on March James
9 D.
Uponnati Inc.request
by
Rounsaville
of
(WCIN), to Cincinnati,
Ohio,inCincindismisceeddiintgs opetition
enlarge
issues
pron its am application.
By Hearing Examiner
Thomas
H.
Donahue
on March 6
GrantedNev.,petition
by Lakesideof hearing
Bcstrs.,
Sparks,
for continuance

Servicing

and

from
March on6 toits March
29, at 9:30 a.m., in
proceeding
amto accept
application.
Reopened
record
supplementary
exhibit
filed
by
Vernon
G.
Benson,
Ariz.,
in proceeding
on hisLudwig,
amRadio
application
and
that
of
Pan
American
Tucson, Ariz., and record closed. Corp.,

Upon agreement reached
by parties
at
March
scheduled
hearing 4 forprehearing
June
15 inconference,
proceeding
on app
l
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
s
o
f
Telemusic
Co.,
and
Southwest
Bcstg.
Co. Inc.,
for fm facilities
Bernardino
and Redlands,
Calif. in San

Granted South
motionHill,by Va.,
Old forBeltcontinuance
Bcstg. Corp.of
(WJWS),
various
dates
nowamapplicable
to further
pro-of
c
e
d
i
n
g
s
o
n
its
application
and
thatconJohn Laurino,
Scotland
Neck,
N.C.;
tinued 31commencement
formal hearing
from
March
to March
April of28.5 granted
Commission
onand
request
by
McKenna
Wilkinson,
counsel
for
number
for extension
of other
time
topertinent
March ofsupportng
27stations,
to file engineering
and
data
relating
to
petitions by Wm. Penn Bcstg. Co. (WPEN)
Philadelphia,
Pa., and Ohio,
Cleveland
Inc'
(WERE), Cleveland,
lookingBcstg.toward
amendment
of Commission's rules to permit
regional
power of stations
25 kw. to operate with maximum
By Comr. John S. Cross on March 4
GrantedAriz.,
petition byextension
Richard ofB. time
Gilbert
Tempe,
March V.13 Harman,
to fileforopposition
toenlarge
petitionissuesbyto
David
Tempe,
to
in proceeding on their am applications, et al

Upon request
by Broadcast
Bureau, rescheduled
for March
5 at 10prehearing
a.m.,onconference
foram 2 applications
p.m., scheduled
on sameof
date,
in
proceeding
Brinkley
Bcstg.
Co. and
Tri-CountyArk.Bcstg.
Co., for
am
facilities
in
Brinkley,
Action March 3.
Granted petition by Tempe Bcstg. Co.,
Tempe, Ariz.,from
for continuance
prehearing
conference
March 6 to ofMarch
9 at
in proceeding
et2 p.m.,
al. Action
March 4.on its am application,

Granted
motion ofby time
Liberty
Inc.,
for 19extension
from Television
Marchfor9
toreplies
March
toMarch
file proposed
findings
from
23
to
April
2ofinandKEED
proc
e
d
i
n
g
o
n
its
application
and
that
Inc..
for newOre.tv stations to operate on ch. 9
in Eugene,
Upon agreement reached
by4, parties
at
prehearing
continued
hearing fromplicconference
April
6 W.toMarch
June
1 onConneaut
am apa
t
i
o
n
s
o
f
Louis
Skelly,
Ohio, and Mon-Yough
Bcstg. Co. (WMCK)
McKeesport,
Pa.

Selling the Markets

GrantedBcstg.
request
protestant
TomahMauston
Inc. by(WTMB),
Tomah,
Wis.,
filed
with
its
proposed
findings
of
fact
andin
conclusions,
for
correction
of
transcript
proceeding(WTOJ),
on am Tomah,
application
Goodsitt
Wis. of Jack L.
GrantedLosmotion
byCalif.,
Ben respondent,
S. McGlashenfor
(KGFJ),
continuance
ofAngeles,
date
of evidentiary
hearing
from
March
12
to
March
20
in proceeding
on
am application Calif.
of Intrastate
Bcstrs.,
Pomona-Claremont,
PETITION FOR RULEMAKING FILED
Genesee Valley Television Die, Rochester,
N.Y.
Requests assignment of ch.
13Joint
to (3-3-59)—
Rochester,
Council onN.Y.Educational Television,
New York,
N.Y.
(3-3-59)— Requests
ment of ch. 10 to Appleton,
Minn., andassignresstation. ervation of that channel for educational tv
WICS
Springfield,
111.
(3-4-59)—
Requests
institution
of rulemaking
and toward
issuancesub-of
notice to stitutshow
ion of ch. of7cause
forch. ch.5 looking
in Mitchell,
and allocation
to5 Sioux
Falls. S.D.,
S.D.

of America

BPQRATION
Offices: 70 Niagara Street, Buffalo, MOhawk 2800 . 15 East 47th Street, New York City, PLaza 1-3030

NARBA Notifications
List of rchanges,
proposedof changes
corections in assignments
Canadian andbroadcast stations
modifying
assignments
Canadianappendix
broadcastcontaining
attached
toof recommendations
of stations
North
American gineering
Regional
Meeting. Bcstg. Agreement EnCANADA
910 kc
CJDVIII.Drumheller,
Alba.— 1 kw, DA-1, unl.
Class
Now in operation.
CFJC
Kamloops,
B.C.—
kw D ND,with1 kw
N, unl. Class
III. power.
Now in 10operation
increased daytime
920 kc
N.B.— of1 kw,
DA-1, from
unl. Class
III.Woodstock,
Mod. of mode
operation
that
shown on list #120. EIO 2-15-60. (New.)
930 kc
CJCAN, Edmonton,
Alba.Correction
— 10 kw Dof DA-N,
5 kw
unl.from
Class that
III.
nighttime
power
shown
in recapitulative list dated 12-31-58.
980 kc
Ont. — 5 kw, DA-2,
unl.CHEX
Class Peterborough,
III. Now in operation.
Grande
Prairie, Alba.— 10 kw, DA-1,
unl.CFGPClasscreased
II.
power. Now in operation with in1430 kc
CKFHIII. Toronto,
Ont.—(PO:5 kw,
DA-2,0.25 unl.
Class
EIO
2-15-60.
1400 kc,
kw
DA-1 TV.)
CJOYIII.Guelph,
Ont.— 5 kw,remaining
DA-1, unl.on
Class
Delete
assignment
1450 kc
Ont.— 1 vide
kw, 980DA-1,
unl.CHEX
Class Peterborough,
III. Delete assignment
kc.

TEXT:

TOWN

The final report of the Television
Allocations Study Organization is being
submitted today (March 16) to the FCC
(see Lead Story, page 51). The bulk of
the report represents the data and analyses of the six engineering panels
which did the technical work on the
television allocations problem over the
past two years.
Covering these documents is an explicit, objective, overall explanation of
the results and findings of the TASO
investigation. This was written by Dr.
George Town, Iowa State engineering
dean, and executive director of TASO.
It is a revision of a similar statement
submitted to the TASO board last lanuary. The TASO board approved Dr.
Town's statement last week. Dissenting
or concurring statements from board
members
cided. may also be filed, it was deBroadcasting herewith reprints Dr.
Town's
summary
statement of the
work andfinalfindings
of TASO.
1. INTRODUCTION
On August munications
31, 1956,
Federal
ComCommissiontheissued
its Public

ON

TASO

Notice 35638 in which it called a meeting
of representatives
of the television
casting and manufacturing
industries broadto be
held on September 20, 1956, for the pm>
pose of establishing an organization to
conduct
technical
principles whicha study
should ofbe"the
applied
in television
channel allocation." The television industry responded
by establishing
the Television Allocations
Study Organization
(TASO). This report presents the results
of the work of TASO through December
31, 1958. It represents a summary of
work extending over a period of two
years by the 271 engineers from 139 companies who make up the six TASO engineering
and their
subsidiarytocommittees.panels
This report
is released
the
Federal Communications Commission in
accord with action taken by the TASO
Board of Directors at its meeting on
The report consists of six parts. Part I
is a summary
March
9, 1959." of the remainder of the
report. In Part II, information is presentedganiregarding
objectives
and or-of
zation ofTASO.the Part
III consists
the reports of the six TASO engineering
panels,
and
it
is
the
most
important
part
of this report. In Part IV, supplementary
technical information is presented as well
as a consolidated discussion of some topics
which were considered in more than one
panel.
includes briefnature.
concluding
remarksPart
of aV non-technical
Part

ICING AND SELLING are two key words that dominate the objectives of Transcontinent stations.
Whether it's . . .
• WGR-TV and WGR Radio, Buffalo, blanketing the mighty and prosperous market of Western
New York known as the Niagara Frontier, or . . . WROC-TV, Rochester, with its 26.5% coverage advantage
in the thriving 13 -county industrial and agricultural area in up-state New York, or . . WNEP-T V,
Scranton-Wilkes-Barre, with the most powerful transmitter serving Northeastern Pennsylvania, the state's
third largest market, or . . . WSVA-TV and WSVA Radio, Harrisonburg, covering the rich and diversified
Shenandoah Valley area in Virginia . . .
. . . you'll find the Transcontinent station is well-known as a symbol of service to audiences and a symbol of
sales to advertisers. Experienced management, intelligent program balance, strong merchandising and promotion
plans, and a genuine feeling of community responsibility are basic characteristics that advertisers
profit by when they select . . .
A TRANSCONTINENT STATION i

WGR-TV, WGR, Buffalo, N.Y. . WROC-TV, Rochester N Y • WSVA-TV, WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va. • represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward
WNEP-TV, Scranton-Wilkes-Barre, Pa., represented by Avery-Knodel

VI consists of four attachments relating
to the organization of TASO.
PART I— SUMMARY
Part I consists of one section only — a
summary
the Executive
tor of thewritten
materialby contained
in theDirec-remainder of this report and in the records
of the TASO panels and committees.
Three principal topics are presented: a
statement regarding the major tasks accomplished by TASO, a resume of the
major results of the engineering studies
conducted
by
the work
TASO which
panelsshould
and anbe
indication of the
carried on to supplement the work of the
TASO panels.
2. ABSTRACT
REMAINDER OF
THISOFREPORT
YOUR SALES MESSAGE
HITS THE 50,000 TV HOMES
covered by
KMSO-channel 13
THINGS BEGIN TO HAPPEN
IN WESTERN MONTANA
BECAUSE . . .
KMSO programs the best of all 3 networks
commercials.plus VIP treatment for ALL
and that goes for
KGVO RADIO TOO
CBS — ABC — NBC
ask FORJOE or
KMSO-KGVO — MISSOULA, MONT.
- One hundred
eleven*
national
and
regional
spot
advertisers
know

Terre Haute
is not covered
effectively
by outside
TV
' Basis: 1958
"

; • ''

•'

CBS
ABC
WTHI-TV
—
10
TERRE
HAUTE,Nationally
INDIANAby Boiling Co.,
Represented
tos Angeles - San Francisco -Boston - New York - Chicago - Dallas
16* (FOR THE RECORD)

2.1 Major Tasks Accomplished
The sole task of TASO is to make a
comprehensive study of the engineering
factors underlying the allocation of frequencies (or channels) to television broadcasting. It is natural, therefore, that its
major accomplishments have been technical in nature. The more important of
these will be described in general terms
inreserved
this Section,
technical details being
for laterwithSections.
Before technical achievements are enumerated, however, it is worthwhile to note
another significant aspect of the TASO
operations. This is the fact that in its
organizational structure, its financial backing and its engineering studies, all phases
of the television industry were represented
and worked together actively and cooperatively to achieve the specified goals.
TASO panels and committees were composed of leading engineers from manufacturers of television transmitting, receiving and measuring equipment; from
television networks; from independent
high and low power, uhf and vhf
broadcasting stations; from consulting
engineering firms; from educational institutions; from governmental agencies; from
community television distribution groups;
from technical publishing houses; and
from the television service industry. The
fact that the TASO panel reports were
prepared and approved by such a diversified group of tohighly
qualified engineers
lends
in theseauthority
reports. the conclusions reached
Turning now to technical matters, one
of the major accomplishments of TASO
was the collection of a large body of reliable data regarding the propagation of
both uhf and vhf television signals
within the service range of television stations. TASO was, of course, far from the
first to collect this type of information.
Prior to the TASO operations, however,
relatively few data had been taken at
uhf; and ureat
uhf and
vhf, a measments had both
been made
in such
wide
variety of manners that the results of
different studies could not be readily comOnetoofdraw
TASO's
first tasks, specifitherefore,pared.wascations
up acceptable
whereby measurements
of field
strength would be made in a standard
manner. These specifications were followed in all of the TASO studies of signal
propagation within service areas, and they
proved to be highly satisfactory. A second
noteworthy aspect of the TASO field
strength measurement program lay in the
choice of measurement areas. Except in
a few instances where measurements were
made for special purposes, the tests were
conducted where both uhf and vhf
stations of comparable power output and
closely adjacent transmitting antennas of

comparable height were available. A wide
variety ofditionstopographical
conwere represented andin climatic
the different
studies. The TASO field strength measurement program, therefore, has provided
the able—
bestdataset taken
of propagation
data yet availin a standardized
manner on comparable uhf and vhf signal
sources
in
a
variety
of
geographical
conditions.
A second major accomplishment has
been the collection of invaluable information regarding the relationship between
signal strength as measured in standardized
manners and picture quality as observed
in the home. Television allocations must
be based on quantitative predictions and
measurements of field strength; but the ultimate objective of a television broadcasting system
is to home.
produce The
satisfactory
pictures in the
relationship
between these two quantities is therefore
an essential piece of information. Again,
TASO wastionship;not
the first
relabut TASO
was tothestudy
first this
to make
a large scale field study of this problem,
carrying out this study at both uhf and
vhf in many areas under a wide variety of
geographical conditions. The information
obtainedtween field
by strength
TASO onandthepicture
relationship
qualitybe-is
of fundamental importance in this and in
any future study of television allocations.
One significant aspect of this TASO field
work ismentsthewerefact
madethatatfield
bothstrength
10 feetmeasureand 30
feet; and the comparison of these two sets
of measurements with picture quality could
have an important bearing on the techniques to be used in future field strength
surveys for determining station coverage.
There has been still a third major accomplishment related to the general problemysisofofdetermining
service areas.in Anthe analthe data accumulated
field
strength measurement program has led to
the development of means for predicting
field strength with much greater accuracy
than was possible by previous methods.
The new TASO methods refer not only to
the prediction of median values, but also,
by taking into account meteorological and
topographical
permit from
an accurate estimate ofconditions,
local deviations
the
median values. These methods, which apply to both uhf and vhf signals, represent
aandverypractice.
real advance in propagation theory
Allocations studies require not only a
knowledge of the propagation of desired
signals within the service range of a television station, but also information regardthe propagation
froming stations
locatedof atinterfering
distances signals
much
greatersults othan
their
service
ranges.
The ref over a million hours of measurement of distant signals made by the Central RadioBureau
Propagation
Laboratory
the
National
of Standards
were ofmade
available to TASO; and curves representing the best current information on troposphericdistances
propagation
of uhf and100vhfandsignals
over
of between
300
miles
have
been
prepared
from these and
other data.
Before the information regarding the
propagation of desired and interfering
signals can be combined to determine the
service area of a television station, certain
information regarding the performance of
transmitting and receiving equipment is
needed. One of the most essential needs is
that of knowing the amounts of interference of various types that can be tolerated
and still permit the display of satisfactory
television pictures. A major task of TASO
was to make the detailed and exacting labBROADCASTING, March 16, 1959
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oratory measurements and viewer observations to collect this information. A comprehensive series of laboratory tests, using
representative groups of observers drawn
from
the
general
was conducted
TASO to determinepublic,
the tolerable
amountsby
of thermal noise, co-channel interference
(with normal, precise and very precise
carrier frequency offset) and adjacent
channel
interferenceamounts
(upperofandcertain
lower)com-as
well as tolerable
binations of these types of interference.
Observations were made using both color
and monochrome signals and both color
and monochrome receivers. These tests
were conducted by TASO panel members
skilled in the design, conduct and interpretation of psychological tests as well as by
those skilled in television engineering.
TASO panels made a critical evaluation
of all performance characteristics of modern uhf and vhf television transmitting and
receiving equipment which have a bearing
on allocations. The types of equipment
studied included receivers, receiving antennas and transmission lines, receiving
tubes,
transmitters,lines,transmitting
and transmission
towers andantennas
carrier
frequency control equipment. Certain critical items such as receiver noise factor and
sensitivity, receiving antenna gain and
transmitting antenna performance received
especial attention. An important preliminary task was that of drawing up specifications for standard methods
the characteristics
of modernof measuring
television
receivers,
as
existing
ously out of date. standards were seriTASO made intensive and detailed studof a variety of techniques pertaining to
the iestelevision
allocations
problem.
the more important
of these
were Among
trans-

lators, precise and very precise carrier frequency offset operation, transmitted soundto-picture
ratio and
photographic
techniques power
in predicting
station
coverage.
A very important factor is that of the performance of directional transmitting antennas. TASO'sbutwork
on this
not complete,
methods
haveproblem
been de-is
for conducting performancevisedtestsand specified
of such antennas.
Last, but by no means least, was the development of the systems concept for
studying television allocations. This involved essentially the preparation of a detailed outline of the various elements of a
television system which are significant in
allocations, together with a statement of
the pertinent performance characteristics
of each element and the preferred methods
of presenting
character-of
istics. Itwas tothesefit performance
into this framework
the systems concept that all the technical
tasks
out. of TASO were specified and carried
2.2 Resume of Major Results
TASO's work
directedbroadcasttoward
a thorough
studyhasof been
television
ing at all frequencies currently employed
in both the uhf and the vhf regions of the
spectrum. Much of the detailed technical
information contained in later Sections of
this report is arranged to show performance at low band vhf, high band vhf and
uhf; and frequently the uhf data are further
subdivided into groups relating to two or
three frequency bands. Every effort has
been made to collect and present data to
show the technical capabilities of the varbands onbasis.
an Now
absolute,
rather ious
thanfrequency
a comparative,
that
such information has been compiled, however, itis inevitable that comparisons be-

tween bands will be made. In fact, the most
significant aspects of the TASO findings
can probably best be discussed in terms of
such comparisons. In this Section, therefore, there will be frequent reference to
comparisons between uhf and vhf operation.

2.2.1 Vhf
General
Comparisons of Uhf and
Coverage
Speaking
the that,
field near
surveys conductedveryby generally,
TASO showed
a television transmitter, excellent service
was provided
by both
and vhffrom
stations,
but
that as one
wentuhffarther
the
transmitter, uhf service deteriorated much
more rapidly than did vhf service. In areas
of adequately high signal strength, uhf
provided both the best and the poorest
pictures
the best
primarily
becausenoiseof
freedom— from
man-made
electrical
and the poorest primarily because of less
satisfactory receiving installations. One
significant factor was noted over and over
again in all sections of the country. This
is thatard"there
is installation.
no such thingRather,
as a "standreceivingand
as one
goes farther
farther from a transmitter, one finds the quality of the receiver
installations, and particularly the quality
of the receiving antennas, improves so
that the decrease in signal strength is to a
considerable extent compensated. As one
goes farther yet, a region is reached in
which the signal strength is so low that
only
relatively
poor pictures
are obtained;
and soon
thereafter,
it is found
that no
receivers are purchased. This increase in
quality of receiving installations with increasing distance is, of course, to be expected; but it leads to interesting results.
The effect
is that,fromovera television
a considerable rangeproduced
of distances
picture quality, as observed
s»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»>>>>>>(rw^ »»»»»»>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>5 transmitter,
in the home, remains at approximately the
same satisfactory level; but that when some
more or less critical distance is exceeded,
the service deteriorates very rapidly. This
critical distance depends upon many local
|
Convention Headquarters
| factors;
but the significant fact is that, in
practically all cases, this critical distance
is much less for uhf than for vhf. It is
even markedly less for high band vhf than
for low band vhf. Exceptions can, of
I
Suites 718A-19A-20A
| course,
always be found. For example, in
the extremely flat and quite treeless San
Joaquin
Valley, signals
transmitters
located from
3300 theandFresno
4300
I
Conrad Hilton Hotel
I uhf
feet above the valley floor spread far down
the valley and provide service quite comparable to that provided by the similarly
located vhf transmitter. On the other hand,
little uhf tainous
service
provided
the Fresno
mounregion tois the
east ofin the
transmitter,
although
vhf
service
is
quite
R. C. CRISLER
& CO., INC.
adequate. In other words, the extent of
uhf
service
is
much
more
dependent
upon
the terrain than is vhf service.
BUSINESS BROKERS SPECIALIZING IN RADIO TELEVISION STATIONS
Returning to the general conclusions,
rather than the exceptions, and speaking in
broad terms, the TASO field surveys
showed that, under average conditions,
Lincoln Dellar & Co.
with currently used effective radiated powers and transmitting antenna heights, service felltancesoffindicated
rapidly
beyond2-1.about
the disin Table
In particular
Paul E. Wagner
areas, and especially with better-thanayeragevisionreceiving
installations,
goodgreater
teleservice
was often
distances.
In other
areas,obtained
or withat inferior
installations,
poor
service
was
sometimes
Paul R. Fry
obtained
at lesser distances. In the usual
case,
service
of consistently good quality
was
maintained
to about the distance
indicated. In nooutcase
did service cease
suddenly ceeded.
as Rather,
the at"critical
was the
exabout distance"
this distance,
«<<««<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<«««««««««,<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<y proportion of viewers receiving really satisBROADCASTING, March 16, 1959
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LET'S COUNT BACK FROM THE COUNTDOWN
new concept of planning, research, of automation in industrial processes.
This
is
the "moment Aofsatellite
truth." This
is the countdown.
will specialized administration and techniSystemtential.management
has great
And ITT is equipped
to putpo-it
cal coordination. It is called "system
soar into the stratosphere. A rocket
management."
It
places
complete
reto
work
...
to
assume
full
responsiwill hit or encircle the moon.
sponsibility for every phase of a giant
bility for complete system manageproject in the hands of one company
But let's count back from the countprojectsincludes
anywherenot inonlythe basic
free
down.
world. mentThis
or Itgroup
of
companies.
takes
tremendous
resources.
In
Let's count the grueling tests, the manpower. In administrative capacity. concept, engineering and manufacture
installation, testing, opercheck-outs. Let's thecount
months andof In facilities. And that is why ITT has . . . butationalso
and maintenance.
manufacturing,
skill,theprecision
been
selected
for
projects
of
the
highcare that went into each of the thouYou can count on ITT . . . from consands of parts.
est importance.
The ITTthe System
opercept to countdown.
and maintains
DEW Line,
Let's count the brain-power, the en- and isatesmanaging
the production of a
gineering talents of the brilliant men
at work . . . the modifications and re- new world-wide electronic control systemtegicingeniously
the Strafinements in design . . . the "breakAir Commandconceived
for its byoperations.
throughs" that had to be made.
And
ITT
is
deep
in
many
other
viLet's count all the way back to the
tal projects.
first
gleaminventive
of concept
probing,
mind.in a scientist's
And let's notministrativeforget
count the the
ad- In industry, too, there are "countdowns"
control, theto guidance,
industrial projects, too, need
I
coordination and planning that go Large
system management. Vast communiinto these complex projects.
. . the largest
American-owned zvorld-uide
cation networks, for instance . . . link- .electronic
and telecommunication
There's a new name for it
with 80 research
and manufacturingenterprise,
units, 14
ing continents
through
"over-theSuch involved systems of engineering horizon"
telephone
andemployees.
telegraph operating companies
microwave
.
.
.
world-wide
airand
128,000
and automation demand an entirely navigation systems... the development
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Frequency
Range
Low VHF
High
VHF
Low UHF
Medium and High UHF
factory pictures began to decrease rather
rapidly, while those receiving poorer pictures increased correspondingly.
The decrease in average service range
with increasing operating frequency is
plainly evident. Moreover, at the critical
distance, uhf service fell off more rapidly
and more completely than did vhf service.
Within the critical distance, service was
more variable at uhf than at vhf and was,
on the average, poorer. The TASO studies
showed clearly that some of the reasons
for the poorer performance at uhf are
truly basic in their nature and are not susceptible to complete compensation by the
application of known techniques, while
other reasons stem from equipment limitations which may or may not change as
the art progresses. The most significant
differences between uhf and vhf performance are due to propagation effects, receiving antenna performance, receiver
noise factor and external noise. Propagation of television signals is a phenomenon
of nature; and the differences in propagation at uhf and vhf are likely always to
exist. Uhf reception suffers in comparison
with vhf reception, for one reason because
of the smaller physical size of receiving
antennas of the same type. Theoretically, if
antennas of equal size were used, they
would
equallyareeffective
in picking
signals.beThere
a number
of soundup
practical reasons why this equality has not
been achieved; but future, and as yet unknown, inventions might improve the effectivenes ofpractical uhf antennas. Referring again to reception, the noise factors
of current uhf receivers are markedly
poorer than those of vhf receivers. This is
largely because
the orlackother
of good
reasonably priced oftubes
electron
devices for use in uhf tuners, particularly r-f amplifiers. If the commercial demand existed, it might be possible to develop such tubes. This is uncertain for the
present, although solid state parametric
amplifiers show definite promise. These
devices have not yet been used in television receivers; therefore, the limitations
on the studies of the panels prohibited
their
consideration by Panel 2. One might
suggest
the handicaps
uhf
could bethatovercome
by thesuffered
use of bycorrehere

is...

Channel
Range
2-6
7-13
14-40
41-83

spondingly
highertransmitters
power transmitters.
Currently available
do not permit
the achievement of this goal; but again,
future developments might change the
situation. In one respect, uhf enjoys a
distinct advantage in comparison with vhf.
Both man-made and natural noise — from
auto ignition systems, diathermy machines,
neon signs, thunder storms, galactic
sources, etc. — are almost totally lacking at
uhf while
very bothersome at vhf.someSomeof these
of thearevarious
factors
affecting the comparison of uhf and vhf
will now be discussed briefly.
2.2.2 Wave Propagation
Because it is not subject to control by
man,
the propagation
of signals
importance
in allocation
studies.is ofAsprime
has
already been mentioned, most of the TASO
measurements of field strength were made
in such a manner as to permit a direct
comparison between uhf and vhf fields.*
Generalizations drawn from such comparisons are fraught with danger as such pertinent factors as transmitting antenna height
and actlocation,
exact terrainareprofile
extime of measurement
never andall the
same for the uhf and vhf measurements
which are compared. Nevertheless, overall, average comparisons of uhf and vhf
field strength indicate the general nature
of theforedifferences
propagation and therethey will be inmade.
A direct comparison of measurements
made at some 1232 points in 8 areas across
the country showed that, for the same
effective radiated
vhf field strength
exceeded
the uhfpower,
field strength
average of 6.5 db. The values ofbyfieldan
strength compared are the medians of continuous runs at least 100 feet in length
taken with a measuring antenna height of
30 feet. Throughout these surveys, the
average variation from maximum to minimum measured field strength within a
* The transmitting
greatest disparities
in conditions
were
heights.
the
eight inareas
studiedhigher
inantenna
detail,
the
vhfIn anantenna
was
much
than
the
uhf
ten a in three areas, muchequal
lowerheight
in twoin
areas and
three
areas.of Foressentially
details, see Table
16-1.

modern
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single run was 9.4 db at uhf and 4.5 db at
vhf, abilityclear
indicationof uhf
of the
greaterIt should
variawith location
signals.
be noted that this greater variation in field
strength tagateous. Itresults
uhf isinnotthe entirely
presence disadvanof spots
of low signal strength, but it also affords
an
opportunity
for
the
serviceman
search for and find spots of high signalto
strength when installing a receiving antenna.
The data comparing uhf and vhf fields
summarized above may be subdivided to
show comparative propagation phenomena
at the high and low vhf bands. Such comparisons show that, for the same effective
radiated powers in the areas surveyed, the
low band vhf field strength exceeded the
uhf field strength by an average of 7.5 db
while thece ded thhigh
band strength
vhf fieldby strength
exe uhf field
an average
of 4.5 db. The average difference between
the
maximumalongandtheminimum
measured
100 footfield
(or strengths
greater)
runs was 3.8 db for low vhf bands and
6.2 db for high vhf bands, compared with
9.4 db at uhf. It should be mentioned that
all but one set of the uhf measurements
summarized in this and the preceding
paragraph
the uhf band.were made in the lower half of
It should
noted that
sons of fieldbe strength
holdthese
onlycompariout to
limited distances, namely to the distance
at which uhf field strength could be
measured. Beyond these distances, no
quantitative comparisons could be made.
If comparisons at these greater distances
could have
between vhf andbeenuhfmade,
fields thewoulddifference
have been
much greater. Moreover, in obtaining the
averages, data from the atypical areas
favoring uhf propagation were included.
If these had been excluded, the vhf field
strengths would have averaged higher in
comparison with uhf fields.
Areas were found in which exceptions
to the above general conditions occurred.
In some extremely flat, open (or treeless)
areas within line of sight from the transmit ers, the uhf field strength was consistently appreciably higher than the vhf
field strength for equal erp. Examples of
this were along radials running generally
southward from Fresno through the San
Joaquin Valley,
one radial
running
southwest
from along
Philadelphia
across
flat,
sandy southern New Jersey, and along a
radial running northward from New Orleans across the 22 mile long Lake Pontchartrain bridge. The last case was very
striking. Considering all points on the
bridge, the uhf field strength averaged 8.1
db higher than the vhf field strength.
Immediately to the north of the bridge,
however, the uhf field strength dropped
suddenly and over the next 20 miles to the
north,
vhf fieldaveraged
strength.11.6 db lower than the
Although the terrain was quite different,
somewhat similar results were found along
a radial running northwest from Buffalo.
Here the measurements were made in such
ato-one
manner as not to permit a direct onecomparison of field strengths, but
statistical comparisons
could be made.*
Also, the situation was complicated by the
fact that,
while
the
uhf
antenna was 686 feet above transmitting
average terrain,
the vhf antenna height was only 380 feet.
In thefieldareastrength
just south of Lake Ontario, the
vhf
2.7 db higher
than
the uhf field averaged
equal erp
over a distance of strength,
some 14 for
miles. Across
Lake Ontario,
at a distance
of some 55
along
comparisonsdetail
could noton,ly
be made.
Jh^S Wa!.
onewhich
of thedirect
60 radials
BROADCASTING, March 16, 1959

Distance
Miles
130
114
100
98
92

KFRE-Ch.
2 12

Median Picture Quality
KMJ-Ch, 24

Table
the terrain
miles from the transmitters, the
next 40
rises quite suddenly and for
miles, it generally continues to rise. In
this area, the uhf field
was
strength
two
from the parprofiles
high. Thequite
transmittersticularlywere
different, with the
terrain favoring transmission from the uhf
transmitter, so that conditions were not
.
directly
miles in this Over
some 30 comparable
area, athedistance
uhf fieldof
strength averaged 17.1 db higher than the
vhf field strength, although it should be
emphasized that here, both transmitting
antenna height
. and terrain favored uhf
transmission
Again,
along
radial transmitters
running to and
the
south from the aFresno
under directly comparable conditions, the
vhf field strength was 5.2 db higher in
the foothills and rolling country near the
stations. Across the next 80 miles through
the flat, open valley, the uhf field averaged
higher by 9.2 db. As soon as the rolling
country
the reached,
foothills the
on uhf
the
far side ofapproaching
the valley was
field
strength
dropped
to
an
average
6.2 db below the vhf field strength. ofIt
should be noted that, because of the extremely high location of the transmitting
antennas, essentially the entire length of
'this
radial
was within
line ofalsosight
from
both transmitters.
It should
be noted
that
"smooth
earth"
theory
indicates
field strength should be proportionalthatto
frequency within line of sight. Apparently
where practical
conditionsin this
closely
approach those postulated
theory,
uhf field strength is substantially higher
than vhf field strength. However, in areas
which are even moderately rolling or
which contain even moderate vegetation,
rocks,ing houses
or other
obstructing,
or absorbing
objects,
the vhfscatterfield
strength is substantially higher than uhf
field catestrength.
These
considerations
indirather clearly the nature of the areas
insuccessful
which uhf
should point
be mostof
fromoperation
the technical
view.
As a matter of interest, a few more facts
regarding the Fresno survey will be noted
here. Because of the high field strengths

KJEO-Ch.
4 47

3
2
1.2
2
2.5
2
2.8

2-2
resulting from the very unusual geographical conditions, satisfactory television reception atboth uhf
and vhf Pictures
was observed
at remarkable
distances.
were
observers as "1 - Exclassified celbyent," "2- TASO
Good," "3 - Passable," "4 and "6 - Poor" following
Not Quite Passable,"
Unusable."
Using
this "5scale,
observations of picture
qualitythewere
made
at the distances indicated in Table 2-2,
inSana generally
southerly
direction
down
the
Joaquin Valley.
It should be noted that both uhf and
vhf signals were here received well at
exceptional
the difference betweendistances,
uhf and andvhf that
reception
was
not great.
A somewhat
similar situation
served in the Albany,
N.Y., areawasonob-a
survey
which
included
observations
in the
Hudson and Mohawk Valleys of signals
originating
at
WCDC,
Channel
19,
located
at the summit of Mt. Greylock some 3500
feet above the valleys. Here, median picturetancratings
es of 44 ofand2.554 were
miles. observed at disIt
must
be
emphasized,
however,
the conditions at both Fresno
and that
Mt.
Greylock
are
exceptional
and
that
the results there cannot possibly be considered
typical. diNevertheless,
tions do exist in thetheseareasunusual
cited conand
doubtless also elsewhere.
2.2.3 Interference
A factor which favors uhf operation is
from interference.
that of greater freedom
Although TASO did not make quantitative
the obserinterference,
of
measurements
vations made in the field surveys,
the
servtelevision
of
survey
questionnaire
icemen and inquiries directed to service
managers
of leading
receiver
manufacturers
showed television
clearly that
uhf
television is substantially free from atmosman-made
such
from
pheric interference,
interference
as noise
ignitionandand from
other airplane
impulsive electrical
flutter. Multi-path difficulties were not
found to be a really serious factor except
inwaslarge
In any location,
multi-path
morecities.
objectionable
at vhf than
at uhf.
Galatic noise, which may be an occasional
bothersome
source
of
interference
on
low
■HOWARD E. STARK:
vhf channels, is of no consequence at uhf.
Finally,
although
there
were
frequent
reBrokers and Financial
ports of co-channel
andthe adjacent-channel
interference
at
vhf
in
information
obConsultants
tained from servicemen and others, there
were practically no such reports at uhf.
This, however, may well be due at least
inuhfpartstations
to the onrelatively
numbersuchof
Television Stations
the airsmall
to cause
interference,
since
the
curves
of
Radio Stations
ing (or tropospherically propagated)interfersignal
strength developed by TASO indicate that,
at equal distances and for comparable
50 East 58th Street
effective radiated powers and transmitting
antenna
heights, interfering field strengths
New York 22, N. Y. ELdorado 5-0405
vhf.
at uhf are only some 6 db lower than at
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REDUCTION IN RECEIVER INPUT TERMINAL VOLTAGE AND IN SIGNALTO-NOISE
FOR HIGH
AND UHF BANDS RELATIVE TO LOW
VHF
BAND, RATIOS
FOR EQUAL
FIELD VHF
STRENGTHS
Dry
Reduction in Receiver
Signal-to-Noise
TransmissionRatio
Input Terminal Voltage
Transmission
TV
Transmission
Transmission
Dry
Reduction
Line — New,in Line — 5 yrs.
Band
Line — 5 yrs.
Line — New,
Old, Wet
Old, Wet
7.3 db
8.1 db
6.1 db
9.3 db
High
VHF
26.9
23.2
20.1
UHF
16.4
Table 2-4
2.2.4 Receiving Equipment
vhf antennas. However, the effectiveness
the standard dipole to which the gain
If propagation phenomena are of first ofis referred
also depends upon frequency
importance in allocation studies, the per- and
is, in fact, inversely proportional to
formance characteristics of receiving in- frequency.
As one goes from lower to
stallation includes not only the receiver higher frequencies,
gain ofat practical
itself
and receiving
the uhf converter
(if any),
but receiving antennas the
increases
a rate
also sionthe
antenna
and
transmisline.
which is less than the rate of decrease of
the
effectiveness
of
the
reference
dipole;
The function of the receiving antenna
the overall result is that practical uhf
may be regarded as that of converting field and
antennas are substantially less efficient
strength into voltage at the output termi- than
vhf antennas. For fields of equal
nals of the antenna. The gain of a receivtherefore, less voltage is deliving antenna is expressed as the ratio (in strength,
ered by mthe
db) of the open circuit voltage delivered
is ion linereceiving
at uhf thanantenna
at vhf.to the transby that antenna to the voltage which
This
result
is
so
important,
and still so
would be delivered by a reference tuned, often misunderstood, that it will
be exfoldedcal half-wave
at thetosame
location. It dipole
is possible
buildphysiuhf
plained again in other terms. Field
antennas with substantially more gain than strength is measured as so many volts per
CAMART DUAL
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reproduction head (or choice
of magnetic soundhead) base
plate, amplifier-speaker. For
single or double system sound.
An unbeatable combination
with tureanyviewer.16mm motion pic-
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York 23, N. Y.
7-6977
Plaza New
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(2)

Fiel.
Inpr

ismission
Line

Trai

Dip<

Band

-2.2
New,
Wet
>H
5 Years
Year Line
Old DryNewLine Old,
Wet
5.1 db
1.5 db -10.16.3 db -15.0
Low V 3.7 db - 2.9
6.6 db 0.3 db 2.9
6.1 db -9.0
0.5
0.2
0.7
High V 6.8
-16.7
7.7
UHF
6.0
1.1
(1) inRatio,
volts expressed
per meter. in db, of antenna output voltage in volts to incident field strength
(2) Voltage in volts field strength in volts per meter.

AverageTra
- ns
missioLin
n e Loss
(30 feet)

Volattage

Dry

meter or, in other words, the voltage
existing between two points in space one
meter apart. The length of a tuned dipole
antenna is inversely proportional to frequency, being equal in meters to 300/f if
the frequency,
is expressedthatinin megacycles. Itfollows,f, therefore,
fields
of equal strength, the voltage delivered by
a tuned dipole antenna is inversely proportional tofrequency. This basic effect,
which operates to the inherent detriment
ofusing
uhf,complex
may be partially
antennas compensated
rather than bya
tuned dipole. Practical uhf television receiving antennas of this more complex
nature can be built to have a greater
efficiency
(or gain)
relative tovhftunedtelevision
dipole
antenna than
can practical
receiving antennas. This increased gain of
practical uhf television antennas (as compared with practical vhf television anten as) isnot, however, sufficient to overcome the basic, inherent disadvantage
under ate.which
uhf television antennas operThe result
is that in fields of equal
strength, uhf
television receiving
antennas
deliver less voltage
to the transmission
line
than do vhf television antennas.
The transmission line itself has greater
losses at uhf than at vhf. This is true
even with new, dry line. As the line ages,
and particularly when it is wet, its transmis ion los increases; and the deterioration is worse at uhf than at vhf. The
overall result is that, for equal voltages
at the input to the transmission line, less
voltageat vhf.
is delivered to the receiver at uhf
than
The data collected by TASO show these
effects
in Table
2-3
are the clearly.
averagesTheof figures
the values
furnished
by the
manufacturers
of
receiving
antennas and transmission lines. (More detailed
information is found in the report of Panel
2.) It should be noted that in calculating
the
losses,
transmission
30 feet
was aassumed.
This islinelesslength
than theof
figure
of
50
feet
later
furnished
by
3 on average home installations. IfPanel
the
greater length had been used, the disparity
between uhf and vhf operations would
have been greater. In fringe areas, antennas will mission
be lineslarger
higher,Thisandwill,
trans-in
still and
longer.
general,
increase
the
relative
efficiency
the uhf antenna, but will also increase theof
relative loss of the uhf transmission line.
now tocharacteristic
the receiver isitself*,
the
mostTurning
significant
the noise
factor since this is the ultimate limiting
factor in receiver performance. Here
again, uhf shows to a disadvantage with
vhf. The average noise factors as shown
by the TASO data are: for low vhf, 6.5
db; for high vhf, 8.5 db; and for uhf, 13.3
db. The best noise factors reported were:
for low vhf, 4.6 db; for high vhf, 6.5 db;
and for uhf, 10.0 db. These data, in combination with the data given in Table 2-3
on antennaformance,and
perpermit thetransmission
calculation line
of Table
2-4 which shows, for the same field
strength, the average reduction in receiver
input
terminal
voltage
noise ratio
for high
band andvhf inandsignal-tofor uhf
as compared with low band vhf for comparable qualities of receiver installations.
The most significant aspect of these
figures is that there does not appear to
be much immediate probability of an appreciable
in theinstallations
relative per-as
formance of uhfimprovement
receiving
compared with similar vhf installations.
A major part of the difference is due to
shouldrefer
be noted
that all data available
reported
to * ItTASO
to nocommercially
receivers
and that
such and
receivers
been
designed
specifically
solelyhave
for
uhf operation.
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Incident
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
INCIDENTINPUT
FIELD
STRENGTHS AND VOLTAGE
AT RECEIVER
TERMINALS

Frequency
Low VHF
High VHF
Low UHF
Medium and
High UHF

Median Field Strength in dbu
Resulting
of
2 - Good in Median Picture Quality
3 - Passable
50 and above
40 to 45
60 and above
50 to 55
65 and above
55 to 60
72 and above
62 to 67

Channel
2-6
7-13
14-30
41-83

Table 2-5
the antenna and the transmission line;
and it is difficult to visualize means for
improving the uhf performance of these
components
without also improvtheir vhfgreatly
the
noiseingfactor
of performance.
a uhf receiver Even
were ifmade
equal to that of a low band vhf receiver,
the relative
lation wouldperformance
improve onlyof 7thedb;uhfandinstalthe
overall performance of the uhf installation
would still be some 16 or 20 db poorer
than that of a low band vhf receiver instal ation and some 10 to 13 db poorer
than that of a high band vhf installation.
Other receiver characteristics, as shown
by the TASO data, are of interest, but not
of as much significance. Image ratio,
oscillator stability, tuner band width and
receiver sensitivity are poorer at uhf than
at vhf. Other characteristics are not significantlyreceivers
different and isthenotpoorer
sensitivity of uhf
particularly
important in view of their poorer noise
factors. A matter of practical interest is
that of the relatively rapid failure of a
vacuum
tube (Type
6AF4beenoscillator)
used
in uhf tuners.
This has
a real source
of trouble
in
the
field.
Recent
improvements in the design and construction of
these tubes, plus care in the design of the
associated circuits have improved this sitdifficulty will doubtless uation,
continuealthough
to some
be experienced.
2.2.5 Comparison of Laboratory and Field
Tests of Receiving Installations
The data on receiver installations given
are the resultssurements. Itofis worthwhile
careful laboratory meathem with the results obtainedto incompare
TASO
field surveys of reception in over 1,000
homes in 11 areas across the country.
These
of picture
quality were
made atobservations
the same time
that measurements
ofmeasurement
field strengths
were
made
in the same
locations.
In
Table
2-5,
comparisons
are shown
between the median picture quality
in a
given location and the median field
strength
in
dbu
(decibels
above
one
microvolt perinmeter)
as measured
30 feet
the same
location. at a height of
The information contained in Tables 2-4
and 2-5 was obtained by completely independent means. shows
If a comparison
between
of agreement, orthese
if tables
differences canareas
be explained
in terms of data already presented, the
reliability of the information becomes
greater.
made. Such a comparison will now be
From Table 2-5 it is seen that, for a
given rating of picture quality, the signal
strength
db greater
at high and
vhf channels thanis at10 low
vhf channels,
18 or
19
db
greater
at
uhf
channels
than
at low
vhf. The difference of 10 db between
high band and low band vhf field reception
agrees remarkably well with the results
of the laboratory measurements given in
Table
is given
as 8 or 2-49 db.whereThe the18 ordifference
19 db difference
between uhf and low vhf field reception
BROADCASTING, March 16, 1959

is not greatly different from the 23 to 27
db difference in laboratory results of Table
2-4; but nevertheless, uhf reception as observed in the field appears to be significantly better in comparison with vhf reception than would be expected from the
laboratorytennasmeasurements
anand transmissionof receivers,
lines. This
discrepancy can be explained if it is remembered that the field strengths listed
in Table 2-5 correspond to the minima for
which the observed picture ratings occur
and represent conditions in areas near the
limits of satisfactory service. As noted
previously,
areas receiving
installations areinof such
significantly
higher quality
than in average areas. In particular, uhf
antennas of somewhat greater gain than
average can be used, as their physical size
is still reasonable. In practice, therefore,
in fringe areas uhf antennas may show to
somewhat greater advantage than indicated
infactor
Tablenoted2-3.in Athe second
very significant
field surveys
is that at
uhf, the
servicemen
frequently,
sity, search for antenna locationsof neceswhere
the field
is high,
whileStillthisanother
practice is notstrength
as common
at vhf.
factor isviously,
onenamelywhich
has
been
noted
prethat electrical interference
is less at uhf than at vhf. Again, in the
fringe areas, it is possible that higher
quality receivers having better than
average viously
noisenoted,factors
are used; between
and as prethe difference
the
best uhf and vhf noise figures is about one
db less than the difference between the
average uhf and vhf noise figures. Finally,
the data ditgiven
Table of2-4 the
represent
conions at the incenter
uhf band,
while practically all of the uhf observations summarized in Table 2-5 were made
in the lower half of that band. The difference in effectiveness of the reference dipole antenna (to which antenna gains are
related) in these two parts of the uhf band
accounts for another one db of the discrepancy. All of these factors, and in particular the fact that receiving installations are
not standard but are adapted to the
necessities dictated by existing field
strength, operate to decrease the difference
between uhf and vhf performance that
would be predicted from laboratory measurements alone; and undoubtedly these
factors go far to explain, not only the
results obtained by TASO, but also the
technically successful operations of uhf
stations.*
emphasized.TwoFirst,points
there must,
still arehowever,
very sub-be
stantial differences in performance at uhf
and vhf out to the limits of service, as
shown
in Tableaffects
2-5. theSecond,
this discussion
resultsnothing
shown inin
Table tion2-1.
The
service
range
of
a
is, as shown in that Table, uhf
far staless
than that of a vhf station. To put these
two points in other words, current difonly* It oneshould
db duebe tonoted
each that
of thea correction
factors citedof
would
2-4 and result
2-5. in agreement between Tables
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ference in the effective radiated powers
used at low vhf, high vhf and uhf tend to
equalizethetheservice
pictureareaquality
obtainable
within
of a transmitter
(except,area;
perhaps,
the
service
but theyfor do"holes"
not at allwithin
equalize
the
the serviceranges.
areas obtainable in
the size
three offrequency
2.2.6 Transmitting Equipment
Turning next to a consideration of
transmitting equipment, it is important to
note that while propagation phenomena
and the performance of receiving equipment set the requirements for field strength
at the receiving antenna and for effective
radiated power at the transmitter, it is only
through a study of the characteristics of
transmitting equipment that it can be
learned whether or not these requirements
can actually
be met. TASO
area
were directed
toward activities
studies inof this
(1)
the characteristics,
performance
and reliability of currently available transmitters,
(2) the characteristics of antennas, towers
and transmission lines, (3) the performance
of translators, and (4) the applicability of
new techniques in transmitter operation.
A survey of television stations revealed
that the maximum power output in all frebands ranged radiated
from 25 power
to 50 kwis,andof
that highquency effective
course, obtained through the use of high
gain antennas.
obtainpermitted
the higherateffective radiated Topower
uhf
necessitates, of course, the use of antennas
with higher gain and consequent higher
vertical directivity. This, in turn, introduces
greater problems
satisfactorily
uniform
coverage inofsecuring
the desired
service
area. The highest gain antennas reported
had gains of 12 times in the low vhf
band, 22 times in the high vhf band, approximately 50oftimestheinuhfthe band
low and
dium portions
and me-60
times in the high portion of the uhf band.
Since cost is an important factor in any
study of transmitters, data were gathered
to show both the original and operating
costs entofbands.
transmitting
in thecosts
differ-of
Comparingstations
average
low bandmittingvhfplants,andno high
band
vhf
transsignificant
difference
was found for transmitter
power outputs
of
7.5 kw and higher. The average cost of a
high power uhf transmitting plant (say
25 kw and above) was found to be a little
less than that of the average vhf plant.
At lower powers, however, uhf plants
averaged
vhf
plants.substantially higher in cost than
It should be noted that the term "transmitting plant" as the
usedmain
abovetransmitter
includes the
main transmitter,
acces ories, and transmitter
plant terminal
facilities, plus installation and transmitter
building costs. With respect to transmitters
alone, for comparable power outputs, uhf
transmitters were found to cost substantially more than vhf transmitters.
Transmitting antennas were shown to
contribute only a relatively small amount
to transmitting plant costs and their costs
were relatively independent of frequency.
For a given power gain, the cost of a uhf
antenna is substantially less than that of
athanhighthatband
much This
less
of a vhf
low antenna
band vhfandantenna.
decrease in cost with increasing operating
frequency is, however, to a considerable
extent offset by the necessity of using higher gains at permitted
higher frequencies
achieve
maximum
effectiveto radiated
power. The net result is that, for typical
uhf and vhf antennas, the costs are not
greatly different.
By far the most significant factor in the
cost of a transmitting antenna installation
BROADCASTING, March 16. 1959

is the height of the tower. If the tower
heighting isantenna,
very transmission
great, the total
includline,cost,
tower
erection, increases
more rapidly
than and
the
height. Typical low and high band vhf
maximum power antenna installations of
comparable
tower theheights
cost
substantially
same,were
withreported
low bandto
installations costing slightly more. The
costs of typical uhf antenna installations
(up toof 300
kw erp) vhfaveraged
less than
those
comparable
installations,
but
the cost ofstal atithe
few
high
power
ons (50 or 1000 kw erp) wasuhfmuchingreater.
Transmission line costs were found to
be not greatly different at uhf and vhf
except that at highest powers, the wave
guide
costs only
half as sometimes
much as theusednine atinchuhftransmission
line used at vhf.
The total cost of a transmitting station
includes the costs of the transmitting plant
and
the oftransmitting
Because
the variousantenna
mannersinstallation.
in which
transmitters,
accessories,
transmission lines, towers, etc.,antennas,
are combined
in different stations, it was not felt correct
simply to add average transmitting plant
costs (as obtained by one group) and
average transmitting antenna installation
costs (as obtained by another group) to
obtain average overall station costs.
Rather, mitting
information
on solicited
the totaldirectly
transstation costs was
from the stations. The reported data
showed wide variability, but on the avermaximum
stationsage,were
shownpower,
to costhighaboutband25 vhf
per
cent more than maximum power, low
band vhf stations. Uhf stations operating
at powers
up through
300 kw erp
shown
to cost,
on the average,
aboutwere10
per
cent
less
than
maximum
power,
low
band vhf stations. Little information was
obtained regarding 500 and 1000 kw uhf
stations, but it appeared that their cost was
comparable
that of maximum power,
low band vhfto stations.
A comparison
operatingpower,
costs,tubesincluding the costs ofof primary
and maintenance parts, shows substantial
economies in vhf operations. The operating
costs of high vhf band stations were found
to average approximately 15 per cent
higher
those theof low
band vhf
For uhfthan
stations,
operating
costsstations.
varied
from
20
per
cent
higher
than
low
band vhf stations for the lowest for
powers,
toabove
100 15per kw.
cent More
higheroperating
for powerdifficulties
outputs
were reported at higher frequencies, the
outage time in relationship to hours of
THIS IS W£

A

operation
0.09atperhighcentband
at lowvhf band
vhf, 0.15 being
per cent
and
0.25 per cent at uhf. Also, more problems
were reported at uhf than at vhf with such
matters
off-frequencylinearity.
operation and
transmitteras modulation
A considerable amount of information
was obtained
regarding the
structural cost
aspects of antenna
was shown
to varytowers.
linearlyThewithrelative
the wind
pressure
assumed
design.studies
It wasof
recommended
that inin the
making
tower deflection, or bending, a value of
10 pounds
per assquare
foot* (on flatof sures) be used
a atgeneral
designfacwind
pressure
a heightaverage
of 1 000 feet
above grade. This corresponds to a wind
velocity of 50 miles per hour. It is reported that at this wind velocity, the dehigh gain
ten afloecntioan of atypical
1000(50foottimes)
toweruhfisan-so
smalltion iasn received
to causesignal
less strength
than a at6 dbthe variaworst
point and less than one db variation in
the fringe area.
TASO made an extensive study of the
characteristics of uhf translators operating
on channels 70 to 83 and of the service
provided by these translators. As of the
first
of 1958,
it wasresided
determined
that
over part
700.000
persons
in areas
served by these translators and that 45
per cent of the homes in these areas were
equipped
uhf reception.
Television
nals wereforreported
as being
picked sigup
and retransmitted from stations varying
from 43 to 220 miles distant, the average
distance being 110 miles. In general, service was reported to be good, with only minor difficulties in operation being experienced. Translators appear to be effective
in providing
televisionbroadcasting
service in areas
mote from regular
stations.reThey alsovidingappear
be effective
proservice in toareas
of low insignal
strength
withinstations.
the '"normal" service areas
of television
2.2.7 Miscellaneous
Techniques Transmitting
Several techniques with possible influences in allocation practices were investigated byTASO groups. One of these
was the use of very precise carrier frequency control which would permit the
use of precise carrier frequency offset in
practical situations involving interference
* This, of course, dees not refer to the
higher turalwind
design. pressure to be used in struc-
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from so-called
"second-ring"
operating on nominally
the same stations
frequency.
Inbe such
operation,
carrier
frequencies
must
maintained constant to within about
one cycle per second, a precision of one
part inatory10"tests atinvolving
upper uhfthe channels.
Labor-of
observations
desired and
undesired
pictures
under
trolled conditions showed that the conexpected benefits of very precise carrier frequency control were obtained. It was
determined that no completely satisfactory
and reasonably priced equipment was now
available for controlling the carrier frequency to the desired accuracy; and that
the necessary synchronization of studio
equipment would require considerable extra expense. The question of whether or
not the necessary carrier phase stability is
maintained in fringe areas was studied in a
preliminary manner and it was considered
probable that no great difficulties of this
nature would be experienced out to 60
miles. Obviously, data taken at greater
distances are required. Field tests were
not conducted; and therefore no conclusions regarding the practicability of very
precisetion were
carrier
controlforoperadrawn.frequency
Specifications
tests
were, however, drawn up.
Another technique studied by TASO
was that of employing directional transmitting antennas. Again, specifications for
conducting tests were developed and definite
tests were prepared. The
results ofplanssuchfor tests
will be
in a supplementary report. presented later
Still another matter investigated by
was that of the sound-to-picture
TASO ratio.
power
There was a feeling on the

COME
.

. at

NEGOTIATIONS
FINANCING
APPRAISALS

SEE
the

part of some that the presently specified
sound power is unnecessarily high; and that
the reduction in lower adjacent channel
sound carrier interference resulting from
a decrease in sound power would outweigh
the
reduction
sound channel
in fringe
areas.in Others
felt thatcoverage
it was
most important to maintain a high sound
signal in fringe areas because there procontinuity isit carried
by the
signal. gramMoreover,
was shown
that sound
even
in areas of high sound signal, a decrease in
sound power would result in a corresponding deterioration in sound quality in the
presence of impulse noise. It was also felt
by some that any reduction in the soundto-picture
would havefor anwhich
adverse effectpower
on theratio
performance
television receivers could be designed. It
should be emphasized that only a rather
moderate decrease in sound-to-picture
power ratio from the present 1 :2 ratio to a
ratio of 1:4 or 1:10 was considered
by TASO. Although not a major factor
in this study, data were collected on
the original and operating costs of transsound-to-picture mitters
power operating
ratios. atItdifferent
was reported
that if
the ratio were 1:4, the original costs of
vhf transmitters would average 85 per cent
of the costs of current (1:2 ratio) transmitters while for uhf transmitters the
figure would be 95 per cent. If a ratio of
1:10 were employed, the corresponding
figures would be 75 per cent and 85 per
cent. Very substantial reductions in power
and tube replacement costs were reported
with greater savings again being effected at
vhf than at uhf. Although no general conclusions were drawn, a large amount of
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factual information was compiled from laboratory and field tests which should permit
decisions to be made by the FCC regarding sound-to-picture
maximum
service. power ratio to provide
2.2.8 Picture Quality
Another major factor in allocation studies is that of the amount of interference
of various types which can be permitted
and still result in the production of satisfactory pictures. The general problem has
been discussed briefly in the preceding section. The results of the TASO studies are
given in detail later in this report and are
not easily presented in condensed form.
Table 2-6 presents a brief summary of
some of the more important results.
The reason for choosing a picture rating
of #3mary is(passable)
in preparing this sumthat such pictures
are
considered adequate, plus the factof athatquality
with
such a choice, the selected points fall on
portions of the curves (representing the
observed data) which have reasonable
slopes. The choice was made for illustrative
purposes only and should not be considered
as a recommendation that this quality of
picture be chosen for allocations purposes.
Average Ratio of
Desired-to-Undesired
Signal (db) Required
Type of Interference
for a #3 Picture
Thermal
Noise
27
Co-channel, 360 Cycle
Carrier Offset
22
Co-channel, 604 Cycle
Carrier Offset 41
Co-channel, 9985 Cycle
Carrier Offset 22
Co-channel, 10,010 Cycle
Carrier Offset
18
Co-channel, 19,995 Cycle
Carrier Offset 26
Co-channel, 20,020 Cycle
Carrier Offset
18
Lower Adjacent Channel —24
Upper Adjacent Channel —24
It must be emphasized that the values
given in Table 2-6 are overall averages and
represent conditions which may or may
not be directly comparable. For example,
the permissible ratio of desired signal to
lower adjacent channel signal may vary
considerably with the level of the desired
signal. The detailed analysis of the data in
Section 12 of this report should be consulted for information on specific comparative and absolute results. Some general
conclusions can, however be drawn from
the Table. It is evident that, in the receivers
tested, lower and upper adjacent channel
interference were equally bothersome.*
Carrier frequency offsets of 10,010 and
20,020 cycles were apparently equally ef* In terms
of interfering
signal channel
at the
picture
tube was
grid,
lower
adjacent
interference
13
db
worse
than
adjacent channel interference, but thisupper
was
exactly
by The
greater
lower
adjacentby
channel2, balanced
rejection.
data
collected
Panel
and
presented
in
Section
8
of
this
report, indicate that in the average receiver,
upper tionsand
lower
adjacent
channel
rejecareceivers,nearly
equal. channel
In such interference
average relower adjacent
would bejacentmore
bothersome than upper adchannel interference.
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive
Offices St., ME.
1735 DeSales
N. W.8-5411
Offices
and
Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington,
D. C. AFCCE
FEderal 3-4800
Member

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
PilgrimGreat6-3000
Laboratories,
Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO
TELEVISION
501-514 &Munsey
Bldg.
STerling
3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL
BLDG.D.Dl.C.7-131
WASHINGTON,
P. O. BOXKANSAS
7037 CITY,JACKSON
MO. 5302
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
Pennsylvania Bldg. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building District 7-8S15
Washington 4, B. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublie 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. CarrConsulting
& Associates
Radio & Television
Washington
6,Engineers
D. C. Leesburg,
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32 CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic
Washington 7-6646
5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
O Liver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television ies
Communications-Electron
1610
Eye St., D.N. C.W.
Washington,
ExecutiveMember
3-1230 AFCCE
Executive 3-5851

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. QuincyRiverside,
St.— Riverside
III. 7-2153
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM
Consulting E.RadioBENNS,
Engineer JR.
3802 Military
Rd.,C. N. W.,
Wash.,
D.
2-8071
Box Phone
2468, EMerson
Birmingham,
Phone
7-2601 Ala.
MemberSTtrteAFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
8401 Cherry St. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
61 7 Albee1426Bldg.G St.,Executive
N. W. 3-4616
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 SnowvilleOhioRoad
(a Brecksville,
Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386 P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
5622 DYER STREET
EMERSON 3-3266
DALLAS 6, TEXAS

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S.Denver
Kearney22, Colorado
Skyline 6-1603

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-fv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601 Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

ervice
COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring
Company
PRECISION
FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL
TIME SERVICE
FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box
Kansas3-5302
City, Mo.
Phone7037Jackson
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Directory
CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS
FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord
Cambridge
38, Ave.,
Mass.
Phone TRowbridge
6-2810

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Crawford 4496
contact
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HEM,
To Be Seen by 85,000* Readers
— among them, the decision-making station owners and managers, chief engineers and technicians— applicants for am, fm, tv
and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study
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fective, but the 4 db increase in interference resulting in going from 10,010 to
9,985 cycles was significantly less than the
8 db increase in going from 20,020 to
19,995 cycles. In general, it could be conthat on the ofbasisprecise
of a carrier
Grade 3offset
picture cluded
theworth
benefits
are well
while. It was found
that if
results were judged on the basis of higher
quality pictures, precise carrier offset was
even more beneficial. The value of very
precise carrier frequency control is well
illustrated in the comparison of the results
achieved at 360 and 604 cycle offset. The
360 cycle offset was used to produce the
effects obtained when two co-channel stations are operated with carriers which are
synchronized to the degree required for
very precise carrier frequency control (say
to within one cycle or less), while the 604
cycle offsetthat
was would
used tobeproduce
condition
obtainedthe ifworst
the
carrier frequencies drifted apart from the
synchronized condition. It is interesting to
note that // it were possible to achieve
carrier synchronization, the resulting interference (2 db) with
wouldnormal
be comparable
with
that obtained
10 and 20
kc offset.
Other results of general interest may be
statedseries
briefly,
though incompletely.
two
of otherwise
identical tests Inof
lower adjacent channel interference, sound
powers of 3 db and 10 db below peak
picture power were used. The reduction in
interference was 7 db as would be expected for monochrome reception but was only
3 or 4 db the
for color
reception.
removing
modulation
fromIncidentally,
the sound
carrier, at the normal level of 3 db below
the picture power, caused a 2 db reduction
in interference. In some tests, pictures on
color receivers were found to be less susceptible to interference than those on
monochrome receivers, although at high
levels of interference (low desired-to-undesired signal ratios), the color pictures
frequently deteriorated more rapidly than
monochrome pictures. The tests of combined thermal noise and co-channel interference showed that the greater interference
predominated until the two levels of interference were within a few db of each other.
In some cases, the presence of thermal
noise appeared to lessen the disturbing effects of co-channel
interference.
the results
of the effects
of these Details
combinedof
interferences
can
best
be
seen
by
to the curves in Section 12. reference
Theture observers
in theof tests
of picquality in theused
presence
interference
were drawn from rather diversified groups.

Many of them, however, fell into the
general categories of middle aged women
and young men. On the average, the
middle aged women were somewhat (apon aquality
six-pointthanscale)
more criticalproximofately 0.3 step
picture
the
young men. The judgments of the women
were,
those ofhowever,
the men.much more variable than
Stillturespictures
than motion
were used asrather
the subject
materialpic-in
frontson forof thisthe wastelevision
camera.
reathat interference The
is more
noticeable and more annoying in still
than in motion pictures and all television
programs include a substantial amount of
time in which there is little or no motion
in the picture. A variety of scenes were
used, but two scenes were used most frequently. One of these was a close-up of a
girl's
and shoulderskitchen
while scene.
the other
was ahead
middle-distance
On
a statistical
basis,
the
choice
of
scene app
e
a
r
e
d
t
o
produce
no
significant
difference
in the results of the tests. Such difference
as did exist in some individual tests indicated that more interference (in some extreme cases as much as 3 db) could be
tolerated
in a close-up
scenedetail.
than The
in scenes
which included
more fine
variability with respect to scene was less than
that due to observers which itself was not
considered to be great.
A number of replication tests were made
to determine the reliability of the judgments reported by the observers. These
showed a high degree of self-consistency,
the correlation coefficient being 0.8 betweenducedtheunder
ratings
of repeated
pictures proidentical
conditions.
It should be noted that the results given
above are largely independent of the frequency of operation. One possible exception might be the case of adjacent channel interference which depends upon the
rejection ratios of the receiver for both
upper and lower adjacent channels. However, the data collected by TASO indicate
that uhf and vhf receivers have practically
identical
performance with respect to these
characteristics.
2.2.9 Prediction of Field Strength
As has been stated previously, one of
the most significant accomplishments of
TASO has been the preparation of uhf and
vhf propagation curves, together with the
development of good means for predicting
signal strength at specific locations. The
general differences between uhf and vhf
propagation, as determined from the TASO

WANTED

Promotion Manager for Group
of Well Established Radio
Stations.
Apply, Box 977H, BROADCASTING
178 (FOR THE RECORD)

surveys, have already been indicated. The
propagation
curvesfoundfor inservice
fering fields are
Sectionsand 11interand
10 respectively of this report, and cannot
bein adequately
presented
in
less
space
than
those Sections. Likewise, the TASO
methods of predicting signal strength are
presented in Section 11. Since these also
cannot be summarized briefly, such a summary is not attempted in this Section.
Some general observations regarding the
prediction of service field strength can be
made. At vhf, the data taken by TASO
showed reasonably good agreement with
the iceFCC
(50,50) ascurves
for median
servfield strength
a function
of distance.
The studies made by TASO showed clearly that these median curves can be improved materially in any specific case by
taking into consideration meteorological
conditions and the effect of these conditions on the effective radius of curvature
of the earth. With proper attention to this
factor, the shapes of curves developed on
the basis of classical theory and curves
drawn through the measured data checked
well, but the theoretical curves were a
litde higher than the measured data. It was
concluded that for median curves at vhf,
the theoretical curves should be used, taking into account meteorological conditions,
and subtracting an empirical correction
factor of 1 db at low vhf channels and
4 db at high vhf channels.
At uhf, the TASO measurements agreed
reasonably well with the Appendix A curve
(FCC Report T.R.R. 2.4.16) for median
service field strength as a function of distance. Here, however, the theoretical
curves, even using meteorological data,
were much higher than the observed data
and the Appendix A empirical curves. An
analysis of the data showed that, at uhf,
the best results are obtained by using the
theoretical curves, taking into account
meteorological conditions, and subtracting
an empirical correction factor of 22 db.
Both analytical and field studies were made
to attempt to learn the reason for this large
correction factor. The results already discus ed in this Section indicate that the
roughness of the terrain, the presence of
wooded areas and other ambient conditions in the neighborhood of the receiving
antenna must be significant factors. Special
measurements of uhf service field strength
in carefully selected open and wooded
areas in eastern Maryland showed clearly
the depression of field strength due to forestation. Although time did not permit exhaustive tests, the measurements which
were made indicated that, even in November and December, the presence of trees
in the vicinity of the receiving antenna and
in the line of sight toward the transmitter
causes a very substantial decrease in the
received signals. In typical cases, the signal
strength near a wooded area was found to
be 20 db less than in nearby cleared areas.
It wastenna noted
the wooded
receivingareas,
anwas movedthat,
awayas from
the field strength, expressed in dbu, rose
more or less linearly with the logarithm
of the clear distance to the wooded area.
Measurements
reported and
to TASO
Sylvania
Electric Products
made atby their
uhf installations
at
Emporium,
Pa.,
dicate that the signal strength is some twointo four db lower in the summer than in
the winter.
Much additional work is needed to
CONTINUES on page 183
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ADVERTISEMENTS
CLASSIFIED
Monday preceding publication date.)
(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE—
• HELP WANTED 25tf per word— $2.00 minimum.
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20tf per word— $2.00 minimum
space.
display
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch— STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require
• All other classifications 30tf per word— $4.00 minimum.
1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
to Broadcasting,
Send replies $1.00
for blind box number.
• No chargeTf transections
charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately please) ^11 transcriptions photos,
packages
A„,.,«»tS:
etc., sent to box numbersor bulk
are sent
at i submitted,
's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Sales manager
can produce
in a de-in
pressed market;whoone
interested
future ownership.
Box who
136K,isBROADCASTING^ _
Sales area,
manager—
Newsalary
station,
central
New
York
$10,000
plus
percentage.
Box 139K, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager.
portunity. WHTG,Experienced.
Asbury Park,Excellent
N. J. opSales
Maine radio
requires
working
manandstation
combining
talentsambitious
of livewanthard
wirea
salesman
top
announcer.
We
man
who
can
assume
responsibility.
Some
air
work.
Emphasis
on
sales.
Guarantee
over
$5 000 plus commissions. No prima donnas.
Box 724H, BROADCASTING.
Michigan
independent
adding toTopsalesjobstaff.
Major and
market
over 100,000.
for
money
Send topicture
and details climbing
of previousupstairs.
experience
Box
894H, BROADCASTING.
Radio
salesman. pitchers!
The "Yankees"
need three
new additional
pitch
the
minors
when you
canten Why
make
bigBe mleague
money
pitching
in
top
market.
a big
leaguer
and
get
on
a
real
big
league
team.
Salary,
commission,
bonuses,opportunity
vacation, carof
expenses.
Money
making
life
time
for
young
rookies
majors. Work with winning team ready
in numberfor
one
place.
For
the
best
pitching
job
ever had rush photo, data. Box you've
935H,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman — Excellent opportunity for good
producer.
Strong independent, major IndiING. ana market $6,000 plus. 144K, BROADCASTSalesfersengineer
— Leading
manufacturer
oftwo outstanding
opportunities
in sales:
broadcast
equipment
salestapein sales
Washington,
D.
C.
area;
recording
nation
wide.
Must bewilling
aggressive
withsalary
technical
background,
travel,
plus
commission.
Box 174K,to BROADCASTING.
Salesman, for Tucson, Arizona. Write Manager, P.O. Box 5158.
California, sales
KCHJ,staff.Delano. Serves 1,300,000.
Increasing
Salesman—
216,000 wealthyExperienced
and progressive
agricultural
only.
Must produce. market.
First phone and board work
helpful. gional.Adult
programming,
local
and manreIdeal
community
life.
Family
preferred. KWSO, Wasco, California.
Experienced
radio salesman
with ideas
and
follow
through
sell for leading
regional
station
inproven
highlytorecord
competitive
market.
Sendto
resume,
and
references
Gene Conrad, WERC, R.D. #4, Robinson
Road, Erie, Pennsylvania. 9-9647.
Wanted,
2 experienced
salesmen. Salary
commensurate
Station WJSO, with
Johnsonability.
City, Contact
Tenn. Radio
Mass. indie wants top salesman, with sales
managercellentpotential.
Good Draw
market with
exprospect.
commisOpenearning
March
Send and
resume
and
picturesion.WLYN,
Lynn,30th.Massachusetts.
Announcers
New south Florida station metropolitan
marketpacedneedsprofessionals
3 dj's. Experienced,
smooth-to
fast
only. resume!
$110 week
start.
Send tape, references,
Box
251H, BROADCASTING.
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Help Wanted—
Announcers(Cont'd)
vania station. 48-hour week, large market,
excellentan salary
plus over-time,
vacations.
Desire
experienced
looking
for a
permanent
job infora advancement.
chainmanorganization
an opportunity
Tape with
and
resume
ING. required. Box 455H, BROADCASTCaliforniato station
wantshumorous
announcerpersonality
who is
unable
on air BROADCASTING.
whereventnowhisemployed.
Top pay. Box
942H.
Sparkling personality—Mustexperienced.
news-play-by-play.
new Musicideaspd
and right
drive man.
to execute
them.have
Possibility
for
1sttape,phone
preferred.
Ohio
daytimer.
Send
background
resume,
and
salary expected. Box 105K, BROADCASTING.
We are looking for an experienced man
capable ofshift.
handling bea heavy
morning
a fineof commercial
announcer
with
a Married
workingMust
knowledge
news
and
sports.
man
preferred.
Must
ready
to
settle
down
and
become
part beof
one
of
the
finest
small
market
radio
families
in Iowa. Send full details including tape
ING^
with first letter. Box 147K, BROADCASTAnnounceropportunity
with first forphone.
Good salary,
excellent
advancement
with
CASTING.
top
Montana station. Box 176K, BROAD50,000
afternoonwattman.salary
Must waiting
run fast for
happyswinging
show,
with
justhisenough
personality.
Man
we world,
want
knows
way
around
pop
music
can
deliver
potent
commercial
and
wants
outside
appearances
for
even
more
money.
Excellent
hours.GreatHighly
of 300,000
Lakescompetitive
area. Rushmarket
tape.
Box
183K, inBROADCASTING.
Dj's it'sr. Ifimportant
that youforjointhatwithlasta winlooking
before neerate
theyou're
big intime
consider
this. markets
We step
opstations
.3 and
.6 million
.market
. . we're salaries.
not big time,
but
we
do
pay
major
We
hire
only
the
best,
right
we have
opening
for
a nowdj who
is upa prime
on popular
histimeradio
and
thoroughly
Rush sample familiar
of your with
dj work
on themusic.air
...
it
may
be
best
move
you'll
ever
make.
Hurry! Box 184K, BROADCASTING.
Experienced salesman-announcer
open
be able
to position
handle
bright orimmediately.
morning
show.MustTight
on production.
Wire
call:
Program
Director,
Radio
tion KGFW, Kearney, Nebraska.StaWashington
area's number
one station
auditioningSendD.C.
exceptional,
fast, modern
announcers.
tape. WEAM.
Experienced
dj
night
shift
immediately.
rock. WICY, Malone, New York. No
Fast growing
stationto sell
needson announcers with Michigan
superb ability
the
air. Mustduction be
dependable
and
know
proa
n
d
quality.
Good
pay
to
men. Send tapes and resume or the
applyrightin
person. WION, Ionia, Michigan.
Announcer
with first
Engineering
secondary.Wisconsin.
Contact
Don phone.
C. Wirth,
WNAM,
Neenah,
Top 40 station in major midwest market
lookingsalary
for todjright
who'sman.hepSendtopicture,
McLendon.
Good
and
resumeStreet,
c/o N.Y.
Brownstone
Properties,tape8
East 96th
28.
Disc jockeys boost your ratings! Order your
"Deejay
Kit",one-liners";
includes: "Book
of 2400 showmanship
anecdotes
and
and
"Radiomanship
Guide",
containing
proven
formulas for building
larger audiences.
Also, "Hints20 E.forHuron
DJ Comedy".
$2.95Illinois.
DeBu
Features,
St., Chicago,

Help Wanted
— (Cont'd)
Technical
Fulltime Florida network station looking
for
two young menmen butwithwillfirstconsider
phone. allPrefer
maintenance
apcan feet
also onsell,the announce
write. Mustplicants whohave
ground andor
willing to settle. Send photo, resume of experience, age and
other runpersonal
information pluswilltape
talents
announcing.
Salary
beif governed
byto ability.
Box
158K, BROADCASTING.
Capabletion.technician
for E.with
Pennsylvania
Must be a man
pride in stahis
work. Accent
on maintenance
andCoatescons
t
r
u
c
t
i
o
n
.
N
o
announcing.
WCOJ,
ville, Penna.
Beginner
wanted, with first
phoneSendand tape,
dea week.
resumesire to announce.
to WCRA, $75.00
Effingham,
Illinois.
Combination engineer-announcer
immedi-to
Send Tenn.
audition
WCPH, ately.P.O.$85 per
Box week.
85, Etowah,
Opening beginning this
maintenance-susummer
perviother
sor engine r forfor
radiotelevision studios and
electronic
equipment
in
new
quarters
on
college
camContact University,
Donald Kleckner,
Green pus.State
Bowling Bowling
Green,
Ohio.
Production-Programming, Others
We are looking for a man experienced in
gathering,
and delivering
news.2
This
man writing
will take
over the local
Number
positiontions ininIowa.
one Must
of the betopmature,
local news
operapreferably
married and ready to settle down in one of
the
topincluding
small market
Send Box
full
details
tape withstations.
first letter.
146K, BROADCASTING.
Prominent midwest advertising agency is
interested
in adding
radio-television
writer
to its aircompetent
media
department.
Prefer
experienced
thirtybackground,
or over.
Please advise
personal male
data and
samplesence, ofsalaryrecent
copy,
details
of
repliesexpericonfidentialrequirements.
. Write to Box 161K,AllBROADCASTING.
Cooking school,Boxfood170K,
editorBROADCASTING.
for tv-radio and
newspapers.
News tions
director
and tvmarket.
networkPrefer
stamedium atsizeradio
midwest
journalism
graduateSendwithcomplete
radio and/or
tv
news
experience.
info
picture. Box 199K, BROADCASTING. and
Wanted—humorous
Really creative
copywriter,
able to
write
production
spots.NewOpening
inindependent.
two weeks. Box
Leading
Jersey
201K,southern
BROADCASTING.
Writer-producer with flair for compelling
commercial
copy writing
andbyradio50-kilowatt
producknow-how
neededRush
WOWO,tionFort
Wayne.
photo, copy
samples
and
complete
resume
to:
Cal
winkel, WOWO, Fort Wayne, Indiana1.BollGrowing writer.
Chicago
area
needs a copyGood pay,WRMN,
fine indie
future
person. Contact
Elgin, to111.the right
Wanted, instructor and administrator with
college training and broadcasting experi179

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Copy writer—
Wonderful opportunity
for a
Plenty
ofcreative
talentwriter.
tocommercials.
workEverywith.aidShould
Weavailable.
specialize
production
be
able
toin
take
charge
of
department
with
co-writer.
Highest
offered.Erie.
Beautiful
on shoressalary
of Lake
Funlandcommunity
summer
and winter. WJET, Erie, Pa.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
at severalcializing
stations.
Twenty-five
yearsoperaspeproductivity
in sales and
tions.revenue
Seekingexpansion.
new opportunity
forBROADmaximum
Box
923H,
CASTING.
Production
modernSeeking
radio.
Able
put manager,
you
on top7 years,
inmarket.
ratings.
large toFlorida
or Carolina
Must have
complete
co-operation
and
top
pay.
Write:
Box
149K, manager,
BROADCASTING.
Working
salesman,
announcer,
tops.
Family,
college
graduate,
figure
income.
Have
youth,BROADCASTING.
experience,fiveaggressiveness. Box 166K,
Workin',
manager
will consider
any
offer. Prefersellin'
MoneyWrite,
unibest
mpmarket
ortant. Nowoffer.
in under
topBox1050,000.
market.
wire
your
195K,
BROADCASTING^
Rockinsivejockey,
market, desires
aggresmanagement.key Successful,
stable,
dynamic.
Box
203K,
BROADCASTING.
Manager
available,
experienced
all
phases,
aggressive, capable,
of eight years
profits
owner andrecord
development
topof
station for
in who
competitive
market.
If train
youofneed
manager
can
sell,
program,
and
promote; write. But if not content to count
your money
with no mine,
second west
guessing
waste
your
coast don't
preferred.
WritetimeBoxand211K,
BROADCASTING.
Will
appreciate
opportunity
your
interview
at convention.
Manager, salesexperience.
manager,
sales.
Extensive radio-television
My
references
industryContact
best. mePersonally
available
at
convention.
through
Box 214K, BROADCASTING.
The BIG MONEY goes to
F. C. C. LICENSED MEN
F.C.C. License — the Key to Better Jobs
An
F.C.C.is your
commercial
amateur)
license
ticket to(not
higher
pay
and
more
interesting
employment.
This
license
is
Federal
Government
evidence
of
your
qualifications
in
electronics.
hire
licensed Employers
technicians. are eager to
Grantham Training Prepares You
Granthamcializes in preparing
School of students
Electronicsto spepass
F.C.C.
examinations.
Wecourses
trainbegin
you
quickly
and
well.
All
with basic
fundamentals—
NO
previous
training
required.
A
beginner
may
for hisas first
class FCC
licensequalify
in as little
12 weeks.
Learn by Mail or in Residence
The Communications
Grantham F.C.C. License
Courseis
in
Electronics
available
by correspondence
or forin
resident
classes.
You
may
enroll
either
type course
at at
any Washington,
of the three
Grantham
Schools—
Hollywood, or Seattle.
Write for Free Booklet
For ourtailsfree
booklet
giving license
completetraindeconcerning
our F.C.C.
ing, writeaskto the
you and
for Grantham
Booklet 99-C.School nearest
School of Electronics
WASHINGTON Grantham
821-19th Street, N. W.
D. C. Washington
6, D. C.
School of Electronics
HOLLYWOOD Grantham
1505 N. Western Avenue
CALIF.
Hollywood 27, California
SEATTLE
Grantham
W.„H
408
MarionSchool
Streetof Electronics
"flin- Seattle,
Washington
180

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
Have
pulled
three
stations
of red.IfReady
tooperation
have capital
gains
of myout and
own.
your
notwillmaking
money
you want
ashare
change
take
over
as
manager
of
profits
as
interest
in
station.
Nowfor
managing
west coast one
and ofhavethestaffbestto operations
do a job foron
you. We dollar
don't come cheap
but will
return
biggest
had.
West
preferred,profit
largeyouor have
smallevermarket.
Ifyes youman,don'tdon'twantwastea manager
but
just
my time or yours.a
Write Box 212K, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

Negro deejay.
SmoothAudition
patter. Efficient.
ProControls.
tape. References.duction.
Box 879H,
BROADCASTING.
Country/westerncontrols,
music. Mysales.strongest
suit
Capable-staff,
Box 880H
BROADCASTING.
Female, announcer plus. Good background
Women's
plus. Reliable. Versatile.
Box
959H,programs,
BROADCASTING.
Alert,
aggressive,
single,to vet.
13 network
months'
announcing
experience
5 kwphoto,
Can write, will
sell. Resume,
tape.
heaSt B°X 969H'
lROADCAlTI2NG0rt
Announcer-dj—
years voice.
experience
phases. ences.
DeepPrefer resonant
Good inrefer-all
Florida
972H, BROADCASTING. or California. Box

Dj-announce
r, 3 years,
B°X 1?5K'
™ t0seeks^ midwest
posiBRO&CASTBTC*
Capable announcer. Can compile, edit and
write news, convincing commercials
, excelBROADCAST
181K'
Box
erviewsING
Stafl announcer: 27, single, dependable,apdignified
mature
moderateproachexperience,
authoritativ
e news
BROADCAS
Box 185K,
east.stuffy)
Prefer north(but not
T-

Clear-thinking,
experienced,
announcer with best
voice. Can
Excelsversatile
in knowledge of events,
adjust
to any
operation.
Box all140K,music.BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
26,
collegeGood
grad, single,excellent
4 years
experience,
veteran.
diction,
pleasant
intelligent voice,
style. DJ, news
play-by-play.
Best references. Seeks future
Box
142K, BROADCASTING.
Commercial
experience
all phases—
college
graduate.available,
Married, employed.
versatile,
reliable,
tape
photo
Box 143K
BROADCASTING.
Sports minded stations: Tremendous
sports-6'
caster-announcer-salesman.
First
phone
Salesman/announcer.
LoveOperate
challenging
sales
years
experience,
available
April
15.
Caliproblems.
Write
copy.
board.
Box
preferred, other areas considered
957H, BROADCASTING.
Box 145K,forniaBROADCASTING.
Top manlocate infor opportunity
5 radio stationin market
re- News -special events -plus. Announcer-promajor will
market.
Box 168K,
BROADCASTING.
Country STINlf.
music dj. Music librarian, program
Attention midwest 250 watters! Need sales director
148K'
A S TINGall. in one.^0 Write^ Box ^152K,B°XBROADmanager?
I'm a salesman
with
5 years
in CBR^ADCA
all
phases
radio-tv.
Family,
29,
B.S.
Degree.
Box 169K, BROADCASTING.
Pacific northwest: Experience, youth, ability. DJ-copywriter
for over
yearthird-phone.
in Seattle
College
grad,
President
relations
and publicity
Lookingsive station.
for chance
to single,
grow
with progresfirm,
30seeks
withof cutpublic
family
nowon traveling
coast toto station.
Box
155K.
BROADCASTING.
coast
down
travel.
Desire
locate
asNowsalesearning
director,$10,500
public yearly.
relations,Desire(or Friendly, relaxed style. No screaming. News,
both).
station
play-by-play
man.to (This
Desire medium market. Box
162K, BROADCASTING.
a hobby,come ineeding
not
my
living.)
Willing
in-is ex£frle,ncedf opportunity is sufficient. Writecut Box
187K, BROADCASTING.
Versatilevision.broadcaster.
inappearteleGoodradio
voicebackground.
and Experienced
on camera
ance.
Solid
Includes
FM
sales
—
Starting
or
expanding
your
sales
news
play-by-play,
and sales.
currentdja
force?tiveHere
is employed
a sincere fmin major
accountfm execujob twoBox
years
better
than On$5,000.00
presently
mar- year.
165K, atBROADCASTING.
ket.
Will
travel
to
any
area
where
potential
is present.
Have drive,
l announcer. 15 years announctreme confidence
in fm enthusiasm
as the mediaandof exthe Professionaprogrammin
university
g. 5. years
future.
Let'sfuture
discussyou your
fm plans and the Music,ing andtheater
background
Cheerful
mornimportant
hold
193K, BROADCASTING. as potential. Box show
ingwith
adult
afternoon
or evening
show orattractive
music. Prefer
metroAnnouncers
andP°SSible
experi167K'
Girl atebroadcaster.
Capable,
versatile.
Oper- Twelve
tv"newsBox
BROADCAST
ence atyears
37. INGith
Tenstaffyears
onfarm50,000.
Some
tv
board. 878H,
Writing,
production,
publicity,
sales. Box
BROADCASTING.

CountryI have
dj available.
For thedirector,
last three
years
been money
program
with
a top ranking,
making countrydj
operation. I'dproduction,
like to relocate.
promotion,
top dj.Worker.
29,Write
soberKnow
reliable, artist. Best references.
Box
127K, BROADCASTING.
Summer work, Will
collegeworkstudent,
commercially
experienced.
anywhere.
Prefer
D.C.
Box 131K, BROADCASTING.
Attentionvania!New
Jersey — eastern
PennsylAnnouncer-dj
phone,
excellent voice,
would with
likeemployed
tofirstrelocate
No
maintenance.
Presently
5 kw. Box 135K, BROADCASTING. as di at
Professional
announcer/dj.
Family. 30 years
old. Fast-paced
pro
sell.
Five
years
radio, only.
threewith
yearscommercial
tv. Ambitious.
Major
markets
Box
138K,
BROADCASTING.

Recent graduate of the Calument BroadcastStaff
announcer, experienced,
Box ^SK,
eXPerienCe' dependable
BloADhC&TI0NGnO
Reliable
announcer-salesmand6greedesiresB°Xto 194K:
setlROAr5cigSTIN^.COllege
BROADCASTING.
HS-i1}
southern, central Florida. Box 198K,
Professional radio school graduate. Some
AFRS
experience.
board. Veteran,
married,
one child.BoxOperate
Prefer
Photo,
tape on request.
205K,southeast.
BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer:
Require
permanent
position on west
coast.
1st phone,
dependable
and have
experience.
Boxmarried,
207K,
BROADCASTING.
Deejay,
26 yearscombo,
old, married,
children.TV
Experienced,
sales, 1sttwophone
trained. Box 208K,
BROADCASTING.
First phone announcer.
Fourmaintenance.
years anexperience, little
Family man,nouncing
24. Employed.
$95, seek permaBROADCASTING.
Slni .Position, Tenn., Ky. area. Box 213K,
BROADCASTING, March 16, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcer.
Professional
radioVeteran.
school graduate,
operate
board.
Married.
photo
cn request. Prefer
south. Box Tape,
216K,
BROADCASTING.
Look ma, no cavities! Just solid nine years
experience
major,Promotion,
medium production,
markets including McLendon.
continuity. Currently
pd-dj.Lafayette,
Prefer south
west. S. Knight,
WASK,
Indiana.or
Radio
announcing
tv sales and
experience
Excellent
knowledgeand
Address inquiries
to ofJohnmusic
O. Merki,sports.
1008
Minnesota
Ave., Gladstone,
Michigan.
Announcer,
1st
phone,
$85,
no
car.
Berk7-6721 after 6:00
P.M. Illinois.
Walter Piasecki,
2219 N.shireParkside,
Chicago,
Experienced
announcer-salesman.
Married,
excellent references.
Charles Swenson,Upper2127 midwest
Alameda preSt.,
St. Paul,ferred.Minn.
Technical
First phone,
experienced
transmitters,
remotes, equipment
construction,
and control rooms.
Box 993H,
BROADCASTING.
Chief enceengineer
— Over twenty
years
am directional,
am-fmexperiand
tvtentransmitter
and studioremote,
installation.
Last
years
maintenance
and
supervision.
Seniority
prevents
further
advancement
with present
emplover. Family man. Box
994H,
BROADCASTING.
Supervisory
or chief No
position.
Preferhabits.
fulltimer.
Experienced.
unsavory
Good,153K,
clear
voice. All inquiries
answered.
Box
BROADCASTING.
First phoneradio
— prefer
warmer Now
climates,
Single,
amateur
25 years.
transmitter
engineer directional
Minimum
wage
acceptable.
Box 163K,station.
BROADCASTING.
Engineer
experience
am-fmand directionalstation,
wants much
location
for announcer.
tv shop
for
also good
Boxengineer
173K,
BROADCASTING.
Chief
engineer;
young,
married,
experienced
in construction and/or operation. Box 180K,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer
25 years
experience,
struction,— directional,
remote
control. conBox
191K, BROADCASTING.
Staff ncut
causes
change
in
position.
Engie r, 27 years
old,position
experienced,
dependable,or
desires
securereferences,
in television
radio. Top
versatile,
and a
willing
worker.
Box
209K,
BROADCASTING.
First eralphone,
second news,
telegraph,
gencollege,
combo,amateur
staff. 215K,
Non
drinker,class, $100.00
minimum.
Box
BROADCASTING.
5 years
country
announcer
with
first pexperienced
deendticket.
able, sober. No Some
sign
on.maintenance,
Making
change
for
programming
reasons.
Ted
Foster,
WHBT, Phone 661, Harriman, Tennessee.
Engineer
orin combo
man for newStartdaytime
directional
central
April
with
construction.
Will Michigan.
go on tape
air about
July
1st.
Send
resume,
photo
to: Johns,
Justin
F.Michigan.
Marzke, 120 No. Clintonand Ave.,
St.
Production-Programming, Others
Capable experience.
newsman forWillFlorida.
27,a nine
years
varied
top extras.
qualresume and
references,provide
plus many
Box ity137K,
BROADCASTING.
News
12 years,Boxall159K,
phases,BROADOhio.
Gather,director.
write, report.
CASTING.
Experienced
traffic director, also fill-incontinuity
announcer,writer,
or newsman.
Full
particulars
CASTING. on request. Box 197K, BROADOperations
caught in shuffle,
without job, tenmanager
years specializing
in programming-production-inside
operation.
Married,
36. I know radio. Box 202K, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, March 16, 1959

TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Announcers
Wanted: nounTop
flight100 news
and staff
ancer for Texas
kw network
affiliate.
Permanent.perienceGood
pay. WillSend
consider
exd
r
a
d
i
o
announcer.
tape,
rephoto or snapshot, full details. Box
989H, centBROADCASTING.
Emcee
show. andWantfreshemcee
plenty
offorprogram
tvteenage
experience
ideaswith
for
teenage
in
leading
midwest
city.
Aboutnity $100
fee work
to rightand manpossible
with staff
opportufor
other
job.
Write
giving BROADCASTING.
recent photo and full resume.
Box 141K,
Experienced
tv announcer,handle
live camera,
booth,
production
show,
some
radio. work,
KMMT-KAUS, weather
Austin,
Minnesota.
Expanding
staff
wants
experienced,
hardsell, and
on-cameraphoto
announcer.
mail special
resume
to JohnAir
Radeck,
P.D.,
WJBF, Channel
6, Augusta,
Georgia.
Technical
Transmitter
for Good
combined
tv
operation.engineers
Southeast.
pay radioscale
commensurate
withworking
abilityconditions
and
experience.
Excellent
in
major
market.
Send
picture
and
complete
background
information first letter. Box
828H, BROADCASTING.
Technical
supervisortelevision
to handlestation.
engineering
staff
at mid-west
Only
top technical
men
with studio
experiencecontrol
on maintaining
transmitters,
and
microwave
need
apply.
Address
Box
981H,
BROADCASTING.
Full
midwest vhf station men.
needs studio
and power
transmitter
enced only. Mustmaintenance
have first phone.ExperiBox
189K, BROADCASTING.
Vacancy
for
television
engineer.
Permanent
job, good
climate. Would
considerto learn
competent radio
who details,
wants
television.
Sendengineer
complete
including
small
snapshot
to
Manager,
KSWS-TV,
Roswell, N.M.
Production-Programming, Others
Mature,
staffNBCannouncer
with
good
newsexperienced
background.Write
basicGrossman,
station
onWXEX-TV,
eastern
seaboard.
Bob
Petersburg, Va.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Experienced
tvBackground
station manager
available
immediately.
includes
installatnel,ion of two
vhf
stations
from
hiring
personbuying
film
to
operations.
Well
versed
all phases
Box
831H, programming,
BROADCASTING.sales. References.
End the —struggle.
Increase Write,
profits,wire:
efficiency,
prestige
permanently.
Box
939H, BROADCASTING.
General
manager,
with
20
years
background
inStrong
radioon and
Experienced
phases.
sales—tv.personally
handleallin national
and regional
Five years
present
position.
Box accounts.
192K, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Dependable
Excellent
television
experience. Topsalesman.
references.
Write Box
190K,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd )
Announcers
Personality announcer, all types on-camera
work, produces,
directs, excellent
tv backgroundHarvard,
and experience.
Employed,
graduate,
age 35,
married.college
Box
999H,
BROADCASTING.
Ernie
Saunders,
16
years,
two
stations,
playby-play,events.
daily Available
sports commentary,
news,
special
immediatelyRadio
due
new
cutback.
references.
and/orowner
tv. Reply
94 RayBestStreet,
Manchester,
New
Hampshire.
Technical
Chief ning,
engineer
— 9 and
yearsoperation.
experience.PastPlanconstruction
five
yearsity,assistant
chief engineer.
Proven
abilexcellent
references.
Box
974H,
BROADCASTING.
1st phone.ations.Experienced,
market
school major
graduate.
Draftoperdeferred.Technical
Prefer north-east.
Mid-west.
Box
156K, BROADCASTING.
Tv engineer,
experienced
studio andlocation
transmitter maintenance.
Southeastern
preferred. Box 164K, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Radio-tv
program-production
manager.
California
net,
desires east. References.
Box 856H, BROADCASTING.
Operations
productiondirector
manager.
employedorprogram
small Presentmarket
vhf.lyenFamily,
college.
BestFlexible.
references,
record
all
phases.
Salesprovand
organization
minded.
It
will
take
more
than
this ad,sonalI know,
but
I convince.
feel resumeBoxand 196K,
perinterview
will
BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE
Instant echo and Equipment
filter for less than $150.00!
Complete
plans, drawings, $100.00. Box
910H,
BROADCASTING.
Two
complete
type TA-188-A
scanners.
Can DuMont
be converted
for color.multiBox
178K, BROADCASTING.
Two-230 foot lines,
Ideco coupling
self-supporting
transmission
units, towers,
Austin
lighting
chokes,
soon. Write
KCBQ,lights.
San Ready
Diego, forCalif.shipment
Excellent tuning
Gates BC1E
1 kw Rust
transmitter.
Antenna
equipment.
remoteto
control.
Package
or
individually
N.C.
sell. Going 5 kw. WEEB, Southernpriced
Pines,
Westinghouse
type
fm-3
transmitter
Collins type 37ma antenna (tuned for $4700.
100.5
mcs)
$450.$150.RELAllfrequency
and modulation
monitor
prices
quoted
f.o.b. W.loca-E.
tion
and
subject
to
prior
sale.
Contact
Garrison,
S. C. WFBC, P.O. Box 1140, Greenville,
16mm
& Howell642170 DRRichmond,
complete, Dallas,
make
offer. Bell
M. Harris,
Texas.
Several cluding
usedinsulated
towers
in top condition,
inam broadcast
Inquire TowerCity,
Construction
Co.,towers.
P.O. Box
1828, Sioux
Iowa.

In TEN years as GENERAL and SALES MANAGER
of WNOR, Norfolk, Va.
(1) Built station business from zero to $450,000 yearly.
(2) Made over $800,000 profit for owner.
(3) Increased station value over ONE MILLION DOLLARS.
Interested in management with part ownership or management
with salary plus commissions or share of profits.
EARL HARPER
1000 Manchester-Norfolk, Va.
Madison 2-1930
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FOR SALE
Equipment — (Cont'd )
Audio
equipment — microphones,
professional series
— used
tape
recorders,
amplifiers,
consoles.
Write
for listCompany,
of materials
available.
U.S.
Recording
1121
mont Avenue, N.W., Washington 5, D.C.VerWANTED TO BUY
Stations
CP or station
in
difficulty, sought by reCASTING. sponsible operator. Box 902H, BROAD250
or 1 List
kw price
fulltime
daytime.
Smallwatt
market.
and orterms.
Box
979H,
BROADCASTING.
Reliable
group
cashsection.
or downGuar-for
a station anteed
anywhere$100,000.00
in eastern
CASTING. confidential. Box 150K, BROADCash forSuccessful
cp or $10$15M down
existing
station.
financially
responsible. Considermanager,
partnership.
Box 160K,
BROADCASTING.
Radio
broadcaster
or participate
Florida
east Beach,
coast cpwillFlorida.
or buy
station.
Address Boxin
514 — Delray
STATIONS
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
t SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ♦
♦ WANT
FM PERMIT
♦
OFFER FOR
X
PARTICIPATION OR X
X
TRANSFER
♦
Box 157K
BROADCASTING ♦
Established 5 kw in Pacific North
§£ West
Owns
land multi-station
and equipment.market.Absentee
sT ownership reason for selling. Suby stantial downpayment required.
§ Box 210K, BROADCASTING
Texas
Fla.
Ala.
Calif.
W.Va.
S.E.
Ky.
Pa.
Fla.
N.C.
Gulf
Va.
S.E.
Fla.
East
S.W.
Ga.
South

terms
Single
lkw-D
Single 250w-F
$3055MM terms
terms
Medium lkw-D
65M
Single 500w-D 100M terms
Small
30M
Monop. A.M.
250w-F& N.P 150M cash
terms
terms
Single
70M terms
500kw-D 100M
Sm-med
lkw-D
155M
Medium
terms
250w-F
Medium
200
M
terms
Medium lkw-D
98M terms
lkw-D
Metro
150M
lkw-D
250M terms
cash
Major
Large
5kw-D
250
terms
Large
MM terms
250w-D 450
Large 250-w
clear
325M
75M terms
Large
terms
500w-D 750M terms
Medium VHF-TV
N.A.B. Convention
PAUL H.Conrad Hilton, Chicago
CHAPMAN COMPANY
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
1182 w.atlanta
peachtree 205 Chicago
w. wacker
barbara
1270 ave.new ofyork
americas 33 santa
w. micheltorena
182
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INSTRUCTIONS
F.C.C. firstspondence ophone
preparation
correr In Washington,
resident
classes.
Ourby schools
Equipment
are located
indetails,
Hollywood,
aad
Seattle.
For
write
Grantham
School,
100to
200-ft.
tower;
Collins
or
Andrew
fm
antenna; fm monitor; also 44 BX or 77 D; Desk ton, 2.D. C.821— 19th Street, N. W., Washing%ING.flexible coax. Box 179K, BROADCASTfirstanteedphone
in six weeks.
instructionlicense
by master
teacher.GuarGl.
DuMont ment,video
switching and mixing equip- FCC
approved.License
PhoneSchool.
FLeetwood
2-2733. Elkins
CASTING. type TA-178-B. Box 206K, BROAD- Radio
3605
Regent
Drive,
Dallas, Texas.
R.C.A.
73-B recording
lathe; condition
and Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
price. Mexico.
Bernie
Koval, KQEO,
Albuquerque,
New
phone license,
5 tonow6 weeks.
Reservations
Enrolling
classes
starting6,
June
24,2, Sept.
2, Oct.information,
28,for 1959,
January
Wanted —cluding
Proof
of distortion
performance
outfit
in- required.
March
1960.
For
references
oscillator,
meter,
gainset,
and
reservations
write
William
B.
diode.
State
make,
price,
condition.
WCME,
Radio
Operational
School,Ogden
1150
Brunswick, Maine.
West Olive
Avenue,Engineering
Burbank, California.
Used
Magnecord
amplifier
chassis,
PT-63-J.
First
phone
license
in
six
weeks.
GuaranMarvin
S.
Seimes,
Chief
Engineer,
WKIP,
Box 889, Poughkeepsie, N.Y.
instruction. Next
classof— April
6. Elkins
RadioteedStreet,
License
School
Wantedtowers
— usedmod.250-500
1 kwmonitors.
transmitter.
Spring
N.W.,
Atlanta
9,Atlanta,
Georgia. 1139
Used
and
freq.
Rush
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
condition,
model numbers, price to Broadcastmont,Construction
California. Co., 1136 Villa Ave., Bel- Representative in New York City wanted
by
aggressive
and outstanding
MISCELLANEOUS
California
metropolitan
radio southern
station.
Potential
greater
than station.
thatfm offered
the
average
am
radio
Box by151K,
Set
of
western
station
break
jingles,
for
BROADCASTING.
all
country
and
western
radio
station.
K-KEY, Vancouver, Washington.
areaspecial
radio-tv
talent search:
ing schools,
promotions.
If you cookwant
Personalized playing card bingo cards, size Operate
33i x Box
53,4 $2.50
1,000. 1,Bingo
Time U.S.A.,
permanent
monev-making
opportunity
if
you
can
sell.
Box
171K,
BROAD-it's
P.O.
906, perDenver
Colorado.
Phone yours
CASTING.
Acoma 2-75o9.
RADIO
Help
Wanted
— Management
FOR SALE
STATION MANAGER
THE PIONEER
OF TELETo direct sales and programming at
VISIONCONSULTANTS
AND RADIOFIRMMANAGEMENT
5000 watt
radioSubstantial
station medium
ESTABLISHED 1946
west market.
salary midplus
NEGOTIATIONS MANAGEMENT
excellent commission makes excepAPPRAISALS
FINANCING
tional,
permanentman.position
expeHOWARD
S. FRAZIER,
INC.
rienced proven
Send for
summary
1736Washington
Wisconsin
7,Ave.,D. C.N.W.
of experience and recent picture to:
Box 200K, BROADCASTING
Patt
McDonald,
Box
9322,
Austin,
Texas,
GL
3-8080 offers
southern vhf,fullSI,timer
500,
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
000,
terms.
one ofliberal
nation's
top sixRegional
markets. §900,000
terms.
Southwestern
regional
daytimer
8100,000;
half down.
550,000. Thirty
percent Southern
down. fulltimer
FOR LEASE
WANTED TO BUY

NORMAN

& NORMAN

SAN DIEGO'S ONLY
BACKGROUND
MUSIC
BUSINESS
One million population
Nation's 20th market
• Will lease on minimum plus percentage basis
• Will transfer trade name "Music

RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
visit us during
NAB Convention in Chicago
March 15-18 Conrad Hilton Hotel
Security Bldg.

Davenport, Iowa

STATIONS

FOR SALE

We are expecting you,
SUITE 1035A-1036A
Conrad Hilton Hotel
JACK L. STOLL &
ASSOCIATES

1

• Will transfer better than 100 existUnlimited"
ing accounts which have been
under contract for 3 to 5 years.
Now grossing S2500 a month. Fine
potential.
CONTACT: Fred or Dorothy
Rabell at NAB Convention,
Chicago, or at KITT, U.S.
Grant Hotel, San Diego, California.
BROADCASTING, March 16, 1959

CONTINUES from page 178
determine
forestation at quantitatively
both uhf and thevhf.effects
The ofresults
obtained to date, however, leave no doubt
of the serious effects on uhf signal strength
of even a few trees in the vicinity of the
receiving antenna. The effects are, of
course, of greatest significance in fringe
areas where the signal strength is already
low.
The calculation of curves of median
service field strength versus distance is only
one aspect of the problem of predicting
Of equal importance is the
signal strength.
of deviations from the median
calculation
curves due to the topography of the transwork sponanalytical
mission path. Thewhich
was carried on in
sored by TASOof Engineering
the Bureau
Research at
the University of Texas led not only to the
decurves for
median
'of butthe also
preparation
scribed above,
to methods
deof
extent
and
presence
predictingviationsthefrom the
median with surprising
accuracy at both uhf and vhf. It is in this
particular area that the TASO analysis of
data has been most fruitful,
propagation
although time did not permit this analysis
to be completely finished. The methods
developed for calculating the deviations
from the median curves are empirical in
nature and depend upon a knowledge of
the terrain profile between the transmitting
antenna and the point under consideration.
The plotting of the required sections of
the profile is somewhat laborious but can
be expedited through the use of judgment
developed through experience. After the
calcuplots have
lations arebeen
simple.made,As the
statedrequired
prreviously,
the details of this work are presented in
Section 11.
The accurate prediction of tropospherically propagated interfering signals has
also been shown by the National Bureau
of Standards to depend upon detailed
knowledge of the topography of the propagation path. It was the conclusion of
FOR SALE
Equipment
J FOR SALE:
Jt OneTo 6A1educational
Broadcasters
RCA 6-bay high
band antenna
J4 used
on
Channel
11.
In
service for four years in drysatisfactory
desert climate
* until September, 1958 when replaced by
' higher gain antenna.
' Address inquiries to Leavenworth WheelJ* er,1671,Chief
Yuma,Engineer,
Arizona. KIVA-TV, P.O. Box
WANTED TO BUY
Equipment
|
I
'

TV MOBILE UNIT
Will buy for cash tv mobile truck,
including cameras and equipment.
Must befullindetails
first immediately.
class condition.
Write
Box 21 7K, BROADCASTING.
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TASO, however, that for use in television receiving antenna are most significant, but
allocation studies, the small increase in further work is needed to permit a more
accuracy obtainable by these methods in accurate
quantitative evaluation of these
comparison with that obtained from the factors.
use fyofthe propagation
curves
would
not
justiStill
another
aspect of propagation
labor Itinvolved
in the more
which needs
studywithis
accurateextra
methods.
was concluded
that phenomena
that of the variation
of fieldfurther
strength
time
over
short
periods
(several
minutes),
the
tropospheric
propagation
curves
preented in Section 10 are the best practical median length periods (several hours) and
means edgeforregarding
representing
the present
knowlinterfering
fields and
for long tionperiods
on these (days
mattersand ismonths).
given in InformaSections
predicting the strength of such fields.
10 and 11, but continued measurements
The propagation curves permit a cross over almost unlimited periods are needed
check of some of the results given in earlier
order tostandpermit
an increase
in theinunderparts of this Section. A comparison of instrength.
ing of temporal
variations
field
field strengths as derived from data in
Table 2-1 and the propagation curves,
Another
matter
relating
to
propagation
with field strengths given in Table 2-5 in- which should be studied further is the
dicates
the effectsandof ingalactic
noisewhyon
parison areconsistency.
given inDetails
Sectionof 19thisof comthis question
television ofreception;
particular,
report.
the effects of galactic noise in the low vhf
band appear to be appreciably less than
One readygeneral
conclusion,
been implied,
should bewhich
statedhashere.al- predicted by some measurements.
important unfinished task is
This is that
in
predicting
service
field
accurately, itis not possible to resort to the thatA ofsecond
conducting and analyzing reliable
use of general, average curves or to the field
tests
of
directional
anuse of tions
over-simplified
varia-of
tennas. Specifications
for transmitting
such tests have
encountered in methods.
different Thetypes
been
prepared,
funds
for
tests
have
been
geographical conditions have already been raised, sites have been selected and tests
will commence soon. The results will be
pointed
examples
sufficient
to show out.
thatThese
detailed
study are
of the
local presented later in a supplementary report.
geography, and especially topography, is Field tests of other types are also neednecessary
if reasonably
predic-in
ed. One of these, which has already been
tions of field
strength areaccurate
to be made
is a field test of very precise
any specific area. The necessity for such discussed,
carrier
frequency control operation. Again,
detailed studies increases as the roughness specifications
for such tests have been preof the area increases. The means for makpared but no arrangements have been comp
l
e
t
e
d
f
o
r
conducting
Other tech-in
ing thosecuracypredictions
with
reasonable
acniques
which
could bethe oftests.importance
and without an unreasonable
whose values can be deamount of effort are given in Section 11 allocationsterminand
ed only by field tests are the use of
and constitute one of the major accom- circular polarization
in an effort to provide
plishments ofTASO.
better coverage in shadowed areas, par2.3 Unfinished
Work
t
i
c
u
l
a
r
l
y
a
t
uhf;
and
use ofpolarization
mixed cirIt would be grossly misleading to sugcular, horizontal and thevertical
TASOto has
done all
an effort to provide better discrimination
whichgest thatneeds
be done
in ofthe thefieldworkof inagainst
interfering signals. Again there are
television engineering allocation studies. no current
plans for such tests. Still other
This type of work should, and in fact will, field tests should be conducted to deterbe carried on indefinitely by the television
mine the usefulness of the methods proindustry, by educational institutions and
posed in Section 10 for sampling the area
by the government. In this Section, several around a television transmitter to deterof the more important unfinished tasks
mine its service area. It is believed that
will be mentioned briefly. More specific these methods are sound but, as is pointed
suggestions
in Section 10, they must be tested in
lems will beregarding
presented some
later ofin those
Sectionprob-23 out
a number of areas before their use can be
of this report.
recommended.
Probably the most important unfinished
Finally,
pictask is the completion of the analysis of
ture qualityfieldin surveys
the homeof television
in very large
propagation data. TASO has collected and metropolitan areas should be conducted.
compiled a large amount of reliable data These should be coordinated with concuron service field strength. The analysis of
rent measurements of field strength and,
these data has resulted in the development of course, comparable uhf and vhf sources
signals are needed if the surof propagation
ods. However, curves
it has and
beenprediction
physicallymethim- of television
veys are to be of maximum usefulness.
Unfortunately,
for such surveys
p
o
s
i
b
l
e
t
o
study
carefully
all
of
the
available data. This should be done in order to are not readily facilities
available. Moreover, and
provide further checks of the propagation perhaps of even more importance, is the
curves and prediction methods and quite fact that no satisfactory specifications for
possibly pectoted to bemakeslight)
neededin modifications
(ex- measuring rofield
large metpolitan areas strength
have beenin very
developed,
and
these
methods. This is a most
urgentcurves
matterandif there is even a great scarcity of worthwhile
maximum use is to be made of the data ideas on the subject. Perhaps in the absence of such specifications, surveys of
whichture have
at the expendiof much been
timecollected
and money.
alone although
would provide
sigIn connection with the analysis of propa- picture quality
nificant
a tremennumber information,
of observations
would
have
gation data, additional field work is needed to be dousmade
if the results were to be of
to learn more about the reasons why uhf
field strength is well below its theoretical much statistical significance. The utility of
value. In particular, more information is a uhf station in a canyon-like city has not
determined; quantitative data are
needed regarding the influence of its sur- been
roundings upon the performance of the needed. TASO has no plans for such tests,
receiving antenna. The work done to date but they should be undertaken if facilities
indicates that ambient conditions near the become available.
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An

Industry

That

"Time

™

Takes

Out"

To

Ever have a flat tire or run out of gas miles from a
service station and have a truck driver stop to
help you ?
If so, you understand perfectly what is meant
when it's said that the trucking industry is an industry that takes "time out" to be courteous. And
it's plain to see, too, why truck drivers are often
referred to as gentlemen of the highways.
Courtesy is one of a number of basic subjects

Be

Courteous

given top billing in truck driver training programs
all over America. In addition to helping stranded
motorists, it involves the conscientious use of signals, giving the other fellow the right of way,
maintaining the proper mental attitude.
The industry's emphasis on courtesy and safe
driving practices helps explain the splendid safety
record of the nation's over-the-highway truck
drivers.

AMERICAN
TRUCKING
INDUSTRY
American Trucking Associations, Inc., Washington 6, D. C.
THE WHEELS THAT GO EVERYWHERE
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RESPECTS

TO . . .

Charles
Carroll Barry
When Bud Barry was a youngster in erated station in Washington. Mr. Barry
Newton, Mass., he dreamed of play- suggested that the format be revised,
ing shortstop for a major league team and, confidently, voiced the belief that
or acting on Broadway.
he himself could perform the broadcasting chores. The owner of the store
He didn't
attain
either
of
these
ambitions. But he has had a varied and liked Mr. Barry's self-confidence and
rewarding career as an announcer, radio gave him the go-ahead signal. His onand television network official, talent the-air delivery caught the attention of
agency executive and tv film company the NBC management and he was offered— and accepted — a post on the
vice president. Last January, Mr. Barry
undertook a new assignment that he Washington NBC announcing staff in
February
1937.
considers "the most difficult and most
Worth a Salary Cut • "I was on cloud
challenging" of his business life — the
presidency of the NTA Television (for- nine when I was offered that job," Mr.
merly Film) Network.
Barry ningremembers.
"I feltI wanted
I was beginto find my niche.
to get
As a network executive of long
standing at both NBC and ABC, Mr.
Barry is aware of the roadblocks in the
path of a fourth network — station time,
availability of quality programming and
sponsor acceptance. But Mr. Barry is
a self-styled "optimist and gambler,"
who believes that "provocative and imaginative programming"
the NTA Television
Networkcan asestablish
a competitive force in the industry.
The Personal Equation • Mr. Barry
is a tall, pleasant-faced individual with
a quick smile and lively manner. Associates describe him as "a highly-creative
and a Irish
persuasiveprogramming
salesman withmana likable
blarney." He gives
the taking
impression
lightheartedness,
of not
himselfof
I too seriously; but friends say he is
"hard-headed" about business with "tremendous enthusiasm" for work and
people.
Charles Carroll (Bud) Barry was born
in Newton on July 1, 1911, and attended the local high school (he has not had
college training). He played semi-professional baseball and participated in
local theatricals following graduation.
"But nobody discovered me — either
forHebaseball
stage," hecareer
recalls.as an
began orhisthebusiness
office boy in the advertising department
of the Boston Globe and remained there
for two years until 1934 when he joined
R. H. White Co. in that city as a publicity assistant and junior copywriter. In
1935 he moved to New York and
worked for Montgomery Ward as a
copywriter. The following year, he was
appointed advertising manager of Grosner's Men's Store, Washington, D.C.
This position led to Mr. Barry's
switch to the broadcasting field. Grosner's was sponsoring a sports program
over WRC,. the NBC owned-and-op-

:
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NTA's president: enthusiastic
out of the clothing business so bad that
I took a cut in salary from $240 a
month
to $167."
In 1938,
he became night manager
of WRC, then the Red Network outlet, and WMAL, the Blue Network
station, and in 1939 was appointed
Presidential announcer to Franklin D.
Roosevelt. NBC assigned him as its
representative attached to Wendell Willkie during the latter's campaign for the
Presidency in 1940. From 1939-41,
NBC lend-leased Mr. Barry to the National March of Dimes during campaign
periods and he is credited with having
organized
"Milewaso' used
Dimes"in 75promotional effort,thewhich
cities
and raised several million dollars for
the undertaking.

'a mirror

In 1941, Mr. Barry was advanced to
eastern program manager of the Blue
Network and in 1942, when the network
became ABC, he was named national
program manager of ABC. In 1947
he was promoted to vice president in
charge of radio programs and in 1948
to vice president in charge of tv.
Mr. Barry rejoined NBC in 1950,
first as vice president in charge of radio programming and subsequently as.
programwork as well.
manager
for the
television from
netIn 1954
he resigned
NBC to join the William Morris Agency
as a program executive. In 1956 Mr.
Barry entrance
was askedintoto organize
Inc.
television.the AsLoew's
vice
president in charge of MGM-TV, he
supervised
MGM'sto tv,library of pre-the1948leasing
featureof films
an operation
frommillion
which Loew's
more
than $50
in less grossed
than a
year and a half.
Tapes and Kinescopes, too • Mr.
Barry revealed that the NTA Television
Network hopes to offer tape and kinescope programs as well as film shows
to stations. For the fall, Mr. Barry
plans to make available to network stations a group of programs in the following categories: daytime and nighttime
variety,tion, Mr.children's
addiBarry said,andtheservice.
networkIn hopes
to utilize some of the tape programs developed bythe NTA-owned stations.
Mr. Barry believes the NTA network
can be successful by "being exciting,
different, getting away from pattern
programming." He maintains programming must be "a mirror of the times
and the can
people's
interests." toHe watch
feels
viewers
be stimulated
"provocative shows that are not stereoMr. Barry belongs to the Radio and
Television Executives Society of New
York, the Society of Television Pioneers
and the New York chapter of the
Academy
typed." of Television Arts & Sciences.
He is a member of the New York
Athletic Club and the Bel Air (Calif.)
Country Club.
In 1951, Mr. Barry married the former Florence Morris of Staten Island,
N.Y., formerly director of operations
for the Blue Network. Mrs. Barry has
created and developed a unique business enterprise in New York: she heads
the Encore Shops, which re-sell expenand men'sChristina,
clothing.18,Mr.by
Barrysivehaswomen's
a daughter,
a former marriage. He maintains homes
in New York and Duxbury, Mass.
Mr. Barry's one unfulfilled ambition:
to produce a Broadway play or musical.
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EDITORIALS
It's a federation now
THE program labels it the 37th annual convention of the
NAB. Actually, the sessions this week in Chicago constitute separate conventions of a score of different entities
in broadcasting meeting under the aegis of the NAB.
The main tent meetings, which run Monday through
Wednesday, likewise are split. The radio sessions are separate. So are the tv sessions. The engineers meet concurrently. No monumental issues will be decided. There will be
informative speeches, panels and forums.
Networks will meet with their affiliates— separately for
radio and television. Maximum power telecasters will
parley, as will the uhf group. Clear channel stations will have
a do or die session; syndicators will meet with their
customers, representatives with their station owners. Tangible
results will emanate from most of these assemblies because
they will be dealing with their own special problems.
What has happened is that the NAB, because it cannot
be all things to all segments of broadcasting, necessarily has
become an innocuous hub of a federation of broadcasters.
This has happened without a preordained plan but rather
because of the evolution of the broadcast arts. NAB simply
has outgrown its trade association breeches.
Broadcasting is now a billion-dollar-plus business.
Because competition is intense, not only with other media,
but intramurally among the broadcast media, conflicts of
interest inevitably have developed. These transcend the competition for the advertising dollar; they involve conflicts for
facilities, conflicts between networks and their affiliates,
conflicts on program availabilities, and conflicts even on
regulation and legislation.
The NAB is in the middle. There is only one area in
which all these warring segments have an indivisible interest.
That is imbedded in the philosophy of free enterprise broadcasting. The NAB should function as the spokesman for all
segments
of broadcasting
the can
legislative
and public
relations umbrella
under whichas all
be protected.
It should
in fact became the "federation" through a fusion of all
groups who live by the microphone and camera, and who
would be destroyed if free broadcasting perished.
Following this convention, an ad hoc committee of the
NAB board will be named to negotiate with NAB ChairmanPresident Harold E. Fellows on a new arrangement upon
expiration of his term June 30, 1960. The scope of this
committee, or of a more representative one, should go far
beyond the matter of Mr. Fellows' contract. It should consider policy as well as personnel — all-inclusive policy,
looking toward the combining of forces on the one theme on
which
all
casting. must agree, preservation of free competitive broadThe ideal structure, as we see it, would be a single, unified
organization at the top. There would be a single spokesman.
The area of authority would be broad public policy, legislation and nationwide public relations. This would be a closeknit compact organization of highly competent people.
This "federation of broadcasting" would be responsible
to a board representing every segment of the radio-tv arts.
Each division would have its own director and staff, like netFm Assn., SRA, film synworks, the TvB, RAB, AMST, associations,
educators, and
dicators, manufacturers, state
others having a legitimate stake in American Plan broadboard. casting. And each would have a place on the "federation"
A prerequisite to membership in any of these divisional
operations would be membership in the NAB federation,
which would derive its support, not necessarily in direct dues
from member broadcasters or associates, but from the special
186

interest
organizations
"federation
rate organizations
wouldas pay
their ownaffiliates".
way, andThese
get outsepa-of
the federation precisely what they are willing to put in.
State associations, which have shown commendable
the "federaconstituents
should
growth tion".andTheirsinfluence,
is the grass
rootsbe job.
With theirof local
dealers
and distributors and advertising groups, they can coordinate
their battles against local ordinances and restrictions which
are becoming ominous threats as municipalities seek to tap
new sources of revenue. These associations, legislatively,
have done well and would do infinitely better with the federation type of high level guidance from Washington.
To safeguard broadcasting's free estate and to enhancesomeits
prestige, we firmly believe that the federation idea or
is essential — and
effective
and will
enlightened
similar The
soon.
alternative
be theapproach
propagation of a rash
of special interest organizations, going their separate ways,
to the detriment of the arts of broadcasting.
Remembrance

annuals
have held
the nation's
37 years
FOR
restriction
there werers travel
when broadcaste
s, except
convention
II. Each year there are more new faces;
War
World
during
fewer old ones. The second generation is taking over.
In the last month alone three veterans passed from the
Burbach, who as head of KSD-AM-TV
George
scene.
long M.had been an elder statesman, died at 75.
St. Louis
John J. Louis, 63, known best as the co-founder of Needham, Louis & Brorby and developer of Fibber McGee &
fame and Robert
Molly and The Great Gildersleeve of radio owner
of several
for tv, but also
Montgomery Presents stations,
died following a stroke. Ike
Arizona radio and tv
of WGR-AMand part inowner
Lounsberry,
Florida.
60 in retirement
died at manager
Buffalo, former
TV
most distinguished broadago, Canada's
daysSedgwick,
10 Harry
Just caster,
died
president of CFRB Toronto,
because of
at 64. He had retired only a few weeks earlier
creation
the
for
responsible
ill health. He was the man most
of the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters, the counterpart of
NAB, and for a dozen years had been its chairman and
president.
All these men made great contributions to broadcasting
and to their nations. They lived good lives. To their families
go the gratitude of all broadcasters, for their friendship,
guidance and selfless devotion to the art they helped pioneer.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hii
"Remember that winning recipe . . . ?"
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this is the Piedmont

Industrial

Crescent

wd it's Dominated by

tuf

The Piedmont Industrial Crescent is a unique concentration
ofacross
buyingthe power
... a Piedmont
vast "area section
laboratory".
productive
of North. . stretching
Carolina,
South Carolina and Virginia.
It is a vast urban complex created by bustling cities,
booming industry and big agricultural purchasing power where
millions of your customers WORK, EARN, SPEND.
Strategically located. .atthethemosthub powerful
of this bigselling
year-round
market
influence,is WFMY-TV.
by far.

. . .

my-tv

/
I

rurbia
's Inte
Is North
^\Thi.s. The
largestCmi'm
metropolitan
market in
the two Carolinas. Here, WFMY-TV
dominates because it serves . . . sells.

SJ
«882sSSfc

v
my-t
tuf
GREENSBORO,
N . C.
Represented by Harrington, Righter and Parsons, Inc., New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Atlanta, Boston, Detroit
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Eisenhower sparks drive for legislative relief on Sec. 315
Big issues, big events make NAB convention unusual

$1 million war chest: telecasters to fight smear attacks
Cunningham & Walsh: how tv won votes for Rockefeller
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RADIO

Page 31
Page 50
Page 51
Page 84

WHEELING:

3/5

One Station Reaching

"
The
Booming

MagazineKET
TV ^Television
MAR

Upper Ohio Valley
NO. 11 IN A SERIES:
ALUMINUM
Right in the heart of the prosperous
36-county WTRF-TV area is the massive
uminum rolling mill of the
Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation
at Hannibal, Ohio. It will reach
full production this year with
a yearly capacity of 120,000,000 pounds
of rolled aluminum products, such
as aluminum plate, sheet and coils.
The thousand employees are a vital
statistic for alert advertisers
in the WTRF-TV area where 2 million
people have an annual spendable
income of 2y2 billion dollars,
an area where WTRF-TV influences
buyers in 425,196 TV homes.

SlCi network color
For availabilities, call Bob
316,000
Ferguson, VP and Gen. Mgr.,
Smith, Sales Manager,
ator Needham
CEdar 2-7777.
National Rep., George P,
WHEELING 7, WEST VIRGINIA
Hollingbery Company.
a market thatf!

LOOK

AT THE RICH

DALLAS-FORT

WORTH

MARKET.

... and the best way to see it is through KRLD-TV in
Dallas . . . covering more than 656,000 TV Homes . . .
the greatest TV Circulation in the South! Ask any
Branham man.

DALLAS

John W.of Runyon
C/ioirmon
the Board
HERALD

Clyde President
W. Rembert
STATIONS

Ckomd4,VoIkA
MAXIMUM
POWER TV-Twin to KRLD radio 1080, CBS outlet with 50,000 watts.
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CLOSED
Quiet man • After having worked
quietly for two years, C. Wrede Petersmeyer, Corinthian stations head,
emerged from NAB convention in Chicago last week with new leadership
prestige. As tv board member, he had
spearheaded effort to launch public relations counter-offensive against print
media and political critics, and he
logically
was named
chairman what
of nineman
committee
to undertake
may
be $1 million campaign (story page
51). Another committeeman, Jack Harris, KPRC-TV Houston, three years
ago had been head of information committee which advocated similar nationwide effort, only to see it pigeonholed.
Information
first meeting incommittee
New Yorkwillthishold
Friday.it's
"Best convention yet" was preponderant comment following NAB's first
ownership-management sessions in Chicago last week. All sessions were better
attended and heavy equipment exhibitors generally reported more actual
business signed than ever before. So
did station brokers who reported numerous new listings.
No revolt now • Despite dissatisfaction
in some quarters, no organized effort
to change NAB structure was apparent
at last week's Chicago convention.
Number of important station operators,
however, freely stated they would resign unless trade association is reoriented to operate more effectively in legislative and public relations areas and
with less emphasis on other activities,
except for employe relations.
Of significance in this regard was tv
membership action in unanimously approving "information" campaign "in
liaison with" NAB but to be separately
staffed, operated and financed. Nineman committee appointed by President
Harold E. Fellows was identical with
recommendations of tv board members.
Co-op tv network • NTA Television
Network officials were reported to have
sounded out station operators during
NAB convention on plan whereby network would offer outlets up to 20 hours
of programming (both taped and filmed)
on co-op basis. It was believed plan
would permit stations to sell part of the
programs. Programming said to include
some of taped shows now carried on
NTA-owned WNTA-TV Newark, such
as Mike Wallace Interview, Martin
Gabel's Roundtable, and Alex in Wonderland, plus variety show, children's
program and 90-minute specials.
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CIRCUIT*

WAGA on block • Storer Broadcasting
board meets today (Monday) to consider bids to buy WAGA Atlanta, Ga.
Storer must sell one am station to keep
within maximum seven station ownership in light of purchase of KPOP Los
Angeles (Broadcasting, March 16).
Price for WAGA expected to be between $800,000 and 1 million.
Unregistered delegate • Although no
trial date yet set, Justice Dept. apparently is serious in prosecuting its antitrust
suit against six tv film distributing companies. During NAB convention, Justice lawyer interviewed several telecasters, seemed particularly keen to
learn whether they had to take films
they did not want to get films they did
want. Suit, alleging block booking, was
filed
in MarchC&C 1957
Loew's
Inc. (MGM),
Superagainst
Corp. (RKO),
Screen Gems (Columbia), Associated
Artists Production (Warner Bros.), National Telefilm Assoc. (20th CenturyFox) and United Artists.
Public issues • While not yet ready for
announcement, two station organizations (both radio and tv) shortly plan
to effect public stock issues, in general
following Storer Broadcasting Co. pattern and recent Wolf son (Wometco Enterprises Inc.) project. In each instance,
present principals would hold operating
control with minorities offered investing public.
Hardesty to Hamilton • Jack Hardesty,
vice president-general manager of Radio
Advertising Bureau, will leave May 1
to join Hamilton, Stubblefield & Twining, station brokerage. He will replace W. R. Twining who has resigned
as West Coast member of firm which
so far retains firm name despite departure recently of Mr. Twining and that
some time ago of William T. Stubblefield. Ray V. Hamilton, surviving partner, is operating firm.
Mr. Twining will remain in San
Francisco,
it's understood,
and will operate in industrial
and commercial
real
estate brokerage and finance. Mr. Stubblefield, since leaving firm several
months ago, has operated consultancy
in Washington, D.C.
Business is booming at RAB. In first
15 business days of March, new memberships totaled 34 — more than had
been recorded in any previous fullmonth period in RAB's six-year history.
With these additions, RAB station membership now stands at 935.

Dealers change • FCC achieved agreement with one top Defense Dept. official to negotiate on exchange of frequencies tomake more room for vhf tv
story page 56), but it will conduct
negotiations with another — his successor. It was Paul W. Goldsborough, Defense Dept. director of telecommunications policy, who assured FCC of
willingness to explore spectrum swap.
It will be William Hatton, former IT&T
official, with whom FCC makes exploration. Mr. Goldsborough retires March
30, and Mr. Hatton replaces him.
Mr. Roadblock • Rep. Martha Griffiths
(D-Mich.) is pulling all stops in efforts
to get House Rules Committee airing of
her resolutions permitting radio-tv coverage of House proceedings and hearings. Rep. Griffiths, who is candidate for
judgeship on Michigan criminal court,
has been buttonholing Democratic
leaders, many of whom privately favor
lifting of ban. They will not, however,
openly oppose edict of Speaker Sam
Rayburn (D-Tex.). She admits proposal
has no chance as long as Mr. Sam continues opposition but feels Rules Hearing Committee would help induce
proper climate for future.
History project,
project • Broadcasting
"Hall
Fame"
Broad-of
cast Pioneers,first
has proposed
entered byplanning
stage. With more than $10,000 in seed
money mine,already
museum andpledged,
archives James
expert, Carhas
been retained by NAB special committee on advice of Smithsonian Institution to explore feasibility of project.
He will interview leading figures in
broadcasting to ascertain availability of
historic equipment and other materials
for museum display.
Wrong-way
• Broadcasters
on American wetbacks
side of Mexican
border
are being plagued by new competitive
problem — lease of Mexican facilities to
U.S. operators who maintain studios in
this country. Automation is catalyst,
according
complaints.and U.S.
"lessees"
tape recordto programs
commercials
in U.S. and ship them across border,
thus circumventing necessity of FCC
approval of programs transmitted across
boundaries by wire lines.
5

Cleveland

lias

WITH

WJW-TV'S
WJW-TV has skyrocketed to the top with the BIS STARS
in all THE BIS MOVIES from WARNER BROS., 20TH
CENTURY, and UNITED ARTISTS. Add to these the great
new PARAMOUNT FEATURES and you have a galaxy of
stars selling for you. Represented by the Katz Agency, Inc.

BIG
MOVIES
"Famous on the local scene"

WJW-TV
CHANNEL 8
CBS • CLEVELAND OHIO

IjQiStorer
Television
WJW-TV Cleveland . WJBK-TV Detroit • WSPD -TV Toledo • WAGA-TV At.anta . WITI -T

WEEK

IN BRIEF

The it,station
plan • ofDo broadcast
it right or media
don't
do
warns merchandising
an agency supervisor
who should know what she is talking about. Muriel
Bullis, of Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Los Angeles,
writes in this week's Monday Memo that, after all, the
agency's "primary interest is in the medium and not its
extra features." Page 29.
Equal time relief in sight • President terms effect of recent FCC ruling
on Sec. 3 1 5 "ridiculous" and tells Attorney General to recommend remedial
temperament
haul of legislation.
Sec. 315 Congressional
is in the making.
Page 31. is such that searching overSpot tv honors to P&G • Procter & Gamble takes top place in gross billing
in spot tv; ranks No. 1 for largest brand expenditure (Zest) and with
network combined holds unchallenged exlusivity with $84.5 million.
TvB's breakdown on 1958 spot figures. Page 36.

In the Big, Rich
Southwest . . .
K W
FT
Wichita Falls, Texas
delivers

mm
NCS No. 2
CIRCULATION

Publish the rates • Jayne Shannon of J. Walter Thompson says stations
who give rates "on request" shake advertiser faith in spot media. Page 46.

What does tv do for the candidate? • Survey by Cunningham & Walsh
shows how medium proves big boon to the politician. Page 84.

replaced by
CBS-TV business upbeat • "Year of the doldrums" has beenis told.
WashCBS-TV affiliates' annual conference
"year of opportunity,"
ington situation, news coverage, programming, technical developments are
among other topics covered at pre-NAB meeting in Chicago. Page 88.
NAB Convention— Complete Report From the Chicago Scene
How this became one for the books
The NAB keynote award: family tradition
Tv's million-dollar PR story
Wide shot of the spectrum, close-up on vhf
Fm operators in new association
Teeth of television code sharpened
Regulator's view of a regulated business
Tv-tape preoccupation: selling, buying, using
Radio in an automated age
Golden age for am in 1970
RAB comes up with a shocker
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Based on NCS(108,300#2homes),
weekly daytime
cirdelivers
the 73rd culation
market in the U.S.KWFTIncludes
77
counties
over $1V4Markets,
billion total
tail saleswith(Consumer
1958). reAT LOWEST
COST PLUS
PER 1000
mm

BONUS COVERAGE
...
in KWFT's
Vi mv/m
1,201,407
total gigantic
households;
nearlyarea:$5
billion total retail sales!
See your H-R representative
or Clarke Brown man

WICHITA FALLS, TEXAS
5 K W
Pres. & Gen.
Mgr.
BEN LUDY

Daya*& 620
Night
7

bred American Hereford. Kansas City
tons of it every day.

- cisic CBS.

YOUR

STAKE

IN

And a whopping big stake it is in the steak capital. Survey after survey, KCMO-TV has more
quarter-hour firsts (according to ARB and Nielsen) than any other station.
And KCMO-TV reaches its dominant-size audience in the million-population Kansas City mar-

KANSAS

ket by broadcasting at maximum power from the
world's tallest self-supported tower. Your message is delivered with full electronic impact.
Stake your claim here. Do it with Mid-America's
No. 1 station in size of audience, picture clarity
and sales success.

/
KANSAS CITY
SYRACUSE
£H£f,NJX
OMAHA

KCMO
WHEN
KPH0
WOW

CITY

KCMO-TV The Katz Asencv
WHEN-TV The Katz Agency
KPHO-TV
Katz Blair-TV
Agency
WOW-TV
John Blair The
& Co.—

Kansas City, Missouri
Joe Tremble,
Hartenbower,
Sid
StationGeneral
Mgr. Mgr.
Represented nationally by Katz agency.

LATE NEWSBREAKS APPEAR ON THIS PAGE AND NEXT
McCaw, Keating part
Fifteen year association between J.
Elroy McCaw and John D. Keating
has come to end. Transaction estimated
at overall $2 million made known Friday. Details:
Mr.
McCaw intakes
over Mr.
Keating's
25% interest
Gotham
Broadcasting
Corp. (WINS New York). Mr. Keating
takes over Mr. McCaw's 50% interest
in Island Broadcasting Co. (which owns
50% of KONA [TV] Honolulu), and
100% interest in KDAY Santa Monica,
Calif. Mr. Keating also takes possession
of $355,000 in notes received from Bartell Group when McCaw-Keating sold
KYA San Francisco to Bartells last year
for about $1 million.
After transaction cleared with FCC,
Mr. McCaw will own outright WINS
New York, KTVW (TV) TacomaSeattle, 50% of KELA Centralia and
33i/3% of KALE Richland, in Wash.
Gotham, at present 50% owner of
KTVR (TV) Denver, is buying out
other 50% held by Radio Hawaii
(Founder's
$160,000
(Broadcasting,Corp.)
March for
16); this
then
will be 100% owned by Mr. McCaw.
Mr. Keating will have sole ownership
of KDAY and full half-interest in
KONA.
Mutual sale hung up
as 3rd group involved
Prospective sale of Mutual to Malcolm Smith group remained unconsummated late Friday night. Terms seemed
close enough that lawyers had taken
over chief role in negotiations, presumably working out fine print. Talks ran
until 1:30 a.m. Friday morning, resumed that afternoon and continued into
night.
Negotiations, which had been twosided since Mr. Smith purchased option
on network two weeks earlier (at deadline, March 9), became three-sided
Thursday when insurgent Scranton
Corp. stockholders deposed Hal Roach
Jr. as chairman of company which owns
both Hal Roach Studios and Mutual.
James D. Johnson, Scranton president,
became chief executive officer. Mr.
Roach was busy Friday testifying before Manhattan grand jury.
Terms of sale under discussion envision Mr. Smith's group taking over
network's $1,050,000 in obligations,
conditioned on 6-month deferral of
demands from creditors. Mr. Smith preBROADCASTING, March 23, 1959

AT DEADLINE
• DETAILED COVERAGE OF THE WEEK BEGINS PAGE 31

Harris' deadline
Under urging of Rep. Oren
Harris (D-Ark.) to come up with
pay tv test plan before Easter,
FCC held short meeting on subject Friday morning (March 20)
and plans second meeting today
(Monday).
If commissioners fail to reach
agreement on how to conduct
proposed tests — to which Rep.
Harris is agreeable — congressmansional
plansactionto onpushhis for
bill congreslimiting
each pay system to test in only
one city. Commission formerly
had proposed much broader tests
and has taken issue with Rep.
Harris' diction
position
it has jurisover wiredthatsystems.

had minor interest in WBYN Brooklyn
in early 40's. He indicated group is
interested in acquiring other radio-tv
properties. Mr. Boone became member
of
advisory board several
weeksTownsend
ago.
Mr. Kluge is chairman and president
of Metropolitan Broadcasting Co. (see
WKDAJ.
held KNOKsaidandStewart
onpagehis10)own.but Purchasers
Hepburn, now vice president and general manager of KNOK, and Jack
holds same title with
Stapp,
WKDA, who
would each become president
of respective stations.
Oversight, Judiciary
name probe counsel
Robert W. Lishman has been re-apchief counsel
of Houseeffective
LegislativepointedOversight
Subcommittee,
(DOren Harris
1, Chairmanyesterday
April announced
Ark.)
(Sunday).
Mr. Lishman, Washington attorney,
first was named chief counsel year ago
after committee had fired Bernard
Schwartz. Last January, he reverted to
consultant basis, sharing his time with
committee and private practice.
In Senate last Friday, Sen. Everett
Dirksen (R-Ill.) announced that Cornelius Kennedy has been named minority
counsel of Judiciary Subcommittee on
Administrative Practices & Procedures.
Mr. Kennedy is member of Chicago
law firm of Mayer, Friedlich, Spiess,
Tierney, Brown & Piatt. He received
LLB from Harvard in 1948. Colorado
Judge
Joseph ofMcDonald
was named
chief counsel
Senate subcommittee
three
9). weeks ago (Broadcasting, March

sumably would agree to meet current
expenses, estimated at $350,000 monthly. Network now is paying AT&T,
major creditor, $35,000 in advance
each week. Under another of discussed
terms, new Mutual management would
allot radio time to Scranton Corp. and
Hal Roach Studios.
Earlier in week, in rapid series of
legal maneuvers: (1) A.L. Guterma,
ex-president of Mutual and of F.L.
Jacobs Co., was indicted by federal
grand jury on various stock charges;
(2) federal court in New York ordered
Jacobs company into receivership; (3)
Michigan court ordered company into
still another receivership, and (4) while
those two receivers were debating jurisdiction, federal court in Detroit ordered
company into trusteeship under federal
bankruptcy
laws.andCounsel
for first-& Other sales
named receivers
for Securities
Exchange Commission were in Detroit
Station sales, both subject to FCC
Friday seeking to have trusteeship set approval, announced Friday:
KHON Honolulu • Sold by H. G.
aside.
Wells Jr. and associates to Jock Fernhead, manager, WINS New York, for
KNOK, WKDA Sold
$125,000. Transaction actually involves
KNOK Ft. Worth (970 kc, 1 kw-d) assignment of license of 5 kw on 1380
and WKDA Nashville (1240 kc, 250 w) kc to KHON Broadcasting Co., owned
sold by John W. Kluge to Townsend by Mr. Fernhead, for no consideration.
Investment Co., Short Hills, N.J., and Mr. Fernhead, however, is buying
singer Pat Boone for reported $1 mil- KHON's equipment from San Franlion, subject to FCC approval.
cisco attorney George Davis for
Townsend, whose holdings include
International Growth Fund (mutual $125,000.
KHAT Phoenix • Sold by Geoffrey
fund) and controlling interest in Resort A. Lapping to Harvey R. Odom, station
general
manager and
33V6%on owner
Airlines, is making first entry into broadContinues
page 10of
casting. Morris Townsend, president,
9

AT DEADLINE —
CONTINUED
KHEY El Paso and 25% of KMOP
Tucson, for $73,000. Mr Odom also
owns 49% of applicant for am in San
Antonio.
1480 kc. KHAT is 500 w day on
Live mike in Moscow
NBC annnounced Friday (March 20)
that Joseph Michaels, its Rome correspondent, has been granted Soviet visa
and will arrive with his family in Moscow on April 1 . He will exchange posts
with Irving R. Levine, who leaves Moscow April 10 for Rome.
NBC said it expected Mr. Michaels
would obtain microphone privileges Soviets took away from Mr. Levine in
December on charge of violating censorship regulations in presenting interview with Sen. Hubert Humphrey when
legislator was visiting Russia (Broadcasting, Dec. 29, 1958). Mr. Levine
has been telephoning his material to
London with recording made there and
then broadcast to U.S.
Hayes off days
ABC-TV announced Friday that daytime Peter Lind Hayes Show would be
dropped after April 10 broadcast. Giraud Chester, vice president in charge
of network's daytime programming,
said "decision was in accordance with

Crisis in cup
William Black, president of coffee producer Chock Full o' Nuts
Corp., long critical of advertising
tactics of Tea Council, has
brought his grievance to Federal
Trade Commission. In letter to
FTC Chairman John W. Gwynne,
Mr. Black accuses council of
"false and misleading advertising
derogatory
coffee industry."
Referring to to
tv commercials
showing haggard coffee drinker being
advised to change beverages, Mr.
Black urges action against "such
advertising brickbats."
Mr. Hayes' reluctance to reduce length
ofscheduled
the showacross-the-board
30 minutes." Program
now
11:30 a.m.12:30 p.m. On April 13 ABC-TV begins new 12-1 p.m., 2-6 p.m. hours for
daytime programming.
• Business briefly
• Glamorene Inc. (rug cleaner), Clifton,
N.J., starting spot tv and radio campaigns April 7 and continuing for various lengths of time. Tv spots, initially,
will be on two channels in first 15

markets for four- to six-week schedules.
Number of spots per week varies with
high of 55 set for Los Angeles. Threeweek radio drive will go into some 30
cities with 25 spots per week. Jules
Power Productions Inc., N.Y., is agency.
• Pillsbury Co., Minneapolis, after 26
weeks of 52-week contract, this month
is terminating sponsorships of quarterhours on alternate weeks in six NBCTV daytime shows. New order totaling
some $2 million to be announced this
week, replacing Pillsbury loss, network
reports.
Treasure Pillsbury's
Hunt, Price programs
Is Right, included
Concentration, Tic Tac Dough, It Could Be
You and are
Queen
A Day.Co.,Pillsbury's
agencies
Leo forBurnett
Chicago,
and Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis.
• Whitehall Labs (division of American
Home Products Corp.) will co-sponsor
Naked City (ABC-TV Tues. 9:30-10
p.m.) on behalf of Anacin, Dristan.
Mist and Aero-Shave, beginning March
31. soAgency:
Bates. Alternate
r is Brown &TedWilliamson
Tobacco sponCo.
• New York Stock Exchange appoints
Compton Adv., N.Y., as its advertising
agency, effective May 20, replacing
Calkins
Exchange's
budget is& $1Holden,
million N.Y.
for 1959.
Media
plans not disclosed.

WEEK'S

HEADLINERS
Alexander (Sandy) Stronach Jr., formerly vp of Music Corp. of America and
vp in charge of ABC-TV, appointed vp in
charge of sales of Flamingo Telefilm Sales,
N.Y. Mr. Stronach will supervise both
national and syndicated sales for Flamingo,
which was consolidated with Pyramid
Productions last month in purchase by
Buckeye Corp. (Broadcasting, Feb. 9).
Mr. Stronach
Mr. Stronach was previously with William
Morris agency and before that was manager of talent department, radio division, Young & Rubicam.
John W. Kluge, chairman of board
of Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp.
(WNEW-AM-FM-TV New York, WTTG
(TV) Washington and WHK-AM-FM
Cleveland), elected by company's board of
directors to additional post of president.
He replaces Richard D. Buckley, who
was elected vp of corporation and continues as president of WNEW division.
who has interests in five other
radio stations and Mr.one Kluge,
other tv station, is also president of

George J. Abrams, who last month resigned as Revlon's
vp (Week's
Headliners,
Feb. advertising
23), has been
named
president and chief executive officer of
newly-formed Cosmetics Toiletries Div.,
Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co. Mr.
Abrams, chairman of radio-tv committee
of Assn. of National Advertisers, will have
full responsibility
for Sportsman
W-L's Richard
Hudnut,
DuBarry and
lines.
New division had been part of Family Products Div. which,
under continued head of John S. Hewitt, will market company's proprietary
pharmaceuticals
and prior
relatedto which
products.he
Mr. Abrams
spent four
years at Revlon,
was vp of advertising and sales for Block Drug Co. Earlier
he was with Eversharp Inc., Anacin Co. (now part of American Home Products) and National Biscuit Co.

10

FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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Kluge & Co., Washington, D.C., food brokers. Elected to
fill vacancies on Metropolitan Broadcasting's board were
Lloyd M. Bauman, president of Bankers Security Life Insurance Society, N.Y., and J. Lincoln Morris, partner in
law
of Seligson, Morris & Neuberger, N.Y. Mr. Kluge
sold firm
two of his stations last week (story, page 9).

KLZ-TV

is

still

. . . so

Again the highest share from sign on to
sign off, seven days a week in both the one and
four week ARB surveys.
Four week survey gives KLZ-TV 53 of the
top
100 programs,
non-network
shows.25 of which are KLZ-TV
KLZ-TV has seven of the top 10 syndicated
shows and 21 of the top 25 non-network shows.
KLZ-TV continues to have the highest rated
news both day and night: also the highest rated
weather and sports programs.
FLASH! KLZ-TV' s dominance reconfirmed
by Denver's first Nielsen, just received.
TELEVISION
CBS in DENVER
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ni

er

what's

1

new

The

HOT

SHOWS
BUFFALO
WBEN-TV

MACKENZIE'S
RAIDERS
starring RICHARD CARLSON

SHARE
23.5 RATING
BEATS Groucho Marx, Wells
Fargo,Peter
"M " Squad,
Thin
Man,
len and manyGunn,
others.Steve AlJan. '59
PENSACOLA
WEAR-TV

H
aft

BOLD

VENTURE

starring DANE CLARK
introducing JOAN MARSHALL

51.2
SHARE
35.8 RATING
BEATS
Wyatt
Earp,AnnWanted
—ern,
DeadGarry
or Alive,
SothMoore,
Allen,
Maverick
and Steve
many
others.

fm

Jan. '59
ST. LOUIS
KTVI
50.0
SHARE
32.7 RATING
BEATS Perry
Como, Strip,
Ann
Sothern,
77 Sunset
Wells Fargo,
Playhouse 90 and Lawman,
many others.

starring LLOYD BRIDGES

Jan. '59
DALLAS-FT. WORTH
WFAA-TV

HIGHWAY
PATROL
starring BRODERICK CRAWFORD

39.8
SHARE
23.5 RATING
BEATSFargo,
Alfred
Wells
Texan,Hitchcock,
Groucho
Marx,
90,
Red
Skelton Playhouse
and many others.

RATINGS SHOWN ARE PULSE OR ARB.

come

ZIV!

from

AUSTIN, MINN.
KMMT

DENVER
KLZ-TV

Albany Schenectady-Troy
WRGB

34.4
SHARE
21.6 RATING
BEATS
Phil
Silvers,
Perry
Mason,
Yancy
Derringer,
RestlessShore
Gun, Chevy
Bob
Hope,
Dinah
Show
and many others.
Jan. '59

42.5
SHARE
23.2 RATING
BEATS
Ann Sothern,
Wyatt
Earp, Naked
City,orLineup,
Wanted
Dead
Texan and— many
others.Alive,
Jan. '59

62.2
SHARE
29.1 RATING
BEATSple AreBobFunny,
Cummings,
PeoJack Benny,
Have Gun
— Will Travel,
Lawm
a
n
,
E
d
Sullivan
and
many
others.
Jan. '59

CLEVELAND
KYW-TV

CINCINNATI
WLW-T

MIAMI
WTVJ

40.6
SHARE
17.4 RATING
BEATS Rawhide,
Jack Benny,
Lucy,
Texan,
EdDragnet,
SullivanI Love
and many
others.
Feb. '59

38.0
SHARE
20.3 RATING
BEATS Yancy
Gale Derringer,
Storm, D. Bob
A.'s
Man,
Cummings,
City,
Ed SullivanCimarron
and many
others.
Feb. '59

50.1
SHARE
19.4 RATING
BEATS Colt .45, Dinah
Shore neyChevy
Show,Naked
Walt City,
DisOzzie
&Presents,
Harriet,
and many
others. Buckskin

SAN DIEGO
KFMB-TV

Greenville-Spartanburg
WFBC-TV

SYRACUSE
WSYR-TV

44.4
SHARE
27.4 RATING
BEATS Ernie
Red Skelton,
Perry
Como,
Ford,. -IWyatt
Lave
Lucy, andPhil
Silvers,
Earp
many
others.
Jan. '59

63.1
SHARE
31.4 RATING
BEATS Perry Mason, Perry
Como, man,Lorefta
Young,
RifleGun, others.
Yancy
Derringer Restless
and many
Jan. '59

58.6
SHARE
36.3 RATING
BEATS Phil Silvers, Groucho
Marx, Alfred Hitchcock, Wyattick Earp,
"M" Squad,
and many
others. Maver-

MILWAUKEE
WTMJ-TV

PORTLAND, ORE.
KGW-TV

INDIANAPOLIS
WISH-TV

48.1
SHARE
29.4 RATING
BEATS Desilu Playhouse,
Groucho
Marx, "M"
Danny Thomas,
Steve Squad,
Allen,
Gunsmoke
and many
others.
Jan. '59

41.5
SHARE
38.9 RATING
BEATS livan,
JackWantedBenny,
Ed Sul-or
— Dead
Alive,
Garry
Moore,
Wells
Fargo,
Loretta
Young
and
many others.
Jan. '59

TWO NATION-WIDE
SERVICES COMPILE
ZIV SHOW RATINGS

V:
DR. SYDNEYPulse,ROSLOW
Inc. , Director
Pulse, a pioneer in collecting and
tabulating
audience
and composition
data measurement
since 1941,
bases its findings
on theheldresults
face-to-face
interviews
in theof
viewer's home.

Feb. '59

SHARE
33.2 RATING
BEATSset Strip,Wyatt
SunPerryEarp,
Como,77Chevy
Zane
Grey,
Dinah
Shore
Show,
Desilu
Playhouse
and
many others.
Jan. '59
The Ziv man in your market can show YOU how to profit from
using one of America's GREAT selling forces ... a ZIV show!

JACK GROSS,
PresidentInc.
American
ResearchViceBureau,
ARB favors a special viewer diary,
kept in the home and developed
from years of research. Arbitron,
ARB's latest development in New
York iesnowsoon, and
for other cita slated
new instantaneous
electronic ismeasurement
tool.
Each ofices, while
thesefollowing
authoritative
their servown
methods of formation,
gathering tune-in insame results: consistently show the
Month after month, in market after
market, ZIV SHOWS RATE GREAT!

fire
the

fast

down

one

the

middle

in Detroit
TIGER BASEBALL takes the spotlight in one of America's greatest
sports towns. For your sales strategy in the rich Detroit market,
FIRE THE FAST ONE DOWN THE MIDDLE ! Pitch your story
to the big, enthusiastic audience on WKMH with a brand new
sports team— Van Patrick and George Kell. The Edward Petry Company
has full details on how to crack Detroit's rich market.

tiger baseball with a brand new

Represented by Edw. Petry Company Inc.

k nOrr

GEORGE KELL

sports team

on

wkmh
DEARBORN
• DETROIT
Key Station for Tiger Network
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DATE

BOOK

A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING AND RELATED FIELDS
(* Indicates first or revised listing)
MARCH
March
23 —Union
Argument
beforeInc.U.S.(WDAY-TV
Supreme Fargo,
Court
in*N.D.)
Farmers
v
WDAY
involving
question
of
immunity
of
broadcast
when politicalAct,candidate,
invoking
Sec. Case
315
ofstation
utters libel
on air.
No. Communications
248.
23-26& —Television
Annual convention Canadian Assn.
ofMarch
Hotel,RadioToronto,
Ont. Broadcasters, Royal York
March 23-26 — National convention, Institute of
Radio Engineers, Coliseum and Waldorf-Astoria,
New tYork.
The nation's
ists wil attend.
Advances leading
in spaceelectronic
technologyscienand
major new electronic fields will be explored.
March 23-28 — Short Course in Crime News
Analysis
& III.Reporting,
Northwestern
U.,
Fisk Hall,
Evanston,
Journalism
and law
schools,
with
Ford
Foundation
grant, will
conduct
intensive
instruction
for
radio-tv,
press
and
magazine
newsmen.
Courtroom
broadcasting
is
one
of
topics.
Attendance fee $100. Formal registration closed
Marchbers of16.
needy available.
MemlectureScholarships
staff will for
be available
for interviews.
* March 24 — American Women in Radio & Tv,
Washington,
chapter, by"Broadcast
Beefs G.in
Brief," panelD.C.,discussion
Sens. Warren
Magnuson
(D-Wa'sh.),
Mike
Mansfield
(D-Mont.),
Hubert H.(R-N.Y.),
HumphreyOld(D-Minn.)
and Kenneth B.
Keating
U.S. Capitol,
5:30. Supreme Court Chamber,
March 25 — Commentsch. due
on proposed 1Del.,
FCC from
ruleWilmington,
commercialmaking to change
to educational12 or,
in alternative, move
ch. 12 lantic
to Atlantic
City,
N.J.,
or
allocate
it
to
City-Wilmington. Docket No. 12,779. AtMarch 28-April 3— Weeklong observance of
Golden Anniversary
of Broadcasting
50th ColAnniversary ofSigma Delta
Chi, San Joseand State
lege,
San Jose,
Calif.
SDX of"Deadline
Dinner"in
April
2
will
honor
founding
broadcasting
1909 at San Jose State.
March 30 — Deadline for filing copies of direct
testimony quencies
in FCC's inquiry andinto 890
allocation
of fremc. Number
ofcopies.
copies to bebetweenfiled:25 1mcnotarized
original,
and 20
March
30 — du Pont Awards Dinner, Mayflower
Hotel, Washington.
APRIL ,
April 1 — Assn. of National Advertisers workshop at HotelProductive
Pierre, New
York. Topic:
Get More
Advertising
Through"HowMan-to
agementBros.
-Oriented ResearCo.,
ch." Henry
Schachte,
exe
c
u
t
i
v
e
v
.
p
.
,
Lever
and
chairman
ANA board of directors, will be keynote
speaker.of
*Visual
April 1-2Communications
— Art DirectorsConference,
Club of NewWaldorf-AsYork, 4th
toria, New York.
'April 1-30(CCIR),
— International
Consultative
Committee
9th plenaryRadio
assembly,
Hotel
Biltmore, LosommendsAngeles.
organization,
which comrecinternationalThisstandards
for radio
munication, wil take up such questions as teleBROADCASTING, March 23, 1959

vision recording,
stereophonicscatter
broadcasting,
frequencies
and tropospheric
relays. space
April
3-4
—
Oregon
Assn.
of
Broadcasters,
U. of
Oregon, Eugene.
April nual3-5meeting,
— Mississippi
Broadcasters
Assn.,
Buena Vista Hotel, Biloxi. anApril eon,4—Atlantic
National
City, Headliner
N. J. Club awards lunchApril
4
—
United
Press
Intl. Broadcasters of
Minnesota
Minneapolis.Assn., Spring Meeting, Radisson Hotel,
April
5-8—
National
Retail
Merchants Assn.,
sales
Beach. promotion division, Eden Roc Hotel, Miami
April 6-9 — National Premium Buyers, 26th annual exposition,
Pier, Chicago.
Premium
vertising As n. Navy
of America
will meet
AprilAd-7,
same <=ite.
April 7 — Trial of former FCC Comr. Richard A.
Mack andspiracy tofriend,
ThurmanPresiding:
A. Whiteside,
forBurnita
condefraud
S.D.C. Matthews,
U.S.U.S.District
Court,Judge
Washington,
April time8— radioDeadline
commentsto tooperate
FCC onfromday-6
stations'forrequest
a.m.
Docket-6 p.m.
12,729.or sunrise-sunset, whichever is longer.
April
-Republican
Committee
meets at10-11—
Sheraton
Park Hotel,National
Washington.
Host
city for the 1960 nominating convention will be
picked.
*spring
April meeting,
10-11 — West
VirginiaCharleston.
Broadcasters Assn.
FCC Comr.
RobertPressE. Club,
Lee; Al N. Sears,Speakers:
national
president, Sales Executives International; Adam
Young,
president,
Adam department,
Young Inc.; Chuck
Tower,
NAB
labor
relations
and
Robertof
Mason of WMRN Marion, Ohio, chairman
the All Industry Radio Music License Committee.
April 12-13 — Texas Assn. of Broadcasters, spring
meeting,bers of Commodore
PerrybeHotel,
MemLegislature will
April Austin.
13 luncheon
guests.12-15 — Assn. of National Advertisers, annual
April
west
Santa coast
Barbara,meeting,
Calif. Santa Barbara Biltmore,
April
12-19
—
Technical
symposium byonElectronic
aircraft
and
space Assn.,
communications
Industries
McCarren sponsored
Field, Las Vegas, Nev.,
during First World Congress of Flight.
April 19-25 — Biennial Congress, International
Chamber
of Commerce,
ham Hotels,
Washington.Sheraton Park and ShoreApril 20 — Radio Advertising Bureau sales clinics
at Tulsa,
Minneapolis, RABstarting
wide seriesOkla.,
that andends
will nationpresent
30 how-we-sold-it
storiesMayand22.exhibits.
April
20-23
—
American
Newspaper
Publishers
Assn.,
New York.annual meeting, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
April
before
FCC ofenbehindbanc
on Miami2,3-vOral
ch.wirepulling.
10 argument
case involving
charges
the-scenes
Initial
decision
by
Examiner Horace
Stern recommended
to Public Service
Television
Inc. (Nationalgrant
Airlines)
be
revokedtions band
allegations
of ex parte
representay
applicants
be
weighed
against
them
new comparative hearing. Docket No. 9321 et al.in
* April 23agement
— Georgia
Broadcasters,
manconference, Assn.
DinkierofPlaza
Hotel, Atlanta.
April 23-24 — Assn. of National Advertisers twoday
workshop on Rye,
advertising
chester-Biltmore,
N.Y. expenditures, WestApril
23-25
—
Western
States
Assn., ninth annual conference,Advertising
Oasis Hotel,Agencies
Palm
Springs, Calif.
April
23-25
—
American
Assn.
of
Advertising
Agencies, annual meeting at The Greenbrier in
White
be heldSulphur
April 24.Springs, W. Va. Annual dinner will
April
24—
Assn. of Broadcasters, Sheraton
•Gibsori Hotel,OhioCincinnati.
April 24-25 — New Mexico Broadcasters Assn.,
Bishop's Lodge, Santa Fe.
April
26-29 —convention,
National Assn.
of Transportation
Advertising
Sulphur Springs,
W. Va. The Greenbrier, White
April nual26-29
U.S. Chamber
Commerce anmeeting,— chamber
hdqrs., ofWashington.
April 27-28— Potts-Woodbury Adv. Agency Radio-Tv
Hotel, Kansas
City.
Invited Farm
radio Clinic,
and tvBellerive
farm directors
and farm
products manufacturers will be guests.
April
Journalism& &Communications,
Broadcasters
Week, 27-May
School of2—Journalism

Scoop! KBIG now broadcasts
local news-in-the-making as
it happens . . . direct from the
Los Angeles Herald-Express,
the West's isrgesi evening
newspaper. Twice each hour
top reporters join awardWU'i broadcast the top stones
thatAPSmske 'theCityday's
Newsheadlines.
Service,
Dow-Jones
and
"Sigaiert"
make KBIG news complete.
But the -best news is that KBIG
reaches 91% adult listeners
in 234...for
Southern
markets
7: California ;
other stations with
comparable coverage.

RED

HOT

NEWS

TEAM

JOHN POOLE
BROADCASTING CO., INC.
6540 Sunset Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Hollywood 3-3205

honored

throughout

Being awarded four 1958 George Washington Honor Medals by the Freedoms
Foundation at Valley Forge indicates
the outstanding position Storer stations
have attained through public service in
their communities, even in America's
greatest markets.

the

nation

We are happy to acknowledge the fact that
the Freedoms Foundation has recognized
the achievements of WIBG in Philadelphia, WJW-TV and Radio in Cleveland,
WJBK in Detroit and, at the same time,
Storer Broadcasting Company's national
advertising for the fourth consecutive year.

Coixipany
I ^ I Storer Broadcasting
COmp\^
WSPD-TV
WJW-TV
WJBK-TV
WAGA-TV
Toledo Cleveland Detroit Atlanta WITI-TV
Milwaukee
WSPD
WJW WJBK WIBG WWVA
WAGA WGBS
Toledo
Cleveland Detroit Philadelphia Wheeling
Atlanta Miami
National Sales Office: 625 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22, PLaza 1-3940 • 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, FRanklin 2-6498

Where

No.

It Counts!

6:00 AM-6:00 PM
1 MONDAY Thru FRIDAY

NIELSEN-December,

1958

74% of K-NUZ Audience is Middle & Upper Income
*Special
PulseAudience
Survey is(Apr.-May,
84%
of this
ADULT Men1958)and Women
*Nielsen (June, 1958)
National Reps.:

K-NUZ

/
Houston's-: 24-Hour
V— -Music ani^News. ^
18 (DATEBOOK)

FORJOE & Co.—
. ; New York • Chicago
Los Angeles • San Francisco
Philadelphia • Seattle
Southern Reps.:
CLARKE BROWN CO.
Dallas • New Orleans • Atlantc
In Houston:
Call Dave Morris
JA 3-2581

U. of Florida,
casters Day). Gainesville. (April 27 is BroadApril
29
Commentsfromduerepresenting
on FCC proposal
prohibit —networks
tv stationsto
other
DocketthanNo. their
12,746.own in spot representation field.
April 29-30vention—, HotelInternational
Roosevelt, NewAdvertising
York. Assn. conApril
30-May
2
—
Alabama
Broadcasters
Assn.,
Buena Vista Hotel, Biloxi, Miss.
"April 30-May 3 — American Women in Radio &
Television,
Astoria Hotel,annual
New national
York. convention, WaldorfApril 30-May
3— 4thTidesdistrict,
e
r
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
America,
Hotel &Advertising
Bath Club,Fed-St.
Petersburg, Fla.
May 1 — National RadioMAYMonth opens.
May 1 — National Law Day.
May 1-3Galveston.
— Texas Assn.
Sigma Delta Chi, Hotel
Galvez,
Annualof meeting.
May
4-6
—
Assn.
of
Canadian
Advertisers,Ont. annual
conference, Royal York Hotel, Toronto,
May 4-8neers,— Society
of
Motion
Picture
& Tv Engisemi-annual convention, Fontainebleau
Hotel,
Miami
Beach,
Fla.
Theme
will
be "Films
and Television for International Communications."
May 6 — National
Academy
ofawards
Television
Arts &
annual
Emmy
presentation
onSciences,
NBC-TV,11th10-11:30
p.m. (EST).
'May
6-9 — Ohio
State U. Institute
for Education
by Radio-Tv,
Deshler-Hilton
Hotel, Columbus,
Ohio.
May
7-8
—
Kentucky
Broadcasters
Assn.,
Sheraton-Seelbach Hotel, Louisville.
' May 7-9 — 5th district, Advertising Federation of
America,
ton, W.Va. convention, Hotel Frederick, HuntingMay
12 — Wisconsin
of Wisconsin,
Madison.Fm Clinic, Center Bldg., U.
May 13-15 — Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters,
Bedford willSprings.
Frank onPalmer,
WFBG-AM-TV
Altoona
panel
of operating
costs
and ofRalfdirect
Brent,
WIP reduction
Philadelphia,
will be
chairman
panel
on
service
to
local
advertiser.
Presidents
from
adjoining
state
associations
will
attend.
* Maying,14National
— Virginia
AP
Broadcasters,
spring
meetPress Club, Washington, D.C.
May 16-17
— Illinois
NewsIllinois
Broadcasters
Assn.,
spring
meeting,
U., Carbondale;
also, United PressSouthern
Intl. business
meeting.
May 20-22Edgewater
— Assn. of National
meeting,
Hotel,Advertisers,
Chicago. spring
Falls. 21-23 — MontanaBeach
May
Radio Stations Inc., Great
May 21-23 —Sheraton
ElectronicHotel,Industries
convention,
Chicago. Assn., annual
May 24-27 — Associated Business Publications,
annual
meeting
and Pa.management conference, Skytop Lodge,
Skytop,
May 28-31and— Second
Annual
Seminar
Pop Music
Disc Radio
JockeyProgramming
Convention,
Americana
Hotel,
Miami,
Fla.
will include Matthew J. Cuiligan, NBCSpeakers
Radio executive
vice president, and Gordon McLendon, head of
McLendon
stationwithgroup.
Storz stations
are Bldg.,
sponsoring seminar
Bill Stewart,
Kilpatrick
Omaha, Neb., as convention coordinator.
JUNE
June 1-3 — National microwave
symposium, ProfessionalBostonGroupSection,
on Microwave
TheoryHarvard
& Tech-U.,
niques,
Paine Hall,
Cambridge, Mass.
* June 3-5 — Armed Forces Communications & Electronics Assn., annualD.C. convention, Sheraton-Park
Hotel, Washington,
June
7-10
— Advertising
Federation ofMinneapolis.
America,
D.C.
annual convention,
Hotel Leamington,
June
9-11
—
National
Community
Television
Assn.
annual convention, Mayflower Hotel, Washington,
* June 12-16annual
— National Federation of Advertising
Agencies,
Chatham, Mass. convention, Chatham Bars Inn,
*June
Broadcasters
of Texas,
annual 13-14—
meeting,UPIHilton
Hotel, SanAssn.
Antonio,
Tex.
June
14-17convention,
— National Fairmont
IndustrialandAdvertisers
Assn.,
national
Mark
Hopkins
Hotels, San Francisco.
June tional
17-19conference,
— American
Marketing
Assn., naHotel Statler,
Cleveland.
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"SNAKE

EYES"

MEANS

The double spot in radio advertising may be profitable for the
proposistation, but it's a losingWJR
does
tion for the advertiser.
not double or triple spot. Your advertising message never shares the
listeners' attention with another
commercial. By standing alone it
has every opportunity to be heard,
remembered and acted upon. It's
the only way you get a fair shake
for your advertising dollar.
Giving advertisers every opportunity to make the most of the
time they buy is only part of
WJR's policy. An equally imporBROADCASTING, March 23, 1959

YOU

^1

LOSE!

tant part is the fact that WJR
bars the door to questionable advertising, products, or services.
This costs thousands of dollars
annually in advertising revenue,
but has built a million dollars
worth of confidence in WJR listeners. They know they can believe what they hear.
Don't gamble with your advertising dollar. Call your nearest
Henry I. Christal representative
and get all the facts on why adult
listeners have made WJR the
No. 1 station in the fifth richest
market in America.

WJR's primary
coverage
area people.
— over
17,000,000
DETROIT
WIR
760 K<^^ 50,000 WATTS
RADIO WITH ADULT AP
19

Of all the new programs on all
the networks, only one broke into
Nielsen's Top Ten— ABC's Rifleman.

right

to

...go

the

TOP

No. 1 in the Nielsens—that's T
ABC! V
ABC has 5
ABC
programs in the Top Ten— as many as the other
two networks combined! And ABC is the No. 1
network 4 out of 7 nights a week— more than the
other two combined! Which helps explain why
ABC's nighttime audience is up 1,200,000 homes
over this time last year.*
No. 1 for the money— that's ABC! ABC delivers
its whole walloping audience more efficiently than
either of the other two ! Average cost per minute
for 1,000 homes on ABC is $2.78. The other two—
S3. 13 and $3.43. ABC has the most efficient
Western, the most efficient situation comedy, the
most efficient variety show. In fact, ABC-TV has
5 of the 10 most efficient shows in all categories—
and 9 of the top 20!**
ABC
TELEVISION
National Nielsen February I Report, Average Audience Per Minute.
♦Sunday-Saturday 7:30-10:30 PM all sponsored evening programs.
**Nielsen Special Analysis, Nov.-Dec, 1958, Evening Once-A-Week
Programs— CPM CM Delivered based on average audience ratings,
estimated time costs and published talent figures.

OPEN
One rate controversy
EDITOR :
I have been reading with considerable
interest the discussion, pro and con,
regarding the use of more than one
rate by radio and television stations and
have been amazed that no one has
brought up the fact that there are many
"hidden costs" related to handling national business which in all actuality
makes a higher rate for national business almost a necessity.
Many of the agencies and advertisers
who are "hootin' and howlin' " for a
one-rate system are the same ones who
are making some of the following demands on stations which increase the
cost of doing business with them:
ADVERTISERS
( 1 ) The station must agree not to
run a competitive advertiser closer
than: a. 30 minutes; b. 60 minutes.
(2) The station must agree not to run
any other commercial closer than five
minutes prior to the beginning of said
commercial or five minutes after the
SNAP UP ITC'S end of said commercial. (3) Any deviation in time from that which is conCANNONBALl
tracted for eliminates the obligation to
pay for said spot. (4) Multiple affiNew Markets Sold
davits required, plus numerous air
checks. (5) Constant requests for
Each Day- Wire No w merchandising with the veiled threat of
no renewal should the station [refuse].
For Your Choice
Every one of the above items, and
has a cost factor conOf A vaiiabiiities ! many more,
nected with it. In some cases, such as
single spotting and limitations as to
proximity of competitive spots, these
demands interfere with the station's
business potential during that particular period. Such things as merchandising, air checks, and other requests all
come
"outbusiness
of pocket"
There under
are other
costs expenses.
involved
too; such as, telephone calls, and wires
involved
in
...
a
make
good.
Dynamic action adventure and
In addition, we find many agencies
. intense human interest! making
continual efforts to obtain
"saturation rates" for schedules that do
not qualify for such rates. Also, a number of the agencies "shop around for
deals" tionsusing
the device
in a market
against ofoneplaying
another.staCompare the above to the local advertiser who will accept make goods,
and in most cases without even being
contacted, who will accept multiple
BRAND-NEW creator
by Robt.of Maxwell,
LASSIE! spotting, who does not hit the station
up for merchandising and other
"extras."
on the above, it is pretty clear
C^O INDEPENDENT to Based
me that the local advertiser, and
particularly
retailer, is entitled to a
Ci^)TELE VISION lower rate nottheconsidering
the coverage
factor and the usage of this coverage
ON
ATI
POR
for local advertisers as against the naCj^> COR
tional advertiser.
488 Madison Ave.-N.Y. 22-PLaza 5-2100
I could not venture to guess the
22

MIKE
volume of business I have personally
lost by refusing to deviate from a published rate controversy
card. In allforactuality,
isn't
this whole
the purpose
of assuring one purchaser that he is
getting the same deal as his competitor?
Mort Silverman
General
Manager(FM)
WJBO-WBRL
Baton Rouge, La.
Dr. Pepper long in radio
EDITOR :
Although we realize you got the information from a standard release, we
would like to point out that this is not
Dr. Pepper's first entry into network
radio (page 52, March 9). For many
years, both before World War II and
immediately following, Dr. Pepper
sponsored a half-hour radio show on
ABC called Darts for Dough. I am sure
some
your readers will recall this
earlier ofactivity.
John C. Simmons
National Adv. Mgr.
Dr. Pepper Co., Dallas, Tex.
Sales, selling and survival
EDITOR :
An interview published a few weeks
ago (Feb. 9, page 102) headlined two
factors, complacency and intramural
selling, as the major causes of sales
problems in radio. . . .
[But] there is little evidence of complacency in my contaots with many
small and medium market radio operators. On the contrary, most of these
stations are so hungry for sales that
their concentration on selling amounts
almost to obsession. It is not unusual
to find stations in which the whole
operating
sales
staff. and
. . . executive staff is also the
Where there are clearer lines of division among staff functions, many stations still demand a salesman as the
major qualification for manager, and he
must remain a salesman in the narrowest sense of street selling. . . . These
stations
managers. want glorified salesmen — not
If complacency in sales is the big
enemytion,insales higher
of radio
obsessionlevels
is one
of the operaworst
in local selling. . . .
If total or maximum selling effort
alone could expand sales, small and
medium market radio would be the
most prosperous in the industry. But
what gain has been achieved from the
application of this colossal force? . . .
FCC reports . . . [show] the percentage
of stations reporting losses has been increasing every year. . . .
Fair and reasonable competition
among stations creates a healthy cliBROADCASTING, March 23, 1959

THAT'S ALL IT COSTS TO STAY IN EUROPE!
These two new KLM tour plans give you more seeing and
more saving. For $10 a day (standard hotels) or $15 a day
(first class hotels) , all Europe is your playground. With 59
cities to visit, your choice of tours is almost unlimited!
You'll see the sights you've heard about, and plenty you
haven't. It's everything you could want in a trip abroad,
for the price of an at-home vacation. Your non-stop KLM
flight from New York to Europe is budget-priced, too.
Example: visit 6 European cities for just $502.20 round
trip. For complete details of these and the many other KLM
tours available, mail the coupon.
BROADCASTING, March 23, 1959
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KLM ROYAL DUTCH AIRLINES
Tour
Dept.Avenue,
BT-323 New York 22, N. Y.
430 Park
Please send me full information on
□ "10-15" tours □ all other KLM tours.
Name

1 Address
1 City
Zone State
. My Travel Agent is

mate for sales and should act as a stimulating factor, but many operators or
owners have a deathly fear ©f the mildest competition from other stations.
Nevertheless, they will establish their
own organization to foster the most
vicious form of competitive conflict and
dissension within the ranks of their own
personnel. Friendly rivalry can be an
inspiring incentive, but when the station
manager is paid an exclusive commission to sell in competition with his own
staff, he is virtually given the power of
dictator. And like a dictator, he finds
it increasingly difficult to control . . .
The manager is in a preferred position to monopolize the cream of prospective accounts and this leaves the
staff dependent on him for a substantia]
share of commission earnings. The poorest managers are usually wise enough to
avoid serious morale conflicts by parceling out accounts sufficient to satisfy the
staff. . . .
As more accounts come under his
control from staff turn-over and other
sources, tensions mount and friction
creates an attitude of suspicion and distrust among sales personnel. It may
even reach a point where the manager
becomes so embroiled in schemes and
devices to restrain rebellious activity,
and so entangled in account juggling,
that selling new accounts virtually becomes secondary to equitable distribution of existing accounts. Such tamperingrent
is also
business.calculated to jeopardize curOne of the worst consequences of
such conditions is that salesmen are ded of the manager's
advice,needed
aid andby
support privewhich
are so often
less experienced personnel. They may
have no conscious fear that their prospective accounts will be appropriated,
but distrust will not permit them to confide in a competitor; suspicions compel them to minimize any control he
might exercise over their prospects. . . .
With these, and many other adverse
factors operating to suppress sales, there
can be little wonder that local revenue
fails to keep pace with local potential.
We cantions areonly
that so many staable marvel
to survive.
Julian Skinnell
249 N. Duke St.
Lancaster, Pa.
f / * BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION
for
52 weekly issuesPRICES:
$7.00. Annual
Annual subscription
subscription
including
Number
$1.00
per year Yearbook
for Canadian
and$11.00.
foreignAddpostage.
Subscriber's
occupation
required.
Regular
sues 35tf per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00isper copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735
DeSales St.,
WashingOn changes,
pleaseN.W.,include
both
old andton 6, DnewC. addresses.
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on
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honor
oil

Army Certificate of Appreciation

Silent Service Navy Award

mem
"for patriotic civilian service
to the Department of the Army . .
National Safety Council Public Interest Award

'for exceptional services
to safety . . ."

"in appreciation of
your loyal support of the
United States Navy . . ."
United Fund Award

"for outstanding interpretation
of the United Fund story . . ."

And so continues the honor roll of public
service awards received by WLW-I in its
first year on the air.
Public service proudly constitutes an
important part of all programs on WLW-I.
The WLW-I public service programs reach
3 million people in 76 counties— inspiring
constructive interest and participation in
important activities of Indianapolis . . .
Indiana . . . and the Nation.
These programs are backed by 35 years
of Crosley Broadcasting public service
leadership and the WLW-I formed advisory
council.
And now with the great new WLW-I studio
and facilities, WLW-I pledges continued
public service in the highest ideals of the
television medium — the most powerful
means of communication ever known.

wlw-i
indianapolis

full abc network affiliation

Sain Representatives: NBC Spot Sales, Detroit; Tracy Moore & Associates, Los Angeles, San Francisco; Bomar Lowrance & Associates, Inc., Atlanta, Dallas • Crosley Broadcastin££orporatioB

WCSH-TV
6
NBC Affiliate
Portland, Maine

OUR PROGRAMMING BECKONS
MORE VIEWERS

SO YOU GET MORE POINTS
For five straight years every survey taken in our
service area (including the latest ARB) has shown that
the programming of Channel 6 attracts more viewers. And
these viewers are buyers with 1 billion dollars to spend.
Together they account for 2/3 of Maine's retail sales
and 1/4 of New Hampshire's.
Get your share — see your Weed TV man about
the station that serves them best — WCSH-TV.
WCSH-TV-(6), Portland
WLBZ-TV-(2), Bangor
BROADCASTING SYSTEM
WCSH-Radio, Portland
WLBZ-Radio, Bangor
STATION
WRDO-Radio, Augusta
A matching schedule on Ch. 2 in Bangor saves an extra 5%.
A MAINE
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It's

the

matchless
experience
in

camera

tube
that

m

design
puts

RCA-5820's

...AHA
This is an "inside look" at
the famous RC A-5820 Image
Orthicon. The design is
backed by 25 years of research and manufacturing
experience in television
camera tubes. RCA originated it. And RCA continues to make improvements inthis famous camera
tube in accordance with the
best tube engineering practice known.
Consider, for example, just a few of the
important advantages now incorporated in
RCA-5820's-MICRO-MESH and SUPERI DYNODE design. These two innovations
alone (1) do away with dynode burn, (2)
eliminate the need for defocusing to stop
picmesh pattern and moire, (3) improve
ture-signal output, (4) reduce tube cost per
[hour of camera operation.
Leader in camera tube development ever
since the early days of electronic television,
RCA today offers a complete line of TV camera tubes. Your RCA Electron Tube Distrib"headquarters"
ine ofutor iscamera
tubes. for the entire RCA

j

j
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MONDAY

MEMO

from MURIEL BULLIS, supervisor of broadcast media, Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Los Angeles
plan . . .
The station merchandising
We are happy to receive merchan- over. sumer. The day of the dull form letter is ads and store displays, which are very
dising bystations but only when it can
effective. But if it uses such means as
be fully effective and is creatively
(3) Costs — Don't let costs be limiting mailing to grocers and key buyers, and
planned and professionally executed. factors. Begin by creating an imaginative trade publicity, we do insist that there
Unfortunately the offer of merchan- program tailored to the sponsor's individ- be fresh, new and imaginative techdising services by many stations is not
ual needs. If the resultant concept inThe problem is the
more than a sales tool and they are
volves ahigher expenditure than you same allniques
the employed.
way up and down the line.
utterly unable to adequately perform are willing or able to make, tell us about How can a station make this campaign
this function. In such cases the activity it. If we recognize the potential value distinctive from all others?
is worse than none at all.
the program,
we'll makearrangement.
every effort
new methout an equitable
(5)ods.Progressi
Merchandising should be a part of a ofto work
Devise newveness
ways — toTrystimulate
the
(4) Adaptability — Use established people to be reached. Special contests,
station's service only if it can afford professional specialists, either on its own methods in new ways. We don't sug- which reach both the consumer and the
gest that a station abandon the estab- grocer, can be highly successful. Give
payroll or through retaining top-level
outside help.
lished patterns, such as tie-in newspaper thought to the possibilities of joint proShoot for the Main Target • If funds
le adwith
isers on the current
vertmotions
station andcompatib
suggest these
are not available for retention of top.
flight people, then it would be better to
to the agencies concerned
eliminate merchandising altogether and
(6) Public relations value — Help
concentrate the same time, energy and
establish goodwill on the part of the
client's sales force. Some sales people
money on promoting and expanding the
like to call on stations, and if they do,
station's
coverage. -rirae product: audience and
spend enough time and explain the full
At Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan,
schedule
Whentheythecanstation's
men are toin them.
the field,
make
for instance, we are not influenced
calls on stores and retail outlets. Supby grandiose
merchandising
offers
unport the promises made by the station
less we know from experience that the
representatives and be sure to do the
station does, indeed, have a solid and
things
he said the station would.
imaginative service or shows us ade(7) Tie-ins — Tie-ins with the staquate proof of past performance in this
field.
tion's apersonalities
and shows.
Whenin
we break
new campaign,
we call
On the contrary, we are favorably
the
representatives
from
all
stations
on
impressed by the station representatives
the schedule and explain the entire
who advise us that they cannot offer
campaign to them. At this time we
professional merchandising and instead
often will provide a station with prodconcentrate on explaining the real value
ucts to give away on its shows. Meet
of their audience composition and
us half way in this integrated effort.
coverage. In that case, we would preEncourage
the station's
personalities,
fer offers of bonus spots, for instance.
home
economics
specialists,
and othersits
We suggest these points for stations
to
support
the
campaign
on
the air.
to remember regarding merchandising
(8)
Proof
of
performance
— When
plans:
Muriel Bullis was valedictorian of her the job's done, show us what was
done
(1) Individuality — Each merchandis- high school graduating class in Robin- and tell us honestly how much the
station
did
and
how
well
it
did
it.
Send
ing program must be tailored to the
son, N.D. Despite this local distinction,
needs of the client. A company with its she hurried
back to her native California us duplicate copies of the mailings
own sales organization can benefit from to continue her education at Los An- which were sent out. Send us good
one kind of merchandising program,
of store displays. We use
geles City College before embarking on photographs
while one which distributes through a career
in advertising. After working all this information to pass along to
brokers needs an entirely different ap- at timebuying and other media depart- the client.
The Primary Interest • In conclusion,
proach.
ment activities at Dan B. Miner Co.
fully recognize and appreciate the
(2) Creativity — As much creativity (now Honig-Cooper, Harrington & Mi- we
value
of top-notch merchandising promust be applied to merchandising a
ner) and Foote, Cone & Belding, Miss
grams. We are also ready to suggest a
broadcast schedule as was originally Bullis joined Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff
applied to developing the schedule it- & Ryan three years ago and where last station drop the whole thing if it is not
self. The job of stimulating sales per- month she was promoted to the post of equipped to do it right.
After all is said and done, our prisonnel, brokers, distributors and retail- supervisor of broadcast media, heading
mary interest is in a medium and not
ers is as difficult and demanding as the up all radio and television spot timeits
extra features.
primary task of stimulating the con- buying for the agency's clients.

...
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"You Mean Roanoke's
We do indeed. There are more Virginians in Roanoke than there are in Chicago.
Which points up a fact of tv life: You can be
bigger than almost anything if you look hard
enough.
Which brings us to another point: A good hard
look at the Roanoke market results in its inclusion on well-planned tv schedules. When that
happens, WSLS-TV follows automatically.
At the risk of doing part of Blair's job, witness:

cago?"
n Chi
Big
With ger
full power tha
of 316,000
watts on Channel
10 (and a healthy assist from NBC and strong
local programming), WSLS-TV has welded a 58county area into the greater Roanoke market of
420,000 tv homes.
Come see. Or listen to Blair Television Associates.
Channel WSLS-TV
10 • NBC Television
Mail Address: Roanoke, Va.
A broadcast service (with WSLS Radio)
of Shenandoah Life Insurance Company
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CHANCE

FOR

CURE

OF

SECTION

315

• At last major political figures come to aid of broadcasters
• President orders investigation of political broadcasting law
• FCC chairman urges repeal; Congress begins to take interest
A wave of powerful support mounted
last week behind the campaign for repeal or correction of the law governing
political broadcasting.
• The President called the law "ridiculous."
• The chairman of the FCC asked
for its repeal.
• In the Senate and House there
were demands for reappraisal of a law
which caused broadcasters more headaches than any other.
Here's how the week's events went:
'"Ridiculous!"
With that one descriptive word, President Eisenhower last Wednesday
(March 18) described the effect of the
FCC-Lar Daly decision that a candidate
is entitled to equal time when his
opponent appears on regular news
broadcasts. And, the President ordered
Attorney General William Rogers to
"consider whether any remedial legislation can be drafted or whether any other
appropriate action can be taken in this
connection."
The President made his comments a
day after FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer had called for repeal of Section 315.
Bipartisan Capitol Hill approval of
the President's statement — as far as it
went — was quick in coming. However,
almost all of the solons recommended
the equal time provisions should be
amended and cleared up on many facets other than straight news shows.
The Senate Commerce Committee is
expected to discuss the old broadcaster headache in an executive meeting
this Wednesday (March 25) with a view
toward future public hearings. In the
House, the chairman of the Commerce
Committee already has promised hearings as soon as the committee schedule
permits.
The Chief Executive made known his
views through Presidential News Secretary James Hagerty. Since the FCC's
4-3 decision of last month (Broadcasting, Feb. 23), two bills have been introduced inthe House excluding newsBROADCASTING, March 23, 1959

casts only from Sec. 315 (equal time
provision) of the Communications Act.
No Criticism Intended • Mr. Hagerty
stressed that the President was not criticizing the Commission. "Without in
any way talking about the decision of
the FCC, which was made under the
present law, the President thinks that
this [decision] is ridiculous," the news
secretary said. He also pointed out the
White House mandate to the Attorney
General does not go beyond the newscast question and does not take up the
problem of requiring the sale of equal
Once a candidate himself

Dwight D. Eisenhower in this
picture had just won 1956 election
to the Presidency. Twice a candidate and twice a victor, he has
ordered investigation of the political broadcasting law.
Sec. 315: 'ridiculous'

dates.
time to splinter and "crackpot" candiThe President's request that Mr.
Rogers study the situation evidently
was
made in person as the Justice Dept. said
Thursday it has received no formal written notification from the White House,
A Justice spokesman said nothing has
been done on the matter, as yet, but
promised the White House will get an
opinion as "expeditiously" as possible.
The two House bills were introduced
by Rep. Glenn Cunningham (R-Neb.),
HR 5389 (Broadcasting, March 16),
and Rep. J. Arthur Younger (R-Calif.),
HR 5676. Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.),
chairman of the House Commerce
Committee to which the bills were referred, sponsored much broader legislation in the 84th Congress. He said
Thursday he plans to study that legislation with a view towards re-introducing it. Rep. Harris referred the
Cunningham bill to the FCC and Justice for comment and promised hearings
as soon as they could be worked into
the committee schedule.
No Opposition • Rep. Cunningham
said that "with all the comment on the
Lar Daly case, I don't see why there
would be any opposition." Of the Presstatement, he said: "I think it's
fine.'" Heident'ssaid
exempting news shows
from Sec. 315 is not a controversial
matter.
"If allowed to stand," Rep. Cunningham stated, "the recent FCC decision
would be disastrous to the tv and radio
industries in their efforts to cover the
news as it develops. If the decision is
not corrected it will mean the almost
complete blackout of straight news
events involving political candidates and
will deny the general public access to
the news. This would mean that the
public would be in almost complete
ignorance of what is happening in government. Surely, with such emphasis
being placed on the principle of 'the
public's right to know', this legislation
[HRRep.5389]
must be enacted."
Cunningham
said the reaction

to his bill had been very favorable, with
many station owners outside Nebraska
having written him. He urged other
broadcasters to write their congressmen
on the situation. The congressman also
acknowledged that many other revisions were necessary in Sec. 315 but
said his "piecemeal" approach was the
best method to take. If his current legislation isenacted, Rep. Cunningham said
he planned to push for further reforms.
The Nebraska Republican has been
pulling all stops to get early action on
his bill. After the President's statement
Wednesday, he wrote both the White
House and Justice; previously he had
conferred and written to Rep. Harris.
Changing Policy • Rep. Harris noted
the FCC vote, reversing a long standing
Commission interpretation of Sec. 315,
was 4-3. Next week, he said, it may be
4-3 the other way so "how are broadcasters supposed to know what the
is?"
policy
He said Congress should clarify the
equal time rules and give the FCC
more concrete
its application. His 1956guidance
measurein failed
after
hearings, Rep. Harris said, because of a
"crosswind" of opinions which prevented congressional action. He took
issue
with was
Mr. not
Hagerty's
claimthethatFCC.
the
President
criticizing
"You can't get anything else out of the
President's statement except criticism,"
he maintained and felt it was unjustified to attack a single decision.
the President's
Younger said
Rep.
statement
he agreed
an absurb "showed
situationthat
which
should it's
be
corrected. That situation should not
exist in the matter of news." Rep.
Younger is the third-ranking minority
member of the House Commerce Committee.
Rep. John Jarman (D-Okla.), a
Commerce Committee member, stated:
"The most recent FCC decision would
seriously and dangerously restrict radio
and tv newscasts. It merits serious congressional consideration and action and
I will urge our committee to schedule
early
Mosshearings."
Wants Broader Action • Rep.
John Moss (D-Calif.) said that he
would agree with the President as far
as he went but that much more significant changes are needed in Sec. 315.
He said it is the duty of Congress to
define
"qualified
candidate"
give thea FCC
the authority
to door so.to
"I am inclined to feel, however, that
Congress should face up to the definition," Rep.Committee,
Moss stated.of He
Commerce
whichsaidhetheis
a member, should act very early
Rep. Moss also took sharp issue with
the FCC's latest interpretation of Sec.
315. Congress did not ever intend to
include newscasts under the section, he
said. "The commissioners are entitled
32 (LEAD STORY)

to their opinions but I disagree with
them," he said.
Rep. broadcaster
Charles Brown
(D-Mo.),
former
(see page
92), saida
that he was "amazed to see the FCC
interpret
the law in that
Newscasts, he maintained,
shouldway."
be handled
free of interference by management —
"that to me is a fundamental part of
news coverage." He also praised the
President's statement and urged Congres tstations
o take with
corrective
to pro-on
vide
more action
guidelines
the entire equal time problem.
"I would
the newscasts
President
insofar
as he agree
refers with
to strict
only wherein no political views are exed," Rep. Williamof the
Springer
stated. A presmember
House(R-Ill.)
Commerce Committee, he agreed Congress
should clarify Sec. 315 but urged "extreme caution" on a wholesale revision.
Leave It Up To Stations • Rep. William Bray (R-Ill.) said that individual
stations should be given clear authority
to exercise their own judgment in ap-

Frank Stanton: his speech moved Ike
plying Sec. 315. Broadcasters will lean
over backward to be fair, he said, with
common sense and public opinion as
the common denominator. He stated
that revision of Sec. 315 is overdue.
Sen. Strom Thurmond (D-S.C.) said
that he is "inclined to agree with the
broadcasters' position on equal time."
He said the subject should be thoroughly aired mibyt e , of which
the Senate
he isCommerce
a member,Combut
he has no plans to bring up.
Mr. Hagerty said that Dr. Frank
Stanton,dentpresident
Eisenhowerofa CBS,
copysentofPresihis
(Stanton's) speech in Chicago to CBS
affiliates 10 days ago in which he strongly attackedcasting,
theMarchDaly
19). decision
It was (Broadbecause

of the Stanton speech, newspaper editorials and public discussion that the
White House action was taken, the news
secretary said. The President thanked
news media for bringing the matter to
his attention.
The Cunningham- Younger bills were
not mentioned by Mr. Hagerty in his
statement on behalf of the President
Wednesday, although he said the White
House was aware of their existence.
Doerfer urges repeal
FCC Chairman Doerfer issued his
appeal for repeal of Section 315 during
a news conference before his speech
to the NAB in Chicago.
For the first time he said flatly that
he favored wiping the controversial 31year-old law off the books and, instead,
following "a rule of reason" for "some
years." If abuses developed, he said,
safeguards could then be written into
a new law.
In any case he felt distinctions should
be drawn to keep the equal-time requirements from applying to other legitimate
news coverage even if political candidates were involved. One test he suggested: Did the candidate (or his party,
backers etc.) initiate the coverage, or
was he included because, in the station's news judgment, he was newsfrom political
tionworthy
s? If theapart latter,
ChairmanconsideraDoerfer
not
apply.the equal-time provision should
indicated
No Commitment • Mr. Doerfer did
not commit himself on whether he
would formally recommend to Congress
that the equal-time law, Sec. 315 of the
Communiations Act, be repealed. He
noted that in the past he had proposed
substantial revisions. Moreover, he
said, as FCC chairman he tries to
represent
the "combined"
views before
of the
Commission
when appearing
Congress. And in this case he thought
some of his colleagues were opposed
to repeal, on grounds (1) that repeal
would increase FCC's administrative
workload and (2) that the law has been
on the books since 1927 without proven
harmful effects.
The FCC chief disclosed his views
on repeal at a news conference last
Tuesday during the NAB convention in
Chicago. In a formal address to the
convention a few hours later he did not
go
brink.quite so far. But he went to the
In an extended appraisal which also
set forth his views as a minority member in the celebrated Lar Daly case —
in which FCC by a 4-3 vote held that
office-seeker
Mr. Daly, afor perennial
campaigning
nomination for mayor
of Chicago, was entitled to equal time
parties' canditwo major
theshown
becausedates were
in newscasts of nonpolitical events (Broadcasting, Feb.
BROADCASTING, March 23, 1959
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Handicaps
Section 315 • NAB took an official stand against Section 315
of the Communications Act during its Chicago convention.
A resolution adopted at the
business session called on broadcasters tocontinue their fight for
complete freedom in electronic
journalism and to urge Congressional action "that the right of
the people of America to know
mayThenotresolution
be impaired."
said Section 315
handicaps the broadcaster in fulfil ing his responsibility to keep
the people informed.
Editorializing • A "tremendous
surge" ofcasterseditorializing
has occurred inbythebroadpast
few
years,
NAB's
convention
held
last week in adopting a resolution
calling for a clearing of the uncertainty that surrounds this type
of programming.
The resolution, adopted at the
Wednesday business session, specified that NAB, through its Editorializing Committee and Board
of Directors, "continue to pursue
with the FCC, members of Congress and federal government officials the development of a sound
and workable approach to editorializing bybroadcasters."
23). Chairman Doerfer told the convention:
Let Broadcaster Decide • "The important point is that the broadcaster
should be given the right and the duty
to make the judgment as to what constitutes news or what programming fills
the needs of the public and not the
candidates. The latter should have no
vested right in the airwaves, to extoll
personal privileges far out of proportion to the public interest. Why should
this judgment be delegated to those
opportunists whose sole qualification is
a disposition to aggrandize their personal interests, indulge their idiosyncrasies or harass a broadcaster who felt
it was his duty to provide a meaningful program about which he knows
the public has an interest?
"In this capacity the broadcaster is
disseminating information — not entertainment. Isincerely doubt that a
broadcaster who must stake his license
every three years against his record
would take a chance of resorting to
chicanery or unduly promote a favorite
candidate under the guise of legitimate
newscasting or a public interest panel
discussion.
"It is true that a rule of fairness or
reason takes more time to interpret and
34 (LEAD STORY)

may vary; but over a period of time
sufficient experience should develop
sound and consistent precedents. Initially, it may be difficult to define standards of fairness in presentations of
political candidates in news or LincolnDouglas types of debates, but this has
not deterred the Commission from attempting itin the field of editorializing
and controversial matters. We have
adopted a policy that in this far larger
and more difficult field a broadcaster
must strive for fairness and impartiality.
the longevity
of a statute
is no"Finally,
valid defense,
in my opinion.
Who
knows for how long and to what extent
Sec. 315 has been a palpable obstruction to public information at a time
when it needs it most.
"The broadcaster has never been
given the opportunity to demonstrate
his ability to be fair and reasonably
discriminatory in this situation. The
law has been on the books since 1927.
It may casvery
some against
broadters use Sec.well315be asthata shield
the extra effort necessary to program
in this important field. But with the
ever-present dangers of losing a public
audience by being compelled to bore it
with an over-abundance of political programs, I can't orblame
radical revisions
outrightthem.
repeal Some
proposals seem to be ripe for serious consideration."
Stanton Position • Chairman Doerfer's position appeared to jibe with the
arguments advanced a few days earlier
by Dr. Frank Stanton, president of CBS
Inc., who had told the CBS-TV affiliates
convention that FCC's Daly decision
could "abridge
fulnes as news radically"
media and radio-tv's
that CBS usenot
only would ask FCC to reconsider but,
if necessary, would carry the fight to
the courts, the Congress and the public
(Broadcasting, March 16). In similar
vein Chairman Doerfer said:
"The broadcasting of news is definitely in the public interest. But often it
involves governmental officials who do
not initiate the news. A continued
course of interpretations which would
dissuade the viewing or presentation of
any news incidentally involving some
Qualified candidate under all circumstances may be to the detriment of the
public interest.
"An informed public is indispensable
for the continuance of a democratic society. If every presentation of a duly
elected public official who happens
to be,dateatfor ana given
qualified candi-be
office time,
must aautomatically
matched by an equal amount of free
time by all other such candidates, then
the essence of governmental news will
be emasculated during campaign periods. The broadcaster will be completely shorn of any journalistic judg-

ments in this most important field.
"In my opinion a broadcaster should
be given some discretion other than a
Hobson's choice. This is either a plethora of bland political programming ad
nauseam or a complete blackout. This
will be the ultimate result if Sec. 315
is meant to be construed in an inexorable mannner.
"It would in my opinion be most
unfortunate to deprive the public of
the benefits of a medium which has the
peculiar power to unmask insincerity,
lack of candor or, on the other hand,
to show outstanding qualifications.
There is a large difference between a
canned speech and a real debate — bea panel• show."
Whattwe n a poster
Fairnessand Means
Chairman
Doerfer
described
the
"rule
of
reason"
or "fairness" which he said he
had
advocated to Congress as a substitute
for
"the present
inflexible
mandate."
It would
not mean,
he said,
that a
broadcaster "could indulge in his biases
or prejudices with impunity — even in
respect of crackpots or rank opportunists." Rather, the broadcaster "would,
under any interpretation of fairness and
in his responsibilities as a journalist, be
obliged to equalize opportunities regarding an intentional or a designed use
by such candidates, such as speeches,
rallies, etc., whether paid for or not."
Newspaper comment
Here's an editorial from the San
the Seclast weektextonfollows:
Antonio
tion 315 Express
ruling. Partial
Let's see what effect the ruling
would have on a legitimate news story
for radio and tv such as the meeting
here Monday on the city-county jail.
are now runcouncilme
Nineningcity
n. n They
for re-electio
attended
the Monday meeting to discuss the jail
site again. If cameramen present
showed their pictures on tv, the station
30 other candito call
would dateshave
and offer
themaboutequal time!
That is how ridiculous the FCC
twisting
"equaltv time"
turns out
be. Radioof and
men would
be toso
there
to figure
busy trying
would
be little
news outto time
offer.thatAnd it
probably wouldn't make sense if offered.
The public has not found radio and
television to be short on news fairness,
even though it may have found them
lacking in other phases of coverage.
The viewing and listening public has
the biggest stake in this controversy.
Political news coverage could be paralyzed by the ruling.
It ought to demand Congress to
define Rule 315 quickly to allow radio
and tv to present the news with normal
journalistic
For otherfreedom.
editorial comment see
Playback page 108.
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The millions of south Floridians— and the millions
more of their visitors — have learned to recognize
this area's authoritative news source . . . Radio Miami
WGBS! Consistent, dramatic news scoops have captured the interest
able-to-buy
audience.and attention of Miami's most
Complete local coverage, coupled with the worldwide CBS news staff, is one important reason why
your best buy is Radio Miami WGBS, Florida's
most
quoted station. Represented by the KATZ Agency
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WGBS
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Miami

knows

it !

'Famous on the local scene'
FLORIDA'S MOST QUOTED STATION _\ ^\

V

^TlN MUSIC, NEWS AND SP0R1
RADIO MIAMI • 50,000 WATTS
WAGA WWVA
WIBG WSPD WJW WJBK
Atlanta Wheeling Philadelphia Toledo Cleveland Detroit

BROADCAST

FIRST IN AUDIENCE
. . . more than 100% greater
audience*
any station
heard in thethanLansing
area.
FIRST IN POWER
AND COVERAGE
With 20 times the power of
any station in Lansing . . .
WILS produces the most
coverage for your money.
FIRST
MICHIGAN'S
MONEY INMARKET
WILS reaches 210,490
Radio homes in the 17
county central Michigan
area ... 1st in Michigan
in C.S.I.
VENARD &
RINTOUL
McCONNELL, INC.

ADVERTISING

IN '58
P&G BIGGEST SPENDER
TvB spot totals for year show champion
hits $84.5 million in tv spot and network
Procter & Gamble spent $84.5 mil- 2 among network tv advertisers last
lion (at gross rates) in national tv last year, rated No. 5 in the spot tv lineup.
year. This includes spot and network. Its combined spot and network gross
The tv spot figures for the full year billing in 1958: $3.8 million, or nearly
1958 — a total ©f more than $511.7 $5 million behind the combined gross
million or a 14% gain — were released expenditure of Lever.
TvB noted that the number of spot
last week by Television Bureau of Advertising as compiled by N. C. Rora- tv advertisers spending more than $20,baugh Co. Tv spot expenditures for 000 increased from 1,287 in 1957 to
1,341 in 1958. At the lower end of
the fourth
of 1958 March
were released earlierquarter
(Broadcasting,
2). the scale (less than $20,000 in spot)
P&G in 1958 had a more than $33.8 2,925 companies were in the lesser
million zest for spot tv on behalf of all bracket compared with 2,867 in that
its 42 brands but for one brand alone
1957. E.This
led toconclusion:
TvB's Presiitsoap).
was a near $4.5 million Zest (toilet group dentin Norman
Cash's
"It
shows spot television is doing the job
Lever Bros, spent about $16.5 mil- for the limited-budget as well as the
lion gross for spot tv for some 24
brands, while Adell Chemical invested advertiser in very large companies."'
Food products topped the product
more than $12 million on behalf of a
single product, its Lestoil liquid deter- classifications ringing up over $135.6
gross billing. Food advergent. Lever spent some $21.9 million milliontisersinalso made
up the No. 1 product
gross in network tv last year.
Colgate-Palmolive, which ranked No. group in network tv for the year.

spot tv advertisers
Estimated expenditures top ten national
in 1958 and regional
PROCTER Family
& GAMBLE
Gayla Luck
ToiletMargarine
Soap
$33,833,060
770,090
215,260
740,730
American
Good
$74,300
American
Family Detergent
Soap
77,710
Handy
Andy Detergent
323,080
Hum
Detergent
Biz Liquid Detergent
29,180
153,330
Lifebuoy Margarine
Soap
Big TopSoapPeanut Butter
Imperial
1,387,330
Camay
43§,720
Lipton Soup
Cascade Detergent
27,840
34,070
171,560
Charmin
Paper Products
1,278,850
Lucky
Whip
3,540
Lipton
Tea
Bonus Granulated
Soap
Lux
Liquid
1,043,950
805,520
Cheer
1,832,350
Lux Toilet Soap
6,340
253,640
Clorox
991,580
2,696,020
Comet
Praise
Toilet
Soap
3,104,810
146,650
Pepsodent
Crest
971,310
Crisco
Rinso
546,910
1,653,670
Dash
Shield Toothpaste
994,490
Dreft Detergent
494,350
Silver
Dust
332,440
Drene Shampoo
155,030
Stripe
Toothpaste
2,049,840
Duncan
Hines
Canned
Foods
Surf Detergent
3,130
16,850
Duncan
Hines
Mixes
Wisk
Swan
Liquid
Detergent
2,539,600
75,270
Duz/Blue Dot Duz
6,330
594,670 3. ADELL CHEMICAL
Fluffo
72,230
512,339,090
80,540
Lestoil
Liquid
Detergent
1,155,510
12,339,090
Gleem
269,100 4. GENERAL FOODS
Ivory
Joy
511,020,780
Ivory Flakes
Liquid
Angel
Flake Cake
Mix
19,380
3,399,940
740,740
Ivory Snow
Angel
Cocoanut
Ivory
Soap
Baker's Flake
Cocoanut
630,780
Jif Peanut Butter
Baker's Inst. Chocolate
4,680
191,130
3,666,000
Birdseye Frozen Foods
1,231,260
Lava Soap
9,660
Bireley's
Soft Drinks
32,140
Bliss
Coffee
Lilt
Home
Permanent
97,900
38,370
421,300
Mr. Clean
Calumet Baking Powder
Oxydol
5,320
25,860
1,087,870
Dream MixWhip Topping
Capri
1,740
923,300
Pace
Prell Home
ShampooPermanent
270
156,770
235,710
Gaines
Dog
Food
449,550
2,000
Secret Deodorant
Go Ironing Aid
197,170
Jello
Gelatin Dessert
Special
Spic & Beauty
Span Kit
Jello
Pudding/Pie
Filling
850,320
282,550
32,830
6,440
Kool Aid
17,170
Summer-Sett
128,030
LaFrance
Tide
723,170
Velvet Blend Shampoo
Log Cabin Syrup
White Cloud Toilet Tissue
6,750
Maxwell Potatoes
House Coffee
10,800
1,910
142,540
Minute
Winter-Sett
Zest
208,260
5,301,520
Post's Dry Cereals
LEVERBeauty
BROS. Bar
4,489,920
5,280
$16,578,860
126,960
Postum Coffee
2,534,530
Airwick
Sanka
All
25,170
236,800
772,140
SOS
Soap Pads
BreezeDetergent
Swansdown
Cake
Flour
909,760
Dove Toilet Soap
10,890
Swansdown Cake Mix
57,890
1,697,570
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Lancaster
Harrisburg

s ONE

York

TV market when you use

WGAL-TV

AMERICA'S

1 Oth

TV MARKET

C H

^

1ST BO

3ST 1ST IE X-j s
and

CBS

In addition to being the first
choice of viewers in these three
important markets, WGAL-TV
is the television station for
Gettysburg, Hanover, Lebanon,
Cham bersburg, Lewistown,
Carlisle, Shamokin, Waynesboro,
and many other communities.

STEINMAN STATION - Clair McCollough, Pres.
The MEEKER Company, Inc. • New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco
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TOP 10 NETWORK PROGRAMS
Tv report for 2 weeks ending Feb. 21
TOTAL AUDIENCEt
No. Homes
Rank
(000)
Wagon Train
19,580
2.3.1. Gunsmoke
18,172
Playhouse
4. Desilu
Have Gun,
Will Travel 16,720
16 104
5.6. Perry
Maverick
15,884
Mason
15,884
7.8. Perry
Danny Como
Thomas
15,840
15,444
Rifleman
15,356
10.9. Cheyenne
14,916
Rank
1. Wagon Train % Homes*
45.3
3.2. Gunsmoke
Desilu Playhouse 419
40.1
4.5. Maverick
Have Gun,
Will Travel 373737 802
Mason
7.6.8. Perry
Danny
Thomas
36.6
Rifleman
36.5
35*8
10.9. Cheyenne
Perry Como
35^7
AVERAGE AUDIENCE*
No. Homes
Rank
(000)
1.2. Wagon
Gunsmoke
17,380
Train
16 544
3.4. Danny
Have Gun,
Will Travel 14^916
15^444
Thomas
5.6. Rifleman
Desilu Playhouse 1414,564
300
7. Maverick
13^860
Earp
9.8. Wyatt
Zane Grey
Theatre 1313,464
288
10. Wanted, Dead or Alive 13,288
Rank
1. Gunsmoke % Homes*
40 1
Train
383
3.4.2. Wagon
Have
Gun,
Will
Travel
35.7
Desilu Playhouse 34.9
5. Danny Thomas
34.5

6.7. Rifleman
34.0
Maverick
32^9
8.9. Zane
Wyatt Grey
Earp
313
Theatre 31a
10. Wanted, Dead or Alive 30.6
t Homes reached by all or any part of the
except for homes viewing only
1programs,
to 5 minutes.
* within
Percentedreachratings
are based on tv homes
each program, of station facilities used by
t Homes
reached during the average minute
of the program.
Copyright 1959 A. C. Nielsen Co.

TOP 10 NETWORK PROGRAMS
Tv report for Feb. 2-8
No. (000)
Viewers
54,630
1. Wagon Train
2. Gunsmoke
48,130
3. Maverick
44,430
4. Perry Como
42,790
5.6. Rifleman
Have Gun, Will Travel
39,070
39,000
7. Real McCoys
38,530
Perry Mason
38,460
9.8. Wyatt
Earp
Rating
35,430
10. Danny Thomas
35,080
Rank
47.8
1. Wagon Train
2. Gunsmoke
43.5
3. Rifleman
39.6
4. Maverick
38.6
5.6. Real
Perry McCoys
Como
38.0
36.3
7.8. Wyatt
Have Gun,
Will
Travel
35.8
35.3
Earp
35.0
9. Price Is Right
10. Loretta Young
34.9
10. Perry Mason
Copyright 1959 American Research Bureau
Rank

BACKGROUND: The following programs, in
alphabetical
appearroundup.
in thisInformaweek's
BROADCASTINGorder,
tv ratings
tionwork,
isin number
following
order: sponsor,
program agency,
name, netof
stations,
day
and time.
Cheyenne (ABC-126): Johnson & Johnson
(Y&R),
ArmourTues.& 7:30-8:30
Co. (FC&B),
Ritchiep.m.(K&E),
p.m. Harold
8-9
Perry
Como (NBC-172): various sponsors, Sat.
Desilu
Westinghouse
(M-E),Playhouse
Mon. 10-11(CBS-113):
p.m.
Wyatt
Earp
(ABC-139):
General
Mills
Procter & Gamble (Compton), Tues.(D-F-S),
8:309
p.m. (CBS-173): Liggett & Myers (D-FGunsmoke
S),
Sat.alternating
10-10:30 with
p.m. Remington Rand (Y&R),
Have Gun, Will Travel (CBS-168): Lever Bros.
(JWT), Whitehall (Bates), Sat. 9:30-10
Perry
Mason (CBS-146):
various sponsors, Sat.
7:30-8:30
p.m.
Maverick (ABC-133): Kaiser (Y&R), Drackett
p.m. Sun. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
(Y&R),
Real McCoys (ABC-123): Sylvania Electric
Products (JWT), Procter & Gamble (Compton), Thurs. 8:30-9 p.m.
Rifleman ston(ABC-139):
Miles Procter
Labs (Wade),
RalPurina (Gardner),
& Gamble
(B&B), Tues. 9-9:30 p.m.
Danny Thomas (CBS-189): General Foods
(B&B), Mon. 9-9:30 p.m.
Wagon
Motors Nabisco
(JWT),
alt. Train
with (NBC-171).
R.J. ReynoldsFord (Esty),
(M-E), Wed. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Loretta Young (NBC-144): Procter & Gamble
(B&B), Sun. 10-10:30 p.m.
Zane Grey Theatre (CBS-150): General Foods
(B&B), Johnson Wax (B&B), Thurs. 9-9:30
Price(OB&M),
Is Right
(NBC-161):
Lever(Norman
Bros.
alternating
with Speidel
Craig
Kummell), Wed. 8:30-9 p.m.
p.m. &Dead
Wanted,
or
Alive
(CBS-185):
Bristol
Myers 8:30-9
(Y&R), p.m.Brown & Williamson (Bates)
Sat.

Nervine
$125,090
Hostess Cakes
$1,476,190
Tang Orange
Juice $304,020
One-A-Day Brand Vitamins 1,323,010
Yuban
Coffee
337 770
Morton Frozen Foods 795,100
Tabcin
12340
Profile Bread
Bread
2,981,750
5. AdCOLGATE-PALMOLIVE
$10,998>90
10.
AMERICAN
HOME
PROD.
$7,275,680
Staff
282,650
Detergent 1,560,270
Aero-Shave 24,150
Twinkies
32,940
Ajax
Cleanser
1,082,820
Wonder Bread
3,398^430
Brisk Dentifrice
6,480
Aero-Wax
261,'o80
Anacin
2,951,490
Wonder
Brown & Serve Rolls 26,960
4,380
Cashmere
Bouquet Soap 55,070
Wonder Buns
Antrol-Snarol
Ant Poison 3^900
2,870
Colgate
Deod.
Beauty
Soap
36^090
Bisodol
Colgate Dental Cream 3,807,950
Wonder Rolls $8,832,990
'900
Black Flag
197,390
WARNER-LAMBERT
Colgate
Shave
Cream
102,810
Chef-Boy-Ar-Dee Quality Food 391,560
Anahist
Cold Permanent
Remedies 4,716,340
Colgate Shave Lotion 2J70
Bliss Home
109,680
Fab Detergent 1,792,440
Dennison's
60,740
Drial
Nasal Foods
Mist
5 090
Bromo
Seltzer
1,736,600
Florient
Air
Deodorant
291,500
Drial Tablets
1^120
DuBarry Cosmetics 310
Genie Household Cleanser 319,840
Dristan Tablets 1,839,860
Glance
Shampoo
3,560
DuBarry
Light
&
Bright
12,630
Dristan Nasal Mist
55,260
Fizzies
427,470
Halo Shampoo
411,190
Listerine Antiseptic
1,261,020
Easy-Off Oven Cleaner 16^990
Lustre-Creme
Shampoo 9l'380
Emberstick
320
Merry
Detergent
160
Listerine
Dentifrice
11,230
Freezone
1,820
Palmolive
Shave Lotion
Cream 161,700
New Faces
4,900
G. Washington Coffee 6,630
Palmolive
Shave
53,840
Quick
Home
Permanent
3,010
Griffin
Shoe Polishes 45,070
Palmolive Soap
306,410
Richard Hudnut Cosmetics 1,350
Heet
5/40o
Rapid Suds
Shave Cream
646,590
Sportsman
Toiletries 101,400
Preparation
H
1,087,230
Super
102,590
3Virisan
Flowers Brilliantine
6,260
Primatene
186,500
440,790
Vel
Beauty
Bar
7,470
Soothal
Antacid
5,040
MILES LABS
$7,895,950
Vel Soap
LiquidPowder
Detergent 148,710
Wizard Deodorizers 126 170
Vel
6 850
Alka-Seltzer
5,268,130
6. BROWN
& WILLIAMSON $9,413,530
Bactine
1,167,380
DuMaurier
431,680
Kool
2,915^250
Raleigh
1,868,570 Estimated expenditures of top 100 national and regional spot television
Viceroy
4,198,030
advertisers — by rank for 1958
7. CONTINENTAL
BAKING
$9,223,910
7. Continental Baking
1. Procter & Gamble
Buttermilk Bread
4,630
$33,833,060
$9,223,910
2.
Lever
Brothers
8,832,990
16,578,860
Certified Bread
9.8. Warner-Lambert
Miles Laboratories Pharma.
3.4. Adell
Chemical
7,895,950
Continental
Donuts 38,240
350
12,339,090
General Foods
7,275,680
11,020,780 11.
10. American
Home
Prods.
County Fair Bread
87,810
P. Lorillard Latex
10,998,490 12. International
County Fair Triplette Cake 5,530
6,717,450
6.5. Colgate-Palmolive
Brown & Williamson
Daffodil Farm Bread 88,050
9,413,530
5,678,510
(BROADCAST ADVERTISING) 39
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'THE VOICE OF LONG ISLAND"

POPULATION
1,789,300
RETAIL SALES
$2,358,018,000
^(NASSAU-SUFFOLK)

>1 0,000 WATTS
AM 1100
WHLI f M 98 3
HEMPSTEAD
tONC ISLAND, N. V. ik tmct
Repreienled by GillPe
40 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

4'368,290 57.
56. Sun Oil
Carter Products
$1,769,580
$5,202,300
4,704,170 58. Borden
1,750,940
Theo.
Hamm
Brewing
Standard Brands
Nestle
Co.
59.
1,690,180
Philip
4,066,710
60.62. Quaker Oats
1,681,800
NationalMorris
Biscuit
4,022,960
1,679,690
61
63.
Robert
Hall
Nehi
Corp.
Bottlers
1,666,200
3^993,850
Texas Co.
Coca-Cola
Baking
3,699,270 65. Ward
Sterling DrugBottlers
1,660,400
1,660,000
3,645,220 64. Welch Grape Juice
Shell
Oil
1,653,830
Food Mfgrs.
3,272,410
Phillips
Petroleum
1,608,110
66.
3,259,850
Corn Products Refining
68.
ChesebroughPonds
3,191,790
67.
1,591,690
Wander
Pepsi-Cola Bottlers
1,577,460
3^163,040 70.
Carling Brewing
1,556,620
69.
Block
Drug
71.
3,058,690
1,553,810
American Tobacco
73 Maybelline
3^018,150 72.
3^153'280
General
Mills
General
Motors
1,533,210
2,986,970
J Anh
A eusFogler
1,522,070
^°
ch
Bus
erM.J.B.
1,507,360
2,975,260
Antell
Harold
F. Ritchie
1,470,100
74.
2|866,820
31. Charles
Bristol-Myers
P.
Ballantine
76.
' 2,845,890 7577. Burgermeister Brew.
7
1,440,940
32.
1
1,397,930
33. Avon Products
2,836,100
Dumas-Milner
2,770,420 78.
1,384,410
34.
79.
Max
Factor
'
35
2,549,440
0
Hills
Bros.
80.
1,309,360
2
1,297,610
2,434,260 81. American Bakeries
36. Marathon
37]
1,297,190
Esso Standard Oil
22' 2,434,000
F&M
Schaefer
2^383,490
1,285,780
National
Brewing
2,355,040
1,278,100
82.
39!
40. Falstaff Brewing
Interstate
Bakeries
84.
2,288,920 83. Alberto-Culver
1,263,860
1,247,830
2,216,890 86. Great A&P Tea
41 Vick Chemical
1,237,300
2,144,050 85. General Cigar
42 William Wrigley Jr.
43i
89
1,234,070
2,071,990
B.T.
Babbitt
88.
Salada-S
hi
rr
iffHorsey
1,991,060
1,221,010
44 U S Borax &. Chem
' 1^988, 690
1,209,590
H.J. Heinz
1,207,050
464947. Standard Oil Co. of Ind. 30 1,961,290 8790. Swift
Safeway
Stores
48.
1^946,620
1,192,570
HouseCos.Prod.of Amer.
1,994,380 91. Tidy
1,187,080
Diversified
1,177,010
1,916,020
5q] Gulf Oil
93.
1^877,690
1,170,340
Minute
Maid
Piel
Bros.
1,873,880
1,164,850
Atlantic
Refining
*Inc
5l!
1,865,830
95
1,144,300
Jacob
Ruppert
Bulova Watch
rm
^o
1^856,220
e
'
et
tt
8
Tel. & Tel.
e"
S.C.G*|?Johnson
1,137,160
3
94 Pacific
52 Jos.
1,134,560
Heublein
E. Schlitz
1,778,680 10092 Wm.
1,129,070
55. Continental
Car-Na-Var
1,772,060
l|813,'560 9796 ParkerB. PenReily & Co.
1,099,090
54 uding Blatz
1,089,890
98 Taylor-Reed
1,087,340
99
'
5
Estimated expenditures
4 of national and regional spot television
advertisers by product classification for 1958
Razors, blades
$1,904,000
AGRICULTURE
746,000 Shaving
51,350,000
creams, lotions, etc. 10,744,000
1,694,000
Feeds,
meals
Miscellaneous
Toilet
soaps
604,000
44,214,000 Miscellaneous 1,472,000
ALE,
BEER
&
WINE
DENTAL PRODUCTS 14,467,000
Beer & Ale
53' 40,299,000
Wine
Dentifrices 11,132,000
3,915,000
559,000 Mouthwashes
AMUSEMENTS,
ENTERTAINMENT
Miscellaneous 2,455,000
880,000
7,376,000
AUTOMOTIVE
112,000
DRUG PRODUCTS 44,626,000
Anti-freeze
131,000 Cold
Batteries
remedies
12,863,000
Headache remedies 7,792,000
CARS
4,134,000
remedies 3,082,000
8,988,000
Tires & Tubes
1,554,000
132,000 Indigestion
Laxatives
Trucks
&
Trailers
2,825,000
Miscellaneous Accessories & Supplies 1,313,000 Vitamins
aids
1,917,000
BUILDING MATERIAL, EQUIPMENT, 2,789,000 Weight
Miscellaneous
drug
products
6,285,000
FIXTURES,
PAINTS
stores
874,000
562,000 Drug
Plumbing,
Supplies
FOOD
&
GROCERY
PRODUCTS
135,687,000
656,000 Baked goods
Materials
26,469,000
Paints
1,185,000
11,552,000
Power
Tools
59,000 Cereals
Coffee, tea & food drinks 32,140,000
327,000
Miscellaneous
Condiments,
sauces,
appetizers
5,515,000
CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS,
Dairy products
7,853,000
13,241,000 Desserts
ACCESSORIES
Clothing
11,269,000 Dry foods (flour, mixes, rice, etc.) 2,023,000
8,314,000
Footwear
Hosiery
Fruits
&
vegetables,
juices
1,445,000
497,000 Macaroni, noodles, chili, etc. 9,429,000
1,934,000
Miscellaneous
shortenings 6,673,000
30,000 Margarine,
Meat, poultry & fish
6,366,000
CONFECTIONS & SOFT DRINKS 28,237,000
12,039,000
461,000
Confections
Miscellaneous foods
6,420,000
16,198,000 Soups
Soft Drinks
Miscellaneous
frozen foods 9,084,000
1,454,000
14,605,000
CONSUMER SERVICES
Food
stores
81,000
Dry
cleaning & laundries
SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT 661,000
2,181,000 GARDEN
Financial
& LUBRICANTS 24,479,000
Insurance
2,773,000
151,000 GASOLINE
Gasoline & oil
23,411,000
Medical & Dental
additives
317,000 Oil
Moving,
Hauling,
Storage
Miscellaneous 858,000
210,000
Public utilities
7,099,000
1,224,000
Religious,& Political,
HOTELS, RESORTS, RESTAURANTS 423,000
135,000
Schools
Colleges Unions
HOUSEHOLD
CLEANERS,
CLEANSERS,
644,000
Miscellaneous services
POLISHES,cleansers*
WAXES* 29,650,000
$46,749,000 Cleaners,
COSMETICS
& TOILETRIES
Cosmetics
Floor & furniture polishes, waxes 24,051,000
4,146,000
8,133,000 Glass
Deodorants
392,000
295,000 Home cleaners
3,426,000
dry
cleaners
405,000
Depilatories
Hair tonics & shampoos
polish
148,000
8,674,000
2,813,000 Shoe
Hand & face creams, lotions
Miscellaneous
cleaners
508,000
Home
permanents
&
coloring
5,890,000
HOUSEHOLD
EQUIPMENTAPPLIANCES
Perfumes, toilet waters, etc.
1,704,000
4,621,000
BROADCASTING, March 23, 1959
13.
14.
15.
16.
1819^
21.
23.
25
24.
26.
27.
2928.

to REACH

the GREATER

and

FRANCISCO

SELL

• OAKLAND

MARKET

CHANNEL

...now in the second year of operation,
KTVU will continue to move merchandise
in AMERICA'S SIXTH MARKET with:
Greater Area coverage through unduplicated
independent programming.
Full-sell Minute Announcements in all time classifications.
Top-quality, full-length feature films in AA time.
Exclusive live and Videotape coverage of Bay
Area college and professional sports — from
football and basketball to rugby and tennis.
Largest, most up-to-date studios and facilities
in the Area.

Complete Area coverage through maximum
power: 100 KW Video; 50 KW Audio.

CALL KTVU or H-R Television, Inc., NOW
for complete information and availabilities.

e v is
San Francisco
* Oakland
Te
OAKLAND. CALIFORNIA
ONE JACK LONDON S Q U A R E
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Shades
Tom

of

Swift

If Tom Swift had invented a money-making machine, itwouldn't get any more play than the television sets at the Men's Club. At the time the house
committee approved TV, the club seemed to catch
its second wind. Complaints about the dining room
service are rare today, and even the oldest member
can't recall better brandy and cigars.
Luther, the doorman and unofficial club historian, credits all this to WBNS-TV. "The station can
predict our gentlemen's moods with uncanny accuracy," states this sagacious fellow, "and it programs to suit. Plenty of local news and sports
coverage, with CBS network shows for kicks. And,
the fact our members know so many WBNS-TV
folks through working on charity and civic committees keeps things on a first-name basis."
Luther may exaggerate our occult powers, but
he s right about our dedication to charitable community projects. Last time we checked, WBNS-TV
names were on the working rosters of more than
twenty service groups in Central Ohio where we
were born and raised.
When these men of influence return home from
the sanctuary of the club, they're again greeted
by WBNS-TV. So, it's just good sense for their
local advertising dollars to back this national timebuying guide: "// you want to be seen in Central
Ohio — WBNS-TV."
WBNS-TV
CBS Television in Columbus, Ohio
Affiliated with The Columbus Dispatch, The Ohio Slate
Journal and WBNS Radio. Represented by Blair TV. 316 kw

HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS
$2,926,000
1,671,000
Beds, mattresses,
springs
Furniture
& other furnishings
1,255,000
HOUSEHOLD LAUNDRY PRODUCTS 29,940,000
Bleaches, starches 4,814,000
Packaged
soaps, detergents* 23,217,000
Miscellaneous
1,909,000
HOUSEHOLD PAPER PRODUCTS 5,163,000
Cleansing tissues 1,411,000
Food wraps
1,417,000
Napkins
347,000
Toilet
tissue
755,000
Miscellaneous
1,233,000
HOUSEHOLD, GENERAL 4,101,000
Brooms,glassware,
brushes, crockery,
mops, etc.
430,000
China,
containers 1,090,000
356,000
Disinfectants, deodorizers
Fuels,
(heating,
etc.)
Insecticides,
rodenticides 488,000
821,000
Kitchen utensils
89,000
Miscellaneous 827,000
NOTIONS
384,000
PET PRODUCTS
4,411,000
PUBLICATIONS 757,000
SPORTING GOODS, BICYCLES, TOYS 3,045,000
Bicycles & supplies 35,000
Toys
& games
2,819,000
Miscellaneous
191,000
STATIONERY, OFFICE EQUIPMENT 149,000
"Liquid cleaners (i.e. Lestoil) now included in
sub-class, "cleaners, cleansers."
TELEVISION,
RADIO, PHONOGRAPH, $1,501,000
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
108,000
Antennas
208,000
Radio
and
television
sets
Records
750,000
Miscellaneous
435,000
TOBACCO PRODUCTS & SUPPLIES 31,119,000
28,164,000
Cigarettes
2,562,000
Cigars,
pipe tobacco
393,000
Miscellaneous
TRANSPORTATION & TRAVEL
2,937,000
1,469,000
666,000
702,000
Rail
100,000
Miscellaneous
4,459,000
WATCHES,
JEWELRY,
CAMERAS
290,000
Cameras,
accessories, supplies
Clocks
1,925,000
Jewelry & watches
160,000
1,988,000
Pens
& pencils
96,000
Miscellaneous
MISCELLANEOUS
7,144,000
892,000
Trading stamps
2,760,000
Miscellaneous
products
Miscellaneous
stores
3,492,000
TOTAL
$511,770,000
Petry urges one rate
for all advertisers
Adoption of a single rate for all advertisers was urged last week by Edward Petry & Co., station representative. President Edward E. Voynow said
that "after lengthy and thorough investigation and discussion of the dual-rate
problem, it seems obvious that this is
the one and only answer."
Marty Nierman, Petry executive vice
president, said all Petry client-stations
would be briefed on the one-rate proposition and asked to adopt a single rate
for local and national business, effective July 1. "In addition," Mr. Nierman
said,
"we the
urge adoption
that the entire
consider
of theindustry
same
44policy."
(BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Fri., DATE
Sat., ,March
Thur
March 1312
Sun., March
March 1415
Mon. March 16
Tue.,
Wed. March
March 1718

RADIO

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television network shows for each
day
weekofMarch
12-March
rated by the multi-city Arbitron
instantof the
ratings
American
Research18 asBureau.
RATING
NETWORK
PROGRAM AND TIME
27.6
Zorro (8 p.m.)
24.1
ABC-TV
77 Sunset Strip (9:30 p.m.)
22.6
27.8
ABC-TV
Perry
Como
(8
p.m.)
28.6
NBC-TV
Frances Langford Presents (10 p.m.)
NBC-TV
Danny
Thomas
(9
p.m.)
29.2
Rifleman (9 p.m.)
32.8
CBS-TV
ABC-TV
Wagon Train (7:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV
Copyright 1959 American Research Bureau
SPOT:

134

MARKETS

$165 million in '58
Adam Young estimates Davenport
Adam Young Inc., New York, last Denver
564,000
Dayton
$370,000
week released the company's estimates Des Moines
1,315,000
1,395,000
of 1958 spot radio billings in 134 multi- Detroit
260,000
5,750,000
station markets, placing overall billing Duluth
120,000
200,000
at $165 million, down from $169.5 mil- Durham
lion in 1957. Adam Young, president, ElErie Paso
160,000
170,000
Flint
said annual volume presently is at the Evansville
270,000
Fort Wayne
$143 million mark, based on spot busi- Grand
525,000
Rapids
475,000
ness during the last quarter of 1958 and Green Bay
150,000
the first two months of 1959.
185,000
Greensboro
In terms of dollar volume, according Greenville,
220,000
Harrisburg S.C.
315,000
to
Mr.
Young,
the
country's
top
50
markets now account for 71.5% of the Hartford
1,790,000
435,000
national total, with about 13% going to Honolulu
Houston-Galveston
1,735,000
195,000
Huntington
New
York. The
company'sof the
estimates
Indianapolis
225,000
1,600,000
also indicate
the strength
farm Jackson,
markets, Mr. Young said, with such JacksonvilleMiss.
550,000
130,000
Kansas City
areas as Des Moines, Raleigh and Johnstown
2,075,000
Omaha "well ahead of the national Knoxville
415,000
395,000
Rock
average, in contrast to the wide fluctua- Little
Los Angeles
tions in some predominantly industrial Louisville
6,700,000
935,000
115,000
180,000
Lubbock
Macon
Based
on
a
continuing
analysis
of
205,000
Madison
125,000
markets."
radio billing trends over the past six Manchester
Memphis
1,265,000
years, Adam Young Inc. has issued Miami
these estimates of gross national spot Milwaukee
1,325,000
1,395,000
radio billing during 1958 in the follow- Minneapolis
2,630,000
185,000
Mobile
Montgomery
ing 134 multi-station markets:
230,000
Nashville
Albany
955,000
445,000
Akron
New
Haven
$330,000
1,280,000 New Orleans
1,170,000
400,000
Albuquerque
250,000 New
21,430,000
Allentown
Norfolk.York
620,000
Altoona
Oklahoma
City
215,000
875,000
65,000
Amarillo
1,105,000
Asheville
Omaha
Atlanta
80,000 Peoria
335,000
1,580,000
Atlantic City
4,900,000
80,000 Philadelphia
Phoenix
Pittsburgh
415,000
150,000
Augusta
225,000 Portland, Me.
Austin,
Tex.
2,790,000
265,000
Baltimore
1,780,000
Portland,
Ore.
175,000 Providence
Baton
1,120,000
BeaumontRouge
Raleigh
90,000
Pueblo
1,235,000
185,000
Reading
Binghamton
75,000
580,000
Birmingham
Boston
695,000
4,295,000
Richmond
145,000
Buffalo
1,720,000
875,000
Roanoke
305,000
205,000
Canton
Rochester
765,000 Sacramento
Cedar Rapids
975,000
165,000
Charleston, S.C.
690,000
265,000
Salt
Lake
City
Charleston,
W.Va.
Saginaw
135,000
Charlotte
830,000
195,000 San
485,000
San Antonio
Chattanooga
Chicago
Bernadino
Diego
1,025,000
10,775,000
165,000
975,000
Cincinnati
2,720,000 San Francisco
Cleveland
215,000
San
Jose
2,680,000
145,000
4,120,000
Columbia, S.C.
130,000 Savannah
175,000
Columbus,
Columbus, Ga.Ohio
Scranton-Wilkes Barre
1,150,000
390,000
375,000
Seattle
Corpus
Christi
Dallas-Ft. Worth
1,545,000
2,400,000 Shreveport
570,000
BROADCASTING,
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OF

Audiences in the Minneapolis-St. Paul area now "see"
weather in the making. With the aid of a new Bendix *
Weather Tracking Radar station located atop the
Foshay Tower, WCCO-TV's weather announcer can
actually show his viewers where a rain storm is, how
fast and in what direction it is moving. The radar
system is constantly searching the sky, 150 miles in all
directions from the Twin Cities area.
WCCO-TV is not only providing its audiences with
a new type of interesting "live" weathercast, but is
also rendering an invaluable service to local industry.
The equipment selected to do this job was the
Bendix WTR-1 Weather Tracking Radar System. The
WTR-1, a recent development of Bendix, was designed
around the basic components of the widely-accepted,
time-proven Bendix Airborne Weather Radar System
now in daily operation on hundreds of airliners
throughout the world.
For further information on the WTR-1 ♦trademark
System
contact:
Radio Division
BALTIMORE 4, MARYLAND

Sioux City
$100,000
Sioux
90,000
South Falls
Bend
210,000
550,000
Spokane
150,000
Springfield, III.
265,000
Springfield-Holyoke
175,000
Springfield,
Mo.
170,000
St.
Joseph
St. Louis
3,740,000
200,000
Stockton
745,000
Syracuse
Tacoma
65,000
725,000
Tampa-St.
Toledo Petersburg
760,000
445,000
Topeka
145,000
Trenton
Tulsa
855,000
195,000
Tucson
195,000
Utica-Rome
Washington
3,055,000
Waterbury
60,000
490,000
Wheeling-Steubenville
Wichita
485,000
Wichita Falls
170,000
195,000
Wilmington, Del.
155,000
Winston-Salem
Worcester
550,000
York
145,000
510,000
Youngstown
WHAT DOES IT COST?
Buyer distrust caused
by unpublished rate
The unpublished rate leads to advertiser "suspicion" of spot broadcasting
(both am and tv).
This warning was left with an agencystation representative audience in New
York Tuesday (March 17) by a timein the field — Jayne M.
buyer prominent
Shannon,
broadcast media supervisor at
J. Walter Thompson, New York. She
also volunteered that the local and national rate confusion has contributed
toadvertiser
a "decline
in the confidence" of the
in spot.
But, Miss Shannon said, she did not
mean to imply stations should go single
rate; but rather, present a "clear definition of who
is eligible"
for the
national
rate. for the local and
much anxiety on "unpubso rates?
Why lished"
The "rate on request"
or "for further rate information conso-and-so" in published cards, said
tact
Miss Shannon, are an open invitation
to a timebuyer to skip that station if he

Doggone
Greyhound Corp., Chicago,
and its agency, Grey Adv., New
York, last week continued its
"feud" with Steve Allen over the
use of the name "Steverino" for
the dog who had become a symbol for the company (Broadcasting, March 2). During the live
commercial for Greyhound on the
special Jack Benny program on
CBS-TV Wednesday night (March
18), a woman fondled the dog
and said sadly: "Tch, tch, poor
dog,
don't evenCorp.
havehasa
name."youGreyhound
sent letters to newspapers and
other publications asking readers
to suggesthound, awhichname
for announced
the Greywill be
on the forthcoming Jack Benny
special over CBS-TV on May 23.
can. Reason: very often the buyer has
little time and a lengthy schedule to
line up. If the station without published
rate information is about equal to another in the market that does publish
rates, the timebuyer is inclined to bypass the former and automatically place
the purchase with the station publishing
rates.
Creates Distrust • But beyond this,
she explained, refusal or failure to publish rates creates distrust of that station
in the advertiser's mind. She also was
critical of cards which provide maximum frequency discounts for 26-week
periods rather than for 52 weeks. She
proffered that the 26-week method disterm buys.courages advertisers from making longThe occasion was the Radio & Television Executives Society's timebuying
seminar on "Streamlining the
selling
and
Rate Card" and in keeping with St.
Patrick's Day, Miss Shannon shared the

HOW PEOPLE SPEND THEIR TIME
There
March were
5. They126,564,000
spent: people in the U.S. over 12 years of age during the week Feb. 27Television
Watching
hours
21 231.6
Listening to Radio
million hours
148.3 million
Reading Newspapers
hours
million
3
474
241.7 million hours
Readin,9Movies
Ma9azinf
on Tv
Watching
million hours
388.1
Attending Movies
100.5 million hours
by
Park, Pa., and published ■=Jexclusively
Sindlinger & Co., Ridley random
These totals compiledweek,by are
samplethese 7<°°0
on a 48-state,
based weekly
BROADCASTIN
figurenterare
from which
"Activity" report,dispersion
(1,000 Geacheachday). Sindlinger's
views
c^gories and
other Tabulations
numerousmedium.
of these and specific
breakdowns between
furnishesandcomprehensive
drawn,duplicated
avail
are show
unduplicated
the
interviewing week.
two to seven dayseachof the
& Co. withinaudiences
able from Sindlinger
114,011,000
(1)
shows:
data
Sindlinger
1,
March
of
As
COUNT:
SINDLINGER'S SET
to tv (90.1%tv ofsetstheinpeople
have access
of age with
12 years
people
use ininthethatU.S.age group);
(3) 49,201,000
households
558 000
(2) 44 over
(Copyright tv;1959 Sindlinger & Co.)
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program
with Richard O'Connell of
Richard
sentative. O'Connell Inc., station repreBoth speakers attacked existing rate
cards as "cumbersome," "old fashioned," and by its sheer weight of terminology (some of it nearly unintelligble)
as saddling the timebuyer with clerical
work. Miss Shannon declared that this
was one reason why timebuyers become inaccessible to station representatives— they are overloaded with detail.
Mr. O'Connell explained a simplified
rate card structure which does away
with most frequency discount formulas,
reduces paper work and billing chores
and makes the job easier for the timebuyer.
Said he, several
"go jet" stations
in rate cards.
He claimed
have
adopted
new-type
cards
and
urged other
stations to follow suit.
• Business briefly
Time sales
• Rexall Drug Co., L.A., will sponsor a
special comedy - variety hour, At the
Movies, on NBC -TV May 3 (10 -11
p.m. EDT). The satirical show stars Sid
Caesar, Art Carney and special guest
Audrey Meadows. Also featured will be
Jaye P. Morgan, the Morgan Brothers,
Bambi Linn, Rod Alexander and Cliff
Norton. The Loretta Young Show, regularly scheduled from 10-10:30 p.m.,
will be pre-empted for this date only.
Rexall's agency: BBDO.
• Gillette Safety Razor Co., Boston, has
signed for CBS Radio's and CBS-TV's
coverage
of "Triple
events of
horse racing,
consistingCrown"
of the Kentucky
Derby on May 2 (5:15-5:45 p.m.); the
Preakness on May 16 (5:30-6 p.m.) and
the Belmont on June 13 (4:30-5 p.m.).
Agency: Maxon Inc., New York.
• Mattel Inc. (toys), L. A., has contracted with ABC-TV for a new cartoon
series, Matty's Funday Funnies (Sun.
5-5:30
p. m.)
its 52-week
run Oct.
11.which
Mattelbegins
doubles
its ad
budget for the new show. It will feature Harvey Famous Cartoons, produced by Paramount Pictures. Agency:
Carson-Roberts, L. A.
• Forty Two Products (toiletries), Los
Angeles, has started a spot tv campaign
using a new animated cartoon character
"Bridgette" created by UPA Pictures
on nine stations in major markets in
beArizona and California, with plans
to extend the spots to
ing
formulated
other markets. Cole Fischer Rogow,
Beverly Hills, Calif., is agency.
• Carter Products Inc. (Rise instant
shave cream), N.Y., will sponsor Texas
Rodeo over CBS-TV on
Championship
March 28 (6:30-7:30 p.m.) in a special
pickup from the Lubbock, Tex., MuniSullivan, StaufAgency: N.Y.
cipal Coliseum.
fer, Colwell
& Bayles,
BROADCASTING, March 23, 1959

... or ARE RATINGS EVERYTHING? Some folks
set great store by ratings ... and we'd be the first to
tell you that in every single TV audience
survey made in Shreveport, KSLA-TV
has come out 'way on top.
But there's more ... an intangible you'd have to come
to Shreveport to grasp ... a sort of
first-name friendliness, a confidence, a loyalty.
This feeling is reflected in the ratings, of course,
and in the results advertisers tell us they get.
Still, the real measure of it is the man who stops
us on the street or the child who calls on
the phone. They feel like it's their station, and
they're right!DOAddhave
that everything.
to dynamic ratings, and you
Don't you agree?

shreveport,
November, 1958 ARB

la.

Represented nationally by: HARRINGTON, RIGHTER and PARSONS, INC.

summer

'radio

goes

where

the

family

goes

People do take vacations, and
Radio goes along.

That's why SPOT RADIO is so necessary inyour summer media plans.
Reach people- wherever they are,
at home or on vacation -with SPOT
RADIO.

SPONSORED BY MEMBER FIRMS OF

Avery-Knodel Inc. — John Blair
— Broadcast Time Sales
Thomas F. Clark Co. Inc. — Harry E. Cummings& Company
— Robert E. Eastman & Co. Inc
H-R Representatives Inc. — The Katz Agency Inc. — McGavren-Quinn Company
The Meeker Company Inc. Peters,
— Art Moore
Inc.
Griffin, Associates
Woodward, Inc.Inc. —— Richard
William O'Connell
J. Reilly, Inc.
Radio-TV Representatives Inc. — Weed Radio Corporation — Adam Young Inc.
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BIG
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Section 315, tv public relations, tv allocations are top topics
ence with commercial television and to
It started out like any other conven- kicked all over the Conrad Hilton Hotel
tion. But this one turned out to be more for an hour early in the convention but confine electronic operations within
it
emerged
later
in
the
week
as
a
minimum
frequency allocations. They
important than most.
he added, no desire to snatch
By Wednesday night (March 18) a sacred document that drew the respect have,
series of unbilled events never contem- of the Pentagon for the way it is used commercial allocations.
• The technical side of the convenplated
plannersbroadcasters
had con- by broadcasters. This took the form
vincedby NAB's
several thousand
tion was emphasized by ingenious progof the first public discussion of the unress in broadcast equipment, especially
and their business friends that conven- allocations. touchable subject of military electronics
video and radio tape. Over $12 million
tions can be important as well as fun.
• The spectrum and its impact on worth of equipment was on display and
These events and impressions
emerged from the 37th annual NAB commercial broadcasting provided the it was ogled by large crowds.
Some Unhappy • Unluckily for film
go-around:
for an intra-governmental shin• President Eisenhower, by remote topic
kicking session. The principals were and service firms serving the industry,
S. Patterson, deputy director of the traffic in some of the widely scatcontrol, earned a niche in a broadcast- John
tered hospitality suites was light. This
ing hall of fame by discovering what Office of Civil & Defense Mobilization,
network and station people have been and Rep. William G. Bray (R-Ind.), who year's convention broke up the usual
saying for years: Section 315 of the matched bureaucratic gobbledygook and carnival floor operated by service industries and tucked them into distant
Communications Act is ridiculous.
legislative indignation.
• Comr. Fred Ford orbited the most corners of the Conrad Hilton where
• FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer
said for the first time that he thought exciting single disclosure of the week they politely greeted delegates. A numthe section ought to be torn out of the when he announced the Pentagon had
ber muttered impolite comments about
statute books.
agreed to discuss revamping of the tv the way they were shunted away from
band
with
the
FCC.
• Lar Daly, eccentric Chicago poliformal convention pro• At the final convention luncheon the dignityceedingsofand some
tician, earned at least a small plaque
swore they would
on the basement wall of a hall of fame Lt. Gen. Arthur G. Trudeau, Army re- never come back unless NAB lets them
search-development chief, broke the bid in a showmanly way for broadcaster
by setting up the silly series of political
pressures that directed Washington at- Pentagon's long electronic silence by interest.
tention to an incongruous law that runs explaining why defense activities use up
On the other hand, research firms,
a lot of spectrum space. Gen. Trudeau station brokers and representatives were
contrary to "public interest, conveni- said
the
missile
era
is
based
on
vast
necessity." public relations assortments of intricate electronic gear. generally pleased at the new setup.
• Aence andmillion-dollar
Some firmsby partially
He assured broadcasters military people restrictions
campaign for tv was launched.
setting upevaded
shop NAB's
across
• The electromagnetic spectrum was are doing their best to avoid interfer- the street at the Sheraton Blackstone

Family tradition • Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, chairman
of the board of RCA, won the first NAB keynote award
in 1953. Last week he watched his son, Robert W.
Sarnoff, sidiary,
nowNBC (a
chairman
the Sarnoff
board ofusedRCA's
subpositionofGen.
to hold),
receive the keynote award. In picture at left Gen.
50

Sarnoff (with cigar) from seat on platform hears his son
make keynote address. In picture at right young Sarnoff
(1) is given keynoter plaque by Harold E. Fellows, presiwas for "forceful
NAB. Award
system of entertaining,
the free ofAmerican
defensedent andofchairman
informing and selling through radio and television."
BROADCASTING, Morch 23, 1959

or at other hotels. Harry S. Goodman
Productions ran an old-fashioned convention suite, auditions and all, at this
adjacent hotel by the simple strategy
of staying out of the Conrad Hilton. Attendance was fine, Mr. Goodman said.
A top-ranking service firm moaned
that its crew sat around for hours drinking their own whiskey in an expensive
but remote suite. Their solitude was
broken by an occasional wandering
delegate in search of a drink or a men's
room or maybe, oh happy thought,
some films or tapes.
Packed Meetings • Down where
things were downright serious the meeting rooms were jammed. Few broadcasters could remember when so many
delegates showed up early in the morning and stayed until it was time to go
somewhere else.
A pleasant custom of the latter television era, the convention reception
hosted by combined film purveyors, was

TV

TO

TELL

missing this year. Some of the film men
thought the reception had built goodwill, prestige and business in past years.
As it must at all conventions, the
important routine was everywhere and
inevitable. Copyright, program ethics,
research, station representation and the
perils of commercial competition filled
the agendas of both Radio and Tv Assemblies.
Advance predictions that the convention would be near an all-time record
despite the limiting of attendance to
ownership-management delegates
proved to be good guessing. The ownership-management restriction turned out
to be a myth. Stations sent their usual
quotas of delegates.
Near Record • Final attendance was
exactly 2,400 delegates — 1,897 management-ownership and 503 engineering. Last year at Los Angeles total registration was 1,932. In 1957 the Conrad Hilton convention drew the all-

THE

TRUTH
NAB committee formed to prepare public
preceded the launching of the public
Television
isn'twithout
going fighting
to takeback.
the relations
project. Robert W. Sarnoff,
knocks
any more
A public relations campaign, de- NBC board chairman, made the subject
the theme of his March 1 6 keynote adibed as"a major asnewfastindustry
dress to the convention. Frank Stanwill get scrunderway
as the effort,"
details
can be worked out.
ton, CBS president, had discussed the
same idea March 15 at an affiliates
It is designed to:
• Develop scientific findings on what meeting. Both networks had been doing
the public thinks of television, and
preliminary but separate work on the
same time. ABC-TV affili• Tell television's story to the public idea atates,the
too, had discussed the problem
— accurately and positively.
This job will cost up to a million over the pre-convention weekend.
Mr. Sarnoff called for removal of the
dollars a year, judging by informal
views of some of those who will be in "semantic confusion" that automatically labels a discussion program worthcharge. It arose from years of sufferwhile and a thriller worthless.
ing at the hands of biased and unbiased
The broadcasting industry must excritics who have been using the medium
plain itself to lawmakers, he insisted,
as a headline grabber, easy target and
conversational device.
voicing the hope that by next year there
C. Wrede Petersmeyer, president of will begin to emerge an accurate conCorinthian Broadcasting Corp., was
cept of broadcasting's role in our society
elected chairman of a temporary com- (see resume of Mr. Sarnoff 's keynote
mit e of nine appointed last week at speech page 54).
the NAB Chicago convention, where
Campaign planning should begin
the project originated.
right away,
in Mr.of Sarnoff's
The committee is to meet March 27 noting
the hazard
legislativeopinion,
action
in New York. By April 30 it must re- and programming intervention by the
government.
His
ideas
for
the
most
port to the NAB Television Board,
which authorized the project at a March part were included in the final NAB
1 8 meeting. Other members are Robert
Time for Action • Dr. Stanton told
D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New Orleans; proposal.
Ward Quaal, WGN-TV Chicago; Jack CBS affiliates March 15 that the time
Harris, KPRC-TV Houston; Roger W. to talk has passed. It's now time to act,
Clipp, WFIL-TV Philadelphia; Don he said, adding that CBS is ready. Richard S. Salant, CBS Inc. vice president,
McGannon, Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co.; Kenneth Bilby, NBC-TV; Richard told the NAB tv assembly March 17
that
CBS is conducting a $100,000
Salant, CBS-TV; Michael Foster, ABCTV.
survey on what people think about television. He said results of the study
How It Started • A dramatic buildup
BROADCASTING, March 23. 1959

time record, 2,448, a bare 48 delegates
above this year's figure. Another 1,500
or maybe 2,000 persons took part in
exhibits or hovered around the convention hotel. Many others joined nonmember service firms at the Executive
House and other hotels.
A new trade association was formed
even before the convention had formally opened. Fm Assn. of Broadcasters
was organized March 15 out of the Fm
Development Assn. Its backers are hot
after new business and hope they can
get
fm medium
ground after
morethethan
a decade offof the
rough going.
The public relations project was a
tongue-tickler at hundreds of elbowbending sessions and formal gatherings.
NAB's Tv Board started the project
moving Wednesday evening after tv
delegates issued a directive to do something about the way everyone is shooting at video.
A
banquetnight.ended the convention
Wednesday

ABOUT

TV

relations campaign
would be made available to any public
relations project set up by the association.
The CBS study, Mr. Salant added,
would be similar to the 1946 survey,
"The People Look at Radio," conducted by the National Opinion Research
Center at the U. of Denver. Under
NAB auspices, the research center
asked the public for its opinion of
American broadcasting. Its finding:
"The public likes most American radio
and, more important, trusts it; indeed
places more faith in it than in newsers or motion pictures."
The papcampaign
emerged from the
talking
stage
at
the
convention's
17 tv assembly. At
that timeMarch
the
membership adopted the following resolution:
"Be it resolved, that the Television
Board authorize the president of NAB
to appoint immediately a committee of
broadcasters representing all major elements of the industry to develop specific
plans for the design, financing and
implementation of an industrywide televisionbasis.information campaign on a national
"This with
campaign
is to be but
conducted
liaison
the NAB,
is to bein
undertaken as a major new effort and
separately staffed, operated and financed. The committee is to submit its
initial proposals on the design, financing and implementation of the campaign
to the Television Board of NAB by
At the moment there are few specific
51
April 30."
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Chmn. Petersmeyer
ideas for the project, beyond the basic
research arid tell-the-public motives.
The Money Problem • A tough question which the committee hopes to
meet head-on will be financing of the
project. Scientific national research is
expensive, some of the members said,
and so is an effort to let the public
know the truth about television.
Much criticism against radio more
than a decade ago simmered down after the National Opinion Research Center was retained to find out exactly what
the public thought of the aural medium.
The plan adds a fourth industry
organization, apparently starting to take
the early course of Radio Advertising
Bureau, which grew out of an NAB
department, and Television Bureau of
Advertising, which developed originally
under the NAB umbrella but soon became acompletely separate unit similar
to RAB. The Television Code Review
Board is essentially a part of the NAB
structure.
The eligibility of non-members will
be one of the problems facing the comTv Code is open
to bothof
membersmittee.andNAB's non-members.
Because
the size of the undertaking, there is
some feeling that non-members have
just as much at stake as members and
besides their financial support will be
welcome.
Past Efforts • Two special NAB committees have delved into the bad publicity that television has been getting
since its infant days. One took up each
major attack on the medium, such as
highly critical magazine articles and
columns in major newspapers. The
other proposed to expand NAB's public
relations operation into a major function but major money for the proposal
was never provided by the board.
The association has been conducting
public relations activities on an accelerated basis for three years but never on
the basis now proposed. At the start
54 (NAB CONVENTION)

Mr. Foster
of the year the association snapped
back at a critical article in Fortune
magazine
by answering
it point-by-point
and
indicating
what were
described as
inaccuracies, innuendoes and the context treatment. NAB President Harold
E. Fellows authored this reply (Broadcasting, Dec. 29, 1958). Other NAB
activities include film strips and an array
of other promotional devices, plus
speech material and similar projects.
Tv broadcasters back of the new plan
felt that NAB hadn't done a positive
job to show the best side of television.
They said the criticism of persistent
complainers, the statements of politicians and legislators, the biting comments of columnists and other unfavorable pot-shotting were bound to leave
an influence on the public if continued
year after year.
They took the position that the constructive role of tv's purely entertainment programs such as whodunits and
westerns in a tense world should be
made clear. They believe the public
should understand that not every program should be an art form, high-brass
panel or something appealing to lovers
of Martin's
opera orFuture
serious-music.
• The action of the
Tv Board raises problems about the
future of the NAB public relations department headed by Don Martin. At
this point, it was suggested, the present
headquarters staff will be needed to
handle the publications, servicing, special campaigns and other promotional
activities. The special tv drive is to be
outside this department, judging by
early thinking.
While the nine-man committee will
have to work swiftly to meet its April

Mr. Salant
Mr. Quaal
30 deadline,
there's nothing panicky
about
the timing.
"There's no crisis," one of the main
backers told Broadcasting. "The problem is serious but we're not putting out
National research moves slowly and
much of the public relations work will
be based on the findings, it is believed.
While,
a fire."this research is getting under
way, the routine of setting up facilities,
raising money and putting the project
into motion will be a big undertaking.
Sarnoff asks tv trade
to pull out PR stops
A massive public relations campaign
telethe week
by allwaselements
supported
vision business
called forof last
by
Robert
W.
Sarnoff,
NBC
chairman
of the board.
Mr. Sarnoff made the keynote addres at the NAB's annual convention.
He urged that the campaign planning begin at once. The project should
receive financial support from "all
those with a stake in the medium," including networks, stations, talent agensyndicacies, program
tors, and
other producers
suppliers and
and services.
The project should be organized as
a "distinct new effort" to be specially
financed and staffed, Mr. Sarnoff said.
He thought it might be begun under
the auspices of the NAB, but it would
have to have broader support than that
now available to the NAB.
First a Survey • As the first big
phase of the campaign, Mr. Sarnoff
suggestedtitudesa toward
major
survey of public attelevision.
"Such a survey of radio in the 40s
BROADCASTING, March 23, 1959

"Nothing endures but personal qualities.
These words from the pen of Walt Whitman
account for the great music which has endured
the years. Each composition reflects the
personal qualities of its composer. This same
reflection could easily be applied to quality radio
and television stations of today . . . the dedicated
efforts of those behind the scenes to constantly
build and maintain a quality image.

radio & television

BROADCAST SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS ■ EDWARD PETRY A COMPANY, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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gave it more than 80% endorsement,
more even than churches which occupied the second highest rung of public favor,"
Mr. Sarnoff.
"I amequally
confident thatsaid
television
would get
highThemarks."
need for an all-television public
relations campaign arises from growingcismcriticism
of the somedium.
The critihas become
widespread
and
persistent,
he
said,
that
a
"climate
being created for more governmentis
regulation of broadcasting."
"Proposals for legislative measures,"
Mr. Sarnoff said, "are prefaced with
sweeping references to inferior quality
Congressional hearof programming.
ings are on tap to consider what can be
done about programs which bear the
stigma of popular appeal.
"The danger of government intervention in the programming process is
very real. Yet it is only one offshoot
of a broader danger — the creation of
an unflattering image of broadcasting
which could undermine its public acceptance. This image is being painted
with many brushes in many places: in
social gatherings; in speeches and articles; in print attacks, such as Fortune's

VHF

TV

recent exercise in gamesmanship; in the
egging on of dissidents within our own
house; in the continued repetition of
slogans intended to make television
viewing a symbol of inferior status.
"It issiderthis
last approach
which toI conthe most
direct threat
our
service. If the average viewer is constantly told, without contradiction, that
he is guilty of a shameful act in watching his favorite programs, then he might
begin to approach his set the way the
small boy approaches the cookie jar.
"As a medium which draws its
strength and prestige from its universality ofappeal, broadcasting could
find itself artificially downgraded in the
eyes of its two main supporters — its
audience
Local and
Angleadvertisers."
• The campaign to
counter anti-television propaganda
must start with the individual broadcaster, Mr. Sarnoff said. In his own
community the broadcaster is in direct
touch with centers of local influence
and with his own representatives in
state and federal legislatures.
But, said Mr. Sarnoff, "the thrust
against us is so widespread and pervasive that broader action is also need-

BAND

WAGON

ed. It calls for the inauguration of a
massive
communications
effort — only
an ef-if
fort which
can be successful
all elements of our industry band together for centralized and coordinated
He asked NAB delegates to contionssiderplan:three elements of a public relaaction."
1. The commissioning of the survey
of public attitudes toward television.
2. The use of "our own facilities to
create wider understanding of our
medium and how it functions in everyone's interest."
3. The
establishment of a special organization toplan and guide the cam"Meeting
the challenge decisively on
paign.
a national basis will require greater financial support than the industry now
provides
in the"Butinformation
Sarnoff said.
this shouldarea,"
giveMr.us
no cause to flinch. In 10 years television
broadcasting has become a business of
$1.3 billion annually. In another 10
years, it should more than double that
figure — provided it acts now to assert
its stature and assure the proper climate
for growth."
IN SIGHT?

tary for
willingness
to "negotiate"
Dept. of Defense agrees to explore frequency FCC
new spectrum
space for with
television
was
given
to
the
NAB Ford.
convenexchange which could provide more v channels;
tion last week by FCC Comr.
military privately admits exchange feasible
the FCC's
withComr.
the Ford,
Defense
Dept., liaison
said heofficer
was
The possibility of expanding the vhf al and broadcasters' pressure for discus- advised Friday (Oct. 13) that Defense
television band became more than a
siontionof offrequency
use.
A
further
indicawas
ready
to
talk
frequency
trading.
an easing of military policy
hope last week.
He called it "encouraging" but not
at the NAB con- came in the assurance to the NAB last
It was announced
vention that the Dept. of Defense had week by the chief of Army research and necessarily proof of "immediate soludevelopment
that
the
Army
has
no
f television's spectrum problems.
explore an exchange of fre- designs on tv channels (see page 58). He didtion" osay,
agreed to quencies
however, that within a few
which might provide many
months
it should be possible to say
Defense 'Ready To Talk' • The most
new vhf channels for television assignwhether
the
negotiations were making
ment.
optimistic report yet submitted on miliWhat was not announced was this:
The military, which now holds large
progress.
Comr.jective Ford
thoughtwouldthe be"ideal"
obblocks catedof a belief
vhf space,
for television
38 chanthathasan privately
exchangeindi-is
nels immediately above ch. 13. Countfeasible.
ing the present 12, this would make 50
tv channels.
The agreement to negotiate was
reached March 13 at a meeting of FCC
Trade
Talk • Mr. Ford acknowledged
Chairman John C. Doerfer, FCC Comr.
that
a
lesser
numberconsidering.
— say 35 inButall —he
Frederick W. Ford, who is the comwould be worth
mission's liaison officer with the Dept.
felt
that
a
really
limited
number would
of Defense, and Paul Goldsborough,
be another matter. What FCC has to
director of telecommunications policy
trade
for
new
tv
space
presumably is
for the Dept. of Defense.
the
band.upper reaches of the current uhf
The
military's
willingness
to
attempt
an accommodation marked an abrupt
Ch. 14 starts at 470 mc under the
change from its historic policy of incurrent allocations and ranges up to
on 13
spectrum
ments.flexible
Untilsecrecy
March
the FCCassignhad
890 kc, upper limit of ch. 83.
been repeatedly rebuffed in efforts to
Mr. Ford also proposed that Contalk with the military about the subject.
gress enact a law requiring that all television sets traded in interstate comIt was speculated
military's
Comr. Ford: frequency trader
turn-about
was a resultthatof the
Congressionmerce be capable of receiving all
56 (NAB CONVENTION)
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Will
take

he

away

an

American
steelworker's
job?
Meet Vladimir Petrov, Russian steelworker. He
earns about 56 rubles a day.
American steelworkers earn about $24.00 a
day . . . four times as much as steelworkers of
Western Europe, over four times as much as
Vladimir, and seven times as much as Japanese
steelworkers.
So what?
So this: Many foreign countries have zoomed
their output of steel - they're selling it all over
the world— and in increasing amounts even in the
U.S.A. For instance, more barbed wire is being
imported here from abroad than American mills
are producing.
Soaring costs in this country are hurting the
American steelworker as he tries to compete with
his counterparts all over the world . . . European
and Japanese steel producers are even now underselling American steel right here in this country.
Some American steelworkers have already lost
their jobs just for this reason; foreign steelworkers have gotten their jobs.
Certainly it will not help America if the spread
between U.S. and foreign wages is increased. It
will only serve to export jobs.
Isn't it time to stop this
ry rise in
wage costs that is underminiinflationa
ng the job security
of American workers?

This message is being brought to you by
REPUBLIC
STEEL
as a member of the
AMERICAN

IRON

AND

REPUBLIC STEEL'S management, in order to keep the
company growing and so help protect the jobs
of its
present employees, has been alert to the ever-present
competition (wholesome and healthy) from other
materials as well as from foreign labor. Therefore,
BROADCASTING, March 23, 1959

STEEL

INSTITUTE

Republic now produces plastic pipe as well as steel;
aluminum windows as well as steel; titanium as well as
stainless steel. Republic makes the world's widest range
of standard steels and steel products, including barbed
wire, farm fencing, and other wire products.

television channels, regardless of what
these may be when the negotiations
with the Defense Dept. are completed.
He said he had been told by manufacturers that adding all-channel reception
would increase the cost of receivers by
$35 or $40.
Panel Session • Mr. Ford spoke at
the NAB convention's FCC panel discus ion. He amplified his remarks later,
in answer to questions.
On the allocations question, Comr.
Lee said during the panel session he
felt that "long-range" decisions are necessary. He said transition to uhf over
a five-to-seven-year period would be the
correct solution — but he pointed out
that he didn't expect endorsement of
this plan by current vhf operators.
Lt. Gen. Arthur G. Trudeau, Army
research - development chief, told the
NAB convention March 18 that complete information of military communications operations will be given the
FCC.
"If toit expand
will allaymilitary
your
fears, weHe doadded,
not seek
bands by this action."
Six ways of working out "a national
compatible
tv system"
been FCC,
presented to the
Pentagonhave
by the
Gen. Trudeau said.
The six solutions referred to by Gen.
Trudeau in his NAB speech last week
are the alternatives suggested by FCC
Comr. Frederick W. Ford last December.
In a speech to the Houston, Tex.,
Radio & Tv Executives Assn. at that
time, Comr. Ford set up six possible
alternatives for the FCC in solving the
tv allocations problem. They were:
(1) Do nothing, (2) change present
vhf standards to permit more stations
to be assigned to cities where competitive facilities are limited, (3) deintermixture, (4) add more channels in the
vhf spectrum between the present low
band tv (chs. 2-6) and high band tv
(chs. 7-13), (5) add more vhf channels
in the spectrum area above ch. 13, and
(6) shift all tv to uhf.
Gen. Trudeau referred to these as
having been presented to the Army, Air
Force and Navy for comment on military impact.
In probably the first public review of
the
Gen. Army's
Trudeauelectronic
said everycommunications,
effort is made
to avoid interference with civilian tv
service, with some operations conducted
at night. The maneuvers are engineered
to be compatible with services in various
frequency bands. These policies, he said,
reflect
recognition
as an "our
essential
service ofofbroadcasting
the public
welfare."
Gen. Trudeau said the Army believes
the national allocation problem- must
be resolved to clarify national frequency
58 (NAB CONVENTION)

planning in the general 30-1000 mc
region. He described tests designed to
bring mentefficiency
in frequency manageof equipment.
Electronics Needs • Preparedness requires
to move,
shoot,regardless
communicate and"means
defend
ourselves
of
enemysaid.
aircraft
or missiles,"
Gen.
Trudeau
He anticipated
a tenfold
increase in Army electronics requirements by 1970.
Research in the field of frequency
control devices and techniques will be
helpful in conserving the spectrum, he
said, adding that equipment will be
small and light in weight. New power
sources will include nuclear energy,
solar energy and fuel batteries.
Looking into the future, he said fixed
satellites 22,000 miles from the earth
over given points will be tested when
the Army sends up its 12-foot, highvisibility balloon to act as a reflector for

Gen. Trudeau: no expansion
electro-magnetic radiation experiments.
These new systems include ionospheric
and tropospheric scatter methods of
transmission, with high-power output
and narrow beam transmission.
Spectrum Needs • Rapid advances in
radio and electronic techniques for the
space age will require "an enormous
number of radio frequencies," Gen.
Trudeau said, describing the radio frequency congestion as "one of the most
serious
problems"We facing
He
continued,
cannotthewaitmilitary."
until a
national emergency occurs to develop
and procure equipment, or to train the
men who will have to operate it. . . .
In fact, the radio spectrum can be consources. sidered one of our critical national re"Some persons think that the military
has its equipment in a few discreet frequency bands. This concept encourages
many rumors that the military is en-

croaching into the area outside of the
assigned
frequency bands.
I can simply
clarify
this
misunderstanding
by stating
that the military has some type of equipment operating in practically every frequency band of the spectrum."
Gen.form a very
Trudeau
said broadcasters
"perimportant
job of leadership
— leadership for the minds, the attitudes
and the spirit of our nation. Your media
has certainly done a splendid job in
affording the Army much valuable station time andvancemeinnts of science
presenting
new adand thetechnology
for the benefit of your audiences.
Through these means of disseminating
this challenging information about our
rapidly changing world, I think much
of the credit goes to you for stimulating
the national response we have had in the
last few years towards a more critical
view ofentificsome
of ourprogress.
educational, sciand military
"In addition, I think that your contributions to protect our freedom of
speech are highly commendable. I
heartily endorse your efforts in all of
these areas and I am sure that the Army
stands behind me on that. We will assist you in any way we can in the future
and always regret our inability to do
At a news conference Wednesday,
Gen. Trudeau said he did not believe
defense needs require a reallocation of
the spectrum. He said the military
more."not ask for more frequencies than
would
it can use, reiterating that care is taken
to avoid interference with commercial
frequencies.
Gen. Trudeau presented plaques to
NAB tv and radio members for their
role in acquainting the public with the
role of the military in national life.
Spectrum Battle • A Congressman
and a high civil defense official fought
the battle of the spectrum last week
before an amazed broadcaster audience.
The winner: Rep. William G. Bray
(R-Ill.).
The loser: John S. Patterson, deputy
director,
Office of Civil & Defense
Mobilization.
Caught
ing industry.in the middle: The broadcastBoth combatants agreed there ought
to be a thorough investigation of the
radio
to find isifhogging
it's efficiently
used; spectrum
if the military
more
channels than it needs, and if parts of
the facility
now assigned to broadcasting are in danger.
Rep. Bray flexed his Congressional
muscles under Mr. Patterson's nose
when the subject got around to the
hiding of a secret report on what should
be
trum.done about investigating the specMr. Patterson was in a bad spot as
BROADCASTING, Moreh 23, 1959

Rep. Bray: puts Defense on defensive
he stumbled away from direct answers
to the Congressman. He tried to explain why the report of a temporary
committee to the President was the
most concealed document around
Washington.
The platform battling became downright embarrassing to the broadcaster
spectators when Rep. Bray charged that
OCDM had given him the fastest runaround he could recall by concealing
the report of the committee.
Persistently foiled by Mr. Patterson's
bureaucratic dodging, Rep. Bray held
up an article from Broadcasting and
read portions dealing with the stillsecret contents. In a hopeless jam, Mr.
Patterson said the matter is "under administrative review." He said if the
President wants it kept secret, he was
satisfied this was the thing to do.
The two went into the problem of
setting up a committee to make a
thorough study of the spectrum, as advised inthe secret report. Mr. Patterson
explained the President's request for
legislation (SJRes 76) to set up a fiveman, one-year commission to be named
by the President.
Rep. Bray chided him for letting an
important matter of this type become
susceptible to the charge of White
House or military domination, explaining the people through Congress should
have a voice in naming the members.
Mr. Patterson suggested it would be
hard to get experts to give away a
year of their lives for $75 a day. He
startled the audience by adding that he
didn't
see what
business
it wasthisof subthis
broadcaster
meeting
to discuss
ject.
The two disagreed again on the need
for FCC's continuing investigation of
the 25-890 mc band. Rep. Bray thought
it should be held up while the whole
spectrum study matter is being discussed. Mr. Patterson saw no reason
to defer the FCC study. Asked for
BROADCASTING, March 23, 1959

Patterson: not broadcasters' business
comment from the floor, Comr. Robert
T. Bartley, of the FCC, said the 25-890
study is a paper hearing now but added
that it has many purposes. One of
these is to provide material for the
international radio conference scheduled later this year.
Rep. Bray pointed out in his prepared talk that no major agency has
ever reviewed or evaluated the needs
or uses of the government frequency
assignments. He noted the "vast
amounts of equipment" acquired by the
military,
adding, "I were
am certain
all the equipment
turned that
on atif
once there would be so much interference between various pieces of equipment that jamming by the enemy might
be unnecessary."
ENGINEERING

He reminded that much equipment
has been produced for use in emergency
on parts of the spectrum assigned nongovernment users on the theory these
users would cease operating in war.
"No agency
has madewhether
a comparative
analysis
to determine
even in
wartime some of the civilian uses might
not be more important than the military
uses which are planned," he said.
Rep. Bray argued the allocation of
spectrum use is the business of Congress, stating an impartial investigation
"would slay the ghost of any suspicion
or concern
or unnecessary demandsoverforhoarding
frequency space by
the military." At least some of the members of a spectrum study group should
be named by Congress, he said, so the
project
subject to charges of being
slanted isn't
House. toward the military or White
Mr. Patterson reassured broadcasters
there is no desire to appropriate nongovernment frequency space for government or military use. He said the
White House-OCDM plan for a spectrum study is designed to learn if national management of the spectrum can
be improved.
Asked during the question-answer
exchange if the lower half of the vhf
television band is coveted by the government ormilitary, Mr. Patterson said,
"I have never heard any military demand for these channels. I would know
if requests were made."
He called broadcasting one of the
nation's best assets in time of armed attack. "The key to recovery and personal
survival is communications," he said.

WONT

CURE

UHF

Political, economic, social factors act
to decide fate of uhf tv, says TASO head
The success or failure of uhf tele- with the TASO report by the uhf Commit e for Competitive Tv.
vision will depend on many factors
other than the technical, Dr. George
Additional statements may be submitted by other groups making up the
Town, executive director of the Television Allocations Study Organization, stood.
sponsoring organizations, it is undersaid last week.
In general TASO found that uhf was
Dr. Town's observation, implying
that political, economic and social fac- inferior to vhf television in almost all
tors will determine the future of uhf respects. Uhf showed comparable
tv, was made to reporters after he and characteristics with vhf in areas where
his associates had presented a summary the terrain was level, and surpassed
of TASO results to the NAB engineer- vhf in its resistance to man-made and
natural interference.
ing conference.
Worth Saving • Dr. Town emphasized
The findings of the two-and-a-half
year technical study on uhf-vhf tele- that the TASO report shows that uhf
vision (Broadcasting, March 16) were
a potential for good service "under
officially turned over to FCC Chairman has
proper conditions."
These are
limited
and level terrain,
he pointed
John C. Doerfer at the opening engi- coverage
neering session of the trade association. out. "There are enough good areas to
A separate statement, urging the
uhf worth
continuing,"
stated.
transfer of all tv to uhf was submitted make
Broadcast
engineers,
however,he mostly

College; Dr. Charles E. Dean, Hazeltine Corp.; Harold G. Towlson, manager mitter
of engineering,
Broadcast
Section, General
ElectricTransCo.,
and Lucien E. Rawls, L.H. Carr &
Assoc., Washington consulting engine ring firm.
Raymond F. Guy, NBC senior staff
engineer, was chairman of the session.
MAKE

Heavy manuscript • Smiles wreath the faces of participants in highlight
ceremony when Dr. George R. Town, executive director. Teleengineering
vision Allocations Study Organization (r), hands completed TASO report
to FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer (1). In center rear is Raymond F. Guy,
NBC senior staff engineer, who was chairman of the TASO session at
NAB engineering conference (and who played a leading role in the
original 1950 hearings on uhf for television, see box below).
shook their heads as the disappointing
results were unfolded. Some of their
remarkstions werein brutally
response frank:
to reporters' ques• "Uhf is no damned good."
• "Will a broadcaster be satisfied
with a 30-mile service when his vhf
competition gets a good 60 miles or
more?"
• "There's nothing wrong with uhf
— Dr.
exceptTownvhf."called for the continuance
of two TASO projects, still incomplete.
These are a full-scale analysis of the
voluminous technical data accumulated
by TASO and a study on directional
antennas.
Other highlights of the TASO panel:
• Uhf receivers suffer from internal
noise, but this is not inherent. Research
and development probably can overcome this equipment fault.
• Fngineers were less critical of picture quality than householders. On the
average, engineers rated a picture as
better by. 20% than the layman.
• Despite power compensations for
high band vhf transmitters over low
band vhf stations (316 kw to 100 kw
maximum power with tower heights of
1,000 ft. above average terrain), there
isstrength
still a measurements.
"significant" difference
in field
Signal strength
of low band vhf stations is higher for
longer distances , than high band vhf
outlets. .,: • There were more cases of receiver
misalignment, both vhf and uhf, than
of bad antenna installations. Surprisingly, more receivers suffered from
this disability the closer they were situ60 (NAB CONVENTION)

ated to the transmitting antenna.
• A new concept of figuring theoretical coverage, worked out by U. of
Texas engineers, results in closer mating with
ments. actual
The new on-the-air
estimated measurecoverage
map looks more like a topographic map
than the usual estimated coverage map
with circles.
• Directional antennas seem to hold
out
promise for use in future tv allocations.
• Visual power should be increased
tofromone.the present two to one to four
Besides Dr. Town, the following
TASO members participated in the
Dr. William L. Hughes, Iowa State
panel:

TV ALL UHF

Says u group's dissent
to TASO report to FCC
Delete the vhf band and make television al uhf. This is the position of the
organization
representing
casters in a separate
reportuhffiledbroadwith
the
TASO
report
submitted
last week
to the FCC.
The Committee for Competitive Tv,
one of the five groups sponsoring
TASO, tions
emphasized
that the tvpolitical,
allocaproblem is primarily
social
and
economic,
rather
than
technical.
The technical information gathered
by TASO,
said, was The
knownreport
before this CCT
investigation.
merely
shows, CCT
"that [using]
if the
final allocations
plan stated,
anticipates
vhf there will be a relatively few stations in the country — each of which
willU-VserveDifferences
multiple markets."
• The CCT report
emphasized that the significant differences between high band vhf and low
band uhf are not very great — about
5 db. Coverage of uhf stations, while
not as great as vhf, is still good, the
report stated. In the low uhf band a
40-mile coverage is the equivalent of
5,000 sq. mi., it pointed out, while a
city like Los Angeles occupies only
454.8 sq. mi.
The problem of uhf receivers, CCT
said, is bound to be overcome with "in-

Faint echo
the question of opening up the
"It will be most unfortunate if
uhf band for commercial tv.
television must go into the uhf
The next month RCA subband." Those words were spoken
mitted revised data on the Bridgemore than eight years ago of Rayport experiment.
It washeavy
no secret
mond F. Guy, then NBC allocathat
RCA
was under
FCC
tions director, when he presented
the RCA findings on its experipressure
to
revise
its
original
findmental uhf Bridgeport, Conn.,
ings. Other witnesses, representoperation to the FCC.
ing other broadcast and manufacThis was the only comment
had lauded uhf's
potentialturingforinterests,
telecasting.
NBC or RCA would make at that
From then on, there was no
time. Spokesmen told the FCC
question that uhf would be opened
that they preferred to let the
for commercial tv. This happened
voluminous technical data speak
for itself.
in April 1952, on the issuance of
the Sixth Report & Order, ending
The comment was made at the
a four-year-long tv freeze.
FCC's hearing in October 1950 on
BROADCASTING, March 23, 1959

HERITAGE
PRODUCTIONS
proudly

announces

'S

CAMPY

R

CORNE

260 5-minute shows, featuring
CAMPY, CHRIS SCHENKEL,
and greats from the sports or
entertainment world. CAMPY
looking into the coming baseball
season with WILLIE MAYS,
CASEY STENGEL or TALLULAH BANKHEAD (you read
right) ; Perhaps CAMPY and
SUGAR RAY cutting up the
fight game ; maybe CAMPY and
PHIL SILVERS reminiscing;
whoever the guest or
guests .... an inside, vital and
exciting story and IMPACT
for your IMPACT!
station as Whether
you've never
known
for
the human interest the
coming
picture....
as it's
never beensports
described
or
simply, the fabulous warmth of
the old thirty nine .... you
ought to take a good, long listen.
The 62 stations NOW SOLD
OUT for 52 weeks did.
THANK YOU "PERSON TO PERSON'

May we show you just how exciting radio really can be? Contact:
HERITAGE

PRODUCTIONS

45 W 54 Street
New York City
Circle 5-2166
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evitable refinements in technology." In
this regard, CCT observed, the TASO
report portsisof thealready
outdated
since "re-of
excellent
performance
parametric amplifiers at uhf have been
Picture

QW

*What's your WOODquotient ?

WOOD-AM
devotes more
time to news than
5-county
Pulse surveys
WOOD-AM
any
the greatest
shareyears?
ofshowaudience
many other
minutesstation
per day?in Grand248 Rapids.
263 How
197 with
how many
consecutive
10 6 for3
(g<IZ si 3tviMX> :fivp yoxyat spuddSQ) (9S Jof isjtf Uddq svy
<JOOA\ 1n9 '9 JOfpateans svy Hjuo }spid)

WOOD-AM they
personalities
have double
impact
because
are: listened
to by martini
drinkers
on radio —andstereophonic
WOOD-TV. — appearing both
Ua»D/ am Rtfsom piq ■sajyi jiy)

Which Grand Rapids station has the only
easily-remembered frequency?
(dOOMj)0 s?J
.,£ I °}PVJl„ s-MOM? UpoqA^at} — uoi)D)S
Ud(t3„ d\uo am si QOOM /•«<>«? noR 4yyv)

How to rate your WOODquotient:
0 right — Where were you last night?
1-2 right — Let the Katz man fill you in.
3 right — T.B.E. — (Time Buyer Extraordinaire)
4 right — Just renewed your schedule, eh!
WOOD-AM is first — morning, noon, night, Monday through Sunday
April '58 Pulse Grand Rapids — 5 county area.
WOOD
TV Michigan
WOODIand Center, Grand Rapids,
WOOD-TV — NBC for Western and Central Michigan:
Grand Rapids, Battle Creek, Kalamazoo, Muskegon and Lansing.
WOOD — Radio — NBC.
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TASO's to acknowledgment
thatStressing
uhf is superior
vhf in freedom
released."
from various types of man-made and
natural interference, CCT said that
further investigations seeking to permit
more vhf stations (either through the
use of directional antennas or the extension of the present vhf band) is a
"narcissus-like approach."
"The information submitted by this
TASO tainsreport,"
CCTan concluded
the basis for
allocations "conplan
whereby
a
competitive
tem could be establishedtelevision
in the sysuhf
band." This could be done, CCT stated,
by
top 23 touhfpermit
channels
for assigning
translator thepurposes
the
delivery ofmunitiescity-grade
signals
to
comunable to support a regular
station.
Labor panel surveys
strategy of strikes
When and how to take a strike were
explored by leaders in the labor-manfield at convention
a jam-packed
labor
clinic at theagementNAB
last week.
The session on Monday attracted an
overflow audience of close to 500, including 150 who listened by closed
circuit in another room while some 350
of
their colleaguessession.
sat in on the question-and-answer
C. Maynard Smith, Atlanta attorney;
William C. Fitts, CBS vice president
for labor relations, and Ward Quaal of
WGN Chicago, chairman of the NAB
labor relations advisory committee,
were panelists at the meeting. Charles
H. Tower, manager of the broadcast
and economics department
ofpersonnel
NAB, was moderator of the meeting.
When to take a strike was one of the
The panelists felt that
chief questions.
when
union demands are unreasonable,
"featherbedding"
when theywheninclude
have poor
would
proposals,
economic
results they
for the
company
and
automadiscourage
would
whention they
they should be met firmly.
dewas was
ional. picture
The Congress
Little hope
scribed as confused
maheld out for legislation that wouldpointed
terial y help management. It was
Comof
Chamber
U.S.
out that the
merce had estimated that 185 House
members and 55 Senators owed their
election to union support — and that
therefore they could not be expected to
back manageme
labor
bills. nt's position in current
Station officials were asked to supin the law that would ban
port ychanges
boycotts.
secondar
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(This is one of a series of full page ads appearing regularly in the NEW YORK TIMES)

WTMJ
Milwaukee

Radio is More
the Growing

Important
Difference

between

Stations!

giveaways,amassadvertising
in bad taste
in indigestible
stations
huge audiences.
Great orstations
earn theoverdoses.
confidence Great
of the
community for themselves and for their advertisers. This is the combination
that produces results. The stations listed here are the great stations in 18
important markets. So efficient is their coverage, you need add only 30
selected stations, out of the more than 3,000 stations now broadcasting, to
achieve effective nationwide reach. This technique of concentrating on 48
top stations
"The Nation's
Voice."withA data
call todeveloped
any Christal
office Politz
will
bring
completeis called
information,
documented
by Alfred
Research, showing how the strategy of concentration on leadership stations
can quickly put radio's vitality to work solving your sales problem.
HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO., INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT • BOSTON • SAN FRANCISCO • ATLANTA

Radio's basic strengthandis economically.
its ability to talk to hugeuniquemassesadvantage
of people
frequently,
its ability topersuasively
reach your customers when theyRadio's
are available to no otheris
medium. But there are all kinds of stations. The real power of "the companion
medium"
is yoursradioonlystations.
when youThe aredifference
selectiveis inbigchoosing
betweenall theordinary
and great
and growing
time.
In most major markets one station stands out unmistakably as the great
station.personnel.
It's the oneIts investing
substantially
in
top
facilities
and
outstanding
expert thoughtfully
programming produced,
covers theprofessit
entire range
of listener
interest Its. . .responsible
with features
nally presented,
shoddy
management permits
i lival gimmicks,
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than ever... but so is

WHAM
Rochester
Schenectady
WGY
KWKH
Shreveport
WSYR
Syracuse
WTAG

TV CODE TEETH'
New code board set
to 'bite' violators
NAB's Tv Code Review Board is operating under a get-tougher attitude that
is headed toward punishment of stations
that consistently violate its rules.
The board was re-formed last week
at the NAB Chicago convention when
three new members took office under
the chairmanship of Donald McGannon, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
For some time the board has been
disturbed by multiple spotting, up-cutting of network programs and violations
of the rule on intimate personal products. An extensive monitoring campaign
has shown that some stations frequently
ignore the code provisions against these
practices.
The personal
problem has centered
around products
a hemorrhoid
treatment.
After two meetings last week, the
new code board indicated it may cite
several stations to the NAB Television
Board by recommending loss of the
code seal. Stations violating the rules are
given warnings and in some cases have
voluntarily withdrawn from the code
when repeated violations have been
brought to their attention.
Roger W. Clipp, Triangle Stations,
ended his chairmanship of the code
to NAB's
an address
March 16He insaid
boardAssembly.
Tv
307 stations and
all three tv networks are subscribers
plus a score of tv film firms represented
by the Alliance of Television Producers.
The ATP film companies and some nonmember firms are affiliate subscribers.
97% Comply • Mr. Clipp said monitoring logs cover 40,123 hours viewing
time. They showed that 3% of all tv
the commercial time
programsof exceeded
limits
the code by 20 seconds or
more, with 97% complying fully. The
logs showed a few spots apparently violating the liquor advertising ban, the
offending stations stopping the practice
voluntarily. Cases where beer commercialsgramswerewere adjacent
corrected. to children's proTv program content will be denounced "more violently in proportion
to revenue lost by magazines and newspapers," Mr. Clipp
New code
board predicted.
members, besides
Chairman McGannon, are Mrs. A. Scott
Bullitt, KING-TV Seattle; Joseph Herold, KBTV (TV) Denver, and Gaines
Kelley, WFMY-TV Greensboro, N.C.
Joseph Hartenbower, KCMO-TV Kansas City, continues in service. Retiring
besides Chairman Clipp are Mrs. Hugh
McClung, KHSL-TV Chico, Calif., and
Richard A. Borel, WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio.
64 (NAB CONVENTION)

Out and in • Roger W. Clipp (1), Triangle Stations, retired as chairman of
the NAB Tv Code Review Board last week and welcomed his successor,
Donald McGannon, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. The occasion was a
meeting of the new board March 15 at the NAB convention in Chicago.
FORM

NEW

FM

TRADE

GROUP

Chicago-born: Fm Assn. of Broadcasters
ture will be set up, with a sliding
A new trade association, Fm Assn. dues scale.
The immediate goal is 200
of Broadcasters, emerged from conven- members. Each
station is to contribute
tion week in Chicago.
spot announcements daily to an
Pre-convention meetings of Fm De- three
velopment Assn., predecessor to FMAB, overall sales campaign to be sold to an
of the participroduced two days of provocative pro- account pants.forFundsthewillbenefit
go to50setstations
up associagramming with emphasis on stereo and
tion
facilities.
About
had
its broadcasting potential.
been
signed
to
the
plan
by
mid-week.
A brief but fast-moving fm discusPlain Talk About Stereo • A real
sion at the opening of NAB program- stereo
slugfest developed at the March
bestthe
was
16)
(March
ming
Monday
attended meeting within the memory of 14 FMDA meeting when a half-dozen
fm broadcasters, having an audience of developers of assorted stereo systems
parliamentary procedure out the
more than 500. They talked in gener- threw
window and plain-talked their way
ally
optimistic
terms
about
fm's
future
and commercial aswhile recognizing the practical prob- throughpects oftechnical
their methods of producing
lems of theis medium's
stereophonic sound.
FMAB
headed bygrowth.
Larry Gordon, realistic
A. Prose Walker, NAB engineering
WBNY-FM Buffalo, N. Y. Mr. Gordon
was active in the old FMDA, of which manager who is active in the current
Jack Kiefer, KMLA (FM) Los Angeles, industry study of stereo through NaStereophonic Radio Committee,
was retiring president. Officers of warned tional
of the danger in promoting and
FMAB besides President Gordon are
Fred Rabell, KITT (FM) San Diego, selling fm stereo equipment to the public before FCC adopts standards —
vice president; Frank Knorr Jr., WPKM
that might soon become
(FM) old I.Tampa,
secretary,
Har- equipment
obsolete. NSRC will investigate more
Tanner, Fla.,
WLDM
(FM) andDetroit,
treasurer.
than a score of stereo systems, a technical routine that will probably take
The association quickly set up organization plans. A permanent office will a year
or more. discussion brought up
The technical
be maintained at 1 Park Ave., New
such
practical
as multiplex
York,tivewith
plans
for
a
fulltime
execudirector. A mailing campaign for band limitations problems
and servicing problems.
members was started at once. About At least one stereo system will require
100 fm stations voiced interest in joining_ servicemen with doctor's degrees, it
the association. A flexible dues struc- was
suggested. A warning was sounded
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Broadcasting has never had so many opportunities to do so much

Given the eyes and ears of 175,000,000 people in every
walk of life ... the eagerness of minds through every
pulsing second of each day... where are the limits
to opportunity?
There are no limits.

and Billy Graham. An educational program goes on
at dawn - and stores sell out of books it discusses.
Now cancer, heart disease, mental illness . . frontiers
from neutrons to galaxies ... the ever-changing crosscur ents ofhuman relations here and abroad challenge us to serve our fellow men - with program
material more gripping than we could ever invent.

Broadcasting has already made our children familiar with the images of Khrushchev, Von Braun, John
XXIII, DeGaulle, Castro, Mikoyan, the dynamic
meaning of the United Nations, London, Paris, Washington, Moscow, the mechanics of the atom, the music
of Pat Boone and Bernstein.

In our cameras and microphones we have the living
documentation of our times ... the most direct and
powerful means of illuminating, selling, entertaining,
inspiring oar youths, our homes, our communities.

For ninety minutes, 1,253,000 people sat spell-bound
in one community- San Francisco- watching a heart
operation on an eleven year old boy. Through broadcasting millions know the look and sound of Hamlet

That's why the Westinghouse Broadcasti Company
believes that television and radio alone ngamong
communication media have such a magnificent potential
to serve the American people.

®€)® WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.
TELEVISION.
Boston WBZ-TV Baltimore WJZ-TVCleveland
Pittsburgh
^1™^^^^'?^*^
KYW KDKA-TV
'Fort Wayne Cleveland
WOWO KYW
Chicago-TV WIND
Portland KPIX
KEX
San Francisco

convention
FMAB is formed • A new trade association was set up during
week at Chicago, growing out of Fm Development Assn. Its name is Fm
is Larry Gordon, WBNY-FM
Assn. of Broadcasters. President of FMAB
meeting.
Buffalo, who was elected president at the March 15 organization
Hennock, attorney, director;
Frieda
r),
to
1
(seated,
are
directors
and
Officers
Frank
President Gordon; Fred Rabell, KITT (FM) San Diego, vice president;WLDM
Knorr Jr., WPKM (FM) Tampa, Fla., secretary; Harold I. Tanner,
Brown, North(FM) Oak Park, Mich.; treasurer; (standing, 1 to r), H. Stilwell
Jr., Concert Network, di-B.
T. Mitchell HastingsAngeles,
east Radio Corp., director; KMLA
director. William
(FM) Los
rector; William Tomberlin,
Caskey, WPEN-FM Philadelphia, director, was absent when photo was taken.
that inferior stereo broadcasts might
give the medium a bad name because
of the quality attained quickly in rerecorded and specially recorded stereo
phonograph records.
The FMDA "F-Emmy" award was
presented to Mr. Kiefer. It was accepted
in his absence by Mr. Tomberlin, who
explained Mr. Kiefer was unable to
attend because of illness.
In opening the Monday NAB discussion, John F. Meagher, NAB radio vice
president, said 591 fm stations are on
the air with another 134 about to join
this group. This compares to 540 on
the air and 64 cps a year ago. He said
740,145 fm sets of all kinds had been
produced in 1958, according to Electronic Industries Assn., plus an estimated 250,000 imports.
Everett Dillard, WASH (FM) Washington, apanel member, advocated separate am-fm
for jointstereo
operations.programming
Mr. Rabell described
as confusing.
"I don't
whether
stereo
is a freak
or aknow
broadcasting
medium," he said. Michael R. Hanna,
WHCU-FM Ithaca, N. Y., chided the
FCC for enticing broadcasters into the
fm band in 1946. "The FCC had the
applications at the [1946 NAB] convention and offered to fill them in," he
said.
us lost a services
lot of money."
All "Athe lotnewof sideband
for fm
stations may simply be "new ways to
lose money," Mr. Hanna suggested. He
urged FCC "to put actions where its
mouth was in 1946."
Ben Strouse, panel moderator, con66 (NAB CONVENTION)

tended fm is a class medium in major
markets, differing from am. Merrill
Lindsay, WSOY-FM Decatur, 111., said
there'sencenobetweenbasic
programming
differfm and
am broadcasting.
FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee said the
Air Force has reaffirmed the need for
the CONELRAD alert system (Broadcasting, March 16), with the system of
silencing broadcasting as a homing aid
needed for the nation's defense at least
another decade. He read a letter affirming this from James H. Douglas, secretary of the Air Force.
The fm panel members agreed there
is need for station representation in the
fm field. Mr. Strouse said the reps
aren't interested because of the low
rates of fm stations, with some stations
adding they were raising their rates.
Permanent committee
on radio music urged
Suggestion that radio establish a perto minimize manent
future copyright
music committee
licensing problems
was made last Monday (March 16) by
Robert T. Mason, WMRN Marion,
Ohio. Mr. Mason is chairman of the
All-Industry Radio Music Licensing
Committee set up at the 1958 NAB convention on a temporary basis for
ASCAP negotiations.
Reporting to an NAB radio assembly
in Chicago, he described the complicated
mitteespadework
since its required
formation,of the
and comsaid

that a permanent setup would obviate
such tasks in future negotiations.
It was "the sense" of Judge Sylvester
J. Ryan of the U.S. Court for Southern
District of New York, who presided
over the March 4 sessions between industryMarch
negotiators
(Broad-be
cast,
16) and
that ASCAP
there should
aMr.permanent
committee,
according
to
Mason.
He also reported that in these particular negotiations, a recommendation
was being considered that would effect
a 9% reduction in the existing license
fee. The old contract expired Dec. 31,
1958. The
will be retroactive to lastnewJan.contract
1.
Mr. Mason reported that over 3,000
radio stations already have renewed
licenses with BMI. March 11 was expiration date of those old contracts.
Increasing retail use
on tv related by TvB
The increasing use of television by
retailers was highlighted in a presentation made by the Television Bureau of
Advertising at the NAB convention in
Chicago last week before an audience
of retailing,
agency, advertiser and station executives.
TvB's film presentation, "Plus Over
Normal," was introduced by George
Huntington, TvB vice president and
general
in thepresident,
absencewhoof
Norman manager,
E. Cash, bureau
has been ill. Other TvB executives who
session were Howard
spoke duringvicethepresident
Abrahams,
of retail sales;
William MacRae, director of station
relations, and Stanford Meigs, director
of the Chicago office.
Mr. Huntington cited case histories
of retailers who were skeptical about
tv's effectiveness for "direct sales" and
of "its high cost and lack of availability." In each instance, Mr. Huntington
related, when the retailer tried tv, he
changed his opinion of the medium.
TvB released its "Second Index of
Television"
Stores Using
Department
during
the session.
Mr. Huntington
noted the index shows that 249 stores
now are using tv, as compared with
162 establishments when the first index
was issued. As an example of the growing confidence in tv by retailers, Mr.
Huntington
reportedin that
Sears, Roe-by
buck's investment
tv increased
49% in 1958 over 1957.
"You won't hear much talk about
tv's continued growth anymore," Mr.
Huntington asserted. "Growth is important .. . until you're full grown . . .
and then it's the strength that counts.
. . . Today, its a question of which and
how much television and how do you
get more television. And how do you
best use television."
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A

RATIONALE

FOR

REGULATION

Doerfer says it's necessary because
of broadcasting's power to influence
Regulation of broadcasting is necesplied, aform of censorship and an insary not only because frequencies are
terference with free speech?" The anlimitedtency ibut
also unlimited,
because radio-tv's
poswer, he said, "apparently is no. The
svirtually
FCC Chairpower to select another competing apman John C. Doerfer declared last
plicant, even at the time of renewal, is
week.
not
censorship."
Chairman
Doerfer also had a word
He made the assertion in a speech
for critics of FCC's requirement that
on "the Commission's
role"
in
programming, delivered at the Tuesday applicants file "statistics, percentages
luncheon session of the NAB conven- and
classifications" regarding their protion.
These, he said,
"maya belicrude
tools gramming.
to properly
appraise
Mr. Doerfer's speech traced the evolution of government regulation of
censee's performance." But they are
broadcasting in an overall look at "the intended, he asserted, "to be more of a
method of test-checking a mass of difficommission's role" in programming.
cult data and to alert the Commission
Regulation,
said, "stems
from the
potential
powerhe inherent
in broadcastas to the advisability for further investiing, i.e., the power to influence the
minds of men and the concomitant
He said that "no license has been lost
even jeopardized that I know of by
scarcity of the available frequencies." orgation."
of a mere examination of a reHe told the convention that "the con- reason
port or statement. There is ample due
junction ofpotentially great persuasive
powers and the insufficiency of desir- process in the form of issues and hearable spectrum space has been the maining, as you all know, long before definispring of all actions: legislative, adaction is taken."
A tiveReminder
• Another function of
ministrative or court, which has qualified those freedoms generally enjoyed this data, he continued, is to remind
by the journalist, the artist and the the broadcaster that he may not deleminister."
gate his program responsibilities and
Procedures Reviewed • He reviewed that he comes up for renewal every
three years.
FCC'sprogram
practicesplans,
regarding
consideration
of
performance,
and
But, he acknowledged, "whether
complaints received about stations' pro- these are sufficient reasons to maintain
gramming. For specific law violations the present practice or the proposed
or failure to program in the public in- form in the face of comments to the
terest, he pointed out, the Commission contrary, I cannot say. My purpose was
may refuse to renew a station's license. to relate a bit of the background and
But, he continued, "is not the threat reasons for the Commission taking programs into consideration in its various
of a refusal to renew, expressed or im-

Doerfer: the reasoned approach
licensing functions. It must be looked
at more in the light of a selection process than any overt attempt to usurp an
ungranted
power." that stations be
FCC's insistence
"fair" in handling controversial subjects is"essentially an extension of the
same function,"
Mr. Doerfer
He
offered
this evaluation
of what said.
it takes:
"Any station licensee who is aware
of the needs of his community, or the
area he serves, should know or develop
a sense of understanding of that which
ranges from the mildly controversial to
that which is highly debatable or hotly
discussed. He should have or develop a
sense of perspective. He should be particularly zealous to provide a fair presentation of those matters in which he
may have a personal financial interest,
bias or prejudice.
". . . There is no all-inclusive for-

Nine ways to better broadcasting
Harold E. Fellows, president and chairman of the standards underpinning everything that goes on the air:
message.
board of NAB, last week presented a nine-point "cate- information,
entertainment, comment, and the sponsor's
chism" which he said broadcasters ought to live by.
5. A respect for, but not subservience to, the continuIf all broadcasters abided by his nine rules, Mr.
ing inquiry of government at all levels of jurisdiction.
Fellows said, a "great future" would be assured for tele6. A militant attitude toward criticism — heeding it,
vision and radio. Here, in his text, are the rules:
whatever
the source, when it is honestly inspired and
The modern broadcaster should subscribe to:
fairly given; resisting or ignoring it if the motivation is
1. A realistic understanding that the function of a selfish
or the method unjust.
broadcasting station is to serve the public— and that its
An enlightened attitude in employee relations which
economic progress will be in ratio to the scope and will7. encourage
reward and advancement for those demonsensitivity of that service.
strating talent, productivity, and loyalty.
2. A firm and unwavering resolve to fulfill obligations
8. A continuing effort to achieve better educational
to the advertisers — for their reciprocal support will assure
programs training young people for careers in broada full and rewarding system of free broadcasting.
casting, and recognition by the industry of those institutions contributing to this endeavor.
3. An acknowledgment of the equal rights of clients
through an honest policy of equal treatment in charges
9. Resolution to set aside incidental matters of comfor advertising and supplementary promotional services.
petitive impulse in joining together on issues of major
and critical concern to the survival of a free system.
4. An adherence by action, not by lip service, to decent
BROADCASTING, March 23, 1959
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mula; it is only in the crucible of experience over the years that the Commission can develop precedents which
shall afford more definite guides. In
the interim it is mostly a matter of
common sense and an abiding faith in
the principles of free speech shared by
the judges and the judged. This, in the
last analysis, is the best guarantee
against arbitrary or punitive action."
Three Decisions • The chairman did
not mention the Lar Daly decision by
name in his formal address, but discus ed itunder questioning at a news
conference. Actually, he noted, there
were three decisions. In one case tv
newscasts showed Chicago Mayor
Richard J. Daley, then running for renomination, as he greeted a foreign dignitary, and in another the mayor and
his wife were shown launching a charity
drive. On these two, FCC voted 4 to 3
that campaigner Lar Daly was entitled
to equal time, but in the third case —
Tv board elections • Two new directors were elected to the NAB Tv Board
where Mayor Daley and another candiof Directors at the NAB convention last week. They are Clair R. Mcdate were shown filing nomination
Collough (second from left, above), Steinman Stations, and W. D. Rogers
papers — all seven commissioners ruled
Jr. (third from left). KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex. Both had served previously
that Mr. Daly should have equal time.
on the board.
Chairman Doerfer, in the minority
C. Wrede Petersmeyer (r), Corinthian Stations, and Willard E. Walbridge
on both divided decisions, explained
(1), KTRK-TV Houston, were re-elected tv directors. Messrs. McCollough
that in both of these he felt the newsand Rogers succeed Henry B. Clay. KTHV (TV) Little Rock, Ark., and J.
casts contained no political material
J. Bernard, KTVI (TV) St. Louis.
within the sense of Section 315. On
Continuing on the board until the 1960 convention are Joseph E.
the third case, he said he felt showing
two candidates filing political papers
Baudino, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.; John E. Fetzer, WKZO-TV
Kalamazoo, Mich.; Payson Hall, Meredith Publishing Co.; C. Howard
did have political connotations, but that
under certain circumstances even this
Lane, KOIN-TV Portland, Ore.; Dwight W. Martin, WFAB-TV Baton
need not necessarily be true. For
Rouge, La.; James D. Russell, KKTV
instance, he said, if the candidates were
(TV) ardColorado
Springs, Columbia,
Colo.; G. RichShafto. WIS-TV
S.C.;
shown as part of a get-out-the-vote
Alfred
Beckman,
ABC-TV;
William
B.
campaign
his
attitude
might
be
different.
Lodge,
CBS-TV,
and
David
C.
Adams,
In his news conference he called for
NBC-TV New York.
repeal of Section 315 (see page 32).
At a reorganization meeting March
Mr. Doerfer addressed the Tuesday
18, the new television board elected
luncheon and general assembly. A.S.
G.
Richard Shafto, WIS-TV Columbia.
Cowan of the Australian Federation of
S.C.,
Payson Hall. Meredithchairman
Stations, viceandchairman.
Commercial Broadcasting Stations extended thanks for
and assistance
to hisNAB's
group.cooperation
Another
feature was the presentation by James
Ore., co-chairman; G. Richard
W. Rachels Jr., Columbus (Ga.) high met during the NAB Chicago conven- Shafto,land,WIS-TV
Columbia, S. C; Paytion to lay out planning. Some of the son Hall. Meredith
school student, of his prize-winning members
stations, and
contacted
delegates
during
the
Voice of Democracy script. G. Richard
W. Martin, WAFB-TV Baton
Shafto, WIS-AM-TV Columbia, S.C., week. In general, they indicated, the Dwight
membership feels Mr. Fellows has done Rouge, La.
convention co-chairman, presided.
Mr. Fellows enters the fifth and
a good job as association president.
Their feeling, based on first contacts, final year of his current contract next
was that he would be difficult to re- June when his pay advances $5,000
Fellows' contract
place, judging by current indications, under an escalator clause to $75,000 a
runs out in June '60
that he is not ready for retirement
NAB President Harold E. Fellows and
year plus $12,000 expenses. The pact
age 60 (as of this past weekend).
will know before the 1960 convention at The
provides that he will enter a consultancy
contract
group
will
meet
again
(also in Chicago) whether it will be his just before the June NAB board meet- arrangement in June 1960 unless the
contract
committee offers him a revised
last as head
the industry
trade assoin Washington. Members are Radio
ciation. The ofdecision
rests between
Mr. — J.ing Frank
Jarman, WDNC Durham, deal. Some of Mr. Fellows' friends
Fellows and an eight-man committee
C, co-chairman; Robert T. Mason, have voiced the belief he would be
that is working on the problem of what N.
WMRN Marion, Ohio; Frederick A. willing to continue in an active presiWKMH Dearborn, Mich., and
to do when
the runs
currentout five-year
dential role. The committee has until
dential contract
in June presi1960. Knorr,Keese,
WFAA Dallas. Television next Dec. 31 to offer a new contract
Last week the contract committee Alex
— C. Howard Lane, KOIN-TV Port- for his consideration.
68 (NAB CONVENTION)
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HIGH

FIDELITY
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:

Here is Jrwe high fidelity radio transmission.
It was developed b}- Collins Radio Company,
pioneer of high fidelity broadcast equipment.
Collins transmitters cannot be described — they
must be experienced. You can actually prove their
superior performance by listening. Clear, sharp, lowdistortion signals . . . your proof that
fidelity
transmission,
HfefHHH
Collins
givesbroadcast
today's ultimate
in high
t H ForCollms
complete
information
about
the high
21 K. 20V. 550A, and 300J
fidelity transmitters, call or write Collins
Radio Co.. Broadcast Sales Division,
Second Ave. S.R.. Cedar Rapids. Iowa.

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
CEDAR RAPIDS
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BATTLE

OF

THE

TAPE

TITANS

The Operating Factor • Expenses in
running a tape recorder run about
$550 per week (at 20 hours weekly
operating schedule), Virgil Duncan,
WRAL-TV Raleigh, N.C., chief engineer, told the audience. Mr. Duncan
also emphasized the need for keeping
the est
tapepossible
and shape.
the machine in the cleanwereAngeles;
EdwardRobert
Benham,Other
KTTVpanelists
(TV) Los
M. Morris, ABC, and J. L. Berryhill,
KRON-TV San Francisco. Raymond
audio-engineerWestinghouse
Bowley,
ing director,
was the coordinator.
accessories
and
Upgraded elements
comprised mostly the refinements in the
machines. They included:
For RCA, a master erase head, a tape
footage indicator, an electronic headwheel
adjustment
and air quadrature
lubricated tape
guides. control
For Ampex, a new erase-cue kit, a
program
timer and
audio company,
amplifier.
The Redwood
City,an Calif.,
whose introduction of Videotape reyears agostudio
sparked
television'scording
latestthreetechnical
equipment
its machine's
illustrateda tape
advance, also
versatility
by showing
recorder
mo"cruiser"
custom-built
a
in
installed
bile unit. Recordings made at Boulder
Dam while the mobile unit was moving
were also shown.
The price of both the RCA and
Ampex machines are considered comRCA's price is $49,500 for its blackpetitive.

Ampex, RCA roll out sales armaments
to win tv recorder orders in Chicago
A battle of television tape recorders tenance, adjustment and operation.
swirled in Chicago during the NAB Also discussed were problems associconvention. The crescendo of selling
ated with tape program production,
to overwhelm broad- scheduling and syndication.
claims casthreatened
ters— to their delight. They are the
The prediction that broadcasters may
ultimate benefactor.
eventually adopt tape as the preferred
Both RCA and Ampex unlimbered means of producing high quality and
to woo the pros- low-cost television entertainment was
heavy sales promotion dollar
broadcast made by Ross H. Snyder, Ampex video
market. pective multi-million
He lauded the coBoth companies stressed equipment products manager.
among engineers,
turers andoperation
broadcasters
in manufacachieving
for color tv tape recordings. They also
of tape re- the standardization required to meet
showed cordedinterchangeability
on a machine of one company the interchangeability feature.
and played on the machine of another
Bill Michaels, WJBK-TV Detroit
company. And they both hit hard at managing director, cautioned that tape
incorporhave
they
the improvements
recording was not "the panacea for all
ated in their respective machines.
to be a standoff our daily operating aches and pains."
The battle appeared
that potentially
it was the industry's
when the convention ended Wednesday Agreeing
dramatic and
useful piecemostof
night.
equipment,
Mr.
Michaels
said it was
RCA Sells 25 Units • RCA announced never intended to be the answer
to all
it had sold 25 units, with 25 other problems of programming, manpower,
a tentative basis. About one- engineering and operating expenses
orders ofonthese
third
orders are for equipment "tied up into a neat little package."
including color.
Mr. Michaels also stressed that there
Ampex reported it had taken 23 was an erroneous belief that tape re"firm" orders. None included color. It
cording cut expenses. Expenses do go
also estimated that by the end of this up, he said, but so does income, and
machines
vtr
328
be
month there would
"it's the type of expense we enjoy addin operation at stations throughout the
ing, if there is such a thing."
$1.3
represent
orders
23
The
country.worth of business, Ampex said.
million
Neal McNaughten, Ampex professional products division manager, said
production of the Ampex vtr machine
had been increased from one model
day to two. This has necessitated
per increase
an
in production space, it was
announced.
Both companies stoutly insisted that
their machines could use tape recordings made on any other machine. Both
successfully demonstrated this quality
to viewers who crowded their exhibits
in the downstairs Exhibit Hall at the
Conrad Hilton Hotel.
The successful showing of inters
the opening
changeabil ty iconsidered
element in the era of program syndication on tape, it was stressed.
Maintenance Consideration • The interchangeability feature of the tape recording apparatus has raised a major
consideration in the manufacture and
maintenance of the machines. These
are engineering standards.
advances which the
RCA's television tape recorder • It has engineering development
This was the subject of a panel disdivision
company said came from its laboratories and military
cussion Wednesday morning at the
RCA
Colledge (1), general manager,
It is shown being operated by C.H.Div.
engineering conference.
manager,
Tracy,
E.C.
Watching is
& Television Equipment
Broadcast Equipment
prostandards
Broadcast
Marketing
Dept.
discussed
experts
The
posed by the Society of Motion Picture
& Television Engineers, covering mainBROADCASTING, March 23, 1959
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and-white model. Color costs $13,500
extra. Ampex's black-and-white model
is marked at $45,000, with color costing an additional $19,500.

HOW

TO

MAKE

VTR

PAY OFF
For stations, video tape machines can
make new business, ease labor shifts
Tv tape use standards
Station
who own or plan "tremendous acceptance" by advertisers.
to be set by committee to buy videooperators
He noted that among the major three
tape recording
Establishment of a video tape usage can make it pay off in two equipment
big ways: tv networks programming some 223
advisory committee, headed by Harold improving operations and developing
hours
weekly, 26% was tape and 23%
P. See, KRON-TV San Francisco, was new business.
on film. Within a few years, he preannounc
last
week
at
the
NAB
coned
dicted, 80% of all commercials will be
That
was
the
gist
of
messages
comvention.
municated last week to NAB delegates taped.
The committee was established to by Ampex Corp., RCA, broadcasters
"Once stations become equipped with
draw up uniform operating practices for and an advertising agency official.
this
equipment," Mr. Cantwell promthe new recording system. These would
Ampex held a special seminar Monised, "advertisers and agencies will leap
be concerned with roll time, cue-up
day in which Robert Breckner, vice into tape." With
such facilities, he
time, and commercial insertion stand- president at KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, pointed out, local station
can pre-sell
ards in order to maintain practices for and Al Cantwell, BBDO New York, local personalities, and sagencie
advertisers, agencies, producers and sta- told broadcasters how to develop new their clients "need no longer buy s a and
pig
tions. One major objective, according to business from tape.
in the poke." With respect to talent,
Mr. Breckner reported that KTTV there
Mr. See, will be to coordinate operating
"no reason stations can't get
standards between film and tape — since has enjoyed profit in "the six figure" into theis commer
cials end" under existsince it started syndicating
for some time to come film and tape bracket
ing
contract
of the American
Divorce Court through Guild Films last Federation of scales
will be used together.
Tv & Radio Artists, he
In addition to Mr. See, members of September (now in 17 markets). Other claimed.
the committee are: Ken Tredwell properties include Peter Potter's JukeTape-equipped stations also will rebox Jury, through National Telefilm
WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N.C.; Norman
ceive vertisers
greaterwho "consideration"
from adP. Bagwell, WKY-TV Oklahoma City, Assoc., and a Paul Coates strip series.
are faced with skimming
Okla.; Bill Michaels, WJBK-TV Detroit,
Mr. Cantwell reported on case his- the top markets
for
spot
buys,
Mr.
tories of clients at BBDO (Philco, U.S. Cantwell stressed.
Mich., as management representatives;
Stokes Gresham Jr., WISH-TV Indian- Steel, Armstrong Circle Co., General
During a question-and-answer period,
apolis, Ind.; R. T. Bowley, Westinghouse Foods) who have used taped com- Junius
R. Fishburn, Chicago sales manBroadcasting Co.; Virgil Duncan
mercials (Broadcasting, March 2).
ager of Metropolitan Broadcasting Co.,
Video recording has "the safety of film expressed
WRAL-TV
Raleigh,
N.C;
Howard
A.'
it's to the adand flexibility of live and is cheaper
Chinn,
vantage ofbelief
stations that
to make greater use
sentatives.CBS-TV, as engineering repre- than
either," he said, and has enjoyed of video tape for programmi
ng needs.
He said that Ampex is missing a bet
not selling station representatives on by
its
recording equipment.
But what about some 90 stations
presently equipped with vtr? How are
they utilizing the technique in their
respective markets? The following
"testimonials" on uses were given by
station operators on a tape played at
the Ampex convention exhibit.
• Robert Hart, sales manager, KLZTV Denver — "It has been a real bonanza to the station but most specificalsales department. It opened
doorsly thecommercially
to many places that
we had not been in, the last few years.
Our first and primary sale was to the
American Furniture Co., where we
shot 13 one-minute commercials. They
were put in use the next day and, incidental y, are still in use."
•George Stevens, general manager,
"In attractTulsa, Okla.—
KOTVing new(TV)
advertiser
s, frequently KOTV
is able to go to advertisers not using
television to tailor a commercial for
Ampex's new, two-level VTR- 1000 • First exhibited at the NAB conventhem. When they see the commercial,
tion, itincludes all improvements such as the new erase-cue kit and tape
if they think it sells merchandise, fret.mer.
The overhead assembly houses the tv monitor, switching panel and
audio monitor.
quently we are able to get new custommedium."operations manager,
our
ers
for
• Carl Berquist,
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WFLA-TV
— "Early
morning and lateTampa,
eveningFla. are
a universal
problem, not only for the station managers but for sales, programming and
everyone concerned with the station.
Although the rates make these hours
very attractive to the local sponsors,
those sponsors usually want live spots
which means holding expensive studio
crews and adding to the cost to such
an extent that it prices it right out of
the market. However, fringe time looks
better all the time since we have tape
spots.
."
• Tom. . Thompson,
program director,
KGUL-TV Houston — "We had a studio
show scheduled at 1 p.m. Sundays and
a very popular bowling show on another basis at 2:30 p.m. Only one
crew was available at this time, so we
taped the studio shows on Saturday
morning when there was plenty of help
and did the bowling show live. Saves
trouble and overtime, too. . . . The
video tape recorder [also] performs a
very valuable function on holidays. We
tape all live shows during the preceding week and it saves a very substantial
amount in double time pay." Station
also uses tape interviews with personalities who cannot be present when the
program is scheduled.
(For the WBTV [TV] story on tape,
see page 102).

AUTOMATIC

SPOTS

FOR

RADIO

New gear makes announcement cueing easy
A new working tool — to make spot (the last number, 10, is subdivided A
announcement handling as simple as to L). This knob is moved to the correct spot by number and letter and
push-button technology will permit —
locked into place. A push of the ongreeted vbroadcasters
at
the
NAB
conair button starts the commercial or
ention last week.
The machine autoThe newly developed equipment took theme immediately.
matically rewinds and sets up. The unit,
two forms. One was a wide, 13-in. designed for
rack
or
desk mounting, is
belt tape with space for 101 spots
x 19 x leVi-in. It contains six
shown by Gates Radio Co. The other 8%
was a unique automatic tape control tubes. Price is $850 per unit, with
promised by July. By Wedneswith 30-second to 45-minute tapes en- delivery
day night at the NAB convention, about
cased in plastic cartridges shown by 55 units
had been sold to interested
Collins Radio Co.
broadcasters.
Both systems are aimed at overcomTape Cartridge • A more radical
ing the need for searching through
handling short copy is Colregular hour-long professional tape for break linsinRadio's
automatic tape control.
the right spot at the right time.
The tape itself is enclosed in a plastic
The Gates system, called a spot selec- cartridge. This is inserted in the tape
tor, handles spot announcements,
machine and a push button
themes and short programs up to 90 control
message into the control conseconds. The machine can accom- feeds solethechannel.
modate 101 spot recordings. These are
The
cartridge
contains a spool of tape
recorded on a vertical playing, single, on which announcements,
mood music,
13-in. wide tape belt. An index control themes, etc., running anywhere from
knob on the front of the apparatus 30 seconds to 45 minutes, can be
selects bered
eachfrom 1spot.
num-is recorded. The units are made by Sound
to 10,Theandindex
each isunit
Labs., and use lubricated
further subdivided by letters A to K Electronic
tape on an endless loop arrangement.
The tapes rewind themselves automatically after use.
Thetioncartridges
are used
in conjuncwith the Collins
automatic
tape
control playback unit. They are stored
like film or records when not in use.
Price for the playback unit is $525:
for the recording unit, $350 and for
a remote control panel $19.75. Also
available is an automatic master switch
handling three playbacks, $110, or four
playbacks,
$135. range in cost from
The cartridges
$1.95 each in quantities of 100 for 40or31 70-second
minutes of tapes,
play. to $9.95 each for
The equipment was developed by
Automatic Tape Control Inc., Bloomington, 111. Leslie C. Johnson, WHBFAM-FM-TV Rockford and WJBC-AMFM Bloomington,
both development
Illinois, is president of this firm. The
was
proved out for six months at WHBFTV.
Orthicon saver • The first NAB engineering award was made to John T.
Wilner (r), radio-tv engineering vice president, Hearst Corp., by A. Prose
Collins reported it had sold 45 staWalker, NAB engineering manager, at the NAB convention last week. Mr.
tions during the convention. Each staWilner won the new honor for his efforts in developing the image orthicon
tion bought at least two playback units
saver which has become an accepted device in broadcasting. It has resulted
and a recorder, in addition to the tapein untold savings to television stations. In 1958, Mr. Wilner said, the Hearstpack ingcartridges,
the business amountowned WBAL-TV Baltimore, with four image orthicon cameras, saved
said. to more than $100,000, Collins
$17,000 through using the device which prolongs the life of the tubes. The
award will be made to any broadcast engineer or person actively engaged in
A machine similar to the Gates endbroadcasting or to a member of the federal government engaged in broadless belt tape was shown by RCA.
casting engineering for an invention, the development of a technique, a conbut no price was given for this equiptribution tothe broadcasting engineering art or for engineering leadership.
ment.
The technique of cueing a regu72 (NAB CONVENTION)
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Gates spot selector contains tape belt inside above unit

Collins gear uses tape cartridge that slides in slots

Iar tape transport was brought up to comprising a control head, tape re- ally position the tape for the announcedate by Schafer Custom Engineering,
corder, rack and accessories — is used
ment. Up to 99 such cueing indicators
Burbank, Calif. Schafer showed a new to put a subaudible tone on tape, may be used with this machine. The
device called a Spotter. This unit — and enables the operator to automatic- unit sells for $2,495, or can be leased.
Tv-tape editing:
Tv-tape is great, but when are we
going to be able to edit it as we edit
motion picture film?
That's been a standard question of
producers of tv programs and commercials ever since a workable system
of recording sight-and-sound programs
on magnetic tape was first demonstrated
by Ampex Corp. at the NAB conven-

NBC-TV method gets film type results
tion in 1956, also held in Chicago.
and developed by a commitLast week, three years (and three conceived
tee comprising Oscar Wick, recording
conventions) later, NBC-TV answered supervisor for the network; two recording engineers: Russell Nies and Lou
the question
resounding
"Now."
The
answer, with
likea the
announcement,
Briel, and Bob Smith, a kinescope edicame on the first day of the NAB con- tor.
vention in Chicago. But it didn't come
Frame Editing • Announcing
from Chicago. It came from Holly- theSingle
breakthrough in the vtr editing
wood, where the editing process was problem,
Thomas W. Sarnoff, vice
president in charge of production and
business affairs for NBC's Pacific Div.,
stated that "after three years intensive
research, we're able to announce that
we have licked double-system editing to
the point where we can edit down to
a single frame. Naturally, we can still
electronically on tape do all dissolves,
wipes, matts and other optical effects
that are normally done in live teleHow is this "editing down to a single
frame" accomplished? Broadcasting
posed the question to Mr. Wick. He revision."
plied that since tape
can'tcanbe be,
examined
frame-by-frame
as film
NBCTV recording engineers now make a
16 mm kinescope of the program or
commercial they are taping simultaneously with the tape. The kinescope is
edited in the traditional film editing procedure; the tape is then edited to match.
Matching is done by recording onesecond beeps on the sound tracks of
both kinescope
and tape.
counts
the seconds,
fromA man's
one tovoice
60,
omitting all five's or multiples of five.
A woman's voice, at each five-second
gap following the end of the first minute, insertsafter
the the
wordsecond
"one,"minute
changing
to "two"
has
ended, and so on. This provides for
tape the equivalent of frames on film.
When the kinescope is edited and a cut
is made at four frames past one minute
BROADCASTING, March 23, 1959

Completely Cover Michigan's Rich
with a City Grade signal!

FULL POWER
Video— 316,000 watts
Audio— 174,000 watts
Antenna height— 983
WILX-TV, an NBC affiliate, is the only-repeat-only
station covering the three key Michigan cities of Jackson,
Lansing and Battle Creek with a City Grade signal!

WILX-TV has the Right coverage in the Right spot
TOTAL STATE EXCLUDING METROPOLITAN
B SIGNAL AREA
43.4%DETROIT
44.7%
Retail Food Sales 47.3%
Population
44.0%
Households
Retail Drug Sales 48.6%
34.1%
TV Households
Retail Automotive Sales 50.3%
47.3%
Farm Population
Retail Filling Stations 46.3%
Retail Sales
Gross Farm Income 39.9%
Only WILX-TV, an NBC affiliate, can so thoroughly cover and deliver this rich out-state
market! Just check those figures again!

Michigan's
Golden itTriangle
is a major
market.
In total population
ranks just
below the
10th
largest metropolitan area1 and in TV homes,
ranks
nation. just below the 27th market area * * in the
'BASED ON SRDS CONSUMER MARKET DATA
**BASED ON TELEVISION AGE 100 TOP MARKETS

prime time now available!
RIGHT NOW. . . is the time to contact
VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNELL, INC.
for complete market information

WIL
1
CHANNEL X-TV
SERVING MICHIGAN'S
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GOLDEN

TRIANGLE

battle r
CREEK \

s325,000 tactWATTS

CKLW-TV

GUARDIAN BLDG. • DETROIT 26, MICH.

in Bridge.

//i 7V a/7<y /te<//o . . .

BROADCASTING
IT'S
it's Goren

YEARBOOK!

Around millions and millions of card
tables, the "we's" and the "they's" play
their bridge hands according to Goren,
that ace authority on the strategy of bidding what you can make and making what
you've bid. Similarly, around the conference tables of broadcast advertising, the
authority is BROADCASTING YEARBOOK,
ace source of strategic information on television and radio. Each year, this comprehensive reference volume is the working

partner of the broadcast media's top people. They demand accurate facts, figures,
analyses such as only BROADCASTING
YEARBOOK can give them. To lay your
cards on their conference tables, be sure
they see your advertising in these information-packed pages. It's opportunity- in
spades -to reach over 16,000 subscribers. Publication date: August. Deadline
for proofs: July 1. Final closing: July 15.
Still time to play your hand-BUT HURRY!

BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESS WEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
T735 DeSales Street, N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
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and 32 seconds, it is now simple enough
to locate the 1'32" place on the tape
by the audible measurements and, by
use of a rule calibrated to translate
film's, 24perframes
inches
second,per tosecond
find tothevtr'ssame15
exact spot on the tape. Such exactness
is important, Mr. Wick stated, to keep
sound and picture in synch after a
number
made. of cuts and splices have been
While the time signals are being recorded on the video tape and on the
work print kinescope, the program
sound (dialog, music, sound effects) is
recorded on a separate tape. After the
editing is complete, this sound track
is recorded on the final vtr, whose time
signals are automatically erased as the
new sound is recorded.
Multiple Audio Tracks Next • Since
immediate playback is one of the advantages of video tape over film, the
program or commercial is recorded on
a second tape simultaneously with the
first tape and kine. However, Mr. Wick
noted, work is now under way on a
process of recording both time cues
and program sound on the tv-tape with
separate tracks. Perfection of this process will eliminate the need for tieing
up an extra tape recorder.
A major advantage of a separate
sound track, Mr. Wick explained, is
that in the vtr process the sound is
physically recorded 9Vz inches ahead
of the accompanying picture. This
makes editing difficult when the picture
and the sound track have already been
recorded on a single video-tape. The difficulty is removed when the sound is
taped separately, he said, commenting
that as far as he knows NBC-TV is the
only network now doing this.
Another advantage of separate sound
recording is that new sound can be overlayed over the original sound, he said.
Broadcast Pioneers
give varied honors
Walter A. Wade, founder-president
of Wade Adv., was posthumously inin the Tuesday.
BroadcastThePioneers'
of Famestal edlast
citation Hall
was
accepted by his son, Geoffrey Wade II.
president of the agency bearing his
name,
Pioneers' annual dinner
meeting atintheChicago.
Other special citations were tendered to Raymond F. Guy, NBC communications engineer; Goar Mestre,
CMQ Tv Network, Havana, Cuba;
Don McNeill, ABC radio personality,
and James C. Petrillo, president of the
Chicago Federation of Musicians.
The elder Wade was honored for his
contributions to the development of
radio and to Chicago as a "major advertising center," including his identifiBROADCASTING, March 23, 1959

with

Radio

Press"

This quote is from only one of many complimentary letters received from our subscriber stations; in this case Duncan Mounsey, Executive Vice President and
General Manager of WPTR, Albany.
And these stations have come to recognize the advantages of exclusive-in-themarket RADIO PRESS service:
• Complete foreign, national and Washington coverage ... at low cost ... all in one
quality package.

• Seven-days-a-week service, with round-the-clock standby for fast breaks; top
quality transmission.
• Highest professional standards, backed by full-time news bureaus and experienced correspondents around the world.
• Stability of operation and policy in the face of an uncertain period in radio.

Here's what some other RADIO PRESS subscribers say:
"We have made capital ... not only of spot news but also of your recent interviews with Errol
Flynn and Ernest Hemingway ... the sponsors of our newscasts have commented quite
favorably ... we freely credit the excellent service you are giving us."
WWDC, Washington, D. C.
"...your excellent 'voiced' news service has gained favorable comment among our
listeners."
WGN, Chicago, III.
For free audition record and further details, call, write or wire:
1PRESS

Y. 22, N. Y., PL 3-3822 • George Hamilton Combs, Pres.; Stewart Barthelmess, Vice-Pres.

RADIO PRESS subscribers as of March 2, 1959
WGN. Chicago • WFIL, Philadelphia . WHDH, Boston • WWSW, Pittsburgh . KWK, St. Louis • WWDC
Washington • WERE, Cleveland
. WITH, Baltimore . WPBC, Minneapolis . WEMP, Milwaukee . WSAI, Cincinnati
WAKE, Atlanta . WICE, Providence
. WKLO, Louisville . WCOL, Columbus . WCCC, Hartford • WIBC
Ind.anapohs
.
WING,
Dayton
.
WGH, Fresno
Norfolk• WRUN,
• WBBF,UticaRochester
WPTR,Haven
Albany• WNBF,
. WAKR,
Akron • .WNDr'
Syracuse . WEZL, R.chmond . KFRE,
• WNHC, . New
Binghamton
WIZE
Springfield . WDZ,
Decatur
•
WFBG,
Altoona
•
WADS,
Ansonia
•
WDEW,
Westfield
•
WICH
Norwich
• Nashua
WTWn'
St.Johnsbury
.
WSGA,
Savannah
.
WCBG,
Chambersburg
.
WGSA,
Ephrata
•
WWCO,
Waterbury
.
WOTW
WTAX, Springfield • WKMH,
. WKMF, Flint WKHM, Jackson • WSAM, Saginaw . WELL Battle Creek
WIKE, Newport . WMBR, Dearborn
Jacksonville • WEOK, •Poughkeepsie
. WGGH, Marion . KBIS, Bakersfield
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cation with the WLS Chicago National
Barn Dance for Miles Labs' Alka-Seltzer and other programs. The younger
Wade suggested that if his father were
alive today, he would show disfavor for
"triple-spotting, lack of separation between competitive products, triple-spotting, 'Tea-For-Two Cha-Cha,' and triplespotting."
Stakes His Life on Free Radio • Mr.
Mestre
honored for
his
life on was
the principle
that "staking
radio must
be free."
Mr. Guy was lauded for his leadership in technical developments the past
39 years, while Mr. McNeill was singled
out his
for ABC
"sweetening
the morning
on
radio Breakfast
Club air"
for
26 years.
Mr. Petrillo reminisced over his career as president of the international
American Federation of Musicians,
claiming to have helped radio in the
early days and expressing pride that
"we never have called a chain [broadcasting] strike in radio and television."
Mr. Petrillo also reiterated charges that
"canned"
cians out ofmusic
work.served to put musi-

1970:

BRIGHT

j,

£2

J f ••••*•••«£:

Tranquilizers
automatic59 switcher
10 events,
withstudio
each
event taking up• toRCA's
10 minutes,
seconds. canTiedhandle
into slide,
film and
apparatus, the equipment brings calm to the frenetic station break periods of
a tv station's operations, more commonly known as the "panic" period.
Visual Electronics'
programIn automation
machine (r)theis computer-like
in its
appearance
and functioning.
unitized construction,
automatic switcher
can be operated on a timed and untimed basis.

RADIO

Panel adds warning
NAB last Wednesday (March 18)
tried to give its radio members a helping hand in figuring 1970 income. It
was part of the NAB Chicago convention in a panel, "Radio in 1970 — A
Look at the Future."
Overall, a bright picture was offered,
but there also were words of warnings
about mathematical delusions and factors within the industry that could upset
the applecart.
Dr. Irving Schweiger, associate profes or ofmarketing, Graduate School of
Business, U. of Chicago, said the gross
national product ($438 billion in 1958)
should rise 48% to $625 billion in
1970. In addition, he expects that total
disposable income ($312 billion in
1958) will reach $456 billion in 1970.
Population Factor • However, Dr.
Schweiger reminded that population
growth over the same period would
restrict
per capita income increase
to aroundthe20%.
The gross national product usually
grows at a 3% per annum rate and
since World War II has increased to a
near 4% rate, he said, adding however
that this rate should level down to
nearer 3% again.
He said that the proportion for advertising expenditures should keep pace,
though not reaching the percentage of
1929, the best statistical year for advertising, according to Dr. Schweiger.
Dr. Hyman Goldin, chief of the
78 (NAB CONVENTION)

HORIZON

in probe of future
economics division of the FCC, questioned comparison with 1929, pointing
out that reliable data on advertising
were not generally available then.
Dr. Schweiger explained that the
character of the consumer market was
undergoing a face-lifting. He said the
median family income of $5,000 in
1958 will increase to $6,700 by 1970,
and the present number of families
with incomes of over $10,000 yearly
would triple to 11.3 million families.
Other expectations of the U. of Chicago professor:
• ketThewill differ.
intellectual
or "egghead"
marWhereas
in 1940 24%
of the population completed high
school, in 1970 high school graduates
will amount to 58%. In addition the
number of people completing at least
one year toof 19%
college
increase
. (10% in 1940) will
• The age distribution will change
greatly as will the concentration of
population. By 1970, 63% of the population will live in 168 major centers.
• The consumer market will also
be changed by a higher degree of sophistication, more leisure time available, an increased interest in quality
products, and a much greater number
of auto radios due to the trend toward
suburban living.
Dr. Schweiger said that the allocation of radio dollars in 1970 probably
would be 60% local, 30% spot and

10% network. He also predicted that
the number of radio stations would increase from the present 3,500 to
around 5.500. This touched off a difference of opinion with the others.
Dr. Goldin reminded that the problem of allocations must be considered.
Ward Quaal, WGN Chicago, said such
an expansion would create havoc in
radio. He declared that the dictate of
Congress to the FCC in the Communications Act was that "radio should
serve theprodumost
the most." would
The byct of such with
an expansion
be
deterioration of program quality and
a technical loss, he added.
Competition • Dr. Goldin, on the
other hand, said the FCC feeling is that
competition
the that
"life inblood"
the
industry. He issaid
recent ofyears
the number of radio stations had expanded many times more than was
thought
economically feasible several
decades ago.
Mr. Quaal
persisted
that "youincreasdon't
improve
program
ing the number
of content
stations. byIt goes
up
to a certain point and then it cuts off.
If we would religiously adhere to engineering standards we would render a
better
Dale service."
G. Moore, KBMN Bozeman,
Mont.,ices tosaid
cable serv-by
cut that
into hetheexpected
radio industry
1975. For the immediate future, he
saw radio climbing to a point whereby
1965-70 would be a brilliant era.
Mr. Quaal, who expects "wrist
radios" and 250 million receivers by
1970, said that radio by 1970 will be
BROADCASTING, March 23, 1959

"Last

time

Kentucky

I ever

try

without

my

hand

WAVE

in

-TV"

The helpingest hand in advertising in Kentucky and
Southern Indiana . . . that's us. The more you compare
balanced programming, audience ratings, coverage, costper-thousand, or trustworthy operation, the more you'll
prefer WAVE-TV.
Jack Paar gave us his blessing.
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And tha*

WAVE-TV
CHANNEL 3 • Maximum Power
LOUISVILLE
NBC SPOT SALES, Exclusive National Representatives

nd for

patterned after newspapers with programs "departmentalized just like today's newspapers." He said news
and public affairs would be the dominant programming fare. Businesswise,
radio will prosper along with tv, according to Mr. Quaal.
However, he affixed a "big if": the
people in the industry "intent on a
quick other
buck"unethical
through practices
rate card can
cutting
and
do
much harm. They could exterminate
others as well as themselves Mr. Quaal
warned.
The panel was moderated by Charles
H. Tower, manager of the broadcast
personnel and economics department
of the NAB.
Exhibitors bemoan
de-glamored conclave
Purveyors of programming services
took a dim view of the physical facilities at last week's NAB annual convention.
An informal poll of film, recording
and other suppliers at the de-carnivalized conclave produced an assortment
of complaints and the revelation that
hospitality suite traffic was generally
"soft." For many exhibitors it fell below the socializing at the 1957 Chicago
convention
geles sessions.and at last year's Los AnThe nub of most complaints: (1)
With most suites scattered all over the
Conrad Hilton and Sheraton-Blackstone Hotels, broadcasters circulated
less with more time-consuming efforts;
(2) the lack of a central cocktail function which filmers might have been prepared to underwrite meant many broadcasters were unable to see their supplier contacts and friends. Exhibitors
generally agreed that NAB's action deglamorizing this year's convention "put
a damper on things."
Burned • Typical comments: "This is
ridiculous — we take a room and we're
way out in left field. It's a shame to be
treated this way by an industry that
needs us. And why should broadcasters
have to travel over hell's 40 acres to
see us? We won't be back next year."
"We though
were generally
satisfied
the
traffic
it was less
than with
we had
on the West Coast in 1958. People
found it more difficult to reach us.
Actually, broadcasters complained more
than we did. They must have worn out
a lot of shoe leather."
Some service people reported that
elbow-bending traffic dropped off during
the not too late evening hours. Core
of the complaints about uneasy accessibility to suites centered around elevator
service.
At least one programming supplier
threatened to cancel its NAB associate
80 (NAB CONVENTION)

Forgotten but not forlorn
"The result has been encouraging:
The Society of Television Pioneers
meets annually during the NAB con"1. We
tioned in thehavepress.rarely been menvention, but its procedures are in
"2. We have not been investigated
sharp contrast to those of the NAB.
Here, almost in its entirety, is the by Congress.
'Almost,
we are like a secret somajor speech delivered at a breakNobody knows about us but
fast meeting of the tv pioneers last us. We ciety.
can
correct
this.
week. The speaker was W. D. (Dub)
"We can take a position on someRogers, KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex.,
and I guess that is the biggest
president of the Television Pioneers. decisionthing, that
faces us today . . .
"I would like to tell you first what
"I cannnot speak for my fellow
the society has accomplished during officers
and board members, but as
the"Nolast
year since we met in Los for me, give me nothing. Which reAngeles.thing.
minds me that it's about time for
the treasurer's report."
membership because of the physical attitude." The absence of lobby dissetup at the convention. And another,
plays
exhibitors'
roomsSomewasbroadcriticized bylisting
another
supplier.
a non-member, related how it found
casters bemoaned that, while the female
it difficult to enter Exhibition Hall in
the Hilton to pick up some equipment contingent may have been as large as
on a loanout basis because of what it at previous conventions, it was spread
characterized as "NAB's independent out among suites last week.
WHY

THEY

EDITORIALIZE

Radiomen discuss pro, con of on-air views
The radio station that editorializes There is a moral obligation to editorialize, he maintained.
enjoys added prestige, augments its
Mr. Pratt also stressed that the most
personality, sinks deeper roots in the
community and fulfills a moral obliga- important ingredients are facts: "No
tion. That is the feeling of broadcasters matter what subject you are editorializing about, dig up the facts and you will
who do editorialize and who participated in a panel Tuesday (March 17) have a good editorial, but if you fail,
at the NAB Chicago convention.
is incomplete."
Simon Goldman, WJTN Jamestown. theMr.editorial
Kops cautioned about meaningN.Y., explained that his station steers
less
editorials
sin." People just
clear of national issues unless these don't listen, he"against
said. He suggested that
a
station
take
inventory
of its city and
have a direct bearing on a local or redetermine what conditions and situagional problem.
tions should be singled out.
Dan Kops, WAVZ New Haven,
Mr. Pratt warned against editorials
Conn., pointed out that stations need
that
involve
the station personally. One
not editorialize every day, being unlike newspapers which are compelled example he criticized was editorials by
to fill out an editorial page each day. radio-tv against subscription television.
Alex Keese, WFAA Dallas, raised
Mr. Goldman partially disagreed and
the question of a broadcast operation offered the counter example of newsunder joint ownership with newspapers.
papers editorializing after a recent
He said that WFAA and WFAA-TV strike in which claims were made about
do not editorialize, claiming the broad- the power of the press in contrast to
cast operations are less equipped other media. This definitely needed an
than the sister Dallas News to do this answer, he said.
particular service. The News, he pointMr. Kops similarly opposed restrictions. Ifa subject is fit for editorializing
ed out, has eight men devoted to editorials plus staff experts in every field. in other
media, it's appropriate for
he said.
Mr. Keese conceded that radio and radio,
tv should assert its leadership, but said
All of the panel participants are radio
members of the NAB committee on
there was danger if a group that con- editorializing.
trols al three news media should adopt
John F. Meagher, NAB radio vice
a single view on an issue. "That could
president, who conducted the WednesgetRobert
us intoL. trouble,"
he
declared.
Pratt, KGGF Coffeyville,
day radio assembly, said that the ad hoc
Kan., said that in joint media setups, committee's report on editorializing
a completely separate person should would be in the hands of NAB members
decide radio editorializing matters. very soon.
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is a
wonderful
thing
-

ARB

and

NIELSEN

agree

TULSA'S FINEST PARTICIPATIONS'
ADJACENCIES
ARE
ON KTUL-TV!

AND

V KTUL-TV's prime viewing time, 5.00 p.m. to midnight (Monday through
Friday), tops all channels in first place quarter hours,
late evening movie audience.
V KTUL-TV's MGM Theatre captures the la
; — • ne
V KTUL-TV's News outrates all other news
V KTUL-TV's Popeye Theatre tops all local

You'llJimfind your Avery-Knodel representative
and
Black, our national sales manager,
mightily agreeable too — when it comes to
pin-pointin
for you! g the schedule that works, best
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-

THAT

RAB-ID

PITCH

FOR

RADIO

Sweeney, Hardesty lay 'em in the aisles
with breezy, but hard-hitting, radio session
The team of Sweeney & Hardesty
ment the charge offered three justcompleted studies among advertisers.
chose
St.
Patrick's
Day
to
drive
the
snakes out of broadcasting.
Study No. 1 is a monitored survey of
They performed at a Radio Advertis- advertising in two cities. In one (in the
ing Bureau session during the NAB con- East) there were a total of 1,459 advertisers inall three media (radio, tv,
vention in Chicago March 17.
Kevin Sweeney, RAB president, had newspapers) with only 224 using radio.
the other city (Midwest) there were
named it "The Meeting You Won't In
with just 165 using
Enjoy but Don't Dare Miss If You 982
radio advertisers
only.
WantAssisted
to Stayby inRABthe Vice
RadioPresident
Business."John
To further understand this, RAB rehe selling personnel of the
F. Hardesty, Mr. Sweeney traced ra- three mediasearched tand
found the number of
keep up Example:
with the
growthdio'sofinability
all toadvertising.
salesmentionate tointhe each
use ofmedia
each was
media.propornewspapers and tv each have added
$1.3 billions in billings since 1948,
Studyviews withNo.local
2 isadvertisers
based on depth
interto ascertain
while radio's annual income increased
a scant $54 million in the same period. how good a selling job each media does.
RAB declared that radio bags only Eight cities were studied where radio
9% of the $6.8 billion dollars annually stations outnumber newspaper 5.5 to 1,
spent for consumer advertising.
Radio last year, according to Mr.
Sweeney, experienced a .6% drop in
billings (local, national spot, network
combined) whereas newspaper was off
5% and magazines 5.5%.
Messrs. Sweeney and Hardesty
turned to paradoxical evidence of ragrowing strength.
Three newto
RAB dio's
presentations
were capsuled
demonstrate radio growth in numbers,
listening habits of actual customers in
product studies, the influence of radio
on consumers making purchases, and
the heavy concentration of adult listeners invision
summertime
as opposed to televiewers.
The Unexpected • Any complacency
that might have set in in the radio audiHardesty (I) and Sweeney in Civil War
ence was doused by the ensuing Sweeney
question:
and outnumber tv station 3.5 to 1.
"If radio's so damned good, why Nevertheless, when asked which medium
ain't it rich?"
called on them most frequently with
The RAB president answered his own a presentation of new facts, newspapers
question. First, he belittled some of were picked 2 to 1 over television, and
radio's
habits.sales
He took
to taskof tv led radio by 10%. An even greater
(1)
the selling
independent
argument
margin was reported to the question on
"Yaaaa,
youryour
mother's
racket and
fatherin isthea numbers
network which medium makes the most "interand informative"
presentations.
affiliate"; and (2) the affiliates counter
Mr. estingSweeney
added that
the study
sales pitch, "Help stamp out rock-and- revealed nearly one-third of the local
advertisers interviewed are never called
roll stations."
Mr. ahead
Sweeney10%charged
"radio ends
can on by radio stations; and that twoshoot
in 1959thatif radio
thirds tionsee
less than two radio presentas amonth.
its
own
civil
war."
To
emphasize
point, Mr. Hardesty reappeared on the
the
The RAB head quoted two adverplatform in a Confederate uniform to
tisers' comments on the radio-againstthe tune of "Dixie." Shortly thereafter, radio selling: "You boys must have a
it was the "Battle Hymn of The Re- friendship pact with the newspapers;"
with Union
Kevin and "All radio stations have to say is
Sweeney public"
attired
in the General
blue.
they'll sell it cheaper than their comThe RAB head labeled radio as "a
Study No. 3 of RAB pointed to
good medium badly sold," and to docu82 (NAB CONVENTION)
petitor."

equally low standards in selling national
advertisers. Like the local study, it
touched on number of presentations,
content of presentations and promotional mailingadvertising
pieces — inproved
which strong
radio
and outdoor
competitors for bottom ranking.
Then Some Prescriptions • Following
the statistical report, Mr. Sweeney suggested waysIn for
radio'sbusiness,
selling
problems.
questsolving
of national
stations should:
(1) Go to the national advertisers
with specific plans for specific amounts
of dollars to be spent in their area.
Sell the local
manager or broker
of (2)
the national
advertiser.
Mr. Sweeney emphasized these two
steps were all-important to supplement
RAB's current stepped-up national selling effort.
In the quest for local business, stations were urged to (1) call on the local
advertiser direct at a high level if the
agency refuses to consider radio; (2)
insist that station salesmen know and
use the arguments for radio on each

uniforms invite radio to Appomattox
sales
call; telling
and (3)customers
stop the that
"Civilall War"
and start
radio
stations are better than other media.
The RAB presentation pointed out
that the association locally is intensifying efforts to remove roadblocks in the
way of use of radio for co-op plans
among thevertisbig
categories
co-op aders; and that
factualof reports
on
local advertiser use of radio plus research and promotional aids are being
offered.
Throughout the entire Tuesday session, Messrs. Sweeney and Hardesty
dramatized their points by unrolling a
50-foot "crying towel" from the balcony,
by
having pretty
out
handkerchiefs
to thosemodels
whose pass
emotions
reach the point of eye-dabbing, and
also by calling on the same ladies to
distribute bandaids in the audience to
delegates whose feelings might be
bruised or cut by the frank report.
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as
the second decade

^■zxz~%y> 1
I
I

ofWTVJ
service begins
3 MORE
HONORS

1- Freedoms Foundation George Washington
Honor Medal— Public Service Programming.
2. Radio & TV News Directors AssociationContinuous Daily Editorial.
3. Encyclopedia Britannica-University
of Missouri— Best News Film.
See your PGW colonel
AS WE BEGIN OUR SECOND DECADE of operation, we are particularly proud of the recognition
which we have received from our efforts to be of service to the South Florida community. 1,296 citations
have
awarded WTVJ for civic service during
10 shortbeenyears.
BY
EVERY STATION!
MEASURE, WTVJ IS FLORIDA'S
LEADING
• Largest total coverage and the only unduplicated
network coverage!
• Consistently #1 in every rating survey taken in the
fabulous South Florida market by ARB and Nielsen.
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WTVJ
SOUTH FLORIDA
CHANNEL 4
Represented Nationally by:
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

THE
DOES

TV

MOLD

MEDIA

CANDIDATES

IMAGE?

Tv's impact on voters' minds surveyed by C&W research team
or not to use it, how much to C&W's board chairman, said it conWhat is tv's effect in establishing a whether
it and how well or how poorly he
firmed that "television has come of age
political
or use
image in thecandidate's
mind of thepersonality
voter?
projects his personality in the medium
He reminded that since the 1952
This is a question of immense magni- — may be asking for trouble at the national
politically."conventions, the importance
tude and one that has tickled the fancy voting booth.
Among the findings:
of many a person in tv or in the busiof tv as a "political communication"
ness of running for and winning public
• Television rates equally with news- has grown "considerably." Tv, he said,
office.
ers as the "most
important"
news has become a "major source of inforcandidates.
(Friends,
A new report, which may be con- source papabout
mation for voters."
The report
at the outset splits tv into
family and associates ranked next, fols
i
d
e
r
e
d
a
"first"
of
its
kind,
is
being
released on the subject today (March
lowed by radio as a substantial third, "two basic aspects": (1) as a medium to
23) by an advertising agency — Cun- magazines, campaign literature and pass on information and (2) as a "vital
ningham & Walsh, New York.
speeches, in that order).
presence" in the home. The first is comC&W nibbled on one segment of the
• The candidate is seen on tv. Only
mon to many media, said C&W rethe second is a unique
broad conundrum of tv's effects in one out of seven voters surveyed did function forsearcheras, butmass
medium.
not
see
either
candidate
on
tv
during
the
political elections. To wit: "how tv creThe C&W study covered one segment
campaign. Others saw one or both, with
ates the image of a candidate."
No Conclusions • The study shies two out of three seeing both men.
(before and after)
November's
race inofNewlastYork.
In that
from conclusions but presents a com• Voters during the campaign defi- gubernatorial
election,
Nelson
A.
Rockefeller,
the
plex of findings, observations and samnitely did favor one candidate (Rockefeller) more than the other (Harriman) GOP candidate, swept the polls, dealplings.
ing a crushing defeat to incumbent
The report does plant one tentative because of television.
thought: An aspirant for political office
Tv Reaches Voting Age • In releas- W. Averell Harriman. Results ran
who fails to take tv into consideration —
ing the study, John P. Cunningham. contrary to the general Democratic

■vi

:iiia

Selling the Rochester,

New

> i

York, market

trend across the country.
At the time, several responsible observers indicated that Gov. Rockefeller's abilityplayed
to project
himself part
on thein
tv screen
an important
rolling up his big plurality. Sylvester L.
(Pat) Weaver Jr., former NBC head
and now a tv consultant, aided Gov.
Rockefeller in a tv advisory role
(agency was Marschalk & Pratt division
of McCann-Erickson).
Survey's Method • In the main, the
survey sonal
concentrated
voter's perimpression of onthe thecandidate.
Interviewed were about 200 voters in each
of these areas: Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse and suburban Nassau County adjacent to New York City. Questioning
was before election Oct. 30-31 and immediately afterward Nov. 5-6. Preselected were 10 interviewing clusters,
six within city limits and four in
suburbs. Places where either party or
one ethnic group dominated were
avoided.
In all, 818 interviews were completed in October. Voters were asked
what candidate they favored at that
time and their exposure to candidates
on tv during October. In the next interviewing wave, the voter was asked the
sources used for information about the

TOTAL VOTERS'
ROCKEFELLER
(383 RESP. )
How tv altered voter impression of the candidates
Percentages
add across to 100c, id are based on voters who
answered question.
candidate, who he voted for, exposure
ticipate" in political events as they
to the candidates on the weekend before
election and impression of the men on happened.
• During October before the first interview, out
6 of 1 0 voters said they had
tv. Of the original 818, C&W researchers were able to reinterview 618. Of seen one or the other or both of the
those, 537 had voted and this group candidates at least once. On the weekformed the basis for the report.
end before election, substantially more
The study takes pains to qualify the voters said they saw Gov. Rockefeller
approach, noting that only one area of than saw the then Gov. Harriman.
points out, however, that Mr.
a voter's and
experience
(his (C&W
Rockefeller appeared in paid political
awareness
exposureis toobserved
mass media,
that is tv) and that the report is an telecasts more frequently than Mr. Harriman at that time, as he did during the
"experiment," a step in a "new direc- entire campaign.
Or, the survey results
toward understanding tv's effect
among tion"people.
may have reflected a growing interest in
Included in the pertinent findings and Mr. Rockefeller at the last stage of the
observations scored in the agency campaign, C&W indicated.)
study:
C&Wthethought
was the
"crux"of
impression
gained
• Voters emphasized the sense of of •theWhatstudy:
personal contact tv permitted them with the candidates. Here the agency found
the candidate, allowing them to "par- results "overwhelmingly favorable" for

GREATER COVERAGE in the thriving 13-county market surrounding Rochester, N. Y., is just one important
reason why more and more advertisers select WROC-TV for successful selling campaigns and new-product tests.
In this rich, up-state New York area, with its heavy concentration of highly-skilled industrial and specialized
agricultural workers, more than a million people spend over $2 billion annually for products and services.
Nielsen (NCS #3, Spring 1958) shows WROC-TV continues to provide advertisers with considerably greater coverage
of this two-channel market than its competitor . . .
WROC-TV Coverage Advantage
Total Homes Reached Monthly
+ 26.5% Daytime— Viewer Homes Daily -f 38.8%
Total Homes Reached Once-a-week
+ 20.8% Nighttime— Viewer Homes Daily -f- 28.8%
For Peters,
further Griffin,
information
about availabilities on WROC-TV, Rochester's first and most powerful station,
call
Woodward.
ft

WflB-TV, WOR, Byffala, fl,Y,. . WHO

NBC-ABC

•CHANNEL

5 • ROCHESTER

Gov.
for Mr.Rockefeller
Harriman. and "more reserved"
Handsome • The report had this to
say about personality and image in
that particular campaign:
• "Voters saw Mr. Rockefeller as a
dynamic, personable, handsome man,
a man with a great deal of personality.
During the campaign their attitude toward him, because of television, definitely became 'more favorable'; there
was almost a complete lack of any
negative impression . . .
Impressions
of Mr.
Harriman,
on ".the. .other
hand, were
restrained
and
qualified. There was . . . little change
inof voters'
toward
because
televisionattitudes
. . . little
of thehimexcitement
evinced for Mr. Rockefeller. Voters'
remarks add up to a picture of a man
who is capable and sincere but inclined
to Tv,
be stiffsaidand the
uninteresting."
report, stands with
newspapers as a universal source of
information for voters about candidates
but adds "the unique dimension of personality."
Survey Statistics • A brief sample of
the statistics provided:
• On sources of information about
candidates, 40% said newspapers were
the most important source, 38% said
television, 10% said family, friends and
associates and 5% said radio. Sources
mentioned: newspapers 85%; television
77%;dio family,
39%. friends, etc. 45%, and ra• Newspapers reach a peak as a
source of information in the 31-40 age
group and then decline. Tv is strongest
with the youngest group of voters
(21-30). Radio noted as a source
showedvoters.
up particularly strong among
older
• Voters generally were favorable in
opinions on the effect tv had: 86%
said tv had positive effects and only
9% said tv had negative effects while
13% saw little or no effect.
• Use of media: Voters in all areas
surveyed had ample opportunity to see
either candidate on tv; but Mr. Rockefeller appeared in paid time about twice
as often and twice as long as Mr.
Harriman, and Mr. Rockefeller maintained aschedule of relatively frequent
appearances up through the eve of
electionanceswhile
Mr. weekend
Harriman'swereappearon the last
at a
minimum.
• While six out of seven saw one
or both candidates on tv during the
campaign, 53% of the voters reported
seeing Mr. Rockefeller and 40% reported seeing Mr. Harriman. Also 21%
reported seeing a program supporting
Mr. Rockefeller and 17% backing Mr.
Harriman.
• Generally the remembrance factor
(what they remembered of either candi86 (THE MEDIA)

date on tv) was up for Mr. Rockefeller
compared to Mr. Harriman. They remembered the occasion of appearance
rather than the content.
• Greatest
having
a panelsingle
on tvevent
with "by
both far"
candi-is
dates and seen by voters as on Right
Now sponsored by the League of Women Voters on WCBS-TV New York.
•
In Voters'
57%toward
were
inclined
to be Impressions,
more favorable
Mr. Rockefeller during the campaign
and only 11% toward Mr. Harriman.
• Top factor in those "more favorable" toward Mr. Rockefeller was "Personality" (52%).
New NBC format
modifies radio image
NBC Radio is beefing up its schedule with more changes in a bid to
further improve programming service
to its affiliates and listeners.
The basic ingredients: (1) a new
120-minute afternoon variety show (It's
Network Time,) Monday through Friday, 2-4 p.m. EST, replacing half a
dozen soap operas; (2) two 55-minute
dramatic shows, making up the morning
schedule, with one of them replacing
Bert Parks'to Bandstand.
The changes
are
expected
become effective
in the near
future.
Announcing the new plans in Chicago, where he addressed the Broadcast
Ad Club luncheon Thursday (March
19), Matthew J. Culligan, executive
vice president in charge of NBC Radio,
emphasized:
• The realignment retains the network's present total of 75 programming
hours weekly.
• It has the endorsement of the NBC
Radio Affiliates Committee.
The new NBC Radio image will
look like this: drama in the morning,
variety in the afternoon; News on the
Hour and five-minute Stardust segments
at the half hour; the NBC Image series
and Monitor, which will be extended
across the board for the summer (8-10
p.m. nightly) and replace Nightline.
Newtime looks
Lineup
• Here'sby how
the dayas affected
the changes:
10:05-11 EST, My True Story; 11:05noon, a new drama to be announced;
2-4 p.m., It's Network Time, replacing
Don Ameche's Real Life Stories, One
Man's Family, The Affairs of Dr.
Gentry, Five Star Matinee, Woman in
My House and Pepper Young's Family.
Transcontinent Corp.
to take over Marietta
Transcontinent Television Corp. and
Marietta Broadcasting Inc. last week
announced the signing of an agreement

which would combine the two firms
under Transcontinent ownership and
operation (At Deadline, Feb. 16). The
transaction is one of the largest of its
kind in broadcasting history, with the
combined value of the properties merged
in the neighborhood of $30 million.
Under the new set-up, 65.19% of
the expanded Transcontinent Television
Corp. will be owned by present TTC
stockholders. David C. Moore is president of TTC. The remainder of the
giant corporation will be owned by
former Marietta Broadcasting owners
Jack Wrather (who owned 63.64% of
Marietta) and station representative Edward Petry Co. (which owned the remaining 36.36%). Transcontinent stock
will be exchanged for Marietta stock to
effect the deal.
Transcontinent stations included in
the agreement: WGR-AM-TV Buffalo,
N. Y.; WROC-TV Rochester, N. Y;
60% of WNEP-TV Scranton-WilkesBarre, Pa., and 50% of WSVA-AMTV Harrisonburg, Va. Marietta stations included in the agreement are
KFMB-AM-TV San Diego, Calif., and
KERO-TV Bakersfield, Calif.
One year following its formation in
1955, Transcontinent purchased 50%
of WSVA-AM-TV and WHAM-TV
changing
the calltheofWGR
the latter
to WROCTV.
In 1957,
Corp.,
formed
six years ago by certain principals of
Transcontinent and consisting of WGRAM-TV, was merged with TTC. In the
autumn of last year Transcontinent acquired 60% of WNEP-TV.
Radio World Wide acts
Radio World Wide, a cooperative
venture
of network
troubles, growing
is about out
to assume
legal radio's
status.
Nearly three-score broadcasters took
part in a March 17 meeting during the
NAB Chicago convention, listening to
plans for RWW and offering ideas of
their own.
Herbert L. Krueger, WTAG Worcester, Mass., presided at the Chicago
meeting. He announced a development
had been subscribed. Each participating
station will contribute 30 times its
highest
one-minute
announcement rate
toward the
legal action.
Subscriber Roll • A minimum goal
of 25 subscribers apparently was not
quite met at the convention but this
didn't disturb the backers. Those who
signed will meet in New York within
a few weeks. The original group that
handled the exploratory work will be
enlarged.
It's Legal • Reed T. Rollo, Washington attorney and counsel for several
members of the group, reported that
his research showed no legal problems
to stand in the way of RWW's plans.
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announcing

an

3-SPEED

entirely

NEW

TRANSCRIPTION

TURNTABLE
The

CB-500

To meet the exacting
demands in the broadcasting
of transcribed music, GATES offers
an entirely new commercial transcription turntable. This exclusive new design reduces
the rumble to such a degree lhat production line turntables now exceed
earlier laboratory standards.
Rumble or noise reduction has been accomplished
in turntables before, but with the sacrifice of other
needed features. The GATES CB-500 turntable will
come up to speed at 33 V3 RPM in 1 /8 turn and at 45 RPM
in 1 /6 turn. This is equivalent or superior to other recognized
quality turntables which in most cases have higher rumble content.
Speed achange is exact and functionally correct. All 3 speeds shift
across
single indexed plate. The operator may start his turntable in three
modes: (1) slip cueing, (2) start switch, and (3) by moving the speed shift lever
from
neutral
grabbing. to the speed desired. Any starting method is free of jumping or
Yes, you will want to know more about this exciting new turntable. Write today for
Bulletin 108-B which provides test comparisons of leading friction
drive turntables and
feature of the new GATES CB-500.
describes each outstanding

GATES

RADIO COMPANY
Suhtidiory ofQUINCY,
Harrit-lntertrpe
ILLINOIS Corporation
°ffic«
division.
NEW YORK, HOUSTON, ATLANTA, WASHINGTON, D.C. 13Internoiioncl
EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY
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CBS-TV SEES AN UPBEAT
YEAR
Network officials at affiliates meeting
plot optimistic course for good 1959
A decidedly upbeat business note improving; splicing is still somewhat
marked the annual conference of ticklish but is being done successfully
CBS-TV affiliates and top network offi- on an every-day basis. Tape has become a normal part of networking.
cials in Chicago March 14-15.
• Better cameras — It may not be
While 1958 was "the year of the justified
for stations individually, but
doldrums," Sales Administration Vice
President William H. Hylan told the CBS-TV "may find it desirable to
approximately 350 station and network change over to a new type of live
camera." After looking at results from
"Sunny" executives, the current year is shaping 4V/2-inch
image orthicon used by BBC
up as "the year of opportunity."
Knows
A year ago recession-conscious ad- and the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
vertisers were putting off decisions about CBS-TV is "fairly well convinced that
what and how much television to buy, the improvement is great enough to
he recalled. This year, he said, the de- warrant a major re-equipping program."
mand is such that CBS-TV faces the Laboratory model of the latest Marconi
Mark IV camera is expected within 60
"dilemma"
periods days.
even
beforeof itfinding
knows available
what vacancies
• Community antenna systems —
will occur in the coming season's lineup.
Mr. ranging
Hylan's report
general principles into spe"Sunny" knows WSUN
wasWideone Range
of a •series
across Translating
delivers more radio homes,
cifics is "very difficult." CBS-TV enbusiness
prospects,
the
Washington
situat the lowest cost per home
dorses three principles — protection of
ation, technical developments, affiliate
of any station in the heart
property rights, no charge for
relations, news coverage, sales promo- program
and continued opof Florida.*
tion and publicity, as well as a report televisionerationreception,
of television stations wherever
by Network President Louis Cowan,
market will support them — "but we
programming plans by Executive Vice the
President Hubbell Robinson Jr., a spe- don't know how to apply them in pracWSUN is programmed
• Color — "For our own welfare, and
cial report on nighttime tv and a highfor service . . . and for
light address by CBS President Frank as an obligation to our affiliates, we
sales, and has been making
Stanton denouncing FCC's extension of are
our footcolorin
friends in Florida for 31
door.' definitely
" But at'keeping
the moment,
the equal-time political rule to news the very
broadcasts
(Broadcasting,
March
16.)
potential rather than actual adveryears.
Dr. Stanton also tipped plans for a is atice."
tising medium. If television in colorhomes is watched twice as
far-reaching campaign to carry tele- equipped
non-color homes, then curvision's story to the public, holding up much rentascolorincirculation
1 % of tv
a 71-page draft of a CBS committee homes — would boost —a about
25 rating only
report and promising details in the
near future. There was speculation that to a 25.25. So at present, audience statistics "give little
reasonprogramming
for a build-upby
of color
the project would include on-the-air in the volume
editorials but Dr. Stanton said aftera station
or bycolor
a network."
ward that this was not anticipated ex- will
have four
programs CBS-TV
between
cept as it might be necessary in the March 27 and April 24, and any advernetwork's all-out fight against the FCC
tiser "who considers color important"
application
of the equal-time require- can get it.
ment to newscasts.
•
Uhf
affiliates — There's a "surprisA comprehensive rundown on the
businessSixon have
CBS-TV's
uhf ofaffiliates:
rate
Washington situation and the implica- 20-odding" amount
tions of pending legislation and investi- cards of $400 or more; seven deliver
gations were presented by Richard S. more than 37% ARB share of audience, ten carried more than 75% of the
620 KC Salant, CBS Inc. vice president.
network schedule in 1958, eight
William B. Lodge, CBS-TV Network total
carried
than $500,000 in gross
vice president in charge of affiliate re- network more
billings apiece last year, and
lations and engineering, covered a wide
St. Petersburg
Tampa
range of developments:
gross network billings on the uhf affiliates during the year totaled $10 million.
• Videotape — CBS-TV has logged
National Rep:
50,000 hours of recording and play• Longer lineups — To determine and
dramatize
the value of longer station
back,
has
bought
more
than
900
rolls
VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNELL of tape (of which only about 10%
lineups,
CBS-TV
studied the costs and
Southeastern Rep:
have been discarded as worn out), and audiences of programs
which on one
week are sponsored on a larger number
JAMES S. AYRES
by DSTchine hours
timea week
will be(more
logging
900
mathan
half
for
than are used by the alter* NCS 2
network delay purposes). Quality is of stations nate-week
advertiser. A total "of 252
88 (THE MEDIA)
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Czech This If You Dig Kolaches
(A True Story About Iowa Radio With a Sokol Finish)
Once upon a recent smiling noon hour Smiling Dean Landfear, M.C. of our Voice of
Iowa smiling audience participation show,
gave 5,000-watt voice to a lady. She told the
folks to hurry on down to an upcoming Bake
Sale and grab kolaches.
(This could have been messy but the distaff
bakers had the foresight to protect said
kolaches with smiling wax paper.)
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When the prune, apricot and cherry pits had
cleared away 3,240 kolaches were missing.
(This was good because people paid good
money for them, which is more than we can
say for the commercial.)
Proceeds went to the local Sokol (a Czech
gymnastic association whose purpose is body
and character building. We don't know about
character, but kolaches sure build body).

It was a pleasure
greeting our many
old friends and
making new ones at
the NAB convention
last week. We have
increased our nationwide listing of fine
broadcast properties
and cordially invite
you to call or visit our
nearest office for further details.

UlackbiMm & Qmtpcmif

NEGOTIATIONS
FINANCING
APPRAISALS
EAST
James W. Blackburn
Jack V. Harvey
Joseph M. Sitrick
Washington Building
Sterling 3-4341

SOUTH
Clifford B. Marshall
Stanley
Healey Whitaker
Building
Atlanta, Georgia
JAckson 5-1576

MIDWEST
H. W. Cassill
William B. Ryan
333 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Illinois
Financial 6-6460

WEST COAST
Colin M. Selph
Calif. Bank Bldg.
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
Beverly Hills, Calif.
CRestview 4-2770

90 (STATIONS)

nighttime and 240 daytime broadcasts
was examined. The findings: At night,
the average alternate-week "long lineup sponsor" spent 4% more than his
average "short line-up" co-sponsor —
but reached 7% more homes. In daysor time,spentthe average
17% more"long
but line-up"
reached spon28%
more
homes
than
his
"short
line-up"
colleague.
Carl S. Ward, vice president and director of affiliate relations, analyzed
triple-spotting and program clipping
data compiled by Broadcast Advertisers
Reports in 25 medium and small markets (Broadcasting, March 16, 9). He
said CBS-TV stations were involved
less frequently than affiliates of other
networks — the average CBS program
was
timesadjacent
in the to25"overtime
markets breaks"
during 4.8
the
measured week, against 7.1 in the case
of NBC-TV programs and 10.1 for
ABC-TV, according to his analysis.
But
great majority"
affiliatesto
and "the
the network
itself areofbound
suffer if even this level of abuse is
continued, he warned.
News Coverage • Sig Mickelson, vice
president and general manager of CBS
News, reviewed the Berlin crisis, which
he
"overwhelmingly
and called
said the
time has comeimportant,"
when the
networks must keep "maximum information' moving to the public.
George Bristol, operations director
for sales promotion and advertising, reported that $3,736,829 worth of promotion and advertising — including onthe-air promotion — is devoted by the
network
week. to its sponsors' programs each
Paley, Stanton tie
in salaries at CBS
CBS Inc.'s top two officers came off
even in salaries during 1958, the company reports to its stockholders in a
proxy statement in advance of the annual meeting April 15. William S.
Paley, chairman, and Dr. Frank Stan884.86.ton, president, each earned $327,Mr. Paley earned somewhat more in
fringe benefits, the company alloting
$35,584 for his pension plan against
$24,625 for Dr. Stanton.
Other salaries of top CBS officials
noted in the proxy statement, and the
amounts set aside for their pension
plans, were:
Louis G. Cowan, president of CBSTV, $111,825 and $13,996; Merle S.
Jones, president of the CBS Television
Station Div., $107,669 and $14,483;
Arthur Hull Hayes, president of CBS
Radio, $81,154 and $11,701; Arthur L.
Chapman, president of CBS-Hytron,
$81,154 (no pension plan); Goddard

Job security
CBS-TV last week claimed superiority inall sorts of things, including working conditions for
close relatives
vertiser people.of agency and adTo get a line on the CBS-TV
"corporate image" in the minds
of top agencies and advertisers,
network officials told their affiliates' convention (see page 88),
Audits & Surveys Co., an independent firm, was hired to query
104 influential executives in 30
major agencies, plus 35 leading
advertiser executives.
If a close relative of yours
were offered the same job at the
same salary at all three tv netwhich would you advise
him to works,
accept?
Of those who replied, CBS-TV
reported, 81% named CBS, 13%
named ABC and 8% named
NBC.
The reasons of those nominating CBS-TV? "Stability," said
CBS-TV.
Lieberson, president of Columbia Records, $59,999 and $8,115, and Henry
C. Bonfig, vice president for marketing
services, $50,961 (no pension plan).
Mr. Paley owns 855,997 shares of
CBS stock; Dr. Stanton 148,727 shares.
Changing hands
ANNOUNCED • The following sales of
station interests were announced last
week, subject to FCC approval:
• Transcontinent Television Corp. and
Marietta Broadcasting Inc.: Combined
into $30 million new Transcontinent
set-up (see story, p. 86).
• WJAR-AM-TV Providence, R.I.: Application for $6 million sale filed with
FCC (see story, p. 94).
• WSAI-AM-FM Cincinnati, Ohio: Sold
to Consolidated Sun Ray Inc. (Closed
Circuit, March 16) by Sherwood Gordon for almost $2 million. Sun Ray
owns WPEN Philadelphia and the recently purchased WALT Tampa, Fla.
(awaiting FCC approval). R. C. Crisler
& Co. handled the sale. WSAI is on
1360 kc with 5 kw, directional antenna,
night.
14.7 kw.WSAI-FM is on 102.7 mc with
• KLEO Wichita, Kan.: Sold to Lee
Vaughn and Merritt Owens by Harry
Patterson and William O'Connor for
$210,000interest.
including
twothirds
The liabilities,
sale was for
handled
, by Blackburn & Co. KLEO is on 1480
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kc with 5 kw, day, 1 kw, night, directional antenna different pattern day and
night, and is affiliated with NBC. (This
is a corrected version of the sale of
KLEO which by error was previously
listed under its old call letters KANS.)
• WEER Warrenton, Va.: Sold to Radio
Associates Inc. by George Oleson and
Arthur Kellar, who retain WEEL Fairfax, Va., for 565,000. Radio Associates
is owned by Thomas Strothman, Francis Lambert and George G. Gatley. The
sale was handled by Allen Kander &
Co. WEER is on 1570 kc with 500 w,
day.

Multiplyin

g

opportunitie

s

Rival affiliates
wooed by ABC-TV
ABC-TV last week issued an implied
invitation to stations with primary CBSTV and NBC-TV affiliations to switch
to ABC.
The pitch came during ABC-TV's
"'Go Right to the Top" presentation for
affiliates — secondary and basic — at the
Sheraton Blackstone Hotel in Chicago
March 15. A heavy turnout greeted a
battery of ABC-TV executives in a reprise of the (Broadcasting,
network's earlier March
New York
production
16).
Oliver Treyz, ABC-TV president,
cited A. C. Nielsen data purporting to
show that if either of the other two
networks were to insert a handful of
ABC-TV top-rated programs into their
schedules, they would stand to increase
substantially their share-of-audience
figures.
Mr. Treyz directed his remarks at
broadcasters in two- and three-station
markets. He reiterated the competitive
picture in 24 markets in which all three
networks
have "equal
and forits
which ABC-TV
claims facilities"
to have raised
average evening ratings for half-hour
time 3.periods to a point of being a close
No.
Affiliates seemed generally enthusiastic ming
aboutplans,ABC-TV's
though the1959-60
networkprogramtended
to gloss over daytime tv in its presentation (as it did in New York). Government and press representatives also attended the relatively open conference.
Daytime tv came up for discussion
at the ABC-TV Station Affiliates Assn.
meeting March 15, devoted largely to
business matters, including election of
new officers (see separate story). About
50 members reviewed ABC-TV programming for 1959-60 and took up
other issues, including triple-spotting,
audience ratings and other topics. The
business meeting was a followup to the
affiliates'
session (Broadcasting,
in Las Vegas, Nevada,
in late February
March
2).
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The 1959 NAB convention recorded some important
history for everyone associated with the industry.
From our sideline outpost, it was a pleasure to greet
so many old and new friends. We left Chicago with
considerable information of value to prospective
buyers or sellers of broadcasting properties.
A post-convention contact with us now may be very
timely in your future planning.

It's been our business over many years to blaze the
trails for TV-Radio executives who want the facts.

ALLEN

KANDER

AND

COMPANY

Negotiators for the Purchase and Sale of
Important Radio and Television Stations
WASHINGTON
NEW YORK

1625 Eye Street N.W.
60 East 42nd Street

NAtional 8-1990
MUrray Hill 7-4242

GOVERNMENT
ANOTHER TV PROBE
Rep. Brown to air
small business access
A House subcommittee last week announced plans to conduct an investigation "to see if small business is getting
a fair opportunity
to advertise"
on tele-of
vision. The five-man
subcommittee
the Small Business Committee is headed
by Rep. Charles H. Brown (D-Mo.),
who was in the advertising and radio
fields before his election to Congress in
November 1956.
Specifically, Rep. Brown said the investigation would cover these points:
"1. Under the broad language of existing federal laws pertaining to broadcasting, what practices and policies have
developed which affect small business?
What program
and time
periods
on "2.television
are reserved
exclusively
for
the
larger
national
network
advertisers?

DETROIT?

What programs
and time
on "3.television
are available
to periods
smaller
regional and local advertisers?
"4.tiveAreprocedures
presentadequate
laws and
administrato assure
small
business a fair chance to advertise on
television?
"5. What might be done to improve
the existing laws in this field?"
The investigation will be "painstaking
and factual," staff
Rep. will
Brown
"Thea
subcommittee
first said.
compile
survey of current time-selling practices
in the tv industry and will contact small
business firms and advertising agencies
regarding their experiences in purchasing television
advertising."
Hearings
will follow,
he said,
although they
will
not be in the immediate future.
Other members of the subcommittee
are Reps. Joe L. Evins (D-Tenn.), Sidney R. Yates (D-Ul.), Howard W. Robison (R-N.Y.) and William H. Avery
(R-Kan.). The inquiry was ordered as a
result of complaints from small advertis-

PITTSBURGH?

NEWARK?

NO,
"KNOE-LAND"
(embracing industrial, progressive North Louisiana, South
Arkansas, West Mississippi)
JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Drug
Sales
40,355,000
Population
Automotive
Sales $$ 299,539,000
Households 1,520,100
423,600
General Merchandise $ 148,789,000
Consumer Spendable Income
Total Retail Sales $1,286,255,000
Food Sales $$1,761,169,000
300,486,000
KNOE-TV AVERAGES 79.4% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to December 1958 ARB we average 79.4% of audience from Sign On to
Sign Off 7 days a week. During 363 weekly quarter hours it runs 80% to 98%.
CBS • ABC
A James A. Noe Station
KNOE-TV
Channel 8
Represented by
H-R Television, Inc.
Monroe, Louisiana
Photo: The Crossett Compai
t-oducers of lumber, paper, chemicals and charcoal
— Crossett, Arkansas.

ing agencies and businesses received by
Rep.
Wrightchairman.
Patman (D-Tex.), parent
committee
Rep. Brown asked for, and was given
the assignment of heading the investigation. From 1945-55, he headed Brown
Radio Productions Inc., Memphis and
St. Louis. During much of the same
period, the 38-year-old congressman
headed his own agency Brown Bros.
Adv., also with offices in Nashville and
St. Louis.
He also managed KYTV (TV) Springfield, Mo., during its first months on the
air in 1954, was with KWTO Springfield, and Gardner Adv. in St. Louis
from 1942-45.
In its investigation of tv advertising availabilities, the subcommittee will
use staff members of the parent Small
Business Committee and will not have
its own staff, as such. Bryan Jacques is
the committee's staff director and Everette Maclntyre is the chief counsel.
Court hears Justice,
FCC on ch. 2 shift
The FCC and the Justice Dept.
threshed over their differences as to
what ought to be done in the Springfield-St. Louis-Terre Haute deintermixture rulemaking in arguments Thursday (March 19) before the U.S. Court
ofbia. Appeals for the District of Columcourt's
decision
the
FCCThe shift
of ch.
2 fromupholding
Springfield.
111., to St. Louis and Terre Haute, Ind.,
was returned last October by the U.S.
Supreme Court after an appeal by
Sangamon Valley Tv Corp., unsuccessful applicant for ch. 2 at Springfield.
The high court returned the case to
the lower court for reconsideration in
the available
light of Capitol
Hill court
testimony
—■
not
to the lower
at the
time it made its March 1958 decision
— that KTVI (TV) St. Louis made
ex parte representations to the FCC in
the deintermixture case.
The Justice Dept. followed its brief
filed last month (Broadcasting, Feb.
9) in holding that the alleged ex parte
activities, though made in a rulemaking
instead of an adjudicatory case, are
grounds for ordering a full-scale hearing by the FCC. Justice also is asking
for another proceeding to determine if
any FCC member contacted by KTVI
should be disqualified in the proposed
full-scale hearing. Justice noted that
some of the KTVI contacts with FCC
members took place after cut-off dates
imposed
the
case. by the FCC's own rules in
FCC's new assistant general counsel
BROADCASTING, March 23, 1959

Hothing else like it
in Greater New York
IN PROGRAMMING: The voice of WVNJ is
unique.
It's theNewonlyYork
radioareastation
Metropolitan
that inplaysthe entire
just Great Albums of Music from sign on to
sign off — 365 days a year.
IN AUDIENCE: So different, too. So largely
adult — so able to buy — so able to persuade
others to buy. And in Essex County alone
(pop. 983,000) WVNJ dominates in
audience
— in quality of audience —
and in prestige.
IN VALUE: It delivers the greater New York
audience for less than 31c per thousand homes —
by
far market.
the lowest cost of any radio station
in the
radio station of %i\z $ehiarlt Pettis
otional rep: Broadcast Time Sales • New York, N. V. • MU 4-6740
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home of great *59's...
'59
rd BUICK
a reco
for cars
setgreat
Two
formean
'59,
and
CHEVROLET,
great
things right now for this
World's largest General Motors plant
in Flint
. . .city.
and They're
backed-upmadeby
AC Spark Plug, Fisher Body,
and Ternstedt ... all going
full speed. Sell this big, rich
market . . . and all of Northeast Michigan, too ... on
W F D F.
NBC Affiliate ... 910 on the
dial
Represented nationally by
the KATZ AGENCY

WFDF
DIAL 910
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for litigation, Max Paglin, said the
language of the FCC rule confining
representations to those made on the
record and setting up a cut-off date for
representations was not what the FCC
had intended. The representations made
by KTVI were not improper, were in
keeping cedures
withAct andtheareAdministrative
Protraditional in such
"informal" rulemakings as the ch. 2
deintermixture, he said.
Intervenor KTVI said the FCC rules
for rulemaking procedures do no more
than paraphrase the applicable part of
the Administrative Procedure Act.
Sangamon's Side • Sangamon Valley
said it agrees with the Justice position,
but also feels the FCC should reconsider the merits between it and WMAYTV Springfield, which was granted the
ch. 2 permit in Springfield by the FCC
before the deintermixture shift. The
Sangamon Valley ch. 2 application had
been denied at the same time.
WMAY-TV, although it opposed the
shift of ch. 2, said it does not believe
any
involved in the
KTVI impropriety
talks with theis FCC.
Judges hearing the argument last
week were Henry W. Edgerton, Charles
Fahey and Walter M. Bastian.
Contested Outlet sale
goes to Commission
Application for the sale of about
55% of the Outlet Co., owner of
WJAR-AM-TV Providence and the
Outlet Co. department store in that
city, was filed at the FCC last week in
the face of a preliminary injunction by
the Superior Court of Rhode Island restraining the sale (Broadcasting, March
9).
A group representing five blocks of
Outlet Co. stock, held by the Industrial
National Bank of Providence asked an
FCC okay on the sale to New York
realtor William Zeckendorf and Denver
broadcaster John C. Mullins for a total
of $12,480,400. The stockholders said
they will appeal the injunction.
Store Disposal • It was revealed in
the application that the purchasers plan
to resell the department store for a
"minimum" of $4 million dollars and
reap
refundresulting,
and saving"
of morein
than a$2"taxmillion,
in effect,
an outlay of about $6 million for the
Providence radio-tv properties. Proposed purchaser
the Outlet
Co. department store isof Roger
L. Stevens,
New Yofk realtor and Broadway producer, who originally was a part of the
Zeckendorf-Mullins purchase syndicate
(Broadcasting, Jan. 26; Dec. 15, 8,
1958), but withdrew in mid-December.
The Zeckendorf-Mullins group, 91065
Corp., is owned 100% by Tv Denver

Hurry up & wait
it doesn't
pay to be
tooSometimes
conscientious
in bureaucratic
Washington. Take the case of
FCC Chairman John Doerfer and
Comr. T. A. M. Craven who
passed up the NAB banquet
Wednesday night, highlight of the
annual
convention,
to
returnbroadcasters'
to Washington
for a
Thursday
appearance
before the
Senate Commerce Committee.
The other commissioners left Chicago on the first plane Thursday
morning and had a government
car waiting at the Washington airport to rush them to the Capitol.
The end result — late Thursday
morning the hearing was postponed until Friday. Committee
Chairman Warren Magnuson CDWash.) was at home with three
broken bones in his foot, which
is in a cast; Sen. John Pastore
(D-R. I.),ofNo.the 2communications
Democrat and
chairman
subcommittee, was in his home
state, and No. 3 Sen. Mike Monroney (D-Okla.) had a Pentagon
conference.
Inc., licensee of KBTV (TV) Denver,
which is controlled by Mr. Zeckendorf.
The contract gave the purchasing
group an option to meet the price offeredvolvebyd is55,230
any othershares
purchaser.
Stockstock
inof common
out of a total of 99,420 shares at $120
perObjecting
share. • The sale was contested by
Joseph Samuels (Dody) Sinclair, general
manager
WJAR-AM-TV
and grandson of theof founder
of the stations
and
department store.
The sales contract provides that the
buyers must obtain 70% of the Outlet
Co. stock and that the contract must be
approved by FCC within six months.
Hansen to retire
Victor R. Hansen, head of the Justice Dept.'s Antitrust Div., has told Attorney General William Rogers that he
plans to resign in the near future. No
date has been set for Mr. Hansen to
leave Justice nor have any formal steps
to this end been taken.
Mr. Hansen, who has been antitrust
chief the past three years, wants to return to his native California. He already has disposed of his Washington
home and Mrs. Hansen has returned to
the West Coast. He said he has not discus ed a successor with Mr. Rogers
but indicated that the choice of Robert
A. Bicks, assistant antitrust chief,
would be a "very fine appointment."
BROADCASTING, March 23, 1959
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Buildings ... Color. .. and
■I

NATIONAL
Now you can have a modern building in beautiful factory-applied
color — a major new advance in pre-engineered buildings brought
to you by National Steel through its Stran-Steel Division.
Now for that new store, manufacturing plant, warehouse or farm
structure, you can select a fine building made of steel, with the
special elegance of one or more lustrous Stran-Satin colors: blue,
green, rose, bronze, white or gray.
Yes, National adds the magic of color to the many features and
functions that have already made Stran-Steel buildings a mainstay of commerce, industry and agriculture. For here are easily

i

!

STEEL

insulated buildings that cost less to heat or cool. Handsome
buildings that are low in first cost, low in maintenance, too.
Pre-engineered buildings in factory-applied colors* are typical of
the many continuing advances that National Steel brings to
American industry through its six major divisions: Great Lakes
Steel Corporation, Weirton Steel Company, Stran-Steel Corporation, Enamelstrip Corporation, The Hanna Furnace Corporation,
National Steel Products Company.
*For descriptive literature, write
Stran-Steel Corporation, Detroit 29, Michigan.

NATIONAL STEEL CORPORATION, GRANT BUILDING, PITTSBURGH, PA.

EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING
parative figures for a year ago are Feb. 16, Jan. 12; Nov. 17, 1958), is
1958 EIA REPORT
available.
final. Sylvania, now a wholly-owned
Factory sales of both receiving and subsidiary of GT&E, continues operaAll sets at new high,
tv picture tubes increased in January
tions as a separate entity. Elected to office in the parent corporation at the
while transistor sales declined, EIA anindustry 5th largest
nounced. Over 31 million receiving board of directors' March 5 meeting:
There were 96 million home radio tubes were sold in January, worth $26.8 Donald C. Power, former GTC president, chairman, and Don G. Mitchell,
sets, 47 million auto sets and 49.7 mil- million, compared with 28.5 million who continues
as chairman of Sylvania,
lion tv sets in use in the U. S. at the end (value $25.1 million) in December and
of 1958, Electronic Industries Assn. re- 26.8 million (value $23.2 million) in president.
ports in its annual Electronics Industry January 1958.
Fact Book, now being distributed.
Picture tube sales reached 784,906, Most miniature yet:
This compared with 95 million, 35 worth $15.2 million in the first month new micro-module
million and 46.1 million respectively in of 1959, compared with 649,031 (value
RCA and the U. S. Army Signal
1957, EIA said.
$12.6 million) in December and 621,(value $12.3 million) a year ago. Corps showed off their latest trick in
Factory sales for the entire electronics 910
electronic
miniaturization last week:
industry totaled $7.94 billion, up from Sales of transistors declined in January
to 5,195,317 units (value $13.6 million) the micro-module. Although far from
$7.8 billion in 1957, EIA said, but fac- from
the 5,627,700 units (value $16.6 ready for civilian application, it repretory billing of tv sets was $686 million,
sold the previous month. Just
down $145 million from 1957, while million)
sents another step in the engineers' de3 million transistors were sold
radio sets were down from $350 million under
in January 1958.
to $326 million.
EIA said the electronics industry held
its place as the fifth largest manufac-in- New Ampex stock
turing industry and that electronics
The sion
Securities
Exchange
dustry business totaled $13.3 billion
announces &that
AmpexCommisCorp.,
when distribution, servicing and broad- Redwood City, Calif., has filed a regisThe inare added.
revenues
casting
tration
statement
proposing
to
offer
crease of $140 million in electronics 204,191 common shares to current
to in- stockholders of record at the rate of
was attributed
manufactucreasedring
sales of military and industrial one new share for each 10 shares held.
products.
Principal underwriters are Blyth & Co.
Tv Set Slide • The tv set produc-, and Irving Lundborg & Co. with the
tion figure for 1958 was 4,920,428 price per share to be determined later.
23% less than 1957's 6,399,345. The registration statement also includes
about
Retail tv set sales dropped 23%, from an additional 206,250 shares to be isset prosued to holders of warrants attached to
2. Radio
5,140,0800,
6,560,220ductiontowas 11,747,0
Next: wristwatch radios
a drop of 2.8 Ampex' 5% sinking fund debentures.
million from 1957.
Part of the proceeds of the sale will be termination to decrease the size while
used as initial capitalization for a new increasing efficiency of electronic gear.
The manufacture of tv sets for Janu- subsidiary.
In essence, a micro-module is a
over sets proary showed an increase
series of wafers encased in plastic (see
duced in December 1958, EIA also reset
radio
cut). It measures 3/10 of an inch on
ported last week, while
Collins Radio report
each face. Each wafer is designed to do
production showed a decline. Sales of
Collins Radio Co., Cedar Rapids, the job now performed by a convenboth items dropped from December
levels, however.
Iowa, reports earnings of $986,227 on
tional component (resistors, transistors,
of $48,159,000 in the six months diodes, etc.), while the assembled micro437,- sales
January tv production totaled comended
Jan.
31.
module operates as a complete circuit
tuners),
026 sets (35,841 with uhfDecemb
er and
After deduction of preferred divi- (amplifiers, oscillators, etc.).
pared to 414,850 in
dends paid in the amount of $122,422,
Immediate applications will be in
433,983 in January 1958. There were
in January, con- earnings were 57 cents a common military gear, including such missile ap501,704 tv sets sold
plications assatellites as well as such
siderably les than the 649,514 receivers share. In the comparable period a year
Collins reported an operating loss tactical equipment as improved helmet
r
purchased in Decembe and 581,486 a ago,
of $171,021 on sales of $49,488,000. radios
year ago.
that replace earlier walkie-talkie
backlog
at Jan.
had devices.
Radio set output for the first month The company's
to $175
million
from31 $131
Future civilian applications might
of 1959 totaled 1,124,737, including increased
million at the July 31, 1958 fiscal year- include "wrist watch" radios and "pic420,052 car radios, EIA reported. Last end.
of commercial orders
ture on the wall" television. RCA
December, 1,525,744 radios (including stood Theat backlog
million compared with emphasized
it would be at least two or
558,767 for cars) were produced, while $17 million$20at the
yearend.
the figure was 1,026,527 (including
three
years
before work was even begun in those areas.
349,679 for automobiles) for January
700,490
RCA
is
the
prime contractor to the
purchased
s
1958. Consumer
Sylvania now merged
radios in January, excluding auto sets,
Signal Corps on the micro-module proThe projected merger of Sylvania
Decemgram, which began with a two-year,
1,044,838
compared
ber 1958 andwith534,640
a yearin ago.
Electric Products Inc. into General Tele- $5 million budget which officials hope
phone Corp. to form General Telephone to expand to a four-year, $13 million
Fm Output • Fm radio production in
January totaled 30,235 sets. No com- & Electronics Corp. (Broadcasting,
96
project. BROADCASTING, March 23, 1959

STORIES
\
One of a series of salutes to successful
Radio and TV stations across the nation
. . . and to the Northwest Schools graduates who have contributed to their

Casper Wyoming
0
tW
K
Salute
to KTWO-TV-the first
TV station in Central Wyoming
and the first inter-connected
station in Central Wyoming . . .
located in Casper— Wyoming's
first market and largest city.

BOB BERGER, General Manage
Here is what Bob Berger
says about his experience with Northwest
Schools Graduates:

KTWO-TV started telecasting on March 1st,
1957, with a power of 208 watts and an antenna height of 5120 feet above 9ea level. In
January 1958 power was increased to 28,500
watts and antenna height moved to 7797 "Both of these men do outstanding
feet. KTWO-TV is an affiliate of NBC and work and we are quite pleased to have
ABC.
them on our staff.

WILLARD DAMOURS
Willard Damours, Northwest graduate, has been employed
at the station since original air date and is now transmitter
engineer, in sole charge of transmitter operations.

DONALD MacCAMBRIDGE
Another grad, Donald MacCambridge joined KTWO-TV
on December 1 5, 1 958 as a trainee . . . has now become
a full-fledged director.

For further information
tin Northwest training and graduate*
NORTHWEST

liable in your area, write, phone or wire

SCHOOLS

1221 N.W. 21st Avenue, Portland 9, Oregon
Phone CApitol 3-7246
737 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago • 6362 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood
BROADCASTING, March 23, 1959
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FATES
Advertisers
• William H. Gaines, formerly sales
manager of Kay Daumit division of Colgate-Palmolive Co., appointed general
sales manager of Charles Antell division
of B. T. Babbitt, N.Y.
• James B. Ash, formerly assistant manager of public relations, Lukens Steel
Co., Coatesville, Pa., appointed public
relations director of Curtiss Candy Co.
(Baby Ruth, other candies), Chicago.
• K. N. Jolly, assistant to chairman,
named director of corporate relations
of Campbell Soup Co.
• William Eldridge, formerly account
executive for packaged goods, Leo Burnett Co., named product manager in
household
products division, ColgatePalmolive Co.
• Stuart V. d'Adolf, formerly of New
Haven (Conn.) Journal - Courier, to
press section of public relations department, Borden Co.. N.Y.
Agencies
^
*
1

• William D. Tyler,
with Benton & Bowles
since 1958 as vp in
charge of creative
services,
utive vp. elected exec-

• Courtenay Moon,
vp and radio-tv direcMr. Tyler tor, and Bob Footman, account executive, both of Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli.
S.F., join Johnson & Lewis, S.F., as
principals and vps.
• Tom Maloney, account supervisor,
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Bristol, Pa.,
to Brown & Butcher, N.Y., as vp with
Thiokol Chemical Corp., Bristol, Pa.,
account. Also to B&B: Tom Johnston,
account executive, and Roy Weber,
copy director.
• Rena L. Nelson, copywriter on
Oscar Mayer (meats) and Quaker Oats
account at Wherry, Baker & Tilden,
Chicago, and previously copy chief.
Grant Adv., that city, elected vp of
WB&T.
• Norman Wingert, head of production; Joe Geyer, art director, and
George Violante, copy chief, elected
vps of Schwab, Beatty & Porter, N.Y.
• Edward G. Comstock, senior vp of
Cunningham & Walsh, N.Y., to agency's executive committee.
« Harry M. Billerbeck, vp, media director and director of H. B. Humphrey
Alley & Richards Inc., recently merged

& FORTUNES

with Reach, McClinton & Co., has resigned, effective April 1 .
• Charles H. Brower, president of
BBDO, will receive plaque given each
year by Rutgers U. to alumnus who has
"served his community, professional
field and the university with distinction," at alumni dinner, April 4.
• Wickliffe W. Crider, supervisor in
radio-tv department of Young & Rubicam, N.Y., named vp.
• David L. Howlett, public relations
director in Chicago office of Western
Adv., elected vp in charge of publicity
and public relations.
• George McGarrett, formerly of
NBC-TV as executive producer, appointed program supervisor in tv department of Lennen & Newell Inc.,
N.Y. Mr. McGarrett was previously
with Young & Rubicam as program
manager of radio department and with
CBS as commercial program manager.
• Robert Ross, formerly account executive of Tatham-Laird, Chicago, to
Arthur Meyerhoff & Co., that city, in
executive-administrative capacity and
as member of plans board.
• William F. Force, 45, copy group
supervisor, BBDO, N.Y., died following
heart attack March 18 in New York.
• Allan Kaufman, copy chief of Johnson & Lewis, S.F., to Weiner & Gossage,
that city.
• Stan M. Goldstein, formerly of
Food Fair Stores Inc., Phila., to Arndt,
Preston, Chapin, Lamb & Keen Inc.,
that city, as creative director of tv-radio.
Donald C. Hoefler, formerly editor
of Electronics magazine, to public relations staff of agency.
• Roswell H. Eaton, formerly director, secretary and treasurer of Henri,
Hurst & McDonald, Chicago, named
treasurer and member of executive commit e of Henderson Adv., Greenville,
S.C. Peter M. Soutter and J. B. Majette Jr., both formerly of BBDO,
N.Y.,
ecutives.join Henderson as account ex• Marshall Hawks, radio-tv director
of Emery Adv., Baltimore, elected vp,
and Mrs. Grace C. Tavenner, assistant treasurer, named treasurer.
• Al Buffington, formerly vp in
charge of production, Fidelity Films,
Hollywood, to Beckman • Koblitz Inc.,
L.A., as creative director.
• Jon Ross, partner of Ross/ Reisman/
Naidich Inc., L.A., has left to form new

agency, Jon M. Ross Adv., with offices
at 1717 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood
28.
Telephone:
9-2205.
Murray
Naidich Hollywood
and Emil Reisman
will continue to operate Ross/ Reisman/
Naidich at 7805 Sunset Blvd., LA. 46.
Networks
• Joseph F. Hladky
Jr.,
president
KCRG-TV
Cedarof
Rapids, Iowa, elected
chairman
ABC-TV
Stations ofAffiliates
i Assn. Other officers:
Breni Kirk, station
Mr. Hladky
(TV) Salt LakeKUTV
city;
f™"
manager,
Utah, vice chairman; Donald D. Davis,
president of KMBC-TV Kansas City,
secretary; Howard Maschmeier, general manager, WNHC-TV New Haven,
Conn., treasurer. Mr. Hladky succeeds
Joseph C. Drilling, vp and general
manager, KJEO-TV Fresno, Calif.
• Julius Barnathan, ABC-TV director
of research, elected ABC vp.
• Henry R. Poster appointed manager
of sales promotion for CBS Radio Spot
Sales. Leon Luxenberg, formerly
presentation writer in CBS Radio advertising and promotion department, replaces Mr. Poster as director of network sales presentations. Joel Azerrad, previously
NBC-TVart and
Columbia Records, ofappointed
director
of CBS-TV Spot Sales.
• David Fuchs, copywriter in CBS-TV
sales promotion and advertising department past three years, appointed manager of salesBroom,
presentations
for CBS-TV.
Leonard
copywriter
in same
department since 1956, appointed manager, program promotion, N.Y.
• George A. Heinemann, director of
programs, WRCA-TV New York, appointed manager of public affairs for
NBC.
• Milt Fishman, assistant director of
radio and tv news for ABC's western
division, promoted to director.
• Robert R. Pauley, account executive of ABC since 1957, named network's eastern sales manager.
• Eddy Manson, recording artist and
conductor, signed as musical director
and composer for CBS-TV's forthcomJulius.ing series Wonderful World of Little
• David Brown, formerly executive
producer of NBC-TV's Haggis Baggis,
named
Kangaroo.producer of CBS-TV's Captain
BROADCASTING, March 23, 1959

Uncle

Eddy

MEATH
UK
Mr. Summen/ille Mr. Carino
• Howard (Slim) Summerville, general manager of WWL-TV New Orleans, has been granted, leave of absence
at his request because of health. Lawrence Carino, general sales manager
of WWL-TV, named acting manager,
and John L. Vath, with WWL since
1954, named general manager of WWL
Radio. Mr. Summerville, who had been
general
of radio-tv,
up
his dutiesmanager
with WWL
Radio gave
several
weeks ago because of demands upon
his health. Mr. Carino was formerly
general manager of KTNT-AM-F M-T V
Seattle-Tacoma, Wash.
• William H. Hansher, technical assistant to President Hulbert Taft Jr.
of Radio Cincinnati Inc., named vp in
charge of engineering. Dorothy S.
Murphy, company treasurer, and Ken
Church, vp in charge of radio operations and director of sales for radio-tv,
named directors of corporation. Radio
Cincinnati includes WKRC-AM-FMTV Cincinnati, and WTVN-AM-TV
Columbus, both Ohio; WBRC-AM-FMTV Birmingham, Ala.; WBIR-AM-FMTV Knoxville, Term.; WKYT (TV)
Lexington, Ky.
• James P. Storer, national merchandising manager of Storer Broadcasting
Co.'s
salesof office,
nationalNewsalesYork
manager
WIBG named
Philadelphia. Roy M. Schwartz, WIBG
promotion manager, adds duties of program manager. Genii Macaulay
named assistant promotion manager.
HHH|
• Frank ofKnorr
HHH
owner
WPKMJr..
(FM) Tampa, Fla.,
I^H^^H
will be appointed station
^HpHIB
WALT, manager
that city, con-of
^ X
^
' approval
tingent upon
FCC's
of WALT's
sale to Consolidated
Mr. Knorr Sun Ray Inc. (WPENAM-FM Philadelphia), according to
William B. Caskey, executive vp of
WPEN (Broadcasting, March 9).
• Gene Tibbett has resigned as executive vp and general manager of WRMA
Montgomery, Ala., to become partner
(subject to FCC approval) and general
manager of WLAU Laurel, Miss.
• Leon Ridings, sales manager of
WBIR-AM-FM Knoxville, Tenn., adds
BROADCASTING, March 23, 1959

Starts Rochester listeners
off with a Morning Smile
that lasts all day 1

Musical

Clock

6:00 to 9:30 A.M. MONDAYS thru SATURDAYS
He's not a comedian, not a wise-cracker, not the
frantic D. J. type of guy.— Just a likeable, happy,
warm-hearted young man who has an almost magical ability to make folks face each day with a smile on
their face— and a song in their heart. His ten-year
ratings never have been, nor ever will be, topped in
Rochester!
Ed is a master of the "soft sell" that's extremely
hard to resist. Availabilities on his show don't crop
up very often, but you're welcome to join our waiting
list. Write or phone!

BASIC

CBS

AM-TV
ROCHESTER
REPRESENTATIVES: EVERETT McKINNEY, INC.
NEW YORK . CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO
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duties of station director. Doc Johnston, staff announcer, elevated to radio
program director, replacing Bob Agee,
to radio sales staff. Bill Dooley, member of WBIR-TV production staff,
named account executive, replacing
Ted Brosseau, to Knoxville branch of
Nelson Chesman Adv.
• James H. Ferguson, general sales
manager of Springfield Television Broadcasting Corp., elected
vp for tions,
saleswhichof include
its staWWLP (TV) Springfield, WWOR-TV
Ferguson
Worcester, both
Massachusetts, and WRLP (TV)
Brattleboro, Vt. -Greenfield, Mass.Keene, N.H. Mr. Ferguson joined
Springfield in 1953 at WWLP.
• Ward L. Quaal, vp and general manager of WGN-AM-TV Chicago, reelected president of Quality Radio
Group Inc. William D. Wagner,
WHO-AM-FM Des Moines, Iowa, appointed secretary-treasurer and Frank
Gaither, general manager of WSB Atlanta, Ga., elected to board as vp. Continuing on board until 1960: John H.
DeWitt Jr., president, WSM Nashville,
Tenn.; Ralph Evans, executive vp,
WHO Davenport; Donald H. McGannon, president, Westinghouse Broadcasting Corp. (for KDKA Pittsbuigh,
Pa.; KEX Portland, Ore.; WBZ Boston,
Mass), and Mr. Quaal. Directors reelected to serve through 1961: Gustav
K. Brandborg, vp and general manager, KVOO Tulsa, Okla.; John B.
Tansey, general manager, WRVA
Richmond, Va., and Mr. Gaither. Roy
I. Bacus, commercial manager of
WBAP Fort Worth, Texas, elected
member. Also elected: John deRussey, WCAU Philadelphia (replacing John L. Vath, sales manager,
WWL New Orleans) .
• William Driver, 36, engineer of
WOOD-TV Grand Rapids, Mich., died
March 1 6 following major heart surgery
in Ford Memorial Hospital, Detroit.
• Sidney H. Leipzig, 55, member of
Broadcast Pioneers and formerly direcof WOV 16Newin New
York York.
artists' bureau,
died torMarch
• Joseph B. GriES, local sales manager
of WBRE-AM-FM Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
named general manager in charge of
local sales, WBRE and WSCR Scranton,
Pa., as well as station manager of
WSCR. Meyer Bergsman succeeds
Mr. Gries as local sales manager of
WBRE.
• Tom W. Mahaffey, assistant adver100 (FATES & FORTUNES)

Equipment & Engineering
• Maurice L. Levy,
director of consumer
products
since
1955, department
named vp
Representatives
of consumer products
• Robert M. Hoffman, director of engineering, Emerson
Radio & Phonograph
promotion and planning, WOR-AM-TV Corp.,
Jersey City,
New York past 1 1 years, named director of marketing and research of Tele- N.J.; Martin Richvision Advertising Representatives Inc.
mond, works manager of department,
Programming
promoted to vp of
products
manufacturing.
• Norman Louvau, formerly general consumer
sales manager of KRON-TV San Francisco, joins Screen Gems Inc., N.Y., as
Donald J. Plunkgeneral manager of station operations. •ett,
Capitol
Mr. Louvau, explained President Ralph Records with
past six years
M. Cohn, will be responsible for ne- as New York director
Mr. Richmond
gotiating for purchase of stations and
ultimate supervision of their operations. of recording, appointed
president
of
Fairchild
RecordSG intends to buy maximum allowable
ing Equipment Corp., N.Y.
number of stations, added Mr. Cohn.
• J. L. Van Volken- • Robert S. Caruthers, formerly
of researchTelephone
and engi-&
burg, former presi- deputy director
ne ring for International
dent, CBS Television
and now president of Telegraph
Corp.,
nical director
of theelected
ITT vp
Labsandin techNutPacific Ocean Park,
Los Angeles, has been ley, N.J.
named to board of di- Allied Fields
rectors of Videotape
Productions
New • Paul E. Menneg, manager of client
Mr. Van Volkenburg York. Mr.Inc., Van
stock interest in services, Communications Counselors
Volkenburg has
Videotape, which is equally owned by Inc., N.Y., elected vp.
Ampex Corp., Minnesota Mining & • Edwin C. Mills, 77, general manManufacturing Corp. and Howard S.
ager of American Society of Composers
Meighan, former CBS West Coast vp. & Publishers
during its 1941 battle with
Pacific Ocean Park is half owned by radio,
died following heart attack in Los
CBS and half by L.A. Turf Club.
Angeles March 14. Mr. Mills joined
as chairman of ad• Boyd W. Lawlor, merchandising ASCAP in 1919
ministrative committee and several
sales manager, Community Club Services Inc., named general sales manager. years later was named general manHe left the society in 1929 to
Len Hornsby, formerly with Radio become ager.president
of Radio Music Co.
Advertising Bureau, appointed sales de- and rejoined ASCAP
in 1932 as genvelopment manager.
eral manager. He resigned in 1942 to
• John Fegely Gilbert, 64, owner become director of Songwriters Protective Assn. and later became public
and director of School of Radio Techand copyright advisor on West
nique, N.Y., died March 13 at his home relations
Coast.
in Bernardsville, N.J.
• Milford Fenster, formerly of RKO • John S. Rose resigns as executive
Teleradio Pictures as director of central secretary to Los Angeles County district
film procurement for RKO stations, to attorney to re-establish his own public
relations counseling firm, John S. Rose
executive staff of MCA-TV.
&
Assoc., at 8693 Wilshire Blvd., Bev• Herschell G. Lewis, formerly 2-0765.
erly Hills. Telephone number: Olympia
president of Lewis & Martin Films Inc.,
Chicago, resigns to become vp of
newly-created industry program divi- Government
sion of Fred A. Niles Productions, that
city. Robert Johnson, producer of • Paul Goldsborough, director of teleL&M, assumes presidency of firm.
ions policy in office
of Assistant Secretary cofom unicatDefense
for Supply
• Herman Levy, head of Universal- & Logistics, retires, effective March 30.
International's advertising department, He will be replaced by William Hatretiredvp.International Telephone &
joins Allied Artists Productions, Holly- ton,
Telegraph
wo d, as advertising manager.
BROADCASTING, March 23, 1959
tising-promotion director, WJXT (TV)
Jacksonville, Fla., named advertisingpromotion director, succeeding Phil
McMahon.
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PAINTING ON
Artist Andre Girard
Modern technology
imagination
have been and
joinedan inartist's
a tv
film innovation, "painting on light."
French-born religious artist Andre
Girard, after a year of experimentation
in his Nyack, N.Y., home, has found
a way onto "breathe
shown
television. life" into paintings
Mr. Girard noticed that fixed pictures
on
the tvinscreen
the eye's
attention
a few exhausted
seconds while
the
same paintings on gallery walls did not
fatigue the eye even after several minutes. So, he set out to correct the situation.
Mr. Girard calls his method "painting
on
because
a light
source inis
used light"
to create
brilliant
luminosity
film backgrounds. This appears to make
figures come alive and provides a threedimensional effect in both color and
black and white.
The public test will come Easter Sunday when CBS-TV will colorcast the
first of two completed films, "The Passion and Resurrection,"
sponsored
by the Nationalproduced
Council andof
Catholic Men.
One Man Studio • Working from
sketches on paper strips, the 58-yearold artist painted mural-like scenes illustrating the New Testament text of
the four gospels on 100-ft. strips of
70 mm film. These were mounted on
cylinders and passed in front of a beam
of light. The moving strips were photographed in 35 mm Eastman color as
Mr. Girard controlled the speed of the
cylinders. Since each scene is painted
according to the length of time it is to
be seen on the screen, the artist was also
scenarist, film editor and director. The
art work itself is a combination of
sketching into the film emulsion and
painting over the emulsion.
Although Mr. Girard painted and
adjusted his home-made equipment with
both color and monochrome set viewers
in mind, there are differences in total
effect. Color viewers have the advantage
of
seeing the
artist's
luminous
colors,a
sometimes
almost
garish,
sometimes
few brush strokes, sometimes simple
ink line sketches, but always creating a
mood or displaying an emotion.
In monochrome, the shining whiteness of backgrounds and figures etched
in the white glow, add a starkness
unique to black and white tv. A more
mysterious mood is effected.
In editing of the film, scenes hold
longer where there is greater art detail.
The sense of time passage is quickened
BROADCASTING, March 23, 1959

LIGHT' FOR
readies CBS-TV

TV
film

'Painting on light' not easy

Artist Girard inspects 70mm film

Excerpt from new tv art
with a flashing of less detailed portions.
Narration by Msgr. John J. Dougherty,
American tv representative to the Pontifical Commission for Cinema, Radio

and Television, and a violin score
playedmovement.
by Daniel Guilet, enhance the
film
"The Passion and Resurrection," set
for the special network showing March
29 (2:30-3 p.m. EST), will be followed
by the second film, "The Sermon on the
Mount," later this spring, according to
Martin H. Work, executive producer
and director of the NCCM.
New Art Form • Does the "painting
on light" method have a future? Mr.
Girard and Richard J. Walsh, radio-tv
director for the NCCM, believe this is
only the stepping stone to many artistic
tv presentations. Both were afraid the
method may be commercially abused
before further technical advances are
made. It is a new art form for tv and
the standards should be kept high, Mr.
Walsh maintained. Among possible future adaptations, Mr. Walsh suggested
the method could be used for illustrating
musical compositions, either in toto or
as segments in a tv musical show.
Both of the new NCCM films represent a new interpretation of Mr. Girard's religious paintings of the past
40 years, which were presented in live
tv productions of the Look Up and
Live and Lamp Unto My Feet programs
on CBS-TV in 1957 and 1958. CBS,
impressed by the stature
new
films, is contributing towardof the
the cost
of the Easter presentation.

VTR sports angles
exhibited by Ampex
Editing televised sports programs and
the outlook for a new era in tv recording of major events were outlined at
a Chicago news conference March 13
by Neal McNaughton, manager of Ampex Professional Products Div. Major
tv networks and officials of the Squaw
Valley Winter Olympics are studying
use of Ampex VTR for the 1960 games,
with the view of offering an edited package for U.S. and international telecasts.
Mr. McNaughton told newsmen that
"Videotape has come
sports are concerned ofandageitsinsofar
use nowas
seems to be unlimited." He cited video
recordings of horseracing, football,
coaching
horse
races.procedures and for judging
Utilization of Ampex VR-1000 equipment by the Los Angeles Rams to scout
the San Francisco 49ers during an actual
football game was demonstrated to
newsmen, who also saw the VTR record of a delayed taped telecast of the
1958 U. of California-Stanford NCAA
football contest.
Mr. McNaughton pointed out that
101

with Ampex facilities, racing fans can
view the taped recording of an event
seconds after it happens (Yonkers raceway in New York can post results of
close races immediately), compared with
a previous average of seven minutes for
a decision.
Officials for the 1960 Winter Olympic Games are high on VTR in assisting judges to make almost instant decisions in disputed competition and for
eliminating repetition of certain events,
with a view to offering a more compact
and digestible tv package, it was
claimed. The Squaw Valley winter Olympics organization was represented by
Jack Geyer, its publicity director.
New MBS series
MBS is offering its affiliates a new
series of five-minute Inside Report proams to augment
the network's
weekend grschedule
of five-minute
Operation
Newsbeat programs. Five experts in
various fields of news coverage are
being featured in a total of 16 weekly
programs which the affiliates may reschedule tofit their particular weekend
programming patterns, announced Blair
A.
dent.Walliser, MBS executive vice presiReporters and their news topics for

the series are: Dr. W. W. Bauer, director, Bureau of Health Education, American Medical
"Health";columnist,
George
Fielding
Eliot,Assn.,
syndicated
"Space Age"; Ernest K. Lindley, Washington bureau chief for Newsweek
Magazine, "Washington"; Arnold Michaelis, interviewer, "VIP's," and Earl
Wilson, syndicated columnist, "Broadway." Messrs.four
Eliot,
Michaelis
Wilson present
broadcasts
each andon
Saturdays and Sundays, while Dr.
Bauer and Mr. Lindley are each scheduled for two weekend reports.
Vatican sets up unit
Pope John XXIII has created a permanent section of the Holy See to coordinate Catholic action in radio, tv and
motion pictures.
Theenedunit,
reorganized and
broadPontificala Commission
for Motion
Pictures, Radio & Television (set up by
Pope Pius XII in 1948), will be headed
as before by The Most Rev. Martin J.
O'Connor, of Scranton, Pa. Bishop
O'Connor, rector of the Pontifical North
American College in Rome, in effect
becomes Catholic chief of mass media.
Pope John, in an Apostolic letter, says
that he intends to seek improvement in
those media that frequently attack

WBTV (TV) pre-tapes weekend shows
The shifting of manpower for of them owned by NBC.
more useful functions, already a
With its second unit, WBTV plans
staple process in radio programming, to tape the following morning's
is being applied to television at shows
on the night before. It carWBTV (TV) Charlotte, N.C., thanks
ries CBS-TV network afternoon and
to video-tape recording.
evening programs on weekdays and
Since it received a prototype RCA weekends. Among pre-taped provtr machine Sept. 5, 1958, WBTV
grams are a studio wrestling show,
has been pre-taping all weekend lo- a religious panel and other local
cal shows (save news, weather, fare. The wrestling feature is televised on Saturday (6-7 p.m.). News,
sports) sonnel
in foradvance,
freeingand some
perother duties
virtually
weather and sportscasts naturally
are handled live. WBTV operates
"darkening"
its
studios
on
Saturday
and Sunday. It now plans to adopt from 7-12:30 a.m.
an eight-hour day for crew members
Thecal majority
the station's lo-in
shows are ofvideo-recorded
by
the following
day's4
showspre-taping
(on a schedule
of roughly
monochrome, Thomas E. Howard,
p.m. -midnight).
vice president-engineering
The same labor-saving technique WBTV
and general services, reports. He
has been adopted by KRON-TV San adds that WBTV's technical staff
Francisco. Harold P. See, general will be slightly increased, rather
manager, says the technique of video- than diminished, because of the new
taping is not completely congruous operational plans.
with "automation." KRON-TV also
Charles H. Crutchfield, executive
tapesing its
next onday's
president and general manager
the sign
to 4programs
p.m. cover- vice
of
WBT-WBTV, feels that videoSecond Gear • WBTV was schedprovides another avenue for
uled to receive a second conven- better tape
utilization of labor manpower.
tional-type RCA tape-recorder with
features of the advanced
the close of last week's NAB con- RCAAmong
video recorder equipment are
vention, again with provision for
color tv. RCA currently has seven a master erase head, built-in facilities and a cue track (see page 70) .
prototype models in use, with six
102 (PROGRAMMING)

"Christian morals and the very dignity
The Pontifical letter extends his
and insistent
warning"
to all
of"paternal
man."responsible
those
for radio,
television
and movie productions. These persons,
he said, should always "follow the dictates of a delicate . . . conscience. . . ."
Community Club shows
plans at sales meeting
New concepts and operational plans
of Community Club Services Inc. were
highlighted
at its infirstChicago.
annual sales conclave last week
Community Club Services sets up
CCA merchandising
plans for
subscriber stations and advertisers
whereby
local community groups receive benefits based on proof-of-purchase of products specified in the campaign.
Breakdown of the country into seven
equal sales regions under individual
directors, and a program of standardizing all Community Clubs Awards merplans formove
stations
discussed. chandising
The latter
is towerepermit
flexibility of staff assignments and also
to present a set method of operation for
each and every subscriber station. Only
state not entirely in this pattern is Wisconsin, where state lottery laws prevent weekly awards. For stations there,
it was said, CCA has developed a system of buying back the bonus points.
Charles H. Mullin, American Tobacco Co., discussed the recent mass
purchase of CCA merchandising plans
by hisicancompany
and theCCA.
goals of AmerTobacco through
It was announced that CCA had
signed three newspapers to a merchandising plan that parallels the radio one.
The three-day session was presided
over by John Gilmore, Community
Club Services president, and Executive
Vice President William M. Carpenter.
Among other speakers were Boyd W.
Lawlor, just promoted to general sales
manager, and Len Hornsby, new sales
development
Fortunes, pagemanager
98). (see Fates &
Polk awards made
Long Island U., Brooklyn, N. Y.,
announced on March 6 the winners
of 11th annual George Polk Memorial
Awards for "distinguished achievements
in journalism" in 1958, including following in radio-tv: Chet Huntley, commentator, and Reuven Frank, producer,
for foreign reporting over NBC-TV;
Gabe Pressman, WRCA-TV New York,
for television reporting in New York
area;radio
Jay documentary
McMullen, writer-producer,
for
by CBS News;
Marya Mannes,
radio-tv
critic, The Reporter, for magazine reporting.
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SUPRAMICA@

555

the world's most nearly perfect
precision-moldable electronic insulation
-40.

SEEproducts
MYCALEX
at Booth 2741-2743
1959 IRE, New York Coliseum

•41

gives AVCO twice the channel capacity
. . . in far less space!

MYCALEX
CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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This amazingly compact AVCO oscillator circuit, built for a Signal Corps radio
receiver . . . 32.5-57.5 mc . . . was made possible by the insulating qualities of its
SUPRAMICA ceramoplastic base.
Over a temperature range, in this application, from -67°F to -f-I67°F and, in
other uses, at operating temperatures as high as 700°F, SUPRAMICA 555 shows no
change, no warpage. It has complete dimensional stability. The fragile silver ribbon!
circuit is molded precisely and permanently in place. Numerous tuning crystals—
and their problems— are eliminated. Frequency drift is reduced to an absolute
minimum. Channel capacity is doubled.
i
Other advantages of SUPRAMICA 555: the base can be reproduced exactly ;
electrical loss is negligible; moisture absorption is nil; dielectric strength is high.
Mycalex Corporation of America makes a complete line of precision-moldable
and machinable glass-bonded mica and ceramoplastic insulation materials to solve
electronic design problems at operating temperatures up to 1550°F. To learn how
we can serve you, write today.
General Offices and Plant: 123-A Clifton Blvd., Clifton, N. J.
Executive Offices: 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.
CERAMOPLASTIC PRODUCTS103
WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF GLASS-BONDED MICA

MOST
WANTED!

Jack Woods
Throughout WOC Radioland these afternoons, the
most-wanted sound for hire
is WOC's matinee dandy,
Smilin' Jack Woods.
He's an irrepressible scalawag from out of Chicago.
We taught him that good
listening comes first at
WOC, and he's been stealing
listeners (and selling products) ever since.
Check your PGW Colonel or
our Pax Shaffer for the price
on Jack's head. Let us put
•If on his gun.
your notch
w

Col. B. J.President
P|lro$r
Ernest C. Sanders Manager
Pax Shaffer
Sales Manager
Peters, Griffin,
Inc.,
ExclusiveWoodward.
National
Representatives

THE QUI NT CITIES
DAVENPORT
BETTENDORF •
ROCK
MOLINE ISLAND j/ ILL. AM
EAST MOLINE '
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New re-run plan
offered by NTA
National Telefilm Assoc., New York,
is offering to sell to tv stations its re-run
programming under a system called Program Security Plan which, the company
claims, will enable outlets to acquire
"a wide variety of programming without extensive
Michael
M. financial
Sillerman,commitments."
president of
NTA program sales, announced last
week that under PSP a tv station acquires exclusive rights in its market for
two or more packages without the usual
requirement of buying the programs
outright or making "substantial cash
payments." The station chooses its programs and is given a specified period
of time to sell or telecast them. Mr. Sillerman added that stations also are
given discounts in proportion to their
total PSP billings.
The films are being distributed
through Famous Films, the re-run unit
of NTA that is under the jurisdiction of
NTA program sales. The Famous Films
packages total more than 400 hours of
programming and cover such series as
Sheriff of Cochise, China Smith, Orient
Express, Holiday and Passerby, among
others.
Los Angeles schools
buy KCOP (TV) time
Commercial KCOP (TV) Los Angeles began carrying weekday educational
sessions for 27 local school districts
March 2. The time and facilities are
purchased from KCOP for $750 a
week, covering a half -hour session each
afternoon at 2:30. The schools provide
the program material.
In financing the project the school
districts use money from state school
funds. A possible 1 million students
can see the classes in school each day.
If the KCOP series is successful, the
area's schools may become the largest
buyer of tv in Los Angeles, it is anticipated. The etv programs eventually may
have commercial sponsorship as the
school board has no objection to ads
appropriate for teenagers.

are the
next 10are days
colorHereshows
(all times
EST):of network
CBS-TV
MarchLowell
27 (8-9
p.m.) General
High Adventure
with
Thomas,
Motors
through
Cunningham
&
Walsh.
March 29 (9-9:30 a.m. New York only,
2-2:30the p.m.
all exceptsustaining.
N.Y.) The Passion
and
Resurrection,
NBC-TV
March 23-27 (2-2:30 p.m.) March 30,
31, April 1,sequences,
(4-4:30
Truth or Conparticipatingp.m.)sponsors.
MarchBaggis,
23-27, participating
30, 31, Aprilsponsors.
1 (2:30-3)
Haggis
23Hallmark
(9:30-11through
p.m.) Hallmark
Hall
of& March
Fame,
Foote,
Cone
Belding.
March 24 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Como SpeAdams.cial, Pontiac through MacManus, John &
MarchIs Right,
25, AprilSpeidel
1 (8:30-9
The
Price
throughp.m.)
Norman,
Craig &Thompson.
Kummel and Lever through J.
Walter
March Hall,
25, April
(9-9:30 p.m.)
Kraft
Music
Kraft1 through
J. Walter
Thompson.
March
26
(9:30-10
p.m.)
Ford
Show,
Ford through J. Walter Thompson.
MarchLorillard
26 (10:30-11
Party,
through p.m.)
Lennen Masquerade
& Newell.
March
27
(7:30-8
p.m.) Northwest
Passage, sustaining.
March 27 (8-9 p.m.) Ellery Queen, RCA
through
Eckhardt.
March Kenyon
28 (8-9& p.m.)
Perry Como Show,
participating
sponsors.
March 29 (4-5
p.m.) Magic With Mary
Martin, Gen. Foods through Young & Rubicam.March 29 (8-9 p.m.) Music With Mary
Martin, Timex throuah Doner & Peck.
March 30 (10-10:30 p.m.) Arthur
Murray
Party,andP. Pharmaceuticals
Lorillard throughthrough
Lennen & Newell
Parkson.
March 31 (8:30-9 p.m.) Jimmie Rodgers
Show,
Erickson.Liggett & Myers through McCann-

are to be used, with a tv personality as
yet unnamed to preside. Woman! is
under the guidance of Jules Fleming,
who will have at his disposal the resources of the public affairs dept. of
CBS News and the CBS-TV network
program dept.
KGVO resolves issue
KGVO Missoula, Mont., has settled
an argument about live broadcasts of
the bi-weekly meetings of the Missoula
City Commission
by discontinuingreports
coverage of the Commission,
KGVO.
The point of controversy between the
station and the Commission lay in
whether
or not the entire one to two
als'
'speci
tv
Dayti
CBS-TVmeis preparing a series of at hour meetings should be covered. The
Commission, through Missoula Mayor
least
"specials"
designedsix toone-hour
help the daytime
fair sex with
some
KGVOStation
said
of its problems. Entitled Woman.', it Alan
"no." Bradley,
In a lettersaidto "yes."
the mayor,
is to be presented on a special preemption basis, with a production budget
be wiseK-MAR ize
in the neighborhood of $60,000, a figure
more in keeping with major nighttime
network shows.
your
dollar ; $
preventadvertising
it from shrinking!
The first program, "Do They Marry
KMAR — Winnsboro, La.
Too Young?," is scheduled for May.
Tape, film, and live studio presentation
Manager ^ntln«£&° s<aes
Si Willing,BROADCASTING,
March 23, 1959

Manager John F. Graham noted that
iteditis the
the news
radio asstation's
responsibility
it sees fit,
as the broad-to
casting media do with presidential news
conferences. KGVO had been covering
the Commission proceedings for the
past year, said Mr. Graham.

half-hour tv series planned for syn
dication, which will be produced under
the supervision of Robert Sparks, direc
tor of syndicated film production. Don
aid Gold and Jonah Seinfield will write
the series and also act as associate producers.

• NBC-TV's film version of Fibber Mc• Program notes
Gee & Molly, planned for next season,
• Screen Gems Inc., N.Y., has released will star Bob Sweeney and Cathy Lewis,
to tv a package of 40 two-reel comedies, both of whom have a background in
starring the Three Stooges, to supple- situation comedy. Bill Asher will proment the earlier tv group of 78 Stooges
duce and direct the show, to be writshorts distributed last fall. In addition,
ten by Bill Davenport. Serving as conSG also is offering to tv 100 shorts from
sultants are Don Quinn, originator of
the Columbia Pictures Library, starring the radio series (which starred Jim
such comics as Buster Keaton, Andy and Marian Jordan), and Jim Jordan Jr.
Clyde, El Brendel, Sterling Holloway,
Leon Errol, Billy Gilbert and Hugh • Paramount Pictures has embarked on
Herbert.
Screen Gems also has announced its first tv film production with Third
the studio is co-proits purchase of the Brothers January, Platoon,ducingwhich
with Jaguar-Caron Productions,
owned by Alan Ladd and Aaron Spelling. Mr. Spelling wrote the pilot script
and will serve as producer and script
supervisor of the series, with Mr. Ladd
as executive producer. A Paramount
spokesman described the co-production
arrangement as "strictly a one-shot
deal." The company's tv programming
activities are
reeularly carried on
through its subsidiary, Paramount-Sunset, which has made several pilots of tv
series to be syndicated by videotape.

Uncle Miltie on stage • Milton
Berle, with inscribed silver service
tray memento in hand, receives a
standing ovation at the March 7
dinner-show of the Academy of
Television Arts & Sciences. Comic
Berle was honored with the first
"Close-Up" award that ATAS will
present annually to a person prominent in tv achievement.
In the entertainment provided,
Mr.
Berleandwas musical
placed skits
on "trial"
comedy
on thein
stage of the Grand Ballroom of the
Waldorf-Astoria in New York,
some 1,000 ATAS members and
guests attending. Among the many
tv stars who took part were Phil
Silvers, Jack Leonard (visible in
background in his role as trial jury
foreman), Jan Murray, Steve Allen,
Arnold Stang, Tallulah Bankhead,
Hal March, Dorothy Collins and Al
Kelly. The lampoon proceedings
were filmed with segments shown
later on the NBC-TV Today show.
BROADCASTING, March 23, 1959

• Telerama Inc. has been organized
withtolheadquarters
CapiRecords Bldg. inas Hollywood's
sales and distribution arm for Telerama Ltd. of London.
Production plans include four 39-installment tv series: one based on the
international Boy Scout movement, one
based on the Thames River Police and
two others. Richard Morley, a founder
of the Alliance of Television Film Producers, ispresident of Telerama Inc.
and will also act as executive producer.
Other officers: Fred C. Forsman, vice
president and treasurer, and Morgan
Stock, drama professor at Stanford U.,
secretary. Mr. Forsman identified in
the company announcement as "a
grandson and heir to the Pillsbury
fortune," has gone to London to set up
production.
• The pilot of The Many Loves of Dobie
Gillis, produced by Martin Manulis for
20th Century-Fox, has been purchased
by CBS-TV. Philip Morris Inc. (cigarettes), New York, will sponsor the
initial 39 segments of the half-hour
comedy series written by Max Shulman.
The series is slated for telecasting in
September (Tues. 8:30 p. m.).
ABC-TV two weeks ago bought 20th
Century-Fox' Adventures in Paradise,
hour-long dramas of the south seas by
James A. Michener. Mr. Manulis plans

ListensMy to Mommy
KFWB
More mommies, more daddies,
more everybodies listen to
KFWB around the clock in Los
Angeles...
and Hooper.confirmed by Pulse
Buy KFWB . . . first in Los Angeles. It's the thing to do.
'Channel^

6419 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28 / HO 3-5151
ROBERT
PURCEU.SalesPresident
MILTON H.H. KLEIN,
Managerand Gen. Manager
Represented nationally by JOHN BLAIR ( CO.
Christmas With CCA
In a recent
to Mr.President
William ofM. ComCarpenter,Club letter
Executive
Vice
munity
Services,
Inc.,
Mr.
Leo
Hoarty,
ManagerWBOF,
of Radio
Station
said
the
"Oncefollowing:
there was a
time when I wondered about Christmas. Itlightful
washoliday,a but
deI had ward toto a bleak
look forand
tough ruaryJanuary.
Febwas a bit chop
betdown ter;thewe could
tower for
George
Washington's
lirthday.
It took
real action"advertisto get
merchants
Mr. Hoarty
ing after theybill.saw
our Christmas
Now I theknowmorning
what to do the
at Christmas.andI
spend
the afternoon
adding with
up all my kiddies
Community
Club
Awards
contracts
(non-cancellable)
which
will
enable
me
to
relax
knowing that January, February inand Florida
March
will
be bigger
the fat November,
December
we justthan
finished.
What
more
could
I
ask
than
a
promotion
which
and gains
listeners.sellsAllforweme,hadthetosponsors,
do was work,
but
ve nityalways
had plenty
of that.
Club Awards
makes the
work Commupay off
and I heartily urge you to sell it to everyone but my competitor.'*
COMMUNITY CLUB
AWARDS
PENTHOUSE SUITE
527 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N. Y.
Phone: PLaza 3-2842
105

says Mai Kasanoff, Promotion Director

BT-T
KG
HARLINGEN,
TEXAS V
"The way sponsors flocked to our
Popeye Theatre was absolutely
fantastic,"
motionsays
Director.KGBT-TV's
He writes: Pro"We started out with just one
sponsor. To sell him on the value
of the program we suggested a
contest requiring the audience to
send in labels. Result: we received
over 2 million labels, and the
sponsor's
the end ofsales2 went
weeks upfive10%!moreAt
sponsors jumped on the Popeye
bandwagon."
And that's not all! KGBT-TV
rolled up daily ratings of 22 to 25
against competition's 4's and 5's.
Popeye's cumulative ARB rating
hit 40.2— the highest of any show
in the market! Now, KGBT-TV is
adding the Warner Bros, cartoons
to keep audience interest at its
height. KGBT-TV is the latest in
a long line of stations to cash in on
U.A.A's
twoyour
greatstation
cartoon
ages. Make
next!pack-

Pigskin
powwow
Televisiongo rights
Collegiate
Athletic Assn.
football •schedule
to NBC.to the
This1959
will National
be the fifth
consecutive
season (eighth time in nine years) that the network has gained tv proprietorship of the national Game of the Week. NCAA members voted 153 to 11
in approving the 1959 plan, with the majority of the dissenting votes, as in
the past, coming from the Western Conference. Taking part in negotiations
last Monday (March 9): Tom S. Gallery (standing c), NBC sports director;
Howard Grubbs (seated r), chairman of NCAA tv committee; Paul W.
Brechler, Rix N. Yard (standing 1 and r) and Asa S. Bushnell (seated 1),
all members of the NCAA executive committee.

to put this series into production this
summer. Two other pilots from the
studio are being edited: Whodunit (murder mysteries) and 5 Fingers (spy series).
• CBS Films reports more than $300,000 in sales on its new U.S. Border
Patrol series, paced by the purchase of
Genessee Brewing Co., Rochester,
N.Y., through Marschalk & Pratt division of McCann-Erickson, N.Y., for alternate-week showing in Rochester,
Binghamton, Albany-Schenectady, Syracuse, Buffalo and Watertown, all New
York. Genessee will alternate with
Amoco gasoline which earlier bought
the series in 59 markets.
• Ziv Television Programs, N.Y., reports Sea Hunt has been renewed to
date in 143 markets out of 186 carrying the first year of the series, with
gasoline companies, brewers, banks and
food companies prominent among the
advertisers renewing.
• New Australian television stations
j.a.a
BTQ Brisbane and ADS Adelaide have
UNITED ARTISTS ASSOCIATED, inc. purchased Wire Service from ABC
Films. The hour-long adventure series
NEW YORK, 345 Madison Ave., MUrray Hill 6-2323 is reportedly the first U.S. film product
CHICAGO, 75 E. Wacker Dr., DEarborn 2-2030
used by these outlets.
DALLAS, 1511 Bryan St., Riverside 7-8553
LOS ANGELES, 9110 Sunset Blvd., CRestview 6-5886 • Flamingo Telefilm Sales Inc., New
106 (PROGRAMMING)

York, is adding a new series, Juvenile
Hearing, now in production with Dave
Wolper as executive producer and Art
Baker as interviewer. The program is
based on actual juvenile delinquency
cases and youngsters involved will ap• WPIX (TV) New York has acquired
U.S. tv rights to filmed interviews with
Adolf Hitler's sister and associates from
pear.
Associated Rediffusion of England.
WPIX will run the series and .subsequently it will be made available to
other U.S. stations.
• International Racing Network, Daytona Beach, Fla., has been granted
broadcast rights to all racing events at
the new Daytona International Speedway. Broadcasts start April 4 with a
twin-bill 100-mile U.S. Auto Club
championship race and a 100-mile race
for sports cars of unlimited engine size.
The network was organized by Dick
Huffman, president, and Pat Purcell.
vice president. Mr. Huffman is manager of WNDB-AM-FM Daytona
Beach, and Mr. Purcell is. executive
manager for the National Assn. for
Stock Car Auto Racing Inc. Broadcasts
are being made available to radio stations throughout the eastern U.S. exclusively in each city. Operations are
BROADCASTING, March 23, 1959

expected to expand to the West Coast
by 1960.
• Decca Records Inc. and its CoralBrunswick subsidiary have moved their
New York office from 50 W. 57th St.
to 445 Park Ave.; telephone Plaza
2-1600.
• Guild Films, N.Y., has acquired
Wonders of the World and Vagabond,
travel-adventure series. Wonders, in
color,
has been shown
in "a infewLosareas,"
and Vagabond
ran twice
Angeles, the first time entitled Wanderlust.
Guild has made these properties available to Inter World Tv Films. N.Y., for
foreign distribution.
• GianTView Television Network,
Ferndale, Mich., has released a 12-page
handbook offering guidance on planning
closed-circuit tv programs. The handbook covers costs and how to use closedcircuit. Latest models of projection
equipment for mass audience closedcircuit reception are pictured and described. Copies are available from
GianTView, 901 Livernois Ave., Ferndale 20, Mich.
• Cambridge Productions Inc., Minneapolis, announces that it has merged
several film production and recording
entities into ERA International Film &

Recording Enterprises. The new company will produce tv series, commercials, newsreels, travelogs, religious
films, educational films, feature movies
and phonograph records. Address: Box
3646, Loring Station, Minneapolis 3.
• Two new network film-tv series have
been announced by Harold Hackett,
president of Official Films Inc., and
M. Bernard Fox, president of Ben Fox
Productions Inc. Anchorage, an actionadventure series featuring a journalist
and his family, will make its locale at
California yacht anchorages. Criminal
Attorney will be an action-suspense
hour focusing on the private and profes ional life of a New York lawyer.
• KDKA-TV Pittsburgh is making extensive use of tv-tape to promote its
impending telecasts of the Pittsburgh
Pirates' baseball games. Play-by-play
man Bob Prince has been at spring
training headquarters in Ft. Meyers,
Fla., where he has video-taped interviews with ballplayers and coaches
through the facilities of WFLA-TV
Tampa.

Storage Co. The complaint alleges that
Redball lost business and its reputation
was harmed when Mr. Bailey, Queen
for a Day m.c, interviewed a lady who
complained that Red Ball had lost her
furniture, and quipped, "Red Ball isn't
the ball."
•on MCA
TV Ltd., New York, has announced that the Paramount Pictures
library has been sold in a total of 37
markets to date and sales have topped
the $55 million mark since the library
was placed on sale less than a year ago.
MCA purchased the features from
Paramount for $50 million. Latest sales
were to KFJZ-TV Fort Worth; WBNSTV Columbus, Ohio; WMTW (TV)
Portland-Mt. Washington, Me.; WLOSTV Asheville; WNEP-TV ScrantonWAST-TV Albany; WTVJ (TV) Miami, and KBTV (TV) Denver.
•National Educational Television's
Briefing Session (series on U. S. foreign
and domestic policy) begins April 7
on U. S. educational tv stations, the
National Educational Television &
Radio Center has announced. Hostmoderator will be Edward W. Barrett
• Jack Bailey, NBC and Queen for a dean of Columbia U.'s graduate school
Day are defendants in a $50,000 dam- of journalism. NETRC and NBC-TV
age suit filed in Los Angeles Superior share production costs ($170,000) for
Court by the Red Ball Transfer and the 26 half-hour programs.

KARK

MORE

HOMES

THAN ANY OTHER
LITTLE ROCK STATION
SEE PETRY FOR DETAILS ON NIELSEN SURVEY AND KARK S BIC BONUS CIRCULATION
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QUOTES WORTH REPEATING
PLAYBACK
The Washington Post commented:
Equal time critics
The absurdity of requiring equal
Lar (America First) Daly's request of time on the air for all candidates for a
equal time with other Chicago mayor- political office when any one of those
alty candidates (Broadcasting, Feb.
is heard or seen in a news23) has evoked newspapers criticisms of candidates
cast is brought into sharp focus by the
Sec. 315 in the Communications Act.
Lar Daly case. . . . The source of this
The Chicago American says:
on radio and
There is probably no constitutional straight
televisionjacket
news imposed
is, of course, Sec. 315
of
the
Federal
Communications
Act. . . .
way of refusing Lar Daly equal time
for political speeches. Tv executives
In any event, the ruling stands as a
can hardly be granted the power to gross encroachment upon freedom of
decide which candidates deserve to be information in a democratic country.
heard by the voters.
The broadcasting industry has an obliNews editors, however, must be able
gation to fight it in the FCC, in the
and in Congress. Rep. Glenn
to decide what is news and what isn't — courts
that is their job — and the fact that Lar Cunningham has offered a bill to draw
proper distinction between political
Daly is running for office ceased to be the
interesting long ago. The tv stations broadcasts as such and the appearance
should not be compelled to give time of candidates in legitimate newscasts.
Certainly that step will have to be taken
needed
doings. for important news to Daly's if the Daly ruling is not changed by
FCC or the courts. But Congress
An editorial in the Chicago Daily the
should not stop there. It should also
News remarks:
recast
Sec. 315 so as to require fair
*
Stupid as the equal time provisions
THE
candidates
majorminor
are in themselves, we doubt that they play outamong
trying to thethrust
factions withand
NUMBER ONE STATION
local
crackpots
into
the
major
political
are
silly
enough,
under
a
fair
interpretaCOLUMBIA , SOUTH CAROLINA
tion, to require equal time for news leagues.
shots.
It is simply not a fact that every
individual is as newsworthy as every Canadian hits back
other individual.
Station
Break, published
dian broadcasters
by Walter for
A. CanaDales
It is not good morals or good sense
Writing
Services,
Winnipeg,
has
this to
to
require
equal
treatment
by
any
meSear*.
dium for persons widely unequal in say about print media's "constant jibes
responsibility,
experience, and public at the 'commercialism' of broadcasting."
Roebuck and Co.
interest.
Picks
Reader's Digest, which advertises in
The radio stations that complied Tide
that it ofprovides
advertising
Jacksonville
with the ridiculous FCC order seriously environment
highest "an
quality,
where
offended their regular audiences and you will find only products acceptable
suffered real damage in the loss of pay- to all readers, only advertising that
ing time.
meets the highest standards of reliability," carried in a recent single issue 11
Viewersruption oannoyed
by Lar Daly'sshould
dis- full pages
f their entertainment
of beer advertising, 7 pages
give thanks again, as many must have for whiskey; 4 pages for wine; 2 pages
done before, that the press in this coun- for gin, and one full page for rum. This
try, unlike television, is not licensed by is quite acceptable to us at Station
Co. has picked
Sears, Roebuck and huge
Break, but scarcely acceptable to all
the government.
new multile for its
Jacksonvil
million dollar store— its largest reSears'to new
the South.
storetailisstorea inwelcome
addition
the
PRICE
idly expanding North Florida
Sears'
of
it is evidence
economyin theand State
QUALITY
of Florida's GateDEPENDABILITY
faith
way City.
...make the DIFFERENCE!
AND JACKSONVILLE
PICKS WFGA-TV
TOWERS FOR ALL COMMUNICATION PURPOSES
NBC and ABC Programming
Ak Ak Ai\ A Jk\
Represented nationally by Peters,
Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
(Third Of A Series)
ON CO.
RUCTIDrive
ill CONST
2723 Hawkeye
WFGA — TV
SIOUX CITY, IOWA
Channel 12
▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼
Jacksonville, Florida
Write for Free 92 Page Book!
FLORIDA'S COLORFUL STATION
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The link that serves
South Carolina's largest city

Digest
readers,
unlessfrom
they've
cancellation
recently
our had
Aunta
Maude.
Maclean's Magazine, where the editors have created the impression that
"commercialism"
thing awful, is noannoys
better.them
Page someafter
page of liquor advertising, personal
hygiene and other assorted material
published for pelf proves that they are
annoyed by commercialism in broadcasting only— not with the kind of commercialism in which they share the
wealth.
Ratings and cash receipts
Old grads of the New York U. Graduate School of Business returning to
their campus
Dean's salesman
Day Homecoming heard for
a seasoned
address himself to the assigned topic, "Tv
Ratings — Bunk or Legitimate." The
salesman: Manuel Yellen, vice presiCo. dent and director of sales, P. Lorillard
... I sometimes wonder whether
Madison Avenue people are not fighting among themselves for the highest tv
rating, the lowest cost per thousand
viewers and sometimes forgetting the
purpose of all advertising — greater sales
for the product.
... In analyzing the work of salesmen Ilearned that the mark of a successful salesman is determined by the
number of orders he brought in each
day and not by the number of calls he
made each day. . . .
To me, a television show is just another salesman of great
—
one that is able to cover magnitude
most of the
country within the short period of a
half -hour or an hour. His tv ratings
tell me only how many calls he has
made while he was out working.
... Of course,
ratings,
but sensible advertisIinglikeis high
not decimal
advertising. . . .
The art of journalism
Journalism, electronic or printed,
more than mere mechanics, John F.is
Graham, manager of KGVO Missoula,
Mont., wrote to the editor of the Montana Kaimin, a daily published by Montana State U. His explanation came
when the paper criticized dismissal of
KGVO's news director and reported
KGVO was
reducing news coverage.
Asserting the report of curbing
was incorrect, Mr. Graham also news
continued to note:
However, you have perhaps observed
that journalism as a craft is not difficult
to learn. Anyone with reasonable intel igence and a dexterity with words
can acquire in a few months the ability
to write a passable news story. What
establishes journalism as an honorable
BROADCASTING, March 23, 1959

YOU'RE ONLY

HALF-COVERED
IN NEBRASKA

IF YOU DON'T USE KOLN-TV!

-Jin-Land
— KOLN-TV's ofNCSTV
Fl9ures
show
'mes• reached
weekly,percentages
day or night.

NO OMAHA STATION COVERS LINCOLN

One big market in Nebraska is in the
extreme East. The other is Lincoln-Land
— 66 counties big, and well-heeled (containing more than HALF the buying
power of the state!)
Viewers in the extreme Eastern market
spend a lot of time switching from one
to another of the three TV stations they
have available. In Lincoln-Land, the story
iscovers
ail KOLN-TV.
the area. It's the only station that
Ask Avery-Knodel for all the facts on
KOLN-TV — the Official Basic CBS
Outlet
South Central Nebraska and
NorthernforKansas.

CHANNEL 10 • 316,0 >0 WATTS • 1000-FT. TOWER
NEBRASKA'S
BIG MARKET
COVERSKOLN-TV
LINCOLN-LAND
Avery-Knodet,
Inc., Ex- lusive
National OTHER
Representatives

United Press International news produces!

profession, superior to most professions
and inferior to none, is the strength of
character the journalist brings to his
work. He must be so imbued with
courage, integrity, humility, wisdom
and a sense of justice that he will not
be cowed by threats nor cajoled by
flattery. He must ever resist the temptatipointed
on to regard
as God's
aporacle; he himself
must dedicate
his life
to learning. And he must possess such
an incorruptible sense of justice that he
will never use his position or his influence to protect a close friend nor to
attack a personal enemy. When he
attains these qualities he may rightfully
call himself a journalist. Patently he
will never attain these qualities in
months; he is fortunate who has attained them in a multitude of years.
NIELSEN

AGREES"MoreNewspeople
listen tothan
the to6
PM
on WCKY
any other program on any
other station in Cincinnati —
699,500 people."
We didn't say it— Nielsen did
in the November-December
1958 report. We've always
known that Cincinnati depends on WCKY for news
because WCKY is first and
fast. Whenever news breaks,
WCKY is there with news
tapes and on-the-spot broadcasts with the WCKY Newsmobile. If it's news, it's heard
first on WCKY, and Cincinnati knows it!
, . . Your sales can make news
too. Call Tom Welstead at
WCKY'S New York Office,
or AM Radio Sales in Chicago and on the West Coast.
They'll tell you about the
sales-power
WCKY'S
News
— 33 timesofdaily.

WCKY
50,000 WATTS
OF SELLING POWER
Cincinnati, Ohio
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53 so far on CBS-TV stage
Louis G. Cowan, CBS-TV president,
in effect declares, "Who says drama on
tv has gone
down theworked
drain?" out
His insen-a
timent is carefully
statement attached to a printed tv script
ofthe thedu "Hamlet"
Pont Showproduction
of the telecast
Month onon
CBS-TV (Feb. 24, 9:30-11 p.m.). From
Mr. Cowan's statement:
. . . The printed record of this particular broadcast marks the midpoint of
one
of television's
distinguished
dramatic
seasons. It most
is a season
which
finds the CBS Television network offering perhaps the most notable original
plays and adaptations in its history.
Of the 53 dramatic programs presented over the network since late Septemmbierra,tio3n8 ohave
won the
explicitas adf the critics
as well
the
enthusiasm of a nationwide audience.
This is an enviable record according to
any theatrical standards.
. . . These dramatic presentations
reaching on the average some 25 million
viewers over a single network, surely
make
an impressive
for television's
contribution
to the case
imaginative
life of
the nation. This contribution, we believe, will be still further enlarged by
the forthcoming production of Hamlet
Snipping off the tv snobs
The assortment of television snobs
current today — those who belittle the
medium while gaining personally from
it— got short shrift recently in a broadcast editorial by Lawrence H. (Bud)
Rogers II, president-general manager
of WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va.
Citing the extreme, he related:
The worst of all, I believe, is the
great literary figure who ridicules tele-

vision and all advertising while he uses
them to the fullest for personal gain.
The other day Carl Sandburg . . .
Pulitzer Prize winner . . . elder statesman of letters . . . performed like a
sideshow faker while he made dire predictions about television commercials
(Incidentally,
understand
he just
ished another Ipaid
performance
on finthe
competition a few minutes ago). Anyway, last week we and about a hundred

Mr. Rogers: sharper than a poet's tooth
other NBC television stations gave Mr.
Sandburg a half hour . . . which we
took
from...the tosponsors
public
interest"
address "inthetheCongress
of the United States extolling Abraham
Lincoln. Perhaps many of you were
fortunate enough to see this unusual
What he did in addition was to seize
program.
for a follow-up dinner
opportunity
the
speech
at the Library of Congress in
which he damned television and its
commercial sponsors, while he made
funny cracks and acid comments about
Madison Ave. "Ulcer Gulch," he called
it, as he took a scholarly poke at the
darlings of the public, the horse operas.
And he converted this into national
news copy on the wire services, where
he made more free time on your radio
and tv stations.
Personally, I think his remarks were
funny . . . and we are all broadminded
enough to admire clever publicity, even
when we're the butt of the jokes. But
then Mr. Sandburg heaped insult upon
injury.
concluded
his solemn
tribute When
to the heGreat
Emancipator,
and
us as "hucksters,"
his diatribe against
nathe newscongressmen
he urged tionwide
audience to andrushhisright
out to the nearest newsstand and buy
the new paper-backed edition of his
Lincoln book for only $2.98.
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PHILCO

TV

Microwave

Provides Maximum System Reliability
for Unattended TV Relaying!
Here is a completely modern microwave system . . . especially designed
to meet the needs of community TV operators for thoroughly
dependable operation.
Philco television microwave systems provide economical transmis ion ofNTSC compatible color or monochrome TV signals . . .
plus
full
television
over both audio
short ...
and forlongrelaying
distances"off-the-air"
with excellent
pictureprograms
quality
and reliable performance.
Only Philco's
TLR microwave
system provides
true multihop
operation
for extremely
long hauls. Heterodyne
relay equipment
...
a true repeater . . . contains advanced circuitry exclusive with Philco.
This true repeater has been field proven in systems up to 15 hops.
All components of the TLR system mount in standard 19" racks.
Heavy duty power supplies provide 1 full watt output to insure
outstanding unattended service. Unitized circuit construction simplifies maintenance. Built-in test, metering and alarm circuits combine
with automatic stand-by to assure continuous operation.
Performance satisfaction of your Philco microwave system is
assured
by Philco's
turnkey
basis, which
includesthorough,
. . . site personal
surveys, service
systemavailable
planning,on acomplete
installation and preventive maintenance.
Philco engineers will be happy to help you with your particular
microwave requirements. Please contact us for further information.
Look ahead . . . and you'll choose Philco.

• Highly reliable, unattended one-watt operation
• Field proven in extended multihop applications
• True repeater permits
top quality, long haul
operation
• industry
Highest power in the
• Full
voice channel
multiplexing
• Philco offers complete
turnkey service . . .
surveys
. . installation . . . .maintenance

TLR-6 TRANSMITTER
Write for catalog sheets which
describe
the
Philco
TV
Microwave
System.

At Philco, opportunities are unlimited in electronic and mechanical research and engineering.

PHILCO.
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No cavities, Ma; not many teeth either
beat out Tab Hunter, Jeff Chandler,
Bob Crosby and other headliner entertainers who were heard on KDAY during the contest period.
During the promotion, KDAY phone
calls doubled to over 300 a day while
mail rose from 40 to 200 pieces a day.
New business attributed to the hunt
for the "World's Greatest D.J." includes
Gallo wines through BBDO, Newport
cigarettes through Lennen & Newell,
Barker Bros. (Los Angeles department
store) through Mays & Co., Readers
Digest magazine through Schwab &
Beatty, Ralston Purina through Guild,
Bascom & Bonfigli, Zee paper products
through Cunningham & Walsh, Chicken
of the Sea tuna through Erwin Wasey,
Ruthrauffthrough
& Ryan,Young
Dennison's
chile con
carne
& Rubicam,
Burgermeister beer through BBDO,
Santa Fe wines through Cole-Fisher &
Rogow and Brilliant Shine through
Harlan & Steedman.
Frank Pollack, KDAY air personality, was contest coordinator.

NBC-TV 'spooferino'
NBC-TV has spoofed.
To remind viewers that the Sunday
night earlier
Steve Allen
Show (March
started 15),
a halfhour
last week
the
network is using 10 filmed spots which
include parodies of the familiar Viceroy
(the "thinking man") and Crest toothpaste
cavities")
commercials.("Look,
Neither Ma,
is a nosponsor
of the
Allen
program, but permission to parody was
obtained from their agencies, Ted Bates
(Viceroy) and Benton & Bowles (Crest).
The Viceroy
"spooferino"
features
comedian
Tom Poston
of the Allen
cast
as a watchmaker with instruments more
suitable for boiler making. Mr. Poston
admits thatabout
he isthe"a Steve
thinkingAllen
man Show
...
thinking
going on one-half hour earlier."
Starring in the Crest take-off is a little
girl who runs toward the camera shouting, "Look Ma, look, Ma, look what I've
got." With
reveals
teeth
(and noa broad
cavities)smile,
and shea card
whichno
advertises the new Allen showtime.
The air promotion began March 12 WBAL-TV hosts agencymen
and is scheduled to continue several
More than 100 agencymen were inweeks.
troduced to the new WBAL-TV Baltimore schedule over breakfast March 12
at a local hotel.
Tv servicemen served
Three hundred tv servicemen, distribStation Manager Brent O. Gunts oututors and their families were feted by
lined WBAL-TV's increased news service: As of Monday (March 30), a news
KOCO-TV Oklahoma City at its Techwill be established in the edinician's Tv Fair. The open house, held bureau torial
offices of affiliate Baltimore
in000KOCO-TV's
newly completed
Station staffers will have
facilities, marked
the first $500,salute News-Post.
access
to
the
same news sources as the
of its kind to tv servicemen in Oklanewspapers'
reporters
and accompany
homa, according to the station.
The 300 technicians came from 79 them in the coverage of events.
Local
Sales
Manager
J. Donald Howe
cities in the 44 counties represented in
KOCO-TV's coverage area, the station announced
the Saturday new
nightfull-length
lineup. movies for
reports.
Henry Hines, WBAL-TV
motion-advertising managersales
told prothe
'World's greatest d.j.'
breakfasters
about
the
station's
ad
camAfter six weeks of on-the-air audiBest Show
tions, KDAY Santa Monica, Calif., Town." paign:
Mr. "Always
Hinestheshowed
how thisin
listeners have chosen Jerry Lewis as the theme would be used in print media,
"World's Greatest Disc Jockey." He billboards and on-the-air promotions.
BROADCASTING, March 23, 1959
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• Drumbeats
• Scheidemantle, Rattelsdorser, Karamarkovich — the 13-letter names poured
into KDKA Pittsburgh in response to
the station's Friday, March 13, contest
awarding phonograph records to listeners with 13-letter surnames. More than
500 called in, states KDKA. Studios
were draped in black for the occasion.
• WTOP-TV
earlyAsk
Satur-It
day morningWashington's
science series,
Basket, changes its name to Space Age
April 4, its seventh anniversary. Dorothy Looker and Evelyn Davis, co-producers of the teen-age show, point out
that young people recently have become
more interested in scientific questions
concerning space, and the program will
concentrate in this area.

. . . the Beaumont-Port Arthur-Orange
market is 90th in the
Nation* . . . 5th in Texas* in
automotive sales. And only
KFDM-TV delivers this entire area
of over 1 million prosperous
Texans. For . Auto
. . BuySales
■■'S.
M. Survey of
KFDM-TV
Buying Power, 1958

• KCJF Festus, Mo., has offered to help
interested stations set up community
radio-day projects similar to one just
completed by KCJF for the 4-H Clubs
of
County,operation
Mo. Four-H'ers
tookJefferson
over station
for one
day's
broadcasts,
climaxing
national 4-H
Club Week.
• In three weeks time more than 22,000
young viewers joined the Captain Jim
"Popeyeburgh asClub"
WIICparticipation
(TV) Pitts-in
part ofoftheir
the weekday Popeye Club show. The
club's membership card includes a
"specialrules.
secret code" and a list of
safety

BEAUMONT
PORT ARTHUR
ORANGE

• A "scramble
word"drewcontest
WOAI
San Antonio
3,572 run
entriesby
in 11 days. Mail poured in from 26
states and Mexico.
• KJCK Junction City, Kan. in an
"Oldest
Radio andContest,"
1921 model,
some 50turned
otherupama
antiques. A new transistor radio was
awarded the winner, and clock radios
went to runner-up sets from 1922, as
well as to three of those who guessed
the age of the oldest radio.
• Iowa Gov. Herschell C. Loveless proclaimed March 15 as KRIB (Mason
City) Day in Iowa as part of that station's commemoration of "the new
KRIB." The celebration included a
day-long birthday party at the station,
hosted by Charles Loufek, KRIB general manager; Bob Hale, station program director, and the staff. KRIB was
sold last year to Western Broadcasting
Co. (William F. Johns Jr., president).
• WRIP Rossville, Ga., has enlisted 29
BROADCASTING, March 23, 1959

PETERS-GRIFFIN- WOODWARD, INC.

5bc*
BROADCASTING
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1735 DeSales St., N. W. Washington 6, D. C.
PLEASE START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH THE NEXT ISSUE
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING $ 7.00
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□ Enclosed □ Bill
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cabs as "Yellow Alert Newsmobiles."
The taxis, equipped with two-way communication, scout newsbreaks for the
station.

The way up • As part of ABCTV's "Go motion
Right(Broadcasting,
to the Top"March
pro16), aluminum ladders symbolic
of the selling theme have been circulated among advertising people.
Here in the BBDO elevator Fred
Barrett (c), agency vice president
and media director, carries his,
accompanied by Janice Murray
(1) and Karolyn Brenner of the
BBDO New York staff.
• Five New Englanders visited Erin,
courtesy of WBZ Boston-WBZA Springfield, Mass. A two-week contest drew
14,324 letters stating why listeners
wanted the visit. Highlight of the winsix-dayfeatured
stay wasthea Dublin
castners'which
fortunatebroadfive
and was heard on WBZ and WBZA
St. Patrick's Day from 8:30 to 9 p. m.
• WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va., plugged the
Rescue 8 series with filmed interviews
of area fire chiefs.
Off and running on KSRV
Sportscasters Bob Dye and Bob
Humphreys of KSRV Ontario, Ore.,
have a new specialty: chariot races.
The Roman-type events are being sponsored over KSRV by local advertisers
as they take place in the area. The
chariot card consists of 12 two-chariot
races and takes about IV2 hours to run
and broadcast.
114 (FANFARE)

A mannerly WILD party
There was standing room only, and
very
at WILD
Boston's
rock little
and of
rollthat,
concert
for teenagers.
Invitations were to be issued to all who
sent in three labels of a prepared pizza
brand. When 10,500 labels came in
from 3,500 music lovers, the station
had to turn down all but the 1,500
aspirants with the earliest postmarks.
The concert was staged in the ballroom
of the Sherry Biltmore Hotel, emceed
by WILD disc jockey Joe Smith. Hotelmen wereinpleased
withconduct.
the youngsters'
restraint
dress and
Dodge buys KLAC's Sunday
Every Sunday will be D-Day on
KLACers Assn.
Los ofAngeles
Dodge DealSouthernas the
California
takes
exclusive sponsorship of programs from
9 a.m. to 7 p.m. for 52 straight weeks,
starting March 29.
The contract for Dodge cars and
trucks advertising amounts to more
than $200,000, according to John Cody,
vice president of Grant Adv., agency
for the association. Of that sum $156,000 goes for time on KLAC, the balance for programming and program
promotion. Another $200,000 or more
is scheduled for overall advertising and
promotion by the Dodge Dealers Assn.
during the year.
Horn honks for KSON tunes
San Diego residents are learning that
the horn honking outside may not be
the
signalto for
the out
family's
teenage
daughter
go flying
the door
but
instead may be worth $100 from KSON
that city. The station's news department station wagon, now called KSON's
"Good Neighbor Liner," patrols the
city and periodically stops and the horn
is honked in front of some home. If
the resident can identify the last tune
played on the station within 30 seconds,
$100 in cash is awarded.
Listeners speak up
Who are the people who listen to
KSTT Davenport, Iowa, on Sunday
evenings around 8:00 p.m.? Here's who:
they're kids doing homework and
teachers marking
they're anin
overweight
family papers;
doing exercises
time to the music; they're people baking
cakes; they're young men packing for
the Army;
viewersare whose
sets
are out they're
of order.tvThese
but a
few of the estimated 150 replies KSTT
personality Tom Elkins received during
a three-hour period when he wondered
one Sunday on the air why anyone
would be listening to him rather than
watching the big tv shows on at the
same time.
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Station Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting
March 12 through March 18: Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes
and routine roundup.
$28,500.
Applicant
owns
KWPM-AM-FM
Abbreviations:
West Plains,
Mo., and
has interests
in KBHM
KALM
Thayer,
KUKU
Willow
Springs,
DA—
directional
antenna,
cp
—
construction
Branson,
all
Missouri,
and
KAMS-FM
permit.
ERP—
effective
radiated
power,
vhf
Mammoth
Spring,
Ark.
Ann.
March
18.kc,
—very highquency, frequency,
ultra
high vis.fre-—
— John 423
K. Rogers
1550Estiant.— antenna,wuhf—
aur.—
aural,
1 Bristol,
kw D.matedP.Tenn.
O. address
Spruce first
St.
visual, ckw—
kilowatts,
—
watt,
mc—
megaconstruction
cost
$19,381,
year
ycles. D— day. N— night.
local sunset,
cost owner
$68,000,motion
revenuepicture
$85,000.
Apmod.
— modification,
— LS—
transmitter,
unl. operating
plicant ispart
theatre.
—unlimited
kc—trans.
kilocycles.
SCA— subMarch
18.
sidiaryhours,
communications
authorization.
SSA Ann.Clinton,
Tenn.—
Clinton
Bcstg.
Co.
1570
—temporary
special service authorization. ST A — special kc, 250 Tenn.
w D. P.O.
address Box
3062, GreeneEstimated
construction
cost
Announced. authorization. * — educ. Ann. — ville,
$21,850,
first
yearApplicants
operating include
cost $36,000,
revenue
$45,000.
Paul
Metcalfe,Mr.
Clifford
Spurlock
(42%. each)owner
and
New Tv Stations
others.
Metcalfe
is
majority
WGRV
Greeneville,
and
Mr.
Spurlock
is
ACTIONS BY FCC
minister.
Ann.
March
17.
Pembina,ch. N.12 D.—
Community
Radio21.05Corp.
Dishman,
Wash.—
Bar None
Inc.
1430 kc,
Granted
(204-210
mc);
ERP
kw
1
kw.
D.
P.
O.
address
Box
1,
Dishman.
vis. 10.5 kw aur.; ant. height above average Estimated construction cost $14,673, first
terrain mated
340 construction
ft., abovecostground
340 first
ft. Estioperating
$29,208,
revenue
$144,100,
year year
Equal
owners arecostLeoschool;
Billings,
ownerE. $35,000.
radiooperating
cost % $141,000,
revenueBox
$150,000.
tvemploye
correspondence
Lauren
P.Grand
O. Forks,
address
R.
Lukkason,
1110,
drug
manufacturing
firm;Buck,
and
N.
D.
Studio
location
Pembina.
Lawrence
F.
Jacobs,
medical
doctor.
Ann.
Transmitter
seven March 16.
miles west oflocation
Pembina.approximately
Geographic coordiSeattle,
Wash.—
Paul
R.
Heitmeyer
1440
kw D. 3.P. Estimated
O. addressconstruction
600 Hollywood
na-ant.
tes 48° 59'RCA.
42" N.Legal
Lat., counsel
97° 24' Lyon,
26" W. Wilner
Long. kc,
West,1 Detroit
cost
Trans.
&C. Bergson,
Washington.
Consulting
engineeris $20,798,
first
year
operating
cost
$60,000,
J.
Thomforde,
Grand
Forks.
Applicant
revenue
$72,000.
Mr.
Heitmeyer
is
associated
licensee-owner
of
KNOX
Grand
Forks
and
71%
owner of KNOX-TV there. Ann. March with business brokage. Ann. March 13.
12. Logan,
Utah— Cache
Valleymc);Bcstg.
Co. Existing Am Stations
Granted
vhf
12aur.;
(204-210
ERPabove
2.95
ACTIONS BY FCC
kw
vis., terrain
1.48 ch.kw-760
ant.
height
average
ft.,
above
ground
250 WGUY Bangor, Me.— Granted change of
ft. Estimated construction cost $49,600, first
operation
from
1230 kc, 250 w, U, to 1250
year
operating
cost $30-40,000, revenue $30- kc, ing
D; condition.
remote Ann.
controlMarch
permitted;
50,000.
P. O. address
12. engineerStudio-trans,
location13931393N. N.MainMainSt.,St.Logan.
GeoKEEDtion to specify
Springfield,
Ore.—location
Grantedas applicagraphicLong.
coordinatesTrans-ant.
41° 45' 0" Philco.
N. Lat., Con111°
station
50' 03" sulting
W.
well as Springfield. Ann. March 12.Eugene
engineer Clayton
& Herschel
Evans, SaltBullen
Lake as WLPM
City.
Principals
include
Suffolk,1450Va.—
facilities
from
kc, Granted
250 w, U.change
to 1460of
(pres.
-41.6%),
Logan
real
estate
broker,
and
Reed
gen. mgr.,of kc,
500 w-N,Ann.1 kw-LS.
conditions.
March DA-N;
12. engineering
KVNU Bullen
Logan.(sec.-treas.-31.5%),
Applicant is licensee
KVNU. lowedCp,
granted
Christiansted,
Granted
to expire.
Ann. Feb.
March27, 12.1958, was al- of WIVI
operation
1040V.kc.I.—250condition.
w. U, change
toAnn.970
APPLICATION
kc,
1 kw,
U;fromengineering
March
12.
Salem,
Ore.
—
Oregon
Television
Inc.,
vhf
ch. 3 ant.
(60-66height
mc);above
ERP average
1 kw vis.,
0.5 kw386
APPLICATIONS
aur.;
terrain
WJHOtime power
Opelika,
Ala.—w Cpto 1to kwincrease
dayft., above strucground
132 first
ft. Estimated
confrom
250
and install
tion cost $204,635,
year operating
cost $125,000,
revenue20th$100,000.
P. O. ad-5. new trans. (1400 kc) Ann. March 17.
d
r
e
s
7
3
5
Southwest
Place,
Portland
WTNT power
Tallahassee, 250Fla.—
tokw increase
Studio and trans, location 3 miles west of daytime
toCp 1 March
and13. incenter
Salem.
Geographic
coordinates
44°
stall new trans. from
(1450 kc) wAnn.
56'and 29"ant.ofN.RCA.
Lat., Legal
123°
05'counsel
26" W.Koteen
Long. & Trans,
WRWHfromCleveland,
Ga.—
Cp
to
increase
Burt. power
500
w
to
1
kw
and
install
new
Consultingplicant
engineer
Cullumowned
Jr. Ap-by trans. (1350 kc) Ann. March 13.
corporationA. isEarl100%
George
Haggarty.
WACEfromChicopee,
Mass.
—
Cp
to
increase
KPTV (TV)
Portland,Applicant
Ore. Ann. also
Marchowns13. power
5 kw and
trans. (730 kc)1 kwAnn.to March
13. install new
Translators
WSNJ power
Bridgeton,
N.250 J.—
Cp 1 tokw increase
daytime
from
w
to
stall
new
trans.
(1240
kc)
Ann.
Marchand17. inCitizens
Tv
Inc.,
Milton-Freewater,
Ore.
—onGranted
cp
for
new
tv
translator
station
KOB
Albuquerque,
N.M.
—
translateWash.programs of KHQ- amended for 770 kc , 50 kw, Unl.Application
DAN, in
TV ch.ch. 716 toSpokane,
accordance
with
requirement
in1958.itsAnn.
orderMarch
and Commission's
opinion,
adopted
Sept. 5,
16.
New Am Stations
WPAY
Portsmouth,
Ohio
—
Cp
to
increase
APPLICATIONS
daytimestall newpower
to 1 March
kw and 16.intrans. from
(1400 250kc)w Ann.
— Lindsay
Bcstg.
1350Punta
kc,Marion,
500Gorda,
w D.Ind.P.Fla.O.Estimated
address 1017
WabashCo.
KRWCfromForest
Grove,
Ore.change
— Cp toant.increase
Ave.,
construction
power
1
kw
to
5
kw,
-trans,
studiooflocation,
delete remote
cost
$17,600,$38,000.
first year
operatingis cost
$36,000,E. and
revenue
Applicant
Richard
operation
trans., changes
in ant. control
system
Lindsay,
who
formerly
had
interest
in
(increase
height),
changes
in
ground
sysWMRI-AM-FM
Marion,
Ind. Ann.Press,
March Inc.18. locationtem, install
new trans, Ore.
and (1570
changekc)station
to Beaverton,
Ann.
Mass.
— Transcript
March
13.
1550Dedham,
kc.
1
kw
D.
P.
O.
address
420
Washingtonyear
St. Estimated
construction
cost revenue
$33,428,
WNARfromNorristown,
—kw,Cp change
to increase
first
cost
$65,000,
500 winstall
to Pa.
50DAD,
ant.$70,000.Richard
Equaloperating
owners
arewhoFrank
W.newspaper
Massey power
trans.
location,
changes
and
W.
Davis
are
ground
system
and
install
new
trans. (1110in
publishers.
Ann.
March
12.
kc)
Ann.
March
13.
1250
kc,Houston,
500 w D.Mo.P.— Robert
O. addressF. Neathery
Box 553, West
WGRV power
Greeneville, 250Term.—
Plains,
$9,- daytime
to Cp1 March
kwto increase
and 16.install new trans. from
(1340 kc) w Ann.
676, firstMo.yearEstimated
operating construction
cost $24,800, cost
revenue
116

New Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
La.—P.O.Goodaddress
Music BoxInc.,727.Granted
96.5Shreveport,
mc, mated
11 kw.
construction
cost $4,200,
first Estiyear
operating
cost
$5,000,
revenue
$7,000.City,Applic
a
n
t
i
s
licensee
of
KBCL
Bossier
La.
Ann. March 12.
Palmyra,
Pa.—w.William
N. Reichard
Granted
92.1
mc,
760
P.O.
address
707
Arlington
St.,
Tamaqua,firstPa.yearEstimated
cost
$11,503,
operatingis construction
cost $20,000,of
revenue
$25,000.
Applicant
auto
dealer.
Ann.
March
12. employe
Port
Arthur,
Tex.
—
Triangle
Bcstg.GoodCo.,
Granted
mc, 3.2Boxkw. 430.
P.O. Estimated
address
hue Hotel93.3strucBldg.,
cont
i
o
n
c
o
s
t
$11,470,
first
year
operating
cost
$9,600, revenue
$15,000. Harry Diehl,
sole
March owner,
12. is in electronic parts. Ann.
APPLICATIONS
Springs,
Colo.512— KVOR
Inc. Esti92.9
mc,Colorado
1 kw.
P.O.
address
Tejon.
matederatingconstruction
cost
$8,295,S.$10,000.
first
yearAppliopc
o
s
t
$6,000,
revenue
cant18.owns KVOR Colorado Springs. Ann.
March
Elizabeth,
N.J.—address
Camden BoxBcstg.
Co.,
105.9
mc,
.37 kw. P.O.
Cresskill,
N.J.
cost131,$1,600,
first
year Estimated
operating construction
cost $5,400, revenue
$13,000.
Applicant
Donald
J. Lewis
is Ann.
generalMarch
mana-18.
ger
Multiplex
Services
Corp.
Johnaddress
R. Rieger
95.9PortRd.,
mc,Jefferson,
0.74 kw.N.Y.—
P.O.Mr.
20is owner
LakeJr.
End
Merrick,
N.Y.
Rieger
WLIR
(FM) Hicksville,
N.Y. Ann.
Feb.
Opportunity,
Wash. — KZUN
Die,Estimated
96.1 2.kc.
3.32
kw. P.O.costaddress
Box
123.
construction
$11,430,
first
year
operating
cost
revenue Ann.
$6,000.March
Applicant
KZUN$5,000,
Opportunity.
18. owns
Existing Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KSJO-FM
Jose, Calif
tomultiplex
engage basis.
m San
functional
music.—Granted
operationSCAon
WTCX
(FM)in Petersburg,
Fla.—operation
Granted
SCA
to engage
music
on WLNA-FM
multiplex
basis;functional
condition.
Peekskill,
N.
Y.—
Granted
SCA
tomultiplex
engage basis;
in functional
condition.music operation on
KEGA
(FM)
Eugene,
Ore.—
Granted
mod.
of cp fieltod as well
specify
station location as Springas Eugene.
WPJB-FM
R. I.— Granted
tomultiplex
engage basis.
in Providence,
functional music
operationSCAon
Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KUEQment of license
Phoenix,to Dynamic
Ariz.— Granted assignInc. (Carson E. Cowherd);Communications
consideration
KNLR ofNorth
LittlefromRock,Chester
Ark.—H.Granted
$261,319.
transfer
control
to L. R. Luker; consideration $64,059. Pierce
KIMNnewal of Denver,
Colo.— Granted
(1)of re-liassignment
censeslicense
and cp $175,000.
to andMile(2)Assignee
High
Stations
Die;
consideration
president,
Cecil L.andHeftel,
has without
interest stock
in KLOin Ogden,
Utah,
is
officer
KGEM
Boise,
Idaho. and KLLX-AM-TV Twin Falls, both
WMFJ Daytona
Beach, from
Fla. — Granted
transfer
negative
Arnold toofJohn
Creutz;control
considerationEmil$2,000J.
forWKTG
50% interest.
Thomasville,
Ga. S.— Granted
f license
to Jamesconsideration
Rivers, d/bassignRadioment oStation
WKTG;
$60,000
plus
assignor
agreement
not
to engage
radio business in Thomas County
for 4^2in
years. Mr.Cordele,
RiversWTJH
owns East
or hasPoint,
interest
WMJM
WDOLin
Athens,
WJAZ
Albany,
and
WCALabstained
Waycross,
all
Georgia,
Comr.
Bartley
from voting.
WBROment of license
Waynesboro,
Ga.
—
Granted
assignto Collins Corp. of Georgia
(F.
K. Graham,
president);
consideration
$35,000.
One
assignee
M. Ga.F.
Brice,
is
half
owner
of stockholder,
WVOP Md.
Vidalia,
WCUM-AM-FM
Cumberland,
— Granted
assignment
of
licenses
to
Allegheny
County consideration
Bcstg. Corp. $125,000.
(Hollis M. Seavey and
wife);
WKDL
Clarksdale,
Miss.— Granted
fer
of
control
from
Joseph
RachubaJr.,transand
John B. Craddock
to Farley G.Salmon
William
Salmon; consideration
$29,964. and
KYSS Missoula, Mont. — Granted assignBROADCASTING, March 23, 1959

HARRY LE BRUN, Vice-President and General
Manager, WLW-A, Atlanta, Georgia. WLWA is the fourth Crosley station to install a
Dresser-ldeco tower. The others are WLW-I,
Indianapolis, lnd.; WLW-D, Dayton, Ohio;
WLW-C, Columbus, Ohio

"Taller tower

by Dresser-ldeco
helps reach 683,000 more viewers.

"New 1042' tower increases our
coverage 32%," says Harry Le Brun
of Atlanta's WLW-A.
"Here's how a taller tower is paying off for WLW-A. Our new
1042' Dresser-ldeco tower with travelling wave antenna blankets
1 17 counties in Georgia, Alabama, Tennessee and North Carolina.
That's 43 more than could be covered with the smaller 585' tower
it replaced. And now WLW-A reaches almost three-quarters of a
million more Georgians than before. In Georgia alone, WLW-A's
enlarged market has a buying income of $3.7 billion, seventy
percent of the state's total. Its audience of 2,880,700 viewers account for over two-thirds of Georgia retail store sales."
WLW-A had good reasons for selecting a Dresser-ldeco tall
tower when they decided to expand coverage. "We wanted a
completely dependable tower for equipment as vital as our
antenna," reports Harry Le Brun, "and no one matches DresserIdeco's experience in tall towers. It's easy to see the results of this
experience. We were impressed with Dresser-Ideco's careful attention to detail at every stage of the job's development. They did an
excellent job, we haven't had a bit of trouble. Believe me, it pays
to deal with a top-notch tower designer-builder."
Dresser-ldeco has built over half the lOOO'-plus television
towers in service today. It will pay you to talk to Dresser-ldeco
about your plans to grow bigger with a taller tower.
WLW-A's
Dresser-ldeconew tall1042'towe

Dress
er-ld
ecoInc. Company
Division of Dresser
Industries,
TOWER DIVISION, DEPT. T-93
875 MICHIGAN AVE., COLUMBUS 8, OHIO

ment
of cp from K.Gerald
Colkitt,
H. B.C.
Murphy,
Harold
SingletonD. Wallace
toChamberlain,
Mr. Reid, A.Reidd/b
Jamesand
Arrighi
and
Robert
Treasure
State
One hundred
Bcstg.
Co.; consideration
$1,625.Pasco,
Mr. Reid
also one-third
owner of KORD
Wash.is
KBMIment ofHenderson,
Nev.— Granted
assignlicense toMorningside,
Maxwell
E. Richmond
(WPGC-AM-FM
and
eleven*
WMEX
Boston, Mass.);
considerationMd.,$32,000.
national
WBNCment of Conway,
N. William
H. — Granted
assignlicense
to
R.
Sweeney
and
(WERIplus Westerly,
R.agreement
I.); consideration
$40,000
assignor business
not to engage
in broadcasting
in Conway
for 5
regional
WADP andKane,
assignment
of
years.
cp toPa.—
KaneGranted
Bcstg. Corp.
(Gordon
L.license
Hanks, president);
consideration
$26,000.
spot
WPRO-AM-FM-TV
Providence,
R.
I.
advertisers
Granted
assignment
of licenses to$6,508,808
Capital—
Cities
Tele.
Corp.;
consideration
subject
to adjustments;
conditionedto common
that no
know
conversion
rights forfavor
debentures
stock
ofof John
Poole,to
pursuantexisting
to his inagreement
Feb. 3,B. 1959,
purchase
debentures
ofwithlicensee,
bethereto
exerTerre Haute
cised
until
information
respect
is filed with the Commission at least 60
days
prior
to
the
date
of
such
conversion.
Assignee and
is licensee
permittee
of WROW-Y.,
AM-FM
WTEN or (TV)
is not covered
WCDB
(TV)
Hagaman,
N.Y.,Albany.
WCDC N.N.C.,
(TV)
Adams,
Mass.,
WTVD
(TV)
Durham,
and hasBartley
interest abstained
in WDNC-AM-FM
Durham.
Comr.
from
voting.
effectively
KABRment of Aberdeen,
S.D. — Granted
assignlicense to Frank
E. Fitzsimonds
(KXGO Fargo;
KXJB-TV
Valley
City;
KXMC-TV
Minot,
and
KBMB-TV
Bismarck,
by outside
all
Dakota, and$80,000.
KXAB-TV Aberdeen,
S.D.);Northconsideration
WTRO
Dyersburg, Tenn.—
Granted transTV
fer of control
William
and
Pinknev
B. ColefromJr.,$65,000.
to JohnMr.E.M.Davis
Latham,
etone-third
al.; consideration
Latham
owner of WLAY Muscle Shoals,
Ala.is
KERC Eastland,
Tex.— Granted
assignto Circle-S
Inc. (William
Shriner,ment of license
president);
consideration
$22,000. H.
KASLtion of positive
Newcastle,
Wyo.
—
Granted
acquisiCBS
by stock
Stellafrom
S. Parrott
ABC through return ofcontrol
Floyd
L.ation.and Doris Sparks;50%no ofmonetary
considerWTH1-TV
—10
TERRE
HAUTE,
INDIANA
APPLICATIONS
Represented Nationally by Boiling Co.,
WLAYment of license
Muscle from
Shoals,Gregory
Ala. — Seeks
Angeles -San Francisco - Boston • New York ■ Chicago •
Bcstg.assignCorp.
toare Slatton
Quick
Inc. forJr.$85,000.
Purchasers
Wagner
P.
Thielens
(51%),
Columbia
U.interests
professor;
C.
H.
Quick
(24V2%),
who
has
in Mississippi,
WSUH Oxford
and
WCRR
CorCRASH THE DENVER
inth,
both
and
John
L.
Slatton
(24W,),
MARKET WITH KOSI
Ala.
Ann. one-third
March 13.owner WJBB Haleyville,
KCUB toTucson,
Ariz. — Seeks
of
license
Boffard
Corp. assignment
from Gordon
Bcstg.be ofRalDh
Tucson,R. Bcstg.
for
$200,000.
owneris
will
Boffard.
Mr. Sole
Boffard
owner burg,BobSouth Ford
Ltd. in 13.JohannesAfrica.Radio
Arm.
KXRJinterest
Russellville,
Ark.
—March
Seeks transfer
20%
of
Joe
D.
Shepherd
to C.Mr.R.of
Home, also
presenthas 80%
owner,in for
$19,000.
Home
interest
KWCB
Searcy,
Ark. Ann. March 13.
KTVR
(TV)
Denver,
Colo.—
Seeks
transfer
ofRadio
50% Hawaii
positive Die.control
of KTVRBcstg
Die. Corp.
from
to Gotham
for
approximately
Gotham
will be sole$160,000.
owner ofAfter
KTVR.transfer,
Ann.
March 13.

In DenverBecause
the influence
KOSI.
KOSI hasstation
listeneris
loyalty— and the folks with money
to spend. They respond to KOSI
advertisers—
buy merchandise
services! Noanddouble
spotting! and
So contact PETRY about the prize
Denver buy— that will win sales
awards for you— KOSI! 10% discount
when
buying KOSI-and KOBY,
San Francisco!
For Greenville, Mississippi — it's
WGVM.
5,000 watts
KOSI/ in Denver
Mid- America Broadcasting Co.
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WHYS from
Ocala,Marion
Fla.-^Seeks
license
County assignment
Bcstg. Dae. toof
Associated
Associatedpaying
will operate WHYS Bcstrs.
on leaseDie.agreement
$550
monthly.ciatedNine
equal stockholders
include present
WHYS ownerin W.Asso-H.
Martin,land, Fla.whoAnn.alsoMarch
is licensee
WYSE
Lake13.
WAXEment of license
Vero Beach,
Fla. — Seeks
from
WNTM
Die.Chamberlin,
to assignR. M.
Chamberlin
for
$65,000.
Mr.
with
his
wife,
owns
WRGR
Starke,
Fla.
Ann.
March 17.
WGOA Winter
Garden,
Fla.—V. Seeks
ass
i
g
n
m
e
n
t
o
f
license
from
E.
Price
John
Bradford
Jr. forFla.$58,000.
Mr. Cook13.to
is owner
WKKO CookCocoa,
Ann. March
WABW control
Annapolis,
Md.— Broadcasting
Seeks transferInc.of
negative
WASL
from William
andof James
G. Calomiris (who
each own 25%) to Max Reznick (present
50% owner).indebtedness
Messrs. Calomiris
are assumof corporation.
Ann.
Marching $25,000
17.
WWIN interest
Baltimore,of Belvedere
Md.— Seeks Bcstg.
transferCorp.of
minority
from J. HarryAfterWesttransfer
to Thomas F. McNulty
for
own $23,000.
50.1%. Ann. March 18.Mr. McNulty will
WCRR ofCorinth,
transfer
control
Rebel Miss.—
Radio Seeks
Inc. from
C. H.of
Quick, J.W.R. Scott
AdamsJr.andandJohn
O.Welch
Leslie forto
George
Carl
$8,650exceeding
and assumption
of Mr.
corporate
liabilitiesis
not
distributor
oil $39,929.
products
andScottMarch
Mr.(74%)
Welch
(26%) is manager
WCRR. Ann.
13.
WLEM
Emporium,
Pa.
—
Seeks
transfer
of
control
of
Emporium
Bcstg.
Co.
from
Cameron
Manufacturing
Corp.
to James
A.
Spotts
(53.9%
)
and
Dean
L.
Close
(44.1%)
for
$35,000.WLEM
Messrs.employes.
Spotts Ann.
and Close
presently
March are16.
WFRA
Franklin,
Pa.—
Seeks
assignment
license from
Robert H.Bcstg.
SauberInc. towhich
North-ofis
westernMr.Pennsylvania
owned
by
Sauber
(60%),
Samuel
Breene also
(28%)has andinterest
F. Earle Magee Jr. Mr.A.
Sauber
Pa. Others
are lawyers. inAnn.WTIVMarchTitusville,
12.
WERI from
Westerly,
Seeks assignment
license
RadioR.I.—Westerly
Die. to Dr.of
Augustine sideration
L. Cavallaro,
$100,000. Ann. oral
Marchsurgeon.
13. Con— SeeksCorp.assignment
of WJOT
licenseLake
from City,
Lake S.C.Bcstg.
to Lake
City Bcstg.
$51,500. Purchasers
includeB. Hannon
RussellCorp.
Georgefor
Busdicker
(35%),
Clayton
(25%),
Alvin
Strasburger
(20%) and
others. S.C.
Mr. Busdicker
is manager
WOIC
Columbia,
and
Messrs.
Hannon
and Strasburger
are retail merchants. Ann.
March
13.
KTXO Sherman, Tex.— Seeks assignment
of license
Co. tobyO'Connor Bcstg.Nofrom
Corp.KTAN
which Bcstg.
is owned
same
people.
March
12. consideration involved. Ann.
KZUN Opportunity,
Wash.— Seeks
asent of license from
Arthur R. signmMacKelvie
and Robert
Howard L.G.Swartz,
Olsen
d/b
The
Voice
of
the
Spokane
Valley
to
same
Die. Ann.principals
March 18.doing business as KZUN
— SeeksBcstg.
assignment
of KHON
license Honolulu,
from SouthT.H.Pacific
Ltd. to
KHON ment Bcstg.
Die.only,Application
is forproperties
assigno
f
license
no
physical
involved.
No
consideration
involved.
licensee will be H. G. Fearnhead, v.p. New
and

ALLIED always has the BROADCAST TUBES you need

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY OH
RCA 7038 {
use.
cast stationexper
tubes for broad
diate a ;largestt
for immeworld
Ilk to usfrom
the
shipm
stocksentof electronic supplies-

ed
'. 452-p
your1959alliBuySee age
and
t
staequi
tion ies.
1i suppl
Getforwhat
ing Guidepmen
you
when
want
want it. Catalog
! vou
s are
st. available
oncopiereque
DIgoO 60, III.
IEDAve.,RAChica
ALLtern
T00 N-Wes
Phone: HAymorket 1-6800
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America's giant new missiles
take shape on rails of steel
Another example of how railroad progress goes hand in hand with U. S. progi
One of the most exciting and dramatic developments in America today
mighty missile's
as our
above Capethe Canaveral
skies exploring
in thespace,
foundouter
is to be into
future.
frontier of— the
thrust
America's
progressive
railroads
are essential
missile production . . . hauling tremendous
loadsto ofalmost
raw every phasesteel,of
electronic equipment, assemblies and subassemblies. No materials,
other form of
transportation can do these great jobs with the efficiency and economy
of the railroads.
- — "~Jr _ ^kTia.
Ingenious
progress.railroad
its
of
growth
the
to
and
defense
America's
to
vital
are
railroads
The
smoothas
to assure such
help machines
ballast tamper
this air-pressure
, giuwm or us
■ | them.
u »■t doj without
T,country.
pmnnm„ The
economy.
- you - couldn
rides for passengers and freight.

AMERICA MOVES AHEAD WITH THE RAILROADS
Association of American Railroad*, Washington, D. C.
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ESSENTIAL TO THE NATION'S ECONOMY
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Planning
a

Radio

Station?

wee/fares

This valuable planning guide
will help you realize a greater
return on your equipment investment. Installation and
maintenance procedures,
lined inthis new brochure,
show you how to get
equipment life and top
formance foryour station.

outwill
long
per-

For your free copy of this brochure,
write to RCA, Dept. RD-22, Building
15-1, Camden, N. J. In Canada: RCA
VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.
RADIO CORPORATION
Of AMERICA
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Hearing Cases
INITIAL DECISIONS
Hearing
Herbert toward
Sharfman
sued initialExaminer
decision looking
affirm-ising Commission's
Oct.
22,
1958,
grant
of staapplication ofJackto operate
L. Goodsitt
for new
amkw,
tion (WTOJ)
on 1460
kc, 1Dec.
Toman,
Wis.,
and
setting
aside
22,D,
1958.
action
which
postponed
effective
date
ofTomah-Mauston
grant pending hearing on protest by
Tomah. Ann. MarchBcstg.12. Co., Inc. (WTMB),
Hearing
Examiner
Charles toward
J. Frederick
issueding initial
decision
grant-of
application
offacilities
Irvinglooking
Braun
for mod.
to
change
of
station
WEZY
Cocoa,
Fla.,
from
1480
kc,
1
kw,
D,
to
kc, 1 kw-N. 500 w-D DA-N. Ann. March 135018.
Hearing
Frederickgrant-issued initialExaminer
decision Charles
looking J.toward
for
new ingamapplication
station ofto Radio
operateMid-Pom,
on 1390 kc,Inc.,1 kw.
18.
D, in Middleport-Pomeroy, Ohio. Ann. March
Hearing
Examiner
Isadore
A. Honig issued
initial
decision
looking
toward
sect.
3.24(b|(7)
of Inc.,
rules
and increase
grantingwaiving
application
ofpowerKWEW
for
ofN.M.,
daytime
of
station
KWEW
Hobbs,
from
1 kw to 5 kw, continuing operation on
180 kc, DA, with 1 kw-N. Ann. March 17.
OTHER ACTIONS
Josephfor F.hearing
Sheridan,application
Ukiah, Calif.
— Desigated
station
to
operate
on 900 tokc,proceeding.
250 forw, D;newmadeam
KLX Oakland, a party
By (KBAK-TV,
order, on request
Bakersfield Bcstg.
Co.
ch. 29),by inBakersfield,
Commission
consolidated
singleproceedings
oral Calif..
argument on April 16, at 2:15 p.m.,
on KBAK-TV
's
protests
to
grants
of
applicat
i
o
n
s
o
f
Pacific
Bcstrs.
Corp.
and
County onBcstg.
for new
tv stationsKerntoin
operate
chs. Co.39 and
17, respectively,
Bakersfield;
allowed
each
of
parties
utes to present argument. Ann. March20 12.minBy sionfurther
noticeof ofits inquiry.
Commisscope
lookingiary
intoenlarged
possible
widerauthorizations
usesproceedings
for fm subsidcommunications
to include
specific
data
on
subject
of
stereophonic broadcasting
by fm stations.to original
Comments
received
notice
of inquiry
revealin response
growing
interest
stereophonic
multiplexing
on part
of fmin
broadcasters,
as well as various
manufacturing,
trade
associations,
and
listener
groups.
Inasmuch as isdevelopment
broadcasting
related
to use ofof stereophonic
fm channels
for
of non-broadcast
such transmission
as storecasting
and backgroundmaterial,
music
services cations
offered
under
subsidiary
communiauthorizationssubmission
on subscription
Commission invites
of databasis,
and
opinionsphonicby multiplexing.
June 10 Ann.
on aspects
March of12. stereoRoutine Roundup
Commission
its Radio
Equipment List, and
Parthasmonitors
A,revised
showing
transmitters,
translators
acceptable
as of
February
6 for operation
use in the tvis broadcast
service, provided
in accordance
with nical
Commission's
rulesnot and
listed "Type
techspecifications
are
exceeded.
acceptance" is required for such listing of

transmitters,
and "type approval" for translators and monitors.
Two-page list
not available
for generalat
distribution,
but iscopies
may be inspected
Commission's
and fieldin reoffices. IndustriesWashington
and othersoffice
interested
producing list may
arrangeOfficewithof the
Technicalgine rResearch
Division.
Chief
En, for loan of copy for that purpose.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
ByActions
Broadcast
Bureau13
of March
KBJT
Fordyce,
Ark.
—
Granted
assignment
of WROM
cp to KBJT
Inc.Ga. — Granted involuntary
Rome,
assignment
of
license
to
Dean
Covington,E.
Mrs. Edward N. McKay, and Charles
Doss,dio Cpartnership,
d/b as Coosa Valley Rao.
KFEQ toSt.operate
Joseph,trans,
Mo.—byGranted
mod.
license
remote
controlof
using
DA-D
and
N
(DA-2);
conditions.
WSYR toSyracuse,
N.Y. — trans,
Grantedby mod.
license
operate main
remoteof
control,
usingDallas,
DA (DA-2);
conditions.
KIXL-FM
Tex.—
Granted
cp
crease ERP to 20.5 kw, ant. height to to460 de-ft.
and installmitted;new
condition.trans.; remote control perKINT El Paso, Tex.— Granted mod. of cp
cpof WDAS;
to side-mount
fm ant.uponon new
no. 6 tower
conditioned
full
with
the terms
of consent
decreecompliance
entered
Dec.
5,
1958,
by
U.
S.
District
Court
for the
Eastern
action no.District
21138. of Pennsylvania in civil
Ohio — Granted mod.
of WONE-FM,
cp to changeDayton,
type trans.
WMPS-FM
Memphis,ERP Tenn.
Granted
mod.
of
cp
to
change
to 6.6and— kw;
ant.
height 390
ft.; change
type ant.
specify
studio
location;
condition.
WDAS-FM,
Philadelphia,
Pa.
—
Granted
mod
of cp changes
to changein type
and make
ant. ant.,
system;typeERPtrans,20
kw, ant. 200 ft
KGNO
Dodge
City,
Kans.—
control permitted while using nonRemote
-directional
ant.KXAR Hope, Ark. — Granted extension of
authority toActions
operate ofspecified
March 12hours.
KQTYment of license
Everett,to Wash.—
Walter Granted
N. Nelskog.assignN.D.— Williams,
Granted etassignment
of KQDY
license Minot,
to D. Gene
al.
KUDI Great
Falls, control
Mont. — by
Granted
acquiof negative
Paul
Nelskog.
throughsitionpurchase
of stock from
WalterCrainN.
KPEN
Atherton,
Granted
mod
of tocp(FM)
to change
ERP toCalif.
3o — kw;
ant.
heighttype
1,080
ft.;
change
trans,
location
and
trans.;
waived
sect.
3.205
of
rules
towhere
permitstation
studiois tolocated
be located
city
and atoutside
site other
than trans,
site.
Following
stations
were
granted
extensions of completion
dates 1;asWDVL
shown: Vinland.
KRAK
Stockton,
Calif, to Sept.
N.J.
toto April
30;
WETC
Wendell-Zebulon,
N.C.
June
30;
WELZ
Belzoni,
Miss,
April
30; KINT
May Fordyce,
1; KIXZto
Amarillo,
Tex. Elto Paso,
Sept. Tex.
22; toKBJT
Ark.
to
July
6;
KINK
Phoenix,
Ariz,
to June21;
15; KPEN (FM)
Atherton.
to23;June
WKDN-FM
Camden,
N.J.
toCalif,
JulyWYNS
WSJG
iTowson.
FM ) Miami.
Fla.
to
June
27;
(FM)
Md. to20;July
3; KBBI Braddock,
Los Angeles,
Calif,
to
June
WLOA-FM
Pa.
June 1; KGEE-FM Bakersfield. Calif, to June

West Virginia property —
single station market —
500 watt daytimer — ideal
owner-operator situation.
$55,000 — 30% down —
balanceoutover5years.
the office nearest you
Contact the WASHINGTON, D. C. OFFICE, 1737 De S
HAMILTON • STUBBLEFIELD • TWINING and Associates, Inc.
BROKERS RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS • NEWSPAPERS
Chicago]
are 7-2754 DALLAS |ifJJ^T^s • SAN FRANCISCO }ShSTwizi
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS
GEORGE C. DAVIS
—Established 1926—
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
PAUL GODLEY CO.
RADIO
TELEVISION
501-514 &Munsey
Bldg.
UpperPilgrim
Montclair,
N.
J.
6-3000
STerling
3-0111
Washington
4,
D.
C
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE
Member AFCCE

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive
Offices St., ME.
1735 DeSales
N. W.8-5411
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin
W.
Washington,
D. C. Ave.,
FEderalN. 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bfdg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL
BLDG.D.Dl.C.7-131
WASHINGTON,
P. O. BOXKANSAS
7037 CITY,JACKSON
5302
Member AFCCEMO.

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
Pennsylvania Bldg. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. CarrConsulting
& Associates
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington
6, D. C. Leesburg,
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A.CONSULTING
EARL CULLUM,
ENGINEERSJR.
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32 CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING
AM-FM-TVENGINEER
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
Oliver 2-8520

GEO.CONSULTING
P. ADAIRENGINEERS
ENG. CO.
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610
Eye St., D.N. C.W.
Washington,
ExecutiveMember
3-1230 AFCCE
Executive 3-5851

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTINGAssociates
RADIO ENGINEERS
George M. Slclom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. QuincyRiverside,
St.— Riverside
III. 7-2153
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM
Consulting E.RadioBENNS,
Engineer JR.
3802 Military
Rd.,
C. N. W.,
PhoneWash.,
EMersonD. 2-8071
Box Phone
2468, Birmingham,
7-2601 Ala.
MemberSTateAFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
8401 Cherry St. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
617 Albee1426Bldg.G St.,Executive
N. W. 3-4616
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200Brecksville,
SnowvilleOhioRoad
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386 P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
5622 DYER STREET
EMERSON 3-3266
DALLAS 6, TEXAS

VIR SPECIALTY
N. JAMES
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
16 S.Denver
Kearney 22, Colorado
Skyline 6-1603

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications— Field Engineering
Suite 601 W.Kanawha
Hotel 2-6281
Bldg.
Charleston,
Va. Dickens

ervice
COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring
Company
PRECISION
FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL
TIME
SERVICE
FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
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Director 7
CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS
FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord
Cambridge
38, Ave.,
Mass.
Phone
TRowbridge
6-2810

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc.
P.O. Box
1211,
Lakeland,
Mutual 2-1431.
5-5544Florida
contact
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 85,000* Readers
—among them, the decision-making station owners and managers, chief engineers and technicians—ap licants for am, fm, tv
and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through CPMarch 18
116
TOTALFor APPLICATIONS
ON AIR Cps
Lie.
new stations
Not on
3,301
41
103
549
42
142
4481
71

SUCCESSFUL
BROADCASTERS
Choose
Stainless
TOWERS

Gordon Sherman, General Manager
WM
AY
SPRINGFIELD. ILLINOIS

Mel Feldman, Chief Engineer
And for good reasons, too:
* Stainless EXPERIENCE in design
and fabrication
* RELIABILITY of Stainless installations
* LOW MAINTENANCE COSTS of
Stainless towers
Ask today tor tree
literature and information.
Stainless, inc.
NORTH WALES • PENNSYLVANIA
122 (FOR THE RECORD)

Commercial
Non-commercial

OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING through March 18
VHF
UHF
439
80
32
8
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC through Feb. 28,AM1959

TOTAL

TV
FM
54546
1064363
Licensed (all on air)
119
CPs on air (new stations)
490
66640
72544
3,297
CPs
on the airstations
(new stations)
Totalnotauthorized
24
13042
Applications
for
new
stations
(not
in
hearing)
134
106
68
5193
3,458
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
62045
1555
038
Applications
for
major
changes
(not
in
hearing)
519
Applications
for major
changes
(in hearing)
0
1
1
Total
applications
for
major
changes
38
5640
0
Licenses deleted
CPs'There
deletedare
addition, tv stations which are no longer on the air but retain 4481
- There
theii
licences.
were on the air at one time but are no
whichoperation.
cp-holders
addition, 37whichtv has
not started
longer
uhf).
addition, 211 television cps granted, but now deleted (44 vhf and 167
have been,andin one
" Therein operation
'There has been, in addition, uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.

July
Edmonds,
Actions(FM)0f March
26 and30. KGFM
11 Wash, to
KHQL-TV
Sterling,
Colo.—
Granted
cp to
tv station
forGranted
permit
expired
replace
authorWash.—
Pullman,
KOFE
April
of
months
for
p.m.
6
at
ity to sign-off
through
August.
extengranted
were
stations
Following
WYZZ.
shown:
as
dates
completion
of
to March
rre, Pato May
(FM) sionsWilkes-Ba
24. KLFY-31;
Oxford,
WMUB-TV
24.
Sept.
La. toofOhio
Lafayette,Actions
TV
March 10
fm stations:
for following
Granted licenses Mich;
PeekJackson,
WMKZ
(FM) Glenside,
WIFI
skill, N.Y.; condition; WLNA-FM
Pcovering
WBOE Cleveland, ofOhioERP— Granted
to 9 kwlicense
and
changes indecrease
ant. system. , Fla.—
liGranted
Tallahassee
WFSU-FM
trans.,
type
of
change
covering
cense
crease tower height and make changes in-in
anKHFMe(FM) Albuquerque, N.M. — Granted
license
change
of ERPant.to height.
1,5i kw
trans
andcovering
studio
location
KCLE-FM
Cleburne,
Tex.—andGranted
license
covering change of frequency, increase

ERP
to 6.35ant.,kw,increase
installation
type trans,
andWFMU
type
ant. new
height.
(FM) East
Orange,
N.J.— location;
Granted
license
covering
change
ant.
-trans,
remote control permitted
| WCRTcense covering
Birmingham,
Ala. — from
Granted
increase
power
1 kw li-to
5 WETU
kw and Wetumpka,
installation Ala.
new — trans.
Granted
license
covering
increase newpowertrans.;
from_remote
1 kw, ,tocontrol
permitted.
,.5 kw
and
installation
WKKH
Rockwood,
Tenn.
—
Granted
license
covering increase in power.
KMMJcense Grand
Island, Neb.—
Granted
covering
installation
new
type
trans,lias aux. trans, at present main trans, site.
KSFOcenseSancoveringFrancisco,
Calif.
—
Granted
lichangesFla.in— Granted
ground system.
WDAE-FMinstallation
Tampa,
license
covering
new
type
ant.;
ERP
64 kw, ant. 435 ft.
WNABcense Bridgeport,
Conn.ant.— -trans,
Grantedloca-licoveringchanges
changing
tion,andmaking
in ant. (increase
height)
ground
system.
WRC Washington,
D.C.—trans.;
Granted license
covering
KFDX-TVinstallation
Wichita new
Falls, Tex. —condition.
Granted
(Continued on Page 127)

WANTED

Promotion Manager for Group
of Well Established Radio
Stations.

Apply, Box 977H, BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING, March 23, 1959

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
(Payable in advance. Cheeks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 204 P« word — $2J00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25tf per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch— STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 30<f per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C
Applicants : If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Bxoadcastikg expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or
RADIO

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Sales
Independent
station,
with
Pulse ratingor
all dayin long,
would
like
totopcorrespond
talk
person
to arelative
reliable
radio
time
salesman,
to
aexperienced
permanent
sales
position.
Best
ofin working
conditions
and
the
nicest
town
California
to live,
near
Kings
Canyon
&
Sequoia
National
Parks.
Good
schools
including
college.
Character
and
record
must
bear
investigation. KONG, Visalia, California.
Experiencedgressive,salesman,
radio. Iftopyoumoney
are ag-in
interested in making
substantial
marketyou.withOpportunity
solid radio-tvexcellent
opera
t
i
o
n
,
w
e
want
for permanent
man who commensurate
can produce. Guarantee
and
commission
with
your
No others
need apply.ElContact
Jack ability.
Chapman,
KTSM-Radio,
Paso,
Texas.
Salesman — 216,000
wealthyExperienced
and progressive
agricultural
market.
only.
Must produce.
First
phone andlocal
boardandwork
helpful.
Adult
programming,
regional.
Ideal
community
life.
Family
preferred. KWSO, Wasco, California. man
Experienced
radio salesman
with ideas
and
follow
through
sell for leading
regional
station
inproven
highlytorecord
competitive
market.
Sendto
resume,
and
references
Gene Conrad, WERC, R.D. #4, Robinson
Road, Erie, Pennsylvania. 9-9647.
Radio nois,time
salesman: professional
WFRL. Freeport,
Illineedstofull-time
radio time
salesman
fill
vacancy
which
guarantees
minimum
earnings
andpayoffers
to 40%
commission
on sliding
scale.up $400
per
month
guarantee
for
three months
to billing
start.
Send
full
details
including
monthly
for pastview necessary.
six months to Dave Taylor. InterTwo highly
qualified
salesmen
toAgejoin21-36.
expanding 8-station
radio-tv
chain.
Opportunities
to 15%advance
to management.
Excellent
draw,
commission.
For
Norfolk, Va.ground,andhistoryWilmington,
Send tobackbillings andDel.photo
Tim
Crow,
Rollins ofBroadcasting,
414 French
Street, Wilmington,
Del.
Announcers
New south Florida station metropolitan
marketpacedneedsprofessionals
3 dj's. Experienced,
smooth,to
fast
only. $110 week
251H, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer48-hour
for independent
Pennsylweek, largevacations.
market,
excellentvaniaan station.
salary
plus over-time,
Desire
experienced
man
looking
for a
permanent
job
in
a
chain
organization
anresume
opportunity for advancement. Tape with
and
ING. required. Box 455H, BROADCASTCaliforniato station
announcer
who is
unable
ventnow hiswants
humorous
on air where
employed.
Toppersonality
pay. Box
BROADCASTING'.
California,
KCHJ,staff.Delano. Serves 1.300,000. 942H.
Announcer
with first forphone.
Good salary,
Increasing sales
excellent
opportunity
advancement
with
top
Montana station. Box 176K, BROADSalesman
for
Fort
Collins
in
foothills
of
CASTING.
Rocky
Mountains
midway Wyoming.
between Denver,
man who canhillbillies.
also sell
Colorado
Cheyenne,
Excellentrecord
salaryandand
incentive
commission.
Send Experienced
part-time.
Nomorning
your
of
sales
performance
and ohoto
Carolina,
250drunks,
MBS.Boxdrifters,
Tell242K,
all including
to Radio KCOL, Fort Collins, Colorado
and E.salary
requirements.
BROADCASTING.
join the "Rush to the Rockies".
staff announcer
5 established
kilowatter
Expanding
new owners.
inExperienced
small north
town. forOld not
sive man tounder
sell good
station Want
againstaggresgood station.
VarietyGeorgia
programming,
topsalary
100.
competition.
You
can't KRES,
coast inSt.thisJoseph,
job. Give details,
Contact
Ray
Cheney,
photo,
audition
tape,
Missouri.
requirements. Box 243K, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, March 23, 1959

Help Wanted — Management
Man holding
firstMustticketknow
for assistant
managernance.position.
sales, maintecommission,
expenses,
share
ofstating
profits.1958250Salary,earnings.
MBS,
No. Box
Carolina.
Write
fully
241K, BROADCASTING.
Manager-announcer
smallsalary.
daytime stationBROADCASTING.
in South wanted
Carolina.forName
Box 275K,
Sales manager.
portunity. WHTG,Experienced.
Asbury Park,Excellent
N. J. opManager with strong sales background.
Familytion.man
in latewith30Ys fmor 40's.
Single
stamarket
construction.AMWrite
Richard Beattv,underWOHI,
East
Liverpool, Ohio, or phone Fulton 5-9500.
Sales
Maine
radio
station
requires
working manand combining
talentsambitious
of livewanthard
wirea
salesman
top
announcer.
We
man
who Emphasis
can assume
responsibility.
Some
air
work.
on
sales.
Guarantee
over
$5,000
plus commissions.
No prima donnas.
Box 724H,
BROADCASTING.
Sales manager major central
Top
for manOhiowhomarket.
loves
to sell.moneyBox and123K.future
BROADCASTING.
Excellent
salary
plus
commission
for
highcaliber
in 250,000
market. radio
Good salesman
working and
living population
conditions
and room to grow! Box 223K, BROAD Springfield,OnlyMass.,
wants a salesthose 5000
whowatter
can
assistantman. manager
need
apply.takeBoxover235K,as
BROADCASTING.
Wanted:
A jet-propelled
You are
a successful
radio,
tv ortosalesman.
space your
salesman
with
a driving
ambition
work
way
into
an
executive
position
of
responsibility
with
a growing
advertising self-starting,
promotional
firm.
You
are
well-organized,
with a flair for effective letter writing. You
are
in yourof 30's,
married, andlimited
welcome
challenge
an opportunity
only thebyIf
your
own theability,
enthusiasm
and drive.
you
are
man
we
are
looking
for,
will
up in own
our organization
with you
theall
speedmove
of your
momentum. Send
vital statistics,
including
salary
requirements to: Box 271K, BROADCASTING.
Established Texas station needs versatile,
experienced
salesman - announcer. Start
$400.00
CASTING.plus bonus. Box 283K, BROADSales representative radio
wanted for new Quality
Westport,
marketConnecticut,
with good future.station.
Call CApital
7-5133,
or
write
P.O.
Box
511,
Westport,
Connecticut.

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Beginners, graduates, semi-experienced.
Why haven't
you landed
job? Qualified
program
recordsthattape.
helpful
criticism
directly
ondirector
yourwhere
audition
Learn
why
your
tapeBox
fails
others succeed.
Five
dollars.
251K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-first
phone,
no maintenance.
Two
weeks
health
new
studios
and vacation,
equipment
mobileinsurance,
units air$433.00,
and
auto.
Adult
programming,
start
need
immediately.
Phone
Mr.
Jae,
KHMO
Hannibal, Mo.. Number 3450.
Looking
for
future? Your
opportunityNeedto
connectcombo
witha man.
growing
organization.
good
Maintenance
expected.
Also
announcer-salesman.
Call
KOPY, Alice, Texas, immediately.MO 4-4324
Announcer with first phone. Chance for
man lightGood
on experience
become Ideal
long on
ability.
small tape,
town toresume,
living.
outdoorsman.
Send
salary for
requirements.
KRXK, Rexburg,
Idaho.
man. First KTLU,
phone Rusk,
necessary.
E.Combo
H. Whitehead,
Texas.Contact
Have immediate opening in one of the nati?r\!s fastest
cities, Huntsville,
Alabama.
Must growing
have
minded
man
ability
to runinproduction
topletter
fiftyofoperation.
State with
salary
expected
application,
together
with
recent
snapshot,
tape,
and resume.
ville, Alabama.M. D. Smith, WAAY, HuntsWashington D.C.
area's number
one station
auditioning
fast, modern
announcerexceptional,
s. Send tape. WEAM.
Wanted
immediately
staff
announcer
with
personality
and Write
knowledge
of popular
music.
Salary
or call
Ken Gordon.
WFTR, open.
Front Royal,
Virginia.
Massachusetts—
Topimmediately
rated, fast growing
1 kw
daytimer
needs
announcer
with adult
superbradio.
abilityMusic
toexperienced
selland onnews
the
air.
Fast
paced
format.
Must
have topBest
ability
and voice.
Excellentquired.
opportunity.
references
Rush tape and resume to R. re-E.
Adams,
ham, Mass.Gen. Mgr., WKOX Radio, FramingWoman announcer
announcer.whoNow
auditioning
for
woman
can write
good copy
and
aid in sales
calls. Send
fulltaoe.
information
background
references,
photo,
Personnessee.nel Dept., WLAC Radio, Nashville 3, TenWanted. Announcer with all-around experience to handle music-news
and sports
format. Immediate
opening. Send
tape
photo
Virginia.and resume to WPIK, Alexandria,
Technical
Engineer-announcer
smallsalary
daytime stationBROADCASTING.
in South wanted
Carolina.forName
Box 276K,
to double asPrefer
announcer. Must
beChiefneatengineer
and good
KTNC
Falls
City, worker.
Nebraska. single man
Beginner
wanted, with first
phoneSendand tape,
dea week.
resumesire to announce.
to WCRA, $75.00
Effingham,
Illinois. 123

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
Opening beginning this
maintenance-susummer
perviother
sor engine r forfor
radiotelevision studios and
electronic
equipment
in
new
quarters
on
college
camContact University,
Donald Kleckner,
Green pus.State
Bowling Bowling
Green,
Ohio.
Production-Programming, Others
Cooking school,Boxfood170K,
editorBROADCASTING.
for tv-radio and
newspapers.
News tions
director
at
radio
and
networkPrefer
stamedium size midwest tvmarket.
journalism
graduateSendwithcomplete
radio and/or
tv
news
experience.
info
picture. Box 199K, BROADCASTING. and
Secretary.
All-around girl. Excellent pay.
Box
233K, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
news daytimer.
reporter Gather
needed and
for
New Mexico local
1000 watt
announce
three
times
a
day,
attend
meetings, become part of community. Send
qualifications,
tape
past employers, familyBROADCASTING.
status,experience,
salary requirements
to Box 270K,
News ateddirector
and tv. and
Midwest.
with NBC radio
television
MBS Affiliradio.
Excellent
opportunity
forteam.
man Send
who full
is capabtails.
le of directing
8
man
deBox 272K, BROADCASTING.
Copy
writer—
Wonderful
opportunity
for
creative
available.
Plentyina
ofproduction
talentwriter.
tocommercials.
workEverywith.aidShould
We
specialize
be
able
take charge
ofoffered.
department
with community
co-writer.to
Highest
salary
Beautiful
on
shores
of
Lake
Erie.
Funland
summer
and winter. WJET, Erie, Pa.
Wanted, instructor and administrator with
collegeence.training
and broadcasting
experiNational
of Broadcasting,
3338 16th2-5580.
Street,Academy
N.W., Washington,
D.C.,
Decatur
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Station manager.
Capablerecord.
all phases,
including sales. Proven
Box 956H,
BROADCASTING.
General Eighteen
manager-medium
small allsouthern
station.
years
experience
phas-es - -announcing
- Manager
programming
- sports
sales
first
phone.
7
years.
Active
church
and
civic
life.
Top
industry
and
personal
and Box
percentage,
preferablyreferences.
ownershipSalarybasis.
222K,
BROADCASTING.
At liberty: Manager. Programming soursales
low — prestige
nil — copyaudience
doesn't sell ——
production
— listening
station
needspoorcomplete
renovating. light
Know
all
phases
of
broadcasting
—
Past record
speaks
CASTING.with loud voice. Box 245K, BROADGeneral
managerseekswho new
has opportunity
topped industryfor
sales records
revenue expansion.
Twenty-five
years
experience.
Specialist
in
operations
and sales
productivity. Box 247K, BROADCASTING.
Attention: So. Calif orina radio, tv agencies:
What's
yourprogramming,
needs? Like, sales,
have announce.
done, can Tvdo:
Manager,
writer
- producer
- director - commercial
ahnouncer-news,
weather-farm-sports.
11
years
radio
andfirm.
tv. 235,years
district sales tomanager
but
upnational
in salary
and family.
position.Nowhere
Write Box go249K,
BROADCASTING.
Manager:
16 years
Also
network,erencesagency,
and tv experience.
background.
Bestbilling
refal employers.
Have doubled
in
several
major
markets.
Box
280K,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted:
Manager-salesman
for new
daytimer
opening
soon in helpful.
North
Carolina.
Small market
experience
Also Box
announcers,
engineers,
copywriters.
Write
286K, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager-general
years in
radio
station sales, local,manager,
regional,15 national.
Thorough eration.
knowledge
allindustry
phases station
opHighest
radio
references.
Box 294K, BROADCASTING.
124

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
General
manager,
radio experience,
all
phases.
Strong13 years
on sales,
university
graduate,
family
man,
formerplanstation
owner.
Have
proven
program
ideas. Box 298K, BROADCASTING.and sales
Sales
Salesman/announcer.
challenging
problems.
Write copy.LoveOperate
board. sales
Box
957H,
BROADCASTING.
Intelligent, cessfully
energetic,radiocreative,
man suctime — idea
wants
market nut to selling
crack. Objective?
Box major
253K.
BROADCASTING.
New
Mexico,
Arizona,
California.
Salesmanannouncer.
of experience
Family
man.LotsReferences,
tape. andBox ability.
256K,
BROADCASTING.
Hard
working
announcer-air
personalitywriter.
years radio-tv
Would ment.likeEight
opportunity
in sales orexperience.
manageBox 260K,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman looking for good solid market,
don't mind
competition.
andand manfor last
five announcer
years.Selling
News5 years.
live
sportslege3agingdegree,
years,
staff
ColCASTING. 38, family. Box 299K. BROADAnnouncers
Negro announcer/dj. Intelligent. Versatile.
Good trols.
background.
Salesman. Handle conBox 958H, BROADCASTING.
Female, announcer plus. Good background.
Women's
plus. Reliable. Versatile.
Box
959H,programs,
BROADCASTING.
Attentionvania!New
Jersey
— eastern
PennsylAnnouncer-dj
phone,
ex-No
cellent voice,
would with
likeemployed
tofirstrelocate.
maintenance.
Presently
5 kw. Box 135K, BROADCASTING. as dj at
News -special events
-plus. Announcer-proBROADCASTING.ducer-writer. Radio and tv. Box 148K,
Pacificity. northwest:
Experience,
youth,
abilDJ-copywriter
for over
yearthird-phone.
in Seattle
station.
College
grad,
single,
Lookingsive station.
for chance
to
grow
with
progresBox 155K. BROADCASTING.
Announcer-dj,
three
years operation,
experience,desire
now
employed
pd,
in small
larger Miss.,
market,Fla.very
dependable,
prefer La.,
Ala.,
Box
220K,
BROADCASTING.
Hillbillydependable,
dj with that
special."
Sober,
family"something
man. Write
Box
224K, BROADCASTING.
Oklahoma,wantssouthwest:
man inmansmallin
market
toPresently
becomeTopmorning
bottom
larger
market.
man,
pd.
copy,
newsman,
janitor.
Family,
college,
young, some tv. Box 228K, BROADCASTING.
Gospel
programs. Announcer
- producerpackager.
commercial
staff
duties. Capable
Box 229K,handling
BROADCASTING.
Old pro. Broad
education and Seeking
experience
announcing
and programming.
stationMulti-station
where imagination
is valued
overwithcuteness.
market
only,
tv
opportunity. Box 230K, BROADCASTING.
Country
music djage available
Top
personality,
29, reliable,immediately.
energetic,
creative,
top radiorecording
promotion,
manager,
worker,
artist.production
Presently
employed. Box 231K, BROADCASTING.
Sports mindedsalesman.
stations. First-phone.
Terrific sportscaster
announcer,
6 Other
years
experience.
California
preferred.
areas
considered.
Box
234K,
BROADCASTING.
Single, maturedesiresannouncer,
years exmusic director.
and five
sports.
south. ences.NowBoxperience,
program
Best Prefer
refer235K,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
announcer,
married,
30. operaPresently
midwestwith
network
tion.withstation.
Desiremajor
affiliation
metropolitan
network
No
top
40
please.
Box
240K, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd )
Announcers
Staff announcer:
9 months
commercial
experience, 2onyearsnews,
college
training.withHard
sell,
strong
experience
all
types
of
programming
including
remotes,
and some network. Operate board. Reliable,
conscientious,
sober,
loyal.
Currently
employed, over Prefer
21. Wouldto locate
like to getAlaska,
some sales
experience.
but
will consider
offer from any inlocation.
Box
239K,
BROADCASTING.
Attention
New England.
Top rated
presentlyprogramming
employed
Massachusetts
second djlargest
market,
andCollege,
afternoon
show,
desires mingbetter
position.
programideas, best references. Box 250K,
BROADCASTING.
Newsman-announcer.
years station.
experience. Over ten years Twenty
with present
Highest
CASTING.qualifications. Box 254K, BROADExceptionally
and convincing
dj, radio and tv newscapable
and commercial
announcer,
over two ryears
with
smallSeeksCBS greater
outlet chalmeto
p
o
l
i
t
a
n
c
i
t
y
of
200,000.
lenge, single,Prefers
age 26. Copy
and programming
potential.
midwest,
immediately
available. Box 257K, BROADCASTING.
Young announcer.
Mature voice.
Skillfully
trained.
College
background.
Sincere
pitch.
Available
in
June.
Tape
sent
immediately.
Box 262K, BROADCASTING.
Southwest-mature
program
encerity. builder.
TiredBROADCASTING.
of ra trace:director.
seeking AudisecuBox 264K,
Broadcasting
school
graduate
wishes
first
position. veteran.
Willing and
married,
family,
Box co-operative,
266K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-dj.
Any type onshow.newsCan too.operate
own
board. Tape,
Competent
Top
references.
resume on request. Box
278K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer.ditionalAuthoritative
Desire ad-to
experience.
Salaryvoice.
secondary
position.BoxEager281K,
to BROADCASTING.
work
hard
to prove
ability.
Versatile nouncer.
dj, experienced, adult staff anCASTING. College degree. Box 282K, BROADAll-around staff. Play-by-play, dj, special
events. tunity
Fivefor advancement.
years experience.Married,
Desire opporSalary must
warrant move. Box family.
288K,
BROADCASTING.
Top potential
for your
Experienergetic
first organization.
phone good
maintenance
engineer,enced who
also
does
straight
smoothern personality
announcing
job.
Experienced
modoperation.
Con, wimusic-news
th know
of production
spots. Family.scientiousBox
290K, how
BROADCASTING.
Radio-tv newscaster.
that
commands
attention.Dramatic
Writes delivery
professional
copy. 291K,
Network
experience. Major markets.
Box
BROADCASTING.
Announcer: 9 years experience, 7 years in
same encecompetitive
market. can4 years
experiin sales,
reliable,
best
references.
Presently
employed furnish
assistant
manager
successful
Allas inquiries
considered.to Box
295K, station.
BROADCASTING.
Personality dj-plus-play-by-play sports.
Ten years
all phases
radio-tv, college demarried.
Production
minded.gree,Box
Seek
good
situationandthatprogram
offers
stability.
296K,
BROADCASTING.
Presently
employed
sportsbetter
announcer-direcmarried,
26, desires
position. Box
297K,tor,BROADCASTING.
Versatile
announcer,
topnotch,Desires
successful,
stable.
Presently
market.
happy
environment.
Boxmet300K,
BROADCASTING.
Oklahoma and southwest. Announcer,
young.letters
Eager to learn. Tape. References.
All
CASTING. answered. Box 301K, BROADBROADCASTING, March 23, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Personalityperience.
dj, Availaole
staff immediately.
and news. Radio
exBox tv302K,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
news Year
and play-by-play
Settled.BROADCASTING.
38. sober.
tv. Anywhere.sports.
Box
303K.
No
tv
—
have
face
for
radio.
Announcer
—7
years experience. All phases. Available
now. Phone — Chicago, Avenue 3-5734.
Experienced
announcer,
news,
21, married, car, draftdj,immediately.
free,
employerJoe
recommendBaker. 5509
Claudeed. Available
Street. Hammond, Indiana.
Announcer — voice.
familyAlertman,
clear, crisp,
authoritative
newscaster.
Good
sell.
Intent
onN. doing
bestChicago
job
possible.
Dave
Dunn.
2053
Avers.
47. Illinois.
Humboldt 9-7216.
first phone, l12position.
years One
schooling.
Desire
djHaveor ennewscasting
year
ce in television
traffic office
I.Calif.
John experiKirby.
5629 Tahama
St.. iSacramento,
ED 2Staff
announcer.
Good
selling
deliver.
Young, opened
hard 814
working
dividual. Missouri.
Single.minded,
Noel Mizell.
OrchardinDrive, Rolla,
Staff announcer
experienced.
News,shotcom-or
mercials, dJack
isc shows,
but no1410hot
punch
J. Quirk,
Byron St..
Chicago,artist.
Illinois.
Technical
Supervisory
or chief position.
Preferhabits.
fulltimer.
Experienced.
unsavorv
Good,
clear
voice. AllNoinquiries
answered
Box
153K,
BROADCASTING.
We're
losing ourof the
chiefstation.
engineerHe'sduea solid
to a
reorganization
man
we hate
to ability
lose him.
In addition
to hisandgeneral
radio
he
also
has
experience in major market tv studio operatimendon. If you
need aBoxgood22.5K.
man,BROADCASTwe'll recomhim
highly.
ING.
Experienced
chief engineer
desiresStrong
position
inmaintenance
daytime station
in Florida.
limited an-on
nourcing.
Boxand248K.construction
BROADCASTING.
Transmitter
position,
2 years experience,
school
graduate.
1st radiotelephone.
Box
258K, BROADCASTING.
Chief west.
engineer
presently
employed,experimidConstruction
and Capable
directional
. 6 years
in radio.
announcer.
Desire encepermanent
position.
Management
perience. Box 267K, BROADCASTING. ex1st
phone
with some
five years
experience
in radio andmantv.Available
Also
and
maintenance.
at twoconstruction
weeks notice
Box
289K. BROADCASTING.
EngineerConsider
1st radiotelephone.
PreferBoxwest1082or
south.
television. P.O.
Erie. Penna.
Production-Programming, Others
Young, man
married,
experienced
college
lookingaggressive,
for midwestern
position as "pd"
or news director.
8 years
exp
e
r
i
e
n
c
e
a
s
announcer,
engineer,
dj.S120/wk
newsman
and
copywriter,
tv
experience.
with growing, reputable station. Not top 30
CAlTINGSramming ! B°X 221K' BROADSinglesirescopywriter,
experience deposition instraight
south4 years
or midwest.
ence includes
and
productionExpericopv
Box 228K.
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
radioman:
Six
years,
assistant
manager, gineer.
program
announcer, enEmployed asdirector,
commercial
Desire
program
position inmanager
southwest. Box
238K. director
BROADCASTING.
Programence. 3years
director-announcer,
4 yearsvearsexperiposition.
program director.present
College,background
family, 2 looking
for
advancement.
Solid
tation. Box 255K. BROADCASTING.and repuEight years
asnewsam-tvdirector-newscaster
air personality-writer.
Would
like
posismall-medium
am-tv. Journalismtion indegree.
Box 261K.market
BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING, March 23, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Qualityand only
—— plus
19 years
radiotv —talent
all phaseslocal
net Desire
5 yearsmarket
directing.
medium
pdhotshot
orandeastern
metro
announcing-news.
No
djin
orcongenial
small combo
—
just
good,
solid
work
CASTING. operation. Box 268K. BROADYounglege.man.
2 vears colCan type.Excellently
Bex 269K,trained.
BROADCASTING.
Production
manager. Professionalize,
tighten your production;
eleven years radio,
television;
six television
all
commercial;
detail producer-director,
man. Box 273K.
BROADCASTING
Program
director with experience.
5 years deejay, news,
sales, programming
markets
only. Top references. BoxTop274K.30
BROADCASTING.
Newscaster.
mature,
ticket.Writer,
Take
charge
or assist.
PD iffirst
necessarv.
boardman.
workhorse.
Waldo
Brazil,Oaks510
16th
St.. Oakland.
California.
Twin
3-9928.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Technical
Full power midwest vhf station needs studio
and transmitter
enced only. Mustmaintenance
have first men.
phone.ExperiBox
189K, BROADCASTING.
We
have
a
staff
opening
at
the
present
time
for
a studio
engineer : with
the following
minimum
qualifications
Familiar
atingofstudio
test equipment,
havewith
highoperdegree
initiative,
fair
camera
operating
technique,
minimum
one
year
experience
in
tv maintenance,
and
over
26.
Send
full
parGene Phelps
KPTV, 735ticularsS.W.including20thphoto
Place.to Portland,
Ore-

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Experienced announcer-director-cartoonist,
collegeweathercast,
grad. Offersand top
show,
otherrated
talentschildren's
to proCASTING. gres ive tv operation. Box 259K. BROADFOR SALE
Equipment
Presto
6-N disc
recorder,
88-A amplifier.
Gray
103o-L
pickup
arm. 5 complete,
S600;
Gates
30
control
board,
turntable and 8 remote
inputs,microphone,
5 cue pots,2
ready
to
go,
S500;
Gates
6-C
line
amplifier,
S1C0: Jensen GP 802 speaker. S50; Altec
lansing coaxial^S*5:speaker.
microphone.
all fob.S100;
cod. RCA
Box 44-BX
304K.
BROADCASTING.
One GE 250-watt
am transmitter.
Excellent
condition
with tubes.
SI, 000.00 cash.
One
bay self-supporting
am-fm antennatower
type including
BY-2A, Ideco
169
ft.
lighting.
You
and
pick up.Available
First reasonable
offer dismantle
will
be
accepted
immediCall, wire California.
or write. Edward Jansen,
KASK, ately.Ontario.
Used
audio
and
remote
control equpiment.
Completew/accessories
Gates remote
system
RCM12
S89o: control
4-RMC
reproducers
w/Universal
Diamond
Stylus
EL-2B
equalizers
S250;
1
spare
head
S25:
9B reproducers w/KS 13386 equalizers2-W.E.
S70:
1 Gatesfier S77.50.
GR-90KERGremoteRadio,
singleEugene,
channelOregon.
ampli1operating
kw transmitter
complete.
InKPLI.
excellent
condition.
Contact:
3638
8th
Street.
Riverside.
California.
Tel.:
Overland 3-6200.
Tapak portable
battery operated
tape only
recorder. Complete.
S329. Olean,
Used
twenty hours.
S125.NewWHDL.
New
York.
Excellent Gates BC1E 1 kw transmitter.
Antenna
tuning orequipment.
Rust remoteto
control.
individually
N.C.
sell. GoingPackage
5 kw. WEEB.
Southernpriced
Pines,

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Don't
— celebrate!
Profits,Box
efficiencv,
prestige sell— or
money back.
955A
BROADCASTING.
General
manager,
with
20
years
background
inStrong
radioon and
tv.
Experienced
phases.
salesaccounts.
— personally
handleallin national
and
regionalBox
Five years
present
position.
192K, BROADCASTING.
Manager
commercial
manager:
ful sion
yearsradioorin experience.
these capacities.
16 network
vears7 successteleviAlso
and General
Electric condition.
BT-3-A 3kwBestfm offer
transmitter in excellent
agency.ers. BoxBest279K.references
all previous employBROADCASTING.
S4.0C0.00.
Also
available
other
fm,
am.overtv
transmitters and equipments. Technical
Announcers
Systems1. N.Y.
Corp. (Dept. LDi. 12-01 43rd Ave..
L.I.C.
TV announcer;
experienced,
live, Box
film, 896H.
commercials.
Ready
for
top
market.
WANTED TO BUY
BROADCASTING.
News
announcer.
Good
sounding.
Serious
Stations
appearing.
Desire
initial television
opporlocation unimportant.
Radio experience.tunity:
Box 287K.
BROADCASTING.
CP or station
in
difficulty, sought by reTechnical
CASTING. sponsible operator. Box 902H. BROADChief engineer
— 9 and
yearsoperation.
experience.PastPlanQualified orandcp financially
party willWrite
buy
construction
five station
with goodablepotential.
yearsity,ning,
assistant
chief engineer.
Proven
abilconfidentially
excellent
references.
Box
974H.
BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING.and in detail. Box 100K,
gon.

In TEN years as GENERAL and SALES MANAGER
of WNOR, Norfolk, Va.
(1) Built station business from zero to §450,000 yearly.
(2) Made over S800,000 profit for owner.
(3) Increased station value over ONE MILLION DOLLARS.
Interested in management with part ownership or management
with salary plus commissions or share of profits.
EARL HARPER
1000 Manchester-Norfolk, Va.
Madison 2-1930

WANTED TO BUY
Stations — (Cont'd )
Reliable
group
$100,000.00
cashsection.
or downGuar-for
a station anteed
anywhere
in eastern
CASTING. confidential. Box 150K, BROADCash forSuccessful
cp or $10$15M down
existing
station.
financially
responsible. Considermanager,
partnership.
Box 160K,
BROADCASTING.
Radio
broadcaster
or participate
Florida
east Beach,
coast cpwillFlorida.
or buy
station.
Address Boxin
514 — Delray
Radio
in Mid-America
the mid-west. Broadcasting
Send details
to L. L.stations
Gould,P.O.
System,
Inc.,
Box 297, Highland Park,
Illinois.
Equipment
DuMont ment,video
switchingBoxand 206K,
mixingBROADequiptype
TA-178-B.
CASTING.
Power
supply RCA-MI-11301
B foroperaRCA
consolette
InstructionBox book
tion of RCA76C.consolette.
227K.forBROADCASTING.
10 kw orfm excellent
amplifier condition.
without power
new
Box supply,
237K.
BROADCASTING.
Want 5ght orkwtradeused1 kwtransmitter,
buy outif standby will
desired.
Box
284K, riBROADCASTING.
INSTRUCTIONS
F.C.C. firstspondence ophone
preparation
correr in Washington,
resident
classes.
Ourby schools
are located
Hollywood,
and
Seattle.
For indetails,
write Grantham
School.
Desk ton, 2.D. C.821— 19th Street, N. W., WashingFCC firstanteedphone
in six weeks.
instructionlicense
by master
teacher.ElGuarG.I.
approved.License
Phone
FLeetwood
2-2733.
kins
Radio
School.
3605
Regent
Drive,
Dallas, Texas.
Slnee 1946.
The 5original
course Reservations
for FCC 1st
phone
license,
to now6 weeks.
required.
Enrolling
for 1959,
classesJanuary
starting6.
June
24,
Sept.
2,
Oct.
28,
March
2, 1960. Forwrite
information,
and reservations
William references
B. Ogden
Radio
Operational
School, 1150
West Olive
Avenue,Engineering
Burbank, California.
First teedphone
license
in
six
weeks.
instruction. Next
classof— April
6.GuaranElkins
Radio
License
School
Spring Street,
N.W.,
Atlanta
9,Atlanta,
Georgia. 1139
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Operate
areaspecial
radio-tvpromotions.
talent search:
ing schools,
If you cookwant
permanent
yours if youmoney-making
can sell. Box opportunity
171K, BROAD-it's
CASTING.
MISCELLANEOUS
Personalized
bingo cards
for radio,withtelevision and Size
newspaper
IBM
controls.
3% x906,5%promotions,
$2.50 per 1,1000.
Bingo
Time
U.S.A.
Box
Denver
Colorado.
Phone Acoma 2-7539
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
STATION MANAGER
To direct
sales and
5000
watt radio
stationprogramming
medium mid-at
west market. Substantial salary plus
excellent commission makes exceptional, permanent position for experienced proven man. Send summary
of experience and recent picture to:
Box 200K, BROADCASTING

FOR SALE

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
FIELD ENGINEER
3casting,
to 5 years
broadeitherexperience
as designin TV
or station
engineer. Familiar with testing and
all
technical procedures
in troubleshooting
experienceelectronic
as fieldequipment.
engineer Prior
and
willingness to travel extensively desired.
Excellent opportunity with rapidly
expanding
benefits.
Reply statingcompany.
education,All experience
and
salary
desired,
to:
Box
125 W. 41 St., New York. 8 169,

i.
j
jI
I
|
j
|■
,

Looking for . . .
F QUALIFIED BROADCASTERS?
A BETTER JOB?
Employers andDISKApplicant*
Contact
PLACEMENT JOCKEY
CENTER, INC.
Agency Specializing
in
BROADCASTING
• ADVERTISING
PERSONNEL
PAUL BARON, Managing Director
100 Wnt 42nd Street, New York 36, N.Y.
Wisconsin
appointments)
(Enclose7-6322
return(Phone
postagefor with
tapes)

Production-Programming, Others
PRODUCER-PERSONALITY
FOR CALIFORNIA RADIO
Tape editing, writing, producing of
production
for promotion andannouncements
commercial purposes
are
must. Rush complete details, including salary requirements, photo, and
tape of spot announcements written
and produced by you in addition to
portion
show to:
Box of265K,record
BROADCASTING

MISCELLANEOUS

RADIO PROGRAM DIRECTOR
For top
easternApplicant
50 kw must
net affiliate
in million market.
be thoroughly
experienced
and inpresently
employed
as P.D.
oroperation.
Asst. P.D.
good
sized
market
and
Mustsaleable
know program
music, have
history
ofbe successful,
production,
a
good
coordinator
and
able
to
perform
administrative
functions ofand department
fectiand
vely and efficiently,
not afraidcon-ef-of
hard work
longprogram
hours necessary
duct a top-notch
operation;to have
ideasfigures.
at practical
cost. We'll start you
atbig
and
recentfivepicture
in Complete
first letter.background
Send no tapes.
performer. Replies confidential.
Box 293K, BROADCASTING
Situations Wanted — Announcers
?
QUESTION
j Do you have some daytime hours to
\S£ hand
over toand responsible
who
know music
records fromcouple
first hand
? experience, can sing, amuse, create
\S [ingles, do show interesting to broad
§ segment
located East,adultgo audience?
anywhere forPresently
right setup. Reasonable
money important but
£^ secondary
to opportunity.
| Box 277K, BROADCASTING
^O^O^ e^x^t v5>"- y?^- '^CProduction-Programming, Others
TOP NEWSMAN
RADIO AND TV
International and local news is my
business. 7 years reporter, writer,
editor, news and public affairs director. Excellent voice and presence frequent network feeds. Finest references.
Age 32. Now employed New England
major eastern market only.
Box 285K, BROADCASTING

Equipment
FOR SALE:
To educational Broadcasters
One 6A1 RCA 6-bay high band antenna
usediceonfor four
Channel
11.in Indrysatisfactory
servyears1958
climate
until September,
whendesert
replaced
by
higher gain antenna.
Address inquiries to Leavenworth Wheeler, Chief Engineer, KIVA-TV, P.O. Box
1671, Yuma, Arizona.
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

&?
Ayy
|

ATTENTION RADIO STATION OWNERS AND
GENERAL MANAGERS, NOW NATIONAL SALES.
NOW! DYNAMIC ... NEW LEADERSHIP
IN MARKETS RARELY COVERED
NOW NEW NATIONAL REPRESENTATION FORMING
FOR RURAL, SMALL AND MEDIUM MARKETS
That
assureNowyou theto national
hove yourspotshare
nationalwillsales.
pictureof
isnational
yours with
this
new
pulsating
and
dynamic
representation
nowand forming
will
exclusively
sell,inpromote
extend
allthatefforts
and
research
guarantee
share facilities
of national
sales andto prestige.
Plusyourto
assist
youby inoffering
any form
to increase
further
profits
consultation
on format,
programming,
merchandising
search to makepromotion,
it even more
a must forand youretoyourtakeopportunity
part of the tonational
spot picture.
onnational
howHere's
you
can
takeBe part
for the
yourparticipate
shareto ofparticipate,
spot
sales.
among
first
the
first
to
benefit
from
national
representation
now hitherto
forming, under-developed
offering pulsatingmarkets.
leadership
in
this
Potential .. . ? Greatest! Lucrative . . . ? You Bet!
Call, telegram, or write to:
1472 Broadway, Suite 3G8
New York 36, N. Y. Bryant 91883
There
attractiveadvertisers
national spot
packages
that willwillnowlurebewith
national
to your
radio
station
and a dynamic
national
representation nownewforming.

Dollar for Dollar
you can't beat a classified
ad in getting top-flight personnel.
BROADCASTING, March 23, 1959

mod. of cp to change
ant. system and make
minor
aur. 69.2equipment
kw, ant. changes;
1,000 ft. ERP vis. 100 kw,
WJHL-TV
Johnson
City,dateTenn.—
extension ofActions
completion
to9 AprilGranted
28.
of March
Granted
licenses
for
following
am
stations: WFRBconditions;
Frostburg, KFDF
Md„ and
type trans.,
Van specify
Buren.
Ark., biland
specify
type
trans.;
WGOK
Moe, Ala.
WKAQ-FM
cense for fm San
station.Juan, P.R.— Granted liWRXO-FM
Roxboro, N.C. — Granted license for fm station.
Westerville,educational
Ohio — Granted
license
forWOBN
noncommercial
fm station.
WRJR Lewiston,educational
Me. — Granted
license for
noncommercial
fm station.
WJVA South
Bend, Ind. — Granted license
covering
new
trans.increase in power and installation
WSB-FMchange
Atlanta,
Ga. —toGranted
license
covering
in ERP
49newkw,typechange
ant.
heightColville,
and installation
ant.
KCVL
Wash.—
Granted
authority
to sign-offAugust.
at 6 p.m., PST, for period April
through
WNMP Evanston, HI. — Remote control
permitted.
Action of March 6
KD JI Holbrook, Ariz. — Remote control
permitted.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Hearing Examiner
Jay A. Kyle on March 12
Scheduled
prehearing
conference offor FarmApril
9ville
in proceeding
onFarmville,
am applications
Bcstg. Co.,Franklin,
Inc.
(WYSR),
Va. N.C, and WYSR
ThomasBy H.Hearing
DonahueExaminer
on March 12
Granted ofpetition
by Vernon
G. 12Ludwig
for
extension
time
from
March
to March
25application
to file reply
findings
in
proceeding
onRadiohis
and
that
of
Pan
American
Corp.,son,for
Ariz. am facilities in Tucson and BenCharlesByJ. Hearing
FrederickExaminer
on March 12
Received in evidence exhibits 31 and 36 of
WVNJord inNewark,
N.J.,
and closed hearing
recmatter
of
applications
ofCorp.,
Newark
Bcstg.
Corp. inandNewark,
WMGMN.J.,Bcstg.
for
fmN.Y.facilities
and New
York,
By Hearing Examiner
Isadore A. Honig on March 12
Granted informal request by Radio KYNO,
STATIONS
KCHS
Truth New
-or-Cor.sequences
Mexico
Selling
atgoing
"DutchdownAuction".
Now
$36,000
week. Attractive terms.$1,000
Write per
for
particulars, but better hurry.
terms
Fla.
55M
Single 250w-F
terms
La. Single
35MM terms
250w-D
Ala.
65
Medium
cash
lkw-D
Md.
65
M
Single
30 M cash
500 w-D
W.Va Small 250w-F
III.
80 M terms
Single
500w-D
175M
Medium
terms
Ky.
lkw-D
100 M terms
Pa. Sm-med lkw-D
Fla.
Medium
60
500w-D 200 MM terms
terms
N.C. Medium lkw-D
Gulf Medium lkw-D
9875MM terms
Va.
150M
Metro lkw-D
terms
S.E.
Metro 500w-D
cash
250
M terms
S.E.
Major
250
M
Fla. Large 5kw-D
terms
450MM terms
Large 250-w
East Large
250w-D
225
S.W.
clear
terms
South Medium VHF-TV
750M terms
PAUL H.
C H A P M A N COMPANY
MEDIA BROKER!
Chicago
atlanta
205 w. wacker
1 182 new
w. peachtree
santa
barbara
york
1270 ave. of americas 33 w. micheltorena
BROADCASTING, March 23, 1959

The continuance
Voice of Fresnoof (KYNO),
Fresno, Calif.,
for
hearing
March
13 to March 24further
in proceeding
onfromits
amCommission
application.
on
March
13
granted
motion
byMarchHerman
and extended
time
31 ruleto B.making
file Rosen
comments
on notice
of pro-toof
posed
to change
tv andtable
assignments
in
Honolulu,
Wailuku
Hilo,
all Hawaii.
Granted motions
BroadcastMeridian,
Bureau
and
Imes Jr.byof(WMOX),
Miss.,Birney
for incorrections
transcript
of oral
argument
proceeding
on
applications
WMOX and Mississippi Bcstg. Co., Carthage,of
Miss.
By Hearing Examiner
on MarchMillard
13 F. French
Scheduled
prehearing
conference
March
23 atplications o9f Granite
a.m.
in City
proceeding
on amMount
ap-on
Bcstg.
Co.,
Airy,
N.C,
and
Cumberland
Publishing
Co.
(WLSI), Pikesville, Ky.
By Hearing Examiner
on March Basil
13 P. Cooper
Granted
petitionam byapplication
Intrastate toBcstrs.
leave
to amend
make forisit
that
main studio
of inproposed
station
toclear
be
in
Pomona,
Calif.,
lieu
of
PomonaClaremont.
request
extended
time
to OnMarch
to byfile applicant,
reply offindings
in proceedingInc.
on 25applications
Tomah-Mauston
Bcstg.
(WTMB),
Tomah,
Wis.,
for
cp
and mod. of cp.
By Hearing Examiner
H.
Gifford
Irion
on March 16
Scheduledce dings prehearing
conference
in proon following
amInc.,applications:
April 3—mond, Wis.,Radio
St.(23Croix
New April
Richet
al.
applications);
— Moyer Radio, Providence, R.I., et al. 6
By Hearingon Examiner
dates shownJay A. Kyle
Continued
hearing onfromam March
25 to Mayof
12Tempe
in proceeding
applications
Bcstg.allCo.,
Richard
B.Action
Gilbert,March
David9.
V. Scheduled
Harman,
Tempe,
Ariz.
prehearing
conference
for 2
p.m., March
20, inBcstg.
proceeding
onDale
am Windapplic
a
t
i
o
n
s
o
f
Malrite
Co.
and
nagel, Tiffin
March
11. and Oak Harbor, Ohio. Action
By HearingonExaminer
March 11 J. D. Bond
Granted
to
extent
suggested corrections to specified
transcript inas order
submitted
FOR

SALE

THE PIONEER
OF TELEVISIONCONSULTANTS
AND RADIOFIRMMANAGEMENT
ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD
S. FRAZIER,
INC.
1736Washington
Wisconsin
7,Ave.,D. C.N.W.
NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Brokers — Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION
Nation-Wide ServiceSTATIONS
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential
Negotiations
Security Bldg. Davenport, Iowa
STATIONS FOR SALE
fitOursyo
personal service, designed to
finances, your qualifications and
your
needs.
If you are in the market for either an
AM,
TV station
in the
countryFM beor sure
to contactanywhere
us at once.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCIATES
6381Angeles
Hollywood
Blvd.
Los
28, Calif.
Hollywood 4-7279

by Donald Pa.,
W. Huff
and Equitable
Pub. Co.,
Lansdale,
proceeding
their
am
applications,
andin party
unless
writtenonfiveobjections
are
filed
by
any
within
transcript corrections ordered upon days
exam-to
iner'sitems,
initiative,
asterisk-identified
recordas setshalloutbein corrected.
By Hearing Examiner
on March H.11 Gifford Irion
Upon request
by Continental
Bcstg. Corp.
(WHOA),
San
Juan,
continued
ference
fromitsMarch
31P.R.,
to April
14 in conproc
e
d
i
n
g
o
n
am
application
Jose R. Madrazo, Guynabo, P.R. and that of
By Hearing Examiner
on March Herbert
11 Sharfman
OnInc.oral(WTMB),
request byTomah,
Tomah-Mauston
Bcstg.
Co.
and without
objection
by protestant
andWis.,12Broadcast
Bu-16
reau,
continued
from
March
to
March
time for filing
reply findings
of amfactappliand
conclusions
in
proceeding
on
its
cations.
By Hearing Examiner
on MarchCharles
11 J. Frederick
Granted petition
bycontinuance
Fairview ofBcstrs.,
Rensselaer,
N.Y.,
for
prehearing conferenceon from
20 to March
27thatin ofproceeding
its amMarchapplication
and
Sanford
L.
Hirschberg
and
Gerald
R. McGuire, Cohoes-Watervliet, N.Y.
By Hearing Examiner
on MarchForest10 L. McClenning
Granted
petitionof bytime Coral
Television
Corp.
for
extension
for filing
replies
toSouthpetitions
of
Publix
Television
Corp.
and
Florida
Amusement
Inc.,
for
enlargement of issues ofto Coral;
include extended
issue on financial
qualifications
time
date ten days
release
of orderpetitions
by Com-toof
missionSouth
rulingafterupon
pending
Publix
and
Florida
in
Miami-Perrine.
Fla., tv ch. 6 proceeding.
By Hearing Examiner
C. Smith
on MarchElizabeth
10
Granted
joint
petition
by
Harold
Garden
Grove,
Calif.,Bcstg.
applicant,
andLampel.
Harry
Maizlish,
d/b KRHM
Co., respondent,
for
extension
of
time
from
March
13andto July
9 to file cproposed
findings
of
fact
lusions and for reply findings from Aprilcon-3
toapplication.
July 30 in proceeding on Lampel's fm
By Hearing Examiner
on MarchAnnie11 Neal Huntting
Granted Inc.,
informal
request by Miners
Bcstg.
Service
for
continuance
of hearing
from
April 7 to and
April
14 inof proceeding
on
its
application
that
Valley
Co., for am
in LehightonBcstg.
and
Kingston,
both facilities
Pennsylvania.
PETITION FOR RULEMAKING FILED
Electronic
Industries Requests
Association,
WashD.C. (3-11-59)—
amendment
ofrespect
rulesitongtoton,frequency
clarify present
wording
withof
response
in
vicinity
color
pass band
and to ofchange
method
of
measuring
aur.
power
trans,
to
direct
measurement. Ann. March 16.
PETITION FOR RULEMAKING DISMISSED
WWLP(7-2-58)—
Springfield,
and amendments
WRLP Greenfield,
Mass.
Requested
in all
o
c
a
t
i
o
n
s
p
l
a
n
by
making
following
changes:
Hanover,
N.H.,
delete
ch. 27;
27, add
ch. 33Lebanon,
N.H.,
add
ch.
Manchester
N.H., delete ch. 48. Exeter, add ch. 48. DisMarch 16.mis ed by letter dated March 3, 1959. Ann.
PETITION FOR RULEMAKING DENIED
WREC-TVquested changes
Memphis, Tenn.carrier
(10-8-58)—
Rerequirements wherein ch.in 3 offset
at Memphis would
be
changed
from
minus
to
zero
(even)
offsetch.
3 minus
at Louisville,
Ky.,
would
be andchanged
from
to
zero
(even)
offset,
ch
at Harrisburg,
would offset.
be changed
fromby3
zero
(even)
to111.,adopted
minus
Denied
report
and
order
Feb.
18,
1959.
Ann.
March 6.
License Renewals
Following stations
were
granted renewal
of
KBMW
Breckenridge,
KLTF
Littlelicense:
Falls,
KOZY
Grand
Rapids,
KTRF
Thief
River
Falls,
KUOM
Minneapolis,
KXRA
Alexandria,
WCCO
Minneapolis
WEVE Eveleth
andBillings,
WHLBKLTZVirginia,
all
Minnesota;
KBMYFalls,
Glasgow
WMON
Great
KOLL
Libby,
KOYN
Billings,
KXLFKXLLButte,Missoula,
KXLJ Helena,
KXLK
Great Falls,
KXLO Lewistown and
KXLQ
Bozeman,
all Montana
KCJB
Minot,
KNOX
Grand
Forks,
WDAY
Fargo,
KQDY Dakota;
Minot andKORN
KOVC Mitchell
Valley City
all
North
and
KOTA Rapid
City,
both South
Dakota;
KGHF
Pueblo
and
both
Colorado;both
WSPTWisconsin;
StevensKOAWTAQ
PointDenver,
and
WRAC
Racine,
La
Grange
and
WKRS
Waukegan,
both
Illinois;
KWMT
Fort Dodge, Iowa and KWK St. Louis, Mo.
i
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NOTICE TO EDITORS— For more than 30 years, Metropolitan Life
has sponsored advertising messages on national health and safety.
Because of public interest in the subject matter of these advertisements, Metropolitan offers all news editors (including radio news
editors) free use of the text of each advertisement in this series.

Why

every family should have a family doctor .

Every family should select and become
acquainted with a doctor before illness
strikes. Yet, many families wait until sicknes or emergency requires a last-minute
decision about the doctor they will call.
A family
usually
generalfor practitioner or andoctor,
internist,
can a care
about
85 percent of the illnesses your family is
likely to have and should you need specialized care, he can arrange it.
Perhaps the best way to select your doctor isthrough your local medical society or
community hospital. They will give you
the names of several physicians — and you
may choose one of them with assurance
that you will be in good hands.
Then, call the doctor you have chosen.
Make an appointment and go to see him
for a friendly talk— about fees, night calls,
the hospitals he's associated with, and
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The text may be used in regular health features, health columns
or health reports with or without credit to Metropolitan. The
Company gladly makes this material available to editors as one
phase
public-service advertising in behalf of the nation's
health ofanditssafety.

whatever else is on your mind.
Then ask yourself these questions: did
you like him . . . feel at ease with him . . .
would
trust him
situationsyou which
illnessduring
often those
creates?critical
These questions are of great importance,
for without mutual friendship and understanding, awarm doctor-patient relationship can never exist.
What are the advantages of having a
regular doctor? For one thing, he will get
to know you and your family intimately —
your "medical history," your response to
certain drugs, your normal blood pressure,
your emotional reactions, and other facts
which may be very helpful whether your
trouble is minor or serious.
He can also give you the benefits of
preventive medicine. For example, if you
have young children, he will want to see

them at intervals to check their health—
and to keepmunicable
theirdiseasesprotection
up to date.against comFor others in your family, he can be a
health counselor.
For instance, if you're bothered at times
by seemingly
complaints—
indigestion, headache,trivial
nervousness,
or fatigue—
you might hesitate to go to a doctor whom
you do not know. But with a family doctor, you'd feel free to talk over any condition that upsets you now and then.
Select your family doctor now. Keep his
name, address, telephone number and office
hours posted in a spot known to everyone
in your family.
REMEMBER, the continuing supervision of a family doctor can help your children grow up strong and well— and help
you live a long and healthy life.

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
(A MUTUAL COMPANY)
1 Madison Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.
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OUR

RESPECTS

TO . . .

George
The new attitude toward television
at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, a name historically associated with lavish celluloid
productions
bles alovefest.and big-name stars, resemEvery department of the famous
Culver City motion picture studio is
being oriented to tv. And to head up
this tv operation, MGM attracted from
the presidency of ABC Films Inc.,
George T. Shupert, a tv pioneer and a
top pro in tv film sales.
Mr. Shupert, a wiry man with a crop
ofin silver
chargehair,
of istv,MGM's
elected vice
to president
the post
several weeks ago.
Of MGM's new spirit, Mr. Shupert
notes that at the company's huge Culver
City studio, "from Sol Siegel [MGM's
studio boss] to the studio guide, they're
plugging television."
The Transcontinental • Mr. Shupert
might be described as a man of two
worlds — New York and Hollywood.
For in recent weeks he has been in both
places boning up on what MGM has in
the planning stage and contributing his
knowledge about the television medium.
Just now, MGM Vice President Shupert is simmering down to what he expects will become a one-week stand out
of every four in Hollywood, the bulk of
his time spent at his New York office
in Mr.
the Loew's
at Times
Square.
ShupertBldg.
dresses
conservatively,
thinks and acts like a businessman and
is reserved. But when a visitor shows
a genuine interest in tv, Mr. Shupert is
sure to unwind, ticking off a mass of
anecdotal detail about the medium,
from its birth to its current billiondollar stature.
He knows the story of tv intimately
because he played a role in its development. Yet, even as a pioneer of the
medium, Mr. Shupert always had at
least one leg deep in reels of film.
• "There's
notBasically
as muchShowmanship
difference between
the
production (knowhow) of a motion picture and television as most 'tv experts'
say there is," Mr. Shupert says, adding,
"Basically each is showmanship."
There's no doubt in his mind that
MGM has few peers in film production.
And tv'sat aCulver
part ofCity,it— not
MGM-TV
MGM
an islandis
unto itself."
Mr. Shupert warns, too, that in tv
syndication and program sales, an operation tobe successful (that is, profitable) must have a production arm. And,
he faels he cannot stress nearly enough,
MGM has this.
BROADCASTING, March 23, 1959

Thomas

Shupert

George Thomas Shupert commutes
daily when in New York from his home
in suburban Mount Kisco, a long train
ride.
neighborsCerfinclude
My
Line? HisBennett
(alsoWhat's
Random
House)
Francis. He's lived
there theandpastArlene
15 years.
Two incidents, not as well known as
his accomplishments in the 1940s with
Paramount Television Productions Inc.
or with ABC Films more recently,
show Mr. Shupert in still another light.
Eye for the Future • He left his own
investment security business in Detroit
in the late 30s, went back to New York
City and locale
attendedfor theassessment
World's Fair,
suitable
of thea
future. With typical logic Mr. Shupert
considered that three fields held the

Mr. Shupert: showmanship is the key
most promise: aviation, television and
motion pictures (industrial films).
He has made good in two of them
but has left aviation for others.
In 1952 Mr. Shupert effectively
bounced himself out of a possible executive post with United Artists by honestly appraising UA as not being yet
ripe for the blossoming tv business. UA
respected his recommendation and got
out of tv quickly and started a spectacular recovery in motion pictures (and
now is in tv up to its ears). But in the
process Mr. Shupert by his own action
eliminated the post he could have filled.
When Mr. Shupert went to college
(U. of Michigan) it was to study to be
a dentist like his dad. (Other vital
statistics, born July 24, 1904, at Alpena,
Mich.) But he quit after two years and
in 1924 became a bond salesman. By
1938 he had his own investment buying
business (a broker's broker), operating

what was the largest over-the-counter
house trading in securities in Detroit.
the World's
Mr. Shupert
wasAfter
in Detroit
with Fair,
Industrial
Films
Inc. as a salesman, but in the spring
of 1940 he returned to New York to
convince the majors they ought to go
into industrial films. Paramount Pictures listened and Mr. Shupert was in
the industrial film division in February
1940 (meantime, holding in his pocket
a $17,000 order from Ford Motor Co.
for a motion picture). Then came the
war and film stock was frozen.
Goodbye to All That • But Mr. Shupert was off in a new direction (and one
he always had dreamed of following):
tv. In 1942 he became assistant to Paul
Raibourn, Paramount's chief of tv activities. (Stations then were KTLA [TV]
Los Angeles and WBKB [TV] Chicago.) He soon learned the ropes of
application filing with FCC and what
"prepare for hearing" means in the
broadcast world. Next phase was Paramount Television Productions Inc.
where he was a vice president. He
learned how to make up a rate card (no
precedent then except for radio). In
1 946, he helped put the first sponsored
show on KTLA (Lincoln-Mercury), for
which such names as Cecil de Mille,
Bob Hope. Jerry Colonna and others
showed up just for the novelty and
asked no payment for their services.
By 1948, Mr. Shupert worked with
one of the first film networks — Paramount Television Network — which also
was instrumental in developing the
kinescope recorder. In September 1951
he joined Ed Small in distributing feature films (again one of the first to do
so). They had 26 titles — "top features,"
says Mr.siasticShupert,
still thehe enthusalesman he who's
was when
joined
ABC Films in 1953 as a vice president.
Mr. Shupert married his high school
sweetheart, Evlyn La Londe, in February 1928 at Ann Arbor, Mich. They
have three children: Mrs. J. D. Quimby
of Clayton, N. Y.; Mrs. James Shepherd
of New York, and George T. Shupert
Jr. who is in the Navy submarine service in San Diego; and three grandchildren.
As many executives who must travel
frequently for long distances, Mr. Shupert is an avid reader. As for motion
pictures: "I'm a pushover." He is a
former president of American Television Society and one of its founders;
was the second president of the Radio
& Television Executives Society and
also belongs to the Lambs Club.
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EDITORIALS
TVs own image
had happened in Chicago last week, the
else
nothing
IF
two-paragraph resolution adopted by television broadcasters mounting
an "information"
campaign ^.worthy.
against tv's
critics made
the NAB
annual convention
Other things did happen in Chicago, n. the least of
which were the pronouncements from FC° and other
public figures which, for better or worse, helped dispel the
fog about the trend of regulation in the basically important
areas of programming and allocations. Because the sessions
were restricted to ownership-management they were more
sober and thought-provoking than others in recent memory.
Far more significant than its carefully turned phrases was
the
resolutionof onmonths,
the "information"
It was
the
culmination
if not years, campaign.
of effort by
veteran
telecasters plus new and enlightened leadership, to combat
the derisive barrages of competitive media, abetted by misguided or vindictive mouthings of politicians and the socalled intelligentsia, designed to cripple or destroy tv as a
free medium.
The unanimous
chairman,
Robert
W. Sarnoff,action
had came
calledafterforNBC's
it in board
his resounding
keynote address. The timing was perfect. Further delay,
or any effort to attempt to effect it with existing manpower
or tools would have been foredoomed.
It was not an action of the NAB, in convention assembled. It was taken by tv broadcasters, as a separate body,
meeting as a division of the NAB. It does not call upon
the NAB, made up as it is of both radio and television
membership, to implement the campaign, but provides that
it shall be separately staffed operated and financed "in
liaison with" NAB.
But the authorization of this nationwide "image" project
is only the necessary first step. A strong committee, headed
by C. Wrede Petersmeyer, Corinthian Stations president,
is to submit its proposals for design, financing and implementation tothe Television Board of the NAB by April 30.
Once approved, the task will be to sell to all segments of
television (suppliers, manufacturers, syndicators, station representatives, and others) on the major effort. The networks
need no goading because they have been sorely aware of
the opposition campaign and CBS, in fact, already is spending a substantial budget for a foundation survey of public
attitudes toward tv.
So the voices in the wilderness of a few years ago are
now supported by an anvil chorus. There is a massive job
of organization and follow through before there can be the
massive retaliation against those out to get television.
No one in television has any doubt about where the
public stands. It is for television, as every unbiased survey
ever made has shown. No popular consumer magazine can
make the newsstand sales it needs without giving attention
to television. Newspapers that do not carry television logs
and comment are either decadent or monopoly-controlled.
The story is there. It needs telling. A good start was
made in Chicago last week.
31 5 s last legs
of the political broadin obtainingwillrepeal
IF they succeed
owe a great debt to three
casting law, broadcasters
people, the President of the United States, the chairman of
the Federal Communications Commission and a political
failure named Lar Daly.
Those three have given significant momentum to the
campaign against Sec. 315 of the Communications Act.
The debt owed Mr. Daly is obvious. He was a candidate
130

with utterly no future, a laughingstock. Yet the FCC,
quite properly, we believe, decided that Sec. 315 required
Chicago television stations to give him time. If the FCC
had decided otherwise, it would have been misreading the
law. By applying it correctly, the FCC created the perfect
illustration
one Mr.
of theEisenhower
law's imbecilities.
The debt ofowed
and Mr. Doerfer is also
obvious. The President's description of Sec. 315 as being
"ridiculous" was apt. It must have effect on members of
the Congress.
Mr. Doerfer's
call for
of officer
Sec. 315in
must
also be treated
with respect.
As repeal
the chief
charge of administering the Communications Act he is in
the most expert position to observe its imperfections.
But however influential the President and Mr. Doerfer
may be, repeal of Sec. 315 will not come about automatically now that they have spoken. It will be extremely
difficult to persuade the perpetual candidates on Capitol Hill
to relinquish their grip on political broadcasting.
Repeal of Sec. 315 will be achieved only by the most
energetic work by broadcasters. They must exercise their
most persuasive influences among members of Congress.
The job will be among the most trying they have faced.
Frank Stanton, CBS president, realistically appraised the
ludicrous restrictions of Sec. 315 and the difficulty of removing them in his speech to CBS-TV affiliates in Chicago
(Broadcasting, March 16). It was Dr. Stanton's letter to
the White House that induced the President's comment.
The equal time provision is but one of several imbecilities
in Section 315. The whole section is a nightmarish example
ofeditorial
the government's
judgment. trying to substitute a law for independent
It is possible, of course, that Congress may be spared
the necessity of grappling with the problem. The Supreme
Court now has before it the WDAY-TV Fargo, N.D., libel
case arising from the operation of Sec. 315. It is our
wishful thought that the Supreme Court may declare the
law unconstitutional.
But the possibility of Supreme Court solution to the
problem should not lull broadcasters. They should move
at once on Capitol Hill to exploit the advantages which
Messrs. Eisenhower, Doerfer and Daly have provided.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"My favorite program? Twenty-six men."
BROADCASTING, March 23, 195»

How it feels to
be enjoyed and a giant
Maybe you think you have troubles. But
what if you were a giant? And, what if you
had to go around broadcasting pictures and
sound through the air? You'd be in quite a
dither now, wouldn't you?
But KPRC-TV, The Houston, Texas television Giant manages to be pretty philosophical about it all. He figures being a Giant
by career has its problems just like any other
business, and you just have to adjust to them.
Of course it gets a bit lonesome at times.
There being so few giants around these days
to talk to. But, he lives for his work. Fact is,
in this respect he's a little bit neurotic. He
has a sort of compulsion complex, you might
say. Feels he has to carry and sell the best
products and services in the whole wide
world. Won't rest. Won't let any of us rest.
You take KPRC-TV programming. First
off, he developed a very special breed — very,
very varied entertainment with fresh, wellplaced commercials. Then, he was one of the
first stations in the nation to invest in a
video-tape recorder— figured that was one
way to retain the freshness. So everybody
loved his programming. But, did he sit back
on his laurels and relax? Not him. First thing
you know, he came up with a way to quickcook participating spot announcements.
It's hard to guess what he'll be up to next.
But that's The Houston Giant for you.
GIANT CO

PETRY & CO., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

tells and sells more
people for less cost per
thousand than any other
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ABC adds 20 from folding Don Lee; Smith finalizes MBS

buy

Page 27

Radio-tv to shut down across nation in April 1 7 alert drill Page 46
FCC grapples today with three-year old tv allocation muddle

Page 60

Pay-tv test revision by FCC limits each system to one city

Page 62

FIRST

IN

MERCHANDISING

WXEX-TV
serving the rich market of Richmond, Petersburg & Central Va.
1. COMMUNITY CLUB AWARDS
IN-STORE FOOD DISPLAYS
3.IN-ST0RE DRUG DISPLAYS
4 IN-STORE FOOD SAMPLINGS,
DEMONSTRATIONS, COUPONING
Tom Tinsley, President

5. STORE WINDOW DISPLAYS

8. MAILINGS TO RETAILERS

6. GROCERY BAR PROMOTIONS

9. REPORTS TO ADVERTISERS

7. PERSONAL CALLS ON JOBBERS,
WHOLESALERS, RETAILERS
NBC-TV

BASIC

10. PROMOTIONAL SPOTS
11. NEWSPAPER ADS
Irvin Abeloff, Wee Pres.

National Representatives: Select Station Represeniatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington
Clarke Brown Co. in Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta, New Orleans McGavren-Quinn in Chicago, Detroit and West Coast

A "hold" thecan marketplace,
become a "pull",
you know.
Toward
if desired.
But
first, it must really exist. (And it can exist
only on a foundation of time-tested mutual
station-viewer loyalty. )
How have we earned this special kind of
loyalty? Through our programming, designed for friendly, adult minds. Through
our greater than average interest in public
service, news and sports. Through the community participation of our veteran staff
members. Through our abhorrence of the
WHIO-TV

CI

frenetic announcer, the noisy gimmick, the
triple spot.
How is it expressed? Ah! on 92% of the
TV sets in fruitful farmland, country estate, suburb and city of our area, dials stay
tuned longest to Channel 7. Says Pulse, with
consistently
superior ratings. And that's
92% of chasing
an annual
appetite. 3y3 billion dollar purAh ! again ! Picture your product thus jetassisted in a quiet way. Consult George P.
Hollingbery today.

ONE OF AMERICA'S GREAT AREA STATIONS
Reaching and Holding 2,881,420 People — in 41 Counties of 3 States
dayton, ohio

Edward

Petry
now

&

Company,

Inc.

representing

WKMH
DEARBORN
• DETROIT
John Carroll, Managing Director
For full details call Edward

Petry & Company,

Inc.

NEW YORK CITY
Murray Hill 8-0200
ST. LOUIS
Chestnut 1-7191
BOSTON
Hubbard 2-6440
ATLANTA
Jackson 4-8861
CHICAGO
Whitehall 4-0011
DALLAS
Riverside 1-9454
DETROIT
. . .Woodward 3-0125
LOS ANGELES
Tucker 3171
SAN FRANCISCO. ....
Yukon 2-3631
Published every1735Monday,
(Yearbook Number)
published inpostage
September
Broadcastinc D.Publications
Inc..
DeSales 53rd
St., N.issue
W., Washington
6, D. C. Second-class
paid atby Washington,
C.

Lancaster
Harrisburg
York
is ONE

TV market
when you use

WGAL-TV

1

AMERICA'S

v-

/ \A\

1 Oth

TV MARKET

CHANNEL

S

LANCASTER,
F>A.
UsTBC and CBS
In addition to being the first
choice of viewers in these three
important markets, WGAL-TV
is the television station for
Gettysburg, Hanover, Lebanon,
Cham bersburg, Lewistown,
Carlisle, Shamokin, Waynesboro,
and many other communities.
STEINMAN STATION - Clair McCollough, Pres.
Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc. • New York

Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco
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CLOSED
Return to radio • A.C. Nielsen Co.
plans to start issuing network radio top
ten again, after two-year layoff. Only
now
they'lland
dealprobably
with advertisers,
programs,
will be not
top
twenties rather than top tens. Ideal is
to rank advertisers according to number of commercial minutes delivered
via all their radio network buys, with
no
breakdown
to what's
on issuany
specific
network. asNielsen
stopped
ing top ten programs on ground that
radio network time was no longer being
bought on program basis.
Buckley's future • With top-level reorganization of Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp., through assumption of presidency by board chairman John W.
Kluge,
speculation
about whom
future
status ofthere's
Richard
D. Buckley,
Mr. Kluge replaced as president but
who continues in charge of WNEW division. Mr. Buckley, 10% stockholder,
has three years to go on his contract
but may settle and sell his interest
to enable him to acquire stations on
his own. Metropolitan stations, in addition to WNEW-AM-TV, are WTTG
(TV) Washington and WHK-AM-FM
Cleveland.

CIRCUIT*

Sponsor identification • It appears that
despite mass circulation which many
western tv shows provide, advertisers
receive relatively low sponsor identification. Agency executives poring over
possible program buys for fall note
Trendex figures on nighttime shows
which reveal low index of sponsor identity for several westerns (even for those
fully sponsored by single advertiser),
despite healthy ratings.
Advertisers identified by name with
title of programs show up well in percentage of viewers correctly identifying sponsor or product. For six nighttime shows with sponsor mentioned in
title (Alcoa Theatre, GE Theatre,
Kraft Music Hall, Schlitz Playhouse,
U. S. Steel Hour and Voice of Firestone) correct identification of sponsors ranged about 60-70% (compared
to westerns' 17-40% range).
Double jeopardy • Announced tv advertising investigation by House Small
Business Subcommittee will find itself
encroaching upon jurisdiction of Rep.
Oren Harris' Commerce Committee,
observers are predicting. Rep. William
Avery (R-Kan.), member of both committees, has discussed this possibility
with both Reps. Harris and Charles
Brown (D-Mo.), chairman of small
business group. Rep. Avery said he
would not sit idly by if Small Business
inquiry attempts to go over ground
already covered by other committees
and feared this would happen in option
time field. Rep. Harris is adopting
"wait-and-see" attitude but promised to
take action if his jurisdiction is challenged.
House Commerce Committee has frequently felt other committees were invading its jurisdiction. Proponents of
antitrust exemption for professional
sports, unhappy because Rep. Emanuel
Celler (D-N.Y.) and his Judiciary Committee are sitting on their bills, are
discussing introduction of new measure
drafted in such language that it would
be referred to Commerce Committee.
This could be done by amending Federal Trade Act (under Rep. Harris) instead of antitrust laws under (Rep. Celler). Rep. Celler has recognized danger
and last December wrote Rep. Harris,
author of sports exemption bill, asking
that Commerce Committee keep hands
off.

ch. 5 cases, is not likely to preside at
apparently forthcoming Orlando ch. 9
rehearing, though reasons for rehearing are identical with other two (i.e.,
to develop ex parte claims made in
Capitol Hill testimony). FCC sources
indicate (1) case probably will be heard
in Orlando,
it won't
last asandlongwillas
Miami
and (2)
Boston
hearings
deal with only single alleged presentation made to single FCC member
(Mack). Thus it will be less ramified
and more commensurate with judicial
experience of regular FCC hearing
examiner.
WAGA bidding • Decision will be
reached this week by Storer Broadcasting Co. on its sale of WAGA Atlanta to
make way for its acquisition of KPOP
Los Angeles (Broadcasting, March 16).
It's understood some 20 entities have
made inquiries, half dozen of which
met Storer requirement for all cash
transaction. It's expected station will go
to best qualified highest bidder at $800,000 to $1 million.
NAB under study • Kept entre nous
was action of joint NAB Radio and Tv
Boards at its meeting in Hollywood
Beach, Fla., last Feb. 2-6, approving
$15,000 appropriation for depth study
of NAB organization. Presumably survey would be undertaken by management consultant group, such as Booz,
Allen & Hamilton, McKinsey & Co.,
etc., prior to end of year.
Survey was authorized by board after
members had questioned efficiency of
operations and whether it was spending
its $1 million budget in manner that
best conduced to interests of both radio
and
television.raised
Tv Board
understood,
questionmembers,
whether it'stv
membership was getting its 50% worth
out of organization and whether it is
properly
broadcast staffed
structures.in light of existing

CBS survey • CBS-TV still isn't talking
about $100,000 study of public attitude toward television that Frank Stanton mentioned briefly at affiliates' convention two weeks ago (Broadcasting,
March
23),
but it's
now already
possible known.
to add
this information
to little
Project will investigate attitudes toward radio as well as television, and it
will really be two studies, both alike
but conducted separately by Columbia
U. and by Elmo Roper commercial research house. Reason for two studies:
to make results shatterproof against
inevitable rock-throwing by print media.
Though newspapers as rule do not
wait to look before they leap on television, they've rallied behind CBS President Frank Stanton's stand against
Tv safari • Rogan Jones, president of
FCC's
Lar
Dalyaredecision
with CBS
strength
KVOS-AM-TV Bellingham, Wash,
and unity that
impressive.
au(with primary coverage in Vancouver,
thorities say that although they made
Canada) leaves this week for Africa to
no general effort to collect press clipcomplete plans for establishment of tv
pings, they have received copies of edistations in Accra, Ghana and Lajos,
torials from some 100 prominent dailies
Nigeria. Mr. Jones would hold minority
in all sections of U.S. — without excepinterest in each operation which, he
tion endorsing position taken by Dr.
indicates, can be established for apStanton (and echoed by President Eiproximately $40,000 each, as film stasenhower) that it's ridiculous and dantions. Plans already have been made
gerous to extend, as FCC did, political
equal-time rule to newscasts (Broad- Another examiner • Judge Horace with African authorities and leading
casting, March 16, 23). Volume of edi- Stern, special hearing examiner in re- local businessmen, he reports. He will
torial support was still mounting Friday. hearings of Miami ch. 10 and Boston be gone about two months.
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an other

WJBK-TV

in the nation's
Recent installation of its own and exclusive weather station
atop its New Center area studios is another audience-building
first for WJBK-TV — CBS's address for 1,900,000 television
homes. Actual instrument readings are on camera at the time
of broadcast giving up-to-the-second, authoritative weather
information to Detroit and southeastern Michigan. Viewers
can
current
the weathernightly.
by watching WJBK-TV's
6:25 keep
PM and
11:15withweathercasts
Strong programming balanced between CBS and outstanding local features, complete Video Tape and full color facilities, have made WJBK-TV Detroit's dominant station over
its ten-year history. Represented by the Katz Agency.
Storer

FIRST
th
market!
Famous on the local scene

CHANNEL
JBK-TV
W
100,000 Watts • CBS Affiliate • 1057-foot tower
N.Y. Sales Office: 623 Madison Ave.. N.Y. 22 • PLaza 1-3940

Television
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WEEK

IN BRIEF

Supporting fhe media buy assures sales • The most
critical period in a broadcast media campaign is the
short time between the final buy and the air date. This
is when marketing and merchandising support must be
marshalled to guarantee the product will be on the
counter when the customer arrives. David Wermen,
president, Wermen & Schorr, talks about it in the Phillies
story in this week's Monday Memo. Page 21.
New hand at Mutual • Malcolm Smith group completes purchase of
Mutual from Scranton-Roach interests, goes to work to return network
to normalcy — and they hope even better. Page 27.
The man for Mutual • Exclusive profile on Malcolm E. Smith Jr., fastrising
network.businessman
Page 28. who's capped his record-import complex with a radio
End of Don Lee • Pacific Coast network will expire April 26, with score
of stations moving to ABC Radio along with eight hours of commercial
programming. Page 30.
The
habits habits
• RAB's
Sweeneyof specific
disclosesproducts
new pilotin
studiesshopper's
which pinlistening
radio listening
of buyers
given markets. Page 35.
How to beef up a promotion • Eastman Kodak does it by buying a
little more network tv to add to regular sponsorship. It gets five straight
days to tell its story to viewers and hits all three tv networks in the
process. Page 36.
Nationwide silence • All U.S. broadcasting stations (am, fm, tv) will
go silent April 17, 11:30 a.m.-12 noon (EST) except am stations taking
part in Conelrad homing-proof communications operation. Page 46.
Closed circuit in Chicago • AWRT delegates hear views on radio,
geographical advertising approaches and intramedia competition — and
from the local critics. Radio, like Eve, has "three faces" and is "refining
and developing" its product, they're told. Page 53.
Toll tv tryouts • FCC invites pay tv test applications (again) and wins
congressional support by narrow 11-10 margin. But some congressmen
up in arms, claiming any subscription tv tests means foot in door for
advocates of pay tv. Rep. Harris defends Commerce Committee endorsement. Page 62.
Political libel test • Supreme Court hears argument on liability of stations
for defamation under Sec. 315. WD AY-TV Fargo, N.D. and NAB contend no censorship provision of section confers immunity against libel
suits; Farmers Union says it isn't so. Page 66.
ASCAP's talks extended • Court order sets interim fees at old rates till
May 31 as negotiations continue between All-Industry Radio Music
License Committee and ASCAP's negotiators. Mason says chances of
agreement are "much better." Court rules ASCAP doesn't have to issue
interim licenses to Washington State stations. Page 71.
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buy
gets you 103 counties,
810 tv homes?
single221,#
0 What
• on KELO-TV
e r butvy
s
oste
its boon
youur
get
A#Yo
s
up
LO
ok
KD -TV
ho
and KPLO-TV. One
rate card! Lowest costper-thousand!
Source for the above big
figures is NCS No. 3.

The same Nielsen report
shows you that Joe
Floyd's KEL-O-LAND
hookup— South
gets you
into 5
states
Dakota,
Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, North Dakota.
Advertising's
biggest pull is
KEL-O-LAND
CBS • ABC
KELO tv
SIOUX FALLS; and boosters
KDLO tv
ABERDEEN-HURON-WATERTOWN
KPLO tv
PIERRE-VALENTINE-CHAMBERLAIN
General Offices: Sioux Falls, S.D.
JOE FLOYD, President
Evans Nord, Gen. Mgr.
Larry Bentson, Vice-Pres.
REPRESENTED BY H-R
In Minneapolis by Wayne Evans & Assoc.
7

The Modern American Family
ONE OF THE SPECIES:
The Blue-serged Mad Dasher
Bartell
Family

Radio
Reaches

More
Different
An incessant toiler and spender — and always in
a hurry — he relies on Bartell Family Radio for
information, entertainment, guidance, because he
regards it as a large service organization friendly
to his best interests. He likes the warm personalities, sports capsules, thoughtful editorials, gay
music. And he responds to an attractive advertising message. He is typical of the BUYERSHIP
audience which Bartell radio had developed over
almost a dozen years of family programing.

Kinds
Of

People

BARTELL
fnmnv
RADIO
COAST TO COAST

L920 m miiiuBumtl-J 1
T* R
I T^JT
Lgso
m BiRmincNnm-

I

I

1340 'n-"nRn,B

Bartell it . . . and sell it. Sold Nationally by ADAM YOUNG INC.
3
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AT
DEADLINE
LATE NEWSBREAKS APPEAR ON THIS PAGE AND NEXT • DETAILED COVERAGE OF THE WEEK BEGINS PAGE 27
president of WMIL Milwaukee. Sale is
Tv public relations
subject to FCC approval. Terms were
not announced. CBS-TV affiliation in
committee underway
Milwaukee on April 1 goes to Storer
First steps toward drawing plans for Broadcasting
Co.'s vhf WITI-TV.
industry-wide, nation-wide public rela- WXIX
goes independent.
tions campaign on behalf of television
taken Friday at organizational meeting Two agencies merge
of special committee named during
NAB
of Burke Dowling Adams and
23). convention (Broadcasting, March St. Merger
George & Keyes with offices in New
Committee, headed by C. Wrede York, Chicago and Los Angeles, and
Petersmeyer of Corinthian Broadcast- total billing in excess of $16 million
ing, held first of series of meetings to annually, announced over weekend.
prepare "initial proposals on the de- New agency: Adams & Keyes, with
sign, financing and implementation" of Atlanta operations of BDA continuing
campaign for submission to NAB tv to be operated under old name. Broadboard by April 30.
cast billing of combined agencies estimated in vicinity of $5 million.
Members declined to discuss details
Stanley J. Keyes Jr., president of St.
but it was understood meeting dealt
George & Keyes, will be chairman of
primarily with "nature of the prob- new
with offices in New York,
lem" to be met. Five-hour session was while agency
B.D. Adams, president of BDA,
called productive and participants were
confident they would meet April 30 becomes agency's president with headquarters inAtlanta.
deadline for submission of preliminary
plans for aggressive campaign. It was
Merger talks have been underway for
understood question of hiring outside "several months" with "virtually no
public relations counsel to help direct conflict in accounts,"
Keyes
campaign was discussed but not de- and Adams stated jointly.Messrs.
Both agencies
cided.
were started in December 1939. Officers, besides Messrs. Keyes and
Eight members of nine-man committee were on hand: Chairman Peters- Adams, include Edward C. Hoffman,
executive
vice president; Alfred a!
meyer; Kenneth W. Bilby, NBC; Roger
senior vice president and creW. Clipp, WFIL-TV Philadelphia; Mi- Anthony,
ative director; Thomas Dixcy, senior
chael Foster, ABC; Donald H. McGannon, Westinghouse Broadcasting; Ward vice president and secretary; Jack
Quaal, WGN-TV Chicago; Charles S. Hardy, senior vice president and genSteinberg, CBS-TV New York, and
Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New
Orleans. Jack Harris, KPRC-TV Houston, was unable to attend but sent his
Liquor rides again
views on problem.
Liquor advertising will return
Group was joined by NAB Presito Boston radio April 1 when
dent Harold E. Fellows, NAB Tv Vice
Nuyens
Vodka commercials will
President Thad H. Brown Jr. and Richbe heard on WBOS Brookline, acard S. Salant of CBS Inc., who had told
cording toLaurence Singal, genNAB convention meeting which creeral manager of Federal Liquors
ated this committee that results of
Ltd. and Nuyens et Cie. Agency
$100,000 survey CBS is conducting on
is Sackel Co., Boston. Sol Sackel,
what people think about television will
agency head, said firm is "happy
be made available to industry-wide pubto renew our battle against the
lic relations project. In Broadcasting's
hypocrisy of banning liquor comaccount of appointment of committee,
mercials from the air." He said
Mr. Salant was incorrectly identified as
"a great
many stations
through-to
CBS representative rather than Mr.
out
the
country
have offered
Steinberg.
accept the Nuyens sponsorship;
we hope Boston,
to expandwhich
our efforts."
Posner buys WXIX (TV)
WCRB
carried
Nuyens
commercials
last autumn,
CBS Inc., which announced it would
cancelled contract "at the insistclose down its uhf WXIX (TV) Milwaukee, said late Friday station would
said. ence of the NAB." Sackel agency
be sold instead. Buyer: WXIX Inc.,
whose president, Gene Posner, also is
BROADCASTING, March 30, 1959

eral manager; James H. Cobb, James J.
Freeman, Thomas A. Gullette, William
D. Sloan and Robert Black, vice presidents. (Messrs. Sloan and Black are in
western
broadcastdivision.)
media BDA's
include accounts
Delta andin
Scandinavian airlines and Southern
Bakeries. St. George & Keyes is in
household furnishings and products
field, has handled Fiat auto, Revere
Copper & Brass, Wedgwood china and
Concord
Watch Co. among others.

Sackett sells KROW
to McLendon Corp
KROW Oakland, Calif., sold Friday
by Sheldon F. Sackett, West Coast
broadcaster and newspaperman, to McLendon Corp. for $800,000. Few days
earlier another Oakland station,
KLX,
was sold
to Crowell-Collier for $750,000
(see Changing
Hands, page 55).
Gordon McLendon, president of purchaser, said KROW would be held by
new subsidiary, McLendon Pacific Corp.
Transaction must be approved by FCC.
Station is licensed to KROW Inc.,
wholly owned by Mr. Sackett. It operates on 960 kc with 1 kw. Mr. Sackett
said Friday he would file application for
increase in power to 5 kw.
Mr.finedSackett's
radio Bay,
holdings
conto KOOS Coos
Ore. now
He owns
13 newspapers in California. Earlier
this month he sold KVAN VancouverPortland, Ore. to Don W. Burden for
$1
down and $580,000 payable over
16).
10-year period (At Deadline, March
McLendon Corp. owns KLIF Dallas,
KILT Houston, KTSA San Antonio,
ville.
KEEL Shreveport and WAKY Louisdeal.Hugh Norman was broker in KROW
WHDH earnings
Improvement in earnings "attributable entirely
television
operations"
reported
by toBoston
Herald-Traveler
Corp. (WHDH-AM-TV Boston). Consolidated net profit for 1958 for newspaper and radio-tv properties was given
as $1,173,755 ($2.99 per share) compared with 1957 figures of $813,335
($2.16 per share). Both newspaper and
radio earnings were lower in 1958 than
CONTINUES on page 10
9

AT DEADLINE
CONTINUED from page 9

annual report stated. Reprevious
first full year of tv operations
port saidyear,
was "gratifying" and station has shown
"fair profit." Herald-Traveler also reported ithoped to move radio and tv
operations to new studio and office
building on Wm. T. Morrissey Blvd.
next fall. WHDH radio fell behind, report stated, time sales suffering from
general business recession and introduction of ch. 5 television outlet. Rehearing on Boston ch. 5 comparative case
— because of allegations of behind-thescenes wire pulling — has just been concluded.

KPOP sale filed
Application filed Friday for sale of
KPOP Los Angeles by John Frank
Burke Sr. and family to Storer Broad(Broadcastfor $900,000
ing, casting
MarchCo. 16).
KPOP, 5 kw on 1020
kc (limited with clear channel KDKA
Pittsburgh), has application pending for
Price includes SVi-acre
50 kw daytime.
transmitter
property plus site adjacent
to KCOP (TV) transmitter on Mount
Wilson. KPOP, specializing in Negro
and Spanish programming, had $153,000 profit for 1955-56 fiscal year,

HEADLINERS
Thomas McDermott, vp in charge of
radio and tv programming and member of
board of directors, Benton & Bowles, N.Y.,
elected senior vp of agency. Mr. McDermott's elevation said to be part of general
upgrading of top executives at agency, set
off by election of William D. Tyler, vp in
charge of creative services, to executive vp
(Broadcasting, March 23). Mr. McMr. McDermott
Dermott joined B&B in 1942, became assistant todirector of tv and radio in 1949, elected vp in charge
of radio and tv programming in 1953 and became memberby
of board last year. Among nighttime programs handled
Mr. McDermott's department in agency: The Loretta Young
hern Show, The RifleShow, December Bride, TheShowAnnandSot Zane
Grey Theatre.
man, The Danny Thomas
of Communipresident
as
resigned
has
Chase
W. Howard
relations affiliate of McCanncation Counselors Inc., public relations
Howard
organization,
Erickson, to form new public
Chase Assoc., which will open in New York April 13. Mr.
in 1955 as vice president and direcChase began with M-E
tor of intra-agency public relations department, taking over
presidency of CCI at its formation in 1956.
Steinberg, director of inforCharlesmationS.services
for CBS-TV, promoted to
vp, information services. Previously, Mr.
press infordirectorandof earlier
been Radio
Steinbergmationhad
for CBS
had
been associated with Warner Bros, for 14
years in various publicity posts. Mr. SteinU.'s
from New York
has Ph.D.of Education,
berg, who School
is author
Graduate
Mr. Steinberg
of The Mass Communicators, book on
communications and public relations, published last year
He is CBS-TV's representa& Bros., New York.
by Harper
organized to prepare public relaon industry
tivetions
campaign oncommittee
behalf of television.
Boiling Co., New York, station representative, announced:
Friday (March 27) new assignments and appointments
G. Richard Swift, executive vice president, named president of Boiling's television division; G. William Bolling
West Coast operaIII, who has been in charge of company's
tions for seven years, transfers to New York in triple-title
role as vice president, assistant to the president and presi-

$153,000
for 1956-57
000
for 1957-58
fiscal year
year, and
and $183,listed
$79,470
profit
from
July
1958-January
1959. Storer balance sheet as of Dec. 31
listed total assets of $30,025,424 of
which $6,112,422 was current assets
and $11,782,270 investments and other
assets. Current liabilities were $3,662,009, long term debt $748,010 and
earned comesurplus
infor 1957 $17,413,102.
and 1958 afterNettaxes
$6,380,668 and $1,580,684, respectively. If FCC approves sale, Storer
would have to dispose of one of its
am properties.

WEEK'S

dent of radio division; Henry J. O'Neill and Lloyd A. Raskopf, account executives, named New York sales manager
tively.television and New York sales manager for radio, respecfor
Lionel F. Baxter, vp and managing director of WIBG-AM-FM Philadelphia,
named to head newly-created post of national director of radio operations of Storer
will continue
Mr. Baxter
Broadcasting
duties asCo.WIBG
managing
director
* £- I his
until his successor is appointed. He entered
manager of
and general Ala.
broadcasting as vpMontgomery,
§L W^^B
WSFA-AM-TV
Prior
Mr. Baxter
WIBG,Birmingham,
Mr. Baxter Ala.
was Hemanager
direcnamed
was
WBRC-AM-TV
of
tor
director of WIBG in May 1957 and vp of Storer
managing
following July.

appointed by ABC-TV to newly created direcHarold torshDay
ip ofdaytime sales. With network since 1942, Mr. Day
served as western division manager of ABCrecentlysales.
mostnetwork
TV
Howard Kany, manager of CBS Newsfilm since 1953,
interof director
positionStations
createdCBS-TV
newlyrelations,
to business
appointednational
Div., ofeffective
superas
continue
will
Kany also
1). Mr. foreign
Wednesday
and domestic sales, but he
Newsfilm's
visor of CBS(April
will transfer from CBS News to CBS Films Inc.
John F. Hardesty, vp and general manBureau, has reRadio
ager ofsigned
effectiveAdvertising
May 15 to become vp of
Hamilton, Stubblefield, Twining & Assoc.,
radio-tv station broker (Closed Circuit,
March 23). Mr. Hardesty will make his
KT headquarters in San Francisco and will be
westernRABstates.
sales inHe 11joined
responsible
™^
^ ^ Alaska
and for
Hawaii.
for
B^Wp
Mr. Hardesty first time in 1951 as local promotion director and left in 1954 to serve for two years as eastern sales
January
manager of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. Mr.In Hardesty
1956 he rejoined RAB as vp-general manager.
began his career in radio as member of guest relations staff
of WJSV Washington (now WTOP) and later handled sales
promotion and sales posts at WOL Washington.
FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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SINCERE
CONGRATULATIONS
both to the Storer Broadcasting Company and to
CBS Television, on the affiliation of WITI-TV with
the Columbia Television Network — an
affiliation which, beginning April 1, brings CBS
programming to the entire Milwaukee market.
Blair Television Associates is proud to continue
representation of this outstanding facility.
JOHN blair, President
RICHARD L. FOOTE, Executive Vice President

DATEBOOK

A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING AND RELATED FIELDS
('Indicates first or revised listing)
MARCH
March 28-April 3— Weeklong observance of
Golden Anniversary
of
50th ColAnniversary ofSigma DeltaBroadcasting
Chi, San Joseand State
lege,
San
Jose,
Calif.
SDX
"Deadline
Dinner"
April
will Jose
honorState.
founding of broadcasting in
1909 at2 San
March 30 — Deadline for filing copies of direct
testimony quencies
in FCC's inquiry andinto 890
allocation
of fremc. Number
of copies to bebetweenfiled:25 1mcnotarized
original,
and 20
copies.
March
30 — du Pont Awards Dinner, Mayflower
Hotel, Washington.

WEST TEXAS
TELEVISION NETWORK

W.R. S.D. "Bud"
"Dub" Nielsen,
Rogers, General
President and Gen.
ManagerMgr,
John Henry,
National SalesSales
Manager

APRIL
April 1 — Assn. of National Advertisers workshop at HotelProductive
Pierre, New
York. Topic:
Get More
Advertising
Through"HowMan-to
agementBros.
-Oriented ResearCo.,
ch." Henry
Schachte,
exe
c
u
t
i
v
e
v
.
p
.
,
Lever
and
chairman
ANA board of directors, will be keynote
speaker.of
April 1-2 — Art Directors Club of New York, 4th
Visual toria,Communications
Conference, Waldorf-AsNew York.
April
1-30
—
International
Radioassembly,
Consultative
Committee (CCIR), 9th plenary
Hotel
Biltmore, LosommendsAngeles.
organization,
which comrecinternationalThisstandards
for radio
m
u
n
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
,
w
i
l
take
up
such
questions
as
television recording,
stereophonicscatter
broadcasting,
frequencies
and tropospheric
relays. space
April
3-4
—
Oregon
Assn.
of
Broadcasters,
U. of
Oregon, Eugene.
April nual3-5meeting,
— Mississippi
Broadcasters
Assn.,
Buena Vista Hotel, Biloxi. anApril eon,4—Atlantic
National
City, Headliner
N. J. Club awards lunchApril
4
—
United
Press
Intl. Broadcasters
Minnesota Assn., Spring Meeting,
Radisson Hotel,of
Minneapolis.
April
5-8 — National Retail Merchants Assn.,
sales
Beach. promotion division, Eden Roc Hotel, Miami
April 6-9 — National Premium Buyers, 26th annual exposition, Navy Pier, Chicago. Premium Adsame site. vertising As n. of America will meet April 7,
April
of Thurman
former FCC
Comr. Richard
Mack 7and—spiracTrial
A. Whiteside,
forBurnita
con-A.
y tofriend,
defraud
Presiding:
S.D.C. Matthews,
U.S. U.S.District
Court,Judge
Washington,
April 8— Deadline for comments to FCC on daytime radio stations'
request to operate from 6
a.m.
Docket-6 p.m.
12,729.or sunrise-sunset, whichever is longer.
* April 10advertising,
— U. of Missouri
conference
on more
effective
with agency
executives
participating, Columbia, Mo.
April
10-11
—
Republican
National
Committee
meetsforat theSheraton
Park Hotel, convention
Washington.willHostbe
city
1960 nominating
picked.
April 10-11 — West Virginia Broadcasters Assn.

spring
meeting,
FCC Comr.
RobertPressE. Club,
Lee; AlCharleston.
N. Sears,Speakers:
national
president, Sales Executives International; Adam
Young,
president,
Adam
Young
Inc.;
Chuck
NAB labor
relationsMarion,
department,
and Tower,
Robertof
Mason
of WMRN
Ohio, chairman
the All Industry Radio Music License Committee.
April 12-13 — Texas Assn. of Broadcasters, spring
meeting,bers of Legislature
Commodore will
PerrybeHotel,
MemApril Austin.
13 luncheon
guests.12-15
April
— Assn. of National
Advertisers, annual
west
Santa coast
Barbara,meeting,
Calif. Santa Barbara Biltmore,
April
12-19communications
— Technical symposium byonElectronic
aircraft
and
space
Industries
Assn., McCarren sponsored
Field, Las Vegas, Nev.,
during First World Congress of Flight.
April 19-25 — Biennial Congress, International
Chamber
of Commerce,
ham Hotels,
Washington.Sheraton Park and ShoreApril 20 — Radio Advertising Bureau sales clinics
at Tulsa,
Minneapolis, RABstarting
nationwide seriesOkla.,
that andends
will present
30 how-we-sold-it
storiesMayand22.exhibits.
April 20-23 — American Newspaper Publishers
Assn.,
New York.annual meeting, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
April 23 — Oral argument before FCC en banc
onthe-scenes
Miami ch.wirepulling.
10 case involving
Initial charges
decisionof tobybehindExaminer Horace
Stern recommended
lic Service
Television
Inc. (Nationalgrant
Airlines)Pub-be
revokedtions band
allegations
of ex parte
representay applicants
be weighed
new comparative
hearing.
Docket against
No. 9321themet al.in
April 23 —agementGeorgia
Broadcasters,
manconference,Assn.
Dinkierof Plaza
Hotel, Atlanta.
April 23-24 — Assn. of National Advertisers twoday
workshop on Rye,
advertising
chester-Biltmore,
N.Y. expenditures, WestApril
23-25
—
Western
States
Assn., ninth annual conference,Advertising
Oasis Hotel,Agencies
Palm
Springs, Calif.
*Agencies,
April 23-25
—
American
Assn.
of
Advertising
annual meeting at The Greenbrier, White
Sulphur
Va. Annual
business Springs,
in closedW. sessions
April elections,
23. Aprilother
24..
presentation
on
"The
Revolution
in
Rising
Expectat
i
o
n
s
"
b
y
correspondents,
editors
and
publishers
of Time Inc.
magazines.
tvof comchosen
by Art Award-winning
Directors
New
York, andwillmercials,advertising
from Club
festival
be shown films
both April
24Venice
and film
25.
Creative session April 25 on safeguarding creativi
t
y
i
n
today's
advertising
agency,
with
discussions
by Anthony
C. Chevins,Young
Cunningham
& Walsh;
John
A. Sidebotham,
& Rubicam,
and
David Ogilvy, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, all New
York. Rep.
Bob
Wilson
(R-Calif.)
to
discuss
legislative threats to advertising and what advertising
needs nualto banquet
do. Other
April 24.speakers to be announced. AnApril
24
—
Ohio
Assn. of Broadcasters, Sheraton
Gibson Hotel, Cincinnati.
April 24-25 — New Mexico Broadcasters Assn.,
Bishop's Lodge, Santa Fe.
*Broadcasters
April 25 — Spring
Associated
Press
of Idahomeeting
and ofUtah,
Hotel Boise,
Boise.
April
26-29 —convention,
National Assn.
of Transportation
Advertising
The Greenbrier,
White
Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
April nual26-29
—
U.S.
Chamber
of
Commerce
meeting, chamber hdqrs., Washington. anApril
27-28
— Potts-Woodbury
Adv. Kansas
Agency City.
Radio-Tv
Hotel,
Invited Farm
radio Clinic,
and tvBellerive
farm directors
and farm
products manufacturers will be guests.
April
Journalism& &Communications,
Broadcasters
Week, 27-May
School of2 —Journalism
U. of Florida,
casters Day). Gainesville. (April 27 is BroadApril 29 — Comments due on FCC proposal to
prohibitthannetworks
from representing tv stations
other
Docket No. their
12,746.own in spot representation field.
April 29-30vention—, HotelInternational
Roosevelt, NewAdvertising
York. Assn. conApril
30-May
2
—
Alabama
Broadcasters
Assn.,
Buena Vista Hotel, Biloxi, Miss.
April
30-May
3
—
American
Women
in
Radio
Television, annual national convention, Waldorf&
Astoria Hotel, New York.
April 30-May 3— 4th district, Advertising FedBRO ADCASTI NG, March 30, 1959

JERRY

SPRAGUE— WINS

'°

'59

THE

WINN

ALL EXPENSE

PAID TRIP

KENTUC

KY

DERBY!

AND 10 ADDITIONAL
PRIZES $25.00 EACH
V-A. total of 10,842 national spots were scheduled on WINN from midnight
August 31, 1958 through February 28, 1959. Jerry Sprague of Cunningham
& Walsh, whose guess was 10,800, was the winner. His guess was the closest
of the 429 entries. 132 time buyers placed a total of 10,842 national spots
in
the six-month period on WINN — more than any other radio station in
Louisville.
Yes, more national spots, at rate card rates, are placed on WINN every
month, for the past 19 months, than any other Louisville station.
1240 ON THE DIAL
WINN
GLEN HARMON
. General Manager

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY'S
POPULAR MUSIC
STATION
AVERY KNODEL
National Representative

LOCAL

PRODUCTS:

PASSPORTS...

>and

ABC

WMAL-TV
IN THE

NATION'S

Passports open doors to foreign
countries. WMAL-TV opens doors
to homes for advertisers.
Passports mean entertainment for
cosmopolitan travelers. WMAL-TV
means entertainment for working,
buying metropolitan area residents.
Passports take pictures abroad.
WMAL-TV broadcasts another
kind of picture — the changing face
of the news, the constant faces of

CAPITAL

local personalities like Del Malkie,
Joseph McCaffrey, Morrie Siegel
and Jerry Strong, the diverse faces
of ABC entertainment.
Passports cost little, WMAL-TV
far less, on an individuals-reachedeffectively basis. For your passport
to Greater Washington, apply to
WMAL-TV, where programming is
arranged to give advertisers sensibly
priced one-minute spots in all time
classifications.

yNashington Means American Leadership

wmal-tv
Channel 7
Washington, D. C.
An Evening Star Station represented by H-R Television, Inc.

YEARS

OF

AUDIENCE

LEADERSHIP

For more than three continuous years... covering
sixteen consecutive ARB Rating Periods...
KCRA-TV has enjoyed audience leadership
in the prosperous, growing SACRAMENTO,
CALIFORNIA TELEVISION MARKET.
This KCRA-TV audience leadership means
more viewers . . . more sales impressions . . .
greater results for your advertising dollar.

•

•
•
•

ARB RATING PERIODS
KCRA-TV
30.3 ' B" STATION "C"
Nov. 7- Nov. 13, 1955
32.3
34.2 STATION
Feb. 8 -Feb. 14, 1956
29.7
35.7
35.6
June 2-June8, 1956
Nov. 15 - Nov. 21, 1956
43.8
36.1
31.1*
32.4
49.1
Feb. 8 -Feb. 14, 1957
31.0
46.5
29.7*
March 18 -April 14, 1957
34.5
49.7
25.2s
May 8 -May 14, 1957
35.3
22.1*
58.7
6.2
Oct. 14 -Oct. 20, 1957
11.4
21.7*
48.8
40.4
Oct. 29 -Nov. 4, 1957
13.8
24.7°
39.8
Dec. 1- Dec. 7,1957
49.0
19. 5*
49.2
11.0
Feb. 8 -Feb. 14, 1958
16.1
40.9
48.0
42.3
May 12 — May 18, 1958
35.8
53.5
Sept. 9 -Sept. 15, 1958
12.2
37.6
14.1
Oct. 4- Oct. 31, 1958
50.7
50.6
35.6
15.2
Nov. 8- Dec. 5, 1958
14.9
30.2
Jan. 5 -Feb. 1, 1959
44.8
(*) Denotes
*D" went total
theaudience
airrating
aftershareperiods.
May of8 stations
thru 14, VC19578 D".ratingStation
period.
• Denotes
fouroff week

KCRA-Tv
SACRAMENTO

Represented by Edward Petry & Co.
6 (DATEBOOK)

CALL YOUR PETRY MAN
for availabilities on
KCRA-TV, the flourishing
Sacramento Audience
Leadership Station.

eration
of America,
Petersburg,
Fla. Tides Hotel & Bath Club, St.
MAY
May 1 — National Radio Month opens.
May 1— National Law Day.
May 1-3Galveston.
— Texas Assn.
Sigma Delta Chi, Hotel
Galvez,
Annualof meeting.
May
4-6
—
Assn.
of
Canadian
Advertisers,Ont. annual
conference, Royal York Hotel, Toronto,
May 4-8neers,— Society
of
Motion
Picture
& Tv Engisemi-annual convention, Fontainebleau
Hotel, Miami Beach,
Fla. Theme Communications."
will be "Films
and Television
for International
*seminar
May 4-9
— Advertising
Research
Foundation
in operations
research,
Cleveland.
Eleven
daytime
and days.
two evening
of three
each in bVz
Further lectures
information
from hours
ARF.
*May 6 —ference,National
ConBiltmore andAeronautical
Pick-Miami Electronics
Hotels, Dayton,
Ohio. tAems is scheduled.
panel on worldwide communications sysMay 6— National
Academy
Television
Arts &
Sciences,
11th annual
Emmy ofawards
presentation
on NBC-TV, 10-11:30 p.m. (EST).
6-9 — OhioDeshler-Hilton
State U. Institute
for Education
byMayRadio-Tv,
Hotel, Columbus,
Ohio.
May
7-8
—
Kentucky
Broadcasters
Assn., Sheraton-Seelbach Hotel, Louisville.
May
7-9 — convention.
5th district,Hotel
Advertising
Federation
America,
Frederick,
Hunting-of
ton,
W.Va.
12— Wisconsin
ofMayWisconsin,
Madison.Fm Clinic, Center Bldg., U.
May 13-15 — Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters,
Bedford willSprings.
Frank
WFBG-AM-TV
Altoona
panelWIPonPalmer,
reduction
of operating
costs
and ofRalfdirect
Brent,
Philadelphia,
will be
chairman
panel
on
service
to
local
advertiser.
Presidents
from
adjoining
state
associations
will
attend.
May ing,
14 —National
Virginia
AP
Broadcasters,
spring
meetPress Club, Washington, D.C.
*ceremony,
May 14 —Ambassador
Sigma Delta
West Chi
Hotel,annual
Chicago,banquet
James
A. Byron, news director of WBAP Fort Worth and
president
of
fraternity,
will
present
bronze
medallions aguished
nd plaques
winners ofawards
1959 inSDX15 distinservice in tojournalism
cate*gories.
May
14
—
U.
of
Michigan
Advertising
Conference.
Agency
and advertising
appear areas
panel leaders.
Michiganexecutives
advertisingwillgroups
cooperating.
May 16-17
— Illinois
NewsIllinois
Broadcasters
Assn.,
spring
meeting,
U., Carbondale;
also, United
PressSouthern
Intl. business
meeting.
*convention,
May 20-22Sheraton
— Electronic
35th
Hotel, Industries
Chicago. FredAssn.R. Lack,
past
Honor.EIA director, will receive 1959 EIA Medal of
May
20-22Edgewater
— Assn. ofBeach
National
meeting,
Hotel,Advertisers,
Chicago. spring
May 21-23 — Montana Radio Stations Inc., Great
Falls.
May 21-23 —Sheraton
ElectronicHotel,Industries
convention,
Chicago. Assn., annual
May 24-27 — Associated Business Publications,
annual
meeting
and Pa.management conference, Skytop Lodge,
Skytop,
May
28-31
—
Second
Seminar and Pop MusicAnnual
Disc Radio
JockeyProgramming
Convention,
Americana
Hotel,
Miami,
Fla.
will include Matthew J. Culligan, NBCSpeakers
Radio executive
vice president, and Gordon McLendon, head of
McLendonsoring seminar
stationwithgroup.
Storz
stations
are
sponBill Stewart, Kilpatrick Bldg.,
Omaha, Neb., as convention coordinator.
JUNE symposium, ProJune 1-3 — National microwave
on Microwave
TheoryHarvard
& Tech-U.,
niques,fessionalBostonGroupSection,
Paine Hall,
Cambridge, Mass.
June 3-5 — Armed Forces Communications & Electronics Assn., annualD.C. convention, Sheraton-Park
Hotel, Washington,
June
7-10
— Advertising
Federation ofMinneapolis.
America,
annual convention,
Hotel Leamington,
June
— NationalMayflower
CommunityHotel,
Television
Assn.
D.C. 9-11convention,
annual
Washington,
June
12-16annual
— National
Federation
of Advertising
Agencies,
convention,
Chatham
Bars Inn,
Chatham, Mass.
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the

Knorr

Big/|

BATTLE CREEK
The Nation's Cereal Center

SAGINAW
Automotive Accessories

FLINT
Automotive Production

JACKSON
5
1~Diversified
industry
k IT.Orr

.
J*
BROADCASTING CORP

now represented by

rOPDOPATIOKI
W
CORPORATION
MWREN-OUINN
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES
1741 Ivor Ave.
110 Sutter St.
35 E. Wacker Drivi
Franklin 2-1370
Yukon 6-4112
Hollywood 4-6146
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The

face

that

launched

a million

sales

In millions of homes, this smiling
face means business-big business
for OLYMPIA BEER in 47 west
coast markets. It's a million dollar
smile for sales- minded advertisers
everywhere -advertisers such
as BLUE PLATE FOODS, HOLSUM
BAKERIES and FISHER FOODS
SUPERMARKETS.
Mitchell, Academy

It's Thomas
Award winner,

"Tony" Award winner, "Emmy"
Award winner, Thomas Mitchell as
GLENCANNON
Now he brings all his winning ways
into full play for you as he turns
his brilliant talents towards high
comedy on the high seas in an
hilarious half -hour series. Authorcritic Barnaby Conrad described
GLENCANNON as one of the most
widely known and beloved rogues in
fiction. Almost a billion reader
impressions via 67 GLENCANNON
stories in the Saturday Evening
Post describe this great character as
beloved, indeed —more important,
pre-accepted. It adds up to an ideal
selling climate for you -a selling
climate unique to situation comedy,
according to the recent Schwerin
report in Television Magazine. And
what's more, Thomas Mitchell is
on deck to sell for you personally.
Just say the word-GLENCANNON!
For details, phone, wire or write
NTA
Program
Sales
A Division of National Telefilm Associates, Inc.,
Coliseum Tower, IO Columbus Circle, N. Y. 19, lUdson 2-7300

nnouncing...

The

Central South's

Development

Since

Most
The

Important
Advent

Advertising

of Telecasting

Now that WSM-TV is telecasting from the Central South's
tallest tower (1408 feet above average terrain), all previous
information about and strategy for selling the Nashville
Market is obsolete.
HERE ARE THE FACTS:
The New
Nashville Market

Total
(New Tower)

Gain
(New Tower)
550,300

1728,800
Population
Effective
$573,556,000.00
$2,074,487,000.00
Buying Income
Retail Sales
$417,878,000.00
$1,519,052,000.00
( Market Data — Sales Management )
ALL THIS AND A 40.5 SHARE TOO (FEB. ARB)

To evaluate quickly, by buying WSM-TV you can now reach
over a half-million new people, who add over half a billion
dollars in effective buying income, who actually spend nearly
half a billion dollars annually. In short, the new WSM-TV
Tower has increased the potential of the Nashville Market
by better than one-fourth.
kp
Isn't it time to re-evaluate your market
strategy in the Central South ?

WSM-TV
Nashville, Tennessee
Represented by Retry
OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE NATIONAL
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LIFE AND ACCIDENT

INSURANCE COMPANY
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MONDAY MEMO
from DAVID WERMEN, president, Wermen & Schorr Inc., Philadelphia
Supporting
the media
buy
What is the most critical period in a production people for lines and facilities. But as soon as agreements had been
broadcast media campaign?
Is it selection of the vehicle? Choice finalized, telephone calls and follow-up
of markets? Cycling of campaign time? letters went to every Phillies sales representative inthe area giving him the
Selection of availabilities? Preparation
of commercial theme? Production of complete story: air date, number of
games,
names
of personalities doing the
commercials? Awaiting consumer buying reaction and ratings?
play-by-play, station list, dates of
All of these are important, of course,
but at Wermen & Schorr we believe the games,
Wires etc.giving the story in brief were
to every jobber in the territory
most critical period occurs between sent
the time the media buy is made and first whether or not he stocked Phillies.
wires urged him to see his Phillies
air date.an Why?
Becauseand that's
the must
time These
representative
for
full went
story.to Carwhen
advertiser
agency
bons
wiresthethen
the
sell "against"
and inthatmostevery
in- salesmenof these
together with a suggested
stances the timethe isbuy,
so short
sales pitch. Mailings were made to key
hour is precious.
publicity and ads were placed
To us, selling "against" the buy takes retailers,
in
regional trade papers and as soon as
many
forms. First
own sales
organization
mustthebeclient's
informed
and arrangements could be made, a complete sales clinic was held in the terrisold — whirled up as it were. Next,
tory with the play-by-play announcer
broker and jobber organizations must
present
if possible.
get the same treatment. Then it must
Has it worked? Over a hundred new
be passed along to the buyer at the re- distributors
have been added and prodtail level together with a selling mesuct sales are so far ahead of last year
sage. Every customer and prospect on
that
the
figures
stagger the imagination.
our
must feel
potential
impactclient's
of thelistmedia
buy the
to the
point
What
Did
It?
it wasn't all
where he will order full stocks of the baseball. Phillies has• No,
sponsored, or cosponsored in the last six months, all on
client's
products.
He
must
also
see
that
his retail outlets are not only fully NBC-TV, the election night returns on
stocked, but displaying the product the full network, the NCAA game
of the week on the full network, the
prominently as well.
Be Prepared • No matter how astute Sugar Bowl, Senior Bowl, the NCAA
the media buy, no matter how exciting college football game of the week, the
the vehicle, no matter how outstanding NBA Pro-basketball game of the week,
the commercial message, if the product and Jackpot Bowling Friday nights following the fights.
isn't on the shelf you don't make a
sale.
Starting this season, Phillies adds
Baseball
Game of the Week on NBCWe have found that a dynamic preselling campaign can open up new mar- TV and regional radio every Saturday
kets, add an entire new category of
retail establishments for a product, secure important display space in windows, on counters, and at end aisles,
gain distribution for a new item or a
new size in the line, and open doors to
jobbers and retailers who had given the
client's
six weekssalesman
before. a cold "no" a scant
The Three Bees • What's the secret?
Actually there isn't any. We rely on a
formula of Three Bees — be timely, be
complete, be brief. For example. We
decided, based on excellent sales results the preceding year, to buy as much
baseball on radio and television for
Phillies Cigars as availability and budget would permit. In each case the negotiations were long and complicated. Our
radio and television people had to
dicker with club owners, last year's
sponsors, station sales organizations,
other advertising agencies and station
BROADCASTING, March 30, 1959

boosts sales
and Sunday. But this fabulous lineup
could not have introduced two new
cigar shapes and made them the best
sellers in their category if the merchandise had not been in the stores when
the consumers asked for them. Selling
"against" put them there.
Another new cigar from Phillies is
onandthetheway.selling
We'retheme
callingwillit abe"Cheroot"
western.
Already the wheels are turning to make
sure every cigar counter from Portland,
Me., to Portland, Ore., has Cheroots on
hand when the first commercial hits the
airwaves early in May.
Different clients have different selling problems, of course, but we have
found
the pre-selling
of air media
has beenthateffective
in all cases.
Retailer Knows the Score • The pattern is the same with account after account. If everyone along the busy
channel of distribution is told the
simple who, why, what, when and where
of an air media buy in a dramatic way,
the sales results must be dramatic, for
radio and television are dramatic advertising media and the retailer knows
it— far better than many of us think.
We make it a rule at Wermen & Schorr
for account executives and radio and
television contact men to present to
the client a suggested timetable of
merchandising activities that will precede an air date. Moreover, that timetable must be specific as to the area of
responsibility of client, agency, and
media as well as just when the function
will be carried out.
Elementary? Perhaps! But good selling most often is.
Dave Wermen, 40-odd years ago as an
errand boy for a major store in Philadelphia, was intrigued by the work of
the late Harry Feigenbaum, then advertising manager for the firm. Young
Dave spent spare moments in the advertising office writing bits of copy and
learning the facts of hard-sell retailing.
When Mr. Feigenbaum opened his own
agency, Dave Wermen became the first
employe. Eventually he became account
executive and still later a full partner,
when the name was changed to Feigenbaum & Wermen. Harry Feigenbaum
died in 1958 and J. Leonard Schorr,
vice president, became equal partner.
The name was changed to Wermen &
Schorr this year and the company
moved to new and enlarged quarters at
1616 Walnut St. in Philadelphia. The
agency has a multi-million dollar billing through its 26 accounts.
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THE

ONLY

THAT

GIVES

ALL

ONE
YOU

THREE

: RS,HEAD•GREENVILLE
«
s. c.
GREENVILLE
SPARTANBURG
ASHEVILLE
Only WFBC-TV, "The
Giant of Southern Skies/'
gives you dominant coverage inthese three metropolitan markets.
Ask the Station or
WEED for latest market
data, surveys and availabilities.
Represented Nationally by
WEED TELEVISION CORP.
CHANNEL 4
WFBC-TV
GREENVILLE, S. C.
NBC NETWORK
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RADIO AFFILIATE, "THE PIEDMONT GROUP
WFBC - GREENVILLE WORD - SPARTANBURG

OPEN
Support from all but two
editor:
In your article on a copyright bill
before the New Mexico legislature
[Broadcasting, March 9], it was stated
that "some" of the broadcasters within
the state were supporting this bill. I
would appreciate a correction, as this
bill wasmit e pressed
the legislative
comof the Newby Mexico
Broadcasters
Assn. at the request of broadcasters.
Only two broadcasters opposed the bill
in its present form.
The bill is considerably watered
down, but NMBA feels it is a good
starting point.
James A. Duncan
(KSIL Silver City)
President
New Mexico Broadcasters Assn.
Fragrant advertising
editor:
I have just hung our copy of the
Marchrible 1pun).6 issue out to air (to use a terSo many people came in the office
today and said, "What is that horrible
smell,"
necessary.that such drastic action was
Seriously, we think the perfumed page
stunt (must have been WGAL-TV) is
one that will never be forgotten. We at
WLRN will never forget WGAL-TV
anyway, as they helped our station establish new studios by donating two Fairchild turntables, with cabinets and tone
arms, to our rebuilding project.
generosity ofof WGAL-TV,
and
forForthetheexcellence
your magazine,
we of this college station are grateful.
John B. P. Hood
Manager, WLRN, Lehigh U.
Bethlehem, Pa.
editor :
I have just torn out page 3 and 4 of
the March 16 issue and it is now under
water.
But the rose lingers. Wow!
Galen O. Gilbert
Manager
KTLQ Tahlequah, Okla.
Magazine versus television
Your recent article in the March 16
issue was indeed enlightening [story
about Newsweek anti-tv campaign]. We
just wonder how long this "knocking of
tv" is going to continue. The longer this
bickering continues between print and
broadcast media the faster people are
tising.
going to loose faith in all media adverAll media has a place in our society.

MIKE.
Each has its own characteristics which
the other does not have. Therefore an
advertiser will always be in need of a
certain media for his specific campaign
or message . . .
When magazines continue to attack
television in this manner it is indeed
showing a sign of weakness. As George
Huntington of TvB so aptly put it, "it
is indeed presumptuous of them to inalwayssult their
do reading
what theypublic."
like toPeople
do. will
Peter T. Childs
Broadcast Manager
The Branham Co.
San Francisco
Radio defense plan
editor:
Would like 8 or 10 reprints of March
16 "Radio Defense Plan at Last?" story
for distribution to key state civil decomefensenews.offices. Terrific story and welRalph J. Robinson
Vice President-Manager
WACE Chicopee, Mass.
Disagrees
editor : with TASO's Dr. Town
. . . You covered thoroughly the
TASO
report
future51,of March
uhf —
bleak was
the onwordthe (page
16). In our judgment this is not true
we again proof.
use theHarrisburg
people's opinion
asand statistical
is now
a three station market — served by an
11-year-old vhf station in Lancaster,
Pa.,
transmitter located 22 miles
from with
Harrisburg.
We are one uhf channel — 27 — in the
capital city. The other is WHP, ch. 55.
We both operate with a million watts of
power and have been on the air close to
six years. In prime viewing time, ARB
indicates the following share of audience Sunday through Saturday 6-10
p.m. : Four week average — WTPA 34.6,
WHP-TV 21.9, WGAL-TV 39.1 (the
"v"). Is this not proof that people are
interested in two things . . . ( 1 ) Clarity
of picture ... (2) Programs. . .?
The purported depreciation of a uhf
station beyond 40 miles is of small conBROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for
52
weekly
issues
$7.00. Annual
including Yearbook Number
$11.00. subscription
Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's
occupation
required.
Regular
sues 35# per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00isper copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735
DeSales St.,
WashingOn changes,
pleaseN.W.,include
both
old andton 6, D.C.
new addresses.
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THE
BURNS
AND
ALLEN
SHO

Running
Rings
Around
All
Competition!

NO.

1

SYNDICATE:

i
Selling

ALREADY SOLD IN 96 MARKETS...
FOR FULL DETAILS ON THESE 239 6 ROLLICKING HALF-HOURS... CALL
SCREEN
& GEMS
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES
NEW YORK • DETROIT • CHICAGO • HOUSTON . HOLLYWOOD . ATLANTA • TORONTO
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for:
• S & W FINE FOODS
• RIVAL DOG FOODS
■ NUCOA MARGARINE
■ HOUSEHOLD FINANCE CORP.
• LESTOIL
ST. JOSEPH'S ASPIRIN
4-WAY COLD TABLETS...
and many other
blue chip advertisers.
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sequence, for isn't the ultimate purpose of the allocations system to provide more stations in more communities without interference? . . . Uhf
should be judged not on its failures,
but on its successes. That is our story.
Donald D. Wear
General Manager
WTPA (TV) Harrisburg, Pa.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE: Theof TASO's
March 16 story
quoted
director,theDr.conclusions
George Town, about executive
uhf, not
ours.]
One-rate theme not new
editor:
WITH notes with a great deal of interest the movement toward a one-rate
structure and heartily endorses it. WITH
has had a single rate for its full 1 8 years
of existence . . . agencies and advertisers over the years have appreciated
this one-rate standard very much.
R.C. Embry
Vice President
WITH Baltimore
EDITOR :
. . . Last May, when we assumed
ownership of the station, we initiated
what we felt might be a new concept,
that of a single rate for local and national advertisers. It was and is our feeling that there have been abuses of the
"two-rate" concept and we were eager
In La w. . .

in TV and Radio . . .

it's Blackstone

BROADCASTING
IT'S
YEARBOOK!

A lawyer without his copy of Blackstone is
a little like a trombone player without a
trombone. For Sir William Blackstone's
famous "Commentaries on the Laws of
England" has been the standard legal reference and textbook in its field for generations. Radio and TV are much newer
than jurisprudence - but in their field,
too, a recognized authority has emerged
as the standard source of information.
BROADCASTING YEARBOOK is read each
year (and saved all year) by thousands of
7
24 (OPEN MIKE)

to begin operations ... in a positive
manner.
Richard B. Baker
Executive V.P. and Gen. Mgr.
WMET Miami Beach, Fla.
No juke box radio
EDITOR :
I would . . . like to take this opportunity to express my wholehearted
agreement
Hayward's
suggestion with
(OpenWilliam
Mike, D.March
9) to
throw the "audio book" at the video
office by rebroadcasting radio programs
of 1939-45 vintage. I think the idea is
excellent and that it will help to remind people that a radio is more than
just a juke box. . . .
. . . Let me thank you for the many
hours of useful and informative reading your magazine has brought me ever
since I saw the first copy, five years ago
in Iceland.
I credit Broadcasting with having
given me enough knowledge of American commercial broadcasting to enable
me to take over a position as producer
for a radio station in Philadelphia
(WCAU) and subsequently branch out
on my own as a packager. . . .
Christiern G. Albertson
President, Gabriel Productions
Philadelphia

people whose jobs in broadcast advertising demand a ready, accurate source of
TV-radio facts. The 1959 BROADCASTING
YEARBOOK-out in August-will give
some 16,000 of them the most comprehensive round-up on the dimensions of
today's broadcast media. If you have
something to tell the decision-makers,
BROADCASTING YEARBOOK is the place
to testify on your own behalf. Witness the
deadlines: July 1 for proofs; July 15, final.
Call or wire collect to reserve space!
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VISUALIZATION
OF

THE

RESULTS

IDEA
IN

EXCIT1N
TELEVISION
available

at

CHANNEL

KPLR-TV

VIDEO CITY

THE CHASE-PARK PLAZA HOTELS • ST. LOUIS 8, MISSOURI
HAROLD KOPWR • PRESIDENT
JAMES L CADDIGAN • VICE
JAMES GOLDSMI1

Two great Carolina stations can telecast your advertising
message simultaneously with one purchase — increased
economy with increased coverage.

NOW

WW

Ell

57.4%

OF

one

buy

CAROLINA
at

an

TV

attractive

HOMES

in

discount.

WBTV, Charlotte, and
WBTW, Florence, are now
linked by two-way microwave, enabling these great
area stations to telecast
simultaneously and giving
advertisers an exciting
double buy at an attractive
bonus discount.
Extend your advertising
on either Jefferson Standard
television station to include
the other— or buy both
stations
together.
cover almost
60%°inYou'll
oftheall
television
homes
Carolinas!
Combination buys earn 15?
discount on WBTW rates,
in addition to all other
discounts-with
applicable economy
increased
increased coverage.
If you're already using
WBTV, you can add the
rich, balanced
industrial
WBTWagriculturalmarket
at an exceptionally low
cost-per-thousand.
Here's the combination for
increased Carolina sales
at a most economical
WBTV-WBTW,
by rate
microwave.
°NCS #3-March, 1958.
One call to CBS TV Spot Sales will do it!
JEFFERSON

STANDARD

BROADCASTING

COMPANY
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RESCUE

SQUAD

TAKES

OVER

AT

MBS

Creditors okay deferments of old debts to keep network going
The odds on Mutual took a turn for
the better early
week withSmith
announcement that last
the Malcolm
group had purchased the network from
Scranton Corp. The sale cut Mutual
free
unsteady and
fortunes
of exbossesfromA.L.theGuterma
Hal Roach
Jr.
Mr. Smith and his associates, in
effect, got the network simply by being
willing to take on its debts. The most
important thing they brought along was
their ability to win a stay of creditor
demands for what appears to be two
years. One of the creditors told Broadcasting that there would be an initial
6-month moratorium in which no creditors would seek payment, and after that
Mutual would have an additional 18
months to satisfy past obligations. The
terms were conditioned on Mutual's
meeting current obligations promptly,
beginning March 31. Some time before
the final deadlines the new owners will
have to get up enough money to pay
off around $1 million in obligations.
While the sale to the Smith group
gives Mutual a breather, it does not
solve all ,the problems which have
plagued the network in recent weeks.
There remains a considerable fencemending job to preserve its prime assets
— affiliates — and to restore confidence
in thewasnetwork's
abilitymore
to survive.
That
job
made the
complicated
last week by two developments.
The first was Intermountain Network
confirming that it was pulling 40 of its
41 stations out of Mutual as of March
31 — new owners or no — in favor of
affiliation with ABC Radio (the exception: KIMN Denver). This was
reported in Broadcasting March 16,
and had been the subject of continued
dispute since then, with Mutual maintaining that Intermountain, at worst,
would be a dual affiliate with the lion's
share of its time going to MBS.
Disaffiliation • The picture became
so clouded that Intermountain took the
unusual step of going on closed circuit
to its affiliates to disavow Mutual's report. Lynn Meyer, president of Intermountain, told Broadcasting last week
that "Mutual
apparently
refuses Weto are
believe that we have
disaffiliated.
sympathetic to their problem, but we
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have definitely affiliated with ABC
The disaffiliation of Intermountain
Radio."further emphasized by George
was
Hatch, chairman of Intermountain and
president of KALL Salt Lake City, its
key station. When Mr. Smith announced his takeover to affiliates, he
said that three members of the Mutual
Affiliates Advisory Committee, including Mr. Hatch, would be eligible to
serve on the network's board of directors. This was interpreted by some
newspapers to mean that Mr. Hatch
would serve in that capacity. Mr. Hatch
sent a telegram to Mr. Smith last
Wednesday, with copies to the press,
saying that "as per my conversation
with Lindeman (one of Mr. Smith's
associates) in Chicago, it is impossible
for me to serve on the Mutual BroadSystem board
of directors."
The casting
second
complication
was the
planned dissolution of the Don Lee
regional hookup on the West Coast.
Twenty Don Lee stations affiliated with

ABC andpendentothers
to go inde(se page planned
30).
The Mutual Deal • Mr. Smith and
his associates, Richard Davimos and
Enoch Light, entered the picture March
6 when they purchased an option on
the network from Robert Hurleigh,
MBS senior vice president in Washington, for $50,000. They exercised that
option late March 21. In the meantime
they had been paying $35,000 each
week tor, toto keep
AT&T,
Mutual's
majorbills.credicurrent
on phone
As far as could be determined, that
was the only cash involved to date.
When Scranton Corp. stockholders deposed Hal Roach Jr. from control of
Mutual's parent company a little over
a week ago (Broadcasting, March
23), they imposed another stipulation.
Mutual was being carried as an asset
on Scranton 's books, and although they
were
glad totheybe still
free wanted
of the something
network's
obligations,
continues
on page It's
30
to put on the books
in its place.

Malcolm Smith, Mutual chairman: for story of the man who salvaged network, turn page

The

man

who

Mutual's new chairman, Malcolm
E. Smith Jr., was born June 18,
1917, in New York City. His father
was (and is) in real estate in Long
Island. The family enterprises centered around Smithtown, named for
ancestor "Bull" Smith.* Malcolm Jr.
went to the local schools there, attended Pomfret prep school in Connecticut, skipped college and went to
work.
At 18, in 1935, he took his first
job with the Huber Hoge advertising agency, where he received his
indoctrination in the mail order business. He started as a general assistant, later became an account executive for such accounts as Doubleday
and Weiss publishing houses. It was
with Huber Hoge that he first bought
radio time. Even today he considers
himself primarily a radio specialist
(in his remarks to Mutual affiliates
last week he mentioned having purchased over $20 million in radio
time).
Came World War II, and in 1943
Mr. Smith was drafted into the
Army. His military career was something short of meteoric — he entered
a private in 1943 and came out a
corporal in 1946.
Upon his discharge Mr. Smith decided toMailgoorder
into business
self.
was the for
fieldhim-he
knew best, so he found himself a
product — kits of plastic bags that
housewives used for covering foods,
etc — bought some radio time, named
his firm the Radio Offer Co. and was
in business. The kits — like almost
everything
else he's touched
then — sold immediately
and well.since
Record Business • It was in that
period that Dick Davimos (now
president of Mutual) joined him as
a partner. The two started making
phonograph records for mail order
sale. Their first venture was called
"18
Top discs
Hits,"witha package
of three
78 rpm
three songs
to a
side.
The
"18
Top
Hits"
sold
for
$2.98 — and sold thousands.
The Smith-Davimos team then
started- Waldorf Music Hall, which
claims to be the largest supplier of
low priced records. These are sold
through chain stores, 98 cents for
* He's diansthefor the
one land
whose wastradeconditioned
with the In-on
"all the land he could ride around in one
day on his bull" (Broadcasting, March
16).
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salvaged

Mutual

78s, 79 cents for 45s and $1.98 for
Ips.A third associate entered the picture when Enoch Light joined them
as musical director. Mr. Light was
a well known orchestra leader in the
30s, whose career had been sidetracked by an automobile accident
which laid him up for two years.
Since Mr. Light joined the company,
it has expanded
its record
line to in-a
clude these labels:
Colortone,
cheaper companion to the Waldorf
line ($1.49 against $1.98 for lps),
Audition Records, sold exclusively
through F. W. Woolworth Stores,
the C. C. Award Record Club and
Grand Awards Records, a quality
line.
The Import Business • Two years
ago Mr. Smith went into the import
business, forming Harrison Home
Products Co. (named for its headquarters in Harrison, N.J.) and beginning by distributing Addiator, a
pocket-sized adding machine from
Germany that sells, in various models, $3.98
$29. order,
The initial
distri-is
bution wastomail
but now
handled through department stores
and stationery distributors. Later the
company added AddiPresto, another
miniature adding device from Italy,
and Vivif, an artificial minnow for
fishermen.
Althoughgot many
of Mr.
Smith's
products
start
mail
order, and some their
are still
soldin that
way,
he disclaims any strong association
with per inquiry advertising — which
often goes hand-in-hand with mail
order. "Sure we've done some P.I. —
you have to sometime in this business, but I canoverassure
it's never
represented
1% you
of our
time
Victor & Richards was formed as
buying."
an advertising agency to service the
various products of the Smith-Davimos-Light
complex.Jr.,Theexecutive
"Victor"viceis
Victor Lindeman
president,
and the president.
"Richards"Mr.is
Richard Davimos,
Smith is copy chief of the agency,
a title which does not reflect his
standing in the company but merely
describes a job he often does for it.
Why did Mr. Smith want to get
into the radio network business?
He thinks it can be profitable. As
for the fact that all radio networks

have lost money in recent years,
he thinks it's because (1) tv siphoned off the nighttime audience
and (2) network policies in general
have been uneconomical, with high
overhead, big staffs and programs
that stations didn't want. He thinks
Mutual's format, based on news,
sports and special events, is more
in line with what stations want from
amakenetwork,
money. and he thinks it can
Plans for Mutual • His specific
ideas for running the network
haven't
— he'sto
spent mostbeenof worked
his time out
just yet
trying
buy it. But they do include expansion of service and, he hopes, expansion in number of advertisers.
His companies will be among those
advertisers, but Mr. Smith is not
counting ference
on between
themprofit
to make
the difand loss.
The holdover Mutual executives
who made the deal with Mr. Smith
seem genuinely optimistic with the
new arrangement, Blair Walliser,
MBS executive vice president under
both the old and new regimes, said
last week of Mr. Smith: "He's got
Although Malcolm Smith disclaims any notion that he's a
wealthy
man,41 he's
well for his
years obviously
(associate done
Dick
Davimos is 36). Despite the pressure
of his many business activities he
generally makes it home every night
(a two-hour, 50-mile commute via
the Long
guts." Island Railroad), takes
Fridays off as well as the weekends
and goes to Lake Mattamuskwet,
hunting.
N.C., every January for the goose
He also finds time to participate
in civic activities, was road commis ioner for Nissequoque, L. I.,
headed the Boy Scout drive there
last year and is a member of the
associate vestry of St. James Episcopal Church.
His major leisure activities are
tennis ("pretty bad"), hunting
("pretty good") and his family. He
and his wife Jennifer, whom he married in 1947, have four children:
Jennifer, 10; Malcolm III, 7; Helen
LeRoy, 6, and Cynthia Carteret, 1.
They live in a 10-room, ranch-style
house they built two years ago in
Smithtown.
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A

good

SALESMAN
commands
respect

• • •

and
so

does

a

N!
Od
g
Io
To
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A really good salesman commands respect for
himself, his product, his company. Respect
means confidence — belief — SALES!
The same is true of radio stations. Some do command
respect, and this does make a difference! People in Iowa
have respected WHO for generations. They respect the
advertising they hear on WHO because they know that WHO
sees to it that everything we broadcast is dependable,
respectable and sound — news, sports, entertainment
AND COMMERCIALS.
As a result, more Iowa people listen to WHO
than listen to the next four commercial stations
combined. And they BELIEVE what they hear!
You undoubtedly evaluate the stations you select
as closely as you do your salesmen. When you
want a top-notch radio station in Iowa, ask PGW
about WHO Radio — Iowa's greatest!
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WHO
for Iowa PIUS!
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager
WHO Radio which
is part also
of Central
owns andBroadcasting
operates Company,
WHO-TV, Des Moines, WOC-TV, Davenport

CONTINUED from page 27
believed that the Smith group would
agree to give Scranton and its subsidiary Hal Roach Studios something
over a million dollars in advertising
time to satisfy the Scranton demand.
A major question which neither
Scranton Corp. nor Mutual's new
owners would answer was "who pays
off Armand Hammer?" Scranton and
Hal Roach Studios had bought the network from Mr. Hammer last September,
in return for stock, cash and $400,000
in promissory notes payable over a
three-year period (Broadcasting, Feb.
16).
Smith's Closed Circuit • Mr. Smith
told Mutual affiliates via closed circuit
last Monday that he and his associates
had assumed control of the network,
and that he would be its chairman while
Mr. Davimos would be president. (Mr.
Davimos also is president of Victor &
Richards, the house agency for the
record and distribution companies in
the Smith complex.)
He also announced that broadcaster
Theodore Granik (American Forum of
the Air and Youth Wants to Know,
both syndicated by Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co.) and orchestra leader
Enoch Light would be members of the
board. Mr. Light is musical director
of the Smith record companies and an
associate in other Smith enterprises.
In what was announced as an innovation in network-station relations, Mr.
Smith said the three top elective posts
in the Mutual Affiliates Advisory committee would automatically be eligible
for MBS board membership: the chairman, vice chairman and chairman of
the resolutions subcommittee. Present
incumbents are Victor C. Diehm,
WAZL Hazleton, Pa., Carter C. Peterson, WCCP Savannah, Ga., and Mr.
Hatch of KALL Salt Lake City. Presumably Messrs. Diehm and Peterson
would accept; Mr. Hatch declined. A
spokesman for Mr. Hatch indicated he
would resign his position on the MAAC.
Mr. Hurleigh and Blair Walliser, Mutual executive vice president, retain
their positions on the board and their
jobs
with thewillnetwork.
Davimos'to
presidency
pertain Mr.
principally
policy and fiscal matters, while Mr. Walliser will remain in operational control
(of the network.
Intermountain's Closed Circuit •
Also last Monday, Jack Paige, executive
vice president of Intermountain, advised
:affiliates
regard toabout
Mutualthe andnetwork's
ABC. Inposture
essence,in
it boiled down to this:
\. Effective March 31 Intermountain's basic affiliation would be with
ABC, which would be entitled to first
i call on all programming and clearances.
2. Intermountain would also carry
: any commercial time that others sought
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to place on it, subject to clearances. (As
Lynn Meyer put it to Broadcasting in
New
"We're
sell
time. IfYork,
someone
wantsin tobusiness
buy thattotime,
we'll sell it") This would include Mutual's Game of the Day baseball broadcasts and other co-op programs.
3. KIMN Denver would remain a
basic Mutual affiliate. KALL Salt Lake
would become an ABC affiliate, and the
Mutual affiliation there would shift to
KLUB.
4. KALL would continue, for a fee,
to traffic Mutual programs to the network's west coast affiliates.
5. "No program
will affiliates
be carried
Intermountain
network
exceptby
those ordered commercially through Intermountain network. However, all service from ABC and the sustaining service
of Mutual is available to all affiliates
wishing to carry it. We are today mailing you amendments
your current
Intermountain contract,tomaking
provision
for all of the above."
Don Lee to quit; ABC
gets 20 affiliations
The hour of 2 a.m. Sunday, April
26, will mark the beginning of Daylight
Saving Time and the end of the Don
Lee Broadcasting
System,
radio's largest
regional
broadcasting
network.
At that time, ABC will add 20 of
Don Lee's 34 affiliates in California,
Oregon and Washington to its own
roster of Pacific Coast outlets, to bring
the total to 46. That is the same number of stations in those states which
were affiliated with Don Lee at its
peak period. With the Intermountain
Network's 41 stations which joined
ABC March 15, ABC radio network
will now total more than 350 stations,
coast-to-coast.
ABC is also acquiring from Don Lee
eight hours of commercial programming a week including newscasts by
Frank Hemingway, Cliff Engle, John
Holbrook and Virgil Pinkley and TelloTests, all quarter-hour Monday-Friday
programs.
ABC'sThursday
acquisitionin
of Announcement
Don Lee was ofmade
Los Angeles in a joint statement by
Edward DeGray, vice president in
charge of the ABC radio network and
John Poor, vice president of RKO
Teleradio Pictures Inc., owner of Don
Lee and its key stations, KHJ Los Angeles and KFRC San Francisco. These
stations, which on March 16 inaugurated new "radiant radio" programming,
with formats changed to music, news
and information, will not join ABC,
which already owns stations in both
those cities. Like others among the
Don Lee affiliates, KHJ and KFRC are
currently affiliated with MBS. If their
new formats are as successful as first

reactions of listeners and advertisers
indicate, it is doubtful that they will
extend their Mutual affiliation agreements beyond their termination next
August.
Don Lee stations which will join
ABC on April 26 are these, all located
in cities where ABC has no affiliates:
KPAY Chico, KXO El Centra,
KMYC Marysville, KYOS Merced,
KPRL Paso Robles, KRDG Redding,
KSBW Salinas-Monterey, KGB San
Diego, KVEC San Luis Obispo, KCOK
Tulare-Visalia, all Calif.; KWIM Albany, KAST Astoria, KBND Bend,
KOOS Coos Bay, KRXL Roseburg,
KSLM Salem, all Ore.; KPUG Bellingham, KELA Centralia-Chehalis, KWLK
Longview, KGY Olympia, all Wash.
KTMS Santa Barbara and KWG
Stockton, both Calif., are currently
affiliated with both ABC and Don Lee.
KPOG Portland Ore., now a Don Lee
affiliate, has notified the network that
it is going
independent
ABC
is making
a change inin mid-April.
Portland,
however. On April 1, its current affiliate, KGW, moves to NBC and
KWJJ, now independent, joins ABC.
Unresolved
tions in marketsat week's
where end
both were
ABC situaand
Don Lee
currently
have
individual
outlets: KARM (ABC) and KYNO (Don
Lee) Fresno, KPMC (ABC) and KMAP
(Don Lee) Bakersfield, KCAL (ABC)
Redlands and KITO (Don Lee) San
Bernardino, KFBK (ABC) and KGMS
(Don Lee) Sacramento, all Calif.;
KASH (ABC) and KORE (Don Lee)
Eugene, KFLW (ABC) and KFJI (Don
Lee) Klamath Falls, KYJC (ABC) Medford and KWIN (Don Lee) AshlandMedford, all Ore.; KING (ABC) and
KVI (Don Lee) Seattle, Wash. (On
June 13, KING will join NBC and
KOMO will become ABC in Seattle.)
Charles W. Godwin, MBS vice president, who also was in Los Angeles
Thursday,
ruary 1958pointed
Mutualouthasthathadsince
its Febown
direct affiliation contracts with individual Pacific Coast stations instead of
merely a blanket affiliation with Don
Lee astionacontracts
regional
These Mr.
staare network.
still in effect,
Godwin said, stating very definitely
that Mutual is going to stay in business
on the West Coast. The chief change
effected by the ABC arrangement, he
commented, is that the MBS affiliates
will no longer get Don Lee business.
WKST swings to ABC
WKST New Castle, Pa.-Youngstown,
Ohio, will change its affiliation from
MBS to ABC April 20, it was announced
last week by S.W. Townsend, WKST
president, and Edward J. DeGray, ABC
vice president. WKST, owned and operated byWKST Inc., operates on 1 kw,
1280 kc.
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. . . ON

A

BILLION-DOLLAR

WSPD Radio's across-the-board leadership in
the billion-dollar Toledo market continues to
give advertisers more sales ammunition for their
dollar. All-time high ratings are the result of
WSPD's forward march in its 38-year domination
of Toledo, attained by consistently aggressive programming and promotion.
To bulls-eye Toledo's billion dollars, depend
on the one station to score — and keep scoring!
Ask your KATZ man for details.
SHorer
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IvaxTio

Famous

«s?

TARGET!

on the local scene"

BROADCAST

Broadcast to a
CONCENTRATED
MICHIGAN
AUDIENCE

WPON
Sta. B
Sta. C
Sta. D

00 Noon—Thru6:00FndiyP.M.
Monday Thru Friday 12Monday
46.5
39
14.0
24.1
1 1.9
8.1
10.0
5.4
C. E. Hooper, May, 1958

The station serving

TV

IS KEY

TO

ADVERTISING
BIG

SPENDING

TvB charts growth budgets in three media
Keep yourwhofinger
on the
pulsetheof top21 magazines declined more than $14.8
advertisers
ranked
among
million.
• The 21 advertisers with budgets
100 three-media spenders and who at
least doubled their advertising budgets doubled-or-better added together had
in
a three-year
a 133% increase in their three-media
network
tv a key.period. You will find budgets
in the last three years, spent
million collectively in netThat's the gist of Television Bureau about work$94
tv in 1958.
of Advertising President Norman E.
Cash's analysis of three-media expendi• Compared to other top 100 advertisers: the 21 (all but one are network
tures of the top 100 advertisers as comtv advertisers) recorded 71% of their
piled
by
Publishers
Information
Bureau. (These figures [based on the three-media budget for tv while the
League of National Advertisers as the remainder of the top 100 advertisers
placed 56% in network tv. For the
source] reported expenditures in net- total
100 advertisers, 58.6% of the
work tv, Sunday supplements and maga- three-media
dollars went into network
zine advertising. Spot tv and newstv,
up
from 54.9% a year ago.
papers are omitted.)
Points made by Mr. Cash:
Mr. advertisers
Cash: "There's
• Without the $55,305,569 increase hereSumsfor upthose
whosea moral
sales
in network tv in 1958, total expendi- didn't justify any budget increases. We
tures for the 100 top advertisers would think everyone should take a very close
have declined because Sunday supple- look at these double-or-better adverments increased only $3,652,004 while

Invested talents
tisers."AND MAGAZINE BUDGETS
SUPPLEMENT
NETWORK TELEVISION,
OF THOSE SUNDAY
FROM THE TOP 100 ADVERTISERS
WHOSE THREE-MEDIA TOTAL AT LEAST DOUBLED, 1955-1958
Three-Media Total Budgets
Network Tv Expenditures
1958
1958
1955
77%
Kellogg
77%
10.3
American Home Products
9.9
13.3
13.4
Sterling Drug
8.3
6.4
74%
$11.95.0
$20.5
$26.7
11.8
Brown & Williamson Tobacco
10.8
70%
3.3
10.2
4.7
94%
Pharmaceuticals
1.6
72%
2.1
Eastman Kodak Inc.
58%
10.2
4.0
1.7
5.9
Prudential Insurance
47%
0.5
5.3
85%
3.8
Ralston Purina
100%
Sears,
Kaiser Roebuck
Industries
1.5
2.5
0.2
3.4
Seven-Up
42%
3.4
1.7
1.4
3.4
1.1
3.3
1.4
78%
Beech-Nut Life Savers
1.1
57%
1.3
3.4
Socony
Mobil
Oil
1.0
2.8
3.0
American
Gas World
Assn. Airways
2.73.0
0.8
3.2
36%
Pan American
2.3
50%
1.2
2.6
1.3
65%
Libby,
McNeill
&
Libby
2.6
1.4
52%
Carter
Products
1.7
2.3
2.4
Max
Factor
88%
2.3
71%
1.7
Bulova Watch
1.5
0.1
0.2
Anheuser-Busch
71%
1.1
65%
Chemstrand
0.8
Total
$132.5
$94.0
CONTACT
$51.2
VENARD RINTOUL & McCONNELL, INC.
ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Associated with Lansing's
network shows for each
Listed below are the highest-ranking television
the multi-city Arbitron instant
by
rated
as
19-25
March
week
the
of
day
ratings of American Research Bureau.
RATING
NETWORK
DATE
PROGRAM AND TIME
21.9
Thur., March 19 77Playhouse
90
(9:30
p.m.)
25.4
Sunset (10
Stripp.m.)(9:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
Fri., March 20
24.8
Gunsmoke
ABC-TV
Sat., March 21
Maverick
(7:30
p.m.)
30.4
CBS-TV
25.9
Sun.,
March
22
ABC-TV
27.8
Danny
Mon., March 23
CBS-TV
RiflemanThomas
(9 p.m.)(9 p.m.)
Tue.,
Wed., March
March 2425 Wagon Train (7:30 p.m.)
ABC-TV
32.5
NBC-TV
Copyright 1959 American Reiearch B
32
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A WHBF PLUS SIGN

• NO. 1

Standing at right is Ted Arnold, WHBF Stations' Sales Manager, a member of the school board, shown in session.

Community

leadership
enhances

by

staff people

WHBF

The esteem that WHBF enjoys
in its home town community —
the Quad-Cities — is deeply rooted.
Since 1925 this station has had
the advantage of constructive management by community-minded people. In accordance with this philosophy, WHBF has attracted astaff of like quality.
Probably no other organization in the QuadCity area contributes more man hours, on and
off the job, to helping and cooperating with every
worthwhile project.
The result of such community leadership and
participation has accumulated over the years into
a tremendous amount of acceptance for WHBF.
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value — for advertisers

This excellent stature, although it cannot be
worked into a rate card, is a tangible plus that
WHBF advertisers share with us in the QuadCities.
STRONG & PRODUCTIVE FROM DEEP ROOTS

WHBF
Covering Eastern Iowa -Western Illinois • RADIO & TELEVISION
Represented by Avery-Knodel

IT TAKES
A

FIG
THE

NOW THE MUTUAL
AFFILIATE FOR THE
MINNEAPOLIS- ST. PAUL
TWIN CITIES AREA

THE

MORE

LEAF
TWIN

TO

THAN
COV

CITIE:

NOW OPERATING
FULL TIME...
featuring fresh,
bright "country
music" programming

NEW

5000 WattS... 1440 KC.

917 Lilac Lane, Golden Valley, Minneapolis 22
Phone: Liberty 5-5601

Represented by WEED
RADIO CORPORATION
New York • Chicago • Dallas • Des Moines • Detroit • San Francisco • Hollywood • Boston • Atlanta
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RAB

STUDIES

STALK

LISTENERS

ed $20,000, "so we couldn't afford to
buy time, too," a company spokesman
explained. On the other side, an executive of one of the stations accepting the
deal said, "Unless we have completely
misjudged the picture's potential in our
area, we'll make much more than we
would by selling the time at card rates."
CTSS helper on way
for tv spot buyers
Agency buyers will be receiving a new
"helper" this week from CBS Televifirm. sion Spot Sales, station representative
The mailing is designed to help the
buyer to plot a projected rating of an
"unduplicated" audience cumulatively
for a series of announcements. There
are two "cume
charts"
each having
one-week
curve and
a four-week
curvea
that tell at a glance the net or cumulative ratings. There is a chart for daytime and another for nighttime. The
former's curvesnouncemerange
36 annts per week.fromThe3 tonighttime
chart ranges 1 to 8.
The charts were prepared by the research department under the supervision of Robert Davis, director of research, and were based on a special
Nielsen duplication study -of averagerated spots in New York, Chicago and
St. Louis.
The data reflects a drive by CTSS to
emphasize the unduplicated audience
obtainable by saturation use of spot tv.
Mr. Davis pointed out that on the basis
of the "cume" material, 12 daytime
spots reach 40% of a market in a single
week and 70% in four weeks, while
three nighttime spots can deliver 50%
of a market each week and achieve
an 85% penetration over a four-week

Food merchants try out new research
in markets to nail down listener hours
Two national food advertisers, not of six buyers of cake mixes.
identified, will undertake studies to learn
In Mr. Sweeney's terminology, this
the exact listening habits of customers is "on-target radio buying. . . . The
answer
for advertisers who are accusof
specific products sold in supermarkets.
tomed to buying big circulation but no
This interest sparked among the advertisers was revealed last week by results."
barter
Radio Advertising Bureau President Per-moviegoer
Kevin B. Sweeney in disclosure of new offered tv stations
RAB "pilot studies" on the "forgotten
"share in our income" approach
person
research" — the actual to The
broadcast advertising instead of buypurchaserof ofmedia
a product.
ing at card rates is being used by AsMr. Sweeney made public the start of
sociated Producers and 20th Centurythe pilot studies (conducted for RAB
to advertise
"The bySadAssociated
Horse,"
by Fact Finders) before an advertising Fox
theatrical
produced
agency-station representative audience and being film
distributed
by
20th
Centuryattending the Radio & Television Exec- Fox.
Society's held
windupin New
timebuying
As presented to tv stations in major
selling utives
seminar
York. and
Newcomers • The advertisers who markets, the plan offers a station exwill undertake these studies under RAB
clusive tv advertising for "The Sad
its coverage10 trailers
area. Thefor staauspices are reported to be food firms Horse"tion is toin broadcast
the
which heretofore have not used radio
picture,
each
a
4Vi
-minute
featurette,
in the particular markets in question as frequently as it thinks right.
In exbut plan to do so.
change, the station receives 10% of the
net
revenue
of
the
picture
in
the
market,
In Mr.
portfolio,
the
studies
will beSweeney's
recommended
as a way
that is, 10% of what 20th Century-Fox
in rental for the picture from
to "pre-insure" a radio campaign, using receives
the medium as a "method of increasing the theatres there.
the advertiser's share of a market."
This glorified per-inquiry deal has
While not "original," the RAB prob- been accepted by stations in 26 major
according to Associated Proing method is "upsetting to many ad- markets, ducers,
which reports that the trailers
vertisers with pre-conceived notions
are
being
broadcast by such stations as
about
advertising
effectiveness,"
Mr.
WPIX (TV) New York, WBKB (TV)
Sweeney asserted.
The studies so far are preliminary Chicago and KTTV (TV) Los Angeles.
and were conducted among supermarket The cost of making trailers, each introshoppers in six major markets who
duced by a member of the cast of "The
purchased various kinds of grocery Sad Horse"
(David Ladd, Chill Wills.
products. The main import of the stud- Rex Reason, Patrice Wymore) exceedMr. Sweeney,
"that relatively
period.
smallies, saidradio
schedules isbunched
within
short time periods can reach relatively
large slices of the total prospect group
in the market.
The RAB president then elaborated
on morning times.
TinCI IT TO ST
A Finding • The 9-9:30 a.m. and
12-12:30 p.m. slots rank higher with
YELLOW
supermarket customers than the "admittedly
precious
7-8
a.m.
period,"
Mr. Sweeney revealed.
PAGES
OF YOUR
TEtSf
He noted that two half-hour morning time segments in a specific market
reached 42.4% of all canned tuna fish
buyers, that announcements in the 99:30 a.m. period alone in another
Television carries the theme • Tv spot campaign is being used by Southmarket reached a fourth of all regular
western Bell Telephone Co., St. Louis, throughout its five-state area to
promote its Yellow Page directories. Historical and legendary characters
coffee purchasers, that a half-hour network program in another market reached
are used in broad comedy situations to effect tie-in between the tv spots and
one out of eleven buyers of margarine,
a billboard campaign during the heavy vacation and motoring months.
Agency is Gardner Adv., St. Louis.
and a half-hour program (not network)
in still another market reached one out
(BROADCAST ADVERTISING) 35
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New tv vehicle
on Ford drawing board
Ford Motor Co. may be out with a
spanking new network vehicle next tv
season.
Under consideration: a proposal to
add a 40-week series of specials on
CBS-TV, titled Fabulous 40.
In the current plan, which J. Walter Thompson reportedly presented to
Ford Motor (JWT is agency for Ford
Div. and will handle Ford's new "small"
car), the automaker would revise its
entire network structure.
The new Ernie
series,Ford
plus and
the Wagon
"regulars"Tennessee
Train— ■
on NBC-TV — would feature the Ford
and Mercury cars but other divisions
probably would participate. (Other
Ford cars are Lincoln-Continental,
handled by Foote, Cone & Belding, and
Edsel, which, along with Mercury, is
handled by Kenyon & Eckhardt) .
The plan is to retain Tennessee Ernie

Ford and Wagon Train (Ford has one
half) on NBC-TV. Said to be in doubt
is Ford Motor's backing of Ed Sullivan
(Edsel and Mercury participate) should
the new proposal go through.
Eastman Kodak push
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester,
N.Y.,
intensive oneweek launches
promotion"theof most
photography
that
has ever been made" next June.
Eastman Kodak will be on the following programs: June 13 — USGA
open golf championship, 4:30-6 p.m.
(NBC-TV); June 14— Ed Sullivan
Show, 8-9 p.m. (CBS-TV); June 15—
Walt Disney 90-minute special, 7:309 p.m. (ABC-TV); June 16 — participation (15 minutes) in / Love Lucy at
11 a.m. (CBS-TV), and June 17—
Adventures of Ozzie & Harriet, 8:30-9
p.m.All (ABC-TV).
the business, except for the golf
match, is handled for Eastman by J.
Walter Thompson, New York. The

Preview
Ford's best friend • The transition from thinking man's filter into thinking
dog's weeks
car is viewers
a cute play
Viceroy's
well-known
commercial.
few
in theon far
Southwest
have been
chuckling Foroverthea past
20second tv spot sponsored by Ford Dealers of Southern California through
J. Walter Thompson Co., Los Angeles. Playhouse Pictures created and
produced the commercial, with Bill Melendez directing.
The script reads:
offstage voice: "Ah, you there, what are you doing?"
dog:
"I'm dusting a Ford!"
offstage voice: "Oh, are you a Ford owner?"
dog:
'Wo, I'm a dog!"
offstage voice: "Do you think everyone should be a dog?"
dog:
"Well, that's something everyone should decide for themselves. But I do think everyone should be a Ford owner.
Don't
you?"
sound: Car roaring off.
The spot is being telecast in eight markets: Las Vegas, Nev.; Phoenix,
Tucson and Yuma, all Arizona and Bakersfield, Los Angeles, Santa Barbara
and San Diego, all California. The immediate reaction of the viewing public
to the spot has led to its use in Seattle by the Ford dealers there and similar
use in San Francisco and Salt Lake City was expected last week. The dog
also will appear nationally in a series of tv spots to be sponsored by Ford
Motor Co. through J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.
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NBC-TV telecast is being underwritten
by theicalTextile
Div. marketing
of Eastman unit
ChemProducts Inc.,
for
Eastman Kodak's man-made fibers
(Verel, Kodel and Chromspun), with
Doherty,
Steers & Shenfield,
New York,Clifford,
the agency.
With strings attached
The Colgate-Palmolive Co., New
York, is planning to invest approximately $12 million on CBS-TV next
fall for alternate sponsorship of both
the Ed Sullivan Show (Sun., 8-9 p.m.)
and Perry Mason (Sat., 8-9 p.m.). But
there's
"if."
The anarrangement
between CBS-TV
and Colgate is understood to hinge
upon the fall plans of the Mercury
Div., Ford Motor Co., currently an
alternate-week sponsor of Sullivan
(along with Eastman Kodak, which is
continuing). There have been reports
that tion
Mercury
wouldand,dropin its
with Sullivan
thatassociaevent,
Colgate would pick up that time period
and also the alternate-week portion of
Mason. If Mercury elects to continue
with Sullivan, Colgate reportedly will
shelve the entire project. Agency for
Colgate is Ted Bates & Co., New York.
Wildroot unsettled
BBDO account people last week still
were
not quite
sure was
just washed
how the out
Wild-of
root hair
dressing
their hair. Colgate-Palmolive, which has
eight agencies handling its products,
bought Wildroot last December. Two
weeks ago C-P startled BBDO by pulling out the $3 million account effective
tomorrow (March 31). As of last week,
itnewhadagency.
not yet assigned Wildroot to a
Colgate said it pulled the account
because
"conflictinghasinterests."
Lever
Bros., a ofcompetitor,
two accounts
in the holdBBDO
shop
but
these
are
housecleansers. Should C-P turn to its
other agencies to assign Wildroot it can
choose
from Lennen
D'Arcy, & McCann-Erickson,
Ted Bates,
Newell, Norman,
Craig
&
Kummel,
Walsh,
John W. Shaw orCunningham
Charles W. &Hoyt.
Barter deal set
A barter deal for $7.5 million-worth
of tv has
time been
(computed
at stations'
end
rate)
announced
by Guild
Films. Lanolin Plus, Chicago, for Rybutol (vitamin preparation recently acquired from Rexall Drug Co.) and
Wash 'n' Curl products, have contracted
for Guild's bank of time made available
through exchange of film product. Spot
schedules are handled through Dunnan
&!93Jeffrey,
marketsLanolin's
over twoagency.
years. Involved:
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My

Gawd,

she's

YESSIR, she IS tall-1-1 — the tallest thing man
ever made in North Dakota — WDAY-TV's
new antenna, 1206 feet above the ground (1150
feet above average terrain!).
As you know, tower height is extremely important in getting TV coverage — more important
than power, though WD AY- TV of course utilizes
the maximum 100,000 watts.
So WDAY-TV — with new Tower and new
Power — will soon be covering 96% more
of North Dakota-Minnesota's best countryside than before — 60% more of the prosbefore ! perous Red River Valley's families than
Even before building this tremendous new
tower, ratings proved that WDAY-TV is the
hottest and
thingbetter,
in the
Soon andthey'll
better
and Valley.
for greater
greaterbe
distances !
ARBSHARE
— December,
1957
OF AUDIENCE
Metropolitan Area
WDAY-TV
9:00 A.M. — 6:00 P.M.
77.2
Monday - Friday
6:00 P.M. — 10:00 P.M.
74.1
Sunday - Sct'.'rday
10:00 P.M. — Midnight
81.1
Sunday - Saturday
Ask PGW for all the facts!

WDAY-TV
FARC
FARGO, N. D. • CHANNEL 6
Affilated with NBC • ABC
4r

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives
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TALL!"

CBS Radio Network audiences up 29% since PCR* Share of audience
up 26%. Just as predicted: good programs pius strong sequencing
plus high station clearance (already averaging 97%) get results.
And demonstrate the leadership you will continue to profit by—
with the Program Consolidation Plan on the CBS RADIO NETWORK.

SINCE

PCP
*This is what happens when full network programs on CBS Radio under
PCP (January
11-February
7, 1359) are compared
within theNRIsamereports.
programs pre-PCPweighted
(September
20, 1958;
All averages
by full21-December
program duration
and frequency.
Personalities
Daytime
Nighttime
Sunday

cMon..Fn.j

Serials
cMon..Fnj

(M0n..Fn.)

Average Audience
UP

26%

UP

36%

UP

25%

UP

8%

Two agencies affiliate
Commercial rating
in Calif., Ohio, Mich.
The Psychological Corp., New
Advertising agencies Meldrum &
Fewsmith, Cleveland, Ohio, and Barnes
York, has developed a new effectivenes test for tv commercials.
Chase Co., San Diego, Calif., have
affiliated.
Known as the "Active Response
A joint statement from E.T. Morris,
Test," its aim is to measure both
president of Meldrum & Fewsmith and
"psychological participation" in
James B. Lane, Barnes Chase president,
and "dispositionData
to actarein favor
of"
commercials.
gathered
says that the union is not a merger, as
each unit retains its autonomy. The
through phone interviews with a
respective companies have bought stock
percentage of 2,500 people in 15
interests in the other and will have
major markets, the number contacted to be determined by the
representation
on the other's board of
directors.
program's
ratings.
The purpose of the association is a
Among the factors determining
nationwide expansion of the operational
an Active Response score: effort
scope of both agencies. Coordinated
expended in retaining the adveruse of facilities and personnel is
tising, relevance to viewer interplanned.
ests, learning of new facts, emoM&F, with an office in Detroit as
tional
reaction and extent to which
well as Cleveland, expects to top $12
the viewer is willing to act.
million in billings this year. Barnes
Chase, with offices in Los Angeles and
San Francisco as well as San Diego,
exceeds $3 million in annual billings. the term "business or real estate brokerage service" for "interstate property
Phoenix ratecards
advertising agency" as used in the bill.
All but one of the 13 radio and four "For at least 50 or 75 years," Mr. Gamstated,understood
"the term advertising
tv stations in Phoenix, Ariz., are in has blebeen
in Americanagency
busifavor of a single rate policy, but only
ness
to
mean
an
organization
engaged
a third of them currently use a single in the business of developing, servicing
rate card, according to a study made by
the Advertising Dept. of Arizona and placing advertising of products or
State U.
services through advertising media. . . ."
Stations with a dual rate policy exThe Advertising Federation of Amerpressed reluctance to depart from traica said that S 550 "goes far beyond
dition until "everybody else does it." anything that was contemplated by its
The study
shows
the
differential
beintroducer.
The advertising industry
tween local and national rates varies
take a long look at this bill . . .
from a 10% to 33% advantage for the should
and should be represented at any hearlocal advertiser.
Robert V. Zacher, advertising proing on the bill."
fessor, said: "One implication of the
study concerns the volume of local ra- Daily Pulse-taking
dio and tv handled by advertising agen- replaces survey week
cies. Many stations have not granted
the agency commission on business
The Pulse Inc., New York, anplaced at the local rate. If the single
nounced last week that starting on
rate becomes generally accepted, pre- Wednesday (April 1), its interviews for
sumably al business placed . . . would radio and tv in major markets will be
be commissionable."
conducted 365 days a year, instead of
during monthly survey weeks.
Dr. Sydney Roslow, director of The
Bill injures admen
Pulse, said the new approach had been
tested
for more than a year and a half.
The American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies has asked Sen. Karl E. Mundt He added:
"Interviewing in major markets 365
(R-S.D.) to amend his bill (S 550),
longButbeenwe thehadam-to
aimed at the "advance-fee real estate days ofbitionthe
of TheyearPulsehas Inc.
racket," to eliminate the words "adver- make sure that continuous sampling
agencies." AAAA
President
erictising
R. Gamble
wrote the
senator Fredthat would yield as accurate data as heretofore, and superior features not possible
the association is in "complete agree- with one-week
surveying. By our new,
ment with the purpose of the bill," but
surveying,
a more interests
exact measitminology.
is "quite disturbed" about the ter- everyday
ure of listener
and viewer
and
Mr. Gamble suggested substituting total audience sizes is obtained."
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Commercial recall
service set forth
Qualitative Research Inc., New York,
an affiliate of Trendex Inc., has announced the availability of a syndicated
television copy research service covering nighttime commercials in programs
on the three tv networks. First agencies
to subscribe to the commercial survey
reports are Young & Rubicam and
McCann-Erickson, according to Jack
Boyle, president of QRI.
The new service will start in April
and includes coverage of 10 cities. Telephone interviews 24 hours after the
appearance of the commercials will collect information on audience, recall of
the commercial, brand name recall, a
measure of like-dislike and a verbatim
reportpoints
of each
respondent's
recallcon-of
sales
and other
commercial
tent.
Months to be covered the remainder
of 1959 are April, May, October and
November. Eight monthly reports will
be distributed in 1960. They are sold
on a per-commercial basis, with rates
based on the total number of reports
ordered for each regular report period.
Prices start at $55 per report for as
many as 10 reports, with discounts for
larger orders.
First cities to be included in the
coverage are: New York, Chicago,
Philadelphia, Boston, Detroit, Cleveland, Baltimore, St. Louis, Washington,
D.C., and Cincinnati.
Benny for Lever?
Agreement reportedly was about set
last
weekBenny
on Lever
Bros.' Gobel
sponsorship
of Jack
and George
shows
to alternate in the Sunday, 10-10:30
p.m. position on CBS-TV beginning
late
September.areMr.to beBenny's
representatives
in Newbusiness
York
this week for final negotiations.
Mr. natesBenny's
program
alterwith Bachelor
Fathercurrently
on CBS-TV,
Sunday, 7:30-8 p.m., sponsored by the
American Tobacco Co. with whom the
comedian has been associated since
1944. Mr. Gobel recently completed
his season with NBC-TV. Richard Diamond, Private Detective, sponsored by
P. Lorillard, is expected to continue
Sunday, 10-10:30 p.m. that night on
CBS-TV until the Benny shows begin.
Bachelor
Father is set to move to NBCTV in June.
Mr. Benny said in Washington Thursday he prefers a later evening period
after
control the held
set"
are offtheto children
bed. He "who
has consistently
to the view that it is easier for talent to
do a weekly show than one less often
(Broadcasting, Oct. 15, 1956). He
noted the viewer also is more used to a
weekly show than less frequent.
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THAT'S ALL IT COSTS TO STAY IN EUROPE!
These two new KLM tour plans give you more seeing and
more saving. For $10 a day (standard hotels) or $15 a day
(first class hotels) , all Europe is your playground. With 59
cities to visit, your choice of tours is almost unlimited!
You'll see the sights you've heard about, and plenty you
haven't. It's everything you could want in a trip abroad,
for the price of an at-home vacation. Your non-stop KLM
flight from New York to Europe is budget-priced, too.
Example: visit 6 European cities for just $502.20 round
trip. For complete details of these and the many other KLM
tours available, mail the coupon.
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KLM ROYAL DUTCH AIRLINES
Tour
Dept.Avenue,
BT-330New York 22, N. Y.
430 Park
Please send me full information on
□ "10-15" tours □ all other KLM tours.

My Travel Agent is.

buys Revue Productions' Markham with
Ray Milland on CBS-TV, Sat. 10:30-1 1
p.m. EST, following Gunsmoke starting
May 2. Client is dropping Schlitz Playhouse April 3. Agency: J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago.
• Paramount Picture Corp., N.Y., is
investing an estimated $100,000 on a
radio-tv campaign on behalf of its new
feature film, "Tempest," starring Van
Heflin, regarded as one of the larger
radio-tv appropriations for a single production. Saturation campaigns of two to
three weeks in duration will be set in 40
to 50 markets, starting in late March.
Stations also will be offered threeminute trailers and radio transcriptions
for use during
"Tempest"
bookings.&
Agency:
Buchanan
Div., Lennen
Newell, N.Y.
• North American Philips Co. (Norelco
electric shavers), N.Y., has taken on
sponsorship of NBC News — the Huntley-Brinkley Report (NBC-TV, Mon.Fri. 6:45-7 p.m.) for five alternate
Fridays beginning April 24 and three
Thursdays between April 30 and June
11. Agency: C.J. LaRoche, N.Y.
• Pontiac Motor Div. of General Motors Corp. has signed with ABC for
second consecutive year sponsorship of
Notre Dame U.'s 1959 football games
to be heard each Saturday Sept. 26Nov. 28. Sportcasters for the 10-game
slate will be Harry Wismer and Joe
Boland. Agency for Pontiac is MacManus, John & Adams Inc., Bloomfield
Hills, Mich.
o Lassie (CBS-TV, Sun. 7-7:30 p.m.)
will be sponsored again next year by
Campbell Soup Co. which has been
with the show since its inception in
1953. The Jack Wrather Organization,
which owns Lassie, begins production
on the new 39-program series in May
with Sherman A. Harris, executive producer, in charge; Robert Golden as
producer, and Hugh McCollum, production supervisor. Some 140 CBS-TV
stations will carry the program when it
resumes next September. Agency for
Campbell: BBDO.
• Procter and Gamble Co.. alternate
sponsor of ABC-TV's The Real McCoys since Jan. 1, took over full sponsorship on Thursday (March 26). The
family comedy series is a vehicle
for P&G's detergents, shampoos and
baking mixes, via Compton Adv. Inc.
• Charles Pfizer & Co. (family products
•
Philip Morris & Co., N.Y., will spondept.), Brooklyn, N.Y., will sponsor
sor the Dobie Gillis series over CBS-TV
ABC Radio's The Frankie Avalon
8:30-9 p.m.), starting in OctoShow, (Sat. 7-7:30 p.m.) which pre- (Tues.,
ber. Agency: Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
mieres April 1 1 . The program brings to
network radio a teenage record and • Grey-Rock Div. (brake linings), Rayfilm star. Pfizer placed the order di- bestos - Manhattan Inc., Stratford,
rectly.
Conn., in its first use of network radio,
• Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co., Chicago, to sponsor six Weekend News broad42 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)
• Business briefly
Time Sales
• Sinclair Refining Co., N. Y., has
started
last year's
campaigna repeat
which ofreached
a totalspotof radio
some
10,000
spots
per
week.
This
year's
promotion for a new motor fuel, Sinclair Power-X gasoline, is being launched
on 400 stations in spot buys plus buys
later in the year on 280 MBS stations,
130 Keystone network stations and
approximately 27 country music staSinclair'sare"quickie"
seconds)tions.spots
expected(fiveto orreachsix
peak of 9,000 per week. Agency:
Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard Inc.,
N. Y.
• Gillette Safety Razor is starting a 52week radio spot campaign in the top
125 markets. Commercials, mostly minutes, are ad libbed by local personalities and will average 30-35 per week.
Agency: Maxon Inc., N. Y.
• Knomark Mfg. Co. (Esquire shoe
polish), Brooklyn, N.Y., has launched
a spot tv campaign in 36 markets using
a total of 540 announcements per week
and continuing until June 21. Agency:
Mogul Lewin Williams & Saylor, N.Y.
• With two shows remaining in its
second season, du Pont is renewing
Show of the Month over CBS-TV. Begin ing in September, nine 90 minute,
probably all live dramas will be sponsored. Agency: BBDO, N.Y.
• Sponsorship for the 50 Saturday and
Sunday NBC-TV major league baseball
telecasts this season: one-half of each
game by Phillies cigars through Wermen & Schorr (see Monday Memo,
page 21); Anheuser-Busch Inc., onehalf of each game on regional basis in
Midwest, through Gardner Adv.; National Brewing Co., through W. B.
Doner & Co., one-half of Saturday
games on regional basis in Southeast,
and Genessee Brewing Co., one-quarter
of the Saturday games on regional basis
in New York State, through Marschalk
& Pratt. Programs will not be carried
by stations in major leagues markets.
• Proctor Electric Co. (electrical appliances), Phila., is using 12 spots per
week, mostly daytime, in a ten-week
coast-to-coast spot tv campaign starting today (March 30). Agency: Weiss
& Geller.

casts each weekend on ABC, starting
April 18. Other Weekend sponsor is
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. Agency
for Grey-Rock is Gray & Rogers, Phila.
• United Artists Corp. N.Y., launches
tv campaign said to be heaviest in its
history for a feature motion picturein(starring
Easter period
"Some Like
Hot"
MarilynforMonroe,
Tony ItCurtis
and Jack Lemmon). First phase of the
campaign
placed onUsed"27 will
majorbe
stations" inwill14 bemarkets.
six trailers 10-30 seconds. National
promotion budget for the picture: more
than $1 million. Other regional tv campaigns will accompany picture in subpremieres. Monroe Greenthal,
N.Y., is sequent
agency.
• Elgin National Watch Co., Elgin, 111.,
buys Rawhide on CBS-TV Fri., 7:308:30 (EST) for four weeks effective
April 24 and also spot radio schedule in
20-35 markets for similar length of
time, with stations and frequency still
to be set. Purchases supplement Elgin's
quarter-hour
segmentsforofthree
ABC-TV's
American Bandstand
weeks,
starting April 8. Agency: J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago.
Agency appoinments
• Morton House Div. (canned foods)
of Otoe Food Products Co., Nebraska
City, Neb., appoints Compton Adv.,
Chicago.
• Bantam Cigar Corp., N.Y., appoints
Adrian Bauer & Allan Tripp Inc., Phila.
• International Ladies Garment Workers Union, N.Y., appoints Doyle Dane
Bernbach, N.Y. The budget, reported
to be at least $1 million, will be used
to promote the union label in women's
•apparel.
Salada-Shirriff -Horsey Ltd., Toronto,
names Vickers & Benson Ltd., that city,
to handle its corporate advertising program, the institutional advertising of the
Horsey Div. (Canada) and brand advertising for Crawford caramel spread as
well as a new product to be introduced.
Part of these responsibilities were held
by McKim Adv. and part by Bradley,
Venning, Hilton & Atherton, both Toronto.
• Charles Gulden Inc. (Gulden's mustard), Rochelle Park, names J.M. KesJersey.
slinger & Assoc., Newark, both New
• CK Foods Inc., Duluth, Minn., appoints Olmstead & Foley Inc., Minneolis, for its Jeno'sChicago,
Italiano continues
foods. J.
Walter apThompson,
to handle the canChun
King
line
of
Ameri-Oriental fo ds.
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of ALL radio stations operating in

WOOK

is

now

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

radio

second

in total

audience

from 6 a.m. to midnight according
to the latest Pulse survey, January, 1959
The Washington audience is keeping its ear on WOOK Radio
as never before. The latest Pulse Report tells the whole story
of WOOK's major gains in audience. As of now, only one
other station operating in Washington, D. C, has a slight
edge on WOOK in audience.
Regional and national advertisers can pat themselves
on the back for recognizing WOOK power in programming that's been beamed to Washington's taste
with the finest music, news and sports in the nation.
Now that we're second in total audience, we're
definitely first in advertising value. Check rates and
see why WOOK can easily guarantee the lowest
cost per thousand listeners in the rich,

rich Washington market.

WOOK

RADIO

THE BEST SPOT ON THE DIAL AT
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UNITED BROADCASTING CO.
8th AND EYE STREETS, N. W.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
REpublic 7-8000

Go

right

to

the

ABC-TV
go
TOE
You're going where the growing is when you go ABC-TV. ABC's
nighttime audience has grown by 1,100,000 homes over this time last
year (another network gained only 55,000 homes - and the third lost
590,000!). Some of the more important reasons are right on these pages.*
These pages are the picture of efficiency, too. ABC programming pulls
in audiences more efficiently than either of the other two networks.
Average cost per minute for 1,000 homes on ABC is $2.78. (The other
two - $3.13 and $3.43, respectively.) **

ABC
TELEVISION
* National Nielsen Feb. I & II Report, Average Audience Per Minute. Sun. -Sat. 7: 30-10: 30 PM all sponsored evePer Thousand
Commercialratings
Minutes
Delivered time
Data,costsNov.and-Dec.,
'58. Evening
OnceA-Weekning programs.
Programs,' Nielsen
based onCostNielsen
average audience
and estimated
published
talent figures.

ALL

STATIONS

IN

APRIL

17

DRILL

Conelrad interim operation set for 1 ,200 am outlets
The entire U.S. broadcasting struc- and technical groups of broadcasters 8:30 PST) that normal programming
ture, 5,070 stations, will go silent 11:30 with rotating chairmen; White House will be halted for a half-hour for a
a.m. -noon
(EST)drill.April 17 for the sec- broadcast correspondents liaison com- Conelrad test. Specified language will be
ond Conelrad
mittee with rotating chairmen; state
Conelrad procedure calls for all staOnly the 1 ,200 am radio stations tak- groups in over 30 states, formed in the provided.
tions to cut off and on for specified brief
ing part in Conelrad will operate during last year under the guidance of FCC Defense
Commissioner
Robert
E.
Lee.
and
intervals
before transmitting a 1,000
this period. All television and fm staa
just-sprouting
structure
of
local
tions will go off the air in the first broad- NIACs.
cyclebertone.
informs a largeservices
numof otherThiscommunications
cast silence since the first major test
All am, fm and tv stations will be that Conelrad is underway. A secJuly 16, 1956.
The broadcast silence had not been notified in April by the FCC of the
ond announcement directs the public to
officially announced until the weekend April 17 Conelrad drill. The 30-min- tune to 640 and 1240 kc. Tv stations
though preliminary planning began ute program silence is mandatory, with will carry a civil defense emblem during
several weeks ago (Broadcasting, the 1,200 Conelrad stations carrying the preliminary routine.
March 16).
special programming to be provided
National programming is being preMany am stations taking part in the by Office of Civil & Defense Mobilizapared for the drill, including use of
tion. Some fm stations participating facilities capable of putting the PresiConelrad drill — part of a series of civil
dent on the air. It had not been decided
defense tests to run during the spring only as backup networking will perand summer — will be able to switch to
form special
post-attack
roles. automatic at the weekend whether President EisenWhile
Conelrad
includes
hower would address the public. One
the Conelrad frequencies (640-1240 kc)
instantly by simply pressing a button. alerting procedure so all U.S. stations reason cited was the fear the public
A half-hour of Conelrad-only opera- will be aware of a drill or emergency, might construe his air appearance as a
tion will cost the commercial broad- it is not planned to use the alerting sys- sign of an actual emergency.
tem. Instead every station will receive
casting industry upwards of $250,000,
FCC's Conelrad
preliminary
routine
stations
will hasgo
according to unofficial estimates. Few official FCC instructions plus OCDM beenAfterfollowed,
broadcasters aware of the projected material and local-regional program- into a talk-up procedure for several
silence have offered any objections to
ming from the NIAC committees minutes. This will consist of a series of
the loss of revenue or upsetting of around the nation. About 30 states have statements explaining there is no emerschedules.
now formed NIAC broadcaster commitgency and advising the public to keep
tees to direct civil defense activities.
Most of the preliminary work for the
tuned to the Conelrad frequencies.
NIAC insisted on this as a safeguard
FCC's
routine,
developed
in
cooperApril 17 drill was completed last Thursation with NIAC, is designed to tell the against panic.
day (March 26) at a meeting of the industry-staffed National Industry Advis- public the Conelrad drill is a test and
Leo A. Hoegh, OCDM director, will
ory Committee. This is a relatively new not an emergency. All broadcast sta- open national programming with a fivetions will announce at the start of the minute explanation of the drill and the
organization staffed mainly by broad- drill (11:30
a.m. EST and ranging to need for civil defense protective meascasters. Itconsists of national program
Conelrad recognition only 30%
an advertiser, company or product
What is Conelrad, 640, 1240?
Only about 30% of the people in (Broadcasting, Dec. 8, 1958).
In the study for Conelrad, as for
the U.S. can identify correctly the
radio air raid warning system, ac- all clients, respondents were asked
cording to a special report issued initially if they had ever heard or
last week by R.H. Bruskin Assoc., seen the slogans or trade marks (this
New Brunswick, N.J.
gives the association score) and subsequently were asked to identify or
The report was based on a study
(this gives the identimade by Bruskin Jan. 19-29 in 125 explain theficationcard
score). For Conelrad, the
sampling points throughout the coun- overall association
was 38.7%
try, consisting of 2,525 personal in- and the identificationscore
score, 30.6%.
terviews. The technique used was
Men rated higher than women in
Bruskin's new "Association-Identification-Measure," inwhich respond- the "AIM" study, scoring 44.2% as
33.1%
assoents are shown playing cards con- against ciation
and 35.3%for aswomen
againstin25.9%
taining commercial themes, incom- in identification.
In
age
categories,
plete slogans and corporate symbols
and are asked to identify them with the 18-24 and 25-34 groups ran neck

and neck for top position in both
association and identification scores,
with scores descending in order for
35.44, 45-54 and 55 and over. The
study also showed that the higher
the income, the higher the score for
both association and identification,
with the $10,000-and-over group
placing
in bothregion
classifications.
The NorthfirstCentral
proved to
be the most knowledgeable about
Conelrad, followed by the Northeast,
the South and the West in that order.
A pilot survey made in New York
last August and September, using
over 50 different slogans, gave the
highest AIM ratings of 77% to Gillette ("How Are You Fixed For
Blades") and of 71% to Westinghouse ("You Can Be Sure If It's . . .").
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\|'I Radiating effect!

rham area\w

Consistent programming — network and local — is one of the major reasons why WRAL-TV possesses
the top rating record in the Raleigh-Durham area.
Viewers like what they get, and get what they like, on this full power Channel Five station.
F'r instance . . . Tempus Fugit, variety show . . . Live Championship Wrestling . . . Miss Jo
Ann's
"Romper Room" . . . Cap'n Five with Popeye . . . Sports by Reeve . . . and other local-live
"f'r instances."
In the most densely populated section of its coverage, WRAL-TV has undu plicated NBC program ing— from TODAY to JACK PAAR, plus choices from ABC.
Lively programming with a fresh approach, appealing formats and catchy innovations is aided
by the best equipment a capable staff wants.
WRAL-TV is tops for viewing — tops for buying. Are you on?
4-CAMERA MOBILE UNIT • VIDEOTAPE RECORDER

LARGE NEW STUDIOS
Serving
Greensborothe toareathe from
coast,
from Virginia to the
South
Carolina
line—
a total
of more than two million

WRAL-TV
FULL POWER
CHANNEL 5 NBC AND
LOCAL COLOR
population
Fred Fletcher, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr
Raleigh, North Carolina
REPRESENTED BY H-R, INC.
CAROLINA'S Colorful CAPITAL STATION
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ures. Cueing procedure will permit stations to drop part of the national program ing infavor of local civil defense
material where available.
The entire Conelrad engineering technique has been overhauled since the
1956 drill when the structure was found
full of weak spots, dropouts and other
flaws inherent in a new and complicated process. Those in charge of the
April 17 planning believe that an exhigh percentage
of the population will tremely
be able
to hear Conelrad
station
clusters as well as individual non-cluster signals during the half-hour.
New facilities at the remote seat of
government will feed programming to
ABC, CBS, NBC and MBS radio networks. These networks will be backed
by microwave and regional fm hookups. It is believed every Conelrad station will be within reach of the programming.
No am, fm or tv station will be
permitted to return to the air before
11:59:30 EST. At that time am stations
will carry a prepared announcement and
tv stations will display a civil defense
emblem.
Tests to Continue Into August •
Other civil defense drills will be held,
winding up in August with a shift of
principal government offices to emergency sites, but these do not affect the
broadcasting industry.
Dept. of Defense recently declared
the Conelrad broadcast procedure, regarded as proof against homing devices
in bombers and missiles, is necessary to
the national defense for years to come.
Conelrad will be the only means of communication available to the public in
case of a nuclear attack, with battery
portable sets and autoreceivers able to
receive signals from stations using portable generators should power lines be
wrecked.
Among the 40 industry and government representatives at the Thursday
NIAC meeting were David Vorhes,
CBS, NIAC technical chairman; Tom
Phelan, NBC; A. Prose Walker, NAB,
permanent vice chairman; David Driscoll, CBS, NIAC program chairman;
Donald Coe, ABC; Samuel Sharkey,
NBC; Vincent T. Wasilewski, NAB;
Jack Gertz, MBS; John H. Secondari,
ABC; Julian Goodman, NBC; FCC Defense Comr. Robert E. Lee; FCC Alternate Defense Comr. Robert T. Bartley;
W.H. Duplantis, Howard Handleman,
W.A. LaRue and Herbert S. Moore,
OCDM; James D. Secrest, Electronic
Industries Assn.; John E. Keller, Dow,
Lohnes & Albertson; E.C. Tracy, RCA;
L.G. Walker, Motorola Inc.; H. Van
Aken, General Electric Co.; P.M.
Craig, Philco Corp.
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interested but couldn't get ownership
support.
An autumn target date for RWW is
Cooperative network
considered a good guess at this time.
A minimum goal of 25 subscribers apsets N.Y. plans meet
beenbackers.
met butSome
this isn't
Stations interested in Radio World disturbingparentlytohasn'tthe
talk
Wide, cooperative network program has been heard about the possibility of
venture, will hold a planning session in a merging of Quality Radio Network
New York during mid-April.
but this hasn't developed into action.
Both RWW and QRN seek to put toreportChicago
of RWW's
activitieswasduring
theA NAB
convention
sent
gether top programming. They differ in
out late last week by Herbert Krueger, that RWW would not sell time but
WTAG Worcester, Mass., who presided would create programming that subscriber stations could use or not use as
at a meeting of stations (Broadcastthey saw fit, doing their own selling
ing, March 23). The report asked sta- individually.
tions venient
for suggestions
on the most condate for a meeting.
Among stations participating in the
Chicago tendees,meeting,
according to atRWW'sceivedorganizing
committee
has
rewere the following:
many offers to contribute 30
WTAG
Worcester,
Mass., WJR Detimes
each station's
one-minute
announcement
rate highest
to get the
project
troit, WHAS Louisville, WHAM Rochester, WTIC Hartford, WGY Scheoff the ground. One of the first steps
KWKH Shreveport, KFI Los
will be incorporation. When prelimi- Angeles, nectady,
KTRH Little Rock, Ark.,
nary details are taken care of, interested
stations will reach group decisions on WGAR Cleveland, WWL New Orleans,
the type of service and administration WFAA Dallas, WBT Charlotte, KSL
Salt Lake City, WRVA Richmond,
they prefer.
Opening of a headquarters office, WCCO Minneapolis, WTOP Washington, WPTF Raleigh, N.C., WBEN
presumably in New York, will be discus ed as well as personnel.
Buffalo, KFH Wichita, WSYR SyraA number of stations not previously
cuse, WAPI Birmingham, WDAF Kanmentioned in connection with RWW
sas City, KSD St. Louis, WIS Columactivities voiced interest last week.
bia, SC., KROD El Paso, WGN ChiRWW is understood to have received
cago and KTRH Houston.
Among others who had participated
only one negative letter as a result of
the Chicago discussion. This came in prior meetings but were not at the
from a station whose manager was Chicago session, according to participants, were WTMJ Milwaukee, WBAL
Baltimore, WOAI San Antonio, WSM
Nashville, WKY Oklahoma City, WMT
Cedar Rapids, WGAN Portland, Me.,
WSB Atlanta, KIRO Seattle, WCSC
Charleston, S.C, KHOW Denver, KHQ
Spokane, and WOR New York.
RADIO

WORLD

WIDE

Arkansas spring meet
The Arkansas Broadcasters Assn. decided to open its membership to television stations and took a positive stand
on air editorials at the association's
spring
13-14 named
at Littlea
Rock. meeting
The 85 March
broadcasters
permanent public relations committee
under LB. Tooley, KXAR Hope (chairman). Named with him to set up an
active group were J. A. West Jr. KDMS
ElJonesboro.
Dorado, and Allen Patterson, KBTM
New high • Creighton E. Gatchell (1), vice president-general
manager of WGAN-TV Portland,
Me., is shown a model of the station's projected tower by B.H.
Kline, president of the constructing firm, Kline Iron & Steel Co.,
Columbia, S.C. (Broadcasting,
March 9; Feb. 23). The 1,619ft. tower will cost $500,000.

New Georgia daytimer
WCPK College Park, Ga., commenced operation March 21. The daytimer, owned and operated by College
Park Broadcasting Co., is on 1570 kc
with 10 kw. Bob Corley is general manager, David McLain station manager.
WCPK's
includes
Hapeville
and East coverage
Point, Ga.,
not far
from
Atlanta.
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J Not only can you put all your eggs in one basket
in the KERO-TV market — it's the wise thing to do!
KERO-TV is the only single advertising medium that
reaches all of the more than a million prosperous
people who live well and buy lavishly in the
great Southern San Joaquin Valley — California's
SUPER-market. And, KERO-TV does more than
just reach these people. It delivers your sales message with full impact. Entertainment and
advertising production is in keeping with
the size, sophistication and spending
power of the audience. KERO-TV faciliM ties are big-time and are manned with
/ a big-time staff. Presentation of both the
s4b>- programs and the commercials can
stand the scrutiny of the most critical agency and client. You getthe
Hull treatment, too, with merchandising and marketing aids.
So when the Petry man calls,
^JP
*r heap the KERO-TV basket high!
KERO-TV
..CALIFORNIA'S SUPER-market
BAKERSFIELD
CHANNEL 10 NBC

REPRESENTED BY EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.

No
Matter
How

You

Survey
The
Memphis
Market...

It's Channel
3
In Memphis they say "There's more
to see on Channel 3." That's
because more people enjoy WRECTV's combination of superior local
programming and the great shows
of the CBS Television network. It's
the right combination for your
advertising message. See your Katz
man soon.

First By All Surveys
Here are the latest Memphis Surveys showing
leads in competitively rated quarter hours,
sign-on to sign-off, Sunday thru Saturday:
Pulse
A.R.B.
Nielsen
t. 29-Nov. 25 '58 Nov. '58
7-Jan. Area)
10 '59
(Metro248 Area) (Metro Area) ;c.(Station
71
259
WREC-TV
29
293
Sta.
B
94
96
Sta. C
69
81

WREC-TV

Channel

3

Memphis

Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency
CO
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duPonts to KLZ-TV,
WSNY, Brinkley today
KLZ-TV Denver, WSNY Schenectady and NBC newsman David Brinkley will receive the 16th annual Alfred
I. duPont Awards in radio-tv for "meriAmerican
during torious
1958,serviceatto athedinner
this people"
evening
(March 30) in Washington.
Dr. Francis Pendleton Gaines, president of Washington & Lee U., Lexington, Va., and chairman of the duPont
Awards Committee, announced the recipients ofthe honors, $1,000 each and
award plaques. Under terms of the
awards program, it was announced,
winners have the opportunity of establishing scholarships or fellowships in
the communications field, in their names
and that of the late Alfred I. duPont,
at institutions of their choice.
KLZ-TV, which is the first station
to win two duPont Awards (the first
came
in 1948),
large station
awardwonthistheyearfoundation's
for giving
"clear evidence in its programming
policies of a sense of obligation to participate intimately in community life."
Hugh B. Terry, KLZ-TV president and
general manager, will accept the award
for the station.
WSNY's citation noted its "acceptance of responsibility for progressive
leadership in a time of trouble and uncertainty." The Schenectady station contributed "a thoughtful and strong editorial voicesaid.
to Winslow
communityP. life,"
the
committee
Leighton,
president and general manager of
WSNY, will accept the award.
Mr. fying
Brinkley
cited for
the best was
qualities
of "exemplibroadcast
commentary,"
and
a
"special
quality
personal style . . . which . . . recalls usof
to sanity and to an awareness of our
common humanity."
Dean sees mass media
splintering audiences
Many publications,
"in an effortandto
compete
with mass broadcasting
print supplements, may be abdicating
their first responsibility to serve their
primary audience with depth and imSidneypact," an W.agency
Dean executive
Jr., vice warns.
president of
McCann-Erickson and a director of the
Audit Bureau of Circulations, told a
joint conference of the ABC and San
Francisco Advertising Club that trends
in marketing "segmentation" are establishing new objectives for media planning. He spoke on "New Marketing
Frontiers
in Media Planning" March
18.
As an example of such trends, Mr.
Dean pointed out, the proportion of
exclusively sponsored nighttime netBROADCASTING, March 30, 1959

Alfred I. duPont Award recipients: KLZ-TV's Terry, WSNY's Leighton. NBC's BrinkFey
replies. Mr. Seavey has served as
work tv shows dropped from 80% to for
director since March 2, 1953.
46%
in
four
years,
"while
alternate
The decision to appoint a successor
and multiple sponsored shows have
more than doubled. Higher fixed costs and retain its Washington office (in the
and relatively inflexible coverage pat- Shoreham Bldg.) scotched speculation
terns now require television planners to that CCBS might leave its representation solely in the hands of its law firm,
give tiongreater
attention
to the ofcomposiof audiences
in terms
buying Kirkland, Ellis, Hodson, Chaffetz &
influences and psychological segmenta- Masters.
General media should attempt to retypes of selling by imtion."place higher-cost
proving their performance through
better audience segmentation and higher
impact, Mr. Dean asserted. The mass
media of "common denominator" content will probably continue to deliver
audiences at minimum net costs, he predicted, bupendulum
t there may
is evidence
"the editorial
be swinging
too
far toward mass emphasis."
Clear channel group
to pick new director
Clear Channel Broadcasting Service
will continue to maintain its Washington headquarters office and has set
machinery
in motion
ment of a new
director.for the appointMembers of the CCBS executive
committee have been instructed to
choose a successor to Hollis Seavey,
who has resigned to operate WCUM
Cumberland, Md., which he recently
purchased.
Charged with selecting a successor
is the executive group comprising Edwin W. Craig, WSM Nashville, Tenn.,
chairman; Harold Hough, WBAP
Fort Worth; James D. Shouse, WLW
Cincinnati; Victor A. Sholis, WHAS
Louisville,
Chicago. and Ward L. Quaal, WGN
CCBS members held their annual
meeting in Chicago March 15 prior to
the NAB Convention, with Mr. Hough,
CCBS treasurer, presiding in the absence of Mr. Craig. The organization
accepted Mr. Seavey's resignation "with
regret" andclearheardchannel
a reviewissueof inthe which
longpending
FCC has set April 8 as the deadline

Quality Radio
plans new push
Quality Radio Group Inc., founded
a few years ago, will attempt a renaissance by broadening its membership
and scope of activity.
During the NAB convention, the
organization set up a development committee headed by Gustav K. Brandborg, vice president and general manager of KVOO Tulsa, Okla. It also
includes Frank Gaither, general manager, WSB Atlanta, Ga.; Stanton P.
Kettler, executive vice president, WGBS
Miami, Fla., and Charles A. Wilson,
advertising and sales promotion manager, WGN Chicago.
Quality met in Chicago March 16 to
hold elections (Broadcasting, March
23) and discuss plans for 1959. Stations
represented were WSM Nashville, WHO
Davenport, KDKA Pittsburgh, KEX
Portland, Ore., WBZ Boston, WLW
Cincinnati, WRVA Richmond, Va.,
WBAP Fort Worth, KCMO Kansas
City, WCAU Philadelphia, WWL New
Orleans, and KVOO, WSB, WGBS and
WGN.
WR EX-TV to ABC-TV
WREX-TV Rockford, 111., on Sept.
18 will switch its primary affiliation
from CBS-TV to ABC-TV, it was announced last week by Louis E. Caster,
president of WREX-TV and Alfred
Beckman, ABC vice president in charge
of tv station relations. The starting
date also marks the sixth anniversary
of the station. WREX-TV, the only vhf
station in Rockford, operates on ch. 13.
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THE DA IN TV
AM ST mobile unit
ready for Boston test
The first step in developing significant
information on directional antennas in
television begins today (March 30)
with the arrival in Boston of the Assn.
of Maximum
Service Telecasters' mobile field test unit.
The unit will be coordinated with
three fixed installations using field test
measuring equipment loaned by the National Bureau of Standards and calision. brated by the FCC's laboratory diviThe directional antenna tests, undertaken by AMST technical units, for the
Television Allocations Study Organization, will cover WBZ-TV Boston and
WKY-TV Oklahoma City. It is expected to run about six months.
AMST, representing 117 major tv
stations, agreed to fight "precipitous
changes" in the television allocations or
"gradual
erosion"
of the present
by reduction
of coverage
areas. system
The position was taken at the annual
meeting of the organization at its Chicago meeting two weeks ago during the
annual NAB convention.
Trouble Averted • Lester W. Lindow,

executive director, told the meeting that
television broadcasters would be "in
serious trouble" if AMST had not been
alert and energetic in opposing proposals for reduced television service.
The organization was formed three
years ago.
He reported that AMST had participated in 18 cases involving 41 markets,
last year. He also announced that
AMST
FCC's
current was
study participating
of the 25-890in mcthe portion
of the spectrum.
Ernest W. Jennes, counsel for AMST,
urged the organization to formulate a
plan for tv. "We must have a plan,"
he said. "We must be prepared to fight
vigorously for it. There is too much to
lose, on the part of the public and on
the part of the telecasters, and the
dangers
are toomembers
great forwere
complacency."
Two new
elected to
the AMST board: David C. Moore,
Transcontinent Television Corp., and
Edwin K. Wheeler, WWJ-TV Detroit.
Continuing • Re-elected: Charles H.
Crutchfield, WBTV (TV) Charlotte;
Donald D. Davis, KMBC-TV Kansas
City; Harold Essex, WSJS-TV WinstonSalem; Roger W. Clipp, Triangle Stations; John H. DeWitt Jr., WSM-TV
Nashville; Joseph Epperson, WEWS
(TV) Cleveland; John S. Hayes WTOPTV Washington, D.C.; Harold Hough,

WBAP-TV Fort Worth; Alex Keese
WFAA-TV Dallas; C. Howard Lane
KOIN-TV Portland, Ore.; Carter M
Parham, WDEF-TV Chattanooga; C
Wrede Petersmeyer, Corinthian Broadcasting; Ward L. Quaal, WGN-TV Ch
cago; Lawrence H. Rogers II, WSAZ
TV Huntington, W. Va.; Harold C
Stuart, KVOO-TV Tulsa; Robert D
Swezey, WDSU-TV New Orleans; Jack
Harris,
Lindow. KPRC-TV Houston, and Mr.
All officers and members of the ex
ecutive committee were re-elected
Officers are Mr. Harris, president; Mr
Crutchfield, first vice president; Mr
Davis, second vice president; Mr. Essex
secretary-treasurer, and Mr. Lindow
assistant secretary-treasurer and execu
tive director. The executive committee
is Messrs. Harris, DeWitt, Crutchfield,
Essex, Davis, Hayes and Petersmeyer.
Ohio news source bill
A bill (No. 260) has been passed by
the Ohio Senate adding radio and tv
to the law protecting newspapermen
from revealing their news sources. The
bill, passed 26-0, was introduced by
Ray T. Miller Jr., president of WERE
Cleveland and member of the State Senate. It now is before the House.
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Court ban labeled
anti-media prejudice
A charge of "prejudice" was leveled
at the American Bar Assn. by the National Press Photographers last week
for its insistence on retaining Canon 35.
Joseph Costa, board chairman of
NPP, said ABA is being "prejudiced
against all ofmedia"
the
formation
a groupandof called
newsmenfor and
attorneys, looking toward revision of
the ban on courtroom coverage by
broadcasters and photographers.
The charge came during a short
course conducted by Northwestern U's
school of law and journalism for newsmen interested in crime news analysis
and reporting. The sessions were held
in Evanston, 111. March 23-28.
Appearing with Mr. Costa as lecturers Tuesday were Robert D. Swezey,
executive vice president and general
manager of WDSU-AM-TV New Orleans and chairman of NAB's freedom
of information committee, who reported
on theCanon
progress
radio-tv's
revise
35; ofWilliam
Garry,fightnewsto
director of CBS Chicago; William Ray,
news director of NBC Central Div.;
Frank J. McGarr, Chicago attorney;
Judge Walter V. Schaefer, Illinois Supreme Court, and Prof. Baskett P.
Mosse, Northwestern U. professor of

journalism.
Theytape
discussed
"courtroom
photography,
recordings
and
broadcasts."
Canon 35 was defended by Chief
Justice Schaefer and Mr. McGarr, former assistant U.S. attorney, and scored
by newsmen Garry and Ray.
Judge
Schaefer
"whenwith
free-a
dom of the
press felt
is inthatconflict
man's right to a fair trial, the decision
is an easy one. The fair trial will prevail." In some instances, he held, the
press actually impairs a fair trial.
Mr. McGarr disagreed with Mr.
Garry's contention that radio-tv can
handle
"decorum,"
claimingcourt
thatcoverage
televisedwith
Senate
rackets
committee hearings bordered on the
gaudy side. Mr. Ray reported, on the
basis of past experience, that there can
be a "great
deal ofanddifference"
between
taped
testimony
the stenographic
transcript in comparison of what actually was said during a court trial.
About 80 newsmen from 22 states
and three foreign countries attended
the week-long sessions, sponsored by
NU under a grant from the Ford Foundation. The course was designed to enhance newsmen's understanding of
crime problems, improve their relationships with law enforcement officers
and the legal profession and provide a
forum for an exchange of information.

CHICAGO AWRT
Spring meet discusses
merits of rival media
Radio today is many things to many
people. It is becoming more local,
identifying itself more closely with the
community and building personalities
as air
salesmen.
And it's in its
the product
process
of
refining
and developing
as the oldest established sound medium.
These and other views on the relative
merits of mass media and creative advertising approaches sparked the March
21 conference of American Women in
Radio 150& Television's
Chicago
chapter.
Over
AWRT members
attended
the
all-day
session
at
the
Ambassador
West's Guildhall.
The "Three Faces of Radio" were
unveiled at an opening panel moderated
by Clifford J. Barborka, vice presidentmanager
John Blair Ward
& Co.'sL.Chicago
office. Itof comprised
Quaal,
vice president-general manager of
WGN-AM-TV; Arthur Thorsen, program director of WBBM, and Bernard
lacobs, president-general manager of
WFMT (FM), all Chicago. They discussed spot, independent, network, local
and fm radio.
Live Programming • Mr. Thorsen
stressed the value of maintaining local

REPEAT ORDERS in the nation's 14th market, as anywhere else, are the best evidence of television's
selling ability. WGR-TV, NBC in Buffalo, is proud that 25 national and 21 local advertisers, who have used
the station continuously since it started in 1954, have renewed for 52 weeks of 1959.
These, and newer advertisers, will get even better sales results in 1959, as WGR-TV continues to provide
better service for more viewers in the mighty and prosperous market known as the Niagara Frontier.
Two recent developments that emphasize WGR-TV's continuing leadership in Buffalo are the installation
of the first videotape equipment in the area and the purchase of a new tower— 300 feet taller—
to further extend its coverage in Western New York.
For
results frominAmerica's
aboutbestavailabilities
Buffalo. most powerful selling medium, be sure to call Peters, Griffin, Woodward
NBC

• CHANNEL

2 • BUFFALO

live programming at considerable expense but with good profit. WBBM
spends sicians
about
$500,000on yearly
and $250,000
talent onfor muthis
type of operation, he said. And yet,
he added, billings have risen 650%
from 1931 to 1957 and every year since
1954 has been a record-breaking one.
Costly local live programming, the
program director said, appeals to listeners who abhor "canned" or "formula" music,
personalities anbuilds
d tends believable
to inspire airactive,
adult, family listening.
Mr. Quaal cited increases in radio
set usage during the 10-y ears' of tv's
greatest growth (59 million to 150 milIon) and noted radio "is becoming more
local all the time."
Mr. Jacobs reviewed the financial
soundness of his fm operation, emphasizing that WFMT devises and
modifies its own policy without regard
to unfriendly pressures.
A second panel on "who gets the advertisingrepresentative
dollar" featured ofJohn
Flatley, sales
WBKBE.
(TV), Fred Vosse of WIND, both Chicago, and Thomas W. Burns, general
advertising executive of the Chicago
Tribune. Fred A. Niles, head of his
own film production firm, moderated.
Mr. Burns said that tv and newspapers are the "perfect complement"

and held that television is "essentially
an entertainment medium," while newspapers deliver a definitive circulation.
He cited Chicago Tribune and Social
Research Inc. surveys showing that tv
comes first in "giving pleasure" and the
newspaper is "more dependable for advertisers." He warned that television
will "never get the retailers' business"
because the newspaper is "essentially a
shopping vanmedium"
the adtages of recall. Heproviding
also flailed
the
"abuse of mood-matching" among programs and commercials in tv.
The cost-per-thousand yardstick may
well be "the greatest injustice to newspapers," Mr. Burns contended,
that if comparisons
are in orderadding
with
tv, it must be established whether the
commercial is actually viewed when the
receiver is on. He acknowledged that
newspaper circulation does not comprise actual home subscriptions alone.
Mr. Flatley noted that 12 years ago,
about two-thirds of Procter & Gamble
products
even instories
existence.
He
cited suchweren't
tv success
as Elgin,
Bulova (watches), P&G and Lestoil
(detergent).
Mr. Vosse cited a McCann-Erickson
study to show that radio reaches more
people more often than any other
medium and gives the advertiser "repetition, frequency and selectivity."

MMBJVEST
Major market fulltime regional facility. Very profitable. $175,000 down.
Terms to be negotiated.
FLORIDA
Desirable market. Good profit picture which will enable payout out of
earnings. 29% down.
JVJEST
Fulltime facility in growing single
station market. Has fine profit record.
$25,000 down.
SOUTH
Daytime facility on excellent frequency in medium market. Very good
profit
handle. potential. $15,000 down will
NEGOTIATIONS

FINANCING

m

OO. OOO

8220.000

8 90. OOO

S '0,1.000
•

APPRAISALS

ffilackbtwn & Compcmi/
RADIO - TV - NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C. OFFICE MIDWEST OFFICE SOUTHERN OFFICE WEST COAST OFFICE
James
H W. Cassill
B. MarshallCalifornia
Colin M.BankSelphBldg.
Jack W.V.M.Blackburn
Harvey
B. RyanAvenue Clifford
Stanley
Joseph
Sitrick
333 William
N.Chicago,
Michigan
Healey Whitaker
Building
9441 Wilshire
Blvd
Washington
Building
Illinois
Atlanta,
Georgia
Beverly
Calif.
STerling 3-4341
Financial 6-6460
JAckson 5-1576 CRestviewHills,4-2770
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What the Ad Dollar Will Buy • If a
storage-and-moving firm had $7,000 to
spend on a special campaign, what
could it get in the various media for its
money, an AWRT delegate inquired.
The answers: In the Tribune: about
3,500 lines, with ads run twice weekly,
over 52 weeks; on independent radio:
23 announcements weekly for three
months; on WBKB: (with films already
made) 60-second participations in three
weekly late evening feature films and
two weekly in daytime shows for
seven weeks, or five one-minute spots
on different shows for 13 weeks.
Chicago vs. East & West • Participaferent
ting in anadvertising
afternoon
panel onEarle
difapproaches:
Dugan, vice president-account supervisor, Foote, Cone & Belding; Charles
R. Standen, senior account supervisor,
Tatham-Laird; Lee J. Marshall, senior
vice president-account supervisor,
Keyes, Madden & Jones, and Milton S.
Garfield, Garfield-Linn & Co. Tony
Weitzel,
nist, was Chicago
moderator.Daily News columMr. Dugan said that Chicago is
geographically located to buy overall
media better than network tv programming, but felt the city lacked "creative
stimulus." He pointed out that the city
can't attract or hold talent necessary
for network originations. Mr. Standen
said that Chicago is leading the way in
creative
(Hamm's
Marlboro commercials
[cigarettes], Dial
[soap], [beer],
Clark
[gasoline]) and is "emotionally closer to
clients' problems." Mr. Marshall: By
necessity Chicago agencies develop a
pattern of media selection and "go out
into the field" to implement the concept.
Chicago tvsession,
critics' with
panelJanetmadeKern,up
theA concluding
American; Terry Turner, Daily News;
Robert Anderson, Tribune; Marcia Roland, Tv Guide, and Alex Dreier, NBC
newscaster. Featured luncheon speaker
was Norman Barry, WMAQ-WMBQ
(TV) personality, who along with the
majority
of critics
the validity of ratings.
The questioned
critics stressed
they
wrote for their readers and "not for the
industry." They also acknowledged, as a
group,
thatcoverage
tv's news-ness
and bulk
crowd out
of noteworthy
radio happenings.
Tv covers Maine solons
Both houses of the Maine State Legislature inAugusta have been opened to
tv and press cameramen, WCSH-TV
Portland reports. The station said it
has been using sound and film equipment to cover committee meetings and
chamber sessions in both houses.
Cameramen must get prior permission for coverage and are required to
act with "discretion" and use available
lighting, WCSH-TV said.
BROADCASTING, March 30, 1959

Changing hands
ANNOUNCED • The following sales of
station interests were announced last
week, subject to FCC approval:
e KLX Oakland, Calif.: Sold to Crowell-Collier Corp. (KFWB Los Anby Tribune
Building . KLX
Co. (Oaklandgeles)Tribune
for $750,000)
is on
910 kc with 5 kw, directional antenna,
night. Station, founded in 1922, was acquired bythe Knowland family in 1933.
In addition to J. R. Knowland Jr., who
is publisher of the Oakland Tribune,
former Republican U. S. Sen. William
J. Knowland is a member of the family. Crowell-Collier in 1956 negotiated
the $16 million purchase of the Harry
M. Bitner-controlled Consolidated Tv
& Radio Broadcasters Inc. properties
(Indianapolis, Grand Rapids and Minneapolis), but this fell through because
of the financing difficulty. These stations are now owned by Time Inc.
Crowell-Collier at one time published
Collier's, Woman's Home Companion
and American magazines.
• WRVM Rochester, N.Y.: Sold to
State Broadcasting Co. for $350,000 by
Harry Trenner and Assoc. State is
owned by Mr. and Mrs. Frank W.
Miller Jr. Mr. Miller, president, is with
Headley-Reed, station representative,
and Kelly-Smith, newspaper representative, and is an officer of Fall River
(Mass.) Herald News (owner of WSAR
Fall River) and of Schenectady UnionStar. George M. Millar, formerly vice
president of WELL Battle Creek, Mich.,
and with other Knorr Stations, is vice
president of State and will be WRVM
general manager. The sale was handled
by Allen Kander & Co. WRVM is on
680 kc with 250 w. day.
• KFIV Modesto. Calif.: Sold to KFIV
Inc. by Evert Person, Frank McLaurin
and others for $242,500. KFIV Inc. is
owned by A. J. Krisik, Rebecca M.
Krisik and Theodore J. Wolf, who will
remain as general manager of KFIV.
The sale was handled by Hamilton,
Stubblefield, Twining & Assoc. KFIV
is on 1360 kc with 1 kw, directional
antenna night, and is affiliated with
ABC.
• KCUE Red Wing, Minn.: Sold to
Kingsley Murphy and Carroll Crawford (KGDE Fergus Falls, Minn.) by
Victor and Nicholas Tedesco for $71,500. Mr. Murphy has an interest in
KRNT-TV Des Moines, Iowa. The sale
was handled by Allen Kander & Co.
KCUE is on 1250 kc with 1 kw, day.
• KTXL San Angelo, Tex.: Sold by
Warren J. Fortier to Burkhart Broadcasting Corp. for $55,000. Kent BurkBROADCASTING, March 30, 1959

Corp. President David Moore
Taking a look • Transcontinent Television Wrather
discuss the west coast
(1) and Marietta Broadcasting President Jack
in the new combined Transcontinent $30 million organizastationstion.involved
(Broadcasting, March 23).
hart, KENS San Antonio program director, owns company in his own name.
The sale was handled by Hamilton,
Stubblefield, Twining & Assoc. KTXL
is on 1340 kc with 250 w.
• KBLT Big Lake, Tex.: Sold to Don
Renault
SampleThe andsaleDonald Bostonby forJames
$26,300.
was
handled jointly by Patt McDonald and
Paul
Co. KBLT is on 1290
kc withChapman
1 kw, day.
• WHTB Talladega, Ala.: Sold to Radio
Alabama Inc. (Lem Coley, Charles H.
Whatley, Sim S. Wilbanks and James
W. Whatley) by Joseph L. Wallis, Alec
O. Thomson and Cecil Hornady for
$25,000 cash. Principals in the purchasing corporation also have interests in
WRFS Alexander City and WETV
Wetumpka, both Alabama. The sale
was handled by the Paul H. Chapman
Co. WHTB is on 1230 kc with 250 w.
APPROVED • The following transfers
of station interests were approved by
the FCC last week (for other FCC activities se For The Record, page 90):
• KXLA Pasadena, Calif.: Sold to
Eleven Ten Broadcasting Corp. (Donald R. Cooke, national station representative) byPacific Coast Broadcasting Co. (Loyal K. King) for $900,000.
KXLA is on 1110 kc with 10 kw,
directional antenna different pattern
day and night.
• WPEO Peoria, 111.: Sold to Radio
One Corp. (William B. Dolph and
Herbert L. Pettey) by Dandy BroadCorp. for $325,000,
agree-in
mentcasting
that assignors
will not plus
engage

radio business for five years within 60
miles of Peoria. Messrs. Dolph and
Pettey have also purchased KUDE
Oceanside, Calif, (see below). Mr.
Dolph ciscoowns
15% of KJBS
San owner
Franand is president
and 29%
of WMT-TV Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Mrs.
Pettey
25% 1 ofkw,KJBS.
on 1020owns
kc with
day. WPEO is
• KUDE Oceanside, Calif.: Sold to
Dolph-Pettey Broadcasting Co. by Walter N. Nelskog and Darrell R. Anderson for $171,000, plus agreement to
employ the assignors as consultants for
three years at $8,000 per year and the
assignors will not engage in broadcasting in the metropolitan area for five
years.
and Pettey's
interestsForseeMessrs.
WEPODolphPeoria
above.
KUDE is on 1320 kc with 500 w,
directional antenna same pattern day
and night.
o WKIT Mineola, N.Y.: Sold to VIP
Radio
(WWES-AM-FM
Rochelle.Inc.
WVIR
Mount Kisco New
and
WKSN Saugerties, all New York) by
Seymour Weintraub for $165,000.
WKIT is on 1520 kc with 250 w, day.
• WTSV-AM-FM Claremont, N.H.:
Sold to Radio Claremont Inc. (Norman
Knight, sole stockholder, owns WHEB
Portsmouth and has purchased WTSL
Hanover, see below) for $165,000 by
W.F. Rust Jr. and Ralph Gottlieb.
WTSV is on 1230 kc with 250 w.
WTSV-FM is on 106.1 mc with 4.8 kw.
o WTSL Hanover. N.H.: Sold to Radio
Hanover Inc. (Norman Knight, see
WTSV-AM-FM, above) by W.F. Rust55
and Ralph Gottlieb for $135,000.
WTSL is on 1400 kc with 250 w.

$25 million profit
for CBS last year
CBS Inc.'s annual report for 1958,
mailed to stockholders last week, highlighted the money-making prowess of
the network's
television
sion and its owned
radio stations
stations diviand
related activities.
The report reaffirmed an earlier preliminary statement placing consolidated
profits from CBS Inc. in 1958 (53
weeks) at $24,482,812, as compared
with $22,193,367 in 1957 (52 weeks).
Sales for 1958 were reported at $411,800,203, as against 1957 sales of $385,409,018 (Broadcasting, March 2).
Approximately one-half the profit
from CBS-TV activities is earned by
the stations division, which covers
owned stations, CBS-TV Spot Sales and
CBS Films Inc., the report stated. The
todivision's
be 18% combined
over thoserevenues
of 1957.were said
The CBS Radio Division as a whole
was profitable in 1958, the report said,
but pointed out that its profits resulted
from thestations
operations
of the network's
owned
and related
activities,
including CBS Radio Spot Sales. The
report acknowledged that the radio network operated at a loss in 1958.
CBS fellowships
Winners have been announced for
the third annual CBS Foundation news
and public affairs fellowships for a year
of study at Columbia U. They are
Marvin L. Kalb, reporter-contact, CBS
News, N.J.; John Merriman, news
editor, CBS News, N.Y.; Barry R. Nemcoff, tv news editor, WCAU-TV Philadelphia; Charles V. North, tv news director, KGGM-TV Albuquerque, N.M.;
Charles R. Reeves, news director,
WWVA Wheeling, W.Va.; Jack D.
Summerfield, assistant general manager,
WGBH-FM-TV Cambridge, Mass.;
James L. Wood, radio-tv news staff,
WSBT-AM-TV South Bend, Ind., and
John A.G. Tiffin, CBS News, London.
Media reports
• Court action seeking to compel CBS
Inc. to give him access to its stock
books
and tomeeting
delay the
Aprila
15 annual
untilcompany's
he had had
chance to study them was started in New
York Supreme Court last week by Barney Young, frequent critic and current
litigant against CBS. He contended he
wanted to show a conflict of interests
on the part of Ralph Colin, member of
the CBS board and also in the law firm
of Rosenman Goldmark Colin & Kaye,
counsel to Broadcast Music Inc. CBS
authorities opposed his request on
grounds that he was trying to promote
56 (THE MEDIA)

the pending $5 million law suit brought
by Life Music Inc., of which he is a
substantial owner, against CBS, NBC
and BMI.
bid to seetoday
the
stock
books Mr.
was Young's
set for argument
(March 30) before Judge Saul Streit.
• WALB-TV Albany, Ga., is operating
with new facilities. The station now
telecasts
316 kw. from a 1,000-ft. tower with
• KOTN-FM Pine Bluff, Ark., has
commenced operation. In conjunction
with KOTN, KOTN-FM broadcasts
about six hours stereophonically each
day. The station has a stereo tape recorder and is building a library of locally-produced stereo programs. These are
supplemented with stereo records.
KOTN-FM is on 92.3 mc with 3.2 kw.
• KWK St. Louis, Mo., goes on a 24hour Monday through Saturday schedule today (March 30).
• KTVU (TV) San Francisco-Oakland
started using color equipment Thursday (March 26).
• Broadcast Time Sales, radio representatives, isin its new penthouse office
at 509 Madison Ave., New York, with
larger working space than in its former
location at 280 Madison Ave.
• WIP Philadelphia has created an independent news department with
Mitchell Krauss, sales promotion director, as head. This is the first step in
expansion
news newscasts
coverage with
the
numberof WIP's
of weekly
increased from 250 to more than 300,
analytical newscasts scheduled regularly, acceleration of the station's
"newsitems)
tip" ,plan
news
and the(listeners
addition calling
of a newsin
researcher and stringers in key cities.
WIP is separating commercials from
newscastsnouncersby
different anfor the having
two functions.
• WCNY-TV Watertown, N. Y., increases its Class A one-hour rate from
$250 to $300 next month. Other classifications are raised proportionally. Present WCNY-TV advertisers and those
signing contracts before April 1, will
not be affected by the rate change until
Oct. 1, providing their schedule on
WCNY-TV has not lapsed. Representative isWeed Television Corp.
• Fast news coverage by WKY Oklathe city's
Mercyin
Hospitalhoma City
forprepared
the patients
flooding
after ammonia fumes escaped in the
Wilson & Co. plant in that city on
March 24. The accident killed at least
five persons. The hospital, alerted by
the station, laid in an additional supply
of medicine required to cover the emergency. In addition, WKY fed develop-

ments of the story to 18 radio stations
across the country. The station claimed
a beat on the story and awarded $25
for the top news tip of the week to a
tipster who notified WKY.
• WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla., has arranged for 35 Miamians to take a threeweek tour of Washington, Paris, Copenhagen, Leningrad, Moscow, Budapest
and Berlin. WTVJ Vice President
Ralph A. Renick and WTVJ producerdirector Richard R. Renick are going
along with the tourists to take films for
a show to be telecast when they return
next month.
• KBTV (TV) Denver has announced
the purchase of a 700-film Paramount
Picture package costing $800,000 from
Music Corp. of America. The movies
will run Monday, Wednesday-Saturday
at 9:30 p.m. on the ch. 9 outlet, starting April 6.
• WSON Henderson, Ky., has issued a
new rate card listing a single rate for
both local and national accounts. The
card allows 15% commission to recognized agencies.
• Clarke Brown Co. (radio-tv representative), Dallas, moves today (March
30) into suite 1507 Southland Center,
there. Telephone: Riverside 2-5148.
• John Blair & Co. (radio representative), L.A., is enlarging its quarters at
3460 Wilshire Blvd. by about 50%.
Blair quarters in Los Angeles include
Blair-Tv and Blair Television Assoc.
(tv representatives).
• Television Bureau of Advertising has
signed to membership its first tv station
from outside North America. The station is ATN (TV) Sydney, Australia,
which is owned by Amalgamated Television Service, Proprietary Ltd.
• Rep appointments
• WILX-TV (ch. 10) Onondaga, Mich.,
appoints Venard, Rintoul & McConnel, N. Y. Affiliated with NBC-TV,
the station is owned by its president
and general manager, John C. Pomeroy,
and Edward E. Wilson, vice president.
• WBCB Levittown-Fairless Hills, Pa.,
names Bob Dore Assoc., N.Y.
• KTXO Sherman, Tex., names Weed &
Co. as southwestern representative.
• WKTV (TV) Utica-Rome, N.Y., appoints H-R Television Inc.
• WKMH Dearborn, Mich., appoints
Edward Petry Co., effective April 1,
replacing Headley - Reed. The station
operates with 5 kw on 1310 kc.
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TAMPA-

ST.

• • . market

on

PETERSBURG
the

Big business is brewing in the MARKET- ON -THEMOVE . . . Tampa -St. Petersburg! Giant industries, like
110 Year Old Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co., are dotting the
area with the world's most modern plants! Over 800,000
barrels of beer a year will flow from the Schlitz $20,000,000
Tampa plant — marking the first time a premium beer will
have been brewed in Florida! As progressive industry
pours in, it compounds the amazing business growth that
has put Tampa-St. Petersburg, one large trading area, in
the TOP 30 MARKETS— now 30th in retail sales, 27th
in automotive sales, 29th in drug sales!
Capture this rich market with the STATION -ON- THEMOVE — WTVT —first in total share of audience* with 34
of the top 50 programs! WTVT, with highest-rated CBS
and local shows, blankets and penetrates the MARKETON - THE - MOVE . . . TAMPA-ST. PETERSBURG.
"Latest ARB
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move!

station on the move . • *

WTVT
TAMPA
IPA -- ST.
S PETERSBURG
Channel 13
The WKY Television System, inc.
WKY- RADIO WSFA-TV
Montgomery
WKY-TV
Oklahoma City
Oklahoma City
Represented by the Katz Agency
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summertradio

family

goes

SPOT RADIO is the most effective
summer medium you can use because
Radio goes where the family goes.
Reach people- wherever they are,
at home or on vacation -with SPOT
RADIO.
SPONSORED BY MEMBER FIRMS OF

Avery-Knodel Inc. — John Blair & Company — Broadcast Time Sales
Thomas F. Clark Co. Inc. — Harry E. Cummings — Robert E. Eastman & Co. Inc.
H-R Representatives Inc. — The Katz Agency Inc. — McGavren-Quinn Company
The Meeker Company Inc. — Art Moore Associates Inc.— Richard O'Connell Inc.
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc. — William J. Reilly Inc.
Radio-TV Representatives Inc. — Weed Radio Corporation — Adam Young Inc.

GOVERNMENT
FCC

TO

TACKLE

ALLOCATIONS

Full Commission scheduled to start today on
The FCC meets today (Monday) to taking this drastic step, there is one
alternative.
grapple definitively with the three-year- other
• An all vhf system comprising 50
long tv allocations problem.
Before members of the Commission consecutive channels. Since this is under exploration by the FCC and the
will be a staff-written policy document
on what to do about the vexing vhf-uhf Defense Dept., it would be wiser to
maintaincome of the
problem.
thesestatus
talks.quo pending the outThe ultimate answer may be a recommendation that nothing be done until
Frequency Swapping • The consent
the outcome of present exploratory of the Defense Dept. to explore the
of frequencies was announced
talks with the military services on swap- atswapping
the NAB convention two weeks ago
ping frequencies.
This envisages a contiguous band of
Comr. Frederick W. Ford, mil50 tv channels in the vhf area of the by FCCitary liaison
officer of the Commission
(Broadcasting, March 23).
spectrum.
Both Comr. Ford and Comr. T.A.M.
The most common proposal is to add
38 additional tv channels in the vhf area Craven have advocated investigating the
above ch. 13 (210-216 mc). These are possibility of extending the vhf band.
If successful, the swap would be
now virtually all assigned to military
services.
predicated on a long-term transition
Basic Considerations • For Commis- tioned).
period (seven to 10 years has been mension consideration, the staff memoranIt was at the NAB convention also
dum makes these points:
• Maintain the basic priorities. These that the FCC received the report of the
are (1) at least one service to all parts Television Allocations Study Organization. This group was established in 1956
of the United States, (2) at least one sta- to undertake
an engineering study of
tion to each community, (3) at least two
tv services to all parts of the United vhf and uhf propagation, field strength,
States, (4) at least two stations for each transmissions, antennas, receiving conditions, picture analysis, etc. Its basic
community, and (5) allocate unassigned
channels to communities on the basis of conclusion was that uhf is generally inf
e
r
i
o
vhf on almost all counts of
num- coverage r to(Broadcasting,
and order
size, geography
population
March 23).
ber of tv services
available. This
of assigningtermined in1952
available
de- meeting
Reportis •forThetheCommissio
Status today
purposen'sof
whenchannels
the FCCwaslifted
its allocation freeze.
rehard ands.fastThis"status
drawingport" upon tva allocation
will be
• The present 12 vhf channels, alone, ready for
n
when
Congress
to
submissio
are unacceptable as the basis for a na- the FCC is called up to report on its tv
tionwide, competitive tv service.
• The present plan of intermixing problems.
It is known that both the Senate and
vhf and uhf channels in the same community has not worked.
The alternatives are listed as follows:
Endorses Hyde
• Use of vhf and uhf channels has
not worked. Intermixture has been a
FCC Comr. Rosel H. Hyde
bad mistake. Deintermixture has been
"has served the radio and teletried, but does not hold the answer.
vision industries
long and well"
and should
be reappointed,
the
• Relaxation of present standards
Utah Broadcasters Assn. has told
would not add enough stations to overPresident Eisenhower and the U.S.
come the shortage of facilities. Such
Senate. Sen. Frank Moss (D-Utah)
proposals
as
reduced
mileage
separations, the use of directional antennas
last week entered into the Conand other techniques for squeezing in
gressional Record a UBA resomore assignments to critical cities would
lution praising the Idaho Republican and urging his reappointnot be significant in the overall, national picture.
mentlutionby alsothewasPresident.
The toresosent directly
the
• Move all tv to uhf. Or move all tv
in the eastern area of the United States
White House. Comr. Hyde's term
expires June 30.
to uhf. This is prospective policy, adopted by the FCC in 1956. But before

television blueprint
the House Commerce committees have
asked the FCC to be prepared to appear
before them to tell what it has done on
the tv allocations questions.
No dates have been set yet for such
appearances.
The allocations report is known to include various charts and graphic displaysfectstoofillustrate
the benefits
and dethe various
alternatives
for
ameliorating the tv allocations matter.
The report under consideration was
the result of a year's intensive work by
a special staff comprising engineers and
economists. The group held periodic
check meetings with the commissioners
and were kept advised constantly of all
Mack trial delays
Miami ch. 10 case
The FCC last week postponed the
oral argument on Miami ch. 10 from
April 23 to May 21 after Washington
federal chief district Judge F. Dickinson Letts expressed fear that the oral
argument
might FCC
prejudice
criminalA.
trial of former
Comr. theRichard
Mack and Miami attorney Thurman
A. Whiteside, scheduled April 7.
Both Mr. Mack and Mr. Whiteside
are accused of conspiring to influence
the award of Miami ch. 10 to National
Airlines.
Nicholas P. Chase, attorney for Mr.
Mack, also asked that the trial be postponed until after Congress recesses. He
said he might have difficulty securing
senators and congressmen to appear
and testify while Congress is in session.
J. Frank Cunningham, Justice Dept.
attorney who is prosecuting the case,
replied that he did not consider the
testimony of any senator or representative "relevent
competent."
Under
law ormembers
of Congress
may not be subpoenaed while Congres is in session.
Judge Letts
agreed towithpostpone
Mr. Cunningham and refused
the
trial.
The FCC in an order Thursday
(March 26) stated it did not wish to
take anystrued toaction
be conaffect, "which
prejudicemight
or interfere
with the criminal proceeding." It also
said that "at a proper interval" prior
to May 21, it would re-examine the
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scheduling of the oral argument in the
light of the status of the trial.
Also concerning the oral argument,
FCC earlier in the week informed
National Airlines'
Jorgensen
that G. attorney
T. Baker,Norman
presidentE.
of the airline company, would not be
permitted to appear to argue in behalf
of his company. Only lawyers are permit ed to argue in oral argument, the
Commission said. Mr. Baker filed an
appearance to participate in the oral
argument some weeks ago.
FCC ready to rehear
Orlando ch. 9 grant
The FCC last week notified the U.S.
Court of Appeals in Washington that
it's
ready Fla.,
to hold
rehearing
Orlando,
ch. 9a case
as soonof astheit
gets
court. Orlando
The FCC'sin
granttheofword
ch. from
9 to theWLOF
1957 was supported by the appeals court
in May 1958, but the U.S. Supreme
Court remanded the case to the lower
court last October (Broadcasting, Nov.
3, 1958) for reconsideration in view
of testimony before the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee last year
alleging ex parte presentations were
made by WLOF.
The FCC had anticipated the Supreme Court move and started an initial inquiry on its own about three weeks
before thecastinghigh
action Orlando,
(Broad, Oct. 6, court's
1958). WKIS
unsuccessful applicant for ch. 9, had appealed to the Supreme Court after losing its appeal to the lower court.
The Commission said last week its
staff inquiry indicates a further, evidentiary hearing, with WLOF and WKIS
participating, is warranted on issues similar to those in the Miami ch. 10 and
Boston ch. 5 cases. The Commission
added thaton itwhat
awaitsaction
the toappeals
pleasure
take. Acourt's
staff
investigator of the House group had
testified last June that Florida attorney
William H. Dial contacted former FCC
Comr. Richard A. Mack in behalf of
WLOF during the adjudication period.
FCC monies studied
FCC commissioners were heartened
after their appearance before a House
Appropriations subcommittee dealing
with the $11 million Commission
budget for the fiscal year beginning
next July 1. The subcommittee is
headed by Rep. Albert Thomas (DTex.). All commissioners and a full
complement of aides attended the virtually all-day session last March 11.
Unofficial FCC sources said committee
members had been interested and seemingly sympathetic. The $11 million
recommended by President Eisenhower
BROADCASTING, March 30, 1959

for the FCC in the next fiscal year compares with $9.8 million for the present
fiscal year.
The $2.3
President's
dation included
million recommenfor broadactivities, compared to this year's
$1.9 cast
million.

study — a maneuver which was said to
have effect of tabling it for two years.
The bill also would have required elaborate filings of data on copyrighted material— so elaborate some authorities
felt it would have made it virtually
impossible for such licensing organizations to operate in the state.
A companion measure dealing with
S. D. orders study
royalties
on musical recordings and
of music tax bill
transcriptions also was sent back to
A South Dakota bill to impose gross committee. Other bills dealing with
receipts tax on performing rights socie- performing rights organizations meanwhile pend in New Mexico and Texas
ties doing business in that state (Broadcasting, March 9) has been returned to state legislatures, although the Texas
committee, it was reported, for further measure is reported quiescent.
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FILM
TODAY'S
ARRIVALS

They
pourfrom inmajor
from every
state andand many
lands,
rural outposts
... film
A singlecentersdelivery
may
include a Hawaiian
documentary
and a teacher's
$4,000,000firstepic
filmed in Hollywood.
Here in Hollywood, in the hub of the
nation's film capital. General has been
film makers
years . . . This
^ topinvaluable
privileged
toexperience,
servefor themanyourindustry's
skill and personalized
serviceunmatched
are today
easily
enterprising movie
makersavailable
the worldto over.
Today's atexciting
Age snaps
its you
fingers
time andJet space.
Wherever
are,
whatever
your
needs,
General's
fine
but afilmfew processing
short hoursfacilities*
away. are now

'' *Complete 16 and 35 mm, b/w and color.
FILM LABORATORIES CORP.
GENERAL
1546 ARGYLE, HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF., HO 2-6171
Send for Bulletin G, which describes the advantages of our new 35/32 mm technique. Price lists and general information gladly supplied.
GO

SI

TEST
PAY-TV
REVISED
ISSUES
FCC
i
z
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
tests
might
considered a
Third Report would allow each toll system to foot-in-the-door for thebe establishment
of pay tv.
Two outspoken critics of the House
experiment in a different single four-station
resolution were Rep. John
market. Congressional criticism nearly blocks committee's
B. Bennett (R-Mich.) and Rep. Robert
W. Hemphill (D-S.C). Both expressed
plan. No toll test application is in sight
the fear that the committee's action
be construed as an endorsement
A working agreement between FCC only one city, the Commission said, was ofmight
the principle of pay tv.
and Congress to permit limited, con- taken to provide safeguards against "the
Rep.
Hemphill protested the resolutrolled tests of subscription tv almost premature establishment" of a broad
tion on the floor of the House Thursunworked itself last week.
scale subscription tv service before a
day. He said test authorizations might
• FCC announced Monday it would definitive policy decision is made.
Five Systems • Since there are only open the door to permanent pay tv
consider applications for a three-yearlong test of pay tv.
five acknowledged pay tv systems the "and pay television will do away with
o The House Commerce Committee, one-to-a-market guide means that only the public service features of television." He said he is "fearful this would
which for more than a year has been five cities may be used as guinea pigs mean millions
of sport fans would be
adamant against any move to approve in the test demonstrations.
denied
in the future the privilege of
These five cities would have to be
toll tv, even tests, approved the Commission's action in a close 11-10 vote. among 20 markets which have four tv looking at sports contests without added
• Toward the end of the week criti- services. These 20 are:
There are seven anti-pay tv bills
Chicago, Dallas-Fort Worth, Denver,
cism of the Commission's action and
of Representathe House committee's endorsement Fresno - Tulare, Harrisburg - Lancaster- pendingtives, andinonethe(byHouse
William Langer
began to mount.
Lebanon-Reading-York, Hartford-New [R-N.D.]). in the Sen.
Senate. Among the
• The grumbling got so bad that on Britain-New Haven - Springfield - Water- costs."
seven House measures is a joint resoThursday
Los Angeles, Miami-Fort Lauder(H.J. Res. 130) by Rep. Harris
chairman ofRep.the Oren
HouseHarris
units, (D-Ark.),
defended bury, dale,
Milwaukee, Minneapolis-St. Paul, which lution
wouldtests.bar pay tv except for
"technical"
his
committee's
action
on
the
floor
of
New
York,
Philadelphia-Camden-Wilthe House.
Portland-VanIn the 85th Congress there were two
Almost forgotten in the melee were mington, couPhoenix-Mesa,
ver, St. Louis, San Antonio, San
to bar outright toll tv.
the proponents of pay tv.
Francisco - Oakland, Seattle - Tacoma, billsThese
were by Sen. Strom Thurmond
No Application Soon • None of the Washington
(D.C.)
and
Wilkes-Barre(D-S.C.) and Rep. Emanuel Celler
five principal advocates reported it was Scranton.
(D-N.Y.).
ready to file an application. All said
It was explained that a pay tv operator could arrange to use more than one
they wanted more time to study the
House Hearings • In January 1958
Commission notice.
station in a single market, but not the House Commerce Committee held
simultaneously.
hearings on pay tv and issued a resoluThe Commission's announcement —
The FCC stressed, as it had before,
tion urging FCC not to grant
termed
a "Third
Notice" — reinstated
its
October
1957 document
with two that the tests must not be permitted to test authorizations until Congress paycouldtv
act
on
the subject.
circumvent the general public interest
major revisions:
(1) Instead of allowing pay tv tests obligations of the stations involved. It
Last
resolution by the bare
in up to three cities per system, the also emphasized that the systems could majority week's
of the same committee held
Commission limited each system to one not cause interference on the same or that the Commission's Third Report
adjacent channels or degrade the video
test in one city.
(2) The sale of decoding and other and audio signals of the station used.
The FCC Third Notice was approved
receiving equipment to the public was
2-to-1 against
forbidden. In its 1957 notice, the Com- by six commissioners. Comrs. Robert
mission had made no decision on T. Bartley and Robert E. Lee conResidents
of congressional discurred; Comr. Frederick W. Ford did
whether to allow or prohibit such sale
tricts in Ohio and California, acnot participate.
to the public.
cording to polls by their conIn 1957, Comr. Bartley dissented
There was no assurance, however,
gres men, are 2-to-l against a
that the FCC was about to grant any and Comr. Ford did not participate.
government-authorized
test of pay
application. The notice last week Comr. Bartley contended then that the
tv.
called attention to the fact that the Commission should first decide general
Rep. John E. Henderson (RCommission has promised not to policy on subscription tv before authorOhio) last week disclosed that
izing tests.
authorize any test operation until the
67.3%
of the 5,000 voters anLee explained he still feels pay
adjournment of the first session of the tv Comr.
swering his questionnaire do not
should be limited to uhf outlets.
86th Congress. This is the Congress
believe the government should
now in session.
The Commission's statement last
permit toll tests. Only 23.4%
The 1957 document set out detailed week repeated some of the text of the
favored tests while 9.3% of the
limits for a controlled three-year test of First Report but revised them to bring
respondents
were undecided.
into conformity with the new
pay tv (Broadcasting, Oct. 21, Sept. them
Constituents of Rep. William
conditions.
23, 1957).
S. Mailliard (R-Calif.) voted 62%
It limited tests to those cities having
Fear Misconstruction • The Congresagainst and 34% for pay tv tests,
four or more tv services. This condition
sional nip-ups came because of strong
with 4% undecided. Both polls
feelings
among
some
lawmakers
that
were taken within the past month.
was
ment. repeated in last week's announce- FCC does not have the power to authorThe limitation to a single system in
ize toll tv and also the fear that authorBROADCASTING, March 30, 1959
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was all right since it limited the tests
for any pay tv system to a single city
'•which also would be so limited that
they will not bring about the virtual
establishment of a new subscription
television service on some extended or
permanent basis without the Congress
having had an opportunity to consider
whether or not to enact legislation to
amend the Communications Act of
1934, as amended, to empower the
Commission to grant, and to prescribe
the conditions under which the Commission would have the power to grant,
authorizations for such extended or
permanent
operations."
The committee
said it had come to
the conclusion that actual experience
with
operations
"considerably bymore
limitedtestthan
those contemplated
the
Commission
its First Report" could
be helpful to inCongress.
Many of the 10 committee members
who voted against the resolution insisted that their opposition stemmed
from fear that the public might construe their action as endorsing pay tv.
Harris Replies • The criticism impelled Mr. Harris on Thursday to enter
a defense
the committee's
resolution.
He saidof that
the Commission
had
"very materially"
the condi-to
tions under whichmodified
it proposed
authorize pay tv tests in 1957. Not
only would the tests be limited to one
per market — which limits it to only
five cities, Mr. Harris said, but stations
participating in the tests would be required to continue broadcasting free
television as prescribed by the Comregulations for
(a minimum
24 hours mission's
per week
stations twoof
years old or older)-.
Mr. Harris summarized the comresolution:mittee's motives in adopting last week's
• It would seem unwise as a matter
of principle to prevent tests of a new
development
"as are
longnotas contrary
the test operations themselves
to the
interest.""
public
• The conditions prescribed by the
FCC will so limit subscription tv test
operation
will not bring
about the that
virtual"they
establishment
of a
new subscription television service on
aa permanent
beforewhether
Congresstollhastv
chance to basis"
determine
is in the public interest.
He continued:
"Under the limitations of the Third
Report, the financial risk is placed
where it belongs, namely, on the promoters of subscription television, and
these promoters are on notice that
there is no assurance that at the end of
the test period of three years they will
be granted authority for continued
operation of subscription tv. On the
contrary, the promoters are on notice
that the Congress reserves to itself the
BROADCASTING, March 30, 1959

right to determine whether or not to
enact legislation
amend
the Com-to
munications Act ofto1934
as amended
empower the Commission to grant, and
to prescribe the conditions under which
the Commission would have the power
to grant authorization for extended or
permanent
operations."
The committee
chairman concluded
by emphasizing:
"There
is no implication whatsoever in the Committee
action that the Committee considers subscription television on a permanent
basisMr.to Harris
be in thetoldpublic
interest.that. . the
."
reporters
question of wired subscription tv would
be taken up by the committee as a
separate matter.
The five pay tv systems are:
• Zenith Radio Co.'s Phonevision
(using wire lines or over-the-air signals
to decode the scrambled signal).
• International Telemeter's Telemeter (Paramount Pictures Inc.), which
uses a coin box to decode.
• Skiatron Franchise
ElectronicsforCorp.'s
scriberVision.
this is Subheld
by Skiatron of America Inc. (Matthew
Fox). System uses a punch card to activate decoding mechanism.
• Teleglobe Pay Tv System, (transmits video signal unscrambled, audio
signal via telephone lines for which
charge is made).
• Blonder-Tongue Labs.' Bi-Tran.
(uses ingenious dual picture transmission with key transmitted over telephone lines to displace free broadcast
with pay picture).
A Zenith spokesman said the company had no comment at this time.
A spokesman in New York for International Telemeter said the company did not plan to comment immediately but wanted time to study the FCC
announcement.
Similarly, Skiatron Electronics Corp.
has no immediate plans to file an application. A spokesman said the company
wanted
consider
the any
Commission's
directive tobefore
making
move.
Teleglobe's
Solomon
Sagall
welcomed
the decision and said the company is
ready to participate in such tests and will
announce detailed plans shortly.
An official of Blonder-Tongue Labs,
said the company has no plans at present to apply, but added it may consider
an application in the future.
KPTV (TV) owner files
for Salem, Ore., ch. 3
Another episode in the fortunes of
ch. 3 Salem, Ore., has begun, with
George Haggarty, owner of KPTV
(TV) Portland, filing with the FCC for
the Salem facility. Just two weeks prior
to Mr. Haggarty's application for ch. 3

Pay-tv stocks
The stocks of leading pay-tv
companies were mixed last week
following
that
it was FCC's
ready announcement
to accept applications for limited tests.
Zenith opened at 269Vi and
closed at 255% Monday, the day
the decision was announced (at
5 p.m. after the New York Stock
Exchange had closed). By the Exchange's closing on Tuesday, the
stock had picked up to 261 Vi and
at
the
closing
Thursday was at
260% .
Paramount Pictures, which
owns International Telemeter,
openedday, and
50 onTuesday
Monclosed closed
at 50 atagain
and dropped
to
49Vi
by
Thursday's closing.
On the American Stock Exchange, Skiatron
at 75/s
and closed
at opened
Ws Monday,
gained
to
8
at
Tuesday's
and was up another point closing
at the
close on Thursday.
the Commission decided that a tv station construction permit has "five lives
only"
and for
denied
bid of Oregon
Radio Inc.
a sixththeextension
of time
to construct KSLM-TV on ch. 3
(Broadcasting, March 9). A few
days later, the FCC deleted the outlet.
Mr. Haggarty purchased KPTV
(TV) from Storer Broadcasting two
years ago, for $1.89 million a few
months after Storer had tried unsucces ful y to buythe KSLM-TV.
the
time, in 1956,
FCC turnedAtdown
the Storer
applicationownership
for KSLM-TV
on
the maximum
issue
(Broadcasting, Nov. 19, 1956). Mr.
Haggarty's
the
KPTV
ownerattorney
intendshasto stated
programthatsome
of the Portland stations shows on the
Salem channel if he should receive the
grant. A waiver of the duopoly rule
will be necessary for the grant to be
made.
KSLM-TV's sixth extension of time
to construct on ch. 3 was originally
recommended for a refusal by Hearing
Examiner Charles J. Frederick early
last year. Examiner Frederick concluded that "Oregon Radio has not
been diligent in proceeding with construction of . . . KSLM-TV as authorized in its construction permit . . .
[and] has not been prevented from
completing the aforesaid construction
by
control.
FCCcauses
issuednottheunder
initial itspermit
for .ch.. ."3
in Salem in the fall of 1953, with con-63
struction to be completed by spring of
the following year.

Senators give views
on equal time issue
The FCC goofed in applying equal
time laws to straight newscasts, the assistant majority leader of the Senate and
a freshman Republican Senator told a
meeting
of the Washington,
C, Chapter of American
Women in D.Radio
& Tv
last week.
Both Sens. Mike Mansfield (D-Mont.)
and Kenneth Keating (R-N.Y.) agreed
that Congress should revise Sec. 315
of the Communications Act, which
guarantees all political candidates
equal time. The third member of a
panel on "Broadcast Beefs in Brief,"
Sen. Hubert Humphrey (D-Minn.),
stated that stations should be required
todates.
provide free time to political candiHe maintained that a station grant is
an outright gift of valuable property
and therefore the recipient should make
its facilities available free to candidates.
All three senators agreed that the
electronics media has become the one
dominating factor in the success or failure of candidates today. "Without any
question, I owe my ability to sit [in the
Senate] to radio and tv," Sen. Keating
said. "There is no medium which is as
effective as radio-tv."
Sen. Mansfield said that radio-tv
should place less emphasis on headlines
and more on details in news coverage.
A searching analysis is what the people
want, he said, and recommended that
more women commentators be used.
"They will sound better that the rasping
bombast . . ." now offered at times, he
said.
Sen Humphrey also hit news shows
which give only the headlines, calling it
the "lazy man's way." Radio and tv's

biggest sickness today is trying to be
brief, he said. He criticized networks
for "limiting" panel and public service
shows to Sunday afternoons and felt
they would do better in prime time
periods than many commercials shows.
The outspoken Democrat recognized
that the principal idea of networks is
to make money and said that maybe
Congress should consider the feasibility
of enacting a gross profits tax, although
he stated he was not recommending such
a law.
Lillian Brown, radio-tv director of
George Washington U., served as moderator. Patti Seabright, WTOP Washington program director, is president of
the local AWRT chapter.
Tax aid bill offered
Industries fighting for their existence
in public elections may deduct advertisingtioexpenses
in suchwhich
an elecn, if a billinvolved
(HR 5193)
has
been introduced by Rep. Aime Forand
(D-R. I.) becomes law.
The bill leaves intact Internal Revenue prohibitions against the deduction
of "lobbying" and certain institutional
advertisements. It does, however, overturn aFeb. 24 Supreme Court decision
preventing
alcoholic expenses
beveragein distributors from deducting
fighting
dry referendums in two states.
HR ture5193
states thatqualifies
"no expendiwhich otherwise
as an
ordinary and necessary business expense" shall be disallowed if it involves advertising opposing or advocating
"measuresanydulyissue
submitted
electorate upon
affectingto thean
of the taxpayer."
Rep. Forand
isbusiness
the second-ranking
Democrat
on the
House Ways & Means Committee,
which passes on all tax legislation.

Senatorial privilege
Ready to discuss
the
Washington
chapter of• American
Women "Broadcast
in Radio &Beefs
Tv inareBrief"
(1 to for
r) Sen.
Kenneth Keating (R-N.Y.), moderator Lillian Brown, Sen. Hubert Humphrey (D-Minn.), AWRT Washington President Patti Seabright and Sen.
Mike Mansfield (D-Mont.).
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BOSTON WIND-UP
Choate testimony in
over WHDH-TV protest
record
hasThebeenFCC's.
closedch. by5 rehearing
Special Hearing
Examiner Horace Stern.
Examiner Stern set April 20 for filing
of proposed findings and conclusions
and May 1 for oral arguments.
Entered in the hearing record was
the entire testimony of Robert B.
Choate, publisher of the Boston Herald-Traveler, made last year before
the House Legislative Oversight Subcom it e . The Herald-Traveler, which
owns WHDH-TV Boston on ch. 5 and
WHDH-AM-FM, had objected to the
Choate testimony being entered in the
record for comparison with Mr.
Choate's
testimony(Broadcasting,
in the courtremandedlaterrehearing
Feb. 23) on grounds the parties could
have been questioned Mr. Choate on
his earlier testimony during his appearance at the FCC hearing.
The ch. 5 case was reheard, on remand from the U. S. Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia, to determine the substance of allegations in
testimony before the House Legislative
Oversight Subcommittee of ex parte
contacts. The hearing's purpose was
to find if improper influences were
used berbywhoapplicants
or ifApril
any FCC
voted in the
1957 memgrant
to the Herald-Traveler should have disqualified himself. The court did not
upset the grant itself.
Other applicants are Massachusetts
Bay Telecasters Inc., Greater Boston Tv
Corp. and Allen B. DuMont Labs. The
Boston Globe is intervenor.
FCC offers amendment
onThe'ex
FCC parte'
last week contacts
sent proposed
legislation to Congress which would
prohibit all types of ex parte contacts
and acceptance of honorariums by commissioners.
The law now reads that no person
who participated in preparing a case
or appeared before the examiner may
make
presentation
withnotice any
to alladditional
parties. The
FCC proposal
would broaden the act to prohibit any
person from making or attempting to
make presentations outside the record.
The FCC already had announced that
it favored the amendments.
Also, the Commission recommended
that the requirement for sworn oaths
be eliminated in applications for construction permits, licenses, modifications
and renewals. Instead, the FCC favored
a warning that "willful false stateare subjectcode.to punishment under the ments"
criminal
BROADCASTING, March 30, 1959

The Telechrome Model
Vertical Blanking Interval Keyer is a selfcontained portable unit 1008-A
that makes possible transmission
of television
test and control signals between frames of a TV picture. Any test signal
(multiburst, stairstep, color bar, etc.) may be added to the composite
program signals. The keyer will operate anywhere in the TV system
and operates from composite
video, sync, or H & V drive. The test
signals are always present for checking transmission conditions without impairing picture quality. The home viewer is not aware of their
presence.
These continuous reference signals may be used in connection with
various Telechrome devices for automatic correction of video level,
frequency response, envelope delay, differential gain and differential
phase.

IMPORTANT:
after programming costly and at best highly
inefficient since Checking
conditions constantly vary. isThe
Telechrome Vertical
Interval Keyer minimizes post-program checking
overtime expenses. Itprovides instant indication of deterioratingand video
facilities
so that corrective measures can be undertaken immediately - manually
or automatically during programming.
Now in use by CBS, NBC, ABC, BBC ITA (Brit.), NHK (Japan)
Write for Specifications & Details
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Video picture
multiburst
serted, as seen with
on picture
monitor.test signal in-

Test
signal
thin
line between
frames. All test
signals
can ofisbe video
transmitted
ing portion
signal. during vertical blank-

1003-C
TEST VIDEO
SIGNAL TRANSMISSION
GENERATOR
Completely
self-contained,
portable.
Produces
multi-frequency
burst,
stairstep,
modulated
stairstep, whiteRegulated
window, power
composite
sync.
Variable
duty ardcycle.
supply.
12W
standrack
mounting
or
in
carrying
case.
Integrates
with above model 1008-A Test Signal Keyer.
1043-DRDELETER-ADDER
VERTICAL INTERVAL
Integrates
with
model
1008-Aincoming
to recognize in.
coming
signals.
Deletes
nals and/ortest adds
new test
signals. test sis-

HIGH

COURT

HEARS

SEC.

315

Farmers Union $150,000 libel suit
against WDAY draws full interest
The contention that Sec. 315 of the
vision is absolute and how it agrees
Communications Act does not confer with the criminal code provision that
no obscenity or profanity may be
immunity on radio and television sta- broadcast.
tions against libel suits was argued before the U. S. Supreme Court last Mon• mitWhether
the various
day (March 23).
a broadcaster
to claimlibelthatlawshe perwas
Counsel for WD AY-TV Fargo, N.D., forced to broadcast a libel and whether
and for the NAB urged that the court this may not be a defense.
find that the equal time provisions
The questions, which came from almake broadcasters immune to suits for
most all members of the high tribunal,
defamation.
were
asked mostly by Justices Felix
Or, Douglas A. Anello, NAB chief Frankfurter,
Hugo L. Black, John M.
attorney argued, Sec. 315 must be Harlan, Charles
found unconstitutional. Without im- Potter Stewart. Evans Whittaker and
munity, he maintained, the section deEdward S. Greenbaum, attorney for
prives the broadcaster of due process.
"It is unconscionable," he stated, the Farmers Union, raised three points.
He questioned whether Sec. 315 con"that
force and
a broadcaster
ferred immunity on broadcasters. He
put onCongress
a candidate
prohibit anyto
editing of his speech and then permit doubted that such immunity applied to
the station to suffer a penalty for so do- third parties (the Farmers Union, he
declared, not being a candidate did not
Defamation Charged • At issue is the even have the right to ask for equal
ing."
$150,000 libel suit brought by the time). And, he noted, Sec. 414 of the
Farmers Union against WDAY Inc.
Act states that nothThe Farmers Union charges it was de- Communications
ing in the Act shall conflict with comfamed by A.C. Townley, a splinter
candidate in the 1956 senatorial cam- statute.mon law rights or those granted by
paign in North Dakota. Mr. Townley
Congress has been asked 16 times to
accused the Farmers Union with being
communist dominated and the Republi- revise Sec. 315 to protect broadcasters
can and Democratic senatorial candi- from libel suits and has not done so,
dates (Sen. Milton R. Young and now Mr. Greenbaum declared. This means.
Rep. Quentin Burdick) being lackeys
of the Farmers Union.
'Nuff said
A state district judge dismissed the
suit on the ground that Sec. 315 conferred immunity on the station. Last
Enough is enough, says FCC
year the North Dakota Supreme Court
Chief Hearing Examiner James
upheld this dismissal.
D. Cunningham. He has lowered
Sec. 315 or its equivalent has been
the boom on FCC litigants'
a part of federal radio regulation since
practice of filing endless plead1927. It requires a station, once it has
ings, responses, answers, rebuttals,
permitted its facilities to be used by one
surrebuttals, etc. — all of which
candidate, to offer equal opportunities
to all other candidates for the same
add up to "multifarious and reoffice. The rule also forbids a station
petitive"
that are unneces arpleadings
y. In a memorandum
fromA key
censoring
candidate's
opinion and order, Mr. Cunningpoint ina the
argumentspeech.
was the
ham rejected a petition by Coral
FCC's 1948 Port Huron decision. In
Television Corp. to strike a porthis the Commission held that the notion of a reply by South Florida
censorship provision of Sec. 315 was
Amusement Co. to an opposition
absolute,
and
consequently
a
broadby
Coral
to a South Florida mocaster could not be sued for libel.
tion
to
investigate
Questions by the Court • Questions
cial qualifications andCoral's
antennafinansite
from the Supreme Court justices covproposal in the Miami ch. 6 case.
ered such points as:
Mr.
Cunningham
pointed
out
that
• Whether Congress has the right to
the initial round of motions and
force a broadcaster to carry a political
replies put the question, and
speech.
further prolix pleadings were un• Whether Congress has the right to
necessary. Other applicants in the
exempt broadcast stations from libel
case are WITV (TV) Miami (ch.
suits stemming from Sec. 315, since
17) and Publix Television Corp.
libel laws are a state function.
• Whether the no-censorship pro66 (GOVERNMENT)

he contended, that Congress intended
that state libel laws should apply.
He asked the court to rule that stations have the right to delete libelous
statements or defamation, just as they
have the right, he argued, to delete
obscenity or profanity.
If this is not done, he stated, "any
irresponsible" person can secure broadcastous"timestatements.
and utter "reckless and libelUnfair to Third Parties • He called
the argument that Sec. 315 confers imunity an "extreme"
interpretation,
unfair to mthird
parties who
are defamed
but have no right to ask for equal time.
Such a ruling, he speculated, might
open the door "to future Hitlers and
Harold W. Bangart, representing
WDAY Inc., related that when the
Townley
script was submitted to the
Stalins."
station, the candidate was told it contained libelous material. When he refused to delete these statements, the station asked Mr. Townley to submit his
demand for equal time in writing. It
then filmed his speech (to obviate the
dangers of ad libs) and broadcast it
once.
Mr. Bangart stressed that libel laws
applicable
zines cannottobe newspapers
extended to and
cover magaradio
and tv. Newspapers and magazines are
not licensed, he said; broadcasters are.
He urged that the court rule that
Sec. 315 implied immunity from libel
liability in the light of the no censorship stricture in the regulation.
NAB's Mr. Anello made these points:
• Sec. 315 forces a station to provide
its facilities to all candidates as soon as
it permits one candidate to use its air
time.
• Sec. 315 forbids censorship.
• FCC rulings have maintained that
no censorship means just that; it is absolute and a station may not even delete
obscenity or profanity notwithstanding
the criminal code regulation.
• FCC rulings have pronounced stations immune to libel damages for remarks made by candidates appearing
on the station under Sec. 315.
• Congress has acquiesced in the
FCC rulings by not taking any action
to confer immunity on stations.
Sue the Candidate • A person who is
libeled by a political candidate, Mr.
Anello. pointed, out,, does. have, a
remedy. He can sue the candidate.
Mr. Anello emphasized that the court
could agree that a station cannot be
sued for libel because of the no-censorship provision. Or, he added, Sec. 315
could be declared unconstitutional.
This would not be a bad solution,
Mr. Anello stated, because the free
competitive
4,800fairness.
broadcast stationsforces
wouldof the
ensure
This is three time the number of daily
BROADCASTING, March 30, 1959

IN INLAND CALIFORNIA

(and western nevada)

BEELINE

—

Beeline radio covers 3 of the top farm income counties in the
nation, including Fresno County, the national leader If you're
interested in cotton-picking, turkey-plucking counties, Fresno
is number two in both. For an added fillip, there's Stanislaus
County, number one in peaches, number two in dairy.
Agriculture is a big business — and a very profitable
one.
radio.Dip into this rich market with a message on Beeline
Purchased together, Beeline stations give you
radio homes than any combination of competitors more
at by far the lowest cost per thousand.
(SR&D & Nielsen)
KOH O RENO
KFBK
w O Sacramento
\
KBEE 0 MODESTO
KMJ O FRESNO
\
\
KERN O BAKERSFIEID

Cotton combine
harvests cotton
in the Fresno are;

/UcClotciuf B/u>
fe£e
a*ta*4 Cot^o*^
SACRAMENTO,
CALIFORNIA
PAUL H. RAYMER CO., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
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newspapers, he observed, and they are
unregulated.
Rebuttal argument was made by
Harriet
of Mr. that
Greenbaum's
office. F.ShePilpel
contended
stations
should not be blanketed with immunity
for libel since they have means of protecting themselves: (1) by refusing to
permit any candidate to use their facilities, (2) by requiring candidates to take
out bond to cover any damage suits
and (3) by taking out libel insurance.
Tv libel precedent
set by N.Y. court
Televised defamatory remarks should
be governed by libel laws rather than
slander laws in New York state, it has
been decided as a legal precedent
established in the $1.1 million libel suit
by restaurateur Toots Shor against his
midtown business rival Sherman Billingsley of the Stork Club.
Mr. Shor, who charged Mr. Billingsley with libel, slander and defamation
of character, dropped the suit March
1 8 in an out-of-court settlement on payment of $48,500 by the Seaboard
Surety Co., New York, which had issued apolicy protecting Mr. Billingsley
in suits developing from his tv shows.
The New York Supreme Court, after
hearing
Mr. between
Shor's lawyers
the
distinctions
libel andargue
slander,
held that because of television's capacity to do harm, as the impact of a written statement, a televised verbal utterance should be governed by the laws of
libel. The case grew out of ad lib remarks by Mr. Billingsley during his
Stork Club program on ABC-TV May
8, 1955.
Co-op ad tax affirmed
The Treasury Dept. last week reiterated its stand that all money charged by
a manufacturer to a purchaser of his
product (exclusive of transportation) —
whether or not some of the price is
diverted into co-op advertising — is subct to the federal
manufacturers'
excise
tax, jewhere
applicable.
Such additional
costs must therefore be added to the
total cost of the product to arrive at
the base price for excise tax purposes,
the Treasury said.
The Treasury took this position in a
letter to Chairman Wilbur D. Mills
(D-Ark.) of the House Ways & Means
Committee, holding to its December
ruling, which became effective Feb. 1.
Rep. LeRoy
Anderson
introduced
a bill (HR
5594) to(D-Mont.)
reverse
the Internal Revenue ruling. However,
spokesmen for the House Ways & Means
Committee, to which the bill was referred, have announced that the committee contemplates no action on the
measure.
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Hill pressure charged
in Peoria court case
Charges of Capitol Hill influence
were aired last week in argument before the U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington on the Peoria, 111., deintermixture
case. WIRL-TV Peoria (ch. 25), which
lost ch. 8 when it was shifted to Moline,
111., alleged that Sen. Robert S. Kerr
(D-Okla.), who controls WEEK-TV
Peoria (ch. 43), brought pressure
against the FCC for the deintermixture
and was helped by Sens. A.S. Mike
Monroney (D-Okla.) and Warren G.
Magnuson (D-Wash.), member and
chairman, respectively, of the Senate
Commerce Committee.
The court is reconsidering its March
27, 1958, affirmation
the from
FCC deintermixture action on oforder
the
U.S. Supreme Court, which remanded
both the Peoria and Springfield, 111.,
deintermixture cases Oct. 20, 1958, in
the light of testimony last year before
the House Legislative Oversight Subcom it e of ex parte representations
in the Springfield case. The Springfield
case was argued the previous week
(Broadcasting, March 23).
The FCC, backed by the Justice
Dept., held last week that the Supreme
Court remanded the Peoria case only
because of its physical relationship to
the Springfield deintermixture case.
Since no allegations of ex parte influence
were made in the Peoria case, said the
FCC, the High Court merely intended
that the Peoria case be held in abeyance
by the lower court until final disposition
of the Springfield case; i.e., should the
FCC decide not to go through with the
Peoria deintermixture, it also will have
a chance to cancel the Springfield deintermixture action, both markets being
in the same general area. Ch. 2 had
been moved from Springfield to St.
Louis at the same time Peoria was deintermixed, leaving both of the Illinois
cities all-uhf.
Charges Already Heard • The FCC
and intervenor WEEK-TV both stressed
that the appeals court already had
heard WIRL-TV's charges of Capitol
Hill pressure. Also supporting the FCC
was WTVH (TV) Peoria (ch. 19), one
of the first outlets to ask for deintermixture in Peoria. WMBD-TV Peoria
(ch. 31) asked the court not to take any
action adverse to its own interests as a
uhf outlet.
WIRL-TV's influence charges were
that WEEK-TV, controlled by Sen.
Kerr, filed petitions asking for deintermixture; that Sen. Monroney once
questioned former FCC Chairman
George C. McConnaughey in a committee hearing about the need for deintermixed (uhf or vhf) areas; that Sen.
Magnuson wrote the FCC chairman

approving an FCC decision to order ;
WIRL-TV to delay starting construction (for ch. 8) at Peoria.
The Magnuson letter, made public
at the time it was written in August
1956, urged the Commission to take
steps to reverse the trend toward deintermixture. "It appears to me that the
Commission
shouldof take
mit introduction
first noor steps
secondto pervhf
service in areas which now have operstations,"
Magnusonto
wrote. ating
Theuhf letter
again Sen.
was released
newsmen
TV
charge.last week following the WIRLSen. Kerr said last week he has repeatedly criticized the Republicans and
it's unthinkable that he unduly influenced the GOP-controlled FCC or
that it unduly favored him. He noted
that not only WEEK-TV but all the
parties submitted petitions.
Sen. Monroney said he had never
talked to Sen. Kerr about the Peoria
case and was not exactly familiar with
the situation there until last week. He
acknowledged questioning the former
FCC
chairman generally about deintermixture.
FCC general counsel
office is expanded
The FCC's office of the general counsel has been expanded with the creation
of three new divisions, each headed by
an assistant general counsel, according
to John Fitzgerald, general counsel.
A new administrative law and treaties division will be headed by Charles
Escola, legal specialist in the general
counsel's office and former acting general counsel for the Kansas Public
Utilities Commission.
A new regulatory division will be
headed by Dee W. Pincock, who has
been legal assistant to Comr. Rosel H.
Hyde. This division will handle rules
and regulations and allocations enforcement.
A new title of assistant to the general counsel goes to Hilburt (Bud)
Schlosberg, who has been at the FCC
two months and formerly held supervisory positions in the Housing & Home
Finance
counsel's
office. Mr. Agency
Schlosberggeneral
will handle
special
assignments
for Counsel
Mr. Fitzgerald
and Associate General
Edgar Holtz.
Charles Smoot will head the legislative division, which formerly also
handled
work. rules, allocations and treaties
Rounding
the recently
general appointed
counsel's
office
is Max out
Paglin,
assistant general counsel for litigation.
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Access bill condemned
by bar group In NYC
The state legislation committee of the
Assn. of the Bar of the City of New
York has made public its opposition to a bill before the New York
State Legislature that would relax the
ban against radio-tv-motion picture coverage of any court or administrative
agency proceeding.
The committee said adoption of the
bill "may serve to impede the orderly
administration
and thatBarit
runs
contrary ofto justice"
the American
Assn.'s
Canon
of
Judicial
Ethics.
committee also pointed out that the The
bi
contains no provision for permission of
coverage by the accused in criminal
cases or witnesses in civil actions or
government committee hearings.
The bill is now in the Senate Codes
and Assembly Judiciary Committees.
Introduced by State Sen. F. Ogden
Bush (R-Walton) and Assemblyman
Charles D. Henderson (R-Hornell), the
bill would permit the use of cameras
and microphones if the presiding judge
or
sent.committee chairman gave his conNews privilege bills
The American Civil Liberties Union
has announced that none of the proposed bills in the New York state
legislature designed to establish a "reporter's privilege"
The
bills followed
the was
brief satisfactory.
jailing in January of Marie Torre, tv columnist for
the New York Herald Tribune, for refusing to identify the source of an item
in her column. ACLU said that after
a 15-month study it had found no solution to conflicts between freedom of
the press and due process of law, arising from a reporter's refusal to distion. close confidential sources of informaNews source guards
Further legislation to safeguard news
sources of reporters for broadcast and
print media has been introduced in the
Illinois State Legislature, supplementing similar bills on news source protection.
Rep. Michael Zlutnik (D-Chicapo)
offered the newest measure, contending
radio, tv and newspaper reporters should
enjoy the same relationship with their
sources as that between lawyers and
clients or doctors and their patients.

• Government notes
• The House Tuesday (March 24)
passed a supplemental appropriation
bill for fiscal 1959, ending June 30,
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Another thriller-diller from WJRT"Didl goof, Chief?"

"Afraid so, Ponsonby. Next
time someone wants the most
efficient way to reach Lansing,
Flint, Bay City and Saginaw,
send 'em via WJRT."

Whooosh! On the wings of a Grade "A" or better signal,
WJRT messages are beamed to four big metropolitan areas:
Flint, Lansing, Saginaw and Bay City. It's the most efficient
way there is to reach this rich mid-Michigan market and its
nearly half a million TV households. Here, in a singlestation buy, is the heart of Michigan's other big market. And
here is your chance to buy it all in one swoop. But hurry;
we're selling the spots off it.

WJR
CHANNEL

FLINT

ABC Primary Affiliate

Represented by HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS, INC.
New York • Chicago • Detroit • Boston • San Francisco • Atlanta

which earmarks an additional $700,200
for the FCC. The money, $78,000 less
than requested by the White House, is
earmarked exclusively for salary increases voted since 1959 appropriations
were approved by Congress.
• KMSP-TV Minneapolis, Minn., was
granted a renewal of its licenses by the
FCC on March 25, without prejudice to
action the Commission may later take
in the light of two factors. The first of
these is the outcome of court cases involving National Telefilm Assoc., which
became part of National Theatres Inc.
in an $11 million stock exchange
(Broadcasting, Feb. 23). The second
factor involves the results of the FCC
network studies, now underway. The
court suits, one brought by the U.S.
and other private litigation, include issues of compulsory block-booking of
films for tv and restrictive contract time
covenants.
• Gross Telecasting Inc., operating
WJIM-AM-TV Lansing, Mich., was
ordered March 26 by the National Labor Relations Board not to interfere
with employes in connection with union
activities. The company had entered
into a tional
stipulation
last Jan. Employes
21 with Na-&
Assn. of Broadcast
Technicians in regard to labor organization activities. NLRB also ordered placement of Daniel Hefler on a preferential
employment list as a parttime employe
and payment to him of $151.61 loss
suffered because of his layoff.
• Western Broadcasting Corp. of Puerto
Rico won an initial decision for ch. 12
Aguadilla from FCC Hearing Examiner
Millard F. French on March 26. Western Broadcasting is owned equally by
Hector Reichard, Winston-Salem Broadcasting Corp. and a partnership composed of Jose A. Bechara Jr., A.
Gimenez-Aguayo and Reynaldo Barletta. The latter partnership originally
had applied for ch. 12 as did Abacoa
Radio Corp. (Manuel Pirallo), which
was to withdraw from the contest for
out-of-pocket expenses (Broadcasting
Feb. 9).
• Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. and
Lar Daly, both holding highly divergent
views on the FCC's Feb. 19 ruling which
required Chicago tv stations to give tv
time to Mr. Daly under Sec. 315, were
permitted by the FCC last week to wait
until April 17 to file their comments.
WBC, which feels the FCC ruling was
inconsistent with precedent and was not
supported by congressional intent or
in accord with the First Amendment
(free
said it didn't have
enoughspeech,
time topress),
prepare.

the Lar Daly case (Broadcasting,
March 23, et seq.). Rep. Glenn Cunningham (R-Neb.), who introduced a bill
exempting newscasts from Sec. 315 of
the Communications Act, Rep. William
G. Bray (R-Ind.) and Sen. Alexander
Wiley (R-Wis.) all placed editorials
criticizing
the Commission's
the Congressional
Record. action in
• Agreements between the American
Federation of Musicians and four giant
record manufacturers setting up and
administering the Music Performance
Trust Funds have been sustained in
Greenlight for funds
The Senate has approved S Res
27 providing $225,000 for the
1959 activities of its Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee.
The resolution includes a provision authorizing the committee,
headed by Sen. Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.), to continue its tv
investigations.

the U.S. District Court for the Southern
District of New York. Judge Edward
T. Gignoux dismissed suits brought by
minority stockholders of Columbia,
Decca, MGM and Victor charging the
agreements were illegal under the TaftHartley Act. The AFM and the recording firms in 1948 set up the trust funds,
which to date have collected $30 million
in payments based on volume of record
sales. The money is used to employ
musicians in free public performances.
• Rep. James H. Morrison (D-La.) has
introduced HR 5254 to prohibit pay
tv. It is the seventh such measure
introduced in the House during the
86th Congress, all of which have been
referred to the Commerce Committee.
The committee, -which during 1958 received over 250,000 pieces of mail "99
44/100%" against pay tv, still has a
heavy influx of anti-toll mail. Three full
mail bags came in on one day last week.
• A radio personality was arrested last
week as part of a U.S. -Canadian ring
of alleged swindlers in newspaper crossword puzzle contests. Fitzgerald Beaver,
identified by the FBI as a d.j. at KWJJ
Portland, Ore., and part owner of
the Bop City Record Shop that city,
won a $1,700 Portland Oregonian contest late last year as part of the alleged
fraud. Mr. Beaver, said the FBI, at
times was know as "Eager" Beaver.
• The FCC has granted eight translators
to Minneonto Television Inc. The sta• Members of Congress and the countions will serve Virginia, Orr, Kabetoand International Falls, all
try's newspapers continued to dwell last gama
week on the FCC's equal time ruling in Minnesota, with programs from ch. 3
70 (GOVERNMENT)

KDAL-TV Duluth, Minn., and ch. 6
WDSM-TV Superior, Wis. The grants
are conditioned on Minneonto Television cancelling its construction permit
for ch. 11 KIFS (TV) International
Falls before constructing the translators.
• Tucumcari Television Co. was turned
down in its bid for a tv translator on ch.
70 San Jon, N.M., in an initial decision
by FCC Hearing Examiner H. Gifford
Irion March 24. Among the reasons for
Mr. Irion's refusal recommendation
were ones involving unauthorized operation of the station and the "primary
purpose''
The facilityof
was to be for
useditsto existence.
translate programs
ch. 10 KFDA-TV Amarillo, Tex., although the operation would probably
also have been used in connection with
Tucumcari's
community
tem in Tucumcari,
N.M., antenna
accordingsys-to
the initial decision.
• After being granted three extensions
of time on its 1956 construction permit,
ch. 5 KDSJ-TV Deadwood, S.D., was
advised by the FCC on March 25 that
unless it requests a hearing within 30
days its fourth application for an extension of time to construct will be dismissed and the permit will be canceled.
The FCC noted that any hearing concerning the station would have to include aKDSJ-TV application for modification of its construction permit. The
Commission said KDSJ-TV had not
been diligent with construction and that
questions have been raised concerning
the station's financial and technical
qualifications.
• Prompted by a petition by the Joint
Council on Education Television, the
FCC on March 26 invited comments by
April 30 on whether to assign ch. 10 to
Appleton, Minn., for educational use.
Appleton locathas
currentand tvthechannel
ion, itwasnonoted,
proposedalassignment would require no other
changes in the present tv assignment
table. JCET conceives of the Appleton
educational outlet as a link in a planned
etv network in five states.
• The Senate Commerce Committee
has released
ments from the "no
Justicecomment"
Dept. and stateFCC
on a bill introduced in the 85th Congres to prohibit radio-tv stations from
owning stock in BMI. Sen. John Pastore (D-R.I.),munications
chairman
the ComSubcommitteeof which
held
length}' hearings on the bill, had asked
the federal
agencies
for brought
comment.outJus-in
tice stated that
matters
the hearing "will be carefully considered in connection with this department's study of the music publishing
field.'' The bill, sponsored by Sen.
George
Smathers in(D-Fla.),
has not
been re-introduced
86th Congress.
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Court deadlines new
Time for the All-Industry Radio
Music License Committee and officials
of ASCAP to work out a new license
agreement has been officially extended
to May 31, under a court order reported last week to stations supporting
the All-Industry group.
During this period, the order provides, the stations will continue to pay
ASCAP according to rates under the
old licenses, which expired Dec. 31.
When a new agreement is reached or
rates fixed by the court, these interim
fees will be adjusted retroactively.
In a report last week to stations supporting the All-Industry committee,
Chairman Robert T. Mason, of WMRN
Marion. Ohio, noted that negotiations
were renewed March 4 at the court
hearing on an ASCAP motion for interim fees (Broadcasting, March 9).
He
said
was
made toward"substantial
settlement ofprogress"
the negotiations, and that "in order to enable the
parties to continue negotiations for a
period of approximately 90 days, we
agreed to the entry of an order relating
to the interim fees."
Negotiating on 9% • Earlier, in a
report during the NAB convention, Mr.
Mason had told broadcasters that in
the negotiations a recommendation was
being considered that would result in
a 9% reduction in radio station payments, as compared to the old licenses
(Broadcasting, March 23). Presumably one part of the current talks cenaround a formula for achieving
such ters
a reduction.
Mr. Mason said in his letter last
week that while substantial progress
has been made, "this does not mean
that all issues have been resolved."
What it does mean, he said, is "that
the possibilities of negotiating a settlement acceptable to the industry are
much better today than they were a
month ago."
Under terms of the court order, stations must pay their interim fees for
January and February not later than
April 10. and for each subsequent
month on the 20th of the following
month. Stations operating under
blanket licenses may elect to pay interim fees on a per program basis as
provided under the old licenses — and
vice versa — but must notify ASCAP
of their choices by mail by April 10.
Washington Stations Excepted • One
feature of the order, signed by Judge
Sylvester J. Ryan of the U.S. Court
for the Southern District of New York.
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ASCAP
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agreement at May 31
provides that it "shall not be construed
as directing [ASCAP] to issue interim
licenses to radio stations located in the
State of Washington. . . ."
This relates to a Washington law on
copyrighted works which requires complex filing procedures. Both ASCAP
and BMI authorities have said it makes
their operation in that state extremely
difficult if not impossible. For instance, one requirement is that performing rights societies file every year
a complete list of their copyrighted
works, prices for their use, the date
each work was copyrighted, the name
of the author, the date it was assigned,
the names of the publisher and the present owner, and the addresses of "all
partners who have at any time had
any interest in such copyrighted work."
The order specifically mentioned nine
Washington stations, all seeking new
licenses, to whom ASCAP was not required to issue interim licenses. They
are KING-AM-FM and KIRO-AMFM in Seattle, KITI Chehalis, KITN
Olympia, KOMO Seattle, KREM-AMFM Spokane, KREW Sunnyside,
KTNT-AM-FM Tacoma, and KXA
Seattle.
The stations to whom ASCAP was
required to issue interim licenses under
the order included both the approximately 685 stations supporting the AllIndustry committee and more than 110
others who have asked ASCAP for
new licenses but are not doing so
through the committee. The provision
regarding
stations may be
reversed inWashington
the final order.
Film money embargoed
A temporary restraining order, enjoining Hal Roach Studios, Passing
Parade Films, Scranton Corp. and Guild
Films from disbursing any monies collected from the Telephone Time tv
series and from transferring the series
or any of its episodes, has been issued
by Judge Ellsworth Meyer of the Los
Angeles Superior Court. At the same
time, Judge Meyer ordered those named
to show cause why a receiver should
not be appointed for the series and set
a hearing for today (March 30). Jerry
Stagg, who produced the Telephone
Time series at Hal Roach Studios, is
suing the defendants for $635,000 in
damages, charging fraud and conspiracy
(Broadcasting, Feb. 23). An amended
complaint filed March 20 adds W-R
Corp., Pathe Labs, A. J. Armstrong

Co., Reldan Trading Corp. and Alexander Guterma, one-time board chairman of Hal Roach Studios, to the original list of defendants, which also instudios. cluded Hal Roach Jr., president of the
Market for good tv
David Susskind assured an audience
at the Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences forum in New York Wednesday (March 25) that sponsors can be
understanding,
sensitive people who
will buy quality programming if given
the opportunity. He said if they are
shown only "junk" from which
choose, they have to choose junk. to
Drawing from his own experience as
producer of live tv drama, Mr. Susskind pointed out that when has gone
directly to the sponsors, theyhehave
been
interested in presenting artistic works.
Greatest resistance comes, he asserted,
from their agencies.
COLORCAST
I NG
Here
are
the
next
10
days
of
network
color shows (all times are EST):
NBC-TV
Marchparticipating
30-April 3 sponsors.
(2:30-3 p.m.) Haggis
Baggis,
March
30-April
3
(4-4:30 p.m.)
or Consequences, participating
sponsorsTruth
March 30 (10-10:30 p.m.) Arthur MurLorillard throughInc.Lennen
Newellray Party,
and P.Pharmaceuticals
through&
Parkson.
March 31 (8:30-9 p.m.) Jimmie Rodgers
Erickson.
Show,
Liggett &. Myers through McCannApril
l (8:30-9
The Price
Is
Right,
throughp.m.)
Norman,
KummelSpeidel
and Lever
through
J.Craig
Walter&
Thompson.
1 (9-9:30
p.m.) Thompson
Kraft Music Hall,
KraftAprilthrough
J. Walter
April 2J. (9:30-10
p.m.) Ford Show, Ford
through
Walter Thompson
AprilLorillard
2 (10:30-11
Party,
through p.m.)
Lennen Masquerade
& Newell
April 3 (7:30-8 p.m.) Northwest Passage,
sustaining.
April Kenyon
3 (8-9 &p.m.)
Ellery Queen, RCA
through
Eckhardt.
April 4 (8-9sponsors.
p.m.) Perry Como Show
participating
April RCA5 (7:30-8:30
p.m.) &Steve
Allen
Snow,
through Kenyon
Eckhardt
Mutualcobs andofduPont
Omaha through
throughBBD0Bozell & JaApril Chevrolet
5 (9-10 p.m.)
Shore Chevy
Show,
throughDinah
Campbell-Ewald
April 6-10 sponsors.
(2:30-3 p.m.) Haggis Baggis,'
participating
April 6-10sequences,(4-4:30
Truth or Conparticipatingp.m.)
sponsors.
April P.6 (10-10:30
Murray&
Party,
Lorillard p.m.)
throughArthurLennen
Newell and Pharmaceuticals through Parkson.April 7 (8:30-9 p.m.) Jimmie Rodgers
Erickson.Liggett & Myers through McCannShow,
April 8 (8:30-9
The Price Is
Right,
throughp.m.)
Norman,J.Craig
KummelSpeidel
and Lever
through
Walter&
Thompson.
Aprilthrough
8 (9-9:30
p.m.) Thompson.
Kraft Music Hall,
Kraft
J. Walter

Not so taxing anymore
That hoary American institution
and source of inspiration for cartoonists and bored news photographers— long lines of citizens at the
taxpaying window around April 15
— is now a part of the past, mostly
because of a free assist from television and radio.
The Internal Revenue Service sums
it up that way in noting, since it
began leaning heavily on the two
media, a hefty reduction not only in
late or erroneous income tax returns
Animation to live • A cardboard
cutout of Bob Hope combined
but also in high-priced government
with an animated stagehand was
manpower.
The IRS formula: messages to the developed and produced for Internal Revenue Service by Milner
taxpaying tv and radio audience from
Productions,
Baltimore.
aniFeb. 1 to April 1 which emphasize
mated character
walks onThecamera
the advantages of early filing, point
the cutout, sets it down and
out the most common errors and with
walks off camera as the cutout
omissions by taxpayers in making
comes
alive and Mr. Hope detheir returns and relay special local
livers the IRS public service mestelephone numbers where IRS tax
sage to taxpayers (produced by
experts can give advice in filling out Paramount).
forms or on individual tax problems.
More than ever aware of the poten- spot featuring Comr. Latham for use
cy of tv and radio in helping to get
has
its big job done, Internal Revenue on
sentJohn
250 Daly's
prints news
each show.
of theIRS films
this year has made greater obeisance to its nine regional, 64 district and
to the two media with filmed tv some 900 local offices for distribution to local tv stations.
spots featuring Hollywood radio-tv
and motion picture personalities, IRS
The
are used by stations as
Commissioner Dana Latham and an spots orfilms
as inserts in half-hour or
animated "John Q. Taxpayer" in a one-hour live programs arranged between stations and local IRS officials
varietyened ofwith taxpaying
humor. situations light- on tax problems. There are such
Seven tv spots feature Bob Hope, programs on stations in about 20 to
Bing Crosby, Fess Parker, Robert 25 large cities, usually on Sunday
Taylor, Anthony Quinn, Lloyd Nolan afternoons, an average of once a
and Ann Blythe. These and three fea- month during the Feb. 1 -April 1 peturing Comr. Latham are 60 seconds
riod. They feature station personalieach and were produced for IRS
ties and tax experts who answer teleunder contract with Paramount Stuphone inquiries on tax problems.
dios. The animated tv films were proIn
radio,
IRS has prepared six 60duced for IRS by Milner Productions,
discs each of messages by
Baltimore, and include three of 60 second
Comr. Latham for CBS Radio and
seconds, one of 20 seconds and two NBC Radio and is producing six
or three of 10 seconds. Another 20- quarter -hour question -and -answer
second
featuresfromvarious
booklets spot
available
IRS. "guide" programs for Mutual featuring MBS'
Robert Hurleigh and IRS tax expert
NBC-TV has ordered five of the Wade
Hobbs. Taxpayer assistance
Hollywood spots and all the animated kits containing
announcement scripts
films; CBS-TV is using four of the on various tax problems
are forwardHollywood spots and all the animaIRS offices for distribution to
tions, and ABC-TV has requested localed toradio
stations.
all the films, plus a special 60-second
'Time' on tv westerns
A feature story about television without the critical hammering that tv has
come to expect from print media is published in the current (March 30) issue
of Time.
It's a cover story on westerns, and
72 (PROGRAMMING)

while it points up their number, it
stresses their popular appeal and notes
that they have given the public "some
of the most exciting new faces — and figures— that U.S. show business has proced in manyis anotyear."
The dupiece
free of criticism or
subtle digs. For example: "A great

many of the shows have shoddy plots,
ludicrous situations," and are filmed
under such
conditions
that "it
seems
the sort
of climate
in hardly
which
creativity could flourish and the legend
grow." But it's not the slugging attack
typified by articles a few months ago
in two of Time's associate publications,
Fortune and Life among other magazines. "Despite all its vulgar errors and
commercial excrescences," Time concludes, "Television has given the western story, the youngest and most prodigiously alive and
kicking
of theto world's
mythologies,
a fresh
chance
express
itself, and to change with the times. . . .
In its finest expressions [the western] is
an allegory of freedom, a memory and
a vision of the deepest meaning of
More
America." western realism
John A. Millington, adviser-story consultant to producers of tv westerns, prethere will be "aof big
improvement"
in thedictsauthenticity
westerns.
Speaking as public relations director
of Colt's Patent Fire Arms Manufacturing Co., Hartford, Conn., Mr. Millington told the National Rifle Assn.
convention in Washington that Caliproducers "areThey
devoting
more
time to fornia
production.
are getting
better materials, better writers, spending more money, doing more research
and are getting more authentic stories."
Trust fund case heard
The suit of Hollywood musicians to
have pay increases for phonograph renegotiated bypaidAmerican
Federationcordings
of Musicians
the musicians
instead of to the Music Performance
Trust Funds went to trial Thursday
(March 26) before Judge Clarence L.
Kincaid of the Los Angeles Superior
Court. Action concerns the $1.8 million
due as trust fund payments by the
phonograph record companies but imunded bycourt
order in Earlier
Citizensin NationalpoBank,
Los Angeles.
the
week, Judge Kincaid refused to reconsider his ruling that the plaintiff musicians,cannot
members ofsue AFM's
Local 47,
AFM forHollywood
damages
and his dismissal of their action against
AFM (Broadcasting, March 16).
Attorneys Harold A. Fendler and
Daniel A. Weber for the plaintiffs have
deferred their appeal of Judge Kincaid's ruling until the conclusion of the
remaining action. It was explained that
the plaintiffs want their action in the
California courts to be tried before a
suit of Samuel R. Rosenbaum, trustee
of the trust funds, against musicians
and employers in N.Y., comes to trial
there.
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Today' in Paris
to be shown on tape
NBC-TV's Today program (Mon.Fri., 7-9 a.m. EST) will originate from
Paris via video-tape during the week
of April 27-May 1, it was announced
last week by Jerry A. Danzig, NBC-TV
vice president of participating programs.
Mr. Danzig told a news conference
in New York that five programs would
be produced in Paris, using the facilities
of the recently-formed Intercontinental
Television, and involving a 15-ton, 35foot, mobile video-tape unit.
Dave Garroway, star of Today, and
regulars Jack Lescoulie and Charles
Van Doren will make up the permanent
cast in Paris, while Frank Blair will remain in New York to handle the news
in live inserts. As each two-hour tape is
completed, it will be flown back to New
York for airing on the subsequent day.
Intercontinental Television, which
was organized to provide U.S. producers
with taped programs from abroad, already has shipped to Paris a tape unit
containing three RCA tv cameras, two
tape recorders, special audio and power
facilities.
The $300,000.
unit's cost was reported
at more than
Mr. Danzig estimated that taping the
programs will cost about half the
amount of filming them and would give
a "neededthatspontaneity
the life-like
quality
would beandmissing
with
film."
The Intercontinental
•"Today" projectTelevision
is the first
which
is in-in
volved but David Lown, president, reported the company has signed contracts to service programs for Don Fedderson in Paris, Geneva and Rome;
Elsa Maxwell in Nice and Cannes, and
Arthur Godfrey in Dublin and London.
NAFBRAT honors
to CBS-TV, Murrow
CBS-TV's
York has
Philharmonic
With
Leonard New
Bernstein
won Program of the Year honors in the National Assn. for Better Radio & Television seventh annual awards. Edward
R. Murrow of CBS was named Man of
the Yearto for
"courageous
clear
speech
the hisRadio
& Tv Newsand Directors Assn."
Complete list of winners for programs broadcast in 1958:
Television • Drama — Hallmark Hall
of Fame (NBC); Comedy— Lucille
Ball-Desi Arnaz (CBS); Americana—
Real McCoys (ABC); Adventure and
travel — Bold Journey (ABC); Family
situation — Father Knows Best (CBS);
Education — Continental Classroom
(NBC); News — Chet Huntley ReportBROADCASTING, March 30, 1959

ing (NBC); Interviews — Small World
(CBS); Variety music — Dinah Shore
(NBC); Classical music — New York
Philharmonic With Leonard Bernstein;
Quiz
— What's
Line
(CBS); program
Public service
— NBCMyKaleidoscope; Children's program — Captain
Kangaroo (CBS); Teenagers' program
— Youth Wants to Know (NBC); Best
new program — Small World (CBS).
Radio • Entertainment — Family
Theatre (MBS); News — Erwin Canham
(ABC); Education and information —
Invitation to Learning (CBS); Popular
music — Bandstand (NBC); Classical
music — Metropolitan Opera (CBS);
Children's program — Story Princess
(MBS) ;phoniesTeenagers'
program
— Symfor Youth (MBS);
Agriculture
program — National Farm & Home
Hour (NBC); Public service— U.N.
Programs;
Revolution Best
(CBS).new program—Hidden

4-month residuals
Residual fees for tv filmed programs
collected by Screen Actors Guild and
distributed to members in the fourmonth period, Nov. 1, 1958, to Feb.
28, 1959, totaled $1,189,905, John L.
Dales. SAG national executive secretary, reported last week. The total of
residuals to date is $8,691,758, not including fees for tv use of post-'48 theatrical films nor use payments on tv
commercials. Residuals to actors on tv
Draws pelt-line
Furs are furs, whether worn as
a coat or stole or as part of a
dress or sweater, the Screen Extras Guild has announced. This
means, duSEG
procers of filmsexplained,
for tv orthattheatre
are going to have to pay girls with
fur-trimmed suits and sweaters
the dress extra rate of $29.04 per
eight-hour day, rather than the
general extra rate of $22.05.
stylewith
of trimming
all "The
sorts modern
of clothes
fur has
gotten our women extra players
in a tizzy and is tricking them
into violating the SEG contract
by wearing furs when they're not
being SEG
paid president,
for furs,"explained.
Jeffrey
Sayre,
"We are ofnotifying
members
the Guild allthatwomen
when
going on an interview or reporting for work on a call requiring
'smart,mustmodern
clothes,'
they
not wearstreet
fur-trimmed
clothes unless the producer is
willing to pay the dress extra
rate."

says Jim Allen, Sales Manage

BOSTON
WBZ-TV
The POPEYE tidal wave has hit
Boston and swamped the competition. "POPEYE'S an absolute
knockout," writes WBZ-TV Sales
Manager, Jim Allen.
"Wherever we place him,
POPEYE carries off top rating
honors and builds strong
audience following. We run
POPEYE daily at 5 P.M., Sunday evening at 6 P.M., and six
days per week on our Big
Brother show. His ratings are
more than 50% higher than
even such network standouts
as American Bandstand.1'
WBZ-TV proves there's no such
thing as "over-exposure"
for
POPEYE.
Many stations have
been running him for years with
complete sponsor sell-outs.
Why not cut your station a big
slice of top-ratings and sponsor
backing with reliable, irresistible
POPEYE?
u.a.a.
UNITED ARTISTS ASSOCIATED, inc.
NEW YORK, 345 Madison Ave., MUrray Hill 6-2323
CHICAGO, 75 E. Wacker Dr., DEarborn 2-2030
DALLAS, 1511 Bryan St., Riverside 7-8553
LOS ANGELES, 9110 Sunset Blvd., CRestview 6-5886

shows are running at the rate of $3.5
million a year, 33% above last year's
rate, and these payments "now constitute a most significant portion of actors'
earnings
in television,"
SAG. Under
the standardaccording
SAG con-to
t
r
a
c
t
s
,
t
h
e
actor's
original
salary
the making of a tv film and its firstcovers
run,
with residual fees for all subsequent
broadcasts.
Stockholder show
stockholders'
to Anetwork
radio. meeting is coming
American Machine & Foundry Co.
has arranged to record its annual gathering at the Roosevelt Hotel, New York,
on April 21 and will present the highlights over NBC Radio that night, 9:3510 p.m. NBC reports this to be the
first such national broadcast. Agency
for AMF is Cunningham & Walsh.
The chairman
company's Morehead
purpose, Patterson,
as stated byis
board
to "contribute to a greater understanding of American business and encourage more active participation by everyone in corporate ownership."
Youngsters' etv shows
The National Educational Television
& Radio Center, Ann Arbor, Mich.,
has announced it plans to conduct research and experimentation with children's educational tv programming.
The project, to cost about $250,000,
calls for development of 105 new quarter-hour programs this year. A daily
15-minuteetvchildren's
currently
furnished
stations willstrip
be expanded
to 30 minutes by 1961.
• Program notes
• The Arthur Godfrey Show on CBSTV (Tues., 9-9:30 p.m. EST) will terminate with the May 12 program, Mr.
Godfrey announced last Wednesday
< March 25). His CBS-TV Monday
through Friday Arthur Godfrey Time
(10:30-11 a.m. EST) will continue as
scheduled. Mr. Godfrey explained he
would confine his broadcast activities
to his daytime programs, except for an
occasional guest appearance, until he
takes over the Person to Person series
in the fall. A replacement for the Tuesday night time spot has not been named.
• George Schaefer, producer and director of "Green Pastures" (Hallmark Hall
of Fame, NBC-TV), and who has
staged 28 plays and musicals for tv
since 1953, on May 1 will form his
own organization to produce tv plays,
legitimate theatre productions and motion pictures.
assignment forMr.
this Schaefer's
season willlastbetv the
direction of the two-hour musical spec74 (PROGRAMMING)

tacular, Meet Me in St. Louis, set for
April 26 on CBS-TV.
• Taking over Kraft Music Hall (NBCTV Wed. 9-9:30 p.m.) for the summer
season will be British tv comedian and
recording star Dave King. Arrangements have been made through Perry
Como's Roncom Productions Inc. and
Mr. King's American tv debut will take
place on the Como Show of April 4.
He will then assume Music Hall command on May 20. J. Walter Thompson
is the agency for Kraft Foods Div. of
National Dairy Products Corp.
o CBS-TV, in an agreement with
Samuel Goldwyn Productions, next
month will start production of a new
one-hour film series, Barbary Coast, at
Goldwyn's
Hollywood
series, based on
the 1937 studios.
motion The
picture
of the same name, is tentatively scheduled for showing in the fall. It is
based on characters created by Ben
Hecht and Charles MacArthur.
• Interstate Television Corp., Allied
Artists subsidiary, Tuesday (March 24)
sent letters to Samuel Goldwyn Productions and Goodson-Todman Productions
protesting their proposed use of "Barbary Coast" tv(seeseries.
above)
name outof
forthcoming
ITC aspointed
that, in association with ABC-TV, it
has completed the pilot for a series
with the same title, produced by Ben
Schwalb, directed by Tay Garnett and
starring Larry Pennell.
• The National Council of Catholic
Men has selected winners for its newly
established Catholic Television Arts
Awards to be presented at its Detroit
convention April 1-5. They are Pulitzer Prize winning author Paul Horgan
for his four part film series, "Rome
Eternal," which appeared on NBC-TV's
KOOL-TV tells
KOOL-TV Phoenix, Ariz., and
the local light opera association put
on the state's first tv spectacular
March 15. They produced The Arizona Story, a 90-minute historical
pageant.
Production costs and about $1,200-worth of air time were underwrit en by KOOL-TV. The sustaining show also was telecast by KOLDTV Tucson, Ariz.
More than 100 participants apon KOOL-TV's
live
cameras pearedduring
the show;four
it took
another 200 people to prepare the
production
in theoutdoor
station'spatiotwostudio.
largest studios and
Advance publicity for the pageant
was handled by KOOL-TV. Press

Catholic Hour (Sun., at varying intervals, 1:30-2 p.m.) in January 1958, and
was rebroadcast last August; Msgr. John
J. Dougherty, Immaculate Conception
Seminary, Darlington, N.J., for contributions asadvisor and in personal appearances on religious tv shows, and
Andre Girard, French-<born artist, for
developing method of painting directly
on film (Broadcasting, March 23).
• ABC-TV buys Top Pro Golf, film
series
syndicated
by Walter
mer Inc.
and owned
by GlenSchwimFilms,
starting April 6 in 92 network stations, Mondays, 9:30-10 p.m. Program
is spring-summer version of All Star
Golf, now in second season on ABCTV and slated for third (1959-60) with
Reynolds Metals Co. and Miller Brewing Co. continuing as sponsors. Sponsor
negotiations
for summer
ries also to beunderway
seen in Canada,
Hawaii,seJapan and other "non-continental" U.S.
markets.
• CBS-TV's western series, Rawhide,
(Fri. 8-9 p.m. EST) to move to 7:30-8:30
p.m. period effective May 1. Moving in
on former time will be return of The
Invisible Man which is scheduled for
the 8:30-9 segment.
• Pintoff Productions Corp., New York,
has opened west coast studios for production of animated tv commercials, industrial films and theatrical motion pictures at 1515 Crossroads of the World,
Hollywood.
• Sterling Television Co., N.Y., announces new sales of 52 half-hour Abbott & Costello films to WICC (TV)
Pittsburgh; WFMY-TV Greensboro,
N.C.;Washington,
KVAR (TV)D.C.;
Phoenix;
TV
WCKTWMAL(TV)
Miami and CKNX-TV Wingham, Ont.
Time Out for Sports, 26 quarter-hour
films, has been purchased by WTOL'Arizona Story'
material was sent out during the
three weeks before the telecast;
drafted proclamations were sent to
all the 15state's
mayorsStory
declaring
March
as Arizona
Day;
the state's superintendent of schools
was asked to call the presentation
to the attention of students; civic
and business clubs in the area were
sent letters reminding members
about the program, and on the Sunday before the spectacular, pastors
in all local churches were notified to
inform their congregations of the
telecast.
The Arizona Story, produced by
Val Rosing, was taped and kinescoped.able to Arizona
Copies will
be made availschools.
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TV Toledo; WUSN-TV Charleston,
S.C.; KVAR (TV) Phoenix, and
WOW-TV Omaha. Crusade in the Pacific, 26 half-hour films, sold to WTTG
(TV) Washington, D.C.; KTNT-TV
Tacoma, Wash.; KUAM-TV Agana,
Guam,York.and renewed by WNEW-TV
New
• Jonathan Yost Assoc. has been organized by Mr. Yost, former producer
for Ted Bates & Co., L.A., for the production and distribution of video-tape
properties. Offices are at 152 N. La
Brea Ave., L.A., Phone: Webster
3-8439. Other staff members include
Frank Crow, writer; William Rotsler,
designer and Hannah Scheel, associate
producer.
• The Buddy Deane Show, which originates from WJZ-TV Baltimore, goes on
ABC-TV April 13 (Mon.-Fri. noon-1
p.m.). Also debuting on ABC-TV that
day is the Gale Storm Show (Mon.Fri. 2:30-3 p.m.). Music Bingo, formerly seen 2:30-3 p.m., moves to 11:30 p.m. slot.
• Ted Lloyd Inc., radio-tv program
production firm, last week acquired
from Archie Comic Publications Inc.
the tv-radio-motion picture rights to
the 'Archie"
comic book-newspaper
strip
cartoon character.
Tv pilot will be
made this summer under the title The
Adventures of Archie Andrews, a weekly half-hour package in the family
comedy category.
• Official Films. N.Y., announces production offive new series: International
Detective, drawn from files of Burns
International Detective Agency, starring Arthur Fleming; Criminal at Large,
based on radio series This Is Your FBI,
starring Stephen McNally; What Are
the Odds? with Bob Warren as m.c;
Mustang, about people who flew that
plane during World War II, and Snow
Fire,
stallion.adventure tales featuring a white
• WBBM-TV Chicago has dispatched a
three-member crew to Athens, Greece
to film aspects of the Greek recovery
program involving donations of equipment made by Chicagoans. Comprising
the team are Miss Harriet Atlass, public
affairs director of WBBM-TV; Miss
Lee tor,Philip,
commentaand CBS women's
cameramannewsMorris
Bleckman. The nine-day tour will include an
interview with the king and queen of
Greece. WBBM-TV will offer the film
to other CBS stations, schools, civic
organizations and institutions.
• Soundfiights Into Jazz, a 30-program
series of five-minute performances, will
be available to radio stations in April
through Air Force Reserve auspices.
Each program features a jazz luminary,
BROADCASTING, Morth 30, 1959

backed up by m.c. Jim Lowe and
pianist-arranger Elliott Lawrence.
Agency: Benton & Bowles. Stations
should address requests to Headquarters, Continental Air Command, RadioTv Branch, Mitchell AFB, New York.
• A tribute to three dead musicians
from KSYD Wichita Falls, Tex., turned
into a fund raising campaign. Listeners
who telephoned the station requesting
the addresses of the musicians so they
could send cards of sympathy to the
were asked to send
amusicians'
donationfamilies,
for muscular dystrophy
work. Jack Anderson, promotion manager-d.j. stayed on the air 140 hours and
2 minutes to raise money for the
charity.

• WWJ-TV Detroit telecast an eye operation March 9 from a local hospital.
The colorcast, presented annually as a
prelude to the Michigan Clinical Institute meeting in Detroit, is put on with
the cooperation of Smith, Kline &
French Labs, Philadelphia; Michigan
State Medical Society, and the Wayne
County Medical Society.
• A special kit for disc jockeys, comprising humor and conversational suggestions, isone of the services offered
by Del Clark, Chicago d.j., via his new i
firm, DeBu Features, 20 E. Huron St.,
that City. The kit is offered for $5.25.
The organization also plans to give
counseling service to d.j.s desirous of
holding "record hop" shows in their
particular cities. DeBu will help organize
and promote such events, flying recording stars to the shows.
• RCA and NBC-TV have won a curators award from
LincolnCity,
U.'s Dept. of
Journalism,
Jefferson
Mo., for
the former's "wholesome employment
practices and for NBC's selection of
themes and personnel for This Is Your
Life and its operatic, variety and
informational programs." Curators
awards are presented annually for
"significant contributions to better
human relations."
• Second annual Bold Journey teacher
awards selections were announced
March 23 at the National Education
Assn.'s Travel Fair in Washington.
Various tours, including
a trip around
the world, were awarded to 80 of the
nation's teachers who were chosen
from 2,500 finalists. Ralston Purina Co.,
St. Louis, sponsor of Bold Journey on
ABC-TV, makes the tours possible
throughservice.
a grant to NEA's division of
travel
• The KTTV (TV) Los Angeles Paul
Coates weekday interview program will L
be videotaped and syndicated nationally
starting next month.

INTERNATIONAL
CKEY bucks BBG
on matter of taste
As members of the Canadian Board
of Broadcast Governors (BBG) argued
at Ottawa that independent broadcasters had a responsibility to elevate public
taste, Jack Kent Cooke, owner of
CKEY Toronto, stated March 18 that
CKEY would not reduce its heavy content of popular recorded music unless
ordered to do so by the BBG.
Mr. Cooke contended that in concentrating on recorded popular music,
sports and news, CKEY was providing
the mass audience with the types of
programs it wanted to hear. He said
these recordings were "the folk music
of the American continent," and that
most people
have out
"narrow
tastes" inin
music.
He pointed
that listeners
the Toronto area who wanted other
types of programs had a choice of 22
radio and five television stations.
Mr. Cooke was one of seven broadcasters appearing for the first time for
station license renewal. Formerly such
renewals were automatically recommended by the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. to the Dept. of Transport. Now
the BBG will review programming before recommending license renewal.
Besides CKEY, owners of CHUM Toronto, CKWS Kingston, Ont., CFPA
Port Arthur, Ont., CKRN Rouyn, Que.,
and CKNW New Westminster, B.C.,
appeared before the board which questioned their philosophy on broadcasting
operations.
Alan Waters, owner of CHUM,
agreed with BBG members that stations
shouldturalhelp
level of improve
listeners. the general culCarlyle Allison, vice chairman of
the BBG and former editor of the Winnipeg (Man.) Tribune, opposed Mr.
Cooke's
theoryit wants
that theandpublic
mustelse.be
given what
nothing
He asaid
"a newspaper
could
sell
lot more
papers by publisher
the sensational
treatment
of
news,
but
he
doesn't
cause he wants to be able to look be-at
himself when he is shaving every mornMr. Waters told the BBG that he
ing."
believed there was uncertainty among
broadcasters as to what they should or
should not do and asked for a clarification of the regulations.

to theists lastU.S.November.
by a group of Soviet special- predicted the Japanese Government will
license his station for colorcasting "very
Ray C. Ellis, vice president of Ray- soon." He said the color shows should
theon Mfg. Co. and chairman of the make a profit from the start.
International Dept. of EIA, will head
Plans are to popularize color tv in
the American delegation. Others making the same way monochrome tv was, by
the trip include Frank W. Mansfield, displaying sets where the public can
General Telephone & Electronics Corp.; view them. He intends to purchase a
Julian K. Sprague, Sprague Electric hundred 21-inch color sets ($800 each)
Co.; Dr. Conrad H. Zierdt Jr., General for the promotion.
Electric Co.; Dr. Imre Molnar, General
Telephone Labs, and Charles P. Mard- • Abroad in brief
sen Jr., National Bureau of Standards.
While in Russia, they will be guests of • Russia will have 7 million radio sets
the
State Committee for Radio Elec- and 3.5 million television sets by 1965,
tronics.
a Russian spokesman has predicted. He
claimed the Soviet's broadcasting inhad expanded 20-fold during
BBG approves network the past dustrydecade
and would triple again
in Atlantic provinces
under Premier Nikita Khrushchev's
The Canadian Board of Broadcast seven-year economic program.
Meanwhile, Hungarian news agency
Governors has approved a network of
independent radio stations. The sta- MTI says that the Russians are plantions: CKCW Moncton, CFNB Fredning a tv network
linkMoscow.
East Europe's
erickton, CFBC St. Johns, all New communist
capitals towith
Work

I ^/Mtaxe

radio?

ail
Gentle
reminderand • inRadio
doesn'tThiscome
freecancellation
everywhere onas ita does
the
United States
Canada.
postal
letter infrom
Switzerland asks in French: "Have you paid your radio tax?"
Brunswick; CHNS Halifax and CJCB
Sydney, both Nova Scotia, and CFCY
Charlottetown, P.E.I. The announcement of this, the first network approved,
was made by BBG Chairman Dr. Andrew Stewart at the opening session of
the
Canadian
Assn.23 ofin Toronto.
Broadcasters'
convention March
Dr.
Stewart says that the BBG probably
would approve a national independent
radio network if it were applied for.

Japan expects to have
color television soon
Russian trip planned
Matsutaro Shoriki, president, Nippon
A six-man delegation of American Television Network Corp., Japan, has
electronic specialists will spend three proposed a plan to spread colorcasting
weeks in Russia in the near future, the throughout southeast Asia.
Electronic Industries Assn. has anMr. Shoriki, who is credited with
nounced. The visit reciprocates a visit founding the country's first tv station,
76

already has begun on a relay tower to
bring U.S.S.R. programs to Budapest.
It's expected to be completed by 1961.
Other tv relay towers will connect
Moscow with Warsaw, Prague and the
capitals of Romania and Bulgaria.
East Germany
setting
up tvborder.
transmitters near the isWest
German
These will give the area a second choice
of tv channels.
• West German statistics indicate that
the country will have 3 million tv sets
in operation by August. It took nearly
five years to sell the first million tv sets;
the second million was sold in about 1 3
months.
• Poland has more than 70,000 licensed television receivers. An additional 35,000 to 40,000 sets are operated without a permit.
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Advertisers
• Richard C. Butler, account executive of A. C. Nielsen
& Co., named broadcast media manager
of Lever Bros., N.Y.,
effective April 6.
Joseph W. Daly,
Lever media buyer
since 1952, named assistant broadcast media manager.
• John F. Malone, Cleveland zone
manager, Pontiac Motor Div., General
Motors Corp., appointed advertising
manager, effective April 1, with headquarters inDetroit.
• J. Howell Turner, director of employe relations, Standard Oil Co. (of
Indiana), appointed general manager of
public and employe relations. He succeeds Dr. William J. McGill, who
retires April 15 after 34 years with
company. F. Roe Weise promoted to
assistant to general manager.
• Perry L. Shupert, vp in charge of
sales and advertising, Miles Labs Inc.,
Elkhart, Ind., named treasurer of Advertising Federation of America, succeeding David H. Kutner, resigned.
Agencies
• Deane Uptegrove.
president of H. B.
Humphrey, Alley &
Richards prior to its
merger with Reach,
McClinton Inc., elected senior vp of RM
and appointed chairman of creative reMr. Uptegrove
view board. Harold
O. Nadler and A. W. Sage, both account executives in New York office
of HA&R, named vps of RM.
• Ray J. Mauer, vp and board member
of Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard,
N.Y., appointed creative director, succeeding Wirt McClintic Mitchell,
now chairman of creative plans board.
• Robert W. Castle, with Ted Bates,
N.Y., since 1957 and before that with
Walter Thompson Co., elected vp of
J.Bates.

• George H. Guinan, formerly vp and
account supervisor, Adams, Burke
Dowling Inc.. N.Y., elected vp of Donahue & Coe, N.Y. Carl Rigrod, radio
and television director of Donahue &
Coe, since 1943, elected vp.
• Alan Pottasch, account executive,
and Lawrence C. Puchta, senior acBROADCASTING, Marth 30, 1959

count executive, Kenyon & Eckhardt,
N.Y., elected vps.
• Albert Petcavage, assistant vp and
media supervisor, Ted Bates & Co.,
N.Y., Bernbach.
named media director, Doyle
Dane

Jerry Austin,
sidekick of
"Cannonball"
Mike
Malone —
rugged
ustedmento
maintain the
national 'slifeline.
com-

• Maurice E. (Doc) Fidler, general
manager of WISL Shamokin, Pa., joins
Radio Advertising Bureau, N.Y., today
(March 30) as regional member service manager. Other RAB appointments:
Patrick Rheaume and Robert Nietman promoted to senior regional member service managers to head two new
divisions, which include half of RAB's
925 members but have no specific geographical areas.
ADVERTISERS
• John S. Williams, senior vp of Cunningham &Walsh, N.Y., resigns to join
Henderson Adv., Greenville, S.C., as
vp, creative director and member of
executive committee.
• Norman Frank, director of radio
and television, Lynn Baker Inc., N.Y.,
appointed vp.
CANNONBALL
IIP ITC'S
• Pamela Wood, copy chief, Silton SNAP
New
Markets
Sold
Bros., Callaway Inc., Boston, elected vp
and copy director.
• Norman Heller, formerly director Each Day- Wire No w
of copy and motivation research,
For Your Choice
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, to Compton
Adv., N.Y.. as associate research
Of Availabilities!
director.
• Virginia Caldwell, media director
of
George H. Hartman Co., Chicago,
resigns.
o Alvin A. Achenbaum, assistant
director of research, Grey Adv., N.Y..
two years, promoted to research
past
director.

• Jack de Mello, general manager of
KFOX-AM-FM Long Beach, Calif.,
resigns to join Vance Fawcett Assoc.,
Honolulu, as vp on April 6. Mr. de
Mello was formerly vp and general
manager of KHVH-AM-TV Honolulu.
• Robert H. Davis, market
director in Los Angeles office ofresearch
Erwin
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, promoted to
account executive on Carnation instant
milk account.

• Robert C. Barker, with Kenyon &
Eckhardt, N.Y., since 1953 as account
executive, appointed account supervisor.
• Lee Baer, previously account executive, Grey
N.Y., to
Eckhardt in Adv.,
similar capacity. Kenyon &
• William V. Blackburn, formerly
account executive for America
n Dairy
Assn. at Campbell-Mithun. Chicago,
to

Dynamicintense
actionhuman
adventure
and
interest!

BRAND-NEW creator
by Robt.of Maxwell,
LASSIE!
INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION
Madison Ave.«N.Y. 22-PLaza 5-2100

Benton & Bowles, N.Y., as executive
on Crest toothpaste account.
• Edwin D. Kuhn, formerly account
supervisor on major food accounts at
Cunningham & Walsh. Chicago, to
Tatham-Laird, that city, in similar capacity on Swanson Products Div. (of
Campbell Soup Co.) account.
• Arthur Wandtke Jr., formerly advertis ngmerchandising
manager of
Kaiser Aluminum Consumer Products,
Oakland, Calif., to Jack W. Runyon
Co.. S.F., as general manager and account supervisor.
o Bud Cohen, formerly promotional
copywriter of Kling Studios and Chicago Daily News, appointed premium
manager at Tatham-Laird, that city.
William Focht and Cornell Bleyer,
members of account service department
at T-L. appointed account executives.
• William C. Walker, formerly advertising manager of Witco Chemical
Co., to Hazard Adv., N.Y., as account
executive.
• Larry Benedict, formerly of Donahue & Coe. to Ogilvy, Benson & Mather
Inc.. N.Y.. as account executive.
• Jacques Wajsfelner, formerly account executive of Paris & Peart Inc.,
N.Y.. to James Thomas Chirurg Co.,
Boston, in similar capacity.
• Henry J. Taggart, formerly account
executive of Fred Wittner Adv., N.Y.,
to Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, Pittsburgh, in similar capacity.
• Paul H. Toepp, formerly of BeltaireVincent-Hull Inc., Detroit agency, to
Harrison-Shea Adv., that city, as account representative.
• Edgar Hatcher, formerly of G. M.
Basford Co., as account executive, to
Benton & Bowles, N.Y., as account
executive on IBM account.
• James D. Grant, formerly of New
York Daily News, named regional account manager of Grant Adv., handling

Winning IQ • Arthur S. Pardoll
(1), Foote, Cone & Belding, New
York, receives congratulations and
a 17-inch portable tv set from
James C. Conley, general sales
manager of WCAU-TV Philadelfor winning
station's
"What'sphia, Your
MovietheIQ?"
contest. The contest was run in conjunction with the promotion of
WCAU-TV's Paramount feature
film package. Open to agency executives in New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, Los Angeles,
Atlanta, Detroit and San Franciscocation
, the contest
of some involved
20 stillsidentifitaken
from Paramount films.
Dodge dealer accounts on eastern seaboard.
• John Hughes, formerly timebuyer of
Cunningham & Walsh, appointed broadcast buyer in media department of Kenyon & Eckhardt, N.Y. Arnold Klugerman, formerly market research
analyst in K&E's New York office, appointed project supervisor in research
department of agency's Los Angeles
office.
• Andrew C. Wetmore, formerly of
Young & Rubicam as account executive, to executive staff of American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies, N.Y.
• Roger T. Case, who headed his own

W£
HBfe»
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agency, Roger T. Case Assoc., Long
Beach, Calif., joins The McCarty Co.,
L.A., as account executive.
• Alfred Collins, formerly vp and
creative director of Gourfain - Loeff,
Chicago, and Elmer D. Silha, formerly executivemail
vp order
of O'Neil,
Larsonmail&
McMahon,
and direct
agency,
to
Olian
&
Bronner,
Chicago,
as
account executives.
• William E. Millhollen, formerly
of Richard A. Foley, Philadelphia agency, to Gray & Rogers, that city, as
writer-producer in radio-tv department.
• Richard R. Strome, formerly copy
supervisor of Doherty, Clifford, Steers
& Shenfield Inc., to Ted Bates & Co.,
N.Y., as copywriter.
• Charles Brandt, formerly of Young
& Rubicam, to J. M. Mathes Inc., N.Y.,
public relations department.
• Hoyt L. Beavers, formerly with E. I.
du Pont de Nemours, to director of sales
promotion department at W. S. Walker
Adv., N.Y.
• Chester P. Holway, formerly copy
chief of Maxon Inc., Chicago, to KlauVan Pieterson-Dunlap, dividing his time
as copy supervisor in Milwaukee headbranch. quarters and copy director of Chicago
• Boris Weinstein, formerly of
KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, and with MARC
& Co., that city, since 1958, appointed
public relations director.
• Irving Wagner, formerly sales analyst and statistician, Paragon Oil Co., to
Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc., N.Y., as
senior sales analyst in media research
and sales analysis unit.
• Hal Silverman and Leslie Foster
join Los Angeles office of Erwin Wasey,
Ruthrauff & Ryan as art director. Other
new staffers: Laird Koenig and Jim
Creighton, copywriters.
• Rubye Mae Griffith returns to
Los Angeles office of Erwin Wasey,
Ruthrauff & Ryan as copy chief of
radio-tvof absence.
department, following year's
leave
• Patrice Campbell, previously of
Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, appointed
assistant radio-tv director at Powell,
Schoenbrod & Hall, that city.
• Lee Marko, formerly copy chief and
creative supervisor of promotion department, Ellington & Co., to C.J. LaRoche & Co., N.Y., as creative promotion supervisor and stylist for tv.
• Dr. Millard J. Schweidel, formerly
of Cortex Enloe agency, N.Y., has
joined
Co., N.Y., as
medical Shaller-Rubin
director.
• Dr. Clark Wilson, in west coast
marketing and research for more than
12 years,searchappointed
consultant of marketing
BBDO, L.A.and reBROADCASTING, March 30, 1959

wich, WTOR Tornngton, WNLC New
Wayne, elected president of Indiana
Broadcasters Assn. succeeding Joseph London and WHAY New Britain.
Higgins, WTHI Terre Haute. Other
• Ted Richeson. with
officers elected were Dee O. Coe,
KREM-TV Spokane.
WWCA Gary, vp-am; Elmer G. SulWash., since 1957,
named national sales
zer, WFIU (FM) Bioomington and
WORX Madison, vp-fm; Neal B.
AM-FM-TV,of inKREMmanager
charge
Welch, WSBT-AM-TV South Bend,
vp-tv; Roy L. Hickox, WLRP New Alof national and rebany, secretary-treasurer; E. Berry
sales.
Mr. Richeson . ToM gionalHarker
Smith, WFIE-TV Evansville, assistant
^
secretary, and Ron Ross, WPTA (TV)
tired national sales director for Storer
Fort Wayne, assistant treasurer.
Co., died March 13 after
• John J. Hurley, Broadcastingillness
in Long Beach, Calif.
treasurer and general prolonged
Mr. Harker was named vp of Storer
manager of WNEB in
and was previously with ABC
Worcester, Mass., and 1949
Mutual networks.
elected president and
Mervin A. Durea, formerly writertreasurerNewof England
station's •director
licensee,
of motion pictures for missile
Broadcasting Co., suc- development division of North AmeriMr. Hurley
can Aviation, appointed promotion
Networks
ceeding
Paul
C.
Lytle, who died March manager of WLWC (TV) Columbus
• Eric Sevareid, CBS Washington- 16. Mr. Hurley was in legal and pro- Ohio.
based news commentator begins fourgram departments of NBC, Washingmonth leave of absence June 1. He
ton, D.C., and is immediate past presi- • Max Musch
to sales promotion managerpromoted
of WRCA-TV
New
dent of Broadcasting Executives Club
plans to spend it traveling in Europe,
York.
Other
of
New
England.
WRCA-TV appointments:
and then will take up new assignment
Benjamin
A.
Hudelson,
program
manat network's London bureau.
• Ted Oberfelder, former owner and
ager, and Alvin J. Slep, publicity-ex• Edward Bleier, since 1957 vp for president of WKIX Raleigh, N.C., apploitation
WRCA-AM
manager.
-FM
business development, Tex McCrary
pointed retail sales manager, WINS appointments: Joseph E. Murphy,
Inc., N.Y., and formerly account exec- New York.
merchandising manager, Michael A.
utive with ABC-TV and WABC-TV
Lannon, audience - sales promotion
New York, has returned to previous • Paul L. Raikes, formerly of John manager, and John R. O'Keefe, pubposition with ABC-TV.
Hancock Life Insurance Co., Boston,
licity-exploitation manager.
named promotion director of WIRE
• Newell T. Schwin, manager since Indianapolis.
•
Carl
Onken,
formerly
engineer
February 1958 of special sales projects,
of WTTV (TV) Bioomingchief
ton, Ind., to
CBS-TV, appointed to new position of • Murry Salberg, formerly radio and WJIM-TV Lansing, Mich.,
in
similar
director, production sales, CBS-TV op- television consultant of Marshall & capacity. WJIM-TV additions: Patricia
erations department.
Coch, N.Y., appointed director of ad- Street and Albert Potts, continuity;
sing and sales promotion of WABC- Al Greenfield, Howard Towner and
• Helen Valentine, editor-in-chief TV New vertiYork.
Lex Young, technical operations;
of Charm magazine from 1950-58,
Kenney, film department, and
named consultant for Woman! new • Samuel R. Elman, general manager James
Robert
art department. To
series of hour daytime specials sched- of WATR-AM-TV Waterbury, Conn., WJIM-AM Blatt,
uled to start in May on CBS-TV.
re-elected president of Connecticut State Blanchard. sales department: Richard
5th consecutive time. Net• Cynthia Medley, music department Networkwork for
includes WATR, WNHC New • Mike Shapiro, general manager of
WMAL-AM-FM-TV Washington, ,to
NBC News, Washington, assigned to Haven, WNAB Bridgeport, WICH Nor- WFAA-TV Dallas, elected president of
Ask Washington program.
R. C. CRISLER & CO., iNC.
Stations
Business Brokers Specializing in Television
• Don Keyes, vp in charge of national
and Radio Stations
CINCINNATI, O.
programming of McLendon Corp., DalPaul E. Wagner
las, adds duties of assistant to president.
Fifth Third Bank Bldg.
• John Reynolds, 61, owner of
DUnbar 1-7775
WKWK-A M-FM Wheeling W.Va., and
WEST COAST
former acting secretary of, Federal
RaLincolnBarbara,
Dellar &Calif.Co.
4 offices to
dio Commission and its successor, FCC,
Santa
WOodland 9-0770
from 1930 to 1941, died following heart
better
serve
you.
.
.
OMAHA,
attack weekend of March 21.
Paul R.NEB.
Fry
• Fred Haggerty, formerly general
P.O.
Box
1733 (Benson)
TErrace 9455
manager of WSKI Montpelier, Vt, to
WFPG Atlantic City, N.J., as station
NEW YORK
manager.
MUr. Hill 7-8437
• Carl Vandagrift, WOWO Fort
41 E. 42nd St. '
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• Robert H. Lins promoted from
copywriter to copy supervisor at Leo
Burnett Co., Chicago.
• Douglas J. Gallow, senior market
research analyst, Colgate - Palmolive
Co., to Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles, N.Y., as executive assistant in
research department.
• Robert W. Doolittle, formerly
writer of Honig, Cooper, Harrington &
Miner, L.A., to N. W. Ayer's San Francisco office in copy department.
George B. van Inwagen, since 1953
with Dickie - Raymond, Boston, to
Ayer's Philadelphia copy department.
• Dick Hoffman, formery reporter of
Los Angeles Times, to public relations
staff of Stromberger, LaVene, McKenzie, LA.

One hundred
eleven*
national
and
regional
spot
advertisers
know
Terre Haute
is not covered
effectively
by outside
TV
Basis: 1958

Semiannual meet • Plough Stations Inc. executives took advantage of the
NAB Chicago convention to hold their semiannual business meeting. L to r:
Charles DeVois, WMPS Memphis; Byron Millinson, WCAO Baltimore;
Harold Krelstein, Plough president; Fred Harm, WJJD Chicago, and Roy
Whisnand, WCOP Boston.
Mr. theKrelstein
announced
that the company's general sales were 12%
above
same period
last year.

Assn. of Broadcasting Executives of
Texas, succeeding Howard Fisher,
Rogers & Smith Adv., Dallas. Other
ABET officers: Dan Hayslett, KIXLAM-FM Dallas, vp; Mrs. Barbara
CBS Seever, Evans Assoc., Ft. Worth, secABC
retary, and Mrs. Wilda Wilson, RatWTHI-TV—
10
cliffe Adv., Dallas, treasurer.
TERRE
HAUTE,
INDIANA
Represented Nationally by Boiling Co.,
E. Gearhart named commerLos Angeles - San Francisco • Boston - New York • Chicago ■ Dallas • James
cial manager of WMMM Westport,
Conn.
• Horace Pumphrey named program
director of WAPI Birmingham, Ala.
o Robert D. Willis, formerly promotion-publicity manager of WHTN-TV
Huntington, W.Va., to WIIC (TV)
WITH THE
Pittsburgh in charge of publicity department and assistant to public relaInter Mountain
tions and promotion director.
o Rex Jones named program director
Network
of WSAI-AM-FM Cincinnati.
• Bob McGonagle, formerly of
WWRL New York and with WBABAM-FM Babylon, N.Y., since 1958,
named head of news-special events deFLASH
partment.
• William P. Spollen, graduate of
Northwest Schools, Portland, Ore.,
Inrermounrain Network's
named chief engineer of WSPN SaraFULL Network
toga Springs, N.Y. Other Northwest
graduates and their appointments:
PULSE STUDY
Maurice E. Helle, to WHIZ-TV
Zanesville, Ohio, as director; Elroy
PROVES
Cooper to KGON Oregon City, Ore.,
as announcer, and James Kenney to
WJIM-TV Lansing, Mich.
Radio's Greatest
• Fran Corcoran, publicity director of
IMN-PACT
WBZ-TV Boston past IVi years, named
community relations director, effective
The Nation's Most Successful Regional Network
.HEADQUARTERS • SALT LAKE CITY • DENVER
April 1.
• William H. Schwarz, formerly proContact Your Avery-Knodel Man
gram director .. of WCCO Minneapolis80 (FATES & FORTUNES)

St. Paul, to KDKA-AM-FM Pittsburgh
as program manager.
• Richard Roll, formerly director of
news, WTVH (TV) Peoria, 111., to
KENS-TV San Antonio, Tex., as director of news and special events.
• Jerry Ross, formerly announcer of
WFIL-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia, to
WHAT-AM-FM, that city, as assistant
program director.
• Larry Cooper, with KMOX St. Louis
since 1958 as public affairs director,
adds duties of program director. Paul
Douglass named sales development
manager.
• William Hagemeyer named news
director of WMMM Westport, Conn.
• Bill Key, formerly acting general
manager of KCBD-TV Lubbock, Tex.,
ofto KOCO-TV
engineering. Oklahoma City as director
• Bill Ames, formerly news director of
KSL-TV Salt Lake City, Utah, to
WCHS-AM-TV Charleston, W.Va., in
similar capacity.
• Allan Dale, formerly station manager of KEYS Corpus Christi, Tex., to
WOAI San Antonio, as head of publicity and air personality.
• Russell Pierson, formerly director
of marketing, Oklahoma State Department of Agriculture,
WKY-AM-TV
Oklahoma
City as farmto director.
• Curt Hetherington, announcing
under name of Curt Alexander, formerly of WILL-AM-FM Urbana, 111., and
WNDU-TV South Bend, Ind., to KICAAM-TV Clovis, N.M., as news director
and air personality.
• Mrs. Ruth Levy, formerly assistant
advertising manager, Traid Corp., EnBROADCASTING, March 30, 1959

cino, Calif., appointed director of publicity-public relations, KFWB Los Angeles.
• Sterling Wright, formerly programproduction manager of WLOS-TV
Asheville, to WSOC-TV Charlotte, both
North Carolina, as production manager and assistant program director.
• Jack Daniels, formerly of Ziv Television Programs, N.Y., as account executive, to WABC-TV New York in
similar capacity.
• George R. Pitt, formerly with New
York Times local sales staff, appointed
account
York. executive of WRCA-TV New
• Joe Franzgrote, formerly of WNDUTV South Bend, Ind., and WMBD-TV
Peoria, 111., as sales promotion manager, and Gene Talbot, formerly
branch agency manager for Marchant
calculators, Rockford, 111., to WTVO
(TV) Rockford as account executives.
• Jim Sandner, NBC director of merchandising for 11 western states since
1951, named account executive of netAngeles. work's o&o station, KRCA (TV) Los
• George E. Duffy, formerly advertising manager for duplicating products,
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co. and
junior account executive at CampbellMithun, Minneapolis, to KSTP St. PaulMinneapolis as account executive.
• Tom Brown, air personality of WHKAM-FM Cleveland, adds duties of account executive. New account executives to WHK: Jack March, formerly
of WEWS (TV) Cleveland, and E. D.
White, formerly of Meldrum & Fewsmith Adv., Cleveland.
• William L. Thompson, formerly
account executive of NBC Radio Sales,
Central Div., to WGN Chicago in
similar capacity.
• Donald J. Sherman, formerly assistant station manager and sales manager of WEBO Owego, to WENE Binghamton, both New York, as account
executive in local sales.
• Jim Osborn, sales manager, WXIX
Milwaukee, to WCBS-TV New York,
as salesman. Don Bowen, salesman'
M.'
Walter and
named assistant
WXIX, director
Stein,
of sales topromotion
research, WCBS-TV.

Hall, formerly d.j. of WCED DuBois,
Pa., under name of Jay Scott, to KDKAAM-FM as air personality.
• Chuck Bergeson, air personality of
WJBK-TV
sentative. Detroit, named sales repre• Jerry Hendricks, formerly salesman of Charleston (W.Va.) Daily Mail,
to sales staff of WCHS, that city.
• Fred Thomas, account executive of
KYA San Francisco, joins sales staff of
KGO, that city.
• Eddie Chase, air personality of
CKLW Detroit-Windsor, Ont., for 12
years, resigns.
• Don Spencer, graduate of Butler U.,
Indianapolis and program manager of
WAJC (FM) , that city, to WLWI (TV)
Indianapolis as announcer.
• Robert W. Porter, formerly of WLS
Chicago, to WLWD (TV) Dayton,
Ohio, as announcer.
•asBobannouncer.
Morse to WREB Holyoke, Mass.,
• John Ennis, graduate of National
Academy of Broadcasting, Washington,
D.C., to WPTX Lexington Park, Md.,
as announcer.
• Margaret McCutcheon, formerly
in public relations department of Denver Chamber of Commerce, to KOAAM-TV, that city, as promotion assistant.

• Murray Lockard, formerly announcer of KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore., to
KPAM-KPFM (FM), that city, as sales
representative and air personality.
• Forrest Morgan and Ed Horne to
WGAN Portland, Me., as announcers.
• Bob Russell, formerly announcer of
KTHT Houston, to KTSA San Antonio in similar capacity.
• Joan Hanauer, formerly of INS, and
Bob Stoepker, previously news director of WMTR Morristown, N.J., to
news staff of WNEW New York.
• Bill Gibson, formerly announcer of
KEYS Corpus Christi, Tex., to KUAMAM-TV Agana, Guam, in similar capacity.
•FMLee Alan, formerly of WGH-AMNorfolk-Newport News, Va., and
WJLB Detroit, to WJBK-AM-FM Detroit as air personality.
•
Virginia
Rogers, former model, to
• Hal Caulfield joins KROW Oak- WJZ-TV Baltimore
as "weather girl."
land, Calif., as sales representative.
• Jim O'Neill, formerly air personality
• David Kaigler joins sales staff of of
WKY Oklahoma City, and Pete
WIBG-AM-FM Philadelphia.
Shore, discharged after two years of
Army
service, join WCAE Pittsburgh
• John G. Conomikes, in sales service
department of KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, as air personalities.
appointed sales representative. Randy • Bob Martin, formerly head of own
BROADCASTING, March 30, 1959

JACK STERLING

BEAT

THE

COMPETITION!
You no longer have to worry
about getting fresh, creatively
conceived script and taped material
alities . for. your own personBe the FIRST in your area
to use this service . . . which
many
my time-buying
friends of
and their
clients have
used successfully for the past
ten years in New York.
Stories, anecdotes, colorful
comment on current situations ... all wrapped up in a
package forof immediate
40 originaluse featurettes
...
PLUS . . .
Six character voices — on tape
— which can become those extra added voices to your daily
schedule.
You can't help but capture
agency and listener attention
when you apply these new approaches to your schedule.
Get complete details NOW!
Write to:
JACK STERLING
BARBTON, INC.
485 Madison Avenue, N. Y. 22

record distributorship and previously of KXEL Waterloo, to WMT Cedar
manager of band leader Stan Kenton, to Rapids, both Iowa, as newscaster.
WXYZ Detroit as air personality.
• Jack Guinan, formerly sports director of WGR Buffalo, N.Y., and with
• Peter
Hahn joins WJR-AM-FM Detroit as newscaster.
WTOP-AM-FM Washington past three
years,
assistant sportscaster for
• Johnny Holliday, formerly of WTOP named
coverage of Washington SenWRVM Rochester, N.Y., and Bob
ators baseball games.
Irwin, formerly of WKDA Nashville,
Tenn., to WHK-AM-FM Cleveland as • Jerry Mitchell, formerly program
air personalities.
director of WJOB Hammond, Ind., to
• Pen Wilson, formerly reporter of announcing staff of WLS Chicago.
New Orleans Times Picayune, to WWLTV, that city, as reporter-photographer. Representatives
M. Smith, since 1956 auditor
• John Doremus, formerly air person- •forRodric
KPIX-TV San Francisco, named
ality of WIND Chicago, to WMAQ.
business manager of Television Reprethat city, in similar capacity.
sentatives Inc., N.Y., new rep firm for
• Edward A. Reilly, formerly air per- Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., tv stations,
starting
operations July 1.
sonality of WBRY Waterbury, Conn.,
to WTRY Albany-Troy-Schenectady, • John W. Dragomier, formerly of
N.Y., as host of Tri-Cities Ballroom
NBC-TV, Chicago, to Chicago office
program.
of Venard, Rintoul & McConnell Inc.,
as
account executive.
• Clifton Utley, NBC Chicago commentator, retires from daily programs • George R. Swearingen Jr., sales
on WMAQ and WNBQ (TV) for reasons of health. He will continue manager for CBS Radio Spot Sales'
WMAQ Sunday commentary with his Atlanta ecutoffice,
ive in New appointed
York office.account exwife, Frayn.
H. White, formerly director of
• Mark E. Ruisard. 42, member of •ABCJohnnational
network sales, appointed
WGN Chicago engineering department account
executive on New York staff
for 17 years, died March 18 at Hines
of Blair-Tv.
Veterans Hospital, that city.
L. Lambert, formerly sales• Ed Cooper, freelance Chicago an- • David
man of WPIX (TV) New York, and
nouncer, to staff of WBBM, that city, Griffith
Ellis Fulton, formerly
effective April 1.
timebuyer, Compton Adv., N.Y., to,
• Ronn Terrell, formerly air per- New York sales staff of The Katz
sonality of KTUL Tulsa, Okla., to Agency. Noyes Allen Scott, formerWKDA Nashville, Tenn., in similar caly sales service manager of KRCA-TV
pacity, replacing Bob Irwin, who Los Angeles, and Robert A. Loeber,
formerly account executive. Mutual,
moves to WHK-AM-FM Cleveland.
• Miss Lorrie Barofsky joins WAMP- to Katz' tv sales staff in Los Angeles.
WFMP (FM) Pittsburgh as assistant • E. Allan Jarrett, formerly local
sales manager, WHEN-TV Syracuse,
to press-promotion manager.
N.Y.. joins tv sales staff of Peters,
o Dale Marr joins WXYZ-AM-FM Griffin, Woodward Inc., N.Y.
Detroit as newscaster.
« Doug Sutherland joins KALL Salt
Lake
sonality.City, Utah, as full-time air per• Don Hofmann, formerly staff announcer to KAKE-AM-TV Wichita,
Kan., to KSBK Naha, Okinawa, as
announcer and member of promotion
department.
• Al Pearce, network radio star for
several
decades
(NBC's SanAl Bernardino,
Pearce and
His Gang),
to KITO
Calif., as d.j.
• Edwin J. Turner, formerly producerdirector of WHAS-TV Louisville, Ky.,
to WJZ-TV Baltimore in similar capacity.
• Grant Price, formerly news editor
82 (FATES & FORTUNES)

Programming
o Leon A. Kreger, supervisor of creative marketing services, Wilding Picture Productions Inc., Chicago, elected
vp in charge of division.
• Thomas M. Heyman, formerly president of Resource Fund Inc., elected
director, vp and treasurer, International
Transmissions Inc., N.Y., voiced news
service for radio-tv stations.
• Victor Blau, vp and west coast chief
of Music Publishers Holding Corp.,
music subsidiary of Warner Bros. Pictures, Burbank, Calif., to head consolidated music department at Burbank
studios, uniting music activities of motion picture, tv and music publishing
companies.

Film maker meets the Senator •
Sen. Barry Goldwater (R-Ariz.)
(1) with Earl Rettig, president of
California National Productions,
NBC"s tv film subsidiary, in Washington. Sen. GoldwaterRecord
's remarks
in the Congressional
lauded CNP's Flight series. Flight was
produced
Air
Force. in cooperation with the
• Lindsey Spight, co-founder and retired Pacific Coast manager of John
Blair &dentCo.of Television
and Blair-Tv,
elected presiCommunications
Inc.. S.F., closed-circuit tv producers.
Joseph B. Durra, organizer of American Television Communications, whose
assets were absorbed by Television
Communications Inc., becomes vp of
TC. Albert B. Sturges, formerly of
ABC. San Francisco, named production
consultant.
• James Shelby, formerly radio-tv
director of MacFarland, Aveyard &
Co., appointed sales director of Graphic
Pictures, Chicago.
• Herbert L. Miller, previously
sales supervisor of California National
Productions, and Henry Profenius,
formerly, Interstate Television Corp.,
to Independent Television Corp. as
district managers in syndicated sales in
midwest and southeastern divisions,
respectively. Ralph Baron, formerly,
Bernard L. Schubert, and Charles F.
Whipple, previously, Screen Gems, to
sales staffs of eastern and midwest divisions, respectively. New ITC account
executives are Thomas Gallagher,
formerly vp of Reliance Varnish Co.,
Detroit; Tony Wysocki, formerly of
WKRG-TV Mobile, Ala.; Peter Harkins, previously, Official Films, New
Orleans; Kenneth Johnson, formerly,
Crosley Broadcasting Co., Indianapolis;
Ray Barnett, previously, The Katz
Co., L.A.; and Z.E. Marvin, formerly
head of his own advertising company,
Texas.
• Roy Hol lings worth, formerly of
BROADCASTING, March 30, 1959

Universal-International, named production coordinator, commercial division,
Desilu Productions, Hollywood.
• Elliot Schick, formerly director of
Filmack Studios, Chicago, to Fred A.
Niles Productions, that city, in similar
capacity.

of Dage Television Div., Thompson
Ramo Wooldridge Inc., Michigan City,
Ind.
• W. Walter Watts, group executive
vp, RCA, elected director of Electrographic
art
service.Corp., N.Y., electrotyping and

1

• Robert E. Svoboda, general manager of Amphenol Distributor Div.,
Amphenol-Borg,
electedParts
presi-&
t
dent of Assn. ofChicago,
Electronic
Equipment Mfrs. He succeeds Helen
Staniland Quam, Quam-Nichols Co.,
Chicago. Other elections: Irving Rossman, president of Pentron Inc., Chicago, first vp; Warren Stuart, Belden
Mfg., Chicago, second vp; Kenneth
Hathaway, Ward Leonard, Chicago,
treasurer, and Kenneth C. Prince,
executive secretary.
• Dr. Irving Wolff, vp, research, ■:ihhi
RCA Labs, appointed chairman of
• Kent J. Worthen, formerly product RCA education committee, succeeding
planning manager of General Electric's Dr. Charles B. Jolliffe, RCA vp
microwave equipment, named manager and technical director.
of product planning, point-to-point
Young, formerly of Packcommunication, GE's communication • Hugh A.
1
ard-Bell Electronics Corp., L.A., approducts department, Lynchburg, Va.
pointed
west
coast
technical
marketing
• George H. Gage, formerly commer- consultant for Hallicrafters Co., Chi"More on
people
listen than
to theto6 PM
cial engineer, internal sales, General cago.
News
WCKY
any
Electric Co., Syracuse, N.Y., to CBSother station in Cincinnati — 699,Hytron, Danvers, Mass., as manager of • Gene Edwards, manager of broadproduct planning.
cast transmitter sales, Gates Radio Co.,
500 people."
subsidiary of Harris-Intertype Corp.,
• Oliver J. Greenway, formerly of Quincy,
111.,
promoted
to
sales
engiWestinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh,
manager; Edward J. Wilder,
appointed general manager of Com- assistant neering
sales manager, to western
munication Accessories Co., Lee's Sum- regional to
sales
manager, and Robert
CORRECTION
Si^e~^i~^ed this ad
Co. mit, Mo., subsidiary of Collins Radio W. Kuhl, sales operations manager, to
government contracts manager.
-Feb. N.elsen
the Jan. 36%
• John M. Meyer, formerly in adverincrease , «
shows a
tising and promotion department, Wil- • Max Schneiderman, formerly senior
WCKY 6
e
loHh
nce
engineer of DuMont Labs,
audie
son Sporting Goods Co., Chicago, project
figure
new
The
s.
named
manager
of
engineering,
oscilloNew
PM
named sales promotion manager, parts
is 953,600.
division, Electronic Tube Corp.,
and accessories, consumer goods divi- Phila. scopeRichard
We November-December
didn't say it — Nielsen 1958did re-in
T. Rude, formerly
the
sion, Motorola Inc., Chicago.
chief engineer of instrument division,
port. We'vedepends
always known
that
Cincinnati
on WCKY
• Ralph M. Spang, formerly general to engineering manager of ETC's spefor news because WCKY is first
cial products division.
manager of Hotpoint Co.'s home launand
fast.
Whenever
news
breaks,
dry department, to Zenith Radio Co., • Daniel Echo, assistant sales manWCKY is there with news tapes
Chicago, as comptroller.
and on-the-spot broadcasts with
ager of industrial tubes, DuMont Labs,
the
WCKY Newsmobile. If it's
• Rocco R. Reale, assistant manufac- Clifton, N.J., promoted to manager of
news,
it's heard knows
first onit! WCKY,
and Cincinnati
turing manager industrial electronics industrial tubes sales department.
division, Allen B. DuMont Labs, Clif.too.
. . Your
make newsat
• Donald R. Lea, formerly of CompCall sales
Tom canWelstead
ton, N.J., appointed manufacturing ton
Adv., named marketing director,
WCKY's New York Office, or
manager. Kenneth F. Petersen, man- electronic
AM Radio Sales in Chicago and
division, The
ager of industrial television department, Deutsch Co.,components
LA.
on
theabout
West theCoast.
They'll tellof
you
sales-power
DuMont Labs, named marketing man- Allied Fields
WCKY's
News— 33 times daily.
ager of industrial electronics division.
• David B. Tolins, advertising super- • Joseph R. Rastatter, formerly divisor of Sylvania Electronic Tubes since
rector of public relations, Television
1956, appointed to newly-created post Bureau of Advertising, named execuof advertising and sales promotion mantive associate of Irving P. Krick Assoc.,
WCKY
ager of semiconductor division, Syl- N.Y., public relations firm.
vania
50,000 WATTS
Electric
Products
Inc.,
Woburn,
Mass.
• Abby Rand and Peggy Walters,
OF SELLING POWER
account executive and office manager,
• Dale A. Schonmeyer appointed ad- respectively Rogers & Cowan, N.Y.,
Cincinnati, Ohio
vertising and sales promotion manager have joined Joe Wolhandler Assoc.,
BROADCASTING, March 30, 1959
Equipment & Engineering
• Fred R. Lack, past director of
Electronic Industries Assn., will be presented the 1959 EIA Medal of Honor
at the association's 35th annual convention, May 20-22 in Chicago. Mr.
Lack
is vicedivision
presidentandof EIA's
products
is a military
retired
Western Electric Co. vice president. He
was active in setting up the military
unit. 1958 medal winner H. Leslie
Hoffman, president of Hoffman ElecLack. tronics Corp., will present award to Mr.

N.Y., public relations firm. Miss Rand
becomes head of tv department and
Miss Walters is office manager.
» Mary E. Paul, formerly director of
research of WCCO-AM-TV Minneapolis, toCharles Harriman Smith, that
city,
tv-radio research consultant, as
associate.
• John Mine, Associated Press radio
editor in Baltimore, Md., transferred to
AP radio department in New York.
• Thomas J. Brophy, associate director of New York U's office of radio-tv
since 1954, appointed director.

International
• Harold Robertson Carson, 64,
president of All-Canada Radio & Television Ltd., Calgary, Alta., largest Canadian station representative firm, and
vp of Taylor, Pearson & Carson Ltd.,
large shareholders in group of Canadian
radio and television stations, died
March 17 in St. Paul, Minn., while enroute to Florida. Mr. Carson had been
in broadcasting for more than 30 years,
operating stations in western Canada
including CFAC Calgary, Alta.; CJCA
Edmonton, Alta.; CJOC and CJLH-TV
Lethbridge, Alta.; CKWX Vancouver,
B.C.; and CKOC Hamilton, Ont. He

EQUIPMENT
IRE

SHOWS

Advances in technical
for more than 60,000
Engineers last week were brought up
to date with the latest in broadcast
research.
The "school" was the Institute of
Radio Engineers'
conventionexhibit
which drew annual
some 60,000
engineers to New York. For most electronics scientists, however, information
at IRE was designed to keep in tune
with the space age.
Coming in the aftermath of the NAB
Convention, IRE events geared to industrial and military applications could
provide few new broadcast developments of "revolutionary" or immediate
character.
But inevitably some of the electronics
advances talked about or shown at IRE
will be applied to commercial broadcasting.
Some of the Technical Papers • On
Tuesday (March 24) R.D. Thompson,
RCA Labs, spoke on fm carrier techniques used in RCA's color tv tape recorder; J.R. Popkin-Clurman and F.
Davidoff of Telechrome Mfg. explained
a new device — a deleter-adder unit —
that automatically permits any vertical
interval test signal being broadcast simutaneously with a program to be deleted
and a new test signal added, and William Barnhart of Ampex Corp. told of
an
"Electro-Servo"
for
correcting rotational control
errors insystem
magnetic
tape recording.
Two other papers at that session: by
RCA scientists J.W. Wentworth, C.R.
Monro and A.C. Luther Jr. on transistorized video switching (remote control
switching system shown at NAB) and
by RCA's
H.J. Paz
on the and
use asof atransistors in power
amplifiers
way
34

&

was also president of Quality Records
Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
• George G. Gallagher, sales managermoteofd toCJGX
manager.Yorkton, Sask., pro• Jack Henderson appointed manager
of CKDM Dauphin, Man., with Gary
Kirton, production manager, and
Martha Fidler as national sales man•ager.Peter V. Lorne, assistant managing
director, McCann-Erickson Advertising
Ltd., London, named managing director. He succeeds William E. McKeachie, who continues as chairman.

ENGINEERING

NEWEST

AND
LATEST
the
size
of
a package of king-size cigarettes.
wizardry showcased
F. Cecil Grace, Visual Electronics
convention delegates
Corp., explained an electronic system
to low distortion.
for automatic program switching in a
Another session that day included a tv station master control room with
paper by William L. Hughes, research- changes or corrections permissible on
er at Iowa State College, on a method any stored event at any time. The autoof making major simplifications in color
mation uses beam switching tubes with
tv live cameras by cutting the number shift register circuitry.
of tubes from three to two.
Other sessions dealt with scatter sysMr. Hughes during the week aptem communication, propagation and
peared at a news conference to elab- antennas, microwave theory and techorate on his studies of color redundancy
niques and "communication engineerfield by field. Implications of his work,
ing"interest
(microwave
systems), and
all ofholding
genhe thought, are: current color tv pickup
eral
to broadcasters
and recording may be more difficult to forth developmental
research
gains.
operate and more unstable in practice
New Machines, Techniques • During
than need to be; this also is apparent convention
week, EMI Electronics Ltd.,
in the transmission of color signals over
held a news conference drawlong microwave, and adoption of field England,
attention to its representation in the
by field
be compati- U.S.ingvia
H.L. Hoffman Co. of Westble with redundancy
current blackcould
and white.
bury,
N.Y.,
disclosing plans to sell
This summer he expects to work $30 mill inn and
of equipment in the
with two additional projects: a two- U.S. within worth
the next five years. Disimage orthicon color camera, and an
played at the Hoffman suite in the
attempt to convert a monochrome
camera with a vidicon on the side.
Henry Hudson Hotel were representative
products of EMI including klyTwo TASO committee papers were
orthicons and vidicons among
delivered: CM. Braum (Joint Council others instrons,
the tube line, and microwave
of Educational Tv, Washington) and devices for
measuring wave lengths,
Mr. Hughes on the correlation of pic- radio broadcast
systems and tv and
ture quality and strength, and another microwave relay systems.
on forecasting tv service fields (Alfred
RCA exhibitors had a simultaneous
H. LaGrone, U. of Texas). (Results of
uhf and vhf measurements as reported showing of black-and-white and color
by the Television Allocations Study pictures in a split-screen technique to
Organization were detailed in Broad- point up visually how color adds to
casting, March 16.)
viewing pleasure. There is no definite
A new wireless microphone for tv plan to mercial
utilize
the technique in comtelecasting.
broadcasting was discussed by Peter K.
Onnigian, KBET-TV Sacramento, Calif.
A prominent scientist. Dr. Vladimir
The microphone is transistorized, uses K. Zworykin, who heads the Medical
wide-band fm and has no external, sep- Electronics Center at Rockefeller Instiarate antenna. It weighs less than 15
tute and who is an honorary vice presiounces with batteries and approximates
dent of RCA Labs, had a spotlight
BROADCASTING, March 30, 1959

Etv feedback
Television for teaching is a
success, but it's only a small step
toward the educator's electronic
future, it was agreed Wednesday
(March 25) by participants in a
symposium sponsored by the
Institute offessionalRadio
Group onEngineers'
Education.Pro-A
group of psychologists and electronic engineers meeting at the
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New
York discussed the use of "teaching machines"
which by
may several
speed
learning
processes
times and improve or even replace textbooks.
The clue to fast and correct
learning is rapid back-and-forth
interchange between student and
teacher, it was pointed out, a
method which in electronics is
called "feedback."
group apenvisioned the use of The
electronic
paratus to speed up feedback in
the classroom. The ultimate step,
a spokesman said, is the home or
library use of teaching machines
with feedback. While such machines may or may not be electronic, electronic techniques seem
to fit in naturally with the requirements. Chairman of the IRE
Symposium was Dr. F.E. Terman,
provost of Stanford U., radio enwriter. gineering educator and textbook

position on the IRE program, speaking
Tuesday on advances in the field of
medical electronics and appearing at a
news conference Monday at the Coliseum.
Stereo sound reproduction was on
the program this year, and included
attention to multitrack magnetic tape
recording, playbacks of stereo and developments on stereo components.
Among the exhibitors and announcements: Telechrome Mfg. Corp. showed
its electronic wipe system; Allen B.
DuMont
Labs, its new "Storjtron," a
memory tube
to store transient events;
General Electric, its new high current
silicon controlled rectifiers (can be applied to tv studio and theatre lighting
panels) and its developmental ceramic
receiving tubes; Dage Tv Div. of
Thompson Ramo Wooldridge, its dial
tv system for closed circuit, and an
automatic tv camera that is free of
operating controls.
Also, Corning Glass Works introduced its film type resistor; Magnetic
Amplifiers Inc. of New York, predicted
the magnetic amplifier industry would
BROADCASTING, March 30, 1959

approach the $2 billion sales mark be- — HOWARD E. STARK,
fore end of the next decade (now at
$125 million level); Sylvania Electric
Brokers and Financial
Products coating
highlighted
its newtubes.
"Sarong"
cathode
to electron
Consultants
The affinity of IRE conventioneers
for space was dramatized at the opening
Television Stations
when the sun-powered radio signal from
the year-old Vanguard I triggered off
Radio Stations
a cutting device to sever a symbolic
two-inch ribbon of plastic tv tape
50 East 58th Street
stretched across the entrance to the
Coliseum.
New York 22, N. Y. ELdorado 5-0405
Two General Electric
departments combine
General Electric Co.'s Technical
Products Dept., (manufacturer of
broadcast equipment), Syracuse, N.Y.,
will combine Wednesday (April 1 ) with
GE's Communication Products Dept.,
(two-way mobile radio, microwave and
power line equipment), Lynchburg,
Va. The combined department will be
under the Communication Products
Dept. banner.
It is expected that activities of the
former Technical Products Dept. will
continue to be at Electronics Park,
Syracuse. No significant staff changes
are anticipated. Harrison Vanaken continues as general manager of the nowexpanded Communication Products
Dept. William J. Morlock, general manager. Technical Products Dept., has
been named consulting engineer.
Color growth cited
by RCA executive
The outlook for color television set
sales is brightening as the public "enthusiasm and excitement" grows, Charles
M. Odorizzi, RCA group executive vice
president, declared last week in Bloomington, Ind. Mr. Odorizzi spoke at special ceremonies hailing Bloomington as
"the color television capital of the
world," commemorating the production
of the first compatible color
tv set there
five years ago by RCA. He attributed
the growing interest in color and increasing sales to the demand for sets
in the intermediate price ranges; the
sharp reductions in the cost of service
contracts, growing out of design and
engineering improvements, and the increase in color programming by NBC.
Mr. Odorizzi noted that although
black-and-white receiver sales were off
20% in 1958 because of the recession,
color set sales gained "materially over
the previous year and were the highest ever." He said that in 1959 RCA
expected
to "set a record" for color
receiver sales.
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AUTOMATION

FOR

RADIO-TV

Engineering and equipment advances seen
sign-on and sign-off without the re"Get
That language
was the message
given in modern."
Dutch uncle
to radio
quirement for having a first class engibroadcasters at the NAB convention
neermit er ophysically
r antenna.present at the transby NAB engineering manager A. Prose
Automation for Tv • In addition to
Walker a fortnight ago in Chicago
what has now become commonplace
(Broadcasting, March 23).
Mr. Walker, who has led the trade radio automatic devices, NAB attendees
saw three major offerings in the tv
association's campaign for more use of also
automatic and remote control opera- field.
\/RCA showed an automation
tion of radio stations, told the engineers
at the last session of the engineering switching equipment which permits 10
events
to be set by push-button conconference that without up-to-date basic
to 15 minutes and 59
equipment, automatic equipment can- secondstrol, withforupeach
event. Designed to
not be used properly.
tv
station
"panic" periods,
The NAB chief engineer stressed that overcome
the basic stability of transmitters and the equipment provides for operator
"readout"
and
the
ability
to make last
antennas is the key to the successful minute changes. The entire
sequence
use of automation in station operation. is started by the operator pushing
a
Automatic operation for radio sta- start button. The equipment is designed
tions has become a normal way of life for production this fall, and bears a
in broadcasting, Mr. Walker said. To price tag of $18,000. Similar gear,
be used effectively, it must be founded
of handling up to 25 events
on modern, basic gear. The automation capable
will also be available.
extends from studio to transmitter and
■y7 Visual Electronics Corp. showed
antenna, Mr. Walker reminded his a program
system unitized
listeners, pointing to such equipment as in segments automation
up to 12 which can be used
a complete automatic programmer set- for complete program control on a stating up studio program operation for
tion break basis or as a full program
up to 24 hours, and the remote trans- robot. The information on programs,
mitter control apparatus which permits time and functions can be fed to the
computer-like machine manually or
through tape or punch cards. The data
is fed into the machine from the bottom
The Radio and Television
up. It basis.
can be Visual
utilizedElectronics
on a timed stressed
or untimed
Executives Society
the extreme versatility and stability of
its apparatus. Price on the program
cordially invites you to
automation system complete is $18,000.
a special benefit
y/ GE repeated its showing of its
automatic programmer which, through
performance of the
the use of punched tape, times and consure-fire hit musical
trols the switching of film, slides, audio
tape turntables and network sources.
The GE automatic programmer sells for
"DESTRY RIDES
$5,250.
A report onWRC-TV
NBC's automation
of its
Washington
outlet, which
moved
into
its
new
plant
nine
months
starringAGA
Andy
Griffith
ago, was delivered at the engineering
IN"
and Dolores
Gray
conference by Robert W. Byloff, NBC
project
planning manager.
on Thursday evening,
Mr. Byloff said that the automation
April 30th.
equipment has been working every day
for about nine months without a single
Proceeds go to support the
failure. The system, a dual installation
many educational
constructed as an integral part of the
and service activities
WRC-TV plant, uses punched tape. It
of the R.T.E.S.
also provides for corrections and manual operation. It can be set to operate
For your reservations,
on
a three-fold basis: "events only,"
write: R.T.E.S.,
"approximate time," or "real time."
Biltmore Hotel,
• Technical topics
New York 17, N.Y.
• Philco Corp., Philadelphia, reports
1958 sales of $351,093,000. The figure
36 (EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING)

for 1957 was $372,629,000. The 6%
sales decrease was said to reflect last
year's
recession.
Sales above
for thethe
last 1957
half
of 1958
were 7%
period, while sales for the first half
were 19% below the same 1957 figure.
• Bendix Aviation Corp., Detroit, has
announced the acquisition of the business and most of the property and assets of M.C. Jones Electronics Co..
Bristol, Mass. The purchase, said Bendix President Malcolm P. Ferguson,
"continues the Bendix policy of diversiand expansion
The JonesficationCo.
produces intestelectronics."
equipment
for monitoring coaxial transmission
lines which is used by stations, networks, armed forces' guided missile
programs and research laboratories.
• For the telecaster who wants to be
able to do everything, RCA is offering
a system which provides 155 special
effects for tv production, ranging from
wipes, dissolves to inserts, overlays, etc.
in a dozen different shapes and forms.
An all-electronic unit, the basic apparatus sells for $5,000 and provides 88
different effects. An accessory package
containing 67 additional effects sells for
$500. Each of the patterns is program ed by the insertion of a plastic
"card" which contains information telling the rack of special circuits what to
do. The speed of the effect is controlled
by a manual switch.
• Sylvania goes into pilot production
this month on a small-scale closedcircuit television system. Expected to
be priced "well below most customdesigned
systems,"
its vidicon-type
camera weighs
15 pounds,
requires no
special lighting and will operate over
chs. 2-6 on standard receivers.
• General Electric's communication
products department, Lynchburg, Va.,
has published a bulletin describing the
new 6 kmc line of GE microwave. The
equipment features capacity up to 120
channels, time or frequency division
multiplexing, passive bridging, plug-in
units and Klystron tubes.
• Television Mat Service Corp., N.Y.,
has patented a tv slide mount able to
contain two pieces of film. Thus, on a
single slide mat local information, regarding dealer or station, can be superimposed on a national advertiser's art.
• General Electric Co.'s Technical
Products Dept., Syracuse, N.Y., has introduced amonthly lease plan for tv
studio equipment. Broadcasters may
rent modern equipment for five years
on a monthly basis. No outside loan
companies are involved in the lease of
the equipment which has a minimum
BROADCASTING, March 30, 1959

value of $5,000. Stations may replace verted from ^-inch to ^-inch tape;
Model SI, stereo disc cutting head, and
rented
available. with new gear as it Model RM-3, multiple
becomesequipment
x receiver designed for background music service
• Granco Products Inc. (fm, stereo- with "improved" circuitry. For further
phonic, hi-fi, radio receivers and record information, write Wolcott & Assoc.,
relation counsel, 420 Lexingplaying equipment), Long Island City, public
ton Ave., New sYork
17, N.Y.
N.Y., has introduced an am-fm
"matched twins" stereophonic radio • Admiral Corp.,
unit. The radio twin (fm receiver and
solidated net sales Chicago,
of $170,77reports
7,126 conand
am set) is equipped with Granco's consolidated
net income (after taxes)
patented coaxial tuning that, the com- of
$1,375,017 (or $0.58 per share on
pany says, provides static-free, drift- 2,372,47
6 shares currently outstanding)
free reception, either alone or on the in
1958.
Figures compare with $172 same program with the am set. Price: 663,167 and
$965,067 ($0.41 share),
about $60 for both units.
respectively, for previous year. a Largest
loss
affectin
g
($905,782 after
• Permafilm Inc., N.Y., is introducing taxes) was thatearnings
incurred by electronics
the "Perma-N
ew"
scratch
removal
sysmanufact
urer's
plastic
division,
tem, which is said to work without
tinued last year, and on sale of itsdisconplant
grinding down the film. Emulsion and and equipmen
t.
base are claimed to be free of flammable lacquer and acetone.
•Raytheon Mfg. Co., Waltha Mass.,
is to construct a building in m,Norwoo
d,
• An agreement between Reeves Sound- Mass.,
its Equipment and
craft Corp., Danbury, Conn., and Systems toDiv.house
The
structu
re
will
be
on
Cousino Inc., Toledo, Ohio, provides a 16-acre site at Route 1
Sumner
for manufacture of Soundcraft's dou- St.
The plant will employ andabout
500
ble-coated magnetic tape with Cousino's starting this fall.
patented lubrication process. A Soundcraft spokesman said that his com- • Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co. plans
to construct a 1 million sq. ft. magnetic
pany's continuous-loop cartridge tape product
with Cousino
lubrication is virtually
s plant at Freehold, N. J. 3M
free of friction and can perform
hopes
for
to start production from the
years with "no noticeable deprecia- building in late 1960. The new plant,
tion."
expected to increase the company's
magnetic tape production by 150%,
• Hughey & Phillips
Burbank, will be adjacent to 3M's Irvington Div
Calif., announces a newInc.,tower
lighting isolation transformer. Available in plant.
three load capacities— 750, 1750 and •Amplifier Corp. of America, New
3,500 w — the transformers are designed York, has introduced the TransM
to provide power across the base in- mite, a professional transistorizedagnebatsulator of a radiator. For further ind spring-motor portable
formation write for bulletin HPS- 152, tape recorder. tery-operate
Among
TransM
agneHughey & Phillips Inc., 3200
mite's mechanical features: modular
Fernando Rd., Burbank, Calif. N. Sari plug-in
construction in which the
plete basic electronic components comare
• Ampex
Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif., contained on a fibre-glass epoxy resinmakers of Audio
magnetic tape
recorders and filled terminal board easily removed or
stereophonic accessory kits, announc
inserted; a high-speed rewind which
two additions: a stereo microphone eskit enables 900 ft. of tape
be rewound
#880, retail priced at $69.95, and a in about 1Y4 minutes.to Price:
$370stereo headset kit #881, retail priced at $505.
$55.95. The microphone kit contains
two microphones with on-off shorting •International Telephone and Teleswitch, detacha
ble 8-foot cable and
graph Corp. reports
ated net
standard 2-conductor plug. The headincome for 1958 to beconsolid
$26,600,168 or
set kit contains pair of headband- $1.85 per share on the new
stock, split
mounted miniature speakers with ear- two-for-one Feb. 5. This amounts
pieces, 5-foot cable ending in standard a 19% increase over the previous yearto
3 -conductor
and a junction box when the figure was $22,412,814. The
with a 12-footplugextensio
n and twin out- ITT board of directors voted to raise
the annual dividend from 90 cents to
sired.lets for a second stereo headset if de- one
dollar per share, with the initial
25-cent quarterly dividend payable
• Bogen-Presto Co., Paramus, N.J., April
15 to stockholders of record on
division of The Siegler Corp., an- March 20.
nounces three new pieces of equipmentModel 850, a stereophonic tape re- •Dutrex Industries Inc., N. Y., has
corder that can be instantaneously con- been granted exclusive sales rights to
BROADCASTING, March 30, 1959

BUYFl

Monauraf today-stereo tomorrowhandle both with fmestquality results
on Ampex Multi-Channel Recorders
May be fu'ify
controlle Now
sold by Amp;exremote
Professional d.Dealer?

products
divisic
professional
934 CHARTER STREET • REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNI
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NEVER
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INVASION OF PRIVACY
COPYRIGHT VIOLATION
Directed at Station, Staff,
Speaker, Talent, Sponsor
You can't recapture the WORDS
but you CAN INSURE
and
possible Dollar Loss
withinhold
non-embarras
sing limits.
Learn about our UNIQUE
EXCESS POLICY
which does the job
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FOR DETAILSWRITEAND RATES

EMPLOYERS
REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
2 1 KANSAS
WEST TENTH
CITY, STREET
MO.

DuMont renewal-type tv picture tubes,
according to Joseph P. Gordon, manager, Electronic Tube Div., Allen B.
DuMont Labs, Inc. The independent
sales agency previously received all
sales rights
for theDuMont's
radio receiving tubes for
renewal market.
• RCA has published a color tv broadcasting manual designed for use in
planning, operating and maintaining a
color station. Entitled "Color Televipriced atas$10,
for public.
RCA's
trainingsion" andprograms
wellitasis the
• Gates Radio Co., Quincy, 111., announces the sales of its model FM-10A
10 kw fm transmitter to WWJ Detroit.
• Blonder-Tongue Labs Inc., Newark,
N.J., has introduced AB-2 Broadband
Tv Amplifier, antenna-mounted booster.
The company says that this addition to
the B-T line improves picture and
sound under all weak-signal conditions.
The newly-developed 6DJ8 (frame grid)
tube is used in the preamp circuit.
AB-2 features all-channel vhf circuitry; aluminum weatherproof case;
swing-down chassis; remote operation
up to 600 ft. from the tv receiver, and
new 300 ohm "no-strip" terminal connections. Price (AB-2 and control box):
Catalog
$54.95. sales
Newark
office.available from B-T's
40 MILLION MILES
Broadcast challenge
deadlined next year
The U.S. must learn how to maintain communications up to 40 million
miles in 1960 and to hundreds of millions of miles as soon thereafter as possible, Dr. T. Keith Glennan, head of
the National Aeronautics & Space Administration, told delegates to the Electronic Industries Assn.'s spring conference in Washington March 19.
Dr. Glennan noted that the Pioneer
IV payload. launched March 3, sent

back data until it had gone 406,000
miles from the earth's surface, though
weighing only 13.4 pounds. This was
some 32,000 miles longer than the
Russian Lunik, which carried an adhe said. vertised payload of almost 800 pounds,
The NASA head said the use of
satellites offers the possibility of a solution to the growing problem of world
communications. A satellite system
with almost unlimited bandwidth could
be provided, using existing microwave
techniques, and television which requires the equivalent of 1,000 voice
channels, woald find great utility in
this feature, he said.
"Passive" Plan • He said NASA plans
to launch a "passive" system communications satellite into orbit this fall — a
100-foot-diameter, plastic, aluminumcoated sphere weighing 150 pounds.
Such a passive satellite carries no electronic equipment, the transmitted
energy will
beingreflect
beamedthe atenergy
the satellite
which
in all
directions. Since the signals will be
weak, high powered transmitters will be
needed to send energy to the sphere
and very sensitive receivers, antennas
and tracking equipment will be needed
to pick up the reflected energy, he said.
The
passiveit satellite's
that since
carries no advantages
electronics,areit
lendsanditself
use,
sinceto itmultiple,
carries no"party-line"
frequency
determinants, the bandwidth or amount
of intelligence
carried
unlimited. Launching
of two would
more ofbe these
satellites is planned in 1960.
Another type of satellite, carrying
both receiver and antenna, would receive signals beamed from the earth
and immediately rebroadcast them on
another frequency. If put in orbit at
an altitude of about 22,000 miles its
speed would cause it to appear to be
stationary in space with respect to a
point on the earth's surface. This system, perhaps further in the future,
would permit larger fixed antennas. But
there are difficult engineering problems,

United Press International k
Facsimile Newspictures and
United Press Movietone Newsfi m
Build Ratings
88 (EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING)

he said, among them a method for precise positioning of the satellite in orbit
and
for supplying
power toover
its receivertransmitter
equipment
a long
period.
Hammond
patents plan
for oceanic tv relay
A method of using the ionosphere to
relay tv signals across oceans on a delayed basis has beeninventor
patentedJohn
by radiocommunications
Hays
Hammond Jr. of Gloucester, Mass.
Mr. Hammond said his method, using
radio frequencies in the 10-30 mc area,
is much cheaper than microwave link
systems or cables. He said the system
could be used to relay tv programs
thousands of miles, spanning bodies of
water and mountainous terrain.
Mr. Hammond's method is to transmit tv programs in the 10-30 mc area
by compressing the modulating-frequency
"limitemisthe
fractionalbandwidth
bandwidth soofastheto radio
sion
to
practical
values."
If
the
same
fractional bandwidth is permitted at a
lower carrier-wave frequency as in
standard tv the reduction of the modulation system would have to be in the
same ratio as the reduction in carrier
wave frequency, and this reduction
factor might be no more than 2 to 3
toin range
effect ofa "very
considerable"
transmission,
he said.increase
This compression of the modulation
spectrum necessarily would increase the
time required to transmit a program by
the same factor, he said. Mr. Hammond's plan is to multiplex two halves
of a one-hour program or two separate
programs simultaneously to keep up a
regular schedule.
His steps would be ( 1 ) record video,
synchronization and audio on magnetic
tape at normal speed; (2) run the tape
at a fraction of normal speed with
the video and synchronization signals
only used to modulate a multiplex transmitter having a lower frequency than
that required for direct tv broadcasts
(other channels of the frequency would
be transmitting
simultaneously
the signals for additional
transmitters);
(3)
receive at a distant station the two or
more compressed signals, separately derived from multiplex channels, and record them on tapes driven at a fractional speed; (4) run tapes at normal speed
to modulate
in thebroadcast.
usual way a tv transmitter for local
Audio signals recorded and comstep No.stations
1 wouldby bewire
trans-or
mittedpres edtoindistant
other radio channels and recorded on
the final tape in step No. 4 in the proper
time relation to video signals, Mr. Hammond said. Since the compressed audio
band is very small in relation to the
video band it offers no difficulty, he said.
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FANFARE

Air attack • KHJ-TV has launched a new offensive to
capture the viewer between shows. Visual and aural
copy tions
for haveallbeen
ID's,revamped.
station breaks
program introducIn the andsequence
here, movement is added to a still technique by using slides in
series. The dancers, KHJ-TV's new air symbol, move in
and out of a screen within a screen. Audio behind this
and other promotional art is a series of "upbeat" jingles,
sung to orchestrated accompaniment and voicing KHJTV's program appeal to youthful viewers.
KHJ-TV has its new battery of 29 recorded jingles,
promotional and program introduction
s lined up on
MacKenzie selective program repeaters (Broadcasti
ng,
'Roll them bones' robot
Automation has invaded the ancient
and honorable game of dice-throwing.
At the NAB convention in Chicago,
TelePrompTer Corp., N.Y., sponsored a
game of electronic galloping dominoes
on TeleMation control units. Stacks of
punchcards were shuffled and fed into a
unit. As each card went through the
TeleMation
the dice. unit, it simulated a roll of
A 1959 Studebaker Lark, offered as
first prize in the TelePromTer promotion, went to Norman Heffron, program
director of KOTA-TV Rapid City,
TeleMation, developed for use in S.D.
live
and closed-circuit tv, is an "electronic
stage manager" which automatically
cues in a variety of stage effects.
Statewide play for WCCO
The Minnesota high school basketball
tournament (March 16-21) signaled a
long schedule of special promotions by
WCCO Minneapolis. Two weeks of preliminary events, with
coverage
of 32 district basketballbulletin
games and regional tournaments, kicked off the station's campaign.
On-site broadcasts from all regional
games by the
WCCO news bureau and
sports department followed. After the
games, WCCO produced eight special
tape programs for regional winners,
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March 2) for use at the touch of a button. (KHJ Los
Angeles, radio affiliate of KHJ-TV, also is- using a bank
series.)
of MacKenzie machines for its own new promotional
The KHJ-TV push is designed to accentuate the station personality already established in
.
Vice president-general manager John T. programming
Reynolds explains: "Television in the past decade has advanced
tremendously in programming, but the on-air program
and station promotion has stayed
right where it was: a
static slide announcing that
will be on at eight
tonight. ... We decided toJoegetBlow
out of that well-worn

each tailored for playback in the winners' hometowns.
rut."
were
the center of pep These
rallies programs
in the towns.
An awards dinner was given March
21 by WCCO which honored 120 high
school athletes and their coaches. Preceding the dinner WCCO broadcast a
four-hour dance party for the thousands
ofthe students
gathered in Minneapolis for
tournament.
KLAD and the lasses
Promoters at KLAD Klamath Falls,
Ore., sifted through some 1,500 entries
in the first of six weekly contests for
station slogans. Their pick: "This is

TMS

KLAD — the station that spends more
time with your wife than you do." The
author ingotReno,a week's
spouse
Nev. vacation with
Birthday decathlon
WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla., made sport
of its 10th birthday on land, sea and in
the air. More than 22,000 came out to
a water show, where stars of the Whirlybirds series flew in as a side attraction.
Some of the marine acts were televised.
Other events: a WTVJ Anniversary
Handicap at Gulfstream Park racetrack,
feature games at two jai alai arenas and
main races named for WTVJ at two
tracks. The station also rounded up dog18
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PER JINGLE ON CONTRACT
^BJr

^ COMPLETELY CUSTOM MADE
OVER 400 STATIONS SOLD
98% OF STATIONS HAVE REORDERED
OVER 7,000 JINGLES ORDERED AND WRITTEN
PUT WiS RECORD TO WORK FOR YOU
Completely custom made jingles for
JINGt t Mil I
commercial accounts and station breaks —
W/CC
no
open ends and no inserts. 2Q, w... ao». c. k, „ L

viewers who were born on its birthday on spring to put consumers in the
10 years ago and staged a studio party. mood to buy. Beginning March 9, listeners were asked to "swing into spring
with the most colorful station in town"
• Drumbeats
at every station break and after each
• KBUC Corona, Calif., transmitted a record in disc shows. KALL saw results in local sales of new clothes.
program 3,000 miles to Newark, N.J.,
March 23. The program, especially for • Many of the public officials who
the Newark News Radio Club, was
broadcast at 3:30 a.m. EST. KBUC is taped lOth-anniversary congratulations
for WONE Dayton, Ohio, singled out
on 1370 with 1 kw.
a civic slogan for praise. The byword,
• KALL Salt Lake City stole a march "Dayton, the city beautiful," was written
FOR

THE
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Station Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting
March 19 through March 25. Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes
and routine roundup.
Ave.,
Sacramento.
construction
Abbreviations:
cost
$15,000,
first Sole
yearEstimated
operating
costMatranga,
$48,000,
revenue
$60,000.
owner
John
DA—
directional
antenna,
cp
—
construction
has
one-third
interest
in
KGMS-AM-FM
permit.
ERP
—
effective
radiated
power,
vhf
Sacramento.
Ann.
March
25.
—very highquency, antfrequency,
ultra
high vis.fre-—
Bcstg.
.— antenna,wuhf—
— aural,
1550Hartford,
kc, 500Conn.
wConn.—
D.Estimated
P.O.Berkshire
address
207
MainCorp.
St..
visual, kw—
kilowatts,
—aur.LS—
watt,
mc— sunset,
mega- Danbury,
construction
cost
c
y
l
e
s
.
—
D
day.
N—
night.
local
$14,139,
first
year
operating
cost
$65,000,
revmod.—
modification,
trans—
transmitter,
unl.
enue
$70,000.
Applicant
is
licensee
WLAD
—unlimitedsidiaryhours,
kc— kilocycles.
SCA— subAnn. March 19.
communications
authorization.
SSA Danbury.
Blackshear,
Ga. D.— Collins
Corp. ofBox
Georgia
—special
service
authorization.
STA— special
1350
kc,
500
P.O. construction
address
454,
temporary
authorization.
*
—
educ.
Ann.
—
Announced.
Vidalia,
Ga. wyear
Estimated
cost
$16,241,
first
operating
cost
$36,000,
revenueham (53%),
$40,000.
Applicants
are
F.
K.
GraExisting Tv Stations
Richard
James others.
Jr. (30%),
M.
F. Brice
(2.6%) andC.WYTH
seven
Mr.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
Graham
is ishalf-owner
Madison,
Ga.,
Mr.
Brice
half-owner
WVOP
Vidalia,
Ga.
WTOM-TV
Cheboygan,
Mich.—
Midwestand
Mr.
James
is
wholesale
grocer.
Ann.
ern
Bcstg.
Co.
Ch.
4.
Changed
from
WBDGTV.
March 20.
WPCA-TV
Camden,
N.J.—
Young
Peoples
Takoma
Church of the Air Inc. Ch. 17. Changed from Bcstg.
Co. 940Park,
kc 10 Md.
kw —D. Greater
P.O. addressDistrict
2212
WKDN-TV.
Walnut St.,structioPhiladelphia
3. Estimated
conWNED-TV
Buffalo,
N.Y.— Assoc.
WesternInc. New
n
c
o
s
t
$192,756,
first
yearApplicant
operating
York
Educational
Television
Ch.
cost
$126,480,
revenue
$174,720.
17.KVNU-TV Logan, Utah— Cache Valley owned by Consolidated Sun-Ray Inc. whichis
also
owns WPEN-AM-FM
Bcstg.
Co. Ch. 12.
isWSAI-AM-FM
awaiting
FCC approval Philadelphia
for purchase andof
New Am Stations
Tampa, Fla. Ann. Cincinnati
March 19. and WALT
— GeorgeRouteG. 2,Beasley
1580N.C.
kc,
APPLICATIONS
1 kwBenson,
D. P.O.N.C.
address
Mt. Airy,
Estimated
construction
cost $7,300,
first year
Homer,
Alaska1 kw.
— Kenai
Peninsula
Radio operating
cost
$22,000,
revenue
$34,000.
Mr.
Inc.
1370
kc.
P.O.
address
Homer,
Alaska.yearEstimated
construction
cost $13,266, Beasley
March 25. is high school instructor. Ann.
first
operating
cost $27,000,
$33,000.
Applicant
corporation
is 48%byrevenue
owned
Mountain
Empire Sylva,
Radio
Co.Clinton,
1460Estimated
kc,Tenn.
500 —wconstruction
D. P.O. address
by
Homal
Inc.
and
24%
owned
Radio
N.C.
cost revenue
$14,562,
Anchorage
Inc.
which stockholder
owns KBYR inAnchorfirst
year
operating
cost
$40,000,
age,
and
is
majority
KFRB
$60,000.
James
(51%) hasownsV4
Fairbanks, both Alaska. Ann. March 25.
interest Murphy
in WMSJB.andChildress
Sylva,
Radio WKRK
1430Placerville,
kc, 500 w Calif.
D. P.O.— Trans-Sierra
address 3715 College
WKSK N.C,
West and
Jefferson,

ALLEN
KANDER
AND COMPANY
NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND SAtE
OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
FINANCIAL ADVISERS

by Ronald B. Woodyard, president-general manager of WONE.
• A weekly half-hour film show over
KGW-TV Portland, Ore., called Fishing
& Hunting Hilites, drew 8,000 pieces
of mail during February with a fishing
boat contest.
• WCKR Miami, Fla., is giving the
audience a chance at a microphone.
At the local home show (March 20-April
5) the station booth is set up to record
visitors' voices and play them back.

WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
NAtional 8-1990
NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242

both
Carolina.salesman.
James Ann.
E. Reed
(49%)20.
is Belton,
retailNorthfurniture
Tex.—address
BeltonBoxBcstrs.
Inc.March
940Estikc,
1 kw D.matedP.O.
238,
Belton.
construction
cost $30,971,
first$72,000.
year
operating
cost
$60,000,
revenue
Principals
of applicant are (20%Oliver
each) : Roy
Sanderford,
Fred
H. Guffy C.andV. RayGriggs,
Gibson. Ann. Gould,
March
25.
Eagle
River,
Wis.—
Eagle
River
Bcstg.Ave.,
Co.
950
kc.
1
kw
D.
P.O.
address
221
First
N.E.,
Oelwein,firstIowa.
Estimated
construction
cost
$24,250,
year
operating
cost
$40,000,
revenue
$55,000.
owners
Walter
J. Teich,and who
hasS.Equal
interest
in station
KOELaremanager
Oelwein,
Iowa
Ken
Gordon,
KDTH Dubuque, Iowa. Ann. March 23.
Existing Am Stations
APPLICATIONS
KLAKfromLakewood,
Colo.to —1 Cpkw, to5 change
power
1
kw unl.and
(increase
day
power)
new kw-LS
trans.
(1600
kc)
Ann.
March
25.Cp install
WSOYtime powerDecatur,
111.
—
to
increase
dayfrom
250
w
to
1
kw
and
install
newKMAR
trans. Winnsboro,
(1340 kc) Ann.
March
19.
La. — Cp to increase
power
March from
25. 500 w to 1 kw. (1570 kc) Ann.
WJON
St.
Cloud,
Minn.—
Cpto to1 increase
daytime
power
kw and25.
install
newAtlantic
trans.from
(1240250N.J.
kc)w—Ann.
WMID
City,
Cpto to1March
increase
daytime
power
from
250
w
kw and20.
install new trans. (1340 kc) Ann. March
WKNY
Kingston,
N.Y.—
Cp
to
increase
daytime
power
from
250
w
to
1
kw and19.
install new trans. (1490 kc) Ann. March
KLIQ
Portland,
Ore.
—
Cp
to
increase
power from 1 kw to 5 kw and install new trans.
(1290
kc) Ann.
March Pa.
23. — Cp to change
WAEB
Allentown,
power
500 wnewLS trans,
to 1 kw,
(increasefrom
day1 kw,
power),
site unl.
for
daytime
site location),
new
DA operation
system for(2 daytime
use andinstall
new
groundtime usesystem,
install
new trans,(noforchange
day(2 mainoperation).
transmitters)
in nighttime
(790 kc) Ann.
March
19.
WTTN Watertown, Wis. — Cp to increase
power location,
from 250 make
w to changes
1 kw, change ant.trans.
and
ground
systems
and 19.install innewant.trans.
(1580 kc)CALL
Ann. LETTERS
March
ASSIGNED
Cocoa Beach,
Fla.— Mel Wheeler.
1300WKRT
kc. Changed
from WGHS.
WCGOInc.Chicago
Heights, 111.— South Cook
Bcstg.
1600
kc.
KNIA1320Knoxville,
Iowa— Grinnell Bcstg.
Corp.
kc.
Bogalusa,
La. — J. A. Oswald. 920
kc.WBOX
Changed
from WHXY.
WHRW730Bowling
Green, from
Ohio WTLG.
— Howard R.
Ward.
kc. Changed
1310WBNT
kc. Oneida, Tenn.— Scott Bcstg. Co.
KVLGCo.LaLtd.Grange,
Bcstg.
1570 kc.Tex. — Colorado Valley
970WDTI
kc. Danville, Va.— Radio Danville Inc.
New Fm Stations
APPLICATIONS
San Diego,
Calif—mc,Bible
Institute
of Los
Angeles
Inc.
102.5
2.4 kw.
address
558
S. Hope St.,
Angeles
17.P.O.Estimated
construction
cost Los
$25,500,
first year
operating
cost $12,000,
revenueorganization,
$14,000. Applicant,
nonprofit religious
also owns
KBBI
(FM)
Los Bayfront
Angeles. Bcstg.
Ann. March
25.93.1
Miami,
Fla.—
Corp.
mc,
17.575 Estimated
kw. P.O. address
601 Northeast
Terrace.
construction
cost
$24,-30
287, first year operating cost $20,000, revenue
BROADCASTING, March 30, 1959

$25,000.
ApplyingClinton
are Richard
L.(16.6%)
Lapidus,
KASO Minden,
Seeks assignment
C. Russell
and license
Dixie La.—
Bcstrs.
Bcstgas-of
nine
others,Lea,with
less Wells
thanC. Wells
6%are interest
each
Co. for from
approximately
$41,000to Minden
(including
Mr.
Lapidus
and
Mr.
employes
of
s
u
m
p
t
i
o
n
o
f
debt).
Partners
are
Frederick
advertising
agencies
and Mr.Ann.LeaMarchis emMr. Davis
ploye WFIX-TV
New Carroll
York.
20.. ■JVC^
J83C7c) has
andmajority
Jimmie
H.Pensacola
Howellin
WGLC>• D™vis
Centerville,
Miss.,
and in interest
Westminster,
Md.—
Bcstg.
Corp.
100.7
mc,
4.592
kw. County
P.O.
address
IF1
a-)
Pons,
professional
baseball
club.
Box
28.
Estimated
construction
cost
$12,345,
is manager KASO.
Ann. March
25.Mr
WAMY
Miss.— Seeks
assignment
first
operatingis cost
$3,000,WTTR
revenueWest$3.- H9Wfll
ofSouthern
license Amory,
from
Southern
Electronics
Co.fromto
000. year
Applicant
licensee
Electronics
minster. An . March
25.
Inc.
Change
corporation.
Tex.— E.318F. Orpheum
Weerts. 94.5Bldg.,
mc, San
7.63 partnership
tion involved.to Ann.
March 25No considerakw.Houston,
P.O.Calif.
adddress
WONA
Winona,
Miss.—
assignment
Diego,
Estimated
construction
cost
license from
SouthernInc.Seeks
Electronics
Co. to
$18,915, first yearMr. operating
cost $38,400, ofSouthern
Electronics
from
revenue
to Ann.
corporation.
NoChange
considerarestaurant.$48,000.
Ann MarchWeerts23. owns San Diego partnership
tion
involved.
March
25
*Williamsburg,
Va.—
College
of
William
and
Mary
in
Virginia.
81.9
mc,
0.0032
kw.
K¥H"FV
Henderson,
Nev.—
Seeks
assignfrom Nevada
Southwestern
PublishP.O.
address cost
Williamsburg,
ing mInc.ent of tolicense
Southern
Radio involved.
& Teleconstruction
S5.550, 25.first Va.
year Estimated
operating
Co. No consideration
cost $1,200. Ann.
March
Change 24.vision
m corporate
structure only.
Ann
March
Existing Fm Stations
KORK ofLas Southwestern
Vegas, Nev.— Seeks
transfer
of
control
Bcstg.
Co.
from
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
Donreyern Nevada
Operating
& & Trading
Co. toCo.,SouthRadio
WTTV-FM
Bloomington,
Ind.
—
Sarkes
Television
both
Tarzian Inc. 92.3 mc. Changed from WTTS- March
owned 24.by Donald W. Reynolds. Ann.
FM.
WSMN from
Nashua,
N.H.— Seeks
of
WFBM-FM
Ind.— Twin State license
Merrimack
Bcstg.
Inc. 94.7Indianapolis,
mc.
Valley assignment
Bcstg.
Corp
to
1590
Bcstg.
Corp.
for
S148.500.
Appplicant
WCBM-FM
Baltimore,
Md.
—
Baltimore
Bcstg. Corp. 106.5 mc.
is composed of 12 equal stockholders none
WCHD
Radiomc. Station WCHB(FM)
of BellDetroit,
Bcstg. Mich.—
Co. 105.9
MarchP20Vi°US
ownership.
Ann.of
WTNJ from
Trenton,broadcast
N. J.—
assignment
KCOM
(FM)
Omaha,
Neb.—
Delta
Bcstg.
license
Inc. Seeks
to Delaware
System Inc. 96.1 mc.
Bcstg.
Co. forWOAX
$200,000.
Applicants
areVallev
EdWBUF
(FM)
Buffalo,
N.Y.
—
Albertson
Bcstg. Corp. 92.9 mc. Changed from WBNY- T^L**1"
(39%),
Joseph(29%)
Schoenholz
FM.
(32-c) andCossman
Kalman
Pruslin
Applic*ants
,1iave
no
Previous
broadcast
interests
WAEF-FM
Cincinnati,
Ohio
—
North
CinAnn.
March
24.
cinnati Bcstg. Co. 104.3 mc.
N.M.—
transfer
Cleveland,
of KABQ
controlM.Albuquerque,
ofSleighel
Duke City
Bcstg.Seeks
Corp.Sleighel.
from
OhioWNOB
Bcstg.(FM)
Co. 107.9
mc. Ohio— Northern Edward
to Nancy
W.own
*KOSU-FM
Stillwater,
Okla.—
Oklahoma
After
transfer,
Mrs.
Sleighel
will
69finan46%
State
U.
of
Agriculture
&
Applied
Science.
and
her
husband
will
own
29.94%
No
91.7KEED-FM
mc. Changed
from KAMC-FM. Ore. —
cial consideration
involved.
Ann.
March 20of
Springfield-Eugene,
WKAL
Rome,
N.Y.—
Seeks
assignment
KEED
Inc. 93.1 mc. Changed from KEGA kcense from Copper City Bcstg. Corp. to
(FM).
Mid New Yorkinvolved.
Bcstg. Ann.
Corp. March
No financial
KGMItional(FM)
Bellingham,
24
Good Music
Inc. 92.9 Wash.—
mc. Interna- consideration
WKTVment of license
(TV) Utica,
N.Y.-Seeks
assignWPRM-FM
San
Juan,
P.R.—
Puerto
Rico
City
Music Services. Changed from WSAD (FM). Corp. to Mid NewfromYorkCopper
Bcstg. Corp.Bcstg.
No
Ownership Changes
Ann.
involved.
ROME
Tulsa,
Okla.
—
Seeks
transfer
of
consideration
24
March
APPLICATIONS
control
ofto15%Charles
interest owned
by William
Tylerfor
Holt, 25.present
60^
KHAT from
Phoenix,
Ariz.—
Seeks
transfer
of R.owner,
$500. Ann. W.March
control
Geoffrey
A.
Lapping
to
Radio
WJAR - AM - TV Providence, R.I. — Seeks
$73,000.
Radio who
K-HAThas Inc.
isK-HAT
ownedterestInc.
by for
Harvey
R. Odom,
in- 9106d
^n?-sfeTCorp.
of control
of 55% ofOutlet
OutletCo.Co.alsoto
for $12,480,000.
i
n
KHEY
El
Paso,
Tex.
and
KMOP
owns
department
Tucson, Ariz. Ann. March 25.
say willexpected
be sold taxfor store
not lesswhich
thanmorepurchasers
$4 million.$2
KEZY
Anaheim,
Calif.—
Seeks
merger
of
With
refund
of
Radio Orange
County
Inc.Anaheim-Fullerton
with Anaheim- milhon, outlay for radio-tv property than
is apFullerton
Bcstg.
Inc.
91065
Corp.Zeckendorf
is owned
and Radio
Orange
were
competing
appli-10, by New Yorkproximately $6million.
realtor
William
c
a
n
t
s
f
o
r
cp.
Under
agreement
of
July
and Denver broadcaster John C. Mullins.
1958, Anaheim-Fullerton
dismissed
is appliprovisionC. forCorwin
mergerof with
Radio - 91065 Corp. is owned by Tv Denver Inc.. liOrange.cation iswithSherrill
Anaheim
^^J^^P7
Ann.involuntary
March
KTER Terrell,
Tex.Denver.
—of Seeks
Fulerton
purchasing
33%
interest.
After
of (JV)
control
Terrell
Broadcast19.to
merger,own Cliff40%Gill,andpresent
55% owner
KEZYof assignment
Corp. Wnorowski.
from Paul
A.NoWnorowski,
deceased,
will
have Russell,
voting
control
Ruby
financial
consideration
12.25%
owned
by
Daniel
giving
Mr.
involved. Ann.
Mrs. March
Wnorowski
Gill control of license. Ann. March 24.
licensee.
24. will own 90% of
Anderson,
Vancouver,
Wash.—Die.
Seeks assign-W
ofKPON
cp from
Dante P.Calif.—
LembiSeeksandassignment
Louis
O. KVANment of license
from
KVAN
Kelso
to
Universal
Electronics
Network
Burden
for $580,001.
Mr.Colo.;
BurdenKOILhasto Don
interest
composed
of
Messrs.
Lembi
and
Kelso
(4y2%
in
KMYR
Denver,
each), John
F. George
Carter (23%),
Harry
P. Neb.
and
KWIK Pocatello, Idaho.Omaha,
Ann.
March
20.
Graves
(16%),
W.
Artz
(20%),
Joseph W.
Rupley
(16%) and stock
Norman
C.
Bayley
(14%).
Consideration:
in
apHearing
Cases
corporation. Calif.
Mr. Rupley
has interest
in KHOEplicantTruckee,
Ann. March
24
FINAL DECISIONS
KPODment of cpCrescent
City, Calif.—
Seeks toassignfrom
Norman
C.
Bayley
UniCommission
gave notice that
Jan. 29 iniversal
Electronics
Network
composed
of
Mr
tial decisionof which
Bayley
and six stock
others in(seeUniversal
KPON above).
application
Centrallooked
West toward
Virginia granting
Service
Consideration:
Electronics Network. Ann. March 24.
SS^-,,^,,
change
facilities
of1450amkc,effective
station
WHAW
Weston,
W.Va.,
frombecame
250 w,
KTD?ment ofPorterville,
Calif.—
Seeks
assign-to tml.,
to
980
kc,
1
kw,
D,
license
from
Ralph
F.
Miller
March March
20 pursuant
to Sec. 1.153 of rules
Ann.
25.
Gateway plicants
Broadcasters
Inc.
for
$102
500
Apeach) are and
HenryGareth
Clay F.LindCommission
gave notive
Jan.granting
30 inigren, Leo
G. (25%McClatchey
and
tial decision ofwhich
looked that
toward
Anna
White
Garlund.
Mr. Garlund
isGarac- application
University
Advertising
Co.
count
executive
KLX
Oakland,
Mrs.
for
new
am
station
to
operate
on
1150
kc
lund is attorney,
Mr. Lindgren
is College
psychology
500 w, cameDA,effective
D, inMarch
Highland
Park, Tex.,
beprofessor
at
San
Francisco
State
and
21
pursuant
to
Sec
Mr.KEOK
McClatchy
is
lawyer.
Ann.
March
19
1.153
of
rules.
Ann.
March
25.
Payette,
Seeksto assignment
Commission
gave notice
that Jan.granting
29 iniof license
from Graham
EarlIdaho—
F. and
Hash
tial decisionofwhich
and
Rosemary
A. minority
V.Everett
Bamfordin-S. fmapplication
WKOX looked
Inc.,105.7toward
for mcnewin class
for
$16,493.
Mr.
Bamford
has
station
to
operate
on
Fram-20B
tColo.,
erests m KMOP
Tucson,
Ariz.;TexKHOK
ingham, Mass.,
became
effective
March
Golden,
and
KHEY
El
Paso
Mr
pursuant
to
Sec.
1.153
of
rules.
Ann.
March
and
Ann. Mrs.
MarchGraham
24. are employes of KEOK.
By order,mediaCommission
made effective
imtely July 17. 1958of initial
decision
and
KXEL
Waterloo,
Seeks assignment
ofBcstg.
license
from
CyIowa.—
N. byBahakel
to KXELNo Inc.,
grantedto increase
application
Ottaway
Stations
toc7 100%involved.
owned
Bahakel.
power
of
station
WDOS
consideration
Ann.Mr. March
24.
Oneonta, N.Y., from 500 w to 1 kw, conBROADCASTING, March 30, 1959

Planning

a

Radio

Station?

This valuable planning guide
will help you realize a greater
return on your equipment investment. Installation and
maintenance procedures, outlined inthis new brochure, will
show you how to get long
equipment life and top performance foryour station.
For your free copy of this brochure,
write to RCA, Dept. RE-22, Building
15-1, Camden, N. J. In Canada: RCA
VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.
RADIO CORPORATION
Of AMERICA

reached as totv service
definitiveusing
estinuing 25.daytime operation on 730 kc. Ann. decision can tablbeishment ofsubscription
March
facilities,
public
should
not
be
By order,
Commission,
on request Feb.
by ap-17 broadcast
called
upon
to
purchase
any
special
receivplicant,
made
effective
immediately
initial
decision
and
granted
application
of "free"
ing equipment
required
for forsubscription
tvof
operations
but
not
needed
reception
Johnston
Bcstg.
Co.
for
new
am
station
to
tv
broadcasts.
operate
610 kc,25. 500 w, D, in Pensacola,
Fla.
Ann.onMarch
Accordingly,
Commission
is
now
prepared
toas give
consideration
toin such
appkcations
OTHER ACTIONS
mayReport
be submitted
conformity
with
Third
requirements,
andbe will
takein
By
order,
Commission
dismissed
as
moot
such
action
thereon
as
may
found
various
pleadings
and
terminated
proceedpublic
interest
in
light
of
its
review
of
such
ing
on
application
of
Supreme
Bcstg.
Co.
applications.
It
believes
that
this
step
Inc.,
tvMarch
operation
ch. consonant with current congressional con-is
12 Commission
in for
New experimental
Orleans.
Ann.Mr.
25. E.on Jorsideration of subject.
advised
Norman
Third Report
was adopted
byCraven
Chairman
gensen,sion Inc.,attorney
forG. Public
Service
TeleviDoerfer
and
Comrs.
Hyde, and
and
that
Mr.
T.
Baker
will
not
be
with
Comrs.
Bartley
Lee
permitted
to ch.participate
in oral
argumentAnnin Cross,
ticipating.
c
u
r
i
n
g
i
n
result,
and
Comr.
Ford
not conparMiami,
Fla.,
10
remand
proceeding.
March 25.
By memorandum
opinion
and order,
ComBROADCAST ACTIONS
mission denied petition
by WIRL
Television
(WIRL-TV,
ch. 25),
Peoria, 111., proceedfor stay
ByActions
Broadcast
Bureau20
ofCo. Moline,
111.,
ch.
8
comparative
of March
pending
final indetermination
of litigaKGUN-TV
Tucson,control
Ariz. by— Granted
acquitioningsnowvolving
pending
Court
of Appeals
in-25
s
i
t
i
o
n
o
f
positive
H.fromU. Garrett
reallocation
of
ch.
8.
Ann.
March
through
purchase
of
stock
C.
M.
By memorandum
opinion
and
order,
ComPeters.
mission granted Co.
protest(KNTV,
by Standard
Radio
KOMA
Oklahoma
City,
Okla.—
Granted
for clearer, stronger, and
Television
ch.
11),
San
Jose,
Calif., to onextent
of designating forof to install new trans, to be used as auxiliarycp
oral
trans.,
Unitedargument
Bcstg. Co. forApril
new 24classapplication
B fm station mod.
KHGMofDA-N.
(FM)to Houston,
Tex. — Granted
more flexible FM
SCA
fre(KEEN-FM)
in Sanant.Joseminus
to operate
on post100.3
quency(FM)
from 47Sankc change
to 67 kc;sub-carrier
condition.
mc;
ERPponed Jan.3 21kw:
150
ft.;
KEEZ
Antonio,
Tex.—
Granted
grant
of
United
application
pendingprotestant
decision party
after tooralproceeding.
argument; Ann.
and mod.cy offromSCA32.5 tokcchange
signal transmission made
sub-carrier
frequenand 49Utah—
kc.
March 23.
KLUB-FMof completion
Salt toLake67 City,
extension
date
to JulyGranted
22.
Majority
of
Commission
on
March
25
diWJOB
Hammond,
Ind.
—
Granted
recteddenying
preparation
of document
looking
tosion of completion
date toInd.—
May Granted
14. extenward
petition
by
Walter
T.
Gaines
WCBC-TV
Anderson,
aufor
partialwhich
reconsideration
ofprotest
Dec. by12, Com1958,
thority to suspend
operation for period
decision
granted
ending June
20.
munitysterdam,ServiceN.Y.,(1)and
Bcstg.
Corp.
(WCSS),
Amrevoked
July 18,of
Actions of March 19
1957 grant
of cp and (2)
denied
application
mm
Granted
licenses
for followingCalif.;
fm staGaines
to options:
Sacramento,
reeratfor
e on 1570new kc,am 1 station
kw, D, (WGAV)
in Amsterdam.
mote controlKGMS-FM
permitted;
WFMQ Chicago,
Commission
on March
25 directed
prepara111.,
remote
control
permitted;
WBVA
tion
of
document
looking
toward
striking
Woodbridge, Va.
exceptions
filed
by
Joseph
M.
Ripley
Inc.,
South Bend,educational
Ind. — Granted
license
totoward
Aug. granting
19. 1958 initial
decision which
looked for*WETL
noncommercial
fm station.
Dan toRichardson
application
KCMO Kansas
City, new
Mo.—trans,
Grantedat present
license
for
new
am
station
operate
on
550
kc,
covering
installation
1 kw, D,application
in Orange Park.
Fla., and
denyingin main trans, site, as auxiliary trans, dayRipley
for same
facilities
alternate Ore.
main trans, nighttime.
Jacksonville.
FM RING
KBPStime toandPortland,
Commission
on
March
25
directed
preparalicense
change
name— Granted
to Bensonmod.Poly-of
tion
of
document
looking
toward
striking
technic
School.
appeal
by
Frederick
J.
Bassett
and
William
WIFI (FM)
Glenside,to Pa.—
Granted
cpmaketo
E.of Aug.
Sullivan,
d/b initial
as K-UHF
for review
increase
ft. andheight).
27,granting
1958
decision(TV),
lookedC. changes
inant.ant.height
system 430
(increase
toward
ofwhich
Sherrill
Corwin for
new tvapplication
station to operate
on ch.
KRAK
Stockton,
Calif.—location
Granted andmod.typeof
to change
ant. -trans,
34peting
in Losapplication
Angeles, Calif.,
and denying com- cptrans.
of K-UHF
(TV).
KBRO
Bremerton,
Wash.
— Granted reANTENNA
Routine Roundup
quest to cancel cp for am station.
WIOK
Mount
Dora,
Fla.
—
Granted
TOLL-TV
sion of authority to remain silent for extenperiod
In subscription
days,11. beginning March 11 and endCommission
announcedtelevision
that it willproceeding.
consider of 90ing June
HIGHEST QUALITY
application
by
tv
stations
to
test
toll
tv
unWMLF
Pineville,
Ky.
—
Granted
authority
der conditions
to sign-off at 8 p.m. through Sept. 15, except
FM TRANSMISSION THROUGH adopted
March set23. forth in its Third Report, for
special events.
Commission
has limited
decided tothatone such
authorWIBG-FM
Philadelphia, Pa.—silent
Granted exCUSTOM CONSTRUCTION
i
z
a
t
i
o
n
s
s
h
a
l
be
market
per
teditional
nsion of authority
subscription
system
and
one
subscription
period of 60 todaysremain
to May 24. for adsystem
per
market
and,
further,
that
subWNIL
Niles,
Mich.
—
Granted
to
scription
programs
shall
not
be
broadcast
The Collins 37M FM Ring Antenna gives you
at 7 p.m. through Aug. authority
31.
than onethatstation.
maximum FM signal transmission. The antenna simultaneously
Commission hasoveralsomoreconcluded
until sign-off
KIVY
Crockett,
Tex.
—
Granted
authority
isto pre-tuned
12 rings canto beyourused.operating frequency. Up
The antenna can be mounted on the side or top
of any pactower.
The 37M construction
is lightweightandandsimple
comRADIO STATION
t. Its streamlined
electrical-mechanical
design
give
you
maximum
installation flexibility.
Write or call your Collins Representative for
more information on the Collins 37M FM Ring West Virginia property —
Antenna. Your free copy of "Collins Broadcast
Equipment"
catalog will also be sent upon re- single station market —
quest.
500 watt daytimer — ideal
owner-operator situation.
$55,000 — 30% down —
balance out over 5 years.
the WASHINGTON, D. C. OFFICE, 1737 De Sales St. Executive 3-3456,
HAMILTON - STUBBLEFIELD • TWINING and Associates.lnc.
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS 1 NEWSPAPERS
CEDAR RAPIDS • DALLAS • BURBANK
1 1 Sutter St.
CHICAGO ! BROKERS <
Mll*S jifv" sldT^'Vs * SAN FRANCISCO jEXbrook 2-5671
are 7-2754 *
92 (FOR THE RECORD)
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive
Offices St., ME.
1735 DeSales
N. W.8-5411
and Laboratories
1339Offices
Wisconsin
Ave., N. W.
Washington,
D. C. AFCCE
FEderal 3-4800
Member

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
PilgrimGreat6-3000
Laboratories,
Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO
TELEVISION
501-514 &Munsey
Bldg.
STerling
Washington 3-0111
4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL
BLDG.D.Dl.C.7-131
WASHINGTON,
P. O. BOXKANSAS
7037 CITY,JACKSON
5302
Member AFCCEMO.

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
Pennsylvania Bldg. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
71 1 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. CarrConsulting
& Associates
Radio & Television
Washington
6,Engineers
D. C. Leesburg,
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32 CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
Oliver 2-8520

GEO.CONSULTING
P. ADAIRENGINEERS
ENG. CO.
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronic*
1610
Eye St., D.N. C.W.
Washington,
ExecutiveMember
3-1230 AFCCE
Executive 3-58(1

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom,
Robert A. Jones
19 E. QuincyRiverside,
St.— Riverside
III. 7-2153
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM
Consulting E.RadioBENNS,
Engineer JR.
3802 Military
Rd.,
Wash.,
D. 2-8071
C. N, W.„
EMerson
Box Phone
2468,
Birmingham,
Phone
7-2601 Ala.
MemberSTateAFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
8401 Cherry St. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
61 7 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-461 6
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200Brecksville,
SnowvilleOhioRoad
(a
Cleveland
Tel: JAckson 6-4386 Suburb)
P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
5622 DYER STREET
EMERSON 3-3266
DALLAS 6, TEXAS

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601 Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

ervice
COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring
Company
PRECISION
FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL
TIME
SERVICE
FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box
Kansas3-5302
City, Mo.
Phone7037Jackson
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Directory
CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS
FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord
Cambridge
38, Ave.,
Mass.
Phone
TRowbridge
6-2810

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Crawford 4496
confacf
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.Wi
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 85,000* Readers
— among them, the decision-making station owners and managers, chief engineers and technicians— applicants for am, fm, tv
and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study

toending
sign-off
Sept.at30.6 p.m. local time for period
WAIN
Columbia,
Ky.—
authority
toApril
sign-off
atending
6 p.m.Aug.
for31.Granted
period beginning
1 andSavannah,
WORM
Tenn.
—
Granted
ity to sign-on
atof 6April
a.m., through
sign-off August.
at author6 p.m.
during
months
WGYV
Greenville,
Ala.—
Granted
authorityriod
to sign-off
at
6
p.m.
local
time
for
beginning
AprilTex.—
1 andGranted
ending authority
Aug. pe-31.
Marlin,
toforKMLW
sign-on
at
6:30
a.m.,
sign-off
at
6:30
p.m.,
period events
May 1 when
throughstation
Aug.may31, operate
except
for
special
to WKAR
licensed
sign-off
time.
- AM - FM toEastremain
Lansing,
Granted
silentMich.
March—
29.WMTL authority
Leitchfield,
Ky.
—
Remote
control
permitted.
Following
stationsdateswereas shown:
granted WBDGextensions of completion
TV
Cheboygan,
Mich.,
toto Sept.
23;30; *KNFP
(FM)
Arlington,
Calif.,
June
(FM) Newport Beach, Calif., to Aug. 9,KAJS
and
KOBY-FM San Francisco, Calif., to July 1.
Actions of March 18
WDCL Tarpon
Springs, Fla.—byGranted
acquisition of negative
each
William Hodding
CarterofJr.control
and John
T.McClain
Gibson
through
purchase
stock
from
Bowman thereof.
by licensee and retirement to
treasury
KBRZment of licenses
Freeport,to William
Tex. — Granted
assignD. Schueler.
WACTment of license
Tuscaloosa,
— Granted
to NewAla. South
RadioassignInc.
WWJ-FM
Detroit, Mich.— Remote control
permitted.
WRC Washington,
D. non-directional
C— Remote control
permitted
while usingMass.—
ant.
Springfield,
Granted change
of WBZA
remote
control
authority.
KBCA
Los
Angeles,
Calif.—
Granted
change ofRedding,
remote Calif.—
controlGranted
authority.
extension
ofKSDA
authority
ending
June 1.to remain silent for period
Actions of March 17
WTOL ant.Toledo,
Ohio — Granted
cp to
trans, height)
location;
make
inchange
ant.tems;(decrease
andremote
groundchanges
sysand
install
new
trans.;
control
permitted; condition.
WSAJ
Grove
City,
Pa.— Granted
authority
remain
silent April
for period
March
21to WMNE
and ending
1 forWis.beginning
recess.
Menomonie,
—
Granted
aut
h
o
r
i
t
y
t
o
sign-off
at
5:30
p.m.
Monday
through
Saturday April
and 41 and
p.m. ending
Sunday Sept.
for
period beginning
WVMC Mt. Carmel, 111.— Granted authorAug.ity to31.sign-off at 6 p.m. for period ending
Actions of March 16
ignment
of
cp to College
Park Bcstg.
WABW
Annapolis,
Md. — byGranted
acquisition of positive
control
Max Reznick
through
purchase
of
stock
from
William
and James Calomiris.
Mont. — location.
Granted mod.
of KOOK-TV
license to Billings,
change studio
— Grantedlocation.
mod. of cp
to KBAN
change Bowie,
studio Tex.
ant.-trans.
WBAL-TV
Baltimore,dateMd.—to Granted
ext
e
n
s
i
o
n
o
f
completion
Oct.
5 (aux.
trans. & ant.).

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through March 25
Lie. ON AIR Cps
new stations
Not 103onCP ; TOTALFor APPLICATIONS
AM
140
550
114
657
11174
FM
3,301
TV
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING through March 25
TOTAL
VHF
UHF
Commercial
439
80
4481
Non-commercial
32
9
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC through Feb. 28, 1959
46
106
AM
FM
TV
Licensed (all on air)
43
545
134
11942
CPs on air (new stations)
66663
72524
3,297
CPs
not
on
the
air
(new
stations)
490
68
Total authorized stations
40
130
Applications for
for new
new stations
stations (in(nothearing)
in hearing)
44
10615
620
3,458
Applications
38
Total applications
for new stations
519s
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
51945
38
Applications
for major
changes
(in hearing)
0
Total
applications
for
major
changes
564
55
Licenses deleted
1
1
01
CPs deleted
0
0
4481
lThere are, in addition, six tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
3 Therein operation
are, in addition,
cp-holders
whichoperation.
were on the at one time but are no
longer
and one 37whichtv has
not started
3
There
have
been,
in
addition,
211
television
cps
granted,
but now deleted (44 vhf and 167
uhf).
4 There has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Hearing onExaminer
March 23Horace Stern
Closed record
in Boston,
tv ch.by5
proceeding;
ordered
parties toMass.,
file briefs
April
May 1.20, and scheduled oral argument on
By ChiefCunningham
Hearing Examiner
on March James
20 D.
Dismissed
petition
by WLAC on Inc.,
for
leave
totions of F.intervene
in
proceeding
applicaM.KayRadiofor &amTelevision
Corp.,
and
Norman
E.
facilities
in
Escondido
and Delof Mar,
application
F. M.Calif.,
Radio.with reference to
Granted ofpetition
by Broadcast
Bureau
time from
Marchand 24conclusions
to Aprilfor8
toextension
file
proposed
findings
and
from
April
7
to
April
22
to
file
replies
in proceeding
on WMGM
applications
ofCorp.,
Newark
Corp. inandNewark,
fmBcstg.
facilities
N.J.,Bcstg.
and New
Yorkfor

WANTED

Promotion Manager for Group
of Well Established Radio
Stations.
Apply, Box 977H, BROADCASTING
94 (FOR THE RECORD)

On ownhearingmotion,
continued
conference from
2 p.m.,further
March pre-27.
to 10 a.m., plicMarch
30, inBcstg.
proceeding
apa
t
i
o
n
s
o
f
Malrite
Co.
andon Dale
Windnagel for am facilities in Tiffin
anri
Upon request
of dismissed
Eastern States
Bcstg. Co.,
Hamden,
Conn.,
its petition
for
resumption
of hearing
am
application,
et al. in proceeding on its
By Hearing Examiner
on March Herbert
23 Sharfman
Granted ofpetition
by Broadcast
Bureau
extension
time
from
March
to Marchforby
27Fisher
to fileBcstg.
responsive
pleadings
toto20petition
Co.,
for
leave
amend
application
for new Ore.tv station to operate onits
ch. 2 in Portland,
By Commissioner
on MarchJohn19 S. Cross
Granted
petition
for extension of timeby toBroadcast
March 23 Bureau
to file
responsive
pleadings
to V.petition
to inenlarge
issues filed
by
David
Harman
proc
e
d
i
n
g
h
i
s
am
application
and
that
Tempe
Bcstg.Ariz.Co., and Richard B. Gilbert,of
all Tempe,
By D.Chief
Hearing Examiner
Cunningham
on March James
18
Granted ofpetition
by Broadcast
extension
time from
March 18Bureau
to Marchfor
27 to file clproposed
findingson offm factapplications
and conusionsBcstg.
in proceeding
of Falcon
Co.,
Vernon,
and
Sierra
Madre
Bcstg.
Co.,
Sierra
Madre,
both
California.
By Hearing Examiner
on March Millard
20 F. French
On own scheduled
motion, continued
conference
Marchprehearing
23, order
at 9
a.m.,
to date toon beam setapplications
byfor subsequent
inCityproceeding
of
Granite
Bcstg. Publishing
Co., Mount Co.Airy,
N.C.,Pikeand
ville,
Ky.
Cumberland
(WLSI),
By Hearing Examiner
on March H.19 Gifford Irion
Upon
oral
request
Broadcast
continued hearing fromof March
20 toBureau,
March
Continued on Page 99
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
preceding publication date.)
DEAD^NE~Monday
<FINAL• HELP
^
™
Sfn 20*
I^A^OMTwAMH , WANTED
per word-*2.00 minim™
WANTED 25<* per word-*2.00 minimum
ads *20.00 per30*inchS TATIONS
SALE advertising require display space. »»»>»»"»'
• DISPLAY
All other classifications
per word
— $4.00 FOR
minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6 D C
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Man holding
firstMustticketknowfor sales,
assistant
managerance.position.
maintenSalary,
commission,
expenses,
share
of profits. 250 MBS, No. Carolina. Write
Sii^^ting 1958 earnings. Box 241K,
BROADCASTING.
Station in southern
manager for
full timeEmphasis
5 kw am must
staCalifornia.
be on tionsales.
Provide
complete
details
and
reCASTING. quirements first letter. Box 322K, BROADEasternager withgroup
needs
stationseveral
mansalesexperience,
and airassistant
background,
years
staff
probably
working
now ingasforannouncer-salesman
and
chanceposition
to movewithin
up. orCanpd1 year.
offerlookfull
management
Desire
family
man
with
car.
Send
resume,
tape
and photo immediately. Box 343K, BROADCASTING.
Have
know-how?
Opportunity
mediumprogram
southern
California
sharein
management,
ownership
if program
youcitycanto direcmake
successful
contribution
in
You arein probably
now employed,
rephestion.sonal,
kept
strict confidence.
Send availper-so
salary, when
able. Box business
372K, resume,
BROADCASTING.
Salei manager.
portunity. WHTG,Experienced.
Asbury Park,Excellent
N. J. opManager with strong sales background.
Familytion.man
in latewith30's fmor 40's.
stamarket
under Single
construction.AMWrite
Richard
Beatty,
Liverpool,
Ohio,
or phone
FultonWOHI,
5-9500 East
Sales
Salesman—
Excellent
opportunit
for Indigood
producer. Strong independen
t, ymaior
INGmarket $6'°00 PlUS' 144K' BROADCASTEstablished Texas station needs versatile
tX&e™enc,e
salesmanBox- announcer.
Start
^c2?T,rSlusd bonus.
283K, BROADCASTING.
Salesman.
sales staff
of number
one rated Expanding
stationwithin growth
major
Florida
to keepandpace
ofprogrammi
area market
5 kw
music
news
independen
t
ng
modern enced,concept
requires
young,
expericreative
hard
worker.
Guaranteed
salary against commission. Send photo, tell
331K' BROADcAsTING
250 watt
north
central
station
has
openingDrawfor salesman.OhioMustradio
produce.
and commission. beAlsoablehaveto
BPRoXgcAsf,irNG°ntinUity Wrlter- B0X 335K
l™V
income'
?™uf g °f^lesmen.
quality Need
stationextra
breaks
and
Ht£?lner?dV°P
2ight 341K,
salesmen
in all territories. Contact Box
BROADCASTtime °Ja«0rt Carolina's number one daytigated and placed under bond Give all deCASTINGfirSt 1Ctter- B°X 366£1VBROAD:
fn^rZs"^^™- ^rves 1.300.000.
BROADCASTING, March 30, 1959

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales
Salesman
for
Fort
Collinsbetween
in foothills of
Rocky
Mountains
midway
Colorado
andand Cheyenne,
Wyoming. Denver,
Excellent
salary
incentive
commission.
Send
recordKCOL,
of sales
and photo
toyourRadio
Fortperformance
Collins, Colorado
and
join the "Rush to the Rockies".
Salesman
experienced.
Excellent
fulltime
station.
covers G.M.,
65,000.
and
commission.Market
Jim Ballas,
KCOWBaseRadio
Alliance,
Nebraska.
Growing Iowa station
needs additional exsalesman-announcer.
and picture.perienced
KMAQ,
Maquoketa,SendIowa.resume
Expanding
sive man tounder
sell new
good owners.
station Want
againstaggresgood
competition.
You
can't KRES,
coast inSt.this
job.
Contact
Ray
Cheney,
Joseph,
Missouri.
Experienced
salesman,
radio. Iftopyoumoney
are ag-in
gressivemarket
interested with
in making
substantial
solid radio-tvexcellent
opera
t
i
o
n
,
w
e
want
you.
Opportunity
tor permanent
man who commensurate
can produce. Guarantee
and
commission
with
your
need apply.ElContact
Jack ability.
Chapman,No others
KTSM-Radio.
Paso,
Experienced radio salesman with ideas and
follow
through
sell for leading
regional
competitive
highlytorecord
station
referencesSendto
and market.
resume, m proven
#4, Robinson
WERC, a.R.D.9-9647.
£onrad,'Pennsylvani
§£ne Erie,
Road.
Radio time salesman: WFRL, Freeport Illiradio' time
professional
nois, needstofull-time
salesman
fill vacancy
which upguarantees
minimum
earnings
andpayoffers
to 40%
commission
on sliding
scale. $400
per
month
guarantee
for
three
months
start,
bend full details including monthly tobilling
six months to Dave Tavlor Interfor pastview necessary.
WGEE, Indianapolis, Indiana has immediate
opening young
for experienced
account
executivethe
Prefer
man orwhomedium
has learned
business m a small
marketGuarand
feels ready
for
a
V2
million
market.
antee while getting started, no limit on
earnings
You'll
represent
a
top
rated
station with a sales story that makes selling
photo to Arnold
C. Johnson,
President
thZ~a?d
*iun\*SZnd
completeViceresume
and
£>nn e^al
Station s,WGEE,
4800
East* Manager,
Raymond Radio
St., Indianapoli
Ind!
Two highly
qualified
salesmen
panding 8-station
radio-tv
chain. toAgejoin21-36exwP°n^m!ies
to,
advance
to management.
Excellent
draw,Wilmington,
15% commission.
Norfolk, Va. and
Del.
SendFor back£™und'£1^ory
°£
DiUings
and
photo
to Tim
Rollins Broadcasting,
414 French
Street, Wilmington,
Del.
Announcers
New south Florida station metropolitan
marketpacedneedsprofessional
3 dj's. Experienced
smooth,to
fast
s only. $110, week
nia station
Califor
er whoB°Xis
announc
'enC
TTNG
DCAShiswants
unable
llm. BRC^
to vent
us eS'
humoro
personalitv

Help Wanted—
Announcers(Cont'd)
Immediate opening: Combination announcer-engineSoutheaste
r. Must be top r?announcertechmcal duties light.
regional

Reply Box 330K. BROADCASTING
£relfXPCTerienCed' en.thusiastic air salesman
„L
i *to s*?rt
* '2 years
air experience.
$90
It iS=t
fTowlne
group.
have
Wlth'eastern
regular
raises. Must
SendPaytape,

Authorita
tive announce
r, first phone.
ExBox 344K,
lmmediate1^
BROADCASTING.6
£?lj?+nt oPPOrtumty for advancement, new
Ohft villi ^Pment. Medium size station.
Fulltime sports announcer. Daily
snortsEox
resumecasts
11^0'football,
High school
d^aI^ng.15
baskets^^Satv-radio.
^i1' radlJ) Play-by-Play. Write local sports
KBUD,
Athens,
B°X 347K"d
^ experience
SP°rtSseeking
BROADCAS
TING.Texas
staff
anno
^
uncer.
Top
Texas
independent
needs
experienced
announcer-first phone engineer for midnight
tobased6 a.m.
shift,
six
days
per
week.
Salaryto
upon experience, ability and desire
get ahead.
or write
Station Director,CallRadio
StationWilliam
KDSX,Duke,
Denison
Announcer
-first phone, no maintenance,
rwo weeks
health insurance,
studios
and vacation,
equipment
units air$433new
and00
auto. Adult
programmimobile
ng, start
Mr.
Phone
immediatel
need
y.
3450. Jae, KHMO'
Hannibal, Mo., Number
WCIL,, encedCarbondale,
staff announcer Illinois,
canneeds
handleexperiing and servicing.
Goodwhoopportunity
forsell-a
Manager.
Paul
resume.
references,
DSencLtaPe
f£od F.S1^-McRoy,
'
Washington D.C. area's number one station
auditionin
, fast, modern announcers. gSendexceptional
tape. WEAM.
WELM,ing manElmira,
N.Y.,
losing
top-ratedmustmorn-be
market. Replacement
capable ofmaginative,
maintaining
ratings.
Lively,
imannouncer
who
can heavy
ad lib comand
do outstanding sales job with
"l6!01^1
load- General
is needed.Manager,
OpeningWELM.
is April
15th. Contact
Want toandlivegolden
in sunny south Florida? Tod
salary
fast
paced
top 40 experience
dj. Mustopportunity
work
own awaits
board with
five years
in production
and
Sews-.,nRusn tape and resume to WGMA
Radio-an
restricte
license
Florida
. d vv^jvia,
Hollywood,
minimum.
Box 539, nouncer,
$2.00 perFCC
hour
plus time
and a
• lor
overtime,
sixOperate
day week,
fortyeight
hours
maximum.
Gates
board.
Must
have
good
voice.
Submit
photo,
and details with first letter to Johntape,M
Spottswood, WKWF, Key West, Florida.
Woman
announcer.whoNow
auditionin
for
woman announcer
can write
good g conv
and aid m sales
calls. Send
fulltape
information
background
references,
photo,
Personnessee.nel Dept., WLAC Radio, Nashville 3 Ten"Announcer-copywriter. Send audition tape
9T2If.lrBRhoeADCASTING10yedT°P
Pay"
B°X
Experienced
morning
man
who
can
also
sell
part-time.
E Carolina,No250drunks,
MBS. drifters,
Tell all hillbillies
including Wanted.
with
all-around
exreferences
- WNCO,
pAnnouncer
eOhio16
rience to handleC°Py'music-news
CASrTINGqUlrementSAswTnd Immediate
and
snorts
Established
format.
Virginia fullB°Xtime242K'
stationBROAD?
wants photo
Tape
and resume toopening.
WPIK, Send
Alexandria
=: IMd^NG1!0

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Top 4» station in major midwest market
looking
for
dj
hep toSendMcLendon.
Good andsalary
to who's
right man.
picture,
tape
96th Street,resume
N.Y. 28.% Ted Estabrook, 8 East
Technical
Immediate opening:
announcer-engineSoutheastern
r. Must beCombination
top announcer;
technical duties light.
regional
independent.
Reply
Box
330K,
BROAD
CASTING.
____
Our
chief
just
received
cp
of
his
own.
Need
replacement.
and beequipment
is only
1newyearoneold.within
WillStation
probaly
building
another
a
year.
Eastern
group
tionsumewithandunlimited
Sendoperarestate salaryopportunity.
requirements.
Box
345K, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineerWestport,
wanted Connecticut,
for WestportCApital
radio
station.
7-5133 orCallwrite
P.O. Box 511, Westport,
Connecticut
Northwest
California
qualified
assistant
chief.vhf
Musthas beopening
capable forof
assuming
responsibilities.
tact Brucemaintenance
Joyner, KVIQ-TV,
Eureka. ConEngineer
orin combo
for newStartdaytime
directional
centralWillman
Michigan.
April
with
construction.
goandon tape
air about
July
1st
Send
resume,
photo
to: Johns,
Justin
F.Michigan.
Marzke, 120 No. Clinton Ave., St.
Production-Programming, Others
Cooking
editorBROADCASTING.
for tv-radio and
newspapers.school,Boxfood170K,
Secretary. All-around girl. Excellent pay.
Box 233K, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
news dayiimer.
reporter Gather
needed and
for
New Mexico local
1000 watt
announce
times ofa day,
attend meetings, three
become part
community.
Send
qualifications,
tape,
past employers, familyBROADCASTING.
status,experience,
salary requirements
to Box 270K,
Copywriter for fast paced modern concept
indie tivein hardbigworker.
Florida city. Want
young,to blend
creabe able
sounds
andsells,
ideasandintoMust
top-notch
production
copy
that
maintains
the
fast
pace
and
distinctive
sound
that
gives
station
number
one
rating.
Salary
good.
Send
photo,
tell all in first letter. Box 332K, BROADCASTING^ _
Wanted: station.
Experienced
newsman
for midwestern
Must
be
able
to
read
own
newscasts.
Growing
needs tosecond
newsman. Send
tape station
and resume
Box
334K, BROADCASTING.
Small station,
Chicago
area
desires
ex-in
perienceddesirable.
creative continuity
writer.andFillfull
as announcer
Send photo
resume.
Box 363K,
BROADCASTING.
Program
producer-announcer
for one year
starting versity
July
1, 1959, Could
by a midwestern
uniradio station.
becomegraduate,
permanent position.
Must be university
prefer person
with
educational
and
comradio experience.
S6000 fits.withWritemercialmonth
vacation
andSalary
other $5500beneBox 376K,
BROADCASTING.
Needed
at
once,
news
man,
announcer
with
first ticket.
About
two hours
daily KVRH,
board
work.
Contact
Bill
Corrick,
Manager,
Salida, Colorado.
Situations Wanted — Management
General
managerseekswho new
has opportunity
topped industry
sales records
for
revenue
expansion.
Twenty-five
years
experience.Box
Specialist247K,
in operations
and sales
productivity.
BROADCASTING.
Manager:
16 years
work, agency,
and tv experience.
background. Also
Best netref-

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
ExperiencedRadiomanagement
team
available.
or tv. Box and
318K,sales
BROADCASTING.
Co
Husband-wife.
Seventeen
years managers:
radio.
College
background.
Exceptionally
versatile.
Husband:
Manager-commercial
manager.
Outstanding
sales
record.
Wife:
manager-program
director.
HandlesAssistant
internal
station programs
procedure andand
personnel.
Provides
salable
copy.
Pleasing air voice. First phone. Operate
minimum
staff.
Possibility
modest
investment aftertoeight
mutualandsatisfaction
contract
provemonths
abilities
ascertain
profit
potential. Contact Box 320K, BROADCASTING.
Manager
program
- production
- salesman
wants Now
job - that
pay money
instead
pats.
working
100 hour
weekof onback-40
hour salary. Write Box 340K, BROADCASTING.
Broadcast
executive available
due with
to stationexperience,
sale. Extremely
able, capable
years
including
sales television,
manager,20
general
manager
in
radio
and
medium andmarried,
metropolitan
markets.
Top
references,
college
graduate,
age
43.
confidential.
Resume
available.
Box Replies
349K, BROADCASTING.
Combo plmanager-sales
announcer.
emoyed as manager
sales.
Must
makeNowProven
change
due
to owner
taking
overexperience
operation.
record,
eleven
years
in
phases.
Topfrom40 and
block.and Age
Best allof
references
present
pastwill33.employers.
Prefer
manager
sales,
but
consider
sales or sales announcer in radio or tv.
Southeast
CASTING. preferred. Box 351K, BROADAttentionsistantmanagers:
Top,
all-around
assoon available.
Thorougly
experienced al strong
phases
radio.
Smooth,
fast-paced
airman,
personality.
News-sports
minded.
Academic,
practical journalism.
Employed,
top references.
College, family,
vet, young.Looking
Prefer upward.
Florida,
consider
all.
No
"top
40", please. Minimum
$450. Box 357K, BROADCASTING.
Attention
General
eventually
want
your job.
In the Sarnoff:
meantime II have
these
qualifications
to New
offer York
a radioor orWashington:
tv operat
i
o
n
i
n
Chicago,
Currently
a station manager
withA lots
of
drive, ambition
sellability.
graduate
with six and
years
background
incollege
sales,
sales
management
and
station
management.
Personals:
29, with family. Box 367K,
BROADCASTING.
Station execs — power.
increaseOrder
your "Radiomanship
air personnel's
rating,
Guide" selling
by top market DeBu
announcers
and agenFeatures,
20 E.
Huroncy personnel.
Street, $2.00.
Chicago, Illinois.
Sales. Apply Capable.
broad sales
backgroundCopy.to
broadcasting.
Announcing.
Box 881H, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager.
speculation
tapes. Proven
College. ability.
Family. Believer
Leader.
Box 364K, BROADCASTING.
Girl broadcaster.
Capable,
versatile.publicity,
Operboard.878H,
Writing,
production,
sales.ateBox
BROADCASTING.
Negro deejay.
SmoothAudition
patter. Efficient.
Protape. References.duction.
Box 879H,Controls.BROADCASTING.
Gospel programs.
Announcer commercial
- producerpackager.
staff
duties. Capable
Box 229K,handling
BROADCASTING.
Country
music djage available
Top
personality,
28, reliable,immediately.
energetic,
creative,
top radiorecording
promotion,
manager,
worker,
artist.production
Presently
employed. Box 231K, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Experienced
announcer,
married,
30. operaPresently
midwestwith
network
tion.withstation.
Desiremajor
affiliation
metropolitan
network
No
top
40
please.
Box
240K, BROADCASTING.
Young
announcer.
Mature
voice.
Skillfully
trained.
CollegeJune.background.
pitch.
Available
Tape sent Sincere
immediately.
Box 262K, inBROADCASTING.
All-around staff. Play-by-play, dj, special
events. Five
years experience.Married,
Desire opporfor advancement.
Salary tunitymust
warrant move. Box family.
288K,
BROADCASTING.
Presently
employed
sportsbetter
announcer-direcmarried,
26, desires
position. Box
297K,tor,BROADCASTING.
First
phone
announcer,
experienced.
maintenance.
Excellent
voice. Near Wash-No
ington. Box 305K,
BROADCASTING.
Mature,
versatile
announcer-deejay
with
professional
sound(300,000)
now want
locatedopportunity
in large
southern
ingrounded
major market
east
coast
market.
Thoroughly
in production Sixandyears
otherexperience,
phases of
music-news
ING.
prefer D.C. operation.
area. Box 306K, BROADCASTNew
Yorker, inthree
years states.
experience
toBROADCASTING.
relocate
northern
Box wishes
309K,
Announcer,
dj,
operate
board,
personality,
news,
commercials, writing gimmicks. Box
310K, BROADCASTING.
DJ-announcer,
young
man with
a good sense break.
ofaggressive
humor.
Haveschool
stuff,
will
travel.
Broadcast
grad.
Box 315K,NeedBROADCASTING.
Announcer-dj,
free to
travel,
tape and young,
resume. experienced,
Box 316K, BROADCASTING.
News-farm-morning
man now.
Texas.BoxMature,
good references. Available
324K,
BROADCASTING.
Top djball,-news-announcer-play-by-play
basebasketball. Wanting to move up to
larger market. Looking for good opportunING.
ity. Age 30, family. Box 326K, BROADCASTAnnouncer-dj;
recentPrefer
radio east
schoolcoast.
graduate.
Trained all phases.
Tape,
resume, on request. Box 329K, BROADCASTING.
Relaxeddium market.
dj style,
screaming, desire
meNews,no experienced.
Box 333K,
BROADCASTING.
DJ, ton ofFormula
talent, orwillother.
travel,Strong
now insell.major
market.
Box
336K, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
fast
paced
deejay
three
years
morning man, now in metropolitan market.
What
do you offer? Box 338K, BROADCASTING.
Available nouncer,
on special
or events
about 1man;
July,6 narrator,
anyears experientures
ce al phases
broadcasting.
Strongest
feamentioned
above.
3
years
on
the
scene
coverage of European
eventsplane
i.e. Hungarian
Revolution,
1stFor communist
defect
to west.Boxetc.342K,
more
info and tapeto please
write
BROADCASTING.
No,
I've know
had notheexperience
at allbutin this
radio.is
I don't
board ends.
either,
where
myI believe,
inexperience
WhatmoreI have
totheoffer,
is
something
usual beginner in broadcastingthanis
equipped
with.
My aim;
to bejustan theinteresting,
informed
dj with
right
touch ofwellhumor
and salesmanship
that could
make any station's rating a happy one. I am
25,
single, but
stable,record
I've had
years myof
experience
in the
industry,
knowledge
of poprecently
and jazzcompleted
music is tremendous.
I've
also
a radio
course. Mygram ed aspecialty
be awell
prodult popandandrollwould
jazztop with
splattering of nonreasonably
rock
40,oninteresting
chatter,
effective
the air
selling,tive adequate
newsI know
reporting,
effectight cu-ing.
I cananddevelop
myself
fast
withto take
experience.
station willing
a chanceIs onthere
me? anyAt
least $75 weekForto start
and I'm available
immediately.
BROADCASTING. tape write Box 359K,
BROADCASTING, March 30, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
Production-Programming, Others
Disc
jockey, College
experienced,
staff Engineer, pe1st
Have coast.
training,Boxlike321K,
ex- Announcer-director:
matureannouncing.
voice, desireUHFExperienced,
production
worksmooth,
and
rience in tvphone.
on west
announcer.
degree.versatile
Box 348K,
BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING.
booth
and vhf experience,
on
and
off
camera.
Employed.
Box
308K,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced,
first phone,
Teacher-speech-drama,
desires
neer, 206 Furman
Street, available.
Syracuse, EngiNew Need a news director? Top qualifications,
career,352K,accept
reasonable
offer.announcing
Relocate. York.
Box
BROADCASTING.
top references, top accomplishments for a
Production-Programming,
Others
College
graduate
(BA
Broadcasting)
desires
immediate
position
as
announcer
with
a
small
station.BROADCASTING.
Plenty potential. Single, car. Program director-sales promotion. Seven Producer - director. Presently employed.
Box 354K,
Family. Thoroughly
experiencedyoung
all phases
years
medium
market and
experience
includes
Alert,similar
dependable
man,
all types
production
direction,
plus production.
desires position
capacity
with
proHumorful
dj
—
held
tooffbeat
straightclown.
delivery
by sales
background.
Strong
tv
copy,
comgressive
organization.
Box
337K,
BROADpresent
station
—
no
Warm,
CASTING.
mercialgram campaigns
as
well
as
creative
probrightsors.style
proven
to
sell
station,
sponi
n
g
.
W
o
r
k
well
with
customers,
salesBroad radio background. Let me send
men, staff, public. Will consider sales Television director with over two years exyou
tape, you'll see. Box 355K, BROADCASTING.
perience in everyfor phase
of television
propromising
or progressive
station. duction
Boxlooking339K,
BROADCASTING.
Top quality,
dependable,
production-program man, with Nine
announcing,
sales, two
and Producer director— Presently employed with
only. Box 356K, BROADCASTING.
copy experience!
years radio,
market
stationproduction
as seniorexperience.
director.
years
tv.andFoura quarter
years college!
Want one major
Five
years
television
for
semi-executive
DJ-announcer — have voice, ideas, personal- hundred
Imaginative,
yet
practical.
Married,
29. Prejob
in
east!
Box
358K,
BROADCASTING.
fer
north
east.
Box
366K,
BROADCASTING.
experience.
Yours ity,to versatility.
mold. BoxDon't
362K, have
BROADCASTING.
Sales-programming-promotion
and
merFOR SALE
chandising
position
desired.
Now
continuity
Versatile
broadcaster.
5
years
radio,
3
tv.
director College
of numbergraduate.
one format
in major
Good background
voice and includes
on-camera
appearance.
Experience
vaRadio
all phases
dj and market.
ried. Single.
Box 373K, BROADCASTING.
announcing,
play-by-play
all
sports.
TeleEquipment
vision
announcing
and
directing.
Currently
Copywriting.
Male
copywriter
available
imemployed.
Desire major
market
with future.
GE 250-watt
am transmitter.
Excellent
mediately.
Minneapolis school
trained,
4 One
condition
with
tubes.
$1,000.00 cash.
One
Tape,
references,
salary
requirements.
Box
years
radio
experience,
1
year
tv.
Prefer
365K, BROADCASTING.
bay self-supporting
am-fm antennatower
type including
BY-2A, Ideco
169
radio
or
small
agency,
anywhere.
Car,
single,
ft.
lighting.
excellent
references,
best
straight
copy.
You
dismantle
and
pick
up.
First
reasonable
Staff
announcer
(radio)—
Recent
graduate
Wire
collect
for
details
care
Western
offer
will
be
accepted
Available
immediofSomemidwestern
broadcasting
school.
Veteran.
Call, wire California.
or write, Edward Jansen.
college, interested in sales. Box 369K, Union. L. Greene, Williston, North Dakota KASK, ately.Ontario,
BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
One brand
newwithprofessional
mount"for
Looking
for new
talent, goodMarried,
production
tape
recorder
all modern"rack
features
and delivery?
No experience.
vet.
Help Wanted— Technical
$495.
Contact
FienBox
371K, BROADCASTING.
stein,
Radio Chief
StationEngineer,
KMED, Ellis
Medford
Full
power
midwest
vhf
station
needs
studio
Oregon.
Adult appealing
personality,
jr.
not
forand
transmitter
maintenance
men.
Experigotten. Play-by-play,
specialBROADevents, 189K, BROADCASTING.
enced only. Must have first phone. Box Two Tapak recorders. Each in excellent
dj.
Western
market. news,
Box 374K,
working gineer,
condition.
$100.00
CASTING.
WELM, Elmira,
N.Y.each. Chief EnTELEVISION
Announcer, dj; first phone, all phases news,
Audio
equipment;
—
professional
series
— used
play-by-play
colorsales.
all sports.
Programming,
tape
recorders,
amplifiers,
copywritingnent-wand
Vet,
single.
PermaSituations Wanted — Management
consoles.
Write
formicrophones,
listCompany,
of materials
availe
s
t
c
o
a
s
t
only.
5
years
total
experiable.
U.S.
Recording
1121
Personal interview
required
500station,
miles End the struggle. Increase profits, efficiency,
mont Avenue, N.W., Washington 5, D.C. VerofLongLosence.
Angeles.
Box
7351,
Bixby
prestige—
permanently.
Write,
wire:
Box
Beach 7, California. Phone GArfield
WANTED TO BUY
421-14. Midnight to dawn or late shift pre- 939H, BROADCASTING.
Manager
commercial
manager:
ful sionyearsradioorin experience.
these capacities.
16 network
years7 successteleviStations
Also
and
Experienced
announcer,
news,
21, married,Available
car, draftdj,immediately.
free,
employerJoe
recommendCP or station
in
difficulty, sought by reed.
Baker,
5509
Claude Street, Hammond, Indiana.
CASTING. sponsible operator. Box 902H, BROADSales
7excellent
years experience.
All
phases
news,
sports,
Qualified orandcp financially
ablepotential.
party willWrite
buy
commercial.
Family. Call
Reliable.
with ingooddetail.
salesman
— mature,
indus- station
Wants move,
Permanent.
Von Radio-tvtrious,time
confidentially
and
Box 100K,
imaginative
salesman
with record
Neubauer,
KBIZ,fast.Ottumwa,
Iowa, Murray
BROADCASTING.
ofsellselling
intangibles
seeks
opportunity
to
2-7588.
time.
double asWillannouncer.
Also
speak
fluentCancomplete
Spanish.
every
Staff announcer.
Married,
eager,
dependable.
reply353K,
with
resumeanswer
and photo.
Want
steady
work.
Limited
experience.
Will
Box
BROADCASTING.
travel, prefer
PreferN. personal
in250
or 1 Carolinas
kw. Fulltime
or daytime.
Waltmidwest.
Peters,Filmore
1738
Smallwatt
market.
or Virginia.
Box
Technical
Stone Park,terview.Illinois.
5-3788.36th Ave.,
307K,
BROADCASTING.
Staff
announcer.
Good
delivery.
Can
sell.
Engineer
with
tv
studio
and
transmitter
exBusiness
consultants
have
cash
for
unprofitExcellent
news1326potential.
Married,
vet. BROADCASTING.
able station in any market. Box 370K.
perience. South preferred. Box 325K, BROADCASTING.
Mark Stewart,
Wesley Ave.,
Evanston,
Technical
Experienced
chief
engineer
desiresStrong
position
in daytime station
in Florida.
maintenance
and construction
limited an-on
nouncing. Box 248K, BROADCASTING. "
Chief west.
engineer
presently
employed,experimidConstruction
and Capable
directional
. 6 years
in radio.
announcer.
Desire encepermanent
position.
Management
perience. Box 267K, BROADCASTING. exChief engineer-announcer,
directional and remote control,experienced
wants to reCASTING.locate in the south. Box 311K, BROADFirst engineer.
phone engineer. Now inemployed
as
chief
directional,
remote control Experienced
and all transmitter
studio
equipment.
Desire chief
engineer's
in
south central
location.
Boxposition
317K,
BROADCASTING.
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Television Station Wanted
One ofwould
America's
operators,
a TV
station,
like tosharpest
purchaseTV 49.9%
or morepresently
interest operating
in a television
station. Prefer a station which has too much overhead and operating
expense for its income, a station that is costing more than $25.00 per
hour to operate, a station that is losing money or not making enough
to justify the investment.
I am not a broker, however, would like to hear from brokers.
Willing to invest $250,000.00 for an interest or as down payment on
a purchase.
Box 350K, BROADCASTING.

WANTED TO BUY
Stations — (Cont'd )
Financially
responsible
group may
will bebuyin outright or finance
station which
red
but
has possibilities. Box 375K, BROADCASTING.
Radio
in Mid-America
the mid-west. Broadcasting
Send details
to L. L.stations
Gould,P.O.
System,
Inc.,
Box 297, Highland Park,
Illinois.
Equipment
DuMont video switching and mixing equipA used be10 kwin General
Electric fmBoxamplifier.
Must
good condition.
312K,
BROADCASTING.
AM
usablePonte
in remote
controlfrequency
operation.monitor
Tom Carr,
Vedra
Beach,
Florida.
Wanted,
Ratheon
limiting
amplifier.
Must
in perfect
condition.
Give Frank,
price and
de-be
tails first letter.
Nathan
Twinall City
Broadcasting
Corporation,
Box
1041,
Henderson, N.C.
INSTRUCTIONS
F.C.C. firstspondence ophone
preparation
correr in resident
classes. Ourby schools
FCC firstanteedphone
in six weeks.
Guarinstructionlicense
by master
teacher.Hiking
G.I.
approved.License
Phone
Fleetwood
2-2733.
Radio
School.
3605
Regent
Drive,
Dallas, Texas.
Since 1946.
The 5original
course Reservations
for FCC 1st
phone
license,
tonow6 weeks.
required.
Enrolling
for1959,
classesJanuary
starting6,
June
24,
Sept.
2,
Oct.
28,
March
2, 1960. Forwrite
information,
references
and
reservations
William
B.
Radio
Operational
School,Ogden
1150
West Olive
Avenue,Engineering
Burbank, California.
First teedphone
license
in
six
weeks.
Guaraninstruction. Next
class—
6. Elkins
Radio
License
School
of April
Spring Street,
N.W.,
Atlanta
9,Atlanta,
Georgia. 1139
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Operate
areaspecial
radio-tv
talent search:
ing schools,
promotions.
If you cookwant
permanent
money-making
opportunity
yours
if
you
can
sell.
Box
171K,
BROAD-it's
CASTING.
MISCELLANEOUS
Personalized
bingo cards
for radio,withtelevision and newspaper
promotions,
IBM
Borom, 111
Salesfreeways.
to agencies,15%.etc. Tel.:
for helicopter
flying
the
ANgelus 2-5253,
Los
Angeles, California.
DJ's
— Put life in Send
your shows towithGaglines,
gags —
one-liners-quips.
Box
409, WellsviUe, New $1.00
York.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
STATION MANAGER
To
sales and
5000 direct
watt radio
stationprogramming
medium mid-at
west market Substantial salary plus
excellent commission makes exceptional, permanent position for experienced proven man. Send summary
of experience and recent picture to:
Box 200K, BROADCASTING

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
FIELD ENGINEER
3 to 5 years experience in TV broadcasting, either as design or station
engineer. Familiar with testing and
all technical procedures in troubleshooting electronic equipment. Prior
experience as field engineer and
willingness
to travel extensively desired.
Excellent opportunity with rapidly
expanding company. All benefits.
Replysalary
statingdesired,
education,
and
to: Boxexperience
B 169,
125 W. 41 St., New York.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Just sold station. Because of family's
health must California.
relocate in ManArizona or Southern
ager on percentage or lease with
option to buy. 14 years radio
experience.
Box 319K, BROADCASTING
TELEVISION
Help Wanted— Sales
TV FILM SALES — Mid- West
Operating Base — Chicago
Fast-growing,
established
Film
Company solidly
has immediate
need TVfor
salesman to cover eight states. Permanent position for man who is ready to
grow with the company and devote
considerable
to an detailed
exciting
sales career. energy
Please submit
resume and photo plus average earnNew ings
York.1957-58. Interviews in Chicago or
Box 368K, BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE
Equipment
FOR SALE:
To educational Broadcasters
One 6A1 RCA 6-bay high band antenna
used on Channel 11. In satisfactory service for four years in dry desert climate
until September, 1958 when replaced by
higher gain antenna.
Address inquiries to Leavenworth WheelChief Engineer,
1671,er, Yuma,
Arizona. KIVA-TV, P.O. Box
Will Sell For
BEST OFFER
76-B2 ply.RCA86-A1 RCA
ConsoleLimiting
with Power
SupAmplifier.
Fairchild
16"
Recorder,
variable
groove,
with dual mixing amplifier
and
Calif.playback. Write KXO. El Centro,

MISCELLANEOUS
ATTENTION RADIO STATION OWNERS AND
GENERAL MANAGERS, NOW NATIONAL SALES.
NOW! DYNAMIC ... NEW LEADERSHIP
IN MARKETS RARELY COVERED
NOW NEW NATIONAL REPRESENTATION FORMING
FOR RURAL, SMALL AND MEDIUM MARKETS
That
willsales.
assureNowyou theto national
have yourspotshare
national
pictureof
is yours with
this new now
pulsating
and that
dynamic
national
representation
forming
will
exclusively
sell,inpromote
andto extend
all efforts
and facilities
research
guarantee
yourto
share
of
national
sales
and
prestige.
Plus
assist
any form
to increase
further
profits youby inoffering
consultation
on and
format,
programming,
promotion,
merchandising
search to make it even more a must for youretoyourtakeopportunity
part of the tonational
spot picture.
onnational
howHere's
you
can
takeBe part
for the
yourparticipate
shareto ofparticipate,
spot
sales.
among
first
the
first
to
benefit
from
national
representation
now hitherto
forming, under-developed
offering pulsatingmarkets.
leadership
in
this
Potential . . . ? Greatest! Lucrative . . . ? You Bet!
Call, telegram, or write to:
1472 Broadway, Suite 308
New York 36, N. Y. Bryant 91883
There
attractiveadvertisers
national spot
packages
that willwillnowlurebewith
national
to your
radio
station
new
and
a
dynamic
national
representation now forming.
NEW MONEY SERVICE!!
Now, enueincrease
and ratingsstation
with revthis
proven formula:
WIRE: (or write)
THE RADIO DOCTORS
2563 Fourth Street
(P.O. Box 306)
Fort Myers, Florida
No obligation
All discussions confidential!

Dollar
for
Dollar

beat a
you can't
classified ad
in getting
top.flight
personnel
BROADCASTING, March 30, 1959

Continued from Page 94
25
proceeding
on am Flint,
application
Boothin Bcstg.
Co. (WBBC),
Mich. of
ByD. Chief
Hearing
Examiner
James
Cunningham on dates shown
Denied petition by Coral Television Corp.
for acceptance
ofof "motion
to strike appmentendCo.,ix to reply
south
Inc., and
parts Florida
of suchAmusereply
based
thereon
and
supplemental
response,"
and
rejected
"motion
to
strike
.
.
.
and
supplemental
response'" in Miami-Perrine,
SouthtionMiami,
March 18).Fla., ch. 6 proceeding (AcGrantedvision petition
F. M. Radio
& TeleCorp., application
for bydismissal
prejudice of its
for without
am infacilities
in Escondido,
Calif.,
and
retained
hearing
status
application
of
Norman
E.
Kay
for
facilities in Del Mar, Calif. (Action
Marcham 19).

STATIONS
FOR

SALE

What Would You
OFFER
Calif. — Local — Rural
With own Modern Building and
several acres land. 1958 gross nearly
$200,000.
needs to Terms
give fullor
attention toOwner
other business.
substantial discount for cash. No
Brokers. Write Box 328K, BROADCASTING.
CALIFORNIA 5 KW
FULL-TIME
Proved number 1 in fast growing
market
over 300,000 people.
$225,000 allof cash.
t Box 361K, BROADCASTING.
i
t

terms
terms
terms
cash
cash
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
cash
terms
terms
terms
terms

Fla.
55M
250w-F
La. Single
35 M
Single
65M
250w-D
Ala.
Medium lkw-D
Md. Single
65M
500w-D
W.Va.
30M
250w-F
III. Small
Single
80M
500w-D
Medium lkw-D
175M
100M
Pa. Sm-med
lkw-D
Medium
Fla.
60
500w-D 200 MM
N.C. Ey-Medium lkw-D
Gulf
Medium
98M
150M
lkw-D
Va. Metro lkw-D
75 M
S.E.
Metro 500w-D
250M
S.E.
Major 5kw-D
Fla. Large
250M
250-w
Large 250w-D 450M
East Large
225M
clear
S.W.
750M
South Medium VHF-TV
PAUL H.
CHAPMAN COMPANY
MEDIA BROKERS
1182 w.attanta
peachtree 205 Chicago
w. wacker
barbara
1270 «v».new ofyork
americas 33 lanta
w. micheltorena

THE PIONEER
OF TELEVISIONCONSULTANTS
AND RADIOFIRMMANAGEMENT
ESTABLISHED 194$
?f2RT.'AT.,ONS MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD
S. FRAZIER,
INC.
1736Washington
Wisconsin
7,Ave.,D. C.N.W.
NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Broken — Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION
Nation-WideBroadcasters
ServiceSTATIONS
Experienced
Confidential
Negotiations
Security Bldg. Davenport, Iowa
STATIONS FOR SALE
Ours is a personal service, designed to
fityouryourneeds.
finances, your qualifications and
If you are in the market for either an
AM, FM beor sure
TV station
in the
country
to contactanywhere
us at once.
JACK L. STOU & ASSOCIATES
6381Angeles
Hollywood
Blvd.
Los
28, Calif.
Hollywood 4-7279
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J
J
J
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Granted in part
petition
by for
Rev. extension
Haldane
James
Seattle,
Wash.,
of time Duff,
for
exchange
of exhibits
inthatpro-of
c
e
d
i
n
g
o
n
its
am
application
and
Northwest
Bcstrs.
Inc.,
Bellevue,
Wash.;
and
continued
date
for
exchange
hibits from March 18 to April 8. of exconference for April 1 in procee d
application
of Sussex
(WNNJ), Newton,
N.J. County ~ Bcstrs.
Granted
motionCalif.,
by Southwest
Co.,
Inc.,
Redlands,
for class
leave ABcstg.
to fmamend
its
application
toon specify
stat
i
o
n
t
o
operate
96.7
mc
in
lieu
of
class
Bandonremoved
95.1 mc, application
and make from
relatedhearing.
changes,
Scheduled
prehearingon conference
for
April
6
in
proceeding
application
Joseph
F. Sheridan for am facilities ofin
Ukiah, Calif.
ByD. Chief
Hearing onExaminer
James
Cunningham
dates shown
Scheduled
hearings
for
May
1
in
the following proceedings:
Sheridan
for
am
in Ukiah,inJoseph
Calif.;F. Easton
Bcstg.
Co. facilities
for 17).
am facilities
Easton,
Md. (Actions
March
petition
Mansfield Bcstg.
Co.
forGranted
dismissal
withoutby toprejudice
of itsof app
l
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
f
o
r
consent
assignment
nse of WCLW Mansfield, Ohio (ActionliMarch ce16).
By Hearing Examiner
C. Smith
on MarchElizabeth
16
Granted
motion
by
Radio
South
Inc.
(WXLI)hearing
Dublin,
Ga., toforcontinue
date
scheduled
Apriland2 without
inthatpro-of
c
e
d
i
n
g
o
n
its
am
application
Ethel
Williams, ofet Jack
al., executors
of last Woodward
will(WAYX)
and testament
deceased
Waycross,
Ga., Williams,
action
by
Commission
on
petitions
bypending
Radio
South
Inc.
for
reconsideration
and
grant
without
its application
expedited hearing
action onof such
petition. and for
GrantedNev.,petition
by Lakeside
Bcstrs.,on
Sparks,
for continuance
of hearing
its am application
and on from
examiner's
motion
continued
hearing
March
19ownto
April 1.
Granted
motion
by
Liberty
Television
Inc.,
for
extension
of time
for filing onproposed
findings
andplication anreplies
inKEED
proceeding
its ap-tv
d
that
of
Inc.,
for
new
stationsand toextended
operate time
on for
ch. filing
9 in proposed
Eugene,
Ore.,
findingsApril
from2 toMarch
Marchreplies.
24 and
from
April 719forto filing

NARBA Notifications
MEXICO
List of changes,
proposed changes,
and
corrections
in
assignments
of Mexican
broadcasttaining
stations
modifying
appendix
conassignments
of
Mexican
broadcast
stations American
attached toRegional
recommendations of
North
Agreement
engineering meeting.Broadcasting
560 Kc.
XEUYIII-B,San 1-26-59.
Christobal
Las— 500w,(change
Unl..
Class
Casas,de Chiapas
call
letters from XEUG).
570 Kc
Monterrey,
Leon— (change
5kw D,
lOOwXEAR
N, ND,
Unl., XERR).
ClassNuevo
rv, 1-26-59
call
letters
from
790 Kc
XERC Mexico, D.F.— 5 kw D,(increase
1 kw N, ND,
Unl.,
day
power).Class III-A,8604-26-59
Kc
XENW
Culiacan,
Sinaloa—
1
kw
D,
250w
Unl., Upon
Class II, (delete assignment videN
kc).
on1450 1450
kc. commencement of operation
960 Kc
XEHA Ciudad Camargo, Chihuahua— 250w
D,nowlOOwon N,1440ND,kc).Unl.,1110Class
Kc IV, 7-26-59, (new
XESXII, Saltillo,
Class
7-26-59 Coahuila—
(new). 0.50kw. ND D
1260 KC
XEOG Ojinago, Chihuahua— 500w D, lOOw
1420 1-26-59
Kc (now in operaN^ND, Unl., Class IV,
T,^EU,P
Juarez, (change
Quintanalocation
Roo— 250w,
Cozumel,
Q.R.).
Unl., ClassPuerto
IV, 7-26-59,
from
1450 Kc
T,7XE^Y
Yucatan—Upon
250w, commenceUnl., Class
IV,
(deleteMerida,
assignment).
xl^Y of operation1580atKcProgreso, Yucatan
n0.25<£ELI
kw N,Chilpancingo,
ND, Unl.,1600Class
II, 7-26-591 kw
(New).D,
KcGuerrero—
XENY
Nogales,
Sonora— lOOOw D, ND,
D, XECW
Class III.
Los 7-26-59
Mochis,(new).
Sinaloa— 1 kw D, 0.20
kw N ND,
Unl., Nov.
Class3, IV,
menced operation
1958).11-3-58 (comCANADA
List of changes,
proposed changes,
and
corrections
in assignments
of Canadian
broadcast
stations
modifying
appendix
containing
assignments
of
Canadian
broadcast
stationsAmerican
attached to recommendations of the
North
Regional Bcstg. Agreement
Engineering Meeting.
560 Kc
Corner
Nfld.—(new).
1 kw, DA-N, Unl.,
Class III Brook,
EIO 2-15-60
580 Kc
CKY III.Winnipeg,
Man.— 50 kw, DA-2, Unl..
Class
EIO 2-15-60
Unl.,
Class
III.
EIO
ttC,KV,^ Edmonton,7902-15-60.
KcAlta.— 10 kw, DA-2.
CKSO Sudbury, Ont.— 10 kw D, 5kw N.
DA-2, Unl., Class III. EIO 2-15-60.
800 Kc
II.
EIO 2-15-60 °nt--5
(new). kw, DA-1, Unl., Class
TTF™Woil!i=a^'
950 Kc
DA-2,
Unl.,
Class
III.
EIO 2-15-60.
^?^B?T ?ar^fe> °nt-—
1240 Kc1(> kw D, 2.5 kw N,
TrL,a V?clue'
1 2-15-60
kwKc D/0.25
Unl.,
Class IV.p QEIO—1320
(new).kw N, ND,
Vancouver,
B.C.—
10
kw,
DA-1,
Unl., Class
III. EIO 2-15-60 (new).
CKNWUnl.,New
B.C.— 5 kw
DA-1,
Class Westminster,
III.
1410 Delete
Kc assign.

Pursuant
to record
agreements
reached prehearing
as shown
byconference
transcriptheld
of13,further
March
scheduled
hearing27
evidence
on issueMass.,
numberch. 16 forproceeding
April
inof(Wilson
New Broadcasting
Bedford,
Corp., et al).
1450 Kc
PETITION FOR RULEMAKING FILED
„CHEF
Granby,
P.Q.—
D, 0.25 kw N,
Leon P. Gorman, Bangor, Me. (3-16-59) — ND, Unl., Class IV.
EIOl kw2-15-60.
BAHAMA
assignment
7 to Bangor,
Me.Requests
by amending
rules ofas ch.
follows:
1540
Kc
Present Proposed
ZNS Nassau— 5kw, Power
ND, Unl.,
Bangor,Me.
Me. 2-7-, 5+,
16- 2-,
to 10 Class
kw. I-A
Calais,
2020- 54-, 7-, 16- Proposed increase of (FOR
THE RECORD) 99

This is Wilmer

Finchley Q) average American,

his average wife (2) his two average children (|)&<S)
his larger than average dog (5)
Multiplied by your latest circulation figures, they make up your ever-loyal
audience. They watch you hour by hour, day by day, night after night. If they
weren't there, you'd miss them terribly. So would your sponsors.
Cancer will strike 2 out of 3 of such families. But many cancers are curable
if detected in time. As a matter of fact, today 1 out of 3 cancer patients is
being saved. An annual health checkup is the best way to discover cancer early.
Many people are in the dark about this. You must open their eyes. You
owe it to them out of simple humanity. And because of their loyalty to you
and because you're the most effective eye-opener in your community, let us
help you help them.

When the local representative of the American Cancer Society calls on you,
open your door. Look at the radio and television materials — the "Finchley
family" and others — he is prepared to supply. Open your hearts. Help open
the eyes of your loyal viewers. Arm them with information in their fight
against cancer.
Cancer

Society

Give^to the American
too
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OUR

RESPECTS

TO
Robert

In the fall of 1939, Robert Clarke
Temple reluctantly
the job
promotion director of left
White
Kingof Soap
Co. to become an account executive of
Raymond R. Morgan Co., Los Angeles
advertising agency which had acquired
the White King account. Ray Morgan,
owner-president of the agency, was
equally reluctant to put Bob Temple on
his payroll, but the White King powersthat-were made quite clear their opinion
that to handle their advertising properly
the Morgan organization needed someone around who knew the soap business and that the particular someone
they needed was named Temple.
"We each felt that the other guy was
being shoved down his throat," Bob
Temple
"but since
we hadto little
choice inrecalls,
the matter
we agreed
give
it a 90-day trial. To our great surprise
we found we could work together — and
we did — for 19 years, until Ray's death
last fall."
Today, Mr. Temple is a vice president and director of Fletcher D. Richards Inc. and is Los Angeles manager.
Morgan was merged with Richards last
year. He is also president of Queen for
a Day Inc. and executive producer of
the tv show of that name which now is
telecast for an hour a week in Paris and
Mexicodomestic
City inschedule.
addition to its five-aweek
The lowedBig
'Breakfast'
• "Queen
folthe success of an earlier
program
we developed, Breakfast in Hollywood,
which started as Breakfast at Sardi's
back in 1940 about a year after I'd
joined the agency. As a Los Angelesbased agency, our clients were chiefly
West Coast accounts, with regional distribution. Theysocouldn't
full national networks,
they werebuyconstantly
faced with having their time pre-empted
for the big national advertisers, often
their own competitors.
"For three clients — White King Soap,
Folger's Coffee and Planters Peanuts
(for whom we handled the western advertis ng)-— we decided to build a program and put it on at 7 a.m., a time
when nobody was supposed to listen to
radio, on a station that nobody was supposed to listen to at any time, so we
could get a firm commitment that could
not be pre-empted. One announcement,
inviting 150 women to have breakfast
at Sardi'sto next
and
offering
send Monday
taxis formorning
them, drew
5,000 acceptances and we never had
He was the
BROADCASTING, March 30, 1959

Temple
awarded us $750,000 in damages. When
less than
a fullfor house."
the show
went
national
Procter Soon
& Gamble
and FCC ruled it a lottery, the coffee-in-theKellogg.
home requirement was replaced by a
To help clients sell products, which question-and-answer procedure, making
advertising-promotion operMr. Temple considers to be the cardinal it a straight
ation which Folger is still using in the
function of an agency, he and Mr. Mor- West and
which
is being used by Lipton
gan created promotion plans as well as
programs.
"One
day
we
were
told
that
Tea
in
the
East."
Bob Temple was born March 9, 1906,
Folger had an order for a carload of in Wichita,
he went through
coffee from the Safeway Stores in Port- grade schoolKan.,andwhere
years of high
land, Ore., the first time Folger had school. At 16 a bit three
of
youthful
impetugotten into these stores. But there was
osity got him in wrong at home, so he
a catch: get an order that big and you
a freight train and arrived in
get a worry the same size. Today you hopped
Angeles. A job in the catalog printdon't just sell your merchandise to a Los ing
department
of a hardware and metgrocer
— youdo sell
it for him.
We knewin
als supply house got him interested in
we must
something
big enough
and by the time he was 25 he
Portland to sell more Folgers than ever printing
was a successful printing salesman.
— including the Folger's Coffee Safeway
On Their Own • When his company
policies he felt made it hardThein Doorbell
Planin• Portland,
"We sent awith
trucka put erinfor new
him to make sales, he and two
bought."
out
the streets
others
quit
opened their own print
man stopping at homes and asking the shop. This and
was in 1931. Times were
housewives
if
they
had
Folger's
Coffee
got tougher. Only their nearin the house. If the answer was yes, a tough nessand
to the Olympic Games offices and
gift electric appliance would go out of their willingness
to work all night to
the truck and into the house. Folger
out rush orders too small for the big
was sponsoring a noon newscast on get
to bother with kept them in
KGW Portland and we'd get permission printers
business through the summer of 1932,
when Los Angeles was host to the
games. By fall, when the games ended,
he was more than ready to take a job
with a regular salary attached and when
a friend told him of an opening in the
advertising department of White King,
he
bid the printing business a hasty
farewell.
Seven years with White King taught
Mr. Temple a lot about soap and about
advertising and promotion. While putting that knowledge to work for his
agency's clients, he continued to learn
and today he is recognized as an authority on product and market analysis, campaign planning and the coordination of advertising and merchandising and sales.
Bob Temple lives in the Lake Hollywood area, five minutes from his office.
Mrs. Temple, as Helen Karl, was his
secretary for 10 years before their wedding in 1953. He has two children by a
previous marriage: Mary Joy Rubaloff,
Mr. Temple: 'help clients sell'
who before her marriage was a model
to use the housewife's name on the air on Queen for a Day, and Robert Jr., 16.
to announce that she'd won a refrigerhobbies are golf, horseback riding
ator or whatever it was for being a Fol- andHisskiing.
He is secretary-treasurer of
ger's Coffee user.
the
AAAA
Western Region, a director
"The Folger's
Doorbell
Plan adopted
was so of the Hollywood
Rotary Club and a
successful
that the
idea was
by Maxwell House, for which a jury member of the Wilshire Country Club.

man

Clarke

who

came

to

'Breakfast'101

EDITORIALS

Congressional intercession in the spectrum controversy,
Slim speculation
THE riskiest investment we can think of at the moment
brought
the change
in the attitude
the might
military'
Only about seems
to be holding
out and ofthat
be
is one made in subscription television on the strength becauseOCDM
it
hasn't
yet
caught
up
with
the
changed
attitude
of the FCC's "test" decision last week.
of the Dept. of Defense.
As widely reported, the FCC announced it would permit
We are convinced that the best answer is in Congress
tests of subscription systems under rigid controls. We doubt
creating a joint committee on spectrum
utilization and
that any tests will be made. The stern conditions imposed
allocation. This has been done for atomic energy
for
by the FCC would prevent the tests from proving anything
space. It could function through an expert staff, and
not for
beyond that which is already known or logically assumed.
one
year
as
the
President
proposes,
but
permanently
.
At best the tests would confirm what is generally agreed
The spectrum is one of the greatest of natural resources.
now: that several subscription systems are technically workIts use is international, and, with the space age, is becoming
able. They could not, however, prove whether the public interplaneta
ry. The House has set up a subcommittee on
is willing to pay for tv programs or whether pay can
spectrum utilization, which conflicts with the President's
exist without cannibalizing free tv. The only way totv test
plan.
The logical answer, then, is in the setting up of a joint
those questions is to permit subscription television to operate
Senate-House Committee, which, in the national
in full competition with free tv. That test, we fervently
will determine what use should be made of preciousinterest,
hope, will never be allowed. First, it is not necessary. Sectrum space by military as well as civilian interests. specond, itwould lead to the disappearance of free tv.
The networks have repeatedly said that if subscription
What tv does not need
television were authorized
general service, they would
have no choice but to go intoas ita themselves.
WHAT the
most ofis another teleThe result would
visionnation
investigationdoesn't
along need
the lines
that proposed
be, at the end of a transition period, a program service of no by a subcommittee
of
the
House
Small
Business Commitdiscernible difference from the program service which is
tee. The avowed purpose, according to its chairman. Rep.
available now except that viewers would be charged for Charles
H. Brown (D.-Mo.). would be "to see if small busifree.
what they now— get
ness isgetting a fair opportunity to advertise" on tv.
In its order of last week, the FCC was playing politics.
There are now so many investigations of so many facets
It was trying, by compromise, to satisfy both the members
television that legislators must be
tired of looking
of Congress who oppose subscription television and those of
at
the same faces. In the past couple ofgetting
years witnesses from
who want to give it a trial. The FCC succeeded, we suggest,
networks,
stations
and
the
FCC
have
been
spending more
in not wholly satisfying either side. The close 11-10 vote of time in preparing for hearings
or in testifying than they
endorsement by the House Commerce Committee indicated
have
at
their
regularly
assigned
duties.
The
waste
fell.
how far short of sweeping approval the FCC
man hours and dollars is downright appalling.of time,
Yet we believe the FCC will, at least for some time, stick energy,
The
Small
Business
Committee
is
supposed
to encourage
by its newest order. While that order stands, subscription
small business,
we're all for
television is a dead issue — no matter how stock speculators
the for
subjects
Rep.
Brown
specifiesand(Broadcastin
g, that.
MarchBut 23)
the most
may try to enliven it.
part are matters already being covered in the many studies
already in various stages of completion. And while we are
Job for Congress
not aware of any overwhelming outcry from small businesses about the scarcity of tv availabilities, we submit that
THE
we think
Eisenhower's
proposala
for amore
five-man
boardof ofPresident
his selection
to undertake
even if there are these complaints, the appropriate forums
full-scale spectrum study, the less we like it. Such a comwould be the Senate and House Commerce Committees,
mission would be investigating the administration's adminis- which are responsible for communications legislation.
At a time when the emphasis is on economy in governitself. tration offrequency assignments. It would be investigating
ment, an inquiry of the character proposed would be a
Last August the White House, through the Office of Civil sheer waste
of taxpayers' money let alone the expenditures
Defense Mobilization, proposed an amendment to the Potter of stations and
in what is predestined to be an
Bill that was so dangerous to the future of television and fm aimless expeditionnetworks
that will get nowhere.
that it was killed virtually overnight. The new White HouseOCDM proposal isn't quite as dangerous because it isn't
directed
"radio and television frequencies",
but it stillathastheallusethe ofearmarks
of being slanted in favor of
government.
Certainly, OCDM should not be as insistent as in the
past, in the light of the expressed agreement of the Dept.
of Defense to explore the prospects of a frequency exchange
which might expand the vhf band. This announcement,
made at the recent NAB convention in Chicago by FCC
Comr. Frederick W. Ford (Broadcasting, March 23),
was buttressed by the statement from the same platform by
Lt. Gen. Arthur G. Trudeau, Army research-development
chief, that the military has no designs on existing vhf tv
channels.
These expressions, which followed the White House announcement oflast August calling for the five-man presidentially appointed commission, constitute an about-face
for the military. Theretofore, the military used the security
Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
curtain in countering efforts to assess its use of the spectrum.
"On this discipline problem: Let's call in Bat Masterson and tell
We have no doubt that the opposition of broadcasters, plus
him
to
bring
his
cane."
102
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When

KSTP-TV

says "go out
and buy it" . . .
people go out
and buy it!

Basic NBC Affiliate
MINNEAPOLIS

Represented

by Edward

- ST. PAUL

Petry & Co., Inc.

CHECK

BEFORE

* WSTV-TV

Delivers 39%

YOU
Greater

BUY!

Coverage

Only Channel 9 dominates the Upper Ohio Valley— America's 28th* TV Market
*excluding Pittsburgh!

482,300 TV Homes

j> WSTV-TV Channel 9 Steubenville:

347,100 TV Homes

Nearest Competitor:

WSTV-TV Leads by:

135,200 TV Homes

Source: Television Magazine, March, 1959

Check Avery-Knodel Now for availabilities on WSTV-TV. .. the station with greatest
coverage, lowest cost-per-thousand in America's Steel and Coal Center.

WSTV-TY
CHANNEL

9— CBS-ABC

Steubenville— Wheeling
A Member of the Friendly Group
52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York 211 Smithfield St., Pittsburgh

